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Making Honey-Vltiegar—How It is Done.

BY C. P. DADABT.

[Having received several Inquiries regarding the making of honey-
vinegar, W8 requested the Dadant'B to write an article on tne subjet^t,

ae we knew they were experts at this business. The following Is what
we received, and will bo read with much profit.—Editor.]

Vinegar, originally, was only sour wine, (»ln algre), but it

is now made from all sorts of beverages, and ttie common vin-

egar of commerce Is made by the distillation of wood (pyrolig-

or become somewhat sour, and these remnants can only be
utilized for this purpose.

In malting honey-vinegar, we use only Inferior grades of

honey, such as honey-dew, or thin honey that has already fer-

mented. We also use all the washings of our cappings. We
have often noticed that many bee-keepers render up their cap-
pings into wax without having previously washt them, and
when we receive the beeswax from them. It is still stlclcy with
honey. This does no damage to the wax, but it Is a waste for

the apiarist, and this waste is unnecessary.

When the honey is all extracted and the cappings well

drained of their honey, so that they seem entirely dry, we
put them into a largs boiler with just water enough to soak
them. This water is heated a little helow the melting point

of beeswax—say to 120^, or a little above this—to a point

where you can ]ust endure the fingers In it.

The cappings are stirred in this water, then the water is

prest out. For this purpose, we use a very small elder-press,

but the same work may be done almost as well with the hands
while the wax is soft. The press goes faster and does
the work more thoroughly. The water thus obtained looks

dark and dirty, but if your cappings have been well cared for

Apiary of Mr. J. E. Enyart, of Oentry County, Mo.—See page 5.

neous acid). Unprincipled dealers have been known to add,

to the vinegar, water and sulphuric acid, a very injurious prep-
aration. Qur farmers, here, make all their vinegar from
elder. In England It Is made from malt, and even from beer.

But the best vinegar Is made from grape-wine or from honey.

In making our honoy-vlnegar, we always use a little

wine, for two reasons. In the first place, It helps to make
ft. Id the second place, as we are grape-growers, and make
considerable wine, we often have remnants that lose In quality

the only thing In them, to cause any residue. Is the propolis,

and we all know that there is nothing disgusting about It.

After the vinegar Is made, all this will disappear, without
leaving any trace, as It settles In the dregs. The honey-water
is now tested. We use a must-scale, but as our readers do not

have such au Instrument, we will give them an easy test, viz :

Take a fresh egg, and drop it In the liquid. If it floats,

showing a portion of Its shell, of the size of a dime, the liquid

Is of proper strength. If it sinks, you must add more honey,
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diluting It well, till the egg comes up. If the egg projects too

much, add more water.

To make the vinegar from honey, we use from l>i to 2

pounds to the gallon, according to the strength wanted. The
sweeter the liquid, the stronger the vinegar, when made. But

the weaker It is, the quicker it is made. The reason of this Is

that a small percentage of sweet diluted, changes more

promptly Into alcohol and Into acid than a largo quantity. If

you put In too much honey, some of It may remain unfermented

for a long time, and a very heavy solution would probably

never all change by fermentation. The weaker the bever-

age, the quicker It sours.

Bear In mind that the fermentation of any sweet or any
frult-julce is flrst alcoholic, then acetic. No acetic, or vine-

gar fermentation, can occur till an alcoholic fermentation has

taken place, and the more thorough the alcoholic fermentation

Is, the more thorough the acetic change will be.

After our honey-water has been made, we must induce

the fermentation by some means. The temperature must be

right, about TCP Fahrenheit, and It Is best to Induce by heating

the liquid even as high as 90° or 100= if It has not already

been heated as above mentioned. A little of excess is not

so Injurious as a low temperature, provided, however, that you

do not reach the germ-killing point— 16U^ to 170^. If your

liquid was heated to this point. It would have to stand till it

had absorbed more ferment germs from the atmosphere, and

this would be slow.

Most honey contains plenty of ferment germs, and It needs

but little Inducement to start the alcoholic fermentation. If,

however, there Is any delay a little fruit-juice, fresh grape-

juice, fresh cider, or even a little yeast will soon give it a start.

The liquid Is put Into barrels lu a warm, sheltered place, the

barrel being tilled only about two-thirds, as the boiling of fer-

mentation will cause it to rise and a full barrel would spill pan
of Its contents. The bung-hole is covered with a thick cloth

to keep the gnats and files away.
If the vinegar Is made during cool weather, it Is best to

keep It in a warm room, or in a cellar heated by a furnace.

This is where we keep ours. But, if you have no place in

which to keep It warm, and must leave It In a cool place till

summer comes again, it will do no harm, but the vinegar will

be that much longer in getting made.
If your vinegar making is carried on in a warm place, in

the winter, where there is no fear of flies, give It ail the air

you can. Bear in mind that It takes oxygen, b:th for the alco-

holic and for the acetic fermentation, and this oxygen is to be

had only in the air. That Is why wine-makers leave their casks

open as long as the alcoholic fermentation lasts in the wines,

but take good care to fill up the casks and bung them up

tightly before there is any chance for the acetic change. We
must, therefore, give our vinegar all the air we can, and If we
want to make It rapidly, we must transfer It from one vessel

to another as often as we can. Vinegar-makers pour their

vinegar over beech-shavings, which assist in airing it, and re-

tain much of the lees or sediment. But it is not nece.saary to

go to all this trouble, for after the fermentation has been well

started It will continue with more or less speed, according to

circumstances, till good vinegar Is produced.

After the alcoholic fermentation has been well started. It

Is easy to Induce the acetic fermentation, by the addition of

sour wine, or sour vinegar, In a small quantity. We make It

a practice to always keep at least two barrels of vinegar, the

one sour, the other souring, and we retlll the one from the

other occasionally.

If the vinegar iswantod clear, it must be rackt, by remov-

ing all but ihe lees, and the latter need not be thrown away,

but may be used with new vinegar to help its formation.

Good wine or cider must not be kept In the same collar with

vinegar, as the germs of the vinegar, floating through the air,

will induce the acetic fermentation very readily in the former.

Good vinegar usually contains millions of small animalcu-

les which prevent It from having a crystallino appearance.

These may be destroyed by heating to 1 1 tP and will then set-

tle to the'buttom with the lees or dregs. Lot it not be supposed,

however, that they are injurious, for millions of those are evi-

dently consumed In every glassful of good vinegar, and one

should beware of vinegar that does not contain any, for it Is

probably made of poisonous compounds that kill theni. But It

is lucky that our house-keepers do not have eyes gifted with

microscopic power, or thoy would relegate good vinegar out of

the domain of the kitchen.

The writer, at the North American convention. In St.

Joseph, Mo., In 1894, met a young bee-keepHr who had tried to

make vinegar and had succeeded, but said that he bad to throw

It away because It was full of little snakes, which he had de-

tected by holding a very thin vial of the vinegar In the sun-

light. It must have undoubtedly been flrst-class vinegar, and

he was very much astonlsht to hear that he could with difS-

culty find any good vinegar that did not contain such snakes,

unless it had been heated.

To help strengthen vinegar that is making too slowly,

pour it over crusht fruits, grape-skins, apple-pumice, or even

apple-parlngs, but, above all things. If you want it to make
fast, be sure it has plenty of air at the right temperature. We
have now In our house-cellar, three or four barrels of wine and

honey-vinegar that has been a year In making, because it was

not kept warm enough. Ilancock Co., III.

Introducing Queens with Tobacco Smoke.

BY DB. K. QALLni*.

In Gleanings for Nov. 1, Editor Root, in commenting on

my method of introducing queens, says: "The use of tobacco

smoke for the purpose of uniting or introducing, should be

condemned, especially In the hands of beginners." Because,

of their using it in fumigating their bees to keep them at

home from county fairs, he thinks It Injures the bees, etc. I

can see quite a difference between fumigating^ sufliclent to

safely introduce a queen—say at the outside lO seconds—or

stupefying them sufficient to keep them at home all day. I

strongly condemned the use of tobacco smoke for common
purposes about the bees, years ago— I was going to say, before

Editor Root was born, but I guess I will not, for I don't know
exactly how old he is.

Now for what others say about introducing with tobacco

smoke. A. I. Root, on page 188 of the " A B C of Bee-Cul-

ture, says :

" Immediately after the honey season the bees are apt to

be out of sorts with everybody and everything, and at such

times it is pretty hard to make them accept a queen. If ordi-

nary methods fall, give them a little tobacco smoke—just

enough to Intoxicate them a little." A little further along

he says: " I remember oue year we received an importation

of 50 queens ; half of them were given to neighbor H. to in-

troduce, while we rotaiued the other half. Neighbor H. had

entire success In Introducing all of his, while we lost some four

or five of ours. Both used the same methods of preparing the

colonies. The difference was, that Mr. H. used a little tobacco

smoke on every one he introduced, while we used none." So
much for A. I. Root.

Henry Alley, in his "Thirty Years Among the Bees,"

page 39, recommends the bees to be fumigated with tobScco

smoke, just before sunset. He further says; "I have no

doubt that during the past 30 years I have introduced 50,000
queens with an average loss of not over 3 per cent. I have
Introduced 100 queens by this method In one hour."

Dr. Tinker, In his "Bee-Keeping for Profit," page 32,

says :
" If a queen Is found balled rescue her. In this case It

is no use to try again. She can only be Introduced upon
combs of hatching brood." Now right there and then I should

be Just meau enough to give t^hem a dose of tobacco smoke,
and give it with a good will, too. I would show them who was
running the shebang 1 I guess Editor Root was " straining at

a gnat," etc.

I have Introduced more or less with tobacco smoke for the

past 50 years, and have never In all that time lost a single

queeu when I used this smoke method. And, then, I think It

quite an advantage, to know that wo can take out the old

queen and have a new one Introduced safely in 15 minutes,

Instead of being three or four days about it.

I am not anxious to have every one adopt my plan. When
bees are breeding rapidly, and gathering abundance of nectar,

different plans will succeed. The loss of four or five imported

queens would bo quite an Itom with me.
Orange Co., Calif.

Bee-Economy—The Queen and Swarming.

BY PHOF. A. J. COOK.

The replies to the Inquiry on page 083 (last year) were a

surprise to me. Were it not that so many of our wisest aud

most keenly observant apiarists— In fact, about all that record

their opiuion—seem agreed, I would think all were wrong.

When I find such unanimity of opinion against me, I always

conclude that very likely I am wrong, and I always study

closely to see where I have erred. But In this case I can see

a reason why all the others may be In error and I in the right.

The inquiry implies that when a young queen goes forth to

mate the bees sometimes swarm out with her. This point is

conceded by all that express an opinion. I doubt the truth of

the statement contained in the Inquiry.
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I should feel very certain that it is error were it not that
so many, who have long been able students of apiculture and
the habits of the bees, accede to the proposition. In all the
old-time bee-literature we read that the queen leads the
swarm. The very name " queen " is in this sense misleading.
So we see that there is something in a name. The rose would
doubtless smell as sweet with any other name, but men would
often reason more correctly and be more sure to speak the
truth were everything rightly named. The queen is in no
sense a queen. She is often maltreated, killed. I do not be-
lieve that she ever leads forth a swarm. I have watcht at the
entrance of hives scores and scores of times, and never yet
have I known a queen to lead forth a swarm. She usually
comes forth after most of the bees are on the wine, gyrating
about the hive as they wait for her to come forth. They often
begin to cluster before she comes out from the old home. This
Is not only true when the old queen goes out with a swarm,
but in all cases observed by me it is equally true of the virgin
queens that are to go forth to a new home and region. It is

well to study the economy of 'the hive or its inmates before we
conclude in such matters. Is it possible that this old, erro-
neous view has deceived the very elect ?

The queen, I believe, never goes forth from a colony ex-
cept to mate or with a swarm. She may go out two or more
times to mate, and will unless she is successful the first time.
In this case she goes not because a swarm is issuing, but for
an entirely different purpose. She goes forth, circles about
for a little, and starts off on her mission ; which is to meet a
drone and not to hie forth with a swarm. She is off before the
swarm would be out, and of course if the few that might fol-

low on— in case they ever do this—should accompany the
queen, they would start off at once and not cluster. 1 have
never known such an event to occur. Has any one ?

Swarming is an entirely different matter. Impelled by
too crowded quarters, or some other want of balance, the bees
push out, but are not led by the queen, and before she comes
forth, or soon after, they commence to cluster, and will be
joined by the queen. The very fact that she is not among the
first to come forth, seems to me to show that she has no plan
of mating before her, but with the other bees, swarming is

now in mind, and she goes forth to swarm ; will cluster and
behave as bees always do when intent on increase of colonies.

The inquiry is as follows: "When a young queen flies

out on her bridal trip, the bees sometimes swarm out with her.
Does such a swarm sometimes remain out permanently without
returning? And if so, in about what proportion of cases?"

To answer fully as I believe, I would say : I doubt if bees
ever swarm out with the queen as she goes forth ou the mar-
riage flight. When she goes forth to mate she goes alone and
the bees remain behind and keep at their regular work. When
they go with her, all have another purpose in view, and be-
have very differently. The bees lead forth, the queen follows :

they cluster, and soon, unless hived, go forth to a place pre-
viously lookt up and prepared for their new home.

We all know that'swarming is always preceded by such
preparation hours before, and also that the bees behave very
differently on the day that the swarm is to leave. Why should
we conclude that the bees go out with the queen ? Why not,
rather, conclude that if the bees do accompany the queen,
they were to go out to swarm, and she to accompany them,
and not to mate.

Then, to answer the question, I would say: No; the
swarm never goes out with the queen as she starts off to
mate ; but if they do go they all go as a swarm, and no mat-
ing at all is in contemplation as such times. In case a swarm
goes out with a young virgin queen as they are very likely to
do, in case the season is favorable and the beekeeper does not
work to prevent it, they will act much as does a first swarm
with the old queen, that is, cluster, aad, after sometime of
rest, fly forth to the new home.

The young queen is light and nimble, and very likely will
fly further before clustering, and cluster higher. I have
rarely known a first swarm to cluster more than five or six
feet from the ground. I have known second swarms to cluster
full 80 feet from the earth. This may have been simply acci-
dental, but I think not. Old first swarms rarely go any great
distance before alighting; while second swarms may go off
several rods. I have known swarms to cluster for miles
away from the apiary ; and in more than one case to remain
overnight. In such cases I have believed that the queen was
tired out, and that the bees halted to give her a rest.

It has often occurred to me that the queen seems an ex-
ception to all other animals in her habit of flight. If we
should not use any special muscles for days, not to say months
or a year, we would find it difficult to exercise. The queen
may have been without use of her wings for a full year, and
yet she goes forth with the swarm to fly perhaps a mile or

more, and often flies with great rapidity. The fact of the
long flight of the virgin queen is hardly less a surprise. She
may never have tried her wings, and yet she goes forth for a
long trip at the time of her first flight. I have wondered if the
clustering habit was not because of this exceptional feat on
the part of the queen-bee. We can well understand that the
queen would need a rest. The clustering for an hour or two
after her first short flight would fit her the better for this new
kind of experience.

I have stated above that the new home is always sought
out and prepared sometime before the swarm issues. It is

possible that I am hasty in coming to this conclusion, but I
have positive evidence that it has occurred on several occa-
sions, and as we know that bees act about the same at all

times and in all places, I conclude that bees always have their
home in readiness before the swarm issues from its old home.
In one case I saw bees cleaning out an old hive in such num-
bers that I thought a swarm had entered it ; soon they all left,

and the next day a now swarm came to that hive. Another
case that I knew, the bees about 11 o'clock were seen in one
side of a building, flying in and out through a hole, in such
numbers that it was supposed a swarm had taken possession
of the place. Soon all the bees left, but in the afternoon a
large colony came and took possession of the place.

I have known several such cases—enough to convince me,
if not enough to prove that this is always the case.

It were well if we knew exactly the cause, or causes, that
lead to swarming. There is but little doubt that crowded
quarters, and the discomforts arising from such condition is a
chief cause. Yet every extensive, observing bee-keeper has
known swarming to occur when there was no great crowd of
bees; and rarely when there were frames without comb. It
is not infrequent that bees leave the hive when it is depleted
of honey, or when it is foul with the excreta from diarrhea in
cases of disastrous wintering. It would seem as if discomfort
might be the one impelling cause of swarming, even though
the unrest was due to abnormal cause.

The honored Mr. Quinby's desire for a queen that would
produce bees void of the swarming instinct has been shared by
many since Mr. Quinby exprest it. If we knew that discom-
fort was the cause, we would study to forestall all discomfort,
and so attain the desideratum. Even if unrest, natural or
from disastrous consequence, be the cause, we need not
despair breeding it out. We know some people possess marvel-
ous fortitude, and keep their equipoise, even when darkest
clouds threaten ; there is no reason to think that bees may not
differ in temperament, as well as human beings. I have no
doubt but that such is the case, and have full faith that this

and all other desirable qualities await development at the
hands of the wise, painstaking, patient breeder of the deni-
zens of the hive. Los Angeles Co., Calif.

Yellow Sweet Clover—Melilotus Officinalis.

BY MRS. L. E. R. LAMBRIGGER.

When I first began talking up sweet clover, I used the
words "sweet clover" only, not dreaming that people in gen-
eral were ignorant of the fact that there are two varieties, but
I am beginning to learn that a writer cannot plain his state-
ments any too carefully.

From letters in the bee-papers, as well as private letters
received ; also from remarks dropped by prominent bee-men,
I am led to conclude that very few people know anything
about yellow sweet clover, while the few who do seem to eye
it with suspicion.

If there is one trait upon which I pride myself more than
another, it is that of accuracy. I never intend to write any-
thing for the press that I have to take back afterward ; I may
commit such a blunder sometime, but never have yet. Now
for the subject in hand.

I am indebted to Mr. M. M. Baldridge, of Illinois, for a
copy of his bulletin (No. 1) on White Melilot. I am perfectly
familiar with the plant, and wish to say for that gentleman's
benefit, as well as all others interested, that while what he
claims for it is perfectly correct, the yellow melilot will do all

that the white will do, and

—

more. I have sent him a packet
of the seed, and feel confident that in the near future he will

issue a bulletin holding forth the merits of yellow sweet clover.

In speaking of this plant I can do no better than to repro-
duce, or repeat, if you please, what I said of it in the Nebraska
Farmer, under date of Oct. 15, 1896.

Each seed produces many branches (or stools, if you pre-
fer), and each branch produces a flower-spike. It does more
than that, since every branch sends out many branchlets, and
each brancblet throws up a flower-spike also. Hence it wilt
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be seen that the number of blooms o?ie plant is capable of

sending forth mounts into the hundreds.
The white variety is more erect and tree-like in habit

than the yellow; produces fewer spikes of bloom, and its

stems are more woody; for honey purposes, we would prefer
one acre of the yellow to four of the white, while for hay and
pasture one acre of the yellow is preferred to a dozen of the
white. Now, of course, this broad statement is based upon
the difference in behavior of the two varieties here in northern
Nebraska.

The aromatic odor of the two is identical, and to me ex-

tremely pleasant, therefore I cannot understand why any one
should accuse it of making the " atmosphere stuffy," as has
been done more than once in Nebraska during the past year.

If any bee-keeper can endorse the accusation please let him be
heard from.

In quoting from my article, Dr. Miller asks, in Gleanings,
"Now who can tell us something more?" referring to the
value of the j'ellow. Present indications are that no one
seems in a hurry to speak out; are we to infer that they don't
know? The best thing you can do, Doctor, is to obtain some
of the seed and try it yourself. Seeing is believing, unless we
happen to have a faulty vision, which I do not think is the
case with our genial Dr. Miller. In his valuable little book,
" A Year Among the Bees," he states that his attempts at
providing bee-pasturage have not been attended with much
success ; melilot, figwort, cleome, buckwheat, and others,
having failed to respond to coaxing. Now I can arrive at only
one of two conclusions regarding the why : Either that nat-
ural conditions for honey-production are far better in some
times unfortunate though much maligned Nebraska than they
are in my native State, or—that the Doctor, while he may be
an excellent physician and a successful bee-keeper, must be
lacking in those qualities which go to make up a clever horti-

culturist. Better come to northern Nebraska, Doctor, where
Nature sows the seed, waters the plants, and matures the
crop, independent of man's aid.

We are wintering our bees on their summer stands, with
abundant stores at their command. If they come through all

right, I will tell you how we fixed them ; if they don't, I may
keep still. Knox Co., Nebr.

The Bee Journal—Amalgamatioii —Experiences
with Swindling Commission-Men.

BV C. THEILMANN.

With the permission of the editor of the American Bee
Journal, I would like to say a few words to bee-keepers, some
of which will be new, interesting and beneScial to them.

This is the time of year to renew or subscribe for our
bee-periodicals, as we have ample time to read and inform
ourselves during the long winter evenings, especially those
who have to perform their work in the daytime. I would ad-
vise all bee-keepers to take the American Bee Journal, not
because it is the oldest bee-paper in America, but because its

editor is the right man in the right place for the fraternity

;

his ambition and character are just what we need. When I

say this, I am not flattering the editor, for these are real

facts, which prove themselves to every one who has read the
American Bee Journal for at least the past four or five months.
Mr. York has saved the bee-keepers, this season alone, thou-
sands of dollars on their honey crop, by exposing, /car(cs.s(jy,

the dishonest commission-men, in the American Bee Journal,
even at the risk of being prosecuted for libel, which was
threatened a number of times. No one in our whole fraternity
knows this any better than I do. No other bee-paper
came to the front to expose the swindlers before the Bee Jour-
nal did. Some held back for awhile, while others even advcr-
tlscil for the thieves and swindlers <iftcr the publishers were
notilied that they were swindlers. But the Bee Journal stood
for the rights and benefits of its readers, therefore subscribe
for It.

UNITING THE TWO UNIONS.

There Is another subject on which I would like to say
something, namely, the amalgamation question, of which con-
siderable Is said, and some of It I am sorry has made unpleas-
ant feelings. This, of course, is not very nice. I, at first,

was against uniting the two societies, because the old Union
bad a nice pile of money in its treasury to share with the New
Union, which had very little. But since the Now Constitution
was adopted at Lincoln, I can see no reason why we should
not unite, tor we have everything we had before, and more,
too ; and if we can see Improvements can wo not adopt them
later? Let's set aside all (julbbllng, and go on with the main
object In view, and we will have a strong Union. Many are

waiting to join the New Union, and pay in their dollars to put
down and lieep in check the swindlers and adulterators who
rob us of the result of our hard labor.

EXPERIENCES WITH SWINDLING COMMISSION-MEN.

I have just returned from Chicago, on my third trip to
secure something for a carload of fancy honey I shipped their
last August to a commission-man. The honey was received in

fine condition, but the man refuses to pay for it, although tha
honey was all sold, according to his own statement, on Aug.
28. I have had a number of lawsuits about it, and finally

.secured a judgment the last time for $1,423.60, but I don't
know whether it can be collected. I have had lots of trouble
about it, and $165 expenses so far, besides being unjustly
arrested twice for alleged " stealing " of the " statement " that
was given me for my honey ! They also sued me for $10,000
libel, for which I had to give bonds, in all for $11,500 ; and
if I hadn't had a good, rich friend in Chicago I would have
had to go to jail. I was ashamed at first to think that I was-

caught in this way, and tried to k%ep it silent, like hundreds of
others who never tell of their losses in this way ; but it would
be far better if every one would make it public, as a warning-
to others, even at the risk of being laught at by jealous and
envious persons.

The reader will be surprised when I say that I was told,

on good authority, that the producers and shippers alone have
lost $188,000 by the commission-men on South Water street,

Chicago, this year, although there are good and reliable mett

on that street.

Some think I was not careful enough to whom I sent my
honey. That may be correct, but I had sent the same mao
big shipments of honey heretofore, and he always did as he
agreed. Why should I send to a new man, whom I didn't

know ?

The following will show you how bold those swindlers
become :

One of my neighors consigned 2,200 pounds of honey to a
friend of his in Chicago. This friend sold the honey to a com-
mission-man, cash on delivery. When the honey was at the
store he went there and demanded pay. He was told that he
(the buyer) had a month's time to pay in. At last he was told

to go to the office, which he did, and a quarrel was the result.

He decided to take the honey away, but when he got there to

do it, the honey was gone. He immediately telegrapht to

the shipper to come down, and when he arrived the commis-
sion-man told him that he had sent him a check the day before.

This was disputed, and ended in a quarrel. A revolver was
secured by the bee-keeper, and the money demanded again,
with no result. An attempt was made to shoot, and this was
the last the bee-keeper knew, until he found himself thrown
out on the street ; and this is what he got, too, for his honey.

A man from Wisconsin sent 8,000 pounds of honey to a,

Chicago commission-man, and not hearing anything from it

for awhile, went to look it up, and found his honey was gone.
He couldn't collect a cent. This honey was all his support for
five little children and a sick wife at home. The tears ran
down his cheeks while he stood in the streets of Chicago.

While my neighbor stood at the store of a commission-
man, another bee-keeper had a lot of honey there for sale.

They swindled him out of it while he was right in sight of it.

He didn't get a cent.

Detective Eddy went with a shipper from Iowa, who
claimed .$239 from Terrill Bros. In their office Terrill drew
a long-handled knife, and threatened to stab Eddy, after hav-
ing closed the door. The creditor begged for his life, and to
let him out, when he would give him a receipt for what he
owed him.

Eddy was offered $50 to get another man from Wisconsin
out of town, who had sent Terrill Bros, a lot of cheese.

Many shippers have taken legal steps, and, as a rule, with
no satisfaction. The saying is, " With many dogs the rabbits

are dead ;" and " One man is no man." But if all the bee-

keepers would unite, they could accomplish what no man can-

do alone. VVabasha Co., Minn.

Selling the Crop of Honey.

BY C. A. BUNCH.

I always aim to have my comb honey stored in first-class

V-grooved basswood sections, and take it to market in double-

tier 24-section cases. My market for comb honey is at the

towns and cities in driving distance from my home, and I sell

to grocerymen or restaurant keepers for the cash, but never
sell comb honey to commission-men.

The price may be low, but to sell comb honey seems to be

an easy matter. If the sections have the propolis nicely scraped
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off. I always use tin separators, and have the comb built nice

and straight in the sections, as a nice section of honey helps

to malie the sale. To build up a trade for the bee-l<eeper, I

think it pays well to stamp the section with a stamp giving
his name and post-office address.

To introduce and sell extracted honey to the same people
that had for the last eight or ten years been buying my comb
honey was quite another thing, and hard for me to do, and,
for that reason, my e.\tracted honey I shipt mostly to the

large cities to be sold on commission, and of late years at a
ruinously low price.

The mistake I had made in trying to sell extracted honey
to grocerymen was in trying to sell in large quantities (60-
pound cans), instead of using small receptacles to get a trade
built up for liquid honey. So, at last, I tried the one-pound
square glass jars, with a neat label on each ; this did the
business.

I have the Jars of honey crated so they will not break, and
take them right along with me to market. I go iuto a grocery,
ind at the leisure of the proprietor I show him ray package of

honey, and explain to him how neat it is, and how heavy and
ripe the honey is. I tell him that it Is just the same as other
honey, only it is out of the comb. If a sale cannot be made
otherwise, I sometimes leave a dozen jars for him to sell, to

be paid for when sold.

When I have made a sale, I bring in the honey, and with
a clean cloth I wipe the dust off the jars and set them on the
•counter, or set them in line on the show-case to attract atten-
tion, as they should make a nice display so as to sell in a few
days. This will please the grocerymen, as you will readily see.

To hold your trade, sell strictly pure honey, ripe and rich;

do business always on the square, and get acquainted with
those you sell to.

There, now, fellow bee-keepers, I have tried to tell you in

my poor way how I have been somewhat successful in dispos-
ing of my crop of honey. Marshall Co., Ind.

Apiary of J. E. Enyart, Gentry Co., Mo.

BY J. E. ENYART.

The picture herewith shows the rear end of ray hives,
•which face east. At the right is my honey-house, but I have
a larger one at present. I have several kinds of hives, and
the picture was taken with shade-boards on them.

I was born June 7, 185 L, in Daviess county, Mo.; I went
to the district school all of my spare time from the farm dur-
ing winters. My parents removed to Gentry county. Mo., in

1865, where I have remained ever since.

I remember well when I found my first bee-tree, by mere
ajiiideiit, that gave me the bee-fever, in 1872. After that I

hunted bees all of my spare time in July and August, and
found several trees each season, as year by year went on.

I married Miss Adaline Groves, Aug. 29, 1882. Our son,
born Aug. 9, 1883, is seen in the picture.

I had a love ior bee-keeping, so in the spring of 1888 I

began in earnest, by getting some improved hives, and trans-
ferring bees from log-gums and box-hives. I had fair success
that seaSDn in getting honey, but was not successful in keep-
ing comb honey ; I remember when I opened my nice, clean
box and found my nice section honey nearly ruined by the
raoth-worni. Then I sent for " Langstroth on the Honey-
Bee," revised by Dadants, which is a fine work. I also pur-
chased several other good bee-bnoks ; ordered the American
Bee Journal in 1891, and have been a constant reader ever
since.

I have had several good crops of honey, and have re-

ceived fair prices for it. My wife and son are a great help to

me in my apiary. Gentry Co., Mo.
i!5.
•*•

Season of 1896—Comb Honey vs. Extracted.

BY C. DAVESPORT.

The past season In this locality was a fairly good one for
honey. Basswood was an entire failure, although it blossomed
in great profusion, as did fall flowers of many kinds, but they
also failed to yield any honey except wild buckwheat; from
this a small amount was secured. The surplus was gathered
from white and Alslke clover, and from those colonies in good
condition, which averaged about 6(J pounds of comb honey.
Last year, for the first time, there was considerable Alsike
clover around here ; Ibis yielded well, but the honey from it is

not equal to that from white clover.

Although I have always produced comb honey principally,
X have for a number of years had a leaning towards the pro-

duction of extracted, and have read with much interest what
has been written about the profits of comb and extracted
honey. But these reports were very conflicting, especially In

regard to how much more extracted could be produced, some
claiming thai twice as much extracted honey could be secured,
and from this on down to one or two who claimed that there
could be as much, or very nearly as much, comb honey pro-
duced as extracted.

In order to find out something about this, as well as the
difference in the amount of labor required in the production
of the two kinds, I conducted an experiment the past season
that may be of interest to some who have never produced both
kinds of honey. At the beginning of the season 40 colonies
in good condition were selected—20 of them were used for the
production of extracted honey, and the other 20 for comb
honey. The hives were all 8-frame except five, which con-
tained 10 frames. The latter were all put among those run
for extracted. A careful account was kept of the amount of

honey stored by each set. In the beginning an effort was also

made to keep track of the amount of work required by each
set, but this was soon given up as impracticable, but I will

say more of this later. With the 40 colonies no effort to pre-

vent swarming was made, except to give them plenty of ven-
tilation and surplus room. Of the 20 run for comb honey, 11
swarmed ; these were each hived in a new hive on the old

stand: all the bees left on the combs were shaken off and
allowed to run in with the swarm. The combs of brood and
honey were then given to weak colonies, nuclei, etc., and no
further account taken of them.

Of the 20 colonies run for extracted honey, 7 swarmed,
and 3 of these were from the 10-frame hives ! These 7
swarms were all treated the same as the others.

Perhaps I should say that the frameson which all swarms
from both sets were hived had only small starters of founda-
tion in them, for in producing comb honey in this locality, at

least I was, until the past season, convinced that more white
honey could be secured in the sections if swarms (either nat-

ural or artificial) were hived on frames with only small start-

ers of foundation, for then if the supers from the old hive in

which work had been commenced, or if there was none on the

old hive, one containing two or three sections with partly or

fully drawn combs and the rest with full sheets of foundal'on
is placed on the hive soon after the swarm is hived, work will

be commenced in it at once in a fair flow, and, as fast as comb
is built below the queen will surely keep it full, or nearly fu'l,

of brood, so that, of necessity, most of the white honey is

stored in the supers, providing the swarm issued at or soon
after the beginning of the white honey harvest, and this is the
usual time for swarming to occur in this locality.

On the other hand, when full sheets of foundation are
used in the brood-frames, a swarm will draw it out much
faster than the queen can lay, and then all the way from 15
to 30 pounds—the amount, of course, varying and depending
upon the queen and character of the flow—of white honey
stored in the brood-frames. But there is one serious objec-
tion to this plan of using only starters in the brood-frames,
and that is the large amount of drone-comb that will some-
times be built, especially with an old or declining queen. I

have had some cases where swarms would in this way rear
fully as much as four frames of drone-brood, and at this sea-

son, no matter how much drone-comb is built, the queen
usually lays eggs in the most of it, and at least one generation
of drones is reared. This a serious loss, for I believe sealed

drone-brood weighs as much as sealed honey; so in cases

where two or three frames of drone-brood are reared, it is at

a loss of from 10 to 20 pounds of white honey—perhaps more,
for I have based my figures on the supposition that a pound
of sealed honey will produce, or is equal to, a pound of sealed

brood. But my oijinion is that it takes in the proportion of

at least two pounds of sealed honey to equal one pound of

newly-sealed brood, and if I am right in this, it would give us

from 20 to 40 pounds of honey that would in some cases be
used in rearing useless drones, and this, too, allowing that
only one generation is reared, when the fact is, there are often

more. The cost of full sheets of foundation would be small

in comparison with the amount that is lost, when a large

amount of drone-comb is built.

Last season I also conducted some quite extensive experi-

ments in this line by hiving both natural and artificial swarms
on frames containing full sheets of foundation, and others on
frames with only small starters. The results of these experi-

ments have left me in doubt as to which is the best plan,

although the swarms hived on full sheets gave me, on the

average, much the best results. But last year we had a long,

but at no time very profuse, flow from clover. In a short,

profuse flow, like we generally have from basswood, 1 believe

the swarms hived on starters would have given the best re
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suits, for in a short flow, that only lasts 10 days or so, a
swarm on etupty frames has not time to consume much honey
in rearing drones.

But I have gotten so far away from what I started out to

tell, that this will have to be continued.
Southern Minnesota.

Proceedings of the Illinois State Bee-Keepers'
Convention Held in Chicago, Nov. 18

and 19, 1896.

BV A SPECIAL BEE JOURNAL REPORTER.

IContinued from page 838]

SECOND DAY—Forenoon Session.

The convention was called to order by Pres. Miller at 9:30
o'clock, and Mr. Jas. A. Stone offered prayer.

SELLING HONEY THROUGH COSI.MISSION-MEN.

QuES. 11.—Should we encourage selling our honey through
city commission-men ?

Dr. Miller—This is the next practical question. Who
knows? I'will ask you straight, How many think we should
sell our honey through city commission-men ? [One]. How
many think we should not encourage it? [Eleven].

Mr. Ellis—Does that question refer to Chicago ?

Dr. Miller— I suppose the spirit of the question would be
answered exactly if we should say Chicago. Sending our
honey from home to the large markets would be the general
idea. I should say, if you can sell your honey yourself, you bet-

ter do so, because the chances are you will get more money for

it and be more certain of it ; but if you are not a salesman,
you may do better with commission-men.

Mr. Grabbe— I believe we have some reliable honey-deal-
ing firms here in Chicago who would be perfectly safe to ship
honey to, and you would get your pay for it, but I think the
ma.iority of them here at present are not reliable. A bee-keep-
er near St. Louis, wrote me a short time ago that he had about
5,000 pounds of extracted honey which he thought of shipping
to Geo. T. Wheadou & Co., of this city. I advised him not to

ship It, as they were considered a fraudulent firm. It was a
few days afterward, that I received a letter from another gen-
tleman who had shipt them 10 cases of extracted honey,
amounting to very nearly 870, and they were to remit at once;
they agreed to buy this houey outright—there was no consign-
ment about it ; they were to pay him seven cents cash for it,

on arrival. The bee-keeper informed me he had shipt the
honey, but they had not remitted to him, which they should
have done some time ago. I wrote him that it was considered
a fraudulent firm. He sent me an order a few days ago to get
his money for him, but when I went to see about it there was
no firm there, but I found one of the men who had workt for

them. It was not Wheadon at all who did the business, but a

man by the name of Terrill, who was the proprietor, and only
used Wheadon as a flgurc-head ; ho got the consignments and
did the buying through Wheadon, and I understand that they
sold thousands of dollars worth of produce and never a dollar

of it returned to the shipper. They closed out the last of Oc-
tober, I believe, and I was told that Terrill had gone to Cana-
da, but where Wheadon is, I don't know.

Dr. Miller— I'erhaps the pertinent question is, shall we do
all we can to have all the commissiou-nien killed ? j

fjaugliler.
|

Mr. Ellis— Killed, or relieved of the pressure of too much
goods for this market ? Of course, we can do that ourselves

by selling somewhere else, and wo can reach customers which
they don't reach. There has been considerable honey taken
from here to Wheaton, Hi., and west of Whealon, and so on,

and in smaller markets, which does not interfere with the

sales here at all, and wo will get more money ; and those who
sell outside will get more money also.

Dr. Miller How many are here, who, within the last two
years, have shipt any bODey to commlsslon-meu ? [Only one).

There is one thing, if honey is never shipt to them, it can't do
any particular harm.

Mr. York—There are a great many bee-keepers who do
ship honey to commissiou-men. I find there are some who
ship honey to commission-men that have been exposed as
frauds in the bee-papers, and still the shippers read the bee-
papers ! I find, also, that after I have publisht a firm as
fraudulent, bee-keepers who read the Bee Journal write me and
ask about them, whether or not they are responsible ! I thiuk,
however, in the majority of cases those who ship to dishonest
honey commission-men are those who do not read the bee-

papers. I have tried to do what I can to expose the fraudu-
lent firms, although T was " taken in " last year (1895) by ad-
vertising, and immediately denounced them ; and this year I

commenced good and early on the same firms, as well as on
Wheadon & Co., although two of the bee-papers publisht page
advertisements of the latter fraudulent firm. One bee-paper
advertised for them even after I had publisht them as frauds,
so there was no excuse for that. Of course, these firms all pay
their advertising bills promptly, and it may be that some pub-
lishers were anxious to get cash. But we all know it does not
pay to encourage crooked firms, no matter how willing they
are to pay. I think it not best to encourage shipping to the
general run of commission-men. I know there are a few honest
firms, but I think, as Mr. Grabbe says, the majority are in-

clined to take advantage of the shipper, not only in the honey-
business, but any other line of produce. I thiuk we ought to

discourage shipping to commission-men as much as possible,

and encourage the selling of honey in the home, or near-by,
markets.

Mr. Grabbe—These parties near St. Louis, whom I men-
tioned, never subscribed for the American Journal. I told

both of them the American Bee Journal had publisht Whead-
on & Co., as fraudulent, and one of them would have saved his

$70 if he had been a subscriber. Since then, he has told me
he subscribed for the Bee Journal, but it is too late.

Mr. Baldridge— I should discourage shipping to commis-
sion-men. What I mean by that, is something lika this:

Honey should be sold at home, in the home markets, or sold

direct to city purchasers, who will pay cash on delivery—in

other words, buy it right out.
' Mr. Grabbe—It is best to sell for spot cash on delivery.

But what assurances has the shipper that he would get his

pay, if spot cash on delivery were agreed upon ?

Mr. Green—Let him ship with sight draft attacht to bill

of lading ; then he is perfectly safe.

Mr. Grabbe—That may be true, but what if the firm re-

fuses to cash the draft after the honey gets here ? What will

be done with the honey, then ? The railroad company is not
responsible ; they turn the goods over to the consignee. I

have sold carloads of goods, with that same attachment to the

bill of lading, but the other party got hold of the goods, and
the draft was returned, not casht. I think it was a Califor-

nia bee-keeper who shipt a carload of honey to a firm here who
could not cash the draft, and the shipper immediately tele-

grapht to another firm to take the honey. Of course it was
then at the mercy of the other firm ; I do not know whether
he got anything for his honey or not. Also, I would say,

while on this subject, that a certain honey-buyer in this town
went to a commission-house to buy honey, aud he dealt with the
principal member of the firm, who sold him the honey and
pocketed the money without giving a bill, or anything at all.

The buyer walkt off with his honey, and the commission-man
pocketed the money, and I suppose he never made any returns.

That is one way the crooked commission-men do business. I

really think what we need here is a honey exchange, or at

least some firm with plenty of capital that can sort of control

the honey product, either buy it up or have it, shipt to them
subject to sale, or something of the kind, so that these dishon-
est people can't get hold of the honey, and then let bee-keep-

ers ship only to this one firm. I suppose one good firm in

Chicago could handle all the honey for the city, that is, one
wholesale firm.

Mr. Ellis—Do you know how much was shipt to Chicago
last year ?

Mr. York—As nearly as I could discover, there were 1,-

200,000 pounds of honey put on this market last year; of

course, there may have been a little more, but I think
that is nearly correct. Don't you think, Mr. Grabbe, that is

about right ?

Mr. (irabbe—Yes.
Mr. York— One firm handled 20 carloads. Of course I

could not find out exactly how much Horrie & Co. handled, but
I understood they sold quite a good deal ; they were a little

backward in telling just how many car-loads, but I am sure
they handled a great deal, and made small returns for the most
of it. I am still receiving complaints against them on last
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year's sales. Oae bee-keeper in New Mexico shipped them a

carload of honey, and he lost about $1,000 on it ; of course,

that went into the pockets of Horrle & Co. Yet, they did

make returns on some shipments, but at a very small figure, by
selling at a low price. One commission-man will often buy of

another. Horrie & Co. sold the finest white comb honey at 8

to !• cents a pound to another commission-man. Now when
they sell honey at that price, you can easily see they would not

make very big returns to the shipper, after taking out their

commissioa of 10 percent., also cartage, etc. Their cartage
charges were something e.Korbitant—sometimes two or three

dollars for moving 500 pounds of honey from the depot to their

store. I think the commission-man has every advantage of the

bee-keeper.
Mr. Stone—I think there is only one solution to this ques-

tion. Mr. (irabbe makes a statement in regard to having one
house—whatever name you are a mind to give it, call it a com-
mission-house, or a club-house, or a honey exchange—but there
is only one way to get the information before the people, and
that is, if there is a honey e.'ichauge, nobody would know it if

they did not take a paper. During the Springfield convention,
this same question came up. There was a neighbor of mine,
over in the next township, who always had a good lot of honey,
and I thought from reading the bee-papers, the price at Spring-
field would be just about 15 cents per pound for comb honey,
I went to every place, where I had been in the habit of selling,

and this gentleman had been to every place I went, and was
selling honey at 12}^ cents per pound, when he could just as
well have gotten 15 cents per pound, if he had had the infor-

mation that he might have had by reading the papers, because
it was only a short time until honey demanded from 15 to 18
cents per pound ; and he spoilt the market because he did not
read the bee-papers. He was not at the bee-keeper's conven-
tion when I made the statement, but afterwards he took the
Bee Journal and Gleanings also. It was just for the lack of

infor.Tiation, as to the supply of honey. But I believe with all

the advantages we could have of handling honey, it will not
help anybody if they are not right up on this question. It is

just as important for a bee-keeper to keep up as for the farm-
er or horticulturist to read up, to know what the supply or de-
mand is of their products.

Dr. Miller—You should use some discretion in the matter.
This thing of piling all the honey into the city markets, and
neglecting the home markets, is wrong. Now, the commis-
sion-men are not to blame for that. Don't let us censure them ;

honey-men should let them know what amount they have on
hand. It is a fact, and should be pretty well understood, that
you are at the mercy of the commission-man. When you send
your honey, it may be in fine condition ; but it may be re-

ceived in bad condition. They can claim it is in bad condition,

and you can't help yourself. They can sell it for any price

they please and report in the same way. You are at the mercy
of the commission-man, understand that, fully. Now, what of

it ? You must know the man you send honey to. You must be
thoroughly sure that you send to an honest man, or else don't
send. I don't know whether I shall ever send another pound
to a commission-man. I think I can do better. But there
may come a time when I can see that in the Chicago market I

can get more money for my honey than I can by selling it at

home, or by sending it off somewhere else. It may be, that I

cant' very well get rid of my honey satisfactorily. When that
time comes, it is some little comfort to me that there is a solid

firm like R. A. Burnett & Co., to whom I can send, if I must
send. So I believe it is a good thing if we can have a few re-

liable commission-men. There is the point, we must know
they are rclUihle. Don't send to anybody you don't know about.
But I do believe it would be a good thing, if we could have a
few reliable commission-men, when we must send on commis-
sion. But let us not consider that the first and only thing to

do with our honey is to send it to commission-houses.

Mr. York— I think lean see how one may find out about
the responsibility of commission firms. I think the Bee-Keep-
er's Union should be able to supply such information. The
Union should make it a part of its business to learn the stand-
ing and reliability of all firms dealing in honey throughout the
country, and that would be a great advantage to a member,
to find out before shipping, no matter to what market. I

think the bee-keeper could afford to pay a liberal membership
fee to the Union, to be able to find out from it concerning the
responsibility of honey-dealers.

Mr. Stone—Mr. York's suggestion is just right. But how
are we going to get it from the Union, excepting through the
bee-papers. Now we have known of these frauds that Mr.
Grabbe speaks of, and if we have read it, we know enough not
to send our money to that same firm. The bee-papers should
tell us who the good firms are. We should read the bee-pa-
pers. That is the point I wish to make. It is through the

reading of the bee-papers we know what is going on. Of course
we need a place to send our honey to when we have a surplus.

And the bee-paper editors sliould know the best dealers.

Mr. York—Yes, the bee-paper editors know a great deal(!)

but they don't know everything ! It is very difficult to find

out about some firms until some bee-keeper squeals. Now, /
cannot know whether a certain firm is going to send circulars

through the country, until after the firm sends those circulars

out, and as they don't send one to me, how am I to know that

it is trying to get honey from beekeepers ? So I have invited

all bee-keepers to send to me such letters or circulars as may
come to them, so I may be able to investigate and report.

Mr. Stone—The American Bee .Journal is continually

warning bee-keepers against sending their honey to fraudu-

lent firms, and if they see something that looks as if they are
going to get a big price for their honey, they ought to under-
stand that there is something wrong.

Mr. Grabbe—Mr. York has sacrificed a good many hun-
dred dollars by not taking advertisements of certain commis-
sion firms. One firm here, who are rated very high—as high

as almost any one on the street—has been refused the privi-

lege of advertising by Mr. York. Their pay is good, and they
have tried several times to give him advertisements, and I

think they really do as they agree to in most cases, but there

are several parties that have been beaten by them, and so

Mr. York won't take their advertisements. I think Mr. York
is taking the right course, and the American Bee Journal can
be taken as authority, that all who advertise in it as buyers or

commission-men are reliable.

Mr. Green—While we feel entirely satisfied as to the relia-

bility of Mr. York in the matter, we must remember that he
cannot afford the time, and probably cannot afford the money,
to investigate these firms as thoroughly as they should be. If

we had a bee-keeper's union which made that its business,

there would be time and money for looking up these facts, to

find the standing of parties, which information could be furn-

Isht to the bee-keepers.
Mr. Grabbe—There is one firm here on the street that is

reliable. They had on hand two carloads of honey, and I had
a friend, who wanted to ship some honey to them, but they

would not accept it, saying, "We have two carloads, and it is

all we can sell to our trade, and we can't do justice to more."
There are some honorable firms who would not take a consign-

ment when they have all they can control.

(To be continued.)

A Ne'w Binder for holding a year's numbers of the

American Bee Journal, we propose to mail, postpaid, to every

subscriber who sends us 20 cents. It is called "The Wood
Binder," is patented, and is an entirely new and very simple

arrangement. Full printed directions accompany each Binder.

Every reader should get it, and preserve the copies of the Bee
Journal as fast as they are received. They are invaluable for

reference, and at the low price of the Binder you can afford to

get it yearly.
•^"•~&

The Alsike Clover Leaflet consists of 2 pages,

with illustrations, showing the value of Alsike clover, and
telling how to grow it. This Leaflet is just the thing to hand
to every farmer in your neighborhood. Send to the Bee Jour-

nal office for a quantity of them, and see that they are dis-

tributed where they will do the most good. Prices, postpaid,

are as follows : 50 for 25 cents ; 100 for 40 cents ; or 200
for TO cents.

*-»-*'

The Xames and Addresses of all your bee-

friends, who are not now taking the Bee Journal, are wanted
at this otfice. Send them in, please, when sample copies will

be mailed to them. Then you can secure their subscriptions,

and earn some of the premiums we have offered. The
next few months will be just the time to easily get new sub-

scribers. Try it earnestly, at least.

Bee Journal Complete for 1896.—We have a

few complete sets of the American Bee Journal for the

year 1896, which we will be pleased to mail to any
one for 75 cents each, so long as they last. A "Wood Binder"
to hold the year's numbers will be sent for 15 cents extra.

Think of it—only 90 cents for last year's volume of the Bee
Journal and a binder—848 pages !

Every Present Subscriber of the Bee Journal

should be an agent for it, and get all others possible to sub-

scribe for it. See offer on page 13.
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Editorial Con)n)cr)i^^

Voliiiue Tliirly-Sureu of the American Bee Journal
opens with this number. Soon it will be two-score years since the
talented Mr. Samuel Waguer began to publish it as a small
monthly. In ISSl, Mr. Thos. G. Newman—who from ISTS to 1S93

was its tireless helmsman—clianged it to a weekly. Ever since it

has not failed, we believe, to appear " on time" each week. In the
10 years a few over S3U numbers have been issued, amounting to
over 10,500 printed pages of apiarian information. That represents
considerable mechanical labor on the part of che publishers during
all those 10 years.

By the way, this mouth Miss Mattie C. Godfrey completes her
14th consecutive year as typesetter on the Bee Journal. She is as
steady as the best time-keeper, and probably has " set up " in type
the contributions of more apiarian writers than any other person
in this country. It is mainly owing to her careful expertuess that
the Bee Journal is usually so free from typographical errors, for
she has been able, until the past two years, to put into type nearly
all that has appeared in its columns. Since its enlargement, just
two years ago, more or less extra help has been required. But
' Miss Godfrey " still does her share, and does it well.

We are glad to give the foregoing paragraph, for it is entirely
deserved by one of the truest, most conscientious and faithful
helpers with which any employer could be blest.

-*-»-*

!i$Iiil>|>in»; Coinit Honey.—About the middle of Decem-
ber we had some actual "experience " in receiving a shipment of
coml) honey from Minnesota in a smasht-up couditiou. It has
made us feel a little sympathetic toward commission-men, or
those who haudle comb honey in any way.

There was about 2,300 pounds of white comb honey in 24-pound
single-tier cases, that had come about 50J miles by freight on the
Chicago & Northwestern railroad. It was not crated as it should
have been—.say about 20U pounds (S cases) in a crate with handles
at each end, and with straw or hay in the bottom and at the ends
to prevent jarring when switching or starting the train, in hand-
ling, etc.

Well, wo got it from the depot, and when we gazed at the
broken down combs our heart sank within us. We could hardly
believe that any one nowadays would think of shipping comb
honey in that way. But there it was—a leaky, sticky, dauby job
ahead of us.

We started in, and with some extra help opened every case,
took out each broken comb and its section-box, and with common
white cord fastened the comb in its former place by tying the cord
both ways around the section-box. This kept each comb fairly
ujiright, though in a leaking condition.

We went through all the cases, some of them with fully half
the contents broken down. Where over one-fourth were thus
broken, we removed the whole of them, and with a wet cloth
wiped the inside of the case, and put new paper in the bottom.
We repackt the whole lot. putting the string-tied broken combs

all in cases by themselves, and the uninjured sections of honey in

separate cases. When we were through we had about 550

pounds of the broken-down honey. This latter was sold to a honey
commission-man here for 7 cents per pound, and probably found
its way finally into the hands of what are known as "cutters"—
firms who cut up comb honey and put it into tumblers with glucose

surrounding the comb.
We want to say right here and now, that we ilmi't want

another such a sweet, stuck-up job on our hands. We believe the

one just described would have been wholly unnecessary had the

shipper packt the cases of honey in large crates with handles, etc.,

as has been so frequently advised in these columns.

Of course there was quite a loss on the broken honey, besides

the unpleasant work of repacking, tying in the loose, leaking

combs, etc. But it was a good lesson all around, and now we hope
those who read this may profit by our experience.

'I'lina !>»<. Jwjiicpli 4'onveiitioii Keport (our own) is

in a good state of preservation. We had hoped to begin the re-

maining part of it before now, but felt that it would be better to

first publish the reports of more recent meetings, and then follow

with the unpublisht portion of the St. Joseph proceedings. As it

has been delayed now over two years, a month or two longer will

not injure its historical value very much, anyway. A.nd, then, it

gives ex-Secretary Benton just so much longer time to decide

whether he will fulfill the positive promise he made at the Toronto

meeting in September, 18y5, when, in reply to a question as to

whether he would forward the part of the Report he was with-

holding, said, " J will." But up to this time it has failed to come.

However, we have it all right in the carbon copy from the

shorthand reporter of the St. Joseph convention, Mr. Louis R.

Lighton, which we obtained from him when on our way home
from the Lincoln convention in October last. It was fortunate

that Mr. Lighton had the extra copy, for the one held in Washing-

ton may crumble to dust before Mr. Benton decides to keep his

word with the North American Bee-Keepers' Association.

'I'lio Ainnlganiiilion <(iie<a>tion we presume will be

settled this month. The perhaps 2.50 members of the National Bee-

Keepers' Union have the deciding vote, as the North American
Bee-Keepers' Association gave its favorable decision last October,

at the Lincoln convention. Those who now will vote have it in

their power to help form the strongest "Union " yet known among
bee-keepers. Will the majority improve theirgolden opportunity?

We believe they will; and when the ballots are opened and

counted, Feb. 1, we fully expect to see the New Constitution

adopted, and also the following list of officers almost unanimously

elected

:

For Board of Directors—Hon. R. L. Taylor, of Michigan; G.

M. Doolittle, of New York; Prof. A. J. Cook, of California; A. I.

Root, of Ohio; Hon. Eugene Secor, of Iowa; and C. P. Dadant, of

Illinois.

For General Manager and Treasurer-Dr. C. C. Miller, of

Illinois.

It would be a difficult thing to find seven better men among all

the bee-keepers in this country. All of them are well known to

the bee-fraternity, having been prominently before the apiarian

world for a score or more of years. And it l/wy couldn't make
their part of the New Union a splendid success, we are free to say

that we don't know who could.

*-»-»•

A !>'«'W $$i>rlliiis' IC«'foriii—or reform in spelling— is

being undertaken among quite a number of publishers, editors,

authors, and prominent writers of the day. Messrs. Funk & Wag-
ualls, of New York—the publishers of the great Standard Dic-

tionary—began a new effort, about a year ago, to reform our

miserable spelliug, by securing the promises of 300 publishers

editors, authors, etc., to join them in an attempt to undertake the

work by piecemeal, as it were, each one agreeing to adopt certain

changes in spelling when a full 300 had consented thereto.

Well, the editor of the American Bee Journal was among the

300 leaders in the new reform, and with this number we begin the

use of the first rule to which all have agreed, viz : To change
"ed " to " t " in words ending with "ed" and pronounced "t."

For instance: Worked—workt; helped—helpt; astonished-aston-
isht; watched— watcht, etc. Of course there are some exceptions
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to the rule, the word " produced " being one of them ; to apply the

rule to that word, you would have • product."

We think that none of our readers will be inconvenienced at

all by this small change, after the foregoing explanation, and it

will be a beginning of what we hope will result in a thorough

simplification of what in many cases might be termed the abomin-

able English spelling.

For a time, we presume, through force of habit, we will fre-

quently fail to spell the new way, but we will try to keep in mind
the one rule that we have agreed to adopt. And we request that

all our contributors and correspondents kindly assist us by also

endeavoring to " fall into line " by using the same rule in all their

writing. As time goes on. likely other changes will gradually be

agreed upon, and thus finally we shall have a sensible spelling

—

one using perhaps no more letters than there are sounds in a word.

We hope it may be so.

Honey Rccipcii.—In Gleanings for Dec. 15, we find two
recipes in which honey is used. They were f urnisht by Charles

McCuIloch & Co.. of New York, and are as follows:

HoSEY' CiRiMELS.—These are made by cooking to " soft
crack " two pounds of coffee A sugar, two pounds of clear ex-
tracted honey, and two pounds of glucose.

Honey Gixueuc.ike.—Kub three-quarters of a pound of butter
into a pound of sifted flour; add a teacupEul of brown sugar, two
tablespooufuls each of ground ginger and caraway seed. Beat five

eggs, and stir in the mixture, alternately, with a pint of extracted
honey. Beat all together until very light. Turn into a shallow
square pan, and set in a moderate oven to bake for one hour.
When done, let cool and cut into squares.

Editor Root has this paragraph immediately after the two
recipes:

' Bee-keepers hate the very suggestion of glucose, so I think
they will be inclined to put in more honey and leave out glucose
entirely in the first-mentioned recipe. If glucose is an ingredient
essential to the good quality of the caramels, it will be the first

instance that I have ever known where that article was of any
use."

We are always glad to publish tested recipes showing how
honey is used. We cannot have too many of them, for we believe

that if bee-keepers knew more ways in which to use honey, they

would be more inclined to develop the home market in their own
families as well as among their neighbors. In so doing at least

some of them would be the gainers, as they would have less honey
to gm to the dishonest commission firms that annually make their

appearance.
* • »

ApiM I>oi-sala Once More.—The following item is an
editorial found in the December American Bee-Keeper:

• As revealed by an inquiry in the American Bee Journal, the
importation of Apis dorsata by the United States Government is

favored by such distinguisbt and reliable apiarists as Prof. A. J.

Cook. Mrs. L. Harrison. E. France. J. M. Hambaugb, W. G. Larra-
bee. G. M. Doolittle, and G. W. Demaree."

The above item would be better if it gave the lehnTf truth. Mrs.

Harrison's answer is:

' Mrs. L. Harrison— I do: and put them in the Everglades of
Florida; they are 160 miles long and CO miles broad. The water is

from one to six feet deep, dotted with little islands. The Seminole
Indian and Apis dorsata would go well together, for he likes honey,
when it is to be had for the taking; also fruit, but in his wild state
he has never been known to plant a tree, or keep bees in a hive."

No thought, it will be seen, of domesticating them or keeping

them in hives, but give them to the Seminole Indians who have

never been known to keep bees in hives. Isn't Mrs. Harrison pok-

ing fun 1

Mr. Larrabee's answer is: " Yes. if they would not turn out

like the English sparrow."

Mr. Demaree, while wishing it might be done, fears it might

not succeed in Government hands, and raises the question why it

might not be done by • a stock company."

In addition to these modifications and reservations of the seven

named, in all fairness our contemporary should have added that on

the same page appeared a list of just tmce ax many names, equally

" distinguisbt and reliable,'' who opposed the scheme.

Ti?e Weekly Budget.

Dr. a. B. Mason—Secretary of the United States Bee-

Keepers' Union— is already working on the program for the

Buffalo meeting. He believes in beginning on time That
meeting must be made the best ever held in this country.

Rev. F. J. Reicbert, of Kansas, when sending his dollar

for 1897, wrote: "Here is my subscription for 1897,
together with my high appreciation of the American Bee
Journal, and best wishes for its continued prosperity and

helpfulness.

Mr. -Fas. A. Stone is making arrangements for the

Springfield meeting of the Illinois State Bee-Keepers' Associa-

tion to be held Feb. 24: and '25-next month. A notice on

another page gives further Information. Mr. Stone is the

wide-awake Secretary, and expects a large attendance of

Illinois bee-keepers.

Mr. F. a. Gem.mill, of Ontario, Canada, in a letter dated

Dec. 22, wrote us as follows :

"We had a good crop of honey the past season, and look

for a still better one next year, as indications point that way.

I hope that California, and likewise all the United States,

may also have good cause for rejoicing with us."

We have an article from Mr. Gem mill, giving his impres-

sions of California. He was there about a year ago, and

seems to have been somewhat entranced with the climate and

some other good things that " Golden Gated" State possesses.

Dr. Peiro is "on deck " again with his health hints, as

will be seen on another page of this issue. Any time our

readers wish to ask him a question, just write him, not for-

getting to enclose stamp, at least. He's usually very accom-

modatiug, and also good-natured, but don't expect him to

furnish a whole drugstore, with a year's treatment and advice,

all for one stamp. We mention this so that no one will ex-

pect too much from the Doctor. But you have our full per-

mission to write him all you like. He's broad-shouldered and

healthy, and can stand a good deal of work besides what he

does at his meals, three times a day !

Prof. Lawrence Bbuner, of the Nebraska University

at Lincoln, is " pictured" in Gleanings for Dec. 15. He is a

valuable man, and has done much original scientific Investi-

gation. Though only about 40 years old, he has written a

number of useful works bearing on his special lines, a few of

them being: Birds of Nebraska: Tree-Claim Insects ; Insec

Enemies of Indian Corn; Insect Enemies of the Grapevine

Introduction to the Study of Entomology. Prof. B. is a reg-

ular " worker-B."—of whom Editor Root aptly writes :
" Prof.

Bruner is one of the rising young men of the country, and one

who is both able and willing to give bee-keepers material assis

tance in his department." All were much pleased with Mr
Bruner and his untiring eSorts in behalf of the North Ameri

can convention held at Lincoln last October.

Plow is tlie Time to work for new subscribers.

Why not take advantage of the offer made on page 13 ?

Mr. A. I. Root was in Tempe, Ariz., Deo. 23, and

kindly wrote us a postal card from there. Upon it he said :

" Dear Bro. York :—We hear many kind words for the

American Bee Journal among the bee-keepers here, and I

have been scolded a good many times because I did not bring

you along. Mr. , of Phoenix, says he Is going to get

you a big club of subscribers for what you have done to put

down swindling commission-men. There is an awful lot of

bee-keepers in this valley. They shipt 30 carloads of

honey last year."

It is too bad that Mr. Root should be "scolded" for what

he couldn't help, or didn't think of before he started on his

trip. Next time, perhaps, he will invite us to accompany

him, offering, of course, to pay all our expenses! In that

case, he won't have to urge us very much.

We are glad to know that what we have tried to do along

the line of choking off commission frauds is being appreciated.

That's what we are here for—or at least that is a part of our

work in the interest of bee-keepers.

Mr. Joseph Stephenson, of Tennessee, wrote thus, Dec.

22: "Please continue to send me the "Old Reliable" for

1897, as I could not keep bees with profit and not have your

paper."
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CONDUOTBD BT

OK. O. O. MILLER, SdARENGO, ILL.

LQuestlonB may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direct.]

moist Ground in tlic Bcc.Cellar.

I would like to learn if it would be injurious to bees to re-

move them from the cellar and make a warm pen or other
place for them above ground. We had a three-days' rain
Thanksgiving week, and water got into the cellar, making
the ground moist, though not very wet. Which would be best
to do, leave them in the cellar and risk the dampness, or take
them out and leave them above ground the rest of the winter ?

S. J. T.

Answer.—Probably you'll do as well to leave the bees in

the cellar. A little moisture will not hurt them, especially if

the cellar is not too cold. Indeed, success has been good in

cellars with water running through them all winter. It isn't

the moisture that hurts so much as the bad air, only bees can't
stand as much cold in a wet as in a dry cellar. See to it that
the air of the cellar does not get foul, by opening up windows
or doors at night, and if the temperature gets below about
45°, plan some way to warm it.

Alsilic and Sweet Clover.

Where does Alsike clover grow? About how tall is it?

When should it be sown ? We have some wild clover here
that grows from two to five feet high. Some people call that
sweet clover, but 1 don't think it is. It grows very much
along the roadside, in ditches, etc.

W. W., Union Hill, III.

Answer.—Both sweet and Alsike clover grow all over the
State of Illinois, as well as other States. Alsike is easily dis-

tinguisht by its blossoms—beautiful pink and white, in size

and color between white and red clover, and grows about as
high as red clover. On some ground sweet clover grows about
as high as you mention, two to five feet high ; on other ground
higher. The blossoms are not iu heads like most clovers, but
more the shape of a stem of currant blossoms, sweet clover
blossoms being small and white. When wilted, the leaves
have a peculiar and strong fragrance. It keeps in bloom
among the last things in the fall, the blossoms often appear-
ing along the almost-dead stalk. It would bo nothing strange
if the plant in question should turn out to be sweet clover.

Feeding for Pollen to Prevent Bees Bceoming
a IVui»anee.

Feeding for pollen will be a necessity with me in the
spring. Not that the bees need it. but peace in the neighbor-
hood will make It a necessity. Last spring cattle-feeders came
with a complaint that my bees were so thick in the feed-
troughs that the cattle could not eat. At first I thought their
statements were exaggerated ; but on examination, I found it

too true. Bees were just rolling over each other in the feed-
troughs, and about the mill men grinding had been stung.
In fact, the bees were a nuisance. To stop the trouble I

thought to feed something they liked better, and near the api-
ary. First rye-flour was given, then (Iraham flour, and then
corn-meal. To my surprise, the rye-flour was not toucht,
and the (Jraham flour but little. The meal they workt at
but it was ground with a steel mill and only the fine part was
taken. It was evident that corn-meal was preferred. Has
any one tried sweet-corn ground, or corn-starch ? If they can
be fed something they like better then corn and cobs ground,
It will be very desirable. L. M. B., Glen Ellen, Iowa.

Answkk. - I think no case of this kind has ever been pub-
llsht before, but it might easily occur In any place where
there wore some warm days In spring with no natural pollen to

be had and roeal of any kind exposed. I'm not certain wheth-

er you can head off the bees, but I think you can. One ele-

ment in the problem is to try to get the bees at work at home
before they have had a chance to work elsewhere. If you give
them exactly the same feed that they get abroad, you may still

have the advantage by getting them in the habit of working
on something nearer.

I never heard of any one feeding bees meal from sweet-
corn, but it is well worth trying. You will probably find that
they will prefer corn and oats ground together, to corn and
cobs. They will take only the fine parts, and the coarser parts
can be fed to horses or cattle afterward. You will, I think,
find that they will prefer unbolted rye-meal to rye-floui, part-

ly because the bran gives them a better foothold, and partly
because perhaps they prefer the material that is next to the
bran. But nothing seems to suit them better than ground
corn and oats, so far as I have tried, and I've tried a good
many things.

llig^nonette— Planting for Hone}'.

I am very much interested in the question of honey-produc-
ing plants. In the summer of 1895 I had a large quantity of

mignonette growing in a flower-garden. It began blooming
about June, and continued till Dec. 1. I never saw bees work-
ing in such numbers on any other plant. I had all varieties

of mignonette, but the bees did not care as much for "Parson's
White" as the other kinds. I was thinking of soiving a piece
of ground for them next spring, and would like your opinion
about it. Also, what is the quality and quantity of honey pro-
duced therefrom.

On account of cold, wet weather it has not been a very
good honey season here this year. S. S. A., Essex, Ont.

Answer.—It is now very generally agreed that it doesn't
pay to raise any plants for the sake of the honey alone. Un-
less you can get enough for the seed to pay for land and labor,

you may do well to put in some other crop. Just how much
honey can be obtained from an acre of mignonette would be a
a very diOioult thing to determine, and I couldn't even make
a respectable guess at it. Probably there's no one now living

who knows with any sort of exactness how much honey can be
obtained from any honey-plant in existence.

How and Wlien to Feed in Spring.

I have about 250 pounds of good thick honey, and I would
like to know how you would feed it without much expense in

time in the spring to do most good. The nights are quite cold

here until away along in May, and often quite cold even in

June. Therefore it has been a question with me just when
and how to give it. Colorado.

Answer.—If there are no neighbor's bees near by, it might
be a good plan to feed outdoors. If it is necessary to feed in the
hive, some plan should be used that would waste as little heat
as possible, and not knowing what your feeders are I can't

suggest just what should be done. If the feeding is done out-

doors, it may be safely left to the bees and the weather as to

when they carry it in. Wherever fed, it may be well to dilute

with water, half and half. It may also be given quite hot.

The question arises as to getting the benefit ot what is called

stimulative feeding. From what you say as to cold days
and nights, I doubt whether I would do much else than to let

the bees carry in the honey just as fast as they would, when-
ever there are days warm enough for them to work. If plenty

of honey is in the hives I generally find that my bees have all

the brood in the spring that they can cover, and I hardly see

what good it would do to have more, even if by feeding you
could Increase the queen's laying.

Bee-Sting Poison—Swarming-Time Management.

1. In working with my bees I have noticed a peculiar

smell when they were mad, or in other words, on the war-
path ? What is it?

2. To place an empty hive under a colony with a dipt
queen at swarming-time, would the bees and queen go into

the new hive? W. P.

Answers.— 1. It is the poison thrown off from their stings,

and when you smell that odor, look out.

2. Your plan, It I understand you, is when a swarm
Issues, to lift the old hive from its stand, put the empty one In

its place, and then set the old hive on top, depending on the

swarm to enter when they come back after finding there is no
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queen with them. Yon can count on the swarm returning If

the queen is dipt, unless they enter some other hive where a

swarm entered only a little while before. If there Is no bot-

tom to the upper hive, and free communication between the

two, of course the swarm will climb right up into the old hive,

and then it will swarm right out again the next day. But if

there is no communication between the two hives, and the

queen enters the lower one, it will be more or less a success.

Part of the bees would probably Bnd their way up into the old

hive. All this is on the supposition that some one Is by and
makes the change in the position of the hives after the issuing

of the swarm. That being the case, the wise thing (and in-

deed it is a common thing) is to remove the old colony to a

new stand, or at least set it a little to one side, although after

the swarm is in the new hive it will work all right to set the

old hive on top.

Possibly your idea is to put the empty hive under the old

one some time before the swarm is expected to issue, so that

the swarm can enter the new hive without the bee-keeper being

on hand. Don't try that. It would be a dead failure. For
the boes would become accustomed to entering the hive above,
and then when the swarm returned they would steer straight

for the upper hive. Even if the queen should enter the hive

below, there wouldn't be euough bees go with her

Cost or Comb Honey Production—Controllinj;
Swarming—Climate for Calarrli.

1. What is the cost of producing a pound of comb honey ?

2. What is meant by the Heddon method of controlling
swarming.

3. Where can I go to keep bees and at the same time be
in a good climate for one with catarrh ?

J. E., Wadena, Minn.

Answers.— 1. I don't know. I do know, however, that it

varies very greatly. If a man has an apiary of lUO colonies

or more and gets a very small amount of honey, it may easily

cost him a dollar a pound. Another man getting as much from
one colony as the first one did from a hundred will of course
And the cost very much less. At one time there was quite a
discussion as to the average cost of producing a pound of comb
honey, but there was much disagreement among the witness-
es, and the matter was about as unsettled at the close as at the
beginning.

2. The prevention of after-swarms is thus given by Mr.
Heddon: "Let us suppose that colony S swarms June 15.
With a non-erasive crayon we mark upon the hive, ' O, June
15,' and on the hive in which we put the swarm, ' S, June 1.5.'

Thus we distinguish the old colony from the Swarm at a glance,
as we make these marks in large characters.

"When we hive the swarm (always on full sheets of wired
foundation) we place it on the old stand, moving the old col-

ony a few inches to the north (our hives front east), with its

entrance turned northward, away from its swarm about 45-'.

As soon as the new colony is well at work, having their loca-

tion well markt, (say two days), we turn the old colony back
parallel with the new one. Now both hives face east, sitting

close beside each other. While each colony now recognizes its

own hive, they are, as regards all other colonies, on one and
the same stand.

" The dates on the back ends of the hives Indicate that

second swarming may be lookt for about June 28. About
two or three days before that date, and when the bees are well

at work in the Mold, we emovo the old hive to another location

in the apiary. This depopulates the old colony, giving the

force to the new, leaving too few bees in the old one for the

young ' Misses ' to divide; and as they at once recognize this

fact, they fight it out on the line of 'the survival of the fit-

test.'
" Remember, that you are to remove the old hive to its

final location, when the workers are mostly in the field, and
move it carefully, so that very few old bees carried away with

it will mark the new location."

.3. I don't know. Perhaps Colorado.

Late Kecplns or Drones.

1. I have a colony of bees I transferred on Sept. 1. On
Sunday, Dec. 13, while looking over the hives on the summer
stands, I noticed quite a number of drone-bees flying in and

out of the hive. Why these drone-bees should be there at this

time of the year is what puzzles me. Unless the colony has

become queenless, and a laying worker laid the drone-eggs, I

cannot explain it.

2. What is the best course to pursue to save the colony,

as it is a good strong one with plenty of stores? Would it

be the best plan to let it alone until March, or early spring,

and then buy a tested queen, if possible, and introduce her

and save the colony ? A. F. M., Rhode Island.

Answers.— 1. Laying workers may be present, in which

case the drones, or at least part of them, are likely to be quite

small. A drone-laying queen may be to blame—small droue.s

in this case also. It is possible, however, that a good queen

may be in the hive. Sometimes a strong colony retains its

drones quite late, even into winter.

2. In any case there is nothing to be done in the way of

introducing a queen before spring, and possibly it may not be

the best thing even then. If laying workers are on hand, the

bees will be so old that it will not be worth while to waste a

queen on them, and you may better unite them with another

colony quite early in the spring. If you are inexperienced

with bees, you're not likely to unite, for a beginner always

counts much on the number of colonies he has, and when he

has more experience he'll value number of bees more than

number of colonies.

Question;) -Box>
In the multitude of counsellors there is

safety.—Prov. 11-14.

Source of Greatest Amount of
Honey—Honey Liked Best.

Qnery 40.—1. From what source Is the

ffreatcst umount of honey obtained in your
locality 'I

2. What honey is generally liked best in

your locality, clover, basswood, or what?—
New Yohk.

6. M. Doolittle (N. Y.)— 1 and 2. Bass-
wood.

Dr. C. C. Miller (III.)— ! and 2. White
clover.

R. L. Taylor (Mich.)— 1 and 2. White
clover.

J. P. H. Brown (Ga.)—1 and 2. Pop-
lar and asters.

Eugene Seeor (Iowa)— 1. Linden. 2.

Linden and white clover.

E. France (Wis.)— 1. White clover and
basswood. 2. White clover.

Emerson T. Abbott (Mo.)— 1. Bass-
wood and clover. 2. Clover.

Jas. A. Stone (III.)— 1. White clover;

and in the fall, heart's-ease. 2. White
clover.

J. M. Hambaugh (Calif.)— 1. From the
mountain sages, principally black sage.

2. Sage honey.

Mrs. L. Harrison (III.)— 1. This year,

sweet clover. Twenty years ago, white
clover. 2. Clover.

W. G. Larrabee (Vt.) — 1. White
clover. 2. There is not much choice be-

tween clover and basswood.

Mrs. J. N. Heater (Nebr.)— 1 and 2.

We get the bulk of our crop, which is

also liked the best, from heart's-ease.

Cha*. Dadant & Son (Ill.)~l. Clover

and fall blossoms. 2. Clover for white
honey ; Spanish-needle for yellow honey.

H. D. Cutting (Mich.)— 1. White and
Alsike clovers. Our basswoods are
nearly all gone. 2. Clover and basswood
is preferred.

Prof. A. J. Cook (Calif.)— 1. White
sage and wild buckwheat. We have no
clover or basswood. 2. Honey from
white and ball sage.

Rev. M. Mahin (Ind.)— 1. White clover.

2. White clover is, I think, the favorite.

Of late years we have had very little

surplus from any other source.

A. F. Brown (Fla.)— 1. Black man-
grove. 2. Very little choice among
orange, palmetto, mangrove or golden-

rod. My crops go to Northern markets.

P. H. Elwood (N. Y.)— 1. Basswood.
2. Some say clover, and others say bass-

wood, but the majority of those express-

ing their opinions do not know clover

from basswood.

C. H. Dibbern (III.)—1 and 2. Some-
times one source, and sometimes another.

White clover is our very best, linden

next, and heart's-ease third. Buckwheat
and miscellaneous weeds last.

Dr. A. B. Mason (Ohio)— 1. Some
years from sweet clover, and some years

from fruit bloom, white clover, sweet

clover, and fall flowers. 2. Basswood,
or a mixture of light-colored honeys
flavored with basswood.

J. E. Pond (Mass.)— 1. In the spring

the fruit-blossoms; in late spring and
early summer, swamp vegetation. In

mid-summer, clover, etc.; in the fall.
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golden-rod and late swamp vegetation.
2. Clover Is consi.lered the best. We
have no basswood.

J. A. Green (111.)— 1. Ueart's-ease has
yielded the largest crop. After that,
white clover, sv.eet clover and basswood,
In the order named. 2. White clover,
sweet clover, heart's-ease and basswood
are generally liked, in the order named.

G. W. Demaree (Ky.)— 1. This may be
hard to answer, considering the amonnt
of honey consumed by the bees in the
spring to breed up to working strength,
and in fall to winter on. Our surplus
crop comes from while clover. 2. White
clover honey.

Qej;)eral \\^n}s^

Not an Entire Failure !

My crop this year was l.")0 pounds of ex-
tracted honey per colony, mostly from
bergamot and buckwheat. The prospect
for another season is better than it was a
year ago. E. M. Hates.
Columbia Co., Wis., Dec. 2.5.

Prospects Good for Next Season.

We had a very poor season for bees here,
I had nearly .50 colonies, sjjring count, and
did not get one pound of honey. I had to
feed all except two, to keep them from
starving. The prospects are good here for
a honey-crop next season ; plenty of white
clover. S. N. Rei'loole.
Wayne Co., Ind.

Report for 1896.

My report for 1S90 is as follows: From
6 colonies, spring count, 414 finisht sec-
tions of honey; from two prime swarms,
purchast the last of June. 115 sections. The
average selling price was 12^^ cents per
pound. I had Ij prime swarms and 7 artifi-
cial ones. I put 21 colonies into the cellar
Nov. !), most of them being in good condi-
tion. Georoe Stout.
Hennepin Co., Minn.

A New Hampshire Report.

I had 25 colonies last spring, which in-
oreast to 45. after hiving back and uniting
all I could. I obtained 73('i pounds of honey,
being an average of 2'.l pounds, spring
count. Most of this was in one-pound sec-
tions, and gathered from spring flowers.
In October I reduced the 45 colonies to 25
by uniting, saving the best queens. They
are now packt in outer cases, on the sum-
mer stands. J. P. Smith.
Sullivan Co., N. H., Dec. 24.

Strongly in Favor of Amalgamation.
Every bee-keejier at our State conven-

tion in Minneapolis was anxious to have
the National Bee-Keepers' Union and the
Nortli American Kee-Keepers' Association
unite as soon us possible, and stop the
honey swindlers, it it can be done. Nearly
all present who were not members of the
New Union jointly paid their dollars, and
if more is needed to convict the dishonest
counnission men and adulterators, all were
willing to |)ay more.

I was against the amalgamation at first.

but since the New Constitution came out, I

am with it, because the New Union has all

—ye». riiiiir. than it ever had heretofore;
therefore I can't see that any menitier of
the old Union can And any fault. Every
bee-keeper should see that something must
be done, if they don't want to be robbed of
their work and pro<luct tiy the unscrupu-
lous commission men and adulterators;
and as the occupation of bee-keepers is de-

QoinQ ro- i
WAWNERSft
SArEClRlmf/M is much bettsr than going for the |»^

JWk doctor, and is quite as effect- 'JM
'"S^ ive and costs less money. You /^mI
^i need always at hand a safe, ^//.^M sure remedy like ^#,1

ff P

V^i. '•"i'c7i wilt bring instant relief ^^\
*S?? Sioia.'^'.ul'lfu illness a.nd <^}
Rg^ n'orkoutaperiaa- ^yj
v\e5 nent cure. Y///1.

TK ffim
^>^A PO.'iiTi'.'E CURE FOR "ijlA

BSSCHTS DISEASE jl^l
URSMAI^Y TROUBLES MH*

GENERAL DEBILJTY ^
AND MALARIA. ^|^

Cures also, .-ill those diseases aris-^;.?

f'k
Ing fi-oin disordered Kidneys or Liv- ylf.

(er Liirce sized bottle or new ;-tyleo%|
5 smallfT bottle at your nearest Ktore. %f3

.— i Try it and know the satisfaction of/jffs^

Menticn t>u Am.sncan Bee jQ/ixrrwA-

40,000.

Nebraska FarmerTHE

Has made a contract with
the Nebraska Club, to print
for them 40,000 copies over
and above the regular week-
ly issue, each month for six
months, of reliable informa-
tion about Nebraska.

If Interested, send for free
copy, to
Mr. Ciias. E. Williamson,

Secretary Nebraska Club,
Omaha, Nebk., or

Nebraska Fanner Co.

Lincoln, Nebr.

44 A1.3 Mention the American Bee Journal.

Our Prkes
ARE WORTH
LOOKING AT

NEW CHAMPION CHAFF HIVE
especially. All other Supplies accordingly.
Bend for Catalotr and Pricc-List. Address,

R. H. SCHMIDT & CO.,
48Atf Bo.x 1N7, SiiKiKivoAN, Wis.

Mention tJic American Dee Jofumai.

1 HATCH Chickens ^v steam-

EXCELSIOR Inciibator

Simpli^. Prrffrt, Stl/-Fri}'i!at-

(,(;;. Tti..uflioi.lH In Mi.L-i-Ntul

oi'V-ratliMi. l.otvt'Ml p|.|<-«'tf

rNl.clitNH lluli'lii-r niiidc.
t^KO. II. STMII..

I II loiaaK. «ih''i .<t.iii.i.v.in.

clared a legitimate business by the courts,
it will probably stop further trouble in that
line, and the money can be used for better
purposes than to lie idle. We did not pay
it in for that. C. Theilmank.
Wabasha Co., Minn.

The Shade Question.

I am very well satisfied with the Ameri-
can Bee Journal. The question before the
Illinois State Bee-Keepers' convention in
regard to shade is one of great importance,
and 1 perfectly agree with Mr. Baldridge in
regard to it. The great wonder to me is

that the question never came up before.
San Mateo Co., Calif. M. P. Smith.

Good Season Expected.

We have had nice rains so far, and the
bees are doing well. They are now work-
ing on eucalyptus bloom. The weather is

just glorious, and has been so far. Decem-
ber is our frosty month, and there is no
sign of it yet. In fact, every indication is

for a good season all around.
Dr. E. Gallup.

Orange Co., Calif., Dec. 18.

Bee-Keepers Had a Hard Time.

I am well pleased with the American Bee
Journal. It is very interesting and up
with the times. The bee-keepers of Arkan-
sas have had a hard time with their bees
during the last season. We have had to
feed for winter, and the winter so far has
been very open, and I fear that many will
lose a great per cent, of their bees.

E. A. Sbelet.
Sebastian Co., Ark.. Dec. '22.

44A20t Mention the American Bee Journal

Good Prospect for Next Season.

My report for ISWl is 210 nicely-fllled sec-

tions of honey, and a lot that were not
more than half full, from (i colonies, spring
count; I increast to 1.5. My best colony
gave me 72 pounds of light honey, but did
not swarm. There was not much of a flow
after clover in this section, and bees had to
he fed some; I fed till pounds of sugar.
There is a good prospect for a clover honey-
flow next season.

I could not get along without the Ameri-
can Bee Journal. Hekbert C. Towle.
Rockingham Co., N. H.

Not Discouraged.

I commenced with 5 colonies a year ago
last May, increast to [I by division—we
had no natural swarms in this part of the
country, and as it was no honey year, I

had to feed in the fall. I wintered them in

the cellar, and they came out in good con-
dition, all but one, which was very weak,
but by giving it two frames of brood it

came through all right. "Last season was
somewhat better. 1 increast to 17 colo
nies. but lost one in the fall by being
robbed, so I now have lU in the cellar; I

think they are in good condition. From
one colony 1 took about .W pounds of comb
honey; from the rest less. Although it was
a bad time to start in the bee-business, I

am not yet discouraged. H. Steinfout.
Jell'erson Co., Wis.

Caught by Wheadon & Co.

EiiiTou YoKK:—You were badly mis-
taken when you said in the American Bee
Journal that you believed none of its read-
ers were taken in tiy the Wheadon & Co.
swindle. I know one whose name has
adorned your subscription list for the last

15 years, and still got trapt to the tune
of 2,070 pounds of honey. Still, I appreci-
ate your untiring efforts in putting down
fraudulent commission firms, even if the
warning appeared too late to save me.

1 have a few suggestions to make, that I

think would be beneficial to honey-pro-
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ducers, it they coulJ be put into effect.

That is, compel every commission merchant
to have, say 10 or *J0 thousand dollar bonds,
and make tbem keep an account of every-
thing sold, to whom, and at what price;

then if a person felt dissatisfied, he could
find out if his goods sold for the returns
made. If a bond is necessary for a com-
mission firm doing business on the Board
of Trade, it is equally necessary for those
doing business outside. Any other man
holding a public trust is required now-a-
days to give bonds—commission men are
an exception. They are no more dishonest
than other men ;

give any class of men such
a chance and they will be rogues; remove
the chance, and they will be honest.

A SouTuERX MiMN. Bee-Keeper.

Poor Season for Bees.

I have been keeping bees for the last 40
years, but have never seen such a poor sea-
son for honey as the past was. I had about
45 colonies in the spring, that seemed to be
in pretty good condition, but did not get
five pounds of honey. But I am going on
the theory of " try, tiy again.'' My bees
at present seem to be in tolerably good con-
dition. I am waiting for the weather to
get cold before I put them into the cellar.

I have a good, dry cellar, well ventilated,
where it never freezes. My experience is

the experience of all the bee keepers in this
vicinity. N. Sanders.
Henry Co., Ind., Dec. 20.

Both at Gold-Standard Prices.

Like the subscriber commented on in the
editorial on page SOS, I have to take gold-
standard prices for my produce, but 1 am
very thankful that I can pay for the Amer-
ican Bee Journal on the same standard. I

intend to keep bees as long as I can make
them pay. and when they become unprofit-
able enough so that they will not pay the
small sum of 11.00 for the Bee Journal, then
I will drop it, and the bees also; but I want
the Bee Journal as long as I have the bees.
Success to the American Bee Journal!
Long may it live, and its pages never grow
less! S. LaMoxt.
Wabasha Co., Minn.

Drones Keared in Worker-Cells.

No, sir; don't you believe it. that drones
are nut hatcht in worker-cells, for I had
two colonies do that very thing the past
season. I have followed the plan (or no
plan) of letting the bees do their own super-
seding of queens, but for some unaccount-
able reason the bees let the queens go on
laying eggs, and, alas, unfertile eggs, and
the bees could not rear a queen—at least
they did not. One colony, when given eggs
from another colony, reared a fine queen,
but the other one—no, sir, they would de-
stroy the eggs every time. So I sent for a
queen, and, to my surprise, I got her ac-
cepted, and she did good work. Heretofore
I have had no such experience.

The past season was fairly good for
honey, though a few apiarists report ' Not
a bit of honey." The prospects are good
for another year. At, least white clover,
on account of so much rain, got a good
start. Geo. .Spitler.

Clearfield Co., Pa.

Honey from S'weet Clover, Etc.

Will you please ask for the opinion of
those who have experience in growing
sweet clover, how many pounds of honey
per acre it will yield ? or how many colo-
nies it would require to gather the honey
from 10 acres of sweet clover ?

Mr. Stolley. of Nebraska, thinks sweet
clover yields '200 to 300 pounds of honey per
acre, according to the season.

I have 84 colonies on the summer stands,
and 2 in the cellar. Bees seemed awfully
light in the fall. I fed two barrels of sugar
and about 500 pounds of honey. I think

Finest Alfalfa Honey

!

IT SELLS ON TASTING.

The Honey that Suits All

Who Buy It.

We can furnish 'Wbite Alfalfa Extracted Honey, In 60-pound tin cans, on
board cars In Chicago, at these prices : 1 can, in a case, 8 cents per pound ; 2 cans
in one case, 7.'4 cents ; 4 cans (2 cases) or more, 7 cents. The Cash must accom-
pany each order. Fine Bass^'OOd Flavor Honey at the same price.

t^" A sample of the honey will be mailed to an intending purchaser, for 8
cents, to cover postage, packing, etc. We guarantee purity, and what we ship will

be equal to sample.
Now it seems to us here is a splendid chance for any bee-keeper to supply his

home demand after his own crop is all sold. Or, why not begin now to create a
local honey-trade '? Order one 60-pound can first, and start out among your neigh-
bors and friends, and see what you can do. You ought to get at least 15 cents per
pound in 5-pound lots, or 50 cents for 3 pounds. Some may be able to do even
better than that, though we think that enough ought to be sold at these prices to
make a fairly paying business out of it. Give it a good trial. Push it. It may
grow into a nice winter's work for you.

GEORGE W. YORK k CO., 118 Michigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

•^ MONEY Saved is Money Gained. •{•

THE ROYAL Ui\M
Life lusurance Companv

DES MOINES, IOWA.

The Iowa Policy
Is one that definitely nromlaes to keep an
accurate account with you ; credit your
premiums and Interest, charge the actual
expense and mortuary cost, and hold the
remaining funds subject to your order.

Agents Wauted.
JOHN B. KING. General Agent,

Suite 513 First Nat'l Bank Bld'g,

20Atf CHICAGO, II.li.

MertitUyn the American BeeJcumal.

DuQUESNE j College i

Penn Ave. and Eighth St.

Thorough Courses — Classical. Scientific, Nor-
mal, English, Commercial, Preparatory, and
Ladies Literary. Efficient and experienced
Instructors. Day and Night sessions.

Send for Catalog.
M-ir^jci,."'-'', ihs Arfierica/n Bee fm/T'iie.'^

THROAT

AND LUNQ DISEASES,
DR. PEIRO. Specialist

Offices: 1019, ICO State St.,

CHICAGO. Hours 9 to 4.

The "Premium" : A Good Watch Mailed Free

!

The movement of this Watch is regular American lever, lantern pinion, quick
train, 2-iO beats per minute, three-quarter plate, short wind ; runs 30 hours to one
winding; dust cap over movement; every movement fully timed ; regulated and
guaranteed for one year, the same as a Waltham or Elgin ; nickel finish, heavy bev-
el crystal, and back pinion wind and set.

OUR. OFFERS :—We will mall the above Watch for .SI. 25 ; or club It

with the Bee Journal for a year—both together for S2. 10 ; or we will send it free
as a premium for getting Three New yearly Subscribers to the Bee Journal at
Si.00 each. The Watch is mailed from New York City, so please allow a few days,
before expecting your order to be filled.

GEORGE W. YOKE & CO., 118 Michigan St., Chicago, HI.
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there will be a good many bees lost here
this winter, but the prospect seems good
for a crop next year, if we have the bees to

gather it, as clover was looking fine before
it was covered with the snow we now have.

C. A. Huff.
Lenawee Co., Mich., Dec. 23.

[We think that all estimates as to how
much honey an acre of blossoms of any

plant will yield must be wholly guess-work.

No one really knows. Still, if any one has

anything to offer on the subject, we are

ready to listen to it.—Editok.]

JUST THE MACHINE
Every Bee-Keeper Ought to Have.

Tlie best machine on
earth for Fastening in
Starters and PresfinK
the Sections together,
is the

McCartney

FountatioiiFast'ner

and Section Press

Combined.

It presses the Section
tog-ether, moves the
Foundation In. cuts It

olt the desired length
and presses it on—all

at one operation. With
one of these machines

one man can do more work In a flrstclass

manner than tour men with any other ma-
chine now made. If jou want one next season,

order at once.
A Testimonial.

ROCKFORD, Ills.

I have used the " McCartney Combined
Foundation Fastener and Section Frees" to

some extent, and consider it one of greatest
accessions to bee-keeping of anything since

the invention of the movable frame. No bee-

keeper who runs for comb honey can afford

to be without it. S. H. Herbick.

O. brother bee-men, liave you seen
The latest in the starter machine ?

It slides it in, then cuts it off

And sticks it on—then makes you laugh
To think that you were not the one
T<J get it up and stop the Pother
Of I ultin^ It I'ff Hoil ii^iiiii unother.
Idon't claim tol,<-8in;irl; tliere lots that are smarter
But. .'^till, I know liow to cutoff a starter:

And If you dont believe me. Just buy a machine.
That will fasten your starters both neat and clean.

And If you prefer to stand on your feet.

And ru^h thro" ytiur work in an instant, complete—
Just buy what tlicy call "The McCartney Mucbine."
It will tinish your sections both rapid ana clean.

Then all you will lack is the bees antl the honey.
To fill up the Bcctions and roll in the money.

For further particulars, address—

«. R. MCCARTNEY,
1215 South West St,.

UOC'KFORW, II.I..

COMB FOUNDATION
Wax always wanted for Cash or in Exchange
for Fdn. or other Supplies. My trade Is estab-
Ished on Low l»rl<e« and the merit of my
Fonndatloii. Ordem tilled promptly.
Cgr"W()KKiNO Wax into Fdn, by the Lb. a

Specialty. Wholesale prices to dealers and
larue consumerx. Send lor Prices and Sam-
ples to-WL'S OITTItlEK, AUGUSTA, WIS.

Reference—Augusta Bank. lAtf

v<-ii. <» v<-ii. 4»'vi:i.i.<»«vxo.^|':m
vi:i.i.otvx<>.>ii:N

fur i>Ai.>i iiiKi n:vi:K.

THE JOY OF SUCCESS
U MiiPH to f.illon- lliM ll^u Ol Ihu

New Successful Incubator
I ltn jiint likn iiiiikini; tiny otin--r siiro

[ iiii'l uoud iiivostinont. Ket^uiliiU^i*
its liouMiit; to u iiii;ety ; iieo(U no
% vvutctiinu

;
Ki*nerateH itH own

* nointurH. lliilcliCKi'vcrj fitv Ciut rmi
hr rinirtii'd. Sold under u I'owii ivo

_ ..imiKitl)-. All iihnul. it in Hottk uri

Inaabiiiion«tn<t I'lmitry. Sfut rnrfii- in Hliinir'^. Adilrcws
BES MOINES INCUBATOR CO., Hox 7B. DCS MOINES. lA.
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:i^l

Our Iew Catalogue
Will Be Issued Soon.

Send us your Name and Address,

FREE!
BES ALL THE

Latest and Best Apiarian Supplies

And we will take pleasure in mailing you a copy

IT ILLUSTRATES AND DESCRIBES ALL THE

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.

U"-''l»0VDtll'3y,p'

SEE THAT WINK

!

Ilee - Supplies ! Root's
Goods at Root's Prices.

Pouder's Honey - Jars,
and every thing used by
bee-keepers. Prompt ser-
vice, low freight rate. Cat.
tree. 'Walter S Ponder,

16'2 Mass. Ave..
Indianapolis. Indiana.

WHEN ANSWERING THI9 ADVERTISEHEKT. MENTION THIS JOURNAU

WItliont Fali-euoloslng a list of Supplies
wanted, and get our prices on them, ijefore

placing your order.

5 to 10 per ct. Diseonnt till Jan. 1st.

I. J. STRINOHAM,
105 Park Place. NEW YORK, N. Y.

APIARY—Glen Cove, L. I.

Mention rjie American Bee joumali^

ONE MAN WITH THE

UNION «°~-|;,'-«'^^'«''

Can do the work of four
men using haud tools, in
Ripping, Cuttlng-otf, Mi-
tring, Rabbeting, Groov
Ing. Gaining, Dadoing
Edglng-up. Jointing Stuff,

etc. Full Line of Foot and
Hand Power Machinery
Sold OB Trial. Catalogue Free.

SENEGA FALIiS MFG. CO.,
46 Water Si SENECA FALLS. N. Y.

lAly Mtntuj,. the Amtrirnn Bet Journal,

f̂^California
If you care to know of its Fruits, Flowers
Climate or Resources, send for a Sample Copy
of California's Favorite Paper—

The Pacific Rural Press
The leading Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the Paclhc Coast. Published weekly,
handsomely Illustrated, 12.00 per annum.
Sample Copy Free.

PACIFIC RURAL, PRESS,
220 Market St.. - SAN FRANCISCO. OAL.

|MFW|y)AMMOTH
Poultry Cuidefor 1897. yome-

thint: entirnly nmv.ulmost 100 i>uv:es. con-
tains litlioi,'raph pliiteof l-'owls ill niiturni

i-olnrs; plana for piniltry houses. r«nieilies

iiinl ii-cipi's for nil iii>Hfi>'es how tonmko
Vl''H.ltri iiu.l OunlHriiuw i.uy;only Ifjcentrt.

ijVjolm Bauscher, Jr., Box 94 Freeport, 111.

^r- IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aplcuitural Field more

er published, sen"
ClaremoDt. Calif

completely than any other published, send
11.25 to Prof. A.J. Cook. '

"
•

for bis

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

Liberal Ciscoimts to the Trade.

FREE ALBUM!
will hold 16 small and 24 lar^e i>hotos; siz«ilsli"'-

inches'; celluloid and plu^h coVf r ^

This is secured as a premium o

a

a small club order for our
Standard Teas, Coffees, Spices,
etc, tjuality the best procurable,

1^ prices lower than your home store.
s If you don't wish an aMmrn you
can secure-SET OF DISHES,
AN EASY CHAIR, SILVER
SET, LAMPS, CLOCKS,

^ WATCHES, BICYCLES, etc.

•C Plan nnd fullin^^tructiims uiour calalot^ue-FREE,

i GRAND UNION TE.4 CO.iJgc^KroRo; I'uS.'-

WANTED—A position to work in Apiary,
by an Interetting youne man. age 24,

single. Write, one and all. No objeelions to
other work in connection. Reference iriven.

Write at once. P. W. STAIlLaJK, RiiigRold, Pa.

Mentkm. tlie A.inencan Bee JoumcHn

UNG DISEASES.
Tin years* experience. If your case is

sufficiently serious to require expert medi-
cal treatment, address

Dr. Peiro, 100 State St., Chicago.

HATCH CHICKENS
with a machine that will hatch every

et^n that can be hatched.
The New Saumenig Hatcher^
bend llstumpt; ior CQtaiov'ue JSo. 69

tNVINCtBL£ HATCHER CO. Springiield.O.

woven'.Me.fe'nc^
Best cin Kiirlli. llorsc-lilidi, Hull- I
Biroiii.-, Pin and rlilcllcu-ll!.-lil. With I

our bll'I.KX AVTOMATH' naclilnr »

von can iiijikeCO rods a dnv for J
12 to 20 cts. a Rod.!
0»fr .^OsOl''-*. (-'i»tnli>Lnio I'ree. T

KITSELMAN BROS, J
no\ i;!'^. Ridgeville. Ind. t
>^ ^ •^........•

4 8 Etf Mention tht; Avtrican Bee .Kiumal.

in II null I uti ill. I UK 1 \M I II ui r

i>ur nfnvtioolc on Incubation )
arid I'uiillrv. Ct>nti.insa full J.-.^.— .,11,1 ,-,,iiipl,-(H<l<>MTii.tionof 5
tiio Reliable Incubator <

& tlm Hruodnr of samo name, t
toner her with cntw uiiii in-^
struct ions forbuild'c poultry J

oust's find nuich of iiitero-f lind i

nlri vniaii- Sent on rfciil of Ulc. \

TOR^&^BROODER CO.-QUINCY-jUSJ

36E17t Please mention the Ree .Jmiruul.

For u knife tlmtwill cut a horn wiliiout C
crushiug. because it cuts from four <

- TT^side** at once net —
^^THE KEYSTONE
^DEHORNER*-:
It is hnnmno, rnpid iind durable. Fully ^
wiirrnnted. ilinHKHT award AT VVoHLn'9 W
Vmu. Pe^cri|itivH circulars F:R,£::E. #
A. <' ItUOSlI S ( o<lir:invill(>. I>;i.

40E13t Alenlutn the American Bee Jo»Krnaf»
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HDNEY and BEESWAX
MAKKCIX «tI)OXAXIONS.

The following rules for grading honey were

adopted by Ihe North American Bee-Keepers'

Assoclatlou, and, so far as possible, quota-

tions are made according to these rules:

Fancy.—All sections to be well filled ; combs
straight, of even thickness, and firmly at-

tached to all four sides; both wood and comb
unsoiled by trnvel-stala, or otherwise; all the
cells sealed except the row of cells next the
wood.
No. 1.—All sections well filled, but combs

uneven or crooked, detached at the bottom,
or with but few cells unsealed: both wood
and comb unsoiled by travel-stala or other-
wise.
In addition to this the honey Is to be classi-

fied according to color, using the terms white,
amber and dark. That Is. there will be "fancy
white," " No. 1 dark," etc.

ChicaETo, 111., Dec. 31,—Fancy white, 12®
3c.; No. 1, lliaiic. : fancy amber, 10c. : No. 1,

7@9c. ; fancy dark. 8c.: No. 1, 7®8c. Ex-
tracted, white, 5@7c. ; amber, 5@6c.; dark,
4Mi@5c. Beeswax, 'ieSSTc.
There b;ie been a little more tiade in honey

this month, but the sales are below average
for this season of the year.

FMladelphla, Fa., Dec. 31.—Fancy white
comb, i:i-14c ; No. 1 white. ll-l'2c.; fancy
amber. lO-llc; dark. 8-9c. Extracted, white,
6-8o. ; amber, 4-oc.; dark, 3-lc. Beeswax, 36c.

Comb honey arriving freely and market
overstocked at present.

Albany, H. Y., Dec. 31.—Fancy white. 12-
l.'tc; No. 1, 11-12C.: fancy amber, 9-10o"
No. 1 dark, 8-9c. Extracted, white, 6-7c.

;

dark. 4-5c.
The receipts of both comb and extracted

honey are very large, and prices are some-
what lower. We have an ample stock of all
styles except paper cartons weighing less
than a pound.

OIndianapolis, lud., Dec. 31.—Fancy white.
14-15C.: No. 1 white, 12-I3c. Extracted,
white, 6-7c. Beeswax. 22-25c.
Demand is fair for grades quoted, but no

demand for inferior grades.

Kansas City, 2Io,,Dec, 31.—Fancy white
comb. 15c. ; No. 1 white. 13@14c. ; fancy
amber, 12-13c.: No. 1 amber. ll-12c. : fancy
dark. lO-llc; No. 1, 8-lOc. Extracted, white,
C-6Kc. ; amber, 5 5Hc. ; dark, 4-4i4c. Bees-
wax, 22-25C.

Boston, Mass., Dec. 31.—Fancy white, 13
14c.; No. 1, 11-12C. Extracted, white, 6-7o.;
amber, 5-6c. Beeswax, 25c.

Milwankee, Wis., Dec. 31,—Fancy white,
14-15C.; No. 1. 12-13C.: No. 1 amber, 8-lOc.
Extracted, white. 6-7c. ; amber, 5-6c.; dark,
4-5c. Beeswax. 22-24c.

New crop of honey begins to come forward.
The demand is very poor and quotations al-

most nominal. Weather Is very warm and
the consumption of honey Is very small.
Plenty of fruit, and hence the appetite is sat-
isfied with same in preference. Later on we
expect an Improved demand for honey of all
kinds.

Cleveland, OMo, Dec. 31.—Fancy white,
14H@15c.: No. I white. 1214®13c. Extracted,
white. 6@7e.: amber, 4Vi®5^c. Beeswax, 22
®25e.
There Is not very much honey in our mar-

ket Selling rather slow. Demand beginning
to be a little better. Think trade will be fair
in this line this fall.

Kew York, N. Y , Dec. 31 —Fancy white,
ll@12c.: lair white. 9® lOc; buckwheat. 7®
8c. Extracted, white clover and liasswood.
5@5^c.: California. 6c.: Southern. 50e. per
gallon. Beeswax in fair demand at 26@27c.
The market Is quiet and inactive. Demand

light and plenty of stock on the market.

Cincinnati, Ohio, Dec. 31.—Comb honey,
best white, 10@14c. E.xtracled, 4®6c. De-
mand is slow; supply is fair.
Beeswax Is in fair demand at 22®35c. for

good to choice yellow.

Buffalo, H. Y., Dec. 31.—Fancy and No. I

white comb, sells well at 10 and lie , but scl-
<iom 12c.; other grades, 8-6c., and require
much urging. Extracted 4-5c.

St. Iiotiis, Mo., Deo. 30.—Fancy white, 14c.;

No. 1 white, 12ai.Jc.; fancy amber, ll@12c.:
No. 1 amber, 10@10',4c.; fancy dark, 9®9^c.;
No. 1 dark, 7@8c. Extracted, white, in cans,
6@7c.: in barrels. 5@5^o.; amber, 4!4®4Jic.;
dark.3V4®4c. Beeswax. 26W@27c.
Baker stock of extracted honey, 4®3c ;

stock very scarce. Fair receipts of comb.
Beeswax in good demand.

Detroit, Mich.; Dec. 31.—No. 1 whito, 12-

12Hc. : fancy amber, lO-llc: No. 1 amber, 9-

lOc; fancy dark, 8-9c. Extracted, white, 5V4
-6c.; amber, 5-5 ^c; dark. 4-oc. Beeswax,
24-250.

Minneapolis, Minn., Dec. 31. — Fancy
white. Il®r2c.; No. 1 white. 10®llc.; fancy
amber. 9@10c.; No. X amber. 8@9c.; fancy
dark, 7®8c.; No. 1 dark. 6-7c. Extracted,
white, 6®7o. ; amber, 505 ^Jc; dark. 4®5c.
Utah white extracted, 5®5!4c. Beeswax, 23®
36c. Market fairly steady for comb and bet-

ter for extracted than for some time.

rSan Francisco, Calif., Dec. 30.—White
comb. 10-llc. ; amber, 7K-9c. Extracted,
white. 5^4-6c.; light amber, 4^4-4?iC.: amber
colored and candled. 3;^-4!4c.; dark tule, 3;^-
3c.
Beeswax, fair to choice, 24-27c.

List of Honey and Beeswax Dealers.

Most of whom Quote In this Journal.

CblCBgo, Ills.

E. A. BtTBNETT & Co.. 163 South Water Street.

New York, N. Y.
HmjRETH Bros. & Seqklkbn,

Kansas Citj, mo.
0. C. Clemoms & Co., 423 Walnut St.

BaOalo, N. Y.
Batterbon & Co.. 167 & 169 Scott St,

Hamilton, Ilia.

Chas. Dadant & Son.

Pblladelpliia, Pa.
Wm. a. Selser, 10 Vine St.

Cleveland, Ohio.
Williams Bros., 80 & 82 Broadway.

St. I.oni8, inc.

Westcott Com. Co.. 213 Market St

Minneapolis, Minn.
S. H. Hall & Co.

Mllwankee, Wis.
A, V, Bishop & Co.

Boston, Mass.
K. E. Blake & Co., 57 Chatham Street,

Detroit, Mich.
M. H. HtlKT, Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich.

Indianapolis, Ind.
Walter S. PonoER, 162 Massachusetts Ave.

Albany, N. Y.
Chas, McCulloch & Co., 380 Broadway.

Cincinnati, Ohio.
C. r. McTH & Son, cor. Freeman & Central av§.

Illinois —The annual meeting of the 1111-

noi-. Stale Bee-Keepers' Association will be
held at the State House, in Springfield. Feb.
24 and 25. 1897 The State Farmers' lusti-

tutt! meets the same week—including all the
State live siock associations—and our Exec-
utive Committee, along with them, arranged
for this date, in order ihat the Legislature
might be in good working condition. (We all

know what for.) There will be an effort made
this winter to get a Pure Food Bill past, and
that means bee-keepers want a hand In It, to

see that the adulteration of honey shall cease
forever and ever Two years ago we suc-

ceeded in getting an Anti-Adulteration Bill

through the Senate, but it failed in the
House, only for want of push. Let bee-keep-

ers tnroughout the State impress upon their

Hepresentativfs the importance of such a
bill, and .ome to our meeting to relresh their

minds on the subject.
Railroad rates will be no greater than a

fare and a third, which will be announced
later. Our programs will be Issued along
with the other State Associations named
above. Jas. A, Stone, Sec.

BradfordtoD, 111.

Doctor^s Ynr)\^
By Dr. PEIRO,

100 State Street, ** Chicago, III.

Indigestion from Over-Eating.

We are all inclined to relish the delica-

cies, and the want of restraint over our

appetites is nearly certain to get us into

trouble. Too fatty foods, or over-indul-

gence in rich desserts, are likely to occasion

a form of indigestion more or less painful

or protracted. When this is the case, the

first and best remedy to use is large quanti-

ties of hot water—as warm as can be drank
—with a quarter teaspoonful of soda, to

neutralize the fats in the stomach, and so

make them digest more quickly. But this

big pint of water and soda should be taken

every halt hour, to get prompt and perma-
nent relief.

Toothache Troni Eatlns Candles.
Who hasn't had toothache from eating

candies—especially the good, old-fashioned

molasses candy, made at borne '. Its sticki-

ness is apt to loosen some decayed tooth.

That lets the sweets down to the roots, and,

fermenting, soon sets up a howling tooth-

ache. Here is where big mouthfuls of hot

water, with a little piece at alum—as big as

a small white bean, say—is likely to stop

the pain until you have time to consult a

dentist, anyway.
Taffy not only wrecks artificial teetb,

often breaking a plate in two, but not in-

frequently pulls a loose tooth out of its

socket. So look out

!

Hone)' and Tar for Conghs.
I don't say that'this combination is the

most palatable in existence, but I know it

is an excellent cough syrup.

Take a tablespoonful of liquid tar—the

druggists keep it: put it into a shallow tin

dish and place it in boiling water until the

tar is hot. To this add a pint of extracted

honey, and stir well for half an hour, add-

ing to it a teaspoon level full of pulverized

borax. Keep well corkt in a bottle, and
when you need a reliable cough-syrup you
will have it.

The dose is a teaspoonful every one, two,

or three hours, according to the severity of

the cough.

How to Dlspo.«e of a Cblll.

You'll come home some day this wintef

with a chill like an ague, and if not cared

for at once it may prove a great deal worse

the next day than the chill would indicate.

So you had better dispose of it at once by
getting into a bath of just as hot water as

you can endure, putting a quarter of a tea-

spoonful of hartshorn in the water. Stay

in the bath for half an hour, and then jump
into a nice, warm bed and cover well. The
probability is that by the next morning

you will be all right.

Negligence Ibat May be Expensive.

A form of negligence that gets us into

trouble, often, is to step out of a warm
room in your shirt-sleeves, just to run to

the barn a moment, without first putting

on your heavy coat. Now, during that

brief time you've taken a cold that may
result in your staying in bed with a lung

fever for some weeks, and cost you a -fSO

doctor's bill.
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Bottom Prices
BRING VS BIG TRADE.

GOOD GOOD§ KEEP IT.

If you want the best supplies that can be

made at a little less cost than you can buy

the same goods for elsewhere, write to us

for low prices. 1897 Catalogue soon ready

—ask for It and a free copy of The Ameri-

can Bee-Keeper (36 pages).

Address.

THEW.T.FALCOMMFG.CO.,
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

Mention the American Dee Xour-naL

The Only Coiled Spring Fence.
It has taken us ten years to convince the public

tliat elsiHt!c-lty Is absolutely neees.sary in an
efticieni and durable wire fence. It was the (_"oile(l

SpriuK that dirt it. We own the original patent ou
thisi device "A word to the wise is sutBcient."

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian Mich.

Mention the jLmer-ican Bee Jourvf--'.

CARLOADS
or BeeHivee, Sections. Ship-
ping-Cases. Comb Foundation,
and Evcrylhlng used in the
Bee-InduBtry.

I want the name and address
of every Bee-Keeper in Ainer-
lea. I supply Dealers as well
as consumers. Send for cata-

logs, quotations, etc, W. H. PUTNAM.
River Falls. Pierce Co., Wis.

Mention the Amcrlain Dee JouriioA

We have a few of these Emerson stiff cloth-

board binders lor the American Bee Journal.

They make a splendid permanent binding.

and hold a full year's numbers. The old price

was 7.5 cts., postpaid, but we will mall you one

for only 00 clo., or with the Bee Journal for

one year—both together for ^..^O.

GEOBGE W. YORK & CO..
• CHICAGO, ILLS

THeOAT

AND LUNQ DISEASES.
DR, PEIRO, Specialist

Offices: 1019, 100 State 5t.,

CHICAQO. Hours 9 to 4.

Afentio» the A mcrtcan Bee Journal.

BEESWAX WASTED
FOR-

^ Foundation Making. --

Send For OUR CATALOGUE,

SAMPLES OF FOUNDATION,

ADVICE TO BEGINNERS, Etc.

Address,

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
When ANsweniNG this Advertisement, mention this journa4^

Ask Your Friends to Take This Journal.

PATENT WIRED COMB FODNDATIOB
Has No Sag In Brood-Framea

Thin Flat-Kottom FouudatioD
Has Ko FisbboDfl in tbe Sarplas Hooey.

BeInK the cleanest Is usaally worketi
the quickest of any Fonndatlon made

J, VAN OEVSEIN Sc SONS,
Bote Manufacturers,

Bproat Brook MontRomery Co.. N. Y.

Ulnfll'c!
HONEY-EXTRACTOR

illU 111 IS Square Glass Jars.

Hoot's Goods at Root's Prices.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies in general, etc., etc.
Send for our new catalog".

" Practical Hints " will be mailed for 10c.
in stamps. Apply to—

Chas. F. Muth & Son, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Mention the American Bee Journal.

Gut Prices to Move Stock !

!

There are a few items of desirable stock left of the goods secured of Thomas

G. Newman when we took charge of his supply business here. In order to close

these out and make room for fresh, new goods, we have decided to offer these at

prices which will make them go.

The following Is the list, which will be corrected as the stock is sold ; if you

see what you want here, order at once, or you may be to late

:

V-Top Langstroth Frames, 7,5c per 100 ; 250 for $1,25 ; 500 for $2.
All-Wood Frames, pierced for wire, same price while they last,

Hoffman Frames, with ?g-inch square bottom-bar, $1.25 per hundred.
5 No. 9 " L, Hives, 2-story, with Heddon supers, .'?2.50 for the lot,

50 Comb Uonoy Uacks, to hold sections ou the hive. Hat, .Si.00 for the lot.

No. ;5 VanDetisen Thin Flat-Bottom Fdn., In 25-lb. boxes, iglO.SO a box.

Wakeman & Crocker Section-Pross, 50c each (old price, $1.25),
Townsend Section-Press, 50c. (old price, $1.)
Hastings' Feeders, lOo each (old price, 25c.); postage, 13 cts. extra.

18 Shuck Feeders, 80 each, .$1.00 for the lot (old price, 20c.)
Hill Feeders, quart size, 8c each, 75c per doz. (less than half old prices).

Hill Smokers, -tUc each ; by mail, fiOc.

Quluby Smokers at 50c, 70c, and .$1.00 each—20c extra by mall.

Jones' Frame- Pliers, 10c each ; by mall, 10c extra (old price, 25c and postage).

II wanted by Freiglil, a<1<1 '2Sc lor osirlagc on ortlfi-s lor less titan $S

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY,
Geo. W. York, Manager. 118 Midiigaii Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
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Production of Comb Honey vs. Extracted.

nV R. C. AIKIN.

The question of how much more extracted than comb
honey can be produced, remains unsettled. SVe have for years
been taught, aud have generally accepted as true, that two
pounds of extracted can be produced where but one of comb
can be. I have not believed this statement, and do not yet
think it proven. Many good apiarists—and who would not
knowingly represent an untruth—have asserted that they can
get double, and even more, of extracted over that of comb. In
order to show that there are some mistakes made in the esti-

mates, and to stimulate those so inclined to make more defi-

uite experiments, I write this article.

It is now over 20 years that I have been producing honey.
I think, without exception, there has not been a year that I

Iiave not produced both comb honey and extracted, and in the
same apiary. Without any very close estimates I had always
thought I could get from 3 of comb to -Jt of extracted, to 2 of

the former to 3 of the latter. The last few years, however, I

have put the ratio at about 3 to 4 as more nearly correct, tho
this ratio would not apply at all times and in all localities ;

but in a series of years in most locations it would be more
nearly right than the higher ratio.

It has always been my practice to keep strmiij colonics for
honey-qalherinri, the strength being maintained by discourag-
ing or preventing swarming, and by doubling.

The general factors governing in the matter are strength
of colony, rapidity of flow and temperature.

ILLUSTRATIONS FOR COMPARISON.

1st, a weak colony. The flow slow and the temperature
low would confine the colony to the brood-chamber almost ex-
clusively. Raise the temperature and still they would be loth

to leave the brood-chamber. Increase the temperature and
flow both, and they would do fair to good super work, either
for comb or extracted. A good flow and low temperature
would give some honey in extracting-combs, and but little or
none in sections ; but the colony with sections would pocfc Hic

bmoil-chnmbcr more solidly than the one having the extract-
Ing-combs.

'2nd, a strong colony. Flow slow and temperature low
would pack the brood-co-nbs and put some, possibly, in the
extracting-combs. Flow slow and temperature high would be
apt to \)ut ncnrly all honey in the extracting-combs, and pos-
sibly a little in the sections. Flow good and temperature
high would rapidly fill the extracting-supers and sections,
both ; and if unlimited room in both, nearly all the honey
would go into the extracting-combs, while the comb-honey
colony would pack the brood-combs and put the balance in

the sections. Flow good and temperature low would fill the
brood-combs well and do good work in the extracting-combs,
and fair in the sections.

Now while the weak colony cannot build comb with the
temperature low, they can and do pack the brood-chamber
solid. If sections were on they would not work them, because
they caunot ; but the same colony having extracting-combs
would put some in them near the brood-nest. A rapid flow
and temperature high enough so they can build comb rapidly,
or go to any part of the hive, the comb-honey colony will put
all they can in the brood-combs, and work a corner or end of

a super of sections ; but if it had extracting-combs it would
put the honey mainly above and the brood below.

If one keeps only weak colonies he may expect the per
cent, of extracted to be much above that of comb honey ; but
if good to strong colonies, they can preserve heat enough to

build comb most of the time. The colony that has to build
comb to receive tho honey as it comes in will almost always
pack the brood-chamber : but, on the other hand, if they have
combs ready-built they will—when given unlimited room—put
nearly all the honey above and fill the brood-combs with brood
and pollen.

If the honey-flow be in the summer—basswood or clover

—

the weather will nearly always be warm enough for comb-
building, hence strong colonies at such times will gather
about as much when run for comb as for extracted. I admit
there will not be as much in the sections as in extracting-
combs ; but right here is where nearly all are at fault in

their estimates. Only the honey in the super is counted, yet
the comb-honey colony has usually from 10 to 20 pounds more
honey in the brood-combs than has the other. The more room
with full sets of extracting-combs, the more the super will get
the honey to the disadvantage of the brood-chamber. The
stronger the colony and the warmer the weather, the more
the tendency to store in the extras and leave the brood-combs
light. If the weather be so cool as to interfere with wax-work
and still have a good flow, the ready-built store-combs give
the colony quite an advantage over the one that has to build,
heuce in such case the extracted-honey colony would do much
the best. I think right here is where my experience has been
so different from that of others. It lies in two facts : I keep
strong colonies—stronger than tho average apiarist—and my
honey season has been in the midsummer when the weather
was hot. My basis of calculation has been hot weather and
strong colonies.

While at the Lincoln convention I learned from the
Nebraska people that their flow comes in the fall, with gen-
erally cool weather, and especially cool nights. These cool
days and nights would make it difficult to build comb, yet the
secretion of nectar went on and the daytime was warm enough
to let the bees gather. I remember a little experience in Iowa
on that line, when the cold at night drove the bees from the
sections or stopped work in them.

There is also another condition that favors a larger yield
of extracted honey, and that is when the How comes very
siiddcnlii, and to some extent when it continues very freely.
An abrupt flow that would till the brood-combs in two or three
days before wax-secretion gets fully started, would result in

loss because there would be no place to store ; but I have
never but once had such experience. That one time filled the
brood-combs and 10 drawn sections, and the foundation in the
other sections was being workt, and new wax beginning to be
added. It is clear that in this case the ready-built combs was
again. It is now conceded by many that unfinisht sections
are good property. I consider them valuable to use even if

the honey in them were to be extracted. There are times
when the flow is abrupt and free, that they would be of ser-
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vice; but the greatest gain to be derived from them is in get-

ting the bees started in the sections.

Keeping a colony on scales and taking a daily record is a
very good way to find out many things about results under
the various conditions. I have for many years kept a scale

hive, but I have lost much of the benefit by not keeping a
permanent record in a book. The season of 1895 I had throe

apiaries. One was run for comb, one for extracted and a lit-

tle comb, and one for extracted only. The scale hive showed
a daily gain during the flow of a little less than 'Z}i pounds.
The total gain was 62 pounds, and the time '1(\ days. In

1896 the flow lasted 2.5 days, and the average gain was two
pounds per day. In 1894 the flow lasted 30 days, and gave
a total gain of CO pounds—2 pounds per day.

Now right here I want to give my experience for seven

years with three apiaries of 20U to 300 colonies, and with

both comb and extracted honey produced. The year 1890
was a good year. The average yield was 150 pounds per

colony. I have not now the figures, tho I have a rather clear

remembrance of general results. This year was the one ex-

perience previously referred to in which the flow came very

abruptly and freely, when there were 16 unflnisht sections

per colony on to start with. The flow was very free for a

week or more, and then not so free, yet fair to good, lasting

53 days. Counting the surplus and winter stores, the average
gain was about 3 Jvj' pounds per day. The extremes of yield

were 25 pounds for the lowest and 250 pounds for the highest

colony. Add to this the winter stores, and the average daily

gain for the best colony was about oli pounds. In 1891 the

yield was about 100 pounds per colony, with probably about

3K pounds the average per day. In 1893 there was a fair

yield ; it came rather abruptly, but not of very long duration.

The years 1894, 1895 and 1896, have been previously

given.
Now there was one thing that was plain in those years :

Invariably the comb-honey colonies wintered better. The best

year of the seven—1890—the best yield from any one colony
was a comb-honey colony, tho I must admit that the best col-

onies were run for comb honey. Some pretty fair colonies

were run for extracted, and, on the 2 to 1 plan, should have
shown as much as the comb-honey colonies. The two years
of 1894 and 1895 I did take more extracted per colony than
comb, but the following springs I found how I got it, when
the bees of this lot were starving to death, while the comb-
honey lot were well supplied with stores. In 1896, I watcht
the matter carefully, and when I left my extracted colonies

with stores equal to the comb-honey colonies, I got no more
from the one than from the other. Taking the seven years
throughout, I am now thoroughly convinced that I should
have been better off had I taken less from those run for ex-

tracted honey. I would have had more bees alive in the
spring, and better colonies when the How came.

There are two evils in the use of the extractor. The first

is a disposition to take unripe honey. The second is to take
too raucli. As before shown, there is a strong disposition on
the part of strong colonies, having a lotof empty combs above,
to put the honey there, and when once there we are prone to

extract it, thus leaving the colony short of stores. With me
this is no theory, it is a fact proven by experience.

Now if your flow is in the fall, or when the weather is too
cool for comb-building, it is evident you can get more extracted
than comb. If you keep weak colonies the ratio will be still

more markt. I5ut with stroug colonies and good comb-build-
ing weather, the difl'erenco is by no means great. Never for-

get to count the contents of the brood-chamber when estimat-
ing the work of a colony.

There is one other point often forgotten: A normal col-

ony will have a surplus of wax that goes to waste when run
for extracted honey. I do not believe we lose 20 or more
pounds of honey when tho colony builds comb. The bulk of

wax used In tho sections would be secreted if the colony were
run for extracted, just the same.

My next article will treat of tho cost of producing and
marketing the two kinds of honey, etc.

Page Co., Iowa.

The New Constitution and Amalgamation.
BV I)l{. A. n. MASON.

1 would like to say to the readers of the American 15oe

Journal that in replying to Mr. Newman's " criticism " 1 had
no thought of " Inviting an unpleasant personal controversy,"

nor a controversy of any kind, and had no idea that a "criti-

cism," of the Constitution adopted at Lincoln, was considered

so sacred as to debar criticism, especially after the author had
said that " a lively discussion should be the result" of its

publication, and I thought I had as good right to point out
what (to me) seemed to be some of the fallacies of the "criti-
cism " as its author had to point out what he considered some
of the " incongruities" and "lack of completeness" of the
New Constitution.

I don't remember to have made the " assertion " that the
General Manager had not " submitted the question" to the
Advisory Board, but to me the natural inference from what he
did say was, that he had not, and would not, do so. Here is

the language of the "criticism " that led me to that inference :

" The whole thing is so incongruous and incomplete that
it seems necessary to refer it back to the next convention at
Buffalo, for revision. Before it is in proper shape to present
to the 'National Bee-Keepers' Union,' it needs a thorough
overhauling and reconstruction There is, therefore,
nothing left for its advocates now to do but to await the
action of the convention next year."

With that statement before me, it doesn't seem to be
" nonsense" to state that the General Manager did make a
"decision in the matter of submitting amalgamation to a
vote;" and from the number of letters I have received from
well-known bee-keepers, commending my criticism of the
" criticism," I know I'm not the only one who drew the infer-
ence I did ; and the forceful articles of the Hon. Eugene Secor,
and Editor W. Z. Hutchinson, of the Review, that have ap-
peared in the American Bee Journal in favor of the adoption
of the New Constitution by the National Bee-Keepers' Union,
should not be lightly esteemed.

It seems a little strange to me that any member of the
Advisory Board of the National Bee-Keepers' Union should for
a moment entertain the thought of refusing the reasonable
request of such an organization as the United States Bee-
Keepers' Union ; and that any one of that Board should use
the following language is beyond my comprehension: "j
should say, stibmit the criticisms to each voter, and put it to

vote." (Italics are mine.) It doesn't seem possible that any
one of that intelligent Advisory Board could possibly think of

submitting " criticisms" to the members of the National Bee-
Keepers' Union. Tho request was for the submission of the
Constitution to a vote, and for the General Manager, or the
Advisory Board, to "submit" any criticisms, or make any
suggestions, either for or against its adoption, when submit-
ting it to a vote, would be entirely out of place.

Since the Lincoln convention I have received the member-
ship fees from 10 bee-keepers, and as in each case it was un-
certain as to which " Union " the fee should go, each person
was written to for more definite instructions, and in each in-

stance the reply was definite. They wanted their money to

go to the Union that proposed to prosecute adulterators.

I favor amalgamation because it will put more money into

the hands of the Board of Managers, than will be paid in if

amalgamation is not accomplisht; and because the United
States Bee-Keepers' Union will take up the matter of adulter-
ation, which is a more important matter than that which has
been so successfully handled by the National Bee-Keepers'
Union.

The services of the United States Bee-Keepers' Union will

not be needed to prosecute adulterators in Ohio, for we have a
pure food law that " fills the bill," and a commissioner and
assistants that have done, and are doing, efficient service in

enforcing it. Toledo, Ohio.

Winter Stores—Sundry Questions Answered.

BV 0. M. DOOLITTLE.

QaES.—"I wish you would tell the readers of the American
Bee Journal what you think of my mode of wintering bees, for if

it is a good plan, others may wish to try it. I have five colo-

nies of bees and when I examined them the first of October I

found they had tho two frames, next the sides of the hives,

solid full of honey ; the next two frames were at least three-

fourths full, while the remaining frames were nearly or quite

one-third full. I use eight Hoffman frames to the hive, and
they are spaced 1?8 inches from center to center. Do you
think they have stores enough for winter?"

ANS.--Yes, and not one colony in 20 will comsume the

amount of honey you speak of before the first of the May fol-

lowing. Many are often pu/.zled to know how much honey a
colony should have In tho hive on October first to insure safety

as regards stores, so they will not be liable to starve. After

years of experimenting along this line, I now allow from 20 to

25 pounds of honey to each colony to bo wint.'^red on the sum-
mer stand, and from 15 to 20 pounds for those which are to

be wintered in the collar. That is, I see that all colonies have
as much as tho smallest number of pounds given, but where
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all have plenty I do not take out any, oven though some colo-

nies have as high as 40 to "iO pounds. If any lack in stores,

then I take from those colonies having more than is needed, to

supply the deficiency in others. A Hoffman frame filled full,

vphen spaced as above given, will hold not far from six pounds ;

that would be 12 pounds for the two outside combs. The next

two would contain about four and one-half pounds each, or

nine pounds, while the remaining four, at say two pounds

each, would be eight pounds, this making about 2ii pounds in

all, which is four pounds more than the highest amount I

think is needed for out-door wintering.

BEES PACKT FOR WINTEK OUTDOORS.

QuES.—"The hives are single-walled and set on a rack

about IS inches from the ground in a fence corner. The fence

is six feet high and tight. I have left the super on and a

cushion of planer shavings fills this super. I have packt all

around the hives and between them with leaves, except the

front. The top and sides are boarded up so as to keep all dry

during the winter. Is this as good as chaff-packing would be?'

Ass.—I should say that my correspondent's bees were
pretty well fixt for winter, and probably will winter nearly,

if not quite, as well as if in chaff hives. Why I say, " if not

quite," is that the front of the hives have no packing, as will

be noticed. Where hives face the south, as I think all hives

should, there being no packing on the south side of the hive,

every time the sun shines during the winter it will heat up the

front side of the hives, this causing the bees to break cluster

and roam along the inside of the warmed up hive, while many
bees will be enticed out through this means, to perish in the

cold which they will encounter outside as soon as they take

wing. This will cause the loss of many bees during the sun-

shiny days of winter, providing the breaking of the cluster

often, does not cause them to get the bee-diarrhea and die al-

together. Now had this front side been chaff-walled it would
have taken nearly all day to have gotten it comfortably warm,
when the warmth so stored up would have helpt very much in

keeping the frosty temperature out at night. Then there is

an objection in having more than one colony on any stand or

bench, for where they are so fixt it is necessary to have the

hives closer together than is convenient for manipulating them
to the best advantage ; besides the annoyance which always
comes from the whole on the rack or bench being disturbed

when any jar or noise is made while working at any individual

hive.
CONSTRUCTION OF SHADE-BOAKDS.

QuES.—The correspondent next wishes to know how
" shade-boards are constructed ;" and says, "My hives face the

south, and the bees hangout in summer."

Ans.—Shade-boards are used for two purposes: First, to

shade the hives in summer; and second, to shade the en-

trances, so as to keep out the snow and cold winds of winter,

and the sun from shining on the entrance so as to entice the

bees out to fly when the atmosphere is too cold for them, as

spoken of above. For this, any wide board answers all pur-

poses, the same being set so as to lean up against the front of

the hive, and also being long enough to reach two-thirds the

way up the front of the brood-chamber. For the former, a

light frame-work is made, generally of carpenter's lath, with
lath nailed on the frame at set distances apart, while over the

whole is placed a sheet of the largest-sized tin ; or building-

paper cut to the right size may be used in place of the tin. If

this paper is kept well painted it will last well. I use tin, but
others prefer the paper. The shade-board should project over

the front side of the top of the hive, far enough to shade down
to the entrance, in hot weather, while it is better not to shade
the entranceduring May, as the sun helps in warming the hive

for brood-rearing. A stone or brick is generally necessary,

placing the same on top of the shade-board, in all places where
the wind can strike, to keep these boards from being blown off.

COLOR OF HIVES.

QuES.—He next says :
" My hives are painted brown.

Would the dark color make any difference?"

Ans.—If the hives are thoroughly shaded the color will

make little or no difference, but for hives which stand in the
sun no other color should be used in painting except white.
Hives painted white can stand in the sun without inconven-
ience to the bees, and with no danger of the combs melting
down. Onondaga Co., N. Y.

»»*

Every Present Subscriber of the Bee Journal
should be an agent for it, and get all others possible to sub-
scribe for it. See offer on page 29.

Haudy Uncappiug-Box and Its Use.

BY C. E. PlIEMCIE ii BRO.

The accompanying illustration is our uncapping-box with

a comb in position to be uncapt. You will notice a bar across

the box, through which a pin is projecting upward, which acts

as a pivot when the center of the end-bar is placed upon it.

One side of the comb is uncapt, when it is swung around and
the other side cut off, the cappings dropping into the box.

The inside consists of two boxes with wire bottoms, one of

which is standing outside.

The object in having two boxes is this : When one box

becomes filled with cappings or pieces of comb, it is

slipt to the left and allowed to drain while the other is being

filled ; when they are b3th full the one to the left, which the

honey has all drained out of, is emptied in the wax-extractor

;

Handy Vncapping Arrangement.

the full one is then slipt to the left, and allowed to drain while

the other is being filled. The honey can be drawn off at any

time through the faucet, shown at the right. The cover,

which is now folded back, is closed when not in use, which

makes its free from ants, robber-bees, dirt, etc., and also

furnishes a convenient table or work-bench. We have had

one of these in use for five years, and would not think of run-

ning an apiary without it.

[Mr: O. O. Poppleton, when here a few weeks ago, de-

scribed an uncapping-box that, in outside appearance, must be

very much like the one above. The internal arrangement,

however, is different. Mr. Poppleton's, while about twice as

long as broad, is made so as to take his frames crosswise. The

combs are uncapt on a cross stick, the cappings falling into

the box near the end. In the other end the sliced-off combs

are hung, and sometimes the man with the knife will have

stored in the box quite a number of combs ahead of the other

man, who is extracting. If there is one person, he uncaps

until the box is filled with combs, and then he is ready for the

extractor.—Editor.1—Gleanings.

Surplus-Yielding Honey.Plants of Florida.

BY A. F. BROWN.

Unlike many of the Northern and Western States, Florida

is divided into several distinct classes of soils, each affording

a peculiar floral and timber growth of its own, therefore often

from localities only a few miles apart one's surplus crop of

honey comes from different sources.

The purpose of this article is to give a brief description of

the honey-yielding plants, trees, and shrubs found on the

several classes of soil, with data as to the time of year, quality

and yield of surplus honey, as I am acquainted with them,

from a bee-keeper's point of view.

The division of soils are commonly spoken of as " high

pine land," "low flat woods," " high hammock " and "low

hammock," " oak scrubs," " river swamps," and a " low-scrub

palmetto barren" along the coast, also at places along the

coast and Florida Keys—stretches of black mangrove swamps,

and at places along the east coast and south Florida are open
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prairies of a few hundred acres to several thousand acres in

extent.

In my remarks I will take the divisions of soils in rotation,

giving the names and a short description of the "surplus"-
yielding plants, trees, etc.

THE HIGH PINE LANDS.

First comes the high pine lands. This is principally yel-

low pine timber and black-jack oak ; it has but two native

plants that give a surplus—yellow partridge pea and limeweed.

The partridge pea is a small, bushy plant 24 to 36 inches

high, and its much-spread yellow blossoms give a dark amber
honey, yielding 50 to 60 pounds of honey per colony, from
July 1 to October. (All yields spoken of are extracted honey.)

The honey comes principally from glands at the base of the

leaf, and the stems and joints.

Limeweed, defined by Dr. C. V. Riley as belonging to the

clover family, looks similar to dog-fennel, grows 30 to 36
inches high, and has a small white blossom. It lasts from
Sept. 25 to Oct. 1.5. It yields amber honey, 40 to 60 pounds
per colony.

As fully one-half, if not more, of our orange groves are

situated on the pine lands, I shall place the orange in this

class. It blooms in February and March, yielding a very light

amber honey, and frequently runs to 100 or 150 pounds per

colony. I have known an average colony on "scales" to

bring 7 to 10, or 12 up to 14 pounds per day from orange
alone, and to keep this up for 10 to 14 days in succession. I

have secured a crop of 10,000 pounds of pure orange honey
in a single season, and I pronounce it one of our best surplus

sources, second only to black mangrove in quality and yield.

THE LOW FLAT WOODS.

This is timbered sparsely with a stunted growth of yellow

pine, and embraces many swamps and cypress ponds. Where
there is much "swamp" there is generally found a good
growth of gallberry and saw-palmetto, both of which, where
the growth is rank and abundant, yield good crops of honey,

Gallberry is a small shrub 6 to 10 feet high, with small

white blossoms, from March 15 to May, and yields 20 to 60
pounds of very choice white honey per colony, though the

yield is uncertain.
Saw-palmetto, of the palm family (too well known to need

a description), throws open its immensely large and fragrant
blossoms in April and May, and yields 50 to 75 pounds of

light amber honey per colony. This is a very reliable source
for surplus.

In the swamps are foun'd a good deal of soft maple and
magnolia bay—the former yielding honey freely, but coming
in January bees are too weak to take advantage of it, and it is

used to build up the colonies for the gallberry and palmetto
flows later on.

Cypress yields a large quantity of pollen in January and
February, though but little if any honey.

Magnolia bay yields some dark honey, though not enough
for surplus.

THE HIGH HAMMOCKS.

These, as a rule, are not large in extent, the growth being
principally hardwood timber—oaks of the various kinds, with
some hickory and magnolia, andromeda, loblolly bay and saw-
palmetto, yellow jasmine and wild grape, affording a good
spring and early summer pasturage, and giving from 100 to

150 pounds of surplus per colony. The larger share comes
from andromeda and saw-palmetto.

Andromeda is a small, shrubby tree 10 to 20 feet high,
with small, white, bell-shape blossoms. It blooms in February
and March, and yields 50 to 60 or 75 pounds per colony, of

dark amber honey. It is very reliable.

The various oaks afford more or less honey, and large
quantities of pollen, but coming early it goes towards breed-
ing up colonies.

Yellow jasmine blossoms Dec. 20 to March, and yields
large quantities of pollen, and but little if any honey.

Magnolia, loblolly bay and wild grape come in April and
May, and alford some little surplus, though coming at the
same time as the saw-palmetto. I am not in position to state
how much, or as to the quality of the yield.

THE LOW HAMMOCKS.

These are found principally bordering on the rivers and
creeks, and also in vast stretches along the coast. The growth
is principally hardwood timber and cabbage palmetto palms,
and various vines, etc.— usually an oxcellont range for surplus
honey. The growth of timber Is very similar to the high liam-
mock, with addition of tlin cabbage palmetto palm, various
gums, ash and maple, and In places some basswood and you-
pon ; also more wild grape and yellow jasmine than are found

on the higher hammocks. From these various trees and
shrubs the surplus crop will run from 100 to 200 pounds per

colony.

Basswood throws open its blossoms early in June—about
the 5th to the 10th, though the area of this is comparatively
small.

Cabbage palmetto palm opens about July 1, and lasts till

Aug. 5 or 10. It is not certain, but some years it gives a
good crop of very light straw-colored honey ; 50 to 100
pounds per colony. There are thousands of acres of this cab-
bage palmetto palm in our State ; when it does yield, it makes
quite a difference in our total output of surplus honey.; . ^

In the low hammocks the grape affords quite a little sur
plus honey in May, when colonies are strong ; also sweet bay
—a shrubby bush or small tree. This is especially so on the
stretches of low hammock near the sea coast.

THE OAK SCRUBS.

Extensive area of this is found at various places through-
out the State, and all along the East Coast and West Coast
for long stretches. The usual growth is oak bushes, 10 to 20
feet high, and spruce pine, usually young sapling timber, yet

at places there are heavy forests of spruce pine, which are
generally spoken of as "spruce pine scrubs." In most scrubs
both oak and spruce are found more or less a growth of andro-
meda. This and the oaks are the only surplus-yielding shrubs
or plants worth mentioning, and as both come very early ia

the season, when colonies have not had time to build up
strong, there is little encouragement for a bee-keeper to locate

in such places, except where he is in reach of, or has access

to, other classes of soils that may border on the "scrubs."
The spruce pine timber yields vast quantities of pollen, an
item worth jotting down in a bee-keepers' calendar.

THE KIVER SWAMPS.

The St. Johns river swamps are the only ones I am per-

sonally acquainted with. The growth of timber here is sweet
gum, black gum, ash, soft maple, water oaks, cabbage pal-

metto palm, cypress, and in places some willow, with yellow

jasmine, grape, bamboo and other vines. Gums and cypress

largely predominate. These swamps are generally narrow
stretches seldom more than a mile or so wide, and are bordered

by saw-paluietto and gallberry, running back into pine lands,

hammocks or scrubs, and consequently afford good locations,

as a rule.

The river swamps in the northern and northwestern por-

tion of the State afford the main surplus ranges there. They
are somewhat different from the St. Johns river swamps. In

the swamps of the northwestern portion of our State—take
the Apalachicola river swamps, for instance—there are large

amounts of tueplo gum, ti-ti, and snow vine, all of which
afford good yields of surplus. I am told that the tueplo gum
gives their main crop, coming in April. The ti-ti is found in

large quantities all through southern Georgia, and around the

big Okefenokee Swamp in the lower portion of that State and
the northern part of this. In that section—the Okefenokee
Swamp—the ti-ti—a small, bushy shrub or tree 10 to 20 feet

high—yields their main surplus crop—a delicious white, nice-

flavored honey, and the yield is 50 to 100 pounds per colony

from the one source. It comes in March.

The scrub barrens along the coast vary from a quarter to

a mile wide, the principal growth being saw-palmetto and a
few oak bushes, with some sea grape, a small shrubby bush.

This strip of saw-palmetto growth along the coast yields very

abuudantly, and the crop of surplus honey is as sure and cer-

tain as from any source I am acquainted with. The saw-pal-

metto is the only source there, except at a few places where
there are stretches of black mangrove swamps along the iuside

rivers. May is the season for the palmetto here, and the crop

is 60 to 100 pounds.
Black mangrove swamps are found at only two or three

places on our East Coast, at a few places on the West Coast,

and around the Florida Keys and the Ten Thousand Islands,

and extreme southern portion of the Florida coast. Along tho

coast it is a small branching tree, 10 to 20 feet in hight,

growing only in salt water marshes, and, as a rule, it is the

only tree growth occupying the areas where it is found. On
the Florida Keys and tho Ten Thousand Islands it grows to

be a large tree, 40 to 60 feet high. It bears a small, white

blossom, opening June 10 to June 20, and lasting five or six

weeks. The yield from this one source has been marvelous

—

from 30() to 400 pounds per colony for whole apiaries, the

average yield being about 200 pounds per colony. The quality

of the honey Is good, and it is almost as clear as water, and
fully as while as any honey produced anywhere. I have
harvested 42,000 pounds of mangrove honey in one season

from a trifle less than 200 colonies. In my immediate neigh-
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borhood that year there was something like 400,000
pouuds (200 tons) harvested. This variety of mangrove js

very susceptible to cold, and in the big freeze of Feb. 8, 18115,

most of that north of the Florida Keys was killed to the

ground, and in places killed out, root and branch.

There are no black mangrove locations now to be found

this side of the swamps of the Ten Thousand Islands, or on

some of the Keys, and no one has ever had a big apiary in

either of those places to test the yields there. There are

thousands of acres of rod, white and yellow mangrove along

our coast and southern rivers, but none of these yield honey,

and in fact belong to a distinct family from that of the black

mangrove.
On the open prairies of the coast and South Florida grow

thousands of acres of wild sunllowers and golden-rod, both of

which furnish good yields oii surplus honey in the fall. Of

the golden-rod there are two species, both of a dwarf variety,

growing about 15 inches to 2 feet high, one blooming iu Sep-

tember and the other late in October, and runs into November.
The wild sunflower is a rank-growing, branching plant, 6 to

10 feet high, with yellow blossoms, having a brown center,

diameter of blossom 1 J* to \% inches. It blooms early iu

October, and lasts fully a month, furnishing a light-amber

honey, and of good flavor. The yield is 50 to 75 pounds per

colony.
Wild pennyroyal fields are found throughout South

Florida, In the low flat woods, low scrubs and around swamps,
creeks, and at places in the open prairie are large tracts of

wild pennyroyal. This has yielded large crops in years past,

but of late I know of no one who gets any large crops from it.

It blossoms from Dec. 10 to March, having small purple blos-

soms, on a head similar to clover. The plant I would define

as a bushy weed, 12 to 30 inches high, oftec of a creeping

habit, especially when growing among the brush in among
rank grass. The honey is very clear, and of a delicious flavor.

I can give but one cause for it not giving the abundant yields

of late years, as it has in the past. That is, for several years

we have had a series of cold winters, with more or less rainy,

raw days. As I remember, when the pennyroyal used to give

good yields, our winters were, as a rule, warm, with much
pleasant, sunny weather. I know that in places it has yielded

as high as 100 to 150 pounds per colony, and I consider any
plant that has in the past given such yields, will do so again
when conditions are right, so I class it among our surplus

scources.
Although I have gone into detail in the explanation of our

various surplus sources, 'according to the divisions of soils they

are found on, the subject is far from complete, and I hope
that others who read, and are interested, will also add their

experiences. Volusia Co., Fla.

Getting All the Hoaey in the Sectlous.

BV C. C. PARSONS.

In ray efforts to produce comb honey I have observed that

the same manipulation does not invariably produce the same
result. For many years I tried to keep my bees from swarm-
ing, and those that would do as I wisht them to do, gave me
a much more handsome profit than those that persisted in

swarming.

As I stumbled along in the darkness, I kept my eyes open
and occasionally a ray of light was thrown In, and a note of

its revelation was made. I have ever been satisfied with the

crop of comb honey, when I could get the bees to begin early

In the sections placed upon a full brood-chamber, if they were
kept well supplied with sections; but whenever they began to

seal up the honey in the tops of the brood-frames before they
began work in the sections, they would either swarm or fill

the brood-chamber with honey and sulk through the season.

Those that swarm, if properly treated, are as good as the
best of those that do not swarm ; and these are the ones that
I cause to store in the sections all the honey they get, after

swarming.
Without entering into a discussion of plans, I will simply

give the »ioJi(s operandi as recorded in some of the most suc-

cessful cases, and later on I may tell why such things were
done in such a way.

The hives for these swarms are prepared in advance of

the time they are needed, as follows : I place one empty comb
between two empty frames (or frames filled with foundation)
In one side of a hive, and beside them a queen-excluding
division-board, and over these frames is also placed a queen-
excluder. The rest of the hive is filled with wide frames full

of sections. When a swarm issues, at the commencement of

the harvest, if it be from a hive that already has a case of

sections on It, the case of sections is removed to the new hive ;

if not, a new case is put on. I close the entrance except the

part in front of the li-frame apartment, remove the hive from
which the swarm issued, put the new hive in its place, and
hive the swarm in it. A few days later I shake some of the

bees from the old hive into the new. When the harvest is

over, you will find all the honey in the sections, and the three

frames filled with brood.

It often happens that, should the honey bo left on a few
days after the honey-flow has ceased, the tier of sections next

to the division-board will bo cut down and made ready for the

queen to begin, and partly filled with pollen; but beyond this

I have never seen a particle of pollen, and of late years I place

a comb there to receive this pollen.

A swarm that does not issue during a honey-flow should

not be put into a hive arranged as above ; neither can an arti-

ficial swarm, or transferred colony, be counted upon with that

degree of certainty that characterizes the natural swarm.
Jefferson Co., Ala.

Proceedings of the Illinois State Bee-Keepers'
Convention Held in Chicago, Nov. 18

and 19, 1896.

BY A SPECIAL BEE JOURNAL REPORTEK.

LContinued from page 7.]

PRESERVING COMB HONEY FROM JIOTHS.

QuES. 12.—What is the best way to preserve comb honey
from the moths, during summer?

Dr. Miller— EIow many think you need to do nothing ?

[Six.] How many think you need to do something? [One.]

Which testimony will count the most ? If the one can prove

the honey will not be ruined by the worms, then the testimony

of that one. Sometimes the minority is in the right. Then
as to necessity ; will someone give us a reason for the necess-

ity, or reason for saying there is no necessity ?

Mr. Baldridge— I never found any necessity for doing any-

thing with comb honey, after it had been taken off the hive.

In Wisconsin I ripen my honey by taking it off the hives and
tiering it on top of the hives on a flat cover in the hot sun ; I

tier five to six supers high with a wire screen over the top and
a board over that, with a space to let out the hot air, so it

won't get too hot; it ripens very thoroughly without any bees ;

I never saw any worms in honey ; I ripen hundreds of pounds
on top of the hives in the hot sun ; it would get hot, yet it was
ventilated so it would not injure it; of course no one would
think, unless, it was bee-keepers, but what the bees

were in them.
Mr. Stoue—Do you use excluders or bee-escapes ?

Mr. Baldridge—The supers are taken off, the bees re-

moved, and put on top of the cover, and left there for a month
or two.

Mr. Stone—Then a cover is still on top of this ?

Mr. Baldridge— There is a wire screen on top, and the

cover raised up about an inch, so as to get it ventilated, and
in case it should rain, it would not rain upon it.

Mr. Grabbe— I think Mr. Baldridge's plan may be

a good one, but I don't think it is practical ; I have had a

great deal of honey taken from hives, taken right from the

bees ; one season I had §00 worth stolen, of comb honey.

That is an exceptional locality where Mr. Baldridge is located,

that he can tier it up on the hives, and it is safe.

Mr. Green— I think where a person keeps black bees, he

will find worms in the comb honey occasionally ; I used to find

some. Also, through another reason, if there is pollen stored

in sections you are liable to find worms, but at no other lime ;

the bee-keeper who keeps Italian bees and is suflaciently free

from pollen will not be troubled with moth-worms, 1 think.

Mr. Kennedy— I have had some trouble, not always, but

when I have taken it off early in the season and stored it in

the honey-house for several weeks or even a month ; there
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would be moths in it, that is, in summer. I Itnow it is very
discouraginf; when one has a nice lot of honey, to find in a

month or two it is badly damaged. I agree with Mr. Green,
that it is more liable to be damaged when there is pollen in the
sections; that possibly that is the only time; but I thinl{ I

have had it damaged when there was no pollen—at least that
I could discover.

Dr. Miller— I believe I could take both sides of the ques-
tion. I have had many and many a section where there was
no pollen in it, good straight goods, full of honey, and at the
lower edge attacht to the bottom-bar of the section directly
would appear a little white dust, and after a little while the
worms would be seen there, and if left alone the honey would
be very badly damaged ; I had to brimstone it, and more than
once, too, or I would have suffered heavily if I had not done
it. While this discussion was going onj I was turning over in

my mind why it was, of late, I had so little trouble in that di-

rection ; I have used very little sulphur, and the damage by
worms has not amounted to anything for three or four years;
the last two years don't count at all, for I had no honey, but of

late certainly there has been a difference ; I suppose there is

very little black blood in my bees now, but there was
much before. How about your bees, Mr. Kennedy ? How
much black blood ?

Mr. Kennedy— I should say about one-half, on the average.
Dr. Miller— I think very likely that may be the difference,

for 1 know that formerly you could not have gotten me to al-

low a crop of honey to stand, without brimstoning it, unless
you paid me a good amount of money ; and I have some doubt
whether I will brimstone any more.

A Member—I brimstone all of it in a room together, per-
haps as much as once in two or three weeks at first, so as to

make sure those hatching out would get the brimstone ; for of

course the egg would be left just as good as ever, but I believe
if you have bees that are mainly of Italian blood you will not
be troubled ; at least I suppose that has made the change in

mine.
Dr. Miller—There is very much more danger cf worms in

combs where there is pollen, and I can tell you another thing
that makes danger : Let a dead bee be there, and you will find

very often that dead bee will be the nest of one or two worms,
and I have often seen the worm start where there was a dead
bee, or remain on the dead bee for a time, and then extend
through the section of honey ; I think that is a fact, although
I have never seen it mentioned.

Mr. Stone— I would like to ask where the moth's eggs are
in the honey, after it is in the honey-house, if they were there
before the honey was put into the honey-house. For, when
my honey is once in the honey-house, I have never seen a
moth-miller around the honey at all, and I have never been
bothered with the honey-moth; it is my experience, when
moths get in there, they make an effort the first thing to get
outside, and they never seem to touch the honey or go near the
section-cases that have the honey in.

CO.^rB HONEY MANAGEMENT—TIERING UP.

QuES. 13—Should bees be restricted to one super until well
filled, or should we tier up and leave them on the whole sea-
son ?

Dr. Miller—How many would leave all the sections on un-
til the honey-flow ceases'? [One.] How many would say,
Take off sections as fast as the super is completed "? [Eleven.]
We have that pretty well settled, that the majority would not
want to leave them on the whole season- The first part of the
question, however, is not answered. Would you restrict bees
to one super until well filled '? Suppose I put on five supers
to start with, is that correct'?

Mr. Ellis—My practice long ago was to let them get well
begun, in one super, about one-third to one-half, then imme-
diately raise it ; then if the upper one is not filled, (and colo-
nies differ in that respect) when they got the other third or
half done raise it, and put another under. It depends largely
upon the size of the colonies. The greatest success I had was
In the Charaplain valley, New York, when I had as many as
seven supers on at once. There were 30 pounds to the super,
making a capacity of 210 pounds. That is the most I ever had;
but It was an exception.

Dr. Miller—That question involves the other question, as
to when supers shall be removed '?

Mr. Ellis—My experience there was to remove as fast as
filled— filled and sealed clear down.

Dr. Miller—Would you wait until every section is sealed
efore removing '?

A Member— I could not do that In the last of the season.
Dr. Miller— I would not be sure to <lo it in the first of the

season, either. The looks has a great deal to do with it. If

you want the honey very white, it should not be on a great

while. The bees may finish up the very last cell before you
take it off, but very often you will have in the four corner ones
a few cells unsealed ; I don't want to wait for that, to take off

the super, and if necessary I return those four corner sections.

So as long as people demand the white sections of honey we
must be careful about leaving them on long. I was looking for

some one to say there would be a good deal of difference be-
tween the first and last of the season. When the first super
is one-third filled, in some cases I put a second super on, and
on that same colony, later in the season, I would not put any-
thing on, when it was about three-thirds filled. Your expec-
tation as to the harvest : Like a good many other things in

bee-keeping, you have to do a little guessing, and you can't al-

ways guess rightly. I have a good many times put on a sin-

gle super to begin with, and then I had too much on for the
whole season.

Mr. Baldridge—This is to he considered somewhat in put-
ting on a number of supers: Would it not depend— whether
you waited for your supers to be entirely filled—upon whether
your sections are in wide frames, so you can remove them as
soon as filled '?

. A Member—Remove section by section ?

A Member— If the sections are filled completely, why not
remove them, and give them additional room, without adding
so many supers '?

Dr. Miller—That you could do. It seems tome that if you
got five or six supers on, those first raised up would not be so

apt to be sealed as if there were fewer supers on ; that is, the
bees would not seal them so quickly, and consequently the
honey would not be so white as if they were sealed up quickly.
There is such a thing as getting too much room in supers.

Mr. Green—I think Mr. Baldridge is quite right, when you
come to comb honey. I never saw any advantage in having
over three supers on at onetime, if those are properly lookt
after. Y'ou must not forget this, that sometimes when one
colony needs three to four supers, another colony right beside
it would be entirely satisfied with one super.

Mr. Ellis— I want it understood that mine was partially an
experiment ; it was the only time I had more than four supers
on, but I shaded the hive, ventilated it—opened all the venti-

lators, kept them open, and as fast as supers were occupied
I gave them more. It was an e.xception right through ; three
to four supers were the rule that season.

PRICE OF COMB HONEY VS. EXRTACTED.

QaES. 14—How much per pound should consumers pay
for extracted honey of the same grade, when comb honey sells

to the consumers at 22 cents per pound '?

Dr. Miller—The question is, at what price per pound for

extracted will you be willing to change from comb honey at

22 cents, to produce extracted honey ? I will call for a price'?

A Member— 10 cents.

Mr. Green— 11 cents.

Mr. McCartney—12M cents.

Dr. Miller—Let us take the vote then, if there is no other

price named. How many say 10 cents for extracted honey,

when comb honey brings 22 cents ? [One.] How many say

II cents'? [Four.] How many say 12'2 cents. [Four.]

Mr. Baldridge— I will call your attention to the question.

What is the question ?

Dr. Miller— " When comb honey sells to comsumers at 22
cents per pound, how much per pound should consumers pay
for extracted honey, of the same grade '?" In other words,

the question now is, What is that honey worth to mo on my
table?

Mr. Ellis—The same price.

Mr. York—The question is, what should consumers pay '?

Mr. Cooloy—How many ounces should there bo in that

comb honey—would it be a full pound section '?

Dr. Miller—Yes, in this case it's supposed that a section is

a pound, and it is 22 cents.

Mr. Baldridge—The question is, no matter what the price

of comb honey, what should extracted be worth of the same
grade, or value to the consumer, without any reference to the

cost.

Mr. Ellis— I want to suggest looks and appearance on the

table as a factor in the matter ; it makes two questions of it;

in one case, I want that to eat myself; in the other case, we are

going to have company at our house, and I want my table to

look nice.

Mr. Grabbe—I don't think we can say what the consumer
should pay, ho decides that for himself; very often, he pays

something for looks, for style, not for actual, intrinsic value ;

we can't compel a man to pay for that; it is what he wants

that he pays for.

A Member— I produce honey and I sell at the same price;

there are so many people who take extracted honey of the
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same quality in preference to thp comb honey ; many, many
families use it in preference, why should they not pay the

same price ?

Mr. Chapman— I think it is merely a matter of choice
;

some people prefer to eat the extracted honey, and you could

not sell them comb honey; intrinsically they are worth the

same, but the extracted should be worth a little more.

A Member—And the most of the consumers don't get a

pound when they buy the comb honey in sections, whereas
when they buy extracted honey, they got a full pound, and I

have a good many customers who are willing to pay equally

the same price for extracted honey that they do for comb
honey, and take it in preference.

Mr. McKenzie—There are some exceptions to that rule.

Dr. Mi4ler— If I wanted it for my own use, and I pay 2L!

cents for comb, if the grade is the same, the same quality as if

drained out of that section, 1 would be willing to pay 24- cents
for extracted honey ; but if for company, for appearances on
the table, and I wanted a small amount of it bought, I am
only willing to pay about 1.5 cents for the extracted.

Mr. Baldridge—There is a good deal in the question, when
it Is fairly and fully analyzed. It is immaterial, for that mat-
ter, what it costs the bee-keeper to produce it ; the simple
question is, what can consumers afford to pay for it compared
tc the price of comb honey ? My experience is, as a dealer
with comsumers—and I have had about 30 years of it—that
the majority of consumers are willing to pay as much, if not

a little more, for the extracted honey than for the comb honey,
when it is properly presented to them : and my business has
been to carry that into practical operation, and I have been
able, by taking that view of the matter, all through this exper-
ience to get as mu2h for five pounds of extracted honey as I

could get for six pounds of comb honey, including of course the
wood ; one is sold at net weight and the other gross, and my
sales are all based upon that idea, that a pound of extracted of

honey is worth more to the consumer in general than a pound
of comb honey ; and that it is not his business to know what it

costs me to produce it, no more than it is the business of the
consumer of butler to know what it costs the farmer to pro-

duce his butter. If one farmer can produce his butter at 10
cents per pound, and it costs another 15 cents, it is none of

the consumer's business whether that farmer who produces it

at 10 cents asks 20 cents, the same as the other man ; it is

the producer's business to get a good price for what he has to

sell ; the result is, that I got right along, year after year, as

much for five pounds of extracted honey as I got for six

pounds of comb honey, including the wood. Now, I say it

should sell at least at the same price, that is, the consumers
should pay the same price. Ayear ago, I advocated that idea,

and the bee-keepers in the vicinity where I live thought it

could not be done, but I demonstrated to their entire satisfac-

tion that it could be done, by trying a small town down in

Kane county as an experiment. I canvast the town from
house to house with a sample of each—a sample of section

honey and a sample of extracted. I secured in that town in

three days time 70 orders—as my order-book would show if I had
it here—and out of that number—but to go back a trifle. I put
the price the same— five pounds each at an even dollar, which
was lower than my general price. I secured but three orders
in that little town out of 70 for comb honey—G7 were for ex-

tracted at one dollar, and three for comb; so I found the con-
sumer was willing to pay just as much for the extracted
honey, pound for pound, net weight, as for the comb honey.

BI-SDLPHIDE OF CARBON FOR KILLING WORMS.

QuES. 15—Has any one had any experience in the use of

bi-sulphide of carbon, instead of sulphur for killing worms ?

Mr. Chapman—It is one of the best methods of killing any
kind of moth-worms, or common house moth-worms, or any
kind of insects that might get in a closed room. It is very sim-
ply applied, and a pint bottle would fill a room full of the
fumes of the gas, which is always heavier than the air, so in a
room 20x20 feet a pint bottle would kill every moth or every
grub in the room.

Dr. Miller—Would it kill those in the top of the room ?

Mr. Chapman—Not unless the liquid is placed in the top
of the room, so that the fumes would reach that part.

Dr. Miller—How would you apply it'?

Mr. Chapman—It would have to be used carefully on ac-

count of its explosive qualities. It is suflicient merely to put
It on a sponge or a bunch of old rags, place it close to and
above what you wish to have fumigated—not below it. It does
no damage whatever to the appearance of any substance that
I used it on. It is merely a gas, and does not change or affect

the color of anything upon which it is used. You must not
have any fire near it, as it is a very dangerous explosive.

Wheu you pour It on the sponge, shut up the room and travel

away as fast as you can. It also will kill ground squirrels and
moles, by just placing a small cloth or rag near the hole, and
because it is close to the place where the animal is it necesa-

rily kills. This drug has been known for a long time, and it

can profitably take the place of sulphur ; I would say it is very
reasonable in price; it is as low as 15 cents for a pint, and a
pint would be sufficient for a room 20x20 feet.

Mr. Perlam—Ui-sulphide of carbon will kill anything that
has life that you want to kill ; it will kill a man ; we don't

want to kill men or animals, but all insects or vermin, rats,

mice, gophers, or anything that burrows into the ground, and
there is only one thing against it, and that is, that you must
not bring a light near the fumes— it is explosive. Now in a
room, or between the walls you have to saturate the whole
place, or else you can't kill mice above ground ; under ground
it is very easy to kill them. If the house is shut up entirely, it

will kill every mouse in the house, if it is shut up carefully and
there is enough of it used. Every bee-keeper raises more or

less grain, and now if you have weevil of any kind, any little

thing that works in grain— if you take the bin that the weevil

is in, and saturate the top of that bin of grain, or the ware-
house, I don't care how extensive it is, it will kill every weevil

or insect in that grain, and it has this peculiar effect, that it

does not injure any substance that it touches, no more than
gasoline, for instance

Mr. Stone—Its use was recommended in our Second An-
nual Report, and it was taken from some one's recommenda-
tion. I believe in Nebraska it was used for the extermination
of prairie-dogs.

HONEY-PRODUCTION IN THE PECOS VALLEY.

QuES.16—What do the members know of honey-production
in the Pecos River Valley, New Mexico?

Mr. Baldridge— I don't know very much about the Pecos
Valley, except this : I know it is a very good honey locality,

the same as I know Salt River Valley, Arizona, is a first-class

honey locality ; they have the same seasons in the Pecos Val-

ley that they have in the Salt River; it is near a market,
which is quite a consideration. Pecos Valley is a tract 100
miles in length along the Pecos River, where they have a great
abundance of water ; it is 15 to 20 miles wide, and an im-

mense amount of alfalfa is grown there, probably as fine an
alfalfa country as there is in the United States, if not superior

to any other locality.

A CHICAGO POLITICIAN AS A BEB-KEEPEB.

Mr. York—We have with us one of our County Commis-
sioners—Mr. Cunning. He is a bee-keeper— I suppose he is a

very " Cunning " bee-keeper. I don't know how much honey
he produces, but I think we would like to hear from him.

Mr. Cunning—As one of the County oi3ficers, I am glad to wel-

come you to Chicago. So far as being a practical bee-keeper or

a great producer of honey, I will have to say I am in the bee-

business for pleasure. For years, I have wanted to make a
study of the bee. When I was a boy, I was very much inter-

ested in the bee. I have four colonies in my back yard, which
is only about 25x30 feet, so you see I have a very small space
for the bees. I had two colonies to start with, last spring :

now I have four. I lost one swarm—it got away. I hived it

all right twice, and finally it left. The others I had no trou-

ble with. Last year I had four swarms from two colonies,

and I had no trouble with them at all. I have this year about
100 pounds of honey ; some I have not taken out yet—I don't

need it. I judge this honey comes from the prairies west of

Douglas Park and Western avenue. I know there is a great

deal of sweet clover around there ; it is very fine honey. 1

find a great deal ot pleasure right here in Chicago in taking

care of these bees, tho of course I have a very poor place for

them. When they swarm, they generally go over into an alley,

or alight on the wagons, or up on the roofs of the houses, or

on a board sticking out, or something of the kind. Of course,

I am a little of a politician, and it makes quite a good deal

amusement for the neighborhood. They all come out when
they hear my bees are swarming. I don't know whether they

think I have any scheme in keeping bees, or not. There was
a city newspaper reporter that came to my house a few months
ago. He had heard all about my bees and wanted to write

them up. He wrote an article, tho he never saw a bee be-

fore in his life—and he made a very good story. After that, I

heard of people coming to the County Board, wanting to go in-

to the bee-business. Quite a few people canne who thought

they could keep bees in their backyard, and make a little

money out of it. People came from the South Side, North

Side, and different portions of the West Side, but at just that

time we were having politics pretty lively here, and I was en-

gaged in the campaign, and I did not have time to answer all

of those people ; I told them I would write them, and tell them
all about it ! [Laughter.] (Confimted 7iext weefc.)
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Editorial Con}nfcr)t$^

Our Advertisers, we have every reason to believe,

are all worthy of the patronage of our readers. We do not

intend to permit any other kind to get into our advertising

columns. Uence we invite you all to patronize them, and

thus do what you can to encourage honorable dealers. We do

not endorse those who advertise in other bee-papers, unless

they be such as are also found in the Bee Journal. We say

this for the reason that some have complained to us, and un-

justly, for advertising for firms we did not advertise for. We
try to be extremely careful about admitting advertisers into

our columns, but should any of our readers be dealt with un-

fairly by any of them, we trust they will report to us at once.

We won't knowingly advertise for dishonest firms, and we
shall consider it a great favor to be informed concerning any

unsavory deals made by our advertisers. We are extremely

anxious to help kill out all frauds who scheme to fatten upon

the hard-working aud economical bee-keepers. That's a part

of our work.

A Sweet Clover L,awsuit.— It seems there is now
a case \a the common pleas court of Delaware, Ohio, wherein

will be decided whether or not any officials have the right to

destroy sweet clover when growing upon private property.

Dr. H. Besse, an old reader of the American Bee Journal, is

the plaintiff in the case, and the township trustees of Delaware
are the defendants. The Gazette—a local newspaper—con-

tained the following in its issue of Dec. 29, 1896:

A damage suit was filed in the common pleas court last

Saturday nicht, that grows out of a strange circumstance. Dr.
Henry Besse, one of the best known apiarists in this country,
seeks to secure damages in the sum of $3,210 for the cutting
down of a clover crop upon which his 97 colonies of bees
depended for food for the winter. The defendants in the case
are the members of the board of township trustees of Brown
township— Messrs. Lyman P. McMaster, James Salmon and
Joseph B. Glenn.

The petition is a long one, and recites that the plaintiff is

In the bee-business, and owned a plat of ground of 4}.2 acres,

upon whicl] lie planted mclilotiis, or sweet clover, and while
the growth was In full bloom the defendants cut it down ; and
as the result, his 97 colonies of bees were "idle," which
otherwise would bo " working " and bringing him in a profit

in his business, so it is alleged.

We are informed that there was a law that once prohibited
the cultivating of this clover, and the defendants thinking
that It was still In force, took it upon themselves to got the
sweet clover cut down, hence the suit for the recovery of

money alleged to have been lost by the transaction. The
matter will be fought to the end. All parties to the trouble
are well known residents.

This will be an interesting case. It is not now known ex-

actly, writes Dr. Besse, when it will be brought to trial, as

there are several important cases ahead of it. But it will

likely be very soon.

Dr. Besse, in giving us the particulars of the matter, says :

I had a fine field of sweet clover in full bloom when the
trustees of my township served notice on me to cut it down
and destroy it, as a noxious weed, which I refused to do. They
then came with 12 men and a mowing machine and destroyed
all that I had growing on our farm, and also on an adjoining
farm, the owner of which had given me the privilege of sowing
the same. Since then I have employed an attorney to look

into the case, and he finds that the law classing sweet clover
with noxious weeds was repealed in our State (Ohio) last win-
ter, aud melilot, or sweet clover, is not mentioned in the list

of weeds to be destroyed by the farmers of Ohio. This I trust

will be good news to all Ohio bee-keepers at least, if not to the
whole fraternity who read it.

Now I have commenced suit against the trustees in our
court for damages, and shall prosecute it.

I am a bee-keeper of 60 years' experience, having com-
menced when 15 years old. H. Besse.

Before entering the suit, it seems that Dr. Besse, being a

member of the National Boe-Keepers' Union, applied to the

General Manager for directions as to what he should do.

After some time, he was informed that the Advisory Board

were divided in their opinion, and had come to no conclusion.

After that. Dr. Besse's attorney wrote several letters to the

Union, but says he received no reply thereto.

Now, it seems to us that if ever there was a case that the

Union should undertake, it is this very one—where it would

seem such an easy matter to win. It would establish a very

valuable precedent, and raise the Union several notches in the

estimation of the bee-keeping world. Of course, we suppose

some of the able Advisory Board had good reasons for deciding

against the Union's aiding Dr. Besse, or they would have

favored it.

lu our next number we expect to have something interest-

ing on this very subject of sweet clover as a noxious weed. It

was fully discussed at the late Chicago convention, and will

be found in the report which is now appearing in these col-

umns. We shall also keep our readers informed regarding

the progress of Dr. Besse's suit, as all will be greatly inter-

ested In the final court decision.

Questions About tbe Tyvo Unions.—Mr. E.

S. Miles, of Crawford Co., Iowa, sends to us some questions

regarding amalgamation, etc., which he would like to have

answered, and as they will no doubt interest others, we give

them here, taking the liberty to attempt to furnish the infor-

mation sought. Here is what Mr. Miles writes ;

Mr. Editor:—I am watching the progress of the United
States Bee-Keepers' Union with interest, and my dollar is

ready to go in if it gets to running all right.

1. If I should join the National Bee-Keepers' Union,
would I be entitled to a vote on the adoption of the New Con-
stitution ?

2. If it failed to carry, " where would I be at '?"

o. There is some doubt iu my mind as to who is to be the
President, Vice-President and Secretary of the Lew organiza-

tion. If the officers of the National Bee-Keepers' Union are
to constitute the Board of Directors of the United States Bee-
Keepers' Union (see Art. IV., Sec. 2 of the New Constitution),

and the officers elected at the Lincoln meeting of the North
American Bee-Keepers' Association are to become members
only (see Art. III., Sec 2) of the New Union, where are tbe
President, Vice-President, Secretary and General Manager
coming from ? I cannot see any provision in the New Consti-

tution for their election this year ; nor can 1 see how the
members of the old Union can elect otHcers for the new ?

4. Did the old North American Association die when the

new Union was born ? If so, why did they elect officers and
fix the place of meeting again ?

I have not Intended this for a criticism at all, but am
merely hunting for information. E. S. Milks.

We number our replies to correspond with those above :
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1. Yes, if you are not now a metnber of the Union, and

if done so as to get your vote in before Feb. 1, 1897. Send

your dollar at once to the General Manager—Thos. G. Newman,
Station B, San Francisco, Calif.—who will then forward you

a blanlt ballot to use iu voting. We presume, however, that

your vote, written upon any Icind of paper, and sent with

the dollar in time to reach Mr. Newman before Feb. 1, will

be counted all right.

2. If the New Constitution fails of adoption by the old

Union this month, you would be a member of the old Union,

working under its present Constitution. It would take

another dollar to become a member of the new Union, and

gain the advantages proposed by its Constitution. This is

Just where we, and others, have claimed—that there is no need

of two national organizations in the interest of bee-keepers.

2. We believe the understanding at Lincoln was, that the

officers elected there as President, Vice-President and Secre-

tary, will fill those respective offices in the United States Bee-

Keepers' Union, whether the amalgamation takes place or

not ; and the New Constitution says very clearly that those

who are officers of the old Union when amalgamation takes

place, are to be the officers of the new, until the election in the

following December—which would be next December, if by

the votes of the old Union the two societies are declared to be

united, Feb. 1, 1S97.

We might say here, that according to the Constitution of

the North American Bee-Keepers' Association in force at the

Lincoln convention, the olSjers eleited there would not enter

upon their duties until Jan. 1 of the following year—which

was the first day of this very month.

1. Yes, and no. Our understanding of the matter was,

that the old North American Bee-Keepers' Association should

be in existence until it was decided by the old LTnion (this

month) whether it would favor amalgamation. If it does not

so favor, then our interpretation of the feeling at the Lincoln

convention would be, that the new Union is to go ahead, elect

its Board of Directors, and begin to do business under the New
Constitution. It already has its Executive Committee, which

could send out ballots to its 60 or 70 members, and get things

in working order very quickly.

But we are fully expecting the success of the present

amalgamation proposition, by the adoption of the New Con-

stitution by the old Union this month, when afterward we can

all labor together for the upbuilding of the grandest bee-

organization this country ever knew.

Tl?e Weekly Budget.

Prof. A. J. Cook, writing from Los Angeles county, Calif.,

Jan. 2, said : "We have had another nice rain. I think
prospects for 1897 are fine."

' " Mb. Walter S. Pouder, of Indiana—a reliable bee-supply
dealer who advertises regularly in the Bee Journal—wrote us

Jan. 2 :
" I am building hopes on 1897 being a prosperous

year. Indiana is covered with a carpet of white clover, which
will bloom this year."

Mr. Thos. G. Newmaw has reujoved from San Diego,
Calif., to Station B, San Francisco, Calif., where all his cor-

respondents will now address him. Mr. Newman reports that
the health of Mrs. Newman "is now vastly improved" since
residing in San Diego. This all will be pleased to learn. We
wish Mr. Newman much prosperity in his new home.

Mr. Geo. W. Brodbeck, i^t Los Angeles, Calif., in a letter

dated Dec. 80, wrote us as follows:
" The prospect for the coming year to the bee-keeper is

very promising, for our winter rains thus far have been all

that could be desired. As an absolute assurance, tho, there
must be late spring rains, and the moisture must penetrate to

a depth of 5 or (J feet. Then, again, localities vary, due to

soil and distance from the ocean. The difference in climatic

condition and rain precipitation within a scope of oO miles,

and even less, is really wonderful. For instance, when Prof.

Cook recently reported a rainfall at Claremont (this county)

of 5 inches, the amount here was less than 2 inches. Thus
you see that a report favorable or unfavorable from one sec-

tion does not indicate the general condition of things In this

State."

Rev. E. R. Hardy, of Buffalo, N. Y., recently con-
tributed two articles on bee-keeping to the illustrated Buffalo

Express. Gleanings said, in referring to them: "The pict-

ures are half-tone reproductions from real life, and a cursory

reading of the articles seem to show that Mr. Hardy is well up
on the subject." We can't have too many such articles, for the

general public is not very familiar with bees and their habits.

But we believe that articles on honey and its use as food

would be more beneficial, both to the public and to bee-

keepers.

Mr. O. L. Hershiser, of Buffalo, N. Y , writes us that he

is very much gratified to learn tliat the United States Bee-
Keepers' Union will hold its 1SU7 convention in Buffalo. He
says that he will " try in every way to make it a great suc-

cess." That was one reason why Buffalo was selected, we
believe. All expected that Mr. Hershiser would be a good
man to work for a successful meeting, and there is no doubt
about those expectations being realized. Mr. H. knows how
to do it.

Mr. R. a. Burnett, of this city, upon receiving the Bee
Journal for Jan. 7, wrote us:

"Rather spicy reading in the American Bee Journal of

this date. I trust that only good may be the result."

We thought Mr. Burnett would be interested in the first

number for 1897. There was quite a good deal in it concern-
ing a certain kind of commission-men. But Mr. Burnett is

not one of the kind that deserves denunciation. He, rather,

is entitled to a big slice of encouragement on account of up-

right dealing.

Mr. R. F. Holtermann, editor of the Canadian Bee Jour-

nal, writes us this concerning the Toronto convention, held

Dec. 9 and 10, 1896 :

" We had the best meeting of the Ontario Bee-Keepers'
Association we have had for years. The Minister of Agricul-

ture was there and gave an address."

We are glad to hear of the successful gathering. There
should be no good reason why each succeeding meeting of any
association should not be "the best meeting." If it isn't,

some one is nearly always to blame therefor.

Dr. Miller writes us Jan. 5, about a very sudden change
in temperature at Marengo, III. He said :

"For two or three days the thermometer remained
steadily at 55^, day and night. Last evening it began to

change, and this morning it was 1-1- above 0."

We had a similar change here in Chicago at the same
time. For two or three days it rained steadily, then the

evening of the 4th it began to turn colder, and the morning
of the 5th it was frozen solid. Since then it has been nice

winter weather, with some snow. 'Tls still pleasant to-day^
Jan. 7.

"

Mr. G. K. Hubbard, who went from Ft. Wayne, Ind., to

California with his invalid wife two or three years ago, reports

that "she has lately been much better than at any time in the

last year," and that they will likely remain permanently In

California. We are glad to learn of the improvement in Mrs.

Hubbard's health, and we trust she may fully recover.

Mr. Hubbard also informs us that he has just sold to The
A. I. Root Co. the good-will and entire right for the patent for

the machine for putting together one-piece sections, known to

bee-keepers as the " Hubbard Section-Press," as he is unable

to give his attention to its manufacture.

Mr. R. C. Aikin, who contributes a valuable article to

this number of the Bee Journal, is now writing a series of

articles for Gleanings under the heading of " Ridgepole Mus-
ings." The rather toplofty first half of the name was sug-

gested, we believe, from the fact that for several years Mr.
Aikin kept bees in Colorado, several thousand feet above sea-

level—on the very " Ridgepole " of the continent; and he is

now in Iowa, where he is indulging in the "Musings" part

of the heading. Judging from the first installment, the
" Polings " of this new " Ridge Muse " will cause an " Aikin "

(achin') for more of the same kind, on the part of those who
" R. C.-ing " what he has to say.
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CONDUCTED BY

DR. O. O. MILLER, MAREKGO, ILL.

IQuestions may be mailed to tbe Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direct.]

Foiiiiclalioii ill Sections.

1. Does it pay to use full sheets of foundation in sections ?

2. Can I fasten the foundation iu better with the founda-
tion fastener ? Subscriber.

Answers.— 1. I think most bee-keepers are agreed in

thinking so. Nothing tells more strongly that a man believes

in such things than what he does. I put full starters in all

my sections.

2. Yes, better and faster.

HIvins Swarms on Frames Full of Comb.

We have been hiving our first swarms of bees on frames
with only starters, in the 8-frame brood-nest, and immediately
putting on sufficient supers. But now we have plenty of

frames the Langstroth size filled with good brood-comb that
would be desirable to use, instead of new frames How can I

use those old frames, and get the bees to go into the supers as

readily as by the Doolittle method above indicated ?

H. E. W.

Answer.—Perhaps you can accomplish your purpose by
hiving the swarms on so small a number of frames that the
bees will be to some extent forced to enter the supers to get
all the room they need. Say give them four or live brood-
combs when first hived, then ten days or two weeks later give
the remainder. Dummies may occupy the vacant space till

the full number of combs is given.

Producing Comb Honey—Leveling Comb in
Sections.

I have .5 colonies in 8-frame dovetailed hives, and run
exclusively for comb honey in one-pound sections. I want the
honey for home use only. I keep all my queens' wings dipt.

1. How can I produce the most comb honey in one-pound
sections, and get no increase of bees ?

2. Can I get as much honey without the use of separators
as 1 can with them ? Remember, I only want the honey for
home consumption.

3. I have some sections that I put starters of foundation
in last summer, and the bees drew it out ready to put honey
in them, but failed to do so. Will they be all right to put
honey in next season ?

4. How are combs leveled down ? Is it necessary for me
to level them V If so, what is the cheapest and speediest way
to do it? J. S. F.

Answkrs.— 1. That's a pretty hard question to answer,
and all would not agree as to the best way. John P. Gates
has a way that he says works well in his hands. He has
strong colonies that he calls " breedsrs," iu large hives. These
are box-hives, and from thein no honey is over expected. They
are simply kept to produce strong swarms, and when the
swarm issues the breeder is sot in a new place and allowed to

build up so as to be strong for swarming the next year. The
swarm is hived on the old stand in a small hive, allowed to
store all the honey in sections possible, and in the fall dis-

posed of in some way—perhaps by uniting with one of the
breeders- and the combs of the small hives melted up so the
hives can be used again the next year.

Another way would be to proceed in much the same way
with frame hives, uniting to the desired number in fall or the
following spring.

2. It Is generally believed that the use of separators
makes no difference in the amount of honey obtained, altho
it might be a hard thing to find any positive proof either way.

8. That depends upoa the condition of tbe sections. If

some honey was stored in them, and some of it allowed to re-

main through the winter, the honey will be granulated, and
some of the grains being left in the cells when the bees fill

them the new honey will be somewhat injured by the granula-
tions. If, however, all the honey is cleaned out of the sections

/)!/ Wic /)CC-5 before it granulates in the fall, then the sections

will be all right to use again, providing of course that they
are all right otherwise. If allowed to stay on the hive after

the harvest closes, the bees are likely to spoil them more or

less by daubing bee-ghie on the combs.
•i. There is probably no better way than to use "Taylor's

Handy Comb Leveler." It does the work so well and so

rapidly that it would pay to buy one rather than to try to do
it by any other way I know of.

CliaflT-Hivc Questions—Longevity or Bees.

1. What are the merits and demerits of "the chaff hive?
2. How thick should the wall of a chaff hive be ? I intend

to make mine 4 inches.

3. Will an entrance iJs'xlO inches give sufficient ventila-

tion for a chaff hive in the summer, and ?jx4 in the winter ?

4. During severe cold weather will frost and sweat accu-
mulate in the chaff hive?

5. Don't you think buckwheat chaff would be extra-good
to pack chaff hives ? for no rain or snow can penetrate it

;

neither will it draw damp.
6. How much more honey will a colony consume in a

single-wall hive during winter, than a colony of equal
strength in a chaff hive ?

7. What strain of bees live the longest ?

B. T. S.. Fellowsville, W. Va.

Answers.—-1. I doubt if I know enough to answer that
question fully, and if I did, the answer might take up more
room than could be allowed. A chief advantage is that sud-
den changes of temperature are less felt, and the bees are
warmer than in single-walled hives. Some say it's a demerit
to have such thick walls, for it takes longer for the heat of

the sun to get through when an occasional warm day comes in

winter.
2. Pour inches will not be out of the way, allowing 2

inches or more of chaff.

3. Upon trial you'd probably like a larger entrance both
in summer and winter, say }4 by 12 to 16 inches. _ j

4. Yes, if the colony is weak enough and the entrance
small enough.

5. I've no experience to speak from, but nowadays I think
planer shavings are preferred.

6. I don't know that that has ever been determined.
7. I don't think it has ever been claimed that there is

any difference in the longevity of the different races—as

blacks and Italians—but there have been individual colonies

whose owners thought they lived longer than the average. It

might be a profitable thing to follow up such cases and try to

fix such a habit.

Same Old " I!Iannfacturcd
Honey.

Story About Comb

I have encountered quite a few people within the last

year who claim that comb honey can be made, and is made,
without the help of bees. Recently I met a man who lives in

Denison, who wanted to bet me .SlOO that ho could take me
to Omaha, Neb., and show me where such honey is made, and
show me the very process. Also, that such honey could not be
told from the genuine article, by the looks. When told that

A.-I. Root, for many years, has offered .?1,000 for proof that

comb honey could be successfully counterfeited, he said that

was " a bluff " to defend his own honey, and that he would
not own up to it if he did see it made. Ho furtlier offered to

take me to Omaha and show me the plant.

1. Is there any money available from A. I. Root or

any one else that could be used to make such fellows show up,

or shut up ? The sentiment is quite general in our communi-
ty that comb honey can be counterfeited. I have had as much,
or more suspicion shown comb honey in my trade than to-

ward extracted. One man that I sold some to, said his wife

wanted to bet 50 cents that that honey had never been in-

side a bee-hive ! I asked him why she thought so, and he re-

plied that she said the sections could never have been inside a
bee-hive and bo so clctin ! That was all ; it was simply suspic-

iously clean ! Wouldn't that almost make any one tired ? The
man has known mo for several years, otherwise I don't think

I could have convinced him that the honey was genuine.

2. Now, Doctor, I don't want to seem presumptuous, but
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it seems to mc that if you would give the locality that each

question comes from, in your department of "Questions and
Answers " it would be of some value. Of course, V''" know
the place the questions come from, but suppose I should de-

sire to speculate on the question for myself, it would help me
to know whether the questioner lived in Illinois, Texas or Cal-

ifornia. E. S. M., Crawford Co., Iowa.

Answers.— 1. Yes, there's an even SI.000 available from

A. I. Root, and I think that any commercial agency will show
him to be tinancially responsible for a good many times

Si,000. That is, you can on your own responsibility offer

any amount you please up to .§1,000 for a pound of comb
honey properly finisht without the aid of bees ; then if your

offer is taken up, and you have to pay the money, you can fall

back on A. I. Root to make the ofTei- good.

I think, if A I. Root's offer is called " a bluff," I would
talk somewhat in this way: "See here, my friend, if you know
where to get a pound of comb honey made without the inter-

vention of bees that can't be told from the genuine article,

you're just the man I want to see. I don't care to make any
bet in the case, but I do want to buy, and I'll do something
that's a good deal safer than betting for you. Bring me the

pound of honey with satisfactory proof that the bees have had
nothing to do with it, and I'll pay you SlO for it. lOf course,

you can name any larger amount, or offer any piece of prop-

erty, or agree to deposit a sum in the bank to be paid on re-

ceipt of goods.] This is no bluff on my part, for lean make
money on the honey at the price I offer." In that case I think

he'll either have to produce the goods, or shut up.

2. In some cases at least there would be an advantage in

knowing something about the locality of the man who has a

question answered. The matter may be thought over by our

good friend, the editor. You know editors know everything,

and I don't know much about anything but bees, and as .losh

Billings says, a good deal that I know about bees ain't so. [All

right, we'll (ry to know enough hereafter to indicate the local-

ity of the questioner. But we dont " know everything" just

yet.—Editor.]

Best Size or Hive-Entrance—Importing Italian
Queens.

been 12.\3^. At this time of the year the entrance is 12x2
inches, the entrance being closed by wire-cloth three meshes
to the inch, allowing the free passage of a bee, but excluding

mice. In summer some of my hives are raised up in the old-

fashioned way, with a block under each corner, making it

open clear around.
2. If you mean to furnish queens for all the colonies ia

an apiary of good size, I'm sure it wouldn't pay at all. It

might pay for the sake of getting better stock, and as a rule I

think you'd find the imported queens do as well or better than
their daughters. But that would depend greatly upon the

kind of stock already in your possession. There's nothing

impossible about finding stock in this country better than any
imported.

Keeping; Bees in a Store.

Next summer I am going to put in iny jewelry store »
colony of bees in an observatory hive. I want to keep them
in the store through the winter. The mercury ranges from
40^ at night to TO- in the daytime. Would the bees do all

right In such a warm room, if properly ventilated ?

T. J. B., New Berne, N. C.

Answer.—Generally such things are failures, but I think

not always. It's worth the trial. Give abundant entrance.

Why Melt Back Comb in Sections ?—Flavor of
Honey Nauseating.

1. What is the best size for the hive-entrance? Ours is

about ?4'xS inches, and I don't think it is large enough. I will

tell you why. I have one Langstroth hive which is mouse-
eaten in the entrauce, and for three years it has more than
doubled any other in results. I have several lO-frames besides

it, but I prefer the S-frame dovetail hives.

2. Will it pay me to import Italian queens? Will they
do as well as the young queens reared from them ?

P. A. N., Iowa.

Answers.— 1 There may have been other reasons why
that one colony did better than the others, but I've little doubt
that at least part of the difference was due to the difference

in entrances. I have gradually come to want my hive-en-

trances larger and larger. One-fourth by S inches is smaller

than the smallest I ever had, and of late my smallest has

1. Why do sections with full comb have to be cut back in-

stead of letting the bees have the full comb to be refilled? I

have a lot of sections which the bees filled and capt, but the

honey was so bad (tasting like croup syrup) that I had to wash
it out, leaving the sections filled with nice white comb. Now
I thought of giving the bees the sections next spring, but hav-

ing seen several articles about cutting them back, I ask the

question for information.

2. Can you suggest any reason for the honey being so

nauseous to the taste? It was very dark, and gathered dur-

ing August and September—the second lot of sections put on

the hive ; the same colony having filled the first lot of sections

earlier in the season with beautiful, clear, limpid honey.

C. M. M., St. George, Md.

Answers.— 1. If the combs are perfectly white and clean,

and if they do not come within a quarter of an inch of an?

other surface, then there is no need of cutting back. Often

when combs are partly filled, they are daubed on the edges of

the cells with propolis, and cutting back, or rather melting

down, removes the glue-stained part. Also, there is danger

that the part of the comb most fully drawn out, when put in

a new position, will be so close to a separator or another sec-

tion that it will be built to the adjoining surface.

2. Probably the source from which the honey was ob-

tained, but I couldn't give a guess as to that. Possibly from

aphides; possibly from something else.

Questioj^'Box^
In the multitude of counsellors there is

safety.—Prov. 11-14.

The Best Kind of Frames.

Query 41.—1. What kind of frames do you
think are best, considering merely the con-

venience of the bee-keeper?

2. Considering the welfare of the bees?—
Nebk.

P. H. Elwood— 1 and 2. Quinby closed-

end.

R. L.Taylor— 1 and 2. The New Hed-
don.

Jas. A. Stone— 1 and 2. The Lang-
stroth.

E. France— 1 and 2. The Langstroth
frame.

Dr. J. P. n. Brown— 1 and 2. Lang-
stroth size.

Prof. A. J. Cook— 1 and 2. Regular
Langstroth.

G. M. Doolittle— 1 and 2. Gallup and
Langstroth.

Rev. M. Mahin-1. 12x10 inches. 2.

14x12 inches.

Mrs. L. Harrison— 1. Langstroth. 2.

A deeper frame.

G. W. Demaree— 1 and 2. The stan-

dard Langstroth, O^hXlT^e inches.

Eugene Secor— 1 and 2. The Lang-
stroth, for comb honey and cellar-winter-

ing.

Mrs. J. N. Heater— 1 and 2. The
standard Langstroth frame, VX'/^i.'d^

inches.

Emerson T. Abbott— 1. A modifica-

tion of the Langstroth. 2. A frame not

less than 12 inches deep.

J. E. Pind— I and 2. I have experi-

mented with about all the frames of any
note, and consider the Langstroth frame,

that A. I. Root has made for years for

the Novice hive, as good as the best,

both for convenience and welfare of the

bees. It makes but little if any differ-

ence what kind of frame is used for the

bees. Convenience of the master is the

matter to consider.

J. A. Green— 1 and 2. All things con-

sidered, I thiuk a frame 6 inches deep,

held at fixed distances, the best for both

bees and bee-keeper.

H. D. Cutting— 1 and 2. The LanR-
stroth frame is the cheapest, but I pre-

fer a deeper frame, but the hives cost

more than a Langstroth hive.

W. G. Larrabee— 1 and 2. I have

never used any but Langstroth frames,

and they suit me well enough, and it is

my opinion that the bees are satisfied.

C. H. Dibbern— 1 and 2. I use a stand-

ing frame 6x21 '4> outside measure, and

like it well. For general purposes, I

think the regular Langstroth frame Is

hard to beat.

A. F. Brown— 1. The standard Sim-

plicity, y:'„xl r %. inches, for the average

bee-keeper. For myself, in the produc-
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tion of comb honey, a frame 9}4zl^M
inches, top-bar 16 inches. 2. In a
warm climate like this (Florida) the
shove frames are as good as any.

Dr. A. B. Mason— 1. I think the Lang-
stroth frame is the best for my use. I

have used only one other kind—the
Gallup. 2. The old box-hive, or a divisi-

ble brood-chamber.

J. M. Hambaugh— 1 and 2. Location
and surrounding conditions have much
to do with this query. In Illinois I

should answer, for extracting, Dadants'
methods, for both queries.

Dr. C. C. Miller— 1. Frames at fixed
distances, with spacers having the small-
est possible point of contact, so the
frames will not be glued together. 2.

Closed ends, and closed, or nearly closed,
tops. Warmer.

Qejjeral Iterr^s^

May Go to Florida to Keep Bees.

I have kept bees since ISliO. For several
years it was a failure about every three or
four years, but it has changed so that I am
glad to get a good one every three or four
years. It looks now as it we would have a
good crop next year. Let's hope so.

I am so afflicted with rheumatism that I

am thinking of moving to Florida next fall,
and I want to ask some questions: 1.

Would it be best to move my bees down
there, or sell them here and buy more
there ? 2. What will bees cost there ? 3.
What would it cost to move them to Flori-
da ? 4. What is the best way ?

R. R. Stokesberrt.
Vermillion Co., Ind., Dec. 2.S.

[Will Mr. A. F. Brown, of Florida, kindly
answer the questions asked by Mr. Stokes-
berry ?—Epitob.J

Beport for 1896—The Clovers.

I had, spring count, 20 colonies, in-
creast to 33, and my honey crop was
rather poor, but of good quality—350
pounds. I sold it at 12>., and 15 cents per
ponnd. I work for comb honey.

I have been experimenting with sweet
clover, and think it will be a great honey-
plant for northwest Missouri. The pros-
pects for white clover are good. I am try-
ing alfalfa, but have found out nothing cer-
tain, only that it will grow here. It failed
to yield nectar the past season. It may be
cut twice a year, and make plenty of hay.
Stock of all kinds relish it if cut at the
proper time. Alsike clover is fine bee-
Sasture. Success to the American Bee
onrnal. J. E. E.nyart.
Gentry Co., Mo.

An Enthusiastic Bee-Man.

1 would not attempt to keep bees without
the American Bee Journal, and I would
like to say contrariwise to the correspon-
dent quoted on page SOS (1)5%), that, get-
ting " gold-standard prices" for my honey,
I am going into beekeeping more exten-
sively next year.

I started (here in the South) last winter
with three colonies in box-hives; trans-
ferred to S-frame dovetail hives, and workt
for comb honey, getting SO pounds from
one and 20 pounds each Irom the other two
colonies, making 120 pounds of line section
honey. I increast, by swarming and pur-
chase, to 10 colonies, and I have just pur-

. chased an apiary of 20 colonies, making 30
in all; 8 of the 20 are in S-frame dovetail
hives, and the rest in S-trame Langstroth
hives, which 1 will transfer to dovetail
bives next spring.
There is some bee-keeping carried on

._ You can get a SAFE and SURE
j,;;

^j remedy for all the ordinary
" ills of life as well as a sure

CURE for

BRIGHT'S DISEASE,
URINARY DISEASES,
FEHALE COnPLAINTS Sjg

GENERAL DEBILITY, ^
HALARIA ^

and all diseases caused by^
disordered bidneys and liuer ^
jat the Country Store. . . .^

a PCREIY VEGETABLE PREPARA-

TION that has cured thousands i

and will cure you. Large
j

bottle or new style smaller i

bottle at your nearest store.

'

40,000.

THENebraska Farmer
Has made a contract with
the N*^braska Club, to print
for them 40,000 copies over
and above the regular week-
ly issue, each month for six
months, of reliable informa-
tion about Nebraska.

It Interested, send for free
copy, to
Mr. Chas. B. Williamson,

Secretary Nebraska Club,
Omaha, Neur.. or

Mraska Farmer Co.

Lincoln, Nebr.

44A13 Mention the Ajmcrican Dec Journal,

Our Prices
ARE WORTH
LOOKING AT

NEW CHAMPION CHAFF HIVE
especially. All other Supplies uccorrtlnply.
Send for Catulotr aud Prieo-Liat. Address,

B. H. SCHMIDT & CO.,
48Atf BoxlST, Shkijovoan, Wis.

Meiillon the A.incrl.cnn Tier, Jmmuii-.

'
,__ EXCELSIOR Incubator

Simptr. Pry/trt. Srl(Kr,,u!ii(-

(.../. Thc.usuiiil-. Ill Mil,T ,1,11

iijiiTntliiTi. L<,W(-i(i prircil
flr«t-clit.i« llutrli<-r miiile.

<;i<:o. II. NTAiii,.
1 (oiagM. 6111 W).Qii|,|,.y. Ill,

L 44 A2Ct Mention the American Bee Journal

here, along the Gulf coast, but it is almost
all done with black bees and box-hives and
"gums;" the honey gathered selling in the
local markets at from S to 10 cents a pound.
Section honey is selling at 15 to 20 cents.
I sold about one-half of my honey at 20
cents, right here at home. The rest 1 used
for advertising purposes—"sweetening the
local editor" and creating a market for
next year's crop (if there is one), and for
home consumption.

Ekxest W. Halstead.
Jackson Co., Miss.. Dec. 21.

Report for 1896.

G. W. Bell came to town yesterday. He
is probably the champion bee-keeper of
Clearfield county. Last spring he had 31
colonies. He put (J3 in winter quarters,
thus more than doubling the number
owned last spring. Besides this increase
he took off 1,400 pounds of honey; of this
amount 1.000 pounds was comb and the
balance extracted honey. He says he has
no difficulty in marketing it, at fair prices.
He uses chaff hives, the lower story sur-
rounded with chaff, affording ample pro-
tection against the coldest weather. One
colony stored 100 pounds of honey during
the past season. Two swarms which were
united produced 112 pounds. He has the
Italian variety of bees. In order to keep
his stock pure he purchast a dozen queen-
bees during the season. He is a master of
the business and keeps abreast with the
latest methods and improvements of the
business. —Clearfield (Pa.) Daily Monitor.

Apis Dorsata Motion Seconded.

I arise to second the motion of Prof.
Cook, made on page 7S0, in regard to the
introduction of Apis dorsata by the Depart-
ment of Agriculture. It seems to be just in
line with the work of the Department, and
so far there has been no good reason ad-
vanced by bee-keepers why the experiment
should not be tried. I. for one. want those
bees if they are good for anything, and if

they are found to he good for nothing, no
bee-keeper in the country will be any worse
off for their having been tried. Will the
editor kindly explain the best way "to set
the ball a-roUing ?" If there is anything to
be done in this locality, in the way of a
petition to the Secretary of Agriculture,
or laying the matter before Senators or
Congressmen, I am ready and willing to do
it. Wm. Russell.
Hennepin Co., Minn.

[Mr. Russell, you might write to W. F.

Marks, of Chapinville, N. Y., as he has

been quite active in the petition work for

Apis dorsata.—Editor.]

Poorest Season for Years.

This has been the poorest honey season
in this section for years. Last spring I had
8.5 colonies, and all seemed to be in gocd
condition. Most of my liives have movable
bottoms, and four Impound honey-boxes on
each. There is an entrance at each end, so
that in the summer-time it gives the bees
plenty of entrance; when they are very
strong in bees, and plenty of iiloom, they
can work at each end of the hive, which I

think quite a benefit to them. My hives
are also on legs about 10 inches from the
ground. It is a hive 1 got up myself. I

have owned and handled bees ever since
1871, and as above stated, this has been the
poorest honey season I ever saw in this

part of the country. 1 cleaned up my hives
early in the spring, and placed on each
hive tour empty 1.5-pound boxes, so the
bees would fill up ou the poplar and bass-
wood bloom, but the spring was very wet
here, with the exception of about eight
days in the time of the poplar bloom, when
the bees did well, hut it only helpt
strengthen them while they were rearing
ijrood ; they became very strong by the
time the t>asswood came into bloom, but
there was so little of it that they did no
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good. I sowed about one bushel of buck-

wheat seed very early, anil it bloomed

very nicely; the bees workt on it very well

early in the morning, but soon slackt up.

It never seemed to me they carried heavy

loads of honey from it like they do from
poplar and basswood bloom.

I did not take a single pound of honey

last season. My bees ought to have been

fed 600 or TOO pounds o£ sugar, but I neg-

lected it. as other business was so urgent.

But I have not lost hope yet. I have just

examined them today, drawing out the

bottom-boards and brushing them off, and
find 5 colonies have died. A tenant lived

on my place who was moving away, had \'l

colonies, mostly in log gums, which I

bought, and brought them home to-day.

They now make me 93 colonies. I did not

have a single swarm the past season. 1

winter my bees on the summer stands.

I am well pleased with the Alsike, sweet,

crimson, and white clovers, which I pur-

chast last spring, and sowed. It has a

nice stand. If the crimson is what I think

it will be, I intend to sow next season 20 or

35 acres. I have a good stand of Alsike

and sweet clover also.

J. C. Williamson.
Logan Co., W. Va., Dec. 24.

Bees Did No Good.

I can't do without the Bee Journal. Bees
did no good in this section this year. I did

not get a pound of honey from 2»j colonies,

and I have heard of no one who did get any
honey. Long may the " Old Reliable " live

to gladden the hearts of those who love the

little, busy bee 1 J. L. DixoN.
Carroll Co., Tenn., Dec. 15.

Bees a Failure this Year.

My bees were a failure this year. There
was"no honey at all until late in the fall. I

lost bees from starvation in midsummer. I

had only 3 swarms out of IT, and one col-

ony died. I think what are left will live

through the winter. The American Bee
Journal is a welcome visitor.

H. M. Phillips.
Dyer Co., Tenn., Dec. 16.

Bees Carrying in Pollen.

To-day we are having Florida weather

—

it was warm—68 degrees in the shade. I

walkt out to my bees at 1 p m.. when they
were having a jolly good flight, and to my
surprise they were carrying in pollen al-

most like late in the spring. We had only
a little cold spell the last of November,
which struck the bees a little hard. It had
been warm, and came on them so suddenly,
and they were scattered around almost too
much.
The warm weather is very unfavorable

for a peach crop next summer. The buds
are showing out very close to blooming; in

some localities they are reported in bloom.
The growing wheat is looking extra nice.

Rain is very much needed, for the streams
are very low. L. A. Hammond.
Washington Co., Md., Dee. 13.

The Tall vs. the Square Section.

In renewing my subscription to the Am-
erican Bee Journal. I cannot refrain from
expressing my high appreciation of its

value to me personally ; it has contained
so many valuable suggestions, not mere
theory, but practically useful to all ama-
teurs in our useful and interesting field of

labor. It is indeed worth its cost many
times to the sensible reader.

I have made quite extensive use of the
" Danzenbaker" section this year, and find

the change from the 4'4x4'4Xl \ quite prof-

itable; as you are aware, the section meas-
ures 3; „'x!Jx I'' ^ for glass; the filled section
when glazed vveighs a plump pound, and
sells by the case readily at 20 cents per sec-

tion, retailing at 25 cents each, while the
4'4 cannot be retailed at 30 cents while the
tall one is in sight. Our New York market

Finest Alfalfa Honey

!

IT SELLS ON TASTING.

The Honey that Suits All

Who Buy It.

We can furnish 'Wtaite Alfalfa Extracted Honey, in 60-pound tin cans, ob

board cars in Chicago, at these prices ; 1 can, in a case, lli cents per pound ; 2 caus

In one case, 7 cents ; 4 cans (2 cases) or more, V>M cents. The Cash must accom-

pany each order. Kine Bass'wood Flavor Honey at % cent more when in

cans; or in 2TU-lb. barrels at G}.; cents per pound.

^W A sample of the honey will be mailed to an intending purchaser, for 8

cents, to cover postage, packing, etc. We guarantee purity.

Now it seems to us here is a spleudid chance for any bee-keeper to supply his

home demand after his own crop is all sold. Or, why not begin now to create a

local honey-trade ? Order one 60-pound can first, and start out among your neigh-

bors and friends, and see what you can do. You ought to get at least 12 cents per

pound in 5-pound lots, or 40 cents for 3 pounds. Some maybe able to do even

better than that, though we think that enough ought to be sold at these prices to

make a fairly paying business out of it. Give it a good trial. Push it. It may
grow into a nice winter's work for you.

CEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan Street. CHICAGO, ILL

•^ MONEY Saved is Money Gained. ^

THE ROYAL DiMON

Life Insurance Company
DES MOINES, IOWA.

The Iowa Policy-
is one that deflnitely promises to keep an
accurate account with you ; credit your
premiums and Interest, charge the actual
expense and mortuary cost, and bold the
remaining funds subject to your order.

Agent!) Wauted.
JOHN B. KING. General Agent,

Suite 513 First Nat'l Bank Bld'g,

20Att CHICAGO, II.1..

TUcrtion the. 4.11"^^ I icon dee .'cunml.

DUPSl j COLLEGE!
Penn Ave. and Eighth St.

Thorough Courses —Classical. Scientific, Nor-

mal, English, Commercial, Preparatory, and

Ladles Literary. Efficient and experienced

instructors. Day and Night sessions.

Send for Catalog.

T

AND LUNQ DISEASES,

DR. PEIRO, Specialist

Offices: IOI9, lOO State St.,

CHICAGO. Hours 9 to 4w

That aueen-Clipping Device Free I

Works Liike a Cbarni.

The Monette Queen Clipping Device works

LIKE A CHARM. With it 1 have clipped 30

queens, all in one day. when examining my

bees. .Wm. Stoi.lev, Grand Island, Nebr.

Couldn't Do Witbout It.

I have clipped Ifl queens, and must say tho
Monette Queen-Clipping Device Is by tar the
best invention ever made, and will be wel-
come to many bee-keepers as it was to me. I

could not do without one now.

Dr. Geo. Lacke, Newburgh, Ind,

PLEASE READ THIS OFFER TO PRESENT SUBSCRIBERS :

Send us juxt urn- new jiame for the American Bee Journal a year (with $1.00), and we

wiU mail you the Queen-Clipping Device free of charge. Or, the Queen-Clipping Device

will be sent postpaid for 30 cts. But why not get it as a Premium by the above oflEer !

You can't earn 30 cts. any easier. Almost every bee-keeper will want this Device.

PROF. A. J. COOK'S BOOK FREE !

The Bee-Keeper'sGuide
MANUAL OF THE APIARY.

This I5tb and latest edition of Prof. Cook's Given For 2 Xcw Sub§cribers.
magnificent book ol 460 pages. In neat and
substantial cloth binding, we propose to give
away to our present subscribers, for the work
of getting NEW subscribers for the American
Bee Journal.

A description of the book here Is quite un-
necessary— It is simply the most complete sci-

entific and practical bee-book published to-

day. Fully Illustrated, and all written in the
most tasclniitlng style. The author Is also

too well-known to tho whole bee-world to re-

quire any introduction. No bee-keeper is

fully equipped, or his library complete, with-

out "The Bee-Keeper's Guide."

The following offer Is made to present sub-

scribers only, and no premium is also glveo
to the two new subscribers—simply the Bee
Journal for one year :

Send us Two New Sabscribers to the Bee
Journal (wiih fi.OO). and we will mall votr »

copy of Prof. Cook's book free as a premi-

um. Prof. Cook's book alone sent forll.'ia,

or we club It with ide Bee Journal for a year
—both together for only 11.75. But surely
anybody can get only 2 new subscribers to

the Bee Journal for a }-ear, and thus get the

bool as a premium. Let everybody try for It

Win you have one '

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan St., CHICAGO, ILL.
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demands glazed sections ; retailers will not
handle the unglazed sections, with tbe risk

of mutilation by customers who insist on
" looking at the honey."
The bees enter and fill the \% sections

more readily and rapidly, being nearer tbe
thickness of the brood-comb, and of course
placing the conditions more nearly to the
iiormal. The question advanced by some
of "honesty " in the matter, I think cuts
no figure; the sections are sold at so much
each, and when filled and glazed weigh a
pound, even the 4'4x4i4xl;?8, which I use
later in tbe season.

I have found that after Sept. 1 the bees

do not fill the tall sections to the top with-

in, say, three rows of cells, so I put on the
434^. with quilts on top, and soon the top
cells are filled.

It costs Ijo cents to glaze a section ; glass

by the box, 8x10, cuts for two sections.

Often I can get 4-iuch strips from whole-
sale glass bouses, and then it costs 1 cent.

1 fa.<ten tbe glass in by pasting solid white
writing paper on tbe top and bottom, cut-

ting the paper .'i\ by 2'o inches, and using
good, strong dextrine paste, such as is used
on postage stamps. This makes the hand-
somest package of honey one can see.

Long live the American Bee Journal.
Passaic Co., N. J. B. F. Ondekdonk.

Painting Rough Lumber White.

On page S33 (1S9G) the question is askt

about painting a bee-house white cheaply.

It can be done by using the recipe given
below. It need not be made of planed lum-
ber; the coat of paint will stay longeron
rough, unplaned lumber. It will last three

years, in good condition:
Take skimmed sweet milk—get all the

cream off; mix with 10 pounds of Spanish
white, one ounce of fresh, air-slackt lime;

sift it fine, and mis thoroughly by stirring.

Apply it as you would paint. Be sure to

cover thoroughly all of the wood. Two
coats are all it requires to make a finish. It

can be painted with lead afterward, and
make a good job of it. I have had a good
deal of experience with it. I have been in

the painting business (JO years. S. T. C.

Advises Greater Neatness.

I saw a statement in the Bee Journal, of

a correspondent who said that he used
horse manure in his bee-smoker, while us-

ing it on tbe bees during the honey season,

to quiet them. I also saw an account of a
way to test barrels Ijefore putting extracted
honey into them. The test was to blow the

breath into them to find out whether they
were perfectly tight or not. Now, do not
such statements have a tendency to cheapen
our honey in the market I What more
dirty thing can one do than to blow his

breath into a dry barrel where the staves

are dry enough to take up the moisture '.

We have had enough of such stories, and
although the man stands high amongst bee-

keepers in his State. 1 hope there will be a
stop put to all such practices.

lam—as I hope all other bee-men are

—

trying to put my bee-product on tbe mar-
ket in the very best shape, and as clean as

clean can be; and I think all such stories as

those referred to have a tendency to make
customers believe that bee-men are not
very careful in putting up our honey crop
for the market. Let us all work together
for the good of the bee-business, for better
prices, and for nice, clean honey.

W. H. E.

Prevention of Colic.

Mr. T. S. Hurley, on page 706 (ISOG),

wishes to know what he must do to avoid
colic. A lady stopt with me for a short
time with two little boys. She saw my
rlililren eating all the fruit they wanted
without any restrictions, and she said she
dared not allow her boys to eat fruit, be-

cause it made them bilious, and gave them
bilious colic, etc. My reply was: "You
certainly must be mistaken, for good, ripe

fruit never did, ond never can, make any

Oiiii lEW CatalogueV/ -1- 1 \_y Will Be Issued Soon.

Send us your Name and Address,

And we will take pleasure in mailing you a copy Ijii w li'lji W

IT ILLUSTRATES AND DESCRIBES ALL THE

Latest and Best Apiarian Supplies

G-. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.

Ui'"l)0VDtKijy,-'

one bilious. In fact, it Is a preventive,"
etc. She was positive it did, and I was just
as positive it did not. Now allow me to
explain:
The bile is already in the system, and

eating the fruit causes it to flow into the
stomach, hence tbe distress. Biliousness is

caused by bad living and clogging up the
system, either by over-eating or eating
bile-producing food, more than can be
thrown off naturally. By the lady cooking
and living as I directed, she soon found
that her boys could eat all the fruit they
wanted, and. colic never troubled them.
Now, Mr. Hurley, think the matter over.
Orange Co., Calif. Du. E. Galldi'.

SEE THAT WINK

!

Kee - Supplies I Root's
Goods at Root's Prices.

Pouder's Honey . Jars,
liud every thing used hy
bee-keepers. Prorapi ser-
vice, I )w freight rate. Cat.
tree. 'Walter S. Ponder,

16'.; Mass. Ave..
Indianapolis, Indiana.

"."JEN flNSWERiNO VMta AOVEHTISEMENT. MENTION THIS JOURNAi.

Williout Fall—enclosing a list of Supplies
wanted, and get our prices on them, before
placing your order.

5 to 10 per ct. Diseoniit till Jan. 1st.

I. J. STRINOIIAm,
103 Park Place. NEW YORK, N. Y.

Apiary—Glen Cove, L. I.

ItoitM)?!, the tlnierica'ii Bee Journc/.-

ONE MAN WITH THE

UNION «°"^i;':i,'^T'°N

(^an do the work of four
men using hand tools, in
Ripping, Cuttlng-otr, Mi-
tring, Kabbeting, Groov
Ing. Gaining. Dadoing
Edglng-up. Jointing Stuff,
etc. Full Liueof Foot and
Hand Power Machinery
Sold on Trial, tafalosne Free.

SENEriA FALIiS ITIF<;. CO.,
46 Water Si SENECA FALLS, N. Y.

1Aly Al^ntiu.. the Amerirnn Bee Journal.

tiS Beeswax
For all the Good, Pure Vello-w

BeeS'wax delivered to our ollico till

further notice, we will pay Do cents per
pound, CASH ; or 28 cents for whatever
part is exchanged for the liee Journal,
Honey, Books or Seed, that we offer. It

you want casll, promptly, for your
Beeswax, send it on at once. Impure
wax not taken at any price. Address as
follows, very plainly,

GEO. W, YORK & CO.
118 Michigan St., CHICAGO, ILL.

1.6 NEW STYLE SUCCESSFUL INCUBATORS.
llify succeed where others fail.

to their new s>stein of
,on ; new method of cen-

,
moisture ; an d the positive

2 iic^ion of tlie new self regulator.

WJSNT TO SUCCEED?
JEW STYLE SI

"

^
'> Tliey sue

^-^Thisdue— gj] ventilati"

"^-;-,
fi; iiction oft „—^ -^-i \ Sold under positive guaranty.

-——iJLJ >AI1 iihnntthese and other things
r" -y forpoiilti-.vmenin ournew cata-

V log^ue and Book on Poultry.
n^_» ..^ Kent for 6cl-; in stamps. Address,3ES MOINES INC- CO. Box 78 DfS M0INF5;. lA.

5 1 A4 1 Mention tlie American Bee Joumau

Veil, O Yell, 0-Vi:i.L.O\VZOiliE:S
VEI.KOWZO:\KS

ibr I*Alx>^ ana FEVER.

UNG DISEASES.
^n years' experience. If your case is

sufficiently serious torequire expert medi-
Ical treatment, address

Dr. Peiro, 100 State St., Chicago.

Mention the Avierlcan Bee J'cv.rivcJi^

«.
California
If you care to know of Ite Fruits, Flowers
Climate or Resources, send tor a Sample Oopy
of California's Favorite Paper—

The Pacific Rural Press
The leading Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the Pacific Coast. Published weekly,
handsomely Illustrated, S2.00 per annum.
Sample Copy Free.

PACIFIC RURAL, PRESS,
220 Market St.. - SAN FRANCISCO. OAL.

A MONEY MAKER
»Ma —the thrift.v industrious hen.AH ahout her
''™ nnd how to make money from ponltry in

New Poultry Guide for 1 897.
100pnKes;rrin'ed in colors; best plans for

poultr\ houses;suve remedies and recipee

,Vfor ditj'eiises. Sent for 15c. if you write now
;>>^ JOHN BAIIS:HEE, Jr., Bos 94, Freeport, 111.

49A13t Afftntion the American Bee Journal

f^r IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
ll.'iS to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif.,

for his

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

BEGINNERS.
fSogliincrs should have a copy of the
Amateur Hue-Keeper, a 70-page book by
Prof. J. W. Rouse. Price 25 cents; If

sent by mall. 28c. The little book and
the Progressive Hee-Keeper (a live, pro-
gressive 2SpaKe monthly journal) one
year, 65c. Address any tirst-cl ass dealer,
or

LEAHY MFG. CO., Higginsville, Mo.
WHEN AN8WERINQ THIS AOVEHTISEMENT, MENTION THIS JOUHM/fc.
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kiLVtfil
Or in Exchantfe for

Comb Foundation.
Hlu;lirst I'rice Paid.

If you want your \Vax;Workl into Foun-
dation, sutislactorily, promptly, and at the

lowcMt price, sc'iiJ It to me.
; S" Write for Price-List and Samples.

GUS DITTMER,
At tilSTA, WIS.

ECT8TER FGGSi!
ECCS FOR lUTCHINfl—EOOS I

tORMAlihET^doubied in
Qiinutity and improved in ji

(luality hy feediuR bensji
^^reea cut bone prt'-

I'iire.lbioiir CREEN^BONE CUTTER.:i ^OuJy cutter awarde'l--— premium ak
World's Fair. Cuts easier, finer
end faster thmi others. FliEE
circular and prices. Address...,

WEBSTER & HANNUM,
CAZENOVIA, NEW YORK.

Mtntion the American Bee JourTldi.

A fil^ invested in a postal card
I 111A i 'Alll "'ill s:et mylaree Cata-
iflllj I (r^llli log- of All Roof's Goods.VllV VVllU Send list of what you

want and get price.
Itl. H. HVNT, Bell Braurli, iUtcIi.

lit'rtiwri. tiu, Aoiervcan Bet JounuU.

Honey - Clovers !

We have made arrantrements so that we
can furnish seed of several of the Clovers
by freig-ht or express, at the followinj? prices.
cash with order:

51b lOIb 2511) 50ft
Sweet Clover 65 1.20 2.75 5.00
Alsilie Clover 1.70 $1.25 $3.00 J 5.75
WhlteClover 1.25 2.00 4.50 8.00
Altalfa Clover 65 1.10 2.70 5.00
Crimson Clover 55 .90 2.00 3.50

Prices subject to market changes.

Add 25 cents to your order, lor cartage, if
wanted by freight.
Your orders are solicited.

GEORGE "W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.
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The Place to Live >

IM Sun aad Flowers 4
Possibly you have stood the Tn- jT

tense C Id. the blizzards and the Kill- ¥
ing Heat of the Kast and the West un- \
til you are sick of them—perhaps vour
health has been about ruiurrt by such 7,
climate. Don't you thials it is about ^time to Peek a place where you can ea- w
joy life? Of course you do. Califor- I
nla is the plaje for a man to live who
wishes tobeg)od to himself and his a
family—there's a genial sun— flowers A
and fruits every day In the year— Pure T
air — Pure water — every thing that's I
good. Now is the time to possess such A
a home — they are cheaper now than 7,
they ever will be again. Don't wait— ^
write to us tellingwhat kind of a place ¥
you want — in city or country—what I
rart of the State—how much you ex- m
pect to pay. etc.. and we will give you 7
the desired information. ^
PRYAL REALTY CO. If

906 Broadway, i
OAKLAND. CALIF.

"
Please mention this JiHunjil. A

Please Send 'Us the Names of your
neighbors who keep bees, and we will

send them sample copies of the Bee
Journal. Then please call upon them
and get them to subscribe with you, and
secure some of the premiums we offer.

HONEY and BEESWAX

The following rules for grading honey were
adopted by the North American Bee-Keepers'

Association, and, so far as possible, quota-

tions are made according to these rules:

Fancy.—All sections to be well filled ; combe
straight, of even thickness, and firmly at-
tached to all four sides; both wood and comb
unsoiled by travel-stain, or otherwise; all the
cells sealed except the row of cells next the
wood.
No. 1,—All sections well filled, but combs

uneven or crooked, detached at the bottom,
or with but few cells unsealed: both wood
and comb unsoiled by travel-stain or other-
wise.

In addition to this the honey Is to be classi-
fied according to color, using the terms white,
amber and dark. That is, there will be "fancy
white," "No, 1 dark." etc.

Cliicag'o, 111., Jan. 7.—Fancy white. 12®
13c.; No. 1, lie. ; lancy amber, 9@10c.; No. 1,
8c.; fancy dark. 8@9c. ; No. 1, 7(a8c. Ex-
tracted, white, b(3i7c.; amber. 5@6c. ; dark,
i%e. Beeswax, 26c.
Comb honey sales are of small volume.

Philadelphia, Pa., Dec. 31.—Fancy white
comb. 13-14C. ; No. 1 white. ll-12c.; fancy
amber. lO-llc; dark, 8-9c. Extracted, white,
6-8e. ; amber, 4-5c. ; dark, 3-4c. Beeswax, 26c.

Comb honey arriving freely and market
overstocked at present.

Albany, N. T., Dec. 31.—Fancy white. 12-
13c.; No. 1. ll-12c.; fancy amber, O-lOc:
No. 1 dark, 8-9c. Extracted, white, 0-7c.

;

dark. 4-oc.
The receipts of both comb and extracted

honey are very large, and prices are some-
what lower. We have an ample stock of all
styles except paper cartons weighing less
than a pound.

Indianapolis, Ind., Deo. 31.—Fancy white.
14-15C.; No. 1 white. 12-13c. Extracted,
white. 6-7c. Beesv/ax. 22-2oc.
Demand is fair for grades quoted, but no

demand for inferior grades.

Kansas City, Mo., Dec. 31.—Fancy white
comb, loc. ; No. 1 white. 13@14c. ; fancy
amber. 12-13c.: No. 1 amber. ll-l:ic.; fancy
dark, lO-llc; No. 1. 8-lOc. Extracted, white,
6-6^c.; amber, 5 o'/Jc; dark. 4-4i^c. Bees-
wax. 22-25C.

Boston, Mass., Dec. 31,—Fancy white, 13
14c.; No. 1, 11-12C. Extracted, white, 6-7c.:
amber, 5-Bc. Beeswax, 25c.

Milwaukee, 'Wis., Dec. 31.—Fancy white,
14-15C.; No. 1, 12-13C.; No. 1 amber. 8-lOc.
Extracted, white. 6-7c. ; amber, 5-6c.; dark,
4-5c. Beeswax. 22-2 4c.

New crop of honey begins to come forward.
The demand is very poor and quotations al-

most nominal. Weather Is very warm and
the consumption of honey Is very small.
Plenty of fruit, and hence the appetite is sat-
isfied with same In preference. Later on we
expect an improved demand lor honey of all
kinds.

Cleveland, Ohio, Dec. 31.—Fancy white,
14«@15c.; No. 1 white. 12K@13c. Extracted,
white, 6@7c.; amber, 4Hl@5'/4c. Beeswax, 22
@'J5c.
There Is not very much honey In our mar-

ket Selling rather slow. Demand beginning
to be a little better. Think trade will be fair
In this line this fall.

New York, N. T , Dec. 31 —Fancy white.
ll®l2o.: fair while. U@10c.; buckwheat. 7@
8c. Extracted, white clover and basswood,
5@5i4c. ; California, 6c. ; Southern. 50c. per
gallon. Beeswax in fair demand at 26@27c.
The market is quiet and inactive. Demand

light and plenty of stock on the market.

Cincinnati, Ohio, Dec. 31.—Comb honey,
best white, lO&l-ic. Extracted, 4(86c. De-
mand is slow; supply is fair.
Beeswa.x Is in fair demand at 22@25c. for

good to choice yellow.

Bnffalo, S. T., Dec. 31.—Fancy and No. 1

white comb, soils well at 10 and lie , but sel-
dom 12c.; other grades, 8-6c., and require
much urging. Extracted 4-5c.

St. lionis. Mo., Dec. 30.—Fancy white, 14c.;
No. 1 while. I'2@l.'ic.: fancy amber, ll@12c.;
No. 1 amber. 10(aiO'/4c.; fancy dark, 9@9V4c.;
No. 1 dark. 7@8c. Extracted, white. In cans,
6(a7c.; In barrels. o@5!4c.; amber, 4!4@4^c.;
dark. 3H@4c. Beeswax. 26!4@27c.
Baker stock of extracted honey, 4@5c ;

stock very scarce.' Fair receipts of comb.
Beeswax in good demand.

Detroit, Mich.; Dec. 31.—No. 1 white, 12-
l'3^4c. ; fancy amber, lO-llc! No. 1 amber, 0-
lOo. ; fancy dark, 8-9o. Extracted, white, 5'>4

-6c.; amber, o-o'Ac; dark. 4-3c. Beeswax,
24-2oc.

Minneapolis, Minn., Dec. 31. — Fancy
white. ll(al 2c.; No. 1 white. lOQllc; fancy
amber. 9@10c.; No. 1 amber. 8®9c.; fancy
dark, 7(a8c.; No. 1 dark. 6-7c. Extracted,
white. 6@7c. ; amber, o@5'/4o.: dark. 4ia5c.
Utah white extracted, 5@5i4c. Beeswax, 2.'Jc^

26c. Market fairly steady fur comb and bet-
ter for extracted than for some time.

San Francisco, Calif., Dec. 30.—White
comb. lO-llc; amber, 7H-9c. Extracted,
white, 5^-6c.; light amber, 4!.4-4?ic.; amber
colored and candled, 3-Si^!4c ; dark tule, 23li-
3e.
Beeswax, fair to choice, 23-26c.

- — -

List of Honey and Beeswax Dealers.

Most of whom Quote In this Journal.

CbicaKO. Ills.

R, A. Burnett & Co.. 163 South Water Street,

New York, N. Y.
HiLDRETH Bros. & Seoelken,

Kansas City, Olo.
0. C. Clemoms & Co., 423 Walnut St.

BaOalo, N. IT.

Batterson & Co.. 167 & 169 Scott St.

Hamilton, Ills.

CHA8. DADANT & SON.

Phlladclpbta, Pa.
Wm. a. Selser, 10 Vine St.

Cleveland, Ohio.
Williams Bros., 80 &. 82 Broadway.

St. liOnis, nio.
Westcott Com. Co.. 213 Market St

ifllnneapolis, ininn.
S. H. Hall & Co.

mUnrankee, "Wis.
A. V. Bishop & Co.

Boston, Mass.
E. E. BL.4.KE Sc Co., 57 Chatham Street.

Detroit, Kllcb.
M. H. Hunt. Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich.

Indianapolis, Ind.
Walter S. Pouder, 162 Massachusetts Ave.

Albany, N. Y.
Chas. Mcculloch & Co.. 380 Broadway.

Cincinnati, Obio.
C. f, Muth & Son, cor. Freeman* Central avg.

Illinois—The annual meeting of the Illi-
nois State Bee-Keepers' Association will bo
held at the State House, in Springfleld. Feb.
24 and 2.5. 1897 The State Farmers' Insti-
tute meets the same week—Including all the
State live stock associations—and our Exec-
utive Committee, along with them, arranged
for this date, in order ihat the Legislature
might be in good working condition. (We all
know what for.) There will be an effort made
this winter to get a Pure Food Bill p;ist, and
that means bee-keepers want a hand In it. to
see that the adulteration of honev sh;ill cease
FOREVER AND EVER. Two years" ago WO suc-
ceeded in getting an -'Vntl-Adulteratlon Bill
through the Senate, but it failed In the
House, only for want of push. Let bee-keep-
ers throughout the State impress upon their
Kepresentatives the Importance of such a
hill, and i orae to our meeting to refresh their
minds on the subject.
Railroad rates will be no greater than a

fare and a third, which will be announced
later. Our programs will be Issued along
with the other State Associations named
above. Jas. A. Stone, Sec.
Bradfordton, HI.
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Bottom Prices
BREMG VS BIG TRADE.

GOOD GOODS KEEP IT.

If you want the beet BuppUea that can be

made at a little less cost than you can buy

the same goods for elsewhere, write to ub

for low prices. 1897 Catalogue soon ready

—ask for it and a free copy of The Ameri-

can Bee-Keeper (36 pages).

Address,

THE W.T. FALCONER MFG. CO.,

JAMESTOWN, N. Y.
Mention the Aincrico,n Bee Jcwrr^ci.

PALACE OAR OR HAND CAR.
If you were fioinK on a journey aiui the P. W. W.

F. Co.. oITereci you a reasonable rate over their
**Coned S|»rintf Koiite," spleiuiid service.safely
t'liaranteed—would you ijike it? Or. to save ex-
pense, would you "ptinip" yourself over the road ou
a hand car? If you choose the latter, be sure the
hiiiitl car han the ritfht of way.
PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian Mich.

flc'iuutn the -A'tiifTican lice Jourv.Z't

CARLOADS
Of Bee-Hives. Sections, Ship-
ping-Cases. Comb Foundation,
and Evcrylliiiig used in the
Bee-Industry.

I want the name and address
of every Bee-Keeper in Amer-
ica. I supply Dealers as well
as consumers. Send for cata-

logs, quotations, etc. W. II. PUTNAM.
HivER Falls. Pierce Co.. Wis.

Mention the American Bee JovymaL

The RURAL CALIFORNIAN
Tells all about Bees in California.

The yields and Price of Honey, the Pastur-
ajre and Nectar - Producing Plants; the Bee-
Hanches and how they are conducted. In fact

the entire field is fully covered by and expert
bee-man. Besides this, the paper also tells

you all about OalHoriila AarlciiUiire aud
HortlcuUure. fl..'jO per Year; Six Months,
7.1 cents. Sample Free.

THE KUKAl. CALIFOHNIAIV,
218 N. Main St.. - Los Angeles, Calif.

Mention the American Bee Jaurnal

Barnes' Foot-Power Machinery.
:_• KeadwhatJ.I.PABENT.ol

(:HAHLTON,N.Y.,Bay8—"Wu
cut with one of your Com
bined Machines, last winter
.so chalT hives with 7-in. cap,
KKJ honey-racks, son broad
frames, 2,(»K) honey-bfixea
and a Kreat deal of other
worlt. This winter we have
double the amount of bee-
hives, etc., t() maite and we
expect to do It with this Saw.
It will do ail you say It will.

Catalogue and Price -Jjist

Kreo. Address, W.F. 4 JOHN BARNK8,
iSCtf N0.99S KuDySt.. Kocktord, III.

Mention the .Amencc'n. Bee JowincA.

Ohio and Pa.—The Norlheaslern Ohio and
Norihweslern Pennsylvania Bee-Keepers' As-
Boclallon will hold Its 16th annual convention
at Corry, Pa., Jan. 21 and 'J'i. 1KI17. Htad-
quarlers will bo at the St. Nicholas Hotel;
rates rcdmed during the convention toll i)er

day f(ir board and lodging, to those attending
the convention. Let there be a good atten-
dance. The fjucstionbox will be a piomlncnt
fealurc, so bring your questions. Corry Is ut

the Intersection of the Erie and Philadelphia-
Erie railroads. Gi:o. Si-iTLEit. Sec.

Moslertown, Pb.

BEESWAX WASTED
FOR

^^ Foundation Making. -^
m—.—^

Send For OUR CATALOGUE,

SAMPLES OF FOUNDATION,

ADVICE TO BEGINNERS, Etc.

Address,

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
When Answering this Advertisement, Mention this Jouhnal

Ask Your Friends to Talie Tills Journal.

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATIOS
Has No Sag In Brood-Frame*

Thin Flat-Bottom Foundation
flas &o FishboDe id the Surplus Honey.

Belnn the cleanest 1b usually worked
the quickest of any Foundation made

J. VAN DEUSON & SONS,
Sole Manufacturers,

Bprout Brook MontKomery Co.. N. Y.

Illlfll'c!
HONEY-EXTRACTOR

i'lUlIl !S Square tilass Jars.

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies in general, etc.. etc.
Send for our new catalog.

" Practical HiulM " will be mailed for 10c.
iu stamps. Apply to—

Clias. F. Mutli & Sou, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Mention the American Bee Journal.

Cut Prices to Move Stock !

!

There are a few items of desirable stock left of the goods secured of Thomas

G. Newman when we took charge of his supply business here. In order to close

these out and make room for fresh, new goods, we have decided to ofler these at

prices which will make them go.

The following is the list, which will be corrected as the stock is sold ; if you

see what you want here, order at once, or you may be to late

:

V-Top Langstroth Frames, 7,5c per 100 ; 250 for $1.25 ; 500 for $2.

All-Wood Frames, pierced for wire, same price while they last.

50 Comb Honey Racks, to hold sections ou the hive, flat, ,S1.00 for the lot.

No. 3 VanDeusen Thin Flat-Bottom Fdn., in 25-lb. boxes, .$10.50 a box.

Wakeman & Crocker Section-Press, 50c each (old price, .$1.25).

Townsend Section-Press, 50c. (old price, .$1.)

Hastings' Feeders, 10c each (old price, 25c.); postage, 13 cts, extra.

18 Shuck Feeders, 8c each, .$1.00 for the lot (old price, 20c.)

Hill Feeders, quart size, 8c each, 75c per doz. (less than half old prices).

Hill Smokers, 40c each ; by mail, GOc.

Quinby Smokers at 50c, 70c, and $1.00 each—20c extra by mail.

Jones' Frame- Pliers, 10c each ; by mail, 10c extra (old price, 25c and postage).

i >rante«1 by I'^reig-lit, add 25c for cartage ou ortlers for Ictus lliaii $>5

THE A. 1.

Geo. W. York, Manager.

ROOT COMPANY,
118 Michigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
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IS SWEET CLOVER A NOXIOUS WEED ?

Mr. York—I would like to bring up a matter that Mr.
Periam is interested in. I received a letter from Mrs. Harri-

son, of Peoria, this morniDg, in which she mentions "that
noxious weed," and she gives Mr. Periam credit for having
clast it as a noxious weed in the laws of Illinois. But bee-

keepers think it is a very fine plant.

Mr. Periam— I am very much obliged to Mrs. Harrison for

the good articles she used to write when I was editor of the

Prairie Farmer, but in this case I must beg to be excused. It

looks as if it was a healthy weed. The law now stands that it

is a noxious weed ? I had nothing to do with that, 1 think ; I

know I didn't, but I am willing to say this, because I am able

to look dispassionately at the question. When I was editing a

paper, I woull not always look dispassionately, because there

are so many things to be lookt after. There is no trouble with
sweet clover whatever in the hands of a man who knows how
to handle any kind of a weed, and everything is a weed when
it is out of its place. Now sweet clover is no weed when it is

in its place, but when the lines and fence-corners of the farm
are full it, then it is a weed. I have always held that opinion.

Mr. Chairman, if I ever said so in print, or if I ever said so out

of print, I must have qualified it, that it was a weed when out
of its place, and not a weed when in its place. I can illustrate

that no better than to tell a story my good friend Dan Gillem

once told. He was talking aboutclover, to the superintendent
of the Fair, who said :

" You need not talk to me about clo-

ver, it is a vile weed ; we can't get clear of it ; we can't keep it

from growing :" and Dan said, " You can bless the Lord he
has given you a weed which is one of the most wonderful
plants the Lord ever made."

SECOND DAY'.

—

Afternoon Session.

QuES. 17—Is sweet clover a noxious weed ? If not, should
bee-keepers abstain from growing sweet clover on their own
land, or on leased land, in violation of statutory laws prohibi-

ting the same? And in case legal proceedings should be

brought against a bee-keeper for so doing, should it be the

duty of the Bee-Keeper's Union to assist in defending any
member thereof, and thereby, if possible, secure a decision

from the proper courts in regard to the constitutionality of

such a prohibitory statute?
Dr. Miller—Shall wo take the first part of that question

first? Is sweet clover a noxious weed? Who will tell us what
a noxious weed is ?

Mr. Ellis—A weed that is good for nothing.
Mr. York— I once heard this definition given: "A weed

is a plant for which man has found no use." As soon as a use
is found for it, it is no longer a weed.

Mr. Ellis—I can suggest an addition to that, by saying,
that it is one that has no use in the neighborhood in which it

grows, and crowds out other plants that have use. "^"TZH
Mr. Periam— In case of melilotus—sweet clover—it is

not bad except it is in someplace where it may be a nuisance.
Any plant growing upon a man's land that is unlike the Cana-
da thistle, whose seed blows around, is not noxious. Now, the
melilotus is not that class of plant, because it does not blow
away. It raises its seed and drops them only where they are,

but if strewn indiscriminately by one man or another, or by
the birds, it may become noxious to another man, or another
set of men.

Dr. Miller—Speaking in general terms, would you call

Canada thistle a noxious weed ? Suppose I put the question,

and you would not be allowed to say anything but yes or no
under penalty of your life ?

Mr. Periam— I answer it is.

Dr. Miller—suppose I put the same question on the same
terms and ground with melilotus ?

Mr. Periam—No, sir, I would not. It is not a noxious
weed.

Dr. Miller—The next part of the question is : Should bee-

keepers abstain from growing sweet clover on their own land,

or on leased land in violation of statutory laws prohibiting the
same ?

Mr. Periam—The Supreme Court will decide against that,

The Supreme Court will decide every time that the man has a
right to grow upon his own land whatever he sees fit, so long

as it does not interfere with other people; so I see no use of

asking that question, for the Supreme Court will certainly de-

cide that a man can grow anything which does not involve loss

to the community at large, and that does not, unless some per-

son sows the seed.

Mr. Kennedy—Does any one present know that there is a
statute that prohibits or declares sweet clover to be a noxious
weed in Illinois? I have my doubts about it. I have the laws
in regard to that, but there is nothing in them that I have seen
that says a word about sweet clover.

Dr. Miller—I lookt up the laws myself, and cannot find

anything, but thought there might be something later.

Mr. Kennedy— I have nothing that touches on it at all, or

says that it is a noxious weed. It says that the commissioners
shall keep the weeds cut from the highways, but it does not
mention sweet clover.

Mr. Stone—I hardly think that there is such a law, be-

cause the commissioners of highways have pretty nearly said

hard words in our county about sweet clover. They have
accused men of sowing it in the road, and said if they caught
them at it it would go hard with them. If there was any
law they would have prosecuted them, and one man got very
angry at me. because I was a bee-keeper. He was a friend of

mine, and throw it at me very spitefully. He said, ''You bee-

keepers

—

[with a blank]—are sowing this sweet clover," and if

there had been a law, he would have applied it to the very bit-

terest end. If there is such a law, I would like to know it.

Mr. Baldrldge— I don't think there is a law to that effect

in this State, but there Is one iuWisconsin, and of course this

question would cover any State.

Dr. Miller— If there is nothing In the Illinois law, we are

fighting a man of straw.

Mr. Baldrldge—We are just now, but we will not be in a
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minute or two, because the members of the Bee-Keepers' Union
are scattered all over the United States.

Mr. York—Before we pass to the second part of the ques-
tion about the Union, I would lilie to read Mrs. Harrison's
letter, to which I referred this forenoon. It is as follows:

SWEET CLOVER—MELILOTUS OFFICINALIS.

This is well known, and gaining in reputation as a forage-

plant, and for bee-pasture. Jonathan Periam clast sweet
clover as one of the noxious weeds of Illinois, and it has taken
time to redeem its character.

When D. A.Jones, of Canada, attended the sessions of the

North American Bee-Keepers Association, he advocated the

merits of what he called " Bokhara clover," first, last and all

time. Prof. Cook took a plant in his hand, that Mr. Jones
brought with him, and, standing up, smilingly said: "Look
at its root; its only sweet clover." So it was, but it was
"melilotus officinalis"— the yellow variety. Mr. Jones had
the care of nine miles of railroad, within three miles of his ap-

iaries, and gave the seed to all of the workmen, with instruc-

tion to sow the seed wherever the soil was broken or a brush-

pile was burned.
While at a sea-side resort in Connecticut, one of our party

returned from a ramble with a branch of this plant in his

hand, saying, " While I was away, I went through a Held of

this so thick that I could scarcely get through it, and I never

saw so many bees in my life, upon any plant." I gathered some
seed from plants growing upon the borders of a salt marsh,
and brought them home, and scattered them, but they did not

grow. I gathered the seed as it ripened, and put it into a little

sack and it must have heated. I gathered the seed of the

white variety in the same way, and it failed to grow. I infer

that this seed should be well diied to germinate.

I've been watching this yellow variety of sweet clover with

much interest, where it flourishes on a dumping ground in this

city, Peoria, III. While the white variety attains the height of

three to six feet, the yellow is only from two to three. It blos-

soms a month earlier than the white, and is more profuse,

looking like a yellow sea. The stalks are Hner, the leaflets

more blunt, and it makes much finer hay than the white, and
is a greater favorite with the bees. Mrs. L. Harkison.

Mr. Baldridge—The bee-keepers in Wisconsin dare not

sow sweet clover because afraid of being prosecuted. Sup-

pose a man wants to sow five or ten acres, he does not need to

commence an action in order to obtain a decision through the

courts. He can go on and sow that clover. He thinks he has

a right to, and a constitutional right, too, and the authorities

say, "Here, you shall not do that; if you do, we will prosecute

you !" That is the state of affairs there today. Now the ques-

tion is, shall the Bee Keeper's Union defend him, or shall he
defend himself alone ?

Mr. Ellis—It seems to me that this should be lookt on as

the life insurance companies are. In such company, it a man
dies they pay. his beneficiary so many thousand dollars. Now,
It seems to me, that is co-operation. This is a general ques-

tion, that is, that whatever is of general interest the rest

should rally to that point, and defend or prosecute as the case

may be. It seems to me, this comes right in line with those

general duties which the bee-keepers owe to each other.

Mr. York—Of course, this State association can only rec-

ommend to the Bee-Keeper's Union. Only members of the

Union can claim assistance from it. It may be that only one-

fourth of our members are now members of the Bee-Keeper's

Union, so all that we can do is to simply recommend that the

Union defend such cases whenever brought before it. I cer-

tainly think it is a legitimate work for the Union. It is a mat-

ter that all are interested in, and I find from the correspon-

dents of the Bee Journal, that sweet clover is becoming more
and more useful as a forage-plant. In fact, in the next num-
ber will be an article on this subject. It interests bee-keep-

ers especially, as it is such a grand honey-plant, and from
what I know, it is not noxious, but the legislatures that pass

such laws are, thi-mselves, pretty " noxious," methinks.

cn It was decided that the Bee-Keepars' Union be recom-

mended to defend any of its members who are prosecuted for

violating the law by sowing sweet clover.

LIGHT OK FULL-WKIQUT SECTI0S8 OP HONEY—WHICH ?

(JuES. 18—Should wo encourage the production of light

or full-welirht sections of honey ?

Dr. Miller— How many think we should encourage the pro

ductlon of pound sections weighing less than a pound?
Mr. Green— I object to that. Why should we call It a

pound section if It weighs less than a pound '?

Dr. Miller—The reason Is, that the iH^^-iH section is

called a pound section.

Mr. Green— I object to the wording of the question.
Dr. Miller—Let the question be. Shall we encourage the

production of 4'4X'4,'-4 sections of honey weighing less than a
pound ? Does that suit you any better ?

Mr. Green—That is better.

Mr. Baldridge—Would it not be well enough to under-
stand what is the object ? If sections are to be sold by weight,
should not we encourage them to be full weight ? But I find

that grocers prefer, generally, to sell by the section than by
weight ; but if it is fo be sold by weight, then it would not
make any difference.

Mr. Grabbe— I think that nine-tenths of the grocers will

pay one cent a pound more for light sections. If the sections

are heavy-weight they will pay less for them than the light-

weight sections. I don't know of a grocer in the city who
sells by weight. They all sell for so much per section.

Mr. Mead—How would it do to change the question and
ask. Is it for our interest as bee-keepers to produce sections

weighing less than a pound ?

Mr. Stone— I believe that there is the possibility of one of

the greatest kinds of evils from bee-keepers allowing anything
short of a pound to go on the market. Just as has been said

here, everybody has found that to be the case that the grocers
grab at the light sections, and they want to pay you by the
pound, and the more sections there are in tbe case, the better

they like it. It is doing the very thing that we are trying to

avoid, that is, putting the finest apples on the top. If the gro-

cers are disposed that way, they will get to be more disposed

that way, and the bee-keepers had just as well start the thing
right and keep it that way, as to allow it to get into all the

other evils.

Mr. Kennedy—I beg to endorse that statement.

Mr. Green— I don't look at the matter altogether in that

light. I have had considerable experience in selling honey,
and I have always found, just as Mr. Grabbe has said, that the

grocers prefer to sell them by the piece.

Mr. Stone—What hurts us is, that they sell them for
" pound" sections.

Mr. Green— I think not in all cases. In agreat many cases

they state distinctly they are not pounds. I will tell you why
I want them light-weight sections: Because the 4J^x4Ji we
know is a very convenient size for the bee-hive we have in use.

The only way we can increase the weight is by increasing the

width of the sections, and I am convinced that I cannot get as

nice, or as good honey, and I cannot get sections as uniform
in weight by increasing the width. The 'fi inch section I can
get to run almost uniform, but you increase the width of the

section and they will vary very considerably.

Dr. Miller—There is that point now that brother Green
makes, that has some bearing on the case, that the lighter

sections can be more uniform in weight. That is a point

worth considering. Now, Mr. Stone wants sections to weigh
a full pound. I am in favor of very light sections. I want
them to weigh very much less than a pound, and I want it for

the same reason that he wants them to weigh a full pound.

What I produce I sell by weight and grocers sell it by the sec-

tion. They want it to weigh less than a pound, so they can
get the price of a pound.

Mr. Stone—That is deception.

Dr. Miller—You and I are trying to come at it in different

ways. You want them always to weigh an even pound, so

they cannot deceive, but you cannot get them. I want them
to weigh so light that it will bo Impossible for the customers to

suppose that they are getting a full pound. If I get thorn

down light enough they cannot palm them off for a pound. I

formerly felt as Mr. Stone does, but if I can get them down
light enough then they cannot be sold for a pound. I am in-

clined to tiiiiik that we get just as much honey by making sec-

tions narrower.
Mr. Green— I think wc can get more.

Dr. Miller— It is a good point that you can more nearly

get uniform weight with a narrow than a wide section.

Mr. Grabbe— I was in a fancy grocery here, day before

yesterday, when a customer came in, and said, " How much a

pound is that honey ?" and the grocer replied, " 18 cents a sec-

tion." They don't sell it by tbe pound.

Mr. Affolter—What size sections would you use to make
the sections so small that they would not take them for a

pound ?

Dr. Miller— I would have 4K. and as to width, I don't

know just what. I use them about seven to the foot. I don't

believe they can keep on selling seven to the foot for a pound.

Mr. Green—The seven to the foot section of honey gener-

ally weighs % of a pound.
Mr. Stone—Would the bees work as readily with such nar-

row sections with separators '? Did you ever try to put separa-

tors alternately '!
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Dr. Miller— I have.

Mr. Stoue—Don't they work better that way ?

Dr. Miller—There is not much difference.

Mr. Mead— It would be an eighth of an inch wide. I

believe that every section should weigh as nearly a

pound as possible, and I have been experimenting considera-

ble on that question. While I fully agree with everybody that

says you can get a more even comb witji a section \li than
you can with a 2 inch section, I have been figuring it over,

and I find that a section -i '4 by 6 inches long, by 1 M inches

wide, fills the exact requirements. It doesn't vary enough to

say so, to being an even pound. I have made up a few hun-

dred, and put them crosswise of the eight-frame bivo super,

and lengthwise of the 10-frame hive. They require very little

wedging, and they will not interfere with the supers now in

use. Mr. Grabbe says that when the gentleman asked " How
much is that a pound ?" ho was told 18 cents a section. He
didn't lie about that being a pound, but still the inference that

man would have would be that there was a pound of honey in

the section. I think for our own interest we should place sec-

tions on the market that weigh a pound, or else cut enough
below that so there would be no possibility of their being taken

for a pound. At the same time, the cost of handling and the

cost of the sections will be just that much more. lJ-3-inch

sections should have separators at both sides of it to weigh
just exactly a pound.

GETTING BEES TO WORK IN SECTIONS.

QUES. 19—What is the best way to get bees to work in

sections ?

Mr. Mead—I find nothing equal to a wide frame, full of

sections, put in the lower story of the hive just as soon as

honey begins to come in at all, and as soon as they get partly

filled, and the honey comes in, I put in more frames. Then I

alternate th^partly-filled sections with sections of full-sheet

starters in the super.

Dr. Miller—Do you get your sections started in the brood-
chamber ?

Mr. Mead—In the brood-chamber in wide frames holding
eight sections each. I find if you have separators very wide
and not perforated, that they don't start readily in the wide
frames. I have been boring ?^inch holes through the separa-
tors, leaving ^i-inch spaces at the top and bottom, and plac-

ing those on the outside of the hive with a frame of sealed
brood, and in that way they get started very quickly.

Dr. Miller—Is there any objection to having the sections
put in the brood-chamber to get started ? or is there a better
way ?

Mr. Grabbe—I always had the best success in keeping the
colonies boiling over with bees.

Dr. Miller- -One objection to Mr. Mead's way would be the
amount of work in it, and the thing must be watched, or there
is a possibility of your getting brood in the sections of honey.

Mr. Mead— I keep brood and good honey next to the sec-

tions, and 1 find no trouble about keeping the queen out of it,

especially as I use two-story hives, either eight or ten frames.
Mr. Baldridge— I want to call the attention of all of you

to a plan of compelling bees to go into the sections at will,

when you want comb honey.
Dr. Miller—Their will or yours ?

Mr. Baldridge—Mine. I can get them into the sections if

the colony is of the proper strength, and have them in very
my sections all at once and without very much trouble.
When the combs are sealed at the top in the brood-chamber,
if you will mash these cells at the top of the brood-frames,
scarify them with a table fork, shut up the hive, put the sec-

tions on, and then rap on the hive, you can fill these sections
full of bees ; do this just before dusk, and if you don't find the
bees nicely at work there the next morning, you will find some-
thing different from what I ever found. Of course, it must be
during the honey-flow. It is a practice that 1 have never seen
anybody practice but myself and one or two others, but there
Is no trouble to persuade any colony of bees of proper strength
to work in the section, but do it by rapping on the hive and
driving them up. They fill themselves with honey and go up
there and work. You have scarified perhaps enough cells so

that they have no cells except these to put the honey in. The
honey will have to be taken out by the bees, and it is a forcing
process, as you might say, but it secures the result.

Dr. Miller—What Is the objection to putting a bait section
In the super? That would be a great deal less trouble.

Mr. Baldridge—I should do it any way ; even if I had a
set of sections all drawn out, I should in that case scarify.

You can have almost every drop of honey taken out of the
brood-chamber at will.

Dr. Miller—And then will the bees refrain from puttiog
any more honey back In there ?

Mr. Baldridge— I have had sections with the combs full

drawn out, filled with honey almost in 24 hours. Anybody
can secure the same result.

Dr. Miller— I think there is no doubt about it, but I very
much doubt if you would have any more honey in the supers
In the long run, because you make them empty out the
honey they would otherwise leave there, and when they do that

job of filling up they will fill up the brood-combs again.

Mr. Baldridge—This honey they carry up is ripened
honey, and if they have plenty of room they won't leave much
in the brood-chamber. I am not in the business of producing
comb honey, but that is iho plan I pursued for years and
years. Ten years ago we were practicing that.

Mr. Grabbe—You wouldn't do it unless the honey in the

combs was white.

Mr. York—I notice in foreign papers that they recom-
mend smearing the brood-combs or foundation with honey in

order to get the bees to work on them quickly. Perhaps that

would do to use in the sections—smear the starters with honey
before putting them in.

APIAEIAN REPRESENTATIVES FOR FARMERS' INSTITUTES.

Mr. Stone—There is one thing I want to bring up, and I

am afraid the time will pass before I get to it. The State
Farmers" Institute has appointed a director for each Congres-
sional District of the State, and it is suggested that we have a
representative in connection with them. Now, we have here
the names of all of these directors, one of each district. It

begins with the 8th and goes clear through the 22 districts

of the State. We propose to have a bee-keeper appointed in

every district in the State to work aloug with these directors

in the interest of the beekeepers in the Farmers' Institutes,

and I will suggest that this meeting appoint, as far as they
know andean recommend, a bee-keeper that they wish to rep-

resent them to work in connection with these directors of the
congressional districts. If Dr. Miller will call the name of the

director and the district, they can be named at this meeting.

Dr. Miller— If there is no objection to this, I will name
the counties in each district so you will know in what district

you are, and then give you the name of the director, or would
you like to have the man named here for the purpose ?

Mr. Stone—We would like to have the man named that

they wish to assist that director.

The following were chosen : 8th district, Dr. Miller ; 9th
S. H. Herrick; 10th, C. H. Dibbern ; 11th, J. A.Green ; l2th,

C. Schrier; 14th, Mrs. L. Harrison; 15th, C. P. Dadant;16th,
W. J. Finch, Jr.; 17th, Jas. A. Stone; 21st, E. T. Flanagan.

Mr. Stone—If it is the desire of the convention Mr. York
and I can supply the names for those omitted.

Dr. Miller— If there is no objection, Messrs. Stone and
York will be authorized to suggest names for those not named
now.

DRAWN OR PARTLY DRAWN COMBS.

QuES. 20—What about the importance of drawn, or partly

drawn combs, in the sections ?

Dr. Miller— Is there an advantage in having combs partly

drawn, or having deeper fouudation made? There was some
talk at the Lincoln convention, that there might be a founda-
tion made with deeper side-walls. This question bears in that

direction, as to the advantage of having anything of the kind.

Is there any advantage in it over the ordinary foundation ?

Mr. Green—The difBculty of that high-wall foundation

would be that there will be too ranch wax in it to suit the

average customer.
Dr. Miller—That won't meet the full question. The ques-

tion here is, whether there is any advantage in drawn or part-

ly-drawn combs ?

Mr. Green— If yo\i would say freshly-drawn combs, I

would say yes, there is a great advantage ; but if you mean
sections left over from the last year, I think the fewer we use

the better.

Mr. York—This question was brought up at the Lincoln
convention, and it was said there that certain manufacturers
were about able to make the drawn combs the same weight, or
even lighter, than the natural comb; so I think Mr. (Jreen's

objection would hardly hold. I have read in the Bee Journal
that some bee-keepers had been using drawn combs for years.

There is a representative of the Fox river bee-keepers here—
Mr. Baldridge—who perhaps can enlighten us I

Mr. Baldridge— I don't think you need auy description of

the machine. It has wings. The idea I intended to convey

was this, it has been a practice there to a certain extent. They
used light-brood foundation, that is, for surplus honey, and
had the foundation drawn out in full sheets.

Dr. Miller—In the brood-chamber, or above?
Mr. Baldridge—Sometimes above and sometimes below

—
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that depends upon where you can have them drawn the best,

and also upon the style of hive you were using. It you were
using a hive with the loug chamber, you could draw out at one
side of the hive, and still the queen and bee-bread would not
get into it. It would take 12 or l.T short frames, and at one
end you could have these combs drawn out. But in the shal-

low hives they can be drawn out in the top story in full sheets ;

not put in frames at all, simply fasten to top-bars and the bees
will draw them out as readily as they will full sheets. After
they are drawn out partly (and it is not best to have them
drawu out too muchj cut them up in correct shape and put into

the sections. That has been practiced to a great extent. You
can have them drawn out as needed, or you can have a full set

drawn out for each colony the previous year, in the fall, when
feeding bees for winter on sugar syrup—you thus kill two
birds with one stone—you have the foundation drawn out and
the syrup stored. The next seasou a sot of these are given to

each colony. The sectious are perfectly clean, of course, be-

cause it is not necessary to cut them up and put them into sec-

tions until you want to use them. You can leave them in full

sheets and in that way you can secure a large amount of comb
honey. The parties who originated this idea, and probably
practiced it to a greater extent than any other in the United
States, if not in the world, claim they could get as many
pounds of comb honey in that way as could be obtained of ex-

tracted, provided that the bee-keepers would allow their ex-

tracted to be sealed before it was extracted. Now, I have
given you an outline and you can work it out at your leisure,

if you wish.
Dr. Miller—That was practiced a good deal longer than

12 years ago.
Mr. Green— I used to practice that method considerable

myself, and I thiuk now that if I want to get the greatest pos-

sible yield of honey from a colony, I would do that yet. It is

not necessary, as Mr. Baldridge says, to have the foundation
drawn out very deep, but just so the bees make a start on it ;

they will go right to work. Put a few of these combs freshly-
ly-drawn in the supers, and the bees will go up there and work
on it.

The convention then adjourned to meet in Springfield,
Feb. 2-4 and 2.5, 1897.

THE NATIONAL BEE-KEEPERS' UNION.

General Manager's 12th Annual Report, for
the Year 1896.

BEES SPOTTING CLOTHES.

One of the first cases of trouble for the year 189G is from
Durand, Ills., where Thos. Gildseth was persecuted by a jeal-
ous and meddlesome neighbor for keeping bees—claiming that
the bees spotted drying clothes hung on the line. A petition
was circulated asking the Board of Trustees to prohibit bee-
keeping in the corporate limits. Mr. Q. was much annoyed
and appealed to the Union for help to frustrate their plans.
The General Manager instructed an efficient attorney to at-
tend the meeting of the Board to show the Trustees what the
results would be the if the ordinance was passed. Copies of
the decision of the Supreme Court were freely distributed
among the ofBcials, and that ended the trouble.

DAMAGE TO RAISIN CROP.

In Riverside, Calif., A. F. Unterkircher was in trouble be-
cause a neighbor claimed that his bees damaged his raisins to
the amount of .?!()(). It appears that there are ten or twelve
apiaries near, but he chose to make the demand for damages
of Mr. Unterkircher. Being a member of the Union he natur-
ally appealed to it for defense. The Manager took the matter
In hand; sent him the Union "leallot" on "Honey and Flow-
ers," showing that bees are wrongfully charged with damage
to fruit, and had them distributed to enlighten the fruit-grow-
ers on that subject, gave the necessary instructions and now
awaits the suit. Mr. Unterkircher wrote on Doc. 19 as fol-

lows :
" I assure you it is very nice to be a member of the Un-

ion. Simply a suggestion of the fact brings the prejudiced
neighbors to silence. May the Union prosper."

SWEET CLOVER AS A WEED.

Dr. H. Besse, one of the old friends of the Union in Ohio,
had planted a three-acre field of sweet clover for pasturage for

his bees. Last July it was growing finely, two of the Town-
ship Trustees came there with two other men and cut
it all down. "It was," writes Dr. Besse, " growing on the
richest and best land on the farm, and was of very large
growth, and would have been in bloom until frost. My bees
had just commenced working in my sections. I have lost the
use of my laud, the seed that I sowed, and the honey crop as
well. Also had to pay the officers $27.20 as fees. Is this not
pretty tough treatment in a free country ?" The Doctor is

73 years of age, and was greatly incensed at this treatment.
The case was submitted to the Advisory Board and it was de-

cided to test the law.

It is one of the duties of the Union to force correct con-
structions of law. A law calling wheat a weed, would clearly

be invalid, because unconstitutional, and if sweet clover is

raised as forage for bees or cattle (both domestic animals), is

it not equally invalid ? Such an outrageous law ought to be
tested.

This matter is now under consideration, and the Union
will seek redress through its attorney. We understand that
the amended law in Ohio does not include sweet clover in the
list of weeds. Then it is a case of mal-administration through
ignorance.

In Wisconsin the law clearly includes it, and C. H. Stor-

dock was notified last June to cut what there was of it on his

land as well as on the adjoining highways. This laws must
be amended, for it is unreasonable and unjust.

UNLAWFUL PURSUIT.

In Marine, Ills., M. Hettel has an apiary, and the Village
Trustees were requested to pass an ordinance to prohibit the
keeping of bees therein. Their attorney drafted such an or-

dinance and it was placed on its passage. Meantime Mr. Het-
tel appealed to the Union and the Manager took the matter in

hand, dosed the village officers and attorney with Supreme
Court documents, and directed the course to be pursued.

It was really amusing to read in the ordinance that the
bees were to be confined to the owner's premises—averring
that they punctured fruit, etc. Of course the ordinance, when
its incongruities were exposed and the impossibility of enforc-
ing it was shown, was too dead to pass, and was accordingly
buried.

Mr. Hettel under date of Dec. 8, wrote as follows : "Now,
Mr. Newman, this is entirely due to the influence of the Na-
tional Bee-Keepers' Union, for had I not been a member of it,

my bees would have to ' get,' the same as did those in some of

our neighboring towns, whose owners did not belong to the
Union. It was thought because it was so easy to make those
parties leave, they could do the same tome; but when they
discovered that I was backed by the Union and that there
would be a big lawsuit about it, they got scared and did the
best they could to get out of it. By this, (mother victory has
been won for the Union, and permit me to express my sincere

thanks for your kind aid in the matter."
In Los Angeles, Cal., a provision in the City Charter pro-

hibits the keeping of bees within the city limits, with a heavy
penalty attached. One of our members residing there was no-

tified to remove his bees. He talked it over with other bee-

keepers, and Mr. G. W. Brodbeck wrote as follows :

"In conversing with Prof. Cook, a short time since, on a
plan of procedure in opposition to this provision of the City

Charter, he stated that after consultation with an attorney he
had decided that the only conclusive plan would be for the Un-
ion to make a test case of it. This subject of making bee-

keeping prohibitive here in California, is not only confined to

this city but has been agitated in some of the various rural

districts, and unless the Union does some effective work out
here in defense of this industry, the results will not only be
disastrous to the bee-keeping fraternity, but the Union will

lose its prestige."
One locality near Los Angeles, (whore boos are kept by

members of the Union) has been annext to the city, and the

charter prohibiting bee-keeping now applies to that locality

also. The Union has been appealed to, in this case, to pro-

tect the rights of its members, and all are awaiting develop-

ments, when a case involving the constitutiouality of the City

Charier may becoTno necessary. Ci

MINOR TROUBLES.

In New Mexico, William H. Thorpe anticipated trouble
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by the city authorities prohibiting the l<eeping of bees within

its limits, and appealed to the Union for instructions how to

proceed to prevent trouble. The Manager gave him the in-

structions, sent him copies of the Supreme Court decision and
the conflict was averted.

In Stratford, Ont., trouble was brewing, but copies of the

Supreme Court decision promptly annihilated it—by the assis-

tance of Mr. Gemmill, one of our members, but who was not

the party to be injured. This shows the moral effect of a

strong organization like the Union, which not only defends its

members, but also averts calamities threatening the pursuit.

J. C. McCtibbiu, in Fresno county, Cal., had his bees mo-

lested unlawfully by a warrant from ' a Justice of the Peace,

on a debt from a former owner, and appealed to the Union for

counsel. This matter is still unsettled; but the .Justice was
either not posted or wrongly informed. The Union is in duty

bound to defend its members in their legal rights, and Mr.

McCubbin does not appeal to the Union in vain.

In Clarinda, Iowa, the City Council has been petitioned to

pass an ordinance prohibiting the keeping of bees within its

corporate limits. The Union has forwarded to the Mayor,

City Attorney, and each member of the City Council, copies of

the " Decision of the Supreme Court," on the point at issue.

That document will set the matter to rest, in all probability.

Should it not, then the attorney for the Union will be prepared

to '• light it to a finish."

TROUBLE WITH COUMISSION-MEN.

Last February we had a complaint about a car-load of

honey shipt from Ferris, Cal., to Chicago. It was extracted

honey and some of it was shipt in cans which had been used

before for coal-oil. Though thoroughly cleaned with gasoline,

the honey was considerably tainted. A dispute arose and the

Manager of the Union was appealed to by both sides to exam-

ine the honey. He did so and reported what he found". Some
of the honey which had been sold was returned to the commis-

sion house, as useless. The Manager of the Union suggested

that it could be used for making printers' rollers, and then no

loss would be sustained, as he had sold tons of it for that pur-

pose in years past.

This matter involved much correspondence and consumed
considerable time. But not having heard anything of it for

six months we presume it was satisfactorily arranged some
time ago.

HORRie i CO.

Among the first complaints received about the unsatisfac-

tory transactions of the notorious merchants of Chicago, was
one from C. F. Lang, La Crosse, Wis. After much time had
been spent in finding Horrie, arguing the case and finally

threatening to bring suit, I received au offer to compromise
the account, from Horrie; sent it to Mr. Lang, who accepted

the offer, and then I secured a check for the amount and sent

it to Mr. Lang, closing that matter up satisfactorily. Horrie

& Co., it seems, would sell the honey for anything offered, be-

cause tliey were not posted about the honey trade, and as they

got their commission anyhow, the bee-keepers were the suffer-

ers by tlieir honey being sacrificed.

Another complaint against Horrie & Co. was from Edw.
Smith, Madison county. Ills., for comb-honey shipt to them.

They claimed that the honey was unsatisfactory, and after

repeatedly calling on them and demanding a settlement or the

return of honey to the shipper, it was so returned and I have
the shipping receipt on file. Of course it was not properly

prepared for shipping (for they appeared not to know how to

do that) and Mr. Smith had to pay freight and cartage, but

had it remained much longer he would have lost the honey as

well.

Still another complaint came on Jan. 16, from J. G. Stew-
art, Las Cruces, N. M., who shipt them a car-load of honey in

October, but could get no returns. I labored with them, and
they proraist to make out a statement of sales and send a

check to balance, which they did on Jan. 21, but of course the

statement was not satisfactory to the shipper, the expense and
the prices sold at, being too low.

I tried to get Horrie to review his statement, and send

more money to the shipper, but he positively refused to do so.

As the laws give the right to the commission-man to sell pro-

duce at any price in his judgment fair, the condition and
quality being taken into account, it would be useless to sue for

an advance of price on a transaction closed.

Bee-keepers should be aware of dealers of no reputation,

who quote high figures to induce shipments, and then make
no adequate returns.

ARREST AND COUNTER ARREST.

One of the most distressing circumstances being the case

of our old friend, C. Theilmann, of Wabasha county, Minn., one

of the oldest and best-known bee-keepers in Minnesota, and is

considered a shrewd business man, but he is very impulsive, as

the sequel shows. He sold 11,000 pounds of honey to Bart-

ling & Co., of Chicago, for cash ; they were to pay at once.

He had shipt them honey before and was well treated. This

time he did not get his money and then went to Chicago to see

aboutit. He found that the honey had been all sold_forless

than they had agreed to pay him and he only got $250. He
sued them for embezzlement, in order to get the balance, but

the case was dismist. Bartling then sued Theilmann for

810,000 damages for malicious arrest, and stealing a valua-

ble paper—the statement of sales Bartling furnished him.

The Union was then appealed to, but as Mr. Theilmann

had sued Mr. Bartling and been sued In return, it was not

deemed wise for the Union to interfere In such a complicated

matter—the result of too hasty action on both sides, perhaps.

The questions then were "embezzlement" and "stealing a

valuable paper "—neither of which being the real issue.

I wrote to Mr. Theilmann's attorneys to watch the case

thoroughly, and use the influence of the Union to get a settle-

ment of the claim, and to see that he is protected in his rights,

personally and financially.

DISPUTE ABOUT RATE OF COMMISSION.

S. T. Fish & Co., of Chicago, a large commission house,

received considerable honey from Wildomar, Cal., on agree-

ments made by J. C. Souther, who claimed to be their Pacific

Coast manager, and was located at San Jose, Cal. He agreed

to sell the honey on 5 per cent, commission. When settling

for the honey, they deducted 10 per cent, as commission. As
Manager of the Union I made a demand on them for the over-

charge, amounting to S2 17.72. They declined to pay it, re-

pudiating Mr. Souther's agreement. However, I think they

will settle the claim as soon as they have all the facts in the

case, which I have lately forwarded to them. S. T. Fish &
Co. are good for their contracts, and I do not see how they can

repudiate the written agreements of a former employe. It is

evidently a misunderstanding between the house and Mr.

Souther, for which however, honey-producers are not respon-

sible.

FINANCIAL STATEMENT.

Balance as per last Report ^^oi'nn
Fees from 38 members 38.00

S809.61
Expenses, attorney fees, printing, postage, etc .S268.40

Balance on hand S541.21

Thomas G. Nkwean, QmeroX Mnnaaer.

The Fight Against Commission Frauds and
the Honey-Adulterators.

BY VAN ALLEN i WILLIAMS.

Editor York:—We were highly pleased at the stand

taken by the North American Bee-Keepers' Association at the

Lincoln meeting in regard to that growing evil—Adultera-

tion. When we read your paper, we exclaimed, " Good ! Score

one for York !" and we wish to say. Score another for him for

the fight he is carrying on against the commission sharks,

even though he was the cause of one man in these parts get-

ting roped in §30 by his advertising for the firm
;

which

shows the confidence reposed in the " Old Reliable " and its

editor. But you have been forgiven that mistake, for you

have proven by your good works since, that you were innocent,

and our confidence is more firmly establisht than ever.

There seems to be a regular ring of those commission

sharks and swindlers— in fact, a regular combination. As

soon as the commission shark makes returns— if thoy ever do

—it will be a fourth or fifth of what the produce brought. The

mail that brings the returns to the shipper also brings a long

type-written letter from a "large-hearted" individual who

signs himself "Joseph Kipley; ex-Assistant Superintendent of

Police of Chicago ;" and gives a long list of references, includ-

ing State and City officials, and winding up with John V. Far-

well & Co The letter goes on to say that while there are

many firms doing an honorable commission business, it is a

deplorable fact that every large city is infested by a set of

commission sharks that are constantly preying upon the ship-

pers of produce, and having become so bold and numer-

ous in Chicago, they had formed what was called "The
Shippers' Protective Association," for the protection of coun-

try shippers, and that Mr. Kipley is Superintendent of the
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Association ; that his whole time is taken up with the affairs

of the Association, and loolting after the interests of the luerii-

bors who have claims against coininission-men ; and that they
have a strong "Law Department," whore such claims are vig-

orously prosecuted. Further, that if the recipient is a shipper
of produce, or had any claim against commission-men, it

would be to his advantage to joiuthe Association at once. It

goes on to enumerate the great benefits to be derived from
such action, and, further, that claims of members were prose-

cuted free of charge, if they were not successful in collecting

the same, but if they were successful, they made a charge of

10 per cent., and that all the recipient would need to do to

join the Association would be to fill out the " enclosed blank
and return it with the small sum of .fio.OO," and then reap
the benefits enumerated above, which would amount to many
times So.00 during the year !

The printed address on the envelope enclosed was " New
York Life Building, Chicago," altho some were marked
" Marine Buildine."

I think this Kipley should be exposed, and a war of ex-

termination waged against all such as Horrie, Wheadon, Kip-
ley & Co.

In your war against the above class, and in trying to

secure the passage of a law for the prosecution of adulterators
of honey, etc., remember that you have the whole host of bee-

keepers to back you up in your noble efforts.

Crawford Co., Wis.

[This is the first we have heard of the " Shippers' Protec-

tive Association," and after some investigation we find that it

appears to be a scheme backt by crooked commission men,

and that it is not endorsed by the responsible dealers.

If they were sincerely trying to see that commission sharks

are dealt with in the manner they deserve, and that shippers

get what is due them, we would feel like helping the Protec-

tive Association along rather than to denounce them.

We are glad to be assured that all the bee-keepers are

ready to "back us up" in our fight against the honey dealing

and glucosing frauds that are ever at their miserable work.

We have a great deal of faith in what the United States Bee-

Keepers' Union can do along these lines, when it gets down to

business. We hope it will soon have an opportunity to illus-

trate its power for good among bee-keepers.

—

Editor.]

Poisonous Hoaey—Bee-Keepiug Experts, Etc.

BY ADRIAN GETAZ.

Some days ago I had a visit from one of our prominent
bee-keepers—Mr. Wm. Webb, of Sutton, who was also a few
years ago one of the American Bee Journal's correspondents.
During the conversation the subject of poisonous honey came
up. He told me that he had some this year, and that on read-

ing the bee-papers he resolved to make an experiment with it.

So he called in all the neighbors and gave them all they would
eat. (I suppose they knew what the honey was, but I forgot

to ask Mr. Webb whether he told them or not.)

Well, the majority of the experimenters became sick, but
as soon as they felt ill, they vomited, which relieved them, and
thus ended the "experiment."

One, however, did not vomit, and was for a time really

"sick for good." Aside from the usual symptoms which ac-

company a common indigestion, there was a partial blindness

and a numb feeling in the skin, which are characteristic of

poisoning by the cyanic compounds contained in the different

species of wild laurels (kalmias).

There are plenty of wild laurels in all the Alleghany
mountains, but poisonous honey is not often met, and where
It is met with, it is only once in a few years. By what I have
learned from different persons, it seems that the nectar is

gathered from the laurels only where and when nothing else

can be had. That explains the contradictory reports received.

EXPERTNKSS REQUIRED IN BBE-KEKPINQ.

The old readers of the American Bee Journal remember
Mr. Sam Wilson, also one of the old writers for the paper.

Mr. Webb has just bought Mr. Wilson's apiary—bees, hives,

foot-power saw, and all. Upon imjuiry I was informed that
Mr. Wilson sold his bees because he has too much other busi-

ness to attend to. I asked Mr. Webb if it was because his

bees had not paid him ; but he answered In the negative. In

fact, it is the other way. Mr. Wilson began bis career years

ago, with nothing, or next to nothing. Bee-keeping was his
first venture, and the money he has made out of it enabled
him to start his other business.

This is not an uncommon occurrence. Many of our friends
who went to dlifornia, made money out of their bees, and
then sold out and went into other business. The fact is, that
bee-keeping cannot be carried on, on a very large scale,

because the owner has to do all the work. In other lines, you
can increase your business almost indefinitely because you
can hire all the help you need. But in bee-keeping you cannot
find competent help. Picking out good men and training
them has been tried again and again, but invariably with the
same result. As soon as your "trained helpers" are up to
the scratch, they start into business for themselves, and all

that you get for your trouble is a crop of competitors.

Bear in mind that when I say that the apiarist must do
the work himself, I do not mean absolutely all the work.
Scraping sections, putting in foundation, turning the extrac-
tor crank, etc., and even selling the honey, can be done by
helpers, and the apiarist reserve for himself what work must
be done by an expert in handling bees.

DIRECTIONS FOR INTRODUCING QUEENS.

Some time ago a bee-keeper wrote that the instructions
sent by the queen-breeders for introducing were wrong, and
that the proper way to do was to put the cage (with the queen
In it) in the hive, and after two or three days remove the old
queen and release the new one. All I have to say is. Don't
you do any such thing at all ! No sooner does the old queen
find the caged queen than she will attempt to kill her, and
finding she cannot do it, she will get more and more excited
and enraged, and unless the weather and other circumstances
are quite adverse, she will be sure to swarm. If she does not,

the probabilities are that when the new queen is releast, th&
bees, being more or less excited yet, will ball her.

Not long ago a German bee-keeper proposed that very
thing to make the bees swarm—that is, hanging a caged
queen in the hive.

A few years ago I had several queens and queen-cells in

West cages, all in one hive. By some mishap a queen got out,

and swarming was the result ; yet it was not swarmiug-time,
the colony was small, there was plenty of empty comb—in

fact, all the circumstances were against swarming, yet they
went to the woods.

APIS DORSATA AND THE ENGLISH SPARROW.

While I am criticising what other people say, I want tc>

put in a word for Apisdorsata, or rather for the English
sparrow. I do not see how the introduction of Apis dorsata
could be a damage to anything or any one ; and I am not at

all sure that we are to repent of the introduction of the spar-
row. The only objection made is that the sparrow has driven
out other birds, but nobody has proved yet that it is so. True,
the other birds have disappeared more or less, but other causes
may have caused their disappearance, and we might not have
a single bird more, even if the sparrow had not been in-

troduced. And, in fact, the insects and other pests which
damage our fruits and vegetables are on the increase, and,
after all, what we need seems to be the introduction of a few
more kinds of " sparrows," rather than the destruction of the
one we have. Knox Co., Tonn.

Bee-Notes from Nebraska.

BV .J. M. YOUNG.

Our bees had a good flight between Christmas and New
Years.

The prospects for white clover next season were never
better in this locality.

Our county fair last fall was held on the same date as the

Lincoln convention. I wanted to be there to shake hands
with some of the old veterans.

I atn wintering 40 colonies on the summer stands; 26 of

these are In my combined summer and winter chaff hive;

the balance are in single-walled, 8-framo dovetailed hives.

Bees are not kept in this locality for the profit there is in

them, but simply to supply the table with houoy once in a

while. What bees there are, are generally kept by the farm-

ers, and usually are in some form of a movable-comb hive, but
the manner of handling— " let them do as they please," i»

practiced to a large extent.
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Bee-keeping in this part of the State for the last three or

four years has been nearly a total failure as far as honey is

concerned ; the dry seasons nearly wiped it, out.or rather dried

it out. However, the season of IS'.Jti was considerable of an
improvement over former seasons, by the way of honey gath-
ering.

In writing on bee-culture, I belong to that class of indi-

viduals who can't tell or put on paper just what they know.
My experience in this pursuit e.\tends over a period of 25
years, and now 1 have come to believe that bee-culture is a

trade, to be learned just like any other trade, if success is the
object to be attained. Cass Co., Nebr., Jan. 7.

Making Large Increase in a Poor Season.

BY DR. E. GALLUP.

I am requested to tell through the Bee Journal how I

manage to make such a large increase in a poor season ; also

how I manage doubling up in either fall or spring. Now, if I

can make myself understood when I have answered one ques-
tion I have answered both.

When I practiced natural swarming, it was a very rare
thing to have light swarms that needed doubling. The old

saying was, that a small swarm was worthless. Well, they
were, if hived in an ordinary sized hive and allowed to man-
age themselves ; but second and third swarms almost inva-

riably have a prolific queen. If increase is what I am work-
ing for, I consider all swarms worth saving, but if we allow
any colonies to swarm more than once, we must not expect a

large surplus of honey.
Now, if you have second and third swarms, hive them in

the standard size hive, but use a division-board. The old col-

ony will be so reduced in numbers that they want a division-

board and contraction of the brood-nest also. Take the sur-

plus combs from the old colony and divide with the second and
third swarms. Now be sure to contract the brood-nest so the
bees will be crowded into as small a space as required, for we
want to control the heat and still allow for a large working-
force in proportion to the mass of bees. Understand that the
queen will not deposit eggs where there is not sufficient

warmth to hatch and develop the brood. If we have only
bees enough to fully occupy three frames, crowd them onto
the three, and if when the bees are all in at night, some of

them are crowded outside of the division-board so much the
better. As soon as they require more room, enlarge their

department by moving the division-board and inserting either

an empty frame or a frame of foundation ; and always insert

that in the center of the brood-nest, as the queen will the

sooner occ\ipy it, for if placed at the outside she would not
occupy it so soon, and then be apt to occupy it only sparingly.

Now you can understand that if we did not crowd the bees
into a small space, they would be compelled to build all combs
after the first two or three outside of the cluster, and the
queen would not occupy it. Then, also, the bees would be
compelled—so many of them—to stop at home to keep up the

warmth that they could spare but a very small working or

ga,thering force outside, consequently they are kept back on
all sides.

Of course, the old colony must be built up in the same
manner, and as we have young and prolific queens, every
comb they build will be worker-comb. There will be no drone-
comb built so long as the queen remains prolific, or the first

season, providing the comb is built in the center of the brood-
nest. The bees will often build drone-comb if compelled to

build outside of the brood-nest, because they build it for
storage purposes only.

I always get a fine lot of nice worker-combs built by the
above management ; and by this management they will store

the same amount of honey in proportion to the number of

bees as would a large, powerful colony; whereas, if we hived
them as is usually done, without contracting the size of the
hive to suit the number of bees, and managing as recom-
mended above, they could only build a small amount of comb,
and the queen could only breed enough to just keep up the
original number of bees ; and if she even did that, she would
do well. There would be comparatively no honey stored, and
the result—instead of a good, strong colony there would be a
very feeble, worthless one, which in all probability, if we put
four together, would not be wortth as much as the one rightly

managed.
To the beginner : Begin on a small scale, and work up as

you learn. I have explained the management so that when
you have learned the practical part you will find that you
have no colonies to double up. Even a colony thal.is reduced
in spring, the hive should be reduced b; the use of thedivision-

board to suit the number of bees, and If the queen is all right

you will be astonisht to see the difference, and how rapidly
they can bo built up in comparison to the old method. You
spring dwindlers might take a hint from the above.

"Well," you may say, " your plan makes a great amount
of fussing and bother." My reply is: What are wo keeping
bees for, if not to manage them in the best possible manner
to make the most out of them, and to keep them in the best

possible condition ? On the above plan, and with good, pro-

lific queens, it is a very easy matter to make increase. Two
queens, if rightly managed, will deposit double the number of

eggs that one can, is my motto. Orange Co., Calif.

Bee-Jottings from the Southland.

BV MRS. L. HARRISON.

While waiting a week at Mobile, Ala., for a steamer to

cross the Gulf of Mexico to my present residence in B'lorida, I

saw no honey for sale—comb or extracted. It is a port of

considerable importance, claiming 35,000 inhabitants. It

would be well for the producers of honey in the South to create

a demand for their product in New Orleans, Mobile, Pensa-

cola, and from the Mississippi to the Atlantic are strung along
numerous towns, the winter resort of northern tourists. If

they have any honey, it is shlpt from Chicago, as it is to this

towu.
I have seen comb honey for sale in the stores here that

was produced in this locality, but in very bad shape, tho

beautifully white honey. It is gathered from the ti-ti. (This

word should be spelled with a hyphen ; it is of Indian origin,

signifying tangle or thicket.) Scientifically it is known as

"Cliftonia ligustrina," and thrives only in living water. Its

pretty pinkish-white bloom grows in racemes, and is quite

fragrant, being a great favorite with the bees, blooming In

early spring.

I was very much interested in reading an article on
"Comb Honey in the South." on page 802 (1896). Ex-
perience in handling and caring for honey is what we need ;

also the sale of the same. I had always supposed that comb
honey could not be kept for any length of time in Florida;

that it would gather dampness, and ooze from the comb; but
localities may differ greatly in this respect.

During the past season, in this locality, a severe drouth
prevailed, and most of the bees died of starvation. Further
inland from the Bay they suffered less with drouth. Newly-
transplanted trees that were not constantly watered, died.

Washington Co., Fla., Jan. 1.

Tl?e Weekly Budgets

Mr. G. M. Doolittle is now one of the editors of the
Progressive Bee-Keeper.

Mr. Sigel Brautigam, of New Mexico, writes :
" Every

progressive apiarist ought to have the American Bee Journal.

It is worth more than is askt for it. I am glad to see it ex-

posing frauds, such as some commission-men and others. Suc-

cess to the 'Old Reliable.'"

Mr. Andrew Girard, of Bay Co., Mich., wrote thus ap-

preciatively when renewing his subscription:
" Mr. York :—Enclosed find .$1.00 for the American Bee

Journal for 1897, with many thanks to you for your kind iu-

formation. Had it not been for your valuable paper, I should

have been swindled out of 3,000 pounds of honey ; and now,
as soon as the amalgamation is completed, I will send in my
dollar to help keep the swindlers down, and also adulteration."

Madam Mod.ieska, the Polish actress, has often been re-

ported in the newspapers as haviug 600 colonies of bees on
her ranch in California. But Rambler has been investigat-

ing the matter, and reports as follows in Gleanings :

" Is it not about time for that item charging Madam
Modjeska with having 600 colonies of bees be stopt from
swinging around among the newspapers ? The following

from Dr. Gallup settles the matter right :
' I have known the

Madam's apiarist for a number of years. I saw the young
man today, Oct. 7. He says she has 12.5 colonius, mostly

pure Italians, in bad condition. The bees have been fed quite

an amount, and they are soon to be moved to the valley to

winter. So you now have the facts from headquarters,' says

the Doctor."
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Editorial Con)nfcr)i^^

• Ciriiniilated Alfalfa Honey—Last month we shipt
five cans of beautiful alfalfa honey to a purchaser in a West-
ern State. It was received in due time, but it seems the young
man who bought it was not familiar with the fact that nearly all

pure extracted honey will granulate. So he forthwith wrote us a
sharp letter, intimating that we had sold him sugar that was " as
hard as a brick," and that he had tried to sell it, but couldn't, etc.

!

Of course we were surprised not a little at the ignorance dis-
played, and took the time to write to our young friend a long
letter telling him of his mistake, and just how to liquefy the
honey, when it would be all right.

Now why have we mentioned the foregoing case ? Simply to
show that there is a vast amount of educating that needs to be
done by bee-keepers—those who know the characteristics of honey,
and can intelligently explain them. It might be well to write a
short article for your local newspaper, giving a few of the inter-
esting facts about both comb and extracted honey. We believe
the editors would be pleased to publish them, especially if accom-
panied with a good-sized sample of the genuine article to "sweeten
them up a little." Don't forget the " bait" if you want to do any
"fishing," though really it oughtn't to be necessary in this case,
as every local editor should be pleased to publish anything that will
be of interest to his readers.

Why not begin the campaign of honey education ere another
season is here ? The winter is just the time to write out what you
wish to have publisht, for then you have ample leisure to do full

justice to the subject.
.»-»-^

'I'lio I\atioiiaI ICce-Keepers" UmIoii.—The 13th An-
nual Report (for 189G) of the General Manager of this Union
reacht ourdesk Jan 11. We give on page IJO what is reported as
" The Work of the Year." The whole document occupies 12 pages,
nearly half of it being devoted to the New Constitution and Amal-
gamation.

On Jan. 4, 1807, we received the following from Dr. Besse,
whose sweet clover case we mentioned last week, which is also
referred to in the Union's Report:

Mh. York:—I wrote to Mr. Newman, asking him what 1
sliould do in the case, when after some time he wrote me tUat my
case was in the hands of the Advisory Board, and they were
divided in opinion, and bad come to no conclusion. Since thatmy attorney has written several letters to him, hut can get no
reply. Now, I have been a member of the National Bee-Keepers'
Union ever since its organization, and have always supported Mr.
Newman for its General Manager, and I cannot help feeling sore
over the treatment. 1 have commenced suit against the trustees
in our court, for damages, and shall prosecute it single-handed and
"'ooe. H. Hesse, M. D.

We have always held that the Union should help defend its

members when they get into trouble of the kind in which Dr.
Besse is now. But we cannot harmonize the General Manager's
Report with the Doctor's statement as above.

Again, the recent troubles of Mr. Tbeilmaun are mentioned in

the Report on page 36. But here is what that prominent Minneso-
ta bee-keeper says in a letter to us, written Jan. 13, 1897:

Friend York:—With this morning's mail 1 received the 12th
Annual Report of the Union ; also voting blank. I see on my case
Mr. Newman gets out very cheap, by simply saying it was not
deemed wise for the Union to interfere in such a complicated mat-
ter. Is that not the very time we need assistance more than any
other '. We have no use for a Union when everything goes
smoothly. Did I not pay in my dollars promptly ever since the
Union was organized, though I never expected to get into a posi-
tion to call for help from the Union ? but now that I did get into
trouble. I have to depend on myself, alone. It is very cheap to
talk and put things in a good light on paper, but to get help when
we need it most is another thing. What good to me is the money
in the treasury of the Union, or to other members, if we don't get
any good of it, and it is withheld by just one man saying: I do
not deem it wise, etc.? If this is the construction of the constitu-
tion of the National Union, then the sooner we join the New
Union the better, even if there are some faults in the New Consti-
tution, as Mr. Newman sees them. He doesn't tell us anything of
the incongruities and faults in the old constitution, because some
articles which should be there are absent altogether. The old say-
ing is: " Better a louse in the kraut (cabbage) than no meat at
all."

When I askt the Union for help in my case, it was nearly four
weeks before I got an answer, and that was all I got.

C. TlIEILMANN.

One would think from the foregoing letters that the old Union
needed something or other in order to make it of real use to its

members. It would seem that there are some "incongruities " in

its constitution, or management, or somewhere about it; and as

one of its humble members we think we are on the right track

when we endeavor to get it to adopt a constitution that will per-

mit it to help its paying members when they are in lawsuits in

which the whole bee-fraternity are much interested.

Honey lor Curing: SniaII-I»ox.—Several of our read-

ers have sent us clippings from the newspapers mentioning the

cure of small-pox with honey diluted in water. Here is one of the

items, having been sent out from the city of Mexico, Dec. 38, 1896:

Experiments made with small-pox patients in Oaxaca show
that by administering honey diluted in water to small-pox patients
the pustules of the worst variety disappear, and the fever is im-
mediately diminished. The matter attracts much attention. The
remedy was accidentally discovered by a young girl who was down
with the disease, who secretly refreshed herself with honey and
water with the astonishingly curative results, and it was then tried
on soldiers sick with the disease.

We shall be glad to have any corroborative reports from any
of our United States physicians who have experimented in the

matter.
't-*-^

Anialganiatlon an<l >'NeM- 'I'nion' Sclienie."
—With the same mail that brought us the 13th Annual Report of

the National Bee-Keepers' Union, also came the Progressive Bee-

Keeper for January. In perusing its usually clean pages, we
came upon the following scurrillous contribution from W. D.

French, of San Diego Co., Calif.

:

THAT SEW "union" SCHEME.

I have just read in the American Bee Journal, on page TflO, a
most dastardly attack on the General Manager of the old " Union."
The writer has not manhood enough to sign his name, and so calls
himself " Union." The scheme no doubt is to break into the Union
treasury, and appropriate the money it has accumulated for the
defence of its members, in their lawful rights, and as they think
that the present Manager stands in the way of their "scheme,"
they attempt to assassinate him—morally.

After having manfully stood by the bee-keepers for 12 years,
and won every case defended by the Union in the courts of the
land, it is shameful to persecute him the way Mason, York, and
Root are doing. It is simply contemptible.

The idea that he must now be pitcht out of office at their insti-
gation, simply because he pointed out the weakness and incom-
pleteness of the Constitution adopted at Lincoln. Nebr., is a dis-

grace to bee-keepers. They cannot point to anything he has done,
except to his credit, and so they make a subterfuge of the matter
that he is now living in California, and not in Chicago. Do they
not know that about one-fourth of the members of the present
Union are located in Califoruia ?

Ji/j lite leiuj, I reineiiiOer that urer a yetcr (U/u the Amcrieatt Jiee Jour-
iiat sutji/ested that Mr. Keimnnji should rjo to Vatlfornia^ the laud of
^^ eliniate and Jlwvers,^^ for ins health and that of his faintly. Was it

desired to <jet hiin auuvj froin < 'hieai/o for the purpose if makintj the present
exeuse f

The most cruel stab of all, is the reflection upon the honesty
of the General Manager—by suggesting that the votes must be
prevented from passing through his hands (as usual) to be counted
by the Returning Board. It seems not to be enough to insinuate
that he must not be any longer trusted with the funds of the
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Union, but also that he is not even honest enough to receive the
votes aud pass tbem over to the usual Committee to count aud
certify as to who is elected. The only reason that can be given
for thus castiug a suspicion is that he has dared to show the faulti-

uess of the proposed Constitution. We should be glad to have
him watch our interests, and it shows that he is "the right man in

the right place." Let the bee-keepers see to it that their deep-laid
scheme is frustrated, and let the Union go on as it has in the past,
winning laurels for our pursuit.

If we had no funds in the treasury, they would not be so anx-
ious to amalgamate. Who gave them the right to copy the name.
" Bee-Keepers' Union.'' when one by sucb name already existed,
and was honoring it by winning lawsuits everywhere \

My advice to every member of the Union is to vote against
" amalgamation " at the coming election. W. D. Frexcii.

It is seldom that so much of untruth and misleading statement

are stuft into so short a space. The idea of men breaking into

their own treasury ! Doesn't Mr. French know that all who are

working hardest for amalgamation are members of the old Union .'

It would seem not, judging from his insane article above.

Then, the idea of morally assassinating the present Genera'

Manager! Yes, and persecuting him, pitching him out of oBice,

and all such wild assertions. And this is one of the two men who
has been selected " to open and count the votes, and certify the

result of the election I" Usually, we believe, unbiast men are

selected for such delicate positions.

But the paragraph in his article, which we have put in italics,

shows the make-up of the man. How happy he will feel when we
tell him that in the first or second number of Mr. Newman's Philo-

sophical Journal (devoted to Spiritualism) issued after reaching

California, he (Mr. Newman) took occasion to thaiik all of his East-

ern friends who had helpt him to make the change. We admit
that we were instrumental in getting some notes casht for Mr.New-
man. which he said made it possible for him to leave Chicago.

Besides, in the same number of his paper containing the item of

"thanks," Mr. Newman said that the fpirits had foretold, some Hi

years ago, that he was to land in California just about the time he

did. Oh. but that italicized paragraph is a rich joke on French 1

How could we but work in harmony with the spirits, though we
didn't know it ? Talk about diabolical insinuations, contemptible

meanness, and all the other "graces " of " Old Satan "—why, they

are hardly a shadow compared to the real essence of the paragraph
in question.

Another joke on French is. that m- know Mr. Newman about

as well as we know any man on earth (having been in his employ
for some seven years), and he (Newman) ought to know us pretty

well. So any such statements as he (French) makes are not going

to help him or Mr. Newman very much. And. as for us— well, we
are not afraid of such " crazy shots."

While it is not necessary to say it, we want all to clearly un-

derstand that we have not intended to attack Mr. Newman in a

personal way at all ; but we do submit that his official acts and
public utterances are legitimate things to criticise or commend,
and only to such have we thought to pay attention. Also, it may
as well be understood by all, that the old American Bee Journal

is thoroughly fearless in asserting its views when it believes such

views to be riij/it ; and it will do so regardless of any one in high or

low position. We are here to do what we can to /lelp beekeeprrx,

and if any man or set of men get in the way of what we feel our

duty, it is not our fault. So long as we have the conviction that

we are in the right, we do not, propose to swerve a hair's-breadth

for any one.

Having clearly set forth our intention, we wish to quote a

little from the General Manager's Report that lies before us. Here
is a queer paragraph, taken from the nearly four pages devoted to

an attempt to defeat the adoption of the New Constitution:

" It has been suggested that the Constitution offered as an
amendment to the one on which we have been working, and on
which to amalgamate, should be submitted to vote, without any
remarks pro or con. But why should that be done f Only one
reason can be assigned, and that is to cover up its imperfections,
or get a vote before they are discovered. This would take undue
advantage, and should not be thought of. for a moment. There
are two sides to every question, and our members have a right to
learn all about amalgamation before being expected to vote on it."

True. " There are two sides to every question, aud our mem-
bers have a right to learu'all about amalgamation before being

expected to vote on it." But why does the General Manager give

only one side (against), and not /the side favoring amalgamation ?

By what authority does he make such decision '. and also use the

Union's money to print one side of the matter '. All know well

enough that all of his asserted " incongruities " and " incomplete-

ness "of the New Constitution don't amount to anything; that

all the claimed "imperfections" would not interfere in the least

with the successful working of the New Constitution. We have

said before, and say again, that while the New Constitution is not

entirely perfect, it does not contain a single thing that need alarm

any one. On the part of the General Manager, it is simply a cry

of "Wolf! wolf! when there is no wolf.''

No one questions Mr. Newman's right to criticise the New Con-

stitution, but we say he has no moral right to attempt to defeat

the adoption of a measure that promises so much for bee-keepers,

andi yet claim that he does not " wish to influence one vote for or

against amalgamation."

We have greatly admired the work Mr. Newman has done as

General Manager of the Union, and have often said so, but we

deeply regret that now, after years of efficient service, he so

diametrically opposes what many leading bee-keepers believe

would be for the best interest of the whole bee-industry in the United

States. Ex-Candidate Wm. J. Bryan recently said: " I expect to

stand or fall in public estimation according to my ideas." He put

it right. So must each one of us; and Mr. Newman is no exception.

JPIan<!> of llie 4':ilifoi-uia Ivxcliange.—In a late re-

view issued by the California Honey Exchange, and sent to its

members, occurred the following paragraphs:

Recent rains have given encouragement for a good honey-

yield during the coming season. In prospect thereof, we have
made arrangements for an early shipment of supplies. In making
up the order for the carload of supplies it would aid us if members
would state, as definitely as possible, at an early date, what sup-

plies and articles they may need. If supplies made by local manu-
facturers are preferred, we hope to make favorable arrangements
with them. In fact, we should aid as far as possible the local

manufacturers, if they make supplies that give satisfaction.

The new Weed process foundation will be handled exclusively

by the Exchange. Bee-keepers will please advise us to what extent

they wish to use this production. The price will not be above the

ordinary foundation. As soon as we know about what lines of

supplies are needed, a general price-list will be issued, from which

a liberal discount will be given to members of the Exchange.

From the foregoing it will be seen that it will pay California

bee-keepers to belong to the Exchange—it will be a saving to them

when buying their supplies. Better write at once to Manager J.

H. Martin. Bjx 152, Los Angeles, Calif., for full information as to

becoming a member. He will be glad to hear from you.

Vermont Law on Spraying-—Mr. G. W. Fassett, of

Vermont, has kindly sent us a copy of the law in that State, past

very recently, being " An Act to prevent the use of poisonous sub-

stances upon fruit-trees in blossom." It reads as follows:

It is hereby enacted by the General Assembly of the State of

Vermont

:

Sec. 1.-—If a person sprays or causes to be sprayed, or puts or

causes to be put. any Paris green. London purple, or other poison-

ous substances upon fruit-trees while in blossom, he shall be fined

not more than -MO. and not less than SIO

Sec. 2.—This Act shall take effect from its passage.

Approved Nov. 20, 1S96.

This is short, and to the point—just the thing that will give

such necessary protection to bees, as will prevent their being

destroyed while working on the fruit-bloom in the State of Ver-

mont. Other States should enact a similar law. Fruit-growers

should aid in securing such laws, for it is a well-known fact that

bees are a great aid to the fullest pollination of fruit-blossoms, and

thus are helpers in securing the production of larger fruit crops.

Have Hees a Conscience V—The New York Herald

recently was guilty of " getting off " the following on the bees:

' What a funny thing." said Dora, with her gurgling laugh,

and she looked at David over the newspaper. " Here the London
Spectator prints a long piece asking. ' Have bees a conscience '.'

"

David lookt thoughtful.
" Of course bees have a conscience," he said, his mind hastily

reverting to boyhood days ; "or at least they have something that

stings."

Every Present Subscriber of the Bee Journal

should be an agent for it, and get all others possible to sub-

scribe for it. See offer on page 45.
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CONDUCTED BY

DR. O. O. MILLER, AIASBKGO, ILL.

IQuestlons may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direct 1

Pay in Bees for Transfcrriiig-
II y brill 8.

-Pure Italians v§.

1. I have a neighbor who has 9 colonies of bees in box-
hives ; he wants me to furnish hives and do the work of trans-
ferring them, and let me take part of them for pay? How
ought they to be divided ?

2. Are the pure Italian bees better honey-gatherers than
hybrids ? W. L. S.

Answers.— 1. There's no rule about it. Settle what is

a fair price for the bees, a fair price for the amount of time
taken at the work, then figure accordingly.

2. You'll probably find little difference between the pure
stock and the first cross, providing you have good stock to

start with.

Closed-Top vs. Open-Top Sections.

1. When using 8-frame dovetail hives having wood sep-
arators slotted on the bottom edge only, is it not better to use
Root's No. 4 closed-top sections open on the bottom side only,
thereby forming air-tight compartments which will hold the
heat of the hive, and help the bees in drawing out the comb
foundation ? Or is it better to use open-top-and-bottom sec-
lions, which allow a drect draft from the hive-entrance to the
cover, which is not always air-tight? P. O.

Answek.—So long as there is no wish to put another set
of sections over, I certainly would prefer closed-tops, so that
the bees could get up through. I would not, however, like to
be confined to sections with closed tops, just because in the
great majority of cases I want to put more than the first

super on a hive. When the first super is % or % filled, it

would be a loss of time and money to wait till the sections
were entirely filled before giving a second super ; and one
super cannot be put over another unless the lower one has
sections open at the top, so the bees can get up through.
Possibly It might work well to have the first super contain
sections with closed-tops, and the second and third supers
with open-topt sections.

((ucslions on Swarmins:, Bre-Slings and Bcc-
Supplics in California.

1. When is the time to put on sections, before swarming
time, at swarming, or after they get done swarming?

2. Do you put on sections as soon as you hive a swarm, or
wait until they get the brood-chamber filled ?

3. Is a colony that has not swarmed for four years apt to
swarm next season ? or does it make any difference in its not
swarming ?

4. Is a colony apt to go four or five years without swarm-
ing, and then swarm the next season ?

5. My little brother wanted to know whether a person
could get accustomed to a beesting without swelling ? •

6. Do you know anybody in California who deals in bee-
material ? I want to get some, and it costs ton much to get it

in the East? I got five dovetail hives from Wisconsin, and
the freight alone was $8.25. The hives didn't cost quarter
as much as the freight. F. E. S., Yolo Co., Calif.

Answkks.— 1. Don't go by the swarming at all, but go by
the honey harvest. If obliged to give an answer with refer-
ence to swarming, I should say before. The old rule is to put
on sections whc^n you find bits of white wax along the upper
part of the brood-combs. Sections should be on just as soon
as the rush of the harvest comes, and It's better to be a little

before than after that time.
2. It would be all right to put on supers immediately upon

hiving a swarm, only that sometimes the queen goes up and
commences laying in the super. If a queen-excluder is be-
tween the hive and the super, then the super can be put on
immediately. Otherwise it is well to wait a day or two until

the queen has commenced laying in the brood-frames.
3. There's no rule about it, but a colony that has been in

good heart for four years without offering to swarm during that
time, is perhaps less likely to swarm than the average, simply
because there is something about the strain of bees--perhaps
aided by other conditions—that makes them less likely to
swarm than other colonies. But if the four years have been
so poor that bees in general did not swarm, then look out for

their swarming the first good year.

4. It is not often that a good colony goes four or five

years without swarming, but when such a thing does happen,
there's no certainty it will not swarm the next year.

5. Some persons swell more than others, but the swelling
probably makes no difference about getting hardened to

stings. Whether the swelling is bad or not, almost any one
will become so that stings will hurt much less, and also swell

much less. The veterans think little of stings.

6. [We believe there are several bee-supply dealers in

California, and we have wondered why they have not advertised
their wares in the Bee Journal. It must be that they are not
anxious to increase their business. Perhaps they will soon
get to the advertising part.

—

Editor.]

Transferring Colonics from Box-Hives.

1. I want to get 100 or more colonies changed from box-
hives to frame hives, and at the same time get all the comb
honey possible. Since I shall have no ready-built combs to

make up my colonies with, if I should wait until after the flow

or even until after the first flow, how would you proceed to

have these combs built out ? The matter would be very simple
indeed if I were running for extracted honey, but as it is I find

sale for only a limited quantity and for this amount I have
plenty of extracting-combs on hand. You will see that my
great object is to get the full crop of honey and still make
these Improvements. Colorado.

An.swer.— 1. If you trust to natural swarms and hive

your swarms in the new frame hives furnisht with founda-
tion, the problem would solve itself and you would secure a
good crop of comb honey, and at the same time end the season
with your bees well establisht in frame hives. I have doubts
whether in any other way you can get as much comb honey,
and at the same time have the colonies transferred to frame
hives. Of course the idea is to have all the strength of the
colony go to the new hive. This has been explained in this

department in a late number of the Bee Journal.

It is possible that I don't fully understand the case, and
that by some means you want first to secure the crop of honey
and then afterwards get the colony establisht in a frame
hive. In that case, supposing there remains warm weather
after the close of the harvest, you may profitably resort to

feeding. I have had beautiful combs thus drawn out and
filled by putting Miller feeders on top filled with sugar and
water, or if you haven't the feeders you can use the crock-

and-plate plan. You could also feed the honey taken from
the box-hives which no longer were occupied by the bees. ^

If there is some peculiarity in the case that I don't meet,

I shall be glad to have you ask further, and I'll try again.

B. Taylor's Separator and Its Use.

I have been trying over since I first read of this plan to

explain to myself how Mr. B. Taylor's separator plan works.
He told us that he used his separators between each two sec-

tions only. Now bearing in mind that he used narrow sec-

tions and his cleated separator, I can see how the bees would
build their combs out to 'b inch from the edge of the section

on the side where the separator is, but I cannot see why they
would do so on the other side. Why would they not bulge
the combs there as they do when no separators are used?
Don't say that they won't bulge them when foundation is

used, for mine have done so time and again. I would like to

use such sections and separators the coming season, but I

cannot understand the philosophy of it. And one other ques-
tion on this same topic : Why would the bees build out to }4

inch from the edge of those sections, thus leaving a bee-space
of only ,'ii inch between the combs, whereas in the case of

ordinary combs they will make the space greater ?

______^__^^______ _ ^__ P. H. D. _
c^ Answer.—Beginning at^the last end of your question,'!
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thick you will find that M inch is the normal distance between
the surfaces of the sections when no separator is between
them and there is a good flow of honey. At the close of the
flow, sections will be Hnisht up with more space between
them, and this may also be the case when the flow in general
Is poor. Sometimes a half Inch or more space may be found
between two surfaces, but I think you will find that during a
good flow no sealing is done till only about li inch is left be-
tween the two combs. Counting then K inch between two
sealed surfaces, and also between a sealed surface and a sep-
arator, you will see that the ^s inch cleats on B. Taylor's sep-
arators will make both sides of all the sections built out to

within % inch of the edge of the section.

With regard to sections being bulged or built to one side,

and also with regard to sections being built true without sep-
arators, there is a good deal of difference at different times,
and possibly in different places. Some have reported that
they could get good, straight work done without any separa-
tors at all. I never could get such work. When the houcy
comes with a rush, and all the sections are being workt upon
at once, the tendency is to have the sections all drawn out
with equal pace, in which case fair work is done without any
separators, and if separators occur in every alternate space
there may be no trouble about packing the sections for ship-
ment. But in a slack time the work will be more or less cen-
tralized, the outside sections neglected and those that are
among the outer ones of those workt upon will have the side
toward the center filled faster than the other side, thus mak-
ing the section swing from the center unless the comb is an-
chored to the bottom-bar of the section. Formerly with the
full complement of separators in use I had many sections
bulged over against the separators ; that is, the section was
swung out of perpendicular, and the bottom of the comb built
fast to the separator. Latterly I don't have that trouble,
even during a slack flow. I suspect it is beciuse nowadays I

use bottom starters. With bottom starters and separators in

alternating rows there may be but little bulging, especially
during a good flow, but it may not be best for you to try it on
too large a scale until you find from a few colonies what the
bees will do for yon.

How to :nake Use of a Lot of Combs.

1. I have a few hives of combs on hand whose colonies
became queenless last fall, and were robbed of their stores by

the other colonies. Wishing to use those frames of combs for
next season's swarms, they being of good quality, how can I

best care for them ? Can I hive the swarms on a full hive
of combs, or only use one-half or a less number of combs in

each hive, supplying the remaijider with frames of full sheets
of foundation ? Also, how should they be arranged? Can I

place the combs altogether, and the foundation together, or
place them alternately throughout the hive ? I use the 10-
frame hive.

2. In forming nucleus colonies, when you use from two to
three frames of brood and bees, or in hiving small swarms,
where you use a division-board to contract the brood-nest,
how do you arrange them for supplying the restof the frames?
Do you place them all to one side, or spread the frames and
place the frames of empty combs or foundation between
them. I had a little experience the past season in adding
frames of foundation to hives partly filled with frames. When
the bees drew out the comb, they made the cells longer on one
side than on the other, consequently the combs were to one
side of the center of the top-bar. What is the remedy ?

C. J., Vermont.

Answers.— 1. Either way you mention will work all

right. In fact you can hardly go amiss in using the
combs for swarms. Instead of filling hives full of old combs,
and thus having only a few swarms receive the benefit, it may
be as well to divide your favors. Make a guess at the number
of swarms you will have, then divide that by 2, and then
divide your combs among that number. For example: Sup-
pose you have 30 old combs, and you feel tolerably sure you'll
have 20 swarms. Instead of figuring on 20 swarms, take the
half of that and plan for 10 swarms, and that will make 3
combs for each swarm. The reason for this is that you're not
sure about the number of swarms, but you want to make sure
to use up all your combs. Perhaps it may be just as well to
put the combs all together at one side of the hive, then fill out
the rest of the hive with frames entirely filled with founda-
tion. If foundation is put between two old combs, it some-
times happens that the bees draw out the cells of the old comb
unnecessarily, and leave the old comb between them too thin.

2. It doesn't matter so much as to anything else, so you
don't allow too much room for the size of the cluster. Keep
them sufficiently crowded for room so that the bees will have
to cover the whole of all the frames given to them. A small
cluster put on a whole hive-full of frames, instead of building
each comb regularly down to the bottom, will spread out side-

wise and work the combs unevenly.

Questiot;)'Box>
In the multitude of counsellors there is

safety.—Prov. 11-14.

Getting FoiiiKlalioii Filled Oat.

Query 42.—A colony is in a one-story hive.

I want to give it another story filled with
frames of foundation to get them filled out.

having a queen-excluder between, and the
queen in the empty story. In order to get
the best work, shall I put the empty story

below or above ?—Iowa.

J. A. Green—Above.

G. M. Doolittle—Below.

P. H. Elwood—Above for a time.

Emerson T. Abbott—Put it abov«.

Prof. A. J. Cook—I would put it below.

W. G. Larrabee— I should put the
empty story below.

Jas. A. Stone— I would put the one be-
low having the queen in it.

C. H. Dibbern— I think I should put it

below, but I have never tried it.

H. D. Cutting—Put the empty super
above, but keep the queen below.

Rev. M. Mahiu—I would expect the
better results from putting below.

Eugene Se<:or— I don't know, but I

think I would put the empty one below.

E. France— I would not do either. I

would put all the brood below, with

foundation to fill out, then put what
combs you have left above, and fill out
with foundation.

Mrs. L. Harrison—I should think
above, but I have had no experience with
below.

R. Li. Taylor—Which hive is empty?
Put the one filled with foundation above,
of course.

Dr. J. P. H. Brown—If you do this at
the right season, I should put the empty
story above.

J. M. Hambaugh— If I understand you
correctly, I would put the super of un-
drawn combs above.

A. F. Brown—Put below with one
frame of unsealed brood from above. I

have used this plan extensively.

Dr. C. 0. Miller—I rather think below,
provided the weather is warm. Perhaps
above, if before the honey harvest.

Chas. Dadant & Son—Put it above in

cool weather, anywhere in hot weather.
Put it below during a heavy honey-flow,
unless you want it filled with honey.

Mrs. .1. N. Heater—Thatdepends upon
the time of year, and the strength of

your colony. During a honey-flow, if

you will alternate the empty frames
with the filled ones in both stories, leav-
ing the queen below, the bees will do
quicker work for you.

Dr. A. B. Mason— If your " colony is in

a one story hive," it is not empty, and
the one with the frames is not empty.
If you want to get the frames of founda-

tion "filled out" with honey, .put them
above, and the queen below ; but if you
want to get them "filled out" with
brood, put them and the queen below.

J. E. Pond—This is a mooted question.
I prefer putting it above, but I am not
able to say what the concensus of opin-
ion is, in regard to the question. In my
own locality it would make little differ-

ence, if any, but convenience to myself
causes the opinion I give.

G. W. Demaree—If you want to pre-
vent swarming, put the brood above and
confine the queen below the excluder on
the frames of foundation. To prevent
confusion, put one comb containing eggs
and unsealed brood below. If you want
swarms, or do not object to swarms, put
the foundation in the upper story.

Bee-Keepers' Pliotog'rapli,—We
have now on hand a limited numl)er of ex-
cellent photographs of prominent bee-keep-
ers—a number of pictures on one card. The
likeness of 49 of them are shown on one of
the photographs, and 131 on the other. We
will send them, postpaid, for 30 cts. a card,
mailing from the 121 kind first; then after
they are all gone, we will send the 49 kind.
So those who order first will get the most
' faces" for their money. Send orders to
the Bee Journal office.

READERS
Of tbiB Journal ivliu

write to aiiy of oui
advertiHers, citlior 1e>

>rderlng« or asking about tlie Goods
offered, will please state that (ber Baw
the A(fi«e8'MB«aaeiilt Ic tbln papcff-.
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IF YOU PLANT RIGHT SEEDS
My new Seed Book tell:^ nil about the best vari-
eties of ('iihb;it'e ami everything of interest
in Seed^;ljow to yrow them for I'roiit, etc.

Write
to =day FREE

Mention
this paper

and will send you a Kjimple of Buckbee's
Raoe Horse Cabbage, the Earliest on
earth loi^elher uilh Hi-;mliful«lid Inwtruc-

tiveSeed and Plant Book.
I-. o.iior537 H. W. BUCKBEE,

Knc!<f..rti ^i'.-il KjirnK;,

ROCKFORD, ILL.

McntlOiL Uic .iiucricv Ull .'VI

Veil, O Yell. 4>'\ KI.I>On XO^i'KS
Yellowzones for PAIN and FEVER.

Mouioii the AincTlcan Bee Jcv/roMil.

;
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fill of hot biscuit and houey ! And even
after these many years there is nothing
that can tickle my palate equal to buck-
wheat cakes and honey.
Last spring 1 purchast 2 colonies, which

inereast to 7, and they produced, all told,

about 4.50 pounds of honey. 1 have the bees
packt in straw, with the entrances open so
they can come out for a play-spell when
they choose.

I will try the DoolHtle way of queen,
rearing, ou a small scale first, to pass away
the time between my " runs " on the road,
and later I may tell what success I have.

I am greatly pleased with the American
Bee Journal, and you may be sure I shall
renew my subscription when the time
comes around. I was sorry not to be able
to be at the Lincoln convention, for it

would have been a great pleasure to me to
have made the acquaintance of the bee-
keepers that were there, and to have helpt
welcome you all to the great State of
Nebraska. Sasfori> Hart.man.
Lincoln Co., Nebr.

Bees Did Well Last Year.

I have .50 colonies in the cellar. They are
in good condition, and did very well last
year. H. R. Brown.
Butler Co., Iowa. Jan. 1.

Values the Bee Journal Highly.

No bee-keeper can afford to do business
without the Bee Journal. I have had it

either direct, or indirect, since 1S7S. and I

have never had a copy but what paid me
for the whole year's subscription—a single
copy has been worth -^lO to me. and I cheer-
fully recommend it to all. J. W. Young.
Kingman Co., Kans.

Whitewash for Undressed Lumber.

On page Si:i (ISOi!). H. D. asks Dr. Miller
about whitewashing a shed of undrest
lumber. If he finds nothing better. I would
suggest using a paint or whitewash made
with lime and skim milk—common white-
wash, only use skim milk instead of water
in making. This makes a pretty fair, cheap
paint. Common whitewash does not last
long outdoors, but I think it is some benefit
to lumber while it does last.

Crawford Co.. Iowa. E. S. Miles.

The Poor Seasons Hit Hard.

We have been hit exceptionally hard by
the poor honey seasons tor the last three
seasons. I began the season of ISdl with CO
colonies; the empty sections of the preced-
ing season were not all required. The 189.5

season I never put a section on—most of
my colonies died in midsummer. I began
the season of 1806 with 4 colonies, and now
I have 10 in good condition. The prospects
are good, and I hope to get where my bees
will pay me well again. J. W. Wilcox.
Jo Daviess Co., 111., Jan. 7.

Keport for the Past Season.

My bees did very well. I think. I had .3

colonies, spring count, inereast to .5—one
natural swarm and one artificial. One col-
ony lost its queen in swarming. She was
dipt, and went into the next hive and the
bees killed her. They reared another, and
two or three days after she commenced lay-
ing .she was missing. Then I sent for a
queen, and it was two weeks coming, so I
got only 24 pounds of comb honey from that
colony. My best colony stored 76 pounds
of comb honey, and the next 70 pounds. I
took from all 'JoS pounds.

Mr. Stilson is reported to have made the
statement in the convention at Lincoln,
that at the last session our legislature past
a law giving a bounty to glucose manufac-
turers. He is mistaken, for no such law
ever past, neither was there any such bill
before our last legislature. Mv reason for
mentioning this is. that I dislike to have

Finest Alfalfa Honey

!

IT SELLS ON TASTING-.

The Honey that Suits All

Who Buy It,

We can furnish Wtaite Alfalfa E.ttracted Honey, in 60-pound tin cans, on
board cars in Chicago, at these prices : 1 can, in a case, Hi cents per pound ; 2 cans
in one case, 7 cents ; 4 cans (2 cases) or more, 6K cents. The Cash must accom-
pany each order. Fine Basswood Flavor Honey at U cent more when in
cans ; or in 270-Ib. barrels at Gji cents per pound.

IW A sample of the honey will be mailed to an intending purchaser, for 8
cents, to cover postage, packing, etc. We guarantee purity.

Now it seems to us here is a splendid chance for any bee-keeper to supply his
home demand after his own crop is all sold. Or, why not begin now to create a
local honey-trade ? Order one t50-pound can first, and start out among your neigh-
bors and friends, and see what you can do. You ought to get at least 12 cents per
pound in 5-pound lots, or 40 cents for 3 pounds. Some may be able to do even
better than that, though we think that enough ought to be sold at these prices to
make a fairly paying business out of it. Give it a good trial. Push it. It may
grow into a nice winter's work for you.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan Street. CHICAGO, ILL.

•?• Money Saved is Money Gained. •^

THE ROYAL UMON
Life Insurance CompanY

DES MOINES, IOWA.

The Iowa Policy
Is one that definitely promises to beep an
accurate account with you ; credit your
premiums and interest, charge the actual
expense and mortuary cost, and hold the
remaining funds subject to your order.

Agents Wauted.
JOHN B. KING. General Agent.

Suite 513 First Nat'l Bank Bld'g-.

20Atf CHICAGO, ILL.

DufEsi { College i

Penn Ave. and Eighth St.

Thorough Courses — Classical. Scientiflc, Nor-
mal, English, Commercial, Preparatory, and
Ladies Literary. Efficient and experienced
instructors. Day and Night sessions.

Send Tor Catalog.

J

AND LUNG DISEASES,
DR. PEIRO, Specialist

Offices: 1019, 100 State St.,

CHICAGO. Hours 9 to 4.

That Glueen-Clipping Device Free !

CoulduH Do Without II.

I have clipped 19 queens, and must say the
Monette Queen-Clipping Device Is by far the
best invention ever made, and will be wel-
come to many bee-beepers as it was to me. 1
could not do without one now.

Dr. Geo. Lacke, Newburgh, Ind,

Works Like a Charm.
The Monette Queen-Clipping Device wokks

LIKE A CHARM. With It I have clipped 30

queens, all in one day, when examining my
bees. Wm. Stollev, Grand Island, Nebr.

PLEASE READ THIS OFFER TO PRESENT SUBSCRIBERS :

Send us just one ttew tinme (or the American Bee Journal a year (with $1.00), and we
will mail you the Queen-Clipping Device free of charge. Or, the Queen-Clipping Device
will be sent postpaid for 30 cts. But why not get it as a Premium by the above oflEer ?

You can't earn 30 cts. any easier. Almost every bee-keeper will want this Device.

PROF. A. J. COOK'S BOOK FREE !

The Bee-Keeper'sGuide
MANUAL OF THE APIARY.

This 15th and latest edition of Prof. Cook's
magnificent boob of 460 pages, in neat and
substantial cloth binding, we propose to give
away to our present subscribers, for the work
of getting NEW subscribers for the American
Bee Journal.

A description of the boob here is quite un-
necessary—it is simply the most complete sci-
entific and practical bee-book published to-

day. Fully illustrated, and all written In the
most fascinating style. The author is also
too well-known to the whole bee-world to re-
?uire any introduction. No bee-keeper is

ully equipped, or his library complete, with-
out "The Beb-Keepek's GniDE."

Oiven For 2 Xcw Subscriber§^
The following offer is made to present sub-

scribers only, and no premium is also given
to the two new subscribers—simply the Bee
Journal for one year :

Send us Two New Subscribers to the Bee
Journal (wiih *J. 00), and we will mail you a
copy of Prof. Cook's book free as a premi-
um. Prof. Cook's boob alone sent for 11.35,
or we club it with lOe Bee Journal for a year
—both together for only J1.75. But surely
anybody can get only 2 new subscribers to
the Bee Journal for a year, and thus get the
boo' as a premium. Let everybody try for It.

Will you have one ?

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan St., CHICAGO, ILL.
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every bee-man from Maine to California
think Nebras-kn would be guilty of such a
thing. C. W. HAjyiis.
Pawnee Co., Nebr.

[We think it must have been a mistake,

if Mr. Stilson was so reported. We do not

recollect hearing him make the statement

referred to.—Editor.]

Faint for Rough Lumber.

On page 823 (189C), H. D. asks for a paint
or whitewash suitable for rough lumber.
Mix fresh-slackt lime with skim milk to a

proper cosisteucy to apply with a brush.
This will adhere well to wood, rough or
smooth, stone or brick, and will preserve
the woodwork to which it is applied.

J. F. EoGEns.

Bees Did Fairly Well.

My bees did fairly well last season. I in-

creast from r~'5 colonies, spring count, to

210, and got about 'J.UUU pounds of honey,
mostly in one-pound sections. I have it all

sold but 100 pounds of comb honey and 300

pounds of extracted, at an average of

about 10 cents per pound.
Jacob H. Waknbr.

Schoharie Co., N. Y., Dec. 29.

Not a Good Season.

My bees didn't do well last summer. I

started with 12 colonies, and now have 21

in good condition. I got about 100 pounds
of honey from them. One neighbor of
mine started with 25 colonies and got only
150 pounds; and another started with 7,

and got 25 pounds. I lay my better success
to the Bee Journal. John Bdtek.
Ontario Co., N. Y.

Slild Weather and Bees Flying.

Yesterday the weather was so mild and
warm that my bees were flying. How does
this weather compare with yours ?

W. S. Chambers.
Vancouver, B. C, Dec. 2(5.

[Our weather was quite similar at that

time.—Editor.]

A Discouraging Experience.

Last spring I lost 62 colonies of bees,

which left me just 3, and they gave me !}.<

sections of honey, which brought 25 cents.

My luck in bee-keeping this year has been
very sad. 1 planned so much last spring,
and I fed 400 pounds of granulated sugar to
the bees, and 00 pounds of extracted honey,
and now all 1 have left is the hives, partly
filled with honey, and no bees in them. The
^tate bee-association advised early feed-
ing, and 1 believe it killed tbeni, as it in-

duced too much flying. S. M. Caulzen.
Arapahoe Co., Colo.

White Clover Seed for an Acre.

In the Bee Journal of Dec. 17, Dr. Miller
answers H. C, of Denison, Tex., "when and
how much white clover seed to sow to the
acre." The Doctor confesses bis inexperi-
ence on the subject, and makes a latiludi-

nous guess of 40 pounds of seed to the acre,
and expects now to be • pickt up " by some
one who knows something about it. Now,
knowing .something about it, I'll help out
both the Doctor aud H. C, trusting that it

may also be useful to others.

One pound of white clover seed contains
512,000 seeds ; 40 pounds, 20,480,000, or very
nearly 203^ million of seeds.
One acre of laud contains (1.272,000 si)uare

inches, or a little over O'^ millions. Forty
pounds of white clover to the acre would
give about 'A^i seeds to the square inch.

Provided now the seeds were all sound, as
most of the clover seeds now are, such an
amount of seed would produce a very thick

Our Iew Catalogue =
\y -i- 1 \_y Will Be Issued Soon.

Send IIS your Name and Address,

And we will take pleasure in mailing you a copy ill I f IJ' lj^ I

IT ILLUSTRATES .\ND DE'CKIUES ALL THE

Latest and Best Apiarian Supplies

Gr. B. LEWIS CO., TVATERTOWN, WIS.

mat of clover-grass the very first year, far
thicker than it needs to he. White clover
is a creeper, its branches taking root again,
and one grain will soon cover more than a
square inch. It is therefoi-e money thrown
away to seed more than will cover the
ground. One-third of 40 pounds is seed
enough for an acre. Consideriug the high
price of white clover seed (:S12 per bushel of
04 pounds), H. C. can save more than ?'.! on
an acre. The seed should be secured from
a reliable seed dealer, and the ground well
prepared. If suitable soil for white clover
—a moist clay—it will be a success.
Cass Co., N. Dak. F. L. Richter.

SEE THAT WINK

!

Bc« - Supplies ! Root's
Goods at Root's Prices.

Ponder's Honey - Jars,
and every thing used by
liee-keepers. Prompt ser-
vice, low freight rMte. Cat.
iree. 'Walter S Ponder,

16ti Mass. Ave..
Indianapolis, Indiana.

AMSweniNO IMia advertisement, mention -H18 JOURNIU-

t^!Beeswax
For all the Good, Pure 'VellO'w

BeeS'wax delivered to our office till

further notice, we will {Jay 25 cents per
pound, CASH ; or 28 cents for whatever
part is exchanged for the Bee Journal,

Honey, Books or Seed, that we offer. If

you want cash, promptly, for your
Beeswax, send it on at once. Impure
wax not taken at any price. Address as

follows, very plainly,

GEO. W. YORK & CO.
118 Michigan St., CHICAGO, ILL.

ONE MAN WITH THE

UNION ^°"irw'^-'°'-
Can do the work of four
men using hand tools, in
Ripping, Cuttlng-otr, Mi-
tring. Rabhctiug, Groov
Ing. Gaining. Dadoing
Edglng-up. Jointing Stuff,

etc. Full Line of Foot and
Hand Power Machinery
Sold oil Ti'iiil. €iihiloi;ae Free.

SE>E<1.\ FAl.IiS I?IFG. CO.,
4(5 Water St SENEOA FALLS, N. Y.

lAly Me.ntu,,. the Amerir-nn fiee )oumal.

Our '97 Cataloff
—ov—

Apiarian Supplies, \\m, Etc.

l8 yours for the asking.
It is full of lurormation. fy Write for It.

I. J. STRIKGHAin,
106 Park Place. NEW YOKK. N. Y.

Apiauv—Glen Cove, L. 1.

MeiUUyii Oie American liee Journal.

BeeswaxWaiited for Cash
Of in Exchaug-e i'or

Comb Foundation.
Higlie.kt Price Paid.

If you want your Wax.Workt into Foun-
claiion, satisfactorily, promptly, imd at the
loivpst price, send it 1o me.^^ Write for Price- List and Samples.

GUS DITTMER,
AUGUSXA, TTIS.

Mention the American Oee JoumM,

UNG DISEASES.
^n years' experience. If your case is

sufficientlvsepoustorequire expert medi-
cal treatment, address

Dr. Peiro, loo State St., Chicago.

^
^^California

It you care to know of Its Fruits, Flowers
OUmate or Resources, send for a Sample Copy
of California's Favorite Paper—

The Pacific Rural Press
The leading Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the Pacific Coast. Published weekly,
handsomely Illustrated, 12.00 per annum.
Sample Copy Free.

PACIFIC RURAL. PRE^iS,
220 Market St.. - SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

MtrdUm the American Be^- Journal

Jk MONEY MAKER
—the thrifty industrious hen.All."1 bout her
and how to make mouoy from poultry iu

New Poultry Guide for 1 897.
lOOpapes.rrinted incolors: best p bins for

poultrv housesisure remeiUes iiud recipes

',>\ioT diseases. Sent for 15c. if you write now^ JOHN BAUSCHEE, Jr., Bos 9i, Freeport, IU.

49.Ai.iL ^T'.ntiotfc the A.merican UtA^JuanuiL

IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
H.25 to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont. Calif.,

tor his

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

CARLOADS
t)t HeelUvcs, Sections, Shlp-
piug-Ciises. Coinb foundation,
anil Kverylliiiig used iu the
Bee-Industry.

1 want the name ami address
of every Bco Keeper In Aiuer>
lea. I supply Dialers as well
as consumers. 8eQd lor cata-

logs, quotations, etc. W. II. FUT[M.»HI.
KiVEH Fai-i-s. Plene I'o.. Wis.

Mention Uie American Dee Journal.
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Doctor^s j^ii^ts
liy IJr. l^niliii,

r 100 State Street, *. Chicago, III.

Sore Throats of Various Kinds.

Borrowing the wise sayings of old al-

manacs, "About now look out for snow," it

is well to caution our readers that about

now look out for sore throats of various

kinds, more or less dangerous, and always

painful enough.

This is the season of the year when these

forms of nlllictions are most apt to occur,

and usually through neglect of minor pre-

I
cautions that can just as well be avoided.

To be insufficiently clad, having imperfect

footgear, as too thin or low or broken

shoes; remaining inactive too long in a

y cold wind, and numberless other small
" derelictions invite just such troubles as

you will wish yourself safely rid of when

laid up in bed with more time for reflec-

tion than you wish you had. But, happily,

most cases yield at once if prompt meas-

ures are used.

A hot bath—as warm as can be borne—is

an excellent beginning. Then jump right

into bed, cover, and keep warm. A drop

or two of tincture of aconite every half

hour and a gargle of alum-water used every

hour, generally make matters all right in

a few days. Light diet is always advisable

iu any form of fever.

Scarlet Fever.
This is one of the dreads that at this time

of year is most likely to visit households.

Just why it most prevails in winter no one

can give a sufficient reason, but we know
it does, and all the worse for that, because

the patient cannot be protected as well as

in milder seasons.

But, after all, with reasonable nursing

and a warm room little fear need be felt

for results. It is the results of this fever

that may be serious, and this can usually

be avoided by light diet, plenty of slippery-

elm-bark water to drink, and a drop or two
of tincture of belladonna taken in sweet-

ened water every hour or two. according

to the severity of the case. An excellent

thing to do is the rubbing of the patient

daily with camphorated lard. We have be-

fore stated how this should be prepared. It

you have forgotten, we will tell you again.

If the throat is sore, a gargle of alum-water
every hour or two is usually sufficient.

Plenris}'.

This is also one of the frequent, but hap-

pily not dangerous, though sharply pain-

ful, afHictions suffered most from the very

neglect just mentioned. Here is where the

hot bath and warm bed are prerequisites to

a speedy cure.

Horse-radish leaves wilted in hot vinegar

and applied hot over the painful side of the

chest usually gives prompt relief. If that

is not at hand, a mustard poultice between
two thin pieces of muslin (two old handker-

chiefs are best) and left on until it burns

pretty well, but not to blister, is very effec-

tive. Tincture bryonia alba, a drop every

half hour, should be given from the start

until the pain is materially less, when it

^ may be diminished in frequency. Gener-

I ally cured in two or three days.

HONEY and BEESWAX

The following rules for grading honey jvere

adopted by the North American Bee-Keepers'

Association, and, so far as possible, quota-

tions are made according to these rules:

Fancv,—All sections to he well fllled ; combs
straight, of even thickness, and firmly at-

tached to all four skies; both wood and comb
unsolled by tmvel-staln, or otherwise; all the
cells sealed except the row of cells next the
wood.
No. 1.— All sections well fllled, but combs

uneven or crooked, detached at the bottom,
or with but few cells unsealed: both wood
and comb unsolled bj' travel-stain or other-
wise.

In addition to this the honey is to be classi-

fied according to color, using the terms white,
amber and dark. That Is, there will be "fancy
white," "No. 1 dark." etc.

Chicago, 111., Jan. 7,—Fancy white. 12®
13c.; No. 1, lie: fancy amber, 9@10c.; No. 1,

8c ; fancy dark. 8®9c.; No. 1, 7@8c. Ex-
tracted, white, 5@7c. ; amber, 5@6c. ; dark,
4i4e. Bee8wa.Y, 26c.

• Uomb honey sales are of small volume.

Fhiladelpliia, Pa., Dec, 31.—Fancy white
comb, l:i-14o ; No. 1 white. ll-12c.; fancy
amber. lO-llc: dark. 8-9c. Extracted, white,
6-8 J.; amber, 4-5c. ; dark, 3-lc. Beeswax, 26c.

Comb honey arriving freely and market
overstocked at present.

Albany, N. Y., Dec. 31.—Fancy white. 12-
13c.; No. 1, 11-12C.: fancy amber, Q-lOc:
No. 1 dark, 8-9c. Extracted, white, 6-7c.;
dark. 4-5c.
The receipts of both comb and extracted

honey are very large, and prices are some-
what lower. We have an ample stock of all

styles except paper cartons weighing less

than a pound.

Indianapolis, Ind., Dec. 31.—Fancy white.
14-loc. ; No. 1 while, 12-13C. Extracted,
while. 6-7o. Beeswax. 22-25c.
Demand is fair lor grades quoted, but no

demand for Inferior grades.

Kansas City, Mo., Dec. 31.—Fancy white
comb, 15c. ; No. 1 white, 13@14c. ; fancy
amber, 12-I3c.: No. 1 amber. ll-12c.; fancy
dark, lO-llc; No. 1, 8-lOc. Extracted, white,
6-6!ric.; amber, 5 51^c.; dark, 4-4Ho. Bees-
wax, 22-25C.

Boston, Mass., Dec. 31.—Fancy white, 13
14c.; No. 1. 11-12C. Extracted, white, 6-7c.;
amber, 5-6c. Beeswax, 25c.

Milwaukee, Wis., Dec. 31.—fancy white,
14-15C.; No. 1, 12-13c.; No. 1 amber, S-lOo.
Extracted, white. 6-7o. ; amber, 5-6c. ; dark,
4-oc. Beeswax, 22-24c.

New crop of honey begins to come forward.
The demand Is very poor and quotations al-

most nominal. Weather Is very warm and
the consumption of honey Is very small.
Plenty of fruit, and hence the appetite is sat-

isfied with same In preference. Later on we
expect an Improved demand lor honey of all

kinds.

Cleveland. Ohio, Dec, 31.—Fancy white,
14^(6,150.: No. I white. 12mai3c. Extracted,
white, eO'c; amber. 4H@5!4c. Beeswax, 22

There Is not very much honey In our mar-
ket Selling rather Blow. Demand beginning
to be a little betti-r. Think trade will be fair

in this line this fall.

Hew York, N. Y , Dec. 31 —Fancy white.
ll@12c.; lair white. y@IOc.; buckwheat. 7®
Sc. Extracted, white clover and basswood,
.5(85Wc.; California, 6c.; Southern. 50c. per
gallon. Beeswax In fair demand at 26@27c.
The market is quiet and inactive. Demand

light and plenty of stock on the market.

Cincinnati, Ohio, Dec. 31.—Comb honey,
best, white, I0(iil4c. Extracted, 4@6c. De-
mand is slow; supply is fair.

Beeswax Is in fair demand at 22@23c. for

good to choice yellow.

San Prancisco, Calif., Dec. 30.—White
comb. 10-1 ic; amber, 7H-9c. Kxtracted,
white, Syi-Sc; light amber, 4!4-45ic.; amber
colored and candled, 3-Si-4>4o ; dark tule. 2-^-

3c.
Beeswax, fair to choice, 23-26c.

St. Louis, Mo., Dec. 30.—Fancy white, 14c.;
No. 1 white, I2(ai3c.: fancy amber, ll@12c.;
No. 1 amlier. lOiaiOHc; fancy dark, n@9y4c.;
No. 1 dark, 7@8c. Extracted, white. In cans,
6@7c.: In barrels. 5@5!4o.; amber, 4H@4ilic.;
dark. 3H(a-tc. Beeswax. 26!/,®27c.
Baker stock of extracted honey, 4@r>c ;

stock very scarce. Fair receipts of comb.
Beeswax in good demand.

Minneapolis^ Minn., Dec. 31. — Fancy
white. ll&612e.; No. 1 white. lOailc; fancy
amber. 9®10c.; No. 1 amber. 8®9c.: fancy
dark, 7@8o. ; No. 1 dark. 6-7c. Extracted,
wiiite. 6®7c. ; amber, 5(a5>4c. : dark. 4®5c.
Utah white extracted, o@5i4c. Beeswax, 2:)®
26c. Market fiilrly steady for comb and bet-
ter for extracted than for some time.

Detroit, Mich., Jan, 9.—Fancy white, 13-
14c; No. 1. 12-13C.: fancy amber. 11-12C.'.
No. 1 amber. lO-llc; fancy dark, O-lOc; No.
1. 8-9c. Extracted, white, 5i4-6c. ; amber,
5c. ; dark. 4-4 ^4o. Beeswax, 2o-26c.

List of Honey and Beeswax Dealers.

Most of whom Quote In this Journal.

Cblcagoi Ilia.

R. A. Burnett & Co., 163 South Water Street.

New Vork, N. Y.
HiLDRETH Bros. & Seoelkbn,

Kansas City, mo.
0. C. Clemoms & Co., 423 Walnut St.

Bnfialo, N. Y.
Batterson & Co., 167 & 169 Scott St.

Hamilton, Ills.

Chas. Dadant & Son.

Plilladelptala, Pa.
Wm. a. Selser, 10 Vine St.

Cleveland, Ohio.
Williams Bros., 80 & 82 Broadway.

St. liOnls, ITIo.

Westcott Com. Co.. 213 Market St

jninneapolis, minn.
S. H. Hall & Co.

inilivankee. Wis.
A, V. BiSBOP&CO.

Boston, mass.
K. E. Blake & Co., 57 Chatham Street.

Detroit, inicb.
M. H. Hunt. Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich.

Indianapolis, Ind.
Walter S. Poitder, 162 Massaohusetts Ave.

Albany, N. Y.
Chas. McCdtlloch & Co., 380 Broadway,

Cincinnati, Ohio.
C. f, Mcth & Son, cor. Freeman &Oentralavi.

"The Wooden Hen."—The little lllua-
tratlon shown htrewith is small only in size,
but really large In magnitude, when we con-
sider that the " Woooen Hen" Is no larger
than w'live hen, yet has double the capacity.
It weighs only 15 pounds, has a capacity of

28 eggs, and while not a tov. Is Just as amus-
ing, besides being instructive as well.
We doubt If a more acceptable or more val-

uable present could be made to the farmer
boy or girl, and we sugirest that every one of
them who read the Airerlcan Bee Journal,
write Mr. Geo. H. Stahl. Quincy, 111 . and ask
him for a copy of hii hand.;ome little booklet
descrlolug the " Wooden Hen:" also his large
catalogue of the Model Excelsior Incubator.
Tell him you write at the suggestion of the
American Bee Journal.
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Bottom Prices
BRINO US BIG TRADE.

OOOD GOODS KEEP IT.

It you want the best supplies that can be

made at a little less cost than you can buy

the same goods for elsewhere, write to us

for low prices. 1897 Catalogue soon ready

—ask for It and a free copy of Xlic Ameri-

can Bee-Keeper (36 pages).

Address,

THE W.T. FALCONER MFG. CO.,

JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

Mention the American Bee Jfourrml,

Convention ]\ottce.s.

Colorado.—The annual meeting of the
Colorado State Bee-Keepprs' Association will

be held Jan. 25 and •?(). 1897, at the Horticul-
tural KooiuB or the Capitol Building in Den-
ver. All interested In apiculture are invited

to attend. Frank Kadchfdss, Sec.

Elyria. Colo.

New TonK.—The annual meeting of the
Ontario County, New York, Bee-Keepers' As-
sociation will be held at Canandaigua, N. T..

J m 29 and 30, 189T. The usual cordial invi-

tation is extended to all Interested in apicul-

ture, especially to the bee-keepers of adjoin-

inir counties. KuTH E. Taylor, Sec.

Bellona. N. Y.

Iowa.—The seventh annual meeting of the
Eas'ern Iowa Bee Keepers' ABSociation will

meet at Ananiosa. Iowa, Kob. 10 and 11. 1897.

A corps of experimenters liave been doing
special work in the apiary, and will report.

Layai cares aside, and come and enjoy the
good things prepared for you.
Andrew, Iowa. F. M. Mehritt, Pres.

Wisconsin.—The Wisconsin State Bee-Keep-
ers' Society will meet Feb. 3 and 4, 1897, in

the Capitol Building, Madison. The meeting
will be largely devoted to discussions of top-

ics that are of present interest to Wisconsin
bee-keepers. The editor of the American
Bee Journal will favor the meeting by a valu-
able es&ay on marketing honey for 1897. The
Secretary's report on foul Brood and secur-

ing a law to suppress the disease, will be In-

teresting. Any question desired to be dis-

cussed will be sent to the Secretary.
PlattevlUe, Wis. N. E. France, Sec.

Illinois —The annual meeting of the Illi-

nois Slate Bee-Keepers' Association will bo
held at the State House, in Springfield, Feb.
24 and 25. 1897. The State Farmers' Insti-

tute meets the same week—including all the
State live stock associations—and our Exec-
utive Committee, along with them, arranged
for tills dale, in order that the Legislature
might be in good working condition. (Wo all

know what for.) There will be an etfort made
this winter to get a Pure Food Bill past, and
that means bee-keepers want a hand In it, to

see that the adulteration of honey shall cease
KOKEVEii AND KVEit. Two years ago we suc-
ceeded in getting an Antl-Adulleratlon Bill

through the Senate, but It failed In the
House, only for want of push. Let bee-keep-
ers throughout the Stale impress upon their
Kepresentatlves the importance of such a
bill, and r:ome to our meeting to refresh their
minds on the subject.
Railroad rates will bo no greater than a

fare and a third, which will be announced
later. Our programs will be Issued along
with the other State Associations named
above. Jas. A. Stone. Sec.
Bradfordton, 111.

One Cent
invested In a postal card
will STL't my larjre Cata-
log nl All Uoot's Goods,

id list ol' what you
wiiiii. and K<^'t priuo.

ITI. II. IIIINT^ llcll ICruiulK IVIl<'li.

MerfliVon tne A.rn£riccm Bee JouffnaL

BEESWAX WANTED
-FOR

^^ Foundation Making. ^
M I ^

Send For OUR CATALOGUE,

SAMPLES OF FOUNDATION,

ADVICE TO BEGINNERS, Etc.

Address,

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
When answering this Advertisement, mention this JouRnAc. HSMIE<T@r«, Ilfl..

The (owa Seed Co., of Des Moines, Iowa,
have issued one of the completest seed cata-
logs for 1897 ever tent out by a Western seed

tion, and the Farm Seed department will In-

terest all practical, up-to-date farmers. Send
for a free copy of it, being sure to mention

firm. It contains many excellent Moral and |
thit you saiv their notice in the American

Vegetable novelties of their own Introduc- i Bee Journal,

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATIOS
Has No Sag lu Brood-Frames

Tliiii Flat-i^ottom FoundatioD
Das Ko Fisbbone iu the SarplDS Honey.

Being the cleanest is usually worked
the quickest of any Foundation made

J, VAN DEliSEN & SONS,
Sole Manuracturers,

Sprout Brook MontRomery Co., N. Y.

Mllill'ti
HONEY-EXTRACTOR

i'lUlll N Square Glass Jars.

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

Bee-Keepeus' Scpi'IjIES- in general, etc., etc.
Send tor our new catalog.

" Practical Minis " will be mailed for lOo.
lu stamps. Apply to—

Chas. P. Muth & Son, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Mention the American Bee JoumaX.

EOOT'S GOODS !

•«»
tW Before placing your order for this season, be sure to send for Root's

1897 Catalog, Ready Feb. 1.

Our 1.897 Hives, with improved Danzy Cover and Improved Hoffman Frames

are simply " out of sight." Acknowledged by all who'have seen thoiu to be

a great improvement over any hive on the market, of last year.

Comb Foundation —«:s *?

Cheaper and better than ever—clear as crystal, for you can read your name

through it. Process and machinery patented Dec. 8, 1896. L Samples of the

New Foundation free.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
Factory aod Main. Office, MEDINA, O.

1I§ MU-liiKaii St., C'liioas", HI. Syraeusc'lV. V,

10'24 V1U». Str., St. Haul, Itliiiii. Mccliaiiiv Falls, IMaiiic.

lO Vine St., I>iiila(lcl|>liia, Pa.
Mention the American Bet Journal
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Foul Brood—Life History and Treatment.

[A pamphlet, " Foul Brood and its Treatment," has re-

cently been issued from the pen of Thos. Wm. Cowan, editor

of the British Bee Journal, and author of other works on the
subject of bees. This little treatise begins by showing the
importance of the industry of bee-keeping and the valuable
service performed by the bees in the fertilization of fruit-

bloom The author then draws attention to the one great
pest of bees— foul brood. After giving a historical retrospect,
and the nature of the disease, he sets forth the life history,
which I copy in full, as it shows what foul brood is, and what
it looks like—both the appearance of the comb having the
disease, and the disease germs themselves, as viewed from the
microscope. So far as I know, there has never yet been a
photograph of a comb of foul brood, and I take pleasure in

presenting one, copied from the work above mentioned. Mr.
Cowan says:

—

Editor.]

LIFE HISTOKY OF FOUL BROOD.

" It will be necessary to give only a brief outline of the
life history of Bacillus alvei to enable us to understand some-
what of the nature of this disease.

Fig. 1— Foul Brood In (in Advanced Stage.

" Bacillus alvei Is a pathogenic or disease-producing micro-
organism, in form cylindrical or rod-shaped, and increasing
by splitting or fissuratlon. The rods increase in length with-

out growing thicker, and at a certain point divide and sep-

arate in two, to again increase, divide, and separate.^ Some-
times, In suitable nourishing media the lengthening of the
rod is not accompanied by separation, but only by repeated
division into longer or shorter chains of bacillus filaments, or
leptothrix. The rods are also provided with a flagellum at one
end, and are endowed with the power of locomotion. Under

Fig. 2—Healthy Juices. Firj. 3—Early Stage.

certain conditions bacilli have the power of forming spores, in

which case a speck appears at a particular point of the ba-
cillus, which gradually enlarges and develops into an oval,
highly refractive body, thicker but shorter than the original
rod. The spore grows at the expense of the protoplasm of the
cell, which In time disappears, setting free the spore. The
latter formation closes the cycle of the life* history of the
bacillus. The spores— representing the seeds—retain the

Fig. 4—Lat4;r Stage. Fig. 3—Last Stage.

power of germinating into bacilli when Introduced into a suit-

able nourishing medium, and at a proper temperature, even
after the lapse of long periods of time. At germination the
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spore first loses its brilliancy, swells up, and eventually its

membrane bursts in the middle. The inner part of the spore
then projects through the opening, and grows to a new rod.

"The spores also possess the power of enduring adverse
influences of various kinds without injury to their vitality, so

far as germinating is concerned, even if subjected to influences

fatal to bacilli themselves. The latter are destroyed at the

temperature of boiling water, while the spore apparently
suffers no damage at that temperature. Freezing also kills

the bacilli, but not the spores. In the same way chemical
reagents, completely destructive of the bacilli, do not affect

the vitality of the spores. Carbolic acid, phenol, thymol,
salicylic acid, naphthol beta, perchloride of mercury, and
many other substances, even when considerably diluted, pre-

vent the growth of bacilli, but have no effect whatever upon
the spores. The great resistance of spores to high and low
temperatures, to acids and other substances, is due to their

being incased within a thick double membrane.

"There are certain chemical substances which evaporate
at the ordinary temperature of the hive, and whose vapors,

while not actually killing the bacilli, arrest their increase or

growth. Among such substances are carbolic acid, phenol

(or creolin), lysol, eucalyptus, camphor, naphthalene, and
several others.

" If a healthy larva be taken, and a small quantity of the
juice from its body spread on a glass slide be placed under
the microscope, we shall see a number of fat-globules and
blood discs (Fig. 2), among which molecules are in constant
motion. If, on the other hand, a young larva diseased, but
not yet dead, be treated as above, its juices will, when sub-

jected to a similar examination, be seen to contain a great
number of active rods swimming backward and forward
among the blood-discs and fat globules, which latter, as will

be noticed (Fig. 3), are fewer than those In the juices of a
healthy larva. We shall also find, as the disease makes rapid
progress, chains of bacilli—the leptothrix form—becoming
common. In Fig. 4 we have a representation of a latter

stage of the disease when the larva is dead and decomposing.
Here the fat and albuminoids will be found disappearing, and
the bacilli assuming the spore condition. In Fig. 5 we see the
disease in its latest stage, when the whole rotten mass has
become coffee-colored, or has dried to a scale. Blood discs,

fat globules, and molecular movements have disappeared, only

a few bacilli are seen, and at last, as the nourishing material
becomes exhausted, only spores remain.

[—I

" It will now be understood that, owing to the great resis-

tance of the spores, chemical substances have no effect at all

upon them unless administered under such conditions as

would destroy the bees. From this it will be seen how great

is the difBculty in curing foul brood unless the disease is

attackt iirits early stages.
" It has previously been stated that adult bees are some-

times attackt by the disease. To prove this, it is only neces-

sary to take a weakly bee on the point of death, and examine
what remains of its fluids under the microscope, when 'a large

number of active bacilli will be found. Such bees leave the

hive to die, whereas the infected larvse remain in the cells,

unless disinfectants to arrest decomposition are used, in which
case the bees remove them from the hives.

JIETHOD OF TREATMENT.

"The superiority of the modern frame hive over the straw

skep is here strikingly apparent. The latter was as a sealed

book to its owner, who had no means of detecting the presence

of foul brood except by outward signs, and these, as already

pointed out, are only manifested when the disease is in its last

and most virulent stages, at which time any treatment short

of total destruction is entirely hopeless. The owner of a

movable-frame hive, on the contrary, can, by the facilities it

affords for examining the combs, at once detect the disease in

its earliest stages, and adopt measures for arresting its prog-

ress, or for stamping it out altogether. Unfortunately the

disease is seldom noticed on its first appearance ; but it has

nearly always to be dealt with when more or fewer spores are

already In the hive.
" If, on examining combs to all appearance healthy, with

brood compact and larvip bright and plump, we find here and
there a cell with young iarvjc moving uneasily, or extended
horizontally instead of being curled up, and changing to a

pale yellow color, we at once detect the first symptoms of foul

brood. The further progress of the disease can, at this stage,

be arrested by feeding the bees with syrup, to which three

grains of naphthol beta are added to every pound of sugar

used. This is employed by the nurse-bees in preparing food

for the larviE. We can further assist the bees by putting

naphthalene or eucalyptus In the hive. The bees then usually

remove the dead larvae.

"Apart, however, from experienced bee-keepers or trained
experts, very few are fortunate enough to detect the disease
at such an early stage, or to effect a cure so easily, and it be-
comes advisable to describe the method of procedure in ordi-

nary cases—that is, when the combs have irregular patches
of brood, with sunken and perforated cappings to the cells

(Fig. 1) containing the coffee-colored mass inside.
" If the colony be weak, destruction of bees, combs,

frames, and quilts, together with thorough disinfection of
hives, is by far the best course to pursue. We thus destroy
the spores, and so remove the source of infection. If, on the
contrary, the colony be still strong, the bees may be preserved
by adopting the following method: An artificial swarm is

made of the bees, which are then placed in a straw skep and
fed on syrup medicated with naphthol beta. The frames,
combs and quilts are then burned. The hive is disinfected by
being either steamed or scrubbed with boiling water and soap,
and then painted over with a solution of carbolic acid (one
part of Calvert's No. .5 carbolic acid to two parts of water),
and when the smell has disappeared it will be ready for use.

The bees are allowed to remain in the skep for 48 hours, by
which time the honey they may have taken with them, and
which may contain spores, will have been consumed, and the
diseased bees will have died off. They are then shaken from
the skep into a clean frame hive furnisht with six frames,
fitted with full sheets of comb foundation, and are fed with
medicated syrup for a few days longer. The skep used as

their temporary home should be burned. All such work
should be done in the evening, when the bees have ceast
flying for the day, to avoid chance of robbing."

I—

I

fA careful reading of the method of treatment as above
will make it very apparent why we, in our large experience
with foul brood, could not effect a y>ern\ane,nt cure of the dis-

ease by the application of disinfectants in the form of carbolic

acid, salicylic acid, and the like. While we could kill the

bacilli themselves with the antiseptics, we had no effect on
the spores, which would hatch later, and, as a consequence,
give rise to the disease again. We found it absolutely neces-

sary to burn the combs, frames, and sometimes the hives,

when it was not practicable to immerse them in boiling water.

Mr. Cowan's statements, based on his investigation with
oue of the best microscopes, agree exactly with our quite ex-

tensive experience with foul brood some years ago.

The starvation plan, in connection with burning the combs
and frames, and boiling the hives, has workt best—altogether

the best—in treating foul brood. It never re-appeared after

such treatment, though it did in nearly all the cases where
the hives were not boiled, thus confirming the theory or fact

of the spores.—Editor.]—Gleanings.

^Uaion of Bee-Keepers—Honey Adulteratiou.

BY C. P. DADANT.

The members of the National Bee-Keepers' Union are

voting on the questions that were raised at the last

meeting of the North American Association. It is necessary

that we should all look at this matter from a more lofty stand-

point than the consideration of small differences of opinion

concerning a name, or a few changes in the Constitution of this

or that Association, or the question of selecting a Board or an

Executive Committee.
What we need—every one of us— is UNION. Therefore,

whatever be the result of the present vote, let us all make up

our minds, beforehand, that we will abide by the decision of

the majority, whatever it be. One of the greatest traits of the

American nation is the willingness of its people to bow before

the verdict of the ballot. We saw it it again last November,
when the luost excitable of politicians accepted quietly a ver-

dict that upset their hopes. The bee-keepers of the United

States need to unite as much as any class of men, whether they

be laborers, or machinists, or capitalists. We have before us

a dragon to exterminate—"adulteration." It is worse than

a dragon, it is a true hydra, with thousands of heads, springing

up all over the United States, and when we think we havescared

it away, it raises another of its ugly heads at our very doors.

The National Bee-Keepers' Union has done good work, but

what it has achieved is nothing by the side of what it should

achieve. The damage done to bee-keepers in a direct way, by

swindling commission-men, by cranky neighbors, or by mis-

taken fruit-growers who consider the bee-keepers as enemies,

is nothing compared to the damage done them all over the

country by the sale on all the markets, of the lowest grade of

glucose under the label of " honey." Is there a man among
us who doubts that the sale of this shameful mixture under
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the name of honey has lowered the price of honey at least one

cent per pound ? I believe I put it mildly when I say one cent.

Then at this rate, the bee-keeper who produces 10,000 pounds

of honey annually is being robbed of $100 a year. The dam-
age to all bee-keepers figures at millions. And in this reckon-

ing, nothing is said of the damage to the public health, which

Is undoubtedly far greater than the loss that we sustain.

Years ago, a war was begun, by bee-keepers, against adul-

teration. In 1878 and 1879 a large number of petitions

were sent to Congress by the bee-keepers, but to no avail. Yet
It somewhat slackened the adulteration. To day it is worse

than ever. Yet, we can stop it, for it is against justice. All

it needs is a sutJicient effort.

We must, then, unite our efforts and construct a Bee-

Keepers' Union fifty times as strong and as far reaching as

what we have at present. Nothing need detain us. We have
good men, plenty of them, who will do what we Want, if we
only give them the proper backing, both morally and financi-

ally.

Bee-keepers as a class are steady men. They are nearly

all fairly well ediicated, most of them land-owners, and there

are but very few unreliable men among them. Look about you,

in all trades and professions, and see if you cannot make as

respectable and reliable a gathering as any trade or profes-

sion.

I say, therefore, that we have the stuff, in our ranks, to

form a Union that can command its place, and that can dic-

tate to those who try to swindle us, directly or indirectly. All

we need to do, is to convince ourselves that union is needed
not only among the hundreds, but among the thousands of us.

Therefore, I beg you all to unite as one man on the deci-

sion of the majority. Give the " Union,"' whatever be its

name, the backing of your vote and of your name. Consider

that morally and financially it can do you more good, a hun-
dred fold, than it will cost you. Let us all unite for the com-
mon good, and crush the hydra of houey-adulteration.

Hancock Co., 111.

The Question of Amalgamatioti Considered.

BY PROF. A. J. COOK.

I regret exceedingly that there seems to be so much feel-

ing on the matter of uniting the National Bee-Keepers' Union
and the North American Bee-Keepers' Association. It seems
to me exceedingly important that all bee-keepers should hold

together and not let anything separate them. I have my own
notions regarding the wisdom of this union which I will pro-

ceed to give ; but in case a majority of bee-keepers think
otherwise, I should at once fling my own opinion to the wind
and heartily co-operate with those who think differently.

It seems to me that the North American and the National
Union have entirely different purposes, and I can see no spe-

cial reason why they should be united 1 think a good many
people have a wrong view of the North American. They
notice each year the comparatively small attendance which is

for the main part wholly local, and they conclude—very un-

wisely, I think—that the Association is of small account. Our
country is so immensely large, times of late so hard, and
traveling so expensive, that it is impossible for any consider-

able number to attend such conventious where they are Na-
tional ; especially when devoted to any industry with such
limited profits as those of bee-keeping. We may then rest

assured that the meetings of the North American Association
can be, will ever be, only of limited attendance. But are

these meetings of small value ? I have attended quite a large

number in as many as seven or eight States, and I have
always regarded these, as well as the many others that I

have been unable to attend, as of grsat importance. In all

these meetings there is always a sprinkling of our ablest bee-

keepers from widely-scattered sections. Besides these, there
is always a large attendance from the immediate locality of

the meeting. We were so fortunate in Michigan as to have
one of these meetings held in Detroit. We had at that meet-
ing some of the best bee-keepers of Ontario, New York, Ohio,

Indiana, Illinois, and some even from States much farther
away, while the local attendance from Michigan was large. It

goes without saying, that such a meeting will give a great
impetus to bee-culture, not only in the immediate region, but
throughout our country. We are always sure to get many
new ideas, often from experts in the immediate localities

which are often brought out prominently for the first time by
such meetings. The editors are always at hand, and whatever
is new and valuable, is sure of wide distribution. Thus I

have never felt that such meetings lackt in importance or value,

and have always regretted to read or bear them referred to in

a slighting manner. I believe that we can hardly over-esti-

mate the value of these me3tings, if rightly conducted. I

have had an exceedingly wide experience in connection with

such gatherings, in both official and non-of5icial positions.

I would have at such meetings all important subjects in-

troduced by a brief essay never more than 20 minutes long

—

I would prefer ten—to be followed by a general discussion. I

do not believe—and I have had wide observation—that this

plan can be changed without detriment. It is not necessary

that the person who writes the introductory address shall be

present. Thus we may have representation from our ablest

men, and, if desired, from every Slate. This makes such

meetings anything but local, and I see no reason to be dis-

couraged even if there are not more than 50 or 75 in attend-

ance. I had the privilege of attending the Boston Society of

Natural History for a considerable time, at two different

periods. That Society has had a wonderful influence in devel-

oping science and quickening scientific research. Yet very

frequently there have not been more than 15 or 20 in attend-

ance at a meeting. No scientist would think of saying that

those meetings were unimportant, or that that Society was
a played-out institution.

Thus much for the North American Bee-Keepers' Associa-

tion.

The National Bee-Keepers' Union, on the other hand, has

an entirely different mission, which It has fulfilled with re-

markable success. This is none other than to look after the

interest of its members, and to see that they are not interfered

with because of prejudice or ill-will. I do not see how any one

can complain of the work of the Union. It started out with

a prescribed purpose, and it has fulfilled such purpose

promptly and with efficiency. Because of its work, already

so well done, it seems to me now it may well have its scope

broadened. I have long thought that it might well take up
the matter of adulteration, and I see no reason why it should

not also give aid in the way of marketing honey. If these

two objects were added to its work and mission, I do not see

how any of its members could reasonably complain regarding it.

When the matter of amalgamation was first broacht, I was
quite favorable to it ; perhaps more than anything else be-

cause so many of my good friends, in whose judgment I re-

lied, were favorable. I find, however, that there are a good

many members of the Union who are not in accord with such

action. It has seemed to me all along that this alone should

prevent any change. As an organization it was formed with

a specific purpose. Many members joined it, paid dues, and
as a result quite a fund is gathered. It seems to me that in

this case we have no right to make any change, except those

who have given to this fund are nearly, or quite unanimous,
in the matter. I canot see how either the North American or

yet the Bee-Keepers' Union are to be materially aided by a

union of the two. Their purposes are entirely distinct, and
while each may aid the other, and will certainly if successful,

I do not see how each depends at all upon the other, or why
they should be united. The Union has certainly done splen-

did work—has never been f,ound napping; and so I can see no

reason to advocate any change in its work and management,
except to broaden its purpose as indicated above. It is cer-

tainly true that a large increase of numbers would give more
funds, more influence, more power. But so long as we have
several hundred dollars in the treasury, I do not see why such

an argument should have very great weight. I fully believe

that in case more funds are needed, and a greater constituency

desirable, the same will be immediately forthcoming. Surely,

with such a brilliant record behind it, and such ample fruits,

we cannot expect any lack of patronage.

From the above considerations I have concluded that the

time is not yet ripe for amalgamation. I do believe, however,

that we may well amend our Constitution, if it is necessary,

so as to take up the other two matters of adulteration and

marketing.
There is another question that seems to be causing some

discussion and difference. I refer to the matter of General

Manager. I have always been a hearty advocate of the doc-

trine of civil service reform. This doctrine demands the con-

tinuance of a person in office—if I rightly understand it—as

long as he proves efficient. I see, therefore, no reason why
our present able Manager should be supersedad. Were he to

be superseded, I certainly should give my vote and influence

in favor of Dr. C. C. Miller. I doubt if a better man for the

position could be found if we searcht the world over. lam
fully mindful of the objection made to Mr. Newman—that his

present home in California places him at a long distance from

all eastern bee-keepers ; and yet, our telegraph and railroad

facilities so greatly bridge this distance that I do not feel that

the argument is a very Important one. The fact, too, that the

majority of those in the Union are citizens of California; the

fact of California's exceeding importance as a bee-keeping
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State, and the fact that shs has already inaugurated an Ex-
change system, makes it somewhat appropriate that the Man-
ager should be a citizen of California. I see no reason why
prosecutions against adulteration could not be carried on from
California as well as from Chicago, or New York. St. Louis,
Cincinnati, Chicago, New York, Boston are all important mar-
kets and centers of honey distribution—surely, no Manager
could exist in all of these places. Why, then, may he not as
well live in San Francisco, the chief city of perhaps the most
important honey-producing State in the United States?

These are my reasons for voting for the continuance of

Mr. Newman in office. If the majority of those in the Union
believe that Chicago should bo the home of the Manager, and
that Dr. Miller is the more suitable man, I shall be entirely
satisfied, and work as heartily for the Union and its interest
and success as I have done in the past. Whatever, may be the
result, I sincerely hope that all discord and bitterness will be
avoided. We are living too late in the world's history to allow
inharmony to come into our ranks. I believe that one of the
greatest and most important things to-day, not only in the
bee-keeping industry, but in all industries, is for the people
engaged to work together. Let us all work energetically to

carry our point, if we deem it important, and then when a
decision is given let us all fall into the ranks and work as one
man to accomplish what is desired, and in the way which the
wisdom of the majority points out.

Los Angeles Co., Calif.

Something from a Foreigu Bee- Paper.

BY CHARLES NORMAN.

Number 12, of the Leipziger Bieneuzeltung, came to hand,
and a few items from it may be of interest to your readers.

BLACK BEES PREFERRED IN MANY COUNTRIES.

Tho not a few German beekeepers handle the Italian,

Carniolan and other foreign bees, yet in the north and middle
Germany, at any rate, the preference is given to the common
black bee. The German bee-keepers being anything but back-
ward people, there must be some quite good reason why they
thus differ from us who have very little use for the black bees
—the more so because our winters in the Northern States are
colder and severer than winters over there. To me the reason
seems to lie in that our summers are so very hot. The Italian
bee is the bee of a warmer climate, and as our climate, in

spite of our extreme winters, is a warmer one on an average
than that in north and middle Germany, in many parts of
France, Switzerland, Austria, and so on, the Italian bee suits

us, while Uicy, with their pretty cool, but so far even and
equal climate, " go in " for the black bee.

THE PROPER WARMTH OF A BEE.

That renowned Polish bee-keeper. Dr. Ciesielski, con-
ducted some further experiments to find out the proper
warmth—not of a whole colony (we know enough in this par-
ticular)— but of the single bee. He used exceedingly fine

thermometers, made for the purpose. Inducted into both
thorax and abdomen, they showed 28^, Reaumur ; Inducted
Into the abdomen alone, the stomach being filled with honey,
there were 20^, Reaumur. Pastor Fleischmann, who reports
this, received his information from some Polish-German bee-
keeper. Fleischmann says: "I myself do not understand
any Polish, and shall certainly not learn it before I am able to

pronounce the following sentence, which I copied when at
Reichenberg, namely: 'strc prst skrz krk.' I presume I had
better let the Polish alone. Younger ones may learn It. I

won't."
Dr. Riehm says :

" Any creature feels best in a tempera-
ture which is below its own warmth." Bees form clusters
when the temperature is below 82-^, Reaumur. At about 32-
they begin to uncluster and to fan with their wings in order to

remove the excess of heat. Therefore, the temperature about
them should amount to some (not much, tho) below 32 .

A PAMPHLET ON FOUL BROOD.

Early in 1897 a pamphlet on foul brood will be publisht
by Mr. Lichtenthaeler, at Herdorf. Pastor F'leischmann, who
read the manuscript, and who is a first-rate bee-keeper, you
understand, positively asserts that foul brood can be cured
without the use of any remedies, just by proper treatment,
and that hitherto the real danger of infection and transmission
has been sought for In the wrong place. Messrs. G. M. (Doo-
llttle, I mean), R. L. (Taylor, I mean), E. R. (Root, I moan),
(!to., look out for said pamphlet ! You smile at Mr. Flelsch-
mann'g"bold" assertion! Well, there are In Europe not a

few bee-keepers of note (among them Mr. Bertrand, of La
Revue Internationale, and Mr. Gravenhorst, of the Deutsche
Illustrierte Bienenzeitung) that are strong advocates of curing
foul brood.

PASTEBOARD FOR WINTER PROTECTION.

That kind of pasteboard which serves for covering roofs
and the like is used by some to protect their colonies in winter,
because "it not only keeps warm, but is highly resistant to the
influence of temperature."

A HONEV-PLANT OP HIGH RANK.

L. Ehrhardt speaks of " Hydrophyllum Virginianum" as
being a honey-plant of the highest rank, being much better
than even linden. He distributes seeds graUs, which shows
that ho is not " interested " in what he says. Will some one
of our botaoist bee-keepers, or bee-keeping botanists, enlighten
us regarding said plant ?

HAND-PRESSES FOR FOUNDATION MAKING.

There are several kinds of hand-presses to make founda-
tion with, in use in Germany, Austria, •Switzerland and
Prance. Were not the duty, the freight, and the middlemen's
commissions on them so very high, many of us over here
would, no doubt, buy and use the one or other of them. Some-
thing should be done to also have them manufactured in our
own country. It is quite a saving to the bee-keeper to make
his own foundation.

FOREIGN HONEy-EXTRACTORS.

As to honey-extractors, some of those which are in use in

Europe are, I apprehend, ahead of ours. Whilst our extrac-
tors hold either two or four frames, there are some there that
hold three frames, standing triangularly in the can—quite an
improvement on the two-frame machines—and not requiring
a larger can than the latter. Furthermore, whilst our ex-
tractors have the gearing on top of the can, some German
extractors have it at the bottom, and the top is completely
open and unobstructed—nothing is in the way of placing the
frames in the can, and lifting them out. Finally, most of the
German extractors have three iron legs with eyes in them to

screw them to the floor, so that there is not a particle of shak-
ing when the extractor is operated.

BEESWAX A "CORN" CURE.

Are you troubled with corns ? Warm some pure, un-
bleacht wax, so that it is soft and adhesive, and can easliy be
kneaded. Spread it on a very small piece of paper or white
linen, just large enough to cover the corn. Let it lie for

three to four days, when, as a rule, the corn will be so soft-

ened that it can be completely removed. If not, use a similar

plaster for the same length of time, when success will bo cer-

tain. Before applying the remedy, take a foot-bath.

That 12th Annual Union Report.

Br C. THEILMANN.

Friend York:—After reading the General Manager's
12th Annual Report over again, and comparing the New Con-
stitution (which be criticises) with the old, or the authority he
is taking in my case, I can hardly see any use at all to make,
or to have, a Constitution. Any number of men can join

together and select one of tho lot to whom they pay the

money, and let him use it as he sees fit without any examina-
tion of the finances by any one, but just accept the receipts

and disbursements as he sets them forth. It seems to me if tho
Constitution of the old Union gives the Manager such rights,

it needs revision more than the New Constitution, for the

Treasurer of the now Union has to give bonds at least, while

in the old Union it is only a trust.

I did not think that tho General Manager could set forth

such a shallow excuse, about myself being impulsive, and my
case not being the " real issue." This is a very easy and
cheap way to get out. I admit I am no slouch, but learned

the good rule of tho wise man— " What you want to do, do at

once."
If tho General Manager was located at Chicago, he would

have been the first man I would have lookt up ; but living in

California, I might have been In jail or dead before I heard
from him, for it took several weeks before I got any answer
after I appealed to him ; and what good did it do me ? Only
to see In his Report my nicely-written-up trouble ! I can tell

you there is not much satisfaction in that, to an old friend

and member of the Union ever since it started.

I would like to know what the General Manager means
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by my case not being the "real issue." I think it was just

the right case for the (Jnion to assist—to show its value to

every bee-lceeper of note and the country at large; for no
other case of our whole fraternity is spread as widely over the
land as this one is. It was publisht In the daily and weekly
papers almost everywhere, and would have helpt to enlarge
the membership of the Union materially, besides making some
of the bad commission-men draw in their horns. We cannot
always get a case where we can e.ipect a victory at the end,
likewise to constitute a precedent.

It begins to sound very slirill to my ears, when I am told

that I must send my honey to good, reliable men, and not to

unreliable. Who can tell us who is bad and who is good ?

Some men are good to-day and bad to-morrow. Being in Chi-
cago a number of times, I posted myself somewhat, and think
I know a number of good men, but if I have any honey to ship
to Chicago next year, some of them may treat me just like

Bartling did the past season ; and to go there before I ship
any honey is rather expensive. The rating of the commercial
agencies is no longer any warrant, as can be seen in the cases
of Wheadon and Shea. One of them was rated at $35,000,
and the other at 8-1:5,000 ; and each has left his city now

—

the one from Chicago and the other from Minneapolis.

A good, strong Union would better matters ; but reading
the General Manager's Report, or pamphlet, it looks as if we
were going to have two Unions—one In California and one
further east, tho he does not say so right out In his last sen-
tences. I hope that matters can be arranged understandingly,
so as to amalgamate into one big Union.

I do not know why it is that our California brethren
always claim a little more than their share, unless it is on
account of their imagination. W. D. French claims that
about one-fourth of the members of the Union live in Califor-
nia. I count 281 members on the present list, of which 39
live in California. One-fourth of 281 is TOj-f, so they claim
nearly double as many members as they really have on the
list. It is the same way with their big honey crops, and if

they do have a good crop, they can't find any other market
than the Eastern States. If they would seek a market for
their product outside of the United States, then their Honey
Exchange would have a right to brag ; but the way it is, I can
see no advantage to their Eastern brethren.

Wabasha Co., Minn.

Are Bees Domestic Animals ?

BY F. L. THOMPSON'.

In the course of some committee work it became desirable
to find out whether bees could with propriety come under the
provisions of certain statutes relating to domestic animals, or
whether the only way to sei'ure the benefit of said statutes
would bn to pass new ones specially relating to bees. For this

purpose I mailed a letter to our State Attorney, asking him
the question, and also presenting the following facts for con-
sideration :

"A colony or bees is in every practical respect on the
same footing as a sheep, a steer, or a horse. It is a recognized
piece of property, has a definite pnarket value (from 82.00
upwards), is subject to contagious diseases, and is individual-
ized. It does not run wild any more than steers or horses do
when left to themselves, and even then this ' running wild '

is confined to the offspring (swarms), the old colonies invariably
being stationary ; and to a very limited portion of the year.
And this ' running wild ' does not aSect the ownership of

swarms, as long as they remain on the premises of the owner
of the apiary ; which they almost invariably do for a few
hours or a day preparatory to leaving for good (when left

alone). Aggregations of colonies (apiaries) furnish a number
of men in this State their only means of support, and mater-
ially increase the income of many more. The facts that a
single worker-bee is not individualized and has no value, and
that a ' colony ' is not an animal, are amusing sophistries, but
have nothing to do with the practical aspects of the case. A
colony is virtually an organism [no reference to Gerstung's
theory] ; its existence is dependent upon the individualized
queen. Queens have a definite value (averaging one dollar),

and a colony long deprived of Its queen is worthless as a col-

ony ; it is not regarded as a commercial article, except for the
honey or wax that may be in the hive."

His reply was :
" The statutes must be construed with

reference to their evident Intention and purpose as well as

to their language. In my opinion, the statutes concerning
domestic animals do not, and are not intended to, include
bees. I suppose statutes of a similar nature could be past,

but I am satisfied that no court would construe the present

statutes on that subject in such a maoDer as to include the
class of property mentioned."

Somewliat to my surprise my letter also got into one of

our dally papers (how, I wonder?), and it and the request was
written up In a vivacious style, accompanied by a cartoon
representing our State veterinarian doucheing the tonsils of

an invalid y-banded bee (not at all what we meant to in-

sinuate). The last paragraph read as follows :

" Mr. .Thompson's letter nearly stumped me when I first

read it," said Attorney General Carr. " I do not pretend to

be a naturalist, and so I did not care to say whether or not the

scientists class a bee among the domestic animals. On look-

ing up the authorities, however, I felt compelled to decide
against Mr. Thompson, so I wrote him, giving my opinion
that in law a bee is not a domestic animal." (Note, however,
that I did not touch on the "scientific" aspects of the case.)

Now, far be It from us to desire that a statute should
mean anything else than what it was honestly intended to

mean, We will not break our hearts over Wwzt. But aside
from this particular case, does it not seem desirable that bees
should be sotnclhing in law? If not domestic animals In law,
what are they ? They are not wild animals, as I attempted
to prove, and as the State Attorney virtually acknowledged,
by his use of the word " language ;" they are not products of

the soil, or real estate, or inanimate objects; they are just
property—-but property that neither is nor represents any of

those things, and yet is subject to taxation, would seem to be
something of an abstraction. The headings of the newspaper
article were :

" When is a Bee Not a Bee ? When it is a
Domestic Animal, says Attorney General Carr." Must we
stop at that?

Can readers of this journal inform us of any legal decisions
on this point? It might be Important, some time.

Denver, Colo.

CONDnCTED BY

DK. O. O. MILLER. MARENGO, ILL.

[Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direct.1

A Good Honey-Drink.

Please tell how honey-wine, metheglin and mead are
made. J. B.

Answer.—I have no experience in that line, but here's a

drink that I have found good : In half a glass of warter stir

a spoonful of fruit-juice and a spoouful of extracted houey ;

then stir in what bicarbonate of soda will lie on a dime ; then
stir in half as much tartaric acid, and drink at once. |As
there are already too many Intoxicating drinks made in the
world, we hope our readers will not call for any more. At
least ue can't consent to use the Bee Journal to help along
intemperance. We're "agin"' the whole infernal strong-

drink business.

—

Editor]

Part Ij-.Fil led Sections—Cappings-
Fecding.

-Dividing-

1. I didn't know what to do with ray partly-filled sections

for a time, and I have them on hand yet. I see it is advised

to set them all out in the bee-yard at one time in the fall, and
let the bees clean them out. Would it be best to do It at this

time of the year, the first warm day when the bees fly ? If

not, what is best to do with them '.'

2. When honey is extracted, what is the best thing to do
with the cappings ? If they are put into a solar wax-extrac-

tor, how are the bees kept away ?

3. I would naturally understand, on page 756 (1896),
that a frame with all the adhering bees could be taken from
each of eight hives, and be put into an empty 8-frame hive,

with a queen-cell, and all would be harmonious, and as

" strong as any in the apiary." Am I right ?

4. On the same page another man says be feeds bis bees
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continually till the first of August. J understand from these
words, that he noakes it a rule to commence in the early
spring and feeds a certain amount, accordinR to his judgment,
every day until the first of August or until the fail flow of

honey commences. Am I right in this also ?

C. G. B., Blue Rapids, Kans., Jan. 6.

Answers.— 1. The object of having the bees clean out the
sections in the fall is so that there may not be the slightest
remains of honey to form granules, for these granules will

affect the new honey that the bees put in the following season.
The probability is that it is too late now to do any good, for
the honey has probably begun to candy before this, and when
it is candied you can't count on the bees cleaning it out. If

any of the sections are half filled, perhaps you can sell them
at a sufficient price to make that the most profitable thing to

do. If to use in your own family, you can probably do noth-
ing better than to cut out all which contain any honey,
whether much or little, pack in a crock and melt very slowly.
Then when all has been melted and has again cooled, take the
cake of wax off the top, and use the rest as extracted honey.

2. Better first rinse the cappings with water and use the
rinsings to make vinegar. Then put them in a wax extrac-
tor. There's no trouble about keeping bees away—solar wax
extractors are made bee-tight.

3. The reference is to a passage from the paper of N. E.
Prance, in which he says :

" As soon as the harvest begins,
our colonies are very strong, often queen-cells started. We
then divide them as we think best, taking from each colony
from one to three or four brood-combs with adhering bees,
and form new colonies on new stands, as strong as any in the
yard." Mr. France is a man of whose practical ability I have
a very high opinion, but I don't think he can make what he
would call a strong colony simply by putting in an empty hive
8 brood-combs with adhering bees. But you will notice he
doesn't say how many combs he puts in the new hive, and
it may as easily be l(i as 8. If he puts only 8 in the hive,

then he must mean that in time the colony will be as strong
as any in the yard. Perhaps Mr. France will kindly speak
for himself.

4. I suspect there's a screw loose somewhere about that
report. Will Mr. DeLong tell us about it ?

Drones Reared in Worker-Cells.

I had a one-frame nucleus, the comb being all worker-
cells. The center of the frame was sealed brood, surrounded
by unsealed brood, and around the unsealed brood were eggs.
I took away the queen and these eggs hatcht out drones.
Can the bees change worker-eggs to drone-eggs ? If not, how
do you account for this ? W. R.

Answer.— I don't believe workers can change the sex of
eggs. It often happens that in her last days a queen becomes
a drone-layer, and it is possible that she changed to a drone-
layer about the time of laying those eggs.

IVon-Swarmins Bcc§—Questions.

I have a colony of bees that has not swarmed for seven
years. They have not failed to store a surplus of 25 to 50
pounds of comb honey. Last year, when 40 colonies only
stored 350 pounds, this one stored nearly 50 pounds of it. It

can't be the location, nor size of hive. A colony whose queen
Is a full sister, sitting by the side of it, swarms every year.

The hives are small, 8 frames, 10x12. The non-swarmer is

In an old hive, which sits upon a box, and has not been moved
In the seven years; the bottom has rotted, and the bees have
eaten it out in channels running from front to back. In en-
tering, they pass down into these channels, climb up the sides

on the frames. I have been thinking of making a hive on the
principle of this old one, and see if it will result in less

swarming. My Idea is to make a body 1 Ji inches deeper than
the frames; immediately under each frame place a board the
thickness of the bottom of the frame, standing on edge, so

that each frame rests upon it, this board to be bored with
holes the size of cells. This will leave quite a space beneath
the frames that the bees can make no use of, except to cool

themselves off in. I shall try this hive next summer with one
of my strongest colonies. What do you think of the idea ?

F. T. B., Virginia.

Answru.— I think well of the Idea, only it is possible you
might attain your end with less trouble. A colony with abun-
dant entrance for air Is loss Inclined to swarm than it other-
wise would be. Raising the hive by putting an inch block

under each corner, leaving the hive open all around, can
hardly be beaten for giving plenty of air. But don't hope that
the plan you propose, or any other plan of giving plenty of
air, will sufBce to keep bees from swarming seven years, or
even two years. I suspect that there may be something in the
blood of that colony that prevents swarming, and you might do
well to breed from it. That colony whose queen is a full sis-

ter, and which swarms every year, doesn't prove much. Sup-
pose the queens of the two colonies were full sisters seven
years ago. They probably met drones of different blood, so
that the workers of one queen had only half their blood the
same as the other workers. Allowing that the blood in the one
hive remained the same (a very unlikely thing, for altho the
colony did not swarm, the queen was probably changed once
or twice during the seven years), the swarming colony would
change half its blood every year on account of the young
queen meeting a drone of different blood, so that in the fourth
year only one-sixteenth of the blood would be the same, and in
the seventh year only one part in 128 !

A Question of ITIanagement.

I had three queens I wanted to save for another
year with bees enough for a fair colony. I put one queen in

the lower story and two queens in the upper story with a
queen-excluder division-board. Now, what shall I do in the
spring? I can separate, dividing the bees equally; if so,

when ? I can let them remain until they swarm, and get a
large swarm, the queen in the lower story going with the
swarm, then separate and have four swarms with one young
queen. I can take out the two queens, making two nuclei,

leaving most of the bees with one queen. Reader.

Answer,—The first thing to be done is to see how many
queens are present in spring. If more than one, then some-
thing depends upon theamountof bees present. If all together
there are are only bees enough for one fair colony, let them
alone till the numbers increase sutBciently to warrant taking
away part, then take only as you can afford, always leaving
the one strong colony.

Oetting ISces from a
Spelling Reform—

Bee-Trce—A Bee.House

—

Sowing; Sivcel Clover.

1. A friend of mine and myself expect to cut a bee-tree id

the spring. I am to get the bees and he is to get the honey.
I have what I consider a very fine hive, that I make myself

;

it holds nine Hoffman self-spacing frames. I would like

to know just how to proceed to get the bees from the tree into

the box. I have never had any experience along this line.

2. I have a bee-house with the open side facing the
south. When the weather got cold the past fall I put my
bees into this house and packt them in chaff for winter. I

just built the bee-house the past fall, and I expect to keep my
Dees in it next season. I have the hives packt almost to-

gether. I guess they are about two inches apart. Now, can
I leave them that way next summer, if I put a board between
each two, or will I have to move them farther apart ? or would
it be better to leave them as ther are, and divide them off by
twos with boards in front, and then have the entrance of the
hive at the west open at the west, and its companion hive open
at the east, taking it for granted that my bee-house faces the
south ?

o. I am teaching school. Do you think it would be ad-
visable for me to teach the new rule for spelling, as described
on page 8 '?

4. I want to sow some sweet clover this spring, and would
like to know about what time to sow, and about how much to

sow to the acre '? We live in latitude 41?4 '.

This is my first season in the bee-business, and I like it

very much, and I find that the American Bee Journal is a
great help to me. E. M. L., Pennsylvania.

Answers.— 1. Circumstances vary so much in matters of

this kind that about the best thing you can do is to take your
common sense along, and let it guide you as exigencies arise.

In some cases the tree can be carefully cut so as to disturb
the combs very little, and a section of the tree containing the
colony may be hauled home if desired. In other cases the
whole business will be smasht to pieces, and you may do well

to get the quoon and part of the cluster in a hive or box with
some of the broken combs. The bees will be more or less in-

clined to lly up to the place where their home was, but if the
brood-combs bo left on or near the ground, they will after a
time give up and accept the Inevitable. When they get set-
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tied down you will find them generally little inclined to flght,

or indeed to do anything. They have sometimes been hauled
some distance in the section of the tree without being fastened
or confined iu any way, remaining in a kind of dazed condition
In and on the log. If they are moved only a quarter of a mile
or so, there is some danger that a few will return to the old

spot. The rougher the treatment they receive in the felling

of the tree the less trouble there will be about their returning
to the old spot.

2. If you do not find it inconvenient for yourself, you can
probably get the consent of the bees to have the hives close

together in a straight row. Even if some of the bees enter the
wrong hives, it will make little difl'erence, fur when a worker
returns laden from the field, she is pretty sure of a kind re-

ception in any hive. In one respect, however, there is danger,
and that is with respect to young queens returning from their

wedding-trip. Their entrance into the wrong hive generally
means the ruin of the colony to which they belong. Some say
that painting the entrances of the hives different colors will

enable the young queen to identify her own home, and Sir

John Lubbock has proved quite satisfactorily that bees dis-

tinguish colors. Something should be done to prevent the
appearance of a straight row with all the hives looking ex-
actly alike. Almost any object or objects in front of the hives
will help in this regard. A tree growing close in front, a post
before every second or third hive, anything to make one part
of the row look different from the others. Your idea of hav-
fng the hives in pairs will help much. It is practically mak-
ing them twice as far apart as they otherwise would be. Put-
ting a board between each two, as you suggest, will hardly do
any good, but putting a board between each pair will. If

there are as many boards as hives, and all looking alike, then
there might as well be no boards.

3. It might not be the wisest thing to teach anything
different from the text-books. People are very strong in their

prejudices with regard to what they have already learned,
otherwise it would be utterly impossible for such outlandish
spelling as we have, to continue for a day. Let the scholars
spell according to the spelling-book, but there will be no harm
in your telling them that a movement has begun, and that
many editors, college presidents, professors and others have
stopt using " ed " for " t " in the last syllable of some words.
Your patrons could hardly make any objection to your uSing
the better spelling yourself, and when writing on the black-
board.

4. Sow about the time farmers in your locality think best
to sow red clover, putting it in a little deeper than red clover
seed. It will be no harm to sow as thick as red clover, but
less seed to the acre will do, as a single stalk of sweet clover
covers a good deal of ground.

Comb'Honc}' Management—Paint for Hives.

1 In the July 30 and Dec. 31 (1896) issues of the
American Bee Journal, Mr. J. A. Golden gives a plan for keep-
ing both the colony and the swarm at work together in the
surplus receptacles and preventing increase. What are the
disadvantages if this plan as compared with the plan recom-
mended and practiced by Dr. Tinker, and described by him in

his work, " Bee-Keeping for Profit."

2. Do you think a paint made of hydraulic cement and
skimmed milk would do for bee-hives? General LeDuc, once
Commissioner of Agriculture, recommended this paint for
farm buildings, and said that it is very durable. The color is

said to be a creamy brown. The paint is made by mixing one
gallon of sweet skimmed milk with a full quart (or a little

more) of the cement. If the color is not objectionable, I do
not see why this is not a good paint for hives. It is certainly
very cheap. If 1 try it, I think I will paint the covers with
ordinary white paint. E. B.

Answers.— 1. After studying over the matter for some
time, I am inclined to say I don't know, and leave Mr. Golden
to make the answer, as being more familiar with this plan.

2. I have no practical experience in the matter, but from
what I've read I have a favorable opinion of the material you
mention. Generally the color of paint on a bee-hive makes
little difference, for usually the hives stand in shade.

Keeping Seelions Clean on llic Hives.

Do you employ any other means than exact spacing and
tight wedging to keep your sections clean ? If so, I haven't
heard or read of them, and would like to know them now.
This staining of sections is a great bother with us toward the

end of the season, and altho we may scrape them, wo can
never get them to look "just right." Using tallow and other

fatty substances has been suggested, but I feel a little doubtful

about the effect such stuff would have on the nice, polisht

sections, and whether ink from the stamp would adhere to the

wood. What do you know about these things ? A. B.

Answer—The tops and bottoms of ray sections are not
protected from the bees in any way. If taken off early in the

season there is very little discoloration. If left on until after

the honey-flow, the bees take great delight, apparently, in

varnishing the whole surface with glue. But this varnishing
period comes with a flow of darker honey, such as I don't want
in sections, if indeed there is any flow at all. So when the

flow of light honey stops there has been little varnishing done,

and at that time all sections are generally removed, whether
filled or not. I think there may be a good deal of differ-

ence in localities as to the amount of propolis gathered, but I

am inclined to the opinion that in all localities the glue nui-

sance troubles less in the early part of the season than later.

Requeening an Apiary.

The queens iu my new apiary are like the colonies—from
good to bad. Would it pay me, do you think, to invest any
money with queen-breeders ? The reason I put it thusly is

because I did invest last year, and the queen, which was a
tested one from a very reliable breeder, certainly proved her-

self to be no better than some of the good ones I had. She
either was nothing more than a hybrid herself, or mine are
Italians, one and all. In case you should think it best to

get new blood, I want to say that the first of May is the
earliest I can get such queens on accouut of the cold in cross-

ing the Continental Divide. Would queens do me much good
procured at that time for the honey season which opens July
1, or earlier? You will understand that I couldn't afford to

buy enough queens to requeen the whole apiary, but would
have to breed from the bought ones. Colorado.

Answer.—I don't believe I'd try to get the stock changed
in time to make any impression on the honey crop of next
season. To do that you'd have to get the queens so early that
there would be chance of much loss, and, besides, the new
queens would cost more than later. With some of them there
would be loss in introducing, and that would cut into the
honey crop. Better wait till later in the season when queens
can cross the Divide with more comfort and safety, procure
one or several from which to breed, get some young queens
bred from them in 1897, just what you can conveniently
accomplish, but hold chiefly to the view that you are getting

these new queens in 1897 so as to have them on hand in good
season, and in good condition, to use in 1898. Of course, you
would keep in mind all the time to suppress a poor queen
whenever there was opportunity.

A Ne'w Binder for holding a year's numbers of the
American Bee Journal, we propose to mail, postpaid, to every
subscriber who sends us 20 cents. It is called "The Wood
Binder," is patented, and is an entirely new and very simple
arrangement. Full printed directions accompany each Binder.
Every reader should get it, and preserve the copies of the Bee
Journal as fast as they are received. They are invaluable for

reference, and at the low price of the Binder you can afford to

get It yearly.
^--•"-^^

The Alslke Clover Leaflet consistsjof 2 pages,
with illustrations, showing the value of Alsike clover, and
telling how to grow it. This Leaflet is just the thing to hand
to every farmer in your neighborhood. Send to the Bee Jour-
nal office for a quantity of them, and see that they are dis-

tributed where they will do the most good. Prices, postpaid,

are as follows : 50 for 25 cents ; 100 for 40 cents ; or 200
for 70 cents.

•*-•-*

Xlie Xanies and Addresses of all yourjjbee-

friends, who are not now taking the Bee Journal, are wanted
at this office. Send them in, please, when sample copies will

be mailed to them. Then you can secure their subscriptions,

and earn some of the premiums we have offered. The
next few months will be just the time to easily get new sub-

scribers. Try it earnestly, at least.

:NO'w Is tlie Xime to work for new subscribers.

Why not take advantage of the offer made on page 45 ?
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The ^^isconsin Convention meets at Madison
(the State capital), Feb. 3 aud 4—next Wednesday and Thurs-
day. It is now our intention to be present, and we hope to

meet and greet a goodly number of our readers in that great

honey-producing State. We trust it maybe the largest and
best bee-convention ever held in Wisconsin. Why not be there

and help to make it so ?

*-•-*

Xhey Would Exclude the Bees.—There is an
agitation in the city of Riverside, Calif., to exclude the bees
from that city. The point made by thosewho would drive the

bee-keepers away is the old one, of bees injuring fruit. Prof.

Cook had the privilege of speaking in that city recently to a

large audience in one of the Farmers' Institutes. He pointed

out as best he could the facts in the case. Here may be
another case for the Union to put in its good work, and teach
some people a lesson.

Petition Agfainst Adulteration.—Mr. C. P.

Dadant, in his article on page 50, refers to a petition against

honey-adulteration, sent from bee-keepers to Congress in

1878-79. This matter was in the hands of Mr. Chas.

Dadant (C. P.'s father), who received all the petitions from the

bee-keepers of the country, and forwarded them to Wash-
ington. But the commendable work begun then seems not to

have done any practical good, for we believe nothing more
was ever heard of the petitions. But it was a start, and we
believe if a strong national organization of bee-keepers

were to undertake such an important thing, and follow it up
closely all the way through, something would result there-

from. As Mr. Dadant says, bee-keepers need to get together,

and push as one man for their rights.

The Proposed Anialsfaiuation of the National
Union and the North American will be decided this month,
at least for the present. If it is defeated, we do not see that

the National Union will have gained anything— in fact, it will

prove a real loss to It, we believe.

Prof. Cook writes quite an article on this subject (see

page 51), but we fail to see that he gives any good reason why
amalgamation should not take place now ; but, on the con-

trary, he says he Is quite willing to work heartily for the suc-

cess of the new Union if amalgamation carries. He also sug-

gests that It would be well for the National Union to so

amend Its Constitution as to take up the subject of honey-

aduleratlon—one of the very important things that the New
Constitution especially contemplates, though the General

Manager, in his 12th Report, endeavors to discourage the

undertaking of this matter, by saying it will take millions of

money to fight the numberless cases that would arise all over

the country. But we all know that we do not have to fight

beyond the extent of the Union's treasury or financial ability

—

simply do what we can with the funds collected, to put down
adulteration. That's all. And that is all the Union has ever

done in the past— simply kept safely within its income in de-

fending the pursuit of bee-keeping.

Prof. Cook, in common with some other enthusiastic Cali-

fornians, entertains the wrong idea that the Union's members
in that State are about " the whole thing," for he says : "The
fact, too, that the majority of those in the Union are citizens

of California." But he'll find it a hard matter to convince

Eastern bee-keepers that only 40 members is a major portion

of 280. When we went to school we were taught that 40 is

as nearly as can he one-seventh of 280. To say the least, it

doesn't look well for the "tail" to try to wag the "dog,"

even if it could, and tho the " tail " be a very useful and neces-

sary part of the "dog."

While on this subject, we wish to speak of a matter sug-

gested in the first paragraph of Mr. Theilmann's article on

page .52. Now we do not think that there is a single member
of the National Union who for one moment ever entertained

the idea that the General Manager's brief annual financial

statements were incorrect or not exactly right. And yet it

would seem only fair that an itemized statement be given In

each annual report sent to the members. Of course, it would

be unnecessary to publish it in the bee-papers, but there is no

question that the members would be Interested in knowing

just how much of the funds it was necessary to spend on each

particular case in order to win it. We know the General

Manager would be glad to do this, as it would be impossible

for all to see his books for themselves, and thus learn it, as

would be their right, if they so desired.

The members of the National Union have a perfect right

to be proud of the work which that organization has accom-

pllsht in the dozen years of its existence, but there remains

much more to be done in other directions that will prove of

untold value to bee-keepers all over this country. As Mr.

C. P. Dadant well says on page 50—we must "unite our

efforts and construct a Bee-Keepers' Union fifty times as

strong and as far reaching as what we have at present." This

we believe can only be done by amalgamating the two existing

national organizations, and then all go to work to "crush the

hydra of honey-adulteration"—the bee-keeper's greatest foe

in the pathway to success.

That Honey-Jumble Recipe.—From Glean-

ings we learn that the good women-folks that seem to " en-

dure" so well living with Dr. Miller, have tried the honey-

jumble recipe that we publisht recently, and Editor Root, after

sampling them, says they are "as good as the best jumbles

every made." (We'll have to take his word for it until we

can afford to get a round-trip ticket to Dr. Miller's just for the

purpose of eating jumbles with him ! But we see the Doctor

wrote Editor Root that he had sent him " the last of the

batch," so that ends it !)

The following we take from the same editorial In Glean-

ings :

It seems there was a slight mistake, probably, in the

recipe. One of the ingredients was carbonate of soda 4
ounces, and it appears that it should have been 4 ponnds. The
whole recipe, then, with this correction, will read as follows :

"Flour, IStB pounds; lard, 10 pounds ; honey, 12 gal-

lons ; molasses, 3 gallons ; carbonate of soda, 4 pounds; salt,

I pound; water, 3 gallons; extract of vanilla, 1 pint."

Of course, the proportions in this recipe are too large for
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domestic use ; and for the convenience of the women-folks it

is reduced to the following:

" Two pounds of flour ; IK ounces of lard ; W-i pounds of

honey; 6 ounces of molasses ; % ounce of soda; 1/6 ounce
of salt; 1 gill of water: }-2 teaspoon of vanilla extract."

If the honey is not of heavy body, increase the quantity
slightly. Perhaps the wonen-folks would prefer to have this

reduced to "cupfuls ;" but as such a measure is very indefi-

nite, we can get at the result more exactly by giving the
figures in pounds and ounces, and I suspect it is important that
the proportions be as nearly exact as possible. I believe it

would Do possible to use all honey instead of molasses and
honey.

If all the women-folks can succeed as well as Dr. Miller's

have done, this recipe is going to be of great value to bee-

keepers. Every bee-keeper who has honey to sell ought now
to be able to offer to his customers honey-jumbles, home-made,
and they will sell like hot-cakes.

It might be well to call attention to the fact that jumbles
will keep almost indefinitely. Indeed, they seem to improve
with age. If they get a little dry, shut them up In a broad-
crock, and then see how moist they will become.

Calirornia Orang-e Honey.—Prof. Cook, while

visiting Riverside a short time since, secured a fine sample of

orange honey. The comb was white and the honey delicious.

It is to be regretted that the orange honey comes there so

early in the season. The bees at this time are so few in num-

bers that the product from this source can never be very

large or important commercially. If the honey could be pro-

duced in large quantities, it would rival that of the sage,

white clover, and the linden. So writes the Professor.

T\)^ Weekly Budget.

Editor Thos. Wm. Cowan, of the British Bee Journal,
and his good wife, are spending the winter in Placer Co.,

Calif., with their son.

Mr. W. K. Morrison, now residing on Bermuda Island, is

suggested by Gleanings as a suitable person to go after Apis
dorsata, if it is thought best to secure these bees for trial in

this country.

Mr. Edwin Bevcns, of Iowa, wrote recently :
" I am

getting tolerably comfortable in health again, and hope to live

to aid the new Union in its fight with honey adulterators and
rascally commission-men."

Mr. Ferris E. Gaines, of Will Co., 111., writes: "I like

the American Bee Journal very much. There are frequently
articles in it which alone are worth the subscription. The
new spelling of some of the words ending in ' ed ' is very
sensible."

Mr. C. P. McKinnon, a bee-keeper near Marshalltown,
Iowa, made us a very pleasant call recently. He has some
20 colonies, and runs for both comb and extracted honey, but
mainly the latter. He sells his surplus in the home market
at 10 and \^% cents for extracted and comb honey, re-

spectively.

Mr. Chas. Koeppen, a 5-out-apiary bee-keeper in Michi-
gan, was pictured in the December Review, and also his 5

apiaries and honey-house. He has from 30 to 75 colonies in

each apiary, and his crop of comb honey this year was about
8,000 pounds. He has achieved his present success through
difficulties that would have disheartened a less persistent man.

Mr. J. F. McInttre, of California, is one of the largest

bee-keepers in this country. Prof. Cook writes thus of him
and his iiethods:

" I had the privilege, a few days ago, of spending a night
with Mr. Mclntyre, of the famous Sespe region, of Ventura
County. Mr. Mclntyre is not only one of the best bee-keepers
In the United States, but he has one of the best apiaries, and
one of the best plants that it has ever been my privilege to

inspect. The apiary is located in a magnificent canyon. The
hives are on a very gentle slope, and at the lower side Is the

extracting room. Mr. Mclntyre has an extractor of his own

construction which holds a large number of combs, and which
reverses while in motion. He works entirely for extracted

honey. He has a large. Ore-proof honey-house, and is so fore-

handed that ho can hold his honey until the market suits him ;

thus he is always able to get a good price for his product. He
alms to keep about fiOO colonies, and so manages as not to go
beyond this number. After he reaches the desired number,
he returns swarms to the hive, taking out the combs, to build

up weak colonies. He thus has, at the dawn of the honey
season, his 600 colonies all vigorous and strong. By this

method of management he'i^ften takes over 30 tons of honey
In a single season. I think his crop a year ago was about 32
tons. He reports that the bees just about held their own
last year. Mr. Mclntyre is very careful not to extract so

closely as to endanger his bees from starvation."

Mr. E. C. Wheeler, of Marshall Co., Iowa, wrote us as

follows Jan. 3, about the prospects for next season in his

locality :
" I have much hope for the coming season, as white

clover had a new start the past season, and we are having a

fair amount of wet weather this winter."

The Dowager Empress Frederick, of Germany, takes

great interest in all the occupations of country life, and has

lately turned her attention to bee-keeping, which she con-

siders a most useful industry for the peasant population. In

order to encourage bee-keeping she has become the honorary
President of the Weisbaden District Bee-Society. A subscriber

sends us this bit of news.

Hon. Sydney E. Fisher, the Dominion Minister of Agri-

culture, attended one session of the Ontario convention at

Toronto in December. He delivered a very cordial speech,

showing his interest in bee-keeping as a branch of the great

work of his department. The bee keepers of Ontario have
much reason to be grateful to their Government for the sub-

stantial interest it takes in their pursuit. Would that our
Government were as anxious to aid its bee-keepers.

Mr. J. S. Scott, of Utah, wrote thus Jan. 9 : "I gladly

send you .Si.00 as the membership fee to the New Union,

with the privilege of calling for any amount hereafter re-

quired to prosecute honey adulterators and other swindlers. . . .

Talk about the home market ! I think we produced in our

three apiaries more comb honey last year than could have been

sold in Utah for home consumption. Hence we are compelled

to sell in the East. .. .1 bad the usual experience with swind-

lers last year—Wheadon and all the rest—but I did not bite."

Mrs. A. J. Barber, of Montezuma Co., Colo., we believe

is the only woman bee-inspector on this continent. It is quite

a distinction. She was appointed inspector for her county

last spring, and has made a pretty thorough canvass of the

bees kept in her domain. For thoroughness and conscientious

work, commend us always to the good women. (This will not

be construed as a reflection upon the splendid work done by

Inspector McEvoy, of Canada, and others, for it is not so

intended.)

Prof. Cook, in a letter from Los Angeles Co., Calif.,

which we received Jan. 16, said :

" While we have not yet enough rain to insure a good

honey crop for the coming season, the outlook is very hopeful.

We are already within one or two inches of the amount of

last year, and have within half enough to make the outlook or

prospects very favorable. Thus it is to be hoped that we shall

have a good season in 1897. and thit the Exchange will have

plenty of work to do."

Mr. J. J. Marshall is one of Wisconsin's large bee-

keepers, as will be found by the following item, which ap-

peared in a local newspaper:

"J. J. Marshall was here on business Monday. In company
with L. Dalton, they took and sold from their bees, 18,500
pounds of extracted honey the past year. This means that

they used about 60 ordinary barrels to hold it."

Mr. Marshall has been in the bee-business 8 years, and

has had but one year of failure—that was 1893. He feels

that adulteration of honey and dishonest commission men are

to be dreaded far more than foul brood in Wisconsin. That
may be true, and yet aH deserve such laws that beekeepers

can help to enforce when necessary in order to protect them-

selves.

1^" See " Bee-Keeper's Guide" offer on page 45.
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VIA THE CHICAGO

ConlduH Do Withont It.

I have clipped 19 queeDS, and must say the
Monette Queen-Clipping- Device is by far the
best invention ever made, and will be wel
come to many bee-keepers as it was to me. 1

could not do without one now.
Dr. Geo. Lacke, Newburgh, Ind.

' chicago.Union Pacific

V -=#fe<^ND North-western Line

The Overland Limited
"

- -
. LE/^VES CHICAGO DAILY VIATME:-,.^.

Gii(D\oo^ North Western Rai nwnr
; CITY T I CK E.T O FF IC EL

a08 CLARK STREET CHICAGO

That Queen-Clipping Device Free I

Works Like a Charm,
The MoQette Queen Clipping Device works

LIKE A CHARM. With it 1 have clipped 30

queens, all in one daj'. wheu examining my
bees. Wm. Stoi.ley. Grand Island, Nebr.

PLEASE READ THIS OFFER TO PRESENT SUBSCRIBERS :

Send us jnat one new name for the American Bee Journal a year (with SI. 00), and we
will mail you the Queen-Clipping Device free of charge. Or, the Queen-Clipping Device
will be sent postpaid for 30 cts. But why not get it as a Premium by the above offer ?

You can't earn 80 cts. any easier. Almost every bee-keeper will want this Device.

80000000000000000
CUE LIGHT of gospel truth

sometimes grows dim in the
FARMER'S HOME. See to it

that the boys and girls have help-
ful literature, botli papers and
books, something instructive and
entertaining.

Cbe Union 6o$pel Xm% o
with its cheering weekly message
will go a long way toward bright-
ening and gladdening the hearts
and minds of the farmer's family.
It has something in it of interest to

every member of the household.
Its publisliers are ottering special

inducements at this time for sub-
scrii)tions. Notice our proposition. AVe will send one of
those splendid Bagster Teacher's Bibles Avith its latest and
best helps, new concordance, indexed maps, illustrations,

flexible cover, etc. Size when open, 9xl2;-< inches. You can
get this Bil)le at this time, also a year's subscription to

rXION GOSPEL NEWS, 52 numbers, for i?1.80, or the
IMhle will be sent free for 8 new subscriptions at 50 c. each,
i f riirther information is desired, write us. D. L. Moody and
iiiiiny other pi-oniinent evangelists use this Bible. Over
l()o,()()0 ])HO])le are already regular readers of Union Gospel
News. Don't you want to join this goodly company? Address

Cbe Gospel news Co., itE?;;sS!oH'io.

>g<
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Qej^cral Iten^s^

Sweet Clover—Small Honey Crop.

1 am in great hopes that sweet clover will
be taken off the black list this winter. If
you can help us any, I wish you would.

1 had a small honey-crop, and got a small
price for it, but 1 will stick to the Bee Jour-
nal. I have 'M colonies in the cellar at
present, apparently doing well.

Henry Stark.
Shawano Co., Wis., Dec. 30.

Season Good in Early Part.

I cannot get along without the American
Bee Journal. Last season was very good
up to July, when it slackened down consid-
erable, but the fall flow helpt me out again.
1 got ',1.511 pounds of comb honey all together,
and I had plenty of swarms through the
latter part of May and June. I am winter-
ing 52 colonies and 4 nuclei, which have
plenty of stores, on the summer stands.

Henry K. Gresh.
Elk Co., Pa., Dee. 29.

Honey-Plants Looking Well.

Bees are mostly in fine condition for win-
ter, as what little honey they gathered the
past season was gathered in the fall, after
the fall rains set in, and most of the bees
are strong in numbers and heavy in stores.
All of our best honey-plants are up and
looking well. It we can just have a few
good rains the rest of the winter and spring
the honey crop is assured for 1S97. Long
life to the American Bee Journal

!

L. B. .Smith.
Lampasas Co., Tex., Dec. 29.

Abundance of White Clover.

It has been less than an average season
here for honey, but the prospects are fine
for next season, as we shall have an abun-
dance of white clover.

1 was quite successful with my exhibit at
the county fair the past fall, securing three
first premiums—on nucleus of bees, ex-
tracted honey and foundation, and second
premium on comb honey.

F. S. TiNSLAR, D. D. S.
Kankakee Co., III.

Results of the Past Season.

I think my bees have done well. I had
been keeping bees in the box-hive for sev-
eral years, and last spring I had colonies.
I then purchast 6 dovetail 10-frame hives,
and put the new swarms into them, using
half sheets of foundation. Not having an
extractor, I had to build up 4 of them 4
stories high. I borrowed an extractor
from a neighbor bee-keeper, and extracted
700 pounds from the 6 colonies—300 of
white clover and 40(1 pounds of Spanish-
needle; it was all fine honey. The white
clover is in fine condition for next year.
My bees are in good condition to go through
the winter. They are hybrids, and workers,
too. 1 have 9 colonies in dovetail hives,
and three in the old hives. I owe my suc-
cess to the Bee .lournal, as 1 subscribed for
it when 1 bought the hives. I couldn't get
along without it now. 1 think the Editor
has done a good thing iu getting after the
fraudulent honey commission men. 1 am
well pleased with my first year's work.

W. L. Smithey.
Monroe Co., Mo., Dec. 30.

A Horticultural Bee-Keeper.

I have 30 colonies of bees, mostly hy-
brids. 1 am running principally for in-

crease. 1 got only 400 pounds of comb
honey this year, and yet 1 think this is a
fair bee-country. Last spring I started
with 14 colonies and increased to 30. They
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Our Iew Catalogue z=z=z
Vy -i- 1 Vy Wh,i, Be Issued Soon.

Send us your Name and Address,

And we will take pleasure in mailinR you a copy Ij lIB Ij'lJ' I

IT ILLUSTRATES AND DKSCKIBES ALL THP:

Latest and Best Apiarian Supplies

Gr. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.

FEED YOUR BEES
WITH BASWOOD. PROTECT THEM WITH EVERGRENS.

lOO, 2 to r. a--t. iSlO. lOO Biiswooa Seedlings, *1. Delivtrfd Iivl-. OtliLi-

izes just as cheap. 50 !B«1.00 Bargains by mail. Millions to select from. Al?-o

i'mit Trees, Small Fruits. Vines, etc. Liberal oafth commissions for

ubs. Illustrated catalogue free. iJood local .Saksnit-u umited. Address
i

,>--= -- - --

D. HILL, Evergreen Specialist, DUNDEE, ILL. I

Mention the A merican Bee JourruiL

*$• MONEY Saved is Money Gained. •^

THE ROYAL UMOS
Life Insurance Company

DES MOINES, IOWA.

The Iowa Policy
Is one that deflnitely cromlses to keep an
accurate account with you : credit your
premiums and interest, charge the actual
expense and mortuary cost, and hold the
remaining: funds subject to your order.

Agents ^Vauted.
JOHN B. KING. General Agent.

Suite 513 First Nat'l Bank Bld'g,

SOAtf CHICAGO, IIiIj.

Mention ilycAmer-ijcan Uce Srumal

DliPESNE \ COLLEGE!»
Penn Ave. and Eighth St.

Thorough Courses —Classical. Scientific, Nor-
mal, English, Commercial, Preparatory, and
Ladies Literary. Efficient and experienced
Instructors. Day and Night sessions.

Send for Catalog.

8ef Jc/fMJt,«K'5 i".z A ri:^-rics.

THROAT

AND LUNQ DISEASES,
DR. PEIRO, Specialist

Offices: 1019, loo State St.,

CHICAGO. Hours 9 to 4.

Finest Alfalfa Honey

!

IT SELLS ON TASTING.

The Honey that Suits All

Who Buy It.

LOWER PEiCE8

!

We can furnish White Alfalfa Extracted Honey, in 60-pound tin cans, on
board cars in Chicago, at these prices : 1 can, in a case, 7}4 cents per pound ; 2 cans
in one case, 7 cents ; 4 cans (2 cases) or more, 6>2 cents. The Cash must accom-
pany each order. Fine Bass'wood Flavor Honey at '4 cent more when in

cans : or in 270-lb. barrels at (i;.2 cents per pound.

A sample of the honey will be mailed to an intending purchaser, for S
cents, to cover postage, packing, etc. We guarantee purity.

Now it seems to us here is a splendid chance for any bee-keeper to supply his
home demand after his own crop is all sold. Or, why not begin now to create a
local honey-trade? Order one 00-pound can first, and start out among your neigh-
bors and friends, and see what you can do. You ought to get at least 12 cents per
pound in 5-pound lots, or 40 cents for 3 pounds. Some may be able to do even
better than that, though we think that enough ought to be sold at these prices to

make a fairly paying business out of it. Give it a good trial. Push it. It may
grow into a nice winter's work for you.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Miehigan Stmt, CHICAGO, ILL.

all went into winter quarters heavy iu
stores. I am wintering them on the sum-
mer stands, the hives covered with short
boards sawed two feet for the purpose. I

keep the snow heapt up around the hives,
leaving the entrances open. This has been
my method, and it has workt well so far;
so when a thing works well, that will do.

I am an old soldier, and must engage in

some light out-door work. I have handled
bees all my life. I have come up all the
way from the hollow log hive to the im-
proved hives of to day, but I never thought
of getting right down to business till with-
in the last two or three years. I am horti-

culturally built, and also love to handle
bees. I read Langstroth's book 30 years
ago. but never until I saw the honey exhib-
its at the World's Pair did I get so inter-

ested in bee-culture as I have been since. I

was there during the entire Fair, in charge
of our horticultural exhibit. I am not
afraid the bees will do me or my fruit-trees
any damage. S. W. Maxey.

Kittitas Co., Wash., Dec. 26.

Deep Snow and Windy.

I have three out-apiaries. I've had bees
for seven seasons, the last being the best
yet. My average from 143 colonies was
34 pounds per colony. I keep all my bees
in dovetail chaff hives, except 26 that are
in Bristol hives. I rear leather-colored
queens, which are the best that I have
tried, and I have tested quite a number. It

has been snowing the past 48 hours; the
snow is two feet deep on the level, and the
wind is blowing hard, filling the roads
with snow. Thad. H. Keelek.
Westchester Co , N. Y., Dec. 24.

Report for 1896.

I began in the spring with 14 colonies

—

blacks and hybrids. I had 6 swarms, and
300 pounds of basswood comb honey. There
was white clover, also many wild flowers,
but no nectar in them. Basswood trees
were very full of bloom from the 1st to the
20th of June, but bees could work on it

only one week, because it was too damp
and chilly most of the time. Basswood is

the principal lependence here, but alas!
the woodman's ax is ruthlessly roljbing us
of this best of all honey-plant's. I have
been a subscriber only 1^

j years, but I have
learned to like the Bee Journal and the
editor more and more. Long may they
live to cheer the hearts of the bee-keeping
fraternity, and battle for the right.
Platte Co., Mo. R.T.Rose.

"Honey Exchange" Suggestions.

I was considerably interested in the re-
port of the Chicago convention. I am not
a member of any organization, nor do I

know that I shall connect myself with one.
But it seems to me that the reason our bee-
keepers failed to get returns for the honey
shipt to the commission men, was not on
account of a lack of organization on their
part, but because they failed to use com-
mon sense in business, and /,;io«> their men
before making a consignment, either by
letters of inquiry, or of reference. A man
who will ship a carload of honey to an un-
known firm, except through his advertise-
ment in a paper or a richly worded and
attractive circular through the mail, cer-
tainly comes short in his make up. or. to
express it in a more charitable and broth-
erly way, he is anticipating a hundred
years hence, when in the Millennial Reign
of Christ we are told that •• the fir^/i shall

be filled with the knowledge of the glory of
the Lord as the waters cover the sea."

—

Heb. 2; 14.

A suggestion: It would seem to me that
the most effective form of organization
would be to have a common center, or
' Honey-Exchange,'' if you prefer to name
it such, in a central city, like Chicago. At
that honey-exchange have a thorough busi-

ness man, who is already associated with
bee-keepers, located on a salary. His du-
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ties shall be to keep posted through corre-
spondence with bee-keepers—members of
the Association in particular—in all parts
of the country: 1st. the exact condition of
the honey market in their particular local-
ity

; 2nd. the outlook of the incoming
honey crop, especially as to its probability
of congesting the local market, and here
the exchange man can prove his ability, in
such suggestions to shippers as will enable
those living close to a congested market to
ship to a locality where the yield is not so
heavy that season ; iird. by knowing how
much honey each member has. or would
have, for shipment, and with a knowledge
of the consumption of each market annu-
ally, it would be more easy to get a uni-
form figure for the year's product, by
judicious shipments; and. 4th, lieing in
close touch with every large producer, and
with producers living in every city, a
knowledge of the commission men could
soon be gained, that would lessen the losses
through dishonesty.
These suggestions will bear enlarging,

and, in fact, new ones may very profitably
be added. John Wii.cock.
Philadelphia Co., Pa.

Report for 1896.

In the fall of 189.5 I had 46 colonies in
chaff hives, and wintered 39, but two were
tjueenless. I increast to 60 colonies, artifi-
cially, and took 1,S00 pounds of extracted
honey—600 from clover, 1,100 from bass-
wood, and 100 pounds from fruit-bloom. I
fed 100 pounds of sugar for winter stores.
How is that for Buffalo ?

Wm. H. McKinlet.
Erie Co., Pa., Jan. 9.

Not an Entire Failure.

I started in the spring of 1896 with four
colonies of Italian bees, had one natural
swarm, and 137 pounds of comb honey. We
think it first-class, being from alfalfa and
spider-plant, with a few wild flowers. My
bees are iu fair condition, wintering on the
summer stands. I have been reading the
Bee Journal for 1.5 months, and would not
attempt to keep bees without it.

P. R. Hobble.
Southwest Kansas. Jan. 11.

Fair Season in 1896.

The honey season of last year was very
fair in this vicinity. From four strong col-
onies, spring count, increasing to 10, I
took off over 700 pounds of surplus honey,
3.J of which was No. 1 clover honey, the re-
mainder first quality amber. From one
young prime swarm I took 4 supers of 32
sections each, all prime honey, perfectly
sealed, with the exception of one super in
which there were 10 sections imperfectly
sealed.

I put the bees into the cellar Nov. 6 in
good condition. My bees are blacks—
equally as good for their fighting qualities
as their honey-gathering. L. J. Peck.
Anoka Co.. Minn., Jan. 11.

A Case of Swarming.

I practice dipping queens' wings in the
spring, ami did so last spring. When
breeding was well started I found one hive
that contained nothing but drone-brood,
even in worker-comb. The queen was prob-
ably a very fine one. but probably reared
late in the fall before, and not mated.
May 1.5 1 hived a swarm on old combs,

and placed it on the stand where the hive
from which it came stood. June 23 a swarm
came from it and returned, as I was away,
and the old queen, being dipt, was |)rob-
ably lost, for on July 4 a swarm came from
the same hive, and after pulling off the
head of the drone-laying queen, I hived
them in her hive, and all seemed well
pleased. But what surprised me was to
have a swnrm come from the hive these
bees came from, the three succeeding
days, making tour swarms from the same

fffi This little picture will come JK
^fj^

home with telling force to many tAl
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?4jJ wife, who haa often felt that she |5*.

is could not Ion a:er stand the strain Jl
ifjj and who finally succumbed to j|jtf

f,^ disease. Poorwomanl Doyou%V»
}£» not know that there is within ^VJI

'Hyi
FEMALE COMPLAINTS
BRIGHTS DISEASE
URINARY TROUBLES
GENERAL DEBILITY
AND MALARIA '̂A

^ij and all diseases caused by dis-Jfi
'^if> ordered Kidneys and Liver. It isj^'i
f^-t: s. nurelv vetretable comnoiinfl^i!*purely vegetable compound,

ffjfi
which has cured thousands and

A2I '^'i'l cure you. It's name is

w '

&«* smaller one at your nearest store
I, ^

Veil, O 1>II. <»'VEI,I>OWZO:^KS
Yellowzones for PAIN and FEVER.
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Honey - Clovers !

We have made arrangements so that we
can furnish seed of several of the Clovers
by freight or express, at the following prices,

cash with order:
5fc lOtb 251b SOB)

AlslkeClover $.70 »1.25 13.00 J 5.75
Sweet Clover 65 1.20 2.75 5.00
WhlteCIover 1.25 3.00 4.50 8.00
Alfalfa Clover 65 1.10 2.70 5.00
Crimson Clover 55 .90 2.00 3.50

Prices subject to market changes.

Add 25 cents to your order, tor cartage, if

wanted by freight.
Vour orders are solicited.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.

HATCH^Cliickens °I steaJUz

EXCELSIOR Incubator
Simple. Perfrrt, Self- Itegu Iat-

irig. Thuusiiii.!.'* io BUOceKsrul
o|ieraliiin. l^uweHt priced
flrst-eluMM Hatcher mudc.

GEO. II. NTAIII..
tl4tolgg8. 6thHt. QuIncy.Ilh
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Our Prices
ARE WORTH
LOOKING AT

NEW CHAMPION CHAFF HIVE
espociully. All dther Supplica accorillngly.
Send lor Catalog iiuci Price-List. Address,

R. H. SCHMIDT & CO.,
48Alf Bo.« 1H7, SiiKiiiivcAN, Wis.
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hive, four days in succession, and I put
them all, with the bees, with the drone-lay-
ing qneen, and they all seemed satisfied
and did good business in gathering honey.
I have had something to do with bees for
nearly, or quite, 70 years, but never knew
a case Mke this in all my experience.
The last was a fine honey season here,

and honey of excellent quality.
Rutland Co., Vt. E. L. Holden.

Thinks Weevil Injure White Clover.

I see a good deal in the Bee Journal
about bees not working on "white clover. I

think the reason is they cannot get the
honey. It is there all the same. We find
in almost every blossom a weevil which
prevents the bees getting the honey. Be-
fore the weevil began to bother we got 3 to
5 bushels of seed per acre ; now we get but
i.j to 2 bushels per acre. Sol Harpst.
Mercer Co., Pa.

Good Results in a City.

EiiiTOR York:—I am glad to hear that
the next national convention is to be held
in Buffalo this year. I would like to have
you call upon me when you come, and see
my bees. They did very well last year. 1

started with 16 colonies and increast to
20. I extracted about 1..S00 pounds, and
took about 100 of comb honey. I think a
crop like that is pretty good for being in
the heart of a city like Buffalo.

I winter my bees on the summer stands,
with outside cases, which are packt with
straw and one thickness of burlap over the
frames, with chaff cushions on top. I have
lost but two colonies in three years win-
tered in the same way.
The bees had a good flight on New Year's

day. and seemed to be in fine condition.
I think the Bee Journal is just what every

bee-keeper ought to have, if keeping but 1

or 100 colonies. M. M. Rickard.
Erie Co., N. Y., Jan. 11.

[Thank you, Mr. Rickard, for your kind

invitation. If we have time, and all being

well, we should be very much pleased to

visit you during the next convention.

—

EliITOR.l

An Experience with Bees.

A little more than 25 years ago (the last

year of my living in New York before I

moved to this State) I bought a colony of
bees in a boxhive, and the experience I had
that season, with that colony and one that
came from it, is all I ever had until last

spring, when, very much against my incli-

nation at the time, I was obliged to take
three colonies of bees—two good ones and
one poor one—on a debt. I bad never seen
a frame of comb and bees taken from a
hive, and didn't know one cell from another.
But I thought I would make the best of my
purchase, and try to get my money out of
it. 1 found my old book— •• Quinby on the
Honey-Bee"—that I bought when I had the
colony 25 years ago. which had been en-
tirely useless all these years—and went to
studying it. Then I subscribed for the
American Bee Journal, which I also took
25 years ago, and to it I owe much of my
success, for in every number 1 find some-
thing I need to know. When I had occa-
sion to write to our good editor, I .sent him
the names of all the bee-men that 1 thought
did not take our paper. All through the
summer, and at the present time, let me
work ever so hard on my farm, when
Thursday night comes, and the Bee Journal
with it—one as regular as the other—

I

never make a practice of retiring until I

have finisht the paper.
Last fall I got •• A B C of Bee-Culture,"

aud I was never before so interested in any
business in my life. I had been in a very
monotonous routine of farm work, for
nearly 25 years, and this novel employment
opened up to me a new department in the
old world around me, that I had hardly
ever noticed before, and I was delighted.

I also found, iu reading the Bee Journal,
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that I had entered a brotherhood, all allied

in sympathies and interests, not so great in

numbers as in extent of habitation, and all

kindly disposed toward one another; and it

strikes me that is an outgrowth of the busi-

ness, that men who are engaged in investi-

gating the works of the Creator, and work
along with Him, become kindly disposed,

and more and more in line with Him.

About the right time I got in correspon-
dence with a good supply dealer, who
furnisht me with the necessary supplies, all

of one pattern, S-frame dovetailed hives.

My old hives were of different shapes and
sizes, were quite old and poor, and the
combs very black. In the course of the
season I got the bees all out of the old

hives and piled them up by the woodpile. I

transferred the bees all into the new hives,

with new brood foundation. So now. in-

stead of what I started with, in the spring,

[ have 10 good colonies, all on new combs,
and in new hives, all of the same make, all

painted white, and standing in a straight

row, under the south side of a row ot large
locust trees, a few yards south of my house.
I also got about 4lG pounds of extracted
honey, and S.") pounds in sections, besides
quite a number of sections partly filled.

The man of whom 1 got the bees helpt me
with his aiivice. and started me out, Init

nearly all the work was done by my own
inexperienced hands, assisted, at times, by
members of my family.

Pretty late in the fall I examined all the
hives, and estimated that the lightest had
about 22 pounds of honey, and the heaviest
about 32. I put a Hill's device on top of

the frames, then a piece of burlap, then an
empty half story, and filled it with dry
leaves, wintering on the summer stands;
the hives are IS or 20 inches apart. A little

later on I took corn-fodder and laid it down
straight on the ground against the north
side of the row ot hives, packing it down
close, and piling it up as high as the tops of
the hives. Then I took some more, and
stood it on end, letting it lean against the
other, and over the tops of the hives, hav-
ing something the form of a shed over
then I. Then, going to the south side of the
row, I packt the spaces between the hives
with old hay. and partly covered the hay
with stove wood, that it might not get out
of place.

I think I have a good location. It is on
the second bottom ot the Big Blue river,

near the base of the south side of a high
bluff. My lees did nothing the forepart of
the season— Ihad to feed to keep them from
starving. Some who did not feed lost their
bees. The surplus was stored between the
the middle of August and about Sept. 30 or
2.5. C. G. Beach.
Marshall Co., Kans., Jan. ti.

Bees Wintering Well.

I increast my bees from 31 to 41 colo-
nies, and lost 3. I got about COO pounds of
comb honey and 200 of extracted—half
white clover and half vine maple. I had a
colony of Italians that swarmed May 26,

and the new swarm swarmed June 2(i. and
gave me S4 pounds of comb honey. Bees
are doing well so far. M. A. Bkadford.
Multnomah Co., Oreg., Jan. 0.

Bee-Keeping in Manitoba.

No doubt many readers of the Bee Jour-
nal consider Manitoba to be in the Artie
regions, and therefore no place fit to keep
bees. To such I may say that 1 have kept
them here for 10 years, and 1 find it a much
better place for them than (JId England,
where 1 kept bees tor 20 years, and had to
feed some colonies each year or lose them.
I have not had to teed one pound of syrup
in Manitoba.
The season of 1S9G was the poorest yet

experienced here. Golden-rod failed to
yield anj* surplus honey for the first time;
and that and wild mint are the chief honey-
flowers at present, there being no clover
here yet except what I grow myself, which
is only about one acre. We have no bass-
wood. The honey is almost all from wild

ri^i! Beeswax
For all the Good, Pure Yello'w

Bees'wax delivered to our office till

further notice, we will pay 25 cents per
pound, CASH ; or 28 cents for whatever
part is exchanged for the Bee Journal,
Honey, Books or Seed, that we offer. If

you want casta, promptly, for your
Beeswax, send it on at once. Impure
wax not taken at any price. Address as

follows, very plainly,

GEO. W. YORK & CO.
118 Michigan st. , CHICAGO. ILL.

•U^l'•''|)0MDERi(^i)•

SEE THAT WINK

!

Ree - SnppIIeo! KoOT's
Goods at Hoot's Prices.

Ponder's Honey - Jars,
and every thing used by
bee-keepers. Prompt ser-
vice, low freight rate. Cat.
iree. Walter S Ponder,

162 Mass. Ave.,
Indianapolis, Indiana,

•VHef, ANSWEWING MIS ADVERTlBEMEhT. MENTION THIS JOURNW-

»^ IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
11.25 to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif.,

tor his

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

CARLOADS
Of Bee-Hives, Sections, Ship-
ping-Casea. Comb Foundation,
and Everyililng used in the
Bee-Industry.

I want the name and address

\-n- of every Bee- Keeper In Amer-
ica. I supply Dealers as well
as consumers. Send for cata-

logs, quotations, etc. W. H. PUTNAM,
River Falls. Pierce Co., Wis.
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Our '97 Cataloff
—OF—

Apiarian Supplies, Bees, Ete.

Is yours tor the asking.
It is lull ot information. Write for It.

I. J. STRINGIIAM,
105 Park Place. NEW YORK, N. Y.

Apiary—Glen Cove, L. I.
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ONE MAN WITH THE

UNION '^''-i-w*"'^'-
Can do the work of four
men using hand tools, in

Ripping, Cuttlng-off, Mi-
tring, Rabbeting. Groov-
ing, Gaining, Dadoing,
Edglng-up. Jointing Stuff,

etc. Full Lineot Foot and
Hand Power Machinery,
Sold on Trial, CaUloeue Free.

SE>ErA FAI.I.S MFG. CO.,
40 Water St SENECA FALLS. N, Y.
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\A/ORTH $10 IIN GOLD.
Of'r r"i'!'ni Annual oi"l Bool: of \alu-

a/,le A-.. /,.,,. lor '97, tiuel.v printed in

Ci.li.rs. Eiving cms, descniituins anil

t prices of -15 of the leading vanetiesil

fiiucv Fowls, with imporuinl hints on

Ihe i~'i.e of poul'.rv, and hundreds oi

I
e.iiic* of sreat value. Over a Itwo prem-

iums won at the leadiiiE shows.
/J-J"*

R,il<iri,l One-fourlli. The finest book

out PriceonlvlOc. Will return money
if not satisfactory. Address,

C. N. BOWERS, box 73 DakoU, III., U. S. A.
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fruits and flowers at present. But 1 am
looking for greater results from clover if

the farmers could be persuaded to grow it.

Alsike and white flourish well where sown.
I saw bees visiting Alsiko as late as October.

I winter my bees in an outside cellar or
cave, the temperature of which is not
nearly so high as bee-writers advocate.
Last winter mine was from 2 to 14 degrees
above zero most of the time, and every
colony came through safely. I put 28 in,

the beginning of November, and placed
them all out the Hrst week in April. One
year they were gathering pollen April 4.

Another year it was April 31 before I could
put them out.

In this climate bees are not subject to
dysentery; moths do not trouble at all, nor
is there any honey-dew.
When extracting honey, about the end of

September, 1 found a nice-colored queen
upon the first frame taken out, which 1 set

against the outside of the hive, and got
hold of the next frame upon which was
another queen, of a darker color.

J. Gatlet.
Manitoba, Canada, Dec. 36.

A Lady Bee-Keeper's Report.

There are about 500 colonies in this

county (Montezuma). I have 150 colonies
in two apiaries. Our home apiary of 05
colonies produced S,000 pounds of extracted
honey, altho I had to destroy 13 colonies
and treat several others for foul brood.
The out-apiary of 70 colonies produced 5.000

finisht sections of honey, and 3.5U0 pounds
of comb honey, in halt-depth extracting
frames, which we sell by the frame in the
home market. Besides the comb honey, we
have an increase of IT good, strong colonies
in the out-apiary. All have hives well-filled

for winter use. Honey is cheap—best white
sections, 3 for 35 cents.

Mrs. a. J. Barber.
Montezuma Co., Colo., Jan. 13.

Report for the Past Season.

1 promist to report when I got a crop of

honey. 1 can hardly call it a crop, but bet-

ter than nothing. 1 took my .50 colonies
from the cellar last spring alive—all but
one or two—but they springdwindled down
below 40, and they were mostly weak.
They commenced to build up on spring
bloom, then in basswooJ bloom they did
well for a few days, then all stopt until red
clover bloom, then they filled up well for

winter, all but two or three late swarms. I

increased to 60 colonies, and packt 41 on
the summer stands, the remainder I put
into the cellar. All appear to be wintering
well. Those out-doors have a jubilee occa-
sionally—one on New Year's day. I think
the prospect good for a good season in this

part of the country. White clover has
come in thick, and it appears to be winter-

ing well.

The past year I got for my part about
700 pounds of honey, and have a major part
of it on hand yet. It brings only 1'2'._, cents

per pound. For the most that I have sold I

got 14 to 15 cents. A. F. Crosbt.
Franklin Co., Iowa, Jan. 12.

Wild Parsnips Again.

On page S06, P. N., in referring to my
article on wild parsnip, asks, " How long
will tame parsnips have to run before they
become poisonous ? ' Years ago, when I

was a young man. I was told that if pars-

nips were allowed to grow a few years with-

out being molested, they would become
poisonous, and I supposed it was true until

a few years ago one of my neighbors had a
bed of parsnips in his garden, and the next
spring he built a barn and enclosed the
parsnip bed in his yard: but just out-

side of the fence a few parsnips came up
and went to seed, and the seed was scat-

tered, and they grew there to my knowl-
edge 10 years or more, being self-sown, and
they grew seed every year. One day the

man told me it I wanted any parsnip seed
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to help myself, for there was plenty of it.

I told him that I had always been told that
it was poison after growing wild as long as
those had. He laught. and said that all

the parsnips he had raised and ate for

years was from seed he gathered from that
place, so I got my seed from the same place
for years, and raised good parsnips, and
am alive yet, and never felt any bad effect

from them.

Dr. Miller, in his answer to the above
question, cites a case of a physician who
bad eaten a full meal of wild parsnip with
DO bad results. I can cite two cases where
the result was quite different. One of my
neighbors, while working in bis field, pulled
up a root of what is known here as wild
parsnip, and gave to his horse. In a short
time the horse was taken sick and died in a
few hours. The other case, a young man
picked up a root that he had plowed up,
and ate some of it. In a few moments he
was seized with a burning sensation in his

throat and stomach, and severe pain. A
physician was called, and he named it a
case of poison from eating wild parsnip. I

am satisfied from what Dr. Miller says,
that there is no wild parsnip in the cases
I refer to, but that it is some other root,

therefore next summer I will send a sample
of the plant to the Bee Journal, and ascer-
tain its true name. There is one thing I do
know—it furnishes a large quantity of ex-
cellent fall honey. S. B. Smith.
Stevens Co., Minn., Jan. 9.

Did Very Well Last Year.

I started in last year with one colony,
and have now 'i'i—a good many of which I

got from trees. I did very well last year.
F. Matthai.

Napa Co., Calif.. Jan. 14.

Kept Bees 20 Years.

I have kept bees for 20 years; with few
years excepted they have been profitable.

The past year has been almost a total fail-

ure. Through August they would have
died had they not been fed. I have 34 colo-

nies in my home yard, and an interest in

another. Jeremy Greene.
Watauga Co., N. C, Dec. 22.

A Very Poor Season.

We had a very poor honey season last

year. From 33 colonies we did not get
more than 400 pounds of honey, as the
weather was too changeable. First we had
too much rain, then it was warm, and then
it changed to cold again. But we hope to

have a better season this year.
Mrs. J. Knuppel.

Kings Co., N. Y., Jan. 13.

A llexican Report.

Last year's honey season, as far as one
can speak here about a honey season, was
not so good as before. The rainy season
was unusually long, and now we have re-

markably long and wet Northers. I have
not seen such a wet year since I came here,
five years ago. 1 am now preparing for

the crop of orange and coffee honey—the
most delicious in the world. They are be-

ginning to bloom already, and most prob-

EGGS! EGGS!!^
We RUfinintee double
the yield when henH
lire fed t'reen cut bono
preimred on our Dew

Only cuttur awarded -nriS' premiura at
World'H Fitir. Ont,n easier, faater. finer
Ihiin otherm. SiitiMfoction nuaranteed
or mouey refuuded. Hend for our
FUl-^E circuhir and prices. Address

WEBSTER &''HANNUM,
'o»* CAZENOVIA, NEW YORK.
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ably we will have a big crop from both for
lSi)7.

I am trying, too, to explain modern bee-
keeping to Mexicans through the agricul-
tural paper, ' El Progreso de Mexico." It

is hard work for me, as I am a beginner
in bee-keeping, and in Spanish language,
but some time 1 hope to reap the fruits of
my efforts. I am selling mostly extracted
honey, which at present sells better than
comb. I am now watching my bees for the
bee-martin. I think they come down from
the United States, as bees cannot fly there
any more, and I only see them here in the
winter months. F. Bussler.
Orizaba, Mexico, Dec. 29.

A Colony in a Bedroom.

On Dec. 10, 1890, 1 bought two black colo-
nies of bees in box-hives, transferred them
to partly-drawn combs in dovetailed hives,
which had no bee-bread. I took honey
from box-hives, masht and strained it,

thinned it with water and fed it. Dec. 34 I

lookt into the hives and they had about
1.5,000 capped brood each. They are draw-
ing out comb and building one new one,
having it as large as my two hands. Every
cell is worker. 1 keep them in a warm bed-
room upstairs, where the stove-pipe goes
through the room. 1 carry them out every
warm day and give them a flight.

New York.

A Report—Sowing White Clover.

We have had a fine fall and no winter so
far. Bees have a good supply of stores for
winter, and gave us some dark honey in
the supers. The dry, hot weather nipt the
first crop. We do not have much chance
for a good crop here in a dry year. We
have had a good deal of rain this winter,
and that will help out for next year.

I have just been reading Dr. Miller's an-
swer to H. C, about how much white clo-
ver seed to sow per acre. I have sown
clover seed for 40 years, and the best re-

sults come from sowing 00 pounds on 8
acres ; that is 7' j pounds per acre.
Cowley Co., Kans., Dec. 31. S. Stout.

Results of the Fast Season.

Out of 41 colonies I came through last
winter with 40 medium ones, and increast
to 7'3 by natural swarming. I got 1,'300

pounds of comb honey in one-pound sec-
tions, and sold it iu my home market for
15 cents, or if they take 100 pounds or more,
14 cents in trade, or 13 cents in cash, by the
case of 24 sections. The dandelions and
white clover did not yield any honey last
spring, and the bees had all their old honey
used up. I had to melt some sugar and
feed a few new swarms. The last of June
the basswood opened, and the first of July
the bees filled their hives for winter, and
stored some surplus, but no fall honey to
speak of. I think they are wintering well,
down cellar packt on top with leaves, with
the entrances the same as on the summer
stands. Geo. H. Auringer.
Meeker Co., Minn., Jan. 1.

"Commercial Ratings" Unreliable.

Editor *yoHK:— I have kept track of
your exposures concerning the Wheadon
outfit, and also the Atchley's editorial re-

lating to Wheadon's rating with Brad-
street's. Possibly what 1 have to relate
may throw some light on the methods of a
certain commercial agency :

A prominent druggist of this town, and a
thoroughly reliable man, received a letter
from a commercial agency, a few days
since, asking him to send them a detailed
account of the commercial standing of a
certain business man of this place. They
tendered no pay for the service asked, be-
yond a stamp lor reply

!

Our druggist replied that he was not in
the business of writing up his neighbor's
character, and that they would have to

seek elsewhere for the information re-
quired. In speaking of the circumstance to
my husband, he said:

" They tried the same dodge on me three
years ago. and got the same answer. What
a contemptible system it is, though. Now,
suppose 1 had been an enemy of this man.
what an opportunity to have ruined bis
business reputation. On the other hand,
had I been his most zealous friend, here
was a chance for me to have given him a
high, but false, rating."
To say the least, if this is the way the

commercial agencies obtain their ratings,
they are not to be depended upon, either
one way or the other. Hence, " agency
ratings" should themselves be rated for
just what they are worth, and that is

—

nothing.

I send this in the interest of right and
justice. Mrs. L. E. R. Lambkigger.

UNG DISEASES.
.11 years* experience. If your case is

sufficientlyserious to require expert medi-
cal treatment, address

Dr. Peiro, 100 State St., Chicago.

California
[f you care to know of Its Fruits, Flowers
Olimate or Resources, send for a Sample Copy
of California's Favorite Paper—

The Pacific Rural Press
The leading Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the Pacific Coast. Published weekly,
handsomely Illustrated, 12.00 per annum.
Sample Copy Free.

PACIFIC RURAL, PRESS,
220 Market St.. - SAN FRANCISCO. OAL.
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tion about Nebraska.
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Nebraska Farmer Co.

Lincoln, Nebr.
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HONEY and BEESWAX
MARKKX QUOXAXIOIVS.

The following rules for grading honey were
adopted by the North American Bee-Keepers'
Association, and, so far as possible, quota-

tions are made according to these rules:

Fancy.—All sections to be well filled ; combs
straight, of even thickness, and firmly at-
tached to all four sides; both wood and comb
unsolled by travel-stain, or otherwise; all the
cells sealed except the row of cells next the
wood.
No. 1.—All sections well filled, but combs

uneven or croo6ed. detached at the bottom,
or with but few cells unsealed: both wood
and comb unsolled by travel-stain or other-
wise.

In addition to this the honey is to be classi-
fied according to color, using the terms white,
amber and dark. That Is. there will be "fancy
white." "No. 1 dark," etc.

Cliicago, 111., Jan. 19.—Fancy white. 12®
13c.; No. 1. 10@llc.: fancy amber, 8@10c.:
No. 1,7® 8c. ; fancy dark. 8c.; No. 1,7c. Ex-
tracted, white, o@7c. : amber. 5@6c.; dark,
4V4c. Beeswax, 2o@'i7c.
Very little activity in the market.

Philadelphia, Fa, Dec, 31.—Fancy white
comb. 13-14C.: No. 1 white. ll-12c.; fancy
amber. lO-llc; dark. 8-9c. Extracted, white,
6-8j.; amber, 4-5c.; dark, 3-4c. Beeswax, 26c.

Comb honey arriving freely and market
overstocked at present.

Albany, N, Y,, Dec. 31.—Fancy white, 12-
i:jc.; No. 1, ll-12c. ; fancy amber, 9-10o'l
No. 1 dark. 8-9c. Extracted, white, 6-7c.

;

dark, 4-5c.
The receipts of both comb and extracted

honey are very large, and prices are some-
what lower. We have an ample stock of all
styles except paper cartons weighing less
than a pound.

Indianapolis, Ind., Dec. 31.—Fancy white.
It-loc: No. 1 white, 12-13c. Extracted,
white. 6-7c. Beeswax. 23-25c.
Demand is fair for grades quoted, but no

demand for inferior grades.

Boston, Uass., Dec. 31.—Fancy white, 13
14c.; No. 1, 11-12C, Extracted, white, 6-7c.;
amber. 5-6c. Beeswax, 25c.

Milwaukee, Wis., Dec. 31,—Fancy white,
14-15C.; No.J, 12-13C.; No. 1 amber, 8-lOc.
Extracted, white. 6-7c.; amber, 5-6c.; dark,
4-3c. Beeswax, 22-24C.

New crop of honey begins to come forward.
The demand is very poor and quotations al-
most nominal. Weather is very warm and
the consumption of honey Is very small.
Plenty of fruit, and hence the appetite is sat-
isfied with same in preference. Later on we
expect an improved demand for honey of all
kinds.

Cleveland. Ohio, Dec. 31.—Fancy white.
14«@15c. : No. I white. 13H@13c. Extracted,
white, 6@7c.; amber, 4H@5Hc. Beeswax, 22
@25c.
There is not very much honey in our mar-

ket Selling rather slow. Demand beginning
to be a little better. Think trade will be fair
in this line this fall.

New York, N. Y , Dec. 31 —Fancy white.
ll@12c.; fair white. 9® I Oc; buckwheat, 7@
8c. Extracted, white clover and basswood.
5@,tS4c.: California. 6c.; Southern. 50c. per
gallon. Beeswax in fair demand at 26@27c.
The market is quiet and Inactive. Demand

light and plenty of stock on the market.

Cincinnati, Ohio, Dec. 31.—Comb honey,
best white, 10ai4c. Extracted, 4@6c. De-
mand is slow; supply is fair.
Beeswax is in fair demand at 22@25c. for

good to choice yellow.

San Francisco, Calif., Jan. 13.— White
comb. lO-llc; amber. 7-8c. Extracted, while.
5-5KC.; light amber. 4-4 >4c.: amber colored
and candied, 'i^^c ; dark tule. 29tc.
Beeswax, fair to choice, 23-25c.

Kansas City, Mo., Jan. 20.—Fancy white
comb. 14c.; No. 1 white. 13ai4c.; fancy
amber. 12-13c.; Ne. 1 amber. 11-12C.; fancy
dark. lO-llc; No. 1. 8-9c. Extracted, white.
6-6HC.; amber, 5 5Hc.; dark, 4-4Hc. Bees-
wax, 2oc.

St. I^onis, Mo. .Dec. 30.—Fancy white, I4c.

;

No. 1 white, 12®13c.: fancy amber, U@12c.:
No. I amber. 10@10^ic.; fancy dark, 9@9!4c.;
No. 1 dark, 7@8c. Extracted, white, in cans,
6@7c.: In barrels, 3®.t!4c.; amber, 4>4@4Sic.;
dark, 3K@4c. Beeswax. 26V4@27c.
Baker stock of exiraoted honey, 4@.5c ;

stock very scarce. Fair receipts of comb.
Beeswax in good demand.

Minneapolis, Minn., Dec. 31. — Fancy
white, ll®12o.; No. 1 white, lOailc; fancy
amber. 9@lOc.; No, 1 amber, 8@9o.; fancy
dark. 7®8c.; No. 1 dark. 6-7c. Extracted,
while. 6®7c. ; amber. .5®.5^c. : dark. 4®5c.
Utah white extracted, oao^c. Beeswax. 23®
26c. Market fairly steady for comb and bet-
ter for extracted than for some time.

Detroit, Mich., Jan. 9.—Fancy white, 13-
14c; No. 1, 12-13C.; fancy amber, ll-12c.:
No. 1 amber. 10-Hc. ; fancy dark, 9-lOc. ; No.
1. 8-9c. Extracted, white, 3^-6c.; amber.
3c. ; dark. 4-4!4c. Beeswax. 2o-26c.

Buffalo, Hf. Y
,
Jan. 22.—Fancy comb. 1-

pound.is selling fairly well at mostly lOc;
occasionally lie. ; No. 1, 8-9c.; occasionally
10. Other grades, 8-4c.. according to color and
general condition. Extracted, 4-5c. Sales of
any grade cannot be made fast unless prices
are cut in accordance.

List of Huney and Beeswax Dealers.

Most of whom Quote in this Journal.

Ctaicago, tils.

R. A. Burnett & Co.. 163 South Water Street.

New York, N. Y.
HiLDRXTH Bros. & Seoelkbn,

Kansas City. Mo.
C. C. CI.BMOM8 & Co.. 423 Walnut 8t

Bnaalo, N. Y.
BATTER80N & Co.. 167 & 169 Scott St.

Hamilton, Ills.

CBA8. DADANT & SON.

Pbiladelphla, Pa.
Wm. A. Selser. 10 Vine St.

Cleveland, Oblo.
Williams Bros., 80 & 82 Broadway.

St. Louts, I*Io.

Westcott Com. Co.. 213 Market St

minneapolis, ininn.
S. H. Hall & Co.

inilivaukee. Wis.
A. V. Bishop & Co.

Boston, Mass.
E. E. Blike & Co., 37 Chatham Street.

Detroit, Itllcb.

M. H. Hunt. Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich.

Indianapolis, Ind.
Walter S. Pouder, 162 Massachusetts Ave.

Albany, N. Y,
Chas. McCulloch &. Co.. 380 Broadway.

Cincinnati, Oblo.
C. r. Mctb & Son. cor. Freeman & Central art.

<{ueeii§> antl <tiieeii-Rea,rins'.—
If you want to know how to have queens
fertilized in upper stories while the old
queen is still laying below; ho* you may
safely introduce any queen, at any time of
the year when bees can fly ; all about the
different races of bees ; aU about shipping
queens, queen-cages, candy for queen-
cages, etc. ; all about forming nuclei, mul-
tiplying or uniting bees, or weak colonies,
ate. ; or, in fact, everything about the
queen-busiuess which you may want to
know—send for Doolittle's " Scientific
Queen-Rearing" — a book of over 170
pages, which is as interesting as a story.
Here are some good offers of this book:

Bound in cloth, postpaid, $1.00; or clubbed
with the Beb Journal for one year—both
for only $1.7.5 ; or given free as a premium
for sending us lim new subscribers to the
Bee Journal for a year at $1.00 each.

ConTcntion Notices.

New York.—The annual meeting of the
Ontario County. New York. Bee-Keepers' As-
sociation will be held at Oanandaigua. N. V..
J m 29 and :iO, 1897. The usual cordial Invi-
tation is extended to all interested In apicul-
ture, especially to the beekeepers of afljoin-
ing counties. Kurn E. Taylor, Sec.
Bellona. N. Y.

Iowa —The seventh annual meeting of the
Eastern Iowa Bee Keepers' Aasociitlon will
meet at Anamosa, Iowa, Feb. 10 and 11. 181)7.
A corps of experimenters have been doing
special work In the apiary, and will report.
Lay all cares aside, and come and enjoy the
good things prepared for you.
Andrew, Iowa, F. M. Merritt, Pres.

Wisconsin.—The Wisconsin State Bee- Keep-
ers' Society will meet Feb. 3 and4, 1897, in
the Capitol Building, Madison. The meeting
will be largely devoted to discussions of top-
ics that are of present interest to Wisconsin
bee-keepers. The editor of the American
Bee Journal will favor the meeting tiv a valu-
able essay on marketing honey for 1897. The
Secretary's report on foul Brood and secur-
ing a law to suppress the disease, will be in-
teresting. Any question desired to be dis-
cussed will be sent to the Secretary,

PlattevlUe, Wis. N. E. France, Sec.

Illinois—The annual meeting of the Illi-
nois State Bee-Keepers' Association will be
held at the State House, in Springfield, Feb.
24 and 23. 1897 The State Farmers' Insti-
tute meets the same week—Including all the
State live stock associations—and our Exec-
utive Committee, along with them, arranged
for this date, in order ihat the Legislature
might be in good working condition. iWeall
know what for.) There will be an etfort made
this winter to get a Pure Food Bill past, and
that means bee-keepers want a hand In It. to
see that the adulteration of honey shall cease
forever and ever. Two years ago we suc-
ceeded in getting an Anti-Adulteration Bill
through the Senate, but It failed In the
House, only for want of push. Let beekeep-
ers throughout the State impress upon their
Kepresentatives the importance of such a
bill, and i:ome to our meeling to refresh their
minds on the subject.
Railroad rates will be no greater than a

fare and a third, which will be announced
later. Our programs will be issued along
with the other State Associations named
above. Jas. A, Stone, Sec.
Bradfordton, 111.

A Tberniometer Free,—Warner's Sate
Cure Co., of Rochester. N. Y., are sending out
a limited number of accurate spirit thermom-
eters graduated Irom 20 degrees below zero
to 120 degrees above, and mounted on heavy
4x6 inch card board, in red and green, by
mail, free to any address on receipt of 2 cents
in stamps to pay postage. To be sure, this
free distribution Is Intended to advertise ihe
celebrated Warner's Safe Kidney and Liver
Cure (see advertising columns) but, neverthe-
less, the thermometer will be found to be a
useful as well as ornamental article for the
home or oflfice, and well worth the little
trouble and expense of sending for it.

Bee-Keepers' Photog-rapli.—We
have now on hand a limited number of ex-
cellent photographs of prominent bee-keep-
ers—a number of pictures on one card. The
likeness of 49 of them are shown on one of
the photographs, and 121 on the other. We
will send them, postpaid, for 30 cts. a card,
mailing from the 121 kind first; then after
they are all gone, we will send the 49 kind.
So those who order first will get the most
" faces " for their money. Send orders to
the Bee Journal office.

BeeswaxWaiited for Cash
Ur In ExchuDvre fur

Comb Foundation.
Hlgiiei.t Price Puld.

If you want your Wax Workt Info Foiiif
flallon, satistactorily. promptly. : n i at ihe
lotvest price, send It to me.
;^~ Write for Price-Llst and Samples.

GUS DITTMER,
Ai:<;lSTA, WIS.

MerUUni the AmeT-UMnUee Journal,
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Bottom Prices
BRIIVO ITS BIG TRADE.

GOOD GOODS KEEP IT.

If you want the beet supplies that can be

made at a little less tost than you can buy

the same goods for elsewhere, write to ua

for low prices. 1897 Catalogue soon ready

—ask for It and a free copy of The Ameri-

can Bee-Keeper (36 pages).

Address.

THE W.T. FALCONER MFG. CO.,

JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

NO TRESPASS
While duly grateful to other fence manufacturers

for their strong endorsement c)f the Coiled Spring,
we must decline with thanks all offers of assistance

in supplying the demand. We created it and can
take care of it.

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian,Mich.

One Cent
Invested in a postal card
will ffet my iaritre Cata-
log of All Root's Goods.
Send list of what you
want and get price.

lU. H. HUNT, Bell Braiirli, ITIlcli.

RAY PUMPS
^AND THEIR USES

being the coiitdits
of ail illustrated
l)Ook on the sub-
ject. Telia

WHEN,
WHERE

AND HOW
to Spray-

Vahiahlo {

for niulas (

'^^ for insect i-

V^^ fides, etc.,

sent FiiEE
\

for the
j

asking.

the American Bee JovjrY^aL-

See What

NEW SUBSCRIBERS
Are Ofl'ered

New subscribers are what every journal
most earnestly desires. As a matter of

course, if the journal is good, most of the

old subscribers will stay by it; but to get
new subscribers, to get the journal into the

bands of ntw men, that they in time may
thus become old subscribers, is what every
journal strives for most earnestly. To this

end I make the follViwiug offers; For.'fl.dU

I will send the K«'«'-K4'«-|>er!<'' IScviow
for 1.807 (and throw in the December, IS'.ilJ,

number, which is especially good) and the
.OOcent book, "Advanced Bee-Culture," or,

in place of the book, 12 back numbers of

the Review. For ?fl..5() 1 will send the
Review' and a fine, tested, Italian queen
—the queen to be sent early in the season
of IH'.)". For .•:2..")(i, the K«'Vie-»v and 1.000

No. 1 first-class one-piece sections. But,
remember, these offers are only to those
who are not now subscribers to the Re-
view, and as a special inducement for

them to try the Review at least one

^*"'
W. Z. IIUT€III\SOIV,

FLINT, MICH.

BEESWAX WANTED
FOR

-- Foundation Making. ^
Send For OUR CATALOGUE,

SAMPLES OF FOUNDATION,

ADVICE TO BEGINNERS, Etc.

Address,

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
When answering this advertisement, mention this journac HMMII^TOH, 11.1^.

Ask Your Friends to Take This Journal.

PATEIT WIBED COHB FODVDITIOS
Has INo Sag In Brood-Franio

Thin Flat-Kottom Foundatiou
Has So Fishbone io tbe HiarplDS Honey.

BelDR tbe cleanest is asaally workec
tbe qalckest of any Foandatlon made

J. VAN DEITSEN &: SONS,
Sole Mannfactarera,

Sprout Brook MontKOmery Co., N. T.

Dlllfll'^
HONEY-EXTRACTOR

i'lllUl !S Square Glass Jars.

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies in general, etc., etc.
Send tor our new catalog.

" Practical Hints " will be mailed for 10c.
in stamps. Apply to—

Chas. T. Mnth & Son, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Mention the American Bee JoumaL

Cut Prices to Move Stock !

!

There are a few items of desirable stock left of the goods secured of Thomas
G. Newman when we took charge of his supply business here. In order to close

these out and make room for fresh, new goods, we have decided to offer these at

prices which will make them go.

The following is the list, which will be corrected as the stock Is sold ; if you

see what you want here, order at oncb, or you may be to late

:

V-Top Langstroth Frames, 75c per 100 ; 250 for $1.25 ; 500 for $2.
AU-Wood Frames, pierced for wire, same price while they last.

50 Comb Honey Racks, to hold sections ou the hive, flat, $1.00 for the lot.

No. 3 VanDeusen Thin Flat-Bottom Fdn., in 25-lb. boxes, $10.50 a box.

Wakeman & Crocker Section-Press, 50c each (old price, $1.25).
Townsend Section-Press, 50c. (old price, .$1.)

Hill Feeders, quart size, 8c each, 75c per doz. (less than half old prices).

Hill Smokers, 40e each ; by mail, GOc.
Quinby Smokers at oOc, TOc, and $1.00 each—20c extra by mail.

Jones' Frame- Pliers, 10c each ; by mail, 10c extra (old price, 25c and postage.)

1896 Dovetailed Hives at Special Prices.
Desiring to make room for new goods, we offer from stock at this branch. No. 1

Dovetailed hives, S-frame complete, with sections, foundation starters, and nails, at f.5.75

for 5; $10.50 for 10; $20.00 for UO: No. IE, same without sections and starters, .?4.75 for

.'5; $8.50 for 10; $10.00 for20; lOframe complete, 20 cts. each extra; lO-trame E, 15 cts.

each extra. Other Hives in stock at a similar reduction.

li wanted by I'reislil, inlrt a.'ic lor cartage on orders lor less tiian #5

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY,
Geo. W. York, Manager. 118 Midiigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
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Getting Queens Fertilized at the Least Cost.

BY W. Z. HUTCHINSON.

The greatest expense attending the rearing of queens is in

getting them fertilized. I think it safe to say that virgin

queens could be reared for 10 cents each. Asa rule, a colony
will build a iTozen queen-cells at one batch—they will, if right-

ly managed, and the queens will be good ones, too. The colo-

ny will not be more than 10 days in doing it. A good colony
can certainly average a dollar a week building queen-cells. Of
course, a colony cannot go on week after week all summer
long building queen-cells, but it can build at least three good
batches, and then it can be dropt from the list and another
taken. In time, this colony can be used for cell-building again.

It could be used right along by giving it plenty of young bees

or brood, but it is exactly as well to give it a queen and let it

rear itself some more brood, and turn some other colony to the

work of cell-building. By employing proper methods to get

the cells built, and taking them away when sealed over and
the queens have commenced to "color," and hatching them
out in a lamp-nursery, there is no trouble in rearing virgin

queens at 10 cents each. I would like no better job than that
of rearing virgin queens at that price.

It will be readily seen that the cost in queen-rearing comes
in getting them fertilized and holding them until needed if it

should happen, as it frequently does, that there is not an im-
mediate demand as soon as they begin laying. In queen-rear-
ing it is the usual plan to employ the same frames as are in use
in the apiary. This is an advantage in many ways. The same
kind and size of hives may be used, aud when the season is over
there is great convenience in uniting the nuclei. If the nuclei

gather much honey, it is easy to extract it if it is in the regu-
lar-size combs. All these are advantages that cannot be de-

nied, but the great amount of bees that are used to stock one
nuclei makes the cost of getting queens fertilized come pretty
high. Little combs 4 or 5 inches square have been tried, using
them in little boxes of the right size, and they work all right,

except that such small colonies are quite likely to swarm out,

and follow the queen when she takes her wedding-flight. More
likely, still, are they to swarm out after the queen has filled the
combs with eggs and there is nb more room for her to lay.

The latter difficulty is easily remedied by placing a piece of

queen-excluding zinc over the entrance after the queen begins
to lay.

I have used with the best of resuts, the ordinary 4!iix4Ji-
xlj^ section-boxes for fra'mes, and theold-style, Heddon super
for a hive. I save the unfinisht sections that are left at the
end of the fall season. These are about half drawn out and
partly filled with honey. I use the regular bottom-board of a
hive that has a rim of a bee-space height around three of its

sides, putting another strip at the end where the entrance us-

ually is. This makes a rim all around it. Strips are then put

crosswise at such points that they will meet the partitions in

the case. Strips are also nailed to the upper edges of these
partitions, bringing them up flush with the top of the case. A
movable partition is also put in the center of each apartment,
thus dividing it into two, and making eight little hives in each
case. Pieces are nailed to the upper part of the bottom-board
to meet these division-boards and make each little hive bee-

tight. A little board cover is also made for each little hive,

and then a regular hive-cover laid over all to keep out the

rain, and to prevent these little covers of thin boards from
warping. These extra covers are needed, because if all eight

of the nuclei were opened at the same time the bees would be
crawling back and forth ; and if one were queenless the bees

would be coming over into the nuclei that had a queen. Queens
might also, possibly, go from one nucleus to another and thus be
destroyed. A separate cover for each prevents all this.

Entrancas are made by cutting out a portion of the rim
around the edge of the bottom-board ; about an inch is cut out
for each entrance, aud each is furnisht with a slide of bee-

zinc that can be put in place when the queen has been fertil-

lized. In fact, this slide is kept in place most of the time, It

being removed only when there is a queen of the right age to

fly. These guards are a great barrier to the entrance of rob-

bers. It seems to be almost impossible to have one of these

hives robbed when these guards are in place, I put two en-

trances on each side and as far apart as possible, and the num-
ber of queens lost is very few.

To stock these little hives, three sections of combs are put
into each apartment. This brings the bees all in a close, com-
pact cluster. A caged laying queen is then put into each
apartment, and the case, without the bottom-board, is set over
a strong queenless colony. Every bee-keeper knows how the
bees will crowd into those sections and gather about the
queens. I then carry away the case and set it on the bottom-
board. Do this just at night when the bees are about done
flying. As soon as it is too dark for the bees to fly, release the
queens. There is no trouble about their being accepted. X

never lose one in this way. By the next morning the queen
has begun to lay, and the majority of the bees will adhere to

that location. Queenless bees are usually ready to give up
their location for a new one where there is a queen. When
larvae begin to appear in the combs it is safe to take away the
queen and to use the nuclei the same in all respects as is the
case with ordinary nuclei that are larger. Laying queens in-

stead of virgins are used to start the nuclei, as the bees are so

much more inclined to stay with a laying queen than with a
virgin.

These little nuclei are so easy to manipulate. It is seldom
necessary to use smoke ; they seldom kill a queen even if she
is a virgin, and queens can be found so quickly and so easily.

If there is a dearth of orders for one or two weeks, or longer,

as sometimes happens, there are not a pound or two bees aud
two or three frames of brood and honey standing idle, caring
for one queen.

To unite in the fall, simply take off the covers and remove
the bottom-boards, and stack up the cases* four or five high,

and when they are all nicely united, shake them off upon
combs of honey and give them a queen. As a rule, however,
such bees as these—those that have been used in nuclei all

summer—are of little value as "winterers." I have wintered
them, however, but they seldom come through in very good
condition. I sometimes think that Henry Alley's plan of shak-
ing them off on the ground and destroying them is about as

good as any. It depends somewhat upon how they have been
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managed. If there has been considerable brood reared all

sumaier and toward the end of the season, the bees may win-

ter pretty well, but the uniting must be done early, and it

often happens that there is more profit in keeping the nuclei

running than there is in uniting them early.

Genesee Co., Mich.

Feeding to Rear Bees for the Harvest.

BY A. F. BROWN.

This is a subject very few really seem to understand as

it should be, or deserves to be, understood.

On several occasions I have fed on a large scale for the

production of brood to give me a fall ivorklng force of flcld-

bees at the opening of some given honey-fiow--not 10 or a

dozen colonies, but upwards of 200, at seven or eight differ-

ent times, and from this experience I find 7 to 8 weeljs to be

nearer right than 5 or 6 weeks, as usually given ; and,

further, if your flow is of short duration— lO days or two
weeks—it pays to cage the queens about a week or 10 days
before the flow opens, as the eggs laid from then on produce
brood at an expense, providing one has no need of increase in

number of colonies.

We will suppose your flow comes July 1. The eggs laid

that produce the actual bees to harvest the bulk of this crop

are those laid between May 1 and June 5 or 10. Nine-tenths

of the bees produced after this date are at the expense of the

crop or net returns from the colony.

Colonies averaging two quarts of bees and the equivalent

of two frames of brood on the first of May, if fed daily for four

weeks, will give colonies that will produce twice the amount
of surplus honey that the same size and strength colony would,

if we had waited until two weeks later to commence to feed

them.
I erred in thinking six weeks was ample, but experience

now tells me eight are far better, and the first four are the

most valuable. Queens laying an average of 200 or 300 eggs

per day with nurse-bees iu the hive to only care for that

amount do not jump up to 1,000 or 1,500 per day on a day's

notice—it usually means a week or 10 days, with a good force

of " nurse," and much longer if the nurses have to be reared.

Three quarts of field-bees of the right age at the opening
of the flow are worth a peck of little, young, downy chaps that

are just hatcht out, and come on as workers about the close of

the flow. My experience says, it takes 40 pounds of honey,

at the least, to produce a good, average swarm, of say 10
pounds; and one's success or failure in honey-production de-

pends greatly on the one fact of expending this 40 pounds of

honey at the right time. Nature often regulates it very

nicely ; still, there are many places and seasons when, if we
depended on Nature, the expenditure of this honey, and labor

involved, would be at a time wo would derive very little re-

turns from the investment.
The old axiom— " Keep your colonies strong"—would be

more profitable to those living in a location where there is but

one short flow—if it read, "Get your colonies strong in ample
season to take advantage of the flow," and not to be consum-
ing all their energy and honey that comes from that flow in

producing " bees" for strong colonies after the flow has past.

It might not be amiss here to say that when feeding for

stimulating brood-rearing, I feed from 4 to 8 ounces per day,

each day, according to the strength of the colony ; and I

give this just at dusk—good honey diluted with an equal

amount of water or syrup made of granulated sugar, 10 to 12
pounds of sugar to the gallon of water, and three pints of

honey to this amount, as a flavor, and to induce the bees to

take it more readily.

I prefer to feed right over the cluster /com above, but un-

der no consideration to keep breaking the sealings of the

cover joints if the weather is at all cool. If your colonies are

in two-story hives, place the " set of combs " that the bees use

as a brood-nest, at the top, until you are ready for the harvest,

then put the surplus arrangement above. Combs below the

brood-nest are protected from the moths fully as well, if not

better, than those above. Volusia Co., Fla.

Experiences and Conclusions of the Past Year.

nv KnwiN BKVINS.

On my return home from a visit to Omaha, In the second

week of September, 1 found myself confronted by a condition

instead of a theory. The condition was something like this :

Along about the middle of August I took most of the supers

from the hives workt for comb honey, leaving on only those

having a good many unfinisht sections. Honey was not com-
ing freely then, and I was not looking for any fall honey, as I

had never had any since I began to keep bees. In the closing

days of August I noticed that smartweed was getting quite
abundant, and that the bees were working on it to some ex-

tent, but I did not expect much from this source.

When I got home from Nebraska the weather was a little

rainy, but I went out to see the bees. Some of the colonies

had increast so much that not all of the bees could find room
in the hives. Some of the bees were piled upon the alighting-

board at the entrance, so wet that they could not crawl, and
some had found shelter on the underside of the shade-boards,
which I use to lean against the hives to protect them from the
afternoon sun. Almost every hive in the yard was full of

bees, brood, and honey, and some, as I have stated, were more
than full. One colony, which had done a whole lot of work in

the sections without swarming, swarmed while I was away,
and the swarm struck out for the woods. When I lookt

around among those little 8-frame hives overflowing with bees,

I began to wish that more swarms had gone to the woods.
Here I was, with thousands and thousands of hands to " hoe
potatoes in October," and a strong probability that I should
have thousands and thousands of hands to " hoe potatoes in

March," and a further probability that about that time, or a
little later, provisions will be exhausted.

Just DOW I am contemplating with a good deal of satis-

faction my big hives with 10 Quinby frames, and also my 8
and 10 frame hives with frames 11 inches deep. When I take
hold to lift one of these, I feel satisfied that the bees will not
gnaw into the top-bars before next June. But what of those

great colonies of bees in the little hives ? The hives are heavy
with honey now, but the space between the top-bars and the

bottom-bars is only 8 inches. Ugh !

After all, I guess that I shall have to abate something of

my hostility to these little hives. If one wants to get a big lot

of comb honey, and is able and willing to do lots of work,
there is, perhaps, none better for most localities. But the job

of feeding that it seems likely that I will have to do, I am not

contemplating with any great degree of satisfaction.

SOME "conclusions" OF THE SEASON.

Another season of work in the apiary is done, and the

work done during the season just past has enabled me to ar-

rive at some conclusions.

1st. I conclude that Dr. Miller's objection to the Hoffman
frame on account of unequal spacing is more formidable in

theory than it is in practice.

2Dd. I conclude that I want no hives with beveled or rab-

beted edges. Sometimes one wants to use the chisel or screw
driver with considerable force, and then one does not want to

waste time in beiug careful.

3rd. I concluded that I want metal rabbets in all hives,

except, perhaps, the big hives used for extracted honey. The
sliding motion which these rabbets permits is of too much ad-

vantage to be dispenst with in the handling of frames.

4th. I concluded that I will never try to produce any
more cimb honey without the use of separators. Perhaps Mr.
Abbott can get good work done in the sections without their use,

but I can't. I tried this season in a small way, and was made
to wish that I had tried it in a great deal smaller way. Mr.
Abbott owes me some money for several sections that I was
compelled to eat because I could not crate them. You see, I

tried to get along without separators because he said he could.

Without separators the sides of the sections would be built

either convex or concave almost invariably, but occasionally a

section would be bulged on both sides so that it would contain

a pound and a half, or so, of honey, while the sections adjoin-

ing would bo correspondingly light. While most of the sec-

tions could be put into the shipping-cases without much
trouble, it would require a very careful hand to take them out

without spoiling a good many.
t>. I half concluded that I want no more sections with

openings on all four sides, but will let another season's trial

settle that question.

SLOTTED SEPARATORS-;-" GOLDEN BEAITTIKS."

I sometimes read and hear about slotted separators. Will

somebody rise and explain why the ordinary separators are

not made with holes in them ?

I want space here to make Mr. Norton an apology. It

wd.t a little rough to suggest any -comparison between the

golden beauties and a yellow dog. that should seem to be un-

favorable to the bees. I take it all back. Mr. Norton's sug-

gestion that the golden beauties bear about the same relation

to a yellow dog that gold bears to brass, is well put, and 1 am
willing to own to its force and correctness. But I wish to say

farther. In this connection, that when I wrote the article re-
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ferred to by Mr. Norton (page 514— 1896), I intended to

make no comparison between the golden beauties and any
other bees I had in the yard, except the colony of 3-banded
bees which I got from Texas at the same time. These bees

were got at the same time, and were treated alike in every
respect. The " goldens," I am certain, did not die because
they were queenless. I have lost colonies of ti-banded bees

many times, but never any that went into winter quarters
under as favorable conditions as those goldens did.

The viciousness which Mr. Nortion thinks he sees was not

in me, but in the circumstances attending the trial. I had
hoped the result would be different. I am aware that a single

trial is not worth much to base a judgment on. But the trial,

such as it was, points strongly to the conclusion that not all

yellow bees will winter as well as the o-banded ones.

I believe there are some strains of the goldens that are as

good honey-gatherers as any of the 3-banded bees. I believe

their are some strains of the goldens that may go through the

winter as well as any o-banded bees, but I am satisfied that

the colony I had was not of this strain. For Mr. Norton's
satisfaction I will say that I never had but one colony of

golden beauties. I have heard 'good reports before of the
Duvall queens, and am obliged to Mr. Norton for calling at-

tention to them. 1 mean to make a thorough test of some of

these renowned goldens.

doolittle's "old max."

Did the readers of the American Bee Journal take note of

the antics of Doolittle's old man along in the latter part of

last summer and the beginning of autumn? The first I no-

ticed he was standing on his head. Next he was lying hori-

zontally, and at one time I feared he was lying about Doolit-

tle's queens. But then I reflected that Doolittle would not
allow him to break any of the commandments, and I was
forced to conclude that Doolittle had been sending out some
marvelously good queens, even if they were golden beauties.

Next spring I mean to send to Doolittle for one of these

queens in the hope of getting one like the one that made the
record that stood the old man on his bead.

Decatur Co., Iowa.

Important Questions About Sweet Clover.

BY DR. H. BE8SE.

1. How far from the apiary can bees work profitably on
sweet clover, when they fly in the direction of a field of it, and
have nothing else to work on, and come in loaded ?

2. How much sweet clover seed is considered a good aver-
age crop per acre ?

3. How much honey per colony per day would be expected
in an apiary of 97 good and strong colonies, when one-half of

the colonies are located in a field of l acres of sweet clover iu

full bloom, from July 20 until Sept. 20, and the other half of

the apiary 2}^ miles from fields of sweet clover in great abun-
dance for the bees ? Delaware Co., Ohio.

[The foregoing questions were submitted to two sweet

clover specialists—Mr. McArthur, of Canada, and Mr. Stolley,

of Nebraska—who reply as follows:

—

Editor.]

MR. M'ARTHUR'S answers.

1. Bees will work profitably on sweet clover, or any
honey-producing plants, if existing conditions are present for

the secretion of nectar, at 2,'.; miles. They will gather more
in proportion if only one mile, or less, distant.

2. That depends on how it is grown, whether for hay first

and seed afterward. Sweet clover bay is valuable as winter
food for stock—the same value as other clover hay, allowing
the second crop to mature seed, averaging from .3 to 7 bushels
per acre, of clean, hulled seed, if properly handled.

3. If a good season for the secretion of nectar, and an
abundance of sweet clover within a radius of 2J.> miles, with
strong colonies and plenty of surplus combs for extracting,
one pound per day, or about 100 pounds per colony, has been
secured from that source in this vicinity. Taking an average
of years, 00 pounds per colony would be a good average from
sweet clover. John McAkthur.

SIR. stolley's answers.

1. I think several miles ; but it should be within, or about,
one mile.

2. ffe have never harvested seed on a large scale. The
yield is heavy, if you can manage to get the seed.

3. About 50 colonies of bees on 4 acres of sweet clover
is more than should be allowed, to get the largest yield, since

they need about 100 pounds of honey a day to live on during
the working season. In my judgment, 20 colonies would
carry more surplus honey from 4 acres than would 50 colonies.

This has been the case in our apiary. At the time when 60
to 70 colonies were kept, we had to feed in the fall for winter
stores, and hardly any surplus ; but since the number of colo-

nies is in proportion to the melilot bloom, the surplus has
been year after year from 400 to 500 pounds to the acre,

through the season. Richard Stolley.

Productiou of Comb Honey vs. Extracted.

BY C. DAVENrORT.

As I said in my first article on this subject (see page 5),

the 40 colonies selected for the experiment were ail in good
condition, and they were divided as eqally as possible, with
the exception that the 5 colonies in 10-frame hives were all

put among the 20 which were run for extracted honey. These
5 hives contained considerable more honey than the others ;

this would have been some advantage to the set to which
they were assigned, but three of them swarmed, and on ac-

count of the way all swarms from both sets were treated, the
advantage was but slight.

All swarms from both sets were hived in 8-frame hives.

No feeding whatever was done before or during the experi-

ment, for last season from early spring until the main flow

from clover, enough honey was gathered to keep brood-rearing
up in good shape.

All the sections given to the colonies run for comb honey
were filled with full sheets of foundation, and for the set run
for extracted, 30 half-depth supers, each containing 7 frames
of drawn comb, were used on 10 hives, which gave 3 supers
for each one as needed. On the other 10, 20 full-depth upper
stories containing drawn combs were used. With those run
for comb honey no queen-excluding honey-boards were used ;

with the set run for extracted, 10 queen-excluding honey-
boards were used—5 on the ones on which were used half-

depth extracting supers, and 5 on the ones with full-depth

extracting stories. These excluders were all used so that the
queen was confined to the eight frames in the lower story.

Altho the experiment with the queen-excluders was, of

course, not large enough to prove anything definitely, they
certainly seemed to decrease the amount of surplus somewhat,
and 5 of the 7 swarms which issued from the set of 20 run
for extracted honey were from hives on which excluders were
used; but with them the filled supers can be removed much
easier in some cases, for when there is no brood in the upper
stories they can be readily cleared of bees, in a very short

time, with an escape-board, which I have before described ;

but with brood in the upper story, even if it is but a very
small amount, no bee-escape or escape-board will clear it up
of bees, whether the queen is there or not, and most of the

10 colonies on which no excluders were used had some brood
in the second story, but I do not think that any of them at

any time had more brood in both stories than 8, or, at most,

10 frames would have held if they had all been reasonably
full.

By using shallow supers containing only 7 frames instead

of 8, I hardly expected that the queens would lay in them, on
account of their cells being deeper than those iu regular
brood-frames, but this did not appear to make any difference.

The total yield of the 20 colonies run for extracted honey
was 1,960 pounds—an average of 98 pounds to the colony.

The 20 colonies run for comb honey, stored 1,380 pounds in

standard-size sections, of finisht honey, and 134 pounds in un-

finisht sections—an averagee of 69 pounds per colony, of

finisht honey.
If the extracted had been put in 60-pound cans, the comb

honey crated, and both lots shipt to and sold to some large

city market at current prices, there would have been (after

deducting the cost of thf; crates for the comb hoiiey and the

cans for the extracted, also taking iuto consideration the lower
freight rate on the latter) a large—for the amount involved

—

balance in favor of the comb honey, providing both lots ar-

rived at their destination without loss or damage, tho I do not

know as their chances would have been equal on this, for in

all the very large amount of comb honey I have shipt, some of

it over 1,000 miles, I have never, so far as known, had a

dollar's worth lost or damaged in transit; and this is more
than I can say for what little extracted I have shipt.

The 134 pounds in the unfinlsht sections would perhaps
offset the cost of the sections and foundation used with the

comb honey set.

As fall flowers did not yield much, considerable feeding

bad to be done for winter stores—no record of the amount was
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kept, but the 20 colonies run for extracted honey required

more than any others in the whole yard.

I was disappointed in the results of this experiment, as I

was in hopes the results would be in favor ef extracted honey,

and if instead of a long, steady yield there had been a short

profuse one, it might have been. I intend to try it on a larger

scale next season, for I believe I see where some mistakes
were made the past season.

In regard to the amount of work required in the produc-

tion of the two kinds of honey, I was disappointed in this also,

for it seemed to me there was fully as much, if not more, as

well as less agreeable work, necessary with the set run for ex-

tracted honey. I was not, however, very well fixt to handle
extracted honey last season. But it appears that in this locality

their is one serious drawback to the use of shallow extracting-

frames : If queen-excluding honey-boards are not used, some
of these combs that were in supers, in which some brood was
reared, have a large amount of pollen in them, they cannot
very economically be used in the brood-chamber, and as their

Is a large amount of pollen gathered here in early spring and
in early fall, the bees will not use or remove it, if supers con-

taining the combs with it in are placed on the hives.

Southern Minnesota.

Use of Separators vs. Slotted Sections.

BY C. V. DADANT.

QuES.— " Messrs. Dadant & Son—Is not a closed-top sec-

tion, open on bottom only, the best section for me to use, when
using wood separators slotted on bottom only, thereby forming
24 compartments which will not allow a direct draft to pass

either up or sidewise, making it airtight on the top and sides,

which, of course, will be warmer for the bees to draw out the

comb foundation ? P.O."

Ans.—When the separators are used, it is, of course, as

well to use closed top and side sections. Personally, however,
we are opposed to separators. The only advantage, that we
can see in these implements, is that they compel the bees to

build within the inside of the section, and that sections thus
built may be transferred from one box, or from one case to an-

ther, without any regard to the position they occupied ; so

none of them can bulge out and protrude so as to be scratcht
or bruised. This is indeed an advantage in shipping or in sel-

ling : but is this a sufficient compensation for the loss incurred
from the repugnance of the bees to work in so divided a super ?

That bees dislike to work in small apartments, where they
cannot cluster in large numbers, is an averred fact. Mr. Oli-

ver Foster, we believe, was the first to give ns the reason of

this. Mr, Foster says, in substance, that bees, in a state of

nature, store honey for the winter months, and that it is nec-

essary that it should be placed where they may reach it with
ease in cold weather. Hence they place it above their brood-
nest. Their instinct teaches them that it is not safe for them
to have it divided into small apartments, because this compels
the cluster to divide when it becomes necessary to consume
the stores, and they become much more liable to suffer from
cold, or even from hunger, when the outside clusters have
consumed what is in their reach. Experiments have con-
vinced us that their is a positive loss from compelling the bees
to work in such divided receptacles.

The use of separators has not been confined to supers
alone. They have been used in the body of the hive, and Mr.
Colvin, who was Mr. Langstroth's main agent, when the
movable-frame hive was first patented, had discovered that
the separators secured straight combs of uniform thickness.
But the devices proved unavailable in the brood-chamber, for

Die Hwnrinx donrtcd, in most cases, so Mr. Langstroth told the
writer, nitlicr tlian liuilil ill mirh divldcd-up broiid-clidmbcrs.

Is not this sufficient evidence that bees dislilje separators ?

There is, however, quite a point in the warmth of the
compartments, where separators are used, and for this reason :

If we used separators, we would use tight-top and tight-side

sections. If we must put up with the nuisance, for a nuisance
they are, we must take advantage of what is good in them,
and there Is no doubt, when the nights are cool, that bees
work better in a warm compartment than in a cool one. They
will carefully avoid placing tlieir honey where there is the
least draft or escape of air. This is another evidence of the
correctness of Mr. Foster's argument, for it is evidently for

fear of the winter's cold, that they avoid placing the honey
where it might be unavailable. The experience of years
among the bees concurs in proving this correct.

Our readers are aware that we are specialists in extracted
honey production. We use supers with frames of half-depth,
and these are placed directly over the brood-chamber, and are

covered with an oilcloth and a straw mat; for we have long
ago discarded the honey-board. It sometimes happens that
the cloth becomes worn, and that the bees gnaw hole'J in it.

At the approach of cool weather we invariably notice that at

all places where the cloth is missing, where the heat can
easily escape through the porous straw mat into the cap, the
bees have removed the honey. Is not this plain ?

Our advice, therefore would be: Avoid using separators,

if possible ; and in that case let your sections make as nearly
a complete single apartment as possible ; but, if you must use
separators, use closed-top sections, so as to derive, at least,

from your separators, all the benefit there is in them.
Hancock Co., III.

A Canadian Bee-Keeper's Visit to California.

Writlru for iind read at the Spring (ISOd) -Meethuj of the Ja>s

Anydes Couidy, Calif., Jiee-Keeper^^ Assodatioti.

BY F. A. GEMMILL.

Many times since my return home from my short but
greatly-enjoyed visit to your beautiful country, I have been
requested to write an article giving a synopsis of what I saw,
of what I appreciated most, and what, above all things, would
be the most likely to induce me to forsake my native land, to

take up my residence in your much-lauded "glorious climate

of California."
Now, it appears to me that my duty is to first present you

with such an expression, in honor of the favors you conferred
upon me, in so generously electing me an honorary member of

your important organization, and the kind treatment you ac-

corded me while with you, and which quite a number of your
members, and many others as well, still continue to bestow
upon me, even since my departure from among you.

There were many things that I observed whilst sojourn-

ing in your midst, some differing greatly from what in my past

life I had been accustomed to, but nothing that I could not
readily adapt myself to. Therefore any comments on such are

not at all necessary, as your people appeared to be good citi-

zens, owing, in part, no doubt, to your good schools and good
government, but principally to the fact that a goodly number
of good Canadians are residents of your good State ; and, last-

ly, that some of your best apiarists are, or rather, once were,
good, practical Canadian honey-producers ! If this is a trifle

hard to assimilate, kindly assist it with a little of your good
sage or alfalfa honey, and all will be well.

But, jesting aside, I want to tell you that I appreciate
your climate above everything else— (except yourselves), as I

found it to be the very essence ot what I had long hoped for,

but which I scarcely ever expected to enjoy, even for a short

time ; but that short period has only created the desire for the

continuance of it. It appeared ditJicult for me to realize that

in the short space of five days, I could be transported, in mid-
winter, frcm an atmosphere ranging at from 15 to 25 degrees
below zero, with roads almost impassab!.' from snow-drifts,

and trains daily delayed for hours, from the same cause ; and
find myself ensconced in the bosom of sunshine and summer,
with a temperature averaging from ti5 to 85 degrees in the

shade, and to have the privilege of plucking ripe oranges from
the trees, (this being considered the iwiiic of many a tender-

foot's desire), which were growing like the fruits of our own
country in mid-summer. This, to me, was indeed the source

of great delight, but not more so than to perceive your great
facilities for producing tons of No. 1 honey, with as little

labor as in almost any other country in the world. This, too,

seemed more like a dream than a reality ; and sensations of a
very pleasant character often thrilled me, when I thought that

bees could in winter " work for nothing and board themselves"
— I never before thought that they could, until I went to Cal-

ifornia ; and that, in fact, the bees required no care, from the

time the honey crop was harvested until the following season ;

while we in Canada and the Northern States had much labor

in feeding every fall, and otherwise preparing them for their

winter nap, whether wintered in the cellar or out-of-doors,

with no opportunity of seeing the insects disporting them-
selves for ;_i or 4 months, except, possibly, one or two cleansing

flights with those wintered on the summer stands ; they being

the balance of the time in such a semi-torpid or hibernating

state, almost akin to death itself ; and, if wintered In the cel-

lar, and one desired a glimpse of the inmates, he had to visit

the repository and be contented with a peep under the hive,

to see them clustering underneath the combs; yet for fear I

may in the near future feel like censuring myself for saying

so much in favor of California, I will, like a discreet individual,

just add that wo do sometimes get a good crop of good

honey oven in Canada, which I presume is because Canada is
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still a Rood place—for some things—but which au echo from
California might answer, "Oh, yes, a very few things at that"

I —such as Canadian thistles and freezing weather

!

There is yet another thing which particularly interested

me— the great facilities for fruit production, especially where
Irrigation can be called into requisition, as also the large quan-
tities and numerous varieties of your flowers and foliage, to say
nothing of your big mountains, big trees, big gold and silver

mines, and your big everything else ; including the many big

stories we have all so often read and heard about, the latter

of course I only mean you accept in a literal sense, as no in-

sinuations are intended that they are not true.

But I have not the time, no matter how well disposed I

may be, to here mention all that should be mentioned. I will

leave such for Rambler, whom I had the pleasure of meeting
among others; or Mr. Wilder, as depicted in his glowing des-

cription of your laud, some time since, and which through his

kindness now lies before me. However, before leaviug the
descriptive part of my letter, I must not overlook the fact that
I also admired the beauty and size of the young la—(Oh, I de-

clare, I almost forgot I was a married man); I mean of the old

UuUes, all of which no doubt is attributable to your salubrious
and health-giving climate, and if my present intentions are
carried to completion, I hope at some future time to embrace
the opportunity of being benefitted by all, except the latter, as

of course I feel tolerably sure I am pretty well supplied in this

direction already.
Now, then, assuming that your climate was to capture me,

I should not want to be idle, for after all too much idleness is

not good for any one. Apart from this, however, I fear neith-

er my disposition— nor the extent of my money-bag—would
permit such a state of aflairs, and as a consequence I should
expect to engage in agiculture, which has been a hobby
from my youth up, and this I would do as already stated,

partly from my love of the pursuit, but principally for the re-

muneration that I would naturally expect to accrue from fol-

lowing the more modern principles of honey-production. In
doing so, I should not want to injure any who are now fol-

lowing such a vocation, either by selling honey (if "fortunate
enough to secure any) below what the majority consider a rea-

sonable paying price, or by trenching on fields already sutBc-

ieutly occupied by other apiarists, or naught else besides that
is not consistent in a good citizen. I would also favor your
honey exchange project, and now regret that I did not give you
more encouragement on this subject, when askt ray views at

your meeting in March, 1895, respecting it ; this, however, was
owing entirely to my not having even thought over, much less

studied, the matter from your standpoint, and not from any
desire that you should not succeed in securing the end in view;
;is I have had not a little experience in marketing honey, even
in our own country, and consequently do know for a fact that
such a scheme would be a great benefit to ourselves, and I

doubt not that the time is coming when similar action will

to be taken if honey-production is to continue a paying busi-

ness with us.

Now I do not wish it to be understood that I am an advo-
cate of advising everyone to go to California, nor indeed for a
single person to do so, particularly if they enjoy good health
and are succeeding tolerably well where they are. "A bird in

the hand is worth two in the bush," and this motto holds as

good in this case as in any other of importance, as people who
are continually moving from oue locality to another with no
good prospects in view of bettering their condition, either mor-
ally, physically, financially or otherwise, are of no benefit to

themselves or the country in which they reside ; and, let me
add, you have a few such even in your State, as unfortunately
in every place else, and this among many other things of minor
importance was observed by your humble servant. (On this

particular point. I could not but agree in toto with Rambler,
Mr. Brodbeck, Dr. Gallup, Prof. Cook, Mr. Dayton, Mr. Mc-
Intyre, and many others, in their articles which have from
time to time appeared in the different bee-periodicals, all of

which endorse my opinions to a nicety.) Especially was this

true in regard to the advice which Mr. Martin informed me he
had given a friend who thought of leaving his native State,

who at the time was and still is doing well, and enjoying good
health where he is ;

" Let well enough alone," was, in his opin-
ion, a good motto, and I need only add that in my humble opin-
ion, it was the " wholesomest kind of wholesome advice."

In concluding, I particularly desire to express the hope
that none of those who may have either the opportunity of

hearing or seeing this article, may for one moment cherish the
thought that it has been written from any selfish or hidden
motive; it so, I request that such be not entertained, as my
Brst, last, and only object in penning it, is to place matters in

the real light as I found them, coupled with the assistance
and experience gleaned from others.

Long live the Republic, and long live the bee-keepers ; yet

longer live your big honey crops, is the wish of one who may
never realize it, but who nevertheless hopes that others may
continue to reap from this time henceforward.

Stratford, Ont., Canada.

Report of the Ontario Bee-Keepers' Couveu-
tioa, Held at ToroHto, Dec. 8—10, 1896.

Taken PriucipaU/j from thr Fiintierx^ Advovate.

The 17th annual meeting of the Ontario Bee-Keepers' As-
sociation was held at Toronto, Dec. 8, 9 and 10, with a good
average attendance from all over the Province. Great inter-

est was shown in the questions askt, but all were not agreed
as to how they were to be answered. A number of samples of

honey-vinegar were shown by some of those in attendance.

Soon after the meeting started, Hon. Sydney Fisher, Do-
minion Minister of Agriculture, came in, and was introduced
to those present. In speaking on the importance of bee-keep-
ing, he said that the highest form of agriculture is to utilize bul-

ky products and send them out in as condenst a form as possi-

ble. This bee-keeping did. He was not an authority on bees,

and so would wait for the Association to make suggestions,

which he would duly consider.

Bi'-Laws—The report of the committee on by-laws, which
recommended several changes, chiefly for the purpose of bring-

ing the by-laws into harmony with the new Agricultural and
Arts Bill, was past, with the exception of the clause which
proposed sending lecturers into districts where noaEBliated so-

cieties exist, the parent society to bear the expense.

A vote of condolence to the widow and family of the late

Allen Pringle was also past.

Sui'ER IN Two Parts.—Mr. Pettit asked If it were advis-

able and profitable to have supers made in two parts. Mr.
Gemmill thought it better to put on part of the super at first,

as bees till one side first ; then turn the super around. Mr.
Pettit's method was to have strong colonies when the honey-
flow was on hand. If he had two weak colonies he united

them. He raises the front of the hive one inch higher than
usual with wedges. If bees have ventilation it checks the

swarming impulse. He found that by using this method the

bees filled the outside of the supers as well as the center. Mr.
McEvoy. in reference to this, said that it was to the interests

of beekeeping to fill sections full with foundation in place of

using a starter.

DroneEgg.s —The questions were asked, "Why do old

queens lay more drone-eggs than young queens ? and do queens
ever lay worker-eggs in drone-cells ?'' Mr. Gemmill said that

if we hive bees on starters an old queen will lay drone-eggs.

A young queen lays few drone-eggs. Mr. McEvoy would do
away with the queen after she is two years old, and some of

the members agreed with him. but others disapproved of the

practice. Mr. Mclvnight's theory as to the reason why an old

queen lays so many drone-eggs is as follows :' The queen has
ovaries, in which the eggs lie, one on each side of the body,

with Fallopian tubes connecting with the sac in which the

male's seed is deposited. When the egg comes down the

tube the queen-bee can control its passage. ;
To get worker-

eggs the embryo egg has to pass into the sac, and is impregna-
ted with the male principle, while to get drone-egg is past out

without going into the sac. Every egg impregnated with the

male principle weakens the queen. The queen deposits drone-

eggs in worker-cells through her desire to get workers, but
owing to her age the eggs are not fertilized.

The President's Address dwelt on the possibilities of

bee-keeping and the adaptability of Ontario for its prosecu-

tion. Itcreates wealth. The honey crop displaces no other

crop on the farm, and further, the primary object of the exis-

tence of the honey-bee is not to gather honey, but to assist by

the distribotion of pollen the cross-fertilization of plant life.

The honey-bee is of the greatest value to the fruit-grower, and
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all that bee-keepers ask in return from the fruit-grower is a
little nectar from the llowers in his orchard and field, and the
Arm and kindly grasp of his hand, acknowledging the common
interests and common benefits. He referred to the chances of

development of trade in our honey with the British and other
markets, and to the experiments carried on at the tluelph Ex-
permental Farm with foul brood.

Freight Rates om Honey.—These are far too high, in

the opinion of members, honey being clastat flrst-class rates,

while syrup is shipt much more cheaply. At any rate, gran-
ulated honey should get lower rates, as there was no risk of

its damaging anything even if the case broke. Messrs. Gem-
mill and Holtermann were appointed a committee to confer
with the Classification Committee of Railroads and Steamships
as to lowering the classification of honey.

Bee-Keepixg in Cuba.—An interesting account of bee-
keeping in that country was given by Mr. Irving Kiuyon, of

New York. The natives use box-hives 5 to 6 feet long, open
at both ends. Wax, not honey, was the object sought. The
comb is cut out with machetes. Honey is too plentiful and
cheap to be lookt after, being worth only 22 to 2i cents a gal-

lon since the war commenced. Bees thrive well and are very
gentle. The honey-flow begins October 1 and is best in De-
cember. Wa.x is worth 22 cents a pound. Wax-moths are
very destructive to wax and comb. Most of the honey is shipt
to Holland. Foul brood is very prevalent. Mr. Kinyon also

gave the methods of securing comb honey employed in New
York State.

Honey-Vinegar.—Some discussion took place on the
methods employed in making honey-vinegar. Mr. McKnight
gave his plan as follows : Take a barrel with a wooden tap
that will hold 40 gallons

; put in honey and water in the pro-
portion of two pounds of honey to one gallon of water. The
second fermentation will result in vinegar. Fermentation is

regulated by the temperature and the admission of air. Below
42 ' fermentation ceases. The best temperature is about 85^.
To hasten fermentation, yeast or " mother" can be put in, or
an old vinegar barrel used. To clarify the vinegar, use isin-

glass, white of eggs, or, what is cheaper and nearly or quite as
good, skimmed milk.

Principles of Su.mmer Management.—An exceedingly
interesting and what was pronounced to be one of the best
papers ever read before the Association, was the one on the
above subject, given by Mr. A. E. Hoshal. To make it better
understood it was illustrated by diagrams. To many of the
Association his views were a revelation in bee-keeping, and
were eagerly received. Below will be found some points in his
address :

In their natural condition bees store bulk honey above
brood, and as near the top of the hive as possible. They work
from the top down, and the brood is forced down all the time.
Surplus cases should be added above the brood for honey. We
should not compel our bees to travel over the honey on top to
store more honey. The division between the brood and honey
should be just above the brood-cases, lirood-chambers should
extend under the whole surface of surplus case. In hives built
with frames crosswise the end combs will generally be found
full of honey, and therefore contain less brood. The less space
found between the brood and honey, the quicker will the bees
fill it up. The shallower the cases above, the quicker will they
be filled. In the early part of the season he forces brood so
long as they can be hatcht before the honey-fiow ceases : after
that time young bees are of no use. He uses a honey-board,
which is an unnatural condition, but which he finds useful in

increasing the honey-llow. This, by keeping brood out, gives
a better quality of honey. Queens of strong vitality are need-
ed. There is as much difference in the honey-producing qual-
ities of bees as In the milking qualities of dairy cows. If wo
wish to check swarming, we must force the production of comb
honey. He uses the Heddon hive, and has wintered bees in
hives only five inches deep, those in single stories wintering
more unformly than those in double stories.

In the discussion of this paper exception was taken to the
statement that at the close of the honey-flow young bees were
of no use, and also to the use of the honey-board, but Mr. Mc-
Evoy heartily endorsed Mr. Hoshal's system.

Experiments with Foui, Brood.—Very interesting were
the results of experiments with foul brood, given to the meet-
ing by Mr. F. C. Harrison, B. S. A., Bacteriologist at the On-
tario Agricultural College. He isolated the bacilli, and placed
them in darkened chambers, at temperatures from 45-" to 90-
and at the end of a month growth was still goipg on. The
same results were found when they were placed in the light.

He took one drop of the spores and put it in a test-tube and
allowed it to evaporate ; ho then exposed It to the sunlight for
a portion of 124 hours, at 85'-" to 00 -. At the end of the per-

iod he found them still alive. He found that it took 45 min-
utes to kill them at temperature of 208'to210-. By using
steam it was done in 10 minutes. In dry heat they live for

13^ hours at 1 TjO^ Centigrade. He found bacilli in honey and
bee-bread. Formic acid retards the growth of the bacilli, but
not of the spores, but does not kill them.

In answer to a question, Mr. Harrison explained that the
bacillus was the vegetable form, while spores are found when
the bacillus ends its existence. Spores are a form of reproduc-
tion to tide the bacilli over adverse circumstances. When ba-
cilli are excluded from oxygen they are purer. In hydrogen
the germs grow well. He found bacilli alive in combs that
had been exposed to the atmosphere for eight months.

He had tried feeding bees with honey in which spores had
been placed. At the end of one month none seemed affected ;

but flies fed on sugar and water in which spores had been placed
all died. He was now conducting experiments with formic
acid and naphthaline, feeding the former to bees to see if that
will counteract foul brood.

The following is the annual report of the Foul Brood In-

spector, Mr. McEvoy :

FOUL brood inspector's REPORT.

During the past season I visited bee-yards in the Counties
of Lambton, Huron, Bruce, Grey, Middlesex, Perth, Norfolk,
Brant, Wentworth, Lincoln, Halton, Simcoe, Peel, York, On-
tario, Carleton, Russell and Prescott. I examined 88 apiaries
and found foul brood in 41. The great out-break of decaying
brood which was found in so many apiaries in June and July
caused many bee-keepers to become very much alarmed, and
was often mistaken for foul brood. I received many letters

from bee-keepers describing the sort of dead brood that they
found in their colonies, and also samples of comb with decayed
brood in them. Sometimes foul brood was mistaken for dead
brood of other kinds until it had made great headway.

Every place I went, I found the bee-keepers anxious for

me to examine their apiaries, and pleased when I did so. And
for the very nice way that I have been treated by all the bee-

keepers, I here return to them many thanks. I am also

pleased to say that those that had the disease in their apiaries

did their duty, and that I did not have to burn one colony in

1896.
My time, livery hire, and railway fares, amounted to

$658.85. Wm. McEvoy.

Remedy for Wax-Moth.—"What is the best remedy for

the prevention and destruction of the small wax-worm, princi-

pally on section honey '?" was askt.

There seemed to be some doubt among the members as to

whether this was the larva of the ordinary bee-moth or a new
kind of pest. According to Mr. Heise, it was a worm three-

sixteenths of an inch long. Mr. Switzer had had experience
with a small worm, pinkish in color (which has a web), and
works on the face of the comb. It was recommended to re-

move sections with pollen and there would be no trouble ; also

to keep comb in the house where the moth cannot get to it. If

there are dead bees in the comb the moth feeds on them. Live
specimens of the worms should be sent to the Entomologist at

Ol'tawa, who could then determine if they were a new species.

Mr. S. T. Pettit made the following report for the Com-
mittee on Legislation, which was approved, with some niodifi-

calions

:

REPORT ON legislation.

I am forced to believe it my duty, in justice to the Parlia-

ment of Canada, to point out the difficulties and obstructions

that came up in the way of at once giving the legislation

sought. Then, again, this Association has a right to demand
of mo as to how I discharged my duties and why I spent so

much money on them. Briefly, then :

1 started for Ottawa Jan. 24, 1896. I had been there

but a short time when I was made acquainted with the fact

that the members had been liberally supplied with a pamph-
let against our Bill, which was read, or portions of it, and
quoted on the floor of the House as authority. This pamphlet
set forth that " the law was sought for selfish ends." " It is

wanted as a weapon and a menace to keep an upstart clique in

power ;" and other base motives were given as reasons for

seeking legislation. (Jreat effort was made to lead the Par-

liament to believe that only a few bee-keepers—a mere "clique"

—care anything about the legislation sought, and that the

motives of this few are low and mean in the extreme.

Then my reputation was assailed, and the statement was
circulated that such " blind guides as Mr. Pettit will stick at

nothing to damage any man's reputation who advocates sugar-

honey or dares to dllTer from him in any way."
Then, again, besides the two opponents from our own
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ranks, there was a representative of an adulterating firm,

said to be located in Montreal. I had not the pleasure (?) of

meeting the gentleman, but I learned from good authority that

he was very much afraid of our Bill, and said If it became a

law in its then present shape that it would simply close up
that branch of their business.

I have given these particulars that you may understand
so^nc of the diflficulties and obstructions to be overcome before

we could hope to get anything done for us. Now all this

meant lots of hard work, or lose the game, and I determined
to work and win. For thirteen days I remained at the capi-

tal and pnsht the matter with all my might.
It was uphill work, but I workt with a will, as tho dear

life hung upon success.

There would be no difficulty at all in securing an Act that

would compel all mixers and producers of sugar-honey to set

forth in a conspicuous manner on every container the compo-
sition of such parcel or package. Indeed, a good many mem-
bers urged me to accept such a Bill. I distinctly remember a

half hour's talk with a good old senator, who wanted me to

accept such an Act, but when among other things I pointed

out to him the danger to our good name and reputation as a
pure-food producing country, in foreign markets, he declared

we should put our foot upon all adulterations. He said, "If
the Bill passes the House of Commons, then I will support it."

The penalties were mysteriously dropt out of the Bill be-

tween the first and second readings. The House had no op-

portunity of discussing them at all. Mr. Sproule said that if

the penalties in the Adulteration of Foods Act were found to

be insufficient, then it would be an easy matter to get the Act
amended and the penalties made heavier.

Our Bill was somewhat mutilated before it became law,

but I am glad to say It is a long stride in the right direction.

Indeed, I believe it to be the best law in any country against
that abominable adulteration business.

The Act brands "sugar-honey" a willful adulteration,

and forbids the sale of it ; it also forbids the sale of spurious

honey and imitations of honey entirely.

Right here I may be allowed to say that Mr. Sproule is a

better man when he gets right down to business in pushing a

Bill through, than one would take him to be
;
quick, alert,

shrewd, well posted, vigilant, and, withal, courteous, kind and
convincing, and never mixt. Indeed, it was not only a feast

but a marvel and an inspiration to hear him push the bill

through.
If we stand to our guns and quit ourselves like men, in the

near future we will surely get all we ask for ; but for the im-

mediate present I think we had better test what we have.

I presume most of us know that there are but few Acts
past in any country found to be so perfect that they do not

need amending sooner or later. If space would permit, I would
like to mention the name of Mr. Sutherland, Mr. McNeil, and
others who gave valuable assistance in passing the Bill.

One thing that perple.xt Honorable Gentlemen a good
deal was an idea that was circulated, by some means or other,

from some source, that bee-keepers generally in poor seasons
were in the habit of producing " sugar-honey," so-called, for

the use of their own families. This damaging untruth was
sprung upon the House so late that I had but little opportun-
ity to make the truth known.

And now, I most sincerely thank you for the confidence
you have continued to place in your deputation during all

these years. I have all along done the very best I could to

carry out your wishes in this important matter. My faith in

the eternal justice and ultimate success of our cause never
waned nor weakened for a moment. Truth and justice iDUSt

triumph in the end.
I have visited the Capital six times ; have traveled 4,500

miles, and adding the distance I have traveled to report, makes
in all about .'i, 100 miles. I was on the road and at Ottawa
.34 days ; have written hundreds of letters and other matter
in the prosecution of this work.

I have carried the weight and responsibility of the work
nearly four years. Indeed, it has been the greatest struggle

of my life, but I have done it cheerfully and gladly. Success
is a liberal rewarder. S. T. Pettit.

MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS.

A motion was past that it was desirable to have an order-

in-council past determining the per cent, of water which must
of necessity be found even in pure honey.

The Treasurer's report showed a balance in hand of

.S56.17.
On the question of amalgamating the National Bee-Keep-

ers' Union and the North American Bee-Keepers' Asso-
ciation, it was decided to take no action.

" What is the best method of rendering old comb ?" was a

question askt. The general verdict was In favor of the sun
extractor.

Mr. Facfarlane, Chief Analyst of the Dominion Govern-
ment, who was present, made some remarks, dwelling on the
special aroma in honey which the chemist could not analyze,

and askt if it were not posssble to cultivate certain llowers

from which bees could get the necessary qualities tn give

honey the aroma. It was explained that properly ripened
honey contained the necessary aroma, while that extracted

too soon did not.

In response to Mr. Fisher's request, a resolution was past
recommending Mr. R. B\ Holtermann as Apiarist at the Ex-
perimental farm at Ottawa.

Mr. Fixture, of the Experimental Farm, Ottawa, presen-

ted some reports of experiments on comb foundation, which
were ordered to be embodied in the annual report of the Asso-
ciation.

Mr. Macfarlane, Chief Analyst, gave a sketch of the

method followed in analyzing at Ottawa and in prosecuting of-

fenders against the Adulteration Act. The vendor was the

one proceeded against, as in the English Act a clause provides

the retailer be acquitted if he can prove that he bought the
adulterated article in the same state as he sold it. A charge
of $5 is made by the Department for analyzing, but if anyone
suspects that someone is selling an adulterated article, he can
notify the Inland Revenue Department, which will get a sam-
ple at its own cost and proceed against the offender if the

analysis shows that the sample is adulterated.

After some discussion the Executive Committee was ap-
pointed to watch proceedings in regard to prosecutions.

The report of affiliated societies showed them to be 12 in

number, of which nine reported. Of 1,553 colonies reported

the increase in bees was 55 per cent, in the fall ; the amount
of comb honey produced by them, 9,899 pounds, and of ex-

tracted honey 80,00ii pounds.

The election of officers for the ensuing year, resulted as

follows:
President, .7. K. Darling, of Almonte; 1st Vice-President,

N. B. Holmes, of Athens ; 2nd Vice-President, W. J. Brown,
of Chard.

Directors—C. W. Post, of Trenton ; J. W. Sparling, of

Bowmanville ; A. Pickett, of Nassagaweya ; Israel Overholt,

of South Cayuga ; W. Couse, of Streetsville ; F. A. Gemmill, of

Stratford ; W. A. Chrysler, of Chatham ; N. H. Hughes, of

Barrie; J. B. Hall, of Woodstock ; fiom Agricultural College,

Dr. Mills.

Secretary, W. Couse, of Streetsville.

Foul Brood Inspectors—W. McEvoy, of Woodbur;i, and F.

A. Gemmill, of Stratford.
Delegates to Fair Boards—Toronto, R. F. Holtermann, of

Brantford ; Western, John Newton, of Thamesfotd ; Ottawa,

J. K. Dirling, of Almonte.
Auditors—A. E. Hoshal, of Beamsville ; J. Newton, of

Thamesford.
Revising Committee— J. D. Evans, of Islington, and D. W.

Heise, of Bethesda.
Hamilton was selected as the place where the next annu-

al meeting will be held.

A Ne'w Binder for holding a year's numbers of the

American Bee Journal, we propose to mail, postpaid, to every

subscriber who sends us 20 cents. It is called " The Wood
Binder," is patented, and is an entirely new and very simple

arrangement. Full printed directions accompany each Binder.

Every reader should get it, and preserve the copies of the Bee
Journal as fast as they are received. They are invaluable for

reference, and at the low price of the Binder you can afford to

get it yearly.
^-.-•^

Tlie Alsike Clover Leaflet consists^of 2 pages,

with illustrations, showing the value of Alsike clover, and
telling how to grow it. This Leaflet is just the thing to hand
to every farmer in your neighborhood. Send to the Bee Jour-

nal office for a quantity of them, and see that they are dis-

tributed where they will do the most good. Prices, postpaid,

are as follows : 50 for 25 cents ; 100 for 40 cents ; or 200
for TO cents.

^-•-^

The ?Iauies aud Addresses of all your^^bee-

friends, who are not now taking the Bee Journal, are wanted
at this office. Send them in, please, when sample copies will

be mailed to them. Then you can secure their subscriptions,

and earn some of the premiums we have offered. The
next few months will be just the time to easily get new sub-

scribers. Try it earnestly, at least.
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<^ol<l ^Veatlier.—Sunday and Monday, Jan. 35 and 26,

1897, were reported to have been the coldest days Chicago has ex-

perienced in 2.5 years. The average temperature for Sunday, we
believe, was 14 degrees below zero, and for Monday 18 degrees
below. The range was from 12 to 20 degrees below—both days.

The sleighing has been, and is, fine (Jan. 30). It has been zero

weather right along since those coldest days. Up to Jan. 24 the

winter had been quite mild and open ; but the next month may
give us plenty of cold to make up for it. So far as we have been
able to learn, bees are wintering all right in and around Chicago.

I»artlj-.I>ra-»vu foiiil»—A Big- 'riling-.—Mr. E. B'

Weed, of comb-foundation fame, in conjunction with The A. I.

Root Company, is now able to announce that the making of

partly-drawn comb—or comb foundation with side-walls I4 to i.j

inch in depth, is an assured success. For a number of years Mr.
Weed, who is a persistent worker, has been experimenting along
this line, and, seemingly, has finally and completely won. From
present indications, it is apparent that this latest invention will

merit an equally eminent position with the movable-frame hive,

the honey-extractor, the bellows bee-smoker, comb foundation,

and many others of the greatest inventions of the past in the realm
of apiculture.

One beauty of this new comb seems to be that the bees will

start storing honey in it at once, and that by its use almost as

much comb honey as extracted can be produced.

At present, the manufacturers are able to make the new comb
only in sufficient quantity to supply samples for illustration. But
we doubt not it will be offered for sale through the advertising

columns of the various bee-papers in good time for next season's

use.

We have on our desk samples of the new partly-drawn comb-
one of the samples having been cut out of a section after the bees

had drawn it out further and also continued it downward from the

original drawn starter, showing how perfectly the bees accept it

and unite it with their own natural comb.

If the manufacturers can get this new comb down cheap
enough in price, we believe that bee-keepers will run almost exclu-

sively to the production of comb honey, for the reason that it will

enable them to produce abjut as many pounds of comb honey as

they could of extracted, and the cost of sections and the new comb
will just about offset the cost of extractors and labor of extract-

ing. If such should prove to be the case, it may go a long way
toward solving the adulteration problem, because the effect will

be to put upon the market more and more comb honey, and less

and less of the extracted article.

We believe the manufacturers contemplate putting the drawn
comb right into the folded sections, then the sections put into

shipping-cases, and tbe latter crated in comb-honey crates. Then
all the bee-keeper need do is to get whatever quantity he may

need— of sections already filled with drawn comb—put them on
the hives, and when properly filled and sealed, remove to the ship-

ping-cases, put the cases back into the large crate again, and it is

ready to be shipt to market.

As many know, the use of partly-drawn combs in the produc-
tion of comb honey is not an entirely new idea. One bee-keeper
has had an experience of over 25 years with such comb, and thinks

that its importance has not been overestimated. Others have used
it in one way or another for 12 or 15 years, and place a high value
upon it.

We trust that this new way of producing partly-drawn comb,
and the article itself, may prove to be all its inventor and pro-

moters anticipate. Mr. Weed has been an indefatigable worker,

and merits whatever success may attend his efforts in behalf of

bee-keepers.
*-—^

Calirornia Anti-A<1iiltei-ation Kill The following

letter, by Mr. C. H. Clayton, of California, explains itself:

1 herewith send a copy of my proposed Bill, as it will be pre-
sented (and undoubtedly past). I have made some slight changes
in the phraseology of the definition of extracted honey. As now
worded, it has the hearty endorsement of Prof. Cook.

Honey-dew is so ct/-;/ seldom stored by the bees here that no
account can be made of it, as likewise the juices from the leaves
of corn—virtually no bees are kept in the corn regions, and even
if there were, my experience is that bees do not visit corn when
other sources are available, as is the case here during the corn
season

.

I am convinced that the only way we can put a stop to adul-
teration is to say in great big letters, "THOU SHALT NOT."

C. H. Clayton.

The proposed Bill referred to in the foregoing, reads thus:

AN ACT TO PKOniBIT THE ADULTERATION OF HONEY, AND TO PROVIDE
A PUNISHMENT THEREFOR.

The people of the State of California, represented in Senate
and Assembly, do enact as follows:

Section 1.—No person shall, within this State, manufacture
for sale, oft'er for sale, or sell any extracted honey which is adul-
terated by the admixture therewith of either refined or commercial
glucose, or any other substance or substances, article or articles,
which may in any manner affect the purity of the honey.

Sec. 2.—Every person manufacturing, exposing, or offering
for sale, or delivering to a purchaser any extracted honey, shall
furnish to any person interested, or demanding the same (who
shall apply to him for the purpose, and tender him the value of
the same), a sample sufficient for the analysis of any such extracted
honey which is in his possession.

Sec. 3.—For the purposes of this Act, "extracted honey" is

the transformed nectar of flowers, which nectar is gathered by
the bees from natural sources, and is extracted from the comb after
it has been stored by the bees.

Sec. 4.—Whoever violates any of the provisions of this Act is

guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof, shall be
fined not less than twenty-five nor more than four hundred dollars,
or imprisoned in the County Jail not less than twenty-five days,
nor more than six months, or both such fine and imprisonment;
and any person found guilty of manufacturing, offering for sale,

or selling any adulterated honey under the provision of this Act.
may. in the discretion of the court, be adjudged to pay, in addition
to the penalty herein before provided for, all necessary costs and
expenses, not to exceed fifty dollars, incurred in analyzing such
adulterated honey of which such person may have been found
guilty of manufacturing, selling, or oft'ering for sale.

Sec. 5.—This Act shall be in force and take effect from and after
its passage.

We do not see why Mr. Clayton's Bill doesn't cover the whole
ground very completely. We hope it will be enacted into law, and
then be rigidly enforced. Let other States use it as a sample, and
if possible have it past this winter. Adulteration more than all

things else, in our estimation, is what is killing the honey-busi-

ness. Bee-keepers everywhere can't secure any too soon the pas-

sage of such a Bill as the one proposed by Mr. Clayton. It is just

what they need—it is just what every consumer needs to protect

him from a continuation of the villainous glucose fraud.

" 'J'/ioii s/uill not " is the right kind of a "gun " for bee-keepers

to use, when they have proper "ammunition," in the shape of the

Clayton Bill. Ihufn with the adulteration frauds I and up with

good, pure honey

!

*-^-*-

''Ik* Sliglil R«-iwriii in Spoiling, recently agreed

upon by 30(1 editors, publishers, educators, authors, etc.—among
them being the editor of the American Bee Journal—has (so tar as

we know) received only two unfavorable criticisms from among
our thousands of readers, and both were somewhat vigorous

protests.

This is exactly what was to be expected. "/ coui-ae, tbe new
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spelling will not in general be liked at first, for, if otherwise, there

would long ago have been a radical reform. In England the

cumbersome system of "pounds," shillings " and "pence," in"

stead of the simple decimal system as used in this country, con-

tinues to be used probably for no other reason than because people

are used to it, and no matter how much simpler and better "dol-

lars " and "cents" are, they wouldn't like the change. Our cor-

respondents who object to the present reform may recall the time

when labour, honour. Atlantick and Pacifick were common spell-

ings, and no doubt there were many who objected to dropping the

superfluous letters, but it is doubtful if they would want, or indeed

if any one would now ask, to return to the old form.

It is possible that of the proposed reforms "there is the least

reason for this one," as one critic says, but there certainly is ciouil

reason for this. A sufticient reason for the change, even if there

were no other, is that it is shorter. One letter takes the place of

two. and in many cases of three. If that one letter does the work
as well as the two or three, why is not the change desirable ? But
the one letter does the work beiler—a. sufficient reason of itself.

When " ed " is written where "t" is spoken, why not write it

" t ?" To those who are used to it, it may look better to write
" shipped " than " shipt," but does it sound better ? If these two
reasons are not sufficient, it's hardly worth while to have reasons.

The new spelling is shorter, and its correct use will make us be-

come accustomed to the new way, while no amount of use will

make the longer and incorrect way better. " Contest " instead o£

"confessed " may offend the eye, while we easily endure "blest,"

and would object to seeing " Blessed be the tie that binds," the

only reason in the world for the difference being that we are

accustomed to •' blest " and not to " confest."

The reformed spelling was not adopted because all our readers

would be sure to like it, nor indeed because any considerable

minority might like it, but because it might help them in time to

endure it, and in the end help to bring about a reform that might
save many a heartache in the little folks who will learn to spell in

the future.

Of course, we do not insist that all our correspondents shall

fall into line, providing it's too much trouble, and we are willing

to take the trouble on ourselves; but they may be surprised to find

how seldom words occur that necessitate the change.

It is. however, pleasant to know that the majority endorse the

change, and among them we have received the following note

from one of our most prominent correspondents, and one who has

had much to do with educational matters:

" Editor York:—You have done a brave thing to face the
prejudices of people who will dislike any change for no other rea-

son than because it is a change. Perhaps it might not be a bad
plan to give a specimen of our language as it was written some
hundreds of years ago. and ask some of the old fogies if they would
like to return to it. But that's just where we would be now if no
change had been allowed. I'm rather hoping this change of put-
ting " t '' for " d," when it is pronounced " t." may be only the
beginning of reforms in spelling, and that future generations of

the little innocents in our public schools may not be obliged to

waste a full year of their school lives in learning what they ought
never to be obliged to learn."

We may say further that we are trying to be careful to spell

according to the new way. but we find that often we fail to see

(until too late to correct) that a word has gone in with an " ed
"

that should have been changed to "t." But please remember,

not every word that has "ed " as an affix is to end with " t." If in

doubt, refer to your Webster or other dictionary. One of the two

correspondents who have objected, gave us clear evidence of his

own thoughtlessness, or carelessness, by calling our attention to

what he supposed was a fact, namely, that "ed " in • walked " is

not pronounced as the sound of "t." But it was so easy to refer

him to Webster's dictionary, where it is clearly shown that

" walked " is pronounced as if spelt " wakt,'' the " a " having the

same sound as " a " in "all." It always pays to be sun you are

i-ijjlit before attempting to criticise another. We don't know every-

thing—of course not—but if there is one thing above all others
that we prided ourselves on, both as a student and as public school-

teacher, it was our ability to V''""""'"'*' '>°'l V"" words furrrcllij.

Were it not for the appearance of boastfulness. we would mention
a few of the prizes we have won in spelling contests.

But it is quite unnecessary to take further space on this sub-

ject. We have agreed, with many others, to adopt this reform in

our spelling, and of course expect to adhere to our agreement. We
feel certain that it is a progressive step, and that all our readers
will see it in the light we do. after they become accustomed to

reading words spelt according to this new and sensible reform
method.

Ti?e Weekly Budget*

Mn. N. E. France, of Grant Co., Wis., reported Jan 26 a

temperature of 25- below zero, and the day before 30 below.

He called it " cold weather !" Shouldn't wonder a bit if it

was.

Mr. T. F. Bingham, of bee-smoker notoriety, residing in

Clare Co., Mich., wrote us Jan. 25 : "It is 10^ below zero

this morn—coldest of the season. Nice sleighing. Bees are

all right, so far."

Mr. N. H. Smith, of Ontario, Canada, wrote Jan. 23 :

" I had something happen last fall that I n_ever saw since I

have kept bees. It was this: On Nov. 27 my bees were
working all day carrying in pollen. Bees are wintering finely."

Mr. E. L. Carkington, formerly of Pettus, Bee Co., Te.'j.,

has removed to DeFuniak Springs. Fla.. hoping to benefit his

Invalid wife's health, and where he will engage in rearing

Italian bees and queens. See his advertisement on another

page.

Mr. M. H. Mendleson, of "Ventura Co., Calif., wrote us

Jan. 18: "We are having fine rains, and prospects for

more." This is encouraging to California bee-keepers, tor a

honey crop there depends altogether upon a sufBclent amount
of rainfall.

Mr. G. M. Doolittle, of New York, wrote us Jan. 26 :

" Our winter has been very mild till of late. The last

week has been very cold and rough—little snow, and that

piled in heaps. Bees seem to be wintering well, both indoors

and outside."

Mr. F. F. Zillmer, of Wisconsin, wrote Jan. 25 :

"Friend York:— I am highly pleased with the good
"Old Reliable," and the straight road it has taken in expos-

ing frauds. I will be ready to join the New Union as soon as

the amalgamation is settled, to help check those blood-

suckers."

SuPT. Xi. D. Howe, of the Vermont College Farm, when
paying his subscription Jan. 25, said :

"I think a great deal of the American Bee Journal; it

has been a great help to rae for the last three years in my
work at the College Farm, where I have been Farm
Superintendent here for the last five years, and have had

charge of the bees. I have done a large amount of experi-

mental work, and yet have made them profitable."

Mr. Thos. 6. Newman, in a receut letter from San Fran-

cisco, Calif., says:

" I am just getting settled again. I have a nice, sunny
location—an essential in California. But I have the worst
' cold ' I ever had."

It will be rembered that Mr. Newman had just been mov-

ing from San Diego to San Francisco. His number and street

are, 2096 Market street. We once heard that a California
" cold" is the worst of "worst colds" known. It must be

pretty rough if It is ahead of a genuine Chicago " cold."

Mr. a. S. Terrill—one of the members of the now de-

funct firm of Terrill Bros., who were chief backers of the

fraudulent firm of " Wheadon & Co."—is now in the real

estate business in Chicago, and calls himself "the home-

seekers' friend." Awhile ago he pretended to be " the honey-

shippers' friend,'' by proxy—-through Wheadon & Co. He is

now trying to get people to let him invest their surplus money
in real estate, mortgages, etc. In a letter soliciting patron-

age, he says: "lam a large property holder myself, and

therefore believe that my judgment might be of some value to

you in placing your money." No doubt he's " a large prop-

erty holder," but what mevns did he use in order to be able

now to say it? If the truth were kuown, we might find that

many honest, unsuspecting farmers contributed the greater

share of it. We are informed that he " made" .•? 100,000 on

South Water street, and we haven't the slightest doubt of it.

But if we can prevent it, no more of our readers will help to

enrich such "friends."

l^" See " Bee-Keeper's Guide" offer on page -to.
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CONDUCTED BY

DR. C O. MILLER, MARENGO, ILL,

[Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direct 1

What to Do witli Partly-Filled Sci>tloii§.

What shall I do with my partly-filled sections ? If I put
them out in the spring and let the bees clean them out, will it

do to use the comb that is in the sections, that is, will it be fit

for market after being filled again '? or shall I cut the comb
out and fill the sections with foundation ? I have a good repu-
tation for my honey, and do not wish to injure it.

S. B. S., Minnesota.

Answer.— It will hardly do to risk letting the bees fill

sections that have stood all winter with any honey in them, no
matter if there is only enough to daub them a very little bit.

For that little bit will pretty surely be granulated, and the
granulations are something like yeast in starting the new
honey to granulating. Better cut out and melt up the comb,
and put in fresh foundation, if indeed the section is good
enough to use over again. You are quite right in being jeal-

ous of you reputation. It's worth a good deal to John Smith
for people to say, "John Smith's honey is always good, and I,

don't want any other.''

<tuc»tion§ on Wintering and Queenle$sne!«<>i.

1. I am wintering my bees in winter-cases on the summer
stands. They are all in Simplicity hives, which have an en-

trance at the bottom -Ix'^a inches, also a %-inch auger-hole in

the center above. The entrance to the outside case is }-^x7

inches. Between the hive and the outside case I have left an
air-space over the entrances, 4x6x10 inches. Will this give
sufficient ventilation ? There is a 5-inch sawdust cushion on
top of frames.

2. I am of the opinion that two colonies of my bees went
into winter quarters queenless. How soon in the spring would
it be advisable to investigate'? C. E. C, Michigan.

Answers.— 1. You will probably find that there is venti-

lation enough, if I understand correctly that the 54-inch hole
at the center has full play. The position of that hole makes
a great increase of ventilation, the %-inch hole perhaps doub-
ling the ventilation that the entrance alone would give. The
Germans—at least some of tbem—lay great stress on having
an upper entrance, and sometimes have it quite large, and
•close the lower entrance.

2. Don't trouble them till there comes a day when they
have a good flight. You can't do anything about it before
that time, anyway, and you may do harm by opening them.
If the hives are packt to keep them warm, better wait till it

gets warm enough so you'll not mind taking away the pack-
ing, or at least till they fly about every day.

Combs or Candied Honc}'—Oettins Bees to Work
in §eclions.

Last fall I had 4 colonies of bees. I don't want more
than 2 to winter while I live here, so I try to prevent swarm-
ing. I divided up last summer after the one colony swarmed,
and that stopt swarming. I put in full sheets of foundation,
consequently when I doubled up in the fall I had all together,
with my upper story hives, about 'SO brood-frames full of

honey, besides some 10 or 12 narrow extracting-frames. Now
I wanted to extract that. I tried to rent an extractor, as I

didn't feel able to buy one for what little honey I might get.

So you see winter came on, and I had to move all these hive-

bodies (4 of them) into the kitchen, and two shallow extract-
ing supers, which makes a lot of comb honey. Well, when I

united, I put in the hives all the oldest combs, and the ones
that bad the most bee-bread in them, but for all that I have
almost all of these black and heavy combs. I tried to eat it,

but it is too strong. The comb is tough and strong. We might
cut the combs up in small pieces, cut the caps olT and let what
will drain out, but it is so thick, and some of it is candied and
won't run out. There is a fine lot of combs, but I wanted the
honey— I don't care for the combs. Still, if I could get the
honey out and save the combs it would save me buying
foundation in the spring. Now, what will I do with them, say
15 or 20 combs full of honey ? Can I do some way to get it

in the supers?

I can't make my bees work in sections to save my life, but
if I take off the sections and put on a super with narrow ex-
tracting-frames, they go right to work. They stored honey
all summer in them, and not a drop in the sections. I have
only two narrow supers and frames, and they filled them sev-
eral times. Then I thought if they wanted to work so fast I

would put a hive on top, so I nailed boards together the same
size as the hive, and put it on top ; then as fast as they filled

a frame on the outside of the brood-nest with honey, I put it

above, and put a frame of foundation below, and some frames
that were ^.i to -';; full of honey I put above, too, so my bees
stored lots of honey. I monkeyed with them this way to prac-
tice. I want to learn. I can do a good deal with bees, but I

can't tell it. But I can't make them work in sections. Now,
what shall I do with this candied and thick comb in the
spring? Will it pay me to buy an extractor ? I don't want
to get so much stuff around me, and no use for it.

S. M. S., Knox Co., Nebr.

Answer.—What to do with old combs filled with candied
honey is rather a tough question. If that one word "candied"
could be left out the case would be quite different. I have
read of melting granulated honey in combs, using mild heat
a long time so as to make the honey all liquid without melting
the comb, but I haven't the greatest faith in its accomplish-
ment. It will be of little use for you to get an extractor, for
candied honey cannot be extracted, and the probability is that
it will all be candied by spring. Perhaps you may get the
bees to dispose of part of it in the spring. If it is put under
or over their brood-nest, the sealed part uncapt, and what
isn't sealed daubed over the surface with honey, they will

promptly empty it out, using or storing the liquid part and
dropping the grains. Have a shallow box or other receptacle
under the hive, and gather the grains out of that, melt them
slowly, and you will find that to be a good table honey. That
which has been stored in comb that never has been used to

contain brood can be melted up, comb and all. A stone crock
is perhaps best for this purpose, setting the crock on the reser-

voir of the cook-stove so it will melt very gradually, or else set

the crock in a dish of hot water on the stove, putting a piece

of shingle or something of the kind under the crock so it will

not sit directly on the bottom of the dish containing the water.

The object is to keep the bottom from getting too hot. If it is

two or three days before it is melted, all the better. After it

is all melted, let it cool, and take the wax off the top. You
can do the same way with comb that has been used for brood,

but it will not work so satisfactorily. But the honey will not

taste so strong as to eat it comb and all.

It seems rather strange that you succeed so poorly in get-

ting bees to work in the sections. Instead of giving them
more combs when they have filled their extracling-combs, put
a super of sections on the hive under the extracting-combs,
and see if they can resist the temptation to fill the sections. I

never saw a case yet where bees would not store honey in

sections (providing they had any honey to store) if they had
in the super one or more sections with comb partly or wholly
drawn out, or if there was put in one of the sections a piece

of drone or worker brood.

Iloncy as Food aud Medicine.—A new and revised

edition of this 3'3-page pamphlet is now issued. It has 5 blank

pages on which to write or paste recipes taken from other sources.

It is just what its name indicates, and should be liberally dis-

tributed among the people everywhere to create a demand for

honey. It contains a number of recipes on the use of hopey as

food and as medicine, besides much other interesting and vaiuable

information. Prices, postpaid, are : Single copy, 5 cts. ; 2a copies

"acts. ; 50 for $1.10; lUO for $1.50. Better give them a trial. Send

all orders to the Bee Journal office.

A jNC'W Clubbing' Rate has been arranged for

Gleanings in Bee-Culture and the Bee-Keepers' Review with

the American Bee Journal. Hereafter either of the two
papers named will be clubbed with the Bee Journal for one
year, for §1.90.
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"The Overland Limited
"

LEAVES .CHICAGO DAILY VIATHE.

GiifAGO^ North Western Railwav
GITY TICKE.T office:

aoa CLARK STREET CHICAGO

Our TVew Catalogue :
\J A- \ \_y Will, Be Issued Soon.

Send us your Name and Address,

And we will take pleasure in mailinK you a copy II 1 I B Ij i Ij i f

IT ILLUSTR.\TES AND DESCRIBES ALL THE

Latest and Best Apiarian Supplies

Or. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.

Finest Alfalfa Honey !

IT SELLS ON TASTING.

The Honey that Suits All

Who Buy It.

Low Prices Now!
We can furnish 'White Alfalfa Extracted Honey, in 60-pouud tin cans, on

board cars in Chicago, at these prices : 1 can, in a case, 7J^ cents per pound ; 2 cans
in one case, 7 cents ; 4 cans (2 cases) or more, OJa cents. The Cash must accom-
pany each order. Fine Bass'wood ITlavor Honey at \i cent more when in

cans; or in 270-lb. barrels at G>a cents per pound.

^^ A sample of the honey will be mailed loan intending purchaser, for 8
cents, to cover postage, packing, etc. We guarantee purity.

Now it seems to us here is a splendid chance for any bee-keeper to supply his

home demand after his own crop is all sold. Or, why not begin now to create a

local honey-trade ? Order one 60-pound can first, and start out among your neigh-
bors and friends, and see what you can do. You ougLt to get at least 12 cents per
pound in 5-pound lots, or -10 cents for 3 pounds. Some maybe able to do even
better than that, though we think that enough ought to be sold at these prices to

make a fairly paying business out of it. Give it a good trial. Push it. It may
grow into a nice winter's work for you.

GEORGE W. YORK k CO., 118 Micliigan Stmt, CHICAGO, ILL.

ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS AN ACRE
Can only be made trom one source—POP/yTi^F. Wheat and corn do not pay by comparison. Yon
mav sraile. b(ii have vou ever tried keepmc poiiltn." ri^iir. The egg basket is a handv source o*
revenue these hard tiroes. THE POULTRY KEEPER, Bex 44 PaRKESBURC, PA. 5octs. a year
tells bow it is done. Sample free. The paper i j'earand four grand Poultry Books. $i. Write to-day.

Questiot;)''Box>
In the multitude of counsellors there is

safety.—Prov. 11-14.

Xiifleu»< v§. Full Colony for
Qiiccn-Rearintf.

Query 43.— 1. Will a two-frame nucleus

rear a queen as soon as a strong colony? 2.

And If there's any difference, how much dif-

ference In the time a queen commences to

lay ?—Tenn.

H. D. Cutting— 1. Yes.

Prof. A. J. Cook— 1. Yes.

Eugene Secor— 1. I don't know.

Dr. C. C. Miller— 1. No. 2. Perhaps

two days.

Jas. A. Stone— 1. I know of no reason

why they would not.

Mrs. L. Harrison— 1. I should think

not. 2, I don't know.

E. France— 1. Yes, if the weather is

warm. 2. I don't know.

Emerson T. Abbott—Yes ; but the

queen will not be as valuable.

C. H. Dibbern— 1. Yes. I do not see

how there could be any difference.

Mrs. J. N. Heater— 1. If there are

plenty of bees, yes. 2. No difference.

Chas. Dadant & Son— 1. Yes. It the

nucleus is strong enough to keep warm,
it will do as well as a big colony.

G. M. Doolittle— 1 and 2. No differ-

ence of any account ; but the best queens

will be reared in the strong colony.

P. H. Elwood— 1. There is a little

difference, usually in favor of the strong

colony, but I cannot say how much.

W. G. Larrabee— 1. I have never had

much experience in rearing queens in a

nucleus, and I am unable to answer.

Dr. J. P. H. Brown— t and 2. They
will, if it has bees enough ;' and the

queen will commence laying just as soon.

J. M. Hambaugh— 1. If your nucleus

is strong and honey coming in, there

will be no difference; otherwise there

might be.

Dr. A. B. Mason— 1. Yes, In warm
weather, with all conditions favorable.

2. There is no "difference in the time a

queen commences to lay." When she

commences she usually commences.

J. A. Green— 1 and 2. Altho I have

never allowed such nuclei to rear queens,

I do not think there would be any differ-

ence in time. After a queen is hatcht

there Is no difference, provided the

nucleus is in proper condition.

R. L. Taylor— 1. Not quite so quickly

on the average. 2. If the weather is

fine, and the nucleus strong, there would

be no difference, but If the weather is

cool, and the nucleus weak, from one to

three days longer would be required.

A. P. Brown— 1. Not usually. 2. The
queens reared in a full, strong colony are

the best. If you have reference to

" from the time the queen-cell is given

each," then I would say, very little dif-

ference, and no difference in quality of

the queen.

Rev. M. Mahin— 1. A good, strong 2-

frame nucleus will probably rear a queen

as soon as a full colony, but she will not

as a rule be as well developt. 2. The
queen In a strong colony will begin to

lay, as a rule, some days earlier than
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The Place to Live ^

'iWid Sun and Flowers
Possibly you huve stood the In-

tense O Id, the bllzziiids and the Kill-
ing HeHt of the Kast and the West un-
til you are sick of them—perhaps your
health has been about ruined by such
climate. Don't you think it Is about
time to seek a place where you can en-
joy life? Of course you do. Califor-
nia is the plaje for a man to live who
wishes tobeg-)od to himself and his
family—there's a genial sun—flowers
and fruits every day in the year—Pure
a(r — Pure water — every thing that's
good. Now is the time to possess such
a home — thej' are cheaper now than
they ever will be again. Don't wait-
write to us telllngwhat kind of a place
J ou want — in city or country—what
I'art of the State—how much you ex-
pect to pay. etc.. and we will give you
the desired information.

PRYAL REALTY CO.
966 Bkoadway,

OAKLAND, CALIF.
Please mention this Journal.

Tlie RURAL CALIFORNIAN
Tells all about Bees in California.

The Yields and Price of Honey; the Pastur-
age and Nectar - Producing Plants; the Bee-
Ranches and how they are conducted. In fact
the entire field is fully covered by and expert
bee-man. Besides this, the paper also tells
you ail about California Asririiltiire and
Horticulture. $1..50 per 'i'ear; Six Months,
75 cents. Sample Free.

THE RURAL CALIFORNIAN,
218 N. Main St., - Los Angeles, Calif.

Mention the American Bee Journal

Barnes' Foot-Power Machinery.
Head what J. I. PARKNT.of

Charlton, N.Y., says—"We
cut with one of your Com-
bined Machines, lust winter
50 chaff hives with 7-ln. cap,
100 honey-racks, 500 broad
frames, 2.0fJ0 honey-boies
and a threat deal of other
work. This winter we have
double the amount of bee-
hives, etc., to make and we
expect to do itwlth this Saw.
Itwill do all you say it will.
Catalogue and Price -Jiist

Address. W.F.& JOHN BARNEB.
No. 995 Ruby St.. Rockford, III.

Mention the JLyriericon Bee JotvrvoA

Our '97 Cataloff
—OF—

Apiarian Supplies, Bees, Etc.

Is yours for the asking.
It Is full of Information. ^^~ Write for It.

I. J. STRINCIIAm,
105 Park Place. NEW YOKE, N.Y.

Apiary—Glen Cove, L. I.

Mentiofix the American Bee Jourruzl.

Free.
4SCtf

WE MANUFACTURE

;

'PUMPS FOR ALL PURPOSES^
onr Spray Pvimps and Ko^zlcB anUMdl.v _ .

experiment stations and all leading hoiticiiltur-
t ists. 'riit'best fruit and berries •an iTilv I,'- iM'i.
t
.lM,-e.ll..v.s|,niynii.'. Wi:..im1u valuable illustrated I

36 Page Book on Spraying, FREE. Aclilris.><

i THE DEMING CO., SALEM. OHIO. 1|
llKNIiiN .V. Ill lllll;l.l.. ll.-ii.TiU Westt-rn Auonts, '

f.l t.) 1.11 N.M 111 jtiter^^oM St.. nilc,\(iii, III.
'

:>C.')t Menivm CM American Bee Joumoi.

one in a nucleus, unless the nucleus is

stimulated by feeding. How much, de-

pends upon weather and circumstances.

G. W. Demaree— 1 and 2. In warm
weather they will, and sometimes sooner,

as they are apt to begin with a three or
four days' old larva, aud for this reason
nucleus colonies cannot be depended
upou to rear uniformly good queens, un-

less they are furnisht with good queen-
cells.

J. E. Pond— 1 and 2. In my own ex-

perience a 2-frame nucleus properly
guarded will rear a queen as quickly as

a large colony. The strength of a col-

ony is relative. A 2-frame nucleus
might be a strong colony, while three
times the number of bees on a full hive

would be weak. Keep all colonies

strong, in order to get the best results.

Old Bee-Keeper Not Discouraged.

I have got to be between TO and SO years
old, and I ought to quit keeping bees. I

began when I was only 10 years old—got
my bees out of the timber by working on
Quinby's plan. I lost about 100 colonies
last season, but have 60 left to start with
this year. I am not discouraged yet. Hur-
rah for the American Bee Journal

!

Houston Poktek.
Jefferson Co., Colo., Jan. 33.

Bees Prepared for Winter.

I am wintering 21 colonies out-doors.
They are all in a row under a shed two
feet high in the rear, five feet wide on the
roof, and open in fi'ont, facing the south

:

they are packt a foot deep on the back with
straw, aud six inches between each hive. I

left the section-cases on most of them, filled

with comb in the sections, and some with
honey. Sis of the colonies I put into the
cellar : they were the weakest ones, making
3(1 in all. They seem to be doing well so
far.

I think the prospects here are good for
next season, as we expect to have a big
crop of sweet clover. John S. SLEExn.
Livingston Co., 111., Dec. 31.

A Government Whitewash.

On page S23 H. D. asks for a preparation
to whiten his bee-shed. Take V.' bushel of
unslackt lime, slack it with boiling water,
cover during the process to keep the steam
in ; strain through a fine strainer, and add
one peck of salt, dissolved in warm water;
three pounds of ground rice boiled to a thin

paste aud stirred in while hot; „ pound of

Spanish whiting, and 1 pound of clean glue,

previously dissolved. Add 5 gallons of hot
water to the mixture. Stir well, and let it

stand a few days, well covered. It should
be applied hot. It is used by the Govern-
ment to whitewash lighthouses. A pint
will cover a square yard, if properly ap-
plied to wood, stone or brick.

C. W. CUHUY.

N. E. Ohio and N. W. Pa. Convention.

On account of the non-apjiearance of any
northeastern Ohio members of the North-
eastern Ohio and Northwestern Pennsylva-
nia Bee-Keepers' Association, it was de-

cided that the convention be conducted by
the Northwestern I'ennsylvauia Bee-Keep-
ers' Association, who were called to meet
at the same place.

The meeting was called to order by Pres.

Dewey, of Columbus, Pa., who is the Presi-

dent of both Associations (tlie latter was
organized at a meeting held in Corry, Pa.,

Nov. 'Jl and '22, l,s;i4) in the parlor ot the

WOVEN ..WM.FENCE!
I on Earlh. HMrs<'-l)li.'li, Itiill- k

slr«i»t.',l'ij,-aniJCtilcli<-n-tii.-li(. With A
our m PLEK AITOMATU: Mucliinc "

ketJO rodsa dav ti<il

Rod.
J

vnucan I

12 to 20 cts. a
O-ir .ICPslvh-^. <-at.Tl,,v,-i' .

KITSELMAN BROS., J
iiii, i:is. Riclgeville, Ind.

iBHit mention Uui A.-nencan Bee Journal.

INCUBATION!
T

T
T
f

is the iirst step in the pnultn'
r business and muchof future suc--
cess depends upon its complete-

^ness There is no failnre where
r RELIABLE INCUBATOR
is used. It 18 fully warranted Jimi i

i.'^ the product of twelve yeursof T
It has. never been beaien in ai

snot like itsc.Hijpetitnrs— it is better. 1
,

. in new book on poultry. St?Mii ](lc for it 7
. RELIABLEJNCUBATQRAND BROODER CO. OyiNr.Y- IlLS; f

36E17t Please mention the Bee Journal.

Sr IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
11.25 to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif.,
for bis

Bee-Keeper's Guide.
Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

CARLOADS
,^^ _ Of Bee-Hives. Sections, Ship-

!f^°^^~rf«1I ping-Cases. Comb Foundation,
E"^"-:^"™?!! and Everytliin^ used in the

' "' Bee-Industry.
., . 1 want the name and address
?;fi^ Of every Bee-Keeper in Aiuer-
-3s^ tea. 1 supply Dealers as well
:*^ as consumers. Send for cata-

logs, quotations, etc. W. H. PUTNAM,
HivKR Falls. Pierce Co., Wis.

iMTeyifiow ilie Amc7iciin Bee Jouriia*.

Pooh kT"^™
^"^

l?Si! Beeswax
For all the Good, Pure Vello-w

BeeS'^ax delivered to our office till

further notice, we will pay 25 cents per
pound, CASH; or 28 cents for whatever
part is exchanged for the Bee Journal,
Honey, Books or Seed, that we offer. If

you want casta, promptly, for your
Beeswax, send it on at once. Impure
wax not taken at any price. Address as
follows, very plainly,

GEO. W. YORK & CO.
118 Michigan st. , CHICAGO, ILL.

SEE THAT WINK

!

llee - SuppUew ! KoOT's
Goods at Koot's Prices.

Pouder'H Honey - Jars,
iind every thing used by
tiee-keepers. Prorupi. ser-
vice, low freight rate. Cat,
iree. Walter S Ponder,

16'J Mass. Ave.,
iNm.vNAi'OLis, Indiana.

,0 I HIS AOVERTISEMEN). MEHTtoN T>fls JOURMM,

''W»«-"P0VDt!l"Sflp'

»«»»>••»•»•»•••<
For Ik kuiln
^|u^^hint;, hefiius*-

— L^riillOf* lit OllOt' Mfl

*>THE KEYSTONE
^DEHORNER^L
It in humane, rapid uml liurublf. Fully »
iwiirrnnted. Highest awakdat VVoiili' h 9
Fair. Descriptive circuliirs "FTf^laZ, ^
Ja. C. UKOSll'S. Coc'hrnnvnU', Vn. %

40E13t Mention the Amaican Bet JotimoL
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40,000.

Nebraska FarmerTHE

Has made a contract with
the Nebraska Club, to print
for them 40,000 copies over
and above the regular week-
ly issue, each month for six
months, of reliable informa-
tion about Nebraska.

If interesttd. send for free
copy, to
Mu. Chas. E. Williamson,

Secretary Nebraska Club,
Omaha, Nebr.. or

Nebraska Farmer Co.

Iiincols, Nebr.

.Mention the Amencaii Bee Journal,

CLOVER SEED va^i'tes
Timoiby and all kinds of Gra^ss Seeds. Prices low.
Buy now. »t will i>ay you to write us J'or our .ist.

iOV4A SBED CO., Des Moines. Iowa.

^California
It you care to know of its Fruits, Flowers
Climate or Resources, send for a Sample Copy
of California's Favorite Paper—

The Pacific Rural Press
The leading Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the Pacific Coast. Published weekly,
handsomely Illustrated, 12.00 per annum.
Sample Copy Free.

PACIFIC RURAL, PRESS,
220 Market St,. - SAN FRANCISCO, OAL.

ONE MAN WITH THE

UNION ^°^l^^^^'''*
Can do the work of four
men using hand tools. In
Ripping, Cuttlng-ofl, Mi-
tring, Rabbeting, Groov-
ing. Oaining. Dadoing,
Kdglng-up. Jointing Stu9,
etc. Full Line of Foot and
Hand Power Machinery.
Sold ea Trial. Catalogne Free.

SENEGA FALLS MFG. CO.,
16 Water St SENECA FALLS, N. 7.

1Aly Mtntio.. the American Bee Journal.

R MONEY MAKER
—tile tlinftN industrious hen.AlI about her
and how to make money from [jonltrv iu

NewPouttryCuideforl897.
100 paKes;r'rinted in colors best plans for
poultr,\ houses;sure remedies and reciijes

V\,for diseases. Sent for 15c. if yon write now^ JOHN BAUSCHES, Jr., Box 94, Freeport, 111.

49Ai;it "-^^ntion the American Bee Journal

miDSSi Oct discounts on early orders
for 189" - - - . -^A. I. Koot Co.'s Bee-
Supplies a'ways on hind. Bet-

ter prepared thjin ever to flll orjci's promptly.
30-page L'atalo^ free.

JOHIT NEBEI. & SON. Hgh Hill. Mo.
Meulinn tlie American Bee Journal, 4Atf

A Fafherless Country.
\\jshin<t 111 Jc^l.ireJ Agriculture 1.. be the "most

nealihful. most usciul and most nubte emrlovment
of man." He was loath tnleave his farm, althaugh
clumsy "Virginia rail" fences were the best to be had.
With neat Page fences on all sides he wuulJ have
"stuck to the farm."

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO.. Adrian, Mich.

Mention (Ac American Bee Journal

St. Nicholas Hotel. Corry, Pa., Jan. 30, at
1 :30 p.m. The members in attendance were
few, hut every one seemed to be iu earnest
from first to last. The convention was a
succes.s. one member going so far as to say
that the discussions were worth .50 cents
every hour to him.
The program consisted of practical topics,

and each one seemed determined that the
be.st should be brought out. A fuller report
may appear in the Bee Journal later.

The election of officers for the ensuing
year resulted as follows: U. A. Dewey, of
Columbus. Pa., re-elected President; Ed.
JoUey, of Franklin, Pa., Secretary and
Treasurer, the old Secretary positively re-
fusing to act longer on account of poor
health.
The members present reported the aver-

age yield of comb honey the past saeson to
have been from 30 pounds in some apiaries
to an average of 40 pounds—the highest for
a whole apiary.
The convention adjourned to meet in

Corry. Pa , Wednesday and Thur.sday. Jan.
13 and 13, 1S98. Geo. Spitler, .sVv.

Mosiertown, Pa.

Bees in Good Condition.

I have 73 colonies of bees, in 8-frame
dovetail hives, and they are in flue condi-
tion so far this winter.

F. P. McAnsTER.
Kearney Co., Kan. Jan. 36.

Buying Bees Cheap—Transferring.
On Jan. 33 I drove six or eight miles in

the cold—which was cold, for the wind was
awfully strong from the northwest—to a
public sale, and they sold S colonies of
bees; of course. I bought them. too. and
for only 35 cents each. Tbey are good bees,
too. it was close to the mountains,
where there is plenty of blue thistle. The
bees are in hives of away back, about 100
years, some iu old straw gums or hives,
and some in logs about 3}^ or 3 feet long.
The straw hives are very comically made.
If "ye editor "was close to me, I would give
him one to set in front of the Bee Journal
office-door. I am going to have a picnic
transferring them, which I will do the last
of March. My brother and I transferred 35
colonies last March very successfully. We
did not lose one. I transferred a colony
two weeks ago, and kept it in the cellar,
which is very dry and warm. I am now
busy making my own hives, cutting them
out with a Barnes' saw. L. .A. Hammond.
Washington Co., Md., Jan. 25.

A Few Iowa Bee-Notes.

I am in the northwestern part of the
State (Iowa), where the season or flow is

short, and the winters long. Oct. 35 we
had our last day for a cleansing flight. The
ground was covered with snow, yet the air
roared like midsummer with the hum of
the bees.

I winter my bees in the cellar, and have
lost but four colonies in six years. I think
each one (if I remember) came from clog-
ging the entrance, and molding. I raise
the hives from the bottom-board in front,
leaving the top sealed. I have had some
with loose tops go through with scarcely
any loss.

Our bees were just " swarm crazy." as X

hear almost every one say. The heavy
honey-How made them act as if possest.
We have had freaks that we never had

before. For instaece. six swarms ab-
sconded after filling from two to four
cases of :24 pounds each. One swarm on
June 13 stored Oli pounds of surplus, and
then absconded, leaving nothing but hatch-
ing brood. I hived them in another hive,
anl they filled it and one more super.

We had lots of white clover, hearfs-ease.
and buckwheat, of which I always sow the
Japanese: theu the Alsike. But our alfalfa
doesn't have a drop of nectar in it. Maple,
willow and dandelion furnish our first pol-
len. I am going to plant, or sow. Rocky
Mountain bee-plant, rattle-weed (or car-

GREAT deal of

nonsense has been
written—and be-

lieved, about
blood purifiers.

What purifies the

blood?

THE KIDNEYS
PURIFY 11 BLOOD

AND THEY ALONE.
If diseased, however, they cannot,

and the blood continually becomes
more impure. Every drop of blood
in Ihe body goes through the kidneys,
the sewers of the system, every three

minutes, night and day, while life

endures.

puts the kidneys in perfect health, and
nature does the rest.

The heavy, dragged out feeling, the

bilious attacks, headaches, nervous
unrest, fickle appetite, all caused by
poisoned blood, will disappear when
Ihe kidneys properly perform fheir

functions,

1 here is no doubt about this.

Thousands have so testified. The
theory is right, the cure is right and
health follov\fs as a natural sequence.
Be self-convinced through per-

sonal proof.

Mention the Aniericcvn Bee Sawnuili„

Veil, O VeJI, O'VEl.t.On KO.^KS
Yellowzones for PAIN and FEVER.

Meiuion the American Bee J'ounmi.,

Honey - Clovers !

We have made arrangements so that we
can furnish seed of several of the Clovers
by freight or express, at the following prices,
cash with order:

5Ib
Alsike Clover $ ,70
Sweet Clover 65
White Clover 90
Alfalfa Clover 65
Crimson Clover 55

Prices subject to market changes.

Add 25 cents to your order, tor cartage, if
wanted by freight,
your orders are solicited.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.

lOB)
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peuter's square) and sweet clover. It we
could only get each and every bee-man to
try to help furnish bee-plants or forage,
our honey-yield would be much larger.
Last year (1895) was almost a failure, as

I got only Ultl pounds from 33 colonies. We
lost most of our early swarms; they would
come out. wheel, and go like a cyclone.
Had we had a spray pump, and been right
there, possibly we could have prevented
their leaving.
Our market is flat—about as others re-

port it. Extracted, 13,'., cents; fancy white,
one-pounds, 15 cents—have been 30 cents
heretofore.

I use the dovetail hives, and make them
myself, I tier up, and hive upon full brood
sheets and starters, but I will use full
sheets in each next year. I am on a farm,
and I find it keeps one very busy to care
for 30 or 35 colonies of bees and make a
hand in the field. But I so dearly love
honey and to handle the bees, and be with
them, that I am getting careless of my
stock, P, A, Newcomer,

"

L Beuna Vista Co,, Iowa, Dec, IS.

Sells Granulated Honey.

I see in the proceedings of the Illinois
State Bee-Keepers' convention a discussion
on granulated extracted honey, 1 prefer
to sell all of my honey granulated, as my
customers then know it is pure. The only
trouble I have is to granulate it soon
enough. The way I granulate it is to heat
it moderately, and keep it in a refrigerator.
It candies very nicely. If anybody knows
a better way, I wish they would tell us
through the Bee Journal, I sell all of my
honey in the home market, and can't sup-
ply my customers, I get from 15 to 20 cents
per pound, I think that extracted honey
should be sold only in a granulated state,
which will prove to the people that it was
not adulterated, J. J, Mater,
Vigo Co,, Ind,

Open Winter—Hunting.

My bees are all alive so far, but I suppose
I will have to feed some of them, as we
have such an open winter, and bees con-
sume lots of stores. My bees did not store
any surplus honey the past season, and as a
matter of fact, I cannot feel as happy as
does Dr, Miller with his 10,000 sections of
comb honey. Good honey crops are seldom
here; failures are plenty. Still, I can't
afford to do without the American Bee
Journal, for it is a great help to me, and,
besides, it is dirt cheap at -^LOO a year.
This is the time of the year when the bees

should not be disturbed, and the bee-keep-
ers have not much to do, I, for one, love
sport, and so I spend most of my time in
hunting, I have a new gun that cannot be
excelled for shooting qualities, having al-
ready killed a great deal of game with it

this winter. Our list shows 10+ rabbits, 50
squirrels, 40 quails, etc, F, N. Blank,
Cooper Co,, Mo., Jan. 23,

Against Adulteration, Etc,

I am deeply interested in, aud admire the
stand the Bee Journal has taken in regard
to adulteration, and frauds generally. Ig-
norance and dishonesty are the backers of
all frauds. No intelligent, honest man can
object to having a law compelling all man-
ufacturers of food products to sell the same
under their true names.

1 located here last spring, coming from
Oklahoma Territory. 1 have a splendid
range for bees. The bluffs of the White
river are covered with basswood, and the
pastures with white clover. The clover did
not do very well the last few years, owing
to drouths, but we had plenty of rain
last fall and this winter, and all available
ground is carpeted with it now. The bass-
wood failed last year, but smartweed
yielded plenty of winter stores, and some
surplus. I piirchast one colony of bees last
spring, and it is in the cellar, in good condi-
tion,

I am contemplating taking a near-by

widowj^s apiary on shares the coming sea-
son. She has 10 colonies, an extractor, and
supplies enough to run them this year, and
says I can have them on my own terms.
There are comparatively no bees in this
locality now. There were a good many,
kept on the haphazard plan, but the last
three disastrous years have about cleaned
them out. Rufus Williams.
Lawrence Co., Ind., Jan, 25,

Prospect for a Good Season.

Bees in this locality are wintering splen-
didly. The weather is mild, and their
stores consist mostly of heart's-ease honey,
which seems to suit them splendidly. There
are upwards of a hundred acres of clover in
my immediate vicinity, and the prospects
for a good season here are very promising.

Enw. Smith.
Madison Co., 111., Jan. 18,

Report for 1896.

The past season has been a fairly good
one for bee-keepers in this part of the
State. I had T colonies last spring and in-
creast to 32. I took off about 200 pounds
of extracted honey and 300 pounds of comb,
in one-pound sections. My honey was
mostly from white clover, I did not get
any surplus honey from the fall fiow, and
the bees had a hard time to get what they
needed for winter stores,

I find the American Bee Journal a great
help in my bee-keeping. A, W, Wilson,
Dakota Co,, Minn,, Jan, 15,

Introducing' Queens.

The article by Dr, E, Gallup, on page 2,
is a shoulder-striker. I have just been hav-
ing a little experience in this line. On
July 8, 1896, I sent to an Illinois breeder for
a tested, 5-banded Italian queen, and she
arrived all right on July 18, and was intro-
duced the next day on frames of hatching
brood, as the "A B C of Bee-Culture" said
that was the only sure way of introducing.
Well, it was a weak colony in the fall,
and the other day I examined them, and
there was only a pint of bees; I thought I
would try to save the queen, which was a
good one, so I put her into a cuge. After
having removed a black queen, and waited
24 hours, I put the Italian queen over the
brood-frames, and the next day .she was
balled. Then I took her out and waited '24

hours longej, and then I filled my pipe and
got it going in good shape, and I made
those bees think that it was the best queen
they ever saw, in about 10 seconds, I
think if Dr, Tinker were introducing a
queen here the first of January he would
have to do it some other wey besides hatch-
ing brood ; and if the tobacco smoke
method was a success when the type was
set for "A B C of Bee Culture," "it was a
success Nov, 7, when Editor Root, in his
comments in Gleanings, said it should be
condemned.
The article mentioned above is only one

of the many good things that the readers
of the Bee Journiil get for their dollar.
Also, stay with the dishonest commission-
men, Mr, York, like a hybrid bee to a be-
ginner in bee-keeping. Ray Sullivan.
Columbia Co., Oreg.. Jan. 14,

Bee-Keeping in Utah
I see a great many articles printed about

queens, I have had my bees over 12
years, and I have never had any queens ex-
cept such as my bees are willing to rear.
Of course I do not depend upon bees for a
living. Last year they practically swarmed
none at all, tor out of nearly 75 colonies
there was but one swarm, and that clus-
tered so high I gave it to a person for tak-
ing it down.

1 had so much to attend to, that I got my
oldest son to take oil' the honey, but he did
not start in until everything was full, and
some of the colonies were building on the
outside. He took out five barrels of over

Iv2

^k^' IF YOU '•SBii
" PLANT RIGHT SEEDS. TjRL
MyNewSeedBooktelJsallaboutthe ^CrL
bestvanetiesof Radish and every- ^ffilthing ot intereBt in Seeds; how to I (Mlgrow them for profit, etc. ^lrS%
Write ^i^j™^Mention
''""•"ay I" lllir'i*'''" """'"
and willponf] youaeampleof Buck*

^^. ^ fK^?7^ .Rapid Forcing Radish,
Kf£ thfEafi, ^^ earth together'
JOK^ with beiumtu land instrmtiy* Seed«^a and Plant Book.
BHL H W. BUCKBEE,

_Box 637 K«ckfoi-dSfi-d Farms, ^
Rockford, Ills. .^

m.c'owya the American Bet. Jounmal.

Invested in a postal card
will get mv large Cata-
log of All Koot'8 Goods.
Send list of what you
want, and get price,

M. H. HUNT, Bell Braiicb, micb.
When Answering This Advertpsement. Mention this Journal.

One Cent

UNG DISEASES.
.10 years' experience. If your case is

-sufficiently serious torequire expert medi-
Ical treatment, address
I Dr. Peiro, 100 State St,, Chicago,

tEarly Italian dueensf
Up till the middle ot Anril at these prices:

Untested, 75c, ; Tested, SI, 25,
E. I.. CAKRIINfiTON,
5AlTt Be Fuulak Sprlnss, Fla.

ATe'iitUya the A.mcr>/;om (See ^'cunva',.

?^HATGH CHICKENS
"^ witii a nua-lune th:it u-iil hatch every

egL: that c;in he hatched.
The New Saumenig Hatcheto
Send li stamps lor catQlocue No. 69

INVINCIBLE HATCHER C0= Springfield.O.

Mention the A^incrican Bee JminuU*

BEST ON EARTH !

!

18 years the Standard. The 4-lnch " Smoke
Engine." Is It too large '/ Will It last too
long ? Will save .vou lots ot money and bad
words. Send for Circular. 6 sizes and prices
of Bingham Smohers and Knives.

T. F. BINGUAM., Farwell, micb.
Mention tHi, .American Bee- Jminwi-

A"^**I*^^'^v^^A A" honest, efflclent

• Yellowzones • remedy lor all Fevers.

I'liiil iiihl Fi'li-
Headaches, Colds, Neu

^ 1.H noil uiiii r.i.i g ralgla, Grip, Rheuma-
T-^'!*^-^-:-^-T tism. etc, A general

service remedy that
will please you, on money iiEFUNUEn,

" Its a r.ire pleasure to lind such a remedy,"
•'TlK-y hiiuck hcadaclies t-U'iu- to the horizon,"
' Too much cannot ho said in praise ot them.''
" I wHB sulfering Iroiii Neural{j:ia, and found

quick relief,"

" I i-'ot more relief from Khoumatism in 12 hours
after taking Veliowzones thiin from ail else, tho I

was a skeptic,"

tar" See A. B, J„ pages 809, 812, Deo. 17,

1 Boi, 25c.; 6 Boxes, $1 ; most orders are$l,

W. II. House, ^'T'' FIctoiir, Midi.
Mention the American Bee Journal. 5 D3t

Of ilils J"'irual waa.i
»VT .t© to uliy €tf OCLn

advertioerH, citber sic

brdorlug, or antklu^ about tbu Goo£i:<
•ffbred, will pleamc Htate tbat (bey «aw
>he .AdT eTitoemeut In (bio papei •

HEADERS
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500 pounds each, and yet did not go
through them all, as the rain set in. and as

there was all I could sell.

I leave my bees on the summer stands,

and do not do anything to them, except in

some winters I will hastily close them up.

Of course, there are a few hives without
any bees in spring. If I have time along in

May I go to the strongest and take off the

top of the hive, and look for a frame with a

queen-cell. It I find the queen I take her in

place of a queen-cell, and go to the empty
Live and take out four or five frames of

comb and put in the frame with queen or
queen-cell, and take out three or more of

the other frames and put in with the queen.
If there is nc queen-cell nor queen, I see

that there is a frame or two with eggs. I

have no trouble about filling up my empty
hives, but it may not do in other places, as

we have a good bee-country, and as the
How of honey commences early in the
spring, and continues all summer until late

in the fall. I do not see but what my bees
are the same as they were 12 years ago. I

could produce 150 pounds per colony if they
were extracted from and properly at-

tended to when I first got my bees, and
could get 15 cents a pound for the honey.
I took good care of them then, but as there
is not much sale here for honey, I let them
go. I am in the fruit business, and that
pays better, as I am growing the best and
am working for the fancy trade. I am get-
ting four cents a pound for apples, but they
are fancy. O. W. Warner.
Grand Co., Utah, Jan. 17.

Convention i^'otices.

New York.—The Cortland County Bee-
Keepers* Association will hold ith annual
meeting In Good Templars' Hall, at Cortland,
Saturday, Feb i.3, 189T. H. S. Howe, Sec.

low.t.—The seventh annual meeting- of the
Eastern Iowa Bee Keepers' A-^sociation will
meet at Anamosa. Iowa, Feb. 10 and 11. 1897.
A corps of experimenters have been doing
special work In the apiary, and will report.
Lay a'l cares aside, and come and enjoy the
good things prepared for you.
Andrew, Iowa. F. M. Merritt, Pres.

Illinois —The annual meeting of the Illi-

nois Slate Bee-Keepers' Association will be
held at the State House, in Sprii]g8eld. Feb.
24 and Oo. 1897, The State Farmers' Insti-
tute meets the same week—Including all the
State live stock associations—and our Exec-
utive Committee, along with them, arranged
for this date, in order that the Legislature
might be in good working condition. (We all

know what for.) There will be an effort made
this winter to get a Pure Food Bill past, and
that means bee-keepers want a hand In it. to
see that the adulteration of honey shall cease
FOREVER AND EVER. Two years ago we suc-
ceeded in getting an Anli-Adulteratlon Bill
through the Senate, but it failed in the
House, only for want of push. Let bee-keep-
ers throughout the State impress upon their
Representatives the importance of such a
bill, and <-ome to our meeting to relresh their
minds on the subject.
Railroad rates will be no greater than a

fare and a third, which will be announced
later. Our programs will be Issued along
with the other State Associations named
above. JAS. A. Stone, Sec.
Bradfordton, 111.

Poiillry Guide and t'ataloa.—One of
the best and pretties' things we have re-
ceived in the line of pamphlets for 1897 is
the "Poultry Guide and Catalog" Issued by
John Uauscher, Jr., Bos 94. Fieeport, III. It
is mailed lor only 1.3 cts., contains 100 large
pages, and U printed in colors. It gives the
bCbt plans for poultry houses, and sure reme-
dies and recipes for diseases. It Is a good
thing for anyone who keeps even a few fowls.
Send for it. and aleo kindly mention you saw
It in the American Bee Journal

TOUR BEESWAX

!

UNriL FlRTilEK N€>TirE, we will
allow lis cents per pound for Good Tel-

low Bceswa.T. delivered at our (ilfice^in ex-
cliaiisc for Subscription to the Bee Journal.
for Bo'iks, or anything that »re oiler for sale
In the Bee JouRNAi,. Or, 25 eta. cash.

HDNEY and BEESWAX
MAKKirr 4|i;OTAXIU.^S.

The following rules lor grading honey were
adopted by the North American Bee-Keepers'

Association, and, so far as possible, quota-

tions are made according to these rules:

Fancy,—All sections to be well filled; combs
straight, of even thickness, and firmly at-
tached to all four sides; both wood and comb
unsolled by travel-stain, or otherwise; all the
cells sealed e-xcept the row of cells next the
wood.
No. 1.—All sections well filled, but combs

uneven or crooked, detached at the bottom,
or with but few cells unsealed; both wood
and comb unsolled by travel-stain or other-
wise.

In addition to this the honey is to be classi-
fied according to color, using the terms white,
amber and dark. That Is, there will be "fancy
white," "No. 1 dark." etc.

Chicagfo, lU,, Jan. 19.—Fancy white. 12@
13c.; No. 1, 10@llc.; fancy amber, 8@10c.;
No. 1.7@8c.; fancy dark, 8c.; No. 1,7c. Ex-
tracted, white, 5@7c. ; amber. 5@6c.; dark,
4Hc. Beeswax, 25@27c.
Very little activity in the market.

Philadelphia, Pa., Dec. 31.—Fancy white
comb, 13-14C.; No. 1 white. ll-12c.; fancy
amber. lO-llc; dark. 8-9c. Extracted, white,
ti-8o. ; amber, 4-5c.; dark, 3-4c. Beeswax, 26c.

Comb honey arriving freely and market
overstocked at present.

Albany, N. Y., Jan. 29.—Fancy white. 12-
13c.; No. 1. ll-l-Jc; lancy dark. 7-8c. ; No. 1,
6-7o.; Extracted, white, .5V4-6C.; dark. 4-5c.
The honey market la very quiet and stock

moving very slowly, even at rednced prices.
White clover is not plentiful. Extracted Is

moving very slowly, but we hope for an im-
proved demand soon.

Indianapolis, Ind., Dec. 31.—Fancy white.
14-loc. ; No. 1 white. l'2-13c. Extracted,
white, 6-7c. Beeswax. 22-25c.
Demand is fair for grades quoted, but no

demand for inferior grades.

Boston, Mass., Dec. 31.—Fancy white, 13
14c.; No. 1, 11-12C. Extracted, white, 6-7c.;
amber, o-6c. Beeswax, 25c.

Uilwaukee, Wis., Dec. 31,—Fancy white,
14-15C.; No. 1, 12-13e.; No. 1 amber, 8-IO0.
Extracted, white. 6-7o. ; amber, 5-6c. ; dark,
4-5c. Beeswax. 2a-24c.

New crop of honey begins to come forward.
The demand is very poor and quotations al-

most nominal. Weather is very warm and
the consumption of honey is very small.
Plenty of fruit, and hence the appetite is sat-
isfied with same in preference. Later on we
expect an Improved demand for honey of all
kinds.

Cleveland, Ohio, Dec. 31.—Fancy white,
14^@15c.: No. 1 white. 12!4@13c. Extracted,
white. 6@7c.; amber. 4^4@5Hc. Beeswax, 22
©250.
There is not very much honey In our mar-

ket Selling rather slow. Demand beginning
to be a little better. Think trade will be fair
in this line this fall.

New York, N. Y , Dec. 31 —Fancy white.
Il@l2c.; fair white. 9@lOc.; buckwheat. 7@
8c. Extracted, white clover and basswood,
5@5i4c.; California, (ic. ; Southern, oOc. per
gallon. Beeswax In lair demand at 26^270.
The market is quiet and inactive. Demand

light and plenty of stock on the market.

Cincinnati, Ohio, Dec. 31.—Comb honey,
best white, 10(ai4c. Extracted, 4@6c. De-
mand is slow; supply is fair.

Beeswax is in fair demand at 23®35c. for
good to choice yellow.

San Francisco, Calif., Jan. 20.—White
comb. 9-lOc.; amber, 0-7c. Extracted, white,
5-5i4c.: light amber, 4-4^c.; amber colored
and candled. 33ic ; dark tule. 2-Kc.
Beeswax, fair to choice, 23-25c.

Kansas City, Mo., Jan. 20.—Fancy white
comb. 14c.; No. 1 white. l.'i@14e.; fancy
amber, 12-13c.; No. 1 amber, ll-lic; fancy
dark. lO-llc; No. 1. 8-9o. Extracted, white.
6-6V4C.; amber, 5 5!^c.; dark. 4-4>4c. Bees-

I wax, 23c.

St. Iionis, Mo., Dec. 30.—Fancy white, I4c.
No. 1 white, 12@i:!o.; fancy amber, ll@12c.
No. 1 amber. 10@10!4c.; fancy dark, 9@9Hc.,
No. 1 dark. 7@8c. Extracted, white, in cans,
6@7c.: in barrels. 3@5!4c.; amber,4^@434c
dark. 3V4@4c. Beeswax, 26!4@27c.
Baker stock of extracted honey, 4@3c

;

stock very scarce. Fair receipts of comb.
Beeswax in good demand.

Minneapolis, Minn., Dec. 31. — Fancy
white. Il<ai2c.; No. 1 white. lOSUc; fancy
amber. OQlOc; No. 1 amber. 8@9o.; fancy
dark, 7ia8c.; No. 1 dark. 6-7c. Extracted,
white. 6@7c. ; amber. 5fa5!4c. ; dark. 4®5c.
Utah white extracted, 3®5V4c. Beeswax, 23®
26c. Market fairly steady fur comb and bet-
ter for extracted than for some time.

Detroit, Mich., Jan. 9.—Fancy white, 13-
14c; No. 1, 12-13C.; fancy amber, ll-12c.'.
No. 1 amber. lO-llc; fancy dark, 9-lOc.; No.
1, 8-9c. Extracted, white, 5!<-6o.; amber.
5c.; dark. 4-4 '/4c. Beeswax, 25-20c.

Buffalo, W. Y , Jan. 22.—Fancy comb, 1-
pound,is selling fairly well at mostly lOc;
occasionally lie; No. 1, 8-9c.; occasionally
10. Other grades. 8-4c., according to color and
general condition. Extracted. 4-5c. Sales of
any grade cannot be made fast unless prices
are cut in accordance.

List of Honey and Beeswax Dealers.

Most of whom Quote in this Journal.

Cblcago, Ilia.

R, A. BURNETT & Co.. 163 South Water Street.

New York, N. V.
HiLDRETH Bros. & Sboslken,

Kansas City, ITIo.

0. C. Clemoms & Co., 423 Walnut St.

Bafialo, N. Tl.

Batterson & Co.. 167 & 169 Scott St,

Hamilton, Ills.

Chab. Dasant & Son.

Philadelphia, Pa.
Wm. a. Selser, 10 Vine St.

Cleveland, Ohio.
Williams Bros., 80 & 82 Broadway.

St. lionis, ino.
Westcott Com. Co.. 213 Market St

rainneapolis, ITIinn.

S. H. Hall & Co.

Mllnraukee, Wis.
A. V. Bishop & Co.

Boston, ITIasB.

B. E. Blake & Co., 57 Chatham Street.

Detroit, Ifllch.

M. H. Hunt. Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich.

Indianapolis, Ind.
Walter S. Pouder, 162 Massachusetts Ave.

Albany, N. Y.
Chas. Mcculloch & Co., 380 Broadway.

Cincinnati, Ohio.
C. F. HUTH & Son, cor. Freeman & Central aTi.

BeeswaxWaiited for Cash
Ur in Exchanife for

Comb Foundation.
Hizbest Price Paid.

If you want your Wax.WorkI into Foan>
datlon, satlsiactorlly. promptly, and at the
lowest price, send it to me.
fS^ Write for Price-Llst and Samples.

GUS DITTMER,
AIGISTA, WIS.

Please Send t7s the Names of your
neighbors who keep bees, and we will
send them sample copies of ihe Bee
JouBNAX. Then please call upon them
and get them to subscribe with you, and
secure some of the premiums we offer.
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Bottom Prices
BRING VS BIO TRADE.

GOOD GOODS KEEP IT.

If you want the beat Bupplies that can be

made at a little less cost than you can buy

the same goods for elsewhere, write to us

tor low prices. 1897 Catalogue soon ready

—ask for It and a free copy of The Ameri-

can Bee-Keeper (36 pages).

Address,

THE ff.T. FALCONER MFG. CO.,

JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

KEYSTONE
WOVEN WIRE FENCE

will keep your stock in and your neiglibor's

out. Stray llug9, Cattle, Horses or Sheep can-
not destroy your crops when you fence with
the KEYSTONE. 25 to 68 inches high. Send
for free book on fence congtrnctioo

KEYSTONE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO.,
No. 3 Kush St., Peoria, lU.

Mcntian flie Amcrwar. Bcc Jci/frnal.

•{• MONEY SAVED IS MONEY GAINED. •^

TBE ROYAL UNION

Life Insurance Company
DES MOINES, IOWA.

The Iowa Policy-
is one that definitely promises to keep an
accurate account with you ; credit your
premiums and interest, charge the actual
expense and mortuary cost, and bold the
remaining funds subject to your order.

Agents Wanted.
JOHN B. KING. General Aqent.

Suite 513 First Nat'l Bank BId'g,

20Atf CHICAGO, 1I.I..

Wc have a few of lliepe Emerson felitf cloth-
board liinders for the American Hue Journal.
They make a splendid permanent hindlng.
and hold a full year's numbers. Tlic old price
WHS 75 ets.. poslpuld. but we will mall you one
for only 00 «'1h., or with the Bee Jourinil lor
oue year— both totrelher lor $1 .50.

GEOBGE W. YORK & CO..

CHICAGO, ILLS.

BEESWAX WANTED
FOR

^- Foundation Making. --
M I ^

Send For OUR CATALOGUE,

SAMPLES OF FOUNDATION,

ADVICE TO BEGINNERS, Etc.

Address,

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
When Answering this Advertisement, Mention this journal.

Ask Yonr Friends to Take This Journal.

PITEST WIEED COMB rODNDlTIOS
A Has No Sag In Brood'Frames

l|^ TIlin Fiat-Kottom FoundatioD
ImmM Has ilo Fishbooe in tbe Snrplns Bone;.

Belnfi the oleanest is usually workeo
the qatokest of any Fonndatlon made

J. VAN DEUSEN 6c SONS,
Sole ManafaoturerB,

Spront Brook MontRomery Co.. N. Y.

lWllfll'«!
HONEY-EXTRACTOR

I'll! Ill !S Square Glass Jars.

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

Bee-Keeperb' Supplies in general, etc., etc
Send for our new catalog.

"Practical Hints " will be mailed for lOo.
In stamps. Apply to—

Chas. F. Mutli & Sou, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Mention the American Bee Journal.

ROOT'S GOODS

!

5??^^^^

Before placing your order for this season, be sure to send for Root's

1897 Catalog, Ready Feb. 1.

Our 1897 Hives, with improved Danzy Cover and Improved Ho£fman Frames

are simply " out of sight." Acknowledged by all who have seen them to be

a great improvement over any hive on the market, of last year.

Comb Foundation
Cheaper and better than ever—clear as crystal, for you

can read your name through it. Process and machinery pat-

ented Dec. 8, 1896. Samples of the Now Foundation free.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
Factory aad Main. Office, MEDINA, O.

br,ai>tch: OFFICEJS :

IIM Iflfclii$;!in !^l., Ciiii-nso, III. H^yrnriisc, \. V.

102'1 9IU§. !!iir., SI. I'niil, 9Iiiiii. Mccliaiiic ritllii, Itlaiiie.

10 Vine SI., Pliiliidelpliia, Va.
Mention Ote American lice Journal
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<» Price of Comb Honey vs. Extracted."

BY G. II. DOOLITTLE.

It is needless for me to say that I read the American Bee
Journal with great interest, for it is indeed a "house full of

meat." But there is now and then a thing which I read with

more interest than X do others, and one of these things which
has interested me exceedingly, is found in the report of the

Illinois State Bee-Keepers' Convention, as given on page 22,

under the above heading. The original question read, "How
much per pound should consumers pay for extracted honey of

the same grade, when comb honey sells to the consumers at

22 cents per pound." But in putting the question to the con-

vention. Dr. Miller changed it from the original to, " At what
price per pound for extracted will you be willing to change
from comb honey at 22 cents, to produce extracted honey?"
Then came answers of 10 cents, 11 cents, and 12}^ cents

—

one being In favor of 10 cents, four in favor of 11 cents, and
four In favor of 12}^ cents.

Now, I have been at a loss to know on what grounds the
one calling 10 cents as right, based his calculations. Taking
into consideration that there is greater value in the apiarist's

labor, (or any which he may hire) in the summer months than
in the winter months, and that the larger share of the labor

when working for comb honey comes in the winter and fall

months, while the labor in producing extracted honey comes
very largely during the summer, I have always believed that
the practical value of labor per colony differs very little be-

tween producing extracted and comb honey. If this is a fact,

and I hardly think It will be disputed, then the one answering
10 cents must have argued that he could produce more than
double the amount of honey in the extracted form, from a
given number of colonies, than he could of comb honey. Does
any one believe this possible, and have that extracted honey of

the same "grfuZe" as the comb honey? I do not.

Then if we are right in the above calculations, the four
that said " 1 1 cents," believed that just double of the same
grade of honey could be produced in the extracted form that
could be had in the comb form, Again, I ask, does any one
agree, outside of those four ? I, for one, do not.

Then, the last four say, " \'2}4 cents." They come a little

nearer to my figures, but I consider that they are much out of

the way. From the years of experience which I have had, if

we would produce extracted honey of the same ijrade (and this

was the original question) as comb honey, said honey must
stay on the hive till fully ripened or sealed over, the same as

the comb honey ; for It is not admissible to take that from the
hive before it is sealed over. Remaining thus on the hive, I

never have been able to obtain more than a quarter more in

extracted honey than in comb honey ; but when extracting the
honey every third day, or before scarcely any was sealed over,

X have been able to double the number of pounds over comb

honey ; and when leaving till partly sealed over, as was the

custom when the extractor first came to notice, I could obtain

fully one-third more. But the honey is to be of the same grade,

so I have only a quarter more in pounds for the same value In

labor, to figure on. Ilence, as a quarter of 22 cents is 5}^

cents, which taken from the 22 cents would leave 16M cents,

we have this as the figure at which we can sell extracted honey
of the same grade, when comb honey is selling at 22 cents.

If I have made any mistake In this figuring, I should like

to have some of the readers of the American Bee Journal show
wherein, for in these things lie our " bread and butter," quite

largely.

At this point, Mr, Baldridge notices that the convention

had drifted away from the original question, (as bee-keepers

are very prone to do, and in thus drifting they almost always
drift onio something often of more importance than to have
stuck to the original question) and so rises to a point of order,

and calls for the original question. Again, Dr. Miller, with his

fatal " don't know," (which, as a rule, always brings our some-
thing unique, whether at a bee-convention or in the bee-pa-

pers) tries to state the question, but this time he gets it thus:

"When comb honey sells to consumers at 22 cents per pound,
how ranch per pound should consumers pay for extracted

honey, of the same grade ?"

Now we have the thing in a still different light, and in

that light I am going to shock the readers, undoubtedly, by
saying. Just what the apiarist asks for his extracted honey.
Why not? What is there to hinder ? Have I not a perfect

right to charge just what I please for my production? And
as I now have my honey in a shape where it will keep for

years and years, up to centuries, why shall I not fix whatever
price I please on it, and cease producing any more till I have
sold what I have on hand, at figures placed to suit my station

In life.

But I am met with, " Some one will undersell you."
Well, then I will take Mr. Baldridge into my confidence,

and I will, with him, form a corporation, and we together will

Influence others to go in with us, till we have a monopoly of all

the honey in the extracted form in the United States. And
then, as time progresses, if Canada Interferes, we'll influence
Congress in our behalf, and that body, together with the Sen-
ate and the President, will give us a protective tariff so high
that the Canadians cannot afford to pay it, and thus they will

not interfere to any great extent. But as those Canucks are
a determined set, it will propably be better to take Mr. Mc-
Knlght and a few others in with us; and then we'll go over
the water and get Messrs. Cowan, Gravenhorst, Tipper, etc.,

till we can control the extracted honey, and make our price
for it, throughout the whole world. IVow we can control the
production, and thus maintain a price, just as high as it is

possible, and not have the seventeen hundred million people of

the earth go to using something else In the place of our ex-
tracted honey. Is this not a right answer to that last ques-
tion of Dr. Miller's? If not, why not? It is only in line with
the California Bee-Keepers' Exchange project, and such men
as Prof. Cook, Dr. Gallup, J. H. Martin, and others, whose
names I love, tell us said Exchange is to our interest.

If any whose names X have mentioned think there is any
flaw in this plan, will they please point It out ? for we can only
succeed by a concert of action, a unity of purpose.

But this article Is already too long, and I have not said

half what I wish to say, so I will defer the rest to some other
time. Meantime, I request that the reader go carefully over
all that was said on pages 22 and 23, under the heading,
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" Price of Comb Honey vs. Extracted," for there is much there

which is of profit to all who read it, if they will only put their

best thought into the matter. Onondaga Co., N. Y.

^
Age at Which Youug Bees Work Outside.

BY B. J. C.

.During the summer of 1895 I made some e.xperiments,

to determine the earliest age at which the young honey-bee
can fly out and carry food or honey into the hive. My atten-

tion was called to the subject as follows :

I had four very strong colonies of Italian bees, and one
morning at the commencement of the basswood honey-flow I

noticed that the ground in front of these hives was thickly

strewn with young bees, which, from their appearance, I sup-

posed to have been not more than 24 hours out of their cells.

They were jumping along in grasshopper fashion ; about the

third or fourth jump they would rise and fly away. This con-

tinued for three or four days. At first I thought this an un-

natural procedure, but when I saw those young bees return-

ing to the hive loaded almost to their utmost capacity with

food, I concluded that their procedure was both natural and
reasonable, for the season was bad for the bees, and honey
scarce. So they were determined to gather it "while the sun
shined." After a careful investigation, I was confirmed in

my conclusion.

One of the above-mentioned hives has been, for almost
three years, on the window-sill in my room, near my writing

table, and when the sun shone through the window, and the

rays would fall directly into the hive, I frequently removed
the cover to make observations. As the rays of the sun kept
up the temperature of the hive, the cell-builders would con-

tinue their work for a short time, but as they appeared to get

the material from a cluster of bees on the inside top of the

cover, I would replace the cover as soon as I had observed the

kind of bees at work on the cells, which appeared to be all old

ones. I also observed that the old bees, in some cases, used

force to compel the young ones to fly out.

As I could not determine the exact age of those young
field-workers, and what they effected, I continued my investi-

gations by weighing the hives. The four which displayed so

much energy tipt the scales at 100 and more pounds, while

the others did not weigh more than 30 or 40 pounds.

To settle the other point in question, I sent to a queen-

breeder and procured six yellow queens, one of which I put

into a strong colony of blacks, Aug. IT, 1895, from which I

had removed the black queen the day previous. Twenty-
three days later the young yellow bees were out in front of

the hive. The next day I made about eight gallons of sugar

syrup and put it in the feed troughs ; as there was not much
abroad for them to get, they were soon at work on the home
supply, and the three and four days old yellow bees were doing
their share of the work—about two to one in favor of the

•blacks; but the following day I think the yellow ones had the

majority.
The next day—the 26th after the yellow queen had been

put into the aforesaid hive—the last black bee had disap-

peared, except four or five dead ones in the portico, and the

young yellow bees were working as strongly as the bees in

the neighboring hives.

I am certain, from the above experiments, that the young
honey-bee is capable of doing field-work on the 4th day after

issuing from the cell, and It is quite probable on the Brd day.

Also, that the yellow and black bees will not live long together

in the same hive, unless the hive Is large, and each kind has
its own queen. Whether the blacks were expelled by the

yellows, or whether they left on their own accord, I cannot
say.

The case is difi'erent with the hives of Italian bees into

which I put yellow queens, as they have up to the present
continued to live in peace.

The above observations may apply only to the bees of this

locality; for, if I mistake not, I read In some bee-papers that

the young bee remained in the hive 10 days after Issuing from
the cell, and died of old age 45 days from hatching, which, I

presume, applies only to the bees In the place In which the

writer resides, as I am positive that the bees of northern In-

diana have a longer lease of life, and do field-work at a much
earlier age; and, from experiments and observations I am
quite certain that not one in a hundred of the workers die of

old age, but, like soldiers In active service, are swept ofT by

sickness and violent deaths before their natural course is run.

St. Joseph Co., Ind.

California Bee-Keeping—Honey-Adulteration.

BY L. T. HABPER.

My wife and self came to California in the spring of 1893
(for our health) from southeastern Dakota, and after conclud-
ing to make this State our future home, I began to look
around for a small investment, that would give me something
to do, and a reasonably fair prospect of some income every
year. I was told by a good many that had been in the bee-
business a number of years, that they had never had a total

failure of honey. I had had no experience with bees, except
a few that I had in box-hives, with Quinby's book for an in-

structor, in southern Minnesota, in the years of 1873 to

1875; sol sent for " A B C of Bee-Culture," and went to

studying up.

In February, 1894, I bought out an apiary of 96 colonies
in good condition, with plenty of stores to carry them along
until the spring blossoms. The apiary being in the foothills,

12 miles from this place, we moved right up there, so as to be
able to give them all the attention they needed. We were told

we would probably need about 50 more double hives than
we already had, so we bought the lumber at a mill here
(" sugar pine " as they call it), and had it worked up in shape
to nail together ; and by April 10 I had them all made up
and ready for business.

But the business did not come that year. My son, who
was to assist, staid until we saw there was not going to be
any extracting to do, then lookt up other work. I staid with
the bees until Aug. 1, not getting a pound of surplus honey,
and but one swarm, but the bees gathered enough to keep
them through until another season without feeding.

In the spring of 1895 we started into the honey season
with 74 colonies, most of them in fairly good condition. I

was taken sick in March, and was able to do but very little

with the bees. My son did all the work (except a little help
from me in swarming-time, and about .518 worth of help in

extracting), without having any practical experience, except
the little he helpt me the spring before. The bees just about
doubled in numbers of colonies, and gave us about 9J^ tons
of extracted honey.

The past year, 1896, you are aware Southern California

had practically no honey. Some thought, early, that we were
going to have something of a crop, and extracted almost all

there was in the upper story. But I think nearly, if not quite
all, had to feed that much back, and probably more, too. I

know of no bee-keeper around here that has not, or will not,

have to feed to carry his bees through.

THE ADULTERATION OF HONEY.

I have been very much interested in the discussion of

adulterated honey. The more so, as I had a little experience

a year or so ago in selling honey in South Dakota, Iowa and
Illinois. I found no pure honey put up and sold by the job-

bers ; nearly every one seems to know that extracted (or
" strained honey," as most of them call it) is being adulterated.

But very few really know whether it is or not, unless they
have the pure honey to make the comparison. To illustrate :

I stopt over night in a little town in South Dakota. At
one table the next morning two traveling men and myself were
seated. The griddle cakes were brought on, and one of the

men took some of the contents of a tumbler that had a small

piece of comb honey submerged in it, and spread it on his

cakes. After tasting it, he remarkt that that was pretty fair

honey. So I took a little to see just how much honey there

was about it. I carried a small bottle for a sample in my
breast-pocket. I handed it to him, remarking that If he
called that good I would like to have him try mine. He poured
out a little on his plate, and, after tasting it, said that he did

not believe there was any honey in the glass except the little

piece of comb we could see.

In Davenport, Iowa, I went into a grocery, and told the

lady behind the counter that I had some California extracted

honey that I would like to show her. She said she had some
honey she bought just a few days before. She had it in a 6-

quart tin pail, and a little taken out into glasses. I askt per-

mission to taste it ; then askt her to taste of the sample I

carried. After doing so she lookt at me (with rather a sad

countenance) and said: "I am afraid there is not much
honey about that I have."

There are tons of bogus honey being disposed of in

another way that I have not seen mentioned in the Bee Jour-

nal or elsewhere. There were men all over Iowa last fall

operating as follows : They would go into a town and hunt
up board In a private family where they could have the

kitchen stove in the evening. They put 50 pounds of sugar

into a boiler, and water enough to make a good syrup; and
after it is well dissolved, they take four one-pound sections of
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comb honey and cut it all up fine, and stir it Into the boiler of

syrup. Then at some stage they add tartaric acid to Ifeep It

from granulating (I am told). They start out In the morning
with the syrup in a deep milk-can, with a long-handled pint

dipper, and represent themselves as living in the country and
as having " strained honey " of their own production to sell !

They sold, on an average, in Waterloo, where I first heard of

them, from 40 to 50 pounds a day, at 12K cents per pound.
They were selling the same in Davenport, when I was there.

I went into a grocery house in Rock Island, III., and saw
quite a lot of glasses set up in a conspicuous place, markt
"Honey.'' In some of them you could see a little piece of

comb honey, and some none. Some of them were labeled. I

askt the clerk if they sold much of it, and he said they had
disposed of quite a good deal. It was not all labeled anything
more than the word "Honey," but I pickt out one labeled as

follows: "Pure California white clover strained honey;
Franklin McVeagh, Chicago, 111." You see I was curious to

know just how California white clover honey tasted, and I

must say that it does not have any of the flavor of the white
clover honey east of the Rockies, and I am afraid that any
one that buys it will " go back on " California honey—espe-

cially " white clover honey."
Riverside Co., Calif., Dec. 24.

[It there is one subject above all others that needs atten-

tion just now, it is that of honey-adulteration. We must have

a national pure food law enacted mighty soon, or the business

of pure honey production will be ruined forever. The shame-

less adulterators are constantly at work, and will so continue

until compelled to stop by the enforcement of a rigid anti-

adulteration law. The United States Bee-Keepers' Union has

a big job ahead of it. It will require the uniud efforts and

funds of all bee-keepers to win in this fight. But it is well

worth undertaking—in fact, bee-keepers cannot afford to sub-

mit longer without soon finding their occupation gone.

What are you going to do about it?

—

Editor.]

%
Instinct or Reason in Insects—Which ?

BV PKOF. A. J. COOK.

Before the publication of Darwin's great book on the "Or-
igin of Species," and prior to the dawn of the new light with
which it illuminated all nature, it was almost universally be-

lieved, and as generally taught, that only man thought,
planned, and reasoned— all the lower animals were governed
by instinct. While some may have doubted regarding the ac-

tions of the higher vertebrate animals, no one thought it at all

a question that the moving cause in the life-habits and econo-
my of all invertebrate animals was instinct. It was taught in

our natural history literature that the bird built its first nest
with the same exactitude and in the same style that it built all

its subsequent nests. Naturalists were even more sure that
each species of ant, bee, or moth, was a sort of animated au-
tomaton, that always ran out Its little round of life in precisely
the same manner as all its ancestry had done before it. It

was wound up at birth ; and simply lived to unwind just as all

similar forms have run down in all the long past.

Among the many good fruits that came from Darwin's
new view of creation, was the huge interrogation point that It

placed after this whole idea of instinct. Men wondered if it

were true that animals below man were mere automatons.
Animal psychology was brought into existence and the views
held regarding the springs to action in the lower realms of life

were soon reconstructed. Men learned that reason and intel-

ligence, in the lower life forms, must be invoked to explain the
phenomena that were brought to light by the deeper insight
into animal habits and actions. Even a show of ethics, often
however with dimmest coloring, was thought to be discovered
by a close observation of the life-habits even of insect life. The
great Romanes found that his dog could be taught to

count ; and the astounding performances of the ant-colony,
kept and studied in his library by Sir John Lubbock in the in-

tervals of his arduous Parliamentary labors, had led all read-
ers of his facinating " Ants, Bees, and Wasps " to marvel at
the wondrous performances of these highest of hexapodous
animals.

In the study of insects, we often discover methods of ac-
tion that demonstrate not only mental traits of no mean char-
acter, but ways that strongly simulate moral actions. We al-

so see evidence of sense perception that surpasses anything
known to human experience. It is my purpose in what fol-

lows to call attention to some of these characteristics.

The coddling-moth, parent of the apple-worm, which lat-

ter pest is familiar to all lovers of the apple everywhere
throughout our country, is not high in the scale of insect life

;

yet it evinces no slight possession of business sense, and even
observes one of the Ten Commandments. This little grey
moth, hid by its very color as It rests by day on the russet
bark of the apple-tree, flits forth at the dawn of nightfall, to

drop her three or more score of eggs where her babycaterpil-
lars may find, even at birth, a full larder of most toothsome
viands. The young forming fruit is now straight from the
stem, with Its calyx-basin uppermost. The persistent calyx-

leaves seem like so many protecting stakes about this shallow
basin. All below is smooth and precipitous. Any baby cater-

pillar would be safe in the wind-rockt cradle—the calyx-basin;

safer because of the green calyx-leaves, which would gird it

round and hold it in. The eggs might be washt off by rain or
pickt up by bird or egg-loving insect, except that they were
lodged in this same protecting basin, and hid by the same
calyx-leaves. Even little Moses was not better concealed or

more skillfully protected. Any such action by man, as the
placing of these eggs, so warily and skillfully, would be prais-

ed as a fine example of wisdom and caution. But this is not
all ! As the little mother-moth peers into the calyx-cup to see

if all is safe for the egg, she may perchance discover by sight

of an egg, wee caterpillar, or burrow, showing that the little

larva had already entered the fruit—that some sister had al-

ready pre-empted that egg-depository. She lays no eggs, but
at once flits away to other fruit. She says in the most elo-

quent language—action: "I will not covet the wee fruit mor-
sel, of my neighbor's little one, for my own yet unhatcht;I
will respect its rights."

The plum curculio is a weevil or snout-beetle. The wee-
vils are such beetles as have their heads prolonged into a snout
or rostrum. At the end of this beak are their sharp jaws.

The plum curculio wishes to place her eggs on or about the
plum, so that baby curculio may enter and feed on the luscious

plum pulp. Here there is no calyx-cup with a protecting
crown of sepals—all is smooth, glistening rind. If she place

her egg on the smooth plum peal, rain will wash it far from
its base of supplies, or some hungry bird may snap it up. If

she bore into the flesh of the growing fruit, the very growth
of the plum will crush the delicate egg. She provides against
either catastrophe, by inserting her beak and cutting a cres-

cent, which hangs by the peel at one side. And into this she
places the precious egg. Thus growth of the plum is stopt,

and danger of the egg being crusht prevented ; the egg is

firmly held, and is concealed from sharpest eyes of bird or in-

sect. Such provision for safety of offspring we praise and ad-

mire, as marks of intelligence and civilization among our own
kind ; why withhold a similar meed of praise to the little,

astute curculio ?

In an article written for "Student Life" last year, I

showed how the yucca-moth rolls up pollen and places it on
the stigma of the flower, with no purpose so far as we can dis-

cover, except to fructify the blossom. If the flower was not

thus artificially pollinated, no seed would develop, and the lar-

va of the yucca-moth would starve. Here we have forethought
and skill that is only matcht by that of the Itith century man.

We welcome the frugal, industrious, producing foreigner

to America. We are beginning to consider seriously an inter-

dict of the immigration to our land of all others. The bees

were long our superiors in the discovery of this wise principle

of political economy. Woe betide the bee whose temerity leads

it to attempt an entrance into the hive of another colony, ex-

cept it carry with it a full load of honey. In such case the

other bees at once attack it, and usually death is the price of

its venture. If, on the other hand, it enter fully stockt with
provisions, it receives a hearty welcome.

The death rate in our cities is becoming greatly les-

sened in these last few years. Tbe major reason is greater

cleanliness. Decaying matter is burned or buried. Bees taught
us this lesson, and have practiced beyond our latest and best

performance for ages. Suppose a great bumble-bee attempts
to pilfer from an open hive ; the bees pounce upon him, and
he is soon a corpse. They then lay hold of him, and attempt
to drag him forth from the hive. If the entrance is too small,

they will still tug away, till they have removed every vestige

of hair. What then ? They cannot remove it, and they cannot
brook the presence of filth ; so with their bee-glue they bury
the offending corpse. I have also found the carcass of a

mouse similarly entombed in this same kind of an hermetic
sepulchre. Solomon might have said :

" Go to the bee, thou
sufferer, and learn of her, sanitary wisdom."

The ants as the highest of insects, furnish many aud won-
drous examples of wisdom, skill. Intelligence and thought.

Ants have long held slaves, have long kept domesticated ani-

mals—their milch cows—to minister to their wants. They
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care for these as assiduously as we do for our kine. The ants
plan their nests with reference to water, which is yet a thinp
of the future, when the entire land is dry and parcht. Then
ants take their stored grain out to dry when it Is wet by the
storms, so that mildew will not destroy it. They clear land,
plant and harvest crops, and even keep pets. They will per-
mit any ant of their own family to milk their cows, but woe
to the luckless ant from another tribe that attempts this petty
larceny. Bees, wasps and ants will die for their home and
kindred without a wince. If patriotism is among the highest
of virtues, and sacrifice of life for country and kin the highest
exemplification of patriotism, then shall we say that virtue is

found only among the human species?
Hundreds of examples might be given of insect habits and

economy that cannot be explained except that we grant these
humble creatures of Nature the possession of intelligence.

1 can only give one example to illustrate the wondrously
delicate sense perception possest by insects. I have reared a
single female moth in a large room and have had over one hun-
dred males of the same species come in through an open win-
dow, though the opening would hardly more than admit one's
hand. There are cases on record where, in like case, male
moths have come down a stove-pipe to gain admittance into a
room. Professor Lintner of Albany, N. Y., told me that he
reared a female moth in a closed room, and upon going out the
door he saw a large number of the males flying about the
house. This recognition must come through the sense of

smell, yet I have never been able to discover the least odor.
Physicists tell us that insects can hear sounds which are en-
tirely inaudible to us.

May it not be, then, one of the missions of the study of

these lower life forms to exalt our appreciation of their habits
and character ; and at the same time make us more humble
and teachable? Los Angeles Co., Calif.

^
Notes and Commeuts on Florida.

BY MK8. L. HAKRISON.

This is the sixth winter that I've lived at this place, and
during this time I've received many letters from bee-keepers,
seeking information and asking my advice as to whether it

would be best for them to move their bees to Florida, and
come here to reside.

If I remember correctly (and I think I do), VV. S. Hart, of

Volusia Co., Fla., advised all such to come and visit the State
and spend at least one season here before moving.

Whenever I sail around this lovely Bay, or walk in the
piney woods, I see evidences of wasted money aud labor. Peo-
ple came here, built a house, grubbed land, planted trees, and
fenced them, and when their money was exhausted, left the
country, not deeming it worth while to close windows or doors.
While traveling I meet tourists who spend the winter in dif-

ferent parts of Florida, and they tell the same story.

I think that there are localities in Florida that cannot be
surpast in the production of honey. Wewahltchka—other-
wise known as the Dead Lakes—is one of them ; and where the
black mangrove thrives are others. W. S. Hart told the
writer, before I came to Florida, that the best honey-districts

were very malarious, and abounded in annoying insects, and
my observations verify the truth of it.

There is a resident here who formerly lived in Ohio, and
who traveled around that State introducing the Langstroth
hive, and transferred combs from gums and boxes into mov-
able frames. Two or three years ago this gentleman told me
that honey could be produced here at a profit If it only sold

for five cents per pound. On my return In December I askt
him, '-How are the bees?" He said, "Don't know. All

gone." I inquired of others whom I knew had kept bees, and
some said, "Worms ate them up."

I called one day at the home of the OhIoan, and went out
to the apiary. It was a little paradise—enclosed with a low
picket fence, and the tasty, painted Langstroth hives rested
upon a platform under a shed. I opened the gate, and going
within I knockt upon the hives. All the occupants had gone,
except at one, where only a few answered my summons. This
was the loveliest apiary I ever saw, with its pretty white
fence, and quince trees growing within. What became of the
bees ? Starved ! There was a severe drouth, commencing in

April and lasting until to-day (Dec. 20), when a heavy rain
fell. There were a few light showers only. I'm told that in

the back country there was more rain.

There are many different kinds of soil here, located on a
quarter section of land. I'm located between two salt water
bayous; the soil (If you may call it thus) Is yellow sand.
Spruce pines nod their plumes, and shed their needles upon
my roof. It is high pine land, with that wonderful plant

—

saw-palmetto—interspersed with scrub oaks growing beneath.
In the distance may be seen magnolias and ti-ties, showing
that there is rich, black soil at their feet. In the silvery
waters of the bay, the finest fish and oysters can be had—not
for the asking, but the taking. On its banks may be seen the
magnificent live-oaks, clothed in Nature's drapery—the moss
of Southern climes.

Many pensioned soldiers have taken homesteads around
this Bay. The inhabitants are generally from the North, who
live here not because they can make money, but they have
found health and freedom from pain, and can enjoy life better
here than anywhere else. The water is soft, and can be had
with driven wells ; the air pure, balmy and resinous, from the
pIney woods. Many rheumatics have buried their crutches
in the sand ; catarrh washt away in the waters of the Bay,
and kidney pains banisht to another clime.

Washington Co., Fla.

Report of the Michigan State Bee-Keepers'
Convention, Held at Mt. Pleasant.

BV W. Z. HUTCHIKSOST.

The Michigan bee-keepers held their annual convention
Jan. 1 and 2, at Mt. Pleasant. This town is decidedly the
home of that famous honey-plant, the willow-herb. Bee-
keepers in that vicinity reported bountiful crops. Most of
them had secured as much as 100 pounds of surplus comb
honey per colony. Had it not been for ti.e weather, which
was rainy, making the roads very bad, the local attendance
would have been very large. As it was, the convention was
the best attended that a Michigan convention has enjoyed in

several years.

Pres. Aspinwall called the meeting to order at 7:30 p.m.,
and then read the following paper on

THE WINTERING OF BEES.

In the realm of invention success is only obtained,
When each part and each movement bends to the end that is

gained.—L. A. A.

So In wintering of bees—hive construction

—

including
thickness of walls, packing, ventilation, and entrance protec-
tion against drafts of cold air ; also quantity and arrangement
of the food supply and strength of the colony, are requisites
bending to the one end—successful wintering. To exclude
any one of these requisites will detract from uniformly suc-
cessful results. With hives of the proper construction con-
taining sufficient stores, bees may be wintered in the most
exposed situations; and it matters not whether the hives face
the north, south, east or west, like results will follow.

I shall treat this subject in reference to outdoor wintering,
considering it as I do far in advance of any indoor method.
The transcendent feature of outdoor wintering, is that of un-
restricted flight ; and with indoor methods, there is no com-
pensation for its loss, even when the winters are extremely
severe, and the periods of confinement long.

In considering the requisites for successful wintering. It

may be well to note that success is frequently hinged upon
very small things. The neglect in attending to the small
affairs of life is sure to bring about disaster.

The matter of packing between hive-walls Is not new, and
with the most complete outfit in that line, disastrous results

have occurred ; hence, the skepticism In reference to success-

ful outdoor wintering. The uncertain results attendant
upon the use of well-packt hives, has given rise to questions
as to the advisability of sealed covers, upward ventilation,

passage-ways through the combs and above the frames—(the

latter being afforded by Hill's device), size and shape of the
frames. Such questions imply a want—a lack of some re-

quisite.

Let us consider these points for a moment. With the
accumulation of moisture, upward ventilation has been recom-
mended as a means of carrying it off ; and by the use of sealed

covers, others claim that the animal warmth of the colony Is

best conserved. Again, others would have the combs pro-
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vided with passage-ways through or above them to permit the

outer portions of the cluster from freezing or starving.

For a colony to live in either a moist or cold atmosphere
is at the expense of its vitality. If by an upward current the
moisture is carried off, a correspondiug evil presents itself in

a lower temperature; and altho strong colonies may survive
these couditlons, fatalities will frequeutly occur among the
weaker ones.

If we carefully consider the cause of moisture within the
hive, possibly we shall be able to prevent it. The law of dif-

fusion of gases in our atmosphere, also includes moisture
which is known as watery vapor. Its diffusion is clearly

manifest during damp weather, when it penetrates our homes,
causing doors and drawers to be much swollen. Cool surfaces
and cool currents of air cause its condensation ; conversely,
with a condition of warmth no moisture is visible, it beine
held in suspension. Within the hive, cold walls condense,
not only that which is produced by exhalations of the colony,

but by the general diffusion, bringing it from without.

Inasmuch as cold surfaces and cold currents of air cause
condensation, the converse condition should prevent it. So,

by the application of packing on all sides, as well as top and
bottom, we largely overcome the surface condensation ; and
by a vestibule entrance, the currents of cold air are prevented.
I use from six to eight inches of sawdust in the tray covering
my hives, which not only prevents any upward current of air,

but thoroughly retains the warmth. As additional security I

use closed-end frames, which conserve the warmth of the col-

ony between each range of combs.
With single-wall hives, the moisture must be carried off

by a slow upward current of air, otherwise the sides and
bottom-board will become saturated, compelling the colony to

endure a condition which is disastrous to its vitality.

As to passage-ways through the combs, there is a differ-

ence of opinion. However, my experience leads me to con-
clude that they are unnecessary. It is true they afford an
opportunity for an outer portion of the cluster to reach an
adjacent inner comb-space, if the bees happen to be located
directly over the passage-way, and the weather is warm ;

otherwise they serve no purpose.
It should be understood that the spherical form of the

cluster is maintained by the tendency of each bee to reach the
warmest locality. No knowledge of their location or condition
as to queenlessness or otherwise is brought into requsition— it

is simply a gravitating to the warmest locality, opposite an
inner and larger circle of bees occupying an adjacent comb-
space.

During the average winter weather passage-ways through
the combs are of no avail, and the same is true of Hill's de-

vice, or passage-ways above the frames. Any space above the
frames is contrary to nature ; the bees invariably close all

openings at the top of the hive, thus preventing any escape of

warmth so necessary in cold weather. A colony to pass the
winter successfully should remain clustered between the same
combs tliey occupied in November until spring. When so

clustered each comb occupied should contain sufficient honey
for the entire period of confinement. This being advisable,

no passage-ways will be required, providing the proper tem-
perature is maintained.

I am still an advocate for ample winter stores. No colony
should have less than 30 or 35 pounds. Let us bear in mind
that with all the necessary precaution as to warmth and pro-

tection against drafts of cold air, a deficiency of stores is

likely to cause disaster.

Modern hives with brood-chambers equal to the laying
capacity of the queen, are considered best for obtaining sur-

plus honey. Such, however, are not the best for wintering

—

the stores are usually insullicient. When all breeding is over
for the season, the central combs are often deficient in stores.

Here a good, practical feeder comes into requisition—one that
can be used during the cold nights of October—one that will

work successfully with thick syrup. Nothing is gained by
compelling the bees to evaporate a large amount of water. I

use about one quart of water to every 1-4 pounds of the best

confectioners' A sugar. When early feeding is practiced thin

syrup may be used ; but later, empty brood-combs will neces-
sitate further feeding.

I have touched upon feeding because it is a necessity with
the limited comb surface of modern hives. With hives double
in size, or much larger than the laying capacity of the queen,
no feeding would be necessary in ordinary seasons. However,
such would not be adapted to the production of honey.

L. A. AsriNWAi.L.

T. F. Bingham—Why must the bees have so much honey ?

Pres. Aspinwall—The bees often eat out the honey from
the central combs, unless they are well filled, and then if the

weather continues cold there is no opportunity of changing
over to other combs. In the spring the bees breed up faster

if there Is abundance of honey in the hive. They are like

human beings, if they have a good bank account they are not
afraid to launch out and do business.

W. Z. Hutchinson—Did I understand you to say that you
used 14 pounds of sugar to one quart of water 1 Quinby says
5 pounds of sugar to one quart of water for making feed for

fall use.

Pres. Aspinwall—Yes, I use 14 pounds of sugar (confec-

tioners' A) to one quart of water.
Mr. Hutchinson—How thick a syrup does it make ?

Pres. Aspinwall—So thick that when it cools on top it is

thick like candy. I feed it when slightly warm. It is fed in

a feeder that comes right over the cluster. And, by the way,
with such syrup as this, I don't care whether it is sealed or

not. There is no advantage in giving bees a lot of water to

evaporate. I feed until the bees will take no more.

Mr. Bingham—If 20 pounds of food will bring a colony

through the winter, why give them more than that to keep
warm ?

Pres. Aspinwall— I am not sure that they do keep it all

warm.
Mr. Bingham—I prepared my bees for winter last fall by

furnishing each colony with 20 pounds of food, or rather, the

bees and food weighed 20 pounds. If a colony had more than
that amount it was taken away ; if less, it was given enough
to bring it up to 20 pounds. I expect that they will come
through all right. I think it is actually injurious, many times,

to have too much honey in the hive in winter. It is better to

give the bees enough to bring them through the winter, and
then feed them in the spring if any should need it.

Pres. Aspinwall—I don't want to be bothered with feed-

ing bees in the spring. I wish to be able to prepare them for

winter, and then not have to open a hive again, or look after

them until the harvest approaches.
Mr. Hutchinson— I used to weigh my bees in the fall, and

feed all of the colonies in which there was not enough food to

weigh 20 pounds. I never lost any from starvation. I have
weighed them when wintered in the cellar, and the average
consumption was about 9 pounds per colony.

T. J. Fordyce—I winter my bees packt in planer shavings.

I have it as thick as 18 inches on top. Colonies with a large

entrance winter better than those with a small one.

H. S. Wheeler—My experience is the same.
Pres. Aspinwall— I am enabled to use a small entrance

because I have an ante-chamber that catches the dead bees.

Mr. Bingham—My hive entrance in winter is only % of

an inch long, and high enough to allow a drone to be dragged
out. But my hive has a rim under it. The rim is K of an
inch high, and remains there the year round. The entrance

is above the rim, and thus it is not clogged with dead bees. I

once used a deeper rim, but the bees built comb beneath, and
I discarded it for the shallower rim.

Mr. Fordyce— I have wintered bees very successfully In

the cellar. When brought out in the spring they were Just

about as heavy as when put in, in the fall. The stores were
usually basswood and willow-herb.

Mr. Hutchinson—This matter of stores plays a very im-

portant part. The Wilkins sisters were very successful In

wintering bees, and I have always thought that the character

of the stores had much to do with their success.

Mr. Bingham—Fifteen years ago, when we were all losing

bees, men living near these ladies lost bees, but they lost very

few.
Mr. Hutchinson—If that is true, then their plan may be

of Interest. Each colony is packt in chaff on its summer
stand. The chaff is from four to six inches thick on the sides,

and perhaps six inches deep on top. Just over the brood-nest,

above the packing, in the cover, is an opening 8 or 10 inches

square. This is covered with wire-cloth to keep out the mice.

Over this is a roof that keeps out the storms. Great care is

taken that the entrances are kept free from snow.

POOR EXTRACTED HONEY.

Mr. Bingham called attention to some of the talk that

took place at the recent Chicago, or Illinois, convention, in

which bee-keepers were advised to pour off the thin honey or

water that rises on the top of candied honey, allow the rest to

"drain off" and then melt up the solid honey that is left, and

the result will be something very choice. Mr. Bingham de-

plored the fact that such talk as this should be indulged in

and be publisht, thus giving the impression that candied honey

is usually found in this condition. Only honey extracted be-

fore it is ripe, or that has been improperly treated, is to be

found in such a condition. We take a great deal of pains to

put up our extracted honey in fine shape, with fancy, gilt
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labels, etc., and then talk about improving the quality of our
honey by pouring off the watery part and melting up the solid

part! It would look as though some of those who are talking

about extracted honey really don't know what good extracted
is. If we are to hold our trade in extracted honey it must
be of the finest quality ; extracted only when fully ripened,

and then shut up where it cannot lose Its aroma, nor absorb
water. When this is done there will be no more talk about
pouring off the thin, watery honey that rises on top of granu-
lated honey.

Next came a paper by Mr. T. F. Bingham, of Clare Co.,

entitled,

PKINCIPLES IN APICULTURE.

Owing to my peculiar relation personally to this subject,

I shall be compelled to introduce my own name, which I beg
you to excuse. I do this not entirely in an egotistical light,

though I am proud of my inventions, but as a matter of his-

tory. We all wish to know how those things which have been
a pleasure to us have come about.

The first practical embodiment of a principle is regarded
as an invention. The person so embodying a principle is re-

garded as an inventor; for instance, Mr. Porter, the inven-

tor of the bee-escape.
It is said that 4,500 years ago the Chinese computed

accurately eclipses. If so, the ancestors of Confucius were
not only an ancient people, but a studious people. The earth
was supposed to be flat. People coasted about the ocean's

shore in boats. Not until the 13th century was the magnetic
needle sufficiently known to be relied on for any considerable
voyage. Columbus made the first remarkable voyage of dis-

covery in which the compass played so important a part.

The early practical management of bees seems to have
made little progress except in the size and form of comb honey
receptacles. Numerous bee-books and bee-hives have been
patented, but the pursuit wore a mysterious and superstitious

air. It was envelopt in traditions and beliefs. It had, how-
ever, made substantial progress. Until the invention of the
hanging movable-comb frame, by the Rev. L. L. Langstroth,
and the publication of his most excellent bee-book, " The Hive
and Honey-Bee," no important embodiment of principle en-

tered into bee-hive construction, and progress was slow and
full of doubt and belief. His invention and research gave to

the practical bee-keeper and student a book containing all

that is known of the natural history of the honey-bee, and
markt and epoch in American apiculture. Supposed inven-

tions sprung up like magic. T. F. Bingham, in 1866, em-
bodied the raovable-comb principle in the closed-end movable-
comb frame. It was never popular, but it has survived. The
lamented M. Quinby regarded the invention of such value that

he embodied it in his hive, and the most extensive and skillful

comb-honey producers in the world use it. .lames Heddon
adopted it In a hive which is extensively used as a comb-honey
hive.

The honey extractor, as applied to bee-keeping, was first

embodied by Hruschka.
In implements of the apiary no one has gone through such

diversified evolution as the bellows bee-smoker. Bellows bee-

smokers lying flat on their sides were brought to this country
by German bee-keepers before the invention of movable-comb
frames. The lamented M. Quinby raised the horizontal Ger-
man bellows bee-smoker to a perpendicular Quinby bee-

smoker. The draft of the German and Quinby was probably
about alike. The German had a vent-hole slide, which could

be opened when not In use. The Quinby draft was through
an open valve and the bellows. It is reasonable to suppose
that either of them would lose fire if not frequently puft, and
that fire could only be maintained In either of them except by
using dry, rotten wood or cotton rags.

The continuous direct draft or Bingham bellows bee-

smoker embodied the natural draft principle of a common
wood-stove, and in iio respect differed from it. Of course, it

would burn sound wood or anything else, just as well as any
stove In your parlor or kitchen. Opposite this open draft, but
separated from it, the exhaust of the bellows pointed directly

Into the open draft. The blast from the bellows was forced

across this open space into the draft current which was con-

tinually supplying the air necessary for the fire. This ar-

rangement not only forced the natural draft and the air con-

tained in the bellows Into the stove, but carried with it a

stream of air which continually prest itself forward to fill the

vacuum caused by the blast, thus forcing from the smoker
perhaps twice as much smoke as the bellows contained air.

The principle was re-e-Tjbodied in the "Simplicity" smoker
and the new Quinby smoker, while In Europe and Canada It

was copied without limit.

The honey extractor led up to the invention of the Bing-

ham & Hetherington honey-knifc. Careful analysis developt

the fact that the sticking of flat knives in uncapping honey
was due to the exhaustion of air under the blade. The new
embodiment of principle developt a wide, thick knife, having
a sharp, single beveled edge, upon which the knife rested,

admitting air as freely under as over the blade—freely to both
sides. It was copied in Canada and Europe.

It will be observed that while I have briefly alluded to the
first embodiment of the principle underlying the various in-

ventions cited, and with which you are all familiar, that the
principle of the bent cap and cool handle first embodied by T.
F. Bingham has not been mentioned. The principle has been
copied as if It was a real invention in Europe and America.

In counting up the inventions pertaining to bee-keeping
which have been long tested, weighed In the balance and not

found wanting, inventions which no one has been able to im-

prove, or improve upon, I find no other State has made so

many valuable inventions since the invention of the hanging
movable-comb frame by the Rev. L. L. Langstroth, as has
Michigan. T. F. Bingham.

N. E. Doane—I have used both the Crane and the Bing-
ham, but I see no particular difference. The Crane has a
hinged cover, and is more convenient for me, as the Bingham
cover sometimes drops off and it bothers me to find it as my
eyesight is poor. For people with good sight, I presume that
would not make much difference.

Mr. Bingham—When bees are inclined to make trouble

for the operator a great cloud of smoke coming from the wind-
ward is a great comfort in keeping away robbers. A smudge
in a kettle or pan, set down to the windward is a great thing.

The bees seem to realize that there is "something in the air."

It is to meet this need that I have made a new smoker. I call

it the " Smoke Engine." It has a 4-inch barrel.

Mr. Bingham had on exhibition one of his " Smoke
Engines."

(Concluded next week.)

CONDUCTED BY

DR. O. O. MILLBR. JSlARETiGO. ILL,

[Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direct.

1

Clarifying Honey-Vinegar.

Please^say if you know tiow Mr. Cowan uses isinglass to

clarify vinegar ; and what amount to the barrel of 45 or 50
gallons. I have about 15 barrels on hand, and would like to

learn a quick way to settle it—so would others.
" Skyke."

Answer.—Sorry to say I don't know a thing about it.

Who will help us?

Seelion Starters and Weiglits—Separators.

1. In putting foundation starters in sections (taking

Dadant's foundation as a sample) do you use thin or extra

thin for the upper piece ? What weight for the lower piece ?

2. I use Heddon cases for sections, with pattern-slats 2
Inches wide for 2-inch sections. Cau I change to 1% section

by using 's-lnch separators without changing bottom slats?

3. Your average weight of sections for your honey of

18ii6 was given in Gleanings at a little over 15 ounces each.

With your system of using separators and two pieces of foun-

dation, are the sections nearly all uniform, or do they vary

much when filled ?

4. With your experience with separators, would you ad-

vise others not using them, to make the change where the

honey is partly sold in the home market, and some of it shipt

to a distant market? H. E. M., Wisconsin.

Answers.— 1. I use thin foundation for the upper starter,

and have used the same for the lower, but It is more Inclined

to lop over than foundation a shade heavier. Foundation

with high side-walls does best for the lower starter. I think
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extra thin would hardly do at all for bottom starters. If made
deeper thau a half inch it would fall over badly, and if less

than half an Inch the bees would likely gnaw down a good
deal of it. Of late there has been some talis about foundation
with cells J'4 or % lech deep, and If that ever comes on the

market I think I should be willing to pay a high price for it

to use as bottom starters.

2. I think you could, but I'm not very familiar with the

matter. If you change from 2 Inches to 1% you will very

likely want to change to Ij'i, audit maybe well for you to

think whether you don't want to change to 1% In the first

place.

3. There is more uniformity with sections tilled or nearly
filled with foundation than where only small starters are used,

and there is more uniformity with separators than without.

But you will see that I'm dodging your question, and I hardly
know how to answer it by saying yes or no. For I don't know
for certain just what you may mean by " nearly all uniform."
Very likely I'll come nearer making the right Impression by
saying they are not nearly all uniform. For altho the great
mass of my sections this year kept somewhere near 15 ounces
each, some of them were as much as two ounces less and
others as much more, making a total variation of a quarter of

a pound. But there's no certainty that next year will give

the same average weight. If honey comes in with a rush the

sections will be heavier than with a light flow. Sections may
be more plumply filled out early than late in the season, and
Dice wersd. There may also be a difference in colonies under
precisely the same circumstances, but I'm not sure of this.

4. Yes, I believe I would. Sections used with separators

don't look so plump and well filled out, but for shipping
they are almost a necessity, and even for the home market it

is much easier to handle sections that are separatored without
danger of damaging them.

I thank you for the kind words in your accompanying
letter, which I assure you are thoroughly appreciated.

Questions on Wiring Frames.

1. How many of our bee-lights have seen, or personally
know of, perpendicular wiring giving perfect satisfaction ?

2. What objections are sometimes brought against It, If

any ?

3. How many wires are used "?

i. Is the kerf practical with perpendicular wiring ?

5. How many prefer horizontal wiring?
6. Is the kerf practical with that ? E. P.

Answers.— 1. Many frames have been filled with combs
built on perpendicular wiring that have given good satisfaction.

2. If the bottom or top bar should be light, they will be

bent or curved toward each other by means of stretching the

wires tight.

3. That depends upon the length of the frame. Enough
so the wires shall be about 2J^ inches apart, but the exact
distance is not Important.

4. With perpendicular wiring yon cannot use a saw-kerf
in the top-bar In which to insert the foundation.

5. At one time, most of the wiring was perpendicular,
but perhaps one way is used as much as the other at the
present time.

6. The saw-kerf in the top-bar works nicely with horizon-

tal wiring. ^
Number of Frames in the Brood-Cliambcr.

Does It make any particular difiference as to the number
of brood-frames In a hive ? 1 have some box-hives, but there
are only nine frames in them ? I have noticed that most hives

have either eight or ten frames.
I am much pleased with the American Bee Journal.

C. H. P., Nebraska.

Answer.—Very decidedly It makes a difference how many
frames are in the brood-chamber. Many a wordy war has
been waged as to what number is best, but perhaps no one
would advise less than 5 Langstroth frames, nor more than
16. The great majority say 8 or 10, and very often to hear
the discussions one would think that no other number could

be used. Just why so few take the middle ground and adopt
y frames is perhaps not easy to say. If half the number
should say 8 was better than 10, and the other half should

say that 10 was better than 8, it would seem the most reason-

able thing in the world to conclude that U was about right.

However, conditions and locations have something to do with
it. As a rule, a larger number of frames are allowed for ex-

tracted honey than for comb. Altho the large amount of dis-

cussion as to size of hives has left the matter still unsettled,

the probability Is that It has made the general feeling a little

more favorable toward the larger hives than It was.
It Isn't entirely clear just what you mean by saying you

have " box-hives" with frames In them. As generally used,

the term "box-hives" means hives without movable frames In

them. It Is true that most movable-frame hives are boxes,

however, and used in that way you might speak of box-hives

with frames to distinguish them from frame hives with bodies

of straw. ^ I ^1

Im|>orllng Italian Queens.

I would like to Import a queen or two from Italy next
season. Can you give me the names of two or three extensive

bee-keepers In northern Italy?
Can you sell me one or two good queens after they lead

out a swarm next summer—queens two or three years old, and
daughters of Imported mothers? What would be the price?

Indiana.

Answer.—After spending considerable time in searching

I have failed to find a single advertisement of a queen-breeder
in Italy. I have no queens to sell, nor at present have I any
known to be daughters of imported mothers.

Paeking and Siiipping Bees.

Please give full directions as to packing and when to ship

bees. M. O., Kansas.

Answer.—The manner of packing depends somewhat
upon the kind of hive, and to some extent on the season of the

year. They can be shipt any time In the year when bees are

flying. If the weather is comparatively cool, as In spring and
fall, they do not need so much ventilation as through the

warm months There Is little danger, however, of giving too

much ventilation at any time. Just how the ventilation can
best be given depends upon the hive, but with almost any hive

you can have the entire top covered with wire-cloth, and that

makes the colony safe against smothering. If the weather is

hot, the bees need a supply of water on their journey, which
may be given by means of a sponge or a roll of rags saturated

with water and placed on top of the frames.
If the hive contains loose-hanging frames, these must in

some way be made fast. This may be done by driving nails

through the ends of the top-bars down Into the end of the

hive, but the nails should not be driven in their entire depth,

leaving the heads projecting so they can be drawn with a

claw-hammer.
When placed on the cars, let the frames run parallel with

the track ; on a wagon they should run crosswise.

moving Bees by Wagon and Railroad.

I want to ship my bees about the last of April or first of

May about 120 miles by freight. They have to be hauled 10
miles on a wagon to reach the loading statlou, and stay 24
hours in the car In transit. How much ventilation should
they have at that time of the year, as it is quite cool yet and
colonies not very populous yet here In Minnesota. They are

In 8-frame Adam Grimm Langstroth hives, with a one-Inch

honey-board on top, and ^4-inch bee-space between the brood-

frames and honey-board. Would It do to cover 4 or 5 one-

inch holes in the honey-board, also a one-inch hole at the rear

end of the hive close to the bottom, with wire-cloth, and have
the entrance shut up tight with a board ? or would it be better

to remove the honey-board and cover the hive with a piece of

wire-cloth as big as the hive, with no ventilation at the bot-

tom ? M. R., Minnesota.

Answer.—Either plan you mention will probably be all

right, the one giving the larger ventilation being preferable.

I have often hauled them a distance of five miles with only a
large entrance for ventilatiou. But I think It is the Dadants
that say it is better to have the entrance closed and have
abundant ventilation elsewhere, for the bees being used to find

their way out at the entrance will all crowd there and may be

killed. You will do well to have a sponge, or a rag rolled up
and filled with water somewhere in the hive—on the top-bars,

If there is room—and when you change from the wagon to the

cars you can pour soSie fresh water on it, if dry.

la^ See " Bee-Keeper's GuiJe" offer on page 45.
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Editorial Con)n}cr)t^^

A Great Honey-Producing: Country like

Southern California, says J. H. Martin, of Los Angeles Co.,

Is never entirely drained of its honey. Many bee-keepers sup-
posed that owing to a total failure of the crop the past sea-

son, that honey would be scarce and command a higher price.

But small lots keep coming forward, which shows that con-
siderable honey is held over every year. It would require
several total failures to strip the market of honey, and to

even advance the price.

•-•-»

The "Wisconsin Contention was held accord-

ing to announcement, last Wednesday and Thursday (Feb. 3
and 4), and we had the pleasure of being present. It was a

good meeting, tho the attendance was not large. We expect
to publish a condenst report soon. Next week we will have
something to say concerning our trip, and some of the good
Wisconsin bee-keepers. The following were elected as officers

for the ensuing year :

President—Franklin Wilcox, of Juneau County ; Vice-

Presinent—Jacob Huffman, of Green County ; Secretary—E.

France, of Grant County ; and Treasurer—Harry Lathrop, of

Green County. All except Mr. Huffman were re-elections.

Granulated Honey and Sour Honey—We
have received the following communication from a honey-
dealing firm in Minnesota, dated Jan. 21, 1897 :

The editorial comment on page 40 is as Interesting to us
as anything which Mark Twain has written for a long time,
the only difference is that Mark Twain drew on the imagina-
tion, and you have drawn on the facts where misery loves
company. Our firm has been getting experience as to granu-
lation of honey at the regular local freight rates. We have a
Dairy and Food Commission in Minnesota, as you are doubtless
aware, and they are trying to earn their legislative appropria-
tion, and are well qualified for the position. Any way, they
are on our side, and against a certain new firm west of here,
who ordered one case of honey from us, and received granu-
lated alfalfa. This firm answered us that the honey was
solid, and would have to be put up in better shape to fool the
people with. As the freight out of that was less than a dol-
lar, we thought it was one of the least expensive of our ex-
periences in the same line, and have sent them your editorial,
and askt them if they would not send us along some cigars !

Now, Mr. Kditor, if those cigars come, we will not say any-
thing about the freight on tho honey, but will divide up tho
cigars.

We would like to know how honey,»which arrives In bar-
rels and is sour, can bo handled so as to make It merchantable.
Perhaps we ought to offer to pay for this information, but we
think if any experienced bee-keeper who is kind enough to

inform us on this, will realize that he is doing some shipper a
benefit, he will not hesitate. Besides this, if we do not get
the cigars, we will give an order on that new firm west, to

pay for the information. But we are serious, as we have some
sour honey here, and want to put it in shape. A. W. S.

We hope our jovial friend, A. W. S., will at once with-

draw that request for "some cigars," if he expects us to help

him out with them, for we are too old now to learn the use of

the filthy weed in any form. How any man can find comfort

in narcotics is beyond us. Aside from the financial waste,

think of the injury to one's health ! We hope the day may
soon come when all men will cease to befog their brain and

shatter their nerves with tobacco and strong drink. To our

young men readers we would commend the advice of the

noted John B. Gough—among his last words— " Young man,

keep your record clean."

Now, to turn from oue sour subject to another, what

about the sour honey that A. W. S. asks about ? It seems to

us that heating it to a certain degree will nearly restore its

original flavor. How is that ? Are we right, or not ? Will

some one who knows, kindly furnish the desired information?

We shall be glad to publish it.

Galvanized -Iron Honey-Tanks.—The Rural

Californian says that the matter in relation to safe storing of

honey in galvanized-iron tanks has been settled for California

for several years. Every bee-keeper who produces any

quantity of honey uses these tanks. Honey is allowed to

stand in them, sometimes for several months, without detri-

ment to the honey.

In that dry climate, where wooden receptacles shrink and

fall to pieces, galvanized-iron plays an important part not

only in the apiary, but for water-tanks and other purposes.

If galvanized-iron is a settled success in California, it should

be in all parts of the country.

Ne-w Bee-Papers Again.— In Gleanings for Jan.

15 is an interesting article by Dr. Miller, on " Defunct Bee

Journals"—he mentions 16 that have " gone the way of all

the earth," during the past 25 years. But he perhaps has

been able to discover only about half of them, as many are

entirely forgotten.

The question is raised whether or not the old and estab-

lisht bee-papers should encourage the new ones even to the

extent of noticing their birth. The conclusion seems to have

been reacht, that it is wrong even to so much as notice their

birth, as in all probability they can live but a short time, and

the sooner they die the less money will their publishers and

subscribers lose. We believe this Is correct, when we consider

that out of perhaps 50 bee-papers that so far have been

started and finally stopt, in America, only about a half dozen

to-day give any evidence of continuing for any great length

of time. Perhaps a half dozen is putting it pretty high—but

time will tell.

A bee-keeper In the West, who was at one time also a

large supply dealer, referring to this subject, wrote us as

follows, Jan. 24 :

Friend York :— I send you by this mail a markt copy of

a supply dealer's circular, and yet it was hardly necessary to

mark any part of it, as it is all about one thing. I suggest

that you make a few quotations exactly as they are, and then

say that his 1897 circular shows a great improvement, and
contains an announcement and prospectus of a new quarterly

bee-journal that ho proposes to establish. (Whew!) I pre-

sume you received one. Just think of paying 25 cents for

four papers that emanate from such headquarters! Could

you not say that you do not understand how people would
thus throw away their money when a throe months' subscrip-

tion to any one of tho woll-establlsht would give so much more
for their money '? But, really, I do not believe the thing will

be launcbt.
It beats all how some supply dealers do squirm under
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their postage bills—and this is the mainspring to the whole
outet of these little journals that die "a borulng." I have
paid as high as SiiOO in a year for one-cent stamps, and §600
more for the circulars, addressing and mailing, and I have
had my ups and downs, and made mistakes, but I always had
grace enough to pay my postage and printing bills like a man,
and leave the publishing business to publishers. * * *

Why, yes, we will quote just two paragraphs from the

"supply dealer's circular" referred to, taken from some

advice on "Marketing Honey"—a very important subject.

Here they are, exactly as printed by the would-be publishers

of a bee-paper:

"This is a part of our persuit that does not receive the

attention that it should. The marketing of honey should

receive as much attention as the production of it, what is the

use producing honey if you can not sell it, this well surly be
the result if the market continues to be fluxuated with honey
placed upon it just as it comes from the hive; we have sold

honey upon the city market more or less for a number of

years, and find It goes about like this : you go to a grocer with

a case of honey and ask him 15 cents for It, he laughs at you
and says that his neighbor has bought some honey for 10
cents, and is selling it for what you ask him, of coarse he can
not buy honey for what his competitor Is selling it so down
goes the price.

"Our extracted honey should be put up in either tin or

glass packages, and neetly labeled with directions and pro-

ducer; so few people understand the granulation of honey
that it should never be sold without being labeled, and the

label bearing explination and directions, or an explination
verbally."

Oh, glory ! Think of a whole paper gotten up in that

style! And yet, people who exude such samples of literary

ignorance aspire to be publishers! Get the smelling-bottle

—

quick !

Truly, the field of bee-journalism is not extensive enough

to support very many bee-papers in the way they should be

supported in order to be just half-way profitable. There is

not a deserving bee-paper to-day that has quarter the number
of paying subscribers it should have in order to attain the

fullest success, and enable its publisher to get out something

that will be a credit to the pursuit which it is desired to

represent.

For a long time we have felt that we do a real kindness to

a new bee-paper to simply say nothing about it when it starts,

for, in all probability, in a few months—or at most a very few

years—we'd have to write its little epitaph. Our most unselfish

advice is : Keep out of new-bee-journalism, unless you have

money you prefer to get rid of in that way in preference to

burning it.
'*-•-*-

Pbysiological Effects of Bee-Stins:s.—A Dr.

R. S. Lindsay, of Philadelphia, recently askt Gleanings for

"information regarding the effects of bee-stings on the human
system." In reply to the request, Editor Root wrote him as

follows:

Dr. R. S. li., Philadelphia—
Dear Sir :—The average bee-keeper is not at all affected

by swelling after being stung. He experiences the same
sharp pain, but no fever or other unpleasant effects follow

after two or three minutes. The system seems to become in-

ured. But occasionally, when the bee stings along a vein,

there is an after-effect. We do not know to which school of

medicine you belong; but the homeopathists use a great deal

of apis melUfica in the form of a tincture. We have been sup-

plying Boereck & Tafel, of New York city, with bee-stings in

lots of 10,000 at a time. We are supplied with a wide-

moutht bottle holding about two ounces, and filled about two-

thirds full of sugar of milk. A comb of bees is placed before

a window, and from this comb the bees are pickt off one by

one with a pair of tweezers, while another pair removes the

stings, the latter dropping into the sugar of milk. The bee in

each case is crusht immediately before the removal of the

^ting. In this way the stings are removed until the whole
number are in the jar, when it is corkt and sent to the par-

ties named. The apiarist can usually work only three or four

hours a day at removing the stings ; and even then he expe-

riences pain in the eyes, and a sort of sickness from inhaling

the odor of the poison.

As you see by the references below, there can be no ques-

tion but that slings do relieve certain kinds of rheumatism;

but just what kinds I am unable to say.
Ernest R. Root.

The " references" mentioned were those where different

writers had given their experience with bee-stings, which the

Doctor will use in reading up on the subject. He is investi-

gating the matter in a scientific manner, and will publish the

results as he finds them, " giving the physiological effects of

bee-stings, especially so far as they relate to the cure of vari-

ous kinds of rheumatism." This will no doubt be very inter-

esting.

Tl?e Weekly Budget.

Mr. Sigel Brautigam, of Grant Co., New Mex., says : "I

will take the ' Old Reliable ' as long as I am interested in api-

culture ; and no one interested in this occupation should be

without it."

Mr. B. S. K. Bennett, of California, who publisht some

reflections upon the character of Mr. Geo. W. Brodbeck, of

that State, has made a retraction, and says that " as Mr.

Brodbeck is willing to 'forgive and forget,' we trust the bee-

keepers will do the same." We are glad the unpleasant mat-

ter has been " fixt up," and are pleased to give this notice of

the satisfactory outcome of a disagreeable condition of affairs.

Mr. A. D. Watson, of Tioga Co., Pa., writes us as fol-

lows :
" I am glad to see the American Bee Journal expose

the dishonest dealers in honey. I have received some of their

flowery circulars, soliciting shipments of honey, and if it had

not been for the timely warnings of theAmerican Bee Journal

I might have been caught napping. Therefore, I think the

price of subscription for the Bee Journal a very profitable

investment. Long prosperity to the 'Old Reliable.'"

Mr S C Swanson, of Minnesota, when renewing his sub-

scription, wrote: " I like the American Bee Journal the best

of any bee-paper I ever saw. Every one that has bees should

read it. I am sure they will find that they never invested a

dollar better in their bee-busiuess."

Dr. N. Ostrander, of Thurston Co., Wash., had this to

say in a letter dated Jan. 29 :

"The Bee Journal for Jan. 14 failed in reaching me.

Until I mist this number I never realized fully its value. I do

not believe there is another publication in the country afford-

ing the same amount of valuable information for the same

amount of money."

We are always glad to replace lost numbers of the Bee

Journal, if we are notified in time. If you don't receive a

certain number, better not wait more than two weeks after it

is due before asking for another.

Mb Wm Beecroft, of Canada, when remitting for 189 1,

said- "I am well pleased with the American Bee Journal,

and think it is one of the best and cheapest of the kind pub-

lished."

Mr S T. Pettit, of Ontario, Canada, has sent us a very

kind invitation to stop off with him a few days on our return

from the Buffalo meeting, next August or September. Mow,

we'd like to do that very thing, but really we cannot be away

from the office here any longer than is absolutely necessary.

We cannot afford to employ sufficient help so that we can very

well leave for more than three or four days at a time. So it is

quite out of the question to "go visitin'" as we'd like to do,

and as several have already generously invited us. We appre-

ciate the invitations very much, and only regret that we are

compelled to decline them, for we would so greatly enjoy

accepting if it were possible for us to di so.

Mrs R a. Fifield, of New Hampshire, wrote thus

when renewing her subscription for 18HT: " I would not like

to get along without the Bee Journal, for It is a great help. It

comes every Friday."
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HERE'S YOUR OPPORTUNITY
Positively the Greatest Bargain Ever Offered I

8
LARGE if Nearly 4,000 pages. Over 300

liniiiuro Colored Maps, Charts, and Diagrams,

VULUMlO. Every Volume Mechanically Perfect,

The Only Encyclopedia Strictly

SIZE OF VOLUME:
2 ins. Thick. S% ins. Wide.

Up to Date,"

1 1H ins. Long.

For Daily Use in Your Home or Office

and especially to aid the young folks in their studies,

no single work in the 'world equals that matchless
Reference Library,

The New
Standard American
Encyclopedia

A SUPERB REFERENCE WORK
treating over 60,000 topics (10,000 more than any
other encyclopedia), covering the entire field of human
knowledge, thought, and endeavor.

FRESB FROM THE PRESS
The NEW STANDARD AMERICAN EN-

CYCLOPEDIA is brought down to the present time,

and contains hundreds of articles on subjects not
treated in any other reference work. Another impor-
tant feature in which it stands absolutely alone is its

very full Appendixes, which embrace over 100 sub-
divisions, including a Biographical Dictionary, a Dic-
tionary of Technical Terms, a Gazetteer of the United
States, Statistics of Presidential Elections, State and
Territorial Elections, Religious Summaries, Statistics of

the Population of the World, and a Veritable Mine of

Other Information on thousands of subjects of ttniversaJ

interest and importance.

IT IS NOW THE STANDARD
Every school, college, court and public library,

where the work has been thus far introduced, has im-
mediately given it the preference over all others.

ONE DOLLAR secures li^lPlEDIATE POSSESSION OF
the entire set of 8 volumes. Balance
payable $1.50 monthly for. one year.

MAGNIFICENTLY
ILLUSTRATED
THROUGHOUT

For a Limited Time Only-
Just to Introduce the work

You thus at once secure this splendid set of books for continued use and enjoyment. It is the One Great, Practical

Reference Library for the Professional and Business Man, the Teacher, the Student, the Farmer, Artisan, and Mechanic.

With over 3,500 engravings, of superb quality and wonderful variety, including numerous
engraved portraits of distinguished Poets, Authors, Physicians, Chemists, Pliilosophers, and
Scientists, and with over 300 new maps and charts from the VERY LATEST EXPLORA-
TIONS and SURVEYS, delineating Continents, Empires, Countries, States, Cities, Towns,
Citadels, Solar, Lunar, and Planetary Systems, and every portion of the known world, and
forming a Complete and Indexed Atlas of the globe. THE STANDARD AMERICAN
is the best illustrated and the best mapped Encyclopedia in the English Language.

Our Crreat Introductory Offer
To secure widespread and favorable publicity for THE NEW STANDARD AMERICAN ENCYCLOPEDIA,

we have decided to place a few introductory sets in each community throughout the country for comparison with all other

reference works as to plan, scope, lateness of treatment, and general practical and educational value. We feel that every

set will create a demand for others. While the distribution will be general in extent, it will last for a limited time only,

after which our regular .subscription sale will begin, at prices ranging from $48 to $72 a set, according to style of binding.

Now, however, to quickly and thoroughly introduce the work, as aliove stated, we make the price merely nominal (about

the cost of paper and printing), the distribution bein<j limited to a very few weeks, reserving the privilege of with-

drawing the offer at any time when we consider a sufficient number of tliese introductory sets, at the special price, has been
distributed.

Send $1 to THE ENCYCLOPEDIA PUBLISHING CO., 156 Fifth Avenue, New York city,

and a full set of eight volumes of THE NfCW STANDAKU AMERICAN ENCYCLO-
PEDIA in cloth binding, will be forwarded to you. The balance is payable at the rate of $1.50
monthly for one year, or about 5 cents a cliiy. If you prefer thti fialf-morocco binding;, the
monthly payment will be $2, and for full sheep, $2.50 per month for the year. We recommend
the half-morocco style, which is particularly elegant and serviceable, and \vi;i last a lifetime.

If not as represented any set may be returned within ten days and money will be promptly refunded. Oicifig fo ///<• uontitiatprice
at which these introductory sets are sotd, transportatiojt charges must be paid bv purchaser. Our confidence that the volumes will

be cheerfully [laid hT is showii by sending a $48 set of books on payment of only $1. We also feel that you will thoroughly appre-
ciate the supeib new work and speak favorably of it to others. Sample |i.igcs, with specimen illustrations, will also be sent on
application until the offer is xtithdravvn. We refer you to the publisher of this newspaper. Always mention name of paper you see
this offer in. Address

HOW TO SECURE
ONE OF THESE
SPLENDID SETS
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p THE ENCYCLOPEDIA PUBLISHING CO, 156 E.'ETv5^n^. I
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I CHICAGO

chicago.Union Pacific

V ^^s^r^ND NORTH-WESTERN Line

"The Overland Limited
"

LEAVES CHICAGO DAILY VIA THE

GiiCAGO^ North Western Railway
CITY TICKE.T OFPlCEL

2.08 CLARK STREET CHICAGO

Our Iew Catalogue
Will Be Issued Soon.

Send us your Name and Address,

And we will take pleasure in mailing you a copy iji I B ij' ij' w

IT ILLUSTRATES AND DESCRIBES ALL THE

Latest and Best Apiarian Supplies

Or. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.

Finest Alfalfa Honey

!

IT SELLS ON TASTING.

The Honey that Suits All

Who Buy It.

Low Prices Now!
We can furnish 'Wliite Alfalfa Extracted Honey, in 60-pound tin cans, on

board cars in Chicago, at these prices : 1 can, in a case, 7>2 cents per pound ; 2 cans
in one case, 7 cents ; 4 cans (2 cases) or more, 6J-2 cents. The Cash mu3t accom-
pany each order. Fine Bass^rood Flavor Honey at '4 cent more when in

cans; or in 2T0-lb. barrels at OJi cents per pound.

A sample of the honey will be mailed to an intending purchaser, for 8
cents, to cover postage, packing, etc. We guarantee purity.

Now it seems to us here is a splendid chance for any bee-keeper to supply his

home demand after his own crop is all sold. Or, why not begin now to create a
local honey-trade ? Order one 60-pound can first, and start out among your neigh-
bors and friends, and see what you can do. You ought to get at least 12 cents per
pound in 5-pound lots, or 40 cents for 3 pounds. Some may be able to do even
better than that, though we think that enough ought to be sold at these prices to

make a fairly paying business out of It. Give it a good trial. Push it. It may
grow into a nice winter's work for you.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Qcx;)eral Uenps^

Clovers in G-ood Condition.

The weather is fine, and. the snow on the
ground is five inches deep. 1 moved my
bees 15 miles on the mudboat and did not
lose a single bee. I find them in good con-
dition, and there is a fine prospect for a
nice honey-flow this year. White and
crimson clovers are in good condition.

John V. Emmert.
Boone Co., Ind., Jan. 23.

Size of Apis Corsata.

While looking at the respective engrav-
ings of the Apis doisata (worker and
drone), as given in Bulletin No. 1, by
Frank Benton, the thought struck me that
with all that had been said, pro and con,
about this wonderful bee, there may have
been something overlookt. By the pic-

tures you would suppose they were very
nearly the same size, while their length is

the same. We have just been priding our-
selves that we had overcome that drone
business, by the use of full sheets of foun-
dation. Now we don't want to fall clear
downstairs after climbing so high.

Will some one who has seen it, or knows
something of the bee, please give us a little

light on the subject ? A Readek.

Report for the Season of 1896.

I commenced last spring with seven colo-
nies, six strong in bees but no honey; the
other was very weak in bees, and I had to
feed them till the last of June to keep them
going. Then basswood came. Talk about
honey coming in ! I never saw the like.

They filled a set of extracting-combs and
all the spare room in the brood-chamber.
I sent for six queens to an Illinois breeder;
he sent me five by return mail ; four were
all right, but one was nearly dead when
she arrived. The other came in due time,
safe and sound.

I heard of a bee-tree being cut in the
neighborhood, so I took advantage of that.

I got the queen and introduced her all

right. From the time basswood com-
menced till the middle of September the
bees did well. 1 now have i;^ colonies in

the cellar, strong in young bees, and with
plenty of good honey, besides all my fam-
ily can use. S. F. Skaifb.
Dubuque Co., Iowa, Des. 30.

Poisonous Honey—Storing Over Brood

I read the article on poisonous honey,
written by Dr. W. M. Stell, on page l')2(>,

1890. Now, I came from Pennsylvania,
and have seen lots of mountain laurel, and
bees at work on it, and 1 never heard of the
honey killing anyone. I think it the Doc-
tor had taken the nectar deposited in the
flowers, instead of the flowers and leaves,

he would not have suffered so much pain,

and worried so much about the boy. On
the same principle, you might say a maple
tree would not make sugar because you
cannot make it out of the leaves ; or a may-
apple is poisonous because we know the
roots are. I do not think our friend, the
Doctor, can find a pound of poisonous
honey in his yard, altho his bees workt on
laurel, unless he fed them extract of the
leaves.

In the " Question-Box " there is a ques-
tion in regard to storing honey over the
brood. I cannot agree entirely with the
answers, altho by some of our leading bee-

men. They say the bees try to get as far
from the entrance as possible. I cut six

bee-trees, and saw four more cut the past
summer. In every case the honey was
above the brood : in two cases there was a
small cavity above the entrance, which
was filled with honey, and the queen was
below with her brood, some 10 or 12 inches.

The comb above was old, and that below
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Mention the A.mertcan Bee Jourwm^n

YeU, O Yell, O'Vi:i.l.0tVZ<»n>K!«
Yellowzones for PAIN and FEVER.

Mention the A merican Bee Jmi/nyal

Honey - Clovers !

We have made arranj^ements so that we
can furnish seed of several of the Clovers
by freight or express, at the following prices,
cash with order:

51b
Alsike Clover I .70
Sweet Clover 6.5

White Clover " .90
Alfalfa Clover 65
Crimson Clover 55

Prices subject to market changes.

Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage. If
wanted by freight.
Your orders are solicited.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.

lOtti
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i!H«u !.•;>; > r'vO' !CO.''i Beji, Jcux'tuiA,

s*California
If you care to fenow of Its Fruits, Flowers
Climate or Resources, send for a Sample Copy
of California's Favorite Paper—

The Paciflc Rural Press
The leading Horticultural' and Agricultural
paper of the Paciflc Coast. Published weekly,
handsomely Illustrated, 12.00 per annum.
Sample Copy Free.

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
220 Market St.. - SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

Uc'vt'jcr.. 'M/f. ArMTlcar, Bee JoKxm-y.

ONE MAN WITH THE

UNION ^°^|;':,'^-'°''

Can do the work of four
men using hand tools, In
Ripping, Cuttlng-off, Mi-
tring. Rabbeting, Groov-
ing. Gaining. Dadoing,
Kdglng-up. Jointing Stuff,

etc. Full Line of Foot and
Hand Power Machinery.
Sold on Trial. Catalo^ne Free.

SENEriA FALLS MFR. CO.,
46 'Water St SENECA FALLS. N. T.

lAly Mentui.. the Amerirnn Bee Journal,

mii]
i Get discounts on early orders

-' for 1897. A. I. Koot Co '8 Bee-
I Supplies always on bind. Bet-

ter prepared than ever to fill oroers promptly.
36-page Catalog free.

JOHN KEBEI. & SON, H g'h Hill. U >.

Mentimi Ihfl Amerirnyi Bee Journal. 4Atf

n MONEY MAKER
—the thrift y industrious hen.All aboat her
and how to make monev from poultry in

New Poultry Guide for 1 897.
100 piices;rrinted in colors; best plans for
poultrj houses; sure remedies and recipes

fVfor diseases. Sent for 16c. if you write now
^ JOHN BAirs:SEE, Jr., Box 94. Freeport, lU.

49ai;u '^''nlion the American BetJoumoL
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FEED YOUR BEESi
WITH BASWOOD. PROTECT THEM WITH EVERGRENS.

lOO, 2 to 5 feet, SIO, 100 IJaswood Seedlings, *1. l>eliveretl fix-e. Other
izfs just as cheap. 50 SLOO ISiir^^aius by mail. Millions to select from. Also

'ruit Trees, Small Fruits. Vines, etc. I-,n>eriii cash commissions lor

flubs. Illustrated catalojjue free. (U>od local salesmen wanted. Address

D. HILL, Evergreen Specialist, DUNDEE, ILL.
4E61 Mention the American Bee JournaL

the home market. I am talking of start-
ing an out-apiary in the spring.
Now a few words ahout bee-keepers get-

ting new subscribers for the American Bee
Journal. I think the honey market quota-
tions in the bee Journal is one important
cause of not getting more subscribers. I

dare not let any of customers, nor anyone
in the vicinity of ray market, see the
Bee Journal, on account of the market
quotations, which are very much less than
we get at home. It is no way to create a
home market. On several occasions my
customers have gotten onto said quota-
tions, and would say, " Why, here honey is

quoted so and so." Then I would have to
make a little speech to hold my customers.

Very much more might be said on this
side of the subject, but I will not take more
space now, but I consider this sufficient ex-
cuse for beekeepers who have a home mar-
ket, not scattering these market quota-
tions in their locality. B. W. Peck.
Ashtabula Co., Ohio, Jan. 23.

[Well, this is a new reason for not secur-

ing new subscribers—the first time we have
ever heard it advanced. But we think Mr.

Peck's " Peck of trouble " would be avoided

if he were to solicit subscriptions only

among those who already have bees. It is

not our intention to urge starting more
people in the bee-business, but only to get

every present bee-keeper to take the Bee
Journal, It will often be the means of

educating them so that they will not break
down a good home market, as they might
do if without the Bee Journal. It would
also help them to produce a nicer article,

perhaps.—Editor]

Bees Wintering' Finely.

My bees are wintering finely. We have
a big snowstorm to-day, and a big blow
with it. Up to this time we have had no
sleighing. Henuy Allet.
Essex Co., Mass., Jan. 28.

Honey the Surest Crop.

I am wintering over 50 colonies of bees.
My last year's crop of honey was fairly
good. It does not seem to matter what
kind of a summer it is, I am the surest of
that crop of any. I have SO acres.

I like the American Bee Journal very
much, and it is the first paper that I open
and read, usually, when receiving my mail.

HoMEu Scott.
Oakland Co., Mich., Jan. 29.

Keyiving Starved Bees.

1 had an experience with a colony of bees
that was starved to death, as it were. My
brother, who lives one mile from me, last

summer caught two swarms of fine bees,
but one failed from some cause to get
enough to winter on. I told him to feed
them, and gave him the rule for feeding, as
I had learned it through the American Bee
Journal. But he failed to feed them till it

was too late. On Dec. 22 I was there and
askt him how his bees were getting along.
We went upstairs where be put tbeni ; he
opened the hive of the one that was short
of stores, and the bees were dead, for all

we could tell by looking at them. He was
going to brush tbem off the comb, and melt

them up for wax, but I took some of the
bees in my hand till they were warm, and
they began to crawl around. I told him
they were not dead, but he would not be-
lieve it. Nevertheless, he told me I could
experiment with them, so I took them
downstairs and warmed them. Then I fol-

lowed the directions given in the "A B C of

Bee Culture"—sprinkled them with sweet-
ened water. It was amusing to see the
little things as soon as they were strong
enough to carry feed to their less fortunate
companions. I told his wife how to make
the "Good" candy, and by the time it

was made the bees came to life, as it were

;

they crawled upon the combs and were
buzzing away as merrily as if they had had
no mishap. We gave them the "Good"
candy, and put tbem down cellar. The last

I saw of them they were just roaring.
Ogle Co., III., Dec. 24. M. D. KiNlON.

Winter Report.

My (i8 colonies of bees in the cellar are
quiet with the temperature at 38 degrees,
while outdoors it was 10 degrees below zero
this morning, and 15 degrees below zero
yesterday morning. I also have some out-
side, with corn-stalks packt around; some
in double-walled hives, etc.

Randolph Gbadbn.
Wayne Co., Mich., Jan. 26.

Preserving Comb Honey from Moth.

On reading in the Bee Journal the dis-

cussion on preserving comb honey from
moth, I am compelled to differ from Mr.
Green, as to moth not bothering comb
honey except when pollen is present. Now
this may be the case in a cold climate, but
it will not do about here. The only safe-

guard here against the moth is ice and
strong colonies of bees. Last summer I

proved to my satisfaction that all honey
taken from the hives has moth-eggs depos-
ited on its surface, and if the desired heat
is attained they will batch and destroy the
honey. I took off some nice section honey
last July, and put some of it in a fly-proof
can, and some I put in a refrigerator.
(There was no pollen in any of it.) In a
few days that in the can showed the fine

dust of the moth, and I found very small
worms in the sections; while that in the
refrigerator had no worms or dust, yet the
eggs were on the honey, as I changed
places with the section, and the moths on
the section, when placed in the cold air,

ceast to make any more dust, but in a
short time the section which was in the
cold air first, and had no eggs batcht, when
placed in the can the eggs soon hatcht, and
the moth in his glory was at work eating
honey.

1 found another lover of honey a few
days ago—it is a light-green worm, about
*H of an inch long. I will write about it

later. Howako Kisiiek.
Ouachita Co., La., Jan. 20.

Our '97 Cataloff
— OF—

Apiariiiii Supplies, licos, Etc.

Is yours for the asking;.
It ie full of Inlornmtion. t3^ Write for It.

I. J. STKIIVGIIAITI,
106 Park Place. NEW YOHK, N, T,

Apiahv—Glen Cove, L. 1.

Mention ilic Auierican ISee jouma't^

The fence here shown is made with tha Du-
plex Automatic Woven Wire Fence Machine,
which is made entirely of wood and malleable
Iron, and is so simple and easily operated that
anyone who knows how to turn a grindstone
can take it right Into the field or any place
and make 40 to CO rods of fence a day, horse-
high, bull-strong, pig, chicken and rabbit
tight, at a cost for the wire of only 12 to 20
cents a rod. It can be made in a variety of
styles or designs, using either plain or barb
wire for the the top and bottom margin wires,
and by using wire pickets, weaving them
right into the fabric, ornamental designs can
be made suitable not only for farm residences
but also city and suburban residences,
Messrs. KItselman Bros., KldgevIUe, Indiana,
whose advertisement appears elsewhere In
this paper, claim this Duplex Automatic
Machine is the result of their 10 years' expe-
rience In the manufacture of woven wire
fence machines, and Is perfection itself. Send
for their illustrated catalogue, which fully
describes machine, and shows 24 different de-
signs of fence the machine will make. Don't
forget to mention that you saw their adver-
tisement in the American Bee Journal.

The Reliable Heii.—The incubator busi-
ness is taking on astounding proportions.
This Is true in the use of the machines, as
well as in the manufacture of iucubators.
The latter business could not have attained
its present dimensions had It not been for the
success of the machines In actual practice all
over the country. There has been too much
success in ihe use of incubators and too much
money made by this process to claim, at this
late day, that the most improved incubators
are anything but successtul and profitable
when correctly managed. We are led to these
retlections by receiving the superb 168-page
catalogue of the Reliable Incubator Is Brooder
Co., Qulncy, III. Their machine Is one of the
most popular and most largely used. It Is

made In a careful and workmanlike manner

%£j^»^

of the very Ijest materials. Too much cannot
b< said In favor of the Reliable regulator.

The regulator Is as near perfect as la possible

to attain. One of the strong points In favor
of this machine is that they are thoroughly
tested In constant pract Ice at the large poul-

try larms conducted by this concern. The
methods followed at these and other success-

ful poultry oBtabllshmeuts. together with full

directions concerning the management of In-

cubators and the poultry business in general,

are given in this 11th annual catalogue,

which may be obtained by any one who will

send 10 cents to the Uellable Incubator &
Brooder Co., Quincy, 111.; but it in writing

them you state that you are a subscriber to

the American Bee Journal you can get it

tree, and in that case need |not Inclose the

dime.
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HONEY and BEESWAX

The following rules for grading honey were

adopted by the North American Bee-Keepers'

Aesoclatlon. and, so tar as possible, quota-

tions are made according to these rules:

Fancy.— All sections to be well filled ; combs
straight, of even thickness, and firmly at-

tached to all four sides; both wood and comb
unsoiled by travei-staln, or otherwise; all the

cells sealed except the row of cells next the
wood.
No. 1.— All sections well filled, but combs

uneven or crooked, detached at the bottom.
or with but few cells unsealed: both wood
and comb unsoiled by travel-stain or other-

wise.

In addition to this the honey Is to be classi-

fied according to color, using the terms white,
amber and dark. That Is. there will be "fancy
white." "No 1 dark," etc.

Chlcaifo. 111., Jan. 19.—Fancy white. 12(^
13c.: No. 1, lOOllc: fancy amber, 8@10c.;
No.l.TQSc; fancy dark, 8c.; No. 1,7c. Ex-
tracted, white, 5@"c. : amber. SOSc; dark,
4Hc. Beeswax, 25@2Tc.
Very little activity in the market.

Albany, K, Y., Jan. 29.—Fancy white, 12-
13c.; No. 1, 11-12C.: fancy dark, T-8c.; No.l,
6-7c.; Extracted, white, -T^-ec; dark. 4-5c.
The honey market is very quiet and stock

moving very slowly, even at rednced prices.

White clover is not plentiful. Extracted is

moving very slowly, but we hope for an im-
proved demand soon.

Indianapolis, Ind., Dec. 31.—Fancy white.
14-loc.; No. 1 white, 12-130. Extracted,
white. 6-7c. Beeswax. 22-25c.
Demand is fair for grades quoted, but no

demand for inferior grades.

Boston, Mass., Dec. 31.—Fancy white, 13
14c.; No. 1. 11-12C. Extracted, white, 6-7c.

;

amber. 5-6c. Beeswax. 25c.

Cleveland, Ohio, Dec. 31.—Fancy white,
14>4@13c. : No. 1 white. 12V4®13c. Extracted,
white, 6@7c.; amber, 4i4@5i4c. Beeswax, 22
@25c.
There is not very much honey in our mar-

ket Selling rather slow. Bemand beginning
to be a little better. Think trade will be fair
In this line this fall.

Kew York, K. Y , Dec. 31 —Fancy white,
ll®l2c.; fairwhite. 9@lOc.; buckwheat. 7®
8c. Extracted, white clover and basswood,
5@oHc.: California, 6c.; Southern. 50c. per
S:allon. Beeswax in fair demand at 26@27c.
The market is quiet and Inactive. Demand

light and plenty of stock on the market.

Cincinnati, Ohio, Dec, 31,—Comb honey,
best white, I0@14c. Extracted, 4@6c. De-
mand is slow; supply is fair.

Beeswax is in fair demand at 22@25c. for
good to choice yellow.

San Francisco, Calif., Jan. 20.—White
comb. 9-lOc.: amber, 6-7c. Extracted, white,
5-5HC. ; light amber, 4-4i4c.; amber colored
and candied. 35ic; dark tule. 2J(c.
Beeswax, fair to choice, 23-25c.

Kansas City, Mo., Jan. 20.—Fancy white
comb. 14c.; No. 1 white. 13@14c. ; fancy
amber. 12-13c.; No. 1 amber. ll-lJc; fancy
dark. lO-llc; No. 1. 8-9c. Extracted, white,
6-6V4C.; amber, 5 bVtC.; dark. 4-4^4c. Bees-
wax. 2oc.

Philadelphia, Pa., Feb. 2.—Fancy white
comb, 12-13C : fancy amber. 8-yc. : No. 1, 8c.:
fancy dark, 7-8c. Extracted, white, 5-7o.

;

amber, 4-5c. : dark, 3H-4C. Beeswax, 25c.
Season is getting over for comb honey—very

little demand. Extracted in good demand.

St. Lonis, Ho., Dec. 30.—Fancy white, 14c.

;

No. 1 w^hlte, 12@13c.: fancy amber, ll@12c.:
No. I amber. 10@10i4e.; fancy dark, 9@9Kc.:
No. 1 dark. 7@8c. Extracted, white, in cans.
6©7c.: in barrels. 3@5i4c.; amiier, 4 i4@4=4c.

;

dark. 3^@4c. Beeswax, 26!4@27c.
Baker stock of exiracted honey, 4@5c :

stock very scarce. Fair receipts of comb.
Beeswax in good demand.

Detroit, Mich. , Jan. 9.—Fancy white, 13-
I4c: No. 1. 12-130.: fancy amber, ll-12c.l
No. 1 amber. 10-1 Ic; fancy dark, 9-lOc.; No.
1. 8-9c. Extracted, white, 5H-6c.; amber,
oc; dark. 4-4 >4c. Beeswax, 2o-26c.

MlnneapoliSt Minn., Dec. 31. — Fancy
white. Iliai2c.; No. 1 white. lOailc; fancy
amber. 9@10c. : No. 1 amber. 8®9o.; fancy
dark. 7@8c.: No. 1 dark. 6-7c. Extracted,
white. 6@7c.; amber, SOSiic.: dark. 4©5c.
Utah white extracted. 5@5Wc. Beeswax. 23®
26c. Market fairly steady lor comb and bet-
ter for extracted than for some time.

Buffalo, N. Y., Feb. 5.—Strictly fancy comb,
1-pound, moving quile well at 9 and 10 cents,
while we hear of some grades a little less.

No. 2 and other grades range from 7 to 5 els.

Quite liberal amounts can be sold if forced.
Extracted, 3-oc. Better write before splp-
ping.

List of Honey and Beeswax Healers.

Most of whom Quote In this Journal.

Cbicago, Ills.

R, A, BURNETT & Co.. 163 South Water Street.

New York, N. Y.
Hii,DBETH Bros. & Seqelken.

KauBas City, mo.
O. C. CLEH0U8 & Co., 423 Walnut St,

BnSalo, N. Y.
Battebson & Co., 167 & 169 Scott St.

Hamilton, Ills.

Chas. Dadant & Son.

Philadelphia, Pa.
Wm. a. Selser, 10 Vine St.

Cleveland, Ohio.
WiLLriAMS Bros., 80 & 82 Broadway.

St. Iionls, no.
Westcott Com. Co.. 213 Market St

JTIinneapollii, ITIinn.

S. H. Hall &. Co.

inilwaakee. Wis.
A, V. Bishop &Co.

Boston, mass.
E. E. BUKE & Co., 57 Chatham Street.

Detroit,, inich.

M. H. Hunt, Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich.

Indianapolis, Ind.
Walter S. PonoER, 182 Massachusetts Ave.

Albany, N. Y.
Chas. McCulloch & Co., 380 Broadway.

Cincinnati, Ohio.
C. r, MuTH & Son, cor. Freeman & Central avB.

Convention I\otices.

New York. -The Cortland County Bee-
Keepers' Association will hold ith annual
meeting in Good Templars' Hall, at Cortland,
Saturday. Feb 13,1897. H. S. Howe, Sec.

Iowa.—The seventh annual meeting of the
Eastern Iowa Bee Keepers' Association will
meet at Anamosa. Iowa, Feb. 10 and 11, 1897.
A corps of experimenters have been doing
special work in the apiary, and will report.
Laya'l cares aside, and come and enjoy the
good things prepared for you.
Andrew, Iowa. F. M. Mebiutt, Pres.

Illinois —The annual meeting of the Illi-

nois State Bee-Keepers' Association will bo
held at the State House, in Springfield, Feb.
24 and 25. 1897, The State Farmers' Insti-

tute meets the same week—Including all the
State live stock associations—and our Exec-
utive Committee, along with them, arranged
for this date, in order ihat the Legislature
might be in good working condition. (We all

know what for.) There will be an effort made
Ibis winter to get a Pure Food Bill past, and
that means bee-keepers want a hand in it. to
see that the adulteration of honey shall cease
forever and eveu Two years ago we suc-
ceeded in getting an Anti-Adulteration Bill

through the Senate, but it failed in the
House, only for want of push. Let beekeep-
ers ttiroughout the State impress upon their
Representatives the importance of such a
bill, and come to our meeting to refresh their
minds on the subject.
Railroad rates will bo no greater than a

fare and a third, which will be announced
later. Our programs will be issued along
with the other State Associations named
above. Jas. A. Stone, Sec.
Bradfordton, 111.

Doctor^s yi\r)is
Mty Dr. PUIRO,

100 State Street, *, Chicago, III.

Honey Tor Cougho.

Old people's coughs are as distinct as
that of children, and require remedies
especially adapted to them. It is known by
the constant tickling in the pit of the
throat—just where the Adam's apple pro-
jects—and is caused by phlegm that accumu-
lates there, which, in their weakened con-
dition, thej' are unable to expectorate.

Take a fair-sized onion—a good strong
one—and let it simmer in a quart of honey
for several hours, after which strain and
takea teaspoonful frequently. It eases the
cough wonderfully, though itmay not cure.

Honey Tor Stomach Congli.

All mothers know what a stomach cough
is- caused by an irritation of that organ,
frequently attended with indigestion. The
child often " throws up " after coughing.
Dig down to the roots of a wild cherry

tree, and peel off a handful of the bark, put
it into a pint of water, and boil down to a
teacupful. Put this tea into a quart of
honey, and give a teaspoonful every hour
or two. It is pleasant, and if the child
should also have worms, which often hap
pens, they are pretty apt to be disposed of,
as they have no love for the wild-cherry
flavor.

Pin-^Vorms.

Mrs. Bemis asks about these uncomfort-
able parasites. In appearance they much
resemble grains of cooked rice. Sometimes
a hundred or more infest the extreme
lower bowels, causing intense itching,
crowding each other out into the young
one's trousers. Take a tablespoontul of the
wild-cherry-bark tea, above mentioned, put
it into a pint of water and inject it in the
bowels, when the child is put to bed. Two
or three such applications disposes of these
pestiferous nuisances.

Honey on Frost-Bltes.

It your ears, fingers or toes become frozen
nothing will take the frost out of them
sooner than it wrapt up in honey. The
swelling is rapidly reduced, and no danger
occurs.

Honey and Cream Tor Freclcles.

Have you tried a mixture of honey and
cream—halt and half—for freckles? Well,
it's a good thing. If on the hands, wear
gloves on going to bed.

BeeswaxWaiited for Cash
Or in Excbaug-e for

Comb Foundation.
Highest Price Paid.

It you want your Wax Work! into Foun-
dation, satisfactorily, promptly, and at the
lowest price, send it to me.
^P~ Write for Price-List and Samples.

GUS DITTMER,
AIGISTA, WIS.

RAUF^ FRFF * useful articles for only 2-6mo. snbs.UMmLO I IILL toPoultryKeeperatSoc.Everypoultry
raiser wants tliis leadint? poultry paper. Sample free.
Address Poultry Keeper Co., Box 44 Parkesburg, Pa.

Mentton th£ A.msnoam. Bes Jcrjr",::^,,,

WANTED—ATTENTION !

UEE HERE, Fiiend Bee Keeper, the bestO goods are none too good, and the lo vest
prices are none too low lor the present times,
so down go the prices for 1897 on Full Line
of Bee-Keeper«' Supplies.

1 defy competition In quality and workman-
ship. Worliing Wax Into Foundation when
sent to me, a specialty. Write, without fail,
for Catalog. My prices are worth looking ai.
Wax wanted at 2ec cash, or 29e In trade, de-
livered. August Weiss, Hortonville, 'Wis.

6A8t MtnlUm the American Bee Journal.
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Bottom Prices
BRINO US BIG TRADE.

OOOD GOODS KEEP IT.

It you want the best supplies that can be

made at a little less cost than you can buy

the same Koods for elsewhere, write to us

for low prices. 1 897 Catalogue soon ready

—ask for it and a free copy of The Ameri-

can Bee-Keeper (36 pages).

Address,

THE W.T. FALCONER MFG. CO.,

JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

EXPANSION AND is vlmt destroys

CONTRACTION (^rba^fa 'i^Tof
completely overcominp this difficulty in the
construction of the KKYSTONE FENCE.
That's one reason why it outlasts all others.
Full particulars in our book on fence con-
construction—FREE.

KEYSTONE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO.,
No. 3 Ku-h Street. Peoria. 111.

n*
Mention rjic ..-Lnicrwuii Uce Joumw:

^ MONEY Saved 13 Money Gained. •^

THE ROYAL MM
life Insurance Company

DES MOINES, IOWA.

The Iowa Policy-
is one that definitely promises to keep an
accurate account with you ; credit your
premiums and Interest, charge the actual
expense and mortuary cost, and hold the
remaining funds subject to your order.

AgentM Waiited.
JOHN B. KING. General Agent.

Suite 513 First Nat'l Bank Bld'g,

20Atf CHICAGO, ILL.

PATENT WIBED COMB FOnNDATIOS

kHaa
No Sag in Brood-Frame*

Thin Flat-Bottom Foundation
Bas So FiitbbODfl Id the Sarplai Booey.

BeiQK the oleanest Is aeaally worked
the qntokeat of any Foundation made

J. VAN DEIJSEN & SONS,
Bole Man u facta rers,

Bproat Brook MoniKomerT Co., N. Y.

IW.aU'^ HONEY-EXTRACTOR
iflUlU N Square tilass Jars.

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

Bee-Keepers' Suppi.ies in general, etc., etc
Send tor our new catalofir.

«^ Practical HIiitM '' will he mailed for 10c.
In etampfl. Apply to—

Chas. F. Muth & Son, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Mtntion the Amcri4ian Bee Journal.

TOUR BEESWAX

!

UNTIl. Fi:ll'rilKll NOTICK, wn will

allow 28 cents per pound lor Oood Yel-
low Beeswa.t, delivered iit our olllce— In ex-
cliange for Subscription to the Bee Joiiknal,
tor Books, or anything that we oll'cr for sale
In the Bee Jodknal. Or, 25 cts. cash.

BEESWAX WANTED
FOR-

^ Foundation Making. ^
Send For OUR CATALOGUE,

SAMPLES OF FOUNDATION",

ADVICE TO BEG-INNERS, Etc.

Address,

GHAS. DADANT & SON,
Ahen An&wehing this Advertisement, Mention this Journal HSMIL,T01f, ItK^.

41 eMOWiO'i^e 41 eMowiOMf
Our business is makiug Sections. We are located In the basswood belt of Wis-

consin ; there the material we use cannot be better. We have made the following

prices ;

IVo.

.500
1000 at....

3000 at...,

5000 at....

1 §noiv-While.
$1.25
2.50
2.25
2.00

No. 1 Cream.
500 ,91.00

1000 at 2.00
3000 at 1.75
5000 at 1.50

If larger quantities are wanted, write for prices.

Price-Liist uf Sections, Foundations, Veils, Smokers, Zinc, Etc.
Sent on application.

MARSHFIELD MFG. CO., Marshfleld, Wis.6A35t

Cut Prices to Move Stock !

!

There are a few items of desirable stock left of the goods secured of Thomas
G. Newman when we took charge of his supply business here. In order to close

these out and make room for fresh, new goods, we have decided to offer these at

prices which will make them go.

The following is the list, which will be corrected as the stock Is sold ; if you
see what you want here, order at once, or you may be to late

:

V-Top Langstroth Frames, 75c per 100 ; 250 for $1.25 ; 500 for .?2.

All-Wood Frames, pierced tor wire, same price while they last.

50 Comb Honey Racks, to hold sections on the hive, flat, $1.00 for the lot.

No. 3 VanDeusen Thin Flat-Bottom Fdo., in 25-lb. boxes, $10.50 a box.

Wakeman & Crocker Section-Press, 50c each (old price, $1.25).
Townsend Section-Press, 50c. (old price, $1.)
Hill Feeders, quart size, 8c each, 75c per doz. (less than half old prices).

Hill Smokers, 40c each ; by mall, 00c.
Quinby Smokers at 50c, 70c, and $1.00 each—20c extra by mail.

Jones' Frame-Pliers, 10c each ; by mail, 10c extra (old price, 25c and postage.)

1896 Dovetailed Hives at Special Prices.
Desiring to make room for new goods, we offer from stock at this branch. No. 1

Dovetailed hives, Sframe complete, with sections, foundation-starters, and nails, at $5.75

for 5; ^lO.W for 10; .*30.00 for 20: No. IK, same without sections and starters, $4.75 for

5; *8.50forl0; .^lU 00 for 20; lUframe complete, 20 cts. each extra; 10-frame E, 15 cts.

each extra. Other Hives in stock at a similar reduction.

II M anted by I'relglit, add aSc lor «ai-tage on orders lor less tlian 9S

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY,
Geo. W. Yorii, Manager. 118 Michigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
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Growing Alsike and White Clover.

[For the benefit of those who wish to begin to raise Alsike

clover for pasturage, hay, seed, and honey, we have concluded

to republish the directions as given by Mr. Baldridge, of Kane

Co., 111. He has this to say about it :

—

Editor.]

Alsllce clover is a native of Sweden, where it grows wild

—

being both hardy and productive. It is commonly known by
the name of Alsike, that being a parish in Sweden where this

clover originated. It was brought into cultivation there about
100 years ago, was introduced into England in 1834, and
soon after found its way into the German States and other

parts of Europe, and was finally brought into the United
States, througli the Patent Office, in 1853.

It is a hybrid of the red and white clover. The stem and
the branches are finer and less woody than the red, and when
cut and cured for hay, it is perfectly free from fuzz or dust.

It does not turn black, but remains the color of well-cured

timothy. It has, as the engraving shows, numerous branches,

and a multitude of blossoms which are very rich in honey.

The blossoms at first are white, but soon change to a beautiful

pink, and emit considerable fragrance. The leaves are oval,

of a pale, green color, and may readily be distinguisht at any
stage of their growth from the white or red clover, by the

total absence of a pale, white blossom on the upper surface of

each leaf.

It ripens, in the latitude of Chicago, in the latter part of

July, but need not be cut until August, if the weather should

be unfavorable. The crop of seed is always obtained from
this cutting, in which respect it is unlike the common red. It

Is not advisable to cut this clover more than once each season,

but it may be pastured moderately during the fall. When cut

for seed, it may be thresht from the field with a common
clover machine ; but, if more convenient, it may be stackt and
thresht during the fall or winter.

Handle the seed carefully, as it shells very easily, but this

is a point In its favor, as the land thus becomes re-seeded every
year, and so early, that if the autumn proves to be a wet one,

nearly every grain will germinate, and a fine growth of new
plants will be secured for the following year. The seed is

very fine—being about the size and shape of white clover—

a

pound containing, it is said, about 600,000 grains, or three

times as many as the common red. The seed-pods contain 1,

2, 3 and sometimes 4 grains, which explains why it is so pro-

lific—a moderate yield being from 150 to 200 pounds of seed

to the acre.

When sowed by itself, 4 pounds is plenty for an acre. It

is much better to mix Alsike with timothy or the common red,

or with both. When thus mixt, they are a help to each
other. The Alsike, being a native of a cold climate, does not

winter-kill, and, besides, it acts as a mulch in winter and

spring to the common red, and keeps the latter from being

destroyed by the heaving-out process. As the red clover

shades the roots of the Alsike, which grows close to the sur-

face, it protects the latter from the effects of drouth. The
timothy and red clover being both upright growers, lift and
keep up the Alsike from the ground, which is very desirable.

The stem of the Alsike is too fine to support its many branches

in an upright position, and hence is more inclined to " lodge"

than the common red. For the reasons given, the combina-

Alsike Clover—Trifollum HybHdum,.

tion of the three named plants Is very important, and will

prove successful wherever tried.

When mixt, sow the usual quantity of timothy and red

clover, and not more than 2 pounds of Alsike seed to the acre

—in fact, one pound will be ample. If wanted for seed, it

might then be best to use 2 pounds of Alsike to the acre.

Timothy and red clover do no harm, as the crop may be cut so

early that the Alsike will be the only plant ripe enough to
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furnish seed. Timothy seed, being about the same size as the
Alsike, fcannot very well be separated from it ; but with red
clover, a fine sieve will quickly do the work.

Having often dug up specimen roots of both Alsike and
the common red clover for comparison and exhibition, the
difference in the size of the crowns and the quantity of roots
seems to be decidedly in favor of the Alsike.

Having now grown Alsike on a variety of soils for the past
20 years with success, I know that these are facts, and not
theories.

In 1886, Hon. M. Anderson, of Wisconsin, had 80 acres
of Alsike—20 acres harvested gave 110 bushels of seed and
25 tons of good hay. M. M. Baldridge.

[Mr. Orville Jones, of Ingham Co., Mich., sent us the fol-

lowing, dated Feb. 5, in which he also refers to white clover.

—Editor.]

As it is getting near the time of year to sow Alsike clover
seed, I will try to tell how I manage it.

It must be remembered, however, that Michigan is a great
grass country, and that Alsike or white clover will not thrive
on high, sandy soil. To get a good catch, we must first select

a field or soil that is adapted to it, namely, a low, black soil,

or a high, level piece of clay gives best results. This also
applies to white clover. I have raised or grown these clovers
for years for my bees, and of course for hay as well, and have
never failed in getting the ground covered with plants. I

usually sow white or Alsike clover in with oats in the spring,
sowing about 2^ quarts of the latter, and two quarts of the
former per acre. It should be placed in the drill, or you will

have to go over the piece with a light harrow to cover all the
seed.

Now, If you desire to sow with winter wheat, the best
time to sow is in the latter part of March or the first of April
(in this latitude), when the ground is frozen just enough to

make it comby. Now throw on the seed, and when the ground
thaws out the clover seed will be covered nicely, and waiting
for warm weather to germinate it.

I wonder if Mr. Richter (page 46) is not doing some guess-
ing, as well as Dr. Miller, when he says one-third of 40
pounds is seed enough for an acre. In sowing white or Alsike
clover for honey alone, there is one thing to be remembered,
and that is, in not getting the plants too thick, as the more
they spread the more blossoms there will be, hence the longer
the honey-flow.

Bees are wintering well here. Orville Jones.

[For seed rates on beth of these honey-clovers, see page

107 of this number of the Bee Journal.

—

Editor.]

Comb Honey vs. Extracted—Comparative Cost.

BY R. C. AIKIN.

In my former article on this topic (see page 17) I discust
the question as to how much extracted could be produced more
than comb. Now we consider the cost of the products to de-
termine which is the more profitable.

The first outlay for bees and honey-house for either will

be about the same. By consulting Root's price-list I find that
he quotes comb honey and extracted honey hives just the
same. Counting then the cost of bees, hives and house, there
is no difference thus far. Let us count the cost of producing
comb honey aside from yard work : 2,000 sections at $3.00
—$6.00; full sheets of foundation for same— 2() pounds at
60 cents—.$12.00 ; a hand to fold sections and put in founda-
tion, one day, $2.00 ; 84 shipping-cases, ready nailed, at 20
cents each—.$16.80 ; cleaning and casing the honey, two days
at .$2.00—$4.00. Total cost for sections, foundation, cases,
and all labor clast as shop or inside work—.$41). 80.

Now let us consider the same part of cost of extracted.
Combs are in the nature of a permanent investment so I will

leave them to go into that part of the estimate. Uncapping
and extracting 2,(.)00 pounds, 2 men one day—$4.00; 17
boxes of 60 pound cans, at 75 cents per box—$12.75 ; .b

hours' labor running honey Into cans, at 20 cents—$1.0(i.

Total, $17.75.
Now the outside or yard work : It will require 84 supers

to hold this amount of honey, either comb or extracted, unless
full-depth bodies are used for extracting, when only about 40
extras would bo needed. I will assume that the preparatory
work—getting colonies ready to receive extras— is about equal.
There cannot bo much difference. The hives once ready it re-

quires very little lime to put on the extras, and here again the
difference Is so slight that we will call it even. This practi-
cally brings us to the taking off the honey.

There is a number of plans or methods of removing sur-
plus. If it is done by the use of escapes, we may again bal-
ance labor, for there can be but little difference. If brushing
is to be practiced, the difference would be a little in favor of
comb. I consider either of these methods as too slow, too ex-
pensive, and altogether unnecessary for an apiarist. A farm-
er with a few colonies to supply his own table may well make
use of the escape ; but the apiarist—though apiculture be not
his sole occupation--should by all means have a honey-room.

If he does not have such a room separate and into which he
can carry bees and honey and have proper window-escapes, he
should have a very cheap bit of room in the yard, and absolute-
ly bee-proof, and window-escapes. I consider this the way,
and have so practiced in a wholesale way. To remove the
honey—either comb or extracted—I first smoke down the bees
by shooting smoke in and above and keep them going like a
flock of sheep, and quickly remove the super, and if a grass
yard, swipe the bottom on the grass; but if no grass I use a
great, big grass-brush and swipe this over the bottom. I then
carry the super to the house and let the bees pass out through
the window-escape.

Since the foregoing is the better one I shall make my cal-

culations upon that method. To remove the surplus in this

manner we can again balance the labor, for it means about
the same in either case, though if deep extracting-supers are
used more bees will be carried to the house than with sections,
and the more uncapt honey, the more bees will remain with it.

This covers the yard work ; and, all things considered, we may
say the difference in labor is scarcely worth noting.

The question of swarming, however, comes up. Many
will say that when extracted honey is produced, swarming is

but little trouble. I know that it is possible to get fair results
and very little swarming when working for extracted ; but if

the methods to discourage swarming are pusht far enough to

make it practical, the additional expense to make it a success
for comb, or to stay with them to care for swarms, is not very
great. However, it does take some more care, skill and ex-
pense in the yard-work to produce comb ; but I propose to bal-

ance this against the fact that the extracting must be done at

once, while the sections once in the house they can wait till

the rush is over to receive further attention. I can get into

the house either comb or extracted honey with about the same
time and labor ; but the extracted must be thrown out while
warm, and while extracting we might be doing other yard
work. Considering, then, that comb necessitates some more
labor because of an increast tendency to swarming, and that
the extracted demands care (extracting) immediately after be-

ing removed from the hive while comb will wait for a slack
time for cleaning. I must again balance the one against the
other.

Now let us consider the cost of marketing. We left the
comb honey in shipping-cases and the extracted in 60-pound
cans. The comb is ready for either retail or wholesale—the
extracted ready only for wholesale. Comb honey usually goes
at first-class freight, extracted at second or third class. If

comb goes at .$1.00, extracted will go at about 75 cents, or

)4, cent more on the comb.
We took as a basis one ton of honey. We are not endeav-

oring to get at the actual cost, but the comparative. Where
we could balance one thing against another—or cancel com-
mon factors—we have done so. We have figured the ton of

comb, aside from common factors, at $40.80, and extracted
at $17. 75—a difference of about 1 '4 cents per pound more
than the comb would cost. If you ship a distance costing

$1.00 per 100 pounds, there would be about }^ cent more.
Let us then say a difference of l}i cents.

There is yet in the matter some uncounted cost. The
production of extracted requires an investment in fixtures or
plant that is not in a comb-honey plant. For comb honey we
need a section-folder—Root lists the Hubbard at .$2.50; also

a foundation fastener at .$1.00—I prefer a combined machine
worth about .$,3.00. These machines of various makes cost

all the way up to about .$5.00. Root also lists uncapping-
knivesat70 cents, and uncapping-cans at ,$7.00. Now, I

am going to give the extracted product an advantage here,

and "factor out " these items. This covers the comb-honey
outfit, but there is needed for extracting, an extractor, ex-

tracting-combs, strainers, buckets, etc. Extractors are listed

at from .$7.00 to .$20—we will say .$10 for an extractor;

large settling-tank (cheap) at $5.00 ; buckets, strainers, etc.,

$3.00 total, $18.
Now for extractlng-comb.a : Wo have counted to hold the

2,000 pounds in sections, 84 twenty-four section supers, so

we will count 42 full-depth extracting-supers and 7 frames
each, or 294 frames. It will cost about 8 to 10 cents per

frame for foundation. According to Root's list they wire and
(ill frames with thin foundation at $10 per hundred. Whether
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foundation or natural combs are used they ought to be worth
that, so we will put them iu at that price. At 7 frames we
have 294, but wo will call it 300 at 10 cents each—$30.
Add to this the cans, extractors and such, $18, and we have
$4:8 to go into a permanent investment, and that is not one
bit more than half what is really needed. It will not do to

figure in these things on the one ton of honey—the interest,

wear and tear and cost of maintaining them should come in,

though the proportion of per cent, would diminish or increase

as the crop was large or small. I am going to drop out this

item, too, and see what we will realize on our ton of honey
according to the foregoing figures.

I find in this journal the following quotations for Chicago,

at the time of this writing : " White comb, 12 to 13 cents "

—say 123^ cents—$250 per ton. "White extracted, 5 to 7

cents," or $140 per ton at the top price. Referring back,

you will find I have estimated the cost of comb to be I3-3 cents

more per pound than extracted, while iu the markets we can

I

it must pass through several hands—hands unused to honey

—

It must be in sealed packages. Sealed packages soon run the
cost away above that of comb. Comb honey gets its case at

about 1 cent per pound, or less, but you cannot put up all

pound packages of extracted for less than 3 to 5 cents, sealed
against leakage.

Now do not forget that I have been figuring comporative
cost, not actual cost of producing the two articles. Actual
cost is an ever-varying thing. Wo can figure very close
on the cost outside of labor. True, it is not so much
labor to produce one ton as to produce 10 tons ; but very often
there is a lot of work done in anticipation, that we must do.
Aside, however, from this we can figure the cost so that we
can say with a reasonable accuracy that any given yield, and
at given prices, will give us so much tor our labor. The gruit
cost of honey is the labor, and extracted takes more of it, and
piled up more, than does comb.

There are those who think there Is little room for im-

^' ••-•
! ; \ '

. ' 'JVii.H^.j^.f-
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FUl. 3.

get b}4 cents more per pound—a profit of 4 cents more for

comb than extracted.

We will suppose that we can produce 2 pounds of ex-

tracted to 1 of comb—2 tons to one. If one ton costs $17.75,
2 tons would cost $35.50, and bring according to the figures

above, $280. Now deduct from this the freight on the extra
ton, and the commission of o or 10 per cent., and there is no
more money for the 2 tons of extracted than for the one ton
of comb. The commission alone on the extra ton would be

$14, leavjog $16 to pay the freight, which, at 75 cents,

would be .SL5.

Another thing to consider is retail packages for extracted.
At present there is reaUy no market for extracted honey In

retail pncfcnycs. I mean, of course, the wholesale market.
You cannot find any quotations on extracted except in barrels

or cans. Nearly all extracted honey candies more or less, and
must be put into the retail package as soon as extracted, or

else there must be an addition to your plant of a liquifying

arrangement. Suppose, then, you put it into retail packages
as you extract. The cheapest package is tin pails. These
palls do not seal, and the honey cannot be shipt unless candied
solid. The cheapest pail will cost hi cent per pound more
than the 5-gallon can.

Glass and sealing packages will cost from about 3 to 5
cents per pound, and there is no establlsJU market for them.
They are not reyular, and may be you can sell and maybe not.

Dealers do not want to risk such. If you live near town, and
sell direct to customers, an unsealed package will do ; but if

provement in apiculture, but I am not one of them. We must
improve methods of produciug and marketing extracted

honey or quit it. There is abundant room, I am sure, in one

line, and that is in supplying home markets and siipplantiug

the glucose and cheap syrup that is now on the market. Why
is it that nearly everybody buys maple syrup at .$1.25 to

to $1.50 per gallon when honey brings but .$1.00 per gallon,

and less ? The reason is that our methods are so crude and
our product so scarce that we just cannot get it to the con-

sumer. Page Co., Iowa.

The "New Champion" Chaff Hive.

Figure 1 represents the New Champion double-walled

chaff hive, made by R. H. Schmidt & Co., of Wisconsin. It

can be used for comb honey and extracting at the same time

if desired. It has a 3}.i-inch air-space that may be filled in

winter with chaff, sawdust, or other packing material. This

can be removed in the spring and the room used as an air-

space during the summer days, by simply lifting out one or

two sides (see Fig. 2), which are fastened by steel-wire pins,

and can be replaced easily and quickly. The hive bottom is

double, with a 2-inch chaff or sawdust filling.

The hive is made of ?6-inch white pine lumber, planed on

both sides and shiplapt. The outside beads are nailed up and
down, on hardwood cleats, and the roof is tinned, making the
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hive perfectly water-proof. This should make it a very dur-
able hive.

Figure 3 shows the various parts of the hive, which ex-

plain themselves. An entrance feeder is also shown in Fig. 1.

Amalgamation : Combining Against Aulteratlon

BY MRS. L. C. AXTELL.

Editor York :—We have been a member of the National
Bee-Keepsrs' Union for several years, but guess we did not
pay up for last year, and do not know if we have a right to

vote on the amalgamation of the two societies or not. If we
can vote, can you send in our ballot ?

There has been a great deal written for and against amal-
gamation, and probably a great many readers have been like

us—have not read it all, and yet want a strong Union, and
would vote for it if they knew just whom to vote for, and
where to send their money.

We ought to combine against adulteration and dishonest
commission-men. We ought to compel those who mix up
honey and glucose, to label it glucose and honey. We have
had very nice looking packages of syrup in glass tumblers,
with a small piece of comb honey, placed in our stores and
sold as California honey, at a low price, and that brings our
honey down to a like price, or it goes unsold until the adul-
terated article is gone. That which was brought here a year
ago last summer was called " California sage honey," put up
in Chicago, by so and so, and one of our store-keepers, who
was selling it, was loud in recommending it, and said that
sage honey was the best honey in the world, and so it went off

at first very fast ; but some said they did not want it the sec-

ond time, tho it tasted very well. It tasted quite pleasant to

me, but could not have been honey, or it would not have been
sold so low. Now we can't prevent such articles of food being
made and sold, but we ought to prevent it being sold as pure
honey, when there is but a trifle of honey in it.

We ought also to have some one who would look after our
honey when it is sent to commission-men to be sold. There
are so many ways that they can get ahead of us, and as we
know it will do no good to say anything back to them, we
must just keep still and take just what they are willing to

give us.

We ought to push our sales of honey at home more than
we do. If it has to go cheap, let our neighbors have It cheap.
The honey sold at home should be graded just as much as that
sent to the cities, and let each one have his choice of price.

Many will buy if they can get a cheap honey, and we might
as well sell it cheap at home as to let the commission-men do
so for us. Many times they are not to blame, for when so
much honey is sent to them, they must get rid of it somehow.

We had about 3,800 pounds of honey froca our 125 col-

onies in 1896, and increast to 150 colonies.

Warren Co., III.

[Mrs. Axtell's letter reacht as Feb. 5—four days after the

polls closed. No dues have been called for now for two years,

except from new members when joining. This is because

enough money is, and has been, in the treasury to meet the

expenses incurred.

We presume that to all who were members In 189() were

mailed the General Manager's 12th Annual Report. We re-

ceived ours Jan. 11, 1897. Others should have had theirs

about the same time, if all were mailed together.

Upon referring to the list of members, we do not find the

name of Axtell among them. That would account for the

non-receipt of the Report and ballot.

—

Editor.]

Preparing and Moving Bees In March.

By C. r. DADANT.

QoBS.— "I must move on the first of March. Will my bees
suffer by being packt and transported at that time ? and would
I better cover them up again ?— W. S."

An8.— It Is diflicult to answer such a question by yes or so.

The safety of transporting bees at that time depends consider-
ably upon their condition. After a winter like the present,
when they have had a chance to take a flight every few days,
there Is much less danger of any loss in transporting them, as

early as March ; for they are usually very strong In numbers,
and have been breeding quite freely, often as early as Janu-

ary. The hatching of young bees early in the year is the best
security against spring dwindling.

On the other hand, when the colony has been weakened by
repeated losses, due to extremes of cold, or to the death of a
part of the cluster, from its being on the outside combs, away
from the main body, during a protracted cold spell, there Is

but little tendency to brood-rearing and the colony is unable
to recuperate its losses, be they ever so small, until the warm
days enable them to create a sufficient heat to encourage the
queen to lay. Thus, after a long, cold winter, if the bees have
barely commenced to breed, there is a great deal of danger in

the transporting of them early, as the loss of a few bees that
may occur will weaken the colony that much more. If the
breeding is not sufficient to keep up the force, there are con-
tinuous losses of bees in cool, windy days, especially when they
feel the necessity of going out after pollen or water.

Some of the most noted naturalists tell us that bees do not
need water for their brood ; that they can rear plenty of young
bees without a drop of water ; but the practical apiarist who
learns bee-culture by the experience of daily observation,
knows that the bees do use a great deal of water. He has ob-
served them, in early springs, around streams, pumping up
the moisture from between the grains of sand on the river's

edge, or the dew from the moist leaves ; he has seen them ven-
ture out in cool days, evidently with no other purpose than
that of getting water, and he knows that, altho they may be
able to breed some without water when honey is fresh and
thin, they surely need a great deal of it to prepare the food
for the larvM when the honey is thick and the pollen dry, as
it must be after winter.

We would, therefore, say : After an open winter—one in

which the bees have had a flight once every two or three
weeks, or oftener—if they have sustained but little loss and
have plenty of brood, we would not hesitate to transport them
in the beginning of March, and would think it hardly neces-
sary to pack them up again, except perhaps the weak colonies,

of which there are always a few in a good-sized apiary ; but if

the winter has been hard, if the breeding has barely begun,
or if there have been heavy losses, we would use a great deal
of care, and would surely give them a new packing when
placed on their new stands.

There is one case in which we would entirely abstain from
transporting them on March first, and that is, if the weather
has been so that they have not had a flight for a month or
more previous to moving them, and if the weather is still so
rude as to prevent their flight shortly after they have been re-

moved. The moving would disturb them and would cause
them to scatter about the hive. Probably a number of bees in

each hive would be chilled. Perhaps, also, the extra exertion
would induce them to consume more than usual, and their in-

testines, already loaded with feces, would become so much
more embarrast, and the result, unless a warm day came quick-
ly, would very probably be disastrous.

In any case, it is well to move them shortly after they
have had one good flight. Rather move them a little earlier,

after a good flight, than wait and disturb them during a two
weeks' or three weeks' confinement, such as we sometimes see

in March, especially in late winters.

One thing above all, is very important: Be sure that they
are compelled, on their first flight after the change, to notice

their change of residence. If they cannot fly out the very day
on which they are moved, they will be quite likely, when the
excitement is over, to Issue out of the hive, as if nothing had
happened— that is, without looking behind. A bee, in Its first

two or three flights out of its hive, takes a close observation
of the surroundings and notices the exact spot of its home so

closely that if you move the hive afterwards, if it were but
one foot in any direction, it will have some diflSculty In recog-
nizing the entrance.

After the first two or three flights, the bee never looks
back, but darts out straight. So if you move them and they
do not have a chance to fly for two or three days, or even till

the next day, the excitement being over, they will have prob-
ably forgotten all about it, and will not even suspect that the
location has been changed. The bees will issue as usual in a
straight line, and will not notice the change till they are a few
feet away ; perhaps they will not think of looking back be-

fore they have gone a hundred feet or more. Then, if there
are a number of hives close together, there will be some con-
fusion, and many bees will be lost. There is a very simple
way to prevent this. Place something in front of the hives,

so they may know, before they take wing, that there Is a
change in the outside conditions. We use a slanting board In

front of the entrance, around which they have to fly. This
calls their attention to the change at once. Another way is to

keep tho hives closed till the middle of a warm day ; but this

method will irritate them more than the flrst.
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Report of the Michigan State Bee-Keepers'
Couveutiou, Held at Mt. Pleasant.

BY W. Z. HUTCHINSON.

[Continued from page 86.]

The Secretary then read a paper from Hon. R. L. Taylor,
of Lapeer Co., entitled,

REOUIREWBNTS OF THE HIVE.

I have found myself willing to write upon the well-worn
topic of the bee-hive, because there is perhaps no point relat-

ing to bee-keeping about which I am askt so many questions
as this.

It is well to understand that the bees themselves are not
much concerned about the characteristics of their hive—they
will store as much honey, other thinors being equal, in a shoe-
box or a nail-keg as in a hive of the latest pattern or patent.
So the form of the bive is a mere question of convenience to

the apiarist. He may shape it so as best to secure the object
he has in view. But bee-keepers have many objects, so hives
are wanted, 1st, for catching moths; 2nd, for pleasure ; 3rd,
for preventing swarming ; 4th, for producing bees ; 5th, for
wintering bees; 6th, for rearing queens ; 7th, for producing
extracted honey ; 8th, for producing comb honey.

Fortunately, a different kind of bive is not required for
each of these objects ; if a hive is to be selected for one object,
an eye may be had also to points calculated to secure other
objects that are subsidiary and yet necessary to the full attain-
ment of the main one ; thus, whatever the main object, the
hive must be such that it will prove as little fatal to the bees
in winter time as possible. Still, no particular hive is likely
to prove the best for all purposes.

The numbers of those who delight in hives simply on
account of their moth-catching qualities are of course small,
but as there are some whose chief pleasure and occupation in

life is to tame mosquitoes and train fleas to perform tricks,

we are not to be surprised that there are some whose chief
consideration it is to trap wax-moths. It might be well if all

of that type of bee-keepers were confined to moth-trapping.
To be clast with these are those who keep bees and select

hives for pleasure only ; not that they are equally eccentric,
but because the prescribing of hives for each of these two
classes is alike outside the lines of apiculture proper.

Intermediate between these two classes and those that
have an eye strictly to financial returns are those who are
intensely interested in non-swarming, producing bees, and In

wintering bees. I call these intermediate because a part of

each class is so passionately absorbed in inventing or other-
wise securing or in testing a hive specifically adapted to the
attainment of one of these ends that all interest in the primary
objects of bee-culture are so lost that they fade out of view

—

(who has not met those who are in ecstacies over their large
or frequent swarms, yet who either forget to put on the sur-
plus boxes or to take them off?)—while the other part make
these objects more or less subsidiary to the attainment of the
proper rewards of bee-keeping. The first part of these classes
must be relegated to a place with those who are pursuing
pleasure and moths; with the hope, nevertheless, that by
chance some device may be hit upon by them sometime that
will be found worthy to be incorporated into the mass of real

value to apiculture, while the latter part will receive such
brief attention in connection with hives for honey-production
as the limits of this paper will permit.

While queen-rearing is a legitimate department of bee-
keeping, yet the characteristics of the hive best adapted to

that branch is only of special interest to so few that I would
not be warranted in taking time on the topic, even if I could
hope to make any valuable suggestion touching it. The hive
in use for other purposes will generally be found sufficiently

serviceable for this.

This brings me to the important point of this subject—the
hive best adapted to the production of honey. I confine my-
self to a discussion of the brood-chamber, and that chiefly in

relation to general principles.

The successful production of honey is the oneovershadow-
ing object of apiculture, and to this in my estimation all

others ought to be made unhesitatingly to bow.

For my use, at least, there are certain qualities which a
hive for that purpose must not possess

:

1st. It must not be expensive. Fifteen or 20 cents should
purchase lumber enough of sufficiently good quality for body,
cover, and bottom. Lumber called " shipping culls," of white
pine, is good enough for the body, and a grade or two better
will do for covers and bottoms, if the best of It is selected for
covers. The apiarist must not be seduced by one or two good
crops into failure in point of economy.

2nd. It must not be cumbersome. Its bulk and weight
should be as small as may be, loose parts and projections
should be avoided except where tliat is impossible. A hive
that cannot be handled easily by one man when it contains a
colony of bees with stores enough for winter is, as a rule, to

be shunned. There may be an exception where the hive is

seldom or never to be moved summer or winter. Even the
risk of the displacements of the combs would, I think, better
be obviated by fixed frames.

3rd. It must not be complicated. Slides, drawers and
such like traps never work well inside of a box occupied by
bees, and if they would, they could hardly accomplish any-
thing which may not be more easily attained by simplicity.

Besides these negative points there are, in my view, some
positive qualities to be sought for in any hive at all well calcu-
lated for an apiary to be conducted for the highest net profit.

The first and most important of these is that the hive be fitted

to conveniently repress the production of bees that can only
detract from the net income. No doubt there are localities

where, on account of the continuous character of the honey-
flow, or from the fact that the late crop is abundant and
equally valuable, or nearly so, pound for pound, with that of

the early crop, this matter may not require consideration,
but in localities like central Michigan, where the June and
early July honey from white clover and basswood is nearly
twice as valuable pound for pound as that gathered in the
fall ; and where the fall crop is generally scant or entirely

wanting, and in any case a period of 30 or 40 days of entire

dearth between basswood and fall flowers, it is of the first

Importance.
I have heretofore attempted to show, and have, at least,

about convinced myself that it costs two pounds of honey to

rear one pound of brood, and that as a Langstroth frame is

capable of containing two pounds of brood, therefore, I hold
that one such frame of brood costs four pounds of honey.
Moreover, it needs no argument to show that five such frames
will contain sufficient brood to keep the colony up to the
highest strength desirable in this locality for fall and winter
purposes.

Suppose, now, the clover and basswood season here, any
given year, July 15, it is evident, since it requires 35 days
from the laying of the egg to mature a field-worker, that all

eggs laid in any colony in excess of the number required to

keep comb to the extent of five Langstroth frames supplied
with brood can produce no bees that will prove of any practi-

cal utility. During these 35 days—the height of the season

—

average queens, if allowed room, will keep eight frames filled

with brood, and as it is for nearly 1% generations, the total

excess over the required five frames would amount to about
five times during the 35 days at an expense of 20 pounds of

honey, or in an apiary of 1< lO colonies a matter of $200 to

$250.
If space permitted it would be easy to mention one or two

other items that would make the amount considerably more.
It would be comparatively easy to select a hive that would
secure the repression, if it were permissible at no time of the
year to allow more than five Langstroth frames of brood, but
it is just as imperative that every cell possible be used pre-

vious to June 10, as that unnecessary brood should be pre-

vented after that date. The selection of a hive must be made,
therefore, first, with reference to the earlier period.

In the production of extracted honey the size of the hive
during this period would not be very material, as honey in

combs at the side of the brood-nest would be about as valuable
as that in combs above it, but for the production of comb
honey it should be of such size as to give as nearly as possible

merely room for the brood, and thus secure the storing of the
honey in the sections where it will be of double value. In this

locality only a small proportion of colonies would occupy more
than eight Langstroth frames with brood prior to June 10,
so I deem a hive of greater capacity than that objectionable
for the production of comb honey. If the field was lightly

siockt with bees, so that as large an Increase as possible

were desirable for the gathering of the crop, each queen could
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be given abundant roona for the display of her powers by ex-

changing combs between the stronger and weaker colonies.

This line of thought would seem to fix our choice of hives

on the eight-frame Langstroth, but it has points which fail to

give satisfaction when it is proposed to put contraction in

force, about June 10. Still this contraction, which, in prac-

tice, is largely confined to swarms, can be accomplisht with
this hive by removing three of "the frames and filling the

vacant space with dummies. This accomplishes the desired

contraction, but it also contracts the upper surface of the
brood-nest. This is not desirable, since, for the best work in

the sections, it is necessary that the heat and the aroma of

the brood-nest should ascend freely to all parts of the section-

case.

At this point I am sometimes moved to pray those who
are so sure they can breed the swarming instinct out of the
bees, to breed out also the disposition to build combs perpen-
dicularly, and bring them to build their combs horizontally.

With this accomplisht we would have the perfection hive in-

deed—simply frames piled horizontally on the top of one
another with the ability to make its capacity suit the colony
or the apiarist by simply removing or adding frames without
In any way affecting the desirable qualities of the hive. If

this should fail, will some one give us a hive composed of sec-

tions about three inches in depth which may readily be placed
one above another without bee-spaces between them and yet
without crushing bees. I want them so they could be easily

f urnisht with foundation for the combs, but I would not care
to have the combs movable. In the absence of this, we have
as the nearest approach to it the Heddon hive with sections

approaching six inches In depth. The sections have bee-

spaces, but the spaces are not undesirable when the sections
are of that depth. As each section of this hive has the
capacity of five Langstroth frames, it answers excellently for

the purposes of contraction, but for most colonies previous to

the period of contraction, one section is too small, and two
are too large to satisfy me fully. I am sometimes inclined to

think that if a portion of the sections were of the depth of

about three inches they could be combined with the others in

a more satisfactory way.

Without entering into further details I have sufficiently

Indicated the characteristics which I think the hive to be
adopted should possess, so let it suffice to say that either of

the hives indicated will answer equally well, with any other,

all the other legitimate ends of the apiarist.

E. L. Taylor.

Mr. Hutchinson—Complete combs could be used horizon-

tally for making a brood-nest. Brood can be reared and
honey stored in a comb placed in a horizontal position. I ouce
laid a comb of honey over a colony destitute of stores. It was
overlookt for some time, and when I finally found it it was a

comb of brood.

Mr. Doane— I have used the wide, deep top-bars. They
help to prevent brace and burr combs, but not to any great
extent. They help mostly by preserving the proper bee-

spaces. With the old style of top-bars, they sagged, and then
the bees had to make ladders in order to get into the supers.

If the spaces are right no ladders are needed.

Mr. Fordyce— I have used the Hoffman frames, and I

don't like them. They are stuck together too solid with propo-
lis. A hatchet Is needed to get them apart when once they
are well stuck together.

Mr. Bingham—Any practical bee-keeper ought to know
that of all the traps made to catch beeglue, the Hoffman
frame beats them all. With black bees, there was not so

much need for closed-end frames, but the Italians are so given

to crowding in all of the honey possible near the brood-nest,

that much of it is crowded in behind the end-bars. When I

bought Italian queens, and paid S^l" apiece for them, I was
not long in learning that something must be done if I didn't

want several pounds of honey in each hive tucked away be-

hind the end-bars instead of in the sections. For this reason

I made closed-end frames.
(Concluded next weeli.)

A NC'w Binder for holding a year's numbers of the

American Bee Journal, we propose to mail, postpaid, to every
subscriber who sends us 20 cents. It is called "The Wood
Binder," is patented, and is an entirely new and very simple

arrangement. Full printed directions accompany each Binder.

Every reader should got it, and preserve the copies of the Bee
Journal as fast as thoy are received. They are invaluable for

reference, and at the low price of the Binder you can afford to

get It yearly.

OONDUCTED BY

DJt. C. O. SIXLLER, MAJtENGO, ILL,

[Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direct.]

Material for Cu§liion§ and <tuii(8.

I have several barrels of cork-dust which I am going to

use in cushions and double-walled hives. What would you
prefer for making cushions and quilts—duck, burlap, or some-
thing else, not considering expense ? Considering expense,
what would you use ? W.

Answer.—Not considering expense, I should hesitate be-

tween duck, burlap and heavy sheeting or cotton cloth. Duck
would last longer than sheeting, but being stiffer it would not
fit down so nicely over frames. Having regard to expense, I

would take burlap or sheeting, whichever cost the less, and
that would generally be burlap.

Bee§ Eaten Into by Mice.

I send you by this mail a few dead bees. You will notice

there is a small bole on their backs, between their wings.

Three of my colonies are dying very fast. One of them has
lost nearly a quart of bees since putting them into the cellar.

What is the matter with them ? A. C. M., Canada.

Answer —Yes, each bee has a hole scoopt out of its back
big enough to bury its head in. I've had thousands affected

the same way, and so have many others, but some may not

have been so observant as you in noticing it. Probably you
will find some, however, that are whole. Select a few of these

from near the entrance of the hive, and put half of them in

one saucer and half in another, setting the saucers somewhere
near the hives. Put a tumbler over the bees in one saucer
and leave the others uncovered. In perhaps 24 hours you will

find the exposed bees with a hole In the back of each, while

those that are covered will be found unchanged. The tumbler
prevented the mice from getting at the one lot, and they made
a neat job scooping out the backs of the other lot.

The bees first die, then the mice eat into them. The cause
of death may be because the air in the cellar Is foul and needs
ventilation, or possibly the hives are closed up too tight. Pos-

sibly also the colonies may be very strong with a large number
of old bees, and these may be dying off from old age. In that

case there would naturally be a good many dead bees.

Moving^ Bees a Mile or Lie8§.

What is the best method of moving bees from the stands

which they occupied last summer and this winter, to another
place one mile or one-half mile away ? My difficulty results

in the loss of bees that return to the old place.
Colorado.

Answer.—You may find that your difficulty will cease if

the bees are taken at the right time. There are expedients

that may be used with more or less success when one is obliged

to move bees a short distance in the working season, but they

are not needed at a time when bees have not been in the habit

of flying. The common belief is that it is not safe to move
bees less than perhaps two miles for fear the workers may re-

turn to the old stand on their first flight to the fields. The
common belief Is correct, and it Isn't a very hard thing to Im-

agine a case in which it would not bo a safe thing to move a
colony six miles or even more. Suppose a region where there

is a grove of linden trees, the only pasturage at the time of

their blooming within reach, and these trees are three or four

miles away. At a time when the bees are busily working on

these trees, suppose the bees are moved, (and it doesn't matter

if this be at dead of night) to a point three miles beyond the

grove, that Is six or seven miles from their old home. A work-

er, starting out from its new home, strikes upon the same old

place to which It has been accustomed In the grove, and loads
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up. What more natural than for it to return by the familiar
route to its old home from which it has been moved?

But bees behave quite diflferently after havinj? been shut
up through the winter. Watch the bees sporting about th((

hive when they talce a cleansing flight early in the spring, and
you'll see them flying with their heads toward the hive, just

the same as young bees mark the location for the first time.

They probably do not fly very far from the hive, and the next
time the weather permits a flight they will go through the
same performance again. Now if thoy were moved to a new
location just before taking one of these flights, it would be
natural to expect them to mark the new location and cling to

it, even if it be only a short distance away. So the thing for

you to do is to move your bees in the winter or early spring at

any time when they have been confined to the hive for some
days. There are exceptions to all rules, and I've seen bees
taken out of the cellar after the winter's confinement and put
on a new stand fly back to the old stand on first coming out.

But if no hive was there for them to enter, they would return
to their own hive. So if your bees were moved a short dis-

tance there might be a case in which some bees would go back
to the old place, but if moved half a mile before there is any-
thing for them to work on, and when they have not flown for

a week or more, hardly would I expect any to go back. Of
course, in any case of moving, there can be no harm in taking
the precaution to put a board up before the entrance to make
the bees take note of surroundings on first fiying out.

Gellins Parlli'-Filled Seetiong Cleaned
Next Season's Use.

Up for

Id going over last year's stock I find I have quite a num-
ber of sections in which the starters have been half drawn out
and a small amount of honey stored in them, but not sealed
over. The honey was thin and has soured. Will the bees

clean them out before storing this year's crop, if put on the

hive ? and what effect will it have upon the bees? It would
not do to market sections with a spot of sour honey in them.
I do not like to throw the sections and drawn comb away, but
would rather do so than injure the bees. H. J. L.

Answer.—It would not be safe to let the bees have sour
honey till the weather gets warm enough so they will fly every
day, but after that time you need have no fear so far as the
health of the bees is concerned. The only question is with re-

gard to the combs being cleaned out fit to use. It would hard-
ly do to risk it by simply putting the sections on early. In-

deed it would not be advisable to put them on the hive at all

till time for the bees to commence filling them. Put the sec-

tions out somewhere away from the hive so the bees will feel

it's public plumder, and they will much more surely clean out
all that's liquid. Whether they will clean out all the gran-
ules is a question. It's a good deal safer to have the sections

cleaned out in the fall before any granulation takes place.

And this must be not on the hive but away from it. If you
risk getting them cleaned out in the spring, be sure to set

them out early enough so the bees will have plenty of time to

work at them before there's any thought of the harvest.

Fastenins Foundation in Brood-Frames-
pliidc of Carbon.

-Bi-sul-

1. What is the best way for a novice to fasten foundation
in brood-frames ?

2. Is patent wired comb foundation better and easier to

handle than other kinds?
3. I notice on page 23, that Mr. Chapman explains the

use of bi-sulphide of carbon for killing worms, gophers, mice,

etc. I suppose it would be perfectly safe if kept away from
fire. How long would he leave the saturated rags in a gran-
ary to kill mire ? Could they be left there without doing any
harm? In killing gophers, would it not be best to place the

rag in the hole? W. B.

Answers— 1. A safe and easy way Is to have a saw-kerf
In the under side of the top-bar into which the foundation will

easily go. For tolerably heavy brood foundation the kerf

should be 5,^32 of an inch wide. For lighter foundation the

kerf should be narrower, and wider for heavier foundation.
The kerf should be y inch deep if the top-bar is thick enough
to allow it. Turn the frame upside down, slip the foundation
into the saw-kerf, then drop a few drops of melted wax along
the top-bar to fasten the foundation. You can perhaps do
this most easily by making a wax candle. Take a string not

as heavy as common wrapping-twine, pack around it scraps of

foundation or other beeswax till it is 1}^ or 2 inches thick.

No matter about its looking pretty. Light your candle, and
when fairly started hold it to one side and let the drops of

melted wax fall where you want them. The frame should
have been previously wired, and perhaps the best way is to

have four horizontal wires, ordering the frames to be pierced
for wiring when you order your frames. The foundation may
come close to the sides, that is, close to the end-bars, but must
not come clear to the bottom or it will sag. Leave a space of

about % of an inch at the bottom. To fasten the wire, in the
foundation hold the frame over a lighted lamp or gasoline
stove, wire side down. Move the frame along so the wire
throughout its whole length will be held over the lamp and
melt its way into the foundatiou. Aid this by gently pressing
upon the foundation as it passes over the lamp. You will soon
see how fast you should move. If you go too fast the wire
will not be heated enough and will not sink into the foundation.
If you move too slowly the foundation will melt. You will find

that the wire heats rapidly and the wax slowly, so the hot wire
will melt its way into the wax before the adjoining wax has
time to melt, and if you make a good job it will look as if the
wire had been made in the foundation.

2. As the wire is already in the foundation, of course
there ought to be that much less trouble.

3. If no fire comes near the fumes of course there Is no
danger of explosion, and probably the fumes will disappear in

the course of 2-4 hours. If the saturated rags should be left

permanently in a granary no harm would result, but if the
place be too open the fumes would not produce the full effect.

For gophers it might be the best to pour the sulphide in the
holes and promptly stop the holes. This advice is open to cor-

rection by any one who has had more experience. I've had
none.

M I »
Ciiangins tlie Flavor of Comb Honey.

Is it impossible to change the flavor of comb-honey ?

E. B.

Answer.—Yes, you can make a decided difference in the
flavor by keeping it in a damp place so as to sour it. If it Is

not very thoroughly ripened you might even change its flavor

for the better by keeping it in a warm, dry place. But to

change by any other process from one flavor to another with-
out breaking the comb is very likely impossible.

Best Sugar to Use for Feeding.

1. Is it not generally considered that confectioners' "A"
sugar is really more pure than granulated sugar? Is it not

true that bluing is put in granulated sugar for the same pur-

pose that our women put bluing in the water in which they
rinse clothes ?

2. If you were going to buy sugar for feeding, would you
get granulated, or confectioners' " A " ?

3. Is the ordinary powdered, or pulverized, sugar usually

pure? or is it generally adulterated with starch? If it is

adulterated with starch, does it do any harm if used in

making feeding-candy for winter use? Subscriber.

Answers— 1. One of the things about which there's a big

lot of ignorance scattered around is regarding the matter of

sugar, and I've more of that ignorance than I care for. In
England they say that beet sugar is unfit for bees, and you
can buy sugar there, as also in Europe, that is guaranteed
pure, for bees. I tried to get some information as to sugar
through the Chicago Record, one of the ablest and most in-

dependent papers in existence, and they promist to look the

matter up, but never got any farther than to tell something
about the preliminary part, getting the unrefined sugar from
beets. I can hardly believe that Havemeyer has that paper in

his power, but it seems to me that from some source we ought
to be able to find out about the difference between cane and
beet sugar when refined, what adulteration exists and how to

detect it, what grade of sugar is likely to be most free from
adulteratiou, and such other information as would be of value

not only to the mass of bee-keepers, but to the great sugar-

eating public whose health is probably much affected by the

GO pounds per capita annually consumed.

As to bluing, I can only make a guess, and I guess you're

right in thinking the washerwoman and the sugar refiner have
the same reason for using bluing, to prevent any yellowish

look. It may not do the bees any harm, but it surely does

them no good. Some samples of sugar have much more bluing

than others.

2. I don't know which is best, and always use granulated.

3. I'd rather have it without the starch, decidedly. Hav-
ing starch in it is something like obliging them to eat pollen.
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Editorial Con)n)cr)i^^

Dr. Besse Exonerates Mr. Newman.— Dr. H.
Besse, of Delaware Co., Ohio, who gave us unsolicited permis-

sion to publish his letter (on page 40) regarding the National
Bee-Keepers' Union not aiding him in his sweet clover suit,

wrote us as follows, Feb. 5 :

Mr. George W. York—
My Dear Sir :^J wish to modify my statement as made in

the American Bee Journal, page 40, after reading a postal
card from my friend, Mr. Newman, saying that he is exceed-
ingly sorry that letters to my attorney, or from him, have
gone astray, and thus interrupted correspondence between us.
Now, after reading Mi. Newman's explanation, I entirely ex-
onerate him, and wish you to state the same in the Bee Jour-
nal, and much oblige. Yours respectfully,

H. Besse.

We are glad to give the foregoing as conspicuous a place

as we gave Dr. Besse's former statement, for we do not desire,

unjustly, to injure any man, and surely not Mr. Newman. But
while the above letter exonerates him in this matter, we are

still of the opinion that the Advisory Board of the Union
should have been willing to aid Dr. Besse in his lawsuit.

The Illinois Contention will be held in the

Senate Chamber of the Capitol at Springfield, next Wednes-
day and Thursday, Feb. 24 and 2.5. Besides discussions, the
following subjects appear on the printed program :

What Can the General Bee-Keeper Do to Improve His
Stock?— C. P. Dadant.

Should Sweet Clover be Counted as a Noxious Weed ?

—

Dr. C. C. Miller.

What the Statute Classes as Noxious Weeds—Jas. A.
Stone.

What Can be Done to Make the State Association More
Effective?—A. N. Draper.

What Combined Effort is Needed by Bee-Keepers ?—
George W. York.

As an open rate of fare and a third for the round trip has
been secured from all points in the State, and no bother abou t

railroad certificates, there ought to be a large attendance.

Xlie TITisconsin Convention.—Last week we
promlst to have something to say in this number regarding
the Wisconsin State convention held at Madison, Feb. 3 and
4, which we had the privilege of attending.

We left the Chicago & Northwestern passenger station In

Chicago at 8:15 o'clock, Wednesday morning, and arrived at

Madison at 12:30. It was a delightful trip in one of the

elegant parlor coaches found on that splendid railroad. For

real comfort, that is the way to travel in the daytime. Re-
turning, we came by way of Milwaukee, never having been in

that city before.

Well, upon alighting from the cars at Madison, we found
Mr. N. E. France and Mr. Harry Lathrop waiting for us. We
had never seen Mr. France. Had gotten the idea that he was
a big man—up and down—but found him about our own
height

—

5}4 feet. Of course he's a big man in a bee-keeping

way.

After a hearty dinner at Simon's Hotel, we went to the

Capitol building, where the convention met. Among those

present, besides the two already named, were, Pres. Franklin

Wilcox, Vice-President J. J. Ochsner, J. W. Van Allen (of

Van Allen & Williams—bee-keepers and reversible extractor

makers), R. H. Schmidt (of R. H. Schmidt & Co., bee-supply

dealers), A. G. Wilson, Rev. H. A. Winter, Jacob Huffman,

John Hanko, and J. Forncrook (another bee-supply dealer).

About the first thing ou the program was a paper by the

writer, on " Marketing Honey for 1897," which was followed

by a general discussion. We will not attempt to go into any
details, as Secretary France will soon send a report for pub-

lication.

The amalgamation question was brought up, and thor-

oughly considered, and with the exception of but one vote, all

were in favor of uniting the two existing national bee-societies

as soon as possible.

As the State legislature was in session, Mr. France was
kept busy looking after the Foul Brood Bill before the com-
mittees, and also the attempt to have sweet clover removed
from the list of " noxious weeds " in Wisconsin. If the pres-

ent legislature doesn't hasten to grant the latter request, it

will simply be a case of " Where ignorance is bliss," etc. We
learned that it was by reason of some petty spitefulness that

sweet clover is now clast as a noxious weed in Wisconsin. We
hope the legislature will not only straighten their record on

sweet clover, but also be ready to grant protection to bee-

keepers from the ravages of foul brood among their bees. We
would like to see Wisconsin win some fame along the line of a

foul brood law. The opportunity is hers. Will she improve

it? Only her wise legislators can answer.

Nearly all in attendance at the convention were extracted

honey producers, so most of the discussions were along that

line.

Madison is a beautiful city of some 12,000 population,

surrounded by four pretty lakes. The State University Is

located there, for which no finer site could be found. We un-

derstand the student attendance is large. The campus or

grounds could not be excelled. Along one side there is what

they call " Linden Drive," being a roadway perhaps one mile

in length, on either side of which is a row of graceful linden

or basswood trees, perhaps 20 feet apart and 30 feet high,

the trunks about 6 or 8 inches in diameter. We should like

to see them in blossom, with the myriads of bees that must

swarm upon them to gather the precious nectar.

The ice on one of the lakes (Mendota) was nearly 18

inches thick, and as clear as crystal. A number of men and

teams were harvesting it. It was a sight to see them cut it

Into chunks perhaps 3 feet square and load It upon wagons,

all with horses. It was quick (as well as cool) work. Acres

upon acres of beautiful ice there, to be had simply for the

taking.

They have a number of ice-boats on the lakes that must

be something about as fast as "greast lightning," when the

wind blows a galo. We could almost imagine these white-

winged argosies going with such rapidity that their youthful

passengers would scarcely know "where they are at." But

the morning we saw them they were not " sailing."

We were surprised not to see more bee-supply dealers and

manufacturers at the convention. "The woods is full of
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them " in that State, and we had expected to meet most of

them. Many of them we have not had the pleasure of seeing.

We returned home Thursday afternoon, feeling well re-

paid for having made the effort to be present. We hope soon

to have the convention report, giving the Interesting details

of the meeting.

Oh, yes, we almost forgot to say that the Association is in

great need of funds to defray the expenses incurred by attempt-

ing to get the Foul Brood Bill past; also for postage, print-

ing, etc. Secretary N. E. France (of Platteville, Wis.),

can't pay all that out of his own pocket, and he should not be

expected to do it, when the membership fee is only 50 cents

a year. Now, every Wisconsin reader of the Bee Journal

send Mr. France your little 50 cents at once, and help your

State organization. If you can't attend the annual meetiugs

you can aid by sending your money. Do it right away, and

thus encourage Sec. France, who is working hard.

more Honey-Conmiissioti Frauds.—It seems

that Horrie, Wheadon & Co., stre having successors in their

line of fleecing bee-keepers, not only In Chicago, but also in

other parts of the country.

In a recent issue of the Chicago Tribune appeared the fol-

lowing paragraphs referring to John A. McCutcheon &. Co.,

who, by the way, are still advertising in the Progressive Bee-

Keeper, as shown by the February number lying before us :

'• There is a patllock on the front door of No. 222 South
Water street, a store until recently occupied by the commis-
sion firm of John A. McCutcheon & Co., and there is nothing
but atmosphere and an odor in the store room formerly filled

with poultry and other farm produce.
"When McCutcheon left town about two weeks ago he

was accompanied by Miss Emma Wichman, a handsome young
woman who has been his book-keeper and cashier for four
years. The girl's mother does not know whetLer the couple
is married or not. No one else seems to know, either."

We are told that McCutcheon & Co. swindled their bank

out of $500, by overdrawing their account. Their advertise-

ment in the Progressive reads thus :

" In shipping honey to the Chicago market one of the
most urgent points to be followed is to know that you are con-
signing or selling it to an old and responsible house. We
handle honey quite extensively, but not exclusively. We
claim to be in better position to net you better results than
such houses who make a specialty of honey, for the reason
that we cater to the best class of retail merchants In our city ;

they all handling honey find it to their advantage to purchase
of us while buying their other supplies. It will be to your
interest to correspond with us before making disposition else-

where. Write for stencils, prices, etc. We also handle bees-

wax extensively."

We are also informed that McCutcheon is one of that

whole gang of commission frauds—Terrill Bros., Horrie,

Wheadon, Bartling. etc.

The next fraudulent outfit we wish to call the attention of

bee-keepers to is the Williamson Produce Co., of New York

City, supposed to have been backt by E. A. Williamson, and

managed by his brother, F. W. Williamson, who now has gone

on a "vacation," and can't be found. Mr. H. Root, of Onon-

daga Co., N. Y., lost nearly SlOO worth of honey by this con-

cern. He his tried to get a settlement of his claim through

the'courts, but all to no avail. The firm in whose hands he

put his claim for collection, after a fruitless attempt, wrote

him as follows :

- " We have done all in our power to bring them [William-

son Produce Co.] to terms Their sign is taken from their

place of business. This was one of the fake concerns (of

which there are more), and you are not the only sufferer. We
are very sorry that you should be the loser, hut if beekeepers
will continue to ship to parties of whom they know nothing,

they must take the consequences."

And the latter part of that last sentence is just the plain

truth. When will beekeepers learn not to ship honey to new

firms, unless such firms have undoubted recommendations?

And why they do not, before shipping, enquire of the pub-

lishers of the bee-paper they take and read, is beyond us. But

perhaps the majority who have recently been "caught" don't

take a good bee-paper, thinking that they " know it all " any-

way. Well, it may be heartless in us to say it, but, really, if

some bee-keepers would rather give lots of their money

(honey) to fraudulent commission-men than to pay a small

subscription price for the bee-paper, they simply "must take

the consequences."

Still another concern is heard from, and seems to deserve

a little free advertising. Wm. H. Unger, operating under

the firm name of Unger & Co., Michigan St., Buffalo, N. Y.,

is anything but a straight commission man, so reports Glean-

ings. It ought to be needless to caution bee-keeepers not to

ship honey to people who are not well recommended. Far bet-

ter to donate your honey to some orphanage and be done with

it, than to give it to dealers of no reputation, or that are not

well known.

Result ol the National Union "Vote.—The

whole number of votes cast were 167. All the old officers

were re-elected for 1S97, as follows:

For President—Hon. R. L. Taylor, 127 votes.

For Vice-Presidents—G. M. Doolittle, 137 ; Prof. A. J.

Cook. 132; Hon. Eugene Secor, 114; A. I. Root, 104; and
Dr. C. C. Miller, 95.

For General Manager, Secretary and Treasurer—Thos. G.

Newman, 131.
On amalgamation—Against, 106; for, 51.

Evidently the majority of the members of the National

Union want no change in any way. All right. That settles it.

Tl?e Weekly Budgets

Mr. Wm. Stolley, of Nebraska, called at our oEBce Feb.

3, while we were at the Madison, Wis., convention. We re-

gret very much not seeing him, as it is the second time he has

called and we were away. Perhaps the third time will be

more successful.

Mb. Wm. Iden, of Kosciusko Co.. Ind., when sending his

subscription for another year, Jan. 31, wrote thus: "lam
out of the bee-business at present, but I feel like helping you

along in your war on swindlers. The American Bee Journal

is doing a good work for honey-producers."

Mr. C. W. Learned, of Michigan, when sending his second

order for our alfalfa honey, offered on another page, said this,

Feb. 11:

"There is no call for any better honey than this ; it sells

the best of any I ever handled. I intend to keep it on hand

always. I sell at 12)^ cents per pound, and there is no fault

found."

Mr. Wm. G. Hewes, of California, suggests in Gleanings

that bee-keepers " make an effort to have Congress place an

internal revenue duty on glucose of two or three cents or up-

ward." He thinks that would help to remove it from the list

of honey adulterants. Guess he's about right. And that

would be a good way to raise necessary revenues. We just

wonder if Mr. H. always cuts to the line as close as he

"Hewes" in this.

Mr. Geo. W. Brodbeck, of California, we regret to learn,

reports that he past through a severe siege of the grippe in

January. He wrote, Jan. 28. that his bees (in Los Angeles

Co.) "were dumping over each other in their scramble to get

into the hive." He brought them down from the bee-ranch

to their present location last fall, very weak, be says, "but

since the eucalyptus has begun to yield nectar they are build-

ing up fast, and from now on until July 1, means work, from

morning until night, and by and by, when the days get hot, I

make the drive back and forth from the apiary (35 miles) at

night. So you see there is not much play in connection with

California bee-keeping."
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Our Iew Catalogue
Will Be Issued Soon.

Send us your Name and Address,

And we will take pleasure in mailing you a copy

IT ILLUSTRATES AND DESCRIBES ALL THE

Latest and Best Apiarian Supplies

FEEE!
G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.

Finest Alfalfa Honey

!

IT SELLS ON TASTING.

The Honey that Suits All

Who Buy It.

Low Prices Now!
We can furnish 'White Alfalfa Extracted Honey, In 60-pound tin cans, on

board cars in^Chlcago, at these prices : 1 can, in a case, lU cents per pound ; 2 cans
In one case, 7 cents ; 4 cans (2 cases) or more, 6J^ cents. The Cash must accom-
pany each order. Fine Bass-wood Flavor Honey at same price ; also in
2(0-lb. barrels.

A sample of either honey will be mailed to an intending purchaser, for 8
cents, to cover postage, packing, etc. Wo guarantee purity.

Now it seems to us here is a splendid chance for any bee-keeper to supply his
home demand after his own crop is all sold. Or, why not begin now to create a
local honey-trade ? Order one 60-pound can first, and start out among your neigh-
bors and friends, and see what you can do. You ought to get at least 12 cents per
pound in 5-pound lots, or 40 cents tor 3 pounds. Some maybe able to do even
better than that, though we think that enough ought to be sold at these prices to
make a fairly paying business out of it. Give it a good trial. Push it. It may
grow Into a nice winter's work for you.

GEORftK W. YORK & CO., !18 Midiigaii Siic.d, CHICAfiO. M.l;.

ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS AN ACRECan only be ni.-ule Irom one source Pl>Xll,TRY. Wlie.it and corn do not ]i;iy by comparison Youmay smile, lint have yon ever tried kcepmR ponUn,- riiiht. Tlie crr bnskcl is a handy sonrce o(revenue tllese hard times THE POULTRY KEEPER, Bo» +1 PaRKESBURC. Pa. Socts. a year
tells how It IS done, bample free. The paper i year and four grand Ponltry Books, $i Write to-day

Questiot;)'Box^
In the multitude of counsellors there is

safety.—Prov. 11-14.

Flavor of Extracted Honey from
Old Brood-Combs Compared

with Section Honey.

Query 44.—Can you (ret extracted honey
from old brood-combs of as fine flavor as that
in flrst-cIass sections ?—Mich.

H. D. Cutting—No.
Eugene Secor— Yes.

Chas. Dadant & Son—Yes.

Mrs. J. N. Heater—No, sir.

Dr. A. B. Mason—No, sir'ee.

G. M. Doolittle— I so believe.

Prof. A. J. Cook—Just as good.

Dr. C. 0. Miller—I'm afraid not.

Jas. A.«Stone— I have never tried it.

R. L. Taylor—Yes, if they have been
kept In good condition.

E. France—No. But there is not as
much difference as one would think.

Mrs. L. Harrison—I should think that
the flavor would be as fine, but be darker
in color.

Dr. J. P. H. Brown—That from the
sections will have the best flavor and the
best color.

P. H. El wood—No, nor from any other
kind of comb will the flavor be as good
as comb honey.

J. A. Green—Yes, if the combs have
not been placed so that pollen has been
deposited in them.

C. H. Dibbern—Yes, the flavor seems
to be all right ; but it is usually darker
and not so salable.

W. G. Larrabee—Not unless the frames
have been used for nothing but extracted
honey for several years.

Emerson T. Abbott— If the old combs
are clean, I think the honey will be all

right. At least this has been my experi-
ence.

Rev. M. Mahin— I have not seen any
difference, if the honey is extracted
from the old combs as soon as it is sealed,

or not long after.

G. W. Demaree—Undoubtedly, I can.
As a rule, bees clean and polish the cells

of both old and new combs thoroughly
before depositing honey in them.

J. M. Hambaugh—While the flavor of

the two will probably be the same, the
color of the honey from the old combs
may be darker. This, however, is owing
to the condition of the old combs.

A. P. Brown— Yes, beyond question. I

have produced many tons of choice ex-

tracted honey in old combs, four, five, or
ten years old. The fine flavor comes
from allowing the bees to thoroughly
ripen it in the hive.

J. E. Pond— It will depend entirely

upon what the bees fill them with. I

prefer old combs to extract from, as they
are stronger, and will stand the work of

extracting better. I am assuming, how-
ever, that the old combs are clean and
nice before the bees fill them.

Please Send Us the Names of your
neighbors who keep bees, and we will

send them sample copies of the Bke
Journal. Then please call upon them
and get them to subscribe with you, and
secure some of the premiums we offer.
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C AND

— the unhappy and hopeless con- '

I dition of many a wife and mother I

) in the country home, all because
(

I
they have not tried a remedy that

j

I

is within their easy reach. One
^

' which has brought more health,
* happiness and sunshine into life

I
than any remedy ever known. Its

|

I
name is

'YiaX'MK^i

I It never fails in

BRIGHTS DISEASE,
URINARY DISEASES,
FEMALE COMPLAINTS,
GENERAL DEBILITY.
AND MALARIA.

It Is a purely vegetable prepar*

[
ation, and numbers its euros by
thousands. Try it and walk in

j

newness of life.

Large sized bottles or now style
j

I

smaller ones at your nearest store.

•:T:iiTtjt€i#
Menftor. the Americar. Bee Jowmai,

Honey - Clovers !

We have made arranjrements so that we
can furnish seed of several of the Clovers
by freight or express, at the following prices,
cash with order:

olb lOB) 251b 501b
Alsike Clover .. . « .70 11.25 J3.00 » 5.7.T

Sweet Clover (white) 65 1.20 2.75 5.CO
White Clover 90 1.60 3.75 7 Ou
Alfalfa Clover 65 1.10 2.70 5.00
Crimson Clover 55 .90 2.00 3.50

Prices subject to market changes.

Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage, if
wanted by freight.
Your orders are solicited.

GEORGE W. TORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.

1HATCHChjckens BY ST«M-

EXCELSIOR Incubator
Simptf. PtT/'rt, Set/- Rtguiat-
i"g- Tbouaaiida ! successTcI
ni.cratioo. I.owent priced
drst-clatu Ilat4^hcr made.

«EO. II. STAIIL.
114 t«18g 8. 6th St. QiilncT.ni.

44A26t Mention the American Bee Journal-

Veil. O Yell, 4»*vi:i.i.<>\vxo:>K««
Yellowzones for PAIN and FEVER.

Mmition r./i« ^rncricnn Oce JcurtijC,

-

I
Traction, I'ortrih.e andSt-ni-Port-
abie. iSimi le aria Compoiui'i. A Iso

Tliresberei.HorsePowersi.biiw Mills

NGINE
Send for illu-'itrfltedcntRloKne free
Ourj* are eqmil to all—Surpiis-ed by
nnne. "I:^ n wny we hove."
M. Rumely Co. Laporte,lnd.

-»-00 » O
Mention the American UeeJoumo-l,

Immense Growth of White Clover.

Bees, so far as a crop of honey was con-
cerned, were a complete failure here, but
the wet season started an immense crop of
white clover, that we hope will even things
up this year, A. C. Matthias, M. D.
Putnam Co., Ohio.

Report for 1896.

I started last spring with 2 colonies, in-

creast to S, and took about 30 pounds of

nice, white clover honey. I get the Ameri-
can Bee Journal every Friday, and it is a
welcome visitor at my home.

S. H. Stouffer.
Blair Co., Pa., Feb. 3.

Bees Domg Well.

We are having the coldest weather we
have had this winter. I am very well

pleased with the Bee Journal. My two col-

onies of bees are doing very well so far. In

this section of the country the most of the

people keep all the way from 3 to 10 colo-

nies, which they handle on the old-fogy
style. One of my neighbors is wintering
his bees in a way which, if it proves all

right, I will explain later on.
James A. Davis.

Appanoose Co., Iowa, Jan. 25.

Yellow Sweet Clover—Amalgamation
I have been interested in what I have

read in the Bee Journal about sweet clover

as a honey-plant, and would like to ask
where I can get yellow sweet clover seed in

small quantities. The basswood is being
rapidly cut off, and beekeepers who own
farms ought to raise Alsike, white and
sweet clover—something that provides bee-

pasture as well as ordinary farm crops.

I, for one, am in favor of amalgamation,
and think that a majority of the members
of the old Union will vote that way. The
old Union has outlived its usefulness, when
it fails tj take up such cases as are men-
tioued on page 40. We who pay our dollars

as members want protection, if necessary.

Bees are wintering fairly well up to date,

but the worst part of the winter is to come
yet. I have 80 colonies packt on the sum-
mer stands, and 1-5 in the cellar. The
honey crop was fairly good here from bass-

wood and buckwheat. Success to the " Old
Reliable." Ward Lamkin.
Cayuga Co., N. Y., Jan. 26.

[Just as soon as we find some of the yel-

low sweet clover seed, we will announce in

these columns where it can be had. At

present we do not know where there is

enough to be worth mentioning.—Editor.]

Report for the Past Season.

The past season was not as good as ex-

pected. The spring opened very bright,

and the bees were in pretty good condition

to gather a big crop of honey. The white
clover began to bloom the last of May,
and the forepart of June the bees did very
well on it—they stored the honey in the

supers quite well. The best of the honey-
flow stopt the latter part of June, but the

bees still gathered enough to keep them in

good condition, and all colonies were very
strong in bees. White clover has a good
stand for next year.

In July the basswood began to bloom,
and they were just loaded with blossoms

—

lookt as if we were going to have a big

crop of honey. When they were in mid-
bloom the bees did not work on them yet.

which I did not know any reason for, but
as I examined the blossoms, by picking
them apart with the fingers, there flew out
lots of little insects, which lookt like little,

SEEPS!
SPECIAL OFFER

MADE TO BUILD NEW BUSINESS.
K lr-l:,l t.lil tiiiil,*' v.. 11 I'ur IVrinltlinil (n^lulm^.

' A VEGETABLE GARDEN FOR THE COST OF POSTAQC.
PRIZE NOTE THE FIVE
COL L ECTION. ASSORTMENT. PKCS.
Radish—1" varieties; Lettuce—9 kind8;Tom-

atoes-1 fineatjTurnips—6 splendid;
mid Onions—6 beet varietie.>i.

SEND TEN CENTS '° ™ " """"^^ °'"'

packing, and receive

collection of seeda postpaid.
. ..,-.

\\ rite to-duy
this valuiihle
^IJUARAM'KED TO PLEASE,

and receive my new Seed and Plaut Book

H- W. BUCKBEE,""'''*^"''** **'''** *"""
T. o. Hoi 637 Rockford, III,

Meiitkni the A.mei*ican Bee JountrJ^

4-^^^I<^^-^^^I*^^A An honest, efficient

YfillowT-nnftR * remedy for all Fevers.

r^ „
°^

,

?®^ •^ Headaches. Colds. Neu
§ ForPa.ri anil Fever g ralgia. Grip, Rheuma-
T'^^>>^^'^^*;'>^^y tlsm. etc. A general

service remedy that
win please you, or money refunded.

" Its a rare pleasure to find such a remedy."
' They knock headaches clear to the horizon."
' Too much cannot be said in praise of them."

"I was Bufferintt from Neuralgia, and found
quick relief."

" I got more relief from Rheumatism in 12 hours
after taking Vellowzones than from all else, the I

was a skeptic."

f^~ See A. B. J., pages 809, 812, Dec. 17.

1 Box, 2oc.; 6 Boxes, $1 ; most orders are$l.

W. B. House, ^'^r' Detour, Mich.

Mention the American Bee Journal. 6D3t

fEarly Italian Queens?
Up till the middle of April at ttiese prices:

Untested, 75c.; Tested, $1.25.

E. li. CARRIISOTON,
6A17t De Fanlak Sprlnas, Fla.

RIfi MONEY IN POULTRY
I'-t Stock and InciJhiH(irr% if cuiiducted
.ncnrdinc to "The Chautauqua
Guide to Big Profits" jusiuut und
sent postpaid with our ly97 Cataloeue
f.ir 4c to help pay postage, etc. Best eugs
;.n<l stock cost no more if purchased of
us, you can then sell your product to

!•; ,ind fh' Tisandsothersfor high fancy prices.
IW nw n 31 K1 acres most elet-'antly adapted to

-ponltry. CHAUTAUQUA POULTRY dt

PET STOCK FARM,Box 17 KENNEDY,N.Y
7A13 Mention the American Bee Journal*

BARGAINS IN SEEDS!
Choii'e liinrts of Vesetable and Flower Seerls at

2c iier packet. Flower Plants, 6c each. Manychiiice
novelties. Uon't buy until vou have seen our new
catalogue. Mailed free if you mention this paper.

IOWA SEED CO.. Des Moines, Iowa.

-ilt.y.wi'. V'A. ^'"lerico/n, the Jou/rtic^'..

Our '97 Catalog:
—OF—

Apiarian Supplies, Bees, Etc.

Is yours for the asking.
It Is full of Information. ^ff~ Write for It.

I. J. STRINOIIAm,
105 Park Place. NEW YORK, N. Y.

Apiary—Glen Cove, L. 1.

Our Prices
ARE WORTH
LOOKING AT

NEW CHAMPION CHAFF HIVE
especially. All other Supplies accordingly.
Send lor Catalotr and Price-Li 4t. .address,

R. H. SCHMIDT & CO.,
48Atf Box 187, Shebovg.vs, Wis.

Mention Oie American liee JaamaL
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ONE MAN WITH THE

UNION ^^"'i;,'!^*-'^''
Can do the work of four
men UBing hand tools, in
Klppliig-, Cuttlng-o£f, Mi-
tring, Rabbeting, Groov-
ing. Gaining, Dadoing,
Edging-up. Jointing Stuff,

etc. Full Lineof Foot and
Hand Power Machinery,
Sold on Trial. CaluloKiie Free.

SENECA FALLS IflFG. CO.,
46 Water St SENECA FALLS, N. T.

lAly Mtntiu,. the Amtrimn Bee JournaZ,

DlQUESl j COLLEeYi
Penn Ave. and Eighth St.

Thorough Courses — Normal, Commercial, La-
dles Literary, Shorthahd and Typewriting,
KlBclent and experienced Instructors, Day
and Night sessions. Send Tor Catalog.

Prof. LEWIS EDWIN YORK, Pres.

California
If you care to know of Its Fruits, Flowers
Climate or Resources, send for a Sample Copy
of California's Favorite Paper—

The Pacific Rural Press
The leading Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the Pacific Coast. Published weekly,
handsomely illustrated, 12.00 per annum.
Bample Copy Free,

PACIFIC RURAL, PRESS,
220 Market St.. - SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

A MONEY MAKER
—the thrifty industrious hBn.All about her
and how to make money from poultry in

NewPoultryGuideforl897.
100piit;es;r'riQted in colors; best plans for
poultry houfieB;sure remedies and recipes
for diseases. Sent for 16c. if you write now

' JOaiT BAUSCHEB, Jr.. Box Si, Freepoit, Zll

49A13t Mention the American Bee Journal,

RAAT'SiGet
gVUds.Uu^,

[ Get discounts on early orders
for 1897. A. I. KootCo.'s Bee-

I Supplies always on bind. Bet-
ter prepared than ever to (ill oruers promptly.
3G-page Catalog free.

JOHN NEBEI. & SON, Hi^rli Hill, Mo.
Mention the Amej-ican Bee Journal. 4Atf
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Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. Ne-w London,
Wisconsin,

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus

securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
They have also one One of tbe Larg-est Factories and the latest

and most-improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there is in the State. The material is cut from patterns, by machinery,
and Is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and 'whitest
BaSS'WOod is used, and they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine
and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best
machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish tbe

Best Goods at the lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies.

Please mention the Ameiicau Bee.TourDal. 7Atf

That Q,ueen-Clipping Device Free I

Works Like a Cbarm.
The Monette Queen-Clipping Device works

LIKE A CHARM. With it I have clipped 30

Queens, all in one day, when examining' my
bees. Wm. Stolley, Grand Island, Nebr.

Couldu't Do Wlttaont It.

I have clipped 19 queens, and must say the
Monette Queen-Clfpping Device is by tar the
best invention ever made, and will be wel-
come to many hee-iieepers as it was to me. 1

could not do without one now.
Dr. Geo. Lacke, Newburgh, Ind.

PLEASE READ THIS OFFER TO PRESENT SUBSCRIBERS :

Send us >i»'( one rtew nntne for the American Bee Journal a year (with $1.00), and we
will mall you the Queen-Clipping Device free of charge. Or, the Queen-Clipping Device
will be sent postpaid for 30 cts. But why not get it as a Premium by the above offer ?

You can't earn .30 cts. any easier. Almost every bee-keeper will want this Device.

PROF. A. J. COOK'S BOOK FREE !

TheBee-Keeper'sGuide
MANUAL OF VhE APIARY.

This 15th and latest edition of Prof. Cook's
magnificent book of 460 pages, In neat and
substantial cloth binding, we propose to give
away to our present subscribers, for the work
of getting NEW subscribers for the American
Bee Journal.

A description of the book here is quite un-
necessary—it Is simply the most complete sci-
entific and practical bee-book published to-

day. Fully illustrated, and all written in the
most fascinating style, The author Is also
too well-known to the whole bee-world to re-
?uire any introduction. No bee-keeper is

ully equipped, or his library complete, with-
out " The Bee-Keeper's Guide."

Given For 2 New Subscribers.
The following offer Is made to present sub-

scribers only, and no premium is also given
to the two new subscribers—simply the Bee
Journal for one year :

Send us Two New Subscribers to the Bee
Journal (with J'-.OOt, and we will mail you a
copy of Prof. Cook's book free as a premi-
um. Prof. Cook's book alone sent for $1. •25.
or we club It with tne Bee Journal for a year
—both together for only 81.75. But surely
anybody can get only 2 new subscribers to
the Bee Journal for a year, and thus get the
bool AS a premium. Let everybody try for it

Will you have one '^

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan St., CHICAGO, ILL.

seen—queen and all gone. I then lookt at
the other hive that I had given a comb with
eggs, and no queen to be found there, but
they had started worker-brood. I then
took the " A B C of Bee-Culture," and
there I found a remedy. I put an empty
hive in its place as nearly the same in color
as possible: then I took the othercolony off

about 10 rods, shook all tbe bees in the
grass, and returned tbe comb to the empty
hive, till I got all the combs back, save one
that contained worker-brood. I then gave
them a queen-cell ready to batch, and in
about -18 hours the queen %Tas out. I waited
till she became fertile, then I gave them a
frame of brood. By fall I had a good col-
ony.
Now I will return to my nucleus : I took

the comb of brood and gave it to another
colony, and in due time they all hatcht.

The 30 colonies all sent out a prime
swarm. One of the swarms clustered on a
tree in the city. I had enough swarms
later on to make me 75 colonies, but some
were rather light.

I got -100 pounds of comb honey, mostly
basswood and clover, and 200 of extracted.
Clover lookt splendid the first of this
month, then it was coTered with snow. We

are having splendid sleighing at this date.
Tbe mercury on the 24th, at sunrise, was at
zero; on the 25th, 6 degrees below, with
high winds. Jacob Moore.
Ionia Co., Mich., Jan. 28.

Svtrrounded -with Honey-Plants.

I have built a small house and a good hen
house on two acres, where there are large
fields of alfalfa all around, acres of the
common white sweet clover within a few
hundred yards, with a good lot of cleome
growing in the unbroken pasture above the
ditch and ditch banks, roadsides, etc., be-
side a pretty varied wild flora due to dirty
farming and unused patches ; and plenty of
Cottonwood and willows on the ditch bank
and Lapoudre river.

Weld Co., Colo. Walter A. Varian.

Are Bees Domestic Animals ?

To the above question I answer no, not if

I understand the meaning of " domestic."
1st. Because you cannot tame them as

you do other animals. For instance, the
bees in tbe timber are just as tame as those

in tbe hive, and tbe bees in the hive will
sting just as readily as the bees in the tim-
ber.
2nd. They are not domestic animals be-

cause there is no assurance of their remain-
ing; they may be in your hive to day and
somewhere else to-morrow, and you cannot
identify them unless you follow them from
your hive to where they go. It your cow
or horse goes to your neighbor, you go and
identify your property.

iird. But the bee is an animal in every
sense of the word, because it belongs to the
animal kingdom. In nature we have three
kingdoms only—the animal, mineral and
vegetable—and the bee is not mineral nor
vegetable, so it must be animal. But some
say it is a bug or insect. What is an insect
if not an animal ? Four or five years ago
the board of supervisors in our county con-
cluded they would tax bees, because they
were profitaljle to the farmer. Part of the
assessors assest them, and part did not, and
the board were afraid to try the merits of
the case in court, and dropt the case, and
did not assess bees any more.

The bee is not taxable property in Iowa,
because all animals must be six months old
in order to be taxable property—except
dogs, and they are not taxt according to
value, but per capita. So I take the posi-
tion that tlie honey-bee is an animal, but
not a domestic animal. O. P. Miller.
Guthrie Co., Iowa.

Wintering Bees.

I put my bees into winter quarters Nov.
17, 1S96. I put 18 colonies into a shed open
to the south, with cushions, etc., on top of
the frames, with the supers on. Tbe hives
are about IS inches apart, packt between
and at the back with straw, und covered
over with blankets, old sheep-skins, etc. I

have 10 colonies in the cellar, where I al-

ways wintered my bees before this, but I

am getting old, and it is hard work to carry
bees in and out of the cellar. I thought I

would try the shed for some of them. I

left one chaff hive on the summer stand,
and one colony in a large, hollow log. 1

got my son and his hired band to roll it in-

to the bee-yard, and set it up, and I painted
it and put it in good shape, just for fun,
and to see what they will do. If they ever
fill it, I will put supers on the top.

My bees all seem to be doing well so far.
They had a good flight on New Year's day.
They came out some to-day. I nailed up
boards on tbe south side of the shed to
shade tbe hives from the sun. One bee-
keeper said I would better shut the bees in
their hives so they can't fly out and get
chilled. Noah Miller.
Iowa Co., Iowa, Feb. 3.

Books on Keeping 'WeU.

In a letter from Illinois, dated Jan. 26,
the writer wishes me to tell in the Ameri-
can Bee Journal how to cook. etc. Now it

appears to me that he wants to know what
is the proper kind of food, and how much,
and when is tbe proper time to eat, etc.

Then, again, I am requested by many to
write a cook-book on my method of treat-
ment. Well, I have no time to write a
cookbook, or any other book, at present,
and then tbe American Bee Journal is not
the proper periodical in which to publish
such subjects. Now there is any quan-
tity of excellent books publisht, and if the
public will only read them, and then put
their precepts into practice, there will be
no necessity of being sick. Sickness of all

kinds is certainly avoidable. Now I pro-
pose to tell the readers of the American
Bee Journal a few of those books that I can
recommend.

Dr. Emmett Densmore. an English physi-
cian's book, " How Nature Cures," single
copy, ?2.00, postpaid. It is an excellent
work. It tells how to treat all kinds of
fevers without medicine, what the natural
food of man is, etc.—just what one wants.

Then there is the " New Methods in
Health and Disease Without the Use of
Drugs," by Dr. W. E. Forrest, 270 pages.
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It is a thorough and scientific system, and
the means for carrying it out can be found
in every home. No expense, and any
intelligent person can carry it out or apply
it. The new method is just as important in

preserving health as in curing disease.
Price, $1.00, postpaid. Dr. Dewey's two
books are extraordinarily good ; both to-

gether. s;ioo.

Dr. Charles E. Page's works. ' Natural
Cure of Consumption." and " How to Feed
the Baby." worth their weight in gold to
any one raising babies. " Pneumonia and
Typhoid Fever without Medicine," in tact
all fevers. He says just as I do, that all

fevers can be cured from a few hours to
three days. He has treated cases success-
fully by telegraph, at St. Paul and New
York, from Boston.
Then you can get a book on massage, by

Dr. Taylor, 85 cents, by mail. That will

tell you bow to cure almost any kind of

disease mechanically, both by hand and
machinery, as it is sure to purify
the blood and equalize the circulation.
Massage is my principal method, although
I think I have made considerable advance
in my 40 years of practical experience.
Understand that, like my bee-keeping. I

learned this method before I ever saw the
books.
Then there is Dr. Joel Shew's "Hydro-

pathic Family Physician." one of the very
best works on hydropathy for family use.

Now understand, my bee-keeping friends,

that you can learn by these books a great
deal better than I could when I had to pick
it up alone, as you might say. I can now
step into a sick-room with all the confidence
that you can possibly have when you un-
dertake to open and examine a colony of

bees, with my knowledge of hygiene, exer-
cise by massage, hydropathy, etc. Instead
of killing pain, we remove the cause in a
very few minutes, and the pain ceases.
The fire bell rings the alarm of fire. What
would you do ? Stop the bell from ringing ?

No, by no means. Put out the fire, and
then there is no necessity of ringing the
bell. Dr. E. Gallup.

[Upon receipt of the price named, we can

supply any of the books mentioned by Dr.

Gallup.

—

Editor.]

Poor Season Last Year.

I like the American Bee Journal very
much ; it is always a welcome visitor. Last
season was a very poor one for my bees. I

had to feed them. I am a beginner, and
have but two colonies, but they are doing
nicely. Fred Hassmann.
Madison Co., 111., Jan. 28.

Prospect for a Good Honey-Flow.

We are now about in the middle of our
•winter, or the time that we keep our bees
in their winter quarters. I examined them
a few days ago, and found all alive, and in

a healthy condition. The prospect is now
good for a good honey-flow next season.

S. B. Smith.
Stevens Co., Minn., Jan. HO.

Did 'Well I<ast Year.

Bees did well last year—8 colonies pro-
duced over 2.50 pounds of honey. I have I'J

colonies, 4 in Simplicity, (i in alternating,

and in box-hives. 1 will transfer the li to

alternating hives next spring. Comb honey
sells here at from 12] i to 15 cents per pound,
according to quality. Long wave the " Uld
Reliable." C. W. Drurv.
Christian Co., Mo., Jan. 28.

Ventilating a Bee-Cellar.

We are having some pretty cold weather
here, with a stiff breeze, and 1 find it rather
diflicult to keep the temperature of my bee-

cellar right without closing the ventilators
more than 1 like to. At such times the
cellar smells quite rank, and the bees get a
little restless. I have no doubt but a little

artificial heat, judicially applied, at such
times would be a good deal of benefit. If

5-inch iron piping, water tight, did not cost
so much, it would be, where the lay of the
land is suitable, a most excellent thing. I

have a fi-inch tile subearth ventilator com-
ing into my cellar, and with it there was no
difficulty in keeping the temperature right.

But the air came in so loaded with mois-
ture that I was obliged to close it. But
with a water-tight iron pipe there would be
no trouble from that source. 1 have no
doubt but that such an arrangeinent would
be fine for our dwellings. S. T. Pettit.
Ontario, Canada, Jan. 20.

Bees Seem Active.

Bees seem to be active this spring. I

wintered 75 colonies, mostly in Sframe
hives. I am going to transfer to 12-frame
hives soon. John Uphouse.
Skagit Co., Wash., Feb. 2.

Expects a Good Season.

I see in the American Bee Journal that
others have such fine weather for the bees
to fly out. My 10 colonies were gathering
pollen up to Jan. 25. The weather has been
like spring. I think the coming season will
be a fine one for honey. W. A. Pellew.
Nevada Co., Calif., Feb. 2.

Only Half a Crop Last Year.

I take seven papers, and \ think the
American Bee Journal is the best. The
good season 1 predicted last spring was cut
short by dry weather in June. I only got
50 pounds to the colony, which is half a
crop with us. There was no fall flow,
either. Nathan Richardson.

Steele Co., Minn., Feb. 3.

A Profitable Pleasure.

I began bee-keeping for pleasure by pur-
chasing three colonies of hybrid bees June
3. 1803. Since that time I have secured
11,240 pounds of surplus honey, and in-

creast to 125 colonies, which I have now in
winter quarters, all in good condition. My
bees have not had a flight since Oct. 27. and
it will be 70 days yet before they can go
out. It seems strange to us up here when
we hear bee-keepers down South talking
about their bees not having a flight for six
weeks! Will J. Sarff.
Todd Co., Minn., Feb. 4.

Reports A Good Honey-Crop.

My honey crop was a good one the past
season. I was so lame last spring that I

thought best to sell part of my bees, and
disposed of all but SO colonies, and from
that number I got 0,000 pounds of comb
honey, all in one-pound sections, and it is

all sold long ago, and I have my pay. It
sold for 13 cents per pound, all but 200
pounds of very light-weight sections that
were shelly or not capt and properly filled.

One man has sold my honey for more than
25 years in Boston. Ira Barber.

St. Lawrence Co., N. Y., Jan. 30.

The TJnions and Amalgamation.

I am sorry to see so much discordant feel-
ing as has been workt up over the amalga-
mation question. Instead of uniting the
apiarists of the United States, it seems at
present to look like the opposite. When I

joined the Union 1 did not expect to need
its help, and never have. I joined to help a
good cause. Likewise, I expect to become
a member of the United States Bee-Keep-
ers' Union, amalgamation or not, because
we need that especial line of work lookt
after, and 1 feel, with the able hands at the
bead, good work can and will bo done, and
not require any great amount of money,
either. But work for a law against adul-
teration that will cover the United States,

then make use of it, by collecting evidence
and letting the public prosecutors do the
work. The Union should ' stand to " and
see that it is done, and a few cases will
" settle their hash."
But I feel that I cannot leave this subject

without censuring "Union" for his un-
called for insinuations in regard to Mana-
ger Newman's honesty. I would feel con-
siderably " scarce " in trusting such things
in his (Union's) hands, if I knew who he
was, but as he was ashamed to back his
article by signing his name, we know him
not. And when he has proven himself by
good works, as the General Manager has,
we will have a better opinion of him.

Dr. G. a. Millard.
Los Angeles Co. Calif., Jan. 23.

[Doctor, we think you are just a little

wrong about thinking that " Union " made
insinuations about the present Manager's
honesty. We don't think that anybody
ever questioned his honesty at all. But if

you refer to the objection made to the bal-
lots passing through the General Manager's
hands, then we must agree with " Union."
It certainly is not businesslike to have the
ballots received by the principal ofiicer of
any organization, especially when that
ofliicer is a candidate. While it has been
done so heretofore, that is no reason why
such an unusual procedure should continue.
Neither should the General Manager desire
to have an election so conducted, in our
opinion. A committee, specially selected
for such duty, we think, is the only proper
way to do it. We hope that hereafter, no
matter who is General Manager of the
Union, the ballots will not pass through his
hands. It is better to avoid the very ap-
pearance of an opportunity for criticism in
a matter of this kind.

—

Editor.

Results of the Past Season.

My bees did fairly well the forepart of
last summer. I started with 4 colonies last
spring, increast to 11, 2 swarms absconding
to the woods, leaving 9 for over winter. I

am at present trying to winter one colony
on the summer stand, that baiely covers
four frames, thinking perhaps I might
learn a little by it. I winter all on the
summer stands. We have had some cold
weather since Jan. 1, it being down to zero
and 4 degrees below, and still the bees seem
to be all right so far.

Edwin Trittenbach.
Northampton Co., Pa., Feb. 4.

White House 'Whitewash.

This was mentioned by C. W. Curry, on
page 76. Brushes more or less small may
be used according to the neatness of the
job required. It answers as well as oil paint
for wood, brick or stone, and is cheaper. It

retains its brilliancy for years. There is

nothing of the kind that will compare with
it, either for inside or outside walls. Color-
ing matter may be put in. made of any
shade you like. Spanish brown stirred in

will make red-pink. Finely pulverized
common clay well mixtwith Spanish brown
will make a reddish stone color, etc. Green
will cause it to crack, and should not be
used, as the lime injures the green.
Republic Co., Kans. Wm. H. Eaoehty.

Report for 1896.

The bees in our section did fairly well

last year. We had, for us, a large quantity
of white honey from the basswood and
clover, and it was very nice not to have
very much of the buckwheat and other red
honey from the fall flowers. We bad a
frost every month in the year at my place.

I sold and doubled my bees down to 80 colo-

nies in the spring. We had the flr.st swarm
May '35. the last one Aug. '28. I put 100

colonies, good and poor, into the bee-house
last fall, and sold four in swarming time.

We are very much pleased with the Bee
Journal, and always give it the preference.

Andrew M. Thompson.
Allegany Co., N. Y., Jan. 21.
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HDNEY and BEESWAX
91AKKET iHJOTAXIO.KS.

The following rules for grading honey were
adopted by the North American Bee-Keepers'

Association, and, so far as possible, quota-

tions are made according to these rules:

Fancy.—All sections to be well QUed; combs
straight, of even thickness, and firmly at-

tached to all four sides; both wood and comb
unsolled by travel-stain, or otherwise; all the
cells sealed except the row of cells next the
wood.
No. 1.—All sections well filled, but combs

uneven or crooked, detached at the bottom,
or with but few cells unsealed: both wood
and comb unsolled by travel-stain or other-
wise.

In addition to this the honey Is to be classi-

fied according to color, using the terms white,
amber and dark. That Is. there will be "fancy
white." "No. 1 dark," etc.

CMcag'o, 111., Peh. 8.—Fancy white, 12c.;
No. 1, lOOllc: fancy amber, 9@10c.; No. 1,

7@8o.; fancy dark. T@8c.; No. 1, 7c. Ex-
tracted, white, 5@7c. ; amber. 5@6c.; dark,
4(a4Wc. Beeswax, 25@27c.
Very little call for honey of any kind.

Albany, N, Y., Jan. 29.—Fancy white. 12-
lyc; No. 1. 11-12C.; fancy dark. 7-8c.; No. 1,

G-7c.; Extracted, white, .5H-6c.; dark. 4-5c.
The honey market Is very qulec and stock

moving very slowly, even at rednced prices.
White clover is not plentiful. Extracted is

moving very slowly, but we hope for an im-
proved demand soon.

Indianapolis, Ind,, Dec. 31.—Fancy white.
H-15C. : No. 1 white, 12-l.ic. Extracted,
white. 6-7c. Beeswax. 22-25c.
Demand is fair for grades quoted, but no

demand for Inferior grades.

Boston, Mass., Dec. 31.—Fancy white, 13
14c.; No. 1, 11-12C. Extracted, white, 6-7c.;
amber, 5-6c. Beeswax, 25c.

Cleveland. Ohio, Dec. 31.—Fancy white.
14!4iai.5e.: No. 1 white. 12(4@13e. Extracted,
white. 6@7c.; amber, 4i4@5^c. Beeswax. 22
as 5c.
There is not very much honey in our mar-

ket Selling rather slow. Demand beginning
to be a little better. Think trade will be fair
in this line this fall.

New York, H. T , Dec. 31.—Fancy white,
ll@12c.; fair white. 9@10c.; buckwheat. 7®
8c. Extracted, white clover and basswood,
5@5V4c.: California, 6c.: Southern. 50c. per
gallon. Beeswax in fair demand at 26@27c.
The market is quiet and Inactive. Demand

light and plentj' of stock on the market.

Cincinnati, Ohio, Peb. 8.—No. 1 white. 12
<ai3c.; No. 1 amber. Il<ai2u.; No 1 dark, 10
@llc. Extracted, white, 5@6c.; dark to am-
ber. 3i4@5c. Demand for all kinds of honey
is exceedingly slow.
Beeswax is in fair demand at 22@25c. for

good to choice yellow.

Kansas City, Mo., Peb. 8.—No. 1 white. 12
@13c.; fancy amber, ll-l'Jc; No. 1 amber.
lO-llc: fancy dark, 10c. ; No. 1 dark, 8c.
Extracted, white. 5>4-8c.; amber, 5 5!4c.;
dark, 4-4Wc. Beeswax, 25c.

San Prancisco, Calif., Jan, 27,— White
comb. 9-lOc.; amber, (i-7c. Extracted, white,
o-SHc; light amber, 4-4!4c.; amber colored
and candled, 3-^c ; dark tule, 25£c.
Beeswax, fair to choice, 23-25c.

Philadelphia, Pa., Peb, 2.—Fancy white
comb, 12-13C : fancy amber. JS-Oc. ; No. 1, 8c.;
fancy dark. 7-8c. Extracted, white, 5-7c.;
amber, 4-5c. ; dark, 3Vi-4c. Beeswax, 25c.
Season is getting over for comb honey—very

little demand. Extracted in good demand.

St. liOois, Mo., Dec. 30.—Fancy white, 14c.

;

No. 1 white, t2<Si;!c. ; fancy amber, ll@12c.

:

No. I amber. lOSlOi^c.; fancy dark, 9@9>4c.;
No. 1 dark. 7@8c. Extracted, white. In cans,
6@7c.: in barrels. 5@oi4c.; amber, 4H@43i[c.;
dark. 3!4@4c. Beeswax. 28)4@27c.
Baker stock of extracted honey, 4@5c

;

stock very scarce. Fair receipts of comb.
Beeswax in good demand,

Detroit, Mich., Jan. 9.—Fancy white. 13-
14c; No. 1. 12-13C.; fancy amber, ll-12c.:
No. 1 amber, lO-llc; fancy dark, 9-lOc.; No,
1, 8-9c. Extracted, white, 5V4-6c,; amber,
oc; dark, 4-4 ^c. Beeswax, 25-26c.

Minneapolis, Minn,, Deo. 31. — Fancy
white. ll®12o.; No. 1 white, lOtaUc; fancy
amber. 9@10c. ; No. 1 amber. Sane; fancy
dark, 7@8c.; No. 1 dark. 6-7c. Bxtraoted,
white, 6@7c. ; amber. n(^5^c. ; dark. 4(a5c.
Utah white extracted. sasKc. Beeswax. 23®
26c. Market fiilrly steady for comb and bet-
ter for extracted than for some time.

Buffalo, N. Y., Peb 5.—Strictly fancy comb,
1-pound, moving quite well at 9 and 10 cents,
while we hear ot some grades a little less.

No. 2 and other grades range from 7 to 5 cts.

Quite liberal amounts can be sold if forced.
Extracted, 3-5c. Better write before spip-
ping.

List of Honey and Beeswax Dealers.

Most of whom Quote In this Journal.

Cblcago, Ilia.

R, A. Burnett & Co.. 163 South Water Street.

New ¥ork, N. Y.
BrLDRETH Bros. & Seqelken,

Kausan City, Wo,
0. C. CI.EM0M8 & Co., 423 Walnut St.

Bnfialo, N. ¥.
Batterson & Co., 167 & 169 Scott St.

Hamilton, Ills.

Chab. Dadant & Son.

Philadelphia, Pa.
Wu. A. Selser, 10 Vine St.

Cleveland, Ohio.
Williams Bros., 80 & 82 Broadway.

St. LoiiiD, ino.

Westcott Com. Co.. 213 Market St

mnneapullM, lUiun.
S. H. Hall & Co.

Milwaakee, Wis.
A. V. Bishop & Co.

Boston, mass.
B. E. Blake & Co., 57 Chatham Street.

Detroit, nich.
M. H. HnNT, Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich.

Indianapolis, Ind.
Walter S. Fouder, 162 Massachusetts Ave.

Albany, N.Y.
Chas. Mcculloch & Co., 380 Broadway.

Cincinnati, Oblo.
C. F, MtTTH & Son, cor. Freeman & Central avs.

Convention IVotices.

Illinois —The annual meeting of the Illi-

nois State Bee-Keepers' Association will be
held at the State House, in Springfield, Feb.
24 and 25.1897, The State Farmers' Insti-

tute meets the same week—Including all the
State live stock associations—and our Exec-
utive Committee, along with them, arranged
for this date, in order that the Legislature
might be in good working condition. (We all

know what for.) There will be an etfort made
this winter to get a Pure Food Bill past, and
that means bee-keepers want a hand In it, to
see that the adulteration of honey shall cease
forever and ever. Two years ago we suc-
ceeded in getting an Antl-Adulteratlon Bill
through the Senate, but it failed In the
House, only for want of push. Let bee-keep-
ers throughout the State impress upon their
Representatives the Importance of such a
bill, and come to our meeting to refresh their
minds on the subject.
Railroad rates will be no greater than a

fare and a third, which will be announced
later. Our programs will be Issued along
with the other State Associations named
above. Jas. A. Stone, Sec.
Bradfordton, 111.

WANTED ATTENTION •

QEE HEKE, Fiiend Bee-Keeper. the bestO goods are none too good, and the lo vest
prices are none too low lor the present times,

so down go the prices for 1897 on Full Line
of Bee-Keepers' Supplies.

I defy competition in quality and workman-
ship. Working Wax Into Foundation when
sent to me. a specialty. Write, without fail,

for Catalog. .My prices are worth looking at.

Wax wanted at 3tie cash, or 29c In trade, de-

livered. Atigust Weiss, Hortonville, Wis.

6A8t Mention the Amarlean Bee JoumaL

The Korkl'ord Seed Farms, owned by
Mr. H. W. Buckbee, the great seedsman of
Kocklord, III., are among the very best in
this whole country. His catalog Is a beauty.
Send lor it al once, not forgetting to say you
are a subscriber to the American Bee Jour-
nal. We mention here a few of the leading
features ot the Buckbee Seed Catalog:
Uuckbee's Great Bonanza Arlicbnkcs-the

great hog food. Buckbee's New Golden Lima
Bean—the best bean of the age. Sunset Beet
the ieaaing variety. Mastodon Mangel—the
latest creation in this great stock food family.
Buckbee's Extra Early New Queen, Race
Horse, Great Dand, and Christmas King Cab-
bages—a quartet of cabbages wUhout supe-
riors, Buckbee's Majestic and Victoria Car-
rots—the leading stock feeding varieties.
Chief Cauliflower—the best up-todate vari-
ety. Roekford Pickle Cucumber—a beauty In
every sense of the word. First of all, best of
all and Private Stock Evergreen Sweet Corns
—the big three leaders. Superb Varieties ot
Lettuce. Phenomenal Varieties of Musk-
melon. Buckbee's Monte Christo Watermelon
—a world beater. Buckbee's Golden Globe
Danvers Onion—more largely planted by
Onion Specialists than any other variety.
New Sandwich Island Pumpkin. Lightning
Express Peas—the earliest on recird. Roek-
ford Market itadish—the favorite among gar-
deners and planters. Buckbee's New Self-
Supportlng Tomatoes. Pedigree Field Corn.
Magniflc: nt Oats. Thoroughbred Potatoes.
Seed Drills. Cultivators, etc. A gorgeous
array of Flower Seed, Including the latest
fashions in Sweet P as. Asters Balsams, Pan-
sies. Nasturtiums, Verbenas. Phlox. Popples,
Japanese Morning Glories, etc. A magnifi-
cent assortment of Prize Winning Chrysan-
themums, Carnations, Koses. Geraniums,
Fuchsias, Colens, Violets, etc.

The "Successfal" Incubator seems
to be well named. It Is manufactured by the
IJes Moines Incubator Co., ot Des Moines,
Iowa, and was exhibited at the big Poultry
Show held at Chicago during the blizzard
week of January 25 to 30. The conditions
under which a good hatch was secured is
something remarkable, and is evidence that
the Des Moines concern knows how to build
an Incubator that will hatch eggs almost any-
where. 400 eggs were purchast at a commis-
sion house, incubated for 18 days at Des
Moines, Iowa, then hauled one mile by ex-
press wagon to the depot, where the Incuba-
tor and the eggs were loaded Into the express
car and started on their 375-mile journey, to
be hatcht out two days later. This transfer
was made during the coldest wave of the sea-
son. On arrival at the •• Windy City." another
haul was made by express wagon to the Ex-
hibition Hall, where overcoats and gloves
were necessary articles. Still they hatcht
until the machine was literally filled with
chickens, and was highly deserving of the
great attraction it created. An incubator
turnlsht with a regulator that will govern the
heat on board of an express train, and hatch
eggs accompanied by a 20 degrees below tem-
perature is certainly up-to-date. Write them
for a catalog telling all about their " Success
ful" chicken hatcher. Of course, you'll not
forget to say you read the American Bee
Journal.

Bee-Keepers' Pliotogrraph.—We
have now on band a limited number of ex-
cellent photographs ot prominent bee-keep-
ers—a number of pictures on one card. The
likeness of 49 of them are shown on one of
the photographs, and 121 on the other. We
will send them, postpaid, for 30 cts. a card,
mailing from the 121 kind first; then after
they are all gone, we will send the 49 kind.
So those who order first will get the most
" faces" for their money. Send orders to
the Bee Journal ofl3ce.

Wanted—A Situation
In an apiary here in the East, not further
west than the central part of N. Y. State. Ref-
erence, Mr. J. D.Goodrich. Pract cal Apiarist,
East Hardwick. Vt. State wages.

B. D. COOK, Wilton, N. H.
Meniic^i ihe Arnencan lice JmiTnai,

P/\/>l7-<2'r>a1c A Choice Lot of thor-
V/OCKcrclS oughbred B. P. Rocks, S.
C. Black MInorcas. S.C. Brown Leghorns, *l.25
each. Eggs Irom same breeds in season $1.25
lor 15. Also P1..4ISTS—Strawberry, Red and
Black Cap Raspberry.

mrs. E.. C. AXTELIi,
7Atf Roskville. Warren Co., III.

Mention the AmerUxm Bee JoumOU
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Bottom Prices
BRIIVG US BIC TRADE.

COOD GOODS KEEP IT.

If you want the best eupplies that can be

made at a little less cost than you can buy

the same >foods for elsewhere, write to us

for low prices. 1897 Catalogue soon ready

—ask for It and a free copy of Tlie Ameri-

can Bee-Keeper (36 pages).

Address,

THEW.T.FALCOKERMFG.CO.,
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

MenUon llieAmerican Hee journal.

9?g.9 IIVIPROVEIVIEWT
bcg'ins witli gnod f( iR-iii^r. The Keystone
Fence will increase the value of your farm.
No damage to crops from stock depredation.
No loss of crops from smothering under snow
drifts. Can't blow down. Can't burn up. All
about it in our free book on fence building-.

KEYSTONE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO.,
No. 3 Kush Street, Peoria, IH,

Mention Uitjinicriatn Uce joivnui,.

•i- Money Saved is Money Gained. •^

THE ROYAL UMON
Life Insurance Company

DES MOINES, IOWA.

The Iowa Policy
Is one that definitely promises to keep an
accurate account with you ; credit your
premiums and Interest, charge the actual
expense and mortuary cost, and hold the
remaining funds subject to your order.

Agent** Wanted.
JOHN B. KING, General Aqent.

Suite 51:3 First Nat'l Bank Bld'g,

20Atf CHICAGO, ILL.

tgfffMim. the Amer-ioay, Bfs favr'.'iCi/'.^

PATENT WIEED COMB FODNDATIOH
A Has No Sag in Brood-Frames

Inv TliiD Flat-Huttom FoiiiKtatiun

ISQ lias So Fisbbooe in the Snrplufi Uoney.

Si
Belnff the cleanest is nsaally worked

the qnlckeBt of any Foundation made

J. VAN UECISEN & SONS,
Sole Mannraotarers,

Sprout Brook MoiuKomery Co.. N. Y.

afenfion aie A.merlcon Bee Jiywnua,,

fdAITll
Ur In Bxcliauge lor

Comb Foundation.
iil;;£lieKt I'rice I>aid.

If you want your Wax Workt Into Foun-
dation, satistacturiiy. promptly, and at the
loiVFMt price, send it to mo.

tuff' Write for Price- I>l8t and Samples.

GUS DITTMER,
AlKJUtiTA, WIS.

ileraum the Amerlccm Bee JofwmaiU

BEESWAX WANTED
FOR-

^ Foundation Making. ^
Send For OUR CATALOGUE,

SAMPLES OF FOUNDATION,

ADVICE TO BEG-INNERS, Etc.

Address,

CHAS. DADANT &; SON,
When Answerinq this Advertisement, Mention this Journal. HMMII.rT®ff, lEfl,.

41 eMowioi^e 41 eMowioMt
c SII^IIIZI

Our business is making Sections. We are located in the basswood belt of Wis-
consin ; therefore the material we use cannot be better. We have made the fol-

lowing prices :

No. 1 Snow-AVhitc.
500 $1.25

1000 at 2.50
8000 at 2.25
5000 at 2.00

"So. 1 Cream.
500 $1.00

1000 at 2.00
3000 at 1.75
5000 at 1,50

If larger quantities are wanted, write for prices.

Price-Eist of Sections, Foundations, Veils, Smokers, Zinc, Etc.,
Sent on application.

MARSHFIELD MFG. CO., Marshfield, Wis.6A35t

ROOT'S GOODS

!

^^^^^

Before placing your order for this season, be sure to send for Root's

1897 Catalog, Ready Feb. 1.

Our 1897 Hives, with improved Danzy Cover and Improved Hoffman Frames

are simply "out of sight." Acknowledged by all who have seen them to be

a great improvement over any hive on the market, of last year.

Comb Foundation
Cheaper and better than ever—clear as crystal, for you

can read your name through it. Process and machinery pat-

ented Dec. 8, 1896. Samples of the New Foundation free.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
Factory and Main. Office, MEDINA, O.

118 lUichicun St., Chicago, III. Syracuse, IV. \.

1024 miss. Sir., St. I'uul, Minn. IMeclianic Falls, Maine.
10 Vine St., Pliiladclpliia, Pa.

Jtfention the American Bet Journal
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Growing Crimson and Alfalfa Clover.

BT MBS. L. C. AXTELL.

We have great hopes for the crimson or scarlet clover as
a spring honey-plant. If we can get that to live and blossom

Crimson Clover.

for the bees it will furnish nectar just in the right time, so
that no spring feeding will be required, and it is so much bet-

ter for the bees, and for the bee-keeper, for the bees to' get
their supplies from the flowers. It is conducive to their^best
health.

The crimson clover blossoms just between apple-bloom
and white clover, is in blossom about two weeks, and is gone
before white clover comes into bloom, or before the white
yields much nectar. The first blossoms of the white does not
seem to yield much nectar. I have seen the roadsides]^and

Alfalfa or Lucern Clover.

fields perfectly white with blossoms from white clover and
scarcely a bee to be seon upon llie blossoms ; and the next
week the bees would be working with all their might upon it,

fairly tumbling over each other to save the nectar.
I used to be frightened, sometimes, to see how little at-

tention the bees paid to the white clover, for fear it would be
out of blossom and the bees get no honey, but I believe X have
never seen a season bnt what they got a crop of houey from
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white clover when there were blossoms; and the same thing I

think will apply to the scarlet or crimson clover— bees work
on it as eagerly as on the white.

Crimson clover is a most beautiful flower, rivaling many
of our cultivated flowers in our flower beds. It is so rich and
deep ; many persons were attracted to stop and admire our
field while in blossom, and reraarkl that it made a beautiful
pansy bed. Just on the opposite side of the road was a red
clover field that smelled very fragrant, but no bees could be
seen there; probably the only reason, no bees had tongues
long enough to reach the honey that was there waiting in the
air, or it would not have been so fragrant. There were plenty
of bumble-bees. Now I wish we might in some way get hold
of a bee that could reach the honey in the common red clover.

Our scarlet or crimson clover that was cut for seed, so
seeded the ground that it made a splendid stand, probably
because it sowed itself more thickly than if sowed by hand.
As soon as it was cut and removed from the ground Mr. Axtell
cultivated and harrowed the ground, making the surface very
mellow. Where it came up very thick the weeds did not
bother it any, but where it came up thin the weeds bothered
it. Mr. Axtell mowed the weeds down to give it a chance,
but the weeds sprang up again and nearly killed it out, and
so where it was sowed by hand in June the weeds nearly
choked it out, because of its being so thin. But where it was
sowed in the corn just before the last cultivation, the weeds
did not bother, but it did not grow so thrifty and strong as
where sowed on land by itself, but did better than what he
sowed in September. October is altogether too late to sow it

;

it entirely winter kills, or kills out the first heavy freezes be-
fore winter.

Mr. Axtell thinks the best way to start it is by sowing it

in the corn, and then if not on land to be left for its blooming,
it can be plowed under the following spring to enrich the
ground. After being cut for seed it can be removed from the
ground for the threshing in four days, if the weather is dry-
ing, but if damp and rainy, it should stand longer, or until
dry. Warren Co., 111.

[Ten to 15 pounds of crimson clover seed are necessary to

seed an acre properly.
The Prairie Farmer of recent date contained the follow-

ing by Prof. C. C. Georgeson, of Kansas, who wrote in reply
to a question about the growing of alfalfa :

—

Editor ]

ALFALFA I>f NORTHERN ILLINOIS.

Alfalfa can be grown successfully in northern Illinois

provided a suitable soil is selected. It will not do well on a
soil which has a layer of either hardpan or rock within two or
three feet of the surface, nor should it be sown on land where
the water level is within that distance of the surface. It pre-

fers a deep, somewhat porous subsoil, such as we find in

alluvial river bottoms, but it will also do well on any reason-
ably good upland soil where the roots can penetrate eight or
ten feet deep. The climatic conditions of northern Illinois

should be no obstacle to its successful culture.

The method of seeding this crop depends somewhat on
circumstances. In Illinois, where the rainfall is usually
sufficient for the growth of crops and where the summer
drouth is seldom severe, alfalfa seed can be sown with oats in

the spring, as grass or clover is sown, either broadcast or
drilled. If, on the other hand, there is danger of drouth in

July, the young alfalfa might suffer severely after the re-

moval of the oats. In that case it would be better to sow the
seed by itself. Of late years, I have used a common shoe-drill

with press wheels In preference to any other method of seed-
ing alfalfa.

It requires 20 pounds of alfalfa seed to the acre. When
sown by itself on old ground, the weeds usually spring up with
great vigor in early summer, and if not held in check they
will cnoke out the alfalfa. To remedy this, the mower should
be run over the field as often as it is necessary, especially in

the early part of the season. The cutter-bar should be set as
high as possible so as to miss the alfalfa.

Alfalfa can be sown In July, or the beginning of August,
with good success, In which case the weeds will not interfere
seriously with the crop. C. C. Georgeson.

[For seed rates on the above clovers, see page 124.

—

EdJ

Sweet Clover—Is It a Noxious Weed ?

Bv c. r. dadant.

I have just-noticed the discussion in regard to this plant
in the Report of the proceedings of the Illinois State Conven-
tion at Chicago. I am somewhat interested in the discussion

that may follow, because I have always taken the part of this
plant, and have strongly recommended it, lately, in an article
which I wrote for the Prairie Farmer, and yet, when I wrote
the article, I did not know that there was some public mention
of the matter.

Is melilotus alba a noxious weed ? If it is, we have been
guilty—my father and myself—of introducing a nuisance in
our neighborhood. Melilot was brought to our country years
before we came here, in the '50"s. It was sowed near the
Mississippi river, close to a mill-dam built on the rapids by the
Mormons. Perhaps it had even been brought there by them.
My father, who is somewhat of a botanist, recognized the
plant at once from the descriptions given in French works,
and knowing that it was a good honey-plant, set to work to
gather its seeds. After sowing a small patch on our own farm,
and finding that it was a valuable acquisition for the bee-keep-
er, he began sowing it in waste-places, in old quarries, along
the creeks and along the river's edge. Mind, this was in the
'fiO's, when land was cheap, farms were far apart, and cattle
ranged at large over the commons. The result was that the
melilot did not spread, but was kept down by the stock and
never made much headway except on farms that were fenced
up, in places where nothing was grown. There are patches of
it yet, on two or three neighbors' land, in spots unfit for any-
thing but pasture, but which find themselves, owing to the
cultivation of crops within enclosure so as to be safe from the
cattle's reach.

We have a friend in the city of Keokuk, four miles from
here, who undertook bee-keeping on a small scale, I believe in

1868. He lives on the bluff, in a curve of the river, and in

a spot that was totally devoid of pasture, except the few fruit
trees and patches of lawn common in a city. The only great
pasture in reach was on the bottom lands across the river, a
mile wide. My father then urged him to sow sweet clover
about the bluff on which he lives, which is about 200 feet high
and so steep that no house may be built on its slope. The mel-
ilot grew there in abundance and spread far and wide, for
there was no stock in reach of it. It has now spread about
and grows along the railroad tracks, and in deserted street
corners, so much so that it makes quite an item for a honey
crop.

Now, if this is a noxious weed, and our friend, in follow-
ing our advice, has committed a nuisance, let those who say it

is a nuisance rise and tell us what constitutes a nuisance. Do
they mean to say that in those waste-places where this plant
grows, nothing else would grow ? About the railroad tracks
for instance, where it is probably most objectionable, will you
say that if it was not for the sweet clover, the railroad compan-
ies would not have to mow and clear up the side of the track ? I

have traveled in many directions and have always seen many
tall weeds, in all productive soil, along the railroad tracks,
even where there was not and had never been any sweet clover.

If it is a necessity for the railroad companies to cut down
weeds, what does It matter to them whether it is melilot or
rag-weeds ? The melilot is neither larger nor tougher than the
rag-weed, and it is of some use to somebody, while the rag-
weed is good only, as far as man knows, to cause hay-fever in

people who have a tendency to asthma, by the profuse, rank
pollen that it produces, and which is so plentiful that it covers
the water of ponds with a yellow veil, and covers your clothes
with a powdered, mustard-loolnng dust, during hay-fever time,

from July to September.

Then, if some weed viust grow, on our rich Illinois soil,

{and thank Nature that it is so, for if it would not grow weeds,
it would not grow corn and wheat)— if we must have some
weed, I say, why not have a weed that is good for somebody,
instead of a weed that is injurious to some and good for no
one ?

What harm does the melilot do to you, Mr. Lawmaker?
Did it ever grow up in your corn-field, or in your potato-patch,
and take away a shade of a shadow of nutriment that properly
belonged to your tilled crop ? No, for it is a biennial, and if

you failed to turn it over last year, you surely must have
plowed it up this spring when you put in your crop. And in

the place where you had found it, you may notice that the
corn is stronger, just as if you had had a crop of red clover in

that spot, for the roots of melilot sink deep in the soil and
bring more from the atmosphere than they take from the

land.
Whore, thou, does the melilot hurt you ? In the pasture ?

If you have had any in your pasture, you know that the first

year's growth cannot stand the close grazing of the cows, and
that it Is only if it has stood one season sheltered from stock

that it may withstand the teeth of the stock and live a stunted
life, covered with bloom, however. In your pasture, until It

dies the following winter. Sweet clover cannot stand regular
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pasturage, followed for three years or more in one spot ; we
have had evidence of this, right at home, for years.

Melilot may be made a useful plant. Mr. Chas. Peloquin,

of Canada, a dairyman, has for years grown it for early pas-

ture. He flnds that the second year's growth begins very early

In the season, and that if the clover is cut when about knee
high, it is very good feed for milch cows. He therefore cuts it

in the beginning of May, when there is practically nothing as

yet, in the way of green pasture, in the Province of Quebec,
and harvests a paying crop in this way, before it blooms aud
gives his bees another paying crop.

Why is it, then, that they are trying to pass, or are pass-

ing, laws prohibiting the sowing of melilot? Because bee-

keepers do not keep awake to their own interests. Our law-
makers, I am sorry to notice, are not farmers, but lawyers,
and they are easily influenced in matters lil^e this, and there
are always some persons, (scarce though they may be) who
are jealous of anything that may help the success of others.

Hancock Co., III.

Watering Bees—A Trough for the Purpose.

Br JOHN G. COREY.

This subject having been so fully discust at the late an-
nual meeting of the North American Bee-Keepers' Association
held at Lincoln, Nebr., it would appear useless to many
to add anything of value to our fraternity. Bee-keepers,
as a rule, exhaust a subject pretty effectually before dropping
it. (See articles on size of hives, for example.)

On the Pacific Coast we have very different conditions
from those existing elsewhere. The air becomes very dry at

with the watering-trough, and the mill was run an hour or so

every day, which not only filled the trough, but overflowed
quite a piece of ground around it. The amount of water used
varied, I found from observations taken daily, and was gov-
erned by atmospheric conditions, and ranged from 5 gallons
to 25 daily. The capacity of the trough was fully 30 gallons,

and it would be found empty before noon In cases where the
wind failed to run the mill the day before.

This entire outfit cost me less than §20 outlay, and has
been of more service to me, and more satisfactory, than any
other appliance used in and about my apiary. Although a
plain and not ornamental improvement, it fills the bill. The
tower is a piece of 12x12 bridge-timber picked up in the river.

The windmill shaft is a reaper shaft and crank that cost me
%Y. The fans, four in number, are made of Jj-lnch lumber,
and a cross-head is spiked firmly to the tower, and the boxes
are wood, but kept well oiled. The mill is rigged so that
when the wind blows up the valley it runs one way, and when
It comes down the valley it runs the other way. The sketch
of the trough herewith was made by a friend to illustrate more
fully the manner of its construction.

Los Angeles Co., Cal.

Importaut Foul Brood Ouestious Answered.

BY W.M. M'EVOY.

The following questions on foul brood, received from J.
H., of Iowa, 1 will attempt to answer :

"I have read Dr. Howard's book on 'Foul Brood,' and
think I know a little more than I did before reading it, but I
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Corey's Waterimj Trough for Bees.

times, and an apiary of 200 to 300 colonies requires so much
water that a resort to something of greater capacity than fruit

bottles is deemed advisable. I am a strong advocate of water
close at hand, for many reasons, a few of which I will state :

1st. A long flight by bees for water is very destructive to

bee-life, as a change in temperature of a few degrees, when a
bee is filled with cold water, is sure death.

2nd. The question of transportation comes in as a strong
argument, as a great quantity of water is used during the
breeding season, and, in fact, during the whole of the dry,
warm weather up to October in this State, and the furnishing
this supply from a long distance is a heavy draft on the work-
ing-force of the apiary.

My apiary in the Solidad Canyon being located nearly a
mile from permanent water, I used a well for my supply, and
when a sufficient quantity was not fnrnisht, my bees would
go down 30 feet into this well and drown by thousands. To
remedy this, I provided a cover for the well, of wire cloth,

and set myself to work devising a scheme to furnish an ample
supply, which I did In the following manner:

I built a cheap wind-mill, and fitted up a pump composed
of a cylinder 2-inches in diameter, and 35 feet of 1 Ji-lnch iron
pipe, the whole costing me .Sli. Then I prepared a water-
ing-trough costing .Si more, besides my own labor. The
trough is made of a sheet of No. 22 galvanized iron, 36x84
inches, and is made In the form of a large dripping-pan, with
sides and ends 5 Inches high and perpendicular. The sides
and ends were stiffened with 1x4 inch lumber, and five pieces
of the same material nailed across the bottom to hold it level

when filled. The sides and ends of the iron were then bent
over the wood rim and nailed firmly with 1-inch wire nails. A
float in two sections was then made of lath, fitting at the sides
and ends so exact that a bee could not pass under It.

This trough was then placed in a sunny place well pro-
tected from wind : a pipe was then laid cgnnecting the pump

want some information that I think such a book ought to

contain. Hence, I ask these questions :

" 1. (a) Is all the honey in an infected hive infected ? (b)

Suppose the disease is in the center of the brood-nest, is the
honey in the outside frames, and in the sections above, in-

fected, or just the honey close to where the dead brood is ?
" 2. In the first stages of the disease, is the honey in sec-

tions or extracting-frames where there is no brood, considered
unhealthy and not fit for table use '?

" 3. Does a colony ever do enough good after it is infected
to store any surplus ?

"4. Does Dr. Howard claim that the spores that are in-

fectious are confined to the honey and pollen ? Or does the
comb contain them ? I mean comb where there has never
been any dead foul brood ?

" 5. Will combs taken from the top story and extracted
last fall, put back for the bees to clean off, then taken out
and packt until spring out-doors, contain the disease ?

" 6. Is it possible for the disease to be carried by new
foundation? •

" 7. The Doctor gives treatment for during the honey-flow.
I would like to have it for winter or early spring.—J. H.,
Iowa."

Answers.— 1. (a) No. If all the honey in foul-broody
colonies was affected, all the larvK would die of foul brood
just as soon as any of the honey was fed to them, (h) Yes,
and sometimes pretty badly affected. Honey and pollen to

become diseased must be stored in cells where foul-brood mat-
ter has dried down, and when the bees, in making more room
for brood in times of honey-flows, remove the unsealed honey
ontof the diseased cells to cells partly filled with good honey
In the supers above or In any part of the brood-chamber, it

will become diseased at once.
2. As a rule, where a colony has only a few cells of foul

brood, and these in the first stages of the disease, the honey
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in the sections and extracting-comb? will be all right for table

use.

3. Where colonies have only a few cells of foul brood in

the spring, and are fairly strong in bees, the disease won't
raalje much headway for some time, and in all such cases the

owners will get surplus honey in proportion to the strength of

the colonies, the nature of the honey-How, and how they man-
age the business. But when colonies rob uery foul-broody ones
in spring, they will store the diseased honey right in the brood-
nest and feed it to the larva; as long as It lasts; then the dis-

ease will make rapid progress, and, by the time the honey-flow
begins, the colonies will be so weak in bees that little or no
surplus honey will be gathered.

4. No. Not in the honey and pollen alone, but in cells in

combs where foul-brood matter had dried down. Every cell

In a diseased comb that has no honey, pollen, or the stain-

mark of foul brood left in it, will be all right, Combs that

never liml nny brood in, and bave bsen used above the queen-
excluder on diseased colonies will be all right after they have
been extracted, and given back to the bees until they are
thoroughly cleaned.

'). Yes, they certainly will, and for many years after, if

they have cells in them that foul-brood matter dried down in.

Many a line apiary has been ruined through bee-keepers buy-
ing and using old combs that others had on hand after they
lost all of their bees. The amount of damage that has been
done through the mistakes that people have made in using old

comb that they did not know to be diseased when they first

used them, would amount to a serious sum. I never could

have made a success of getting the diseased apiaries cured by
wholesale in the Province of Ontario, if I had not made it a

rule to get all the combs in every badly-diseased apiary made
Into wax.

G. Never. No bee-keeper in the world ever had foul

brood introduced into his apiary through using foundation.

Mr. F. C. Harrison, Bacteriologist at the Ontario Agricultural
College, at Guelph, put a quantity of foul-brood germs Into

melted wax after the wax had cooled dow7i co7isidcrable. Mr.
Holtermann then made it into foundation, and put a swarm
into a hive filled with it. Before the test was made I said to

Mr. Holtermann, and Mr. Craig, that it was my opinion that

no disease would be found after the foundation was made into

combs and filled with brood. Sometime after, when the combs
were full of brood, I was askt to inspect them, which I did. A
more healthy or nicer-looking lot of brood I never examfned,
than I found In these combs made out of foundation loaded
with foul-brood germs. Mr. Holtermann made this severe

test during the honey-flow, and out of soft wax so as to get the
foundation made into combs as soon as possible.

7. To cure colonies of foul brood in winter, in cold regions,

is a thing that I never advised any person to do, and do not
approve of disturbing bees in their season of rest. But if any
bee-keeper wishes to cure his diseased colonies in winter, and
has, or can get, the right sort of combs, it can be done as

follows

:

Remove a(( of the combs out of the foul-broody colonies,

and then shake the bees back into their own hives ; then in

each hive place five combs of honey that is sealed right down
to the bottom-bar, that you know to be free from tlie disease, and
then with division-boards crowd the bees up so that they will

cluster up in the comb. If the diseased colonies are pretty

weak, put two or more of them together before crowding the

bees up into the five combs of sealed honey. With no place in

the sealed combs for the bees to store the diseased honey
(which they would take with them from the old combs), they
would have to keep it until they consume it, and after that

the bees would have to uncap the sealed honey and use it up
before they could have any space rid out for brood-rearing.

This method gets rid of the diseased honey before brood-rear-

ing is started, and always ends in perfect cures, when suitable

combs of sealed honey are used.»

Early spring would be the most critical time in all the

year to undertake the curing of foul-broody apiaries, and with
the );ki.s'(, of the bee-keepers it would end in failures, losses,

and a wide-spread of the disease if such work was undertaken
In cartji spring. Foul-broody colonies that are weak in bees

In einiii spring are very dangerous things to keep In any
locality where many colonies are kept, because they always
get robbed out just as soon as robbing sets in, and in this way
the disease Is often very widely spread. To guard against this,

and make it safe for yourself and your neighbors, in early

spring double up all the diseased colonics, la the evciiinijs,

that are weak, until they are strong In boos; then contract
the entrance to prevent robbing, and wait until the honey-
flow begins, then go In for curing, which can bo easily and
profitably done by every one.

This Iowa bee-keeper has raised some very Important

questions, and I believe that Dr. Howard will agree with all

the answers that I have given. Dr. Howard's book on "Foul
Brood " is by far the best of any ever publisht on this subject,
and every bee-keeper in the world should have one.

Ontario, Canada, Feb. 8.

[We mail Dr. Howard's book on "Foul Brood" for 25
cents; or club it with the Bee Journal for a year—both for

•Si. 10.— Editor.]

Moving Bees from Indiana to Florida.

TSr A. F. BBOWN.

Replying to Mr. Stokesberry's inquiry, on page 2S, re-

garding moving bees to Florida, cost of bees here, etc., I would
say: It will probably cost .'glOO or .$L2.5 as a special rate on
a carload of bees from Indiana to Florida. The railroad
transportation company will not take less than a carload, and
the carload rate would include one man in charge /rcc. About
200 colonies in 2-story single-walled hives make a good car-

load. If the bees are properly packt, with ample ventilation,

they can be shipt very successfully, especially in early spring
or in the fall.

If you have a carload and cannot sell thein at home at a
satisfactory figure, and you are fully determined to follow
the business here in Florida, you might ship them to an ad-
vantage to yourself financially.

The cost of bees here will vary from $3 to .$5 per colony,
for those in frame hives, and $1.50 to .$2 for colonies in box-
hives. Unless one is informed, or has done considerable
inquiring around, it might take him some little time to get
up a good-sized apiary—say a couple hundred colonies. For
those who do not malce much out of their bees, seldom have
more than a dozen or two colonies, and those who do make a
business of it, don't want to sell unless at good figures.

About the cheapest and most satisfactory way to get
started with an apiary is to buy 50 or 100 colonies in box-
hives, and transfer, putting into " new hives." This gives

one the advantage of having the most improved hives, and
having just what he wants, which is seldom found where an
entire apiary is bought outright.

Again, one leaving the North seldom knows until he has
been on the ground to see the country and location, whether
or not he is going to like it. Therefore, I would advise sell-

ing out and making a fresh start after you have found what
you want. Or, still better, wait and see the country first,

then decide for yourself whether or not you want to make a
change. Like all other places, Florida has its drawbacks and
failures.

A word or two regarding packing bees for shipment : If

you move during warm weather, you should have a rim the
full size of the hive and 3 inches deep, covered with wire
cloth—one on both top and bottom. This will give the bees

a chance and ample room to cluster off from the combs. In
cool weather, when you have frosty nights and mornings, one-
3-inch depth screen on top will be enough, but in warm
iveather put a screen on both top and bottom. The frames
should be securely fastened so that no amount of jarring can
get them loose, and allow them to jam together, or swing back
and forth, as this is a death-trap to about every bee in the
hive. Colonies heavy in honey are liable to have it broken
down in the jarring that is bound to come from moving by
railroad ; therefore, do not allow over 15 to 20 pounds—at
most 25 pounds—to the colony.

It is also very essential to have all colonies supplied with
some water. In fact, this is most imiiortant in warm weather,
and where there is any unsealed brood in the colonies. The
best way I found to supply it is in combs, filled by laying each
comb in a tub or barrel and pouring water from a dipper held

three feet above it ; the force of the fall drives it into the colls,

and it stays ; reverse the comb and fill both sides. One comb
will hold about one pint, or a little more, and two combs
should be given to each colony to insure ample.

In packing colonies in a car, load so the combs will run
lengthwise of the car, and so there will be a circulation of air

all among and through them. This can be secured by means
of a few 1x2 inch strips laid between the tiers of hives as one
Is loading. Lay a few strips on the bottom of the car first, to

allow ventilation under the first tier of hives.

In moving in warm weather, get a cattle-car. These,
owing to being built open, give the best kind of ventilation

when the train Is in motion.

When figuring the expense of moving one's apiary South,
or to any other place, unless one intends following the migra-
tory system, he should figure in the cost of screens, as they
are no small item for a carload of bees. Volusia Co., Fla.
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Report of the Michigan State Bee-Keepers'
Convention, Held at Mt. Pleasant.

BY W. Z. HUTCHINSON.

[Continued from page 102.]

The Secretary then read a paper from M. H. Hunt, of

Wayne Co., on
M*.KING AND SHIPPING BEESWAX.

Perhaps no one is a better judge of beeswax than the

manufacturer of comb fouudation. He learns the appearance
it should have, the touch, and even the smell, as readily as he

does the aroma of his morning coffee.

Many have tried adulterating, and with success so far as

selling is concerned, until he tries the foundation maker.
Many dollars have been wasted to find a substitute for bees-

wax, but all have failed—it's no good for the bee-keeper.

The quality of the beeswax of this country has been much
improved in the last five years— it is much brighter and
cleaner. The sun wax extractor has had something to do with

it, also steam rendering. In an experiment a number of years

ago, I found that the soaking of dark comb in several waters
removed much of the coloring matter, which improved the

wax very much. Some of the combs were put in whole to

soak, and were so improved that they were taken out and used

again. By drying them thoroughly much of the old pollen

will rattle out.

Never use an iron dish about the wax, even if galvanized.

We always make up our wax by steam. The combs are put

into a large sack of loose material, and put into a barrel and
covered with water ; as the melted wax comes to the top It Is

skimmed off. The addition of two ounces of sulphuric acid

will add much to the color and cleanliness of the product.

Turning and poking the sack will help to get the wax out

more thoroughly.
Avoid melting the wax over too many times; every time

makes it darker colored. Make the cakes medium-sized, and
don't pour in the moulds until cooled so it will just run nicely.

Wet the dish, and you will not have to grease it, which is

objectionable. If the above directions are followed, your
cakes will not crack.

Our apiarist has always saved every particle of comb and
prest ihi'in into little, hard balls, and no worms have ever

been found in them ; these savings are made up twice a year.

In preparing your wax for shipping, much care should be

used, especially if sent by freight, which Is usually the best

way. The box it is put in should be strong and well nailed.

See to It that there are no holes that the pieces knockt off in

transit will rattle out. Fasten the cakes so they will not

shake about In the box. Never put any packing in with it,

such as excelsior, paper or straw. The last thing before nail-

ing up, put in a card with the exact weight of the wax,
together with your address.

If you follow the above directions, and make no mistake

in the weighing, there will be no shortage, and your buyer

will be made happy. Reporting a shortage is not a pleasant

thing to do. M. H. Hunt.

Jas. Armstrong— I would like to know why we have to

pay first-class freight on wax ?

Mr. Hutchinson—Perhaps It is because of its value. If it

is lost the railroads have to pay for it, and they make a higher

rate on account of its value.

Mr. Armstrong—With that line of reasoning we ought to

pay a higher freight on fouudation than on wax, which is not

the case.
i^j H. W. Morrison— I have used the solar wax-extractor,

and like it very well, as it is so easy to throw in any bits of

comb, and they are disposed of at once.

Mr. Bingham—The trouble with the solar extractor Is

that It won't work Sundays. My wax extractor Is very sim-

ple. I have an old wash-boiler soldered on the top of another

old boiler, the bottom first having teen removed from the

upper boiler. This gives a very deep vessel. I put in some

water, and then some cappings. When they are melted I put
In some more, and keep doing this until they are all melted,

or the boiler Is nearly full. Then I put In some water and
bring it up to the boiling point, and leave the tire to go down,
with the boiler on the stove. I leave it until the next day to

cool, and then take it out in the yard and turn It over and get

out the cake of wax. As the wax shrinks in cooling there is

no trouble In getting out the wax, and It Is all In one piece.

There Is no useless dipping and fussing, and you get all of

the wax. The law of gravity does it all. The dirt settles to

the bottom. Any dirt attacht to the bottom of the cake can
be scraped off with a knife or axe, or something. Then' is no
use of putting the combs into a sack.

Pres. Asplnwall—Taero Is one point in favor of the solar

extractor, and that is, the heat is never great enough to melt
the propolis, and thus have it mixt with the wax.

Mr. Bingham—I don't think that the propolis mixes with
wax ; I think that the specific gravity is different.

BEES IN HONEY-HOUSES.

Mr. Bingham cautioned all to be careful and not let any
bees, loaded with honey, escape from the honey-house window,
or the door, as they are sure to come back and try to get in

again at the same place. Fix a movable screen Inside the

window, that can be removed and carried out-of-doors with

the bees still upon it, and thus release them some distance

from the house. Or, he would have a box at the top of the

window Into which the bees would crawl. He would have a

glass on the outside of the box. This box could be carried out

and opened, and the bees allowed to obtain their liberty by
flying from the box instead of from the house.

BEE-VEILS AND CROSS BEES.

Mr. Bingham also cautioned bee-keepers against wearing
stiff or hard veils, like the bar-veil that has been advertised.

When a bee flies against such a hard substance she thinks

that some one has struck her, and she gets mad about It and
stays mad for a long time. She is ready to fight the moment
any one comes Into the yard. Use soft material for veils. It

often happens that there are only a few bees In the yard that

cause most of the unpleasantness, and it may be worth while

to get rid of these. Mr. Bingham provokes such bees by

striking at them, and then backing up into the honey-house,

continuing his blows, and when they have followed him in, he

closes the door and kills them. He thinks that not more than
50 bees may cause annoyance for a long time, and that if they

were killed off, peace would reign.

The following officers were chosen : President, T. F.

Bingham, of Farwell ; Vice-President, Wm. Bamber, of Mt.

Pleasant; Secretary, W. Z. Hutchinson, of Flint; Treasurer,

H. W. Morrison, of Mt. Pleasant.

It was thought that while Mt. Pleasant was an excellent

place In which to hold a convention and secure a crowd,

the weather had been such that a very poor showing had been

made, compared to what could be made In good weather, and
It was decided to hold the meeting there another year.

W. Z. Hutchinson, Sec.

Xlie Alsike Clover Leaflet consists'of 2 pages,

with illustrations, showing the value of Alsike clover, and
telling how to grow It. This Leaflet is just the thing to hand
to every farmer In your neighborhood. Send to the Bee Jour-

nal office for a quantity of them, and see that they are dis-

tributed where they will do the most good. Prices, postpaid,

are as follows : 50 for 20 cents ; 100 for 85 cents ; or 200
for ()0 cents.

^".-».

Tlie Names and Addresses of all your .bee-

friends, who are not now taking the Bee Journal, are wanted
at this office. Send them in, please, when sample copies will

be mailed to them. Then you can secure their subscriptions,

and earn some of the premiums we have offered. The
next few months will be just the time to easily get new sub-

scribers. Try It earnestly, at least.

The McEvoy Foul Brood Treatment is

given In Dr. Howard's pamphlet on "Foul Brood; Its Natural

History and Rational Treatment." It is the latest publication

on the subject, and should be in the hands of every bee-keeper.

Price, 25 cents ; or clubbed with the Bee Journal for one year

—both for $1.10.
< »

t^" See " Bee-Keeper's Guide" offer on page lO'J
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CONDUCTED BY

DH. C. O. MHZ,ER, MAKENGO, TL.'L.

[Questions may be mailed to tbe Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direct.

1

What to Do with Sour Honey.

On page 88 the question is askt what to do with that sour
honey. " Heating it to a certain degree," as the word heat-

ing is usually understood, will simply ruin it. If it can be
kept warmed for a few weeks at lOU' to 120'-', that may im-
prove its flavor, and if conditions are favorable for evapora-
tion it will certainly improve its consistency, for sour honey
means thin honey. It may, and it may not, be an easy thing
to keep it properly warmed for a sufficient length of time, and
another plan may be taken, providiug the honey has granu-
lated with coarse grains. Drain off the liquid part and use it

for vinegar, then melt up the grains. If it's in barrels it cau
be drained by allowing the barrel to be turned ou its side, or

by having a hole at the lower part. My good friend, T. F.

Bingham, protests against such advice, as reported on page
85, and it may be well to advise agaiust having honey that
by any possibility can be drained, but the fact remains that
there are tons upon tons of such houey, and it isn't a bad
thing to know what to do with it. C. C. M.

Lieveliiiir Comb in Sections—moving Bce§.

1. I have a lot of sections, that I extracted in the fall and
left the bees to clean them up. I read a good deal about
leveling the comb. You talk about B. Taylor's comb-leveler.
How would you do it, without the leveler ? I don't care to

have the work done in one day, for I have time to do it, if

there is any other successful way to do it.

2. Have you any idea how you would manage to move
about 30 colonies of bees and fixtures, household furniture,

horses, etc., 150 miles by freight '? and at what time of the
year? Just three weeks before last Christmas, I was on a

freight-car loaded with household furniture, horse and buggy,
dog and chickens ; traveled one night and part of the next
forenoon. I couldn't see how to fix the bees to mive, where
there was a bumping and swearing like those railroad men
bad. The train stopt one hour at a station where a lot of coal

miners were traveling. Early in the morning, the horse was
scraping, the dog barking, and the rooster crowing—surely
some people must have thought it was some kind of a circus.

It is owing to how bees could be loaded, to have all on one car.

I have learned that a car will hold twice as much as I

would have thought at first. There was plenty of swinging up
and down when in full speed. E. B. K.

Answers.— 1. It seems almost as though leveling combs
in sections was being pusht just a little too hard sometimes.
Some talk as though the object of leveling was nothing more
and nothing less than to reduce the depth of the comb. I don't
believe in that. Combs from unlinisht sections are sometimes
built out in such a way that when put In a new place some
part will come nearer to the separator than the space of '4

Inch, and in that case the comb will be built fast to the sepa-
tor. If no separators are used, there is danger of combs being
built together, making the matter even worse than where sep-

arators are present. So it is desirable to cut down the comb
sufficiently to avoid the trouble indicated.

Again, it happens only too often that when sections are
loft on after the honey-How ceases, the outer edges of the cells

will be travel-stained, and sometimes badly varnisht with pro-

polis. This should be cut away. One way to accomplish the
work is to take a thin-bladed knife and bend the blade at right

angles or nearly so, having the part beyond the bond 8 inches
long or more. Heat your knife blade In hot water or over a
lamp and shave away the desired amount. But if you have a
hundred sections or more to trim, it may be well to get Tay-
lor's leveler, which is not expensive, as the work is done so

quickly and easily by its aid.

2. I think I'd prefer to ship the bees at a time when the
thermometer indicated lower than .'52 - and not higher than

55". Colder and warmer might do, but if colder there is more
danger of breaking combs that are brittle with the cold, and if

warmer there is more danger of the bees worrying themselves
to death or suffocating.

The combs should be parallel with the rails of the track.
I'd try to load the bees so they would be practically in a car
by themselves, by fencing them off from the possibility of

other goods being jammed into them. Cleats can be nailed

on each side of the car, and a fence built across by nailing

fence-boards on the cleats. If thought necessary, boards can
be nailed inside this fence to stay it, not having the staying
boards with the edges up and down as in a fence, but flat-

wise. If there is room enough so that one hive does not need
to rest on another, then it will be an easy thing to fasten each
hive in place by nailing strips on the floor around each hive.

If strips an inch high are nailed into the floor around a hive,

it will not jump out of its place. If one hive is to be placed
on another, then you must plan according to cireymstances.
In most cases you can hold the upper hives firmly ui place by
means of fence-boards across the car. Horizontal cleats must
be nailed on the sides of the car for the boards^to rest on, then
cleats nailed on above the boards so they can't get up or
down, then cleats nailed against the edge of the board— not
driving the nails, of course, into the board, but into the side

of the car—so that the hives will be held solid in their places.

Use plenty of boards and nails, so that the hives will be about
as solid as if built into the car.

Bees Affected wiiii tiie Diarriiea.

Some of my bees have a sort of diarrhea, which makes
the hives smell bad. What can I do for it ?

P. A. B., Defiance, Ohio, Feb. 8.

Answer.— If outdoors, they will probably get over it the
first fine day they can fly, and perhaps there is nothing for

you to do beyond seeing that the entrance is fully open to ad-

mit plenty of fresh air. If clogged with dead bees, clear it

out, and clean tbe dead bees off the floor-board. If the bees
are in the cellar, use the same precautions, and in addition

see that the air in the cellar is pure. Open it fully at any
time when you can do so at night without reducing the tem-
perature of the cellar below 40^ to 45'-'; 45'^ is generally
counted the best temperature in the cellar, but it is better to

have it at 40-' with pure air than foul air at 45'^. In the cel-

lar there's no danger of strong winds chilling the bees, so you
cannot have the bottom of the hive too open. Open it up all

you can, even to taking away entirely the floor-board and let-

ting the hive rest on its two edges.

Oivins Otiicr Honey a Ba§»i«roo<l Flavor.

If your bees did not have access to basswood, but had a
steady pasturage from miscellaneous wild flowers, sweet clover

and mustard, would it not be easy to change the flavor of your
extracted honey by mixing in a little basswood honey after

extraction ? E. W.

Answer.—That depends entirely on the kind of honey.
Probably in the case you mention the flavor would be so pro
nounced as to be not easily afltected hy the flavor of basswood

DonH Try to Feed €<luco§c -Standard Hive.

I am a beginner in the bee-business, having bought 4 col-

onies about two years ago. I now have 45 colonies. In all I

have taken about 1,100 pounds of comb honey the past sea-

son. The main feed here for bees is alfalfa, which is plenty.

It makes very white honey. There is some heart's-ease. I

left my bees on the summer stands with packing in the supers.

I want to know something more about yellow clover. People
here are down on sweet clover.

1. Is glucose fit to feed bees in tbe fall or spring ? If so,

where can it be had, and what grade is the best? Don't think

that I want to adulterate the honey, for I don't believe la

adulterating anything. The reason I ask is, it is very warm
for tbe time of year, and last fall the bees had plenty of winter

stores, but the weather being so warm they are flying every

day, and 1 fear they will run short of feed.

2. What Is the standard hive? I have tbe dovetail, 8
and 10 frame. Is thare any better kind ?

D. J. M., Harlan Co., Nebr., Jan. 20.

Answers.— 1. It is now generally considered that glucose

Is not a fit food for bees at any time.
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2. In this country no formal action has been taken as has
been the case in some other countries to have a standard hive

adopted. Or, rather, it is a standard frame that has been
adopted In England and in parts of Europe. One reason why
it is difficult, is that the immense area included in the United
States makes the climate and temperature differ more than
the difference between the climates of tAfo separate nations in

Europe. Considering from the standpoint of what is most
popular and most used, it may be pretty safe to say that the

standard frame In this country is one 17*^ .i9}^ inches, outside

measure. As to hives, there are probably more 8-frame dove-
tail hives made at the present time than of any other.

Tlie Comb-Lcveler anil Its Use.

Can you give me some idea as to what Mr. B. Taylor's

comb-leveler is like ? and at the same time inform me why
combs in extracted sections need to be leveled at all ? Why
not return them to the supers in the shape in which they leave

the extractor ? Won't the bees do the requisite leveling ?

S. A.

Answer.—The comb-leveler looks something like a tin

box not so very far from the size and shape of a pound section.

It is placed over a lamp, then when a section is placed over it

the heat melts down the comb until a gauge set at the proper
place prevents the wood of the section from going any lower.

The melted wax runs off into a dish which is part and parcel

of the leveler. The essential principle is a hot level surface to

melt the comb, and some provision to catch the melted wax.

In the reply to another question you will see the reasons
given for leveling. Decidedly the bees will noi cut down the

comb where it comes too close to the separator or to another
comb, but will promptly build the comb to the adjoining sur-

face. Neither will they clean off the edges of the comb if they
be daubed with bee-glue. And very decidedly it will not do to

" return the sections to the super in the shape in which they
leave the extractor," unless there's something in your climate
that prevents the small amount of honey left in the combs
from granulating. They must be cleaned out hy tlie hecx.

However, you probably did not refer to this part. To answer
fully the spirit of your question, if the combs are perfectly

clean, and so built that a space of '4 inch will be left between
the comb and the nearest surface, I do not believe there is any
good reason for leveling the comb.

, •Questions on Contraction, Swarming, Etc.

1. In running exclusively for comb honey in one-pound
sections in S-frame dovetailed hives, would you advise con-

tracting the brood-chamber? If so, how much, and when ?

2. Will not contraction encourage swarming ? If so, how
is the best way to prevent it as much as possible, when no
increase of colonies is desired, and at the same time not inter-

fere with honey-gathering ?

'4. In hiving swarms on the old stand, where no increase

of colonies is desired, will it do just as well to hive them on
stnrters of foundation as on full sheets ?

i. How is the best way to get all the bees out of the par-

ent colony into the swarm hived on the old stand '? I do not

care to keep the old colony.

5. Would you advise taking the super off the parent col-

ony and placing it on the hive containing the swarm as soon

as the swarm is hived "? If so, is there not danger of the

queen going into the super ?

6. Would it be necessary for me to get queen-excluding
honey-boards ? I have none, and I would like to get along
without them? J. S. P.

Answers.— 1. No, I wouldn't contract to less than S
frames. But I would let the bees have a second story before

the harvest, giving it as soon as, or before, they fill the one
story. Just what is the best thing to do after that I'm not

entirely sure, but in most cases, so far, I've taken away one
story when the honey-flow begins.

2. Yes, when you lessen the brood-nest you are doing

something to promote swarming. I don't know how to prevent

it, but the plan outlined in the previous answer seems to work
pretty well if supers are put on a little in advance of the

honey-flow.
a. No; because in that case you'll be pretty sure to get

too much drone-comb built.

4. That's easy as rolling off a log. Just lift out the

frames one by one, and brush off every last bee. Just as like

as not you may now feel like asking what you are to do with

the frames of brood after brushing off the bees. If you have
no need of them to strengthen up weak colonies, pile them up
four or five stories high over some colony. Such a colony will

not give you a good yield of section honey, but it will give you
a lot of brood-combs filled with honey. You can extract the
honey, but you'll find a lot of such combs on band the next
spring to be good capital.

5. No, if you don't use excluders don't put the supers on
the swarm for a day or two, so the queen can get started to

laying in the brood-chamber.

6. Queen-excluders are nice things to have, but it is not
necessary for you to use them to keep the queen out of supers.

The past summer I had a lot of excluders lying idle; but I

didn't use excluders under supers.

T Supers and Pollen.

Does not the use of T supers cause more pollen to be put
in sections than by the use of section-holders ? B.

Answer.—The only possible reason I can see why there

should be any difference, is that with section-holders the sec-

tions are farther from the brood-nest by the thickness of the

pattern slats. I never used section-holders largely, but I've

produced tons of honey by means of wide frames, and so far

as the bees are concerned they are the same as section-holders.

If the pattern slat makes less pollen in section-holders than in

T supers, then there ought to be still less in wide frames. But
I never observed any difference between wide frames and T
supers as to pollen. In fact, I never had much trouble with
either.

Cliansins Bees from One Hive to Another.

I would like to know if it would work all right to remove
bees in the spring from their hives into other hives ? For in-

stance, I go to No. 1 and put it just behind the stand and put
a clean hive on the stand, then lift out the frames, bees and
all, and place them in the same position in the clean hives as

they were in the old hive; then clean out hive No. 1 and go to

No 2, and repeat the operation, and so on through the yard.
D. S.

Answer.—I've done as you propose to do in hundreds of

cases, and I think always with good results. Of course, you
might do harm by taking a cool day for the work, so that the

brood would be chilled, but it must never be done unless warm
enough for bees to fly freely. Look out that y(Ju don't start

robbing.

May Not be Qucenless—Feeding in Winter.

1. I have my bees on the summer stands, in 8-frame
Langstroth hives. Last November we had a very hard frost,

such as I never knew before. At that time I found a dead
queen outside of a hive. Do you think I can safely introduce

a queen this month, or wait till May ? or will there be a lay-

ing worker in the hive at that time ?

2. Will cool sugar syrup, fed in cool weather, cause the

diarrhea? Bees commenced brood-rearing two weeks ago,

and are getting pollen from the willows, but a cool spell stopt

brood-rearing. Yesterday the bees flew as in summer. The
first honey-flow comes here from crab-apple. Red clover, Al-

sike and white clover grow well. I sowed a patch of sweet
clover this winter, and wonder how it will do.

T. W., Lewis Co., Wash., Feb. 1.

Answers.— I. Don't be in too much of a hurry about that

colony in front of which you found the dead queen. It is

quite possible that they have a good queen now. The dead
queen may not belong to that colony, or it may bo an old

queen that the bees superseded. They may have reared a

young queen in the fall, and may have still left the old queen,

which has now died of old age. There is little danger of lay-

ing-workers until much later in the season. Even if you
know they're queenless for a dead certainty, let them alone

till bees begin their spring flights. After the weather gets

warm enough so bees fly every few days, you can decide

whether they are queenless, by looking to see whether they

have any brood.

2. Yes, feeding syrup in cold weather is not desirable. If

it seems to be a necessity at any tim^, give syrup hot. Alw; ys

try to have on hand enough extra brood-combs of sealed hoi ey

to meet any emergency.
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Puttlngf Honey intoComb.—Messrs. Van Deusen
& Son, the manufacturers of flat-bottom comb foundation,
received the following letter, asking about putting Southern
honey into comb :

Baltimore, Feb. 4, 1897.
Messrs. Van Deusen & Son—

Oentlemen :—Please send us a sample of your honey-comb
foundation. We get considerable barrel honey from the
South, and if there is any way to put it in comb, we could
make much more out of it. Also state if you have a prepara-
tion for cappiug the same. Yours truly,

The M. p. Co.

The receivers of the above ask :
" Is it a branch of Horrie

&Co.?" We must confess that it has such appearance. It

reminds us of a fellow here in Chicago, a few years ago, who
came into our office and said that he was studying on the

question of making comb honey without the aid of bees. He
told us he'd have a grand good thing if he could only succeed
in making the comb and capping it over. But there was the
trouble. Of course he failed at that, as he deserved, but it

didn't prevent him going right into the criminal business of

adulterating extracted honey and selling it for the pure arti-

cle. But even at that he is not getting rich very fast, for we
learn that the stores which have been selling his "pure ex-

tracted honey," are refusing to longer handle the miserable

stuff, and are beginning to sell the real thing. And we are
not too modest to say that we had a big hand in getting those

dealers to quit imposing upon their customers, and to sell pure
honey.

Oh, if we only had a good anti-adulteration law here, how
we'd like to help make Chicago honey adulterators hop ! No
trouble to get plenty of evidence, and it would be easy to locate

and capture the rascals.

Ors:anizin$>: a Bee-Society.—We have received

the following from a subscriber in Florida :

Friend York :— I read the American Bee Journal with
much interest every week. There are lit people here trying
to keep bees, and 1 have tried to get them to subscribe for
some bee-paper, but I can't do it—they know more tbau the
bee-papers. Florida bee-keepers are not organized—have no
protection from foul brood or adulteration of honey. (I know
one merchant here who has been guilty of this fraud.) If the
people here would only unite, we could work against such to
a degree. This party would buy " chunk honey," make sugar
syrup and pour it on the combs in jelly glasses, and tell his
customers, " Tliiit in llic wau the hccif made it In the glasses!"

I wish to help organize Florida bee-keepers to get a law
to punish adulterators, and a law to keep down foul brood.

The natural resources here for bee-keeping are away ahead of
the North, and we have no winters. My bees gather some
pollen and honey every day of the year.

I would ask you to point out some method of gaining the
desired legislation and organization. I have the promist co-
operation of a prominent bee-keeper in this matter.

Subscriber.

We are not sure that we can aid our correspondent very

much in what he asks, at least we can't do any more than to

tell what others have done to secure the objects he desires.

To organize a new bee-society requires some work on the

part of the prime movers. " Subscriber " can perhaps enlist

one or two other bee-keepers to aid him, and write a personal

letter to all the surrounding bee-beepers he knows, calling a

meeting on a specified date, and at a certain place. Then
those who assemble can organize themselves into a society in

the usual way. They can also discuss various matters of

interest, and try to enthuse all present in such a way as to

start them out to work to build up the society. Another meet-

ing can be arranged for, and in the meantime continue to

write letters to all the bee-keepers you can learn of in your

State, urging attendance at the next meeting.

The first move against foul brood and adulteration is the

drafting of Bills by the new society, to be presented before

the State legislature for enactment into law. The very best

representative the society has should be sent to the capital

to go before the committees to whom the Bills will be referred,

for the purpose of answering questions and urging the com-

mittees to report favorably upon their passage. The best

work is needed in the committee meetings.

Specimen Bills have often been given in these columns,

which can doubtless be used with slight alterations.

Xreatinsf Soured Honey.—In the book, " Lang-

stroth Revised," by Dadant, we find the following concerning

the treatment of soured or fermented honey ;

"If any honey should ferment, let no one think that it

is spoilt, unless it was really unripe and has turned quite

sour. A slight amount of alcoholic ferment can be evaporated
readily by melting the honey over water, when the ferment
escapes in the shape ot foam. As this fermentation is caused
by the presence of unripe honey, some of our friends succeed
in entirely preventing it by melting all their honey immcdiatelu
after granulation. The melting evaporates all excess of mois-

ture contained in it, and we highly commend this method."

Not Do-wn on House-Apiaries.—A Nebraska

correspondent in the February Progressive Bee-Keeper writes

this sentence

:

"The editor of the American Bee Journal, In comment-
ing on house-apiaries a short time since, said they are a thing
wise bee-men have decided to let alone, or to that ejfect."

Now that wouldn't be so bad if only it were true. We
shall have to deny "the soft impeachment" this time—at

least until proof is shown that ive said anything even "to that

effect." We are not in the habit of advising for or against a

thing in bee-keeping that we know nothing about personally.

There are some very excellent and "wise bee-men" who
strongly favor house-apiaries, and we don't question their

value at all.

Perhaps the Progressive will condescend to correct its

correspondent's error as to our views on house-apiaries.

Plantings Trees.—Hon. Eugene Secor, of Winnebago

Co., Iowa, attended the January meeting of the Southern

Minnesota Horticultural Society, held at Albert Lea, and read

an excellent paper on "Ornamental Trees for Street and

Park." The local newspaper thus epitomized it

:

"This is a subject about which there may bo honest dif-

ferences of opinion. Uur tastes and experiences differ so

widely that probably few of us would select the same list of
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trees for ornameutal plaiitin;;."' The speaker then went on to

say that roadside planting had doubtless fallen into disfavor
on account of the willow hedge which collects the snow In

winter and increases the mud in early spring, but he further
said: " If we are to attain to the ideal highway in no other
way than by banishing all obstructions we shall be obliged to

return to the primitive prairie road, when no one complained
of the wind-breaks as ho faced the Borean realities of a Min-
nesota blizzard." The speaker then maintained that it paid
to plant trees not only in parks and around residences, but
the country roadside as well, with these evidences of civiliza-

tion.

"Did you ever hear of barbarous tribes ornamenting
their trails by transplanting shade-trees?"

Mr. Secor then recommended the following varieties for
streets and highways : American white elm, sugar maple and
white ash. He gave many reasons why these trees were pref-
erable to other varieties for street and highway planting. He
said: " It will cost just about as much to plant a measly
Cottonwood, or a lousy box-elder, or a short-lived lombardy."

" Among the many hardy and beautiful trees adapted to

this climate are the hackberry, honey-locust, coffee-bean,
buckeye, larch, laurel leaf willow, European white and cut-
leaf birch, caragana (pea-tree), etc."

Remedy for Colds.—In his translations for the Re-

view, Mr. F. L Thompson says:

The editor of the Schweizeriche Bienenzeitung, recommends
the following for colds settling on the chest : Boil a quart of
pure spring water ; add as much camomile as can be graspt
in three fingers, and three teaspoonfuls of honey, and cover
tight. The vessel Is then to be quickly removed from the fire

and set on a table at which the patient can comfortably seat
himself. Throwing a woolen cloth over his head so to include
the vessel, he is to remove the cover and inhale the vapors as
deeply as possible through the mouth and nose, occasionally
stirring the mixture until it is cold, and then retire to a
warmed bed. In obstinate cases the treatment should be
repeated for three evenings.

Teacbing: Children About Bees.—The Rural

Californian says that during the recent Teachers' Institute held

in Los Angeles, Calif., a very interesting lecture was given ty

Miss Alice J. Merritt, upon the pollination of flowers. The
lecturer was evidently the friend of the honey-bee, and fre-

quently mentioned its services as a distributor of the pollen-

grains. She assured the teachers that they need have no

fears to approach the bee and closely observe its work. The
bee, she said, has no desire to sting at such a time—it is too

busy with its daily labors.

A little more education in this line is needed, when we
hope the future young fruit-growers will not be so ignorant

as to banish or destroy one of his best friends—the bee.

Anti-Adulteration L,a^v In 'Wisconsin. Mr.

H. C. Adams, the Dairy and Food Commissioner of Wisconsin,

has publisht in a handy pamphlet all the laws of that State

relating to the adulteration of various kinds of food, medicines

and drinks. On the adulteration of honey, we find these

paragraphs :

;~ Every person, company or corporation, who shall sell or
offer for sale, honey, or any i-viitation of honey, which is adul-
terated with glucose, or any other substance, shall mark the
package or parcel with the words " adulterated honey," as
required by Sec. 1 of this Act.

Any person found guilty of any violation of this Act, shall
for each offense be punisht by Imprisonment in the county
jail not less than ten days, nor more than six months, or by a
fine of not less than ten dollars, nor more than one hundred
dollars, or both. In the discretion of the court.

One-half of all fines imposed by the enforcement of this

Act, shall be paid to the person who informs against and
prosecutes such offender to conviction

Now we hope that Wisconsin beekeepers will see to it

that their law against honey-adulteration Is enforced here-

after.

Exceptions to " cd " Cbanjped to "t."-For
the guidance of all who are with us in beginning a reform in

spelling words ending In " ed," we give the following excep-

tions to the rule that would change the " ed " to a " t
:"

Reiain /iJiat^ed whctx the e affects a preceding sound.

(1) When the preceding vowel sound is long and exprest

by a single letter, as the following :

baked, not bakt, because hakl
would naturally be pro-
nounced like backed.

caked, not cakt.
craped, not crapt.

draped, not drapt.

N. B.—The e does not affect the preceding vowel sound
when exprest by two or more letters, as in booked (bookt),

bleached (bleacht), crouched (croucht).

(2) When a preceding c has the sound of s, as in

chanced (not chanct), forced (not forct), faced (not fact), etc.

Tl?e Weekly Budget

Rev. W. K. Marshall, D.D., of Marshall, Texas., died

Jan. 6, 1897. An extended notice will be given later.

gaped, not gapt.

chafed, not chaft.

coped, not copt.

moped, not mopt.
roped, not ropt.

hoped, not hopt.

Rev. .Tas (1. Teter, of McMinnCo., Tenn., wrote us Jan.
23: " Bees are wintering nicely so far. I have 60 colonies,

and they have a flight every week."

Mr. O. p. Hendrix, of Mississippi, wrote us Jan. 30 : "I
wish to express my highest appreciation of the American Bee
Journal, and the stand it has taken in defense of the bee-

keeping public."

Mr. B. D. Cook, of Hillsboro Co., N. H., wrote thus when
renewing his subscription: "Long may the American Bee
Journal live to wax war against all our foes. There are no
drones In the hive from which the " Old Reliable " takes its

flight."

Mr. Carson Van Bl.4.ricdm, of Calhoun Co., Mich., wrote
us Jan. 2 1 :

" I find the America.i Bee Journal a valuable acquisition

in connection with several well-known works on apiculture.

That success may crown your efforts Is my special wish In

making a raid on unscrupulous commission houses."

Mr. A. L. Beach, of Mecklenburg Co., N. C, wrote us as

follows when renewing his subscription:

" I couldn't well do without the weekly visits of the

American Bee Journal. Our small share of success is mainly
due to the study of the journals. Three to five per cent, of

our Southern bee-keepers read— not more make a success."

Dr. O. S. Brown, of Guernsey Co., Ohio, wrote us as fol-

lows Feb. 2 :
" I have been all over the southern part of

California, and visited many of the largest bee-ranches. I had
intended spending this winter in ' The Lind of Sunshine and
Flowers,' but owing to sickness in my family I have been

detained here. I have invested near Riverside, and expect to

make my future home there. While there, I contracted the

worst attack of ' bee-fever ' I have ever had."

Dr. Brown doubtless knows how to cure " bee-fever " as

well as the other kinds that alilict mankind. At least he has

been a successful bee-keeper.

This is a good time to work for new subscribers.

Messrs. Van Ali.en & Williams, of Crawford Co., Wis.,

write us that they have done all they could to bring about

unity of action among the bee-keepers in their part of the

State. Mr. Van Allen has written several articles for the

local press, setting forth the importance of the bee-keeping

Industry, and calling special attention to the relation of bees

to fruit-growing. He read a paper before their Farmers'
Institute, on " Bee-Culture," which was well received. In the

discussion that followed the adulteration of honey was brought

up, and many went home knowing more about honey and
honey-adulteration than when they came. We hope that bee-

keepers everywhere will continually keep the importance of

their pursuit before the people.
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HERE'S YODR OPPORTUNITY
Positively the Greatest Bargain Ever Offered I

8
LARGE if Nearly 4,000 pages. Over 300

lini iiuro Colored Maps, Charts, and Diagrams,

VULUInto. Every Volume Mechanically Perfect.

The Only Encyclopedia Strictly

SIZE OF VOLUME:
2 ins. Thick. SH ins. Wide.

Up to Date."

1 IH ins. Long.

For Daily Use in Your Home or Office

and especially to aid the young folks in their studies,

no single work in the world equals that matchless
Reference Library,

The New
Standard American
Encyclopedia

A SUPERB REFERENCE WORK
treating over 60,000 topics (10,000 more than any
other encyclopedia), covering the entire field of human
knowledge, thought, and endeavor.

FRESH FROM THE PRESS
The NEW STANDARD AMERICAN EN-

CYCLOPEDIA is brought down to the present time,
and contains hundreds of articles on subjects not
treated in any other reference work. Another impor-
tant feature in which it stands absolutely alone is its

very full Appendixes, which embrace over 100 sub-
divisions, including a Biographical Dictionary, a Dic-
tionary of Technical Terms, a Gazetteer of the United
States, Statistics of Presidential Elections, State and
Territorial Elections, Religious Summaries, Statbtics of

the Population of the World, and a Veritable Mine of

Other Information on thousands of subjects of universal
interest and importance.

IT IS NOW THE STANDARD
Every school, college, court and public library,

where the work has been thus far introduced, has im-
mediately given it the preference over all others.

ONE DOLLAR secures II'i;>lEDIATE POSSESSION OF
the entire set of 8 volumes. Balance
payable $1.50 monthly for.oae year.

MAGNIFICENTLY
ILLUSTRATED
THROUGHOUT

for a Limited Time Only-
Just to Introduce the work

You thus at once secure this splendid set of books for continued use and enjoyment. It is the One Great, Practical

Reference Library for the Professional and Business Man, the Teacher, the Student, the Farmer, Artisan, and Mechanic.

Willi over 3,500 engravings, of superb quality and wonderful variety, including numerous
engraved portraits of distinguished Poets, Authors, Physicians, Cliemists, Pliilosophers, and
Scientists, and with over 300 new maps and charts from the VERY LATEST EXPLORA-
TIONS and SURVEYS, delineating Continents, Empires, Countries, States, Cities, Towns,
Citadels, Solar, Lunar, and Planetary Systems, and every portion of the known world, and
forminc; a Complete and Indexed Atlas of the globe. THE STANDARD AMERICAN
is the best illustrated and the best mapped Encyclopedia in the English Language.

Our C^rcat Introductory Offer
To secure widespread and favorable publicity for THE NEW STANDARD AMERICAN ENCYCLOPEDIA,

we have decided to place a few introductory sets in each community throughout the country for comparison with all other
reference works as to plan, scope, lateness of treatment, and general practical and educational value. ^Ve feel that every
set will create a demand for others. While the distribution will be general in extent, it will last for a limited time only,

after which our rei;ular subscription sale will begin, at prices ranging from $48 to $72 a set, according to style of binding.

Now, however, to fpiicl^ly and thoroughly introduce tlie work, as above slated, we make the piice merely nominal (about
the cost of paper and printing), the distribution being limited to a very fe>V weeks, reserving the privilege of with-

drawing the offer at any time when we consider a sufficient number of these introductory sets, at the special price, has been
distributed.

HOW TO SECURE
ONE OF THESE
SPLENDID SETS

Sond $1 to THE ENCYCLOPEDIA PURI.ISHING CO., 156 Fifth Avenue, New York city,'

anda full set of eiglit volumes of THE MC'.V STANDAKO AMEKICAIV ENCYCLO-
PEIJI.V in cloth binding, will \x forwarded uj you. 'Ihe balance is payable at the rate nf $1.50
nionihly for one year, or about 5 cents a day. 1( you prefer tin- lialf-moroccn binding, the
monthly |>.iymi-i;t will be $2, and for full sheep, $2.50 per month for the year. We rccominend
tlie half-iiiorocco style, which is particularly elegant and serviceabfc, and will List a lifetime.

If not as represint.d any set may be returned within ten days and money will be promptly refunded. Owing /o the nominal price
at which these iii/ioJiiclory sets are sold, Iransportalion charges must be paid bv purchaser. Our confidence that the \iilumes will
be cheerfully |)aid f^r is shown by sending a .f-t.S set of books on payment of only %i. We also feel that vou will thoiov)L;hly appre-
ciate the superb new work and speak favorably of it to others. Sample iiag'es, with specimen illustrations, will also be sent on
application until the offer is withdrawn. We refer you to the publisher of this newspaper. Always mention name of paper you see
this offer in. Address

FIFTH AVENUE,
NEW YORK, N. Y.
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Qcj;)Gral M^n)s^

Gathering' Pollen.

My bees are gathering pollen and honey
from the pussy willows and manzanita.

W. A. Pellew.
Nevada Co., Cal., Feb. 12.

For Curing Sour Honey.

To take the sourness out of honey, put it

on the stove and heat it hot; then put in '.j

teaspoonful of soda or saleratus into each
two gallons. S. Way.
Kane Co., III.

Good Prospects for Next Season.

Prospects are good in this locality for a
good honey year. I have lost but 6 colo-

nies out of ISO up to the present time.
W. H. H. Lawuexce.

Monterey Co., Cal., Feb. 7.

Best Season in 10 Tears.

The past season was the best in 10 years.
Increast my T.i colonies to 131, and took off

7.GU0 pounds of honey. 150 pounds of it

being comb, and the balance extracted.
A. W. Smitu.

Sullivan Co., N. Y., Feb. 8.

Cold Weather, but Bees Alive.

I prepared 24 colonies for winter on the
summer stands. We had very cold weather
for some time. I lookt the other day, ex-
pecting to find the weak ones all dead, but
there were live bees in every hive yet.

E. J. FUSSELMAN.
Mahoning Co., Ohio, Feb. 8.

Bees Wintered All Right.

My bees are out every day, strong and
in full force. I have 35 colonies on the
summer stands, and every one came
through the winter all right. Long wave
the American Bee Journal '.

Lee Co., Ga., Feb. 10. R. P. Johsson.

Splendid Work—Report for 1896.

The splendid work of the American Bee
Journal the past year, in exposing swind-
lers and adulterators, ought to bring all

honest bee men to its support. I am in

favor of uniting the two Unions, and my
money is ready as soon as it is accomplisht.

We have 01 colonies in the cellar, <('/ in

the New Heddou hive, in fine condition.

The season of IS'JO was jioor with us.

Basswood was a failure. Honey came in

slow. I increast from 63 colonies to 128,

and got 4,000 pounds of honey, half ex-
tracted. D. R. Van AMBCRGn.
Benzie Co., Mich., Feb. 14.

The Season of 1896.

Bees did fairly well last year. Of the
'•'' colonies put into the cellar Xov. 15. 1895.

I took ont last spring 53 alive, lost two after
they were put out, leaving ."il colonies,
spring count, including three or four that
were hardly worth counting. I increast to
!tO, and had four skip for the woods, mak-
ing an even 100. 1 dropt back by loss of
queens and robbing to 89, and put into the
cellar. Nov. 17. 1S9U, 88, leaving one outside
to winter, I secured 3.(X)0 pounds of honey,
all from white clover, linden, and buck-
bush. We had no fall flow here, and secured
no surplus after Aug. 1.

The colony that did the best was a second
swarm, hived June 4. It filled the hive and
five supers of 28 sections each, every section
capt and finisht completely. The net weight
in supers waa 125)^ pounds. The poorest

Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. ^<'^__L°-5^?io„sin,

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight niililon feet of lumber, thus

securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
They have also one One of the Largfest Factories and the latest

and most-improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there Is In the State. The material is cut from patterns, by machinery,
and is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and 'whitest
BasS'lVOOd is used, and they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine

and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best

machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies.

Pleafe mention the .Ameiicau Bee Jouro'il. 7Atf

FEED YOUR BEESi
WITH BASWOOD. PROTECT THEM WITH EVERGRENS.

lOO, 2 too teet, SIO. 100 Baswood Seedlings, *1. Dilivtred tree. Otlier

-izes ju<t as clieap. 50 *1.00 Bargains »)>' mail. .^lilHons to select from. Also

Fruit Trees, Small Fruits, ^ines, etc. Liberal cash commissions for

clubs. nlustr.'Jted catalogue free. c;."-"l 1"' nl ShI.m.i. n wantc-d. Acidrcss

D. HILL, Evergreen Specialist, DUNDEE, ILL.

I

4E6t Meiilion the American Bee Journal.

Our Iew Catalogue
Will Be Issued Soox.

Send tis your Name and Address,

And we will take pleasure in mailing you a copyFREE!
IBES ALL THE

Latest and Best Apiarian Supplies
IT ILLUSTRATES AND DESCRIBES ALL THE

Gr. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.

Finest Alfalfa Honey

!

IT SELLS ON TASTING.

The Honey that Suits All

Who Buy It.

Low Prices Now!
We can furnish "Wllite Altalfa Extracted Honey, in 60-pound tin cans, on

board cars iu Chicago, at these prices : 1 can, in a case, 1% cents per pound ; 2 cans

in one case, 7 cents ; 4 cans (2 cases) or more, 6K cents. The Cash must accom-

pany each order. Fine BasS'WOOd Flavor Honey at same price; also in

270-lb. barrels.

C^ A sample of either honey will be mailed to an intending purchaser, for 8

cents, to cover postage, packing, etc. We guarantee purity.

Now it seems to us here is a splendid chance for any bee-keeper to supply his

home demand after his own crop is all sold. Or, why not begin now to create a

local honey-trade '.' Order one 60-pound can first, and start out among your neigh-

bors and friends, and see what you can do. You ought to get at least 12 cents per

pound in 5-pound lots, or -10 cents for 3 pounds. Some may be able to do even

better than that, though we think that enough ought to be sold at these prices to

make a fairly paying business out of it. Give it a good trial. Push it. It Jmay
grow into a nice winter's work for you.

GEOIUJE W. YORK & CO., 118 Mieliigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
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colony put up no surplus, and there were
three or four of them.
The four acres of crimson clover I sowed

in the fall of ISUn was a total failure; there
was Dot a dozen live plants on the whole
piece last spring.

I sowed, last spring. 3T acres of Alsike
clover; it caught well, and lookt nice last

fall, and as it is only about l'^ miles from
my bee yard, I am expecting wonders from
it next summer!

1 have about 1,100 pounds of comb honey
and 300 pounds of extracted yet on hand.
Sales have been rather slow on account of

the low prices of other produce; and I will

not ship to a commission house, preferring,
if I have to give it away, to give it to my
neighbors, rather than to the commission-
men. And, Mr. Editor, my dollar is ready
as soon as the new Union is in working
order, to help straighten out dishonest
commission-men, and stop the sale of glu-
cose under the name of honey.

And, say, when the law to prevent the
adulteration of honey is drafted, don't you
think it would be a good idea to put in a
clause requiring those that use full sheets
of foundation in their sections of comb
honey to state the fact on each package of
honey, or each shipping-case, at least ? I

think if they were required to do so, that
within two years those that use full sheets
of foundation or drawn combs in their sec-
tions would be scarce.

I furthermore believe that a great many
people would buy comb honey that do not
now if they did not have to chew a whole
mouthful of wax to get the honey, or every
time they took a taste of honey. And I

even believe that it can be made to pay to
breed queens from the colonies that build
the tenderest comb, I find quite a differ-

ence in comb built by different colonies
during the same time, and from the same
honey-flow, and, so far as I can see, both
under the same conditions.

S. La Mont.
Wabasha Co., Minn., Jan. 30.

[We have eaten quite a good deal of

comb honey the past few years, and, from
chewing it, never would have known that
foundation had been used in producing it.

It seems to us there is a vivid imagination
somewhere when any one is annoyed by so-

called "fishbone" in honey. Pure bees-

wax, though indigestible, is not injurious
to health, we believe. No, we'd better try
to stop the adulteration of extracted honey
first. Comb honey can take care of itself

awhile yet.— Editor.]

From an Arkansas Bee-Keeper.

At presfnt I have 20 colonies, Sin box-
hives and iri in frame hives without any
comb-guides. They built the comb in bad
shape. I use two honey-boxes on top of the
hive crosswise, which I take off when full.
My hives are 1(1 by 1-1, outside measure, by
]() inches deep, with to 7 frames to the hive.
Now I am sadly disappointed. I thought
this spring I would buy good, standard
hives, but alas, I am in the drouth-stricken
region, and not able to buy. I am trying
to make the best of it I can. as lumber does
not cost me anything, as I own a half-in-
terest in a sawmill and live iu a pine-tim-
bered country. A. R. Yandell.
Scott Co., Ark.

The Bee Journal's Advertisers.

EoiToii YoKK:—Ever since I have been a
subscriber to the American Bee Journal I

have never neglected to read the advertise-
ments. 1 have had dealings with quite a
number of the advertisers, and never had
reason to complain. On the contrary. 1

have been so well pleased with certain
dealings that 1 was going to write and tell

you about them, but never did so because 1

thought you probably knew, without my
telling it, that your advertisers were all
right.

Last summer I bought nine queens from

Mens
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ARE
MANY ;ind often seem to

be Rrcater than sUo

i.s able to bear. This

is doubly true wiiou

sickn^'ss comes to hor

and leaves In its witko

that condition oi lassi-

tude which bespeaks a

broken down condition

The most fruitful causes of

these conditions arc

FEMALE COMPAINTS,
Bright's Disease,
Urinary Troubles,
General Debility,

AND Malaria.

A sure and effectual remedy

for these and all diseases result-

ing from, disordered Kidneys and
Liver Is

It is a purely vegetable prep-

aration that has cured thou-

sands and will euro you.

Large sized bottles or new stylo

smaller ones at your nearest store.

<^f^.tiav, Uio Anwricar^ Bee /O'ttr'^vi',

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATfOH
Has No Sag in Brood-Frame*

Thin Flat-Kottom FoundatioD
Has Ko Fisbbone Id tbe Snrplas Bone;,

BeiDK the cleanest la usually workeo
tbe qalchesl ot any Foundation made

J. VAN DEIJSEN & SONS,
Sole ManntaotarerB,

Sprout Brook Montgomery Co., N. Y.

Mention the Avierican Bcc /euriw,''-

Vell, O "f«'ll, <»"VEI.I-0»VZOMES
Yellowzones for PAIN and FEVER.

Honey - Clovers !

We have made arrangements so that we
can furnish seed of several of the Clovers
by freight or express, at the following prices,
cash with order:

.5ft 10ft 25ft 50ft
Alsike Clover ... . « .70 J1.25 J3.00 « 5.75
Sweet Clover (white) 65 1.20 2.75 5.00
White Clover 90 1,60 ;!.75 7.00
Alfalfa Clover 65 1.10 2.70 5.00
Crimson Clover 55 .90 2.00 3.50

Prices subject to market changes.

Add 25 cents to your order, lor cartage, If

wanted by freight.
Your orders are solicited.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.

HATCHChickens «,T
steam

bUic MOUEL
EXCELSIOR Incubator
.Simplf, Per/rrt, Sel/ Rfgnlnt-

i„<l. ThoiiaiiTiiH In 8ufcc;.arut

i<1>L<ratt<iu. I.owrni pript'd
Orst-eluMN llBtohpr ninde.

UEO. II. NTAII~
1 14 tolgB S. nth WU Qiilnrv.Ill.
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four different breeders, who advertised in
tbe Bee Journal. They all came promptly,
and one was received and introduced with-
in 48 hours from the time I mailed the
order. All queens were safely introduced
by Dr. R. Gallup's favorite method.
Right here let me say that I think Dr.

Gallup is a very interesting writer and
practical apiarist. Let him write often;
he will not be with us always.

I introduced one queen in an observatory
hive, and watcht the proceedings. Tbe
queen was laying in 1'.^ hours.

Mr. T. H. Kloer, one of your advertisers,
last year, sent me a colony of leather-col-
ored Italians about June 18, which gave
me 53 full sections of comb honey, and 60
pounds of extracted. I also got one arti-
ficial swarm from it, which gave me 30
pounds of extracted honey. I did not ex-
tract it, or extract any honey, from the
brood-combs. I use lU-frame hives.

I was so well pleased with some supplies
I received from R. H. Schmidt & Co.,
another of your advertisers, that I could
not retrain from writing this letter. That
new hive of theirs, I believe, is all right.

Before I close I want to thank you, Mr.
Editor, for the nice index you gave us for
the last volume of your paper. I have used
it at least a hundred times already. To say
the least, I do not regret that I became one
of your subscribers. E. W. Brown
Cook Co., 111., Jan. 28.

Old-Time Honey Harvest Expected.

Our bees have done us no good for the
last three years, on account of drouth, but
the past summer was unusually growthy,
and an abundance of white clover mani-
fested itself, and the present prospects are
for an old-time honey harvest the coming
season, especially to those who have fed
the past fall liberally.

I am now disposing rapidly of my ex-
tracted crop of 18'.)l-n3. which heretofore
could not be sold at sufficient profit. I re-
ceive readily now I'Jij cents in bulk in
cans, and cans returned' It is a splendid
article.

I have wintering on summer stands 42
colonies.
Tbe American Bee Journal increases in

usefulness as the months go by, and no
progressive apiarist can afford to do with-
out its weekly vitalizing influence.
Ross Co., Ohio, Jan. 28. O. A. CouY.

Prospects for a Good Crop.

The prospects in southern Indiana are
exceedingly flattering for a good crop o£
honey next season. VVe have had a splen-
did rainfall, and white clover never lookt
better. There has been no crop from this

source in this county for flve years. That
zero weather in January robbed me of 15

eolouies of fine golden Italians, which I

had intended using for next season's queen-
rearing. They were left on the summer
stands, without packing, to test their win-
tering qualities. The leather-colored Ital-

ians came through all right, being stronger
in numbers. My crop of 1891) was only l'.j

tons, while J. J. Cosby .-.eeured 5,000 pounds
of fine comb honey.

J. C. Wallesmevek,
Vanderburgh Co , Ind., Feb. 9.

Bee-Keeping Experiences.

I was quite iuterestod in the account of

the case between Dr. Be^se and his town-
ship trustees, reported on page 40, having
known the Doctor from boyhood— iu fact,

it was through him that 1 became interested

in bees, and through him I invested my
first dollar in the business in subscribing
for the oUl monthly (then) American Bee
Journal, in l,8S;i, and I have taken it regu-
larly ever since, and must say I en.joy it

very much. My wife often says, • I don't
see what you find so interesting in bees and
bee-papers. It seems to me that they are
the same old thing, over and over." My
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ONE MAN WITH THE

UNION ^°"i;':,*-'°''
Can do the work of four
men using hand tools. In

Kipping, Cuttlng-off, Mi-
tring, Rabbeting, Groov-
ing. Gaining. Dadoing,
Kdglng-up. Jointing StuH,
etc. Full Liueof Foot and
Hand Power Machinery.
Sold on Trial. CalalOKUe Free,

SEISErA PAliLS I*IFO. CO.,
46 Water St SENECA FALLS. N. T.

lAly Mtnlxu,. the Amerimn Bee Journal.

DUPESI j COLLEOY!
Penn Ave. and Eighth St.

Thorough Courses — Normal, Commercial, La-
dies Literary. Shorthahd and Typewriting.
Efficient and experienced instructors. Day
and Night sessions. Seud for Catalog.

Prof. LEWIS EDWIN YORK, Pres.

M(.'.'j.i<:'!i, u:,€ .iimcTican BeAJcnr^uH

California
If you care to know of its Fruits, Flowers
Olimate or Resources, send for a Sample Copy
of California's Favorite Paper—

The Pacific Rural Press
The leading Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the Pacific Coast. Published weekly,
handsomely illustrated, 12.00 per annum.
Sample Copy Free.

PACIFIC RURAL, PRESS,
220 Market St„ - SAN FRANCISCO, OAL.

n MONEY MAKER
—thethriftyinduBtrioushen.AlIabout her
and how to make money from [joultrv in

New Poultry Guide for 1 897.
100 piiRes; printed in colors- best plans for
poultry houses; sure remedies and recipee
for diseases. Sent for 15c. if you write now
JOEH EAU3:E£B, Jr., Sox 9i, Freepoit, III.

49Ai:jt M'ntion the Amtrican Bee JoumaL

RAAT'S 1 Get discounts on early orders
nWun<$ V°'' 1^^^' -*I- KootCo's Bee-u V u »^o.

( Supplies always on hand. Bet-
ter prepared than ever to All oraers promptly.
36-page Catalog free.
JOHN NEBEI, 8t SON, High Hill. Mo.

Mention the American Bee Journal. 4Atf

CATCHES ROADMASTERS
Last sprint: se\tral farmers ..n ihe line of a big

railr.iaj rebelleJ aj^ainst barbeJ wire. anJ demanJeJ
boarj fences. They Compromised ^n ihe Pajfe, first
the c.mpany had used. Our man lately called on the
RoaJmaster. wluj wanted him tu "sec those farmers,
who wuulJ hug and kiss you, and I've got to have
2S miles on my division."

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO.. Adrian. IWich.

Mention the Amer^ican Des Jouma'

A fi J. invested in !

One Cent s?s;i

I a postal card
my large Cata-
Koot's Goods.
ot what you

want, and get price.
M. H. HI NT. Belt Braiicli, Mich.

WHCt AtS.WtHlHCi This AD^*EHTlSCMEHT, MesTiON TmiS JOvRHit^

fEarly Italian Queens?
Up till Ihe middle of April at these prices:

I'ntested, T.ic; Tested, $1.26.

E. t.. CARKIMOTON,
oAlTt De Fuulak Sprlnsa, Fla.

iairM,!ir. ihi Atnsncar, .a&e /oitwic'.

reply is, "You see. dear, you 'are not
strictly in it.' There's the rub.' "

I studied bees from 1883 to 18S0 (getting
to be quite a veteniu, am I not ?) before I

thought I knew enough to handle them. I

have kept from ;l to 40 colonies since. I

mean to go at it in earnest now. and it I

succeed I hope to reach my dream ot a
thousand colonies.

1 have lost 'J colonies this winter, prob-
ably due to carelessness, as I did not have
tiiue to give theiii proper attention, and I

think the queens were destroyed in extract-
ing time. Albert Vougut.
East Carroll Co.. La., Jan. 2.">.

Straig-ht Cotribs Without Separators.

The reason some don't get straight comb
honey without separators is because of the
way they use bait sections, or if they use
only one or two sections they should take
them out as soon as the bees begin to draw
out the foundation. I have had no trouble
when managed this way.
My bees are wintering all right, packt on

the summer stands. We are looking for an
old-time white clover honey-flow this year.
Everything points that way.

W. D. Ckaig.
Montgomery Co., 111., Feb. 9.

The Season in Washington.

In November, IS'.W. we had some unex-
pected cold weather, indeed so cold that all

natives could not remember having had
such cold weather before for the time of
the year in this part of the State. The
mercury, some nights, dropt down to Ifi

degrees, and potatoes, cabbage, etc.. that
some people are used to leaving out on the
ground all winter in their natural state,
were nearly all killed. Since then we have
had but very little cold weather, and the
bees have been flying a good deal more
than I like. Right now it is all spring
weather, changing every hour with sun-
shine and showers ot rain. With this kind
of weather I expect to see the bees carrying
in pollen in a few days from now.

T. H. Waale.
Clarke Co., Wash., Feb. 9.

Gathering Pollen—Drones.

We have had a splendid winter thus far,
mild [and pleasant, with only three days
that bees did not gather pollen. We have
had abundance of rain to date, and it has
come just right—all soakt into the soil.

You must know that a peculiarity of this
climate is that it usually rains in the night,
and is clear or partially cloudy in the day-
time. It just suits the old lady that wisht
it would only rain Sundays and nights so
the hired men could have a rest!

Bees are doing well, and just tumbling
over each other earring in pollen and some
honey, sufficient to not have to draw on
their stores.

Mr. Paxton here informs me that he
reared a queen and had her fertilized in

January, by drones reared from an unim-
pregnated queen. Now, what are you
going to do about it '. Dr. E. Gallup.
Orange Co.. Cal.. Feb. 10.

Dividing for Increase.

On page .54. I see a reference to a paper
by N. E. France. Last August I had ou
hand 8 frames ot fair comb from a defunct
colony. My bees 1 1 have only 12 colonies)
had not been swarming much of any, but
were all good. 1 thought I would save
those combs. I took a central comb, or
nearly so, from each ot seven hives, with
adhering bees, brood, etc., and put them
into an empty hive, with the remaining
iiiijiti/ comb in the center. As all were now
demoralized by this " amalgamation " and
the new order of things, I turned a little

bee-teed down in among them, thinking
that, true to their instincts, they would all

pitch in to secure their stores and forget to
fight, and store them at borne—the nearest

PAID FOR

P?i]! Beeswax
For all the Ciood, Pure Vello^v

Bees-wax delivered to our olTlce till
further notice, we will pay 25 cents per
pound, CASH

; or 28 cents for whatever
part is exchanged for the Bee Journal,
Honey, Books or Seed, that we offer If
you want cash, promptly, for your
Beeswax, send it on at once. Impure
wax not taken at any price. Address as
follows, very plainly,

GEO. W. YORK & CO.
118 Blichigan st. , CHICAGO, ILL,

,.i'" Do'-SER'i fO

SEE THAT WINK

!

Bee - Supplies '. RoOT'.s
Goods at Koot's Prices.

Poader's Honey . Jars,
and every thing used by
bee-keepers. Prompt ser-
vice, low freight rate. Cat.
tree. Walter S Ponder,

163 Mass. Ave.,
Indianapolis. Indiana.

iitewERinC TMIS ADVEIITISEMEhr. MENTtOK -M"9 JCURKX.-

IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK

UNG DISEASES.

That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
11.25 to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif
for his

Bee-Keeper's Guide.
Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

^^^—sufticiently serious to require expert medi-^^^cal treatment, addri^ss^^H Dr. Peiro, 100 State St., Chicago.

BEST ON EARTH !

!

18 years the Standard. The 4-Inch "Smoke
Engine." Is It too large? Will It last too
long? Will save you lots ot money and bad
words. Send for Circular. 6 sizes and prices
of Bingham Smokers and Knives.

T. P. BINGUAin, Farwell,micli.
5Atf Mention the American Bee Journal.

CARLOADS
or Bee-Hives. Sections, Ship-
ping-Cases. Comb Foundation,
and Everything used in the
Bee-Industry.

I want the name and address
' of every Bee-Keeper in Amer-
ica. I supply Dealers as well
as consumers. Send for cata-

logs, quotations, etc. W. H. PUTNAM,
KivER Falls. Pierce Co.. Wis.

H?«7i*!o'H die .-'^iiierican Bee founial

\\nih\ HONEY-EXTRACTOR
ITIUIII ^ Square Glass Jars.

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies in general, etc etc
Send for our new catalog.

"Practical Hints" will be mailed for 10c.
hi stamps. Apply to—

Chas. T. Math & Son, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Mention the American Bee Journal.

U'hifo riiirnr 1 want to correspond with
flllllC innil all readers ot the ReeJour-

llailOV W'llltiul "al who have lor expect to
IIUIICJ IIUIIIIjU have this year )wtiite clover
extracted honey for sale. Vi'ni. .\. Selaer,

10 Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.

IMenllon the American Bee Journal.
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., ^ •VJ?,'^ \^\j\^u rciw^b
that can t blow down nor burn up; that
tiirnsallItiiulHof.sri..k\\ilh'nit injury; that •
can't saff tHvausu it tak.-^up its own slack by •
expanuinf>- and contriK-ting' as rciuired; •
a fence which meets ev€Ty requirement •
of a farm fence—buy the KIJYSTONE. •
25 to 58 inclios high. Fully de.sfrilx'd in our •
free book on friu-e construction. Ktnd for it •
Keystone Woven AVire Fence Co. , • •

No. 3 Ilu-^h Street. Pkoria, III. •
'*•••••••••§•••••••••••••••••

•i* Money Saved is Money Gained. *^

THE ROYAL MM
Life Insurance Conipanv

DES MOINES, IOWA.

The Iowa Policy
Is one that definitely promises to keep an
accurate account with you ; credit your
premiums and Interest, charge the actual
expense and mortuary cost, and hold the
remaining funds subject to your order.

Agents \%'auted.
JOHN B. KING. General Agent.

Suite 513 First Nat'l Bank Bld'g,

20Atf CHICAGO, ILL.

RIfi MONEY IN POULTRY
llPet Stock and Incubiitors if conducted
..ucording to "The Chautauqua
Guide to Big Profits" jus^i out and

I sent postpaid with otir lh'97 Catalogue
for 4c to help pay postage, etc. Best euga
and stock cost no more if [lurchaeed of
US, you can then aell your product to

iind thnusaniis others for high fancy prices.
-We own 3(10 acres most eleirantly adapted to
-poultry. CHAUTAUQUA POULTRY &

PET STOCK FARM,Box 17 KENNEDY,N.Y
7A13 Mention the American Bee Journal,

Our '97 Cataloff
—OF—

Apiarian Supplies, Bees, Etc.
iB yours for the asking.

It Is full of Information. ^~ Write for It.

I. J. STRINOHAM,
105 Park Place. NEW YORK, N. Y.

Apiary—Glen Cove, L. I.

Onr Prices
ARE WORTH
LOOKING AT

NEW CHAMPION CHAFF HIVE
especially. All other Supplies accordingly.
Send for Catalog and Price-Llst. Address,

K. H. SCHMIDT & CO.,
48Alf Box 187, Sheboygan, Wis.

Mention tlie American Bee JmvmoL

WANTED—ATTENTION !

hJKE HERE, Filend BeeKeeper. the best
"goods are none too good, and the lowest

prices are none too low lor the present times,
so down go the prices for 1897 on Full lilne
of Bee-KeeperH^ StippliPH.

1 defy competition in iiunHty and workman-
ship. Working Wax into Foundation when
sent to me, a specialty. Write, without tail,

for Catiilog. My prices are worth looking at.
Wax wanted at 2(ic cash, or 2i)c In trade, de-
livered. August Weiss, Hortonville, Wis.
6A8t Metiti*yii the American Bee Jouniai,

Cockerels
A <iiol('0 Lot of thor-
oughbred B. P. Itocks, S.

C. lihick Mliiurcas. S.C. lirown Leghorns, »l.26
each. Kggs I roin same lireeds In season $1.2i)
for ir>. AlBo P1.ANTS—Strawberry, Ked and
Black Cap Ka3pl)erry.

mrs. I.. C. AXTELIi,
7Atf RosEVir.LE. Warren Co., III..

market. Well, it workt like a charm, and
I do not think there was ever a cross word
among them. As there was but little honey
in those combs. I fed them a little for a few
days, so as to keep them busy, and as they
were not getting much outside. I expected
them to rear their own queen, and they
would, but three or four days later I gave
them a laying queen

After a week or so I lookt, and found one-
half dozen queen-cells started, but now
broken up, and eggs in both sides of the
empty comb I had given them. They work
as well, or better, than my other colonies,
and on through the fall, I considered them
just as strong and good as any 1 had. In
the fall I took 10 or 12 pounds of section
honey from them, and nuv. in the cellar, I

think them as good as any I have.
I will add that my hives are all S-frame,

still this one is as good as any I have, and
all are tip-top for Feb. 4.

Mr. Prance took the above ground, and I

relate my success in that line.

A, W. Hart.
Stephenson Co., Ill,, Feb. S.

Good Influence of Bee-Keeping.

It is very strange, but really very pleas-
ing, that our little bees, and the culture
thereof, draw the apiarists together in a
brotherhood and sisterhood, as if they be-
came oath-bound. This is a better odd-
fellowship then that three-linkt fraternity.
Would to God that all other agricultural
pursuits would have the same effect! What
a power would agriculturists be in our
land, and how much good could they effect
for the poor and downtrodden majority of
our people! Of course, that would neces-
sitate organization of all agriculturists,
and—oh ! that the bee-hive would teach us,
and drive us together into something— still

better then the Farmers' Alliance, now
stanch dead, because it did not confine
itself to the original and common issues of
universal utility. The study of our be-
loved little bees, that gather honey from so
many different plants, could teach us to
beware of some idiosyncrasies and foolish
eccentricities that killed that dear—but now
dead—Farmers' Alliance.

(Ret.) F. L. Richter.
Cass Co., N. Dak.

Chances for a Good Season, Etc.

We had a good season last year, and the
chances are good for the one that is coming.
What has become of the remainder of

that " St, Joe " convention report ?

I approve of the stand the American Bee
Journal has taken in regard to commission-
men, honey-adulteration and amal gama-
tion. May the shadow of the American
Bee Journal never grow less.

Cass Co., Mo., Feb. 3. W. D. Hurt.

[Mr. Hurt, we don't know whether you
refer to " the remainder of the 'St. Joe'
convention report " still "on file" in Wash-
ington, or our own " remainder," which we
purchast of the reporter of that meeting.

The latter we are still holding, as we
thought there was so much more important
matter that ought to be publisht ahead of

it. We hope to reach it very soon now.
But the longer we wait, the more appar-

ent will be its " historical value!"

—

Editor.]

A Threatened Bee-Lawsuit.

When I wrote to Mr. Newman, the Gen-
eral Manager of the National Bee-Keepers'
Union, about my apiary being termed a
nuisance in this city, I supposed the peti-
tion was to be presented to the city council,
but 1 found out later on that the council
had been petitioned at least twice before,
and had refused to take action.
Then they commenced proceedings in the

district court, charging the bees with eat-
int; fruit, an annoyance about watering-
places, stinging, soiling clothing, and other

l&LANDS
Foi- Sale a.t I.o>r Prices and

on I'>a!!>y 'JTernis.

The Illinois Central Railroad Company offers

for sale on easy terms and at low prices, 150-
000 acres of choice fruit, gardening, farm and
grazing lands located in

mwm iLLiiis.
They are also largely Interested In, and call

especial attention to the 600,000 acres of land
in the famous

YAZOO VALLEY
OF MISSISSIPPI

lying along and owned by the Yazoo & Miss-
issippi Valley Railroad Company, and which
that company offers at low prices and on long
terms. Special inducements and facilities

offered to go and examine these lands, both
In Southern Illinois and in the " Yaz jo Val-
ley," Miss. For further description, map, and
any information, address or call upon E. P.
SKENE, Land Commissioner, No. 1 Park
Row, Chicago, ill. 8E6t

IHe-o-iiQn me Ariwrica'n Bee Jou/moA.

INCUBATIOrjr
is the first step in the poultry Jnsinensaud much of future sue- T

cess depends upon its complple- j
riHss There is no failure v.here f
RELIABLE

,
INCUBATOR*

In ut>ed. It IB fully warranted iiU'l i
i the product of twelve years of T

Gxpenence. It has. never been beaten in a ianow. It isnot 1 life its competitors—it is better i
\\e tell why in new book on poultry. Send 10c fori' ?
REUA8LEJNCUBAT0R AND BROODER CO. QUINCY- lU^. T

36E17t Please racutlon the Bee Journal.

For a knifb that will cut a horn without r
crushing, because it cuts from four .

•

• sides at once f^et- -

THE KEYSTONE
^DEHORNER^i
It is humane, raidd and durable. Fully ^-

warranted. Highest award at Worlds 9
Fair. Descriptive circulars FR-EIE #
A. C. BRO.SIlfS. Cocliranville, Pa.

40El3t Mention the American Bee JonmaL

\A/ORTH SlO IN GOLD.
Our Pon/fri/ Anmia^ an<l Book of Vatu-
ai)lc Btrifii.^ tor '97, tioely pr.iiled in

^colors, giving cuts, descriptions and
/prices ol -15 of the leading varieties ot
' f^ftucy Fowls, with important hints on

[
the care of poultry, and hundreds oi
recipes of great value. Over a 1000 prem-
iums won at the leading shows. Pricet
Reduced One-fourth. The finest book
out. Price only 10c. Will return money
if not aatisfftclorv. Address,

C. N. BOWERS, box 73 Dakota, III.. U. S. A,

4 E7t Mention the Americaji Bee Journal.

WOVEN .WJ.RE.FENGE;
Iti'ht Mil Karth. HarNC-liluli, Hull- I
HlronitJMgaiidClilcbpn-llffhl. With I
Our m rmX automatic Mtirhhii-

von run make 6ft rods a dav for I

12 to 20 cts. a Rod!
0\<>r 6ft flrlfs. Catalogue I'lce, T

KITSELMAN BROS, J
Rnx i:tH. Ridgeville* Ind.*

4HKt.I Mention uu. ^l iteriain Uee JoumtK

PAUPQ FDPr * "Sf'ful articles for only 2-6mo. «ubs.
uAMlO rnLL tol'oultryKcciierataftc.Everypoultry
raiser wauls this leadinir poultry paper. Sample free.

Addroti-s Poultry Keki'KH Co., Box 44 Parkesburg, Pa.
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things; stating that they •bite" at one
end and sting at the other. I think it would
be interesting to have a bee examined, and
have them show her teeth.

Now as the burden of proof is on the

prosecution, and as they have singled out
my bees from all the others in the city, I

think it will be difficult to identify my bees

from the others. There are I'.l colonies on
the next block east of me; 25 colonies with-

in a radius of .5 blocks; and 03 colonies in-

side of the city limits, besides my lUO colo-

nies.
Now tor the location of my apiary: lam

in what is known as the 'Irregular Sur-
vey," it being 2 blocks east and west, and
I'v,' north and south, without street or alley

through it. and 11)5 feet from the nearest
sidewalk on 14th street, and 70 feet from
Logan street, without walk and but little

traveled; 21S feet from Dr. N. L. Van
Sandt's lesidence, who is the principal

kicker, aul 104 feet from the nearest colony
in my yard to the nearest residence.

On the day after the sheriff served the
papers on me, I re 'eived a letter from Mr.
Clark, the Doctor's attorney, asking me to

call at their office. I did so. He proposed
to withdraw the suit if I would promise to

remove my bees. I did not promise. Be-
fore leaving the office I secured the names
on the petition (nine in number)—not a
very large list for a city of over :i,OOU.

Then in a few days I received another
proposition, which was the same as the
first, with .*.5(l added. I told him there was
no compromise in the matter. After re-

ceiving the 'Decision of the Supreme
Court " from the Union, the others drew
off, and left the Doctor standing alone. He
told my attorney that he thought I would
be like Davy Crockett's coon—when he
pointed his gun at me. I would ' come
down." He will find me more like 'Banquo's
ghost "—it would not down. His attorney
told him if he went ahead with the suit, he
did so at his own risk, as he could promise
him nothing in the outcome. He has con-
cluded not to bring it up at this term of the
court.

I want to thank Mr. Newman for his
promptness in sending the Supreme Court
Decisions. J. L. Strong.
Page Co., Iowa.

Against Sweet Clover Honey.

Now, Mr. Editor, please don't join in the
praise of the quality of sweet-scented clover
honey. Wehaveraisei just as One white
clover honey in this vicinity as the country
produced, but ever since melilot has run
out the white clover from our commons
and fence-corners, the honey we produce is

sweet-scented clover honey, which is no
worse than other bokhara honey, of course,
but which we could not offer to our trade,
for table use. without losing our customers,
all arguments to the contrary notwith-
standing. CUAS. F. MUTH.
Hamilton Co., Ohio.

The ^Daiizeubaker^ Hive
Has valuable features

possest by no other, and
is surely winning its

way ; was awarded a
Special Diploma, and
1 St Premium for COUB

HONEY, at Mich. State Fair, 1896
Address,

Francis llaiizenbaker, Medina, Oliio.

Care The A, I. Hoot Coiupan;-.
WHEN Answering this AovERTisEMeNT, Mention this jourmm-

Convention ^'otice»>.

Texas.—The next i nnual meeting of the
Texas State Bee-Keepers' Association will be
held at G cenvUl •, Wednesday and Thursday,
April 7 and 8. 1817. All are cordially Invited

to atteni.

HONEY and BEESWAX
MAKKirr <n'«TA'rio.^'s.

The following: rules for grading honey were
adopted by the North American Bee-Keepers'
Association, and, so far as possible, quota-
tions are made according to these rules

:

Fancy.— All sections to be well tilled; combs
straight, of even thickness, and firmly at-
tached to all four sides; both wood and comb
UDSoiled by travel-stain, or otherwise: all the
cells sealed except the row of cells next the
wood.
No. 1—All sections well filled, but combs

uneven or crooked, detached at the bottom,
or with but few cells unsealed: both wood
and comb unsoiled by travel-stain or other-
wise.

In addition to this the honey Is to be classi-
fied according to color, using the terms white,
amber and dark. That Is. there will be "fancy
white," "No. 1 dark." etc.

Chicatro, 111,, Peb. 18.—Fancy white. 12c.

;

No. 1, 10@llc.; fancy amber, 8@9c.; No. 1,

7c.; fancy dark, 7(^80. : No. 1, 7c. Ex-
tracted, white, 5@7c. ; amber. 5@6c.; dark,
4(a5c. Beeswax, 'ia(3flQc.
Very little demand, considering season of

the year.

Albany, N. Y., Jan. 29.-Fanov white, 12-
lac; No. 1. 11-12C.: fancy dark, 7-8c.; No. 1.

6-7c. ; Extracted, while, .5 V4-6c.: dark. 4-5c.
The honey market Is very quiet and stock

moving very slowly, even at rednced prices.
White clover Is not plentiful. Extracted Is

moving very slowly, but we hope for an im-
proved demand soon.

Indianapolis, Ind., Feb. 20.—Fancy whlt«.
14-loc. : No. 1 white, 12-13c. Extracted,
white, 6-7c. Beeswax, 22-25c.
Demand Is fair for grades quoted, but no

demand for Interior grades.

Boston, Mass., Feb. 20,—Fancy white, 13
14c.; No. 1, L1-12C. Extracted, white, 6-7c.;
amber, 5-6c. Beeswax, 25c.

Cleveland, Ohio, Peb. 20.—Fancy white,
14!4(ai5c.: No. I white. 12Vi@13e. Extracted,
white, 6@7c.; amber. 4V4@5^C. Beeswax, 22
@25e.
There is not very much honey in our mar-

ket Selling ratheV slow. Demand beginning
to he a little better. Think trade will be fair
in this line this fall.

Kansas City, Mo. , Peb. 19.—No. 1 white, 12
@l3c. ; fancy amtjer, ll@12c. : No. I amber. 10
tailc: faocy dark, 9@10c.; No. 1 dark, 8@
lOc; Extracted, white, 5i4@6c.: amber, 5@
5^4c. ; dark, 4@4!4c- Beeswax, 20ia2oe.

St. Iionis, Mo., Peb. 19.—Fancy comb. 12®
@13c.; No. 1 while, ll@llHc.; amber, 9@
10>4c.; dark, '©Siic. Extracted, white. In
cans, 6@7c. ; amber, in barrels, 4@4^c: extra.
5c. : dark, 3@4c. Good demand for barrel
stock—comb slow sale. Beeswax. 23@23Mc.
-prime finds ready sale at 23Hc.

San Francisco, Calif., Peb. 10.—White
comb. 9-lOc.; amber, 5-7c. Extracted, white,
5-5 He. ; light amber, 4-4HC.; amber colored
and candled. 3^0 ; dark tule, 25ic.
Beeswax, fair to choice, 23-25c.

FhiladelpMa, Fa., Peb, 2.—Fancy white
comb, 12-13C : fancy amber. 8-9c. : No. 1, 8c.;

fancy dark, 7-8c. Extracted, white, 5-7o.

;

amber, 4-5c. : dark, 3!4-4c. Beeswax, 25c.
Season is getting over for comb honey—very

Utile demand. Extracted in good demand.

Detroit, Mich., Jan. 9.—Fancy white, 13-
14c; No. 1, 12-13C.; fancy amber, ll-12c.:
No. 1 amber, lO-llc; fancy dark, 9-lOc.; No.
1, 8-9o. Extracted, white, 5i4-6c.; amber,
5c. ; dark. 4-4 Kc. Beeswax, 25-26c.

Cincinnati, Ohio, Feb. 20.—No. 1 white.
12@13c.; No. 1 amber, 10<ai2c.; dark. 8@10c.
E.xtracled, 3!4@6c.. according to quality. De-
mand Is slow tor all kinds of honey.
Beeswax Is in fair demand at 22@25c. for

good to choice yellow.

newToTk,N. 'y
, Peb. 20.—There has been

a little better demand for comb honey during
the last two weeks Prices, however, will not
Improve, as the season is too far advanced
and plenty ol stoi k laying on the market.
We have a good demand for extra ted buck-
wheit. candled, and bee-keepers hiving their
crop on hand yet, should now market It

Beeswax is quiet at 28 28c.. according to
quality.

Minneapoli», Mino., Feb. 20. — Fancy
white. lliai;;e.; No. 1 walte. lOftillc; fancy
amber. 9@l0c.: No. 1 amber. 8a9c.; fancy
dark, 7(a8c.: No. 1 dark. 6-7o. Extradted,
white, 6@7c.; amber, 5'a5!4c.: dark. 4(a5c.
Utah white extracted, 5@5i4c. Beeswax, 23((S
26c. Market fiilrly steady for comb and bet-
ter for extracted than for some time.

Buffalo, N. Y , Feb. 19 —Fancy white comb,
mostly 9 and 10 cts.. and in moderate de-
mand, while other grades are very hard to
sell unless prices are made very low, ranging
from 7@oc. There Is stock that is poor enough
to not brlinr o\-er 4c. Extracted in moderate
demand at :i(84c.

List of Honey and Beeswax Dealers.

Most of whom Quote In this Journal.

Cblcago, Ills.

R. A. BURNETT & Co.. 163 South Water Street,

New York, N. Y.
HiLORETH Bros. & Seoblken.

Kansas City, no.
0. C. Clehomb & Co., 423 Walnut St.

Buffalo, N. Y.
Batterson & Co.. 167 & 169 Scott St.

Hamilton, Ills.

Chab. Dadant & Son.

Pblladelpbla, Pa.
Wm. a. Selber, 10 Vine St.

Cleveland, Otalo.
Williams Bros., 80 & 82 Broadway.

St. Iionls, mo.
Westcott Com. Co.. 213 Market St

Minneapolis, ininn.
S. H. Hall & Co.

inilwaakee. Wis.
A. V. Bisbop &Co.

Boston, IQasB.
E. E. Blake & Co., 57 Chatham Street.

Detroit, Mlcb.
M. H. Hdnt. Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich.

Indianapolis, Ind.
Walter S. Pouder, 162 Massachusetts Ave.

Albany, N. Y.
Chas. McCulloch & Co.. 380 Broadway.

Cincinnati, Oblo.
C. C. M0TH & SON. cor. Freeman & Oentral avt.

A Special Booklet Bargain

!

For a limited lime we wish to make our
readers a special off'er on booklets on Bees.

Poultry. Health, etc. Upon receipt of 75
cents we will mall any 6 of the list below:
and for $1.25 we will mall the whole
dozen

;

1. Foul Brood, by Dr. Howard 25c
2. Poultry for Market and Profit 25c
3. Turkeys for .Market and Profit 25c
4. Our Poultry Doctor 30c
5. Capons and Caponiz ng 30c
6. Hand-Book of Health, by Dr. Foote.. 25c
7. Kendall's Horae-Book 25c
8. Kural Life 25c
9. Ropp's Commercial Calculator 25c

10. Foul Brood, by Kohnke 25c
11. Silo and Silage, by Prof Cook 25c
12. BlenenKultur. by Newman 40c

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS

Free Farm Labor Bureau.

In order to assist the thousands of unem-
ployed men In Chicago, the Workingmen's
Home, at 42 Custom House Place, has estab-

llsht a Free Labor Bureau, and is prepared
to furnish men to farmers and others in all

parts of the country without expense to

either. Employers applying should state

definitely as to the kind of work, wages to be
paid, and It r illway fare w 11 be advanced.

Labor Biiieau. Wohkinomen's Home,
42 Custom H,iuje Pi ice, Chicago, 111.
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Bottom Prices
BRINO DS BIG TRADE.

GOOD GOODS KEEP IT.

If you want the best supplies that can be

made at a little less cost than you can buy

the same (foods for elsewhere, write to us

for low prices. 1897 Catalogue soon ready

—ask for it and a free copy of The Ameri-

can Bee-Keeper (36 pages).

Address.

THEW.T.FALCOmMFG.CO.,
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

Mention the American Bee jout'Oa^,

STR.ICTIj"5r PTJK,B

Bee-Keepers and Accumulators In the U. S.,

It may be of advantage to you communlc.ite
with us If you have Pure Yellow Beeswax for

sale. No Impure wanted. We are buyers.

Address. BAKGET dc HEID,
8 S. William St., - New York, N. Y.

tt.MtAanihtA'merlavnBeeJottmal, 8A4t

BeeswaxWanted for Cash
Or in Exchange for

Comb Foundation.
Higliext Price Paid.

If you want your Wax.WorhC Into Foun-
dation, satisfactorily, promptly, and at the

loivest price, send it to me.

^~ Write for Price-List and Samples.

GUS DITTMER,
AUGUSTA, ins.

Memtwn, the AnwrUxin B»e JciaT^i/fflte

LEADS THEM ALL !

Williams' Automatic

Reversible Honey-Extractor
Leads them all. You want tlie best.

Price-List Free.

Van Allen & Williams, Barniini, \¥is.

8 Etf JUtrUicm the Amtrican Bee jMirnat^

IfYouWaiittoRiiow
Mow to run Out-Aplarlcs for Comb Honey

wllh almost no swarming, read the December

number of the Bee Keei'Ehs' Review. If

you want to know the exact method followed

by Mr. M. M, Baldridge in securing Drawn
Combs for use in the sections, read his article

In the January Keview. If you want to know
how to make a IIomu-Made KootPower Buzz-

Saw—the equal of any foot-power saw—read
the Illustrated article on this suli.)cctin the

Jiinuary Ueview. If you want a paper that

is full of practical Information that will help

you to make money In the apiary, subscribe

for the Kevikw. It is $1.00 a year, but, if you

are not a scrlbrlber, see the special induce-

ments offered to new sul)scribers on piige 04

of the Bee,Iournal lor .Ian. f.S. 1807.

\V. X. IIUTCIII\§0.\.
FlilNT, MICH.

iTetttlon the Amerlcar. Bee J'cumz.

czzzxzzzzxzzzzzzzzxszzzzszzxizzzz:

^''^
Dadant's Foundation SYear

Why Does It Sell So Well ?
Because it has always given better satisfaction than any other.

Because IPJ 20 YEARS there have not been any complaints, but thousands

of corapliments.

We Guarantee Satisfaction.
What more can anybody do? Beauty, Purity, Firmness, No Sagging, No

Loss. Patent "Weed Process of Sheeting-.

KeiKl IVaine ibr Oiir C^atstlog', SanipU-N of FoiiiKlalion and Veil
Material. We sell the best Veils, cotton or silk.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies of All Rinds.

I^Mlf©ST^R@T"H om VMM mQMMY^BMM:, Kevised.
The Classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.25, by mail.

^ I ^

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
Please mention the Am. Bee Journal. HAMILTON, Hancock Co., ILL.

^leMOWIOMe 4ieMOWIOMI
i:=:lSI=zX

Our business is making Sections. We are located in the basswood belt of Wis-
consin ; therefore the material we use cannot be better. We have made the fol-

lowing prices :

Bfo. 1 §nou'-Wliite.

500 $1,25
1000 at 2.50
3000 at 2.25
5000 at 2.00

No. I Cream.
500 $1.00

1000 at 2.00
3000 at 1.75
5000 at 1.50

If larger quantities are wanted, write for prices.

Price-List of Seetions, Foundations, Veils, Siuoiier§, Zinc, Etc.,
Sent on application.

6A35t MARSHFIELD MFG. CO., Marshfield, Wis.

Cut Prices to Move Stock !

!

There are a few items of desirable stock left of the goods secured of Thomas
6. Newman when we took charge of his supply business here. In order to close

these out and make room for fresh, new goods, we have decided to offer these at

prices which will make them go.

The following is the list, which will be corrected as the stock is sold ; if you
see what you want here, order at once, or you may be to late

:

V-Top Langstroth Frames, T5c per 100 ; 250 for $1.25 ; 500 for $2.
All-Wood Frames, pierced for wire, same price while they last,

50 Comb Honey Racks, to hold sections on the hive, flat, $1.00 for the lot.

No. 3 VanDensen Thin Flat-Bottom Fdn., in 25-lb. bo.ies, $10.50 a box.

Wakeman & Crocker Section-Press, 50o each (old price, .$1.25).

Townsend Section-Press, 50c. (old price, $1.)
Hill Feeders, quart size, 8c each, 75c per doz, (less than half old prices).

Hill Smokers, 40e each ; by mail, 60c.
Quinby Smokers at 50c, 70c, and $1.00 each—20c extra by mail.

Jones' Frame- Pliers, 10c each ; by mail, 10c extra (old price, 25c and postage.)

1896 Dovetailed Hives at Special Prices.
Desiring to make room for new goods, we offer from stock at this l>rBneh, No. 1

Dovetailed hives, S-frame complete, with sections, foundation-starters, and nails, at $.5.75

for,'); *10..'')U for ill; .?30.(I0 for 20 : No. IK, same without sections and .starters, $4.75 for

,5; *s.,50forlO: .JliJ.oil for Ud: loframe complete. 'M cts. each extra; 10-frame E, 15 cts.

each extra. Other Hives in stock at a similar reduction.

II wsiiiletl l>y I'rcigflit, a«1«1 'i:if lur earla^e o» oi-«tfr!« for leas llian ^15

THE A. I. ROOT COMPANY,
Geo. W. York, Manager. 118 Midiigaii Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
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REV. W. K. 1MARSIIAL,L, D. D.

Eev. W. K. Marshall was born in Indiana county, Pa., on
July 19, 1808. He graduated at Jefferson College, in Penn-
sylvania, in 1833, and in 1836 he entered the ministry in

the Presbyterian church, and had been actively engaged in

the work of the ministry in that church up to the time of his

death.
At an early period Dr. Marshall combined bee-keeping

with his professional work. In 1839 he procured his first

colony of bees, which was secured in the following way :

Bees could not then be bought, for the reason that all

bee-keepers believed that if they sold their bees, they would
sell their luck. An old German in the neighborhood, who had
a large stock of bees, and who was a warm friend, was anx-
ious for Dr. Marshall to get bees, and told him it was right to

steal bees. When the Doctor informed him he could not steal,

he said if he would leave the money on the stand where the
bees stood, the bees would not find it out, and it would be all

right; but it would not do to let any person see him.
So on one cold morning Dr. Marshall, with his wagon,

took two colonies of bees, and left a five-dollar gold piece in

the place.

At an early period he conceived the idea of an improved
hive. He first made a hive in two parts, with slats between
them, hoping in this he could divide the bees, and make two
hives.

He next made a hive with bars on top 1 J-4 Inches wide,
and attacht comb starters to them. He was astonisht when
he saw the Langstroth frame, that he did not see the neces-
sity of end and bottom pieces.

Dr. Marshall went to Texas in 1854, and in 1855 started
an apiary of some 20 colonies. In lS6b he first began to use
the Langstroth hive, and in 1860 procured the first Italian
queen, and probably the first that was brought to Texas.

With the movable frames, the Italian bee, and with his
own discoveries, and those of others, he commenced progres-
sive bee-keeping. At one time his apiary run up to 350 colo-
nies, and he secured, one year, 20 tons of honey.

Dr. Marshall took the American Bee Journal when first

publisht at Washington, D. C. He wrote largely on bee-cul-
ture for the home papers, and had been an active member of

the Texas State Bee-Keepers' Association.

He was a close observer, and much of his knowledge in

bee-culture was the result of his own observation and experi-
ence. Up to the time of his death he was an active worker in

bee-culture, and in every other good cause.

A Southern paper contained the following account of Dr.

Marshall's death and church work :

Rev. W. K. Marshall, D. D., died at his home in Marshall,
Tex., Jan. 6, 1897, in the Syth year of his age.

We met him last at the General Assembly, at Dallas, in

May, 1895, and tho his form was bent his eye was bright,
his courage brave, and his voice reasonably strong, even at
the age of about 87.

On his 88tb birthday, in July last, he preacht in the
church at Marshall, administering the communion in a most
impressive and touching manner.

Dr. Marshall has left his impress on the church In the
eastern part of Texas. For about 40 years he labored in

eastern Texas, and for 20 years he lived in Marshall, or in its

neighborhood, and has taken an interest in all the work of
our church in that locality. And he has awakened others to
work for the Lord.

At the funeral, on Jan. 8, the services were conducted
by Rev. J. E. McLean, assisted by Rev. Dr. Riggs, of Dallas.

By the kindness of Rev. C. M. Hutton, we have the fol-

lowing sketch of his life
;

"Rev. William K. Marshall, D. D., the son of William
Marshall and Mary Kirkpatrick, was born in Indiana county,

IT. K. Marshall.

Pa., July 19, 1808. He had five brothers, John, James,
Samuel, Robert and Benjamin. Samuel was a minister and
died the first year of his ministry. John was an elder in the
Presbyterian church 65 years, and was still living, in his 88th
year, at the date when this sketch was written (Feb. 6, 1895).
Dr. W. K. Marshall was graduated from Jefferson College,

Pa., in 1833, under the presidency of the celebrated Matthew
Brown. He attended the Western Theological Seminary at

Allegheny, Pa., In 1833-3('>. He had joined the church in

his college course at Jefferson College in 1832, and imme-
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diately after his graduation, went to the TheoloRical Semi-
nary. He was received into the Canonsburg church, Pa.,
then under the pastorate of Rev. John McMillan. He was
licensed at Blairsville, Pa., in 1S.36, by the Presbytery of
Blairsville. He was ordained at La Porte, Ind., by the Pres-
bytery of Logansport. He was married to Sarah Morrison at
La Porte, lud,, in 1839. He celebrated his golden wedding
in 1889. He was pastor as follows: La Porte, Ind., 1837-
45; Van Buren, Ark., 1846-5-1; Henderson, Tex., 1855-
75. Since this time he has been largely engaged in evangel-
istic worlc. At the date of his sketch (Feb. (5, 1895) he had
been in Texas 41 years, and had never mist a day, by sick-
ness, from his ministeral work."

« Price of Comb Honey vs. Extracted."

BY G. M. DOOLITTLE.

Following up that convention discussion, spoken of in my
last article (see page 81), I next find Dr. Miller stating the
question in a still different way, for he says :

"In other words, the question now is. What is that honey
[extracted of the same grade as comb honey which sells at 22
cents per pound] worth to me on my table ?" At this Mr.
Ellis jumps up and says, "The same price," while Mr. York
demurs, and says, "The question is, ' What should consumers
pay?' "

Now, If the Doctor knew what he was doing when he
stated the question at this the final statement, as is given in

the report, then I accept none of the replies given later, but
would answer by saying that one pound of extracted honey of
the same grade is worth to Dr. Miller, or on Dr. Miller's table,

just as much as it was in the year 1874, when he would have
had to pay from 30 to 40 cents per pound for a good article

of extracted honey. Is not that so? If not, why not ? Don't
all speak at once. Will not that pound of extracted honey,
" of the same grade," give just at much muscle, just as much
health, just as much buoyancy, and just as much pleasure as
it would in 1874? And if it will, is it not worth just as
much? This being the fact, and no one will question this,

why were some of those " Sucker " State people "off their
base " enough to be talking only 10 cents for something
which would give from 30 to 40 cents worth of muscle,
health, life, and activity, in the year of our Lord one thou-
sand eight hundred and ninety-six ? Will some one who was
at that convention rise and explain ? for I am in a state of
agitation over the matter.

But should such a thing be possible that the good Dr.
Miller's brain got a little twisted, so that he did not make the
question exactly plain, which required Mr. York to put in his

demurer, and that Mr. York stated the question aright, then
taking the foregoing into consideration, the thing is very
simple; the consumer should pay from 30 to 40 cents per
pound for extracted honey of the same grade as comb honey
selling at 22 cents per pound, for we have already seen that
this said pound of honey was worth that in muscle, health,
etc., no matter whether the year was 1 or 1896. In this I

am borne out by Mr. Qrabbe, where he speaks of intrinsic

value, for intrinsic value is essential value, and muscle and
health is one of the greatest essentials to man in this world.

But hold on : I see by looking closely, that this same Mr.
Grabbe says, " I don't think that we can say what the con-
sumer should pay, he decides that for himself." Does he ? If

so, how comes it about that it is decided for me just how much
of the price of my honey I shall pay for coal, for kerosene oil,

for boots, yea and for freight on my honey ? Have I, as a
consumer of these things, a chance to decide for myself what
I shall pay? Those who think I have, hold up your hands.
What, not a hand up ? Then if I, as a consumer of coal, of
boots and freight, have to pay just what I am charged for the
same, must not the consumer of my honey pay just what I see
fit to charge him for it? If not, then there Is something
wrong somewhere, and the sooner I find where this wrong is,

and remedy It, the better it will be for me, and what Is better
for me, will be better for the world.

Can It be that It has come to such a pass with bee-keepers,
that they have to siy to others, " What will you give ?" and
when they have the "what will you give" price in their
hands, turn around, get down on their knees and humbly say
toothers, "What will you take?" Have we come to the
white man and Indian condition, who, after a day's hunt,
found their possessions to consist of a turkey and a turkey
buzzard, to be divided ; and have it said to us, as the white
man did to the Indian, " You can have the turkey buzzard
and I will take the turkey, or I will take the turkey and you
can have the turkey buzzard ?" If so, then we can well ex-
claim with the poor Indian, " He talkee no turkey to me !"

And now I wish to put before the reader another line of
thought, even should it butt against some of the things I have
advanced in this and the preceding article.

I have always considered Mr. Haldridge a level-headed
apiarist, and so consider him yet, but the most level-headed
are sometimes liable to make mistakes, and if Mr. B. was re-

ported correctly, on pages 22 and 23, he there made one of
the greatest mistakes of his life. Speaking on the price of
extracted honey, it is reported that he said, first, " without
any reference to the cost." Next he is made to say, " It is

immaterial, for that matter, what it costs the bee-keeper to

produce it." And lastly he says, "that it is not his [the con-
sumer's] business to know what it costs me to produce it" [ex-

tracted honey].
Well, if the above three quotations are right, then the

greatest of the Bible commands—"Thou shalt love they
neighbor as thyself "—has no place in the affairs of men to-

day. God created the world, sent it rolling through space,
and provided in it everything necessary for the physical wants
and comfort of man. Then he created man, and said to him,
" Go till [labor on] the soil, eat and live." Hence, we have in

labor (costs) everylhing which should regulate the price of any-
thing which any member of the human family desires. The
land (and this, in an economic sense, includes everything as it

came from the hand of God, unimproved upon by man, like

the soil, the trees of the forest, the fish of the sea, the bees in

their natural home, etc.) God gave free; man furnishes the
labor, and from labor applied on land comes wealth. Thus,
in order to do no injustice to any one, the labor part (cost)

should regulate the price of any article or thing desired by
man. As it costs in labor about six times as much to produce
a bushel of wheat as it does to produce a pound of comb honey,
six pounds of comb honey and a bushel of wheat should be
about equal as to price, and, remaining so, the bee-keeper and
the wheat-grower love each other [their neighbor] as them-
selves.

This we see has been very nearly followed out, for when
wheat brought $1.50 a bushel, honey brought 25 cents per
pound ; when wheat went to 75 cents, honey brought 12K
cents ; and I have never heard any bee-keeper growl about
hard times, or low price of honey, when he compared honey
with wheat. Compare butter with honey, in the same way,
and we see no one is doing ought except loving their neighbor
as themselves, along this line. But when we come to lay the
labor cost of honey along side of coal, oil, railroad fare and
freights, salaries of officials, interest, taxes, etc., then we see
that it takes from two to five times as much of our labor in

bee-keeping to procure the same results to ua that it did 25
years ago. And as we bee-keepers look on this side, more
than on any other, and smart under the wrongs being perpe-
trated by those who are not loving their neighbors as them-
selves, thus defrauding us, by bringing on an inequality, an
unjust system, we get "our backs up" and talk as did Mr.
Haldridge, or propose a " Bee-Keepers' Exchange," in order
that we can match this "money power" in its wrongdoing,
and so force our share from them by using the same wrong
principles. Thus we are saying "an eye for an eye and a
tooth for a tooth," instead of striving to carry out the doctrine
of the Blessed Master, by working with might and strength
to put down this wicked, false system, and establish In its

place a system which will do no one injustice.

Just a few words more and I will close this already too

long article. If the principles put forth by Mr. Baldridge and
the California Honey Exchange could be carried out to their

fullest extent (which is impossible), are we sure we should not
be wronging others? Listen: "Nightgowns, with tuckt
yokes and insertion, are being made at $1.00 a dozen; shirts

are being made at 30 cents a dozen ; coats are being ' finisht'

at 30 cents a dozen ; neckties are being made at .$1.25 a
gross," etc., according to " Prisoners of Poverty." Think of

forming an " Exchange" to keep the price of extracted honey
up to 22 cents per pound, and thus compelling some poor
human being, created in God's own image, to make 26 neck-
ties for the same, that the sick and starving children may
have something to soothe their irritated, coughing throats,
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and then saying that the cost cuts no figure in the matter !

Then, remember, that through our unjustsystem 35,000,000
people are without homes in this land of liberty (?], with little

or no chance of the results of their labor (after furnishing the
actual necessities of life), ever going for a pound of honey !

The time has come for thought and action along other
lines than " how to produce the most and best honey from a
given number of colonies," etc. (which we have been writing
about during the past), if we are to live in the future at our
beloved pursuit.

That the beekeepers of the world may be set to thinking,
is the excuse for this and the former article.

• Oaondaga Co., N. Y.

Value of Sweet Clover—How to Grow It.

BT S. M. SEELEY.

I noticed an inquiry in the Bee Journal regarding sweet
clover as a bee-food, when to sow it, etc., and as I have had
10 or more years' experience with sweet clover, and know
some of its good qualities, I wish to recommend it to the
readers of the Bee Journal.

As a bee-food the sweet clover, either the yellow or white,
has no equal as a honey-plant, and I have observed that those

Siteet Clover—Melilotiis Alba.

who have access to it invariably report a good supply of

honey. Such has been the case with me, while many who
have not the clover, are feeding their bees each winter.

Now, I would suggest to those who read the Bee Journal,
that they proHt by the experience of others, and at least give
this clover a fair trial. It Is my experience that it makes the
greatest quantity and finest quality of honey.of any plant I

have ever tried.

I also consider sweet clover a good fertilizer, and I have
not yet found Its equal If properly applied.

I would recommend this procedure : After cultivating
your corn the last time, sow two or more acres at the rate of

one measured bushel of seed per acre. It is best sown in the

hull, as it loses Its germinating qualities sooner if hulled
The ground being shaded, it will not make a very large
growth until you cut the corn, which should be done as early
as possible ; then It will shoot up and cover the ground, and
make a good fall feed as pasture.

The next year leave as many acres as will furnish you
with seed for the next two or three years, and thrash It with
a flail as soon as possible after cutting.

The remaining part of the field should stand till necessary
to plant corn, then turn it under with a plow. If you wish to
obtain honey from it, let It stand till it ripens. By this plan
you may enrich your farm in a few years, and not have a
weed to contend with.

Four years ago I sowed -4 acres for hog-pasture; a por-
tion of this was bottom land, and well sodded with yellow
dock. Today there is no dock to be seen; In short, I believe
sweet clover will take out any weed that grows. It is very
easily exterminated, either by cutting or plowing under before
the seed gets ripe.

I have read several sketches in the Bee Journal like this :

" We have no surplus honey from our bees this season, and
have fed 1,000 pounds of syrup to 40 colonies of bees." It
strikes me If my beefrieuds would scrutinize the Bee Journal
more carefully they would see how men like Stolley, Bald-
ridge, and others, succeed with different honey-plauts, and
they would have better reports for the Bee Journal.

Now, this may be rather severe, but I will make this
offer to any one in Kansas or adjoining States, that has had
access to sweet clover, with his bees In good condition, and
has met with more than one failure in the last 5 or 6 years : I

will pay his subscription to the Journal for one year. Now
this may be a rather rash offer, as I have not read the Bee
Journal that long, but will stand by my ofler, hoping to learn
of some one's experience that will be of use to me.

Waubaunsee Co., Kans.
[For seed rates on the above clover, see page 138.

—

Ed]

A Few Bee-Notes from California.

Br PROF. A. .J. COOK.

Successful Honey-Year Expected.—We have now had
at this place over 1 5 inches of rain, and the clouds still fling
out their cheering banner. Last year we had only about 10
inches ; 15 inches is the amount usually given as necessary
to a honey crop. Thus we see that Southern California has
reason to expect a successful honey year during the season of
1897. Mr. Mclntyre, of the famous Sespe region, writes
that they have had over 17 inches there. It is needless to

say that the bee-keepers of Southern California are at present
wearing their broadest smile.

Moving to California.—I am often askt by correspon-
dents in the East regarding the policy of coming to California.
I always reply that I think California offers special induce-
ments to persons with some capital ; but that It Is dangerous
for one to come here who has no capital, as the laborers seem
more abundant than work. I have a case, however. In mind,
that has interested me very much. It is that of Mr. Taylor,
formerly a successful bee-keeper in Michigan. I had the
pleasure of staying with Mr. Taylor at his pleasant California
home a few days since. Mr. Taylor lost his health in Michi-
gan, and his money as well, for It all went to the doctors. He
left his family—wife and two children— In Michigan, and
started for Southern California. His friends never expected
to see him again. When he arrived here, four years ago, he
had only S-IO, very poor health, and his wife and two children
yet In the East. He has now entirely regained his health,
has his wife and three children with him, has a fine apiary,
and .S2,000 in the bank.

I do not mean to say that everybody would accomplish as
much. Mr. Taylor is an intelligent Christian man, true to

the core, and Is a hustler. He doesn't fool away any time,
and he never lets an opportunity go, however humble it may
be, if It presents good, honest work. To me, there is nothing
pleasanter in this world than to see a man succeeding as Mr.
Taylor Is doing, and to know that our country will rarely left

the industrious, deserving men go hungry to bed.

Tele Michigan Convention Report.—It was a rare
treat to read the proceedings of the Michigan convention iu

the last American Bee Journal. It seemed almost like a visit

again with such old tried friends as Taylor, Hutchinson and
Bingham—noble fellows all. I often think of the good old

times we had, talking over the Interests of bee-culture, and
planning for its more successful prosecution in our beloved
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Michigan. It is pleasant to live over in memory the old scenes

and pleasures of the past happy days, but I wish it to be in

memory, for I never virish to leave, for long, this beloved

Southern California. The grand mountains, the lovely

climate with its genial sunshine, the luscious fruits, ever

fresh, and, above all, the magnificent people, unequalled, I

believe, on the face of the earth, hold me in perfect fascina-

tion to this lovely region of the South.
Los Angeles Co., Cal., Feb. 15.

Bee-Notes from Nebraska.

BY J. M. YOUNG.

When it is zero weather outside, like it has been for the

last week, it is a good deal of satisfaction to know that nearly

all of our bees are in chaff hives packt in good shape, and
with plenty of honey to carry them through.

Comb honey is being sold in our market by Omaha whole-

sale bummers for less money than we can sell it. The honey
is very nice, and put up in very attractive cases, holding 24
sections. It hails from Utah, and was perhaps gathered from
alfalfa. Extracted honey is also being sold here by some-

body, and is put up in small glass tumblers with a piece of

comb put in. We notice that this honey doesn't candy. Mine
always does.

I seldom open a bee-hive at any time unless I have
the smoker lighted, and in good working order, sitting near

by, in case of emergency. Very often I can, and do, open
hives without blowing smoke down in among the bees, but

then it is a risky business. Sometimes I have half a notion

to think that the bees know just when you are prepared for

battle, and about how much ammunition you have.

In learning to handle bees, it is foolish to th.ink of getting

them unless we make up our minds to work and subdue them.

The dread of getting stung will soon disappear, and after

diligent practice you will soon become accustomed to their

ways, and after a short time you will be surprised to learn

how easy it is to avoid their stings—in fact, after continued

practice it will soon become natural and a pleasant pastime.

About the first thing I do when I pick up a new bee-

paper is to read the editorials, or what the " bosses " have to

say about this and that, and if there have been any new im-

provements made on honey-cases, covers to hives, and hives.

I always think if there is anything to be launcht on the sea of

apiculture, it should be accompanied by an engraving.

Pictures cost money, that is true, but one can get a clearer

idea, and at once, from a good illustration, than from a half

column of directions, and in the end I firmly believe a good
drawing or cut is worth more to the utensil to be introduced,

than can be otherwise obtained.

I always like to read footnotes to any article, and they

catch my eye first, for they are generally the cream skimmed
from the milk, and many a time these short notes contains in

substance the sense of the entire article.

If the bee-keeper tries to winter bees on the summer
stands in any form of a hive other than a chafif or

double-walled hive, it is my opinion that he will lose more in

the value of bees than the extra expense he would be at in

making chafi hives of some kind. I think that some form of

a hive that can be used for summer advantages should be used.

This thing of having outside winter cases to set over hives is

decidedly at a disadvantage in many ways. When winter is

over they cannot be used about the apiary during summer to

any advantage whatever, but the bee-keeper must have a

house or some place provided for them to keep them from the

weather, or they will be warpt and weather beaten, and will

last but a few years. Hence, the construction of my summer
and winter chaff hive certalnly-overcomes many of these ob-

jections.

Very often, just a few bees from a queenless colony in tho

apiary will fly and dodge around your head all day long, and
make a great deal of fuss, simply because they are a little

bit out of humor, and their master has been tinkering with

their mother, or handling them. The more you can kill or

knock down these little rascals the less you will be bothered

with them.

More bees starve to death with honey in tho hive, and

that within two inches of them, than from any other cause,
from the fact that during severely cold weather bees form
themselves into one compact form or body, and when all the
honey is consumed within their reach, unless the weather is

warm enough for them to change their location from one part
of the hive to another, in order to reach their stores, they
will surely starve with plenty of feed near them. This is

usually the case with single-walled hives, hence the adoption
of chaff hives to confine the heat arising from the bees.

Cass Co., Nebr., Jan. 30.

The New Hoffman Frame for 1897.

BY E. R. BOOT.

When we first introduced the Hoffman frame, some years
ago, it took like hot-cakes, and the continued and increasing
demand for it ever since shows plainly enough that it is a
practical labor-saver. It had, however, just one fault);

namely, that the bees would stick the ends of the top-bars to

the contiguous parts of the hive-rabbet, so that, in order to

remove one frame, it sometimes became necessary at some
seasons of the year to break this top-bar propolis connection
of several other frames before the frame in question could be
removed. We have been studying on this problem for a
couple of years. We have recognized the fact that a bee-

space around the ends of the top-bars would solve the trouble.

The next difficulty was, how to prevent end play. We had
thought of a number of devices, and finally Mr. John S. Call-

breath, of New York, sent us a frame with furniture-nails

under the top-bar.

I must confess I was at first delighted with the idea.

During the summer we tested several hives with these end-
spacers on the frames ; and to say that I was pleased with
them after manipulation was putting it mildly. During the
very worst part of the propolis season, and even when it

turned cooler, so that the bee-glue would snap, I could handle
Hoffman frames with these end-spacers, with my fingers

alone. Such a thing as a screwdriver or a pry was unneces-
sary. The reason will be apparent. The metallic head of the
furniture-nail striking against the tin rabbet would offer the

bees no chance to propolize ; and even if they did attempt to

stick it, the points of contact were so small that it practically

amounted to nothing. You can set it down as a rule that

bees will never attempt to daub up with propolis a point of

metal when it comes against a flat surface of metal.

But we met one serious difficulty—the cost. After a good
deal of inquiry we were forced to the conclusion that we
could not get these furniture-nails cheap enough without
tucking on another dollar or two per 1,000 to the cost of the

frames. Then our thoughts turned to nails, staples, strips of

sheet metal, iron buttons, and everything else, in fact. The
staples seemed to be the most feasible. Here is shown a set of

Hoffman frames with staple end-spacers :

These staples, providing they are driven the right depth,

are as good as furniture-nails, and cost only one-fifteenth as

much. Of course, it will be understood that top-bars on all

such frames will be a bee-space shorter than the last year's

top-bars. The staples are fully as strong, and present as

little surface of contact as the furniture-nails.

This improvement is so important and far-reaching in its

benefits, that, just as soon as spring opens up, we shall change
over to tho end-spacing style of Hoffman in all our yards. It
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will not be necessary to discard our old frames filled with

comb. One man, in three or four days' time, can chauRe over

all our colonies. He will carry along with him a light, slinrj)

back-saw, and will cut off from each end of the top-bar '4

inch, and then drive in the staple. Time can bo saved by
shaking the bees off all of the combs of the colony In front of

the entrance, and then change the frames, after which pro-

ceed to the next colony. All surplus combs not in the hives

can be changed over now in the shop.

The beauty of this improvement is that every one can
adopt it for his own yard, where he has old-style frames; and
the beneiit is so great that it does not seem to me that any one
can afford not to use it. We have already changed over a few
of our hives sufficient to know that the work of changing over

end-spacers is but slight, comparatively.—Gleanings.

Report of the Wlscoiisiu State Convention.

The 13th annual meeting of the Wisconsin State Bee-

Keepers' Society was called to order by the Secretary, Feb.

3, 1897. As the attendance was not very large, the fore-

noon was spent mostly in discussing the efforts to secure a

foul brood law, and of the reports received.

At 1:30 p.m. the meeting was called to order by Pres. F.

Wilcox, followed with prayer by Rev. Winter. The minutes
of previous meeting were read and approved, after which a

report of the committee on foul brood legislation was given as

follows :

REPORT ON FOUL BROOD AND SWEET CLOVER.

February T, 1896, the Wisconsin State Bee-Keepers'
Society adopted the following resolution :

"Resolved. That a committee be appointed which shall

represent all the bee-keepers' societies of VVisconsin ; that said

committee shall correspond with the bee-keepers of the State,

to learn the extent of bee-keeping in Wisconsin, the annual
production of honey and wax, the extent and seriousness of

foul brood, and how many really desire their bees protected

by a foul brood law. Also that said committee inquire of bee-

keepers and others if they desire sweet clover (melilotus alba)

stricken from the noxious weed list. Said committee to take

such action as seems best to secure the needed legislation."

President F. Wilcox then appointed N. E. France, of

Platteville, as said committee, and so to act. On July IT,

1896, I sent 400 printed circulars to Wisconsin bee-keepers,

with a request to reiurn by Aug. 1 the printed crop report.

Soon the reports began coming, and still continue. As many
had but commenced their honey harvest, they could only give

a partial report; but from the hundreds of reports received, I

learned there was a little over 45,000 colonies of bees in Wis-
consin, that produced a harvest of 2,250,000 pounds of

honey, and ;)0,000 pounds of wax—at present wholesale

prices worth a total of .S 160,000. Some 600 cases of foul

brood were reported, scattered through 10 counties, and com-
plaints of carelessly selling diseased honey and bees wherever
a market was found, thereby spreading the disease.

I at once wrote to foul brood inspectors in different States

and Canada, asking for a copy of their foul brood laws, and
for each one to suggest where, by their experience, their law
could be improved.

September 24 I sent 200 circulars to Wisconsin bee-

keepers, with a total of reports to date, and a few of the let-

ters received, and a form of foul brood law that would best

suit the demands for Wisconsin. Many bee-keepers have
either seen their legislators, or written them, of the much-
needed legislation, and up to this date not one voice has been
heard agaii;st the support of the Bill.

The Bill was introduced by my Assemblyman, and I was
allowed to plead our case before the legislative committee.

I wish to warn bee-keepers to be cautious in buying bees,

queens, honey-cackages or supplies, from locations where foul

brood exists. Last year one bee-keeper of Florida lost 300
colonies with this fatal disease, and in an adjoining county
another lost 200 colonies. Then Cuba, near by, lost 1,200

colonies in one county. So I might enumerate. As much of

this Southern honey finds market In our Northern cities, I

caution you not to buy any more second-hand or emptied
honey-packages. N. E. France, Com.

Mr. George W. York, editor of the American Bee Journal,

exhibited some fine alfalfa honey from Utah, and a sample of

deep-cell comb foundation that was ahead of any foundation

ever seen by any member present. On motion, Mr. York was
elected an honorary member of the Society.

Next was the following essay by Mr. York, entitled,

MABKETINa HONEY FOB 1897.

This is an up-to-date subject. It might well be called an
antedating subject, as its direct application cannot be made
until about six months hence—perhaps next July, or later.

But it is always well to plan in advance—to think out our line

of work, and then afterward be prepared to work out our

"think." This applies as well to marketing the honey crop,

as to other subjects.

But what about marketing, or disposing of, the honey

crop of 1897—t/iis ticrjy i/eor i' Of course, we can't well sell

a thing before we are certain the thing itself will be in hand
when the proper time arrives. But, supposing you are favored

with a bountiful honey crop this year, the question is. How
will you market it to the best advantage?

Some of you may decide to sell it through city commission-

men—and then, some of you will not try that thing again ! A
burnt child dreads the fire. And yet fire is a good thing, if it

be of the right kind and properly used. But gun-powder or

other hot explosives are quite unsafe as a means of conveying

warmth and comfort. So beware of the boasting, bombastic

and over-friendly city commission-men, for finally they are

much like strong drink—"At the last it biteth like a serpent

and stingeth like an adder." The " stings " of crooked com-

mission-men are infinitely worse than bee-stings, as some of

you have doubtless discovered to your sorrow.

But please remember that there are some trustworthy

commission-men, and perhaps many of you can do no better

than to continue to patronize them. At least one reliable

Chicago honey commission-man has customers that purchase

of him by the carload. He has created a demand. In one

day, I understand, he disposed of three carloads of honey

without so much as touching it himself. But It has taken

years of constant effort to develop such a demand. Another

thing, that particular dealer knows all about the honey-busi-

ness, from the bottom up, and all the way back again.

But before any definite plan of marketing can be decided

upon, I feel that another question needs settling. I refer to

the retail honey trade. How can we best reach the millions

who should be eating pure honey daily, but who seldom see it

now or know what it is? This is a question that I have

pondered over quite a good deal, and I am just now doing a

little experimenting on it in Chicago. I find that the four or

five thousand grocery stores there sell very little honey. Even

the large retail stores, in the heart of the city, with their

busy grocery departments, have little call for honey. And
why is this ? Why do not people ask their grocers for honey

as they would ask for maple syrup, sugar, or any other good

thing to eat ? I can give you one reason in a single word,

Qlucose

!

Why, do you know, the mass of people—particularly in

cities—have been treated to such big doses of glucose, and so

often, under the name of " Honey," that they fear to buy any-

thing so labeled ? They have bought the distasteful, diabolical

stuff, and individually have said, " Well, if tliat's honey, I

do7i'tivant any more'." And / don't blame them. I have seen

so much of honey-adulteration in Chicago, that sometimes I

am almost discouraged and disheartened on account of it.

I may be getting away from my assigned " text " for this

"sermon," but. if so, I am sure you will pardon me, for I feel

that this adulteraton question is so closely connected with the

successful marketing of honey that it cannot be easily waved
aside. I am deeply interested in this matter. I want the con-

suming public to have a good chance to buy the pure, unadul-

terated product of the bee-hive, and not be continually im-

posed upon and defrauded by a mixture of one-tenth honey-

comb and nine-tenths corn-juice, concocted in some dark,

dingy, and dismal city cellar !

Just now, I am leaning toward the conclusion that in

order to induce the grocery dealers to take more interest in

selling honey, the producers will have to put up extracted

product in small tin receptacles (say pints and quarts), and

put each section of comb honey in a paper box (carton), and

then crate each in one and two dozen lots. I think that screw-

capt tin cans, holding I'i and 3 pounds each, can be pur-

chased in quantity, at 3 and :i3:i centj, respectively. The
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cartons perhaps can be had, nicely printed, at J-2 cent each.
The tin packages should also bear upon them a label, showing
only the producer's name, kind of honey, and brief directions

for liquifying in case of granulation.
The greatest objection retail dealers have to honey is its

general stickiness, and tendency to ooze out in one way or

another. Hence the extracted honey should be in screw-cap
cans, and the comb honey in a pasteboard box, or carton.
Both are then safe and convenient to handle. But both must
be of the best guaiity possible. And it will not do to put half-

filled sections, or broken comb. Into the cartons. Every thing
must be strictly fine, if it is desired to secure and hold a de-

mand. People generally are willing to pay for what they get,

but they also want to get just what they pay for.

Again, it is possible that one bee-keeper might be selected

to accompany large shipments of honey to different cities and
there dispose of it ; or he could act as an advance agent—go
on ahead with exact samples, and arrange all details of the
sales before the honey arrives. At least, that would be more
satisfactory than to send the honey unaccompanied by any
one of the Interested shippers. All know that it is always
more satisfactory to deal personally than by correspondence.

But, after all, it may be that the only perfect plan of

marketing honey will be found in an in imitation of the city

milk-dealers' systam. It might be varied somewhat by having
a central place in each city where the honey could be stored,

and from which storehouse delivery wagons could get their

daily or weekly supply. A city could be divided into districts,

and each assigned to a salesman who would visit every home
or office, and endeavor to induce purchases. Of course, it

would be necessary to adopt a distinctive brand, or copyrighted
label, so that consumers could be educated to accept only
honey-packages bearing an approved label or brand.

Certainly, all this means a long and constant campaign of

honey education, but in the end I believe it would pay well. I

wish it could first be tried in a smaller city than Chicago.
Why not in your own beautiful and thrifty city of Madison ?

If the system should prove a success here, it could be trans-
planted to other cities, where it doubtless would flourish. It

needs patient effort on the part of interested salesmen, who
understand thoroughly the various uses of honey, and who
could simply compel all grades of humanity to at least give
the honey one trial. Having placed that one sweetened en-
tering-wedge, I believe thereafter no further difficulty would
be experienced in making repeated sales. Pure honey always
" tastes like more."

Perhaps this plan is worthy your consideration, and per-

haps not. I leave it with you.
In conclusion, I would say that if anything I have said

shall lead to a discussion that will result in something definite

and helpful to you all, I shall feel well repaid for having come
to your meeting. While to meet and greet the splendid bee-
keepers of Wisconsin is indeed a delightful pleasure to me, yet
to be able to help you to a more profitable and successful busi-

ness, and to aid in the least in placing so delicious and health-
ful sweet as honey upon every table in the land, I would
count a far greater honor. George W. York.

Chicago, 111., Jan. 25, 1897.

The above caused an interesting discussion on size and
kind of packages, retailing honey, etc.

A recess was then taken, when Mr. R. H. Schmidt exhib-
ited his "New Champion" bee-hive, and Mr. Van Allen
showed one of the Van Allen & Williams 4-frame reversible
extractors.

The following 14 members then paid their dues—50 cents
each : J. Hoffman, F. Wilcox, N. E. France, H. A. Winters,
C. Spangenberg, II. H. Brown, J. J. Ochsner, H. Lathrop, R.
H. Schmidt, Chas. Hildreth, A. G. Wilson, Van Allen <fc

Williams, John Hanko and W. J. Robinson.

QuES.— " Will it pay us to join together to buy and sell

our supplies and produce?" Pres. Wilcox spoke of the good
such a union was to bee-keepers in California and Arizona, in

saving freight, but as we were so near great markets, and
live so scattered, it would be doubtful if such would give
satisfaction in Wisconsin.

Amalgamation was discust at much length, which resulted
in all except one voting in favor of it.

Various conveniences in the apiary were mentioned. A
hive-cleaner was described by Mr. Huffman. Position of hives

in the yard, kind of stands for hives, temperature for cellars

while wintering (40 to 45^), were all talkt of.

QuES.— " Which is the more profitable, comb or extracted
honey production V" A vote was taken, and the majority
were for extracted honey.

A motion was unanimously carried that the Wisconsin

Society does not indorse the importation of Apis dorsata by the
Government.

The second day's session was called to order by the Sec-
retary, and Mr. York chosen to act as temporary chairman.
As the Secretary had to appear before the legislative commit-
tee to support the claims for the Bills introduced, Mr. Lathrop
was appointed Secretary, pro tern.

QuES.—"Are we satisfied with the grading of honey
known as North American grading ?" A long discussion fol-

lowed, all agreeing that the grading should be simplified

—

more like white, light or medium, and dark.
QuES.—"Canunfinisht sections be used and produce a

good grade of honey ?" Pres. Wilcox said he did so.

Mr. York reported that 2-pound sections are now out of

the Chicago market, and that dealers buy comb honey by the
pound, and retail it by the section. Sectious 7-to-the-foot are
well liked.

QuES.— " What shall be done with unfinisht sections?"
Sell all possible, and extract the rest, or let the bees take it

out, and save them for next season.
On liquifying extracted honey in barrels, Mr. York said

he placed a barrel of honey on its side, on a steam radiator,

made of steam-pipes, and as it melted the honey ran into a
large can below. He takes a whole barrel head out, and
when sufficiently liquified to do so, he dumps the whole barrel

of honey into the can, then puts the can on the radiator where
the honey is soon thoroughly liquified.

The election of officers resulted as follows: President, F.

Wilcox; Vice-President, Jacob Huffman ; Secretary, N. E.
France ; Treasurer, Harry Lathrop.

The Secretary reported that he had been before the legis-

lative committee, pleading for the two Bills—foul brood and
sweet clover ; that the committee would not make a final re-

port for a few days, but he was told by one of the committee
that they would likely recommend sweet clover stricken from
the noxious weed list. The Secretary hoped to be able to re-

port soon favorably on the foul brood Bill.

As many had to go home soon after dinner, the conven-
tion adjourned sine die. N. E. France, Sec.

CONDnCTED BY

DR. O. O. MILLER, JUAREKGO, ILL.

[Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direct.!

management for Comb Honey.

1. I have a large double-section super. I will cage the

queen, place her in the middle tier, with a good swarm. Will

it be any good ?

2. I have a double hive, and will put a division-board,

bee-tight, and a queen perforated zinc over the brood-frames,

and put two swarms into the same, with a 72-section super

over them. Will that do ? G. C. D., Iowa.

Answers.— 1. You may get some good work done in that

way, but very likely the same swarm might do better without

having the queen caged. Even those who favor caging a

queen of a colony would hardly cage the queen of a swarm.

2. That's a little on the plan of the Wells double-hive

method in England, only in that case there is not a close

division-board between the two colonies, bi t a board with

holes burned through too small for the bees to pass. Some
claim success with the Wells plan, while others say they'd

get more honey by keeping the two colonies separate. Your
plan might be worth trying. I should say at a guess, that

with strong colonies you wouldn't gain anything, but weak
colonies would do better if kept in separate hives.

Wintering Bees in a Cellar ITnder a Kiteiien.

I have at present 44 colonies of bees on the summer
stands, In slnglo-wallod hives, with super on top and filled

with chaCf. So far all are alive and seem to be wintering well.
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Last winter I lost one-half of the colonies on the summer
stands, but they were not In as good condition as they are this

winter. Now for the questions:

1. There is a kitchen attacht to our main house, on the

north side, 20x20 feet, under which I can make a cellar five

or six feet deep with very little work. We live in the kitchen

all winter, and have two stoves in it with fire. The cellar

would not be wet—no water ever gets in. What do you think

of such a cellar to winter my bees in ?

2. Would I better make the cellar and try to winter my
bees in it, or hold to the summer stands ?

3. Would the noise above, in the kitchen, disturb the bees

any? and would the stove in the kitchen help to warm the

cellar below '?

4:. Would the moisture thrown out by the bees below have

any bad effects on the health of persons living In the kitchen

above ?

5. How should the bees be set in such a cellar—close to

the ground, or raised 10 or 20 inches ? and how shall I pre-

pare them, that is, the hives with bees in ?

If I get an answer favorable to the cellar, then I will pre-

pare it for my bees for next winter's u.*e.

P. W., Hobble, Pa.

Answers.— 1. I see no reason why it may not make a

good bee-cellar.

2. That's a hard question to answer. I winter my bees

in the cellar, and yet I can't help the feeling that where a col-

ony winters well outdoors it may be a little stronger to take
hold in the spring. You can tell a little better when you see

how your bees come out in the spring. If you lose as many as

you did last winter, best take to the cellar. But the forepart

of the winter was so mild that even if all live it will not be a

severe test. The most satisfactory way would be to try part

in the cellar and part out.

3. Theoretically, the noise ought to be bad for the bees,

but practically I could never see that it did any harm. A fire

overhead makes a decided difference in my cellar.

4. If the cellar is kept properly ventilated—as it should

be for the benefit of the bees—no harm will come from it to

the people living over.

5. It doesn't make an immense difference. Probably a

foot from the ground would be better, but as that takes more
room mine are raised not more than three to six inches. The
only preparation mine get is to have a space of two inches

under the bottom-bars of each hive, and a great, big entrance.

Two Colonies in One Hive—Clipping Queen§.

1. I united some bees by putting one hive-body on top of

another. Would I better take the one off in the spring ? or

how would it do to leave them together? How would it do to

use two queens, one below and one above, with bee-zinc between
the upper and lower stories ? or would I better use one queen
below and use the upper for extracted honey ?

2. I have been clipping the queen's wings, to some extent,

but I don't know whether I like the plan or not. It hurts the

looks of the queen, if it does no other harm. I like to see the

bees swarm, and it is a pleasure to me to hive them. Put in a

frame of brood and they will stay there all right.

N. M., Iowa.

Answer.— 1. What is best to do depends on circum-

stances. Quite possibly you may find, in some cases at least,

and perhaps in the majority of cases, that where two colonies

were united by putting one hive over the other, there will be

only one of the two queens left in the spring. This will be

the more likely to occur where the two colonies were not very
weak. If both queens are left you will likely find both colo-

nies so weak that it will be more profitable to unite all in one
story, removing the poorer queen if you have any choice.

Remember, it's a poor plan to have a lot of weaklings. It

may be well to say. however, that where colonies are weak
from what is called " spring dwindling," they don't seem to

do any better for uniting.

It might be some satisfaction for you to try the plan of

having a queen in each of the two stories, separated by a

queen-excluder, but you will probably find that when colonies

are strong enough to remain separate in two stories, one over

the other, that they're strong enough to do as well, or better,

to be on separate stands. The very fact that you united two
colonies last fall Is pretty satisfactory evidence that they were
weak enough, so that the very best thing you can now do is

to get them together In one story. It may be a good plan to

get all the bees and brood together in the upper story, leaving

the lower story without any excluder over it, then the bees

can work down into it when they need the room. The

size of the hives has something to do, of course, with what Is

best to do In this direction. If there is room enough in the

one story for the brood-nest, your plan of letting the bees stay

In the lower story, with the upper one for extracting, an ex-

cluder between, may bring good results. However, the opin-

ion seems to be gaining ground that the best extracted honey
Is obtained from combs that have never been used for

breeding.
2. If you are always on hand to take care of swarms, and

enjoy sufficiently the pleasure of seeing them swarm, it may
be best for you to leave your queens unclipt. So far as looks

are concerned, you will hardly notice the change in looks if

you cut away entirely the larger wing on one side, leaving the

smaller one entire.

Clo§cd.End Frames and Ileddon Hive.

Last evening eight of your readers and myself were dis-

cussing the closed-end frame and the Heddon hive, pro and
con. We would be very glad to learn a little more about these

points, and as it is fast approaching the time when our plans

must be laid out for next season, can you give us the informa-

tion, or tell us where it can be found, particularly as to the

advantages and disadvantages of the closed-end frame as used

by Mr. Heddon ? Minnesota.

Answer.—The book " Success in Bee-Culture," by James
Heddon, gives probably the fullest description that can be

found of the Heddon hive and its frames. Mr. Heddon him-

self would no doubt give you special information such as you
desire, and he states in his book that he has retained the ad-

vantages without the disadvantages of the closed-end frame.

One advantage, as he uses them, is that by means of a thumb-
screw the end-bars can be all crowded tight together so the

section of the hive can be reverst without removing the

frames. A disadvantage that some have found is that the

thumb-screws do not always work well, the shrinkage of the

end-bars making them loose, and the swelling making them
too tight. —•

—

When to Remove Winter Packing.

I have nine colonies of bees on the summer stands, packt

as follows : In the fall, on the approach of cold weather, I

removed the super, put a %-inch board over the brood-cham-

ber, the size of the outside of the hive, then put a box over

all, four inches higher and two inches larger on all sides

than the hive, filling the sides and over the brood with saw-

dust, and putting a rain-proof cover over all. When should I

remove the packing and put on the quilt? also, should I have

put on the quilt last fall ? Do you think the quilt is sufficient

protection over the brood-chamber in this climate (northern

middle Tennessee). A. B. Ginneb.

Answer.—Better leave the packing on too long rather

than remove too early. If you know that bees have plenty of

stores, and they appear to fly strong in numbers, there may
be no need to remove the packing till about the time you want
to put on supers. At any rate, leave it till fruit-bloom, unless

there be some special reason to the contrary. Opinions differ

as to leaving on the quilt in winter, perhaps the majority re-

moving it. A quilt is usually well covered with propolis, and
gives little chance for absorption or upper ventilation. But
with strong colonies and abundant opening below, there may
be no need of upward ventilation. With everything glued up

tight overhead, if the entrance is very small the bees will not

get enough air, but the tendency nowadays seems rather

toward larger entrance below without so much regard to what
is above.

In Tennessee bees might go through a winter well with

no protection except a quilt and the board cover, but they

might do better with more covering over them. The e.^peri-

ence of those around you, and especially your own experience,

will be a safer thing to go by than the opinion of one who has

very different winters from yours. It may be well to say that

quilts are not used to the same extent as formerly, many hav-

ing cast them aside entirely after having used them exten-

sively. A flat board directly over the hive or over the supers

is now the general rule.

Xhe McEvoy Foul Brood Treatment Is

given in Dr. Howard's pamphlet on " i^oul Brood; Its Natural

History and Rational Treatment." It is the latest publication

on the subject, and should be in the hands of every bee-keeper.

Price, 25 cents ; or clubbed with the Bee Journal for one year

—both for SI. 10.
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Editorial CQn)n)ct)i^^

Ne-w Bee-Appliances of various kinds are con-

tinually sprinRing up. or improvennents upon old implements
are being made. In this issue we publish illustrations and
descriptions of a frame end-spacer, and next week a hive and
parts. A few weeks ago we showed In these columns a chaff-

hive arrangement. We are glad thus to place before our
readers new or improved things in their line, any of which
can be secured through their own supply dealer. Our effort,

then, to acquaint our readers with improvements in the bee-

keeping line, is at once an advantage to them, and also to the

manufacturers and dealers who patronize our advertising

columns.

We wish to say that if any of our regular advertisers will

furnish us with the engravings of their new or improved api-

arian implements, we will be glad to use them in connection

with a short description.

-*—-*

Honey lor Curing: Smallpox.—On page 40 we
publisht an item which said that in a certain city in Mexico,
honey had been used as a cure in the treatment of smallpox
patients. We were not sure as to the facts in the case, and
requested verifications. In response to that invitation, we
have received the following from one of our Mexican sub-

scribers :

Mb. George W. York, Chicago, III.

—

Dear Sir :—I saw your statement about the honey-cure
for smallpox, and I can tell you that it is really true. Here
in Mexico that disease comes nearly every year, when the
rainy season finishes. This year it has been pretty bad in

some places. The authorities are trying hard to get rid of
this malady, but the Indians are very little educated. In
nearly all the papers the honey-cure was publisht, and for
this reason I sold my honey as soon as I got it out.

Yours respectfully, F. Bussler.

The report stated that "admistering honey diluted with

water to smallpox patients, the pustules of the worst
variety disappear, and the fever is immediately diminisht."

"^Varningfs to Bee-Keepers.—Gleanings for Feb.

15 suggests that all bee-supply dealers put in their annual
catalogs a warning note to bee-keepers, not to ship honey to

Irresponsible commission firms. Wo want to endorse that

suggestion, and also the one In the following about every bee-

keeper affording to take a bee-paper :

Altho the bee-papers have cautioned their readers
over and over again not to ship their honey to new and un-
tried firms, it is evident that many beo-keepers, notwithstand-

ing, are doing it right along, and are suffering the conse-
quences. The probabilities are that they do not take any
bee-journal. Perhaps they think they cannot afford it. After
they have lost several hundred dollars through an irresponsi-
ble or dishonest commission house, pertiaps they will begin to
think they coil afford it. Only f 1.00 a year invested in a
bee-journal will save several times that amount in valuable
kinks learned during the year, and will enable them to fight
shy of the rascals engaged in the business of selling honey.

Usually, firms promising to do extraordinarily big things
are the very essence of rascality, and the more aggravating
because they are sharp enough to evade the law. Well, it

would not be a bad idea if dealers and manufacturers would
advise their patrons in a similar way in their catalogs. Let
us leave no stone unturned to post bee-keepers on the ways of
these " snide " concerns.

Several former readers of the Bee Journal have written

us that they shipt honey to commision firms that we had ex-

posed during the time they did not subscribe for this journal.

An extensive Wisconsin bee-keeper stopt reading the Bee
Journal for about four months last year, thinking he could

economize thereby. Well, he shipt his honey to a snide firm

in Chicago, and lost just $30. Or, in other words, he paid

that amount as a penalty for dropping the Bee Journal, for,

during the time he failed to get the paper, we exposed that

fraudulent firm, but of course the bee-keeper didn't know that

until it was too late. He now takes the Bee Journal, and we
presume will do so as long as he keeps bees. " A word to the

wise," etc.
«-.-•

The Illinois State Convention was held at

Springfield last Wednesday and Thursday, Feb. 24 and 25,

and it was our privilege and pleasure to be there, the Presi-

dent, Dr. Miller, accompanying us.

The first session was held Wednesday forenoon ; there

was not a large attendance. Various State agricultural

conventions were held at the same time, and particularly the

Illinois Farmers' Institutes. Prominent workers in the

different lines of agriculture were present, and gave addresses

on important topics. Wednesday afternoon the ladies had

charge, and the Representatives' Hall was crowded to listen

to the very able papers prepared by the leading women. There
was one that we wish to specially mention, on the subject of

"The Farmer's Table," by Mrs. Senator Dunlap, of Cham-
paign county. It was a charming paper— much like its

author.

In the evening the work of the several State agricultural

associations were outlined by representative men, the Bee-

Keepers' Association being in the hands of Dr. Miller. He
spoke at least 20 minutes, paying special attention to the

efforts of bee-keepers in this State to get an anti-adulteration

law, and urged the legislators, who were present, to do all in

their power to secure the passage of such a righteous meas-

ure. Dr. Miller's talk (and answers to questions that were

propounded by interested farmers) was admitted to be the

most entertaining part of the evening's program. One man,

who evidently " wanted to know, you know," askt the Doctor

to describe his system of bee-keeping ! Of course, that was
a simple question, and we presume the querist thought it

could be explained in about six words. He was told that if

the Doctor had five hours to talk he could just begin to tell a

little part of his system of bee-keeping.

At one of the Farmers' Institute sessions Dr. Miller was
invited to sing, and at another session he gave a comic read-

ing. Both were greatly enjoyed, and served to break the

monotony of long papers. One criticism we would make of

the Institute programs is, too long papers and too short discus-

sions, or often no discussion at all.

In the afternoon when the women gave the program, and

during a performance, a Representative from the northern

part of the State workt his way toward the front, with a cigar

in his mouth, and there lounged over a desk, facing the audi-
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ence. When the speaker finisht, several fellows In the rear

were so discourteous to the ladles as to call the name of the

intruding Representative in question, and he, evidently think-

ing it was really desired to hear from him, promptly pro-

ceeded to deliver what we suppose he thought was a very ele-

gant production. He didn't seem to have sense enough to see

that he was being made a fool of, and also acting very un-

gentlemanly In that he was not on the program at all, but

simply pusht himself Into prominence. It had every appear-

ance of being a "put up job" on the ladles, but one that

resulted as it should, in the lowering of that Representative

in the estimation of the sensible people present. One would
think that every legislator of the great State of Illinois would

at least possess common sense. Many of them do, as we hap-

pen to know, but evidently there are a few who do not.

We want to urge bee-keepers everywhere to take a greater

interest in farmers' institutes, horticultural meetings, etc. It

will pay in many ways to keep in touch with our friends ; and

often It is found that If they are not our friends, It is because

of some misunderstanding of the honey-bee and Its work.

Then, by meeting with them, opportunity will often be given

to clear up any possible erroneous impressions that may exist,

and thus help to create a better feeling among those who
should be the best of friends.

We hope soon to give a full report of the Springfield bee-

keepers' meeting in these columns. The following were

elected as officers for the ensuing year :

President, Dr. C. C. Miller ; 1st Vice-President, J. Q
Smith ; Secretary, Jas. A. Stone ; and Treasurer, Chas. Becker.

Beeswax and Honey Imports and Exports.
—During the year 1896 there was imported into the United

States 273, iOi pounds of beeswax, valued at $75,970 ; and

exported 222,612 pounds, valued at $65,8J:-4.

During the same year there was imported 79,985 gallons

of honey, valued at .830,609 ; and a value of $90,969 ex-

ported. These figures are according to Circular No. 1, re-

cently issued by the Department of Agriculture at Washing-

ton, D. C.
* « »

The California Honey-Industry.—The follow-

ing paragraphs are going the rounds of the California news-

papers :

Southern California leads the world in the production of

pure honey, and Orange county is one of the favored spots
where the bee-keeper is most abundantly rewarded. The
present season has been an unusually favorable one for this

important industry, and the honey crop promises to be very
large. The Los Angeles Journal recently publlsht an article
regarding the honey-industry, which is as follows :

The American people are proverbially partial to sweet
things, and any one who doubts the truth of the tradition
should consult the statistics of the consumption of honey in

the United States. Last year there was produced in this

country 5l),000,000 pounds of honey, and most of it was con-
sumed by our own people.

This State can boast of having nearly 5,000 bee-keepers
within its borders. A large proportion of these men are
located in Southern California. They own, on an average,
150 colonies apiece.

In Arizona there are estimated to be 300 people engaged
in the bee-industry, having about 40.000 colonies.

The shipments of honey from different points in Califor-
nia in 1896 amounted to 38 carloads, or 758,000 pounds.

The bee-business is evidently destined to expand Into one
of the greatest of our California industries, and is already
rivaling the production of fruit as a source of profit.

The amount of capital invested in the bee-business in

California, exclusive of land, Is .$450,000. The people en-
gaged in the business spend annually something like S75,OUO
for supplies, and about .870,000 for labor.

In 1890 Southern California sold 5,000 tons of extracted
honey, and a proportionate amount in the comb.

Southern California, with her wealth of flowers and other
natural advantages, should be the greatest honey-producing

section in the world. With proper legislation to protect the
consumer against adulterated honey, a demand for the genuine
article would be more than equal the supply.

The showing made for California Is surely very fine ; and

% of a million pounds is a lot of honey for a poor year like

1896 was reported to have been In that State.

Then, 5,000 bee-keepers in one State Is a good many. If

there are so many as that in California, It is pretty safe to say

that not more than one in ten takes a bee-paper. Some mis-

sionary work needs to be done there as well as elsewhere. It

would seem that ccery bee-keeper worth the name could

afford two cents a week for current reading matter.

^-*~^

New Subscribers in Marcb.—There is no bet-

ter month in the whole year to get new subscribers for the

Bee Journal, than this very month of March. See the new
premium offered this week. Every reader ought to have a

copy of the book described on page 138. We can send all the

back numbers from Jan. 1, for awhile yet, to new subscribers,

if It Is requested. Let us see how many new subscribers can

be sent iu during March. Do your best to help us on In the

work we are trying to do in behalf of bee-keepers.

Ti?e Weekly Budgets

Mr. Jacob Huffman, Vice-President of the Wisconsin
State Bee-Keepers' Association, will speak on the subject,

"Keeping Bees for Profit," at the 11th annual closing of the
Wisconsin Farmers' Institutes, to be held at Appleton, Tues-
day, Wednesday and Thursday, March 9, 10 and 11, 1897.
Mr. H. is the first on the program for Wednesday, at 9 o'clock.

Every bee-keeper and farmer who can possibly arrange to be
present, ought to attend the gathering at Appleton. For
further information concerning the Wisconsin Farmers' In-

stitutes, address Mr. Geo. McKerrow, Supt., Madison, Wis.

Hon. Geo. E. Hilton, of Michigan, received several very
complimentary notices in his local newspaper lately. Besides
referring to his steel-front building to be erected this year,

and "something that will be highly creditable to the town as
well as to Mr. Hilton," it says this in regard to his bee-supply

business :

" It would be well worth your time to go through George's
store-rooms and see the fine manner in which his goods are

put up for shipment to his hundreds of customers in Michigan
and other States. Mr. Hilton's promptness and honorable
dealing have built up for him from a small beginning a pleas-

ant and profitable business. In addition to his supply busi-

ness he now has over 200 colonies of bees, and produced, last

season, over 10,000 pounds of honey." .

Pbof. a. J. Cook, we are happy to say, informs us that
Pomona College has just received an endowment of .S 100,000 ;

and also a further bequest of .$1.0,000. Those who are at

the helm feel certain that they see $30,000, and probably
$60,000 more, almost In sight. This, with the astonishing

increase of students the present year, make the friends of

Pomona College very happy. Already that great educational

institution is receiving the highest praise from several of the

leading universities of the country, where its students have
gone for graduate work. No wonder Prof. Cook feels hilari-

ously happy, for is he not one of Pomona's honored instructors ?

Mr. H. J. Cater, of LIbertyville, 111., gave us a short call

recently. Mr. Cater is connected with the Illinois State Fair,

having In charge the department in which are the bee and
honev exhibits. We are glad to say that while the total cash
premium list of about .$42,000 in 1896, has been cut down
to about 830,000 for 1897, the bee and honey department,
through Mr. Cater's kindly aid, received an increase of .8180,

thus making $464 now offered in the apiarian list. Bee-
keepers of Illinois should show their appreciation of such gen-
erosity by laying their plans to make the best exhibit this

year that was ever seen anywhere. It was fine last year, but
that of 1897 must be finer.

See " Bee-Keeper's Guide" offer on page 109,
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(Florida) space equal to a two-story

Simplicity 8-frame hive. At the opening

of the flow reduce the space to the

capacity of 8 frames, and give sections.

When the sections are removed, return

the comb space that was removed.

Mrs. J. N. Heater— 1. During the

harvest time there is always a race be-

tween the bees and the queen to get pos-

session of the cells, and I do not think

the queen ever secures more than is

eeded to keep up the strength of the

colony. 2. I do not restrict.

J. M. Hambaugh— 1. If your honey
harvest lasts all summer, yes. Other-

wise, restrictions systematically admin-
istered might be advisable. Study your
conditions and surroundings, and read
" Dadant's Langstroth Revised," or " A
B C of Bee-Culture," or both.

J. E. Pond— 1 and 2. Experience is

the only guide in this matter. Seasons
vary— in fact, everything varies in bee-

keeping, so that it is impossible to lay

down any general rule. Mrs. Tupper
said years ago, "Bees do nothing in-

variably," and no one ever made a truer

statement.

G. W. Demaree— 1. No. One set of 8
or 10 Langstroth frames, or their equiv-

alent in comb space. Is about right if

you want your bees to come out of the

harvest in good condition. Too large

comb space for the queen will dim nish

the honey crop, and too limited a space

for the queen will damage the colony.

Qei;)eral ItGrr)s*

Results of Last Season.

Last season I had two tons of extracted
honey from 7.5 colonies, and have all sold
in the home market at 9 cents per pound,
to dealers, they selling at I'J'., toconsumers.

Tell our good Florida friend. Mr. A. F.
Brown, not to be too hard on us "Tar
Heels " on the comb-honey business. We
are not so favored as he, with big yields to
justify us in working for comb honey. We
indorse, though, much of his talk in that
initial article. We had the pleasure of a
handshake at our bee congress at Atlanta,
Ga. A. L. Be.\ch.
Mecklenburg Co.. N. C. Feb. 2.

A Canadian Report for 1896.

I had U colonies in the spring of 1806.
increast to 3.5 by natural swarming, altho I

had 30 swarms from the 11 colonies: they
would come out two or three at one time
from one colony and cluster together. From
one colony I got 5 swarms and 100 pounds
of extracted honey; from another, 6
swarms and 50 pounds of honey. From all,

I took 1..5UU pounds of extracted, and 75 of
comb honey, and put away 24 colonies in

good condition. I winter them outside,
packt with chaff. Edward Koll.
Ontario. Canada, Feb. 2.

Hunting and Trapping—Close Call.

I have just returned from my annual
hunting trip. There were three of us with
a camp outfit and seven good hounds. We
left Nov. 11, ISOG, and went up White river
about 100 miles, where there was lots of
game. Our catch and kill were, as nearly
as I have a record: 17 deers and 3 bears. I

did all the trapping, and caught 27S rac-
coons. 117 opossums, 64 minks. S otters. 7
beavers, and I can't tell how many ducks
and wild geese, but a good wagon load, I
should judge.

I arrived home, and in looking over my
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270-lb. barrels.
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cents, to cover postage, packing, etc. We guarantee purity.

Now it seems to us here is a splendid chance for any bee-keeper to supply his

home demand after his own crop is all sold. Or, why not begin now to create a

local honey-trade ? Order one 60-pound can first, and start out among your neigh-

bors and friends, and see what you can do. You ought to get at least 12 cents per

pound in 5-pound lots, or iO cents for 3 pounds. Some may be able to do even

better than that, though we think that enough ought to be sold at these prices to

make a fairly paying business out of it. Give it a good trial. Push it. It may
grow into a nice winter's work for you.
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three apiaries of bees, of over 380 colonies,
I found them in first-class condition, all
wintering well, with only 4 dead, that had
been robbed.
Last Monday morning, just before day-

light, I heard a cracljing outside, and
started from my bed to go through the
next room, and when only about 5 feet
from the center door, down came a big elm
tree, 3 feet at the roots, right across my
house, only about 7 feet from where ray
daughter was asleep. It crusht that part of
the house into kindling wood, and broke
up everything inside; but the room we
were in was not hurt the least bit. The
tree where we sawed it off was just 34
inches where it hit the house.

Long may the old American Bee Journal
live. I would not be without it if I kept
only one colony of bees. I think Mr. Peck's
excuse for not getting new subscribers is a
very weak one. I shall try to get all the
new ones I can, and I don't ship any honey.
I have a home market at a good, living
price, and let any one see my copies of the
Bee Journal that wants them.

J. H. SiPLE.
Bolivar Co., Miss., Feb. 13.

A Pretty Young Bee-Keeper.

I thought I would write to let you know
I am well, and my bees, too. I had a col-
ony last spring; it did not swarm, and I

got 95 pounds of extracted honey, and my
colony was queenless all summer. Father
gave them many queens, and they killed
them. He gave them queen-cells, and they
tore them down, and at last he doubled
them up for me, and gave me the colony
that he doubled mine with. I will do my
best next summer. I am eight years old.
I can help father a lot now in the bee-yard
and honey-house. F. Banker.
Brown Co., Minn., Feb. 18.

Cedar Hives All Bight.

I should have written before this and ex-
plained that cedar hive trouble spoken of
earlier iu the season. The fact is, the
cedar hive is all right. I used several
last season, and experienced no trouble in
the least. They are a nice, light, and well-
made hive, and we are all well pleased with
them. If my neighbor's bees left the hive
I will venture that he had them in the sun.

At this writing our bees are all right, and
I think they will come out strong. I had
good luck with the two Italian queens I
sent for to an Ohio breeder. I now have
some nice Italian bees from them.

I can't get along without the American
Bee Journal. S. W. Bikgham.
Latah Co., Idaho, Feb. .5.

Taking Bees from a Tree.

I read an article in the Bee Journal on tak-
ing bees from a bee-tree. I think the wri-
ter was right, but I know of a handier way,
if the tree is not off too far to take the piece
home. I will tell you how I helpt take a
bee-tree.
A friend of mine and I found a tree off

about twtJ miles over the Rocky Mountains,
through the forests and over windfalls.
We cut the tree down, and when it fell it

broke down a spruce tree about four
inches in diameter, went through the tops
of trees, broke off limbs, and broke the tree
almost in two. We went to the top, but
could not hear a sound. We thought that
we had workt for nothing. We lookt into
a hole iu the tree and saw some white
comb. We chopt into the side of the tree
and found lots of comb, so we chopt a little
further and found some more comb. We
chopt in a few more places, and broke the
ax helve, and could not make a very large
bole. We took out tlie combs and shook
off the bees; they clustered up iu a bunch,
and we put them into a basket with n table-
spoon. We got about half of the bees and
went home.

•
1 took an 8 frame hive and put the combs

in, and then shook the bees down in front

doctor, and is quite as cfi'-ct-

ive and costs less money. Vou
j

need always at hand a saie,
(

sure remedy like

.

?5 wliTcli w\n J>ring instant relief^
S^ from ftudili-n illness and

woik out a jterma-
nent cure. ^-ni

fA POEJTIVHC'JSE FOR ™|
BR3CHTS DISEASE |V^)

UR3W.<<.KY TROUBLES WHS
rE!>«AL,E COfviPtAiNTS^
GES^EHAL DEBSLiTY N|g
fiMH MALARIA. K

_ Cures also, all those diseases aiis- ^f*

f"

I ing from disordered Kidneys or l..iv- jjM
? ef harse ;-ize(H)Ottle or new :;tv!e«^'
) smaller liottie at your neares'; L-.tcire. Vki

- Vrryitanuknow the satisfaction of/ff^l
/^» such a remedy. ^jg^

Mention the American Bee Jmvmal,

JUST ARRIVED!
My first carload of Goods from The A. I.

Root Co. has arrived, and I am In shape to
fill all orders promptly at their catalog prices.

Send for my 36 page catalog ; also list of
Goods you will need, and I will make you spe-
cial prices on early orders.

9D9t FKEMONT, niCH.
Mention ttie American Bee Journal,

tEarly Italian Queens?
Up tin the middle of Aoril at these prices:

Untested, 7oc. ; Tested, $1.25.

E. li. CARRIISCiTON,
5A17t Be Fiinlak SprlnKa, Fla.

W.tf.'-JM":, ijroe Arr^enruxjr, Bee Joiwn^J.

Yell, O Yell, O'YEI.I.OWZOrVKS
Yello-ssrzones for PAIN and FEVER.

THE KUIMELY Simple and Compound
Tra^-tiuii ami rurtahle Engines a v liood
Engines. Tlie Purtnbli? Enj^inrs art- 8 to 15

h. p. ami till- Traction Kiifiius an- fr.-in 8 to

20h.p. Tlus..lI^riIHspu^^'-s,s^ll. liii;>'(st pos-

sible traotioii power, easy rtti'Jimiiiff

qualities, simplieity, strenj?tli ana

ama
diiral>illl.v. l'.<>i!<rs inmlo of best steel

boilt'rpbitu dI' 00,000 Mi». tcjisiU'stiviiKtli.

The sii\ siik-.'f of the Hi-e Ixjx ari' Nurnninded

by watLT. Tli.-y art' l)Uilt tt» iiu-ct X\w ro-

<lui..iM.]ils ..I chr ti-i,l.- nm\ llu-y do it.

.Mdiiiili.Mil Ih.in In our l'ri-<- <•;: I uloguc.

. BUMELY Co., LA PORTE.. IND.

is3an333i
Hinr-lo'ii. ut,i At/iBrkxm, Bee J/ayimaiK,

of the hive, and some went in, but came
out again. They flew around in the air,
and I thought they would alight on an
apple-tree close by, but in about half an
hour they went into the hive. The next
day was Sunday, so I let them alone till

Monday. Then I took a small fish basket
and a sauce-dish, and went tor the rest, but
the sun shone very brightly, and as soon
as I disturbed them they flew around in the
air. I got only about a quart of bees. The
next day I went with a six-quart pail, and
a quart dipper ; the bees were in a cluster,
so 1 dipt them up. I got the dipper full;
but I did not get them all, so I dipt again
and got the rest. I went home and poured
them in front of the hive, and they went
in. They began to rear young bees, and
the hive was soon full.

If you do not think this a good way, you
can try another, but I advise you to try
this way, and if it fails let me know. I
have received much good information from
the Bee Journal, and am well pleased with
it. It comes regularly every Saturday.
Hamilton Co., N. Y. Geo. Porter.

Bees Wintering Well.

Bees are wintering well at present. I have
60 colonies stored in the cellar.
Congratulations to the American Bee

Journal, for its noble fight against honey
adulterators and dishonest commission-
men. John Stephens.
Porter Co., Ind., Feb. 25.

Appear to be Wintering Well.

My bees appear to be wintering well. 1
have 48 colonies, including 3 nuclei, in the
cellar. They have about S weeks to stay
inside yet. They were in much better con-
dition last fall than they were the fall of
18115. Last season was a fair one for honey
in this section. Chas. B. Allen.
Oswego Co., N. Y., Feb. 33.

A Young Lady Bee-Keeper !

I will write again to the Bee Journal. I

have a colony of bees. Pa and I, and all

together, have "3 colonies we are winter-
ing. They are in fine condition so far. I

got 120 pounds of honey ; all together, we
got 6,000 pounds last summer. We sell our
honey at 7 and C'^ cents a pound. I like to
be in the bee-yard. I turn the extractor
for papa. He says I will be quite a help to
him next summer. I hope we will have a
good crop of honey then. Last year we
got a good crop. We got all basswool,
which lasted only 13 days, but our bees
were very strong in the start.

I almost forgot to say we are wintering
our bees on the summer stands. We have
them packt in chaff. They are 28 inches
around, and in the Langstroth hives they
are four inches larger all the way around
the outside shell. The top is 10 inches
higher than in the shell where the bees are.
We didn't get all extracted honey; we got
1,000 pounds of comb honey. Our bees are
very strong now. When pa went out to
brush the snow away from the entrances,
some of them would peep out their noses to
see it the flowers were in bloom yet, but
they are all white yet with about 30 inches
of snow on them, and they say there isn't

any honey in them, and go back again into
their nest.

I am 10 years old. Miss Emma Banker.
Brown Co., Minn., Feb. 15.

Bee-Keeping in Louisiana.

Springtime ha.t come with us down here.
Willows are sprouting and peaches bud-
ding. 1 saw the first head of white or
Dutch clover on the 18th. It is plentiful,

and gives promise of furnishing a good
supply of nectar in April and May. Bees
have been carrying iu pollen and a little

honey since the middle of January. Then
came the freeze, the thermometer going
down to '34 degrees, which stopt them, but
they are now flying briskly. The ther-
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KEYSTONE woven wire
*" ' ^ ' ^"^ FENCE

:

IS A GOOD AMD PERFECT FENCE."
That is llie VLidirt uf tlio^.o who u-=e it and are
hence the iiios.t(.-i)iiipetent to judged!' its ii'i'^'-

ities. 25 to 53 inches lii^h—turns evcrythinj^c-
AH about it in our free book on fence con-
struct ion.

KEYSTONE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO.,
No.:l Kiuh.stixit. I'coria. JIT.

SfenfiB'/i tfve ^r/vfjricwi^ Bee ./ownvjt

•^ MONEY Saved is Money Gained. •{•

THE ROYAL UNION

Life Insurance Company
DES MOINES, IOWA.

The Iowa Policy
Is one that definitely promises to keep an
accurate account with you ; credit your
premiums and Interest, charg-e the actual
expense and mortuary cost, and hold the
remaining funds subject to your order.

AgeBtH AVaiited.
OOHN B. KING. GENERAL Agent,

Suite 513 First Nafl Bank Bld'g.

20Atf CHICAGO, ILli.

RIG MONEY IN POULTRY
[S't't Sioc-k »ud lucubutnr.s if conducted
,i.curdinK' to "The Chautauqua
Guide to Big Profits" jusioutand
sent postpaid with our 1^97 Catalogue
for 4c to help pay poslnne. etc. Best eygs
and stock cofit no more if purchased of
US, you can then sell your product to

„--;and thousands others for liinh fancy prices.
wWe own 300 acres most eletrantly adapted to
^poultry. CHAUTAUQUA POULTRY &,

PET STOCK FARM,Box 17 KENNEDY,N.Y
7A13 21tniion the American Bee Journal,

Our '97 Cataloff
—OF—

Apiarian Supplies, Bees, Etc.

18 yours for th e asking.
It iB full of Information. f^~ Write for it.

I. J. STRINGHAIH,
105 Park Place. NEW TOHK, N. T.

Apiary—Glen Cove. L. I.

ARE WORTH
LOOKING ATOnr Prices

NEW CHAMPION CHAFF HIVE
especially. All other Supplies itccordlnfrly.
Send for Catalog and Price-List. Address,

R. H. SCHMIDT & CO.,
48Aif Boi 187, Sheboygan, Wis.

Mention the A.mcrl.oan liee JourraU

WANTED—ATTENTION !

VJEE HERE, Fiiend Bee-Kceper, the bestO (roods are none too good, and the lowest
prices are none too low lor the present times.
80 down po the prices for 1897 on Full Line
of Bee-Keepers' Supplies.

1 def.v competition in quality and workman-
ship. Working Wax into Foundation when
sent to me. a specialty. Write, without fail,

for Cataloir. My prices are worth looking at.
Wax wanted at 26c cash, or 29c In trade, de-
livered. August Weiss, Hortonville, Wis.
6A8t Alintion the Amcrica^i Bee JoumaL

f*rkn^7afl^^C! •* t-holce Lot of thor-
VOCKereiS oughbred B. P. Rocks. S.C Black Mlnoroas. S.C. Brown Leghorns, *1.25
«ach. Eggs from same breeds in season $1.25
for 15. Also PIjANTS—Strawberry, Red and
Black Cap Raspberry.

nirs. Ii. C. AXTELL,
7Atf RoSEviLLE, Warren Co., III.

mometer stands at 7:^ degrees now, but we
expect a little cold weather before winter
is over, which will be about March 15 to 25.

X lost three colonies since September, IS'JO.

One lost its queen tlien, and could not rear
another, there lieing no drones; another
was killei in the first cold snap, and the
third died from want of stores. I have one
colony that is a good one. I made it by in-

crease (artificial) Inst spring. While it did
not give me any honey, it gave me about
20 frames of brood, which I used to build
up weaker colonies. It workt all summer
drawing out foundation and batching bees,
and went into winter quarters with seven
frames of goldenrod honey. It was the
quietest colony in the yard—I had to wake
them up last week. They were so quiet
that I thought they, too, had been frozen,
but I found that they dccupied six frames,
with plenty of bees and about 30 pounds of
sealed honey. I am going to rear all my
queens from that colony this season, and
have them fertilized by drones from an-
other colony. I expect to have drones
about March 20, as I am working for them
now. James B. Drury.
Orleans Co., Feb. 31.

Wintering All Right.

My bees are in the cellar, and they ap-
pear to be doing well. We have had a very
mild winter so far. There has fallen con-
siderable snow, but it is so warm that it

melts off the roads about as fast as it falls.

D. C. Wilson.
Linn Co., Iowa, Feb. 18.

Good Prospect for 1897.

I have only five colonies of bees, but in-

tend to increase to ."jO or 60 as soon as I can.
Bees did fairly well here last year, and as
there is an abundance of white clover, the
prospect is good for 1897. J. I. Whiting.
Allegany Co., N. Y.. Feb. 17.

A Bee-Keeping Report.

I first bought a colony of bees in an old
box. in 1875, at an auction. It wintered
fairly well. Then I made three or four
movable-frame hives, and transferred it in

the spring. I increast until I had nine col-

onies ; then there came a hard winter and
they all died. Then my father-in-law gave
me a colony, which I increast to 40. Last
spring I had 20 colonies, spring count; they
swarmed two or three times apiece; I got
only about 100 pounds of honey from the
entire lot. fit for market. I think it was
too wet. I have four or five hundred unfin-

isht sections, partly drawn out, that I think
I will use next season. I can sell all the
honey I can produce around home. I win-
ter my bees on the summer stands. X am
using the S-frame dovetail hive, and H. D.
Cutting's 9-frame Star hive. I pack the
supers with wheat chaff over a burlap
blanket. There are but very few bees in

this section, none within five or six miles.
Henry Witherell.

Washtenaw Co., Mich., Feb. Ifi.

Expensive Honey-Shipping.

On page 105 is an editorial on "More
Honey Commission Frauds," where the
editor asks when bee-keepers will learn
not to ship honey to new firms with doubt-
ful recommendations ; and why they do
not, before shipping, inquire of the pub-
lishers of the bee-paper they take and read.
" But perhaps the majority who have been
caught don't take a good bee-paper, think-
ing they know it all, anyway. Well, it

may be heartless in us to say it. but,

really, if some bee-keepers would rather
give lots of their money (honey) to fraud-
ulent commission-men than to pay a small
subscription price for the bee-paper, they
simply must take the consequences."
Now X hope Mr. York will use me more

" white " than another publisher did. I

started bee-keeping a few years ago ; in the
spring of 1896 I bad 12 colonies, and I sub-

PROFITABLE
FRUIT CULTURE

l.s nn imptirtant ndjiniit and i

iialjle a^si-timt in

GOULDS' "POMONA"
A new Spray I'llinp «hi. hem-

bodies new ntiil di>1inct fea-

tures of preat vulnr. The
Pluiiger, riunger C«n«

noctioHK, <;i:tiMl. Valves,
Viilve Seats and Strainer are
nil iiiadet'rorn best bra^sund are
jiraetically indt^l nu-tllile. Kvory
^tI'okeo^ the handle works theapl-
tator as will he s»'i-n in cut. Long

Will supply 1 or 2 lends of
'Hu« i:Wll( I t.i Spray.'

THE GOULDS MFC. CO.
Ill Ovid St., SENECA FALLS, N.Y.

4C5t Mention the American Bee Journal,

THe RURAL CALIFORNIAN
Tells all about Bees in California.

The Yields and Price of Honey; the Pastur-
age and Nectar - Producing Plants; the Bee-
Ranches and how they are conducted. In fact
the entire field Is fully covered by and expert
bee-man. Besides this, the paper also tells
you all about California Agriculture and
Hortlcullure. $1.50 per Year; Six Months,
75 cents. Sample Copies 10 cents.

THE RURAL CALIFORNIAN,
218 N. Main St.. • Los Angeles, Calu'.

Mention the American Bee JournaL

A-^B-I-^^-^P-I'^^A An honest, eOiclent

" Yellowzones "

f
For fain an'l Ffvfr ^ ralgla. Grip, Bheuma-

• "Vflllow^onfis • remedy for all Fevers.
'>

»eiiowzones
^^ Headaches. Colds. NeuA For laiii ana Fpvpr ^ - —

-

tlsm. etc. A general
service remedy that

win please you, or money refunded.
" Its a rare pleasure to find such a remedy."
•' They knock headaches clear to the horizon."

'•Too much cannot be said in praise of them."'

"I was sufferinK from Neuralgia, and found
quick relief."

" I got more relief from Rheumatism in 12 hour
after takinp: Yellowzones than from all else, the
was a skeptic."'

1^- See A. B. J., pages 809. 812, Dec. 17.

1 Box, 25c.; 6 Boxes, $1 ; most orders are $1.

W. B. House, ^'T'' Detour, Mieli.

Mention the American Bee JoumaL 5D3t

Barnes' Foot-Power Machinery.
Read what J. I. Parent, of

Charlton. N.Y.,8ay8—"We
cut with one of your Com-
bined Macbioes, last winter
50 chaff hivea with 7-ln. cap,
ino honey-rackB, 5*>o broad
frames, 2.im)0 honey-boxes
and a ^reat deal of other
work. Thi8 winter we have
double the amount of bee-
hives, etc.. to make and we
expect to do It with this Saw.
It will do all you say it will.
Catalogue and Price -I^iBt

F. &JOHN BARNES,Address, V/
So.99hRxxt>7BU Rockford, 111.

Mention the A.Tnerlcan Bee Jourv^Vn

BORDEAUX NOZZLE
used on "World's Best" Spraying Outfits made

(\ onlyby THEDEMING CO.. Salem, Ohio. 1'

Makers of PUMPS FOR ALL PURPOSES.
Ask yiiir dialer for Iteinintr S|inivers-

nrVToN ,v llI'ItiMXL. (;enemlU\-tern Acent:
f.l t.'f.'jx,,. .r,.iTcrson St., Chum:'*, I r.l.. Valuable
illustrated -10 paffe book on Spraylnir. free, ^^^
Spraying Outllts are used and recnivmended hy
leadinjf horticulturists and experiment stations.

5C5t Mention the American Bee ToumaL
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ONE MAN WITH THE

UNION '^^^x:^^^''^
Can do the work of four
men using hand tools, In

Ripping, Cuttlng-off, Mi-
tring, Rabbeting, Groov-
ing. Gaining. Dadoing,
Edglng-up. Jointing Stuff,

etc. Full Llnoot Foot and
Hand Power Machinery,
itold on Tri»l. UaUlo^ae Free.

SE^K^'A FAL.1.S MFG. CO.,
46 Water St SENECA FALLS. N. T.

lAly Mentiu.. the ^menv^n Bee Journal.

DuQiiEsi j ColiegYi
Penn Ave. and Eighth St.

IFHTT^B.^M©. I'M.

Thorough Courses — Normal, Commercial, La-
dles Literary, Sborthahd and Tynewrlting.
Efficient and experienced Instructors. Day
and Night sessions. Send for Catalog.

Prof. liEWIS EDWIN YORK, Pres.

A MONEY MAKER
—thethriftjindutitrioushen.AlI ahout lier

aiiii liow to make money from [joullry in

NewPoultryGuideforl897.
100 piiRea; printed in colors; best plans fnr

,^__, r'oultrv houses: Bure remedies and recipes

tF'T %^f"r diseases. Sent for 15c. if you write now
\u.lrX:^^i:^ JOHN BAUSCHEE, Jr., Box 94, Freeport, III

49A13t ^^^nii^yix tht Amcric<Mi Bet Journal.

kT'S{Get discounts on early orders
for 1897. A.I. KootCo.'s Bee-

I
Supplies always on b-ind. Bet-

ter pr-'pared than ever to flU orders promptly.
36-paKe Catalog free.

JOHN NEBEI. & SON. Hig-h Hill. Mo.
Mention the American Be€ Journal. 4Atf

miiw

'
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HONEY and BEESWAX
MARKK'r <HJOXAXIO.KS.

The following rules for grading: honey were
adopted by the North American Bee-Keepers'

Association, and. so far as possible, quota-

tlons are made according to these rules:

Fancy.—All sections to be well filled ; combs
straight, of even thickness, and firmly at-
tached to all four sides; both wood and comb
unsoiled by travel-stain, or otherwise: all the
cells sealed except the row of cells next the
wood.
No. 1.—All sections well filled, but combs

uneven or crooked, detached at the bottom,
or with but few cells unsealed: both wood
and comb unsulled by travel-stain or other-
wise.

In addition to this the honey is to be classi-
fied according to color, using the terms white,
amber and dark. That is, there will be "fancy
white." " No. 1 dark," etc.

Chicag'o. 111., Feb. 18.—Fancy white. 12c,;
No. 1, lOOllc: tancy amber, 8@9c.; No, 1,

7c.; fancy dark. 7@8c. ; No. 1, 7c. Ex-
tracted, white, 5@7c. : amber. 5(^6c. ; dark.
4@5c. Beeswax, *25@'2Gc, ,

Very little demand, considering season of
the year.

Albany. H. T., Jan. 29.—Fancy white. 12-
13c.; No. 1. 11-12C. ; lancy dark. 7-8c, ; No. 1,
6-7c.; Extracted, white. -T^-ec; dark, 4-5c.
The honey miirket la very quiet and stock

moving very slowly, even at rednoed prices.
White clover is not plentiful. Extracted is

moving very slowly, but we hope for an Im-
proved demand goou.

Indianapolis, Ind., Feb. 20.—Fancy white.
14-150.: No. 1 while, 12-i:ic. Extracted,
white, 6-7c. Beeswax, 22-25c.
Demand Is fair for grades quoted, but no

demand for inferior grades.

Boston, Kass., Peh. 20.—Fancy white. 13
14c.; No. 1. 11-12C. Extracted, white, 6-7c.;
amber, 5-6c, Beeswax. 25c.

Cleveland. Ohio, Feb. 20,—Fancy white,
14i4@15c, : No. 1 white. 12H@13c. Extracted,
white. 6@7c.; amber. 4^©5 Vic. Beeswax, 22
@25c.
There is not very much honey In our mar-

ket Selling rather slow. Bemand beginning
to be a little better. Thjnk trade will be fair
In this line this fall.

Kansas City, Mo,,Feb. 19.—No. 1 white. 12
@i3c.; fancy amber. ll@12c.; No. 1 amber. 10
®llc.; fancy dark. 9@10c.; No. 1 dark, 8®
10c, ; Extracted, white, 5i4@6c.: amber, 5@
5V4c. ; dark, 4@4!4c' Beeswax, 20@2oc.

St. Iionis, Mo., Feb. 19,—Fancy comb, 12®
@13c.; No. 1 white, \\&).\V%c.\ amber, 9®
lO^c; dark, 7@8i4c. Extracted, white. In
cans. 6®Tc. ; amber, in barrels, 4@4i4c: extra,
5o.; dark, 3@tc Good demand for barrel
stock—comb slow sale. Beeswax, 23@23)4c.
-prime finds ready sale at 23!4c.

San Francisco, Calif., Feb. 10.—White
comb, 9-1 Oc; amber, 5-7c. Extracted, white.
5-o^c.; light amber, 4-4i4c.; amber colored
and candied, 3?ic ; dark tule, 2?lic,
Beeswax, fair lo choice, 23-25C.

Fhiladelpbia, Pa., Feb, 2.—Fancy white
comb. 12-l,ic : fancy amber. 8-9c.: No. 3. 8c.;
fancy dark, 7-8o. Extracted, white, 5-7o.:
amber, 4-5c. ; dark, 3V4-4C. Beeswax, 25c.
Season is getting over for com b honey—very

little demand. Extracted in good demand.

Detroit, Mich., Jan. 9.—Fancy white. 13-
14c; No. 1, I2-13C.; fancy amber. H-12c.:
No. 1 amber. 10-1 Ic; fancy dark. 9-lOc.; No.
1, 8-9c. Extracted, white, 5V4-6C.; amber,
5c. : dark. 4-4!4c. Beeswax. 25-26c.

Cincinnati, Ohio, Feb. 20.—No. 1 white,
12ai3c.; No. 1 amber. 10ai2c.; dark. 8@10c.
Extracted. 3i^@6c.. according to quality. De-
mand is slow for all kinds of honey.
Beeswax is in fair demand at 22@25c, for

good to choice yellow.

Hew York, V. Y , Feb. 20 —There has been
a little better demand lor comb honey during
the last two weeks. Prices, however, will not
Improve, as the season Is too far advanced
and plenty ol stoi k laying on the market.
We have a good demand for extra'-ted buck-
wheat, candied, and bee-keepers having their
crop on band yet, should now market It.

Beeswax is quiet at 26 28c., according to
quality.

Minneapolis, Minn,, Feb. 20. — Fancy
white. 11(3120.; No. 1 white, 10@llc.; fancy
amber. y@10c.: No. 1 amber, 8@9c.; fancy
dark, 7@8c.; No. 1 dark. 6-7c. Extracted,
white. 6@7c. : amber, 5®5!4c. : dark. 4®5c.
Utah white extraotLd, 5@5Hc. Beeswax, 2.1®
26c. Market fairly steady for comb and bet-
ter for extracted than for some time.

Buffalo, TS. Y , Feb. 19.—Fancy white comb,
mostly 9 and 10 cis., and in moderate de-
mand, while other jjrades are very hard to
sell unless prices are made very low, ranging
from 7@5c. There Is stock that is poor enongn
to not brinir over 4c. Extracted in moderate
demand at 3®4c.

List of Uoney and Beeswax Dealers.

Most of whom Quote In this Journal.

CblCBKO, Ilia.

K. A. Burnett & Co.. 163 South Water Street.

New York, IV. Y.
HiUJRETH Bros. & Seqblkien,

Kansan City, Mo.
0. C. Clbmoms & Co., 423 Walnut St.

Buflalo, N. V.
Batterbon & Co., 167 & 169 Scott St,

Hamilton, Ilia.

Cbas-. Dadant & Son.

Pblladclphla, Fa.
Wm. a. Selser, 10 Vine St.

Cleveland, Ohio.
Williams Bros , 80 & 82 Broadway,

St. lioiiis, mo.
Westcott Com. Co.. 213 Market St

MlnueapollH, Iflinu.

S. H. Hall & Co.

Milwaukee, Wis.
A. V, Bishop & Co.

Boston, ITIaeg.

E. E. Blake & Co., 57 Chatham Street,

Detroit, inicb.

M. H. Hunt. Bell Branch, Wayne Co,, Mich,

Indianapolis, Ind.
Walter S, Pohder, 162 Massachusetts Ave.

Albany, N. V.
Chas, MCC0LLOCH & Co., 380 Broadway.

CtnctnuatI, Oblo.
C. r, Muth & Son, cor. Freeman* Central avi,

Confention rVotices.

Texas.—The next annual meeting of the
Texas State Bee-Keepers' Association will be
held at Greenville, Wednesday and Thursday,
April 7 and 8, 1897. All are cordially invited
to attend.

Qiieens and <tiieen-Rearins:.

—

U you want to know how to have queens
fertilized in upper stories while the old
queen is still laying below ; how you may
safely introduce any queen, at any time of
the year when bees can fly ; all about the
different races of bees ; all about shipping
queens, queen-cages, candy for queen-
cages, etc. ; all about forming nuclei, mul-
tiplying or uniting bees, or weak colonies,
9tc. ; or, in fact, everything about the
queen-business which you may want to
know—send for Doolittle's " Scientific
Queen-Rearing" — a book of over 170
pages, which is as interesting as a story.
Here are some good offers of this book:
Bound in cloth, postpaid, $1.00; or clubbed

with the Bee Journal for one year—both
for only $1.75 ; or given free as a premium
for sending us /"" new subscribers to the
Bee Journal for a year at $1.00 each.

ZTatlonal Bee-Keepera' Union,

President—Hon. K. L.Taylor.. Lapeer, Mich.
Gen"l Mob —T- G. Newman

Sta. B, 2096 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.

See the preminin offer on page 138

!

Doctor^s fi\r)is
Tiy Dr. PEIRO,

100 State Street, •» Chicaoo, III.

Diphtheria.

This is another of the household terrors
most usual to occur at this season. Here,
too, the hot bath and warm room and bed
should be the first things thought of. If
the head aches and throbs and considerable
fever is on, breath heavily tainted, and
ulcers forming in the throat, put a tea-
spoonful of cooking soda in a big glass of
water, and give the patient a tablespoonful
as frequently as every hour,

A drop of aconite tincture must be given
every half hour until the fever is gone.
After that a powder of mere, bin iodide
every two hours for a few days is likely to
end the trouble. A gargle of one-quarter
teaspoontul of boracic acid in a glass of
water, used frequently—say, every hour

—

greatly relieves and hastens the cure.

Croup.
This is another source of great anxiety to

mothers. But happily h-iic croup is not of
frequent occurrence. The s/uismndic variety
is by far the most common, and can
scarcely be termed dangerous. The visible
distinction is that true croup has deposits
of membrane In the mouth and throat, as
in diphtheria (and should be treated in the
same way); whereas, in spasmodic croup
no membrane forms, hence the danger is

not to be compared. The child with this
latter form of croup often recovers without
medical attention. The lips, throat and
chest of the little one should be well
anointed with camphorated lard; one
drop of tincture of aconite given it every
ten minutes, and a powder of spongia given
it every half hour. Throwing a sheet over
wire hoops over the crib—like the canvas
often seen over wagons—and placing under
it the spout of a boiling kettle of water, so
that the child can inhale the warm steam,
is another excellent procedure in either
case. The steam has a soothing and bene-
ficial effect. Usually the patient is quite
recovered in an hour or two, the breathing
having again assumed its normal condition.
But if the peculiar choking or whistling
occurs again, the same proceedings should
at once be attended to.

It is impossible to describe this sound, but
when once heard it can never be forgotten.

Whooping Cough.
This might almost be called a winter dis-

ease, though it does occasionally occur in
other seasons of the year. It has a certain
time to run, it is true, but the patient may
be made vastly more comfortable by the
treatment just suggested for spasmodic
croup—and by it the serious complications
which might arise, can, with considerable
certainty, be prevented.
The same remedies may be given, but

much less frequently after the first or sec-
ond day. Much depends upon sensible,
careful nursing. The child should be en-
couraged to play, in a warm room, to
divert its attention and so prevent more
frequent spasms of severe coughing. Those
who live where chestnuts grow may try a
tea made from the leaves. It is said to
greatly aid recovery. It should be drank
several times per day.

Castor-Oil In Honey.
You know how horrible to take is one of

the best of remedies—castor-oil ? But if

you will add to it a tablespoonful of honey,
and give in hot milk, that little youngster
will never suspect that he is taking any-
thing bad.

Wanted—A Situation
And wages as learner In aplarj'. Prefer North
Central States. in. F. !.., Box 67,

MiLLBROOK, Mercer Co.. PA
Mention tjic Amerncan Bee. Journal.
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H% M A Copy of

LULL Sncccssfnl Bee-Kceping,rn r Ijy W. Z. Hutchinson ;

I IIkk and our 1897 Catalog, for 2-

cent stamp, or a copy of the
Catalog lor llie AsklnS' We make almost
Everj-iliJiig used by Bee-Keeperti, and at
liowotit Prices. Octt

Falcon Polisiit Sections
are warranted

Superior to All Others.

Don't buy cheaply and roughly made Goods.
when you can have ilie best—sucli as we
make.

The American Bee Keeper
[monthly, now in its 7th year]

36 Pages—50 Cents a Year.
Sample Free—Address,

THEW.T.FAL00KERMF6.C0.,
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

Mention the America/a Bee jourivLj,

npr |/rCDED9 I Let me send you my 64-
DLL-NLLrLllO I page Catalog for 18v)7.

J. m. Jenkins, Wetnmpka, 41a.

Meriition the A.mei'lcoM Bee Journal,

BeeswaxWaiited for Cash
Or In Exchange for

Foundation—Sections—H ives
or any Other Supplies.

Working Wax [^^'nToX^ A Specialty.

^~ Write for Catalog and Prlce-Xilst. with
Samples of Foundation and Sections.

GUS DITTMER,
AlIOUSTA, WIS.

Meniion the, Amer'icam, Bt/B Jmirrsivitn

Golden

Adel

Albino

Texas Queens

!

Dr. Gallup says they are the best he
has In his yard.

J. D. mVENS, Lisbon, Tex.
Mention the Bee Journal. OA'iGt,

A Special Booklet Bargain

!

For a limited time we wish to malie our

readers a special offer on booklets on Bees,

Poultry, Health, etc. Upon receipt of 75
cents we will mail any tt of the list below:

and for $1.25 we will mail the ^vhole
dozen

:

1. Foul Brood, by Dr. Howard 25c
2. Poultry for Marljet and Profit 25c
a. Turkeys for Market and Profit 25c
4. Our Poultry Doctor 30c
5. Capons and Caponlzng 30c
B. Hand-Book of Health, by Dr. Foote.. 25c
7. Kendall's Horse-Book 25c
8. Rural Life 25c
0. Kopp's Commercial Calculator 25c

10. Foul IJrood. by Kohnke 25c
11. Silo and Silage, by Prof Cook 2oc
12. Bieneu-ICultur, by Newman 40c

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS

Invested in a postal card
will get my large Cata-
log of AH Hoot's Goods,
Send list of what you
want, and get price,

m. H. HUNT, Hell Branch, nileli.
WHEN AnBWERINQ THIS AOVERTlSEMenT. MENTION THIft JOVmo^

BEST ON EARTH !

!

18 years the Standard. The 4-lnch " Smoke
Engine." Is it too largo? Will It last too
long? Will save you lots of money and bad
words. Send for Circular, 6 sizes and prices
of Bingham Smokers and Knives.

T. fr. BINUIIAin, Farwell, inicli.

5Atf Mentum the American Bee Journal.

One Cent

Sf Dadant's Foundation ?eS

Why Does It Sell So Well ?
Because it has always Riven better satisfaction than any other.

Because IN 20 YEARS there have not been any complaints, but thousands

of compliments.

We Guarantee Satisfaction.
What more can anybody do ? Beauty, Purity, Firmness, No Sagging, No

Loss. Patent 'Weed Process of Staeeting;.

Send l^aiiie for Our Catalog, Saiiiplew of Foiiii«1ation and Veil
Material. We sell the best Veils, cotton or silk.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies of All Rinds.

The Classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.25, by mail.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
Please mention the Am. Bee Journal. HAMILTON, Hancock Co., ILL.

41 eMOWIOISre 41 eMOWIGIM«
i: H

Our business is making Sections. We are located in the basswood belt of Wis-
consin ; therefore the material we use cannot be better. We have made the fol-

lowing prices :

No. 1 Snou'-Wliite. No. 1 Cream.
500 $1.25
1000 at 2.50
3000 at 2.25
5000 at 2.00

500 $1.00
1000 at 2.00
3000 at 1,75
5000 at 1.50

If larger quantities are wanted, write for prices.

Pricc-Liist of Sections, Foundations, Veils, Smokers, Zinc, Etc.,
Sent on application.

6A35t MARSHFIELD MFG. CO., Marshfield, Wis.

ROOT'S GOODS

!

^^w<5t<w

Before placing your order for this season, be sure to send for Root's

1897 Catalog, Ready Now.
Our 1897 Hives, with improved Danzy Cover and Improved Hoffman Frames

are simply " out of sight," Acknowledged by all who have seen them to be

a groat improvement over any hive on the market, of last year.

Comb Foundation
Cheaper and better than ever—clear as crystal, for you

can read your name through it. Process and machinery pat-

ented Dec. 8, 1896. Samples of the New Foundation free.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
Factory and Main Office, MEDINA, O.

BPt-A-JSrCH OFFICES :

118 IMIcliigan St., Chicago, III. Syracuse, N. Y,

1024 miss. Str., St. Paul, IMinn. mechanic Falls, maine.
10 Vino St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Mention the American Bee Journal
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The Dauzenbaker Hive.

The Danzenbaker hive is one that has been attractinj?

some attention of late. It consists of a brood-chamber and a

super with reversible bottom, and a sable cover. The brood-
frames are of the well-known closed-end type, and reversible,

being suspended from a pivot passing through the center of

the end-bar. The hive rabbet, or support, instead of being
near the top edge, is half way down. The dimensions of the
frame itself are ll-iy.X'T., and 10 of them go in the hive. This
makes the hive-body of the same length and width as the reg-

ular 10-frame Langstroth hive ; but in depth it is \% inches
shorter.

The super is made to hold 8 section-holders, each holding
four 4x3 sections. These sections are open-cornered ; and the
claim is made for them that the bees fill them out better ; that

/. /—.1 Loitgiludiiut!, Vertical, Seetimial View.

Fi'j. 2— Sectionul Tup Vie\i: of Vtf ^iq»_r.

more of them go on a given hive surface, that they bring two
cents a pound more on the market; that they look better, and
are less liable to break in shipment.

The separators are made up of slats, and cleated. While

perhaps they are a little more expensive, they are said to be
more durable and satisfactory than the plain separators.

Mr. Danzenbaker believes most thoroughly in having the
surplus-compartment made warm and tight. The section-

holders have an air-space around the ends, and the sections

Fiy. 3—Interior Sectional Vieia of the Sii/x-r.

FijJ. 4— Sectional Elevation uf the Danzenbaker Section.

Fig. o—Follower with Projecting End-Support.

Figs. 6. 7, S—Vieies of the Banzeiilxiker Hive-Cover.

themselves are covered with parafline paper, closely matted
down with ordinary newspaper under the cover. In the same
way there is a dead-air space around the brood-frames, said

space being closed up by meacs of cleats at the top of the
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brood-frames. Similar cleats close up like spaces at the top of

the section-holder ends.

The bottom-board has a full one-inch space on one side,

and % on the other. In hivinR new swarms it is advised to

put the hive on the deep space. For cellar wintering the deep
space is also used. In the fall, when the bees are not flyiiiK

very heavily, or when robbing is the order of the day, the bot-

tom-board is reversed, leaving only the shallow space under
the frames.

Mr. Danzenbaker was the first one to introduce the dove-

tailed or lock-corner ; and, from the very beginning, this cor-

ner has been a conspicuous feature on all his hives.

There are a good many admirers of closed-end frames, and
there are also some others who very much prefer reversible

frames. Mr. Danzenbaker has combined the two ideas in one.

Besides the features already named is paraffine paper,

which is regarded by Mr. Danzenbaker as very important. It

Mk
C

—

Closed-End Brood-Frame. D—Section an iScctiou-Holder.^.

not only conserves the heat, but it is claimed that it does away
almost entirely with propolis-daubing on the sections. Last
year Mr. Danzenbaker produced a crop of honey in Michigan,
not a great way from Geo. E. Hilton. The very fact that the

latter bad to scrape all of his sections, while Mr. Danzenbaker
scraped none of his, and yet won the first prize on comb honey
at the Michigan State Fair last fall, was of sufficient impor-

tance to warrant Mr. Hilton In believing that the principle

was a good thing ; and we understand ho expects to use it on
all his hives the coming season.

The illustrations herewith will doubtless be sufficiently

clear, we think, without further explanation.

Bee-Keepers' Exchange—Califortiia Conditions

BY UR. E. GALLUr,

On page 81, Mr. Doolittlc pitches into us California chaps
about the Bee-Keepers' Exchange. He rather infers that we
have organized for the express purpose of raising the price of

honey, like any other monopoly. I, for one, do not so under-

stand it. If I have a correct understanding of the purpose, it

is a sort of co-operative plan, for the bee-keepers' benefit,

without working against the interest of any one, unless it

should be the dishonest commission merchant.

We have poor people in our ranks, and when they see

abundance of rain and expect a good season, they gather up a

stock of bees (and they have no means, so have to get credit

for everything, even the support of their families), and agree

to pay as soon as they gather a crop of honey, and so they sell

below the cost of production, and that price governs the price

for the season to a certain extent. Now, we can take care of

that honey at a fair price, and thus help the poor man out, to

a certain extent.
,

Understand, the consutner never gets the benefit of this

low-priced honey—the speculator gets all the benefit, for as

soon as he gets control of this cheap honey, up goes the price.

Enough said on that point ; any one can enlarge to suit

himself.
Now, we all want more or less bee-keepers' supplies, and

any supply dealer will be ready to give us the lowest rates at

wholesale, or in carload lots, and we get the freight with a
great reduction from small orders. Does this work against
any one's interest ? Certainly not. I wanted some of Dadant's
comb foundation, for the purpose of testing, so I forwarded
S5 and ordered it by express. The express charges were only

S3. 60. Now I want an extractor. I can get a single one
here at about Sll, but by ordering through the Exchange I

can got it for less than SS. The dealer gets his price, the
railroad gets their freight, and I fail to see who is damaged.
And so with honey-cans, etc. Our hive manufacturers will

furnish hives manufactured here at a reasonable rate, and I

always am in for patronizing home industry when I can do so,

even if I have to pay a trifle more.
Now, we have bee-keepers that can hold their honey until

they get a reasonable price—Mr. Mclntyre, of Ventura county,
for one ; Mr. Miller, of Orange county, for another ; and there
are others. Almost every bee-keeper, so far as I know, is

perfectly willing to sell good extracted honey at 5 cents by
the quantity. Mr. Miller has askt this season only SJ^ cents
by the 00-pound can, and that in a season when no honey of

any account was gathered. He is abundantly able to hold,

whether the Exchange says so or not. He began a few years
ago, a poor man, and all broken down in health. He now en-
joys excellent health. He keeps here 300 colonies of bees

—

oftener a few colonies less than more—and still I have known
him to get -4.5 tons in one season's crop. I also have known
him to hold his honey until he had 93 tons to ship out on one
train.

The Orange Growers' Exchange is organized for a similar

purpose to the Bee-Keepers' Exchange. Before the Exchange
was organized, an individual might ship out at his own risk

several carloads of fruit to a certain city. The man that
purchases on commission is watching him, and ships a num-
ber of carloads at the same time to the same city. Both lots

arrive at about the same time, and Mr. A. (we will call him
that for short) receives a dispatch something like this :

" Dear Sir :— Your oranges received, but there is a glut
in the market, and the bottom has dropt out of the price."

If Mr. A. succeeds in getting enough to pay freight, and
throw in the time of raising, picking, packing, etc., he does
remarkably well. The man that shipt on commission has got
his commission, and accomplisht his purpose of ruining the
market for Mr. A. There are any quantity of cases where the
honey-producer shipt his honey to market, and after awhile
received a notice to forward more or less money to pay freight,

as the honey did not sell for enough to pay freight and com-
mission.

It is partly against just such transactions as the above
that the Exchange was organized.

EXTRACTED VS. COMB HONEy IN CALIFORNIA.

I think many Eastern bee-keepers do not understand the
situation or conditions here in California, for I am askt why
we produce extracted so much more than comb honey. Our
climate is always dry at the honey harvest, especially in the
mountains away from the coast. The honey gathered is ready
to seal almost as soon as gathered, and many times it is per-

fect as soon as gathered ; therefore, we can go through an
apiary of two hundred or more colonies, and then extract
right over again, throughout the entire season.

Your honey is often gathered so thin that it takes quite a
time before it is evaporated sufficiently to seal. When I had
100 colonies to extract from in Ventura county, I always
found nearly every cell sealed every time I went through the
hives ; therefore, we think we get a larger quantity of ex-

tracted, more than we could of comb honey. I am not sure
about that, as I never tried the experiment, but perhaps some
one has ; if so, let him trot it out. I am ready for conviction.

There is always a good home market for a limited supply
of good comb honey, but then we ship at times large quantities

of honey to Europe, and there has always been a difficulty in

shipping comb honey long distances without damage and
loss, and it is quite a nice, careful job to haul comb honey
over our rough mountain roads, SO to 4.0 miles, to shipping
port or railroad station, without breakage ; even our 60-
pound tin cans go to smash if they are not packt in cases.

Two (iO-pound cans properly cased in a double case, or one
case, will go around the world without damage. At least, I

think they would, though I never tried the experiment, so I

am not positive.

We have had fine rains, and plenty, so far. There was a
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heavy down-pour night before last, and last night, and all

this forenoon. It is bright and beautiful this afternooii. Bee-
keepers are all laughing in their sleeves here.

Orange Co., Cal., Feb. 20.

Foul Brood Amoog Bees—A Roof Apiary.

r.V CHAS. F. .MIITH.

When foul brood wras introduced to tho neighborhood of
Cincinnati, oiy roof apiary was affected along with the rest.

My roof had been built for the purpose, and my apiary was,
perhaps, the only successful roof apiary in a large city, that
ever e-Kisted. I had sometimes 100 and more colonies of bees
oil my roof, but iO to 50 colonies, during a season, was my
average. My crops of white clover honey, in a season, were
as high as 7,000 pounds or over, and my largest average
crop per colony was 19S pounds, spring count. It was in the
good olden times, when the idea prevailed that there were

. seven good seasons to one poor one; when comb honey sold at
• 8o to 40 cents a pound, e.vtracted at 2-5 to 30 cents; when

wheat wasSl. 2.5 to SI. 50 a bushel, corn 50 to 80 cents,
potatoes 7o cents to .SL.OO, hogs ,S0 to .S7 per 100 pounds,
etc. I sold, at that time, quite a number of colonies of bees,
and received regular shipments, in early spring, of 25 or 50
colonies at a time, from Dr. O. M. Blanton, of Mississippi,
and also a Mr. Parks, in Arkansas, and others.

The appearance of foul brood in my neighborhood suc-
ceeded in putting down my enthusiasm as well as in extin-
guishing my roof apiary. Being an industrious reader of all

bee-literature, and blest with the gift of observation in bee-
matters, I soon learned to distinguish between the malignant
and the harmless foul brood, and I was cue of the Hrst in
America who could promptly cure them both. My teachers
had been Dr. Schoenfeld and Emil Hilbert, of Irermany.

I made it no secret having foul brood, but posted our
friends through our bee-journals at our bee-keepers' meetings,
as to the progress the disease made in my apiary, and my suc-
cess in curing it. Having given my experience with " Foul
Brood ' in my pamphlet, "Practical Hints to Bee-Keepers,"
it is not now my object to jaw over a subject which has been
diseust bountifully by parties of experience, and by others
who never knew anything about it.

My object now is, to state that I believe I know that the
germs of foul brood (the spores) will keep alive for 18 months,
or longer, in the abandoned hives, in the fissures of the wood,
in front of hives, and are ready to re-infect newly-introduced
colonies. From my experience of two years ago, I believe,
also, I know that those spores will not keep alive for five
years. So, if I am correct, after all the bees have been killed
off in a neighborhood, for five years or more, as has been the
case with Cincinnati and her vicinity, we may keep bees again
and enjoy the old sport once more.

In the summer of 1895 I brought home, from a tree in
the yard of a friend, a swarm of bees, dusted out a hive out of
which the bees had died of foul brood five years previous to
that time, and, without any further disinfection, put in a nice,
large swarm of hybrids. They built out their foundation,
and went into winter quarters strong in bees and melilot
honey.

Last summer (1896) they gave me 120 pounds of ex-
tracted sweet clover honey, and a strong artificial swarm,
which also was put into one of those old hives without sub-
jecting it to any disinfection other than a good dusting out.
This colony went into winter quarters hail and hearty, and
with plenty of melilot honey. I have one more of those old
infected hives, which I shall try next summer. All the bal-
ance of my hives were made into kindling wood in (what I

thought) due time. Hamilton Co., Ohio.

The Proposed " Deep-Cell " Foundatioa.

BY W. Z. HUTCHINSON.

Away back nine or ten years ago, two brothers, E. B. and
A. B. Weed, of this State, did a lot of experimenting in trying
to manufacture artificial comb. They made hexagonal "dies
the size of the Inside of a honey-comb cell, and placed these
dies very close together—so close that when wax was forced
out between them it was about the thickness of the walls in
a honey-comb cell. Wax was warmed until it was as soft as it

could be without melting, then placed in a chamber one side
of which was made of these afore-mentioned dies. A screw
pressure was then applied to the wax in the box. The result
was that great, long cells, all connected together, were formed

yards and yards in length. These long strips of cells could
be easily cut up into any length, by means of a wire heated
by electricity. There was no trouble In cutting it up into
pieces the right thickness for comb, but the dilliculty lay in

putting iu the septum. Many trials were made by using a
wire heated by electricity, using different sized wires, heated
at different degrees of heat and moved at different rates of
speed, etc., hoping in some way to strike the right kind of a
combination so that a sort of film of wax would follow after
tho wire and thus form a septum. It was a failurn. The best
that could be done, or was done, was to stick these " sawed-
off" cells upon a thin sheet of wax as abase. The pressure
required to force the wax through the dies was something
enormous, and nothing above a piece of comb four inches
square was ever made. Mr. Weed frequently came out to see
Mr. M. H. Hunt, to try to get him to "take stock "in the
enterprise, but Mr. Hunt always told him that when they had
produced a perfect comb of Langstroth size he would be ready
to talk with him. Other people, however, became interested,
and put money into the scheme, but nothing practical re-
sulted.

During the last year or more Mr. Weed has been experi-
menting in the same line at the establishment of The A. I.

Root Co., and has at last succeeded in making a very fine
specimen, the samples sent out having cells % of an inch
deep, but it is said that they can be made deeper if necessary.
I presume, but, of course, douH know positively, that the cell-

walls are made in a similar manner to those made in the
former experiments, and I presume that the septum is a thin
sheet of wax to which the side-walls are in some manner at-
tacht, just how I don't know, but I presume it is by means of
heat. It is not done by means of passing through an electric
wire, as, in that case, the bottoms of the cells would be e.K-

actly opposite, which is not the case, each cell being opposite
the three opposing cells, as in natural comb. I think i* is not
strictly exact to call it "deep-cell" foundation, as it is not
foundation in the sense in which we use the word. It is

neither rolled nor prest out, but the cells made in such man-
ner as I have described, and then stuck in such manner upon
a base formed of a flat sheet of wax. At least, that is the
way it looks to me. As in the former case, no large sheets
are yet made, nothing but samples about 3 by IK inches. At
least that is the size that was sent to me.

That such comb will be accepted by the bees there is no
kind of question, and that its use would increase the quantity
of comb honey I have no doubt at all, and I should hail its

advent with delight were it not that I feel absolutely certain
that its use will greatly impair the eating quality of comb
honey. It is quite likely that the base and walls can.be made
as thin as those of natural comb—man's ingenuity is great,
and can accomplish what is almost a miracle—but the trouble
will be in the quality of the material. It will be tough and
leathery. It will be like doing up extracted honey in thin
sheets of wax—that is exactly what it will he. We all know
that when bees build their combs naturally, and then fill them
with honey, the comb is of a friable, brittle character, and
when chewed up with other food, as biscuit, for instance, this

comb breaks up into small pieces and mingles freely with the
wax, so much so that its presence is not noticed. In fact,
this gradual breaking down of the comb plays no small part
in the deliciousness of comb-honey consumption.

Great was the kick against comb foundation when it was
first introduced, but manufacturers have reduced it to such
small proportions (thinness) that it is now tolerated ; but I

venture the assertion that there is not one who reads these
lines who would not choose naturally-built combs for his own
consumption. I know that I would. Comb foundation has
certainly injured the eating quality of our comb honey, altho
it may have, and probably has, greatly increast the quantity.
I presume, in fact I feel certain, that the use of this new comb
will increase the quantity of our comb honey, but I do cer-
tainly fear for its effect upon its quality. Comb honey is a
luxury—a luxurious luxury—and when people find it is honey
done up in tough, leathery wax that forms in "gobs" in their
mouths, I fear that it will lose its luxurious character—that
this new comb will prove a boomerang.

I know, of course, that it is to be used only in an experi-
mental way at first, but, even if it does injure the character
of our comb honey there would be men who would use It if

they could get it, if it would increase the quantity. I am glad
that it is to be patented and become the property of The A.
I. Root Co., because, if it should prove to be detrimental to

the best interests of apiculture, they would have it in their
power to suppress Its manufacture. At least, I suppose they
would. GeDesee Co., Mich.

[About the same time we received the foregoing article
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from Mr. Hutchinson, we got the following from Mr. T. F.

Bingham, of Clare Co., Mich., on the same subject.

—

Editor.]

I noted in the report of the Lincoln convention, that it

was probable that drawn combs would soon be made full-

depth without the intervention of the honey-bee. In the cur-

rent number, page Tl2, it is stated that drawn combs }'4-inch

deep have been made by Mr. Weed, and that such combs
would enable bee-keepers to produce comb honey as cheaply

as extracted, and adulteration would become a thing of the

past, etc.

In this light, how do the old stories look, that combs
were made and filled with glucose, capt with a hot iron with-

out so much as "if you please " of the bees ? At that time

the "old reliable" American Bee Journal denounced the

whole story as a fake, and that if believed the story would be

a great damage to the bee-keepers and the pursuit. If so

then, what will its effect be now ? Can bee-keepers stand

more beeswax now, than then ? Italian bees injured comb
honey by their waste of material, and it has added the new
word " fish-bone " to comb-honey literature.

Allow me to enter a protest against more wax in comb
honey. We have it in excess already. It may yet become
profitable to abandon yellow bees, comb foundation, and the

honey-extractor in order to meet a demand for the best honey
that can be procured.

No one can blame the mixers for mixing low-grade honey ;

neither can they be blamed for buying drawn combs to put in

bottles of honey. It would be no worse to put combs made of

beeswax in honey than to put honey in such combs. As to

such combs doing away with adulteration, nothing could so

aid it.

It seems very strange to me that bee-professionals should

try to invent or encourage anything that no one could fail to

see would be an injury to every one interested in the pursuit,

and the consumer also. I think that bee-keepers and bee-

papers should aid adulterators as little as possible, and do all

in their power to prevent adulteration.

I like the course taken by the various journals regarding
the adulteration of honey—the American Bee Journal in par-

ticular. T. F. Bingham.

[In order that a little more light may be thrown on this

subject, we take the following from Gleanings for Feb. 15,

written by Editor Root.

—

Editor.]

I believe that Mr. Hutchinson is thoroughly honest in his

convictions on this matter. In fact, I once thought as he

does; but Mr. Weed knockt my theories into smithereens by
hard/act.s in the apiary.

He had been experimenting and testing this new product
for nearly two years before we said anything about it in print.

He has put it on our hives, and had the bees draw it out—in

fact, tried it under all sorts of conditions. The proof of the

pudding is in the eating ; and the results in our apiary so far

seem to show that Mr. Hutchinson's fears are groundless.

The comb from the new product is ?iot tough and leathery at

all. After a long series of experiments we have about come
to the conclusion that, in the use of foundation, the bees do
not utilize or in any way make use of the wax in the biise or

.septum ; but they will utilize all the wax in the side-walla to

the depth of '» inch. Ordinary roller-mill foundation has a

surplus of wax in the wrong place. We are aiming in the

new product to put it in the ritjlil place. With this end in

view, Mr. Weed has been experimenting along the line of

making deep-cell foundation, the bases of which are just as

thin as the natural ; and the walls, instead of 3/1000-inch
thick, as in the natural, are 8/1000. Careful measurements
last year showed that the bees reduced this 8/1000 down to

about 3/1000. The surplus wax was simply used to build

up the depth of the cells.

I grant that there is fish-bone to some extent, resulting

from the use of comb foundation ; but the reason of this is

that at present there is more wax in the bases than there

needs to be ; and the wax in the side-walls is in such shape
that the bees do not utilize all of it. The result is that a mid-

rib is left in the center of the comb, thicker than will be found
in combs built wholly by the bees. In the now product we
propose to put this wax whore it will not be detected in the

eating. The very snag, then, that Mr. Hutchinson is afraid

we shall run into is the iicry one wo would avoid in the new
product. In other words, it is not proposed to use more wax
than we now use in thin foundation ; but we do aim to put
that wax In such shape that bees will utilize it in such a way
as to leave no midrib or fish-bone in comb honey.

Mr. Hutchinson need have no fears that we shall rush on

the market the new deep-cell foundation in any quantity this

season. At present we have only one small machine, and

turn out pieces about 4x5 inches. We are working on another
machine to make samples perhaps 5x8 inches. The machinery
and dies necessary for the purpose are very expensive, and,
even with the larger machines, theoutput will be very limited.

If bee-keepers are holding back their orders for foundation,
expecting the new product in quantity this season, they will

be disappointed. They had better make their requirements,
irrespective of the new article, and in the meantime we will

try to furnish a super or two of the new deep-cell foundation
to those who wish to try it. E. R. Root.

The Honey Liked Best —Difference in Tastes.

BY JOSEPH BEATH.

In answer to Query 40, " What honey is generally liked

best?" it depends upon three things : Ist, the quality of the
honey ; 2nd, the taste of the individual, both natural and
acquired ; 3rd, prejudice.

In the first place the honey from the same flowers varies

considerable at different times and places, probably owing to

the weather, soil., etc., being very much stronger sometimes
than others.

Second, as to taste ; our natural tastes vary a good deal,

but not nearly as much as our acquired tastes. Whatever we
are accustomed to we usually like, as, for instance, eating
oysters, chewing tobacco, taking snuff, etc.

Third, as to prejudice. I will give a little experience:
Thirty-eight years ago I came to Adams county, Iowa ; at the
sa-ne time my neighbors came from New England, and they
fully believed there was no corn equal to the little Yankee
coru with which to make johnny-cake or corn-bread. The
Western yellow corn would do to feed, but not to make into

bread. The Yankee corn was so much sweeter! Well, an
old gentleman, named Harlow, went to mill with two sacks of
corn—one Western yellow for the chickens, and the other
Yankee corn to eat, and on the way he forgot which was
which. "Oh," said the family, " we can easily tell the Yan-
kee coru by cooking a mess of one and then a mess of the
other; and they cookt that way until both sacks were empty,
but were never able to tell which was Yankee or which was
Western ; but it killed the prejudice of the whole community.

Some years ago we had a very smart young man teaching
school in an adjoining district, and I went to sell them some
honey where he was boarding. I took along some clover and
heart's-ease honey, and sold them either 25 or 30 pounds (I

have forgotten which). I showed both to the lady of the
house, and askt her which she would take. She said, " Fred
said he wanted clover honey. Which is the clover honey ?''

I answered :
" I would just as soon as not tell you which is

the clover honey, but I would like to see whether Fred knows
clover honey or not. So take which you like, and if you want
to change it I will do so." After tasting, she could not tell

which she liked best, aud took half of each.

Well, they used it all, and neither Fred nor the family
could tell which was the clover honey, or which they liked

best.

READING AND BINDING THE BEE .70URNAL.

First, I always have a pencil handy, and when I find any-
thing that I think I will want to refer to hereafter, I write-

the title and page on the top of the frontpage, I find this

much handier than writing it in a book or any other way that
I have tried or have seen mentioned. Then, when I want to

hunt up anything, I take my journals and turn them over one
at a time. I have them bound since 1879, with a very few
copies missing.

As to binding, years ago I got a binder which I still keep
them in but not bound. At the end of the volume, I take a
brad-awl and punch about four copies at a time, keeping one
for a pattern so as to have all the holes alike, then sew them
together with strong twine. I formerly put covers on, but do-

not any more, as they are kept away from the dirt.

NOT WILD PARSNIP, BUT HEMLOCK.

On page 61, I see wild parsnips mentioned again, and S.

B. Smith tells about parsnips that had gone wild, or self-sown

for 10 years, and then they got seed from them for years, but
never was poisoned. He theu gives two instances of roots

being taken from a field, the one killing a horse, aud the

other in a few moments caused a burning sensation in the-

throat and stomach, and severe pain, which tho attending

physician said was poison from eating wild parsnip.

Now for the explanation: In the first case, it was the-

common parsnip, which, self-seeding for a hundred years,

would never make poisonous; while in tha second case (of

both the horse and man) it was hemlock, of which there ar&
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several varieties scattered over Europe, Asia and America, all

of which are poisonous. The poisonous extract is known as
" conla ;" the dose of which, in medicine, is from one-fourth
to one-sixteenth of a grain, and causes a burning sensation,
as in the young man's case. As to its poisoning qualities, it

is reported that one drop in the eye of a rabbit caused death
in nine minutes, while three drops in the eye of. a strong cat
killed it in IKj minutes.* Either this or the water hemlock
(cowbane) was probably what was used by the Greeks to

poison with, as in the case of Socrates.
Now, why i.s this called wild parsnip ? Simply because of

its similarity to a parsnip, both in root and top, when it is full

grown and the parsnip has gone to seed. But there is a great
difTcrence, both in smell and looks, when a person once knows
them. The hemlock blossom is white, and in this country
grows only in the sloughs, while the parsnip blossom is yellow,

and is usually found only around where there has been a gar-
den. Besides, there is quite a difference in the leaves, stalks

and roots, but 1 cannot give a correct description of them now.
Adams Co., Iowa.

Report of the Vermont Bee-Keepers'
tiOH.

Conveo-

BV M. F. CRAM.

The 2'_'nd annual convention of the Vermont Bee-Keep-
ers' Association was held at Vergenues, Jan. 21. and 22, 18'J7.

The meeting was called to order by Pres. H. W. Scott, prayer
offered by H. L. Leonard, and then the Secretary's report was
read and adopted, after which the following committees were
appointed by the chairman :

Committee on Resolutions—M. F. Cram, D. D. Howe and
H. L. Leonard.

Committee on Nomination—G. H. Fassett, W. G. Larra-
bes and G. C. Spencer.

The report of the Treasurer showed the financial standing
of the association to be in good order, a small sum of money
being on hand.

The attendance was fair, but not as large as it would
have been if some of the best working members had not been
detained at home by sickness, but those that were present
took a lively interest in the discussions that followed. First
wa^ the

CARE OF BROOD-COMBS,

V hich was opened by W. G. Larrabee, who had had consider-
able trouble in keeping motJS from comb when not in use.

Some fumigated with sulphur, some with tobacco, some recom-
mended hanging them one inch apart on a rack ; while all

conceded that the best place was with the bees.

PRODUCING COMB HONEY VS. EXTRACTED.

In the absence of J. E. Crane, who was detained by sick-

ness, Pres. H. W. Scott was called upon to give his experience
In producing honey, both comb and extracted. He uses full

sheets of foundation in production of extracted honey; puts on
top stories without excluders, as soon as the bees get strong,
and usually the queen will occupy two or three frames; some-
times he puts one frame of brood in the upper story. Mr.
Fassett uses combs for extracted honey. Mr. Larrabee thinks
that extracted honey pays as well as comb honey.

HONT.Y PRODUCTIOX IN CALIFORNIA.

Mrs. W. Wilson, of California, gave a very interesting
talk on the production of honey in California. She showed
that she had the one thing needful for a bee-keeper, that is,

pluck, as she bought five colonies and lost three in moving
them home. Then she increast to 100, and lost all but two
with foul brood. She had built up a reputation for fine qual-
ity of honey ; having sold all she had to spare to a city dealer,
he bought of some others, but its having no reputation it

would not sell, so he induced her to exchange with him what
she had saved for her own use, and in setting out a little of
this honey for the bees to clean up they contracted foul brood.
This shows that no bee-keeper should feed honey without thor-

24.01;?,
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tify their employees to handle comb honey as carefully as they
would eggs, and that the Secretary be instructed to send the
railroad officials a copy of this resolution.

M. F. Cram, \

H. L. Leonard, ]- Cum.
D. D. Howe, )

The above risDlutlons were iUlmi adopted.

LOCATING AN APIARY.

The points to be considered in locating an apiary were dis-

cust by M. A. Everest, followed by others. Mr. Manum
thought that snow was beneficial, had walkt on the snow on
top of the hives and the bees came out in good condition in the
spring.

Mr. Everest thought that bees should be moved to

new locations to prevent disease from oid and decaying bees.
Mr. Manum did not think it necessary, but all that spoke

admitted it best to keep everything neat and clean about the
apiary.

SEVERAL QUESTIONS.

QuES.—" How to clean the pollen from old combs," was
then discust. Not many were troubled, but if they were they
would melt them into wax.

QuES.— •' What about the origin of the honey-bee in this
country?"

Ans.— It orignally came from Germany. (Will the editor
please tell when, where, and by whom, the first honey-bees
were brought to America?) (This editor is unable to answer.
Will some one who knows, kindly do so.

—

Editor.]

QuE.s.—"Does spring feeding pay?" Mr. Manum re-

quested that it be tried at the Experiment Station, and it

probably will be again the coming season.
The subject of foul brood was discust, but it was not

shown that there was any genuine foul brood in Vermont.
It was voted to hold the next annual meeting in Burling-

ton, in January, 1898, the time to be set by the Executive
Committee. M. F. Cram, Sec.

CONDUCTED BY

T>^. V. O. ALLLLER, JUARENGO, ILL.

[Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direct.!

What to Do Willi UnliniKlit §eelioii$—Fine Wire
ill Section Foiindalion.

1. I want to know what's best to do with unfinisht sec-
tions. All bee books and manuals, while giving long-
drawn instructions concerning matters of lesser importance to
the tyro, are studiously reticent on this point. Hooker, in his
'• Cuide," does go so far as to say that when the honey-flow
has ceast, the sections, though unfilled, must be taken off, or
the bees will carry the honey down into the hive. It is also
stated somewhere that they will carry iip honey to complete
them. But not a word of instruction does ho give as to what
is to be done with these unfinisht sections, nor does any other
author whose work I possess. In turning over files of the
American Bee Journal one finds here and there the advice
tendered to extract partially finisht sections, but no reason is

assigned for this wasteful treatment, and nowhere can I see
it recommended that, should another white or amber-colored
How be near at hand, they should be left ititact and replaced
(Mi the hives at the opening of this second flow for completion.
Is there any objection to doing this, that we are never so ad-
vised ? If so, will you kindly tell us what it is? And should
the partially capt ones be uncapt and the edges broken down
a bit when so replaced ?

I have been wading through E. T. Abbott's series of arti-

cles on the production of comb honey, in the hope of finding
in them the information I seek, but no; all he says (see page
2oO, 1805), is : "One should manage to have as few empty
sections as possible"— (he might with equal wisdom have said
that one should manage to regulate the honey-How, or regu-
Ute the climatic conditions during the period of certain nec-

tar-secreting flowers blossoming) ;
" and," he continues, "un-

less those are in very fine condition, it will pay to throw them
away and put in fresh ones.'' Is it possible that such leading
lights of our industry should thus callously recommend us
to cut out say J.i-pound chunks of delicious comb honey from
unfinisht sections, and " throw them away?" He might have
added, as a warning, not to throw them about the apiary, as
it may set up robbing, but throw them preferably into the pig-
sty, to the chickens, or to the dogs, for thus they will be got-
ten rid of and not prove a source of danger.

On page 38() of Vol. XXXII this matter of uncompleted
sections is made, I see, a "Question-Box" query. But the
replies do not suit the conditions I have supposed to exist, as
they assume that absence of a honey-How whereby they
might be completed for another/uH ye(tr\ whereas, what I am
desirous of knowing is, whether, if the interval betwixt the
flows is only say six weeks, these half-Hnisht sections cannot
be returned to the hives. There may be a slight difference in

flavor, and even in tint of the two honey's ; but what of that?
better that than to follow Mr. Abbott's advice, and " throw
them away ".

2, What do you think of the new German foundation mill,

made partly of cement, and costing only 8'2 cents? It is men-
tioned in the Australian Bee-Bulletin for Dec. 28.

o. What would you think of the plan of having very fine

wire in sections to hold the foundation in place ? Instructions
could bo printed on the outside, directing consumers how to

draw out the wires so as to leave the comb unharmed.
South Africa.

Answers.— 1. Very much has been written on the sub-
ject of the best thing to do with unfinisht sections, and the
question has been answered more than once in these columns,
but just as you put the matter it is practically a new question,
one that I don't remember to have seen askt before. Your
question is as to what shall be done with sections not com-
pleted in case there shall be a further honey-flow the same sea-

son. I think I should know pretty well what to do with them
—at least I know what I have done with them—but I feel a.

little shaky as to giving a satisfactory answer to meet all

cases. But I'll try. I have known times when the white
honey-flow stopt all of a sudden, and then started up again a
a few days later. In that case, if the sections had been left in

the supers, the supers were put right back on the hives again
without any change whatever, and all seemed to be well.

But suppose the white honey season is over for good, and
somewhere from one to six weeks later another flow of darker
honey comes. All sections were taken off at the time the white
honey stopt, and they were in all stages between foundation
untoucht and sections fully completed. In this case the ele-

ment of granulation does not come, simply the matter of
darker. Of course, there's no question as to what to do with
completed sections, they stay off, and equally of course the un-
toucht foundation goes back on just as though it had never
been on. Some of the sections are very nearly completed, all

the cells filled and a very few unsealed. Very likely they
may as well stay off, for the gain in putting them back will

hardly pay for the trouble. Next come the sections which
have 25 to 50 cells not entirely built out. If you put them
back on, the cells will be completed and fliled out with the
dark honey. The question is: Which is better, the section
with unfinisht cells, or the one entirely completed but having
a few cells of dark honey ? You must find the answer to that
question yourself. In some cases the honey will be only a
little darker, and it will be better to have the sections finisht.

Your customers may not object to dark honey, and may object
seriously to having unfinisht or uncapt cells, and vice versa.

You must be governed by the circumstances.
Suppose the second harvest is ol^ very dark honey, and

you decide that it will not do to return such sections as we
have been talking about, that are well on toward completion.
They will be left off, untoucht foundai m will bo returned,
and there will be a dividing line somewhere between. Just
where that dividing line shall be drawn depends upon the
circumstances I have mentioned, the character of the honey
and the character of your market. But somewhere there will

be a line, and it will fall pretty well up toward sections of full

weight. Almost surely, (unless the dark honey is too bad for

table use) it will fall among the sections that are more than
half weight. For a section only half tilled is not so generally
desired as one completed but of darker color.

All this is on the supposition that it is deemed best to

have all surplus honey in sections. In many cases that will

not be deemed best. It will be considered better to get all the
light honey in sections, letting the dark honey be extracted or
saved in combs for the bees to tise in the fall or following
spring.

In returning the sections there Is no neel to uncap or
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break down the edges ; indeed, there is no need to do anything
nnless it so happens that at some point the surface of the comb
fails less than ,'4 inch from the nearest surface, in which case
it must be cut away or the bees will build the comb to the ad-
jacent surface.

2. I don't know enough about the mill in question to give
an opinion.

3. With some people it might work all right, but I'm
afraid that in a good many cases the wire would be left in the
honey when placed on the table, an<l some incorrect Enelish
result. If we can get the deep cells they are now talking
about, and use them for botton starters, there will be no need
of wires. Indeed, I have very little trouble with ordinary
foundation for bottom starters.

The Right to Sow Sweet Clover Seed.

1. Has a bee-keeper a right to sow sweetclover seed along
the roadside of his neighbors' land, without getting into trouble
with them '.'

li. Do the supply dealers keep heavy brood foundation in

stock, in sheets lOxlS inches, outside measure?
Reader, Wisconsin.

Answers.— 1. That depends upon your laws. It's a ques-
tion for a local lawyer or justice of the peace rather than for a
bee-paper. There are laws in perhaps most of the States
iigainst sowing seeds of certain plants along the roadside, or
iveu upon your own land. You ought not to be allowed to sow
Canada thistles on any part of your own land, for if you do
yonr neighbors are likely to be injured by it as well as your-
self. But if there is a law against your sowing sweet clover,

you should respect the law while it e.Kists, and use your best
efforts to have such a foolish law repealed ; unless, indeed, it

may be advisable to violate the law with the express purpose
of testing its constitutionality. Earnest men in your State
are trying to undo the mischievous legislation that has been
done, and it might be a good thing if Mr. France would tell

ns just how matters stand now, and the proper attitude for

bee-keepers to take.
2. Sheets of foundation 10x18 are not generally kept in

stock, if ever, but you can have foundation cut that size with-
out extra charge.

Iluulins Bce$—Methods of Increase.

1. On page ST, you say, "When placed on the cars let

frames run parallel with the track ; on a wagon they should
run crosswise." Why '? Why not crosswise on wagon tracks '?

or why not parallel on track and wagon ? What difference

does it make '?

2. What, in your opinion, is the best method for increase,

allowing the bees to swarm, increase by division, or build up
from nuclei '.' Last season I made an increase by taking six

frames with adhering bees, moving them to another location,

keeping the old queen on the same stand with two frames and
tilling the hive up to eight frames, with full sheets of

foundation. What do you think of this method ?

3. On page 102, about moving bees, I find that if one
places a slanting board in front of each hive there is little or no
trouble about the bees returning to their stands. I have tried

this in moving hives from two feet to a mile. I once moved
six hives of bees a mile, and used the board, but very close to

the entrance, for two days and then moved it about six inches
out. Going back the next day after I had moved them, I

found about one-half cupful of bees on an old frame, the next
day they had all disappeared, returned I suppose to their new
stand. J. D., New Orleans, La.

Answers.— 1. If you pick up a hive having itsfiamesrun
from front to rear (most of them run that way in this country,
although many aiross the sea run the other wayi.if the frames
are hanging loose you can shake them from their places by
swinging the hive from side to side, but can do little to stir

the frames by swinging it from from front to rear. You can
break a comb out of a frame much more easily by swinging
the frame from side to side than you can by swinging it end-
wise. In a railroad car there is a gentle rocking from side to

side, but often a terrific bumping front to rear. A car is

bumpt on the end, not on the side. So place the hive in posi-

tion to stand the bumps. See? In a wagon it's different. The
jerking and jolting is from side to side, principally, just the re-

verse of the railroad car.

2. It's very much a matter of conditions and circumstan-
ces. What's best for one may not be best for another. Apian
that you are thoroughly familiar with, whose details you can

carry out in the best manner, may be better for you than a
second plan, which second plan might be a good deal better if

you were equally familiar with the manner of carrying it out
properly. For many, nothing is better than natural swarm-
ing, while for others the issuing of a natural swarm is a sort

of nightmare. Rightly carried out, your plan is a good one.

3. The plan is an entirely successful one when it succeeds
perfectly. Sometimes, however, for reasons ftisily understood,
bees will come out around the board and go back to the old
place just as if no board had been in the way.

Section Widlii and Passageways.

1. You have spoken of thin combs in sections less than
one-pound; I wish to start right, therefore, what width sec-

tion would you use in wide frames with separators?
2. Is it an advantage to have center passageways from

each section and row of sections ? T. 0.

Answers.— 1. That's a question I don't know enough to

answer. With my present light I think if I had to adopt a
certain size and agree to stick to it, I should say sections 1%
inches wide. But I should want the privilege of changing to

another size if I wanted to, and on that account, if no other, I

should not want to use wide frames at all. A T super can be
used for sections of any width, and if 1% should not be en-
tirely satisfactory it could be changed to 1%, which is per-

haps the most popular at the present time.

2. It is doubtful if there is any sufficient advantage in

having any central passage iu separators, the usual passage at

top and bottom being sufiicient. If, however, separators ij-f

wide should be used with 4 '4 sections, then it might be nec-
essary to have some additional passage.

The Colony That Loaft.

Edward H. Beardsley asks, on page !I2, about a colony
that loaft after being increast to unusual size by the accession

of another colony. Your proposed plan of dividing that col-

ony would probably have been successful. If you ever have
the like case again you can proceed in this way : Take from
the hive all the combs and shake from them about half the
bees, fiuding the queen and leaving her on the old stand with
frames of foundation. That would be about the same as hiv-

ing the swarm there, only it would be stronger in bees. The
brood with the bees that were left adhering should be put in a
new hive in a new place, and a queen or a queen-cell given
them, letting them build up Into a good colony.

You seem a little afraid that when you removed the hive
from which the swarm had issued, it reduced the old colony
too much, " for only two of the old ones workt a bit in the
supers." Probably that was all right. P. Schachinger, a Ger-
man authority, estimates that when a colony of 20,000 bees
stores a pound of honey a day, one of 40,000 bees will store

four pounds. That is, the storing is not in exact proportion

to the size of the colonies, but greatly in favor of the larger.

Now suppose there were 45,000 bees in that colony about the
time of swarming. If you had gotten them about equally
divided between the swarm and the mother colony, making
22,500 in each, you might have gotten as much surplus from
one as the other. Suppose it was a little more than a pound
from each, that would make a little more than two pounds a
day from the two. If the old one were reduced to ."i,000, and
40,000 were in the new hive, then you'd get no surplus from
the mother colony, but you'd have four pounds a day from the

swarm. Would you rather have two colonies give you three

pounds, or one colony give you four? All you want of the

old colony is to have enough bees left in it so the brood will

not get chilled. C. C. M.

A New Binder for holding a year's numbers of the

American Bee Journal, we propose to mail, postpaid, to every

subscriber who sends us 20 cents. It is called ""The Wood
Binder," is patented, and is an entirely new and very simple

arrangement. Full printed directions accompany each Binder.

Every reader should get it, and preserve the copies of the Bee
Journal as fast as they are received. They are invaluable for

reference, and at the low price of the Binder you can afford to

get it yearly.
•*"»-*-

Every Present Subscriber of the Bee Journal

should be an agent for it, and get all others possible to sub-

scribe for it. See offer on page 138.
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SlOTenly Honey Marketing.—While ou South
Water street a week or two ago, we saw at a houey commis-

sion house a part of a shipment of some TOO pounds of comb
honey that had been sent in just as it came from the hives,

supers and all. It had not been removed from the supers

—

simply lifted off the hives and shipt to market. Well, it was
a splendid piece of slipshod beekeeping. The honey was of

fine quality, but of course it was scarcely salable at any price,

while if it had been removed from the supers, the sections

nicely cleaned and put into neat shipping cases, it would have
brought at least 13 cents per pound.

Of course, no reader of a bee-paper v/ould be guilty of

such a careless, shiftless way of doing things. But no doubt

that same bee-keeper—had he been invited to subscribe for a

good bee-paper—would have said he couldn't afford it; and
yet he could afford to lose a number of dollars on a small

shipment of nice honey, just because he didn't know /lotc to

prepare it properly for the market !
" Where ignorance is

bliss" it may "be folly to be wise," but it is immecsely more
profitable to have the wisdom.

LO'W Prices of Honey, and 'Why.—We take

the following paragraphs from Gleanings, on this subject:

It will be noted in another column that California pro-
duced in one year about 42.5 carloads of honey, not including
small amounts consumed locally. Arizona and Colorado are
coming up rapidly to the front as honey-producing States ;

and one of the bee-keepers wrote the other day :
" Look out

for Colorado when our honey gets on your Eastern markets."
With continuous honey-flows from three to six months, is it

any wonder that our Western brethren can produce honey
cheaply ? Of course, the West has to contend with the
freights; but even then, with their 600 or 700 cars of honey
that is liable to appear at some seasons of the year, it is not
much wonder that prices had to drop some.

We are in hopes that the new comb [deep-cellj will helu
bee-keepers produce honey more cheaply. We shall see. One
thing, however, is very gratifying. The fact that such vast
amounts are produced and consumed yearly, shows that honey
is coming to be more and more a staple article somewhere

;

for it Is practically certain that no such amount could have
been carried 20 years ago, even in the proportion to the popu-
lation at that time.

One would think from the California report, of over 400
carloads of honey in one year, tbe time is near at hand when
there will be an enormous over-production of honey. But we
don't fear that just yet, for If every State and Territory were

to produce 400 carloads of honey in any one year, that would

make only about sl.x pounds for each man, woman and child

in our country I Surely, it would not be a hard matter for

each one to consume six pounds of honey, when the average

of sugar used in this country is reported to be about 65
pounds per capita !

But will it pay to increase the production of honey very

rapidly, when mvf, in many places, it seems to be a drug on

the market ? And the wholesale price is exceedingly low, too

—not much above that of the retail price of sugar. Would it

not be better to put more effort, for a year or two, in the line

of creating a demand for honey among the people, instead of

piling up a large supply ahead of the demand ?

It may be the times have something to do with the de-

mand for honey, but just now it doesn't seem to make much
difference how low the price is, for in many places few sales

can be made even at a losing price. Perhaps when that

" promist wave of prosperity " reaches this country, 400 car-

loads of honey from each State will be only as a "drop in the

bucket I" But let's hope the " wave " will come ahead of the

honey !

•*—*

Importing Honey, and Adulteration.—We
have received the following statement from G. B. Lewis Co.,

of Wisconsin :

George W. York & Co., Chicago, III.

—

OenUanen :—Referring to your editorial on page 809 of

the Dec. 17, 1S96, issue of the American Bee Journal, we
beg leave to make a few corrections. Tbe gentleman referred

to did not say that the United States does not produce enough
honey. He simply said that large quantities were imported
from Cuba and Jamaica.

The firm referred to in your article, further say that they
cannot use anything-but pure honey, and that much of what
is produced in the United States is adulterated with glucose,

hence they cannot use it. They complain especially of honey
from the Western States. They do not, however, think that

the adulteration is done by the producers, but they are of the

opinion that the middle-man is responsible for it.

Kindly make these corrections on the article, and oblige,

Yours truly, G. B. Lewis Co.

Per C. T. M.

The editorial in question was in reference to a report that

an enterprising Wisconsin firm of bakers had said that the

United States could not produce enough honey to supply the

demand ; that it was necessary to import it.

We are glad to receive the correction as given above. But

we can hardly believe that much of the honey produced in the

Western States is adulterated by any one. Still, we think

there is quite a good deal of adulteration going on, and it may

be it is more extensive than we think. There is no longer any

question that what bee-keepers need above all things is a good

National anti-adulteration law. It is Impossible for them to

compete successfully with glucose at one cent a pound. But

until a National law is secured, we must all work for stringent

State laws, which can help much to cripple the adulterators,

at least in spots.
*-—^

Against Adulteration of Food and Drugs.
—The following is a copy of the important portions of House

Bill No. 192, relating to the adulteration of foods (which in-

cludes honey), introduced by Representative Brown, Feb. 9,

1897, In the Illinois Legislature :

A Bill for an Act to Provide Aq.\inst the Adulteration
OF Food and Drugs and the Manufacture and

Sale of Either Food or Diu'(is from I.mpek-

FECTLV DeVELOPT OR DAMGED MATEKI-
AL.S, AS Standard Articles.

Section 1.—Be it enacted hy the Penplc a.f the Slate of

[lUnois, reiirescntcd In the Qcncral Assembly, That no person

shall within this State manufacture for sale, offer for sale or

sell any drug or article of food, which is under the ordinary

standard, without bearing a label indicating its inferiority, or

which Is adulterated within the meaning of this Act.

Sec. 2.-- (B.) In case of "food:" (I) If any substance or

article is offered for sale or sold whose active principles are

not developt or only partially so, on which its quality and
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strength as a food depends ; (2) If any substance or sub-

stances have been raixt with it so as to lower, depreciate or

injuriously affect its strength, quality or purity ; (3) If any
inferior or cheaper substance or substances have been sub-

stituted wholly or in part for it ; (i) If any valuable or neces-

sary ingredient has been wholly or in part abstracted from it
;

(5)" If it is an imitation of, or sold under the name of another
article; (G) If it consists wholly or in part of a diseased,

decomposed, putrid, tainted, infected or rotten animal or

vegetable substance or article, whether manufactured or not;

or in case of milk if it is the produce of an infected or dis-

eased animal ; (7) If it is colored, coated, polisht or pow-
dered, whereby damage or inferiority is concealed, or if by
any means it is made to appear better than it really is ; (S)

If it contains any added substance or ingredients which is

poisonous or injurious to health: iVoiuJcci, That the pro-

visions of this Act shall not apply to mixtures and compounds
recognized as ordinary articles of food, or ingredients of arti-

cles of food, If each and every package sold or offered for sale

be distinctly labeled as mixtures or compounds, with the name
and per cent, of each ingredient therein, and that they are

not wholly or in part injurious to health.

We hope the Bill from which we have extracted the above

paragraphs, will pass both branches of the Illinois legislature,

and then be energetically enforced. The Bill also provides

that $5,000 be appropriated for the enforcement of the Act,

and all fines collected to be added thereto. If past it goes into

effect on or after July 4, ISO".

It would be well for all our readers to write their Repre-

sentatives and Senators at Springfield, III., to be on the look-

out for this Bill, and to do all in their power to secure its

passage. With such a weapon in the hands of beekeepers,

we think that all tamperers with pure honey would soon have

to seek other and more promising States wherein to carry on

their nefarious work.

Xlie Importation of Apis Dorsata—the giant

bee of India—received no encouragement at the Lincoln con-

vention of the North American Bee-Keepers' Association, last

October. In fact, a strong resolution against their importa-

tion by the Government was past unanimously. This resolu-

tion was presented by Mr. L. D. Stilson, the Secretary of the

Nebraska State Bee-Keepers' Association. We were quite a

little surprised when he arose and read it, as it was the very

first intimation we had that any such action was contemplated

at that meeting.

After the convention was over, our most Eastern contem-

porary saw fit to berate several of the prominent members for

favoring the passage of a resolution that they believed was all

right ; be even went so far as to accuse us and several others

of originating the resolution, and that it was upon their sug-

gestion that the matter was brought up for discussion. But
to further show the facts in the case, we take the following

from the Nebraska Bee-Keeper, written by Mr. Stilson himself:

I have been reading with some interest the dicsussion, pro
and con, of the action of the Lincoln convention inregard to

the importation of Apis dorsata. Now, I wish to say that I

think but one or two gentlemen knew that such a resolution

was thought of until I read it and moved its adoption. As to

the why I feel opposed to the importation of Apis dorsata by
the general Government at this time and in the manner askt
for by the Ontario County Bee-Keepers' Association, I will say :

First, I do not think it is a bee that would do us any good.
A score of years ago we had in our employ a bright young
man. A year or so later found him on his way as- a mission-

ary to Africa. Three or four more years pass along and he
revisits his boyhood home and parents in our town. While
here he described animals, insects, and bees, as found in that

far-off land. Altho not particularly interested in Apis
dorsata at that time, yet from his descriptions, and those read
later, I think they may be identical, or nearly so, and I at

present believe worthless to us, other than as curiosities.

Now, gentlemen, instead of growling, and throwing stones

and slurs at " Root, Miller, York, or Mason," who dUl not in-

troduce the resolution at the Lincoln convention, throw them
at some one out in the Pacific Ocean. If Root or Miller or

York had needed Apis dorsata in their apiaries, like gentle-

men they would have inclosed a SW bill with a well-provis-

ioned queen-cage to some agent or missionary in far-away

lauds, and had Apis dorsata queens to sell to their customers

before the (Government agent could pack his gripsack ready

to start. Whenever we have learned that Apis dorsata is any-

thing desirable, it will get hero.

Ti?e Weekly Budget

Mr. W. a. Shafnit, a bee-keeper at Brighton, Iowa, died

Feb. 20, of diabetes, after an illness of two weeks, though he

had been in poor health for almost three years. He was -17

years of age.

Mr. M. F. Cram, Secretary of the Vermont Bee-Keepers'

Association, has recently lost his father by death. This will

account for the delay in sending in the convention report for

publicatioa, which appears in this number.

Mr. E. S. LovEsr, of Utah, wrote us as follows, Feb. 2.5 :

" I have been sick, and also much overworkt with our local

conditions. I have received letters from six States asking if I

have forgotten my friends and the old American Bee Journal.

I can truly say that I have still a warm heart for both."

Dr. W. B. House, in the last column on page 159, this

week, asks a very pointed question. Better read all he has to

say there. After reading it, just send him a 2-ceut stamp,

and take advantage of his generous offer. Of course you'll

answer his question at the same time, and tell him that you

saw it in the American Bee Journal.

Mr. Thos. G. Newman, General Manager of the National

Bee-Keepers' Union, wrote us Feb. 22 as follows:

"The Advisory Board voted long ago to ' aid Dr. Besse in

his lawsuit. The fault so far is in his lawyer, who will not

co-operate, and has not answered my last three letters. He
[the lawyer] probably has another scheme in view."

Mr. R. C. Aikin, who, with his family, has been spending

the winter in Page Co., Iowa, did not decide to settle there as

he expected, but last week started for Larimer Co., Colo.,

where his bees and home remain yet unsold. He will work

for another honey crop there. He expects to pass, through

southern Nebraska the latter part of this month, and see some

of the Nebraska bee-keepers. We take it that he intends to

return to Colorado in the same manner as he left—by horse and

wagon. It will be another long and tedious ride for himself,

the good wife, and dear baby.

Mr. Thomas William Cowan, the well-known English

authority on bee-culture, is making quite a stay in California.

As we have before announced, he is visiting his son who is

located in Placer county, in the northern portion of the State.

The junior Mr. Cowan is engaged in fruit-culture, and his

father is of the opinion that it would be a good plan to keep a

number of colonies of bees in connection with the orchard.

Of course the British Bee Journal editor knows that bees and

fruit go well together. He has been corresponding with some

of the California bee-keepers with a view of getting a strain

of Italian bees to stock his son's place. His son has never yet

kept bees, and the father is anxious that he should begin with

Italians. The following is what Mr. Cowan has to say upon

the subject, the quotation being taken from a letter written

to one of the aforesaid correspondents :

" He [referring to his son] does not know anything about

them himself, and I do not care about his beginning with

hybrids, as these are, as a rule, less manageable than the pure

breeds. I should not hesitate if it were for myself, as I have

handled the most vicious bees, but for a novice it would be

better to have pure-bred bees. I thought of Italian, as I know
they are a favorite bee in America, although with us they do

not do as well as the pure-bred English bee. I think it a good

plan for my son to start bees, even if they do not pay for their

keep, for the sake of the good they do in fertilizing the

blooms, and there are only some dozen colonies kept any-

where in the neighborhood. The man who keeps them de-

stroys his bees to take the honey. I hardly expected to find

any one here doing this."

E^" This is a good time to work for new subscribers.
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Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. Ne^w London,
Wisconsin,

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus
securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
They have also one One of the Largest Factories and the latest

and most-improved machinery for the mauufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there is in the State. The material is cut from patterns, by machinery,
and is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and '\ivhitest
BasS'WOOd is used, and they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine
and Kasswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best

machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies.

Please mention the Ameiicau Bee.Tournal. 7Atf

FEED YOUR BEESI
WITH EASWOOD. PROTECT THEM WITH EVERGRENS.

100, 2 too feet SIO, loo Baswood.Seedlings, « I. DtUvered free. Other J
l-izL's ju.-t ns ehc.iT'. 50 * l.OO Uargains li.v mail. 51illion«i to select from. Also •

M'>uit Trees. Small Fruits. Vines, ete. Liberul <-iisIi (..'inmi?sions for*
clubs. lUustrrttod eiitiiloKiie free. Guod loeat s^iU'.-iiun wanted. Address 4

3. HILL, Evergreen Specialist, DUNDEE, ILL.|
4E6t Mention the A mcrican Bee JournaL

Our Iew Catalogue^^^
Send us your Name and Address,

And we will take pleasure in mailing you a copy ll lIB IJ'Ij^ f

IT ILLUSTRATES AND DESCRIBES ALL THE

Latest and Best Apiarian Supplies

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.

Finest Alfalfa Honey

!

IT SELLS ON TASTING.

The Honey that Suits All

Who Buy It.

Low Prices Now!
We can furnish 'Wbite Alfalfa Extracted Honey, in 60-pound tin cans, on

board cars in Chicago, at these prices : 1 can, in a case, 7}i cents per pound ; 2 cans
in one case, 7 cents ; 4 cans (2 cases) or more, (iX cents. The Cash must accom-
pany each order. Fine Bass'wood Flavor Honey at same price ; also in

270-lb. barrels.

E^" A sample of either honey will be mailed to an intending purchaser, for S
cents, to cover postage, packing, etc. We guarantee purity.

Now it seems to us here is a splendid chance for any bee-keeper to supply his

home demand after his own crop is all sold. Or, why not begin now to create a
local honey-trade ? Order one f50-pound can first, and start out among your neigh-
bors and friends, and see what you can do. You ought to get at least 12 cents per
pound in 5-pound lots, or 40 cents for 3 pounds. Some maybe able to do even
better than that, though we think that enough ought to be sold at these prices to

make a fairly paying business out of it. Give it a good trial. Push it. It may
grow into a nice winter's work for you.

(lEORGE W. YOKK & CO., 118 Michigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Qerjeral licn)s^

Wild Parsnips.

From a bed of parsnips planted in Iowa,
I used volunteers or Felf-sown parsnips for
more than '2il years, or until 1 removed to
Kansas, in lss7. and they were as good and
wholesome as any. Ja.mes H. Wis«.
Hamilton Co.. Kans.

Bees Doing' Well.

My bees are doing well, carrying in pol-
len and some honey. All my colonies are
very strong, and have lots of stores. But
give me Italian bees and the American Bee
Journal, and I am at home.

Howard Risuer.
Ouachita Co.. La., March 1.

Good Prospects for Next Season.

Bees did a very poor business here last
season—very little surplus honey—but I

think they are wintering very well this
winter so far. I think the prospect is pretty
good for the coming season. Success to
the Bee Journal. S.vmlel Plory.
Keokuk Co.. Iowa, March 1.

Wintering Well.

My 4.5 colonies are wintering well on the
summer stands. Not one colony is dead
yet. Bees had a flight nearly every week
this winter. We did not have inches of
snow at one time all winter. The weather
Is warm now, and the ground bare.

P.iri. WUITEBREAD.
Luzerne Co., Pa., Feb. 20.

Everything' is Lovely.

We have just had about 5 inches of rain
in as many days, making a total of about
1.5 inches this winter, and now everything
is lovely. We expect a good crop of honey,
and good prices through the Exchange.

I must say that I think more of the ' Old
Reliable every time I read it. I consider
it one of my best friends. I wish its editor
the greatest of success. B. S. Taylor.
Riverside Co . Cal., Feb. 23.

A Very Discouraging Report.

I lost 60 colonies of bees the last three
years, I got some surplus the last season,
the first in three years, but that was only a
trifle. Hog cholera killed all my hogs—SO
odd head; then a cyclone last spring de-
molisht one of our farms, took all the
fences, etc.. and entirely destroyed the
house and out buildings. It took every-
thing I could raise to build and repair.

I can't keep bees without the American
Bee Journal. L. WniTE.
Caldwell Co.. Mo., Feb. 2G.

The Proposed Spelling Reform.

EniToR Yi>rk:—Is the extensive editorial
space in this week's (Feb. 4th) American
Bee Journal, devoted to the discussion of
the recent attempt to change the orthog-
raphy of the English language, a challenge
for a discussion of the subject in that j jor-

nal '. It appears to me that you need not
be greatly surprised if you. in the near
future, receive many applications for space
to air the peculiar and varied views of
many of your correspondents.
While 1 would like to enter upon a dis-

cussion of the subject. I hold that a discus-

sion of such topics is foreign to the best in-

terests of the Bee Journal, especially at
this time, as the minds of many of our best
writers would be diverted from the main
issue, and much valuable space would be
filled with matter that would not help the
bee-keeper in his pursuit.

Altbo I do not desire the change, why
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shoulil I antagonize you in your efforts to
do what you tbiuk to be right '. Is not the
present high state o£ civilization due to de-
partures '. All of man's beginnings are
small. All departures do not succeed. All
attempts do not revolutionize. I will let

you step aside in the new way, while I will

follow the old track a little further. I may
turn aside, or you may return. At any
rate, our journeys will end at the same
place. If you succeed, m: will have gained

;

if you fail, you will not have lost the re-

spect and admiration of your friends.

C. C. Paksons.

[Mr. Parsons, we think you are exactly

correct in not thinking it right to occupy
space in the Bee Journal with a discussion

of the proposed attempt in the line of a

spelling reform. It would be out of place

in a bee-paper. But we feel that, in justice,

what we have said so far in regard to it

was really necessary, so that all might un-

derstand our position.

—

Editor.]

Bees Doing Fairly Well.

The Feb. 11 issue of the Bee Journal must
have been miscarried by mail, as it did not
come to hand, and something seemed to
be wrong all last week, it not coming. It
seems we can't do without it. We have
two colonies of Italian bees, which are win-
tering on the summer stands. It is our
first experience with bees. They seem to
do fairly well. They had a good flight a
few days ago. I will increase my number
of colonies next summer.

GUSTAVUS KOLLS.
Hall Co., Nebr., Feb. 20.

Bees Breeding—Many Frauds.

Bees have wintered well so far. They are
breeding now. I have 24 colonies on the
summer stands. Bees went into winter
quarters rather light last fall. I got only
about one-half as much surplus honey last
season as the year before, but I hope tor a
good yield the coming season.
Give the swindlers and adulterators fits !

I hope it will not be long till we can have
laws in every State that will place every
one of that class behind the iron bars. But
the " honey frauds " are not the only ones.
There is a class of dealers in the " raw fur "

business who send out flaming circulars,"
giving big price-lists, and when they get a
shipment of furs from a ' • greeny. '

' they bite
bim beautifully. T. C. Kelly.
Butler Co., Pa., March 1.

A Few Honey-Recipes.

I send you a sample of grape jelly made
with honey. This is the way it is made;
GuAi'E Jelly Made with Honey.—I stew

the grapes until soft; mash and strain them
through cheese-cloth, and to each quart of
juice add one quart of honey, and boil it

until it is thick enough to suit. I keep try-
ing by dipping out a spoonful and cooliug
it. If you get it too thick it will candy.
Any other fruit-juice treat just the same.

GiXGER Snaps.—One pint of honey, one
teaspoonful of ginger, and one teaspoonful
of soda, dissolved in a little water, and two
eggs. Mix all, then work in all the Hour
possible, roll very thin, and bake in a mod-
erately hot oven. Any flavoring extracts
can be added, as you may wish.

Jumbles or Cookies can be made the
same way, without any sugar or syrup, but
add some shortening. In using honey for
any kind of cakes, the dough must be as
Ktiir with Hour as possible, to keep them
from running out of the stove.

reaches out to sufferiinj Imiiijinity in
il vl'ii

the form of .t. safe, sure ami efi'ec- -^

i''''^\

tive remed.v for the ills to which f ^ rj

flesh is heir. That Is why restored \,-%I
millions pay willing homage to

ii^^M^p
All experiment was passed long ago.

It is known to be a positive ciU'e

for

BRIGHTS DISEASE,
URINARY DISEASES,
FEMALE COMPLAINTS,
GENERAL DEBILITY,
AND MALARIA,

and all diseases arising from disor-

dered Kidneys and J.^iTer. Easy to

take, leaves no unpleasant taste, pro-

duces no ill effects.

Large sized bottles or new style

smaller one at your nearest Btore.

Mention the crlcnn Bcc Joui^iwL

Memorial Cards

!

(Willi Portrait ou tlieiii)

For presentntion upon the death of a dear
one, to relatives aud friends, have come into
vogue quite geuerally of late .years amongr
the American people. We furnish Ihem to
order. Send for free Illustrated circular and
price list. Prompt, and satisfactory work at
living prices. Address,

O. S. UTTER & CO,,
Times Bulldlnj.'. - Chuago, Ills.

For Sale, Cligice Italian Bees.
Full Colonies at *5. 00 ; Nuclei, * I per Frame.

—Queens In Tlieir Season.

-

Also a Full Stock of the

B. Taylor llaiidy

Send lor Catalog, to—

F. A. CBOWELL, Granger, Minn.
10E4t Please mention the Bee Journal

,
BEE-KEEPERS'

SUPPLIES.

To Si'icE AiM'LEs, Peaks oh Peaches.—
One quart of best vinegar, one quart of
honey, one-half ounce each of cloves and
stick cinnamon. Koil all together !"> niin-

WANTED -ATTENTION !

4,^EE HERE, Fiiond Bcc-Keeper, the hest
O goods are none too good, and the lo-vest

prices are none too low lor the present times,

so dowu go the prices for 1897 on Full lilne
of Bee-Keepers' Suppllrs.

1 defy coinpctilion In iiuallly and workman-
ship. Working Wax Into Foundation when
sent to me. a specialty. Write, without fall,

lor Catalog. My prices are worth looking at.

Wax wanted at 2(>r cash, or 2nc In trade, de-

livered. August Weiss, Hortonville, Wis.

6A8t Mention the American Dee JuumaL

^lo.n1'>-/^«<^1rc -V C'lioicc Lot of thor-

t>0CK6r6iS ougllhrcd B. V. Kocks, 9.

C. Black Mluorcas. S.C. Brown Iieghorns,*1.^5
each. Eggs Ironi same lireeds In season $1.2.5

lor 1."). Also Pl-AN'l'S-Strawherry, Bed and
Black Cap Uaspbprrv.

Mrs. Li. <'. AXTElli,
7Atf UosEviLLK, Wairen Co.. III.

utes. then put in the fruit, aud cook tender.
Put in a stone jar with enough of the syrup
to cover the fruit. It will keep as long as
wanted.

For Sugar CruiNG 100 Pounds of Meat.
—Eight pounds of salt, one quart of honey.
2 ounces of saltpeter, and 3 gallons of
water. Mix. and boil until dissolved, then
pour it hot on the meat.

I could send you more of such recipes if

you want them. W. A. Moore.
Salt Lake Co.. Utah.

[Yes, we are always glad to publish

tested recipes in which honey is used. We
can't have too many of them. It might be

well for the women-folks to cut them out

as fast as publisht, aud paste together in a

scrap-book. You might find them very

valuable, some day.

The sample of grape jelly made with

honey is all right. Thauk you for sending

it.—Editor.]

Prospects for a I/arge Honey Crop.

We have some :ilO colonies to commence
the season with. The prospects seem favor-
able for a very large crop, and we have
had abundant rains lately, and the honey-
plants are putting forth a rank growth.

I would be pleased to learn the address of
a dealer in Cyprian. Holy Land and Syrian
bees and queens. H. T. Chrismax.
Fresno Co., Calif., Feb. 1.

[Here is an invitation to some reliable

queen-breeder who has them, to offer them
for sale in these columns—the kind of bees

and queens askt for.—Editor.]

Yellow Locust, Etc.

Bees did only fairly well here last season.
They stored some surplus during the first

of the season, when after that we had so
much rain that it washt the nectar from
the flowers, and then we had a dry spell

when the bees ate most of what they had,
but later on in the fall we had an excellent
flow of nectar from wild asters and golden-
rod, which enabled the bees to gather
enough for winter stores, so I did not have
to feed much.

I would like to ask a question: Is the
common or yellow locust a good honey-
producing tree ? I have a great deal of it

around me, and when in bloom I hear a
noise as if bees were swarming on the trees,

but a neighbor bee-keeper tells me that bees
do not gather anything from the locust.

How is it ?

'

P. I. Hlffsiax.
Rockbridge Co., Va., Feb. 15.

[Will some one who knows, kindly report

as to the value of yellow locust as a honey-

yielder ?—Editor.]

Wintering Well—Clover Looks Well.

So far my bees are wintering all right.

There are some bees that wintered on the
summer stands in this vicinity, and they
seem to be all right. I winter them in the
cellar that I made two years ago out of

rock, with a temperature of 40 to 4i de-

grees. We bad some cold weather here
this winter; the coldest was :il degrees
below zero, but we are having fine weather
now, and everything indicates spring,

but we may have some cold weather yet.

I never saw clover look as well as it does
now. The prospects are good for a good
crop of honey from clover. Alsike is bet-

ter on low laud than red clover, and it

makes fine bee-pasture. It will do pretty
well in a pasture. It is a true perennial. I

have had it growing ou my land for five

years, and it is better now than it was the

second year. There are about 100 acres

within two miles of my apiary, which num-
bers 00 colonies, mostly hybrids. 1 prefer
Italians, because they keep out moths bet-

ter than the blacks. My scale colony's gain
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KEYSTONE :
WOVEN WIRE FENCE. •

IS .vtiOOl) irXCE—niadefrnnitlRhest •
»*t«M'l wirooT exactly the i'r<>i'«-i-xv€Mi;Ut; •
a.liM'i^ii^'ii' to any ik-trree oflioat orcold, •
expan«linffan-u-butractme. Intake up all •
slack. 25 tDf.s ill. liifh. Kct'ps all kin cUiftitock •
ill ui-out. S( iulInrljcel>n<.kon ft-m-p build in*?. •
KEYSTONE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., •

No. 3 i;u li SMi. t, rculMU. Ill, •

^ MONEY Saved is Money Gained. ^

THE ROYAL MM
Life Insurance Company

DES MOINES, IOWA.

The Iowa Policy
Is one that definitely promises to keep an
accurate account with you ; credit your
premiums and Interest, charge the actual
expense and mortuary cost, and hold the
remaining funds subject to your order.

AgeulH Wanted.
JOHN B. KING. General Agent.

Suite 513 First Nat'l Bank Bld'g,

20Att CHlCAfiO, ll-l..

RIG MONEY IN POULTRY
jlPet Stock and lucubutors if conducted
/.iccordiuti to "The Chautauqua
i Guide to Big Profits" ju^t out uud
I sent postpaid with our lsti7 Calsiloeue
forJc to help pay postaue.etc. Pest ei;H9
and stock cost no more if purchased of
u-i, you can then sell ^o^l^ product to

nd th"'isands others for hiL'h fanc> prices,
iiwu 3t>*l acres most eleiraiitly jidapted to

=poi.ltry. CHAUTAUQUA POULTRY &.

PET STOCK FARM,Box 17 KENNEDY, N.Y
TAi;j Jdentiori the American Bee JuumcU,

Our '97 Cataloff
—OF—

Apiarian Supplies, Bees, Etc.

Is yours for the asking.
It Is lull of Information. fW Write for It.

I. J. STRINGHAm,
105 Park Place. NEW YORK, N. Y.

Apuky—Glen Cove, L. I.

Our Prices
ARE WORTH
LOOKING AT

NEW CHAMPION CHAFF HIVE
especially. All other Supplies accordins-ly.
Send for Catalog and Price-Li^t. Address,

B. H. SCHMIDT & CO.,
48Atf Box 187, Shebdyoas. Wig.

Mention tlie Amcrlctm liee lonniai.

ySi! Beeswax
For all the Good, Pure Y'ello'w

BeeS'wax delivered to our oflice till

further notice, we will pay A-i cents per
pound, CASH; or 28 cents for whatever
part Is exchanged for the Bee Journal,
Honey, Books or Seed, that we offer. If

you w'ant casli, promptly, for your
Beeswax, send it on at once. Impure
wax not taken at auj- price. Address as
follows, very plainly,

GEO. W. YORK & CO.
118 Michigan St., CHICAGO, ILL.

was 215 pounds ; the highest gain in one
day was 11 pounds.
Iproduce mostly extracted honey, which

I sell at 80 cents a gallon. I sell my comli
honey at 10 cents a pound. 1 always put
ray bees out ou the summer stands just
after the first of March.
Hurrah for sweet clover! Sow it on the

roadside; it is better than ragweeds.
Henry Co., 111., I-'eb. 18. J. F. Wihth.

Ants and Bees—A Fine Place.

A colony of large red ants attackt a col-

ony of my bees one night in January, and
killed the whole of them. About as many,
in quantity, of the ants were killed as of

bees. I took HO pounds of comb honey from
the vacated hive. Tiiis same colony was
troubled with moth-worms last fall, and to
experiment 1 put a naptha moth-ball in it

on the floor. While taking the honey from
this hive I watcht carefully, and not a
trace of the worm could I fine.

My bees have wintered without the
slightest protection ; and tor the past three
weeks they have been as "busy as bees,"
gathering and bringing in pollen (and I

suppose honey, too) from the wild currant
blossoms. Many other shrubs and trees

will soon be in bloom, also the wild flowers
—the latter having begun already. This
particular location is certainly a fine one for
bees. Just think of it—you of the North

—

only about 6 or 7 days of the winter that
the bees have not flown 1

Mhs. M. M. Dunnegan.
San Patrice Co., Tex., Feb. 36.

Some Alsike Clover Questions.

1. Is the hay of Alsike clover as good
after it matures seed as it is before seeding?

2. Is it killed in the crook, or just after it

sprouts, as easily as red clover, should a
freeze or drouth strike It ?

3. If it is never cut for hay will it re-seed
itself ?

4. Does it afford bee-pasture the first

year ? W. A. J. S.

Sumner Co., Teun.

[On account of his extensive experience

with Alsike clover, we askt Mr. Frank

Coverdale, of Iowa, to reply to the above

questions, which he did, as follows;

—

Ed.]

1. Alsike clover holds its greenness until

the seed is ripe enough to cut, and I think
it makes the best hay at that time.

2. I never had any field of Alsike either
dry out or freeze out. I have one field now
4 years old. and in fine shape. Some years
ago I saw a flue field of it cut for seed, and
it all died at once. I never knew such a

thing to happen before, or since.

3. If it is allowed to ripen so that some
seed shatters off, it always re-seeds very
thickly.

4. If sown by itself, or with winter wheat
or barley, and the season is a wet one,
then bees work freely upon it in August
and September, but it doesn't yield honey
like it does in June the following season.

Frank Coverdale.

An Experience with Bees.

I started in bee-keeping two years ago.
With the assistance of the ''old reliable"
Bee Journal, and with careful managemeut,
my efforts have been successful so far.

In the spring of l^'.i.Jlpurchast 4 colonies,

increast to 21 that season, and harvested
400 pounds of comb honey. I then built

what I call a model bee-cellar, which will

comfortably hold M colonies, in which I

wintered my bees without the loss of a
single colony. Having 21 to start with last

spring, I increast by natural swarming to

50 colonies, and harvested SCO pounds of

comb honey, which 1 sold in my local mar-
kets at from 12-.; to 15 cents.

1 use the Sframe dovetail hive with the
Hoffman frames.
My bees are wintering nicely. My self-

regulating bee-cellar has kept the tempera-

l& LANDS
I'or 8iil4' Jit Low Prices siikI

The Illinois Central Railroad Company otfers

for sale on easy terms and at low prices. 150-

000 acres of choice fruit, gardening, farm and
grazing lands located in

SOUTHERN iimm.
They are also largely interested In, and call

especial attention to the 600,000 acres of land

in the famous

YAZOO VALLEY
OF MISSISSIPPI

lying along and owned by the Yazoo & Miss-

issippi Valley Railroad Company, and which
that company oflers at low prices and on long
terms. Special Inducements and facilities

offered to go and examine these lauds, both
in Southern Illinois and in the " Yaz )0 Val-

ley," Miss. For further description, map, and
any information, address or call upon E. P.

SKENE, Land Commissioner, No. 1 Park
Row. Chicago, 111. 8K6t

U&'rtiion. w* ir/iji^ican Bee JoumcU,

INCUBATiONT
^ i- the first step in the pouliry J
. business and much of future mi c- T
cess depends upon itscompleif- T

'ness There is no failure where ^
' RELIABLE INCUBATOR ^
is used. It IS fully warranted an I i
the product of twelve year? of T

^experience. It has never been beaten in a i
, Show, It is not like its competitors— it is better
, We tell why in new book on i>onltry. Sand lllc for it

iREUABLEJWCyBATQR AND BROODER CD. QUINCY- lU^it
36E17t Please mention the Bee Journal.

40E1

For a knife that will cut a horn without
crushing, because it cuts from four ^

sides at once gftt -
.. ^

THE keystone!
<—DEHORNER-i-l
It is humane, rapid and duraf)Ie, Fully

™
unrrauted. HIGHEST award AT WoRLT> s 9

I
Faih. ]>e>criptive circuhu-s IFItEIE. ^
A. V 1U:«>SII S, Co(lir;inviUe. P;i. ^©©©Ow^V^w^w~©©^

Mention the Amejican Bee JonniW..

MGNEYIN POULTRY
lltir I'iMlltrt U<t.tL;il :inil V. , r.l' \ ;ilit:iM..

lt»-cl|n.'Sfc.r*'-'7. liii..i> i^niili.-.! Ill ir^jK,!-.,.^,-,

.

111^' cuts, descriptions anil prices of 4,'i of
ilic-leading varielicsof Fancy Fowls, with
anportantlnnts on the careof poultry, and
hundreds of rpcipesof great v^iliu". Over
liHMl premiums won .il Ifadinj: shows.
I'rieex K«>diifpd One-Fourth. Finest IhxiIc

on! Price only lOc. Wdl reiurn money
if n-il salisfiiclnrv. A'Mre-«.
C- 3V. ^O "W 13 H. S -

Bo\ j;i, D.lKOTA. II-I... I. S. \.

AIentio7i the American Bee Journa',,4E7t

iWOVEN WM.FENCE!
Best on Karlh. Iloix-liiuh. Iliiir-

slron^.n^undi'hirkcn-liLrhl. With I
our UIFLKX ArrOlH-ilH' ainchine «

vmi can make 60 r>"i>,a dav f"i J
12 to 20 cts. a Rod.!
O.cr 50 ,l>lc'». <:iI:.l,.i,-ilo Klvi-. T

KITSELMAN BROS.,
B..J lis. Ridgeville, Intl. T

4»fc;ii iuciu ujii Uu, ^ iiiricatL lic^^uunui'.

CnP QAI F •*' BeevUle, Tex.-300 i olo-
run OnLL iilcs of Qrst-class Italian 1! -c-i.

JOOO cash, to close out. Address, J

10A4 S. A. LEEDS, Avery iKlaiid, L.i.

Ksfi*i3Ti the Amerboar^ B46 /«wwG.i
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FRESH
AND

SUKE
TO
GKOW

MONEY IN nUCUMBERS
Write to-day, mention this paper, and send 4 cents to pny pnsfape and I will send

vou a lil.i-ial packaKO of Buokbee'9 Monarch Cucumber-a world beater,

tocether with niT new Buyer's Seed Uui.le. the most ,attriloUve and
iiistniotive soeil anil plant book published.

H W.BUCKBEE.ROCKFORD SEED FARMS,
P. O. Box 537BOCKFOBD, ILL.

ONE MAN WITH THE

UNION
^""1-,'^-'°'-

Can do the work ot four
mea using band tools, In

Kipping, Cuttlng-o£f, Mi-
tring, Kabbeting, Groov-
ing. Gaining, Dadoing,
Edglng-up. Jointing Stuff,

etc. Full Llneof Foot and
Hand Power Machinery.
Sold on Trial. Calalosae Free,

SE>KrA FALLS MFG. CO.,
46 Water St SENECA FALLS. N. T.

lAly Mcnluj.. the Amerirnn Bee Journal

DipESi j CollegFi
Pens Ate. and Eighth St.

WlT'T^MJilMISt F'M.

Thorough Courses — Normal, Commercial, La-

(I'HS Literary, Sborthahd and Typewriilng.
rniclent and experienced Instructors. Doy
and Night sessions. Send for Catalog.

Prof. LEWIS EDWIN YORK, Pres.

BIfi MONEY IN POULTRY
OUR LARGE GUIDE tor SIT just

out. SonielhinK entirely new. HXt

pages. Printed in tiiiest t-olored work.
(Juntains everything [jeitainint: to poul-
try in full. PRICES REDUCED on
ist Prize Winners and Ki^ys. Postpaid
ln\ receipt ot l.*) cents, if you write now.
'JOHN BAOSSHEE, Jr., Bos 04 Freepoit.Ill.

1 A 1 3 1 Mf.ntion the American Bee Jownal

RAAT S(Get discounts on early orders

^IMlrkC \ for 1897. A. I. Hoot Co.'s Bee-OW US.
I
Supplies always on hand. Bet-

ter prepared than ever to fill oroers promptly.
ati-page ( 'ill alog free.

JOHN NEBEIi & SON, High Hill. Mo.

Mention the American Bee Journal. 4Atf

Oj
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HONEY and BEESWAX
MAKKET <HJOTATIO.^'S.

The t'oUowlag rules for grading- honey were
adopted by the North American Bee-Keepers'

Association, and. so far as possible, quota-

tions are made according to these rules:

Fancy.—All sections to be well fllled ; combs
straight, of even thickness, and firmly at-

tached to all four sides; both wood and comb
unsoiled by travel-stain, or otherwise; all the
cells sealed except the row of cells next the
wood.
No. 1.—All sections well fllled. but combs

uneven or crooked, detached at the bottom,
or with but few cells unsealed: both wood
and comb unsoiled by travel-stain or other-
wise.

In addition to this the honey Is to he claesl-

fled according to color, using the terms white,
amber and dark. That Is. there will be "fancy
white," "No. 1 dark." etc.

Chicago, 111., Pel). 18.-Fancy white. 12c.;
No. 1.10® lie.: fancy amber. Si39c.; No. 1,

7c.: fancy dark. T@8c. ; No. 1, 7c. Ex-
tracted, white, 5@7c. : amber. 5@6c. ; dark,
4(a5c. Beeswax, 25@26c.
Very little demand, considering season of

the vear.

Albany, N. Y„ Mar. 6.—Fancy white. 12-
i:ic.; No. 1. 11-12C.; fancy dark. 7-8c.; No.l,
6-7c.; Extracted, white. .T^i-ec; dark. 4-5c,
The honey market Is very quiet and stock

moving very slowly, even at rednced prices.
White clover is not plentiful. Extracted is

moving very slowly, but we hope for an im-
proved demand soon.

Indianapolis, Ind., Peb. 20.—Fancy white.
ll-loc: No. 1 white. 12-iac. Extracted,
white. 6- 7c. Beeswax. 22-25c.
Demand is fair for grades quoted, but no

demand for inferior grades.

Boston , mass. , Peb . 20.—Fancy white. 13
14c.; No. 1, 11-12C. Extracted, white, 6-7c.;
amber, 5-6c. Beeswax, 23c.

Cleveland, Ohio, Peb, 20.—Fancy white,
14!4@lSc.; No. I white. 12!4@13c. Extracted,
white, 6@7c.; amber, 4!4@5!4c. Beeswax, 22
@25c.
There Is not very much honey in our mar-

ket. Selling rather slow. Demand beginning
to be a little better. Think trade will be fair
in this line this fall.

Kansas City, Mo.,Peb. 19,—No. 1 white, 12
I^l3c.; fancy amber, ll@12c.; No. 1 amber. 10
@llc,: fancy dark, 9(ai0c.; No. 1 dark. 8®
10c, ; Extracted, white, 5^@6c.: amber, 5®
oHc; dark. 4@4V4c' Beeswax. 20@2oc.

St. Iiouis, Mo., Peb. 19.—Fancy comb. 12®
ai3c.; No. 1 white, ll@li;4c.; amber, 9®
lOHc; dark. 7@S!4c. Extracted, white, in
cans. B@7c. ; amber, in barrels. 4®4i4c; extra.
5c.: dark. 3® 4 c. Good demand for barrel
stock—comb slow sale. Beeswax. 23@23!4c.
-prime finds ready sale at 23i4c.

San Prancisco, Calif., Peb. 24.—White
comb. 9-lOc.; amber. 5-7c. Extracted, white,
o-o^c; light amber. 4-4i4c.; amber colored
and candled, 39ic ; dark tule, 2=^c,
Beeswax, fair to choice, 23-26c.

Philadelphia, Pa,, Peb. 2,—Fancy white
comb, 12-13C.: fancy amber. H-9c.; No. 1. 8c.;
fancy dark, 7-8c. Extracted, white. .5-70.:
amber, 4-.5c.; dark, 3!4-4c. Beeswax, 23c.
Season Is getting over for comb honey—very

little demand. Extracted in good demand.

Detroit, Mich., Mar. 6.—Fancy white. 13-
14c; No. 1, 12-I3c.: fancy amber. H-12c.;
No, 1 amber. lO-llc; fjincy dark, 9-lOc.; No.
1, 8-9c. Extracted, white. 5>4-6c,; amber,
5c, ; dark, 4-4V^c, Beeswax. 25-2t)c.

Cincinnati, Ohio, Peb. 20.—No. 1 white.
12®13c.; No, 1 amber, 10@l2c.; dark, 8®10c.
Extracted, 3!4@(Jc.. according to quality. De-
mand is slow for all kinds of honey.
Beeswax Is in fair demand at 22@25c. for

good to choice yellow.

HewTork, N. Y ,Peb. 20.—There has been
a little better demand for comb honey during
the last two weeks. Prices, however, will not
improve, as the season is too far advanced
and plenty of stock laying on the market.
We have a good demand for extracted buck-
wheat, candied, and bee-keepers having their
crop on hand yet, should now market It,

Beeswax is quiet at 2e 28c., according to
quality.

Minneapolis, Minn., Peb. 20. — Fancy
white. ll®12c.; No. 1 white, 10@llc.; fancy
amber. !)®10c,: No. 1 amber. 8@9c.; fancy
dark, 7@8c, : No. 1 dark. 6-7c. Extracted,
white, G®7c. ; amber, 5®3Sc, : dark. 4®5c.
Utah white extracted, 5@3!4c. Beeswax, 23®
2(3c, Market fairly steady for comb and bet-
ter for extracted than for some time.

Buffalo, N, Y , Mar, 5,—Demand a little

better, but lOc. cnntlnues the prevailing
price for strictly fancy 1-pound comb. Occa-
sionally lie. perhaps. In a peddling way.
Other grades range from 8@4c„ as to kind
and quality, etc. Extracted. 4@5c.

List of Honey and Beeswax Dealers.

Most of whom Quote In this Journal,

Cblcago, Ills.

R. A. BURNETT & Co.. 163 South Water Street,

New York, N. V.
HiLORETH Bros. & Seoelken,

Kansa* City, .^o.

0. C. Clemomb & Co.. 423 Walnut St.

Buffalo, N.Y.
BATTEK80K & Co., 167 & 169 Scott St,

Hamilton, 111*.

CHA8, DADANT & SON.

Fblladelptala, Pa.
Wm, a, Selser. 10 Vine St,

Cleveland, Oblo.
Williams Bros,, 80 A: 82 Broadway.

St. Louis, 9Io.

Westcott Com. Co.. 213 Market St

rainneapoliri, minn.
S, H, Hall & Co.

inilfvanliee, ATIs.

A, V, Bishop & Co.

Boston, mass.
K. E. Blake St, Co.. 37 Chatham Street.

Detroit, micb.
M. H. Hunt, Bell Branch, Wayne Co,, Mich.

Indianapolis, Ind.
Walter S. Pouder, 162 Massachusetts Ave.

Albany, N. Y.
Chas, Mcculloch & Co.. 380 Broadway.

Cincinnati, Ohio.
C. r. MtTTH & Son. cor. Freeman & Central avs.

Honey - Clovers !

We have made arrangements so that we
can furnish seed of several of the Clovers
by freight or express, at the following prices,
cash with order:

31l> lOib 25ft 50a>
AlslkeClover $.70 »1,25 »3,00 » 5,75
Sweet Clover (white; ,60 1,00 2.25 4.00
White Clover 90 1,60 3.75 7.00
Alfalfa Clover 60 1.00 2.25 4.00
Crimson Clover 55 .90 2.00 3.50

Prices subject to market changes.

Add 25 cents to your order, tor cartage, if

wanted by freight.
Tour orders are solicited,

GEORGE W. YOKK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.

One Cent
invested in a postal card
will get my large Cata-
log of All Root's Goods.
Send list of what you
want, and get price.

1*1. H. HUNT, Bell Brancb, mieli.
WmEM ANSWEflllQ THIS ADVERTISEMENT. WenTIOH This JOURM/.^

PATENT WIRED COMB FODNDATIOH

\ ^^B BelDR the cleanest la aenally worked
\ 3^H the qnlckeet of any Fonndation made

C^Ja J. VAN DEDSEN & SONS,
^^H^H Sole Manufactarers,V^PW SproQt Brook MoDtnomery Co.. N. T.

Menlvm. Oie American Bee Joumai,

Has No Sag in Brood-Frame*

Thin Flat-Bottom Foundation
Bas So fishbone in the Sarplas Bone;.

What Ails the A. B. J.?
NOTIIIM;, perbapH. But I'm using It as

aiiiedlmn lor telling you about Vellow-
zo.vKS, and since my first ad.— Dec. 17. '90.
have rec'd only 8 replies, while from the
ad. in the other bee-papers I am receiving
aiiundast returns.

Bro. York and His Force use them, and
speak of them highly—see pages 809 and
812, Dec. ITth.

Tboy arc Guaranteed to Please you. and
I might almost guarantee you'll become a
permanent customer, from the fact that
nearly all the hundreds of bee-keepers
who have ordered them once have ok-
DEliED UEI'EATEDLY.

Yellowzones arc an Honest, Efficient
remedy lor all Fevers. Headache. Colds.
Grip. Neuralgia and Kheumatism—espe-
cially serviceable In the GKIP.

Here's from Dr. A. B. mason, Feb. 8, '97:
" I shall telegraph you this morning for
Yellowzoncs, and you'll find pay enclosed.
Mrs. M. has the Grip, and they have helpt
her materially. Didn't know they were so
near gone, or 1 would have telegrapht yes-
terday."

t^~ You'll do best to order 6 Boxes, but just
to find whether you do or don't read the
A, B. J. ads., here's an offer-Send me a 2-
ct. stamp, and I'll send you a 10-ct. sample

You'll find them the most satisfactory reme-
dy you ever used for general household
emergencies.

1 Box, 18 tablets, 25 cts.; 6 Boxes, $1.

W. B. HOUSE, M. D.,
Mrawer 1, UE't'UUR, .IIIC'H.

CifiKii^'i x.f Arfjerica'''. 8ce Jcumcz.

Pacific Coast Bee-Keapers

!

UL-Y VOL'R

Dovetailed Cedar Hives
Direct from the Factory. Guaranteed equal

to the Ijest goods on the marliet.

Send (or Fricc-Ijist.

Rawson & Earner, Centralia, 'Wash.
lOAlSt Mention the Am. Bee Journal.

STR/ICTLi'X' I=tJR,E3

Bee-Keepers and Accumulators in- the D. S.,

It may be of advantage to you communicate
with us if you have Pure Yellow Beeswax for
sale. No Impure wanted. We are buyers.

Address. BAUGET ic HEID,
8 S. William St.. - New York, N. Y.

t/uvtiwi iji', Ami^-ic^^i Bit Jcumw- 8A4t

Golden

Add
Texas Queens

Dr. Gallup says they are the best he
has in his yard.

J. D. GlVEiNS, Lisbon, Tex.
Mention the Bee Journal. 9A26t.

Oiliro Cppp * useful articles for only 2-6mo. snbs.
uAMLO inLL fi.l'oultryKeeperat2.ic. Every poultry
rai^'T wants Diis leadinff poultry paper. Sample free.
Address Pol^ltrv Keefeb Co.. Box 44 Parkesburg, Pa.

MentUni the American Bee JotirKcl,

Convention ^'olices.

Texas.-The next annual meeting of the
Texas State Bee-Keepers' Association will be
held at Greenville. Wednesday and Thursday.
April 7 and 8, 1897, All are cordially invited
to attend.

Utali.—The I'tah State Bee-Keepers' Asso
elation will hold Its semi-annual meeting in
the City and County Building. Salt Lake Citv.
April .3, 1897. at 10 a.m. All are invited to
come and bring your friends. A full program
in the interest of the industry will be pre-
sented, amongothersubjects to be considered
being the best method of marketing our prod-
ucts, and how to best protect the bees from
foul brood and other diseases. In union is

strength, and by industry we thrive. The As-
sociation needs your aid: then let all do their
full duty, for their own interest .and for mu-
tual benefit and self-preservation.
Salt Lake City. Utah. E. S. Lovesy. Pres.
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i t% m» •* Copy of

LULL Siieeessfiil Bee-Keeping,
rR r r tjy W. Z. Hutchinson ;

^

I 1 1kk and our 1807 Catalog, for 'J-

cent stamp, or a copy of tho
Catalog: lor tlie Asking- We make almost
ETpryiliiiig used by Bee-Keepern, and at
Iiowosi Prices. Oi'n

Falcon Polisiit Sections
arc warranted

Superior to All Others.

Don't buy cheaply and roughly made Goods.
when you can have U»e best—siitli as we
make.

The Americau Bee - Keeper
[monthly, now in its 7th year]

36 Pages—50 Cents a Year.
Sample Fhee—Address,

THE W.T. FALCONER MFG. CO.,

JABCESTOWN, N. Y.

J»fe?Ui07i. the American Bee joiir<\-7,,.

nrr l/CCDCDC 1 Let me send you my 64-

ULL-KLLrLIIO . page Catalog for 18^)7.

J. M. Jenkins, Wetiimpka, Ala.

MiTiiticn the .Amen/iOM Bee Jcv,r>yM.

BeeswaxWaiited for Cash
Or in Ei-ebaufje lor

Foundation—Sections—Hives
or any Other Supplies.

Working Wax tllfo^n^ A Specially.

ES^ Write for Catalog and Price-Llst, with
Samples of Foundation and Sections.

GUS DITTMER,
Al tilSTA, WIS.

LEADS THEM ALL !

Williams' Automatic

Reversible Honey-Extractor
Leads them at,l. You want tlie best.

Price-List Free.

Van Allen & Williams, Barnnni, Wis.

8Ett MtMlan IJie American Bee .JuurnaL

BEST ON EARTH !

!

18 years the Standard. The 4-inch " Smoke
Engine." Is It too large? Will it last too
long? Will save you lots of money and bad
words. Send for Circular. 6 sizes and prices
of Bingham Smokers and Knives.

T. F. BIINGHAni, Farwell, Itllcli.

5Atf Menlwn the American Bee Juurnal..

TO REDUCE STOCK !

5 per cent. Off
Ou all Kibd< of Supplies

During March.
gl?~ Orders amounting to S.") or more will be
delivered f. o. b. cars Springfield. Ills.

W. J. Finch, Jr., Chesterfield, Ills.

lOAlSt Mention the Am. Bee Journal.

M.eroJMn thejLiaeiieaa Bee Jmi/f'tt,^>„

U/ANTCn — •"»''»'e"e'" ""«l Bee- Keeper
WHIiIlU at summer home In New Hamp-
shire ; one man who is competent for both po-
sitions and has had e.xperlence; young man
Kreferred : must bo of good character and
ablts; references required. Engagement un-

til fall certainly, and [terhaps perfiiatient If

satisfactory. Address with particulars and
state wages expected—J. J. tiliKSSINKH,
1800 I'rairle Avenue, c;h1(;a(;(), Ibi..

Hffiuio't. ill-: /i.-\A.T-'xxit?'i Bee JCfMrcioi.

^''^ Dadanfs Foundation SYear

Why Does It Sell So Well ?
liecause It has always given better satisfaction than any other.

Because IPJ 20 YEARS there have not been any complaints, but thousands

of compliments.

We Guarantee Satisfaction.
What more can anybody do ? Beauty, Purity, Firmness, No Sagging', No

Loss. Patent "Weed Process of Sbeeting-.

Scn<1 ^aine for Onr Catalog', Saiiiplc<« of Foiiiidalion and Teil
llalerial. We sell the best Veils, cotton or silk.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies of All Rinds.

The Classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.25, by mail.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
Please mention the Am. Bee Journal. HAMILTON, Hancock Co., ILL.

41 owiO'Me 4ieEic^^ioM!
T^- r=i

Our business is making Sections. We are located in the basswood belt of Wis-
consin ; therefore the material we use cannot be better. We have made the fol-

lowing prices :

Xo. 1 Snow-Wliilc. Ko. 1 Cream.
500 .?l.2o 500 §1.00
1000 at 2.50 1000 at 2.00
3000 at 2.25 3000 at 1.75
5000 at 2.00 | 5000 at 1.50

If larger quantities are wanted, write for prices.

Prii-e-Lisl of Scot ions, Foundations, Veils, Smokers, Ziue, Etc.,
Sent on application.

(iA35t MARSHFIELD IVIFG. CO., Marshfield, Wis.

Cut Prices to Move Stock !

!

There are a few items of desirable stock left of the goods secured of Thomas
G. Newman when we took charge of his supply business here. In order to close

these out and make room for fresh, new goods, we have decided to offer these at

prices which will make them go.

The following is the list, which will be corrected as the stock is sold ; if you
see what you want here, order at once, or you may be to late:

V-Top Langstroth Frames, 75c per 100 ; 250 for $1.25 ; 500 for $2.
All-Wood Frames, pierced for wire, same price while they last.

50 Comb Honey Racks, to hold sections ou the hive, flat, .Si.00 for the lot.

No. 3 VanDeusen Thin Flat-Bottom F'dn., in 25-lb. boxes, $10.50 a box.

Wakeman & Crocker Section-Press, 50c each (old price, §1.25).
Townsend Section-Press, 50c. (old price, §1.)
Hill Feeders, quart size, Sc each, 75c per doz. (less than half old prices).

Hill Smokers, iOc each ; by mall, ROc.
Quinby Smokers at 50c, TOc, and .§1.00 each—20c extra by mail.

Jones' Frame-Pliers, 10c each ; by mail, 10c extra (old price, 25c and postage.)

1896 Dovetailed Hives at Special Prices.
Desiring to make room for new goods, we offer from stock at this branch. No. 1

Dovetailed hives, Sframe complete, with sections, foundation-starters, and nails, at -*5.75

for .I; $1(1. ."lO for 1(1; .$a0.00 for ai : No. IE, same without sections and starters, $4.7.5 for

.5; .$8..50 for 1(1; fUi.OO for 'JO; 10-frame complete, 'JO cts. each extra; 10-frame E, 15cts.

each extra. Other Hives in stock at a similar reduction.

It tvaiitcd by Freight, add 'iSc lor cartag'c on orders for less tliau (15

THE A. I.[ROOT COMPANY,
Geo. W. York, Manager. 118 Michigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
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See the Wonderful ConiMnatioii Offer

ON PAGE 170.
To every person who reoeives this number of the American

Bee Journal we make a most magnificent offer. It is made to

New or Old subscribers, and ought to bring us thousands of

subscriptions right away. The Woman's Home Journal is one
that will delight and interest and educate the women folks for

12 months ; and the book— " Samantha at Saratoga '"— is just

brimming over with healthy humor. The book and woman's
paper are alone are well worth all that is askt for the combi-
nation which also includes a year's subscription to the Ameri-
can Bee Journal. (See page 170.)

Of this number of the Bee Journal we will send out just

10,000 copies, mauy of them to those who are not now regu-

lar readers. All such are specially invited to subscribe for it,

and begin to receive its weekly visits. It will surely pay
to do so, if at all interested in bee-keeping.

Should there be any new subscribers that would prefer to

have the Bee Journal alone, we will send it to such, from the

Several Visits—Nebraska Apiarian Building.

BY EDWIN BEVISS.

On the last day of August, 1896, I started for Omaha, to

visit some relatives I had not seen for many" years. When I

got to Osceola I found that I should have to wait a few hours
for a west-bound train. In order to pass away the time I in -

quired of a man who was working about the station if be
could direct me to some one in or near town who kept a goo
many bees. He told me to go down a street leading south

Nebraska Bee atid Honey Pavilion, State Fair Oroumis near Omaha.—See page 168 also.

time we receive their subscription to the end of this year, for
only no cents. This offer is made only to induce those not now
getting the Bee Journal, to give it a fair trial. After that, we
believe they will not try to do without it.

We hope our present subscribers will show these two gen-
erous offers to their bee-keeping friends, and endeavor to get
them to send in their order at once. Ife are trying to do our
very best for the Interest of all bee-keepers, and we believe
they appreciate our efforts fully, and will now do what they
can to help on the success of the old American Bee Journal.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., Publishers.

from the station, then turn to the right and go till I reacbt
the next street, then go on a little farther south and I would
find a man named M , who kept bees.

I started out with pleasing anticipations of having an
hour or so of talk with a man who could bee by the book, and
who was managing an apiary by the aid of all or most of the

modern apiarian appliances. Forgetting my instructions

when I reacht the first street running east and west, I turned
to the left instead of turning to the right, and then when I

reacht the next street running north and south I went on
south, but saw no signs of a bee-keeper around any of the

dwellings in that part of the town. Seeing the tops of some
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buildings beyond a rise in the road ahead of me, I concluded
the bee-keeper must be over there. The road led me along
the east end of a graveyard, and terminated a little beyond
the graveyard at a building which showed unmistakable signs
of being a slaughter house. This arrangement did not seem
to me to be exactly in accord with the fitness of things, but I

did not feel disposed to quarrel with the arrangement much,
so long as it was I that did not have to " pass through a
slaughter house to an open grave."

Retracing ray steps past the graveyard, I made inquiry
In the outskirts of town, and soon found where the bee-keeper
lived. He was not at home, but some oue, I presumed to be
his daughter, told me that I could look at the bees. After a
little search, I found them in the midst of weeds and grape-
vines and cornstalks and potatoes. This man, who kept a
good many bees, had five colonies. Four of them were in box-
hives, and the other one was in an 8-frame dovetailed hive,

from which the paint vpas mostly gone, and it seemed to be
terribly loose at the joints. Then I sadly retraced my steps
to the station.

AriARIAN EXHIBIT AT THE NEBRASKA FAIR.

When I reacht Omaha, I found the Nebraska State Fair
was in progress there. I spent a portion of two days on the

Fair Grounds, and as might be expected, the larger share of

this time was past in the spacious building devoted to bees
and honey. I was very much pleased to find an lowan there
with by far the largest and most attractive exhibit in the
building. Mr. Kretchmer's exhibit consisted of bees, honey,
and apiarian supplies. I was particularly struck with the
completeness of his exhibit of supplies. On ray return, I was
told by a resident of the place where Mr. K. does business,

that Mr. Kretchraer is doing a good business there, and that
his business is a great help to the town.

In one corner of the Bee and Honey building I found Mr.
Stilson with an exhibit of honey and supplies. He had also

quite a large lot of sweet clover seed, and was showing the
" White " combined section-press and foundation-fastener.

This seemed to me to be a good thing for the work it is de-

signed to do, and I wondered why Its sale had not been pusht
outside of Nebraska.

Next to Mr. Stilson was Mr. Whitford, with an exhibit of

honey and supplies. I had a talk of half an hour or so with
him that was interesting to one of us, I am sure.

Farther along was Mr. Stolley's exhibit of sweet clover
honey. Mr. StoUey was not in the building while I was there.

There were some fair exhibits by other Nebraska bee-keepers,

but none that approacht in magnitude that of Mr. Kretchmer's.
Decatur Co., Iowa.

More Information About Honey-Vinegar.

BY C. P. DADANT.

I am askt to answer the following questions in the Bee-
Journal :

"Please tell us more about honey-vinegar. Can it be used
In pickling, and all other purposes, the same as other first-

class vinegar? Can it be sold to the grocery trade?

—

Sub."

Honey-vinegar may be used for the same purposes as the

very best cider-vinegar. It has the qualities, with the better
flavor that honey gives it. We use It in pickles, in salads and
in cooking. Ordinarily, it is too strong for pickles and has to

be reduced by the addition of water. A good housekeeper gen-
erally knows by the taste what proportion of water should be
added to the vinegar, for pickles.

For sahids, it would be a mistake to add anything to it,

the proper way is to use a smaller quantity than if the vino-

gar was weak. French salad dressing is made with olive oil,

good vinegar, pepper and salt and a shade of garlic. Fastid-

ious people, who like garlic, but fear the after-taste, use it

sparingly, by simply rubbing the garlic over a crust of bread
which is cut up in the salad. Tlie salad should be drest on the
table, just as it is wanted, for the vinegar and oil wither the
green plants of which It is made, and destroy their flavor, if it

is allowed to stand any length of time. A tablespoonf ul of

vinegar should bo sufliciont, if the vinegar is good, for a salad

for half a dozen guests. If you ever try French salad with
honey-vinegar, you will never want lo use any other kind.

Honey-vinegar sells to grocers, but not to all grocers in-

discriminately. Mai;y grocers cannot be coaxt Into trying it.

Their custom wants cheap goods, and cheap goods they
must have. The vinegar for these dealers Is lo be had
for five to ten cents per gallon. What it is made of is

of no consequence. If it is only malt vinegar, or

cheap cider vinegar, it Is sufflcleutly healthy and although per-

haps not very good, it will not injure those who use it ; but if It

Is pyroligneous acid, or, worse yet, cupric acetate, or oil of vit-

riol weakened with water, it is a danger to those who use it.

Those who buy vinegar make a mistake when they buy a
cheap product. A family does not use a dollar's worth of vin-

egar in a year, and those who understand the risks that they
run in using a poor article very readily see that it is bad econ-
omy.

Those grocers, who are anxious to sell nothing but the best
goods, very readily buy the honey-vinegar, and after it is in-

troduced, it usually sells for twice the price of the cheap arti-

cle. We sell several barrels of It every year, and have custom-
ers who buy nothing else in the way of vinegar. We whole-
sale it to the grocers at 20 cents, and the retail price usually
30 cents a gallon. We are not the only ones who make it a
practice to sell honey-vinegar. Messrs. Muth & Sou, of Ohio,
tell us that they make and sell some 40 barrels every year,
and they say as we do, that it is not necessary to run in com-
petition with the cheap article, as the better trade will readily

pay the better price for a superior article.

Let the reader bear in mind that the only healthy vinegar
is that which contains anluial life, unless this animal life has
been destroyed by heat. This assertion was insisted upon
particularly a few weeks ago by a microscoplst who delivered a
lecture in our city. He had with him a microscope of great
maynifyiug power, the wonders of which were displayed by
the aid of a calcium light, throwing the shadows upon a wall,

and the audience was plainly shown thousands of vibriones—
wriggling like snakes in a drop of good vinegar. Through the
microscope these vibriones seemed a foot or more in length,

but it is a fact that they may be easily noticed with the naked
eye. Whether they are a cause or a result of the acetic fer-

mentation is not known.
To suTQ up this additional article on honey-vinegar, allow

me to advise the correspondent to try the honey-vinegar on a
small scale. Making vinegar out of honey should not be con-

sidered a good way to get rid of one's crop of honey, especially

if this crop amounts to thousands of pounds, but by judicious
management one may make and sell several barrels of vinegar
each year, out of residues of honey, such as the washings of

cappings, soured honey and remnants that might otherwise be
lost. Hancock Co., 111.

Numerous Experiments in Feeding Bees.

BY F. A. SNELL.

As a result of the poor season of 1S96 in many parts of

our country, a.good many colonies will be short of stores when
spring opens, and their condition will demand early attention

and feeding—in fact, early feeding will be a necessity to save
the bees, and bring them into a condition so the queens will

lay, and the strength of the colonies kept up, for it is a well-

known fact among bee-keepers that bees short of stores will

rapidly dwindle in early spring, if not result in their starving

outright.
I have done more or less feeding since the early '60's.

Formerly, my bees were in box-hives, and the colonies short
of stores were put into the cellar to winter, the hives Inverted,

and pieces of comb honey laid over the combs, as a supplement
to their scanty supply, gathered the previous season.

Later, I transferred my bees all into raovable-corab hives.

Then, like all beginners, I desired a too rapid increase, and as

a result I had too many weak colonics, which had to be fed in

winter and during the spring. I tried different methods In

practice at that time. Some were fed candy, and wintered
fairly well ; three were fed sorghum molasses, as was advised

by some writer. These three colonies went where the wood-
bine twineth, long before spring, as might have been ex-

pected. Only good honey, syrup from granulated sugar, or

candy made from that grade of sugar, are fit for winter stores.

Upon the advent of the honey extractor I was quick to

bring one Into us-e. The extracting was done from the brood-

chamber at that time, and the first season that I used it I

emptied all of the combs that contained very ranch honey,
filled during clover and basswood bloom. Owing to a drouth
later, that season we had but little fall honey, and, as a re-

sult, the part of my apiary run for extracted honey was de-

ficient In food for winter. I resorted to feeding, using honey
largely for the purpose. Then, and since, I have tried vari-

ous methods. I have used dishes filled with honey or syrup,

with pieces of combs to keep the bees from drowning, cloths,

sticks, etc. I have used entrance feeders, fed by tipping the

hives back and pouring the feed Into the hive-entrances ;

atmospheric feeders, cans, and the like, also sack feeders In a

small way.
For spring, to test the merits as to increasing brood-rear-
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ing, by feeding, in our location, 1 doubt very much the advis-

ability of feeding for this purpose, but whoro the spring bloom
is it may be very desirable, and of considerable value. What-
ever food is given, should not be too thicl<—it should not be as

thiclf as well-ripened honey.

After trying most of the bee-feeders in use, I find none

equal to that of J. A. Golden. It is so handy, economizes the

heat; it is used just over the brood. The feeder is set in a

surplus case used for 4,'4 sections. The food receptacle can

be made shallow or deep, as desired. If shallow, for stimula-

tive spring feeding, a mat can be placed over the feeder

proper, and the hive cover on this, thus retaining the heat to

the maximum.
I am yet feeding a little each spring to further test the

matter in the way of increast brood-rearing. We sometimes
have a dearth of bloom between apple, raspberry, etc., com-
ing early, and clover at the opening of summer. In this case,

feeding will be very useful. For general purposes I reserve

brood-frames tilled with honey to supply any colonies deOicient

in honey, and prefer it to any other plan.

The beginner should not strive to more than double his

colonies any year. Try to Iteep all strong, i'eeding for win-

ter, except in extremely poor seasons, will not then be needed.

It does not pay to extract all honey and feed bacli syrup for

winter food. I prefer hives or brood-chambers large enough
to hold honey enough to last until May. I have tried small

ones to my heart's content. Carroll Co., 111.

Things That are Worth Remembering.
BY MRS. L. C. AXTELL.

To feed the bees in seasons when they cannot get a living

themselves, and thus preserve alive " the goose that lays the

golden egg."
To have the supers on the hives before the bees get the

swarming fever—a little too early is better than too late.

To have everything in readiness for swarming time.

To keep cool and collected when bees are swarming.
To put all bee-utensils in place when done using them, in-

stead of leaving things lying around helter-slseiter, which
will often cause much loss of valuable time in hunting them.

And to Ijeep a little reserve strength for emergencies.

LOOSENING HONEY IN SUPERS.

When taking honey from the hives, if the supers are in-

verted, and laid upon a honey-board, and then piled one upon
the otiier, nearly all the sections will break loose from the

super and slip down upon the board, so they are easily re-

moved from the super. This refers to honey taken from the
hives iu warm weather, and supers having a bee-space above
the sections.

Should there be sections only partly filled, it would not be
well to turn the sections bottom upwards, as some would be
apt to crinkle down or fail over edgewise.

If full supers taken off the hives late in the fall are in-

verted, and strips of wood a bee-space thick (or as thick as

the bee-space above the section in the super) were laid on
each row of sections, and the supers piled one above another,
their weight would press them loose if iu a warm room, and I

think probably they would loosen even if in a cold room, but
I am not sure.

If full supers are inverted on the hives a few days before
taking off, the bees nicely till out all vacant places, and seal

them in nearly all around, but they soil the sections badly with
propolis, sealing the two sections together where the top one
rests upon the under one. Sometimes it will be diflicuit to

remove them from the hives— they will stick so. So it is not
advisable to turn supers over while on the hives.

MAKING HONEY-VINEGAR.

This is easily made by throwing into a Jar all scraps and
scrapings of clean refuse honey, and pouring in the jar warm
rainwater (well water will answer), and into the same jar
pour In all fruit-juices or jellies or preserves that have soured,
or settlings from the vinegar and mothers that gather on top
of the vinegar.

If the honey-vinegar is wanted to be white, I would not
put in grape or any dark fruit-juices, but an amber vinegar
that does not look darker than cider sells just as well as a
white vinegar. Of course, it should not freeze; I keep mine
in the kitchen or pantry until it gets partly soured, then drain
it from the settlings into the largo jar with my other vinegar.
I can never get barrels hoopt tight enough to hold vinegar if

kept in the cellar. Even if the bung is left out and the open-
ing covered with a cloth, the iron hoops always burst or the

barrel springs a leak, and I lose my vinegar every time, be-

fore I find it out. So, of late years, I have been using 10-

gallon jars, and cover with a cloth and board, which lets In

just air enough to cause it to come quickly.

If my vinegar shows signs of having those " vinegar eels "

In it, I scald and skim it, and wash out the jars carefully,

and tie cloths over tightly under the boards.
Warren Co., III.

Liquefying Candied Honey in the Combs.
BY I. \V. BKCliWITH.

Correspondents frequently ask what to do with combs of

candled honey ; and Dr. Miller either tells them to melt them,
or give them to the bees to clean, and save what little honey
they can from the bottom-board.

Now I want to whisper in the Doctor's ear, and say to

him to tell the next one to put those combs in a very damp,
warm place, and in a few days the honey will all be liquified.

Uncapping will very much hasten the process. Probably the

best place is over a colony ot bees in the cellar, with a honey-
board between (that will let the heat and moisture pass, but
exclude the bees), and made tight as possible above. The
honey can then b^ extracted or ifcd to the bees without loss,

and without danger of any granules being left in the sections

to injure the next crop.

MANAGING VICIOUS BEES.

Reading the articles of L. S., page 486, and the one by
Geo. S. Vinal, on page 595 (1890) reminds me of some ex-

periments I had many years ago.

I had two colonies, one pure Italian and the other " high
grade," that were as wicked as those that these gentlemen
tell about. It seemed that the more foreign blood, the longer
and more active their " tongues " at either end. They were
certainly the best workers I had. (See articles referred to

above.) The fowls and all other animals learned to avoid
that part of the orchard, and I am not sure but they kept the

thieving birds out of the cherry-trees. If one should pass the
hives when they were all inside (if it was not too cold or dark),

they would bo attracted either by the sound or jar of the foot-

steps, or by the smell, and come swarming out. The more I

smoked, the worse they were. I even smoked them till they
could not fly, and as soon as they recovered sufficiently they
would hoist the black flag-.

At last I took the smoker, well filled, and approaching the

hives at night as cautiously as possible, I would ^(t the hives

with smoke, being careful not to let the smoker touch the
hive, nor jar it in any way. After doing this a few times, as

soon as they got the least smell of smoke they would run up
the white flag—that is, they would hum their subjection, and
soon became as docile as any bees I had ; and the next spring
they had not forgotten the lesson in the fall.

Weld Co., Colo.

%
Yellow Sweet Clover—A Few Facts.

BY .JOHN M'ARTHUK.

In thus writing of the yellow variety of sweet clover
(raelilotus officinalis), my experience dates back 17 years, so

that all bee-keepers are not ignorant of it or its habits. From
the glowing accounts of it in northern Nebraska, one would
be led to believe that bee-keeping would be revolutionized by
a liberal application of the seed of melilotus officinalis. Re-
member, I am not writing from northern Nebraska, but from
Ontario, Canada, which means considerable in latitude, and
therefore may mean considerable iu the way of secretion of

nectar.

An American bee-keeper, inquiring about seed, asks the
question :

" Is it any better than the white variety ?" Now,
Mr. Editor, I crave the liberty of your columns, in order to

answer this correspondent, also to give my experience with
the two varieties, and their habits.

I would say, emphatically, that the yellow is not equal to

the white in many respects, because it blooms at a time when
we have an abundance of white, Dutch and Alsike clovers, and
very few bees will then be seen upon it. Its roots are shorter,

and don't penetrate so deep into the subsoils to extract mois-
ture. Its spikes of bloom are fewer, and not so long, and it

sheds its bloom quicker; the shoots from the root or seed are
not so abundant ; while for hay it is not to be compared with
the white— I should say about two to one in favor of the

white. As to pasturage, both are eaten greedily— I see no dif-
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fereoce, but I would expect the best results from the white, as

it is the more vigorous grower.

There is one peculiarity about the yellow sweet clover

that I have not seen noted by any one, and that is, the seed-

pod—examine it, and you will find it contains from one to

three seeds, differing entirely from the white in this respect,

which carries only a single seed in each pod. Its stems are of

a reddish nature, while the white are greenish. In very dry
seasons it often refuses to bloom a second time, while the

white never fails, and is the last Uower to be seen in bloom
that bees work upon.

Since becoming acquainted with the nature and habits of

the yellow variety, I find it better to confine it to bottom
lands, and northern exposures. The reason for selecting

these locations is to retard its early blooming. It seems to

thrive in moist places. I have quite a few acres growing in

the marsh, which I expect to see covered with it, in extent

about 1,0U0 acres. I can assure you it will not be my fault

if this is not the case, if I live long enough.

Having on different occasions made reference to it, and
admitting that it is finer in the straw, yet I have seen it on
rich, moist soil six feet in height. As a contrast, I have a

sample of the white that measures 12 feet. It is more shy,

and not so sure as a cropper. You can throw the seed of the

white anywhere, and be sure of a catch, if the seed is good,

almost every time; but not so with the yellow. Yet there is

something beautiful about its pretty, little, yellow blossoms,

that endears it to the lovers of flowers, which are a shade
larger than the white. When there is a good stand it looks

handsome when in full bloom. After being cut, it covers the

ground, and is of a crawling, or creeping, nature, never be-

coming very erect. It is not at all obnoxious, in fact I have
repeatedly sown it along some of the boulevards and streets,

and it meets with no objection. This is one feature that com-
mends it to bee-keepers.

In thus writing T am candid, having no personal aim in

view, and no seed for sale, all being spoken for. My last year's

crop of seed of the white variety, amounted to nearly 3,000
pounds, a few hundred pounds going to the United States. So
I take this way to thank my United States bee-keeping friends

for the interest they are taking in this, the queen of honey-
plants. Ontario, Canada.

Preventliig Bees from Leaviug a New Hive.

BV L. L. 8KAGGS.

.Tust put an entrance-guard over the entrance and leave

it there until they are satisfied with their new home. The
bees may come out several times, but they will return, because

the queen can't follow.

I have been practicing this for four years, and I find it

beats giving a frame of brood, or any plan that I ever saw in

print.

If you want comb honey, give the new swarm four frames
of sealed honey and four frames of starters, and see how quick

they will go to work in the sections, and the starters will be

built out with worker-comb, as a rule.

COMB HONEY HIVE—DOU'T FEED SUGAB.

Some one wanted to know if any one had tried a two-

story 8-frame hive for comb honey. Yes, I have, and I think

it is the best way with old colonies that get the sections

further from the old black brood-combs, and the sections are

as white as those that are built over new swarms ; and
you have 12 months' supply of honey in the brood-combs, and
that is what I want. I don't want to feed. I think that is

the worst business that a bee-koeper ever got into. Better

keep plenty of sealed combs, and never think of feeding. But
if you do get in that fix, whatever you do, never use anything
but honey, for if yon do it will be going all over the country

that you feed your bees on cheap sugar to "make" honey,

and people will tell all kinds of yarns about you. Take my
advice, and never use anything but pure honey, or you will be

sorry for it.

I think sugar-feeding has hurt bee-keepers nearly as much
as adulteration. From what experience I have had in feed-

ing, I would rather have two pounds of honey than three of

sugar. It was what was intended for bees; they never get

tired of working on honey, but sugar is different. They never

rear much brood when fed on sugar.

FIOHTINO COMMISSION AND AUI.TERATING FRAUDS.

Say, bee-keepers, if Mr. York gets a lawsuit on his hands
by exposing frauds, why can't we chip in a little to pay his

expenses ? A little from each subscriber would amount to

considerable, and we would never miss it. It seems like a big
load for one to take on his hands. He is saving bee-keepers
lots of money, by exposing these swindlers, and I think we
should stand by him, if he gets into trouble for our benefit.

Say, Mr. York, why not you and some more editors, and
able bee-keepers, frame a Bill or a pure food law, and send
out a copy to each bee-keeper to sign, and get all the signers
possible, then return to you, and you present it to Congress?
Don't you think the Bill would pass '? 1 believe nearly every
man would sign such a Bill. If the lawmakers want to help
the people, I think they would push such a Bill through at

once. I am willing to do all I can within the bounds of rea-

son, to stop adulteration, or any other kind of fraud.
Llano Co., Tex.

[Thank you, Mr. Skaggs, for suggesting that all turn in

and help in case we get into trouble for exposing frauds in the

interest of bee-keepers. We are not afraid at all, but in case

any swindler should think of fighting back, it would be a fine

thing to tell him he'll have to fight the whole bee-keeping pub-

lic. He probably would " tink a coople dimes " before he be-

gan to strike back. But they know better than to attempt

that.

Yes, it might be well to take up your suggestion about

getting a law against adulteration. But the plan was tried

once, and failed. Later on perhaps some such plan may be

undertaken again.

—

Editor.]

Several Notes on Bees ia Nebraska.

BY J. M. Y'OUNG.

Bees are wintering finely in this locality, the temperature
of the weather being so that they could fly every few weeks
through the entire winter, but spring dwindling usually gets

away with more bees than the winter here.

Where to Keep Honky'.—The proper place to keep ex-

tracted and comb honey is in a warm, dry room upstairs in

your dwelling or honey-house, where you have fire below the

most of the time. As soon as our honey is taken from the

hives it is placed in the upper part of our dwelling, where the

direct rays of the sun strike it at all times.

Stamping Sections.—I never use labels on my honey-
boxes, and yet my name and address appears on every section

I put on the market. I have a rubber stamp with my name
and address, that beats any label ever printed, and is just as

attractive. It is easily put on, does not cost very much, and
several sections can bo stampt in a minute, or several hundred
in an hour. Just try one, and convince yourself.

Dating Circulars.—Quite a few circulars come to ray

address without any date on them. It seems to me that all

printed matter of whatever nature should have something on
it to show just when it was '• horned." Also, if bee-keepers

would use colored paper for the covers of their circulars it

would bo a big item in many ways.

An Upto-Date Bee-Keepeb is getting ready now for

next summer, just as fast as he can. If ho hasn't been post-

ing up on bee-literature all winter, and looking up the best

and newest improvements ho will surely be " left " when the

time comes for real work. The winter-time is the proper time

to do all this—to fix hives, cases, boxes, etc.

Candied Honky in Sections.—-I don't agree with Dr.

Miller (see pages 74 and lOo) as to using old sections that

had candied honey in them. I usually have sections every

winter (and believe all beekeepers have) that the honey will

candy, and the unsealed honey will sour in the sections. My
hives are all 2-story, and when the weather gets warm I place

those candied sections of honey—in fact, all sections that have
honey in them— in the upper story of the hives, directly over

the bees, and leave them there for several days, and if the

Doctor will do this I think he will not find any granulation of

honey In them, and that they will be just as clean as anybody
would want them. If the sections are put in the open air, I

doubt If they are cleaned out properly.

Drawn-Comb and End-Spackrs.— I am watching those

fellows down at Rootvillo, on that drawn-out comb business ;

also that new improvement on frames with staples driven in
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the ends, and I hope they may succeed. The idea of using

drawn-out combs is a good one, and will be a big advantage to

bee-keopers, but the cutting off the ends of the frames— well,

I shall wait and see what the outcome will be, before adopting
the plan. From what I can gather from the idea, I don't be-

lieve it is just what Mr. Root thinks it is. Perhaps I may try

a few frames in my own apiary this season, merely to test the

idea.

Tall Sections.—The idea of Introducing tall sections is

undoubtedly a good one, from the fact that they look much
handsomer and neater when filled than a -tKx4'4' section.

The bees will fill them quicker than a square section. Years
ago 1 used what is called the " 2-pouud prize section," '1

inches wide, with a 12-inch case. It did not take the bees

any longer, apparently, to fill a case of 2-pound sections than
a case of 12 or 2+ one-pound sections; but as soon as the

square sections came into use, I laid them aside just because I

only wanted one size section to handle in my apiary. I still

have some of these same 2-pound sections lying around my
shop ; and to try them again, I think I will fix up a few cases

of them next summer, just to see how an old idea will work
along side the improvements of to-day. Now, if we can get

just one pound in the tall sections, or near it, they will be all

right. Everybody has become so used to buying honey in one-

pound cakes that if we introduce anything that will hold more
than a pound they will kick. A section 4x5x13-4 or by 1»<,

may make just one pound, or be the right size. If these sec-

tions go over a pound the bee-keeper will be the loser, and
the consumer the gainer. But, then, the greatest drawback
to tall sections is that of having to change all our cases, and
what to do with the ones we already have.

Cass Co., Nebr., Feb. 24.

The Eastern Iowa Bee-Keepers' Couveatioa.

BY W. A. HAY.

r~ The Eastern Iowa Bee-Keepers' Association met at

Anamosa, Feb. 10 and 11, ISy", and was called to order by
Pres. F. JI. Merritt. Secretary Keeler being absent, W. A.
Hay was appointed Secretary pro tern. The Secretary's and
Treasurer's reports were read and approved.

On motion of T. O. Hincs, the President was given the
power to appoint an experimental staff.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

QuES.— "Shall we requeen in the fall or spring?" Ans.—
It is the expression of this convention that we should requeen
about the time of fruit-bloom, or as early as the weather will

permit.
QoES — " Is It profitable to rear more than one race of

bees ? If so, what kinds ?" Ans.—We believe that it is

profitable to infuse new blood into our stock; and until we
get a better bee by trial, we will hold to the Italians.

QuES.—" What is the best method of keeping extracting-
oinbs over from one year to another?" T. O. Hines replied :

When I extract the boney from the combs, I would let the
bees clean them up. I would replace them in the supers, two
combs less than when there was honey in them, and divide

that space equally so that the combs will hang apart as much
possible ; and stack the supers away in the bee-house, or hang
them away with nails driven in the rafters in the bee-house,
where they will keep equally as well. I also think it impos-
sible to keep combs with pollen in, without sulphuring them."
Mr. Coverdale objected, and said that they are profitable for
him to keep for breeding purposes.

QuES.— " What should be the condition of a colony in

feeding back, to give the best results on nnfinisht sections? '

Mr. Coverdale said the condition of the colony must bo good,
and the bees put in condition that they will be forced to carry
honey fed to them into the sections. And it is the opinion of

this convention that it is not profitable to feed back.

QuES.—"Is It best to increase by natural swarming or
nuclei to secure the best results ?" Mr. Hines desires Increase

for the best results by natural swarming. Mr. Coverdale said :

"If I want both increase and honey, by nuclei." D. Benton
pre.fers natural swarming. Pres. Merritt, for the best results,

would increase after the honey season.

QiiES.—"Is it best to spread the brood?" Ans.—It is, if

you know how and when, and if it is done with great caution.

QuES.— " Does it pay to use full sheets of foundation in

brood-frames?" Ans.—All things considered, the convention
thought not.

The following paper was read by Mr. Frank Coverdale,
entitled,

ALSIKE CLOVER AS A FODDER FOR STOCK AND AS A HONEY-
PLANT.

In writing this paper I will endeavor to give plain facts

from my own farm. I harvested my first crop of Alsike in

1892, cut it for seed as soon as ripe enough, and it yielded,

from 8 acres, 32 bushels of nice, clean seed (which I sold for

$10 per bushel), and as nearly as I could tell, about one ton

per acre of very good cattle hay, which was 8 tons, worth So
per ton, or S40, to which add .S32i), and we have .S360. Take
off $32 for hulling,' and we have a net income of §328, which
is §41 per acre—a better income than I ever obtained from
any other crop on the farm.

Alsike will yield at least 3 bushels of seed per acre, and I

have obtained (the 4 years that I have grown it) an average
of $6.75 per bushel for the seed ; 75 cents ofif for hulling,

leaves $6 clear. The value of one ton of good hay per acre is

$5, making a net income of .$23 per acre, saying nothing
about labor of harvesting and threshing.

Let us compare results with the corn-grower, or, in fact,

any other crop. The average price of corn is about 82 cents

per bushel, and about 35 bushels per acre is nearly the aver-

age—40 bushels most ; sold at 32 cents will net $12.80 per

acre. Count the stalks at $1 per acre as feed, leaves $13.80
net, saying nothing about the very much increast labor of

caring for and harvesting. Corn or oats runs the land down,
while Alsike builds it up.

In considering the above, we might well add $5 more to

the real worth of the ground for another crop after it has

grown Alsike. If we should put it at .$13.80, net income for

one acre of corn, and $28 net for one acre of Alsike, we
would have, in my opinion, a very correct statement, which
will leave most decidedly $14.20 as the net value of Alsike

over the average corn crop.

Alsike hay cannot be beaten as a cattle food. They thrive

well whenever they get it. The hay is nice and green, even
after being hulled. Here is where Alsike gets the start of red

clover; the latter turns mostly black before the seed ripens.

Seed and hay can't be had at the same cutting.

Labor has gotten to be a big item on the farm. It takes

but little labor to handle a crop of Alsike for hay and seed. It

is done all at once, and at a time when it seldom rains—just

before oat harvest. This nice, well-cured, green clover can

easily be gotten up.

Alsike prefers low ground, but will do very well on hills,

if the ground is in a good state of cultivation. It is inclined

to grow too short on high, worn-out land. It does well where
the soil is loose. It should not be sown on clay hills, unless

manured. It will grow 4 or 5 feet high in a wet slough, right

among slough grass, and will run out the grass. Alsike is a

short perennial. I have a field 4 years old, and it is now
thicker than ever. It is grown north of us because of its

ability to stand the long, hard winters.

It is needless for me to say that this variety ranks well as

a nectar-yielder. I would place our honey-yielding flora in

the following order : Gray willow, heart's-ease, sweet clover,

Alsike, white clover, buckwheat, red clover, Spanish-needle,

wild sunflower, and a blue flower that grows along bottom
lands.

I might say mi ch more, but this paper is already long

enough. However, I will add that Alsike, like white clover,

refuses to a great degree to yield honey during a very dry
season. In 1894 I secured 2,00O pounds of comb honey,
nearly all, I think, from Alsike. There was over 100 acres

close to my bees, and they workt scarcely any on white clover.

One bee-keeper, who had about the same number of colonies

as I, and in about the same condition, secured scarcely any
surplus at all. He was not within reach of the Alsike fields.

Again, the honey from the above source was hardly as

light in color as that from white clover, but lackt nothing in

flavor. Frank Coverdale.

PRESIDENT MERRITTS ADDRESS.

It gives me pleasure to meet you again. These gatherings

are for the purpose of exchanging views and thoughts, and
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the pleasures that arise from a personal acquaintance with
those engaged in the same pursuit as ourselves.

Our present literature has advanced from a crude state to

almost a perfect ideal. The older bee-keepers can remember
in their early experience, if they would hear of an article in a
paper on bees, they would travel for miles to read it. And
then our hives and fixtures seem to have reacht perfection,
and the mode of operating the same has become so general
among bee-keepers that there seems to be nothing farther to

be desired. But in this we are in error, for on opening any of

the bee-journals one will find some new improvement on hives
and fixtures, or a new system of management to secure certain
results, and as certain conditions bring certain results, so are
some results often discovered more by accident than by delib-

erate planning of the apiarist.

In advising with several of the members last spring, it

was thought best to secure the services of three or four of

the more experienced members to experiment on such lines as
they may select. This was done to add new interest to the
next convention, as much as to the benefits derived from the
experiments. What benefits, if any, will be shown by the
reports of the staff. As no members of the staff have reported
to me their success or failure, I fear the work was interfered
with by there being a very small honey harvest, and in some
parts none at all the forepart of the season. But with dis-

couraging reports, I would urge the appointment of a staff to

continue the unfinisht work, and select other lines for the
coming season.

I would especially urge each member of the association to

give special attention to some line of work in the apiary, that
they are not satisfied with, and continue on that line until all

doubts are dispelled. It would add new interest at the con-
ventions.

The adulteration of honey should be considered by this
convention. I would suggest that the Secretary be instructed
to correspond with the secretaries of all associations in the
State, asking them to circulate petitions among their mem-
bers to be signed and presented to their various members of
the next legislature, looking toward the enactment of a strin-

gent law. We could then drive the foul curse of adulteration
of foods from our State.

The season of 18yii was one long to be remembered by the
bee-keepers of eastern Iowa. The fearful winter losses, and
absence of an early honey harvest, combined to discourage
some of our apiarists. But there was much to be learned,
even in a year of failure. In my apiary it was forseen in the
spring that feeding would have to be done to all the colonies,
and it was continued until basswood came into bluom. This
and other causes I will not mention in this paper, greatly In-

terfered with a line of experimental work I had laid out in

my own apiary.
In conclusion, let me say that I feel grateful to the mem-

bers of the experimental staff for the way they were willing to
take hold of the work, and the assistance they gave me on
other lines. F. M. Merkitt.

The experimental staff was continued over to the coming
season. Owing to the failure of the honey crop they were
unable to accomplish anything last season.

The election of officers for the ensuing year resulted as fol-

lows : President, F. M. Merritt; Vice-President, T. O. Hines ;

Secretary and Treasurer, W. A. Hay, of Anamosa.
The place selected for holding the next meeting was

Maquoketa. W. A. Hay, Sec.

A Nc'w Binder for holding a year's numbers of the
American Bee Journal, we propose to mail, postpaid, to every
subscriber who sends us 20 cents. It is called "The Wood
Binder," is patented, and is an entirely new and very simple
arrangement. Full printed directions accompany each Binder.
Every reader should get it, and preserve the copies of the Bee
Journal as fast as they are received. They are invaluable for

reference, and at the low price of the Binder you can afford to

get It yearly.

Xhc Alsike Clover Leaflet conslsts^of 2 pages,
with illustrations, showing the value of Alsike" clover, and
telling how to grow it. This Leaflet is just the thing to hand
to every farmer in your neighborhood. Send to the Bee Jour-
nal office for a quantity of them, and see that they are dis-

tributed where they will do the most good. Prices, postpaid,
are as follows : 50 for 20 cents ; 100 for 35 cents ; or 200
for OO cents.

* » »

"Ko-w is the Time to work for now subscribers.
Why not take advantage of the offer made on page 170 ?

CONDUCTED BY

Z>K. O. O. Jim,J.ER, MAKE2VGO, ILL.

[Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direct.1

Carniolan Bees and AdvertiscincnU.

I would like to try the Carniolan bees, but I do not find any
advertisement of any queens of that kind for sale. Could you
tell me, through the Bee Journal, of any one who has Carnio-
lans for sale ? A. S. R.

Answer.—It's rather early to think of getting queens, so
it's rather early to find advertisements of them. In plenty of
time for you to order you'll find queens advertised, and if you
don't fiud advertisements of any particular kind you're pretty
safe in concluding that practical honey-producers don't care
much for that kind. [Carniolans are offered in this number.—Editor.]

Flour and Comb-Biiiidins.

Our bees had several good flights here last week. I gave
them ground rye and wheat flour, and it was a pleasure for
me to see them so busy carrying it in. Do the bees build comb
from wheat or rye flour ? F. W. H., East Alton, 111.

Answer.—Probably flour of any kind cuts very little fig-

ure in the matter of comb-building. Feed sweets, and comb
will be built if it's needed.

The Dzicrzon Hive.

There is an old German who lives across the road from me,
and has been telling me of a hive they used in Germany, but
he can't give a discription of it so that I can make one. The
name of itis " Dzierzon." He says it is an automatic hive. If

you can give a discription of it in the American Bee Journal,
I should be much obliged, not only for me, but the old gentle-
men who is past 85 years. H. W. S.

Answer.—Dr. Dzierzon is the one who to-day stands high-
est of all men living as a leader in bee-culture. No living man
has done so much for bee-culture. An English translation of
his book, "Rational Bee-Keepiug," lies before me, but I feel

very sure it isn't worth while for you to have a description of

one of his hives. You wouldn't be satisfied to use it. E'er one
thing, you wouldn't be satisfied to have a hive from which you
couldn't lift out the frames at the top after taking off the
cover. With the Dzierzon hive you open the side or end, draw
out one frame, then another, and you cannot get the last

frame out of the hive without first taking out every other. As
to being an automatic hiver, it is no more so than hives com-
monly in use here. It is some time since I read his book
through, but I don't remember seeing anything about automa-
tic hiving, and certainly full instructions are given as to the
managements of swarms that issue.

^ I ^
Quecnicisncss—Putting on Su|>cr§, Etc.

1. As I bought three colonies of bees and have not much
experience, I would like to know how to tell when a colony is

queenless in the spring after taken out of the cellar"?

2. Must the super be put on the hive as soon as Intake
them out of the cellar ? ; I

.'

8. Can I let the bees work in the supers all the season

if I do not intend to feed them for winter ?

M. S., Dubuque Co., Iowa.

Answers.— 1. One way is to look for the queen. "^But
sometimes you may fail to find the queen, altlio a good one is

present. A better way is to look for eggs and brood. If you
find eggs, or little white grubbs, in the colls you may know a

queen is there. In rare cases the qiipon may not bo laying
when taken from the cellar,but will surely begin in a day or two.
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unless the coloDy is taken out too early. Don't take them out till

soft maples are in bloom, and not then unless the weather is

favorable for bees flying.

2. No, don't put on supers till the full flow of honey has
started. If white clover is your staple, don'» put on supers
till it is in bloom.

3. That depends. If you use 8-frame hives, and the
frames are kept filled with brood till late, they may be short

of winter stores. With lU-frame hives you are safer. Of
course you musn't leave a super on after the sections are tin-

isht.

Honey Griping in Medicine.

Will honey (fripe some people, if it be made into medicine
and taken ? J. E.

Answer.—I should hardly think so.

Taxing Bees in Wisconsin.

Are bees taxt, or taxable, in Wisconsin? Why I ask if,

that I have been assest at the rate of .S3 a colony, and there
are some 800 or 1,000 colonies of bees within 3 or i miles
of my two yards, that were not taxt. Our assessor has over
100 colonies. I do not find a person yet In this (Clark)
county, except myself, whoso bees were taxt. I don't intend
to do anything about it, but I would like to know if they had
a right to tax my bees, and, if so, why the rest were not taxt ?

H. C.

Answer.—Each State has its own laws about taxing, and
I don't know what the Wiscotsin law is. Any lawyer or jus-

tice of the peace ought to be able to show you the law. Xo
matter what it is, there seems no shadow of justice in taxing
one man's bees and not those of another. There seems to be
more irregularity about taxing bees than almost anything
else. In some places they are not taxt at all. But is there
any good reason why they shouldn't be taxt everywhere? If

a man steals or destroys my bees I appeal to the courts for

protection, and I ought to pay for that protection in the way
of taxes.

^
Siiippiug Honey in Jclly-Tuuiblers—Honey Cougli

Cures.

1. I waut to ship extracted honey iu jelly-tumblers. How
shall I pack them for shipping?

2. How can I make a cough and cold medicine out of

honey ? I mean by adding other ingredients. Would such be
good for croup also ? Minnesota.

Answers.— 1. Pack in boxes in sawdust. But unless the
honey is candied solid it will be likely to leak out under any
covering you may put on.

2. Yes, for an ordinary cough honey alone is a very good
thing, and it may be compounded with almost any of the other
articles good for a cough. Probably you can't count much on
it for croup unless you give enough to sicken the patient, and
that would hardly be wise. Among other medicines for coughs
is the following :

Honey-and-Tar Cough-Cure.—Put into boiling water a
shallow tin dish containing a tablespoonf ul of tar. When the
tar is hot, add a pint of extracted honey, and stir well for half
an hour, adding to it a level teaspoonful of pulverized borax.
Keep in a bottle well corkt. Dose, a teaspoonful every one,
two or three hours, according to severity of cough. This
recipe was given in a former number of the Bee Journal by
Dr. Peiro.

Here's another that's good : .Steep half a cup of flaxseed
in a cup of hot water. Strain out the liquid and mix with a

cup of honey in which is put the juice of two lemons.

Ifloving Bees to Wasliinglon, etc.

Having a 10-acre orchard in the State of Washington,
and a desire to introduce some bees in it, I subscribed for the
American Bee Journal as one of the necessary ways to start
right. Having never kept bees, it is unnecessary for me to

tell of my limited knowledge of them. I also found the Bee
Journal a little too heavy for a beginner. Can you spare space
to give a little advice and answer a few questions. The ques-
tions are these : Can bees stand a journey from this locality

to Spokane, by freight ? About two weeks' time is necessary.

Had I better send full colonies, or nuclei?—48 hours by ex-
press. Any general information you deem proper will be ap-
preciated. Do not bee-keepers ever sell bees ? I cannot find

an advertisement to that effect. E. J. M.

Answer.—A good text-book on bees would be interesting
reading for you, and after a careful reading of such a book a
bee-journal would be more enjoyable, and not so "heavy."
Rightly prepared, a colony of bees ought to stand a two weeks'
trip by freight, but there aresome risks. Perhaps it would be
as well to have a three-frame nucleus by express. Still better,

if you could buy near by where you are going.
Yes, bee-keepers sell bees very often, and a little later on

you'll see plenty of advertisements, but possibly none to suit

your case. Possibly the best thing is for you to put in a
" want ad.," and you'd likely get offers from which you could
select.

A man that is bright enough to understand that bees and
fruit go together ought not to make a failure with either.

Success to you.
M I

Goidcn's Plan for Comb Honey.

1. In following Mr. Golden's plan, after the queen has
been in the supers five days, then put back into the tive, will

the queen-cells be destroyed? What time will it take them to

do it?

2. What efl'ect will it have on the bees in the supers being
queenless ? I. C. S.

Answers.— 1. Your question evidently has in view releas-

ing the queen without cutting out the queen-cells. In some
cases I should expect the queen-cells to be torn down about as
soon as the queen was releast, but in the majority of cases I

should expect the old queen to issue with a swarm inside of 2-1

hours. On page 83-t {L896) Mr. Golden omits to say that
queen-cells are cut out when the queen is run in, but I have
little doubt that he always cuts out all queen-cells before let-

ting the queen out of her prison, and on page 834, where he
gives particulars, he expressly mentions that "Every queen-
cell was cut out." At the point where this statement is made,
there is evidently an error that somewhat confuses the whole
business. On page 834, a little below the middle of the first

column, occurs this line :
" hive the fifth day. Every queen-

cell," etc. Now change the place of that period, and make it

read: "hive. The fifth day every queen-cell, "etc., and you'll

have what was really intended.
2. You will see by the account on page 834, that the

effect was all right, as he got a good yield of honey, but then
the bees were never really queenless in the full sense of the
term, for the caged queen was present all the time.

Tbe California Bee-Keepers' Exctaange
is now officered by the following representative bee-keepers :

President—W. T. Richardson ; Vice-President—George W.
Brodbeck ; Treasurer—Los Angeles National Bank ; Secre-
tary—J. H. Martin, Box 152, Los Angeles.

Board of Directors—G. S. Stubblefield, C. U. Clayton, R.
B. Herron, E. A. Honey, J. la Rue, R. Touchton, J. C. McCab-
bin, W. T. Richardson, and F. S. Pond.

Directors-at-Large—J. H. Martin and Geo. W. Brodbeck.

Their last meeting was fairly well attended, and the in-

terest manifested was surprising after so disastrous a season

as 1896 proved to be. But all are looking forward to a more

prosperous year now. Prof. Cook, in the Cultivator and Poul-

try Keeper, wrote as follows about the Exchange and pros-

pects :

" The outlook for a successful honey-year and for wise
action on the part of the Exchange, fills all members with
great hope. It is confidently believed that the Bee-Keepers'
Exchange is a tremendous step in advance. The officers are
so wide awake, capable, conscientious and determined, there
can seem little danger of a failure. The honey-producers also

have the advantage of the Fruit Exchange, and they hope to

steer clear of its necessary mistakes. It is believed that the
advantages in improved sales, and also in more desirable pur-
chases of supplies, will so commend themselves to bee-keep-
ers that very soon we shall have all the bee-keepers of our
State as members of this Association."

Every Present Subscriber of the Bee Journal
should bo an agent for it, and get all others possible to sub-
scribe for it. See offer on page 170.
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Editorial Con)n)€r)i<y^

California Against Honey-Adulteration.—
March 12 we received a letter from Mr. C. H. Clayton, of Los
Angeles Co., Cal., informing us that his proposed anti-adul-

teration of honey Bill, as publisht on page 72, is now the law,

having past both branches of the Legislature, and signed by
the Governor. The Bill was past without amendment, which
shows how carefully and satisfactorily it must have been
prepared by Mr. Clayton. We congratulate both Mr. Clayton
and the bee-keepers of the great State of California upon their

success. Now, wo trust they will see to it that it is thoroughly
enforced.

Triangular Tin End-Spacers for brood-frames
are used by Mrs. Julia McGuire, of Shelby Co., Iowa. She
has kindly sent us a sample of them. It is a right-angled
triangular piece of heavy tin whose two equal sides are about

M inch in length. The square corner is to be flattened so that
it will stay in the wood better, then drive it in with a small
hammer right under the center of the top-bar, and as much
into the end-bars of the frame. The diagonal edge of the tin

will cause the frame to slip down to place at the side of the
hive-rabbet, and be properly end-spaced.

Mrs. McGuire thinks her end-spacer is better than the
staple arraugement recently suggested. It can easily be tried,

as such tin points can be had at any tinshop.

making Experiments in any line is often expen-
sive. And often many experienced bee-keepers allow their

enthusiasm to run away with their better judgment, thus get-

ting them into useless outlay and trouble.

Now we are not attempting to discourage a certain
amount of experimenting by every bee-keeper, but we do wish
to enter a word of caution to those who think that every time
a new hive or frame is brought forward they must throw away
all their old fixtures and lay In a big stock of the new.

We think the better way would be to experiment a little

each year. If a new hive is put on the market, just get a/cfc
of them' to try until fully satisfied they are an improvement
upon the kind you have been using right along. The same
suggestion will apply equally well to other apiarian novelties

and improvements. Belter leave the extensive experimenting
to the larger bee-keepers who possibly can better afford to lose,

in case there is much chance for loss.

Of course, the supply manufacturers get up things to sell

—that's their business, and It Is often all right; but all manu-
facturers are not as conscientious and conservative as they

should be, and may attempt to push the sale of things that

have not been thoroughly proven valuable. So we say, experi-

ment on a small scale, not more than you can do without en-

dangering your success for the year. But by all means do
some experimenting. Don't be entirely satisfied with the

favorable reports of others. Of course, most of the unfavor-

able reports, when given by bee-keepers of experience, can be

relied upon, and there's no necessity of the inexperienced going

over the same ground.

A Good Bee-Book should be in the hands of every

one who would keep bees. It will avoid the asking of hun-
dreds of simple questions. A carpenter could hardly make a

success of his work without proper tools. Neither can the

bee-keeper. And a first-class book on bees is one of the best

"tools" a new bee-beeper can possibly have. There are three
" best " books on the subject publisht in this country. They
are: " Langstroth on the Honey-Bee," revised byDadant;
Prof. Cook's "Bee-Keepers' Guide;" and Root's "ABC of

Bee-Culture." Each is mailed for $1.25; or we can send
either Langstroth's or Root's with the American Bee Journal

for one year—both for $2.00 ; or Prof. Cook's book and the

Bee Journal for $1.75. Which will you have ?

Nebraska Bee and Honey House.—On the

first page this week we give an Illustration of the beautiful Bee
and Honey house belonging to the Nebraska bee-keepers, and
located on their State Pair Grounds near Omaha. Mr. E.

Kretchmer, who is intimately associated with Nebraska's

apiarian history and advancement, contributed the following

description to Gleanings for Dec. 1, 1896:

The illustration gives some idea of the push and energy
of our Nebraska brethren for apicultural industry, erected on
the State Fair Grounds near Omaha, during the year 1895.
It, no doubt, is the most complete structure devoted exclu-
sively to the exhibition of bee-supplies, bees, and their pro-
duct. The building Is a substantial frame structure, measur-
ing, as you view the illustration, 64 feet from left to right,

and bO feet wide at each end, while the central portion pro-
jects over feet further to the front, and the two doors are
covered with a so-called "lobby," surmounted with tower-
shaped framework, ornamented with balustrades and flag-

staffs, while immediately over the entrance, resting on a
neatly modeled lintel, may be seen an imitation of the old-

fashioned German straw hive. The iron-covered roof has a
dome-shaped center, supplied with swinging windows, admit-
ting central light and ample ventilation ; and over this rises a
neat flag-staff, somewhat longer than the others, from which
floats "Old Glory."

The inside is floored with yellow pine; the side windows
are large, and so arranged as to show the exhibits to the best
advantage—the glass being stained or coated white to check
the effect of the direct rays of the sun. Around the sides are
placed long tables or shelves on which to place the exhibits,

with closet room underneath to safely keep cases, crates,

boxes, etc.; a railing, placed at a suitable distance from said
tables, prevents visitors from crowding each other against the
exhibits ; some of the honey and wax exhibits during the last

Fair were nearly 10 feet high, and crowding against it might
have caused considerable damage.

Seats are placed in various parts of the building, where
the weary visitor may find rest, or refresh himself at the foun-
tain of pure water just outside of the door.

In the center of the room stands a large glass case for the
exhibit of honey and waxwork. This case is of the same size

and shape as those used at the Columbian Exposition, in Chi-
cago, in 1893, for the exhibit of honey and wax. This case,

while It permits the exhibit of honey and wax in any manner,
shape or form, protects It against dust and damage resulting

from handling by visitors. Next to this case a space is set

apart for the purpose of practical demonstration of the man-
ner of extracting honey ; here our city friends are informed
by lectures and ocular demonstration that extracted honey is

Nature's own pure sweet—cleau, bright, and pure.

The central portion of the front side of tho building, just

under the words " Bee and Honey," is set apart as the super-
intendent's office, separately enclosed, and furnisht with table,

chairs, etc., and hero the exhibitor may at any time, prior to
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the opening day, make his entries and receive his entry-cards,
correctly entered by a practical bee-keeper familiar with api-

cultural phrases, avoiding the necessity of going to a remote
part of the grounds, and then stand in line before the entry
clerk in the secretary's office, awaiting your turn to make
your entries.

While we admire this magnlfioent building wherein to ex-

hibit the " little busy bees " ai.d the result of their labor, we
cannot refrain from mentioning that this building is due to a

great extent to the untiring energy of Hon. E. Whitcomb, for

over 10 years the President of the Nebraska Bee-Keepers'
Association, and to his able assistant, Mr. L. D. Stilson, edi-

tor of the Nebraska Bee-Keeper, and Secretary of the
Nebraska Bee-Iveepers' Association.

Mr. Whitcomb has been the Superintendent of the bee
and honey department of the Nebraska State Pair for I'i

years ; and the writer well remembers the remark he made
when, with his own hands, he set some posts in the ground
and nailed on some boards, for the first separate shelter for

the bee and honey exhibit. lie said :
" We will have some-

thing better.'' His extensive acquaintance with nearly all the

State officers, as well as the ulHcers of the Fair association ;

his zeal for bee-culture in Nebraska, his indomitable determi-

nation, bordering on obstinate tenacity that would not take
" no" for an answer, has been the foundation, cornerstone,

and superstructure of this building, to which every Nebraska
bee-keeper—yes, every lover of the busy bee—may point with
pride. E. Keetchmek.

*-•-.

IIou«'y <'un«ly aud <'ool»ies.—Mrs. A. J. Barber, of

Colorado, has very kindly sent us the following recipes for using

honey in making candy and cookies:

Honey-Caxhy.—One quart honey, one small teacup of granu-
lated sugar, butterjsize of an egg. two tablespoons strong vinegar.

Boil until it wfll harden when dropt into cold water, then stir

in one small teaspoon of baking soda. Pour into buttered plates

to cool. Without the vinegar and soda it can be pulled or workt
a long time, and is just the thing for an old-fashioned candy pull,

as it is not sticky, and yet is soft enough to pull nicely.

Honey-Cookies.—One large teacup full of honey. One egg
broken into the cup the honey was measured in, then two large

spoonfuls sour milk, and fill the cup with butter or good beet drip-

ping. Put in one teaspoonful of soda and flour to make a soft

dough. Bake in a moderate oven a light brown.

We wish to thank Mrs. Barber for these two recipes, and also

invite others to send in any more that are valuable, and that have

not been recently publisht.

T\)^ Weekly Budget.

Mr. G. a. foRGERSoN, of Dakota Co., Minn,, wrote us

March 5, when sending his renewal subscription :

" " I am very much pleased with the stand the American
Bee Journal has taken against fraudulent commission-men
and honey adulterators. It seems to me that if bee-keepers
would unite, aud stand together, great good could be done
along this line."

Mr. G. M. Doolittle, of Onondaga Co., N. Y., wrote us as

follows March 9 :

"The snow all gone but the deeper drifts, and spring
seems to be coming on apace. This is early for us, but none
too early for the bees, which have had no chance to fly in

1897. Those in the cellar care not, of course, but those win-
tered on the summer stands begin to want a flight quite badly.

I hope that the American Bee Journal will meet with the
success it deserves."

Dr. C. C. Miller, of McHenry Co., 111., wrote us as fol-

follows Wednesday morning, March 10;

" A magnificent morning. Last night I went down cellar

and 'harkt' at the entrance of every hive, and found only
three colonies dead ; and the book shows those three queen-
less."

The Doctor had 270 colonies last fall, having increast
during the season from 140, besides taking that nice crop of

10,00t) pounds of comb honey. No wonder he's been so

happy all winter !

Mr. Luther Hesrt Tucker, senior editor and proprietor
since 1873 of the Country Genteman, of Albany, N. Y., died
Feb. 2-1:, 1897. He was 62 years of age. He was a tireless

toiler in his chosen pursuit, and progressive agriculture has

lost one of its strongest supporters. The Country Gentleman
Is one of our best exchanges. Mr. W. Z. Hutchinson fre-

quently contributes to its columns articles on practical bee-

culture, showing that its editor used better judgment in the

selection of his apiarian contributors than most agricultural

publications do. The Bee Journal extends sincerest sympathy
to the bereaved family and friends of the honored Luther
Henry Tucker.

Mr. J. A. Golden, of Morgan Co., Ohio, wrote March 8 :

"Bees are breeding up quite a little for this climate so early."

Hon. Geo. E. Hilton, of Michigan, writing March 8, said:

" Long may the American Bye Journal live, and receive

a full share of the prosperity that will surely come under the

present administration, in which ' American markets for

Americans' will be the watchword."

Rev. H. Rohrs, a Lutheran minister of Rock Co., Wis.,

gave us a very pleasant call last week. He has some 30 colo-

nies of bees which he cares for in connection with his pastoral

work. Last year he had about 800 pounds of comb honey.

He has been experimenting a little in wintering bees the past

few months, and we have invited him to write the results a

little later on.

Dr. Peiro's department, which appears quite frequently

in the Bee Journal, is always worth reading. You will find it

on page 175 of this issue. By the way, if there is anything

wrong with your throat or lungs, it will pay you to consult

him. He makes a specialty of these things. He is also a good

family doctor—an M. D. of ovei' 30 years' standing—though
he prefers to sit most of the time, as he's pretty weighty !

Mr, J. C. Thompson, of Logan Co., Ky., sends a descrip-

tion of a new swarm-catcher he has invented. It is a little

after the plan of the Hill swarm-catcher. A box is made by

means of a frame of wood covered with wire-cloth, fixt on the

end of a pole of sufficient length. One side of the box is cov-

ered by a door which slides in grooves at each side, and a

string running through a pulley allows the operator to close

this door when the bees have entered. Then the box filled

with the swarm is laid over the frames of the empty hive, the

sliding door is opened, and the bees allowed to go down.

Mr. C. a. Hatch, once one of th.i most prominent bee-

keepers in Wisconsin, is now in California, In an exchange.

Prof. Cook has this to say about him in connection- with the

late meeting of the California State Bee-Keepers' Association :

"The presence of Mr. Hatch, late of Wisconsin, was very

gratifying. Mr. Hatch is not only a bee-keeper of prominence

in our country, but also a man of far more than ordinary in-

telligence. He was not only one of the most successful honey-

producers of Wisconsin, but was also quite noted as a general

farmer, especially in the production of sheep and mutton. So
successful was Mr. Hatch in his work that, for several years,

he was appointed as one of the lecture staff of the Farmers'

Institutes of that State. California is greatly to be congratu-

lated in having such a man with us."

Mr, A. S. Atkins, of Washington Co., Vt., had this to say

March 2, when renewing his subscription :

Dear Mr. York:— " I don't see how anyone that keeps

bees can get along aud never look inside of a good bee-paper.

I think the "Old Reliable" grows better ever week. The
times are very hard, but they will be much worse before I

shall try to get along (and keep bees) without your valuable

paper."

Mr. M. a. Gill, of Mesa Co., Colo., is the bee-inspector

for that county. He says this in Gleanings :

" This county (Mesa) has about 4,000 colonies of bees. I

personally examined 3, 100 colonies last season. I destroyed

by fire between 50 and 60, besides burning over 100 infected

hives and other fixtures. I also drove quite a number of colo-

nies back into their own hives after first saturating the inside

of the hive with coal-oil. then burning it to a char, and giving

them only V-shaped top-bars for starters. That the honey
they carry with them is digested before they can build comb
and store it is proven, I think, by the fact that of all the colo-

nies so treated only two showed signs of the return of the dis-

ease last fall."

This is a good time to work for new subscribers.
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The Funniest Book
of the Century
"SAMANTHA AT SARATOGA; or

RACIN' AFTER FASHION."
By JOSIAH ALLEN'S WIFfi.

Illustrated with Over 60 Drawings by F. Opper,

the Greatest Comic Artist in New York.

Over 100,000 copies of the agents' edition in

expensive binding were sold at $2.50 each. This

premium eilitioii contains 374 pages, and gives all the

reading matter and all the illustrations the same fis

the copios which sold at $2.50 each. Over 200,000

copies of the premium edition have already been sold.

THERE IS A BUSHEL OF

FUN IN EVERY CHAPTER.

Its Pictures are Just Killing
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•i^^ us in eacli case.

This book was written under the inspiration of a
summer season 'mid the world of fashion at Saratoga,

the proudest pleasure resort of America. The boolc

talies off Follies, Flirtations, Low=neckcd Dressing,

Dudes, Pug=dogs, Tobogganing, and all the extremes of

fashionable dissipation, in the author's inimitable and
mirth=provoking style.

' I woiiUl tear :» man iim' from lim' if I sec him a
tryiii' to flii't. witli you."

Children and gi'own-up people alike read with rap-

turous delight the story of Samantha's "tower" to

Saratoga, accompanied by her "wayward pardner,"

Josiah Allen. It is written in a vem of strong common
sense, as puro and innocent as the prattle of a child,

which keeps the reader constantly enjoying an ever

fresh feast of fun.
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Woman's Home Companioned^^^e^
FORnERLY LADIES HOHE COnPANION.i

This popular ladies' journal, now in its twenty-fourth year, is as readable and attractive as the best writers and
artists can make it. It is an unrivaled high'Class magazine of general and home

literature, profusely illustrated with exquisite drawings.

Tlie Woman's Home Companion has no equal in the excellence of its special departments devoted to Fashions,

Fancy Work, Housekeeping, Floriculture, Talks with Girls, Hothers' Chat, Home Adornment, Children, etc. of llie

noted writers wlio will contiilmte tlieir liesl work to tlie columiis of llic ('om]iani<ni (hiring- the coming year we
liavn space to name only a few: Mrs. Mary J. Holmes, Josiah Allen's Wife, Opie Read, Harriet Prescott Spofford,

Julia nagruder, Hezekinh Butterworth, and many others. The Coniiianion {jives 24 to :!2 pages, size 1 1 liy li'> inclies,

each issue, jiriiitcd on line paper and jnit into a handsomely illustrated c<iver. Specimen co]iy free upon re(piest.

To Boom Circulation We Hake tlie Following Liberal Clubbing Offer:

SAMANTHA AT .SARATOGA, Agents sold them for $2.50 each, but say $1,001
THE A^IERICAN BEE JOURNAL (Weekly) One Year, Cheap at . 1.00

!

WOMAN'S HOME COMPANION One Year, Equal to magazines costing 1.00

Total in Value. . . . $3"0()J

XOTHi:.- W/irii lluahoiT ojl,

AS A SPECIAL OFFER, WE WILL SEND

3 for $1.25
NEVER WAS SO MUCH GIVEN FOR SO LITTLE MONEV.

iirtt jifrd, noffiinini.s.sion irifi hi- <tU<»i-nl anil Ihf nonirs rinnifif hfcinfii/tit in tl '-/iih fuirtin! n pi

Address GEO. W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan St., Chicago, 111.
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Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. New London,
"Wisconsin,

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus

securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
They have also one One of the Largest Factories and the latest

and most-improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there is in the State. The material is cut from patterns, by machinery,
and is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the Clearest and 'whitest
Bassivood is used, and they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine

and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best

machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Liue of Supplies.

Please mentioa llie Ameiioau Bee.TourDil. 7Atf

HARNESS
B J^ FROM S5.00 UPWARDS.BARKLEY

910.00 ROAD CARTS
and upwards.

For Style ami I'luiah tUey
can n'>t be surpassed.

CARTS i
and BUGGIES

FROIVI $5.00 UPWARDS.
cut shows our S.5.50 Ilarness

which we make a specialty of and

'DEFY COMPETITION

We also manufacture a complete line
of GOAT and DOG HARNESS from

Sl.5()toS12.30per
set. GOAT or DOG
CARTS from Sl.OO
to S7.00. Write for
Goat Catalogue.

BAKKLE7
870. PHiETOH

BARKLEY
855.00 BtrSGIE'!
a Specialty. We guar-
antee Batiefaction.

eail our hook of voluntary Tcsti-
onials from our customers andsf.'
hat ttiey think
f Barkley Gooils

and Business
Methoils. It will
pay you to do so.

YEARS
have

manufactured and sold to dealers, BUT NOW we are sfUing
direct to consumers, saline: voii the traveliner man's expenses
and dealer's profit. Write Icr illustrated eat;ilf>!riie and prices.— __. _.. —... — QMDEN cnr Block,

FRANK B. BARKLEY MFG. DO. CHICAGO, SLL.

Odr Iew Catalogue^^^
Send ITS jouv Name and Address,

And we will take pleasure in mailing you a copy Iji I 9 |J' Ij' I

IT TLLUSTRA.TES AND DESCRIBES ALL THE

Latest and Best Apiarian Supplies

<3r. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN", WIS.

Finest Alfalfa Honey

!

IT SELLS ON TASTING.

The Honey that Suits All

Who Buy It.

Low Prices Now!
We can furnish 'Wbite Alfalfa Extracted Honey, in 60-pound tin cans, on

board cars in Chicago, at these prices : 1 can, in a case, 7 J^ cents per pound ; 'J, cans
In one case, 7 cents ; -i cans (2 cases) or more, 6j.j cents. The Cash must accom-
pany each order. Fine Bass^^ood Flavor Honey at same price; also in

270-lb. barrels.

IS^ A sample of either honey will be mailed to an intending purchaser, for S
cents, to cover postage, packing, etc. We guarantee purity.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Qucstiot;)''Box>
In the multitude of counsellors there is

safety.—Prov. 11-14.

Efl'ect or Cellar W^intcrlng on
tiic Bees vs. Outdoors.

Query 46.—Are bees taken out of the cel-

lar in the sprini? any more tender than those

thai have been out all winter ?— Wis.

J. A. Green— I think so.

G. M. Doolittle—I think not.

Jas. A. Stone— I don't think they are.

A. P. Brown—I have no experience in

this.

Eugene Secor—No, if properly win-

tered.

Mrs. L. Harrison— I do not think that

they are.

E. France— I don't know, as we win-

ter all outdoors.

Dr. C. C. Miller—I'm afraid they are

—

sometimes, at least.

W. G. Larrabee—I have had no experi-

ence in cellar-wintering.

J. M. Hambaugh—Some say they are,

though I never thought so.

C. H. Dibbern— I don't know for sure,

but it has always seemed so to me.

Prof. A. J. Cook—Not if wintered well.

They may be in far better condition.

Chas. Dadaiit & Son—They seem to us

to be, until they have had two or three

good, cleansing flights.

Dr. J. P. H. Brown—I cannot answer
from persoual experience, as in my
climate (Georgia) we winter out-of-doors.

H. D. Cutting— I think not. Many
old bees die after placing out that would
have died during the winter if left out-

of-doors.

P. H. Elwood—The bees that winter

the best are the tougnest, whether win-

tered indoors or out. It is the poorly

wintered bees that are tender, and
dwindle.

R. L. Taylor—Are cows wintered in a

comfortable stable any more tender in

the spring than those that have past the

winter with the protection of a rail

fence only ?

Emerson T. Abbott—No. Would a
man who had been out of the house only

once or twice during the winter be as

strong in the spring as one who workt
every day in the open air ?

G. W. Demaree—Not if the weather is

warm enough so that the bees are not

subjected to sudden changes of tempera-
ture. But, really, I have but an experi-

mental knowledge of cellar-wintering.

Rev. M. Mahin—I have no experience
in cellar-wintering, and in this climate

(Indiana) I do not think it advisable.

From what I have heard and read I am
quite sure that cellar-wintered bees are

more tender, and suffer more from spring

dwindling.

.1. E. Pond—I have never kept bees

inside, that is, I have always wintered
them on the summer stands, but I see

no reason why there should be any dif-

ference in tenderness, whether kept out-

doors or inside; and, again, I cannot
imagine bow any one can judge accu-

rately in the matter.

Mrs. J. N. Heater—Perhaps not, but

they are sure to have brood earlier, and
when placed out-of-doors will be tempted
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out in quest of water and pollen to feed
their young, and perish in the cold;
often to sucli an extent that not enouRh
bees are left to cover the brood ; and it,

too, is chilled to death. My heaviest
losses from spring dwindling have always
been from colonies wintered in the cellar.

Dr. A. B. Mason— I believe they are,
but a paper read at the Lincoln conven-
tion by Hon. E. Whitcomb, on the " Im-
portance of Watering in the Apiary,"
and the discussion that followed, has
somewhat changed my views in regard
to spring tenderness, or spring dwind-
ling, and I'm going to test the matter
myself this spring.

Qcj^eral Iten;)s^

Prospects for a Grand Yield.

We have a prospect for a grand honey-
yield the coming season, as the weather
has been unusually warm, and rains plenty
and gentle. I think we will have swarms
hv the middle of March. F. C. Wiggins.
San Diego Co., Cal., Feb. 28.

Flattering' Prospects, Etc.

We had a good season last year, and the
prospects are exceedingly flattering for a
good crop of honey next season, as we have
had plenty of snow to keep the white clover
well covered all winter. I have just exam-
ined the bees in the cellar, and find them to
be in good condition. F. A. Crowell.

Fillmore Co., Minn.. March 3.

Report for Last Season.

Bees were, for the last season in part
(east Pennsylvania) an entire failure. Last
spring I brought out of the winter 10 colo-
nies, increast them by natural swarming to
13 (luring the summer. I did not get one
pound of surplus honey. 1 decreast the col-
onies by uniting weak ones to U, and had
to feed 1.50 pounds of sugar for winter
stores, and tliey are now, so far, in good
condition. Yesterday they had a lively
flight. I still like bees very much, and
hope they will do better next summer.

P. W. Flores.
Lebigb Co., Pa., March 3.

Watering- Bees—Wintering, Etc.

While I enjoy reading the experiences of
others, I learn some tilings by experience
and observation which may be of interest
to them. I learned last summer that my
bees needed a great deal of water, both
fresh and slightly salt, and I supplied tliat
want by boring two 3-iuch holes about \^ of
an inch deep in a piece of board, and in-
verting in each a large glass can of water
(one slightly salted), and fixing a frame
over them so they would not tip over, and
hanging them in the shade of a tree in the
bee-yard. It was discovered to lie quite re-
markable, the amount of water they would
take. If I neglected to fill them as soon as
emptied, the bees would fairly swarm
around me when I went into the yard, as to
give me notice.

I also observed that they used more salt
water than fresh, during the breeding sea-
son and honey-flow, and more fresh than
salt later in the fall.

I learned in i)utliug foundation into
frames with three wires the long way, and
a groove in the top-bar, to spring the upjjer
wire down in the center about y, inch, and
the center and bottom ones upnljout '., and
]i inch respectively. Ijel'ore imbedding
them into the foun<hition, then the ujiper
wire holds the foundation in the groove
until the bees get it fastened, and as the
liees warm up the foundation the lower

K'

iffCAUn
y c AND

-the unhappy and hopeless con-
f dition of many a wife and mother I

I in the country home, all liccause
|

I

they have not tried a remedy that i

I

is within their easy reach. Ono j

' which has brought more health,
f happiness and sunshine into life '

I
than any remedy ever known. Its '

\ name is

'Yi6Aivyti>. i

I It never fails in

BRIGHTS DISEASE,
URINARY DISEASES,
FEMALE COMPLAINTS,
GENERAL DEBILITY,
AND MALARIA.

It Is a pnrely vegetable prepar-
[ ation, and numbers Its cures by

|

thousands. Try it and walk in
'

newness of life.

Large sized bottles or new style i

I

smaller ones at your nearest store.

!tt tjiaj^ctcji
Mention the American Bee Jmi/nwJ,.

Memorial Cards I

(Wlib Portrait on llieiii)

For presentation upon the death of a dear
one, to relatives and friends, have come into
vogue quite jrenerally of late j'ears among
Ihe American people. We furnish them to
order. Send for free Illustrated circular and
price list. Prompt aud satisfactory work at
ilvlug prices. ' Address,

G. S. UTTER & <::0.,

Times BuUdlnj?, - Chu'ago, Ills.

WANTED ATTENTION I

OEE HERE, Filend Beo-Kecper. the best
lO ^oods are none too good, and the lowest
prices are none too low lor the present times,
so down go the prices for 1 897 on Full Ijliio
ol' Bee-Keepers' Supplies.

1 defy competilion in quality and workman-
ship. Woiklna; Wax Into Foundation when
sent to me. a specialty. Write, without tall,

for Catalog. My prices are worth looking al.

Wax wanted at 2fic .Msh, or 2Hc In trade, de-
livered. August Weiss, Hortonville, Wis.
6.\8t Mention the American Dec Journal.

Pacific Coast Bee-Keepers

!

nUY YOUK

Dovetailed Cedar Hives
Direct from the Factory. Gtiaratiteed equal

to the best (foods on the market.

Keiid lur Pricc-i^liot.

Rawson & Barner, Centralia, Wash.
lOAlSt Mention the Am. lice .Journal.

\M
Texas Queens

!

Dr. Gallup .sajs they are the best he
has in his y.trO.

J. D. (aVENS, l,l>l>on, Tex.
Mention the Bee Journal. OAtJGt,

wires become straight, and the foundation
does not hump and bulge between them.
To day is warm and pleasant, the sun

shining brightly, no snow, and my bees are
having a fine flight, and cleaning up after
about four weeks of confinement— the long-
est shut-in they have had, and 1 could not
resist the temptation to peek into one hive
and see what they were doing inside.
Imagine my surprise at finding tlie hive
full of bees, with patches of sealed brood
nearly as large as my hand, and plenty of
iarvEe and eggs in three or four frames, in
the center of the hive, and plenty of bees
ready and willing to resent such untimely
intrusion

!

I packt my two colonies on the summer
stands in 189.5, end they wintered so nicely
that I tried it again last fall, as follows:

I drove four stakes into the ground,
about five inches from the corners of the
hives, with the top about six inches above
the top of the hive with one super on. Then
I stretcht a strip of tar felt around them,
put a piece of burlap on the section-holders,
and filled the super with dry leaves, and
packt between the felt and hive, aud over
the top, with leaves, leaving them high in
the center; and 1 stretcht a piece of felt

over the top. fastening it down by nailing
strips of lath around on top of the stalks.

I suppose chaff would do as well, but there
is nothing in the leaves to call mice, and I

can get any quantity of them by going into
the timber and scooping them up. I shall
leave them packt until the nights are
warm, and then save nil. to be used again.

H. W. Cong DON.
Cass Co., Nebr., Feb. 15.

That Utah Honey in Nebraska.

I would like to say through the American
Bee Journal, in answer to Mr. J. M. Young,
on page 133, that those '^bummers," to
whom he refers, paid me spot cash before
the car of honey was loaded here, for that
car of Utah honey, aud a better price than
was offered in Chicago, St. Paul or Kansas
City. J. S. Scott.
Utah Co., Utah. March S.

Mild Winter—Bees All Right.

Our winter is very mild—we have had
almost no snow, and bees have a flight

every few days. 1 think they will come
out in good condition this spring, but the
honey -flow does not look overly promising
for next season, as the clover is badly
killed. I have 60 colonies of bees, and they
seem to be all right. Last year we had
only about half a crop, and prices were low
at that, with commission swindlers still

worse than ever. 1 hope they will be stopt.

1 am very much pleased with the Bee
Journal. John Hokfman.
Waupaca Co., Wis., Feb. 23.

Notes from Tennessee.

As each week passes by. I look forward
to Thiir.sday night, as the time when the
Bee Journal will arrive, so rarely does it

miss.
The past year was not anything extra as

a honey-year. The only flow of much con-
sequence was the fall flow from asters,

which was very good. Liniien made a com-
plete miss last year, so 1 am expecting a

flow from that source the coming season.
White clover anil asters are both locking
well, and a better stand than is generally
seen. The saw mills liave nearly cut up ail

the large poplar timber, so we have no
honey-flow of any account from that
source. But po]ilar is just as doul^tful as
anything, at any time, and any place, for
honey: for sometimes you will get a good
deal of honey from it, and sometimes
liardly anything, altho to look at the l)op-

Inr bloom you can tell no difference, only
by the working of the bees.

I jiroduce only extracted honey, and offer

for sale no houey of inferior quality. I use
my off grades for feeding purposes. So,
after I have sold a certain man one lot of
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ONOE IN A LIFETIME i
is often enough to do Komo thiiiKra if done
properly in tlie first place. To build a ICey-
stono I'euce \a aoiup tho thlnj? right in tlip

beginning. 25 to SS int'hes hiprh. For tho
farju, lavni, ^lark and cemetery. Our
catalo{|iie contains convincing nrj^ument^

KEYSTONE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO.,
No. ;> Kiisli St., Peoria. lU.

•5> MONEY Saved is Money Gained. -S-

THE ROYAL UiMON

Life lusiiraiice Company
DES MOINES, IOWA.

The Iowa Policy
Is one that dcfluitely promises lo keep an
accurate account with j-ou ; credit your
premiums and Interest, charge the actual
expense and mortuary cost, and hold the
remaluinfr funds subject to your order.

AsEeiilH AVaiilpd.
JOHN B. KING, General Aqent,

Suite 513 First Nafl Bank Bld>,

20Atf CHICAGO, ILb.

RIR MONEY IK POULTRY
llPt^t SiOL-k and Incubators if conducted
i.ncordint; lo "The Chautauqua
f Guide to Big Profits" jusi out and
I sent pOHlpaid with our IbOT Catalot-ue
for4c to help I'.'iy postage, etc. Best eirKft

nnd stock cost no more if fiurchased of
tj'-. you can then sell your product to

Lu-;.Tnd I lii-oi^andtt others for hii:Ii fancy prices.

,:\Ve uwn :iiXi ncree most eleL-imtly adaoted to
-poultry. CHAUTAUQUA POULTRY &

PET STOCK FARM,Box i: KE?-JNEDY,N.Y
7 Al 3 Meiition the American Bee Journal,

Our '97 Cataloff
—OF—

Apiarian Supplies, Bees, Etc.

Is yours for the asking.
It Is full of Information. f^~ Write for It.

I. J. STRIKOHA3I,
105 Park Place. NEW YORK, N.T.

Apiary—Glen Cove. L. I.

Our Prices
ARE WORTH
LOOKING AT

NEW CHAMPION CHAFF HIVE
especially. All other Supplies accordingly.
Send for Catalog and Price-Liat. Address,

R. H. SCHMIDT & CO.,
48Atf Box IS", Shkbdygak. Wis.

Mention the A.mcrlciin liceJoui'iiaU

yi^! Beeswax
For all the Good, Pure Yello-w

BeeS'wax delivered to our office till

further notice, we will pay -i cents per
pound, CASH ; or 2S cents for whatever
part is exchanged for the Bee .Journal,

Honey, Books or Seed, that we offer. If

;ou want cash, promptly, for your
Beeswax, send it on at once. Impure
wax not taken at any price. Address as

follows, very plainly,

GEO. W. YORK & CO.
118 Michigan st. , CHICAGO, LLL.

honey, and explained my guarantee of

])urity, etc., 1 don't have to do so any
more. And as u natural consequence. I

cannot produce enough to supply my trade.

On page 98, Mr. R C. Aikiu corupares the
cost of comb and extracted honey, and he
says; " Root li!,ls uncapping knives at TO

cents, uncapping cans at $7. and extractors
at various prices; also buckets, strainers,"

etc. Well. I am inclined to think that he
could have said: 'To commence produc-
ing extracted honey it will cost thus and
so," for it takes just the same utensils to

produce .50 gallons of extracted honey as

iiOO gallons, but of course more storage is

needed, and more is required to harvest the
larger amount.
But what I mean is this; All the heaviest

cost of producing extracted honey falls on
the first lot, be it .">o or 500 gallons. And
comb honey costs just the same, year after
year, unless the price of supplies should
vary.

So, .I'ust taking Mr. Aikin's statement as

correct in the other details (which I admit),
it must be considered as an extra good
article, well worth attention.

I am very sorry the two Unions did not
unite, as I am in line with the new Union's
work of prosecuting adulterators.

J. A. Bearden.
Lincoln Co., Tenn., March 1.

Apparently in Good Condition.

1 bought a colony of bees in April. S'Jj.

and now I have seven, all but one appar-
ently in good condition. I packt them last

fall on the summer stands for winter, and
without any advice or special knowledge.
I think I have them pretty secure, as a few
days ago all but one showed up nicely while
flying around the hives. I have three
I.angstroth hives, and ithe others are in the
Hubbard hive. D. W. Will.
Somerset Co., Pa.. Feb. 27.

Bees in Good Condition.

I would not lose one copy of the Ameri-
can Bee Journal. I depend upon it a great
deal.
My bees are in good condition, and I ex-

pect a good crop this year.
ROBT. WrLLIAMSOS.

Choctaw :\.. Ind. Ter., March i.

Wintering Well So Far.

My bees are wintering well, so far. I

have lost one colony out of 103 here at

home. I have not visited the other yards.

The American Bee Journal is a welcome
visitor. Geo. P. Taylor.
Wyoming Co., Pa.. March 6.

Report for 1896.

I put 39 colonies into the cellar last fall,

and in 1896 took about 000 pounds of ex-
tracted and 4tX< pounds of comb honey from
18 colonies, spring count. I like the Ameri-
can Bee Journal verj- much, and would not
like to be without it. J. H. Miller.
Ramsey Co., Minn., March 8.

Taking Bees Out of Trees.

First, prepare a carrying box of light

wood, that will hold four or five frames. It

should be deeper than the hive to which
they belong, to give room for the bees.

Allow two inches for each frame. Instead
of rabbets for the fiames to rest on, nail

strips across the ends, with notches cut in for

the frames to rest in ; nail one strip across

the center below, notcht. for the frames to

rest in. to preventtheirsagging orswinging
about. Notch a strip to lit down on the

frames, to be held in place by the lid when
screwed down.
There must be a false bottom-piece to

each frame with strips of tin tackt onto
each side at the end. projecting forward '4

inch, so that it can slide up and down, and
not swing from side to side. It must have

t¥^California
If you care to know of Its Fruits, Flowers
Climate or Resources, send for a Sample Copy
of California's Favorite Paper-

The Pacific Rural Press
The leading Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the Paclllc Coast. Published weekly,
handsomely Illustrated, 13.00 per annum.
Sample Copy Free.

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
220 Market St.. - SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

CARLOADS
(n Bee-Hives. Sections, Ship-
ping-Cases. Comb Foundation,
and Everylliing used in the
Bee-Industry.

I want the name and address
of every Bee-Keeper In Amer-
ica. I supply Dealers as well
as consumers. Send for cata-

logs, quotations, etc. W. H. PUTNAHI,
RivEtt Falls. Pierce Co.. Wis.

HferniUrii rite ^^mcrican Bee Journal.

Mnih\ HONEY-EXTRACTOR
iUUlU !S Square Glass Jars.

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies in general, etc etc
Send for our new catalog,

" Practical Hints " will be mailed for lOo.
lu stamps. Apply to —

Chas. T. Mnth & Son, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Mention the American Bee J<mrn<U.

SEE THAT WINK

!

Bee - Supplies ! Root's
Goods at Root's Prices.

Pondcr's Honey - Jars,
and every thing used by
bee-keepers. Prompt ser-
vice, low freight rate. Cat.
tree. 'Walter S. Ponder,

163 Mass. Ave.,
Indianapolis. Indian.^.

-VWEH AHSW£«<.,G '1KI5 A0WEHTISEM6*! MEST J»i -J*8 JOOfUWU

er- IF YOU WANT THE

'WA>'-"|lOVPt[!'i^(,'

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
11.25 to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif,,

tor his « . ,

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

UNG DISEASES.
.^n years' experience. If your case is

sufficiently serious to require expert medi-
cal treatment, address

Dr. Peiro, 100 State St., ChicaRo.

HATCH Chickens ^r st^eam-

EXCELSiOR Incubator
Simple. Per\
iri,9. 1 noud^'Mis ID Eij^< ^\k\\

opcratinri. l,owc«t pricrd
flrst-clH«A llaU-her i;i;-()e.

<;E0. 11. NTAIIL.
tl4tot2gS. 6thKt,Qulnrr.:!I.

44A26t Mention the American Bee Journal

?Early Italian Queensf
Up till the middle of Anrll at these prices:

Untested, 7oc. ; Tested, •?l.2.3.

E. 1.. CARKINCiTOIV,
oAlTt Ue Fnniak Sprlnss, Fla.

Mt-'.tv: '. :': -i rrifTi/:i!,r, U£.f /<ntr«j.-..

Veil, o Veil, o*¥e:i.i.o\vxu.>i:!<
Yello'nrzones for PAIN and FEVER.
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THE RUMELY ENGINES & THRESHERS
trar-Wi^^TT ""'

l"'i',"' "i?,""
"""* '^'^"' «"«'"<« a. e simple an<l compound,

stru. tf(l of the best materml throughout, having in view large trartion nowcr.

V ,'ih ,„,;^,r„y^'^
eombino the apron and vibrator i.rinoiplo in om- m.uliine,vl.i.h iMoiluoes a separation of t-niin not attainwl l)v oth.T mac-hinf* Tlnv arefast. <-leail.economir throsh, ,s 1«!>7 .at;,i.,e-„,- ,,K,il.Tlr|.o. WritoVldT?

M. RUMELY CO., LA PORTE. INDIANA.

CURRANTS
Bring Big Returns

Choicest and bfst pn^v-Rg
kinds i.VfSS

and cost little time and labor.

injc vjinetifs of currants, e:ooseberru;s, and all kii

small fruits at the prices of the cominou sorts elsewlitr'j.j

BiggeRt and fullest stock of fruit and nut trees.
Cntalog describes them ail and gives prices. Free. ^92

AKTUUK J. COLLI>S, Moore»tuwn, K. J.^&S

ONE MAN WITH THE

UNION ^^o^i^NAT'^'*

Can do the work of four
men using hand tools, In
Kipping, Cuttlng-off, Mi-
tring, Rabbeting, Groov-
ing. Gaining. Dadoing,
Bdglng-up. Jointing Stuff,
etc. Full Line of Foot and
Hand Power Machinery.
Sold on Trial. Calalo$;oe Free.

SE^Er^A FAI^I^S MFG. CO.,
46 Water St SENECA FALLS. N. Y.

1Aly Mtnliu.. the American Bee Journal.

DufEsi \ College]
Penn Ave. and Eighth St.

Thorough Courses — Normal, Commercial, La-
dles Literary. Sborthahd and Typewriting.
Efficient and experienced instructors. Day
and Night eeselons. Send lor Catalog.

Prof. LKWIS KDWIN YORK, Prcs.

tm MONEY IN POULTRY

10A13t

BlOUR LARGE GUIDE lur 97 just

out. Sonietliing entirely new. 100
pages. Printed in tiueat colored work.
Contains eventhing pertainiiiK to Poul-
try in full. PRICES REDUCED nn
1st I'rizo Winners and Eegs. Postpaid
,ou receipt of 1ft cents, if you write now.
JOHN BAUSSEEB, Jr., Box 94 Freepoit, III

Me-ntion the American Bee Juiirnai.

SOOJ'lli
(Get discounts on early orders
for 1897. A.I. Root Go's Ree-

I Supplies always on hand. Ret-
tf-r prepared Iban ever to fill orders promptly.
;{(;-|niire Cat:i!ofr free.
JOHN NEBEIi & SON, Hlg-h Hill. Mr>.

JlfenttoJi the American Bee Journal. 4 A tf

n
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HONEY and BEESWAX

The following- rules for gradlug honey were

adopted by the North American Bee-Keepers'

ABSoclatlon, and, so far as possible, quota-

tions are made accordiug to these rules:

Fancv.— All sections to be well filled ; combs
straight, of even thickness, and flrmly at-

tached to all four sidfs; both wood and comb
unsoiled by travel-sialn, or otherwise: all the
cells sealed except the row ol cells next the
wood.
No. 1.— All sections well filled, but combs

uneven or crooked, detached at the bottom,
or with but lew cells unsealed: both wood
and comb unsoiled by travel-stain or other-
wise.

In addition to this the honey is to be classi-

fied according to color, using the terms white,
amber and dark. That is. there will be "fancy
white," " No. 1 dark." etc.

Chicag'o, 111., Mar, 9.—Fancy white. 11®
12c. : No. 1, 1 Oc. : lancy amber, 9c. ; No. 1. 7c.

;

fancy dark. TQSc; No. 1. 6@Tc. Extracted,
white. o@Tc. : amber. 5@6c. ; dark, 4@5c.
Beeswax, 25@27c.
For all bee-product, with exception of bees-

wax, there is a slow demand, with ample
stocks.

Albany, H. Y., Mar. 6,—Fancy white, 12-
i:ic.; Nq. 1. 11-12C.: fancy dark. V-Sc. ; No. 1.

6-7e.; Extracted, white, -TK-ec: dark. 4-5c.
The honey market Is very quiet and stock

moving very slowly, even at rednoed prices.
White clover is not plentiful. Extracted Is

moving very slowly, but we hope for an im-
proved demand soon.

Indiananolis, Ind., Peb. 20.—Fancy white.
14-loc.: No. 1 white. 12-13c. Extracted,
white, 6-7c. Beeswax. 22-23c.
Demand Is fair for grades quoted, but no

demand for Inferior grades.

Boston, Mass., Teb. 20.—Fancy white, 13
14c.; No. 1. 11-120. Extracted, white, 6-7c.

;

amber. 5-6o. Beeswax. 2.5c.

Cleveland, Ohio, Peb. 20.—Fancy white,
14i4@15c.: No. I white. 12H@l3e. Extracted,
white, 6@7c.; amber, 4H@5iic. Beeswax. 22
(a25c.
There Is not very much honey in our mar-

ket Selling rather slow. Demand beginning
to be a little better. Think trade will be fair
In this line this fall.

St. Itoois, Mo., Peb. 19.—Fancy comb, 12®
©ISc: No. 1 white, IKailS^c; amber, 9®
10!4c.; dark. 7@8^4c. Extracted, white, in
cans. 6@7c.; amber, in barrels, 4(a4Hc; extra.
5c.; dark. 3@4c. Good demand for barrel
stock—comb slow sale. Beeswax, 23@23Hc.
-prime finds ready sale at 23i4c.

San Francisco, Calif., Feb. 24.— White
comb. 9-lOc.; amber. .5-7c. Extracted, white.
5-5^c.; light amber, 4-4HC.; amber colored
and candied. 3».ic ; dark rule, 2J£c.
Beeswax, fair to choice, 23-26c.

Philadelphia, Pa., Peb. 2,—Fancy white
comb. 12-13C : fancy amber. 8-9c. ; No. 1. 8c.;
lancy dark. 7-8c. Extracted, white. 3-7o.

;

amber, 4-oc.; dark, 3!^-4c. Beeswax, 25c.
Season Is getting over for comb honey—very

little demand. Extr.icted in good demand.

New York, N, T ,Feb. 20 —There has been
a little better demand for comb honey during
the last two weeks Prices, however.'will not
improve, as the season is too far advanced
and plenty ol stouk laying on the market.
We have a good demand for extracted buck-
wheat, candied, and bee-keepers having their
crop on hand yet, should now market It.

Beeswax is quiet at 2S 28c., according to
quality.

Cincinnati, Ohio, Mar. 9. — Demand is
slo - lor extracted and comb honev. Wequote
comb honey at 10@13c.; extracted. GHSSc.
Dark comb seems to be an unsalable article
at this time of the year.
Beeswax Is in fair demand at 22@25c. for

good to choice yellow.

Kansas City, Mo., Mar. 10.—No. 1 white-
12® 1 3c. ; fancy amber, ll@12c.: No. I amber.
10@llc.: fancy dark. OaiOc; No. 1 dark. 8@
9c.; Extracted, white. .1® .iHc; amber, 4^4®
oc.

; dark. 4@4!4c. Beeswax, a.'jo.

Detroit, Mich., Mar. 12.—No. 1 and fancy
white comb, ll-12c : other brands, 7-1 Oc.
Extracted, white. .5-60.; amber and dark,
4-5c. Beeswax, 24-25C.

Minneapolis, Minn., Peb. 20. — Fancy
white. IKffll 2c.; No, 1 white. 10®llc.; fancy
amber. 9@l0c.; No. 1 amber. 8@9c.; fancy
dark. 7®8c.; No. 1 dark. 6-7c. Extracted,
white. 6@7c.; amber. 5®5i.4c. : dark. 4(3.')C.

Utah white extracted. 5@5y4c. Beeswax, 23®
26c. Market fairly steady for comb and bet-
ter for extracted than for some time.

Buffalo, N, Y., Mar, 6.—Demand a little

better, but 10c. cniitinues the prevailing
price for strictly furnv 1-pound comb. Occa-
sionally lie. perliap's. In a peddling way.
Other grades range from 8@4c.. as to kind
and quality, etc. Extracted, 4®5c.

List of Honey and Beeswax Dealers.

Most of whom Quote in this Journal.

Cblcago, Ills.

K. A. BtJRNKTT & Co.. 163 South Water Street.

New York, N. Y.
HiLDRETH BROB. & SEOELKBN,

Kansas City, Rio.

0. C. CLBM0M8 & Co.. 423 Walnut St.

Battalo,N. ¥.
Batterson & Co.. 167 St. 169 Scott St.

Hamilton, Illti.

Chab. Dadant & Son.

Pblladelpbia, Pa.
Wm. A. Selser, 10 Vine St.

Cleveland, OIilo.

Williams Bros., 80 & 82 Broadway.

St. Eionls, nio.

Westcott Com. Co.. 213 Market St

minneapolls, ininn.
S. H. Hall & Co.

IVIllwaukee, Wis.
A, V. Bishop & Co.

Boston, mass.
E. E. Blake & Co., 57 Chatham Street,

Detroit, nicb.
M. H. Hunt. Boll Branch, Wayne Co., Mich.

Indianapolis, Ind.
Walter S. Pouder, 1(32 Massachusetts Ave.

Albany, \. Y.
Chas. McCclloch & Co., 380 Broadway,

Cincinnati, Oblo.
C. F. MUTH & SON, cor. Freeman & Central avi.

Honey - Clovers !

We have made arrangements so that we
can furnish seed of several of the Clovers
bj" freight or express, at the following prices,
cash with order:

oft lOB) 25ft 50ft
AlslkeClover J .70 11.25 13.00 J 5.75
Sweet Clover (white) .60 1.00 2.25 4.00
White Clover 90 1.60 3.75 7 00
Alfalfa Clover 60 1.00 2.25 4.00
Crimson Clover 55 .90 2.00 3.50

Prices subject to market changes.

Add 25 cents to your order, lor cartage, if

wanted by freight.
Your orders are solicited.

GEORGE W. yob:: & CO.,
CHICAGO, ILLS.

One Cent
.ti.

wmex Ahswei

invested in a postal card
will pet my large Cata-
log' ot All Root's Goods.
Send list of what you
want and get price.

H. HINT, Kell Braiicli, lUicli.
S AOVESTISEMENT, MENTlOt THIS JOURN/i^

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATIOH

g?^^^ J. VAN DEIISEIS & SONS,
^^I^H Bole Mannfaotnrera.
VVPOT Bproat Brook MontKomerr Co.. N. T.

SfCTittoi rJic AwiYTjcan Bcc JCHmc.,

Has No Sag In Brood-Frame*

Thin Flat-Bottom Foundation
Has Ko Fi!sbboDe in tbe Sorplos Honey.

Betnfi the cleaneet la asnally worked
tbe QQlckest of any Foandailon made

Doctor^s fiir)is
Jiy Dr. PElIiO,

100 State Street, *, Chicago, 111.

MojisI*'*.—Very little is required in
these ca.-ios it the patient is kept in a mod-
erately warm room. The greatest danger
results from exposure to colds, when the dis-
ease is apt to attack the lungs, eventuating
in pneumonia. It has in rare cases so
affected the kidneys as to lay the founda-
tion for Bright's disease. Plenty of warm
drinks and gruels are safegards in measles.

Sore 'I'lii-Oiits are common at this
season, but should be given prompt and
careful attention, not so much for tbe pres-
ent conditions as in anticipation of the
aggravated results which are likely to
occur if neglected. Camphorated ointment
—before referred to in this column—is an
excellent applioatiou outside the throat,
protected by a substantial linen bandage.
It should be kept on until well. If fever
exists, a drop ot tincture ot aconite every
hour will relieve it. A gargle ot one tea-
spoonful of soda, six of honey, and a quart
of water—a mouthful used every hour

—

affords quick relief.

Well, 1 suppose it is not always conven-
ient to obtain the remedies prescribed,
simple as they are, but if every home kept
a family case of medicine—such, for in-

stance, as the publishers of this paper will
send you a description of upon request

—

vou would then have no trouble.

Bed-WeHing'.—I have received many
letters from anxious mothers regarding
this unfortunate habit afflicting their chil-

dren. I say to them, don't worry ; much
less make insinuating and cruel remarks to
the little ones regarding it. They cannot
help it. What you consider laziness on
their part is a form ot nervousness they
cannot overcome until the system matures.
Medicines are generally worse than useless.

Simply bear their troubles patiently—yes,
comfort and console them. A mother's kiss

is vastly more effective than a lot of scold-
ing-

Eliciiiiiati!ini.—The kind of rainy,
foggy weather that has recently prevailed
is likely to make itself felt in the joints and
muscles of the middle-aged. Where one
can do it, the hugging ot a hot stove is one
of the best remedies. Warmth is absolutely
essential—the more intense the heat the
better.

A few drops ot bryonia every hour or
two helps mightily to keep down the sharp
pains that often attends tiie stiffness of tbe
joints.

Eai-nclio. too, is likely to attack the
younger members of the family from the
same cause. A little camphorated ointment
melted in a teaspoon and pourei into the
ear pretty warm, soon lets the child into
happy slumbers. Dr. Peiro.

40 acres of laud suitable for the growing of
oranges, lemons or olives ; situated in tian
Oiego Co., Calif., with a well-equipt apiary of
I ;0' colonies of bees in good coniition ;

3-

room house, with good water. Apiary pro-
duced over live tons of fine comb honev from
90 colonies of bops in 1895. Price. -S -".ODO.

Address. nr. P. J. PAKKEK,
llA3t 955 5th St.. S.\N Diego, C.\LiK.

'J.eftviivn the AmarUxxn, Bee Jvu/rruA,

n.«v<^1<>A«<^1c• -* riioiee Lot of thor
t/OCKciCiS o'bred S. C. Brown Leg
horns. $1.25 each. Eggs Irom same breed In
season $1.25 lor 15. Also P1..\INTS—Straw-
berry, Red and Ulack Cap Raspberry.

Will stuff and mount birds and animals to
order. Price for small birds and animals 60
cts., and upward according to size.

nra. I.. C. AXTELL,,
7Att HoSEViLLE. Warren Co.. III.
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B a^ pi pi A Copy of—

-

LULL Sncecssfiil Kee-Keeping,rn r r by W. Z. Hutchlusou ;

I Ilkk and our 1897 Catalog', for 2-

cent stamp, or a copy of the
Catalo;^ tor the A»klii£. We make almost
Everylliiiig used by Bec-Keepers, and at
liOWOBi Prices. Our

Falcon Polisht Sections
;ire warranted

Superior to All Others.

Don't buy cheaply and roughly made Goods.
when you can have llie best—sutli as we
make.

The Aiuericau Bee - Keeper
[monthly, now in its 7th yearj

36 Pages—50 Cents a Year.
Sample Free—Address,

THE W.T. FALCONER MFG. CO.,

JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

Mentuiri, Hie Americo.n Beejour-w,.

The^Daiizeiibaker^llive
Has valuable features

possest bj' DO other, and
is surfily winning its

way ; was awarded a
Special Diploma, and
1st Premium t'orCOiaB

HONEY, at Mich. State Fair, 1896
Address,

Francis Daiizciibakcr, Medina, Oliio.

Care Tlic A. I. Koot Compau}'.

I ARISE
To SA7 to the readure

of the

BEE JOURNAL thai

doolittle:
has concluded to sell

—BKBS and QUKBN8-
In their Bcason, durinM
1897, at thefollowlne
priceB :

One Colony of Italians
on 9 Gallup frames, in
liBhtshippinK-bor $6 00
Five Coloniea 25 00
Ten Colonies 4500
1 untested queen. 1 110

6 '* queens 5 50
12 " " 1000
1 tested Queen... (i 50
3 " Queens . 3 5o
1 select tested queen 2 1

^ 3 " " Queens 4 0(1

Belecttesietl queen, previous season's rearinj; . 4 0{i

Sitra Selected for breedlnn. the VERT best. . 50ii

About a Pound of BEUS In a Two-frame NucIeUB.
with any Queen, $2.00 extra.

tr circular free. KlvInK full particulars reear<:-

iBR the Bees and each class of Queens.
Address

G. M. DOOLITTLE,
llA'25t I'OHOIJINO, Onon. Co.. N. Y.

BEST ON EARTH !

!

]8 years the Standard. The 4-lni-h " Sinoki

Eniflne." Is It too larjre ? Will It last to'i

Ions'' Will save you lots of money and Im.l

words. Send for Circular, (i sizes and prices

ol Hinnham Smokers and Knives.

T. F. BINGHAffI, Farwell, Iflirli.

5Atf Mention the American Bee JournaJ-

Bee-Kcepere and Ai'iMiniiihitors In the U. S.,

It may 1)0 of advantuKu to you communicate
with us If you have Pure Vollow Becswa.\ for
sale. No Impure wanted. We are buyers.

Address, BAICI.KT ic HKII>,
8 S. William St., - New York, N. Y.

HuiMc/n itw. AiMirii^n Bet Journals 8A 4

1

S Dadant's Foundation f^
Why Does It Sell So Well ?

Because it has always given better satisfaction than any other.

Because IPi 20 "VEAR.S there have not been any complaints, but thousands

of compliments.

We Guarantee Satisfaction.
What more can anybody do ? Beauty, Purity, Firmness, No Sagging, No

Loss. Patent "Weed Process of Stteeting-.

SeiKl I\siiitn I'oi- Our C'atalog', i^aiiipIeN of Foiiiidation and Veil
JVIaterinl. We sell the best Veils, cotton or silk.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies of All Kinds.

The Classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.25, by mail.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
Please mention the Am. Bee Journal. HAMILTON, Hancock Co., ILL.

meMowioMe 41 eMowioMi
IK r=i

Our business is making Sections. We are located in the basswood belt of Wis-
consin ; therefore the material we use cannot be better. We hav'e made the fol-

lowing prices :

No. 1 Snow-White.
,500 for $1,25
1000 for 2.50
2000 for 4.75
3000 for 6.T5

Bfo. 1 Cream.
500 for §1,00

1000 for 2.00
2000 for 3,75
3000 for 5.25

If larger quantities are wanted, write for prices.

Pricc-I>i»( of Seelioii!!, Foundations, Veils, Smokers, Zinc, Etc.,
Sent on application.

MARSHFIELD MFG. CO., Marshfield, Wis.6A3rjt

ROOT'S GOODS

!

^^^^^

i^" Before placing your order for this season, be sure to send for Root's

1897 Catalog, Ready Now.
Our 1897 Hives, with improved Danzy Cover and Improved Hoffman Frames

are simply " out of sight," Acknowledged by all who have seen them to be

a great Improvement over any hive on the market, of last year.

Comb Foundation
Cheaper and better than ever—clear as crystal, for you

can read your name through it. Process and machinery pat-

ented Dec. 8, 18'J(J. Samples of the New Foundation free.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
Factory and Main Office, MEDINA, O.

bk-a-n^ch: offices :

118 mieliijfan St., Oiiieaso, III. Syracuse, 'S. Y.

1024 Miss. Sir., St. Paul, Iflinn. Iflcclianic Falls, Maine.
10 Vine SI., Philadclpliia, Pa.

Mention the American Bee Journal
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REV. STEPHEN ROESE.

We received notice last week of the death of Rev. Stephen

Roese, of Salem, Pierce Co., Wis. He died March 9, 1897,

after a lingering illness, aged nearly 08 years. Some years

ago he was well known as a contributor to the columns of the

American Bee Journal, and often translating interesting arti-

cles from German periodicals.

His first wife, formerly Kathrine Wurst, died Dec. 13,

1S6.5, at East Farmington, Wis., leaving him with four small

children, namely : Augustus, Lizzie, Alfred and lua. He then

moved to Davenport, Iowa, where he married Martha Olson,

Dec. 2(5, 1866, who still survives him. By this union three

children were born : J. C. Roese, Mrs. Minnie Wagner, and
Rosa C. Roese, who preceded her father into the Valley of

Death two years ago last December.

In the American Bee Journal of April 6, 1889, there ap-

peared the following sketch of Mr. Roese, written by himself :

I was born July 3, 1829, in the town of Wohra, Electoral
Hesse-Cassel. My parents were at one time well-to-do farm-
ers ; my father having served in the great war against Napo-
leon Bonaparte, from 1806 to 1815, in both the decisive
battles of Leibzig and Waterloo. He was given to strong
drink, which brought the family to want and loss of home.
My good mother died when I was 10 years of age, and my
father was accidentally killed (while Intoxicated) by a wagon
being upset in a dug-out road, leaving me an orphan at the
age of 13. While standing at my father's grave, and seeing
my last earthly hope lowered into its bosom, I gave myself
into the keeping of Him who has promist to be " a father to

the fatherless," and vowed sacredly to God, by His help, that
as whisky had killed my father, it should never kill me. This
promise laid the foundation for my life of total abstinence.

At the age of 20 I was drafted into the military service,
in 184:9, at the time of the general revolution in Europe, and
my five years of military service was a constant equipment,
and moving to and fro during the Crimean war. On petition
I was granted a furlough to go on a visit to Holland. At Rot-
terdam I took passage for London, England, where I was in

a strange land with a strange language, making my home
near White Chapel, London. I met with a German missionary
there, whom I assisted in his ardent labors, and belpt in the
Sunday school.

After three months in that noted city, I longed to cross
the Atlantic, the land of the free, where my sister in Rockland
county, N. Y., was waiting for me. On my arrival at New
York, Oct. 30, 185.5, by recommendation of the German Lon-
don Missionary Society, I was employed as colporteur among
the Germans by the American Tract Society. During that
four years I studied and fitted myself for a better work. By

experience and change of views I became connected with the
Baptist Mission, and entered the services of the American
Baptist Publishing Society as missionary among the Germans
in the Upper Mississsippi Valley, from which service I was
compelled, by sickness, to retire two years ago. I am now
doing Bible work for the same society, as my health and
strength permits.

For many years I had a longing desire to study the nature
of honey-bees, but I feared their stings. At last I became
owner of a colony of bees, which I moved in midwinter, and I

wonder now how they lived through, for I nearly worried
them to death, carrying them up and down stairs until, in the
spring, hardly a handful of bees were left. They swarmed,
but the next winter they all died.

My desire to keep bees was so strong that I bought
another colony the next spring. On taking them home, a
distance of 13 miles, the roads being miry and bad, I ventured
to drive on the ice of Lake Pepin. After getting on the ice

(I did not know it was springy near the shore), I soon found
myself with the horse, buggy and bees immerst in water. By
the help of some skaters near by, I saved the horse, but my
bees could not endure so much water, and I had to purchase
another colony ; this, however, lived and did well until the
following winter, when they all perisht. After that I ob-

tained a colony of hybrids, and having heard and read of the
Langstroth movable-frame hives, and many other improve-

Rev. Stephen Roeae.

ments, I was not slow to avail myself of these advantages,
and I feel grateful for them, in which all modern bee-keepers
are partakers, and which the venerable Father Langstroth
was Instrumental in giving to the world.

The instructive reading of bee-periodicals, the exchange
of thought and experience of bee-keepers, queries and) an-
swers, etc., all has a tendency to make bee-keeping one of the
most fascinating industries in the world. Show me a success-
ful bee-keeper and I will show you an intelligent person.

Intelligence being the moving power In this great onward
work, they are a combined brotherhood, ready to sacrifice and
stand by each other in time of need. Comparing the tenor of

the bee-periodicals at the present date with those of years
gone by, it can be truly said that knowledge is increasing.
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Amalgamatiou, Adulteration of Honey, Etc.

BY REV. EMERSON TAYLOR ABBOTT.

"Amalgamation " having failed, what next? The proper
course to pursue seems very plain to me. In fact, I was iu

favor of this course at Lincoln, for, as soon as I heard Mr.
Newman's paper on the subject, I felt sure that under present

circumstances, a " union " was not possible. X am in favor, as

I was then, of the United States Bee-Keepers' Union going on
with its work just the same as though there, were no other so-

ciety in existence.

We claim all the time that there are 300,000 bee-keepers
in the United States. Only a very few of these belong to the

old Union, and it would seem that there is abundant room and
work for the new society. I know that the old society claim
that they have some money, and that that is what we are
after. It seems to me that it will not take the new society

very long to have as much, or more, money, if they will go at

it the right way. The rest of the 300,000 bee-keepers who
do not belong to the old Union have the cash on hand, which
they have not paid in for membprship, and all that is necessary
is for them to hand over a dollar each to Dr. Mason, and then
they will belong to a society that has more money than the
old Union.

But, says someone, " You people have no right to use the
name 'Union,' as it belongs to the oW society, and you may
get an injunction suit on your hands, if you persist in using
It." Well, I am not so sure that we have no right to use the
word Union, but as we used it only because it was thought it

might prove an aid in amalgamating the two socities, I now
move you, Mr. President, that we drop the word "Union"
from our name, and use in its stead the word " Alliance." If

I can get a second to this motion, I hope, Mr. President, you
will put the question at once.

Just try that name and see how it sounds—The United
States Bee-Keepers' Alliance. Not bad, is it? This would
give us a clear field and no cause for hard feelings, or the writ-

ing of harsh things. If our friends of the old Union do not
want to come with us, that we may do them good, then we will

just go quietly but earnestly on our way, and try to do our-
selves and the rest of the fraternity some good. What have
the 76 members of the Uuited States Bee-Keepers' Union to

say to this ? Let us have an expression on the subject.

Now a word about the

AIM OF THE NEW UNION.

I very much fear some of our friends are getting a little

rash in their talk about lawsuits, etc. Of course it sounds
well and appeals to the masses in these days when everybody
is wanting a law past to aid and abet his pet hobby. It is said

sometimes that the way to prevent war is to keep a strong
navy and a big standing army. This is my idea of a well-or-

ganized bee-keepers' society. It would soon become a power
in our body politic which would command respectful attention,

and I apprehend that we would not then have to meet with
some other society in order to get reduced rates ! It seems to

me that there are enough of us to command some attention on
our own account, if we can only get together. However, while
we are doing this, in order to prevent other unlawful combines
from injuring us, let us be a little careful that wc do not try to

form an unlKwful combine. The iiirtsscs always have rights

which are above those of the classes. Someone says that we
want a powerful society so that we can imprison the adultera-
tors, aTid rai.sc the price of lioney. Now, what has the law to

do with "raising the price of honey"? For whose benefit

should the price of honey be raised ? for the benefit of 300,-
000 beekeepers who are producers, or the benefit of the rest

of seventy million people who are consumers, or should bo ?

It seems to me that the man who sets this up as a motive
for the prosecution of those who adulterate honey, takes a nar-
row and altogether selfish view of the subject. If this is the
only reason why the adulteration of honey should be stopt,

then it would better go on, for the masses are Interested In

getting honey as cheaply as they can.

Another man proposes that wo besiege the balls of con-

gress and have a law past making it unlawful to manufacture
glucose. Why? "Because," he says, "it is used only for

adulterating purposes." If that same man has watcht the
papers very closely, he has no doubt learned that the commit-
tee at Washington who have been working on a revised tariff

law, in the interest of all the dear people, decided to put a
protective tariff on chicory to protect (?) the farmers who are
engaged in this industry. Now, what is chicory used for?
Adulteration only, as every one knows. Funny country this,

a law to suppress one adulterant and one to protect another

!

But, says some one, chicory might be used as a substitute
for coffee. So might glucose be used as a substitute for cane
syrup, and it is not a bad substitute, either.

Another says, " Are you in favor of adulteration?" No,
sir, I am not ! but I do not think Congress or any State legisla-

ture has a right to pass a law to suppress any harmless indus-
try simply because that by so doing those who are engaged in

some other industry will get more for their product. This is

what I call class lerjislatlon, pure and simple, and twist it any
way you will, it is contrary to the spirit, if not the letter, of

the Constitution of the United States.

Why, then, should the adulterators be punisht ? Because
adulteration is a /?'(iud on sociefy. If any man wants to sell

glucose he has a perfect right to do it, if it does cut down the
profits on my product. If he wants to sell gluscose and honey
mixt, he has the right to do it, but should be compelled to label

it what it is. To sell it for anything else is a fraud, and
should be recognized as such by society, and by the statutes of

the United States, and of every State in the Union. Do we
want to unite, then, to have laws past making it a crime to put
false labels on honey alone ? No, sir, we do not. Here the
idea of self comes in, and the interest of a class only is thought
of. We want to unite that we may join forces with other in-

dustries to have only one law past, to make it a criminal of-

fense to put a false label on any kind of food or medicine.
Such a law would be in the interest of all the people, and not
simply in the interest of a class engaged in some special indus-
try. This State is spending a great deal of money with the
avowed purpose of helping the dairy industry ; but notwith-
standing there is a law on our statute books making it a mis-

demeanor to adulterate any kind of food or medicine, those
who have the matter of the enforcement of the laws in hand
pay no attention to the people who are openly and boldly mix-
ing glucose and honey, labelling it "Honey," "Fine Clover
Honey," or some other name, which they think will strike the
fancy of the consumer.

The agents of the State Board of Agriculture can scent
oleoa long ways off, but they would not know glucose from honey
if it was stuck square under their noses. It is about time, I

think, that we begin to spend the money raised by taxation in

the interest of all the people, and stop passing laws in the in-

terest of special industries. Buchanan Co., Mo.

[See editorial remarks on the foregoing article, on page

184.—Editor.1

Close Spacing to Get Bees Into the Supers.

BY .1. E. POND.

The following questions have been referred to me for

reply

:

" Referring to page 22, Vol. XXXII, will Mr. Pond kindly
tell us how he does it ? For 12 years he claims to have used
with success a means of getting the bees into the supers,
termed " close spacing," and I am anxious for more minute
details. If it be really as good a device as Mr. P. claims it to

be, it would be as well were the Hoffman frame rendered in

future suitable for closer spacing. To that end the top-bar
needs to be just so much shorter as to allow of the frames
telescoping a little into each other, as it were ; shifting them
to the right and left alternately. When returned to their

normal position, a thin strip (equal in width to the bit sawn
off, to allow of telescoping) has merely to be laid in the tin

rabbet.

"Who else among our experts has tried this close-spacing
idea? Does it always succeed with them? What say the
great experts, the oracles, hereanent ? S. A. Deacon."

Some years ago, while experimenting in another direction,

I found that spacing frames in the brood-chamber Just bee-

space apart, did cause the bees to work at once in the surplus
chamber. To get "just bee-space apart," I put a J^-lnch
dummy in one side of a 10-frame Langstroth hive, and
spaced the 10 frames evenly apart in the space left. The
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frames, however, must hang plumb and true, else the best

effects will not be obtained.

The facts are as above stated ; by so spacing, the queen
used the cells for brood, close up to the top-bar ; very few

braces were built, and the surplus chambers were immediately

used.

In order to get correct spacing, I shaved each comb so

that it was just Ji Inch thiclf. My theory is this: It has

been proved to my own satisfaction, that no matter how deep

the brood-cells are left, brood is never sealed up over 7/16
inch in depth, while surplus is stored to full depth of cells,

even if the cells are J^-inch deep or deeper. Now by spacing

the frames in the brood-chamber, so that the cells can only bo

made 7 '16-inch deep, such cells will all be used for brood ;

provided, of course, the surplus chamber is put in position

while the flowers are secreting nectar.

I find the bees prefer the deeper cells to store honey in,

and will use them in preference to the shallower cells for that

purpose, and as they evidently aim to place their brood close

up to their stores, they use the whole brood-chamber for that

purpose, under the conditions above described.

I have been called a "crank" for expressing the above
opinion, but the facts remain as above stated, and I am satis-

fied with this theory, till a better one is offered. Let the

querist try it, and give the results he finds by so doing. I

have had considerable correspondence on the subject, and
have yet to learn of different results, where the idea I have
exprest is fully carried out ; but to give those results, the plan

I have indicated should be strictly adhered to.

Bristol Co., Mass.

How the New Deep-Cell Foundation is Made.

BY E. B. WEED.

Editor American Bee Journal :—In your issue of March
11, under the head of "The Proposed Deep-Cell Foundation,"
Mr. Hutchinson contributes an article so full of inaccuracies

that I beg space to make some corrections, altho he leaves a

loop-hole for escape by saying, " At least, that is the way it

looks to me;" "I presume, but, of course, don't know posi-

tively," etc. He omits to say further that his statements are

the merest guess-work, in which " the wish Is father to the

thought."
First, he tries to convey the impression that he has some

idea of the way the new foundation is made, and gives an
altogether erroneous impression. It is made much as the

Given foundation is—both sidewalls and base being formed at

one operation.
On page 148, details regarding the size are given that

contradict another of Mr. Hutchinson's surmises. But he
makes another statement that he does not qualify, viz.: He
asserts that the comb from these deep cells remains unchanged
by the bees. How they do it, I cannot say ; but I know, and
so do many others, that the deep-cell walls are so reworkt
that they cannot be distinguisht from natural cells.

The truth of the whole matter is, we hope to have a new
machine for making foundation. With it we aim to produce
foundation with any thickness of base and any depth and
weight of cell. After considerable experiment. The A. I.

Root Co. lookt upon a foundation having cells about one-fourth
inch deep as probably the most valuable for the production of

comb honey, and decided to introduce it this season, rather to

test the matter than with a view to encouraging opposition.
Medina Co., Ohio, March 15.

Another Chapter on Honey as Food.

BY PROF. A. .J. COOK.

Every bee-keeper—indeed every person who has the care
of any kind of live stock— is interested in food. In fact, no
such limitation as the above need be given, for we all have to

feed our own bodies, and the principles of nourishment are
very much the same throughout the animal kingdom, from the
lowest protozoan up to man himself.

All foods consist, when perfect, of four classes of ele-

ments, viz : the inorganic elements—which are already capa-
ble of being absorbed and need no digestion ; the carbo-hy-
drates—sugars and starches; the fats—which are often clast

with the last as the hydro-carbons—and the albuminoids. Ev-
ery perfect food must have all of these elements. Thus wo
find these in milk and in eggs as these foods at times furnish
all of the food of animals, if we except oxygen, which Is really

the most important of all, though we are not in the habit of

speaking of it as a food. In this article we are only interested

in the carbo-hydrates.
The carbo-hydrates are so called because they consist of

oxygen, hydrogen, and carbon ; and the oxygen and hydrogen
are always in proportion to form water. Thus the symbol of

water is Ha O, and of sugar— the sugar of honey—Cio HioO.',.

In both these cases we see that there is just twice as many
atoms of oxygen as there are of hydrogen. As stated above,

this class of foods is made up of starch and the sugars. Honey
consists mainly of sugar, and so belongs to this group.

As we all know, there are two groups of sugars—the cane-

sugars and the glucose or grape sugars. Cane-sugar has a

slightly different chemical formula from glucose sugar, and
is sweeter, and not so easily assimilated by the tissues, and so

must be digested before It is ready to be used by the body. It

is well known that we use a great deal more of cane-sugar

than we do of any other at the present time. In the olden

days people ate honey, which consists of the glucose series of

sugars, and needs no digestion. Thus many think, and with

much show of reason, that honey is a much safer food than
cane-sugar, and as it is more ready for the body and does not

require energy in its preparation. The cane-sugars are often

referred to as beet-sugar and cane-sugar, depending upon their

origin. If secured from the beet, we speak of it as beet-sugar;

if from the sugar-cane, as cane-sugar. This, however, is mis-

leading, for both sugars, if prepared with equal care, are ex-

actly identical.

If there is an odor or other peculiarity of beet-sugar not
known to cane-sugar, (of course this latter term is wrongly
used, as both are cane-sugars), it is simply because clarifica-

tion has not been complete. It is a common opinion in Cali-

fornia that fruit put up with beet-sugar is less likely to keep
well than when put up with the sugar from the sugar-cane. I

doubt if there is anything in this. I have used the beet-sugar

the last two years freely in putting up fruit, and have lost

none at all. We do find, however, in preparing the fruits that

there is quite an unpleasant odor ; as already stated, this must
be owing to some lack in preparation. It is well to state here

that when fruit spoils, it is owing to the presence of vegetable

germs—microbes—which should never be present in fruit. If

the fruit is thoroughly heated— it should be boiled for some
minutes—and then sealed hermetically, so that the microbes
cannot get into the cans, the fruit will never mold, ferment or

decompose.
Glucose or grape sugar is used to refer to several kinds

of sugars, which have usually been regarded by the chemist as

identical. These are corn-glucose or the glucoseof commerce,
glucose of digestion (which is transformed cane-sugar or starch,

acted upon by the animal juices of the intestines); honey,

which is probably the same as the last mentioned, as the bees

gather the cane-sugar from the flowers and transmute it by a
digestive process into the wholesome and delicious honey ; and
liver sugar, which is a product of the liver. This last may be

almost identical with honey-sugar. At least, like honey-sugar
it is very easily assimilated, and so is just what the body
needs for its nourishment.

As stated above, the chemist speaks of all these sugars as

glucose or grape sugar, because they all act similarly in re-

ducing the copper salts, which is the common test for this

group of sugars. Cane-sugar does not respond to this test,

and so is easily distiuguisht by the chemist from any of the

glucose sugars. It is safe to say, however, that these sugars

are not all identical. Every well-informed bee-keeper knows
that while honey is a safe food fer his bees, commercial glu-

cose is far from safe. Indeed, the bees refuse to take commer-
cial glucose if they can get anything else. They seem to know
that it is an unwholesome food, and thus only take it as a mat-

ter of necessity. They seem to say, "Better this then starva-

tion." It is probable that if bees can fly regularly, commer-
cial glucose might be a safe food ; but it is certainly far from
this when fed for winter supplies ; in which case the bees have
nothing else to feed upon for long weeks, possibly months of

confinement.
Thus we have another reason for crying aloud and sparing

not regarding the adulteration of honey and other food pro-

ducts by use of commercial glucose. Such action is uot only a

base fraud, but is also pernicious, in that it is giving to the

people an unsafe food. If glucose will kill bees, it stands to

reason that it is very probably deleterious to all animals, and
should be relegated to the limbo of "innocuous dessuetude."

It seems to me that it is not only the privilege but the duty of

every person to work with a will—to fight by every possible

means—the nefarious practice of adulterating food products

with commercial glucose. I believe the Bee-Keepers' Union
should at once commence this work, for it means a hard fight,

and the Union alone can undertake such a battle with any
considerable hope of success. I feel very certain that the Un-
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ion can wage such a war/are and bring the iniquitous practice

to an end.
Honey, as I have stated above, is a glucose-like sugar, and

very likely identical with the sugar of digestion which we ob-

tain when we take either starch or cane-sugar into our digestive

cavity. It is found that sugar of honey is really two sugars,

both of a glucose character ; that is, both reduce the copper
salts. But one of these sugars (dextrose) rotates the ray of

light In the polariscope to the right, while the other (levulose)

rotates the ray to the left. We see clearly then here that there

are two kinds of sugar. Levulose is usually called " fruit-su-

gar," because it is very abundant in various fruits; it is very
apparent that it is a very wholesome sugar, else fruit would
not be such a rare and admirable diet.

Dextrose is more easily crystallizable than is levulose, and
thus when honey granulates, or candies, as we term it, (these

are simply other terms for crystallizatiOD)the dextrose crystal-

lizes in the levulose. This is no disadvantage to honey ; in fact

is one of the best tests that the honey is genuine. VVith very
few exceptions all honey will granulate when cooled down be-

low 60
', and often at a higher temperature. Thus the fact

that honey granulates is very good proof that it is genuine
honey. The Thurbers, of New York, in apologizing for adul-

teration of honey, stated that they did it to prevent granula-
tion. Customers did not like the honey to solidify, and by ad-

ding the commercial glucose (which as we have seen, is un-
wholesome if not actually poisonous) they retain the honey in

the liquid form. Granulation does no harm to honey. Gran-
ulated honey can be easily reduced to the liquid state by heat-

ing, and if this is carefully done—the product should never be

raised to more than ISO- F. -it does no injury to the honey.
I have found it true that if the honey is once liquefied and then
sealed closely, it is very much less likely to re-granulate, even
though the temperature be reduced below freezing. I have
never been able to explain why this should be so.

From what has been said above, it will be seen that if we
keep honey in a warm place, it will very likely retain its fluid

condition indefinitely. I have thus kept ordinary honey for

over a year which showed no sign of granulation. It is also

true that occasionally we have honey that does not granulate
at all. I do not know the cause of this, but venture the sug-

gestion that honey is largely composed of levulose and has but
little dextrose. I suppose it is the product of certain flowers,

but may be owing to the kind of manipulation undergone while

being transformed by the bees.

Some of our best physicians think, as they told me, that

some of our worst diseases, like Bright's disease of the kid-

neys—which, as they claim, is more prevalent now than in the

past ages of the world— is owing to the large consumption of

cane-sugar. However this may be, I think we are safe in say-

ing that honey is a safer sugar than cane-sugar. We know
that sugar is a very necessary food ; this is evident from the

fact that the liver is very early to appear and very large in the

newly-formed embryo ; and what gives added force to the ar-

gument is the fact that a wholly pre-natal organ (the placen-

ta) produces sugar before the liver is able to furnish a suffi-

cient supply. The fact, too, that the young child so craves

sweets, is another proof that sugar is a very important food

element. Children then, should have all the sugar tbey desire

to eat, but of course this should only be given to them at meal
time. We shall be a much healthier people when we learu to

to take our food at regular periods, the same time each day.

We all know that early childhood is a very susceptible

period. All the organs at that time seem sympathetic.
The cutting of a tooth may bring spasms and possibly death.

Is it not wise, then, while we must give our children plenty

of sweet, to give them honey ? I believe that no parent can
do a wiser thing than to furnish his young children with all

the honey they desire to eat, giving it freely at each meal, but

only at meal-time. Honey is surely a safe sugar.

The conclusions, then, that we arrive at in this article

are as follows :

First, adulteration of food by commercial glucose is not

only a fraud but a dangerous practice, and should be remedied
at all hazards.

Second, the Bee-Keepers' Union is just the organization to

commence this warfare, and carry it to a successful issue.

Let us bravely on to the conflict, and not cry halt till this in-

Iqultious practice shall utterly cease.

Thirdly, it seems more than probable that honey is a much
safer food than is cane-sugar, and may well replace the latter

whenever appetite will give its consent. This is specially true

with children. Children should have all the sweets they crave,

and honey may well be the source of such sweets. This should
be given ad UhUiuii, but only at meal-time.

Los Angeles Co., Cal.

The Salt-Water Cure for Foul Brood.

By J. A. GOLDEN.

For the past year I have been searching and reading all

the articles at my command on the cure of foul brood, bee-

paralysis and other diseases, that have called the attention of

apiarists to study the nature and cure for the various diseases

of a virus nature that has attackt and destroyed thousands
upon thousands of colonies of bees. I cannot find that elec-

trolyzed clorid sodium water (salt water) has ever been tried

or even spoken of in any article I have read on foul brood,

and as no foul brood has ever been known to exist in this sec-

tion of country, and not a single case of bee-paralysis can be
found since my plain salt water cure has been used by every
apiarist in all this section as a preventive and cure, I have
had no opportunity to test it, altho, ofttimes, I have wisht for

a single case of the most malignant form of each, so that I

could thoroughly testthe above remedy ; but as I have neither,

I write this short article to call the attention of those that
may have the foregoing diseases among their bees, that a test

may be made and results reported.

As T. S. Ford, of Mississippi, has been tussling to eradi-

cate bee-paralysis from his apiary for sometime, I hope he will

give the electrolyzed clorid of sodium remedy a fair test and
report all the particulars of his test, the course pursued, etc.

Hear what Dr. Proger, of Asniers, says of electrolyzed

clorid of sodium water: "It is neither caustic nor irritat-

ing ; it may be applied to mucous membrane, as to the skin ;

it instantly removes all bad odors, stops all putrescent fer-

mentation, kills microbes more effectually and rapidly than
any other antiseptic, cleanses and heals fetid wounds, and
ulcerous sores, and, in fact, is an Ideal antiseptic in a medical

point of view."
Having such a testimony from the experience of so high

an author as the renowned Dr. Proger, would it not be wis-

dom on the part of apiarists to give the remedy a careful and
thorough test ?

Having never failed to cure a single case of bee-paralysis

by the use of salt water, in all of my experience with the

malady, I look forward for great results from the use of the

new discovery—electrolyzed clorid of sodium.

COMB HONEY MANAGEMENT.

As I have never read Dr. Tinker's work, " Bee-Keeping
for Profit," I could not give an intelligent answer to E. B.'s

question on page 55, therefore I would suggest that E. B. set

apart one colony, and give my method a practical test as de-

scribed in the article mentioned, which is the most satisfactory

way to settle questions of this kind, and save valuable space
which would be necessary to give intelligent information

through the bee-papers. Morgan Co., Ohio.

WlBtering Bees—Producing Comb Honey.

BY FRANK COLE.

The winter of 1894 and 1895 I wintered my bees in the

cellar with both hive tops and bottoms off, with very little

loss. In 1895 and 1890 I wintered my bees with the tops

on, filled with dry sawdust, with no loss. This winter I am
wintering 10 colonies outdoors. I placed the hives on some
2x4, edgewise, that leaves the hive, 4 inches from the ground,

setting the hives 12 inches apart, in a row. Next I drove some
stakes in the ground 6 inches from the hives, then put boards

up against these stakes till they were above the top of the

hive, then filled in and around, and covered up the whole top

of the hive with good, dry sawdust. I left the entrance open.

To do this I was careful to set the hives in a straight row so I

can put an 8-inch wide board down flat edge against the front

of the hive, and have it touch all of the hives square against

the front end, so the sawdust will not rattle down in the en-

trance. The bottom-boards project out in front of the hives

6 inches or so, and on these I put some small strips like a

short piece of lath, or X-inch lumber cut in small strips, these

going in under the 8-inch board. That leaves a good space

for the bees to fly out in winter. The hive is packt with saw-
dust all around in under and around the 2x4's, and the mois-

ture from the ground cannot come in contact with the bottom-

boards.
I think from all appearance these bees are coming through

in No. 1 condition. Bees in this locality have to be packt
well or they are " goners." They cannot stand the cold in

single-walled hives, as the mercury gets to 30 below zero

here sometimes.
The forepart of last season bees did very well, but the

.atter part was a failure. My crop was 2,500 pounds of comb
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honey. The extractor I don't use. I run my bees for comb
honey entirely. I am not bothered with swarms. I find if I

keep on plenty of supers, and raise the hive one inch or so

from the bottom-boards, by placing small blocks under the
corners of the hives, there won't be more than one colony in

10 to swarm.
Dr. C. C. Miller, on page 42, says he wants to put more

supers on when the first one is % or % full. Now I notice if

I wait until the first supers get that full, almost invariably
they will have queen-cells started, then out they go. Perhaps
lu all localities things don't work the same. I want the sec-

ond super on before the first one is half full; after that the
bees will stand a little more crowding. I don't want luueh
honey capt in the super next to the brood-frames, for I notice

the first day it is capt it will show travel-stain to a certain
extent.

Another thing in the production of white honey is to keep
the bottom-boards clean. Clean them every spring, of all

burr-combs, bee-glue, old cappings, etc. To plane them is a
good thing. If the bottom-boards are covered with dead bees,

mold and filth, and the combs and frames are all daubed up,

the apiarist will not get anything very fancy, no matter how
white his honey would be. To get white honey we must keep
thiugs neat and right on our part, and the bees will do theirs.

I have a colony of bees that I call my comb-builders.
I have known them to build about 860 square inches of comb
in 2-l! hours. I tried an experiment last summer, and if it

proves a success the coming season I shall report. It is on
comb-building.

I will send a bee taken from the hive when the experiment
was going on, with the segments of wax highly developt. I

wish you would pass it around. Send it to Ur. Miller.

Mecosta Co., Mich., Feb. 8.

[Mr. Cole, we are sorry to say the bee you refer to never

reacht our office.

—

Editor.]

Proceedings of the Colorado State Bee-Keep-
ers' Conveatiou.

REPORTED BY F. L. THOMPSON.

The I7ih annual convention of the Colorado State Bee-
Keepers' Association was held in Denver, Jan. 25 and 20,
1897.

Pres. Aikin being absent, the chair was occupied by Vice-
Pres. W. L Porter.

The following paper was read by Mr. D. L. Tracy, of

Jefferson County :

TALL VS. SQUARE SECTIONS.

When a change in any branch of business, article of

machinery, or manner of living, is contemplated, there is a

cause that leads to this desire for a change. If we go into

any business firm, we find, if they are prosperous, i.e., mak-
ing a little more than their expenses, that there is no desire

with the-n to change their manner of business. If we visit

the mechanic beside his article of machinery, we find that no
change is thought or talkt of unless an idea has been ad-

vanced that would make the machinery more perfect, there-

fore more valuable. This is the case generally in the business
world.

Occasionally there is an exception to this rule. All busi-

ness, all classes of life, are composed of individual members,
and each individual has his individuality ; and while 95 per
cent, of these individuals may go about in their chosen voca-
tion with a sort of sameness, yet the other 5 per cent, sit, as

It were, upon a sort of an eccentric, and they balance or turn
according to circumstances. Notoriety, originality, oddity,

and rjaln are a few of the incentives that cause the eccentric
to turn one way or the other.

I will ask the question. Is there a need of a change from
the square to the long section ? If so, what demands it, and
what would be gained by a change? Would there be an in-

crease in the amount of surplus honey (the question of all

questions to the apiarist), and if so, how ? What would cause
the increase ? Would a chunk of honey two inches square
and eight inches long sell better in that shape than would the
familiar -1x4 section ? Or is It the idea to sell honey by the
inch rather than by the pound, and thus save the necessity of
buying a pair of scales ? Or is it a scheme of some manufac-
turing supply house, directly or indirectly, to open a way that
they may have an opportunity to remodel the hive super— in

fact, all that is connected with the hive, and thus create a
demand for new fixtures ? I may lack in charity, but the last

question is my belief what has caused the subject to be
brought out in some of the bee-papers of the land. To try to

make myself more plainly understood, please allow me a
broader range than what the subject, "Tall vs. Square Sec-
tions," would seem to allow.

I have used some of nearly all of the different styles of
frames for the inside—brood-chamber—of the hive, like many
of the up-to-date bee-keepers who have tried to be practical,
and have felt, when a new frame has been placed upon the
market, that there must be some merit in that frame, and
have laid in a supply for the next season's use, with the result
that after one season they were cast in the rubbish-pile.

Any one who ever handled a comb and brood, be he the
most ignorant " Novice," would know that a frame with a top-

bar % of an inch thick would not bear the weight required in

a frame for the Simplicity or Dovetailed hive, yet they were
sent out by tens of thousands ! They were made to help make
the supply business pay. Many changes have been made in

the brood-frame, and while I admit that some of these changes
were for the better, yet in the main the frame of to-day is not
as practical as the old V-shaped top-bar frame, invented by, I

think, the Rev. Mr. Langstroth, years ago. Had this old

frame been made with a thick—say 3^-inch top-bar—then the
V-shaped bar added, it would have been, to my way of think-
ing, the best top-bar ever made.

All along the skirmish line of the apiarist lay his experi-

ence in the shape of hives, supers, T-tins, separators and
frames, while his dollars have gone to build up the supply
dealer, and now a new hook, or perhaps crook, has come, and
this is in the tall vs. square section. You will see what my
idea of a change from the old common-sense section to a new
dimension is. You have the right to say that as I have had
experience with only the 4x4 section that I know nothing
about the matter whatever. I will agree with you in this, but
will add that there are a few thiugs that a person with half
horse-sense can stagger a good guess at.

If I were in the supply business, I presume that I might
advocate the change, as it would necessitate the demand for a
new style of super, a number of changes in the inside furni-

ture of a hive, crates, etc. But as I try to produce a little

surplus comb honey to sell, I shall not advocate a change in

the shape of the section now used.

There is one point that I wish to speak of, and that is in

regard to the handling of sections. The 4x4 section is as
near perfection, it seems to me, as could be arranged, as far

as the handling is concerned. It is about the right size and
shape for the adult hand to hold while scraping off propolis

and putting in shape for the crate ; then it will stand upon its

own foundation when set down. Contrast that with a 2x8 or

a 3x5 section, and you will find that that section will stand
" a-laying." Twenty-four of the sections of the style of to-

day make a convenient and desirable sized crate of honey to

be placed upon the market. I think that those who advocate
the tall section must profess to be gods, and they wish to kill

the bee-industry with that old chestnut, "Whom the gods
wish to destroy, they first make mad."

My acquaintance with the members of the bee-fraternity

has been such that I do not think that Moses could hold a
candle to them in meekness, but, oh my! let them go to set-

ting up, or setting down, 2x8 section comb honey 1 Well, I

will not try to enlarge upon it, but I think if you were near,

you could see considerable blue floating around that Moses,
and it would not be ethereal blue, either.

D. L. Tract.

Mrs. Booth—The 4 '4x4 '4' section is good enough for me.
Mr. Adams— I have concluded to stay with the present

style. I can see no advantage in the change. I think the

square section is just as beautiful.

Mr. Rhodes—There is something in the suggestion Mr.
Tracy makes in regard to supply houses favoring changes
There were difficulties In the change from the 2-pound sectiou

to the 1-pound.
Vice-Pres. Porter— I do not want to stand in the way of

any progress in our industry, but I think the originator does

not bring out any good reason for the change.
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Mr. Sylvester—The only argument is in favor of the
dealer.

Vice-Pres. Porter—The tall section is claimed to look a
little handsomer. I think we should work more for a general
standard in our supplies ; but as it is now we have continual
changes. I recommend a resolution to condemn this change.

Mrs. Booth then explained her way of serving honey at
the table, in individual dishes, like those for butter.

Mr. Tracy— I favor a good, strong resolution.
The following resolution by Mr. Tracy was adopted :

Resolved, That the Colorado State Bee-Keepers' Associa-
tion denounce the scheme of some of the supply houses of the
land of changing the present style of the standard Hi section
to any other style.

Mr. F. Rauchfuss—Speaking of changes, here is a sample
of comb honey in a Ferguson section. As the Ferguson super
Is used in Utah, Mr. Dudley may be able to tell us something
of how It is regarded.

Mr. Dudley (Secretary of the Utah Bee-Keepers' Associa-
tion)—To some extent the Ferguson super is used in Utah, but
I do not think it will be adopted to any great extent. The tall

section has the advantage that you can put a greater surface
in a super.

Mrs. Booth— I do not favor the Ferguson section.
Mr. Sylvester—The Ferguson super might be all right if

one does not tier up.
Vice-Pres. Porter—There is a difference in the city mar-

kets. Some require glast sections, and others carton's, and
different kinds of cases are in vogue in different places.

LAWS AGAINST AULTEKATION.

In the afternoon session, the legislative committee, con-
sisting of .T.B.Adams, H. Rauchfuss and F.L.Thompson,
made their report. The committee had laokt up the adultera-
tion law. In their judgment, the statutes already in force
were sufficient. Of these, an Act passed in 1887 is to be
found in Mills' Annotated Statutes of Colorado, Vol. I, Sees.
12, 13 and 14 ; or in the Session reports of 1887, pages 16
and 17. These, in brief, define the sale of articles of food
and drink mixt withsubstances injuriousto health as a felony,
to be punisht by hard labor in the penitentiary for not more
than five years ; the sale of adulterated articles of food and
drink, without marking the same as such, as a misdemeanor,
to be punisht by a fine of not more than $500, or by impris-
onment in the county jail for not more than six months, or
both

; and the sale of imitations of articles of food and drink,
without a statement to that effect on the label or otherwise,
as a misdemeanor, to be punisht with a fine cf not more than
§500.

An Act past in 1898 is to be found in Mills" Annotated
Statutes, Vol. 3, page 9-14 and following; or in the Session
Report of 1893, pages 392, 393, and 391. This Act makes
fraudulent adulteration of food or drink, for the purpose of
sale, punishable by imprisonment in the county jail not more
than one year, or a fine not exceeding !B300, and the adulter-
ated article is to be forfeited and destroyed ; and it goes on to
virtually repeat, in the main, but more in detail, the former
Act in somewhat different language, extending it to medicine
also. A general penalty clause near the end states that viola-
tion of any provision of any of the foregoing sections of this
Act shall be punisht by a fine of not more than $50, or im-
prisonment in the county jail not exceeding three months.
The last section makes it the duty of the district attorneys of
the State to appear for the people and attend to the prosecu-
tion of all complaints under this Act in all the courts In their
respective counties. The sections of this Act which most in-
terest bee-keepers are as follows :

"No person shall mix, color, stain or powder any article of
food, drink, or medicine, or any article which enters into the
composition of food, drink, or medicine with any other ingre-
dient or material, whether too injurious to health or not, for
the purpose of gain or profit, or sell or offer the same for sale,
or order or permit any other person to sell or offer for sale
any article so mixt, colored, stained or powdered, unless the
same be so manufacturp<l, used or sold, or offered for sale un-
der its true and appropriate name, and notice that the same is

ini,\t or impure is markt, printed or stampt upon each package,
roll, parcel or vessel, containing the same, so as to bo and
remain at all ti;iies readily visible, or unless the person pur-
chasing the same is fully informed by the seller of the true
name and ingredients (if other than such are known by the
common name thereof,) of such article of food, drink or medi-
cine at the time of making sale thereof, or offering to sell the
same.

" No person shall mix any glucose or grapo sugar with
syrup, honey, or sugar intended for human food, or any oleo-
margarine, sulne, beef fat, larior any other foreign substance

with any butter or cheese intended for human food, or shall
mix any glucose or grape sugar or oleomargarine with any
article of food, without distinctly marking, stamping or label-
ing the article or the package containing the same with the
true and appropriate name of such article and the percentage
in which glucose or grape sugar, oleomargarine or suine enter
into its composition ; nor shall any person sell or offer for sale,

or order or permit to be sold or offered for sale, any such food
into the composition of which glucose or grape sugar or oleo-
margarine or suine has entered, without at the same time in-

forming the buyer of the fact, and the proportions in which
such glucose or grape sugar or oleomargarine or suine has en-
tered, without at the same time informing the buyer of the
fact, and the proportions in which such glucose or grape
sugar or oleomargarine or suine has entered into its composi-
tion."

(In the foregoing, the word " too " in the phrase " whether
too injurious to health or not " may possibly be any error,
since the statement is made that the Secretary of State did
not consider himself at liberty to correct any errors of gram-
mar, spelling, punctuation, etc. But the word "suine" is

doubtless correct, and is a dissylable.)
The subject was thus discust, after the reading of the

Acts:
Mr. Rhodes—This law is sufficient.

Mr. Tracy—How is it that a committee of dairymen are
working for a law, when there is a law already?

Mrs. Booth—They want a different coloring specified, so
that any one can tell a package as soon as he sees it.

Mr. Northrop—The dairymen want more money appro-
priated to put the law in force.

Mr. Booth— It is easy to pass laws. One dairy commis-
sioner did no good. Another bought up some samples. But
when you do get the samples you have to have the money to

get them analyzed. He got a few analyzed, and a few per-
sons were brought up and fined. The question is how to apply
the law. There should be some provision for money enough
to pay the chemist or the prosecution. Perhaps Eastern laws
should be copied.

Vice-Pres. Porter—The Field and Farm has been talking
about getting the Ohio Pure Food Law through.

Mr. Tracy— Is there any provision for money in our law ?

Mr. Thompson—No.
Vice-Pres. Porter—The analysis should be done by some

reliable authority.
Mr. Sylvester—I have noticed the disposition of city

officials to avoid doing their duty. I have certain knoledge of

a gambling case which the city attorney refused to prosecute.
The assistant city attorney collected evidence and prosecuted,
but was made to resign by the city attorney. The district

attorney is as absolute as the Czar. He can quash any pro-

ceedings commenced in the lower courts. That is what the
city attorney did, by means of a mandamus.

Mr. Rhodes—The difficulty is serious. But if we connect
ourselves with the bee-keepers' protective union, they will

back us. More than an individual representation is needed to

be effective. The Union forces them to prosecute, whether
they want to or not.

Mr. Tracy—The only way for us to do is to join the Union
as individual members.

Vice-Pres. Porter—A committee was appointed some time
ago to collect samples. Suppose we wait until they report
before going on with the discussion.

The remainder of the report, on the Foul Brood amend-
ments, was suspended until after the reading and discussion
of a paper by Col. Whipple, of Arapahoe County.

LContiaued next week.]

.A****44***. ********'

A Pfcw Binder for holding a year's numbers of the
American Bee Journal, we propose to mall, postpaid, to every
subscriber who sends us 20 cents. It is called "The Wood
Binder," is patented, and is an entirely new and very simple
arrangement. Full printed directions accompany each Binder.
Every reader should get it, and preserve the copies of the Bee
Journal as fast as they are received. They are invaluable for

reference, and at the low price of the Binder you can afford to

get It yearly.
.#-»-»^

The AlsiUe Clover Leaflet consists>f 2 pages,
with illustrations, showing the value of Alsike clover, and
telling how to grow it. This Leaflet is just the thing to hand
to every farmer in your neighborhood. Send to the Bee Jour-
nal office for a quantity of them, and see that they are dis-

tributed where they will do the most good. Prices, postpaid,

are as follows : .50 for 20 cents ; 100 for 35 cents ; or 200
for fiO cents.
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[Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direct.]

'^ Highly Italianized Bees."

What are highly Italianized bees?" R. M. E.

Answer.— I don't know. If you take a piece of board and
cut it exactly square, I suppose that piece of board might be
said to be squared. Now what would you mean if you should
say it was highly squared ? Ifyou answer that question, I'll

answer the other. If you have a colony of bees that is not of

Italian stock, and give to it a pure Italian queen, then that
colony is Italianized. If the queen isn't Italian, then the col-

ony isn't Italianized, and if she is, then the colony can't be
any more highly Italianized. Whoever used the term perhaps
had in mind bees of high grade. For in bees of mixt blood
there may be all degrees, from pure black to pure Italian, and
the greater the predominance of Italian blood the higher the
grade.

^^B ^^m

Feeding a Substitute for Pollen in the Hive.

Can bees bo fed a substitute for pollen inside the hive ? I

have often heard men say they had, or had known others to do
so—generally using corn-bread soakt in syrup or honey. I

have tried it, but I think the bees only cut the bread away so

as to get the sweet out of it. B.

Answer.—Yes, yon can give bees a substitute for pollen
In the hive, but hardly in the shape of corn-bread. In England
I think pea-meal is mixt with syrup or honey, and if you can't
readily get pea-meal you can use rye or wheat flour in honey
or sugar syrup. Don't use enough flour to thicken the honey.
Most bee-keepers prefer to feed the substitute for pollen out-
side, in the shape of ground corn and oats, ground corn, or
other ground grain unbolted. Perhaps I ought to have said

most bee-keepers who give artificial pollen, for the great ma-
jority probably never meddle with the matter at all, and gen-
erally bees have all the pollen they need.

A Quintet of Questions.

1. Will wide frames, the short way in the super, and
orood-frames the long way in the body of the standard hive,

work well ?

2. Do you practice clipping your queen's wings?
3. I noticed, in an observatory hive, bees going into the

cells head first, and remaining there hours. What were they
doing ?

4. When the queen moves over the combs, the workers
give her a wide berth. Is this through fear or respect ? When
one does not discover the queen until she is in immediate
proximity, it is really amusing to see the little thing "git up
and git," as tho she had committed some grave indiscretion.

5. I have an acre lot that I wish to set in clover, as much
for bee-pasturage as for hay— in fact, equally for both. What
kind would you advise me to use ? We have no clover in this

part of the country. It is claimed by some that our long, hot
summers will kill out clover. I do not believe it, and will try

it. If not from you, where will I get the fullest information
about the subject, that is, the amount of seed to the acrp,

when to sow, how, etc.? Arkansas.

Answers.— 1. Yes, all right. But in that case you must
be careful to have your hive level in both directions, from
front to rear, and from side to side. I've seen it claiaied in

foreign bee-journals that when this arrangement is used the

queen will not go up into the super. Just why it is thought
so is not explained. It's a raretbing for a queen to go up into

one of my supers when sections and frames run the same way.
and I don't see why it should be different when sections cross

brood-frames.

2. Yes, indeed ; I wouldn't leave my queens unclipt for a
good bit of money. Saves many a swarm.

3. I don't know of anything they could be doing for that
length of time, unless resting. Wish you had noticed whether
the cells were empty after the bees came out.

4. I've seen a queen run from workers as if through fear,

but I never saw a worker that appeared to be afraid of a
queen. A queen stopping for any length of time in one spot
seems to have a circle of admirers gather around her, and, as
she moves about, each worker soeuis inclined to turn its head
toward her as if from respect. Often, however, she brushes
by some of the workers that don't seem to notice her at all,

evidently not seeing her. I don't believe I ever saw a case
where the bees seemed to try to get away from her, but I have
often seen them climb all over her, as if fondling her.

5. Taking into consideration tho honey to be obtained, I

believe I'd try sweet clover. It will give a longer yield than
perhaps any other clover, and is worth trying for hay. Back
numbers of the American Bee Journal give full information
as to sowing, etc. On page 754, for Nov. 26, 1896, you will

see Mr. Stolley says :
" I have found that the driest seasons,

and when nearly all other crops fail, sweet clover Is at its

best ;" so your hot summers may be just the thing for it.

Taxing Bees in Iowa.

Is there any law on taxing bees? Are they taxable, or

not? If they are, why are they ? If they are not, why are
they not? They are taxt here, .:? LUG a colony. Iowa.

Answer.—I don't know why bees shouldn't be taxt just as
any other live stock, but as a matter of fact I think they are
not taxt in Iowa. At any rate, I have an impression that a
peculiar wording of the law in that State made them non-tax-
able. Possibly the law has been changed, for my information,
if I remember correctly, dates back several years. It ought
not to be a difficult thing to find a copy of the law near by,

and that would settle it.

Getting Sweet Clover Seed to Grow.

Last spring I had nicely prepared about one acre of

ground and sowed it to sweet clover, and I don't think there
were two dozen plants that came up on the whole piece, and
that all died out before fall ; but I got the finest piece of rag-

weed you ever saw.
After sowing the clover in the spring, we had no rain for

five or six weeks, and this is why I thought it came up no bet-

ter. But what caused that that did come to die out? Some
of it got to be from 5 to 10 inches high. Do you think if I

would go over this ground in the spring with a harrow two or

three times, then sow the seed, going over it again with har-

row or brush, that this would do, as the ground has not be-

come very hard ? or should I plow it over again ? 1 think
there is no sweet clover in New Hampshire. N. H.

Answer.—I don't know for certain what the trouble was.

From some experience of my own, I'm inclined to think the

trouble was that you treated the sweet clover too well. If you
had simply thrown the seed on the hard ground very early in

the spring, and then when the ground was quite muddy had
turned in a lot of horses or cattle to tramp all over it, you
might have had a good stand. And it is just possible that the
few plants that came up were killed because the ground was
too soft. If your ground is mellow, the seed should be cov-

ered deep. I don't know how deep, but no surface scratching
will do as for other clover. Light covering will do if the

ground is hard, and it seems almost impossible to have ground
so bard that sweet clover will not grow in it. If I were you,

I believe I'd try part of that piece without plowing, sowing
the seed as early as possible, then scratching in the seed, or

still better, having it trodden in by live stock. The other part

I'd make mellow, sow, then turn under with a plow or cultiva-

tor. Perhaps that on the hard ground will be the surest

catch, but the other may make the best growth. Be sure to

report if you get a good catch, no matter which way you sow,

for there seems to be a good deal of trouble about getting the

seed to grow, altho when left to itself there is no trouble.

Xlie AIcKvoy Foul Brood Xreattuent Is

given in Dr. Howard's pamphlet on " Foul Brood ; Its Natural
History and Rational Treatment." It is the latest publication

on the subject, and should be in the hands of every bee-keeper.

Price. 25 cents ; or clubbed with the Bee Journal for one year

—be th for $1.10.
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"Oh! for a Thousand Tongues" was prob-

ably first said by a man who liked honey.

« >

Sample Copies of the Bee Journal for last

week were mailed to the extent of several thousand, and it

may be that some who are already regular subscribers re-

ceived an extra copy. If so, we hope such will kindly hand it

to a neighbor bee-keeper who is not yet among our readers,

and try to get him to subscribe at once under one of the

special offers made therein. We will appreciate it very much
if those receiving extra copies at any time will do this.

Oood 'Advice to Beginners.—As Mr. G. M.

Doolittle has been all through bee-keeping, his advice can be

relied upon almost invariably. Here is a chunk of wisdom

he hands out to beginners who ask about starting in bee-

keeping :

" I am about to commence in beekeeping. How many
colonies would it be best for me to start with ?"

The above is the substance of many letters which I re-

ceive. I would advise a beginner to commence with a small
number of colonies—say from two to five; as, however well he
may study and understand the theory of bee-keeping, he will

find that practical experience is necessary, and the knowledge
he will obtain in handling a small number of colonies and
multiplying them, will give him the requisite experience to

manage them when his colonies become numerous. If he
makes blunders with a few, before he becomes expert, the loss

will not be so great ; when if he should commit the same
blunders with a great number, it might prove too costly a
tuition fee lo pay for the experience acquired, and turn him
from the pursuit in disgust.—Progressive Bee-Keeper.

*-•-*•

Xame of the Ne^ Union.—On page 178, Mr.

Abbott suggests that the name of the New Union be changed

to " United States Bee-Keepers' Allinnce." That is a good

name, but we have been thinking that if ever it is considered

best to make any change, "United .States Bee-Keepers'

Lcnijuc" would be about the right thing. We talkt the

" League" name over with Dr. Miller when on our way back

from the recent HIIdoIs convention, and he approved of it, if

any change were to be made. Perhaps he would prefer, or

like just as well, the name "Alliance." But like any other

member, the Doctor] is only o?ic, and of course the majority

would decide in a case of this kind.

But why not let the word " Union " stand ? No society

has a patent or copyright on that? Are there not various

kinds of unions in the land ? Surely, any society has a per-

fect right to use the word if so it pleases. It is the same way
with the word " Association." Nearly every State bee-keep-

ers' organization uses this word in its name, and no fault is

found, we believe, and no conflict ever arises. Neither need

there be any trouble because there are two " Unions " among
bee-keepers.

Take it all in all, we believe it is just as well to let the

name stand as it is for the present—at least nothing can be

done about it until the election next December, we think. The

matter could be considered at the Buffalo meeting, and a

recommendation be made there, which could be voted on in

December, as stated.

In the meantime, let every one who has not already done

so, send a dollar for membership dues, to the Secretary, Dr.

A. B. Mason, Sta. B, Toledo, Ohio. He's just aching to have

a large membership and a full treasury.

In a very short time now we hope to be able to announce

that the United States Bee-Keepers' Union is ready for busi-

ness, with a hustling General Manager and an efficient Board

of Directors.
< . >

The Subject of Dra-wn Combs seems now to

be pretty much in evidence in various bee-papers, and their

value doesn't seem to be questioned any. Here is what Editor

Hutchinson, in the Review, says his experience has been :

I have for years saved the half-finisht sections from the

previous year, and used them in the spring to give the bees a

start in the supers. I have never had enough to give a case

to each colony ; if I had enough to give half of the colonies

these half-drawn combs I did well. In this way I have had
ample apportunity to note the value of drawn combs in this

particular place.

I have this to say ; As a rule, a colony given a case of

drawn combs will fill those combs with honey, and have them
sealed and ready to come off, and will have commenced work
in the case of sections f urnisht with foundation that has been
placed beneath the case of drawn combs, by the time a similar

colony will have commenced work in a case of sections simply
furnisht with foundation.

In my experience, a case of drawn combs in the spring is

as valuable as a case of finisht sections, as it enables me to

get one more case of honey from that colony, nay, more— the

giving of these combs relieves the pressure upon the brood-

nest, and results in the brood-combs being more perfectly

filled with brood at a time when more brood means more
workers in the basswood harvest.

A Trans-Mississippi Exposition is being

organized to take place in Omaha, Nebr., from June 1 to Nov.

1, ISitS. It promises to rival the famous Columbian Exposi-

tion held in Chicago in 1893. The total stock subscriptions

already amount to about $500,000. Congress has appro-

priated .?200,000 to defray the expenses of a national ex-

hibit. The Government will erect a great building for its

exhibit. The State of Nebraska will appropriate .§200,000,

while Omaha and Douglas county will vote bonds in the sum

of !?200,000 in aid of the Exposition. Iowa has appropriated

5510,000, and will increase the amount later. Appropriation

bills are now pending in most of the legislatures in States and

Territories west of the Mississippi river.

The Exposition site in the northern suburbs of Omaha
embraces ample area, is most accessible, and in every way

adapted for the purpose. The Board of Managers past a reso-

lution providing for the following nine buildings, which will

constitute the nucleus around which the smaller buildings

will be assetnbled :

Building No. 1—Agriculture, Horticulture and Forestry ;

No. 2—Mines and Mining ; No. 3—Manufacturers and Lib-

eral Arts ; No. 4—Fine Arts; No. 5—Electricity and Ma-

chinery ; No. 6—Auditorium ; No. 7—The Nebraska Build-

ing ; No. S—Grand Army of the Republic Building; No. 9—
The Silver Palace.

In the discussion regarding those buildings the idea was
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advanced that the auditorium building should be made a

model of the world-famed tabernacle in Salt Lake City, a

building renowned as having the most perfect acoustic prop-

erties of any auditorium In the world. The material to be

used in the construction of the buildings has not been decided

upon by the Exposition authorities, but it is more than lilcely

that the temporary buildings will be built in the same way as

the World's Fair buildings, of staff, a form of stucco. The
plan of the Exposition authorities, however, contemplates one

or more permanent buildings. It is desired to have four of

the buildings built in a permanent and substantial manner, if

the arrangements for so doing can be made, but it is certain

that some of the buildings will be of a permanent character.

The Government building will prebably be one of these, the

purpose of the Exposition promoters being to purchase this

building after the Exposition is over. It is also the purpose

to have the auditorium constructed of permanent material.

Applications for space at the Exposition continue to pour

into the department of exhibits, and a very flattering showing

has been made in a number of different lines. The number of

applicants for space is already large, and growing daily.

Manager E. E. Bruce, of the Department of Exhibits, an-

nounces special prizes, consisting of six gold trophies, six sil-

ver cups, and six gold medals, to competitors in each of the

foIIowing"classes : For the best display of an irrigating sys-

tem in operation ; for the best electric light service in display;

for the best display illustrating the process of the manufac-

ture of beet-root sugar ; for the best display of manufacturing

plant in operation ; as well as two more lots of similar prizes

for other high class exhibits to be named hereafter.

Manager A. L. Reed, of the Department of Concessions

and Privileges, has on file a large number of applications.

The latest is an application for 50,000 square feet for a

Chinese exhibit. There will be no lack of novelties at the

Exposition of 1S9S. A Woman's Department has been or-

ganized.

For further information, address the Trans-Mississippi

Exposition, Omaha, Nebr.

Back Xumbers Since Jan. i, at least for a

time yet, we can furnish to all new subscribers who may de-

sire their subscription to begin at that date. It is much bet-

ter to have a complete volume of the Bee Journal. The first

three months' numbers for 1S97 we will mail for 20 cents,

as long asihey last.

The "Divider"—A Ne-w Device.—Mr. S. T.

Pettit, of Canada, in Gleanings for Jan. 15, mentions what
he calls a " divider." He has kindly sent us one of them,

which he describes as follows in Gleanings:

Oiten to our sorrow we find that the outside of the outside
sections in a super, though fairly well filled, are, at least, a

good many of them, but poorly capt. This has often been a
sore trial—so many poorly-finisht sections after looking so

repeatedly and waiting so long.

It always seemed to me that if more room could be fur-

nisht, more bees could be present, and thus a more uniform
and the necessary heat kept up day and night at the
outside of the outside sections : then the bees would feel

and act like those farther inside, and would go and finish up
the job "in a workmanlike manner." But the difficulty

would always come up that, if more space was given, it would
only he filled with honey in poor shape.

At length I conceived the idea of giving two bee-spaces
by putting in a divider to divide the extra space into two bee-
spaces. Following up the idea I set myself at experimenting
to test what seemed to me so full of promise. After experi-
menting with a good many different devices with more or less

success, I tried the one which is here described, and it has
given very good satisfaction indeed.
CZT It is simply as follow? : A piece of basswood or pine,

about a sixth of an inch thick, and just the width and length
of a separator, is bored as full of 5/10-incb holes as the
wood will stand and not split to pieces, and five H loch strips

are nailed across it. These are turned outside against the
wall of the super, thus forming two bee-spaces instead of one.

The bees cluster on the sides of the divider, and pass freely

both ways through the holes, and the work goes right along
In good shape.

I tried a few with -yinch holes, with satisfactory results.

Nothing is gained by giving mure than two bee-spaces.
Dividers made of slats H inch apart leave the sections

ridgy, reminding one of a miniature washboard, and, besides
that, some brace-combs appear between the sections and
divider.

I coined the word "divider," or, rather, applied it to the
new device. I hope it will do.

Tl?e Weekly Budget.

Hon. Eugene Secor. of Winnebago Co., Iowa, was elected

President of the local county Farmers' Institute at its last

meeting. A good choice. Mr. Secor never disappoints his

friends, but more often surprises them iu a most pleasing way,
as he did at the Lincoln convention last October.

Dr. N. T. Millard, of Green Lake Co., Wis., wrote Feb.
25, when renewing his subscription : "I am delighted with
the way you handle swindlers and adulterators."

Mr. Emil J. Baxter, of Hancock Co., 111., son-in-law of

Mr. Chas. Dadant, reported. Mar. 2, that he had just sold the
last of his 1896 crop of honey. He had about 10,000 pounds,
and has not had an entire failure in 18 years, altho two or

three seasons he had but very little honey. He keeps from
260 to 300 colonies.

Mb. Wm. Russell, of Hennepin Co., Minn., wrote us

March 6 : "The Minnesota Foul Brood Bill has been 'in-

definitely postponed,' no one having appeared before the Com-
mittee on Dairy and Food, to which it was referred. Com-
ment would be superfluous."

The Leahy Manupactobt Co., publishers of the Progres-
sive Bee-Keeper, are written up in great style by the poetical

Will Ward Mitchell, in the March number of their paper.

Pictures of Messrs. R. B. Leahy, E. B. Gladish and J. W.
Ennis—the principal members of the company—adora the
congratulatory article. Truly, Missouri, like her sister States,

has some wonderful people. And we are glad to know that at

least some of them are making a success in life.

Mr. C. S. French, of Todd Co., Minn., writes as follows :

" Of all of the papers that I take, I enjoy reading the Ameri-
can Bee Journal the best. Long may it continue to prosper."

Mr. B. S. K. Bennett, editor and publisher of the Pacific

Bee Journal, in the March number of his paper utters this

sentence, which doubtless is his own experience as publisher:

"A bee-paper is, we feel, a good place to burn money." Mr.
Bennett might do as another paper in the West did recently,

viz.: Publish a form of bequest, so that its readers might
remember it when making their wills ! But perhaps most
folks would prefer "to burn" their own money, instead of

handing it over to a bee-editor to cremate after they have
departed this life.

Dr. Chas. H. Carter, of Los Angeles Co., Cal., wrote us
Feb. 27 :

" Bees are hard at work, and there Is promise of a
good honey crop the coming season."

Mr. Gustave Gross, of Jefferson Co., Wis., made us a
short office visit week before last, on his way home from a
trip to Switzerland, his native land. He had not been there

for 32 years. He had seven brothers and sisters, and found
them all still living. He reports a fine time, and will prob-
ably write something of his trip for the Bee Journal. We
might give here some of the things he told us about beekeep-
ing in Switzerland, but we prefer to let Mr. Gross tell them
himself. We had a very pleasant visit with him. He is a
bee-keeper of 150 colonies, and expects to double his number
this year. He lives in the region where the famous Grimm
bee-keepers used to live, but he says that the basswood has

been cut down to such an extent there that he has had to

move his bees to another location.
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Wintering Nicely.

Bees are winteriug nicely so far this win-
ter. Wm. CnAiii.

Saginaw Co., Mich., March 1.5.

Boiling in the Pollen.

The American Bee Journal is a welcome
visitor to my home every Monday morning.
I have ',(() colonies of bees, ami they are roll-

ing in the pollen from wild flowers and
fruit-blooms. B. P. Shirk.
Kings Co.. Cal., March 5.

Last Year a Failure.

Last year was a failure here with bees
and everything else. I put into winter
quarters 10 colonies, and have lost one to

date. I winter them on the summer stands
with chaff cushions. J. C. Bogekt.
Montour Co., Pa., March 10.

Bees Wintered Well.

The bees have wintered well, and have
plenty of honey to last until they can board
themselves. The white clover looks better
than I have seen it for years.

I couldn't get along with my bees at all

without the " Old Reliable."
S. T. Applegate.

Lewis Co., Ky., March 10.

Bees in Splendid Condition.

My 120 colonies of bees are all in splen-
did condition on the summer stands, packt
with shavings. The prospect is good for a
good crop of white clover this season. We
have had abundance of rain since last July,
and are looking for a good crop this time.

Geo. W. RiKEii.
Lucas Co., Iowa. March 11.

Bees All Bight.

I 6nd my bees all right so far as I can
tell, except a colony that starved to death
in the upper story of the two hives put to-
gether.

I don't see why any bee-keeper will do
without the Bee Journal if he is interested
in the business. [ read it with much in-

terest. My sonin-law says it is worth ten
dollars to him. Noin Millek.
Iowa Co., Iowa, March 1"2.

Narrow Sections.

I .see a good deal in the Bee Journal about
honey adulteration. Now what difference
is there between that and shipping a lot of
I'o-inch sections into our market here to

sell for 17 cents, when we all use l"s sec-

tions about here J It seems to me one is

about as bad as the other. Of course,
everybody can use what he likes, but it

looks as if we had better have a standard
section, in thickness as well as size.

Litchfield Co., Conn. S. C. Hills.

Last Season—Bees and Grapes.

The past season was one of fair promise
to bee-keepers in this section. There was
abundance of fruit-bloom, warm weather,
plenty of sunshine, and frequent showers.
The bees, strong in numbers, were at work
in the supers, and their merry hum seemed
to restore confidence in our chosen pursuit.

But. alas! how like the political buzzing

—

all promise and no fulfillment—a make-be-
lieve, a delusion, and we can only record
another failure in the honey crup.

• Do bees destroy sound grapes !'' One
would not have wi.^ht for a luure favorable
time to test this matter, than we bad dur-

Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. New London,
Wisconsin,

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus

securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
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Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies.
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!
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Low Prices Now!
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GEORGE ff. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
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ing the grape season of last year. There
was no honey coming in. the bees were
short of stores, and searching for sweets in

every direction. They did not bother the
grapes, however, until the chidren started
them by plucking berries from the bunches,
then even the hulls scattered about the
arbor were a mass of bees.

With some fear as to what the result

might be. I crusbt a part of the berries on
quite a number of bunches, and they were
soon covered with bees, piling over each
other in their haste to lick up the juices,

but. to my surprise. I found the grapes
with torn skins the only ones destroyed.
Perhaps they did not stop to reason, or it

might have been worse, for I have clogged
the hive-entrance with grapes, and they
went through them without my assistance.

It is said that beekeepers want their bees
proven innocent of this charge, and when
answering the query are not always actu-
ated by an honest desire to make plain the
truth. So my bit of experience along this

line can be taken for what it is worth.
A. B. Baird.

Fayette Co., Pa., Jan. 28.

Besults of the Past Season, Etc.

From 14 colonies I took 100 gallons of

extracted honey and .WO pounds of comb
honey, besides increasing to 30 colonies.
The Bee Journal is growing better every
week. I am with it. tooth and nail, to down
all the frauds and adulterators. There is

one firm in St. Joseph, Mo., whose agent
peddles his glucose stuff all over this

county—three little glasses for 2.5 cents,
with a little honey-comb in the top. They
buy these glucose glasses in St. Joseph at
$1 10 per hundred pounds.
Ray Co., Mo. March 1. C. F. Bowen.

Hands Poisoned by Propolis.

On page 778 (1896), R. K. asks the ques-
tion. ""Does the propolis we clean off the
sections poison a person's skin." I am
quite sure it does, for I was poisoned last

fall. When cleaning sections some of the
propolis settled under my wrapper sleeve.
and before I realized it my skin began to
raise a watery blister ; it smarted and
itcht almost the same as poisou-ivy. and
has had the same effect on other occasions.
Bee-stings poison me severely. I have to
be protected when at work in the bee-yard.
Rochester, N. Y. J. H. B.

Getting Bees from a Bee-Tree.

On page .'>4. E. M. L. wishes to know how
to get bees from a bee-tree. If I were to
cut that beetree, I would provide myself
with 'j yard mosquito-bar, and about .W
sticks

9:',i'
inches in length, if frames are

93'«- so they can be tight top and bottom,
to tie with fine wire. String is offensive
to the bees. Then I would want one board
as big as the frames.

About the first of May I would do it, as
this is the time of year you can't very well
destroy a colony of bees—you may kill the
queen, and nearly all the bees, and yet
have a big colony in the fall.

When you get to the tree, see which way
it should fall, so the combs will not all

smash up. You can vary the falling of the
tree a little. Have the place clear, no logs
for it to fall on. When cutting it, when it

starts to go, don't chop any more.

When the tree is down, take your time
and put that ) .'. yard of mosquito-bar over
your hat, and tie a string over the luos-
quito-bar, so the bees can't get at your
face. Tie a string around the sleeve at
each wrist, so the bees can't run up. Keep
your hands bare.
Now move up to the hole in the tree

everything that you brought. Cut in, or
off, the tree around and below the bees,

and if you can split it in halves all the bet-

ter, if not, split till you can get at the
honey. Give that friend all the honey you
can, but be sure that you don't give him
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Memorial Cards

!

CWllIi Portrait on tlteiii)

For presentation upon the death of a dear
one, to relatives and friends, have come into
vogue quite generally of late years among
the American people. We furnish them to

order. Send for free Illustrated circular and
price-list. Prompt and satisfactory work at

living prices. Address,

O. S. UTTEU A: CO.,
Times Building, - Chicago, Ills.

WANTED -ATTENTION !

^EE HERE, Fiiend Bee-Keeper, the best
k5 t'oods are none too good, and the lowest
prices are none too low lor the present times,
so down go the prices for 189" on Full Line
of Bee-Keepers' Supplies.

1 defv competillon In quality aud workman-
ship. Working Wax into Foundatlou when
sent to me, a specially. Write, without fail,

lor Catalog. My prices are worth looking al.

Wax wanted at 2(ic caBh. or 29c In ti-ade, de-

livered. August Weiss, Hortonville, Wis.

6 A8t Mention the American Bee JoumaL

Pacific Coast Bee-Keepers

!

—nirv YOUR—
Dovetailed Cedar Hives
Direct from the Kiutory. (iuaranteed equal

to the best goods on the market.

Send lur Prlre-lilftt.

Bawson & Barner, Centralia, 'Wash.

lOAl.'U Mention the Am. Hee .lournal.

Golden

Add
Texas Queens f

any young bees, as they are not good to
eat. and are very good in your business.
Now lay down the board and get the

sticks, which should be about as big around
as lead pencils. Lay on the boards as many
of the sticks as is necessary to hold the
comb in place, and lay one frame on the
sticks, then fill the frame with comb that
has brood in it. Cut out as much honey as
possible, as it is too heavy. Use everything
that has brood in, capt of uncapt.

When you get the frame full, take the
wire and tie the tops and bottoms of the
sticks together. Take the board and frame,
turn it edgewise, hold the frame up. let the
board down, and set the frame in the hive.

Fill as many frames as you can, and set

the hive right where you got the honey out,

and get in as many bees as you can. If

you can't get them all in, let them stand
until night, and when they get all cleaned
up, and themselves cleaned off, they will

go in, when you can fasten the frames so

they will not shake. Fasten up the hive,

nail down the cover, take a piece of the

mosquito-bar, and two slats, and tack over
the entrance so the bees can get plenty o£

air.

Cut the tree in the forenoon. A man
who is not well informed on bees should
not cut it when bees don't get plenty of

honey in the fields, as there may be rob-

bing. Peter Steinebach.
Clark Co., Wis.

Working on the 'Willows.

I have 8 colonies in hives 17'o'xl2xl2, with
9 standing frames, all redwood. The hive

bodies are dovetailed, so that when put to-

gether and not nailed they will bear up
one's weight cornerwise. and will not give

a hair. The entrances are Sx^, ; no rob-

bing, I assure you. although some full-

length entrance hives near here are rob-

bing all the time. I have a li.,'-inch hole

bored in the bottom-board near the back,

and a 1-inch hole near the top, screened,

for ventilation. The bees have been work-
ing strong for about a month on willow,

but I think it is mostly for pollen.

One house near here has 7 colonies in it.

that I intend taking out. besides several

others. Fruit-bloom is a good, early crop
here. R- H. Yeabnshaw.
Sacramento Co., Cal., Feb. '3S.

Dr. Gallup says they are the best ho
has In his yard.

J. D. (ilVENS, lil'>bon, Tex.
Mention the Bee Journal. OA'JGt,

High Water Interferes.

Spring breeding in this (Vanderburgh)
county has been seriously handicapt by
heavy rains, every day, thus preventing
bees "from gathering pollen, and compelling
us to resort to feeding bian for pollen in

covered places, sheltered from the winds,

in order to stimulate the colonies and get

the working force strong enough in time to

gather the anticipated heavy flow from
white clover. The b.ockwaters of the Ohio
river threatened to destroy my entire api-

ary, as the hives were only 3 or 3 feet

above the water level, the water rising so

rapidly on the night of Feb. '.28, that the

next morning we found our cows lying in a

foot of water. This overflow always in-

sures us a heavy crop of fine honey from
the "dry-weather honey-vine" and fall

flowers. J. C. Wallenmevek.
Vanderburgh Co.. Ind., March 12.

Apis Dorsata Again.

I feel very anxious about that giant bee

of India—Apis dorsata. For my part, I

would like to have them tried in the United
States, and as it is too big an undertaking

for any individual, how could they better

be brought than by the Government >. And
it .seems to me that the bee-keeping frater-

nity should have a sole voice in the matter
of who shall be procured to do the work of

getting them safely here. Just why the

Lincolu meeting so denounced this proposed
undertaking I do not know. Surely it is

not because Frank Benton has apparently
not acted rightly toward the interests of

bee-keepers. This being true, would be
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HAVE A GOOD FENCE •
and vou \c\\\ hav.> pui'il neitrhbors. There are

no trespass suits v hen the KEYSXONK JFENCE isused. AVli> I It holds stock and •

turns stock. Aiiyheiffhtdesii-ed. See all about J
it in our free book on fence building, J
KEYSTONE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., •

S»«i
Uush Street, Peoria, 111.

•^ MONEY Saved is money Gained. •{•

THE ROYAL HON
life liisiirauce Compiiov

DES MOINES, IOWA.

The Iowa Policy
Is one that definitely promises to keep an
accurate account with you ; credit your
premiums and Interest, charge the actual
expense and mortuary cost, and hold the
remaining funds subject to your order.

AgentH Wauted.
JOHN B. KING. General Agent.

Suite 513 First Nat' 1 Bank Bld'g,

•20Atf CHICAGO, ILL.

RIG MONEY IN POULTRY
ifVt Stock and lucubalur^ if conducted
iiciTiiiu^' to "The Chautauqua
Guide to Big Profits' 3usi out aod
sf-nt postpaid wilhonr 1&'97 CatalOKue
for 4c to help pay postage, etc. Best e^fis

Hnd stock cost no more if purchHsed of
- u^. you can then sell your r'roduct to

ti-^and th'-'Osan'is others for hiph fancy prices.

A\> own 300 acres most elet:antly aiianfed to
-poultry. CHAUTAUQUA POULTRY &,

PET STOCK FARM,Box 17 KENNEDY,N.Y
T Al3 Mtixtion the American Bee Journal,

Our '97 Cataloa:
—OF—

Apiarian Supplies, Bees, Etc.

Is yours tor the asking.
It Is full of iQformatioD. ^S~ Write for It.

I. J. STRINGHAm,
105 Park Place. NKWTORK, N. T.

Apiary—Glen Cove, L. I.

Our Prices
ARE WORTH
LOOKING AT

NEW CHAMPION CHAFF HIVE
especially. All other Supplies accordingly.
Send for Catalog and Price-List. Address,

B. H. SCHMIDT & CO.,
48Atf Box 187, Shebovgan. Wis.

Mention tlie Americ<m Bee Journal.

tSBeeswax
For all the Good, Pure Yello'wr

BeeS'wax delivered to our office till

further notice, we will pay 24r cents per
pound, CASH ; or 2S cents for whatever
part Is exchanged for the Bee Journal,
Honey, Books or Seed, that we offer. If

you want cash, promptly, for your
Beeswax, send it on at once. Impure
wax not taken at any price. Address as
follows, very plainly,

GEO. W. YORK & CO.
118 Michigan st. , CHICAGO. ILL.

sufficient to denounce him, and to appoint
another more suitable to bee-men, for it is

for the interest of such that the enterprise
is to be undertaken.
Believing that the above is not true, I

will proceed over the ground: In the first

place, if these bees could reach the nectar
in red clover, a large part of the United
States would be a jiaradise for bee-men. I

believe that no one could estimate the in-

creast amount of honey that would be
gathered by such a strain of bees. Again,
if they could not reach nectar so deep as
that in red clover. 1 see no reason why we
might be benefited, for they are not accus-
tomed to living in hives, and their habits
will have to be somewhat changed. We
would have to teach them to build more
combs and not so thick through. Perhaps
this could be done. But it they can't reach
deeper into the tubes of flowers, we don't
want them. As for their becoming a nui-

sance, as the English sparrow, surely that
cannot be. Their habits are to build un-
derneath the larger limbs of trees, or under
ledges of rocks; would not our Northern
climate kill them ? or if they are going to

survive as the fittest, can't we receive them
as such * Perhaps they won't work in a
dark hive. Well, then we would have to

make a hive suitable, and a super just as
much so. Can a satuple of those bees be
had '. To be sure, they would be dead, but
one could examine their tongues and com-
pare them with the Italians.

Frank Coverdale.
Clinton Co., Iowa.

A Young Bee-Keeper's Good Report.

I have read in the Bee Journal that the
editor wanted young bee-keepers to write,

so I thought I would let you know how I

and my bees are getting along.

I started in with one colony last spring,
from which I got two swarms, and they
gave me 10(1 pounds ot comb honey and 45

pounds of extracted. I sold all my comb
honey for V2 and 12^., cents a pound, and I

got !) cents a pound for my extracted
honey.

I have all black bees, but they are not as

bad as I read of in the Bee Journal. I can
go among them without veil, gloves or hat;
they will not sting me.

Well, I must not forget to tell you how
they swarmed. One day mine swarmed out,

but they went back. Two of my papa's
swarmed out and went right in with mine,
so the hive was full inside and outside.

Papa scraped about halt of them off, and
put them into another hive. And the next
mine swarmed out again. I must say I

had a big swarm. And the second time
they swarmed 1 had good luck; just when
they settled, one o( papa's swarmed out,

and they doubled up, so I had another big

colony ! We have 32 colonies together, and
have them all down cellar; they are win-
tering well. We did not lose any yet, I

have three of the strongest colonies that
we have. I am 13 years old.

Harry Scbillisg.
Washington Co.. Minn., March 9.

"Fishbone" Honey-Production.

Referring to the letter by Mr. La Mont.
on page 124, and the editor's comment
thereon, I wish to say that in my opinion
there is a grain of good sense in Mr. La-
Mont's suggestion as to the use of full

sheets of foundation in sections, especially

unless very thin surplus foundation is used.

And. further. I think if the editor will test

that matter in cutting and eating honey
from sections with inch starters. he will find

that the " fishbone " is not all in the vivid

imagination." With much of the founda-
tion used, he will notice a markt difference

in the quantity and density ot the wax in

the center, between that at the top (the

starter) and at that lower down put in by
the bees. Please try it a few times. Cut a

section of honey down through the middle,

and in most cases the " fishbone " will show
tor itself.

But there is a difference in foundation

California
If you care to know ot Its Fruits, Flowers
Olimate or Uesourcee, send for a Sample Copy
of California's Favorite Paper—

The Paciflc Rural Press
The leading Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the Paciflc Coast. Published weekly,
handsomely Illustrated, 12.00 per annum.
Sample Copy Free.

PACIFIC RVR.4L. PRESS,
220 Market St.. - SAN FRANCISCO. OAl,,

CARLOADS

4ll()l;lti

(It Bee-Hives, Sections, Ship-
pi nj^-Caees. Comb Foundation,
ar)il Ev«rytbing used in the
Bee-Industry.

1 want the name and address
nt' every Bee-Keeper in Amer.
i<-a. I supply Dealers as well
:is consumers. Send for cata-

iin, etc, W. H. PUTNABI.
HivER Falls, Pierce Co.. Wis.

Mention tlie AnwHean Bee JourTtaL

l\.Ah\ HONEY-EXTRACTOR
i'lUlll N Square Glass Jars.

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies in general, etc etc
Seed for our new cataloj?.

** Practical Hints'' will be mailed for 10c.
In stamps. Apply to—

Cbas. F. Siluth & Son, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Mention the Americaii Bee JoumaL

SEE THAT WINK

!

Bee - Sapplies ! Root's
Goods at Root's Prices.

Pouder's Honey - Jars,
and every thing used by
bee-keepers. Prompt ser-

vice, low freight rate. Cat.
tree. 'Walter S, Ponder,

16-.; Mass, Ave,,
Indianapolis, Indiana,

6 ADveBTl6EME^T, MEST'OH TT*s JCO!«V'-

"Vifvi<-»I)o\iBtR'i,u>"

WMEN ANSWERIIG 'I

IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
»1,2d to Prof, A, J, Cook, Claremont, ICallt,,

tor his « . ,

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

UNG DISEASES.
30 years* experience. If your case is

sufficiently serious to require expert medi-
Ical treatment, address

Dr. Peiro, 100 State St.. Chicago.

HATCH Chickens BY ST^EAM-

EXCELSIOR Incubator
Simple. Per/rct, Scif- n^gxUat-
iny. Thousands id succesjfal
opera! ioD. Lowe^it priced
Ilrst-ola<8 llatchei* made.

GEO. II. STAIIL.
tl4to12SS. eihst. QiilntY.ni.

44A26t Mention the American Bee Journal

tEarly Italian Queensf
Up till the middle of April at these prices:

Intcsted, Toe; 'Tested, $1.25.

E. ti. CAKKIKfiTON,
5A17t De Fuulak Sprlnsa, Fla.

ilerjiU:": j-.-c AmsrUxur. Bee /our^v::,.

V«-II, O V«'ll, O'VKI.I.OtrXO.^F.!^
Yello-wzones for PAIN and FE'VEB.
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FEED YOUR BEES!
WITH BASWOOD. PROTECT THEM WITH EVERGRENS.

lOO, 2 to 5 Itit, WIO. IIIO Baswootl Seedlings, *1. Delivereil free. Otlier

-izrs just as cheap. 60 Sl.OO Bargains by mail. Millions to select from. Also

Fruit Trees, Small Fruits. Vines, etc. Liberal cash ciiunissions for

liiljs. Illustrateil <-atalogue free. Guotl lotal Salesnun wanted. Addre:

D. HILL, Evergreen Specialist, DUNDEE, ILL
li

4E6t. Mention the American Dee Journal.

ONE MAN WITH THE

UNION
«o"|;';5^T'°'-

(an do the work of four
men using hand tools, In

Kipping, Cuttlng-otf, Mi-
tring. Rabbeting, Groov-
ing. Gaining. Dadoing,
Edglng-up. Jointing Stuff,

etc. Bull Line of Foot and
Hand Power Machinery,
Sold on Trial. Catalogue Free.

SENEGA FA1.1-S MFO. CO.,
46 Water St SENECA FALLS. N. T.

lAly Mentw., the Amerirnn Bee Journal..

DuQiESi j CollegYj
Penn Ave. and Eighth St.

Thorough Courses— Normal, Commercial, La-

dles Literary, Shorthahd and Typewrliing.
Efficient and experienced instructors. Day
and Night sessions. Send for Catalog.

Prof. lEWIS EDWIN IfOBK, Pres.

IB MONEY IN POULTRY
BlOUR LARCE GUIDE for a? just

out. Soiiiechiug entirely new. lUO

p.igeB. Printed iii tinest colored work.
Contains everything pertaining to Poul-
try in full PRICES REDUCED Oil

1st Prize Winners and Eggs. PostlHiid
ion receipt of 1.^ cents, if you write now.
JOHN BAns:HEIl, Jr., Em 94 Freepoit, 111.

Mention the American Bee Journal

RAAT'S(Get discounts on early orders

^IMlrkC \ for 1897. A. 1. Koot Co.'s Bee-
llVVUS. { Supplies always on hand. Bet-

ter prepared than ever to fill oraera promptly.
3G-page Catalog free.

JOHK NEBEI. & SON, High Hill, Mo.

Mention the American Bee Journal. 4Atf

Unruly Stock at a Premium
We want anim.ils to show off our fence, persistent

fighters for "liberty," whose war cry shall be "up and

at 'em" again. We bought a Jersey bull, "highly

recommended" for the position, but two rounds satis-

fied him. and neither dogs or red rags could induce

him to give the Page Fence another trial.

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian, Mich.

Meiduyn the American Bee Journa

FOPi S.A.L1E !

40 acres of land suitable for the growing of

oranges, lemons or olives ;
situalcil in San

Diego Co.. Calif., with a wellequlpt apiary of

liO colonies of bees in good condition ;
3-

roorn house, with good water. Apiary pro-

duced over ttve tons of fine comb honey from
00 colonies of bees in 18U.J. Price, $ i.OOO.

Address. Dr. P. J. PARKEK.
llA.lt 853 .'Hh St.. SAN DiEOO, Calif.

n l__„..^l« .V <iiolce Lot or thor-

(jOC£6r6iS obrcd S. C. Urown Leg-

horns, *1.:;.T each. Eggs from same brred In

season $1.2.') lorl.".. Also PliAlSTJi-Slraw-
berry, Hed and liliick Cap Raspberry.

Will stutl and mount birds and animals to

order. Price for small birds and animals 00
cte., and upward iicuordlng to size.

mm. Li. C. AXTEL.1.,
7Atf Ko.sEvii.LE, Warren Co., I1.1..

from different makers. I have purchast of

the Dadants that which came out almost,

or quite, as tender and delicate as the nat-

ural comb. From other sources I have
sometimes procured and used that which
when cut. upon the table, was strongly sug-

gestive of India rubber, or leather, in

toughness or density. Still, it is true, as

the editor remarks, concerning adultera-

tion, that " comb honey can take care of

itself."

I
It seems evident that boney-producing is

steadily and surely growing less profitable

as a business thau it has been in the past.

In most localities the prices quoted by
dealers in the larger markets cut figures.

The producers of comb honey seldom rea-

lize much more than half the advertised
market rates (net). Extracted honey (pure)

is very low, while adulteration is spoiling

the demand for real honey. For some years
there has been a sort of ' boom " in honey-
production, but it will soon be alongside of

celery and sugar beets, which are fast be-

coming little, if any, better than turnips or

10-cent potatoes, and other garden and
farm products under "gold standard"
money measure. Albert Baxter.
Muskegon Co., Mich., Feb. 3lJ.

Convent ioD Notices.

Texas.—The next annhal meeting of the
Texas State Bee-Keepers' Association will be
held at Greenville, Wednesday and Thursday,
April 7 and 8, 1897. All are cordially Invited
to attenil.

IJtali.—The Utah State Bee-Keepers' Asso-
ciation will hold its semi-annual meeting In

the City and County Building, Salt Lake City,
April 5, 1897, at 10 a.m. All are invited to
come and bring your friends. A full program
In the Interest of the industry will be pre-
sented, amongothersuhjecls to he considered
being the hesl method of marketing our prod-
ucts, and how to best protect the bees from
foul brood and other diseases. In union is

strength, and by industry we thrive. The As-
sociation needs your aid: then let all do their

full duty, for their own interest and lor mu-
tual benefit and self-preservation.
Salt Lake City, Utah. E. S. Lovesy, Pres.

HATCH CHICKENS
witli a machine thai v.'ill hutch every

euL' that cmi be hatchtMi.

The New Saumenig Hatcher.,
ShiuI li stamps for catalogue Ko. 69

INVINCIBLE HATCHER C0.8pringfield,O.

MfTitiKyiZ iths ^.ra-erioan Bee -yc^/nrsivj/^.

For Sale Cheap During 1897.

Italian Bees and Queens, and Root's Bee-
Keepers' Supplies. Address.

oi'ro Ki.i<:iKOW,
12A2t 122 Military Ave.. DETROIT, MICH.

Me'fitio?! ilie -AmeriDan Bee Journal,

FflH ^Al F ** Beevllle, Tex.- ;00 Colo-
nies of flrst-ciasB Italian Bees.

StiOO cash, to close out. Address,
10A4 S. A. LEEDS, Avery l»Iaiid, l.a.

ilee-lieepci-!*' IMiologrsipli.—We
have now on hand a limiteif number of ex-

cellent photographs of prominent bee-keep-
ers—a number of pictures on one card. The
likeness of 411 of tliera are shown on one of

the photographs, and 131 on the other. We
will send them, postpaid, for ;iO cts. a card,
mailing from the I'Jl kind first; then after
they are all gone, we will send the 4'J kind.

80 those who order first will get the most
" faces " tor their money. Send orders to

the Bee Journal office.

I AEISE
TO SA Y to tbe readers

of the

BEE JOURNAL that

DOOLITTLE
has concluded to sell

—BKES and QUKKNS—
In their seauon, during
1897, at the following
prices :

One Colony of Italians
on 9 Gallup frames, In
light shipping-box $600
Five Colonies 35 00
Ten Colonies 45 00
1 untested queen. 1 00
6 *' queens 5 50
12 " " 1000
1 tested Queen... Si 50
S " Queens . 3 So
1 select tested queen 2 uo
3 " " Ciueens4 00

Select tested queen, previous season's rearing. . 4 00
tOxtra Selected for breeding, the vert best. . 5 00
^boutaPoundof BEES in a Two-frame Nuoleni,
with any Queen, t3.00 extra.

W Circular free, giving full particulars regard-
tog tbe Bees and each class of Queens.

Address

G. M, DOOLITTLE,
llA25t BORODINO, Onon. Co.. N. T.

For Sale, Ctioice Italian Bees.
Full Colonies at $3.00 ; Nuclei, Jl per Frame.

—Queens In Their Season.—
Also a Full Stock of the

B. Taylor Handy «^^-^^s'irp^pl,l«s.
Send for Catalog, to—

F. A. CROWEIiIi, Granger, Hinn.
10E4t Please mention the Bee Journal.

TO REDUCE STOCK !

5 per cent. OflF
On all Kinds of Supplies

During- March.
. .... Orders amounting to S.") or more will be
delivered f . o. h. cars Springfield, Ills.

W. J. Finch, Jr., Chesterfield, Ills.

10A13t Mention the Am. Bee Journal.

Mfnitvm, the American Bee Jottnfto.'n

nrr l/rCDCDC ! Let me send you my 64-

DLL-NLLrLnO I page Catalog tor 18!i7.

J. in. Jenkins, Wetunipka, Ala.

Meri'ition fl\e .American Bee Journal.

BeeswaxWaiited for Cash
Or in Exchange tor

Foundation—Sections—Hives
or any Other Supplies.

Working Wax l,',^S ?o°r^?fs1f A Specialty.

{S'" Write for Catalog and Price-List, with
Samples of Foundation and Sections.

GUS DITTMER,
AIKJIISTA, WIS.

Mention the American .Bee Jmirtial.

^i TO BE HUNG ! ^
Ol'K SHiNOLE Is now hung out, notifying

the puLilIc thai we are again ready to olilp

QuecnN. Having greatly enlarged our facil-

ities, can fill orders by return mail.

Ciioldfn llr:iiiti«-s,» Kan<l llsilians

Alf>« tsilv<-i--«iiray I'ai-niolan.

Warranted Queen, .50c.; Tested.
Monty Orders pavabie at Caldwell, lex

for CalalOif ol Boe-Keepors' Snppll

Address, C. B. BANKSTON,
11 Atf Ohuiesuan, Burleson Co., Tex,

7.tC. Make
Send

e«.
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HDNEYapd BEESWAX
^lAKKKX QIJOTAXIOS.

The following rules for grading honey were
adopted by the North American Bee-Keepers'

Association, and, so far as possible, quota-

tions are made according to these rules:

Fancy.—All sections to be well filled ; combs
straight, of even thickness, and firmly at-

tached to all four sides; both wood and comb
unsoUed by tr>ivel-staln, or otherwise: all the
cells sealed except the row of cells neit the
wood.
No. 1.— All sections well filled, but combs

uneven or crooked, detached at the bottom,
or with but few cells unsealed: both wood
and comb unsoUed by travel-statn or other-
wise.

In addition to this the honey is to be classi-

fied according to color, using the terms white,
amber and dark. That Is. there will be "fancy
white," "No. 1 dark." etc.

diicag-o. 111., Mar. 19.—Fancy white. 11®
12c.; No. 1, loailc; fancy amber, 9c.; No. 1,

7c.; fancy dark, 8c.; No, 1, 7c. Extracted,
white, oca'c. : amber. 5a6c. ; dark, 4 He Bees-
wax, 25@27c.
Stocks are working down, but there is no

improvement in price. The season for comb
honey Is drawing to a close. Any one intend-
ing to market In the cities should do so now.

Albany. N. Y., Mar. 20.—Fancy white, 12-
13c.; No. 1. 11-12C.; fancy amber, 9-lOc.;
No. 1. 8-9c.; fancy dark, 7-8c ; No. 1, 6-7c.
Extracted, white. .i-6c. ; dark. 3H-4c.
Demand is all that could be expected at this

season. Stock on hand small.

Indianapolis, Ind., Peb. 20.—Fancy whlt«.
14-15C.; No. 1 white. 12-13C. Extracted,
white. 6-7c. Beeswax, 22-25c.
Demand is fair for grades quoted, but no

demand for Inferior grades.

Boston, Mass., Feb. 20.—Fancy white, 13
14c.; No. 1. 11-120. Extracted, white, 6-7c.

;

amber. 5-6c. Beeswax. 2oc.

Cleveland. Ohio, Peb. 20.—Fancy white.
14V4iai5c. : No. 1 white, 12H@13c. Extracted,
white. 6@7c.; amber, 4>4@o>4c. Beeswax, 22
<a25c.
There Is not very much honey in our mar-

ket Selling rather slow. Bemand beginning
to be a little better. Think trade wlU be fair
In this line this fall.

St. Xionis, Mo., Peb. 19.—Fancy comb. 12@
@13c.; No. 1 white, ll@ll!4c.; amber, 9@
lO^c; dark, 7(a8>ic. Extracted, white. In
cans. 6@7c.; amber. In barrels, 4@4Hc; extra.
Sc; dark, 3@4c. Good demand for barrel
stock—comb slow sale. Beeswax, 23@23>4c.
—prime finds ready sale at 23!4c.

San Prancisco, Calif., Peb. 24.—White
comb. 9-lOc ; amber, 5-7c. Extracted, white,
o-o^c; light amber, 4-4i4c.; amber colored
and candled. 354c ; dark tule. 25ic.
Beeswax, fair to choice, 23-26c.

Philadelphia, Pa., Peb. 2.—Fancy white
comb. 12-13C ; fancy amber. 8-9c.: No. 1. 8c.;
fancy dark. 7-8c. Extracted, white, .5-7i;.

;

amber. 4-5c. ; dark. 3!4-4c. Beeswax, 25c.
Season is getting over for comb honey—very

little demand. Extracted in good demand.

Hew York, H. Y ,Feb. 20 —There has been
a little better demand tor comb hooey during
the last two weeks. Prices, however, will not
Improve, as the season is too far advauccd
and plenty ot stOL-k laying on tbe market.
We have a good demand for extracted buck-
wheat, candied, and beekeepers having their
crop on band yet. should now market It.

Beeswax is quiet at 26 28c.. according to
quality.

Cincinnati, Ohio, Mar. 9. — Demand Is
slo * tor extracted and comb honey. We quote
comb honey at 10@13c.: extracted. 3>^@6c.
Dark comb seems to be an unsalable article
at this time of the year.
Beeswax Is in fair demand at 22@23c. for

good to choice yellow.

Kansas City, Mo,, Mar. 10.—No. 1 white,
12ai3c.; fancy amber. ll@12c.: No. 1 amber.
lOailc. : fancy dark. 9@10c.: No. 1 dark. 8®
9c.; Extracted, white. .5® 5!4c.; amber, 414®
oc: dark. 4@4!4c. Beeswax. 23c.

Detroit, Mich., Mar. 12.—No. 1 and fancy
white comb. ll-12c.; other brands. 7-1 Oc.
Extracted, white. o-6c. ; amber and dark
»-5c. Beeswax, 24-25c.

Minneapolis, Minn., Peb. 20. — Fancy
white. ll®12c.; No. 1 white. 10@llc.; fancy
amber. 9®10c.; No. 1 amber. 8@9c.; fancy
dark. 7@8c. ; No. 1 dark. 6-7c. Extracted,
white. 6@7c. : amber, 3®.5Hc. : dark. 4(a.5c.

Utah white extracted, 5@5Hlc. Beeswax. 23®
26c. Market fnlrly steady for comb and bet-
ter for extriicted tbun for some time.

Buffalo, N. Y., Mar. 19.—Demand is some-
what better lor honey, although we advise
marketing everything and cleaning it up.
Strictly fancy comb. 1-pound. 10-1 Ic; other
grades 9-oc.. as to iiuality. condition, etc. Ex-
tracted, 4-5 >4c., as to kind and quality.

List of Honey and Beeswax Dealers.

Most of whom Quote In this Journal,

CtalcagOt Ills.

B, A. BmiNBTT & Co.. 163 South Water Street.

New York, N. ¥.
HiLDRBTH Bros. & Seoelken,

Kansa* City, mo.
0. C, CLEH0H8 & Co., 433 Walnut St.

Bafialo,N. Y.
Batterson & Co.. 167 & 169 Scott St.

Hamilton, Ills.

Chas. Dadant & Son.

Pbiladelplila, Pa.
Wm. a. Selser. 10 Vine St.

Cleveland, Ohio.
Williams Bros., 80 & 82 Broadway.

St. Lonls, no.
Westcott Com. Co.. 213 Market St

minneapoll*, niinn.
S. H. Hall & Co.

miwaukee, Wis.
A, V. Bishop & Co.

Boston, Mass.
K. K. Blake & Co., 57 Chatham Street.

Detroit, inicta.

M. H. Hunt, Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich.

Indianapolis, Ind.
Walter S. Pouder, 162 Massachusetts Ave.

Albany, N.Y.
Chas. McCulloch ci Co.. 380 Broadway.

Cincinnati, Oblo.
C. r. M0TH & Son. cor. Freeman & Central aT».

Honey - Clovers !

We have made arrangements so that we
can furnish seed of several of the Clovers
by freight or express, at the following prices,
cash with order:

oB) lOB) 25B) SOB)
A Islke Clover ... .1.70 11.23 »3.00 » 5.75
Sweet Clover (whitej .60 1.00 2.25 4.00
White Clover 90 1.60 3.75 7 00
Alfalfa Clover 60 1.00 2.23 4.00
Crimson Clover 33 .90 2.00 3.50

Prices subject to market changes.

Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage, if
wanted by freight.
Your orders are solicited.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,
CHICAGO, ILLS.

One Cent
M. H. HUNT.

Invested in a postal card
will get my large Cata-
log of All Root's Goods.
Send list of what you
want, and get price.
Bell Braucb, micb.

WHE» Ahswerimg This aovertisemeht, mention this jouww*^

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATIOS

^!jl J. VAX DELSEN 6l SONS,
^^^^H Bole Manafaotnrers,^iWV SproQt Brook MontKomerr Co.. N. T.

Has No Sag In Brood-Framei

Thio Flat-Bottom FoundatioD
Hu lo Fisbbooe in the Sorplus Hboef.

Being the oleaneBt 1b nsaally worked
tbe qalckest of any FotmdBtlon made

»» LANDS
For Sul« at l.iO'w I>ri«-«;!!> and

uit I'^a»iy 'l'erin»>.

The Illinois Central Railroad Company otfers

for sale on c^sy terms and at low prices, 130-

000 acres ot choice fruit, gardening, farm and
grazing lands located in

SOUTHERN ILllllS.
They are also largely Interested in, and call

especial attention to the 600.000 acres of land
in the famous

YAZOO VALLEY
OF MISSISSIPPI

lying along and owned by the Yazoo & Miss-
issippi Valley Railroad Company, and which
that company offers at low prices and on long
terms Special Inducements and facilities

offered to go and examine these lands, both
In Southern Illinois and In the " Faz o Val-

ley," Miss. For further description, map, and
any Information, address or call upon E. P.

SKENE, Land Commissioner, No. 1 Park
Row. Chicago, ill. 8E6t

Merntuyii vit, Arnericon Bee Joumai.

\A. OOJU13 I30J^rvA^l«S
ais about the actual worth of /
Boar new book on Incubation 5

^and Poultry. Contains a full i

and complete descriiition of ^
the Reliable Incubators

'& the Brooder of sjime name,/^ together with cuts and in-

J

fitnictiniis; forbuiiil's poultry
Jhouses mill much of interest and
'

srreat value to the r>oultrvTii.in, Sent on rpc'r^t of ]IJc.

^R^UAJBLE^m CO.-gUINCY-ILLS

36E17t Please mention the Bee Journal.

For a knife that will cut ;i horn without f
crushing, because it cuts from four i

- Side?, at once ^!.(^t.
,

THE KEYSTONE—DEHORNER^iL
It is humnne. rapi'l and durable. Fully •
warrimted. iiiGHEST AW.^RDAT \VoRLl>'s 9
Faii; Def-criptive circuhirs :F"R.i:E. ^
A. C HKO.SII S. Cochraiiville. P:i. m

Mention the Am*^rxcan Bee JoaimaJ^

MONEYIN POULTRY
Our Fuullr> Annual and ItuuL uf Valuable
Keclpesfor'97, finely pnntt-<l i n colurs.triv-

mg cuts, descnjitions an'l prices of 4o of
the leading Viirietit-S"f Fancy Fowls, with
important hints on the care of poultry, atid

hundredsof recipes of great value. Over
I'M'ti premiums won at leading shows.
Prices KeduredOno-Fourlh. Finest boi-k

out. Price only Inc. Will return money
if not satisfuct'irv. A-i'lrcss,

Bo\ ::(. IrAKOTA, ILL.. I. S. \.

Mention the American Bee Jcumfn.^

40E1

4E7t

WOVEN ..mEFENCEi
null- i

»tr,Jn!r.l'iK«inniiicl.'-n-lii:ht. \\ ith i

our Dri'LKX ,tl Tim >TU' nirhlne

vnu call ninke Oil r,»

12 to 20 cts. a
0»pr 5» Hlilf*,. liitnliiLii

KITSELMAN BROS.,
Boi I3n. Ridgeville, Ind.

a ilav for J
a Rod.!
iLiio Kiee. T

POMTIOK W.INTED as ass'stant in an
apiar). Have had some experience. Rea-

sonable wages. Address.
CHAS. OKIES 3ACH.

15-2 \V. Randolph St., Chicaoo, III.
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K B^ BQ M A Copy of

LD L t Successful Hee-keephig,rn 11 by W. Z, Hutchinson ;

I 11kk and our 189T Catalog, for 2-

cent stamp, or a copy of tbe
Catalog for tlie Askiii:;. We make almost
Everyiliing used by Bee-Keepers, and at
EiOWOHt l*rice». OUR

Falcon Polisht Sections
are warranted

Superior to All Others.

Don't tuy cheaply and roughly made Goods.
when you can have ilie beiat—sutli aft we,
make.

Tlie Americau Bee Keeper
[monthly, now in its 7th year]

36 Pages 50 Cents a Year.
Sample Fkee—Address,

THEW.T.FAICOKERMFG.CO.,
JAlffESTOWN, N. Y.

DANZENBAKER
HIVE AND HONEY
won Highest Honors at the

Fairs, and pays Premiums
to purchasers

of .= hires, $.10 for the best 100 Danz. sectlonB
•• 25 •' 25 •• 50 "
•• 20 " 20 " 40
.. 10 '• 10 ' 20 •
• 5 •• 5 •• 10 '

^F" Further particulars regarding the pre-

mimums, also special catalog of the Danzen-
baker Hive and System, furnisht on applica-

tion. Address,

Francis Danzenbaker, Medina, Oliio.

Care The A. I. Root Coiupany.

BEST ON EARTH !

!

18 years the Standard. The 4-lnch •• Smoke
Engine." Is It too large ? Will it last too

long ? Will save you lots of money and had
words. Send for Circular. 6 sizes and prices

ol Bingham Smokers and Knives.

T. F. BINGHAM, Farwell, IHlcli.

5Atf Mention (he American Bee Journal-

LEADS THEM ALL !

Williams' Automatic

Reversible Honey-Extractor
Leads them all. You waul liie l>t»t.

Price-Llst Free.

Van Allen & Williams, Barnnni, Wis.

8E t f 4fc7itton the American Bee ,/i)uma-.

Advanced -«--
$:?3js: Bee-Cnltiire
During the earlier years of Its publication

the Bee Keepers' Review was devoted en-

tirely to tbe discussion of special topics. Each
number was really a little pamphlet contain-
ing the views of the best men upon some spe-

cial topic. After publishing the Keview live

years its editor wrote ' Advanced Bee-Cult-
ure," a book of nearly 100 large, double-col-
umn, wellillustrated pages, which Is really a
summing up—the cream, so to speak—ot those
first five volumes of the ItEViEW. It begins
with ihe opening of the year, and takes the
reader through tbe whole season, describing
the most advanced methods lor performing
all of the most Imporlanloperatlons until the
honey Is sold and the bees ready lor winter.

A single idea found In the book may bo worth
dollarsto the reader. The price of the book
Is 50 cts . but for advertising purposes, for

the sake of getting the Keview into new
hands, this book Is given absolutely free to

any one not now a subscriber who sends $1.0U
fertile Keview for 1HIJ7. Address.

W. Z. Hutchinson, Flint, Mich.

^°^*^
Dadant's Foundation SYear

Why Does It Sell So Well ?
Because it has always given better satisfaction than any other.

Because IN 20 YEARS there have not been any complaints, but thousands

of compliments.

We Guarantee Satisfaction.
What more can anybody do? Beauty, Purity, Firmness, No Sagging, No

Loss. Patent ^^eed Process of Slieetingf.

Send Name for Our Catalog', Sample!; of FotiiKlation and Veil
JTIatei-ial. We sell the best Veils, cotton or silk.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies of All Kinds.

The Classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.25, by mail.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
Please mention the Am. Bee Journal. HAMILTON, Hancock Co., ILL.

4ieMowiO)i^e m
!=I^El=l

Our business is making Sections. We are located in the basswood belt of Wis-
consin ; therefore the material we use cannot be better. We have made the fol-

lowing prices :

No. 1 Siiow-WhiJe.

.500 for $1.25
1000 for 2.50
2000 for 4.75
3000 for 6.75

No. 1 Cream.
500 for $1.00

1000 for 2.00
2000 for 3.75
3000 for 5.25

If larger quantities are wanted, write for prices.

Price-L,i$t of Sections, Foundations, Veils, Smokers, Zinc, Etc.
Sent on application.

MARSHFIELD MFG. CO., Marshfield, Wis.6A35t

Gut Prices to Move Stock !

!

There are a few items of desirable stock left of the goods secured of Thomas
G. Newman when we took charge of his supply business here. In order to close

these out and make room for fresh, new goods, we have decided to offer these at
prices which will make them go.

The following is the list, which will be corrected as the stock is sold ; if you
see what you want here, order at once, or you may be to late

:

V-Top Langstroth Frames, 75c per 100 ; 250 for $1.25 ; 500 for $2.
All-Wood Frames, pierced for wire, same price while they last.

No. 3 VanDensen Thin Flat-Bottom Fdn., in 25-lb. boxes, $10.50 a box.

Wakeman & Crocker Section-Press, 50c each (old price, $1.25).
Townsend Section-Press, 50c. (old price, .$1.)

Hill Feeders, quart size, 8c each, 75c per doz. (less than half old prices).

Hill Smokers, -lOc each ; by mail, ROc.

Quinby Smokers at 50c, 70c, and $1.00 each—20c extra by mail.

Jones' Frame-Pliers, 10c each ; by mail, lOc extra (old price, 25c and postage.)

1896 Dovetailed Hives at Special Prices.
Desiring to make room for new goods, we offer from stock at this branch, No. 1

Dovetailed hives, S-frame complete, with sections, foundation-starters, and nails, at $5.75

for .5; ^^..^O for 10; -i^aO.OO for 20 ; No. IE, same without sections and starters, *4.T5 for

5; «8.50forlO; S10.0Ufor20; lOframe complete, 20 cts. each extra; lU-frame E, 1.5 cts.

each extra. Other Hives in stock at a similar reduction.

It tvantetl by Freig^lit, add 'iSc lor cartagfe on orders tor less tlian ^5

THE A. I.GROOT COMPANY,
Geo. W. Ydik, Manager. 118 Michigan Sti-eet, CHICAGO, ILL.
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The Use of Drawn Combs in Sections.

BT W. Z. HUTCHINSON.

There is probably no topic ia which the apiarian world is

more interested at present than in the one that I have used as

the title for this article. We all know that, as usually raan-

aeed, more extracted than comb honey can be produced

—

many say twice as much— but it is certain that much more
can be produced. One reason for this, if not the main reason,

is that in producing extracted honey no comb has to be built,

that is, after a supply has been obtained. I doubt if anything
is lost In the building of comb, that is, if the wax for comb-
building is produced at a loss, under ordinary conditions, but
the trouble is that so much time is consumed in comb-building,

that a short, sharp, but very bountiful flow of honey may be

practically lost if the bees are compelled to build combs in

which to store it. In this connection, comb foundation is a

great help, but it is ?iot drau'ii comb, and cannot be such in

much less than two days, and even ten days, in a short, abun-
dant flow may mean a great deal. Drawn combs can be

utilized at once.

To my mind, the main reason why more extracted than
comb honey is produced, is because in the former case abun-
dant storage-room of drawn comb is always furnisht. If we
could always have sections full of nice drawn combs, I see no
reason why we could not produce exacily as much comb as ex-

tracted honey. Mr. Heddon says ihau more extracted honey
can be produced by using shallow extracting supers, and then
tiering them up so rapidly, as the flow advances, that the bees

do not fully seal the honey. This plan also largely saves in the

work of uncapping. There may be something in this, but I

see no reason why supers of sections may be rapidly tiered up
in the same manner during a rapid flow, and then the capping
of the combs completed later, after the rush is over.

I have thus dwelt upon the advantages of drawn combs in

a heavy honey-flow, but in some localities and seasons it is

possible that there may be still greater advantages In using

them to eet the bees at work in the supers early In the season.

With Italian bees and a slow, gradual opening of the main
honey-flow, the bees are loth to begin work in the sections.

They will crowd the brood-nest, lessening the amount of brood
that is produced, and will begin work in the supers when they

are actually forced into them ; that is, if the sections contain

nothing but foundation. Fill the sections with drawn combs,

and how different the case. The bees begin to put honey into

the sections as soon as any can be spared for that purpose.

They seem to clc(iy/i£ to begin work in the supers when they

are thus supplied with drawn combs. Pressure upon the

brood-nest is stopt, and more brood is the result. A super of

sections having drawn combs will often be completed and
ready to come off, and work commenced in a second super by

the time that work will be simply commenced in a super con-

taining foundation only. A super of drawn combs in the

spring often means another super of fioisht comb honey, and

the bees inclined to ivork in seclwns instead of swarming. This
latter is a hlg point sometimes.

There are different ways of getting drawn combs in the

ssctions. At the end of the season there are always more or

less of unfinisht sections. There are two methods of dealing

with those that are nearly finlsht—that of "feeding back"
extracted honey to secure their completion, and of selling them
at a reasonable price in the local market. For most bee-

beepers, the latter course is probably preferable. All sections

that are not three-fourths completed better be emptied by set-

ting supers of them over colonies that are lacking in stores,

and then the dry, clean combs kept over for use the next
spring. Any combs that are over one-half completed better

be leveled with the comb-leveler before putting them on the

hive. In those localities where there is a fall flow of dark
honey that will bring only a low price, it can be used to the

best advantage in drawing out foundation in sections to be
used another year for storing white honey. In other localities

It may be profitable to feed sugar In the fall, selecting for the
work colonies that are lacking in stores, and thus have foun-

dation drawn out in the sections for use the next season. This
same work may be done in the spring, and thus not only get

the combs drawn, but so fill the brood-nests that when the
season's honey harvest finally open«, the honey must go into

the sections because there is no other place in which to put it.

Some have reported excellent success In having founda-
tion drawn out in full sheets, and then cutting it up and fit-

ting it into the sections. This greatly increases the work, and
I feel satisfied that if the use of drawn combs becomes gen-
eral, it will be by having them drawn out directly in the
sections.

I recently exprest my views regarding the new deep-cell

foundation, with which The A. I. Root Co. is experimenting,
and have only to add when such a man as E. R. Root says that
the comb resultiug from the use of this new foundation is as

brittle and "eatable " as natural combs we can only wait

—

suspend our judgment until we can try it ourselves. If it

should turn out that the use of this product does not debase
the comb honey, and it can be produced in commercial quanti-
ties, at a low price, it is ijulte likely that it will solve the
question of how drawn combs should be produced. In the
meanwhile, we can go on getting drawn combs according to

the plans that we know are successful.

Genesee Co., Mich.

A Visit to Switzerland and France.

BY GUSTAVE GROSS.

During my visit to Switzerland and France, the past win-
ter, I seized every opportunity to Inquire about the state of

apiculture there. I saw a good many bee-keepers, visited

several apiaries, and from all I saw I came to the conclusion
that apiarists there are far behind us in their practice, which
may in part be accounted for by the fact that they do not read
bee-papers as we do here. Of course, there are exceptions,

but it was not my lot to meet with such. Besides, the honey
resources of the country are not nearly as good as ours. In
Switzerland (the part 1 visited) they get their surplus mainly
from the pines, and it Is only a honey-dew, in color resembling
our buckwheat honey, having a strong " piney " taste, though
very sweet. The honey Is mostly extracted, sections are

high, .ST.00 per 1,000, while heavy comb foundation costs 50
cents per pound ; but they told me it was very hard to get it

pure, the most of it being mixt with parafline.

When they produce honey it ls> in the old-fashiOQed straw
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skep ; the cap, holding may be 15 pounds, being taken off

when full and sold that way ; I saw it in all the stores, while

honey in sections was very scarce.

The DeLayens hive is mostly used, being about square,

with the frames either perpendicular to or parallel with the

entrance. There was quite a diversity of opinions on this

subject.

The bees are wintered out-doors in Switzerland, and gen-

erally come through all right, but they nearly always have to

be fed in the spring.
Extracted hocey sells for about the same price as the

comb—from 24 to 28 cents per pound, according to the crop.

In the south of France, near Bordeaux, they seem to get bet-

ter crops than in Switzerland ; their surplus comes from black

locust and basswood, and is gathered in May and June. Their
spring is very early there ; on Feb. 15 I saw peach trees in

bloom, the bees were bringing in pollen, and there was sealed

brood in all the hives. The colonies get strong in time to

swarm at the end of April, just before the locust bloom. They
use a hive with 16 frames, about 16 inches square. As the

most of them work for extracted honey, and do not use upper
stories, they extract from the outside frames ; but what a

work ! the frames have to be taken out from the side, for the

top cannot be opened. I saw an apiary where the hives were
put on top of each other, four high.

The bees there are mostly the common black bees ; I saw
very few Italians. In the city of Bordeaux are many bees,

but I was told that they wore mostly affected with foul brood,

a result, they thought, of robbing the sugar refineries. My
brother, who has a large fruit-canning establishment, told me
that in summer he lost from $3 to .1-4 a day by the bees (sugar

is 12 cents a pound in Prance, there being a heavy tax on it).

By the nature of his business he cannot get even with the

bees, as they do in the sugar refinery that I visited, where the

superintendent told me that they swept the bees together, put
them in a bag, hung it on a peg, and by their own weight the

sugar or syrup was squeezed out and then boiled again, so

there was very little loss !

Honey is used very little in France, which may be due to

its poor quality. In one of the stores they had quite a lot of

section honey, but it was half capt, dark, and partly candied.

I bought one section for which they charged me 30 cents ! I

think if they would put up their honey in nice shape there

would not be cases like that of a man I heard of, who had 600
pounds in his cellar, and could not sell it. When I left here, I

took with me a 12-pound case of basswood comb honey, and
how everybody admired it! They said they had neoer seen

such nice honey, not even In their expositions.

I had to give them a talk on apiculture in the United
States, and afterwards repeat it to a large audieuce. I gave
them one of the sections of honey to look at, and taste of, and
most of them thought it wis delicious, but a few found it too

strong for their taste.

I had been explaining to them my way of hiving swarms
with dipt queens. The next day it was reported to me that

one of my hearers was pitying me, thinking what a job I must
have every spring to cut the wings off all my bees ! The joke
was on me. Jefferson Co., Wis.

CanWe Dispense with the Haudliug of Frames?

BY G. M. DOOLITTLE.

In the struggle which apiarists are compelled to go through,

In these times of low prices of honey, in order that they may
live at their calling, or chosen pursuit, many " short cuts " are

advocated and many plans put forth, which were never thought

of when honey sold at paying figures. All know that the less

work we do in the apiary, or the less work done with a single

colony, helps toward making a given price for our honey, pays

us more for the labor performed, other things being equal.

But the question which confronts us is. Will we obtain as much
honey from our bees, with little or no work expended on them,
as we would if we gave them the same care we did in former
years, when honey brought from double to treble the price it

now does? I know that there are many "shortcuts" which
we can take to advantage, but are not some of the short cuts

advocated, very prolific in making "slipshod " bee-keepers ?

Some are advocating the handling of hives instead of

frames as a means of cheapening the production of honey,

claiming that any bee-keeper of average intelligence can learn

to diagnose colonies with scarctely over opening any hive, or

ever taking out a frame. Such advocacy has in it, in my opin-

ion, the element of impressing the beginner that a careless

style of bee-keeping will accomplish as good results as will one

of push and energy, which is incorporated in the handling of

frames. Bee-keepers of long experience can be trusted better

to guess at the inside conditions of a colony from the outside

appearance of the same; but I contend that, in order for any
person to become an accomplisht apiarist, he must, in his ini-

tiatory steps, become thoroughly acquainted with the inside

workings of a colony of bees by actual inspection of the frames
of brood, honey and combs. Handling hives, in the abstract,

admits of no suitable knowledge of the inside workings of a
colony equal to even a fair guess ; hence I claim that the ideas

advanced by some have a tendency of carrying us back to the

days of our fathers, when our beloved pursuit was pretty much
shrouded in mystery. Just listen to the following which I

found in one of our bee-papers :

"We have lost sight of the advantages of judging
from outside appearances in our use of frames. If an exper-

ienced bee-keeper places his ear against the side of the hive,

and raps or jars, he can tell by the sound, pretty well, the con-

dition of the colony inside of the hive. During theearly spring,

in cold storms, when there are colonies in the apiary that are

liable to starve, if the apiarists will go from hive to hive every

day and place his ear on the side of the hive and rap, he can
tell by the sound whether all are fed. If the response is weak,
a little syrup given immediately will soon restore the strong,

vigorous response to the rap." etc ; while much advocated by
others savors of similar import. And all for what ? That we
may do something out of the usual line and learn to think that

no amount of work shall be considered too menial so long as

the handling of frames can be avoided in this great strife in

producing honey cheaply, so that apiarists can live by produc-

ing honey at the present, and fast becoming, deprest prices

of the same.
Just think of such apiarists as Mr. Secor, Dr. Miller, or

Dr. Mason, going out every day in slush and storms, getting

down upon " all fours " in the mud and snow, placing their

ears to the side of the wet and nasty hives, and rapping on the

same to know whether any of the 101 colonies are going to

starve, when once handling of the frames during the first

flight of the bees in spring would place them where either

would positively know that ?io colony need starve during the

next six weeks to come !

Think of turning a hive bottom side up, and with smoke,
driving the bees down among the combs, peering in as best we
can, setting the hive back on the stand again, removing the

covering from the top, smoking again, and looking down into

hive that way, all for the sake of guessing what is inside,when
once handling of the frames the fore part of June would give

any one a perfect knowledge regarding all that would be nec-

essary to know about that colony for the next month to come !

Is such as this to be the advancement (?) of the future? If

so, then I am glad that my apicultural life was cast among
those of the past. I cannot feel otherwise than that the whole
thing is a step in the wrong direction.

Beginners should be taught that it is an absolute neces-

sity that they fully master all the minutia of the inside work-
ings of a colony of bees, and after this has been fully learned,

frames are to be handled only where a gain can be made by
them. Work in the apiary is required only where a profit is

to come from that work ; and that this handling and work
must be done at the right time, in the right manner, and in the

right place, if they would become successful apiarists.

It is with pride that I look at our achievements in apicul-

ture during the past third of a century, and I doubt the advis-

ability of our now going back to the guesswork of our fore-

fathers. Rather let us keep climbing the hill of scientific api-

culture till we shall have reacht the loftiest table-lands, and
from there shout forth the victory which may come to us

through this always forward movement. Let the watchword
be " Forward, March!" Forward, till the unfathomable
depths of the prcscjit, are reacht in the future; till the mind
has graspt all that the mind of the Infinite has intended we
should understand of this our beloved pursuit.

Onondaga Co., N. Y.

Against the "Weed" Deep-Cell Fouudatiou.

BY THOS. G. NKW.MAN.

I have read with interest the articles in the bee-periodicals

by Mr. T. F. Bingham and Mr. W. Z. Hutchinson about the

use of the new " Weed " foundation, and must say that I share

their apprehension respecting the effect it may have on the

pursuit of honey-production and honey consumption.

For years I fought the statement of Prof. Wiley, that

combs could, or would, be made by machinery, filled with

honey, and bo placed upon the market. I stated that it was
untrue, and even went so far as to say that I did not believe

that it could be done.
I desired to protect comb honey from the suspicion which
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might attach to it, if it was thought that the cotnbs could be

made and filled with adulterated, glucoscd, or bug-juice honey,
or even the poor qualities of dark and unpalatable nectar.

I wanted to lieep the sections of comb honey so far above
suspicion, that the fact of their being so put up, would be

a guarantee of purity—virgin comb, tilled with God-given
nectar by the bees, and fit for the banquet of " the gods of old

Olympus," or for any mortal or immortal being in the uuiverse.

I tremble for the results, as I notice the efforts now being

put forth to make the cells nearly one-half an inch deep, by
the ?ict(' foundation comb of the " Weed " pattern. It comes
too near— horribly too near—to the manufactured comb de-

scribed by Prof. Wiley a dozen years ago.

Is it not putting a club into the hands of the enemies of

the pursuit, to beat out the brains of the apiarists '? If not, il

is standing on dangerous ground ?

True, I grant you, it is intended for honorable work, but
It makes dishonest work possible, and should be shunned as

you would an adder? I surely think that it will injure the

sale of honey, and destroy the pursuit, unless a halt is called.

Another danger is seen. It may give chance for the " mid-
rib " scarce to arise again, and be a detriment to honey con-

sumption. To apiarists, let me say, do not think of such a

thing as using even tliin brood-foundation in the sections, nor
countenance this Weed abomination.

The remark of Mr. T. F. Bingham is to the point, and
very appropriate. He says : "Butter is butter, but melted
butter is grease ; so comb is comb, but melted comb is wax."
Let us be very careful not to allow the pursuit to be injured

by the use of too much ivax in the sections of comb honey.
San Francisco Co., Calif.

[As Mr. Newman has had no experience with the new
deep-cell foundation, any more than has Mr. Hutchinson or

Mr. Bingham, their suggestions can be taken only as an opin-

ion. We do not anticipate any of the ill-effects mentioned in

the foregoing. At any rate, itwill be well to waitbefore pass-

ing judgment until bee-keepers have had an opportunity to

fairly test the deep-cell foundation on a small scale. Then if

it proves to be too " fishbony "or " raid-ribby," or in any way
threaten the destruction of the industry, its use can very easily

be discontinued. In the meantime, let us not work up any

unnecessary or undue excitement over the matter. Mr. Weed,

the inventor, is not a vicious man, nor are the makers of the

deep-cell foundation anxious to ruin the honey-industry, for

by so doing they would but ruin themselves.

—

Editor.]

Bi-Sulphlde of Carbon a Foul Brood Remedy.
BY C. DAVENPORT.

Ever since I began bee-keeping I have had a great dread
of foul brood, and until but a few years ago, comparatively
speaking, its appearance in a yard usually meant the total

destruction of the whole apiary. But now that the nature of
the disease is known and understood, it can be cured by a
method which probably all who read this understand. This
method is, tho, a great deal of work and a large expense, as it

involves the destruction of all the frames and combs in the
hives of the colonies affected.

There are a few who say that it is not necessary to boil or
disinfect the hive itself in any way. In curing the disease by
the method of changing frames twice, I have no doubt that a
cure will sometimes be effected if the hive is not disinfected,
for if there are germs of the disease in any small amount of
honey that may be left inside the hive, this will at once be
consumed by the bees and used in comb-building, or stored in

the first set of combs, the same as the diseased honey with
which they are filled at the time of removal. But itseenis to
me there might be cases in which some infected honey in a
crack or hole in the hive, where the bees could not reach it,

would cause the disease to break out again. I believe the
majority of the best authorities on the matter consider it

necessary to disinfect the hive.

I believe that X have discovered a method by which this
disease may be cured with much less work and expense; the
frames and combs, as well as the hives, are saved, and any
honey that may be in the infected combs is saved, and does
not have to be extracted or removed from the combs. The
healthy brood can also be saved without much work.

Three years ago last summer I conducted a great many
experiments with different kinds of drugs, trying to find a
better method of killing moths in comb honey than by the use

of sulphur. I was unsuccessful in tbic, for the fumes from
any drug I tried, that would kill the moths, also injured the

flavor of the honey. In these experiments I found that the

fumes from bi-sulphide of carbon were very penetrating ; they
would go right through and through a comb of honey. This
fume, or gas, is also deadly poisonous. But it all evaporates
from the honey after it has been exposed to the air for some
time. Honey treated by this method, tho, seems to become
thinner, and the flavor is injured, but it is all right for the use

of the bees, and the combs are not injured any, no matter
how long they are si bjected to the fumes. I decided that
these fumes were strong enough to kill the germs of foul

brood or any other disease. I did not have, nor never have
had, any foul brood among my bees, but I thought if it ever
did appear I would give the matter a trial.

The next summer, however (which was two years ago), I

resolved to send for some samples of foul brood, and after a
good deal of correspondence over the matter, I received three
samples by express. Two of them were not foul brood, altho

they greatly resembled it ; the third was genuine foul brood,

in an advanced stage of rottenness ; it was a piece of comb
about 6 or 7 inches square, containing some honey, and about

X of the cells contained dead brood in different stages. This
was treated to the fumes of bisulphide of carbon over night,

or about 10 hours. A colony was isolated from the rest, and
the piece of foul brood laid on top of the brood-frames near
the center of the hive; the cover was placed on, and prest

down, which masht it so that it ran over the combs, brood and
bees. The front of the hive was raised so that none of it

would escape. No signs of the disease have appeared in that

colony as yet.

Now, if the bacilli and spores of foul brood can be killed

by this means (and in my mind there is not a doubt but what
they can), a tank could be made large enough so that several

hives could be treated at once, if there were many colonies

affected. Only a few extra hives with frames would be neces-

sary, for the infected hives and combs could, after treatment,

be used for the second change. Combs containing healthy

brood could be tiered up on one or two hives, and these then
treated after the brood had hatcht. No frames, combs or

hives would be injured in the least by this method. While
frames are not very expensive, their cost, with the freight,

work of nailing them together, and a sheet of .foundation for

each one, would make quite an item if many colonies were
affected.

I think all will see the great advantage this method would
possess over destroying the frames and boiling the hives, for

it would not be nearly as much work to disinfect them as it

would to nail new ones together, to say nothing about their

cost. The cost of the bi-sulphide of carbon would be but a

trifle.

To disinfect combs by this method, all that is necessary is

to place them in a very tight box, with some of the carbon in

an open dish, so it will have a chance to evaporate. The box
should be as nearly air-tight as it is possible to make it. The
amount of carbon to use does not matter, so that there is

enough; for any that does not evaporate will be just as

strong, or good, to use the next time.

Moths in brood-combs can also be destroyed by this plan,

which also kills the moth-eggs, if there are any. But as this

method injures the flavor of the honey. If it were used as a
means of killing moths in surplus comb honey, our industry

would be greatly injured, if not destroyed.

Before closing, I will add a word of caution about the use

of bi-sulphide of carbon. It is not only very inflammable, but
it is explosive as well. No one should ever go near it, or the

fumes from it, with a light or fire of any kind.
Southern Minnesota.

^
Pres. J, M. Hick's Address Before the Indiana

State Convention.

I would like to suggest several thoughts for consideration

for our mutual benefit.

First, It occurs to me that we all should try to economize
our precious time to the best interest of each and every sub-

ject of importance to the bee-keeper.

Second, That in doing so, we not only advance the best

interest of those who keep bees for profit, but also that of

every farmer and fruit-grower in the State.

Third, Let me admonish you, one and all, that it is well

known by many who have kept bees in years gone by, as well

as those who keep bees now, that almost all the natural re-

sources for bees have, by natural causes of civilization, been
greatly and materially lessened in our State; hence it should
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become a matter of interest to us all to look well to the best

methods of furnishing the best means of supplying our bees

with pasturage for honey. I have no fears of failure in keep-

ing bees for profit, if we have plenty of pasturage for them to

work on. This can, in many ways, be supplied both by the

bee-keeper and many times by his neighbor ; and that, too,

with double profit to both.

Fourth, This now brings me to the subject I most desire,

for the greatest good to the greatest number—that of proper
legislation by the law-making power of our State, to exempt
bees from taxation, in order that we may, as an organization,

try to induce more of our citizens to go into bee-keeping, at

least to keep a few colonies. It is a well-known fact, that at

the present time there is not one colony of bees kept in our

State where there were at least 50 colonies 40 years ago ;

neither is there one pound of honey or wax produced where
there were 50, years ago, by those of our primitive bee-

ktepers.
I wish I could impress the idea upon this Association, of

the great importance of having a full and careful report of

the proceedings of this Assocation each year, so that they may
become of more interest to each and every bee-keeper of our
great State.

It is a noted fact, as a practical illustration, that the

county of Clinton, now leads in our State the greatest number
of colonies of bees, there being within her borders 1,998, and
yet there were in the same county nearly 0,000 colonies in

1856. And in Ohio county there were, iu 1856, 1,239 colo-

nies ; at present only 19 L. So it is to-day In nearly all the

92 counties of our great agricultural State ; we find less than
a fourth as many colonies as were kept 40 and 50 years ago.

I feel it my duty to inform you of the facts, and if possi-

ble let us all put our shoulders to the wheel, and try to correct

such mistakes by at least asking our law-making powers to

place all the bees of our State on the free list, so that all who
may wish to have few or many colonies may do so free of

taxation. This, to my mind, would be quite an encourage-
ment, or incentive, for all who may wish to start again, as

well as those of us who may wish to increase our depleted
apiaries, and thus materially aid our agricultural brethren, as

well as all who may be engaged in and are raising the various
fruits of the State. And thus we become mutual benefactors,

and greatly add to the material interest and wealth of all good
citizens of each community. J. M. Hicks.

Proceedings of the Colorado State Bee-Keep-
ers' Couveutlou.

REPORTED BY F. L. THOMPSON.

[Continued from page 182.]

CARBOIJC ACID AND PINE TAR A CURE FOR FOUL BROOD.

Some three years ago, after trying for two years or more
to gel rid of foul brood in my apiary, and using every remedy
that I then knew or could hear of, and haviug failed to suc-

ceed, I concluded to try what a number of people said was the

only sure cure. Accordingly, I supplied myself with a liberal

supply of sulphur and killed all my bees, and of course got rid

of all the foul brood—and bees also. I then gathered all the

dead bees together and cremated them.

The following season I purchast new swarms, and put
them into new hives, and for two seasons was free from the
dreaded disease. About a year after killing my bees, I saw in

Gleanings in Bee-Culture, an item giving a remedy that was
copied from the Deutsche Imker, that imprest me as being
one worth trying. I lookt through Gleanings to find some
notice of It editorially, but found none; however, I made a

note of it, thinking if my bees were ever troubled with foul

brood again, I would try It.

Last season the opportunity came, and I tried the cure,

and watcht Its results with a groat deal of Interest and satis-

faction. On examining my bees In May, I found four colonies

that were Infected with foul brood—two slightly, and two very

badly. I immediately moved them out of the apiary some 30
rods, and began treating them, looking after them about twice
a week. After about three weeks the colonies that were
slightly infected only, seemed to be rid of foul brood, and were
strong ; and when the honey-flow commenced I put on the
supers, and they filled two each; and in the two badly in-

fected colonies, at the end of two months I was unable to find

a trace of disease, and they were very large, strong colonies.

I examined them carefully several times before the close of

the season.
The remedy or cure is very easily applied, and is as fol-

lows :

The pure carbolic acid one part, common pine tar one
part (or half and half) ; mix thoroughly. Get a shallow tin

box for each colony; with an awl perforate the cover in order
to let the odor escape ; put about two tablespoonfuls of the

mixture in it and place in tbe center of the hive, under the

frames, and if in three months the foul brood has not disap-

peared, renew it. This is the cure, and I believe it to be a
sure cure, from my experience. Col. Whipple.

Mr. Adams—Liquid carbolic acid bought at the drug store

is anywhere from 35 to 90 per cent. pure. To get it pure,

buy the crystals and melt it, with a tablespoonful of water to

a pound of acid. I have used exactly the same ingredient

(with the addition of turpentine, which I think is an improve-

ment) as a disinfectant of chicken-houses, etc.; also when ex-

posed to diphtheria, with success. It never occurred to me
to apply it to foul brood, but I believe it would be a good
thing.

Col. Whipple—The colonies treated are the strongest in

the yard.
Mr. Rhodes—Sometimes the brood is dried up and covered

with honey, and the disease appears the next season.

Col. Whipple—I examined just for that. I markt the in-

fected portions.

Mr. Tracy—I have not tried carbolic acid as a remedy, as

it was claimed by Mr. Root to be ineffective. Why does Mr.
Root say there is no virtue in carbolic acid ? I have been

using carbolic acid as a preventive each spring for six years.

There was foul brood all around, up to within half a mile, but

I had none during that time.

Col. Whipple—Mr. Root doesn't know everything ! It

takes a novice to try these things.

Mr. Rhodes—But old, sealed honey keeps the disease.

The remedy does not lake out the foul brood which is dried at

the bottom of the cells. I have here a sample of comb brought

by the Secretary, in which you can see the foul brood dried at

the bottom of the cells.

Col. Whipple—The remedy kills the germ—what differ-

ence does it make if it is covered up afterwards ?

Mr. Adams— If it is covered up before the remedy is ap-

plied, the remedy cannot act.

Mr. Rhodes—One must be cautious in trying such things,

and be sure to make good work.
VicePres. Porter—Mr. Whipple did his work In a thor-

ough way. I askt him to preseut the matter; not that I

think it absolutely certain. I i.ever did have any faith in

" sprinkling ;" but this is different.

Mrs. Booth— I shall try it, even if Mr. Whipple's bees do

have the foul brood again.
Mr. Dudley—Our bee-keepers follow the plan of trans-

ferring to new hives and sheets of foundation. It is more
laborious, but has given good satisfaction.

Col. Whipple— I tried the transferring plan, and took a

great deal of pains. Iu the fall of the year I found 10 or 12
colonies infected with foul brood. I tried it for two years and
did not succeed, then killed the bees.

Mr. Brock—Were you near other apiaries where there was
foul brood ?

Col. Whipple—I do not know.
Mr. Brock—One season I transferred the whole yard, and

foul brood returned. I laid it to the surroundings. I trans-

ferred another time when there was no foul brood in reach,

and to-day those bees are in good condition.

Col. Whipple—For two years after killing 1 had no foul

brood. Hence, there seems to have been no foul brood

around.
H. Rauchfuss— It is not easy to keep foul-broody combs

away from bees. The best honey-house is not safe. You
might have got it that way. And then, it is said that the

germs float In the air. Even if the bees wore kept away, the

combs might bo a source of infection.

Col. Whipple— I melted all my combs soon afterwards.

Mrs. Booth -^Cau honey be disinfected by boiling? I

burnt frames and combs; boiling the honey a long time, and
put some carbolic add In. Will this do to feed the bees ?
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Mr. Adams—There is not a particle of danger. The honey
ought to be thinned.

Vice-Pres. Porter— I always feed it back. I add no acid.

It should be thinned, boiled until it foams, and the foam
skimmed off. There is no possibility that a germ can live in

boiling water.
Col. Whipple— I believe the sun's rays are enough to kill

the germs, but I always boiled the honey.
Mr. Adams—The sun's rays will kill dry foul brood, but

not foul brood in honey.
Mr. Booth— Is foul brood animal or vegetable ?

Mr. Adams— It has the power of locomotion, but is a

vegetable.
FOUL BROOD LEGISLATION.

The report of the legislative committee was resumed. It

vras stated that as one member, Mr. Adams, lived away from
Denver, and as there had been some delay in correspondence,
Mr. Adams was not responsible for most of the changes pro-

posed in the preseut law relating to bee-diseases. The first

change was to add to the first section, which relates to the
appointment of inspectors by County Judges, at the request
of the President or Secretary of the Association, or of five

actual bee-keepers of the couuty, a clause providing that such
persons appointed should have previously past an examination
before a committee appointed by the Secretary of the State

Association, and authorized by the State Agricultural College.

Mr. Booth—The inspector should hold a certificate from
the college, as the horticultural inspectors do. But perhaps
we had better not meddle with the law. We may lose it en-

tirely by so doing, as there is a disposition to oppose it in

some quarters.
Secretary Rauchfuss here read a letter from the inspector

of Montezuma county, Mrs. A. J. Barber, in which she said

that for several years that county had been without an in-

spector, though one was needed, because the County Judge
had refused to appoint one, alleging the unconstitutionality
of the law. Last year a new County Judge came in, and an
inspector was appointed.

Mr. Brock—The Association should pass upon the man,
not the college.

Mr. Rhodes—The Judge is not the man to decide on the
constitutionality of the law. I am not in favor of amending
the law at present.

Mr. Adams—Is the law constitutional until declared un-
constitutional ?

H. Rauchfuss—If the law is not amended, it will be
repealed, there is so much opposition. We had better have no
law than the present one. "The bee-keepers are at the mercy
of the inspector. It is very easy to tind five bee-keepers who
don't know much. How many of our inspectors are selected

by i^ompetent bee-keepers ?

Mr. Adams—The inspector is also at the mercy of the
law. I would much rather have our present law than none at

all. None but an expert could have kept bees without it.

Mrs. Booth—My trouble was to get an inspector to come.
I have no fault to find with the bee-inspector.

Vice-Pres. Porter—There is a penalty for the inspector.

He can be removed from office.

Mr. Booth—No inspector inspects in the winter.

H. Rauchfuss—But there is nothing to prevent him
from doing so. An inspector may be incompetent. I know
that a certain lot of bees was moved on the certificate of the
inspector that they were free from foul brood. I found the
disease among those bees before and after the certificate was
given.

Vice-Pres. Porter—Five bee-keepers in one's own county
are better than a certificate from Ft. Collins. As a whole,
there has been very little complaint under the law. The work
has been well done.

Mr. Rhodes—We want all the defects of the law brought
out, provided the law is not broken down.

Mr. Sylvester— It is claimed that foul brood may be an
advantage to those who are posted— it keeps other people's
bees from multiplying ! There is too much authority given to

the inspector, but I have not known of an inspector who took
advantage of it. The only trouble is that taxes may be in-

creast by some one who wants to make money. My opinion is

that the law should remain as it is, unless you want it re-

pealed. I think formic acid and lysol are far preferable to

carbolic acid. It is reported from Hamburg that foul brood
germs are almost everywhere. Nature has provided formic
acid in the honey to destroy the germs, provided they are not
too excessive. Foul brood sometimes disappears In a good
flow of honey. I should use lysol and pine tar.

Vice-Pres. Porter—It takes some time to find the right

proportions of these new disinfectants. The contiauous odor

from carbolic acid and pine tar strikes me as likely to be
effective.

The rest of the proposed amendments were then read, and
the first section read again.

Mr. Tracy—A committee of practical bee-keepers Is better
authority than the college.

On motion, action on the amendment was deferred until

the second day.
Mr. Booth then read Mrs. Booth's paper on " Early Diys

of Bee- Keeping in Colorado," which was not handed in to the
Secretary.

The inspectors' reports were then read. As the Secretary
contemplates a classification of these, and a comparison with
former years, they will not be given at present.

Mrs. Booth—Supposing the weather turned too cold to

inspect, after the inspector had arrived at an apiary. He
ought to have his pay for the time expended.

Mr. Tracy—The inspectors should be paid traveling ex-

penses for a personal visit to the Association meeting, when
they make their reports.

Vice-Pres. Porter—Mr. Adams, how many years have
you been inspecting?

Mr. Adams—Six or seven.
Vice-Pres. Porter—How does this report compare with

those of former years ?

Mr. Adams—Of late it has been increasing, coming over
from Weld county. My first year's report, as nearly as I can
remember, showed 11 per cent, diseased out of two or three
thousand colonies inspected; the next year, 7 or S per cent.;

and next year, very little. The law saved our district.

Mr. Booth— I was appointed a committee by the Horticul-

turists to confer with a committee appointed by this Associa-
tion on changing the law so as to allow of printing the Bee-
Keepers' Association reports with those of the Board of Horti-

culture, in accordance with a resolution I introduced in their

meeting. It was stated in their Legislative committee that
bee-inspectors had more authority than fruit-inspectors. To
show the importance of our business, I will state that consid-

ering the time spent, my wife made a greater proportion of

money from her bees than I did from my fruit and farm.

SECOND DAY.

The reading of the proposed amendments to the law re-

lating to bee-diseases was repeated.

On motion, the amendment to Sec. 1, providing that an
inspector should pass an examination before being appointed,

was rejected.

A clause added to Sec. 2, providing that the inspector

should give S500 bonds, was adopted.
Clauses in various sections, alluding to " any' source of

infection," and designed to cover cases in which what were
formerly apiaries, but could no longer be called so, yet were
sources of infection, were approved.

A provision added to Sec. -4, creating a Board of Arbitra-

tion to settle disputes between inspectors and owners, was
rejected, after being thus discust

:

Mr. Booth

—

Anybody may be found fault with. Let the

owner suffer. I pity him, and for that reason don't want to

give him any chance to get in a lawsuit. I remember a case

in which the inspector proved to be right, and a man well

acquainted with bees was wrong. Don't give any chance for

controversy.
A clause added to Sec. 4, requiring the inspector to make

a second visit in five days, was rejected after the following
discussion :

F. Rauchfuss—Suppose the inspector says he can't come
because he is not paid for second visits? 'The inspector of

Arapahoe county is given orders not to make second visits.

Mr. Adams—The inspector is free to act regardless of the

orders of county commissioners. In 6 out of 10 cases It is

not necessary to make a second visit ; but this clause compels
him to add expenses to the couuty. Yet something should be
added to protect the inspector. But he should not be com-
pelled to make the second visit.

Mr. Booth—We generally have pretty good men for

county commissioners. If three or four bee-keepers talk to

them they will graut anything reasonable.

H. Porter—My commissioners refuse to pay for second
visits, so I just let the matter stand. Would the inspector be
allowed to go, providing he was sent for? I have been sent

for the second time.

Vice-Pres. Porter—Make it an original ease each time. If

an inspector is notified, he has to go. We want to protect

both the county and the inspector.

To Sec. 5 the committee had proposed to add the follow-

ing: " And should said inspector neglect to disinfect himself

and assistants, or fail in the performaoce of any of bis duties
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as defined by this Act, he shall on conviction before any Jus-
tice of the Peace, be liable to a fine of not less than $20 or
more than $50 ; and after being found guilty on two occa-
.sions of neglecting his duties as set forth by this Act, he shall
be disqualified from holding his office." The part relating to

disinfection was rejected, and the rest adopted, after the fol-

lowing discussion :

Mr. Adams—What constitutes di>infection ? It should be
done between every two hives he visits. I do so.

Vice-Pres. Porter—The inspector should carry an atomizer.
The proposed addition to Sec. 7, forbidding under penalty

the moving of apparently healthy bees in an Infected district
In a county which has an Inspector, without a written permit
from the inspector, was adopted.

A change In Sec. 11, requiring the inspector to make his

report to the county officials first, was adopted.
A motion that the committee be instructed to add a clause

restricting the expenses of the inspector to a certain sum was
carried, but afterwards reconsidered, and the report as a
whole was adopted as amended. No action was taken either
to discharge the committee or to instruct them to present the
adopted amendments to the Legislature.

(Continued next week.)

CONDUCTED BY

OR. O. O. MIJ^LBIi, AULRENGO, ILL,

[Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direct.l

A Gentle Hint to Questioners.

The desire of the American Bee Journal is to give the
greatest freedom possible to all who write to it for informa-
tion or otherwise. When a question comes for answer, it will
receive earnest attention, no matter whether It be well or
poorly written. But It does make a difference as to one's com-
fort in the matter. Before me lies a postal card crammed full
of closely-written matter not the most easily read. It would
have cost a cent more for postage if it had been sent In a let-

ter, but I'd a good deal rather pay the extra cent and have it

in better shape. There's not the slightest objection to the use
of a postal card, and In some respects It is preferable, provid-
ing there is plenty of room on It for what Is to be written.
But please remember that when a question, or a series of
questions, is plainly written, without any crowding, it's a bit
easier to get at what Is wanted, and you're more likely to get
what you are after In the reply. Of course, there's no desire
to repress questions. Send them along, even if they must be
dimly scribbled on scraps of refuse paper, but if written with
some attempt at neatness and legibility the effort will be
appreciated. C. C. M.

Contraction to Stimulate Breeding^.

1. In restricting the bees to a small number of frames in
the spring to stimulate breeding, as described by yourself and
Dr. Oallup, are the frames not in use removed from the hive?
And if so, must the space all be taken by dummies?

2. Should the division-boards which confine this restricted
brood-nest fit tightly at the top, bottom and ends ?

S. At about what time in this locality should this process
be legun ?

4. Pleise throw in any chunks of wisdom which you think
might be of use to— Cuucklehrad, Dupage Co., III.

Answeh.s.— 1. As a matter of actual practice, I don't do
anything of that kind nowadays. Careful experiments made
In France (t think it was by Prof. (Jaston Bonnier) seemed to
reach the positive conclusion that the heat of the brood cluster
was conserved as much by having brood-combs left in place as
by using close division-boards. The experiments were made
by having a healing apparatus in the dilTerent hiv.^s and under
different conditions, and were given In detail by the French
bee-journals. It seems rather rra onable to suppose that a
close-futing division-board would be wariuer, but If it is, the

difference Is not enough, I believe, to pay for the trouble of
making changes. Better have colonies of such strength that
there Isn't much chance to shut them down on two or three
frames, or even four.

However, if you want to try restricting them, there's no
need to remove the combs from the hive, so far as the bees are
concerned. Just put in your division-board, crowding the
unoccupied combs sufficiently to make room for the division-
board.

If for any reason you think best to remove the combs, no
need to replace them with dummies.

2. If division-boards are to confine the heat, the more
nearly air-tight the better. But It's more troublesome to make
them close at the bottom than elsewhere, and not of much
consequence, for no warm air will escape at the bottom, but
cold air enter there, and if all is close above there is no chance
for escape of warm air, consequently no chance for entrance
of cold air below.

3. From what has been said above, you may gather that I

would begin it about May 1, but if you think best to begin at
a different date, begin about the time of first spring flight
when it's warm enough to open a hive without risk of harm
from chilling bees or brood.

4. As you get to be less chuckleheaded in the bee-busi-
ness, you'll probably settle down to have never less than eight
brood-combs in charge of the bees at any time of the year,
leaving to others the trouble of changing at different times,
and breaking up arrangements that seem to suit the bees very
well without your interference. Now that's the only chunk
you get till you ask some more questions, which I'll be glad to

have at any time. ^ I—^
Size and Sliape of Full-Pound Sections.

If you sold your sections by the piece, and wanted them
to weigh full pounds, what size and shape would you use ? and
what surplus arrangement for 10-frame hives? E.

Answers.— I don't know that I'd want anything of the
kind, but if I did I suppose I'd want them (If to be used with
separators) about 4J-.4x4,'!ix2, in T supers. But please under-
stand that you can't find a section of any size that will give
you a uniform weight of one pound. At least I've never yet
heard of a man who had succeeded in getting the same weight
throughout a super in different colonies and in different years.

I should consider it remarkable to find a super containing 24
sections with not more than X ounce difference between the
lightest land the heaviest. Moreover, I should consider it

equally remarkable to find a man who had for five consecutive
years got crops of 1,000 pounds or more with no greater
variation in that time than H of a pound between lightest and
heaviest. From my present knowledge, I'd use T supers.

Questions on Spring Management.

As I purchast two colonies of bees last fall, and am hav-
ing poor luck, and don't see the information in the Bee Jour-
nal I want, I thought I would ask a few questions. I have
lost one colony from some cause or other. I have them in the
cellar, and when I found they were dead or dying, I brought
them up, and on examining I found they were nearly all dead,
but had about 10 pounds of honey, but It was granulated,
and tasted rather old. All through the brood-nest were spots
of white mold. This Is my first experience with bees. I gave
the other colony two pieces of the honey, and they ate It.

1. Would it be policy to give them any more?
2. If they should live until summer, and swarm, would It

be policy to put a new colony in the old hive?
3. If so, how am I to prepare it? Shall I takeout all the

old comb, or put in a new swarm just as it is ?

4. When ought I to take them out of the cellar, and put
them on the summer stand ? D. W. S., South Dakota.

An.swers.— 1. There is a great deal more danger of giving

too little than too much food. The only danger as to giving
too much is that if the brood-nest is too much filled with honey
the queen hasn't room to lay. Possibly, however, your ques-
tion may mean whether the stores taken from the dead colony
are wholesome food for bees. As the honey is granulated,
there is likely to be some waste In feeding It, but aside from
this there is no objection to feeding It, especially at this time
of year when the bees will soon have a flight.

2. Yes, the old hive will bo good to use for a swarm.
3. If the comb is clean and nice, it will need no prepara-

tion whatever. Very likely, however, the combs are moldy.
If vou h;t it remain in the cellar, everything In the hive will
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probably become still more moldy. Better take the hive out

of the cellar, and if you haven't a good dry place for It in-

doors, you can put the hive full of combs under one of thein.

The bees will do a good deal toward cleaning up the combs,
and it can be kept in no better place till the honey harvest

begins.

4. If soft maples grow in your region, watch for their

blooming, and then take the bees out of the cellar if the

weather appears settled. If you have no soft maples, you'll

have to depend on other general signs of settled spring

weather. Take them out when you feel pretty sure there will

not be a week or two of continuous cool weather so they can't

fly. You'll have to do morejor less guessing about it at best.

Try to strike on a good day for putting them out, when the

sun is shining, the thermometer oO^ or more in the shade, and
no wind.

Separators— Dovelailins—Faslcnins Full Sheets
or Foiiiidalion—Hive Rabbets.

1. Can there be either one— tin or wood—separators used

with follower-board in supers on the 10-frame dove-tailed

hive ?

2. Is there any machinery now in use for dove-tailing, to

make hive-bodies deeper than '-i'^i inches ?

3. Can there be full sheets of foundation put into the sec-

tions with the McCartney foundation fastener and section

press, or with any of the foundation fasteners ?

4. Which is best, or most used by bee-keepers, the tin rab-

bets, or the wood, such as are cut in the hive, for brood-frames
to rest on '? R. L. H.

Answeks.— 1. Yes, the same separators and the same fol-

lower can be used in a super on a lO-frame hive as belongs to

an 8-frame hive super, provided that in each case the sections

run parallel with the brood-frames, and that's the way they

run almost universally.

2. I don't know. But I suppose it would be an easy thing

to have deeper if there was a call for it.

3. Yes, with any or all of them.
4. Probably the wood are very largely in the majority, be-

cause a large part of the hives were formerly made in that

way. For some time I think the only tin rests used were those

that accompanied brood-frames with metal corners as used in

the Simplicity hive. Those were made of a single thickness

of tin, and were not adapted to have wood resting upon them.
Since the introduction of the rests or rabbets of folded tin,

they seem to be more popular, and at the present time proba-

bly most hives are furnisht in that way. They are liked bet-

ter than the wood rabbets because the frames can be moved
upon them more easily, and there is less chance for the bees

to fasten the ends of the top-bars with bee-glue.

Wintering—Sliulling Bees Up—Laying Woriiei

1. My bees are too close together in their winter quar-

ters. When will be about the right time to move some of

them out on the summer stands, and the cushions off?

2. Last fall I united several of my weak colonies in the

dovetailed hives, by setting one hive-body on top of the other.

I find all the bees dead in one of the hives in the upper story

—starved, with plenty of honey in the lower story. What was
the cause of their dying ? They were clustered right below

the cushion. I put strips across the top of the frames for a

Hill's device.

3. Will it be of any value to shut bees up in the hives in

the winter, to keep them from flying out when they are

warmed up by the sun, when the air is too cold for them'? I

don't think noise will disturb bees if the hive isn't jarred.

4. Would bees better be shut up in the hives when first

put out of the cellar'? I always let them have their own way.
5. What is best to do with a colony of bees when they

have a laying worker ? N. English, Iowa.

Answers.— 1. They might stay for some time yet, only

the longer they stand after they get to flying the more they

will have their present locations fully markt, and the more
trouble there may be about their getting back to their own
hives. So you may do well to get them on the summer stands

somewhere about the first of April, and even earlier if it

should promise weather when they can fly every few days.

It may not be necessary to take off the cushions till about

the time you want to put supers on.

2. The cause of their dying was just what you say—they

starved. There was plenty of honey in the hive to keep them
from starving, but if it was out of their reach it might as well

have been a thousand miles away. And in freezing weather
all honey is out of the reach of bees except that which is right

In the cluster. The probability is that you put one hive on
the other when it was pretty late in the season. The bees

would not go down to where the honey was unless there came
a very warm spell, and before that time came they used up
all the food they had and then starved. You may still ask
why it was the bees of the lower story left it and went into

the upper story. Bees are inclined to move upward because
heat rises and it is warmer above. When they moved up, the

cold weather caught them before they had time enough to

carry up enough stores to last them till the next warm spell.

3. No, one of the worst things you can do is to fasten

bees in the hive. They'll want to get out twice as bad when-
ever they find they're fastened in, and the uneasy ones will

stir up the others.

4. They should certainly not be left shut up after they

are on the stand. If troublesome about flying out and
stinging while being carried to their stand, the entrance may
be shut up with a very wet rag. You may also give them a

little smoke just as you get them out of the cellar. Generally

they will stay in their hives without anything of the kind it

carefully handled.

5. If the colony is pretty strong, give it a young queen
just out of its cell, or a queen-cell just ready to hatch. Per-

haps, however, the very best thing to do with a colony that

has a laying worker, is to break it up, and give the combs
and bees to other colonies.

Drones After Sivarniing—Cutting Sweet Clover.

1. What part, if any, do drones act in the economy of the

hive after the swarm has come out and the young queen has

been fertilized? Is it not as well, or better, to kill them off,

and save feeding them ?

2. Would it do to cut sweet clover the first year for hay ?

In this country sweet clover gets IS or 20 inches high the

first summer, and if it could be cut for hay then, and again

when in bud the next year, and still make fall pasture for the

bees, it would be quite profitable from a hay point of view.

What I am trying to do is to lengthen the honey-flow in the

fall, as we have from four to six weeks after the middle of

August that there is nothing coming in. Oregon.

Answers.— 1. The only use that has ever been suggested

is that they help to keep the brood warm. This, however,

will be as well or better done by the same weight of workers.

By the time the young queen is fertilized after a swarm has

issued, there will be only sealed brood in the hive, and this

requires very little care on the part of the bees. Indeed, in

ordinary weather at the time of swarming, the sealed brood

that is well along will not only hatch out if it is left out of

the hive, but will produce heat enough to help keep warm the

younger brood. As a rule, you may be the gainer to kill off

the drones, but it would be much better economy never to

have allowed them to be reared. The best you can do at re-

pressing the rearing of drones, there will probably still be

more than enough for all needs. Remember that when left

to themselves, each colony will rear as many drones as though
no other colony were within a thousand miles, and in an api-

ary of 120 colonies each colony will rear enough drones for

itself and all the other colonies.

2. Sweet clover is one of the late growers, and if cut the

first year at any time when the weather is hot enough to cure

the hay, it will have plenty of time to recruit sutficlently to

pass the wiuter, and that's all you want. If you can get a

growth of IS or 20 inches the first year (it sometimes grows

twice that), by all means take from it a crop of hay. If you

have white clover or some other bee-forage that yields during

the first blooming of sweet clover, it will pay to cut the sweet

clover at or before the time of its budding for bloom, even if

the hay should be worthless for stock. For the later bloom-

ing may be worth more to you than a crop of hay would be.

Of course, it will be still better if the cutting gives you a crop

of usable hay.
Couldn't you tell us something about the value of sweet

clover for pasturage or hay in Oregon ?

The BIcEvoy Foul Brood Xreatnient is

given in Dr. Howard's pamphlet on " Foul Brood ; Its Natural

History and Rational Treatment." It is the latest publication

on the subject, and should be in the hands of every bee-keeper.

Price. 25 cents ; or clubbed with the Bee Journal for one year

—both for SI. 10.
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Editorial Con)n)cr)i^^

Our Advertisers^ we believe, are all thoroughly re-

liable, and perfectly upright in their dealing. If not, we
request our subscribers to notify us of any really unsatisfac-

tory cases. We will not advertise for a firm that does not do

a square business—not if we know It. We don't believe in

helping dishonest people in the least. We are not here for

that purpose.

But we believe we can sincerely recommend all who
patronize our advertising columns, and we hope our readers

will share their business with them.

Getting: Supplies Early.—Nearly every season

there is loss and unpleasant feelings occasioned by delay in

ordering bee-supplies. Many bee-keepers wait until the very

day they need them, and then berate the dealer if he doesn't

ship by return train. Of course, it is exceedingly annoying to

have to wait for goods when you need them at once. But
who's to blame? Your dealer can't fill all his orders for the

season in one or two days. For that reason, whenever it is

possible, you should send in your order several weeks or

months in adv^nce, then you will be sure to have them on

hand when required.

Directions for Gro'wing: Allalfa.—An agricul-

tural exchange publishes the following about sowing and

growing alfalfa :

Alfalfa seed weighs GO pounds to the bushel. For a hay
crop sow 2-i to 30 pounds of seed per acre. For a crop of

seed sow 1-4- to 18 pounds per acre. Sow clean seed. North
of the latitude of Washington, D. C, sow alfalfa in the spring
as soon as the ground is warm—from the middle of April to

the middle of May. Sow in drills or broadcast. In the South
and Southwest and in California sow alfalfa in spring or
autumn. Sow in drills. In the South sow in drills 16 to 20
inches apart, and cultivate the first season. Do not cover the

seed too deep.
^-••-^

A Union for Eacb Ohject.— Mr. J. F. Mclntyre,

in Gleanings, seems to favor having a separate Bee-Keepers'

Union for each object which beekeepers desire to attain. For

instance, he would have one Union to defend bee-keepers in

their right to keep bees ; another, to fight adulterators of

honey ; another to put down fraudulent honey-commission

firms, etc. Yes, why not have a Union to stop bee-keepers

from using drawn combs of any kind? And another to pro-

vent their using any other but the divisible, invertible, inter-

changeable and turn-it-up-and-downsidoable hive? Certainly,

let's have a Union for each individual bee-keeper, and then all

be happy !

But, seriously, any one knows that one Union could just

as well do all necessary work in the interest of bee-keeping as

two or more, and save expense. But the amalgamation mat-

ter, so far as the existing Unions are concerned, is settled.

There is no need to waste any breath over that. So far as we
know, everybody was satisfied with the result, as determined

by the ballot, and that ended all discussion. The thing to do

now is to push the new Union, as the old one has a large bank
account—money on interest—and nef ds no more funds, for its

work of defense was practically finisht long ago. About all it

needs to do now, whenever trouble threatens, is to exhibit its

court decisions and say, " We have a gold-mine of over §500
to fight with, so look out !"

The next thing is to attack honey adulteration and honey-

commission frauds. And the new Union will be equal to it.

Xhat Combination Offer on page 170 is a fine

one. Perhaps your own Bee Journal subscription is already

paid to the end of 1897. If so, just get a new subscriber for

the Bee Journal, and have the Samantha book and Woman's
Home Companion sent to you or some lady member of your

family. The book and woman's paper must both go to the

same name and address, but the Bee Journal can be sent to

some one else without extra charge. Just look at that big

offer again, on page 170. It's one you don't meet with every

day.
«-.-»

Benton*s "Honey-Bee " Bulletin.—Hon. Geo.

E. Hilton, of Michigan, has sent us the following paragraph

taken from the Grand Rapids (Mich.) Herald, of March 25:

"Senator Burrows has introduced a resolution calling for

the printing of 20,000 copies of Benton's book on the cul-

ture of bees. There has been an enormous demand for this

publication of the Department of Agriculture, and as many of

the applications have come from Michigan, Senator Burrows
introduced his resolution to supply the demand, the regular
edition having become exhausted."

Mr. Hilton makes the following explanation regarding the

past as well as the proposed edition of the Benton book

:

The regular edition under the statutes was only 1,000
copies. I askt Senator Burrows, about a year ago, to intro-

duce a resolution authorizing the printing of a larger edition,

and 20,000 more were printed. He seems to have taken the
responsibility upon himself this time, and bee-keepers of the
United States should write to their Senators and Representa-
tives in Congress at Washington, D. C, asking them to support
the resolution. Geo. E. Hilton.

The Deep-Cell Foundation.—Mr. G. M. Doo-

little, always fair, has this to say about the proposed new

deep-cell foundation, while his fellow-editor—Mr. R. B. Leahy

—in the same March Progressive Bee-Keeper, says he will do

all he can against its use :

That Wked Honev-Comb.—I see in the bee-papers quite

a little about the new Weed comb foundation having sidewalls

half-inch in depth, or such a matter. 1 note that some are

opposed to it, on the old line of " fishbone," that we used to

hear so much about years ago, when comb foundation first

came to notice. Now I would like to ask, with all due respect

to and for the opinions of others. Is the bee-fraternity any
better off on account of section foundation ? Hands up. How
many hands do you see? Why, nearly, or quite, every one.

Well, then, I wish to say that this new comb is nearer,

very much nearer perfection, for what it is intended, than
was the section foundation when first put before the public

for what that was intended, if the samples I have are any
guidance to go by. I have just made a careful tost with a

sensitive pair of scales, and I find that there is no more resis-

tance at the end of a piece of wire. In the sidewalls of the

cells in these samples, than there is in the sidewalls of samples

of natural comb that was built during the buckwheat honey-

flow last August, and very little more than what there Is In
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the cell-walls to comb built during basswood harvest. But I

find the septum to this high sidewall foundation, or comb, is

quite a little thicker, or gives nearly double the resistance
that the thin section foundation does, and two-thirds more
than the septum found in natural comb built in sections.

But when I come to compare this seemingly thick septum
with that of the first thin (?) foundation sent out, I find that
the first has four times the resistance that has the septum of

this new Weed comb. I, for one, have hailed this high cell-

wall foundation, with quite a bit of enthusiasm, and believe
that we have arrived at a stage in our pursuit where we as
bee-keepers, nor " unscrupulous men," will not tolerate any
invention as imperfect as was our first efforts at comb founilii-

tiou. Nor do I believe the Roots will risk their reputation on
anything which will injure the honey markets by pushing it

to the front. Caution is always in order, but censure should
not be used till there is occasion for it.

There have been several suggestions made that would in-

dicate that a few people think the makers of this new deep-

cell foundation are very careless and thoughtless as to the

effect the new foundation will have upon the comb honey pro-

duct in the eyes of the public. Now, we are not here to de-

fend The A. I. Root Co.— they are well able to take care of

themselves—but we wish to quote a couple closing paragraphs

from an editorial on the subject in Gleanings for March l.'i.

Here they are :

The brethren must not forget that we had been experi-
menting with this thing for about a year before we made it

public. The quality of the comb honey, and the manner in

which the bees accept the comb, have led us to put Into it

hundreds of dollars. We do not even now claim that we shall
be able to put it on the marl<et at such prices as will be within
the reach of bee-keepers—the future will have to decide that

;

but we are in liopcs we can. And please remember, too, that
we consulted t<c/"r)cefta?u! some of the brightest and most in-

telligent bee-keepers in the country, to whom we submitted
samples. Among them I may mention such men as G. M.
Doolittle, R. F. Holtermann, P. H. Elwood. Dr. C. C. Miller,
Hon. George E. Hilton, M. H. Mendleson, Byron Walker, E.
Whitcomb, besides all our local bee-keepers. Some of the
men saw the machinery, and saw the product in the hives,
and the product after it came out.

You may depend upon it, brethren, that we shall not put
upon the market anything that will In any way injure the
comb-honey business If we were to do so, we should be
doing ourselves more injury than any one else

—

mark that.

Gro-wing- Sug'ar Beets.—The Agricultural Ex-

periment Station has arranged with a large number of farmers

in representative districts of Illinois to grow sugar beets

for the purpose of ascertaining what sections of the State are

best adapted to their culture. Realizing that there are many
others in this State who are especially interested in the culture

of the sugar beet, the Station will furnish, free of expense, to

the first 50 wjo may request it a quantity of high grade seed.

The only conditions are that the recipient be primarily in-

terested in the sugar-beet question, and that he is willing to

grow the beets according to directions, and at the close of the

season to report upon cultivation and yield, and to forward

samples for analysis at the expense of the Experiment Station.

Any one interested in this will please address Prof. E. Daven-

port, Director, Urbana, III.

Don't Vou Zee?—It is reported that a swarm of

bees coming across a jar of honey tightly closed, held an in-

dignation meeting. After complaining of monopoly, and so

forth, a bright litMe Italian arose and said: " Roure up,

dagoz ; no uze drowzing here, for theirz a thouzand dozzen
flowerz to be vizited yet. Zip !" and away they flew. We don't
know who reported this, but likely some smart shorthand
writer 1

'I'lie Illinois Slate Fair for IMA? will be held at
Springfield Sept. 2T to Oct. 2. inclusive. For any information con-
cerning it. address W. C. Garrard. Sec, Springfield, 111. The
premium list in the bee and honey department has been very
greatly increast. Beekeepers should be thankful for that, and
show their appreciation by making a better exhibit this year than
last, it that is possible.

Tl?e Weekly Budget.

Mr. Allen Latham, of Norfolk Co., Mass., wrote March
17 : " Bees are in excellent condition here."

Mb. W. H. Putman, of Pierce Co., Wis., has returned
from his California trip, and reports having had a pleasant
time.

Mr. E. B. Weed, the inventor of both the New Process
and the deep-cell foundation, is pictured in Gleanings for

March 15. He is a very earnest looking man, with plenty of

determination.

Mr. E. France, the venerable bee-keeper of Grant Co.,

Wis., has been giving some interesting wolf-hunting reminis-
cences in Gleanings. He was as great a hunter in his earlier

days as he has been a bee-keeper in his latter days.

Mr. F. a. Lockhart, of Warren Co., N. Y., is just re-

covering from a very severe attack of the grip. He wrote
March 22 that the 325 colonies of bees belong to F. A. Lock-
hart & Co., have wintered splendidly, and that they are look-

ing forward to a prosperous season this year. We hope that
it may be so.

Mr. David Adams, of Minnesota, wrote us as follows,

March 20 : "One interested in bees could not but be benefited

in reading such a magniflcent paper as is the American Bee
Journal. Long may she live, and with the return of prosperity

I hope its list of readers may be doubled, and thereby make
glad the heart of ' ye editor.' "

Messrs. Van Allen & Williams, of Barnum, Crawford
Co., Wis., we were very sorry to hear, met with a heavy loss

by fire recently. Over 200 colonies of bees were burned, be-

sides other property. On another page of this issue they tell

about it. They say they will be fully prepared to care for

their trade all right the coming season. We had the pleasure

of meeting Mr. Van Allen at the Wisconsin convention, in

February, and found him to be a pushing, hard-working young
bee-keeper.

Mrs. J. N. Heater, of Columbus, Nebr., we were
very sorry to learn, died March 13, 1897, from the effects of

accesthetics administered for an operation just performed at

a hospital in Kansas City, Mo. This will be very sad news to

her host of bee-beeping friends all over the world, for all who
have read the Bee Journal the past dozen years remember
her answers to queries in the "Question-Box." Our sincerest

sympathy is hereby extended to the bereaved husband, who
now mourns the loss of one of Heaven's best gifts—a true and
devoted wife.

Next week we will publish a biographical sketch of Mrs,
Heater, with picture.

Me. S. T. Pettit, of Ontario, Canada, father-in-law of

Editor Holtermann, of the Canadian Bee Journal, is one of

the best known bee-keepers " 'tother side of the line." He
wrote us recently :

" I am in my 68th year now, and have been a busy
worker, clearing land, building, underdraining, and all that,

besides church, Sunday school and temperance work."
We had the pleasure of meeting Mr. Pettit at the Toronto

convention of the North American Bee-Keepers' Association,

in 1895. He is a leader in all good works, including bee-

keeping.

The Alsike Clover Leaflet consists^of 2 pages,
with illustrations, showing the value of Alsike clover, and
telling how to grow it. This Leaflet is just the thing to hand
to every farmer in your neighborhood. Send to the Bee Jour-
nal office for a quantity of them, and see that they are dis-

tributed where they will do the most good. Prices, postpaid,

are as follows : 50 for 20 cents ; 100 for 35 cents ; or 200
for 60 cents. *—*

>^liite ClOTer Seed.—We have quite a quantity of

White Clover Seed on hand that we will send you at a bargain.

A little of it goes a good ways. It usually retails at 2r> or 30
cents per pound, but we will tntill you 2 pounds for -10 cents,

or for sending us one new subscriber to the American Bee
Journal for a year.
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FAIRYLAND OF FLOWERS.
A Popular Illustrated Botany for the Home and School.

By MARA L. PRATT.

Author of '^American History Stories,^' * Young Folks' Library of American ITistory" etc.

^Vk have no licsita-

tion in .saying that you
will rind it just the

l)0()lv you need to

teat'li al)out Nature,

her flowers and her
])hints in a common-
sense way. How
many who have tried

to teach l)otany to the

little folks have stum-
bled over the harsh

unsympathetic terms.

Lessons on the ordi-

nary flowers, even,

have often been ren-

dered too difficult—
much less could one
attempt anything like

a Flora. 15ut here a

comi)lete Flora is

given without a hard
unscientific term. The

common name so dear to children— and to adults, too, for the mat-
ter of that— are good enough. For the first time this suliject is

presented so that it becomes, as it should bo, a veritable Fairyland
for the little ones.
Hundreds of illustrations of flowers — so necessary yet so scarce in most

botanies— adorn its pai^es, wliile the charm of Miss Pratt's inimitable style is

thrown over all. The pretty poems, legends and stories connected with the child-
ren's favorite (lowers also find their place within its covers.

It's a handsome (|iiarto book, one you and your pnpils will treasure at home, as
well as in the school.

ThouEth many illustrations have been added, we shall continue for the present to
publish it at the popular price of $1.00.

A»n I UiAnnl iiff'iinn • We will mail this great Flower Book, postpaid,

Vlll LlOerai UllCrS: for.fl.OO;orforSl.75wewillsenditwiththe
Bee Journal for one year ; or we wn man it free

as a prerulurn for sending us Two New Subscribers (.f'i.00) to the Bee
Journal for a year.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan St., CHICAGO, ILL.

iPROFIT

iFRUIT
;
DEPENDS LARGELY UPON THE EMPLOY-

MENT OF BETTER METHODS.

SPRAYING Helps Amazingly.:
A\r ntukf 4'\i-fylliiiiLZ r..st<l for SiMt.wlNd '

' and ti'll :tll nliout il in our- Itook on Si>r:iy-
' inif. Forniuljis for iiisocl icicles; when unci '

' ho\7 to sprny—Free.

THE GOULDS MFC. CO.
l'.l()vi(l SI., SENECA FALLS, N. Y.

*.•.•..•...•^•-•.-•.•-....^
Mention the American liee Journal.

40 acres of land Bultable for the Krowlnp of
oranges, lemons or olives ; situated In San
Diego Co., Calif., with a well-equlpt apUry of
ViO colonies of bees In grood condition ; :i-

room house, with nood water. Apiary pro-
duced over five tons of fine comb honey from
00 colonies of bees In 1895. Price, $;,0U0.

Address. Dr. F. J. PAKKEK.
HA:it 935 5th St., S-VN DiKGO, Calif.

From Pure B. P. Uc)c:ks. Ulack Mhiorciis. Llpht
Hrahmas—*1.25 per SlttUifT. Also, will stiiQ'

and mount liirds and Animals to order: price,

lor small birds and animals COo. and upward.

PIniilM for milR clieap-lted and Black
Kiiepburry. and Slrawborry.

MUS. I,. V. AXTEI4L.,
U<isi':vii,i,K, Warrtn Co., iMi.

Qej;)eral licn)s^

Bees Doing Well.

Bees are doing well. I took tbem out of
the cellar about 15 days ago. Success to
the American Bee Journal.
Ray Co., Mo., March 2H. Peter Galle.

Have Great Anticipations.

I began keeping bees in 1803, by purchas-
ing one colony, and have increast, by buy-
ing and swarming, to 18 colonies, most of
which I think I will get through to flower
time. It has been quite unfavorable for
bees here for the i>ast two years. We were
frozen out in the spring of 1895, and
drowned out in IsOfi, but we are looking
forward to the season of 1897 with great
anticipations tor a good honey year, as
most things point in that direction.

I would not attempt to get along without
the American Bee Journal.

V. F. Taylor.
Upshur Co., W. Va., March 16.

Wintered Finely.

We had a very mild winter here—hardly
any snow, and not very cold. Bees win-
tered finely. I like the way Editor York
goes after the fraudulent commission-men,
and those that adulterate honey. I think
Mr. Skaggs' suggestion is a good one, on
]iage 1(34.

I like the Bee Journal very much, and
would not miss it for a good deal.

Where can I get seed of the Simpson
honey-plant? George Lacy.
Livingston Co., N. Y., March 19.

[Apply to the seed dealers who advertise

in the Bee Journal.—Editor.]

Everything on the Boom and Bloom.

Bees here are on the boom. Brood-rear-
ing is going on nicely, but was somewhat
backward last week, owing to the tempera-
ture taking a drop from 70 degrees, Fahr.,to
43 degrees, but it has again risen in the last

three days to 81 degrees. Everything is on
the boom, from the old Mississippi river to

plants and flowers of all kinds. Plums
have bloomed, and bees gathered a little

nectar from them. Dandelion is beginning
to bloom, but the bees do not work on it at

all. Peaches are blooming, and bees gather
both pollen and nectar from them. The
large black or dewlierry is blooming pro-
fusely in waste places and swamps. White
clover is beginning to get white all over
with flower-heads, but they do not seem to

furnish any nectar until May, when we
have some real hot weather, and every-
thing is dry. Sunflowers are springing up,

which means a good supply of pollen and
nectar about swarming-time.

James B. Drurt.
Orleans Co., La., March 3.

Heavy Loss by Fire.

On March 5. while Mr. and Mrs. Van
Allen were away from home, getting their

little boy's broken arm drest, the bee-house
owned by Mr. Van Allen caught tire in the
roof, caused by a chimney burning out. It

was not discovered till the Hre had made
such headway that it was impossible to

save the liuildiug or any of the contents.

There was a strong wind at the time, which
carried the flames over the outside cellar-

way, so that it was not pos.sible to get into

the cellar to save any of the -13 colonies of

bees in winter quarters. The loss on the

building and contents, including bees, sur-

plus combs, automatic extractors, and
other supplies stored there at the time, is

$2,300 to f3,500. We were carrying some
insurance at the time (we get $900 from
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that source), which will come quite handy
at the present time.
This loss is a hard blow on us, hut we

wish to say to the readers of the " Old Reli-
able" that altho we feel a tittle " Imnged,"
we are "still in the ring." We have one
apiary left, from which to supply our
queen-trade, till Mr. Van Allen can re-es-

tablish his apiary, which he will be able to
do by the first of June. He will buy bees
as near home as possible, and stock his api-
ary with (|ueens from the best breeders in
this country. He expects thereby to start
up with the very best strains of bees ob-
tainable.

Calls for price-lists of extractors have
been coming in all winter, but since the
appearance of our advertisement in the
American Bee Journal, calls have come
"thick and fast." Early in the winter we
made what we thought was ample provision
for our next season's business, but it begins
to look as if it was going to hustle us to
keep up with the increase of trade.

The prospect for the bee-business in this
locality was never better at this time of
year. Last night the rain took off nearly
all the snow, and today the white clover
looks green and fresh.

V.1N Allen & Willi.\ms.
Crawford Co., Wis., March 19.

A Beginner's Report.

I started last spring with five colonies of
hybrid bees. I lost one colony with moths,
increast to 13, and took ofl: 220 pounds of
honey. I put them into an outer apart-
ment of my cellar, where they are shut off
entirely from the vegetable cellar, and
where they are not disturbed • unless we
take a peep at them to see bow they are
getting along. When the mercury was
from 10 to 3.5 degrees below zero for a num-
ber of days, it froze some in their apart-
ment, but when the weather moderated it

soon warmed up again. At this writing
(March HI) they are all alive and appar-
ently getting along nicely.

I have various styles of hives, obtained
of different farmers or bee-men who are
not " up to the times." Most of them are
one foot high, and of various sizes, gener-
ally 17'4 inches long and 12 or 14 inches
wide, inside. 1 want to adopt a uniform
size, regardless of the ones I have. What
size is best ; Are eight or ten frame hives
to he preferred ?

I have about eight acres in berries and
purpose to combine bee-keeping with small
fruit culture. The hail, however, destroyed
my berry crop last year, but I am hoping
for better success in the future.
Winneshiek Co., Iowa. John Ridley.

[Hives taking a frame the Langstroth
size or there about— !)'^ deep, by 17^^ long
—are most generally in use. Experts are
not fully agreed which is to be preferred,

the S or the 10 frame hive. But some think

that the majority will finally come to the

lO-frame hive.— Editor.]

Honey-Can Caps—Drawn Combs.

I have been tempted several times to en-
ter a protest against the cap of cans in gen-
eral use for extracted honey. The caps in
general use are about one to 1 '4 inches in
diameter, and I would prefer them at least
two orS'j inches, and will give my h7i// for
so large a cap:
In reducing honey when candied or gran-

ulated to a liquid state by heating, the
honey expands, and it is necessary to get
some out of the can by some means, and to
my notion the cap should be large enough
to admit with ease a tablespoon or small
cream ladle. I bought, last fall, four cans
of honey, and one can was double capt. the
larger cap nearly three inches, but three of
the cans 1 could not get a teaspoon into,
and therefore it was very annoying. I hope
those who practice extracting will insist on
manufacturers using larger sized caps on
cans for honey.

I am engaged in the production of comb

^ SAftClHl
; much better than going for the kS!|

doctor, and is quite as efl'ect- ',i^\

ive and costs less money. You /^B
need alwaj s at hand a safe, ^V
sure remedy like r//j\

pftas
li'ch \vi\l hring instant relief ^%i
tiotnfiutldfn illness and ^\i

wotkoutaperma- ^^i
neat cure. '^//l

W'h
J A POSITIVE CURE FOR WM

BR3CHTS DISEASE //Sl
URSi^.aiKY TROUBLES tes
FErWALE COMPLAiNTS^
GENERAL DEBILITY IS|i^

AND MALARIA. K
Cures also, all those diseases aris-]!g«

K Ing from disordiTed Kidneys or Liv-Wa
jfj er Large sized bottle or new style <J-il

lAv smaller bottle ,'it your nearest store. Vki
IS.*! Try it and iaiow the satisfiiction off/ji^

5^; such a remedy. iSa

Memorial Cards

!

(Willi Portrait ou tlieiu)

For presentation upon the death of a dear
one. to relatives and friends, have come into
vog:ue quite g-enerally of late years among-
the American people. We furnieh tbem to
order. Send for free illustrated circular and
price-list. Prompt and satisfactory work at
living prices. Address,

O. S. rXTER & CO.,
Times BuUdln^r, - Chicago, Ills.

WANTED—ATTENTION I

^lEE HEKE, Fiiend Bee-Keeper. the best
)o ^oods are none too good, and the lowest
prices are none too low lor the present times,
so down po the prices for 1897 on Full Line
ol' Bee-KeeperN' Supplies,

1 defy compotiiinn In quality and workman-
ship. \Vorkiiii£ Wax into Foundation when
sent to me, a specialty. Write, without fail,

tor Catalopr. My pri(_-e8 are worth looking- at.

Wax wanted at 2fW' rnth. or 29c In trade, de-
livered. August "Weiss, Hortonville, Wis.
6A 8 1 Mtnlion the A mericon Bee Journal,

Pacific Coast Bee-Keepers

!

liUY YOUR

Dovetailed Cedar Hives
IJirect from the Factory. Guaranteed equal

to the liesl poods on the market.
HenA lor Price-Lliit.

Bawson & Earner, Centralia, Wash.
10Ai:!t Mention the Am. Hee Journal.

honey, and do very little extracting; un-
finisht sections is the only extracting I do,
and the past season it amounted to about
four cans of HO pounds each, t therefore
have a fair supply of drawn comb in sec-

tions for the coming season, which I con-
sider prime stock to carry over,and if I only
had it in sullicient quantity I would insure
many dollars otherwise lost, not excepting
the best foundation yet produced.
We are now expecting, yes, patiently

waiting, for the new era—foundation equal
to drawn comb is promist. Dr. Miller, like

all others, hopes for it. The A. 1. Itoot Co.
promises it. Who can doubt we are to en-

joy it ? So whoop it up all along the line

until we get it, and then—but say (don't
tell it) nothing yet produced by man is

equal to comb built wholly by the bee

!

J. S. Habtzbll.
Somerset Co., Pa., Feb. 33.

Ooldi'ii

Ailel

Albiiiu

Texas Queens !

Dr. Gallup sajs they are the best he
has In his yurd

J. II. (JIVENW, LIxbnn, Tex.
Mention the Ucc Journal. n.V"^6t,

A Hellish Business.

The Cleveland Journal and Bulletin says
that a gentleman of that city attended the
meeting of the Ohio State Liquor League,
and took down in his notebook the follow-

ing extract from the speech of one of the
officers of the League:

' It will appear from these facts, gentle-

men, that the success of our business is de-

pendent largely upon the creation of an
appetite for drink. Men who drink liquor,

like others, will die, and it there is no new
appetite created, our counters will be
empty, as will be our coffers. Our children

will go hungry, or we must change our
business for something more remunerative.

"The open field for the creation of this

appetite is among the boys. After men are
grown, and their habits are formed, they
rarely ever change in this regard. It will

be needful, therefore, that missionary work
be done among the boys, and I make the

suggestion, gentlemen, that nickels ex-

pended in treats to the boys now will re-

turn in dollars to your tills after the appe-
tites have been formed. Above all things,

create appetite."

[The above we take from a recent copy

of the Epworth Herald, of this city. Just

read those two quoted paragraphs again,

emphasizing every word, and see if you

think any one need apologize for being the

rankest kind of a prohibitionist or anti-

saloon man. We hope no bee-keeper can

read those fiendish words without resolv-

ing henceforth to wage eternal death to the

hellish liquor-traffic. We have no boys of

our own ihat the saloon devils can " treat "

and destroy, but we are glad to help save

somebody's else's boys, if we can, from a

drunkards grave and a drunkard's doom.—

Editor.]

A Glorious Honey-Year.

As tar back as I can remember I never

saw such a glorious honey-year as was
18',m;. During June the white clover blos-

soms made our pastures look as it they

were covered with snow. Bees fairly

swarmed in with loads of sweetness that

would go to waste it not for them. My
average crop of the season was 110 pounds
per colonv. spring count, or ."» pounds fall

count. A swarm that issued June 4. filled

two supers of -4 pounds each, by July 1.5,

and closed the season with -ST pounds of

comb honey to their credit. My bees

doubled in number, as will be shown by my
spring and fall count average. They are

all wintering nicely on the summer stands.

After taking olT all surplus arrangements I

place back the empty super and raise the

cover about 1-1'i of an inch, then cover all

but the front of the hive with about one

foot of straw. Since adopting this plan I

have lost but one colony.

I make the hive-stands by setting four

short posts i) feet apart east and west, and

IS inches apart north and south, then I nail

two fence-planks, 10 feet long, one to each
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;a fence that can't sag.
tlK- KKVftjTONE I-'KNCE. If i^ con

.itrueted with n s|>i:t.-ial \ww U> takiiiu" up all

slack by expanding: uiul eoutractingf as
r«'qiiir(*d by any di-j^ree ol' heat or cold. It is
",'.> to ..s inches hi^h and will turn anything:
but wind and water. Uouk on fonot'
<'oiistru<'ti<)n M-nt free.

KEYSTONE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO..

No. 3 Rush i^t.. PEORIA, ILL.

•^ MONEY Saved is Money Gained. •^

THE ROYAL MM
Life Insurance Company

DES MOINES, IOWA.

The Iowa Policy
Is one that definitely promises to keep an
accurate account with you ; credit your
premiums and interest, charge the actual
expense and mortuary cost, and hold the
remaining funds subject to your order.

Aeents n'auted.

BIG MONEY IH POULTRY
Vf^t Stock anil Iiicultator8 if conducted
iccordint: to "The Chautauqua
Cuide to Big Profits" lusi out and
sent postpaid without lb97 {.'utaloizue
for 4c to help pay postage, etc. Best etigs
and stock cost no more if fiurchased of
us. you can then sell your product to

Lns and thnusamie others for high fancy prices,
i-iWe own 300 acres most eleirantly adapted to
-poultry. CHAUTAUQUA POULTRY &

PET STOCK FARM, Box 17 KENNEDY, N.Y
7A13 Mention the American Bee Journal,

Our '97 Cataloff
—01-—

Apiarian Supplies, Bees, Etc.
iB yours for the asking.

It is full of information. \^~ Write for It.

I. J. STRIXOIIAM,
105 Park Place. NEW YORK, N.Y.

Apiary—Glen Cove. L. I.

QUEENS
Smokers. Sections

.

Comb Foundation,
And uil A|)iairiin Siiiijilk'H

.,„, ,,
— rheai>. Sfnil furMlKh iUi.li.KLe. E. T. tLAN.iUAN, Opllptitlp, 111.

13A13t Please mentlou the Bee Journal.

Onr Prices
ARE WORTH
LOOKING AT

NEW CHAMPION CHAFF HIVE
especially. All other Supplies accordingly.
Send lor Catalog and Price-List. Address,

K. H. SCHMIDT & CO.,
48Alf Box 187, SHEfioroAN, Wis.

MAKE IT UNANIMOUS.
Torirsau'Oa MirliiL-an Faruicr rnmincnci-d n.^iiiK

J'aL'»*iuii.'e,anU:i(iLTwar(lsio..kan;tKcii<-v. JIi' n«.\v
hu;isrs that hu can Iravfl over ;i5 adjoliiinif lai ins
withiiitt K"i"tf "IT- I'aKt! Territory.' Ho lioprn lo
iiirrii.sh I wo more, thus 'illhiin Kaps" and niakiiiu' \i
con,s(M-iitive farms iihImk I'agu. Vou will llnd par-
tlculiirs in Mar<'h "I lustier."

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian, Mich.

row of two posts east and west, nailing the
front plunk 2 inches lower than the back
one, but making it perfectly level east and
west. This gives a slant of 2 inches to the
entrance of the hive. This stand holds
three hives; there being only fjur posts,
makes it an easy matter to fight ants,
simply by putting axle-grease around the
posts.

Now comes the funny part of my experi-
ence: It was with the bee-escape. Follow-
ing up the directions, I put her, him, or
it. on the hive the evening before 1

wanted to make the raid. I could hardly
rest during the night, being so anxious to
take off honey without a bee on it ! Finally
the time came to raise the cover. I must
have raised something else, by the way the
bees came out. They were madder than
ever I .saw bees before. (I wouldn't have
cared if I had not had three neighbors come
over to see how easy it is to work with
bees when you are properly fixt!) If I had
not been drest as heavily as I was, I would
have been properly " flxt," sure enough (by
the bees). The escape now hangs on the
wall with a list of other curious things.

Prank B. Atkins.
Marion Co., Mo., March 2.

Tennessee Bee-Keeping'.

The Smoky Mountain system of bee-keep-
ing is in a hollow log. or a box made of
plank from 2>^ to M'^ feet long, and all of
the bees kept in thfs vicinity are blacks.
Some of them are crost a little with the
Italian bees, and if they can make enough
to live on it is all right, and it they dou't
their keepers think they are not worth any-
thing, and let the bees starve to death. I

tell them I am reading the American Bee
Journal and the little book, '• Bees and
Honey," and that I have learned more by
reading them than I could have learned in
a lifetime of blundering experiments. I tell
them they ought to subscribe for the
American Bee Journal. Some of them say
it is just a money machine, and others say
that I have got the bee-fever. Very good;
if the money machine continues for a few
years, and my fever continues, I will show
the boys who is the bee man.

I have colonies at present. I lost one a
few daj's ago that contained upward of 20
pounds of honey. As soon as I found that
they were dead, I drove another swarm
into the hive from a colony that I had pur-
chast for .W cents, which contained .5 or 6
pounds of honey. I never heard of bees
being driven in February before. I was
successful in driving them; they seemed to
be at home, and well pleased with their new
location.

It was a poor season last year for bees in
this locality. I only got 115 pounds from 4
colonies. It was too wet here. I fed my
bees UO pounds of sugar for winter. Ou
page Ht) is an article written by Dr. Gallup,
that is worth the subscription price of the
Bee Journal. G. W. Wilcox.
Blount Co., Tenn., Feb. 21.

Watering Bees.

Seeing on page 11.5 something on water-
ing bees. I thought I would tell how I water
mine. I take a i>lank G feet long, 1',^ inches
thick, and 10 inches in width ; in this I bore
holes with a 2-inch auger a half inch apart,
and '4 of an inch deep, with gutters from
one hole to the other the same depth. These
holes are bored within IS inches of the one
end, leaving room to set a barrel, or half
barrel, as described further on. I lay this
board ou a solid foundation made of wood
or other material, perfectly level sidewise,
but lengthwise one inch fall in (i feet, or
just so the water will pass from the supply.

Now I saw a good barrel in two, and .set

this on the upper jiartof the board, with a
faucet in it near the bottom of the barrel.
I then can regulate the water to one drop
every four seconds, more or less, as occa-
sion may reijuire. 1 put in the barrel floats
of wood or other material, to keep the bees
from drowniug. In the spring, when the
morning is cold, I till the holes direct with

^
^^California

If you care to know of Its Fruits, Flowers
Olim ate or Resources, send tor a Sample Copy
of California's Favorite Paper

—

The Pacific Rural Press
The leading Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the Pacific Coast. Published weekly,
handsomely Illustrated, 12.00 per annum.
Sample Copy Free.

PACIFIC RVRAI. PRESS,
-.220 Market St.. - SAN FRANCISCO. OAL,

CARLOADS
Of Hee-lllvcs, Sections, Ship-
ping-Cases. Comb Foundation,
and Everylhing used in the

Sni Bee-Industry.^ 3H| I want the name and address
, 38^ ^^ every Bee- Keeper in Aiuer-
f- jSg^ ica. I supply Dealers as well

^^ as consumers. Send for cata-
logs, quotations, etc. W. H. PUTNAM,

River Falls. Pierce Co., Wis.

vCraiion the American Bee -JmvmaL

nillill'^
HONEY-EXTRACTOR

I'iUUI N Square Glass Jars.

Koot's Goods at Root's Prices.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies in general, etc etc
Send for our new catalog-.

*' Practicul HiiiiM " will be mailed for 10c.
In stamps. Apply to—

Chas. F. MutU & Son, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Mt^ntion the American Bee Journal.

SEE THAT WINK

!

itpfl - Supplies! Root's
Goods at Root's Prices.

FouUer's Honey - Jars.
md every thing used by
hee-keepers. Prompt ser-
vice, low freight nte. Cat.
tree. Walter S Ponder,

162 Mass. Ave.,
Indi.vnapolis. Indiana.

DVEnllSEMe^T, MENTION T1«S JOURNJU*'V"En AMSWERIhiQ 1

1^- IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
11.25 to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif.,

for hie

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

UNG DISEASES.
3n years* experience. If your case is

sufficientlyserious to require expert medi-
cal treatment, address

Dr. Peiro, 100 State St., Chicafio.

I
HATCH Chickens «I ^teaJSz

EXCELSIOR Incubator
Simple. Perfect, Sr.l/-IiegiU,it-

itiff. ThotiauiKts ia tiuccf.sHl'iil

opcrnlion. I,nwent priced
flmt-irliioA Hatcher iniidc

(iEO. II. KTAIIL.
I toigg S. 6th Wt. Qiilncy.ni.loRue.

C 44A26t Mention the American Bee Journal*

fEarly Italian Queens?
Up tin the middle of Amil at these prices:

Untested, 7oc.; Tested, $1.25.

E. El. r.%KKIM<;TON,
oAlTt Ue Fiiiilak Sprlii:;*, Fla.

Yell, o Veil. 4»<vi:i.i.otvxonii':s
Yellowzones for PAIN and FEVER.
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boiling water, when I think the bees will

fly, isy the time the bees come out, it is

nearly right, and they will come with a
vengeance. But it will not be long till I

can fill the barrel.

On the otTier end of the board I set a 4-

quart basin -;, full of water, I then go to

the woods for some moss that usually is

found at the bottom of trees, and lay this

on top of the water in the basin. Then I

get a large handful of salt and sprinkle it

on the moss, and in due time it is black

with bees. If I think it is too strong I add
more water,

I ted last summer as high as 3S quarts of

water in one day, to between 50 and l'>0 col-

onies. There is no drowning of bees; if

one happens to fall into the water, she has
only to kick and she is on " dry ground "

again. The cost is )?1, 40,

I want to say " thanks " to the editor of

the Bee Journal for his many advices in re-

gard to fraudulent concerns, I have in my
possession very inteiesting letters from
Horrie and Wheadon, wishing me to sell

my honey, but on looking in the American
Bee Journal I could not fiud their names
among the advertisers, so I thought I would
hold on. Then I beheld the next week that
the sentinel sounded the alarm, I wrote to

Wheadon declining to sell my honey to
him I may have made more than will pay
for the Bee Journal for 20 years,

I am down on the adulteration of honey.
Long may the editor live to edit the Bee
Journal, if he continues to expose frauds,
I believe he will reap his just reward if he
faints not, Jacob Moore.
Ionia Co,, Mich,, Feb, 37,

Coming Tnrough in Good Condition.

My bees are coming through in very good
condition, I am looking forward to the
time when I can work with them,

I do enjoy the American Bee Journal
very much. There is a great deal of valu-
able information in it,

Frank D, Kbtes,
Hampshire Co,, Mass., March 31,

Getting Bees into the Sections.

When I have more time, I will tell you
my experience with the Hotfman reduced-
depth (7'„-inch) frame, I have 2, (WO of
them in use up to the present, with more to
follow, I confine myself almost exclusively
to comb honey production, and use two
brood-chambers for breeding jjurposes up
to the time when the honey-flow begins,
when I remove the one, replace with a
super of sections, and I tell you I have no
occasion to waste my time to coax the bees
to enter the sections, for they never fail to
go. So whenever I read of section-baits,
etc., I cannot help but smile.
You are doing good work, Mr, York, and

I am pleased to indorse your fearless meth-
od in opposition to frauds and charlatans,

California,

Working on Soft Maple.

Spring is on hand. Bees are working on
soft maple, ani the fields are taking on
their green attire. A, A, Baldwin,
Jackson Co., Mo,, March 19,

Value of Salt in Bee-Keeping.

Having used salt for several years, for
many things in caring for the bees and
honey, with such good results is my excuse
for offering it for publication.
Salt is the best deodorizer for a cellar

that I have ever found, as it leaves the cel-

lar sweet and healthy for the bees. After
the bees are out, and the dead taken up,
and everything not belonging there is taken
out, then cover the cellar bottom all over
with a coat of salt, a fourth inch deep, or
nearly that, and leave it there to dissolve.
Two or three applications are sufficient to
cleanse the cellar, and make it as fresh and
sweet as a cellar that is just built. Where
the floor of the cellar is made of wood, the

Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. New London,
Wisconsin,

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus
securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
They have also one One of tbe Larg^est Factories and the latest

and most-Improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there is in the State. The material is cut from patterns, by machinery,
and is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and whitest
Bass\%'Ood is used, and they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine
and Hasswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with_ best
machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies.

Please mention tlie Ameiicau Bee .Tournal, 7Atf

HARNESS
' ' 4^^ FROM $5.00 UPWARDS.BARELE7

810.0O BOAD CARTS
and upwards.

For Style and Fioiah they
can not be surpassed.

CARTS {;,

and BUGGIES \'

This cut shows our S5.50 Harness
which we make a specialty of and

'^p- DEFY COMPETITION

We also manufacture a complete line \

of GOAT and DOG HARNESS from
Sl.SOtoSia.SOper
set. GOAT or DOG
CARTS from S4.0O
to »7.00. Write for
Goat Catalogue.

BABELE7
#70. PHAETON

BARKLEY
855.00 BUGOIEa
aSpecialty, Wegaw-
aotec 6atisfa£tioo.

of Barkley Goods
and Business
Methods. It will
pay you to do so.

manufactured and sold to
direct to consumers, sa,7in,

ami dealer's profit. Write ]

FRANK B. BARKLEY

For 22
coDsecntive

YEARS
'we have
dealers, BITT NOW we are selling

5 you the travelinj^ man's expenses
or illustrated rataloene and prices.

Read our hook of voluntary Testi-
ouials from our customers and see

what they think

CHICAGO, ILL.

BAKKLET
gIS3. CABRIOLET

BEE-KEEPEES We make

SUPPLIES
The Very Finest Line of

in the Market, and sell

them at Low Prices.
Sent! Tor Free Illiislrated Catalog and Prlce-L.iit.

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.

Special Agf iit for the Soiitliwest
-^- ^-

^^^^Jt^osepiiTS
Mr. Abbolt sells our Hives and Sections at Factory Prices. '

Finest Alfalfa Honey

!

IT SELLS ON" TASTING.

The Honey that Suits All

Who Buy It.

Low Prices Now!
We can furnish Wllite Alfalfa Extracted Honey, in 60-pound tin cans, on

board cars In Chicago, at these prices : 1 can, in a case, 7J^ cents per pound ; 2 cans
In one case, 7 cents ; 4 cans (2 cases) or more, 6>i cents. The Cash must accom-
pany each order. Fine Bass'wood Flavor Honey at same price ; also in

270-lb. barrels.

I^" A sample of either honey will be mailed to an Intending purchaser, for 8
cents, to cover postage, packing, etc. We guarantee purity.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL,
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salt will preserve the wood, and make a
lasting job, and also a clean floor.

Again, I use salt to tell me when the at-

mosphere is too damp in the room for the

safety of my crop of honey, from July to

October. One or two small dishes of salt—

a tea-saucer is all right—are filled about
two-thirds full of fine table-salt, and are

placed on the pile of honey, and all 1 have
to do is to keep the salt dry, for as long as

dry and crumbly, your room is all right.

Whenever you find the salt damp, or little

drops of brine above the saucer, where
little particles of salt have lodged, you may
know that a fire is needed at once to dry
out the room.

I use salt in front of all my hives to kill

out the grass, so that every colony has a

clean front yard of their own, with no
alighting-board to get out of place, as

every hive sets flat on the ground, on a
loose bottom-board.
Again, I use salt to scrub my kitchen

floor when it gets griudy, as a few quarts

of coarse salt scattered over the floor when
quite wet, and thoroughly workt with a

broom, will give the floor a fresh appear-

ance, the same as it does on brass or copper
when corroded.
Bees appear to be in fine condition up to

date, but have another month to stay in

the cellar yet, unless this spring proves an
exception. Ira Bauber.

St. Lawrence Co., N. Y., March 11.

IPUIWELY
t LATEST
1^ AND

4'

When you buy a *
Thresher be enre to eet the one that will thresh li

if cleanest, fastest ;8implest, bei^t built^will last the -^

^ lonpest, and needs least repairs. The new Rum- 4x

ITHRESHER
* Thresher be enre to e'
• cleanest, fastest ;8imp
. lonpest, and needs lea ^ .^

ely Spparator, with Oncle Tom's Wind Stacker i»
' niid New Rumely Engiue, Batiwtiesall users and J
' huH all of these pointa and more that are ex- ^

fT i.l;iinedin nnw Ciit;iloj,'ue.—Sent, for the asking. -It

* M. RUMELY CO., . LA PORTE,, IND.f
^^••••••••••••••^^****^****

Menti07i the American Bee Jounuil.

TO REDUCE STOCK !

5 per cent. Off
On all Kinds of Supplies

During March.
jae~ Orders amountlnK to %n or more will be
delivered f. o. b. cars Springfield, Ills.

W. J. Finch, Jr., Chesterfield, Ills.

10A13t Mention the Am. Bee Journal.

'^AGITATORS
M AGITATED
kr,|l III.

stirred
rKiiii<l :ilw:i,vs

') a poinl nl' iiiilii> .

TheDEMING AUTOMATICS
comtnn<'s more good qiinlitics iImh^

iinv nRllHliir tm tlic niiirkct. I'miH
only ni, tV WKMIStl SI'HAVIMJ
OI'TFITS. Spmy witli lii>i<lr

No/.7lc,'TliP WoiM'sHesf." Hi

Hoiiii- Jii-rii^r- Book on S|iiii

^fx\\ rri'f nti iipp!irnti"ii

THE DEWIING CO.<
SALEM, OHIO.

nKjnnN & iirmtKi.i,.
ClMiitl \Vc>.tclli AKfllt-

61-69 Jefferson St., Chicago.

5 C5 1 MenUon the American Bee JoumaZ.

"
(Jueeiis Given Away."

fGray Carniolans anil Golden Italians,?

We will give :i fine Tested Queen (either race)
to all customers ordering 6 Untested Queens,
and a fine Select Tested Queen t« all who or-

der 12 Untested Queens at one time. The
Queens given away will be sent to customers
in August.
Craclc and Prices Aorii July

of Bees and Queens jun^ sepl
Untested Queen $ .75 $ .65
Tested - 1.50 1.25
Select Tested Queen 2.50 2.25
Hestlmported '• 5 00 4.00
One L Frame Nucleus (no Queen) .75 .50

Two •'
•• 1.50 1.00

Full Colony of Bees
(in new dovetailed hive) 5.00 4.00

We guarantee our Bees to be free from all

diseases, and to give entire satisfaction.
Descrtptiire Frire-Ijlst Free.

F. A. Loekhart & Co.,
"-ake^^george.

ISDtf Please mention the Bee Journal.

ONE MAN WITH THE

UNION ^°^i;'i„*-'°'-
Can do the work of four

tJ'Tl^^i'J'i^^aiMI men using hand tools, In« "".'IjIRB^BI Ripping, Cutting-off, Mi-
tring, Rabbeting, Groov-
ing, Gaining, Dadoing,
Edglng-up, Jointing Stuff,

etc. Full Line of Foot and
Hand Power Machinery,
Sniil on Trial. Catalogne Free.

SENEOA FALLS MFG. CO.,
46 Water St SENECA FALLS, N. T.

1Aly Mentui.. the American Bee Journal,

DiiQUESM { CollegYj
Penn Ave. and Eighth St.

Thorough Courses — Normal, Commercial, La-

dies Literary, Shorthahd and Typewriting.
Efficient and experienced Instructors. Day
and Night sessions. Send for Catalog.

Prof. LEWIS EDWIN YORK, Pre».

JUST ARRIVED!
My first carload of Goods from The A.I.

Root Co. has arrived, and I am In shape to

fill all orders promptly at their catalog prices.

Send for mv 36 page catalog ; also list of

Goods you will need, and I will malie you spe-

cial prices on early orders.

9D9t FREMONT, MICH.

BeeswaxWaiited for Cash
Or In Exchange tor

Foundatioti—Sections—Hives
or any Other Supplies.

Working Wax l^'^^Sr^S A Specialty.

t3^ Write for Catalog and Prioe-Llst, with
Samples of Foundation and Sections.

GUS DITTMER,
AUGUSTA, WIS.

Mention the Amcrtcan Bee JourtuU.

RAAT S ( Get discounts on early orders

r<llllrkC \ fo' l**-'"- •*• I- ""o' ^°'^ "''®"UW Wo.
I Supplies always on hand. Bet-

ter prepared than ever to fill orders promptly.
30-page Catalog free.

JOHN NTEBEI. & SON, High Hill, Mo.
Afendon ilie Americnn lle.e Journal. 4Atf

SAUMENIG!
HATCHERS lire inml.. nii best
Mill's nil (I of l>est niiitHriiil known
toiiK-iihjiforiirt. Tll.^ rinmot ftiil.

HEATS WITH HOT WATER!
Hiitciu«H every e^.^: tlmt cim be
liiitrbed. Send 2(.tinnp» for rntH-

louNn.r,9 INVINCIBLE HATCHER
COMPANY. Sfuinukikld. Uhio.

i:iU.')l I'll asc mention the Bee Journil.

Contention IVotices.

Texas.—The next annual meeting of the
Texas State Bee-Keepers' Association will he
held at Greenville, Wednesday and Thursday,
April 7 and 8, 1897. All are cordially invited
to attend,

X'tali.—The Utah State Bee-Keepers' Asso-
ciation will bold its semi-annual meeting In
the City and County Building, Salt Lake City,
April .'J, 1897, at 10 a.m. All are Invited to
come and bring your friends. A full program
in the interest of the industry will be pre-
sented, amongothersubjects to be considered
being the best method ot marlieting our prod-
ucts, and how to best protect the bees from
foul brood and other diseases. In union is

strength, and by industry we thrive. The As-
sociation needs your aid; then let all do their
full duty, tor their own interest and tor mu-
tual benefit and self-preservation.
Salt Lake City, Utah. E. S, LovESY, Pres.

Mr. C. N. Bowers, Box 73. Dakota, III..

is now mailinii' his Poultry Annual and Book
ot Valuable Recipes for 1897, finely printed
in colors, giving cuts, descriptions, and prices
of 45 of the leading varieties of fancy lowls,
with important hints on the care ot poultry,
and hundreds of recipes ot great value. Over
1.000 premiums won at the leading shows.
Prices reduced one-lourth. One of tbe finest
books out. Price only 10 cents, postpaid. He
will return money if not satisfactory. Do not
fail to get it, as the book contains llO worth
of Information. Please mention the American
Bee Journal when writing.

A Carload of litali Honey is in the
hands of Pres. E. S. Lovesy. 3.53 6th East St.,

Salt Lake City, Utah. It is No. 1 honey, and
the whole will beehlpt from ihereat 5^ cents
a pound for the extracted, and 9 cents for the
comb honey. Any one interested can write
Mr. Lovesy.

Barnes' Foot-Power Machinery.
KeadwhalJ.I. PARKNT.of

CHAULTON.N.Y.,8ay8—"We
cut with one of your Coiu-
blned Machines, luat winter
50 chaff hives with 7-ln. cap,
UK) honey-racks, 500 broad
frames, 2.000 honey-boxes
and a great deal of other
work. This winter we have
double the amount of bee-
blves, etc., to make and we
expect to do It with this Saw.
It will do all you say Itwlll.
Catalogue and Price -ijist

. ...F. &JOHN BARNES,
No. 995 RubyBt.. Rockford. 111.

^ TO BE HUNG I )^
Onn Shinole is now hung out, notifying

the public that we are again ready to ship
^ueeus. Having greatly enlarged our facil-

ities, can fill orders by return mall.

Cioldcn Beanlios.S Uaud Italians

Also Silver-Oray <'arniolan.

Warranted Queen, 50c.: Tested, 75c. Make
Money Orders payable at Caldwell. Tex. Send
for Catalog of Bee-Keepers' Supplies.

Address, C. B. BANKSTON.
llAtt Chbiesm.\n. Burleson Co., Tex.

THe RURAL CALIFORNIAN
Tells all about Bees in California.

The Yields and Price of Honey; the Pastur-

age and Nectar -Producing Plants; the Bee-
Kanchcs and how they are conducted. In fact

tbe entire field is fully covered by and expert
bee-man. Besides tliis. the paper also tolls

you all about California Aarlciilture and
Horticulture. $1.50 per Year: Six Months,

75 cents. Sample Copies 10 cents.

THE UDKAI. <Al.lFOBNIAN,
218 N. Main St.. - Los Angeles, Calif.

nrr l/rCDCDC 1 Lot me send you my 64-

Dtt-^tLrLnO 1 page Catalog for 18i)7.

J. M. Jenkins, Wetuiupka, Ala.

Mwlkyn. 1]\A .American Bee JcwnwX

>00 Colo-

lies of first-class Italian Bees.

ioOO cash, to close out. Address,
10A4 S. A. liEEUS, Avery Island, lia.

FOR SALE ^i?"'"'^'"'"'''"^-
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HONEY and BEESWAX
I?lARKIt:X «IU0XAX10I\S-

The following rules for grading honey were
adopted by the North American Bee-Keepers'

Association, and, eo far as possible, quota-

tions are made according to these rules:

Fancv.—All sections to be well filled; combs
straight, of even thickness, and firmly at-

tached to all four sides; both wood and comb
unsoiled by travel-stain, or otherwise; all the
cells sealed except the row of cells next the
wood.
No. 1.—All sections well filled, but combs

uneven or crooked, detached at the bottom,
or with but few cells unsealed: both wood
and comb unsoiled by travel-stain or other-
wise.

1 n addition to this the honey Is to be classi-

fied according to color, using the terms white,
amber and dark. That Is. there will be "fancy
white," "No. 1 dark," etc.

diicag-o. 111., Mar, 19.—Fancy white. 11®
12c.; No. 1, 10@llc.; fancy amber, 9c.; No. 1.

7c.; fancy dark. 8c.; No. 1, 7e. Extracted,
white, 5@7c. ; amber. 5®6c. ; dark, 4 He. Bees-
wax, •J5ia'27c.

Stocks are working down, but there is no
improvement in price. The season for comb
honey Is druwlng to a close. Anyone intend-
ing to market in the cities should do so now.

Albany, N. Y., Mar, 20.—Fancy white. 12-
i:ic.: No. 1. 11-12C.; fancy amber. 9-lOc.;
No. 1, 8-9c.: fancy dark, 7-8c.; No. 1, 6-7o.
Extracted, white, .^-6c.: dark. 3Vi-4c.
Demand is all that could be ctpected at this

season. Stock on band small.

Indianapolis, Ind., Feb. 20.—Fancy white.
14-loc. : No. 1 white. 12-13c. Extracted,
white, 6-7c. Beeswax. 23-25c.
Demand Is fair for grades quoted, but no

demand for Inferior grades.

Boston, Mass., Feb. 20.—Fancy white, 13
14c.; No. 1. 11-12C. Extracted, white, 6-7c.;
amber. 5-6c. Beeswax, 25c.

Cleveland, Ohio, Feb. 20.—Fancy white,
14^0150.: No. 1 white. 12H(ai3c. Extracted,
white, 6a7c.; amber, 4!4@5>4c. Beeswax, 22
®25c.
There is not very much honey In our mar-

ket. Selling rather slow. Demand beginning
to be a little better. Think trade will be fair
In this line this fall.

St. Iionis, Mo., Feb. 19.-Fancy comb. 12@
ai3c.; No. 1 white, ll@llHc.; amber, 9@
lOHc; dark, 7@8^4c. Extracted, white, in
cans, 6@7c.; amber. In barrels, 4@4!4c; extra,
5c.; dark, 3@4c. Good demand for barrel
stock—comb slow sale. Beeswax, 23@23Hc.
-prime finds ready sale at 23Hc.

San Francisco, Calif., Mar. 17.—White
comb. 9-lOc. ; amber. 5-7c. Extracted, white,
o-oHc; llghtamber, 3>4-4c.; dark tale, 2Xc.
Beeswax, fair to choice, 24-26c.

Philadelphia, Pa., Feb. 2.—Fancy white
comb, 12-13C ; fancy amber. s-9c. ; No. 1 , 8c.

;

fancy dark. 7-8c. Extracted, white, 5-7o.;
amber, 4-5c. ; dark, 3^-40. Beeswax, 25c.
Season is getting over for com b honey—very

little demand. Extracted in good demand.

New York, N. Y , Feb. 20 —There has been
a little better demand for comb honey during
the last two weeks. Prices, however, will not
Improve, as the season is too far advanced
and plenty of stock laying on the market.
We have a good demand for extracted buck-
wheat, candied, and bee-keepers having their
crop on hand yet, should now market It.

Beeswax is quiet at 2e 28c.. according to
quality.

Cincinnati, Ohio, Mar. 22. — Demand Is
8lo#for all kinds of honey, with a fair sup-
ply. Comb honey. 10@13c. for best grades;
extracted, 3V4@0c. There Is a fair home de-
mand for beeswax, with a fair supply, at 22®
25c. for good to choice yellow.

Kansas City, Mo., Mar. 22.—No. 1 white,
12® L3c.; fancy amber, ll@12c.; No. I amber.
10®llc. ; fancy dark, 9®10c. ; No. 1 dark, 8@
9c,; Extracted, white. 5® 5Hc.: amber, 4^4®
oc; dark, 4c. Beeswax, 22®25c.

Detroit, Mich., Mar. 12.—No. 1 and fancy
white comb, ll-12c.; other brands, 7-1 Oc.
Extracted, white, 5-Gc.; amber and dark,
4-5c. Beeswax, 24-25c.

Minneapolir« Minn,, Feb. 20. — Fancy
white. 11@1 20.; No. 1 white. 10®llc.; fancy
amber. 9@10c. : No. 1 amber. 8@9c.; fancy
dark, 7@8c. ; No. 1 dark. 6-7c. Extracted,
white, 0@7c. ; amber, 5®5Kc. ; dark. 4®5c.
Utah white extrintcd, 5®3!4c. Beeswax. 23®
26c. Market fairly steady for comb and bet-
ter for extracted thiin for some time.

Buffalo, N. Y., Mar. 19.—Demand Is some-
what better Jor honey, although we advise
markellng everything and cleaning It up.
Strictly fancy comb. 1-pound, 10-llc. ; other
grades 9-5c.. as to cjuality, condition, etc. Ex-
tracted, 4-5He as to kind and quality.

List of Honey and Beeswax Dealers.

Most of whom Quote in this Journal.

CblcaKO, Ills.

R, A, Btokett & Co.. 163 South Water Street.

New York, N. Y.
HiiiDRETH Bros. & Seoelken,

Kansas Cltr, Wlo.

0. C. Clemoms & Co., 423 Walnut St.

BuSalo, N. Y.
Batterson & Co., 167 & 169 Scott St.

Hamilton, Ills.

Chas. Dadant & Son,

Pblladelpbla, Pa.
Wm. a. Selser, 10 Vine St.

Cleveland, Ohio.
Williams Bros., 80 & 82 Broadway,

St. Iionls, Mo.
WESTCOTT COM. Co.. 213 Market St

niinneapolis, Ifllnn.

S. H. HALL & Co.

muiwankee, ^VIs.

A, V. Bishop & Co.

Boston, Mass.
E. E, Blake & Co., 57 Chatham Street.

Detroit, raicb.
M. H. Hunt. Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich.

Indianapolis, Ind.
Walter S. Pouder, 162 Massachusetts Ave.

Albany, N. Y.
Chas. McCclloch & Co., 380 Broadway.

Cincinnati, OIilo.

C. r. MUTH & Son, cor. Freeman & Central an.

Honey - Clovers I

We have made arrangements so that we
can furnish seed of several of the Clovers
by freight or express, at the following prices,
cash with order:

5Ib 101b 255) 50a>
AlslkeClover $.70 11.25 »3.00 15.75
Sweet Clover (white) .60 1.00 2.25 4.00
White Clover 90 1.60 3.75 7.00
Alfalfa Clover 60 1.00 2.25 4.00
Crimson Clover 55 .90 2.00 3.50

Prices subject to market changes.

Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage, if
wanted by freight.
Your orders are solicited.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.

One Cent
invested In a postal card
will get my large Cata-
log of All Root's Goods.
Send list of what you
want, and get price.

m. H. HUNT, Bell Braucb, micb.
WHEN Answering this advertisement, mention this JOURfvi..

PATENT WIRED COMB FODNDATIOH
A Has No Sag in Brood-Frames

\nt^ Thin Flat-Bottom Foundation
lISO Bu lo Fisbbone In the Sirplas BoDef.

Si
BelDK the oleanest la nsnally worked

tbe qalckeBt of any Fonndatlon made

J. VAN DEUSBN 6c SONS,
Sole MannfaotnrerB,

Bproat Brouk MontRomerr Co., N. T.

Mention the A.iiwrican Bee Journals

Read ™«™:Rea(l
E. T. Fi,AN.\o*N, Belleville. Illinois—

IJear Sir—The Queen t received from vou
last year beats any Queen 1 ever saw. If I
ever need more Queens t now know where to
get them. Yours truly, M. Smisciknv,

Dealer In Bees and Honey,
Brentwood. Ark., May 2. 1896.

E. T. Fi.anaoan. Belleville, Illinois-
Dear Mr—The 4 3-frame Nuclei and 1 full

Colony 1 tioufrht of you last May, all arrived
In e.xcellent order and have done exceedingly
well, considering they had a journey of over
2,000 miles to reach my place in Idaho. Three
of the Nuclei gave a large natural swarm
each, and. In addition, stored over 100 pounds
of surplus comb honey each. The other one
did nearly as well. The full Colony swarmed
also, and stored over 200 pounds of splendid
comb honey in one-oound si cllon-boxes. 1
now have good, strong colonies with plenty
of honey to winter on, and have taken from
them over 500 pounds of choice comb honey.
I am well pleased with my venture.

Yours truly. B. F. White.
Dillon, Montana, Jan. 5, 1897.

E. T. Fi.ANAo.\N, Belleville, Illinois-
Dear Sir:—One of the 3-frame Nuclei I got

of you on May S, is ahead of anything I ever
saw. Yours truly. H. W. Savage.
Baraboo. Wis., June 3, 1896

E. T. Fr.ANAOAN, Belleville. Illinois-
Dear Sir:-From one of the3 frame Nuclei

I got on May 8, 1896. I hive had 5 good
swarms, one of which got away to the woods.
I reared 13 splendid queens, and got 69
pounds of No. 1 comb honey from it ; besides
plenty of honey to winter on. Can that be
beat? 1 shall want about 35 Nuclei for my-
self and about 25 for other pariles in the
spring. Yes. sir, I am well satisfied.

Yours truly. H. W. Savage.
Baraboo. Wis.. Jan. 10, 1807.

E. T. Flanagan. Belleville, Illinois-
Dear Sir:—The bees and queens I got of you

last season were very good, and pleased me
very much. They are beauties, and splendid
workers. Yours truly.

E. C. Haskett.
Palestine. 111., Jan. 10, 1897.

E. T. Flanagan, Belleville, Illinois-
Dear Sir:— I have bought Bees and Queens

for the past 24 years from all parts of the
United States, and I never received any that
gave me greater satisfaction than the Nuclei
and Queens I received from you. They are
gentle and great hustlers, and as long as I am
in the bee-business I will give you all my
orders for Bees and Queens. You can book
my order now for 4 Nuclei to be delivered the
coming spring. Yours truly.
Kingman, Kans. J. W. Young.
Mr. Young has bought Bees anl Queens

from me for a number of years.

The above are only a few samples of re-
ports from Bees and Queens I have sold. I
have been nearly 20 years in the business,
and it is a real pleasure to please and satisfy
mycustomers.
S^~ See small adv., and cut this out as It

will not appear again. Send for Catalog to

Box 783 BELLEVILLE. ILL.
Mention the AMnerico//^ Bee Jcwmai.

—I Would Like to See a Hive—
That bees will build up In faster in the spring,
or that is belter adapted for Comb or Extrac-
ted Honey, or that Is easier manipulated than
mine. It is Cubical and Self-Spacing Pat-
ented April 7, 1896. Hives and Rights for
sale. Address.

CYRUS C. ALDRICH,
13A4t Ei.siNORE, Kiverslde Co... Calif.

Mention the American Bee Journal

For Sale Cheap During 1897.
Italian Bees and Queens, and Boot's Bee-

Keepers' Supplies. Address.
OTTO KL.EINOW,

12A2t 122 Military Ave.. DETROIT, MICH.
Mentkin the Americay^ Bee Journal,

Friends In Want of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies or llie Best Hive
Call and see me when In Boston.

13A2t S. A. FISHER, 8'2 Water St.
WHEN AnSWEBINQ THIS AOVEimsCHEflT, MENTION THIS JOURNAfc.
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H 1^ H -—A Copy of

LlILL Successful Hee-Kcepins,

I n I r by W. Z Hutchinson :

I Iftkk itod our 180T OataloK. for 2-

cent stamp, or a copy of the
Catalog lor (lie Askliit£. We make almost
Everyililiig used by Bee-Keepers, and at
Lowost frlces. Our

Falcon Polisiit Sections
are war ranted

Superior to All Otiiers.

Don't buy cheaply and roughly made Goods.
when you can have ilie best—sncli an ive
make.

The Americau Bee - Keeper
[monthly, now in its 7th year]

36 Pages 50 Cents a Year.
Sample Free—Address,

THEW.T.FALCOMRMFG.CO.,
JAMESTOWN, N. T.

DANZENBAKER
HIVE AND HONEY
won Highest Honors at the

Fairs, and pays Premiums
to purchasers

of 50 hives, $30 for the best 100 Danz. sections
" 25 " 25 " 50 "
" 20 •' 20 •• 40 "
" 10 '• 10 •• 20
" 5 " 5 • 10
^^" Further particulars regarding the pre-
mimums, also special catalog of the Danzen-
baker Hive and System, furnisht on applica-
tion. Address,

Francis Danzenbaker, Medina, Ohio.

Care Tbe A. I. Koot Company.

I AEISE
To 8Ar to the readers

of the

BEE JOURNAL that

DOOIiITTLE
has concluded to sell

—BKB8 and QUBKNB—
In their season, during
1897, at thefollowlns
prices :

One Colony of Italians
on 9 Gallup frames, in
light shipping-box $6 00
Five Colonies asoo
Ten Colonies 45 00
1 untested queen. 1 00
6 " queens 5 50
12 " " louo
I teste-l Qoeen... ti 50
S " Queens . 3 5o
1 select tested queens
3 " " Queens 4 (10

Belect tested queen, previous season's rearing . 400
Kitra Selected tor breeding, thb vkbt best. 6 0U
About a Pound of BKB8 in a Two-frame Nucleus,
with any Uueen, $2.00 extra.

1^ Circular free, giving full particulars regarc-
iDR the Bees and each class of Queeoa.

Address

6. M, DOOLITTLE,
llA25t BOKODINO, Onon. Co., N. Y.

BEST ON EARTH !

!

18 years the Standard. The 4-lnch " Smoke
Engine." Is It too large 'i Will It last too
long'/ Will save you lots of mormy and Imd
worde. Send for Circular. 6 slzis and prices
of Bingham Smokers and Knives.

T. F. KINtiHAni, Karwcll, Iflicli.

6Att Mention the American Bet JimrnaJ-

l|G MONEY IN POULTRY

lOAlUl

BlOUR LARCE UUIOti
out. SiMiinihiiitf eiitirtit> iifuv. ilHJ

piiROH. l*rinteil in iiiiet^t coldrt^it wni k.

(lontiiiiiM everjt hiii^ portaiiiiiiy td Poul-
try in rnll. PRICES REDUCED <>n

Jst I'li/A! U inrnTs mid Eti«s, l'o-.l|mid
rtit'tnpl oliricoiilK, if you write now.

JOHN BAUS:H£E, Jr.. Box U4 Frcepoit, 111.

MerUitxn Uu Anurican Bee Journal

'''^
Dadant's Foundation

^''^
Year Year

Why Does It Sell So Well ?
Because it has always given better satisfaction than any other.

Because IN 20 'VEARS there have not been any complaints, but thousands
of compliments.

We Guarantee Satisfaction.
What more can anybody do ? Beauty, Purity, Firmness, Wo Sagging', No

Loss. Patent Weed Process of Sheeting-.

Sentl I\anie i'ov Oni- 4:)ataIo^, Sample!-! ot Foiintlation and Teil
Itlaterial. We sell the best Veils, cotton or silk.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies of All Kiuds.

lfMlf©STR©T'HI OM TMm MQFfE'Y^BlM'®, Revised.
The Classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.25, bymail.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
Please mention the Am. Bee Journal. HAMILTON, Hancock Co., ILL.

^leMOWIO^e m
n=i

Our business is making Sections. We are located in the basswood belt of Wis-
consin ; therefore the material we use cannot be better. We have made the fol-

lowing prices ;

No. 1 Snow-WIiite.
500 for $1.25
1000 for 2.50
2000 for 4.75
3000 for 6.75

I No. 1 Cream.
500 for $1.00
1000 for 2.00
2000 for 3.75
3000 for 5.25

If larger quantities are wanted, write for prices.

Price-LiUt of Sections, Foundations, Veils, Smokers, Zinc, Etc.,
§ent on application.

6A35t MARSHFIELD MFG. CO., Marshfleld, Wis.

ROOT'S GOODS

!

')|^^^^m

I®~ Before placing your order for this season, be sure to send for Root's

1897 Catalog, Ready Now.
Our 1897 Hives, with improved Danzy Cover and Improved Hoffman Frames

are simply " out of sight." Acknowledged by all who have seen them to be

a great improvement over any hive on the market, of last year.

Comb Foundation
Cheaper and better than ever—clear as crystal, for you

can read your name through It. Process and machinery pat-

ented Dec. 8, 1896. Samples of the New Foundation free.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
Factory and Main Office, MEDINA, O.

BK.A.N'CH OFFICES :

ll§ miclii^an St., Ciiicaso, III. Syracuse, N. \.

1024 Miss. Sir., St. I>anl, ITlinn. Itlcclianic Falls, Maine.
10 Vine SI., I'liiiadcipliia, Pa.

Mention the American Bee Journal
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mRS. J. N. HEATER.

Last week we gave but a simple aDDOUcemeat of the sud-

den and unexpected death of one of our best loved of women
bee-keepers—Mrs. .' N. Heater, of Columbus, Nebr. This
week it is with a sad heart that we record some of the partic-

ulars concerning her departure, and somewhat of her devoted
life and labors. Permit us to say that for much of our infor-

mation we are indebted to the enterprising newspapers pub-
lisht where Mrs. Heatsr'lived and labored.

About three-montfis ago Mrs. Heater left her home to go
to Kansas City, Mo., to spend the winter. She was apparently
in the best of healv'a, and when on Saturday, March 13, a dis-

patch was received that she had past away at 4 o'clock that
morning, it created a ereat shock in the community where she
was so well known and beloved by all.

The funeral services were held at the family residence,

Tuesday, March 16, the Rev. A. L. Mickel, of the Methodist
church oCSciating, with hundreds of friends of the deceast pres-

ent to pay their respects and extend condolence to the be-

reaved husband.
The particulars of the death are very sad. An operation

had been performed on Mrs. Heater for some ailment, and was
considered successful, but the administration of. the necessary
anaesthetic had a bad effect on the patient's system, and she
was taken down and continued to sink until the end. On Fri-

day night, Mrs. Heater could not sleep, and towards morning,
Mr. Heater, who was at her bedside, said to his wife: "Shall
I sing to you ? Perhaps it will put you to sleep." The suffer-

ing one nodded assent, and Mr. Heater softly sang a favorite

song, and she seemed to drop into a gentle sleep, but, alas, the

watching husband soon found to his sorrow it was the sleep of

Death.
Mrs. Heater was born in Defiance county, Ohio, March 5,

1866. Her maiden name was Annie E. Case. She came to

Nebraska in 187.3 with her parents and settled in St. Edward,
Boone county. She was married to Mr. Heater September 6,

1876, and in July, 1878, they took up their residence in Co-

lumbus.
Mrs. Heater was a woman of amiable disposition, warm

hearted and of generous sympathies. She was kind hearted,

a good neighbor, a loving wife, and merited the good will of all

with whom she was acquainted.
Before her marriage, Mrs. Heater taught school in Indi-

ana and Nebraska. About 15 years ago she embarkt in the

bee-business as a source of employment in the absence of her
husband, whose business called him away from home most of

the time. For many years she was the leading exhibitor of

bees and honey at the State fair. She was one of the distin-

guisht bee-keepers of Nebraska's bee and honey display at

the World's Fair. She enjoyed the distinction of being the
"Bee-Queen of Nebraska." In bee-literature Mrs. Heater
was known far and wide. She was on the "Question-Box"
staff of the American Bee Journal for a number of years, and

many of her contributions on bee-culture have been publisht
and widely circulated.

In this sad hour, Mr. Heater has the tender sympathy of

a host of friends who well know the loss be has sustained.
It was our good fortune to meet Mr. and Mrs. Heater at

the World's Fair convention, in 1893. Both Mrs. York and
the writer were wonderfully drawn toward them, as we felt

that in them we had found two true and noble persons.
At the Lincoln convention, last October, we again had a

very pleasant meeting with both Mr. and Mrs. Heater. We
distinctly remember walking from the hotel to the convention
hall with Mrs. Heater, one morning, her husband having some
business to attend to that forenoon. Mrs. Heater was so cheer-

Mrs. J. N. Heater.

ful, so hopeful, and talkt on about her prosperous bee and sup-
ply business, her property interests, her home, church work,
and busy life in general.

Her paper on "The Past and Future of Bee-Culture," read
at that meeting, was a bright gem. It will be found in full in
the publisht report.

But Mrs. Heater is gone. No more will her sweet voice
and winsome ways bless our conventions, or her intelligent
pen grace the pages of our literature. But the memory of her
life and loving deeds will ever remain, to encourage us all to

be more faithful, more true, more Christlike.

The Editor.

Spring Work Among the Bees.

BY W. M. BARNUM.

The long winter's sleep Is now over, and the bee is herself
once again. Those colonies wintered on the summer stands
should now be cautiously examined. It may be that a little
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feed, given inside of the hive, will save a colony from starva-

tion and death. It frequently happens that the dead bees will

become molded together in large lumps, and it is well to re-

move these putrid masses as early as it may safely be done.

Many of the dead bees may be removed through the entrance
by the use of a crooked wire or stick. This same advice holds

true with the bees in the cellar, tho it is well to use the utmost
care not to disturb or break the cluster of bees. Much heat
and vitality is thus lost.

By the time this appears in print it will be time to take out

the cellar bees, selecting a nice, warm and sunshiny day, with
little or no wind. In the spring bees require large quantities

of water; it frequently happens, in early spring, that they are

compelled to go to to the creek or to some quiet, ice-covered

pond, and in filling themselves with the ice-cold water they

become so chilled that many fail to ever reach the hive. To
avoid this, I place a few wooden pails or dishes filled with
warai water at convenient places in the bee-yard ;

putting in

a few wooden floats, that the bees may be enabled to keep on

a more or less " secure footing." Avoid tin or glass dishes,

as the slippery sides will bring about the destruction of many
a bee's life.

If there be any snow yet upon the ground, do not fail to

scatter a little straw about—more particularly in the imme-
diate vicinity of the hives.

Inasmuch as dampness within the hive is greatly detri-

mental to the comfort and welfare of the bees, particular care

should be taken that the hive-covers are tight and water-
proof. If the hives are far enough apart, to avoid danger of

blowing off, a shade-board well weighted down, will keep the

hive nice and dry. And this moves me to say that a shade-

board is an indispensable article in every well-regulated api-

ary. It is also important that hives be firmly and squarely
fastened to a base-support elevated some six or eight inches

from the damp and cold earth. A free air-space beneath is

preferable for evident reasons.

If you can find the time, level up the apiary, marking out

the paths, etc. This work pays in more ways than one, and
should not long bo neglected.

Arrangements for the coming profitable season should
now be completed ; have everything in readiness so that no
time may be lost when time becomes valuable in a pecuniary
sense. This is good management, and absolutely essential to

a proper measure of success.

I spoke earlier in this article, of encouraging the bees in

early spring by feeding a little syrup. This must be done
with the utmost care. If a robber-bee gets even the smallest

taste, she will soon raise a disturbance in the apiary that will

be apt to try the temper. Indeed, I have known this to end
in the total extermination of a good, strong colony ; and to

have given the whole apiary a set-back that a month had
hardly cured.

Again, if feeding is regularly continued for any length of

time, and then suddenly discontinued—before flowers begin to

yield—it is very apt to cause the bees to become discouraged,

and end in their tearing out and killing all brood that had
been started. So it is well to go at this with care and proper
caution. In many instances it will save a colony from starva-

tion, and is therefore a necessary evil, in all respects.

A little rye-ttour in a sheltered, sunny nook will answer
for pollen, if that is slow in coming forth. Upon these little

things many of the larger things depend.

Hottey-Vinegar Again—Questions Answered.

BY C. P. DADANT.

The following has been sent mo for reply in the American
Bee Journal :

"Mr. C. p. Dadant—Dtar Sir :— I saw in the discussion

on making honey-vinegar at the bee-convention held in Chica-

go some time ago, Mr. York made the statement that you man-
ufactured it to some extent. I have a little dark honey I

would like to manufacture into vinegar and would like to get

your mode of operation. If you feel free to give it. What I

wish to know more especially, is, whether hard or soft water
may be used, kind and quantity of yeast per 40-gallon barrel,

how to clarify with isinglass, etc.—L. Jonks."

Our method for making honey and wine vinegar was given

at length in the first number of the Bee Journal for this year.

We believe that the kind of water used is immaterial. Wo
would, however, if practicable, use soft water In preference to

hard water; but the amount of mineral usually found in hard
water would not, in our opioiOQ, affect the making of the vin-

egar.

We do not use any yeast, because we have at all times
found enough fermentable matter in the honey that we use,

especially if used in connection with grape-juice or the juice of

almost any kind of fruit. But yeast may be used if it is nec-
essary to start the fermentation at a season of the year when
nothing can be had that will start it. As we have never used
any yeast, we cannot give our own experience in regard to it.

By referring to authorities on beer-making we find that they
use about a pound of hop yeast to each barrel of liquid. This
proportion would evidently be applicable to vinegar ; since the
liquid has to pass through the same stages of fermentation as

beer does. Acetic fermentation can only follow the vinous, or
alcoholic, fermentation, and is only perfect In as much as the
other has been complete. The two may take place in the same
liquid at the same time ; but the vinegar thus made is not to

be compared with thoroughly fermected juice, as it is sure to

remain turbid for a long time, aad contains saccharine ele-

ments as well. It would, however, do, in this condition, for

sweet pickles, but such pickles could not be kept in an air-tight

vessel, as the fermentation, which would continue slowly,
would cause expansion and would burst the vessel. Let it

be remembered that the most important thing in inducing
fermentation in honey-water,or fruit-juice, is a proper temper-
ature. I quote from the Encyclopedia Britannica :

"The range of temperature most favorable to this process
lies between '20^ and 24-' centigrade, or (iS- and 75^ Fahren-
heit. Even grape-juice does not ferment at temperatures ly-

ing too close to the freezing point, nor does it ferment at tem-
peratures exceeding a certain limit, which lies about 60^ cen-
tigrade, or 140^ Fahrenheit."

I do not wish to be understood as criticizing the above,
from one of the most responsible encyclopedias in the world,
but I would say that we have seen the most active fermenta-
tion, with our must, at about blood heat. Much depends upon
the outside temperature. The higher it is, the lower may be
that of the fermenting liquid, and vice versa. In cold weather
we would want to heat our honey-water to 1203 or about.

Let the reader bear in mind that nearly all sweets contain
elements of fermentation. We can quote the same authority
above named to prove that "cane-sugar, or honey, when added
to grape-juice, ferments with the sugar originally present in

the latter."

Wine must, wine lees, or even a little beer, will usually be
sufficient to start a fermentation in honey-water at the proper
temperature. If plenty of air is given, the acetic fermenta-
tion will begin just as soon as the other is complete, and often
before.

Remember that the stronger the liquid is, the stronger the
vinegar will be, altho there is a limit beyond which it would
be impossible for all the honey to transform itself. We would
place this limit at three pounds of honey per gallon of water,
more or less.

Clarifying is a process that we have never needed, our cus-
tomers having never complained of the looks of our vinegar.
But if very clear vinegar is wanted, this process will be found
very useful :

To be ready for clarification, vinegar must be made, that
is, it must have no more alcohol in it, or the continuation of
fermentation would again cloud It. First, rack it by drawing
it off the lees as carefully as possible. Then heat it carfully to
140^ to 175 , in order to destroy the vibrions (vibro aceti), of
which I have spoken in previous articles, and which could not
be precipitated until they are killed. After this, the vinegar
may be easily clarified. We would use the white of eggs in

preference to anything else ; because we know what they are.
Four eggs are sufficient for a barrel. Separate the white from
the yolk in the usual way, then beat the eggs with about a
quart of water, adding a little salt, and pour this preparation
into the barrel of vinegar. Enough must have been removed
from the barrel to enable the operator to shake, or stir, the
liquid, so as to mix the eggs thoroughly with the vinegar. The
best way is to mix with a stick that will spread it evenly in

liquid. Let it stand 10 or 12 days, then draw it off the sedi-
ment.

The egg acts exactly as the Isinglass, or fish-glue. The
gelatin contained in it is coagulated by the action of the for-

eign substances, and forms a net-work which is slowly precip-

itated to the bottom, dragging along with it the impurities

contained in the liquid.

If isinglass is used, according to the " Maison Rustique,"

which has long been an authority for us, the quantity should

be about an ounce for a barrel of 4.0 to 50 gallons.

Should there be any point not thoroughly ventilated in

this vinegar question, we will ask the readers to bring it for-

ward while the matter Is fresh in the minds of the subscribers.

Hancock Co., 111.
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Golden's Comb-Honey Management.
Br J. A. GOLDEM.

Dr. C. C. Miller has askt me to answer the following ques-
tions from a South Dikota siibscrlbsr, relatiog to my method
of comb-honey production :

" 1. Do you make the brood-chambers with the bee-space
to match the bee-space of the super, thus making a continuous
passage from the bottom to the top of the super, or supers?

" '2. Are the bees permitted to pass to and from the brood-
chamber to the double super during the first Ave days after
swarming?

" Do you keep the queen caged inside the section-cage ?

—

L. A. S."

Answrks.— 1. Yes, certainly, the bee-space must be
maintained from the bottom on up, matching each super as
tiered up, and a bee-space at the top of the brood-chamber
entering at the top of the brood-frames, also at the top of the
supers. I will just add for the benefit of those desiring to
test my method : Take two single supers and tack on the
little cleats at each end of the side. Then tack on a strip of
thin lumber flush with the bottom, and extend )% or % of an
inch above the top of the super—some prefer a K-inch bee-
space over the brood and sections in place of a ?| ; then tack
on top of the ends of the super a strip, making it as high as
the side. F'old strips of tin the width of the super, and tack
on the bottom of the end of the supers, letting them in the
wood a little so the supers will fit when set on each other.
This tin rest is for the section slats to rest on. Put the slats
and sections in, and set one on top of the other, and tack a
couple of slats up and down at each end, which holds them
together. Now you have the bee-space from the bottom of
No. 1 to the bottom of No. 2, and enters between supers ;

also from the bottom of No. 1 to the top of No. 2, and enters
supers at the top of No. 2, and when the cover is on, a bee-
space over the top of the sections. The side bee-space should
not be less than ^a of an inch,

2. Yes, the bees have full sway to go where they can do
the most work all the time. Having secreted wax for comb-
building, you will soon find that the new swarm has stored you
a beautiful lot of section honey instead of brood-combs. See?

3. Yes, the queen is put into the section-cage by spring-
ing up the wire-cloth at one corner of the cage, and remains
there during the five days. Having placed the cage in one of
the upper rows of sections, on the fifth day cut all queen-cells,
place the parent hive on the bottom-board, super on top, and
let the queen run in at the entrance with a pufl or two of
smoke. Then keep tiering up.

I also will add that before setting the super on top of the
brood-chamber, lay a strip of wood under the ends of the
brood-frames, sufB^ieut to raise the frames even with the side
of the hive proper, thus giving bee-space above the frames,
and the bees can't reach the bottom when entering the hive
and scamper for the side entrances. Morgan Co., Ohio.

Bees and Fruit—Coddling Moth Eggs Not Laid
in the Bloom.

BV E. 8. LOVEST.

This is still a subject of much interest and agitation be-
tween bee-keepers and fruit-growers. If all our fruit-growers
understood this matter thoroughly and correctly, there would
be no need or cause for trouble, and there is no earthly reason
why any person interested should not understand the subject
intelligently; but unfortunately at present they do not, hence
the trouble.

Altho it is 25 years or more since the first coddling moth
larva was introduced Into Utah through the importation of
fruit and shingles, yet prior to five years kgo there was no
agitation on the subject, but about that time the trouble com-
menced. Bills were framed and introduced into the legisla-
ture by the dozen without any respect or regard for the bees
or bee-keepers, and, strange as it may seem, it was almost the
universal opinion that no good could be accomplisht unless
the spraying was done on the bloom. In two instances the
professors were pitted against us, and while they sympathized
with the bees they contended that the spraying must be done
In the bloom, or no beneficial results would be obtained. This
belief became so strong that the conclusion was reacht by
many that either the fruit or the bee industry must go, as
there was no possible way to reconcile them. It was the uni-
versal belief that the moth laid its eggs in the bloom, and un-
less the trees were sprayed in the bloom the embryo fruit
would grow over the tiny larvie, and that they would eventu-

ally eat their way out. Thus the trees should be sprayed in

the bloom, and if the bees could not take care of themselves
they must take the consequence.

Of course the bee-keepers viewed with dismay this state
of affairs, but by organizing with the fruit-growers, the bee-
keepers controlled the balance of power, and, as a rule, they
protected their bees ; only in a few instances did those foolish
theories prevail, and then the bee-keepers paid dearly for
other people's ignorance. This occurred two years ago, when
several thousand dollars worth of bees were killed, myself
being a heavy sufferer; and when I remonstrated against the
party doing the mischief, he said that he lost 200 colonies of
bees in New York State the same way, and while he felt sorry
for us he thought it was no harder on us than it was for him !

The reason that many of our bee-keepers suffered two
years ago was because the matter was left with the different
county courts and county fruit-tree inspectors; thus, those
believing in blossom spraying caused trouble. Some counties
strictly forbade spraying in the bloom, while others so ordered
it. One county issued a proclamation ordering eight spray-
ings. In some instances, spraying twice during the bloom,
and some of our bee-keepers were threatened with the law
because they refused to poison their own bees. I advised our
bee-keepers to stand firm in this matter, and not only refuse
to spray in the bloom, but if they could prove that any persons
had poisoned their bees we would sue them for damages.
These eight sprayings referred to— five of them were put on
before the first coddling moth larv;e were found in the county ;

the other three were put on before and during the month of
July. Then they stopt while the moth continued their opera-
tions nearly two months later, destroying the greater portion
of the apple crop, while other counties that put on four spray-
ings, commencing about the middle of June, saved consider-
able of their fruit.

I started in almost alone five years ago to fight this popu-
lar error—for such it has been—and I was just as positive
then as now, that it was an error, and from the experiments
and observations that I have made of late years, I can assert
without fear of contradiction that no coddling moth eggs were
ever laid in the bloom.

I had noticed more or less for 10 years before this blos-
som sprayiug agitation commenced, that the coddling moth
always laid their eggs on the apples until the first cold storm
in the early fall. This put me to thinking. I askt our fruit-
growers if they thought it could be possible for Nature to
provide an insect that would deposit a portion of its eggs on
the petals of the blossom, and then continue through the sum-
mer to deposit the balance of their eggs on the fruit. To try
and throw some light on the subject, I commenced a series of
experiments, and I discovered what may appear to some, one
or more secrets. I took the larvajinto the hot-house or green-
house in the winter and early spring months. I found that
by keeping the temperature up to about 60^ from the time
the moth hatcht out they would lay their eggs, which would
hatch out and the larvie would bore into the fruit, mature,
and eat their way out, spin their cocoons and hatch out as
moth again in about six weeks; and by raising the tempera-
ture to about 703, tije whole process could be accomplisht in

about five weeks.
I also demonstrated that if the temperature was dropt far

below 60^, the moth would not hatch out, and when hatcht
out with the same low temperature, the moth would not lay
their eggs, and in about two weeks or so they would die off
without laying their eggs. This was also demonstrated here
two years ago in the open air. There was a warm spell in

May, and many moths were hatcht out, and this was followed
with about three weeks of low temperature, and the moth died
off without laying their eggs, so that there were no wormy
apples to speak of before July. As the trees will blossom out
at a considerable less temperature than 60-, they are always
in bloom before the moth hatches. This has been proven
here in Utah for years. In parts of Wasatch and other coun-
ties the trees bloom and bear fruit, yet no coddling moth or
larvse can or do live even if imported there, because the tem-
perature is too low for them to live or exist.

Now, if any one doubts the above statements, let him
demonstrate the matter for himself, and if he experiments
while the trees are in bloom, he will find that while the moth
will lay their eggs on the fruit, they will not do so on the
blossoms.

One thing more : I have noticed the larvse do not always
bore into the apple at the spot where the egg is laid. The egg
is very small, so that it is very hard to locate, but after find-
ing it, if we mark the location we will find that sometimes the
tiny larv;e will move some distance, and If it finds any other .

object touching the apple—such as a leaf or another apple— It

will usually commence boring into the apple at that point, or
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If it strikes the calyx It will bore in there, as it is an easy

place for it to get in. And thus some think the egg was laid

In the blossom, when in all probability it was not laid for a

month or six weeks after the tree was in bloom.
Now, while I have not an over-abundance of faith in the

success of the spraying question, if the tiny larvae is to be

caught with poison at all, it should be on the fruit when it

hatches out from the egg ; It will thus get caught as it moves
over its surface. But as it is impossible to catch all the

larva? this way, if our fruit-growers expect to succeed they

should try to adopt some plan to capture the moth and also

the larvae as they leave the fruit to seek a place to spin their

cocoons. If this can be accomplisht, then success will be

assured.
The experience that I have had here the past three or

four years has shown the people that with this blossom spray-

ing they have not only thrown their time and money away,
but besides killing the bees they destroyed much of the fruit,

by washing the pollen out of the blossoms The owner of an
orchard from which my bees were killed, admitted that the

parties drencht his trees to that extent that they destroyed

the fruit, and he had to depend upon a neighbor for fruit who
did not spray at all. I could give many illustrations of this

kind, but it is not necessary, as I know this can be done. Also

a heavy rain on the bloom will sometimes destroy the fruit.

This is one reason why we sometimes have a profusion of

bloom and but little or no fruit or honey.

While I find that there is still much agitation in some
parts of the country over this spraying question and the bee-

Industry, here in Utah I believe that we can congratulate our-

selves that we are now about safe out of the Slough of De-
spond, and we can calmly look back over the battle fought

and the victory won. We feel to thank our esteemed friend.

Prof. A. J. Cook, for when the struggle was so desperate that

we could scarcely keep our heads above water, I wrote to

him, and received the following :

" Mr. E. S. Lovesy—Dear Sir :—Say to your people that

the coddling moth do not lay eggs until the blossoms fall. Say
also that the poison is slowly removed, so that it is never wise

to apply it till necessary. Thus to spray before the blossoms

fall is unwise, to say nothing of its effects on the bee. No one
should spray until the blossoms all fall. Policy and justice

alike affirm this. Yours truly, A. J. Cook.

This had the desired effect, and was of material benefit to

us.

Now while we were just as sure, five years ago, that we
were right on this spraying question, as we are now, to con-

vince the fruit-growers of these facts was the all-absorbing

topic.

My object in writing on this question is in hopes that the

subject may be thoroughly investigated and settled to the sat-

isfaction of all concerned. If all were intelligently informed
on this matter, it would be absurd to even think of any antag-

onistic feelings between the bee-keepers and fruit-growers in

regard to fertilization of fruit-blossoms by bees. A proper
knowledge of this question is of more benefit to farmers and
fruit-growers than to bee-keepers. Then let us hope that the

much-desired reonciliation of these industries will soon be an
accomplisht fact. Salt Lake Co., Utah.

Something on Wlaterliig —The Prospects.

BY .J. A. I'EARCE.

Our bees are wintering better than ever before. I have
42 colonies in the cellar under the living room. They were
put in a little after the middle of November, exceedingly
heavy, having built up strong on buckwheat. None of the

colonies have spotted their hives yet, and I cannot discern

that they are perceptibly lighter than when put in. I shall

put.them out in about two weeks, or as soon as the ground-
hog comes out, or as soon as I can get say two still, sunny
days, so that the bees can have a good flight, for I consider
that leaving bees in the repositories too long in the spring has
been the most prolific cause of what is known as "spring
dwindling," which is nothing more nor less than the old beos

all dying off before any now ones are hatcht, thus letting the

colony " go up," and bringing into disrepute cellar-wintering.

I have not the least doubt that hundreds of thousands of colo-

nies of bees might have been saved, that have been lost, if

they had only teen removed from the repository three weeks
or a month sooner.

Let me explain a little : Suppose I leave my bees in till

the middle of April, as has been recommended by the best

authorities; and the queen does not deposit any eggs, as she
should not in confinement if she is a well-behaved queen,

"according to the books." Then the first week of May will

be gone before I have any young bees, and another week will

elapse before they would be of much use in the field. We have
our peaches in bloom about the first of May, the cherries and
plums a little before that, and the apples soon follow. So you
can readily see where " we would be at " at such a time with
only a few old bees, or perhaps with none of the old ones—all

having had to succumb before the new ones began to appear.
The wintering problem has no terrors for me. I have yet

to have my first loss since I have practiced the plan that I

now pursue, and have for some eight years. I learned it from
the American Bee Journal, from a discussion that was carried

on between James Heddon, of this State, and the Rev. W. F.
Clarke, of Canada. Mr. Heddon took the pollen theory and
Mr. Clarke the hibernation theory.

I did some things last year that I never did before in put-
ting in my bees. First, I saw that the cellar was rid entirely

of mice. Then in closing the hive-entrances, as formerly, with
pieces of lath, I closed them this time with wet sand ; it was
noiseless, and easily scraped away in the cellar. Then I had
two entirely green hands at the carrying rack, and I told them
if they would lift the hives gently the bees would not " wake
up," ijut if they shook them up much they would likely get
out and all over them. You may be sure tliey were careful.

I carried them from the top of the cellar myself, so still that
they scarcely knew they were being moved. They had just

had a good flight, and I rusht them in before or just as it was
beginning to freeze. This I think is essential to good winter-
ing, as they have had a chance to empty themselves, and are
placed in before they fill up excessively again.

Our prospects are fair for this year. The plentiful rains

of last fall started up the white clover, and we have had
abundance of rain this winter—6}^ inches in January—and
no weather so far to injure in the least the clover; and with
our bees as strong as they are, we should be able to take some
of it in !

My best wishes are for the " Old American," that brings
us a variety of news from the leggth and breadth of the land.

It tells us of a young lady in Minnesota looking at her bees in

a foot and a half of snow ; while another in Florida is doing
a land-oflice business among the flowers of that sunny land.

It lets us know how our old friend, Prof. Cook, is enjoying the
lovely climate of Southern California, while we, with an ulster

buttoned tightly about the throat, are buffeting this biting

March wind, or are indoors toasting ourselves by a good oak
fire. Kent Co., Mich., March 8.

Various Experiences with Bees.

BY" EDWIN BEVINS.

To-day (March 19) the bees are flying freely, and investi-

gating almost everything in sight. Yesterday I had some corn
ground for cattle feed, and some of the meal was left on the

platform under the mill. Soon after the grinding ceast I

noticed a cloud of bees over that platform. This morning I

placed a large pan, partly filled with corn meal, on top of a
hive in the midst of the apiary. Now there is a great rolling

and tumbling of bees in that meal, and a great hurrying to

and fro of bees from hives to pan and from pan to hives.

Last season, just before swarming-time, I sent two of my
big hives, each made to hold 10 Quinby frames, to a neighbor,

with the understanding that he was to hive me two early

swarms, if he should have them. Each hive had six frames
full of foundation. The foundation in one hive was new, and
put in about the time the hives were sent away. That in the

other hive had been -put in a year before, and left in the hive,

as it was not needed. I did not go after the swarms till some-
time in November. It was my intention, when I sent the

hives, to fill up with frames of foundation in mid-summer, but

that was a matter that was neglected. When I went after the

bees I found that the colony in the hive having the new foun-

dation had llllcd the six frames solidly full of brood and honey,

and then gone to the other side of the division-board and filled

the empty space there full of honey. How much more room
this colony needed I had no means of knowing.

The bees in the other hive had refused to touch the old

foundation, but they had filled the space on the other side of

the division-board with comb in which was some honey, but

not enough, I thought, to support them till spring. I had no

frames of honey to give them, and it was late for feeding

sugar syrup, so I removed the frames of foundation and put

in a lot of unfinisht sections close up to the division-board,

and told the bees to " root hog or die." February IT, at the

close of a long, cold spell of weather, I lookt in and found

these bees very numerous, and very lively. I gave them feed
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on top of the combs, and removed the unfinisht sections. I

mean to build this colony up right in the hive it now occupies,

and as I have only foundation, and no drawn comb to work
with, I presume it will take considerable time to get the bees

onto new, straight combs, and get rid of the irregular combs
they now occupy. These combs are not attacht to anything
at the top. They were attacht to the enamel cloth at first,

but got separated when I brought them home.

Late last fall I found myself with a strong 3-frame
nucleus, which I feared would not winter on the honey con-

tained in the three frames. Having no frames of comb to

give them, I placed 11 untinisht sections of honey on the

other side of the division-board. February IT I found these

11 sections entirely cleaned of honey, and the bees numerous
and in excellent condition. I gave them a new supply of un-

finishtsections, and now I am going to begin to feed and fill

up with frames of foundation. This nucleus was protected

by a chaff cushion in an empty super on top of the hive, and
the hive packt on three sides with about five inches of straw.

This is the way 1 protect all my bees. Some of my outer cases

have bottoms, and some are without bottoms. Bottotis are
not necessary. Entrances are left as in summer, except in

the case of a nucleus or weak colony. It is then contracted a
half or more. I have never lost a colony protected in that

way, that had a queen and plenty of honey or sugar syrup.
There has been just one exception to this rule, which excep-
tion I told the readers of the American Bee Journal about, not
long ago.

I said that I protected all of my bees in the way above-

described. I wish to modify that statement a little. Some
half-dozen colonies in large hives were left last fall without
any protection except the chaff cushion in the empty super.

These were so strong in bees aud honey that it would take an
unusually hard winter to kill them, but I believe it would
have been better for them if they had been given more pro-

tection. One excessively strong colony, on nine frames of

standard length in a hive 12 inches deep, was left in the fall

without outside protection. When the severe cold weather of

January came, I noticed a good many dead bees in front of

that hive, and I had to clear the entrance frequently. Then
I made an outer case and gave the bees the usual protection

of five inches of straw on three sides of the hive, and the mor-
tality ceast. With this exception but few bees have died in

my iiives the past winter.

I have been intending to work for extracted honey more
than usual the coming season, but I shall have to reconsider.

The market reports do not afford much encouragement to any
bee-keeper who lives in a white honey locality, to spend his

time producing extracted honey.

Later.—To-day (March 22) I examined that 3-frame
nucleus, and found the bees had cleaned out their second sup-

ply of 1 1 unfinisht sections of honey, and there was a good
deal of honey in the sections, too, as there also was in the first

lot given. I gave the bees a frame of foundation and another
lot of sections containing honey, and concluded this to be the

most piggish lot of bees I ever owned. If they do work next

summer in proportion to their appetites, I shall get a good
deal of honey.

Some persons may, perhaps, fear trouble from mice where
straw is used for protecting hives in the manner I have de-

scribed; but it is a matter of fact that I have had but very
little trouble on account of mice getting into the hives. If

one is careful in cutting entrances they can be cut so shallow

that mice cannot enter, or, if one uses hives having Js-inch

strips to form the entrances, the entrances can be narrowed
by strips of zinc or wire-cloth. A cat belonging to one of my
neighbors kindly came and made her home in the bee-yard last

fall, and staid until the weather got too cold for her comfort.
Decatur Co., Iowa.

White CIOTCr Seed.—We have quite a quantity of

White Clover Seed ou hand that we will send you at a bargain.

A little of it goes a good ways. It usually retails at 25 or oO
cents per pound, but we will mail you 2 pounds for 40 cents,

or for sending us one new subscriber to the American Bee
Journal for a year.

The Xaiues and Addresses of all your bee-

friends, who are not now taking the Bee Journal, are wanted
at this office. Send them in, please, when sample copies will

be mailed to them. Then you can secure their subscriptions,

and earn some of the premiums we have offered. The
next few months will be just the time to easily get new sub-

scribers. Try it earnestly, at least.

Proceedings of the Colorado State Bee-Kefep--
ers' Couveutiou.

REPORTED BV F. L. THOMPSON.

IContlnucd from page 198.]

The Secretary's and Vice-President's reports were then read :

• THE secretary's REPORT.

The past season has been about the poorest we have ever

had, in the northern part of the State, while the bee-keepers

of the southern and western portions have had a very satis-

factory crop of honey, as you see by the statistics gathered.

During the last annual session a number of very good
resolutions' were past by this Association, but part of them
could not be carried out on account of lack of funds, and the

resolution in regard to marketing was found to be not re-

quired, as most of the members had a very small crop of honey
to sell, and competition among dealers made it unnecessary.

The past summer I requested Senator Teller to procure

for our Association a number of copies of the Government
Bulletin on " The Honey-Bee," for our members, and such

other books, etc., as might be useful in our industry. It was
my plan to start with this a small library in this building for

the use of bee-keepers, and combine with the same a collec-

tion of articles of interest to them.
Frank Rauchfuss.

THE vice-president's REPORT.

Members of the Colorado State Bee-Keepers^ Association :—
Our meeting records the passing of another year. It is

with saddened hearts that we learn of the death of one of our
esteemed members—Rev. F. O. Blair, of Trinidad.

With some of our members it has been a prosperous year,

with others a very disastrous one. Yet with all our discour-

agements there is something bright ahead, and we have some-

thing to be thankful for. If we have prospered let us be

willing to tell our co-workers how our success has come. If

we have not succeeded, let the failure be known ; perhaps

some one can give a remedy.
Co-operation is the sign of civilization. We find that in

all business enterprises there are so many interested in the

same thing that without some intelligent co-operation we are'

apt to clash in our undertakings, and both parties are in-

jured by the result. At our annual meetings there is always

much to do, and a short time to do it in. Please let every one

be prompt, so that the time may be well and profitably filled.

Notwithstanding a large per cent, of our members have

had a failure in realizing a heavy crop, yet we find our mar-

ket in a poor condition, which shows plainly when we all have

a good yield we must look outside of our State for a market,

for a large share of our product.

This makes it quite essential to keep up our Association

with all the vigor possible. We have a committee looking

after improving our foul brood law. They have done good

work, as you will find by the report. We should all be watch-

ful that this law is not repealed without giving us a better

one. The present law has certainly been a great benefit to

the State. At the rate the disease was spreading before we
had the law, the honey-business would have been destroyed,

and a great revenue to the State would have been cut off.

There is still another enemy to our business I would call

your attention to. There is a cry coming from every part of

the Union against adulteration. We have every reason to

believe that there is much sweet sold for pure honey in our

market that is not honey. In looking through our groceries

this winter I found more than usual. Some Is put up in our

own city. Another brand is from St. Joseph ; another from

Omaha.
They all have an appearance and taste that brands them

as not being pure honey. I have a sample here I purchast

last February. It is put up by a Denver firm. I would like

to have you examine it and give your opinion whether it re-

sembles alfalfa honey in appearance or taste. This honey
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has stood in a dry pantry since that time. The parties that
put up this article claim to have apiaries in different parts of

the State. They also claim to be dealers in honey. In mak-
ing inquiries I am not able to find where they have any such
apiaries, or where it was offered. Has any member of this

society ever sold them a pound of extracted honey ? In a
paper called " The Active Member," for January, 1896, we
found an advertisement of tlieirs which claims they are exten-
sive apiarists, and their production is 20 tons annually. Now
we have no evidence that they have the above apiaries,

or that they produce such an amount of honey, or that they
appear on the market to buy any such amount. If they have
cot produced or bought this honey, and their output is 20 tons,

then it must be true they have sold something for honey
which is not honey. If so, they have done an injury to the
producer as well as the consumer. If they are large apiarists
as they claim, we would be glad to give them the hand of

fellowship. If they are large dealers as they claim, we most
certainly wish to give them our patronage. If they are
neither, we wish to give them our condemnation, and let the
consumers have the benefit of our opinion. «

I am told that glucose made from corn can be laid down
in Denver for about 2J.; cents a pound, and this is the article

used in adulteration. If this be true, with the many draw-
backs we have in bee-culture, it is impossible to compete. I

speak of this at such length because I believe it is a great in-

jury to our business, and at this time to urge our legislature
to pass a Pure Food Bill such as they have in Ohio."

W. L. Porter.

Mr. A. W. Fisk then addrest the Association in behalf
of the American Fruit Growers' Union. He said this Union
accomplisht the equitable distribution of the produce of its

members all over the country ; that they had 22 salaried
agents, each under .S.jOO bonds, who kept them iuformed of

the condition of the market at all points, so that they never
sold to a glutted market. Ten percent, commission is charged.
Individual shippers obtain a rebate of 2 to 4 per cent. They
wish to take up the honey question, having had many demands
for honey. To illustrate the unequal distribution of produce,
Mr. Fisk stated that Denver has I6OJ-3 per cent, of fruit to

population, Chicago 113 per cent., and Philadelphia only 83-^

per cent. What the Union does is to sell to customers in Bal-
timore, for example, at the same prices as in New York.
Being askt by the Secretary whether this Union had auy con-
nection with the Citrus Association, he replied that it had not.

The Citrus Association wisht to affiliate, but their methods did
not commend themselves to the Union. The Lima Beans'
Association has just affiliated.

In the afternoon, Mr. R. H. Rhodes being in the chair, a
committee was appointed, consisting of W. L. Porter and J.

B. Adams, to secure a place for a bee-library and exhibit.
They reported that a place could be had both in the Natural
History rooms and in the Horticultural rooms. Mrs. Martha
A. Shute was then added to the committee, which was in-

structed to continue carrying out the plan. The suggestions
were made that if once a case was provided, the rest would
follow naturally; some bee-keepers have books and magazines
which they would be willing to donate ; specimens of a piece
of foul-broody comb, disinfected and put under glass, of the
two species of wax-moth, of honey, the finest sections, bees,
queens, brood, comb, implements and inventions, and any-
thing out of the usual line, would bo added, and would bo the
best kind of an advertisement. Mr. Porter said that in his
experience such things attracted more attention than fruit.

In answer to a question in the President's report, Mr.
Thompson said he had sold the Denver firm a small amount of
extracted honey—some five or six cans.

Mr. Booth and Secretary Rauchfuss were appointed to

draft a resolution on the death of Rev. F. O. Blair, of Trini-
dad. The following was adopted :

WiiKRKAs, It has pleased the Giver of all Good to remove
from our midst our dearly beloved brother, the Rev. F. ().

Blair ; therefore, be it

RcKotvcd. That while wo bow in humble submission to the
will of the Divine Master, yet we keenly feel the loss of our
beloved friend and associate ; and be it further

Resolved, That we, the members of this Association, sin-

cerely sympathize with the bereaved friends and relatives who
are left to mourn his death, and that our tears shall be min-
gled with thsirs.

licsdlred, That a memorial page be set aside in our pro-

ceedings in memory of our departed brother.

Lkvi Booth, ) ,,

F. Rauchfuss, \
C"»'»^Mee.

A resolution by Mr. Booth was adopted, that thanks bo
extended to the Board of Horticulture for voting to print the

apicultural reports, and that the efforts of the Association be
added to theirs to get the legislature to adopt the measure.

Mrs. Shute gave notice that as a committee of the Horti-
cultural Board was then copying a Bill, a committee from the
Bee-Keepers' Association should be appointed to frame a sec-
tion prohibiting the spraying of fruit-trees in bloom, and also

embodying the resolution past by the Board of Horticulture to

print the proceedings of the Bee-Keepers' Association together
with their own. Mr. Thompson was appointed.

Mrs. Shute further stated that as Secretary of the Horti-
cultural Board she would not cut the apicultural reports any
more than the Horticultural reports ; that the essays would
have to be cut most, but the discussions could be given more
fully. The report should be an especially extended one in Its

statistics.

Mr. Booth spoke of his effort, in the Horticultural meet-
ing, to get the horticulturists to pass a resolution that one
member of the Horticultural Board should be a bee-keeper.
He thought it would have past if some of the bee-keeping hor-
ticulturists had not been absent.

The presence of Senator West, of Jefferson county, for a
few moments, was made the opportunity to impress on his

mind the opinion of the Association that the foul brood law
ought not to be repealed. Mr. Booth said that no inspector's
bill had exceeded $200, and that bee-raeu had been saved an
immense amount of money. Mrs. Booth called attention to

the fact that the bills of some were very small indeed— thus J.

B. Adams' bill this year amounted to .?-!•. 20; and that of

another inspector was $10. Mr. Rhodes said that he lost

over $1,000 by not having a foul brood law in former years.
He was satisfied that the inspector of Jefferson county had
done fairly good work, and that the county had been greatly
benefited.

Senator West, in reply, said that as far as State appro-
priations were concerned, nothing would prevent his efforts

to aid the Association; but that when it came to his own
county, he would be very conservative. There is a great dis-

position to lessen expenses, and many ornamental boards will

doubtless be dissolved. But he would do nothing to weaken
worthy objects of such associations as those of the bee-keep-
ers, horticulturists and dairymen.

It was decided to continue the officers of the Association
without an election. This makes the officers of the ensuing
year as follows :

President, R. C. Aikin ; 1st Vice-President, W. L. Porter;
Secretary, Frank Rauchfuss, of Elyria ; Treasurer, Mrs. R.
fl. Rhodes ; Member Executive Committee, R. H. Rhodes.

REPORT ON "HONEr" SAMPLES.

The samples of honey brought by the committee for that
purpose were exhibited.

One of these was put up by the West Virginia Preserving
Co., and stated on the label to be 20 per cent, honey and the
rest corn syrup.

Another, purchast of the Windsor Grocery, of Denver,
and stated by the clerk to be pure, was labeled "Mississippi
Valley Clover Honey, Spriugdale Apiary, Coulter Manf. Co.,

Agents, St. Joseph, Mo., U. S. A."
It was of an amber color, and had a strip of comb honey

in it, about an inch wide and four inches long.
Three others were put up by Frisbee >fe Son, of Denver.

Two of the latter were quite light-colored, and one was rather
dark. They were labeled " Alfalfa Clover Honey. We war-
rant every jar absolutely pure."

Another sample bought for comparison, put up by a bee-
keeper near Denver, was declared pure by members of the
convention.

This, with the sample labeled 20 per cent, honey, and one
of Frisbee's light-colored jars, together with another sample
of Frisbee's honey, were opened and tasted by members of the
convention, some visitors, and a reporter of the Denver News.
The other samples were left unopened, with the intention of

getting them analyzed. All but the two samples pronounced
genuine were somewhat thinner than honey usually Is. The
following discussion took place:

VicePres. Porter ^Tho reason I attack the firm I referred
to in my address is, that they tell the grocers that honey will

not candy, and that candied honey has sugar in it. They
claim they can talk bees as well as any of us. They keep an
advertisement In a Christian Endeavor paper, and mail a copy
to all grocers. They have two colors of honey, so they can
say it was gathered from different kinds of flowers. In one
issue of a beopaper they say, " Our markets are flooded with
California honey;" whereas we know there has been no Cali-

fornia hoiioy in the market for several years. In the next
Issue they talk about keeping up prices, and make believe
they are a great honey house. We have not evidence enough
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as yet to prosecute. Can we tell through the daily papers
what we think ? We ought to do something.

H. Rauchfuss—I move we pass a resolution requestiug
the publishers of the bee-paper giving their quotations to stop
them, and add the reasons.

This resolution was carried by a unanimous vote.

H. Rauchfnss—I move that a committee be instructed to

select proper persons to whom tha samples shall be sent, and
have them analyzed. Carried.

LConcluded neit week.]

.******<

OONDnCTED BY

DK. O. O. ami-JSR, JUARE2VGO, JI-Z,.

[Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direct.

1

Qucen-Excluders Under Supers.

I am going to work for extracted honey. Is it advisable
to put a sheet of queen-excluder over the brood-chamber, so as
to keep the queen down and avoid the possibility of brood in

the combs when I uncap to put in the extractor ?—W. R. A.

Answer.— If you try both ways, you will probably decide
that you like the use of the excluder better than without.
Then you're sure to have no brood in the way when extracting.
Another important item in the opinion of many— an opinion
that is constantly gaining ground—is that honey extracted
from old combs that have besn used for breeding is not as
good as that from combs that have never been so used. Take
an old comb out of the brood-chamber, fill it with water and
let it stand a few days, then see how the water has been black-
ened. If the black matter gets in the water, will it not get
into the honey ? It may not be worth while to use queen-ex-
cluders when working for comb honey, but working for ex-
tracted is quite another thing. The point is just here: If

your queen will stay below of her own accord you don't need
any excluder, but if she will not then you better use an exclu-
der.

M I M
Growing Sweet Clover Tor Hay.

I have noticed several articles in the Bee Journal on sweet
clover referring to dates earlier than when I first began tak-
ing it. I want to know how to grow it, and if it will answer
as hay for fodder to fatten sheep in the winter as a part of
their rations ? C. A. C, New York.

Answer.—To get a stand of sweet clover, treat it the
same as red clover. It seems harder than red clover to get a
start, but you'll be perhaps surer of a stand if you have the
ground pretty hard, or if the ground is soft let the seed be
covered pretty deep. The trouble is that if the ground is soft

and the seed not very deep, the young plants will heave in the
winter.

If cut the first year, or before blossoming the second year,
it ought to make good hay to form part of the rations for

sheep, but remember It is like Alsike, in that stock must learn
to like it.

What Ails the Bce§ ?

Last December I bought at a sale 5 colonies of bees,

brought them home and placed them in the yard in as near the
same position as they were placed in the man's yard where I

bought them. When we had our first cold weather and snow,
the bees became dissatisfied and came out of the hives in large
numbers, but never would return ; piles were lying dead be-

fore the hives. A neighbor advised me to take them to the
house. We have a large house, so I took them upstairs and
gave them a room by themselves, where they would not be dis-

turbed. All went well until now, and they are repeating the
same thing they did out-doors after the cold snap. We exam-
ined the hives and they seem to have plenty of honey, and
there seems to be quite a number of bees in the hives.

1. Do the bees want water? or are they diseased ? I am

afraid they will die off so that we will not have enough left

for a start in the spring.
2. What time will be best to move them out of the house

in the spring.

3. Is the way I have them housed a good one ?

4. Do bees rear new brood in Ihe winter, or would they be
apt to be queenless, as all the colonies are alike in their ac-
tions. I never had any bees before, and know nothing about
them. G. B., Peru, III.

Answers.— 1. From the description you give, it isn't pos-
sible to give any very positive answer, but it is quite likely

that the dead bees you saw on the ground were those that had
accumulated for some time and were carried out the first time
it was warm enough. Lots of bees may die through the win-
ter from old age in a strong colony, and no harm come. It

isn't likely that they are sufiering from want of water.
2. See answer given to D. W. S. If the bees appear very

uneasy, then you may have to risk a little more, and take them
out the first warm day, even if you think cold weather may
come after it. Still there is a pretty fair chance for good
weather soon.

3. As a rule, it is not a good way to have bees in a room
in a dwelling house. While you do confine them there, better
keep the room perfectly dark.

4. No brood is reared through the winter until in Febru-
ary, and sometimes not till well along in March. Of course
there are cases of queenlessness, but it isn't likely that several
colonies together would be queenless.

Placing Hires Close Together—Seven Frames in
an S-Frame Hive.

I got 10 colonies of bees, keeping them in a shed winter
and summer. The shed is three feet high, and the front is

made with a door which I let down in summer or nice days in

winter.
1. How far apart ought the hives to be in the working

season so that they don't interfere with each other?
2. Is it necessary to have 8 frames in an 8-frame hive, or

would seven do just as well ? I run for section honey and
thought if I had less frames I would get more honey in the
sections or would'nt the bees do so well with seven frames ?

We had a poor season last year, but we look for a good
honey crop this year. W. R., Iowa.

Answers— 1. The bees do very well close together, if you
think you can work at them as well. One trouble is that if

the hives are crowded together as close as they can be, some-
times bees will get to crawling from one hive to another. But
that seldom makes trouDle, and the other danger is that when
a young queen flies out on her wedding flight she may return
to the wrong hive. So if the hives are all packt close togeth-
er, it's a good plan to have the front of every alternate one
painted a different color, or arranged in some way so they
don't look all alike. If you want room between them for your
own convenience, put them in pairs, two as close as they can
be together, then a space of perhaps two feet, then another
pair of hives, and so on.

2. It's hardly worth while for you to try seven frames in

an eight-frame hive. You're pretty sure not to like it. You
seem to think that seven frames would let you have more
honey in the sections, and are probably figuring that the seven
frames would have less honey thar; eight. They might if there
was just as much brood in one case as the other. But if each
frame is entirely filled with honey, or if each frame in both
cases is filled just half way down, you'll find more in the seven
frames than in the eight. If you study over it a little while
you'll find it so.

A PJe'W Binder for holding a year's numbers of the

American Bee Journal, we propose to mail, postpaid, to every
subscriber who sends us 20 cents. It is called "The Wood
Binder," is patented, and is an entirely new and very simple
arrangement. Full printed directions accompany each Binder.

Every reader should get it, and preserve the copies of the Bee
Journal as fast as they are received. They are invaluable for

reference, and at the low price of the Binder you can afford to

get it yearly.
*-»-*^

Xtie nicEvoy Foul Brood Xreattuent is

given in Dr. Howard's pamphlet on " Foul Brood ; Its Natural
History and Rational Treatment." It is the latest publication

on the subject, and should be in the hands of every bee-keeper.

Price, 25 cents ; or clubbed with the Bee Journal for one year
—both for $1.10.
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Editorial Con)n)€r)i^^

New Union Ready for Business.—Oyer a
month ago—as soon as convenient after amalgamation was
defeated—the Executive Committee of the United States Bee-
Keepers' Union decided to carry out the provisions of the New
Constitution, and, as it authorized them so to do, appoint a
Board of Directors, so that the New Union might be ready to

take up the work intended to be accomplisht by it. But
thinking it would be more satisfactory to the members if they
were consulted as to their preferences for General Manager
and those composing the Board of Directors, a circular and
voting card were mailed to each present member, the latter to

be used in indicating those whom each member would prefer
that the Executive Committee should appoint, in order that
the official part of the organization should be complete.

After allowing sufficient time for the ballots to be re-

turned to Mr. M. Best, of Toledo, Ohio (the member selected
to receive and count the ballots, assisted by Secretary Mason),
the Executive Committee can now issue the following notice,

based upon the result as indicated by the returned ballots,

there being 61 returned out of a total of 81

:

To the Members of the United Stales Dec-Keepers' Union :—
We, the Executive Committee, according to the power

vested in us by the New Constitution, hereby appoint the fol-
lowing as General Manager and Board of Directors of the
United States Bee-Keepers' Union, to hold their offices during
the balance of the year 1897, or until their successors are
elected and qualified :

General Manager—Hon. Eugene Secor,Porest City, Iowa.
Board of Directors—Ernest R. Root, Medina, Ohio;

Rev. E. T. Abbott, St. Joseph, Mo.; Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo,
111.; W. Z. Hutchinson, Flint, Mich.; E. Whitcomb, Friend,
Nebr.; and C. P. Dadaut, Hamilton, 111.

George VV. York, Pres.,
E. Whitcomb, Vice-Pres.,
A. B. Mason, Sec,

Chicago, HI., April 1, 1897. Executive Committee.

Now, as the United States Bee-Keepers' Union is fully

cquipt as to its officers, we trust that bee-keepers everywhere
will at once send In their dollar membership fees to the Gen-
eral Manager, Hon. Eugene Secor, Forest City, Iowa, or to

the Secretary, Dr. A. B. Mason, Sta. B, Toledo, Ohio, so that
there may be ample funds to begin to carry out the objects of

the Union, which are exprest In the following paragraph
taken from the New Constitution :

ARTICLE II.—0B.IKCT8.

Its objects shall be to promote and protect the interests of
Its members; to defend them in their lawful rights ; to enforce

laws against the adulteration of honey ; to prosecute dis-
honest honey-commission men ; and to advance the pursuit of
bee-culture in general.

What more do you want ? Where is the bee-keeper that
doesn't want to help carry out every one of those splendid

"objects ?" Surely, every bee-keeper in the land will be glad
to have his name enrolled as a member of the New Union.

As to the newly selected and appointed officers, we need
only say that all of them are too well known, and stand so

high in the estimation of bee-keepers, that it would seem that

the greatest success of the United States Bee-Keepers' Union
is now already assured.

Spraying: Fruit-Xrees.-On another page of this

number of the Bee Journal, Mr. E. S. Lovesy has an article

on the subject of spraying for the destruction of the coddling

moth that is such a destroyerof fruit — such a pest to the fruit-

growers. It has been clearly demonstrated, by repeated ex-

periments, that it is worse than useless to spray fruit-trees

during their bloom, for it has beeu found that it is imme-
diately after the fragrant blossoms have fallen that the cod-

dling moth comes, and lays its eggs upon the rapidly forming
fruit itself. Then is the time to spray with the death-to-cod-

dling-moth mixtures.

We hope that bee-keepers will see that it is to their inter-

est, as well as that of the fruit-grower, to delay spraying until

after the blossoms have disappeared. And this for two rea-

sons—one that it prevents needless destruction of bees by
poisoning, and it gives the bees an opportunity to show their

great value to the fruit-growers themselves, by aiding in a

more perfect pollenization of the blossoms, thus insuring a

more abundant ha-vest.

To spray during the blossoming period, resulting in the

death of the bees, and hence much loss in the fruit crop, is

quite like " killing the goose that lays the golden egg."

If all could be led to see the truth in this matter of the

proper time of spraying, there would no longer be any dis-

agreements among the fruit-growers and their little friends

—

the blessed bees.
< . »

Another Honey-Commission Fraud.—This
time it is New York City that again furnishes the same old

story of deception, dishonesty and finally decamping.

Mr. J. W. Parker, a bee-keeper of Onondaga Co., N. Y.,

has kindly furnisht us the information against the now ex-

tinct " firm " of Sanford & Co., formerly of 289 Washington

St., New York City. Here is his letter, with which came the

usual samples of printed letters and circulars that all snide

commission firms send out

:

Onondaga Co., N. Y., March 22, 1897.
Messrs. George W. York & Co.:—You will remember I

askt you a few weeks ago if you had heard anything about
Sanford & Co., commission merchants of New York. I received
a card stating you bad not, and asking about them, so I will

try to give you some facts.

Mr. A., of this place, received several letters from said

firm, asking him to send his honey to them. He decided to

send a portion of it, so consigned about 400 pounds of fancy
basswood honey to them, and did not get one cent from the
shipment.

I have a sister living in New York, and I told Mr. A.
that I thought my brother-in-law would, if he could, get his

money for him. I wrote him, and will send you his letter.

Also, will send you one or two letters from the said company
that were sent to Mr. A. Should you like anything more,
and I can give it, I would be pleased to do so.

Yours respectfully, J. W. Pabkkr,

The following letter is the one written by Mr. Parker's

brother-in-law, after investigating Sanford <&Co.:

Brooklyn, N. Y., March 12, 1897.
Bro. Parker:—After looking over the letter to Mr. A.,

that you enclosed, I made up my mind that it was a case of

fraud, but to make sure that I was right, I went to the place
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of business that Sanford & Co. claimed to have, and found
that tiiy suspicions were correct—they bad cleaued out the

place and skipt for parts unlinown ; and if it is any satisfac-

tion to Mr. A. to know it, he is not the only one who was
caught in the same trap.

This is only one of the numerous schemes that are being
workt every day in this city. This lirm run the place for

about three months, until it got too hot for them. They had
a great many goods consigned to them from different parts of

the country, and sold them as fast as they could, and at any
price that they could get for them.

These people have probably gone into business again in a

different part of the city, and under another name, so it will

be well for your neighbors to keep their eyes open, and not

get into the trap again.
I feel very sorry for Mr. A., and that I am unable to get

any part of his money for him.
Yours fraternally, R. R-

In order that our readers may see the similarity between

the consignment-soliciting letter sent out by Sanford & Co
,

and those of Horrie, Wheadon, etc., we reproduce the one

mailed to Mr. A., mentioned by Mr. Parker :

interesting to shippers.

New York, Nov. 10, 1896.
Any produce shipper, who has never sent a consignment

of goods to us, when he receives one of our price-currents

will naturally ask himself :
" Is this firm a RELIABLE com-

mission house ?" A shipper always wants to consign his goods

to prompt, reliable commission merchants, who are financially

responsible and trustworthy, and in whom he can have im-

plicit confidence.
We desire you to assure yourself that when you ship your

goods to us they will be sold quickly, at the highest obtainable

market prices, according to quality, and that you will receive

your account of sales with check to balance promptly, and to

thoroughly satisfy yourself on these points, we respectfully

request you to write to any one or all of the following parties,

whose names we have taken at random from our list of ship-

pers of butter, eggs, poultry, veal, pork, game and furs,

apples, chestnuts, honey, etc. [Here followed 20 names and
addresses, most of whom were no doubt swindled, sooner or

later, by Sanford & Co.

—

Editor.]
We believe that if we sell goods promptly, and get good

prices for them, and send the shippers their money without
any unnecssary delay, that we will get more shipments from
them. They will have confidence in us, and will increase the

quantity and number of their shipments to us. This always
has been and is our policy, and we find our trade growing
steadily more extensive. We are one of the largest receivers

of poultry, calves, game and general produce on this market,
and the volume of business enables us to work on a very close

margin of profit on each shipment, our commission being 5

per cent, on poultry, game, calves, furs, etc., and 10 per cent.

on apples.

If you believe in supporting a commission firm that is

willing to work on a small margin of profit, giving the shipper
honest returns; a firm financially responsible, reliable and
prompt in every way—in mailing remittances— in answering
all correspondence—in keeping you closely posted with the

latest market reports and price currents, and in looking out

for your interests in every way, then ship your consigtiincnts

to Its.

Give us a trial shipment in order to see what we can do
for you, and assure yourself that we can do all we claim, and
if you do this, we know that you will not divide up your ship-

ments, but will ship all your goods to us in the future.

We therefore respectfully solicit your next consignment
to this market, and will guarantee you quick returns at full

market prices, according to the quality of goods.
Respectfully yours, Saxford & Co.

You see, it's the same old story—downright lying from

beginning to end.

Along the latter part of January, 1897, Mr. A. (who had

sbipt his 400 pounds of honey to Sanford & Co.) received this

" encouraging " announcement

:

New York, Jan. 19, 1897.
Dc(ir Sir

:

—Owing to the present general depression in

business and the extremely poor season we have experiencpd
this year, and also on account of uncollectable outstanding
accounts, we find ourselves considerably embarrast and short
of funds, and would ask your indulgence for a short time in

order to enable us to meet our obligations, and not force us to

make an assignment. If you will extend us your leniency in

this regard, we may be able to settle up your account in full,

or nearly so.

Kindly let us hear from you at once, and oblige.

Yours truly, Sanford & Co.

And that was the last Mr. A. beard from the prompt,

honest, and reliable firm of Sanford* Co.! Now we do hope

that no bee-keeper who reads any of the bee-papers will here-

after get caught by such blood-sucking thieves. Better a

thousand times (jive your honey to your friends and neighbors,

than to help along such conscienceless frauds as we have been

holding up to the light in the Bee Journal the past few months.

What a grand work there is to be done by the United

States Bee-Keepers' Union along this line. Let it furnish

freely to its members private Information concerning all

commission firms who are dealing, or will hereafter attempt

to deal, in honey. We hope it will take hold of this work,

and follow it up until all the commission frauds will be buried

so deep they'll never have a resurrection. Yes, bury them as

the good old lady would bury the Devil—face downward—so

that if they should awake, and attempt to dig themselves out,

they'll only dig themselves the deeper into the earth.

Tl?e Weekly Budget.

Prof. J. E. Ar.mstrong, who is a member of the Board of

Trustees of the University of Illinois, and also Principal of

the Eiiglewood, III., High School, delivered an address before

the Cook County Farmers' Institute, held in Chicago on March
25, on " Bee-Keeping in Cities." Prof. Armstrong has had
experience in this, and understood what he talkt about.

Mr. Charles S. Pizer, of Franklin, Pa., an old sub-

scriber and ardent admirer of the American Bee Jourual, died

at his home on March 27, having suffered from a long and
lingering illness of about to months. His complaint was a

complication of liver and other diseases. Mr. Pizer was an

expert bee-keeper, and an enthusiastic worker in everything

pertaining to the interests of the honey-bee and its keeper.

Mr. Thos. G. Newman, General Manager of the National

Bee-Keepers' Union, writing from San Francisco, Calif.,

March 26, says :

" I am quite unwell again with la grippe—which I find is

about as bad here as in the East. I am hardly able to sit up

—but I must."

We hope Mr. Newman does not suffer as much from la

grippe there as he did while in Chicago. He surely has had
more than his share of experience with that enemy to good

health and comfort.

Mr. N. E. France—Secretary of the Wisconsin State

Bee-Keepers' Association— is entitled to the everlasting grati-

tude of the bee-keepers of that State for his constant efforts

in their behalf during the past year or more. In a letter

dated March 26, Mr. France says :

" By constant watching and following up our legislative

Bills, I got both of them through today, by a large majority

vote—9-1 to 3. All lacking now is the Governor's signature

(which will be next week) and publication."

The two Bills referred to by Mr. France are those drop-

ping sweet clover from the noxious weed list, and the foul

brood measure. We expect an article from Mr. France as

soon as the Bills are signed, and thus become laws.

Now, we want to advise every Wisconsin bee-keeper to at

once send Mr. France (at Platteville, Grant :o.. Wis.) their

membership fee of 50 cents, and thus become members 6f the

Association. The funds are needed to pay the expense in-

curred by necessary trips to the capital, in the interest of

legislation, and other matters. Mr. France will be greatly

pleased to receive membership fees at this time, as it will

show that Wisconsin bee-keepers appreciate his work in their

behalf.
*-**^

Every Present Sutoscriber of the Bee Journal

should be an agent for it, and get all others possible to sub-

scribe for it. See offer on page 218.
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Qej;)eral Iterrjs*

Late Spring—Fruit-Bloom Honey.

We are having a late spring. My bees
are bringing in honey from fruit-bloom.

J. A. Shone.
Benton Co., Miss., March 2G.

Bees Swarming.

My bees are doing fine. They have been
swarming in this country for 10 or 13 days.
The prospects are good for a good honey-
flow. J. W. Jones.
Maricopa Co., Ariz., March 31.

A Beginner's Report.

I started last year with 3 colonies, took
about 4.50 pounds of honey, and put the
colonies with about 30 to 3.5 pounds honey
in the cellar. Up to date they are all right.
Last year I got no swarms, but the colonies
were strong. R. Schlesinger.
Rock Co., Wis., March 39.

Doing Well—Maple in Bloom.

My bees are doing well, only we are hav-
ing too much rain. Maple and elm are in
fuU bloom.

I can't do without the American Bee
Journal. I wish you much success.

H. M. Phillips.
Dyer Co., Tenn., March 8.

Bees in Fine Condition.

I lookt my 53 colonies of bees over care-
fully March IS, and found all alive, and
nearly all in fine condition. I winter them
outdoors in large chaff hives, and seldom
have a loss of over 3 per cent. The pros-
pect here is excellent tor a big honey crop
this season. C. W. McKoWN.
Knox Co., 111., March 23.

Lots of Snow and Bain.

O for fine weather ! A week ago we
thought spring had come to stay, but now
it is the sno^v and rain over again. Kvery-
thing in the mountains is buried out of
sight. There is more snow than ever
known before. It is said that in some
places people have been sleighing over the
the tops of the telegraph wires and poles.

E. S. LOVESY.
Salt Lake Co., Utah, March 3'J.

Wintering—Selling Honey.

Bees in this locality are wintering very
well. I put 11 colonies into the cellar and
they are all alive; I also have 14 packt in
sawdust, and they seem to be all right.

Id packing my bees outdoors, I make a
house long enough to hold a certain num-
ber of hives, leaving a space about 4 inches
all around to pack with sawdust. The roof
is portable. All my bives have porticos,
and that is placed tight against the front,
with an entrance about '4x3 inches. The
front with the entrance is hung with hinges
just high enough to come to the bottom of
the top projection of the portico : it is so
arranged as to raise and hook up in case I

wi.sh to examine the entrance. I find it

very convenient. I set the hives side by
side until I get it all full, then put on the
supers witli ohalF cushions, and cover nil
with burlap, and pack in the sawdust, as
much as 4 inches on top. I am careful that
the sawdust is dry, and if the bees have a
good queen and plenty of supplies they are
all right.

'

The Bee Journal is a welcome visitor; it

comes surely and safely every Thursday.
There is nothing in it that escapes my eye,
and I am in accord with it in exposing dis-
honest commission men, altho I was fleeced

The Great People's Atlas of the World.
MORE THAN 100,000 COPIES SOLD ANNUALLY.

Up-ta-DatB, Accurate. Beautifulli] Illustrated.

Nearly TO Coiuprehensive Map«, many of them double-page.
140 New and Superb Illustrations. A whole Library in Itself, of vital and ab-

sorbing interest to every member of the household.
Population of each State and Territory, of all Counties of the United States, and

of American Cities of over 5,000 inhabitants, by latest Census.

The handfomely enpraved maps
of all the States and Territories in
Ihe Union are liiigp, full-page. with
anumbei- of doublepa^ze maps to
represent the mott important of
the Sta rs. All countries on the
lace 01 ihf earth are shown Riv-
ers and lakes are accurately loca-
ted. AW nf ihe larpecliles of the
world, ilie iuiponant towns and
most of the villages of Ihe United
Slates are given on these maps;
also every cuunly In each
6late.
Over 200 Magnificent Illustra-

tions and Maps emhellish nearly
every pHge of the Atlas and faith-
full> dfpict scenes In almost every
partolLthe world.

This Atlas contains a prodigious
amount of Hielorlcal. Physical, Po-
litical. Educational and Statistical
matter, so comprehensively ar-
ranged and indext that informa-
tion on any subject can be found
in a moment's time.

Description of the World.
It contjiins a General Description

of the World, giving- its Physical
Features. Form, Density, Tempera-
ture, Moilon, Winds and Currents;
Dlstributiiui o\ Land and Water;
Races of People, tbeir Kellglons
and Numbetp: also the mobt com-
plete Lltt ol Natione ever publisht,
givingthelr vjJeographlcai Location,
Area, Population, Forms of Gov-
ernment, etc.

Ilniature Cut of Atlas. Actual Size. Open, 14 by 22 Inches;
Closed, 14 by II IncbeH

The Popular and Electoral Votes for President in 1884, 1888 and 1892, by
States. List of All the Presidents. Agricultural Productions. Mineral Products.

Homestead Laws and Civil Service Rules. Statistics of Immigration, 1820 to

1891. Public Debt for the Past 100 Years. Gold and Sliver Statistics. Number
and Value of Farm Animals. Cultivable Area as Compared with Increase of Popu-

lation. Postal Information, with Domestic and Foreign Rates, and Other Informa-

tion that should be in every Home, Store, Office and Schoolroom.

We will mail this great Atlas, postpaid, for only
50 cts.; or for $1.40 we will send it with the Bee
-Journal for one year ; or we will mail it free as a

premium for sending us one New Subscriber ($1.00) to the Bee Journal

for a year.
GEORQE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan St., CHICAGO, ILL.

Our liberal Offers

:

^ TO BE HUNG!

^

OUK Shingle is now hung out, notifying
the public that we are again ready to »liip
QiieeoM* Having greatly enlarged our tacii-

iiies, can All orders by return luail.

Cioldeu llci>iili4-!<,3 llaii«l llalians
Also !^ilvei--()irsiy Oarniolaii.

Warranted Queen, .50c. ; Tested. 7.tc. Make
Money Orders pa\ able at Caldwell. Tex. Send
for Catalog ot Bee-Keepers' Supplies.

Address, C. B. BANKSTON.
11 Att Chhie,sm.\n, Burleson Co., Te.x.

tMentioyi the .,4iiurican Boc Jourtwx.

BeeswaxWanted for Cash
Or hi E.vclKiugc tor

Foundation—Sections—H ives
or any Other Supplies.

Workiii*? Wax Zl tor I'Ish A Specialty.

r^e^ Write forCatJiIogrand Prlce-Llst, with
Samples of Fouiuhitidn and Sections.

GUS DITTMER,

ONE MAN WITH THE

UNION ^°"|i,':*^'°''
Can do the work of four
men using hand tools. In
Kipping. Cuttlng-off, Mi-
tring, Rabbeting, Groov-
ing. Gaining, Dadoing,
Edglng-up. Jointing Stuff,
etc. Full Llneof Foot and
Hand Power Machinery,
Suld on Trial. CatalORae Free,

SE>E*1A FALliS ItlFG. CO.,
46 Water St SBNKCA FALLS, N. T.

lAly Mentio.. the Atnerirnn Dee Journal.

DijQtiEsi j CollegTi
Penn Ave. .^nd Eighth St.

P'lT'T'SBlJM©, P'M.

Thorough Courses — Normal, Commercial, La-

dles Literary, Bhorthahrt and Typewriting.

Klliclent and experienced Instructors. Day
and Night sessions. ScuU Tor Catalog.

Prof. liBWIS EDWIN YOUK, Pres.
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to tbe tune of ¥47.00 by C. R. Horrie & Co.,

on account of the confidence I had in the
Bee Journal. When their agent came to

me he had a bundle of the Bee Journals,
and the first thing, by way of introduction,
he presented me with a copy, and called

my attention to their advertisement,
and 1 bit to the tune of S4T. Some time be-

fore my experience I saw in the Bee Jour-
nal that several parties had been swindled
by parties in Chicago, but no names were
given, and I believe 1 was the first to ex-

pose Horrie & Co., and I believe it is right,

if a commission man deals dishonestly with
you, to expose him, give his name to the
public, and not say that you have been
swindled • by a man in Chicago," as there
are honest men, and it is an injustice to

them.
I am through with commission men now.

The way I sold my honey last fall was
simply this: I made a showcase that holds
6 sections of honey, with glass front, and
hired a man. He was an insurance agent,
and a hustler at that, and in less than one
day he sold my crop of honey—sold direct

to the consumer. All I had to do was to

deliver it, in quantities of from 2 to 50 sec-

tion orders, at l-"o cents a section, and 1

find that it is by tar the best way to sell

direct to consumers. E. B. Huffman.
Winona Co., Minn., March 10.

Doing' Nicely this Spring:.

Bees were doing nicely this spring until

the last week, which has been cold and
rainy. It is fair again, and they are mak-
ing up for lost time, and are in better con-
dition now than in June last year. We
have had two years of almost a total fail-

ure. I have 15 colonies, 4 of which are
blacks, but 1 am rearing queens for them
now. H. I. McCoT,
Columbia Co., Ark., March 23.

Wintered in Fine Condition.

We took our bees out of the cellar the
middle of the month, and all were alive;

we never had them come through in so fine

a condition both in cellar and out-of-doors
—1.50 colonies; tho two were so quiet I

thought they might be nearly dead, but on
the warm days they flew as it all right. Of
course. I will examine those I think are
weak, later on. and shut them to just what
combs they can cover.

Mrs L. C. Axtell.
Warren Co., 111.. March 24.

Apparently Wintered Well.

My 25 colonies of bees, wintered on the
summer stands, are apparently in good
condition. Yesterday was pleasant, and
they had a fine flight. Today it is snow-
ing quite hard.
The ' Old Reliable" seems to be improv-

ing all the time. Those who have read it

carefully during the winter will be better
prepared to look after their bees and honey
crop the coming season than ever before.

It is a welcome visitor every Thursday
afternoon at our house.

Mrs. PAri. Barbette.
Crawford Co., Wis., March 2:3.

A Visit to the Pacific Coast.

I have returned from my delightful trip

to the Pacific Coast. I met a great many
bee-keepers, and saw a variety of hives. I

saw bee-men who said no man could run
fast enough to give tbem a Hoffman brood-
frame. 1 also saw bee-men who would use
no other frame. I find the tendency on the
Coast to be for cheap goods regardless of

qualitv. There are noted exceptions to
this rule. I find that the California Bee-
Keepers' Exchange has reduced the cost of

sections to the consumer from ?4.0U per
1.000 to •:^2 ."jO. I am afraid the Exchange
will have more trouble to dispose of the
honey crop at satisfactory prices.

I found some friction between fruit-men
and bee-men. 1 think the bee-men should

»> You can get a SAFE and SURE cj

^S remedy for all the ordinary ^
ills of life as well as a SURE ^'

CURE for

BRIQHT'S DISEASE,
URINARY DISEASES,
FEflALE COnPLAINTS «

^ GENERAL DEBILITY, ^

I
^Km^ t

a PrPvElY VEGETABLE PREPARA-*^

rt- TION that has cured thousands yjS
SB and will cure you. Large ^C?

|K» bottle or new style smaller (

bottle at your nearest store.

'

Memorial Cards

!

(Willi Portrait ou tlieni)

F.ir presentiUlon upon the death of a dear
one. lo rehitlves and friends, have come into
vogue quite jrenerally of late years among
the Amerlcau people. We furnish them to
order. SeU'l lor tree illustrated circular and
price list. Prompt, and satisfactory work at
llviog prices. Address,

O. S. UTTER 6l CO.,
Times Building'. - Chicago, Ills.

WANTED—ATTENTION !

iJEE HERE, Fiiend Bee-Keeper. the bestO yoods are none too good, and the lowest
prices are none loo low tor the present times,
so down go the prices for 1 897 on Full Eilne
of Ree-Kerperti' Siippllio.

1 defy cotnpetiiion in quality and workman-
ship. Working Wax into Foundation when
sent to me. a si)ecialty. Write, without tail,

forCatilog. My prices are worth looking at.

Wax wanted at '-f.c cafh. or '29c in trade, de-
livered. August Weiss, Hortonville, Wis.
6A1 Mention the Atnerican Bee fournaL

Pacific Coast Bee-Keepers

!

HUY YOUR

Dovetailed Cedar Hives
Direct from the Factory. Guaranteed equal

to ibfc liesl goods on the market.
$«eiid lor Price-List.

Kawson & Earner, Centralia, Wash.
lOAl.'Jt .Mcntlnn the .Am. I>-e Journal.

Golden

Adel

Texas Queens

!

Dr. Gallup sajB they are the best he
has In his yard.

J. I>. <;IVEN!!, Lisbon, Tex.
Mention the Bee Journal. 9AJ6t,

advocate more strongly the benefits which
fruit-growers derive from poUenization by
bees. Ho.stile legislation on the Ijeeques-

tion can be prevented as demonstrated by
the prompt and decisive action of the Col-

orado beekeepers. Mr. J. W. Harris (of

Colorado) has done good work along these

lines, and is deserving of much credit.

1 wish to say that my advertisement in

the American Bee Journal brings me more
inquiries than any other medium now in

use for that jnirpose. W. H. Putnam.
Pierce Co., Wis., March '20.

Bees are All Bight.

To day is rather cool. My bees are all

right so far. They are now gathering pol-
len, and I like to watch them as tbey come
in.

I would not like to be without the Bee
Journal now. I take several papers, but
the American Bee Journal is the most in-

teresting to me. I watch for its arrival
anxiously every week. I shall not do with-
out it in the future; it is worth its price to

those that handle bees, or to beginners.
C. H. Pettingill.

Richardson Co., Nebr., March 22.

Lost for Want of Attention.

My colonies are wintering outside iu 10-

frame hives. I lost lately a nice colony of

bees fwhich had wintered successfully)

through want of attention. To-day I find tj

or T more on the verge of starvation. The
The point is this: Since the beginning of
September last the bees in our locality

have had to depend entirely upon their

winter stores for their living. It will be
eight months, by May 1. since they will

have been drawing on their stores! So.

please tell "the brethren" to be on the
" look out " to ascertain as soon as possible

the amount of their bees' stores, and to feed
without delay. H. Ditret.
Prov. of Quebec, Canada, March 39.

Report from the North.

We are having extremely cold, wintry
weather here just now; lots of snow. My
bees had the first flight this season on March
21, but since then we have had a great

snow-storm, and they are again closed up.

Last season was very good with us here,

considering we are so far north. I com-
menced the season with 30 colonies, In-

creast to TO. and got of extracted and comb
honey about two tons. I think the bees are

going to come out all right this spring, as

far as I can see now. I winter all on the

summer stands. I never had any success

with cellar wintering. Our seasons here
for honey-gathering are very short com-
pared with some places I see by reading
the Bee Journal. I wish you all the success

vour valuable Bee Journal deserves.
Wm. Aires.

Ontario. Canada, March 26.

Wintering Under a Kitchen, Etc.

We are on our second year's subscription

to the American Bee Journal, and like it,

of course.
I often see questions and subjects in the

American Bee Journal upon which 1 feel

that I have some knowledge, that I might
give light to other.s. if given expression. Ou
page 134 is something about wintering bees

in a cellar under a kitchen. I can give my
experience on that. Our house is 32x40
feet, one half the length and width is walled
up for a cellar. The ground slopes very
much to the west, so there is a terrace, and
the cellar occupies the west half. The east

part next to the wall is quite deep, so that

one can stand up in places, while farther

under it is shallow. It is perfectly dark,

the opening being from the woodshed on
the north, and a small hole on the opposite

side, in the wall, which is covered by a

porch for ventilation. This place we use

for a bee-cellar, and for no other purpose.

It is perfectly dry, and when we wish to
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DON'T HAVE A LAWSUIT
T^-ith \our iK-i:r:il>or IjtL-au^i- hi-* ftock bii-iih; in
and destroys your crops. It is better and cheaper
to fence with the Keystone AVoven 'Wire Fence.
Where it is used there can be no such trouble.
TrVhyi Because it keeps stock in or out. 2.') tor..Sin.
hig-h. Strontr. durable, perfeet. Can'thurt i::tocIc—
it's.smooth. Send f.ir free book on fence building.

Keystone Woven Wire Fence Co.,
No. 3 linsh St.. Peoria. IJl.

M€T^t^^'y-. tf^e ^m,erKc.-?.^-. Bee /c^trv^^^

•^ Money Saved is Money Gained. •$•

THE ROYAL UMM
Life Insurance Company

DES MOINES, IOWA.

The Iowa Policy
Is one that definitely promises to keep an
accurate account with you ; credit your
premiums and Interest, charge the actual
expense and mortuary cost, and hold the
remaining funds subject to your order.

Agents Wauted.

RIG MONEY IN POULTRY
[jPet Stock and Incubators if conducted
1 according to "The Chautauqua
Guide to Big Profits"iust out and

' sent postpaid with our ly97 Catalogue
for 4c to help pay postage, etc. Best engs
and stock cost no more if purchased of
us, you can then sell your product to

s and thousand Bothers for high fancy prices,
'e own 300 acres most eletiantly adapted to

"pooltry. CHAUTAUQUA POULTRY &.
PET STOCK FARM,Box 17 KENNEDY,N.Y
7A13 Mention the American Bee Journal,

Our '97 Cataloar
—OF—

Apiarian Supplies, Bees, Etc.
Is yours for theaskio?.

It is full of InformaHon. tS^ Write for It.

I. J. STRli\OHAin,
105 Park Place. NEW YORK, N. 7.

Apiary—Glen Cove, L. 1.

QUEENS
Smokers, Sections

.

Comb Foundatiun,
And all Aplulran Sii|i|)lies

' L^.,.-,. .
-: -'—' eh*'ap- ^nA forHtLE aUlogue. E. T. FLA.\A«AN, IlellevJHe, III.

13A13t Please mention the Bee Journal.

Our Prices
ARE WORTH
LOOKING AT

NEW CHAMPION CHAFF HIVE
especially. All other Sui>plies iiccordlnprly.
Send tor Catalog and Price-Li^t. Address,

R. H. SCHMIDT & CO.,
48Alf Iio.i!)KT, .-^iiEBoyoAN, Wis.

A KENTUCKY HORSEMAN.
A t'Ofnicusloiiifrnr <Mirs ottiTud :t ti uulicUcvinii

/arni.-i^-llJOIiilniiii; hitiiM bulllhiil .•cmjIcI fUliioUKll
Ihf r:ii.'i'. S;i> s lu: i.•^ ni.t t;ilkii)K I'Tiiiuiicv." l»ut
siiij|.lv t'uud will Inw.-irii I lie in:iiiii(;irIiiiiTs<»f snoh
li|ii'rlcc-l fi-nif. S:i\slif wcjiild rnl lliT [Kiy "iir iirlce
lliail iKivir ii cotiiiiMiil wirtj f.-nce K'vfM lntii

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian, Mich.

ventilate it. we open an east and we.st door,
and north window in the wooihouse. and
there is a good circulation. We did not
prepare this place, but simply utilize it for
that purpose. In regard to noise, our
kitchen, dining-room, and post-offlce are
directly over the bees, and if noise would
affect them they certainly would be af-
fected. My experience is that noise does
not affect them, but jarring does, so we are
careful on that score. We removed the
bottom and set the hive about 4 inches from
the ground. Up to date we have only lost
one colony out of 37 placed under there,
and that was short of stores, and we could
not get to it very well to supply it. We
have 47 colonies packt out-of-doors with 4
inches of packing of straw and chaff all
around. Only one colony is missing so far.
Last year our weakest colonies were placed
in the bee-cellar, and came through fine.
My oldest son and I are partners in the

bee-business. We are both quite enthusias-
tic over it, tho perhaps not quite so public
spirited as we should be in giving our
knowledge for the good of others. We hope
to be able to attend the convention at Buf-
falo next fall. We run for comb honey
mostly. Mrs. D. W. Brown.

Raymond K. Brown.
Erie Co., Pa., March 26.

Bountiful Crop Expected.

Old Winter is at last relinguishing his
hold upon things terrestrial, and ever-wel-
come spring is shimmering on the thresh-
hold. The 9th of this month the mercury
rose to 68 deg., Fahr., and my bees brought
in a little pollen—the first of the season.
The l.^th the mercury rose to 7U deg., and
bees carried considerable pollen from the
maples. The 19th was another fine day,
tho windy. This has been a rather mild
winter, tho very changeable; and I believe
bees have generally wintered well, where
well supplied with stores. I have heard of
no losses except from starvation. We have
had frequent rains of late, and the ground
is thoroughly saturated with moisture.
There is an abundance of white clover, and
if the Good Father favors us with suitable
weather, I look for a bountiful honey crop

W. J. Cdllinan.
Adams Co., HI., March 23.

Wild Parsnip—Yellow Locust.

I see so much said about wild parsnip in
the Bee Journal that I thought I wouhl give
a description of the true wild parsnip. It
grows along river branches and in swamps.
The tops look like the cultivated variety;
the roots are quite different, having quite
a number of small roots like a dog's foot,
and is as poisonous to man and beast as
arsenic. The bloom secretes nectar, and is

not poisonous to the bees nor man.
I can say the yellow locust yields nectar

in abundance some years, and in others
none at all. Its bloom is of short duration,
only lasting a few days.
My bees have wintered fairly well this

winter. I lost one colony out of .50, the
one becoming queenless. They are all

workin^finely to-day—March 22— it being
as warm as summer. I hope we will have
a good honey-year. Success to the Bee
Journal. A. J. McBhilie.
Watauga Co., N. C.

A Colorado Report.

We began bee-keeping in the spring of
I.S94 with 10 colonies of bees and the " A B
C of Bee Culture. " We increast to 2:). and
produced 600 pounds of honey. We wintered
the bees on the suiiiiuer stands without loss.

In the spring of 189."), with IS colonies (hav-
ing purchast 12) and the Bee Journal for an
assistant, we increast to 4.5, and produce!
1..500 pounds of honey. In 1S90 we had,
spring count. .53 colonies, after purchasing
8. We increast to 78, and produced 3,U00
pounds of honey. At this writing I think
the 78 colonies are all alive, and apparently
strong in bees.
As we are in an alfalfa and sweet clover

^
m2.^California

If you care to know of Its Fruits, Flowera
Olimate or Kesources. send for a Sample Copy
of California's Favorite Paper—

The Pacific Rural Press
The leading Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the Paclflc Coast. Published weekly,
handsomely lUuetrated, 12.00 per annum.
Sample Copy Free.

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
320 Market St.. SAN FRANCISCO. GAL.

CARLOADS
Of Bee-Hives, Sections, Ship-
ping-Cases. Comb Foundation,
and Everytbing used in the
Bee-Industry.

I want the name and address
of every Bee-Keeper In Amer-
ica. I supply Dealers as well
as consumers. Send for cata-

logs, quotations, etc. W. If. PllTNAIU,
fiiVER Falls. Pierce Co.. Wis.

lMllfll'«!
HONEY-EXTRACTOR

lllUlll »S Square tilass Jars.

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies in general, etc etc
Send for our new catalog.

" Practical Hints " will be mailed for 10c.
lu stamps. Apply to—

Chas. F. Muth & Sou, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Mention the Americaji Bee Journal.

SEE THAT WINK

!

Uee - Supplies ! Root's
Goods at Koot's Prices.

Pouder's Hoiiey - Jars,
and every thing used by
bee-keepers. Prompt ser-
vice, low freight rnte. Cat.
tree. Walter S Ponder,

162 Mass. Ave.,
TnDHNAPOLIS. 1NDI.4.NA.

WHEN ANSWEfllMG THIS ADyEfiTlSEMF^T ,
MENT'ON TTS KVfhM^

mer if you want the

•U^tC poVDtR'ip/'

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Apicultural Field more
completely than anv other published, send
•1.25 to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif.,

tor h Is

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

UNG DISEASES.
.I" years' experience. If your case is

sufficiently serious to require expert medi-
cal treatment, address

Or. Peiro, IIW State St., Chicago.

[HATCH Chickens ^.TS^TEAM-

EXCELSIOR Incubator
Simple. Perfect, Self-ntgulat-
\u(]. Thousamlji la suoco'^Btu!
o)icratioa. KowcnI priced
OrHt-clnMfi ]lat<-her niH«le.

<JEO. II. STvVHL.
1 1 4 tol aa S. 6th wt, Qiilnor.ni.

44A26t MtntUm tJie American BeeJoumaU

TO REDUCE STOCK !

5 per cent. Off
On all Kinds of Supplies •

TILL APRIL 15th.
t*'- Orders amountlnif to $."> or more n-ill be
delivered 1". o. b. cars t^prlugtletd. Ills.

W. J. Finch, Jr., Chesterfield, Ills.

10A131. Mention tho Am. Bee Journal.
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district, we are sure of a honey crop every
year, l)ut soiuetimes it is better than others,

but there has never been a total failure of

honey since the country has been settled.

Frank Wixo.
Mks. Floua Wing.

Montrose Co., Colo., March 26.

A Beginner's Report.

I have only one colony of black bees in

a Langstroth hive, which I purchast last

summer. I got 50 pounds of comb honey,
but no swarms, I thought of dividing this

spring, but all bee-keepers here advise me
not to do it. but to let them swarm. It

seems they did not have much success with
dividing. I wintered my colony on the
summer stand, packt in sawdust. I listened

today and could hear them humming
merrily, but the weather has been bad for

them. They have had only one flight since

I packt them, and on looking around I see
a large quantity of dead bees lying in front
of the hive; before they had the flight

there were hardly any dead ones.
W. Norman.

Shawano Co., Wis., March 22.

Bees Did Fairly Well in 1896.

My bees did fairly vrell in 1S%, and have
come through the winter in good condition
on the summer stands. I had about 400
pounds of comb honey from 'J colonies, and
increast to 21, in 1896.

A. R. TOMLINSON.
Bureau Co., 111., March 29.

*-*-^^^-*-^-^'

CataIog'<« for 1*97.—We have re-

ceived the following Catalogs, Price-Lists,
etc., a copy of which may be obtained up-
on application, always being careful to say
you saw their advertisement in the Ameri-
can Bee Journal:

J. F. Michael, Greenville, Ohio—Queens,
Supplies, Potatoes, Seeds and Plants.

The Deming Co., Salem, Ohio—Spray
Pumpsiand Nozzles.

M. H. Hunt, Bell Branch, Mich.—Comb
Foundation and Bee-Keepers' Supplies.

D. Hill, Dundee, 111.—Evergreen Special-
ist, Fruit Trees, etc.

F. Danzenbaker, Washington, D. C.

—

Facts About Bees, and Danzenbaker Hive.

E. T. Flanagan, Belleville. Dl.—Bee-Keep-
ers' Supplies. Bees and Queens.

The Minnesota Bee-Keepers' Supply Man-
ufacturing Company, Minneapolis, Minn.

—

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.

C. & A. Hodgkins Co., Marlboro, N. H.—
Water Rams and Wood-Work Machinery.

Queens and (tiieen-Kearinsr.—
If you want to know how to have queens
fertilized in upper stories while the old
queen is still laying below; how you may
safely introduce any queen, at any time of
the year when bees can fly ; all about the
diflferent races of bees ; all about shipping
queens, queen-cages, candy for queen-
cages, etc. ; all about forming nuclei, mul-
tiplying or uniting bees, or weak colonies,
etc. ; or, iu fact, everything about the
queen-business which you may want to
know—send for Doolittle's " Scientific.

Queen-Rearing " — a book of over 170
pages, which is as interesting as a story.
Here are some good offers of this book:
Bound in cloth, postpaid, :f1.00 ; or clubbed

with the Bee Journal for one year—both
for only $1.75 ; or given free as a premium
for sending us tim new subscribers to the
Bee Journal for a year at $1.00 each.

Please Send Us the Names of your

neighbors who keep bees, and we will

send them sample copies of the Bee
JouKNAL. Then please call upon them

and get them to subscribe with you, and

secure some of the premiums we offer.

Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. New London,
Wisconsin,

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thu.s

securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the maDufacture of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
They have also one One of the Largfest Factories and the latest

and most-improved niacbiuery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there Is in the State. The material is cut from patterns, by machinery,
and is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and wllitest
Bassw'ood is used, and they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine
and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best
machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies.

Please mention tlio Americau Bee .Tournal. TAtf

That Glueen-Clipping Device Free I

Works Mke a Cbarm.

The Monetle Queen-Clipping Device works

LIKE A charm. With it I have clipped 30

queens, all in one day, when examining my
bees. Wm. Stollev, Grand Island, Nebr.

Couldn't Do Wlttaont It.

I have clipped IS queens, and must say the
Monefte Queen-CUpping Device Is by far the
best invention ever made, and will be wel-
come to many bee-keepers as it was to me. 1

could not do without one now.
Db. Geo. Lacke, Newburgh, Ind.

PLEASE READ THIS OFFER TO PRESENT SUBSCRIBERS :

Send us jnst one neio n/ime for the American Bee Journal a year (with $1.00), and we
will mail you the Queen-Clipping Device free of charge. Or, the Queen-Clipping Device

will be sent postpaid for 30 cts. But why not get it as a Premium by the above offer %

You can't earn 30 cts. any easier. Almost every bee-keeper will want this Device.

GEORGE W. YORK 6c CO., 118 Michigan St., CHICAGO, ILL.

BEE-KEEPEKS We make

SUPPLIES
The Very Finest Line of

in the Market, and sell

them at Low Prices.
Send for Free Iliiislrated Catalog and Pricc-Lisl.

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.

SpeciaUgciit for the Soutliwest
^^- ^-

""^^^^'joseph, mo.
mr. Abbott sells our Hives and Seetlons at Factory Prices.

Finest Alfalfa Honey

!

IT SELLS ON TASTINa.

The Honey that Suits All

Who Buy It.

Low Prices Now!
We can furnish 'White Alfalfa Extracted Honey, In 60-pound tin cans, on

board cars in Chicago, at these prices : 1 can, in a case, 7K cents per pound ; 2 cans

In one case, 7 cents ; 4 cans (2 cases) or more, G\4 cents. The Cash must accom-

pany each order. F'ine Bass'wood Flavor Honey at same price; also in

270-lb. barrels.

I^" A sample of either honey will be mailed to an intending purchaser, for 8
cents, to cover postage, packing, etc. We guarantee purity.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Micliigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
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FEED YOUR BEESi
WITH BASWOOD. PROTECT THEM WITH EVERGRENS. j

lOO,'^ to 5 feet, SilO. lOO liHswood Seedlings, *I. Htliveix^a fi-t-e, Otiit-rJ
^i/cH Just as cheap. 60 iSl.OO IJurgains by mail. Millions to select from. Also f
I'mit Trees. Small FruitH. \'in<'s, etc. Liberal easli conimissions for

rhibs. Illustrated cataloyrue fr«*e. (lood local S!i|.-.nu'n wanted. Addn-ns

D. HILL, Evergreen Specialist, DUNDEE, ILL.'
4 E6t Mention the A merican Bee JourndL

PAID FOR

Ph!! Beeswax
For all the Good, Pure V'ello'w

Beeswax delivered to our office till

further notice, we will pay 2-i cents per
pound, CASH ; or '2S cents for whatever
part is exchanged for the Bee Journal,

Honey, Books or Seed, that we offer. If

you want casta, promptly, for your
Beeswax, send it on at once. Impure
wax not taken at any price. Address as

follows, very plainly,

GEO. W. YORK & CO.
118 Michigran St.. CHICAGO. ILL.

^^ HYDRAULIC RAM
Where the conditions are just right, there Is

certainly no other wiiy to rittse water eo nine-

ly as with the Hydraulic Kiim. All that is re-

quired Is a little fall of water fi-ora the spring
or tjrook If you write C. HODGKIN»i at

SONS. Marlboro, >. H., they will tell you
all about them.

MetUion Uie Americun Uee JotinuU-

fEarly Italian Queens?
Up till the middle of April at these prices:

Untested, 75c. ; Tested, $1.S5.

E. I<. CARRINGTON,
5AlTt De Fanlak Sprlnss, Fla.

'We'^t'i.j'o fr^ Arf.tvricc:,". .Bee Jc'i.j"'-".^,.

A booklet, handsomely illustra-
ted, describing INebraska. her
farms and the opportunities
there for young men and farm
renters to become farm owners

Mailed without charge on application to P. S.

BusTis. General Passenger Agent, C, B. & Q.
E. K., Chicago. III. 14A8t

Mentici the American Bee Jowntjni.v

Golden It.allan. 3-Banded, Carnlolan—Queens
by return mail.
Potatoes at low prices. Catalog tells all.

Send for it. J. F. Michael, Greenville, Ohio.

14Elf Pleiise mention the Bee Journal.

ACCUf Black and Hybrid Queens to sell, or
ILlV kill. Blacks, l.'ic., or8 forjl. Hy-

brids, yOc, or 6 for $1. Choice tallan Queens
ready May 1st. Tested, 90.\; Untested. 6.")c.

Nuclei wav down. Circular free. M. O. office

Sparta, Te'nn. CIMIfKR i IdM.KTT, (Juelicrk, Teiiii.

Mention the American Dee Journal

nrr VCCDCDC ! Let me send you my 64-
DLL-NLLr tnO ! page Catalog for i8!)7.

J. ill. Jcukins, Wetunipka, /Via.

Menti/yn the Amenrorn dee Jaii/nvt-t

For Sale, Choice Italian Bees.
Full Colonies at $.5.00 ; Nuclei, »1 per Frame.

—<tiieenM In Tlieir ScaNOii.—
Also a Full Stock of the

B. Taylor Handy ""^"-'^^^.rp'yirEs.
Send for Catalog, to

—

F. A. CBOWELL, Granger, Minn.
lOElt Please mention the Hoc Journal.

ISatlier AiiiU!»iiisr.—That is, the re-

plies to our query. "What alls the A. B.

J.?" p. l.V.I, Mar. nth. Evidently its read-
ers are its staunch friends, and ready to

stand by the paper, its editor, and its ad-
vertisers as well. Still. I'm not satisfied. I

want to become acquainted with more of

you, and want you to know me. We can
help each other.

I make and sell Yellowzones. They are
tablets used for the cure of pain and fever
under almost all circumstances. I do not
know of a better household remedy, nor
their equal in curing Grip. You have seen
the testimonies in these columns of Editor
York, Dr. Mason, and others. They all

like them—and so will you!
Here they are. J'l/ </ive them away ! Just

ask for it, and I'll send you a 10-centsample
Scott free, with circulars and testimonials:
or, better yet. will send you fuv 2.^-cent

boxes for a qiuirlfr. These offers only for
immediate replies, that you may test them.
Now let's have an avalanche.—W. B.

House, M. D., Drawer 1, Detour, Mich.

BEST ON EARTH !

!

18 years the Standard. The 4-lncb •• Smoke
Engine." Is it too large ? Will It last too
long ? Will save you lots of money and bad
words. Send for Circular. 6 s'zts and prices
ol Bingham Smokers and Knives.

T. F. BINOHAITI, Farwcll, lUicli.

5 Atf Mention the American Bee JoumaJ..

RAAT'S ( Get discounts on early orders
Gllllpic i

for 1807. A.I. KootCo.'s Bee-"""~.
I Supplies always on hind. Bet-

ter prepared than ever to fill oruers promptly.
3G-page Catalog free.
JOHN NEBEI. & SOK, Hlifli Hill. Mo.

Mention the American Uee JnumaL 4Atf

AND LUNQ DISEASES,
DR. PEIRO, Specialist

Offices: 1019, loo State 5t.,

CHICAQO. Hours 9 to 4.

Menticn the Amerwan Bee jcvjrojc, .

—I Would Like to See a Hive—
That bees win build up in faster in the spring,
or that is better adapted for ComO or Extrac-
ted Honey, or that is easier manipulated than
mine. It is Cubical and Sell-Spacing. Pat-
ented April 7, J 896. Hives and Klghts tor
sale. Address,

CV KUS C. AI4DRICH,
13A4t Elsinore, Kiverslde Co.. Calif.

Mention the Aniertcan Bee Journal

From Pure B. P. Rocks. Black Minorcas. Light
Brahmas—$1.25 per Silting. Also, will stutl'

and mount Birds and Animals to order; price,
for stnall birds and animals 60c. and upward.
PlaiitM for Male clieap—Red and Black

Raspberry, and Strawberry,

MKS. 1.. V. AXTELl.,
RosEvir.i.E, Warren Co., li.t,.

WHITE r(IPI,«R SK( TKI.VS *
erforated Drone and
ueen EHcluder Zinc.

Our Sections are the finest, and our Per to rated
Zinc Is the only perfect and fully relbible now
made. It costs more, but is worth more, and
docs not obstruct the i)aseage of worker-bees.

'i'lie Nonpareil Bcu-Hlve and all ether
Apiarian ^iuppllen. Addre-^s lor Catalog
and prices. AENOLD, JABERO & CO ,

Dr. G. L. Tinker. Manager.
14A4t New PniLAUELi'Hi.\. Onto.

iUejition theA.mencan lice Jourv-ai,

ma

Our Speciallies

l& LANDS
For Sale at l.o^v Prices antl

on Kasy Xcrnis.

The Illinois Central Railroad Company offers

for sale on easy terms and at low prices. 150-

000 acres of choice fruit, gardening, farm and
grazing lands located in

SOUTHERBl ILLllIS.
They are also largely Interested in, and call

especial attention to the 600.000 acres of land
in the famous

YAZOO VALLEY
OF MISSISSIPPI

lying along and owned by the Yazoo & Miss-
issippi Valley Railroad Company, and which
that company offers at low prices and on long
terms Special Inducements and facilities

offered to go and e.\amlne these lands, both
In Southern Illinois and in the " Yaz ;o Val-
ley," Miss. For further description, map, and
any information, address or call upon E. P.
SKENE, Land Commissioner, No. 1 Park
Row. Chicago, 111. 8E6t

'Vt-=''M'ki'"':. cn-e 4.''i\'ir-j0-:f/; Bee Jc^>/y%':i[-

.in all the many sliows in
) vsliicli it has r"iriici|iate<l.
there must be sonielJiintj
the Mipeiiority claims uftlie

RELIABLE INCUBATOR
>Hlf reKulatinp. entirely uuto-

^._-_. ..lalic. you put in the ece-'^- 'lie
^^ Ki'iiabledoes the ree.t. All ahout fc

, , ,
thi.s and many things of vahie to

J thernultry man in our nnw hook, fiend lllfts forit .
j RELIABLE INCUBATO R & BROODER CO.. OUINCY, IllS'

E

ariiimiiiigif i m imm iiirTTiT iy iJ H f iiiiii iim iB

36E17t flease inentiou ttie Bee Journal

For a knife that will cut a horn withoiu f
crustaing, because it cuts from four t

j.„ ^TTT" sides at once pet—- ~ :

-^^THE KEYSTONE—DEHORNER^-
It is humane, rapiil and durable. Fully Jwarranted. Highest award at Woeld's #
Fair. Descriptive circulars IFR^EE. #
A. <• I5KOSM S, Cochranvillc. Vn, 9

40El3t Mention the Amt^rican Bee Jofimal;,

MONEY IN POULTRY
Uiir foNtIrt Viiiiii:il mui it.x.I. ol' \ »Uiiil)lp

|{.Tl|>''-.i'>r''iT,liii.'lyiiiiiilcilni coli.rs.i^'jv-

iiif I'lil^. 'li'M-'M|''i"'is and prices of 4r, of
^hol.;ldlll^ v,iriotiis.>f Fancy Fowls, with
ini|)iii-:aiil III Ills i>n lliccaru of poultry, niid

liumli' l"^ "f rt'cipcsof grciit value. Over
lIHMi pi.'iiiiiinis Willi .it h-aililih- shoWB.
Trlci's Iteiliiri'tl Oni'-Foiirtli. Kinfst book
out Pm-.- .inly 10c. Will return money
if not v,,i,sf,i.-l,,iv. A.lili.">s.

Itov ;:i, IKhUTA, ILL., 1. S. A.

Mention the American Bee JcumoLM4E7t

^i

WOVEN..WM.FENOEt
il*".t nil Kiirllt. Il<irv<'-)il^i)i, lliitl

Hlroiii:,nLMiii<ll l.l<'1.<'<.-liu-l<l. U 11)1

Oiii IM I'l.h \ \l rOM .111' Miifhtin' i-

y.. II run nmki-tUt i..d>a day for J
12 to 20 cts. a Rod.;
0»rr to hHI'"<. Cataloiriic Kivp. T

KITSELMAN BROS., T
n..\ i;is. Ridgevitle, Ind.T

FrioiiilN III Want oT

Bee-Keepers' Siipiilics or llic Hcst Hive

Call and see luc when In Boston.

13A2t S. A. FISHKK, 82 WaterSt.
WHEN ANSWEniftO THIft ADVEKTISEMENT, MENTION THIS JOURNAL.
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fiONEY and BEESWAX

The following rules for grading honey were
adopted by the North American Bee-Keepers'

Association, and, so far as possible, quota-

tions are made according to these rules:

Fancv.—All sections to be well flUed; combs
straight, of even thickness, and firmly at-

tached to all four sides; both wood and comb
uosoiled by trnvel-staln, or otherwise; all the
cells sealed except the row of cells next the
wood.
No. 1.—All sections well filled, but combs

uneven or crooked, detached at the bottom,
or with but few cells unsealed: both wood
and comb unsolled by travel-stain or other-
wise.

In addition to this the honey is to be classi-

fied according to color, using the terms white,
amber and dark. That is. there will be "fancy
white," ** No. 1 dark," etc.

Cliicag'o, 111.. Mar, 19.—Fancy white. 11®
1 2c. ; No. 1 , 1 0@1 1 c. : fancy amber, 9c. ; No. 1

,

7c.; fancy dark. 8c.; No. 1, 7c. Extracted,
white, 5(a7c. ; amber, 5©6o. ; dark, 4 >4c. Bees-
wa.x, 25@'27c.
Stocks are working down, but there is no

Improvement in price. The season for comb
honey is drawing to a close. Any one intend-
ing to market in the cities should do so now.

Albany, N. Y., Mar. 20,—Fancy white, 12-
i:!c.; No. 1. 11-12C.: tancv amber, 9-IOc.;
No. 1. 8-9c.; fancy dark, 7-8c ; No. 1, 6-7c.
Extracted, white. .i-6c.; dark. .J^-lc.
Demand is all that could be expected at this

season. Stock on baud small.

Indianapolis, Ind., Peb. 20.—Fancy white.
14-15C.: No. 1 white, 12-i:3c. Extracted,
white, 6-7e. Beeswax, 22-2oc.
Demand is fair for grades quoted, but no

demand for inferior grades.

Boston, Mass., Peb. 20.—Fancy white, 13
14c.: No. 1. 11-12C. Extracted, white, 6-7c.

;

amber. 5-6c. Beeswax, 25c.

Cleveland, Ohio, Peb, 20,—Fancy white,
14V4@1.5c.: No. I white. 12y,@13c. Extracted,
white, 6@7c.; amber, 4H@5i4c. Beeswax, 22
©25c.
There is not very much honey ItJ our mar-

ket Selling rather slow. Demand beginning
to be a little better. Think trade will be fair
In this line this fall.

St. liOtiis, Mo., Feb. 19.-Fancy comb, 12®
@1.3c.: No. 1 white, ll@HHc.; amber, 9®
lO^c; dark, 7®8Hc. Extracted, white. In
cans, 6@7c. ; amber, in barrels, 4®4i4c: extra,
oc. ; dark, .3@4e. Good demand for barrel
stock—comb slow sale. Beeswax, 23@23i4c,
—prime finds ready sale at 23!4c.

San Francisco, Calif., Mar. 17.—White
comb. 9-lOc.; amber, 5-7c. Extracted, white,
5-5HC.; light amber, 3>4-4c.; dark tule, 23lic.
Beeswax, fair to choice, 24-26c.

Philadelphia, Pa., Peb. 2.—Fancy white
comb, 12-l:ic : fancy amber. S-yc: No. 1, 8c.;
fancy dark. 7-8c. Extracted, white, 5-7e.

;

amber, 4-5c. ; dark, 3K-4c. Beeswax, 25c.
Season is getting over for comb honey—very

little demand. Extracted in good demand.

ITew York, W, Y ,Feb. 20.—There has been
a little better demand for comb honey during
the last two weeks Prices, however, will not
improve, as the season is too far advanced
and plenty ol stock laying on the market.
We have a good demand for extracted buck-
wheat, candied, and bee-keepers having their
crop on hand yet, should now market It.

Beeswax is quiet at 20 28c.. according to
quality.

Cincinnati, Ohio, Mar, 22. — Demand is
slo- lor all kinds of honey, with a fair suD-
ply. Comb honey, 10@13e. for best grades;
extracted. 3ma6c. There is a fair home de-
mand for beeswax, with a fair supply, at 22®
25c. for good to choice yellow.

Kansas City, Mo,, Mar. 22.—No. 1 white,
12®i3c.; fancy amber, ll@12c.: No. 1 amber,
10® lie; fancy dark, 9@10c.; No. 1 dark, 8®
9c,; Extracted, white, 5® oHc; amber, 4^®
5c,; dark, 4c. Beeswax, 22@25c.

Detroit, Mich., Mar. 12.—No. 1 and fancy
white comb, ll-12c ; other brands, 7-1 Oc,
Extracted, white. 5-6c. ; amber and dark,
4-5c. Beeswax, 24-25c.

Minneapolis, Minn,, Feb. 20. — Fancy
white. 11401 '-c; No. 1 white. 10@llc.; fancy
amber. 0@iOu.; No. 1 amber. 8@9c.; fancy
dark, 7@8c. ; No. 1 dark. 6-7c. Extracted,
white, 6®7c. ; amber, 5®5^c. : dark. 4050.
Utah white extracted, saSHc. Beeswax, 23®
2(ic. Market fnlily steady for comb and bet-
ter for extracted than for some time.

Buffalo, N. Y., Apr. 2.— Our market con-
tinues about 10-llc. for fancy honey, occa-
sional sales at I'-c. Some lots bang fire, but
anything that is beyond criticism sells very
well. Com on ranges from 8-5c. Extracted,
4^-5>4c,, as to quality, etc.

List of Honey and Beeswax Dealers.

Most of whom Quote in this Journal.

ClileaKO, Ills.

R, A, BURNETT & Co.. 163 South Water Street.

New York, N. V.
HiLDRETB Bros. & Seqelken,

Kansaa CItjr, 9Io.

0. C. Clemoms & Co., 423 Walnut St

BuOalo, N. Y.
BATTER80N & Co.. 167 & 169 Scott St.

Hamilton, Ills.

Chab. Dadant & Son.

Pblladelpbla, Pa.
Wm. a. Selser, 10 Vine St.

Cleveland, Oblo.
Williams Bros . 80 & 82 Broadway.

St. I<onl8, mo.
Westcott Com. Co.. 213 Market St

IQlnneapoUo, minn.
S. H. Hall & Co.

milwankee, Wis.
A, V. Bishop & Co.

Bo«(on, mass.
E. E. Blake & Co., 57 Chatham Street.

Detroit, Mlcli.

M. H. Hunt. Bell Branch, Wayne Co,, Mich.

Indianapolis, Ind.
WALTER S. PouDER, 162 MasBachusetts Ave.

Albany, N. Y.
Chas, McCullocb & Co.. 380 Broadway,

Cincinnati, Ohio.
C. r, MUTH & SON,cor.Freeman &Central avB.

Honey - Clovers !

We have made arrangements so that we
can furnish seed of several of the Clovers
by freight or express, at the following prices,
cash with order:

5Ib 10ft 25ft oOft
Alslke Clover ... .1.70 J1.25 83.00 15.75
Sweet Clover (white) ,60 1.00 2.25 4.00
White Clover 90 1.60 3.75 7 00
Alfalfa Clover 60 1.00 2.25 4.00
Crimson Clover 55 .90 2.00 3.50

Prices subject to market changes.

Add 25 cents to your order, tor cartage, if

wanted by freight.

Your orders are soUcited.

GEOBGE W. YORK & CO.,
CHICAGO, ILLS.

One Cent
M. H. HI NT.

invested in a postal card
will get my large Cata-
log of All Root's Goods.
Send list of what you
want, and get price.
Bell Branch, micli.

WMEf, ANSWEniwG THIS ADVERTISeMEMT, MENTION TMlS JOUtUO^

PATENT WIRED COMB FODNDATIOH

kC^^i\ J, VAN DEITSEN Sc SONS,
^^B^H Sole Manafaotarers,^B^^^ Bpront Brook Mocutomerr Co., N. Y.

Meiuion Vie .:unerican Bee Journal,

Has No Sag in Brood-Framea

Thin Fiat-Bottom Foundation
H«s So PisbboDe lo the Snrplos Honey.

Belne the cleanest 1b nsaally workeo
the qalckest ot any Foundation made

Doctor^s ytiTfis
Ity Dr. PlilliO,

100 State Street, ». Chicago, III.

'I'iial 'I'oolliac-lie. — Good! Now
every lioy who has an aching tooth can,
with a little trouble, be his own dentist,
and fill his own teeth. A good preparation
is now sold for 35 cents in the drug stores,
with full directions how to use it.

Sore !•;.>«<.; may be due to a catarrhal
cold, or may be the result ot infection from
a sufferer from that disease. The lids are
covered with matter, by which they are
generally stuck together over night, part-
ing with difficulty and perhaps pain on
waking in the morning; the light-either
sun or lamp light—being often unbearable.
As much pulverized borax as will cover a
dime, put into a pint of water, and fre-
quently applied in and over the lids, will do
great good. A little camphorated ointment
applied to the edges of the lids on going to
bed will prevent their sticking together. A
teaspoonful of Epsom salts, morning and
night, taken in hot water is excellent. The
diet should be light. If these directions are
followed a cure is pretty certain to ensue.

Sliing'I«->N are itching "welts'"—raised
places on the body, particularly the arms,
legs, and stomach that look much like big
musquito bites. They itch intensely, and
scratching does no good. It is the result of
a disordered digestion, eating substances
that are either too much in quantity or in-
digestible. In any case, the stomach needs
a rest, and a pinch of cooking soda every
hour or two—with an occasional dose ot
salts at bed time. There is no danger to be
apprehended from this condition, tho it is
greatly feared by some. A tew days' treat-
ment as above will fully cure.

l>esli-oy<'<l I>riiiiilica<1<ii of the ear
are not usually healed, and partial or com-
plete deafness sooner or later is certain to
follow. Most ot these cases occur during
childhood, from severe "colds" or diseases
like scarlet fever, whooping cough, measles,
etc. It is far easier to prevent it at such
times than to cure when the perforation
has actually occurred. Look out tor this
accident when your child begins to have a
" running ear "—that is when the mischief
is being done. Keep the ears well syringed
with warm water, and under no condition
fill the ear with cotton. This keeps the mat-
ter inside—the very thing that does the
greatest harm. Give it every chance to
come out. hence syringing is the best way
to cleanse it. Pulsatilla—a drop every hour
—is very good. But if the trouble continues
tor more than a few days, a skillful doctor
ought to see it. But cleanliness is ot great
importance.

I>n<1ios had best write me regarding
their troubles personally, enclosing stamp
for reply. It is not best to explain some
tacts in public print.

<'ross»i;j'es can be straightened with-
out difficulty or much pain by a skillful

surgeon, and it ought to be. for none ot us
wish to appear needlessly deformed. We
owe it to everybody to look as well as we
can.

."\«-rvousiiess may be due to many
causes, too numerous to mention here, but
I will be glad to help any young people
with such friendly suggestions as may be
necessary. Dr. Peiro.

I

AND LUNQ DISEASES,
DR, PEIBO. Specialist

Offices: 1019, 100 State St.,

CHICAGO. Hours 9 to 4.

M'>ri\i>on \he Amencun Bee Journal,
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H f^ M H A Copy of

LDLL Successful Hee-Keepin^,
rn r I hy W. Z HutchlDSon ;

I I k Mi and our 18<JT Catalog, for 2-

cent stamp, or a copy of the
Catalog for Ilie Askiiiv:. We make almost
Everyililiig used by Bce-Keepers, aod at
IiowuDt frlces. Utm

Falcon Polisht Sections
are warranted

Superior to All Others.
Don't buy cheaply and roughly made Goods.

when you can have ilie be«t—sucli ai* we
make*

The Americau Bee Keeper
[monthly, now in its 7th year]

36 Pages—50 Cents a Year.
l-AMPLE Free—Addkess,

THE W.T. FALCONER MFG. CO.,

JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

DANZENBAKER
HIVE AND HONEY
won Highest Honors at the

Fairs, and pays Premiums
to purchasers

of 50 hiTes,$50 for the best 100 Danz. sections
" 25 " 25 •• 50
• 20 " 20 '• 40 " '•

•• 10 '• 10 •• 20
•• 5 • 5 • 10

I^~ Further particulars repardlng the pre-
mimums, also special catalog of the Danzen-
baker Hive and System, furnisht on applica-
tion. Address,

Francis Danzenbaker, Medina, Ohio.

Care The A. I. Root Company.

I ARISE
'|"»o SAY to the readers
1 of the

BEE JOURNAL that

has concluded to sell

-BKBS and QUKEN8-
In their Beason. durlns
1897, at the following
prices :

One Colony of ItalianB
on 9 Gallup frames, in
liKht shipping-box $fi(iO

Five Colonies :i5(X)

Ten Colonies 45 oo
1 untested queen, i iX)

6 *' queens 5 50
ri " " 1000
1 tested Queen... ^i 50
3 " Queens. 3 50
1 select tested queen 2 i^o

3 " " Queens 4 00

Select tested queen, previous season's rearing . 4 oo
Bztra Selected for breedinR.XHB very best. . 6 00
About a Pound of 6UUS In a TwO'frame Nucleui,
with any Queen, »3,00 extra.

IV Circular free. kIvIdr full particulars reKarC-
IDR the Bees and each class of Queens.

Address

G. M. DOOLITTLE,
llA25t BOKODINO, Onon. Co.. N. Y.

LEADS THEM ALL !

Wlliiams' Automatic

Reversible Honey-Extractor
Leads tiikm am-. Voii vtaiit llie bcNl.

Price-List Krcc.

Van Allen & Williams, Barniiiu, Wis.
8 Etf mention the A niericaii Bee .7/rtima«,

lie MONEY IN POULTRY
BlOUR LARGE GUIDE tui

out. SoniulliiiiK entirely iibvv. IW
lmKe(4. Primed iit liiieHt colored work.
(loiituhiM evtTjthiii« pertiiiniiiK to I'oiil-

trjinfull PRICED REDUCED oji

l>t I'lizo U ii.M.iH uiiil Kk'KH. J'o»l|.irid

recftii't (jl Kifcnts, if you writt- iimv.

JOEH BAns:H£I!, Jr., Box U4 Fiecpoit, III.

lOAiat Mention the American Bee Journal.

^"^•^
Dadant's Foundation ffiYear

Why Does It Sell So Well ?
Because it has always given better satisfaction than any other.

Because IPi 20 YEARS there have not been any complaints, but thousands

of compliments.

We Guarantee Satisfaction.
What more can anybody do ? Beauty, Purity, Firmness, No Sagging, No

Xross. Patent 'Weed Process of Sbeeting^.

Sen<1 IVanie ioi- Our Catalog:, Samples ot Foiin«1ation and Teil
IMatei-ial. We sell the best Veils, cotton or silk.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies of All Rinds.

The Classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.25, by mail.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
HAMILTON, Hancock Co., ILL.Please mention the Am. Bee Journal

^1 eMowioi^i'e ^leMowioMt
I=IS][:

Our business is making Sections. We are located in the basswood belt of Wis-
consin ; therefore the material we use cannot be better. We have made the fol-

lowing prices :

No. 1 Snow-white. No. 1 Cream.
500 for $1.25 500 for $1.00
1000 for 2.50 1000 for 2.00
2000 for 4.75 2000 for 3.75
3000 for 6.75 3000 for 5.25

If larger quantities are wanted, write for prices.

Price-Lii$t of Sections, Foundations, Veils, Smokers, Zinc, Etc.,
Sent on application.

6A35t MARSHFIELD MFG. CO., Marshfield, Wis.

Gut Prices to Move Stock!!
There are a few items of desirable stock left of the goods secured of Thomas

G. Newman when we took charge of his supply business here. In order to close

these out and make room for fresh, new goods, we have decided to offer these at

prices which will make them go.

The following is the list, which will be corrected as the stock is sold ; if you
see what you want here, order at once, or you may be to late :

V-Top Langstroth Frames, 75o per 100 ; 250 for $1,25 ; 500 for $2.
All-Wood Frames, pierced for wire, same price while they last.

No. 3 VanDeusen Thin Flat-Bottom Fdn., in 25-lb. boxes, .'i;i0.50 a box,

Wakeman & Crocker Section-Press, 50c each (old price, $1.25).
Townsend Section-Press, 50c. (old price, $1.)
Hill Feeders, quart size, 8c each, 75c per doz. (less than half old prices).

Hill Smokers, -lOc each ; by mail, GOc.
Quinby Smokers at 50c, 70c, and $1.00 each—20e extra by mail.

Jones' Frame-l'liers, 10c each ; by mail, 10c extra (old price, 25c and postage,)

1896 Dovetailed Hives at Special Prices.
Desiring to make room for new goods, we offer from stock at this branch. No. 1

Dovetailed hives, S-frame complete, with sections, foundation-starters, and nails, at $.5.75

for .5; S;10.50for lU; .*:i0.00 for M; No. IE, same without sections and starters, $4. T5 for

.5; ?;8.50forl0; .*lt;.00 for20; lU-frame complete, 30 cts. each extra; Ul-frame E, 15 cts.

each extra. Other Hives in stock at a similar reduction.

If -vvauletl by '<>Ig:lil. add a.lc lor carlage on oiMlvrs for less llian !$.t

THE A. I.

(Jeo. W. York, Manager.

ROOT COMPANY,
118 Michigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
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View of Mr. C. W. McKown's Apiary.

Mr. McKown beKan the bee-business In 1878, in a small

way, by buying a few colonies in box-hives, and past through

about the usual experience of others in getting them home and

transferring them to movable-frame hives. In moving them

home the combs broke down in two of the hives, and daubed

and drowned the bees. Then in transferring there were more

failures, as a natural consequence with a beginner. His only

help was Prof. Cook's " Manual of the Apiary," and the

American Bee Journal. After transferring, he secured some
Italian queens, and had the first and only yellow bees in his

vicinity at that time.

Winter losses were heavy, and as he had to winter them

on the summer stands, he changed all into double-walled hives.

Since then (for 12 years) winter losses have been very light.

For four years profit and loss were about equally divided, but

Wax Moth and Worms in Comb Honey.
BY 6. M. DOOLITTLE.

One of our oldest and largest comb honey producers writes
me thus

:

Please give us through the columns of the American Bee
Journal the best method of keeping comb honey from worms,
or the larvae of the wax-moth ; how to destroy such as may be
in it when taken from the hive, etc. By doing this you will

Apiary of Mr. V. W. McKown, of Knox Co., Ills.

in the spring of 1882 he had 60 colonies, and that summer
secured 10, 17.J pounds of honey, and sold it for an average

of 13 cents, having hired only .SIS worth of help. Since

then it has been smooth sailing with him and the bees. He
has had as many as 24:0 colonies at a time, but aims to winter

but 100.

The apiary is in the center of the village, with a street on

two sides within a few feet of the outside hives, yet he has

never had any trouble with travelers, thieves or neighbors.

His production Is about ofie-third comb and two-thirds ex-

tracted, and he depends upon the home market, just like every

wise bee-keeper does, when he possibly can do so.

give us something which will be appreciated by the largest
number of bee-keepers. I know you have before given your
method of keeping moth-worms out of comb honey, but that
was for comparatively small lots; and, besides, the methods
which have proven elBcient should be given again and again,
so as to keep them before the people, and especially that those
new in the business may find what they want,"

I had not thought it necessary to write further on the sub-
ject of "worms in comb honey," but from the above, and sev-

eral letters which have come to me of late, of like import, per-

haps it may be well to speak of this matter again, prefacing it

a little to show how we were led to the present ways of keep-
ing comb honey.

Years ago, when I first commenced to keep bees, nearly
every one who then kept them, stored their honey in the cellar.
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considering that such was the place that would keep it best,

for it was thought that a cool 'or cold place was what was
needed for the preservation of this product; and it is very

hard work to get this notion out of the heads of many who buy
honey at the present time. However, it was soon found out

that if kept for any length of time in a cool, damp place, the

honey would commence to sweat or ooze out of the unsealed

cells and sour, while if left in such a place for two or three

months the cell cappings would assume a watery appearance
and finally burst, so that the whole would become a souring,

bad-smelling and bad-tasting mass. This led to the discovery

that just the reverse of a cool cellar was the proper place to

keep honey, if we wisht to have it improving on our hands ;

and so it has come to pass that every bee-keeper of any experi-

ence is to-day recommending a room, whose temperature can
be kept at from 80^ to 90^, as the only place in which honey
should be kept. By thus storing our product, we have the

honey growing thicker and of better quality as time advances,
and I see no reason why comb honey could not be kept for an
indefinite period, if always in such a place.

But in having such a warm place in which comb honey is

stored, another diliBculty arises, which difficulty comes in the

shape of the larvre of the wax-moth, as our correspondent sug-

gests. Some of our bee-friends tell us that they are never
troubled with these pests, but unless comb honey is sorted as

it comes from the hive, I have yet to see a ton of comb honey
that does not have more or less of these worms on it, at the

end of three weeks from the time of taken from the hive, if

kept in a warm room. If the honey is sorted, and only those

sections which are snow-white put together, such combs will

rarely have any worms on them ; but all that are discolored at

or near the bottom, and those having any pollen in them are

almost sure to be damaged by worms, unless some precaution

is taken.
After such honey has been away from the •bees about ten

days, if we inspect the cappings which are discolored, and
those about any cells of pollen, we will detect little places of

white dust resembling flour upon the surface of the comb, and
usually the more abundant near the bottom of the section.

Now, altho this place may not be larger than the eye of a fine

cambric needle, still it tells us for certain that a tiny worm of

the wax-moth is there, and that unless it is destroyed it will

destroy more or less of the comb which incases our honey.

If, after several such examinations you fail to find such
little, white, fiour-like places, you need feel very thankful and
consider yourself more fortunate than many are. But, if you
should find these, the next thing is to sulphur your honey, as

this is the best known remedy at the present time. My way is

as follows :

I take an old iron-kettle of suitable size, and put some
ashes in the bottom of it, so there will be no danger of fire re-

sulting from the heat from the coals which are to be placed

therein. When I have the kettle thus prepared, I take it to

the room where the honey Is kept, and pour sulphur over the

coals (the sulphur having previously been weighed), to the

amount of one-fourth of a pound to every 75 cubic feet con-

tained in the room, when the kettle is quickly pusht under the

pile of honey (it having been piled a little off from the floor

for the purpose), and the room closed. You will have to be

spry in doing this or you will get some of the fumes thereof
yourself, which is not very pleasant, I assure you, after hav-

ing a trial or two of the same myself.

I now look at the windows (two of which should be provi-

ded for ventilation in any honey-room) to which any bee or fly

which may chance to be in the room will come, hoping to es-

cape their doom. As soon as I see that the last of these are

lifeless, I take out my watch, and after the lapse of five min-

utes, I open the windows so as to carry out the fumes as soon

as possible, for if allowed to settle on the combs it will give

them and the wood of the sections a greenish color, which will

damage the sale of the same. This same thing is sometimes
liable to occur if a larger quantity of sulphur is burned than
given above. It seems to be a very nice point to get the mat-
ter right, for if too much Is used the combs are sure to be
turned green, while if too little is used the worms will not be
killed. The above amount has been arrived at after years of

trial and experience.
If more honey is brought Into the room after the first has

been sulphured, this is also watcbt, and when the flour-like

spots are found, the same operation is repeated, and so on till

I am sure the honey leaves my hands without danger of those

pests making an appearance after it has been placed upon the

market.
While on this subject. It might be well for me to say that

I am not troubled nearly as much with these worms at the
present time as I formerly was, the reason of which I attribute

to my care that no combs are ever left exposed so as to brood

these pests. Years of care along this line will certainly large-

ly free any apiary of this moth difficulty, unless we have those
keeping bees about us who pay no attention to this matter.
Hives of combs left in the yard after the bees have died from
them, (as I have seen them in many apiaries, till they were
sending out moths by the thousand and million, to be a nui-

sance for years to come), are often a bane to those who would
have thiugs as they should be. A little care on the part of

every one would save all this. Onondaga Co., N. Y.

How Far Do Bees Fly for Forage ?

BY DR. E. GALLUP.

I am askt how far bees will fly in pursuit of forage, etc. I

was the first person to introduce Italian bees into Iowa, in

the section where I lived, and I found them working on a
patch of buckwheat 5 miles directly north. The second sea-

son that I kept them an old bee-hunter traced them 6 miles

from my apiary. He was three days tracing them. He found
them at work on a field of buckwheat very freely, or, as he
exprest it, "slathers of them ;" and as he had never beard
of the Italians they excited his curiosity, and he was bound to

get them. He had to line them 3 miles across the prairie, and
3 miles through heavy timber. I lived just at the east edge
of the timber. I saw him as he came into the clearing,

and went and met him. He was quite excited, and
showed me his new race of bees. He had then got a strong
line, and thought he must be very near them. I invited him
to leave his box of bait and come with me. We were then
within 20 rods of the apiary, and when I showed him the

hives and bees he exprest great surprise, and said that he had
never heard of Italians, and he would bedoggoned if he would
have spent so much time hunting the pesky things if he had
known about me keeping them. He lost the line several times
in the timber.

Italians are strong fliers, and how much farther they will

go in pursuit of forage I do not know. They did not seem to

be much exhausted on arriving at the hives with their loads,

as I watcht them closely at different times. Of course, they
flew over instead of through the timber, which was on the
river flats, while the prairie was considerably higher.

And now comes another story : It is a fact that there
are bees on Catalina Island, and I am informed that they are
well-markt hybrids or Italians. So far as known, no one ever
took bees there in the first start. The distance from the
main land is called 30 miles. In March, when bees swarm
here, the wind usually blows from the east towards the Ocean,
and sometimes quite strongly. Wild swarms almost invariably,

that are passing over, move from east to west. In summer
the wind always blows from the west or southwest. A man
that kept some 25 colonies on the bluff or mesa, as it is called

here, at the edge of the Ocean, informed me that his abscond-
ing swarms would rise up in the air, and start over the Ocean
west.

Now comes another story: A fisherman catching fish

about midway between the Island and the main land, saw a
swarm pass over his fishing boat, and they were passing from
the Island to the main land. This was at the time when the
wind was blowing strongly from the Island to the main land.

Now, you Eastern chaps may think this sounds like a
" fish story," but I have no doubt about bees succeeding in

passing both ways. Of course, it is circumstantial evidence,

but that the bees are on the Island is a positive fact. The
question is, 'How did they get there f Orange Co., Calif.

"^

The Reciprocal Influence of the Queen Upon
the Spermatozoa, and Vice Versa.

BT ALEX. C. M. SCHRODER.

All breeders of foreign races of bees have often observed
that the progeny of yellow queens which had been mated to a
black drone, showed this not only in their workers, but also in

the drone, which latter, according to the laws of the parthe-
nogenesis, are developt from uaimpregnated, say virgin, eggs,

and therefore should have no relationship to the drone that
mated with their mother !

It often happens that the same queen produces finer-look-

ing workers in her second season, whilst her drones are less

fine looking fellows; all the facts have not yet been ex-

plained in any satisfactory way, and many a one has been In-

duced to doubt the truth of parthenogenesis, in his own heart.

If not openly 1 Now, I do firmly believe in the virgin's propa-
gation of bees; I am convinced that the drones issue from not
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fecundated eggs, and represent strictly nothing but their

mothers' blood, and explain the above-mentioned facts simply
by the Influence either of the queen's blood upon the sperma-
tozoa, or of these latter upon the queen's blood.

Many years ago I had a fine Angora cat, grey like a

mouse, with long, silky hair. She was mated to a male cat of

a common race, and produced half-breed kittens, I was sorry

about it, but thought the next time I would do better, and
when the time came I lookt my lady puss up, and with her a

fine Angora male cat. The result, however, was not what I

thought—the kittens were not all Angora cats at all ! I was
then told that the same thing happened with other animals.

For instance, the mare that had been crost with a donkey,
and had once produced a mule, was no more to be used for

horse-breeding, as the young horses showed some connection
with their "stepfather," Mr. Donkey !

It was in the year 1875 or 187(i, I made a call upon
Count Kolowrat and Mr. Ed Cori, in Bohemia, the first breed-

ers of Cyprian queens in Europe, from whom I had procured
the same, and there I found that even the primogenitors (I

mean the queens' daughters of original queens)—that all pro-

duced only 3-banded workers, with the " half-moon " on the

corselet, altho it was pretty certain that they had been mated
to black drones ; whilst their drones showed signs of hybridiza-
tion ! We could not, at the time, come to a conclusion how
this fact could be explained with the laws of parthenogenesis,
and only much later I came to the persuasion that it was
nothing but the influence of the queens' blood upon the sper-

matozoa of the male, which live in her spermatheca !

The queen-bee is once mated, and the male sperm is taken
up and preserved in a special little bag, called the "sperma-
theca," and here continues to vegetate and impregnate the
eggs from which workers or queens have to issue. Now,
would it be possible that these spermatozoa could live in that
bag for years, without any nourishment of some kind, with-
out coming In contact with life giving or preserving blood ?

Could the spermatheca, or any part of the queen-bee, continue
to vegetate without the circulation of the blood ? No! The
circulation of the blood is absolutely necessary to keep alive

the queen and all her organs; and last, but not least, the
spermatozoa, which in millions in number are of immense im-
portance to the existence of the whole colony.

Now, if we admit the circulation of blood, we must admit
also that particles—be it most infinitesimal—of the drone's
blood will assimmilate with that of the queen, and vice versa,
the spermatozoa will also absorb particles of the queen's blood,
and, consideriug that a queen lays her own weight in eggs in

a short time, it proves an immense power of reproduction, so

that the asslmmilation or reciprocal influence will always
more and more increase, and still show itself in the prog-
eny the second season.

During the laying season tha spermatheca contains a
greater quantity of bee-blood than during the winter time ;

this fact induced, some years ago, a certain Mr. Metzger, in

Hungary, to suggest that the drone-eggs were fecundated by
this liquid, and that the spermatheca produced (when once
fecundated) new spermatozoa in itself ! Now I think that
my theory, which explains all the peculiar facts that
apparently speak against the truth of parthenogenesis, has
more right to likelihood than the hypothesis of Metzger, who
wanted to make a hermaphrodite of the queen-bee, rather
than believe that anything can be born without fecundation.

I would be pleased to hear our American bee-keepers'
opinion about my theory, and I will submit to anybody's bet-
ter explanation of the above-mentioned facts.

Trieste, Austria.

Feeding Bees Grapes and Raisins.

BY SKYLARK.

The editor of the Bee Journal calls on me for something
" real praclleal."

Well, Mr. Editor, I have a box of it—of the real, unadul-
terated article, hid away some place, but I have forgotten
where I hid it. But while I am thinking where It is, I will

tell you how I fed ray bees in 1896.

In that eventful year, there was no honey here, and star-
vation stared the bees in the face. Three years ago raisins
were so low that I fed my crop to hogs. In 1895 I could not
sell my crop at all—could not trade them for anytliina but
contemptuous laughter. I refused the trade, for I had enough
of that on hand. With a crop of raisins on hand, and a crop
of grapes ripening that there was no sale for in any shape—
with the bees in a coDdition that they were sure to starve dur-

ing the fall and winter—what would you have advised ? Buy
sugar? Not much. No, sir.

The genius of Skylark rose—or fell—to the occasion. I

was sitting on a pile of raisin trays in the vineyard figuring

up the cost of digging out 10 acres of vines 1 1 years old.

The bees in tens of thousands were around me, sucking the

juice from crackt grapes and those punctured by birds. All

at once a thought struck me just above the eyes so hard that

it knockt me clear off that pile of trays. Eureka! I will feed
the vineyard to the bees ! And as they come a quarter of a
mile from home for the juice, why not make the horses carry

it to them, or close to them ?

I had a home treadmill and press for making vinegar,

and I utilized these for getting out the juice for the bees. I

fed in a large solar extractor (out-of-doors under the shade of

a tree), and covered the feed with a little hay. This was con-
tinued for more than a month

—

giving them all they would
carry away. 1 found the juice would sour If any were left

over more than the second day. So I drew off all that was
left each evening, and boHccl it. The boiled juice will keep
in the open air several days ; and sealed up tight, indefinitely

—

say 6,000 years. I finally took to boiling it all for them, and
I had no bother watching it. In fact, this is nothing less than
unfermented wine. But in boiling, all the alcohol is evapor-
ated, and it makes a splendid cooling drink for a hot summer
day. There is not a vestige of tanglefoot left in it.

Now I have been doing the same thing with the raisins

for spring feeding, only I had to boil them and then press out
the juice. The bees made no kick against the proceeding,
and I didn't. In both cases 1 made vinegar out of the pulp.
Now, I am sorry you fellows East have no Muscat grapes—no
I'm not, either ; you crow too much anyhow. Your grapes
would kink a bee up into a double bow-knot in half a minute.
Grapes

!

THE NEW DEEP CELL FOUNDATION.

I see that Editor Hutchinson, with T. F. Bingham and
others, are out against the introduction of the new deep-cell
foundation. But there is no use in kicking against the march
of improvements. It has gone steadily on for years—here a
little and there a little, ever since Langstroth invented the
movable-frame hive. The invention of deep-cell foundation IS

a great leap forward in the right direction. Instead of help-
ing the adulterator it will kill his business dead, for who will

produce extracted when he can get just as much comb honey
for the same labor ? In time there will be no extracted honey
in the market?

W. Z. is afraid of leather. Now, leather—in the shape of

a good pair of boots—is much more valuable than deep-cell
foundation, pound for pound. Editor Root—In fact all the
Roots and branches—are far too sharp to put their boots into

drawn combs !

In these latter years the improvements in apicultural ap-
pliances have been so great, so swift, and so complete a victory
all along the line, that our future progenitors will look back
upon us with admiration, pride, veneration and love. I will,

anyhow !

Strawberries and Honey-Bees—Queen Stung.

BY CARSON VAN BlARICUM.

In previous issues of the Bee Journal the subject of straw-
berries and bees has been carefully examined, and we conclude
that bees do, and do not, visit the berry bloom in quest of

honey, but all agree that they sometimes do gather pollen,

but only on certain occasions, and then only when the atmos-
phere is in a humid condition.

I have had my colonies situated within six rods of half

an acre of strawberries for the last four years, and by actual
observation I have always seen a few bees, between the hours
of 9 and 11 a.m., flitting from flower to flower, and I have
observed, too, by following a particular bee, that eventually
it would leave for other pastures without any perceptible
reward for its toil.

Dandelions are in blossom In profusion at the same time,

when any observer would actually be In error as to the actual
facts of the case. I have been carefully endeavoring to ascer-
tain from what source came the pollen, so generally carried

by the bee, and traced its origin to the dandelion. So much
for personal observation. These are Nature's own identical

truths.

To summarize : We must conclude the fact as a probable
result, that bees do not glean any perceptible addition to their

stores, or gain an advantage by toiling amid strawberry bloom.
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A OUEENBEE 8TDNG, AND ITS RECOVERT.

One Sunday iu July, a young bee-enthusiast wisht to see

a queen-bee. To accommodate him, I opened a hive of Ital-

ians, and found her majesty. I deposited her in my hand,
while several of us closely examined her actions . (timid ones
at a respectable distance for safety, so they said—while I

laught at their fears). Oa returning her to the brood-nest,

she became frightened and took wing. Then taking several

circles around us, she entered a hive of hybrids. She belonged
to a spring swarm, and was not dipt as the others. I at once
opened the hive, and found her being balled by the bees.

Rescuing her, I concluded she was unharmed, but by examin-
ing the bunch of bees in hand, I separated her therefrom. I

noticed a sting clinging to the under side of the thorax. I

extracted it, and supposed she was free from injury, but all

at once she was taken with a sudden tremor, and apparently
succumbed.

We all exprest onr opinion that she was beyond recovery,
but I thought to experiment a little. So on the impulse of

the moment I carried her to the house and placed her under a

large microscope. I soon discovered that she appeared as if

under a powerful narcotic. Placing her immediately in a

water bath, thickened with saliva, she began to regain
activity. When returned to the hive, the bees cleaned her,

and now she reigns queen of all she surveys.,

A FREAK OF A SVPARM OF BEES.

Just after midsummer I discovered a peculiar feature re-

garding a colony of bees. I had two weeks before removed
two full supers of honey and placed an empty one containing
drawn-out combs. I was surprised (to put it very mild) later

on, to find this super nearly full of biood with a queen. A
queen also was quietly at work in the brood-nest below. The
queen below was a young one, just nicely depositing eggs;
while the one above was the mother, or old queen, as her

wings were dipt. There was ne honey-board between. To
all appearance there were two colonies within one hive.

I removed the super to a new location for several days, as

a test, and both workt with a will. Later I united, choosing
the best queen, and all progrest as finely as before. The old

queen was only one year old, and perfect in every way. Her
bive was satisfactorily supplied with brood. Thus you readily

perceive that they were not desiring to supersede her.

WHITE OR PICKLED BROOD VS. FOUL BROOD.

Two years ago my bees had, to all appearance, foul brood,

and I wrote to Dr. Miller in regard to it. His reply was that
under the existing condition mentioned he could not name or

discover a remedy, but later developments convinced me that

it was not foul brood. Whatever it may have been, it shows
itself in July and August, and then usually disappears for the
season.

Last year I discovered a remedy, but it requires patience
and forbearance to apply it. I have an ear-spoon which I

used with success. Take one teaspoonful of honey, dilute

with five drops of water, and add three drops of phenol or

carbolic acid ; moisten the ear-spoon and introduce it into the
cell, and extract the dead brood. This is all I found neces-
sary for a complete cure. Taken when first discovered, it can
be executed with rapidity.

The contaimination is very slow at first, but later its

action Is more progressive. Thus matters can be facilitated

by applying the remedy on its discovery.

Calhoun Co., Mich.

Various Notes and Commetits.

BY J. M. YOUNG.

I keep a note-book, and when an idea comes to my mind
that I think would be of any interest I jot it down. In look-

ing over that book now, I find the following, or the text of

what I have written since my last

:

Newspapers Around Hives.—Did you know that when
riding or driving against a cold, strong wind, if a common
newspaper be placed under the vest over the breast, that it will

keep the body much warmer than anything else that can be
used? Well, the same idea will work If you put that same
newspaper or something like it around your bee-hives when
packing them for winter. Try it and see if you are not sur-

prised.

Bkk-Entrance Guards.— It is a good time now to put on
bee-entrance guards. They will save many a small swarm
from coming out and going into other hives. It is a mystery

sometimes why these small swarms come out; all the reason I
know is, they are like some people that want to be always
moving around.

Leaves for Winter Packing.—I use forest leaves for
winter packing on top of the brood-frames in the upper story
of my hives. I find that it is the cheapest material that can
be obtained, and it is easily disposed of in the spring, by
spreading it out over the garden or truck-patch.

Making Experiments.—The editorial advice given on
page 1(18, under the head of " Making Experiments " is well
said, and if such advice is heeded it will save the bee-keeper
many times the cost of his Bee Journal. This applies to be-
ginners, and, come to think about it, all my notes are directed
to this class of individuals. Of course the experienced will

pay no attention, anyway.

Tall Sections.—The Colorado Bee-Keepers' Association
has put a damper on that changing-to-the-tal!-section busi-
ness. I don't know as I blame them very much. There are
many good points of interest put forth in that paper, read by
Mr. Tracy before that body, that are well founded ; especially
that part relating to supply manufacturers and dealers.

An error exists iu my notes on page 165, under the
head of tall sections, in the 6th line. It reads " 12-inch case,"
which should be 12 in a case.

Take a Bee-Paper.—No wide-a-wake bee-keeper should
think of keeping bees without subscribing for a good, live, up-
to-date bee-paper. Many ideas will be pickt up that will pay
many times the cost of the publication.

Visiting.—Why didn't you come down to my place, Mr,
Bevins, (see page 161) when you were at Omaha taking in the
sights ? It was only 22 miles down here—a half hour's ride

—

and we would have shown you an apiary that wasn't in the
weeds, cornstalks or potatoes, but you would have seen them
pretty close to the grape-vines, though. I might not have
been at home, but the bees were.

Saving the Bee-Papers.—If you want to save a world
of information just file away your bee-papers as fast as you
get them read, into a good binder. I have on hand now near-
ly all the bee-periodicals I have ever received, back for about
20 years. I seldom look over any of them but what I find

some good idea entirely forgotten.

Value of the Unfinisht Sections.—When fitting up
the cases and filling them with sections, I always select all

those that have comb in them, and put them together in cases

by themselves. When taking off the first comb honey I find

that cases treated in this manner are filled and finisht first,

and quite often colonies that have these drawn-out combs to

commence on, will fill the second case before those that have
starters are only one-half filled.

Foundation for Hives.—I have been advocating for
several years half bricks put under corners of hives for a
foundation. After I have been using them all this time I find

that there has been iu use something much better. The prin-

cipal objections against half bricks is, they are nothigh enough,
for moles and other ground-workers will work the dirt up
dose to the bottom-boards, thus rotting them. The bees will

get under the hives, at times, and many a time valuable
queens get under there, merely to get out of sight, and to have
the bee-keeper to remove or upset the hive to get at them. I

have something in mind that will beat anything put out for a
hive-stand, but I don't care to tell just what it is until I have
tried it. Part of the idea is obtained from somebody else, but
I think it will work. Cass Co., Nebr.

The Alsike Clover L,eaflet consists^of 2 pages,
with illustrations, showing the value of Alsike clover, and
telling how to grow it. This Leaflet is just the thing to hand
to every farmer in your neighborhood. Send to the Bee Jour-
nal oflico for a quantity of them, and see that they are dis-

tributed where they will do the most good. Prices, postpaid,

are as follows : 50 for 20 cents ; 100 for 35 cents ; or 200
for <i0 cents.

« « >

Every Present Sutoscriber of the Bee Journal
should bo an agent for it, and get all others possible to sub-
scribe for it. See offer on page 234.
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Proceedings of the Colorado State Bee-Keep-
ers' Coaveution.

REPORTED Br F. L. THOMPSON.

{.Continued from page 215.]

COLORADO BEE AND HONEY STATISTICS.

The Secretary then read statistics of bee-culture in Col-

orado for 1896 by counties, so f:ir as reports had been sent
in. Twelve counties where bees may be kept have not been
heard from. The number of colonies in the 13 counties
which have reported is 35,306, which is not more than half
the total number in the State. The average value of a colony
is $3.36, and the average per cent, of increase about 20.
The average yield last season was about 32K pounds in 13
counties, with an average price of about 10 cents. The fol-

lowing is the average yield by counties :

Otero, 60 pounds; Montezuma, 10-i comb, 201>.2 ex-
tracted; Chaffee, 10; Fremont, almost none ; Montrose, 40;
Morgan, 20 ; Pueblo, 20 ; Larimer, 5 ; Huerfano, 6 ; Arapa-
hoe, 15 ; Mesa, 40 ; Boulder, 15 ; Weld, 15 ; Las Animas, 30.

Foul Brood, so far as reported by the persons to whom
questions were addrest, exists in Otero, Montezuma, Arapa-
hoe, Mesa, Boulder, Larimer and Weld counties, and paralysis
in Arapahoe county. Chaffee, Fremont, Montrose, Morgan,
Pueblo, Huerfano and Las Animas counties are free from foul
brood. The local associations, so far as heard from, are as
follows :

Montrose Co., E D. Nichols, Sec, Montrose ; Arapahoe
Co., the Platte Valley Bee-Keepers' Association, Geo. R. Lee,
Sec, Brighton; and the Denver Bee-Keepers' Association, F.
L. Thompson, Sec, Denver ; Mesa Co., M. A. Gill, Sec, Grand
Junction ; Boulder Co., A. M. Preston, Sec, Longmont ; Weld
Co., H. E. English, Sec, Greeley.

Mr. Adams—I have six copies of the Honey Day edition
of the Longmont Times, which contains valuable statistics on
Colorado bee-keeping.

Mr. Rhodes suggested that these be given to the Secretary
to be placed on file.

Vice-Pres. Porter spoke as follows on

THE NEW BEE-DISEASE.

Last April the bees were all right. The winter had been
mild. By the end of April there was something curious in

their actions, tho'jgh nothing to be certain of. By the mid-
dle of May they had decreast. There were not enough to

cover the brood. Many colonies became discouraged and
swarmed out. You could often see a little handful of bees
hanging on a weed, with a queen among them. Sometimes
these little swarms would unite, and there would be several
queens. So it kept on until the first of June. The loss was
very great. No reason or theory that I could think of seemed
to cover the situation. I at first thought that as the winter
had been very mild, and the bees had flown vary much, it

might have been the ordinary spring dwindling of old age ;

but the trouble was not universal. It was only around Den-
ver, covering a circle with a radius of about 12 miles. I pro-

nounce it not a disease ; but I may find out that I was mis-
taken. I lost SO per cent, of my own stock.

If it was spring dwiadling, the bees would not have
swarmed out.

VicePres. Porter— It has been my experience in Iowa and
Wisconsin that bees do become discouraged from spring
dwindling and swarm out.

A Member—Was there any honey left in the hives when
your bees swarmed out ?

Vice-Pres. Porter—Tons of it.

H. Rauchfuss—Our bees acted similarly, but they did not
swarm out. They also acted differently in dying in front of

the hives, so that the dead bees could be seen. Our best colo-

nies, with young prolific queens, died first. The queenless
ones were hardly affected at all. Colonies with little honey
also came out well. My theory is as follows: A colony in

good condition gathers abundance of pollen ; a weak one docs

not. There were some heavy fogs last spring, which I believe
absorbed poisonous substances from the smelter smoke in the
atmosphere, and deposited it on the pollen of the blossoms of
the cottonwoods, etc. At one of the smelters in Denver a con-
stant spray of water Is kept falling down the smoke-stack, in

order to render the smoke less deleterious. That shows that
moisture will absord the poison. The disease was only along
valleys, where fogs are apt to settle. We lost 300 out of 400
colonies.

Mr. McLain—We at Fort Collins have had the same con-
dition of bees Mr. Rauchfuss described, from spraying. The
explanation is ultimately the same—the bees died from pois-

oning. A neighbor lost 26 out of 75 colonies from spraying,
and the rest were decimated. My colonies were weaker in

May than in April, and one-third of the queens were missing.
A neighbor half a mile away had sprayed his trees, and the
next day our bees died.

Mr. Rhodes— I sold an apiary 10 or 12 years ago, and
was to attend it until it was a success. It was moved to Argo
(a smelter). The bees went back just as has been described.
I then claimed it was the smelter smoke. That was before
the days of spraying, and the bees were otherwise all right.

H. Rauchfuss—No spraying was done within four miles of

our apiary. I do not say it was the smoke, but what the
moisture collected from it.

Vice-Pres. Porter— ITive years ago, in Highlands, my bees
were poisoned from spraying. I saw them at work on the
sprayed trees. They shortly died in the way Mr. Rauchfuss'
bees died. I have had nothing similar to that since.

The Question-Box was then taken up. The first question
(sent from Mesa Co.) was,

BEST METHOD OF WINTERING IN ALTITUDES OF COLORADO OF
4,500 FEET.

Mrs. Booth— I advise leaving the bees on the summer
stand. No more top protection than two thicknesses burlap
is necessary.

Mr. Rhodes—Mr. Dudley is in about that altitude.

Mr. Dudley—The ma.)ority of Utah bee-keepers winter
their bees out-of-doors. They usually run the hives together,

with leaves or chaff between, and a sawdust bag in the super,

with an inch between it and the cover. Some pack separately.

Many have double-walled hives, packt the year round.

Vice-Pres. Porter— I am of the opinion that in that alti-

tude and temperature the least expensive way would be to

pack on top. Two sacks doubled, making four thickness,

keep off the cold and let out the moisture, and make a very
complete condition. I have always had good success with this

plan. My only trouble was with tight-fitting covers and a
propolized cloth. The combs became moist all over. The
bees became moist and sweated, and dwindled.

Mr. McLain—The best packing is to pack full of bees. I

bought bees in cracker-boxes, with big cracks in them. They
were the best and strongest colonies I ever had. If the colo-

nies are weak, then I should advise packing.

H. Rauchfuss—I think bees ought to be packt. Mrs.
Booth packs on top only, but her location is sheltered. In

box-hives, the combs may be built crosswise, and the bees

may winter well. But on frames, the outside bees get chilled.

After a cold spell, the bees bring out a handful of dead ones.

This is repeated every time theweathr-r is cold. We have some
packt in cork-dust. The bees in these hives do not get chilled,

and the colonies come out strong in the spring, unless they

dwindle for other reasons.

Mr. McLain—I do not pack with bees only, but pack with

leaves on top and straw between in rows, with the fronts

open. But my strong colonies come out the best.

Mr. Adams— I usually pack. My best colonies are packt

in chaff all around.
Mrs. Booth— I had 6 colonies packt together in straw

some years ago, but the mice got in and ate them all up.

BEST METHOD OF KEEPING CO.MB HONEY FROM GRANULATING.

Mr. Adams—Shove it on the market as quickly as possible.

Mr. Sylvester— Have thoroughly cured honey, gathered

from the best honey-plants, and keep it in a warm place

through the winter. Once I heated some extracted honey so

as not to iD.iure the flavor, and stored it In .lugs sealed with

rosin. By mistake, one jug was leftover, and remained liquid

five or six years.

Mr. Booth—Mrs. Booth stored some extracted honey in

crocks. When it granulated, the crocks were burst by the

expansion.
Mr. Rhodes—Some honey will not granulate.

Vice-Pres. Porter—I have never found any honey that will

not granulate.
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Mr. Rhodes—What I mean is, some honey granulated and
soiae did not, when kept a year in ordinary conditions.

Mr«. Booth— I have kept comb honey over four years
without granulating. But in the same case was some that
was granulated solid.

Mr. Adams— I don't like to cook my comb honey.

PREVENTION OF SWAEJIINQ IN WORKING FOR COMB HONEY.

H. Rauchfuss then exhibited a device used for that pur-
pose. Some time before the flow, two hives are set next each
other, and the device applied so as to cover both entrances.
One of these hives contains the colony to be operated upon,
and the other is empty, containing nothing but frames and
starters. The effect of the device is to make one entrance
common to both hives. The returning bees fly into an aper-
ture, about one inch high and eight inches broad, and from
this could go into either hive at will, were it not for a tongue,
which, being pivoted at the rear of the device just between
the two hives, determines into which hive the bees shall enter,
by being turned one way or the other. Before the flow, the
•tongue is turned so as to cover up the passage into the empty
hive, and the bees became accustomed to entering their own
hive through the device. When the flow begins, the comb on
which the queen is, is found and placed in the empty hive, on
the side next to the hive In which the bees are, and the tongue
of the device is turned so as to cover up the passage into
the full hive, except that It leaves room for one or two bees at
a time to got out. At the same time a super is put on the
empty hive. There they find their queen, and commence
work, building comb above and below at exactly the same
time. Apparently the new state of things just suits them.
After three or four days, or after the queen has commenced
to lay in the new combs, the old comb Is returned to the old
hive. The principle is, to prevent swarming by forming an
artificial swarm out of the whole colony, and part of this work
is done automatically. They will not swarm for three weeks.
At the end of that time, if the flow continues, the operation
may be repeated. This device was made before the Langdon
device was, and has been on trial since 1893, being at first

used like the Langdon device, to which it proved superior. In
1895 it was used as above described, and was a perfect suc-
cess in every way. With It comb honey was produced in an
out-apiary which was not seen for Intervals of 11 to 12 days.
It is not patented.

Mr. Dudley was askt to explain a device ho had with him,
for automatically preventing the escape of a queen with a
swarm—but which lets her out and In at other times. It may
be roughly described as a little box, about 2}.^ inches square,
and as long as the width of the hive. It Is applied to the en-
trance. Cleats under each end raise it a bee-space above the
alighting-board, and a cleat running lengthwise under the
rear of the box stops entrance directly into the hive. The
bees pass in and out of the hive, through the box, about the
middle of the bottom. Tne bottom of the box is beveled at the
rear, so as to afi'ord a passage into the hive when the box is

shoved tight against the front of the hive. Under ordinary
circumstances, both workers and queen pass in and out of the
hive in this way without any zinc to bother them. The front
of the box is composed of a piece of queen-excluding zinc,
hung so as to swing a little. When the colony swarms, there
are too many bees wanting to come out at once to pass through
the slit, and so most of the mass presses against the zinc In
front. This pressure operates a catch, which lets a piece of
T-tin drop, which closes the slit the whole length. The work-
ers eventually pass out through the zinc; but the queen,
being generally with the last half of the swarm, is imprisoned,
and the swarm returns after an Interval. When the bee-
keeper makes his tour of inspection, he sees by the position
of the projecting end of the T-tin that that colony has
swarmed. He can then do as he pleases with it. This device
has been used with success on a few colonies. It is not pat-
ented.

COMBS V.S. EXTRACTED HONEY FOR PROFIT.

H. Rauchfuss—There is a valuable article on that subject
by our President, Mr. Aikin, which covers the whole field, In
the Jan. 14 issue of the American Bee Journal. It is the best
article I ever road on that subject.

HOW TO KEEP THE MOTH OUT OF EXTRACTING COMBS—HOW TO
KEEP THE MOTH FROM IJISTURBING UKES AGAIN—WILL
SULPHURED COMBS BE ACCEPTABLE TO THE BEES ?

Mr. McLaIn— I have sulphured combs a good many times,
and never had any trouble about the combs being acceptable
to the bees. I don't think there is any, unless the sulphur Is

very strong.
Vice-Pres. Porter—Mr. Alkln has a large number of combs

exposed In his honey-house, with no sign of moths. He uses
broad end-bars, so that the combs do not touch each other.

This year I stored my combs close together, and reared a
great many moths. I piled them so as to leave intervals be-
tween, in a 12x12 plastered room, set four sulphur candles
going, and killed all the moths. Those sulphur candles are
the best thing out. Sulphured combs are acceptable to the
bees.

F. Rauchfuss—Do you mean that closed-end frames are
exempt from the moth ?

Vice-Pres. Porter—I only know of that one illustration.

P. Rauchfuss—Our closed-end frames are not much more
exempt from the moth than the others.

Vice-Pres. Porter—Are there two species of moth, one
eating wax and the other pollen ?

P. Rauchfuss—The only species I have seen here feeds on
pollen only, and destroys comb to get to it. But Eastern
writers say they feed on wax in section honey also.

Mr. Rhodes—My experience is that the moths here are
the same as the moths in Indiana. I judge that we have a
moth which destroys combs the same as In Indiana.

WHICH 18 THE PROPER WAY' TO LIQUEFY EXTRACTED HONEY ?

Vice-Pres. Porter—The safest way is to place the vessel

in boiling water. But this requires a great deal of caution in

liquefying large quantities. In liquefying honey in glass, on
a small scale, I now use an asbestos mat. The glass Is set on
the mat on the back of the stove, next the stove-pipe, and
turned occasionally. When a large can is liquefied in boiling

water, the outside melts first and gets too hot, while the in-

side Is cold. A good way is first to set the can on its side over
the stove, tilting it so as not to come in close contact, and
thus melt one side enough to make a channel of melted honey
from the bottom to the top, repeating the process with the
other sides, and then setting on an asbestos mat next the
stove-pipe. Never set the bottom of the can on the stove. I

have burst a good many cans by melting the bottom of the
honey first. The top cannot move, and acts like a cork.

Mr. Rhodes—How about liquefying by sunshine ?

Mr. Rauchfuss—In summer, it can be done in the open
air, by setting the vessel in a sheltered place.

Vice-Pres. Porter— I have liquefied a good deal that way.
but don't leave a vessel too long in the sun-extractor. The
honey will turn dark. The trouble with the sun-extractor for

liquefying is, the summer is not the right time to attend to

that work. In my experience a sun-extractor cannot be used

after the first of September.
Resolutions by Mr. Booth, thanking the Board of Horti-

culture, Mrs. Shute and ex Gov. Routt for the free use of the
room and courtesies extended, and city press for notice taken

in reporting the proceedings, were adopted.

The Association adjourned subject to the call of the Ex-
ecutive Committee. Frank Rauchfuss, Sec.

CONDUCTED BY

DR. O. O. MII^T^ER, M^RJSA'GO, ZLI..

[Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direot.l

Affected by Bee-Slings—Cleaning Propoii§ OfTtlio
llantls.

1. I have kept bees for 10 years, and I have always hand-

led them without gloves; they have stung me on my hands so

I have got my whole system poisoned. I have never taken

any notice of bee-stings before, but now when a bee stings me
on one of uiy fingers it is like electricity— it goes through my
whole body, and my face swells up as if I had the erysipelas.

I Itch all over all the time. What can be done for mo ?

2. I saw in the Bee Journal sometime since (but I can't

find it now) a remedy to wash propolis off the hands. Surely

you can tell me of something that will wash It off, for I have

found no soap that will do it. G. S., Utah.

Answers.— 1. Yours Is a very unusual case, and I don't

know that I can suggest anything to help. Evidently there

i
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has been a chanRe in your system, and the hope may be in-

dulged that it may be only temporary, and that you will before

long change back to your former condition.

2. Washing-fluid is perhaps the thing you have seen rec-

ommended. Strong soap with very hot water will do pretty

good work. Put as much lye as can be used without eating

the hands, Into hot water, and that will succeed. I generally

use grease because it's handier. Take a bit of butter or other

grease, rub thoroughly on the glue, then wash with soap and
hot water.

Starting willi Bees—Prevention of Swarming.

1. I have never owned a bee in my life, but like honey. I

expect to get a start of bees this spring, and have chosen the

Italians, and thought one colony would be enough for a green-
horn to start with ; but they tell me here that one colony will

not do any good alone. It is news to me, but perhaps it is all

right. I am taking the Bee Journal, and reading It quite

closely, as I don't want to make a failure of the business, but
I have not seen anything on that subject. I supposed indi-

vidual colonies of bees were independent of each other. What
is your opinion on the subject ? Is it necessary to have two
or more colonies to begin with?

2. Is there any way to successfully prevent bees from
swarming ? H. J. W.

Answers.— 1. You're surely doing a bright thing to read
up before commencing the actual work with bees, but why
don't you get a good text-book ? The American Bee Journal
is worth more than its cost to you, but it cannot, in the nature
of things, give you a complete and systematic foundation as a

text-book can. Perhaps, however, you have the text-book,

and I'll proceed to your question. You perhaps reasoned that
if 20 cattle would do well in a pasture, 19 might do as well

or better. If so, you reasoned correctly. If two colonies of

bees will do well, one ought in all cases to do as well, and if

pasturage Is scarce one might do better than two. Don't you
believe what they say. And yet I think they're right in advis-

ing you to start with two colonies. A greenhorn like you may
do some fool thing with one of the colonies to result in killing

it, and then you'll have the other to fall back on. Or you
may weaken both, so that singly they will amount to nothing
the whole season, but by uniting you can make one good,

strong colony. Suppose, however, that you're wiser than the

rest of us were when we began, and make no mistakes. It

may still be better to have the two. You'll have twice the
experience at the end of the season, and possibly you may
want to make an artificial colony from the two, that you
could hardly do from one alone without weakening it too

much. There may be other reasons, but you now have prob-
ably enough.

2. Now look here. If you're going to ask such hard ques-
tions before ever owning a bee, what will you be when you
come to have two or more colonies ? Well, if you want to

make a dead sure thing that a colony will not swarm, kill It

with brimstone or blow it up with dynamite. Anything short

of that may fail. All joking aside, one of the most difficult

things to accomplish is to succeed in preventing swarming
without interfering with a crop of comb honey. With ex-

tracted honey it's easier. Give abundance of room, let the

entrance be ample for ventilation, keep the hive shaded, and
you may not be troubled much with swarming. Dadant &
Son don't have more than one colony in 20 swarm, and they
attribute it mainly to their large hives, holding the equivalent
of more than 12 Langstroth frames. They work for ex-

tracted honey, but they think the result would not be very
different with comb honey. All that can be done here is to

give you the general causes to which swarming is attributed.

Small quarters, too much beat, and an old queen. Avoid
these, and you will have done something to prevent swarming.

Queen and tbe Sex of Fgg§-
Honey.

-Storage Room for

1. How does the queen determine the sex of her eggs ?

" Langstroth on the Honey-Bee,"in paragraph l-l-l, says :

" It is possible that the width of cells and position of her legs

when laying in drone-cells," for drones. In paragraph 14'.' :

"The pleasant sensation causes preference for worker-cells,

sex seemingly determined by size of cells." In paragraph
150: "It seems to be due to fatigue," and that sensation,

position of legs, and size of cells don't work.
<cz. I had a nucleus last fall late that reared quite a quantity
of drones in worker-cells. It was late in the season, and
they were weak in bees, and were needing workers and not

drones. They are now ': good condition, and a fair colony
with no drones or dron.- cells. I read of workers reared In

drone-comb, but never had any. Seems to me that sex Is not
very clearly explained.

2. Also, for location of storage room for honey : Para-
graph 26 :

" Honey when harvested is stored in tlie rear ol

the hive nboi'c Oic bro'jrf, and as near it as possible." Para-
graph -154: "1st. So long as bees have an abundance of

empty space | combs] below their main hive they very seldom
swarm ; but if it is on the sideri of the hive, or above them,
they often swarm rather than take possession of it." Para-
graph 459 : "This empty comb 7;ii(.st be near and above, or In

front of the brood." The foot-note following paragraph 762
would indicate below as being the proper place.

Now as honey is what we are after, and no swarming
means stronger colonies and more honey, it would seem that
surplus receptacles should be below the brood-nest 1st, and
2nd choice, in front and above ; 3rd choice, in rear and above ;

4th choice, above ; and 5th choice, sides of hive and above.

How is this, anyhow ? I'm somewhat muddled, but will

try to give plenty of room within reach until I get straight-

ened out. A Seeker.

Answers.— 1. I should be very glad to tell you just how
the queen determines the sex of eggs, but for the simple rea-

son that I don't know. Perhaps the majority think that it is

simply a matter of will on the part of the queen. She wills

an egg that shall prepuce a queen or a worker, and the egg as

it passes out is impregnated. She wills it shall produce a

drone, and it passes out without being impregnated. If it be
true that she does exercise her will in that way, she seems
generally to will that worker-eggs shall go in smaller cells

than those which receive drone-eggs. Others think that in-

stead of the will of the queen, mechanical compression or

something of the kind connected with position controls the

fertilization of the egg. There seems to be a leaning toward
this latter view in Langstroth's book. The apparent dis-

crepancy that you mention is not very hard to explain. For
altho everything might go on regularly for the laying of eggs

in worker-cells, if the muscles that act upon the spermatheca
are too fatigued to act, no spermatozoa will pass out to im-

pregnate the eggs.

If I haven't exactly struck the point you're after, please

ask again, but remember that I don't know just how the sex

of the egg Is determined, and I think no one else claims posi-

tive knowledge with reference to the matter.

2. You've made out a pretty clear case of discrepancy,

and yet I think a very small key will unlock the mystery. Just

keep in mind that the natural thing for bees to do is : First,

to extend their space downwards ; Second, to store their sur-

plus upward. I'm not sure but there may be a trifling mix
left in some of the statements, but I'll not take the time to go
over each separate item, and with the logical mind you show
in your questions, I think you'll make out a pretty good job of

reconciliation if I give a rough outline. Bees build from above
downward, keeping the brood below, and as they accumulate
stores they put them in the upper cells vacated by the hatch-

ing brood, and when these fail they next use for storing the

the rear and sides. That's in general the natural way, and
we oblige them to vary from that by our interference. In the

passages you have quoted, some of the time the thought is

about room for surplus honey, and some of the time about
room for brood. We may give room anywhere, and it will

have some tendency to prevent swarming, but room given for

brood will be more efficacious than if given for surplus. Keep-
ing in mind that the bees want their brood below and their

honey above, if we give them room above they'll use it for

storing, and this will allow them to have a chance for more
room below for breeding. But if we give them empty space

below, they can have that for immediate use for the laying of

the queen, and that more directly suits them. So you see that

giving room below is the most effective in preventing swarm-
ing, but the room below ivill not lie used for surplus. That's

Mr. Simmins' plan, to keep constantly room to build below,

removing the new combs as fast as built, but whether it be on
account of the extra work involved, or for some other reason,

beekeepers in general do not take kindly to the plan. All

things considered, I should say that altho giving room below
is the best for prevention of swarming, you must give addi-

tional room above, for you want there the fresh work for sur-

plus.

If this helps you out to any extent I shall be glad, and in

any case I shall be glad to hear from you again.

No'w is the Time to work for new subscribers.

Why not take advantage of the offer made on page 23b ?
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Editorial Zon}xr)cr)t^^

A Honey Champagne Company have filed

the necessary articles of incorporation in Los Angeles
county, Cal., the objects of which are set forth to be the man-
ufacture of non-alcoholic beverages. So reports Mr. J. H.

Martin, in the Rural Californiau. He further says: "As
long as it is kept non-alcoholic we give the new company our
hearty endorsement." So do we. But the "Champagne"
part of the name doesn't sound very encouraging.

Reporting- PJe-w Experiences.—We would like

to invite all our readers to make a note of any new experiences

they may have with bees during the approaching season, and
report them after the season closes. It is nothing more than
fair that each should give out information as well as to re-

ceive it from others. Let us not be like sponges—simply ab-

sorbers, or having to be "squeezed " before letting go of what
information we possess. Rather let us all contribute to the

general fund of knowledge, and thus aid in the permanent
upbuilding and extending of our beloved pursuit.

"Selling' Xanies of Bee-Keepers" is con-

demned as "a bad policy " by Editor Root in Gleanings. We
made a similar suggestion qi ite awhile ago. We venture to

say that had not Horrie, Wheadon, and others been able to

get hold of lists of bee-keepers' names and addresses, they

would never have gone into the business of systematically

swindling honey-producers. We have the names of perhaps

20,000 bee-keepers, but no amount of money would tempt us

to sell them to any commission firm. The fact is, we believe

that reliable commission houses don't resort to sending out

pleading letters in order to get trade. If they are all right,

they usually get about as much produce as they can profitably

handle without soliciting through the use of egotistical and

misrepresenting letters.

Apiculture at the Omaha Exposition.—We
have received the following letter, which will be of interest

to supply dealers and honey-producers :

Omaua, Nebr., April 2, 1897.
Mkssrs. Geo. W. York & Co., Chicago, III.

—

Dear Sirs :—It has occurred to nie that you would be in-

terested in the Trans-Mississippi and International Exposition
to be held In Omaha, and I would respectfully urge upon you
the value of an exhibit of your line, as it is contemplated to

make the Apiary Industry Department one of the finest dis-

plays ever gathered in any part of the world, and to that end

I take the liberty of enclosing herewith the official application
form for space.

The Exposition is so centrally located that it will be visited

by large numbers of people in the trade from the entire West,
as well as Central States and other countries. With $200,000
Government aid, .$100,000 preliminary State aid, appropria-
tions from most of the Trans-Mississippi States, and three-
quarters of a million dollars home subscription, it bids fair to

turn out of great magnitude and importance.

Kindly give this due consideration, and make application
for space at your earliest convenience, as I can secure for you
several advantages if you act promptly.

Yours very respectfully, R. M. Lewis.

We hope that all who expect to assist in making an api-

arian display at Omaha, next year, will write Mr. Lewis at

once, and secure space. Address him in care of the Pacific

Express Company, at Omaha.
This Exposition will give bee-keepers and supply-dealers

a fine opportunity to advertise their business, second only to

to the great World's Fair of 1893.

'Wisconsin Foul Brood L,aw.—Mr. D. D. Dani-

her has kindly sent us a copy of the new Foul Brood Bill

recently past by the Wisconsin Legislature, and which now is

the law. All bee-keepers in that State will be glad to read it,

and also to comply with its provisions. Here it is :

AN ACT for the suppression of foul brood among bees Id

Wisconsin.
The people of the State of Wisconsin, represented in Senate

and Assembly, do enact as follows :

APPOINTMENT.

Section 1.—Upon the recommendation of a majority vote
of the members of the bee-keepers' societies of Wisconsin, the
Governor shall appoint for a term of two years a State inspec-

tor of apiaries, who shall, if required, produce a certificate

from the Governor that he has been so appointed.

DUTIES.

Sec. 2.—The inspector shall, when notified, examine all

reported apiaries, and all others in the same locality not re-

ported, and ascertain whether or not the disease known as
foul brood exists in such apiaries ; and If satisfied of the ex-

istence of foul brood, he shall give the owners or care-takers

of the diseased apiaries full instructions how to treat said

cases, as in the inspector's judgment seems best.

DESTRUCTION OF BEES.

Sec. 3.—The inspector, who shall be the sole judge, shall

visit all diseased apiaries a second time, and, if need be, burn
all colonies of bees and combs that he may find not cured of

foul brood.
VIOLATIONS.

Sec. 4.—If the owner of a diseased apiary, honey, or
appliances, shall sell, barter, or give away, any bees, honey,
or appliances, or expose other bees to the danger of said dis-

ease, or refuse to allow said inspector to inspect such apiary,

honey, or appliances, said owner shall, on conviction before a
justice of the peace, be liable to a fine of not less than lifty

dollars nor more than one hundred dollars, or not less than
one month's imprisonment in the county jail, nor more than
two months' imprisonment.

ANNUAL report.

Sec. 5.—The inspector of apiaries shall make annual re-

port to the Governor of Wisconsin, giving the number of api-

aries visited, the number of diseased apiaries found, the num-
ber of colonies treated, also the number of colonies destroyed
by fire, and his expenses.

expenses.

Sec. 6.—There Is hereby appropriated out of any moneys
in the State treasury, not otherwise appropriated, a sum not

exceeding five hundred dollars per year, for the suppression

of foul brood among bees in Wisconsin. Said inspector shall

receive four dollars per day, and traveling expenses, for

actual time served, which moneys shall not exceed the moneys
hereby appropriated, to be paid by the State treasurer, upon
warrants drawn and approved by the Governor.

Sec. 7.—This Act shall take effect and be in force from
and after its passage and publication.

Approved April 1, 1897.
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Crimson Clover.—Mr. A. I. Root, In Gleanings,

gave the following interesting report about his piece of crim-

son clover in Medina Co., Ohio :

At this date, March 15, our crimson clover is a " thing of

beauty " and a " joy " to at Ifiast one individual. I am glad
to say that there are acres of it where we dug our potatoes
that are a perfect mat of green. Not a leaf has been injured,
and the clover has made a considerable growth since the first

of December. There is no question about it, it has grown
wonderfully during the months of December, January, and
February. Of course, we are not cnJire/j/ through the winter
yet; but from what experience I have had with the plant, I

cannot for a moment believe that this thick, heavy mat is

going to be thrown out by the frost. The stand is just about
the same on the creek-bottom land, on some that is a little

higher, and clear up on the hillside by the windmill. I am a
little surprised that It should winter with us season after sea-
son, when so many other parts of Ohio report failure. Of
course, our laud is very rich. The seed was put in after dig-
ging a crop of 875 bushels of potatoes to the acre. The last
was sown about Aug. 15, but it looks just about as well at
present writing as that put in a month sooner.

Our Debt to Bees.—Mrs. L. Harrison, in an ex-

change, has written thus appreciatively of the valuable work
done by bees in the fertilization of fruit-blossoms, thus caus-

ing a larger production :

When Columbus discovered America he found no honey-
bees here, for their had been no need of any. But when the
settlers came they brought apples, pears, quinces, and cher-
ries and their fertilizers, the honey-bees. Nature detests self-

fertilization, and we see how this is avoided by the wisdom of
an All-Wise Creator.

The apple-blossom is a perfect flower, containing both
senses in one, with the stamens and anthers waving above the
germ ; why then does it need a foreign agent to insure fertili-

zation ? On a close examination, we find that when the germ
is in season for the fertilizing powder, the authers waving
above have not burst. When the germ is ready, Nature
spreads a rich feast of delicious, fragrant nectar, and invites
the bees to the nuptials. They come, like millers, with flour
on their bodies, and with their pollen-baskets filled with it,

kneaded into bread, and as they load up the nectar they leave
some of the fertilizing powder in exchange.

Spraying: Fruit-Trees.—Bulletin No. 36 of the

Missouri Agricultural Experiment Station, Columbia, by Prof.

J. M. Stedman, reports the results of elaborate experiments
with means of preventing two insects very injurious to apple

trees, and describes cheap aud efficient methods of combating
them. In the letter announcing Bulletin No. 36, we find this

paragraph, which shows that at least one of the Experiment
Stations Is sending out the right kind of advice :

"Never spray a fruit-tree while it is in blossom ; serious
injury to the blossom aud imperfect pollination may result,

and in many instances honey-bees will be killed."

Bulletin No. 36 is for free distribution, and may be had

by writing to the Director of the Experiment Station, Colum-
bia, Mo.

Tl?e Weekly Budget.

Mbs. Emery Newell, of Kane Co., 111., made the Bee
Journal office a pleasant call recently. She will care for the
bees this year—some 20 colonies. Mrs. Newell is quite en-
thusiastic, and will doubtless make a success of the business.
We hope she will.

The W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co. have publisht a neat li5-

page and cover pamphlet, entitled " Successful Bee-Keeping,"
written by that very competent bee-master, Mr. W. Z. Hutch-
inson. They mail it with their catalog of bee-keepers' sup-
plies when a l2-ceut stamp is enclosed. It should prove a good
advertising scheme. It certainly is a unique and valuable
4>4x6 inch pamphlet.

Mr. G. Johnson, of Clark Co., Wis., wrote us March 29 :

"I would not try to keep bees without the American Bee
Journal. Give it to the fraud commission merchants strong.

Hit them straight from the shoulder. Success to the 'Old
Reliable.'"

Mi.s8 Mathilda Candlkr, of Grant Co., Wis., called at

this office a week or two ago. She has been In Chicago all

winter, pursuing a course of study, and will now return to

her bees again. She has some 00 colonies, and has made
quite a success of it for a number of years.

Mr. Geo. R. McCartney, the inventor of a combined sec-

tion-press and foundation-fastener, advertises the same in

another column this week. Read what ho says, and send to him
for a circular giving full description of the machine. You
will be interested in it, and he will be glad to sell it to you.

Mrs. L. C. Axtell, of Warren Co., III., besides being an
expert bee-keeper, also keeps poultry. In a letter she wrote
thus wisely :

" Poultry seems like little business to some, I suppose, but

as a side-issue it pays well. It is only as we look after and
care for the littles that we can get ahead much."

Mrs. Desdemonia Smith, of Canyon Co., Idaho, wrote us

as follows when renewing her subscription :

"I prize the Bee Journal, and when it comes I devour
with avidity the different articles. I especially enjoy Doolit-

tle's and the Dadant's contributions. 1 am an amateur bee-

keeper, and have had some experience that I may write up

and send to the Bee Journal in the near future."

Mr. F. a. Snell, of Carroll Co., III., wrote us as follows,

April 3 :

Friend York :—You are doing a good work for bee-keep-

ers. You make it hot for the frauds, and merit the favors of

all apiarists."

Yes, sir, we mean to be death to frauds that are trying to

swindle bee-keepers. Just put that down. We invite all our
readers to help clean them out.

Mr H. E. Hill, of Brevard Co., Fla., has kindly sent us

two neat little sample sections of honey, %% inches square,

gathered from pennyroyal. In the letter accompanying the

honey he writes

:

"I send you a taste of pennyroyal honey and -sample of

the bloom. I would like to know how, in your opinion, it com-
pares with California sage. Pennyroyal blooms here from
December until March, and I think the quality is in every

respect first-class."

The honey came all right, ami we wish to thank Mr. Hill

for his kindness. The color is almost the same as white

clover or basswood honey of the North, but the flavor—well, it

tastes fine as a medicine. We should say that the sage honey
is superior—at least, we could better eat it regularly than the

pennyroyal honey. But doubtless we could soon learn to like

the Florida specimen all right.

Mr. Samuel Cornaby, of Utah Co., Utah., when sending

a new subscriber's name to the Bee Journal lately, wrote :

"lam sending this order and furnishing my own sta-

tionery and stamp purely for the good of apiculture and the

Bee Journal."

We want to thank Mr. Cornaby for his kindness, and his

appreciation of the Bee Journal. We like such a testimony.
It makes us feel like pushing on, and doing still more for the

good of bee-keeping, if we possibly can. But suppose ci'crj/

present subscriber should, during the next month, Imitate Mr.
Cornaby's example. Our list would just be doubled, and then
—well. It wouldn't be long until you'd see such an Improve-
ment in the old American Bee Journal that you wouldn't
know it. You give it twice the number of subscribers it now
has, and we'll guarantee you'll get just about twice as good a
paper for your money. We are ready to do our part as soon
as we have the paid list to wiirrant the extra expense neces-

sary to put the Bee Journal up to the mark we have long had
in mind for it. Our plans so far exceed our capital, that until

the latter is increast the former must simply wait.

This is a good time to work for new subscribers.
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The Funniest Book
of the Century
"SAMANTHA AT SARATOGA; or

RACIN' AFTER FASHION."

By JOSIAH ALLEN'S WIFE.

Illustrated with Over 60 Drawings by F. Opper,

the Greatest Comic Artist in New York.

Over 100,000 copies of the agents' edition in

expensive binding were sold at $2.50 each. This

premium edition contains 374 pages, and gives all the

reading matter and all the illustrations the same as

the copies which sold at §2.50 each. Over 200,000

copies of the premium edition have already been sold.

THERE IS A BUSHEL OF

FUN IN EVERY CHAPTER.

Its Pictures are Just Killing ' I would tear a man lira' from lim' il I see him a
tryin' to flirt with you."

This book was written under tlie inspiration of a

summer season 'mid the world of fashion at Saratoga,

the proudest pleasure resort of America. The book
takes off Follies, Flirtations, Low-necked Dressing,

Dudes, Pug-dogs, Tobogganing, and all the extremes of

fashionable dissipation, in the author's inimitable and
mirth-provoking style.

Children and grown-up people alike read with rap-

turous delight the story of Samantha's "tower" to

Saratoga, accompanied by her " wayward pardner,"

Josiah Alien. It is written in a vein of strong common
sense, as pur:^ and innocent as the prattle of a child,

which keeps the reader constantly enjoying an ever

fresh feast of fun.

t2^t^t^t^K^r^t2^tj^i£^t^tj^1^t^t£^t^t^t^t2^t^t^t^f^t^t^t^t^t^1^t^t^t^t^t^t^t^t^t^ tS^t^t^t^f^t^f^f^<S^t^t^tS^

(PORnERLV LADIES HOHE COnPANION.
t Woman's Home Companion^^^^e^e^
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This popular ladies' journal, now in its twenty-fourth year, is as readable and attractive as the best writers and
artists can make it. It is an unrivaled high-class magazine of general and home

literature, profusely illustrated with exquisite drawings.

Tlie Woman's Home Companion lias no pqnal in tlio exrellenrcof its spcrial departments devoted to Fashions,

Fancy Work, Housekeeping, Floriculture, Talks with Qirls, riothers' Chat, Home Adornment, Children, etc. Of the

noted writers who will contrilmte tlioir best worlv to tlie eolnmns of the Companion dnring the i-oming year we
have spaee to name only a few : Mrs. Mary J. Holmes, Josiah Allen's Wife, Opie Read, Harriet Prescott Spofford,

Julia riagruder, Hezekiah Butterworth, and many others. The Companion gives 24 to S2 pages, size 11 by Hi inches,

eacli issue, printed on tine paper and jnit into a handsomely illustrated cover. Specimen copy free upon request.

To Boom Circulation We Hake the Following Liberal Clubbing Offer:

SAMANTHA AT SARATOGA, Agents sold them for $2.50 each, but say $1.00

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL (Weekly) One Year, Cheap at 1.00

WOMAN'S HOME COMPANION One Year, Equal to magazines costing 1.00

Total in Value, . . . $3.00

\OTICE*~ Whni thnaboir uffvy in (iccvplcd, nocommin

AS A SPECIAL OFFER, WE WILL SEND

All 3 for SI.25
NEVER WAS SO MUCH GIVEN FOR SO LITTLE MONEY.

ion nif/ heallouTd <md ihr nnmcs rnnnoi hecountcd in nrlnli tinrftrdn prrmhnn.

Postage paid by
us In each case. Address GEO. W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan St., Chicago, III.

'iff

f

Read Every Word ol Above Wagnilicent DHer to New and Old Readers
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JUST THE MACHINE
Every Bee-Keeper Oupht to Have.

McCartney Fdn. Fastener k See. Press

The best Machine on
earth lor Fastenlnp in
Starters and Pressing
the Sections together;
it riipi'lly moves the
FoundaiioQ In. cuts it

oH the desired length
and presses it on—all
at one operation. With
one of these Machines
one man can do more
work in a first-class
manner than 'our men
with any of the other
macblnts now made.
If you want one this
season, order at once.

Address for further
inlormaiion—

G. R. MCCARTNEY,
1215 South West St.. KOCKFOHD, ILL.

m\m and

FODNMTIOI
We do not catalog theQuinbj-or HIU Smo-

kers thla year, but there mai be some who
prefer these SI j'les. We still have a few. and
offer them at these special prices to close out

:

The Quinh}-—2-inch barrel, sintrlehlast, .'iric;

postpaid. 50c. -^K-iach, double blast, 60c.;
postpaid, 75c.

The Hill—3-inch barrel. 40c.; postpaid, 60c.

YaiiDeusen Thin Flat-Bottom Fdn.

In 25 pound boxes, at only $10.50 per bjx.
while it lasts. Address,

THE A.
118 Michigan St..

I. ROOT CO.,
Chicago. III.

^TO BE HUNG! %
Otr SnixGLE is now hung out, notifying

the public that we are again ready to mbip
Clneens. Havlug greatly enlarged our facil-
llies, can All orders by returu mail.

Ctolden lleaiitios,3 Band IluUans
Also Silver-Gray Carniolan.

Warranted Queen, 50o. ; Tested. T5c. Make
MoDfy Orders paiabie at Caldwell. Te.t. Send
for CutalOjf of Bee-Keepers' Siippllen.

Address, C. B. BANKSTON,
llAtf Chriesmak. BurlesoD Co., Tex.

BeeswaxWauted for Cash
l>r in Exchange for

Foundation—Sections—Hives
or any Other Supplies.

Working Wax 'TJi'^t^ A Specialty.
^^ Write for Catalog and Price-List, with

Samples of Foundation and Sections.

GUS DITTMER,
Al (JISXA, WIS.

BEE - KEEPERS, PRICES CUT
On ForXDATlON COMB to introduce

Forrest I\'ew iMelhod of Slieeting Wax
by Automatic Ulacliiiiery.

Write for descrintlve Circular Price-List and
Samples. N. B. FOHKEHT,
loAtt AUBURN, N. r.

Tested Italian Qneens ?? ^51: ;:?"irrn
mall. Tested Qu' eiis were reared late last
fall. 1 mabp Queen-rearing a ^oeclalty.

DAMIKL WX'KTH,
ISAtr Falmouth. Kush Co., Ind,

Aenaan the Aynerican Bee Joumai.

Qet;)eral Iterrjs^

Did Fairly Well.

My bees did fairly well in INKi. yielding
430 pounds of section boney from six colo-
nies. ROI.LIN S. FiLLMOKE, M. D.
Marshall Co.. Kans., April 3.

Bees in Good Condition.

I took my bees out of the cellar today,
and they had a fine flight. All are in good
condition except one colony. They have
considerable sealed brood and larva-.

H. Steixfort.
Jefferson Co., Wis., March 2!i.

Getting Bees to Work on Heal.

Some correspondent asks what will draw
bees to work on meal for bee-bread or pol-
len in the spring before blossoms appear.
I have kept bees 25 years, and I never failed
to get the bees on it within 15 minutes, if a
few drops of essence of anise are sprink-
led near it. C. Hopgicins.
Cheshire Co.. N. H.

All in Pretty Good Condition.

The average yield per colony was about
100 pounds of honey last year, in this neigh-
borhood. I wintered about 60 colonies on the
summer stands, which are all alive and in
pretty good condition. I am very well
pleased with the " Old Reliable."

LORENZ SeIBERLICH.
Ozaukee Co., Wis., March 30.

Trying Year on Bees.

1 have IT colonies of bees—16 in No. 1

condition. The past year was a trying one
on bees. I fed 400 pounds of sugar during
the fall, winter, and spring, while my
neighbors just let their bees go.

I need the American Bee Journal in my
business. There are good propects for
honey this year. A. R. Yandell.
Scott Co., Ark., March 28.

Bees Breeding Up Fast.

The past winter was a hard one on bees
in this part of the State. I have heard of
a great many bees near me that starved
and froze to death, tho my loss is very
small. The prospects for a honey crop are
good. The bees are breeding up as fast as
I ever knew them at this time of the year.
They have been gathering pollen from the
elm and maple for some time.

Jacob Fbam.e.
Braxton Co.. W. Va., April 1. •

Spring in All Its Glory.

I made a success in changing my bees
last week from box-hives to movable-frame
hives. March has been our winter month
here, but spring has opened now in all its

glory. The fruit trees are beginning to
bloom, and the wild flowers. The bees are
doing finely on their foundation. This is

my fnrst experience in the bee business, ex-
cept cutting several bee-trees. I have a
good many to cut this spring.

W. A. Pellew.
Nevada Co., C'al.. April 1.

Expects a Good Year.

Bees came through the winter outdoors
without loss. All are strong, and lots of
young bees taking their first flight every
fine, sunshiny day. They workt on maple
blossoms before the last freeze, which killed
most of the blossoms. You no doubt know
that the maple trees do not all bloom at
the same time—some of them are just in

JVl mi

you need constantly on baud a
safe, sure and effectual remedy
for the ordinary ills of life; one
which will meet the require-
ments of all emergency cases
and work a permanent cure.

Qyiox\Mii,n

hasdOTiG tbJs for many
3'ears on fotur
continents,

'CURES....
Bright's Disease,
Urinary Troubles,
Female Complaints,
General Debility,

rialaria,

and all diseases Qriatng
from disordered
liidnaxs and Liver,

Ever ready to hand.
Large bottle or new style
smaller bottle at your nearest
store. Be honest vrith your-
self and try a bottle.
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TRUE FENC£ ECONOMY.
...,.„.-,,,,,,,,,. I. ini',' a li Ti... tliat will 1:1st; oii.> «
Ijmt caniiul be blown down; lih.> tlint caimut .bum up, aiKl which will turn all kintlR or «
stock, from thesinallfst pig: to theloriti'st bull .
"1- horse. .Such a fence la the KEYSTONK Z
5'"KNC'K. More about it in our FKr.K l)( ok on ^
f«Mice building;: T
KEYSTONE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., •

No. .i UusI, SI,. PEORIA. ILL. •

4- Money Saved is Money Gained. -S-

THE ROYAL UlMOJf

Life Insurance Company
DES MOINES, IOWA.

The Iowa Policy
Is one that definitely promises to keep an
accurate account with you ; credit your
premiums and Interest, charge the actual

expense and mortuary cost, and hold the

remaining funds subject to your order.

Agents Wanted.

RIfi MONEY IN POULTRY
llPet Stock iind Iiicutxitnrs if conducted
iVcordiiin to "The Chautauqua
] Guide to Big Profits" ju^i outand
I Bent postpaid with our lt>97 Catalogue
for4c to help pay postage, etc. Besteygs
and stock cost no more if purchased of
UB, you can then sell your product to

„_" and thnusands others for hifih fajicy prices.
^We own 300 acres most elecantly adapted to
"poultry. CHAUTAUQUA POULTRY &.

PET STOCK FARM,Box 17 KENNEDY,N.Y
7 A 1 3 Mention the Americaii Bee Journal,

Our '97 Catalosr
—OF—

Apiarian Supplies, Beos, Etc.

Is yours for the asking.
it Is full of information. }^0~ Write for it.

I. J. STRIIVGIIA9I,
105 Park Place. NEW YORK, N. 7,

Apiary—Glen Cove, L. 1.

QUEENS
SmokerejSectionB

,

Comb Foundation,
Aod all Aplnimn Sii))plieB
ffaeap. Henrt for

l-KEE atulogue. K. T. t'LANAUAN. Belleville, ill.

i;iA13t Please mentlou the Bee Journal.

Onr Prices
ARE WORTH
LOOKING AT

NEW CHAMPION CHAFF HIVE
with DovKTAii.Ei) Body and Supeks espe-
cially. All other Bee-Supplies accordingly.
Send for Catalog aud Price-Li-it. Address,

B. H. SCHMIDT & CO.,
48Alf Bo.\I«7. .Sheboyoan. Wi?.

a
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repeated, so that when the honey season
opened last year I had only some ;;0 colo-

nies to begin the season with, and many of

these so weak that they did not swarm
early, and some not at all.

However. 1 took some 1,400 pounds of ex-

tracted and 200 pounds of comb honey, and
increast to 47.

Buckwheat yielded well last fall, and
they went into winter quarters in very
good condition, and 1 am encouraged now
to find that they have all past the winter
safely, and seem strong enough to run the
gauntlet of even a cold spring, which we
may possibly have.
Last season was an exceptionally good

one, and those who had their bees in good
condition in the spring reapt an abundant
harvest.
Mr. Samuel Rinsey, some 10 miles from

here, commenced the season with 8 colo-

nies, took 1,000 pounds of honey, and in-

creast to 46. Who can beat this ?

I use a !t',x4',j inch frame, inside meas-
urement, and from all I have read on the
subject I believe it to be as near the right
size for all purposes as can be devised. I

have queen-excluders and bee-escapes, but
avoid the use of them as much as possible.

By using full sheets of foundation in the
sections I can get on nicely without ex-
cluders, and by extracting late in the day,
and having some help so as to do the work
quickly, I need no bee-escapes.

Last season I got some help and ex-
tracted after 6 o'clock, and we just had a
nice time—very little bother with the bees
in the extracting-room, and all quiet the
next morning, and my neighbors undis-
turbed.
Dummies—I have tried these, and gave

them up for a bad job. Firstly, the bees,
after being in a day, thinking the quarters
too small, got up and left. I, however, cap-
tured them and returned them to the hive,
but the next day they cleared out again,
and were again captured, but before return-
ing them I took out the dummies, and they
went to work all right.

I tried it with another swarm with better
success in that respect, but they staid just
14 days, left the hive nearly full of drone-
comb, and just 24 queen-cells. I had sec-
tion boxes on both these swarms, with
queen-excluders, so that they had room
enough, but did not like to be so hampered
in the brood-nest, and left.

I like bee-work very much, and I am hop-
ing for a good season again. I also like
the American Bee Journal very much, but
just hate to send my money to be spent
amongst a people that are doing their level
best to bar us out of any business dealings
with them. A. Boomer.
Ontario, Canada, March 23.

[Well, Mr. Boomer, we couldn't help

smiling at your seemingly trying to think

that the American Ree Journal is to blame
for the action of our Government. Why.
bless you, n-e don't make the laws of this

country. But we are sure that if we could

have that privilege we'd make a few that

would help to clean up the country morally,

any way; and then the financial improve-
ments would follow naturally enough. But
don't you ever let this big country's actions,

in any line, cause you to deprive yourself

of the weekly visits of the old American
Bee Journal. We can't have too many
"Boomers" of the right kind to boom on
our list of readers.

—

Editor.]

Honey Crops and Drouths.

The matter of a honey crop is one of no
little perplexity. Sometimes it seems hard
to tell why bees gather no honey. There
seems to be an abundance of flowers, the
weather seems favorable, and everything
seems propitious, and yet the bees gather
no stores. In Michigan there were several
years of great honey-drouth, which indeed,
I believe, was true of most of the Eastern
States during the same year. In those

Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. New London,
Wisconsin,

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus
securing tlio best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
Thoy have also one One of the L,arg;est Factories and the latest

and most-improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there is in the State. The material is cut from patterns, by machinery,
and is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the Clearest and 'whitest
BasS'WOod is used, and they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine
and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best
machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies.

Please mention tlie Ameiicau Bee .Tournal. 7Atf

That Queen-Clipping Device Free I

Works Like a Charm.

The Monette Queen-Clipping Device works

LIKE A CHARM. With it I have clipped 30

queens, all in one day, when examining my
bees. Wm. Stolley, Grand Island, Nebr.

Couldn't Do Without It.

I have clipped IS queens, and must say the
Monette Queen-Clipping Device is by tar the
best invention ever made, and will be wel-
come to manj' bee-keepers as It was to me, 1

could not do without one now.
Dr. Geo. Lacke, Newburgh, Ind.

PLEASE READ THIS OFFER TO PRESENT SUBSCRIBERS :

Send us inst one iwm name for the American Bee Journal a year (with $1.00), and we
will mail you the Queen-Clipping Device free of charge. Or, the Queen-Clipping Device

will be sent postpaid for 30 cts. But why not get it as a Premium by the above offer ?

You can't earn 30 cts. any easier. Almost every bee-keeper will want this Device.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan St., CHICAGO, ILL.

BEE-KEEPEES we make
The Very Finest Line of nTTT^T^T TTilCI
in the Market, and sell VI P M I J I P iS
them at Low Prices. kJ U JL J_ J.JXJJkJ

Send Tor Free Iliiisirated Catalog and Price-I..i§t.

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.

Special Ag^ii t for the Southwest
-^- ^-

^^^^^oseph, mo.
inr. Abbott sells our Hives and Scetlons at Factory Prices.

Finest Alfalfa Honey

!

IT SELLS ON TASTING.

The Honey that Suits All

Who Buy It.

Low Prices Now!
We can furnish 'Wbite Alfalfa Extracted Honey, in 60-pound tin cans, on

board cars in Chicago, at these prices : 1 can, in a case, 7 K cents per pound ; 2 cans
in one case, 7 cents ; 4 cans ("2 cases) or more, 6J^ cents. The Cash must accom-
pany each order. Fine Bass-wood Flavor Honey at same price ; also in

270-lb. barrels.

1^" A sample of either honey will be mailed to an Intending purchaser, for 8
cents, to cover postage, packing, etc. We guarantee purity.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
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" Queens Given Away."

fGray Carniolaiis and Golflen Italians,!

We will give ;i fine Tested Queen (either race)
to all customers orderlnc (> Untested Queens,
and a fine Select Tested Queen to all who or-
der 12 Untested Queens at one time. The
Queens given away will be sent to customers
in August.
Ora<tc and Prices April July

of Bees and Queens jun^ sept:

Untested Queen % .75 % .65
Tested '• 1.50 1.25
Select Tested Queen 2.50 2.25
Best Imported ' 5 00 4.00
One L Frame Nucleus (no Queen) .75 .50
Two " •• ' 1.50 1.00
Full C!olony of Bees

(in new dovetailed hive) 5.00 4.00

We guarantee our Bees to be free from all

diseases, and to (five entire satisfaction.
De8crli>IlTe Prlce-lilst Free.

F. A. Lockhart & Co ,
lake^george.

13Dtf Please mention the Bee Journal.
"

ONE MAN WITH THE

UNION
COM|,NAT.ON

Can do the work of four
men using band tools, In
Ripping. Cuttlng-ofl, Mi-
tring, Kabbeting, Groov-
ing. Gaining. Dadoing,
Edglng-up. Jointing Stuff,

etc. Full Line of Foot and
Hand Power Machinery,
Sold on Trial. Oalalogae Free.

SENE^iA FALLS ITIFG. CO.,
46 Water Si SENEGA FALLS. N. 7.

lAly Alenttu.. the Amtrimn Bee Jouma!,

JUST ARRIVED!
My second carload of Goods from The A. I.

Root Co. has arrived, and I am in shape to

fill ail orders promptly at their catalog prices.

Send for mv 30 page catalog ; also list of
Goods you will need, and I will make you spe-

cial prices on early orders.

9D9t FREMONT, miCH.
Mentiryn the American Bee Jouma,

^^^s^^^

SAUMENIG!
Made on the best lines, of the

J
lie>t material known to the art. *

HEATS WITH HOT WATER i

Entirely antomotic; will hiit(.'h <

every ei_'t,' that can be hatcheil.^
Simple, durable. effective. St'iKi 3 .

olumitH Tur iihislraled cutnlug Nu. 59*

THE INVINCIBLE HATCHER CO.,
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO.

13D5t Please mention the Bee Journil.

WANTED—ATTENTION
QBE HERE, Filend Bee-Keeper, the bestO goods are none too good, and the lo^vest
prices are none too low lor the present times,
so down go the prices for 1897 on Full l,lne
of Ree.KeeperH' Supplies.

1 defy competition in ijuality and workman-
ship. Worklua Wax into Foundation when
sent to me. a specialty. Write, without fail,

for Catalog. My prices are worth looking at.

Wax wanted at 2t>c cash, or 29c in trade, de-
livered. Atignst Weiss, Hortonville, Wis,
6Al Mention the American Bee Joumat,

fEarly Italian Queens?
Up till tlic middle of Aiirll at these prices:

Untested, 7oo. ; Tested, $1.25.

E. Ij. CARRINKTON,
6A17t De Funlak SprlngB, Fla.

UeniUm th£ .Arii,tTU>am Bee Jfoiwn,ei,

BEST ON EARTH !

!

18 years the Standard. The 4-lnch " Smoke
Engine." Is it too largo? Will it last too
long V Will save you lots of money and bad
words. Send for Circular. 6 sizes and prices
of Bingham Smokers and Knives.

T. F. BIN<iHAin, Farwcll, mirh.
5Atf Mention the A merican Bee JoumaL

years there were great drouths, more ex-
tensive and long-continued than had ever
been known before. From my observation
I believe we may .safely assert that any
continued drouth, even though early in

the season, will be very prejudicial to
honey-production. This is very evident in

California. With an abundance of rainfall
in winter here, if we may judge by past
experience, we are almost sure of a good
crop. There seents to be just one excep-
tion, even though the rainfall is abundant,
there does come 'at rare intervals hot, dry-
ing winds which seem to be almost as
inimical to nectar-secretion as the drouth.
I have been led to think of late that very
likely in the East a long, dry winter with
little rainfall may have the same effect

that the winter drouth produces in Califor-
nia. We usually think that it is enough if

we have rains during the season of nectar-
secretion ; but from the experience in Cali-

fornia it seems equally necessary that there
should be abundant rains at other seasons
of the year. If we could be sure of copious
rains, and warm, genial weather during the
time of the flowers, I believe we could
safely predict a full crop of honey.

I am glad to report about 23 inches of
rain for this region up to the present date
(April 1). With the exception of one rain,
this has come so gently that every drop has
done good; thus not only bee-keepers, but
all agriculturists, are rejoicing over the
prospects of bountiful harvests. The fruit

crop jor the coming year is almost sure to
be large, while the grain crop promises to
be greater than ever before.
Los Angeles Co., Cal. A. J. Cook.

Goldens are Fine Workers.

I put into winter quarters 24 colonies of
bees, and came out with 21. They are in

fine condition. I have the golden beauties,
and they are the finest woskers I ever saw.

J. M. Clifford.
Rains Co., Tex., March 29,

Good Prospects for a Honey Crop.

Bees have wintered well on the summer
stands. I lost only one colony out of 84.

The prospects for a honey crop are better
than for three years past.

Alvin L. Heim.
Warrick Co., Ind., March 31.

Difference in Management.

I cannot be without the American Bee
Journal as long as I keep bees. One of my
neighbors produced about 800 pounds of
honey from 1.5 colonies last year, while I

got 3,000 pounds from 31 colonies, spring
count. We have the same kind of bees, be-

cause he got his of me, and it must be the
management that makes the difference.

We live only }^' mile apart.
J. GUDERIAN.

Olmsted Co., Minn., March 29.

A Double Lesson Learned.

The weather is nice and warm here now.
The soft maples are just beginning to
bloom. The bees have been exercising
themselves quite lively the last few days.

I believe the bees generally wintered well

in this part of the country. My own loss

was about the heaviest I have heard of.

1 lost about 1,'i per cent. About half of

what I lost starved to death. I knew that
they were a little light in stores, but I have
many times carried colonies through until

spring on a less amcunt of honey. The
trouble was, this winter, that there was so
much warm weather, and the bees could fly

so much that they used a great deal more
honey than usual. The others were lost by
the covers being accidentally blown off,

and the bees getting wet, and then the
weather turning suddenly cold. At all

events I have learned a double lesson—be
sure they have plenty of stores in the fall,

and that the covers are well weighted
down. Kl> JOLLEY.
Venango Co., Pa., March 30.

g^^^^V^^^^^ft^^^MM^^^*

^ttf RUMELY

, V.vM-as.jut "THE NEW RUWELY" which is the cU-

<

Vioasoi 44 year's eAiiyrnjiice ia engine building.^

^mr.ny others, IT IS STROfia-SIMPLE-OURABlE 1>AND EASILY OPERftTEO. Hat thoroi2moretoJt-<
> azploined in detail in our new catalogue

—

FREE, i

> !^. RUMELY CO., LAPORTE, IND,

Msiition the American isee joutiul^.

Our Specialties
WHITE POPUR SEmO\,S*
erforated Drone and
neen Excluder Zinc-

OurSectionB aretheflnest.andour Perforated
Zinc is the only perfect and fully reliable now
made. It costs more, but is worth more, and
does not obstruct the passage of worker-bees.
The Nonpareil Bee-Hive and all other

Apiaiiaii Supplies. Addre-JS for Catalog
and prices, ABNOLDi JABEEG & CO ,

Dr. G. L. Tinker, Manager.
14A4t New Philadelphia, Ohio.

MentUm the .Ame^rtcan Bee JounuilK

Pacific Coast Bee-Keepers

!

BUY YOlfR

Dovetailed Cedar Hives
Direct from the Factory. Guaranteed equal

to the best goods on the market.
Send for Price- List.

Bawsou & Earner, Centralia, Wash.
lOAlSt Mention the Am. Bee Journal.

A booklet, handsomely illustra-
ted, describing Nebraska, her
farms and the opportunities
there for young men and farm
renters to become farm owners

Mailed without charge on application to P. S,

BusTis, General Passenger Agent, C, B. & Q.
H. R., Chicago. 111. 14A8t

Meriitiom. the .American Bee Jourm^^'in

Texas Queens f

Dr. Gallup says they are the best he
has in his yard.

J. D. OIVENS, Lisbon, Tex.
Mention the Bee Journal. 0A-'6t,

kT'S ( Get discounts on early orders
for 1807. A. I. Hoot Co. '8 Bee-

- - . , Supplies always on h-ind. Bet-

ter prepared than ever to till oruers promptly.
36-paffe Catalog free.

JOHN NEBEIi & SON. Hierli Hill. Mo.
Mentitin the American Bee Journal. 4Atf

Convention Notices.

200SI.1I

Illinois.—The spring meeting of the Nor-
thern Illinois Bee-Keepers' Association will

be held Tuesday, May 18. at the residence of

H W. Lee, at Peoatonlca. 111. All are cordi-

ally Invited to atleml. Means of conveyance
will bo at the station for the benefit, of those

coming on trains. B. Kennedy, Sec.

New Mlllord, ill.

ronnecttcu*.—The Gth annual meeting of

the Connecticut Bee-Keepers' Associatlonwill

beheld at thecapltolat Hartford. May o, at

10::!0a.m. Let all Interested In bee-culture

make an extra effort to be present.

Waterbury, Conn. Mils. W. E. Uiley, Sec.

See the premium oiler on page 235

!
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flONEY and BEESWAX
MAKKUX <tt;OTAXIO."<S.

The following rules for grading honey were
adopted by the North American Bee-Keepers'

Association, and, so far as possible, quota-

tions are made according to these rules:

Fancy.— All sections to be well filled ; combs
straight, of even thickness, and firmly at-

tached to all four sides; both wood and comb
unsoiled by travel-stain, or otherwise; all the
cells sealed except the row of cells next the
wood.
No. 1.—All sections well filled, but combs

uneven or crooked, detached at the bottom,
or with but few cells unsealed: both wood
and comb unsoiled by travel-stain or other-
wise.

In addition to this the honey Is to be classi-

fied according to color, using the terms white,
amber and dark. That Is. there will be "fancy
white," "No. 1 dark," etc.

Chicag-o, 111., Mar. 19.—Fancy white. 11®
12c.; No. 1, 10@llc.; fancy amber, 9c.; No. 1,

7c.; fancy dark, 8c.; No. 1, Tc. Kxtracted,
white, 5@7c.; amber, 5@6c, ; dark, 4Vic. Bees-
wax, 2r>@2Tc.
stocks are working down, but there Is no

Improvement in price. The season for comb
honey Is drawing to a close. Any one intend-
ing to market in the cities should do so now.

Albany, W. Y., Mar. 20.—Fancy white. 12-
13c.; No. 1, 11-12C.; lancy amber, 9-lOc.;
No. 1. 8-9c.; fancy dark. 7-8c.; No. 1, 6-7c.
Extracted, white. .5-6c. ; dark. 3!4-4c.
Demand is all that could be expected at this

season. Stock on band small.

Indianapolis, Ind., Feb. 20.—Fancy white.
14-loc. ; No. 1 white, 12-13c. Extracted,
white. 6-7c. Beeswax. 22-25c.
Demand is fair for grades quoted, but no

demand for inferior grades.

Boston, Mass., Feb. 20.—Fancy white, 13
14c.; No. 1, 11-120. Extracted, white, 6-7c.;
amber, 5-6o. Beeswax. 25o.

Cleveland, Ohio, Feb. 20.—Fancy white,
14i4@l.ic.: No. 1 white. 12H(ai3c. Extracted,
white, 6a7c.; amber, 4K@5i4c. Beeswax. 22
©25c.
There is not very much honey in our mar-

ket Selling rather slow. Demand beginning
to be a little better. Think trade will be fair
in this line this fall.

St. Lotiis, Mo., Feb. 19.—Fancy comb. 12®
@13c.; No. 1 white, liaili^c.; amber. 9@
10J4C.; dark, 7@8^o. Extracted, white. In
cans. t)@7c. ; amber. In barrels, 4@4Kc; extra.
5c.; dark. 3@4c. Good demand for barrel
stock—comb slow sale. Beeswax. 23@23Hc.
-prime finds ready sale at 23!4c.

San Francisco, Calif., Apr. 3. — White
comb. 9-lOc ; amber, .o-'c. Extracted, white,
o-o^c; light amber, 3>4-4c. : dark tule, 2XC.
Beeswax, fair to choice, 24-2ec.

Philadelphia, Pa., Feb. 2.—Fancy white
comb, 12-13C ; fancy amber. 8-9e.; No. 1, 8c.;
lancy dark. 7-8c. Extracted, white. 5-7c.

;

amber, 4-5c. ; dark, 3i4-4c. Beeswax, 2oc.
Season is getting over for com b honey—very

little demand. Extracted in good demand.

ITew York, N.Y.Apr. 10.—White comb.
10@llc.; amber. 8@9c.; dark, 6c. Ther is a
fairly good demand for comb honey yet, and
It keeps coming In small lots. Extracted is
quiet at unchanged prices. The demand for
buckwheat extracted has ceast, and no more
sale for it. Beeswax Is quiet at 2G@27c.

Cincinnati, Ohio, Avr. 9. — Demand Is

Bio* for all kinds of iioney, with a fair sup-
ply. Comb honey, 10® 13c. for best grades;
extracted. 3^@6c. There is a fair home de-
mand for beeswax, with a fair supply, at 22®
2oc. for good to choice yellow.

Kansas City, Mo., Apr. 10.—No. 1 white,
12®i3c.; fancy amber, ll®12c.: No. I amber,
10®llc.; fancy dark. 9®10c.; No. 1 dark, 8®
9c. Extracted, white. 3@5)4c. : amber, 4®
4V4c. ; dark. 4c. Beeswax, 25c.

Detroit, Mich., Mar. 12.—No. 1 and fancy
white comb, ll-12c.; other brands, 7-lOc.
Extracted, white. o-6c. ; amber and dark,
-5c. Beeswax, 24-25c.

Minneapolis, Minn., Feb. 20. — Fancy
white. ll®12c.; No. 1 white. 10®llc.; fancy
amber. 9®10c.; No. 1 amber. 8@9o.; fancy
dark. 7@8c. ; No. \ dark. 6-7c. Extracted,
white, 6®7c. ; amber. 5®5Kc. ; dark. 4®5c.
Utah white extracted, sasvic. Beeswax, 23®
26c. Market fairly steady for comb and bet-
ter for extracted than lor some time.

Buffalo, N, Y.| Apr. 2.—Our market con-
tinues about 10-llc. for fancy honey, ocoa-
Bional sales at r2c. Some lots hang fire, but
anything that is beyond criticism sells very
well. Com on ranges from 8-5o. Extracted,
4^-5^c,, as to quality, etc.

List of Honey and Beeswax Dealers.

Most of whom Quote in this Journal.

Cbicago, 111*.

It. A. BURNETT & Co.. 163 South Water Street.

New York, N. Y.
HiLDBBTH Bros. & Seoelken.

Kansas City, ITIo.

0. C. Clbmoms c& Co., 423 Walnut St.

BnSalo, N. ¥.
Battkrson & Co., 167 & 169 Scott St.

Hamilton, III*.

Chab. Dadant & Son.

Pbiladelpbia, Fa.

Wm. a. Selser, 10 Vine St.

Cleveland, Ohio.
Williams Bros., 80 & 82 Broadway,

St. I^onls, Mo.
Westcott Com. Co.. 213 Market St

niiuneapolif), Minn.
S. H. HallcScCo.

Mllwaakee, Wl*.
A, V. Bishop & Co.

Boston, IQass.

E. K. Blake & Co., 57 Chatham Street.

Detroit, micb.
M. H. Hunt, Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich.

Indianapolis, Ind.
Walter S. Pohder. 162 Massachusetts Ave.

Albany, N. Y.
Chas. Mcculloch & Co.. 380 Broadway.

Cincinnati, Oblo.
C. F. McTH & Son, cor. Freeman * Central Avs.

Honey - Clovers !

We have made arrangements so that we can
furnish seed of several of the Clovers by
freight or express, at the following prices,
cash with order:

51b 10B> 251b 508)
Alsike Clover 70 $1.25 $3.00 $5 75
Sweet Clover (white). .70 1.20 2.50 4.75
White Clover 90 1.60 3.75 7.00
Alfalfa Clover 60 1.00 2.25 4.00
Crimson Clover 55 .90 2.00 3.50

Prices subject to market changes.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage, if

wanted by freight.

Tour orders are solicited.

GEORGE W. TOBK & Co.
CHICAGO. ILL.

r\ fi 1. Invested In a postal card
I 111A I ^AllT "'" ^^^ ™y '"""^e Cata-

IIIIP, I iHIII, logof All KoofsGoods.VUV VVIIIJ Send list of what you
want, and get price.

m. H. HUNT, Bell Brancb, micb.
WHEN ANSWEHING THIS AOVERTISEMEMT. ME.TION THIS JOUKtiH^

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATIOH
Has IVo Nag in Brood-Frame*

TIliD Flat-Bottom FoundatioD
Bu ho FishboDe in Ibe Sarpliu Booe;.

\ ^^H BelDfi the oleanest Is aBoally workeo
\ j^H tbe qnlcttest of any Foandatlon made

g^^^ J. VAN DEUSEN & SONS,^^H Sole ManafaotarerB,
^l^PVV Bpront Brook Moniiiomery Co.. N. T.

Mention the ^i^iericayi Dec Jour-nai,,

Questioj;)'Box>
In the multitude of counsellors there is

safety.—Prov. 11-14.

Age at Which a Queen Layi*.

Query 47.—How long, on the average,

after a queen emerges from her cell before

she begins to lay ?—Ind.

J. A. Green—10 days.

E. France—I don't know,

Mrs. L. Harrison—10 days.

Prof. A. J. Cook—8 or 9 days.

Jas. A. Stone—About 10 days.

Dr. C. C. Miller—About 10 days.

G. M. Doolittle—From 8 to 10 days.

Dr. J. P. H. Brown—In about 10 days.

W. G. Larrabee—From 1 to 2 weeks.

H. D. Cutting—About 7 days is the
average.

Chas. Dadant & Son—6 to 10 days,

on the average.

Eugene Secor—According to the best
authorities, in about T days.

J. M. Hambaugh—From 9 to 15 days,

all conditions being favorable.

C H. DIbbern—About 16 days, I be-

lieve, Is the rule, but It varies some.

R. L. Taylor—About 8 days during
the honey season ; at other times, longer.

Dr. A. B. Mason—About 8 days, but I

have had them put oS the matter for 15
days.
Rev. M. Mahin—To give the average

is not easy. I would guess about 14
days.

P. H. Elwood—Ask the queen-breed-
ers. Probably about 10 days, on the
average.

Emerson T. Abbott—That depends en-

tirely on circumstances. I am not able

to say what the general average Is.

A. F. Brown—5 to 7 or 8 days. It

depends on weather and strength of col-

ony. During a honey-dearth, two weeks
or more.

G. W. Demaree—In my locality. In the

honey season proper, the average is

about 11 days. But the time varies

with the season. In the early spring,

and the late autumn, the time is uncer-
tain.

J. E. Pond—This question was fully

answered a few weeks ago. The gen-
eral rule is this : About 16 days from
egg to queen ; from 2 to 8 or 10 days
after the queen leaves the cell before
mating ; and eggs found In 6 hours or

more after mating. Bad weather may
interfere with the marriage flight, but
ordinarily the above Is correct.

J Yellowzones
^ For Pain and Fi'vcr ^

i An bonest, efficient

9 remedy for all Fevers,
Headaches, Cold.s, Neu-
ralgia, Grip, Rheuma-
tism, etc. A general
service remedy that'll

please you, 01! money refunded.
•' It's a rare pic 'Bure to find such a remedy."
"Too much cauiiot be aald in praise of them."

1 Box. 25c. ; fi Boxes. $1; most orders are $1.

W. B. House, Drawer 1, Detour, Mich.
loDtf Please mention the Bee Journal.

nrr VCCDCDQ 1 Let me send you my 64-
DLL'^LL^ Lno 1 page Catalog for 18M7.

J. Itl. JenkinSf Wetnmpka, Ala.

MenXUm the AmerUxm Bee Journal.
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H f^ jm M ^A Copy of

LDLL Sncccssfnl Bee-Kecpins,
rn by W. Z Hutchinson ;

I IIkk and our 1897 Catalog-, for 2-

cent stamp, or a copy of the
Catalog for llie Aiikins; We make almost
ETcryiliiiig used by Bee-Kcepers, and at
liowoftt rrloes. OtiR

Falcon Polisht Sections
are warranted

Superior to All Others.
Don't buy cheaply and roughly made Goods.

when you can have ilie be»t—muli an tve
make.

The American Bee Keeper
[monthly, now in its 7th year]

36 Pages 50 Cents a Year.
tAMPLE Free—Address,

TBEW.TJALCONERMFG.CO.,
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

DANZENBAKER
HIVE AND HONEY
won Highest Honors at the

Fairs, and pays Premiums
to purchasers

of 50 hives. $-iO for the best 100 Danz. sections
•• 2,5 " 25 •• 50 "
" 20 •' 20 " 40 •'

•• 10 ' 10 •' 20 " "

" 5 " 5 " 10 "

^^' Further particulars regarding the pre-
mimums, also special catalog of the Danzen-
balier Hive and System, furnisht on applica-
tion. Address.

Francis Danzenbaker, Medina, Ohio.

Care The A. I. Koot Compauy.

I AEISE
rpo SAY to the readers
1 of the

BEE JOURNAL that

DOOLITTl^E
has conclnded to nell

-BKE8 and QUKENS-
In their season, during
1897, at ihefoUowlnp
prlceB :

One Colony of Italians
on 9 Gallup frames, in
lishtshippinK-box $600
Five Colonies li.'i 00
Ten Colonies 45 00
1 untested queen, l ih)

6 " queens 5 50
12 '*

*' 10 00
1 leBted Queen... $1 50
S " Queens. 350
1 select tested queen 2 1 u
3 " " OueenB4 00

Select teeted queen, previous season's rearinK 4 o(j

KxtrK Selected for breeding, the vert bkht. , 5 on
About a pound of BKKH In a Two-frame Nucleus,
with any Queen, $2.00 extra.

IV Circular free. KlvlDK full particulars reKarcr-

InK tbe Bees and each class of Queens.
Addrees

G. M, DOOLITTLE
llA25t

1

BORODINO. Onon. Co., N. Y.

—1 Would Like to See a Hive—
That bees win build up In faster in thesprlnif,

or that Is better adapted for Comtj or Extrac-
ted Honey, or that is easier manipulated than
mine. It is Culjical and Sell-Spacing. Pat-
ented April 7, |8!)G. Hives and KIghts for
Bale. Address.

CVKUS C. AL.DRICH,
13A4t Elsinore, Kiverelde Co.. Cai.if.

Mention the Ainertcan Bee Journal

B
Ifi MONEY IN POULTRY
|OUR LARGE GUIDE lor '<Jj jn^t

il. Si»!iit!thiiiK entirely now. JIMJ

I
I'liK*"^. I'riiiieil ill tinewt colored work.
(ItiiiliiinH HViTjiliinu r>ertnininK to I'oul-
liyinfiill. PRICES REDUCED oil

t I'rize Wiiiiii'irt (iinl Kk^h, I'uwti'nid
I receipt of 10 cL'iitH, if you wrilo luiw.

^JOHN BAUSCEEB, Jr.. Box U4 Frcepoit, 111.

10a 1 ;ii Af«nti<rti the American U&t Journal.

'''^ Dadanfs Foundation
'''^

Year Year

Why Does It Sell So Well ?
Because it has always given better satisfaction than any other.

Because IP^ 20 YEARS there have not been any complaints, but thousands

of compliments.

We Guarantee Satisfaction.
What more can anybody do ? Beauty, Purity, Firmness, No Sagging, No

Loss. Patent 'Weed Process of Sbeetingf.

Send Name tor Our Catalog', Samples ot Foiiiidation and Veil
fflaterial. AVe sell the best Veils, cotton or silk.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies of All Kinds.

The Classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.25, by mail.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
Please mention the Am. Bee Journal. HAMILTON, Haacock Co., ILL.

m m eMowiO):^!
jL

Our business is making Sections. We are located in the basswood belt of Wis-
consin ; therefore the material we use cannot be better. We have made the fol-

lowing prices :

No. 1 Snow-Wiiite.
500 for $1.25
1000 for 2.50
2000 for 4.75
3000 for 6.75

Ko. 1 Cream.
500 for $1.00

1000 for 2.00
2000 for 3.75
3000 for 5.25

If larger quantities are wanted, write for prices.

Price-LUt of Sections, Foundations, Veils, Smokers, Zinc, Etc.,

Sent on application.
MARSHFIELD MFG. CO., Marshfield, Wis.6A35t

NOVICE AND COWAN
EXTRACTORS.

More Popular Tliaii Ever.

They are used by all leading bee-keep-

ers. If you would get the latest and

best, see that our name is ou them.

Our 1897 IS Hives,

With Ne'w 1897 End-Spacing HofTnian Frames, are carrying the

market by storm. Don't buy old-style goods, when new, up-to-date goods cost no more.

Catalog', explaining', seni for llie asking:.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
Factory and Main Office, MEDINA, O.

BK-A-ITOKC OFFICES :

ll§ ITIicliigan St., CliicHKo, III. Syracuse, IV. V.

102 I Miss. Sir., St. Paul, Iflinn. meclianie Falls, maino.
10 Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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Another Nou-Swarming Device Described.

BY DB. E. GALLUP.

I herewith send a diagram and description of Harding's
Non-Swarming Device. It can be applied to any shape of

hive. Slit two hiver; close togethpr, side by side ; bore an inch

hole in the center of each hive just above the entrance, and
insert a tin tube 6 inches long^ Now, if I have the right un-

derstanding, Just before swarming time, close the main en-

trance to hive No. 1. All the workers come out through the

tube, and cannot get back, consequently they go into the ad-

joining hive. In about four days unclose the entrance to hive

No. 1, and close up hive No. 2. This throws all the workers
back into No. 1. You will readily see that this discourages

swarming, and if queen-cells are sealed, they will be torn

down, etc. The workers will store honey very rapidly—in

fact, just as fast in one hive as the other. One can trans-

pose the worker force and all young bees that come out for

their first flight, and, I think he said, about twice changing
was sufficient to discourage swarming for the season.

There ought to be some arrangement to give water, also

for ventilation to the closed hive for the time it is closed.

That is my suggestion. Of course, California bee-keepers in

large apiaries are not troubled with too much swarming, as a

general rule.

With the above explanation, and the accompanying dia-

gram, any one can try the experiment to suit himself. Set-

ting two hives together will economize ground in the apiary,

etc.

There may be objections to the above plan, such as ball-

ing the queen by compelling so many strange bees to go into

another hive, yet I have not had any trouble in transferring

Harding Non-Swarming Device.—A, Entrance-Closing Board.

hives when bees are gathering honey rapidly. Still, there

will be trouble at seasons when foraging is not abundant. I

have lost queens by transposing to prevent robbing and to

strengthen up a weak colony, by not caging the queens at the

time, away back, years ago. Still, we have to learn every-

thing by experience, or what others tell us. I had to learn to

walk by experience.
Mr. Harding is an old, practical bee-keeper, and thinks

he has solved a problem that will be of value to some.
Orange Co., Cal.

m
Fastening Foundation and Wiring Frames.

BT B. F. ONDERDONK.

The American Bee Journal is ever a welcome guest with
me, interesting and instructing beyond any other in our pleas-

ant occupation. Dr. Miller's replies are usually replete with
information. I note on page 103, advice as to fastening

foundation and wiring. I think the following a better way :

I use a spirit lamp under a small tin basin (4 inches in

diameter) containing some good beeswax, keeping it well

melted, not too hot, and using a straight strip of tin, 7 inches

S/oc/cs
c.Hcndle.

Form for Fastening Foundation In the Sections.

long by IJ^ inches wide. Dip what it will hold, and let the

wax run into the saw-kerf, by holding the frame diagonally

about 303. One dipping will run rapidly half the length of

the frame ; another dipping will finish it. I make the saw-

kerf 3/16 instead of V inch.

For wiring, instead of pierced end-bars with wires run-

ning through (they draw into the wood and sag), use ?i-inch

fine wire nails run through them from the outside and turned
up into a hook on the inside, using a small pair of pliers. The
wire can be strung on the hook-uails then.

And why did the Doctor not recommend a spur wire im-

bedder or the lamp scheme? I fancy an inexpert hand would
meet with disaster—destruction of one frame of foundation,

to say nothing of the vexation, will pay for the imbedder.

I fix foundation in the sections with melted wax, fastening

the top and sides so there can be no swing, always using bot-

tom starters 14 inch wide, leaving 'i-inch space between. I

use a " form " for the work as per illustrations herewith, with

a handle in the back similar to a mason's hawk, so it can be

readily turned, holding the tool at an angle so the wax will

run readily along the foundation and wood.
This "form" holds eight sections. Blocks should be

1/16 inch less in thickness than the half width of a section.
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perfectly square, and drop easily iuto the section, being care-

ful to nail them on the base (of J^ lumber) with a space of at

least 5/16 inch between each two blocl<s. With a little

practice an amateur can put in foundation very rapidly, and
make a good job. I have no doubt many of these appliances

are in use, but there are many small bee-keepers who know
nothing about them.

I use the same kind of appliance for wiring frames and
putting in foundation, with one block fitting in the frame, the

top-bar resting on the base with a strip at the opposite edge

on which the bottom-bar rests. This insures the fioisht brood-

frame perfectly true and square. I cannot understand why
the supply dealers do not make and offer these appliances for

sale.

I am very fond of honey and eat it with each meal, and
agree with S. La Mont, that the foundation is objectionable :

the combs drawn at the end of the season show the fishbone

more than that drawn earlier. On Feb. 21 my bees were out

in force, reminding me of swarming time. I found some half

a mile from home when I went to Sunday school, at 2 p.m.

I am sorry amalgamation did not succeed, as I was wait-

ing to send a dollar for membership to the United States Bee-

Keepers' Union. Well, try, try again.
Passaic Co., N. J.

A New Bee-Keepers' Ualou Unwise.

BY PROF. A. .J. COOK.

I believe fully in the right of majorities to rule. It would
seem that the majority of the bee-keepers represented in the

National Bee-Keepers' Union desire that that organization do

not undertake to perform other work than that which it has
already prosecuted so admirably in the past. I am not so sure

this is true. I am inclined to the opinion, that many who
voted at the last election were not informed properly or

fully as to just what was intended. Is it not true that the

work of defending bee-keepers against unjust accusation and
attack, against ignorance, prejudice and enmity, is nearly

done? The success of each defense in the past, together with
the valuable precedents now on record in the courts, make it

very probable, as it seems to me, that very few such prosecu-

tions will be undertaken in the future, and so very few calls

will be made upon the old Union to engage further in the work
which it first set itself to do.

If I am correct in the above judgment, then, plainly, the

old Union should undertake new work, or dissolve. Organiza-
tions, like the individuals that compose them, cannot afford to

stop work. It were well if no able-bodied man, who refuses

to work, even tho good—or shall we say evil—fortune has
made it unnecessary for him to labor to secure a maintenance,
could get food to eat. The world has no worthy use for the

hopelessly indolent man. I see no reason why a society should

not come under the same rule. If the individual has capital,

either in money, muscle, brain or soul, then all the more should

he be in the very midst of the world's work. Just so any so-

ciety or association that has power or prestige because of good
work previously done, or capital acquired, is under double
obligation to put its shoulder to the wheel of the world's in-

dustry.
That the old Union has justly won confidence is true be-

yond question. It has not only a well-earned reputation, but it

also has capital, which has come because it has gained confidence

by that best of ways— good, efjficient service. The fact that it

has done so much less work in the last year or two proves conclu-

sively that there is no great call for the kind of work which it

has done in the past. The recent vote shows that it still has

the confidence of its members. It surely cannot retain confi-

dence unless it continues to do good work. Again, the society

has funds which are lying idle. It seems to me there is no ex-

cuse to withhold from doing any kind of service which will

tell for tte good of the bee-keeping fraternity.

From the above facts I feel very certain that if the exact
state of the case were known to all the members of the Nation-
al Bee-Keepers' Union, that there would be an almost unani-
mous vote to take up the matters which now so sorely press

for attention.

The matter of honey-adulteration is really one of the most
Important that can now receive attention. There Is no ques-

tion but what a great deal of adulterated honey is now sold in

all our great markets. This is to bo condemned from many
points of view. In tho first place, It Is a lie, and no lie is over
defensible. To sell a thing for what It is not, is and must ever

be demoralizing. Such practice should be denounced on every
hand, and no pains should be spared to stamp it out of exist-

ence. Again, this practice Interferes with the sale of the gen-

uine, and so Is a wrong and injustice done to every producer
of honey. This is not all ; I am entirely certain that all honey
adulterated with glucose will soon become distasteful, and
thus the purchase of adulterated honey must ever tend to in-

jure the market for the pure article. People think they do
not like honey, whereas if they had only eaten genuine honey,
they still would have craved it, and would have continued to

buy. It seems to me, then, true beyond question, that r]0 bet-

ter service can be given to beekeepers than to unite all our
forces to drive this nefarjpus fraud out of existence.

During the present winter, owing largely to the enter-

prise and hard work of one of California's most able and en-
terprising bee-keepers—Mr. Clayton-our State now has a
splendid law regarding adulteration of honey. Mr. Clayton
not only studied the subject thoroughly himself, but he called

to his assistance all available aids that the Bill might be as

near perfection as was possible. After perfecting the Bill,

Mr. Clayton, sustained by the State Association, and by indi-

vidual influence, prest the matter before the Legislature with

such emphasis, that I believe the Bill was the first one to pass

this session ; at least it was one of the first. The same energy
will bring the same result in every other State of our country ;

and what will still be better, unanimous effort throughout the

country would secure national legislation in this matter.

Thus we have now only to see that this law is enforced.

We all know how difficult it is even when we have good legis-

lation, to execute laws where there is any considerable money
influence against such enforcement. Thus we need more than
law, in order to stop the work of honey-adulteration. We
must have just such an effort as the old Union has made in its

past struggles. I have not a question but what if the Nation-

al Bee-Keepers' Union would take up this matter with the

same wisdom and energy that carried on its past contests, we
should soon have as great victory in this line as we secured in

our past action. I cannot see how any one could oppose such
a course, if the matter was fully understood. I believe if we
will all unite and push this matter, we can soon secure action

that will make itself felt throughout the whole country.

As one of the Vice-Presidents of the old Union, I most
earnestly urge that we commence action at once, in such
States as have efficient laws regarding honey-adulteration. I

know of no better place to begin work than right here in Cali-

fornia. No individual should be askt to do this work at his

own expense. The old Union can afford to do it, and could

commence operations with far greater hope of success than
could any Individual. I hope that all the other officers of the

Union will at once speak their mind on this subject, that we
may begin work at once, and press the matter to a speedy is-

sue. I thus urge every one of the officers to express opinion

through the American Bee Journal. In this way we can get

sentiment without being obliged to enter into correspondence

for a vote.

It seems to me unwise to form a New Union. I have read

with much interest Mr. Mclntyre's article in last Gleanings.

I have great confidence in Mr. Mclntyre, know him to be one
of our best and most intelligent bee-keepers, and have the

most thorough respect for his judgment; yet I do not agree

with him in this matter. It seems to me that in this work, as

in all matters of this kind, it Is very important for all to hang
together. I have never seen any good results come from divi-

ded counsel.

It has been made evident above, as it seems to me, that

the old Union is fully prepared and can now well take up this

new work. To double the organization, create a new set of

officers, and build up all the new machinery necessary to or-

ganize the new association, seems to me utterly unwise and In-

defensible. I believe Mr. Mclntyre will think the same, as he

T?ives the matter further consideration. We have an organi-

zation all ready to go to work. It has funds lying idle. It has
the prestige of past success. It certainly is just tho associa-

tion to grapple with this terrible enemy of adulteration. I

sincerely hope we may have an expression of opinion at once,

and that there may be no delay in taking hold of the new fight

with all the energy possible to command.
Los Angeles, Calif.

[See page 248, for editorial comments on the above arti-

cle.

—

Editor.1

Chatiglng the New Union's Name.

BY EMERSON TAYI-OR ABBOTT.

I have read the editonlal on my article, on page 178, and
I can agree with some of it, but not with all of it. As to the

name suggested, I am not over particular about that.
" League " would suit me very well, but I confess it does not

strike my fancy quite as well as " Alliance." The words are
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given in the dictionary as synonymous, but for some reason I

have come to loolt upon alliance as beiuR a stronger word liian

league. If the ladies will excuse me, and not misunderstand
me— for I believe in woman's rights— I will say that league

strikes mo as a feminine word, and alliance as masculine.
" League" is strong on the moral side, and "Alliance" sug-

gests more physical power. We talk of the " allied powers"
when nations unite to defend their rights.

It seems to me that " leagued powers " would sound a lit-

tle tame ; but Epworth League for moral and spiritual work
sounds all right. These societies seem to me to have given
" league " a special and specific meaning not recognized by

the dictionaries, and I would prefer not to belittle the word by
using it in any other connection. However, this is only a

whim of my own, and is not worth the wasting of very much
time.

I do not feel this way about the necessity for a change of

name on the part of the United States Bee-Keepers' Union. Of
course, no society has a " patent" on the word " Union," but
the use of it by the new society, if the old one is to continue in

the field, is sure to create confusion, if it Is not the cause of

unnecessary hard feelings. Take as an illustration the refer-

ences to the Bee-Keepers' Union which were found in the same
number of the Bee Journal which contained the editorial, and
which Union is meant ? Do you not see that this question

would constantly arise unless one, in speaking of the work of

the Union, should modify the expression by saying '• old," or
" new," as the case might be? A name is arbitrary and is

given to designate a personality, to pointout an individual per-

son or organism, as separate and distinct from all others.

Then why designate two children in the family by the same
name, when the dictionary is full of names? Most people pre-

fer to name their children so that when John is called, not

more than one will be expected to answer.

To change the figure, if I were hunting for land, and
plenty could be had for the taking, I should avoid that which
was claimed by others, even tho I knew their claim was not

good, if Icould find other land which would answer my pur-

pose just as well. This is my position with regard to the name
" Union," and in the interest of harmony and good feeling,

and to avoid confusion, or the necessity for an explanation
every time there was a reference made to the work of either

of the societies, I suggested the change. 1 think yet that the

point is well taken, and that there is no necessity for waiting
until we meet at Buffalo to make the change, if all the mem-
bers of the United States Bee-Keepers' Union will agree to the

change. I, for one, will agree to any name which will over-
come the difficulties suggested above.

Buchanan Co., Mo.

[All right, Mr. Abbott, "Alliance" will suit us very well.

Or, it might be called, " United States Bee-Keepers' Associa-

tion." That was the name we suggested in the sample con-

stitution we got up and publisht just before the Lincoln con-

vention.

Shall it be "League," "Alliance," or "Association?"

Shall a vote be taken at once to decide it? Let as many mem-
bers as favor a change of name, write to the Secretary (Dr. A.

B. Mason, Sta. B., Toledo, Ohio), suggesting such vote.

—

Ed.]

The Williams Automatic Hoaey-Extractor.

BY VAN ALLEN A WILLIAMS.

Editor York :—With your permission we wish to say a

few words about the "Williams Automatic Honey-Extractor."

It seems some one has written The A. I. Root Company
that their four and six frame honey-extractors were an
Infringement on the Williams. The fact Is, If the Root Com-
pany have the drawings and description sent them by Mr.
Williams, shortly after his patent was issued, they know as

much about the principle covered by the Williams' patent as

any of their customers. Editor Root has written us asking
for price-list and a statement in regard to claim of infringe-

ment. At present we do not care to make any positive state-

ment in regard to the matter, but we wish to place the facts

before the bee-keepers of this country, and let them judge
whether the Cowan four and six frame extractors are an
Infringement on the Williams or not. We are willing to put
up with their decision for the present, at least.

We would like every bee-keeper in this country to com-
pare the illustrations of the reel of the four and six frame
Cowan, with those of the Williams, and see how very near
they are alike in construction. Each has the circles for the

comb-baskets to rest against when in motion ; each has the

uprights to hold the circles in plai'.c; each has cross-arms to

tiie bottom of the reel, with center shaft passing through the

reel ; by putting the reversing gear at the bottom of the reel

in the Cowan, it was necessary, of course, to have an arm ex-

tending from the shaft to each comb-basket, which is an ob-

jectionable feature in a honey-extractor. The Williams has a
single arm extending across the tup of the reel, thus leaving

one-half of the extractor free frotn any obstruction to the easy

and rapid handling of combs, but while the reversing arrange-
ment of the Williams is at thi! top of the reel, where is no
possibility of it ever getting daubrd with honey, that of the

Cowan is at the bottom of the reel where it is very liable to

get daubed with honey. But while one is at the top of the

reel and the other at the bottom, the principle of reversing is

the same, that is, that of reversing from tlie outside. The
Stanley extractor reverst from the inside ; and it was the-

principle of reversing from the outside, with a gear attacht to

the comb-basket, on which Mr. Williams applied for and ob-

tained his patent.

The facts in the case are these : Mr. Williams' patent
was issued Nov. 15, 1892. Some time after that he wrote
Mr. Root and sent the Patent Ollice drawings, and drawings
of his own, with a description, and askt Mr. Root if he would
put up one sample machine for him, and what he would
charge for doing the work. Mr. Root declined to do the work,
and wrote Mr. Williams a very discouraging letter—in fact,

he wrote several such letters, and carried the discouraging
feature in them to such an extent that it was corn-rented upoQ
by Mr. Williams and his friends at the time, as very peculiar,

that Mr. Root should write him such letters, and try to dis-

courage him about his extractor unless he (Mr. Root) had
some object in so doing. Bear in mind this took place the

forepart of January, 1893.

Previous to this time, Mr. Root had always maintained
that the two-frame extractor was large enough for all practical

purposes, and that those having out-apiaries should have a
machine in each yard. But during the winter of 1893, a
sudden change took place in Mr. Root's mind in regard to ex-

tractors, for towards spring he came out with his four and six

frame Cowan, saying "they were Just what extensive bee-

keepers needed." Mr. Williams said there was a demand for

just such an extractor as his, and wrote Mr. Root that there
was. Altho the Roots made their boast in Gleanings that

they were the leading manufacturers of bee-keepers' supplies,

and that they "set the pace and led in the race," somehow or
other they had failed to find out that there was a demand for a
larger and better honey-extractor than had ever been put on
the market, till after Mr. Williams sent them the drawings
and description of his invention !

It was during March, 1893—some two months or more
after Mr. Williams sent him the drawings and description of

his extractor—that Mr. Root got out his first four and six

frame Cowans, and sent out cuts of them to his customers.

Mr. Williams sent some of those cuts to his patent attorney

(Mr. Hough) at Washington, D. C, asking him if the Cowan
extractors, as shown in the cuts, were not an infringement on
his patent, as they had the gear attacht to the comb-baskets
with which to reverse, which was the essentiat port of his in-

vention. The attorney had cuts of both machines, and the

model of the Williams, and in his reply he said he had made a
careful examination, and they were undoubtedly an infringe-

ment, for his (Williams') patent covered the principle of re-

versing the baskets with a gear, and it made no difference

whether it was applied at the bottom or top of the reel, the

principle of reversing was the same, and was covered by his

patent. Crawford Co., Wis.

[We sent an advance proof of the above article to The A.

I. Root Co., so that their reply, if they desired to make any,

might appear in connection with it. Here is what they have

to say :

—

Editor. 1

THE COWAN FOUR-FRAME F.XTRACTOR NOT AN INFRINGEMENT.

As the Editor has kindly sent us a proof of the article by
Van Allen & Williams, wo hasten to reply so that both may-
appear in the same number.

Two or three months ago one of our customers wrote as

that Van Allen it Williams claimed that our four-frame ma-
chine was an infringement upon their patent, and cautioned

him against purchasing from us. We were promptly notified

by the parties, and we immediately began an investigation,

because this was the first intimation that we had had of the

matter. We secured a copy of the patent ; and after readlnff

the claims through very carefully we were surprised that any
one should say that our Cowan was an Infringement. There
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Is only one claim, and that a combination claim, to the
Williams patent, and It reads as follows :

" In a centrifugal honey-extractor the combination, with the
comb-holder frame comprising two or more bars at its lower end,
a ring uniting the same upright bars, and a ring uniting them at
their upper ends, of comb-holders pivoted to said frame at points
midway between the upright bars, a gear-segment carried by the
pivot of each holder at its upper end, a ring having a rack for each
segment, and a shaft carrying said ring, and journaled in said
frame at its lower end, substantially as shown and described, and
for the purpose specified."

It will be seen by those who are familiar with the princi-

ples of both machines that our extractor cannot by any man-
ner of means be considered as an infringement. In the first

place, the Patent Ollice, knowing that the sprocket-wheel-
and-chain device for reversing four-frame extractors was very
old, limited Mr. Williams to a very narrow combination claim.

It is a well-known fact In patent law, in a combination claim,

that every element is supposed to be necessary for its en-

tirety. If, for example, Mr. A should use in a machine five

of the six tXemenls ai a claim of any patented article, and
should omit the sixth, he would not be infringing. This fact

has been decided over and over again, until there can be no
question about it. But where there are several claims to a

patent, and one of the claims is infringed upon, then there is

cause for action. As I pointed out, the Van Allen it Williams
patent has o?ily one ciaim, three elements of which we have
not used, do not use, and never expect to use. The Williams
extractor is advertised as an automatic reversing mai-hine, the
reversing being effected by the reversal of the crank motion.
Our four,-frame Cowans are not automatic, and never have
been, the baskets being reverst with one hand while the other
turns the crank. We believe that reversing by our plan is

much more rapidly effected, because the machine does not
have to be even stopt.

Moreover, it will be noticed that the reversing mechanism
in the above claim is limited to the top, notwithstanding that
Van Allen & Williams state that their patent covers either

the top or bottom position. Then, again, the claim limits

them to a gear and rack, while we use a sprocket-wheel and
chain. We admit that there are points of similarity, jnst as

we admit there are points of similarity between a buggy and
a lumber wagon ; but between our machine and the Van Allen
& Williams there are vital and practical differences. It was
Aspinwall & Treadwell who, in 18>S7, or thereabout, adver-
tised and sold reversible extractors, making use of a sprocket-
wheel and chain. Mr. H. Holden, of Port Dover, Out., used
this kind of extractor even before that. The sprocket-wheel-
and-chain feature, as the Patent Office records show, is an old

feature ; and for Van Allen & Williams, or their attorney, to

claim that our Cowan is an infrineejuent is a little amusing
in view of the printed matter showing that these ideas are
very old. A similar arrangement was sent out by a Mr.
Squire, in 1884 or 1885, of Santa Barbara, Cal. Reference
to this machine is made on page 841 of Gleanings in Bee-Cul-
ture for 1889. We have other citations more important yet,

but withhold them for the present.

With all due respect to the opinion of Attorney Hough, it

will be seen that he saw only a cut of our extractors. He
ought to know, as well as Van Allen & Williams, that a cut
will give a very imperfect idea of the actual principles and
workings of a machiue. From the cut it might appear that
our extractor was automatic in its reversing; but, as 1 have
already pointed out, it is not automatic, and we defy any one
to find any of our machines on the market that are automatic.

Another point should be noted is this : That attorneys
do not usually discourage litigation. It is not their business
to do so ; and one will have to make an allowance for an opin-

ion that is not altogether ex parte.
Viin Allen & Williams state that Mr. Williams sent us a

copy of the patent after it had been issued. Such a copy
may have been sent, but we do not remember it, nor writing
the discouraging letter in regard to building him a machine.
The letter, if sent, probably came from our Mr. A. I. Root,
who, at that time, was strongly opposed to our building four
and six frame machines for the market, as he then believed
there was no advantage in them; but "the boys"—Mr. Cal-
vert and myself—did not entertain the same opinion, and we
constructed a four-frame Cowan In 1891, but we did not
advertise the machine until some time later. Mr. Calvert and
myself were unaware that Mr. Williams sent a copy of the
patent, and so, of course, there was no purpose on our part to

copy or steal from another, as implied In the article above.

It will be seen from tbo foregoing, by any one knowing
anything about patents at all, especially in view of the refer-

ences cited, that Van Allen & Williams have no more right to

claim the principles of our four-frame Cowan extractor than a

six-year-old boy. It is enough to say that, while it is possible
for them to begin suit, they have no chance whatever of
securing judgment in their favor. Our patrons may rest

assured that we shall protect them in the use of the Cowan
extractor. The A. I. Root Co.

By E. R. Root.

Do We Waot Apis Dorsata At All ?

BY H. CHRISSMAN.

Mr. Editor.—On page 188, Frank Coverdale makes a
plea for the introduction of Apis dorsata through the Govern-
ment. Speaking of Frank Benton's misdoing, he says : ''This

being true would be sufficient to denounce him, and to appoint
another more suitable to bee-men." Does not Mr. C. know
that bee-men have not a word to say as to the appointment,
and that their wishes are not consulted in the matter? If Mr.
Benton were removed someone equally objectionable might be
in his place.

To come, however, to the real gist of the matter, do we
want Apis dorsata here at all ? As yet we do not know that
they can be domesticated, and we do not know that a single

pound of honey could ever be got from them, only as it might
be had by bee-hunters in the wild state. Now let me picture
what I think Mr. C. will admit lies entirely within the range of

possibility :

The b'g bee is introduced into this country and flourishes

—at least in the Southern states ; makes its home in trees as
it does in India, and increases enormously, but defies domesti-
cation. It gathers honey not only from red clover but also

from white, and from all the flowers now visited by Apis mel-
lifica. The bee-keeper is just so much out of pocket by its

introduction, for the harvest is made just so much less. Can-
not Mr. C. see that they would be as great a nuisance as the
English sparrow ? Even suppose they workt on nothing but
red clover, monopolizing that. The day may come when our
common bees will be bred so large that they can work freely

on red clover, and if red clover is already pre-empted by dor-
sata, what gain will the red-clover bees bring?

Do not say we cannot have Apis mellifica larger than they
are in general now. There are common hive-bees in this coun-
try now, whose workers are so large that worker-cells are very
nearly the size of common drone-cells, with drones large in

proportion. If you have the true interests of bee-keepers at

heart, don't bring dorsata here till you know you can control

it. Erie Co., N. Y.

When Shall Secood Supers be Given to Bees ?

BY DR. C. C. MILLER.

I don't wonder Frank Cole doesn't agree with my practice

if he thinks, as he seems to on page 181, that before giving a
second super I wait till the first is ?i or % full. But that's

very far from my practice, Mr. Cole. I'll tell you what it is,

or rather I'll try to tell you as nearly as I can, for I don't by
any means always do alike. Even if I preferred to do the same
thing each time, it would hardly be practicable with more
than one apiary, for being absent a few days will make quite

a difference in the progress made in a super. But tho strength
of a colony, the amount'Of the honey-flow, and the prospect of

its continuance, have something to do in the matter.

As a rule, perhaps I might say that the second super is

added when the first is about }i filled. But the rule is sub-

ject to many exceptions. Here's a colony that's very strong.

It seems crowded with bees—super and hive both—honey is

coming with a rush, with every prospect that it will continue
so, and altho the super isn't a quarter filled, it may get a sec-

ond one, for if it doesn't it may be crowded before it is reacht

again. Here's another colony that has made poor work, and
the season is poor. Its super is more than half full, but
at the rate it has been doing, aud at the rate honey is coming
in, it can get along even if the super is more than }.{ full.

Now look again at page 42, and you'll see that I said

nothing there to conflict with such practice. The first sen-

tence ill that answer to P. O. is incorrect—"would prefer

closed-tops, so that the bees could get up through.," I must
have relied on the liberality of the compositor to furnish a
" not" for that sentence, and I have my opinion of any com-
positor so stingy as not to furnish a little word like that, when
I furnish all the big words. At any rate, it should read, "so
that tho bees could not get up through." I was calling atten-

tion to the loss it would bo to have closed-top sections so one
would have to wait for the first super to bo finish t so as to take

It off and put on the second. I might have said : " When the
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first super is half filled it would be a loss of time to wait for It

to be filled," but In some cases there would be no loss in wait-

ing at least a little while. So to make sure I didn't overstate

the thing, I said what I did, and surely you will agree that I

said the truth in saying it would be a waste of time to wait
after a super is % filled. I am, however, obliged to you for

calling attention to it, for others might also misunderstand it.

McHenry Co., 111.

Report of the Illinois Bee-Keepers' Convention

BV JA8. A. STONE, SEC.

The Illinois State Bee-Keepers' Association met in Spring-
field Feb. 2i, 1897, for a two days' session. The meeting
was called to order by the President, Dr. C. C. Miller, and
prayer was offered by George W. York.

The Secretary's report was read and adopted as follows :

THE secretary's REPORT.

At our last annual meeting arrangements were made with
the American Bee Journal by which every one becoming a

member of the Illinois State Bee-Keepers' Association, on
payment of Si.00, was entitled to a year's subscription to

the American Bee Journal and a copy of the Second Aunual
Report. By this plan our membership was increast a little

more than 50 per cent, above 1895, and just 50 per cent,

above 1894. The expense in doing this has been beyond the

Income, but by the present arrangement with the American
Bee Journal we are in hopes that the coming year will not

overdraw on the treasury ; and as we said last year, it is more
our need to increase our membership than to fill our treasury.

Should the Association see proper to send out return pos-

tals for reports, as done last year, we have perhaps enough on
hand to last a year. Also, we had on hand about 1,000 cir-

culars such as were sent out to encourage membership.

We believe it is all-important that the present arrange-
ment with the American Bee Journal be kept up till some-
thing better can be suggested. And with the present condi-

tion of the State treasury, we see no use of seeking for help in

that direction.

We are of the opinion that the greatest good that this

meeting can do is to take steps to get a law enacted to pre-

vent the adulteration of honey, as we suggested in our notice

of this meeting, in the American Bee Journal.
Jas. a. Stone, Sec.

The Treasurer's report was given by the Secretary, and
adopted.

Next came a paper by George W. York, of Chicago,

entitled,

WHAT COMBINED EFFORT IS NEEDED BY BEE-KEEPERS?

Now that question is a poser—quite too large a subject

for so small a man to handle comfortably or satisfactorily.

Also, as to what particular line is meant by ihe query, I can
only guess, as I presume that is left for me to suggest.

In the first place, I am sure that the first direction in

which a great combined effort of beekeepers is needed is

along the lino of the prevention of honey-adulteration. As I

have several times said, in print and elsewhere, I feel that

until the question of adulteration of honey is settled, there

can come no satisfactory profit or returns from the apiary.

The size of the crop will cut no figure in the price of honey so

long as the dishonest and unscrupulous are permitted to con-

tinue to multiply whatever the crop by ten, by the addition of

glucose or other adulterants.
So I feel that, above all, there cannot be too great a com-

bined effort among bee-keepers, it they desire that the adul-

teration of pure honey shall be stopt by the enactment and
enforcement of legal measures. Here is a wide field, take it

either by State legislatures, or through the National Con-

gress. But there is no question that somcthinrj must be done,

and right speedily, or profitable honey-production is forever

doomed.

Again, it may be that much may be gained by bee-keepers

by a combined effort in marketing the honey crop, after we
have once secured the necessary auti-adulteratiou laws. But
I am not so sanguine of success along the line of a united

effort in marketing as I once was. There are some questions

whose end can be seen from the beginning. But this one of

marketing is not of that kind. The more I think of it and
learn about it, the more I am led to believe that it's too pro-

digious for me.
No doubt there is a better way to profitably market honey

than is generally practiced, but what is it ? Is it by the " Ex-
change " method ? Perhaps so—and perhaps not. While the

city commission plan answered well before large honey crops

were produced, I think it will now be admitted that very soon

some other way will have to be adopted.

For some time the city commission houses have been over-

stockt with honey— it has been a drug on the market. And
why ? It cannot be that people have stopt eating honey, espe-

cially when the price is so low. But is the price .so low—the

refaif price—the price which the consumer pays ? No. And
therein I believe lies one important reason. The trouble is,

the retailers in many cases are almost robbers. For instance,

many Chicago retail grocers purchase the best %-pound sec-

tions of honey at 12 cents per pound, or less, at the commis-
sion houses, and then retail them at 16 to 18 cents each !

That's a profit of about 100 per cent! They will buy a %-
pound glass jar of extracted honey for 12 cents and retail it

at 18 cents ! A profit of 50 per cent.! Is it any wonder that

at these prices but little honey is used by the city public ?

The wonder is that nny is sold.

I tell you, there must be some other method devised

whereby the producer will get a larger share of the retail

price, and also that the consumer may be enabled to get honey
at a more reasonable figure. And perhaps a combiued effort

will be necessary before these two important objects are

secured.
I might enumerate other lines in which combined efforts

are needed—such as securing foul brood laws, protection

from fraudulent commission dealers, etc., but perhaps I have
suggested enough to start a discussion that may result in

something of value even if what I have said is worthless.

George W. York.

In the discussion that followed Mr. York's paper, all were
of the opinion that grocers generally demanded a larger per

cent, in handling honey than in the other products of the

farm or country.
The question was brought up in regard to the "pound"

section, and about all the members were in favor of a full-

pound section, tho Dr. Miller said, as it was impossible to get

all the sections a full pound, that it was not worth while to

stand closely by it.

Mr. Smith—I sell my honey to the grocers by the section,

and those that are light I cut out and sell to my neighbors by

the pound, and X can sell all the honey I can get.

Mr. Robbins— I think we can come near enough to a

pound to average 15 ounces.

The President reminded the convention that they were a

little off the point of discussion, and referred them to the rec-

ommendation in the paper read by Mr. York—that action be

taken as to adulteration—whereupon a motion made by Mr.

Robbins prevailed, that a committee of three be appointed by

the chair, as a LegislativeCommlttee, to secure the enactment
of a law to prevent the adulteration of honey in the State of

Illinois. The President named as that committee those who
lived near the capital—Jas. A. Stone, J. Q. Smith, and Geo.

F. Robbins.
Mr. York advocated combined effort among bee-keepers,

in the way of selling each other's honey.

A motion prevailed to adjourn to meet at 1:30 p.m.

At 1:30 p.m. the convention was called to order by Pres.

Miller, and with unanimous consent it was thought wise

for our meeting to join in with the State Farmers' Institute

for the afternoon and evening; especially as our President

was on their program in the evening.

SECOND DAY.

At 8:30 a.m. the meeting was called to order with Dr.

Miller in the chair, the Secretary opening with prayer.

The Secretary then outlined the work needed for the year,

recommending that we offer for this year again the American

Bee Journal for one year free to all who become members of

our Association and pay their fee of §1.00 to the Secretary

(to which Editor York kindly agreed) ; and also a copy of the

Second Annual Report, which contains illustrations of the

honey exhibits at the World's Fair, and a full report of the

North American Convention of that year.

The Secretary also recommended, for this year again, the
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sending out of return postal cards to members of the Associa-

tion for their reports of honey, as there were probably enough
cards on hand for the year.

He thought while it was very nice to have full reports of

our meetings in the Hee Journal, still this was a drawback to

our meetings being attended, as many would thinif they could

stay at home and still have the report of the proceedings.

This is all well enough if they are willing to have no part in

shaping that which may result in the greatest good.

A motion prevailed that we proceed to the election of

officers for the ensuing year, which resulted as follows:

President—Dr. C. C. Miller; Vice-Presidents— 1st, J. Q.

Smith; 2nd, S. N. Black; 3rd, Chas. Becker; ith, Geo. F.

Robbins; and 5th, Jas. A. Green. Secretary—Jas. A. Stone,

of Bradfordton ; Treasurer—Chas. Becker.
Dr. timer's paper was the next in order, and he accused

the Secretary of getting him into that scrape, and the only

way the Secretary could get out safely was to fir^t give the

law on noxious weeds in Illinois, which he did as follows :

NOXIOUS WEEDS TO BE DESTROVKD IN ILLINOIS.

"The Commissioners of Highways in their respective

towns, and the County Cbmmissioners in counties not under
township organization, shall annually at the proper season to

prevent the spread of the same, destroy or cause to be de-

stroyed all cockle-burrs, Canada thistles, Russian thistles, and
all other kinds of thistles, or other noxious weeds, growing
brush or plants growing on or upon their respective highways
within their jurisdiction."

Dr. Miller then gave the following on

SHOULD SWEET CLOVER BE CLAST AS A NOXIOUS WEED ?

The State of Illinois has laws against Canada thistles

along with certain other plants particularly named, and "other
noxious weeds." As sweet clover is not specially named, the

question arises whether it may fall under the category of
" other noxious weeds." What is a noxious weed ? Failing of

any statutory definition, we must fall back on the dictionary.

Referring to the Standard dictionary, a wted is de6ned : "Any
unsightly or troublesome herbaceous plant that is at the same
time useless or comparatively so, as a burdock or a dandelion

;

especially, such a plant that is positively noxious or injurious

to crops ; also, any herbaceous plant out of place, as a poppy
fn a wheat-field, or a stalk of wheat in a flower-garden." A'o.j:-

ious is defined ;
" Causing, or tending to cause injury, espec-

ially to health or morals ; hurtful ; pernicious."

The term " noxious weed" is evidently somewhat elastic,

any plant under certain circumstances being a weed, and capa-
ble of being more or le5S noxious. 0;ie of the most useful

plants— A'hite clover—may be a weed in a strawberry-bed,
and decidedly noxious. But that fact would hardly justify a

law forbidding a farmer to allow white clover ou his farm.

Any assemblage of intelligent farmers would pronounce such

a law absurd, while a law forbidding him to suffer Canada
thistles nn his farm under pain of severe penalty would be pro-

nounced a righteous thing. If wo can get at the reason for

coming down so severely on the thistle, while the white clover

goes scot free, perhaps we may be in position to decide as to

the proper status of sweet clover.

The indictjient upon which the death sentence of Canada
thistle is based, may come under three counts :

1. Its uselessness. Domestic stock find white clover a

useful food, but not Canada thistle.

'2. The difficulty of eradication where once establisht.

The effort sullicient for the utter extinction of white clover,

will find Canada thistle flourishing luxuriantly the following

season.
3. Undoubtedly the most serious count against Canada

thistle is the rapidity and certainly with which it spreads to

adjoining and even somewhat distant territory by means of

seed. A very small patch on one's land can speedily seed acres

or miles around him.
Tried by these three tests, how does sweet clo'ver stand ?

First as to uselessness. In some places, at least, it is consid-

ered a valuable forage crop, and its use is on the increase as

green or dry forage. Its long and deep roots, after rotting,

leave the soil in good condition for drainage, and for turning
under as green manure it has undisputed value.

2. Is sweet clover dillicult of eradication ? While the
thistle continues in perennial vigor year after year, the sweet
clover is a biennial, every plant dying root and branch at the

close of its second season. To exterminate it utterly it is not
necessary to uproot a single plant. >Simply cut down the stalks

after they have made as full a growth as possible, but before
any chance for maturity of seed, and there is no possible

chance of its continuance. As the plant Is l)iennial, this will

be necessary for two successive years, where it has been grow

ing uninterruptedly. It is just as difficult to kill out as red

clover, and no more so.

3. Does sweet clover spread rapidly by means of seed?
and does it thus readily get a foothold upon cultivated ground
at some distance ? No burrs or wings are attacht to the seed
as with some other plants, and the ripened seed falls directly

to the ground, carried, if carried at all, after its fall to the

ground. Its chief means of spreading is by means of sticking

to the wheels of vehicles when the ground is in a muddy con-

dition, and in this way it may slowly be spread to some dis-

tance. And that's perhaps the only way in which it can
spread more than five feet in a season. Not far from my home
I can find where sweet clover has been growing for 40 years
on the roadside without crossing the fence to encroach on cul-

tivated land. Let a patch of sweet clover be growing on one
side of the road and it may not cross to the other side for 10
years, altho it will gradually travel farther along the one side.

Scarcely a weed that grows will do less at spreading upon cul-

tivated land.

A charge that may with some propriety be brought against

sweet clover is, that it grows so tall and strong as to obstruct

travel on the highway. Left to itself throughout the entire

season it is decidedly bad in this respect, but an intelligent

roadmaster will have no difficulty. Cut it down just before it

commences to bloom, and it will not again make so strong a

stalk as to be a serious obstruction. Where cattle are allowed

free range on the road year after year, they never allow sweet
clover to get to any great height. I know a place where for

many years sweet clover has been growing on the roadside.

Throughout the summer, cows are driven along this road near-

ly a mile to and from pasture. Where the cows travel the

sweet clover never attains a height of more than one of two
feet. Immediately beyond, with no cattle to browse it down,
it grows to a height of six or eight feet.

Will an intelligent jury decide that sweet clover is a nox-

ious weed ? C. C. Miller.

Mr. Smith— If sweet clover is cut at the proper time, it

can be killed as easily as any other plant that is biennial.

There was some cut in my neighborhood that was in bloom,

but not seeded, cut very low, and it killed it so successfully

that not a particle of it came afterward.
Dr. Miller— If it is cut at the proper time, and in the

manner for feed, the growth after is not bad, nor in the way
in the highways.

(concluded next week)

CONDUCTED BY

»K. O. C. -VfliLBR, laAKKTiGO, ILL.

[Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direct.

1

Tlic Alley Trap for Caloliiiig Queens.

Please tell me whether the Alley queen-trap is a success

or not in catching queens in swarming-time ? or do you know
of any contrivance that is ? A. E. A.

Answer.—Yes, if you put an Alley trap in front of a hive,

you may count on finding the queen in it if the colony swarms.

m I ^
Bcc-Spaec Between Tiered Up Supers.

In tiering up sections, must there be a bee-space between
each tier ? Subscriber.

Answer.—Probably there are very few nowadays who
tier up supers (or storify supers, as the British perhaps more
properly say) without having between each two supers a space

of '4 to 'V of an inch. Years ago % was the space used, but

nowadays U is considered better. Practically there's little

difference in the two, between supers, altho there may be a

distinct difference between top-bars and supers. At one time

there was advanced the idea that bees would do better work
If they had no space to cross, and "continuous passage-ways "

were advocated. That is, sections wore placed plump down
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on top of other sections. But bees don't seem to mind cross-

ing a ;'4-inch space, and there are two objections to having
one section rest directly on another. One objection is, that

you will find it almost Impossible to put one super of sections

on another without crushine bees, unless there is a space be-

tween the two supers of sections. Another objection is, that

if one super rests directly upon another the two will be thor-

oughly glued together, making the bottoms of the upper sec-

tions and the tips of the lower sections much worse daubed
with glue than if a space was between.

Keeping Extra Queens Over Winter—Inlrodiic-
Ing Queens.

1. What is the best way to carry extra queens through
the winter, that are not needed the summer before?

2. Can a queen be introduced into a colony in an hour, or

later in the day, after a swarm has been sent out? or will I

have to cut out all the queen-cells before inlrodnciug her?
Colorado.

Answkrs.— 1. Keep them In a nucleus. But it isn't easy

10 winter a nucleus, so it isn't an easy thing to carry extra

queens through the winter. You may, however, have pretty

fair success by giving them the advantage of the heat of a

strong colony. Have a bee-tight partition in your hive, using

lumber % thick or less. Let the colony occupy the larger

apartment, and the nucleus the smaller. So far as I have
tried it, the two colonies will nestle up against the division-

board, making what would be a single cluster if the division-

board should be quietly removed. I have tried it in a great

many cases, but the two colonies or nuclei were generally of

nearly equal strength. If one was very weak and the other

very strong, the strong one migbt possibly cluster away from
the partition, leaving the weak one to perish from cold. The
safer plan would be to have the division-board in the middle,

as mine always were, have the two nuclei about equal, and of

such strength that the two united would malfe a good colony.

Then in the spring you could take away the extra queen and
unite, or take away one queen with enough to make a weak
nucleus, uniting the rest.

2. Most likely she would be kindly received, but if the

colony was sufficiently strong she might come out next day
with a swarm. This might be avoided by brushing off all the

bees that could be spared from the brood, uniting them with

the swarm, and setting the old hive in a new place.

Cause or Apiaries Being Wiped Out in 1§79.

On page 46 of Gleanings, for 1894, W. S. Fultz says :

"[In] the winter of 1871 fully 75 per cent, of all the apiaries

of Eastern Iowa and Western Illinois were wiped out of exis-

tence, and the others were so decimated that in nearly every

case, not more than three or four hives were left, etc The
cause of the great mortality to bees was said to be poisoned

honey that had been gathered by them during the previous

summer." This bears closely on subjects discust on pages

24:8 and 249 of the August Review, and I am anxious to 'Tun
it down." The American Bee Journal was the only journal

publisht then, I believe, and probably contains more detailed

accounts, and perhaps theories of the matter, which it might
be useful to compare with the recent outbreak around Denver.

But I have not the American Bee Journal for those years, and
probably very few have. Can I be helpt out here? I am
afraid the trouble may repeat itself this year. Denver.

Answkr.—I've spent no little time looking carefully

through the American Bee Journal, but not with most satis-

factory results. On page 212 of the March number for 1872,
Father Langstroth, who was then staying at Washington,
where the editor, Samuel Wagner, lived, writes :

"Both Mr. Wagner and myself have this winter had nu-

merous letters, informing us that the mortality among bees

from dysentery has been unusually severe. Several persons

have attributed it to the large quautitesof new cider stored up

by the bees. In many localities, large quantities of very thin

honey were gathered too late to be thickened or sealed over by

the bees. This thin honey in cold weather soon becomes thin-

ner still, and then by fermentation sours, and is almost sure

death to bees, especially if they are entirely conflned to their

hives." But no special refereuce is made to Iowa. On page

253 he says :
" We learn from several prominent bee-keepers

that if our suggestion in the last number about using the

Hruschka [extractor] to empty thin honey, in the fall, could

have been made last September, many colonies which have

died of dysentery might have been saved."

On page 252, May number, Elisha Gallup, then at Or-

chard, Iowa, makes some remarks about wintering in general,

but says nothing about any special mortality in Iowa. On
page 254, he says : "We are wintering our large hives on the

summer stands, and thus far (Feb. 15,1872) we are highly

pleased with the results."

On page 257 is an article that seems to bear more directly

on the subject, written also by Mr. Gallup, who contributed

oftener than any other writer to that volume of the Bee Jour-

nal. He commences :
" In order to throw some light on this

Bee-Disease," and then tells about the wintering of " 10 colo-

nies on the stands," in four different kinds of hives, and 42
colonies and 5 nuclei in the cellar. The substance of the re-

port is that three colonies died outdoors because they were in

hives so tall that " the cluster was in a wrong position, tall up
and down," and the other three that wintered outdoors came
through in spendid condition. In the cellar three of the nu-

clei, having all young bees, wintered well, and two having all

old bees died. He continues :

" Bees left to themselves stopt breeding earlier last season

than common on account of the drouth. Old queens stopt lay-

ing from two to three weeks earlier than young queens ; con-

sequently five colonies in the cellar with old queens had the

dysentery when I set them out March 26, and large quantities

of dead bees; probably two weeks longer of confinement

would have used up the entire five colonies. I discovered that

two colonies were queenless in September, and introduced

young queens after it was too late for them to breed, hence

they had all died with dysentery the first week in March. If

the weather had been mild enough to have allowed them a

purifying flight I could have saved them."

That's all I can find in any way bearing on the suppcsi-

tion that the winter of 1871- meant. If the previous

winter is meant, then 1 can find nothing at all relevant.

A Case of Weak Colony.

I have one colony of bees that seems to be weak. What is

the matter with it? Does the queen want to meet a drone?
She has been coming out and flying around in the warm part

of the day ever since the last of February, and, if so, will she

be too late ? I saw young drones the last of F'ebruary.

A. R. Y., Scott Co., Ark.

Answer.—There are many cases of weak colonies, and it

may come from many causes. It is possible that your queen
may turn out all right, for when a queen comes out at any
other time than at swarming, you may count that she is not

yet mated. ^ ^
Preventing lncrea<>e of Colonics.

In preventing increase of colonies, have you ever practiced

the plan of hiving the first swarm on frames with starters only,

and then gradually replacing these frames with those belong-

ing to the parent colony ? If so, will you kindly give the re-

sult?
I have 46 colonies to open the season with. I will work

for both comb and extracted honey, and desire to keep my
number as near SO as practicable. If you have a better plan

than the above, will you be good enough to give that ? (If it

isn't patented). My bees are in 8-frame hives—Hoffman
frames. My best swarm for 1896 filled seven supers of sec-

tions. They were hived June 10. They had also about 20
pounds for wintering. Clark Co., Wis.

Answer.—I have followed exactly that plan, and have no

patent method. Indeed, I may as well tell you privately that

I don't know enough to know just what is the best method to

pursue to get good crops and keep down your numbers. Very
likely your plan will not turn out exactly as you expect or de-

sire, but by starting out in the direction you indicate you may
eventually reach something desirable. One danger is that you
may return the combs of brood too soon and make the colony

swarm again. If you wait too long, brood in the new combs
will be so far advanced that little will be gained by changing.

If I were to try the plan, I think I would give the swarm
only half its number of frames to start with, then in ten days

or two weeks fill up with combs from the old hive containing

most brood. If the old hive, after furnishing combs enough to

till up, had left some combs containing much brood, I'd swap
for combs of the swarm containing the least sealed brood. Of

course, you will put the swa.-m on the old stand, and leave i«

the old hive barely enough bees to care for the brood, or else

give the swarm all the bees and otherwise dispose of the brood.
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Editorial Con)n)cr)i^^

Lost Numbers of the Bee Journal.—It seems
lately that a good many copies of the Bee Journal get lost in

the mails—at least quite a number of our subscribers call for

missing copies. Now, we don't know why that should be, for

we use the same care in mailing that we always have. Bu t in

case you do miss a copy, ask for it, and we will send it again.

Don't wait three or four months and then write us, for by that
time we may bo unable to supply it. We just now have a call

from Australia for about 30 back numbers running through
the years 1890 to 189i inclusive. Of course we can't supply
them now, even tho the subscriber does offer us four cents per
copy.

•*-'-*-

The New XTnion—A Call for Volunteers.—
We have received the following "letter of acceptance" and
" inaugural address" from Hon. Eugene Secor, the newly-
appointed General Manager of the United States Bee-Keepers'
Union :

Editor American Bee Journal—
Dear air :— I notice in your issue of April 8, that I have

been " promoted." Did I not have the fullest confidence in
the honesty of the E.'jecutive Board, I should suspect they had
gone "behind the returns" in declaring me elected. The
" people " evidently thought I hadn't anything to do, and that
I would be glad to dinUnouish myself by a campaign of prohi-
bltkjn against fraud.

I have heard before of "ofBce seeking the man," and this
is positive proof that the theory upon which this government
was founded has not gone into " innocuous desuetude."

Since " the voice of the people is the voice of God," I sub-
mit with the best grace possible.

But if it's war you want, please furnish the " munitions."
There isn't any use for me to step into the " breach" unless
at least 500 volunteers will " support " uie.

Come on, boys ! Let's at 'em ! But, " money talks." Send
your $$ to Dr. Mason— f don't want the stuff.

Yours truly, Edgenk Secor.
Forest City, Iowa, April 8, 1897.

Now that has the true ring of a leader. When a man says,
" Come on," it means he's ready to go ahead, and only wants
the rest of tho "army" to follow and back him up.

Of course, the leader in the proposed fights to be under-
taken by the New Union cannot do anything without " muni-
tions," or "sinews of war." You see, he calls for 500 volun-
teers. That's not many. Why, there should be four times
that many to respond at once from among the readers of the
American Bee Journal alone. Then with all to "volunteer"
from the readers of Gleanings, the Review, etc.— well, there
oughtn't to be any trouble about " munitions."

Now, if it will bo any more convenient for our readers to

send their membership money to this office, do so, and we will

be glad to see that it gets into the proper hands. Every bee-

keeper is interested in the work to be done by the New Union.

So send on your dollar and become a member at once. Let us

not allow the new General Manager to suffer for the want of

" munitions," but rather back him up in such away that he
will have no excuse to " let up " in the warfare against honey
adulterators, commission frauds, and every other fraud that

hinders or robs the honest producer of honey.

Xhe New Union is already receiving words of en-

couragement. Here is what that big Minnesota bee-keeper,

Mr. C. Theilmann, wrote us April 9 :

Friend York :— I see by this week's American Bee Jour-
nal, that the New Union is now in full operation, and I hope
that all good bee-keepers who are willing, and desire, to keep
in check and root out the honey-commission swindlers and
thieves and adulterators, will join, and send in their dollars.

I will send mine in to-day. Success cannot fail to be the out-
come with such men in office as the New Union now has.

C. Theilmann.

Mr. Theilmann has set a good example. Let 500 others

do likewise before May 1. With such encouragement as that

would be. General Manager Secor could " trot off " at a lively

pace after the swarm of adulterators, honey-commission frauds,

etc.

Is a New Union Unwise?—On page 242, Prof.

Cook has a most excellent article—one that would have been

about ten times as valuable had he written it in time for it to

have had its influence on the vote on amalgamation last .Jan-

uary. It seems strange that the Professor should now be so

strongly in favor of one of the very objects proposed by the

New Constitution, and yet when some of us were trying to

bring about amalgamation, so that honey-adulteration might

be fought, he did not favor it. One reason why we wanted to

unite the two societies was so that the fight against honey-

adulteration might be undertaken and pusht hard; for we
knew the General Manager of the old Union was opposed to

having that organization take up this important work. He
showed that very clearly in his last Report, when he was

opposing the New Constitution, where he said :

" The real question is this : Shall it now add to its work
that of prosecuting honey-adulterators'? Under the name of
' Amalgamation ' the one real point sought to be gained is this

feature, and that should be thoroughly understood.

" If the Union is to be re-organized to do this work, it will

subvert its original purpose and mainly change its character.
It will have multitudinous lawsuits begun all over the coun-
try, and must have lots of money to employ attorneys to at-

tack that dydra-headed monster—adulteration."

Of course, it would "subvert its original purpose and

mainly change its character," if amalgamation bad carried.

But who cares about "its original purpose" of defense,

now that the work in that line is practically all done ? Sup-

pose its "character " ftnri been changed so that the money
now lying idle in the treasury of the old Union could be used

in prosecuting adulterators, would anybody shed tears over

that?

We think the fact is, there is no need to talk about the old

Union taking up adulteration, for the majority voted to use its

present funds as in the past, and at tho rate of expending it

the last two years, it will hold out perhaps two more years.

The New Union is planned to do not only the work originally

proposed by the old Union, but infinitely more, as specified in

Its objects, which we publlsht two weeks ago.

Prof. Cook says, and very correctly, too :
" I am inclined

to the opinion that many who voted at the last election [in

January] were not Informed properly or fully as to the just

what was intended." Of course they " were not informed

properly or fully." How could they be, when only OJic side of
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the amalgamation matter was placed before them in the Gen-

eral Manager's Report, and that the wrong side? Nothing

could have been more unfair than that. Had those favoring

amalgamation been permitted to present their side of the

case, as was clearly their right, if any side was to be pre-

sented, the result doubtless would have been very different.

Of course there is no need for two Unions, unless you

want one to just put in its time in guarding a little pile of

money, and the other to raise funds and do the fighting. As
Prof. Cook says—and others have voiced the same sentiment

—

the old Union is no longer needed to defend the pursuit of

bee-keeping in its right to existence. That was settled some
10 years ago.

Another thing, the New Union must be managed differ-

ently in some particulars than has been the old one. Just the

other day a bee-keeper who for years was a member of the

old Union, was in our office—and when askt why he dropt his

membership, said :

"When I belong to any organization I want to know
what is done with the funds. I want to know how much is

paid for this, and how much for that. I have a right to know.
That is the reason I and others, who were members out where
I live, dropt out. I also tbink the Treasurer should give a
bond. I expect to join the New Union."

Just so. Every member certainly desires to see both sides

of the New Union's account, itemized, and publisht in the

Annual Report. All have a perfect right to this. It is no

reflection upon the honesty or administration of the General

Manager to ask for such information. He should be only too

glad to give it. And why should any public financial officer

feel delicate about giving a limited bond ? This is only a good

business principle.

As the majority of the members of the old Union practi-

cally said by their votes that they did not desire that organi-

zation to take up issues other than that of defense; and as

its General Manager is opposed to undertaking the fight

against honey-adulteration, to us it looks to be the very wisest

of wise moves to build up a New Union that will just go in to

win; not only get the victory over the adulterators, but help

to wipe out honey-commissiou frauds, and when necessary

also do what little may yet be needed to defend apiarists in

their constitutional right to keep bees.

On with the New Union ! Let the volunteers rally around

its standard, and then go forth to victory for the right

!

Afler Adulterators in California. — Prof.

Wenzell, the chemist of the San Francisco Board of Health, is

after the adulterators of all kinds of food. He is making
chemical analyses of syrups, jellies, and canned sweets of all

kinds. Of course honey comes in also. In a half-column

report on Prof. Wenzell's work, sent to us by Mr. A. B. Zinn,

taken from the San Francisco Examiner of March 14, we find

these paragraphs :

Sweeter than honey in the honey-comb is the honey that
comes in glass bottles, so sweet and innocent and golden that
only a health ollicer would dream of suspecting it. A canny
little instrument, known as a polariscope, was turned on the
different brands of " absolutely pure honey," with startling

results. It is a scientific fact that a plane of polarized light,

passing through pure honey, will be deflected to the left. If

It deflects to the right, adulteration may be assumed.

The San Diego honey showed a melancholy deflection of

13.3 degrees to the right: the Los Angeles and White Clover
but little less. From this a large proportion of glucose was
Inferred, as well as sugar and syrup. Glucose is not food,

and no respectable bee would tolerate it in her cell for ten
seconds. To label such compounds " pure honey " is an insult

to Dr. Watts and John the Baptist. Fancy the latter reduced
to a diet of locusts and glucose I

Mr. Zinn says that Prof. WenzelPs work shows him to be

the " right man in the right place." With California's pres-

ent stringent law against the adulteration of honey, it ought

to be easy to make it good and warm for those who attempt

to adulterate the product of the bees. But when our Illinois

legislature rises to its golden opporiunity, and passes an antl-

aduiteration law, then look out for the unearthing of swarms

of adulterators in Chicago. 'Tis said that " Every dog has his

day," and we think the adulterator's " day " is coming on with

great speed ; and it will be a hot day for him, too. People

are getting awfully tired of being swindled on both sides —
inside and outside. What with frauds of all kinds to rob

them of their hard-earned dollars, and the adulterators to

tamper with what they eat, is it any wonder that honest peo-

ple are wondering who is running this country, any way '? It

is time that those who believe iu righteousness should arise

In their might and everlastingly wallop the daylights out of

the frauds of all kinds and conditions.

And the New Union is the agency that can help greatly

in downing at least those who besmirch the fair character of

the purest, best, and oldest sweet known to mankind.

T\)c Weekly Budget.

Mr. L. L. Jackson, of Monterey Co., Calif., writing April

10, said : "The weather has been and is still quite warm for

this season of the year, the thermometer registering as high

as 90° in the shade."

Dr. C. C. Miller, in a letter we recieved April 14, says :

"Winter isn't exactly lingering in the lap of spring, but
spring doesn't seem to move very fast. I am busy hauling

bees now to out-apiaries, and have three-fourths of them
away."

Mr. G. M. Doolittle, in the Progressive Bee-Keeper,
says that this " is the secret of successful honey-production
in a nutshell : First, secure the laborers just at Ihc riijlit time

for the lioncy harvest, then keep a,n eye on things, giving only

just enough room in wliivh to store till the honey comlnrj from
that harvest, and you SLTe loss of the situation." There you
have it. It's no longer a " secret." Now profit by it.

Now for New Subscribers for the rest of 1S97 :

We would like to have each of our present readers send us at

least one new subscriber for the Bee Journal before June 1,

1897. That surely will not be hard to do, when they will

need to pay only GO cents for the rest of this year. That is

about S months, or only Tjj cents a month for the weekly
American Bee Journal. Any one with only a colony or two
of bees should jump at such an offer as that.

Now, we don't ask you to work for us for nothing, but
will say that for each new 00-cent subscriber you send us, we
will mail you your choice of one of the following list:

Wood Binder for the Bee .Tournal 20c.
nO copies of leaflet on -Why Eai Honey?" 20c.
50 •• on •' How to Keep Honey " 20c.
00 ' " on • Alsike Clover" 20c.
6 copies Honey as Fnod and Medicine" 20c.
lcopye4ch " Prepar.>tlon ot Hnney- for the Market "(10c.)

and Uoolittle'8 " Hive I V'e " i5c i loo.
1 copr each Dadants' "Handling Bees" (8c.) and " Bee-

Pasturape a Necessity ' (lOc. I 18o.
Dr. Howard's bonk on " F )ul Brood " 2.)C.

Kolinke's " Foul B no d " Ijoo? 25c.
Cheshire's " Foul Brood " book dOj.) and Dadants' " Hand-

ling Bees" [8c ] 18c.
Dr. Foote'8 Hand-book ot Health 25c.
Rural Life Book 25c.
Our Poultry Doctor, by Fanny Felld 25c.
Poultry for .Market and Proflt, by Fanny Field 2.ic.

Capons and Capouizing 25c.
Turkeys for Market and Prollt 2.5c.

Green's Four Hooks on Fruit-G rowing "oc.
Kopp Comiuercbil C'.iUuUior No. L 25c.
Silo ano Silatre. bv Prot. Cook 2.ic.

Bienen-Kultur LGerman] 40c.
Kendall's Horse-Book [Eoiilish or German] 25c.
1 Pound White Clover Seed 25c.
1 " Sweet •• " 25c.
i% •• Al'^lke " " 25c.
1% " Alfalfa " •• 25c.m •• Crimson " " 2.5o.

Queen-Clipping Device 30c.

We make the above offers only to those who are now sub-

scribers ; in other words, no one sending in his own 60 cents

as a new subscriber can also claim a choice of the above list.
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White Clover Thick.

White clover is thick in this section, and
I am hopeful. W. Spencer.
Macoupin Co., 111., April 7.

Small Loss in Wintering.

I put part of my bees out the past three
days, but it was hardly warm enough (53
degrees), and many scattered around and
died. 1 have always found it risky to put
them out it under UO degrees above zero.
Three colonies are dead (queenless) out of
130, but many will be short of stores and
have to be fed. C. Theilmanx.
Wabasha Co., Minn., April 9.

Plaster Casts for Foundation.

Bees in south Florida are doing well this
season. There have been several swarms
near me. I do not let mine swarm

—

'• watch 'em too close.''

Can any of the readers of the '• Old Re-
liable " tell me how to make plaster casts
for molding foundation ? and how to oper-
ate tbem ? Are they patented ? If so, by
whom ? Don't all speak at once.

I have to come to the front to thank our
Editor for the good work he is doing the
bee-keepers in our land, by fighting frauds.
May he ever live to continue in the good
work. He is ever ready to do his share.

J. M. Lassiter.
Hillsboro Co., Pla., April 7.

Good Honey Season Expected.

My bees are doing well, and I think we
will have a good season for honey. I am a
beginner with bees, this being my third
season with bees. I live on the peninsula
just below San Francisco. I do not ask
any questions because I do not think it

necessary as long as I take the Bee Journal;
I also have the "A B C of Bee-Culture,"
Benton's and Newman's books. I think
that any person with common intelligence
these days can get along very well with the
above. I get a good market for my honey
and wax. because I have it in a neat, clean
shape. As I attribute the most of my suc-
cess to the Bee Journal I sincerely wish it

and its editor success. M. P. S.mith.
San Mateo Co., Cal., April 7.

The Mississippi River Overflow.

When a boy living in Canada I often read
of the great Mississippi river, of the over-
flows in the Mississipjji bottoms, and longed
to live on the banks of that great river. So
about eight years ago I went to Louisiana,
near New Orleans, to live, but over 3i) miles
from the river; but not being satisfied
there, I came to this (Bolivar) county and
located my apiary near the levee, in a low
spot. For the first two years we had no
high water, but this spring it came. We
have a levee over Vi feet high, and it looks
strong enough to hold any pressure. About
11 weeks ago the health bureau predicted
an overtiow. and we watcht the water as it

crept from (i to 12 inches per day up the
levee, until it began to slosh over. Men
went to work to raise it—over HI,000 men,
they say, were at work between Memphis
and Vicksburg, trying to save it. It was a
novel sight to me, to see that great water,
as long as it staid on the opposite side.

About a week ago a man came riding
into our place saying the levee had broken
about G miles above. We all knew that
meant to get ready. This break was about
3 o'clock in the afternoon. Some said the
water would not reach us for '24 hours, but
I went to work putting my bees up and get-
ting ready. I workt until about '2 o'clock
in the morning, wlien the mighty water
began to roll in my apiary. I had my bees
up 4 feet high—all said they were safe. I
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then put my bed up in the loft, and went
up as the water bad cut me off from the
railroad or levee. In the morning I knockt
a board off and lookt out to see how the
bees were doing, only to see part of the
hives floating around. I went down in the
water up to my waist (4 feet deep) and
gathered them up the best I could, and tried
to save them. How they are doing I cannot
tell, but I think I shall lose heavily.

I then started to the apiary about 4 miles
down the river, to see if the water had
reacht them, but the water had beat me
there—not a hive of bees or a stand was
left— all gone. I did not go to my upper
apiary, about 4 miles up near the break,
but learned they had all floated away. But
I am in hopes to save enough to start again.

While sitting here and looking over the
water, it looks like a mighty ocean. Thou-
sands of cattle have drowned, hundreds of
mules and hogs are gone, and many lives
are lost— so it is reported.

All had it reported that I was drowned,
as I did not get up town the next morning.
When a party came down to my apiary to
see where I was, and call me, I tell you I

answered soon, and crawled out of the
gable-end of my wigwam, and got in that
dugout.
Now I tell all bee-men that I have enough

of the great Mississippi river. Railroad
tr.acks are washt away on both sides of us;
no mail for a week, and God only knows
when we will get any. I send this letter
out with some men that are going out to
meet a passing steamer. J. H. Siple.
Bolivar Co., Miss., April 1.

Bees 'Wintered in Clamps.

I winter bees outside. packt in clamps with
forest leaves, with a chaff cushion on top.
I have from one to four colonies in each
case. Out of the 40 colonies put up last
fall, one is lost, and 1 consider that not bad
for this latitude, and variable weather.

I like the Bee Journal so well that I

would not like to lose even one number.
Wm. Miller.

Ontario, Canada, April 10.

Working on Sapolel.

My bees are now working on sapolel—

a

bulb that sends up a small plant that is in

bloom as soon as the snow is off. The bloom
is very fragrant, and bees fairly cover it.

It furnishes both pollen and honey, and is

in bloom before the willows are. It is a
bulb the Indians dig to make bread of. I

do not know its scientific name, but the In-

dians call it " sapolel." It grows in rocky
bars, and on thin, gravelly land, and is a
splendid early bee-plant.

It is needless for me to say the American
Bee Journal is a welcome visitor; it is

always received ^vith great interest, so
much so that I often read it until it is too
late to go to church, thus failing to hear
some good sermons. S. W. Maxet.

Kittitas Co., Wash., April 5.

[Mr. Maxey, you should not let the Bee

Journal interfere with j'our church duties.

Remember the contents of this paper are

not " too good to keep." They won't spoil

if not devoured until several days after

being received.

—

Editor.]

Bee-Keeping in 'Virginia.

The winter, in this locality, has been
favorable to the safe wintering of bees,

scarcely a week having past btit what they
were niile to fly out, and all colonies that
have sulHcient stores pass the winters here
without loss, on the summer stands, with-
out any trouble as to packing, ventilation,

etc. They commenced to gather pollen late

in the month of February, and now, with
cherries, peaches, pears, and plum trees in

full bloom, and apple blossoms bursting
forth, they are well bred up and strong in

numbers. Last fall 1 took off some very
line honey, to my taste fully equal to any
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Northern product. From wbat source it

was gathered I do not know, as 1 summer
at the North ; l)ut it is claimed liere that
the holly produces about the nicest.

Last spring I took with me to my New
York State home, a few colonies about the
middle of April, and I thought it paid well.
and propose to repeat it this spring, for it

did us good to notice how a frame or two
of these young. vigorous bees and brood put
new life into a weak, dwindling colony of
old bees wintered at the North.

The weather has been rather cool for a
few days past, and this morning a slight
white frost was perceptible on the clover
and grass, but somehow a frost here does
not seem to kill plants and vegetation as it

does at the North. I judge it is affected by
the damper atmosphere, and denser air,
for sound seems to travel farther, or is

beard at a greater distance.
Chesteu Beldixc;.

Surry Co., Va., April 2.

Bees Wintered in a Clamp.

To-day I took out half of my bees; they
were buried since the first of November.
ISnu. I started at S o'clock, a.m., and it

was 44 degrees above zero in the shade, and
and when I got through it was .50 degrees,
and out they flew. The wind blew a little
from the east, and it was a fine day. Mon-
day I expect to take out the balance, but
these are 3 miles from my home, in the
woods, and in the basswood also. I keep
mine all in one clamp. All the bees I know
of are alive. Soft maple is commencing to
open. Clover looks well, and plenty of it.

D. D. D.\N'IHEK.
Dane Co., Wis., April 2.

Australia—A " Worker-ftueen."

Our honey season is now nearly over,
and with me it has been about the best I

have had for the past 16 years.

Have you ever known bees to swarm
with a laying worker instead of a c|ueen ?

Well. I bad a very small swarm do just
that silly trick a few days ago. They set-
tled on a small bush, and to find the queen
I shook the bees on to a bottom board, but
could find no trace of her. I noted, how-
ever, one worker that they paid particular
attention to. and which they treated ex-
actly as they would a queen, by circling
around her and moving out of her way as
she went about. I watcht her for some
time, and from the respect and attention
paid her, it was evident that the bees
treated her as a queen. I then placed her
in a nftr cage and set her down about a foot
away from the cluster of bees, when they
immediately started towards her and clus-
tered around the cage. I then removed
the queen and killed her. and on carefully
opening her I found a single egg in her
body. I am positive there was no other
queen connecteii with this swarm, and that
the bees recognized this worker as a queen.

H. L Jones.
Queensland. Australia, March 13.

Painful Accident—New Union.

I expected to send my dollar to the New
Union before this. 1 was waiting to see
bow the vote would come out on Feb. 1,

when on Jan 3(1 1 slipt and fell on some
steps iu Minneapolis, while delivering but-
ter, and dislocated my ankle, broke the
small bone just above the ankle, and chipt
the end of the large bone at the joint. So
since then 1 have not bad any stray dollars
to send, but 1 will have, as I like the stand
the New Union has taken on commission
frauds, as I was taken in by Hirrie & Co.,
in ISy."). the time they had an advertisement
iu the American Bee Journal. I wrote to
tbe editor at the time, and he replied that
as far as he knew they were all right, so 1

shipt them my honey, and the next week
their advertisement was out of the Bee
Journal, and an editorial was in exposing
them. I got S cents per pound, instead of
1.5 cents as tbey stated. But I have not lost

^ TO BE HUNG!^
Oiru Siii.Noi.E Is n.iw hun? out, nolif.vInK

the public tiDii. we :irt' Hjrain reiidy Iu fitlilp

((iieeiis. Havlnsr j;rc:itly eiilarjjuii our lacll-
liies. cun fill orders by rvtiirii tuail.

4«»I<l€-ii {«:! iilifM.S ItaiKl llalian»
Aliio SilT«'r-<Jraj' 4'ariiiolau.

Warranted Queen, .'jilc. ; Tested. T.ic. Make
Mom J- Orders pm ali • at faldwell, To.x. Send
for Catalog ot B::e-Keepcr»' Siippliei).

Address. C. B. BANKSTON.
llitf CiiKiEs.M.tN. Burleson Co.. Tex.

Mention tuc 3.i"crwan /Jee j0U7'<t.:.

:

mmm and

FOUADATIOJI
We do not catalog itieQulobyor Hill Smo-

kers this year, but ihere ma\ be some who
prefer these styles. We sUll have a lew. and
offer them at these special prices to close oui:

Thi" Quiuby—^-Inch barrel, sinKleblast. .'!.")C.

;

postpaid, .iOc. CH-iuCh, doub e bla=t, 60c.;
postpaid, 75c.

The Hill -3-inch band. 40c.; postpaid. 60c.

VaiiDeiisen Thin Flat-lto!toin Fdii.

In S.") pound bo.ves at only $10.50 per box.
while it lasts. Address.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.,
118 Michifran St.. - CHIC.4G0, III.

ONE MAN WITH THE

UNION ^''^i':i,^^'°''
Can do the work of four
men usiug baud tools. Id
Kipping. Cuttlng'-off. Mi-
tring, Rabbeting. Groov-
ing. Gaining. Dadotnir.
Ed^lng-up. Jointing Stuff,
ete;. Full Lineof Foot and
Hand Power Machinery.
S.ild on Trial. Catalo^ae Free.

»E^E<'A FALL^ IflFG. CO.,
16 Water Sc SENECA FALLS. N. Y.

lAly 4/cnfio,. the Amerirnn Bee joumd!

BEST ON EARTH !

!

18 years the Standard. Tbe 4-ln(?h " Smoke
Engine." Is it too larjre y Will It last, too
lon^y Will siiveyou lots of money and bad
words. Send for Circular. 6 sizfs and prices
oi Bingham Smokers and Knives.

T. F. BI^C:HAn, Farwell, nuu.
5 Att Mention Vtc American Be€ JuurrujJ^

fEarly Italian Queens?
L'otfsted, T.ic; Tested. $1.25.
Nuclei and Bees by the Pound.

E. Ij. ClKUIMi ION,
5AlTt De Fuuiak Sprlnss, Fla.

(luldeii

Adel

Albino

Texas Queens
Dr. Gallup saj s they are the best he
has iu bis yard

VENS, Lisbon, Tex.
rnal. O.V;et.

J. 11. 1

Mention the lice J(

RAikT S ( Get discounts on early orders
Glllino \ lor 18!I7. A. I. KootCo's Bee-v vr/J. I Supplies always on hind. Bet-
ter prepared than ever to fill or.,-ers promptly.
.'iU-paire Catalotr free,
JOHN HEBEI. Si SOIT, H'^h Hill. Mo.

iltnlUtnlUe Amtrica^i Beejcnimal. 4Atf

BEE - KEEPERS, PRICES CUT
On FOU.ND.ATKJ.N COMB to introduce

Forrest New Mclliml of Sliwliiig Wa.\

by Aiitoiiiulic Hkcliiiiery.

Write for de^c^iIltlve CirculMr Prlce-List and
Samples. N. B. FOKUEsT,
ISAtC AtJBi-KN, N. Y.

tierUion trueArrATiconBeaJcie-naL

faith in the American Bee Journal, nor its

editor, as 1 am still a subscriber, and I ex-
pect to be a tueuiber of the New Union, if

for no other reason than to help in its fight
against frauds.

I am just able to walk about the house
without a cane, but use one out-doors. 1

was laid up three weeks in Minneapolis be-
fore I could get home, but I had the Bee
Journal sent to me from home. Hurrah
for the American Bee Journal and the New
Union! Jous M. Seilek.
Carver Co , Minn.

[We are sorry to learn of your accident.

The New Union is all ready to receive

your membership tee now.

—

Ekitor.]

Favorable for a Good Season.

My 2.5 colonies have come through the
winter in good condition, with the excep-
tion of three, which have dropt out. They
had the first flight March I'.i: on April
7 there were a few bees coming loaded with
pollen. It was warm and sunny up to the
0th. when the weather changed, and it

snowed all day, closing them in again.

Last year was a very good one for this
location. I winter my bees on the summer
stands, packt with hulls snug and warm.
Everything looks favorable for a good sea-
son this year. Clover was looking nice last
fall; I can't tell yet how it will come
through the winter. Clover aud basswood
are our main supply. Basswood gave us
considerable last year, but I don't expect
much from it this year, so if clover fails it

will be good, by honey with us. Success to
the American Bee Journal.

H. M. Heath.
Orange Co., Vt., April 13.

Salt 'Water Cure for Foul Brood.

Will Mr. Golden please explain what the
salt water cure for foul brood and bee-
paralysis is '. How are the bees treated .'

Does he consider it as good as the McEvoy
treatment ? A. C. M.

[Mr. Golden replies to tbe foregoing

questions as follows :

—

Editor.]

In answering Mr. A. C. M 's inquiries in

regard to the salt water remedy, presum-
ing he has iu mind the electrolyzed sodium
water mentioned in my article on page ISO,

permit ine to say that so far as the elec-

trolyzed salt water is concerned, it has
never been tried either on paralysis or foul
brood, to the best of my knowledge. He
will notice on reading the article on page
ISO. that as there was no diseased bees,

either foul brood or paralysis, existing in

this section. I desired those having the dis-

ease amongst their bees to give the remedy
a test and report. As I have explained in

anoiher article in regard to what electro-

lyzed salt water is. it will not be necessary
to repeat it here. Also. 1 may say that
plain salt water has never been used, so
far as I know, for the cure of foul brood,
but has been used very successfully in my
treatment for the cure of bee paralysis, as
you will notice in the closing paragraph of
the article on page ISO. 1 also have given
a statetnent as to how the treatment should
be performed, in the article alluded to
above, and which will appear soon in the
American Bee Journal. J. A. Golhes.

Out-Door Wintering.

I have taken care of bees for :U years, in
three different nations, and have had good
results with them. Some claim the cellar
is a good place for bees during the winter
months. 1 don't think so. I am living in

as cold a part of the country as a bee wants
to live, and we get six months of winter
here on the Berkshire hills in Massachu-
setts. I leave my bees in the open lot. and
find in Pi years 1 have not lost one colony
with the cold. 1 have the Albino bee. the
pure Italian, and the native black bee—7?

colonies in all. Give me the native black
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PLOW TO THE Lswn:.
W'iW clo.f c'.n you \.'<^\s^ t>> ii Li;.!.-*-? Cr lo
matter a rail fence or a barb wire fence f Did y« i*

ever stop to count lip your annual lots from iii '.

beinf^alyle to cultivate tliat strip of landf Yt^'i

can p!owri:rht up to tlie po>:tsof the Keyst'lK^
I'Vnoe. There i^ no waste land wlien it is ii »<!.

V.'.' s'-nil iri'irircT-; a. T-i-e In.o'con f«'Ticplniil''iiv-,

KEYSTOKE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO.,
N'o a Kn-^h St.. r<'ori:i. III.

•^ Money Saved is Money Gained. •^

THE ROYAL WM
life Insurance Company

DES MOINES, IOWA.

The Iowa Policy
Is one that deflnitely promises to keep an
accurate account with you ; credit your
premiums and Interest, charge the actual

expense and mortuary cost, and hold the

remaining funds subject to your order.

AeeiitM Wanted.

RIG MONEY IN POULTRY
(tVt Stock and Incubalm> if (.-un ducted
.ncordintj to "The Chautauqua
Guide to Big Profits " jusi oui mid
sent postpjaid with our lh97 Cwtiiloyue
for4c to htjlp I'ay postaee.etc. Best et.'t{B

and stock cost no more if purchased of
us. you can then sell your [iroduct to

u-* and th'^usands others for high fancy prices.
We own 300 acres most eletiantly adapted to

-=pooltry. CHAUTAUQUA POULTRY &
PET STOCK FARM,Box 17 KENNEDY, N.Y

7--\i;i MeiUion the A.merican IJnc Jout^icU,

seotio5ts~!
We have a lot of Sections 4!ix4i4x7 to-foot,
which are off in color. We wish t't close them
outQCiCK.so offer them at $1.50 a M. They
are not seconds, but are off In color—open on
two and three sides.
Cat. of Bees uird Supplies Free.

I. J. STRIiXGIIAM,
105 Park Place. NEW YORK. N. t

Apiary—Glen Cove. L. 1.

QUEENS
Smokers. Sections

.

Comb Foundfition,
Aod ail A))l»Ir.in Hii|i|>li<.*K

_ chpap. HomA for
UtEK BUIogua. E. T. FLANAUAN, Bcllfvllle, 111.

13A13t Please mention the Bee Journal.

Our Prices
ARE WORTH
LOOKING AT

NEW CHAMPION CHAFF HIVE
with DovKTAii.Eri Boiiv ANo Sui'Eiis espe-
cially. All other nee-Supplies accordingly.
Send for Catalog and Price- Li-.t. Address.

B. H. SCHMIDT & CO.,
48Atf Bo.VlS?. SHEBDVOAN. Wis.
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mountain laurel. I want to state right
here, for my last time unless called on,

'that we get poisonous boney here from the
laurel, about one time in ten. and I never
have known any oue poisoned to death
from it. nor never will, the it makes a per-

son very sick. The bees will not work on
laurel if there is anything else to work on.

I have about IIX) pounds of honey now
that is raixt with poisonous honey. It is

nearly two years old, and is granulated,
but it has the bitter, scorcht taste.

Wm. Webb.
Cocke Co.. Tenn., April 5.

Bees in Florida—The Ti-Ti.

This locality last summer suffered with a
severe and protracted drouth, which proved
to be the death-kuell of many colonies of

bees dying of starvation. By the law of
"survival of the fittest," those that en-
dured to the end were the best and strong-
est. After the fall rains flowers bloomed,
and brood-rearing commenced, which con-
tinue! during the winter, as on almost all

fair days pollen could be gathered in the
swamps, and probably some honey. Colo-
nies were populous when fruit-trees

bloomed, and by the middle of March
swarms were issuing.
The titi is a very interesting shrub or

tree, growing in living water. All wet
places are called " titles." It is an Indian
word, signifying tangle or thicket. There
are three varieties of titi. differing very
little. The largest, which is quite a tree,

grows where the water is the deepest, and
they gradually grow smaller as there is less

water. The bloom is in racemes of small,
fragrant, white flowers, varying as to
variety with a tinge of pink. The bloom is

used in Easter decorations, for making
stars, etc., and is very beautiful. There is

much honey gathered from this source,
which is white, of good body and flavor.

Some of the ti-ties are such a tangle as
to be almost or quite impenetrable, provid-
ing a safe retreat for wild animals. Its

dense, evergreen foliage protects plants
from frost, which bloom during winter;
tho I cannot find them the bees can, and
bring heavy loads to their hives every fine,

warm day. I never saw heavier loads of
pollen than bees gather from this source.
During the past month the prevailing

winds have been from the south and east,
with much rain. The streams are out of
their banks, ani many bridges have been
carried away. There have been severe
storms on the Gulf of Mexico and St. An-
drews Bay, causing much discomfort and
distress to travelers and fishermen.
There will be a few oranges at St. An-

drews this season, of the Tangerine and
Satsuma varieties, and other trees are fast
recovering from the severe freezing of two
years ago. The freewill bear much neglect
and abuse it it does not freeze too hard;
lemon trees are far more sensitive.

Mrs. L. Harrison.
Washington Co., Fla., April 3,

Page & Lyon Mfg. Co.

Wintering' Bees, Etc.

My bees have wintered on the summer
stands nicely, some with outside boxes
packt with short straw and chaff, and a
chaff cushion in the super, after placing a
burlap on the brood-frames. Others by
driving stakes in front and rear of a row
of hives, and putting a board cover over
them, and boarding up the rear and ends,
then filled in around the hives with short
straw and chaff (having burlap and cush-
ions on the same as those without outside
boxes). Then I made a front enclosure the
length of the shed out of lath cut the right
length to reach from the ground to the
roof, and nailed to twj strips of narrow
inch boards; then set it snugly against the
front of the shed, letting the upp«r slat rest
in the old-style wooden latch holder, fast-
ened to the corner posts, so it can be lifted
olT to clean away dead bees, etc. ; or in
spring to set away for future use. The
posts can remain, as they are not seriously
in the way,

I started last spring with 15 colonies, 2

New London,
Wisconsin,

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight ralllion feet of lumber, thus
securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
They have also one One of the Larg-est Factories and the latest
and uiosl-iuiproved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there is in the State, The material is cut from patterns, by machinery,
and is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and whitest
Bass'wood is used, and they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine
and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best
machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies.

Please mention the American Bee .Tourn-U. 7Atf

That Q,ueen-Clipping Device Free !

Workiit Like a Charm.

The Mooette Queen Clipping Device works

LIKE A CHARM. With it I have clipped 30

queens, all in one day, when examining my
bees, Wm. Stolley, Grand Island, Nebr.

Conldu't Do IVithout It.

I have clipped IB queens, and must say the
Monette Queen-Clipping Device Is by far the
best invention ever made, and wilt be wel-
come to many bee-beepers aa it was to me, )

could not do without one now,
Dr, Geo, Lacke, Newburgh, Ind,

PLEASE READ THIS OFFER TO PRESENT SUBSCRIBERS :

Send us just one iiew name for the American Bee Journal a year (with $1.00), and we
will mail you the Queen-Clipping Device free of charge. Or, the Queen-Clipping Device

will be sent postpaid for 30 cts. But why not get it as a Premium by the above offer ?

You can't earn 30 cts, any easier. Almost every bee-keeper will want this Device.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan St., CHICAGO, ILL.

BEE-KEEPEES we make
The Very Finest Line of CITTT^T^T TTiin
in the Market, and sell V I P K I ,1 H \
them at Low Prices. kJ U X JL J.JXJJkJ

Send for Free llluslratcd Catalog and Prfcc-L.ist.

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.

Special Agf ut for llie Southwest-^- ^-
''^^''s^'joseph, mo.

mr. Abbott sells our Hives and Sections at Factory Prices.

Finest Alfalfa Honey

!

IT SELLS ON TASTING.

The Honey that Suits All

Who Buy It.

Low Prices Now!
We can furnish 'Wbite Alfalfa Extracted Honey, In 60-pound tin cans, on

board cars In Chicago, at these prices : 1 can, in a case, 73^ cents per pound ; 2 cans
In one case, 7 cents ; 4 cans (2 cases) or more, Gl4 cents. The Cash must accom-
pany each order. Fine Bass'wood Flavor Honey at same price; also in

270-lb. barrels.

E^" A sample of either honey will be mailed to an Intending purchaser, for 8
cents, to cover postage, packing, etc. We guarantee purity.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL
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BEES & NUCLEI.
We can supp y liiiod Full Colonies of Ital-

ian Bees in 10-tr:inie Laniistro h iv(s. and
3-fram«* Nuclei. They are hi Lee To.. llMnols.
ICO miles trora Chic:i^'(i. 11 j im wlt-li to lujy.

wri'e UB at once. !is to what and how many
you want, and we will quote you price.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.

For Sale, Bees & Queens
Kees liy the Pound. $1.00. Queens. .Jl 00.

Nuclei, 2 Irame wnh (^)iteen. $ ;..tO: l-lrj»ine.

$2.00. Also. Barred A; Wliiie Plynioiiili
Roi'kdi* and Sili'er*I..BCed Wyaiidottes
Eggs at $1.00 persittinjrot \h. Address,

Mrs. A. A. .SIMPSOX,
16A13 SWA Ills. Gkeene Co., Pa.

Mention the American Bee joujmjM

t

Or in E.\chan£re for

Foundation—Sections—Hives
or any Other Supplies.

Working Wax '^ll\Tr"!m A Specialty.

ipr" Write forCaralop-and Price-List, with
Samples of Foundation and Sectious.

GUS DITTMER,
AUGUSTA, WIS.

MemfJ/yii the Amerwan Bee /r^i'^T-iJi.

riil! Beeswax
For all the Good, Pure Vello-w

BeeS'wax delivered to our office till

further notice, we will pay 24 cents per

pound, CASH ; or 'AH cents for whatever
part is exchanged for the Bee Journal,
Honey, Books or Seed, that we offer. If

you want cash, promptly, for your
Beeswax, send it on at once. Impure
wax not taken at any price. Address as

follows, very plainly,

GEO. W. YORK & CO.
118 Michigan st., CHICAGO, ILL.

EC3i-a-S
From Pure B. P. Rocks. lilack Minorcae. Li^bt
Brahmas— J1.25 per Sitting-. Also, will stuff
and m<Hint Birds and Animals to order: price,

for small birds and animals 60c. and upward.

FlantH for sale cheap—Red and Black
Raspberry, and Strawberry.

mRS. I,. C. AXTELI.,
RosEvii.r.E, Warren Co., Ir.iy.

—I Would Like to See a Hive—
That bees will build up in faster in thesprinir,
or thai is better adapted for Comb or Extrac-
ted Honey, or tbat is easier manipulated than
mine. It is Cubical and Sell-SpaclnR. Pat-
ented April 7, 1890. Hives and Rights for
sale. Address.

CYRUS V. ALDRICH,
13A4t Elsinohe, Riverside Co . Calif.

Mention the Amertcan Bee Jnurnal

50 Colonies of Bees
FUlt S.\L.K (HEAP.

Bld. DANIEL WUITMER.
16A2t Box 485 South Bend, Ind.

^1 /^Dir^A 81 acres—a cleared
r L-Vy II I Uf\ 400 orauKC trees.
New House. CA D IWI <"li<'r fruit.

8 larKO rooms r /A r» IVI Or'in'nfl trees
Cbanre for market (.'ardiri- f\ LJ p A Q
er. Lake view. NoaRems. ^^llC/Ar

Write for parllculais.

O. O. BARKER, YALAHA, FLA.
WHCN ANSWEniNO THIS AoveRTISEMENT, MCNTION THIt JOURNAL.

not strong, had ."> swarms, 3 fairly early,

and 2 in August—21st and 31st latest; and
the last was a second swarm from a strong
colony. I also bought 3 good colonies
about Dec. 1, and brought them home in

good condition, and they, too, are all doing
well. I had some fears as to the last or
second swarm that came off Aug. 31, and
gave it a frame or two of honey (in Novem-
ber) from the upper story of one which had
a surplus, and they have come through
nicely, and appear strong to day.

I noticed the suggestion of S T. Pettit in

regard to a plan to encourage the V>ees to

fill the outside sections in the super, and
I have prepared 2 supers as he suggests. I

like the idea. I think an inch piece pnt un-
der the bottom-board at the rear end would
be an improvement, as it would bring the
hive-body to the same original level, and
leave the bottom-board with a good forward
slope downward, giving the bees a good
chance to clean out everything dropping on
the bottom.

I think the "old reliable" American Bee
Journal is keeping well up with the advance
in bee culture, and its editor is not slack,
' as some men count slackness.'" to keep in

the advance generally, of which I am glad.
Geo. McCi'LLOuon.

Page Co.. Iowa, April 6.

Prospects Good for this Season.

We are having a fine shower to-day, with
very chilly northeast winds blowing. At
this date everything bids fair for the bees,

which have, so far as I can learn, come
through the winter in very good condtion.
Mine are so. and have plenty of stores yet,

with lots of sealed brood, and some young
bees have been out of the cells as long as
one week. Peach orchards are in full

bloom, goosberries are blooming, and will

be fine for the bees for two weeks. Then
the redbud trees are almost in bloom,
which will be fine, and will last for two or
three weeks, then come the hawthorne
trees, which are good, and come in a good
time. There are three kinds or varieties of
them, which place their blooming at about
three weeks, but they did not do much last

year. In IS'.W my bees stored some surplus
honey from them, which was fine, but the
honey had a peculiar appearance— it was
very clear, and after being sealed in the
cells it seemed to be full of little beads or
bubbles. It was of good taste and thick-
ness.

After these come plum bloom, apples,
cherries, and wild white clover, which is

getting to be plentiful; and what is called
the Simpson honey-plant, growing wild,

and other wild flowers too numerous to
mention. And with all these there has
been plenty of rain so far, to give them life

and vigor such as I like to see them have
for the secretion of nectar. Everything is

very early here this spring. I am feeling
very uneasy for the fruit crops yet in this

section.
With all looking so promising at this

time, bees have not done much as yet, on
account of cool, windy, disagreeable days.
I am in great hopes to see the grandest
flow of nectar imaginable this season, and
to see the bees store a bountiful crop of
surplus honey. I have never seen better
prospects for a good crop of honey since I

have been keeping bees than at present. I

hope present prospects will continue
throughout the season, with good results.

K. L. Hastin.
Cedar Co., Mo., April 8.

Trying to Grow Sweet Clover.

As Dr. Miller has askt for experience in

sowing sweet clover, I will send mine in

exchange for some of the many valuable
things I have gotten from the Bee Journal.

1 bought five pounds of sweet clover .seed

from a reliable supply dealer, and sowed it

in three places—one was a choice piece of
land. low, black, and damp, which had been
summer fallowed the past season. 1 culti-

vated, sowed the seed, and harrowed six to

l& LANDS
For Sale at 1<om' Prices and

on Kasy Xernis.

The Illinois Central Railroad Company offers

for sale on easy terms and at low prices, 150-

000 acres of choice fruit, gardening, farm and
grazing lands located in

SOUTHERN ILLlllS.
They are also largely Interested In, and call

especial atiention to the 600.000 acres of land

in the famous

YAZOO VALLEY
OF MISSISSIPPI

lying along and owned by the Yazoo & Miss-

issippi Valley Kailroad Company, and which
tbat corapaoy offers at low prices and on long-

terms Special Inducements and facilties

offered to go and examine these lands, both
in Southern Illinois and in the " Yaz o Val-

ley." Miss. For lurther description, map, and
any information, address or call upon E. P.

SKENE, Land Commls&ioner, No. 1 Park
Row. Chicago, lU. 8E6t

HeniUy^n. ttts ArcMr^'/^on. Bee ii'c^xr^^r/l-

INCUBATIONt
is the first step iu the poultry I
&iness and muchof future sue- T

CHss depends upon its ccmpleie-

f

nes3 There is uo failure where f
RELIABLE It^CUEtATOR ^
i» used. It iM fully warrjiutud and 1

is the product of twelve years of T
experience. It has never been beaten in a i
Show. It lanot like its competitors— it is better, 1

1 "We tell why in new book nn nnnlf rv. Send KV- for it. i

[yilAS^EJNCUBflygANDBRO^OOERC^.^UItifVMtl^.
J

36E17t Please mention the Ree Journal.

4E7t

MONEYIN POULTRY
Our Toiillry Annuul and Uouk of Valuable
l',fi.'l|M'sfor'y7, finely printed in colors. giv-

ing' cats, descriptions and prices of iTt of
tlicl eudinK vnrietiesof FaJicy Fowls, with
important idnts on thecareof pouUry. and
hundreds nf recipes of great value. Over
llKio premiums won at lefidiup shows.
Trices Keduced One-Fourlh. Finest hoolc

out i'lii'.- niily liic. Will return money
if nnt siilisfnfli'ry. Address,

Urtv TH, It.tKOTA. ILL., I. S. A.

Mention the American Bee JGum<K.,

Golden Italian. 3-Banded, CarnioUn—Queens
by return mail.
Potatoes nt low prices. Catalog tells all.

Send for it. J. F- Michael, Greenville. Ohio.

14Etf Please mention the Bee Journal.

WOVEN.WIRE.FENCEI
It.-sl on Kiirlh. ll.irsc- lil^li. It.ill-

Hlroi.t.-,rijcnii(U'hicU.f.-lli;lil. \\ itli
J

our in TLKX AITOMATU' lla.ltlne «

you can make Gt> rods a dny fiu
J

12 to 20 cts. a Rod.!
«>»er r>» tlvli's. <"atrt!..iruO Kiee, T

KITSELMAN BROS-, f
itox i:tN. Ridgevlllei Ind."

4ah;Ll ixtenf107i iti-- ^1 n'irrcau tti^ iua>t 'i*ja.

For Sale, Choice Italian Bees.

Full Colonies at *.i.00 ; Nuclei, *l per Frame.

—Clticciis ill Their Season.—
Also a Full Slock of the

UEE-KEEPERS' —

]

SUPPLIES.B. Taylor Handy
Send for Cataloj^, to

—

F. A. CBOWELL, Granger, Minn.
17A4t Please mention the Boe Journal
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HONEY and BEESWAX
itiAicui-rr <(i;oi'A'riu3is.

The following rules for grading honey were
adopted by ihe North American Bee-Keepers'
Association, and, so far as possible, quota-
tions are made according to these rules:

Fancy.— All sections to be well ftUcd; com' s
straight, of even thickness, and tlrmly at-
tached to all four sides; both wood and comb
unsoiled by travel-stain, or otherwise: all the
cells sealed except the row of cells next the
wood.
No. 1.— All sections well filled, but combs

uneven or crooked, detached at the bottom.
or with but few cells unsealed: both wood
and comb unsoiled by travel-stalu or other-
wise.

In addition to this the honey Is to be classi-
fied according to color, using the terms white,
amber and dark. That Is. there will be "fancy
white," "No. 1 dark." etc.

Chicag-o, 111., Mar, 19.—Fancv white. ll@
12c.; Nu. l.ioailc: fancy amber, 9c.; No. 1,

7c ; fancy dark. So.: No. 1, 7c. Extracted,
white. .i(aTc. ; amber, 5(B6c. ; dark, 4 He. Bees-
wax, 2o<3fi~c.

Stocks are working down, but there Is no
Imp'ovemeiit in price. The season for comb
honey is drawing to a close. Any one Intend-
ing to market in the cities should do so now.

Albany, N, T., Mar, 20.—Fancy white, 12-
13c.; No. 1. 11-12C.: lancv amber. 9-lOc.;
No. 1. 8-9c.; fancy dark. 7-8c ; .Vo. 1. 6-7c.
Extracted, white. -"J-Gc.: dark. IJi4-4c.
Demand is all that couid be expected at this

season. Stock on hand small.

Indianapolis, Ind., Peb. 20.—Fancy white
14-loc.; No. 1 white. 12-I.!c. Extracted,
whil.e. 6-7c. Beeswax. 22-250.
Demand is fair for grades quoted, but no

demand for Inferior grades.

Boston, Mass., Peb. 20.—Fancy white, 13
14c.; No. 1. 11-120. Extracted, white, 6-7c.

;

amber, 5-6c. Beeswax, 2oc.

St. Iioais, Mo,, Peb. 19.—Fancy comb. 12@
©13e.: No. 1 white, ll(ail!4c.; amber, 9®
lOHc; dark, 7@8l4c. Extracted, white. In
cans. 6@7c.; amber. In barrels, 4(a4Hc; extra,
3c.; dark. 3(a»c Good demand for barrel
stock—comb slow sale. Bepswa.x, 2:j@2;J>4c,
—prime finds ready sale at 23Hc.

San Francisco, Calif,, Apr, 7. — White
comb. 9-IOc.; amber, o-7c. Extracted, white,
5Hc.; light amber, 3H-4c.; dark tule, 2Xc.
Beeswax, fair to choice, 24-26c.

Philadelphia, Pa., Peb. 2.—Fancy white
comb, 12-l.ic ; fancy amber. 8-9c.: No. 1, 8o.;
fancy dark. 7-8c, Extracted, white, 5-7c.;
amber, 4-5c.; dark, 3^4-4c. Beeswax, 2oc.
Season Is getting over for com b honey—very

little demand. Extracted in good demand.

New York, H. Y,Apr, 10.—White comb.
lOSllc: amber, 8<39c.; dark. 6c. Ther Is a
fairly good demand for comb honey vet, and
It keeps coming In small lots. Extracted is
quiet at unchanged prices. The demand tor
Buckwheat extracted has ceast, and nci more
sale for it. Beeswax Is quiet at 26@27c.

Cincinnati, Ohio, Aur. 9, — Demand Is
6lo lor all kinds of honey, with a fair suo-
ply. Comb honey, 10(af.3c. for best grades;
extracted, SwaOc. There Is a fair home de-
mand for beeswax, wlih a fair supply, at 22®
2oc. for good to choice yellow.

Kansas City, Mo,, Apr. 10,—No. 1 white,
12@i3c.; fancy amber, a(ai2c.: No. 1 amber,
loailc. ; fancy dark, 9@10c.; No. 1 dark, 8@
9c. Extracted, white, 5@o!<Sc.; amber, 4@
4Mc. ; dark. 4c. Beeswax, 2oc.

Detroit, Mich., Mar, 12.—No. 1 and fancy
white comb, ll-lJc. ; other brands, 7-lOc.
Extracted, white. 5-6c. ; amber and dark,
4-5o. Beeswax, 24-23c.

Minneapolis, Minn., Peb. 20. — Fancy
white. 11(8} 1 2c.; No. 1 white. lOailc; fancy
amber. 9®lOc.; No. 1 amber. 8a9c.; fancy
dark, 7®8c.; No. 1 dark. 6-7c. Extracted,
white, 6@7c. ; amber. 5:^5 ^c; dark. 405c.
Utah white extracted, 5®5Hc. Beeswax, 23®
26o. Market fairly steady fur comb and bet-
ter for extracted than for some time.

Buffalo, IT, Y, Apr. 16 —Very fancy
homy, mo.^tly 10 and lie; fair to good, from
9c. down to 7 and *Sc ; very i'oor, dark, etc ,

5-7c- \vry little. If any, extracted in the
market to quote. Write us before shipping.

List or lliiney and Beeswax Dealers.

Most of whom Quote In this Journal.

rblraKC Ills.

It. A. Burnett & Co.. 163 South Water Stn ct.

New York, N. V.
HiLDRETH Bros. & Seqelken.

Kauaas City, Ho.
0. C. Clkmoms & Cf).. 423 Walnut St.

BiiSalo, N. Y.
Batterbon & Co.. 167 & 180 Scott St.

Hamilton^ III*.

CHA8. DADANT & SON.

Pblladelphla, Pa.

Wm. a. Selser, 10 Vine St.

Cleveland, Ohio.
WiLLi.VMS Bros . 80 & 82 Broadway.

St. lionls, mo.
Westcott Com. Co.. 213 Market St

Kliuueapolls, ITllnn.

S. H. Hall & Co.

inilwankee. Wis.
A. V. Bishop & Co.

Boston, mans.
E. E. Blake & Co., 57 Chatham Street.

Detroit, nich.
M. H. Hunt. Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich.

Indlauapolls, Ind.
Walter S. Poudek, 162 Mass chusetts Ave.

Albany, N.Y.
Chas. Mcculloch & Co., 380 Broadway.

Cincinnati, Oblo,
C. r. MUTHi SON.cor. Freeman* Central a vs.

Honey - Clovers !

We have made arrangements po that we can
furnish seed of several of the Clovers by
freighter express, at the following prices,
cash with order;

58) 101b 251) aOffi

AlsikeClover 70 $1.25 $3.00 $i 7.5

Sweet Clover (white). .70 1.20 2 50 4.75
White Clover 90 1.60 3.75 7.00
AlfalfaClover 60 1.00 2.25 4.00
Crimson Clover 55 .90 2.00 3.50

Prices subject to market changes.

Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage, it

wanted by freight.

Your orders are solicited.

GEORGE W. YORK & Co.
CHICAGO. ILL.

Invested in a postal card
will get my Urge Cata-
log of All Hoot's Goods.
Send list of what you
want, and get price.
Bell Branch, mich.

One Cent
M. H. HUNT,

WHEN AKSWEHINQ THIS AOvERTISEHENT, MENTION TMI, JOURN,.^

pre VCCDCD? f
Let me send you my 64-

DLL'^LL^LnO 1 page Catalog tor 18H7.

J. in. Jenkins, Wetnmpka, Ala.

Merr.Ucn '.he dli/>c!'tcan Uee J' ur>iai,

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUHDATIOH
A Has No Sag In Brood-Frames

Inv Thin Flat-Bottom FoundatioD
fISCf Has So Fishbone Id tbe Ssrpliu Bone;.

eight times. I mowed the weeds off once
in the summer.
The second was sowed in a strip a rod or

so wide, starting at the plowing ou one side
of the road under some large trees, and
ending just inside a pasture.
The other was sowed in a Nebraska tree

claim that had not been cultivated for
some years, and grown up to sunflowers.
Now for the result: They were all about

alike, all sprouted and came up very scat-
tering, grew very spindling, and all died
before fall.

Some 25 miles from here, near old Fort
Kearney, on the Platte bottom, it grows
without any coaxing, and has taken pos-
session of the roadbeds, and got into some
parts in spits of a bitter fight on the part
of the farmers. I sowed Alsike a few days
before the sweet clover, and have a nice
stand in the tree rows of my orchard.
My bees have wintered well, in 8. 10. 12,

and 16 frame dovetail hives, on the summer
stands, put in rows inches apart, with the
entrances left open, packt with chaff, and a
load of straw on top of each 10 hives.

J. T. Kellie.
Kearney Co.. Nebr., April 3.

Fralt Sncccss.-The success of the fruit-
grower of the present time depends more
largely upon the appearance arid quality of
the fruit itself than anything elsn. Gnarled,
knotty fruit, or that which shows the effect of
Insect workiusrs. must be sold at a very low
price, if it finds a market at all. Uneven and
scrawny bunches of grapes, which show the
effects of Philoxera or other funtrold diseases,
lose money to their grower. The sickly. In-

sipid or blltor peaches and plums, which In-
dicate yellows, mildew, black-knot. etc.. find
poor sale at any price. Practically the same
is true of berries and small fruits. It is only
the beat fruit that escapes the keenest oom-

BelDB tbe cleaneflt la asnallr workeii
the qalckest of any Foandatlon made

J. VAN DEISEN A- SONS,
gole Manafactnrers,

BproQt Brook MootKomerr Co., M. 7.

Mentkra the American Bee Journals

petition and flnds a ready market. The man
who does not grow the best fruit Is not living
up to his lull privilege. This is an easy ac-
complishment by the employment of correct
methods, and that embraces complete and
thorough spraying of all vines, plants and
trees. For this purpose the outfit which is
here Illustrated will be found very complete
and »ffijlent. It is the "Bordeaux" iirass
Garden and Spray Pump, especlall}- designed
for spraying In gardens, greenhouses, and
among small fruits, and is manulactured by
the Goulds Mfg. Co , Seneca Falls. N. Y. They
make a full line of spraying goods which are
fully described and Illustrated In their free
liook on " How and When to Spray." Write
them for a copy at once, not forgetting to say
you saw their advertisement In the American
Bee Journal.

Illinois—The spring meeting of the Nor-
thern Illinois Bee-Keepers' Aseociation will
be held Tuesday, May 18, at tbe residence of
H. W. Lee. at Pecatonlca. 111. All are cordi-
ally Invited to attend. Means of conveyance
will be at the station for the benctif of those
coming on trains. B. Kennedy, Sec.
New Mllford. 111.

Connecllcul.—The 0th annual meetlngof
the Connecticut Bee-Keepers' Association will
beheld at thecapllolat Hartford. .May 5, at
10:.'ioa.m. Let all Interested In bee-culture
m-ike an extra effort to be present.
Waterbury, Conn, Mrs. W, E. Rilet, Sec,
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M a^ M H A Copy of

LU L t Successful i!ee-Keenin<];,rn r ""y ^^- ^ Hutchinson :

I 1 1kk and our ISOT Catalog, lor 2-

cent stamp, or a copy of the
Catalos tor the Axliiii!; We make almost
Kvei yililii££ used by Bee-Kceperw, and at
LowuRt Frices. Olei

Falcon Polisht Sections
are warranted

Superior to All Others.
Don't buy cheaply find roughly made Goods,

when you can have tlie best— siicli as ive
make.

Tlie Ainericaii Bee - Keeper
Lmonihly. now iu its 7th year]

36 Pages—50 Cents a Year.
tAMPLE tiiEE—Address,

TBEW.T.FALCOiMMFG.CO.,
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

DANZENBAKER
HIVE AND HONEY
won Highest Honors at the

Fairs, and pays Premiums
to purchasers

of .=.0 hives, S-'iO for the best 100 Danz. sections
•• 25 '• 2.T

" 50
" 20 •' 20 '• 40
•• 10 '• 10 •' 20
" 5 " 5 •• 10 •'

FW~ Further particulars regarding the rre-
mimums, also special catalog of the Danzen-
baker Hive and System, turnisht on applica-
tion. Address,

Francis llaiizenbaker, Medina, Oliio.

Care The A.I. Hoot Company.

I AEISE
rpo SAY to the readers
X of the

BEE JOURNAL that

DOOLITTLE
bafl concluded to sell

-BEES and gUKENS—
tn their season. Uurlny
1897, at thefoUowtnc
prices :

One Colony of Italians
on 9 Gallup frames, in
IlKhtflhippinB-box $600
Kive Colonies 2500
Ten Colonies.. .. 45 00
1 untested queen, l oo
6 " queens
12 "
1 tested Queeo...
S " Queens

.

1 select tested queen 2 1 6
3 " " <J!ueen8 4i'K)

Selecttesieil queen, previous season's rearing 4 00
Bxira Selected for breedinn, the very best. , SCO
About a Pound of BKB8 tn a Two-frame Nucleus,
with any Queen, $2.00 extra.

KV Circular free. RlvlnR full parttcularB regarc!-

Inn the Bees and each class of Queens.
Address

5 50
10 00
I) 50
3 50

6. M. DOOLITTLE,
llA25t BOKOniNO. Onon. Co.. N. Y.

LEADS THEM ALL !

Williams' Automatic

Reversible Honey-Extractor
1,EADS TilKM Ai-r,. Yoli waiit llic bcHt.

Priof-List Frtf.

Van Allen & \\'illianis, Barnuni, Wis.
8Etf M^nlUvn tiie A nierican Bee Jinimcb^

IIG MONEY IN POULTRY
BlOUR LARGE GUIDE 1<

out. SoriiblliiiiK eiitiiuly now. HKJ
l':i(.;(!H. Primed in tinewt coltjn'd work.
< i>iilainH tsvtiryiliiiik' iiertiuiiinu to I'oiil-

'•> in full PRICES RbDUCED on
i-t I'rizo Winners und J'>kkh. I'uslimid
,111 receipt ollficoiitH, if you write now.
JOHN BAUS^HEB, Jr., Box H Freepoit, 111.

Mention tht American Bu Journal

'''^
Dadant's Foundation

'''^
Year Year

Why Does It Sell So Well ?
Because it has always given better satisfaction than any other.

Because IX 20 YEARS there have not been any complaints, but thousand

of compliments.

We Guarantee Satisfaction.
What more can anybody do ? Beauty, Purity, Firmness, No Sagging, No

Loss. Patent Weed Process of Sbeeting-.

Seii«l I^aine lor Onr C'alalog;, Sampler of Foiintlation and Veil
material. We sell the best Veils, cotton or silk.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies of All Kinds.

The Classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.25, by mail.

—.—^
CHAS. DADANT & SON,

Please mention the Am. Bee Journal. HAMILTON, Hancock Co., ILL.

m eMowiO'Me m e-MowioMf
1 1

Our business is making Sections. We are located in the basswood belt of Wis-
consin; therefore the material we use cannot be better. We have made the fol-

lowing prices :

'So. 1 CrcBin.

500 for $1.00
1000 for a.OO
2000 for 3.75
3000 for 5.25

If larger quantities are wanted, write for prices.

Pricc-I.ii«t <>r Seclioii§, Foundations, Veils, Smokers, Zine, Ete.,
Sent on application.

oAjot MARSHFIELD MFG. CO., Marshfleld, Wis.

No. 1 Snow-Wliite.
500 for $1.25
1000 for 2.50
2000 for 4.75
3000 for 6.75

EOOT'S GOODS

!

^^^^^

Il^° Before placing your order for this season, be sure to send for Root's

1897 Catalog, Ready Now.
Our 1897 Hives, with improved Danzy Cover and Improved Hoffman Frames

are simply " out of sight." Acknowledged by all who have seen them to be

a great improvement over any hive on the market, of last year.

Comb Foundation
Cheaper and better than ever—clear as crystal, for you

can read your name through it. Process and machinery pat-

ented Dec. 8, 1896. Samples of the New Foundation free.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
Factory and Maiu Office, MEDINA, O.

BR,A.lSrCtI OFFICES :

IM IVlichi^un St., CliioHso, III. Syracuse, IV. \.
10t2't Miss. Sir., St. Paul, iTIinn. Bleclianie Falls, Maine.

10 Vine SI., Pliiladelpliia, Pa.
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A Full Description of the " Dadaut Hive."

BY C. P. DADANT.

We have received the following questions concerning the

hive we use

:

" Will you please give me through the columns of the

American Bee Journal, the dimensions of the large hive you
use? Also, does the brood-chamber have to be reduced with
dummies during the honey-flow, and to what extent?—H."

The large hive that we use, and which has been called the
" Dadant Hive," altho it is only a modification of the original

Langstroth-Qulnby hive, is intended for our climate. A num-
ber of its features make it desirable in this cold region, and
we believe a great part of our success with bees is due to the

greater safety with which we can winter bees in the open air

with such a hive. The frames are deeper than the regular
Laugstroth-Slmpllclty frame, and can therefore allow of more
honey over the cluster. This is quite a point, for, altho it is

well known that bees do move sidewise, in very cold weather,
to reach the honey, yet in test winters, in such winters as we
have had, in which half of the bees in the country perish, it Is

often noticeable that many colonies die with honey only a few
inches from them on the same comb, because the cold is so in-

tense that they cannot reach it after they have consumed ev-

erything above the cluster.

This hive is not a cheap hive, and therefore will never be
popular. But it has one advantage— It may be manufactured
easily by any one with the least knowledge of carpenter work,
and without other tools than a square, saw, hammer, and two
or three planes.

At the present day, it looks as if inventors of new hives

took particular pains to get up some contrivance that can
only be manufactured in factories and with special tools. This
hive is not patented in any of its features and is consequently
free to all, without royalty or farm right. In truth, there are

no features in it that would be patentable.
Fig. 1 shows the diagram of the hive. The two support-

ing cross-blocks on the underside are now made to lie length-

wise instead of crosswise, as in the engraving, and give a

support to the slanting apron-board in front. The size of the

blocks is 2x4x28 Inches, cut slanting in front. They may be
done away with and replaced by light cleats ; but we prefer to

have our hives pretty well off the ground, in this way. The
bottom-board is cut crosswise of the hive, and made of raatcht

lumber—size 17'nx24 inches. In giving the dimensions we
take it that the lumber used of ordinary one-inch thickness
has been drest down to 13/16.

If it is desirable to make the hive last as long as a colony
of bees can occupy it, the underside of the bottom and the

blocks may be painted with heated coal-tar. We painted some
40 hives in this manner in 1870—2i years ago—and those

bottom-boards are all good yet. One would imagine that the

smell of the coal-tar would cause the bees to leave, but such is

not the case. If the tar Is heated before it is applied, It soaks
so well into the wood and dries so thoroughly that but little

smell is noticeable after a few weeks.

By looking at Fig. 2, the reader will notice that the hive
is made so as to fit the bottom inside of it on the sides and
back, the sides being rabetted and the back doubled. This
fitting serves two or three purposes. In the first place, as a
hive Is always supposed to slant slightly forward, the sides

and back efficiently shed the water froTi the bottom-board
which is kept at all times perfectly dry. The double joint that
it makes, keeps out insects most thoroughly. Another advan-
tage is that there can be no admittance of cold air through the
back, since it is double and at break joints. These matters
may be of small importance, but, as Heddon said, "Bee-cul-
ture is a business of details." It Is these small points that
save the weak colonies, and we believe it is far better to have
less hives and better ones, than to have a big stock of boxes
that are constantly getting filled by swarming, and getting

empty again—by winter losses, owing to bad joints ; by rob-

bing, from the same cause; by starvation, from not having
room enough for a good supply of stores, etc. If our bees are
worth taking care of, let us do it right.

The apron, C, Is intended to help the heavily laden bees

Fig. 1—Diagram of Dadant Hive.—From Laiigstroth Revised.

that have mist their footing, to gain the entrance without hav-
ing to take flight again, and It also keeps the grass and weeds
away from the entrance, if the bee-keeper happens to over-

look his hives for a few days in warm, weed-growing weather.
The size of this apron is 7x17M inches ; body of hive, D, D,
front and rear, 12!ixl6M ; rabbets at top to support frames,
}4x}4, unless a metal frame-spacer is used as in the "St. Joe"
hive, when the rabbet may bo a little deeper. Sides of body, 2
pieces 13x21, rabbeted at the bottom as in Fig. 2. Depth of

rabbet H ; width 5/16.
F, rear board used as stated before, to shed water and
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shelter the back ; size. 13x18M- E, entrance, 8xp^. If wide
lumber is scarce, the sides of the hives may be made of matcht
lumber, care being taken to break joints and to turn them so
as to shed water.

H, strip J<xl%xlS.^', used to widen the top edge of the
hive in front. This looks superfluous, and yet we prize it very
much. One of the greatest objections we have to the cheap
hives is the almost utter impossibility to fit a tight cover over
the frames during cool spring weather. When the hives are
new and dry all goes like magic, and everything fits minutely

;

but after they have been in the weather two or three years, the
joints warp, they become filled with propolis, and every time
you remove the cover you have to use a chisel to pry it apart,
and make the joint that much worse. A wide top edge and a
telescoping cover do away with all this, and the wide edge al-

lows us to fit an oil-cloth, or enamel-cloth, carefully over the
frames, without leaving any uncovered joints at the ends.
The robbers do not get a chance, and things are much more
satisfactory. Perhaps some of my readers have had experi-

tractlng-frames, same top-bar, same bottom-bar; end-bars I4X
Kx6.

This is a rather dry description, but with the help of the
illustrations the reader can surely make it clear.

Fig. 3 represents two extracting-supers such as we use.

Honey sections may be used, for comb honey, by making
a section-case holding 32 or 36 sections. One has but to
choose from the mauy styles in use.

If comb honey is wanted, the hive had best be reduced at
the beginning of the honey harvest, by the use of the division-
board or dummy to the number of frames actually filled with
brood. This is what our leading beekeepers, in the East, do,
and they also use large hives—so I was told by one of our
prominent editors, who praises small hives for all that. But
we never reduce the size of the hive for extracting, and do not
care where the bees put the honey, so we may be able to keep
them supplied with all the combs they need.

Hancock Co., 111.

Fig. ^Showing the Spacing-Wire. {Cuts from Langstroffi Revised by Dadant.) Fig. 3—Two Extracting-Sxipers.

ence with open corners, and having to fit mud, or bits of pine,
or even grass, in those joints, when the weather is cool and
the robbers plentiful. There are times when it looks as if even
the bees of that hive were hovering around that crack to
make you think they were trying to rob their own hive, and
destroy your peace of mind.

G, G, 4 pieces, 2 for sides, lj^x24; 2 for ends, IJixlS's'.
Cap or cover, to telescope over the hive. P, P, front, back
and sides of cap, two pieces for sides, 8j<x24 ; two for ends,
8JiJxl8>a'. These may be made 1 inch longer and halved into
the sides to nail both ways, and the same thing may be done
with the body. Top of cap, flat, 21x'25 inches. Wo make
this of matcht lumber, and use a roof over the hive made of
rough boards to shed the rain and shelter the hive from the
sun. A well-palntod hive, sheltered in this way, should last
till the combs are too old to be of any use—30 years or more.

Extracting super
: sides, two pieces, (i%x21 ; ends, two

pieces, 6%xl(j, rabbeted for frame shoulders the same as the
body. This makes the extractlng-super }4 inch narrower than
the lower story, so the cap fits over it readily. Ten frames
only are used in the super and ton frames and one division-
board in the body. IJody frames : Top-bar, 1 Vx20;4, triangular
or square as desired; shoulder at each end 1"^. End-bars,
two pieces, %xi^xllJi. Bottom-bar, 13/16x>ixl8. Ex-

Bee-Stiugs Cure Toothache and Rheumatism.
BY S. A. DEACON.

I used to be a martyr to toothache, but since I have been
engaged in bee-keeping I have often congratulated myself up-
on a comparative immunity from this, one of the most terri-

ble of all the ills to which human flesh is heir.

Owing to prolonged drought, I have fust very little

lately with the bees, my son doing what little required to be
done amongst the hives ; and where being stung, and that sev-
eral times, was an almost daily and unheeded occurrence, it is

now several months since I have had a sting ; and lately I have
been suffering agonies from aching old stumps and newly de-

caying teeth, and a glass containing a solution of carbonate
of soda—the only thing, I find, that gives relief—was, day and
night, never beyond my reach.

One night, recently—about 8 days ago—when just dozing
off to sleep, another and almost forgotten enemy, in the shape
of sharp, rheumatic pains in the legs, suddenly made Its reap-
pearance. The teeth had a respite, meantime, as tho the same
pain had descended into the lower limbs, so that tho in great
agony, I could not resist saying to my son—whom my groans
had awakened, and who called to know if my teeth were troub-
ling me more than usual— that the infernal pains had shifted
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their pivot, and that I was now suffering from a terrible at-

tack of toothache In the legs

!

The pains not having subsided much by the following

morning, and we having frequently read in the columns of

the American Uee Journal of the almost magical effects of

small, hypodermic injections of formic acid, in the shape of

bee-stings, in allaying rheumatic pains, I resolved to try old

Mr. Blobbs' plan, so humorously illustrated in the Bee Jour-
nal of Nov. 23, 1893. To that end I donned ray face-veil,

encased my hands in a pair of woolen socks,and bared my suf-

iering legs, holding the latter in front of a hive while my son

roused and irritated the inmates. I stood it bravely for

awhile, till, like old Blobbs, I had to scoot for dear life ! How-
ever, to make a long story short, the pains subsided at onrc,

and I have had Immunity from both them and the tooOuwhc
ever since ! I am still too far from the edge of the wood to

whistle ; tho, should either of the friends return to a renewal
of the attack. Dr. A. Mellifica is always within reach.

I am prompted to relate this experience by a feeling of

philanthropy, that other sufferers may be enabled to adopt
the same remedy. The stings act as a counter-irritant, and
the remedy Is far quicker, less troublesome, and more cleanly

than would be a blister, embrocation, or a mustard poultice ;

and, what is more, in my opinion, far more efficacious and
lasting in its effects than any of these.

I do not believe it to be necessary, in case of neuralgia or

toothache, that the stings should be inflicted just in the

neighborhood of the seat of pain, but that placing, say the

hand and bare arm, in close proximity to a disturbed hive

would do the business quite effectually. We even know—or

perhaps some of us do—that a remedy frequently had recourse

to for toothache, is to tie a mustard poultice over the thumb,
and that on the opposite sjde, or hand, to that of the jaw in

which the enemy is quartered.
Tho I may some day perhaps give up bee-keeping as a

pursuit adopted as a means of procuring butter for my bread,

I shall certainly always find a nook in garden or yard for a
hive of bees, so' as to have Dr. Apis Mellifica always on hand.

I hope others similarly affected will give the cure a trial

and report. Perhaps Dr. Peiro will kindly explain the why
and the wherefore, and tell us in what way formic acid acts

on the nerves and blood. South Africa.

Chunk Honey—Quilts for Bees.

BY MRS. L. C. AXTELL.

S. M. S., of Knox Co., Nebr., asks what he should do with
his brood-combs filled with honey, some of it candied. If it is

white and new, or has not been used by the bees for rearing
young, or is not full of pollen, etc., I should cut it up into nice

square chunks, put it in a new milkpan and take it to a

grocery, or sell it or exchange it for groceries, or exchange it

at the meat market for meat, taking a due-bill for the pan
and honey, and weekly, as I wanted the meat, get only what
I wanted from time to time, and set it down on the due-bill

until all was traded out. Our meat man buys our chunk
honey readily this way. When he sells he puts a pound or

more in the little wooden butter or lard dishes, and sells with
the honey. He does Dot object to handling our honey in that

way.
Often the neighbors will prefer to buy it cut out of sec-

tions, because they have no wood to buy when they buy
directly of us. We never have any trouble to work off all

such chunk honey. Grocerymen generally think or say it is

too dauby to handle, and will not readily take hold of it until

the combs in sections are sold out; after that, rather than be
without, they will take hold of it and sell. But to have them
sell fast, we must pay them a cent or two for handling.

MATERIAL FOR QUILTS FOR BKES.

After years of experience with coverings for bees in win-

ter, I have come to the conclusion that common, coarse sheet-

ing—the coarsest we can get— is cheaper than burlap or duck,
as it i.* much wider and cheaper, and bees will cover either

over with propolis in two or three winters, so we need to have
a clean one.

Then, farther, I go to some one in the nearest village and
ask them to let me pick over some of their heavy paper rags,

such as old carpets, quilts, pant, coats and vests—these I get

by the pound very cheap (generally one cent), and I fold them
and lay on top of them clean cotton cloth, and then If the bees
eat through the cloth, or if the cloth is old, and has some
holes in it, they do not drag the chaff down among the bees,

and I put on enough of such thick quilts to make the bees

much warmer than the light chaff. As far as I have time I

cut and fit over those old clothes Into square quilts, by piec-

ing, sewing, and tacking together, until now we have enough
for all our 150 hives. I never put them on the hive without

a cotton cloth underneath, because I do not want them cov-

ered with propolis ; and 1 do not line them with the new cloth

because when the cloth gets coverpd with propolis I want a
new one, and if the old clothes (unless strong cloth) are laid

directly on the frames, bees will tear them to pieces.

As soon as the chaff is taken out of the hives, these old

cloths and quilts and cotton cloths are laid away, carefully

spread out and piled up smooth. If thrown loosely in a pile,

when wanted the following season, they are not so quickly

put upon the hives, and the sheets stick together with the

propolis, and it takes considerable time to pull them out
straight.

Ever so much time is saved if everything is cared for and
kept in readiness to use when wanted. Often, when these old

things are taken out they look so useless. I knew of one
woman who wanted to bi;rn all such. One is tempted not to

carefully save them altogether, and then we have a big time

to hunt for them when wanted. Warren Co, 111.

The Detestable Bee-Space Severely Arraigned.

BY " COM.MOM-SENSE BEE-KEEPING."

Among the fruitful causes of success in bee-keeping, the

centralization of heat is the cltlef poiiit to be observed. I would
not "stick a pin there," but I would plant a post on that point

as big as the largest tree in the Yosemite Valley, and tall

enough to be seen by the bee-keepers all over the world; be-

cause it may be claimed without fear of successful contradic-

tion, that it is the main point in bee-keeping. First, for a

fruitful brood-chamber ; second, for rich results in surplus

honey ; and third, for success in solving the wintering problem.

I believe that the bee-space craze has killed thousands of

bushels of bee-brood in the comb, in the spring, as well as

many more mature bees between the combs in the winter.

Do you ask, " How ?" I answer:—by preparing the hive

for the sudden contraction of the cluster, which uncovers the
brood-nest in the spring when the weather changes from the
intensely warm midday sunlight to the cold and shriveling

storms so common to the spring season, which blow the cold

breath of Death into the bee-hive, by puffing away the heat of

the brood-nest, and scattering it through the bee-spaces

around and above the brood-frames to the farther corners of

the hive, to condense and waste, while shivering bees huddle
together to avoid the chilling draft, prompted by the instinct

for self-preservation of life, ( which is the first law in all ani-

mal nature), leaviug the outer portions of the brood-nest un-

covered for the brood to chill and die ; which they need not

have done had it not been for the ventilation caused by the

bee-space which forces the hovering cluster to contract and
expose a portion of their young to perish.

The bee-spaces act in the same way in a hive that a dozen

or more holes would act in the bottom of a hen's nest—while

the faithful mother hen might be doing her best to hatch her

eggs, all of the time that the holey old nest was cooling them
down under her, and spoiling them. And it is just as plain to

see that the same cause and principle would work similar un-

happy results when the heat in the bees' brood-nest full of

eggs is disturbed by the cooling influence of the ventilating

draft encouraged by the open bee-spaces around and above the

nest full of bees' eggs.

The voice of Nature demands the concentration and reten-

tion of heat in the brood-nest, and if her demand is disregard-

ed. Death will walk into the bee-hive, and claim every naked
body he may find uncovered to blow his cold breath upon.

Close up the bee-space around and above the brood-chamber
aud keep him out.

The bee-space may be handy for the bee-keeper's fingers,

but it is bad for his pocket in still another way.

What a din there has been for many years over the ques-
tion of "how to make the bees work in the sections;" when,
it; fact, if the right conditions of proximity and heat exist you
can't keep the bees out of the sections when they have surplus
honey to store ; but we have been putting a discouraging con-
dition between the sections aud the brood-nest, by interposing

bee-space arrangements, single, double, and triple, alonf?

with hook-and-cruok honey-boards with bracket edges, queen-
excluding, doublebreak-joint, joint and put-outof-joint clap-

trap arrangements, ad inftnitiun—ti-o-n, tion—t-y-ty, and so

on. And these are just what my bees have objected to till I

have pitcht them out of my apiary— not the bees, but the
spaces, and some other clink traps which are like the Yankee's
razors— " Good to sell, but not fit to use ;" and I adopted some-
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thing a good deal handier and more perfectly adapted to the
instinct and other conditions of the bee's nature, and here is

the secret of the matter with my solution of the same

:

The bees cannot work in any part of the hive where there
is not heat enough to keep the wax sufficiently soft to make it

weld readily when they wish to work it ; hence they will not
store honey nor make comb till the heat in the upper part of

the hive can be maintained up to a certain degree. Now
watch out, for we are approaching the reason why bees will

do better sometimes in a box-hive than they will in a hive with
bee-spaces all through it, because the heat to soften the wax
must come from the brood-chamber, in the early part of the
reason, at least.

Now notice that when the heat commences to rise in a
hive fully provided with bee-spaces, it is carried up by the
draft through and around the brood-nest, even when the
brood-nest is not warm enough to spare it, and is taken by a
side draft through the open spaces above to the vacant cor-
ners of the hive where it cools, condenses, and falls, and re-

turns in the circuit to continue the same cooling process on
the brood-nest, and to retard both the warming of the brood-
nest and the sections. So that the booming of the colony in

the spring is by this means deprest, and the storing of the
honey kept back, until the lateness of the season will furnish
heat to help the colony to overcome the chilling influence of

the bee-space ; but by that time, in many cases, the flow of
honey is past, and the poor bee-keeper wonders why his bees
did not give him a nice yield of surplus honey, without even
guessing that the handy bee-space was largely to blame for
his failure by opposing the centralization of heat at a time
when and in the place where surplus honey should have been
put.

Another barrier against the centralization of heat in the
sections is that form of section which has all four sides cut to

admit of the passage of the bees from one to the other all

around, for it also admits of the passage of the heat away
from where it should be retained to encourage the bees to

work at the warmest point in the sections.

The writer employs a hive with closed-end frames, full

depth (similar to Heddon's frame, but not the same in several
respects), which excludes the side bee-space. The frames
have %-inch top-bars and ?i-inch space between them on pur-
pose to obliterate as much as possible the distinction between
the brood-nest and the sections, for the bees like to store
honey as near the brood as possible, and it is an outrage of
their nature to force them to do otherwise.

Then the pound sections are tightly bound together and
rest flat on the top-bars of the brood-frames to the utter ex-
clusion of every crack of bee-space above the bees. These
sections are wedged in a case which is built to prevent the
escape or distribution of the heat from directly over the
frames from which it comes. This is accomplisht by arrang-
ing the sections so that they will set, respectively, crosswise
of the brood-frames, so that it will be readily seen that their
communicating together will form several tunnels ^\-s.'^'^i

inches large, and extending lengthwise along the top-bars,
which will retain the heat that gets in them and directly in-

duce the bees to come up there and work.

Sooner or later I have used several of the leading kinds
of hives in America, and I believe that this plan more nearly
approaches the compact solidity of the box-hive to accommo-
date the instinct of the bees, than any other. And while it is

just as easily opened, and the frames just as easily separated
as with the hives where the hanging frames and the bee-
spaces are employed, I believe it is equal to the superior box-
hive in three particulars where the hanging-frame and the
bee-space hive come far short of it, viz.: 1st, in successful
wintering; 2nd, in booming the colony In the spring; and
3rd, in the early storing of honey in the top of the hive.

Pennsylvania.

ImprovemeHt on the Hive-Cortier, Etc.

BY GEO. W. BBODBKCK.

The one weak point in the construction of the Dovetailed
hive is quite noticeable In this country, due to the extreme
heat warping any part that is not securely nailed. The old

method of construction, where the end-piece at the top corner,
forming the rabbet fails to Join on to the sides, consequently
warping, and resulting In a small bee-entrance at the corners.

To remedy this defect I devised an extension of the end cor-

ners as per Illustration, which permits proper nailing. All

California hives are now patterned after this improvement. I

have never applied for a patent on this, consequently all are
free to use it.

FOLLOWER AT THE END OF THE SUPER.

This will be the third season that I have used a section
super with a follower at the end of the sections in addition to
the one on the side. This permits wedging from the end as
well as the side, and aside from lessening the possibility of
propolizing the edges, the sections are perfectly true. To
wedge up I cut two V grooves in the end-piece and side of the
super, using a V wedge. I use pattern-slats without the cus-
tomary end-pieces, and can thus handle them readily, and,
whenever they sag, simply turn them over.

EASY WAY OF TRANSFERRING BEES.

I have used various methods of transferring, but have
given the following the preference, but these directions will

only be applicable to those who have bees in frame hives :

If the bees to be transferred are in a common box and the
combs have not been built down to the bottom, cut the box

An Improved Dovetailed Hive-Comer.

down to the depth of the comb, then turn the box bottom side
up, and put spacing-sticks between the combs to prevent con-
tact with each other, then place one of the standard hive
bodies on top, closing up all surplus openings on the sides or
ends. Now go to a colony of bees and remove a frame of
honey, and one containing eggs and larvaj, placing this in the
vacant body over the box, filling up with drawn comb or foun-
dation. In a few days, if you keep watch, you will find the
queen in the upper story, when you quietly slip a queen-
excluder between this part and the old box, and in 21 days
you can remove the lower part and dispose of the comb as you
see fit.

As a precautionary measure, I would advise one not to
fail to cut a bee-entrance in the old box before reversing, so
that the location will be in the same place as the previous one.

I also find this a 'very simple method to make use of in

transferring from odd-sized frames. You avoid exciting the
bees (and yourself as well), prevent any likelihood of robbing,
and, in fact, dispense witli everything that makes transferring
disagreeable. Los Angeles Co., Cal.

#«es
Report of the Illinois Bee-Keepers' Convention

BY JAS. A. STONE, SEC.

(Continued from page 246.]

The committee on State Fair reported as follows, which
was adopted :

REPORT OF THE STATE FAIR COMMITTEE.

To the Illinois State Bee-Keepers^ Association :

We, the Fair Committee, hereby submit the following
report

:

The committee met in December, 1895, and drew up a
premium list aggregating $284, an increase of !531 over that
of the year before. This was presented to the Board of Agri-
culture at their meeting early in January, IS'.Ml, and was
adopted. In September we met the Committee of the Board
to apportion space for exhibits in the Dome Building, and
secured the northwest corner of the gallery. This space was
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fully occupied, and the south wall almost to the doorway be-
sides. We thus succeeded in getting the exhibits groupt much
better than the previous year.

The actual space occupied was about 83 per cent, greater
at the Fair of 1896 than at that of 1895. Theexhibits were
greatly increast In every department, and there were exhibi-
tors from Indiana, Michigan, and Iowa, besides those from
our own State.

For a verdict as to the success of the apiarian show, we
need only to refer to the free and unsolicited testimonials of
the officials of the Board themselves. They not only ex-
prest themselves as being very well pleased with the exhibits,
but offered to increase the offerings for premiums, and give us
a more desirable location for our exhibits at the next Fair.

Mr. Cater, Superintendent of the Apiarian Department,
had encouraged us to ask for two separate premium schedules
—one to be limited to exhibitors within the State, the other to
be open to the world. The committee met on Jan. 12 (the
day the Board of Agriculture held its regular meeting), and in

obedience to that idea formed the two schedules, amounting
in the aggregate to $464, and submitted to the Board, which
were duly adopted. The committee found it devolved upon
them to do this rather than postpone the matter until after
this convention, as the Board proposed to get to work upon
their premium list at once, and such postponement would
make it too late to get our new list schedule in.

One feature of the last two years' work has been to try
the merits of the rules for judging the exhibits, and we can
safely say they have past the experimental stage, and have
proven a decided success. They furnish at the same time
standards toward which exhibitors may work, and by which
the judge may award the premiums. They bring order out of
chaos, and make judgments more just. We trust experience
has Indicated whatever imperfections there may be in the
rules themselves. With a view to correcting these Imperfec-
tions, the committee lately undertook their revision, and the
result of their labor is herewith submitted.

Geo. F. Robbins, \

C. Beckek, \ Committee.
W. J. Finch, )

RULES FOB AWARDING ALL PREMIUMS RELATING TO APICULTURE

Rule I.—Each entry shall be scored upon its merits in

each and every respect In which it can be scored, according to
the formulas given below.

Rule II.—The entry which is best in any respect shall be
taken as the standard and be scored the highest number of

points allowed in that respect, and all other entries competing
for the same premium shall be markt in proportion to their
merits when compared with the standard.

Rule III.—Entries ranking equally in any respect shall

be scored equally in that respect.
Rule IV.—The entries scoring the highest aggregated

number of points shall receive the premiums in their respec-
tive order.

Rule V.—The awarding judge shall mark all scores on
the score cards f urnisht for the purpose, and shall leave the
said score cards with the said scores markt upon them, with
the Secretary of the State Fair Association.

Rule VI.—The standard package for comb honey shall

be sections holding about one pound.
Rule VII.—The standard color for beeswax shall be a

pale yellow.

Rule VIII.—Every exhibitor who enters honey-plants
shall furnish a correct list of their common names to the
awarding judge.

Rule IX.—All nuclei which do not contain queens shall

be barred.
Rule X.—All plants that are not recognized honey-plants

shall be barred from the exhibit.

Rule XI.—All bees and queens shall be on public exhibi-

tion from 9 a.m. until 4 p.m. each day of the Fair, and failure

to comply with this rule shall bar the exhibit from competi-
tion, or shall cause the exhibitor to forfeit the premium.

Rule XII.—Upon the affidavit of two or more exhibitors

the Superintendent of this department shall order the with-

holding of any premium which has been forfeited according to

these rules.

Rule XII.—The standard marking for bees shall be as

follows :

1. Dark Italian bees shall show three distinct yellow
bands.

2.

bands.
3.

Golden Italian bees shall show four or more yellow

abdomen.
CarDiolaD bees shall show rings of gray hairs on the

4. Cyprian bees shall show at least three yellow bands,
and an orange-colored spot on the thorax.

5. Albino bees shall show at least three light yellow
bands and a ring of white hair on the abdomen.

6. Black bees shall show plain black abdomens.

fCOHE CARD.

Class Lot Bees and Honey

Premium No. Entry No.

COMB HONEY.

Quantity [pounds] 40
Display [arrangement and attractiveness] 20
Flavor 10
Condition of the capping [free from travel-stain and

water-soakt arpearance] 15
Completeness of the capping- 5

lllllDg 5
Uniformity of the comb 5

EXTRACTED H0NE7,

Quantity [pounds] 40
Display [arrangement and attractiveness] 20
Flavor 10
Variety of kinds of honey 5
Clearness of color 5
Body 5
Style of package 5
Variety " 5
Finish " 5

GRANULATED HOKET.

Quantity [pounds] 40
Display [arrangement and attractiveness] 20
Flavor 10
Solidity 5
Variety of kinds of honey 5
Fineness of grain 5
Style of package 5
Variety " 5
Finish " 5

BEESWAX.

Quantity [pounds] 40
Display [arrangement and attractiveness] 20
Purity 20
Color [pale yellow] 20

NUCLEI OF BEES.

Color and markings 60
Condition 10
Brood, all stages 10
Neatness of hive 10

•' comb 10

QUEEN-BEES.

Quantity [number] 40
M arklngs 30
Condition - • 10
Variety of strains 10
Display [arrangement and attractiveness] — 10

HONEY-PLANTS.

Quantity—number 60
Display—arrangement and attractiveness 20
Mounting 20

A motion prevailed to continue the Sate Fair Committee.
Mr. Finch, having moved away so far, resigned from the com-
mittee, and the President, with the approval of the Associa-

tion, appointed in his stead the Secretary.

A motion prevailed that the committee on State Fair
petition the State Board of Agriculture for a space on the

lower floor of the Dome Building, as the committee may
arrange.

Mr. Becker was called In the discussion on Dr. Miller's

paper. He did not understand why it was that sweet clover

should be so much spoken against, when so many weeds that

were of no use were allowed to grow along the highways with-

out interruption. We might just as well have all the waste
places along the lanes and branches sown with something
that would be of value to us, as for useless weeds to grow
there, that will scatter their seeds in the wind and otherwise
all over the country. He advocated the sowing of sweet
clover in all the places that were vacant.

A motion that our Association, through the Executive
Committee, ask for an appropriation of SoOO from the State,

was carried.

A motion was carried that the Secretary request the mem-
bers and bee-keepers of the State, through the American Bee
Journal, to help get through the Legislature the Pure Food
Bill (House Bill No. 192), believing that It will All all the re-

quirements of a Bill to prevent the adulteration of honey.

Next came a paper by Mr. C. P. Dadant, on

WHAT CAN THE GENERAL BEE-KEEPER DO TO IMPROVE HIS
STOCK ?

In the first place he must Italianize. The superiority of

the Italian bees has been conceded long ago, and the Italian!-
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zation of an apiary is the sine qua non of progress, as far as

bees are concerned. Some bee-keepers claim the palm of

superiority for the Carniolan, or for the Cyprian ; but we can-
not agree to this. The Carniolan is a black bee, and the fact

that a cross between it and our common bee cannot be readily

detected is an insuperable objection to them. The Cyprian is

too cross for anybody.
To improve our stock we must improve the breeders. We

must select the father and the mother. In bees, selecting the

father seems an impossibility ; but we can make use of our
control of the apiary to at least decrease the number of drones
in the hives that we do not want, and increase them in those

of our selection. This is done readily by removing the drone-
comb from the inferior colonies, and placing enough for a
good supply of drones, in some of our best colonies. The selec-

tion of the mother is much more easy. Naturally the best

colonies will swarm and rear good queens by the law of the
survival of the fittest ; but our best colonies are also our best
honey-producers, and if we want both bees and honey, we
must resort to artificial breeding of queens, and division.

It seems to me that in the above words I have outlined
enough for a three days' discussion, and will now ask the
members to do the rest. C. P. Dadant.

Mr. Black—There has not been a crop of honey in my
neighborhood for five years, and in such a case it did not mat-
ter what one did, he would get no honey. During that time
all the flowers seemed to be a failure—did not secrete any
honey. My stock has run down to two or three colonies. I

would like to know why it is that some years one or two of

the colonies do all the increasing for the apiary, aud the
others diminish more than they increase. And some of the
bees that are the poorest honey-gatherers, and have the least

honey to protect, will follow me a mile to get to sting me.
Mr. Becker—Shall we offer a premium on bees that will

follow a man a mile to sting him 7 I think we ought to en-

courage a stock of bees that are docile.

Mr. Black— I think my bees that are the most gentle
gather the most honey.

Mr. Chaney—I think the committee ought to encourage
premiums on none but Italians. About all the bees in our
part of the State that have survived the poor years have been
Italians, or crost with the same.

The following resolution presented by Mr. Black, was
adopted :

Resolved, By the Illinois State Bee-Keepers' Association,
that we ask that House Bill 192, entitled " An Act to provide
against the adulteration of food and drugs, and the manufac-
ture and sale of either food or drugs from imperfectly developt
or damaged materials as standard articles," be enacted into a
law; believing that the enactment will be for the best interest
of the State.

It was voted that the Secretary be authorized to present
a copy of this resolution to the member who offered the Bill,

and to the chairman of the committees before whom it may
come.

Mr. Chaney read a letter from a friend in Missouri, who
wanted to know what killed his bees. He had fed them quite
late in the fall, and they died in the winter with plenty of
honey in their hives.

Mr. Robbins—I think that fall feeding is in danger of
stimulating the queen to laying that is sure to cause a bad
result.

Mr. Becker—1 think the man named in the letter killed

his bees by feeding. The feeding caused the bees to scatter
to get the honey as they wanted it for use, and gather in small
groups, and in this condition the cold caught and killed them.

Mr. Black— I have had loss of bees that were late fed,

and I think it was because the honey was not properly cured,

(Concluded next week.)

A Picw Binder for holding a year's numbers of the
American Bee Journal, we propose to mail, postpaid, to every
subscriber who sends us 20 cents. It is called "The Wood
Binder," is patented, and is an entirely new and very simple
arrangement. Pull printed directions accompany each Binder.
Every reader should get it, and preserve the copies of the Bee
Journal as fast as they are received. They are Invaluable for
reference, and at the low price of the Binder you can afford to

get it yearly.
« » »

The BIcISToy Foul Brood Xreatment is

iglven In Dr. Howard's pamphlet on " Foul Brood ; Its Natural
History and Rational "Treatment." It is the latest publication
on the subject, and should be in the hands of every ijee-keeper.

Price, 25 cents ; or clubbed with the Bee Journal for one year
—both for $1.10.

CONDUCTED BY

UR. O. O. MILLER, MARETiGO. ILL.

[Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller dlrect.1

Mating and Laj'tng of Voung Queens.

How soon after a swarm issues will the young queen left

in the old colony be mated and laying ? P. K.

Answer.—Somewhere in the neighborhood of 16 to 18
days. Sometimes the Issuing of the prime swarm is delayed
by bad weather, and in that case the time may be consider-

ably shortened. It may also be a good deal lengthened in case

the swarm issues with no queen-cell present, or with those but
slightly advanced.

Dead Bees in Combs, Etc.

1. In looking over my bees to-day, I found one colony

that had a good many dead bees in two combs. The bees

crawled into the combs and died, and are still there. Now
will the bees take out those dead ones ? The colony is quite

strong in bees now, and they are just beginning to fly some
every day now. They have plenty of stores.

2. I should think I took out one quart of dead bees. What
do you think made so many die in that colony, and not any of

any account in the other near it? They were all in chaff

hives on the summer stands. Concord, N. H.

Answers.— 1. A good colony of bees will make sure work
of cleaning all dead bees out of combs. If, however, you have

a comb full of dead bees that happens not to be in care of the

bees, you may be able to have the dead bees cleaned out by

leaving the comb where mice can get to it, only see that they

don't carry their work too far and tear down the comb. If

kept in a place very dry, the bees may largely be shaken out

of the cells.

2. There is nothing alarming in the case. One colony

may show more dead bees than another because having more
old bees. One queen may stop laying earlier than another,

thus making a larger proportion of old bees. Sometimes you'll

find twice as many dead bees in one hive as another, when the

real loss in each has been the same. For some reason one

colony has cleaned out all the dead bees, and the other has

left them mostly lying on the floor of the hive.

Wants to Prevent Swarming;.

I have 23 colonies. Previously they have been at my
father's, but I wish to take care of them myself this year. I

would like to keep them from swarming, and have not time or

strength to look them over enough to keep the queen-cells cut

off; audi can only keep about 25 colonies, as I have not

room for more than that at a convenient distance from the

house.
1. Will it do to give them plenty of super room, put on

zinc honey-boards, and fasten strips of queen-excluding zinc

over the entrance, until after the swarming season is over?
2. In case the laying queen was killed how long would I

have to leave the zinc off the entrance for the new queen to

fly ? And how long would it defer brood-rearing ?

3. How often would I have to examine the brood-frames

In order to tell whether the fertile or a young queen is left ?

I would consider it a favor if you will answer these ques-

tions direct to me Instead of through the Bee Journal, as I

wish to know at your earliest conveuience.
Olmsted Co., Minn.

Answers.—One of the discomforts of my life is to get a

letter with a postage stamp in It. Whenever I get one of that

kind I know it contains questions about bees, with a request

to send the answers by private letter. And It is simply im-

possible for me to comply, altho it may look to the sender that

I am very unaccommodating. If I should answer one I should
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aDswer all, and my time would be largely taken up in that

way. To refuse an answer In a single case may seem hardly
the right thing, but when it comes to talcing up in that way
an entire day or two each week, it's sopiewhat different. I'm
not a gentleman of leisure, but am kept very busy with the

work of three apiaries and more side-shows than I can well

manage.
Please send all the questions about bees you like, and I'll

do my best to answer so far as I know enough, but alwdyn
7iame the pai)cr for which I write, in which you want to see

replies.

1. The shortest answer is that it won't work. At least I

have failed to make anything of the kind work satisfactorily.

One trouble is, that at the time of swarming queens will get
through the perforated zinc, and off goes a swarm. Yes, I

know that it's generally considered that a queen cannot get

through perforated zinc, but you let them get the swarming
craze, and you may find out differently. At no other time
perhaps will the queen-excluder fail, for at no other time will

the queen make such desperate attempts to get through.
Another trouble is that half a dozen swarms will get into one
huge cluster, hang for hours and sulk, then perhaps ail go
into one hive, unless indeed some virgin queen gets into the
lot and goes off with them. It's barely possible you may find

it to work differently with you; but what I have mentioned is

about the way with me.
2. You may count that the laying queen would be killed,

with rare exceptions. It isn't a question how long you could
leave off the zinc, for whenever you find it safe to leave it off

for a day, you may feel safe in leaving it off altogether. It

will not do to leave off the zinc till all the queens but one are
killed. Then you can leave it off altogether.

3. It will hardly be necessary to examine them at all. If

the old queen is still in the hive after the time she wants to

swarm out, she will probably not lay an egg, so looking for

brood wouldn't tell much. But you may count pretty cer-

tainly, without looking at a comb, that the old queen will be
disposed of in about a week after first trying to swarm. Then
there will be a high time among the young queens that are
left, and If none of them succeed in getting out it will be some
time before the number will be reduced to a single one, and in

the meantime the colony will be badly disturbed.

Colonic§ Infested witli Wax-Worms.

1. I have 17 colonies of bees, of which 4 or 5 colonies

have a worm or a grub, as you may call it. This worm is

from 14 to % of an inch long, and entirely sealed over. What
do you call it ?

2. How does it get into the hive ?

3. How long is it in the hive before injuring the bees?
•±. flow can I get rid of it, and keep clear of it ?

A Readek, Sanilac Co., Mich.

Answers.—Before I forget it, I want to mention that

you are making a mistake in not having a good text-book on
bees and reading it over so as to be thoroughly familiar with
It. That would give a full answer to the question you have
askt, and a thousand others, and you wouldn't take many
times the price of the book for what you would learn from it.

1. It is the wax- worm, the larva of the bee-moth—galleria

cereana.
2. The moth lays its eggs in the hive on the combs or in

the cracks about the hive, and from these eggs come the larvae.

3. It commences its injurious work just as soon as it is

hatcht from the egg, for it eats the wax, but its work of

destruction increases with its size. In warm weather three

or four weeks are necessary for full growth, but in cool

weather the change Is more slow.

4. The best thing is to have strong colonies of Italian

bees. With such you need pay no attention to the worms.
Even a weak colony of Italians will keep their combs clear of

worms, and a strong colony of blacks will hold its own pretty

well. But a weak colony of blacks will often succumb to the

worms.
m I m

lloldy Combs—Feeding ^ugar Syrup—Feeding
Outside.

3. How far from the apiary need I put the feed for bees,

and be sure they will not start robbing, if I should feed out-

side ? C. B.

Answers.— 1. The bees will clean them out, as you will

see by answer to the question from " Concord, N. H." But if

you wait to give them to a swarm, they may be getting more
moldy, and if they're too bad a swarm will desert. Better put
them in the care of bees as soon as you can. You can give

one or two to a colony, or perhaps a better way will be to put
the hive containing them under another hive containing a

good 2oIony. If you close up the upper entrance so the bees

can get in and out only by going through the hive that con-

tains the dirty combs, you'll make a sure thing of it; but
they'll be likely to do fair work even if there should be an en-

trance higher up.

2. Possibly it might be done, but It would be a very
troublesome way. If you want to feed in the hive and haven't

any feeders, try the crock-andplate plan. Fill a crock or

other vessel half full of granulated sugar, or put in a less

amount if you like. Add as many pints of water as you had
of sugar. Lay over the crock two thicknesses of woolen
cloth or five or six of cheese-cloth, and put over this a plate

upside down. Put one hand under ths crock and the other

over the plate, and quickly turn the whole upside down. Set

It on the top of the brood-frames, and set an empty hive-body

or super over, covering up so no bees can get in from outside.

Of course the bees must have free access from below.

3. Sugar syrup isn't as bad as honey to start robbing.

You can put it witiiin a rod of the hives, and perhaps there

might be no trouble if nearer.

Placing Bees Near a Line Fenee—Selling Comb
Honey.

1. I have a few hives from which the bees died this win-

ter. The combs are some moldy at the bottom, and almost
half of the cells are filled with dead bees. How can I get

them out, or will the bees clean them out when I put a swarm
in them ?

2. When feeding bees sugar syrup, can it be put Into sec-

tions and laid In the supers?

1. Is there any law prohibiting a man from keeping bees

on his own ground ? or how far must they be kept from the

line of your neighbor, if he objects ?

2. I still have about 450 pounds of honey on hand.

What is it worth ? Mine Is all white clover honey. I like the

Bee Journal, and do not know how I could get along without

it. G. W. K.

Answers.—-1. Each State has its own laws, and I doubt
whether your State (Iowa) has any specific law on the subject.

It's a question, however, to ask of some lawyer or justice who
has a copy of the State laws. The peculiar circumstances of

each case have much to do in deciding what is right. In some
cases you might make trouble by having your bees quite a dis-

tance from your neighbor's line, while In others there might
be no trouble with the bees upon the line. Try to think what
you would want done if you were in his place. If his dwelling

is close to the line, better keep the bees as far away as you

can conveniently, perhaps two rods or so. With a close board

fence six feet high, there ought to be no trouble right close to

the line.

2. Look at the market quotations that appear weekly in

the American Bee Journal, and you'll find out the prices in

several of the leading cities. If you can sell at home for con-

siderable less, that will be your best plan. Freight, commis-
sions, etc., bring down prices when you ship away, besides the

risk of a good deal of breakage. You will notice that prices

are lower than last fall, and it is seldom a good plan to hold

over comb honey from one season to the beginning of the next.

The Alsike Clover Leaflet consists of 2 pages,

with illustrations, showing the value of Alsike clover, and
telling how to grow it. This Leaflet is just the thing to hand
to every farmer in your neighborhood. Send to the Bee Jour-

nal office for a quantity of them, and see that they are dis-

tributed where they will do the most good. Prices, postpaid,

are as follows : 50 for 20 cents ; 100 for 35 cents ; or 200
for 60 cents.

^

White Clover Seed.—We have quite a quantity of

White Clover Seed on hand that we will send you at a bargain.

A little of it goes a good ways. It usually retails at 25 or 30
cents per pound, but we will mail you 2 pounds for 40 cents,

or for sending us one new subscriber to the American Bee
Journal for a year. ^

Every Present Subscriber of the Bee Journal

should be an agent for it, and get all others possible to sub-

scribe for it. See offer on page 268.
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Editorial Con}xr)cr)i^^

Comb Honey Cleaned Up.—Messrs. R. A. Bur-
nett i& Co., the leading Chicago honey-commission dealers, in

a communication to us dated April 22, said this concerning
the condition of the honey market in this city :

Editor American Bee Journal :—The comb honey has
cleaned up well this month, so that the best grade of white
brings 13 cents, and there is no surplus of it. A few lots of
dark and candied comb remain, but they are insignificant.
Thus the season ends with a cleaned-up market for the pro-
duct of 1897.

The extracted product has been less fortunate, but there
is not an excessive amount in sight. R. A. Burnett.

Bee-keepers will be glad to know the above, for it is a
good condition of affairs, and will give the 1897 crop a fair

chance.

But, look here : Don't rush a whole lot of the first honey
takeu this year, into the hands of some new and irresponsible

commission firm, and lei them sell it at a sacrificing price,

thus ruining the market for the rest of the year, as did Bart-
llng & Co. last year. They received about a carload of flue

white comb honey early last year, and offered it at 10 cents a
pound ! Of course, that .just knockt out the good prices that
they and other dealers might have obtained if they hadn't
been in such a hurry to sell, and defraud the shipper. By the
way, that case is not settled yet, and Bartling is a member of

the present Illinois House of Representatives !

We hope this year bee-keepers will be more careful, and
patronize only those firms who are known to be honest and
upright in their dealing.

A Genuine ""Volunteer" for the New Union is

found in the person of Wm. Elliott, of Wabasha Co., Minn.
When sending in his membership fee of $1.00, he wrote the

Secretary, Dr. Mason :

If at any time you want more money to carry on the
business, you can draw on me for $5.00. I will be glad to
help drive the swindlers out. I have 125 colonies of bees.
and live on a farm. Wm. Elliott.

When Dr. Mason reported the above to us, he added this :

"That's the talk ! Can't you send Mr. Secor and me the
names of 1,000 such bee-keepers? Honey-dealers, commis-
sion men and consumers could be included."

"Oh for a thousand tongues to sing "—a tuno like that of

Mr. Elliott's! And there ouy/il easily to be 1,000 boe-keep-

ers sufliclently interested in the success of the pursuit of bee-

keeping to say and do just what Mr. E. said and did.

Let every " volunteer " send his or her membership dues

of §1.00 to Dr. A. B. Mason, Station B, Toledo, Ohio, who
will return a receipt therefor, and see that the dollar is put

into the fund and your name added to the honorable roll.

« . »

Xo "^Visconsin Bee-Keepers.—Mr.N. E. France,

who has done so much for Wisconsin bee-keepers the past two
years, and especially during the last few months, is not re-

ceiving the encouragement from the bee-keepers of that State

that is due him. We learn this not from Mr. France himself,

but from another prominent bee-keeper. Mr. France knows
nothing about the appearance of this item at all.

So that those most interested may know the facts, we
wish to say that Mr. France, before the Legislature was called

in February, had received pleading letters from over 600
Wisconsin bee-keepers, asking him to assist them in getting

past the foul brood law, and to have sweet clover removed

from the noxious weed list. This Mr. France succeeded in

doing, after spending the greater part of two months in the

effort, besides carfare to and from Madison. In all, he ad-

vanced, out of his own pocket, nearly $40, saying nothing

about the time he put in.

Now it does seem to us that Wisconsin bee-keepers

owe it to themselves, as well as to Mr. France, to see to it at

once that he is reimburst, at least for the amount of cash he

has paid out in their Interest. Since our last appeal, we un-

derstand that only one of all the many bee-keepers of that

great State has sent in his membership fee of 50 cents ! We
are surprised at such apathy and slowness on the part of Wis-

consin bee-men to do their clear duty. We trust that several

hundred will immediately, after reading this, send to Mr. N.

E. France (at Platteville, Wis.) their dues of 50 cents each,

and become members of the State Association.

^*-*-*.

The Tennessee Centennial and International

Exposition, to be held in Nashville May 1 to Nov. 1, 1897,

has issued a premium list for its Agricultural Department, a

copy of which is on our desk. We notice the following

awards under the head of "Apiary :"

Best 10 pounds or more of comb honey
in most marketable shape $10 00 $5 00

Best 10 pounds extracted honey in

most marketable shape 10 00 5 00
Best 10 pounds of beeswax 10 00 5 00
Best bee-hive for comb honey Diploma.
Best bee-hive for extracted honey. . . . Diploma.
Best honey-extractor Diploma.
Best wax-extractor Diploma.
Best sample of comb foundation Diploma.
Best display apiarian tools and fixtures Diploma.

Well, that's just $45 ahead of the cash premiums offered

at the World's Pair in 1893. Good for Tennessee. But the

Illinois State Fair this year offers over ten times as much for

its apiarian display. We fear many bee-keepers will think it

will hardly pay to aiake the effort to put up a good display.

But doubtless Southern bee-keepers will come to the rescue,

even if there isn't much more than glory in it for them.

We have not as yet learned who is to be the judge in the

apiarian department. Tho we have not been askt to suggest

any one, we make no charge for offering the name of Dr. J.

P. H. Brown, of Atlanta, Ga., for favorable consideration. He
knows how.

.^-•-^

Shipping^ to Commission Firms.—It is sur-

prising to note the lack of business sense—or even common
sense—on the part of many shippers of farm products. How
often is a lot of goods sent to a commission firm without the

producer having first written to see whether the stuff is

wanted ; or, often shipments are sent without learning in

advance anything about the responsibility of the commission

firm. Now, no one can afford to do business in that way—it
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gives the criminally-Inclined dealer too good an opportunity to

fill his pockets at the expense of the overtrustful shipper.

Right along this line, we find in last Gleanings these two

paragraphs, which we commend to those who contemplate

shipping to commission dealers :

" A few days ago we received what we thought was quite a

bad complaint against one of the firms that furnish quotations

for Gleanings. On referring it to the firm in question we
learned that the bee-keeper had sent the honey without or-

ders, as well as some other produce ; and the firm wrote us

that, if their patron had simply askt for instructions, they
would have advised him to hold his produce until they could

have found for him a customer in his own vicinity. But, no ;

our friend, without orders, shipt the produce to the city, at a

distance from his own home, where the goods (apples in this

case) were a drug on the market, and were actually being
dumpt by the hundred bushels because there was no sale.

Advice.—" Do not trust unknown firms, even if they do
furnish good references. Write to the references first ; and,

while you are about it, write to us, too, for we are on the

track of nearly all the honey-firms. Second, do not ship your
honey or anything else without first receiving orders from the

commission house."

Better read the above "Advice" again, and try to remem-

ber it. You can write to us at any time for Information con-

cerning any commission firm. But members of the New
Union should write the General Manager, Hon. Eugene Secor,

at Forest City, Iowa, who will be glad to furnish reliable

ratings of any firm askt about. If you are not a member, just

send the fee of .SI.00 along with your request, and that will

entitle you to all the benefits provided for in the Constitution

of the New Union.

Tl?e Weekly Budget.

Mr. J. C. Stewart, of Nodaway Co., Mo., wrote us April

16 :
" Bees have five frames of brood per colony. I lost one

colony in 100, In chaflE hives."

Rev. E. T. Abbott will hereafter have chirge of the

monthly Nebraska Bee-Keeper. So says e.t-Elitor Stilson in

the April number. Mr. Abbott will likely make things
" hum "—suggestive of the bee-hive.

Mb. C. G. Leighton, of Uvalde Co., Tex., when sending

for a missing copy of the Bee Journal, said: "Why, I'd

rather do without my dinner than the ' Old Reliable.' " We
are glad to know that the Bee Journal satisfies bodily hunger !

The Northwestern Agriculturist, for April, contains

an illustrated symposium on bees. This Is something new for

a farm paper. Mrs. Effle Brown is the alert editor of the

bee-department of that excellent paper, and no doubt it was
she who " put them up to it." Good thing. Other agricultural

papers would do well to follow the example of the North-

western.

Mr. M. H. Mendleson—one of the large bee-keepers of

California—" plants roses amongst the hives; being an en-

thusiast in rose-culture, he has nearly 100 varieties to greet

him with their beauty and fragrance. In an apiary with such

surroundings it Is a real pleasure to work, and the mind Is

expanded by holding communion with things of beauty." So

reports the Rural Californlan.

The National Stockman and Farmer Is one of the

best agricultural periodicals that make their weekly visits to

our office. But In addition to its heretofore excellent con-

tents, it now presents the finest appearance of all the strictly

farm weeklies that we are acquainted with. It began Its 2 1st

volume April 15, by changing its form Into more of a maga-
zine style, and added a beautiful cover, making 3(3 pages in

all, 9x13 inches in size. Dr. Miller has had charge of the

apiarian department of the paper for several years, and will

continue to do his part to maintain the high standard which

the National Stockman and ITarmer has achieved.

Mb. J. Van Deusen, of Sprout Brook, N. Y.—the senior

member of the firm of J. Van Deusen & Son—died March 28.

He was a fine old gentleman, over SO years of age, we believe.

We had the pleasure of meeting him at several national bee-

conventions. His son, J. A. Van Deusen, will continue the

flat-bottom comb-foundation business. We hope soon to be

permitted to publish a biographical sketch of Mr. Van Deusen,

with picture.

Mb. W. H. Covington, of Mexico, oCTers for sale this

week, in the advertising columns, his home in Mexico. He
considers it a fine opening for any man with a small family.

Wax sells there at 50 cents per pound, and extracted honey

at 10 to 12 cents. From the fruit alone on his place he says

he should realize $250 to $300 this year, and his bees are

doing well. Better write him at once if you want a home in

one of " the Italies of America."

Demorest's Magazine for May contains nearly 200
graphic Illustrations, and there is not a dull page in It. " Mc-

Klnley's Administration, Told by the Camera," is alone well

worth the price of the magazine. Among the contributions

are these: "Some Constantinople Types," " Women of the

Administration," " The Proper Use of Wealth," " The Recu-

perative Forces of Spring," and "The California Poppy in

Embroidery." Publisht in New York City.

Mr. Chas. a. Goodell, of Blue Earth Co., Minn., was

born in St. Lawrence Co., N. Y., In 1856, and went to Min-

nesota 21 years ago. He has been in the bee-business for the

past 15 years, and also has a large berry plat, has always

been a very successful man in the business, and considers it a

profitable one. Last year he had 4,025 pounds of comb honey

and 1,400 pounds of extracted, from 98 colonies.

Mr. Goodell has sent us photographs of his apiary and

crop of comb honey harvested last year. He got his first

swarm In the woods by lining them. Those he lost in winter-

ing. Then he bought two colonies, and lost them by screen-

ing the entrances. He afterward got more bees, sent for the

American Bee Journal, and then he says his success began.

In the last three years he has sold 10,025 pounds of comb

honey, and 3,000 pounds of extracted, besides thousands of

quarts of berries.

Mrs. A. L. Amos, of Custer Co., Nebr., who was at the

Lincoln convention, sends us these kindly words about Mrs.

J. N. Heater and Mrs. A. L. Hallenbeck—two beloved Ne-

braska women and bee-keepers

:

Editor York :—It was with deep regret that I read of

the death of Mrs. Heater, and reading the particulars makes

the event seem sadder than ever. Snatcht away from her

busy life and an appreciative circle of friends, almost as sud-

denly and quite as unexpectedly as was Mrs. Hallenbeck a

few months ago, she leaves a blank that will not be readily

I did not come into such close association with Mrs.

Heater at the convention as I aid with Mrs. Hallenbeck, but I

felt that she was a woman to be admired, and that I would

like to know her, and perhaps would some day.

It is to be expected that the loss of these noblewomen will

be felt most here in Nebraska, where they have lived and

labored, but the bond that unites all kindred souls—the bond

of human brotherhood— is Independent of State lines, and we

know that we are not alone in our sorrow.

The world cannot but sorrow over the passing away of

people who are like the poet's friend, so touchingly memorial-

ized in the lines

—

" None knew thee but to love thee.

None named thee but to praise."

(Mrs.) a. L. Amos.

Through the kindness of Mrs. Amos we learn that the

large family of children left by Mrs. Hallenbeck are to be

well taken care of by kindly relatives. The children range In

ages from 20 down to3M years. Mrs. H. had been left a widow

but a short time before her death, and as the children were

thus left orphans, it was thought best that their relatives

should help In caring for them, by distributing them around.

It is sad thus to separate a loving family, but no doubt it was

best so to do. We hope that all those children may grow up

to be useful members of society, and an honor to their devoted

parents who were called away when their care was needed so

much.
*-.-» —

IVO"W is the Time to work for new subscribers

Why not take advantage of the offer made on page 268 ?
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Qcj;)eral Itenps>

Prospect for a Big Yield.

I put into winter quarters 13 colonies of
bees, and took 13 out the middle of March,
good and strong, and one queenless. My
bees are working on box-elder, Cottonwood,
and elm. The prospect is good for another
big yield of honey. I hope every reader of
the "old reliable" American Bee Journal
will have an old-time honey harvest.

J. H. Rdpp.
Washington Co., Kans., April 19.

Two Poor Years for Honey.

I tave had two bad years, and no honey.
My bees have not wintered very well,
owing to the bad winter and scarcity of
honey. Moses A. Gebhabt.
Newcastle Co., Del., April 13.

Prospects are Good.

My bees came through the winter in good
condition, with a loss of three colonies out
of 100. White clover looks well, and the
prospect is good.

I have been putting foundation into sec-
tions with a machine invented by R. C.
Aikin. A lamp heats a plate to melt
the edge of the foundation, and stick it to
the section, then the section is folded with-
out removing from the machine.
Another term of court has past, and my

bee-lawsuit was not brought up. It was
continued. J. L. Strong.
Page Co., Iowa, April 19.

Mrs. J. N. Heater.

It is with sorrow that I read the sad mes-
sage announcing the departure of our be-
loved friend. Mrs. J. N. Heater, to that long
home towards which we are all traveling.
Death is an unwelcome visitor at any time,
but when the grim messenger calls for
those that are near and dear to us, in their
prime of life, it makes our sorrows seem
impossible to bear. But if we emmulate
the virtues of our dear, departed friend, we
may again meet and greet her. I had the
pleasure of her acquaintance at the World's
Fair, and I can vividly recall her cheerful,
smiling, happy features as I graspt her
hand of friendship. Love and charity filled
her heart, and shone in her countenance.
No one could long remain sad in her pres-
ence. I deeply sympathize with our friend,
Mr. Heater, for to be blest with such a
helpmate through this life of love, joy and
sorrow, must be an attainment of that
blissful happiness that but few realize here
below. E. S. LovEST.

Prefers the Single-Walled Hive.

As I have noticed quite a little in the
bee-papers this winter about wintering bees
in single-walled hives, on their summer
stands, I thought I would tell how I suc-
ceeded with my bees the past winter.

In the spring of 189.5 I bought my first
colony of bees, and at the end of the season
I had increast to 3 colonies. Two of these
went through the winter in double-walled
chaff hives, while the third was in a 10-
frame dovetailed hive. As the bees in the
single-walled hiv9 came through equally as
well as those in the chalf hives, I decided
to use only the dovetailed hive in the
future, and accordingly last summer trans-
ferred all my colonies toS-frame dovetailed
hives. This with my increase gave me five
strong colonies.

I fixt my bees for wintering last fall as
follows: I left each hive with six frames
well filled with honey, which equaled about
30 pounds to a colony. I pusht the frames
well together, put in the division-board,
put on a super, laid three sticks across the
frames so as to give the bees a chance to
go from one frame to another in cold

Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. New London,
"Wisconsin,

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus
securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
They have also one One of the Largest Factories and the latest
and most-improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there i.s in the State. The material is cut from patterns, by machinery,
and is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and -whitest
Bass-wood is used, and they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine
and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equlpt with best
machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies.

Please mention the American Bee .Tournal. 7Atf

That Queen-Clipping Device Free I

Works Like a Cbarm.
The Monette Queen-Cllpplng Device works

LIKE A CHARM. With it I have clipped 30

queens, all in one day, when examining my
bees. Wm. Stolley, Grand Island, Nebr.

Couldn't Do Wltboat It.

I have clipped 19 queens, and must say the
Monette Queen-CUppiog Device Is by tar the
best invention ever made, and will be wel-
come to many bee-keepers as it was to me. 1

could not do without one now.
Dr. Geo. Lacke, Newburgh, Ind.

PLEASE READ THIS OFFER TO PRESENT SUBSCRIBERS :

Send us vuil uiue iiew name for the American Bee Journal a year (with $1.00), and we
will mail you the Queen-Clipping Device free of charge. Or, the Queen-Clipping Device
will be sent postpaid for 30 cts. But why not get it as a Premium by the above offer ?

You can't earn 30 cts. any easier. Almost every bee-keeper will want this Device.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan St., CHICAGO, ILL.

BEE-KEEPEKS We make

SUPPLIES

Special Agent for the Southwest"

The Very Finest Line of
in the Market, and sell

them at Low Prices.
Send Tor Free Illii§lratc<l Catalog and Prlce-Lii«t.

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.
E. T. ABBOTT,

St. Joseph, Mo.
mr. Abbott gell§ our Hives and Sections at Factory Prices.

Finest Alfalfa Honey

!

IT SELLS ON TASTING.

The Honey that Suits All

Who Buy It.

Low Prices Now!
We can furnish 'Wtaite Alfalfa Extracted Honey, in 60-pound tin cans, on

board cars in Chicago, at these prices : 1 can, in a case, IM cents per pound ; 2 cans
In one case, 7 cents ; 4 cans (2 cases) or more, 6)^ cents. The Cash must accom-
pany each order. Fine BasS'wood Flavor Honey at same price; also In

270-lb. barrels.

It^" A sample of either honey will be mailed to an Intending purchaser, for 8
cents, to cover postage, packing, etc. We guarantee purity.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 IHieliigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
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weather, put over this a piece of heavy car-

pet cut so as to fit snugly in the super, and
filled the super with dry leaves. The hives
themselves were raised at the back on
blocks. I took the covers off the ^hives

whenever a warm day came, so as to air

the leaves, as they were sometimes quite

wet. My bees are placed around my back
yard near the west and north fence, and
face the grass plat in the middle of the
yard. The fence acts as a shelter in win-
ter, and this position also gives them all a
southern exposure. I use old, Muth jar

cases laid on their sides for stands, and find

they give a solid foundation for the hive.

To-day was very warm, and as the bees

were working hard, bringing in pollen, I

thought this a good time to inspect the

hives. I examined the five colonies, and
found, contrary to my expectations, that
they had plenty of stores left from the
winter, also plenty of bees, and the queens
laying in good shape. There was quite a
good deal of new honey in the cells, which
I think they are getting from the maples
and willows now in blossom.

I don't want any more chaff hives, as

long as my bees continue to winter as well

as above in the single-walled dovetailed
hives; besides this, the chaff ones are very
unhandy to move around, and to work
with, besides costing just about twice as

much as the single-walled ones.
W. G. Holding.

Hudson Co., N. J., March 33.

A Beginner in Lomsiana.

I am a bee-keeper of two seasons, having
started with 3 old box-hive colonies, but
successfully increast to 34. all in frame
hives. I can't, in my experience and opin-

ion, but see and read with regret of the
failures of honey crops and dwindling of

colonies, as reported by some correspond-
ents, and assign their failures to climatic
disadvantages only : and to back my asser-

tions, I will say that last summer we had
the longest drouth ever known here—no
rain from April 13 until September; with
what effect Northern bee-keepers would
have stood such a continued drouth I can't
tell, but will say to them that my bees got
honey, and plenty of it. I had on every
colony 3 supers, and on some 3 and 4, and
full. I should say so—every super full to the
last cell.

We do not know how to winter bees here.
They stay on the stands the same as in

summer, and now every hive is crowded to
its utmost with bees. I took the first

swarm March 33, and 4 since—and such
swarms as would do you good to look at,

and have them. too. How is this for a be-
ginner—and a crop of honey in a dry sea-
son ?

I handle so far none except the common,
native bees. I have tried to Italianize, but
met with no success; I suppose lacking ex-
perience. I will increase this season to
about 40 colonies, as that is about all I can
handle, my time being taken up by my
regular business. H. Seelig.

E. Carroll Co., La., March 31.

Fainted vs. TTnpainted Hives.

Sometime ago there was very much in-

terest in the discussion of painted or un-
painted hives for wintering bees, and the
theory was laid down by some of our
prominent bee-keepers that unpainted hives
have the preference. This struck me as
being the correct one, but I was not cer-
tain, but today I claim to be justified in
saying that the painted hives are just as
good for wintering bees in the cellar as an
unpainted one, for experience has taught
me so. Only this very winter, through
which my bees have past, would be proof
enough for my statement, as I have win-
tered GO colonies with very little loss.

I put my bees into the cellar Nov. T, and
took them out March 38, this spiing, the
hives being about half painted and half
unpainted. Some of the bees in the un-
painted hives showed slight signs of dysen-
tery, and so did some of those in the

reaches out tu suffering liunianity in {f

the fomi of a safe, sure and efi'ec- ' -V.

tive renu'iiy for the ills to which f"''] ,1

flesh is heir. That is wliy restored \_.^
millions pay willing homage to ^iffmm

All experiment was passed long ago.

It is known to be a positive cure
tor

BRIGHTS DISEASE,
URINARY DISEASES,
FEMALE COMPLAINTS,
GENERAL DEBILITY,
AND MALARIA,

and all <liM.-a!ses arising from disor-

dered Kidneys and Liver* Easy to

take, leaves no unpleasant taste, pro*

duces no ill effects.

Large sized bottles or new style

smaller one at your nearest store.

Me^ximtx the Araerlcan UeeJcnvrnal.

Our Specialties
WHITE PnPUR SECTIONS *
Perforated Drone and
Queen Excluder Zinc.

Our Sections are i he finest, and o\tr Perforated
Zinc is the only perfect and fully reliable now
made. It costs more, but Is worth more, and
does i;ot obstruct tbe passage of worker-bees.
The Noiipart'il Bee-Hive and all ether

Apiarian Siipplion. Ad(irp'=9 for Catalog
and prices, AKNOLD JABEBG & CO

,

Dr. G. L. TiukiT. Manager,
14A4t New Philadelphia. Ohio.

Pacific Coast Bee-Keepers

!

BUY YOUR

Dovetailed Cedar Hives
Direct from the Factory. Guaranteed equal

to the best ^oods on the market.
Send lor Prlce-Llst.

Bawson & Bamer, Centralia, Wash.
lOAl.'it Mention the Am. Bee Journal.

A booklet, handsomely illustra-
ted, describing Nebraslca, her
iarras and the opportunities
there for young men and farm
renters to become farm owners

Mailed without charge on application to P. S.

KuSTis, General Passenger Agent, C, B. & Q.
R. K., Ubicago. 111. 14A8t

WANTED—ATTENTION I

UEE HERE, Fiiend Bee-Keeper, tbe bestO goods are none too good, and the lowest
prices are none loo low lor the present times,
so down go the prices for 1897 on Full Line
of Bee-Kerpem' Snpplim.

1 defy competliinn In quality and workman-
ship. Working Wax Into Foundation when
sent to me. a specialty. Write, without fail,

for Cat dog. My prices are worth looking at.

Wax wanted at 2f>c cash, or 29c In trade, de-
livered. August Weiss, Hortonville, Wis.
6A 1 2 1 Mention the American Bee Journal.

painted ones. Some of the bees in the col-

onies of the unpainted hives were perfectly

healthy, and rire verxa. So last winter's as
well as previous winters' experience has
proven that the cause of poor wintering is

not to be lookt for in the painted or un-
painted hive, but depends upon the size and
shape of the hive, tbe size of the colony to

be wintered, the food they have to live on,

and the temperature and the darkness of

tbe cellar. These are the main factors in

successful wintering. A bive for good win-
tering must by all means be so constructed
that if it becomes necessary for the bees to

extend their cluster 4 or .5 inches below the

frames on account of heat, they can do so,

and if it becomes necessary for them to

seek a warmer place than the temperature
of the cellar affords them, they can find it

in tbe upper |)art of the hive. With a hive

so constructed, and with plenty of good
honey in easy reach at all times, bees will

winter well, other things, such as quietness,

etc., being equal. Aug. Bartz.
Chippawa Co., Wis., April 15.

Out-Door Wintering Experiments.

As a silent, yet a very much interested

reader of tbe American Bee Journal, I

sometimes think it almost a duty, as well

as a pleasure, to write a few lines for others

to read.
I have searcht in vain thus far for a re-

port from those that were experimenting
with the outdoor system of wintering
bees. While at the Chicago convention
last fall, several exprest themselves as try-

ing the experiment, by placing a mat or

cushion on top of the hives, then placing a
half-super filled with dry forest leaves

thereon. Dr. Miller was one of them, and
had prepared 10 colonies. Myself for

another, with 17, and another man (I for-

got his name) prepared his whole apiary

this way. and bad been very successful in

so doing for several years.

My report as touching this matter is as

follows: My bees wintered very well all

around, while those wintered on the sum-
mer stands came out stronger in bees, yet

very much lighter in stores than those win-

tered in the cellar; and my outside loss was
only one colony out of the 17, and that died

from starvation, and then the last of

March. I have lost but two colonies out of

811. thus far, and nearly all are in fine con-

dition.
Perhaps this may bring out other re-

ports.
One word more about eggs, or queens

laying after mating. On page 239, J. E.

Pond'saysthat eggs are found in cells six

hours after mating. I am inclined to think

if he had lookt around a little he would
have found another hen on.

A. Y. Baldwin.
DeKalb Co., 111., April 17.

Taxing Bees in Wisconsin.

On page 107. among Dr. Miller's answers
and questions, I see an item from H. C , of

Clark Co., Wis, I am a resident of that

county, and am a beekeeper, too, and
naturally feel interested in the matter of

taxing bees. So far as this town is con-

cerned, bees were not assest in ISWi, The
law reads that among the articles to be

assest, all goods, wares, merchandise, chat-

ties, moneys and effects of any nature or

description having any real or marketable
value, must be included, which, of course,

covers the bees ; but there are a few articles

like notes, bonds, mortgages and other

securities, that are also included, but not

assest in this county, I do not wish to

evade the payment of taxes, when properly

imposed, but I would allow the tax on bees

to be returned, unless the assessment was
general in the county.

And then, tbe sum of S3.00 is out of all

proportion to the way other personal prop-

erty is assest. which is usually assest at

one third of its value.

The laws say that property should be

assest at what it would bring at private

sale, but it is not so assest in this county
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BE CONVINCED, AND CET YOUR MOPiEV'S WORTB
We offer the New Clianiplou Doub-

led-WHlled Cbafl' Hive, made of the
Best White I'lne Lumber, from now until
June 15. 1897. Complete and Painted.with
Dovetail Body and Two Supers torCon^b
Honey or Extracting

; 8. 9 or 10 frame
bive, with Thick Top. Self-Spacing Hoff-
man Frames, including 2 or 4 loldea Tin
Kabbets, Tin Cover and Doable Bottom-
all for only $1.50. The bame in the Flat
for 98 cents : and if Outside Summer and
Winter Case is wanted only, complete and
painted, to fit any Dovetail or Simplicity
8, 9 or 10 frame hive, for 9a cents ; and
the same in the Flat for 73 cents. Inside
measurement of Case 25x:20 Inches, and
21 Inches high. We solicit your orders.

We deliver all goods f. o. b. cars or boat
landing at Sheboygan, Wis. Address,

R. H. SCHMIDT & CO., Box 187, SHEBOYGAN, WIS.
Extracted Honey Wanted—make Offers.

<tueen»s and <lueen-Rearins:.—
If you want to know how to have queens
fertilized in upper stories while the old
queen is still laying below ; how you may
safely 'mtrodnce any queen, at any time of
the year when bees can fly ; all about the
different races of bees ; all about shipping
queens, queen-cages, candy for queen-
cages, etc. ; all about forming nuclei, mul-
tiplying or uniting bees, or weak colonies,
etc. ; or, in fact, everything about the

I
queen-business which you may want to
know—send for Doolittle's " Scientific
Queen-Rearing" — a book of over 170
pages, which is as interesting as a story.
Here are some good offers of this book

:

Bound in cloth, postpaid, SI.00 ; or clubbed
with the Bee Jouknal for one year—both
for only $1.75 ; or given free as a premium
for sending us lin> new subscribers to the
Bee Journal for a year at $1.00 each.

PROF. A. J. COOK'S BOOK FREE !

TheBee-Keeper'sGuide
OR

MANUAL OF THE APIARY.
This 15th and latest edition of Prof. Cook's

magnificent book of 460 pages. In neat and
substantial cloth binding, we propose to give
away to our present subscribers, for the work
of getting NEW subscribers for the American
Bee Journal.

A description of the book here Is quite un-
necessary—It Is simply the most complete sci-
entific and practical bee-book published to-
day. Fully Illustrated, and all written in the
most fascinating style, The author Is also
too well-known to the whole bee-world to re-
quire any introduction. No bee-keeper is
fully equipped, or his library complete, with-
out "The Bee-Keeper's Gdide."

Given For 2 New Subseribers.
The following offer Is made to present sub-

scribers only, and no premium is also given
to the two new subscribers-simply the Bee
Journal for one year :

Send us Two New Sabscribers to the Bee
Journal (with J2.00), and we will mall you a
copy of Prof. Cook's book free as a premi-
um. Prof. Cook's book alone sent for 81.'25,
or we club It with the Bee .Journal for a year
—both together for only SI. 75. But surely
anybody can get only 2 new subscribers to
the Bee Journal for a year, and thus get the
boo' as a premium. Let everybody try for If
Will you have one '

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan St., Chicago, lU.

Kl^^^^^^ffi
LA-l4-t-U_U--U_U_IXI

The Fence Problem.—So far from being
settled in any definite way, the question of
fencing Is more of a problem tolay than ever.
This Is largely due to the fact that the de-
mand, or at least the needs, of fencing are In-
creasing, and are likely to continue to do so
for years to come. As the country becomes
more thickly se tied and new land is brought
under cultivation, or the old farms are sub-
divided and cut up into smaller ones, the
demand for fencing of some kind will con-
tinue to Increase. This belhg true, the prob-
lem then resolves Itself Into one of selection.
Wood, the natural material for fencing, has
already become scarce enough and high
enough In price to place it beyond the means
of the average farmer, and he is a rich man
indeed who, at the present price of timber,
can continue its use for this purpose. A
knowledge of these f«cts, coupled with the
consequent saving In labor, land and money,
were the prime factors In the de elopmont of
the wire-fence industry, which has grown to
such Immense proportions. The original
wire fence, which was made of barbed wire.

has been found to be Inefficient, harmful, and
objectionable. It has consequently been Bup-
planied by the modern woven-wire fence,
which Is more desirable in every way.

The prime object and essential of fencing of
any kind is the prevention of tresspass; ti
keep one farmer's stock from trespassing
upon the lands of his neighbor, and vice
versa; to keep stock from trespassing upon
the highway, and to keep them confined with-
in a given enclosure. It must be constructed,
therefore, that It will turn all kinds of ani-
mals without injury; must not harbor weeds;
must not unnecessarily encumiier or take up
too much room, thereby wasting hind and in
general must be handsome, durable, lasting,
and provided at reasonable cost.

What Is -said above is true In every way of
the Keystone Woven Wire t'ence, manufac-
tured by the company of that name at Peoria.
111. a sectional view of whose fence is shown
here. Write them for their book on Fencing,
Stating that you read this in the American
Bee Jouinal,

so we ought not to have the bees assest
different from other property. Bees can
be bought, and have been bought, for from
$'3.50 to .*5.00 per colony. Five dollars is

the maximum prioe.
The Town Board of Review would have

changed those figures, I think, if H. C. had
met with the Board last June.
Clark Co., Wis. L. M. Willis.

Big Honey-Flow Expected.

Bees are in fine condition this spring, and
prospects are good for a big honey-flow this
year. F. J. R. Davenport.

Ellis Co., Tex., April 20.

Good Season Lookt For.

My bees have begun to swarm, and they
are all boiling over with bees. So I look
sor a good season. I lost only one colony
out of 60. J. A. Shone.
Benton Co., Miss., April 13.

Prospect for a Good Season.

My age and bodily infirmity compel me
to abstain from all manual labor, and I
intend to devote my few remaining years
to the honey-bee. My bees were taken
from the cellar March 31, and were found
strong and healthy ; no loss. We have had
a number of warm days since putting tbem
out, and they have had a good flight. The
prospect is good for a good honey season.

S. B. Smith.
Stevens Co., Minn., April 13.

Poorest Season in 20 Years.

The season of ISW) was the poorest we
have had here in '20 years. From 45 colo-
nies I never got a swarm nor a pound of
marketable honey. The outlook now is

anything but promising for the coming
summer. It rains nearly all the time, with
a cold wave for a change. I am feeding
my bees sugar syrup now.

I admire the bold stand Editor York has
taken against the commission swindlers
and adulterators. Isaac Brown.
Grundy Co., Tenn., April 13.

An Old Man's Experience.

I am an old band with bees, it being just
75 years last May since I made my first ex-
periment with them. Wishing to find out
how many there were in an old straw skep,
I poked a stick into the entrance. I never
tried it that way again.

I have been a subscriber to the American
Bee Journal six or eight years; have kept
bees that long, where the winter is one-half
of the year, and the mercury is frozen a
month at a time. I knew from longexperi-
ence in the northern woods that the only
Froblem before me was wintering. When
got ready to keep bees, I began by getting

the best books and subscribing for the
American Bee Journal. I intended to make
my hives at home, as I had an engine and
saws. I have spent a good deal of time and
money experimenting, and have concluded
that bee-keepers have a good many blind
leaders of the blind amongst tbem.

I started to winter according to the
books, and found that Prof. Cook's state-
ment that a light colony would winter as
well as a strong one was misleading, as the
light one was no good the next summer, as
the season was gone before they were
strong enough to do anything. I found
that Pierce's plan was the same as all the
bee-keepers up here used, at a loss of be-
tween 40 to 100 per cent., no difference in
cellars or out-doors.

I found that the worst stuff is printed
about ventilation, and that four boles in

zinc is enough for any colony of bees, and
that if that entrance is exposed to the wind
when cold and light snow is falling, the
hive will fill entirely full of snow all around
the cluster. I found that you cannot
smother a colony of bees with snow ; that
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" Queens Given Away."

fGray Carniolans i\i GoMen Italians,?

We will give ;i title Tested Queen (either race)

to all customers orderlnir 6 Untested Queens,
and a fine Select Tested Queen to all who or-

der 12 Untested Queens at one time. The
Queens piven away will be sent to customers
in August.
Oracle and Prices April July

of Bees and Queens j^^/e sepT.

Untested Queen $ ."3 $ .65
Testid •• 1.50 1.25
Select Tested Queen 2.50 2 25
Bestlmportcd • 5.00 4 00
One L Frame Nucleus (no Queen) .75 .50

Two •'
•• • 1.50 1.00

Full Colony of Bees
(in new dovetailed hive) 5.00 4.00

We enarantee our Bees to be free from all

diseases, and to give entire satisfaction.
Dencrlpllve Price-lilst Free.

F. A. Lodhart & Co.,
"-ake^george.

13Dtf Please mention the Bee Journal.

JUST ARRIVED!
My second carload of Goods from The A.I.

Root Co. has arrived, and I am in shape to
fill all orders promptly at their catalog prices.
Send for my ;i6 page catalog : also list of
Goods you will need, and I will make you spe-
cial prices on early orders.

GEa. E. HltrTQIf,
9D9t FREMONT, MICH.

MtiitUm the American Bee Journal

SAUMENIG!
HATCHERS are made on best
liIle^ imd of best material known
Toincabntorart. They cannot fnil.

HEATS WITH HOT WATER!
Hatches every est^ that cjin be
hatched. Send 2stamp^ for cata-
]ot:No.69 (NVINCIBLE HATCHER
COMPANY. Springfield. Ohio.

13D5t Please meution tbe Bee Journ il.

^ Fur rain anil FfViT ^

^^*I*^^-^v^^i Au lionesti efficient

VfillnwT-nTiftc; • remedy for all Fevers,xeiiowzones
^j. Headaches. Colds. Neu-

F..r riuri and Ffv-T ^ ral^fa. Grip. Rheuma-
tism, etc. A general
service remedy that'll

please you, OR MONEr refunded.
' It's a rare pleasure to find such a remedy."
"Too much cannot be said in praise of them."

1 Box. 25e.; 6 Boxes, $L; most orders are $1.

W. B. House, Drawer 1, Detour, Mich.
loDtf Please mention tbe Bee Journal.

A GENUINE

Egg Preservative
That will keep Hen's Egos perfectly throueh
warm weathef. just as ^ood as fresh ones for
cooking and frosting. One man paid 10 cents
a dozen for the epg-s he preserved, and then
later sold them for 25 cents a dozen. Ton can

&reserve them for about 1 cent per dozen.
ow is the time to do It. while eggs are cheap.
Address for Circular giving further infor-

mation—
Dr. A. B. MJlSON,

3312 Monroe Street, - Toledo. Ohio.
Mfiitici the.American Be: -'eu >"»."

V

I
Traction, Portable and Semi-Port-
able. Simple and Compound. Also
Threshers.Horse Powers.Saw Mills

NGINE
Send forillu'itrated Catalogue free
Our>i are e^ual toaU—Surpassed by
none. "It's a way we have."
M. Rumely Co. Laporte,lnd.

-^^>o-i)-«0
When Ahswerihg This AOVERTISEuenT, MEmtiom This JOURNAt.

Tested Italian Queens ?? sii: p^^fetu?^
mall. Tested Quteus were reared late last
fall, i make Queen-rearing a specialty.

DANIEL WURTH,
ISDlt F.\LMOUTH, Rush Co., IND,

JUeniUm the American Bee Jcumai.

it made no diflference whether a colony bad
any sealed honey or not when they have
their last flight, for if they have enough
honey and bees, they will seal it quick
enough.

I found that the deeper the combs are
the likelier the bees are to die, as they will

go to the top of the combs as soon as it

gets cold, then tbe honey will freeze out-
side, and become damp and moldy in cel-

lars.

I got stirred up to write by reading in the
report of the Illinois convention Dr.
Miller's description of the plan he is trying
to winter bees out-of-doors. His bees may
live, but the combs will mold, and then
have pickled brood. By the way, is not
that what Mr. McEvoy has been curing for
the Canucks ? I know he is wrong in the
assertion that chilled brood will produce
foul brood, for there never has been a
spring since anybody has kept bees up here,
but they have all had plenty of chilled

brood, as they nearly all winter bees in the
cellar under the house, and put the bees out
on benches two feet high the first days in

spring warm enough for them to fly. But
there never has been anything like foul
brood here. Then how could foul brood be
stampt out by even burning every colony,
when there are hundreds of swarms that
get away to the woods every season ? I find
that up here at least five out of six colonies
of wild colonies die every winter, and some-
times nearly all. I believe young bees and
plenty of them is the solution of the win-
tering problem, but no natural swarm or
colony has ever young bees enough in the
fall to winter to perfection north of the
40th parallel. R. Davidson.
Burnett Co., Wis.

Almost a Resurrection.

I hasten to tell my experience with a col-

ony which, on removal from the cellar, ap-
peared to be starved—absolutely no food
left. Four combs were fairly filled with
bees, but when moved they fell off, and
very few seemed to move at all. Handling
the frames very gingerly I sprinkled warm
sugar water (1 to 2) over them, with a
spoon, and the sun being warm, left tbe
top of the hive with one water-proof quilt

over the brood. In tbe evening they had
revived a little, and clustered, and I hoped
for the best. That night and all next day
we had snow and rain, and I left them
packt up as warm as possible, with a cake
of candy over the cluster. The following
morning not a bee on tbe candy—all appar-
ently quite dead; not a wing moved; not a
leg kickt. However, to have a final fight

with Grim Death, I sprinkled more warm
syrup on the dead cluster, and in the sur-
rounding cells, and it being warm again,
exposed them as before. That was four
days ago; they revived and are gaining
energy every day. It was quite a resurrec-
tion.
Moral—" Never say die."

May be this will be in time to save loss to
some one else. W. R. A.
Ramsey Co., Minn., April 15.

Proper Spacing' of Brood-Frames.

Has tbe proper distance of brood-combs
from center to center become an absolute
certainty. (. <., for the best welfare of the
colony, taking the season through ? The
distance which brood-combs should be
spaced from center to center has been
demonstrated by actual measurements
from combs in box-hives when the colony
had their own sweet will as regards the
spacing and laying the foundation, and it

is found that P J inches is tbe distance in

most cases. We have incidents whereby
valuable inventions and improvements have
been brought to light through chance or

mistakes. Back in the 'GO'S (If I remember
correctly it was 'Wj. by some mistake I bad
a colony of bees in a 10-frame Langstrotb
hive occupied by nine frames or combs;
they were spaced accordingly in uniformity,
making them 1 \ from center to center.

They were all worker-combs. This colony

^TO BE HUNG!^
OlJii SniNoi.K Is now hung out, notifying

the public that we are again ready to ship
QiieeuM. Having greatly enlarged our facil-
liies, can Qll orders by return mail.

4jiold<-n t«>aiilie!!i,3 llsintl llalians
Also NilT<-i--4jiray 4'arnioluii.

Warranted Queen, 50c,; Tested, 7.ic. Make
Money Orders payable at Caldwell, Tex. Send
for Catalog of Bee*Kee|>erH' Supplies.

Address, C. B. BANKSTON.
llAtt CiiitiESMAN, Burleson Co., Tex.

Mention the .s.menca'a Bee Jourvai,

SMKEPtS and

FOUmATlOS
We do not catalog theQulnbyor Hill Smo-

kers this year, but there may be some who
prefer these 81 yies. We still have a few. and
offer them at these special prices to close out:

The Quinhy—2-inch barrel, single-blast, ;j.">c.;

postpaid, SOc. 2i4-inch, double blast, 60c.;
postpaid, T.)C.

The Hill—.3-inch barrel. 40c.; postpaid, 60c.

YanDeiisen Thin Flat-Bottom Fdn.

In 2opound boxes, at only $10.50 per box,
while it lasts. Address,

THE A. I. BOOT CO.,
118 Michigan St.. - Chicago, III.

ONE MAN WITH THE

UNION '^o^-l^'^AT'O"

Can do the work of four
men using hand tools. In
Kipping, Cutting-off, Mi-
tring, Rabbeting, Groov-
ing, Gaining, Dadoing,
Edglng-up, Jointing Stuff,
etc. Full Llneof Foot and
Hand Power Machinery,
Sold on Trial. Calalojae Free.

SE>E<^A FALLS ITIFG. CO.,
46 Water St SENECA FALLS, N. T.
lAly MentiAj., the Ameriran Bee Journal,

BEST ON EARTH !

!

18 years the Standard. The 4-l.nch " Smoke
Engine." Is It too large ? Will It last too
long ? Will save you lots of money and bad
words. Send for Circular. 6 sizes and prices
ol Bingham Smokers and Knives.

T. F. BIINGHAI?!, Farwell, Itllch.

5Atf Mention the American Bee Journal,

fEarly Italian Queens?
Untested, 75c.; Tested, $l.'25.

Nuclei. 'J frame, $'3.00, including a good Queen.
Bees by the Pound.

E. L. CARRIIVG'I'ON,
5AlTt Be FaDlak Springs, Fla.

iHe-'JA:". -s:i Aw^itt/ca,',-. Bee ImtTv^ji,

Texas Queens f

Dr. Gallup says they are the best he
has In his yard.

J. D. GIVENS, liUbon, Tex.
Mention the Bee Journal. 9A26t,

mT S (
Get discounts on early orders

r»c 1
'"" 1897. A. I. Root Co.'s Bee-"^.

/ Supplies always on hind. Bet-
ter prepared Ihan ever to fill orders promptly.
;j6-page Catalog free.
JOHN NEBEI. & SON, Hl^h Hill, Mo,

3Ie7tti«n the American Bee JournaX. 4Atf

BEE - KEEPERS, PRICES CUT
On FUIXDATION COMB to introduce

Forrest Kew Method of Sheeting Wax
by Aiitoniatie Machinery.

Write for descriptive Circular Price-List and
Samples. N. B. FORKEST,
ISAtf AUBURN, N, T,

iierJ.icn i.i€ American Bee •icunuU.
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BEES & NUCLEI.
We can supp y Good Full ColoDles ot Ital-

ian Bees In lO-frame Lanitstro h ives, and
3-frame Nuclei. They are In Lee Co.. illlnols.

100 miles from Chicago. If you wish to huy,
write us at once, as to what and how many
you want, and we will quote you price.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,
- CHICAGO, ILLS.

For Sale, Bees & Queens
Tees liy the Pound, $1.00. Queens. SI. 00.

Nuclei, 2 frame, with Queen. $:. .'SO; ifrsme.
§2.00. Also, Barred A: Wliiie Plymoiilh
Rocks, and Silver-Laced Wyaiidolteit
Eggs at $1.00 per sitting of 1.5. Address,

Mrs. A. A. SIMPSOK,
16A13 SWAKTS, Greene Co., Pa.

Meatioii the American Dee Jmvmal.

RIfi MONEY IN POULTRY
IjPrtt Stock and Incubators if conducted
.'.Kcording to "The Chautauqua
f Guide to Big Profits" jubi out and
! sHut postpaid with our 1897 Catalogue
for 4c to help pay postage, etc. Best euga
and stock cost no more if purchased of
us, you can then sell your product to

^^sand thousands others for high fancy prices.

^We own 300 acres most eleL-antly adaiited to

^poultry. CHAUTAUQUA POULTRY &,

PET STOCK FARM, Box 17 KENNEDY, N.Y
7A13 Mention the American Bee Journal*

ti?:! Beeswax
For all the Good, Pure Yello-w

Bees'wax delivered to our ofiBce till

further notice, we will pay 24 cents per

pound, CASH ; or 28 cents for whatever
part Is exchanged for the Bee Journal,

Honey, Books or Seed, that we offer. If

you want cash, promptly, for your
Beeswax, send it on at once. Impure
wax not taken at any price. Address as

follows, very plainly,

GEO. W. YORK & CO.
118 Michigan St., CHICAGO, ILL.

FOR SALE AT A BARGMX !

!

A 2V4-acre orange grove within the city
limits of Montemorelas, Mexico ; Including
au apiary ot :i.T colonies, and a flock of thor-
oughbred poultry; also present crop of fruit

and vegetables. Plai e hasagrood house and
Is In flrst-class condition. Mus-t sell on ac-

count of failure In health. Price. $700. Terms
If necessary. For particulars write—

W. H. COVIN«TO!V,
17A4t Montemorelas, N. L., Mexico.

Mention f'te American ISee JounwA,

QUEENS
Smokers, Sections

,

Comb Foundation,
AnA uti Aplnlrnn Supplies
cheaji, N?ii4l for

KKEE atalogue. E. T. FLANAUAN, Uelievllle, III.

13A13t Please mention the Bee Journal.

From Pure B. P. Kocks. Black Minorcas. Light
Brahmas—$1.25 per billing. Also, will slutf

and mount Birds and Animals to order: price,

for small birds and animals 00c. and upward.

Plants lor sale clieap—Ked and Black
Raspberry, and Strawberry.

inKS. L,. C. AXTELI',
KosEViM.E. Warren Co., III.

A. P. A. iiiay'iiot D« O. I\.
OUK APAry Is nou - partisan and deals in

strictly first class Italian Queens—Tested, 00c
Untested, ti5c. 1-fr. Nucleus, (S5c.; 3-fr. $1.10
—discount on ijuanllties. M, <) ollice. Sparta,
Tenn <;oOPKK Sc GIl,l,K'rT,
17A4t Quebeck, Tenn.

Mention the American Bee Journal

proved to be the most valuable one in the
whole yard of 200. producing conob honey
to the value of *41 (at that time comb
honey was secured in glass boxes). The
bees of this colony were visibly longer-
bodied, and had the appearance of being a
stronger bee all around. Could it be be-

cause they had more space between combs,
that the brood became more fully devel-

voped ;

Having often thought of the workings of

this particular colony, the idea never oc-

curred to me that the nine frames in the

space of ten had any bearing on the work-
ing qualities of the bees. Last season, hav-
ing a similar case (a hive I bought being an
8-frame Langstroth occupied by seven
frames), I began to reason that this matter
of more space for brood-combs may be
something that would be advisable to give
au investigation, as the colony on seven
frames, in an 8-frame hive, proved to do
the best of any, in the yard of 33. Now,
don't shake your head and say this is all

bosh, as there are a great many things we
don't know ; but with the most of mankind,
what they don't know would make the

largest book.
I shall arrange five hives the coming sea-

son as stated above, and providing they
come up to the standard of the two cases

referred to, will give the result to the

readers of the American Bee Journal.
Douglas Co.. Minn. M. S. Snow.

Rearing Early Queens.

The sun set clear last night, and this is a

beautiful morning. It begins to look like

spring at last. It has been so wet that but
little small grain is in, and farmers are very
much behind with their work. In my ob-

servatory hive one queen hatcht out on the

eve of the 11th, on time. The others were
kept in until the morning of the 13th, and
it was (to me) interesting to hear the pip-

ing and quahking going on all day Monday.
I have wire screening next to the frames,

and glass outside ot that. By removing
the glass I can tap on the screening and
drive the bees where I choose (and occa-

sionally get a dab through the wires).

Yesterday morning they commenced to

tear open the remaining" queen-cells, and
by sticking some pieces of broom-corn
(taken from an old broom) through the

screening, I made a corral for each cell,

and then watcht the fun and saved my
queens. I did not give one of them to the

colony that had the laying worker, as I had
intended to, for, upon examination, I found
they had several queen-cells started, and
more than that, not a single drone found
his way back to the hive.

H. W. CONGDON.
Cass Co., Nebr., April 14.

FINE SECTIONS

!

We have the finest Liiiniber to be had for

One-Piece Sections,
all Second-Growth and White as Snow. We
have all the np-to-dale machinery, and
are inaposltiim to fill your order promptly
and satisfactorily.

Write for Prlce-Llst and Sample Section
free. Yours &c ,

WAUZEKA SECTION CO.,

Apr. 23, '97. Wauzeka, Crawford Co , Wis.

17Atf JUentimi the American Bee Jeumai,

BeeswaxWiiiited for Cash
Or lu Exchange for

Foundation—Sections—Hives
or any Other Supplies.

Woiiiiig Wax 1?/,;; ?Sr a4 A Specialty.

P7~ Write for Catalog and Prlce-blst, with
Samples of Foundation and Sections.

GUS DITTMER,
AUGUSTA, WI$.

MISTAKES ARE EXPENSIVE. J
To avdij anyiiii tal;t.'S on. Ilu- R'nee i|Uf>tiun buy ^
the Keystone AVoveii AVire Fence. Itpos- ^
ses'Ses al! the merits of a perfect farm fence. Itis !^
strong, durable and handsome. It will turn any- ^^
thint< from the stnallost pip or lamb up. It is '^
smouth—can't hurt stock. Much more about it in '^
our free book on fence construction. "Write today. ^

KEYSTONE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., |»
No. S Rush St., Peoria, III. p

•*•••••••'••••*• • • • • • • • • • • • •
M -r-,i;'V5.-/T^ in,?, ^v^e'T'VJ/y/*^. Bee .1 DH''^v\Cjt-

TO REDUQE STOCK !

5 per cent. Off
On all Kinds of Supplies

TILL APRIL 15th.
^^ Orders amountlnsr to $5 or more will be
delivered f. o. b. cars Springfield, Ills.

W. J. Finch, Jr., Chesterfield, Ills.

10A13t Mention the Am. Bee Journal

CARLOADS
Of Bee-Hives, Sections, Ship-
ping-Cases. Comb Foundation,
and Everything used in the
Bee-Industry.

I want the name and address
of every Bee Keeper In Amer-
ica. I supply Dealers as well
as consumers. Send for cata-

logs, quotations, etc. W. H. PUTNAM,
fiivER Falls. Pierce Co.. Wis.

llllill'c!
HONEY-EXTRACTOR

I'lulll !S Square Glass Jars.

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

Bee-Keepews' Supplies in general, etc etc
Send for our new catalog-.

** Practical Hints " will be mailed for 10c.
in stamps. Apply to—

Chas. P. Muth & Son, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Mention the American Bee JouimaL

SEE THAT WINK

!

Bee - Supplies ! Boot's
Goods at Koot's Prices.

Poiider's Honey - Jars,
and every thing used by
bee-keepers. Prompt ser-

vice, low freight rate. Cat.

tree. Walter S Ponder,
163 Mass. Ave.,

Indianapolis, Indiana.
ANSWERING IMIS ADVEHTISEMEI.^ ,

MENTION TW9 JOUfWW,

t^r IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely than any other published, send

11.25 to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif.,

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

UNO DISEASES.
.lo years' experience. If your case is

sufficiently serious to require expert medi-

cal treatment, address
,

Dr. Peiro, 100 State St.. ChicaRo.

50 Colonies of Bees
FOIt S,Vl,K rllEAP.

Eld. DANIEL WHITMER,
16A'2t Box 485 Booth Bend, Ind.

Mention the American Bee JoumaL
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HONEY and BEESWAX
9IAKKKT QUOXAXIO.liS.

The following rules for grading honey were
adopted by ihe North American Bee-Keepers'

Association, and, so far as possible, quota-

tions are made according to these rules:

Fancy.—All sections to be well filled; comhs
straight, of even thickness, and firmly at-

tached to all four sides; both wood and comb
unsoiled by travel-stain, or otherwise; all the
cells sealed except the row of cells next the
wood.
No. 1.—All sections well filled, but combs

uneven or crooked, detached at the bottom,
or with but few cells unsealed; both wood
and comb unsoiled by travel-stain or other-
wise.

In addition to this the honey Is to be classi-
fied according to color, using the terms white,
amber and dark. That Is. there will be "fancy
white," '• No. 1 dark." etc.

Cliicag'o, 111., Mar. 19.—Fancy white. 11®
12c.; No. 1, lOQllc; fancy amber, 9c.; No. 1,

Tc. ; fancy dark. 8c.: No. 1, Tc. Extracted,
white, oOTc. : amber. 5@6c.; dark, 4Hc. Bees-
wax, 25@'27c.

Stocks are working down, but there is no
Improvement in price. The season for comb
honey Is drawing to a close. Any one intend-
ing to market in the cities should do so now.

Albany, N. Y., Mar. 20.—Fancy white, 12-
i:ic.; No. 1, 11-12C. : lancv amber. 9-lOc.;
No. 1. 8-9c.: fancy dark. 7-8c.; No. 1, 6-7c.
Extracted, white. ."i-Bc. ; dark, 3y4-4c.
Demand is all that could be expected at this

season. Stock on hand small.

Indianapolis, Ind., Peb. 20.—Fancy white.
14-15C.; No. 1 white. 12-13c. Extracted,
white. 6- 7c. Beeswax. 22-25c.
Demand Is fair for grades quoted, but no

demand for inferior grades.

Boston, Mass., Feb. 20.—Fancy white, 13
14c.; No. 1. 11-12C. Extracted, white, 6-7c.;
amber, 5-6c. Beeswax, 25c.

St. Xionis, Mo., Peb. 19.—Fancy comb. 12@
@13c.; No. 1 white, ll@ll^c.; amber, 9@
lOiic ; dark. 7@8!4c. Extracted, white. In
cans, 6@7c.; amber, in barrels, 4@-lHc; extra.
3c.; dark, .3@4c. Good demand for barrel
stock—comb slow sale. Beeswax, 23(a23!4c.
—prime finds ready sale at 23HC.

Ban Francisco, Calif., Apr. 7. — White
comb. 9-lOc.; amber, 5-7c. Extracted, white,
by,c.; light amber. 3i4-4c.; dark tule, 2Xc.
Beeswax, fair to choice, 24-26c.

Fhiladelphia, Pa., Peb. 2.—Fancy white
comb, 12-l:ic ; fancy amber. 8-9c.; No. 1, 8c.;
fancy dark. 7-8c. Extracted, white, 5-7c.;
amber, 4-3c. ; dark, 3!4-4c. Beeswax, 25c.
Season is getting over for com b honey—very

little demand. Extracted in good demand.

Hew York, N.Y.Apr. 10—White comb.
10@llc.: amber, 8(39c.; dark. 6c. Ther is a
fairly good demand for comb honey yet. and
It keeps coming In small lots. Extracted is
quiet at unchanged prices. The demand for
buckwheat extracted has ceast, and no more
Bale for it. Beeswax Is quiet at 26@27c.

Detroit, Mich., Mar. 12.-No. 1 and fancy
white comb, ll-12e.: other brands, 7-1 Oc.
Extracted, white. .5-6c. ; amber and dark,
4-5c. Beeswax. 24-25c.

Kansas City, Mo.. Apr. 19.—No. 1 white,
12ai3c.; fancy amber, lliai2c.; No. 1 amber.
lOOllc: fancy dark, 9(ai0c.; No. 1 dark. 8®
9c. Extracted, white, 3c.; amber, 4i4c. ; dark,
4c. Beeswax. 25c.

Cincinnati, Ohio, Apr. 19.—Demand is
Bio- for all kinds of honey. Comb honey,
10@14c. for fair to choice white; extracted,
3!4@6c. There Is a fair demand for beeswax
at 22@25c. for good to choice yellow.

Minneapolis, Minn., Peb. 20. — Fancy
white. Il(ai2c.; No. 1 white. lOailc; fancy
amber. 9(ai0c.; No. 1 amber. 8@9c.; fancy
dark, 7(a8c.; No. 1 dark. 6-7c. Extracted,
white, 6@7c. ; amber, 5(85 Sc; dark. 4a5c.
Utah white extracted. 5@3!4c. Beeswax, 23(9
26c. Market fairly steady for comb and bet-
ter for extracted than for some time.

Buffalo, H, Y., Apr. 16. — Very fancy
honey, mostly 10 and lie.; fair to good, from
9c. down to 7 and 8c.; very poor, dark, etc.,

5-7c. Very little. If any, extracted in the
market to quote. Write us before shipping.

List of Honey and Beeswax Dealers.

Moat of whom Quote In this Journal.

^
^^

ClilcaKO, Ills.

R. A. BURNETT & Co.. 1G3 South Water Strc et.

New Vork, N. Y.
HiLORETH Bros. & Seoelken,

Kansas Cilr< mo.
0. C. Clbmomb & Co., 423 Walnut St.

Bnfialo, N. Y.
Batterson & Co.. 167 & 169 Scott St.

Ilamilton, Ills.

Chab. Dadant & Son.

Pbiladelpbla, Pa.

Wm. a. Selser, 10 Vine St.

Cleveland, Ohio.
Williams Bros., 80 & 82 Broadway.

St. Lonis, Mo.
Westcott Com. Co.. 213 Market St

minneapoUs, Illlnn.

S. H. Hall & Co.

Milnraokee, Wis.
A, V. Bishop & Co.

Boston, Mass.
E. E. Blake & Co., 57 Chatham Street.

Detroit, micb.
M. H. Hunt. Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich.

Indianapolis, Ind.
Walter S. Poudeh, 162 Mass chusetts Ave.

Albany, N. Y.
Chas. Mcculloch & Co., 380 Broadway.

Cincinnati, Oblo.
C. r, MuTH & SON, cor. Freeman & Central Avs.

Honey - Clovers I

We have made arrangements so that we can
furnish seed of several of the Clovers by
freight or express, at the following prices,
cash with order:

5S> lOJb 25tt> oOtti

Alsike Clover.. 70 $1.23 $3.00 $5.75
Sweet Clover (whlte^ .70 1.20 2 50 4.75
White Clover 90 1.60 3.75 7.00
AifalfaClover 60 1.00 2.25 4.00
Crimson Clover 33 .90 2.00 3.50

Prices subject to market changes.

Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage, if

wanted by freight.

Your orders are solicited.

GEOKGE W. YORK & Co.
CHICAGO. ILL.

One Cent
Invested In a postal card
will get my large Cata-
log of All Koot's Goods.
Send list of what j-ou
want, and get price.

m. H. HUNT, Bell Branch, micb.
WHEt AnSWERINO this ADVERTISCyENT, MENTION, T>4IS JOURN,A^

nrr I^CCDCD? I
Let me send vou my 64-

DLL'^LL^ LriO I page Catalog for 1897.

J. '31. Jenkins, Wetnmpka, Ala.

WevXit/n the American Bee Jcumril,

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATIOH
A Has No Sag In Brood-Frames

ln> Thin Flat-Bottom Foundation

I
Ia^v Has So Fisht»ae id Ibe Sorplas Hooey.

\ ^^B Belntr tbe cleanest Ib nanally workec]
\ S^H the qalckest of any Foondatlon made
£^^S J, VAN DEt'SEN 6c SONS,
^^H^^^ dole MaDufactnrers,VVW Sproot Brook Montsomerr Co.. N. T.

MentU/n. Vie American Bee lourruil.

California
If you care to know of Its Fruits, Flowers
Climate or Resources, send for a Sample Copy
of California's Favorite Paper—

The Pacific Rural Press
The leading Hurticultural and Agricultural
paper of the Pacific Coast. Published weekly,
handsomely Illustrated, 12.00 per annum.
Sample Copy Free.

PACIFIC RVRAL PRESS,
220 Market St.. - SAN FKANCTSCO. OAL.

4- Money Saved is Money Gained, -i-

THE ROYAL UMON
Life Insurance Companv

DES MOINES, IOWA.

The Iowa Policy
Is one that definitely promises to keep an
accurate account with you ; credit your
premiums and Interest, charge the actual
expense and mortuary cost, and hold the
remaining funds subject to your order.

Agents IVauted.

SEOTIOISTS !

We have a lot of Sections 4!ix4!4x7 to-foot.
which are off in color. We wish to close them
out QUICK, so offer them at $1.50 a M. They
are not seconds, but are off la color—open on
two and three sides.
Cat. of Bees and Supplies Free.

I. J. STRIXGHAm,
105 Park Place. NEW YORK, N. Y.

Apiary—Glen Cove, L. 1.

Improved Machinc for Sheeting Wax.
This machine oroduces a continuous sheet

of uniform thickness and any width desired
directly from the melted wax. No lapping or
welding done in this proces. This machine is
a rapid worlser. simple in construction, easily
operated either by hand or steam power, and
price within reach of anj' supply dealer. Cor-
respondence solicited. Sample sent on receipt
of order and postage Patent allowed March
18. 1897. THOS. EVANS, Lansing, Mich.

Mention Hie A.merican Bee Jov/rvjoL

CatalogfN for 1«97 We have re-
ceived the following Catalogs. Price-Lists,
etc., a copy of which may tie obtained up-
on application, always being careful to say
you saw their advertisement in the Ameri-
can Bee Journal:

The W. T. Faconer Mfg. Co., Jamestown,
N. Y.—Bee-Hives, Sections, and Bee-Keep-
ers' Supplies.
Sidney A. Fisher, S3 Water St., Boston,

Mass.—Apiarian Supplies.
Mrs. A. A. Simpson, Swarts, Pa.—Italian

Queens and Bees, and Fancy Poultry.
Van Allen & Williams, Barnum. Wis —

Queens. Berry-Plants, and Reversible Ex-
tractors.

VV^m. H. Bright, Mazeppa, Minn.—Bee-
Keepers' Supplies.

Convention 3folices.

llUnols,—The spring meeting of the Nor-
thern Illinois Bee-Keepers' Association will
be held Tuesday, May 18. at the residence of
H.W.Lee, at Pecatonica. 111. All are cordi-
ally invited to attend. Means of conveyance
will be at the station for the benefit of those
coming on trains. B, Kennedy, Sec.
New Mllford. lU.

Connectlciic—The 6ih annual meeting of
the Connecticut Bee-Keepers' Association will
be held at the capltol at Hartford. May 5. at
10:.'iOa.m. Let all Interested In bee-culture
make an extra effort to be present.
Waterbury, Conn, Mrs. W. E, Kiley, Sec.
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Wa% !M A Copy of

tUtt Successful Hee-Kecping,
rn I r by W. Z. Hutchinson ;

I IKkk and our 1897 Catalog;, fori!-
cent stamp, or a copy of the

Catalog lor Ibe ANkins. We make almost
Evcryibiiig used by Bee-Keepers, and at
IjOivost Frlces. Our

Falcon Polisht Sections
are warranted

Superior to All Others.
Don't buy cheaply and roughly made Goods.

when you can have llie best—sHcli as we
make.

Tlie Amerifau Bee Keeper
[monthly, now ia Its 7th year]

36 Pages—50 Cents a Year.
t-.iMPLE FREE—Address,

THE W.T. FALCONER MFG. CO.,

JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

DANZENBAKER
HIVE AND HONEY
won Highest Honors at the

Fairs, and pays Premiums
to purchasers

of 50 hfves, $.iO for the best 100 Danz. sections
•• 25 " 25 •• 50
'• 20 " 20 '• 40
" 10 •• 10 • 20 '•

" 5 ' 5 •• 10

\^g~ Further particulars regarding the pre-
mlmums, also special catalog of the Danzen-
baker Hive and System, lurnisht on applica-
tion. Address,

Francis Ilanzenbaker, Medina, Ohio.

Care Tbe A, I. Koot Company.

For Sale, Choice Italian Bees.
Full Colonies at $5.00 ; Nuclei, $1 per Frame.

—Queens In Tbclr Season.—
Also a Full Stock of the

B. Taylor Handy «^'^-*'^s^,rp^p1TEs.
Send for Catalog, to—

F. A. CROWELL, Granger, Minn.
17A4t Please mention the Bee Journal.

I AEISE
TO SA7 to the readers

of the

BEE JOURNAL that

DOOlilTTI^E
has concluded to sell

—BEKS and gUKENS—
In their eeasun, during
i 897, at thefollowlDR
prtces :

One Colony of Italians
on 9 Gallup frames. In
light BhippinK-box $6 00
Five Colonies 25 00
Ten Colonies 45 00
1 untested queen, i 00
6 '* queens
12
1 teste's Qneen...
S " Queens

.

I selecttestedqueensuo
3 " " Queens 4 oo

Belecttested queen. previouB season's rearing. . 4 (X)

Extra Selected for breeding, thk vkrt best. . 6 00
About a Pound of BKKS in a Two-frame Nucleus,
with any Queen, fa.oo extra.

IV Circular free, giving full partlonlarB regarC-
iDR the Bees and each class of Queens.

Address

5 50
1000
f I so
3 50

6. M. DOGLITTLE
llA2Bt

%

BOHODTNO, Onon. Co., N. Y.

IIB MONEY IN POULTRY

10A131

BlOUR LARGE GUIDE i>i "y> jusL

out. KoiiiHthing entirely new. IIX)

paseH, Printed in linest colortid work.
Coiitainn everylhini; iiertuinin^ to I'nul-

tryinfull. PRICES REDUCED on
irtt Prize Winnerw and Kkk^. PoHl|iai<i
(tm recoipt of 15 coiitn, if you write now.
JOEK BAas:B£B, Jr.. Box 94 Freepoit, 111.

Mention the American Bee Journal

'''^
Dadant's Foundation ffiYear

Why Does It Sell So Well ?
Because it has always Riven better satisfaction than any other.

Because IN 20 YEARS there have not been any complaints, but thousand

of compliments.

We Guarantee Satisfaction.
What more can anybody do ? Beauty. Purity, Firmness, No Sagging, No

Loss. Patent 'Weed Process of Sheeting.

Send IVanie lor Oiii- Catalog, Samplers of Foundation and Teil
Material. We sell the best Veils, cotton or silk.

Bee-Reepers' Supplies of All Kinds.

The Classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.25, by mail.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
Please mention the Am. Bee Journal. HAMILTON, Hancock Co., ILL.

41 eMOWioi^{ 41 eMOWIOMI
Our business is making Sections. We are located in the basswood belt of Wis-

consin; therefore the material we use cannot be better. We have made the fol-

lowing prices :

No. 1 Snow-White.
500 for $1.25
1000 for 2.50
2000 for 4.75
3000 for 6.75

No. I Cream.
500 for $1.00

1000 for 2.00
2000 for 3.75
3000 for 5.25

If larger quantities are wanted, write for prices.

Price-List of Sections, Foundations, Veils, Smokers, Zinc, Etc.,
Sent on application.

6A35t MARSHFIELD MFG. CO., Marshfield, Wis.

NOVICE AND COWAN
EXTRACTORS.

More Popular Tliaii Ever.

They are used by all leading bee-keep-

ers. If you would get the latest and

best, see that our name is ou them.

Our 1897 tS Hives,

With New 1897 End-Spacing: Hoffman Frames, are carrying the

market by storm. Don't buy old-style goods, when new, up-to-date goods cost no more.

4'atalog'. oxplainin;:', sent for the asking:.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
Factory and Main Office, MEDINA, O.

BK,A.lSrCH OFFICES :

118 Micliigun St., Chicago, III. Syracuse, IV. Y.
1021 Miss. Sir., St. Paul, Minn. lYlcclianic Falls, Maine.

10 Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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MRS. A. A. SIMPSON.

The subject of this sketch Is a resideut of Greene county,
Pennsylvania. She began to keep bees in 1887—just l6
years ago—with 7 colonies of natives in box-hives. These she
transferred to Simplicity hives, and then Italianized them.
She has been very successful so far, and now has 60 colonies

in chaff hives.

Mrs. Simpson commenced to ship bees and queens in

1889. She says it took her a whole season to learn how to

rear queens, after reading all she could find on the subject
;

and that one must have experience to know how to manage
bees.

Later on, Mrs. S. added fancy poultry to her bee-business,

and now keeps three kinds—Barred and White Plymouth
Rock, and Silver-Laced Wyandotte. This works In nicely

with bee-culture, as many others have proven to their profit.

Mrs. A. A. Simpson.

Her chicks, she says, are all pets, and as fine as one can find

any place.

Mrs. Simpson—like all the rest of her sex— is of a retlrine
disposition, and so it has not been our privilege to learn more
of the particulars of her life. We noticed, especially, that sha
failed to give the year of her birth, but as we bad the pleasure

of meeting her at the World's Fair convention, we feel quite
safe in saying that she is as old as most women get to be

—

which is 27, we believe ! Now, she cau't accuse us of " giving
away " her age, for we really don't know what it is.

We agree fully with Rev. E. T. Abbott, who believes in
" woman's rights ;" and so we rejoice when woman exercises
her "right" to keep bees, which takes herout into the health-
giving sunshine, amid the beauties of Nature, and gives to
her buoyancy of step and fairness of feature and form. Mrs.
Simpson, like Mrs. Axtell, of Illinois, has evidently demon-
strated the value of out-door employment to women. It is

far ahead of the drug-store tonics, and much less expensive in
dollars and cents.

What woman has done, woman can do. We trust that,
where possible, more of them will combine with their house-
keeping, that which will take them out into God's blessed
sunshine—bee-keeping and poultry-raising.

The Editor.

ftSE

Important Points on Hive-Construction.

BY ADRIAN GETAZ.

To begin with, do not think all my hives are constructed
upon the principles hereafter outlined, for it is not so. When
I first began I had some European bee-books and Quinby, and
built my hives according to their descriptions and devices.
Later on I became acquainted with the Langstroth and others,
and built some hives of some other designs. I never threw
away any, but some were modified, and I have now some six
or eight different kinds of hives, and a dozen or more different
kinds of frames. At this point I may say that for a honey-
producer who handles his brood-chambers the least possible, it

does not matter very much if all his hives and frames are
alike or not. But for a queen-breeder who has to make nuclei
and transfer his frames from one hive to the other almost
every day, such a state of affairs would be intolerable.

THE HIVE-STANDS.

To begin at the foundation, we will take the stands.
Mine are benches long enough to hold four or five hives about
12 inches apart, and 14 or 16 inches above the ground. The
legs of the stands are planted a few inches in the ground. The
hives, or rather the bottoms and brood-chambers, are securely
fastened to the benches.

At the beginning I used loose bottoms and loose brood-
chambers on the bottoms, but after I had two hives carried to
the next pond, the bees drowned and the combs of honey
carried away, I concluded that a change of "base" would be
an Improvement.

There are some advantages in having the hives off the
ground. It brings them to a convenient height for working
in a standing position. By having several together, those at
your side, while you are working at one, are very convenient
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to lay on your tools, combs, etc., iustead of putting them on
the ground.

In summer time, if the weather is dry, the ground itself

(jets intolerably hot, and the hives are much cooler by being
above it. In this part of the world, the winter is very rainy,

and the hives close to the ground get splasht and wet consid-

erably more than those above, which is certainly a disadvan-
tage.

The bottoms ought to extend about 8 inches in front of

the hives. With that precaution, the incoming bees loaded
with honey will drop on them and never fall to the ground.
The loss of very young bees, barely able to fly when handling
the combs, is insignificant. Those that happen to fall on the
ground generally succeed in taking wing, or climb on the
bench-legs and finally enter some hive. For queen-breeders,
handling frames every day, that loss might be serious, and for

them it is preferable to have the hives on the ground.

It may be noted here that nearly all our leading writers
are queen-breeders, and their advices, preferences and imple-

ments are better fitted for that branch of bee-keeping than for

a honey-producer.

When I first fastened the hives to the bottoms and
benches, I did it in such a way as to be able to " unfasten "

them easily in case I should have to do it. As the years went
by, I found that the necessity of removing the hives from one
place to another occurred so seldom— in fact not at all—that I

made the fastenings permanent.

A good deal has been said about the advantage of having
hives light enough to be carried from one place to another.
What on earth people want to move their hives around for, is

a thing beyond my comprehension. There are only two cases
in which it is necessary—that is, in taking the hives to the
cellars and back, and in hiving swarms on the old stand, re-

moving the old hive. The first case occurs only twice a year,

and the extra weight would not amount to much. As to the
second, 1 would rather carry the combs and bees to the new
location. In fact, I do not practice that kind of swarming-
management any more, as it is not suited to the nature of the
honey-fiow of this locality. As I winter the bees on the sum-
mer stands, the first consideration does not concern me.

It has also been argued that it is easier to clean the floor

of the hive when the bottom is loose. Here, we have enough
flying days in the winter to permit the bees to do the cleaning
themselves.

As to piling two or three small hives on the top of each
other to make a big one, I simply do not believe in it. I pre-

fer to have a full-sized brood-chamber, and if necessary use a
dummy. A hive too high cannot be ventilated easily by the
bees in very warm days, and too much traveling has to be
done to reach the supers, resulting in a loss of time to the bees
by being in the way of each other.

THE BROOD-CHAMBER.

For this latitude a chafi hive, or something equivalent, is

the best. The chaff need not be more than two inches thick,

and the lumber may be not more than % inch thick. The ob-

ject is to equalize the heat between night and day, and be-

tween warm and cold spells of weather, rather than to keep
up a very high temperature.

The winter program here consists in a few days of

weather warm enough to permit the bees to fly, followed by
rain, and then a cold spell. The process is repeated through-
out the winter, except an occasional snow instead of rain, and
sometimes a two or three weeks' very cold spell (or what we
call " very cold ").

During the warm days the bees fly out freely, and toward
night quite a number are chilled and lost. Some brood is

started and when the cold weather comes again a portion of

It Is lost on account of the inability of the bees to cover it all.

With a cbaff hive these inconveniences disappear, or at least

are considerably lessened. The walls of the hives do not get
warm enough to induce the bees to fly unless the outside tem-
perature is high enough to permit them to do it safely. And
more than that, the warmth accumulating in the chafI during
the day protects them that much better during the night. A
similar equalization exists between the warm and cold days,

and Is especially useful In preventing the brood from being

chilled. The advantages of thus protecting the brood In-

creases as the season advances. During the summer the chaflt

protection acts as a shade during the day, and prevents the

hive from reaching too high a temperature.

HIVIC-KNTRANCKS ANU VKNTILATION.

The entrances must be sufficient -the whole width of the

hive, and at least one Inch high. If the entrance-guards are

used, then two Inches high, and the whole width of the hive,

and at a distance of IM or 2 inches from the entrance proper.
This also applies to queen-traps.

I don't want to have to raise the hive even if the bottoms
were loose. The very hot days occur mostly at times when no
honey comes in, and it is necessary that the bees can defend
themselves successfully against robbers. An entrance-guard
is the best help to them in that respect that could be desired.

Before a robber bee can pass through, she is almost sure to be
grabbed and executed, or summarily expulst.

Openings in the upper part of the hives are not only use-

less, but are actual nuisances. It is this way: An opening
above will create a circulation of air on account of the differ-

ence of temperature between the inside and the outside of the
hive. Now if the weather is cold, the circulation will be
strong precisely when not needed, or even hurtful. If the
weather is very warm, the temperature is about the same out-

side and inside, and there will be almost no circulation, and
the top 0[.enings will then be nearly useless, besides affording
robbers a splendid chance to raise a racket. For this reason
I prefer to have an ample entrance only ; that means also a
hive not too high, and wide enough.

If during the summer the bees hang out, I add on the top

one, two or even three empty supers; they may be without
sections, as they are intended simply to increase the empty
space so as to lower the interior temperature.

BROOD-FRAMES.

Thick top-bars are to be used so as to prevent, or nearly
so, the building of burr-combs. As to length, I prefer a frame
somewhat shorter than the Langstroth. But it is only for

convenience of construction, as I want the brood-chamber of

the same size as the supers. These hold four rows of 4^x454
sections. As to the depth, it depends upon the size of the
brood-chamber. This I find after a trial of many sizes ought
to be about the size adopted by the Dadants. And here I want
to repeat what I said above: Our leading writers are nearly

all queen-breeders, and therefore have to draw constantly on
their colonies to make their nuclei. The result is that these

colonies never attain full strength, and that the size of hives

they advise is too small for the best honey-producing manage-
ment. Our most successful, large honey-producers—the

Frances, Dadants, Hambaugh, Axtells, Aikin, etc.—use large

hives. A few very careful men, such as Doolittle and Dr.

Miller, obtain good results with smaller brood-chambers, but

it is by very elaborate and tedious systems of management
which would take too much time to be carried on anything
like a large scale.

Deep frames are undoubtedly better for wintering, but the

hive may be too high for ventilation, the more so because a

tall hive being not as wide requires more supers to accommo-
date the bees. On the other hand, the Langstroth frame is

decidedly too shallow for a large brood-chamber (I mean a

brood-chamber of 12 or 13 frames). The queens go too often

in the sections above the middle frame's instead of extending

the brood-nest clear to the sides. And when they don't go up,

they seem loth to lay so far from the center of the hive, with

the result that less brood is reared than would be in a 10-

frame hive of the same capacity but deeper.

As to the method of hanging the frames, I prefer to have
nails driven in the end of the top-bars, resting on tin or sheet-

iron supports. Very shallow notches are cut where the nails

rest.

TIN RABBET

Those notches are sufficient to hold the frames In place,

but do not prevent a lateral movement. When the apiarist

wants to take a frame out, he can push the others aside and

very easily draw out the one wanted. When I thought of cut-

ting these notches, I considered myself quite an Inventor.

Soon after I found that our departed friend, B. Taylor, had

preceded mo In that direction. 1 think, tho, that B. Taylor
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cut his notches much deeper than I, and thereby lost the
lateral movement. B'rames contracted as above can be put in

and taken out as easily as those hung on A. I. Root's old tin

corners and tin rabbets, and at the same time have all the
advantages of the self-spacing frames without their incon-
veniences.

Hoffman frames, and even all-wood frames, are a nui-
sance. Where the apiarist is a queen-breeder, or for some
reason or other handles his frames frequently, the propolis
never accumulates enough to interfere; but when the frames
are moved but once or perhaps twice a year, at swarming
time, or even not at all, the wooden ends of the tops or the
sides of the Hoffman get " fist" and fastened, sure enough.

The depth of frame adopted by the Dadants is, I think,
near the best, as far as my experience goes.

The frames do not always hang vertically in the hive.
Even those as shallow as the Langstroth frame need some
kind of spacing arrangement at the bottom. The best is a
strip of tin with teeth cut in and turned up so that the frames
come in between, thus :

What little propolis is aflixt there does not interfere with
the taking out of the frames. With loose bottoms, I had good
results with nails driven at the back wall of the hive, about
lJ-2 inches above the bottom, and letting the ends of the
frames drop between them, thus :

^v^^^,^^,^/. <;yx^^

THE 8UPEBS.

Much has been said and written upon the importance of

protecting the brood against the variations of temperature
during the early spring, but very little about the necessity of

protecting the supers given in the early part of the season. In
my locality the second consideration is fully as important as
the first. Owing to the altitude of the country (that means
the height above the sea-level), the nights are cool during most
of the honey season, and this condition exists also in some of

the extreme Western States.

Most of the comb-building, and of the inside work of the
bees, is done during the night, as a portion of the bees that
gathered the nectar during the day go to work inside after
the day-work is over. If the nights are cold, and the bees un-
able to work freely in the supers, the result will be a clogging
of the brood-nest, a failure to build and fill the sections, a con-
siderable loss in the quantity of honey gathered, a loss of

brood, and fiually a "swarming crop " instead of a honey
crop.

After using several kinds of outer cases, I came to the
conclusion that chaff supers are the best contrivance that can
be adopted. They are made like the brood-chambers described
before. To support the sections, I use almost altogether iron
bars about 'i,-inch thick, or somewhat less, and about ?^-inch
wide. That is the best I know now, but yet not altogether
satisfactory. I use sections open on all sides, without separa-
tors, and with such sections T tins cannot be used.

THE HIA'E-COVER.

A chaff brood-chamber with chaff supers needs necessarily
a chaff cover to complete the outfit. The chaff part is of the
same size as the supers or the hive, but the top is considerably
larger, so as to help in shading the hive and protect it against
the rain.

A large cover has to be made of several pieces, and then
be covered so as to prevent the rain from running in at the
Joints. I use oil-cloth. The wood has to be painted on both
sides before putting on the cloth, otherwise the dampness
would accumulate between, and rot both in less than two
years. The cloth will last almost any length of time if re-

painted as soon as it begins to crack, and again every three or
four years. I think ordinary, cheap tar-buildlng-paper would

do just as well as the cloth, but I have not tried it. I think,
also, that narrow-heart Southern pine celling, tongued and
grooved, with white lead in the joints, and painted both sides,

would do without any other covering, but I have not tried it.

GENERAL CONSinEKA.TI0N8.

Well, the whole hive would be sometblnR like this :

w/<'///<y/,<:<'<:<:/,::////('<'6

COUER

SUPER

(^^K\x\x\\\x\V\\\\\\\\\\VxV\\\\\\\V\\\'^

As to practical details of construction, the best is to get
the necessary pieces cut in a wood-working shop, and the api-

arist to put them together himself. Pieces like that can be
had at about the same price as the lumber simply drest. The
reason is that all wood-working establishments have quite a
large amount of scraps out of which small pieces can be cut.

As to putting together, it would cost too much to have it

done at the shop. If the apiarist cannot do the work himself,
the best is to hire a common carpenter and have him do the
work under the apiarist's supervision.

I spoke of chaff in the above description, but I have used
any non-conducting material that happened to be handy

—

planer shavings, leaves, rags, old papers, etc. My preference
is for straw. Nail the bottom strips, and cut off "stray
straws " sticking out, with a pair of scissors, and then nail

the top strips.

In using outer-cases and temporary packing, I prefer old
rags. They can be put in and taken out without making a
muss as with shavings or leaves. Kuox Co., Tenn.

Working the Same Colooies for Both Extracted
and Comb Houey.

BT WM. m'EVOY.

In producing comb honey I gave the crate system a thor-
ough trial, and also the wide-frame method as followed by
others, and never was fully satisfied with the results of either.

As I was running my apiary more for extracted than comb
honey, I concluded after some testing that I could make a big
success of getting nice section honey stored very fast in top
stories among extracing-combs, and also get a fine quantity
of choice extracted honey from the same colonies, aud greatly
lessen the number of swarms. \Vhen the honey season begins
I place on my stroneest colonies hives filled with the very
w)iitest o{ combs, and when the bees are storing honey fast I

remove half of the combs, then spread the remaining half
apart and hang between them wide-frames with sections in.

The bees will then rush up the extracting-combs, and with no
separators in their way will fill the sections very fast.

When the sections are about three-quarters full of comb I

shift the extracting-combs to one side of the hive, hang tin

separators between the wide-frames, and then crowd them up
by themselves. The top-bars and ends of the tin frames are
made out of double tin, the ends of the tin frames are made
out of double tin, and the ends of the separators are soldered
to the uprights or end of the frames, leaving the usual space
between the separators for the bees to get in at the bottom
and top edges of the sections. The last half of the season I

crowd the wide-frames with sections Into the center, and place
the extracting-combs at each side of them, so as to have little

or no unfinisht sections when the honey harvest ends.

I always fill my sections with foundation because It pays
me far better to do so. When I followed the crate system,
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and also the filling of the top stories with wide-frames with
sections in, I was sometimes caught with many unfinisht sec-

tions by the sudden closing of a honey-flow. This combination
system of taking both section and extracted honey from the
same colonies, and the tin frames with separators on, that I

got up to suit it, works fine.—Canadian Bee Journal.

The Two Bee-Keepers' Uuious—Amalgamation.
BY W. Z. HUTCHINSON.

I did think, now that amalgamation is defeated, that I

would write no more on this subject, but Prof. Cook's excel-
lent, but uratiuiely, article has so stirred me that I cannot re-

frain. A few articles like this, from leading members of the
National Bee-Keepers' Union, last fall and winter, wouid have
entirely changed the results—perhaps the Professor's article

alone would have done this. Prof. Cook and myself have al-

ways been warm friends, and I have always admired his integ-

rity, his fairness, and bis comprehensive grasp of even a com-
plicated subject, hence it has been a great surprise to me that
he should be so slow in reaching the conclusions that he so
clearly lays down in his article on page 2-12. In short, I can-
not conceive how any clear-headed, conscientious, unpreju-
diced mind could reach any other conclusions.

Nothing was more apparent several years ago than that
the National Bee-Keepers' Union had practically finisht its

work upon the lines upon which it had been built, and bee-
keepers began to demand that it become aggressive as well as
defensive, and finally the constitution was so changed that the
work of prosecuting adulterators of honey might be added to

the work of the Union, but, for some unknown, unexplained
reason, no work of this kind was ever attempted. My own
personal opinion is that things would have been different if

the views of the General Manager had been different, but
this is only an opinion, and it may be faulty. Money contin-
ued to accumulate in the treasury, but nothing, or next to

nothing, was done with it, and finally there came the talk of
amalgamation, of uniting the two National Societies into one
grand society, and so changing the constitution that the funds
and influence of the amalgamated association could be used
for prosecuting honey-adulterators, that this be made a prom-
inent feature. From the very first there has been, apparen-
tly, a silent, unseen, undefinable influence ngninst this union
of the two organizations. Gradually there grew, in the
minds of some of the members of the Union, the idea tliat the
North American v/as after the Union's nioney. But there is

no use in going over all of the ground ; those who have read
the American Bee Journal know it too well. Then when the
matter of a vote finally came, the matter was not put before
the members in its true light. It may not be a pleasant thing
to say, but there is no use of mincing matters. A good share
of the General Manager's report (with which was sent the
blanks for voting upon a change of constitution, or fur amal-
gamation) was devoted to a special pleading that tended to-

wards the defeat of amalgamation. Of course, a General Man-
ager has a right to express his views, but no more so than has
the most humble member, and to accompany voting blanks
with arguments upon one side of a question, and not allow the
other side to be heard, is not likely to result in a fair decision.
Suppose, instead of the General Manager's views, the voting
blanks had been accompanied by Prof. Cook's article.

Fortunately, through the wise foresight of the bee-keep-
ers that gathered last fall at Lincoln, tho amalgamation failed,

there is now a New Union formed upon lines that are up with
the times. This organization is now complete, with a Board
of Directors, and General Manager, and ready to begin to do
what the Old Union has failed to do, viz.: work for the sup-
pression of the adulteration of honey, and to expose and to

punish dishonest dealers, in fact, to do anything that is for
the good of bee-keepers.

I expected that the formation of a new Union would rouse
the old Union into life, bring It to its senses and perhaps in-

duce it to try and do something in the way of fighting the adul-
teration of honey, and Prof. Cook's article is an indication that
my expectations were not in vain. Of course Its General Man-
ager is opposed to such a course, but I think that he would
yield to the wishes of tho majority. But just look at the fool-
ishness of the matter. Two National organizitlons with the
same object In view !

" In union there is strength," but the
present course of bee-keepers looks a little bit like Ji.sunio]].

But how could it be helpt? It seemed the only course left.

But I have no desire to abuse the old Union. I don't know
as any one has such a desire. I feel.that many of its members
have been deluded, and have unwittingly voted against their
own Interests, but if they can use what money and influence

they have in doing good, we certainly ought to bid them God-
speed, and join hands and help all that we can. That is, we
ought not to try and negative the gocjd that they can do, but I
do think that our dollars and our influence ought to go to the
New Union that, under difficulties and opposition, has come
forward ready to put its shoulder to the wheel without wait-
ing until it was actually forced into this position.

There has been some talk about changing its name to
something besides that of " Union," as it somewhat conflicts
with that of the old Union. Of course, when the name Union
was chosen, it was with the hope and expectation that there
would be an amalgamation, and thus only one association left.

Now that this has failed, it may be well to change the name,
(I would favor "Alliance" as a name) at least, so long as the
old Union is in existence. I say " so long as the old Union Is

in existence," because I fully believe that eventually there will

be only one National association of bee-keepers, and that It

will at once be social, educational, defensive and aggressive.
Genesee Co., Mich.

XHii: t.iNUE:>r.

BY HON. EUGENE SECOR, FOREST CITY, IOWA.

I come with a song for a tree near my cottage

—

A treasure God placed in his own garden-bed;
A tree which has stood while my wife and my children
Grew sweet as the creamy-white blossoms o'er head.

Around it the giants of Nature are standing

—

The oak and the walnut—primeval and grand

;

But nothing in forest or field can compare with
The linden in whose cooling presence I stand.

When suns of mid-summer are hot and oppressive.
We keep our noon-trysting beneath its deep shade;

Its emerald root gives a promise of shelter
From fiery old Phoebus when scorching the glade.

The catbiri and robin have left the ripe berries,
To rest in the boughs of my favorite tree;

They'll give me a song for the fruit which they pilfered,
And evening shall witness a bird-jubilee.

How charming to me is the music created
By swift-flying bees when exploring its bloom!

My dreamy repose as I swing in my hammock
Is often enricht hy its grateful perfume.

Oh, sing not to me of blest Araby's odors

—

Of spices and incense from tropical seas

!

But watt to my senses the fragrance of linden
Exhaled by the breath of the homecoming bees.

—Gleanings in Bee-Culture.

Bees, Honey and Flowers in California.

BY PROF. A. J. COOK.

The California bee-keepers are expecting a large honey
crop the present season. The rain has been very abundant
all through Southern California. The flowers are already
very abundant, and there seems only one further factor re-

quisite to a fine crop of honey, and that is good weather. Oc-
casionally, just as the honey season opens, there come dry, hot
winds, or possibly cold winds, which seem to dry up the flow-

ers, so that there is an absence of nectar. This, however,
very rarely happens in Southern California, and so we may
hope with some confidence for a good honey season.

The last week has been very warm. The flowers have
opened in great numbers, and the bees have been fairly jubi-

lant as they rush to tho fields in search of the precious nectar.
This has led to swarming, which has been taking place very
generally the past week. It is feared that it has taken many
bee-keepers by surprise. One bee-keeper came to mo and
wisht to know if I had hives to spare. The wise bee-keeper
will always take time by the forelock, and be prepared for just
such emergencies. It is not wise to leave the purchase of sup-
plies to the last moment. Such action often leads to no incon-
siderable loss. In California there seems the less excuse, for

we usually know as early as February if the rainfall will war-
rant a honey season. With this knowledge, hives and other
supplies should be secured that all Tniiy be in readiness at the
dawn of the swarming season, as also at the dawn of the honey
season.

The new comer in California is always meeting with sur-

prises. This season a new surprise has come to me. I have
already stated in tho American Bee Journal that California
flowers are very long in blossom. I think this more remarka-
ble of California than of any other regioti that I have ever vis-

ited. This season our flowers came out much earlier tbaa
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they did in either of the three previous years since I came here
in the fall of 1893. My class in botany is pursuinR this sub-
ject from April to June, inclusive. As I saw the April flowers
out In March, and even February, this year, I felt a regret
that my students would fail to study many of our most beauti-
ful blossoms. I find now that my regrets were wholly unnec-
essary, for while many of the blossoms came out several weeks
earlier than in previous years, yet I find nearly all of them in

blossom now. In fact, I doubt if we shall miss a single one.
It would seem that some of tlie flowers are slower to develop,
and thus not all feel the effects of the early seasons. This'
adds another glory to Southern California ; for It adds to the
profusion of flowers which always greets the lover of nature
as he strolls forth over the fields in the spring-time.

Los Angeles Co., Calif., April !!•.

Report of the Illinois Bee-Keepers' Convention

BY JAS. A. STONE, SEC.

LContlnutd from page 262.]

Mr. Geo. P. RDbbins^then read the followiog paper :

THE bee-keepers' PROBLEM OF THE FUTDRE.

In announcing this subject I don't aim to give you an im-
pression that the object of this paper is to furnish a solution
of the question—the future itself must solve this problem. My
intention is only to state the question and suggest a possible
solution.

The problem in brief is this: Are there any means by
which bee keepers can be made sure of a regular annual honey
crop? If so, what are those means? If I could be sure of
crop of 50 pounds per colony every year, at the low price of

10 cents per pound, I could safely invest all my small re-

sources in bee-culture—could make a fair living, and lay up a
little money, perhaps. The uncertainties of bee-culture are
its greatest drawback. And under the conditions of climate,
etc., we have been having, and are likely still to have, the un-
certainties are almost certain to be in even a greater degree
than heretofore, if we must continue to depend upon the same
flowers to furnish the nectar.

The linden groves are being cut away, never to be re-

newed. The swamps and bottom lands that used to grow such
quantities of autumn-yielding honey-plants are becoming
drained and tilled, while the constantly recurring drouths
kill out the prince of honey-plants—while clover. And the
drouths themselves are likely to continue.

Cutting off the timber and draining waste lands make
evaporation much more rapid, and hence irregular

;
give a

cleaner sweep to the winds, by which and other means the
annual rainfall is diminisht, and drouths become more fre-

quent, and of longer continuance. Indeed, our long summer
drouths have become almost a fixture of our Illinois climate,
with every prospect of their continuance. For a strong testi-

mony to these things read the able paper of Dr. Daniel Berry,
in the Report of the State Farmers' Institute for 1896, page
12-1:. That the causes I have mentioned do produce drouths
1 believe scientific men generally agree. Hence, I say, the
prospects of obtaining good annual crops of honey are far

from bright, if we must still depend upon the same old sources.

Must we conclude, then, that bee-culture is a dying indus-
try, so far as our State is concerned ? That would seem to be
the case from what I have said. So far, indeed, the conclu-
sion is unavoidable. I have said, however, if we continue to

depend upon the old sources of honey. If, then, we are to be
more sure of honey crops we must look to cultivated plants, in

the main. I say in the main, because, while sweet clover is

booming into prominence as a honey-plant, if sown by the
wayside and in pastures where alone it seems to be profitable,

it can hardly be clast with cultivated plants. But red clover,

crimson or Alsike, are properly cultivated plants. Alfalfa
may or may not prove a staple crop in Illinois.

I don't know what to say about crimson clover. It may

prove a success in some parts of the State, and become some-
thing of a staple crop. Red clover will probably never prove
to be a boney-plant. But one known honey clover, at least,

may and should become a leading crop on Illinois farms. That
is Alsike.

It is no digression from the subject to devote a paragraph
or two here to the value of clover in general as a farm crop.
Clover is pre-eminently valuable for two purposes, viz.: 1st,

As a food for stock ; 2nd, As a fertilizer. Its merits in these
respects are beginning to be recognized, but still they are not
known as they should be. All Illinois farmers ought to have
heard the talk of Prof. Carter, on clovers, at the State Farm-
ers' Institute last Tuesday afternoon (Feb. 23, 1897). I want
to call attention here to some of the leading points of his

address.
He shows that clover hay possesses in the largest measure

the protein chiefly necessary to make bone, muscle and fat, of

all stock foods. Both analysis of the foods and actual experience
prove this. But of even greater importance than that are its

merits as a fertilizing crop. Mr. Carter shows from the re-

ports of the experiment station, and his own experiments,
that a clover sod turned under in the fall or late summer has
produced better results than ground well manured with barn-
yard manure. In one case a clover field of 12 acres thus
plowed up had been divided into 12 lots. Ten of these lots

had had that many varieties of artificial fertilizers added, and
the whole planted to corn. The two which had not received
the extra treatment, actually yielded better results than those
which had. Mr. Carter's address will, I presume, be printed
in full in the forthcoming Report, and it must certainly prove
one of the most valuable papers of this session of the State
Farmers' Institute.

The points already given show that clover culture should
become one of the leading enterprises of the Illinois farmer.
But in addition I want to suggest another. Illinois farmers
would find it would pay to practice a system of rotation of

crops, covering a period of about three years, but varied per-

haps as circumstances might suggest, in the following order :

Corn or other tilled crop, small grain of some kind, and clover,

allowing the latter to stand one year after seeding, and thus
return to tilled crops again. While the prime object of this

system is renovating the soil, the value of clover as a feed
chimes in well with the system.

The merits of clover in general being thus seen, I may
now pass to those of Alsike in particular. We are not with-
out testimonies to the effect that Alsike is worth more than
the generally-grown red clover, at least for certain purposes.

Mr. Stone can tell you of a man near Elgin, engaged in dairy-

ing, who claims that actual tests prove that this clover fed to

cows produces more milk of a better quality than the red,

while one farmer at least, whom we personally know, says

that Alsike clover as a hay or forage plant is the best milk
and butter food he knows. That is Mr. Cooper, of Sherman^
not a noted man, but a pretty intelligent kind of a man, none
the less.

Mr. Carter observed that a liveryman would say, "Red
clover hay is not a healthy food for horses," and simply com-
mented that the liveryman "don't know that." The great
trouble in this case is, that the liveryman is too near correct.

One very superior quality of Alsike clover is that it lacks the

fuzzy, or hairy, bloom which is the unhealthy ingredient of

red clover.

The conclusion of all this is, that when the merits of

Alsike clover as a farm crop become known, and it shall be
generally grown, we may be much more certain of honey
crops, as the properties of this clover as a honey-plant are
admitted.

I want to add another thing : If the system of rotation

1 have described should be practiced, I think we would have
more regular crops of white clover bloom than we now have.

Where clover has grown for many years there are always
countless seeds in the ground only awaiting favorable condi-
tions to germinate. As a consequence, I have seen a crop of

white clover bloom in a field seeded the second year to small
grain. I have known, also, where wheat and red clover have
been alternated for some years, the clover would seed itself.

Hence, I think if this system of rotation were practiced,

growing tilled crops only one or two years in succession, there
might generally be a white clover bloom every year the Alsike
should be grown. Certainly if it should germinate, a drouth
would not kill it out, as it does in a blue-grass sod.

Some reports seem to indicate that Alsike does not reseed
and perpetuate itself very well—that red clover is much better

in that respect. This is no great factor if the ground is to be
plowed up and tilled af'-er growing one crop.

I want to add here what I forgot to say in Its proper

place, that I don't claim the idea of rotation of crops with
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clover as a prominent factor in the system as original with
myself. It has been tried by others, and its merits publisht

before 1 ever thought of the plan.

Honey will never, perhaps, become a staple in the sense
that sugar or potatoes are staple commodities, but at moder-
ate prices it has already become so near such that it will com-
mand those moderate prices and bo in sufficient demand to

make honey-production as profitable a pursuit as the average,
if reasonably good crops can be obtained. Whether or not
this can be done I am convinced depends largely upon whether
or not farmers shall find it to their interest to grow crops that

will at the same time yield honey.
Geo. F. Bobbins.

It was the general opinion of the members that the meet-
ing had accomplisht much for the Association by its promi-
nence before the State F'armers' Institute.

The convention adjourned sine die.

Jas. a. Stone, Sec.

Texas State Bee-Keepers' Conventiou.

The 19th annual session of the Texas State Bee-Keepers'
Association met recently at the apiary of W. R. Graham.
Owing to the death of Rev. W. K. Marshall, President of the

Association, and feeble health of Vice-President W. R.

Graham, W. R. Howard, M. D., was elected temporary chair-

man. The following bee-men answered roll-call : W. R.

Graham, W. R. Howard, P. G. Carter, A. M. Tuttle, M. M.
James, M. Kimbrough, C. W. Simpson, J. N. Hunter, P. D.

Farmer, A. D. Morgan, A. A. Girdner, W. M. Stapleton, and
several visitors.

The Association was given the liberty to go through the
large bee-supply factory and apiary of Mr. Graham. In the

bee-yard were nuclei and special hives for queen-rearing. In

the factory the manufacture of everything used by up-to-date

bee-keepers was in full blast.

At 2 p.m. the meeting was called to order by W. R. How-
ard, and prayer offered by J. N. Hunter.

A committee was appointed to draft suitable resolutions

on the demise of Rev. W. K. Marshall, who died .Ian. 6, 1897.

The discussion of honey-producing flora was taken up,

especially cotton-bloora. It was generally concluded that the
best honey was gathered from the black-land cotton-bloom.
Honey-dew figured largely in the discussion. Next the dis-

eases of bees was discust, led by Dr. Howard.
Queens, hives, feeding and feeders, honey-plants, and

sowing alfalfa for bees, all came up for discussion. An ad-

journment was then had until the next morning at 9:30.

When the Association was called to order by the Presi-

dent, pro tern., \V. R. Howard, the committee on memoirs, re-

ported the following, which was adopted :

Whereas, Our beloved President, W. K. Marshall, has
been called from his post of duty amongst us, and has been
removed to a higher and holier plane beyond this life ;

Whereas, The Texas Bee-Keepers' Association has lost

one of its most ardent members, the State and community a

faithful citizen and a worthy Christian gentleman ; there-

fore, be it

Reaolmd, That in this, our unanimous expression of sor-

row atid grief, we tender our sincere sympathy to the bereaved
family and friends ; that a copy of these resolutions be
spread upon the minutes of the Association, and that a copy
be sent to the bereaved family.

W. R. Howard, .1. N. Hunter
:|

Committee.

The following officers were elected for the ensuing year:
President, W. R. Graham ; Vice-President, W. R. Howard

;

Secretary and Treasurer, J. N. Hunter, Leonard, Tex.
The discussion of the diseases of bees was resumed and

discust at length. A resolution of thanks to Mr. Graham and
his family for their kind hospitality, and a tender of sympathy
to Mr. Graham in his alllictlon, was unanimously adopted.

The convention adjourned to meet the first Wednesday
and Thursday in April, 1898, at Greenville.

J. N. Hunter, See.

White Clover Seed.—We have quite a quantity of

White Clover Seed on hand that we will send you at a bargain.

A little of it goes a good ways. It usually retails at 25 or ;30

cents per pound, but we will mull you 2 pounds for 40 cents,

or for sending us one new subscriber to the American Bee
Journal for a year.

OONDnCTKD BY

DR. O. O. MILLER, MARMNGO, ILL,

[Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. MUIer direct.1

Combs of Honey from a Colony lliat Had
Paralysis).

I had a colony of bees that I think had bee-paralysis, and
I destroyed them with sulphur. Upon examination I find the

combs nice and straight, nearly all worker. Can I with safety

use the combs '? As they were in a single story it will only be
a loss of ten combs, which I had rather lose than run the risk,

if there is any. The combs are filled with brood and honey.
Will it hurt the bees to clean them up ?

A. v., Louisiana.

Answer — I think no one has ever reported the conveying
of the disease from combs or honey, so I should use them.

Use of the Dummy or Divistion-Board.

In the book " A Year Among the Bees," we read on page
49, line 1-1 :

" When it frames ;" and on page 50, lines

23 to 27: "The -4 or o frames top-bar." I tried this

plan last year, but it did not work well with me. My bees
build new combs on the lath in the empty room and filled them
with honey before they went into the sections. Now I would
like to know :

1. How wide is the dummy (empty space) between the

comb and division-board ?

2. Has the empty room, north of the division-board, to be

shut up (so close) on top and below that no bee can get in if?

G. R.

Answers.—Bee-keeping is rather an unfortunate subject

to write a book about, because what seemed right ten years

ago may seem quite different now. At present I don't follow

the plan about which you are inquiring. Bees don't make
very good work in that part of the super that has no brood-

combs under it, and in general it is better to leave combs un-

der the whole super. But I'll try to answer your questions.

Remember that a 10-frame hive was used, loj^ inches

wide inside, and over it was placed a super 12 'g inches wide
inside. When the super was put on, that left 2}-i inches of

the width of the hive uncovered, as explained on page 51.

Possibly you covered that 2)4 Inches, and if so you'd be pretty

sure to have plenty of comb built in the empty space. With
the dummy and division-board between them and the brood-

combs, and nothing bi t the open sky above them, the bees

were not much inclined to build. The dummy was made of

inch lumber, and was just the size of a frame of brood-comb.

The bees were not prevented from going into the empty space,

for althothe division-board fitted quite close at the ends, bees

could freely pass under It in most cases. As already said, the

freedom from comb-building came from the separation of the
bees and from the openness of the place.

Swarming— InlroduoinK Queens—Early Queens
Dark.

1. On the third Monday in March I had a large swarm
from a very strong colony of Italians. I caged the queen
when she came out, and let the bees hive themselves, by re-

moving the mother colony to a new stand. On examination
of the old colony I found 9 capt queen-cells. The same day I

made equal division of 8 strong colonies by removing 5
frames and the queen and all adhering bees, besides giving

them the bees from one more frame by shaking the bees oft.

I closed the entrance with wire-cloth until the next evening,

and then gave to the queenless part on the old stand a capt
queen-cell In a Doollttle queen-cell protector. Only two cells

were capt, and the two colonies swarmed as soon as their first

cell was capt. I caught the queens and returned them, and
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destroyed all cells. Why did they swarm ? or why did they
prepare queen-cells when they already had the capt cell I

gave thptn ?

2. Will a queenless colony of bees accept a queen at the
entrance of the hive, as the queen hatches? That is, lu cut-
ting out cells some of them would hatch in my hand and I let

them crawl out into a queenless hive.

My bees are doing splendidly. They have been bringing
in honey for over 30 days.

3. Some of the queens reared from yellow mothers are as
black as can be. Will the black queen from a yellow mother
mated with a yellow drone produce yellow bees ? The only
solution I can guess at is, that the spring has been cool. This
Is my first experience in artificial increase.

New Berne, N. C.

Answers.— 1. The two colonies that swarmed were in the
same condition as any colony that casts a second swarm.
They had a young queen just emerged, and a number of young
queens .just ready to emerge, and what perhaps had still more
to do with the case, they had probably quite a stroiig force of

field-bees, and these were busily bringing in honey. Under
such conditions any colony would swarm that half knew its

business.

A queenless colony will nearly always prepare not merely
a single queen-cell, but a number of them, and your giving
them one would not change their instinct in that respect. If

you had given a dozen queen-cells to each one they probably
would have started others.

Now I'll answer a question or two that you haven't askt.
You might have had better results by proceeding differently.

Instead of putting the queen on a new stand, you ought to

have left her on the old stand, putting the queenless part on
the new stand. It is not necessary to fasten in the bees for
2-t hours. Most of the field-bees would go back to the old
queen, and that would be all right. At the end of 24 hours
they would be reduced in numbers, no honey coming in, and
feeling meek enough to accept thankfully a queen-cell from
you. Even if they started other cells they would be destroyed
as soon as the first hatcht.

2. Generally they will.

3. It is a common thing for queens reared early in the
season in cool weather to be darker than those reared later,

just as you supposed. But their workers may be just as light

as any. Some of the imported queens are very dark.

Not Flyins Mucli—Traii$rcrring—Preventing Foul
Brood.

1. March 10 I bought a colony of bees in a Langstroth
hive, paying .S5 for them. At first they seemed all right. On
warm days a good many were flying out, but for the last two
or three weeks they have not flown much. Some warm days
they fly pretty well, but most of the time they do not go out,

but loaf around on the alighting-board. Tlie man that I

bought them of told me to feed them every day to get the
queen to laying, so from the first I put a feeder on the frames,
and every night (with a lantern for light) I put in syrup made
from granulated sugar. Was it wrong to open the hive on
cool nights, if only for a few seconds? If the queen is lost or

dead, is it any fault of mine? There seems to be plenty of

bees, and no dead ones around the hive. What is the matter
with them ?

2. I have a colony in a box-hive, the top of which is easy
to get off, but the bottom is nailed tight. When I transfer
them can I drum them out from the top, or will I have to in-

vert the hive and get them out from the bottom.

3. I saw in a copy of the Bee Journal that carbolic acid

and tar placed in a little box with the cover perforated aud
put under the frame in a hive was a sure cure for foul brood.
Wouldn't it be a good idea to keep the acid and tar in every
hive, so as to prevent foul brood ? Perhaps It would keep the
bee-moth out, too. Bridgeport, Conn.

Answers.— 1. It isn't easy to say without knowing more
minutely about the case. Possibly the colony is all right.

AVhen bees have the first chance in spring, they make a big

time flying out, no matter if they can't do anything but to fly

around and come back again. After that they are more sav-

ing of their strength, and don't do much flying except to some
purpose. If there is nothing upon which the bees can forage,

you ought not to expect them to fly much. It isn't well to

open a hive when it is cool, but probably you didn't do much
barm by opening it for a few seconds. But don't do so any
more. Let bees alone when it's cool, unless they are in dan-

ger of immediate starvation. And it's about as comfortable
to starve to death as to freeze to death. If the queen was all

right your opening the hive would probably not result in her
death, altho it might have some tendency in that direction.

2. You can drum out just as well without inverting, and
probably better. The only object in inverting the hive is be-

cause the hive is open at the bottom and not at the top. But
I'm a little puzzled to know how a box-hive can have its top
easily removable. Perhaps, however, the combs are fastened
to bars, and not directly to the top.

3. Not much attention is paid to the use of drugs either

for the cure or prevention of foul brood in this country, but
across the big pond they pin their faith no little to them,
many making a practice of constantly using something like

naphthaline or carbolic acid as a preventive. It can at least

do no harm, unless so strong as to be oflensive to the bees. It

Is doubtful whether it would do any good to keep out moths.
The microbes or bacilli of foul brood are not of animal growth
like moths, but vegetable.

A Plan of Dividing a Colony.

Having a colony of Italian bees which I wish to divide, in

order to get two or more queens from the Italian mother, can
I proceed in this way, viz.: After fixing a division-board in

an empty S-frame hive, take six frames out of the old hive,

putting three on each side of the division-board, and making
the entrance of each on the opposite ends of the hive ? How
long should the bees be confined ? The remaining two frames
I would leave in the old hive with the queen. I suppose, of

course, that the three frames of bees would each rear a queen.

If you do not approve of the above, kindly suggest a better

plan. C. M. M.

Answek.—Your plan will work all right, the only trouble

being that you're not as likely to get good queens as if they
were reared in a strong colony. I should prefer this plan :

Take two frames with the queen and adhering bees, and put

them into another hive on a new stand. That leaves the old

colony strong to rear queens cf the best character. A week
later put the queen with her two frames back on the old

stand, and put your hive with the middle partition where the
old queen has been. The bees being now queenless will mostly
stay wherever put. Perhaps you may do well to leave only
two of the frames in each nucleus, giving the other frame
from each to the old queen. If the weather should be at all

cool at any of the time, you will find quite an advantage iu

having the two nuclei in one hive. Be sure there is no com-
munication inside between the two compartments, and on each
side put the brood-frames close to the division-board, which is

best to be not more than H or % inch thick.

Questions About Swarming.

As swarming time is drawing near, I would like to ask
you a question or two concerning the same. I have only a
few colonies, being a beginner. I am interested in them, and
wish to learn all I can.

1. Can a person tell within a day or two, at most, when a
swarm will issue ? Some tell me they will issue leaving only
capt queen-cells ; others say the young queen is always hatcht
first.

2. After a swarm issues, should all the queen-cells but
one be cut out immediately, or in a day or two ?

3. Do second swarms ever come off accompanied by more
than one queen ? If so, please explain it. J. M. O.

Answeks — 1. No, you can't tell for sure within a day or

two. During the swarming season, when you find a colony
that has a good laying queen with a number of sealed queen-
cells, you may feel pretty sure it will swarm within a week, in

fact generally within a day, but you can't always be sure, for

sometimes they seem to change their minds and give up
swarming. As a rule, the colony swarms with the old queen
as soon as the first queen-cell is sealed. It would be a very

unusual thing to wait till the young queen was hatcht.

2. Very few bee-keepers practice cutting out queen-cells

after a swarm issues.

3. Sometimes quite a number of young queens will come
off with the last after-swarm. I hardly know what there is to

explain about it. The bees seem to have given up the idea of

keeping the young queens confined in their cells, all are

allowed to emerge, and being free they are more likely to go

with the crowd than to stay in the hive.

C7° This is a good time to work for new subscribers.
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New ITnion Membersliip Fees are coming to

this office DOW. That is right; just send your New Union
dollars to the Bee Journal office, and we will promptly turn
them over to the proper officer, who will then send you a re-

ceipt. Remember, the General Manager can't do a thing
towards carrying out the objects of the new society without
having a good bank account to fall back upon. So in order to

get the General Manager to work, we must furnish him the
wherewithal to begin on. We would like to see the Bee Jour-
nal readers well represented on the membership roll of the

New Union.

American Fruit Growers' Union.—Hon. Geo.
E. Dudley, one of Utah's leading honey-producers, wrote us

as follows lately, concerning the American Fruit Growers'
Union, which may some day be able to help out bee-keepers
ill the marketing of large crops of honey :

Editor York :— I wish to know through the columns of
the American Bee Journal, something about the " American
Fruit Growers' Union." They advertise to handle honey with
farm produce, and have ageuts in all the large cities in the
United States. The general idea is good, but is there any way
for you to find out whether they are reliable or not ?

If this American Fruit Growers' Union is all right, would
it not be a good idea to talk with them and get a reliable
honey-man to take the honey department with them, and keep
in communication with all the large towns and cities, so as to
have the honey crop distributed where it should be, instead of
Its being piled up in some cities to such an extent as to glut
the market and ruin prices ?

Unless a well known man could be placed at the head of
such a department, producers of honey would be afraid to ship
to them in large lots. Geo. E. DaDLBv.

Upon receipt of Mr. Dudley's letter we called at the office

of the Fruit Growers' Union, and had quite an extended inter-

view with them. We also, fortunately, met the Union's Den-
ver agent, who previously had a 27 years' experience In the
produce commission business.

From what we could learn, we believe this Union has a

great future, and can be of wonderful service to Its patrons.
But It Is yet in its experimental stage, and while It anticipates

handling some honey this year, we think It is hardly in a posi-

tion to do an extensive business in that line now.

We really believe that some such organization is just the
thing for larger producers of honey to cooperate with, for

they can have the facilities for handling the honey-business
In connection with their fruit trade, that bee-keepers' couldn't

possibly afford alone. That Is, the honey industry is not suffi-

ciently extensive to swing itself in such a manner, and do It

profitably to honey-producers.

We believe the California Bee-Keepers' Exchange expects

to try working in connection with, or through, the American
Fruit Growers' Union this year, and after one season's experi-

ence it will be better known whether it would be advisable for

all large honey-producing sections in the country to thus con-

nect themselves with the Union.

We think the Union has the right idea, but it is a stupen-

dous scheme. Of course the majority of the best commission

men are opposing it, for they seem to think that it proposes to

annihilate them. But such fears are groundless. We believe,

finally, that all honest commission men will welcome its aid,

tho it can be invariably counted on that the fraudulent con-

cerns will forever be against it. You see it will simply cut off

the chance for them to get their hands into the producers'

pockets, when all produce is first sold to or through the

Union. If a success, it certainly will effectually kill out the

snide commission dealers—a thing greatly to be desired.

Perhaps we have said enough on this subject for this

time. As soon as we can lesrn something a little more definite

concerning it, we will again bring up the subject in these

calumns.
^-.-^

Back Xumbers Since Jan. i.—We are able to

supply complete sets of the Bee Journal since Jan. 1, 1897,

to any who may desire, at two cents per copy. There are a

number of new readers who perhaps would like to get some of

the first numbers of this year, to complete their volume for

1897. We shall be glad to furnish them as long as they last,

at two cents each.

Stingfless Bees of Central America.—Mr. J.

H. Martin, in the March Rural Californian, in speaking of

stingless bees, says that "the Department of Agriculture is

making inquiries into the honey-producing value of the sting-

less bees of Honduras. A colony of the genus TSIelipona was

brought to the Department grounds in Washington and kept

under observation for some time, but they did not prosper;

failed to breed up though fed regularly, and finally deserted

the hive. The entomologist further reports that these bees

win not withstand our winters, as they do not thrive where

the temperature goes below 50^ Fahr. They are considered

of no value here."
*—-*

Queen-Bees and tlie mails.—We received an

advance proof of the following from Mr. Ernest R. Root,

Chairman of the Board of Directors of the United States Bee-

Keepers' Union, which also appeared in Gleanings for May 1:

QUEENS EXCLUDED FROM THE MAIL8.

A gentleman conversant with mail matters informed E. T.
Abbott, ex-Presideiit of the North American Bee-Keepers'
Association, that the Government was "talking of excluding
queens from the mails." This would indeed be a calamity to

the bee-keepers of the United States. The sending of queens
by mail has grown to be a large and important industry. Any-
where from five to ten thousand dollars' worth of queens are
sold in a single season in this country alone. Great good re-

sults in the interchange of stock, and without this interchange
there would very soon be inbreeding.

Our older readers will remember that there was a time
when queens were debarred from the mails, simply because
one ignoramus of a bee-keeper attempted to send a queen and
some bees in a lllmsy paper box. Of course, the box broke and
let the angry bees out into one of the important offices of the
service. The result was that Uncle Sam shut down on send-

ing any more queens through the mails, and we all had to

send queens by express at a charge of from 15 cents to $1.00.
These charges, for the time being, killed the industry. I

wonder if another ignoramus has tried sending bees or queens
in another paper box, or doing something else equally foolish.

It would bo interesting to know why the Government should

be talking at this time about " excluding queens from the

malls." Bee-keepers have enjoyed the privilege for the last
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15 years, and we were not aware that there had been any
trouble since the paper-box incident.

It was Prof. A. J. Cook who made a special trip to Wash-
ington to get the queens readmitted to the mails, and he was
successful ; but the condition was made that there should be

two sheets of wire-cloth over the opeuiuK to the cage. But In

later years bee-keepers have, instead of two sheets, .used one,

and a'thin strip of board over the wire. This conforms to the

npiril of the law—in fact, Is better than the two pieces of

wire-cloth.

WORK FOR THK NEW UNION.

The I'nited States Bee-Keepers' Union, recently organized,

has been advised of this matter; and as a member of the
Board of Directors, I feel sure it will take energetic and
prompt aciion. But in order to accomplish much in this or

any other direction there must be more means and more funds
at the disposal of the (ieneral Manager, Mr Secor. I'nder

the circumstances, the new organization has made a good
start ; but it needs something more than a good beginning to

do the work that it has laid out for itself. Bee-keepers every-
where who are interested in seeing that queens are not shut
out from the mails, in fighting di^ihouest commission men. in

coping with the adulteration evil— in fact, in any and every
thing that needs intelligent and organized effort, should send
In their names, accompanied by .SI.00, at once to the (ieneral

Manager, Eugene Secor, Forest City, Iowa, or to the Secretary,
Dr. A. B. Mason, Station B, Toledo, Ohio. If more conven-
ient, the money may be sent to George VV. York, 118 Michi-
gan Street, Chicago, or to this office, and we will see that the
money is duly forwarded; and the persons enrolled as mem-
bers. Remember, the amount is .SL.OO. This entitles you to

all the privileges of the organizition, and allows you to have
a voice in certain matters at the annual meeting, whether you
are present or not.

We are glad the New Union has taken hold of this matter

promptly, for we are sure that when the Postmaster General

finds that bee-keepers have an organization that looks after

all their interests, he will be only too glad to see that their is

DO Interference with so needful and rightful a thing as the

permission of queen-bees through the mails, as has been the

practice for so many years.

As Chairman Root says, to exclude queen-bees from the

mails would be a serious blow to the onward progress of im-

proved bee-culture in this country, and certainly a wise Post-

master General will not unnecessarily injure so useful and

honorable an Industry.

Bee-keepers will readily see that in order for the New
Union to properly look after their interests, they must become

members of it. This they should do at once, for certainly it

is not fair that a very few should bear the e.xpense of work

which is for the benefit of all.

Tl?e Weekly Budget.

Mr. J. T. Jones, of Maryland, when renewing his sub-

scription wrote : "The 'Old Reliable ' is a welcome weekly
visitor, and when It fails to show up it will be when I can no
longer raise the wherewithal."

Mr. L. M. Willis, of Clark Co., Wis., was recently elected

for the fourth term to the position of Town Clerk. This shows
what the folks that know him best think of him. He evidently
doesn't belong to the class that " are without honor save in

their own country."

Mr. Thos. Evtlns, of Lansing, Iowa, is now advertising
his process of sheeting wax for making comb foundation.
Unfortunately, in the first appearnnce of his advertisement in

the Bee Journal last week we had his address printed "Lans-
ing, Mich." It should have been Lansing, Iowa.

Mr. I. J. STRINGHA.M, of New York State, writing us

April 22, said :

" The reports from everywhere seem to indicate a big

honey crop. We had lots of snow, and that usually means
lots of clover, which is coming right along now. Everybody
is buying supplies, which is another good sign."

Mr. a. Y. Baldwin, of DeKalb Co., when sending in his

dollar for membership in the New Union, had this to say :

"Here is my dollar for the New Union, and my best

wishes go with it, and all else that I can do to promote its best

Interests. May you and the Union be prompted in any way to

put down any fraud or dishonest person or corporation to the

lowest notch possible."

Mr. J. E. Pond—of our "Questlon-Bix" force—wrote
thus April 22:

"Editor York:—The season here seems to open well,

and if everything keeps up as it has, it will be favorable for a

honey crop. But, then, we don't produce much honey here,

anyhow. I am pleased to see that the American Bee Journal

keeps on in the old line, and abreast of the times. This is to

be expected, of course, but still you are entitled to thanks for

your efforts. I appreciate your work."

Mrs. N. L. Stow—a successful bee-keeper about 10 miles

north of Chicago— is still " Mrs. Alderman Stow," as Mr. S.

was lately re-elected alderman for his ward In the Evanston city

council. But that doesn't mean that he is " Stow-ed away "

in a cozy place, for to be the right kind of an alderman in a

thriving city like cultured Evanston, is no "soft snap." And
Mr. Stow will be the "right kind," every time. But if he

should get cantankerous, Mrs. S. can easily turn the bees

loose on him, and make him into a big " pin-cushion !"

Mr. V?. L. Porter, Vice-President of the Colorado State

Bee-Keepers' Association, wrote us from Arapahoe county,

April 27 :

"The bees are all right so far, and we are in hopes we

will not have the trouble we had last year. The Denver mar-

ket is bare of extracted honey, but there are quantities of the

adulterated stuff."

Better try to get an anti-adulteration law in Colorado,

and then all your ;bee-keepers join the New Union, and it will

help you enforce the law.

No-w for Ne-w Subscribers for the rest of isy7 :

We would like to have each of our present readers send us at

least one 71CU) sub.scribe?- for the Bee Journal before June 1,

1897. That surely will not be hard to do, when they will

need to pay only 60 cents for the rest of this year. That is

about S months, or only 7}-^ cents a month for the weekly

American Bee Journal. Any one with only a colony or two

of bees should jump at such an offer as that.

Now, we don't ask you to work for us for nothing, but

will say that for each new 60-cent subscriber you send us, we
will mail you your choice of one of the following list:

Wood Binder for the Bee Jouraal.
50 copies ot leaflet on •• Why Eui, Houey ?"'....

50 * " on *' How t » Keep H >ney
30 " " on ' Alsike Clover"
6 copies "Honey as Food and Medicine"
1 copy each " Preparation of Hoiiev lor the Market "(10c.)

and DooUttle'B " Hive I U-e " i3e

1 copy each Dadants' "Handling Bees" iSoand ' Bee-

Pasturage a Necessity "( lOc. I

Dr. Howard's book on " F)ul Brood "

Kohnke'8 " Foul Bro..d " boo < i-^- • i y;;-j
Cheshire's " Foul Brood " book ilOj.) and Dadants " Hand-

ling Bees" [8c ]

IJr. Foote'B Hand-Bookot Health
Rural Life Book
Our Poultry Doctor, by Fanny Feild

Poultry tor Market and Proflt, by Fanny Field

Capons and Caponizlng
Turkeys for Market and Proflc

Green s Four Books on Fruit-Growing
Ropp Commercial CalcuUlor No I

Silo and SUaRe. by Prof. Cook
Bienen-Kultur LGerman]
Kendall's Horse-Book [English or German]
1 Pound White Clover tiecd

1 " Sweet •• •

m •• AUike '• "

m • Alfalfa " "

m '• Crimson " "

Queen-CUpplng Device

20c.
!0c.
20c.
20c.
20c.

13j.

18r.
2Ac.
25c.

18c.
250.
25c.
25c.
2.^c.

2.5c.

2nc.
•j;5c.

25c.
25c.
40c.
250.
25c.
25c.
25c.
25 c.

25c.
30o.

We make the above offers only to those who are now sub-

scribers ; In other words, no one sending in his own 60 cents

as a new subscriber can also claim a choice of the above list.

Every Present Subscriber of the Bee Journal

should be an agent for it, and get all others possible to sub-

scribe for it. See offer above.
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BEE-BOOKS
SEXT POSTPAID BV

Georee W. York & Co.,
ChlcaKOi Ills.

Bees and Honey, or Management of nn Apiary
!orPieasnre Hnd I'rudt, by Thomas G. Newman.—
This edition has been lar^'uly rewritten. thorouKhly
revised, and la '* fully up with the times " In all the
trnprovements and Inventions In this rapidly-devel-
oping pursuit, and presents the apiarist with
everythlnt; thiit can aid In the successful manaee-
ment of an aijlary, Hiul at tlio same time produce
tho most hoiit'y In an attractive condition. It con-
tains 250 pat;es. and :;45 Illustrations—18 beautifully
printed in the hluheststyie of the art, anjd bound
Id cloth, gold-lettered, frlce. $1.00.

Liiinffstroth on the Honey-Bee, revised by
Dadiiiit—This classic In bee-culture, has been
entirely rewritten, and is fully Illustrated. It
treats of everything relating to bees and bee-keep-
ing. No apiarian library Is complete without this

standard work by Uev. L. L. Laneratruth — the
Fatlierof American Bee-Culture. It has 52U pages;
bound In cloth.

Price, postpaid, $1.25.

Bee-K.e3pers* Gnlde, or Manual of the
Apiary, by Prof A. J Cook, of the Michigan Agri-
cultural College.—This bouk Is not only Instructive
and helpful as a guide in beekeeping, but is

interesting aud thoroughly practical and sclentlflc.

It contains a full delineation of the anatomy and
physiology of bees. 4(10 pages ; bound In cloth and
fully Illustrated.

Price, postpaid, J1.25.

Sclentlflc Qiieen-Kearlng:, as Practically
Applied, by G. M. I)oollttle.~A method by which
the very best of t^ueen-Bees are reared in perfect
accord with Nature's way. K'i pages, bound la
cloth, and illustrated. Price, $1.00.

A B C of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root.—

A

cyclopiedla of 4l'0 pages, describing everything
pertaining to tho care of the houey-bees. It con-
tains ;W0 engravinu'w. It was written especially for
beginners Bound In cloth. Price, $1.25.

Advanced Bee-Culture, Its Methods and
Management, by \V. Z. Hutchinson.—The author
of this work Is too well known to need further
descrlpthjn of his book. Ue Is a practical and
entertaining writer. You should read his book. 90

pages, bound in paper, and Illustrated, Price, 60 cts.

Rational Bee-li.eepln(c, by Dr. John Dzlerzon
—Tills Is a irannlatlun of his latest German book on
bee-culture. It lias ;i50 pages: bound
In paper covers. $1.00

Blenen-Kultur, by Thomas G. Newrian. -

This Is a German translation of the prlnclppi por-
tion of the book called Bees of Honey. 10. page
pamphlet. Price. 40 cents.

Convention Hand-Book, for Bee-Keepers.
Thomas G. Newman.— It contains the parliamen-
tary law and rules of order fur Bee-Conventions—
also Constitution and By-Laws, with eub'jects for
discussion, etc. Cloth, gold-lettered. Price, 25 cts.

Tliirty Years Among the Bees, by
Henry Alley.—Gives the results of over a quarter-
centurv's experience in rearing queen-bees. Very
latest work of the kind. Nearly lou pages. Price, 5oc.

AVUy Eat Honey ?—This Leaflet iP intend-
ed for FRKE distribution, to create a Local Market.
100 copies, by mail, :ju cts.: 5tHJ for $1.2.); lotiti, $2.(X).

Hoiv^ to Keep Houey and pre.serve Its
richness and Havor. Price same as Why Eat Honey.

Alsike Clover lioaflet.—Full directions
for growing. 50 for '2'> cts. ; loo for 40 cts.; 200, 7oc.

Apiary Kejjistcr, by Thos. G. Newman.—
Devotes two pages to a colony. Leather binding.
Price, for 50 colonies. |1.(m.i; for 100 colonies, $1.25.

Preparation of lEouey for the Market,
Including the pruduutlon and care of comb and
extracted liuney. A chapter from Bees AND
HoxEV. I'rlee. 10 cents.

Bee-Punturaicc a Necessity.—This book sug
Rests what and Imw to plai< it Is a chapter fron
Bees axo Uunev. Price. 10 cents.

The lllvc I ITMe, by G. M. DooUttle. It
details his management of bec^s, and motbods
of producloj? comb honey. Price. 5 cents.

Dr. Iloward^s Itook on Foiil Brood*
—Gives the McBvoy Treatment and reviews the ex<
perimentsof others. Price, 2.'j cts.

Dictionary of Apiculture, by Prof. John
Phln. Gives the correct meaning of nearly 5(Kt apl-
cultural terras. I'rlce. .w cts.

Winter Problem In Bee-KeepinR. by G.
B. Pierce. Kesult of 25 years' experience. 50 eta.

Handllns RecM, by Chas Dadant & Son.—
A Chapter from Langstroth Kevlsed. Price, h cts.

Fonl Brood Treatment, by Prof. F. R.
Cheshire.—Its Cause and Prevention. Price, 10 cts.

Foul Brood* by A. R. Kohnke.—Origin.
Development and Cure. Price, 25 cts.

History of Bee-Aseociations, and Brief Re-
ports of the flrst 20 conventions. Price, 15 cts.

Honey as Food aud ITIedlclne, by T.
G. Newman.—A 32-page pamphlet : just the thing to
create a demand for honey at home. Should be
scattered freely. Contains recipes for Honey-Cakes,
Cookies. Puddings. Foam, Wines, and uses of honey
for medicine.

Prices, prepaid—Single copy, 5 cts.; lo copies. 35
cts.; .'^.o for $1,50: nmfor $2.50; 250 for $5.50; 500
for$lu.(iO; or lOOO for $1.'j.(K).

When 250 or more are ordered, we will print the
bee-keeper's card (free of cost) on the front cover
page.

Bee-Keeping: for Profit, by Dr. G. L.
Tinker.—Revised and enlarged. It details the au-
thor's " new system, or huw to get the largest yields
of combor extracted honey." 80 p.; illustrated. 25c.

Eniersou Binders^ made especially for
the Bee Journal, are convenient for preserving
each number as fast as received. Not mailable to
Canada. Price. 75 cts.

Commercial Calculator, by C. Ropp.—
A ready Calculator, Business Arithmetic and Ac-
count-Book combined in one. Every farmer and
businessman should have it. No. l^buund in water
proof leatherette, calf finish. Price, 4(> cts. No. 2
in tine artificial leather, with pocket, silicate slate,
and account-book. Price. 60 cts.

Green's Four Books, by Chas. A. Green.
—Devoted to. 1st. How We Made the Old Farm Pay;
2nd. Peach Culture; :^rd, liow to Propagate Fruit-
Plants, Vines and Trees; 4th. General Fruit In-
structor. Nearly 120 patros. Fully illustrated. 25 cts.

Garden and Orchard, by Chas. A, Green
—Gives full instructions in Thinning and Marketing
Fruits; Pruning. Planting and Cultivating; Spray-
ing. Evaporation. Culd Storage, Etc. 94 pages, illus-

trated. Price, 25 cts.

Kendall's Horse-Book. — 35 pictures,
showing positions of sick horses, and treats on all
their diseases. English or German. Price, 25 cts.

Silo and Silage, by Prof. A J. Cook.—It
gives the method in operation at the Michigan Agri-
cultural College. Price. 25 cts.

Ijumber and Log-Book. — Gives meas-
urements of lumber, logs planks; wages, etc. 25c.

ITIaple Sugar iind the Su?ar Bush, by Prof.
A. J. Cook.— Full instructions. Price, 35 cts.

Grain Tables, for casting up the price of
grain, produce, hay, etc. Price, 25 cts.

Capons and Canonizing, by Dr. Sawyer,
Fanny Field, and others.-Illustrated. All about
caponizing fowls, and thus how to make the most
money in poultry-raising. 64 pages. Price. 30 cts.

Our Poultry Doctor, or Health in the
Poultry Yard and How to Cure Sick Fowls, by
Fanny Field.—Everything about Poultry Diseases
and their Cure. 64 pages. Price, 30 cts. ,i^

Poultry for fflarket and Poultry for
Profit, by Fanny Field.—Tells everything aboutthe
Poultry Business. 64 payes. Price, 25 cts.

Turkeys for Market and Turkeys for
Protlt. by Fanny Field.—All about Turkey-Raising.
64 pages. Price, 25 cts.

Rural Ijife.— Bees. Poultry. Fruits. Vege-
tables, and Household Matters. 100 pages. 25 eta.

Potato Culture, by T. B. Terry.— It tells
how to grow them profitably. Price, 40 cts.

Ifand-Book of Health, by Dr. Foote.—
Hints about eating, drinking, etc. Price, 25 cts.

Bee-Keepers' Directory, by H. Alley.—
Latest methods in Queen-Rearing, etc. Price. 5(pc.

Book Clubbing Oilers.

(Bead Carefully.)

The foUowlDg: clubbing prices Include the

American Bee Journal one year with each

book named. Remember, that only osE book

can be taken In each case with the Bee Jour-

nal a year at the prices named. If more books

are wanted, see postpaid prices given with

the description of the books on this page

FoUowlngls the clubblng-Ust:

1. Langstroth on tho Honey-Bee J^.OO
2. A B (Jof Bee-Culture 2.00

3.
4.

5.

6.

7.
9.

11.
12,
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
IS.
19.
21.
23.
24.

Bee-Keeper's Guide 1 .75
Bees and Honey ICloth bound! 1.65
Doollttle's Sclentlflc Queen-Rearing. 1.75
Dr. Howard's Foul Brood Book 1.10
Advanced Bee-Culture 1.30
Bleneu-Kultur [German] 1.20
Rational Bee-Keeplng [Paper toundl 1.75
Thirty Years Among the Bees 1.30
Bee-Keeping for Profit 1.15
Couventlon HandBook 1,15
Poultry for Market and Profit 1.10
Turkeys for Market and Profit 1.10
Capons and Caponizing 1.10
Our Poultry Doctor 1.10
Green'sFour Books 1.15
Garden and Orchard 1.15
Rural Life 1.10
Emerson Binder for the Bee Journal. 1.60
Commercial Calculator. No. 1 1.25
Comme-clal Calculator, No. 2.. 1.40
Kendall's Horse-Book 1.10
Potato Culture 1.20
Hand-Book of Health 1.10
Dictionary of Apiculture 1.35
Maple Sugar and the Sugar Bush 1.20
Silo and Silage 1.10
Winter Problem in Bee-KeepIng 1.30
Apiary Register (lor .^0 colonies).. . . 1.75
Apiary Register (for 100 colonies) . 2.00
Bee-Keepers' Directory 1.30

^
^^California

If you care to know of its Fruits, Flowers
Climate or Resources, send for a Sample Copy
of California's Favorite Paper—

The Pacific Rural Press
The leading Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the Paclflc Coast. Published weekly,
handsomely Illustrated, 12.00 per annum.
Sample Copy Free.

PACIFIC RURAL PRES§,
220 Market St., - SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

•S* MONEY Saved is Money Gained. •^

THE ROYAL UION
Life Insurance Company

DES MOINES, IOWA.

The Iowa Policy
Is one that definitely promises to keep an
accurate account with you ; credit your

premiums and Interest, charge the actual

expense and mortuary cost, and hold the

remaining funds subject to your order.

Ageuts Wauted.

^ IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
11.25 to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont. Calif.,

for his
rt • I

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

Liberal Discounts to the Trade,

UNG DISEASES.
.in years' experience. If your case is

sufficiently serious to require expert medi-
Ical treatment, address

Dr. Peiro, 100 State St., Chicago.

IlilillV
HONEY-EXTRACTOR

lUnm S Square Glass Jars.

Root's Goods at Root's rriees.

Bee-Kkepeiis' SuppMES in general, etc etc
Send lor our new catalog. ^

" PracllenI Hints " will he mailed for 10c.

lu stamps. Apply to—
Chas. F. Muth & Son, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Mention the American Bee Journal.
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Qer^cral Ugjt^s.

Good Outlook—Fly-Paper.

I have "16 colouies of bees in very Rood
condition. 1 had (iO in the fall, but some
were not very strong, and I have been
doubling up. 'i'bey comiueufed to bring in

pollen Feb. ITi. The outlook for a honey
harvest is good.
Was there a reoipe publisht in the Bee

Journal telling how to make flypaper ; I

have lookt all day through the back num-
bers, and have failed to find it. I want tly-

paper to catch roaches and wasps. They
are very numerous here and troublesome.

(Hev.) James G. Tetek.
McMin Co., Tenu., April 1.

[In 1S'.)4, we publisht the following direc-

tions for making fly-paper, which first ap-

peared in the Progressive Bee-Keeper, from
the pen of the late Mrs. A. L. Hallenbeck ;—
Editor.]

Take one pint castor-oil; ^^ pint of honey,
and I'o pounds of resin. Heat the oil and
honey together; when hot. add the resin;
stir till all is dissolved and thoroughly
mixt. Spread on paper, and place where
flies congregate. It makes no mess, and all

flies stick fast. Two sheets of paper may
be placed together, and when wanted,
pulled apart by warming a little by the fire.

It will not dry up for a long time. Enough
may be prepared at a time to last all the
season. The preparation can be kept in
any covered dish, and used when wanted.

Experience in Shipping- Honey.

Years ago I shipt 1.000 pounds of honey
by freight to a commission house. A few
days after 1 received a letter that the honey
was received, but in a dreadfully bad
shape, broken and leaking, and all smeared
over with honey ; they would have an
awfultime to fix it up for sale, but would
do the very best they could for me; they
were sorry for me, as the railway hands
are so carele.»s in handling freight. Well, I

had a brother in-law living in the same
city, so I wrote him thus;

" Dear Brother:—Go to the commission
house of Messrs. So-and-so. and take their
letter and the order I send you. and take all
the broken honey and use it in your family.
If there is more than you can use, give the
balance to the rest of our friends," etc.

He wrote me thus; "I went to see the
parties; there were a few cases of honey on
the ground floor. I was looking at it when
one of the firm came to me and askt me it

I wanted honey. I told him I was only
looking at it. It was very nice. ' Ho you
deal largely in honey V 1 askt."

•• Yes. sir; we get it by the carload from
California. Come upstairs and 111 show
you a fine lot we got in a few days ago."
"Well, isn't that a fine lot?" "Yes, sir."
"Where did you get that from ?"
' We got that from a man named J. T.,

in the southeastern part of Minnesota."
"Don't it get broken up very badly ship-

ping it so far ?
"

"No, sir; there was not a single crate in
the whole lot broken."
My brother-in-law put bis hand in his

pocket, took out their letter, and said

;

" Please read this."
Judge of his surprise. " Well," be said,

" I don't understand this. Let us go down
below."
His partner was sitting at the desk ; he

handed him the letter, and said, "How is

this?"
" O that miserable clerk made the mis-

take. It was another man's honey that
was broken !

'

They were to hold this honey at 12'

j

cents per pound. When I went to see them
they had sold all the white honey, and it

netted me '.) cents, so they beat me after all.

I shipt 5U0 pounds to another commission
man in the same place. After he bad the

Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. New London,
Wisconsin.

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus
securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
They have also one One of the Largfest Factories and the latest

and most-improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there is in the State. The material is cut from patterns, by machinery,
and is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and 'whitest
Bass-wood is used, and they are pollshl on both sides. Nearness to Pine
and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equlpt with best
machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies.

Please mention the Americaa Bee .Tournal. 7Atf

That Queen-Clipping Device Free I

Works Like a Cbarm. CoulduH Bo Wltlioiit It.

The Monette Queen-CUpplng Device works ,
I ^-^7,^ ?''PP'^'^„\? IVf^eo?;

''•I'^ ™"J'' ^?-^ '^^^ '"^ " Monette Queen-Cllppmg Device Is by tar the
LIKE A CH.\nM. With it I have clipped 30 best invention ever made, and will be wel-

,, . ^ , , ,
come to many bee-keepers as it was tome. 1

queens, all in one day, when examining- my could not do without one now.

bees. Wm. Stoi.i.ey, Grand Island, Nebr. Dr. Geo. Lacke, Newburgh, Ind,

PLEASE READ THIS OFFER TO PRESENT SUBSCRIBERS :

Send us jusi mie tiew iMme for the American Bee Journal a year (with $1.00), and we
will mail you the Queen-Clipping Device free of charge. Or, the Queen-Clipping Device

will be sent postpaid for 30 cts. But why not get it as a Premium by the above offer ?

You can't earn ;^0 cts. any easier. Almost every bee-keeper will want this Device.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan St., CHICAGO, ILL.

BEE-KEEPEES we make

SUPPLIES
The Very Finest Line of

in the Market, and sell

them at Low Prices.
Send fur Free Illiislratcd Catalog and Pricc-L,i»t.

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.

Special AgHit for the Southwest
-^- ^-

''^^%^'joseph,.Mo.
Mr. Abboll sells onr lllvcs and Sections al Factory Prices.

Finest Alfalfa Honey

!

IT SELLS ON TASTING.

The Honey that Suits All

Who Buy It.

Low Prices Now!
We can furnish 'White Alfalfa Extracted Honey, in 60-pound tin cans, on

board cars in Chicago, at these prices : 1 can, in a case, 7K cents per pound ; 2 cans
In one case, 7 cents ; 4 cans (2 eases) or more, 6)^ cents. The Cash most accom-
pany each order. Fine Bass^OOd Flavor Honey at same price; also Id

270-lb. barrels.

E^" A sample of either honey will be mailed to an Intending purchaser, for 8
cents, to cover postage, packing, etc. We guarantee purity.

GEOKGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Nieliigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL.
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WITH THE "INCOMPARABLE"

BORDEAUX NOZZLE]
used on "World's Best" Spraying Outfits made |'

ft onlyby THEDEMING CO., Salem. Ohio.
- Makersof PUMPS FOR ALL PURPOSES.

Ask vniir dealer for Derninpr Rprnyei-s.
HEXION A: HITTtRELL. OenemlWestern Agents,
01 tofi'JN'n. .Tfffersnn St., Chipago. III. Valuable |
illustrated 40 patre book on Sprayinir, free. Our B

Sprayintr Outhts are iise<i and refni"?neiuied by /

leading horticulturists and espeiiineiit stations.
'

5C5t **<niv>n the American Bee Touma:

The RURAL CALIFORNIAN
Tells all about Bees in Calit'orula.

The Yields and Price of Honey; the Pastur-
age and Nectar - Producing- Plants; the Bee-
Kauches and bow they are conducted. In fact
tUe entire field Is fully covered by and expert
bee-man. Besides this, the paper also tells
you all about CalUoriila Agriculture and
Horlleullurc. $1.50 per Year; Six Months,
75 cents. Sample Copies 10 cents.

THE KtlKAL CALIFOKNIAN,
218 N. Main St., - Los Angeles, Calif.

GOULDS'SPRAY
%j^ M

4C5t

are either inaili- <>f IJrass or are Brass
Liued. No Iron to rust or corrode

'3 Varieties, nieeiinj^ all tlie re<[uire-

nients of Spray Pumps.

GOULDS' .^°/f.^^^

Made in 28 styles. This shows one of

GOULDS' PORTABLE
'^^ Brass force pumps.

All about Spraying-, "How and AVlien
to Spray," and Valuable Foiiiiulas for
Inseetieides sent free. Address

THE GOULDS' MFG. CO.
r.lOviil St., Seneca Falls, N. Y.

Mention the American Bee Journal.

m'wjmmmi
Golden Italian, :! Banded. Carnlolan and Im-
ported. Barred Plymouth Ro"k eg^e.
All at llvinp- prices. Catalog free.

J. F. Michael, Greenville, Ohio.

14Elf Please mention the Bee Journal.

FINE SECTIONS

!

We have the fluent Liuniber to be liad for

One-Piece Sections,
all Second-Growth and White ap Snow. We
have all the iip-to-dale iiiachliier)-, and
are In a po^rttiin to till your order promptly
and satisfactorily.

Write for Price-List and Sample Section
free. Yours &c ,

WAUZEKA SECTIOIV CO.,
Apr. 2.3, '97. Waizek >, Crawford Co , Wis.
ITAtf JUenlion the Amei^an Bee Jcuma:,

Barnes' Foot-Power Machinery.
Head what J. I. PAKKNT.of

Chaklton. N.V. .flays—"We
cut with one of your Com-
bined Machines, last winter
50 chaff hives with 7-ln. cap,
lOu honey-racks, blU) broad
frames, 2.()<«) honey-boxes
and a (rreat deal of other
work. This winter we have
double the amount of bee-
hives, etc., to make and we
expect to do It with this Saw.
It will do all you say Itwili.
CataloBue and Price - I,i8t

honey for some time, he wrote me that the
honey market was improving; he would
soon close out what he had at V2}.: cents.

He said: "I want you to ship me some
more honey right away, as I can get you
12'j cents." But I did not send any. He
wrote me a second time to ship him more
honey. I had other business that called
me there, so I droi)t into his place of busi-

ness. Real glad to see me. " Brought me
some more honey ?" " No." He bad one 12-

pound crate left, and said. '• Well, we will

settle for this lot first." After taking
freight and commission out, I had S cents
left. I remonstrated with him, and said,

"Here's your letter." But all to no pur-
pose. Well, be paid me, but he would not
pay me for the one crate that was left until

it was sold, so I took it away. He then
askt me to ship him some more, and I askt
him if he thought me a fool, and he laught
heartily.

I put away S4 colonies of bees last fall,

and had to feed several colonies. We had
a very poor honey-liow last year, and no
fall honey. We had about one-third of a
crop. The queens quit laying early, so the
colonies are not extra strong, but of those I

fed. the queens started laying, and I think
they will come out the best of the lot. The
basswood was the most promising I ever
saw, but the hot, dry weather blighted the
bloom, so we did not get any honey from it

at all. John Tuknbull.
Houston Co., Minn.

Yellow Locust—Honey-Plants.

Referring to the query of P. I. Huffman,
on page 156, concerning the value of yellow
locust in bee-culture. 1 would call attention
to the fact that Frank Benton, in his

"Manual on the Honey-Bee," ranks the
locust (common, black or yellow) of first

importance. This yellow locust (Robinia
Pseudacacia) abounds in this part of the
country, and is of more service to the
honey-bee north of the 30th parallel of lati-

tude than south, blossoming there in April
and May, while in the region of Philadel-

phia (4Uth parallel), it blossoms in May and
June. He says;
"Of these which may be cited as the

chief sources of honey and pollen in the
North [that is north of 40th parallel] the
tulip tree, locust, white clover, alfalfa,

melilot, linden and buckwheat furnish most
of the surplus honey."
And after reciting the importance of such

trees and plants as willows, elder, maples,
dandelion, chestnut, linden or basswood,
Indian corn, buckwheat, fireweed, willow-
herb, knotweeds, mints, cleome. golden-
rods, Spanish-needles and asters (especially

heath-like aster), he says;

"Some of the clovers, mustard, rape,
cultivated teasel, barberry, sumac, coral-

berry, pleurisy-root, fireweed, borage, etc.,

tho yielding well, are only found abund-
antly over certain areas, and do not there-

fore supply any considerable portion of the
honey that appears on the market, tho,

when any of them are plentiful in a certain
locality, the bee-keeper located there will

find in nearly all cases that the surplus

honey is increast thereby."

This lengthy quotation, altho not bearing
directly on the question as put, I believe

will be helpful to many like persons who
have not had the opportunity to observe
the habits and wanderings of the bee in its

pursuit tor nectar. 1 understand our mis-

sion is to help those who help themselves,
and be helpt in return. John Wilcox.
Philadephia Co., Pa.

Free.
«SCtf

Address, W. K. & JOHN BAKNKS,
No. 995 KDbyljt.. Hookford, 111.

MerUUyti Hie American Jiee journal.

A Shade for Bee-Hives.

Within the last two years I have been
reading the Bee Journal with much inter-

est. 1 have frequently seen where the

question was askt as to the best i>lan to

shade the hives in hot weather. As I have
been a carpenter and joiner for the last '20

years, and naturally of an inventive turn
of mind. 1 think tlint I can now describe a
shade top that will meet the approval of all.

Besides its simplicity and cheapness of con-

I

producing a constant sense of i

I
security, ready for all emergency

j

^ cases of sudden illness, particu-

larly in the country home far '

away from the physician and
/

the drug store should be kept a
j

I bottle of that favorite remedy i

^XOJVTMjJX/^

I As a general system renovator
j

it has no equal, as it acts directly .

upon the Liver and Kidneys. I

It is an unfailing remedy for)

BRIGHT'S DISEASE
URINARY TROUBLES
FEMALE COMPLAINTS
GENERAL DEBILITY
AND MALARIA.

It is a purely vegetable com"
' pound and may be taken into

the weakest stomach without any
harmful results. Beware of

substitutes. There is nothing
just as good" as Warner

i Cure.

Pacific Coast Bee-Keepers

!

BUY VOUK

Dovetailed Cedar Hives
Direct from the Factory. Guaranteed equal

to the best Roods on the market.

Send for Price-List.

Rawson & Earner, Centralia, Wash.
1 0A13t Mention the Am. Bee Journal.

A booklet, handsomely Illustra-
ted, describing Nebraeika^ her
farms and the opportunities
there for young men and farm
renters to become farm owners

MaUed without charge on application to P. S.

KusTis. General PasseuKCr Agent. C, B. & Q.
K K., Chicago. 111. 14A8t

BeeswaxWaiited for Cash
Or in E.vuluiTlK'e tor

Foundation—Sections—Hives
or any Other Supplies.

Working Wax TJiTr"!m A Specialty.

t*~ Write for Catalog and Prlee-Llst, with
Samples of Foundation and Sections.

GUS DITTMER,
AI!<;iiSTA, WIS.

4,^-:-^-^-:-^^i An honest, efliclent

VBllnTO^oTiBs • remedy for all p'evers,
. XeliOWZOneS , Il„„rin.hea rnlrta Nen-
i K.ir I'aiii and Fwt i ralgia, Grip. Kheuma-
y^^•',-^^^^•','^^1 tisni, etc. A general

service remedy that'll

please you, oit monev hkkunhed.
" it's a rare pleasure to tlnd such a renieily."
"Too nuK'li cannot be said In praise of thcni."

1 Box, :ioo.; 8 Bo.vee, *l; most orders are $1.

W. B. House, Drawer 1, Detour, Mich.
15 Atf Please uienllou the Bee Journal.
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BE CONVINCED,m GET YOUR MONEY'S WORTH
We offer the New Clianiplon Doiib-

Ied-\V»ll<>d riiHfi' lllve, niiide of ilio

Best White IMne Lumber. Ironi now uniJI
June 15. 18!' 7. Complete ami Painted. with
Dovetnil lioily and Two Sutieis 'orCorrb
Honey or E.xtractlng ; S. !l or 10 fiiime
bive, with Thick Top. belt-Spin iii)f Hulf-
man Frames, includlnur 2 or 4 iokl< o Tm
Rabbets. Tin Cover and Double Bottom-
all for only $1.50. The tame in tiie Hat
lor 98 cents : and it Outside Siimiiur and
Winter Case is wanted only, oomplet and
painted, to Ot any Dovetail or Simiilieity
8, 9 or 10 frame hive, for 9.'i cents ; and
the same In the Flat for 73 cents. Inside
measurement of Case 25x20 Inches, and
21 laches high. We soUcH your orders.

We deliver all poods f. o. b. cars or boat
landing at 8heboygan, Wis. Address,

R. H. SCHMIDT & CO., Box 187, SHEBOYGAN, WIS.
Ixiracled lluiiey Wanted—IVIake Oircrs.

a LANDS
Por Sale at I.,om' I*i-ire!> and

on Easy Xernis.

The Illinois Central Railroad Company offers

for sale on easy terms and at low prices. 150-

000 acres of choice fruit, gardening, farm and
grazing lands located In

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS.

They are also largely interested In, and call

especial attention to the 600.000 acres of land

in the famous

YAZOO VALLEY
OF MISSISSIPPI

lying along and owned by the Tazoo & Miss-

leslppl Valley Railroad Company, and which
that company offers at low prices and on long
terms Special inducements and facilities

offered to go and examine these lands, both
In Southern Illinois and in the " Yaz ,o Val-

ley," Miss. For further description, map, and
any information, address or call upon E. P.

SKENE, Land Commissioner. No. 1 Park
How. Chicago, 111. 8E6t

M.-'/.,0,j'/. 174.3 A?n.37<Ca,"'. 5£€ J.3'v<,r"VC...

{WOVEN.WM.FENGEI
ltf-.t on Kiirtli. M..r^.-liii:h. Ihill-

slronK,Pli,'andtlii'k.-t.-(ii;hl. U Uli

our mPLKX Al linHTir MatliinP

rnucjiii ijiMl-f<;" i'"!.-;a fJav for

l2 to 20 cts. a Rod.
Over 50 ^trlt"^. ' ;«fiiI(iL'tif Free.

KITSELMAN BROS.,
Box I3>*. Ridgeville, lnd._

481iil .^'.ii.tiuti if'- .-1 ncricaii lice juaniu'^.
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JiDNEYandBEESWAX

Chicasro, III., May 1.—Fancy white. 11®
12c : No. I. lOQllc. fancy amhcr, f'c; No. 1.

7c.: fancr dark, 8c.; No. 1. Tc. E.xtracled.
white. 5@7c.; amber, 5@Cc.; dark. 4i4c.
Beeswax. 25@27c.
Stocks are working down, but there Is no

Improvement in price. The season for comb
honey Is drawing? to a close. Any one intend-
ing to market in the cities should do BO now.

New York, N. Y., May 1.— White comb. 10
®llc. : amber. 8®!)c. ; dark. Go. There Is a
fairly good demand for comb honey yet. and
It keeps coming in small lots E.xtracted is

quiet at unchanged prices. The demand for
buckwheat extracted has ceast. and no more
sale for It. Beeswax Is quiet at 26@27c.

Detroit, Mich., May 1,—Fancy white comb,
ll@l-'r.: No. 1. loailc; fancy .amber. 9®
lOc: No. 1. SQfle.; dark, 7®Sc. Extra^iert.
white. .5®6c.; amber, 4®5c; d>*rk, 4c. Bees-
wax, '1h<^1Qc. Demand is slow for honey, and
plenty In commission house.

Kansas City, Mo., May 1.—No. 1 white,
12@i:ic.: fancy amber, ]l@l2c.: No. 1 amber.
10@llc.; fancy dark, 9@10c. No. 1 dark. 8®
9c. Extracted, white, 5c. ; amber, 4Hc.; dark,
4c. Beeswax, 2oc.

Cincinnati, Ohio, May 1. — Demand Is
b1i>'»' for all kinds of honey. Comb honey,
10®14c. for fair to choice white; extracted.
3M@6c. There Is a fair demand for beeswax
at 22@25c. for good to choice yellow.

Minneapolis, Minn., May 1. — Fancy
white. ll®12c.; No. 1 white. 10®llc.; fancy
amber. 9@l0c.: No. 1 amber. 8@9c.: fancy
dark, 7@8c.; No. 1 dark. 6-7c. Extracted,
while. 6®7c. ; amber, Sasvic. : dark. 40.5c.
Utah while extracted, 5®.5i4c. Beeswax, 2.5®
26c. Market fairly steady fur comb and bet-
ter for extracted than for some time.

Philadelphia, Pa., May 1 — Fancy white
comb, l'-;-l:Jc ; fancy amber. S-9c.; No. 1. 8c.;
lancy dark. 7-8c. Extracted, white. 5-7j.;
amber, 4-.5c.; dark, 3i4-4c. Beeswax, 2.5c.
Season is getting over for com bhouey—very

Utile demand. Extracted in good demand.

San Francisco, Calif., May 1, — White
comb. 9-lOc.; amber, 5-7c. Extracted, white,
hVtc; light amber. :3H-4c. ; dark tale, 2Xc.
Beeswax, fair to choice, 24-26c.

St. Iionis, Mo,, May 1.— Fancy comb. 12®
@i:3c.; No. 1 white, llQllVJc; amber, 9®
10!4c.; dark. 7®8>4c. Extracted, white, in
cans. 6@ic.; amber, in barrels, 4@4!4c; extra.
5c. ; dark, .3@4c. Good demand for barrel
stock—comb slow sale. Beeswax. 23@23!<c.
—prime finds ready sale at 2.3J4c.

Albany, H. Y., May 1. — Fancy white, 12-
i:ic.; No. 1. 11-12C.; fancy amber. 9-lOc.;
No. 1. 8-0=,; fancy dark. 7-8c; No. 1, 6-7c.
Extracted, white. o-6c. : dark. :i!4-4c.
Demand is all that could be expected at this

season. Stock on hand small.

Indianapolis, Ind., May 1. — Fancy white
14-1.5C.; No. 1 while. 12-1.3c. Extracted,
white. 6-7c. Beeswax, 22-25C.
Demand is lair for grades quoted, but no

demand for inferior grades.

Boston, Mass,, May 1.— Fancy white, 13-
14c.; No. i. 11-12C. Extracted, white. G-7c.;
amber. 5-6c. Beeswax, 25c.

Buffalo, W. Y, Apr. 16 — Very fancy
honey, mostly 10 and lie; fair to good, from
9c. down lo 7 and 8c ; very poor, dark etc ,

5-7c. Very little, if any, extracted in the
market to quote. Write us before shipping.

Comb Foundation
And a full line of Bee-Keepers' Supplies In
stock at reasonable rates.

W. J. Finch, Jr. . Chesterfield, Ills.

18Alf Mention the Am. Bee Journal

AD A may, «" D ^^ IX
• r\% may not Da V^a l^aOUR APAry Is non-partisan and deals in

strictly first class Italian Queens—Tested. 90c
Cutested. 65c. 1-fr. Nucleus. fi.5c.; 2rr. %\ 10
—discount on quantities. M. O ollice. Sparta
Tenn COOFEK A: GILLhlT,
l"-*4t QUEBECK, Tens.

List uf Honey and Beeswax Dealers.

Most of whom Quote In this Journal

CtalcaKOt Ilia.

B. A. Burnett & Co.. 163 South Wat«r Stn et.

New York, N. Y.
HiLDRETH Bros. & Seoelken.

Kaniiaa City, .'Ho.

C. C. Cl/EUOMB & Co.. 423 Walnut St

BiiSalo, N. Y.
Battehson & Co.. 107 & 169 Scott Si.

Hamilton, Ills.

CBA8. Dadant & Son.

Ptailadelpbta, Pa.

Wm. a. Selser. 10 Vine St.

Cleveland, Ohio.
Williams Bros , SO Ac 82 Broadway.

St. LoiiIm, IVlo.

Westcott Com. Co.. 213 Market St

niinneapollH, ITIIun.

S. H. Hall & Co.

Klllwaukee, WU.
A. V. Bishop & Co.

RoNton, ITIass.

E. E. BUKE i Co , 57 Chatham Street.

Detroit, illlcb.

M. H. Hunt. Bell Branch, Wayne Co.. Mich.

ludiauapoll$«, Ind.
W.ALTER S. PocDEH, 16 2 Mass ohusetts Ave

Albany, N. Y.
Chas. McCULLOCti A: Co.. 380 Broadway.

CluctnnatJ, Obio.
C. C. MnTH.S Son. cor. Freeman ACeairal Avs.

Honey - Clovers !

We have made :irrangements so that we can
furnish seed of several of the Clovers by
freight or express, at the following prices,
cash with order:

59) lOft 25fc 5015
Alslke Clover.- 70 $1.25 13.00 15 75
Sweet Clover (white). .70 1.20 2 50 4.75
White Clover 90 l.RO 3.75 7 00
Alfalfa Clover 80 1.00 2.25 4.00
Crimson Clo%-er 55 .90 2.00 3.50

Prices 8ub.iect to market changes.

Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage, if

wanted by freight.

Your orders are solicited.

GEORGE W. YORK & Co.
CHICAGO. ILL.

Spraylns Simplified.—One of the most
ingenious contrivances in the line of Spray-
lug apparatus that has been brought to our
notice for a long lime Is the new Emulsion
Sprayer made by the Deming Company,
Salem. Ohio. Sprayers on the same priiclple
are made by this company, both in Knapsack
and Barrel type. Complete and explicit dir-

ections are furnisht with each Emulsion
Sprayer, so that anyone can unaerstand lis

operations. An indicator with gauge plate
shows the proportions of oil and water for
various purposes. It Is almost impossible lo
estimate the relative value of modern horti-
cultural appliances such as this. The Deming
Sprayers and Nozzles are favorably known
everywhere, and can be purchast from dealers
generally. Their catalogue is a veritable il-

lustrated treatis" on the subject of spraying.
Send for one. .and say j-ou saw iheir adverlise-
ment In the American Bee Journal.

Warner's Safe Care.—Dr. Austin Flint,

late Professor in Bellevue Hospital Medical
College. Fellow of New York Academy of
Medicine. Honorary member of the State
medical societies of New York. Virginia.
Rhode Island. Massachusetts, etc.. says, in
speaking of Brishl's Disease, or advanced
kidney disease :

" The minor effects are head-
ache, loss or vision, impaired hearing. Invol-
untary muscular twiching, cramps, drowsi-
ness, vomiting and diarrhea." These are but
some of the common sympioms of this mal-
ady, wnich accounts for Warner's Sife Cure
curing so many diseases, but are symptoms
of advanced kidney disorders.

BEES & NUCLEI.
Wec;in supp y (Jood Full rolonitM of Ital-

ian liees III 10-i"rame LanifBtro \\ ires, aad
3 -frame Nuolei. They are iu Lf-e Co.. Illinois.
ICO miles Irom Chicago. If you wuh to huy.
wri'e us at once, as to what and how many
you want, and we will <juote yini price.

GEORGE W. TORK & CO.,
- CHICAGO, ILLS.

FOE SALE AT A KAIKi.UV !

!

A 2^-acre orange grove within thi? city
limits of MontemoreTas, Mexico : Including
an apiary of .'15 colonies, and a liock of thor-
oughbred poultry: alsopresent crop ot" fruit
and vegetables. Pla' e has a good house and
is In Brst^class condition. Mii-t pell on ac-
count of failure in health. Price .$700. Terms
if necessary. For parliculars write-

W. H. COVINfiTON,
17A4t MONTEMORELAS. N. L.. .MEXICO.

For Sale, Bees & Queens
P.ees by the Pound. .SI. 00. Queens SI. 00.

Nuclei, 2 frame, with Queen. S ;.50; Ifrome.
S2.00. Also. Barred A: White Flymoiilli
Rocks, and SIlTer-Lared Wyaiidottes
ESgd at Jl.OO per sitting of 15. Address,

Mrs. A. A. SIMPSOIST,
16A13 SWARTS. Greene Co., Pa.

Mention t)ie Amenx:an Bee Jcni.mal.

CARLOADS
Of Bee-Hives. Sections, Ship-
ping-Cases. Comb Foundation,
and Everything used iu the
Bee-InduBtry.

I want the name and address
of every Bee- Keeper In Amer-
lea. I supply Dealers as well
as consumers. Send for cata-

logs, quotations, etc. W. H. PUTNAM,
River Falls. Pierce Co.. Wis.

For Sale, Choice Italian Bees.
Full Colonies at So.00 ; Nuclei, SI per Frame.

—Queens In Their Season.—
Also a Full Slock of the

B. Tayl«r lliindy "•^'^'^^^.rp^pirEs.
Send for Catalog, to—

F. A. CROWELL, Granger, Minn.
17A41 Please mention the Bee .lournal.

SEE THAT WINK

!

iCee - Supplies ! Root's
Goods at Root's Prices.

Pouder's Honey - Jars^
md every thing used by
uee-keepers. Prompt ser-
vice, low freight rate. Cat.
tree. Walter S Ponder,

162 Mass. Ave.,
iNDl.ANAPOLIS. INDI.INA.

A0VEI»T1SEME^T, MESTSH r^n idJK'M^

\\fS^' [)0\JDtR'5j»»"

One Cent
Invested In a postal card
will get my large Cata-
log of All Root's Goods.
Send list of what you
want, and get price.

HI. H. HI'NT, Bell Kraneh, mieh.
.VwEH ANSWERING THIS ADVERTISEMENT. MEKTIOH This JOUfOUV

nrr VCCDCDC ! Let me send you my 6 -
DLU'NLLrLnO 1 page Catalog lor 18!)7.

J, ill. Jenkins, Wetumpka, \Ia.

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUPATIOH
A Has No Sag iu Brood-Framea

frt^ TIlin Flat-Bottom FauiidatioD

lISu Bu io Fiabbone Id tbe Sirplas Hone;

m
BelDK the cleanest iB nsaslly worked

tbe qalckest of any Foand&ttoo made
J. VAN DEI SEN Sc SONS,

Sole Mannfactarers,
Bproat Brook Moowomery Co., N. T.

Menikni ine AtneriCdyi Bee Jqht'iz^
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H% B B A Copy Of

[DLL Saceessful Bee-Keeping,rn r by W. Z. HutohlnsoD ;

I IIbk and our ISOTCatalog^. for2-
cent stamp, or a copy of the

Catalos; for «lie A»kln&. We make almost
ETcryihina; used by Bee-Keepcrp, and at

lioivost Prices. Or I!

Falcon Polistit Sections
are warranted

Superior to All Otiiers.

Don't buy cheaply and roughly made Goods.
when you can have Ilic best—sucU as wo
make.

The Americau Bee Keeper
[monthly, now in its 7th year]

36 Pages—50 Cents a Year.
t.iMPLE Free—Address.

THE W.T. FALCONER MFO. CO.,

JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

DANZENBAKER
HIVE AND HONEY
won Highest Honors at the

Fairs, and pays Premiums
to purchasers

of .50 hlTes.S.iOfor the best 100 Danz. sections
50 "

^^==:^5^

20 •



I'liliHsht M'eekly at IIH MiL-hligaa Street. Si'OO a Yeai—Sample C0P3- i'ree.

37th Year. CHICAGO, ILL., MAY 13, 1897. No. 19.

SEE
Bee-Escapes and Entrance Feeders.

BV S. A. DEACON.

Your readers must ofteu be struck with, and beginners be

befogged by, the almost strange want of unanimity, amount-
ing in many cases to extreme difference of opinion, prevailing

amongst the score or so of experienced apiarists who so kindly

furnish replies to the leading questions—under "Question
Box"—concerning matters upon which one would hardly sup-

pose such divergence of opinion could possibly exist. Who
would Imagine, for instance, that there could be such totally

opposite views entertained by such men of large and varied

experience and close observation as, say, Dr. Miller, in the

States, and Samuel Simmins, in England, concerning the

utility of bee-escapes? On the one side they are lauded
sky-high, as one of the most welcome of ?noc?eni aids to honey-
production, while on the other we have so high an authority

as the author of " A Modern Bee-Farm"—one of England's
most experienced, observant and intelligent apiarists—con-

demning them in no measured terms ; saying on page 12!i of

the new edition of bis book:
'• Some 15 years since they were much in vogue, but fell

into disuse, as practical bee-keepers found they preferred,

when once having raised the super, to clear it away at once ;

and it is not a little surprising to find several advanced apia-

rists themselves entrapt into thinking there is anything to be

gained by re-adopting this old and discarded fad !"

And again, on page 139, Mr. Simmins says: "One of

the most forcible arguments that can be used in condemnation
of super-clearers is, that the bees, once frightened by the lift-

ing of the super, will not hesitate to break countless pin-holes

in the beautiful cappings."

This is very emphatic and decided language, and must
necessarily " give us pause"—or, at least, should do those
who are not yet provided with bee-escapes—ere we conclude
to make another entry on the wrong side of our ledgers. Are
super-clearers, then, as great a boon and as indispensable an
addition to the bee-keeper's already too numerous traps, as

many would have us to believe ? or are they unduly crackt up
and destioed soon again to become "an old and discarded
fad?"

AN ENTHASCE FEEDER DESCRIBED.

Mr. R. C. Aikin, In one of his Presidential addresses at

the Colorado convention, said :
" We should be as willing to

give as to receive." Certainly 1 Will Mr. Boardman, acting
on this suggestion, kindly detail the construction of his en-

trance feeder ? and concerning which Editor Root made the
unaccountably strange statement in Gleanings, that he " lic-

licved it unnecessdry to expUiln this feeder." The same article,

accompanied with a miniature wood-cut of the feeder, was re-

produced in the Bee Journal April 23, 1896. On page 301

(1895), there aUo appears a small paragraph about it, most
tantalizingly lacking any information concerning its mode of

construction. Why this reserve ? An entrance feeder is by far

the most satisfactory kind of feeder there is. With it there is

no necessity for lifting off shade boards and covers, and so ex-

asperating the bees, whilst a mere glance up and down the

rows shows at once where feeders require replenishing and
where not. Further, an entrance feeder is delightfully simple

and easy of construction. Were these facts more widely
known, and directions for their make given in one or two
leading bee-papers, I feel certain that all other methods of

feeding would soon be discarded. With your permission, then,

I will describe an entrance feeder which I myself am using,

and which probably, in the main, differs very little from that

of Mr. Boardman ; for the principle is necessarily the same,
tho they may differ in some minor details :

Into a 2-inch section (or 1% may do as well) tack a bot-

tom, made thus : Take 3 pieces of stuff 3^-inch square
(Fig. 2) for the frame of said bottom, and complete It

by tacking 2 pieces of 2-inch section over this frame. First

cut the side pieces away }i, as shown in Fig. 1, so that all

comes flush. Also cut away )« on the top side of the project-

ing horns, or else they won't fit into the % entrance. Before
tacking this bottom in the section, tack a piece of wire gauze
over the upper surface, as shown in Fig. 2, and a little block

or bit of cork at B to support it, so that It don't sag. The lid,

or top. Is of ?^-inch stuff tackt also inside the section. It has

a hole to admit a metal screw-cap fruit-jar. Cut out the cen-

ter of the metal cap, leaving only ,'4 -inch rim, or ledge. Cut
2 discs of cheese-cloth to fit snugly Inside this, first pouring a
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little hot wax around the ledge to fix the cloth nicely. (If the

syrup should run through too fast, another layer of cloth can
be added, or a piece laid a-top of the guaze in the box.)

Fill the glass jar with whatever feed you use; screw on
the cap, invert smartly and insert in the box, the jar of course

resting on the wire gauze. Have the hole sufficiently large

for the jar to pass in and out comfortably, and keep all snug
by twisting a few turns of string, or rope yarn, or what not

around the jar at its junction with the lid. Have a spare jar

in starting feeding, already filled, so that upon taking an
empty jar out you at once pop a filled one in. Don't mind the

sacrifice of the jar's lid ; the feeder is worth far more than the

cost of the jar—say 4 cents—and will last forever ; only be

sure to give the little box two good coats of paint, and it will

last as long as the jar, altho the bulk of it consists only of a
section.

The making of these boxes is just fun. The only tools

required are a compass, saw for the round hols, a center-bit,

a pocket-knife and a tack-hammer ; and your wife's or your
mother-in-law's scissors to cut the discs of cheese-cloth. (Only

don't be attempting to cut out the top of the metal cap with

them, or you may get your own " top " disfigured !) The latter

job I effect with an old jack-knife. You must use your in-

genuity in this matter.
In conclusion, I would remark that of all the feeding

methods and devices I have ever tried, none came anywhere
near up to this as regards comfort—to self and bees—rapidity

and ease; and I am sure it will be found to be " a boon and a

blessing " to every bee-keeper who may occasionally require

to feed.

The easiest way I have found to fill the jars is by having
the syrup in a kerosene can. The can has a little funnel-
shaped spout underneath, just under the screw-cap. This is

shut or opened by simply raising or lowering the wooden stick

or plunger—see Fig. 4. It is placed on a wheelbarrow, and
the spout of course projects from the front of the barrow.

Where a large center-bit is at hand—say 2-inch—the con-
struction of the floor of the entrance feeder, which I have

been endeavoring to describe, may be facilitated by cutting a

large hole out of the center of a piece of 3.2'-'Dch stuff, and
tacking a bit of tin underneath, as shown in Fig. 5.

N. B.—As shown in Fig. 3, a piece of one side of the sec-

tion must be cut away to allow the horns to project. Bevel
away the floor of the box between the horns, or it will reduce
the width of the entrance by %.

Later.—In the detailed description of my entrance feeder

I omitted to state that as the atmospheric pressure is liable to

bulge the cheese-cloth (which fits in the metal cap's rim) in-

wards, and so prevent it from coming In close contact with

the wire gauze, or with the extra layer of cheese-cloth (should

such be found necessary) lying a-top of the gauze, then cut a
disc of wire gauze and insert it, too, in the rim, over the
cheese-cloth, i. e., on the contents side.

Again, instead of rolling a collar of string or rope yarn,
or what not around the jar, so as to close up the juncture
(caused by the jar fitting in comfortably loose) between the

jar and lid, I have found it preferable to tack a square of

glazed quilting neatly over the top of the box, cutting the hole
in it so much smaller than that in the lid itself that It fits

Fig. y.

tightly around the jar, so that it draws up when the empty
jar is pulled but, and is forced down when the full one is in-

serted ; this keeps all tight and snug. And as to the extra
cost—well, as according to such eminent authorities as Dr.
Miller, quilts, too, are fast becoming another "old and dis-

carded fad," there's sure to be a lot of it in most apiaries

lying around. Personally, I find no use for quilts in summer
—they are a distinct nuisance. I never yet found one in a
hollow tree !

I have been pouring over old volumes of the Bee Journal
in hopes of finding some really descriptive account of an arti-

cle so often and so highly commended as the Boardman en-

trance feeder, but alas ! all in vain. On page 301 (1895),
"Gleaner" tells us just enough about it to set us longing to

know more, but his mention of it is as studiously free from
constructive details as is that reproduced from Gleanings on
page 265 (1896). True, Dr. Miller, I remember, tells us

somewhere that Mr. Boardman's feeder is " made of tin," but,

lawks! that don't help us very much ; it was all right as a
first installment, and reminds one of the old cookery book
recipe: "First catch your hare." Well, we've got our tin,

now what next. Doctor, dear? Will you, or some one, kindly

continue the description, and let us know all about it?

South Africa.

The Natioual Bee-Keepers' Union.

BY THOMAS G. NEWMAN.

In reply to the editorial on page 248, I desire to say : If

the writer intended to be honorable, he would not attempt to

misinterpret the quotation from my Report, and force it to

mean something different from what it says.

His statement that the work in the line of the defense of

bee-keepers is " practically all done " shows that he is not

posted. That assertion is utterly at variance with the facts.

There never was more demand for help to defend the pursuit

of bee-keeping than NOW.
He emphatically asserts that " the old Union is no longer

needed to defend the pursuit of bee-keeping in its right to ex-

istence," and adds, "That was settled some 10 years ago."

Such a statement is an insult to the intelligence of bee-keepers

generally, and is totally at variance with the facts in the case.

It is not yet S years since the Union fought the battle In

Arkansas, and wrung from the. Supreme Court of June 22,

1889, the first recognition from that high tribunal of "Its

right to existence." Since then its battles have been many,
and several suits are on the dockets in the Courts this very

day. Facts cannot be annihilated by bombastic denial of

their existence.

If only one side was presented to bee-keepers in the matter

of "amalgamation " last winter, " and that the wrong side "

—

what was the Bee Journal and Gleanings doing on the other

side for months ? To admit that I did more real work in that

time, in less than 4 pages of my "Annual Report," than both

of the editors and others did In scores of pages of the above-

named periodicals for three or four months, is Inadvertently

giving me credit for vastly more than was intended. That
writer overstept the mark, and " put his foot In It."

The Insinuation that I am now doing nothing but "put-
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ting In time guarding a little pile of money" Is contemptibly
mean and untrue. The history of the National Bee-Keepers'
Union has been a PROUD RECORD OF WORK DONE, and I

feel sure that my friends everywhere will each resent such an
Insinuation as a personal insult. Its meanness Is only ex-

ceeded by Its ingratitude.

The National Bee-Keepers' Union decided by an over-
whelming vote that it would not consent to amalgamation

—

nor to the use of its funds for a purpose for which they were
not created. That matter was settled three months ago. Why
not accept the situation ? If the new organization has work
to do in another line, let it go about it, and accomplish some-
thing to Its credit. Instead of fighting the " Union," which
for 13 years has been laboring FOR THE PURSUIT, let

these fighters go right to work and tight the contemptible
adulterators of honey. Bring them up standing before the
law, as the Union has done with those who tried to destroy
the pursuit by attacking its very right to exist. That is what
the Union was created for, and just what It has done, and Is

doing.
For the past three years, because of the exceedingly hard

times, the Advisory Board decided not to collect any " DUES "

from the old members. This the editor misconstrues into

squandering the-funds by the General Manager. Could any-
thing be more unjust and contemptible ? It was to the credit
of the members of the Board that they unanimously agreed to

remit the " Dues " In these times of financial depression and
scarcity of money.

Again, while I am writing on this subject, allow me to

ask. Why the new organization should bemean itself by steal-

ing the name of " Bee-Keepers' Union ?" While there are
many disadvantages in doing this, there can be no advantage
unless it Intends to try to steal its FAME as well as its name.
Better be honest and find a new name. There are many ex-
cellent ones yet unused.

Towards any new organization created to "fight adultera-
tion and fraud," the National Bee-Keepers' Union has due
respect, and will co-operate in every possible manner, if It can
do so without being assaulted, misrepresented and reviled. To
try to create any other impression is unjust and unreasonable.

San Francisco, Cal., April 27.

[Whenever any person publicly calls us dishonorable, an

insulter, "bombastic," "contemptibly mean," and practically

says we are a liar, a thief, etc., as the General Manager of the

old Union does In the foregoing, why we feel like simply ask-

ing, "Couldn't you have thrown your boomerang a little

harder?"

We perhaps ought to remind Mr. Newman that his

official acts and utterances, as General Manager, are quite

proper subjects of criticism. But we will not lower ourselves to

the mire of offensive personalities, and thus admit we have no

arguments to defend our side. Just now, however, we prefer

to let Mr. Newman's reply, as above given, stand upon its

merits, or demerits. Though it is no little satisfaction to add
right here, that Prof. Cook, In a letter to us dated April 28,

says of that same editorial, on page 248 :
'' Your cHiVorial is

all right." (Italics ours.)

—

Editor.]

Some Important Spring Work.

Sometimes much harm Is done by opening up hives on cool

days early in the season, thus letting the brood get chilled.

While care should be taken in this direction, it Is still not best
to let the bees always entirely alone. Here are two colonies,

one of them very weak, the other comparatively strong. Left
alone, the weak one will be about at a stand-still for a long
time, and the stronger one, being queenless, will not be at a
stand-still, but will for some time be on the decline in num-
bers, until the brood from Its newly-reared queen begins to

add young bees. The case is still worse if the colony is hope-

lessly queenless, that is. It has neither eggs nor young brood
from which to rear a queen. In that case it is only a question
of time, and not a very long time, when it will become utterly

extinct.

Having two such colonies, the inexperienced with but few
colonies and anxious to increase the number, will be very like-

ly to give a frame of brood to the queenless colony, providing
It has none, feeling that It would be a serious misfortune to al-

low the number of colonies to become less. But a lessening of

the number of colonies doesn't always mean a lessening of the

number of bees, and In the early part of the season, especially.

It is more important to have a large number of bees than a
large number of colonies. If the strength of individual colo-

nies be kept up it is not hard to Increase the number of colo-

nies later on.

So the wise bee-keeper will look into his colonies, find

which are weak and which are strong, which have queens,
either by seeing the queen or by seeing brood and eggs pres-

ent, and If he finds one colony queenless will unite it with
some other not very strong in bees, but having a good queen.
Even if the queenless colony has brood of Its own from which
it is rearing a queen, queen-cells perhaps being sealed, it will

be a good many days before such a queen will commence lay-

ing, and as the bees are every day dying off from old age the
strength of the colony will be greatly reduced. The queen in

the weak colony Is at the same time doing little laying, be-

cause there are not bees on hand to take care of the brood.-

Unite the two colonies and the queen will at once increase her
laying, and you will have more bees for the harvest than if

you had left the two separate. Even if your sole object is to

increase the number of colonies, it is still policy to unite, for

later in the season you have more bees to make new colonies

from.—Homestead.

The Proper Management of Swarms.
BY PROF. A. J. COOK.

There is hardly any matter connected with bee-keeping
that is more important than a wise management at the swarm-
ing season. We used to hear a good deal about dividing bees,

or artificial swarming, but in these latter days I think very
few attempt any increase except by natural swarming. I have
tried both methods for many years, and have come decidedly
to the opinion that It Is much better to let the bees swarm nat-

urally. I would take all proper precautions to subdue the
swarming-fever, or impulse, but think it Is never best to prac-
tice division as we used to do in the olden time.

MR. .T. F. M'INTI-RE'S PLAN.

I need not say that Mr. Mclntyre is one of the most suc-

cessful bee-keepers not only in California, but in the United
States, or even the world. Indeed, he Is one of the largest
bee-keepers, though I think he has never reacht Capt. Heth-
erington's rank, or even that of Harbison, when he kept so

many bees here in California. Mr. Mclntyre aims to keep
about 600 colonies, and he has things so conveniently arrang-
ed that he is able to do a large part of the labor without out-

side assistance. Mr. Mclntyre works almost entirely for ex-

tracted honey, and notwithstanding the large size of his api-

ary I think his average for all the years since he haskept bees
in California, has been well toward 100 pounds per colony,

per year, while in the best years it has reacht several hundred
pounds per colony for the entire apiary. While Mr. Mclntyre
has an excellent location, I doubt if it is better than a good
many others in this favored clime.

As I stated above, Mr. Mclntyre aims to keep only about
600 colonies. If because of sales, or for any other reason, his

number is below this at the beginning of the season, he allows

his bees to swarm until he reaches the desired number of colo-

nies. It is hardly necessary to say that Mr. Mclntyre keeps
his queens' wings dipt, for he is a very intelligent apiarist

and aims to save all the work possible. After he has secured
the number of colonies that he wishes, he proceeds as follows :

If a swarm issues, he takes the brood away from the hive

to a large extent and divides this among other colonies which
may not be as strong as he would like, and then suffers the
swarm to go back to its old hive. This replacement of the
brood witti empty frames or frames of foundation, usually des-

troys the swarming impulse and thus the colony Is in good condi-

tion to go into the surplus chamber as soon as the honey season
opens. In this way Mr. Mclntyre says he has no difficulty in

starting in the season with the number of colonies he desires,

and all strong and ready for full business.

Of course, Mr. Mclntyre does everything he can to put off

the swarming impulse. This Is done by seeing that the second
story of frames is in position early in the season so that the

bees shall have plenty of room to store. There Is no doubt but
by thus strengthening the colonies so that they are very strong
at the dawn of the season, he secures no small gain, and it is

very likely due to this, in great part, that he receives such
large yields.

REMOVING THE QUEEN.

I have known good bee-keepers to remove the queen at the
beginning of the harvest In order, as they thought, to prevent
swarming and secure a larger crop of honey. If they were
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told that it was unwise to thus take away the power for in-

crease they would answer that it takes 21 days to rear work-
er-bees, and by this time the honey season would usualiy be
past, and so all the energy and food required to produce this

brood was just so much loss. Of course, if there were but one
period of nectar-secretion and this only lasted three weeks,
there would doubtless be some weight to this argument. But
In most sections there is a succession of flowers, and the sea-

son is rarely as short as three weeks. It is to be said, how-
ever, that some very excellent bee-keepers have practiced this

method for some years, and have met with good success. Mrs.
L. B. Baker, of Michigan, practiced this method for some
years and her success was quite phenomenal. The advantage
claimed for this is that it destroys the impulse for swarming,
throws all the energy into honey-production, and thus gives
large returns withont any serious drawbacks.

KILLING THE QUEEN AT TIME OF SWARMING.

Another way that some of our bee-keepers'have practiced,
is to clip the queen's wing, and as soon as a swarm issues,

while the bees are still out, destroy all the queen-cells but the
largest (this is not difficult when there are so few bees in the
hive); kill the old queen and let the swarm return. In this

way increase is prevented, the colony is kept at maximum
strength, the swarming-impulse is destroyed, and the whole
apiary becomes requeened. Mr. Robertson, of Michigan, who
will be remembered as one of Michigan's best apiarists, was
loud in his praise of this method. In this case no increase is

permitted.
THE HEDDON METHOD.

It is hardly necessary to describe the Heddon method of
managing swarming. Mr. Heddon arranged his system with
reference to securing an increase of one only from each colony.
I do not think Mr. Heddon clips his queens' wings, but his sys-
tem can be practiced just as satisfactorily, and I am sure with
a great saving of time if the queen's wing is dipt. As soon as
the swarm issues a new hive with combs (if available, or else

with foundation or starters in the frames) is placed on the old
stand exactly where the old hive stood. If the queen's wing
is dipt, she is caught, caged and put into this hive, and the
swarm allowed to come back, which, of course, they will do.
At nightfall the queen is liberated. In case the queen's wing
is not dipt, the swarm is hived in this new hive on the old
stand. The old hive is placed close beside the new oue, with
the entrance in the opposite direction. Each day this old hive
is turned around a little until the seventh day when it is close
side by side the other hive, and its entrance in the same direc-
tion. At nightfall, on the seventh day, or early on the eighth
day, before the bees lly, this hive is carried to some other part
of the apiary. Of course, the old bees, or those that are now
gathering in the fields, will all go back to the old place, and
will enter with the other colony, where the swarm was hived.
Thus this will become very strong and ready for splendid work.
The old colony will become so depleted of bees that when the
first queen comes forth on the eighth day, she and the bees
will proceed at once to destroy all the other queens, so that
very rarely will this colony attempt again to swarm. This is

surely a good method where we wish to just double our colo-
nies or to get one swarm from each old colony.

It might be thought better to destroy all queen-cells but
one, and save this work and manipulation. In this method,
however, we are apt to overlook some queen-cell, which need
not trouble us in case of using the Heddon method, for we let

the bees destroy the queen-cells.

Again, I think the work Is less than any other method I

have ever tried. I always bad such good success with this
method that I feel like recommending it.

Los Angeles Co., Calif., April 29.

Why Swarms Desert the Hive.

BY C. C. rAR.SONS.

On page 50() of the Bee Journal for 1896, W. J. E.
seems to bo In what Smith called " a predicament," and,
among other questions, askt Dr. Miller :

" Do you know what
made them leave ?" Dr. Miller puts two of the best witnesses
on the stand, and they give such conMicting testimony that
one would think they did not know anything about the sub-
ject under consideration. Then the good Doctor advises shade
and ventilation—good things to have In August; says, also,
that he has had very little practice In hiving natural swarms.

I began my scientific course on the Jump in swarming
time; that is. In running down a contrary (?) swarm. We
hived It every day for nearly a week. In the uew-fanglod hive.

(Dr. G. W. Bistline, of Texas, was my teacher and comrade.)
We ran this swarm of bees all over the country, and cut down
several trees, trying all the while to put three pecks of bees
into a two-peck hive. We finally put them into a box-hive a
mile from home, and they went to work all right. The Doctor
was so disgusted with them that he gave them to me, and they
gave me a bad case of bee-fever.

This being my first practical lesson in scientific bee-cul-
ture, I studied it well, but several years past before I had
learned it thoroughly. I practiced the entrance-guard method,
as recently mentioned by Mr. Skaggs on page 164, and at one
time I thought it was the end of trouble in hiving swarms,
but later I found that it, too, was a delusion—bees won't be
made to do. Sometimes they would leave the queen and re-

turn to the old hive, or enter a queenless hive In the apiary.

Since 1890 I have not lost a single swarm after It had
been hived. When a swarm is to be hived, I put Into the hive
an empty comb, placing it near the middle, filling the hive
with frames of foundation or starters. (Be sure that the hive
is large enough to hold the bees.) It the hive be thus ar-

ranged, you need not worry about shade or ventilation any
more than you would if the bees were already at work in the
hive.

I use the 10-frame Simplicity hive, with fixt bottom-
board, entrance % inch, and full width of the hive ; and when
I hive a swarm I do not give any upward ventilation. I am
not as anxious as I used to bo about getting every bee into the
hive. When I see the queen enter I go about my business and
do not fuss with the bees. They will be better satisfied if you
will let a portion of them cluster upon the outside till work
has been begun within. Jefferson Co., Ala.

Non-Swarraing Bees—A Swarm-Catcher.
BY C. DAVENPORT.

There has been considerable said about the possibility of

breeding out the swarming habit, and many kinds of non-
swarming devices have been made and tried. But I do not
believe anything really practical in this line has as yet been
invented, and, in my opinion, it is very doubtful if there ever
will be, though I hope I may be mistaken In this, for there is

no doubt that if the swarming habit could be bred out without
affecting the working qualities of the bees, or any device
made that would accomplish the same result, it would be of

great benefit to most apiarists. As to breeding out the habit,

I have faith that considerable can be done in this line, the
from experience I know that progress towards this end is very
slow.

In producing comb honey, instead of allowing natural
swarming I prefer dividing, or artificial swarming, and I can
by this means obtain better results with less work; but in

order to do so, one has to thoroughly understand his locality

in regard to the time and character of Its honey-flows, as well
as many things in regard to the bees themselves. On this

account beginners and amateurs will probably have better suc-
cess by allowing natural swarming, after taking due precau-
tion to prevent it in the way of shade, ventilation, and surplus
room.

The principal objection to natural swarmingis the trouble
of watching for and hiving the swarms, and various have been
the means aud devices resorted to in order to avert this, prob-
ably the most successful of which are queen-traps and dipt
queens ; but neither one nor both overcome all the difficulty,

for a swarm that has no queen with it will often alight, and
after hanging for some time, instead of returning to its own
hive, will frequently try to enter some other, or divide up and
try to enter a number of others, the bees of which sometimes
kill the entire swarm If the apiarist is not at hand to prevent it.

For many years I allowed" natural swarming, with hun-
dreds of colonies, and I have had many and various experi-
ences with swarms, but I never had a natural swarm issue

and leave without first alighting and hanging for some time. I

have had a great many swarms issue again a short time after
they had been hived, and leave without alighting, but this is

deserting instead of swarming. It is usually an easy matter
to tell if a natural swarm intends to desert. This may have
been explained before, but I do not remember seeing it.

When a natural swarm is hived, if It has a queen it Is

seldom It will desert the hive before the next day ; at least I

never knew one to do so ; and early the next morning after
they are hived. If they intend to stay they will bo briskly at

work, " weather permitting." On the other hand, If they in-

tend to desert, but few bees, comparatively, will be moving In

and out, and in a languid manner. In the latter case. If they
are set In a dark cellar for 48 hours they will generally go to
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work briskly when set out a(?ain, and feel contented with the
hive they are in. Sometimes less time in a cellar will suflice,

aitho I cannot say from experience. If the colony was left in

the yard, and the entrance and top of the hive closed with
wire-cloth, so they would have plenty of ventilation, and left

so until they had used up the honey in their honey-sacs, I be-

lieve it would answer as well as the cellar plan. Or, with
such a swarm, if it has a laying queen and her wings are not
dipt, an entrance-guard or queen-trap can be attacht to the
hive, which will prevent the loss of the swarm.

HOW TO MAKE A SWARM-CATCHER.

I will describe how to make a swarm-catcher, with which
a swarm clustered BO or 35 feet high can be hived nearly as

quickly and easily as when near the ground. It requires only
a short time to make one. The material, which is worth but
a few cents, consists of a large bag made out of any kind of

stout, coarse cloth—such a sack as binding-twine comes in is

excellent. To hold the mouth of this sack open, a piece of

smooth wire as large or a little larger than telegraph wire is

used, which is bent to a circle with the ends overlapping some
inches, so that they can be tied together with small wire or

stout cord. The mouth of the sack is then securely sewed
around this wire hoop. A crotcht stick, the prongs of which
naturally or of their own accord stay as far or a little farther
apart than the diameter of the wire hoop, is used, and with
stout cord the end of each prong is tied to the wire hoop
directly opposite each other, so that the sack swings free.

Now the open mouth of the sack will always point upwards,
no matter at what angle the pronged stick may be held.

The stick below the prongs should be at least 2 feet long,

so the small end of a long, light pole can be attacht to it by
allowing the two to overlap a couple of feet, and binding them
together with two short straps. Different length poles can be
used, as they can be attacht or detacht in an instant.

When a swarm is clustered on a small limb, the catcher
can be raised up around them, then quickly raised up, which
jars the limb so that the whole swarm falls right into the
sack. If they are clustered on a large limb, the mouth of the
sack can be raised up under them, then by moving it to one
side the bees are brought into the sack, and a swarm can be
picked right off the body of a tree, for by letting the mouth of

the sack catch on the tjody of the tree below the bees, then
gradually raising it up, the bees will be brusht in.

Until tried, no one would believe from what apparently
inaccessible places swarms can be secured with one of these,

when rightly made. Southern Minnesota.

Report of the Utah Coveutlou.

The Utah State Bee-Keepers' Association held its regular
semi-annual convention in Salt Lake City recently, and an ex-

cellent program was rendered. There were between 40 and
50 bee-keepers present, from different parts of the State, and
much interest was manifested in the discussions.

After the repbrts of the committees on foul brood, trans-
portation, etc., the election of officers for the ensuing year-
was had, with the following result

:

President—E. S. Lovesy ; Vice-President-at-large, George
Hone; Secretary and Treasurer, J. B. Fagg, of Mill Creek :

Assistant Secretary, G. E. Garrett.
The following were elected as County Vice-Presidents : F.

Schach and B. Christensen, for Salt Lake county ; Wm. Peay
and John Hawkins, for Utah county ; J. A. Smith, for

Wasatch ; Wm. E. Smith and G. E. Garrett, for Davis ; J.

Hanson, for Box Elder; O. Falkman, for Weber; T. Bilston,
for Juab; C. Canuteson, for Sevier; Mrs. Woodbury, for

Washington ; George Craner, for Tooele ; Henry Bullock, for

Cache ; and T. R. G. Welch, for Morgan.

PRESIDENT LOVESY'S ADDRESS.

The address of President Lovesy was then listened to,

and was in part as follows :

"We can congratulate our bee-keepers that in some re-

spects we meet under more favorable conditions than at any
other time in the history of the bee-industry in this State. A
satisfactory settlement of two vext questions that have been
the cause of much agitation seems about to be realized at last.

I refer to the foul brood question and the spraying of fruit-

trees while in bloom. Four or five years ago 90 per cent, of

the people believed that unless the spraying was done In the
bloom no beneficial results would bo obtained, but after many
experiments and much experience, it has been demonstrated
beyond the shadow of a doubt that there is no coddling-moth
present when the trees are in bloom. It has been proven in

the green-house and in the open air that the moth will not
hatch out or lay their eggs at a less temperature than about
60'J. It has also been proven that the trees will blossom and
bear fruit at a less temperature than this. Thus we find that
in some parts of Utah and other countries fruit is grown
where the temperature is too low for the moth to live or exist.

Even if imported to the places they will die off without doing
any harm. Some of the larvaj can be destroyed if the poison
is on the apple when the tiny larva hatches out of the egg, but
if much success is to be obtained other plans will have to be
adopted to catch and destroy the larva and moth, and thus
prevent their destructive work.

" In regard to the foul brood question, we believe that
after all the agitation there has been on the subject, we have
at last obtained a law that can be effectively enforced. It is

short and to the point, and we see no reason why it should not
result in much benefit to the bee-industry in this State.

"Another ve-y important subject that should be consid-
ered by this meeting is the marketing of our products. Honey
was brought to this city last fall from Utah county and other
points and retailed for one cent a pound less than carload
rates which the bee-keepers could have obtained at their own
homes, and the expense of hauling could also have been saved.
There cannot be any wisdom in a course of this kind ; and a
much-desired result might be obtained if some plan could be
adopted to prevent this as far as possible. If our bee-keepers
having honey to dispose of would report early in the season it

might, in many instances, be loaded on the cars and be shipt.

This would help to prevent the utter demoralization of our
home markets. We have heard complaints that if our bee-

keepers would or could adopt some plan to try and reach the
consumer without rushing on to the market at any price, it

would be better for all concerned, as we all know that all pro-

ducts of the farm of every name and nature are being sold, or

rather sacrificed, at about half or less than it should be sold

for. There can be no prosperity as long as such conditions

last. E. S. Lovesy."

HONEY MARKETING AND TRANSPORTATION..

The subjects of marketing and transportation were then
taken up. It was shown that honey had been put on the home
market at ruinously and unnecessarily low rates. Many sug-

gestions were offered, but the general opinion was that the
most successful plan would be to buy up the crop, or that part
of it that is rusht on the market. It was finally decided to

solicit correspondence from the bee-keepers through the State,

with a view to find out the amount of honey and wax, and
where located, so as to be able to make shipments, and thus
help to prevent the demoralization of the honey market.

FOUL BROOD DISCUSSION.

The subject of foul brood was then discust. Mr. Scott

said so far his bees had not been seriously troubled with foul

brood. He described the method by which the bee-keepers of

Utah county collected their products for shipment. He
thought the bee-keepers in each county should be able to

adopt some plan to dispose of their products.

Wm. Lincoln gave a recipe for the cure of foul brood, say-

ing it was a matter in which all bee-keepers should take a
deep interest. Frederick Schach continued in the same straiu.

Pres. Lovesy spoke of the benefit of common salt in the

treatment of foul brood, and the disease known as " pickled

brood." Some excellent remarks were also made by Vice-

Pres. Hone and Messrs. Peay and Hawkins, J. A. Smith, W.
E. Smith, and others.

Mr. Bilston gave an interesting account of how he cleansed

his bees from foul brood by putting the hive, frames and all

into a steam boiler, made of 2-inch plank. It is 2 feet wide,

and S to 12 feet long, or as may be desired, and any depth.

A sheet of iron is used for the bottom, and a piece of heavy
ducking with a double coat of white lead Is laid between the

Iron and wood. The boiler is laid on a brick flue, with a grate

and door at the front end, and a small chimney at the back.

Mr. Swensen thought this was a good and effective plan

to get rid of foul brood. It was safe, and saved everything

worth saving.
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Mr. Canuteson thought it was poor policy to try to cure
foul brood, for, as a rule, the bees were not worth saving, as
they usually died in the winter.

THE SPRATING OF FRUIT-TREES.

The spraying question then camo up. Messrs. Faulkman,
Hanson, Sanberg, and several others spoke on it. The bees
are the fruit-growers' friends, and all were of the opinion
that to spray in the bloom after the proof and experience we
have had in the matter, was not only throwing money and
time away, but would be criminal. The belief was also en-
tertained that in Utah there would be no more serious trouble
on this subject, as past experience had proven the folly of
such a course.

Mr. Lovesy said that the apple-trees came into bloom
about the latter part of April, and when the moth lay their
eggs they hatch out in about a week, and yet no moth-larvfe
are found in Utah prior to the first to the third week in June,
as a rule, thus proving that no eggs are laid until about a
month after the trees were in bloom ; and while spraying may
wash the pollen out of the blossom, and thus destroy the fruit,

it can do no possible good.
Mr. Hawkins askt if It would be possible to organize a

Honey Exchange. Remarks were made on the subject by
Messrs. Fagg, Butler, Scott, and others, but no definife con-
clusion was reacht.

HONEY-ADULTERATION AND FRAUDULENT DEALERS.

The subjects of honey adulteration and fraudulent dealers
next came up. The bee-keepers were warned not to allow
themselves to be caught or robbed by the latter class of people.

Messrs. Hone, Fagg, Scott, Stuart, and others showed
conclusively that glucose was one of the main causes of the
ruinously low price of pure honey. Incidentally it was exprest
that if sufficient capital could be raised to organize a Honey
Exchange it might be productive of much good to the industry.

Mr. McRay gave a long and interesting address on those
subjects. He said that adulteration was practiced in the East
to such an extent that the people could not tell what they
were buying—honey or something else. It is disgusting to •

the bee-keepers and to the general public, and it works a
serious injury to the bee-industry.

It was decided that a general movement should be made
by all bee-keepers in the United States, to petition the General
Government to pass a law against the adulteration of honey

;

and a resolution was past by the convention asking the co-
operation of the bee-keepers of the country in this matter.

The above report was compiled from notes taken by Sec-
retaries Fagg and Garrett. E. S. L.

CONDDCIED BY

DR. O. O. 3iILLER. MARBNGO, ILL,
[Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller dlrect.l

Increasins; the Number of Colonics.

1. What is the best way to increase my colonies? Could
I put on queen-eijcluding honey-boards and put one queen in
the top story, one in the bottom, and get them both to lay ?
or would they Increase Just as fast if they were divided ?

2. What is the best way to divide colonies? How many
times can they be divided In one season. If working mainly for
Increase of bees, and the honey crop is fairly good, the bees
being In good condition ? Audrain Co., Mo.

Answers.— 1. It's somewhat dillicult to say just what
would be the best way for you to increase. You ought to
have a good text-book and study up general principles, then
you will be In better position to know Just what will suit your
case. For many persons, nothing is better than to Increase
by natural swarming. For some, artlflcial increase is better,
especially when one is anxious for increase, and the bees re-
fuse to swarm. The plan you have in mind, separating the
colony Into two parts by a queen-excluder, and putting a

queen in each may work well, but there are exceptions. You
say, " put one queen in the top story, one in the bottom," Now
if you mean that literally, having both queens of the same
kind, then you might about as well have the two In separate
hives from the start.

Perhaps what you mean is, having the old laying queen In

one story and letting the other story rear a queen. If you
can make a succes of this latter plan there maybe quite an
advantage in It. But they'll not always rear a queen in the
queenless story. The more separation there is between the
two parts, the greater likelihood of success. It will help mat-
ters if you put a sheet of tin or thin boards over the larger
part of the queen-excluder. All may be covered except a row
or two of cells around the outside. Leave the old queen in

the lower story, and have a small entrance to the upper hive.
Two or three days after making the division you may expedite
matters by putting a sealed queen-cell in the upper story, or
better still, a young queen Just out of the cell. When the
queen is laying in the upper story, all you have to do Is to set

It on a new stand, and your doubling is complete.
If you can get the bees to rear a queen In this way. It Is

better than dividing from the start, for the old queen can go
right on laying her full quota, whereas if the colony Is weak-
ened by division, the queen's laying will be lessened.

If you are working for extracted honey, you may find it a
good plan to put a story of extracting-combs over the lower
story, then a third story above containing brood-combs. In
this third or upper story the bees will be pretty sure to rear
a queen if you give them eggs or young larvaj. Of course
there must be an upper entrance.

2. The previous answer tells something as to the best way
to divide ; and as to the number of times, you can keep on
starting a new colony every time you remove the upper story

with a laying queen.

Sowing for Bee-Pasturage.

I have about li of an acre of spare ground which I do not
want to plant with vegetables. I have just bought four more
tolonies, and would like to plant something for the bees to

work oa. What is best to sow ? There is very little for bees

around here. J. H. D.

Answer.—Perhaps you can sow nothing that will give

more nectar for the amount of ground than sweet clover. But
J^ of an acre of ground cannot be expected to do a great deal,

no matter what it contains.

Black and Shiny Bees.

1. The bees are carrying black, shiny-looking bees ou tof

the hives. What is the cause of their turning black ?

2. What shall 1 do to prevent it ?

Linn Grove, N. J.

Answers.— 1. Bees become black and shiny when they

lose their " feathers." ' A very few such bees may be seen In

almost any apiary, but they will be seen in greater numbers
when a colony is attackt with bee-paralysis. If they have
paralysis, you will notice that they have a peculiar trembling,

and their bodies become swollen.

2. Probably there is nothing you can do. Many cures for

bee-paralysis have been proposed, but it is doubtful whether
any of them do much good. In the South, colonies suffer

severely from paralysis, but as far north as New Jersey the

loss seldom amounts to much.

An Experience with a Laying-Worker Colony.

As to-day was quite warm and pleasant after a long, cold,

rainy spell, I went out to my bee-yard to see how many of my
nine colonies of bees were bringing In pollen, and I saw that

eight of them were coming in loaded. While watching the

other one I saw drones in front of the hive. This colony has

been carrying out dead bees every warm day during the past

winter, and I have scraped out large quantities of them with a
stick. When I discovered those drones I immediately un-

packtthem and opened them up for investigation, and found a

good double handful of drones and about twice as many
workers, and the two center frames with patches of drone-

brood, larval, and eggs, some cells containing as many as

three eggs. I immediately said, " How do you do, Mrs. Lay-
ing-Worker ?" and resolved to adopt heroic treatment at once.

I took each frame and examined it carefully, and placed

It in another hive, but of course I found no queen or laying-
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worker. I cleaned the hive out nicely, and carried them away
quite a distance, and shook and brusht every bee into the air,

altho it was not very warm, and I lost some bees by it. I cut
the brood all out of the two frames, and placed them next to

the outside of the hive; took a nice frame of brood and eggs
from another hive, and placed in the center, and am now
awaiting developments.

1. Did I do the right thing ?

2. Will they try to rear a queen from the eggs in the
frame I put in ? or will they be apt to try it from some of the
scattering eggs left in those outside frames ?

3. I am rearing some queens in an observatory hive In

the house, which are due to be out on the 12th, and I shall

give them one of these. If she mates with one of those drones,
will the result be the same as if mated with any other drone ?

The "Old Reliable " comes every Thursday as regular as
clock-work, and I can hardly put it down until I have read
every word, advertisements and all. I would not think of

keeping even a few colonies of bees without it. May it live

long and prosper, and be as great a blessing to its worthy
editor as It is to its readers.

Weeping Water, Nebr., April 'J.

Answers.— 1. Treatment still more heroic would probably
have been more profitable. It would have been less trouble
to break up the colony, giving the whole of it to some colony
that needed strengthening, putting the hive under the hive of

the colony to be strengthened, or else dividing the contents
of the hive among two or more. Especially is this advisable
in early spring. At this time a colony having bees enough to

cover four or five frames will make progress increasing,
whereas if you divide it in two parts each part will seem to

stand entirely still for weeks. So instead of taking brood to

help the laying-worker colony, if you increase by so much the
force of some rather weak colony with a good queen, you will

be able later on to take a colony from it and be farther along
than by keeping up the name of a large number of colonies in

the first place.

2. They will be likely to use the brood you gave them,
even if they use some of the drone-brood as well.

3. Opinions differ as to the virility of drones from layiug-
workers, some saying they are as good as any, others that
they are not. In any case, queens reared early in the season,
before drones abound, are not likely to prove the best, and
may be superseded while comparatively young. Which makes
another argument against trying to tinker up a colony that
has laying-workers.

In general, it isn't worth while to fool with a colony of

laying-workers. They are old, worn-out bees, not worth
much anyhow.

A Beginner'§ Clue§tions.

1. Is It the old or new queen that goes out with the
swarm ?

2. Do you clip one or both wings of the queen ?

3. If dones are killed, how is it best accomplisht? How
repress the rearing of them 1

4. When sections are not finisht in the fall flow of honey,
can the bees be fed and cause them to finish them ? If so, do
you advise this plan ?

I have five colonies; they are hybrids, and I wish to Ital-

ianize them the first of May. I want gentle bees and good
workers. Edgar Co., 111.

Answers.— 1. The old queen goes with the first swarm,
and a young queen with each after-swarm.

2. A bee has four wings, a large one and a small one on
each side. It is sufficient to cut the large wing on one side,

and better than to cut a little from all. L. A. Aspinwall re-

ports that he has cut off about an eighth of an inch from the
.wings on both sides of virgin queens, and finds they become
fertilized all right, showing they can fly with that amount cut
from both sides. (He does this to secure fertilization from
his own drones rather than to have them fly off to a distance.)

But if the same amount be cut away from one side only, It

throws them out of balance when they attempt to fly, and
they tumble to the ground. If you cut off just the one large
wing, takeoff all you can conveniently. With only one wing cut
away, the defect is scarcely noticed, so that if you care greatly
for the beauty of your queens, you will cut only one wing.
But the very fact that such clipping is not so readily noticed
makes it objectionable to one who has much work in the api-

ary, so I prefer to cut off all I can conveniently from both
wings on one side, then I can tell at a glance whether a queen
is dipt or not,

3. You can kill drones by means of a drone-trap in front

of the hive, catching them In It and then destroying them. A
better plan is to slice the heads off the drone-brood after it is

sealed. Much better than either is the plan of having no
drone-comb in the hive. Fill every frame full of worker foun-
dation. But bees are sometimes so desperately in earnest
about rearing drones, that they will work a few drone-cells in

every possible place, and will even build some cells on worker
base. G. M. Doolittle thinks it better to allow thera one or

two square Inches of drone-comb in the hive, and this satis-

fies them, and gives the bee-keeper no trouble to fir.d it, so he
can slice it every two or three weeks.

4. Most bee-keepers decide that it Is not easily practica-

ble, and not profitable.

Management of Swarms at Out-Aplaries.

I have just noticed that you have been hauling bees to

out-apiaries. That's just what I will do to-morrow, but only
three colonies. I will take them away some 20 miles, where
there Is a lot of basswood. The man, where I want to put
them, is the owner of a large farm, and would not like to do
a thing among them, and that's just what I like, for I want
to manage them myself. Would it be wise, or best, to use the
Alley trap at swarming-time, and look after them every Sat-
urday, and when I find a colony that had swarmed, at the
right time to cut out cells, and put that hive on a new stand,
and have no after-swarm ? I will give them more room in the
brood-nest than at home. E. B. K.

Answer.—You can probably make your plan work. You
don't give very full particulars, but if I understand you
rightly, you intend to put part of the bees and the queen that
you have found in the trap in a new hive, leaving them on the
old stand, putting the old hive on a different stand. If you
leave in the old hive barely enough bees to keep the brood
from chilling, there will be little likelihood of swarming, even
if you cut out no queen-cells. You may do well to brush at
least half the bees off the combs, and would risk little in

brushing off two out of every three combs, for the weather
will most likely be warm, most of the brood will be sealed
brood, and it does not chill easily.

Buying and Shipping Bees.

Mr. A. must buy bees and have them shipt 200 miles,

from Mr. B., who will send him by express, c. o. d., a good 2-

frame nucleus with laying queen ; and at the same time a 10-

frame hive nailed and containing 8 brood-frames, also nailed,

and having 1-inch starters. Or, instead, he will send him a
pound of bees an-d a laying queen by express, c. o. d., and by
freight, a 10-frame hive, nailed and containing 10 empty
extracting-combs. Which should A. buy? E. B.

Answer.—That's a little too hard for me, but I'll make a
guess at the answer, trusting that if it isn't orthodox some
one will set me right. You don't say so, but I suppose you
mean that the first hive is to be sent by freight as well as the
second, and of course in each case the hive will be shipt ear-

lier than the bees, so as to be ready for use on their arrival.

The hives are sent by freight to save expressage. The ex-

tracting-combs sent with the second hive are simply empty
brood-combs.

With my present light, if I were in A.'s place I think I'd

take the first lot. It will cost more for expressage to get a
nucleus than a pound of bees, but he has a small colony in

full working order to start with, it being understood, of

course, that the two frames are well filled with brood. Altho
they will have to build their own comb, they will be gaining
every day in strength, while the pound of bees will be losing

strength every day for three full weeks before a single young
bee Is added to the number.

White Clover Seed.—We have quite a quantity of

White Clover Seed on hand that we will send you at a bargain.

A little of it goes a good ways. It usually retails at 25 or 30
cents per pound, but we will mall you 2 pounds for 40 cents,

or for sending us one new subscriber to the American Bee
Journal for a year.

-*-»-*

Tbe ItlcEvoy Foul Brood Xreatmeut Is

given in Dr. Howard's pamphlet on " Foul Brood ; Its Natural
History and Rational "Treatment." It is the latest publication

on the subject, and should be in the hands of every bee-keeper.

Price, 25 cents ; or dubbed with the Bep Journal for one year

—both for $1.10.
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Editorial Con}n)ct)i^^

Xhe Apis Dorsata at Home.—The A. I. Root
Co. say in Gleanings that they are arranging with a missionary
to India to experiment with Apis dorsata in its native clime.

Hives and all necessary equipments will be sent with the mis-

sionary, Mr. W. E. Rambo, who expects to return to his work
at Damoh, India, In September.

Now, that is a sensible way to find out whether or not
" the giant bees " can be domesticated. If it is found upon
trial that they will live and be a success in hives in India,

then it will be time enough to bring them to America. Bee-
keepers can afford to await and see the result of the Root
experiment. In the meantime we can all hope that good may
come from it.

Bumble-Bees in New Zealand.—The follow-
ing is reported in a foreign paper, referring to the value that
bumble-bees have proven to the clover seed crop of New
Zealand :

" The bumble-bees have been a great success in Canter-
bury (New Zealand), and clover seed has been exported to
England the last three or four years. It is estimated that the
clover seed crop is worth 30,000 pounds sterling per annum
to this Province, and this is entirely due to the successful im-
portation of the bumble-bee."

And yet there are those who would destroy all the bees if

they could, not realizing their importance in the fuller ferti-

lization of blossoms iu field, orchard and garden. Let's keep
such information before the public, until it ceases to under-
value the twofold work of the bees.

The Drawn or Deep-Cell Foundation.— It

would be really laughable were it not so very regretful to note
the various receptions the idea of drawn foundation has
met with, and that by bee-keepers, or would-be-thought
bee-keepers, even before they have given it a trial. After
awhile, we think these same blusterers and more noisy ones
will be seeking some convenient hole to crawl into, and thus
try to have " progressive " bee-keepers forget their hasty con-
demnation of what promises to all fair-minded people to be
one of the advance steps of modern apiculture.

Referring to this matter. Gleanings for May 1 gives the
following, which shows

now msTORV repeats itself.

The little opposition that has been stirred up against the
new drawn foundation is not so unlike the opposition that was
urged against railroads In China, where, after using one
awhile, they tore the rails up, as the cars " disturbed " the

repose of their ancestors. (The new drawn foundation seems
to have disturbed the "repose" of a few bee-keepers.)

When railroads were first suggested in this country, so
great a man as Daniel Webster "proved " in Congress that a
railroad train could never go up grade, could never be stopt
within 20 miles on a level, and never on a down grade ; that
it was not safe, and yet he lived to see them stopt in their own
length at any point.

The English bridge builder, who built the great Victoria
bridge over the St. Lawrence river, declared that the pro-
posed suspension bridge at Niagara would never hold its own
weight up, that it was not safe, and " proved " it—by riding
over it in a car while on his way to dedicate his own bridge
further on.

In these latter days a few have tried to make out that the
new product is going to ruin the bee-keeping industry, and,
according to their opinion, they have "proved" It too. As
prophets they can look backward better than forward. But
railroads and suspension bridges have come to stay, and so

has the new drawn foundation.

The opposition that drawn foundation has so far received

reminds us of the dog-and-moon story. The little yellow dog

tried to annihilate the moon by barking at it. Of course all

know the result. The moon simply continued in its course.

So will the drawn foundation.

How ridiculous it is for those who have sold and used

comb foundation for years to come forward now and condemn
the new kind, when it is made from the same kind of pure

beeswax as the old, and has been proven by those who have

tested it, to be no more objectionable than ordinary comb
foundation, when it comes to eating comb honey produced

with it. Nothing but jealousy or ignorance could possibly

be the cause of most of the foolish opposition to it.

We hope that the new drawn foundation will prove all

that Its promoters anticipate for it, and that like many other

valuable inventions, it may be among those things that have

helpt to make the pursuit a greater success than it ever could

have been without them.

Dr. Besse's Sw^eet Clover Case.—Many are

interested in the outcome of Dr. Besse's sweet clover case, in

Delaware Co., Ohio. Here is bis last report concerning it,

dated May 5 :

Editor York :—As I promist to keep you posted in regard
to my trial, and as I am getting letters of inquiry from all

over the country in regard to it, I take the present opportunity
to say that my case will not come up for trial at this term of

court. The pleadings have just been completed, and the case
now stands at issue for the first time. I shall be compelled to

take testimony iu different parts of the State, and may be
from other States, and prepare the case for trial at the next
term of court. H. Besse, M. D.

For the benefit of the many new subscribers that have

been added to our list recently, we would say that Dr. Besse's

case grew out of the destruction of a field of sweet clover as

a noxious weed by the township trustees, for which act the

Doctor sued for damages, claiming that his bees were thus

deprived of securing a crop of honey last year. We, like

others, await with interest the result of the suit.

End-Spacingf Old Frames. — (Heanings gives

the following directious to make end-spacing frames out of

the old-style Hoffman frames :

Next week we shall cut off the top-bars and put on the
end-spacing staples to all the frames in use In our apiary.

The projections of the top-bar are % inch, and we shall there-

fore have to cut off about y of an inch from each end. To do
this most expeditiously we have constructed a tray without
bottom, 4 inches deep. The length of this tray, hii<idc dimen-
sions, is 1/16 Inch longer than the outside dimensions of the
Langstroth-Hoffman frame. The width should be the same
as that of the hive used, and in our case that of an 8-frame
hive. This frame is mounted on legs of K-inch stuff, 2 feet

long, the legs being braced. We now have a topless table 2
feet high. The length of the projection of the top-bar to end-
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spacing Hoffman frames is K inch ; therefore, the thickness
of the ends of the tray should be a scant M inch.

We are now ready to cut off the top-bars of all the old-
style Hoffman frames in the apiary. We set the topless table
near the hive ; shake the bees off the frames in front of the
entrance, and slip them one by one into the tray or topless
table. If the table has been made right, the frames will just
slip between'the ends of the tray, and the top-bar projections
will stick over '4 inch. A saw now cuts thorn off just even
with the end of the tray at both ends. After the staples are
put, the frames are ready to be put back into the hive. The
other hives are then treated in a like manner. Usually it will
be found advantageous to have an assistant, because two can
work to better advantage.

Hurrah tor the 'Wisconsin Legislature !~
April 28, we received the following very interesting communi-
cation from the tireless worker for the interests of Wisconsin
bee-keepers—Mr. N. E. France—in reference to what the
State Legislature did for bee-keeping in Wisconsin the -past

winter:

Editor York :—The long red-tape work is over, and as
the Legislative Committee of our bee-keepers' societies, I now
can report that all of the Bills I have labored hard all winter
for are now laws in full force, viz.:

1st. Sweet clover—no longer on the list of Wisconsin nox-
ious weeds.

2nd. Foul Brood Bill past, and appointment of Foul
Brood Inspector made. [Mr. Farnce is the Inspector.—Ed.1

3rd. Against the adulteration of honey (in the Food Laws
of 1897).

Many times each Bill seemed doomed ; each time I would
go to Madison In its interests, and get the Bill on its feet
again, with the results now as stated above.

N. E. France.

It seems to us that Legislature deserves the personal
thanks of every bee-keeper in the State of Wisconsin. While
the passage of those Bills may appear on their face to be
mostly class legislation, yet the fact is they are wholly in the
interest of right and justice to all.

The American Bee Journal wishes to take thisopportunity
to thank all who were instrumental in securing the passage of

the Bills mentioned, and only hope that other State legisla-

tures may soon see the wisdom of following Wisconsin's good
example along the line of anti-adulteration and foul brood.

Encyclopedia for Bees-wax.—Some time ago we
offered a splendid work of eight large volumes, called "The
New Standard American Encyclopedia," having nearly 4,000
pages, and over 300 colored maps, charts, and diagrams.
Size of volume, 2 inches thick, Sj.; wide, and llj-^ long. As
per that offer, last publisht on page 18G, the eight volumes
were offered by freight for only.Sl9 cash. We can furnish
a set or two at that price, bound in half morroco ; or will ex-
change a set for 75 pounds of yellow beeswax, delivered at
our office. You would be more than satisfied with the En-
cyclopedia, and a set of such books ought to be in every
family for reference.

The Horse—How to Break and Handle.—
This is a pamphlet of 32 pages, giving complete instructions
for breaking and educating colts, teaching horses to drive,
and for use under the saddle, together with many instructions
which have never before been publisht, and which are the re-

sult of the author's experience covering a period of 20 years.
By Prof. Wm. Mullen, with whom the editor of the Bee Jour-
nal Is personally acquainted. Price, postpaid, 20 cents ; or
given as a premium for sending us one new subscriber to the
Bee Journal for the rest of the year at 60 cents.

A Xcw Binder for holding a year's numbers of the
American Bee Journal, we propose to mail, postpaid, to every
subscriber who sends us 20 cents. It is called "The Wood
Binder," is patented, and is an entirely new and very simple
arrangement. Full printed directions accompany each Binder.
Every reader should get it, and preserve the copies of the Bee
Journal as fast as they are received. They are invaluable for
reference, and at the low price of the Binder you can afford to

get It yearly.

T\)^ Weekly Budget

Mk. Frank McNay, the Wisconsin " honey king," living

in Columbia county, wrote April 30: " Bees are in excellent

condition." He has apiaries In three counties.

Mr. J. H. Martin, of Los Angeles Co., Cal., provides a

very interesting and helpful apiarian page in each monthly

number of the Rural Californian. Referring to the new drawn
foundation, he makes this prediction : "We predict that the

new deep-cell foundation will surely win its way, and become a

staple article in the economy of the bee-hive."

Mr. M. Steves, of British Columbia, writing on April 27,

said :

" I think a good deal of the American Bee Journal. This

has been a rather poor spring for bees, rather cold since from

about the last of February. The fruit-trees are in blossom

now."

Hon. George E. Hilton, of Newaygo Co., Mich., is doing

a wholesale business in his bee and supply line this spring.

Tuesday, April 27, he shipt a carload of supplies to an out-

apiary of 100 colonies, and to supply his customers in Its

vicinity. "George" had over 200 colonies to begin with this

Spring, and a good season means tons of honey for him. So

says The News, a local newspaper.

Mr. D. L. Durham, of Kankakee Co., 111., writing us Hay
3, said

:

" Bees have wintered well here on the summer stands.

The loss, if any, is very light, from starvation. Everything

is favorable so far for a good year for honey. Bees work

strong when days are warm enough for them to fly."

Mr. Geo. Hone, of Utah Co., Utah, when sending us his

dollar membership fee for the New Union, said

:

" You may put me down every time as one who wants to

see adulteration stopt. I hope the American Bee Journal will

continue in its good course, in exposing swindlers, and making

it hot for adulterators. We are having splendid weather.

Bees are in excellent condition— I never saw them better at

this time of the year."

Mr. Harry Lathrop, of Green Co., Wis., wrote us as

follows May 1, which shows how good at least one Wisconsin

bee-keeper feels :

"We Wisconsin bee-keepers are feeling pretty good, be-

cause we have succeeded in getting the foul brood law that

we wanted. And we are glad to know that we have one of

the best men for the place in the whole country to act as in-

spector—Mr. N. E. France ; and if it had not been for his

untiring efforts, the law would not have been past."

Mr. Wm. McEvot, the Official Foul Brood Inspector of

Ontario, Canada, is a very busy man. He is besieged not only

by bee-keepers in the Dominion, but by many on this side the

boundary line. He recently received a letterfrom a bee-keeper

in a Southern State, saying that the Governor of that State,

by his request, had introduced a recommendation into his late

message to the legislature, looking to the passage of a foul

brood law. That surely speaks well for one Governor. May
his tribe increase ! Well, the bee-keeper then requested Mr.

McEvoy's help in preparing a Bill to submit for passage. He
replied that the Wisconsin Bill, past recently, and publisht in

full on page 232 of the Bee Journal, is " the most perfect one

in the world, and one that every State and Province should

copy after."

Mr. McEvoy wrote a long article for the Australian Bee-

Bulletin for December, 1896, on the cause and cure of foul

brood, and at the last meeting of a bee-keepers' association in

Australia, he was given a vote of thanks for his most excel-

lent article.

In a letter dated May 3, Mr. McEvoy has this to say

regarding Canadian honey prospects, and the Buffalo conven-

tion :

"The honey and fruit crops of Canada never, no never,

promist so large. We will have a grand meeting at Buffalo

next fall, and I hope to see a great turn-out of Canadian bee-

keepers at that convention. I intend to drum out the whole
lot, if I can. The choice of place, and the officers to manage
the business, could not have been better."
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Sweet Sacred SoDgs
59 SELECTIONS-259 PAGES.

Full »>lieet music Size.

Large, Beautiful, ValuaWe. ^.^
^•- A Siiperl) Collection of Music,

This is a Collection of the Best and Most
Popular Devotional Selections gathered from
the Greatest Composers of Sacred Music. The
only bound collection of devotional selections
full sheet music size. c9 splendid pieces of
sheet music for less than one-half cent acopy.

What Otbers Say of It.

"The retinlng InHuence of music in almost
any form is generally acknowledged, but
most of us are unable to appreciate ' Songs
without words ' Therefore, every publication
which serves to wed the poetry of the heart
to the compositions of musical masters is a
blessing. As such, I esieem the collection
entitled 'Sweet Sacred Songs' very highly." -

A. J. Canfieli), Pastor St. Paul's Church,
Chicago.

•' It is no false pretense to claim that this Is
' a collection of the best and most popular
devotional selections gathered from the
greatest composers of Sacred Music' It is

a casket of precious gems that ought to be
in every choir, and in every home where there
are lovers of sacred song."— P. S. Henson,
Pastor First Baptist Church. Chicago.

"It is a choice collection of the finest devo-
tional music now in general use In church
choirs and among singers in the home. We
know of no collection of sacred music now be-
fore the public which coutains so large a
uumberof the finest compositions In sacred
pong pubtisbt at such a moderate price."

—

J. T. CANTWEiiL, Editor of The Unlversaliet

The Table of Contentii.

Easter Eve Gounod
Consider the Lilies Topllff
T Know That My Redeemer Llveth Handel
LeB Kameaux [Palm Branches] Faure
In the Cross Prescott
AveMaria Gounod
But the Lord is Mindful of His Own

Mendelssohn
Come Ye Disconsolate Dutton
Flee as a Bird Dana
Watchman, Tell Us of the Night Gounod
HeGiveth His Beloved Sleep Abt
Glory to Thee, My God. This Night. . .Gounod
Emmanuel Rodney
Rock of Ages Barri
The King of Love My Shepherd Is Gounod
Forever With the Lord Gounod
The Soft Southern Breezes Barnby
The Prodigal Son Parker
Angels Ever Bright and Fair Handel
The Angel's Lullaby Barrl
Star of Bethlehem Adams
Not a Sparrow Falleth Abt

Rockt In the Cradle of the Deep Knight
A Crown of Glory Tours
ir With All Your Hearts, etc Elijah
.lerusalem Parker
The Better Land Cowen
The Angel Rubinstein
Land of Rest Pinsuti
I Love to Hear My Savior's Voice Glover
Calvary Rodney
Christmas Bells G ad'e
Christmas Chimes Richards
Behold the Star Labadler
Nearer My God to Thee Barton
Father of Mercies.. Barringer
The New Kingdom . .Tours
Savior, Breathe an Evening Blessiug. Spencer
Remember, Lord, Thy Gracious Word

Northrup
Angel Footsteps Addison
A Dream of Paradise Gray
Child's Missionary Song Bullock
Keep on Balievlng Bullock
Weary Gabriel
Remember, O Lord Morey
Take Up the Cross and Follow Me I'etrie
Praise the Lord of Heaven Morey
I Heard the Voice of Jesus Say Morey
O Praise the Lord Morey
Forsake Me Not '. Glover
Lord. Thy Glory Fills the Heavens... Wooiley
Tired Lindsay
The Garden of Prayer Key
Babylon Watson
The Golden Path Parker
Come Unto Me Cowen
Peace, Troubled 1 leart Tostl
O Kesttnthe Lord McnJelssohu
At Benediction Barri

We take great plaasure in placing before
our readers an opportunity to possess the
choicest and most complete collection of
sacred music ever offered to the sul)scrlbers
of a paper. Our price is so low that perhaps
some may think the book Is worthless, but we
can assure every one that it Is worth many
times the price wo are asking. The Table of
Contents is a sufiiclent guarantee of the selec-
tions. When we tell you that the book con-
tains '256 pages of good paper; that it Is

beautifully printed from engraved plates,
full sheet music size; that it has a sewed back
so that It win remain open on the piano rack;
that it is sub.stantially bound iu a handsome
enamel-coated paper cover, we beli-ve you
will appreciate the otfer we are making.

ReEiilar price, 75 cts. How to (Jet It,

Send us 30 cents and he complete book will
be mailed to you postpaid; or, the Bee Jour-
nal one year and " Sacred Songs." postpaid,
for only $1.1.5; or free for sending us one
new subscriber at $1.00.

Send two "balance of the year " subscrip-
tions at 60 cents each, and we will send the
book free as a premium.
SPECIAI. OFFER,—The Bee Journal will

be sent to a New Subscriber weekly until Jan-
uary 1, 1898 and the "Sacred Songs," for
only 70 cents. Address,

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS,

CLOSING OUT PRICES
ON FIRST-GLASS GOODS.

10 No. 1 K Dov. Hives, 8-frame 17.50
10 No. 1 E " " 10 " 8.50

Best Pollsht Sections $'2.50 per M.
Other Goods In proportion.

Let me make an estimate on your wants.

W. J. rinch, Jr., Chesterfield, Ills.

10Ai:it Mention the Am. Bee Journal

Our '97 Cataloff
—OF—

Apiarian Siippliiis, Bees, Etc.

Is yours for the asking.
It le full of Information. ^T" Write for It.

I. J. STRINOHAM,
105 Park Place, NEW YORK, N. Y.

Apiary—Glen Cove, L. 1.

KeeD Bees for Honey ?
Try my Queens. Golden Yellow or Leather
color. Untested, 75c.; Tested, $l.r E.xtra-

W. J. PERKINS,
Red Bun, li.i..

ttet\i.Uyii tfie Aiiicricun Bee Jmi/rvMU

Tested, $1.75
19A2t

BeeswaxWaiited for Cash
Or in E.xchange for

Fouudatlou—Sections—Hives
or any Other Supplies.

Woriiing Wa.\ TAo^m^ A Specialty.
^?" Write for Catalog and Prlce-Llst, with

Samples of Foundation and Sections.

GUS DITTMER,
AUGUSTA, WIS.

Mention Uie American Dee JoicnujU.

A GENUINE

Egg Preservative
That will keep Hen's Eggs perfectly through
warm weather, just as good as fresh ones for
cooking and frosting. One man paid 10 cents
a dozen for the eggs he preserved, and then
later sold them for ^5 cents a dozen. Vou can
preserve them for about 1 ceut i>oi* dozen.
Now Is the time to do It. while eggs are cheap.

Address for Circular giving further Infor-
mation-

Dr. A. B. MASON,
U.'il:; Monroe Street, - Toi-edo, Umo.
MeiUion the American Dee Jovnu}^,,

Cicr)cral ltcn)s^

Watering Bees.

I have tried several ways of watering
bees, and find a common stone crock the
best. Cut a board '.j inch smaller than the
diameter of the crock, then bore several V
holes in it, and fill each hole with a wick.
Put more boards under it, when water-
soakt, so as to keep it a little above water
level. Michael Haas.

Wintered Well.

I am well pleased with the Bee Journal,
and can hardly wait until each number
comes. I have 41 colonies of bees, which
wintered in the cellar, and lost only one
colony. Bees are late here compared with
other places, of which I read in the Bee
Journal. Ellis E. Snyder.
Rensselaer Co., N. Y., April 15.

A S'warm Notifier.

I am always glad to get my Bee Journal.
I enjoy reading Dr. Miller's answers to

questions. I am a beginner, started with 4

colonies in the spring of 1896, and have 8

now. I had only one swarm in 1896. The
bees didn't do much good. I think they
will do better this year. I have had three
swarms this spring, and all are doing well.

I have found a way to fix my colonies to

know when they swarm, without watching
or paying any attention to them. I made
it myself, on account of having to watch
them through swaruiiug time, as I have
unfortunately got the sort of bees that
swarm. I will give my plans for publica-

tion it it will be of any use to bee-keepers.

I have no patent on it, nor don't know that

I ever will have. It is done by electricity,

but by proper instructions any one can put
them up. J- H. Williamson.
Polk Co., Tenn., April 'J'.l.

[Yes, send on your description, Mr.

Williamson, and we will publish it.—Eu.J

Combs "Bee-Space Apart."

I am askt the following question, to be
answered in the Bee Journal:

"On page ITS, J. E. Pond explains his

method of getting bees to work in supers,

but I cannot make out just how far apart
from center to center he spaces his frames.

He says he spaces frames just bee-space
apart. Will he please tell us what "bee-
space" is ? He says he gets that bee-space

so and so with a 10-frame Langstroth hive,

but without having a Langstroth hive or

knowing its width, how is one to find the
bee-space ? Inquirer."

In reply to the querist, who asks my
method of spacing frames " bee-space
apart," I will say that I use the " Sim-
plicity-Langstroth hive," 10-frame; in one
side I put a '^-inch thick dummy, filling the

side of the hive completely. In the space
left, I fill in the 10 frames^ spacing evenly
apart. It is absolutely and positively neces-

sary that the frames should bang plumb
and true, else the cells in one side may be
deeper than in the other, and the effect

spoiled. I find it necessary to space at the

bottom as well as at the top of the frames,

in order to make tliem hang as true as they
ought. J- E. Pond.

Report for 1896.

1 can hardly wait from one week to

the other until I receive the American Bee
Jounutl. It comes everj' friday morning. I

am taking three bee-papers at present, and
expect to add auotiier soon. If I had taken
one or more last year. 1 might have had
more honey to sell, and more bees, and in

better condition. 1 have only 14 colonies of

the common black bees, but they did good
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work last year. From 8 colonies, spring
count, I took over 300 pounds of nice comb
honey in one-pound sections. At the same
time I inoreast, liy natural swarming, to

14, but might have doubled if 1 had had the
necessary means. I use 8 and 10 frame
dovetail hives, and winter the bees on the
summer stands. I am ready for them now,
by having on hand 35 8-frame hives, also
an extractor.

I sowed Alsike clover seed this spring.
and intend to sow sweet clover. I also in

tend to Italianize all my colonies. The bees
at present are working on the bloom, and
are very busy.
Your scheme of exposing fraudulent

dealers and adulterators suits me to a t.''

Since I have read your editorials, my eyes
have been opened. In many grocery stores
I see those glass tumblers filled with a syrup
to keep a little hunc-ij-comh from granulat-
ing. When people get the genuine honey
they will not buy that adulterated stuff.

May the " Did Reliable" live long, and be
used for exposing adulterators and other
frauds. Joun W. Albektson.
Luzerne Co., Pa., April 8.

Poor Season for Honey in 1896.

I did not have very good results from the
bees. I got about 4.000 pounds of broken
comb honey last year. I have about 125
colonies now. Last year was a very poor
year for honey. J. Z. Rhodes.
Wadena Co., Minn., April 28.

One Hundred Pounds Per Colony.

1 have now 150 colonies, and they have
begun to swarm. I have several colonies
that have stored over 100 pounds of honey
each this month—since the 3rd. when I put
the first super on. W. H. H. Laurence.
Monterey Co., Calif., April 23.

Selling Bogus Honey.

Some time this spring there were two
men canvassing Monmouth—a town 12
miles from here, of about 1,200 inhabitants
—selling extracted honey. They had been
canvassing other towns before they came
here. They went to a hotel and took rooms,
then ordered sugar. One groceryman said
he sold *12 worth himself to them—they
ordered *I2 worth of white sugar sent to
their hotel, where they had it melted up
into syrup, then they out up strips of nice
honey and filled a pail with it—syrup and a
few bits of honey—and put a ladle in it

that held about a pound, and went from
bouse to house selling it as honey. They
sold a great deal of it, and then past on to
another town. If it had been called sugar
syrup and a little honey, it %Tould have
been all right, I think; but it should not
have been called honey.
Mr. Axtell thinks the prospect is that we

will have a good honey-year, as the white
clover, after so much moisture and rain, is

abundant, and bees are strong. Wells are
most full of water, and cellars, too.

Mrs. L. C. Axtell.
Warren Co.. 111., April 17.

Practical Suggestions to Beginners.

EuiTOK York:—The American Bee Jour-
nal is a source of knowledge to me. and I

have taken time to analyze the matter and
find that the reason it is a source of
knowledge is the fact that it is a careful
record of actual experience—the best of all

knowledge. With this conception of its

mission. I wish to offer to beginners a few
suggestions pluckt fresh from the field of
actual experience.
The first rough place in the road that

attracted my attention was, what I needed.
I finally made my selection, and here are
the things that I actually did need, and
made no mistake in sending my money for:

1. The American Bee Journal. 2. A good
Tfil. 3. A smoker. 4. A Queen-Clipping
Device.
The latter named is " worth its weight in

Finest Alfalfa Honey

!

IT SELLS ON TASTING-.

The Honey that Suits All

Who Buy It.

Low Prices Now!
We can furnish IVIlite Alfalfa Extracted Iloney, in 60-pound tin cans, on

board cars in Chicago, at these prices : 1 can, in a case, 7 J-j cents per pound ; 2 cans
in one case, 7 cents ; 4 cans ("2 cases) or more, 6>< cents. The Cash must accom-
pany each order. Fine Bass'wood ITlavor Ilouey at same price; also in

270-lb. barrels.

%W A sample of either honey will be mailed to an intending purchaser, for 8
cents, to cover postage, packing, etc. We guarantee purity.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Mieliigaii Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

New London,
Wisconsin,Page & Lyon Mfg. Co.

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus
securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
They have also one One of the Largest Factories and the latest

and most-improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there is in the State. The material is cut from patterns, by machinery,
and is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and ivbitest
Basswood is used, and they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine

and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with_ best

machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Lino of Supplies.

Please mention tlie Americaa Bee .TourDH.1. 7Atf

BEE-KEEPEES We make
The Very Finest Line of

in tlie Market, and sell

them at Low Prices. SUPPLIES
Send for Free Illiislralcd Catalog and Prlce-L.ist.

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.

Special Agf ut for the Southwest
E. T. ABBOTT,

St. Joseph, Mo.
nr. Abbott sells our Hires and Sections at Factory Prices.

That Gueen-Clipping Device Free I

Workt) Like a Cbarni.

The Mouette Queen-Clipping Device works

LIKE A CHARM. With it I have clipped 30

queens, all In one day, when eiamlnlng my
bees. Wm. Stoi.ley, Grand Island, Nebr.

PLE.'iSE READ THIS OFFER TO PRESENT SUBSCRIBERS :

Send us )'(«' our. new nnnte for the American Bee Journal a year (with ?1.00), and we

will mail you the Queen-Clippinp; Devii-e free of charge. Or, the Queen-Clipping Device

wiU be sent postpaid for 30 cts. But why not get it as a Premium by the above offer ?

You can't earn :fcl cts. any easier. Almost every bee-lieeper will want this Device.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan St., CHICAGO, ILL.

CoulduH Do Wilboat It.

I have clipped 19 queens, and must say the
Monette Queen-Clipping Device Is by tar the
best invention ever made, and will be wel-
come to many bee-keepers as it was to me. 1

could not do without one now.
Dr. Geo. Lacke, Newburgh, Ind.
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I«®V®R

TOO LATE
To Start Rlgbt.

We have decided [to indur" our patrons to
get a start in the best lluliaii Bers. or to
change their stock], to sell not over 2 Nuclei
to any one address.

A S-Frame (Hotfman) :\uoIeii<!i and
Wai-raiil<*<l Ilsilinii <(ueoi>,

f«I- !ii*J.75.
iTitst runntni*' oi-er with Beos,

Phil. Office A. I. ROOT CO.,
10 vine St.,

PHIADELPHIA. PA.
Wni. A. Selser, Iflgr.

A Fnll Line of

All Bee-Siipplies at Factory Prices.

19 Atf Mention the A nirrican Bee Journal,

4'^R-t<^^-^-:-^-i An liouest, efficient

. Yellowzones • rfn^^/Jy. for all Fevers,
Heartaches, Colds. Neu-

fhor l-airi .iiid tnn i ^alKla, Grip, Rheuma-
-^^•'{^^^^','^^y tism. etc. A general

service remedy that'll
please you, OR monev refunded.

•' It's a rare pleasure to tlnn such a remedv."
"Too much cannot be saUl in praise of them."

1 Box. 25c.; fi Boxes. $1 ; most orders are $1.

W. B. House, Drawer 1, Detour, Mich.
15 Atf Please mention the Bee Journal.

irr: SAUMENIG!
Millie on the best lines, of the

J
be^t material known to the art. ^

HEATS WITH HOT WATER <

Entirely automatic; will hatrh (

every eyt! that can be hatt-hftl,
»— Simple, durable, effect! ve.Si-ml -

'i ^^^^^P* ^ Simple,dnrable.effective.SfiiJ'-i ^
(

^^"""^""^^^ sljiui|j-*lorllliistr;i(«(lcululys,\o. j». S

> THE INVINCIBLE HATCHER CO., <
\\

SPRINGFIELD, OHIO, -/.N

13D5t Please mention tbe Bee Journ l1.

"
(jiieens Given Away."

tGray Carnlolans anil Golden Italfans.f

We will g-lve a fine Tested Queen (either race)
to all customers orderlnpr 6 Uatested Queens,
and a fine Select Tested Quf en to all who or-
der 12 Untested Queens at one time. The
Queens plven away will be sent to customers
in August.

4jiracle and Prices April July

of Bees and Queens f^^^ ^ep*^;

tJntested Queen $ .75 $ .65
Tested '• 1.50 1.25
Select Tested Queen 2.50 2.25
Bestlmported •• 5.00 4.00
One L Frame Nucleus (no Queen) .75 .50
Two " ' 1.50 1,00
Full Colony of Bees

(in new dovetailed hive) 5.00 4.00

We enarantee our Bees to be free from all
diseases, and to give entire satisfaction.
Descriptive Prioe-Iilst Free.

F. A. Lockhart & Co,,
lake^george.

13Dtf Please mention the Bee Journal.

JUST ARRIVED!
My second carload of Goods from The A.I.

Root Co. has arrived, and lam In shape to
tin all orders promptly at their catalog prices.
Send for my ae page ralaloK ; also list of
Goods you will need, and I will malie you spe-
cial prices on early orders.

9D9t FRKMOINT, inirH.
Mention the Americun Bee Jouma'.

A booltlet, handsomely Illustra-
ted, descrllilni^ Nebraska, her
farms and the opportunities
there for young men and farm
renters to become farm owners

Mailed without charge on application to P. S.
EURTis, General PaBsenger Agent, C, n. & Q.
K. K., (Jhicago. 111. 14 A8t

Mention the American Bee Jounmi,

FREE

gold." This quotation is sometimes used
without it's full meaning, but this time it

is literally true. I could not tell just

whether I wanted uiirlipt or dipt queens,
until I heard from Dr. Miller, aud wheu
swarming-time came 1 found it no mistake
to have " her majesty's" liberties curtailed,

and nothing could be better to accomplish
this bit of surgery than tbe Clipping De-
vice. Then I use it in preference to any-
thing else with which to pick up the queen
when swarming.
Some times it is a question in the minds

of some whether to use comb foundation or
not. There is no satisfaction in the busi-

ness without it.

There are a few things I purchast which
are utterly useless to me, and will be the
same to many beginners. One among them
is a certain "queen-trap." I gave .50 cents
for it. I have never used it once, and never
expect to. A good deal of money could be
saved if we knew what was real practical,

and what was real useful to the manufac-
turer Oltll/.

I have had seven swarms up to date, and
find it more of a pleasure than a task to

have everything ready, and properly house
them.

In conclusion, change the name of the
New Union to • Combine," or some other
good name which has been suggested, and
the adulterant will drive members into the
fold. I will come myself.

C. S. Roberts, M. D.
Johnson Co., Ark., April 34.

Clover Better than for Years.

Bees in this part of the world are in very
poor condition. Winter losses have been
more than for many years, but vphat are
left are doing very well on fruit-bloom, of

which there is an abundance. Tbe prospect

for fruit is splendid. White clover is look-

ing better than for years.
W. S. Feeback.

Nicholas Co., Ky.. April 2(5.

Against the New Drawn Foundation.

I wish to express myself as not favoring

the idea of drawn foundation. In the first

place, it cannot be shipt in good condition
without trouble. Then it must be neces-

sarily expensive. Lastly, if it would add
to the quantity of honey already produced,
it would tend to make the honey-product
cheaper on the market than it is this year,

which has reacht the lowest price yet, and
California's crop of 425 carloads were cut

off, but will be on hand this year to in-

crease the supply. Parties in our section

have gotten no returns from their honey
yet, that was shipt to reliable dealers last

September. They shipt several carloads of

comb honey to different Eastern cities, and
the market has been so flooded that they
have not sold it all out up to this date. If

all the comb honey can't now be sold be-

fore it gets candled, and California left out,

I would like to ask what the case would be

if drawn foundation becomes a success, and
California gets her usual heavy crops.

These are only suggestions.
Geo. E. DuriLET.

Utah Co., Utah, March 19.

White Clover—Adulterators.

On my return to my home (from Florida)

April K!, every colony of bees answered to

roll call ; this is unusual in my experience

as a bee-keeper. With what pleasure 1

walkt around the apiary after an absence

of four months, and received a joyous wel-

come from my little pets, gaily sporting,

and carrying in heavy loads of pollen

!

There is a bow of promise in the bee-keep-

er's horizon, for beneath our feet is a soft

carpet made Ijy the tiny leaves of the white

clover; we recognize in it the familiar face

of an old friend, absent for five years, but

not forgotten, aud we extend to it a hearty
welcome.
The adulterators workt a very successful

game upon our honey-bees, in this city.

Ounce,'/,

of ^(

Prevention
t'l* —you know the rest. In this case ka|
P^^ It consists in taking a few bottles of W^
figj that thoroughly reliable life saver |l|

I©) After the long winter of inactivity J^
"'

, > ou may find the spring work and (d^
%'L the hot sun more than you are JH!

p^i able to bear. You may be debili-

tated; your liver may not be work- smsB
- mg well; you may have dyspetic ^^

.Mi_ tated; your liver may not be work-

^if '°g well;
"

_

jii":Jf tendencies. The above remedv
(|r^ will fix you up and make you feel

i

few good as new. It is an infallible;

is BRICHT'S DISEASE
Wi URINARY TROUBLESM FEMALE COMPLAINTSK GENERAL DEBILITY
K3t AND MALARIA.
i;^ It is entirety a vegetable com« m
K, pound. Beware of substitutes. ^^'

^^j) There's nothing so good as
^s Warner's Safe Cure.

FINE SECTIONS

!

We have the finest Lninber to be liad lor

One-Piece Sections,
all Second-Growth and White as Snow. We
have all the up-to-dale iiacbliiery, and
are inapo Ition to fill your order promptly
and satisfactorily.

Write for Prlce-List and Sample Section
free. Yours &c ,

\VAUZEU4 SECTION CO.,
Apr. 23. '97. Wauzeka, Crawford Co,, Wis.

17Atf Mention the American Bee Jovmau

Pacific Coast Bee-Keepers

!

HUY YOUR

Dovetailed Cedar Hives
Direct from the Factory. Guaranteed equal

to the best goods on the market.
!<eiid lor Price-Llst.

Bawson & Barner, Centralia, Wash.
10A13t Mention the Am. Bee Journal.

mCalifornia
[f you care to know of Its Fruits, Flowers
Climate or Resources, send for a Sample Copy
of California's Favorite Paper—

The Pacific Rural Press
The leading Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the Pacific Coast. Published weekly,
handsomely Illustrated, *2.00 per annum.
Sample Copy Free.

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
220 Market St.. - SAN FRANCISCO. OAi.
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EXPANSION AND b ^vhat destroys J
CONTRACTION ^^i^Z^oi ?

completely overeomiiiB this dilflcuUv in the T
construction of the KKYSTONE FfeNCE. T
That's one reason why it outlasts aU others, r
Full particulars in our book on fence COU- T
construction—FREE. J
KEYSTONE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., •

No. 3 HushStreet. Peoria, IU._ •

EOOS
From Pure B P. liocks. Black Minorcas. Litrbl
Brahmas—$1.25 per Silting. Also, will stuff
aod mouDt Birds and Animals to order; price,
for small birds aud animals GOe. aud upward.
Plants lor sale cheap—Kcd aud Black

Raspberry, and Strawberry,

niKS. L. C. AXTELL,
RosEVii.i.E, Wurien Co., 111.

RIG MONEY IH POULTRY
il'ti-t Stock and Iiii.'iit>,iti>r- i f CMnducted
.iLciir.liut; to "The Chautauqua
Guide to Big Profits jum out Hud
sent postpaid with our l>y7 CatuloKue
for4c tohelppay postaee, etc. Best ecea
and stock cost no more if purchaRed of
ufi, you can then sell your product to

OS and thonsande others for hiqh fancy prices.
We own 300 acres most eleirantly adapted to

-poaltry. CHAUTAUQUA POULTRY A,

PET STOCK FARM,Box 17 KENNEOY,N.Y
7A 1 3 Mention tUe A-jiierican Jice JoumaL,

!!i^i! Beeswax
For all the Good, Pure Yellow^

Bees'wax delivered to our office till

further notice, we will pay 24 cents per
pound, CASH ; or 28 cents for whatever
part is exchanged for the Bee Journal,
Honey, Books or Seed, that we offer. If

you want cash, promptly, for your
Beeswax, send it on at once. Impure
wax not taken at any price. Address as
follows, very plainly,

GEO. W. YORK & CO.
118 Michigan St., CHICAGO, ILL.

QUEENS
Smokers, Sections

,

Comb Foundation,
ADd all Aplalran Sappliei— «hf»p. 8fnd for

HCLE atalogae. E. T. FLAKAtiA^N, BelleTllIe, 111.

13A13t Please mention tbe Bee Journal.

50 Colonies Bees for Sale Cheap.
2-rranie Nucleus, witb Queen, only l^^.

B. P. Kecks, White Leghorns, B. Leifborns,
Black Minorca. Buff Cochin, Part. Cochin. L.
Brahma, S. S. Hamburg—Eggs trom all these,
15 for Jl.OO.

Also. Berkshire Pigs for sale Write for
what you want. Stock all registered pedigree.

N. H. SmiTH, Lock Box \,
18A4t TlLBUHY, ONT., CANAIIA.

Luck or Merit ?
Our compel 1 t«.)rs vav it's I,uok I hat enables us to

Ketnllthel'estUailn.ad trade, tlit-l-i-sl larmtrailf.jiiirl
all tbe Parks aofl Game preservrv. our riistumors
buy the fence on its merits, we m-M on its merits.
andnooiieot'jectstolheKood Itirk that coes wit li il.

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian, Mich.

last fall and winter. A man palmed off as
their product a large amount of mixture
as honey, which he carried in a large tin-

pail with a dipper. He tried a new role; in
lieu of having pieces of honey Iloating in it,

it was masht up fine. He canvast the city
thoroughly, and sold large amounts of it,

as he offered it cheaply, and was not
molested in his nefarious calling; he never
offered it but once at the same house. He
wrote to us, desiring to purchase honey cut
from the sections, aud shipt to hiui in tln-

pails, claiming residence in the country.
We didn't ship. Mrs. L. Harklson."
Peoria, 111., April 30.

Busy with Swarming.

I have 4(1 colonies now, and had 21 left

from last year, making an increase of 25;
but there were more swarms than that, as
I put several of them together. I use the S-

frame Langstroth hive, and super that
holds 30 one-pound sections. They com-
menced swarming before the first of March,
and I had my hands full of swarms for a
few weeks. Wm. H. Baktlett.
Maricopa Co., Ariz., April 23.

Experience with Sweet Clover.

April 1, 1S9.5, I received a trial package of
sweet clover, on condition that I report
the results. I sowed it the 13th. I first

plowed the ground, sowed the seed, and
harrowed with light harrow. It did not
come up very well, but by August it was
2 feet high : then the drouth came on, and
I saw no clover until the spring of IS'.Ki,

when it made its appearance again, bloomed
very well, and the bees visited it every day,
but did not seem to store much honey, as it

was one of the worst honey-years I ever
saw. I had three swarms, and had to feed
them to prevent starving.
Sweet clover must be sowed every year,

if you want the bloom for your bees, as it

doesn't bloom the first year. I planted tbe
seed I bought on separate ground—no bloom
for 1897.

I lost six colonies of bees last winter and
this spring. There is plenty of fruit-bloom
now. and the bees are busy. I can't say
much about white clover, as I am looking
for a drouth soon. J. L. Cbutchek.
Franklin Co., Ky., April 23.

A Report.
I have five colonies, having lost one; the

mice got in it. I want to transfer three
into dovetail hives. Last fall a man bad 17
colonies in store boxes and nail kegs, and
said he was going to kill them off. so I told
him I would take tbe honey off and save the
bees. He said I could have the bees, so I

saved three buckwheat swarms. They had
only about a pound of honey. I brought
them home and fed them 18 pounds of
sugar, but the mice killed one, and they
wintered on the stand with only a few
boards laid on top.

I planted about .30 basswood trees this
spring, and sowed 10 pounds of " giant in-

carnat clover '' last spring, and it is ooming
on finely now. I have woods all around,
and maples, poplar, and spicewood, but my
bees do not get much surplus except from
the buckwheat. 1 had a swarm that came
in June, and went into one of the empty
hives on the stand; I got 48 pounds in
boxes, and they have lots of honey now.

I could not do without the Bee Journal.
There are only a few bee keepers here, and
these have but a few colonies.

Henry C. Motle.
Hunterdon Co.. X. J., April '20.

CouTention Notices.

Illlnoln.—The spring meeting of the Nor-
thern Illinois Bee-Keepers' Association will
be held Tuesday, May 18. at the residence of
H.W. Lee. at Pecatonlca. 111. All are cordi-
ally Invited to attend. Means of conveyance
will be at the station for the beaedi of those
coming on trains. B. Kennedy, Sec.
New MUford. 111.

^TO HUNG I

^

Oint SniNOLE Is now bung out, notifying
tbe public that we are again ready to Nbip
Ctueeux. Having greatly enlarged our facil-
ities, cau fill orders by return mall.

<jiol«Ieii t<-autif8,m{an<t llsilians
Al!»o !>iilrer-(i!ray Carniolan.

Warranted (Jueen, .50c.; Tested. 7.")C. Make
Money Drders pii\ al)le at Caldwell, Tex. Send
for Cataloi? of Bee-Keeperit' Supplle*.

Address, C. B. BANKSTON.
11 Atf CiitiiEs.MAN. Burleson Co., Tex,

Meriai.rin ine Amerncan Bee Jouroc,!,.

SilOKERS and

FOMDATIOJI
We do not catalog theQulnbyor Hill Smo-

kers this year, but there may be some who
prefer these styles. We still have a few, and
offer them ut these special prices to close out

:

The Quiiiby—2-inch barrel, single-blast, 3.-)C.;
postpaid, .50c. 2H-lnch, double-blast, 60c.;
postpaid, 75c.

The Hill—3-inch barrel. 40c.; postpaid, 60c.

VanDeuseii Thin Flat-Bottom Fdn.

In 25-pound boxes, at only 110.50 per box,
while it lasts. Address,

THE A. I. ROOT CO.,
118 Michigan St.. Chicago, III.

ONE MAN WITH THE

UNION ^O-^IJ^-J^^T'ON

Can do the work of four
men using hand tools, In
Kipping, Cuttlng-off. Mi-
tring, Rabbeting, Groov-
ing. Gaining. Dadoing,
Edging-up. Jointing Stuff,
etc. Full Line of Foot and
Hand Power Machinery.
Solii on Trial. Catalo^ae Free,

SENEOA FAliLS ItlFG. CO.,
46 Water St SENECA FALLS. N. T.
lAly Mentio.. the Amerirnn Bee Journal,

BEST ON EARTH !

!

18 years the Standard. Tbe 4-inch '• Smoke
Engine." Is it too large ? Will it last too
long y Will save you lots of money and bad
words. Send for Circular. 6 sizes and prices
of Bingham Smokers and Knives.

T. F. BINGHAin, Farwell, ITIIcta.

5A t f Mention the A merican Bee Journal.

Return
lUail.Italian Queens "'

Untested, 50c.; Tested, $1.00.
N uclel, 2 frame. I'^.OO, Including a good Queen.

Bees by the Pound.
E. II. CARRINGl'ON,
5A17t De Fnuiak Springs, FJa.

Golden I Texas Queens !

Adel Dr. Gallup says they are the best he
11,:, iias in his yard.

ilU)inO
I

J. o. GIVENS, Lisbon, Tex.
Mention the Bee Journal. 9A'-'6t,

ORDERS tilled by refuni luail or freignt for
A. 1. Hoot Go's Supplies. Our choice
strain Italian Queens; 1, 2 & 3 fr. nuclei
If in a hurry for Supplies, send us vour
orders, ."se-pao-o Cataloa: I'rce.
J no. Nebel ic Sou, Hlgli'HlIl, lUo.

Mention the American Bee Journal. 4Atf

BEE - KEEPERS, PRICES CUT
On FOUNDATION COMB to introduce

Forrest Xew Method of Sheeting Wa.\

by Autouiatie Machinery.
Write for descriptive Circular Prlce-List and
Samples. N. B. FORREST,
15Atf AnsCRN, N. r.

Mtruum. me American Bee JcunuU.
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BE COlllED,m GET YOUR MONEV'S WORTB
We offer the New C liaiiiplon Donb-

led-TValled Chaff Hive, made of the
Best White Pine Lumher. trom now until
June 15. 189?. Complete and Painted,with
Dovetail Body and Two Supers lorCon-b
Honey or Extracting ; s. 9 or 10 frame
bive. with Thick-Top, Helf-SpaciDg' Hoff-
man Frames, including 2 or 4 loldea Tin
Rabbets, Tin Cover and Double Bottom-
all for only $1.50. The tame in the Flat
for 98 cents : and it Outside Summer and
Winter Case is wanted only, complete and
painted, to fit any Dovetail or Simplicity
8, 9 or 10 frame hive, for 93 cents ; and
the same in the Fiat for 73 cents. Inside
measurement of Case 25x20 inches, and
21 inches high. \Ve solicit your orders.

We deliver all goods f. o. b. cars or boat
landing at Sheboygan, Wis. Address,

R. H. SCHMIDT «k CO., Box 187, SHEBOYGAN, WIS.
Exiraclcd Iloncy Wanted—make Otters.

BEES & NUCLEI.
We can supp y Good Full Colonies ot Ital-

ian Bees In 8-frame Laugstroth hives, and
3-frame Nuclei. They are in Lee Co., Illinois,

100 miles from Chicago. If you wish to buy,
write us at once, as to what and how many
you want, and we will quote j-ou price.

GEOKGE W. YORK & CO.,
- CHICAGO, ILLS.

FOR SALE AT A BARGA1.\ !

!

A 2^-acre orange grove within the city
limits ot Montemorelas, Mexico ; including
an apiary of 35 colonies, and a flock of thor-
oughbred poultry; also present crop of fruit
and vegetables. Place has a good house and
is In flrst-class condition. 'Must sell on ac-
count of failure in health. Price, S700. Terms
If necessary. For particulars write—

W. H. COVINGTON,
17A4t MONTEMORKI..\S, N. h., Me.\ico.

For Sale, Bees & Queens
r.ees by the Pound, $1,00. Queens, $1.00.

Nuclei, 2-frame, with Queen, $i.50; 1-frame,
$2.00. Also, Barred Ac Wliilo FlynioiilU
Rocks, and Silver-Laced Wjandottes
Eg;g8 at $1.00 per sitting of 15. Address,

Mrs. A. A. SIMPSOT^,
16A13 SWARTS. Greene Co., Pa.

Afeiitio/i tJte AinernA^an Bee Jminiai

II XI »^ HONEY-EXTRACTOR
lillllll ^ Square Glass Jars.

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies in general, etc etc
Send for our new catalog.

" Practical Hints " will be mailed for 10c.
lu stamps. Apply to—

Chas. T. Muth & Sou, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Mention the American Bee Journal.

13r IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
11.25 to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, -Calif.,

for bis

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

Iiiberal Discounts to the Trade.

PATENT WIRED COMB FODNDATIOS
Has No Sa^ In Itrood-FraniOH

TliiD Flat-Kottom FouudatioD
Bas lo FIslibone In the Sorplas Done;.

£^^a J. A. VAN DKC'SKN,
^^^^^B Hole MAnafaotnrer,^^^^V Bpront Brook Mootnomery Co.. N. T

Mention the A-incricaii Dee JouriiaL

BelDK the oleaneBt Is asnally worked
tbe quickest of any Konndatlon made

CARLOADS-^
Of Bee-Hives, Sections, Ship-
ping-Cases, Comb Foundation,
and Everything used in the
Bee-Industry.

I want the name and address
li of every Bee-Keeper In Amer.

ica. I supply Dealers as well
as consumers. Send for cata-

logs, quotations, etc. W. H. PUTNAM,
River Falls. Pierce Co., Wis.

WHEN Answering this advertisement, mention this journal.

For Sale, Choice Italian Bees.
Full Colonies at $5.00 ; Nuclei, $1 per Frame.

—Queens in Their Season.—
Also a Full Stock ot the

R. Taylor Handy «^'^-''^^,r/=pl,TEs.
Send for Catalog, to—

F. A. CROWELL, Granger, Minn.
17A4t Please mention the Bee Journal.

Mention the American Bee Jtnirnal

SEE THAT WINK

!

Bee - Supplies! Root's
Goods at Root's Prices.

Pouder's Honey - Jars,
and every thing used by
bee-keepers. Prompt ser-
vice, low freight rate. Cat.
tree. 'Walter S. Ponder,

162 Mass. Ave.,
1ndi.\napolis, Indiana.'Wrt'-^PoVHtll'S^j'

•V-'Et Af«SWEHI rtiift «DVEfi.-(sEMFM\ Mention tws Jcusr/*^

•$• MONEY Saved ts Money Gained. *^

THE ROYAL UNM
Life lusurauce Company

DES MOINES, IOWA.

The Iowa Policy
Is one that definitely promises to keep an
accurate account with you ; credit your
premiums and Interest, charge the actual

expense and mortuary cost, and hold the

remaining funds subject to your order.

Agents Wanted.
Mentlc'ii the A.merican Bee .Tcwrr^zl.

One Cent
Invested In a postal card
will get my large Cata-
log of All Root's Goods.
Send list of what you
want, and get price.

Ifl. H. HUNT, Bell Bruiicli, nilcli.
WHEN AnSWERINQ THIS ADVERTISEMENT, MENTION THIS JOUNfWC.

DEC I^CEDCDQ f Let me send you my 84-
DLL'NLLrLno 1 page Catalog for 18!I7.

J. Ifl. Jenkins, Wetumpka, Aln.

Mention the Amcriccm Bee Journal.

Doctor^s fiir)is
By Dr. JPE/RO,

100 State Street, *, Chicago, III,

Fits are o£ various kinds, produced by
different causes, and may be temporary or
permanent. The most common are the fits

which baby has—a result from diffleult

teething. Perhaps more epileptics owe
their pitiable condition to babyhood spasms
than to any other cause. The warm bath
for children during teething—especially
when cutting their eye-teeth—is excellent.
A warm bath, and brisk drying after,
should be given to the wee one every night
before putting it to bed. It induces a calm,
refreshing sleep. If the gums over the tooth
are swollen and blue, it had better be lanced
—the pain is a trifle and the relief wonder-
ful.

Kpileptic Fits are due to a variety
of conditions in the brain—more often to a
clot of blood due to a rupture of a blood-
vessel in the brain, when teething, which
has become an irritant there, occasioning
local congestion of a portion of the brain,
which manifests itself into what most of us
know as epilepsy or ''falling sickness"

—

the unfortunate falling down wherever he
may be. in room or street, with clincht fists

and frothing mouth. I regret to say that
the family physician can do little or noth-
ing for these cases. A surgical operation
for the removal of the pressure on the brain
has of late been advocated, but actual ex-
perience from this venture does not yet
offer flattering results. Idiocy is the fre-

quent result of epilepsy.

Ileai't IMseaxes are of many kinds,

due to as many causes. Happily few are of

a really serious nature, though verv un-
pleasant, especially to persons of nervous
temperament.

Palpitation of the heart may be, and
usually is, due to gastric trouble. An over-

loaded stomach and poor digestion may
easily account for it. Sudden fear we
know, can produce the result. Yes, and
sudden joy may have the same effect.

Faintiugr at the heart is another of

those " all gone " feelings that many expe-
rience. The sight grows dim, objects "turn
around, and the patient feels utterly col-

lapst. But no serious danger is near. Lie
down flat on your back, smell hartshorn
occasionally, and drive away the mob of

curious fools that generally flock around

—

helpless nuisances in the way—to exclaim,

"Oh, my!''

Pain in the heart is not necsssarily

dangerous. Sharp, cutting pains likely in-

dicate a neuralgic condition of its outer

covering, or ot parts contiguous to it, which
proper remedies and a few days' rest will

entirely cure.

Sliwi-lness ot Broalli may be proof

of another form of heart difficulty, denoting
that the heart is weak and cannot pump
blood enough into the system to keep it

properly supplied, hence the panting and
stuffy breathing. This condition frequently

attends long sieges of sickness or very
debilitating fevers. It is also a common
infliction to old age. showing that the

machinery of lite is well worn and inade-

quate to its proper function. But a good
doctor only is qualified to judge to which ot

these conditions the difficulty is due.

Usually a few ounces of elixir ot iron, a
teaspoontui after each meal, a wholesome
diet, and perfect rest will greatly mend
matters, even when a cure is not possible.

Dr. Peiko.

AND LUNQ DISEASES,

DR. PEIRO. Specialist

Offices: 1019, too State 5t.,

CHICAQO. Hours 9 to 4.
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HONEY and BEESWAX
9IAKKKX <troxAXio::«s.

Chicag-o, 111., May 6.—There is very little

honey comliip: to the market. a,Dd fine lots of
white cornl) l^rin^s i:ic. Yet only a little is

taken by the dealers, the season for it being
over with the eomin^of strawberries, which
arc now plentiful. Extracted brinjrs about
late <iuc»tations. with beeswax in active de-
mand at ~7@t28c. for best grades.

San Francisco, Calif., May 6. — White
comb. 9-lOc.: amber, 5-7c. Extracted, white,
5>4c. ; light amber, 3V4-4C. ; dark tule. 1\n.
Beeswax, fair to choice, 25-27c.

New York, N. Y., May 8.—Market quiet at
present at unchanged prices. Old crop well
cleaned up. Will have new crop within the
next week, both comb and extracted, from
the south. Wc expect a fairly good summer
trade at fair ]>rioes.

Beeswax is weak at 2Gc.

Detroit, Mioh.,Mayl.—Fancy white comb,
ll@12c.; No. 1. lOSllc; fancy amber. 9®
10c. ; No. 1. Siasc: dark, "©Sc. Extracted,
white. 3@8o.; amber, 4@5c ; dark, -le. Bees-
wax, 25@26c. Demand is slow for honej-, and
plenty in commission house.

Kansas City, Mo., May 8.—Fancy white.
12@i:ic : Xo. 1. ]l@l2c.: fancy amber. 10®
lie; No. I,9@l0c.: fancy dark, 8@9c.; No. 1

7(a8c. Extracted, white. 5@5^c.; amber, 4^
@5c. ; dark, 3^@4c. Beeswax, 2oc.

Cincinnati, Ohio, May ! — Demand is

slo V for all kinds of honey. Comb honey,
10@l4c. for fair to choice white; extracted,
3>4@Go. There Is a fair demand for beeswax
at 22@25c. for good to choice yellow.

Minneapolis, Minn., May 1. — Fancy
white, IKSJlSc; No. 1 white, 10@llc.; fancy
amber. 9@10c, ; No. 1 amber. 8@9c.; fancy
dark, 7@8c.; No. 1 dark. 6-7c. Extracted,
white. 6®7c. ; amber. 'oasi^c.; dark. 4(a5c.
Utah white extracted, 5®5!4c. Beeswax, 2.3(iJ

26c. Market fairly steady for comb and bet-
ter for extracted than for some time.

Fhiladelphia, Pa., May 1.— Fancy white
comb, 12-13C.; fancy amber. 8-9c. ; No. 1. 8c.

;

fancy dark. 7-8c. Extracted, white. 5-7c.

;

amber, 4-5c. : dark, 3H-4c. Beeswax, 25c.
Season is getting over for comb honey—very

little demand. Extracted in good demand.

St. Iionis, Mo., May 1.— Fancy comb. 12®
@13c.; No. 1 white, ll@llV4c.; amber, 9@
lOHc; dark, 7@8^c. Extracted, white, in
cans. 6®7c.; amber, in barrels, 4@4!4c; extra.
5c.: dark, 3@4c. Good demand for barrel
stock—comb slow sale. Beeswax, 2.j@23>4c.
—prime finds ready sale at 23^c.

Albany, N. Y., May 1. — Fancy white, 12-
13c.; No. 1, 11-12C.; fancy amber. 9-lOc.;
No. 1. 8-9c.; fancy dark. 7-8c ; No. 1. 6-7c.
Extracted, white, 5-6c.; dark. 3H-4C.
Demand is all that could be expected at this

season. Stock on hand small.

Indianapolis, Ind., May 1. — Fancy white.
14-15C. : No. 1 white, 12-13c. Extracted,
white, 6-7c. Beeswax. 22-25c.
Demand is fair for grades quoted, but no

demand for inferior grades.

Buffalo, N. Y, May 7.—Strictly fancy
comb. 1-pound, mostly 10 and lie. today. De-
mand Is only fair at present. Other grades
range from 5@9c. Extracted, 4@5c.

Boston, Mass., May 1.— Fancy white, 13-
14c.; No. 1. 11-12C. Extracted, white. 6-7c.;
amber. 5-6c. Beeswax, 25c.

Cleveland, Ohio, Peb. 20.—Fancy white,
14H@15c.: No. 1 white. 12K@13c. Extracted,
white, 6®7c.; amber, 4!<®o>4c. Beeswax. 22
@25c.
There is not very much honey in our mar-

ket. Selling rather slow. Demand heginDlng
to be a little better. Think trade will be fair
Id this line this fall.

List of Honey and Beeswai Dealers.

Most of whom Quote In this Journal.

CblcBKOt Ills.

K. A. BCTRNKTT & Co.. 163 South Water Stre et.

New York, N. Y.
HiLDRBTH Bros. & Sboelken,

Kanaa* City, Mo.
0. C. Cleuous & Co., 423 Walnut St.

Bnaalo, N. Y.
BattersON & Co.. 167 & 169 Scott St,

Hamilton, III*.

CHA8. Dadant & Son,

Pblladelphla, Pa.

Wm. a. Selser, 10 Vine St.

Cleveland, Oblo.
Williams Bros,, 80 & 82 Broadway,

St. Iionlii, no.
WESTCOTT Com. Co.. 213 Market St

Mliineapollfi, ininn.
S. H. HALL & Co.

milwaukee, 'Wis.

A, V. Bishop & Co.

Boston, mass.
E. E, Blake & Co., 57 Chatham Street.

Detroit, inicb.
M. H. Hunt, Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich.

Indianapolis, Ind.
Walter S. Pocdek, 162 Mass c husetts Ave

Albany, N. Y.
CnAS. MCCULLOCH St. Co.. 380 Broadway.

Cincinnati, Oblo.
C. C MuTH & Son, cor. Freeman * Central A vs.

AD A •""''' «> la o i^
• • r\m luay not Di \Jt r\i

or
- _ _ .- jiay not

OUK APAry Is non-partisan and deals
strictly first class Italian Queens—Tested. 90c
Untested. 65c. 1-fr. Nucleus. 65c.: 2-fr. 11.10
—discount on quantities. M. O. office. Sparta,
Tenn. COOPER ic GILIiETT,
17A4t QuEBECK, Tenn.
ifertfton the Amerlccui Bee JownuU.

Questioi^'Box*
In the multitude of counsellors there is

safety.—Prov, 11-14.

The KTumbcr or Supers for the
Harvest.

Qnery 48.—My seasons vary from a dead
failure up to an average of 8.") sections per

colony. How many supers of 24 sections each

should 1 have ready before the harvest ?—
Illinois.

Wm. McEvoy—Three.
A. F, Brown—Two or three.

P. H. Elwood—100 sections per col-

ony.

Dr. A. B. Mason—As many as will

hold the " average" in a good season.

Prof. A. J. Cook—If the season seems
favorable, the full 85 sections per colony.

Mrs. L. Harrison—I'm not good at

guessing. Ask the other fellow.

Dr. J. P. H. Brown—Depend upon
your judgment and practical sense to

indicated the number.

Jas. A. Stone—I would not have many
ready beforehand to lie around and get

colored, till I saw the approaching pros-

pect.

Rev. M. Mahin— I would provide an
average of 85 sections per colony. You
should have ready as many as you will

need,

Emerson T. Abbott—That depends
upon how many colonies of bees you
have. If only one colony, it will not

require very many.

W. G. Larrabee—That depends upon
how many colonies you are running ; if

you have 300 or 400 you would better

have four ; if you have only a few, you
would probably not need more than one,

for you could got more ready when you
found you needed them,

J. A. (Ireen—Unless you are prepared
to make up any deficit very promptly,
you had better have all you are likely to

need In the best seasons.

G. M. Doollttle—Three to each colony;
then you will have enough "dishes right
side up to catch the porridge" till you
can furnish the fourth super, should you
need that.

R. L. Taylor— I don't know your cir-

cumstances. For myself, I should have
about one for each strong colony ready,
and the material on hand to prepare
others as needed.

J. E. Pond—You ought to be able to

answer this question better than can
any other person. It will be safe to pre-

pare for a good season, then you will be
sure of it if it comes ; but if you are not
ready for it when it comes, where are
you ? You must bear in mind the para-
ble of the " wise and foolish virgins."

G. W. Demaree—I keep on hand two
section-cases for each hive employed In

producing comb-honey. My section-cases
hold 28 sections, and my experience Is

that a strong colony will complete them
in the same time they will your 24.
This I think is about the real difference
between the 8 and the 10 frame Lang-
stroth hive.

Eugene Secor—I should think that
would depend upon how busy you are
with other work while the honey-flow is

in progress. If you have not too much
work it would seem to be easy to keep
any reasonable number of colonies (up
to 100) at work after the first supers
are placed. It is well to have at least

one super for each colony ready, and if

otherwise employed during the honey-
season, two.

Dr. C. C. Miller—If you must get your
sections ready In advance, the only safe
way is to get ready every year for a best
season. Eighty-five sections will fill

three supers, and part of the fourth, so

you must have at least four supers for

each colony, and perhaps an extra super
for each two colonies, because there will

be at the last a good many cases where
it will be unsafe to leave without empty
supers, but which may not be used at all.

Honey - Clovers !

We have made arrangements so that we can
furnish seed of several of the Clovers by
freight or express, at the following prices,
cash with order:

oTb lOB) 25n> 50B)
AislkeClover 70 $1.25 $3.00 »3.73
Sweet Clover (white). .70 1.20 2.50 4.75
White Clover 90 1.60 3.75 7.00
Alfalfa Clover 60 1.00 2.25 4.00
Crimson Clover 55 .90 2.00 3.50

Prices subject to market changes.

Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage, if
wanted by freight.

Tour orders are solicited.

GEORGE W. YORK & Co.
CHICAGO. ILL.

LUNe DISEASES.
.m years' experience. If your case is

sufficiently serious torequire expert medi-
cal treatment, address

Dr. Pelro, 100 State St., Chicago.
MemUm the A-merican Bee Joutfvmi.
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i a^ H A Copy of-

LULL Successful Hee-Keeping,
r r by W. Z Hutchinson ;

I 11kk and our 1807 Catalog-, for 2-

cent stamp, or a copy of the
Catalog lor tlie AMkInt;. We make almost
Everyilitiig used by Bee-Kcepers, and at
Lowooi FrIceH. Our

Falcon Polislit Sections
are warranted

Superior to All Others.
Don't buy cheaply and roughly made Goods.

when you can have ilie best—sucli as we
make.

The American Bee - Keeper
(.monthly, now in its 7th year]

36 Pages 50 Cents a Year.
bAMPLE Free—Address.

THEW.T.FALC0MMF6.C0.,
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

DANZENBAKER
HIVE AND HONEY
wuii Highest Honors at the

Fairs, and pays Premiums
to purchasers

of 50 hives, $50 for the best 100 Danz. sections
" 25 •' 25 ' 50
•• 20 " 20 '• 40 "
" 10 ' 10 • 20 "
" 5 " 5 •• 10

S^~ Further particulars regarding the pre-
miums, also special catalog of the Danzen-
baker Hive and System, furnlsht on applica-
tion. Address,

Francis Danzenbaker, Medina, Oliio.

Care The A. I. Hoot Company.

improved Macliine for Sheeting Wax.
This machine rroduces a continuous sheet

or uniform thickness and any width desired
dlrettly from the melted wax. No lapping or
welding done in this proces. This machine is

a rapid worlier. simple in construction, easily
operated either by hand or steam power, and
price within reach of any supply denier. Oor-
respondenee solicited, trample sent on receipt
of order and postage. Patent allowed March
18, 1897. THOS. EVANS. Lansing, Iowa.

I AEISE
ryo SAY to the readers
1 of the

BEE JOURNAL that

I>OOLlTTLiG
bas concluded to sell

-BKBS and QUEBNS-
In their aeasun, during
1897, at the following
prices :

One Colony of Italians
on 9 Gallup frames, in
HKhtBhippinK-box $6 00
Five Colonlea 25 00
Ten Colonies 45 00
1 untested queen, i oo
6 " queens 5 50
12 " *' 1000
1 teeted Queen... |i so
5 " Queens. 350
1 selecttestedqueen^io
3 " " Queens 4 (KJ

Select teHteO queen, previous season's rearing . 4 (hi

Bztru Selected forbreedtnK. the vekt bbht. . &0<i

About a Pound of BURS In a Two-frame Nncleui,
with any Queen, |3.00 extra.

IV Circular free, fftvlnR full parttonlarB rexarcr-

IDR the Bees and each class of QueenB.

6. M. DOOUTTLE
UA'JSt

I

BOKODTNO, Onon. Co.. N. Y.

fIG MONEY IN POULTRY

lOAiat

BlOUR LARGE UUIOE
out. SomethiDc entirely new. lOU

page». Printed in tlneBt colored woik.
(JonluinM everj'thinK I'ertaininn to I'oiil-

tr> ill full PRICES REDUCED nn
i-^t I'ri7;»j \\ inni.TM iiDfi Lkks. I'ofltjxiid

iiiii receipt otlf>fiHiitH, if you wrile now.
JOHN BAn3:H£E, Jr., Box 91 FreejiDit, III.

Minium the American Bee Journal

^''^
Dadant's Foundation

^''^
Year Year

Why Does It SeU So Well ?
Because it has always given better satisfaction than any other.

Because IN 20 YEARS there have not been any complaints, but thousand

of compliments.

We Guarantee Satisfaction.
What more can anybody do ? Beauty, Purity, Firmness, No Sagging', No

Loss. Patent 'Weed Process of Stieeting;.

Send I\aiiie lor Our Catalog', Sainple»» of Foundation and Veil
Material. We sell the best Veils, cotton or silk.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies of All Kinds.

I<Mf«©eTR@TH QU TfK® M©N®Y-]B®®), Revised.
The Classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.25, by mail.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
Please mention the Am. Bee Journal. HAMILTON, Hancock Co., ILL.

411 ^MOwiOMe
HID

Our business is making Sections. We are located in the basswood belt of Wis-
consin ; therefore the material we use cannot be better. We have made the fol-

lowing prices :

]Vo. 1 Snow-White.
500 for $1.25
1000 for 2.50
2000 for 4.75
3000 for 6.75

Ko. 1 Cream.
500 for §1.00

1000 for 2.00
2000 for 3.75
3000 for 5.25

If larger quantities are wanted, write for prices.

Price-LUt of Sections, Foundations, Veils, Smokers, Zinc, Etc.,
Sent on application.

MARSHFIELD MFG. CO., Marshfield, Wis.6A35t

NOVICE AND COWAN
EXTRACTORS.

More Popular Tliaii Ever.

They are used by all leading bee-keep-

ers. If you would get the latest and

best, see that our name is ou them.

Our 1807 !!SKi Hives
?

With Ple-w 1897 Cnd-Spacins: Hoffiuan Frames, are carrying the

market by storm. Don't buy old-style goods, when now, up-to-date goods cost no more.

<'atalog', explsiliiiug'. Kent for tlic asUing^.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
Factory and Main Office, MEDINA, O.

lis Michigan St., Cliicaso, III. Syracuse, IV. V.
1024 Miss. Sir., St. Paul, Minn. mcciianic Fulls, Maine.

10 Vino St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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Winter-Case Arrangement for Bees.

BY PERCY O. ORTON.

I forward to-day illustratloas of a winter-case which I

made and am using. It works to perfection. It is 13 feet

long, '^H feet wide, and 23-^ feet deep, and holds 10 two-
super Dovetailed hives (8 frames each). The hives stand
one inch apart in the case; the entrance is 7/16x12 inches,
and enters a space in the case l%x2xl-l inches. A block
1x13^x2 inches is placed between each hive at the entrance,
and a strip Kx2 inches by 13 feet is nailed to the top of

these blocks, forming the compartment 13^x2xl-i inches;

" Artificial " Increase, or Dividing Colonies.

BY- Q. M. DOOLITTLE.

A mania seems to have siezed many of those keeping bees,
for increase of colonies otherwise than by natural swarming,
if my correspondence Is any criterion to go by, for, at no time
in my bee-keeping life, have I had so many enquiries in this
matter as during the past three months ; therefore, to save so
much private correspondence I will give some of the plans
which I use successfully, in the American Bee Journal,
even though it may be, to quite a large extent, matter which I

have given before. But before doing so, I wish to say, that
for this locality, I prefer natural swarming to any plan of art-
ificial increase, where only one swarm is allowed from
each old colony, and where said swarm will issue In time to

prepare both old and new colonies in good condition for the
honey harvest.

The first plan 1 will give for artificial increase is what is

termed by some as the " nucleus plan." To be of the most
value, the nucleus should be forced IS or 20 days before the
honey-harvest, by having enough bees in it to protect a frame
two-thirds full of brood, the larger part of which should hatch
during the first four or five days, while said comb should con-
tain some eggs just laid, if possible. Besides this frame of

Fig. 1—Front View of the Orton Winter-Case Arrangement.

and into each of these 10 a hive is slipt, making the hive-
entrance on a direct line with the outside entrance, through
the case.

Chaff or any suitable packing is used. The roof is hinged,
and is raised up and held by two slicks. A lock is used on
the opposite side of the case to lock the roof down, which does
away with any one meddling with the honey or bees. The
cost of this arrangement is about .SB. 50, and will give many
bee keepers an idea for a good home-made winter-case. The
entrances to the hive are covered, and bee-tight. The floor to

the portico has the same slant as the roof. Dead bees and
water fall away from the entrance. Fulton Co., N. V.

brood and bees, the nucleus should contain a frame having a
pound or two of honey in it, the whole being set in a hive and
confined to one side of the same by means of a division-board.

The next day after making, a nearly-mature queen-cell
should be given, or newly-hatcht queen introduced. In about
10 days, if all proves favorable, the young queen will be lay-

ing, when I go to the hive from which I formed the nucleus
and select a frame of brood, nearly all of which are gnawing
out of the cells, and add this to the nucleus, always putting a
frame of comb or comb foundation into the old colony to take
the place of the one taken out, otherwise too much drone-
comb would be built ; for colonies that are allowed to build
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comb under these conditions nearly always build drone-cotub.

I now wait four or five days, when I go to the old colony
and take out four frames of brood, from which all the bees

were shaken, as they were from the last-meutioned franie,

when I carry them to the nucleus. I now fill out each hive

with empty comb or comb foundation, and put on the surplus

arrangement.
By the above, each colony is made of about equal strength,

and the brood is so taken out of the old hive that the colony
does not have a desire to swarm. The old colony will have
the most field bees for the first week or so, but the other will

soon make the stronger colony of the two.

My second plan is to make one colony from each old one,

on the principle of division of bees instead of division of

brood, as in the above case. In using this plan we must have
queen-cells nearly mature by the time our first colonies are

preparing to swarm. Having such cells on hand, I go to a

colony preparing to swarm, or one that has its hive full of

bees and brood, and move it one side of the old location, so

as to put a new hive in its place. If a hive is not full of brood
and bees, do not touch it; for it is useless to try to increase

bees till such is the case.

cir I now look over the combs till I find the one having the

queen on it, when I place that comb in the new hive. I next

give them a frame having some honey in it, and then fill out

the hive with empty comb or foundation, when about two-

thirds of the bees in the old hive are shaken in front of the

new hive and allowed to run in. After this I arrange the

frames back in the old hive, putting a division-board in place

pared hive in its place. Thus I have a laying queen and
enough of her own bees to protect her, together with a hive
filled with combs of brood, and all the field-bees from the re-

moved colony. The loss of bees to the removed colony stops
the swarming impulse, and In about a week they have so re-

gained their loss that they are ready for the sections again.

In this way I make one colony from two old ones, but
have all in the best possible condition to take advantage of

the honey harvest which is soon upon us.

These plans all look toward a host of bees in time for the
harvest, with no desire to swarm : and thus having them
gives an assurance of a large crop of honey.

Onondaga Co., N. Y.

"Digested" (?) Nectar aud Glucose—A Protest.

BY EMEKSON TAYLOR ABBOTT.

I desire to offer a mild protest as to some of the positions
taken by Prof. Cook in his article on page 179. He says, in

speaking of the glucose of digestion, that it is " transformed
cane-sugar or starch, acted upon by the animal juices of the in-

testines" (note the language); and that " honey is probably
the same, as the bees gather the cane-sugar from the flowers
and transmute it by a digestive (?) process into the wholesome
and delicious honey."

I want to say that honey is " probably " not "the same"
as the glucose produced by the "juices of the intestines." At

Pi(7. 2—Keor View of the CMon Winter-Case Arrangemenl.

of the frames taken out, when the old hive is carried to a new
location where I wish it to remain. After the bees thus re-

moved have become reconciled to their queenless condition, I

give them one of the nearly-mature cells, or a virgin queen
which will soon be laying. In this way I have secured my
new swarm, controlled all after-swarming, and introduced my
young queen, all to my liking, and with but little trouble.

My third plan is one which I use on the weaker colonies,

or those which do not get ready to swarm up to 10 days or so

before the honey harvest arrives, when I proceed to make col-

onies from them as follows:
A hive is filled with frames of empty comb, and placed

upon the stand of one of these colonies which have not
swai'med, and all the sections are taken off and placed there-

on, then all the bees are shaken and brusht off their combs of

brood and honey in front of the hive, into which they will run
as fast as shaken off. Thus I have a colony that is ready for

the honey harvest, as they have the queen, bees, and partly-

filled sections all in readiness to work. Previous to this,

nuclei have been started, so I have plenty of laying queens to

use as I need them.
I next take all the combs of brood from which the bees

•were brusht except one, arranging them in the hive the bees
were shaken out of, and carry them to the stand of another
colony which has not swarmed. I next take the comb of

brood which was left out, go to one of the nuclei, take out the
' frame having the laying queen on it, and put the frame of

brood In Its place. Take the frame—bees, queen and all

—

and set it in the place left vacant for it when arranging the
combs of brood. I now put on the sections, and, having all

complete, I move the colony to a new stand and set the pre-

least there are a large numberof us who think it is not, and up
to the present time we have failed to find any convincing proof
that our opinions are not correct. In the first place, we insist

that honey as found in the combs has never come iu contact
with any "juices secreted by the intestines," as wo commonly
think of digestion. We are well aware that it passes through
a transformation after it is gathered by the bees and before it

is known as honey, but that is not necessarily a "digestive
process," as plain, common people would define digestion. So
far as I am concerned personally, I think the process of pro-
ducing honey out of nectar bears more resemblance to that of
producing commercial glucose out of corn than it does to the
process of digestion as it takes place in the intestines. I espe-
cially protest against conveying the idea that honey has ever
been in the " intestines " of a bee. One may just as well say
that corn taken from a chicken's crop had been in its intes-
tines— a statement which anyone would recognize as being far
fro?n scientifically correct.

Honey is transformed nectar, but I prefer to think of the
process as being chemical, rather than the result of the vital

energies of an animal organism.
Then the Professor would have us believe that commer-

cial glucose is a very unwholesome food, if not really poison-
ous. He says bees seem to "know that it is an unwholesome
food, and thus only take it as a matter of necessity." Uo bees
know anything about its " unwholpsomoness," or do they re-

fuse to take it because it is deficient in saccharine matter?
If they know so much about glucose, why will they suck pois-

oned nectar from a fruit-tree?
" If glucose will kill bees, it stands to reason that it Is very

probably deleterious to all animals." I am not so sure that
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glucose will kill bees, but it does not follow that it Is "delete-

rious to all animals," if it will. Too much salt will kill chick-

ens, hilt it is beneficial, if not absolutely necessary, to some
animals.

I, for one, do not think the honey industry will gain any-
thing by beginning a fight against glucose as such. I do not
think it is necessarily an unmitigated evil, and I am not alone in

this opinion. One of the leading chemists of the United Stales

uses the following language with regard to it:

"In regard to wholesomeness, also, it is not possible to

condemn glucose. When properly made it is apparently as

wholesome an article of diet as cane-sugar. In fact, the

starches which are consumed in our foods are all converted in-

to glucose during the process of digestion. A glucose food,

therefore, is a starch food already partially digested At
the present time the use of glucose iu the manufacture of mo-
lasses and syrups cannot be said to be a fraud, from a finan-

cial point of view, inasmuch as the glucose costs quite as much
as the other materials of which the molasses and syrups are

made "

Another chemist in the employ of the Government says :

" I consider that it is difficult to find in the market a sam-
ple of pure molasses such as could have been obtained some
years since. If it is not adulterated with glucose syrup, it has
been treated with chemicals in order to lighten its color. This
latter method is quite as much an adulteration as the former,
and it is, in my opinion, to be protested againsi much more
than the use of glucose syrup. There is nothing deleterious
in glucose, and its object is simply to make a syrup not only
pleasing to the eye, but more pleasant, in the opinion of many,
to the taste."

With such statements to contend with, I think that it we
undertake to banish glucose from the land, we will find, to use

a slang saying, that we have " bit off more than we can chew."
As between the cane-sugar of the stores and a fine quality of

commercial glucose, I should take the glucose, if I had noth-
ing in mind but the wholesomeness of the two articles.

It does not follow, however, that any man has a right to

mix glucose with cane syrup and sell the product for a fine

quality of " Orleans molasses," or mix it with honey and call

the entire mass "clover honey." This is afrntid. and should
put every man behind the bars who does it. Let us insist that
all food products be sold for wluU Vxey arc ; and beyond this, it

seems to me, we have no right to go. Buchanan Co., Mo.

Hive-Entrauces \n Winter—Sweet Clover, Etc.

BY E. B. TYRRELL.

Being a reader of the American Bee Journal, and believ-

ing it to reach the hands of many beginners who, like myself,
are stumbling through the hardest and darkest part of bee-
culture—the beginning— I desire to give them a few kinks
which I have learned through five years of blunders and study.

In the copy of the American Bee Journal lying before me,
I notice a question from N. English, Iowa, in which is askt
if it would not be policy to shut bees in the hive in winter dur-
ing sunshiny days, when it is too cool for bees to fly ; to which
Dr. Miller answers "No."

Now while it perhaps is not policy to close the hive-en-
trance with sticks or such like, yet I have found that it is cer-

tainly a benefit to shade the hive, entrance and all, by piling
straw around it. To explain more fully, let me give my
method of wintering:

In the fall I see that my bees are well supplied with
honey, after which I place a super on the hive and fill it with
chafi, placing a piece of cloth between the chaff and the brood-
nest. Now they are left thus until snow flies and zero weather
comes, after which I pile a little straw around the hives and
cover them completely with snow. This is left until the cold
snap passes—"it usually lasts about a week"—when the
straw and snow is taken from the entrance only. Now after
this straw is shaken out so as to clear it from snow, and the
entrance is cleared, the straw is placed back, and left all the
while until such time as I know it is warjn enough for the bees
to fly. By this method I lose no bees except from starvation,
and they are in healthy condition in the spring.

A LITTLE SWEET CLOVER EXPERIENCE.

Ever since I can remember sweet clover has grown on the
four corners of the road where I live. During this time I

have had ample time to study it, but it has not been until the
last two or three years that I have paid special attention to it.

At the present writing there is quite a little of it around, as
a result of some seed-sowing done by me last spring, one year

ago. As yet the only fault I can find with It being on our road-

sides is its rank growth ; still I believe it is better than the
ragweed which it crowds out.

In sowing it along the roads, I find that it grows best

when sown very early In the spring, before it commences to

freeze and thaw, and sowing it just where the grass leaves off

and the ragweed commences to grow next to the tracks ; then
when it breaks up, the seed will be buried by the teams driv-

ing along on the side of the road.

Last year I commenced feeding some to my hogs as an
experiment. At first they would hardly touch it, but I kept
throwing it into the pen every day, and next I would find the

stalks with the leaves stript ofl", and finally I could find noth-

ing left In a short time after feeding it. They were well fed

with other feed at the same time.

As to its spreading, I have only to say that a neighbor
was working a farm joining us, and one little piece (a garden
spot) got thickly seeded to sweet clover from the road. The
first year the garden was not weeded very well, and the clover

got a good start. The next spring it was on hand, bright and
early, but the man plowed this piece for corn. At this time

the clover was at least one foot high. He gave this corn ordi-

nary cultivation, and every stalk of sweet clover was killed

out.

SOME HINTS FOR BEGINNEB8.

A few things I believe a beginner should remember

—

1st. To handle frames and hives of bees as though they

were eggs.
2nd. Not every bee that flies in your face will sting you.

3rd. Never think of <7c/£(it. When starting in bee-keeping,

remember the most trying time is at first ; and when handling
frames of bees, never back out or flinch if they do act a little

cross. Always accomplish what you commence.
4th. Never get mad when working with bees, even if they

do sting you.
5th. Never bundle up your hands. I have received more

stings by bundling up ray hands so they were clumsy, than I

ever could have received barehanded.
6tb. When you are handling bees, never let a bee-sting

unnerve you ; but work just as carefully as though nothing
had happened.

7th. Don't believe all you read or hear until first prov-

ing it.

8th. Do some reasoning of your own ; and don't follow

others simply because Ihey do it. What suits some one else

may not suit you. Ogemaw Co., Mich.

Adulteration of Honey in California, Etc.

BY PROF. A. J. COOK.

California bee-keepers are very pleased over their new an-

ti-adulteration law. We owe this law—which perhaps is as

excellent as such a law can be made— to the wisdom and ener-

gy of Mr. Clayton, who spent a good deal of time in perfecting

this measure. He is an able man, and made it as good as he

could himself. He then secured the services of a number of

others to help him in perfecting the measure. Those who
know Mr. Clayton, need not be told that he was in time, so that

he had his Bill ready at the opening of the Legislature. Thus
it was, that his Bill was one of the first—I think the very first

measure— that past. Indeed it was so well managed and its

passage so prompt that those who are interested in the nefa-

rious work of adulterating honey, knew nothing about it, and
thus could not bring any influence to bear to defeat it.

California is now in way of fighting adulteration success-

fully. We have a good law, and I see no reason why the old

Union should not make use of this law, and make California

the scene of the first big fight. I believe we can make no bet-

ter use of the funds we have on hand. As a member of the

Union, and also one of the Vice-Presidents, I stoutly urge that

we at once proceed to fight adulteration under our State law

right here in California. I shall at once write to the General

Manager to this effect. I hope all the Vice-Presidents will do the

same. I hope, too, that members of the Union, not on the Ad-
visory Board, will write to the American Bee Journal to the

same effect. A strong case made in such a city as San Fran-

cisco, and carried to successful completion, would have mag-
nificent influence throughout the whole country. The Union
has got to do this, or something akin to it, or else It will be dis-

solved and possibly merged into the other organization. I

hope there will be free discussion of this matter.

The California Fruit Grower, in a recent number, makes a

very curious assertion, as follows, in referring to adulteration:

"They cannot put up an extracted honey which in any
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way is a compound, cneji tho\iQ\i it be a fact tluit an absolutely

pure honey is lackliio in keeping qualities " (My italics.)

This is certainly news, even to the oldest bee-keepers.

Possibly the writer meant that pure honey was so good that you

couldn't keep it. I find that real good fruit, or good eatables

(i( any kind, are quick to go at our house, and always were. I

also know that aiauy adulterated articles, and honey adutera-

aled with glucose is certainly no exception, will keep a long

time if I am to be the eater. But, if the writer meant that

pure honey would not keep or maintain its excellence, for

a very long period, then he simply does not know what he is

talking about. I question if honey can be mixt in any way to

improve its keeping qualities. It is true that if unripe honey
is extracted—that is, if honey is e.ttracted before it Is

ready to seal—it will sometimes ferment; but this is really

not honey. I should say that honey was a perfected article,

and If extracted before the bees are ready to seal it, it is thin

and watery, and could no more be called genuine honey than
could watered milk be called genuine. Such honey contains

altogether too large a percentage of water, and like sweetened
water, orthesapofmaple trees, it is quick to ferment or sour,

and of course will very soon lose its flavor and excellence.

It is whispered abroad, that the manufacturers of adulter-

ated honey are not a little exercised over the new law regard-

ing houey adulteration, past by the last California Legislature.

If reports are true, they are preparing for a big fight. 1 say,

let them commence—the sooner the better—and let the old

Uuion, which has already done such valiant service, hasten to

the combat. We surely have right on our side, and there is no
reason in the world why we should not commence this prose-

cution at once. I do not believe there is the least doubt but

what in such action we shall be triumphantly successful.

EARLY FLOWERS—BUSY BEES.

I have several times referred to the fact that California

flowers were a long time in blossom. This year seems excep-

tionally peculiar in this respect, owing, I presume, to the mild,

copious rains of the winter, the flowers started exceptionally

early— I think two or three weeks earlier than usual. I rather
sorrowed at this, for I feared my botany class, which com-
mences the first of April, might lose many of the spring beau-
ties. I find, however, that my regrets were vain, for we have
been able to get all the flowers. I think I understand this pe-

culiarity of long bloom, so pronounced in California. The cli-

mate is so arid here, that, in nature, the fljwers, at best, have
a hard time of it. Thus, through the law of "natural selec-

tion," they would acquire the habit of long bloom so that they
might be able to take advantage of all possible seasonal pe-

culiarities.

Just at the opening of the honey season this year we had
a week or more of exceptionally warm, beautiful weather. It

was just at the time of the orange bloom. The trees were
such a wealth of bloom as to gladden the sight of

every lover of the beautiful. They also sent forth such a fra-

grance that the whole country seemed one great region of per-

fume. The bees were in their glory. In walking along the

streets it seemed almost as if there was a swarm of bees, so loud

was the hum of these little insects as they were passing to and
fro from the orange orchards. It is needless to say that the
swarming commenced with a vengeance. Many a person was
led to regret his neglect to secure hives, etc., and found him-
self wholly unprepared for this early swarming mania. Bee-
keepers should always be ready lo catch the harvest.

Los Angeles Co , Calif., April 29.

Salt Water Cure for Paralysis aud Foul Brood.

BY .1. A. GOLDEN.

I have received the following from the editor of the
American Bee Journal, with the request that I reply to It

:

Editor York:—On page 180, Mr. (iolden speaks of the
value of "electrolyzed chloride sodium water" as a cure for cer-

tain diseases of bees. I am not a chemist, and cannot find any
mention of that particular form of sodium in any work I have,

nor Is it listed In a full catalog of drugs. Will Mr. Golden
kindly give some information about the drug? How does It

differ from common salt water? Where can it be obtained ?

He speaks of giving his " method a practical test as de-

scribed In the article mentioned," but there is no other men-
lion of the article. Will he kindly refer me to the article ?

I do no think there Is a single case of bce-paralysis in my
apiary at present, but I want to be prepared to experiment
more with It when it does appear again, as it is almost certain

to do in time. In my experiments, common salt water has

had no effect on the disease. Will Mr. Golden kindly give me
an idea of how many cases of bee-paralysis he has cured with
this method ? O. O. Popi'leton.

I am glad to reply to your request through the American
Bee Journal, thus answering a multiplicity of letters on the

same subject, which have been received since requesting the
elactrolyzed sodium water to be tested on foul brood and bee-

paralysis by those having bees affected with the maladies. It

will be noticed, by reading my former article, that I have not

had the opportunity to use the electrolyzed salt water, or her-

mltine, having no diseased bees in all this section of country,

and if you will turn to page 888 of Gleanings for 1892, you
will see, in reading my experience, that we had bee-paralysis

pretty badly (a typographical error occurs at where it says,

"And not a queen;" it should have read, "And not a
queen missing"), aud the salt water was applied, and no power
of reasoning can convince me that salt water did not cure my
bees of the malady. And, besides, all bees through this

locality that had the disease were treated, and the disease has
entirely disappeared. I could not give in numbers just how
many cases had treatment, but in all between 30 and 40.

Having never failed In one instance to cure the disease

called paralysis, with my mode of treatment with the salt

water remedy, I obligated myself to accept for treatment one
of the worst affected colonies of bees that T. S. Ford, of

Mississippi, had in his apiary, upon the request of Ernest R.

Root, of Gleanings, whom all will admit is wide awake to the

interests and welfare of bee-keepers the world over. However,
the colony never came to hand. After some time Mr. Ford
wrote me that he would have to haul the bees some 30 miles

to ship, and as I would have to haul them 9 miles after trans-

portation by rail, at that time of the season it was run-

ning too much risk.

ELECTROLYZED SODIUM WATER.

Sometime ago, in reading a late work on photography,
my attention was called to electrolyzed sodium water, from
which I will copy the following extract:

" Extraordinary claims are being made for electrolyzed

sodium water, or hermitine, which has not only proven a useful

disinfectent for sewerage, but is said to have been adopted as

an antiseptic in Paris hospitals. According to Dr. Proger, of

Asniers, it is neither caustic nor irritating ; it may be applied

to the mucous membrane as to the skin ; it instantly removes
all bad odors, stops all putrescent fermentation, kills microbes

more effectually and rapidly than any other antiseptic,

cleanses and heals fetid wounds and sores, and Is, in fact, an
ideal antiseptic."

He also urges its advantages from a domestic point of

view, for deodorizing and cleaning, and from a medical point

of view as an antiseptic and healer. Dr. Proger reports suc-

cessful use of it In cases of angina, coryza, and incipient

diphtheria.
To produce electrolyzed sodium water, take a jar—glass

or earthen ware— fill it with salt water any strength you
desire ; then take two copper wires, attach one to the negative

and one to the positive wires of a battery, and Insert the cop-

per wires into the jar of salt water, and turn on the electricity.

The stronger the battery the quicker the water becomes elec-

trofied, thus dissolving certain salts contained In the mixture,

as I am informed, and removing the electric current from the

water leaves the water In au electrolyzed state, and if strongly

charged a taste will give you some idea of the difference be-

tween electrolyzed and the plain salt water.

Application.—There are so many people that do not pur-

sue a proper course in testing many of the methods given in

bee-culture, consequently disappointments ("Didn't I tell you

so?") are the result all along the line. To properly treat a

colony of bees affected with paralysis, one must have a Lenox
atomizer (which can be had for about 35 cents by mail, and
no bee-keeper should be without one) ; a good, stiff scrub-

brush, and two solutions of salt water— No. I and No. 2—No.

1 being a strong brine, and No. 2 sufli.-iently salt to taste

quite a little salty.

Remove the frames and bees from the hive to be treated,

to another hive or box, then give the hive a thorough scrub-

bing with solution No. 1—bottom-board and all ; then lay a.

thin or light cover over the hive, having placed the hive on Its

stand ; then shake every bee from a frame, and with the

sprayer thoroughly spray the frame, comb, brood, and eggs,

and set it In the hive, and so on till all have been thus treated.

Then shake the bees at the entrance and cover the hive with

the hive-cover. In five days take off the cover and thoroughly

spray the combs, brood and hecs. This time you need not

move the frames, but send a spray down between the frames

pretty thoroughly with solution No. 2, and continue every five
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days as long as you see the bees showing symptoms of in-

fection.

I am very anxious that some one should treat a case of

foul brood In like manner with the electrolyzed salt water as

well, and report the facts as they occur under the treatment.
I hope the foregolni? will be satisfactory to the many

questioners on this subject. Morgan Co., Ohio.

Report of the North American Coaventioti Held
at St. Joseph; Mo., Oct. 10-12, 1894.

REPORTED BY LOUIS R. LIGHTON.

[Continued from page 792 of the Bee Jouiaal for 1894.]

THIRD DAY—Morning Session.

The convention was called to order at 9 o'clock, and pro-

ceeded to the work as Indicated by the program.
Secretary B''rank Benton read the paper written by Mr. W.

S. Pender, of Hunter River, N. S. W., Australia, entitled,

beekeeping in AUSTRALIA.

The late Dr. Wilson, according to the Australian Bee-
Bulletin, Is credited with being the first person to successfully

import a colony of black bees Into the Colony of Tasmania,
and have them fully establlsht. Swarms from these bees were
sold at £5 (.Si^-l) each, a number finding their way to various
parts of the Ai)?itralian continent. Some further Importations
were made, of which we have no definite record. The black
bee is now to be found wild all over Australia. During sea-

sons of plenty, swarms are very numerous, and If an excur-
sion hi made throush the bush (forests), several may be often
seen hanging on the limbs of trees, a fence, or other conspicu-
ous place. Swarms often fly across towns, and It is not an
unusual occurrence for them to settle somewhere in a public

thoroughfare; the most noteworthy instance that I have seen
was last season when a passing swarm decided that the back
seat of a buggy, standing in the principal street of West
Maiilaiid, N. S. W., was the most suitable place to set-

tle on, from which place they were successfully hived In a box
by a passer-by without removing the horse from the vehicle.

Now and then a swarm will build comb and commence brood-
rearine on the place where it settles, as the branch of a tree,

and there thrive for awhile.
In some seasons large quantities of honey are secured by

felling trees containing a nest, the hollow part being from •>

to 15 inches in diameter, the combs often extending a distance
of feet along the hollow. It Is not unusual for 100 pounds
or more of extracted honey to be obtained from these nests.

The black bees in this country have proved to be exces-
sive swarmers during seasons when they could get just suffi-

cient nectar to keep up rapid brood-rearing, but when honey
was being rapidly stored they seemed to forget about increase,

and set to work to store. Swarming may commence in

August and continue to early in the following March. Swarms
can be purehast for from 60 cents each upward.

Bees are mostly kept in any convenient box that can be
found. In some places the joints are so open, through
warping and splitting of the timber, that the bees and combs
can be seen from quite a distance; sometimes the hives are
sheltered with sheets of b.irk, rough boards, etc.; at other
times under a shed. After the swarm Is placed in a hive no
further care Is taken of It until the autumn— generally the
end of February—when they are driven to another box and
allowed to do the best they can for winter. In many localities

in a favorable season these driven bees will build complete
combs, rear brood arid store suflicient honey before winter,
which they will come through In very strong condition.

Since the introduction of ihe frame hive and Italian bee,

mauy have adopted the more modern methods of bee-keeping,
which Is carried on similarly to American bee-keepers. In
fact, Americi'n bee-literature is what is mostly In circulation,

and the methods there described seem to suit this country very
well when modified to suit our honey-flows.

Our climate is such that very little attention is given to

wintering bees, beyond seeing that they have about 10 pounds
of stores, a good queen, and a watertight cover. In the
warmer parts the amount of stores for winter gives no con-
cern, as there is generally sufficient food to be obtained from
something, as grasses, weeds, underscrub. etc.; if there should
not be a winter honey-flow. To give an Idea of what a winter
flow Is sometimes like, I will cite the following :

During the season of 1892, Mr. M. Scobie, of West Mait-
land, N. S. W., started the spring with 1 T colonies of black
and hybrid bees. Anticipating favorable weather for the
following winter, and noticing the spotted gum trees were
heavy In bud (the buds of this tree are from 15 to 18 months
from the time of forming to bursting), be allowed, or rather
encouraged, his bees to swarm, hived all first and after-

swarms on comb foundation, aud by April had 90 colonies

when the trees burst into bloom, and before the end of June
7,000 pounds of honey were extracted. This is very encour-
aging, is it not?

Now for reverses : The past season has been very wet,
and that same bee-keeper started with 172 colonies, from
which he did not get one pound of honey, and then had to

feed some of his colonies for winter.
In some seasons the trees seem to arrange their time of

blooming to make one continuous flow from August to the
following June, with very little break between, and during
such a season, with proper management. I believe It is quite
possible to average 500 pounds of extracted honey per colony.
These seasons are scarce, but taking one season with another
an average of 1.50 pounds per colony in bushy (forest) coun-
try, and 40 pounds when bees have to depend entirely on cul-

tivation, is obtained. The statistics at the end of this paper
do not paint things so brightly, but it must be remembered
that at least 80 per cent, of the hives are boxes in which a

swarm is placed to take its chance.

The hive most generally in use is the Langstroth, with
Simplicity size of frame, with all its modifications. A large
number consider this sizeof frame too large, and have adopted
the % size, to take 6 instead of 8. The 8-frame hive with
Root-Hoffman frames is now being very much used. A small
number of bee-keepers use the Berlepsch hive.

The honey produced is mostly extracted, comb honey
having very little sale. It is very varied in quality, the color

varying from water-white to the dark color of golden syrup.

The flavor may be very mild or very strong. Some of the
finest looking honey is so rank In flavor when first extracted
as to be almost unpalatable, but this rankness disappears
after a time. The quantity of this rank hooey produced is

small. Most of the honey produced is of excellent quality.

The largest quantity aud the best qualities are produced dur-

ing fairly dry seasons. Very little regard is paid by con-
sumers to the color of honey, and when it Is put on an open
market a dark kind of honey will generally realize as much as

a lighter colored kind. The price varies with the locality and
the state of the market, varying from 2}-j(f to 4d per pound
(i. e., 5 to 8 cents). It is mostly sold In 60 pound tins.

At present fully as much honey Is produced as a market
can be found for, but as foreign markets are being opened up
our home markets will be much relieved.

The wax produced is of the very finestquality, and is very
varied in color, from a pure "white to every shade of dark and
canary yellow, and some even has a pinkish color. The white
wax direct from the combs is very tough and quite different

from that made white by bleaching. What is it that gives

wax Its color ? I frequently find my bees build and seal their

stores with wax quite a canary yellow In color. Now seeing

that our honey is so varied in color, and that wax is a secre-

tionary production, is It not most reasonable to expect that
the difference lu color is due to the difference in food rather
than impurities ?

Propolis the bees must have more or less of, and varies in

color and appearance from a dark red to a dirty brown, some-
times granular, hard and brittle, other times soft and sticky,

and will draw out in threads several inches long before break-
ing. I find that only certain colonies do much propolizius.

and these will gather more propolis than all the rest in the
apiary, bridging over all spices between frames, etc. Where
mats are not used I find propolis reduced to a miulmum.

Bee-keepiug as an occupation is quite practicable here.

There are a number who follow the pursuit wholly as a busi-

ness, and others are going into it.

The diseases of bees, viz., foul brood and paralysis, are
well represented, the former confined mostly to a few localities

and the latter pretty general all over Australia. Foul brood
is easily cured by simply hiving the bees on new frames hav-

ing comb foundation starters or full sheets In a clean hive, the

old hive scraped and painted inside and out.
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Almost the whole of the native timbers yield large quanti-
ties of nectar, of which the eucalypti form the largest family.
These are all hardwoods, and grow to a height of 150 and
2U0 feet. Some kinds will not throw out abrani'h until about
60 feet high, with a straight, slighlly-tapering trunk to the
top. These trees grow into a very dense forest (called here
" the bush"). The nectar in some of the blossoms is so great
as to be easily tliniwii on the hand if it is struck with a bunch
of blossoms. The blossom is very weighty, causing the
branches to bend very much.

There is really no systematic nomenclature of our timbers,
each district calling trees by different names. Some of the
trees in different districts seem to vary a little in appearance
according to the kind of soil. There is also a great difference
In the qualities of the timbers in different districts. Among
the best honey-producing timbers may be mentioned spotted
gum, ironbark (three kinds), striugbark, mahogany (three
kinds), blue gum, red gum, grey gum, bloodwood, apple,
water gum, etc. There is a very large variety of scrub plants
producing excellent honey; grasses add a little. The gigan-
tic lily has about a teaspoonful of nectar in each flowerlet,

about 8 or 9 being open at one time, forming a head not un-
like a clover flower, but about 12 inches in diameter, and red
in color. Besides indigenous plants there are clovers, lucern,
buckwheat, etc., which yield large quantities in some seasons.

In associations there are a number, the representative
body being the National Bee-Keepers' Association, which is

yet in an experimental stage in New South Wales, but holds
an annual convention with an attendance of from 75 to lUO
bee-keepers. The Victorian Bee-Keepers' Association and the
South Australian Bee-Keepers' Association are doing good
work. There are many district associations, viz.: Hunter
River, New South Wales, Muswellbrook, Wellington Valley,
Murrurundi, Hawesbury, and there may be others which have
not come to my knowledge. There is one paper publisht, the
Australian Bee-Bulletin, that is entirely devoted to bee-keep-
ing, issued monthly, in West Maitland, N. S. W. Many of
the agricultural papers devote a space to bee-keeping, all

helping the industry more or less.

There are several firms manufacturing appliances, some
few having quite an extensive business, using steam power,
and some of the most modern all-iron machinery.

The business of queen-rearing is not neglected, and
through the energy of breeders a strain of leather-col-

ored Italian bees has been produced that are excellent
honey-gatherers, prolilicand hardy. A large number of yellow
queens have been imported from America, but those who have
bred them largely are mostly inclined to go back to the
leather-colored bee. The yellow bees lack in hardiness and
as winter honey-gatherers. The methods mostly adopted for

queen-rearing is the Alley plan, or some modification of it.

In some few cases Doolittle wax-cups are used.

Of bees that are native very little may be said, as all ex-

cept one kind are solitary bees, of which there are very many
varieties. The only bee that stores any honey is the " native
bee"—Apis trigona. It is smaller than an ordinary fly, and
slingless. It is numerous in certain districts all along the
eastern part of Australia. It may live in other parts, but I

have not heard any reports about them. As they are of no
value for commercial purposes, vory little attention has been
paid to them, the quantity of honey stored by them being but
small—a gallon would be an extra large yield. They are kept
by several bee-keepers, more out of curiosity than fur any
advantage to be gained from them. Their honey-cells are an
irregular mass of cups built about without any regularity, in

size about S.'IO inch in diameter, and shaped like an in-

verted queen-cell stub, which is sealed over when lilled and
another built on top or to one side of it. The honey is thin,

of a peculiar acid taste, very like ordinary honey mixt with
vinegar. Their " wax," if I may call it by that name, does
not seem to be wax at all, being in color brown or nearly
black, and, when melted, just like slicky propolis. I cannot
describe the brood, not having had a chance to examine their

brood-nest, which is said to be under the shapeless mass of

hcney-cells. I extract the following from the Australian Bee-
Bulletin, page 1 17, Sept. 25, 18'J3:

"They do not build comb in the usual sense of the word
;

secondly, the shapeless mass of tiny cup-shaped cells which
constitutes iheir brood is not divided Into layers In any way,
but simply tuiuiellcd with passages in all directions. When
they wish to enlarge their brood-chamber they simply build a

bunch of cells anywhere against the mass already built ; in

them the queen lays, and when the young brood is a certain

age they seal, not each individual i:ell, hut the whole bunch
by covering it over with papery material, very similar to the
brood-capping of the ordinary bee. The young bee hatches
under this covering, but it is easily recognized as It is quite

white, and remains so for some days, gradually growing
darker till It reaches the bronzed green shade of the matured
insect. The brood-cells would just hold one grain of No. 1
shot."

I am sending a sample of the bees in a small bottle of
their honey, and a small piece of their wax. The queen is

very long, about ?«' inch, the head and thorax being similar to
the bees. Out the body very long, of a light brown color. I
could not see any signs of drones in the nest, tho they may
not be any different from the ordinary bee. I have now two
nests working in observatory hives; when I wish to see the
queen I draw the wooden slide and allow the sun to shine
through the glass on their nest. In about two minutes the
queen will make her appearance, quietly crawling over the
cells. W. S. Pender.

Drumfin Apiary, W. Maitland, N. S. W., Sept. 1, 1894.

N. B.—The statistical register for New South Wales,
18'J3, states that there are 44-, (393 productive colonies. 8,790
unproductive ones, yielding 1,139,557 pounds of honey
(being an average of 255 pounds per colony), and 39,242
pounds of beeswax.

From the Registrar General's Report, Queensland, 773
bee-keepers reported 11,997 colonies producing 028,051
pounds of honey. The Government Statist, Victoria, reports
3,356 bee-keepers, 27,483 colonies yielding 725,233 pounds
of honey, and 24,214 pounds of beeswax.

Statistics from other colinies have not come to hand.
It should be remembered that the above reports include

all sorts and conditions of hives. W. S. P.

Mr. Benton— I should hate to have it get out that I was
present and permitted some of the statements in this paper to

go by without criticism. First and foremost, the bee is not
" Apis trigona " at all. It is not an Apis. Our hive-bees be-
long to the Apis, which is a Latin word meaning " bee." This
bee comes under the Trigona, but is not an Apis. There are
40 or 50 species of the Trigona. I have had some of these
bees under my care at one time, and took one little colony
with me to Java from the forests of Ceylon, and carried them
back into the interior of the Island of Java, and they workt
as tho they were giants. They carried in loads of pollen that
were very large Indeed. I was able to observe their brood-
nests very carefully, and Mr. Pender is positively in error in

stating that they don't keep individual cells. They are groupt
together as grains of wheat stood on end. You have all dug
out Bombus, and they are about the same. The individual
cells are sealed—that might be called an envelope of wax en-
closing the brood-cells. Those overlap, and there are passages
for the bees to pass beneath. When they wish to enlarge the
brood-nest, they tear down the covering and add other cells.

Outside of this are the honey-cells or honey-cups, like an in-

verted queen-cup on the edges of the comb. The feed is placed
in first, and the queen lays the eggs on the feed. They lay

the egg on a mass of pollen and honey mixt. It is not quite
as dense as pure pollen would be. The egg is laid in this, and
before it hatches it is sealed into the cells. The pupa or imago
state is short. I have noticed that the Melipona of Brazil do
the same thing. Oue thing of interest, which Mr. Pender has
not mentioned is this, that for their protection, as they are
stingless, they build from the center of the brood-nest a tubu-
lar passage that will lead up the inside of the hive, which
seems to be composed of propolis, a resinous gum. This is

built so that it usually hangs down, allho sometimes they omit
it altogether. I once observed a nest in an iron pillar, and the
opening only admitted one bee at a time, and they built no
tube for they seemed to understand that it v/as not necessary
to defend themselves. I have never seen a swarm of them.

Pres. Abbott—They could be clast Apis if they do swarm
in a body, for the word Apis comes from a Greek word mean-
ing " cling "— " hapto."

Mr. Benton— I beg leave to differ from you. These names
have been given to Identify a certain insect. Apis having been
applied to a certain genus. These names have been given by
ujen who have studied the subject, not mys.jlf, and have es-

t.iblislit them, and we cannot take this bee out and call it by
another name.

(Cjutinued next week.)

BacU Numbers Since Jan. i.—Wo are able to

supply complete sets of the Bee Journal since Jan. 1, 1897,
to any who niiiy di.'siro, at two cents per copy. There are a
number of new" readers who perhaps would like to got some of

the llrst numbers of this year, to complete their volume for

1897. We shall be glad to furnish them as long as they last,

at two cents each.
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CONDnCTED BT

DJt. O. O. itU^LES, MAKEXGO, ILL.

[Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direct.

Rape a« a lloncy-Piant.

Is rape a good plant for bees? Peris, Oreg.

Answek.—Rape is counted one of the best honey-plants.
In this country little is said about it, perhaps because there
aie selilutu large tieldsof it, and a few scattered plants amount
to little, no luatter how good a yielder a plant may be. ISiit

in Germany bee-keepers count much on it, sometimes hauling
iheir bees to the rape-fields during the period of bloom.

Keeping Aiil!< Out or Hives.

How can I prevent ants from getting into the bee-hives ?

WlSSOUBI.

Answer.—In the North it's about as well to let them
alone. Tbey don't seem to do much harm, seeming to care
mainly for the heat of the hive. If they are in a hive that
has quilts or sheets over the brood-frames, they make nests on
top of these latter, and annoy the operator by running over
his hands and biting them every time the hive is opened, but
if a hive is used with a board cover and no quilts to afford

lurking places, the bees will keep them out without any
trouble. But in the South they are reported as sometimes
being mischievous to a serious degree. Possibly the kind is

different. Some succeed in driving them away by sprinkling
pulverized borax. A sure plan is to have the hive on a stand
with four legs, the foot of each set in a sardine box or some-
thing of the kind filled with water or kerosene oil. If water
is used, it must be filled up as fast as it evaporates.

Piittins on Supers, Ete.

The weather is fine, and I have my one colony of bees on
the summer stand, apparently doing well. H. J. VV. wants to

prevent swarming. Now I would like my one colony to

swarm say five times, then next winter I would try wintering
some on the summer stands and some in the cellar. Small
grain is all in, and wheat is up. Imagine me sitting on the
grass these warm days watching the bees. I would give a

cooky if I could see inside of the hive, and what they were
doing. I feel sorry for Mr. Boomer. I rather think if he
drops the Bee Journal he will feel lonelier still.

I see something about putting on two supers, but I don't

know when to put on the first. S. D.

Answer.— If you want to know what's going on inside the
hive, why don't you lift out the frames and see ? But it may
be better for the bees not to be disturbed, for whea they are
getting along all right, the less tbey are meddled with the
better.

The general rule is to put on the first super when you find

the bees putting bits of white wax along the upper parts of

the comb or along the top-bars. If white clover is your chief
yielder, there will probably be no need to put on a super till

you find white clover in bloom quite plenty.

Slurlins ^villi Uccs from Trees.

I have a piece of land in the foothills of the coast range
mountains, and while there last summer, in June, I noticed
many bees working on the clover and creeping blackberries,
and being an old bee-hunter I had no difficulty in locating two
trees in a very short lime. I cut the trees, and from one of

the colonies I secured 100 pounds of nice, clear honey, and
from the other 300 pounds. All people that tasted it pro-

nounced it of the finest quality. I saved the bees, as it is no
trouble to do so. I would not break up their homo if I could.

Now I do not suppose it would pay any man to hunt bees
to start an apiary with, that was not an expert in hunting
them, but I can find them as sure as one bee comes to my bait

;

and what I wish to know is, must 1 save the brood, fasten it

into frames, and give them new queens?
I find that there is a big difference In the bees I find on

the fiowers, and half, or nearly so, have more or less Italian
blood, but as I am not an expert I cannot tell how much Ital-

ian blood. But the woods are full of bees, and I am quite
sure this is one of the best locations for bees in the State, as

the honey-fliiw is continuous. First come the blackberries
and huckleborrlKS (red variety) ; then the white clover and
mount:ii!i pea-vino, which blooms for two months, and its

bloom is always covered with bees ; and long before that is

out of bloom comes the elkweed (or fireweed), which blooms
till frost comes the last of October. I am sure it's a good
location, and I would like to try my band in the bee-business.

I can get the bees, and get them into the hives, but the ques-
tion is to make them store the honey in the hive as well as
they do iu the trees. I am anxious to learn.

I enjoy the Bee Journal very much. Success to its editor

and the paper. I am glad of the vigorous stand it takes
against all frauds. Count me in to lend a hand, if needed at

any time. 1 had the pleasure of being present at the Cali-

fornia State Bee-Keepers' Association at Los Angeles the past
winter, and enjoyed it very much. Montaville, Oreg.

Answers.—When saving the bees, it is well to put in

frames all the worker-brood, but it isn't necessary to give
them a queen, for their own queen will do just as well in a
hive as iu a tree.

If the workers of a colony all have three yellow bands
they are considered pure Italians.

There is no reason why they should not store as much
honey in a hive as in a hollow tree. One as successful as you
In getting wild bees, especially with such yields of honey,
ought to be able to build up an apiary in that way very
profitably. ^ I

Faslcning Foundation in Seetions.

Do you think the plan for fastening foundation in sec-

tions, given on page 24:1, is any better than the Daisy fast-

ener ? Irene.

Answer.— I don't know of any respect in which it is any
better, and can hardly s?e how any one who has given the
Daisy a fair trial could possibly prefer the plan of cementing
with melted wax. In the latter case the starters must be
ca'efuUy laid in place and time taken to pour on the melted
wax, whereas with the Daisy the foundation comes imme-
diately in contact with a plate kept so hot that the edge of

the foundation is at once melted, then a quick motion slides

it at once against the wood, resulting in such rapid work that
the other is not to be compared with it. When it comes to

cutting the comb of honey out of the section, that on which
the Daisy fastener has been used is as easily cut through as

the natural comb. ^

—

»—^^^^—

Killing Drones and Deserting.

I transferred a colony of hybrids from a boxhive to a

movable-frame hive. I cut out the combs and tied them in

the frames, leaving out the drone-comb. They seemed very
well satisfied, but in a few days they commenced killing the
drones, and in about a week after transferring them they
swarmed out. I hived them in another gum, and they are
working nicely. I have a colony of blacks transferred, and
they are staying in all right. Why did they kill the drones
and swarm out? I examined the hive they were in—they had
gnawed the caps off the brood.

Since the last day or two all ray colonies are fighting

drones. Bees have not swarmed yet, either, nor gathered
any surplus, but have built up well.

Denny, S. C, April 15.

Answer.—The killing of drones probably had nothing to

do with the swarming out. The drones were probably killed

because the bees failed to find pasturage. It isn't easy to say
why they left the hive. As it occurred during or just after

their killing drones, it could not be a case of natural swarm-
ing, but was a case of desertion, and was caused by some un-

satisfactory conditions, possibly because too hot. But some-
thing entirely different may have been at the bottom of the

trouble.

B^" This is a good time to work for new subscribers.
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Editorial Con)rr)cr)i$^

What Shall the Harvest Be?—If we may judge
from the reports we have received from almost every nook
and corner of the continent this spring, a good honey harvest
may be expected this year. In many localities the white
clover has once more made its appearance as of old, which
many take as a prophecy that better honey years are about to

re-appear. But whatever comes, let all be prepared. If that
" whatever " should prove to be a rich harvest of sweetness,
then don't run the risk of missing it by being unprepared to

take advantage of it.

In a few short weeks now, many will be able to answer
definitely the interesting question—" What shall the [honey]
harvest be ?"

•»-—-

The St. Joseph Convention Report, whkh
should have been completed in December, 1S9J: (and would
have been had the Secretary done his duty), is taken up again
on page .309 of this number. We will publish the balance as

taken by the stenographic reporter, Mr. Louis R. Lighten.
We thought best to delay giving the remainder of the

report until all others were done with, this spring, so now we
can go right through with what is left without any break.
We supposed there was quite a good deal left, but three or
four numbers will probably end it. What a pity it is that we
couldn't have had it all when it should have been here, in

November, 1894:, for then we could have completed it that
year. But history is quite interesting reading to many, and
so this closing part of the St. Jos^eph convention report may
prove to be. We hope it will be so.

Keeping: Qualities of Extracted Honey.—
Mr. C. H. Clayton, of Los Angeles Co., Cal., the framer of the

excellent anti-adulteration of honey law in that State, wrote
us as follows. May 1 :

Editor YoHK :— A recent issue of the California Fruit-
Grower calls the attention of dealers, grocers and shippers of
honey to the new law alTectlng their interests (the anti-adul-
teration law which it publishes), and among other things has
the following choice gem :

"They cannot put uu an extracted honey which in any
way is a compound, even tliiiiiijli il lie a fnel IIkU (in (ihsnlnWy
pure himcy in laekimj in l.eeiiinii iituiliiics. They cannot manu-
facture or sell a hoin^y which is an admixture, no matter how
Innocent or desirable that admixture may be."

I Italicise the part of the foregoing that deserves our
attention, as It foreshadows the defense, or justification,
which will be set up by the adulterators. What have you to
say as to the keeping qualities of pure extracted honey ?

As to the desirability of manufacturing an "admixture"

— frankly I don't believe either the producer or the consumer
desires it, so it remains only "desirable " to dealers, grocers,
and shippers. I wish you would take up this subject of keep-
ing qualities, and bring out all the real information obtain-
able. It's going to be t/ic fight. Yours truly,

C. II. Clayton.

It will be noticed that Prof. Cook, in his article on page

307, also refers to this same subject.

We think Mr. Clayton has it exactly right, when he sug-

gests that the "admixture" is desired only by dealers,

grocers and shippers, and for the simple reason that they

have been getting a bigger profit out of handling the fraudu-

lent article than out of the pure honey.

The idea that a properly ripened article of "absolutely

pure honey Is lacking in keeping qualities '.'' That will be

news to bee-keepers. What excuses won't the dishonestly in-

clined hatch up in order to create prejudice and to uphold

their miserable cause ?

But suppose we help out our California friends—the bee-

keepers—with a little testimony along the line of the keeping

qualities of extracted honey. How long has it been kept in

perfect condition by the older readers of the Bee .Journal?

Let's hear from a few, just on a postal card.

Our opinion is that first-class extracted honey will keep

indefiuitely.
^ . »

New Union and the Bee Journal.— In order

to help our subscribers, and also the United States Bee Keep-

ers' Union at the same time, we have decided to offer a year's

subscription to the American Bee Journal and a year's mem-
bership dues in the New Union, both together, for $1.75.

But it must be understood that in order to get this rate, all

arrearages of subscriptions must be paid, and the $1.75 rate

to apply on advance subscription.

Now send us your orders, and we will attend to turning

over the $1.00 membership fee to the New Union, on each

subscription to the Bee Journal as per the above offer. This

ought to add 500 members to the New Union by June 1. If

it does, our contribution will be just $125.
Now, if you want to see the New Union succeed in its

grand work, in the interest of all the bee-keepers, come on

with your cash. General Manager Secor is just aching to do

his part whenever he sees sufficient funds in the treasury to

pay the bills.
•»-»-*

Noticing- New Bee-Papers is thus very aptly

referred to by Editor Holtermaun, of the Canadian Bee Jour-

nal :

" It is no kindness to draw attention to a paper which in

nine cases out of ten is trying to occupy a field already well

covered, which will give inferior service, and when, often, the
unlucky subscriber gets after a few months nothing for his

money."

Thai's it, exactly. Why in the name of creation should

any new papers in any line be encouraged by those already

fully occupying that line ? We could mention several outside

of bee-keepitig that would better never have been started at

all, for they proved only a source of loss to their publishers.

liut it seems some people have a sort of itching to get into

the publishing business, and that often without the slightest

adaptation to that very risky field. What, then, can be kinder

on the part of every one, than to discourage all such ventures

when it is known that only loss and disappointment can be

the legitimate and final result?

New papers in any field already fully occupied must ex-

pect to have a hard road to travel, and then feel pretty well

assured that success is well nigh unattainable.

In view of the wreck-strewn shore of the tempestuous

sea of bee-journalism, it would seem that no sane person

would for an instant entertain the Idea of starting a bee-paper

those days. But, then, 'tis said that the fools are never all

dead.
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Keeping- Insects Out of Honey.—Prof. Cook

tells in Gleanings how those troubled with insects getting into

comb honey might prevent it. He says

:

" I think that, in most cases, simply wrapping such pack-
ages in paper will prevent insect attack. The thing to bo

sought is to keep the odor of the honey from passing through
the paper so as to attract the insects. This might make it

necessary to seal the package hermetically. To do this the
bee-keeper has an easy uielhod right at his hand. He has
only to dip the paper in Lot melted wa.v, petting just as little

wax as possible on it. Then if he wraps the section while the
wax is a little warm, he will so seal the package that no odor
of honey can es-cape, and so the insects will not be attracted.

I should have great confidence that this would work, but of

course it would have to be tried before we would warrant it.

1 should also have great faith if we used parafline instead of

the beeswax."

Prof. Cook says further that as California is such " a per-

fect paradise for Insect life," the production of extracted

honey is more suitable there than comb honey. You see,

when extracted honey is once in screw-cap cans, there isn't

very much danger of insects getting into it.

Fouudation-lMills and Exractors.— Editor

Root, in speaking of patents on comb foundation-mills and

honey-extractors, said this in a recen't issue of Gleanings :

A short time ago Mr. Bingham exprest himself as believ-

ing there were no patents on foundation-mills. Something
like a dozen, I believe, have been issued. The most important
were from the following named parties: W. C. Pelham, Mrs.
Frances Dunham, E. B. Weed, and last, but not least, the

lamented Samuel Wagner. The latter obtained the first

patent. For two years his assignee, Mr. Perrine, prevented
us from making foundation-mills and foundation, there being
two years more life to the patent.

Something like 100 patents have been taken out on honey
extractors, in the United States—at least, we have on tile in

our offline that number. It seems now as if no patent that
might be issued would be worth anything to the inventor.

Encyclopedia for Bees-wax.—Some time ago we
offered a splendid work of eight large volumes, called "The
New Standard American Encyclopedia," having nearly -4,000

pages, and over fciOO colored maps, charts, and diagrams.
Size of volume. 2 inches thick, S'^ wids, and W)i long. As
per that offer, last publisht on page ISti, the eight volumes
were offered by frtigbt for only.'jLy cash. We can furnish

a set or two at that price, bound in half morroco ; or will ex-

change a set for 7.J pounds of yellow beeswax, delivered at

our office. You would be more than satisfied with the En-
cyclopedia, and a set of such books ought to be in every
family for reference.

The Horse—How to Break and Handle.—
This is a pamphlet of 32 pages, giving complete instructions

for breaking and educating colts, teaching horses to drive,

and for use under the saddle, together with many instructions

which have never before been publisht, and which are the re-

sult of the author's experience covering a period of 20 years.

By Prof. Wui. Mullen, with whom the editor of the Bee Jour-
nal is personally acquainted. Price, postpaid, 20 cents ; or

given as a premium for sending us one new subscriber to the
Bee Journal for tlie rest of the year at 60 cents.

Xlie Combination Offer, on page 314, is excep-

tionally desirable. Why not get that bee-keeping neighbor or

friend of yours to let you send in his dollar for a year's sub-

scription to the Bee Journal, and then you add 25 cents to it

and secure for yourself the Ladies Home Companion and the

book, " Samantha at Saratoga ?" Or, pay your own subscrip-

tion for a year in advance and for the extra 2.") cents get the

Home Companion aiid the book. We do not expect to be able

to continue this liberal offer much longer, so if you want to

take advantage of it, it will be well to do so now.

Beeswax 'Wanted.— If you want to get cash for

your beeswax //)om;<(.'j/ ship it lo the publishers of the Bee
Journal. We are now pa)ii:g 25 cents per pound for good
yellow beeswax delivered at our office. Address, George W.
York i Co., IIS Michigan St., Chicago, III.

Tl?e Weekly Budget

ME88R8. Leiningeb Bros , of Putnam Co., Ohio, writing

May 12, said : "The season hero is opening very encourag-

ingly. We expect a large crop of honey."

Mr. a. a. Anderson, of Ontario, Canada, says: " I am
very much pleased with the Bee Journal. I have kept tees

on a small scale for over 20 years (since I was 15 years old),

and have made them quite a study."

Dr. Miller says in Gleanings that It is just as much fun

for him to watch the bees get to work this spring as it was 35
years ago. Strange what a lasting fascination there is about

bee-keeping. It also seems to keep its devotees young in both

heart and body. Hurrah for the blessed bees !

Mr. J. W. "Van Allen, of the firm of Van Alien &
Williams, in Crawford Co., Wis., reported, May 7, that Mr.

Williams was very sick with lung fever; also, that Mr. Van
Allen's 1 2-year-old son was just recovering from a similar

attack. We hope both afflicted ones may soon be fully re-

stored to health again.

Mr. Frank McNay, of Wisconsin, when sending his dol-

lar for another year, said :
" You should raise the price of

the American Bee Journal soon. If you keep on improving it."

Yes, you are quite right, Mr. McNay, but at present we shall

try to continue to give the best we can get up for only Si.00
a year. Two cents is surely a low price for one number of

the Bee Journal.

Mb. Wm. S. Barclay, of Beaver Co., Pa., wrote us May
12 that on Nov. 1. 1896, he suffered from a stroke of paraly-

sis which affected his right side and particularly the right

arm. We are very sorry to learn this, as Mr. Barclay is one

of our oldest subscribers. We trust he may continue to re-

cover from the effects of that stroke. He wisht us to make
this announcement so that those whom he owes letters may
know why he has failed to reply.

No-w for New Subscribers for the rest of 1897 :

We would like to have each of our present readers send us at

least o?ie new SMbscribcr for the Bee Journal before June 1,

1S97. That surely will not be hard to do, when they will

need to pay o?ify 60 cents for the rest of this year. That is

about 8 months, or only 7}^ cents a month for the weekly

American Bee Journal. Any one with only a colony or two

of bees should jump at such an offer as that.

Now, we don't ask you to work for us for nothing, but

will say that for each new 60-cent subscriber you send us, we
will mail you your choice of one of the following list

:

Wood Binder for the Bee Journal
50 copies of letflet on -Why Eat Honey'/"
50 •• '• on ' How to Keep Honey "

50 ' " on ' Alsil^e Clover"
6 copies "Honey as Food and Medicine"
loopy each " Preparmlon of Hnnev for the Market "(10c.)

and Doolittle's " Hive I U»e " (5c i

1 copy e^ch Dadants' -Handling Bees" (Soand •' Bee-
Pasturage a Nece-isity " (10c. I ...

Dr. Howard's book on " F )ul Urood "

Kohnke's " Foul Bro d " l)oo'^

Cheshire's " Koul P.rooi " book dOc.) and Dadants - lland-

ling Bees" [Sc ]

Dr. Foote's Hand- Book of Health
Hurai Life Bonk
Our Poultry Ductor. by Fanny FelM
Poultry for Market and Proflt, by Fanny Field
Capons and Caponizlng
Turkeys for Market and Profit

Green's Four Books on Frult-G rowing
Kopp Commercial Calculator No- I

Silo and Sdage. by Prof. Couk
Bienen-Kultur IGerraan]
Kendall's Horse Book [Rnirlifh or German]
1 Pound White Clover Seird

1 • Sweet • '

1(4 • Al-ike " '•

14 • Alfalfa " '•

1 »4 '• Crimson " "

Queen-CUppinp Device
The Horse—How to Break and Handle

20c.
•'Oc.

20c.
20c.
20c.

15j.

18c.
2.)C.

25c.

18c.
23c.
•?5c.

23c.
2.10.

25C.
2.ic.

?3o.
23c.
2.-)C.

4nc.
One.
25;.
2.5o.

25c.
25c.
25c.
aoa.
200.

We make the above offers only lo those who are now sub-

scribers ; In other words, no one sending in his own 60 cents

as a new subscriber can also claim a choice of the above list.
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The Funniest Book
of the Century
"SAMANTHA AT SARATOGA; or

RACIN' AFTER FASHION."
By JOSIAH ALLEN'S WIFE.

Illustrated with Over 60 Drawings by F. Opper,

the Greatest Comic Artist in New York.

Over 100,000 copies of the agents' edition in

expensive binding were sold at $2.50 each. This

premium edition contains 374 pages, and gives all the

reading matter and all the illustrations the same as

the copies which sold at $2.50 each. Over 200,000

copies of the premium edition have already been sold.

THERE IS A BUSHEL OF

FUN IN EVERY CHAPTER.

Its Pictures are Just Killing

This book was written under the inspiration of a
summer season 'mid the world of fashion at Saratoga,
the proudest pleasure resort of America. The book
takes off Follies, Flirtations, Low»necked Dressing,

Dudes, Pug-dogs, Tobogganing, and all the extremes of

fashionable dissipation, in the author's inimitable and
mirth-provoking style.

' I would tear a man lim' from lim' if I Bee him a
trylD' to flirt with you."

Children and grown-up people alike read with rap-

turous delight the story of Samantha's "tower" to

Saratoga, accompanied by her "wayward pardner,"
Josiah Allen. It is written in a vein of strong common
sense, as pure and Innocent as the prattle of a child,

which keeps the reader constantly enjoying an ever

fresh feast of fun.

t^J^t^t^<^K^*^t^t^t^W^tS^t^t^t^t2"'<S^t^t^t2^t^t^t£^t^t^t^t^t^t^t^t^t^t^t^t2^t^t^t^t^t^t^t^t^t^t^t^t^t^t^

Z Woman's Home Companionede^^^^
(lis

(is

iFORnERLV LADIES HOHE COHPANION.)

This popular ladies' journal, now in its twenty-fourth year, is as readable and attractive as the best writers and
artists can make it. It is an unrivaled high-class magazine of general and home

literature, profusely illustrated with e.xquisite drawings.

Tlie Woman's Homo Companion lias no equal in the excellence of its special departments devoted to Fashions,
Fancy Work, Housekeeping, Floriculture, Talks with Girls, Hothers' Chat, Home Adornment, Children, etc. ()t tlio

noted writers who will contribute their liest work to the columns of the ('iimjianion dnriiig the coming year wo
have space to name only a few: Mrs. Mary J. Holmes, Josiah Allen's Wife, Opie Read, Harriet Prescott Spofford,

Julia riagruder, Hezckiah Butterworth, and many others. The Companion gives 24 to 32 pages, size 11 by Hi inches,

each issue, printed on line pajier and put into a handsomely illustrated cover. Siiecimen cojiy free upon request.
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Read Every Word of Above'JVIagiiillceiit Dlfer to New and Did Readers

To Boom Circulation We flake the Following Liberal Clubbing Offer:

AS A SPECIAL OFFER. WE WILL SEND

AH 3 for SI.25
SAMANTHA AT SARATOGA, Agents sold them for $2.50 each, but say $1.00"

THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL (Weekly) One Year, Cheap at . 1.00

WOMAN'S HOME COMPANION One Vear, Equal to magazines costing 1.00

Total in Value, . . . $3.00J

XOTMVt^^— When the above offer is aeeejtfetl, tuiefi,ititti.-<sion irill /}r al/nwed and the luaneneainwt heeounted in a club /mriird ft i>rt mi

Address GEO. W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan St., Chicago, 111.

NEVER WAS SO MUCH GIVEN FOR SO LITTLE MONEY.
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Filling Supers Fast.

Bees are booiuing. I have had 71 swarms
from 77 colonies. I had two swarms iu
March. I have takeu off some honey. Bee.s
are filling supers fast. A. Bisuek.
Callahan Co., Tex., May 3.

Best Season in 1896.

I work my bees for comb honey exclu-
sively, and I get 15 cents per pound at home
for all my honey. Last year was the best
season tor honey I ever saw in this or any
State. H. H. Buower.
York Co., Nebr., May 4.

Bees Wintered Well.

I have about 1^0 colonies of bees. They
wintered well last winter. I got from
them about 4,.">00 pounds of nice honey in
sections last year. William Fleming.

St. Crox Co., Wis., May 5.

Cold and Unfavorable Weather.

Bees wintered well here the past winter,
but the weather so far this spring has been
very cold and unfavorable. At present it

freezes quite hard nearly every night.
C. MONETTE.

Fillmore Co., Minn., May 1.

Bee-Keepers are Happy.

Spring has come at last, and the honey-
plants are coming into bloom. Bees are
bumming, the birds are singing, and all
Nature seems to be putting on new life.

The bee keepers are happy, for there is

such an abundance of snow in the moun-
tains for irrigation, which insures one of
the best honey-flows Utah has ever seen,
if we can only get warm, dry weather.

E. S. LOVESY.
Utah Co., Utah, April 30.

Storing Honey Kapidly.

My bees are storing honey very rapidly
now. We have a big peach, cherry and
apple bloom, and the bees are making
good use of the opportunity. My bees
came through the winter stronger and in
better condition than I ever had them be-
fore. April 24 X bad the finest Italian
swarm come out I almost ever saw at any
season of the year, and they are doing
finely. '

J. Allen Andekson.
Loudoun Co., Va., April 30.

Bees Working on Willow.

We have had a cold and wet spring so far
with but four days that bees could work.
The last week has been warm, and the bees
have been busy working on willow bloom,
which yields lots of honey. In 1S% my
scales colony yielded IS pounds iu three
day. The prospects look well for a clover
crop, which has had plenty of rain. There
is a lot of low land that cannot be put into
corn this year, so there will be lots of buck-
wheat grown nest fall. I have 51) colonies
that are in good condition now. Times are
bard, and so people \Yill not buy much
honey. I hope for the best.

Henry Co.. 111., May 1. J. F. Wihtu.

Successful Wintering of Bees.

I have read a great deal in bee-books and
also in the •• Old Reliable " about wintering
bees in cellars, about keeping them m un
even temperature, free from dampness,
noise, etc.

Early last fall I tackt burlap on the bot-
tom of the supers, filled them with chaff,

nd placed on each colony. November 1:1 I

Finest Alfalfa Honey

!

IT SELLS ON TASTING.

The Honey that Suits All

Who Buy It.

Low Prices Now!
We can furnish 'White Alfalfa Extracted Honey, io 60-pound tin cans, on

board cars in Chicago, at these prices : 1 can, in a case, T>s cents per pound ;
'2 cans

In one case, 7 cents ; 4 cans (2 cases) or more, 6K cents. The Cash must accom-
pany each order. Fine Basswood Flavor Honey at same price; also in

270-lb. barrels.

E^~ A sample of either honey will be mailed to an intending purchaser, for 8
cents, to cover postage, packing, etc. We guarantee purity.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.. 118 Michigan Street, CHICAGO. ILL

Ne-w London,
Wisconsin,Page & Lyon Mfg. Co.

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus

securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
They have also one One of the Largest Factories and the latest

and most-improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there is in the State. The material is cut from patterns, by majhuiery,

and is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and -whitest
Bass-wood is used, and they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine

and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best

machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies.

Please mention tli9 Ameiicau Bee .Tourn'vl. 7Atf

BEMEEPBKS We make

SUPPLIES
The Very Finest Line of

in the Market, and sell

them at Low Prices.
Send for Free IlliislralccI Catalog anil Prlce-I>isl.

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.

Special Agf ut for Ihe Soiiihwest
-^- ^-

""^^""stTjoseph. mo.

mr. Abbott sells our Hives and Sections at Factory Prices.

That aueen-Olipping Device Free !

CouIduH Do Wltboiit It.

I have clipped 13 queens, and mu?t say the
Monette Queen-Clipping iJevlce Is by far the
best inveutiuQ ever made, arxl will be wel-

come to tmnj" hee-keepiTS as It was to me. 1

could not do without one now.

Dr. Geo. Lacke, Newburgh, Ind.

WorkH Like a Cbarm.

The Monette Queen Clipping Device WORKS

t-iKE A CHARM. With it 1 have clipped 30

queens, all iu one day, when examlDing my

bees. W.M. SToi-r-sr, Grand Island, Nebr.

PLEASE READ THIS OFFER TO PRESEXT SUBSCRIBERS :

Send us )nM one new iinme for the American Bee Journal a year (with *I.OO), and we

will mail vou the Queen-ClippinK Device free of charge. Or, the Queen-Clipping Device

will be sent postpaid for 30 cts. But why not get it as a Premium by the above oCfer t

You cant earn M cts. any easier. Almost every bee-keeper will want this Device.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan St., CHICAGO, ILL.
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WOVEN .wJM.FENCEi
I'k'li. Hull

hlr<m^'.ri(i;iu..U'liickfti-tlj.'iiU Will,
our lU I'LKX Al'TOMATH-' Machine

voiicun make 60 ludsa dav ("v

12 to 20 cts. a Rod.
«»fr :.n Ki»lfs. (.'atalntnie Fiee,

KIT5ELMAN BROS..
not i:tH. Ridgeville, Ind.

48 Etf Mtntwn in*; A v^rwan Bee .luunuP-

Golden Italian. 3 Bamled. Carnlolan and Im-
ported. Barred Plymouth Ho k eggs.
All at living pf-ii-Ptt. Catalog free

J F. Michael, Greenville, Ohio.

14Ei f PleHse mention i be Bee Journal.

ARE WORTH
LOOKING ATOur Prices

NEW CHAMPION CHAFF HIVE
with DovKTAiLKi) B<)i>v ANu Sci'EHS espe-
cially. All other Ree t?uiipliee accordinfrly.
Send for Catalojr aud Price-Li;it. Address,

R. H. SCHMIDT & CO.,
48Alf Box 187. Siikboyoan, Wis.

4-^B'i-^^-^'l'^^ k Aa Iiouent, efflcleDt

.. Yellowzones • r?m<?dy. for all. Fevers,
Headaches. Colds, Neu-

ftiir rain ana iner g ralgla. Grip, Rheuma-
'^^*l-^^-^^'}'^^J tism. etc. A general

service remedy that'll
please you. OB monev refcnded.
' It'8 a rare pleasure to And such a remedy."
•"Too much cannot be said in praise of them."

1 Box, 25c.; fi Bo.xee. $1; most orders are $1.

W. B. House, Drawer 1, Detour, Mich.
15 Atf Please mention the Bee Jour lal.

CLOSING OUT PRICES
ON FIRhT-<I.ASS GOODS.

IP No. 1 K Dov. Hives, 8-frame »7 50
10 No. IE" •• 10 • 8 50

Best Pollsht Sections S-2.50 per M.
Other Goods In proportion.

Let me make an estimate on your wants.

W. J. Finch, Jr. , Chesterfield, Ills.

10A1;H Mention the Am. Bee Journal.

Our '97 Cataloff
—OF—

Apiarian Supplies, Decs, Etc.
Is yours for the asking.

it is full of Information. tS~ Write for It.

I. .1. STRIXGIIAin,
105 Park Place. NEW YORK, N. Y.

AriAiiv—Glen Cove, L. I.

KeeD Bees for Honey ?
Try my Queens. Golden Yellow or Leather
color. Untested, '^c: Tested, $l.2.i; Extra-
Tested. $1.75. W. J. FKICKINS,
18A2t Red Btio, III.

^
A hooklet, hanilsomely illustra-
ted, dcscrlhlnp Nebrukka, her
tanns and the opportuniiies
there for young men and farm
renters to become farm owners

Mailed without charge on applirailon to P. S.
Eu.sTis, General Passenger Agent, C„ B & Q.
R. K.-, Chicago. 111. llASt

IfentloK. the Amcrlciin Uee .loumoA-

imp;«v'^u MacliiiK; for Sliediiig Wax.
This machine iTodiices a cmtlnuous sheet

of iinifonn Ihlrkness and any » Idth flenlrcd
directly from the tnelterl wax. No lapping or
welding done In this proccs. This machine is

a rapid worker. >.|niple in eonetruciion. oablly
operated either hy hand or steam power, and
price within reach of any supply dealer. Cor-
respondencH solicited, i-ainide sent on receipt
of order and poatagiv Paieiit allowed March
18. 1807. TH08. EVANS. Lansing, Iowa.

put them into the cellar, and April 3 I put
them on the sutumer stands. My cellar is

very warm, as there is a furnace in it.

Altho the bee cellar is separate, it has a
furnace flue running through it. and the
temperature at times went up to tlO degrees.
Fahr.. and at other times it was below
freezing. It was very damp, water run-
ning through it most of the time. There
was a great deal of noise, as in tending the
furnace, and also in the rooms above, such
as piano playing, singing, etc.. and yet out
of 21 colonies but one whs lost.

I put just enough straw against the win-
dow-screen to darken the cellar, and near
the floor I hail an opening into a heated
chimney flue, which gave excellent ventila-

tion. Had it not been for this perfect ven-
tilation I think they would not have come
out so well.

I do not see how any bee-keeper can get
along without the American Bee Journal
which comes, running over with bee-infor-

mation, so regularly every week. Long
may it live to fight the adulteration of

honey, and frauds! R. Rodenberoer.
Waukesha Co., Wis., April 29.

How to Clean Kerosene Cans.

M. H. Mendleson. on page 731 (1896) says
it cannot be done: but it can.
Take the cap off aud put the can into the

stove oven, and heat moderately, being
careful not to beat so hot as to open the
joints. Leave it in the oven till the odor
has all disappeared.
All the refined mineral oils are very

volatile, and very little beat will evaporate
them.
The cans may be cleaned of other impuri-

ties, but more heat may be required.
I. W. Beckwith.

An Experience with Bees.

I started in the bee-business in 1895 with
one colony of hybrids, increast to three,

and got nbout 75 pounds of comb honey. 1

wintered them in the cellar without loss.

Last season I increast to 10 colonies, and
got a surplus of 500 pounds of comb honey,
Italianizing part of the colonies. 1 lost one
in wintering, so I have nine to begin with
this season. I am intending to Italianize

all my bees this year.
Last year was good for the bees here, but

this spring it is very rainy and cold. I took
the bees out April "2.S, and they went right

to work gathering pollen, but they have
not workt any since. I use the Langstroth
hive with 8 Hoffman frames. This year I

am making all my hives 10 frames for ex-
tracting. So far i have had splendid suc-

cess with the bees. Fued B. Cavanaugh.
Missaukee Co., Mich., May 3.

Wintering Bees in New Hampshire.

Located on the cold hills of central west-

ern New Hampshire ns I am. I thought pos-

sibly that a brief account of my method of

preparation of bees for winter and the re-

sult might afford a lesson of instructiou to

some one.
Near the last of September, or about the

time the combs are cleared of brood, I ex-

amine every colony I intend to winter,

carefully estimating" the amount of honey.
I unite my surplus colonies with those de-

signed for wintering. Last fall I reduced
44 colonies to 25 by uniting, saving my best

queens. Then if the honey in any hive is

less than 2.") pouuils. I feed sugar syrup till

they have from 25 to 30 pounds. This gives

them ample stores and a good hive full of

bees. I think the heat generated by a hive
full of bees is a factor in safe wintering. I

never have occasion to feed in the spring.

I winter my bees ott the summer statids.

Over thjse colonies that are not in clialV

hives I place an outer case, packing the

space between the hive and outer case with
planer shavings. Over the frames 1 place

a porous cushion. I) to 10 inches thick. I

have discarded sealeil covers.
I leave the entrances open, shaded by a

board leaning against the hive. I retnove

Mm y o;
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and one which will surport
you when the fell hand of
disease is upon you, and which
will bring you back to perfect
health and strength, putting a

i ring in your voice, a sparkle
in your eye and a spring in
your walk is that world en=-
dorsed remedy .—

^

rsvs

It never fails in all those dis-
eases brought about by dis-
ordered Kidneys and Liver
and is a positive cure for

BRIGHT'S DISEASE
URINARY TROUBLES
^FEMALE COMPLAINTS
GENERAL DEBILITY
AND MALARIA.
Try a bottle and you will add
your testimony to the thous-
ands already cured by it.

Beware of substitutes. There
is nothing "just as good" as
Warner's Safe Cure. «a^

FINE SECTIONS

!

We have the finest I^iiinber to be liad for

One-Piece Sections,
all Second Growth and While as Snow. We
have all the ii|>-to-clale iiiacliliiery, and
are inapo-lli n to tilt your order promptly
and satisfactorily.

Write for Price-Llst and Sample Section
free. Yours &c ,

WAUZEKA SECTIO.X CO.,
Apr. 23, '97. Wauzek*. Crawford Co , Wis.

ITAtt ilenlion the American Uee Jcuma^.

Pacific Coast Bee-Keepers

!

Bin' YOUR

Dovetailed Cedar Hives
Direct from the Fa^'tory. Guaranteed equal

to the best goods on the market.
Send lor Pi-ire-L.li«l.

Rawson & Earner, Centralia, Wash.
10A131 Mention the Am. lUe Journal.

California
If you care to know of Its Fruits, Flowers
(Jlimate or Resources, send for a Sample Copy
ol California's Favorite Paper—

The Pacific Rural Press
The leading Horticultural and Agricultural
paper ol the PaclBc Coist. Published weekly,
handsomely Illustrated 00 per annum.
Sample Copy Free.

PACIFIC RIRAL, PRESS,
220 Market St., - SAN FRANCISCO. OAL.
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GOOD ilVIPROVEMENT
b.-pins with good fencing. The Keystone
Fence will Inoreaso the value of your farm.

No damage to crops from stock depredation.

No loss of crops from smothering under snow
drifts. Can't blow down. Can't burn up. All

about it in our vukk book on fence building.

KEYSTONE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO.,

No. 3 rxush Strfi't, Peoria, III.

From Pure B P. lincks. Bla. k Minorcas. I.l»rht.

Bralimns-*l.-'n per McUiijr. Albii. will slulT

and uinuni Blrile ftTid Animals to order: pi ice.

lor suiall birds and animals (iOe and upward.

PIhiiIh lor fate clieap-Ked and Blatk
Raspberry, and Sirawberrj

.

Hilts. L. C A.\TEl.l.,
KoSEViLi.K, Warien Co., Tll.

t?.^! Beeswax
For all the Good, Pure Yello-w

Beesvpax delivered to our ofBce till

further notice, we will pay 25 cents per

pound, CASU ; or 27 cents for whatever
part is exchanged for the Bee Journal,

Honey, Books or Seed, that we offer. If

you want cash, promptly, for your
Beeswax, send it on at once. Impure
wax not taken at any price. Address as

follows, very plainly,

GEO. W. YORK & CO.
118 Michigan St., CHICAGO, ILI..

QUEENS
Smokers. Sections

,

Comb Foundation,
And nil AplalrUD Suppliei
ehfap. Send for

VHKE Btalogoe. E. T. FLA.NAUAN, Believllle. III.

i:iA l.'it Plt'iise ment'ou tbe Bt'e Journal.

50 I'oloiiits Bees f(tr Sale Cheap.
2>rranie Kiicleuv, ivllli Queen, oiil)' ^2.

B. P. Hocks, White lephoius, B. L,r(rt")rn=,

Black Minorca. Bbtf Toihln, Pait. Cochin. L.

Krahma, S. s. Ma uburg-E^gs trom all tbebe,
lo forli.OO.

Also. Berkshire Pig's for sale Wri:e for
wbal you waul. Stock all icg:lsiered pedigree.

IN. 11. SItlllH, Lock K.ix «,
18 A4t TlLDUUV, Unt., C.\N«I)A.
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BEES & NUCLEI.
We can supp y Good Full ColODiea of Ital-

ian Bees In 8-l'rnine Lanirstro h ivfs. and
y-lrame Nuclei. Tbey are in I,ee Co.. Illinois,
100 miles from Chieag-o. If you wish to tmy.
write us at once, as to what and how many
you want, and we will quote you price.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO..

___^ - CH ICAGO, ]LL.S.

SEE THAT WINK

!

ifrp . Siipp]ief!> I Root's
Goods at Hoot's Prices.

Poader'8 Honey - Jars,
Hnd every thing- need by
hee-keepers. Prompt, ser-
vice, low fre'ght r^te. Cat.
tree. Walter S Ponder,

yi\\i\\\
HONEY-EXTRACTOR

illUUi 13 Square Glass Jars.

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies in general, etc etc
Send for our new catalojr.

"Practical Hints" will he mailed for 10c.
In stamps. Apply to—

Chas. T. Mnth & Son, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Mention the American Bee, Journal.

CARLOADS
Of Bee-Hives. Sections, Ship-
ping-Cases. Comh Foundation,
and EvcrylUliig used in the
Bee-Industry.

I want the name and address
of every Bee- Keeper in Amer-

' lea. I supply Dealers as well
as consumers. Send for cata-

logs, quotations, etc. "W. H. PCTNAHI.
KivEU Falls. Pierce Co., Wis.

VVMEN Answering this AovERTtsEMENT, Mention this journal

mr IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
11.25 to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif.,

forhiB

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

PATENT WIRED C019B FODHDATIOH
Has No Sag in Brood-Frame*

Ttiin Flat-Rottom FoundatioD
Bas 5o FishboDo iq the Sarplos Honey.

BelD^ tbe cleanest 1b naaally workeri
the qaickest of any Foandatlon made

J. A. VAN DEUSEN.
Sole Mannfaotarer,

Bpront Brook Mnnttromery Oo.. N T.

For Sale, Choice Italian Bees.
Full Colonies at J.'J.OO ; Nuclei, $1 per Frame.

—Qiieeiit) in Their SeaMo.i.—
Also a Full Stock of the

B. Taylor Handy "^"^
""^^.rp^pTiEs.

Send for Catalog, to—
F. A. CRDWELL, Granger, Minn.

17A4t Fleasc mention tbe Itoe Journal.
Mention the American Bee Jtmrnal

Steel Wheels
Staggered Oval Spokes.

BUY A SET TO FIT YOUR NEW OR OLD WACO")

\ / CHEAPEST AND BEST
\\ /^' V :i\ ti> K't 11 li'W uaj^fin. Any kIzo

X^jm 'lire 1, Hiiy wi.llh llri'. Catiil. nii:ic.

^ELECTRIC WHEEl CO., Quincy, III.

Menlion the American Bee JuumaJ.20Ei:!

side; and also a well set and well trimmed
thoru hedge at the back of them, so tbey
are well jirotectert from cold and heat, and
they alway.s receive the best of care. But
they won't gather honey for me w hen there
are no honey-yielding plants, such as was
the case last year. They cost me many
dollars to get them through the winter, but
I hope to get it all back this season, and
more besides, for all is fair for a good
honey crop this summer, provided the
weather is suitable, so that bees can work.
Our pears, cherries, and other small fruits
are now in full bloom. Elistia Cakev
Bucks Co., Pa., May 2.

Too Cold for the Bees.

This weather the bees have to remain at
home while the apple trees are just a few
feet above their heads in full bloom, and
have to content themselves with their
mother by singing Gentle Annie '' in her
ear. and telling her there are better days
dawning: while what few drones have
made their appearance are " trembling in
their boots," as the honey grows less. They
know it's good by ' sweet home " when the
bees say to them. • Self-preservation is the
first law of our hive." It puts me in mind
of a lot of women cleaning hou.se. Some
have a drone by the ear, leading him to the
door; others leading him out under the
whip; some drones are at the entrance on
the wing, singing • Boom-de-ay;'' some are
piled up outside of tbe hive on their knees,
praying for a honey-flow. Oh, by the way.
the bee-man is, too. and if the honey comes
the bees will come to the door and say,
" Now, old paps, we were ,iust joking when
we Ured you. Come in Bill, Jake, John,
Sam and Ike; but if honey gets scarce
again, yon will have to pack your grips and
start for Frazier river, or go to India to see
yonr big relatives, the Apis dorsata."

Geo. Poiniie.xter.
DeWittCo., 111., May 1.

Experience in Wintering Bees.

I had an experience in wintering the bees
in one of my yards that was somewhat of
a surprise. Late last fall I had to rebuild
my bee-cellar at this yard. It bad been
made of slabs and dirt, but I rebuilt it with
a stone wall; it being so late the wall did
not dry out, the cellar was so damp I feared
heavy loss among the IK colonies it con-
tained. About the middle of winter I bad
a load of dry oats straw and chaff scattered
on tbe cellar bottom and over the hives.
The temperature was kept at about 40 de-
grees ; toward spring, after very wet
weather, water was found standing S or 10
inches deep in the cellar—the hives had
been placed 14 inches from the floor, so no
water got in them. The water stood thus in
the cellar for over two months before those
bees were taken out, whichwas the middle
of April, and they came out in good con-
dition, with very small percentage of loss,
and nearly all strong. So much for good
luck. Harry Laturop.
Green Co., Wis., May 1.

A Tensessee Rejoinder.

Mr. Wm. Webb said, on page 204, that it

was a very good thing that one man did
not know it all. Yes. he is just right, for
if he had known what the word "system "

means he would not have written as" he did.
Webster's dictionary says: "System—con-
nected assemblage of parts or things, regu-
lar order or method. Systemize, to reduce
to a system, or regular method ; to method-
ize."

There are 4'3 bee-keepers in my settle-
ment, and only two men are keeping bees
in movable-frame hives. Mr. VV. said he
was not able to say how many practical
bee-men there are along the Smoky moun-
tains. I have been on both sides of his
home, through l.i counties, east and west
directions, and there are at least 20 keeping
bees in logs and plank guras to one in mov-

able-frame hives. So it can readily be seen
that a regular method is the system.
My article on Smoky mountain bee-keep-

ing does not insinuate that there is not a
practical bee-keeper in or along the Smok-
ies. There are several, and in the wealthy
parts of the State there are a great many
practical bee-men.
Bees are in fine condition here. If the

boney-flow comes all right, they will "get
there " all the same. G. W. Wilcox.
Blount Co. Tenn., May 2.

A Hook Recoiiiiiiciided by Dr. Gallup.

THENEWMETHOD
In Health and Rlsease.
By W. E Forest, M. D., 12th Edition, Re-
vised, Illustrated, and Enlarged. This is
the greatest and best work ever publisht
as a Home Phtsiclvn, and as

A di.iidt' Jo ll«-allli.

It makes the way from %V«-akne.s<<i to
Sirengtit so plain that only those who
are past recovery (the very few) need to
be sick, and the well who will follow its
teachings i-annot hv .<>>ick. It is now
in many families the only counsellor in
matters of health, saving tbe need of call-
ing a physician and all expenses for medi-
cines, as it teaches Hygiene and the use
of Nature's remedies, not a driijs^
ti-ealnienl.

All 4'laroiii<- >i!>esiNos
are considered, and there is not a curable
disease that has not been helpt by some
of the " .Vt'w .l/rf//o(/.s- " given here; even
those who have been pronounced 4'on-
»>iin.l>lirc have been entirely cured.
While for RiK'i.iiialiNiii. liKlig-os-
lion. I>.»>i>e|>.>.ia. <'on<«li|>allon,
l»j wenlsiry, Uver and Kidney
'I'roi.ltivN, 4^'atari-li. Cinacia-
tion. 4»enei-:il l>cl»iiity, IXerv-
Otis ICxliai..«lion, Diseases Pe-
oiiliar to Women, etc.. the methods
are sure, and can be carried out at one's
own home and with little or no expense.

A Ciiuarantee.
So confident are the publishers of the
results, that tbey offer to refund the
money to any one who will try " New
Methods" thoroughly, it the book is re-
turned in good condition.

Xlie I\eM Edition
is illustrated with a number of Anatom-
ical plates from the best English work on
Anatomy publisht. and others made ex-
pressly for this work ; contains 3U0 pages,
printed on fine calendered paper, and al-

though the priceiof the first edition (much
smaller in size and without illustrations)
was $2. .50, we sell this at -$1,00, postpaid.

pri:.iiii:m oi'i'i':ies«.

For sending us two new subscribers to
the Bee Journal for one year, we will
mail you the book free as a premium, or
we will mail it tor sending your own ad-
vance renewal and one new yearly sub-
scriber. This is a wonderful premium
offer. Address all orders to

—

GEORGr, W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.

UNG DISEASES.
.11 years' experience. If your case is

-sufficientlyserioustorequireexpert medi-
Ical treatment, address
I Dr. Peiro, lot) State St., Chicago.

pec I^CCDCD? ? bet me seud you mv 64-
DLL~M.CrLno I page Catalog for 18!l7.

J. in. JenkiiiN, Wetunipka, Ala.

Mention tlte A.merican Bee Jawmal.
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HONEY and BEESWAX
MAIEKKX <)i;OXAXIO.^'S.

Cliicaffo, HI., May 6.—There is very little
honey comlnjr to the nmrket. and fine lots of
white eoml) l)rinya \'M\. Yet only a little Ib

taken by the dealers, the season for it being
overTiith the eoinin^of straieberrlee. which
are now plentiful. Extracted brings about
late f|uotallon=. with beeswax in active de-
mand at 27@-So. for best grades.

San Prancisco, Calif., May 6. — White
comb. !i-IOc.; .imber, S-7c. Extracted, white,
5>4c. ; light amber, :i!4-4c.; dark lule, 2aic.
Beeswax, fair to choice, 2.5-'J7c.

New York, N. Y.,Maj- 8.—Market quiet at
present iit uncluitjged prices. Old crop well
cleaned ni). Will have new crop within the
next week, both comb and extracted, from
the south. We expect a fairly good summer
trade at fair prices.
Beeswax is weak at '26c.

Detroit, Mich,,M8yl.—Frtncy white comb,
ll®l-c.; No. 1. loailc.: fancy amber. n@
10c.; No. 1. 8@'.ic.: dark, T@Sc. Extra ned.
white. .^(Sfic. : amber, 4@5c ; d'^rk, -ic. Bees-
wax, 2.n@26c. Demand is slow for honey, and
plenty in commission house.

Kansas City, Mo., May 14.—No. 1 white,
12@i:'c.; r.incv umber. n@12c.; No. 1,10®
lie; fancy dark, ii®10c.; No. 1, T@8c. Ex-
tracted, white. 4!4a3c : amber, 4@4!4c.;
dark, a^@4c. Beeswax, 25c.

Cincinnati, Ohio, May 7. — Demand is
slo* for all kinds of honey. Comb honev,
ii@l4c. for fair to choice white; extracted,
3V<i@6c. There Is a fair demand for beeswax
at 22@25c. for good to choice yellow.

Minneapolis, Minn., May 1. — Fancy
white. 1 1451 2o. ; No. 1 white. 10®llc.; fancy
amber. 9@10e. : No. 1 amber. 8@9c.; fancy
dark, TSSc. ; No. 1 dark. 6-7c. E.Ttracted,
white. fi@7c,; amber. .5®5V4c. : dark. 4(S5e.
Utah white extracted, SS.JSc Beeswax, 23®
26c. Market fairly steady fi.r comb and bet-
ter for extracted than for some time.

Philadelphia, Pa., May 1 — Fancy white
comb. 12-l:)o : tancy amber. 8-yc.; No. 1, 8c.;
fancy dark. 7-8c. Extracted, white. .5-7 j.;
amber, 4-.5c. ; dark, 3i4-4c. Beeswax, 2.5c.
Season is getting over for com b honey—very

little demand. Extracted in good demand.

St. Iioais, Mo., May 1.— Fancy comb. 12®
ai3c.; No. 1 while, ll@lli4c.; amber, 9®
lO^c; dark, 7@8;4c. Extracted, white. In
cans, 6®7c. ; amber, in barrels, 4@4 i4c ; extra,
oc; dark. 3@4c. Good demand for barrel
stock—comb slow sale. Beeswax, 23@23>ic.
—prime flnds ready sale at 23i4c.

Albany, N. T., May 1, — Fancy white, 12-
13c.; No. 1. 11-12C.; fancy amber. 9-lOc.;
No. 1. 8-9c.; fancy dark. 7-8c ; No. 1. 6-7c.
Extracted, white. .5-6c.; dark. 3!4-4c.
Demand is all that could be expected at this

season. Stock on hand small.

Indianapolis, Ind., May 1. — Fancy white.
14-loc.: No. 1 white, 12-13c. Extracted,
white. 6-7c. Beeswax, 22-25c.
Demand Is fair for grades quoted, but no

demand for inferior grades.

Bn£ralo, N. Y, May 7.—Strictly fancy
comb. 1-pound, mostly 10 and lie. tod.ay. De-
mand Is only fair at present. Other grades
range from 3@9c. Extracted, 4@.5c.

Boston, Mass., May 1.— Fancy white, 13-
14c.; No. 1. ll-12e. Extracted, white. 6-7c.

;

amber. 3-6c. Beeswax, 2.5c.

Cleveland, Ohio, Peb. 20.—Fancy white,
14^4@15c.: No. I white. 12K@13c. Extracted,
white. 6a7c.; amber. 4V4@5S4c. Beeswax, 22
®25c.
There Is not very much honey in our mar-

ket. Selling rather slow. Demand beginning
to be a little lietter. Think trade will be fair
in this line this fall.

AP A ""•»' " D O 1^
* m rym mar nol D> V^. W\.mOUR APAry is non - partisan and deals in

strictly first class Italian Queeris-Tested 00c
Untested. 65c. 1-fr. Nuc.eus. 05c. : 2 fr $1 10
—discount on quantities. MO office. Sparta
Tenn. COOFEK & GILLfcTT,
!'*** QlEBECK, TENN.
Mention the AmerUxm Bee JovAmeO,

List of Honey and Beeswax Dealers.

Most of whom Quote In this Journal.

Cbicaxo, lUa.
K. A. B0BNKTT & Co.. 163 South Water Street.

New York, N. Y.
HiLDRETH Bros. & Seoklken.

KansaR CItr, Iflo.

O. C. Clemoms & Co., 423 Walnut St.

BuauIo,N. Y.
Batterson & Co.. 167 & 169 Scott St.

Hamilton, III*.

CHA8. Dadant & Son.

Pliiladolphta, Fa.

Wm. a. Selser, 10 Vine St.

Cleveland, Oblo.
Williams Bros,, 80 & 82 Broadway.

St. IionU, mo.
Westcott Com. Co.. 213 Market St

IfliuneapollR, ITlinn.

S. H. Hall & Co.

miivankee, Wis.
A, V. Bishop & Co.

Bo«ton, mass.
E. E. Blake & Co., 57 Chatham Street.

Detroit, inicli.

M. H. Hunt. Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich.

ludlauapolls, Ind.
Walter S. Pohdeh, 162 Mass i chusclts Ave

Albany, N.Y.
Chas. McCuLLOCn Sc Co., 380 Broadway.

Cincinnati, Oblo.
C. f, MOTH & Son, cor. Freeman & Cent ral Avs.

Question;) 'Box^
In the multitude of counsellors there is

safety.—Prov. 11-14.

Wliat About llie New Drawn
Foundation for Section

Honey !

Query 49.—Is it advisable to use in sec-

tions foundation with side-walls H, or \ inch
high ?—Ml).

Wm. McEvoy—No.

Jas. A. Stone—No.

R. L. Taylor—Query,
E. France— I think so.

J. A. Green— I think not.

P. H. El wood—Yes, if not to heavy
and costly.

W. G. Larrabee—If it does not make
more " fishbone," yes.

A. F. Brown— I could not say, having
had DO experience with it.

Prof. A. J. Cook—I have not tried it,

but I see no objection if the bees thin it

down.

Dr. C. C. Miller—Certainly, if you can
have it about the same weight as natural
comb, and it doesn't cost too much.

Emerson T. Abbott—Ask the fellow
who has time to " split hairs." I have
been too busy getting a living to find out.

C. H. Dibbern—Yes, if the honey thus
produced Is just as nice as if very thin
foundation had been used. Try it, and
report.

J. E. Pond—The matter of high side-

walls Is of recent orign, comparatively.
If they can be made leaving the septum
very thin, I can see no reason why their
use will not be advantageous. The only

trouble that I have heard of as yet In

the use of foundation in sections i:?, that
it cannot be prest thin enough to com-
pare with honey whore thecotnb Is made
entirely by the bees.

Rev. M. Mahin—I have never used
such foundation, nor seen it. I doubt
the propriety of using such foundation
in sections.

Dr. J. P. II. Brown— I have no ex-
perience with J<-inoh side-wall founda-
tion. It might prove very satisfactory.
But until I know this, I will use and be
satisfied with foundation of less preten-
tious side-walls.

Mrs. L. Ilajrisou—We sell our honey
in a home market, and use only small
starters of foundation in the sections at
the top. Our honey has the reputation
of tender comb, and we will not risk in-

juring it by its use in the way mentioned.

G. W. Daraarae—It will require care-
ful experimenting along this line before
your question is answered in a practical
way. I do not think it " advisable " to
use anything but very thin starters till a
thorough test is made as to the practi-
cability of using deep-cell starters.

G. M. Doolittle—Why not, if it is ad-
visable to use any kind of foundation ?
There has not been a word said against
foundation with side-walls from 3/16
to ^ inch high, but what would apply
with equal force to any of the founda-
tion now before the public, or that of
the past.

Eugene Secor—That will have to ba
answered by experiment. If foundation
with side-walls % inch high can be
manufactured weighing no more per
square foot than the thin foundation
now in use, and if it can be sold at
about the same price, I think it will he
found of practical value.

Dr. A. B. Mason—It is not the hight
of the side-walls that is to be considered,
but the thickness, and It is possible that
if the side-walls are made as thin by
toachinery as the bees make them, that
it would not be advisable to use it ; but
the matter can only be settled by trying
such foundation.

Best oil Earth

!

19 Years

a Complaint.

PltlCES OF
Bingham Perfect Bee Smokers

and HoHey-Knives.
Per Doz. By Mall.

Smoke Engine. 4-in. stove 113 00 each, $1.50
LLar^ebt smoker made.]

Doctor .iii in. stove 9 00 " 1.10
Conqueror .'J " •' 6. .50 " 1.00
Large 2>4 " 5 00 •• .90
Plain 2 • •' 4.75 •' .70
LlitleWonder 2 "Lwt.lO oz] 4.50 '• .80
HoneyKnll'o 6.00 " .80

For further description, send for Circulars.

T. F. BINGHAin, Farwell, MIcb.
^Xir'Xixn Vie A.merlcan Bee Joumafn

Oue Cent
HI. H. HU.NT.

ftkit-n AMSWERIwa THIS AOVCRTISEyENT. U£NTl(V1 TW5

Invested In a postal card
will get my large Cata-
log of All Koot's Goods.
Send list of what you
want, and get price.
Bell Brancb. jTllrli.
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H H^ HH A Copy of

LD L L Successful Bee-Keeping,
rn I by W. Z Hutchlnsou ;

I 1 1k! and our 1807 Catalo).'. for 2-

cent stamp, or a copy of ibe
Catalog: for the Atikln!;. We make almost
Everyiliing used by Bee-Keeper», and at
IiOivo»i Prices. Our

Falcon Polislit Sections
are warranted

Superior to All Otiiers.

Don't buy cheaply and roughly made Goodp.
when you can have ilie best—siicU as we
make.

Tlie American Bee Keeper
[monthly, now in its 7th year]

36 Pages—50 Cents a Year.
bA.MPLE Free—Addhess,

TBEViT.FALCOimMFG.CO.,
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

DANZENBAKER
HIVE AND HONEY
won Highest Honors at the

t'alrs, and pnya Prtmiums
to purchasers

of 50 hives, $"iO for the best lOn I)anz. sections
" 25 ' as •• 50
'• 20 " 20 •• 40
•• 10 ' 10 • 20
" 5 •• 5 •• 10

y^~ Further particulars regarding the pre-
mlums, also special cauilog ol' the Danzen-
baker Hive and Sjbttm, furultht on applica-
tion. Address,

Francis Danzenbaker, Medina, Oliio.

rare Tlic A. I. Koot Coinpau}'.

DESCRIPTION aud
PRICE-LIST of the
Ami AloHt I'nptilar

Free

WW Honey Extractor
on tbe marfcet. Will save its cost In Time and
and Combs in one seiison. Addrtss,

Van Allen & Williams, Bariiuui, Wis.

8Etf nf'ttfinn f.h£. American Bee Jtmrno:

I ARISE
'I'(j SAY to the reatlors
I of tbe

BEE JOURNAL thai

UOOLITTLE
bBB concluded to iell

-BKBS and yUKBNS-
In their seasi>n. durinn
i8tl7, at thefollowlnB
priceb ;

One Colony of Italians
on 9 Gallup frameB, in
IlKhtsliippinK-box $(i(>ci

25 (K)

45 (X)

1 IM)

5 r>o

lOiiO
»l .VJ

3 5r|

Five Colonies.
Ten Colonies..
1 untested queen.
6 " queens
12
1 tested Queen...
3 " Queens

.

1 selecttestedqueen 2 u
3 " '* Queens 4 oti

Belecltej*ied queen, previous season's rearing 4 nu
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A Defense of the "Detestable" Bee-Space.

BY W. Z. HUTCHIKSON.

In the American Bee Journal /or April 29, I find an arti-

cle in which the writer severely and unjustly condemns the

bee-space that has so nearly universally come into use. The
great objection brought agalust the!-e spaces by this writer,

who signs himself " Commou-Sense Bee-Keeping," is that they

allow the escape of heat. If the heat rises and escapes from

between two combs, pray where does it escape to .? Into the

adjoining spaces, of course—where else can it go? If the

heat from one space escapes into the adjoining spaces, and

that from the adjoining spaces escapes into the first-mentioned

space, where does the loss come in ? The illustration about

the heat escaping from a hen's nest, if there were a lot of

boles iu its bottom, is not a parallel case, as in that case the

heat escapes iuto the open air and is lost, while In the bee-

hive the heat is slill In the liive.

Iknow that our "common-sense" friend says that the

heat escapes over iuto the farther corners of the hive away
from the bees, and that it there "condenses and wastes." I

am at a loss to know what he means by its "condensing." I

know that steam can be condenst into water, or that we can

condense the rays of the sun by passing them through a

lens, etc., but I fail to understand how heat can be "con-

denst" if it escapes into the corner of a bee-hive.

When the weather is cold, or even cool, a colony of bees

contracts, the outer part being especially compact, thus form-

ing a sort of covering, or natural hive, as Cheshire calls it,

and Inside this crust of bees the temperature may be, and

often is, raised to over 90, while the outside is below the

freezing point. If we could make a hive that was exactly the

size and shape of a contracted cluster or colony of bees, and

thus have the bees completely fill It, there would be no need

of this crust or natural hive of bees; but this would be well-

nigh impossible, as the clusters would vary so in size. When
a colony is compactly clustered—when its outside is thus cov-

ered with this crust or living hive—some heat is, of course,

radiated from the cluster. This rises until it strikes the ceil-

ing of the hive, or whatever is over the cluster ; but, as I have

already askt, what difference does it make whether the heat

between any two combs rises by itself and then spreads out

until it reaches the outside wall of the hive, or if the heat

from all of the spaces joins in a body and spreads out until it

reaches the walls of the hive? It is possible that there is a

difference, but I fail to see it.

But let us suppose, for argument's sake, that there is a

difference—it would be better to cover the brood-nest in winter

and spring with a sheet of enameled cloth, and a chaff cush-

ion over that, and even go to the trouble of inverting each

Square vs. Oblong Sections.—See page 3'J9.

hive at the beginning of winter and pushing a thin board or

cushion up at the ends of open-end frames so as to make them

close-fitting ; it would be infinitely better to go to all of this

trouble than to attempt to handle bees all through the work-

ing season with no bee-spaces. How any one who has had
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practical experience with bees could think of such a thinp; as

putting the sections right down on the tops of the brood-

frames, and one tier of sections down upon another, is beyond

ray comprehension. There is certainly no call for it on the

score of retaining the heat, as there is heat enough and to

spare during the honey harvest.

Take off the cover to a bee-hive. Look down upon the

top-bars of the frames. See how they are covered with bees.

Now think of setting a case of sections right down on those

bees and crushing them ! Suppose, further, that the section-

case has been on the hive, and is occupied with bees, and the

bottoms of the sections are covered with bees. These, too,

will be crusht when the case is set down. Of course, these

bees can be driven back somewhat with smoke, but by the

time that the smoker is set down and the section-case pickt

up and ready to be put in place, a goodly share of the bees

are back again on the outside. The fewest bees will be killed

by sliding the case on instead of setting it down, but even

then many bees will be caught by the heads, legs, etc., and

mangled to death.

But this is not all ; wherever these sections or frames

come in contact, there will be a deposit of propolis, daublug

up everything and sticking them together, and, unless wide

frames are used, there will be a big job of cleaning the propo-

lis off the sections when crating for the market. With a bee-

space all this is avoided.

I know that once or twice before some one has advocated

"continuous combs and continuous passage-ways," but such

advocacy has always been short-lived.

A bee-space is well-nigh a necessity in modern bee-culture,

even if it did possess some drawbacks, which I have failed to

find in all of my bee-keeping. Genesee Co., Mich.

Some Things Learned Last Season.

BY L. M. WILLIS.

I notice on page 232 an invitation to a sort of "experi-

ence meeting," and as I always like to " speak in meeting," I

shall accept the invitation, but would like to suggest, as an

amendment, that we do not all wait till the end of the season.

What some of us learned In 189p may be the very thing that

somebody wants to know to help him through this season.

I opened the season of 1896 with 31 colonies in S-frame

hives, increast to 63, and took off about 2,500 pounds of

honey, 1,800 of which was inone-poundsections ; the balance

was extracted. I sold 13 colonies, and put 50 into cold

storage; 49 of them oame through all right; which is five

times that my cold-storage plan has workt successfully.

I learned in 1896 that all commission-men are not rascals.

I sold some of my crop to one who did just as he agreed in

every particular.

I learned that from an artistic point of view the sections

open on all four sides are by far the most attractive, and

when the scallopt wood separator is used with them we have a

package of honey as near perfection as we need it. Another

point in its favor, and an important one, is that the bees can

work lengthwise of the super, which is the nearest like the

brood-nest. Without separators there will be fewer bulged

sections. Again, It is less trouble to put foundation into

them, as they will work either side up. Sections open on two

sides look clumsy compared with them, and one has to keep

bis thinking cap with him all the time to avoid getting the

foundation on the wrong side. Try some of the open-four-

side sections this season and report result.

For scraping sections a glazier's putty-knife is worth Its

price many times over. Another good article for all kinds of

scraping, such as bottom-boards, inside of hives and frames,

as well as sections, is a cabinet maker's scraper, which is a

flat piece of tempered steel 1/16 of an Inch thick, and of

different sizes. The one I use is 3x5 inches, square cornered.

Both of these tools can be kept sharp by filing square across

the edge, and work similar to a plane, by using the corners

for the work. Try them,

I have learned that we need a bee-escape with several

outlets. A little piece of burr comb sometimes turns a bee-

escape into a bee-trap, and if the day and night following its

use are sultry and hot, a super full of smothered bees will be

the result.

I have learned, also, that an entrance-guard will shut out

too much fresh air on a hot day, and, if ventilation is not

given above, you may drown your bees in their own sweat.

I have learned, too, that the American Bee Journal is a

very great help to me all through the year. I have kept bees

seven years, and am an enthusiast— (I guess that is the right

word ; any way I like bees)—on the subject; and have been

well paid for all the time given to the-n.

Clark Co., Wis.

Purity of Italian Queens and Drones.

Br .JOHN m'arthur.

Purity of Italian queens and drones is a question that has

been propounded of late, and answered by such veterans as

Dr. C. C. Miller, Dr. J. P. H. Brown, and Dr. Gallup. The
latter, joining with his brother professionals, states his Ideas

of purity of queens and drones. From what he says, those of

us who are laboring towards the improvementof Apis mellifica

had better stop and waste no more of our valuable time lu

that direction, because his idea of purity is already reacht

;

what we are doing now is towards the production of mongrels,

so says the Doctor on page 550 of the Bee Journal for 1895.

On page 7-43 (1896), the following appears :

" If we rear queens without proper nourishment or lack
of warmth, we can rear black queens from the very best
markt mothers. A queen-cell may be 5o located in ' the hive
that a few days, just at the right age, of cool, damp, rainy
weather will change the queen's color, yet it does not affect

her purity."

This is certainly something new to the scientific world,

and a wonder how this should have escaped the keen eyes of

Huber and Darwin. I have never observed, nor ever read of

those sudden changes in Nature. I admit a certain amount
of flexibility or pliancy—climate, food and habit may produce

a tendency to change. No matter how fixt the different

characteristics may be when left in Nature's hand, those

changes are very slow, but accurate; but when in a state of

domestication they occur oftener, and to a much greater ex-

tent. Our bees, altho domesticated, are only to a certain

extent under our control—we cannot control the mating of

them, and never will. The nearest approach to that is isola-

tion, so that the sudden changes referred to cannot be pro-

duced by their domestication, but an application of the physio-

logical laws or the laws of breeding, may explain why those

black queens were produced, from the fact that the mother

may or may not have been pure-; she certainly had not been

purely mated, because the Doctor says, "This can be done

from the very best markt mothers."

Now if we have a pure yellow queen, and from a line of

ancestors that for many generations had shown those markt
characteristics mated to a pure drone whose ancestors had the

same characteristics, well defined, it is in opposition to Nature
to expect anything but like to beget like; the progeny always

and everywhere resemble their parents, so the pure yellow

queen having been mated to a pure black drone, the results

would be a mixt progeny, a percentage being yellow, the

majority black, because the black fathers had a line of ances-

tors extending possibly to thousands of generations unbroken,

whereas the yellow mother may not have had a lino of ances-

tors extending to ten generations unbroken, owing to the pre-
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dominating influence of the blacks. This is the more reason-

able cause of accounting for the production of black queens,

the progeny of yellow. According to Dr. Gallup's reasoning,

Nature would be disordered, and creatures who bring forth

Their young in rainy or cold seasons, if the parents were white,

the offspring would be black, and those of us who are poorly

fed in those hard pinching times, may look for colored progeny

as the result. If the Doctor will take the trouble to road this

article, and digest it thoroughly, he will, If not wedded to pet

theories, or blinded by self-interest like many others, be con-

vinced that he has written erroneously.

In describing Aaron Benedict's experience on Kelley's

Island, in Lake Erie, with progeny from his first Imported

queen, the Doctor says : "Queens reared from her were as

black as crows, and he decided the mother queen was worth-

less, and destroyed her. I had quite a discussion with him in

N. C. Mitchell's journal, but coi Id not make him own up, for

if you convince a man against his will, he is of the same opin-

ion still. So I dropt him in disgust." Possibly the Doctor

may have to be left where he left Aaron Benedict. Aaron

was right, tho, and so am I.

On page 074 of the Bee Journal for 1893, are some ques-

tions on the purity of Italian bees by A. P. L., of Batesburgh,

S. C, and answered by Dr. J. P. H. Brown, who says: " I

you wish to keep your bees pure, you should have all Italian

drones in a radius of four miles." This is sound advice. Now
the question is, What constitutes an Italian drone ? Is an

Italian drone black, brown, mottled, or what color is he ? He
should be of some fixt type, because, as a rule, the queens are

yellow or bronze, and the Italian worker, if pure, must have

three yellow bands, and every one so. Now when there is

such an exactness in fixing the type of the worker why not fix

on a type for the parent with the same exactness ? It seems

to me more reasonable to look to the drone for a type than to

the worker, because parthenogenesis in the queen removes the

effect of a union with a second parent, as far as the produc-

tion of drones is concerned, thereby making doubly sure the

fixedness of every characteristic, especially color. The drone

should be an exact copy or type of the mother, if she is herself

pure or of pure origin. That is to say, if the queen shows

three or more yellow bands, the balance of the abdominal seg-

ments being bronze the drone should be similarly markt, be-

cause, as has already been said, like begets like ; the drone

having no father, the queen taking the role of both father and
mother.

From this it will at once be seen that there should be no
uncertainty as to what color the drone should be. If the

mother is yellow and of pure origin the drone will be of the

same type, just the same as a black queen of pure origin the

drones will be black.

The Doctor says : "There is not one queen in fifty that

will invariably duplicate herself in marking in her queen
progeny." The Doctor, perhaps, is not aware of the fact that

every queen that has been produced on Toronto Island for the

past three years, not only duplicated themselves invariably in

markings in queen progeny, but in workers and drones also,

the drones being as yellow as the queens. I hope to be ex-

cused for thus writing, because the Doctor seems to ignore in-

variable yellowness as the test of purity in the yellow race.

He will admit invariable blackness as the test of purity of our

native bees. We all know the results of a pure black queen
mated to a pure black drone—black offspring, of course-
queen, workers, and dron&s. Then why should not a pure

yellow queen, mated to a pure yellow drone, produce similar

results, .all things being equal ?

Having toucht slightly on the law of similarity, we come
now to a second law, viz.: variation or divergence, by which
that of similarity is greatly modified. All organic beings,

whether plants or animals, possess a certain flexibility or

pliancy of organization rendering them capable of change to a

greater or less extent. Climate, food, and habit are the prin-

cipal causes of variation which are known to be in any markt

degree under the control of man. It would be useless for us

to speculate here upon the laws that govern variation. The
fact that these exist is what the breeder has to deal with, and

a most important one it is, for it is this chiefly which makes

hereditary transmission the problem that it is.

The knowledge of this law gives us a clue to the causes of

many disappointments, of which practical breeders often com-

plain, and many variations otherwise unaccounted for, such

as red heads, black heads, white heads, and cock-eyed babies

appearing in our families, which the Doctor refers to. A
knowledge of this law suggests particular caution as to the

first male employed in the coupling of animals. It will at

once be seen we have nothing to fear from this in the mating

of queens—once mated, always mated.

It is a known law among breeders that whenever a pure

female of any breed has been pregnant to an animal of a

different breed, such pregnant animal is a cross ever after,

and forever becomes incapable of producing pure stock of any

kind. From this cause has arisen many new varieties or

types, so that those who are now engaged in the perfecting of

Apis mellifica can rest assured that all risks are removed as

far as often mating is concerned in the queeu, removing one

of the greatest diSiculties that the breeders of live stock has

to contend with.

From what has been said it will be needless to give illus-

trations, of which a journal could be filled, personally ob-

served and by others, arising out of this law, and it applies

not only to our bees and other domestics, but let us bring it

home to ourselves. I see nothing more mongrel in nature

than some of the human family. Were the physiological laws,

or laws of breeding, better understood and more widely dif-

fused among all classes, crime and disease would disappear,

prisons and asylums would be removed, doctors, lawyers, and
ministers would be less required. Man would become physic-

ally, mentally, and morally improved—in fact, such. would be

the change in a few generations that many would be led to

believe the Millennium had diwned. This should be taught

in our common schools of learning, and preacht from the pul-

pit. Please pardon me for digressing.

On this continent our bees, known as "natives," like our-

selves, are of mixt foreign origin, and have been bred with no

care in selection, but crost in every possible way. They pos-

sess no fixt hereditary traits, and altho among them are many
of respectable qualities, and which possess desirable charac-

teristics, they cannot be relied upon as breeders to perpetuate

like excellence in their progeny. Instead of constancy there

is continual breediug back, exhibiting the undesirable traits

of inferior ancestors. That a breed might be establisht out of

this chaos, by carcf.il selection, aided by judicious crossing

with more recent importations fully as good as any now ex-

isting, is not to be dnibted. To accomplish this perfect isola-

tion has to be sought, and then the work to be in the hands of

those who possess the skill, enthusiasm, ample means, and

indomitable perseverance requisite to success.

The deprest tim^s makes it a very difficult matter for one

with limited mean'! to carry on an enterprise of this kind. It

just means a lifetime devoted to close observation and careful

study, such as Charles Colling, Mason, Bates, Boothe, and

Bakewell conducted in the improvement of our cattle, sheep,

and our other domestics. No adequate estimate could be

made of the advantages accruing from the labors of those

worthy men—advantages we have all shared in—by whose in-

domitable perseverance and skill a very extensive portion of

the world has been blest. Such labors, whether in the im-

provement of our bees or other domestics, is as much a

triumph of science and skill as the construction of a railroad.
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a steamship, an electric telegraph, or any work of architec-

ture. If any doubt this, let him ponder the history of those

breeds of animals which have made C'rreat Britain the stock-

nursery of the world to-day. Let him note the patient in-

dustry, the genius and application which have been put forth

during this century, on this continent, to bring them to the

condition they have attained, and their doubts must cease.

Such a field is certainly open for the improvement of our

bees. Scarcely a paper comes to hand but contains something

encouraging on this line. I congratulate Prof. A. J. Cook for

that masterly article on page 759 of the Bee Journal for

1896. Such articles invigorate and renew our courage, mak-

ing us more willing to wait, and go on unmindful of what the

public think or the market desires, looking for our reward in

the away-off future. Ontario, Canada.

LConcluded nejt week.]

Bee-Escapes—Reasons for and Against.

BY DR. C. C. MILLKB.

Mr. Editor:—On page 289, your interesting South Afri-

can correspondent raises the question as to why there should

be such wide divergence of opinion among bee-keepers, illus-

trating it by pitting Mr. Simmins and myself as at opposite

extremes concerning bee-escapes, practically saying that I

laud them sky-high. I don't know just what I may have said

in some unguarded moment that should have given Mr. Deacon

such an Impression, but as a matter of fact I do not use a bee-

escape upon a hive. I know that many of the best bee-keep-

ers— I think a large majority of them—think highly of them,

but they don't suit my circumstances.

Mr. Simmins gives as one of the most forcible arguments

against their use the fact that the bees, frightened by the lift-

ing of the super, make countless pin-holes in the cappings.

This affords another illustration as to difference of opinion,

for after considerable experimenting with them I insist that

bees do nothing of the kind. Now I'm not going to make
faces at Mr. Simmins, or call him names, because his state-

ment does not agree with actual facts in my experience. I

have high respect for him as a bee-keeper of ability and

veracity. Because I have seen no holes gnawed in the cap-

pings, I have no right to say he has never seen anything of

the kind. Very likely the explanation Is the difference in our

bees. I aim to keep Italians. I think he does not.

My reasons for not using escapes are different from his. I

can't wait for them. When I go to an out-apiary I want to

take home with me the honey I take off that day. I don't

want to be obliged to make an extra trip next day to go back

after the cleared supers. Even in the home apiary I want to

finish up the same day, for most likely I want to start off

early the next morning for a full day's work In an out-apiary.

If It suited me to do the work on parts of two different days,

I should not like to leave the escapes on a hive over night, for

all the boys In my neighborhood don't go to Sunday-school,

and the temptation to carry off a super emptied of bees would

be much greater than if the same super were defended by a

thousand poisoned javelins. McHenry Co., 111.

California Again—Blanketing Bees.

BY F. A. GEMMILL.

I see that Messrs. Brodbeck and (iallup—who are among
my California friends—contribute occasionally to the Ameri-

can Bee Journal. I liked California when there, and like it

still.

I observed In the California Cultivator for April, which

was kindly sent me by Dr. (lallup, that I am reported as

blanketing bees here In Ontario, Canada, where It Is cold

enough for a bear to wear overshoes ; that the outlook for a

good crop the coming season is promising; and that I also

sigh for a re-visit to the land of perennial flowers, where milk

and honey flow. Yes, Mr. Levering, that is correct; but I

am not so " dead struck " on Califurfjia that I cannot make a

success of apiculture here, although I am accused of blank-

eting bees in winter

!

Say, Mr. Editor, just you whisper in the ears of those

milk-and-honey bee-keepers, through the columns of the

American Bee Journal, that this Canadian tenderfoot expects

to have " just a lovely time " this summer among his bees,

and also procure a No. 1 crop of comb honey from his 92 col-

onies, which wintered without the loss of a single colony, and
without blankets, either ! They were of course packt with

forest leaves, and each colony had a good supply of well-

ripened, sealed stores, with slight upward ventilation through

a propolized quilt, or a %-inch pine board for a cover, over

which was 18 inches of leaves, well prest down. There was
an air-space between the top of the leaves and the cases to

the outside packing case. The hive entrances were % by 3
inches. That was the secret with me, and any one can do the

same thing if he tries.

By the way, why did those Californians send Mr. Alpaugh
home? Yes, he has actually returned to Canada, and paid

me a visit a few days ago while on his tour prospecting for a

location to again settle in his native clime. Was it the poor

seasons of late in California that discouraged him ? My in-

quiry only brought out a submerged reply, to the effect that

fleas, scorpions, rattle-snakes, tarantulas, lizards, lions and
grizzly bears were numerous. Said information seemed to

please my wife so much that she at once said, " Now, Frank,

I thoudht there was something there besides oranges, fruits,

flowers, and perpetual sunshine ! I don't care, I won't go one

foot to such a country !" I am, however, hoping that she will

some day go, and take both her feet with her, if it is only to

see the country.

Of course, I saw a lion and a bear, too, but they were in

cages on the top of Mount Lowe, and all the other things

were on card-boards, sold in curiosity shops, and could not

bite a little bit—for they were dead.

Ontario, Canada, May 3.

New Union and the Bee Journal.— In order
to help our subscribers, and also the United States Bee-Keep-
ers' Uniou at the same time, we have decided to offer a year's
subticriptioo to the American Bee Journal and a year's mem-
bership dues in the New Union, both together, for §1.75.
But it must be understood that in order to get this rale, all

arrearages of subscriptions must be paid, and the $1.75 rate
to apply on advance subscription.

Now send us your orders, and we will attend to turning
over the .151. <J0 membership fee to the New Union, on each
subscription to the Bee Journal as per the above offer. This
ought to add 500 members to the New Union by June 1. If

it does, our contribution will be just .$125.

Now, If you want to see the New Union succeed In its

grand work, in the interest of (ill the bee-keepers, come on
with your cash. General Manager Secor is just aching to do
his part whenever he sees sufficient funds in the treasury to

pay the bills.

Xlie Horse—How to Break and Handle.—
This Is a pamphlet of 32 pages, giving complete instructions
for breaking and educating colts, teaching horses to drive,

and for use under the saddle, together with many instructions
which have never before been publisht, and which are the re-

sult of the author's experience covering a period of 20 years.

By Prof. Wm. Mullen, with whom the editor of the Bee Jour-
nal Is personally acquainted. Price, postpaid, 20 cents ; or
given as a premium for sending us one new subscriber to the
Bee Journal for the rest of the year at 50 cents.

Every Present Subscriber of the Bee Jourrs'
should bo an agent for it, and got all others possible to sub-
scribe for It. See offer above.
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Report of the North American ConveMtiou Held
at St. Joseph, Mo., Oct. 10-12, 1894.

REPORTED BY LOUIS R. LIGHTOS.

THIRD DAY—Morning Session.

IContlnued from page 310.]

The next on the program was the annual address by the

President, which was delivered as follows, by Rev. E. T.

Abbott :

THE president's ANNUAL ADDRESS.

Ladles and Oentlcmen, and Fellow Bce-Keepers :

I had hoped that I would get 15 or 20 minutes to myself
that I might jot down a few things which have past through
my mind during the last five or six weeks, and some things
which have past through it since you came here. You who
have been here and seen what I have had on my shoulders
know that I have not had much time for anything of the kind,

as I have felt it my duty to give myself up to your comfort,
and to aid you iu every way I possibly could. I have just

taken time to go to my office and see what was there, but
have let my business alone, and given myself entirely to the

meeting. I have been absent from the city for a few weeks,
and work has so accumulated that it was impossible for me to

give any time to a formal address.

I hardly ever make an apology, as I generally tell what I

know ; and, when I run out of things I know, I tell what I do
not know.

My experience among bee-keepers, and, in fact, among
people engaged in every kind of industry, has thoroughly
demonstrated to me the fact that business in this country in

the future must be done on closer lines and a more economical
basis ; there can be no question about that. We have enjoyed
the benefit of this great and wonderful country of ours with-

out thinking of the possibility of there boing any change, or of

adverse times coming upon us : and noA' that they have come
on us, we find ourselves unprepared for them, or at least many
of us are. and the result is that all such have been made to

suffer. I KuOAf how it has been in other cities when there was
a few final. cial failures, and some of the banks had to close,

but we have had nothing of the kind here. We had a run on
one of our banks, but it did not affect it, as it was prepared
for such an emergency, and then some of us interested our-
selves in the bank's welfare, appealed to the men and women
to go home and use good judgment, and we succeeded in get-

ting them to do so, and the scare past off, and we got rid of a

serious financial embarrassment; but, notwithstanding this,

the people who are in debt, and who have not learned to do
business on a cash basis, have suffered here as well as in other
places.

Here is a lesson to the beekeepers—not only the idea of

paying cash for a thing when they get it, but the idea of doing
all business on a cash basis—the idea of working just as if

they expected something of the kind to come every year. I

know what would be my condition, financially, if I had not
done business along these lines for the last ten years. The
reason I make these remarks is, the subject of commission-
men has been prest on my mind by two or three letters which
I have received lately from bee-keepers who wanted this sub-
ject brought up at this convention. I was led to make a re-

mark yesterday that I thought needed some explanation, and
I think this a good time to do it.

You will remember that I said that the commission busi-

ness was a " humbug." Now, I did not mean to say by that
that our commission-men were " humbugs," or that those of

any other city were humbugs. I do not think there is a sin-

gle man in this business in our city who could not be depended
upon to do just what he agreed to do, but at the same time if

I had 5,000 pounds of honey to sell, and lived 40 miles from
here, I would not ship that honey to any commission-man, un-
less he bought it before I shipt it, because I do not think that
the proper way to do business. If a man is not able, by vir-

tue of some disability, to transact his own business. It may

then be well enough for him to employ a man to sell his goods
on commission, but if he feels that he has ordinary push and
ordinary business capacity, he would better take his own busi-

ness In his own hands. For, when he commits his business to

others, he is nearly always dissatisfied with the way that the
business is conducted. In many cases there Is, or may be, no
ground for his dissatisfaction, but he will think there is, all

the same, and the result is hard feelings.

I know a man who sent a lot of honey to a commission-
man iu Kansas City, and the merchant held the honey for a

long time, and did the best he could with it, as he claimed to

me, and finally made a report; and that honey netted the
producer two cents per pound— for comb honey ! I wrote a

letter about it to the commission-man and askt for an expla-

nation, and received what seemed to me a satisfactory one,

and I think probably the man did the best he could under the
circumstances.

The trouble seemed to be with the man at the other end.

He lived a long way from Kansas City, and he did not think
of the amount of freight it would cost to get this honey to

market; he did not inquire what it would cost to lay that
honey down in Kansas City. He did not seem to think of the
fact that he was located on a railroad which charged high
freight rates, neither did he think of the possibility of that
honey arriving in bad condition, as I was told that it did.

Now all of these things, of course, affected the net price of

the honey. It arrived in bad condition, and the freight was
very high, and when this and the commission were taken out
there was not much left for the shipper, but the commission
merchant was not to blame for this, if he got all he could for

the goods.
1 shipt a hive once myself, to a man In Tacoma, Wash.,

and I sent it by the cheapest way I could, but when it got
there the freight was .S3.00, and the hive cost only .SL.25. I

supposed that the man wanted it, as he sent the money for it

when he ordered it, and I supposed also that he had made
inquiry what it would cost him to get it, but it turned out in

the end that he lost the hive rather than pay the freight.

Now this was a mistake on the part of the man who ordered
the hive ; he was foolish to order a hive so far away without
making any inquiry what it would cost him by freight or ex-

press to get it, unless he wanted it so badly that he could
afford to pay whatever it might cost. But, as to honey, I

know in many cases the trouble is with the shipper.

You will infer from what I have said that I do not think
the commission-men are bad men, but I do think we make a

mistake when we depend on them to sell our goods. I do not
think any bee-keeper should permit his honey to leave his own
hands until he knows the exact amount of money he is to re-

ceive for it. I do not think it requires any extra skill to sell

honey; it simply requires that you go about it and do it, and
begin at home-

There is another thing I want to speak of, which was
suggested to my mind by the Farmers' Institutes, which I

think might be a good thing for this Association. I discovered
when I attended the first institute this fall, that the Board,
through the Secretary, had made arrangements to offer pre-

miums for the best display of nine different articles, such as

butter, wheat, corn, etc. The premium was the choice of any
agricultural, bee, poultry or general farm paper publlsht in

the State. Now, would it not be a wise thing for this Associa-
tion to take up something of this kind in the shape of pre-

miums? It would increase the circulation of the bee-papers,

and be a benefit in many ways, I think. Let the person who
gets the premium select the paper he or she wants, and then
there can be no trouble about favoring one paper more than
another. Of course, the publishers of the papers should put
them in to the Association at a low rate.

That is the way the agricultural papers of this State do.

It will cost the State of Missouri SI50 or $200 this year, but
this means something. It means the education of the people,

it means lifting men to a higher level. So it would be by the
distribution of bee-papers; their circulation means the eleva-

tion ef the bee-keeping fraternity. There is not a bee-paper
publlsht in North America but what the reading of it would
be helpful. Whatever bee-paper a man reads will lift him up
a little. The beekeeper who fails to read, or does not take
any papers, will never succeed. Well, he may succeed after a
fashion, but he will never get very much enjoyment out of

life. It seems to me that this Association could not do a bet-

ter thing tnan to place in the hands of some of these people
one of the bee-papers. It would not cost much, and in my
opinion the money would be well spent.

I have been thinking of the general public and their rela-

tion to this meeting. I do not like to complain of any of my
fellow citizens, but I will say I am sorry more of them have
not found time to look in upon us, especially the evening of
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the reception. I am sorry they have allowed this convention,
which stands for so much, which is made up of so much in-

telligence, to go by without knowing how much it stands for
In our great country. But I do not know as I should com-
plain of non-attendance of those who have no financial inter-
est in the industry when there are bee-keepers in and near
this city who have not shown their faces in this hall during
these meetings. I am sure, however, that they have made a
mistake by not attending. Why do they do this ? It is simply
because they are not alive to the importance of the industry

;

or at least that is the way it seems to me. Men often say to
me, " What is your business?" If they ask me in a certain
tone of voice, I tell them it is none of their business, or at
least I feel like doing so, if I do not do it. It depends upon
the tone of voice whether I deem it proper to give them a
direct answer. When I tell some of them that I am a bee-
keeper, and deal in bee-keepers' supplies, they say, "Bee-
keepers' supplies ! Do people buy enough of them so that a
man can make a living out of that business ? I thought bee-
keeping a little business." The looks on such people's faces
indicate that they do not know that there has been a thousand
pounds of honey gathered in a 3 ear in the United States.
" Can a man make a living out of this business?" I should
say : There is a man in Ohio who employs a hundred people
In this business. There is a firm in Missouri that reports hav-
ing sold .$13,000 worth of bee-goods in one year, and they
are only two of a large number who are in the business.
When I tell them these things, and show them that this in-

dustry stands for something, they say, " Well I did not know
that; I never heard of it before." Of course they had not, or
they would not have talkt in the way they did.

Here I think is a point for the beekeepers, and I want to
bring it out clearly. We should not hold these meetings en-
tirely with a view of educating the bee-keepers, but we should
have the general public in mind as well. Because it is just as
Important that the general public understand what this Asso-
ciation stands for, as it is that the people who have bees un-
derstand it. We depend upon the patronage of the public for
our living ; and, if we do not make them feel that we are of
some importance, that we represent the best and purest food
on God's green earth, we cannot e.^cpect to have them inter-
ested in our work, or to buy our goods.

I have met heads of families in this city who had never
had a pound of honey in their homes until a few years ago.
When I said to them, " Look here ; do you know you are feed-
ing your children glucose? Do you know that the sweets
which they are eating will rot their teeth and injure their
digestion? They said, "No; I did not know it." But when
I gave them the scientific reasons for it, and made them un-
derstand how it is, they would say, " Look here ; have you
any good, pure honey ?" When I said, "Yes," they said:
' Well, bring me down some." Many such people have be-
come regular customers. This is the way it is all over the
country. If we will educate the people along these lines we
will create a demand for our honey, and all of the bee-keepers
In the business will have all they can do; because you will
Increase the consumption of the article which they produce,
and that means business.

I have tried to advertise this meeting everywhere, and
have tried to fill this community full of this business. I told
them that we would have some big men here—that we would
have Dr. Miller here with his songs and his fun, and that
they could not afford to stay away.

I am told that the Associated Press telegrapht here, and
said that they wanted to have a good report of the North
American every day, and I trust that a report has been sent
out through all the various papers in the country. If we keep
the general public in mind all the timo, it cannot fail to do
good.

Just a word now about my ollicial relations to this Asso-
ciation : It is a very dilBcult matter to preside over a body of
men and women who come from various parts of the country
with different temperaments, many of them not having any
experience with parliamentary rules, and not understanding
the courtesies of a parliamentary meeting. I say, it is a very
difficult position to be placed in. It is very hard for the pre-
siding ollicer to be fair at all times, and yet preserve order
and common decency, and at the same time do business. All
of these things have to be taken into consideration. I have
tried to deal as I should wish to be dealt by. I have tried to
treat all people alike. I have not been any more disposed to
recognize Mr. Root than the most obscure bee-keeper in this
country. I have been just as willing to "sit down" on Dr.
Miller as on any one else. If I have made mistakes, they
have been mistakes of the head rather than the heart. I

have never had occasion to study parliamentary rules very
much before, but I put a book on the subject in my pocket,

and have studied it carefully for the last three months. I
did this so that I might do things with decency and in order.
If I have failed to do this it was because I had not brains
enough to understand the business. There are limitations to
all people's capacity. If a man is only four feet tall, and he
can't reach six, he is not to be blamed for it. A great big, tall

man ought not to be kicking Dr. Peiro because he is short and
fat. It would not be proper.

But, to be serious, there are many things that I might
say, but it seems useless. AU I have said you have heard be-
fore. We don't talk so much to tell people what they don't
know, as we do to tell them what they do know. This is the
way I talk at Farmers' Institutes. I say, " It is not because
you do not know, but because you have fallen into a stagnant
condition, and you need somebody to throw stones into the
water and splash it about." It gets the scum off from it and
kills the wigglers. That is what you want to do with people's
brains. They move in certain fixt channels, and the scum
gets over them, and you want to throw in a little stone and
make a splash now and then, and get them moving. That Is

what these conventions do.

I want to thank the members for the courtesy they have
shown me, and for the disposition they have manifested to
observe the rules, and for the kindness of spirit they have
displayed while in this city. I want, also, to thank you for
the co-operation you have given the chairman, and I trust that
we may go home feeling that this meeting has been a profit-

able one. If anything has seemed to jar on our feelings, or
grate on our nerves, just let the jar and rattle of the cars
shake it out of us, and we will forget it when we get home,
and be just as we were when we started from home, except
that we have gotten increast determination to do the right
thing, and make a success of any undertaking in which we
may engage. It is a theory of mine that a man who breaks
stone on a rock-pile the best he possibly can—makes the neat-
est piles, and the most uniform work—so that the rock is bet-
ter fitted for the purpose for which it is designed, is doing all

he possibly can to make the most out of his opportunities. I

believe every iian should do that. I do not care where he is,

on the rock-pile, in a bank, or the Governor of the Stata; I

don't care what position he occupies in life, if he does the best
he knows how, and makes all he possibly can out of his oppor-
tunities, that man deserves great credit.

Let us go home, then, determined that we will make the
best of all our privileges, and tho disappointments may come,
let us rise above them, and in the end victory will be ours.

Emerson T. Abbott.
IContinued next week]

^^W/wMW
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CONDUCTED BY

DR. C. C. MILLER, MARENGO, ILL,

[Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direct.]

TransTcrriiis from a Bu.\-Hivc.

I have an old box-hive containing a very strong colony of
bees; the top of the hive will come off easily, but the bottom
is nailed tight. When I transfer them, can I drum them out
from the top, or will I have to invert the hive and pry off the
bottom to drum them out that way? H. W. L.

Answer.—They will come up at the top just as well, and
probably a little better.

A Well Droned Colony—§lrange <tiiccn Tor a
§\varni.

I have 21 colonies, commencing two years ago with S.

1. I have one colony that had drones all winter. Whep
the bees had a Might the drones from this hive would fly, too.

Not long ago I opened the hive to look for the queen, for I

thought they were quoonless. But to my surprise they had a
very nice, plujup Queeu, worker-brood in all stages, and
drones—fully as many as they have in swarming time, and
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about one-third drone-comb. What is best to do with this

colony ? 1 would like to keep the queen.
2. Will a new swarm accept a strange queen ?

F. P. P.

Answers.— 1. The case seems unusual. So much as a
third of the comb being drone-comb would account for a large
number of drones being reared, but it Is unusual that they
were allowed to live through tjie winter. Better get rid of so

much drone-comb in the hive. Give them in its place frames
filled with worker foundation, or if you have no foundation
try to get them to build worker-comb. Take away some of

their combs that have least drone-comb, giving it temporarily
to another colony to care for, and give them frames with
starters of worker-comb. As you have left them the combs
with the most drone-comb, they will likely build worker.
Then take away the drone-combs and return the combs pre-

viously removed.
2. I don't know. Perhaps in the confusion of swarming

they might accept a strange queen, providing their own was
previously removed, but it might not be best to risk a valuable
queen in that way.

Bec§ Changed in Color—SwHrming.

1. What may be the reason that my bees are black this

spring when they were yellow last fall ?

2. When they swarm, which queen goes, the old one or

the young one?
3. Which are the most proper indications that bees are

going to swarm ? Centralia, Iowa.

Answers.— 1. The queen has been changed. A change
of queens occurs at swarming, and often the old queen is

superseded by a young one at the close of the harvest. Of
course a queen may be superseded at other times, but perhaps
the majority of supersessions occur in the fall. If the young
queen meets a black drone, then the workers will be much
darker. In very rare cases there may be such a thing as a

young queen from another colony getting into the hive, making
a greater change than would be possible in case of a daughter
taking the place of her mother.

2. In a first swarm the old queen goes with the swarm,
leaving no queen in the hive, but several young queens in

cells, the first one of which emerges about a week later, going
off with a swarm, unless the colony decide not to swarm any
more.

'6. You can't tell. You can make a yery good guess at it

if you keep watch of queen-cells and note when the first one
is sealed. If everything is favorable you may then look for a
swarm within 24 hours. If you find eggs in queen-cells, the
bees are likely to swarm within a week or 10 days. But
sometimes bees swarm before the queen-cells are sealed, and
some even report swarms before queen-cells are started. A
second, or after-swarm, may be expected 8 or 10 days after

the prime swarm, providing there is any after-swarm, and if

no after-swarm issues within 16 days of the time when the
prime swarm issued, you need look for no after-swarm.

Italianizing Bees— Getting Pure Queen§.

1. I have 6 colonies of the common black bees in dove-
tailed hives, and want to Italianize them, but as I have never
had any experience, will you tell me all about the most suc-

cessful plan to do this ? Would it be better to buy some Ital-

ian queens that are fertile, with o-frame nuclei, and build
them up with brood-frames from my old colonies, and not dis-

turb the black queens ?

2. Do you consider the Italian bees superior to the
blacks?

3. Can you refer me to some reliable bee-man from whom
I can purchase Italian queens, and feel assured that I will get
pure Italians that have been impregnated by a pure Italian

drone ? C. C. C.

Answers.— 1. It depends somewhat upon circumstances
what is your best course. If you are anxious to increase, or

if you do not care for expense, it would be an excellent plan to

get 3-frame nuclei and build them up. If you have to send
very far for them, expressage will be quite expensive, whereas
a queen will be sent by mail a thousand miles just as cheaply
as ten. You can get untested queens for the least money,
with the likelihood of having most of them pure, and purely
mated. By paying perhaps ."iO cents more, you can have all

tested queens. Perhaps a good plan would be to get one
tested and the rest untested. Then you would be sure of hav-
ing one true to breed from, and for practical work you will

probably find hybrids just as good as pure. But you should
have pure blood to breed from, for with black blood all around
you, you will find it very dilBcull to keep Italian blood in the
majority. Your text-book will give you full instructions as to

introducing, and generally instructions are sent out with each
queen.

2. Decidedly. And that's the general opinion of bee-
keepers In this country, altho across the sea there are many
who prefer blacks. Some think that the blacks in this coun-
try are not as good as those in lOurope.

3. Probably any one whom you may find in the advertis-

ing pages of this Journal would send you just such a queen as
you describe, if you order from him a " tested queen."

The Harding Kon-S%varining Device.

Is the Harding non-swarraing device an improvement on
the Langdon ? and has the latter proved a success ? I've seen
nothing said about it lately. Indiana.

Answer.—Seldom has any implement come before the
bee-keeping fraternity in which were centered such high
hopes as in the Langdon non-swarmer. But nothing is said

about it lately, and those who tried it did not find It to suc-

ceed as anticipated. The Harding is of the same principle,

and it is not likely it will succeed any better.

A HaiT-Dozcn Questions.

1. What is an Adel-Carniolan ?

2. What is an Albino ?

3. How are Italians crost, so as to increase the bands
from 3 to 4 or 5 ? Is it an outcross, or are they still pure
Italians?

4. I would be pleased to know what is thought of the
Adels and the Albino bees. If I understand it rightly, Adels
are yure Carniolans, but yellow, while Albinos are Italians

crost with Carniolans.
5. How much per colony should be stored per day on

buckwheat less than '4 mile away ?

6. Is Washington, Oregon, and Idaho favorable bee-
countries ? If so, of what does the pasturage consist ?

Bands.

Answers.— 1. Different strains of bees may have differ-

ent names, either from the name of the man that breeds
them, the place where they are bred, or a name supposed to

be descriptive in some way. The word " Adel " is.applied to

one strain of Carniolans which probably differ nothing in ap-
pearance from other Carniolans, but may differ as to special

qualities.

2. An albino is an animal or a man or bee which lacks the

coloring matter in some or all parts of its integuments, and so

approaches white in color.

3. Those who have bred for bands could tell how they
proceeded, but it might not be far out of the way to guess
that constant selection was made of those having brightest

or most bands, and if Italians only were used, of course the
product would still be Italians, and if different races were
crost they would have the not strictly correct title of hybrids.

4. Of late, few expressions of opinion have been given,

but possibly this may call forth expressions from those who
have had experience. The opinion prevails that albinos of

any kind, being deficient in coloring matter, are likely to be
deficient in vigor.

5. A rough guess might set 5 to 10 pounds as a good
day's work for a strong colony. But that's only a guess, and
the field is entirely clear for any one to answer who has any
definite knowledge about it.

H. Some reports have been very favorable. Will some
one from that region in question answer as to the pasturage ?

Tlie Names and Addresses of all your bee-

friends, who are not now taking the Bee Journal, are wanted
ot this office. Send them in, please, when sample copies will

be mailed to them. Then you can secure their subscriptions,

and earn some of the premiums we have offered. The
next few months will be just the time to easily get new sub-

scribers. Try it earnestly, at least.

Bees'wax 'Wanted.— If you want to get casli for

your beeswax prompthj, ship it to the publishers of the Bee
Journal. We are now paying 25 cents per pound for good
yellow beeswax delivered at our office. Address, George W.
York & Co., 118 Michigan St., Chicago, 111.
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Editorial Con)n)ct)i^^

The Supply Dealers will have our sympathy dur-

ing the next six or eight weeks. They will be abused for

many delays in shipping goods that they can't help. A great
number of bee-keepers wait until the very last minute before

ordering, and then of course they want their goods shipt

almost by telegraph. And if they don't come on time, the

poor supply dealer will catch it.

Why can't more bee-iceepers learn that they run a big

chance of having their orders delayed when left so late ? No
supply dealer, if he is at all busy during May aud June, can
fill all orders the same day they are received.

So, reader, if you a^e among the late-in-ordering ones,

don't blame the overworkt dealer, if your goods are not shipt

to you by return train, for he maybe doing his very best to

accommodate all, and in so doing pass many a restless night.

^-»-»^

Special to Our Newer Subscribers.— It

seems that about once a month it is necessary to say some-

thing for the benefit of new subscribers about asking ques-

tions which they expect to be answered in the Bee Journal.

Now, let it be clearly understood that every subscriber to

this journal has a perfect right to ask questions about bees

—

in fact, we want them to feel free to do so. But, we also de-

sire them to remember that it is quite impossible for us to

keep answering the very simple questions every week, that

would not be askt if the person owned and read a good bee-

book. For instance, just recently several askt whether it

was the old or a new queen that leaves with the swarm. Also,

as to the length of a queen's life. Now, all such questions

and similarly simple ones, are fully answered In any one of

the standard beebooks, and no one should begin to keep bees

without first having read about the rudiments of the business,

and also subscribing for a good bee-paper.

Again, such questions as these are often sent in : Please

give me the best method of managing nuclei, giving instruc-

tions how to proceed from the time the nucleus is received

until it is built up to a strong colonv. Also, give me the best

plan for rearing pure Italian queens, and the best plan for

Introducing them Into colonies of black bees. What time of

the year should it be done ? etc.

If ever we get real "tired," It Is when we receive such

questions as the above. It reminds us of the question that

a farmer askt Dr. Miller, at the meeting of the Farmers'

Institutes at Springfield, III., last February, viz.: "Doctor,

please explain your system of bee-keeping?" Now, of course,

that was easy enough—If the Doctor were given two or three

weeks' time to do it in. You might as well ask a farmer to

tell in ten minutes all about his system of farming and grow-

ing all kinds of crops

!

Then take that question about the best plan of rearing

queens. It required a whole book of over 150 pages for G.

M. Doolittle to tell how he rears queens. And yet a beginner

in bee-keeping thinks of course we ought to print such a book

and several others each week, and send it all for less than two

cents—the price of a single copy of the Bee Journal ! Why,

we could better afford to give every new subscriber two or

three of the best books, and end it there—and also go out of

business in a short time—all for the fun of helping out new

bee-keepers who won't spend a few cents for a book that will

tell them all about the first principles of bee-keeping, as well

as a few of the plans for doing some of the more particular

work, such as queen-rearing, Italianizing, etc.

Some one may ask :
" Well, what are you publishing the

Bee Journal for, if not to tell us all about bee-keeping ?" We
answer that, take it the year through, we probably do touch

upon nearly every phase of bee-culture, besides giving the

latest Improvements, and many short cuts in making bee-

work a success, but we are not here to repeat week after

week all that has appeared in the Bee Journal in detail dur-

ing the past 36 years of its existence, much of which has been

put in handy and permanent form in the books devoted to bee-

keeping.

We have not written the foregoing in order to lead up to

a book offer, but in sheer self-defense, and in order that our

new readers may relieve themselves of the trouble of asking

simple questions about bees, we will say that to any one whose

subscription is paid to Jan. 1, 1898, or beyond, we will mail

them a copy of Prof. Cook's "Bee-Keepers' Guide" for only

75 cents. This is a cloth-bound book of over 450 pages, that

retails for $1.25, but until July 1st we will send it for just

75 cents to those paid-in-advance subscribers we have men-

tioned. Be sure to get this book, and then study it thorourjhly,

in connection with the Bee Journal, and thus inform yourself

on the bee-question.
*-—»

The Laying of a fjueen.—A colony of bees was

watcht from January to December, 1S91. On Jan. 1 there

appeared to be about 10,000 bees in the hive, at the end of

the season about 20,000. For the whole time there were

about 890 eggs laid per day, or for the season of the honey-

flow (March 3 to Aug. 3) the number of eggs per day aver-

aged 1,760. The highest daily average was (March 18 to

April 10) 2,600. The colony did not swarm, and over 300,-

000 bees were hatcht and past away. The colony produced

180 pounds of honey.— Ga»'f7. Chron., 21, No. '>2ryi, p. 41.

Queen-Bees Stay in the Mails.—On page 280
we referred to a report that had gotten out that queen-bees

would possibly be excluded from the mails iu this country;

and that the matter had been taken up by the New Union,

which exists for the express purpose of looking after the in-

terests of beekeepers. General Manager Secor immediately

sent the following to headquarters :

FouEST City, Iowa, May 1(\ 1897.
To THE Postmaster General, Washington, D. C.

Dc(ir Sir:—It has been reported that the postal authori-

ties contemplate issuing an order excluding queen-bees from
the mails. I shall be glad to know whether or not there is

any foundation for this rumor, and, if so, the reason for so

doing. If not true, it will not be necessary for me to enter
Into any argument to prove that the liberal rules heretofore,

and now (I hope) iu force, have been of incalculable benefit,

not only to a very large number of bee-keepers, but also in-

directly to agriculture and horticulture, and that a revocation
of them would work a real injury to the producers of honey
and the other Industries named.

If any demand is made by any class of people, or by post-

masters, for their exclusion from the malls, I would like to be
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permitted to preseot the matter from the standpoint of the

bee-keeper, and to show the Department our view of the

matter.
I am sure that we can convince you that no one can bo

injured, and that no mall matter can be Injured by transmis-
sion through the mails of queens under your former Instruc-

tions and rulings.

But as this letter is merely to inquire as to the truth of a
rumor, which I sincerely trust is groundless, I will not argue
the case In advance. Yours truly,

Eugene Secor,
Qeneral Manager U. S. B.-K. U.

Attacht to the above, Mr. Secor promptly received this

very satisfactory reply :

PosTOFFiCE Department—
Office of the General Supt. Railway Mail Service.

Washington, D. C, May 14, 1897.
Respectfully returned to Mr. Eugene Secor, Forest City, Iowa.

There must be some mistake about this matter, as no one
at the Department has any knowledge of a change of the reg-

ulations excluding queen-bees being contemplated.
James E. White,

General Supt.

We are glad that it was only a " mistake," for it would

be a great calamity to bee-beepers and others, as Mr. Secor

says, should the present ruling concerning queen-bees be re-

voked. We believe our PostotHce Department (which is

perfection itself) would not do anything to unjustly interfere

with the success of any honorable business.

Square vs. Oblong: Sections.—On the first page

of this number we show an illustrated comparison between

the usual square section and the oblong, or what is sometimes

called the " tall," section.

Some leading bee-keepers are using the oblong section,

and prefer it for several reasons. Mr. Doolittle, we believe,

uses it. The Danzenbaker hive takes the oblong section, 32
of them in a single-tier super. We expect to give this " tall

"

section and the Danzenbaker super a trial this year, so as to

know for ourselves whether or not we prefer them. We will

also use some of the much-talktof drawn foundation in these

sections, and see how nearly the total destruction of the pur-

suit of bee-keeping is threatened by its use, as some of the

would-be apiarian prophets have foretold !

We are indebted to the kindness of Gleanings in Bee-Cul-

ture for the use of the beautiful engravings on the first page

this week.

Here is what Mr. Doolittle said awhile ago in Gleanings,

concerning his preference in the way of a ^section, and his

reasons therefor :

"My own preference is a section 3}^x59^xl?| inches,
this holding a pound as nearly as may be when well filled.

This size is used in single-tier wide frames with separators, so

as to secure each comb built perfectly in the box. My rea-
sons for preferring them are, that more in number can be set

over a given space than can those of less depth ; besides,

such a cake of honey is of symmetrical proportions, and pleas-
iug to the eye, it being just sufficient to set on the table for

an ordinary family, and, covering more surface, apparently,
to look at, does not give a scrimpt appearance or pattern.
Why I prefer them to the larger size is, they bring from two
to three cents per pound more in market."

Beginners in Bee-Keepingf make their annual

appearance as regularly as the spring-time. And they are a

hopeful lot of people. We have met several of them this

spring, as usual. We rather like them. We started wiih

bees once upon a time, ourselves. So did Dr. Miller. And
Doolittle. And Dr. Miller says it's just as much fun now to

watch the bees get to work each spring as it was nearly H)
years ago. We believe him, even if we are not much more
than half as old as he is. (It probably Is more fun for the

bees to watch the Doctor get to work each spring !)

But we started out to say a few words about the enthusi-

astic beginner. We want to advise him not to invent a new

hive the first season. Wait at least two or three years, until

you get a little acquainted with the habits of bees. Perhaps

by that time you'll discover that bees will do pretty well in

almost any of the hives already in use.

Another thing, don't try to go too fast Into bee-keeping.

Better grow into it. For instance, start with say two colonies ;

to begin the second year you might have four, and thus let

your apiary grow with your experience. You'll stand a better

chance of making a success of it in that way.

Above all things, read very carefully that bee-book. Don't

borrow one and then forget to return it, but own one your-

self. The book will help you to understand your bees, and

vice versa.

Ti)c Weekly Budget

Mr. J. T. Haikston, of Indian Territory, writing May
18, said:

" I suppose I could get along in a way without the ' Old

Reliable,' but I don't see how I could. My bees have had the

swarming fever this spring— 3.5 swarms from 9 colonies. But
they have stopt, and are getting down to business."

Editor Merrill, of the American Bee-Keeper, when an-

nouncing the selection of Hon. Eugene Secor as General Man-

ager of the United States Bee-Keepers' Union, said :
" Every

bee-keeper in this country should joiu the Union." That's

good advice, surely. We hope that several thousand of Edi-

tor Merrill's subscribers will send their membership fees to

him to be forwarded to the New Union.
.

Mr. F. Bussler, a progressive bee-keeper in Old Mexico,

writing us May 1 1, said :

" I have now some bees, comb and extracted honey in the

exhibition in Cojoacan, and it looks as if people here had never

seen such things. Mexico is a wor.derful land for honey, and
could export tons and tons of the nicest kind. Later on 1

will report more about the exhibition. Long may the banner
of the American Bee Journal wave !"

Mr. J. S. Scott, of Utah Co., Utah, had this to say when

writing us May 15 :

"I have only one objection to the American Bee Journal,

and that is, in allowing Doolittle to be so cruel to his little old

man, by making him stand so long in one position, with that

woe-begone, tired look. Say, Doolittle, can't you turn his

face to the wall for awhile ? I am sure he would present a

better appearance.
"The bees in Utah county have wintered better than ever

before. They are having a good run on fruit-bloom, and are

coming to the front in fine style."

The a. I. Root Company report, in Gleanings for May
1.5, that their bee-supply business is booming. They have

this to say about it

:

" We never had quite such a run of orders as we are hav-
ing this spring. If we were no better organized for taking
care of so much business promptly than we were in 1890, we
should be hopelessly behind. As it is, we are working a man
in every available place ; and in the wood-working department
two turns of workmen keep the machinery going 22 hours
out of the 24. In the shipping department there are several

who are working 14 or 15 hours almost every day to get

orders off promptly. By these extra efforts we are able to

keep the goods going out as fast as the orders come in, so that

orders do not remain in our hands unfilled very long."

We shall be glad to announce in this column the present

condition of business of any of our other regular advertisers

if they will let us know about It. We hope that all are hav

lug a satisfactory trade this year.

It^" This is a good time work for new subscribers.
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BEE-BOOKS
SEXT POSTPAID BY

Geore:e W. York & Co.,
Chlcaso, Ills.

Beea and Honey, or Management of an Apiary
!or Pleaanre and Protit. by Tlioiuas G. Newman.—
rWs edition has been lartrelv re-wiitten, thorouKhly
tevlsed, and Is "fully up wHIi the limes" In all the
Improvements and Inventions In this rapkllv-devel-
oplng pursuit, and presents the apiarist with
everythlUK that can aid In the successful nianage-
ment of an apiary, and at the same tlrae produce
the most honey in an attractive condition. It con-
tains 2;>0 paf.'es. and 245 illustrations—Is beautifully
Erlnted in the highest Btvie of the art, atLd bound

1 cloth, BOld-lettered. Price, Sl.OO.

r,anKstroth on the Honey-Bee, revised by
Dadant-This classic in bee-culture, has been
entirely rewritten, and is fully Illustrated. It
treats of evurythlnj; relatlnt? to bees and bee-keep-
ing. No apiarian library Is complete wltliout this
Btandard work by Kev. L. L. J^ancstroth — the
Father of American Bee-Culture. It has 620 pages:
bound lu cloth.

Price, postpaid, $1.25.

Bee-Ke:pera' dalde, or Manual of the
Apiary, by Prof A. J Cook, of the Michigan Agri-
cultural Cfjilege.—This book is not only Instructive
and helpful as a guide in bee-keeping, but is
Interesting and thoroughly practical and sclentlflc.
It contains a full delineation of the anatomy and
physiology of bees. 4(J0 pages ; bound in cloth and
Jully Illustrated.

Price, postpaid. $1.25.

Scientific Qiieen-Kearlnsr, as Practically
Applied, by G. >i. Dooilttle.—A method by which
the very best of Vaeen-Bees are reared in perfect
accord with Nature's way. ITil pages, bound in
cloth, and Illustrated. Price, $1.00.

A B, C of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root.—

A

cyclopiedia of 400 pages, describing everything
pertaining t«j the care of the honey-bees. It con-
tains aoo engravings. It was written especially for
beginners Bound in cloth. Price, $1.25.

Advanced Bee-Cultnre, Its Methods and
Management, by W. Z. Hutchinson.—The author
Of this work is too well known to need further
description of his book. lie Is a practical and
entertaining writer. Vou should read his book. 90
pages, bound in paper, and illustrated. Price, 50ct8.

Rational Ree-&.eeplng, by Dr. John Dzlerzon
—This is a trariHlatlon of his latest German bookoo
bee-culture. It has 350 pages; bound
in paper covers, $1.00

Bienen-Kultnr, by Thomas G. Newrian. -
This is a German translation of the princippi por-
tion of the book called Bees op Honby, IOj page
pamphlet. Price, 40 cents.

Convention Hand-Book, for Bee-Keepers,
Thomas G. Newman.— It contains the parlinmen-
tary law and rules of order for Bee-Conventions—
also Constitution and By-Laws, with subjects for
discussion, etc. Cloth, gold-lettered. Price, 25 cts.

Tlilrly Years Among the Bees, by
Henry Alley.—Gives the results of over a quarter-
century's e-xperience in rearing queen-bees. Very
latest workot thekind. Nearly lou pages. Price, 50c.

Why Eat Honey ?—This Leaflet is intend-
ed for FKEK distribution, to create a Local Market.
I'K) copies, by mail, ;in cts.: 500 for$1.25; lUOO, $2.i«j.

How to Keep Hoiiey and preserve its
richness and flavor. Price same as "Why Eat Honey.

AlMike Clover Iieaflet Full directions
for growing. 50 for 25 cts.; loo for 40 eta.; 200, 70c.

Apiary Keeisler, by Thos. G. Newman.—
Devotes two pages to a colony. Leather binding.
Price, for 50 colonies, $1.00; for lOO colonies, $1.25.

rreparutlon of Honey Cor the Mnrkat,
IncluUIng the production and care of comb and
extracted honey. A chapter from Bees A.vr
Uo.NEV. Price, 10 cents

Bee-Paaturaiee a Nccenalty.—This book sug
Rests what and how to plan 11 is a chapter fron
BEE.S A.vii Uo.N'EV. Price. 10 cents.

The Hive I |!»e, by G. M, noollttle. It
details his mauagement of bees, and metiiods
of producing comb honey. Price, 5 cents.

Dr. Hotvurd'N Book on Foiil Brood.
—Gives the .McKvoy Treatment and reviews the ex-
periments of others. Price, 25 cts.

Dictionary of Aplenlture, by Prof, ,Iohn
Phin. Gives the correct meaning of nearly 5inj apl-
cultural terms. Price. 50 cts.

Winter Froblcm in Hee-Keeplni;. by Q,
K.Pierce. Kesult of 25 years' experience. 50 ctB.

Handlinc Bccn, by Chas. Dadant A: Son.—
A Chapter Irom Langstrotli Revised. Price., 8 cla.

HUtory of liee-AsBoclations, and Hrief Re-
ports of the Mrst 20 conventions. Price, 15 cts.

Foul Brood Treatment, by Prof. F. R
leshire.—Its Cause and Prevention. Price. 10 etad Prevention. Price, 10 cts.

Foul Brood, by A. R. Kohnke.-Origln,
Development and Cure. Price, 25 cts.

Honey as Food and ITIedlelne, by T
G. Newman.-A 32-page pamphlet : Just the thing to
create a demand for honey at home. Should be
scattered freely. Containsrecipesfor Honey-Cakes
Cookies. Puddings, Foam, Wines, and usbb of hnno«
for medicine.

ings, Foam, Wines, and uses of honey

Prices, prepaid— Single copy. Sets.; 10 copies, :)5
CtB.; .5oforS1..5ll: lootor $2.50; 250 for $5.50; 500
for $10.W; or 1000 for $15.00.

'When 2.50 or more are ordered, we will print the
bee-keeper's card (tree of cost) on the front cover
page.

Practical Hints to Bee-Kee-Keepeis—by
C'HAS. J. MuTH. Also contains a Foul Brood
Cure and How to Winter Bees. 40 p.; 10 cts.

Bee-Keeping for Profit, by Dr. G. L.
Tinker.-Revised and enlarged. It details the au-
thor 8 " new system, or how to get the largest yields
of comb or extracted honey." 80 p. ; illustrated. 25c.

Emerson Binders, made especially for
the Bee Journal, are convenient for preserving
each number as fast as received. Not mailable to
Canada. Price. 75 cts.

Commercial Calculator, by C. Ropp —A ready Calculator. Business Arithmetic and Ac-
count-Book combined in one. Every farmer and
business man should liave it. No. 1, bound in water
proof leatherette, calf finish. Price, 40 cts. No 2
in fine artificial leather, with pocket, silicate slate,
and account-book. Price, 60 cts.

Green's Four Books, by Chas. A. Green.
—Devoted to, 1st. How We Made the Old Farm Pay
2nd, Peach Culture; 3rd, Uow to Propagate Fruit-
Plants, Vines and Trees; 4tb, General Fruit In-
structor. Nearly 120 pages. Fully illustrated. 25 cts.

Garden and Orchard, by Chias. A. Green,
—Gives full instructions in Thinning and Marketing
Fruits; Pruning, Planting and Cultivating; Spray-
ing, Kvaporation, Cold Storage, Etc. 94 pages, illus-
trated. Price, 25 cts.

Kendall's Horse-Book. — 35 pictures,
showing positions 01 sick horses, and treats on all
their diseases. English or German. Price, 25 cts.

Silo and Silage, by Prof. A. J. Coot.—It
.gives the method in operation at the Michigan Agri-
cultural College. Price, 25 cts,

Lumber and Iiog-Book. — Gives meas-
urements of lumber, logs planks; wages, etc. 25c.

niaple Sugar and the Sujrar Bush, by Prof.
A. J. Cook.—Full instructions. Price, 35 cts.

Grain Tables, for casting up the price of
grain, produce, hay, etc. Price, 25 cts.

Capons and Caponlzing, by Dr. Sawyer,
Fanny Field, and others.—Illustrated. All about
caponizing fowls, ana thus how to m.ake the most
money in poultry-raising. 64 pages. Price, 30 cts.

Our Poultry Doctor, or Health In the
Poultry Yard and Uow to Cure Sick Fowls, by
Fanny Field,-Everything about Poultry Diseases
and their Cure. 64 pages. Price, 30 cts.

Poultry for market and Poultry for
Profit, by Fanny Field.—Tells everything aboutthe
Poultry Business. 64 pages. Price, 25 cts.

Turkeys for market and Turkeys for
Profit, by Fanny Field.—All about Turkey-Raising.
64 pages. Price, 25 cts.

Bural Mfe.— Bees. Poultry. Fruits, Vege-
tables, and Household Matters, 100 pages. 25 cts.

Potato Culture, by T. B. Terry.—It tells
how to grow them protltably. Price, 40 cts. i__3

Hand-Book of Health, by Dr, Foote.—
Hints about eating, drinking, etc. Price, 25 cts.

Bee-Keepers' Directory, by H. Alley.—
Latest methods in Queen-Rearing, etc. Price, 5oc.

Book Clubbing Oilers.

(Bead Carefully.)

The foUowlnff ohibblng prices include the
American liee Journal one year with each
book named. Koincniber, that only one book
can be taken in each case with the Bee Jour-
nal a year at the prices named. It more books
are wanted, see postpaid prices given with
the description of the books on this page
Followlngls tlie clubbing-list:

1. Langstroth on the Honey-Bee $'2.00
2. A B Oof Bec-Oullure 3.00
3. Bee-Keeper'eGiiido 1.75
4. Bees and Honey

I
Cloth boundl 1.05

5. Doolitiie'8 Soli-ntlllcQuecn-Hoariug. 1.75
6. Dr. Howard's I'luil Brood Book 1,10
7. Advanced Ueo-i?uHure 1.30
!>. Bleneu-Kullur ((icrman) l.iiQ

11. Rational Bee-KecpingtPaperLoundi 1.75

12. Thirty Tears Among the Bees 1.30
13. Bee-Keeping for Profit 1.15
14. Convention Hand-Book. .. 1 15
15. Poultry for Market and Profit 1.10
16. Turkeys for Market and Profit 1.10
17. Capons and Caponizing 110
18. Our Poultry Doctor 1.10
19. Green's Four Books 1 15
21. Garden and Orchard 1.15
23. RuralLife 1 10
24. EmersouBinder for the Bee Journal. 1.60
25. Commercial Calculator. No. 1 1.25
26. Commercial Calculator, No. 2 1.40
27. Kendall's Horse-Book 1.10
30. Potato Culture 1 20
32. Hand-Book of Health 1.10
33. Dictionary of Apiculture 1.35
34. Maple Sugar and the Sugar Bush. ... 1.20
35. Silo and Silage 1.10
36. Winter Problem in Bee-Keeping 1.30
37. Apiary Register (for 50 colonies).. . 1.75
38. Apiary Register (for 100 colonies) . 2.00
39. Bee-Keepers' Directory 1.30

Honey - Clovers !

We have made an-angements so that we can
furnish seed of several of the Clovers by
freighter express, at the following prices,
cash with order:

5» lom 25ft 501b
AlslkeClover 70 $1.25 $3.00 $5.75
Sweet Clover (white). .60 1.00 2.25 4.00
White Clover 90 1.60 3.75 7.00
AUalfaClover ....60 1.00 2.25 4.00
Crimson Clover 55 .90 2.00 3.50

Prices subject to market changes.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage. If

wanted by freight.

Tour orders are solicited.

GEORGE \J. YORK & Co,
CHICAGO, ILL.

TRANSFERRING^^
If you contemplate buying either three or

five band Italian Queens, simply write for my
pamphlet. If you need some ot the best now,
send 75 cts. for one, $4.00 for six, or $7.50 per
doz.—and full Instructions for Introducing, as
well as the best methods known for securing
good cells will be sent free.
Money Order ollice—WaiTenton.

W. H, PBIDGEN,
21A13t Cheek, Warren Co . N. C.

Aloition the .Ariicncan, Bee -Joit/i-'nc.i

f MILLER'S FACE BLEACH f
Removes Tan, Pimples, Freckles, Rasb. and

Skin Diseases. Every blemish on beauty Is
effectually removed. It defies detection. IB
is not att'ected by perspiration, and contains
nothing that would injure the mo't sensitive
skin. By mail. 25c. H. L,. PANOBOBN,
21A1 Mai^uoket.a., Iow.a.

Mention tlie American lieeJmtrnM.-

For 1897-Italian Btes per Colony, $4
Tested Italian Queens, 00 cts. each.VAddress ,

OTTO KLEIINOW, " i^l
"~"

122 Mlltary Ave., - Detroit, Mich.
'.&-x;'.-,;-.r. (,•->£ -h.is:.'C!'i€o/'i Bet. ^' cuiT'^'vcji.

Wanted to ExcliaiigeVf,Slef RmL^^s'
calibre, lor Tested Italian Queens from im-
ported mother, or laultiess breeding queens,
or an> thing useful iti an apiary.

K, J. Ul KKiCL,, < laytonville. III.

ADELIAND ITALIAN QUEENS.
Now ready to mail. Purity aud safe ari-ival
guaranteed. One Queen, $1: 2 Queens, $1.90;
3 Queens. $;.7,j; 6 Queens, J.i.iSO,HENKY AL.L,EY, Weiihani, Iflakti.

21 Dlf Mention the American Bee Journal.

impr*.v'^d Machine lor Sheeting Wa.x.

This machine produces a continuous sheet
of uniform thickness and any width desired
directly from the molted wax. No lapping or
welding done in this iiroccs. This machine is
a rapid worker. sliii|ile in construction, easily
operated cither liy band or steam powei', and
price within reach of any auiiply dealer. Cor-
respondence solicited, baniplc sent on receipt
of oi-dcr and posliigi-. Patent allowed March
1 8. i 897. THOS. EVANS, Lansing, Iowa.
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Questiorj'Box>
In the multitude of counsellors there is

safety.—Prov. 11-14.

Sections willi Old Foundation.

Qnerjr 50.— I have sections that were fllleri

with fouDdattou two years aKO. Would you
put them on the hives this season, or what
would you do with them ?—Minn.

E. France—Use them if they are clean.

Mrs. L. Harrison—Put them on the
hives.

W. (;. Larrabee—I would put them on
the hive.

R. L. Taylor—I should use them on
the hives.

Wm. McEvoy—Put them on the hives
this season.

Chas. Dadant &, Son—Yes, use all that
are not soiled.

A. F. Brown— If clean, use them
;

otherwise not.

P. H. Elwood—If well preserved, I

would use them.
Eugene Secor—Yes, if I did not have

a mill of my own.
Dr. C. C. Miller— If they have been

nicely kept, I'd use them.

J. M. Hambaugh—If they have not
been damaged, I would use them.

G. M. Doolittle—Put them on the hive.
What else should you do with them ?

Jas. A. Stone— If they have been kept
free from dust, I think they will do to
use.

Rev. M. Mahin—I would expose them
to a degree of heat that will almost melt
them, and put them on the hives.

Prof. A. J. Cook— I have not found
bees to work well on such old sections. I

think you would probably use them at
a loss.

Dr. A. B. Mason— I would use them
after they had been kept for awhile in

a temperature a little below the melting
point of the wax.

G. W. Demaree—I would use them if

the wax is white and clean. I use a tin

plate heated by a lamp to reduce the
depth of the cells.

H. D. Cutting—It would all depend on
their condition. I have used them two
years old with good results. Place in

the sun for a short time before putting
on the hive.

Dr. J. P. H. Brown—If the sections
are clean, and the foundation is not wax-
moth eaten, I would use them. But be-

fore using, I would allow the sun to

warm them up.

C. H. Dibbern— If the sections are
clean and the foundation is not glazed
over with propolis, I would use them ;

otherwise, cut out the foundation and
burn up the sections.

Emerson T. Abbott—I give it up. The
best way to do is to put the fresh foun-
dation in the sections when you ueed
them. That Is, if you want to secure
honey that is first-class In every respect.

J. E. Pond— If they are clean and
nice, use them again ; if not, work the
wax up, and use the sections for fire-

wood. It don't pay to fool with any-
thing in the comb honey line that is not
delicate and dainty.

J. A. Green— I would not use them. I

think it would pay better to start with
fresh. If you do use them, put in each
super half fresh and half old. Then you
will know for yourself, and we wouk'
like to have you report.

Finest Alfalfa Honey

!

IT SELLS ON TASTING.

The Honey that Suits All

Who Buy It.

Low Prices Now!
We can furnish IWIlite Alfalfa Extracted Honey, in 60-pound tin cans, on

board cars in Chicago, at these prices : 1 can, in a case, 7M cents per pound ; 2 cans
in one case, 7 cents ; 4 cans (2 cases) or more, 63^ cents. The Cash must accom-
pany each order. Fine Bass-wood Flavor Honey at same price; also in

270-lb. barrels.

It^~ A sample of either honey will be mailed to an Intending purchaser, for 8
cents, to cover postage, packing, etc. We guarantee purity.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan Street, CHICAGO. ILL.

New London,
"Wisconsin,Page& Lyon Mfg. Co.

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus
securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
They have also one One of tlie Largest Factories and the latest

and most-improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there is in the State. The material is cut from patterns, by machinery,
and is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and whitest
Bass'wood is used, and they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine
and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best
machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies.

Please mentioti tlig Amc icaa Bee .Tournal. . 7Atf

BEE-KEEPERS We make

SUPPLIES
The Very Finest Line of
in tlie Market, and sell

them at Low Prices.
!>»eii(l Tor Free Illu§lraled Catalo;; and Prfee-L.i§(.

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.

Special Agf iit for the Southwest"^- ^-
"^^^^^'joseph, mo.

Mr, Abbott sells our Hires and Sections at Factory Prices.

That Glueen-Olipping Device Free !

Works Like a Charm. Couldn't Do WItlioat It.

The Monetle Queen-Clipping Device works

LIKE A CHARM. With it I bave clipped 30

queens, all in one day. when examining my
bees. Wsi. Stoi.ley, Grand Island, Nebr.

PLEASE READ THIS OFFER TO PRESENT SUBSCRIBERS :

Send us jii.'^l mie iietc luime for the American Bee Journal a year (with $1.00), and we

will mail you the Queen-Clipping Device free of charge. Or, the Queen-Clipping Device

will be sent postpaid for 30 cts. But why not get it as a Premium by the above offer ?

You can't earn 30 cts. any easier. Almost every bee-keeper will want this Device.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigaa St., CHICAGO, ILL.

I have clipped 10 queens, and must say the
Monette Queen-CllppiDg Device Is by far the
best invention ever made, and will be wel-
come to many bee-keepers as it was to me. 1

could not do without one now.
Dr. Geo. Lacke, Newburffh. Ind.
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NEVER—

TOO LATE
To Start Right.

We have decided [lo Indufe our patrons to
get a start in the best Italian Bers. or to
change their stock], to sell not over 2 Nuclei
to any one address.

A S-Frame (Hoffman) .>'uoIeii» and
WarranlotI Ilsilian IMieen,

f«i- !Sa.75.
.7iisf rutinitiLi' oi-©r with Beos.

Phil. Office A. I. ROOT CO.,
10 vine St.,

PHIADELPHIA, PA.
TViu. A. Selser, ITIgr.

A Fnll Line of

All Bee-Supplies at Factory Prices.

19 Alf Mention the American Bee Journal,

Made on the beat lines, of the
j

be>t material known to the art. '

HEATS WITH HOT WATER i

Entirely automatic; will hatch (

e%-ery esK thiit can be hatcheti.
Simple, durable, effective.Senii 2
slainpsfyrlliiintriitedcutjilueNo. 59.

THE INVINCIBLE HATCHER CO.,
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO.

13D5t Please mention the Bee Journ il.

JUST ARRIVED!
My second carload of Goods from Tlie A. I.

Root Co- has arrived, and lam In shape to
flu all ordi rs promptly at their catalog prices.
Send for m .• .'JG page catalop ; also list of
Goods you will need, and I will malie jou spe-
cial prices on early orders.

@EQ. m. HII^TOPf,
9D9t FBEMOINT, iniCH.

Meiition the American Bee Juuma.

"
(|iieeiis Given Away."

ffiray Caruiolaiis anfl (joMen Italians,?

We will give a fine Tested Oueen (either race)
to all customers ordering 6 Untested Queens,
and a fine Select Tpsled y II en to all who or-
der 12 Unttsled Ouiens at one time. The
Queens given away will he sent to customers
in August.
(iradc and Pric'('§

of BecN and Queens
April
Mi,y
June

July
Aug.
Sept.

$ .6.5

1.25
Untested Queen $ .7'.i

Tested 1..50
Select Tested Queen 2.50 2.25
Bestlmported • 5 00 4.00
One L Frame Nucleus (no Queen) .75 .50
Two " •• • 1.50 1.00
Full Colony of Bees

(in new dovetailed hive) 5.00 4.00
We snarantee our liees to be free from all

diseases, and to iilve entire satisfaction.
Oeiicrlplive Price-Liiiit Free.

F. A. Lockliart & Co.,
"-ake^george.

l^iDtf Please meullon tbe Bee Journal.

Our '97 Catalog:
— O F

—

Apiarian Supplies, Bees, Etc.

le yours for the asking.
It is full (if Information. ^3ff~ Write for It.

I. J. STRINGHAm,
105 Park Place. NEW FOKK, N. Y.

Apiary—Glen Cove, L, I.

M.enU<yii iJie Anterlcan Bee Jov/rnat

A booklet, handsomely Illustra-
ted, describing Nebraska, her
farms and the opportunities
there for young men and farm
renters to become farm owners

Mailed without charge on application to P. S.
BcsTis, General Passenger Agent, C, B. Sc Q.
K, H., Uhicago. III. 14A8t

Mention the American Bee Jouma-^

FREE

Qet;)Gral licrr)s^

Prospects Good.

I have 8 colonies of Italian bees. They
wintered all right, and the prospects are

good here for a good crop of honey.
Damon Chesley,

Carroll Co., N. H., May 18,

Good Weather for Honey-Flow.

I took 120 pounds of honey from 3
hives May 18, and sold it here yesterday
quite readily. The weather is good for

the honey-flow, John M. Rv.^^n.

Marshall Co,, Ala., May 20.

Working on Sweet Clover.

Bees are doing well—just beginning to

work on yellow sweet clover and white

clover. White sweet clover will be in

bloom in about two weeks.
J. L. Gandy.

Richardson Co., Nebr,, May 19.

New Honey Taken Off.

Bees are working in good shape. I

put a swarm into a dovetailed hive April

16 ; ten days after I put on supers, and
on May 12 I took off 24 pounds of as

nicely capt honey as one could wish to

see. C. A. Walks.
Tipton Co., Tenn,, May 13,

Early Swarming.

It seems to me all my bees are ahead
of my work. I have already hived a

swarm May (3, and another prime swarm
May 16, and I expect the rest of the

colonies to swarm any day.
Chas Griesbach,

Clay Co., Ind., May 21.

Working in the Supers

Bees are doing finely. The pasture,

roadsides and every nook and corner is

growing white with the bloom of clover,

and the bees are just humming. Some
colonies are working in the supers— 10
days early for this locality.

W, N. King.
Greene Co., Mo., May 17,

Experience in Transferring,

I am well pleased with the American
Bee Journal ; it is a source of much in-

formation to me. I started in bee-keep-

ing In the spring of 1896 with one col-

ony of bees, after reading and re-read-

ing " A BC of Bee-Culture" and " Lang-
stroth on the Honey-Bee, Revised by
Dadant." I purchased 12 colonies In

the fall of 1896, in chaff hives which I

wintered outdoors, and only lost one
colony. I preferred to transfer them to

the Qiiinby closed-end frame, so I could

have my hive>) all alike, and frames and
supers. It came off very warm in March,
and I went at them to transfer them. To
commence with, I bored M-'nch holes In

the now Quinby frames, about 4 Inches

apart, and got some thorns about 2}i
to 3 inches long, and thorned In a set of

combs, and went to the first hive to

transfer. I moved the old hive off of

the stand and set the new one In Its

place, I smoked the colony a little, and

\/\
1 and the happy man is best fct-

' ted for tbe duties of life. The

I

happy heart is tho strongest

I heart. Toproduc3andinain=
I tainthisconditiou, you should

keep constantly en hand a sup-

ply of that health retaining,

I

health restoring remedy

(%^^JV^
It is a purely vegetable
preparation that corrects all

derangements of the Liver
and Kidneys and works a
permanent cure for

BRIGHT'S DISEASE
UR5WARY TROUBLES
GENERAL DEBILITY
FEMALE COWPLAINTS
AND MALARIA.

In order that it may be handy
for you wc. have placed it on
sale in your nearest store

Beware of substitutes. There
is nothing so good as War-
ner's Safe Cure.

MentK'T., the Amer-ican Bee JTownial,

Pacific Coast Bee-Keepers

!

BUY VOI7R

Dovetailed Cedar Hives
Direct from the Factory. Guaranteid equal

to the best goods on tlie market.
>eiid lor Price- LlNt.

Bawson & Barner, Centralia, Wash,
10A13t Mention the .\m. Bee Journal.

California
It you care to know of Its Fruits, Flowera
Olimate or Kesources. send tor a Sample Oopy
of California's Favorite Paper—

The Pacific Rural Press
The leading Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the Pacific Coast. Published weekly,
handsomely Illustrated 00 per annum.
Sample Copy Free,

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
220 Market St., SAN FKANCISCO, CAL.

Bee-Keepoi-M' Pliotogrrapli.—We
have now on hand a limited number of ex-
cellent photographs of prominent bee-keep-
ers—a number of pictures on one card. The
likeness of 49 of them are shown on one of

the photographs, and 131 on the other. We
will send them, postpaid, for 30 cts. a card,

mailing from the 131 kind first; then after

they are all gone, we will send tbe 49 kind.

So those who order first will get the most
" faces " for their money. Send orders to

the Bee Journal office.

See the premium olTer on this page!
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FOR A GOO
tliat raii't Mow <lo\vn imr l>iirn up; (luit

t\ii-ii-; all kiiwls :( >t.irk ^vith.ut injury; thiit

can't s:iK Iil-cuuso it tukesup its own t^Iuck by
expanuiiijc: and contracting: as n-niired;
a fence wliich meets every requirement
of a farm fence—buy the KKVSTONI-:.
25 to />K iiii-hf9 liiK'li. Fully de?;cribe<l in our
free book on ffnce construction. Smd for it.

Keystone Woven Wire Fence Co.,
No. 3 Rush Street. Peoria. III.

SAeru-'jcr'. t.- -^.v-^, B'^.^ yrv.rw;-^

EGOS
From Pure B. P. Rocks. Black Minorcas. Ll^bt
Brahmas—$1.25 per Silting. Also, will stuff
and mount Birds and Animals to order: price,
for small birds and animals 60c. and upward.
Plants lor sale cbeap—Red and Black

Kaspberry. and Strawberry,

niRS. li. C. AXTELL,
ROSEVILI.E, Warren Co., III.

tiyi Beeswax
For all the Good, Pure Vello-w

Bees'wax delivered to our ofBce till

further notice, we will pay 25 cents per
pound, CASH ; or 27 cents for whatever
part is exchanged for the Bee Journal,
Honey, Books or Seed, that we offer. If

you want casta, promptly, for your
Beeswax, send it on at once. Impure
wax not taken at any price. Address as

follows, very plainly,

GEO. W. YORK & CO.
118 Michigan St., CHICAGO, ILL.

QUEENS
Smokers. Sections

,

Comb Foundation,
A^Dd all Apluiran Suppltea
eheap. Send for

FREE »UloE°«* K. T. FLAXAUAN, B«llerlll«, III.

13A13t Please mention the Bee .lournal.

50 Colonies Bees for Sale Cheap.
2-rrHnie ^I<'Ien8, tvllh Queen, only $2.
B. P. Kecks, White ( eghoins, B. Legborns.

Black Minorca. Buff Cochin, Part. Cochin. L.
Brahma, S. !>. Hanburg—Eggs trom all these,
15 lorJI.OO.

Also. Ftirkshire Pigs for sale Write for
what you want. Stock all teglstered pedigree.

N. H. S.mni, Lock Box A,
18A4t TiLBCRY, Ont„ Canada.

Confidence Restored.
Not Pjib** .(•ritiil.-n<c that was tifver lost Sales

IncreMsetl evi-r\ > ear t hnniKh I hf lale ' nnprosper-
ousness." Now conifs ;C> jier-cenl inrroiise for the
ruonthof April. This shows that people like the
Coilf «1 Siirini; and like to buy It ofthe owner.
rather than those who attempt to appropriate it
without U*;ive or lirense.

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian, Mich

For Sale, Bees & Queens
P.ees by the Pound. fl.OO. Queens $1.00.

Nuclei. 2 frame, with Queen. =?'.50; I-frflme.
$2.00. A so. Barred ic While Plynioiilli
Ro<'k«. and Mlver-Lared \t yaiidolteii
Egg* at $1 .00 per sitting of 1.",. Address,

Mrs. A. A. SIMPSOX,
16A1.} SWARFS. Ghke.se Co., Pa.

Mcntiiin 'Me American Ctt .'(".4--"xu;

went after the queen first, and got her
into the new hive, and then shook the
bees off the combs on a blanket in front
of the new hive, and all was done.
There was scarcely any brood to speak
of, and whatthorf was I covered up and
took to a warm room to transfer. I was
careful to cut out all of the drone-comb,
or nearly so, and replace it with worker-
comb.

I examined the transferred colonies

May 15, and found them very strong in

bees, and also in brood, and all at work.
The prospects arc good now for a good
honey-yield here this season.

Albert G. Palmer.
Otsego Co., N. Y., May 17.

P. S.—The first colony that 1 started

with to transfer, swarmed, and also got

100 pounds of surplus honey from it,

and fr»m the new swarm 50 pounds,
besides 40 to 45 pounds each for winter
stores. A. G. P.

Old-Xixne Honey-Year Expected.

Bees in this part of east Tennessee
and southwest Virginia (we are right on
the dividing line of the two States) win-

tered well, and are now in splendid con-

dition to gather the precious nectar,

which seems to be ready to shower down
upon us in profusion, as it were. White
clover is blooming almost everywhere
this spring, along the roadside, in the

old fields, in fence corners, and, in fact,

the whole earth presents a lovely flower-

garden. It looks now as if we were
going to have an "old-time" honey-
year. Last year was good, and we will

be thankful for another like it, but the

present prospects indicate a much better

year for ISUT. M. D. Ande.s.

Sullivan Co., Tenn., May 14.

Good Outlook for Honey Crop.

I havo 15 colonies of bees ready for

business. The outlook for a good honey
crop is very promising, but the weather
is rather cool and wet now.

I am afraid that if we down all of the
frauds there won't be much business

left, but I say down them, all the same.
RuFus Williams.

Lawrence Co., lud., May 15.

Preparing Bees for Winter.

Heretofore on my return from Florida

in the spring. I would find some dead colo-

nies of bees; now dead colonies in the

spring require more work than live ones,

and I resolved to see if I could not prevent

it. With this end in view, la.st fall I pre

pared each colony for winter, with my own
hands. 1 was sure that they all had abun-

dance of stores to last until flowers bloomed.

We use the S frame Langstroth hive,

with cap and cover separate. I would put

on a Hill's device, then spread on a thick,

unbleacht-mus-lin sheet, cut so large that it

would extend a little over the sides of the

hive in all directions; then put on the cap,

which shut down over the muslin, holding

it tightly, thus [ireventing the possibility

of a hee getting up into the cap. Then I

put in a covering of dry. soft maple leaves,

two or three inches in depth ; I was careful

to work them into the corners; they were

dry, soft and curly. Above the leaves was

BeeswaxWanted for Cash
()!• ill E.xcbaiitfc Inr

Foundation—Sections—Hives
or any Other Supplies.

Working Wax [Tn^tT^m A Specialty.
^" Write for Catalog and Price-Llst. with

Samples of Foundation and Sections.

GUS DITTMER,
Ali(;i STA, WIS.

4-^-!-> ^'I-^^-A An Iionest, efficient

Yellow7onei • remedy lor all Fevers,
<• r fi. i I? <• Heartaches. Colds. Neu-
f ^'" ''"" '""< t»" ^ ralgia, Grip, Rheuma-
T-^^-^^-^-I-^^-T tism, etc. A general

service remedy that'll
please you, oh money rekdnded.
'It's a rare pleiiivire to find such a remedy."
"Too much cannot be said in praise of them."

1 Box. 25c.; fi Boxes. $1; most orders are $1,

W. B. House, Dra-wer 1, Detour, Mich.
13 Atf Please mention the Bee Journal.

CLOSING OUT PRIDES
Oi\ FIRST-CliASS GOODS.

10 No. 1 R Dov. Hives, 8-trame.
10 No. IE" " 10 "

$7 .=;n

8 50
Best Polisht Sections $2.50 per M.

Other Goods In propoitiou.
Let me make an estimate on your wants.

W. J. Finch, Jr., Chesterfield, Ills.

10A1.3t Mention the Am. Bee Journal.

ONE MAN WITH THE

UNION ^o^-i^-jATioN

Can do the work of four
men using hand tools. In
Ripping, Cuttlng-off, Mi-
tring, Rabbeting, Groov-
ing. Gaining. Dadoing,
Kdging-up, Jointing StuB,
etc. Full LIneof Foot am;
Hand Power Machinery
.Sold OD Trial. Catalosrue Free.

SE>E<^A FALIiS MFG. CO.,
46 Water St. SENECA FALLS. iJ. T.

1Aly Maniio.. the Ajnerirmi Bee JoumaJ

A GENUINE

Egg Preservative
That will keep Hen's Eg»B perfectly through
warm weather, just as good as frt-sh ones for
cooking and frosting. One man paid 10 cents
a dozen for the eggs he preserved, and then
later sold them for 25 cents a doz n. You can
preserve them tor about 1 cent i»er dozen.
Now is the time to do It, while eggs are cheap.
Address for Circular giving further infor-

mation—
Dr. A. B. ITIA!«0\,

3512 Monroe Street, - Toledo. Ohio.

One Cent I

Invested In a postal card
will get my large Cata-
log of All Hoot's Goods.
Send list of what you
want, and get price.

HI. H. HINT, Bell Branch, itllrli.
Wmew Answering ^^15 Advertisement. Mention rms j

Texas Queens
Dr Gallup says they are the best he

I II I

has in bis yard.
lllDllH)

I
J. I>. GIVENS, Lisbon, Tex.

Mention the IJee Journal. 9.\26t.

OKItlCKS ailed by rrtura mail or freisnt for
\. 1. Root Go's Sui>fi,iES. Oir choice
.iiralD Italian Queens: 1, 2 S 3 fr. nuclei
f in a hurrv lor Supplies, s«-nd us vour

orders. :t(l-parro Cnfji/oir h'ree.
Jno. INebel 4: Son, HUh'Hlll, ,»lo,

Meiititni the Amf.rican Bee JoumaL 4.\tf

Italian Queens "'
"aiV."'

Untested. 50c.; Tested, Jl. 00.
Nuclei. 2 I rami. $2.00, Including a good Queen.

Hecs by tfe Pouud.
E. L.. CIKKI:>G ION,
5A17t De Fnniak $iprIn:rB, Fla.
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THE RUMELY ENGINES & THRESHERS
Aliirli

»,.„^(i™''^'"'i"
""

l"'^'."'
"'^.''" '*''"' '""^ enitmcs arc simple and coiunound,traction and portable. Tluy ninjre in lioise powtr fium 8 to 20. and iiiL- con-

I of the best nial.rinl through.. ut, linving in vii-w large traction power,
; KlfjIKLY

I one niat'liine,

, . - by otlier macllines. Thev arelean.eooiionu.' thresh, is 1807 eatalocue mailed free. Write today
M. RUMELY CO., LA PORTE, INDIANA.

Miii, ,1,1 oi me best nial.rial tluou>.'li,,ut, liaving in view large trai-tii

£i?i?! «'JfJ"""*^ qualities. .simplicity and durability. THK
,'• , ,

**"^ I'omhine the apron and vibrator principle in owhi.-h liroiiuees a separali,.n ,,t grain not attained by other machines
last, clean, economic thresh, rs 1807 eataloono ••>:iilo.i f-=o

\ Book KeconiiiieiKlcd by Dr. Gallup.

THENEW METHOD
In Health and JDIsease.
By W. E Forest. M. D.. 13th Edition, Re-
vised, Illustrated, aud Enlarged. Tbis is

the greatest and best work ever publisht
as a Home Phtsician, and as

A (liiiid*- to lloallli.

It makes the way from WeaKne»>N to
Nli*eii;:;1li so plain that only those who
ai'e past recovery (the very few) need to
be sick, and the well who will follow its

teachings <-a»nol l»e !s>iclc. It is now
in many families the only counsellor in
matters of health, saving the need of call-

ing a physician and all expenses for medi-
cines, as it teaches Hygiene and the use
of Nature's remedies, not a «Ii*mjs^

lr<-siliiient.

All Clirouio I>iM«^a»«es

are considered, and there is not a curable
disease that has not been helpt by some
of the • .\>"' J//'//m(7.v " given here; even
those who have been pronounced <'on-
tiiiiniplivo have been entirely cured.
While for Riioiiiiialisni, lii<li;;'e!ii-

lion, Ityispep!*!:!. <^oiiNli|>alion,
l»,rNfnl:ii-j-, l.ivfi- and l^i«lii<-y
']'roiil>le!«. 4.'alai-i-li. Ilinaoia-
tiun. 4aeuci-al l>fl>ility. I\orv-
oii!,« I'^xliaiiMlion. Ikiseasrs I'e-
ciiliar lo %Voiiieu, etc., the methods
are sure, aud can be carried out at one's
own home and with little or no expense.

A Caiiaranloe.
So contident are the publishers of the
results, that they offer to refund the
money to any one who will try "New
Methods'' thoroughly, it the book is re-

turned in good condition.

Xhe >«•« Edilion
is illustrated with a number of Anatom-
ical plates from the best English work on
Anatomy publisht. and others made ex-
pressly for this work ; contains 300 jiages,

printed on fine calendered paper, and al-

though the priccof the first edition (much
smaller in size and without illustrations)

was •*2..50, we sell this at SI, 00, postpaid.

i>Ri:.Tiii .M oi'I'i:k»«.
For sending us two new subscribers to
the Bee Journal for one year, we will
mail yen the liook free as a premium, or
we will mail it for sending your own ad-
vance renewal and one new yearly sub-
scriber. This is a wonderful premium
offer. Address all orders to

—

GEORGI' 'W. YOKK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.

ll.ai-V, HONEY-EXTRACTOR
i'lUlll ^ Square Glass Jars.

lUiot's (loods at Root's Prices.

Bee-Kkei'khs' Sii'iM.iKs in general, etc etc
Send iDroitr new catalog.

"Praftleiil IIIiiIm" will be mailed for 10c.
In sttinipH, Apply to—

Chas. F Mnth & Son, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Mtt\.ii(n\ tlie American Uee Jownial.

nrp /CCDCD? f Let me send you tny <>4-

DLL-NLLrLriO 1 paKC CutaloK lor 18!)7,

J. ITI. JeiikiiiN, Wetiimpka, 41a.

Mention, the A.merica/n Bee Journal,

put a chaff cushion of 4 to 6 inches in thick-

ness.

The hive-covers are made with cleats,

and when I put them on I put a piece of

section on the top of the cap to make a

little crack to admit air, thus preventing
dampness. It the covers fit down tightly,

dampness will accumulate from the breath
of the bees.

The hives thus prepared were left upon
the summer stands, which consists of the
height of two bricks, one upon the other at

the back of the hive, and one in front: this

inclination is suflicient to cause the mois-
ture to run out of the front. Where there
were rows of hives placed closely together,

I wedged in leaves and grass between them,
and put a board to keep the rain from run-
ning down between them.

I've no hives containing dead bees to

clean, and I received a joyous welcome
from all the colonies on my return home,
April 13. Mrs. L. Harkison.
Peoria Co., 111.

A Young Kansas Bee-Keeper.

Our hees wintered well, losing cne colony
out of ',2(, on account of queenlessuess.

White clover is beginning to bloom, and
promises well. Bees began swarming April

23. We had two swarms that date. They
both went together yesterday. We had
three swarms ,that went together, but we
have the queens' wings dipt, so that don't
worry us.

Here comes another one. I will see you
later.

Well, they are landed safely home, .just

as if nothing had happened.

Well, Mr. Editor, I am ioing lots of talk-

ing for a lad of 13. O, yes, here comes
another swarm. Well, I iwill see you in a

few minutes.

They are safely landed back home. It is

growing a little cloudy, so I think I will be
able to finish my .letter. What 1 want to

.say is, father is a railroad man, and is gone
from home most of the time. So I will try

to make a big bee-man, if the editor will

give me a show. Good by for tbis time.

Geouoe Roby.
Neosho Co., Kans., May 10.

Penn Ave. and Eiohth St.

iPiTT'SBiprii:©, pm.
Thorough Courses — Normal, Comtuerclal, La-

dles Literary, Sborthalid and TypewrlllUK.
Klllclenl and experienced Instructors. Day
and Night sessions. Send for ('atalog.

Pror. LKWIS KDWIN VOHK, Fres.
.MeatMwi ih/i A!r.t.745tsrj .Bee fcii/nw.

BEES FOR SALE.
We can supp y Good Full Colonies of Ital-

ian Bees In 8-frame Lanestro'h Dives. They
are in Lee Co., IHIqoIb. 100 miles from Chi-
cago. If you wish to liuy, wri'e us at once.
as to how many you want, and we will quote
price.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.

SEE THAT WINK

!

Uee - Supplies ! KoOT's
Goods at Root's Prices.

*oudcr's Honey - Jars^
ind every thing used by
ee-keepers. Prompt ser-
Ice. low freight rate. Cat.
ree. Walter S. Ponder,

162 Mass, Ave.,
Indianapolis, Indiana.

, ->r8 hs^^ft^

AND LUNQ DISEASES,
DR. PEIRO, Specialist

Offices: 1019, 100 State 5t.,

CHICAGO. Hours 9 to*

CARLOADS
or Bee-Hives. Sections, Ship-
ping-Cases. Comb Foundation,
and Everything used in the
Bee-Industry.

I want the name and address
of every Bee- Keeper In Amer-
ica. I supply Dealers as well
as consumers. Send for cata-

logs, quotations, etc. "W. H. PUTNAIW.
River F.^i^ls. Pierce Co., Wis.

WHEN ANSWERING THIS ADVERTISEMENT, MENTION THIS JOURNAL-

1^- IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
11,25 to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif.,

tor his
,

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

PATENT WIRED COMB FODNDATIOH
Has No Sag In Brood-Frames

Tliin Flat-Bottom Fouudation
Das \o Fishbone in tbe Sorpios Qouey.

BetnK the cleanest 1b usaallj worked
tbe qalckest of any FouDdatlon made

J. A. VAN DEIISEN.
Sole ManafactQrar,

Bpront Brook Montaomerr Co., S.Y.

UNG DISEASES.
in years' experience. If your case is

sufficiently serious to require e.tpert medi-
cal treatment, address

Dr, Peiro, 100 State St,, Chicnco.

4tueens anU <tiicen-Kearins:.—
If you want to know how to have queens
fertilized in upper stories while the old

queen is still laying below; how you may
safely hitrudave any queen, at any time of

the year when bees can Hy ; all about the

diftereut races of bees; all about shipping

queens, queen-cages, candy for queen-

cages, etc. ; all about forming nuclei, mul-
tiplying or uniting bees, or weak colonies,

ate. ; or, in fact, everything about the

queen-business which you may want to

know—send for Uoolittle's " Scientific

Queen-Rearing " — a book of over 170

pages, which is as interesting as a story.

Here are some good offers of this book

:

; Bound in doth, postpaid, f1.00; or clubbed

with the Bee Journal for one year—both
for only Jl.T.'i ; or given tree as a premium
for sending us lin> new subscribers to the

Bee Jouhnal for a year at fl.OO each.
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HONEY and BEESWAX
MARKEX <(IIOXA'riU.'%«ii.

Chicatfo, 111. , May 6.—There ia very little

bouey comluir to the market, and fine Tots of
white comb brinus l.'Sc. Yet only ii little Is

tiiken by the dealers, the season lor it belnior

over with the oomiuK"Of strawberries, which
are now plentiful. K.vtracted brings about
late <motatlonp. with beeswax in active de-
mand at ^Tc^'JSc. for best prudes.

San Francisco, Calif., May 6. — White
comb. 9-lOc.; amber. .")-7c. Kxtracted, white,
5>4c. ; ll»fht amber, .'!>4-4c.; dark tule, 3Jic.
Beeswax, fair to choice. 2.5-'-37c.

New York, N. Y.,Ma>- 20.— Old crop is

well cleaned up. both comb and extracted,
and our market Is In (food shape lor new crop,
which Is now be>rinniug to ariive from the
South. It is in fairly grood demand at .")0@,i2c.

per gallon for average common grade, and 55
@60c. for better grades.
Beeswax Is rather quiet at 200270.

Detroit, Mich., May 1,—Fancy white comb,
lI@12o.; No. 1. lOOUc: fancy amber.!)®
lOc; No. 1. S@!)c.; dark. 7@8c. ExtraJted.
white. oOSci amber, 4@5c; dark. 4c. Bees-
wax, 23@26c. Demand is slow for honey, and
plenty in commission hovise.

Kansas City, Mo., May 20.—Fancy white.
ISaiSc. : No. I,ll@l2c.; fancy amber. 10®
lie; No. 1, OiaiOc. ; fancy dark, 8(8!ic. : No. 1,

8c. Extracted, white. .^@5i4c.; amber, 4'/2@
oc: dark, 3!4@4c. Beeswax, 25c.

Cincinnati, Ohio, May 7. — Demand Is

slo^' for all kinds of honey. Comb honey,
9@14c. for fair to choice white: extracted,
3K@6c. There is a fair demand for beeswax
at 23@25c. for good to choice yellow.

Minneapolis, Minn., May 1. — Fancy
white, liai 2c. ; No. 1 white. lOOllc; fancy
amber. 9@l0c.; No. 1 amber. 8@9c.; fancy
dark. "©Sc. ; No. 1 dark. 6-7c. Extracted,
white, 6@7c. ; amber, 5©5Hc. ; dark. 4(a5c.
Utah white extracted. 5@5Hc. Beeswax, 23(iJ
26c. Market fairly steady fur comb and bet-
ter for extracted than for some time.

Philadelphia, Pa., May 1.— Fancy white
comb, 12-loc ; fancy amber. 8-9c. ; No. 1, 8c.;
lancy dark, 7-8c. Extracted, white. 5-7o.

:

amber, 4-5c. ; dark, 3^-4c. Beeswax, 25c.
Season is getting over for comb honey—very

little demand. Extracted in good demand.

St. Iionis, Mo., May 1.— Fancy comb. 12®
@i:ic.; No. 1 white, IKail^c; amber, 9®
lO^c; dark, 7@8!4c. Extracted, white. In
cans, 6@7o. ; amber, in barrels, 4@4!^c; extra.
5c. : dark, 3®4c. Good demand for barrel
stock—comb slow sale. Beeswax. 2:i@23Mc.—prime finds ready sale at 23i4c.

Albany, N. Y., May 1. — Fancy white, 12-
13c.; No. 1. 11-12C.; fancy amber, 9-lOc,;
No. 1. 8-9c.; fancy dark, 7-8c.; No. 1. 6-7c.
Extracted, white. 5-Gc. : dark. 3J4-4c.
Demand is all that could be expected at this

season. Stock on hand small.

Indianapolis, Ind., May 1. — Fancy white
14-15C.; No. 1 white. 12-13c. Extracted,
while, 6-7c. Beeswax, 22-25c.
Demand Is lair for grades quoted, but no

demand for inferior grades.

Buffalo, W. Y , May 7.—Strictly fancy
comb. 1-pound, mostly 10 and lie. tod.iy. De-
mand Is only fair at present. Other grades
range from 5@9c. Extracted, 4®5c.

Boston, Mass., May 1.— Fancy white, 13-
14c.; No. 1. 11-120. Extracted, white. 6-7c.;
amber. 5-<ic. Beeswax. 25c.

Cleveland, Ohio, Peb. 20.—Fancy white,
14W@15c.: No. 1 white. 12!4@l3c. Extracted,
white. 6@7c.; amber, 4H@3^4c. Beeswax, 22
@25c.
There is not very much honey In our mar-

ket Selling rather slow. Demand beginning
to be a little better. Think trade will be fair
in this line this fall.

Please Send TIs the Names of your
neighbors who keep bees, and we will
send them sample copies of the Bee
Journal. Then please call upon them
and get them to subscribe with you, and
secure some of the premiums we offer.

List uf Huiic) and BueswiU Dealers.

Most of whom Quote in this Journal.

CbicagOt Ills.

R, A. BCRNBTT & Co.. 163 South Water 8tr« et.

New York, N. V.
HiLDRETB Bros. & Seoulken.

Kannao Cltf. Mo.
0. C. Clemomb & Co.. 423 Walnut St.

Bnaalo, N. ¥.
Battbrson & Co.. 167 & 169 Scott St.

Hamilton. Ilia,

Chab. Dadant & Son.

Ptilladclpbia, Pa.

Wm. a. Selber, 10 Vine St,

Cleveland, Oblo.
Williams Bros,. 80 & 82 Broadway.

St. i.oui«, mo.
Westcott Com. Co.. 213 Market St

Itllnneapollii, intHn.
S. H. Hall & Co.

milwaukee, Wis.
A. V. Bishop &Co.

Boston, IHass.

E. E. Blake & Co., 57 Chatham Street.

Detroit, micli.

M. H. Hunt. Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich.

Indianapolis, Ind.
Walter S.-PouDER, 102 Mass , chusetts Ave

Albany, N. Y.
Chas. McCulloch & CO., 380 Broadway.

Cinclnuatl, Oblo.
C. F. MuTH & Son. cor. Freeman & Oeni ral A vs.

Doctor^s )\\r)\s
By Dr. PBIRO,

100 State Street, *, Chicago, III.

Snakes.—This is the time of year
when Mr. Reptile comes out of his bole to
bunt frogs, toads, and other delicate mor-
sels suitable for his famisht condition after
a winter's fast. Therefore, striped snakie
will be seen more often, grass and weeds
not yet being high enough to hide him. But
you need have no fear of him. Let bim go
in peace, and he will .give you a wide birth.

If you should take hold of him and he does
bite you, prompt washing in the cold creek-
water will make all right.

" Oariiiii;t- .»<'«Hes.'*—How afraid
we used to be of thofe big flying bugs—
they carry a " needle and thread " to sew
our eyes and ears up—we were told. What
nonsense! They are as harmless as a kit-

ten. But, O how they do feed on mosquitos
and gnats! So you see they are ,iust the
friends you want around. They are very
pretty, too, but die in 4S hours, they say.

PoiMoii Ivy alllicts some persous very
badly, while upon others it makes little or
no impression. Just why this is so. no one
knows. It is in June—when the ivy blooms
—that it is worse. The pollen then blows
all over, and persous especially susceptible

to this poison will be affected even if sev-

eral rods distant from the plants. It first

irritates the skin, then red. burning
patches form, and if on the face it some-
times swells and closes the eyes, like a bee-

sting Extract of bammamelis is very
soothing, and cures in a few days.

.^lti!«Iirooiu» are said, by those who
know, to be poisonous. Now, in reality,

there is only one kind I would scarcely dare
eat, and that is the cardinal or "red-top "

mushroom, and if I were very hungry I

wouldn't hesitate long at that kind. too.

But all the kind you are likely to find—the
white, out in meadows, the big brown ones

under oak trees, the sponge, around old
decaying stumps—yes, and the " puff
balls," when hard and crisp. They are all

excellent, cookt with your steak, or nicely
fried in hot butter.

S\vallo» ("ti a Frog- 1—Well, what
of it ? Most likely you are mistaken, but if

you have, nothing serious can come of it.

The frog is to be pitied, as it cannot live 24
hours in your stomach. The acids neces-
sary to digestion will kill it before that
time if you don't vomit it up in much less

time. Above all. when you accidentally
swallow something strange—a tadpole
perhaps—don't be afraid or get excited. No
bad results can come of it.

Kar-Wigw are said to riin into your
ears and go right into the brain. Nothing
of the kind, little girl. It simply ntii:t do
it. The drum of the ear won't let it pass,
and the bitter ear-wax makes the "wig"
and all other vermin and bugs glad to get
out of your ear. if they can. But if they
get stuck in there, you just pour water, a
little warm, into the ear until Mr. Bug is

washt out. Don't get excited. Keep cool.

Spi-iioe lleer—Yes, indeed, the kind I

mean is splendid. Soak the twigs of black
or sweet birch cut fine, over night in nice
spring water, and the next day add a
pound of sugar (or more, to the taste).
then put in a little ginger, and the juice
and skin of a big lemon. Let it stand 4s

hours, and you'll have a delicious summer
drink. If you don't live where the spruce
grows, sassafras will do nearly as well.

I

llrwt-BnR FdW
aiNGHAM

BeeSmoker Best on Earth

!

19 Years

Without a Cuiupliiint.

PRICES OF
Bingham Perfect Bee Smokers

and Honey-Knives.
Per Doz. By Mall.

Smoke Engine. 4-in. stove 113.00 each. 11.50
[Largest smoker made.]

Doctor 3>41n. stove 9.00 " l.IO
Conqueror 3 " * 6.50 •• 1.00
Large 2^4 " 5 00 •• .90
I'Liln 2 • " 4.75 •' .70
LlitleWnnder 2 "Lwt.lO oz] 4.50 • .60
Honey-Knife 6.00 " .80

For further description, send tor Circulars.

T. F. BINGHAin, Farwell, Mlcb.

We have a few of these Emerson stiff cloth-
board binders for the American Bee Journal.
They make a splendid permanent binding,
and hold a full year's numbers. The old price
was 75 cts.. uostpaid. but we will mall you one
for only 60 cts , or with the Ri-e Journal for
one year—both together tor 11.50.
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L D L L Sueecssfiil Bee-Keepiiig,rH r r by W. Z Hutchinson ;

I IIkb and our 1897 Catalog, lor 2-

cent stamp, or a copy of tbe

Catalog for llie Axkliis. We make almost
Everyiliiii^ used l>v Bee-Keepers, and at

LowuMt Friifs. Oiii

Falcon Polisiit Sections
are warranted

Superior to All Others.

Don't tiuy cheHiily aid roughly made Goods.

when you can ha\ e ilie besl—sufli as we
make.

The Aiiierifan Beo, - Keeper
^monthly, now in its 7th year]

36 Pages—50 Cents a Year.
SAMPLE FREE—Address.

THE ff.T. FALCONER MFG. CO.,

JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

DANZENBAKER
HIVE AND HONEY
won Highfst Honors at the

Falre. and pays Premiums

to purchasers

of 50 hives, J.^O for the best 1 00 Danz. sections
•' 25 " 25 •• 50 "
" 20 •' 20 '• 40
•• 10 •• 10 • 20 "
•• 5 • 5 • 10 "

^T" Further particulars regarding the pre-

miums, also special catalog of tbe Danzen-
baker Hive and Sj stem, furnitht on applica-

tion. Address.

Francis Danzenbaker, Medina, Oliio.

rare The A. I. Hoot Company.

ARE WORTH
LOOKING ATOur Prices

NEW CHAMPIOTCHAFF HIVE
with Dovetailed Body and Sui-ehs espe-
cially. All other Bee-Supplies accordingly
Send for Catalog aud Price-Llit. Adjiess,

R. H. SCHMIDT & CO.,
48Atf Box 187, Sheboygan, Wis.

rAEisE
rpo 8A? to the readert
1 of the

BEE JOURNAL thai

DOOI^ITTLE
has concluded to sel

-BKBS and QUKEN8-
tn ihetr season, during
i. 897, at the followlnt
prices :

One Colony Of UalianB
on 9 Gallup frames, in

light shipptnK-bux $6uu
Five Colonies 25 iX)

Ten Colonies.. 45 (Ki

1 untested queen, l oti

6 *' queens 5 50
12 " " 1000
1 tested Queen. $) st

8 *' Queens 3 5o
1 select tested queen :2 r>

_ 3 " " Oueen84(M

Seleriiesieo queen, previous season's rearinK 4 "'

Bitra Selected for breeding, thb vkky bbht 5 oo

About a Pound of BKBa In a Two-franie Nucleup

with any Queen, ta.oo extra.

IV Circular free. Riving full particulars reKar-

-

iDg the Bees and each class of Queens
Addret^H __

6. M. DOOLITTU.
IIA'?."!! itMH«>ni VM

il<^ MONEY IN POULTRY
Bl -

readers 111 tills paper only if yoiMinlPr

now, ot noli'Milum varieties. Send l.i-

fortheliirKi;»t iinil moHt comnlrte 1 ."illo

, lulrte«v.,r JOHN BAUSCHER, Jr.

i,ubli«ht<l. Uoi irt, Freeport, Ills.

lit'"it t/ie Antci M ,

'Z Dadant's Foundation ?,S

Why Does It Sell So Well ?
Because it has always given better satisfaction than any other.

Because IN 20 YEARS there have not been any complaints, but thousand

of compliments.

We Guarantee Satisfaction.
What more can anybody do? Beauty, Purity, Firmness, No Sagging, No

Loss. Patent 'Weed Process of Sheeting:.

!S)en«1 ;^aiii« tor Our t'alalog, Sanipless ot Foundation and Veil
.Material We sell the best Veils, cotton or silk.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies of All Kinds.

The Classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.25, by mail.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
I'lease mention the Am. Bee Journal. HAMILTON, Hancock Co., ILL.

4|]^M0WI01^e ^l^MOWIOM!
l^zisiziix

Our business is making Sections. We are located in the basswood belt of Wis-

consin ; therefore the material we use cannot be better. We have made the fol-

lowing prices :

IVo. I Siiou'-While.
.500 for f 1.23

1000 for 2.50
2000 for 4.7.5

3000 for b.75

I 'So. 1 CreHiii.
' 500 for $1.00

1000 for 2.00
2000 for 3.75
3000 for 5.25

If larger quantities are wanted, write for prices.

Price-Lisl of Sections, Foundations, Veils, Smokers, Zinc, Etc.,

Sent on application.
MARSHFIELD MFG. CO., Marshfield, Wis.

6A35t

NOVICE AND COWAN

EXTRACTORS.

More Popular Thau Ever.

They are used by all leading bee-keep-

ers. If you would get the latest and

best, see that our name is on them.

Our 1897 !SlK Hives
?

With New 1897 End-Spacing; HolTnian Frames, are carrying the

market by s'orin. Don't buy old-style goods, when new, up-to-ilate goods cost no more.

OUaloK'. explainins'. ><ent lor llio asking:.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
Factory and Main Office, MEDINA, O.

BR aitch: offices :

lis itlK-liisun St., Cliicago, III. Syracuse, IV. \.

iO'2l .Tlfxs. Sir., SI. Paul, miiiii. Mcclianic Fulls, mainc.
10 Vine SI., l>liihulclpliia, Pu.



PiihUHht Weekly at lis .Vlic/i/rjan Street.
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Florida. Mr. Hart is also proprietor of the Bellevue orange
groves, and has for some time held a high official position in

the Florida Horticultural Society. His characteristic enter-

prise is in evidence in every department of both fruit and
honey branches of his business as well aa elsewhere in Volusia
county, of which he is a public-spirited and prosperouscltizen.

The large and commodious packing-house in which the
crops of oranges from the Bellevue groves are prepared for

shipment is provided with an ingeniously devised arrange-
ment which automatically grades the sizes without injury to

the fruit, and greatly facilitates the handling of large crops.

The honey-house is one of the largest, and is in appointment
the most perfect that I have seen anywhere. The extracting-
room is upon the second floor, and is reacht by an incline,

after which the power of gravitation is utilized to perform the
work entirely from the time the honey leaves the extractor
until it is barreled for market. When necessary the honey is

turned into the solar evaporating-room on its descent, and the
desired specific gravity—which is ascertained by hydrometer
test— is obtained by regulating the incline of the evaporating-
pan.

Mr. Hart's uniformly high averages, resulting from his

skill and thorough methods, are in a measure responsible for

the present over-stockt condition of the range. Bee-keepers
in and adjacent to Mr. Hart's range, are Messrs. Mitchell,

Whitaker, Barber, Wilkinson, Sheldon, Galbreath, Turner,
Abbott, Moore, et al. This locality, in 1894, shipt about 200
tons of honey. The nectar-secretion along the Halifax river,

is gathered by the apiaries of Messrs. Case, Robinson, John-
son, Joees, and other small bee-keepers ; whUe Messrs. Marsh,
Clinton, and Hewett, care for the product in the vicinity of

Oak Hill, at the head of the Indian river. Mr. King, located

at Indian River Narrows, has extensive apiarian interests,

with some opposition, in the way of smaller yards than his

own, in the field ; and indeed they are strewn the entire

length of this picturesque little sea—over 100 miles long

—

which teems with numerous varieties of fish and oysters.

At its southern terminus—about 260 miles south of Jack-
sonville—the Indian river is intercepted by the St. Lucie, one
of the most charming of the many beautiful rivers for which
Florida is famed. Here is the home of Mr. O. O. Poppleton,
who needs no introduction to readers of apicultural literature

in the English language. Overlooking the river, nestled amid
the foliage of tropical trees, vines and shrubs—some of which
were brought from the island of Cuba by Mr. Poppleton upon
his return from that land of insurrections, several years ago

—

is his cozy little home ; to which picture a luxuriant growth of

pineapples and rows of neatly-painted white hives, beneath a

sunlit sky, form a harmonious background, and the scene is

one to remind the beholder of his proximity to the torrid zone.

Mr. Poppleton has also an out-aplary, and, like the majority
of Florida bee-keepers, produces extracted honey exclusively.

Mr. Benjamin Parks, on the St. Lucie, is another progres-

sive and successful keeper of bees, who believes in supplying
the home market before shipping to the cities. The apiaries

of Messrs. Simmons, Fultz, Winter, Hankins and the writer,

all assist in gathering the honey crops of this vicinity.

An accompanying engraving will g'ive a glimpse of our
apiary near Spruce Bluff, about six miles north of Stuart.

Each hive is provided with a combined honey-board and
feeder, having cleats one inch square on top, upon which the

lid rests, giving thorough ventilation. A groove cut part way
across the end cleat, with a shorter one to catch the other
end, holds a framed record-slats upon each honey-board, tho

it Is easily drawn out and replaced when making notes. The
apiary Is shaded by arbors built of poles to which palm leaves

are nailed ; each arbor covering two rows of hives. This
feature is perhaps appreciated equally by the bees and their

keeper during the heated term.

The view of our New Smyrna apiary was taken shortly

after the unprecedented freeze of 1894, when all our re-

sources were thereby temporarily cut down, which accounts
for the absence of upper stories and supers.

Brevard Co., Fla.
[Concluded next week.]

Introducing Queens—One Way to Do It.

BY .J. E. rOND.

I have received several letters of late asking my method
of introducing queens ; as this Is a matter that may be of gen-

eral Interest, I will briefly state the method I have success-

fully used for years, that Is, with hardly the loss of one per

cent.

On the morning of a clear day, when the bees are flying

freely, I remove the old queen, placing the one I propose to

introduce in the top of the hive caged as ordinarily sent by
mail, and there leave the cage so that the bees can have access
to it till the time to let her out. In the evening of the same
day after the bees have all returned from the field, and are
quietly settled at home, I blow a little smoke in the entrance
of the hive, wait a few moments till the bees have filled them-
selves with honey, then remove the cage and queen from the
top of the hive, open the cage, and allow the queen to run in

at the entrance, as though she had always had her home
there.

The above method Is simple and easy of accomplishment,
and with myself, as I have stated, is a thorough success, so
much so that I never use any other when honey is being gath-

ered. It is a saving of time also to the bees, as the new queen
is sure to be laying freely within a few hours after introduc-
tion.

One thing I will mention, tho, I do not open a hive for

three or four days, at least after, such iiitroduction, for fear
that by so doing the new queen might be injured by being
" balled."

If any who adopt the method desire to know at an ear-
lier date whether or not a queen is accepted, they can by the
use of a "drone-trap " ascertain at once, for if rejected, the
queen will be found In the " trap," which can be examined at

any time.

Any one who can open a cage and let loose a queen, can
introduce her as above, as it does not require any special skill

or experience. Bristol Co., Mass.

Purity of Italian Queens and Drones.

BY .lOHN M'ABTIIUR.

[Continued from page :VZi.\

Another point toucht upon by tho Doctor, Is " the impor-
tation of queens from Italy." The results are " a conglomera-
tion of colors, from black to mottled, with bright yellow, both
queens and drones. Because of this, variation is no sign of
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impurity If their cominR from Italy will make them so." Now
this is just the point. Is there auy pure stock imported from
Italy ? I very much doubt if any comes from there that will

duplicate themselves in queens, workers, and drones uni-
formly markt. They are like ourselves, only emigrants, or
the offspring of emigrants. It is easy accounting for their
appearance In LIguria, that province lying on the bosom of
the Mediterranean. They could have been easily imported
or by migration found their way to the shores of Liguria.
Ample proof can be given of a swarm lodging in the bow of a
of a vessel trading on Lake Erie many miles from the Cana-
dian shore, and taken to the American side. The captain is

now on one of our ferry-boats, and related the circumstance
to me two years ago.

They are only of a recent date in Liguria, compared with
the Egyptian, Syrian or Cyprian races. They were domesti-
cated by the Syrians and Babylonians before the more north-
ern portions of Europe had emerged out of chaos ; long before
that period in which our ancestors as described by Julius
Ca?sar wore naked and smeared over with paint, or merely
clothed with the skins of wild beasts, living in huts and wor-
shipping the mistletoe. No doubt the Syrian race is the origi-

nal type from which other forms have been derived. By care-
ful selection and judicious crossing, not forgetting isolation,

they are being brought back to the original type.
The questioner asks the Doctor the reason for this dis-

crepancy In color, especially with queens and drones. He
says: " Now is it impurity, degeneration, or what ?" I have
DO hesitation In saying it is impurity, because two of a kind
mated together, showing the same markings, and from a line

of ancestors showing the same fixt characteristics according
to the law of breeding, ought to produce something similar,

which Is not the case with our imported queens and queens
reared anywhere except where there is perfect isolation.

Having disposed of Dr. J. P. H. Brown, I now turn my
attention to Dr. C. C. Miller, who says to his questioner, on
pages 029 and 630 of the Bee Journal for 1896 :

"Drones vary very much in appearance, and there are no
markings of the drones that would be taken as a test of pure
Italians ; the workers are the ones to go by ; the test of pure
Italians being the three yellow bands on all the workers."

This seems to me strange reasoning, and contrary to the
physiological laws, or the laws of breeding. How ridiculous
the thought of any breeder of thoroughbred stock describing
with accuracy the progeny, and cannot with the same exact-
ness describe sire and dam. If such were the case, there
would be no constancy or fixedness of characteristics, hence a
heterogeneous mass of colors, shapes, etc. There must be
some fixt law in the mating of queens as in other creatures,
whereby the worker progeny, as described by the Doctor, are
all alike in markings. It does not arise from the mere fact of
the queen being yellow. There is no casual or haphazard
blending of the parts or qualities of two parents. Then when
one parent takes the role of two (as far as her drohe progeny
is concerned), as does the queen, it very much simplifies mat-
ters, making doubly sure the fixedness of every characteristic,
especially color, because it is a known law among breeders
that the male and female contribute one-half. The male
parent chiefly determines the external character, the general
appearance— in fact, the outward structure and locomotive
powers of the offspring—as the frame-work or bones and
muscles, the organs of sense, and skin ; while the female
parent chiefly determines the internal structure, and the gen-
eral quality, consisting of the vital organs, i. c, heart, lungs,
glands, and digestive organs, and giving tone and character
to the vital functions, secretion, nutrition and growth. Not
that the male is without influence on the internal, or the
female without influence on the external—the law holds only
within certain restrictions, and these form, as it were, a sec-
ondary law, one of limitations; and, furthermore, when copu-
lation takes place, unlike most other creatures, discharges
only one polar body, which is female, and therefore Influences
only the worker progeny.

Now this should make it plain that the drone has very
much to do with the markings and outward structure of his

progeny, and should make us more careful in the selection of

our breeding stock.

This brings us to a third law, known to the breeder as
atavism or ancestral Influence. The lesson taught by this
law is very plain ; it shows the importance of seeking thor-
oughbred or well bred stock, whose descendants are from a
line of ancestors in which for many generations the desirable
forms, qualities, and characteristics have been uniformly
shown. Hence the money value of good pedigree.

Before closing this rather lengthy epistle, a few Illustra-

tions may help to show some of the errors that have been
made by many writers in dsscribing what constitutes the

proper marking of our bees. Take the entomological world

—

our bumble-bees. How uniform in markings, male and
female alike. In any of our varieties of wasps we find the
same accuracy in markings—neuters, male and female moths
and butterflies, the same order in markings prevail.

In the ornithological world wo find the same order prevail-
ing ; the males as a rule having the most gaudy furnishings.
Look at our pigeons and their varieties, male and female alike ;

our poultry the same, and why not the same uniformity in
markings of our bees V I have no doubt these three doctors
have closely studied the anatomy of man, and can diagnose
with ease the ills that flesh are heir to; but their diagnosis of
what constitutes a pure Italian queen or drone falls short of
the mark, according to Nature's laws, which the writer has
feebly tried to point out. I cannot lay the charge of ignor-
ance to the writers, but they certainly had not consulted the
physiological laws, or the laws of breeding, or they would
have seen their error, and made their replies somewhat dif-

ferent.

The amount of error that has been publisht of late on this
question, by learned, thinking men, has been rather appall-
ing, and the sooner we come to a decision on the question the
better it will be for all concerned in the welfare of apiculture;
and let us ever remember that all Nature's operations are con-
ducted by fixt laws, whether we be able fully to discover them
or not ; the same causes always producing the same results.
Being illiterate, I prefer to sit and be taught, but when an
extended experience and close observation reveals facts, that
to-day are rejected and lookt upon by so many—shall I say
thinking bee-keepers ?—as mere idle talk, I shall hold to my
former opinions, with convictions more deeply iaiprest that
the views presented are correct, and I am willing and able to
bear all the criticism that will be showered about my ears for
advancing what I know to be facts entirely based on Nature's
laws. Ontario, Canada.

Method of Securing Worker-Comb.
BY G. M. DOOLITTI.E.

Question.—As I have quite a quantity of combs which
are only partly built to fill the frames, which I wish the bees
to complete next summer, having as little drone-comb in them
as possible, I wish you would explain a little further in regard
to how you work for the building of worker-comb, as given on
page 891 of Gleanings for 1896. You say there, '.' And by
taking them (the combs) out in such a way as to keep the bees
desiring only worker-brood," etc. What I wish is to under-
stand just how this is done.

Answek.—When any colony is so weak that it has no de-
sire to swarm (during or preceding the swarming season or
honey-flow), such a colony will invariably build worker-comb
(so that worker-brood may be reared till the colony comes into
a prosperous condition), providing they do not have sufBcient
comb already built. Taking advantage of this fact, I use all

colonies which are too weak to store honey to advantage at
the beginning of the honey-flow, treating them thus :

Their combs are generally all taken from them ; but
sometimes I leave one comb partially filled with brood, and
always one of honey, giving the combs of brood to other colo-
nies so that they will be still stronger for the honey-harvest.
I now put in one, two, and sometimes three frames with
starters in them, or frames which are partly filled with comb
(as our questioner says his are), just according to the size of
the little colony, after I have taken their combs away. In all

cases I see that each one has a frame well-filled with honey;
for should storms or cloudy, windy weather come on at this
time they would build no comb of any amount, and might
starve; while with the frame of honey they will go right on
converting the honey into comb, storm or no storm. If the
right number of frames are given to suit the size of the little

colony, they will fill them quickly, especially when honey Is

coming in from the fields, and each comb will be filled with
brood as fast as built. If not too strong they will generally
build comb of the worker size of cell till the brood begins to

hatch from the eggs first laid in the newly-built combs by the
queen ; but as soon as many bees hatch they will change to

the drone size of cells ; or If the little colony is quite strong
in bees they may change the size of cells sooner than this.

Hence, as soon as the first frames I gave them are filled with
comb, look to see about how many bees they have; and If

they are still well stockt with bees, or are in a shape where I

may expect that they may change the size of cell before they
reach the bottoms of the frames with worker-comb (should I

spread those apart which they already have and Insert other
empty or partially filled frames), I take out the combs they
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have already built, and thus put them In the same condition

they were when I first started. But they will not build combs
quite as freely this time as they did before, unless there can
be some younp bees hatching ; so, if lean conveniently, I give

them a comb containing mostly honey and a little brood (if

they have such a comb It Is left with them, which Is more
often the case than otherwise) from some other colony, when
they are ready to work the same as before.

In this way a colony can be kept building worker-comb
all summer, or till the bees are nearly used up from old age,

the colony becoming so small as to be unable to build comb to

any advantage, under any circumstances. But If just the

right amount of brood Is left, or given them, so that they stay

In about the same condition, they will build worker-comb all

summer by the apiarist supplying honey or feed when none Is

coming from the fields. If not so strong but that I think they
will still continue to build worker-comb. Instead of taking the

brood away, I spread the frames of combs (now built) apart,

and insert one or more empty frames between, when these will

generally be filled with worker-comb before enough young
bees hatch for them to change the size of cell. But t/iis is

always to be kept In mind, whenever you find them building

drone-comb: The combs they then have, all except the one
mostly filled with honey, are to be taken away so that they
may feel their need of worker-brood again, when they will

build cells of the worker size once more.
I have had hundreds of frames built full of worker-comb

In this way, hundreds completed, as our questioner proposes
to do, and hundreds " patcht '" where I had cut out small
pieces of drone comb, which had gotten in, In one way or another.
If any one wishes a mutilated comb to be flxt so It will be a
surprise to him, just give It to one of these little colonies and
see what nice work they can do at "patching" with nXl

worker-comb.—Gleanings.

Willthe Good Years Come Again?
BY S. A. DEACON.

Among the 22 replies given to the above question in the

American Bee Journal of Dec. 24, 1 896, by the leading api-

arists, I fall to see one which treats the subject from anything
approaching a scientific point of view. Most of the an-

swers would seem to have been given In a random, haphazard,
happy-go-lucky sort of way. One curtly says: "If the con-

ditions are the same, why not ?" Another opines that, "All
depends on summer drouths and winter snows." Precisely !

But In no case Is the great desideratum of a foreknowledge of

coming seasons mentioned, or any hints given as to how such
knowledge may be obtained. Yet I have reason to believe

that It coTi be obtained; that thoroughly reliable season
prognostications, or forecasts, can be formulated; the outcome
of a careful and patient scrutinizing of your meteorological
records as far back as they go.

Three of the respondents came, tho all unconsciously,

very near to suggesting some such method of ascertaining the

nature of the seasons In advance; they, at least. Indirectly

affirmed their belief In the theory of weather cycles. Eugene
Secor, for instance, answers: "The thing that hath been. It

Is that which shall be." Mrs. L. Harrison, also drawing upon
scripture, laconically replies, " What has been will be again."

A. F. Brown replies, " History repeats Itself, as the sun rises

and sets." To all of which I again, and very emphatically,

observe—precisely !

These three respondents have given the clue ; it only re-

mains for some of the studiously Inclined members of our
fraternity—perhaps Dr. Miller, Dr. Brown, Hon. Eugene
Secor, or the Rev. Mr. Mahin—to devote a little time to ascer-

taining, from a careful study of the rainfall and other meteoro-
logical records of past years, with what degree of regularity
" the thing that hath been" was, and will he again; and
whether, haply, repetitions In meteorological history are,

equally with that of human and national events, as regular as
the rising and setting of the sun. In short, they must go
cycle hunting ; and If they should meet with anything approxi-
mating the measure of success In that fascinating pursuit
which has rewarded the pains and researches of Mr. D. E.
Hutchlns, chief conservator of forests for this colony, their

labors will by no moans have been In vain.

Altho our records only go back to 1841, they have sufficed

for the establishing, and that most Incontrovertlbly, the fact

that seasons of drouth and of abnormally abundant rains pos-

sess an unfailing periodicity. Nor have the untold benefits

derivable from tho prognostications, or forecasts, we are now
enabled to make, been confined to this colony alone ; for,

from a few simple meteorological observations— In which the

barograph played an important part—made near Cape Town,

Mr. Hutchlns was enabled to predict and forewarn the Gov-
ernment of India of the failure of the monsoon rains there
this year, thus affording them time to make preparations for

coping with that most awful of all calamities, and which,
alas I is now prevailing— a famine amongst the teeming native
population—calculated at three hundred million souls !

The fact of the climatic conditions of two countries sep-

arated from each other by a vast sea, and nearly 4,000 miles
apart, being governed or Influenced by one factor, may serve

as a hint to prospective cycle hunters on your side, not to con-
fine their attention too closely to local surroundings, or to

prominent local topographical features, though these may, of

course. Influence in a greater or less measure the operations
of the main factor, and which may have its origin some thou-
sands of miles away. The vagaries of the Gulf Stream should
(by the aid of Lieut. Maury's publisht researches) be studied
In order to ascertain what amount of regularity there Is In Its

Irregularities; for to Irregularities—regularly recurring—in

the southeast trade winds is due the failure of the monsoon
and the deplorable state of affairs obtaining In India to-day.

It Is just possible, too, that great climatic variations on
the continent of Norlh America may be not totally discon-

nected—may, indeed, be possibly closely connected—with the

great and regular meteorological disturbances obtaining
every ten years (or is their storm cycle one of eleven years ?

I do not remember just now) on the sister continent of South
America, when prolonged and severe drouth carries off mill-

Ions of cattle and sheep, millions more being destroyed by the
heavy floods which regularly supervene. This fi.xt South
American cycle may form valuable material for the North
American cycle hunter to work on, considering the recent dis-

covery, that absence of normal energy in the regular south-

east summer winds (and, as shown by the barograph, their

nature having become cyclonic) at the Cape of Good Hope, re-

sulted In, or presaged, the failure of the crops on a continent
4,000 miles away !

You may somewhat despondently say that your climate,
especially In the eastern States, is too Irregular and altogether
too variable, defying all forecasts and calculations. So thought
we, too, until Mr. Hutchins appeared on the scene and reduced
the confused and perplexing data of meteorological records to

order, and enabled every farmer to have the oracle at his

elbow. Go ye and do likewise, oblivious of the fact that cycle

hunting has of late years fallen somewhat Into discredit,

owing to the poor results of much labor on the Sun Spot cycle

in your hemisphere ; for new searchers, with a knowledge of

the incalculably valuable results of Mr. Hutchlns' labors be-

fore them may, likely as not, hap on something to aid a solu-

tion of the problem which their predecessors in the field of

Inquiry have overlookt.
As a still further incentive I may mention that Mr. H. C.

Russell, Government Astronomer of New South Wales, has,

after much labor and research, succeeded in establishing a
weather cycle for Australia. So we see that markt climatic

changes can now with certainty be prediclted in South Africa,

South America, Australia and India; and the discovery of

regular periodicity In such markt variations being of so recent
origin should, I think, greatly encourage the desire to work
out a dependable cycle, or cycles, for your part of the world,

too. I would suggest that a commission be appointed, includ-

ing among Its members the four gentlemen above named, add-

ing to the list such men as the Hon. R. L. Taylor and Prof.

Cook. Let them carefully examine and collate all your past

meteorological records, and see how markt changes In other

parts of the world have synchronized hitherto with similar

atmospheric variations in the States. If they examine as they
needs must do, the shipping records, they will doubtlessly find

a regularity in the recurrence of periods of an abnormal num-
ber of casualties coinciding. In all likelihood, with abnormally
wet seasons inland. Scientific men are not often smart men
of business, but see how Mr. Hutchins once turned his ability

to see Into the future to practical account, as appears in his

forecast for 18U7. He says :

" We shall have deluges of rain. Violent storms will rage
over the whole of South Africa. Marine insurance shares may
fall, as happened at the last storm cycle year, when I chanced
to hold some of these shares, and seeing what was coming I

sold them out and saved three shillings per share !"

As a guide to prospective cycle hunters, let me show how
Mr. Hutchlns set to work. By examining the rainfall records

he found the average fall at the Royal Observatory, near Cape
Town, to be 25 Inches a year; but he also noticed that cer-

tain years showed a groat excess, thus : 1850—33 Inches;
1859—30 inches; 1869—32 Inches ; 1878—41 Inches ; and
1888—36 inches. At first these periods seemed too Irregular

to found a cycle on, till a little thought and closer observation

showed them to be regularly Irregular, these years of heavy
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rains occurrinR every 9 and 10 years alternately. Here was
a valuable discovery ! Our farmers, who have been struggling
through three or four years of severe drouth, are now assured
of an exceptionally wet season this year, such as they have
not had since 1888, and they are rejoicing and planning in

sure anticipation thereof accordingly. These unusually
heavy rains will commence in .Tune—our winter—two or three
fairly good years will follow; but then, alas ! wo have also

the grim satisfaction of knowing—and It is perhaps one of

those cases where blissful ignorance would be preferable to

wisdom—that the three years Immediately preceding our next
cycle year— 190")—when the influence of the last storm cycle
year has past, will be seasons of bitter drouth. Still, tho the
knowledge may not be palatable, we are at least forewarned,
and can order our affairs accordingly, and lay up not for the

proverbial wet, but for the coming dz-y day. Mr. Hutchins
predicted an unusually wet winter for 1897, with a few good
years to follow, as far back as 1887! How easily and re-

liably could he not have answered the "Question-TSox," iutor-

rogatory had it been propounded here !

I said just now, "Until the next cycle year— 1905."
Among such as have been sufficiently interested to follow me
thus far, there are some who may perhaps wish to correct me ;

for Hutchins' storm cycle, it will be observed, is not due until

1907. True, but there have fortunately been other cycle
hunters in the field, and only one very wet year out of 9 or
10 " Isn't good enough ;" so, as the following table shows, we
have Meldrum's cycle, giving us an exceptionally rainy season
every 12J.2' years. Further, we've the Sun Spot cycle, with a
periodicity of something under 12 years. This table should
prove instructive to those who may contemplate taking an
active Interest In the subject

:

Bainfall at Ceres. South Africa.
1878 .i:i In.—Storm Cycle. 1888 62i4 In.—Storm Cycle.
1878 2914 1889 .37!4
1880 30—Meldrum's Cycle. isno .32

1881 325i 1891 31>i
1 882 32 1892 56—Meldrum's Cycle.
1883 44-Sun Spot Cycle. 1893 46
1884 ... 28 1894 37
1885 41 1895 57!4-Sun Spot Cycle.
1886 38ii 1896 25
1887 35(4

Meldrum's cycle would seem to have been a bit out of gear
in ISSO, unless it's a misprint. Nor did the abnormally
heavy rainfall of 1895 extend, as this year's will do, all over
the colony. Still, on the whole, the theory serves.

Now from this table it will be seen that Meldrum's next
big rain year will be 1905, the Storm cycle's In 1907, and
the Suu Spot's also In 1907—pretty well all of a heap, like

Brown's cows ! The result will be a series of splendid seasons,
good harvests, cheap food, the milk streaming from the cows'
udders, and the honey running out of the hive-entrances. Oh !

but we shall have to pay for it—unless we pay Nature's debt
In the interim ; for, like a swarm of bees, these cycles have
clustered together, and will go on together, separating only
very gradually, for some time to come; this indicates long
and severe drouths before their recurrence. Here again
ignorance would have been bliss ; and many would perhaps
gladly say with Paddy, who, when in a storm anxiously in-

quired of the captain if he had an almanac on board, and
beiug answered in the negative, despondently remarkt,
"Then, sure, we'll have to take the weather as It comes."
But I suppose we must e'en take the good and the bad to-

gether, enjoying with becoming gratitude the one, and doing
our best to be cheerful and resigned under the infliction of

the other.

I cannot help thinking but that with comparatively little

labor a dependable cycle, or series of cycles, could be formu-
lated for California, and perhaps also for Texas (two of your
great honey-producing districts seemiugly). In the eastern
States you have, I know, many local Interferences or sub-
factors to contend with, and to take into consideration, such
as your big lakes and the gulf stream ; but that there are fixt

and immutable rules regulating your seasons on the whole, and
regulating the seeming irregularities of that troublesome
though beneficent gulf stream, there can be little doubt.

Scan the shipping records along your eastern coast to be-

gin with, and see If there is not a periodicity In years of

numerically great casualties, and then compare with your
rainfall records, and see if these abnormal shipping casualty
years do not synchronize with seasons of abundant rains. I

remember to have read somewhere that increase in force and
volume of the gulf stream Is always accompanied by unusually
stormy weather. So, then, it this increase occurs with any
degree of regularity, Lieut. Maury's publlsht researches will

probably afford the knowledge.
I have little doubt but that a dependable cycle for both

sides of your continent can be formulated with a little labor

and care, when you will no longer need to propound such
questions as the above, nor yet like Paddy, be forced to take
the weather as it comes ; you will at least be able preparedly
to meet It.

But I fear I am growing tedious and taking up too much
of your limited space. I wish success to any and all who may
hereby be stimulated to embark on a cycle-searching tour, and
predict for the whole of the United States a very wet sum-
mer this year. South Africa.

P. S.—Between 1900 and 1905 we are to have a spell of

drouth such as has not been experienced In the colony since
1844. So you see our X rays almanac tells just what is in

store for us, years in advance. S. A. D.

Report of the North American Couveutiou Held
at St. Joseph, Mo., Oct. 10-12, 1894.

REPOBTED BY LOUIS B. LIGHTON.

(Continued from page 326

.

The following is an essay In full, as written by the Secre-
tary, Prank Benton, only an outline of which he gave at the
convention :

WHAT SHALL WE PLANT FOR HONEY ?

One who travels over a few hundred miles of our country
cannot but note the meager number of colonies of bees which
help to add to the thrifty look of the homes of those who till

the soil. He is forced to conclude that not one-tenth of the
nectar produced Is gathered. More than nine-tenths of It are
secreted but to be evaporated, to be reabsorbed by the plants,

or to be collected by wild bees and other insects. Why, then,
should we consider planting for honey ? The answer Is sim-
ple. It is not often we can find one locality giving a continu-
ous and abundant honey-flow from spring until fall, indeed
such localities are very rare, and even if we find one which
nearly or quite fulfils these conditions we may not be able to

locate an apiary there. To bring the location we already have
up to such a standard is what every one owning even a few
colonies would be glad to do If at all practicable, and he Is es-

pecially anxious to see his way clear to do this if he is the own-
er of a home and expecting to remain there permanently and
engage in the cultivation of bees. He wishes, moreover, to

make his honey-crop a more certain one—to remove as far as

he can all possibility of having to depend upon mere luck In

connection with his chosen occupation.

The solution of this question in its details must be a mat-
ter for each bee-keeper to work out for himself. But experi-

ment and actual practice have Indicated certain lines within
which we may look for a measure of success in this direction,

and certain others which will only lead to disappointment. My
own experience of over a quarter of a century, as well as my
observations among the bee-keepers of this country and of the
more advanced nations of the Old World, lead me to the firm

conviction that the systematic, advanced bee-cultivation of the
future will, and must of necessity, be based largely upon the
supplying of adddlMonal sources of pasturage for our bees be-

sides those now existing, or, in some instances, in place of

these—must fill the gaps, and. In so far as is possible In

any branch of agriculture, must replace uncertainty with cer-

tainty. I will merely indicate a few of the things we may
plant and encourage others in planting with this object In

view. From many of these we can hardly hope for great gain
ourselves, but others—our children or our children's children
— will bless us for the gift.

Just here there comes to my mind a very pretty little

French poem which I do not remember to have seen translated.

Some careless young fellows riding along see a white-haired
octogenarian planting trees and deride him for It, asking,

"car au nom des dieux, je vous prie, quels fruits pouvez-vous en
recuclllir ;"' (for, in the name of the gods, I ask you, what
fruits can you gather from them?) The old man, pointing to
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trees laden with fruit, replied : "Because some one planted
before me, I am able to eat of these fruits."

I shall start out with the proposition which I hardly think
anyone will now dispute: That we know of no plant which, at
the present prices of land and labor, we can possibly hope will

return us, even under the most favorable circumstances, a
crop of honey suflicient to repay its cultivation for honey
alone. In other words, our honey-plant must be worth culti-

vating for other reasons besides its honey-producing qualities.
Indeed I have always been surprised that any one should have
seriously entertained what I am tempted to call the chimeri-
cal idea that any plant could be profitably cultivated for its

honey alone. This excludes from my list many hundreds of
plants which are good producers of honey but can yield us lit-

tle or nothing beside, and though I may mention some of these
as worthy of cultivation for ornament, in the main the honey
they yield must be considered but a drop in the bucket.

Again, certain honey-yielding plants ordinarily grown on
a small scale in gardens, may, under favorable conditions, be
raised extensively, I. e., made main crops with profit in two di-

rections. Such are of course only to be considered of some
account to the apiarist when so grown. Having thus restricted
the list through rejection of many plants, I will proceed to re-

fer to certain available plants, more In the way of suggestion
than with the Idea, in the limited time at my command, of com-
pleteness.

In order to choose intelligently from such a list those
plants or crops most likely to aid the bees in filling in their
time to our profit, it will be necessary for each bee-keeper to

make a most careful and thorough study of the honey-produc-
ing flora of his locality. He should know the gaps in his list

of honey-yielders—the periods that are to be filled in, and se-

lect accordingly, due regard being also had to all other consid-
erations, such as adaptability of the soil and climate to the
crop, cost of cultivation, market for the resulting products,
etc.. Including the permanent effect upon the fertility of the
land used.

I will class the plants I shall mention under three general
headings : 1st, Those cultivated primarily for the forage, fruit,

or seed they yield, and secondarily for their honey return ;

2nd, Those which are chiefly ornamental, but which also yield
honey or pollen ; and 3rd, Those which should be made the
subject of experiment.

I. Plants fob forage, fruit, or seed, and honey.
Perennials :

—

Apple (including Crab Apple), Apricot, Almond, Banana,
Blackberry, Cherry (incl. Improved Dwarf Rocky Mountain
Cherry, Prunus dmnissa). Cranberry, Currant, Gooseberry,
Grape, Juneberry or Serviceberry (Amelanchier canadensis),
Nectarine, Medlar (Mespilus), Orange (incl. Hardy Orange),
Peach, Pear, Plum, Persimmon, Quince, Raspberry, Straw-
berry.

Of the fruit trees and shrubs just named, the apple is one
of the excellent producers of fine clear honey. It would sure-
ly be counted a great yielder if our bees were always in condi-
tion to take advantage of it. As it is, few get any surplus
from it. Their bees merely build up on it. This is where
good wintering and early spring stimulation come in play.
There have been some writers—perhaps even some of them
still Insist on the same plan—who have said they wanted no
brood in their hives before May. Even in Northern latitudes
I prefer to have brood in January, so as to have young bees
emerging in February and the months following. Then with
good weather during fruit-bloom, the yield from apple, peach,
and cherry, will more than replace the food consumed. The
blossoms of the crab apple come rather in advance of the other
apples and are much liked by the bees, while the improved
cultivated varieties are a welcome addition to our fruits, and
should be more generally planted.

Almonds (Amygdalns commnnis) can be grown wherever
peaches thrive. The hardshell varieties are hardier than the
soft-shelled or paper. A variety introduced from Russia is

said to be quite hardy everywhere. Bees work as diligently
on almond as on peach blossoms. On the shores of tho Adria-
tic sea It is counted an important harvest.

The Banana, now coming into cultivation in the subtropi-
cal parts of our country, is a great honey-secreter, and Its

blossoms appear in succession during many months.

The Dwarf Rocky Mountain Cherry has been improved by
cultivation and Is not at all like our Eastern wild cherries, but
similar to the sweet cultivated varieties. It is hardy in all sit-

uations and very productive. The trees are laden with blos-
soms in early spring to the great delight of the bees—and the
bee-keeper !

The Juneberry or Serviceberry in some of its forms grows
wild in nearly all parts of the Union, and is familiar no doubt

to most of you, as well, also, as the fact that its time of blos-

soming varies from February to May according to the locality

and species or variety. It may not, however, be known that
some of the State experiment stations have been testing the
different sorts and have reported very favorably upon certain
of them. The cultivated Juneberry derived from the Rocky
Mountain variety or perhaps species (Amelanchier alnifolia) is

really a meritorious fruit comparing very favorably with the
huckleberry. The Improved Dwarf is probably from this

western form. It is hardy everywhere and very productive.
Besides its value for its fruit it is one of the most ornamental
shrubs for a lawn, the white petals of the showy blossoms con-
trasting well with the dark green glossy leaves. It grows from
suckers which are so easily transplanted that certain nursery-
men are already offering them as cheaply as currant bushes.

Some discussion as to the quality as well as quantity of

honey produced by the orange has taken place in apiarian
journals within a year or two. But there can be only one side
to the subject, for the orange, in countries where it is for sev-
eral weeks the exclusive forage-plant of the bees, yields an im-
mense amount of exceedingly fine honey—a quality. In fact,

which is to be rankt among the finest honeys of the world.
Several years' experience in bee-keeping in such countries en-
ables me to speak positively concerning this. Those portions
of our country adapted to the growing of the orange can look
with certainty upon increast honey-returns and an excellent
quality, too, as the orange-groves are extended. Many of our
Northern friends are not aware that at a small cost they may
raise as an ornament and for its fruit the Hardy Orange (Cit-

rus trifoliata). This tree produces the same fragrant white
blossoms as the ordinary orange, and fruits quite similar in

appearance. The latter are, however, too acid for use except
as lemons to make a cooling drink, or for marmalade. The
tree may be used as a hedge plant, being dense, thorny and
dwarf, or, trimmed up, is of exceeding beauty on the lawn,
the blossoms continuing to appear all summer. It has with-
stood a temperature of 18^ below zero as far north as New
York. It fruits freely in Maryland. The Japanese or Satsu-
ma Sweet orange, one of the mandarin class, is also half hardy,
at least it has been raised as far north as North Carolina.

The Japanese persimmon (Diospyros kaki) deserves for Its

large and excellent fruits to be more frequently planted in the
Gulf States and westward. Bee-keepers located there should
set the good example, for all of the dozen or more varieties in-

troduced, furnish a rich feast for the bees early in the season.
The Italian species (D. lotus) is said to succeed well also in Cal-

ifornia. The native persimmon (D. virginiana), likewise a
a good honey-yielder, is not often found wild in the Northern
States but will thrive almost anywhere. The fruits after sharp
freezing are much relisht by many—children especially. Se-

lection and cultivation would improve them.

Blackberry and strawberry I have never thought of much
Importance as honey-yielders ; perhaps if no other sources
were available at the time, the bees would get an appreciable
return from them.

The Cranberry (TaceuuiMJi macroearpow), is said to yield

honey. I have never had an opportunity to verify this. The
plant is closely related to others which are good producers.

The Raspberry is a very important honey-plant. I do not
think it has received the attention it merits. Every one, of

course, knows that nice raspberries generally find a ready
market; also how easy it is to raise them. A few acres well

cared for will furnish an important addition to the bee-keep-

ers income. The red is said by some to yield more honey than
the black. But I think this is because more reports have come
from the East where the red is more abundant In the wild

state than the black. In the Middle Section there are regions

where the black is most frequent, and I think it yields equally

as well as the red. But a careful comparative test would be
necessary to decide this. The quality of raspberry honey Is

superb ; it is clear like crystal, thick, and has a delicious,

berrylike flavor. As the plant blossoms two or three weeks
after apple and other fruit trees, the weather is likely to have
become settled and the colonies are sure to be more populous
—ready to take advantage of this incomparable feast, and all

other honey-plants—even the famous clovers— are neglected

for the modest, noddlngr aspberry, so rich in nectar.

(Continued next week.)

Xlie ItlcEvoy Foul Brood Treatment is

given in Dr. Howard's pamphlet on " Foul Brood ; Its Natural
History and Rational 'Treatment." It is the latest publication

on the subject, and should be in the hands of every bee-keeper.

Price, 25 cents ; or clubbed with the Bee Journal for one year

—both for $1.10.
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CONDUCTED BT

rmt. O. O. MIT.T^EIi. MARMnaO, ILL,

LQuestlODS may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direct.

1

Sweet Clover in an Orcliard.

Will sweet clover be injurious to an orchard ? As it is

such a vigorous grower, it has seemed to me that it might iu-

jure fruit trees by taking the moisture from them, like alfalfa.

Ohio.

An'swku.—The same objection that holds against any
growing crop in an orchard will hold against sweet clover. If

kept cut down or fed down, it would be neither better nor
worse than grass of the same growth.

Against Adulteration—Perhaps too Crowded.

1. I have never heard anything about stopping adultera-
tion in New York State. When they get ready to do so, I will

be ready to help with all I can do, if I have to work out nights
to get funds to help put it down.

2. I have four colonies of bees this spring ; three are
doing splendidly, but the other one hangs around the entrance,
and partly stand on their heads, fluttering their wings. What
is the cause ? New York.

Answers.— 1. The thing that you can do most appro-
priately and effectively to put down adulteration, if you have
not already done so, is to send a dollar to Tir. A. B. Mason, or
to Geo. W. York, to make you a member of the New Union,
which is especially designed to put down adulteration. Every
dollar that goes in as a membership fee will help the chances
for a systematic attack upou the whole adulteration business.
If New York be the best point for first attack, no doubt that
will be selected, but wherever the attack is made, it will pave
the way to be followed up in other States.

2. Probably if you open up a larger entrance, or raise the
hive on little blocks, the bees will get down off their heads
and fold up their wings. The colony is probably strong, the
entrance contracted, and the hive too warm, so a sufficient

number of bees is detailed to stand at the entrance and fan
with their wings so as to cool off the hive.

A '• Sweet Sixtcen's " Dozen Questions.

1. If a ripe queen-cell is inserted in a hive that has just

cast a swarm, will the bees tear it down, or will the queen-
cell hatch and the young queen tear down the remaining cells ?

2. Are pure Italian drones any differently markt than
hybrid drones ?

3. Are drones reared from the (laughter of a pure Italian

queen that has mated with a hybrid drone as good as those
reared from a purely-mated Italian queen.

4. How would it work to have queen-cells started in a

queenless colony, and have them tinisht in the upper story of

a colony containing a laying queen below, with a queen-cii-

cludlng honey-board between, and not under the swarming
impulse, as per Mr. Doolittle's plan ?

5. Would a virgin queen be accepted in a colony that has
just cast a swarm 7

(>. Is there any safe way to Introduce a virgin queen to a

full colony or nucleus? If so. how can I do it?

7. Are the bees of queens brought from the North to the
South any more apt to be hardy than those brought from the
South to the North ?

8. Which will produce the best results, oatural swarming
or artificial ?

9. Will the bees be just as gentle, as good workers, and
as hardy if pure Italian leather-colored bees are crost with
pure yellow 3-banded stock or 5-bauded stock, as either race
would be if alone ?

10. Does it improve the stock to buy Italian queens from
different breeders and mix.them with pure Italians ?

11. How can I determine as to whether a queen Is bred
from a purely-mated mother when she Is mated with a hybrid
drone ?

12. Are drones bred from the daughter of a pure Italian
queen that has mated with a hybrid drone, as pure as those
reared from a purely-mated Italian queen ?

F. C, Gait, Mich.

P. S.—This is my third year In the bee-business. I am
16 years old, and am intensely interested in bees.

Answers.— 1. Bees are somewhat freaky, and sometimes
tear down cells of their own starting, while others are allowed
to stand, but, as a rule, if you insert a queen-cell in a hive
from which a swarm has just issued, it will be allowed to go
on to maturity, providing it is older than any other in the
hive. Whether the young queen which emerges from the cell

of your inserting is allowed to kill all her rivals or be forced
to issue with a swarm, depends upon circumstances, chiefly

the strength of the colony. The main point in the question is

that the bees will treat the cell you insert about in the same
way as if it had been one of their own construction, but prob-
ably it will not be quite so sure of being undisturbed as if it

had been present from the start.

2. They are likely to have more yellow on them, but the
marking of drones is not as constant as that of workers.

3. The drone is practically of the same blood as his

mother, no matter what the mating may have been.

4. Sometimes all right, and sometimes all wrong. The
chances of success may be increast by making the separation
from the brood-nest greater. Lay a cloth or a piece of tin

over the excluder, merely allowing the bees to go up through
the outside perforations, or else have three or four stories and
have the cell in the upper story.

6. Generally. Perhaps always, if the " princess," as the
English call her, is young enough. Indeed a young queen just

out of the cell will be accepted in any colony, even if a laying
queen be present, but she will likely be killed when she is a
few days old if a laying queen is present.

6. Simply take one just out of the cell and place it right

on the brood-comb among the bees. You may also succeed
with one of any age, in the following manner : Make sure

that there has been no unsealed brood In the hive for 48
hours; go to the hive just after bees have stopt flying in the
evening, and quietly drop the queen on top of the frames,
allowing her to crawl down.

7. The probability is that there is no difference noticeable.

8. That's a question for each one to settle for himself. On
page 291 Prof. Cook says : "We used to hear a good deal

about dividing bees, or artificial swarming, but in these latter

days I think very few attempt any increase except by natural
swarming." Apparently the good Professor thinks because
little is said about it nowadays it is little practiced, a conclu-

sion that is hardly warranted. We used to hear much about
the advantage of movable-frame hives, and nowadays little is

said about it, but it does not follow that " very few " use such
hives. On the very next page C. Davenport, who produces
honey on a large scale, says : "In producing comb honey,
instead of allowing natural swarming I prefer dividing, or

artificial swarming, and I can by this means obtain better re-

sults with less work," but he thinks the inexperienced may do
better with natural swarming. Last year I made an increase

of 121, and had only two or three natural swarms, one of

which sailed away while I was trying to get it into the hive.

Neither do I think Mr. Davenport and myself are alone in this

matter. But some of our best bee-keepers prefer natural

swarming.
9. I think likely, but X don't know.
10. Yes, providing you don't get inferior stock.

11. Y'ou can't do it all.

12. If this is the same as question 3, you have the answer
there. If you mean drones from a queen whose mother was
Impurely mated, then the drones are not pure.

A Neiv Binder for holding a year's numbers of the

American Bee Journal, we propose to mail, postpaid, to every

subscriber who sends us 20 cents. It is called "The Wood
Binder," is patented, and is an entirely new and very simple

arrangement. Full printed directions accompany each Binder.

Every reader should get it, and preserve the copies of the Bee
Journal as fast as they are received. They are invaluable for

reference, and at the low price of the Binder you can afford to

get it yearly.
.*- •-

NO'W is the Time to work for new subscribers

Why not take advantage of the offer made on page 346 ?
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Time ot the BufTalo Meeting.—A subscriber
asks the following question :

Mr. Editor:—When is the big convention to be at Buf-
falo, and what will the round trip from Chicago cost?

Patrick.

It has practically been decided that the Buffalo conven-
tion will be held the last week in August. The exact dates
are not yet arranged, but will be announced later.

The Grand Army rate from Chicago is one cent a mile
each way at that time. The distance from Chicago to Buffalo
is 600 miles. That would make the round trip cost $12 from
here. Cheap enough !

We hope soon to be able to give fuller information con-
cerning the Buffalo meeting.

*-»*

The Old Union and Adulteration.—In a pri-

vate letter. Dr. Mason, Secretary of the New Union, wrote us

as follows concerning Prof. Cook's suggestion that the Old
Union take up the subject of honey-adulteration :

" I bellevp Prof. Cook Is ' off his base ' in urging that the
National Bee-Keepers' Union take up the matter of adultera-
tion

; and that Mr. Newman is right in the stand he takes,
that the funds of the Old Union were not contributed for that
purpose, and as there Is an organization In the field, the prin-
cipal object of which is to look after that matter. It Is not
wise for the National Union to enter that field. To be sure,
the constitution of the National Union gives the Advisory
Board the power to use the funds for any purpose It sees fit,

that will benflt bee-keepers, but It seems to me It would be a
very unwise move to act In accordance with Prof. Cook's sug-
gestion, for the Old Union itself has but recently voted not to do
that very thing, and that was what brought the United States
Bee-Keepers' Union Into existence. So, under the circum-

stances, I believe Mr. Newman is right, and Prof. Cook is

wrong; and as a member of the National Union, I am most
decidedly opposed to the Advisory Board going contrary to

the exprest wish of the Old Union, as shown by the two to one
vote of last .fanuary.

" Had Prof. Cook been as anxious about the adulteration
matter last fall, as he seems to be now, I fully believe that the
New Constitution would have been adopted by the Old Union,
and there would now be but one national organization."

We concur in all that Dr. Mason says. The majority of

the Old Union's members, at the last election, practically

voted to have that organization stick to its original object

—

that of defending bee-keepers in their right to keep bees. As

one of the members of the Old Union we submitted gracefully

to the will of the majority, tho we did, and do yet, object to

the unfair means used by the General Manager to secure the

majority of the votes against the New Constitution, which. If

adopted by the Old Union, would have placed that organiza-

tion right with the New Union in all its grand objects for the

protection of all bee-keepers and all their interests.

Score Another for the New Union.— A
honey-producer had in Pennsylvania shipt some honey to an

Ohio commission firm, and could get no returns. When send-

ing his membership fee to Secretary Mason, he inquired about

the reliability of the firm. He was written concerning what

had been done by Dr. Mason for another bee-keeper, and was

askt to forward the firm's letters. He did so, and the Doctor

wrote them as Secretary of the United States Bee-Keepers'

Union, telling the objects of the New Union, and that their

patron was a member of the Union ; that it expects to stand

by its members, especially where dishonest commission men

were concerned. The result was that the firm "came down"
handsomely, and the shipper will get his pay.

That's the kind ot work we want done for bee-keepers

who are likely to lose their honey. It will pay to become a

member of the New Union. Better join at once, and be ready

to call upon It when in trouble..

An Early Chicago Swarm.—There are quite a

good many bees kept within the city limits of Chicago, and

yet so well do they attend to their own affairs that scarcely

any one knows of their existence here.

We had an early swarm this year—It issued Sunday, May
16. We had purchast a few colonies as a speculation, the

day before, and kept them in the yard with our others for a

few days, and while there one of them sent out the swarm.

Of course they didn't know any better than to swarm on Sun-

day. Our own bees are "trained" to keep Sunday better

than that ! Why, we wouldn't have bees that would be so

naughty as to swarm on Sunday !

But we hived that Sunday swarm, on Sunday, just the

same ! It was a very small one, perhaps a quart. It had set-

tled on the side of a big hole In the ground In a vacant lot

adjoining, and we simply set a hive with the entrance up

against the swarm, and soon had them all on four empty

combs.

But they didn't stay. The next day, about noon, Mrs.

York telephoned us to come home (six miles away), for the

bees were swarming ! Sure enough, there was that same

Sunday-fracturing swarm hanging on a small tree. This time

in a Manum swarm catcher we carried them back to their

hive, and dumpt them on top of the frames. But to have no

more of their leaving home we just gave them a nice frame of

hatching brood, and that kept them all right, and they are

doing well. Too many baby bees around then for them to

desert again. Even Chicago bees have a little feeling left.

They are not quite as bad as some of the politicians at Spring-

field.

May 16 Is pretty early for swarming In this locality, but
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Chicago bees are hustlers. They seem to catch something of

the business spirit of the people who live here, tho most of the

folks seem to be In too big a hurry to collect the dollars, to

live as they ought to.

A bee-keeper living a few miles south of Chicago had

young drones flying May 7. Nothing slow or lazy about that.

* » »

The Subject of Foul Brood is quite an impor-

tant one In many States—especially in Wisconsin—so much so

that Mr. N. E. France, the Official Foul Brood Inspector for

that State, requests us to republish for the benefit of the

many bee-keepers there, some of tho articles that appeared in

the American Bee Journal in 1893 and 1894, by that e.'jpert

foul-brood exterminator, Mr. Wm. McEvoy, of Canada. We
shall be glad to comply with Mr. France's request, as it will

also be very profitable for all the new readers that have been

added to our list the past two or three years, and those that are

now subscribing.

We begin this week with a republication of the new Foul

Brood Law recently past by the Wisconsin Legislature, which
is considered by Mr. McEvoy to be a model one for other

States to follow in their efforts to secure the passage of a law

on the subject of foul brood.

We now offer the Bee Journal the balance of the year to

7i€U) subscribers for only aO cents. This will give each one

seven months' numbers, and will include all the foul brood

articles that will be republisht this month and next. It is a

good time for our present readers to get their bee-keeping

friends to subscribe.

Here is the law now in force in our neighboring State

:

THE WISCONSIN FOOL BEOOD LAW.

AN ACT for the suppression of foul brood among bees in

Wisconsin.
The people of the State of Wisconsin, represented in Senate

and Assembly, do enact as follows :

APPOINTMENT.

Section 1.—Upon the recommendation of a majority vote
of the members of the bee-keepers' societies of Wisconsin, the
Governor shall appoint for a term of two years a State inspec-

tor of apiaries, who shall, if required, produce a certificate

from the Governor that he has been so appointed.

DUTIES.

Sec. 2.—The inspector shall, when notified, examine all

reported apiaries, and all others in the same locality not re-

ported, and ascertain whether or not the disease known as

foul brood exists in such apiaries ; and if satisfied of the ex-

istence of foul brood, he shall give the owners or care-takers
of the diseased apiaries full instructions how to treat said

cases, as In the inspector's judgment seems best.

DESTRUCTION OF BEES.

Sec. 3.—The inspector, who shall be the sole judge, shall

visit all diseased apiaries a second time, and, if need be, burn
all colonies of bees and combs that be may find not cured of

foul brood.
VIOLATIONS.

Sec. 4.—If the owner of a diseased apiary, honey, or
appliances, shall sell, barter, or give away, any bees, honey,
or appliances, or expose other bees to the danger of said dis-

ease, or refuse to allow said inspector to inspect such apiary,
honey, or appliances, said owner shall, on conviction before a
justice of the peace, be liable to a fine of not less than fifty

dollars nor more than one hundred dollars, or not less than
one month's imprisonment in the county jail, nor more than
two mouths' imprisonment.

ANNUAL REPORT.

Sec. 5.—The inspector of apiaries shall make annual re-

port to the Governor of Wisconsin, giving the number of api-

aries visited, the number of diseased apiaries found, the num-
ber of colonies treated, also the number of colonies destroyed
by fire, and his expenses.

EXPENSES.

Sec. 6.—There Is hereby appropriated out of any moneys
in the Slate treasury, not otherwise appropriated, a sum not
exceeding five hundred dollars per year, for the suppression
of foul brood among bees in Wisconsin. Said inspector shall

receive four dollars per day, and traveling expenses, for actual

time served, which moneys shall not exceed the moneys hereby
appropriated, to be paid by the State treasurer, upon warrants
drawn and approved by the Governor.

Sec. 7.—This Act shall take effect and be in force from
and after its passage and publication.

Approved April 1, 1897.

Tl?e Weekly Budget
Mr. W. C. Lyman, of Dupage Co.. III., writing us May

28, said : "Bees are doing well. First swarm May 10;
another May 26. Good prospect for honey."

Editor Hutchinson and Wife (of the Bee-Keepers' Re-

view), spent an afternoon recently with Dr. A. B. Mason and
family at Toledo, Ohio. Of course it was an enjoyable visit

all around.

Mr. T. F. Bingham—the big bee-smoker man—writing us

May 21, said :

"Bees are breeding up good, but the cool weather so far

has cut of all the tree-bloom honey."

Mr. John Craig, of Macoupin Co., III., on May 27, sent

us the first white clover blossoms we had seen this year.

Shouldn't wonder if there'd be some white clover honey this

year—something there hasn't been much of the past few years.

Mr. a. E. Sherrington, of Ontario, Canada, wrote May
17:

"This is a grand spring for the bees. Everything looks

splendid."

Mr. C. a. Sutherland, one of our subscribers in Jamaica,

W. I., reports that on April 22, while he was away in the in-

terior looking after some business for a few days, on his

return home he found his stores and honey-house entirely

burnt out, with everything in connection with his apiary. This

is a serious loss, indeed. We trust Mr. Sutherland may soon

recover from it.

The Busy Bee, edited and publisht by Emerson Taylor
Abbott, of Missouri, is on our desk. It is a continuation of

The Nebraska Bee-Keeper, and will be Issued monthly at 50
cents a year—"devoted to farm bee-keeping and other minor

interests of progressive agriculture." Mrs. Emma Ingoldsby

Abbott conducts the "Home Department." It is 6x9 inches in

size, and contains 16 pages.

Mr. a. M. Runion, of Batson, S. C, writes us that about

a month ago he had the misfortune to lose by fire his entire

dwelling house and other smaller buildings, besides 28 colo-

nies of bees out of 40, together with ail fixtures and appli-

ances. It was a total loss of some !?1, 500, as no insurance

was carried. He advises bee-keepers "to keep their bees at a

safe distance from might-be fires.'' Our advice to all is : Keep
at least a little insurance on all your burnable property.

Hon. Eugene Secor hasn't had much chance yet to show
how well he can fill the position of General Manager of the

New Union, but one prominent bee-keeper, in an eastern

State, referring to his letter to the Postmaster General, in

last week's Bee Journal, wrote us : "It is straightforward

and businesslike, and I must say I feel pleased with his work
so far." Mr. Secor is ready to do a lot of " pleasing," if bee-

keepers will create a proper fund to fall back upon.

Messrs. R. H. Schmidt & Co., of Wisconsin, when
promptly remitting on their advertising account, May 28,

wrote :

"Keep our advertisement standing until we tell you to

stop. The American Bee Journal is ' the stuff.' It makes
our factory hum."

There are quite a number of bee-supply dealers and man-
ufacturers whose advertisements ought to be found in every

number of the Bee Journal. But perhaps they don't care to

have their business " hum," as do the above firm. The Bee
Journal is ready to help any and every honest business man,
through its advertising columns.
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"The refining Influence of music in almost
any form is generally acknowledged, but
most of us are unable to appreciate ' Songs
without words ' Therefore, every publication
which serves to wed the poetry of the heart
to the compositions of musical masters is a
blessing. As such, I esteem the collection
entitled ' Sweet Sacred Songs ' very highly." -

A, J. Canfield, Pastor St. Paul's Church,
Chicago.

"It is no false pretense to claim that this Is
' a collection of the best and most popular
devotional selections gathered from the
greatest composers of Sacred Music' It is

a casket of precious gems that ought to be
in every choir, and in every home where there
are lovers of sacred song."— P. S. Henson,
Pastor First Baptist Church, Chicago.

" It is a choice collection of the finest devo-
tional music now in general use In church
choirs and among singers in the home. We
know of no collection of sucred music now be-
fore the public which contains so large a
number of the finest compositions in sacred
80Dg publlsht at such a moderate price."

—

J. T. Cantwell, Editor of The Universallet

The Table of Contents.
Baster Eve Gounod
Consider the Lilies Topllff
I Know That My Redeemer Liveth Handel
LeB Rameaux [Palm Branches] Faure
IntheCross Prescott
Ave Maria Gounod
But the Lord is Mindful of His Own

Mendelssohn
Come Ye Disconsolate Dutton
Flee as a Bl rd Dana
Watchman, Tell Os of the Night Gounod
HeGlveth His Beloved Sleep Abt
Glory to Thee, My God. This Night.. ,Gounod
Emmanuel Rodney
Hock of Ages Barrl
The King of Love My Shepherd Is Gounod
Forever With the Lord Gounod
The Soft Southern Hree/.cs Barnby
The Prodigal Son Parker
Angels Ever Bright and Fair Handel
The Angel's Lullaby Uarrl
Star of liethlehem Adams
Not a Sparrow Falleth Abt
Rockt In the Cradle of the Deep Knight
A Crown of Glory Tours
if With All Your Hearts, etc Elijah
.lerusalem Parker
The Better Land Cowen
The Angel Rubinstein
Land of Rest Plnsutl

I Love to Hear My Savior's Voice Glover
Calvary Rodney
Christmas Bells Gade
Christmas Chimes Richards
Behold the Star Labadler
Nearer My God to Thee Barton
Father of Mercies Barringer
The New Kingdom Tours
Savior, Breathe an Evening Blessing. Spencer
Remember, Lord. Thy Gracious Word

..- Northrup
Angel Footsteps Addison
A Dream of Paradise Gray
Child's Missionary Song Bullock
Keep on Ballevlng Bullock
Weary Gabriel
Remember, O Lord Morey
Take Up the Cross and Follow Me Petrle
Praise the Lord of Heaven Morey
I Heard the Voice of Jesus Say Morey
O Praise the Lord Morey
Forsake Me Not G lover
Lord. Thy Glory Fills the Heavens ..Woolley
Tired Lindsay
The Garden of Prayer itey
Babylon Watson
The Golden Path • Pai ker
Come Unto Me Cowen
Peace, Troubled Heart Tostl
O '<est in the Lord Mendelssohn
At Benediction Barrl

We take great plsasure in placing before
our readers an opportunity to possess the
choicest and most complete collection of
sacred music ever offered to the subscribers
of a paper. Our price Is so low that perhaps
some may think the book is worthless, but we
can assure every one that it is worth many
limes the price we are asking. The Table of
Contents is a sufficient guarantee of the selec-
tions. When we tell you that the book con-
lains 256 pages of good paper; that it is

beautifully printed from engraved plates,
full sheet music size; that it hasa sewed back
so that It will remain open on the piano rack

;

that it is substantially bound in a handsome
enamel-coated paper cover, we beli -ve you
will appreciate the offer we are making.

Regular price, 15 cts. How to Get It.

Send us 30 cents and ' he complete book will
be mailed to yovi postpaid; or, the Bee Jour-
nal one year and " Sacred Songs." postpaid,
for only $1.15; or free for sending us one
new subscriber at $1.00.

Send two "balance of the year " subscrip-
tions at 60 cents each, and we will send the
book free as a premium.
SPECIAI. OFFER.-The Bee Journal will

be sent to a New Subscriber weekly until Jan-
uary 1, 1898 and the '"Sacred Songs," for
only 70 cents. Address,

GEORGE W. "iORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS,

Barnes' Foot-Power Machinery.
Read what J. I. Parent, of

Charlton, N.Y., says—"We
cutwltb one of your Com-
bined Machines, laat winter
50 chaff hives with 7-ln. cap,
iw honey-racks, SIXJ broiid
frames, 2.<hhj honey-boxes
and a *rreal deal of other
work. This winter we have
double the amount of bee-
hives, et<:., to make and we
expect to do Itwlth this Saw.
It will do all you say Itwlll.
Catalogue and Price -liist

Free. Address. W. F. & JOHN BARNES.
45Ctf No. 995 RnbySt., Rockford, HI.

MentiG7i the .Ameirican Bee jovjir-jz...

Tlie RURAL CALIFORNIAN
Tells all about Bees In California.

The Yields and Price of Honey; the Pastur-
age and Nectar - Producing Plants; the Bee-
Ranches and how they are conducted. In fact
the entire field Is fully covered by and expert
bee-man. Besides this, the paper also tells

you all about CalUornla AarituUure and
Horticulture. .HI.50 per Year; Six Months,
75 cents. Sample Copies 10 cents.

I'HG KUKAIi CALIFOKNIAN,
218 N. Main St., - Los Anoei.es, Calik.

For Sale, Bees & dueens
Bees by the Pound, Jl.OO. Queens. $1.00.

Nuclei, :;-franie, with Queen, *;. 50; l-fr»nie.

»2.00. Also, Barred d^ Wliiic Plyiiiontli
KockN, and Sllver-Laecd WyaiiclotteH
KSK« atSl.OO per sitting of 1.'). Address,

Mrs. A. A. SIMPSON,
ii;ai:i swarts, Gheknk ud.. Pa.

Vital I Water

!

Has never failed to cure Blood and Skin Dis-
eases. The effect of Vital Water upon dis-

eases of the Kidney and Liver is magical and
permanent. Send for FKEB pamphlet.

Forest Mefliciiial iwm Co.

Lock Bo.x No. 1 LiIBEKTVVIIjLE, ILI..
Sltnlion the American Bee Journal

WOVEN..mE.FENGE!
Itcsl on Karth. IIor^e-lili;h, Hull- k
slroiijr.l'ljraiKllhifkcn-tlght. With I
our lU I'LEX AITOM.VTK' Horliinf

voufnii nial^edO i niJs a day fov I

|2 to 20 cts. a Rod.!
eipr .'»» sivlps. Catalnmie Free.

"

KITSELMAN BROS., JRidgevMIe, Ind. T

48Etf Mentmn t;w Avcrican Bee joumaf.

OUMMMf
Golden Italian, .'( Banded, Carnlolan and Im-
ported. Barred Plymouth Rofk eggs.
All at living prices. Catalog free.

J. F. Michael, Greenville, Ohio.

14Elt Please mention the Bee Journal.

METAL WHEELS
in all sizes and varieties, to fit any

S~
I

axle. They last forever. Either
_ I direct or stagger spoke. Can't

breakdown; can't dry out' no
reletting of tires. Good in dry weather
as in wet weather. Send tor catalog &
prices. ELECTRIC WHEEL CO.,

QUINCY - ILLINOIS.
'-0E1U Mention the American Bee Journal.

Our '97 Cataloff
—OF—

Apiarian Supplies, Bees, Etc.

is yours for the asking.
It is lull of Information, ^P~ Write for It.

I. J. STRUVGHAM,
105 Park Place. NEW YORK. N. Y.

Apiary—Glen Cove, L. I.

Mf.nt.ion the A merifjin Bee Jov.mrji'^

PROFITABLE
FRUIT CULTURE

Iiiuls nn iinpurtant. urtjiinct ami a val-

u.ibU' a;^si!^taiit in

GOULDS' "POMONA"
new Spray Fuuip whi^'h om-
hiidifs new Jind di-stiiR-t fea-

tuifs of ^rreat value. The
Pluiiffer, I'lunger Con-

octions, G la n d , Valves,
alve s«'atis ami Strainer are

II iiiJHtr I r..in \>vnt brassatnl are
rnili.iilly iiuU-slMietililc. Kvery
hukeol tlie handle works Ihvagi-
itnr as will he seen in cut. Lon^

i- makes it work tasv. Will supply 1 or 3 leads of
Valuahloh.iokun ilow &>Vhen tn Spniy." frke.

E GOULDS MFC. CO.
lOvid St., SENECA FALLS, N. Y.

Jlfentfon the American Bee Journal,

linncU.

TH
1'

405t

A GENUINE

Egg Preservative
That will keep Hen's Eggs perfectly through
warm weather, ju.'it as good as fresh ones for
cooking and frosting. One man paid 10 cents
a dozen for the eggs he preserved, and then
later sold them for :.'5 cents a do/.en. You can
preserve them for ahout 1 oiMit per dozen.
Now Is the time to do It. while eggs are cheap.

Address for Circular giving further Infor-
mation-

»r. A. R. IflA!«ON,

;i."il2 Monroe Street, Toi.kdo, Ohio.
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Questioi^'Box*
In tbe multitude of counsellors there is

safety.—Prov. 11-14.

Proper SVi.e ofComb Foundation
Slarlcr§ for Sccllon§.

Qnery 5U—What sized foundation starters
should be used In the sections?—Ohio.

P. H. Elwood—B^ull size.

W. G. Larrabee—Full sheets.

A. F. Brown— I prefer full sheets.

E. France—Very nearly a full sheet.

Dr. J. P. H. Brown—I till tbe sections

4/5 full.

Dr. C. C. Miller—I have always liked
fillinK tbe sections as full as possible.

J. A. Green—Fill the sections full. A
piece Z}i inches square Is about right.

Prof. A. J. Cook—I like nearly full,

reaching within half an inch of the bot-
tom.
Rev. M. Mahin—Opinions differ. My

personal preference Is for narrow
starters.

Mrs. L. Harrison—It depends upon
the market; for tbe hotne market, }i
inch, or %.

C. H. Dibbern—As large as the inside
of the sections, except a H inch space at
the bottom.

H. D. Cutting—I have used all sizes

and shapes, but prefer full sheets if the
foundation is all right.

K. Ij. Taylor— I greatly prefer to fill

the sections

—

I.e., to fill as nearly as is

safe, so the larger the starter, the better.

Jas. A. Stone—Before I would want to

advise in this, I would want to know
whether ion wanted the honey for show
or no;.

(t. M. Doolittle—From a V-shaped
piece having IJj-inch length sides, to
sections filled to within '4 inch of the
bottom, just as you can afford.

Dr. A. B. Mason—I would put a nar-
row strip of foundation at the bottom of
the section, and then a full sheet reach-
ing nearly to the strip at the bottom.

Emerson T. Abbott—If I were work-
ing for fjunntity, I would fill the sections
with foundation ; if for giuillty only, for

• home consumption, very small starters.

Eugene Secor— I like full sheets best.

What I mean by that is, sheets lacking

V inch of touching sides and bottom. I

seldom see first-class looking honey pro-
duced from starters or no starters.

J. E. Pond—For myself, I use founda-
tion to fill the sections completely.
Others use starters of various widths. It

is to some extent a matter of opinion.
Try various widths from an inch to a
full section, and determine the matter
for yourself.

J. M. Hambaugh—Some of our 'best
honey-producers use just enough to in-

sure a straight "start off." I believe it

will pay to nearly or quite fill the sec-

tion, provided you can safely secure It;

and use " extra thin," of about 12
square feet to the pound.

G. W. Demaree—Cut the foundation
into pieces 3li inches square, then cut
from corner to corner. This will give
four V-shaped pieces to each square.
The work can be done rapidly by cut-
ting through a number at a time. This
plan will give you nice V-shaped starters
—the most luitnrnl thing for the bees.

Finest Alfalfa Honey

!

IT SELLS ON TASTING.

The Honey that Suits All

Who Buy It.

Low Prices Now!
We can funiijh 'Wbitc Alfalfa Extracted Honey, in 60-pound tin cans, ou

board cars in Chicago, at these prices : 1 can, in a case, 7i4 cents per pound ; 2 cans

in one case, 7 cents ; 4 cans (2 cases) or more, G}4 cents. The Cash must accom-
pany each order. Pine Bass'wood Flavor Honey at same price; also in

270-lb. barrels.

EW A sample of either honey will be mailed to an intending purchaser, for 8
cents, to cover postage, packing, etc. We guarantee purity.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. New London,
Wisconsin,

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus
securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
They have also one One of the Largest Factories and the latest

and most-improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there is in the State. The material is cut from patterns, by machinery,
and is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and whitest
Bass'wood is used, and they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine
and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best

machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies.

Please mention the Ameiicaa Bee.TourDal. TAtf

BEE-KEEPEES
SUPPLIES

We make
The Very Finest Line of

in the Market, and sell

them at Low Prices.
Send for Free Iliiislrated Catalog and Price-List.

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.

Special Ageut for the Southwest
"^- ^-

"^^^^T Joseph, mo.
Mr. Abbott sells our Hives and Sections at Factory Prices.

That Queen-Clipping Device Free I

CouldnH Do TVltbont It.

I hare clipped 19 queens, and must say the
Monette Queen-CIlpping Device Is by far the
best invention ever made, and will be wel-
come to many bee-keepers as It was to me. 1

could not do without one now.
Dr. Geo. L.\cke, Newburgh, Ind.

WorkN Like a Cbarm.

The Monette QueenCUpplng Device works

LIKE A CHARM. With it I bavo clipped 30

queens, all in one day, when examining my
bees. Wm. Stolley, Grand Island, Nebr.

PLEASE READ THIS OFFER TO PRESENT SUBSCRIBERS :

Send us ;''«( "<// new ?uiiiie for the American Bee Journal a year (with fl.OO), and we

will mail you the Queen-Clipping Device free of charge. Or, the Queen-Clipping Device

will be sent postpaid for 30 cts. But why not get it as a Premium by the above ofifer t

You can't earn :M) rts. any easier. Almost every bee-keeper will want this Device.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan St., CHICAGO, ILL.
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JUST THE MACHINE
Every Bee-Keeper Ought to Have.

MeCartiiey Fdn. Fastener & Sec. Press

XES1'ISIO.>IAI.S.
Chuac.o. Ill , May 3, 1897.

G. R. McCartnky. Kockford. 111.

Dear Sir:—Your Foundation Fastener and
Section Press works to perfection. It not on-
ly cuts the foundailon any desired iengrth. but
presses the same in such a manner to the sec-

tion that It never can pet loose. The work be-

injr very accurate, operation easy, and the
price very modeiate. I ordered another of
your machines. No apiary running for comb
honey should be without one.

very truly yours, L. Kreutzinqer.

Norwood Park, 111., May 4, 1897.
Mr. McCartnev—
Dear Sir:—The machine I bought of you

works like a charm, especially when I use top
and bottom starters. It is so easy to operate
it Is a pleasure to work with it. I would not
take double the price it cost. If I could not
get another one. Yours truly,

W. B. Blume.

PecatoniCA. Ill , May 11, 1897.
G. K. McCartney, Kockford. 111.

Dear Sir:—I like the machine very much. It

surpasses my expectations, and I could not do
without it. It is a dandy. Yours truly,

H. W. Lee.

t^" Address for further information—

G. R. MCCARTNEY,
1215 South West St., ROCKFOKU, ILL.

Mention the American Bee JoutvwA.

Honey - Clovers !

We have made arrangements so that we can
furnish seed of several of the Clovers by
freight or express, at the following prices,
cash with order:

5tti lOtt) 25ft 50ft
Alsike Clover 70 $1.25 $.3.00 $5.75
Sweet Clover (white). .60 1.00 2.25 4.00
White Clover 90 1.60 3.75 7.00
Alfalfa Clover 60 1.00 2.25 4.00
Crimson Clover 55 .90 2.00 3.50

Prices subject to market changes.

Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage, if

wanted by freight.

Tour orders are solicited.

GEORGE W. YOBK & Co.
CHICAGO, ILL.

TRANSFERRING^^
If you contemplate buying either three or

Ave band Italian Queens, tlmply write for my
pamphlet. If you need some of the best now,
send 75 cts. for one. $4.00 for six, or 17.50 per
doz.—and full instructions for introducing, as
well as the best methods known for securing
good cells will be -^ent free.
Money Order olHce—Warrenton.

W. H. FKIDREN,
21A13t Creek, Warren Co , N. C.

Metawm the .Aniencan Bee Jowfna.i,

Bee -Hives, Sections, Sbipplng-
Cases-everything used by bee-

V keepers. Orders filled promptly.
Send for catalog MU'iVESdT.l llEE-

KEEPERS' SIPPI,V MF(i. C(l., Nicollet
Island, Miuueapolls, Minn.

22Atf CHA8.MONDENG.Mgr.

Mni\\\ HONEY-EXTRACTOR
i'lUlll k) Square tilass Jars.

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

Bek-Keepers' Suppi.iKS in general, etc etc
Send for our new catalog.

"PracUcal HIiUm " will bo mailed for 10c.
In stamps. Apply to—

Chas. F. Mnth & Son, Cincinnati, Ohio.
aimtimi the American Dee Jimmal.

PCC I^CCDCDC ? Let me send you my 64.
DtL'M.l.rLnO I page Catalog for 18vl7.

J. m. Jciibliii), Wetumpka, Ala.

.IXentUm the A.merUia/n Bee Journal,

Qej^eral licn)s^

Swarming and Working.

I have had two swarms to date. Bees
are working fine. Chas. Becker.
Sangamon Co., 111., May 22.

Honey Prospect Fine.

Bees here have been swarming for

three weeks, and the prospect for honey
is fine. W. A. Finlay.
Pueblo Co., Colo., May 20.

Bees in Fine Condition.

Bees are in fine condition

colonies. The first swarm
U, and I have had 5 since.

James C. Pollock
Greene Co., Pa., May 24.

I have 30
issued May

Plenty of White Clover.

This will be a good year for bees If

the weather ever gets warm. My bees

wintered well, losing only one colony out

of 29. There is plenty of white clover

this year. D. R. Rosebrough.
Clark Co., 111., May 24.

Good Prospect for Fruit.

Bees are doing fine. The blackberry

is in full bloom. I have never seen a

better prospect for fruit than there is

here. Some of my bees swarmed May
22, but the queen would not come out of

the hive, so they all went back. I have
persuaded the farmers to sow sweet

clover, and try feeding it to the hogs.

White clover Is in bloom here.
John Craig.

Macoupin Co., 111.. May 22.

Another Entrance Feeder.

On page 289, a Mr. S. A. Deacon
(probably meaning a South African Dea-
con) describes an entrance feeder that

he uses, which seems to me to be rather

fussy kind of a thing, but it may seem
very simple to him. But let that be as

it may, inasmuch as so many have given

their plans of feeding, both inside and
at the entrance of the hive, 1 wish to

give a brief description of an entrance
feeder that I have used for the last four

years, which I think is a simple, easy

and safe way of feeding.

Get a little tindlsh, made say 8 inches

long, 3}i wide, and li-i inches deep;
then take an empty cigar-box—take the

lid and one side off— fill the dish as full

as it can be handled without spilling, set

it down on the bottom-board in front of

the entrance, put a float on it for the

bees to stand on, then put the cigar-box

over the dish and press it in tight

against the front of the hive. The bees

can reach the dish only from the inside

of the hive. It takes but a few seconds

to fill the dish, sot It down and cover it,

and It doesn't disturb the bees In the

least. This, of course, should be done
In the evening, and it Is well to go
around the hives In the morning and
lift the dishes and leave the entrance
open. If the dishes are empty, set them
upon the hive ready for the next feed-

ing. But If not empty, take them to

the bee-bouse and set them away until

^^^>'#^:r'^.^T~'^'^

for the seasons operations on
the farm, and one which will

yield the most satisfying re-

turns is to thoroughly renovate

and rejuvinate the system by
the aid of that time tested and
(eliable remedy

It quickly corrects that clayed

condition of the liver so pro-

ductive of Biliousness and
Dyspepsia after the long win-

ter of inactivity. In addition

to the above good qualities it

is a positive cure for

BRIGHT'S DISEASE
URINARY TROUBLES
FEMALE COMPLAINTS
GENERAL DEBILITY

AND MALARIA.

Beware of substitutes. There
is nothing "just as good" as

Warner's Safe Cure

Mention the American Bee Jo'i'/nw/U

Pacific Coast Bee-Keepers

!

liUY XOUR

Dovetailed Cedar Hives
Direct from the Factory. Guaranteed equal

to the best goods on the market.

Send lor Prlce-Llst.

Bawson & Earner, Centralia, Wash.
10A13t Mention the Am. Bee Journal.

California
If you care to know of Its Fruits, Flowera
Climate or Resources, send for a Sample Oopy
of California's Favorite Paper—

The Pacific Rural Press
The leading Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the Paclflc Coast. Published weekly,
handsomely illustrated 00 per annum.
Sample Copy Free.

t>ACIFIC RURAL, PRESS,
220 Market St.. - SAN FRANCISCO. OAL,

VoitMn 'fit imcrLcan Bcc Jom'iial.

Invested In a postal card
will get my large Cata-
log of All Koot's Goods.
Send list of what you
want, and got price.

ni. U. HUIVT, Bell Brunch, Mlcli.

One Cent

When answerino this advertisement, mention rmh

OKItKKS filled by nlurii iiiiiil or rrpigiit for
A. 1. Hoot Go's Surri.iKS. Our choice
.strain Italian Queens; 1, '2 & •! fr. nuclei
If In a hurry for Supplies, send us your
orders. .'iO-pai^-e ijat ttltt^- Kroo.
Jno. Nebel &. isou, HlBh UlU, Mo.

Mention the Amtrican Bee Journal. 4Atf
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yS5!! Beeswax
For all the Good, Pure Yello-w

Beesivax delivered to our office till

further notice, we will pay 25 cents per

pound, CASH ; or 27 cents for whatever
part is exchanged for the Bee Journal,

Honey, Books or Seed, that we offer. If

you want castii promptly, for your
Beeswax, send it on at once. Impure
wax not taken at any price. Address as

follows, very plainly,

GEO. W. YORK & CO.
llSMichigranst., CHICAGO, ILL.

QUEENS
Smokers. Sections

,

Comb Foundation,
And all Aplalrsn Suppil«t

F ^—^ cheap. 8«D<1 for

.
KK££ aulogae. B. T. FLANitlAfi, Bellerillc, III.

13A13t Please mentlou tbe Bee Journal.

We have a few of these Emerson stiff cloth-
board binders for the American Bee Journal.
They make a splendid permanent binding,
and hold a full jear's numbers. The old price
was 7-5 cts.. postpaid, but we will mail you one
for only 60 cts., or with the Bee Journal for
one year—both together for SI. 50.

16 TO I AGAIN.
An Illinois farmer writes for an aceDcr for our

fence. Has had some in use several years and his
next uelKhbor has aretruIarobje<t Jebson. having DO
lessilian nixteen diflTerent stvles of wire fence
on his farm After tesrinBand coniparinR for years,
he declares the Page Ipans thpm al i.

PAGE WOVEI^ WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian, IMich.

HerMrZii Lie American Be* Jriu-nai.

you want to use them again. If one is

careful, he doesn't need to drop any
syrup whatever.
The dishes may be made as large as the

front of the hive will accommodate, and
boxes made large enough to cover them.
The outside of the box should rest on the

outer edge of the bottom-board, so that

no bees can get in from the outside.

Others may have used this same kind of

feeder. 1 do not know whether they
have or not, but at any rate I claim no
invention and no patent. It suits me
because it is simnlo, easy and safe.

I use the portico hive described by
Mr. Theilmann, some time ago, in the

"Old Reliable." H. P. Willson.
Pembina Co., N. D., May lU.

Good Honey Season Lookt For.

My bees came through the winter in

poor condition, but they are building up
very fast now. Fruit-bloom was very
good, and as we had pleasant weather
the bees were not idle. I am looking for

a good honey crop this year, as we have
had plenty of rain this spring. White
clover is just comiuencing to bloom now,
and I hope it will yield well.

Success to the "Old Reliable."
'

F. N. Black.
Cooper Co., Mo., May 19.

Poor Season in 1896.

The past season bees did very poor.

From 20 colonies, spring count, I got
125 pounds of section honey, about 100
pounds of extracted, and increast to 25
colonies, which I undertook to winter on
the summer stands ; I lost 10. I think
the loss here will be about 50 per cent.,

but what are left have a bright prospect,

if warm weather comes, as white and
Alsike clover look better than for years.

We hope that prosperity may strike

them hard, and the farmer also.

W. RiCKEL.
Kosciusko Co., Ind., May 24.

Spring Loss—Crimson Clover.

My bees came through the winter in

most excellent condition, and did not
dwindle in the spring. When the apple
trees began to bloom they were strong

enough to work in the supers, and we
began to put supers on, but in two days
I began to notice how few bees were fly-

ing, and upon examining the hives every
one lookt as if they had cast a swarm,
but only about enough bees were left to

care for the brood, and in some hives it

lookt as if the brood did not have
enough left to feed the larvM properly.

I do not know of any one spraying fruit-

trees in apple-blossom time, but it looks

as if it was so. I know our neighbors
do spray their fruit-trees, and for two
years we have had an article put in our
local paper, telling of the danger to bees

of spraying in fruit-bloom, and of the
uselessness of spraying them, and so

took it for granted that everybody knew
better than to do so.

We would call it spring dwindling if

the bees had not been so strong up to

the very day the apple-trees opened their

blossoms. I was working with the bees

right along every day, then clipping

queens' wings, and noticed the almost
sudden decrease of bees.

I wish we had a law making it a

crime to spray in frnlt-blooming time, as

it will do but little good to simply tell

BeeswaxWanted for Cash
Or In E.vcBaniro for

Foutidatlon—Sections—Hives
or any Other Supplies.

Woi-king Wax l?'°?SrmH A Specialty.

leS'" Write for Catalog and Price-Llst. with
Samples of Foundation and Sections.

GUS DITTMER,
AIGCNTA, WIS.

4-^-:-> <-:-^»-A An Iionent, efnctent

YfillowT-nnpti • remedy for all Fevers,
•> * ^1,*°^^°?*^^ Headaches, Colds, Neu^
tF.pr hm imi imr g ^algla, Grip. Rheuma-
-^•:-> ^-:-^>-T tiem, etc. A general

service remedy that'll
please you, cm money refdnded.

•' It's a rare pleasure to find such a remedy."
' Too much cuiiiiot be said in praise of thera."

1 Box, 25c.; (i Boxes, Jl; most orders are $1.

W. B. House, Drawer 1, Detour, Mich.
15 Atf Please mention tbe Bee Jourual.

CLOSING OUT PRICES
ON FIRST-CIi.ASS GOODS.

10 No. 1 K Uov. Hives. 8-Irame.
10 No. IE- •• 10 ••

17.50
8.50

Best PoUsht Sections $2.50 per M.
Other Goods In proportion.

Let me make an estimate on your wants.

W. J. Finch, Jr. , Chesterfield, Ills.

lOAl.'Jt Mention the Am. Bee Journal.

ONE MAN WITH THE

UNION CO-^l^-JATiON

Can do the work of four
men using hand tools. In
aipplng, Cuttlng-oir, Mi-
tring, Kabbetlng, Groov-
ing. Gaining. Dadoing.
Kdglng-up. Jointing Stu£t,
etc. Full Line of Foot and
Hand Power Machinery
Solil on Trial. Catalofoe Free.

SKNEriA FALLS MFG. CO.,
46 Water St SENECA FALLS, N. T.
lAly Mtntiu,.theAmeriranBeeJoumaH,

Italian Queens "' ^Viir
Untested, 50c. ; Tested, $1.00.

Nuclei. 'J frame. $3.00, Including a good Queen.
Bees by the Pound.

E. li. CARKI>GTON,
-'2Atf De Fnuiab Sprtnsa, Fla.

A Special Booklet Bargain

!

For a limited time we wish to make our
readers a special offer on booklets on Bees.
Poultry, Health, etc. Upon receipt of 75
cents we will mall any 6 of the list below:
and for $1.25 we will mall the whole
dozen

:

1. Foul Brood, by Dr. Howard 25c
2. Poultry for Market and Profit 25c
3. Turkeys for .Market and Proflt 25c
4. Our Ponltry Doctor .'iOc
5. Capons and Caponlzng 30c
e. Hand-Bookot Health, by Dr. Foote.. 25c
7. Kendall's Horse.Book 25c
.S. Kural Life 25c
9. Kopp's Commercial Calculator 25c

10. Foul Bi'ood. by Kohnke 25c
11. Silo and Silage, by Prof Cook 25c
12. BlenenKultur. by Newman 40c

GEOKGE W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS

CARLOADS
or Bee-Hives, Sections, Ship-
ping-Cases. Comb Foundation,
and Everylblng used in tbe
Bee-Industry.

I want the name and address
of every Bee-Keeper In Amer.
lea. I supply Dealers as well
as con.umers. Send for cata-

logs, quotations, etc. 'W. H. PUTNAM,
HivER Falls. Pierce Co.. Wis.

WMCM Answerinq This aovertischent, mention TmB jouwuiu
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people Dot to do so. But if they had to

pay for so doiiiR, perhaps they would
think of other people's rights.

Our scarlet clover is entirely winter-
killed, so I guess we will have to give
that up, as we have given it several

trials, sowing in June, July, August and
September, in the corn and by itself. It

lookt very fine last fall, that which came
up of itself after the crop went to seed
the last spring. It seems to heave out
by the roots in winter.

Mrs. L. C. Axtei.l.
Warren Co., 111., May 21.

BEES FOR SALE.
We can supp y Good Full Colonies oT Ital-

ian Reea In 8-frame Liinjrstroth hives. They
are in Lee Co., Illinois. 100 miles from Chi-
cago. If you wish to buy, write us at once,
as to how many you want, and we will quote
price.

GEORGE "W. YORK & CO.,
- CHICAGO, ILLS.

Mem.van the American Bee JoiAjtv^,.

SEE THAT WINK

!

Bee - Supplies ! Root's
Goods at Koot's Prices.

Poiider's Honey - Jar»,
and every thing used by
bee-keepers. Prompt ser-

vice, low freight rate. Cat.
tree. Walter S. Ponder,

162 Mass. Ave.,
Indianapolis. Indiana.•\iil"'l)(lVl)tfi'i/U>-

'^EN ANSWenilO iHtl AOVER|IBEME^ ) ~M"8 JOUR--JI-

l^r IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
11.25 to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont. Calif.,

for his « . ,

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

liberal Discounts to the Trade.

Meiition the A.ineHcan BeeJounvalU

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATIOH
A Has No Sag In Brood-Framea

n^^ Thin Flat-Bottom PoimdatioD
lISu Has So Fisbbooe in Ibe Sarplos Hone;.

1 BelnK the oleanest 1b ueaally workeo
the quickest of any Foundation made

J. A. VAN DEUSEN,
Sole Manataotnrer,

Spront Brook MontKomery Co., N. T

.

Dupsi j College^
Penn Ave. and Eighth St.

Thorough Courses — Normal, Commercial, La-

dles Literary, Shorthahd and Typewriting.

Efficient and experienced Instructors. Day
and Night sessions. Send Tor Catalog.

Prof. LEWIS EDWIN YORK, Prew.

MeTXiMi. i.n/e A'CMfi'^iCiSf. Bet: jviff/ii^J.

Hee-K«e|»er>*' PliotoRrapli.—We
have now on hand a limited number of ex-
cellent photographs of prominent bee-keep-
ers—a number of pictures on one card. The
likeness of 4U of them are shown on one of

the photographs, and l'.Jl on the other. We
will send them, postpaid, for lio ets. a card,

mailing from the rjl kind first; then after

they are all gone, we will send the 49 kind.

So those who order first will get the most
" faces " for their money. Send orders to

the Bee Journal ofHce.

PROF. A. J. COOK'S BOOK FREE !

The Bee-Keeper'sGuide
MANUAL OFVhE APIARY.

This loth and latest edition of Prof . Cook's
magnificent book ot 460 pages. In neat and
substantial cloth binding, we propose to give
away to our present subscribers, for the work
of getting NEW subscribers for the American
Bee Journal.

A description of the book bere is quite un-
necessary—it Is simply the most complete sci-
entific and practical bee-book published to-
day. Fully Illustrated, and all written in the
most fascinating style, The author is also
too well-known to the whole bee-world to re-
?uire any introduction. No bee-keeper is

ully equipped, or his library complete, with-
out " The Bee-Keepeb's Guide."

Given For 2 New Subscriberg.
The following offer Is made to present sub-

scribers only, and no premium is also given
to the two new subscribers—simply the Bee
Journal for one year :

Send us Two New Subscribers to the Bee
Journal (with 42.00), and we will mall YOn a
copy of Prof. Cook's book free as a premi-
um. Prof. Cook's book alone sent for (1.'25,

or we club It with the Bee Journal for a year
—both together for only J1.75, But surely
anybody can get only 3 new subscribers to
the Bee Journal for a year, and thus get the
booi as a premium. Let everybody try for If
Will you have one '

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan St., Chicago, 111.

The Great People's Atlas of the World.
MORE THAN 100,000 COPIES SOLD ANNUALLY.

Up-to-Date, Accuratei Beautifulli] Illustrated.

Nearly 70 Comprehensive Maps, many of them double-page.
140 New and Superb Illustrations. A whole Library in Itself, of vital and ab-

sorbing interest to every member of the household.
Population of each State and Territory, of all Counties of the United States, and

of American Cities of over 5,000 inhabitants, by latest Census.

Miniature Cut of AiIhh. Artual Size. Open. 14 by 22 Inchei ;

Olused, 14 by 11 luches

The handsomely engraved maps
of all the States and Territories in
the Union are large, full-page. with
a numbei- of double-page maps to
represent the most important of
the Sta es. All countries on the
face of the earth are shown. Klv-
ers and lakes are accurately loca-
ted. All of the large cities of the
world, the important towns and
most of the villages of the United
States are given on these maps

;

also every county In eacb
State.
Over 200 Magnificent Illustra^

tlons and Maps embellish nearly
every page of the Atlas and faith-
fully depict scenes In almost every
part ofCithe world.

This Atlas contains a prodigious
amount of Historical. Physical, Po-
litical. Educational and Statistical
matter, so comprehensively ar-
ranged and indext that informa-
tion on any subject can be found
in a moment's time.

Description of the World.
It contains a General Description

of the World, giving its Physical
Features. Form, Density, Tempera-
ture, Motion. Winds and Currents',
Distribution of Land and Water;
Races of People, their Religions
andNumlicrs: also the most com-
plete LUt ot Nations ever publlsht,
glvingthelr Geographical Location,
Area, Population,
ernment, etc.

Forms of Gov-

The Popular and Electoral Votes for President in 1884, 1888 and 1892, by

States. List of All the Presidents. Agricultural Productions. Mineral Products.

Homestead Laws and Civil Service Rules. Statistics of Immigration, 1820 to

1891. Public Debt for the Past 100 Years. Gold and Sliver Statistics. Number
and Value of Farm Animals. Cultivable Area as Compared with Increase of Popu-
lation. Postal Information, with Domestic and Foreign Rates, and Other Informa-

tion that should be In every Home, Store, Oftice and Schoolroom.

We will mail this great Atlas, postpaid, for only
50 cts.; or for $1.40 we will send itwlth the Bee
Journal for one year ; or we will mail it free as a

one New Subscriber ($1.00) to the Bee Journal

Our Liberal Offers

:

premium for sending us

for a year.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan St CHICAGO, HiL.

From now to Jan. 1, 1 months, foi* 50c.
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HONEY a^d BEESWAX
MARKtyr 4lIJOXAXlU.^!$.

Clilcairo, 111., Slay 6.—There is very little
honey coming to tlie market, and fine lots of
white eomb brings 1.30. Tet only :i little is

taken liy tljc dealers, the season for it being
over with the comin^of strawberries, which
are now plentiful. Extracted biintrs atiout
late quotations, with beeswax in active de-
mand at 27@28c. for best grades.

San Francisco, Calif.. May 6.— White
comb. 9-lOc.; amber, .i-Tc. Extracted, white.
oMc. ; light amber, 3i4-4c. ; dark tule. 1\Q..
Beeswax, fair to choice, 2o-27c.

Wew York, N. 7., May 20.—Old crop is
well cleaned up. both comb and e.vtracted,
and our market is In good shape lor new crop,
which is now beginning to ariive from the
South. It is in fairly good demand at 50@3'2c.
per gallon for average common grade, aad 55
@60c. for better grades.
Beeswa.T is rather quiet at 26@2Tc.

Detroit, Mich. , May 1.—Fancy whitecomb,
ll@12c.; No. 1. lOailc: fancy amber. 9@
10c. ; No. 1. 8@ye.: dark. '©Sc. Extracted,
white. .5@6c.: amber. 4@5c : dark, 4c. Bees-
wax, 23@26c. Demand is slow for honey, and
plenty in commission house.

Kansas City, Mo., May 20.—Fancy white,
12@i:fr.: No. l,ll@12c.; fancy amber. 10®
lie; No.l.flSlOc; fancy dark, SQfc; No. 1,
8c. Extracted, white. o®5Vic. ; amber, 4'/^@
oc; dark, 3W@4c. Beeswax, 25c.

Cincinnati, Ohio, May 7. — Demand is
slow for all kinds of honey. Comb honev,
9@14c. for fair to choice white; extracted,
3ii@6c. There Is a fair demand for beeswax
at 22@2oc. for good to choice yellow.

Minneapolis, Minn., May 1. — Fancy
whit«. ll(ai-o.; No. 1 white, lOailc; fancy
amber. 9@l0c.: No. 1 amber. 8@9c.; fancy
dark, 7@8c.; No. 1 dark. 6-7c. Extracted,
white. 6@7c.; amber, 5a5^c.: dark. 4ia5c.
Utah white extracted, 5@aVic. Beeswax, 2.3®
26c. Market fairly steady for comb and bet-
ter for extracted than for some time.

Philadelphia, Pa., May 1.— Fancy white
comb, 12-13C : fancy amber. 8-9c.: No. 1, 8c.;
fancy dark. 7-8c. Extracted, white, 5-7o.

;

amber. 4-3c.; dark, 3^-4c. Beeswax, 25c.
Season is getting over for com b honey—very

little demand. Extracted in good demand.

St. Iionis, Mo., May 1.— Fancy comb. 12®
©l.'ic.: No. 1 white, ll®ll!^c.; amber, 9®
iO^c; dark, 7®8/,c. Extracted, white, in
cans, 6@7c. ; amber, in barrels, 4@4 i4c ; extra.
5c. ; dark, 3a4c. Good demand for barrel
stock—comb slow sale. Beeswax, 2l!@23Hc.
-prime finds ready sale at 23^c.

Albany. N. Y., May 1. — Fancy white, 12-
)3c.; No. 1. 11-12C.: fancy amber, 9-lOc.;
No. 1. 8-9c.; fancy dark. 7-8c.; No. 1, 6-7o
Extracted, white. o-Gc: dark. 3H-4c.
Demand is all that could be expected at this

season. Stock on band small.

Indianapolis, Ind., May 1. — Fancy white
lt-15c.

; No. 1 white. 12-13c. Extracted,
white. 6-7c. Beeswax. 22-25c.
Demand Is fair for grades quoted, but no

demand for inferior grades.

Buffalo, N. Y., May 28.—The honey season
here Is about wound up for the present.
There are a few stray sales of fancy at 10 and
11 cents, while common is selling at any
price, quotable at 9®4c. No extracted of
consequence here.

Boston, Mass., May 1.— Fancy white, 13-
14c.; No. 1, 11-12C. Extracted, white. 6-7c.:
amber, 5-6c. Beeswax, 25c.

.

Cleveland. Ohio. Peb. 20.—Fancy white,
14K@loc.: No. I white. 12H@13c. Extracted,
white, 6a7c.; amber. 4!4®5^c. Beeswax, 22
®25c.
There Is not very much honey In our mar-

ket. Selling rather slow. Demand beginning
to be a little better. Think trade will be fair
In this line this fall.

Please Send TJs the Names of your
neighbors who keep bees, and we will
send them sample copies of the Bee
JotJBNAL. Then please call upon them
and get them to subscribe with you, and
secure some of the premiums we offer.

List of Honey and Beeswai Dealers.

Moat of whom Quote In this Journal.

Cblcago, Ills.

K. A. BinusBTT & Co.. 163 South Water 8tr<et.

New York, N. Y.
HiLDRETH Bros. & Seohlkbn,

Kansas City, Mo.
0. C. CLSUOM8 & Co.. 423 Walnut St.

Battalo, N.Y.
Battebson & Co., 167 Is. 169 Scott St.

Hamilton, Ilia.

Chas. Dadant & Son.

Phlladelpbla, Pa.
WM. A. Selser. 10 Vine St.

Cleveland, Ohio.
Williams Bros., 80 & 82 Broadway.

St. liOnln, mo.
Westcott Com. Co.. 213 Market St

Minneapolis, IQIuii.

S. H. Hall & Co.

rauwaokee. Wis.
A, V. Bishop & Co.

Boston, ITIass.

E. E. Blake & Co., 57 Chatham Street.

Detroit, micb.
M. H. Hunt, Bell Branch, Wayne Co,, Mich.

Indianapolis, Ind.
Walter S. Pouder, 162 Massi chusetts Ave

Albany, N. Y.
Chas. McCulloch & Co., 380 Broadway.

Cincinnati, Oblo.
C. F, Mdth & Son, cor. Freeman & Cent ral A vs.

FINE SECTIONS!
We have the finext Iiuniber to be bad for

One-Piece Sections,
all Second-Growth and White as Snow. We
have all the up-to-date uiactalnery, and
are in a position to fill your order promptly
and satisfactorily.

Write for Price-List and Sample Section
free. Yours &c ,

WAVZEKA SECTION CO.,
Apr. 23. '97. Wauzeka, Crawford Co., Wis.

1 7Atf ilentUm Oie Ameriean Bee Joumof..

"suMllI
WITH THE "INCOIMPARABLE" '

BORDEAUX NOZZLE]
used on "World's Best" Spraying Outfits made f

onlyby THEDEMING CO., Sale M, OHIO.
Mailers of PUMPS FOR ALL PURPOSES. '

.-V^^k your dealer ii<v Ueniinp Spravers. •

HEXTON 6: HTBIiKLL. General Western Agents. '

61 to fi9 No. Jefferson St.. Chicago, Ili- Valuable i

illustrated 10 patre book on Spraying, free. Our?
Si^rayiiiK Outtlts are nspd and recommended by /

'""iing horticulturists and experiment st-ations. '

5C5t Mention the American Bee Journal.

NEW CHAMPIOFCHAFF HIVE
with Dovetailed Boi>v axu Supers espe-
cially. All other Bee-Supplies accordingly.
Send for Catalog and Price-Ltst. Address,

B. H. SCHMIDT & CO.,
48Aif Box 187, Shebovoan, Wis.

See the premium oiler on page S46

!

A Book Recommended by Dr. GallujK

THENEWMETHOD
In Health and Disease.
By W. E Forest. M. D., 12th Kdition. Re-
vised, Illustrated, and Enlarged. This is

the greatest and best work ever publisht
as a Home riivsiciAN, and as

A <jiiiid4' l<> lleallli.
It makes tlie way from ^VeukneNK to
Streuglli so plain that only those who
are past recovery (the very few) need to
be sick, and the well who will follow its
teachings i'iiiiiiol l»e sniok. It is now
in many families the only counsellor in
matters of health, saving the need of call-
ing a physician and all expenses for medi-
cines, as it teaches Hygiene and the use
of Nature's remedies, not :i «lriigf
treatment.

All Clironii- I>iseii!<>es

are considered, and there is not a curable
disease that has not been helpt by some
of the".V<i" J/f(/(o(/.N- " given here; even
those who have been pronounced Coii-
Nitniptix- have been entirely cured.
While for iSlioiiniatisiii, liKlisreK-
lion. U.vspepMia. Coii<>li|>alioii,
l>yNenl:ii-y, I>iver and Ki«Iney
'I'l-oubles. Catarrli. Kniacia-
tiwn. <jieiiei-al Debility. :>'ei-v-
«»n»_ E:xlal^>lion. l>i<iea!«es Pe-
culiar t» Women, etc.. the methods
are sure, and can be carried out at one's
own home and with little or no expense.

A Ciinarantee.
So confident are the publishers of the
results, that they offer to refund the
money to any one who will try "New
Methods " thoroughly, if the book is re-
turned in good condition.

Tlie l^'ew Kdition
is illustrated with a number of Anatom-
ical plates from the best English work on
Anatomy publisht. and others made ex-
pressly for this work; contains .300 pages,
printed on fine calendered paper, and al-
though the price,of the first edition (much
smaller in size and without illustrations)
was •?2.50, we sell this at -SI. 00. postpaid.

PRICMIIW OFrKRS.
For sending us two new subscribers to
the Bee Journal for one year, we will
mail yen the book free as a premium, or
we will mail it for sending your own ad-
vance renewal and one new yearly sub-
scriber. This is a wonderful premium
offer. Address all orders to

—

GEOBGI" W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.

im™ed Machine for Sheeting Wa.x.
This machine oroduces a continuous sheet

of uniform thickness and any width desired
directly from tlie melted wax. Xo lapping or
welding done In this proces. This machine is
a rapid worker, simple in construction, easily
operated either by hand or steam power, and
price within reach of any supply dealer. Cor-
respondence solicited. Sample sent on receipt
of order and postatre. Patent allowed March
18. 189T. THOS. EVANS, Lansing, Iowa.

Texas Queens

!

By return mall. Best honeyg^atherine strain
in America. I'ntested, T.oc. Select Warran-
ted, Jl.OO. J. D. GIVENS, Lisbon, Tex.
9A26t Mention the American Bee Journal

Tested Italian Queens, 75 ets.

Untested, 50 cts. —^^ or .'j banded. I have
500 Nuclei. Can send Queens by retarn
mall. D.4NIEL, WItkth,
22A4t FAL.MOfTH, Rush Co.. Indiana.

Wanted to Exchange^^S&S^
calibre, for Tested Italian Queens from Im-
ported mother, or faultless tjreedlng queens
or anything useful in an apiary.

'

F. J. Ul NXEI., Cla}-tonTllle, III.
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mm m^ mm h —A Copy of

—

LULL Snccessfnl Bce-Keeping,rn r r by W. Z Hutchinson ;

I IIkk and our 1897 Catalog, for 2-

cent stamp, or a copy of the
Catalog: for tlie Anklnet- We make almost
Evcryiliiiig used by Bee-Keepers, and at
IiowuRl Prices. Ot'R

Falcon Polislit Sections
are warranted

Superior to All Others.

Don't buy cheaply and roughly made Goods.
when you can have ilie bettt—sucli as we
make.

The American Bee - Keeper
[monthly, now in Its 7th year]

36 Pagfes—50 Cents a Year.
bAMPLE Fkee—Address,

THE W.T. FALCONER MFfi. CO.,

JAMESTOWN, N. T.

DANZENBAKER
HIVE AND HONEY
won Highest Honors at the

Fairs, and pays Premiums
to purchasers

of 50 hives, $.50 for the best 100 Danz. sections
" 25 " 25 •• 60
' 20 •' 20 ' 40
•• 10 '• 10 •' 20 "
" 5 •' 5 " 10 "
^~ Further particulars regarding the pre-
miums, also special catalog of the Danzen-
baker Hive and System, furnlsht on applica-

tion. Address,

Francis Danzenbaker, Medina, Oliio.

Care The A.I. Root Company.

DESCRIPTION and
PRICE-LIST of the

^^ Honey Extractor
on the marbet. Will save its cost In Time and
and Combs in one season. Address,

Van Allen & Williams, Barnuni, Wis.

8Etf UKntAtm. Hie A mertcan Bee Jcmmot.

I AEISE
To SAY to the readers

of the

BEE JOURNAL, thai

DOOI.1TTI.E
has coDClnded to sell

-BKB8 and QUKEN8-
In Ihelr season, during
1897, at thetollowlnB
prices :

One Colony of Italians
on 9 Gallup frames, in

IlKbt sblpptnu-boz $6<io
Five Colonies 25 00
Ten Colonies 4500
1 untested queen. 1 00
6 *' queens 5 .*>(>

12 " " 1000
1 testel Queen. . . 1 1 50
S " Queens . 3 5u
1 select tested queen 2 <<o

8 " " Queens 4 00

Selectlesied queen, previous season's rearluK . 4 on

Bztra Selected for breeding. THB vert best. 6 00
About a Pound ot BUK8 In a Two-frame Nucleus,
with any Queen, la.oo extra.

IV Circular free, giving full particulars regarC-

Ing the Bees and eaota class of Queens.
AddressJUl COD

G. M, DOOLITTLE,
llA-ZSt nOKODINO. Onon. Co.. N. V.

ilfi MONEY IN POULTRY

lOAlitt

BL_
readiTsotlliisM.-ipcronlyif you order

now.of 30lfadlng v.irietiPS. Send ir,c

forthelnrnoBt rind montcomplpte Poultry

,(iuldoever JOHN BAUSCHEB. Jr.
imi.liHhoJ. Box »4, Freeport, Ills.

Mention Ihe American lice Journal

^''^
Dadant's Foundation

^''^

Year Year

Why Does It SeU So Well ?
Because it has always given better satisfaction than any other.

Because IN 20 YEARS there have not been any complaints, but thousand

of compliments.

We Guarantee Satisfaction.
What more can anybody do ? Beauty, Purity, Firmness, No Sagging^, No

lioss. Patent 'Weed Process of Sheeting.

Kend l^anie for Our Catalog, Samples^ ot Fonntlatioii and Teil
]tlaterial. We sell the best Veils, cotton or silk.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies of All Kinds.

The Classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.25, by mail.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
Please mention the Am. Bee Journal. HAMILTON, Hancock Co., ILL.

41 e-MowioiNie m eMowioMf
t X

Our business is making Sections. We are located in the basswood belt of Wis-
consin ; therefore the material we use cannot be better. We have made the fol-

lowing prices :

No. 1 Cream.
500 for $1.00

1000 for 2.00
2000 for 3.75
3000 for 5.25

If larger quantities are wanted, write for prices.

Price-List of Sections, Foundations, Veils, Smokers, Zinc, Etc.,

Sent on application.

6A35t MARSHFIELD MFG. CO., Marshfield, Wis.

No. 1 Snow-White.
500 for $1.25
1000 for 2.50
2000 for 4.75
3000 for 6.75

^^^^^ROOT'S GOODS

!

ffi^" Before placing your order for this season, be sure to send for Root's

1897 Catalog, Ready Now.
Our 1897 Hives, with improved Danzy Cover and Improved Hoffman Frames

are simply "out of sight." Acknowledged by all who have seen them to be

a great improvement over any hive on the market, of last year.

Comb Foundation
Cheaper and better than ever—clear as crystal, for you

can read your name through it. Process and machinery pat-

ented Dec. 8, 1896. Samples of the New Foundation free.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
Factory and Main Office, MEDINA, O.

BK-A-tTCH: OFFICES :

IIS Michigan St., Chicago, III. Syracuse, Hi. Y.
1024 Miss. Str., St. Paul, Minn. mechanic Falls, Maine.

10 Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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"THE LAND OF FLOWERS."
Bee-Keeplug Thoughts, Observations and Ex-

periences in South Florida.

BY 11. E. HILL.

LContlnued from page 338.]

Last summer we moved a small apiary to the Indian
River Narrows mangrove region, about 50 miles from Spruce
Bluff. As previously noted in these columns, the mangrove

particular locality, and I decided to utilize an old, abandoned
dock during my brief stay. A part view of this migratory
apiary is herewith presented. Tho confined to such limited

space, our only difficulty during six weeks' bee-keeping in the
Indian river, arose from a general swarming-fever, which
could be controlled only by a wholesale caging of queens with-
in the hives.

Time and space at this time forbid relating at length
many amusing circumstances Incidental to the life of a migra-
tory bee-keeper, in this most interesting country, some of

which would rival Rambler's trip to Santa Catalina. We
have no snow-capt mountains, burning deserts, gulches and
precipitous canyons which echo the howl of coyotes, " where
the lion roareth and the whangdoodle mourneth for his first

born," but, tho oft repeated, the charms of Florida, when
coming from a northern winter, are intensified by each succes-
sive experience ; the Ice and suow have vanisht, roses bloom
by the wayside, and from amid the rustling leaves of stately

palms feathered songsters of gaudy plumage send forth
melodies as of gratitude for this glad rendezvous where winter
blasts can never come. Mighty oaks, towering magnolias and
sweet bay trees supporting massive festoons of Spanish moss,

Part View of a Florida Migratory Apiary.

failed to secrete in that locality last season, tho we
secured some 500 pounds of comb honey, and 1,300 pounds
of extracted, from cabbage palm, during our stay upon an old
bulkhead adjacent to the islands. Owing to shoal water it

was difficult to effect a landing near the islands. To this was
added the fear of ants, which are very destructive in this

artistically draped by the hand of Nature, wave o'er bead,
swayed by fresh Atlantic breezes, as dancing rays of tropical
sunlight through the foliage fall upon marble-white roads of

sand and shell.

In January of last year I arrived in New Smyrna, 125
miles south of Jacksonville, where, in order to have my boat
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and camping outfit which was necessary to convey me beyond
the railway and steamboat lines to my destination, the north

fork of the St. Lucie river, I was obliged to continue my trip

southward 160 miles in my open skiff boat. While busily

overhauling the rigging preparatory to starting by the first

fair wind and tide, and meditating upon the long and lonely

trip before me in strange waters— firmly resolved to improve
the first favorable weather—officiating as captain, cook and
crew, tho even an apprenticeship before the mast is included

in the long list of branches entirely neglected in my education—"Going for a sail ?" came a familiar voice, and I readily

recognized my Interrogator and esteemed friend, Mr. Fred
Whitaker, of Hawks Park, a steamboat engineer then tempo-
rarily off duty on account of an attack of rheumatism.

Upon acquainting my friend with my project, he imme-
diately signified a desire to accompany me, saying he thought
such a trip would be beneficial to his "rheumatiz." This
proposition delighted me— I was to have a companion. I will

not occupy space to elucidate my private thoughts regarding
such a cure (?) for rheumatism, tho I exprest my faith in its

efficacy, and perhaps cited a precedent or two just to avoid
opposition to my friend.

That evening I requested my grocer to double my order,

and to have the goods aboard by sunrise the following morn-
ing, as the indications were for fair weather (which prognos-
tication proved equal to any forecast issued by Prof. Ira D.

Hicks since he assumed charge of the weather), and we
accordingly cast off on time, provided with water, provisions,

guns, fishing tackle and ammunition sufficient for a small

pirate ship; but, alas, we neglected to take on board a pilot,

and the wending waterways, through thousands of mangrove
islands, which for complex and delusive courses rival the cata-

combs of Rome, render travel extremely difficult to those un-

accustomed to the locality. A succession of oyster-bars which
traverse the entire length of the Hillsborough river, and are

visible only at low tide, tend to increase the perils of naviga-

tion. After 15 miles of unnecessary travel, however, our

first day out brought us safely through the Hillsborough
across Mosquito lagoon, a sheet of water 6 by 20 miles in ex-

tent, and the Haulover canal, recently cut through by the East
Coast Canal Company, connecting that body with the Indian
river, afforded a safe harbor for the night.

As the sun sank from view we drew our little craft along-

side an old shanty, probably the former abode of some lone

fisherman. The camp-fire soon lent cheer to the scene as

preparation was made for the evening repast, and the coffee-

pot sang the old song that always recalls boyhood days in

mother's kitchen. As the nocturnal shades closed upon us,

flashes of lightning revealed the outline of dark clouds along
the western horizon. Sunburned, tired and sleepy we spread
our blankets upon the shanty floor, and, in the bony arms of

Morpheus, all the cares and trials Incidental to the struggle
in providing diamonds for the city commission men tempor-
arily fled ; but, alas, we were soon, too soon, forsaken by the

fickle god of dreams. In the midnight darkness I awoke be-

neath a veritable cataract. The howling wind, splashing
waves, and rain beating through the open doorway; the heavy
rumbling of the ocean surf breaking upon the beach, and
roar of thunder added to the din and bewilderment of one
thus rudely awakened. From a groveling object In the corner
came an audible voice, which in accents not particularly
" soft and low," discust the cruising cure for rheumatism.
Sleep was impossible the remainder of the night, and the

rough weather continued, making the outlook for progress

very unpropitious.

After enduring the dampness of perpetual storm for 36
hours, and battling the waves for 10 more, we reacht Tltus-

ville, 10 miles distant across the Indian river, with our blank-
ets in six inches of water in the boat, as were also all our
other effects.

The next morning old Sol shone with all the radiant glory

of a tropical sun from a cloudless sky, and all Nature seemed
gladdened and revived by the invigorating rains and the
bright sunshine which comes after storm. After a refreshing
night's rest and breakfast at the hotel we proceeded on our
Journey southward, going ashore each night to camp upon the
river banks ; always having provided fish, duck or oysters
during the day, to fry or roast over tho camp-fire at night.

Our trip occupied seven days, and when we arrived at the
apiary It was Indeed a pleasant January scene; the bees
whitening their combs and adding small bits of new comb
wherever space permitted, which glistened with new honey
from pennyroyal, upon which aromatic herb they were
actively at work. Then, as often before and since, I sollli-

quized : Why do not more Northern people avail themselves
of the advantages of Florida's genial climate and natural
resources ? Brevard Co., Fla.

Wintering—Other Notes and Comments.
BY EDWIN BBVIN8.

One of the colonies, in an 8-frame dovetailed hive, which
was so outrageously strong last fall that I felt sure the hive
did not and could not hold enough honey to winter the bees, I

wintered successfully in the following manner:
When the time came for putting on chaff cushions, instead

of putting on a cushion, I put on a super filled with unfinisht

sections of honey, and then packt over them. During the
warm spell, late in January, I examined and found the honey
had all gone somewhere, and refilled with 20 more unfinisht

sections. The bees were left alone till May 3, when I found
them just cleaning up the last of those 20 sections. The bees
appeared to be about as numerous as they were last fall, and
seemed to be so altogether prosperous, contented, and lazy,

that I thought it would be a good plan to give them something
to do. I did not like to see so much bee-power going to waste.
I put over them another hive-body filled with frames of heavy
foundation. It was a marvel how soon that foundation was
converted into comb.

ANOTHER ENTRANCE FEEDER DESCRIBED.

I fed some at the entrance in the evening. My feeder is

a home-made affair which costs nothing, and will last forever
and a day. Mr. Deacon says his will last forever. May be it

will if it does not get broken. Mine will not break. I don't
know as many readers of the American Bee Journal may care
to know how this feeder is made, but for fear some one may
be out of money and want a feeder, I will tell how it is done

:

Get a piece of pine plank 2 inches thick, 6 inches wide,
and 8 or 10 inches long. Nail some thin boards all around
the edges of this piece of plank, letting them be of a width to

project above the plank so as to form the sides and ends of a
trough with the plank for a bottom. Then nail two strips

bee-space thick on the side of the feeder that is to be placed
against the hive end, and then between the upper ends of

these two strips cut a bee-space out of the upper edge of the
thin board. Then get another piece of pine plank 2 inches
thick, and a little wider and longer than the feeder, which use
for a cover. I smear the inside of these feeders with melted
beeswax and rosin.

By varying the width of the thin boards forming the sides

and ends of these feeders, they can be made of any desired
capacity.

Put a piece of cheese-cloth on the feed, and no bees get
drowned. I was simple enough one time to buy a Simplicity
feeder, but that Is too much of a toy affair for me, as was also

one of Root's old, original dovetailed winter-cases. I have one
of each standing around with nothing in the world to do.

HIVE-MAKING—VARIOUS SIZES.

I am congratulating myself just now that I am about to

put the finishing touches to my hundredth hive. I do not mean
to say that a hundred is all the hives I have, but I mean to

say that I have made a hundred. This is nothing to boast of,

but then I am tolerably well pleased over the fact that I have
made them. My hives are not all made after a single pattern.
Some of them are what are called " Dadant hives." The rest

all have bodies 20 inches long, outside measure. I shall never
vary from this length If I make a thousand hives. Most of

my hives take 8 frames, but a good many are made to take 10
frames. Some 8-frame hives are 12 inches deep, but most of

them take frames of standard depth. Some 10-frame hives
take frames of same depth, but most of them have bodies 12
Inches deep. These last-mentioned have telescope covers.
Then I have made a few hives with bodies 1% Inches deep,
the same length and width as the dovetailed hive. I shall put
starters In the frames of these and use them to hive swarms
on this season. The brood-chamber is contracted without the
use of dummies. After the white honey-flow is over I shall

put on hive-hodies of the same size, filled with frames of foun-
dation, and let the bees build up; or, if necessary, I will feed
up for winter. Next season I will manage these double hives

as Dr. Tinker manages his. May be these experiments will

pay, and may be not. I am willing to incur the expense for

the sake of the knowledge.

NECESSARY TO FEED SOME COLONIES.

The spring has been an uncommonly poor one for early
brood-roaring, and an uncommonly good one for making it

necessary to feed—wet and cold most of the time. If It is not

too late I would like to say to bee-keepers, get a move on, and
see if some colony does not need to be fed right away. One
warm day, not long ago, when bees were bringing in pollen at

a lively rate, I found one strong colony that had suspended
work of this sort. The frames were lifted, but there was not
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a particle of honey or brood In them. Some feed has been
given occasionally since, and now the work of gathering pol-

len goes merrily on.

HIVE CLAMr.S AND RABBETS.

I omitted to say in the proper place that I buy all of my
frames In the flat, and that I use metal rabbets and Van Dcmi-

sen clamps for nearly all of my hives. I tried hive hooks, but
prefer the clamps. I have almost come to consider the clamps
and rabbets as indispensable parts of a hive.

PREVENTING SWAKMING—PACKING COLONIES.

Some of those colonies in 8-frarae dovetailed hives whicli

were so immensely strong last fall, seem to be equally strong
this spring. Since the advent of fruit-bloom some of the bees
In some of these hives have had to camp out on the alighting-

board over night. As I did not want any swarms to feed a

mouth before the Bow, I put on hive-bodies filled with frames
of heavy foundation. Here is when and where I feel sure that

the use of heavy foundation will pay. Not many swarms
would be likely to Issue anyhow, and in the meantime there

would of necessity be an Immense number of idle bees in the
hive If not given the additional room.

Some readers will perhaps remember that I told them
that I wintered a few colonies in big hives without any pack-
ing of straw around the hives. These hives were mostly
double-boarded on the north and west, and I left them un-

packt in order to compare results in wintering with bees in

hives of S-frame dovetailed size packt as I usually pack them.
The big, unpackt hives were all very low in stores at the ad-

vent of fruit-bloom, and one was entirely destitute. The well-

packt colonies in the small hives have not had to be fed yet,

but some of them may if this cool weather continues much
longer. I shall pack everything after this.

It is satisfying In such a season as this to note the condi-

tion of the bees in the S and 10 frame hives having bodies I'J

inches deep, and also in the 10-frame hives of standard depth.
These hives were all well packt, and the bees have required
no loeking after, and will need none till it is time to put on
sections.

Some writers on apiarian subjects claim that a 10-frame
hive is no better for wintering bees than an 8-frame hive, be-

cause, they say, the bees in a long, cold spell cannot move
about to get the honey in the outside combs, and may starve
with honey in the hive. This may be partially or wholly true
in colder climates, and unpackt hives, but it is not true here

—

at least not true with me. I have lookt into some of my
packt hives in quite cold weather, and never found the bees
very closely clustered. Generally they were pretty well dis-

tributed between all frames. Sometimes I may conclude to

protect the fronts of my hives with a packing of chaff. If I

do, it will be by means of some device that can be easily re-

moved when the coldest of the weather is over.

GETTING BEES INTO THE SECTIONS.

I read much about the trouble some folks have to get the
bees to work in the sections. I have never had any trouble of

this kind. I have had more trouble to get the bees out of the
sections than I have had to get them in. Colonies are gen-
erally so strong that the bees are glad to get somewhere in a

hot day, and they will not hang outside if you give them room
above, and plenty of air.

A man about 10 miles away told me that he got no sur-

plus from 10 or a dozen colonies in box and log hives last sea-

son. His surplus receptacles were air-tight boxes placed on
top of the hives, and the communication was one Inch, or less

than an Inch, auger hole through the cover of the hive. See ?

Those bees had good sense. Who would work for such a man ?

Allow me to return to the subject of wintering bees in

hives of different capacities. I would not be deterred from
keeping bees in 8-frame standard hives because of the Increast

difficulty of wintering, over the trouble of wintering in hives

that take deeper frames, or more of them. The trouble of

wintering in this hive need not be great. The conditions for

successful wintering in almost any kind of hive are few and
obvious. Given a queen, warmth, dryness, air and a plenty

of honey, or some good substitute, when and where It is

needed, and your hives ought not to be without living tenants
in the spring. Sealed covers are foes to dryness.

I believe that the 8-frame hive with frames of standard
length and depth will always be largely used—perhaps more
largely than any other, and yet I could not be persuaded to

confine myself wholly to that size of hive. Variety Is the

spice of life, and there are some things I want to find out.

In reply to the question of Mr. Young (page 228), I will

say that at the time of my visit to Omaha I did not know that

any such person existed. I am glad to know him now,
through the reading of his " notes and comments," which I

hope are " to be continued." I am waiting with some impa-
tience for him to tell us about that hive foundation. VV^hen I

go to Omaha again I shall consider myself invited to Mr.
Young's, and shall make that Journey of 22 miles to see him.

I will notify him before hand of my coming, and then if he Is

not at home, it is not likely that I will call again.

Doolittle's old man is out in the same old garb, telling the
same old yarn, in the same old bland, persuasive way.

Decatur Co., Iowa, May 17.

How to Avoid being Stuug so Much.

Question.—Why do bees sting some people more than

others? Some tell me they can hive a swarm of bees, take

away honey, transfer, or do any other thing necessary, and
never use a veil or gloves, and never get stung. Now, I get

stung every time I work with them, even with good veil and
gloves on. This morning I lookt into a hive having a new
swarm in it, and I received six stings before I could quietly

replace the cover. Is there any way to avoid stiugs? \ am
not afraid of the bees, and like to work with them ; but I

should prefer not to get stung every time I go near them.
P. D. Wine.

Answer.— I know there is a sort of current impression,

to the effect that bees will sting some people more than others.

While this is true, it is not because they are able to recognize

any peculiar physical condition or difference, nor is it because

one person smells to the bees differently from another. It is

because they notice a difference in behavior in different per-

sons. For instance, Mr. A made a close study of the habits of

bees, and particularly of the causes that Induce them to sting.

He recognizes that quick motions, under some circumstan-

ces, are quite liable to arouse the bees and make them stiug

very badly. There are certain things he can do with impuni-

ty, and others he can not; or perhaps, we had better put it

this way: He can do anything with bees he desires ; but if he

works in a certain peculiar way he will get stung badly ; but

if his motious are regulated to their whims, he will get along

with few or perhaps no stings.

Another man, Mr. B, is not afraid of bees, and does not

care much whether he is stung or not. Perhaps he thinks a

veil useless, and does not wear one; or may be he rips the

cover off with a yank. He Is clumsy in his motions. One bee

stings him. He draws his hand back quickly, and receives

half a dozen more. He does not know the Importance of doing

all things decently and in order. Smoker? Oh yes, he has one ;

but he uses it at the wrong time, and does not keep it on hand
ready to quell any disturbance that is likely to arise.

Mr. A, on the contrary, observes that bees are crosser on

some days than on some others ; but if he must handle them
on an " off day" (a cool day after a rain ; a day when the bees

have been robbing, or a day following a sudden stoppage of

the honey-flow) he will first make sure that his smoker is in

good order, and ready to give off a good volume of smoke. He
will blow a little of it in at the entrance, and then pry the

cover up a little very gently. As he does so he will send a

stream of smoke into the crack made by the putty-knife or

screw-driver. This drives down the guards, and then the

crack is made a little wider, and more smoke is then driven in,

when the cover is removed. If the bees show a quick, nervous

movement, standing up high on their legs, bobbing their bod-

ies quickly one way and then the other, he gives them a few

more light whiffs of smoke until they are subdued. With a

screw-driver he loosens the frames, holding the smoker in his

hand. Just as soon as the bees stick their heads up, ready to

show fight, he drives them back again, and then very cautious-

ly and deliberately removes the first frame. His movements
from now on are very deliberate ; and occasionally when the

bees are a little obstreperous he gives them another whiff of

smoke. Only a very little Is required—just sufficient to let

them know that he is master, and that they must let him en-

tirely alone.

Last spring I workt with the bees nearly a week before I

received a single sting, and yet one of the boys who workt
near me at the time, doing the same work, was stung any-

where from three to five times a day. Perhaps some may feel

that these slow movements waste a good deal of time; but I

find that I can really do more work In a day by closely and
carefully watching any disposition on the part of the bees to

resent my intrusion. Right here rests the whole secret. To
one who is accustomed to handling bees there is a certain in-

describable action on their part that shows when they are
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ready to sting. A little smoke at the rigM time takes the
"fight "all out of them.

I do not think it is good policy for one who handles bees
very much to get stung a great many times, and one should be

careful to avoid every sting as much as possible. In the sum-
mer, when the bees are working in the fields, one or two stings

perhaps in the whole month would be all that I should get,

provuUiuj there were nothing but Italians from imported stock,

or of that persuasion ; and how I avoid the stings is simply by
following the plan laid down by Mr. A.

In this connection it might be well to state that one who
makes a business of keeping bees is liable in years to come to

experience some bad effects from too much of the apis-mellifica

poison being injected into his system. The Rev. L. L.

Langstroth, James Heddon, and others in later years exper-
ienced some inconvenience from what they ascribed to the
presence of too much bee-sting poison in the system.

In regard to dispensing with a veil—yes, this can be done,
but it dosen't pay. I have seen some of these same chaps
boast of how they did not need any face protection ; yet I have
seen them waste valuable time in stopping to put the hands
up to the face, or plunge the head in a clump of bushes in ig-

noble retreat.—E. R. Root, in Gleanings.

Real Cause of Foul Brood Among Bees.

BY WM. M'EVOY.

Official Foul Brood Inspector for Ontario, Canada.

I have discovered the real cause of foul brood, and from
experimental testliiQ cjf my own I A\sco\eTe:A the simplest and
most practical way, with the least work, of curing that di-

sease ; and I have had more experience with foul brood than
any other man on earth.

I will now give you evidence that would count in any court
of law, and that any judge on the bench would accept, and
charge a jury to believe, as they are solid facts.

One fine day in April, 1875, when my bees were flying

freely, the bees of one colony all came out, and about two-
thirds of them got into another before I got the hive closed. I

then took the remaining third of the bees and the queen, and
returned them to their own hive.

Then about sundown, when the bees had settled for the
day, 1 examined the colony that swarmed out and lost two-
thirds of its bees, I found plenty of honey, a nice lot of brood
in all stages, but too small a cluster of bees to cover or care for
the amount of brood. That colony having lost the most of its

bees, the uncared-for brood died and rotted in the cells. Then
by the middle of June that colony had developt into a genu-
ine case of pure foul brood, which gave me many a day's very
bitter experience before I got rid of it.

In the summer of 1882, Mr. C. J. Robinson, of Richfield,

N. Y., originated foul brood in his own apiary, by forcing
brood to consume their food mixt with rotten larvje. Mr. Rob-
inson had some combs with brood in that were taken out of

the hives at extracting time, and were not returned to the
hives, through mistake. The weather being warm at the time,

and the c(jmbs of brood being piled on top of each other in a
building, the brood heated and soon became very rotten. Mr.
Robinson then went to a colony of bees, took out a comb of

brood, brusht the bees off, and then put the matter from the
rotten combs into the cells that had brood in, and to force the
brood to consume it he put a screen on each side of the comb,
and then put it back into the hive of bees again. The comb
of brood was kept warm by the heat of the colony, and the
screen kept the bees from feeding the brood. Then the larvw
was forced to consume the rotten matter, and then it became
foul brood.

In 1888, the Rev. Mr. Gruetzner, of New Dundee, Ont.,
had foul brood originate in his apiary. In a letter I received
from him, Mr. Gruetzner says :

•' In the spring I placed entirely healthy combs of brood
from other colonies into a weak but healthy colony ; very soon
the young died. Intense heat set in, and the whole colony be-
came full of foul brood. In (Germany the opinion seems to be
universal that diseased brood is the cause of foul brood."

In June, 1889, Mr. Wm. Burkholder, of Otterville, Ont.,
had foul brood originate in his apiary, from starved brood.
Mr. Burkholder had a very strong colony of well-bred Italians,
which consumed all their honey just a little before the honey
season opened, and which he found In a dying state one morn-
ing. He fed them at once, and the majority of the bees came
out all right again. All the brood In the colony had died at
that time from starvation, and rotted in the combs. Then
warm weather set in, and the whole colony became full of pure
foul brood.

In June, 1890, Mr. Charles Urlocker, of Thorold, Ont.,

had 30 colonies of bees turned into foul brood from drowned
brood. In June, 1890, Mr. Urlocker had 40 good colonies
with a top story on each hive, and a queen-excluder on every
brood-chamber. Just then a sudden storm started up, and a
big cloud bursted over Thorold, and for a time caused a terri-

ble flood. Mr. Uriocker's apiary was in low land, the water
rose very rapidly, and soon 10 brood-chambers were under
water, and as the queens could not get up through the queen-
excluders, they were drowned, as well as the brood. The
water did not get quite up to the tops of the brood-chambers
of the other 30 colonies, so the queens did not drown in them.
The bees in nearly all went up into the top stories at the time.
These colonies were very strong, and some had swarmed be-
fore that, and were full of brood when the flood overflowed the
apiary. The water soon went down, extreme heat set in, and
the brood-chambers full of drowned brood went into a great
mass of corruption, and turned Mr. Uriocker's apiary into foul

brood with a vengeance. In the Foul Brood Bulletin, page
14, Mr. D. A. Jones, of Beeton, Ont., says :

"A man once had a hundred colonies in an isolated local-

ity, with no other apiary within miles of it, and no bees in the
woods, as far as known ; there were no signs of foul brood in

his apiary all summer, tho the colonies were carefully exam-
ined once or twice each week. In August or September, a
flood came and drowned a large portion of the brood in some
of the hives ; 10 or 15 of them were so much injured by the
flood that the bees did not remove the dead brood, and in most
of these colonies nearly all the combs were full of brood. The
weather, after the flood, was very warm and muggy, the
atmosphere very oppressive for days, with frequent showers.
All the colonies from which the dead brood were removed came
out all right, while the 10 or 15 from which it was not re-

moved became very badly diseased ; they attempted to rear
brood, but some of it was affected, so much so that the odor
arising from the brood dying was very unpleasant. When all

the dead brood was removed, the disease continued, and it ap-
peared that the spores of the disease were in the honey, as

many of the larvaa were found dead. Each time brood was
reared the disease continued to increase, in spite of salicylic

acid and other treatments then in vogue. Honey from the
combs when given to a healthy colony produced the disease.

It appeared in every respect like foul brood, and I feel satis-

fled that it was. Now, if it did not emanate from the decay-
ing brood, which was a mass of corruption, where did it come
from ?"

Mr. John F. Gates, of Ovid, Erie Co., Pa., U. S., had foul

brood originate in his apiary from his bees dwindling so badly
one very backward spring that the bees could not cover or
care for and keep warm the brood they had started during the
early warm spell. When weather came In earnest, Mr. Gates
examined his colonies and discovered that the rotting of the
uncared-for brood had developt into foul brood.

Foul brood is a disease that is caused by the rotting of un-
cared-for brood. It usually originates in spring in weak colo-

nies that have spring-dwindled so badly that they have not
bees enough left to cover or care for all the brood, and if the
spring keeps raw and backward the bees will crowd together
to keep each other warm, leaving the uncared-for brood to die

and rot in the cells. The brood covered by the bees in time
hatches, which so increases the force of the colony that a
wider circle of comb is covered by the bees taking in the space
occupied by the decaying brood. Then the brood that is fed
in these colls where brood lately rotted down, will have to con-
sume their food raixt with the remains of decayed brood, and
that is the whole, sole, real and only caxisc of foul brood.

In the bee-yards of beginners, over-workt farmers, and
business men (whose time was fully occupied in other things)

is where I found many a foul brood nursery. When brood has
rotted and advanced to the brown-rotton-matter stage it is

then a very dangerous thing, and if a large quantity of that Is

put in a weak colony H JciW start /oun)roo<i at once. The so-

called scientists have done a terrible lot of damage by saying
that the rotting or uncared-for brood could not cause foul

brood ; that sort of teaching has caused beekeepers to be very
careless, and when foul brood has broken out in their apiaries,

it makes rapid headway because the owners did not take
proper care of their colonies, but depended too much upon the
so-called scientists who are not practical bee-keepers.

In the summer of 1890, Mr. John F. Gates wrote up the
cause of foul brood, and had It publisht in the Canadian Bee
Journal. When I read it I was greatly pleased to see that Mr.
Gates had discovered in his own apiary that foul brood was
caused by tho rotting uf uncared-for brood. I wrote Mr. Gates
a letter at tho time, thanking him very much for his valuable
article on the cause of foul brood. He Is just right on both
the cause and cure of foul brood, and it will be a good thing
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for all bee-keepers, that have foul brood In their bee-yards, If

they will follow his Instructions how to cure that disease, and
let the professional Ruessers alone until they find out.

In the fall of 1890, I was very much pleased with an ar-

ticle that Mr. Robinson, of Richfield, N. Y., had publisht in

the American Bee Journal, on the cause of foul brood, and as
that was a real test case of his, proving that foul brood was
caused by the rotting of uucared-for brood, I prized his article

very much, as that was in the same line of my discovery. I

wrote Mr. Robinson at the time I read his article, and also

tbankt him for it.

Some bee-keepers believe that the empty hives that had
foul brood In, will cause foul brood if not boiled, scalded, or
disinfected, which is the greatest of nonsense. An empty hive
never, no never, gave the disease, and never will. I always
tell the owners not to waste their time in disinfecting or doing
anything with the old hive, but cure the disease right In the
same hive, which they always do.

Some think that the queens in very badly diseased colo-

nies will cause foul brood, which I know is anything but a
fact. I often have to put two, three, and sometimes four weak
colonies into one, that have been so used up from foul brood,
in order to get a fair colony to make it pay to cure them of
foul brood. In such cases, if the queens suit me, I get them
for nothing, and bring them home and do away with some
poor queens, putting these queens from the foul colonies into

my own. I have proved it in every possible way, and I know
for a fact that the queens never did cause foul brood.

Comb foundation has been blamed for helping'tol'spread
foul brood, which is not a fact. I defy any man to cause foul
brood from foundation made from wax rendered out of the
worst of foul broody combs. The disease is spread by the bees
robbing foul broody colonies, and they carry the disease just
in proportion to the amount of the diseased honey they convey
to their own hives.

In my next article I will give all my methods for curing
foul brood. I don't use any drugs, nor starve any bees at any
time, and any'man can cure the worst cases of foul brood by
my methods, from May to November. Ontario, Canada.

Importance of Having Good Queens.
BY .1. W. ROUSE.

I wonder if even one-half of the bee-keepers realize the
importance of good queens, as upon the queen more than any
other one thing depends a successful crop of honey. I have
never seen a season in my bee-keeping experience but what
some colonies could at least make a living, but I have seen
some colonies that made a poor living even in a fair season. As
bees do not make honey, but gather it, of course they can do
nothing when there is nothing to do on or with. If the queen
is a good breeder, that does her work at the right time, In the
right way, her bees are most sure to get something.

It is hard to convince some that there is as much differ-

ence In queen-bees as there is in milch-cows, or any other kind
of stock. While some cows are good milkers, others are not
worth keeping. So it is with queen-bees. Some colonies are
kept from year to year, and nothing is ever obtained from
them. When the old queen gives out, another is reared by the
bees from her stock, and so this worthless breed is continued.

Remedy—Replace these worthless queens with good ones
that will produce bees in quantities sufficient, and with energy
enough to get a bustle on themselves.

If queens are to be bought, this is often neglected on ac-
count of the expense, but as has been said before, " If one
does not wish to go to any expense, he had better let the bees
alone." I do not know of any business that will bring in as
good returns for the time and money as do bees if given the
right attention. I have never failed to get some honey since
keeping bees, except one season—that of 1894. That year
by drawing on my best colonies, I kept some others from starv-
ing, which proved to me that it does not pay to keep a poor
queen. Better let them starve rather than to keep them on
that way. But by weeding out poor queens, the bee-keeper
can very materially help his honey crop.

Again, many let their bees rear a large lot of useless drones
that consume the stores the workers do get. This can be
avoided by taking out all drone-comb from the brood-nest and
replacing it with foundation or other worker-comb. This is

another expense, but one that pays well for the investment.
By careful watching and proper manipulations one can

have the bees build extra combs, by building a few at a time,
but If one can stand the expense at the time, it Is cheapest to
have combs drawn from full sheets of foundation. This in-
sures straight combs and all worker-cells, besides saving much
honey bufldlog the combs.—Progressive Bee-Keeper.

Report of the North American Convention Held
at St. Joseph, Mo., Oct. 10-12, 1894.

REPORTED BY LOUI.S R. LIGHTON.

[Continued from page 342.1

WHAT SHALL WE PLANT FOR HONEY?
Silver Berry {Ehcaninis arnentca) is quite a favorite with

the bees. The plant grows wild from Minnesota to Montana
and Utah, and has been introduced elsewhere for ornament and
for Its edible, berry-like fruit. A short account of it can be
found on page 215 of the American Bee Journal for Aug. 16,
1894, under the name " Wild Olive."

The Japanese Silver Berry (Elwagnus longiijes) introduced
by nurserymen is probably preferable to the native wild spe-
cies. It produces a profusion of beautiful yellowish-white
blossoms in May, and hangs full of bright scarlet acid berries,
which like those of the native species may be used as cranber-
ries. The Japanese species is a shrub five to six feet high,
which bears when but two years old.

The Buffalo Berry (ShepheriHa urgentea) grows wild from
North Minnesota to Colorado and westward, attaining a height
of 5 to 18 feet. Is is closely related to EUeagnus, but while
the latter has perfect flowers, four stamens, and alternate
leaves, silvery below, the Shepherdia or Buffalo Berry has di-

ifcious flowers, eight stamens, and opposite leaves, silvery

both sides, and the tree is somewhat spiny. The fruit is also

glossier, bright scarlet and even more abundant. It Is acid

and can be used like the Silver Berries, but if left to be toucht
by frost if becomes very pleasant and can be used as a mid-
winter dessert fruit. The Rural New Yorker says of it :

" Un-
questionably the Shepherdia is well worthy of cultivation for

its fruit alone, which is superior to Elieagnus." I have not
been able to observe whether this plant is visited by the bees

or not and so ought really to place it in the list for experiment,
but from the fact that it is closely related to the silver berries

I am quite sure it will prove of value to the bee-keeper and on
account of its great beauty it can be used to replace non-pro-
ductive ornamental shrubs, or may form a part of the fruit

orchard.
The perennial clovers. White, Alsike and Red. with re-

lated plants such as Alfalfa or Lucern (Mulicago saliva), and
Sainfoin or Esparcette (Onobrychis saliva) are great honey
producers. I need say little about most of these, for all are

familiar with them. I do not think, however, that Alsike

clover (Trlfolium hybrhlum) has received the attention it ought
to have, either from bee-keepers or farmers. It thrives best

on moist rich land and in a cool climate, but with care in get-

ting a good stand, sowing it with timothy and red clover it

may be grown on a great variety of soils in the North, and
sown with redtop in the South, it will do well where the latter

thrives. From the second crop of Red Clover (TrifoHum pra-

tense) Italian and Carniolan bees sometimes gatber honey, but
this source cannot be depended upon.

Sainfoin or Esparcette iOnolirychis saliva) is a leguminous
plant largely cultivated in Europe for forage and hay. It is

raised to a limited extent in our Southern States, but is worthy
I believe, of much more extended cultivation, aitho it Is not

altogether hardy at the North. It has yielded a light crop as

far north as Massachusetts, but it is liable to winter-killcon-

siderably there. In the milder portions of the Atlantic States,

and south of the Ohio, westward to the Pacific, it surely ought
to succeed on light, dry soils which contain lime. It is a most
excellent honey-producer and the honey is of fine quality

—

clear, thick, and pleasant-flavored. I shall sow some sainfoin

in Maryland the coming spring and would be glad to see it

tried in other parts of the country.

The Flat Pea or Vetchling {Lalhynis sylvestrls) is a new
leguminous plant which has come to us from Germany. It is

one of the most remarkable renovators of the soil known, and
the European journals of apiculture speak highly of it as a

honey-producer. Its roots go even deeper into the soil than

those of alfalfa, hence when once establlsht It may be de-
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pended upon to withstand the greatest drouths. It will also

last for many years and withstand the severest freezing.

I expected to hear Mr. Terry, in his remarks to you about
clovers, explain the manner, as near as this has been deter-

mined, in which these leguminous plants renovate the soil.

Since some understanding of this may be of use to bee-keep-
ers who are trying to raise some of these crops, I will state as

briefly as possible the view generally accepted. It it as fol-

lows :

The roots of many leguminous plants not only go deep in-

to the soil and bring the soluble salts to the surface where they
are more available for other crops, but these plants also pos-

sess the power of taking quantities of free nitrogen from the
air and fixing it as a part of their own substance. The man-
ner in which they do this has been the subject of careful in-

vestigation in Germany, and it has been shown that the bulb-
ous swellings, known as tubercles, on the roots of such plants
are connected with the acquisition of nitrogen by these plants,

and further that these tubercles are formed through the action
of certain bacteria living in the soil. Moreover, it is probable
that there are various species of bacteria peculiar to the differ-

ent leguminous plants, as it has been found, in practice, that
some clovers, as well as other Leguminos«, put for the first

time on a given piece of land do not always succeed at first,

even tho the land be good and the climate apparently favor-
able. But after the application of a light dressing—a mere
sprinkling of surface soil taken from a field on which this par-
ticular crop had been successfully grown, and which, there-

fore, contained the bacteria peculiar to this plant—the latter

was found to thrive in its new location. Also in some cases
the bacteria, too few in number^ multiply with continuous ef-

fort to raise the given crop, until at last success with it is pos-

sible. I mention this matter lest some, in trials of these crops
for forage and as honey-plants, should conclude too hastily

that a given one would not succeed in their location. It is also

a very striking illustration of how a cause so entirely beyond
the reach of the ordinary observer, may materially affect a
certain practical result and lead to very erroneous conclusions.
In our own special pursuit no doubt similar cases frequently
occur.

The Carob (Ceratonia silifjiua). whose long pods are some-
times called " St. John's Bread," is a luguminous tree growing
In most Mediterranean countries whence its fruits are an im-
portant acticle of export. In Tunis, Italy, Syria, and Cyprus
I found it yielding quite a little honey. It is a fine shade and
ornamental tree besides yielding quantities of fruits which
furnish very nourishing food for stock. Moreover, it grows
on very rocky, sterile lands where no rain falls from April to

November. It is worthy of extensive cultivation in the South-
west.

Asparagus (Asparagus offlcinalis) when left to go to seed
blossoms during mid-summer and is visited by bees.

The European Chestnut (Castanea castanea L.) and the
American (C. dentntn Marsh.) and Japanese (C japonica DC.)
varieties are eagerly visited by the bees for honey and pollen
in May or June, according to the latitude. The Japanese,
being dwarf, bears early, even when but two to three years
old, producing also very large nuts. The European variety
(also known as Italian or Spanish chestnut) is said to do best
In the Southwest.

Chinquapin (Castanea pumila) is the only other represen-
tative we have in the chestnut genus. It is a shrub-like tree
which yields honey and pollen, as well as very sweet edible
nuts about half the size of chestnuts. The nuts are salable,
and the tree might be planted as a hedge or windbreak. It
grows nearly everywhere in the South, but would doubtless
prove hardy in the North also. I understand the Michigan
Experiment Station has planted some. The objectionable fea-
ture it has, so far as I know— it is abundant near my apiary— is

that It suckers immoderately from the central stool, but can
be easily confined to this and Is easily exterminated by remov-
ing the crown.

The Filbert or European Hazelnut (Corylus avellann) can
be profitably grown wherever our wild hazelnut grows. Since
they afford much early pollen for our bees I am glad to note
that they are being planted by our horticulturists.

Chicory (Chleorium inlybus) will grow readily in the Uni-
ted States. The root is dried and used as coffee or mixt with
coffee. It Is largely grown In Europe, being in Belgium a
leading product. Five years ago that country sent about
$11,000 worth to America, while last year It sent us some
$130,000 worth, or more than ten times as much, and our
annual Importations of this product from all countries exceed
one-third of a million dollars in value. European physicians
recommend its use Instead of coffee or mixt with colTee by
those who have stomach troubles or whose nerves do not per-
mit tho use of coffee alone. Many prefer tho taste of the hey-

erage made from this mixture to that prepared from coffee

alone. Since there is an increasing demand for this product,
and the chicory plant Is a good honey-producer, remaining in

bloom during a good part of July and August, a handsome
plant with its bright blue and abundant flowers, and stands
drouth well, bee-keepers should be the ones to take advantage
of the market and raise it.

(Continued next week.)

CONDUCTED BT

DR. O. O. MILLER, IkLARENGO, ILL,

[Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direct.!

Uniting Weak Colonics.

What is the most satisfactory way to double up two weak
colonies and make one strong colony '? They are very weak,
and one colony alone will not fill a tea-cup, but I think by
doubling them I can make one strong colony.

I have just started, and have 16 colonies. I am deriving
much good from the American Bee Journal.

Louisiana.

Answer.—At this time of year when bees are busy gath-
ering there is no trouble whatever about uniting—just unite.

Set one hive over the other and let them unite at their leisure,

or lift frames and bees out of one hive and put into the other.

If you have a preference as to queens, kill the poorer one a
day or so before uniting. There will be less trouble about the
bees going back to the old location if the bees that are to be
moved have their queen killed a day or two before moving.

Bee-Keeping a§ a Business.

1. I am seriously thinking of selecting bee-culture as my
pursuit in the near future. This is, however, not definitely

settled, depending, among other things, upon my experience
this summer, and your advice. I never paid any attention to

bees until last s-ummer, so I am altogether at a loss to select a
suitable place—the first requisite for successful bee-culture.

On the selecting of a location I would like more light. I

therefore would like the benefit of your experience in select-

ing a location where bee-culture may successfully be practiced.

I suppose California would be an ideal place, but I understand
that competition is very sharp, and the market the poorest

in the United States. I really have a preference for north-

west Arkansas, but I do not know whether the flora there

furnishes sufficient nectar. Some strawberries are raised

there, and great apple-orchards are abundant—that Is the

end of my knowledge.
2. If one devotes himself entirely to bee-culture, with a

capital of from $500 to $1,000, how should he invest it ?

3. Should he depend upon the sale of honey and wax
alone for his income ?

4. Would it pay to have queen-rearing in connection

with it •?

5. What race is mostly in demand, and what is approxi-
mately the price at the different seasons for a tested queen of

select breeding? Of course it differs materially whether I can
sell 8 or 10 or 50 to 100 In one season.

6. What else might one do to make it pay? I do not

mean to acquire wealth, but would expect pleasure and a com-
fortable living. Germany.

Answers.— 1. To advise as to location is so.difficult as to

be fairly clast as impossible. What is best for one may not be

best for another. There are some locations where the bee-

keeper is practically shut out from all the world, and while

one might endure it, another would rather saw wood for a

living and be whore he could see folks. Then there is the

matter of health to be considered, and all locations are not

equally healthy.
Rapid adjustments are all the time taking place, a spe-

cially favored locality being speedily filled with bee-keepers
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enough to supply it, If not to overstock It. The Ideal place
would be one where nectar-bearing plants were abundant aud
continuous, a place where bee-keepers were still so scarce
that much land renoaiued to be possest. It Is self-evident that
I don't know of such a place, for if I knew of it some one else

would know of it, aaid candidates for its occupation would be
prompt and active.

Probably your estimate of California is not far out of the
way, and still if I were looking for a location I would figure

somewhat ou the possibility of working so hard and planning
so well as to reap profit in any place where large crops were
possible. I don't know anything about northwest Arkansas,
and I don't remember seeing mention of it as a honey-produc-
ing region. That very fact makes it possible that it may be
desirable. People go in flocks, like sheep, and it may be that
the flock not having yet tended in the direction of Arkansas,
there may be a good outlook. Where strawberries are raised
and apple-trees are abundant, there is hope for bees.

On the whole you will probably find that advantages and
disadvantages are so mixt up in different locations, a clear
field being so much easier to find where honey-yields are mod-
erate, that no one place has all the inviting features, and your
own tastes and desires can alone help to make the proper esti-

mate after you are on the ground. Indeed, it may be that
what you would consider the most desirable location, all

things considered, might be found on the same side of the
ocean where you are now.

2. With that amount of money the investment would be
mainly in bees and their hives, some part being needed for the
necessary supplies and tools. The purchase of land for a
permanent location would have to come later, unless- in some
location where land had little value.

3. It wouldn't do to depend for a living on the sale of wax
and honey. A man should at least have enough ahead to sup-
port himself for two years, for it isn't so very uncommon to
have two successive years of entire failure, and the line of
years of failure might stretch out farther than that.

4. The field of queen-rearing is greatly overworkt. To
be successful, time, experience, and money in advertising
must be freely used.

5. Probably more Italians by far than any other race are
now demanded. A catalog before me gives select tested
queen, January, February, March, .S3. 00; April, May, June,
S2.50; July, August, September, October, §2.25; Novem-
ber, December, $2.50. But the number of such queens sold
is exceedingly small—probably not one for every hundred un-
tested sold for a dollar or less.

6. That depends altogether upon your own proficiency in

any line. Nearly anything that you can remuneratively do
can be workt along with bee-keeping. Poultry-raising might
be mentioned as specially suitable.

Putting on Super§—Swarming;.

What time should the supers be put on ? Does it inter-

fere with swarming ? I would like to have all colonies swarm
that will. W. J. S.

Answer.—Putting supers on early has some tendency to

prevent swarming. If you want to make sure that they shall
swarm, let them be somewhat contracted for room. But this

might be carried too far, and it isn't best to delay too long
patting on supers.

^M « ^^

Plans for Transferrine.

1. I have a few colonies of bees in movable-frame hives
that I wish to transfer into other and better frame hives. I

to-day set a second brood-chamber filled with full sheets of

foundation on top of two of them, with nothing between them,
thinking they would move upstairs shortly. Can I reasonably
expect them to do so, after which I will destroy the old in-

ferior hive, or will I have to adopt some other plan, the Hed-
don plan, for instance ?

2. If not that, how would the following plan do : After
a week or 10 days, chauge places with the brood-chambers,
putting the old one on top, shaking all the bees down into the
other, then put between them a queen-excluder, allowing
them to run in this manner for 21 days, then shake all the

bees out of the upper hive and destroy it. If you know of any
better plan, please tell it. Northern Illinois.

Answers.— 1. This plan is not at all sure of being a suc-

cess. One reason for this is that bees naturally put their

stores above their brood, working downward. You're expect-

ing them to work upward. With no excluder to confine the

queen above, you will probably not get the brood out of the
lower story all summer. Even with an excluder, I've known
queens to sulk— In one case for weeks—refusing to lay up-

stairs. On the other hand, it happens only too often, that

queens will go upstairs and lay there when it is not desired.

The Heddon plan is used chiefly in transferring from box-

hives, but there is no reason why it might not also be used
with frame hives.

2. Your second plan is all right, and you needn't wait any
10 days, providing the colony is strong. At the end of three
weeks you'll have honey to extract from the upper frames,
with no brood in the way, unless It be a little sealed drone-

brood.
If the colony is not strong (or if you had begun a little

earlier in the season), a good plan is to take out of the old

hive all combs not containing brood, filling up the space with
dummies, setting the old hive on the new one, obliging the

bees to use the new one for any entrance. Then as the colony
needed more room it would of its own accord begin to occupy
the frames of the lower hive with brood, when you could put
an excluder between, making sure that the queen was in the

lower story.

Honey Crowding Out Brood.

What ought I to do ? I have 20 colonies, and about one-

half of the hives are so full of honey that they have not room
enough for brood. I have no extractor. J. T. K.

Answer.—One way of remedying the trouble is to get an
extractor. Another is to take out one or more frames of

honey from each hive, replacing with frames of foundation.

Quite possibly, however, you may find the trouble correcting

Itself, for this time of year bees consume a large amount of

honey in brood-rearing, and don't gather as fast as they use it.

A Beginner's Questions.

1. Last fall I "took up" a few colonies of bees, and put

out the brood-comb, as there was some unsealed honey, for

the other bees to clean out. Does that teach them to rob, as

they went to robbing a short time after ?

2. Will the hive that they robbed last fall do to put a

swarm in this summer, as the comb looks clean ?

3. Do bees rear a queen (in the spring) themselves when
the old one dies in the winter ?

4. How long does a worker-bee generally live?

5. May I come again ? V. E. H.

Answers.— 1. Yes, that would do something toward mak-
ing them inclined to rob other colonies, providing there were

others too weak to protect themselves, biit it would not affect

them at the present time to any noticeable extent. Probably

not many engaged in the affair last fall are now living, and

those that are still alive have not a vivid recollection of it.

2. Yes, it's all right.

3. If a queen dies in the winter, leaving no eggs in the

hive, it is impossible for the workers to rear a successor. If

she dies in early spring, before bees get to flying much, the

bees may rear a successor from eggs or larva5 present, but

such queens are not likely to prove of much value.

4. A worker that first sees the light now, will live about

six weeks. That is, six weeks is about the life of a worker

during the season of busy work. They literally wear them-

selves out at work, and the less they do the longer they will

live, within reasonable limits. Bees hatcht late in the season

live several months, continuing throughout the winter and

helping to get work started the next spring. A queen lives

usually two or three years, altho sometimes a 4-year-old may
do good work, and in rare cases they may attain the ripe age

of 6 years.

5. Yes, come on whenever you have some good, healthy

questions.

The Horse—Ho-w to Break and Handle.—
This is a pamphlet of 32 pages, giving complete instructions

for breaking and educating colts, teaching horses to drive,

and for use under the saddle, together with many Instructions

which have never before been publisht, and which are the re-

sult of the author's experience covering a period of 20 years.

By Prof. Wm. Mullen, with whom the editor of the Bee Jour-

nal is personally acquainted. Price, postpaid, 20 cents : or

given as a premium for sending us one new subscriber to the

Bee Journal for the rest of the year at 50 cents.
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Editorial Con)n)€r)i^^

The Buffalo (K. Y.) Meetingr of the United
States Bee-Keepers' Union will be held Tuesday, Wednesday
and Thursday, August 24, 25 and 26, 1897, the first session

being at 10 a.m. of the 24th. This is during the annual
meeting of the Grand Army of the Republic, when railroad

rates will be low. Further information as to the hall, hotel

rates, etc., will be given later.

We trust that there may be a grand rally this year at

Buffalo. With the assured advantage of reasonable railroad

rates, there ought to be a large attendance. Begin to plan
now to go. You will have over two months to get ready in.

Retail Packages for Extracted Honey.—
Mr. R. C. Alkln, in Gleanings for June 1, has an excellent

article on the marketing of extracted honey, in which he truly

says that there Is really no popular retail package for it, as

there is for syrups. He seems to lean toward the same idea
that we advanced in the essay wo read at the Wisconsin con-
vention last February, namely, honey-producers will have to

put up extracted honey in small tin receptacles—say piuts and
quarts— In order to Induce a more general consumption of

honey.

But the groat diiTiculty to overcome is that of granulation.
If any pure extracted honey could be retained Indefinitely in

Its liquid form, the problem could the more easily bo
solved. But as that seems well-nigh impossible, perhaps the
next easiest thing is to educate the people concerning the
granulating tendency of pure extracted honey, and to get them
to purchase only the candied article, and thus feel reasonably
certain that they are getting the pure thing.

We experimented with pint and quart tin cans, with an

inch screw cap, costing respectively .S3. 50 and $4.00 per

100. Perhaps in lots of 1,000 these prices could be reduced

10 or 15 per cent. But the grocers objected having honey in

tin, as it could not be seen as in glass. They rely principally

upon its attractive appearance to make sales, and so they

demand it put up in glass.

It will be a slow, hard job to make a success of selling

honey in tin, and then we think it will have to be done by

individual effort and education of the public. There are too

many people who think that candied honey is only a kind of

sugar.

Honey is so different from everything else, that it is

utterly impossible to lay down any regular rule that can or

will apply to it. Most people look upon it as a luxury, and

until they are educated differently, we do not soon look for

any sudden general or extensive demand for honey. Only

time, and continued and untiring effort on the part of bee-

keepers and honey-sellers will accomplish much, we think.

A Grand Exposition in CIiicag;o will be held

from next Sept. 25 to Oct. 16. It is to be called "The Illinois

Manufacturers' Exposition of Home Products," and will be in

the "Coliseum," the largest exhibition building in the world.

No doubt reduced railroad rates will be obtained at that time,

especially in Illinois and the near-by States.

A reader of the Bee Journal asks, " Why can't there be

a meeting of the old Northwestern Bee-Keepers' Association

about that time—say the second week in October?" We don't

know any reason why there can't be. What do others say

about it? We shall be glad to do all we can to perfect the

necessary arrangements, in case it is decided to hold the con-

vention.

Suppose all who are interested, and would like to attend

such a meeting, just drop us a card to that effect.

-»-»^

Tlie Simpson Honey-Plant is one that has

been well recommended by those who have given it a trial.

They say it is a real /i07iej/-plant. Mr. Geo. W. Williams, of

Missouri, who has grown it extensively, has this to say

about it

:

Editor York ;—While I do not wish to get into any con-
troversy with any bee-keeper, and especially one as high in

authority as Dr. Miller, still I would like to answer the in-

quiry of J. H. D., on page 294. Let me say to him, plant
your V acre of spare ground in Simpson honey-plant, and get
four times as much nectar as any other plant in cultivation

that I am acquainted with.
Dr. Miller says: "But U of an acre of ground cannot be

expected to do a great deal of good, no matter what it con-
tains." Let us see. On that f4 of an acre J. H. D. can set

and grow 1,500 Simpson plants, and while I have not made a
scientific calculation upon the average production of the
plant, yet I place it at J^ pound of honey to the plant, which
would be a yield of 750 pounds of honey. When I say
" plant," understand that I mean hill or bunch, for in setting

a single plant It will stool, like pie-plant, and send up from
two to six fine stalks from each hill, if properly cultivated. •

When Mr. Root said : "One bloom of theSlmpson honey-
plant Is equal to 100 basswood blooms," he put It very mildly.

It commences to blossom about the middle of June, and
keeps a continuous bloom until a \a,te hard frost cuts it off,

and the bees work on It from early morn until dark.
Yes, by all means, plant that H of an acre to the Simp-

son honoy-plant, and watch the bees swarm after it. Of
course, I am speaking for ray latitude (Missouri), as I know
nothing about what it will do in other places. 1 have been
cultlvatihg it for some time, and speak from experience.
There are two kinds of it, and one is very much superior to

the other. Gv.n. W. Williams.

In a former communication, Mr. Williams wrote us as

follows about this fine honey-plant

:

It pays better than any other crop I can raise. I have It

and sweet clover growing side by side, and, to use the boy's

expression, the sweet clover "isn't in it" for honey. The
early frosts that killed almost all other blooms does not affect
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It, but it keeps right on " bearinR " honey until it freezes. It

will withstand more drouth than any other plant, sweet clovpr

not excepted. For best results, it should be sown in the /((/;,

in seed-beds, like tobacco, and transplanted In rows about
four feet apart, and cultivated a few times during the season.

We might say that we have arranged with Mr. Williaius

to furnish us some seed of the Simpson honey-plant in time

for it to be sown next fall. The price will be, one ounce for

20 cents, or two ounces for 35 cents, postpaid. Or, we will

send one ounce as a premium for sending us one iieio six

months' subscriber for the Bee Journal at 50 cents, or two

ounces for one 7icifi subscriber for a year, at .^1.00. Orders

can be sent in any time, and they will be filled in rotation as

soon as we get the seed from Mr. Williams, who will write an

article describing fully just how to grow the plant, in time to

be of use next fall.
.-•-»

Honey-Letnonade.—Mr. C. Davenport, in Glean-

ings, speaks highly of the merits of lemonade made with

honey. He claims a greater refreshing effect than from ordi-

nary lemonade. He tells about it thus :

There is another way some honey can be very profitably

used by bee-keepers, and that is by converting it into honey-
lemonade, as occasion may offer As the people of our
town celebrated the Fourth of July last year, I resolved to

give the matter a trial that day. I was notable to leave home
myself, but I got two young meu in the neighborhood inter-

ested in the matter, and they were eager to try it on shares.

We took a low wagon with a big hay-rack on it, and fitted a

canvas top over it and to one side. The other side was left

open except for a strip of canvas at the top, on which was
printed in large letters of red and blue—" Pure Honey
Lemonade."

I furnisht a number of newly-built combs in brood-frames
to hang up on the back side of the rack. Quite a display was
also made of section honey, and extracted in glass of different

sizes ; a frame of bees with a queen, in an observatory hive,

and two boxes with wire-cloth on both sides, containing bees,

were also used to attract attention. The whole was decorated
with evergreens, flags and flowers. I furnisht a steady team
so the boys could haul the " rig " around where the people
were the thickest.

Before and after the Fourth we had some very hot
weather ; but the glorious Fourth was a cool, cloudy, even
chilly day, compared with the weather just before; and on
this accountjour sales were not what they would have been on
a warm day. Many of the other lemonade stands did not pay
expenses; but the boys gave me S13.45 as my share of the
profits on the sale of lemonade. The whole time the three of

us spent in arranging the wagon was not over half a day.
The lemonade was made just the same as any, except pure
extracted clover honey was used to sweeten it instead of

sugar. While I do not know that many would like its taste

any better than that sweetened with sugar, it is certainly
much more refreshing, aud has a pleasant or stimulating
effect. We used a large amount of it at our place last sum-
mer; and many of the neighbors who drank some, bought
honey to make it.

In selling honey-lemonade at a public stand, those who
buy it seem to notice its refreshing effect, and return for more.
I believe it is a very healthful drink, and I am going to see if

it will keep when bottled up air-tight. If it will, I intend to

put some of it on sale this summer among druggists and
grocers.

Encyclopedia for Bees'wax.—Some time ago we
offered a splendid work of eight large volumes, called "The
New Standard American Encyclopedia," having nearly 4,001)
pages, and over 300 colored maps, charts, and diagrams.
Size of volume, 2 inches thick, 8Jt' wide, and 113-^ long. As
per that offer, last publisht on page 18<i, the eight volumes
were offered by freight for only .S19 cash. We can furnish
a set or two at that price, bound in half morroco ; or will ex-

change a set for 75 pounds of yellow beeswax, delivered at

our office. You would be more than satisfied with the Kn-
cyclopedla, and a set of such books ought to be in every
family for reference.

Ti;?e Weekly Budget.

Rev. W. p. Faylor, a bee-keeper and apiarian writer of

Franklin Co., Iowa, is also associate editor of The Parish Out-

look.

Mr. J. W. Van Allen, of Crawford Co., Wis., wrote us

May 31, that he was suffering from a head trouble, and that

his physician advised complete rest. We regret to hear this,

and trust that Mr. Van Allen may soon be all right again.

Mr. Percy Stone—son of Secretary Jas. A. Stone, of the

Illinois State Bee-Keepers' Association—made the Bee Journal

office a pleasant call last week. He had been employed in

Chicago the past few months, but was on his way back to the

good old farm in Sangamon county.

Mr. W. H. Pridgen, of Warren Co., N. C, has sent us

his "catalog and price-list of queens, together with combined
and improved methods of queen-rearing." It presents a neat

appearance, and should prove a good advertisement for Mr.
Pridgen, who is a promising young bee-keeper of the South.

Mr. J. Q. Smith, of Logan Co., 111., wrote us June 3, as

follows :

" My bees are in fine condition. I had 8 swarms in May.
The prospects for clover honey are good. I am putting on

sections. The weather is rather cool."

Mr. M. M. Miller, of Livingston Co., III., called on us

recently. He reported the prospects good. Last year bee-

keeping was practically a failure in his locality, but the year

before they had a good crop. One colony that year yielded

$20 worth of honey. But last year it didn't produce an

ounce.

Mr. C. M. McLean, of Baltimore Co., Md., wrote us May
25, when sending his renewal subscription :

"The American Bee Journal has reacht me regularly,

and I must commend you for its prompt appearance every

week, and for its sterling worth."

Rev. L. J. Templin, of San Diego Co., Calif., wrote May
17:

" I don't see much merit in those taking the American
Bee Journal who, as they say, can't get along without it. Now
I could get along without it, but I won't as long as can get it

—so, there !"

"Peof. Lawrence Bruner, so favorably known by those

who attended the Lincoln convention, has been employed by

the Argentine Republic to study the grasshopper plague

they've had for ten years. He sailed from New York April

2i, having a year's leave of absence from the University of

Nebraska."—Straw in Gleanings.

Every Present Subscriber of the Bee Journal
should be an agent for It, and get all others possible to sub-
scribe for It. See offer on page 362.

Mr. W. W. Cary's apiarian establishment, located in

Franklin Co., Mass., is shown by a full-page engraving in

Gleanings for June 1. Mr. Cary says his "father was the

first man to propagate the Italian bee." He was also a friend

of the lamented Langstroth, who made many experiments in

the senior Cary's apiary when inventing the movable-frame
hive.

Mr. a. G. Wilson, of Vernon Co., Wis., writing us June
1, said :

" I fear our basswood honey crop in this locality will be

short—possibly none—on account of two hard frosts—one this

morning and one yesterday morning. So far as I have noticed,

the fruit is all frozen. Bees are in about the usual condition

for this date."

Prof. A. J. Cook has recently engaged with The Los
Angeles Herald—one of the large dally newspapers on the

Pacific Coast—to conduct its agricultural department. It will

be well done. The Professor is doing lots of journalistic work
nowadays. We don't see how he can stand it to do so much,
unless it be that the California ozone is a wonderful brain

strengthener.

1^" See " Bee-Keeper's Guide" offer on page 350.
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Xo-w for New Sutoscribers for the rest of 1897 :

We would like to have each of our present readers send us at

least one new subscriber for the Bee Journal before July 1,

1897. That surely will not be hard to do, when they will

need to pay only 50 cents for the rest of this year. That is

about 7 months, or only 7 cents a month for the weekly
American Bee Journal. Any one with only a colony or two
of bees should jump at such an offer as that.

Now, we don't ask you to work for us for nothing, but
will say that for each new 50-cent subscriber you send us,_we

will mail you your choice of one of the followiuR list:

Wood Binder for the Bee Journal 20c.
50 copies of leaflet on "Why Eat Honey ?" 20c.
50 " " on •' How to Keep Honey " 20c.
50 " " on " Alsike Clover" 20c.
6 copies " Honey as Food and Medicine " 20c.
1 copy each " Preparation of Honey for the Market "(10c.)

and Doollttle's "Hive I Use " (5c.i 15o.
1 copy each Dadants' "Handling Bees" (8c.) and •' Bee-

Pasturage a Necessity " (10c.) 18c.
Dr. Howard's boob on " Foul Brood " 25c.
Kohnke's " Foul Brood" book 25c.
Cheshire's " Foul Brood " book ilOc.) and Dadants' " Hand-

ling Bees" [Sc ] 18c.
Dr. Foote'8 Hand-Book of Health 25c.
Rural Life Book 25c.
Our Poultry Doctor, by Fanny Felld 25c.
Poultry for Market and Profit, by Fanny Field 25c.
Capons and Caponizing 25c.
Turkeys tor Market and Profit 25c.
Green's Four Books on Frult-Growing 25c.
Ropp Commercial Calculator No. 1 25c.
Silo and Silage, by Prof. Cook 25c.
Bienen-Kultur LGerman] 40c.
Kendall's Horse-Book [English or German] S5o.
1 Pound White Clover Seed 25c.
1 " Sweet " " 25c.
IH " Alsike " " 25c.

Hi • Alfalfa " " 25c,
1!4 " Crimson " " 25c.
Queen-Clipping Device 30c.
"The Horse—How to Break and Handle. . 20c.

We make the above offers only to those who are now sub-

scribers ; in other words, no one sending in his own 50 cents

as a new subscriber can also claim a choice of the above list.

Xe-w Union and tlie Bee Journal.—In order
to help our subscribers, and also the United States Bee-Keep-
ers' Union at the same time, we have decided to offer a year's

subscription to the American Bee Journal and a year's mem-
bership dues in the New Union, both together, for $1.75.
But it must be understood that in order to get this rate, all

arrearages of subscriptions must be paid, and the $1.75 rate

to apply on advance subscription.

Now send us your orders, and we will attend to turning
over the $1.00 membership fee to the New Union, on each
subscription to the Bee Journal as per the above offer. This
ought to add 500 members to the New Union by June 1. If

it does, our contribution will be just $125.

Now, if you want to see the New Union succeed in its

grand work, in the interest of all the bee-keepers, come on
with your cash. General Manager Secor is just aching to do
his part whenever he sees sufficient funds in the treasury to

pay the bills.

A INcw Binder for holding a year's numbers of the
American Bee Journal, we propose to mail, postpaid, to every
subscriber who sends us 20 cents. It is called '"The Wood
Binder," is patented, and is an entirely new and very simple
arrangement. Pull printed directions accompany each Binder.
Every reader should get it, and preserve the copies of the Bee
Journal as fast as they are received. They are invaluable for

reference, and at the low price of the Binder you can afford to

get It yearly.

Back Numbers Since Jan. i.—We are able to

supply complete sets of the Bee Journal since Jan. 1, 1897,
to any who may desire, at two cents per copy. There are a

number of new readers who perhaps would like to get some of

the first numbers of this year, to complete their volume for

1897. We shall be glad to furnish them as long as they last,

at two cents each.
< »

Tlie IHcEvoy Foul Brood Xreatment Is

given in Dr. Howard's pamphlet on " Foul Brood ; Its Natural
History and Rational Treatment." It is the latest publication
on the subject, and should be in the hands of every bee-keeper.
Price, 25 cents ; or clubbed with the Bee Journal for one year
—both for $1.10.

CoiiUucteil bj l»i-. C. C Miller.

Peculiar Effects of Bce-Sting§.

On page 230, G. S., of Utah, mentions the effect bee-
stings have on him. The effects are worse on me ; besides
acting just as he desciibes, I sometimes, " as women say,"
faint away. Altho I have handled bees more or less for 20
years, I have not felt any great inconvenience until the last

few years. A few nights since I had a severe cough in bed.
I went downstairs and found a section of honey, partly capt.

I took a part of three tea-spoonfuls, and it had the same effect

on me that a sting has—feet tingling instantly, throat and
lips swelled inside, and caused severe vomiting. I would be
grateful if you, or some wise man from the East, could sug-
gest a remedy, and thereby help a poor orphan. Would whis-
key have a counteracting effect on bee-stings as well as on
snakes ? I have never used it, and don't know.

British Columbia.

Answer.—I confess my inability to help out, and will be
glad if any one else will do so. I don't know about the whis-
key, but it might possibly serve bee-stings the same as snake-
bites.

Keeping the i^ucen Out of tlie Super—Putting on
Supers.

I produced extracted honey last year, having 7 colonies

and 4 swarms, from which I took 1,025 pounds of extracted
honey. This season 1 have made arrangements for producing
comb honey with some of my colonies.

1. Will a queen enter a super filled with sections and lay

there, if there is no protection? or must there be honey-boards
or perforated zinc on top of the brood-frames to keep the sec-

tions clear of brood ?

2. Which is better to put on a hive, one or two supers at

the same time? Wisconsin.

Answers.— 1. I allow ray queens liberty to go into the
sections if they wish, and once in a great while I find brood in

a section, but it so rarely happens that I prefer not to use
queen-excluders, notwithstanding I had enough excluders last

year lying idle to furnish one to each colony. I know that
some complain that queens go up into the supers, and I don't
understand why their experience should be different from
mine, unless it be that they don't use separators. Very likely

a queen would trouble more about going up and laying In the
supers if separators were not used.

2. Put on one super at first, and when that is half filled,

or thereabouts, raise it up and put a second one under it.

Perhaps Bee-Paralysis.

I introduced an excellent queen to a queenless colony just

in the opening of the honey season last year. She laid up
nicely, I discovered a few days after the hatching of the first

brood. There were some dead bees in front of the hive. I

thought it might have been troubled by insects or robbers,

but it was not, so 1 contracted the entrance. Bees continued
dying. I examined the hive, and found a queen laying as

usual. The combs were very well covered with bees, yet every
day a dozen or two are to be seen dead, and to the present
time the same, which is about five months now. It has seven
frames of good combs, drawn from sheets of foundation. It

never decreases, but the increase is thrown outside. I ob-

served about four or six of them take hold of one and bring it

to the ground. It is left there, whore it dies. The dead ones

are yellow all over except a little jet black at the point of the

tail, whilst the others are regularly banded (yellow). The col-

ony has brood and eggs, but about the same quantity of bees

as when the queen was introduced. Jamaica.

Answer.—Perhaps paralysis. If so, you'll see the affected

bees trembling all over, and the bees drag them out of the

hive while still alive. The change of color is due to the fact

that the plumage has disappeared from the sick bees, leaving

the yellow and black parts more pronounced in color, and
shiny. As yet no sure cure for paralysis seems to have been

found, altho many cures have been announced.
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Questioi;)''Box*
In the multitude of counsellors there is

safety.—Prov. 11-14.

Sorghum for Spring Stimulation.

Qaerj' 52.—Is cane sorghum a safe aud
desirable food to use for stimulative purposes
In spring ?—C.

Rev. M. Mahin—I think not.

P. H. Elwood—I do not know.

E France— I would not use it.

VV. G. Larrabee— I don't know.

Dr. J. P. H. Brown—It is poor food at
any time.

J. A. Stone—I could not say, as I have
never tried it.

J. A. Green— I should consider it safe,

but have never tried it.

Prof. A. J. Cook—I think almost any
food is safe then. Yes.

Chas. Dadant & Son—Hardly. We
would prefer something better.

H. D. Cutting—I don't remember using
it, and don't know much about it.

.1. M. Hambaugh— I thing not. I never
used it, however, and am not authority.

G. M. Doolittle—It is doubtful about
such "stimulative purposes" paying In

average seasons.

Emerson T. Abbott—Better sell or eat
the sorghum, and give the bees syrup
made from granulated sugar.

A. F. Brown— I have never been able
to get bees to take syrup of any kind
other than that made from sugar.

Dr. C. C. Miller— It's safe to use almost
anything when bees are flying every
day, and desirable if bees seem to like it.

Eugene Secor—I don't know. If bees
will use it from an open vessel in the
yard, I don't believe it would do any
harm.

Dr. A. B. Mason—I believe it would
be safe, but whether it would be desir-

able or not will depend upon its quality
and price.

R. L. Taylor—Bees could not be stim-
ulated by sorghum in any way that I

know. Syrup made from it, if good,
would answer very well.

C. H. Dibbern—I do not think cane
sorghum either a safe or desirable food
at any time for bees. Sugar syrup is

much better and cheaper.

G. W. Demaree—Yes, when the bees
are able to fly out every day or so. But
my bees are awfully dainty and snufify

about taking sorghum !

J. E. Pond— I do not consider it a safe
food for any purpose, and do not advise
its use. Why use it, anyhow, at the
present low price of refined sugar?

Wm. McEvoy—I have had no e.xperi-

ence with sorghum. Don't stimulate In

early spring in cold countries ; unless
you want to get one young bee for the
loss of three old ones. Between fruit-

bloom and clover is the right and only
correct time to stimulate; if done then,
and always in the evening, it will pay
well.

Mrs. L. Harrison—I do not believe
it pays to feed bees in spring, unless
they are starving. A woman living

near me was ambitious to have her colo-

nies do better than mine. With this end
in view, she fed them abundantly. At

Finest Alfalfa Honey

!

IT SELLS ON TASTING.

The Honey that Suits All

Who Buy It.

Low Prices Now!
We can furnish ^blte Alfalfa Extracted Honey, In 60-pound tin cans, on

board cars in Chicago, at these prices : 1 can, in a case, 1% cents per pound ; 2 cans
in one case, 7 cents ; 4 cans (2 cases) or more, 6% cents. The Cash must accom-
pany each order. Fine BasS'W^OOd Flavor Honey at same price ; also In

270-lb. barrels.

1^" A sample of either honey will be mailed to an intending purchaser, for 8
cents, to cover postage, packing, etc. We guarantee purity.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan Street, CHICAGO, 111.

New London,
"Wisconsin,Page & Lyon Mfg. Co.

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus
securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
They have also one One of the L,arg;est Factories and the latest

and most-improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there is iu the State. The material is cut from patterns, by machinery,
and Is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and -whitest
Basswood is used, and they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine
and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best

machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies.

Please mention tli9 AmeTicau Bee.Tournal. -TAtf

BEE-KEEPEES We make

SUPPLIES
The Very Finest Line of

in the Market, and sell

them at Low Prices.
Send for Free Illuslrated Catalog and Prlce-L.i§l.

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.

Special Agent for the Southwest
-^- ^-

^^^''iT'joseph, mo.
Mr. Abboll sells our ilive§ and Sections at Factory Prices.

That Gueen-Clipping Device Free I

Works Like a Charm. Couldn't Do Wlttaont It.

The Monctte Queen-Clipping Device works

LIKE A CHARM. With it I have clipped 30

queens, all in one day. when examining my
bees. Wm. Stoi.i.ev. Grand Island, Nebr.

PLEASE READ THIS OFFER TO PRESENT SUBSCRIBERS :

Send us )nst ../«• iiem iiaiiu for the American Bee Journal a year (with $1.00), and we
will mail you the Queen-Clipping Device free of charge. Or, the Queen-Clipping Device

will be sent postpaid for 30 cts. But why not get it as a Premium by the above ofTer f

You can't earn »l its. any easier. Almost every bee-keeper will want this Device.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan, St., CHICAGO, ILL.

I have clipped IS queens, and must say the
Monette Queen-Clipping Device Is by far the
best invention ever made, and will be wel-
come to many bee-keepers as It was to me. 1

could not do without one now.
Dr. Geo. Lacke, Newburgh, Ind.
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"
(jiieeiis Given Away."

fGray Canilolans anil Golden Italians,?

We will frlve a fine Tested Queen (either race)
to all customers orderlntr 6 Untested Queens,
and a fine Select Tested Queen to all wbo or-
der 12 Untested Queens at one time. The
Queens given away will be sent to customers
in August.
Grade and Price§ April July

of Bees and Quecm f^^^ fept!
Untested Queen $ .75 $ .65
Tested •• 1.50 1.25
Select Tested Queen 2.50 2.25
Bestlmported " 5.00 4.00
One L Frame Nucleus (no Queen) .75 .50
Two •'

" •• 1.50 1.00
Full Colony of Bees '•

(in new dovetailed hive) 5.00 4.00
We guarantee our Bees to be free trom all

diseases, and to give entire satisfaction.
Descriptive Prlce-I^lst Free.

F. A. Loekhart & Co.,
"-ake^george.

ISDtf Please mention the Bee Journal.

THREE CARLOADS
My Third Car of Goods from The A. I. Root

Co. has arrived, and I am prepared to fill or-
ders lor regular goods by next train, at Koofs
prices. Send for my 36-page Catalog, or send
me a list of what goods you want and I will
Eaake you bottom prices.

9D9t FREMOINT, IfllCH.
MeTitiAyn the American Bee Jouma\

ADEL AND ITALIAN QUEENS.
Now ready'to mail. Purity and safe arrival
guaranteed. One Queen. $l: 2 Queens, SI.90;
5 Queens, $2.7.i; 6 Queens, $5.50.

HENRY ALIiEY, Wentaani, Mass.
2 1 U 1 1 Mention the American Bee Journal.

Ai^y oi^E cap5 get rich .

If he makes enough money
a and saves it.

The Market Garden
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.,

Tells how to make and save
money at Market (rardening.

50c a year. Sample Free

Mention the A mtr-ica7i Bee Journal,

Honey - Clovers !

We have made arrangements so that we can
furnish seed of several of the Clovers by
freight or express, at the following prices,
cash with order:

58)
Alsike Clover .•. . .70
Sweet Clover (white). .60
White Clover 90
Alfalfa Clover 60
Crimson Clover 55

Prices subject to market changes.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage, it

wanted by freight.
Your orders are solicited.

OEORQE W. YORK & Co.
CHICAGO. ILL.

TRANSFERRING^^
If you contemplate buying either three or

five band Italian Queens, simply write for my
pamphlet. If you need some of the best now.
send 75 cts. for one, $4.00 for six, or $7.50 per
doz.—and full inntructions for introducing, as
well as the best methods known for securing-
good cells will be sent free.
Money Order ollice—Warrenton.

W. H. PRIDGEN,
21A13t Cheek, Warren Co , N. C.

Menticm the Arrtcrlran Bee JoutikA

Hec- Hives, Sections, Uhlpplug-
Cascs—everything used by bee-
keepers. Orders lllled promptly.
Send for catalog. JimK'.SdTI BKK-
KEKI'KIW SUPPLY TlFli, CO., Nicollet
Island, Minneapolis, Minn.

CIIA8. MONDENO, Mgr.

lOtt)
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KEYSTONE wovj^^n wire ;

IS A GOOD AND PERFECT FENCE. '

'

That is tlie verdict of those who use it and are
henco tlie most competent to judge of its qual-
ities. 26 to 63 inches high—turns everything.
All about it in our free book on fence con-
struction.
KEYSTONE WOVEN ,WjRE FENCE CO.,

No. a Rush street. Peoria, 111.

..'.i fi 'f*i,,r"^/ .'jf. Ht*.'

Pooh ,^^^ ^"^^

l!i?i! Beeswax
For all the Good, Pure Yello-w

Bees'wax delivered to our office till

further notice, we will pay 25 cents per

pound, CASH ; or 27 cents for whatever
part is exchanged for the Bee Journal,

Honey, Books or Seed, that we offer. If

you want casta< promptly, for your
Beeswax, send it on at once. Impure
wax not taken at any price. Address as

follows, very plainly,

GEO. W. YORK & CO.
118 Michigan St., CHICAGO, ILL.

QUEENS
Smokers. Sections

.

Comb Foundation,
And all AplalrBD Suppllea
cheap. Send Tor

KKER Atalo^oe. E. T. FLANAUAN, BelleTllle, III.

];iAl.'U Please mentlou the Uee .Journal.

Invested In a poetal card
will get my larg-e Ciita-

log of All Hoot's Goods.
Send list of what you
want, and pet, price.

[TI. II. HUNT* Bell Brnixli. Tlii li.

Vme:* AnswEHitG THIS Advertisement, Mentiof. -mts jourm^>.

One Cent

DEC t^CCDCDQ I Let me send 5'ou my 64-
DLL'^LL^L^O page Cutulo^ lor 18MT.

J. .11. Jenkins, Wetiimpka, Ala.

V'^.tifyr; UiE yi.Tite^'Mxi/n iiee .'cv.riw.1

OKOERS fllled by return umil or freisiit lor
A. I. KiiiiT Co 's SI'PPI.IKS. O.ir cbDiee
SI riilu Italiau Qutens: 1, 2 & 3 Ir. ucjclel
ititiahurrv lor Supplies. s<'uii us your
orders. .'iO-;ja£.-e Catfi/oo* Kree.
Jno. Ncbel &.>«uu, lliiyili Mill, Itlu.

Mfntion Htf. Ainericini Bte Journal 4.Ml

For Sale, Bees & Queens
I'.ccs hy Ibe Pound. $1.00. (.lueens SI 0(1.

Nuclei. 2 tr;inie w.ih Queen. $ ...oO; itrMnie.
j'> UO A so. Burred <v Wliiie Hlynioiiiii
Kot'kK. »iid >ilver-l<need Wya.iaiulleK
Bag* iitJl.OO perBittingot 15. Address,

Mrs. A. A. SI9IPSOIV,
10Ai:i SWARIS. Gkkkne Co., Pa.
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Vital I Water

!

Has never failed to cure Blood and Skin Dis-

eases. The effect crt Vital Water upon dis-

eases of the Kidney and Liver Is magical and
permanent. Send for FREE pamphlet.

Forest Medicinal SsrinEs Co,

Lock Box No. 1 1.IBERTWILLE, ILL.
Mention the American Bee Journal

9INOHAM
BeeSmoker Best on Earth

!

19 Years

Without a Complaint.

PRICES OF
Bingham Perfect Bee Smokers

and Honey-Knives.
Per Doz. By Mall.

Smoke Engine, 4-in. stove S13.00 each, $1,50
[Largest smoker made.]

Doctor 3i4 In. .stove 9.00 " 1.10
Conqueror.... 3 " 6.50 • 1.00
Large 2H - 5 00 • .90
Plain 2 ' " 4.75 •' .70
LtttleWonder 2 "Lwt.lO oz) 4.50 •• .fiO

Honey-Knife 6.00 " .80

For further description, send for Circulars.

T. F. BINGHAM, Farwell, inicli.

Our '97 Cataloff
—OK—

Apiarian f^iipplies, Bees, Etc.

la yours for the asking.
it is full of Information. t^~ Write for It.

I. J. STRINOHAM,
105 Park Place. NEW YOfiK, N . Y

.

Apiary—Glen Cove, L. 1.

A GENUINE

Egg Preservative
That will keep Hen's Eges perfectly through
warm weather, just as good as fresh ones tor
cooking and frosting. One man paid 10 cents
a dozen for the eggs he preserved, and then
later sold them for 25 cents a dozen. You can
preserve them for about 1 cent per dozen*
Now is the time to do It. while eggs are cheap.

Address for Circular giving further Infor-
mation—

Dr. A. B. inASON,
3."j12 Monroe Street, - Toledo. Ohio.

We have a few of these Emerson still' cloth-
board binders for the American Bee Journal.
They make a splendid permanent binding,
and hold a full year's numbers. The old price
was 75 cts., postpaid, but we will mall you one
for only 60 cts., or with the Bee Journal for
one year-both together lor 41.60.

about six sqiiare rods of red clover that
has been in bloom for the past two
weeks ; my Albino bees worlv freely on
it, but not one bee of any other strain
have I seen on it. I think they must
have a longer tongue. The Albinos and
their crosses are taking the lead in my
yard this season.

I notice some say stock won't eat sweet
clover. All my stock eat it. I have
been trying to seed a woodland pasture
to it, but the stock won't let it grow.

J. D. GiVENS.
Dallas Co., Tex., May 25.

Hoping for 'Warm 'Weather.

Bees wintered well, only one being
queenless out of 14, and it had a slight
attack of bee-paralysis. I got a queen
from the South, which seemed to put
new life into the colony. They are
doing well, considering the weather. It

is very cool at present. I hope it will

get warmer. My best yield of section
honey from one colony was 136 one-
pound sections, and it had about 50
pounds for winter, as nearly as I could
judge. I have all the home trade for it

that I can supply. I have been keeping
bees since I was a small boy.

C. C. Yost.
Berks Co., Pa., May 29.

Cold and Wet Spring.

Bees wintered well, but the spring has
been very cold and wet. Colonies have
built up well, and showed signs of

swarming, but now they seem discour-
aged, and have killed and dragged some
drone-brood out of the hives. We hope
for better weather before white clover
blooms. We are prepared to handle all

the swarms and all the honey our bees
can store this year, and live in hope that
we may secure a good crop.

F. C. McClain.
Mason Co.. Mich., May 31.

Waiting for WMte Clover.

Bees are waiting for white clover;
some are all ready to swarm. I opened
a hive last Saturday and found qusen-
cells with eggs in them. The colony
was very strong, and had brood in all

10 frames. It is dry and cold. A warm
rain and warm weather will give good
prospects. Wm. Rennk.
Boone Co., III., May 31.

A Rainy Spring.

I do not know what to think of the
season. It has rained about three days
out of every four since I have been here
(from Illinois). On this account I have
had to feed my strongest colonies. The
bee-keepers around here say we shall

have a poor season. There Is any
amount of white clover around here that
will be in blossom in a few days; but
this rain— they say it is not going to
stop. The bees were out for their first

flight in five days to-day, and now it Is

raining this evening. Before I came
here I hoped we would have a wet
spring, but my hopes are more than re-

ilzed. I have 2-1 colonies and (i nuclei.

E. W. Brown.
Erie Co., N. Y., May 30.

Bee-Keeper's Guide—see page 'M.

BeeswaxWanted for Cash
Or In Exchange for

Foundation—Sections—Hives
or any Other Supplies.

Working Wax ICfSrS A Specialty.

t^~ Write for Catalog and Prloe-Llst, with
Samples of Foundation and Sections.

GUS DITTMER,
AUGUSTA, WIS.

ir Yon Keep but One Keniedy

'"'^n^rouidbe YELLOWZONES
They Combine the 'Virtues of a Medicine

Chest.
The Very Best general-service Hemedy to be

had AT AMY PKICE.

f./.y';.Pn'L°/hZoaet Cathartics ^^^-on

100 in a Box, $1.00—17 In a Box, 25c.

W. B. House, Drawer 1, Detour, Mich.
ISAtf Please mention the Bee Journal.

ONE MAN WITH THE

UNION
COMmNAT.ON

Can do the work of four
men using hand tools. In
Ripping, Cuttlng-ofT, Mi-
tring, Rabbeting, Groov-
ing, Gaining, Dadoing,
Bdglng-up. Jointing Stuff,
etc. Full Line of Foot and
Hand Power Machinery
Sold en Trial. Catalogue Free.

SENEGA FALLS lUFG. CO.,
16 Water St SENECA FALLS, N. T.
lAly Mentuj-.theAmtrican Bee Journal.

Italian Queens "^ Return
mall.

Untested, 50c. ; Tested, $1.00.
Nuclei, '2 frame, $'3.00, including a good Queen.

Bees by the Pound.
E. Ii. CARRiniGTON,
-22Atf Oe Fuulak Sprinsa, Fla.

A Special Booklet Bargain

!

For a limited time we wish to make our
readers a special oflTer on booklets on Bees,
Poultry, Health, etc. Upon receipt of 75
cents we will mall any 6 of the list below:
and for $1,25 we will mail the iivbole
dozen:
1. Foul Brood, by Dr. Howard 25c
2

.

Poultry for M arket and Profit 25c
3. Turkeys for Market and Profit 25c
4. Our Ponltry Doctor 30o
5. Capons and Caponizing 30o
6. Hand-Book of Health, by Dr. Foote.. 25c
7. Kendall's Horse-Book 25c
8. Rural Life 25c
9. Ropp's Commercial Calculator 25e

10. Foul Brood, by Kohnke 25c
1 1

.

Silo and Silage, by Prof Cook 25c
12. Bienen-Kultur, by Newman 40c

GEORGE W. TOKK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.

CARLOADS
Of Bee-Hives, Sections, Ship-
ping-Cases, Comb Foundation,
and Everything used in the
Bee-Industry.

I want the name and address
of every Bee-Keeper In Amer-
ica. I supply Dealers as well
as consumers. Send for cata-

logs, quotations, etc. W. H. PUTNAM,
River Falls. Pierce Co., Wis,

When answering this Advertisement, mention this Journal.

Bee-Keepors' Pliotogra-pli.—We
have now on hand a limited number of ex-

cellent photographs of prominent bee-keep-
ers—a number of pictures on one card. The
likeness of 49 of them are shown on one of

the photographs, and 131 on the other. We
will send them, postpaid, for 30 cts. a card,

mailing from the 121 kind first ; then after

they are all gone, we will send the 49 kind.

So those who order first will get the most
" faces " for their money. Bend orders to

the Bee Journal office.
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HDNEY and BEESWAX
MARKKX «tIJOTAXIO:\S.

Chicagfo, 111., May 6.—There is very little

honey comlu(i: to the market, and flno lots of
white comb brings 13c. Yet only a little is

taken by the dealers, the season for it being
over with the coming of strawberries, which
are now plentiful. Kxtntcted brings about
late (luotatlons. with beeswax In active de-

mand at 27@~8c. for best grades.

San Francisco, Calif., May 6. — White
comb. 9-lOc.; amber, .5-7c. Extracted, white,
SWc; light amber, 3>4-ic.; dark tule, 23ic.
Beeswax, fair to choice, 25-27c.

Hew York, TX. Y.,May 20.—Old crop is

well cleaned up. both comb and extracted,
and our market Is in good shape for new crop,
which is now beginning to arrive from the
South. It is in fairly good demand at 50@52c_.
per gallon for average common grade, and 55
@60c. for better grades.
Beeswax is rather quiet at 26@27c.

Detroit, Mich.,Mayl.—Fancy white comb,
H(ai2c.; No. 1, loailc: fancy amber. 9@
10c. ; No. 1. S(a9o.: dark, 7@8c. Extracted,
white. 5@6c.; amber, 4@oc.; dark, 4c. Bees-
wax. 25(a26c. Demand is slow for honey, and
plenty in commission house.

Kansas City, Mo., May 20.—Fancy white,
13<ai.3e.; No. 1, ll(ai2c.; fancy amber. 10®
lie; No. l,9iaL0c.; fancy dark, SQOc: No. 1,

8c. Extracted, white, 5@5Hc. ; amber, 4!4@
5c. : dark, 3!4®4c. Beeswax, 25c.

Cincinnati, Ohio, May 7. — Demand is

slow for all kinds of honey. Comb honey,
9@14c. for fair to choice white; extracted,
3i4@6c. There is a fair demand for beeswax
at 22@25c. for good to choice yellow.

Minneapolis, Minn., May 1. — Fancy
white. ll®12c.; No. 1 white. 10®llc.; fancy
amber. 9@10c. : No. 1 amber. 8@9c.; fancy
dark, 7@8c. ; No. 1 dark. 6-7c. Extracted,
white, 6®7c.; amber. 5®5!4c. : dark. 4Q5c.
Utah white extracted, 5@5Hc. Beeswax, 23®
26c. Market fairly steady for comb and bet-
ter for extracted than for some time.

Philadelphia, Pa., May 1.— Fancy white
comb, 12-13C ; fancy amber. 8-9c.; No. 1, 8c.

;

fancy dark. 7-8c. Extracted, white. 5-7o.;
amber, 4-oc. ; dark, 3H-4C. Beeswax, 25c.
Season is getting over for comb honey—very

little demand. Extracted in good demand.

St. Iionis, Mo., May 1.— Fancy comb. 12®
ai3c.: No. 1 white, ll®ll!4e.; amber, 9®
lO^c; dark, 7@8!4c. Extracted, white. In
cans, 6®7c. ; amber, in barrels, 4®4Vic: extra.
5c.; dark, 3®4c. Good demand for barrel
stock—comb slow sale. Beeswax, 2;i®23^c,
—prime finds ready sale at 23>4c.

Albany, H, Y., May 1. — Fancy white, 12-
13c.; No. 1, ll-12e.; fancy amber. 9-lOc.;
No. 1. 8-9c.; fancy dark, 7-8c.; No. 1, 6-7o.
Extracted, white. 5-6c. : dark. 3Vi-4c.
Demand is all that could be expected at this

season. Stock on hand small.

Indianapolis, Ind,, May 1. — Fancy white
14-15C.; No. 1 white, 12-13c. Extracted,
white, 6-7c. Beeswax, 22-25c.
Demand is fair for grades quoted, but no

demand for inferior grades.

Buffalo, H, Y., May 28.-The honey season
here is about wound up for the present.
There are a few stray sales of fancy at 10 and
11 cents, while common is selling at any
price, quotable at 9@4c. No extracted of
consequence here.

Boston, Mass., May 1.— Fancy white, 13-
14c.; No. 1, 11-12C. Extracted, white. 6-7o.;
amber. 5-6c. Beeswax, 25c.

Texas dueens I

By return mall. Beet honeyt'ntlit-'rintr strain
lu America. LTntested. T.jc. J^clfc-t WArran-
ted. $1.00. J. D. Gl VE^$, Lisbon, Tex.
9AJ(>t Mention iht Amtrican Btt JoumtU

Tested Italian Queens, 75 ets.

Untested, 50 cts. —3 or 5 banded. I have
500 Nuclei. Can send Queens by return
mall. DANIEL, WIJRrH,
22A4t Falmol-th, Rush Co., Indiana.
Menilon tne j^rnerican Bee JouTval.

List of Honey and Beeswax Dealers.

Most of whom Quote In this Journal.

GblCBKO, Ilia.

K. A. BiratrBTT * Co.. 163 South Water Street.

New York, N. Y.
HiLDRETH Bros. & Seouuun,

Kansan City, JTIo.

O. C. CLBMOM8 & Co., 423 Walnut Bt.

Baflalo,N. V.
Batterbon & Co.. 167 & 169 Scott St. •

Hamilton, Ula.

Chas. Dadant & Son.

Pbiladelptala, Pa.

Wm. a. Selser, 10 Vine St.

Cleveland, Ohio.
Williams Bros., 80 & 82 Broadway.

St. Iionla, mo.
Westcott Com. Co.. 213 Market St

minneapolla, nUnn.
S. H. Hall & Co.

milnrankee, Wis.
A. V. Bishop* Co.

Boston, maaa.
E. E. BL.tKE Sc Co., 57 Chatham Street.

Detroit, inicb.

M. H. Hunt, Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich.

Indianapolis, Ind.
Walter S. Poudek, 163 Massachusetts Aye

Albany, N. ¥.
Chas. MCCttlloch & Co., 380 Broadway.

Cincinnati, Oblo.
C. F. MuTH&SON.cor. Freeman iOentralAvs.

FINE SECTIONS!
We have the flnest Lumber to be bad for

One-Piece Sections,
all Second-Growth and White as Snow. We
have all the up-to-date luacblnery, and
are in a position to Hll your order promptly
and satisfactorily.

Write for Price-List and Sample Section
free. Yours &c ,

WAUZEKA SECTION CO.,
Apr. 23, '97. Waizeka, Crawford Co., Wis.

17Atf Mention Oi« American Bee Jowmok,

Our Prices
ARE WORTH
LOOKING AT

NEW CHAMPION CHAFF HIVE
with Dovetailed Body and Supers espe-
cially. All other Bee-Supplies accordinKly.
Send for Catalojr and Price-List. Address,

B. H. SCHMIDT & CO.,
48Aif Box 1S7, Sheboygan, Wis.

ytfewtUm tiit, AraerMxxn Bee Journal.

Queen!!) an<l <liieen-Reariiis:.—
If you want to know how to have queens
fertilized in upper stories while the old

queen is still laying below ; how you may
mS'ely introdtu-e any queen, at any time of

the year when bees can fly ; all about the
different races of bees; aU about shipping
queens, queen-cages, candy for queen-
cages, etc. ; all about forming nuclei, mul-
tiplying or uniting bees, or weak colonies,

etc. ; or. in fact, everything about the
queen-business which you may want to

know—send for Doolittle's " Scientific

Queen-Rearing " — a book of over 170

pages, which is as interesting as a story.

Here are some good offers of this book

:

Bound in cloth, postpaid, $1.00 ; or clubbed
with the Bee Jocknal for one year—both
for only $1.75 ; or given free as a premium
for sending us '«• new subscribers to the
Bbk Journal for a year at $1.00 each.

A Book Recoraiiiended by Dr. Gallup.

THENEWMETHOD
In Mealth and Olsease.
By W. E Forest. M. D., 12th Edition. Ke-
vised, Illustrated, and Enlarged. This is

the greatest and best work ever publisht
as a Home I'iiysician, and as

A 4jiuide to Health.
It makes the way from Weakness to

$$tren;;'lh so plain that only those who
are past recovery (the very few) need to

be sick, and the well who will follow its

teachings eaniiot be sioW. It is now
in many families the only counsellor in

matters of health, saving the need of call-

ing a physician and all expenses for medi-
cines, as it teaches Hygiene and the use
of Nature's remedies, not a tlriig;

treat nieul.

All Clironio l>iseases

are considered, and there is not a curable
disease that has not been helpt by some
of the " .V"" .Uflliods" given here; even
those who have been pronounced Con-
sumptive have been entirely cured.
While for Klieiintatisin. Intlit^-es-
tion, Ik.vspepsia. Constipation,
I»ysentsiry, I>iver and I4idney
'I'roiibles, Catai'rli, Kniacia-
lion. <jieneral Debility, IXerv-
ous I'Xliaiislion, IHseases I>e-
euliai- to Women, etc., the methods
are sure, and can be carried out at one's
own home and with little or no expense.

A Ciuarantee.
So confident are the publishers of the
results, that they offer to refund the
money to any one who will try " New
Methods" thoroughly, if the book is re-

turned in good condition.

Xlie :^e-»v Edition
is illustrated with a number of Anatom-
ical plates from the best English work on
Anatomy publisht, and others made ex-
pressly for this work; contains 300 pages,
printed on fine calendered paper, and al-

though the price)of the first edition (much
smaller in size and without illustrations)

was S2.50, we sell this at ¥1.00, postpaid.

PRExTIIC:^! OFFERS.
For sending us two new subscribers to

the Bee Journal for one year, we will

mail ycu the book free as a premium, or
we will mail it for sending your own ad-

vance renewal and one new yearly sub-
scriber. This is a wonderful premium
offer. Address all orders to

—

GEOROr, W. YOKE & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.

Improved Machine for Sheeting Wax.

This machine oroduces a continuous sheet
of uniform thickuess and any width desired
directly from the melted wax. Nolupplnjror
welding done in this proces. This machine is

a rapid worker, simple in construction, easily
operated either by hand or steam power, and
price within reach of any supply dealer. Cor-
respondence solicited. Sample sent on receipt
of order and postag-e. Patent allowed March
18. 1897. THOS. EVANS, Lansing, Iowa.

UNG DISEASES.
in years' experience. If your case is

sufiiciently serious to require expert medi-
cal treatment, address

Or. Peiro, 100 State St.. Chicago.

Please Send Us the Names of your
neighbors who keep bees, and we will

send them sample copies of the Bee
JouBNAL. Then please call upon them
and get them to subscribe with yuu, and
secure some of the premiums we offer.
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M% § pi A Copy of

[DLL Successful Bee-Keening
rn I r I'y W. Z. Hutchinson ;

I llkk and our 1897 Catalog, fur 2-

cent stamp, or a copy of the
Catalog Tor tlie A«kiiis:. We make almost
Everylliing used by Bee-Keeper», and at

Ijon'ost Prices. OCR

Falcon Polislit Sections
are warranted

Superior to All Otiiers.

Don't buy cheaply and roughly made GoodB,
when you can have ilie best—sucli as we
make.

The Amerieaii Bee - Keeper
[monthly, now in its 7th year]

36 Pages—50 Cents a Year.
Sa,mple Free—Address,

THE W.T. FALCONER MFG. CO.,

JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

DANZENBAKER
HIVE AND HONEY
won Highest Honors at the

Fairs, and pays Premiums
to purchasers

of 50 hives, $30 for the best 100 Danz. sections
•• 25 " 25 " 50
.. 20 ' 20 •• 40 ••

•• 10 •• 10 • 20 "
" 5 " 5 • 10 "

^r" Further particulars regarding the pre-

miums, also special catalog of the Danzen-
baker Hive and System, furnleht on applica-

tion. Address,

Francis Danzenbaker, Medina, Ohio.

Care Tbe A. 1, Root Company.

IHiiillV HONEY-EXTRACTOR
illUUl N Square Glass Jars.

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies in general, etc etc
Send for our new catalog.

" Practical Hints " will be mailed for 10c.

iu stamps. Apply to—
Chas. F. Muth & Son, Cincinnati, Ohio.

tin MONEY IN POULTRY
Bl

lf.%Vf.k%*^sl?l.^''fo^'!fe
readers of this paper only if you order

now, of 30 leading varieties. Send 15c

for the larcest and most complete Poultry

Guidoever JOHN BAUSCHER. Jr.
published. Boi M. Freeport, Ills.

M^ntuiH the Atnerican li*x Jounuii

1000 First-Class

foi' only $1.50
I have on hand about 40,000 btrlcily flrst-

cUss 4!4x4>i one-piece sections For such

Ber.llons the leading dealers are asking SJ.tio

to|.'3. 00 for a single 1000; but 1 am anxious

to turn these sections into mouey as soon as

possible, and also an.xlous to Increase my sub-

scription list: therefore, as long as any re

main unsold, 1 shall offer 1000 sections and

the ICevlew, to hew subscribers, for only

il 50.

I will also furnish a tested Italian queen

and the Kevlew one year, to new subscrib-

ers, for only 11.50; or a Bingham Conqueror

Bmokcr and the Uevlcw for only *1.7."i.

W. Z. HUTCHINSON,
Meiition the American Dee Jowmaz.

FLINT,

^''^
Dadant's Foundation

^''^

Year Year

Why Does It Sell So Well ?
Because It has always given better satisfaction than any other.

Because IN 20 VEARS there have not been any complaints, but thousand

of compliments.

We Guarantee Satisfaction.
What more can anybody do ? Beauty, Purity, Firmness, No Sagging, No

Loss, Patent "Weed Process of Sheeting;.

Send I^aiiie for Our ('atalog-, Samples ol Foundation and Veil
ITIaterial. We sell the best Veils, cotton or silk.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies of All Riuds.

The Classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.25, by mail.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
Please mention the Am. Bee Journal. HAMILTON, Haucock Co., ILL.

Our business is making Sections. We are located in the basswood belt of Wis-
consin ; therefore the material we use cannot be better. We have made the fol-

lowing prices :

No. 1 Cream.
500 for fl.OO
1000 for 2.00
2000 for 3.75
3000 for 5,25

If larger quantities are wanted, write for prices.

Price-Lii8t of Sections, Foundations, Veils, Smokers, Zinc, Etc.,
Sent on application.

6A3.5t MARSHFIELD MFG. CO., Marshfield, Wis.

No. 1 Snow-Whitc.
500 for $1.25
1000 for 2,50
2000 for 4.75
3000 for 6,75

NOVICE AND [COWAN

EXTRACTORS.

More Popular Than Ever.

They are used by all leading bee-keep-

ers. If you would get the latest and

best, see that our name is on them.

Our 1897 IS Hives
J

With Ne-w 1897 End-Spacing: HofTnian Frames, are carrying the

market by storm. Don't buy old-style goods, when new, up-to-date goods cost no more.

4'sil:ilog'. <'xplaininK'. went for llie siiaking'.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
Factory and Malo Office, MEDINA, O.

BK-A-lSrCK OFFICES :

118 micliigan St., ChicHKo, III. Syracuse, N. Y.
10!£4 Miss. Str., SI. Paul, Minn. iVlccliauic Falls, Maine.

10 Vino St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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The Sugar Question—Bee-Food and Glands.

BY PROF. A. J. COOK.

I have been requested to reply to the followine, which
was sent to the editor of the Aoierican B^e Journal

:

Mr. Editor :—Prof. Cook tells us on page 179: "Thus
the symbol of water is Hj; O, and of sugar Cio Hio 0.->. In both
these cases we see that there is just twice as many atoms of

oxygen as there are of hydrogen." I'm not much acquainted
with chemistry, but it looks as if those figures showed more
hydrogen than oxygen, for I suppose H stands for hydrogen.
How is it? And is there a chemical formula that makes him
say "there is twice as many" where common folks would say
"there nee twice as many ?" Aside from these things there

is much I can understand in the article, and Prof. Cook is

doing good service to Instruct us in such matters.
Non-Chemical.

It is unfortunate that Chicago and Californiaare so widely
separated, as this makes it impossible for me to see the proof
of my articles, else the above errors would not have occurred.

1 do not wonder that " Non-Cheraical" is puzzled over the

above. I was chagrined as I read the article, and have taken
this first opportunity to correct the errors.

The formula for glucose is Co Hi3 0«. This is the true

formula for the grape-sugar of commerce, the sugar of diges-

tion, liver-sugar, and the honey-sugars. The formula for

starch Is Ch Hio O.i, and the same is true of glycogen or liver

starch or animal starch as it is called. It will be seen that all

of these substances contain hydrogen and oxygen in the same
proportion that they are found in water, that is, two equiva-
lents of hydrogen to one of oxygen. It is supposed that starch

and glycogen are changed to sugar, the first, in digestion, the

second, in the liver, by the adding of one equivalent of water.
There is no chemical formula that should make any one

say there is twice as many. That is a pure case of false syn-
tax that it seems will once in awhile get into the best of

papers.
OTHER BEE- food.

As every bee-keeper knows, bees not only require honey,
or the sugars for food, but are equally dependent upon pollen.

This forms the nitrogenous food of bees, and is without doubt
required by all the bees, young as well as old, and all of the

old bees, drones, workers and queens. It is probable that
the drones and queens need not a little of this nitrogenous or

albuminous food. The method of preparing this has been a

matter of no little dispute. The pollen which is secured by
the bees in the field Is very different from the rich, albumin-
ous food which we find in the cells with the larval bees, and
in such large quantities in the queen-cell with the developing
larval queen. It seems certain that the bees digest the pollen

and form the rich food which is fed, certainly to all larvio.

and without any doubt to the queens and drones as well. It

seem also evident that the lower head-glands secrete the fer-

ment which affects this digestion of pollen.

True, Mr. Cheshire says in his book, that these lower

head-glands secrete the very substance which is fed to the

brood. I think I have proved that this is not the case. I

think that the secretion from these lower head-glands mixes

with the pollen, and both go together to the true stomach
where the pollen is digested or changed into the royal jelly

and other nitrogenous food preparing it for the bees. I fed

bees honey which was mixtwith pulverized charcoal, and with

the microscope found this in the royal jelly. Thus, it would
be seen certain that the bees regurgitated the food which is

fed to the larvK. It would be impossible for this charcoal to

pass through into the body cavity so as to mis with the blood,

as charcoal is non-osmotic, and so cannot be absorbed, and
also equally impossible for it to be taken out by the lower

head-glauds, which must certainly be the case if these lower

head-glands prepare directly this nitrogenous food.

It would seem that ihe glands could hardly secrete all of

the nitrogenous food, though it would seem possible that they

might secrete enough ferment to digest the pollen and fit it to

nourish the larvas and also the queen and drone. The fact as

stated by Cheshire, that only the young workers have these

lower head-glands strongly developt, makes it seem more than
probable that only the younger bees prepare or digest this

nitrogenous food, and thus they supply this food not only to

the larval bees, but also to the drones, queen, and older

workers.
OTHER GLANDS IN BEES.

Besides the lower head-glands there are the large upper
head-glands, and also large glands in the thorax. These all

connect with a tube which empties at the base of the tongue
just where the nectar enters. It seems very evident that the
secretion from these glands mixes with the nectar as it is

taken into the honey-stomach. This is the ferment which
changes nectar to honey, and makes honey such an admirable
food. We can readily understand why these glands are so

large. I once fed a colony of bees 19 pounds of sugar syrup.

This all had to be transformed, and was in one night. We
also know that colonies of bees will often gather under the

most favorable circumstances a very large amount of nectar
in a single day. It must take a large amount of this digestive

ferment to perform transformation in such an extensive way,
and thus these glands in the upper head and thorax are so

largely developt. These matters are more fully described in

my "Manual of the Apiary," and also in Cheshire's book.

There is also some fat in the pollens, or perhaps it would
be more accurate to say oil. The oils and fats are the same,
tho we usually speak of fat as the material formed in animals,

and oil the like material formed by plants. I say they are

the same. They differ somewhat, but undoubtedly form the

same food element. We do not know what it is that digests

the fat or oil of the pollen. We do know that it is a secretion

from the pancreas that digests the fats and oils in our diges-

tive economy. It is probable that in the lower head-glands

there is also a ferment that does the same work for the bees.

We also know that there is in the pancreatic secretion in our
own bodies a substance which can and does digest the albumi-

noid of our food in case It is not done in the stomach by aid of

the gastric juice.

Thus we see that in case both the oils and albuminoid of

pollen is digested by the secretion of the lower head-glands,

the analogy is very close to our own digestion, and we might
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call these lower head-glands the " pancreas " of the bees. In-

deed, we are learning more and more that there is a wonderful
similarity in the organic function of all animals. And also

that there is very much in common between animals and
plants. To me this seems to more than hint that there is a

great plan running through all life, and that there must be
one great Planner. Is it not more than rational, then, as we
study Nature, to have our faith firmly planted on the fact

that there is one great God over all, and that His hand is

plainly visible in alk His works? That is the w.ay I read
Nature. Los Angeles Co., Cal.

How to Cure Foul Brood Among Bees.

BY WM. M'EVOY.

Offlcial lipoid Brood Inspector for (Jntario, Canada.

This disease has destroyed hundreds of apiaries at all

times, in almost every land where bees have been kept, and it

is to-day making its deadly march uncheckt through the bee-

yards of the world.
For 17 years I have warned the bee-keepers to keep all

dead and putrid matter out of their colonies, so as not to cause
foul brood, and while I have been warning and holding up
Death's head and the cross-bones, the professional guessers,

who were not practical bee-keepers, have been encouraging
the wholesale spread of the disease by saying that rotten brood
in hives of bees would not cause foul brood. Such teaching as

that has caused thousands of bee-keepers to be very careless,

and when the disease has broken out in their bee-yards, it was
left to run its course to the ruin of their apiaries, and all

others in the same localities. It is only the very few among
many thousands of bee-keepers that have succeeded in curing
their apiaries of foul brood after it got a good start in their

bee-yards, and the owners left to themselves to manage the
curing.

I will now give my methods of curing foul brood, which
cannot fail when followed exactly as I order.

In the honey season, when the bees are gathering honey
freely, remove the combs, and shake the bees back into their

own hives in the evening; give comb foundation starters, and
let them build combs for four days. In the evening of the
fourth day, remove the comb, and give foundation to work out,

and then the cure will be complete. Fill an empty two-story
hive with the combs of foul brood that have been removed
from two or more diseased colonies, close them up for two days,

and shade them from the sun ; after that open the entrance,
and when most of the brood is hatcht, remove those combs, and
give the bees starters of foundation in a single hive, and let

them build combs for four days. Then in the evening of the
fourth day, take out those new combs, and give them founda-
tion to work out.

Let it be remembered that all of these operations should
be done in the evening, so that the bees will become settled

down nicely before morning.
Before extracting from the diseased combs, all the combs

that were not sealed must he cut out of the frame, or some of

the decayed brood will be thrown out with the honey. Then
after cutting out the unsealed comb, uncap the sealed honey,
extract it, and bring it to a boil.

All the foul combs, and the new combs that were built in

the four days, must be made into wax, and the dross from the

wax extractor, ?)i.ust be buried, because what runs with the
wax would not be heated enough to kill the spores, and if it

was thrown out where the bees could get at it, it would start

the disease again.

When the diseased brood that was placed in the two-story
hive is hatcht and the bees are give full sheets of foundation,
then they should at once be given a queen-cell ready to hatch
out, or a young queen ; then everything will be all right.

The empty hives need no boiling, scalding, or disinfecting

in any way, and are perfectly safe to use, no matter how bad
the disease may have been in them ; and I have always got
the curing done in the same hives. But as the frames get
more or less daubed with the diseased honey when the combs
are cut out of them, I always order the frames burned as soon
as the combs are cut out, because it doesn't pay to waste valu-

able time fussing and cleaning old frames, when new, nice ones
are so cheap.

Where an apiary Is diseased so badly that the colonies
have become weak, then all the combs, both In and out of the
hives, should be made Into wax at once, and all the colonies

doubled up at the same time, as it won't pay any person to

waste time with weak colonies.

In some bee-yards I have put three and four colonies In

one, to get fair-sized colonies to start on.

When the curing is to be done before or after the honey
season, the greatest caution is to be used so as not to start

robbing. The curing can be done just as well before as after

the honey season by feeding plenty of sugar syrup in the even-
ings, so the bees will work out the starters of foundation, and
store the diseased honey in them, that they took from the old,

diseased combs ; and when the new combs are removed the
fourth evening, and the foundation given, the feeding must be
continued to get foundation workt out and filled with plenty
of good stores for winter,

When I find apiaries of foul brood at the close of the honey
season, I get the queens caged in all the weakest colonies for

about ten days, so that no brood can be started to become foul.

I then get the owners to take the brood out of the strong col-

onies, and tier it up on the weak colonies with the caged
queens. Then give the colonies starters as soon as the combs
are removed, and feed sugar syrup in the cvenbujn for four
days ; then remove the starters for foundation. Then at the
end of ten days get all the combs taken from the weak colo-

nies that have the caged queens, and shake the bees into a
single hive, give starters of foundation, let the queens out of

the cages, and feed sugar syrup in the evenings, and remove
the new combs the fourth evening for full sheets of founda-
tion, and continue the feeding until all is in good condition.

The colonies that were weak when the brood of other colonies

was tiered up on them, will be very strong from the quantity
of bees hatcht out during the ten days.

I have to use considerable judgment in curing many foul-

broody apiaries, so as to make the cure as profitable as possi-

ble, and have every colony a good, strong one when the season
closes.

It is a very easy thing for one to cure a foul-broody apia-

ry, and soon put it in good order, no matter how bad it was
when I started to fix it up in good shape to cure it. But I

have found it a very hard thing to handle all sorts of men so

that they would cure, and do as I ordered them.

When a few colonies in an apiary are found with foul

brood at the close of the season, the owner can very easily fix

them up all right by removing the combs in an evenimj in Oc-
tober, when the queens have done laying, and giving scaled

combs from sound colonies. If the owner has no sealed combs,
he must feed until the bees in the sound colonies seal them for

that purpose, and then when given to the foul colony the bees
won't have any place to store the foul honey they took from
the diseased combs, and then they will have to keep it until

they consume it ; and with no place to start brood, the queen
stopt laying, and cold weather coming on, the bees will have
gotten rid of the diseased honey long Defore brood is started

again. Every bee-keeper should have, every fall, plenty of

combs sealed over like the best of section honey. I have hun-
dreds of them every fall.

I know of many failures in Ontario where the drug system
has been tried, and I have many private letters from several
localities in the United States where it has been a complete
failure. I never knew one cure made by the drug system, and
why any man should speak of it as a cure when it is always a
failure, is something I can't understand.

I will warn all men not to waste their time in tinkering
with any kind of drugs in a bee-yard ; the best place for such
drugs would be in the sea—only it might be a sorry time for

the fishes.

The D. A. Jones' starvation plan will cure every time, but
it is too hard on the bees, and completely unfits them for

comb-building for a time, by making the bees very thin, lean
and poor ; and the starving sometimes almost ruins some of

the queens for life. Ontario, Canada.

The Preventiou of Swarming.

BV W. P. FAYLOK.

There seems to be a good deal of dilTerence in the traits

and habits of bees of different apiaries, and in no respect is

this more true than in regard to swarming. I had 30 colonies
of bees last summer. Part of those were run for extracted
honey and part for comb honey. I did not have a single swarm
by Nature's method last year, while a neighbor's bees, but
four miles distant, swarmed themselves to death.

In order to produce a non-swarming race of bees it is

necessary first of all to practice the artificial method of in-

crease. Where bees are not allowed to swarm for a few gen-
erations, they seem to lose the swarming fever, but where they
are pormitted to have their own way, year after year, each
colony will usually swarm three or four times in aslngle season.
Dr. C. C. Miller has allowed his bees to swarm for years, I

believe, while the Dadants have practiced the artificial method
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of increase. Now, what has been the result ? We read of
the Dadaiit bees seldom casting a swarm, while our Dr.
Miller's swarm right along with the same environment and
circumstances. The large, roomy hive is one factor in reduc-
ing the swarming mania, but it is not the chief one.

I usually make my increase from colonies that are run for
extracted honey, by placing bee-zinc on top of the lower story,

and confining the queen below anil placing most of the brood
and young larva; in the upper stories. The bees, finding no
queen in these upper stories where the chief amount of brood
and stores are, will usually build a few queen-cells and rear
the very best of queens in this way. It is best to destroy all

the queen-cells but one or two of the largest. A few days
after the best queen-cell is capt, I lift off the upper story,

bees and all, and place this story on a new bottom stand for

the beginning of a new colony. I5y having on hand plenty of

empty brood-combs at the beginning of the season, I can take
one good, strong colony and increase to eight or ten good colo-

nies in a single season.

With colonies that I wish to run for comb honey I practice

the following method : My S-frame hives are 12 inches wide.

Inside measure, and this allows for Wi inch spacing of frames
during most of the year, but just at the dawn of the honey
harvest I take out the combs and trim down the upper bulges,
placing the combs that are fullest of brood and eggs on the
outside, and those with honey and little brood, with one addi-

tional empty comb, on the inside of the chamber. During the
honey-flow, you see, there are nine frames in the brood-cham-
ber, making close spacing of brood-frames, so that the bees
will have but little bulging room to store honey in the brood-
chamber, and will have to go into the upper story among the
sections to find the bulging room.

The next thing I do, I raise the brood-chamber about Jj

of an Inch from the bottom-board, so as to let the cool air

circulate through under the brood-chamber. A little piece of

common lath placed under each corner of the hive will answer
this purpose.

Some 12 years ago I had a very strong colony of bees.

They were working grudgingly in the sections above, and
were hanging out so as to cover the front and part of the sides

of the hive. I had made this colony extra-strong by giving
early additional brood. I wanted it to cast one good swarm
30 as to get some extra queen-cells. They had a nice lot of

queen-cells started, and while they were getting ready to

swarm I thought they might be induced to go up into the sec-

tions by raising the brood-chamber from the bottom-board. I

put a little block under each corner of the hive, raising it

about a half inch from the bottom-board; and what was my
surprise to see these outside bees go into the upper story and
crowd the sections. I supposed that the colony would swarm
all the same in a few days, but it did not. I waited about a

week and no swarm came off. Then 1 made an examination
and found that the bees had destroyed every queen-larva? and
most of the queen-cells. Since then, when I have not wanted
any swarming (and I now do not) I always raise the brood-
chamber from the bottom-board so as to let the cool air circu-

late freely through the brood-chamber. This alone will pre-
vent nine colonies out of every ten from swarming. It has
prevented a hundred per cent, with me from swarming.

About once a year, for a number of years, I have called

the attention of the readers of the Bee Journal to this point,

and all that have tried raising the brood-chamber from the
bottom-boarfl have spoken of it as having done much to pre-

vent swarming, and also has hurried the bees into the sec-

tions.

1 am now satisfied that the natural cause of swarming is

wererou'diJig soine apartment of Uie queen's chamber with bees.

brood, eijijs, and heat. This can be demonstrated by using the
5-banded bees. I have sent north, south, east and west for
these yellow beauties, for the last ten years, and I have the
first queen yet to receive of the 5-banded variety that can
produce eggs enough to give a colony of bees the swarming
mania. The reason is that there are always empty cells, and
no part of the brood-chamber is ever crowded.

Franklin Co., Iowa.

Selling Extracted Honey—Valuable Secrets.

Br CHALON FOWLS.

When I first began producing extracted honey, 1.5 or 16
years ago, I could not sell 100 pounds a year in ray homo
market: now it takes from Ihi to 2 tons of honey a year to

supply my home market, and my trade is constantly increas-
ing. My success in building up a home market Is due, I think,
to my methods, which are as follows :

First, the keynote of success in selling honey is to have a

first-class article to sell. As nearly all the honey produced In

my locality is gathered from basswood and clover, it follows
that I shall have the finest flavored and whitest honey in the
market, if only the most cleanly methods are employed from
the time the nectar is gathered until it reaches the market,
just as a like result is obtained by the cleanest and most Ira-

proved methods in the gathering and handling of maple sap.
An examination of the bee under a microscope shows that it

is one of the most cleanly as well as the most beautiful of in-

sects, which insures cleanliness in the gathering process (I'm
afraid the maple-sap gatherers would hardly bear comparison
here). When the bee gets home with its load it must deposit
it in a clean receptacle ; old combs will not do, neither must
the queen be allowed access to the surplus combs, as» eggs,
larvM. and pollen result in dirty combs ; therefore, the queen
is confined in the brood-chamber by means of perforated zinc.

The honey is not taken from the hive and extracted until
it is sealed up just like section honey. It is then extracted,
and stored in nice tin cans holding about 75 pounds. It will

all candy solid, and is liquefied only as wanted for market.
When I want to put up some for market, I put one of the cans
in a larger can, supported by a suitable frame, so as to leave
room under and all around, to be tilled with water. The
whole thing is kept hot several hours on the stove (a gasoline-
stove is th3 best because slowerl ; but I do not want the water
to boil at any time in the outside can. After it is perfectly
liquefied, it is put into my filling can, which is provided with
a gate. Then I am ready to fill small packages for market.

I use only flint-glass pint Mason jars and third-pint jelly-

tumblers for the grocery trade. I never use the green glass
when I can get the flint, as the honey does not show up nearly
as well. Grocers are requested to place the honey in frost
somewhere, or on the counters, where the light will strike
through it. When a customer sees it shimmering in the sun,
as clear as crystal, he is attracted by its beauty, and will buy.
I want no showy-colored labels on my honey. I leave that for
the glucose-mixers. They want something to plaster over
their vile stuff to hide it, while I want to show my honey, as it

looks finer to a honey-lover than the finest work of art on a
label. Lithographs are so common nowadays that people take
little notice of them ; but any choice article of food, put up in

clean and attractive packages, always commands attention ;

therefore, I use only a small white label, 1x2 inches, giving
my name and address, and the words, "Pure Honey." We
might get a pointer here from the druggists, who are apt to

display clear and sparkling liquids in the window.
I make a tour of the principal towns in my county every

two months, or oftener, according to the demands of the trade ;

and if any of the stock left is beginning to candy, orhas be-

come unsightly in any way, it is replaced with fresh goods free

of charge. However, this very seldom happens—almost never
—except in the case of some little stock that is carried over
the summer.

I consider it to my interest that the grocer who handles
my honey shall make a good profit—20 to 80 per cent, is none
too much on small packages. They should be clast as " fancy
groceries," and should bring a better profit than honey in

bulk, or sugar and flour. In this way I secure the hearty co-

operation of the grocer, which would not be the case if his

profits were small.
I sell pint Mason jars at .S2.75 per dozen, .S30 per gross ;

third-pints, .SI. 10 per dozen; per gross, .^12. Pints rtin

about 19 pounds to the dozen ; third-pints, about 6. Pints
retail for 30 cents each; third-pints from 12 to 15 cents
each, according to circumstances. But it will be argued these
prices are too high, and honey will not be used largely if these
prices prevail. I answer that this is for a fancy article in small
packages. Do not choice red raspberries in pint boxes sell

high? and yet good fruit can be bought cheap in larger quan-
tities, and larger quantities are used, too. Almost any grocer
will sell on smaller margin in bulk by the crockful or pailful,

as the large packages need no display, and the profit on the
large package is as much as on the little one.

I believe bee-keepers ought to push the local trade more.
Much might be done by advertising in one way or another.

I sell the most of the honey sold in bulk in my own town,
and I find but comparatively few will buy in bulk, altho the
price is much cheaper. By far the larger number want only
a pint or less at a time. Of course, I do not undersell the
grocers on the same size of packages they handle. In solicit-

ing orders from boarding-house keepers and families I prefer
to take along my samples in flint-glass Mason jars, and I carry
them in a sample case, which allows the light to strike

through, just as in the grocery. Even amber honey from fall

flowers looks fine if I can get the jars between my customers
and the sun ; and once people begin to admire its beauty, it's

not difficult to get them to taste, which sometimes goes a long
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way toward making a sale. As I never allow any but my best

honey to go in to the grocery trade, I have to work off all my
off grades to families, boarding-houses and bakeries. The
dark and strong kinds, if I have any, are used for cooking,

and recipes are given away with the honey.—Gleanings.
Lorain Co., Ohio.

What About the Use of Leveled-Down Corabs
in the Sections ?

BY S. A. DEACON.

The man who opposes, by word or deed, the teachings and
long practice of such veterans and pastmasters in the art of

apiculture as the late Mr. B. Taylor, and unhesitatingly con-

tends that a main feature in that gentleman's system of comb
honey producing was altogether wrong, must possess a vast

and enviable amount of confidence in his own apicultural

knowledge and skill

!

Let such as perused in the Bee Journal for Oct. 8, 1896,
Mr. Abbott's condemnation of the use of drawn combs in sec-

tions, turn back to page 61-i of the Bee tlournal for 189.5,

and there read Mr. B. Taylor's emphatic statements regarding
the undoubted advantages accruing from their use, as com-
pared with that of starters, or even with full sheets of foun-

dation ; they are compared in his essay at the Toronto con-

vention. Perhaps Mr. Jewell Taylor will kindly inform us

whether he, or his late father, ever experienced the bad con-

sequences of using drawn combs upon which Mr. Abbott lays

so much stress. Their use is greatly favored, and strongly

recommended, too, by that expert English bee-master, Mr.
Samuel SImmins.

If, as Mr. Abbott alfirms to he the case, honey rapidly
deposited, as in drawn combs, is liable to either fermentation
or granulation, or to both, it would be interesting to know
how the Messrs. Dadant overcame the trouble; for their ex-'

trading combs not being leveled down, the conditions favor-

able to fermentation, and, according to Mr. Abbott, for granu-
lation, are, in their case, present in a greatly enhanced de-

gree. And this suggests a question which I would very much
wish to have answered by those who, unlike Mr. Abbott, siic-

eessfuUy use drawn comb, viz.: How mucli should they be
leveled down ? Or, in other words, what depth of cell should
be left? And what was the late Mr. Taylor's practice in this

respect? Here again Mr. Jewell Taylor can come to our aid.

What with one set of experts strongly advising one mode
of procedure, and another set as staunchly opposing it, the
intellects of the majority of the lesser fry naturally get be-

fogged, perplext, bewildered and confused, and, half his time,

the tyro "don't know where he are." And when I hear Mr.
Abbott saying that the use of drawn combs causes tlieir too-

rapidly-deposited contents to ferment, and, in the same breath,

that it causes them to granulate, I feel strongly iuilined to

ask him. Do he really know where he are ? Surely, ihe use of

drawn combs cannot be productive of two such cliemically

opposite results, for the one is due to an excess of moisture,
and the other to evaporation of the same.

It may be that the constantly presented cniiflicting state-

ments regarding matters connected with our calling (and upon
which one would suppose there could hardly exist two opin-

ions) has dulled my intellect, and made me somewhat obtuse ;

still, I venture to think I am not the only one Mr. Abbott's
remarks have put in a hole, and that others besides myself
would be grateful to that gentleman for a little more precise

explanation of his views on this rather importantand decidedly
Interesting matter. What have experiments at Lapeer, Mich.,
proved " along this line ?"—to adopt a favorite expression of

our good Mr. Doolitlle.

Come, Mr. Doolittle, tell us what ynu know about it. It

would be little use, I suppose, asking Dr. Miller's opinion, be-

cause he's sure not to know, you know; that medicineman
never do know nullin'—unless, perhaps. It be how to get 10,-

000 sections of honey 1

Then, to " make confusion worse confounded," Mr. Abbott
proceeds to tell us that he "had trouble to keep the honey
from granulating in the cells." We must assume, then, that
he did prevent it from granulating ; ergo, altho under the cir-

cumstances the honey is liable to granulate In the cells there
Is a means of preventing it, and that, consequently as far at

least as m\i Intellectual eyesight carries me, all objection to

the use of drawn comb is removed.

Mr. Abbott doesn't say haw ho prevented it ; perhaps like

the canny Scotch engineer who had a plan for relieving the
congestion of the vehicular traHic of London, by converting
the bed of the Thames into a macadamized road, the modus

operandi (in the Scotchman's case, of keeping the water o%it,

and in Mr. Abbott's case of keeping it i?i) is "a secret he
means to keep his ain sel." Did Mr. A. and his hired man sit

up all night doing battle with the granulating fiend ? or how
was it done ? I never yet heard of any plan, method or pro-
cess of checking granulation in comb honey once it had set in ;

but then I confess I don't know very much about the matter.
When I see extracted honey going that way I call in hot water
to my aid, but I doubt if it would be quite advisable to boil

"

the sections. Quien sahe f we are living in a wonderful age,
and are daily finding out something new.

Mr. Abbott is an old and experienced apiarist, that we al

must admit, and his opinions are, as a rule, entitled to respect

;

nor can we be otherwise than grateful for the readiness he
ever displays to impart the results of his experience to us re-

cruits in the bee-keeping ranks; but until an ecumenical
council shall have decreed Abbotts to be as infallible as Popes,
or, better still, until we shall have governed the opinions of
those veterans whose valuable little pars constitute the con-
tents of the Question-Box column, I, for one, shall keep " an
open mind " on this matter of the use of drawn combs in

sections.

HONEY PKICES IN SOUTH AFRICA.

I have just received a letter from Mr. F. J. Haarhoff, of
Pretoria, Transvaal, in reply to one I addrest him in refer-
ence to his statement, which appeared in Gleanings, and was
reproduced in the American Bee Journal, to the effect that
comb honey was worth half a crown a pound in Pretoria, and
which inclined me to the opinion that the ramifications of
Horrie & Co. extended to South Africa. But Mr. Haarhoff,
who, it appears, is a genera! dealer and broker—and, for all 1

know to the contrary, a good and trustworthy one—explains
that when he and a few neighbors mustered about 50 colonies
between them, which they kept in their gardens, or back-
yards, they managed to get a few sections from fruit-bloom,
and, being then and there somewhat of a rarity, they fetcht
fancy prices. "But now," to quote from Mr. H.'s letter,

"competition has appeared in the field, and already the price
has greatly receded ; and very little above the present supply
would bring prices still lower." Yes, seeing that Pretoria and
Johannesburg together have a population of only about -40,000
whites, I fear a consignment of say 2,000 pounds would make
honey a drug in the market. So I trust that no hastener after
riches on your side of the big pond, will be induced, on the
strength of that " half crown a pound " statement, to send
their product across the deep blue sea ; for what with freight,

duty, brokerage, land carriage and smash, I don't think he
would see very much change out of that half crown.

South Africa.

No-w for Ne-w Subscribers for the rest of 1897 :

We would like to have each of our present readers send us at
least one new subscriber for the Bee Journal before July 1,

1897. That surely will not be hard to do, when they will

need to pay only 50 cents for the rest of this year. That is

about 7 months, or only 7 cents a month for the weekly
American Bee Journal. Any one with only a colony or two
of bees should jump at such an offer as that.

Now, we don't ask you to work for us for nothing, but

will say that for each new 50-cent subscriber you send us, we
will mail you your choice of one of the following list

:

Wood Binder for the Bee Journal
50 copies of leaflet on " Why Eat Honey y" ...

50 " ' on •' How to Keep Honey "

50 •' " on " Alsike Clover "
6 copies "Honey as Food and Medicine"
1 copyeach " Preparation of Honey for the Market "(10c.)
and Doollttle's " Hive T Use " (5o.)

1 copy each Dadants' "Handling Bees" (8c.)and " Bee-
Pasturage a Necessity " (10c.)

Dr. Howard's book on "Foul Brood"
Kohnke's " Foul Broi-d" book
Cheshire's " Foul Brood " boob llOc.) and Dadants' " Hand-

ling Bees" [So ]

Dr. Foote's Hand-Bookof Health
Rural Life Book
Our Poultry Doctor, by Fanny Felld
Poultry for Market and Profit, by Fanny Field
C^apons and Caponizlug
Turkeys for Market and Profit
Green s Four Books on Frult-G rowing
Kopp Commercial Calculator No. 1

Silo and Silage, by Prof. Cook
Bicuen-Kultur (German]
Kendall's Ilorse-Book [Eaglieh or German]
1 Pound White Clover Seed
1 " Sweet " "

m " Aleike " "

1!4 '• Alfalfa " "

1^ *' Crimson " "
Queen-CUpplng Device
The Horse—How to Break and Handle

20c.
20c.
20c.
20c.
20c.

ISO.

18o.
2oc.
250.

18c.
25c.
25e.
25c.
250.
25c.
25c.
25c.
25c.
25c.
40o.
25c.
25c.
260.
250.
25e.
25c.
30c.
20c.
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Report of the North American Convention Held
at St. Joseph, Mo., Oct. 10-12, 1894.

RKl'ORTED BT I.OUIS R. IJGHTON.

[Continued from page 358.1

WHAT SHALL WE PLANT FOR HONEY ?

Melilot or Sweet Clover (.Ucn7otus otoa). The white meli-

lot or Bokhara clover is an excellent honey-plant, yielding from
early iu July until frost. There are a few plants of this near
my apiary and my bees were on them during the whole period
of bloom, but especially in July and August when there was
nothing else for them. I have purchast a bushel of the seed
to sow next spring. The plant sends its roots deep, hence
stands drouth well. In the South it is used extensively as a

forage crop, for early spring pasturage, and as a soil renova-
tor, while if cut before the stems become woody the hay is ex-

cellent. It will thrive on any soil containing lime, and often
yields five to six tons per acre when cut two or three times.

Even if not desirable, in a given case, to cultivate sweet clover

*s a forage plant, bee-keepers will do well to scatter the seed
in waste places anywhere within a mile of their apiaries, es-

pecially where summer pasturage is lacking.
Fuller's Teasel (Dipsacus fuUomim) yields honey abun-

dantly during the months of July and August, lasting some
throe weeks. The price of the heads (used by fullers in rais-

ing the nap on cloth) is now scarcely oue-tenth what it used
to be in this country owing to the invention of machinery to

<lo the same work, so that it is doubtful about there being
much profit in cultivating it.

Winter Rape {Brassica '»iapi(.«) sown in the summer or au-

tumn (according to the latitude) blossoms the following April
or May and yields houey abundantly. The seed of the Dwarf
Essex variety is now much sought after for sowing to produce
autumn or early spring pasturage, especially for sheep, or for

soiling purposes. A valuable oil can also be made from it. It

is raised extensively in Germany for this purpose, and bee-

keepers there secure considerable yields of honey from this,

a- y<ell as from the annual or summer variety.

Turnips and Cabbages, when planted out to secure seed,

furnish an early yield of good honey.
Parsnip {Pastiiuiea sativa).—When permitted to run up to

seed this plant is said to yield honey abundantly. Personally
I do not know anything about its honey-producing capacities.

But one of our honorary members, Mr. George de Layens, of

France, places it in the front rank. If his observation is cor-

rect, why should not our bee-keepers raise the parsnip seed
for the country.

Annuals:—
Crimson clover (Trifolium incarnatum) . This has been

raised most extensively in Delaware and farther south, but
may be sown in the spring anywhere in the North. It would
surely thrive in Pennsylvania, Ohio and westward, and will

grow on light sandy soils too poor to raise other clovers ; also

on light clay soils, and soils lacking in lime. It is an excellent
renovator of the soil, a good forage plant, furnishing good
pasturage and a fair crop of hay, while our bees are busy on
It for some time—even as early as April in the South when the
seed has been sown in August or September.

Japanese or Bush clover {Lenpedeza striata) is another leg-

uminous plant largely grown in the South for forage and as a

renovator of worn soils. It can be raised farther north—sure-
ly as far as the Ohio and likely beyond this limit if sown after

all danger of frost is past. Moist clay soil seems best adapted
to it, but it will grow on very poor land—anything but pure
sand—and stand drouth well. The North Carolina Experi-
ment Station says of Japan Clover : "The ability to grow on
land too poor to produce even broomsedge, and to crowd out
all other plants: its dying each winter and leaving its roots to

fertilize the soil ; and its possessing the nitrogen-fixing power
peculiar to the pulse family of plants, place Japan clover at

the head of renovating plants adapted to the climate of South-
ern States. It Is unequaled as a restorer of worn fields, such

as are generally turned out to grow up in pines." The ex-

tended cultivation of this crop will greatly benefit our agri-

culturists, and bee-keepers will also derive advantage from It.

Yellow Melilot (Melllutus offiflnalin) and Black Medkk or

Yellow Trefoil (Medicayo luijulina) are leguminous plants

more often met with in the South than in the North, yet both

of which may also be grown almost anywhere in the Union,

and will vary from annual to biennial according to latitude.

They are honey-plants as well as forage and soil-renovating

crops.
Summer Rape (Brassica campcstris var. cnlza.) This var-

iety of rape sown in the spring blossoms from six to eight

weeks. It is not nearly so valuable as the winter rape for for-

age, but is raised for its seed and from which a useful oil is

exprest. Where the summer heat and drouth are not too great

for it, this plant may be made to render good service to the

bees, when sown so as to fill the mid-season gap in the har-

vest.

Melon, cucumber, gourd, squash, and pumpkin vines yield

honey all summer, and where some acres are devoted to these

the return is considerable. Nor is it a one-sided aflair alto-

gether, for the cultivator of these cucurbits is greatly in-

debted to the bee-keeper for the complete fertilization of the

blossoms and consequent productiveness of his vines—a state-

ment which, for that matter, applies to many other crops as

well.

Onion {Allium cepa) yields honey. No doubt also other
plants of the same genus, as for example, Chives (A. slio'no-

prasum) Shallot (^-1. ascalonicum) , Garden Garlic (A.satitmm),
and Garden Leek (A. porrum). The Wild Leek {A. tricoccmn)

is an abundant yielder, and tho I never harvested honey from
any other species or genus, my bees once gathered several hun-
dred pounds of honey from the wild leek, which, tho it had a

good body and was rather light-colored, was at first so strong

in taste and odor as to be very repugnant, but became after

exposure for some days iu open buckets quite palatable. Since

the leek is one of the strongest of these plants, I judge the

honey from the other? would also lose any disagreeable quali-

ties it might at first possess.

Buckwheat {Fagopyrum esculcntum) produces large yields

of honey some seasons. The honey is dark and strong-flavor-

ed, but is relisht by some. The only caution to be observed by
the bee-keeper is not to sow it at a time or in a locality where
it would interfere with a yield of light honey. It blooms in

about five weeks from the time of sowing, and remains usually

about three weeks, or until frost is sown in midsummer. I

have found, contrary to the view entertained by some and fre-

quently repeated in print, that it is excellent for winter stores.

My bees have wintered on buckwheat honey alone some sea-

sons in a cold climate, too. I would recommend its. cultiva-

tion in good, rich soil, in localities not likely to experience

great drouths with high temperature.

Cotton {Qossypium herbaceum] begins to blossom in June,

and, tho each flower fades within about three days after open-

ing, others develop successively until late autumn, furnishing,

under favorable circumstances, good yields. Unfortunately in

those States where cotton growing is followed extensively, api-

culture is one of the neglected industries.

Orka or Gumbo (Hibiscus esculcntus). This plant belongs

to the same family, Malvace;e or Mallow family, as cotton,

and the hollyhock, so common everywhere, as well as the abu-

tilons prized as ornaments, all of which are very acceptable to

our bees. Okra pods are excellent for soups and stews, and
they may be dried and used during winter. If one is located

near a city he might raise this extensively and find a market
for it. Perhaps the dried product would find a profitable sale

if shipt to our larger cities.

Indian Corn (Zca mays) yields honey and pollen.

Vetches (T'icio spp.),Cow-Pea( rii/iia [Doliclios] (sinensis),

Lentil {Lens escuienta) and Lupines tLupinus spp.) are all le-

guminous annuals, valuable for forage, as nitrogen-collect-

ing soil-renovators, and for their honey. They are mostly

grown in the South, but may also be raised successfully in the

North. The Russian or Hairy Vetch (T'icin villosa) is the har-

diest and has been found the most valuable of all vetches for

this country. The Common Vetch (
1'. satirnl is of smaller

growth, and may be known by its smooth light-green leaves,

with pink flowers, while the Russian vetch has purple flowers

in larger clusters, and dark-green leaves which are hairy.

What are known as "Winter Vetch," and " Chinese Vetch,"

are species of Lathyrus or perennial peas, valuable as forage-

plants, but not to be confounded with true vetches. Honey is

secreted, under favorable circumstances by glands located at

the bases of the leaves of vetches.

The Cow Pea extensively grown in the South for forage,

hay, and green manuring, also yields honey from similar extra

floral glands. The Massachusetts and Connecticut experl-
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ment stations report favorably on the growth of this crop In

the North, but the Kaosas station in two of its reports men-
tions that it did not seem adapted to that locality. Since there
are many varieties of cow peas, some of them dwarf, and ma-
turing in two months' time, whileothers require a longseason,
and, the they may produce abundant forage in the North, will

not ripen seed there, Jt is natural that reports should vary.
Of their great importance for the South there can be no doubt,
and in many localities in the North their value will be equally
certain both to the agriculturist and the bee-keeper.

Lentils may be grown North as well as South, and are ex-
cellent for fodder, especially for cows. The seeds make excel-
lent soup. These, as well as the vetches and lupines, are much
more widely cultivated in Europe than here, and our bee-keep-
ers will do well to encourage their spread among American
armers.

Of the Lupines there are many species, but only three are
considered valuable for forage, namely: the white lupine (Lu-
pinus ttUms), the hairy or blue lupine iLupinus hirsutus) and
the yellow lupine t Luplniis hUcns) . The lupines are rather
woody to make good fodder but may be utilized for sheep.
They will grow on very poor sandy lands. Vast barren wastes
In Europe have been brought under profitable cultivation by
green manuring with lupines. They do not attract our bees
as much as many other leguminous plants, but are still worth
consideration.

Spurry {Spcrduln arvensis) belonging to the Pink family,
is a weed in some places, but cultivated, especially in Europe,
as a forage plant, sheep and cattle being fond of it. The stalk
grows about one foot high, blossoms white, borne in June and
July. Plant prefers sandy soil. According to the Michigan
Experiment Station (Bui. 68) this plant has been of great
value on the jack-pine plains of that State. At the Oregon
Station it yielded (Bui. 4) 20 tons of green forage per acre.
One of our European acquaintances, who keeps about 400 col-
onies of bees, says that this plant yields considerable honey
and pollen. This with the testimony from the experiment
stations constrains me to place spurry in this list, altho I have
made no observations on it myself.

Hemp (Cannabis sativa), cultivated for its fiber chiefly in
Kentucky and westward and southeastward, is said to be an
excellent honey-yielder. Do the bees not get more pollen than
honey from it ? It is doubtful whether it could be profitably
grown much farther north ; but its acreage might be much ex-
tended in the latitudes mentioned. Why do not the bee-keep-
ers of those regions look to this ?

(Continued ucvt week.)
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OONDOCTED BY
OR. O. O. MIXtJER. MA2iE2VGO, Jit.

[QuestlonB may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direct.l

Swariiiiiii;— Drawii-Comb—Uiiiiing.

1. I have several hives with the brood-nest fairly full of
bees and brood, and with a good supply of honey, but they are
doing nothing in the supers ; I have a number of combs almost
solid full of honey that I took from the hives early this spring

;

would you advise putting one of those (uncapt) combs of
honey in the brood-nest with the purpose of having the bees
carry the honey into the super ? or would you wait until they
begin storing in the super (if they ever do), and then try the
above plan ?

2. To prevent swarming : A colony swarms with a dipt
queen. The combs are taken from the hive and the bees
shaken from them ; all queen-cells are cut out, and the queen
and all the bees returned to the hive. Is it yiur experience
that this will stop the swarming fever? or will they go to
work on now queen-cells and swarm again ?

3. To start drawn-comb for supers: It seems impossible
to get my bees into the supers at all unless supplied with
drawn-comb. Do you think well of the Idea of putting a
frame of foundation outside the division-board in the brood-

nest with the idea of having the bees draw the foundation,
and then cutting it out and fitting it into the supers '?

4. Dj you think it safe to unite a queenless colony with
one having a queen ? Is there not danger of the queen being
balled or injured ? And if so united, would it be by shaking
the bees of the queenless colony from their combs in front of
the hive to which they are to be united ? or how ?

•5. Suppose you have a lO-frame hive of bees in good con-
dition, but not working in the supers, and you place under
them another 10-frame hive with no bees, but filled with
combs of honey. What would be the effect ?

Western Penn.

Answers.— 1. I don't think I'd do either; that is, 1
wouldn't put In frames of honey left over from last year with
the expectation of having it carried up into the supers. But
it may be a good plan to put a frame of honey in the brood-
nest, for it isn't the easiest thing to crowd out the queen early
in the season by having too much honey in the brood-nest.
Very few realize perhaps how much honey -is used up in brood-
rearing, and it seems to encourage the bees to go more largely
into brood-rearing if a large lot of stores is in sight. It will

also practically be putting just so much more honey in the
supers, for the bees are not likely to store above till the brood-
nest is filled.

2. In nine cases out of ten they'll swarm.
8. That's the Oatman plan, and is much practiced by

some of the bee-keepers of northern Illinois. It's a good plan,
the only objection being the labor involved.

4. If honey is coming in, there's very little danger—less

danger by a good deal than if both colonies had queens. You
can shake the bees in front of the hive, as you suggest, or,

perhaps better, you can quietly place frames and bees in the
hive. If you want to be very safe about it, put one hive over
the other, leaving a piece of heavy paper between with a little

hole big enough for a single bee to pass through.

5. Probably they wouldn't work in the super so soon as if

you had not given the frames of honey. If the hive is cram-
med full, so not a drop of honey can be got into it, there ought
to be no difference.

M I ^

—

They Will Be Hybrids.

Will a hybrid queen, purely mated with an Italian drone,
produce all yellow workers '? If so, will they be gentle like

pure Italians ? E. B.

Answer.—No, they'll be hybrids, or, properly speaking, a
cross—and may be cross as well.

Ten Inlercsling Questions and Answers.

1. Do you put sections on as soon as a swarm is hived ?

2. How can I keep ants out of my honey-house ? It has
four pillars or posts set in the ground ; tar on them soon gets
hard. Turpentine on a narrow strip of cloth tied around them
soon evaporates.

3. I want my bees to swarm, but do not want any increase
in colonies. How shall I manage them ?

4. I use lO-frame dovetailed hives, and work for comb
honey. What kind of hives do you use ? and what kind of

honey do you work for ?

5. Do you put sections on before the bees swarm ?

6. What is meant by " sealed covers ?"

7. Which do you consider the best surplus arrangement
for comb honey— the T super, wide frame, or section holder ?

8. How many years will a queen do good service in a 10-
frame hive ?

9. Is 1231 cents enough for honey in a 4v.^x4yxlK
section '?

10. Which style of frame do you prefer—Hoffman or old-
stylo thick top-bar '? I mean in regard to manipulation.

Ml.SSOURI.

Answers.— 1. If you put sections on as soon as a swarm
is hived, there is some danger that the queen may go up and
lay in the sections, unless a queen-excluder is used, so if you
don't use excluders it's better to wait a day or two before put-

ting on supers. As soon as the queen gets started laying be-

low, it's all right to put on supers.
2. Try chalk. Some one has said they will not cross a

place well chalkt. Powdered borax is also disagreeable to

them. You might have pasteboard or tin so arranged about
the pillars that you can have a line of powdered borax of con-
siderable depth. You could do as they do in keeping some
kinds of worms from climbing shade-trees. They have a sort

of dish of tin surrounding the tree, filled with oil. If it had
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been planned for in the first place, the pillars could have been
set in milk-pans, then you could keep cheap oil in the pans.

3. One way is to proceed much on the ordinary plan, tak-
ing pains to prevent all swarms after the first, then uniting
in the following spring or early summer down to the desired
number. To prevent after-swarms, put the swarm on the old

stand, placing the old hive close up to it, then remove the old
hive to a new location about a week later. If you want to

limit the number still more, put two old hives together, one on
top of the other, at the time of setting on a now location. In
this case you would have in many cases to remove the hives at

a different time from what you otherwise would. It might be
that two swarms would be a week apart. Put the old hive of

the first on its new stand not later than a week from the time
of the swarm, then three or four days later put the other old
hive on it. If you want to carry the limitation still farther,
you can pile three or four hives together, and extract some
honey from the pile. The third or fourth hive added to the
pile might have all its bees brusht off.

4. I work for comb honey, and have S-frame hives. If I

had 10-frame hives I should do a lot of thinking before chang-
ing to S-framers, especially if I didn't mind lifting heavy
hives. Some of my colonies now have brood in frames lO or

more (sometimes they have brood in 14 frames), but of course
they have a second story for that.

5. Yes, sections are usually put on about 10 days after

the first white clover blossom is seen. Last year was remark-
ably early, the first clover blossom being seen May 6. This
year is earlier than usual, the first clover being seen in bloom
May 24, making the time to put on sections not much after

the first of June.
'>. A plain board cover of single thickness is now much

used, and in the fall the bees will fill all cracks with bee-glue,
fastening the cover to the hive with glue, and such a cover
thus sealed down is called a "sealed cover."

7. As yet I've found nothing that suits me so well as the
T super, but I'm not wedded to that, and when I find some-
thing enough better I'll change.

8. Some of them four years, and some of them not four
months. Perhaps in general two or three years.

ii. That depends altogether on circumstances. Sometimes
honey is worth more, sometimes less, and in some places it

may be worth more than in others.
10. Neither. I want a frame that is held rigidly in posi-

tion, but as free as possible from propolis. On account of

their wintering qualities, however, I have a liking for closed-
end frames.

Foiiiidaliou Roller —Dividing.

1. How can I keep the foundation roller from smashing
through the foundation below the—well, the place where it is

fastened ?

2. I divided my bees this evening, and as I have only one
colony, I am a little an.^ious as to the result. I put five frames
of foundation, one of honey, two of brood, and the old queen
In the new hive, and put it on the old stand, and left the rest

in the old hive and put it on a new stand. Did I do what was
right 1 They were not building queen-cells, but were getting
quite crowded. Oregon.

Answers.— 1. I've had no experience in making founda-
tion, and don't really understand the question. Perhaps some
of the friends can answer.

2. Very likely all will come out right, altho it is possible
you might better have waited a little later.

Transrcrrlns Bcc$ and Combs.

How can I transfer my bees from \OiiilOli frame into a
Langstroth frame hive? N. Y.

Answer.—It ought not to be a difficult matter. Cut a

comb out of the frame ; cut off just enough to let the comb fit

snug in the new frame, then from another comb cut a piece
large enough to fill up the rest of the frame. The pieces that
are left can be cut off a little shorter, and be used in filling

up the next frame. That will leave some little pieces, which
It may be as well not to try to use. Take pains to throw out
the drone-comb. If you have no other means of fastening the
combs in the frame, common wrapping-twine will answer

;

and if you don't get to it in time the bees will gnaw out the
strings. First, lay the strings out straight on a board a little

larger than the frame, lay the frame on the strings, fill in the
comb, tie, raise board and all so the frame will be In the same
position as when hanging In hive, then take board away.

A Bceliincr'§ <tiic-»lions.

1. Is the young queen that goes with a second swarm
mated before she goes out with the swarm ? I have a second
swarm that came 12 days after the first swarm.

2. There are two capt queen-cells left In the old colony
which we transferred on the same day the second swarm came
—May 26. How long will it be before the young queen will

hatch, be mated, bo laying ?

3. If a swarm has three frames of comb partly filled with
honey when hived, how soon mus'j I put on a super '?

4. Will a swarm that has all the frames filled with brood-
foundation be ready for a super in the same number of days
as the swarm that has three frames of comb ?

Kansas.

Answers.— 1. It is possible that a young queen may be
fecundated in the act of swarming, but I think not before. It

is nothing unusual for second swarms to vary as to the time of

issue, being as late as 16 days after, and when the weather
has delayed the first swarm, the second may come perhaps
five days after ; but the usual rule is about eight days after

the first.

2. Very likely the young queens in those capt cells were
just about ready to emerge, and the successful incumbent
ought to be laying somewhere in the neighborhood of 10 or
12 days later.

3. The only objection to putting on a super at the time of

hiving the swarm is the danger of the queen going up and
laying in the super. Those combs partly filled with honey
will be a more attractive place to lay than the super, so you
may as well put on the super at once.

4. Of course there can be no difference, if both are ready
for supers as soon as the bees are hived, but if the swarm is

hived on foundation it is better to wait until a start is made
in the brood-nest before putting on supers, unless a queen-
excluder is put under the super.

Will Tliey Swarm this Season?

1. I have a small colony of bees that lost their queen dur-
ing the winter. May 4 I introduced an Italian queen, and on
the 11th I found that she was laying all right. Will this col-

ony be likely to swarm during the summer ?

2. I had a very strong colony in a box-Live, and on May
11 I drummed out the queen and a few of the bees, putting
them into a new hive (with foundation in all the frames) on
the old stand, and placing the box-hive in another part of the
yard, intending to transfer them after 2 L days to a- movable-
frame hive. If they rear a queen will they be likely to swarm
this summer ?

3. Will those on the old stand be likely to swarm ? There
are a good many bees working from both hives. W. L.

Answers.— 1. Yes, if they're strong enough. The chang-
ing of the queen makes no difference, in and of itself, only the
colony is no doubt much weaker than it would have been if

they had had a queen laying right along all spring.

2. They are almost certain not to swarm this summer.
3. No, it is not at all likely that either one will swarm.

New Union and tlie Bee Journal.—In order
to help our subscribers, and also the United States Bee-Keep-
ers' Union at the same time, we have decided to offer a year's
subscription to the American Bee Journal and a year's mem-
bership dues in the New Union, both together, for .SI. 75.
But it must be understood that in order to get this rate, all

arrearages of subscriptions must be paid, and the .$1.7.5 rate
to apply on advance subscription.

Now send us your orders, and we will attend to turning
over the SI.00 membership fee to the New Union, on each
subscription to the Bee Journal as per the above offer. This
ought to add .500 members to the New Union by June 1. If

it does, our contribution will be just .S125.
Now, if you want to see the New Union succeed in its

grand work, in the interest of nil the bee-keepers, come on
with your cash. General Manager Secor is just aching to do
his part whenever he sees sufficient funds in the treasury to

pay the bills.
.*-*

The ItlcEvoy Foul Brood Treatment Is

given in Dr. Howard's pamphlet on " Foul Brood ; Its Natural
History and Rational Treatment." It is the latest publication

on the subject, and should be in the hands of every bee-keeper.
Price, 25 cents ; or clubbed with the Bee Journal for one year
—both for SI. 10.
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The Xcw Union and Arizona.—Last month
the Secretary of the United States Bee-Keepers' Union re-

ceived the following interesting letter from the Secretary of

the Salt River Valley Honey-Producers' Association, Arizona,

which speaks most emphatically for itself :

Dr. a. B. Mason, Toledo, Ohio—
Secretary United States nee-Keepers' Union.

Dear Sir

:

—I enclose herewith draft for $24 in payment
of membership fees for the persons named.

At the last meeting of our Association I presented the
claims of the New Union, and upon my suggestion it was de-
cided to urge all our shippers to join, and in order that none
should fail for the reason of being short of cash just now, we
offered to advance the fee until returns are received from the
first shipment of honey. The result Is 24 names, and I think
that I will be able to get a few more.

Whenever the proper time comes I favor changing the
name from Union to Alliance or Association. The organiza-
tion is a long move in the right direction, and I trust that bee-
keepers all over the country will rally to its support. If at
any time more funds are needed, let me know, and I think we
can help you some. Very truly,

J. Webster Johnston, Sec.

Now that is a leader ! What a fine send-ofl that gives the

New Union. And to think that it comes from a lot of bee-

keepers who have " gone up S(iU River " to produce lioney .'

Where Is the Association that will out-member the above in

the New Union? We'd like to mention them. And Dr. Mason
would be pleased to hear from them.

Read Mr. .Johnston's letter again, and then send In your

own membership fee.

See " Beo-Keoper'.s Guide" offer on page 382.

Queen-Bees in tlie mails.—Mr. C. M. Hicks, la

Gleanings for June 1, mentions a very important matter con-

cerning the mailing of queens, and suggests that all the bee-

papers pass it along. We are glad to do so. He wrote :

" A few years ago I got a queen, from a queen-breeder, in

a second-hand cage. The candy was put Into the wrong end
of the cage ; and in place of the cork he used a piece of corn-
stalk. It must have dried out, or was Coo small when put in ;

anyhow, when I took the cage out of the mail-bag, the queen
was nearly out. I just said then that I wouldn't have had
those bees get out in the mail for a dozen such queens."

It doesn't seem pos.sible that any queen-breeder would be

so infernally careless and shiftless as indicated by the above

paragraph. As Mr. Hicks says, "queen-bees are mentioned

in the Postal Guide as admissible when properly packt," and

not otherwise. Just such slipshod work as Mr. H. tells about,

is what would cause the exclusion of queen-bees from the

mails, if anything would.

We trust that if any of our readers have a similar experi-

ence to that of Mr. Hicks, they will report the facts to us,

with the name of the sender, so that he may be properly adver-

tised, and bee-keepers warned not to patronize him. Any
breeder that is guilty of such carelessness ought to be de-

prived from the use of the mails in every way—ought to be

eternally exiled to some small island in the Pacific Ocean.

Why is It so many people are careless about paying

their subscriptions for newspapers ? Like Dr. Miller, we
" don't know." But we do know that not a few who are

financially able and responsible permit their subscriptions for

the American Bee Journal to get in arrears one, two and even

more years if we are willing to continue to send the paper.

Recently we cut off a large number of subscribers who were

in arrears, simply because we could not bear the burden

longer. Some of these were offended, while others said it was

all right, and remitted what they owed us. We have sub-

scribers who iusist that the paper shall be sent no longer

than it is paid for. Others complain if we do this, and inti-

mate that we are heartless. So there you are, and there we
are. What is to be done ? The best thing for all concerned,

for the subscribers as well as the publishers, is to send in re-

newals promptly, and, if the paper is not wanted, to send us a

postal card to that effect. We wish to do what is right, and

have no desire to force the Bee Journal on any one. But we

do ask those who know they are in arrears to send us the

amount due at once, and if possible add the dollar for another

year.
-*-.-»^

Adulterated Honey.—The Sacramento (Calif.)

Record-Union lately contained this paragraph :

"In a recent address delivered at the National Musfeum
in Washington by H. W. Wiley, the chemist of the Depart-
ment of Agriculture, he displayed a sample of adulterated
honey, which it was claimed, defied detection, and said that
out of SOU samples be had purchast throughout the country
00 per cent, were adulterated. The adulterated honey that

he showed was one of the cleverest of all adulterations, the
manufacturers going so far as to put in remnants of bees'

wings, legs, etc., to carry out the fraud. Of course, if the
making of bogus honey has been brought to such a point of

perfection as the Agricultural Department chemist's state-

ments indicate, it is not going to be an easy task to stop the
counterfeiting. Still, unless steps are taken to put an end to

the sale of adulterated honey, one of the most important of

California's interests will sufTer severely."

It seems to us there never was greater need of an organi-

zation like the United States Bee-Keepers' Union than right

now. What bee-keepers must do Is (o get together and stay

together in this fight, if they ever expect to accomplish any-

thing against the adulteration of their product.

There is a great work to be done, and In our opinion

there Is nothing outside of a big, strong, united association of
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bee-keepers that will eSFect aoythiug along the line Indicated

in the quoted paraftrapb above. In view of the greatness and

importance of the work to be accomplisht, there ought to be

a membership of several thousand live bee-keepers secured

right away. The objects to be gained are such as all bee-

keepers are interested In, and upon which all should unite

quickly, and with a determination to do the utmost to win the

battle to be waged against the growing evil of honey-adultera-

tion.

Reader, what will i/oi( do about it ? Will you lend your

influence and dollar to help in this just cause ? It is ymir own
fight—entirely in your interest.

Cheap Uucappiiig-Can.—Mr. J. H. Martin tells

in the Rural Californian about an uncappine-can, as follows :

Mr. R. A. Hitchings, of Los Angeles, who owns a large

apiary in Verdugo canyon, and is a practical bee-man, uses

two common galvanlzed-lron wash-tubs. Tub No. 1 is pro-

vided with a honey-gat'i in the bottom, then inside within six

inches from the top four stops or braces are soddered, so as to

support tub No. 2. Many holes are puncht into this tub
both in the bottom and five inches up the sides. There is a

little space all around between tub No. 1 and tub No. 2, and
the cappings have an excellent chance to drain.

A wooden frame is fitted across the top upon which to un-

cap. It is easily taken apart to clean, and can be made at an
expense of less than §2.00, or according to the size of the tub
used. When not in use the whole of it can be covered with a

square of cheese-cloth. Let us be neat in our work, and use

the Hitchings wash-tub uncappiug-cans.

Bee-Hunting in tbe Okeefenokee. — The
Chicago Record, speaking of Florida, says that one of the

most remarkable features of the Okeefenokee region is the

abundance of wild bees. One of the branches of the swamp
bears the name of Bee-Haven Bay, and it is a common saying

that every tenth tree is a bee-tree within an area of 20 or oO
miles square.

During the summer months the lake and ponds get very

low, and a large portion of the swamp becomes dry land.

Then the harvest of the bee-hunter begins. Two men will go

into partnership, and, with a scrub steer hitcht to a two-

wheeled cart loaded with tubs and kegs, they will start for

the swamp armed with their rifles and axes. After the lapse

of a week or ten days they will re-appear at the nearest sta-.

tion laden with honey and beeswax and venison hams, which

they will dispose of, and, purchasing a fresh supply of bacon,

coffee and ammunition, they will return to the hunting

ground. For a month or six weeks they will scour the woods

until the winter rains set in and drive them back to their log

buts on the sand ridges, with a supply of venison and wild-

hog meat suiiicient for several months, and with a snug sum

of money.

Tl?e Weekly Budget.

Mb. W. M. Babnum, editor of Colman's Rural World,
and an experienced bee-keeper, writing us June 9, said :

" I read the American Bee Journal every week with as

much avidity as I did 15 years ago—and it's just as good."

Mr. J. H. Martis, in the June Rural Californian says, in

mentioning California honey

:

" The quality of honey this year is excellent, well ripened,

fine flavor, and white All through the interior we bear

favorable reports, but with the remark, 'It will be a short

yield.'"

Dr. C. C. Miller, writing us June 8, said :

"Bees are getting ready to swarm ; white clover is open-

ing out in the greatest abundance, but there is very little

honey in the hives. The weather has been cold, so they

could do nothing, and I'm beginning to feel just a little auxlous

lest this may be one of those years when clover blooms but

doesn't yield."

Mr. F. Bussler, a bee-keeper in Mexico, writing us May
31, said :

"In the exhibition of Cojoacan I got the first prize and

$100cash. I was the only oue, and the first one, that ever

exhibited things like that here, I think. I have now quite a

little trade In hives aud bees, and get many letters asking for

information."

Mr F. L. Thompson, of Montrose Co., Colo., writing m
June 5, said :

"I am running an apiary of 128 colonies on shares. I

had a May 10th swarm, too—the day after I got here. So

far, 2G colonies have swarmed, tho alfalfa has not yet

bloomed to amount to anything. I am extremely busy, but

hope to have something to write about later."

Mr. J. D Everett, a iOcolony bee-keeper about 10

miles west of Chicago, called on us last week. He had about

1,.500 pounds of comb honey last year from his apiary. He

uses the Heddon hive, aud wouldn't have any other. Mr.

Everett has very little time to devote to his bees, running

them entirely as a side-issue. Bat he some day wishes to in-

crease to 100 colonies. He hives each swarm in oue of the

Heddon half-brood-chambers, on full sheets of foundation,

and then puts the super on at once. He has no trouble about

getting the bees into the sections.

"The Van Allen & Williams HosEr-ExTRACTOR is, I

believe, the only extractor on this market that is really an

automatic reversible machine. By simply slowing up the

motion and reversing the direction of the crank, the comb

baskets are reversed. The old Stanley machine accomplisht

the same thing, but in a much less desirable manner than it

is done by the Van Allen & Williams. This machine costs but

a trifle more than other reversible extractors, and it should be

remembered that to get along without a tool that saves labor

is the worst kind of extravagance." So says Editor Hutchin-

son in the May Review.

Mr. N. E. France—the Wisconsin State Inspector of

Apiaries—has begun his work of foul brood investigation, and

in a communication dated June 5, says :

"I find many Wisconsin bee-keepers who did not know
their bees were diseased, and nearly every case is "where they

do not take a bee-paper."

That surely speaks well for the work the bee-papers are

doing. We have no doubt other foul brood inspectors find the

same condition of things. The wise, up-to-date, and progres-

sive and successful bee-keeper will always be found with a

good beepaper in the house—and will read it, too.

Mr. J. T. Calvert, of The A. I. Root Co., writing us

June 9. had this to say about the honey crop prospects:

" Mr. A. I. Root has just returned from a trip to Belmont

Co., Ohio, and says he never saw white clover any thicker, but

lots of honey is going to waste, as bee-keepers have had so

many poor seasons they are discouraged and not prepared for

it. Those who take advantage of present conditions will get

a good crop, and I anticipate a bigger season next year than

this, if this season winds up as favorably as it has opened.

The conditions all over the country seem to be very promising,

judging from reports and orders that come in."

Mr. Gcs Dittmer—a successful Wisconsin bee-supply

dealer and comb foundation maker, and one of our regular

advertisers—wrote us as follows June 7 :

" I have had such a rush this spring that something had

to be done to meet the June trade. I have succeeded in raising

about two tons of beeswax, and now keep two machines going.

and I think that I can weather it. I sold as much up to May
1 as all of last year, and now buy sections by the carload."

We are glad to see those prosper who advertise in the

Bee Journal. It shows that it pays to patronize our advertis-

ing columns, if real help is desired in building up a paying

business.
^-•-»

Xoiv is tUe Time to work for new subscribers.

Why not take advantage of the offers made on page 382 ?
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QuGstior)-Box>
In tbe multitude of counsellors there is

safety.—Prov. 11-14.

Best Style and Size of Scction^i.

Query 53.—What style and size of sections

Iplease give exiict dimensions! do you prefer

to use for comb honey '/—Q.

E. France—iJix4:Jixl%.
Chas. Dadant & Son—4^x1%.
Jas. A. Stone—4'-4x4Mxl% inches.

R. L. Taylor—4yx4»4, 7 to the foot.

Prof. A. J. Cook—The standard 414X-
4^.

P. H. Elwood—4-piece dovetail, 4x-
4Kxl?<.

G. M. Doolittle— o.'axo^^xlj^, outside
measure.

Emerson T.Abbott—4 ?4x4Kxl%,open
all around.

J. M. Hambauph— I prefer the regular
4iix4Mxl%.
Mrs. L. Harrison—4}^x4Ji. They

hold usually an exact pound.

J. A. Green—One-piece, open top and
bottom, 4}4x4j.4, 7 to the foot.

A. F. Brown—3%x5xlJ^ inches, bot-
tom and top opened full width from side

to side.

Dr. A. B. Mason—4i4x4}f four-piece,

but they are more expensive in more
ways than one.

H. D. Cutting— It all depends upon
what you do with your honey ; 4J^x4j4-
xl% is a good size.

C. H. Dibbern— I use the whitewood
4-piece dovetail section, size 4Jix4'4X-
1%, outside measure.

W. G. Larrabee—Four-piece, 4 ;ix4 ^4'-

xlK, with top and bottom same width
the whole length.

Rev. M. Mahin—I use sections .jxi.ix-

13^. But I am not sure but that if I

used another style of hive I would prefer

4Kx4Kx2.
G. W. Demaree—Simply 4'4'x4;4xl;!i.

I would prefer a little larger section if

they were as handy to "tier up," but
they are not.

Dr. J. P. H. Brown— I use mostly sec-

tions 4,'4x4'4 : but I can get more honey
from oblong sections— bee-eiitranco from
the lomjest side.

Dr. C. C. Miller— I don't know. At
present I'm using 4Jix43ixl%, but I'm
ready to change if there seems sullicient

Inducement. Possibly 1% might be bet-

ter than 1%.
Eugene Secor—I use nothing but -i'i-

x4'4. I prefer a 4-piece whitewood sec-

tion to anything I ever used. Width to

correspond with style of super; separa-
tors always for line product.

J. E. Pond—4^x4)4x1%. I use the
SImpllclty-Langstroth hive, and these
Bections Just nt Into the hive. I do not
think the style makes much difference,

but I should want the sections to hold
about 14 to 1<) ounces of honey.

Please Send Us the Names of your
neighbors who keep bees, and wo will

send them sample copies of the Bkb
Journal. Then please call upon them
and get them to subscribe with you, and
tesure some of the premiums we olTcr.

Finest Alfalfa Honey

!

IT SELLS ON TASTINa.

The Honey that Suits All

Who Buy It.

Low Prices Now!
We can furnish MTIlite Alfalfa Extracted Honey, in 60-pound tin cans, on

board cars in Chicago, at these prices : 1 can, in a case, 7J^ cents per pound ; 2 cans
in one case, 7 cents ; 4 cans (2 cases) or more, 6}.4 cents. The Cash must accom-
pany each order. Fine Bass'wood Flavor Honey at same price ; also in

270-lb. barrels.

ISW A sample of either honey will be mailed to an intending purchaser, for 8
cents, to cover postage, packing, etc. We guarantee purity.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan Street, CHICAGO, III.

New London,
"Wisconsin,Page & Lyon Mfg. Co.

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus
securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
They have also one One of the Largest Factories and the latest
and most-Improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there is in the State. The material is cut from patterns, by machinery,
and Is absolutely accurate. ITor Sections, the clearest and whitest
Bass'wood is used, and they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine
and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best
machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies.

Please mention the American Bee .Tournal. 7Atf

BEE-KEEPEES "We make

SUPPLIES
The Very Finest Line of

in tlie Market, and sell

them at Low Prices.
Send for Free Illustrated Catalog; ami Pricc-L,isl.

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.

Special \gn\i for the Southwest-^- ^-
^^''%^'joseph,.Mo.

mr. Abboll sells our llivcs and Sci'lioiis at Taclory Prices.

That Queen-Clippiiig Device Free I

Workii Like a Charm. Couldn't Do Without It.

The Monelte Queen-Clipping Device works

LIKE A CHAHM. With It I bave clipped 30

queens, all in one day, when examlulni? my
bees. Wm. Stolley, Grand Island, Nebr.

PLEASE READ THIS OFFER TO PRESENT SUBSCRIBERS :

Send us juxt one new tmme for the American Bee Journal a yenr (with $1.00), and we
will mail you the Queen-Clipping Device fkee of charge. Or, the Queen-Clipping Device

will lie sent postpaid for 30 cts. But why not get it as a Premium by the above offer ?

You can't earn 'M cts. any easier. Almost every bee-keeper will want this Device.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan St., CHICAGO, ILL.

I have clipped in cjuuens. and must say the
Monette Queen-Cllpiiiiis Device Is by far the
liest Invention ever made, and will be wel-
come to many bco-kccpers as it was 10 me. 1

could not do without one now.
Du. Geo. L.acke, Newburgh, Ind,
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BEE-BOOKS
SENT POSTPAID BV

Georse W. York & Co.,
Chlciiffo, Ilia*

Beea and llouey, or Mtinagentent of nn Apiary
!or Pleasure and Protlt, by Thomas G. Newman.—
rhis edition has been larjirely re-wrlttt-n. thurouuhly
revised, and is •' fully up wUh the times " In all tlie

tmprovemums and Inventions In this rapldly-devel-
Oplng pursuit, and presents the nj'larlst with
everythlnj; that can aid In the successful luanaKe-
meut of uti aptary, and at the same tlrae produce
the mu?t honuy In an attractive cundlthm. it con-
tains 2,'»u piik't-;-. nud 'l\ii Illustrations— is beautifully
printed In tiie lilu'lioststvie of the art. and bound
In cluth, Kuld-k-itcred. Trice. fl-UU.

l^aniffstroth on the Houey-Bee* revised by
Dadaut—This classic In bee-culture, has been
entirely re written, and Is fully Illustrated. It
treats of evcrythltK.' relatlnt; to bees and bee-keep-
ing. Nu apiarian library Is complete without this
Standard wuik by Hev. L. L. LaneBtroth — the
Father of American Bee-Culture. It has o^U pages;
twund In cloth.

Price, postpaid, $1.25.

Bee-K.eci»er»* Gnlde* or Manual of the
Aptary, by Prof A. J Cook, of the Michigan Agri-
cultural CoUej-'e.—This book Is nut only Instructive
and helpful as a Kulde In bec-keeplni;;. but Is

interesting and ihoroiiirhly practical and scientific.
Itcontalns a full delineation of the anatomy and
physlulotry of t>ee9. 4tMJ pages ; bound In cloih and
fully Illustrated.

Price, postpaid, SI. 25.

Scientific Queen- Kearlne, as Practically
Applied, by G. M. DuoUttle.—A method by which
the very best of iJueen-Bees are reared In perfect
accord with Nature's way. ITiI pages, bound lo
Cloth, and illustrated. Price. $1.U0.

JL B C of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root.—

A

cyclopa-dlu of 4'.KJ pa;:es. describing everything
pertalnliiK to the care of the houey-bees. It con-
tains :tUOengravlnt:s. It was written especially for
beginners Bound In cloth. Price, $1.35.

* Advance*! Bee-Cultnre, Its Methods and
Manat;ement. by \V. '/,. Hutchinson.—The author
of this work Is toy well known to need further
description of his book. He Is a practical and
entertalnlntr writer. Vou should read his book. 90
pages, bound In paper, and Illustrated. Price, 60 cts.

Katlonnl Bee-lt.eeplnBr, by Dr. John Dzlerzon
—This Is a translation of his latest German book on
beeculturc. It has ooO pages: bound
In paper covers, Sl.tX)

Blenen-Kultnr* by Thomas G. Newrian. ^
Tbls is a German translation of theprlnclpci por-
tion of the btxik called Bees of Honey. 10- page
pamphlet. Price. JU cents.

Convention lland-Book, for Bee-Keepers. .

Thomas G. Newman.— It contains the parliamen-
tary law and rules of order fur Bee-Conventions—
also Constitution and By-Laws, with subjects for
discussion, etc. Cloth, gold-lettered. Price, 25 cts.

Tlfcirtv Vears Amons llie Been, by
Henry Alley.—Gives the results of over a quarter-
century's experience in rearing queen-bees. Very
latest work <! the kind. Nearly lou pages. Price, 50c.

^VIi jr Fal Honey 1—This Leaflet is intend-
ed for KRRE distribution, to create a Local Market.
lOOcopiea, by mail. 30ct8.: 500 for$l.:J5; luo*), $'2.(X).

Hoiv to Keep Honey and preserve its
richness and tlavor. Price same as Why Eat Honey.

Al»lke Clover Iieaflet.—Full directions
for growing. 50 for l'5 cts. ; pn) for 4o cts.; :iOO, 7uc.

Apiary Resl«»tcr, by Thos. G. Newman.—
Devotes two pages to a colonv. Leather binding.
Price, for 50 colonies. $1.00; for lOo colonies. $1.25.

FreparitClun ol* Honey for the Market,
Including tlic pioUuctlon and care of comb and
extracted hoii.-v. a chapter from Bees Axr
Ho.NEV. price. lU Cents

Bec-PasturuKe a Necessity.—This book sug
gests what anil how to plac It la a chapter fron
Bees axu Uunev Price. 10 cents.

The Hive I l'»e, by G. M. Doollttle. It
details hie maDa^eaientof bees, and methods
of producing comb honey. Price. 5 cents.

Pr. Howard^s Rook on Foul Brood.
—Gives the McEroy Treatment and reviews the ex-
periments of others. Price, -r. cis.

Dictionary of Aploulture« by Prof. John
Phin. Gives the correct meaning of nearly 500 api-
cultural terms. Price. 50 cts.

Winter Problem in Bee-Keeptnjr. by G.
B. Pierce. Result of 25 years' experience. 5U cts.

Handlins Ilees, by Chas Oadant & Son.—
A Chapter from Langstroth Revised. Price. 8 eta.

HiNtory of Bee-Associaiious. and Brief Re-
ports of the first 2'j conventions. Price 15 cts

Foul Brood Treatment, by Prof. F. R.
Cheshire.— Its Caii^t* nud Prevention. Price, 10 cts.

FonI Brood, liy A. R. Kohnke.—Orig-tn.
Development and Cure. Price. 25 cts.

Honey ann Food and .Hedieine, by T.
G. Newman.—A ;iL'-p;ii;e pamphlet : just the thing to
create a demand lor honey at home. Should be
scattered freely. ( 'mh tains recipes for Honey-Cakes,
Cookies. Pudding's, t'.iam, Wines, and uses of honey
for medicine.

Prices, prepaid— Single copy, 5 cts.; 10 copies. 35
ctB.; oufor$1.5n: pn.ior S2.50; 250 for $5.5U; 500
forfin.iH.); or liM-of'TSiS-tK).

"When 250 or more are ordered, we will print the
bee-keeper's card (free of cost) on the front cover
page.

Practical HiniH to Bee-Kee-Keepers—by
Chas. F. Muth. ,\1so contains a Foul Brood
Cure and How to Winter Bees. 40 p.; 30 cts.

Bee-Keepins; lor Profit, by Dr. G. L.
Tinker.—Revised and enlarged. It details the au-
thor's "new system, or how to get the largest yields
of comb or extracted honey." «o p. ; illustrated. 25c.

Emerson Binders, made especially for
the Bee Jocrnai.. are convenient for preserving
each number as last as received. Not mailable to
Canada. Price. To cts.

Commercial Calculator, by C. Ropp.—
A ready Calculator. Business Arithmetic and Ac-
count-Book conjluned in one. Every farmer and
businessman shouKl have it. No. 1, bound in water
proof leatherette, call finish. Price, 4o cts. No. 2
in fine artiijciat leutlier. with pocket, silicate slate,
and account-book. Price, 60 cts.

Green's Four Books, by Chas. A. Green.
—Devoted to. 1st, How We .Made the Old Farm Pay;
2nd. Peach Culture: >ird, How to Propagate Fruit-
Plants. Vines and Trees; 4th. General Fruit In-
structor. Nearly iiio payes. Fully illustrated. 2.5ct8.

Garden and Orchard, by Chas. A. Green,
—Gives full instructiuna in Thinning and Marketing
Fruits; Pruning. Planting and Cultivating; Spray-
ing. Evaporatiun, Culd Storage, Etc. 94 pages, iHue-
trated. Price. -5 cts.

Kendall's Horse-Book. — 35 pictures,
showing positii.ins u! sick horses, and treats on all
their diseases. En^'lish or German. Price, 25 cts.

Silo and Silaae, by Prof. A. J. Coot.—It
gives the method in operation at the Michigan Agri-
cultural College. Price. '2b cts.

fjumber and Log-Book. — Gives meas-
urements of lumber, logs planks; wages, etc. 25c.

Maple Susar and the Stig-ar Bush, by Prof.
A. J. Cook.— Full instructions. Price. 35 cts.

Grain Tables, for casting up the price of
grain, produce, hay, etc. Price, 25 cts.

Capons and Caponizin^, by Br. Sawyer,
Fanny Field, and others.—Illustrated. All about
caponizing fowls, ann thus how to make the most
money in poultry-raising. 64 pages. Price. 30 cts.

Onr Poultry Doctor, or Health in the
Poultry Yard and Huw to Cure Sick Fowls, by
Fanny Field,—Eveiyihing about Poultry Diseases
and their Cure. 64 pages. Price, 30 cts.

Poultry for .^larkel and Poultry for
Profit, by Fanny Field.-Tells everything about the
Poultry Busine!<s. *;4 pages. Price, 25 cts.

Turkeys lor .Market and Turkeys for
Profit, by Fanny Field.—AH about Turkey-Raising.
64 pages. Price. 25 cts.

Rural Ijile.— Bees. Poultry. Fruits. Vege-
tables, and Huuaeli'-ld Matters. io(_i pages. 25 eta.

Potato Oilturc, by T. B. Terry.—It tells
how to grow them profitably. Price, 40 cts.

Hand-Book of Healtb. by Dr. Foote.—
Hints about euiini.'. drinking, etc. Price, 25 cts.

Bee.Keeper«»' Directory, by H. Alley.

—

Latest methi)ds in t^'iieen-Rearing. etc. Price. 50C.

Book lliibbiiig Oilers.

iKead Carefully.)

The followlDfr clubbing prices include the
American Bee Jmirnal one year with each
book named. Kiiuember, that only one book
can be taken In c:ah case with the Bee Jour-
nal a year at the I'lices named. If more books
are wanted, see I'ostpald prices given with
the description i.f the books on this page.
Following is llie clubblng-llst:

1. Langstroth . n the Honey-Bee 82.00
2. A B C ot Ret- I ulture 2.00
3. Bee-Keeper !^ I iulde 1.75
4. Bees and Homy ICloth bound] 1.63
5. Doolltlle's S( lentlflcOueen-Kearlog. 1.75
6. l)r. Howard's I'oul Brood Book 1.10
7. Advanced lUt -Culture 1.30
0. Bienen-Kultui [German] 1.20

11. Rational Bet- Keeping tPapertound] 1.75

Thirty Years Among the Bees
Bee-keeping for Profit
Convention Hacd-Book
Poultry lor Market and Profit
Turkeys lor Market and Profit
Capons and Caponlzing
Our Poultry Doctor
Green's Four Books
Garden and Orchard
Kural Llie
Emerson Binder for the Bee Journal.
Commercial Calculator. No. 1

Coinine-clal Calculator, No. 2
Kendall's Horse-Book
Potato Culture
Hand-Book of Health
Dictionary ot Apiculture
Maple Sugar and the Sugar Bush
SUo and Silage. . .

Winter Problem in Bee-Keeping
Apiary Keglster (for 50 colonies)
Apiary Kegister (for 100 colonies) .

Bee-Keepers' Directory

1.30
1.15
1.15
1.10
1.10
1.10
1.10
1.15
1.15
1.10
1.60
1.25
1.40
1.10
1.20
1.10
1.35
1.20
1.10
1.30
1.75
2.00
1.30

Qet;)eral Itenjs^

Good Honey-Flo-w.

\Ve are having a good honey-flow in

this part of the country, so far. White
clover is tine. .

J. L. Oden.
Rutherford Co., Tenn., .Tune 1.

Bee-Outlook this Year.

I have 2T colonies at present. The
queens are active, and they have built

up well. They have been storing nectar

from poplar most of this month, and the

last two weeks from white clover. I wi

have to extract next week.
W. W. MOUKT.

•Marshall Co.. Tenn., May 26.

Hope Blasted.

The spring has proved so unpropitious,

and losses so heavy through this section,

that many bee-keepers are quite discour-

aged. The caterpillars are destroying

the foliage on the basswood and many
other forest trees, and oirr hope of a

large crop of honey is blasted.

Jas. L. Gray.
Stearns Co., Minn., June 2.

Clipping Queens—Hiving S-warms.

About three weeks ago I dipt one

wing of each of my queens, using the

Mouette queen-clipping device, and it

workt fine. I would not keep even a

few bees without it. But I was reminded

of the old lady's recipe for making rab-

bit pot-pie. She commenced by saying,
" First get your rabbit." But after find-

ing my queen, the rest almost did itself,

and I could find them much quicker after

a little practice than at first.

About a week after I had my first ex-

perience in hiving a swann with a dipt
queen. They came out and clustered

just as I came home at noon, and I soon

had the queen in the "device " (which,

by the way, is just the thing to pick

them up with), and by the time I had
the old hive on its new stand, and a new
one in its place, with full foundatiou and
one frame of brood from the old hive,

they broke cluster and came back. I

let the queen out, and saw her go in and
the bees poured in after her, and all was
lovely.

My next experience was with two
swarms, that had just clustered together

as I came home at noon.

I was expecting swarms from Nos. 1,

7 and 8 ; I caught my queen in front of

No. 7, and without thinking of there
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48Etf A/snrion t/w Ai^^.ricxin Bet tounw'.

Golden Italian. 3 Banded. Ciirnlolan and Im-
ported. Barred Plj-mouth Ko k eggs.
All at Uvinjf jirloes. Catalog free.

J F. Michael, Creeuville, Ohio.
14Etf Please mention the Bee Journal.

^Steel Wheels
-/ 'isM 1

Staggered Oval Spokes.

j
V CHEAPEST AND BEST

\ -'- / i \ '^iiS
'"''^ to i_^rt a Inr M-iiffoil. Aity.-.izoV / i \ VjS' ,, I,,., I, a]iv wiillli lire, f.atal. inicE.

Hiil^ELECTRIC WHEEl CO., Quincy, 111.

20Eia Mentton the American Bee Journal.

Honey - Clovers !

We have made arrangements so that we can
furnish seed of several of the Clovers by
freight or express, at the following prices,
cash with order:

51b lOIb 25fti 50ft
AlsikeClover 70 $1.25 83.00 $5.75
Sweet Clover (white). .60 1.00 2.25 4.00
White Clover 90 1.60 3.75 7.00
Alfalfa Clover 60 1.00 2.25 4.00
Crimson Clover 55 .90 2.00 3.50

Prices subject to market changes.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage. If

wanted by freight.
Your orders are solicited.

GEORGE W. YORK & Co.
CHICAGO. ILL.

TRANSFERRING "A'fv
If you contemplate buying either three or

Ave band Italian Queens, simply write for my
pamphlet. If you need some of the best now.
send 75 cts. for one. $4.00 for six, or $7.50 per
doz.—and full Instructions for Introducing, as
well as the best methods known for securing
good cells will be sent free.
Money Order office—Warrenton.

W. H. PKIDGEN,
21A13t Creek, Warren Co., N. C.

Mentlxyr. the .AnierU'un Bee Jmvnial,

Bee -Hives, Sections, Shipping-
Cases—everything used by bee-

> keepers. Orders filled nromptlv.
5 Send for catalog MUXE.SOTA llEE-
KEEfERS' SIPPLV MFli. Wt., Nicollet
Island, Minneapolis. Minn.

82Atf C'HAS. MONDENG, Mgr.

Our '97 Cataloff
—OF—

Apiarian Supplies, Bees, Etc.
ts yours for th e asking.

It is full of Information. ^'~ Write for It.

I. J. STRIWOHAin,
105 Park Place. NEW YORK, N. Y.

Apiarv—Glen Cove, L. I.

A GENUINE

Egg Preservative
That will keep Hen's Kgi:fi perfectly llirough
warm weather, .lust as good .18 fresh ones lor
cooking and frosting. One man paid 10 cents
a dozen for the eggs he preserved, and then
later sold them for 25 cents a dozen. Vou can
Rreserve them lor about 1 cent per dozen.
ow Is the time to do It. while eggs are cheap.
Address lor Circular giving further Infor-

niation—
Dr. A. B. ITIASON,

3512 Monroe Street, - Toledo, Ohio.

being two swarms together, lookt no
farther, but placed my new hive there
as before, but when they broke cluster
they came back to No. 1 and commenced
bunching in the grass in front. I let

the queen go into hive No. 7, and placed
a trap in front, and stirred them up at

No. 1 in the grass, and caged that
queen, and hung her cage upon a limb,

and they clustered around her. I placed
the two hives close together, with foun-
dation and a brood-frame in each. I then
shook the bees in front of both, let the
No. 1 queen out, and I saw her go in,

and the bees followed with a rush.

1 noticed that many bees crost over
from in front of No. 1 to No. 7, and vice

versa, and now I am wondering if each
swarm found their own queen. We are
having very cold, rainy, backward
weather of late, and bees are not doing
much, neither is corn, and corn is king
here. But we are living in hopes of bet-

ter days. H. W. Congdon.
Cass Co., Nebr., May 31.

Backward Season.

The season is very backward. Bees
are beginning to swarm some. There is

plenty of clover, and a few days of

warm sunshine will improve things
greatly. J. M. Young.
Cass Co., Nebr., June 5.

A Swarming Record.

My bees are having lots of fun with
me this year. I aimed to be ready for

swarming about this time, and was con-
gratulating myself that they would not
get a chance to push me this year, but
11 swarms is the record up to date, and
not half of the 10 colonies (spring count)
have swarmed yet; they commenced
April 30. White clover is now in bloom

;

fruit-bloom was destroyed by rains.

B. F. Onderdonk.
Passaic Co., N. J., May 29.

Swarming—Bee-Spaces.

A great deal has been said in the Bee
Journal about the swarming fever, how
to prevent swarming, non-swarming
bees, breeding out the swarming habit,

etc. Now I don't want to beenlightened
on the subject of breeding out the
swarming habit, for I am afraid that
would reduce the number of bees to a 0.

But what I would like to learn Is, how
to prevent that big young colony they
have built up by depleting the old, or

mother colony, from swarming. It is

all very plain, that if the old colony is

so depleted and weakened that she can't,

she won't cast a second swarm. So if

you bleed your horse until he is very
weak, there is no danger of his jumping
the fence.

Our early swarms, without any build-

ing up from the mother colony except
what they get in natural swarming, are

almost sure to swarm about 40 days
after hiving them, and generally a sec-

ond swarm comes oH a week or 10 days
later. Now I would like very much to

know how to prevent this big first

swarm from swarming. I want each
strong colony to swarm once, but I

would like to have them stop swarming
right there.

A word about bee-spaces, as that has
just been a subject of discussion. One
thing that I have not noticed in the
"Old Reliable" is, the fact that boos

ft v o"'^ ^ «;<>','
'i»l!iJK

'>o9-'

and one which will support
you when the fell hand of
disease is upon you, and which
will bring you b.icU to perfect
health and strength, putting a

' ring in your voice, a sparkle
in your eye and a spring in
your walk is that world en=
dorsed remedy „

It never fails in all those dis-
eases brought about by dis-
ordered Kidneys and Liver
and is a positive cure for

1 RSlpMT'S DISEASE
'^^ U^IS'^.^^ TROUBLES
f^l^^k^ COMPLAINTS
•/ 91^^'^*'- DEBILITY
'' AND MALARIA.

Try a bottle and you will add
your testimony to the thous-
ands already cured by it.

Beware of substitutes. There
is nothing "just as good" as
Warner's Safe Cure.

Mention the j^inerican Bee JoumaL

Vital S Water

!

Has never failed to cure Blood and Skin Dis-

eases. The effect of Vital Water upon dis-

eases of the Kidney and Liver Is magical and
permanent. Send for FREE pamphlet.

Forest Medicinal Sprims Co,

Lock Box No. 1 I^IBERTYVILLG, ILL.
Mention the Amertcan Bee Journal

We have a {qw of these Kmerson stitr cloth-
board hinders I'or the Aiiiericau IJee .lournal.
They make a spltniJhl permaDCnt hiudlng,
and hold a full year's (lumbers. Tlie old price
was T.> ets.. postpaid, but wt,' will mail you ouo
for only <iO <•!«., or with tlie Bee Journal for
one year—both together lor $1.50.
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ti?]!Beeswax
For all the Good, Pure Vello'w

Bees'wax delivered to our office till

further notice, we will pay 25 cents per
pound, CASH ; or 27 cents for whatever
part is exchanged for the Bee Journal,
Honey, Books or Seed, that wo offer. If

you want casb, proiuptly, for your
Beeswax, send it on at once. Impure
wax not taken at any price. Address as

follows, very plainly,

GEO. W. YORK & CO.
118 Michigan St., CHICAGO, ILL.

QUEENS
Smokers. Sections

,

Comb Foundation,
iod nil A|iinirnn Supplies
fheap. Sonil Tor

fKEK alulugue. £. T. FLAN.ltiA.N, Belleville, 111.

13A13t Please meutlou the Bee .luurnal.

OueCeiiti
Invested la a postal card

ill ^et my large Cata-
logrot'All Koot's Goods.
Send list of what you
want, and jret price.

ill, H. Hl'NT, Bell Branch, Mlrli.
When AN5WER1NQ THIS ADVERTISEMENT, MENTION THIS JOURM/.,

DEC I^CCDCDC ? Let me send you mv 64-
DLL'NLLr CnO i page Catalog lor t8v)7.

J. M. Jeuklnw, Wetiiinpka, j\Ia.

Mei'ticr. 'Jie Amcrico.n t'c*^ "lur-'o.L

ORDKBS tilled by return mail for the
choicest Untested Italian Queens at (iOc
each. Can furnish 1 , 'Z and 'i f r. Nuclei.
A. I. KooT Co.'s SriTLu;.-;, Send for

36-page Catalog.
Juo. Nebel &. Son, Higli Hill, Mo.

ilention the Aynerican Bee Journal 4Att

For Sale, Bees & Queens
Dees by the Pound, $1.00. Queens. SI. 00.

Nuclei. 'J-frame. with Queen, ?;.50; 1-frflme,
$;00. Also. Barred A: While PI}-iuoulli
Kocks. and Mlver-Ijaced Wyaudoltes
Eggs at $1.00 per sitting of 15. Address,

Mrs. A. A. SIBIPSOX,
1GA13 SWARTS, Gheese Co., Pa.

Irresponsible Agents.
They are rtJw.iys ready to gnarnnteeyou apalnst

all claims fur iiifrinKt'iuent. Funce buyers should
remember that oiherKentletnan \':) who was ready
to k'ive a warrantee deed of the whole earth, and
buy the (.Nnled tfpring article, of tbe absolute
ownerN, iiur

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian, Mich.

^
^^California

If you care to know of its Fruits, Flowers
Climate or Kesources. send tor a Sample Copy
of California's F.ivorlie Paper—

The Pacific Rural Press
The leading Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the PaciBc Coast. Published weekly,
handsomely illustrated 00 per annum.
Sample Copy Free. ^

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
220 Market St.. - SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

MetiUon the Anwriam lice Journals

will keep open every crack, hole or space
in the hive lar(?e enough for a bee to

pass through, no matter whether It is in

the front, side or back of the hive, and
will glue up every crevice about the
hive not large enough to pass through.
The same rule applies generally to the
inside of the hive, so if the sections rest

flat on slats, or anything else, the bees
will glue up tij;ht all around the sections

and keep open a bee-space in the lower
part of the sections. I have had full

supers, where the sections rest on slats,

that not one of the combs was In any
way fastened to the bottom of the sec-

tions—a thing that has seldom occurred
where there was a space between the
top of the brood-frames and the sections.

It seems they will have traveling-room
either under the sections or through the
sections from one to another.

Bees are a small people, but they
know how to protect themselves against
ants and other small Insects, by stopping
up every crevice with bitter glue, that
nothing wants to eat into. They seem
to think that wherever there is space
enough for them to go through they can
take care of their enemies, and where
they can't go through they close it up
tight. H. P. WiLLSON.

Perabiua Co. N. D., May 31.

Expects a Crop this Year.

Bees did well last winter, and came
out strong this spring, both in bees and
honey. I had 2'A colonies, lost one, fine

Italian with an old queen. I have had
7 swarms to date, all in good shape.
White clover is in bloom. I have acres
of sweet clover from one to four feet

high, and the public highways are full

for miles around. You see I am going
to have some honey this year, or quit
the business. Last year I took off about
300 pounds. It was a poor location. I

changed locations this spring, where I

have plenty of pasture till frost closes

the season. .Tas. W. Williams.
St. Clair Co., Mo., May 29.

Poor Outlook for a Honey Crop.

Bees have had a hard time for the past
10 days—too cold and windy, and a

heavy frost on .June 1 did immense dam-
age to fruit and vegetation. Linden
buds are about all killed on the few trees

that had any— live out of six did not
have buds at all. Corn and potatoes are
frozen to the ground ; wild and tame
fruit are badly damaged ; bees have to

be fed, as they are at the starving point.

There is no prospect for anything the
next two weeks. The outlook for a

honey crop is poor. C. Theilmann.
Wabasha Co.. Minn., June 3.

Big Crop Expected.

Southern Indiana never before was
covered with such a carpet of white
clover a» this season ; but cool weather
has delayed the flow of nectar enough to

prohibit the bees from working in the
sections. All bee-keepers report their

bees in good cmiditlon for honey-gather-
ing, and with warm and favorable
weather Vanderburgh county will pro-

duce, from present indications, 80 to

100 tons of white clover honey, say
nothing of our fall crop from dry-
weather honey-vine and fall flowers, as
we number about 3,000 colonies. In
the very midst of the swarming season I

Nuclei and (|iiecns

!

On 3. 3 and 4 frames, at 40 cents per frame,
without Queen. Queens 40 cents each: good
tesied Queens, 73 cents each. Address,
23A2t Artbnr Stanlejr, Dixon, III.

Mention Die Ainencnn Bee Joiinwj,.

SEE THAT WINK

!

Bee - Siipplieii ! Root's
Goods at Root's Prices.

Ponder's Honey . Jars,
and every thing used by
bee-keepers. Prompt ser^
vice, low freight rate. Cat,
tree. Walter S, Pouder,

163 Mass. Ave,,
Indianapolis. Indiana.U'" PoVDtRiiy)*

• Wi AOWEBTlStWEr^ ME\~ ON "TTB JOUftWl*,

ef" IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Apicultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
11.25 to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif.,
for bis

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

Liberal Discounts to the Ti-ade.

Mciiii.oi' UieAmcricun Bee .Jmmial,

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUPATIOS
Has No Sag In Brood-Frame*

TliiD Flat-l$ottom FouiuiatioD
Has No Fishbone in Ihe Sorplas UoDey.

Belnp the cleanest is usually worked
the quickest ot any Foundation made

J, A. VAN DEIJSEN,
Sole Manufacturer,

Bprout Brook MootKomery Co., N. Y.

BeeswaxWaiited for Cash
Or In Exchange (or

Foundation—Sections—H ives
or any Other Supplies.

Working Wax l?o'^?orm^.' A Specialty.
^~ Write for Catalog and Price-Llst. with

Samples of Foundation and Sections.

GUS DITTMER,
AliGl'STA, WIS,

ir Yon Keep but One Remedy

"^'"^It-Xuidbe YELLOWZONES
They Combine the Virtues ot a Medicine

Chest.
The Very Best general-service Remedy to be

had .4T ANY PKICE.
:*,f"PP'y of Zonet Cathartics '^ now
added to each . cox.

100 in a Box, $1,00—17 in a Box. 25c.

W. B. House, Drawer 1, Detour, Mich.
15 Atf Please mention the Bee Journal.

ONE MAN WITH THE
COMBINATION

SAW
Can do the work of four
men using hand tools. In
Hipping. Cuttlng-ofT, Mi-
tring, Rabbeting, Groov-
ing. Gaining. Dadoing,
Edglng-up. Jointing Stuff,
etc. Full Line of Foot and
Hand Power Machinery
liold on Trial. Catalo^oe Free,

SE1VE<^A FAIiliS niFC CO.,
46 Water St SENECA FALLS. N. T.

lAly Mtntui.. the American Bee Journal

Italian Queens "' »l\"r
I'ntested. 50c. : Tested, 11.00,

Nuclei," trame. $2,00, including a good Queen,
Bees by the Pound,

E. L. CAUKiiNri'roiv,
22Atf De Fuulak Sprins;*, Fla.

UNION
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had the misfortune to run a large rusty
splUe through my foot, which almost
laid me out. However, my wife attended
to all apiary work, hiving 25 swarms.
The ranks of bee-keepers are rapidly
swelliug, many amateurs engaging in

the pursuit. J. C. Wallenmfa'er.
Vanderburgh Co., Ind., June 9.

Prospect Not Very Good.

The prospect in this vicinity is not
very good ; 20 to 30 pounds to the col-

ony is about the average for extracted
honey up to date.

G. M. Washburn'.
Riverside Co., Calif., May 30.

Condition of Bees Poor.

Bees are in poor condition, on account
of cold, and the winter loss was heavy,
as the honey-flow gave out in July, and
most of the bees were short of stores.

C. F. Lang.
La Crosse Co., Wis., June 4.

Bees Doing But Little.

I wintered 115 colonies in single-

walled hives on the summer stands with-
out any loss. They are swarming some.
Nearly all have commenced work In the
sections. There are hundreds of acres
of white clover here, but on account of

the raw, cold and cloudy weather the
bees are doing but little.

J. E. Walker.
Pike Co., Mo., June 7.

Surplus Crop Looks Doubtful.

Bees wintered well—no loss—and built

up early and strong. They commenced
swarming May 17. There is plenty of

white clover bloom, but the weather for

the past two weeks has been so cold and
cloudy that but very little surplus has
yet been secured. Therefore, our antici-

pated crop of surplus looks quite doubt-
ful at present. Chester Belding.
Orange Co., N. Y., June 9.

Kight Weather for Nectar-Secretion.

Bees are booming. We have an abun-
dance of white clover, also honey-dew is

very plentiful. The sultry weather we
are having seems to be just right for the
secretion of nectar. By the way, we
left a pint bee-feeder on one of our colo-

nies, and failed to put a super on. So
the bees took advantage of the feeder,

and filled it with extracted honeyc?). We
think we shall Increase this strain of

bees in the future I

John Nebel St. Son.
Montgomery Co., Mo., June 8.

CARLOADS
or Bee-lllves. Sections, Ship-
ping-Cases. Comb Foundation,
anil Everything used in the
Bee-Induetry.

1 want the name and address
of every Uee- Keeper In Amer.

' Ira. I supply Dealers as well
ae consumers. Send lor cata-

logs, quotations, etc. W. II. PUTNAIII,
UivEK Falls. Pierce Co.. Wia.

WHEN ANbWERINQ THIft A0V£RT13CMENT. MENTION THIS JOURNAL

REAOEKS
or llilH Journal ivho
write to any of out
advcrtlnem, either lig

ordcrluK, or anklng about the Coods
offered, will please utate that they saw
tlie Ad^^ei^iaenaent la tbl« papcA

PROF. A. J. COOK'S BOOK FREE !

TheBee-Keeper'sGuide
MANUAL OF THE APIARY.

This loth and latest edition of Prof. Cook's
magnlticent boob of 460 pages, in neat and
substantial cloth binding, we propose to give
awaj' to our present subscribers, for the work
of getting NEW subscribers tor the American
Bee Journal.

A description of the book here Is quite un-
necessary—It Is simply the most complete sci-
entific and practical bee-book published to-
day. Fully Illustrated, and all written in the
most fascinating style. The author Is also
too well-known to the whole bee-world to re-
quire any introduction. No bee-keeper is
fully equipped, or his library complete, with-
out " The Bek-Keeper's GniDE."

GiTen For 2 New Subscribers.
The following offer is made to present sub-

scribers only, and no premium is also given
to the two new subscribers—simply the Bee
Journal lor one year :

Send us Two New Subscribers to the Bee
Journal (with J'2, 00), and we will mall YOn a
copy of Prof. Cook's book free as a premi-
um. Prof. Cook's book alone sent for $1.35,
or we club It with the Bee Journal for a year
—both together for only SI. 75. But surely
anybody can get only 2 new subscribers to
the Bee Journal for a year, and thus get the
bool as a premium. Let everybody try for If
Will you have one '

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan St., Cliicago, 111.

Tlie dreat People's Atlas of the World.
MORE THAN 100,000 COPIES SOLD ANNUALLY.

Up-to-DalEi AccuratBi Beautilully Illustrated.

Nearly 70 Comprehensive Maps, many of them double-page.
140 New and Superb Illustrations. A whole Library in itself, of vital and ab-

sorbing interest to every member of the household.
Population of each State and Territory, of all Counties of the United States, and

of American Cities of over 5,000 inhabitants, by latest Census.

^4

The handsomely engraved maps
of all the States and Territories in
the Union are large, full-page. with
a number of double-page maps to
represent the most important of
the Staes. All countries on the
face of the earth are shown. Riv-
ers and lakes are accurately loca-
ted. All of the large cities of the
world, the important towns and
most of the villages of the United
States are given on these maps;
also every eouiitv In each
Slate.
Over 200 Magnificent Illustra-

tions and Maps embellish nearly
every page of the Atlas and faith-
fully depict scenes in almost every
partoft-tbe world.

This Atlas eontalnB a prodigious
amount of Historical. Physical. Po-
litical. Educational and Statistical
matter, so comprehensively ar-
ranged and indext that informa-
tion on any subject can be found
In a moment's time.

Descri|»tion of the World.
It contains a General Description

of the World, giving Its Physical
Features, Form. Density, Tempera-
ture, Motion. Winds and Currents;
Distribution of Land and Water;
Races of People, their Religions
andNumbers: also the most com-
plete Litt of Nations ever publlsht,
glvingtheir .ioographlcal Location.
Area. Population, Forms of Gov-
ernment, etc.

The Popular and Electoral Votes for President in 1884, 1888 and 1892, by

States. List of All the Presidents. Agricultural Productions. Mineral Products.

Homestead Laws and Civil Service Rules. Statistics of Immigration, 1820 to

1891. Public Debt for the Past 100 Years. Gold and Sliver Statistics. Number
and Value of Farm Animals. Cultivable Area as Compared with Increase of Popu-

lation. Postal Information, with Domestic and Foreign Rates, and Other Informa-

tion that should be in every Home, Store, Ollice and Schoolroom.

A 1*1 «1 AfiPi../M . We will mall this great Atlas, postpaid, for onlv

Ulir UnPrni tUlMS! 50 ct?.; or for $1.40 we wm send it with the Bee

PESPbES ^

zs^
i'!f:«»''

s^^isi
Ulumtiire Cut of A i1;ih Art tml Size, Upon, U by T' Iriche

Closej, H by 11 Incl.i'8

onepremium for send'ng us

for a year.
GEORGE W. YORK & CO

Journal for one year
New Subscriber

or we will mail it free as a

(.f 1.00) to the Bee Journal

118 Michigan St., CHICAGO, ILL.

From now to Jan. 1 7 iiioiitlis, for 50c.
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HONEY a^d BEESWAX
MAKUirr <tl OTATIO^iS.

Cliicag'o, 111., May 6.—There is very little

honey ciiiulriK to the market, aod flue lots of
white comb brings l.'ic. Yet only a little Is

taken by the dealers, the season for It heinsr
over with the coming of straivberrles. which
are now plentiful. E.ttracted brings about
late i|uotatlon8. with beeswax in active de-
mand at 27@'-8(;. for best grades.

San Francisco, Calif., May 6. — White
comb. y-lOc.; amber, .5-7 c. Extracted, white,
oHc; light amber, 3i4-4c: dark rule, 2-Sic.

Beeswax, fair to choice. '2.t-'-2Tc.

New York, N. Y., May 20.—Old crop is

well cleaned up. both comb and e.rtracted,
and our market is In good shape for new crop,
which is now beginning to arrive from the
South. It U in fairly good demand at 50@5'2c.
per gallon for averaire common grade, and 55
®60c. for better grades.
Beeswax Is rather quiet at 2G@2Tc.

Detroit, Mich ., May 1,—Fancy white comb,
ll®l'2c.; No. 1. I0@llc.: fancy amber. 9®
10c. ; No. 1. SiaOo.; dark. T@8c. Extracted,
white, 5@6c.; amber. 4@5c : diirk, 4o. Bees-
wax, 25@26c. Demand Is slow for honey, and
plenty in commission house.

Kansas City, Mo., May 20.—Fancy wblte,
ISaufc; No. l.ll@12c.; fancy amber. 10®
llc.i No. I,9@l0c.; fancy dark, SQOc: No. 1,

8c. Extracted, white, o@5!4c.; amber, 4'/4®
5c.: dark, 3^@4c. Beeswax, 25c.

Cincinnati, Ohio, May 7. — Demand Is

slow for all kinds of honey. Comb honey,
9@14c. for fair to choice white; extracted,
3M@6c. There Is a fair demand for beeswax
at 22@25c. for good to choice yellow.

Minneapolis, Minn., May 1, — Fancy
white. ll®rJc.; No. 1 white. 10@llc.; fancy
amber. '.-i®10c.; No. 1 amber. 8@9c.; fancy
dark, 7@8c.; No. 1 dark. 6-7c. Extracted,
white, 6®7c.: amber. 5®5yic.: dark. 4®5c.
Utah wblte extracted, 5@5^c. Beeswax, 23®
26c. Market fairly steady fur comb and bet-
ter for extracted than for some time.

Fhiladelpbia, Pa., May 1.— Fancy white
comb, 12-13C ; fancy amber. 8-9c. ; No. 1, 8c.

;

fancy dark. 7-8c. Extracted, white. 5-7c.;
amber, 4-5c. : dark, 3H-4c. Beeswax, 25c.
Season is getting over for comb honey—very

little demand. Extracted in good demand.

St. Iiouis, Mo., May 1.— Fancy comb. 12®
ai3c.: No. 1 white. ll@ll!^c.: amber, 9®
lOHc; dark, 7@8!4c. Extracted, white, in
cans, 6®7c. ; amber, in barrels, 4®4!4c; extra.
5c. ; dark, 3®4c. Good demand for barrel
stock—comb slow sale. Beeswax, 23@23Hc.
—prime finds ready sale at 23i4c.

Albany, N. Y., May 1. — Fancy white, 12-
13c.: No. 1. 11-12C.: fancy amber. 9-lOc.;
No. 1. 8-9c.: fancy dark. 7-8c.; No. 1. 6-7c.
Extracted, white, 5-6c. : dark. 3)4-4c.
Demand is all that could be expected at this

season. Stock on hand small.

Indianapolis, Ind,, May 1. — Fancy wblte.
14-15C. : No. 1 white. 12-13c. Extracted,
white, 6-7c. Beeswax. 22-25c.
Demand Is fair for grades quoted, but no

demand for inferior grades.

Buffalo, N. Y , May 28.—The honey season
here is about wound up for the present.
There are a few stray sales of fancy at 10 and
11 cents, while common is selling at any
price, quotable at 9®4c. No extracted of
consequence here.

Boston, Mass., May 1.— Fancy white, 13-
14c.; No. 1. 11-12C. Extracted, white. 6-7c.;
amber. 3-6c. Beeswax. 25c.

Texas Queens

!

By return mail. Best honey^atherinfir strain
In America. L'nteeled. 75c. Select Warran-
ted, ^L.OO. J. D. GIVENS, Lisbon, Tex.
9A26t Mtr\iion the American Bee Journal

Testi'd Italian Queens, $1.00
Untested, 50 cts. —3 or 5 banded, I have

500 Nuclei. Can send Queens by return
mall. DANIKL, WORTH,
22A4t F.\LMOfTH, Rush (?0., INDI.^NA.

List of Honey and Beeswax Dealers.

Most of whom Quote In this Journal.

ChlcaKO, Ills.

K. A. BnRNETT & Co.. 163 South Water Street.

New York, N. Tf

.

HiLDRETH Bros. & Seoelken.

KaimaB City, IHo.

0. C. Clemoms i Co.. 423 Walnut 8t.

IIuShIo, N. Y.
Batterson & Co.. 167 & 169 Scott St.

Hamilton, Ills.

Chas. Dadant & Son.

Pblladelpbla, Pa.

WM. A. Selser, 10 Vine St.

Cleveland, Olilo.

Williams Bros., so i: 82 Broadway.

St. Lionls, mo.
Westcott Com. Co.. 213 Market St

IfllnneapollH, ininii.

S. H. Hall & Co.

miwankee. Wis.
A. V. Bishop & Co.

Boston, mass.
K. E. Blake & Co., 57 Chatham Street.

Detroit, micli.

M. H. Hunt. Bell Branch, Wayne Co.. Mich.

Indianapolis, Ind.
Walter S. Pouder, 162 Mass i chusetts Ave

Albany, N.Y.
Chas. McCclloch & Co.. 380 Broadway.

Cincinnati, Oblo.
C. r. MUTH & Son, cor. Freeman & Cent ral Avs.

Our Prices
ARE WORTH
LOOKING AT

NEW CHAMPION CHAFF HIVE
with DovKT.4u.Ki> Boriv .ixu Supers espe-
cially. All other Bee-Supplies accordingly.
Send for CataloR and Price-List. Address,

R. H. SCHMIDT & CO.,
48Atf Box 187, SHEBorCAN. Wis.

Dipsi j College i

Penn Ave. and Eighth St.

Thorough Courses — Normal, Commercial. La-

dles Literary. Sborthahd and Typewriting.

Efficient and experienced Instructors. Day
and Night sessions. Send for Catalog.

Prof. IjEWIS EDWIN YORK, Pres.

(tueeii<« aiitl Qiieera-Rearinsp.

—

If you want to know how to have queens
fertilized in upper stories while the old

queen is still laying below; how you may
safety introduce any queen, at any time of

the year when bees can fly; all about the

different races of bees ; aU about shipping
queens, queen-cages, candy for queen-
cages, etc. ; all about forming nuclei, mul-
tiplying or uniting bees, or weak colonies,

etc. ; or, in fact, everything about the
queen-business which you may want to

know—send for Doolittle's " Scientific

Queen-Rearing " — a book of over 170

pages, which is as interesting as a story.

Here are some good offers of this book

:

Bound in cloth, postpaid, $1.00 ; or clubbed

with the Bee Jouknal for one year—both

for only $1.75 ; or given free as a premium

for sending us '"" new subscribers to the

Bee Journal for a year at $1.00 each.

A Book Recoramciided by llr. Gallup.

THENEWMETHOD
In Health and Disease.
By W. K Forest. M. \J.. 12th Kdition. He-
vised. Illustrated, and Enlarged. This is

the greatest and be^ work ever publisht
as a Home I'iiysician, and as

A CiiiiUlf to llcaltli.

It makes the way from W«'al»ne!»s to
!$ii-<>uglU so plain that only those who
are past recovery (the very few) need to

be sick, and the well who will follow its

teachings «-aiiii«>t be siclt. It is now
in many families the only counsellor in

matters of health, saving the need of call-

ing a physician and all expenses for medi-
cines, as it teaches Hygiene and the use
of Nature's remedies, not a tlriig:

ii*<>aiiu<-nl.

All I'liroiiic Diseases
are considered, and there is not a curable
disease that has not been helpt by some
of the 'A'"" .l/<(//()(/.-. " given here: even
those who have been pronounced Coii-
siiiiipl ive have been entirely cured.
While for ICIieiiinalisiii, <li;^e!<-
liou, IkyMpepsia. i'onstipalion.
l>.V!>enl:'iry, ..Iver and liidney
'I'i'oiiltU-s. Catarrli. l^iiiiii-ia-

lion. <iieiieral l><-l>iiity. .>«-i-v-

oiiM I'^vliaiislion. Ikiiseaiies I*e-
ciiliai* lo tVonieii. etc.. the methods
are sure, and can be carried out at one's
own home and with little or no expense.

A 4>iiaraiitce.

So confident are the publishers of the
results, that they offer to refund the
money to any one who will try " New
Methods " thoroughly, if the book is re-

turned in good condition.

Xlie >'eM- Editiou
is illustrated with a number of Anatom-
ical plates from the best English work on
Anatomy publisht, and others made ex-
pressly for this work; contains 300 pages,
printed on fine calendered paper, and al-

though theprice.of the first edition (much
smaller in size and without illustrations)

was *3..50, we sell this at -^l.OU. postpaid.

PRE.nil M OFFERS.
For sending us two new subscribers to

the Bee Journal for one year, we will

mail yen the book free as a premium, or
we will mail it for sending your own ad-
vance renewal and one new yearly sub-
scriber. This is a wonderful premium
offer. Address all orders to

—

GEORGr, W. YORK & CO,,

CHICAGO, ILLS.

impr*ove^d Mathliie for Sheeting Wax.
This machine oroduces a continuous sheet

of uniform thickness and any width desired
dlrectlj' from the melted wax. No lapping- or
welding done in this proces. This machine is

a rapid worker, simple in construction, easily
operated either by hand or steam power, and
price within reach of any supply dealer. Cor-
respondence solicited. Sample sent on receipt
of order and postajre. Patent allowed March
18. 1S9T. THOS. EVANS. Lansing, Iowa.

UNG DISEASES.
30 years' experience. If your case is

sufficiently serious to require expert medi-
cal treatment, address

Dr. Peiro, 100 State St., Chicago.

Illlfll'o HONEY-EXTRACTOR
lUUlll Is Square Glass Jars.

Koot's Goods at Root's Prices.

Bee-Keepeks' Sitppmes in general, etc etc
Send for our new catalog.

" Practical Hints " will be mailed for 10c.
lu stamps. Apply to—

Chas, F. Mnth k Son, Cincinnati, Ohio.
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i B^ Wk •* Copy of

[DLL Successful Bee-Keepiiig,rn by W. Z. HutchlnBon ;

fl 1 1kk and our 1897 Catalog, for 2-

cent stamp, or a copy of the
Catalog Tor tlie Askln:;. We make almost
ETcryihlug used by Bee-Kcepers, and at
liOATost Prlcfs. (ir»

Falcon Polislit Sections
are warranted

Superior to All Others.

Don't buy cheaply and roughly made Goods.
when you can have ilie best—hucIi a« ive
make.

The Imerifau Bee - Keeper
[moDlhly. now ia its 7th year]

36 I»ages~50 Cents a Year.
bAMPLE Free—Addhess,

TBEW.T.FALCOmMFG.CO.,



PiatUsUt Weetd-y at IIS Alichig-aji SIrett $1.00 a Vear—SompJe Copy P^ree.

37th Year. CHICAGO, ILL., JUNE 24, 1897. No. 25.

•* Advauced" or Progressive " Bee-Keepiug
—Drones.

BY S. A. DEACON.

" To Dro}ie or vot to Dnnie : that in tfw tju^slioii.^^

We have most of us, I think, heard of charlatans and

magicians, who—the former with their nostrums and the lat-

ter with their enchantments, abracadabras, and their general

hocum-pocum—profess the ability to rejuvenate old women

and men ; and in some hitherto inaccessible corner of this

globe there is said to be a fountain, or well, of perpetual

youth. But, without the aid of empiric, wizard or well, our

industry—Bee-Keeping— is always seemingly in its infancy,

forever " muling and puling in its nurse's arms."

True, we advance—and so does a crab— in a kind of a way;
but our fitful, spasmodic attempts at progress ever bring us

back to the position known to statesmen as the statxis quo ante,

or, to the drill sergeant as that of " As you were I" We seem,

somehow, to get no "forrader," despite all our much-vaunted
knowledge and skill.

Can the term, "Advanced Bee-Keeping," or "Bee-Keep-

iug by Advanced Methods," be deemed altogether a justifiable

or appropriate one-when we hear of veterans—men who are

verging on, or have already past, the allotted three-score

years and ten—cooking their meals with "modern appli-

ances," and going back to a style of hive and system of man-

agement which they unhesitatingly affirm they used and

adopted more successfully 35 years or more ago? Can we be

said to advance, or our progress be deemed other than crablike,

when the long-practiced and highly-approved methods of one

set of experts are all at once vigorously denounced by another

set—as, for instance, in the matter of using drawn combs ia

sections—or when such bright apiarists as the late Mr. B.

Taylor, pile up their double brood-chamber hives for future

use as fire-wood, while Messrs. Ilutchinson and E. L. Taylor

cannot praise this style of hive sufficiently high; when Mr.
Golden starts teaching us that we are all wrong in placing our

surplus receptacles above the brood, and advocates putting

them under, thus substituting "subs" for "supers," and
adding another word to our already too lengthy technical

vocabulary ; and when numbers of e-xperienced bee-men, who,

years ago, renounced the use of large hives for the production

of comb honey, are showing every disposition to abandon the

8-frame hive, and revert to that of 10 ?

With such divergence of opinion obtaining among the

leading lights of our industry on matters of such primary im-

portance, no one need allow himself to be deterred from pub-

licly airing his opinions, or from offering suggestions, which,

opposing fixt ideas, may seem the most outre and absurd im-

aginable. He may even suggest the placing of hives on their

sides, hinging the doors, and sliding the horizontally-lying

frames in and out like so many drawers, and defy the jeers

and cynical taunts of his brother apiarists; for that which is

ridiculed or scouted as impracticable to-day in our pursuit is

eagerly adopted to-morrow, while a device patented and
crackt up to the skies one day, serves to boil the kettle the

next.

Thank goodness, there's no such thing as an ^pistical In-

quisition, as there once was a Pa;ji.stical one ; or, if there

were, and with either Dr. Miller, Mr. Doolittle, or the Rev. E.

T. Abbott in Torqr.emada's chair, I greatly fear that my
days, like my hives, would be numbered, for the monstrously

heretical, amazingly and daringly unorthodox suggestion, or

interrogatory, which I am about to place before your readers,

and which to save their nerves from too sudden and violent a

shock, I have preluded with the above jeremiad, or burden of

complaint.

And now to the point—be the consequences what they

may ! Are the majority of our most Intelligent, most obser-

vant and most experienced bee-keepers thoroughly convinced

that they are standing on firm ground la concluding that the

suppression of drones, either by trapping, cutting out drone-

comb and otherwise ensuring that there shall be only worker-
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comb in their hives, is as wise a proceeding as it is generally

supposed to be ?

What says the Oracle of Lapeer hereauent ?

Who was it gave it as his opinion, not so very long ago,

that he no longer restricted the breeding of drones in his api-

ary, convinced that he got as much, if not more, honey than

when he trapt them, or prevented their increase ? I have for-

gotten just who it was, but I Icnow it was one of the frater-

nity whose opinions on most matters pertaining to our pur-

suit are always respectfully received. He said something, I

remember, about the presence of drones stimulating the work-

ers to greater energy, and generally inducing a more pros-

perous state of the colony—which more than paid for their

board and lodging, and fully compensated for their displace-

ment of the nectar-gathering workers. Can it possibly be

that we are here on the wrong track, too ? and that we are

nearing the time when the great makers of "foundation"

will be running their works over time to keep pace with the

demand for drone-comb foundation ?

That's all. Don't be too rough on me; I'm only a be-

ginner, and am always wanting to know, you know. Perhaps

the Question-Box might be made to serve us a good turn here

—unless, Mr. Editor, you are afraid of the inquisitors ! If

you will kindly lend the Box for the occasion I would suggest

that the matter be put somewhat in this way, viz :

1. Do you think the advantages gained from the elimina-

tion of drones to bo as great as is generally claimed, or are

they over estimated ?

2. Are there not in your opinion counterbalancing advan-
tages derivable from their presence in the hive in numbers
more approaching to what Nature proportions them, and
which we may possibly haveoverlookt ?

3. Given an equal number of colonies, with queens of one
age, and all of equal strength, one set with combs of their

own building, and hence no restraint as to drone-rearing, and
the other set with only worker-combs, and hence incapacitated

from rearing drones, what, in your estimation, would be the

difference, approximately, in amount of surplus honey har-

vested ?

The question is. Has not Master Drone been unfairly dis-

paraged? Has he not been condemned solely on circumstan-

tial evidence ? Must we not reconsider our verdict? Have

not our arguments and opinions concerning his raison d'etre,

and in favor of his extinction, been mere prima /acie ones ?

Have we been quite justified in saying that "he is a greedy,

useless fellow, away with him ?"

The South African Boer, I know, rejoices in the presence

of drones, either in his old box-hive or in the hollow old tree.

To him they indicate a rich booty, and experience has taught

him that a tree-nest containing but comparatively few drones

will not repay the labor of felling ; but then it must be con-

fest that he is an illogical, primitive-minded, conservative sort

of being, and is very prone to mistake cause for effect.

What we want is the actual result, or record, of intelli-

gent observation and experiment " along this line," and I feel

sure there are not a few in the front rank of our highly inter-

esting pursuit who can give it, and so set the matter at rest

and for aye. South Africa.

California Notes and Comments.
BY PROF. A. J. COOK.

The white sage of California has now been in bloom for

three or four weeks, and Is yet one mass of bloom, and will

continue so for some weeks to come. The buckwheat has been

open for about two weeks, and will remain in blossom until

December. These are both excellent honey-plants In South-

ern California. The black or ball sago is just opening In the

canyons, and will from this on furnish a good supply of nec-

tar. The orange-bloom and buckthorn are now out of bloom,

but have furnisht, during the last spring, an unusually large

amount of sweets for the bees, owing doubtless to the abun-

dant rains of last winter. A leguminous plant, Hosackia

glabra, and a rosaceous plant, Horkella callfornica, are in

bloom here the whole summer, and are always attractive to

the bees except when white sage or some other better plants

call them elsewhere. This is now my fourth season In South-

ern California, and I have never in that time noticed the

flowers so long in bloom as they have been this year.

CARLOAD.S OF HoNEY.—It is reported that San Diego

county will ship 50 carloads of honey the present season. I

doubt if that county is proportionally any better than any of

the other Southern California counties. All of Southern Cali-

fornia, from Santa Barbara to Riverside, and from Redlands

to San Diego, is equally iine for honey-production. This sea-

son, owing to the copious rains of the past winter, is going to

be one of the best, unless hot winds or some other unforeseen

evil comes to prevent.

Extracted Honey.—There are several reasons why Cali-

fornia will always produce extracted honey rather than comb.

We have a long distance to ship our honey, and the sections

are very likely to be torn from the frames, and thus the mar-

ket seriously damaged. The insects are also quite trouble-

some in California, especially ants, and for this reason it is

more convenient to produce extracted honey, as when that is

once in hand there is no longer any danger from ants or other

insects. Another thing that urges most bee-keepers to ex-

tract rather than produce comb honey, comes from the fact

that many are not genuine bee-keepers, and they find it more

profitable for unskilled hands to produce honey in the ex-

tracted form. It is conceded everywhere that it takes very

much less of skill and ability to meet with the best of success

in the production of extracted than it does to produce comb
honey.

SmrriNG Honey.— It was my privilege last year to ship

several tons of honey. In marketing this large amount, there

were only two complaints made by the purchaser. One was

that in some cases old cans were used, and the other that the

grades of honey were mixt. It is often very convenient to

clean old gasoline cans and use them for extracted honey ; the

fact that such cans can be had for almost or quite nothing,

is tempting indeed. I believe, however, that it will always

pay to only use clean, new, bright cans. It is also just as

important to be very careful not to mix the amber or darker

grades of honey with the water-white grades. It requires no

little care to keep all of these kinds of honey entirely distinct.

By a little attention, however, this can be done, and unless it

is, much of the first-class honey, like that from white sage,

will sell for less than Its real value.

Kingbird a Friend.—One of our students shot a Califor-

nia kingbird the other day, and found In Its stomach several

worker-bees. From my knowledge of this student I am sure

that the information is authentic. The next day he shot

another bird and brough it to me. Although it was shot near

the apiary, I did not find a single bee in its stomach. There

was one large robber-fly, species of Asllus, and a large nu'»iber

of harmful insects. As is well known, these robber-flies are

among our most energetic predaceous Insects, and do a great

deal of good. It is interesting that the robber-lly is also an

enemy to the bees. Only a few days ago a gentleman from

Tipton, Calif., sent me one of these large robber-flies, with red

legs, saying that he had taken it while it was killing bees.

Thus we see that the kingbird befriends the bees by destroying

one of their worst enemies, even if it does at times kill

the bees themselves. I think on the whole the kingbird is

really our friend. Los Angeles Co., Calif., June 4.

ly See " Bee-Keeper's Guide" offer on page 382.
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To Help Stop the Adulteration of Honey.

By C. p. DADANT.

It looks now as if it were impossible for the two Bee-

Keepers' Unions to unite, as their leaders evidently disagree.

This is much to be regretted, for " in union is strength." We
must, however, do the best under the circumstances, and try

to make both of these associations useful to the general bee-

keeper.

It appears that the new association is likely to undertake

the prevention of adulteration of honey, which the old Union

has considered out of its scope. If this is done, and done

properly, both of these associations may live and be useful.

In an editorial in Gleanings for May, Editor Root recom-

mends that the New Union take steps to procure pure food

laws, beginning with the State of Illinois, and recommends

that Mr. Stone and myself be sent to the State Legislature to

button-hole the members so as to obtaiu the passage of such a

law. Mr. Root has evidently more faith in my capacity as a

lobbyist than I have myself, for I would make a sorry poli-

tician.

But let me ask, Is it really necessary to have more laws

than we now have to prevent the sale of glucose under the

label of honey ? Can a man sell you salt for sugar, or dust

for pepper, garlic far onions, or silver for gold, with impu-

nity ? If so, we are not a ci.vilized race, and ail the vaunts of

the so-called progressive men are empty bubbles.

I am not a lawyer, and perhaps my reasoning goes astray,

but, in my opinion, we need less laws than action. If, with

the present existing laws, we were to cause an examination

and analysis to be made of the honey sold by suspicious firms,

and, upon evidence of adulteration, if we were to give them

a notice that they must discontinue to proffer such goods

under the name of honey ; if we were to sue them for selling

glucose under the label of a better article; if we were to give

notice to the buyers, especially the small dealers through the

country, that the adulterated goods of these firms would be

followed, and the sale of them prevented by suits— I believe

that we could, perhaps not do away altogether, but decrease

the sale of these goods to such an extent that no damage
would any longer be done to our industry.

I have seen adulterated honey on the counters of some of

our grocers here at home. After I told them that it was not

pure they discontinued buying it. Yet there was evidently

some profit in it for them, for they could sell it at a price that

would destroy the competition of pure honey. But these men
were honest, and did not wish to knowingly sell a spurious

article. Two or three wholsesale firms, in Keokuk, Iowa,

kept this adulterated stuff. If I had been able to go to them
with a statement of analysis of the honey, or rather of the

glucose in question, backt by a Bee-Keepers' Union well or-

ganized and ready for a fight in the interest of its stock-

holders, it is my opinion that I would have had no trouble in

getting these folks to drop the handling of those goods.

There are scoundrels in this world, but there are plenty

of men who will not support a fraud if they know it to be a

fraud. The majority is honest. If it were not so, the laws

would be made in the interest of the dishonest. What we

need more than anything else is publicity and information

that will enlighten the public. Do not tell me that the people

like to be humbugged. They do not, but In many cases they

are unable to judge for themselves.

Such Is the case with honey. Too many people still think

that to be good, honey must be liquid, and pass judgment

more upon the looks than upon the taste of what they buy.

That is why fraud is so easy in the honey line. The consumer

helps the swindler. But the consumer can be enlightened

and made to discern the true article. It takes some time, it is

true, but if we strike at the root, by informing the middle-

man, in an equivocal manner, we will soon succeed.

What if we pass a pure food law, supposing that our legis-

lators cared for it enough to accede to our requests ! We
would still have to see that the law was enforced. Let us go

at it now and see that the present laws are enforced. I be-

lieve we have enough to serve our purpose.

Of what use is a law that is not enforced ? To what pur-

pose is the liquor law, in most cities of Iowa ? But whenever

the people are so educated that they wish it, the evil will soon

be stopt. So it is with adulteration. Let the bee-keepers

once decide that it must be stopt, and it soon will be.

Hancock Co., 111.

Cheap Uncapping-Can—Fumigating Honey.

BV C. DAVENl'OKT.
'

Soon after commencing to extract honey last season some-

thing like a large uncappiug-can was found to be so much of

a necessity that wo could not wait the time that would neces-

sarily elapse before we could send and get one, so one was

made which answers every purpose as well as one that could

be bought—in fact, I believe better, for being larger it will

hold more cappiugs, and will probably last longer than one

made of tin. It cost $1.50, and about one hour's work to

make it. As those offered for sale cost $7.00, I saved $5.50,

besides what the freight would have been. As there are prob-

ably some who will need one the coming season, and who, like

myself, are not adverse to saving a few dollars when possible,

I will tell how mine was made :

An alcohol barrel was sawed in two, so that one part

would be about as long again as the other. The head was re-

moved from the end of the long part, and wire-cloth fastened

over this end ; the wire-cloth used being large enough so that

it would fold up a few inches all around the outside to fasten

it. The second hoop was removed, the wire-cloth placed on,

and the hoop then driven back over it as far as it would go. A
number of small holes were made through the iron hoop, and

tacks driven in them through the wire-cloth and into the wood

of the barrel. This part was then set, or telescoped, into the

other part of the barrel, as far as it would go, which left room

enough between the wire-cloth and the bottom to hold all the

honey that would drain through when the upper part was

filled with cappings. A molasses gate was put in the lower

part to draw off the honey, and a light frame-work made of

planed lath was placed over the top to support the combs

while uncapping them.

For a cover, when not in use, a large piece of cotton-cloth

and a wooden hoop large enough to slip over the cloth and

upper part of the barrel and hold the cloth in place was used.

No stay or support was used between the wire-cloth and the

bottom of the barrel, nor did it appear that one was necessary,

for the upper part has a numberof times been full of cappings

and broken comb honey, and the wire bottom held all right.

SULPHUBING COMB HONEY.

Sometime ago I described my method of sulphuring comb

honey, and there was some comment made because I did not

give the exact amount of sulphur and length of time required

to kill the moths. The amount of sulphur to be used would

vary with the amount of honey sulphured at the one time, and

the time required would also vary somewhat, depending upon

how tight the supers fitted together, and as to whether it was

done in-doors or out-doors.

To kill moths in surplus comb honey without injuring its

appearance or flavor, has been with me one of the most serious

problems connected with bee-keeping, and last season a bee-

keeper drove nearly -iO miles to see me on account of moths.

He said they had already destroyed over $50 worth of honey

for him, and he was afraid they would ruin all he had, for he

said it was impossible for him to sulphur honey long enough

to kill the moths without coloring it, either by the method I
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had described or by putting It ia a tight room and burning

sulphur.

After moths get to be one-third of an inch long, and as

large around say as a small knitting-needle, it is impossible to

kill them with the fumes of sulphur without coloring the

honey, either in a room or box. When, and for a short time

after, moth-worms first hatch, they are very small, and can

then be very easily killed by the fumes of sulphur without col-

oring the honey in the least; and if filled sections, after they

are removed from the hives, are neglected until moth-worms

of the size mentioned have developt in some of them, I believe

the best thing that can be done is to carefully look them over

and put those infested in supers by themselves, and then put

these supers on hives containing strong colonies of Italian

bees, and they will soon clear them of moths. If at the time

this is done no honey is being gathered, care should be used to

select colonies that have plenty of stores in the brood-cham-

bers.

Last summer I practiced a somewhat different method of

sulphuring honey. I got the idea from an article in the

American Bee Journal. Instead of burning the sulphur by

means of a lamp and iron plate, I used pieces of cloth dipt in

melted sulphur. The cloth was prepared by melting sulphur

in an iron kettle, and when it was nearly boiling, long strips

of thin cotton-cloth were dipt into it, and then laid on a board

to cool. In sulphuring the honey I used a box, and set the

supers on top, as before described.

The advantazp nf tiiis cloth over a lamp and iron plate is,

that it is much quicker and easier to use, for when a piece is

set on fire by a lighted match, it burns steadily with a dull

flame until the sulphur is all consumed. That is, it will if the

sulphur was hot enough when the cloth was dipt into it. With

a lamp it takes some time to heat the plate hot enough to set

fire to the sulphur, as it has to melt before it will burn.

As it takes but a small piece of this cloth for a hundred

pounds or more of honey, one can prepare enough of it in a

short time to sulphur tons of honey. It will be just as good

months, and probably years, after it is made, if kept dry. It

is immaterial whether sulphur or brimstone is used, as brim-

stone is melted sulphur. vSouthern Minnesota.

Foul Brood Treatment—Further Information.

BY WM. m'EVOY.

Official Fold Brood Inspector for Ontario, Canada.

In my last article (see page 3T0) I said the dross from the

wax-extractor mui<t he Iniricd. Since then Mr. Gemmill has
written me, saying that I should have said the dross from a
snliir wax-extractor. He says the dross from foul-broody

combs that were hoUcd would be all right, which is very true,

and I am very thankful to Mr. Gemmill for noticing that I had
not explained what I meant. I meant the dross from all steam
wax-extractors, but forgot to say so, and explain why the dross

from them tnust be buried.
If foul-broody combs are put in a steam wax-extractor, the

honey will run out into the wax-pan, just as soon as the steam
warms the honey in the combs, then as fast as the steam melts

the combs the wax will run into the wax-pan.

The common practice with the most bee-keepers and their

wives, alter lifting out the wax to heat over and run into

cakes, is to throw out the dross and honey that was in the bot-

tom of the pans ; if the bees get at such honey, and take it to

the larvic, if will xlnrl J'otii hrond iil aucc witli <i vcnijcance, be-

cause the honey got but very little heat that ran Into the wax-
pan.

I want to give a little advice to the farmers that have foul

brood in their bee-yards.
If you have lO or 15 colonics alllicted with foul brood, I

want you to prepare things in good shape through the day, by
pultluK the comb foundation starlcrs In the frames, thus get-

ting all things ready. Then go, about sundown, with a uoud
smoker, well 'jobuj, and blow smoke Into the entrance of every
hive near the ones you are going to remove the combs from
and fix up. Then stand to one side, or the back of the hive,

so the bees can see the entrance of their hive, and as soon as

you have smoked the colony well, remove the combs and shake
the bees right back into the .sy(?»ic liivc, and give them comb
foundation starters, which you will remove the fourth evening,
and give full sheets of comb foundation.

If no honey is being gathered by the bees at the time, yoit

must feed, ijlenty of suijar syrup in Uic evenings oryour bees ivlll

swaiin out and mix in wllli your soimd colonics and ruin tiiem.

If you have no feeders, use small bread pans, or anything of
the kind. Pack them full of straw, then fill them full of sugar
syrup, and put them on the frames in tltc cveninris ; by doing
that the bees will rush into the feed, soon work out the start-

ers, and store the foul honey in them that they took from the
foul-broody combs when you removed them.

The fourth evening, when you go to remove these nice
white combs (and see what a lot of combs the bees made in

such a short time in the honey-flow, or by booming them with
sugar syrup), don't leave them in, thinking it all right because
they look so pretty. You must remove these new combs that
were built in the four days because they will have the deadly
honey in them, and you must melt them into wax.

When you remove the old, foul combs, if they are very
bad, make wax of them at once; but if your colonies have
only a little foul brood in them, and a large quantity of good
brood, you can make it pay to save it, if you are a careful
man, by following the directions I gave in my last article.

Some of you will say, "I have no sugar. Can't I feed the
honey from the foul combs if I heat it ?" Yes, you can, if you
will mind me ; but I do hate to trust you, because I know how
careless you are. If you are determined to feed that honey
from the foul-broody combs, put about half water in it, and
bring it to a aliarp boil before you feed it. 1 never advise the
feeding of foul honey, heated by men of no experience, be-

cause it is too deadly a thing for greenhorns to tamper with.

In localities where little or no honey is being gathered by
the bees when they are put on foundation starters, they will

in some cases swarm out if the queens are not caged. Cage
all the queens, and keep them caged while on the starters,

and for two days after they are put on the full sheets of
foundation, to prevent swarming out ; and feed an abundance
in the evening ; by doing that, all will work like clock-work.

Now, farmers, I beg of you to mind me, and do not put off

this work until some morning when your crops are so wet that
you can't do anything else, and then go and stand with your
two feet right in front of the entrance to the hives, and then
commence removing the combs and shaking part of the bees in

the hive and the rest on the ground, thus causing the bees to

mix into every colony in your bee-yard, to ruin all.

If you have the disease in 10 or 12 colonies, don't tinker
with them and lose all by doing one or two in a week, and then
in a week after doing two more, and then scatter the bees
about so that they rush into the cured ones that you did the
week before, and thus get the disease back into them again.

Do the whole 10 or 12 in one evening. If you can't do that,

don't be more than two evenings at a small lot like that.

Burn all.frames as soon as you cut the combs out of them,
because it won't pay you to waste valuable time in scalding

and fussing with old, daubed frames, when nice new once are

so cheap. Make wax of the combs just as soon as you cut
them out of the frames.

If your apiary is badly diseased, don't, under any consid-

eration, save even one comb either in or out of your hives.

Remember if you do, it will start the disease again.

Don't waste your time in boiling, scalding, disinfecting

any empty hive that had foul brood in it ; the empty hives are
perfectly safe to use in any way you wish without doing any-
thing with them. I saved many wood-piles, and the people
from a world of labor, ty forbidding the boiling and the disin-

fecting of empty hives that foul brood had been in.

While on my rounds through Ontario the first summer, I

found the bee-keepers everywhere ready, and very anxious, to

boil and disinfect all empty hives that foul brood had been In. I

could have very easily traded upon the ignorance of the people,

by advising them to do so, which would have been a very unjust
thing for me to do—to cause the bee-koepers a terrible lot more
work, and waste their valuable time and wood-piles in boiling

empty hives that foul brood had been in. I had not the heart
to do It, and lookton it as little short of crime on my part, If

I did not forbid it. I forbade it everywhere, and the people
are loud in my praise for saving them from a lot of useless

work. I always told the bee-keepers that there was no more
reason for scalding empty hives than their was for scalding

the bees that were full of the deadly honey when they were
put into the hives after the rotten combs were removed.

Ontario, Canada.
*-»-»

jNO'W is the Time to work for new subscribers.

Why not take advantage of the ofTers made on page 389 '?
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Nebraska Notes and Comments.
nV J. M. YOUNO.

Out-Apiary.—Wo are starting aa out-aplary with only a

few colonies, just to see how and what success we have.

Whitk Clover is almost in full blast now, of which there

is plenty In this locality, but there has been so much cold

weather that bees do not more than get a good taste from it.

Using Separators.—We are using separators on all our
' hives this season, having come to the conclusion that nice,

salable honey can't be obtained otherwise.

Basswood and Clover.—The prospects for the basswood

bloom this year Is very good, and the white clover coming in

earlier (some two weeks) than the linden, will make a continu-

ous honey-flow, much longer than usual.

Empty Combs.—Those who are just starting in bee-culture

should look after all empty combs now, for the moth-worms
will get into them, and in a few days will entirely ruin them.

When I have empty combs not covered by bees, I usually

place them about two inches apart in the hives, or wherever

they are. In some cool, dry place is best to keep them, if

such a place is at hand.

Keepisg Out Moths.—I am often askt how I keep the

moth out of my hives. That is not hard to do. I often say

the whole secret is in having good, strong colonies, and a hive

brimful of bees. The moth-worms have no show in such a

stronghold.

A Welcome Visitor.—The American Bee Journal comes

as regularly on every Thursday and as certain as the sun

rises, and is always a welcome visitor in our household.

Slow Swarming.—Bees are slow to begin swarming in

this locality ; only three swarms to date in my home yard.

Cass Co., Nebr., June 11.

No'w for Ne-w Subscribers for the rest of 1S97 :

We would like to have each of our present readers send us at

least oiic licit' su/jscriber for the Bee Journal before Aug. 1,

IsyT. That surely will not be hard to do, when they will

need to pay only 40 cents for the rest of this year. That is

about 6 months, or only 7 cents a month for the weekly
American Bee Journal. Any one with only a colony or two
of bees should jump at such an offer as that.

Now, we don't ask you to work for us for nothing, but
will say that for each new -iO-cent subscriber you send us, we
will mail you your choice of one of the following list:

Wood Binder for the Bee Journal 20c.
50 copies of leiflet on '•Why Eat Honey ?" 20c.
50 • * on •' How to Keep Honey " 20c.
50 •' " on " Alsike Clover" 20c.
1 copy each " Preparation of Honey for the Market "(10c.)

and Doolltlle'a " Hive T CTee " (oc.> 15o.
1 copy each Diidauts' "Handling Bees" (Sc.Jand " Bee-

Pasturage a Necessity " (lOc.) 18c.
Dr. Howard's book on "Foul Brood " 25c.
Kohnke'8"Foul Broud" book 25c.
Cheshire's " Foul Brood "book ilO,;.) and Dadants' " Hand-

ling Bees ' [8c ] 18c.
Ur. Foote'8 Hand-book of Health 25c.
Rural Life Book 25c.
Our Poultry Doctor, by Fanny Felld 25c.
Poultry for Market and Profit, by Fanny Field 25c.
Capons and Caponizing 25c.
Turkeys for Market and Proflt 25c.
Green's Four Books on Frult-G rowing 25c.
Kopp Commercial Calculator No. 1 25c.
SUo and Silage, by Prof. Cook 25c.
Bienen-Kultur [German] 40c.
Kendall's Horse-Book [English or German] S5c.
1 Pound White Clover Seed 25c.
1 " Sweet " '• 25c.
IH " Alsike •' " 25c.
IM '• Alfalfa " '• 25c.m " Crimson " " 25c.
The Horse—How to Break and Handle 20e.

We make the above o£fers only to those who are now sub-
scribers ; in other words, no one sending in his own 40 cents
as a new subscriber can also claim a choice of the above list.

Report of the North American Convention Held
at St. Joseph, Mo., Oct. 10-12, 1894.

REPORTED BY LOUIS R. LIQHTON.

[Continued from page 374.1

WHAT SHALL, WE PLANT FOE HONEY?
Plants for Ornament and Honey.

Most bee-keepers will want ornamental plants, shrubs, or
trees about their homes, but if they should not happen to feel

interested in this direction their good wives surely will. It is

well to select plants which yield honey, for. tho it may fre-

quently happen that the amount collected from them will be
but " a drop in the bucket," so to say, yet the satisfaction of

seeing the bees busily at work on them will be worth consider-
able, and in many instances the pollen obtained by the bees
will be of great value in furthering the rearing of brood—par-
ticularly, early in the season. The list from which we may
choose is very ioug. I can merely mention a few of the best,

all of which may be obtained from leading seedsmen or flor-

ists, who will also give hints as to their culture, or from whose
catalogs such hints may be obtained. In some instances a
trial having shown the adaptability of a given locality to some
one of these plants and the requisite management to bring
success, it might be grown on a large scale for its seed, and
fine crops of honey obtained at the same time.

Peraininls :
—

Red-bud (Cercis canadensis), a small tree very ornamental
in early spring, when it is covered with blossoms before the
leaves appear, in February and March in the South, and April

and May in the North. The blossoms are like those of the
peach, but redder. Bees are very busy on them, getting both
pollen and honey.

Willows {Salix) are ornamental along streams or ditches

and keep the soil from washing out. They blossom very early,

furnishing honey and pollen—an important stimulus to brood-
rearing.

The true Poplars (Fopulus) also yield pollen very early in

spring, and some of the varieties are planted for ornament.
Red or Soft Maple (Acer rubnun, Silver Maple (^1. dasy-

carpitm), Hard or Sugar Maple {A. saccharinum). Birch {Beta-

la) and Elm, {Vlmns), all valued as ornamental and timber
trees offer important stores of pollen and honey to our bees in

early spring.
Tulip Tree or Whitewood (Liriodendron tuUpifera) is a

stately ornamental tree that should be more often planted
where it is not abundant. Its large tulip-shaped greenish-yel-

low blossoms secrete much honey in May or June. Its wood is

also valuable.

Linden or Basswood (TiUo amcricana) blossoms in June or
July in various latitudes. It is widely distributed, yet as many
localities are without it, planting and distribution of seedling
trees is to be recommended. Several of the avenues of our
capital city, Washington, have been lined with these trees and
the parks contain others, so that, while bees in surrounding
localities are accumulating nothing, those within the city

often store fifty or more pounds of beautiful honey. The lin-

den is a rapid grower and the wood is useful.

Locust (Robiniii pseudacafin) is another rapid-growing
tree whose timber is valuable, and which is often planted as a

shade and ornamental tree. It is frequently attackt by in-

sects, much inclined to spread by suckers, and withal is not a
very handsome tree, but its pendant racemes of yellowish-

white blossoms, which appear in June, are very fragrant and
furnish our bees for a short time with a good harvest of beau-
tiful honey.

Hardy Catalpa {Catalpa speciosa) Is a beautiful tree which
will thrive in the Middle States and westward though very
likely not in the colder northwest. C. lucnipferi, a Japanese
species, alsodoes well. In the South, C. caUilpa, Linn, Is fre-

quently planted, its large leaves and white blossoms in pani-

cles making it very attractive. All yield honey.
Hawthorn, White Thorn {Crataegus spp.) may be used as
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ornament or for hedges. Yield an abundance of white honey
of fine flavor. There are many species, both native and in-

troduced, but the majority are not hardy in the North.
Sourwood or Sorrel Tree (OxydenArunx arhorcum.), a great

producer of excellent honey in Kentucky and Tennessee.
Might well be planted elsewhere—even much farther north.
It is a handsome tree.

Magnolias {Mntjnolin QraiuWflora is half hardy in the Mid-
dle States; i[. acumindta, the Cucumber Magnolia, and .V.

cordata, the Yellow Cucumber Magnolia, are hardy species.

Beautiful, showy, the first species ever grown.
European Horse-Chestnut {Aesculus liippocnstarmm) is a

stately shade tree whose flowers in May yield much honey and
some pollen. There is a variety with white and also one
with rose-colored blossoms. Both are to be highly recom-
mended being very ornamental and hardy everywhere.

Yellow-wood {CtddrdsUs lute<i Koch) with its fragrant
creamy-white flowers hanging in panicles a foot or more long
in May or June, forms an attraction on the lawn. It yields

much nectar.
Buckthorn (Lycium barhahim) is an excellent hedge-plant

whose blossoms vield honey and pollen for the bees. It may
not be hardy in all situations. Western bee-keepers would do
well to ascertain this before planting it extensively.

Matrimony Vine (Lycimn -iiu/i/i/rc) belonging to the same
genus as Buckthorn is also highly appreciated by the bees. It

blossoms all summer long and is covered with bees from early
until late. Nothing can be more graceful than its lithe re-

curving stems which are easily trained over lattice-work. The
blossoms are small greenish-purple followed by red berries.

Spanish Broom (Spartiuni junceum) a leguminous shrub
cultivated for ornament yields honey very abundantly.

American Wistaria (Wistaria frutescens) and Chinese Wis-
taria (IF. .si?iC)isi.y) are highly ornamental climbers which are
favorites with the bees. Give them a protected sunny situa-

tion.

Rosemary (Rosmarinus officinalis) of the Mint family is an
immense yielder of exceedingly fine honey. The honey of

Narbonne, so famous in the Parisian markets, is said to come
from rosemary. During two winters which I past in Tunis,
North Africa, the hills were blue with the fragrant rosemary,
and tho the bees were black as night and sometimes cross,

they reveled in this royal flower and weighted their hives with
its delicious nectar. Unfortunately it is not hardy in the
North, but I hope some of our Southern friends will try it,

and that it will not be overlookt in Northern flower gardens.

White Alder (Clcthra alnifolia) presents its sweet-scented
spirals of fine white blossoms to the bees in August. It is a
shrub three to ten feet high which thrives best in low places.

Alpine Heath (Krica carnen) blossoms in earliest spring
and yields much honey and pollen wherever abundant. It is

said that the Austrian province of Carniola took its name from
this plant. Be that as it may, it is certainly everywhere there,

and its bright pink blossoms appear in large areas on the suuny
sides of the valleys long before the snow has disappeared from
the opposing side or the clefts of the rocks near at hand. It

will therefore withstand the winters of our Northern States,

and, while worthy of cultivation in the flower-garden an effort

might be made to get it started wild over hill and mountain
sides, to greet the peaceful Carniolan bees that likewise hold
their own in our severe Northern winters.

Heather or Ling (Calluna viikiaris) is common in the north
of Europe and is one of their great honey-plants. It has be-

come sparingly naturalized here in the extreme northeast.
Blossoms in summer and lasts through September.

Alpine Rock Cress (Araiiis (dplmi). Before any other
plants show signs of growth in spring—even before the cro-

cuses, the stems of this beautiful hardy plant appear above its

light-green foliage, bearing numerous white and very fragrant
flowers which are eagerly visited by our bees. A small area
yields them much honey, tho little or no pollen. It re-

mains in bloom some weeks, or under favorable circumstances
even until autumn, and being a thoroughly hardy perennial it

Is well worth the little care which it takes to preserve it

through the summer.
Crocus (Crocus vernus) so well known is one of the very

early spring flowers which our bees take advantage of. The
bulbs may be placed in the lawn or along the edges of beds,

anywhere, in the autumn, by making a hole three inches deep,
slipping them in and pressing the earth over them. They will

delight the eye for many scucessive seasons thereafter— not
only of tho bee-keeper but of his bees as well, since they fur-

nish much pollen and some honey.
Black Hellebore or Christmas Rose (Helleborus niger) flow-

ers In winter in mild climates, hence its name. Tho not often
seen In gardens it might grace the bee-keeper's dooryard, and
yield his bees its aromatic honey and pollen.

Stock or Gilliflower.—The Common Stock (irathiola inca-
na) tho not hardy in the North, maybe sown in pots indoors
early in the season and the latter set in beds for the summer.

Wallflower (Chciranthus cheiri) in the milder portions of

our country will live outside and will bloom very early in the
spring ; elsewhere it may be grown in pots to be set out la

spring. Both pollen and honey.
Common Periwinkle (T'bjca mijior).—Hardy, trailing, pro-

duces pretty, blue flowers in early spring and will thrive iu a
shady situation. Yields honey.

Abutilon or Flowering Maple may be grown from the seed
started early, in the house, and set out when settled weather
comes, and will flower the first season continuously ; also dur-
ing winter if taken up. It furnishes the bees honey and pol-

len.

Althea, Tree Hollyhock, or Rose of Sharon (AWiaea rosae),

a fine, majestic shrub bearing a profusion of showy white or
red blossoms the size of hollyhocks, and which are much fre-

quented by the bees for honey and pollen, both of which are
produced by it in great abundance. A bee often fills its honey-
sac from one blossom. Once establisht this plant will last

for many years.
Bush Honeysuckle (Diervilla japonica) is not only a beau-

tiful ornament for the lawn, but is a favorite with the bees,
yielding them honey in July.

European Pennyroyal (Mentha pulcgium) is quite different

from our common wild pennyroyal, blossoms during .Tuly,

August and September, yielding honey freely. Its mass of
bright green foliage, and the fact that it will grow in shady
places, make it very suitable for rock work or use under trees.

Cohabit, soandens.—A rapid and very ornamental climber
often cultivated in the North as an annual, the seeds being
sown early indoors. Its large purple, bell-shaped flowers
yield honey and, with its dark green foliage, make it suitable
to use as a covering for arbors or trellises.

[Concluded next week ]

CONDUCTED BY

DR. O. O. MILLER, MARENGO, ILL.

[Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direct.')

What Ailed tlic Bees i

What ails a colony of my bees ? It contains No. 1 Ital-

ians ; they are dying by the score every day and night. They
seem to be working strong, and many of these bees die with
their load of honey in them. They crawl out on the alight-

ing-board and die. They seem to be bloated. There is no
bloom now but white clover, which is very abundant. I have
7 other colonies, but nothing wrong with them. My bees were
poisoned on the fruit-bloom by a neighbor spraying his trees,

and I lost some theu. Would that poison still affect them ? I

have had a small apiary for 20 years, and never saw anything
like this before. Fulton Co., III.

Answer.—I hardly think the poison they received during

fruit-bloom would affect the bees now, and I don't know
enough to make a safe guess as to the real trouble. Occa-

sionally some one reports a case much like yours, and the

cause remains a mystery. Possibly some one may give us

light.
m I »

A Smoker Trouble—Uiilling^ Colonics.

1. My Crane smoker is giving me trouble, while I have a
Clark always at hand, still for certain purposes I like the

Crane tho best. For instance, in driving bees out of supers I

can get a greater volume of smoke, and it burns longer with-

out replenishing. My trouble is this ; I burn rotten wood

—

oak, gum, etc.; after it gets hot it begins to throw splotches

of creosote on the sections as black as ink. What is my
remedy ?

2. My bees swarmed, and swarmed, and swarmed, so that
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my original colonies have simply done nothing In the supers.
I am thinking of doubling up all of these (two together) this

fall, putting a mat between and leaving the empty hive with
contents right on top until spring, when they will be ready for

swarms, unless there Is too much brood in the combs.
R. P. J.

Answers.— 1. A thick, black coating accumulates in the

nozzle of the smoker. Try cleaning that out.

2. If I understand you, you'll simply set one hive with its

contents on top of another, having a mat between, but leav-

ing a free passage from one hive to another. Won't it be just

as well without the mat ? The bees will be likely to work

into the upper story, and there will be no use for the mat dur-

ing the winter. There will be some danger that the bees will

fight. Less danger if you double right away while bees are

storing. Make the one to be moved queenless two days or so

before uniting, and they'll not be likely to fight, and the

queenless bees will stay better where they are put. It will

make matters still more secure if you put between the two

hives a piece of rather stiff paper, leaving a hole hardly big

enough for a single bee to get through. The bees will remove

the paper at their leisure.

Use or Queen.Trap and Enlrance-Guard.

Will the entrance-guard do the work it is represented to

do? How do you handle the queen when she gets in this en-

trance-guard ? My wife is going away for a week, and I am
in business in town, and what I want is something that will

prevent my bees getting away, as I have only one colony now,
and am anxious to catch the first swarm that goes out.

Indiana.

Answer.—The general testimony is that a queen cannot

pass through the perforated zinc of the queen-trap, and that

if a swarm issues you will find the queen in the trap. When
you find the queen there, put her and the most of the bees

into a new hive, setting them on the old stand, and putting

the old hive with the brood on a new stand. Brush half the

bees off each comb, or what is perhaps safer, brush the bees

clean from half the combs. Sometimes the bees will run off

the combs, and a big lot will be clustered in the hive, so you

must be on the lookout. The idea is to get about half the

bees that are in the hive. If you could be sure the weather

would be warm, even less bees would do, for all you want is

just enough so the brood will not chill.

Putting Bees into a Sliipping-Cage—Tliresliing
Italian Clover—Carniolan Bees—Wild

Parsnips.

1. What is the best way to get queen and bees into a

shipping-cage ?

2. I have a plat of Italian clover ; can I save the seed to

advantage by threshing like timothy on a barn-floor, or will it

stay in chaff like red clover ? I thought probably as the seeds

are large, I could get a portion clean of chaff.

3. What do you know of the Carniolan bee as a comb-
honey producer ? I have the Italian, black, and all shaaes of

hybrids now. Which is the best, the pure Italian, the Car-

niolan, or just as they are ? I can rear Italian queens from
good stock at little expense, and good queens, too. Shall I

weed out the black blood ? I produce comb honey.

4. Now that wild parsnip affair. You can't take garden
parsnip seed and grow anything poisonous out of it by necloct

or any other way. However, there is a weed somewhat re-

sembling the parsnip, commonly called " wild parsnip ;" I

have seen it growing in Monroe county. I cannot give its

botanical name; however, if it will be of any interest to the

readers of the American Bee Journal, I will collect a sample
and send it to Washington and report. I will close by saying

that the Doctor can't eat this weed and stay here without an

antidote, and that quick. W. Virginia.

Answers.— 1. Push 'em in back end foremost. Pick for

the rather young bees that are filling themselves with honey ;

take up by the wings while their heads are in the cell, lift the

finger or thumb that has been keeping the cage closed, with

the thumb and finger thrust the tall of the bee into the open-

ing, and with another finger push her in, promptly closing the

hole again. Some use a green leaf instead of the thumb to

keep the hole closed. You can use the leaf as a kind of valve,

pushing in the bee at one edge of the leaf, when it will spring

back again. At least that's the way I understand it, for I

haven't had much practice in that line.

2. I've no experience threshing Italian clover. Who can

tell us?

3. Practically, I've no experience with Carniolans. Their

advocates claim that they are superior, but they are hardly

gaining in popularity, and the majority of honey-producers

prefer Italians. Probably your best plan is to keep your bees

much as they are, gradually replacing the blacks (especially

those that do poor work) with the best honey-gathering stock

of lighter color. You'll probably find that a good deal of black

blood will remain among your bees for a long time.

4. No doubt you have the correct idea, that there is noth-

ing poisonous about wild parsnip, but another plant closely

resembling it is poisonous.

Pie-w Union and the Bee Journal.—In order

to help our subscribers, and also the United States Bee-Keep-
ers' Union at the same time, we have decided to offer a year's

subscription to the American Bee Journal and a year's mem-
bership dues in the New Union, both together., for .SI. 75.

But it must be understood that in order to get this rate, all

arrearages of subscriptions must be paid, and the SI. 75 rate

to apply on advance subscription.

Now send us your orders, and we will attend to turning
over the SI.00 membership fee to the New Union, on each
subscription to the Bee Journal as per the above offer. This
ought to add 500 members to the New Union by June 1. If

it does, our contribution will be just .S125.
Now, if you want to see the New Union succeed in its

grand work, in the interest of all. the bee-keepers, come on
with your cash. General Manager Secor is just aching to do
his part whenever he sees sulHcient funds in the treasury to

pay the bills.
*-»-*

The Horse—Ho-w to Break and Handle.—
This is a pamphlet of 32 pages, giving complete instructions

for breaking and educating colts, teaching horses to drive,

and for use under the saddle, together with many instructions

which have never before been publisht, and which are the re-

sult of the author's experience covering a period of 20 years.

By Prof. Wm. Mullen, with whom the editor of the Bee Jour-
nal is personally acquainted. Price, postpaid, 20 cents ; or

given as a premium for sending us one new subscriber to the

Bee Journal for the rest of the year at 50 cents.

A PJe'w Binder for holding a year's numbers of the

American Bee Journal, we propose to mail, postpaid, to every

subscriber who sends us 20 cents. It is called "The Wood
Binder," is patented, and is an entirely new and very simple

arrangement. Full printed directions accompany each Binder.

Every reader should get it, and preserve the copies of the Bee
Journal as fast as they are received. They are invaluable for

reference, and at the low price of the Binder you can afford to

get it yearly.
* . »

Back PJunibers Since Jan. i.—We are able to

supply complete sets of the Bee Journal since Jan. 1, 1897,
to any who may desire, at two cents per copy. There are a
number of new' readers who perhaps would like to get some of

the first numbers of this year, to complete their volume for

1.897. We shall be glad to furnish them as long as they last,

at two cents each.
< . «»

Xlie nicEvoy Foul Brood Treatment Is

given in Dr. Howard's pamphlet on " Foul Brood ; Its Natural
History and Rational Treatment." It is the latest publication

on the subject, and should be in the hands of every bee-keeper.

Price, 25 cents ; or clubbed with the Bee Journal for one year
—both for $1.10.

Every Present Subscriber of the Bee Journal
should be an agent for it, and get all others possible to sub-

scribe for it. See offers on page 389.
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Next Aiinnal Meeting at Buffalo, N. ¥., Aug. 34-26, 1897.

Vol. imil, CHICAGO, ILL, JUNE 24, 1897, No, 25,

Editorial Con)n)cr)i^^

The Buffalo Convention, as has already been
announced, will be held Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday,
Aug. 24, 25 and 26. And now Mr. 0. L. Hershiser, who lives

in Buffalo, has been so fortunate as to secure the main hall of

Caton's Business College, corner of Main and Huron streets,

in the B. D. Morgan building. Mr. Hershiser says: "This
is an Ideal location, and very easy of access—an airy, light,

and very commodious hall." Mr. H. then adds:

" The use of the hallis free. Mr. Catou is one of those
large-hearted men who seem anxious to help a good thing
along I think perhaps he Inherited his liberality towards
bee-keepers— his father was a bee-keeper."

Mr. Hershiser is " working like a nailer" to make the
Buffalo meeting the best ever held by bee-keepers. It ought
to be, for never before have they had the advantage of such
low railroad rates. To-day (June 17) the round-trip rate

from Chicago was fixt at $10.50; tickets will be sold here
Aug. 21, 22 and 23. That is just one cent a mile each way.
The Grand Army always secures a low rate.

Further announcements will be made later as to hotel

accommodations for bee-keepers when In Buffalo, as Mr. Her-
shiser Is now working that up. Begin now to make plans to

be there. The full program for the bee-convention will bo
out very soon, as it Is now In the hands of the printer.

Enforcing Laws Ag^ainst Adulteration.—
Mr. C. P. Dadant—one of the excellent Board of Directors of

the New Union-has an article on page :J87 that carries with
It the true ring. Wo want to endorse what Mr. Dadant says,

and urge bee-keepers everywhere (where there exist any laws

at all against adulteration) to see if they can't be directed

against the adulteration of honey, If it is practiced there.

But first join the New Union, and then you will be en-

titled to the aid of all Its influence, its wise suggestions, and
whatever of financial assistance it will be able to give. While
the latter may not be great at first, it may be discovered that

very little cash will go along way when it comes to fighting a

battle in which every honest man is directly Interested.

Furthermore, we are under the impression that when the

defendant finds the plaintiff is backt by a Union of a national

character and reputation, he will think twice before he under-

takes to fight with such odds against him.

Now is the time to begin the war—before the adulterators

get hold of the new honey crop with which to mix their glu-

cose or other adulterants.

Disiionest Honey Commission Illen, as in

the past two or three years, will likely attempt to work their

fraudulent schemes on bee-keepers this year. So we are out

thus early with our annual and oft-repeated advice

—

don't SHIl> YOUR HONEY, OR ANYTHING ELSE, TO NEW AND
UNTRIED C0.MMISSI0N MEN.

.lust remember that, when you receive a flowery letter

from some strange firm soliciting a shipment of your honey,

and don't allow yourself to be caught, as has been many an

unlucky bee-man the past few years.

Another thing : Should you receive a letter of any kind

from any commission firm, and you have the least doubt of

their reliability, just send that letter to us, and we will inves-

tigate them ; and if we find the facts warrant it, we will warn

bee-keepers at once. We don't propose to allow any of our

readers to get swindled hereafter, if we can possibly do any-

thing to prevent it.

Now read this whole item again, and if you get fleeced on

account of not heeding our advice, don't you dare whimper

to us.

Wisconsin Foul Brood Inspector.—Mr. N.

E. France, of Platteville, wishes us to say, for the benefit of

bee-keepers in that State, that as the appropriation to support

the Foul Brood Law is so small, Mr. France will be compelled

to treat many cases by letter. Any Wisconsin bee-keeper

who knows of a case of foul brood in that State, is askt to re-

port it to him at once, and he will guarantee its cure. Mr.

E^ance furnishes to all such a free copy of Dr. Howard's foul

brood book, with McEvoy's and his (Mr. France's) methods of

treatment in the book. He says that about one in 20 in Wis-

consin, who have bees, have neither a book nor a paper on

bees. No wonder many do not know what to do, or when

their bees are diseased.

So far Mr. France has inspected over 2,000 colonies of

bees, and found mauy yards with affected colonies. But he

says that all owners are going to follow directions, and cure

the disease.

For any further information in regard to this matter,

Wisconsin bee-keepers will address their State Inspector of

Apiaries—N. E. I^rance, Platteville, Grant Co., Wis.

A L,ibel on Comb Honey.—The Northwestern

Agriculturist is one of our valued exchanges, and having, as

we supposed, an experienced bee-keeper—Mrs. Effie Brown

—

at the head of its apiarian department, we were greatly sur-

prised to read therein the following paragraph credited to her

pen :

ADULTERATING COMB HONEY.

Many people prefer comb honey for table use because they
know It Is not adulterated. How do they know it is not adul-

terated ? Because it is impossible to make artificial comb
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honey that cannot be detected. That is very true, but arti-

ficial honey can be made and bees will just as willingly put it

into combs and seal it up as they will the purest nectar ; and
more so, for they have to work hard for a little load of nectar,
and a whole pan of sugar syrup right in the top of their hive
is much more tempting. A pound of sugar will make, on an
average, I am told, two pounds of " basswood honey." Can
you wonder at honey being cheap? If you buy any honey,
insist on knowing who made it.

It passes understanding that one so intelligent as Mrs.

Brown should make such a misleading statement. Can you

give us any evidence, Mrs. Browu, that bees will just as will-

ingly put " artificial honey " into the combs and seal it up as

the purest nectar, and more so ? So far as reported, it has

been the evidence of bee-keepers that bees prefer to all other

sweets genuine nectar from the flowers, either in its raw or

ripened form. How do you know, Mrs. Brown, that a pan of

sugar syrup right in the top of their hive is more tempting

than a little load of nectar, even if they have to work hard

for the latter ? Did you ever get them to store sugar syrup

right in a flood of clover or basswood? When you have tried

some experiments in that direction you will probably say

something like this :

" It seems rather strange that bees should be so prodigal

of their time and labor as to go off a long distance laboriously

searching from flower to flower for nectar that must be much
reduced before it becomes honey, when a substitute for ripened

honey in the form of sugar syrup is right at hand, but such is

the fact. The inexperienced portion of the human family

may be deceived, but not bees. They prefer the pure article

every time, when a choice is allowed."

Adulteration of honey has no little to do with "honey
being cheap," but it is in the extracled form, and the price of

honey is not in the least affected, as insinuated in the fore-

going clipping, by adulterated comb honey. But it is affected,

dear Mrs. Brown, by such statements as yours, especially

coming from such a source.

Again, who " told " that "a pound of sugar will make
two pounds of ' basswood honey ?' " And, if it was told, isn't

it a pretty big yarn to repeat ?

In your last sentence above, you suggest that when people

buy any honey they should insist " on knowing who vxnAc it."

You probably meant to say that they should learn the pro-

ducer's name, for if it is pure honey, and if it was " made " at

all, of course the bees did it.

Hadn't you better, Mrs. Brown, correct as soon as possi-

ble the misleading statements in that paragraph, which are

bound to do harm, even tho they were written with the best

of motives?

Ti?e Weekly Budget.

Mr8. A. A. Simpson, of Greene Co., Pa., wrote us June
15: "The bees are just booming. I have had 48 swarms,
and loads of honey."

Mr. Harry Lathrop, of Greene Co., Wis., wrote us June
12: " White clover promises an immense crop here. Bees

are beginning to store heavily."

Miss Mathilda Candler, of Grant Co., Wis., writing

June 13, said :
" My bees are working nicely in the sections,

and the most of them have swarmed."

Mr. N. E. France—State Inspector of Apiaries for Wis-

consin—wrote us June 10, as follows :

—Si " I am happy to write you that nil bee-keepers I have met
are so willing to do as directed. I have great faith in curing
nearly every foul brood case reported to me this season."

Mr. W. L. CoGGsnA'LL's honey crop in 1896 was 78,000
pounds. He is perhaps the largest bee-keeper In New York

State, unless Capt. Hetherlngton and P. H. Elwood are ahead

of him.

Mr. J. A. Clark, of Nodaway Co., Mo., writing June 16,

said :

" Just allow me to say that the American Bee Journal is

a welcome visitor, and a great help in my work in the apiary.

Bees are doing fine; white clover is immense."

The W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co.—another of our regular

advertisers—have this to say in the June number of the

American Bee-Keeper in regard to the bees and also their bee-

supply business :

" Notwithstanding the cold and backward spring weather
that we have been experiencing in most northern localities

during the past month, bees seem to be doing very well, and
the supply trade is better than it has been for several years

before."

Mr. a. T. Tandv, of Merrimack Co., N. H., wrote us

June 12 :

"There is one man, not a great way off, that is doing
much damage to the business. Ilis honey shipt to market
looks very fine, but theie is little flavor of honey to it, and
people are inclined to think that it is made from sugar, which
I think is a fact. He is doing a big business now."

We hope Mr. Tandy will learn the real facts in the case,

and if it is true, as be believes, begin to apply the law on the

fellow—if there is a law against adulteration there. Tamper-

ing with honey must be stopt, and bee-keepers will have to

commence the work.

Joseph H. Bolton, of Mankato, Minn., (formerly of St.

Paul) " has skipt out." He took his wife with him. So have

written to us Mr. C. A. Goodell, of that place, and also the

firm from whom Bolton bought his stock of bee-keepers' sup-

plies, for he was a promising young bee-supply dealer at Man-

kato. Mr. Goodell reports that he lost -SoO, and that Mr.

Taylor, of Forestville, lost §120; and says further that he

received money for bee-supplies and kept it ; also that he

drew checks on a Mankato bank that proved to be worthless.

The manufacturing firm who sold Bolton supplies, upon our

requesting further information concerning him, kindly

favored us with the following :

American Bee Journal, Chicago, 111.

—

Gc)iHc?)ie?i.—Replying to your favor of June 1-t, we
would say that J. H. Bolton, of Mankato, Minn., has skipt

out, owing us quite an amount. He was a young married

man, economical, and of good habits, but he got into debt

buying a farm, and making extensive improvements. The
bills coming due, and he seeing no way in which to meet them,

became frightened and threw up his hands. If he had had the

nerve, and faced his creditors, he would have been granted an

extension, and as he was a hard worker and capable man, he

would have workt out. This is the opinion that was given the

writer by some of the Mankato people ; also, that he took

little or no money with him. We have no desire to wrongly
injure the man, altho he owed us a large amount.

Yours truly, Bee-Supply Dealers.

Crimson Clover in Northern Ohio.—Glean-

ings for June 1 contained this paragraph about crimson clover

in Medina Co., Ohio :

Our crimson clover is now in full bloom, and It is a sight

indeed. I learn from Prof. Thorne, of the Ohio Experiment
Station, that they also have succeeded during the last winter

in wintering it over. A neighbor was here a few hours ago,

who says he has ten acres. It was sown among corn at the

last cultivating. He thinks the stand was almost as good as

mine. He plowed it under, and is now going to grow corn on

the same ground. From reports received it seems to be suc-

ceeding well through northern Ohio, especially along near the

lake, and several reports have come of successful wintering in

York State. A. I. Root.
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BEE-BOOKS
SENT I'USTI'AII) BV

Geore:e W. York & Co.,
Chic»ffOt Xlld.

Been and Honey, or Management of nn Apiary
!or Pleasure and I'ruUL, by Tlioiiias G. Newman.

—

This edition has been laru'ely re-written, thurouwhly
revised, and is " fully up with the times " in nil the
Improvements and Inventlnns In thla rapldly-devel-
Opln^ pursuit, and presents the nplarlst with
everythlntr that can aid In the successful mannpe-
mentof an ajjiary, and at the same time produce
the most honey In an attractive condition. It con-
tains 250 paties. and 245 illustrations— la beautifully
printed lu the highest stvle of the art, atid bound
m cloth, gold-lettered. Price. $1.1X1.

l<ang8troth on the Honey-Bee, revised by
Dadant—This classic In bee-culture, has been
entirely re-written, and Is fully Illustrated. It
treats of everything relatlnj? to bees and bee-keep-
ing. No apiarian library Is complete without this
standard work by Kev. L. L. jjanestroth — the
Father of American Bee-Culture. It has 520 pages;
bound In cloth.

Price, postpaid, $1.35.

Bee-K.e::per9* Oalde, or Manual of the
Apiary, by Prof A. J Cook, of the Michigan Agri-
cultural College.—This book Is nut only liit>tructlve
and helpful us a guide In bc'e-keei>tnt:. but Is

Interesting ami thoroughly practical and scientific.
Itcontalns a full delineation of theanntomy and
physlolosy of bees. 4tiU pages ; bound In cloth and
fully Illustrated.

Price, postpaid, $1.25.

Scientific Queen- KearlngTf as Practlcallv
Applied, by G. M. Dooliitle.—A method by which
the very best of Vueen-Bees are reared In perfect
accord with Nature's wav. 17f) pages, bound la
Cloth, and Illustrated. Price. $1.00.

A B C of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root.—

A

cyelopiedla of 400 pat:es. describing everything
pertaining to the care of the honey-bees. It con-
tains 3UJ engravings. It was written especially foi
beginners Bound In cloth. Price, $1.25.

Advanced Bee-Culture, Its Methods and
Management, by W. Z. Hutchinson.-The author
of this work Is too well known to need further
description of his book. lie Is a practical and
entertaining writer. You should read his bonk. iiO

pages, bound In paper, and Illustrated. Price, 50 cts.

Rational Bee-^eeplnR, by Dr. John Dzlerzon
—This Is a translation of his latest German bookou
bee-culture. It has 850 pages: bound
In paper covers. $1.00

Bleaen-Kultiir, by Thomas G. Newcian. -
This Is a German translation of the prlnclpi ' por-
tion of the book called Bi:fc;s OF HoNEV. 10^ page
pamphlet. I'rice. 4U cents.

Convention Sand-Book, for Bee-Keepers, ,-
Thomas G. Newman.— It contains the parliamen-
tary law and rules of order for Bee-Conventions—
also Constitution and By-Laws, with subjects for
discussion, etc. Cloth, gold-lettered. Price, 25 cts,

Tblrty Years Aiuonj:: the Bee^, by
Henry Alley.-Gives the results of over a quarter-
century's experience in rearing queen-bees. Very
latest work of the kind. Nearly loo pages. Price. 50c.

Wby Eat Honey ?—This Leaflet ie intend-
ed for FREE distribution, to create a Local Market.
100 copies, by mail. :io cts.: .5i.hj l"or$l.-J.'j; loot

», $2.iX).

How to Keep Honey and preserve its
richness and Havor. Price same as Why Eat Honey.

Altilke Clover Iieaflet.—Full directions
for growing. 50 for 2b cts. ; lOO for 40 cts. ; 200, "fic.

Apiary Resister^ by Thos. G. Newraan.—
Devotes two pages to a colony. Leather binding.
Price, for 50 colonies, fi.(hi; for 100 colonies, $1.:j5.

Preparation of lluney I'ur the Mark2t,
IncludluK the production and care of comb and
extracted honey. A chapter from Bees ant
HoNEV. price. 10 cents

Bee-Punturatee a IVeceaalty.—This book sug
Bests what and liow to plai' U is a chapter fron
Bees anu Uoxev. Price. 10 cents.

Tlie Hive I li«e, by G. M. Doollttle. It
details his naanagement of bees, and methods
of producing comb honey. Price, 5 cents.

Pr. Howard^** Book on Foul Brood.
—Gives the McEvoy Treatment and reviews the ex-
periments of others. I'rlce, '2r> cts.

Dictionary of Apleiiltnro, by Prof. John
Phln. Given the correct meaning of nearly 500 apl-
cultural terms. Price. TiO cts.

Winter Problem In Bee-Koeplu^. by G.
B. Pierce. Result of 2f) years' experience. 50 cts.

Handling Bcew, by Chas. Dadant & Son.—
A Chapter Irom Langstroth Kevlsed. Price, k cts.

HiMtory of neo-Aeeoclaiious. and Brief Ke-
portB of the tirst 20 conventions. Price 10 cts

FonI Brood Treatment^ by Ptof. F. R.
Cheshire.-Its Cause and Prevention. Price, 10 cts.

Foul Brood, by A. K. Kohnke.—Origin.
Development and Cure. Price. 25 cts.

Praetleal Hints to Bee-Kee-Keepers—by
Chas. F. Muth. Also contains a Foul Brood
Cure and How to Winter Bees. 40 p.; 10 cts.

Bee-Keepiuii; for Profit^ by Dr. G. L.
Tinker.-Revised and enlarged. It details the au-
thor's " new system, or how to get the hirnest yields
of comb or extracted honey." 80 p.; illustrated. 20c.

Emerson Binders, made especially for
the BEE JODRNAL, are convenient for preserving
each number as fast as received. Not mailable to
Canada. Price. 75 cts.

Commercial (Calculator, by C. Kopp.—
A ready Calculator, Business Arithmetic and Ac-
count-Book combined in one. Every farmer and
businessman should have it. No. 1, bound in water
proof leatherette, calf finish. Price, 4n cts. No. 2
in tine artihcial leather, with pocket, silicate slate,
and account-book. Price. 60 cts.

Green's Four Books, by Chas. A. Green.
-Devoted to, 1st. How We Made the Old Farm Pay;
2nd. Peach Culture; 3rd, How to Propagate Fruit-
Plants, Vines and Trees; 4th, General Fruit In-
structor. Nearly il20 pages. Fully illustrated. 25 cts.

Garden and Orchard, by Chas. A. Green
—Gives full instructions in Thinning and Marketing
Fruits; Pruning. Planting and Cultivating; Spray-
ing, Evaporation, Cold Storage, Etc. 94 pages, illus-
trated. Price, 25 cts.

Kendall's Horse-Book. — 35 pictures,
showing positions ol sick horses, and treats on all
their diseases. English or German. Price, 25 cts.

Silo and Silage, by Prof. A J. Cook.—It
gives the method in operation at the Michigan Agri-
cultural College. Price, 25 cts.

EiUmber and Log-Book. — Gives meas-
urements of lumber, logs planks; wages, etc. 25c.

ITIaple Sugar and the Supar Bush, by Prof.
A. J. Cook.—Full instructions. Price, 35 cts.

Grain Tables, for casting up the price of
grain, produce, hay, etc. Price, 25 cts.

Capons and Caponizlng, by Dr. Sawyer,
Fanny Field, and others.—Illustrated. All about
caponizing fowls, and thus how to make the most
money in poultry-raising. 64 pages. Price, 30 cts.

Our Ponltry Doctor, or Health in the
Poultry Yard and How to Cure Sick Fowls, by
Fanny Field,—Everything about Poultry Diseases
and their Cure. 64 pages. Price, 30 cts.

Poultry lor Market and Poultry for
Profit, by Fanny Field.—Tells everything about the
Poultry Business. fj4 pages. Price, 25 cts.

Turkeys for ITIarket and Turkeys for
Profit, by Fanny Field.—All about Turkey-Raising.
64 pages. Price. 25 cts.

Rural Ijile.— Bees. Poultry. Fruits, Vege-
tables, and Household Matters, loo pages. 25 cts.

Potato Culture, by T. B. Terry.-It tells
how to grow them prohtably. Price, 40 cts.

Hand-Book of Health, by Dr. Foote

—

Hints about eating, drinking, etc. Price, 25 cts.

Bee-Keepers' Birectory, by H. Alley.—
Latest methods in Queen-Rearing, etc. Price, 50c.

Book Clubbing Oilers.

(Kead Carefully)

The following clubbing prices Includo the
American Bee Journal one year with each
book named. Remember, thai only onk book
can be taken In each caee with the Uee Jour-
nal a year at the prices named. 11' more books
are wanted, see postpaid prices (flven with
the description ot the books on this pa^e.
Following Is the clubblng-lUt:

1. Lang-stroth on the Honey-Bee $2.00

2. A B Cof Bec-Uulture 2.00
3. Bee-Keeper"s(Juide 1.75
4. Bees and Ilonev

I
Cloth bound] 1.65

5. Doollttle's Scientific Queen-Kearlng. 1.75
6. Dr. Howard's Foul Brood Book 1.10

7. Advanced lfeo-c:ulturo 1.30
!l. Bleneu-Kultur [German] 1.20

11. Rational BcB-KceplnglPaper bound] 1.75
12. Thirty Vears Amonsrthe Uees 1.30
13. Bee-Keepin(f for Profit 1.15

14. Convention liand-Boolc. 1.15
15. Poultry lor Market and Profit 1.10

16. Turkeys for Market and Profit 1.10
17. Capons and Caponlzinjf 1.10

18. Our Poultry Ooctor 110
10. Green's Four Books 1.15
21. Garden and Orchard 115
23. Rural Life 110
24. Emerson Binder for the Bee Journal. 1.60

25. Commercial Calculator. No. 1 1.25
36. Commercial Calculator, No. 2.. 1.40
27. Kendall's Horse-Book 1.10
30. Potato Culture 1.20
32. Hand-Book of Health 1.10
33. Dictionary of Apiculture 1.35
34. Maple Sugar and the Sugar Bush 1.20
35. Silo and Silage 1.10
36. Winter Problem in Bee-Keeping 1.30
37. Apiary Register Ifor 50 colonies) 1.75
38. Apiary Register (for 100 colonies) . 2.00
39. Bee-Keepers' Directory 1.30

A Specia Booklet Bargain

!

For a limited time we wish to make our
readers a special offer on booklets on Bees.
Poultry, Health, etc. Upon receipt of 75
cents we will mail any tt of the list below:
and tor $1.25 we will mail the trbole
dozen

:

1. Foul Brood, by Dr. Howard 25c
2. Poultry for Market and Profit 25c
3. Turkeys for Market and Profit . . 23c
4. Our Ponltry Doctor 30c
5. Capons and Caooniz'ng 30o
6. Hand-Book ot Health, by Dr. Foote.. 25o
7. Kendall's Horse-Book 25o
8. Rural Life 25o
9. Ropp's Commercial Calculator 25o

10. Foul Brood, by Kohnke 23o
11. Silo and Silage, by Prof Cook 25c
12. Bienen-Kultur, by Newman 40c

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.

"
(Jiieens Given Away."

fGray Carniolaus and Golden Italians,?

We will give a fine Tested Queen (either race)
to all customers ordering 6 Untested Queens,
and a fine Select Tested Queen to all who or-
der 12 Untested (Jueens at one time. The
Queens given away will be sent to customers
in August.
Oradc and Prie€§ April July

of Bees and Queens ju^'e sept!

Untested Queen $ .75 $ .65
Tested '• 1.50 1.25
Select Tested Queen 2.50 2.25
Bestlmported ' 5.00 4.00
One L Frame Nucleus (no Queen) .75 .50
Two " • •• 1.50 1.00
Full Colony of Bees

(in new dovetailed hive) 5.00 4.00

We guarantee our Bees to be free from all
diseases, and to give entire satisfaction.
Descrlpllve Price. List Free.

F. A. loekhart & Co.,
lake^george.

ISDtf Please mention the Bee Journal.

THREE CARLOADS
My Third Car of Go( ds from The A. 1. Root

Co. has arrived, and I am prepared to flit or-
ders lor regular goods by next train, at Koot's
prices. Send lor my ;Jti-pag:e Catalog, or send
me a list of what goods you want and I will
make you bottom prices.

9D9t FUKMONT, miCH.

ioliToiscouNt
1 have a Large (Quantity of Winter-Sawed

Basswood on hand, and will make Siiii'i'iNfi-

C.\8Es at 10 per cent, discount from list

price. Cases holding 15 sections. $5.00 per
hundred net. First-class work guaranteed.

Write for Price-List.

IV. J. STAH.TIANN, Weaver, Minn.
Mention the American Bee Ji^urnal. 2 5A8t

ii: THE ADEL BEES AHEAD i^
Send for Catalog and see proof that Adel bees
beat them all. One Queen $1.00; two Queens
$1,90: three Queens $2. 7.">; si.\ Queens $5.30;
12Queens$10. All bcaulltul, 3 liauded bees.
HKNUV ALiLKV, Wenliam, (MasH.

25 A-l I Mentiun t)ic Atiierivnn lice Juumal.

J. M. YOUNG,
Practical Apiarist,

Box 874, PlattsniontU, Cass Co,, Nelir.
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Bee-Fever Baging.

The bee-fever is raging here, and the

bees are doing fine now. They began to

swarm about June 5. Everybody is

talking about getting bees.

J. C. K.NQi.r,.

Buffalo Co., Nebr., June 1 J.

Too Much Bain.

Last year was a poor one for honey

—

too much rain ; this season has com-
menced the same way. We have had
rain pretty nearly all April and May,
and now in June it is still raining.

Yesterday it rained all day; to-day it

pours down. James Laidlaw.
Ontario, Canada, June 7.

Looking' for a Good Honey-Year.

I have o colonies to this date. White
clover is in full bloom, and bees are

working in the sections. I am looking
for a good honey-year. Last year was
a poor one.

I am watching for that great sweet
clover lawsuit. I hope Dr. Besse will

come out all right. W. M. Daniels.
Perry Co., Ohio, June 12.

Boiling in the Honey—Cyclones.

Bees are rolling in the honey now.
Last year at this time they were in a
starving condition. Basswood will be a

light crop. White clover is good. No
swarms yet.

We had an awful hard rain here to-

day. As it had just stopt raining I was
out in the yard, and south of us I saw a

terrible cyclone, about seven miles away.
We saw it on the clean prairie; it was
awful. That makes three cyclones that
have past our place—two on the south
and one on the north.

C. A. GoODELL.
Blue Earth Co., Minn., June 10.

Handy Bee-Watering.

The American Bee Journal is the most
Interesting and instructive paper I ever

had the pleasure to read, and I always
look forward to its weekly arrival as a
great help to me in working among the

bees. There is never a week but I pick

up some useful information or valuable

hint, for v.hich I am always grateful.

Seeing from time to time in it how
some of the readers supply their bees
with water, it may be of value to some
to know how I do, as I like to have
everything handy in the apiary, and I

think it is something worth seeing to, to

have some means of supplying the bees

with water. It is money in the bee-

keeper's pocket ; for, as John G. Corey
says on page 115 (and I am of the same
opinion), that a long flight for water is

very destructive to bee-life, both in re-

gard to flying too far in cold weather,
and in bad drinking places ; and some-
times the nuisance caused by the bees

drinking around dwellings or at water-

ing places for stock. I think by having
It handy, less bees can supply a colony,

and leave more bees to gather honey.

That is the way I look at it, anyhow,
for I believe the bee, like a person,

likes to have everything convenient to

Finest Alfalfa Honey

!

IT SELLS ON TASTING.

The Honey that Suits All

Who Buy It.

Low Prices Now!
We can furnish 'Wllite Alfalfa Extracted Honey, In 60-pound tin cans, on

board cars in Chicago, at these prices : 1 can, in a case, 1)4 cents per pound ; 2 cans

In one case, 7 cents ; 4 cans (2 cases) or more, Q]4 cents. The Cash must accom-

pany each order. Pine Basswood Flavor Honey at same price ;
also In

270-lb. barrels.

!t^" A sample of either honey will be mailed to an intending purchaser, for 8

cents, to cover postage, packing, etc. We guarantee purity.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. New London,
Wisconsin,

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus

securing llie best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
They have also one One of the Largest Factories and the latest

and most-improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there is in the State. The material is cut from patterns, by machinery,

and is iibsolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and -whitest
Bass-wood is used, and they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine

and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best

machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies.

Please mention ilie Ame.icau Bee.TouTD'il. 7Atf

BEE-KEEPEES We naake

The Very Finest Line of

in the Market, and sell

them at Low Prices. SUPPLIES
Seiul for Free IllH§lratc<l Calalog anrt Prlcc-l-.i*t.

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.

Special Agcut for the Southwest-^-
^ ABBOTT,

St. Joseph, Mo.

Mr. Aljboit sells our Hives and Sections at Factory Prices.

That aueen-Clipping Device Free I

Couldn't Do WltUoiit It.

I have clipped 19 queens, and must say the
Monette Queeu-CllppiDg Device is by tar the
best invention ever made, and will be wel-
come to many bee-lieepers as it was to me. 1

could not do without one now.
Dr. Geo. Lacke, Newburgh, Ind.

Works Like a Gbarm.

The Monette Quoen-Clipping Device works

LIKE A CHARM. With it 1 have clipped 30

queens, all in one day, when examining my

bees. Wm. Stollet, Grand Island, Nebr.

PLEASE READ THIS OFFER TO PRESENT SUBSCRIBERS :

Send us jnst one rieio luinw for the American Bee Journal a year (with $1.00), and we

will mail you the Queen-Clipping Device free of charge. Or, the Queen-Clipping Device

wiU be sent postpaid for 30 cts. But why not get it as a Premium by the above offer ?

You can't earn :'.o cts. any easier. Almost every bee-keeper will want this Device.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan St., CHICAGO, ILL.
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;tT->IIME-| W *fPUMELY

jTHRESHER^^
• ™, , .

When you buy a ^
rhreBher bGsnretoeetthe one that will thresh -K

3r L'leane-^t, iHstest:sirapIest. best built;wiH last the •k
]f loncest. and needs len-^t reuairs. The new Rum- X
^ ely Soparator, with Uncle Tom's "Wind Stacker X
J-

find New Rnmely Encine, PntLstieaall users and ?
3 has all of these points and more that ore ex- "^
* plained in new Catalogue.—Sent for the a^kinE;. M^* M. RUMELY CO LA PORTE, IND. M
**************************

Honey - Clovers !

We have made arrangements fo that we can
furnish seed of several o( the Clovers by
freight or express, at the following prices,
cash with order:

oft 10ft 258) 50ft
AlslkeClover TO $1.25 $3.00 S^ 75
Sweet Clover (white). .60 1.00 2.25 4 00
White Clover 90 1.60 .3.75 7 00
AlfalfaCIover 60 1.00 2.25 4 00
Crimson Clover 55 .90 2.00 3,50

Prices 8uhjeet to market changes.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage, if

wanted by freight.
Your orders are solicited.

GEOKGE W. YORK & Co.
CHICAGO. ILL.

TRANSFERRING^^
If you contemplate buying eliher three or

Ave band Italian Queens, f-luiply write for my
pamphlet. If you need some ot the best now
send 75 cts. for one, $4.00 for six, or $7.50 per
doz.—and full instructions lor introducing, as
well as the best methods known for securing
good cells will be sent free.
Money Order office—Warrenton,

W. H. PKIDGEN,
21Al3t Ckeek, Warren Co.. N. C.
M.en,tWti the ^nicnmn Bee -ivwroau

Bee- Hives, Sections, Shipplng-
Cases-everythlng used by bee-

< keepers. Orders tilled nrnmptly.
; Send for catalog MU JE.Son BEE-
KEEI'EIIS' SirplV JlEi;, f(l,, Nicollet
Island, Minneapolis, Minn.

"2 4tf Chas. MONDENQ, Mgr,

Our '97 Catalog-
—OF—

Apiarian Supplies, Bees, Etc.
Is yours for the asking.

It is full of Information. \^' Write for It.

I. J. STRIIVOHAin,
105 Park Place. NEW YORK, N.T.

Apiary—Glen Cove, L. I.

A GENUINE

Egg Preservative
That will keep Hen's Egirs perfectly through
wartn weather, just as good as fre.sh ones for
cooking anil froellng. One man paid 10 cents
a dozen lor the eggs he preserved, and then
later sold them for 25 cents a dozen. You can
preserve them lor about 1 cent per dozen.Now is the time to do it. while eggs are cheap.
Address for Circular giving further Infor-mation—

Dr. A. B. Itl.lsON,
3512 iMnnroe Street , - Toi.kdo. Ohio.

AND LUNQ DISEASES,
DR. PEIRO, Specialist
Offices: 1019, too State St.,

CHICAQO. Hours 9 to 4.

the house—at least it looks so, from the
way the bees take up the water,

I supply it to them not more than five
feet from the front of the hives, I keep
my bees iu a long shed,, in a single row,
and do all the work with them from the
rear, having lots of room for all my
empty hives and supers, which are
always at hand and ready. In one cor-
ner on a shelf I set a large keg, with a
small faucet in it, which you can set to
a steady drip, or just enough for the
bees without any waste. I connect this
arrangement with a trough which is five
feet from the front of hive. The trough
arrangement is the same as was de-
scribed on page 204 of the Bee Journal,
only I have always used 2x4 scantling
with inch holes bored }|-iach deep, 5
inches apart, each hole connected by
cutting a small groove, so that when one
hole fills up it runs over and fills the
nctt, and so on ; and by filling the last
half of the holes with salt, the bees have
fresh and salt water both. I notice the
bees are always thickest around the
salt-water half of the trough. Salt
water is another thing which I believe is

Indispensable in the apalry,

P. RUDDIMAN.
Columbia Co,, Oreg.

Largest Yield of Honey Expected.

On Decoration Day I had 34 swarms,
at^d on June 9 49 swarms—altogether
179 swarms this season, from SO colo-
nies, spring count. I think 1 will have
fully as many more. I already have the
second super on some hives, having
already filled one. This is the earliest
honey we .'"ver realized in this commu-
nity. The yellow sweet clover has now
been out four weeks, and the white is

not yet out. The prospects are for the
largest yield of honey in the history of
the State. J. L. Gandy.
Richardson Co., Nebr., Juue i;j.

Swarming in Texas.

I put into winter quarters seven colo-
nies of bees, which came through in
good condition, and now I have 17 ; five
of them swarmed twice, and then I cut
the queen-cells out and would not let
them swarm any more ; the other two
didn't swarm any, tho they may swarm
in July and August. We have two
swarming seasons here in one year

—

April and May, and July and August.
I noticed in the last Bee Journal that

Mr. York had some bees that he thought
swarmed quite early—May 16, I call
that quite late. My bees had gotten
over the swarming fever then. My first

swarm came out March 16, and they
will commence swarming again about
the middle of July. J. M. Jeffcoat.

Collin Co,, Tex,', June S.

Good Prospects for Honey.

My 13 colonies wintered well in the
cellar, but one lost their queen, which I

didn't find out till they had become quite
weak, and as my hives are of various
sizes, and no foundation used so as to
start the combs straight, I could not
well save them, so It leaves me with an
oven dozen,

I have secured for future swarms the
10-fraine dovetailed hive, and shall put
In comb foundation. I have filled in the
empty comb from the hive where the
bees died, as far as it would go, and shall

and the happy man is best fit-

ted for the duties of life. The

Ik

happy heart is the strongest

I
heart. Toproduceandmain=

I
tain thiscondition, you should

7 keep constantly on hand a sup-
ply of that health retaining,
health restoring remedy

It is a purely vegetable
preparation that corrects all

derangements of the Liver
and Kidneys and works a
permanent cure for

BRIGHT'S DISEASE
URINARY TROUBLES
GENERAL DEBILITY
FEMALE COMPLAINTS
AND MALARIA.

In order that it may be handy
for you we have placed it on
sale in your nearest store

Beware of substitutes. There
is nothing so good as War-
ner's Safe Cure.

Mf;iVA-y'i-. the Af Bse Jctj^v~,i,

Vital \ Water

!

Has never failed to cure «lood and Skin Dis-
eases. The effect of Vital Water upon dis-

eases of the Kidney and Liver is magical and
permanent. Send for KKEE pamphlet.

Forest Mefliciual Spriii£s Co,

Lock lJo.\ No. 1 LIBEKTYVIIiLG, ILL.
Mention the American Bee Journal

We have a few of those Emerson stllf cloth-
board binders for the American Bee Journal,
They make a splendid permanent binding,
and hold a full year's numbers. The old price
was 75 cts., postpaid, but we will mall you one
for o Illy 60 ettt., or with the Bee Journal for
one year—both together for $1.50,
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t??]! Beeswax
For all the Good, Pure Yellow

BeesMrax delivered to our oflice till

further notice, we will pay 2-1 cents per

pound, CASH ; or 27 cents for whatever
part is exchanged for the Bee Journal,

Honev, Books or Seed, that we ofTer. If

you want casli, promptly, for your
Beeswax, send it on at once. Impure
wax not taken at any price. Address as

follows, very plainly,

GEO. W. YORK & CO.
118 Michigran st. , CHICAGO, ILL.

"--"•^-'-1 vrvs ^.TTiertoiffiBss JcifirTiat,

QUEENS
Smokers. Sections

.

Comb Foundation,
And all A|ii(iir»a Sii|^>pllet

cheap. Send for
KK£K atalosue. K. T. VLAMUA.N, BellerUle, 111.

1.3A13t IMeuse mention the Bee .JournJiL

One Cent
Invested in a postal card
will get my large Cata-
log oC All Koot's Goods.
Send list of what you
want, and get price.

!H. H. HliNT, Bell Braiicli, micb.
HVMEN ANSWERMQ TMIB AOVERTISEUEtT, MENTION TVI* JOUffiW.^

QCC VCCDCDQ I Let me send you my 64-
DLL'^LL^ LtiO 1 page Catalog- for 1897.

J. in. Jeuklus, Wetumpka, Ala.

MepXicn i}>^ American See .'curvMl,

ORDERS filled by return mall for the
cholex-st Untested Italian Queens at 60e
each. Can furnish 1, 3 and .3 Er. Nuclei.
A. I. KooT Co.'S ScpPLiK.s. Send for

:i6-page Catalog.
J no. ISebel & Son, Hlgli Hill, mo.

Mention the American UeeJiy^imal 4.\tf

Harvtsi rour Wheat For A Cent An ficrii.

Th=8 amount invested in a ^ain cradle, with
p.eDiv of t>m , iiuy O.d time will dO.) win unahlo
the :a'-iiior to harvest his crop wi b less outlay
tdr.n a.iy oihrT nj'.'thoU. The ma-bine should t>0
pa.nt«d a b ^ht r-cl. and oruaiDt-nted wiib erilt
stripe^. a:so bive an attractive name Alter cut-
tiDu b;^ owD be can cod ojonev by cutting wheat
and buiidiDK tence for bis nt*it;hbors.

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian. Mich.

^
^^California

If you care to know of Its Fruits, Flowers
Climate or Resources, send for a Sample Copy
of California's Kavorlte Paper—

The Paciflc Rural Press
The leading Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the Pacific Coast. Published weekly,
handsomely illustrated 00 per annum.
Bample Copy Free.

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
220 Market St.. - SAN FKANCISCO. GAL.

Mention 'Me American ISee JouniaJL

Tested Italian Queens, .$'1.00

Unlestcd, .50 cts. —:i or .'» ban<]ed. I have
500 Nuclei. Can send Queens by return
mail. n.VMbl, WI RTH,
22A4t Falmocth, Ku=n Co., Indiana.

MeiMUyr. me Avtierlcain Bue Jcs/ima,'.,

gave one comb to each swartn so that
the queen can without any delay pro-

ceed to laying.

The prospect for honey is quite good,
as there will be at; abundance of white
clover. The spring, however, has been
very cold and unfavorable, so that the
bees have not been able to build up very
fast. The last two nights in May it

froze ice M of an inch thick, and nearly
ruined the fruit. I have about 8 acres
in small fruit, and it killed all of the
fruit-buds and new vines of the grapes ;

blackberries wore well budded, but I can
scarcely find a bud but what is black ;

raspberries were not as badly damaged,
and the prospect for them is fair, and
when they get in bloom the bees will

have a fine time. I raked the mulching
of straw back on part of my strawber-
ries, and so saved part of them, but
where they were not covered they were
nearly ruined, as they were in full

bloom. J. Ridley.
Winneshiek Co., Iowa, June 7.

Weather Too Cool.

The season in this section of the coun-
try opened with a bright prospect for a

honey crop ; bees came through the
winter in excellent condition, and began
swarming in April. I had one swarm in

April, and seven in May. I began the
season with 15 colonies, and now have
22, but the weather for the past two
weeks has been so cool that bees have
done nothing but just make a living.

There is more white clover bloom than
there has been here in six years, but if

we don't have some warm weather pretty
soon the bees will get no good from it

at all.

I have taken off one case of honey,
gathered mostly from the oak leaves,

which are covered with honey-dew. It

is rather dark, buthas a very fair flavor,

some of it being candied before it is

capt over. I took 400 pounds of Span-
ish-needle honey last fall from 12 colo-

nies, spring count, and found ready sale

for it at 12S, and 15 cents per pound.
I didn't take a pound of honey last sea-

son until Sept. 2-5, the forepart of the
season being too wet and cool.

I like the American Bee Journal well,

and will take it as long as I keep bees.

W. E. Whittixgton.
Franklin Co., Ills., June 8.

A Spring Report—Sundry Items.

My 45 colonies wintered very well on
the summer stands in single-wall 8-

frame dovetailed hives. Two of them
were queenless in the spring, and were
united with others having queens. All

the rest came through in good condition.

We had a very fine spring for bees

;

they were gathering natural pollen

March 23, and before that date I fed
my bees about 1 '.f bushels of corn and
rye chop. The rye was, however, pre-

ferred by the bees, and they would
swarm on it the same as if one would
place combs of honey out for them to

clean up. They would clean up a peck
in two hours on a warm day. Bees were
getting ready to swarm, and two of mine
had swarmed May 18 and 19, after

which it got cold, and a rough wind,
rain and hail kept them in for nearly
two weeks— in fact, some were very
near starving, when it became warmer,
and the white clover and Alslke (both of

which are in great abundance—more

For Sale, BEES and ((UEEKS
Queens, 50 cts. Nuclei, three frames with

Queen, $2 00; Two frames, $1.30; One frame,
$1.00. Full Colonies, $4.00.

Mrs. A. A. SIMPSOX,
16A13 SWAETS. Greene Co., Pa.

SEE THAT WINK

!

Bee - SupplieR! Root's
Goons at Koot's Prices.

Pouder^M Honey - Jars,
and every thing used by
bee-keepers. Prompt ser-
vice, low freight rate. Cat.
tree. 'Walter S Ponder,

162 Mass. Ave..
Indianapolis. Indiana.

.OVER-t,E«FM WENT ON TJ,*S JCURJ-JU,

"WM<-''(lO>il)tHi^l,'

tSr IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aptcultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
11.25 to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont. Calif.,

tor bis

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

Mention the American Bee Jonnml.

PATENT WIRED COMB FODNDATIOH
Has No Sa£ In Brood-Frame*

TIliu Flat-Bottom Foundation
Has 5o Fiijbbone io tbe Sorplos BoBey.

Betns tbe cleaneBt ts nsnally worked
tbe qalckeBt of any Fonndation made

J. A. VAN BEUSEN,
Sole Mannfactarer,

Sprout Brook MootKomerr Co., N. T.

BeeswaxWanted for Cash
Oi' In E.vchange for

Foundation—Sections—Hives
or any Other Supplies.

Workin.s! Wax [Tn^t2?n^ A Specialty.

er" Write for Catalog and Price-Llst. with
Samples of Foundation and Sections.

GUS DITTMER,
AIGISTA, WI«.

ir Vou Keep but One Remedy

'"''"'^It-rouMbe YELLOWZONES
They Combine the Virtues of a Medicine

Chest.
The Very Best general-service Remedy to be

had AT ANY FKICE.
A supply of Zonet Cathartics 's °ow
added to each cox.

100 in a Box. il.OO—17 In a Box. 25c.

'W. B. House, Drawer 1, Detour, Ilich.

1 j Att Please mention the Bee Journal.

ONE MAN WITH THE

UNION «°'-|;i*^'°''
Can do the work of four
men using hand tools, in
Kipping, Cutting-off. Mi-
tring. Kabbetlng, Groov-
ing. Gaining. Dadoing,
Edglng-up. Jointing Stuff,
etc. t ull LIneof Foot and
Hand Power Machinery
Sold on Trial. Catalosrne Free.

SEIseoA FAI.L,)« .tIFG. <'0.,
46 'Water St SENECA FALLS. N. T.

lAly Meniio.. the Amenran Bee j'otima^

Italian Queens "'
Sl\?."'

Intcsted. 50c.: Tested, Jl.OO.
Nuclei, 2 Irame. $2.00, including a good Queen.

Bees by the Pound.
E. I.. €AKKII\OTON,
22Atr Ue Fuulak Sprlnsa, Fla.
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than we have had in 10 years) began
to bloom, and bees began to work in

great shape, and swarm in all parts

—

except mine, which I prevented so far

by giving them lots of surplus room. But
now we have had cold, rainy weather
for three days, so that bees could not

gather anything. The first or earliest

swarm that we ever had in this part of

the country issued May 26. This year
a neighbor had one May 17.

The sale for bee-keepers' supplies is

better this year than any previous year,

and the old-time bee-keepers are chang-
ing from box to frame hives, and Ital-

ianizing their bees. The " king-bee" is

DO more, and the drones don't lay the

eggs and hatch the brood any more

!

Chunk honey is not so beautiful, and
does not bring the high price it did when
the drones laid all the eggs, and the

"king " lost the job.

I am using a Bingham 4-inch smoke
engine, and like it very well.

It is not a very good spring to rear

queens now—too cold.

I made myself a solar wax-extraotor,

and it works fine when the sun shines

bright. X saw an item in the " Old Re-
liable " from Luzerne county some time

ago. Let there be some more.
Paul Whitebread.

Luzerne Co., Pa., June 9.

A Beginner's Good Beport.

This has been a fine year so far for

honey. I have taken 75 pounds from
each colony—comb honey in sections, I

sell all my honey at home for 15 cents

per section. It is white as snow. My
sweet clover looks fine ; it is about 6
inches high.

I use the " St. Joe " hive, and I think
it is fine—so simple for a beginner, like

me.
This year I have taken three swarms

from bee-trees. This is the way I do it

:

1 make a transferring hive that holds 18
Langstroth frames, and when I cut the

tree I take all the honey and brood
away ; find the queen and put her into

the hive, and get all the bees I can with
her ; leave the rest for a day or two,

and then take them home, transfer the

frames into the St. Joe hive, and all is

complete. Mine are doing fine. I had
one natural swarm April 9, and took 96
sections already, and the same colony
swarmed again May 16, and I got 2-1

sections in 13 days after they swarmed.
How is that for a beginner? Many
thanks to the American Bee Journal
and Langstroth's book for my success.

W. A. Pellbw.
Nevada Co., Calif., June 1.

Bee-Seeping in Washington.

The latter part of April and the be-

ginning of May this year made my bees

hustle. Almost everything that had a

root on It was In blossom, and the bees

gathered about I.IOO pounds of honey
of the finest flavor, mostly from trees

and shrubs. The flow came so unex-
pectedly early that my bees were far

from ready to get the full benefit of it,

as I do not practice stimulating the bees

to early brood-rearing, only seeing that

they are comfortable and have plenty of

stores to draw from. This climate Is

altogether too uncertain for stimulative

feeding In early spring. Very often we
get the winter weather placed whore the

spring weather properly should be, and

viccversa. Unlike Dr. Gallup's climate
down in Southi^rn California, where it

rains only at night, and where the Doc-
tor and his bees can run in and out of

their respective " hives " all day without
getting wet, we often have rain that
w'ill keep on raining night and day for

several months at a time, and a new-
comer is liable to think he must return
East if he ever shall keep dry or see

daylight again.
White clover is plentiful, and bees are

working on it, but they don't get much
honey. It is now too dry. We are wish-

ing for rain. T. H. Waale.
Clarke Co., Wash., June 10.

Worst Season in 37 Years.

It is now June 10, and I am feeding
full colonies to keep them from starving.

Bees havu't had a chance to work for

10 days, and not over 6 days in all since

May. When it does not rain hard it is

cold, windy and cloudy. In my experi-

ence of 37 years with bees, I never saw
such a bad season.
Essex Co.. Mass. Henry Alley.

Bees Doing Well.

Bees are doing very well this spring,

altho we have had a great deal of cold

and wet weather. My first swarm was
on May 6, and I have had 14 to date. I

I winter my bees on the summer stands,

with an outside case, packt with dry
leaves. 1 lost 2 colonies out of 24.

The welcome Bee Journal comes every
Friday at 4:30 p.m. L. Bryant.
Wayne Co., Pa., June 14.

Boiling in the White Clover.

I have kept a few bees for 15 years,

but they didn't do much good for me un-
til I commenced with modern improve-
ments, and now, at this date, I have
28 colonies of 3-banded and hybrid
bees. They are rolling the white clover

honey lu. Some of them have as high
as 72 one-pound sections on, and are
mostly finisht. Silas Johnson.
Marshall Co., W. Va., June 14.

Bees Doing Well—New Union.

My bees are doing well at present,

altho the season has been very backward.
Up to date bees have built up strong.

There are plenty of bees in the colonies

that are left. In many instances people
lost a great many bees last winter, and
I attribute it to the poor honey-flow last

fall. Bees in many instances went into

winter quarters without sufificient honey
to keep them through the winter. From
the first of last August until winter sot

In, bees did not make a living, and con-

sequently all late swarms went into win-
ter very weak.

Having had some experience with
commission men, and knowing that the

American Bee Journal Is a defender of

the right, I think every bee-keeper
should be a subscriber to it. 1 hope be-

fore many days to become a member of

the New Union, as I believe It is calcu-

lated to rectify many evils that now ex-

ist, such as adulteration of almost all

kinds of food, especially honey. But we
will keep up the war on commission
men, such as Horrlo and Wheadon, un-

til they are exterminated.
E. B. Huffman.

Winona Co., Minn., June 11.

Preservation of Farm Profits.
—Competent judges place the saving in
labor resulting from the use of the Low
Handy Wagon at sl2.5 to *1.50 per year on a
farm of 160 acres. We submit that such an
item is well worth the saving in such strin-

gent times as these, when such a suna may
frequently represent the difference between
profit and loss in farm operations. Any-
thing that will save labor will save money.
The difference between the high lift neces-
sary to load a wagon on high wheels and
the labor required to load the Low Handy
Wagon represents so much vital force and
physical energy ; the man who saves that
energy and forve, other things being equal,
will live longest. Why do a thing the
hardest way when there is an easier and
quicker way X

The Low Handy Wagon referred to is

being supplied by our advertising patrons
—The Electric Wheel Co.. of Quincy, III.

Those people manufacture the wheels them-
selves, and are supplying the gear at cost
in order to introduce the wheels, which are
of the modern wide-tive pattern with stag-

gered oval steel spokes. This will a§ford
our patrons the oppoitunity of securing one
of these most useful implements at the
lowest possible cost. The Electric Wheel
Co. also make wheels that will fit any
wagon you have on hand, or any cultiva-

tors, drills, etc. Write them for a copy of

their book, "The Preservation of Farm
Profits,'' which will be sent free to all

readers mentioning the American Bee
Journal.

Ke ot Oood Courage.—The situa-

tion does not begin to be as bad as it looks.

Sit down and look the facts in the face, and
do not let them scare you. Something is

wrong with you. At times your pulse flut-

ters and your heart jumps. Your skin is

pallid and swollen just beneath the eyes.

You look much older than you are. After
bending over your desk a liltle while you
feel a pain in your back, and you are slow
in straightening your body on rising. You
are fidgety, irritable and "blue." Some-
where you have read that these symptoms
show kidney disease. Is that what ails you ?

More than likely, and you would have
good reason for fear did you not know that
Warner's Sate Cure is obtainable at the

drugstore on the corner. You also know
that this remedy is so powerful as to have
robbed even the once-dreaded Bright's dis-

ease of its terrors.

Warner's Safe Cure allays inflamma-
tion of the kidneys, so that the blood passes

freely through. 'Effete matter is no longer
dammed up in the body. The pallor gives

place to healthy color, and the heart-beat

is once more regular.

Take Warner's Safe Cure and be of good
courage.

Page I^ever :\ee«ls It.

—

Qentkmen

:

—
When driving lately, I noticed a neighbor
repairing his fences. One day he was work-
ing on one made of ribbon wire with plank
at top. At another time on one made of

liarb and plank at top. I stopt and askt

him if he had repaired that fence, pointing

to about 80 rods of Page that has been up
four years or more. He said, " What fence,

the Page V I said, " Yes." He replied,

"No, indeed! that never needs any, and I

only wish my landlord would put it all over
the farm, as it would save me so much
work that I have to do every spring." I

told him I was glad I did not have any fence
repairing, as my whole farm was enclosed,

and fields divided with Page, and as I used

nothing but red cedar and locust for posts,

think it will be a long while before they
will need replacing. I have no trouble to

(ind my stock when turned out, as they are

always in their place. Until I had all Page
I had much trouble to keep mine home and
others out. Henuy Rieman.
Tunis Mills, Md.

Bec-Kccper's Guide—see page 382.
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KEYSTONE
• WOVEN WIRE FENCE.
• IS .V<;m)0 I.-KXfIJ-ma<lt.frointli.;lM-<t

• stffl wiroul' exactly the proper wciRlit;
• Btin|itM itself to any tleffico of heat or cuia,

• expamlinpfaiKlrontractinpfttotakfupali
• slaok. Soto riS ill. liiirh. Keeps all kin (lot stock

• i-l or our SoiHlforfreelioitkonfeneoliiulaint'.

• KEYSTONE WOVEN WIRE FENC' CO.,
« No. 3 "in ll Street. I>oori!l. III.

Mtf'*.iy-'>^ /fi^ At''^ Z''^'*-OZ-'. 'Sec J' ' "'' .

AjMciiltiire Establif^liiiieiit

!

Etahlislit 111 18li-J. Silver Medal [First Priz"!

at the Parle UnlTCTsal Kxhibillon 1878.
Bronze medal atid riiplotna at. the Weis-en-
burg Kxhilil'lim 18!i:(. Silver Medal and di-

ploma at the Strasliom-g Exhlbllioti 189".

For the Kearitiir aud Export of (;)ueenBee6.
Pure Selected Italian kind

rav. Prof. PIKIUO PIUATI.
ViaMazz'nni No. 70. Bor.ooN.i, Italy.

Price List on application.

HONEY and BEESWAX
iVlARKEX <H;OTAXIO.-\S.

Chicag-o, III., June 14.—Fancy white. 12®
13c.: No. 1 white. lOOllc ; fancy amber, 9®
10c. ; No. 1 amber. TlgSc; fan'y dirl;. 8c.;

No. 1 darls. o@7. Extracted, white, .ifa'c.;

amber. 4@5c: dark. 3!4(a4c. Beeswax. 26@37.
Not any new comb honey in market. Ex-

tracted very slow of sale.

Philadelphia, Pa., June 14.—Fancy white,
isanc; No. I white, 12®i:ic.: fancy amber,
ll@12c.: No. 1 amber. 10@llc.; fancy dark.
8®i>c ; No. 1 dark. 7@8c. Extracted, white.
o®6c. : amber 4@5c.: dark, 4c. Beeswax. 2.5c.

New honey has commenced to arrive. Very
little call at present. To-day Is very dull.
Prospects are for very low prices. Bi^yest
honey crop in 10 years.

Milwaukee, Wis., June 14.—Fancy white.
13® 14c.; No. I white. U®t2i;.; fancy amber.
lOailc; Xo. 1 amber, 8®10c.; fancy dark,
8@9c. Extracted, white. 5@6c.; amber, 4@5c.
Beeswax. 27@28c.
The stock of honey Is "orkln? down to a

small supply; especially for anything fancy.
It Is eucouraeinp to apiarists to find that the
more carefully and nicely honey is prepared,
and the better the quality sent to this mar-
ket, the more readily it will sell, and good re-

turns follow. And new choice qua Ity comb
will sell, while the common Is very hard to
move at any price. We think the old stock
will all he disposed of before any new crop is

ready for market.

Buffalo, N, Y, June 14,—Fancy white, 10
®llc.: No. 1 white. aaOc ; fancy amber. 7®
f<- : No. 1 amber. 6@7c. fancy darli. 6a7c.

;

No. 1 dark. 5@6c. Extracted, white. .)a3^Jc.;
amber. 4V4@.5c, Beeswax, 20@2oc.
No demand now, and we can't move any

kind without pushing and cutting', but we
can sell at Bome prices.

Kansas City, Uo., June 14—No. 1 white,
12®13i:.: fancy amber, ll®12c.; No. 1 am-
ber, 10@llc. ; t'ancy dark.9®10c.: No. 1 dark,
8@9c. Extracted, white, 5@.tHc.: amber. 4®
4Mc.; dark, 4c. Beeswax. 25@:i0c-
Very little old comb honey In market. N't

newlnyei, Taere Is considerable extracted
on hand.

Boston, Mass.; June 14.—Fancy white,
13c.: No, 1 white. ll®12c. Extracted, white,
Tc : amber. o®t3c.
The demand for honey U light, but that is

to be expected at this time of the year. Sup-
ply Is also light.

Cleveland, Ohio, June 14.—Fancy white,
12'^-13c.; No. 1 white, lie; lancy amber. 8-
9c.; fancy dark. 7c.
Honey is moving very slow. We believe,

however, as soon as the new crop cxjmes in It

will move much better.

New Yo'k, N. Y., Jut e 14.—Comb honey
is all cleaned up now. and there is no more
demand for any; could sell some nice white
comb at from 10®lli.. but would not advise
shipping of anymore tjuckwheat. New crop
extracted is arrivinjr (|iiite freely from the
South, and tinde fairly Kood sale at from .^0®
.'J2c. per gallon for average common grade,
and .55@tjOc. per gallon for better grades.
E.«pect to have new crop California here
within the next two weeks or sooner.
Beeswax steady at 2'j®27c.

Minneapolis, Minn., June 14. — Fancy
white. 12®f4c.: No. 1 white. Il@l2c.: fancy
amber. lOaUiv; No. I amber. 9®10o.; fancy
dark,8®9c.; No. 1 daris. 7®8c. Extracted,
white, 6@7c. : amber. 5@6e.; dark. 4@.")e.

Beeswax, 24®27c.
Demand for extracted honey is nominal,

hut at fair prices. Comb very slow on ac-

count of warm weather.

Detroit, Mich., June 14,-Fancy white. 10
®12c.; No. 1 white. 10r(Jllc; fancy amber, 8
@Hc. ; No. 1 amber. 7teHc. Extracted, white.
o@6c.; amber, 4@5e. Beeswax. 23-26c.

Cincinnati, Ohio, June 16,—Comb. 8-13c.
Extracted, 4-(ic. Beeswax, fair demand at
22-240, for good to choice yellow. Arrivals
are fair.
There is a fair demand for extracted honey,

and arrivals of new honey become plentiful.

San Francisco, Calif., June 9.—White
comb, 9-lOc.; amber. .5-70. Extracted, white,
4-!i-5!ic.; light amber, 4-4i4c.; amber, 3!4c.;

darktule, 29io, Beeswax fair to choice, 23-
27c
New-crop honey has been coming forward

quite freely, mostly extracted, with demand
slow at full current li^^ures, and mainly for
local use. Some inquiry is being made on
foreign account, but shippers' ideasof values,
so far as exprest this season, are at a low
range, and under any prices which have yet
been acceptable to producers. This year's
product, owing to its generally fine quality,
should prove very desirable to European
dealers, and it is hoped they will see their
way clear to bid figures which will allow at
least a fair remuneration to apiarists.

List of Honey and Beeswax Dealers.

Most of whom Quote in this Journal.

Ctalcago, Ills.

R. A. BtTBNETT & Co.. 163 South Water Street.

New York, N. y.
Hii/DRETH Bros. & Seoklken.

120 & 122 W. Broadway.

Kansas City, mo.
0. C. Clbmoms & Co., 423 Walnut St.

Bafialo, N. ¥.
BATTER80N & CO.. 167 & 169 Scott St.

Hamilton, Ills.

Chab. Dadant & Son.

Pblladelpbla, Pa.

Wm. a. Selser, 10 Vine St.

Clevelaud, Ohio.
A. B, Williams & Co . 80 & 82 Broadway.

St. bonis, mo.
Westcott Com. Co.. 213 Market St

nUuneapoIis, iniun.

S. H. HALL & Co.

inilwanliee, ^VIs.

A, V. Bishop & Co.

Boston, mass.
Blake, Scott & Lee , 57 Chatham Street.

Detroit, inicb.

M. H. HONT, Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich.

Indianapolis, Ind.
Walters. Pouder, 162 Massichusetts Ave

Albany, N. Y.
Chas. Mcculloch ta Co., 380 Broadway.

Clnelnnatl, Ohio.
C. r. Muth & Son. cor. Freeman & Cent ral A vs.

A Book Beroiuiiiended by Ur. Oalliip.

THE NEW METHOD
In Health and ©Isease.
By W. E Forest. M. D.. 13th Edition. He-
vised, Illustrated, and Enlarged. This is

the greatest and best work ever publisht
as a Home Piivisician, and as

A ijiiii«l<> t<> llealtU.
It makes the way from ^Veakiiess to

Kti***!!;:'!!! so plain that only those who
are past recovery (the very few) need to

be sick, and the well who will follow its

teachings «'siniiul be sick. It is now
in many families the only counsellor in

matters of health, saving the need of call-

ing a physician and all expenses for medi-
cines, as it teaches Hygiene and the use
of Nature's remedies, not a «Ii-ii;j^

li-ealiiient.

All <'lii-oiii4- Diseases
are considered, and there is not a curable
disease that has not been helpt by some
of the"-V(«i J/('^//o(Z.s- " given here; even
those who have been pronounced Coii-
siiiiiplivf have been entirely cured.
While for Kli<-iiiiiatisiii. ndig'es-
lioii. l>.v.>.po|>sia, Coiislipalioii,
I>yseiit:ii\v. I.iirei- ami i^i«liiey
'l'ruiii>l<-<>. i'alarrli, l-^iiiacia-
tion. <»«-iiei-al I>el>ility, >'ei"V-
oiis l^vliaii>>lioii, Ikiseases Pe-
i-iiliar to Women, etc.. the methods
are sure, and can be carried out at one's
own home and with little or no expense.

A Uuai'iinlee.
So confident are the publishers of the
results, that they offer to refund the
money to any one who will try "New
Methods" thoroughly, if the book is re-

turned in good condition.

Xlie ;>«'«' Kclitiou
is illustrated with a number of Anatom-
ical plates from the best English work on
Anatomy publisht, and others made ex-
pressly for this work ; contains .300 pages,
printed on tine calendered paper, and al-

though the priceiof the first edition (much
smaller in size and without illustrations)

was .*2.50. we sell this at SI. GO, postpaid.

PREMU M OFFERS.
For sending us two new subscribers to
the Bee Journal for one year, we will
mail ycu the book free as a premium, or
we will mail it for sending your own ad-
vance renewal and one new yearly sub-
scriber. This is a wonderful premium
offer. Address all orders to

—

GEOBGI". W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.

THROAT

AND LUNQ DISEASES,
DR, PEIRO, Specialist

Offices: loip, loo State St.,

CniCAQO. Hours 9 to 4.

CARLOADS
Of Bee-Hives, Sections, Ship-
ping-Cases. Comb Foundation,
luid Evcrytblng used in the
Bee-Induetry.

I want the name and address
of every Bee-Keeper In Amer-

' lea. I supply Dealers as well
as consumers. Send for cata-

logs, quotations, etc. IV* H. PUTNAM.
KivER Falls. Pierce Co.. Wis.

Our Prices
ARE WORTH
LOOKING AT

NEW CHAMPION CHAFF HIVE
with DovETAii.Ei> Boiiv ano Stpers espe-
cially. All other Bee-Supplies accordlntr'y.
Send for Catalog^ aod Price-Li^t. Address.

B. H. SCHMIDT & CO.,
48Aif Boi 187, Sheboygan, Wis.

Texas Queens I

By return mall. Best honey gTitherin? strain
In America. I'ntested, 7.ic. Select Warran-
ted, f 1.00. J. D. GIVENS, Lisbon, Tex.
9 A'3Gt Mention tht American Bee Journal
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B a^ H Wk A Copy of

LULL Successful Kee-Keepinii;,rn r r Ijy W. Z. Hutchinson ;

^

I IKkk and our 1897 Catalog, tor '2-

cent stamp, or a copy of the
rataloir lor llie Atkins;* We make almost
EveryililiiK used tiy Bee-Keepers, and at

Iiowoxl rrU'CS, obu

Falcon Polish! Sections
:ire wat ranted

Superior to All Others.

Don't buy cheaply and roughly made Goods.
when you can have llie bent—such as %ve
make.

The Ainei'ifau Bee - Keeper
[monthly, now iQ its 7th year]

36 Pages—50 Cents a Year.
fcAMPLE Fkke—Address,

TBEW.T.FALCOmMFG.CO.,
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

DANZENBAKER
HIVE AND HONEY
won Highest Honors at the

Fairs, and pays Premiums
to purchasers

of ' hives, S.jO for the best 100 Danz. sections
" 2.5 • 25 • 50
• 20 •' 20 •• 40 " '•

' 10 10 ' 20
" 5 •• 5 • 10

tS~ Further particulars regarding the pre-

miums, also special catalog of the Danzen-
baker Hive and System, I'urnisht on applica-
tion. Address,

Francis Danzenbaker, Medina, Ohio.

Care Tlie A. 1. Koot Coiupauy.
Wmen Answering this Advehtisement, Mention this journm^

I AEISE
I^O SAY to the readers

. of tbe

BEE JOURNAL that

DOOLITTIjE
has concluded to sell
-BKES and yUKBNS—
In their season, durinp
1897, at thefoUowlnR
prices :

One Colony of Italians
on 9 Gallup frames, In
liKht shipping-box $6 00
Five Colonies 2500
Ten Colonies 45 00
I untested queen, i oo
6 " queens 5 50
12 " " 10 (fO

1 tested Queen... %\ so
S " Queens . 3 5o
1 select tested queen a no
3 " " Queens 4 00

Belecttesied queen, previous season's rearinR . 4 00
Hilra Selected for breeding, the vkrt best. . 6 00
About a Pound of BKK8 In a Two-frame Nucleus,
with any Queen, $2.00 extra.

IV Circular free, rIvIdk full particulars roRard-
ISR the Dees and each class of Queens.

Address

G. M. DOOLITTLE,
llA25t BOKOniNO. Onnn. Co . N. Y

tin MONEY IN POULTRY

lOAl

BlEggs of IstPRIZE WINNERS
81.00 PER SETTING to tlie

readers of tins paper only if you order
now, of 30 Icudlnc varieties. Send ir.c

•^ forthe liirneht and moHtcomplf^te Poultry
N(iui.lei>vor JOHN BAUSCHER, Jr.
if'puijliBhed. Boi m, Freeport, Ills.

M'.jiti/ui iht American 7i«« Journal

II jl »,, HONEY-EXTRACTOR
illlllll N Square Glass Jars.

Hoot's Goods at Root's Prices.

Bee-Kepii'KUs' SiiM'i.iKS in general, etc etc
Send for our new catalog.

"Practlciil mill*" will he mailed for 10c.
in stamps. Apply to—

Chas. F. Muth & Son, Cincinnati, Ohio.

^"^^
Dadant's Foundation

^"^'^

Year Year

Why Does It SeU So Well ?
Because It has always given better siitlsfaction than any other.

Because IPf 20 YEARS there have not been any complaints, but thousand

of compliments.

We Guarantee Satisfaction.
What more can anybody do ? Beauty, Purity, Firmness, No Sagging, Na

Loss. Patent Weed Process of Slieetiiig'.

Sen«1 :>'sii>i<^ ioi- Oui* Catalog', Saiiiplow uf Foundation and Teil
^latoi-ial. We sell the best Veils, cotton or silk.

Bee-Reepers' Supplies of All Kinds.

I^MPf©eTR@TH QN TH® HONEEY^BEE), Revised.
The Classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.25, by mail.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
Please mention the Am. Bee Journal. HAMILTON, Hancock Co., ILL.

411 e-MowioiSie ^\eMowioM

(

I. m vl jL
Our business is making Sections. We are located in the basswood belt of Wis-

consin ; therefore the material we use cannot be better. We have made the fol-

lowing prices :

Xo. 1 Snow-While. No. 1 Cream.
500 for $1.00
lUOO for 2.00
2000 for 3.75
8000 for 5.25

If larger quantities are wanted, write for prices.

Pricc-Li^l of Seclioiis, Foundations, Veil!«, Smokers, Zinc, Etc.»
Sent on applioation.

QA.^ot MARSHFIELD MFG. CO., Marshfield, Wis.

500 for $1.25
1000 for 2.50
2000 for 4.75
3000 for H.75

NOVICE AND COWAN
EXTRACTORS.

More Popular Than Ever.

They are used by all leading bee-keep-

ers. If you would get the latest and

best, see that our name is on them.

Oiii' 1897 IS Hives
With PJe'w 1897 End-Spacing Hofltnan F"rames, are carrying the

market by storm. Don't buy old-style goods, when new, up-to-date goods cost no more,.

4'atalo^, oxitlainiuK', sent lor ilie asking'.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
Factory and Main Office, MEDINA, O.

bk-A-istch: offices :

118 MiehiKau St., Cliieaso, 111. Syracuse, X. Y.

1021 Miss. Str., St. Paul, ITIinn. Ifleclianic Falls, Maine.
10 Vine SI., Plilladelpliia, Pa.



FubHslit ^VeeUly at ll.s XlicMsran Street. S>i'00 a Veai

—

Sample Copy I'ree.

37th Year. CHICAGO, ILL., JULY 1, 1897. No. 26.

Six Months forOnly 10 Cents

!

NOW FOR NEW SUBSCRIBERS.

Get Your Bee-Keepiug Friends and Neighbors

to Take the Old American Bee Journal.

We would like to have each of our present readers send at

iedtst one neiv subscriber for the Bee Journal before Aug. 1,

1897. That surely will not be hard to do, when they will

need to pay only 40 cents for the rest of this year. That is

6 months, or only about 7 cents a month for the weekly

American Bee Journal. Any one with only a colony or two

of bees should jump at such an offer as that.

Now, we don't ask you to work for us for nothing, but

will say that for each new -tO-cent subscriber jou send us, we

will mail you your choice of one of the following list:

Wood Binder for the Bee Journal 20c.

50 copies of leaflet on " Why Eat Honey ?" 20e.

50 " '• on "How to Keep Honey " 20c.

50 ' • on " Alsibe Clover" 20c.
lcopye»ch "Preparation of Honey for the Market "(10c.)
and Uoolittle's " Hive I Use " (oc.) 15c.

1 copy each Dartants' "Handling Bees" i8c.)and " Bee-
Pasturaire a Necessity " (10c.) 18c.

Dr. Howard's boob on "F)ul Brood" 25c.
Kohnlie's " Foul Bro d" boob 25c.
Cheshire's " Foul Brood " boob ilOe.) and Dadants' " Hand-

liDff Bees" [Sic ] 18c.

Ur. Footc's Hand-Bookof Health 25c.
Rural Life Book 25c.
Our Poultry Doctor, by Fanny Felld 25c.
Poultry for .Market and Profit, by Fanny Field 25c.
Capons and (.'uponizing 25c.
Turbeys for Marbet and Profit . 25c.
Green's Four Books on Frult-G rowing 55c.
Ropp Commercial Calculator No. 1 25c.
SUo and Silage, by Prof. Cook 25c.
Bienen-Kultur LGerman] 40c.
Kendall's Horse-Hook [English or German] 25c.

1 Pound White Clover Seed 25c.
1 " Sweet " • 25c.m •' Alsike •' " 25c.m • Alfalfa " " 25c.

Hi " Crimson " " 25c.
The Horse—How to Break and Handle 20e.

We make the above offers only to those who are now sub-

scribers ; In other words, no one sending in his own 40 cents

as a new subscriber can also claim a choice of the above list.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
118 Michigan St., - CHICAGO, ILL.

Extracting Honey—Treatment of Unripe Honey
BT C. P. DADANT.

I have received the following questions, which I will an-

swer in the American Bee Journal

:

Mr. C. p. Dadant—Dear Sir :— I would like to ask you a
few questions about honey and extracting.

1st. I have some supers on where the frames are about -,-J

or % capt. Will it hurt to take the supers off now ? The bees
are capping the super under it before finishing the top one.

2nd. If I take these off and set them in a dry room, won't
the honey ripen there ?

3rd. How soon do you start to extract ?

4th. How can a person tell when honey is too watery to

extract ?

5th. Would ray honey do to extract now? It seems, when
a super is pretty near full, the bees work better in an empty
one. I don't want to tier up too high for fear of blowing over ;

I have three on some hives now. Respectfully,
Theo. Keller.

Answer.—In the I3rst place, I must say that the fact

that bees are capping a comb of honey does not mean that the

honey is sufficiently ripe. I have often seen honey work, or

ferment, in such away as to burst the capping of the comb,

and I dare say every bee-keeper of experience has seen the

same thing. This happens more especially In hot and damp
summers, when it is very difficult for the honey to ripen,

owing to the dampness of the atmosphere. In an ordinary

season, honey may be considered sufficiently ripened when it

has been on the hive for a week or more.

The greatest trouble with unripe honey comes from that

which is daily added to an unfinisht super by the bees. Dur-
ing the first two or three days after it is harvested clover or

basswood honey is usually so thin as to shake out of the combs
very readily, or even to drip out, if the comb is upturned.

Such honey will not do to extract, unless it is afterwards

ripened artificially.

Messrs. Muth & Son, of Ohio (who are good judges of

honey, for they handle hundreds of barrels of it every year),

tell us that they ripen their honey by keeping it In open ves-

sels, after extracting, in a warm and dry room. Thus it is

quite likely that if the supers are taken off and placed where
they can have air and warmth, the honey will thicken and

become sufficiently ripe ; but we would prefer to leave such

supers on the hive, even if we had to tier up to such an extent
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that it would become necessary to prop up the hive with stakes

or braces. Not ouly would the bees ripeu this honey faster

than can be done artificially b_v the current of air that they

constantly force through the hive, and by their production of

animal heat, but there would be also the advantage of the

super furnishing them additional space for honey as fast as

the quantity is lessened by evaporation. Consequently, we
would not start extracting until there was absolutely no room

left for the bees to store honey ; or so little that further delay

would be likely to induce them to swarm.

There are several reasons why the bees work bettor in an

empty super than in a full one, that is, provided the combs

are already built. The hive being less crowded, they find the

place to deposit their load much more readily, and thus lose

less time in hunting for empty cells. Then there is no need

of building additional comb or whitening or stretching the

combs already built. If a bee is able to empty its honey-sac

readih' when coming home, its wax-producing organs are not

so active as when it has to remain for hours before a spot may
be found in which to store the booty. But when one super is

full and the other ouly one story above it, there is but little

time lost, and we believe it is a mistake to remove either be-

fore they are well filled, unless more may be procured, or un-

less the crop is at an end.

When the crop is ended, it takes but a very short time for

the last honey harvested to mature, and we make it a point to

begin the extracting, if it has not already been begun, just as

soon as the harvest ceases. There are seasons, however, like

the present one, when the honey-flow is so strong and so con-

tinuous that the bees get overcrowded, and the supers are all

filled long before the end of the crop. The only remedy to

such a state of things is to take the chances of a little unripe

honey, and relieve the hive of its load before any time is lost

by the bees, or before swarming preparations are made. When
there is any doubt, however, as to the ripeness of the honey,

it is well to follow the Muth method and keep it in open ves-

sels la a hot, dry place for a few weeks, before attempting to

put It on the market.

The honey from clover and basswood, for some reason, is

much more liable to sour or ferment than that from Spanish-

needle and f.ill bloom. The latter seems to be ripe just as

it is harvested ; and we have. In extraordinary seasons, ex-

tracted from fall blossoms as many as five times in the course

of as many weeks, without having any trouble with the honey

afterwards. On the other hand, we have seen basswood honey

in a wet season that could not be ripened satisfactorily; and
the only way in which it could be made at all salable was by

heating. As a matter of course, such honey cannot be rankt

as of good quality. Hancock Co., III., June 11».

Mating of Queens—How it May be Controlled.

BY L. A. A8PINWALL.

In most lin(vs of progress we find, with the advantage

gained, a corresponding evil presents itself. This became

apparent upon the introduction of improved bees, notably the

Italians. Notwithstanding their recognized superiority over

the black or brown bees, the difBculty of maintaining them in

their purity has been and is still a great impediment to profit-

able bee-keeping ; so much so, that many have abandoned

them, accepting as a natural result the hybrids, or, more

properly speaking, a mongrel or cross with the blacks.

To maintain an Italian apiary, unless all other varieties

are removed for several miles, requires constant vigilance as

well as the exercise of scrutlni^.ing judgment. Not Infre-

quently a few colonies of black bees In the neighborhood of

an Italian apiary, will, after two or three years, become

dominant In Italian blood. The owners of such, being unlet-

tered in bee-culture, often express themselves as possessing

Italian stock.

At this juncture the difficulty of maintaining absolute

purity is much increast. As an illustration, we have a queen
which becomes mated with a drone from this mongrel stock,

which is possibly % or % Italian, or one which shows but a

trace of black blood. As a result, her progeny is well-markt,

and to the casual observer would be accepted as pure. But,

upon close examination, possibly one bee in 50 or 100 will

show but a slight proportion of yellow upon the third abdomi-

nal ring. Should the bee-keeper fail to recognize this taint

of black blood in the young queen's progeny, a succeeding

generation would bring drones into requisition which would

contaminate the Italian stock to a great extent, yet almost

imperceptibly, especially if the law of atavism (a recurrence

to the original type) is displayed on the Italian side. Accord-

ing to my judgment there is much impurity of this kind

throughout the land.

I had an illustration quite similar last season. A young
queen proved to be mismated. After destroying her, I gave

the nucleus colony a cell which, after a time, I found was
destroyed. In the meantime business matters caused me to

neglect the colony, during which time they reared a queen

from the larvio of the mismated queen, which in due time

mated with an Italian drone. When her progeny began to

appear to my surprise it was most perfect and beautiful in its

marking. Among my mismated queens last season several

from the yellow stock show but a few dark bees—possibly one

in 30 or 40.

This recurrence to an original type is greater in its ten-

dency with golden Italians crost with Carniolans than Italians

and blacks. The logical conclusion would be, that either the

golden Italians or Carniolans, or both, were not sufficiently

thoroughbred to belong to a fist type. A thorough knowledge

as to the stock these varieties were bred from would tend to

explain this tendency. However, we have the evil of inter-

mixing to contend with, tho we may be able, among the

possibilities of the future to control the mating of queens suffi-

ciently to secui'e mostly pure stock.

Its desirability is evinced by the numerous efforts which

have been made to accomplish it. The principle upon which

most experimenters have workt has been to limit the flight of

the queen and drones to small areas by enclosures made of

wire-cloth, such varyiug in size from 2 or 3 feet square to 10
or 15 feet. It is evident that any or all enclosures will inter-

cept the flight of both queen and drones to an extent which

would thwart the intended purpose. Even if success can be

attained, the expense of such enclosures in sufficient numbers
for a large apiary would more than counterbalance the advan-

tage gained. So thoroughly have I been imprest with the im-

possibility of success by such methods that I never attempted

it. However, I believe in a method which shall limit the

flight of the queen, but not to the prescribed lines of enclo-

sures, and which shall be quite inexpensive.

I have experimented with a considerable degree of success

the past four or five years upon a method which has partly

limited the flight of the queen. Whether mating at a distance

of several miles is due to flightof the queen or drones, or both,

is as yet unsettled in my mind ; however, I am inclined to be-

lieve that the queen Is prominent in making long distances.

In proof I have markt quite a few drones when leaving the ^
hive, and found their return to be much within the average

time occupied by queens. Still the drones have wonderful '

wing power, and possibly make equal distances with queens I

in less time.

The method I have practiced Is no less than clipping

about 1\16 of an inch from the virgin queen's wings a day

or two after emerging from the cell. As a result, less than

half as many proved to be mismated compared with au equal
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number of those not dipt. Clipping certainly lessens the

wing power of the queen, and, in consequence, places a limit

upon the time and distance of her flight. It will be observpd

that such a limit naturally conSaes the queen more within a

home radius, or circle, of the home drones.

My first experiments were attended with considerable

doubt as to whether the queens would still retain sufliciont

wing power to successfully mate with the drones, but the uni-

form success attending the experiments led me to clip as much
as "s of an inch from two or three with equally good results

last season. Just how much can be dipt from the wings, and

still retain suUicieut wing power to accomplish successful

mating, is yet to be determined. Whether dipping a hundred

or more select drones will be profitable is questionable. In

lines of progress the unexpected usually occurs on the success-

ful side. As yet so little is known about the flight of queens

and drones that it is impossible to determine without experi-

ments in clipping of both. Possibly the clipping of botii

queens and drones would result in their occupying a lower

altitude in flight, insuring a still less number of mismated

queens. On the contrary, the drones might be so weakened

in their power of chasing flight as to be useless. Certainly if

the object can be accomplisht by clipping the queens only, it

will involve but little trouble and expense.

It should be understood that success attendant upon clip-

ping is contingent upon having none but pure drones in the

apiary containing the young queens, also that the amount
dipt from each wing be uniform, otherwise with a lack of

balancing power the queens are sure to be lost.

I am so well satisfied with past results that I expect to

clip all my young queens the coming season.—Bee-Keeper.^'

Review for January, 1897.

Palestine Bees Compared with the Italiaos,

Br G. M. DOOLITTLE.

A correspondent writes that he is thinking of commencing
bee-keeping soon, and says :

" I am thinking of starting with the Palestine bees, if I

can find them. What do you think of them as a bee for me to

start with? Are they good honey-gatherers? A friend of

mine tells me that those he had were very prolific, and says
that the prolificness of any queen is to be greatly valued in

any race of bees—more than anything else. What do you
think in the matter?"

Well, I think that prolificness in a queen isone of the good

things which goes toward making a success in bee-keeping,

but a queen should be prolific at the right time. If she is

thus, it is of great value ; if prolific at times when her brood

comes'on the stage of action when there is no honey to gather,

her prolificness counts for naught. If your friend had modi-

fied his statement so as to make it read that he valued the

prolificness of a queen above all other qualities, when it could

be jo regulated that such prolificness would be of the greatest

value to the bee-keeper, I would heartily endorse it ; but if

his writing as he did is to be interpreted that he regards the

prolificness of a queen at all times of the year more than any-

thing else, or above all other qualities, I must say that I think

his assertion a mistaken one.

In this locality, where we have about six weeks during

the whole season in which the bees make any gain in honey,

what we want is a queen that can be coaxt to fill the hive to

overflowing with brood during a few weeks previous to this

honey harvest, and lay just as few eggs at all other times as is

consistent with accomplishing the above object. If your

friend had a piece of work which he must accomplish at a cer-

tain time, if he were to receive any profit therefrom, he would

hire his help before the time expired, or not at all. If he

wisht help at a c«rtaio time, and they did not come until it

was too late, surely he would not keep and board them six or

eight months because it was not convenient for them to come
sooner. Surely not I He would tell them that he did not

want them, for it was too late. So I say, that, when bees

come to the stage of action in any great abundance after the

honey harvest is past, it is a damage to the apiarist, rather

than an advantage.

Why I prefer the Italian bees to all others is for the rea-

son that they are more susceptible of being handled so as to

get the hive overflowing with bees at just the right time, than

are the bees of any other race. Also, as soon as the honey

harvest arrives the queen will cease her prolificness, and thus

we do not have a lot of "hungry hands" to board when they

are of no use to the apiarist. Many of our largest honey-pro-

ducers have come to think the same way, as is shown by the

following which has lately come to hand :

" I get very much the best results from my full-blood Ital-

ians. The Italians seem to be very much more disposed to

partially stop brood-rearing, and bend all their energies to

honey-gathering, whenever there is a heavy flow of nectar,

than any other kind of bees which I have tried, and this is a

very great advantage."

Now to the question about the Palestine bees : That they

cannot be managed so as to fill the above requirements in this

locality, is why I am adverse to them, and I think that one

would make a mistake in selecting them to start an apiary

with, even if they could be found, which I doubt, as they seem

to have withdrawn from sight during the last few years. With
me they would not start a large amount of brood at any other

time save when the honey-flow was on, and this X think is one

of the worst faults that any race of bees can possess ; for an

extra amount of brood during a honey-yield always means a

multitude of mouths to feed after the honey-harvest is past.

When I tried the Palestine bees it was with the only hope

that they would prove better than the bees which I already

had ; but when I found out that I could not coax the queens of

this race to lay eggs rapidly except in the honey-harvest, I

saw that it would be impossible for them to give a large yield

of honey, no matter what other good qualities they might pos-

sess. After doing my very best with them for several years,

and with those from several different parties, I was obliged

to record only 50 pounds of honey as a surplus from the

whole, while I had to feed them a large amount to get them in

condition for winter, taking combs of sealed honey from the

Italians to feed them with ; while the same number of Italian

colonies gave over 500 pounds of surplus during the same
time and with the same management.

With me, the Palestine bees would increase but little till

the honey-harvest arrived, when they would crowd every

available cell with brood, which brood would use up nearly all

the honey the few workers previously reared could gather

while the honey-harvest lasted. On the contrary, when the

honey-harvest opens, the Italians have a hive overflowing

with bees, and every comb filled with brood, and this brood

will gradually decrease till at the end of the harvest I have

lots of honey with few mouths to feed.

Here is an item which many bee-keepers seem to lose

sight of when following their profession: Bees are of value

only when they come in time to take advantage of the honey-

flow ; and whether through the race of bees or the carelessness

of the apiarist we fail in this point, little profit, or none at all.

Is sure to be the result.

The same fault that 1 have spoken of in the above exists

to quite a large extent in the Carniolan bees, or at least, has

done so with the three different lots I have had on trial.

While they can be brought up to rapid brood-rearing before

the honey-harvest, yet they are determined to breed all through

the harvest, and to a large extent after it is past ; so that, as

a rule, unless they are lookt after, many colonies are apt to
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be short of stores, to go Into winter with, while the large

amount of brood reared during the houey-harvest takes away
quite a quantity of what should be secured as surplus.

Ononda^fa Co., N. Y.

^
Comments on Bee-Keeping in Louisiana.

BV JAS. B. DRURY.

The South is indeed one of the Paradises for bee-keeping.

Here the bees can fly almost every day In the year, and gather

nectar, more or less, almost all the time they fly. We have

some flowers that bloom In the winter, which furnish sume

pollen and nectar. I have seen them bringing in pollen in the

months of December and January.

The honey outlook Is very good for a surplus crop. We
have quite a long flow, but our greatest summer flow is com-

mencing, and will continue until about July 10, after which

it slacks up until the last of October and forepart of Novem-
ber, when we will get a good flow from golden-rod, wild asters,

and many other fall flowers that are cultivated here. One dis-

trict In this "Crescent City" is called the " Garden District,"

because every little spot that can be utilized Is made into a

garden of some kind. People that have paved yards take up

a brick and plant a few seeds of some kind of vine, and in a

very short time have their "galleries" (Southern name for

porch, balcony, or veranda) covered with a delightful green

and cooling growth, which tends to make life a little cooler In

this semi-tropical climate.

Early In April I caught a swarm, or rather found It under

a plank walk where It had settled, and putting them into an

empty box I noticed a nice, large, but very dark leather-col-

ored queen with them, and that evening I took them home on

my bicycle, putting them Into a frame hive. Looking at them
a few days later I noticed that they were building only drone-

comb. " Where is that nice queen ?" says I. Hunt for her I

did, and no sign of a "queen " could I find. "Oh," says I,

"the bike shook the life out of her; I'll fix that." So I went
to one of my best colonies and took a partly-built frame of

eggs and brood and put it Into their hive, and In a week I had
quite a number of nice queen-cells sealed over. But there is

one thing about them I could not understand : I gave several

to nuclei, and when the time came for them to hatch, all but

two hatcht. I let them stay two weeks longer, aud still no

hatch from them, so I took a sharn-polnted knife and cut It

open, but nary a queen—the only thing In them was a soft,

yellow substance, not unlike a pellet of pure wax. Why were

the bees so foolish as to build out a nice, large queen-cell, cap

It, and all when there was not any young queen in it ? Hard
one, eh ?

I noticed a rather curious thing not long ago in one of my
semi-Carniolan colonies. I saw a cell among the brood that

protruded from the comb about the length of a worker-cell,

but capt like a drone-cell. I cut it open and found two worms
(larvic) In one long cell, one on top of the other.

As all of my hives had full sheets of foundation when I

started, I wondered where all the drones came from. Look-
ing, I found that nearly all my queens had laid drone-eggs in

worker-cells ; they seemed to be just as large and as vigorous

as those I had seen reared in drone-cells.

Among the many plants we have here which furnish

honey and pollen, the sunflower Is In full bloom, nigger-head

(honey sharp and biting)
; portulacca, Cherokee rose, coUeopsIs

(pollen only) have bloomed. Beans and peas, legulstrum, both

hojge and tree kind, and willow, all give some nectar; but

our main crop just now is from clover (White Dutch). We
have acres and acres of red clover here In Audubon Park,

coming up mlxt with the white kind, but I never could see a

bee working on It, no matter how long I would look for them.

There Is another plant I must mention here, that Is cow-

slip, or what some call the nettle or hunter's drink (so-called

because hunters use the young stalk to chew when they can-

not get any water to drink). It grows all through the winter,

and in the early part of spring sends up usually one stalk

about four feet high, which has numerous large flowers on it,

from one to four inches In diameter, which is a regular gold-

mine of nectar. I have seen as many as six to ten bees work-

ing on one flower, and when they got ready to fly to their

hives they were so loaded with the " good stuff " that they

would fall to the ground. The flower after maturity is used

by some for a face-powder pat ; the seeds are somewhat like

the seed of dandelion, with a sort of a small parachute, which,

when a light breeze blows, take wing, and if they settle on

some low, damp spot are sure to take root. People here

try all they can to get rid of them, but I for one like to see

them grow, because it means honey for other bees besides my
own.

I had one of the worst cases of robbing last summer you

ever heard of. (Experience is a very bitter school.) It was
all through my own negligence. I took some honey from a.

hive in frames, and not having an extractor, I cut it out and

put the frames with a little bit of honey under the top-bar In

front of a nucleus that had very little, thinking to strengthen

them thereby. Well, sir, just as soon as the bees got the

scent of that honey my whole bee-yard was In an uproar—bees

In the air as thick as swarming time, bees trying to get Into

every hive in the yard (and woe to the bea that succeeded in

getting Into one—killed outright). I had an empty hive stand-

ing In the yard that quite a number of the robbers got into,

and staid there for three or four days, and when they found it

empty they turned to and protected it, as if it was their own
hive. I never saw the like before—dead bees all over the

yard aud sidewalk, and I can tell you it taught me a good

lesson, never to put honey In reach of them again.

I see in the Bee Journal one writer says he rears larger

bees by putting seven frames in an 8-frame hive, nine In a 10-

frame, etc. Now that may hold good with him, but I find

that the relation in size is due to the queen. I have some
queens that are very large, and their bees are correspondingly

large. Then, again, I have some queens (the same stock) that

are about as large as some of the workers of my large queens,

which produce workers half the size of the others. Therefore,

I think the large bee Is due to a large and healthy mother,

and not to seven frames In an 8-frame hive. Why, I have In

some of my S-frame hives nine frames, which do not seem to

inconvenience them, or cause them to be any shorter.

The seasons seem to be changing here. Think of the

golden-rod blooming In December and January, and dahlia*

(which are a fall bloomer also) blooming now; and in a few

weeks we will have golden-rod again. Some of it is two feet

high, aud is beginning to put up flower-heads. We are begin-

ning to have 5orae real hot weather here now—93-' Pahr. in

the shade to-day. It has been very cool heretofore, owing to

the height of the old Father of Waters. We had a very hard

fight to keep the water out here. Levees had to be raised from

six Inches to three and four feet, and otherwise strengthened ;

also a guard for dvery mile in the daytime, and one for every

half mile during the night, but we can be thankful that we
have been spared an inundation. The water is going down
fast, but all danger is not over yet.

I think Doollttle's plans of making increase, as described

in the American Bee Journal recently, are very fine. Some
things that are publisht In the Bee Journal are worth more to

me than the year's subscription price.

Orleans Co., La., May 24.

Every Present Subscriber of the Bee Journal
should be an agent for It, and get all others possible to sub-
scribe for It. See ofTers on page 401.
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The Old Union and Honey-Adulteration.

BY PROF. A. J. COOK.

I did not intend to write again upon this subject for tiie

American Bee Journal, but it seems to me the interests of bee-

keepers demand something further. I notice that I am some-

what criticized for not expressing myself more definitely be-

fore on this subject. I thought I had done so. I have felt all

the time that amalgamation should not be voted If there was

any considerable opposition to it. I believe there was some

opposition and so I voted no. I was not personally opposed to

amalgamation, but was opposed to changing an organization

where money had been paid Into the treasury unless the mem-
bers were pretty unanimous in the desire for such change. It

still seems to me that such position is correct.

I did not understand that we were voting, at the time of

the taking of the last vote, against doing any new worlj. It

seems to me to thus tie the hands of the organization is to

emasculate it, and that by so doing we shall very soon destroy

its life altogether. I do not believe that the members of the

Old Union intended to vote In this way. Of course I may be

wrong In this opinion.

I do not believe that we can afford to maintain two or-

ganizations. I think one or the other will soon cease to exist.

It is Irrational to provide machinery for two organizations

among the same class of people whose duties are so much akin.

Thus I believe that one or the other of these organizations

ought to, and will soon, go to the wall.

If the old organization decides to only work In the old

lines—which I believe are very nearly worktout—then I think

it is very easy to see which will survive.

I believe at the present time there is hardly a subject en-

grossing the minds of bee-keepers that is so tremendously

important as that of honey-adulteration. If we except co-

operation, I do not believe there is any subject that so justly

claims earnest thought and consideration. Therefore it is

that I wish strongly to urge that the Old Union take this mat-

ter of honey-adulteration in hand. It seems to me that no-

where are the conditions more ripe for earnest action than

right here in California. The Manager of the Union Is here;

California is one of the most important honey-producing sec-

tions of the world ; the interests of bee-keepers are seriously

menaced, right here in California, by the nefarious work of

honey-adulerators. I cannot see how any member of the Old

Union would hesitate a moment in urging that action com-

mence at once to extirpate this horrid work from our beloved

State. We now have a very excellent law, and all opportunity

to make a grand and successful fight. The Old Union has a

prestige which will also count for much in aiding It to dethrone

this iniquitous practice. It would seem as though we would

not have to urge this matter at all to secure immediate and

most energetic action.

General Manager Newman writes me that the members of

the National Union have voted only to work along the lines

which have hitherto claimed his attention. He further adds

that under these circumstances he Is not at liberty to take

hold of this matter of adulteration. This being the case, 1

would urge that all of the vice-presidents write at once to Mr.

Newman (at 2096 Market St., San Francisco), urging that

such work be begun, and that at once. In case the constitu-

tion makes It impossible for such action to be taken, until

another vote is had on the subject, then I would be in favor

of asking for a vote at once. I have not the constitution at

hand, but surely if the vice-presidents all ask for a vote, the

Manager would not hesitate for a moment to call for one.

I urge this strongly because I believe that it is the height

of wisdom for the Old Union to take this matter In hand. I

<lo not believe that the members will desire to have so large

an amount of money idle when such important work Is crying

to be done. I believe that unless we do enter this or some

other field, that there will very soon be a vote to disorganize

and hand our money over to some organization that will take

hold of such important Issues.

I do not see any need of any ill-feeling In the matter. I

certainly have not the least. It seems to me that we all ought

to be privileged to urge our views, and I will very gracefully

yield if a majority do not agree with me regarding what is

best to be done. I think I know our bee-keepers too well to

charge them with any wrong motive. We simply want what

is wisest and best, and we will all work hard to get that. If I

am In the right, and the majority do not agree with me, I

must simply wait action until they can be convinced that my
way is the wisest one. I am always Inclined to the opinion,

however, that when I am In the minority, the probability is

that the other side has the right of the question.

In the position which I have taken above, I believe I am
acting consistently with all my previous action. From what

Mr. Newman writes me, I fear I did not give as earnest heed

in the matter of the last vote as I should have done. If I was

guilty in the matter, I can only urge that I was exceedingly

occupied, and had very little time to give to matters outside of

my immediate work. Los Angeles Co., Calif.

Report of the North American Convention Held
at St. Joseph, Mo., Oct. 10-12, 1894.

REPORTED BY LOUIS R. LIGHTON.

[Continued from page 390.1

WHAT SHALL WE PLANT FOR HONEY?
Annuals

:

—
Mignonette (Reseda odornta) Is a great honey-producer,

and since It blossoms from June to October in the middle por-

tions of the Union it may well occupy quite a place in every
bee-keeper's garden, and in favorable localities the raising of

the seed might be made profitable. I had some correspon-

dence with the well-known seedsman, W. Atlee Burpee, on
this subject, and tho he did not write very favorably re-

garding the attempt to raise seed in the East, still I gained
the idea that good seed would find a ready sale. I would like

to see the experiment tried. With a few acres near the api-

ary a summer yield of honey would be assured.

Giant Spider Plant (Cleome spinosa of Linn., and C. pun-
gens of Willd.) introduced from South America grows wild

now in some places in the South, and blooms very freely all

summer long and late iiito the autumn, secreting large quan-
tities of honey in each blossom. An enterprising New York
seedsman has now offered a clear white variety. Cleome In-

tegrifolla, known as Rooky Mountain Bee-plant, is quite simi-

lar but smaller. All of them are beautiful ornaments which
should be in every garden—and especially in the bee-keeper's.

They will thrive in very shady locations—under trees and the

north sides of buildings—where few other plants succeed.

Ten Weeks Stock (Mathiola annna) if sown early Indoors

may be made to bloom from May until autumn, the plants

being set out as soon as danger of frost Is past. Sown early

In the open ground honey Is yielded In July and August.

Eschschnltzin or California Poppy.—F.ne, hardy annual,

of which there are several species which blossom in from 30
to 40 days after sowing and yield honey all summer.

Anch\isa.—Known in Germany as Oxtongue, and In Eng-
land as Alkanet. Numerous species offered by our seedsmen.
They are related to borage and resemble It somewhat, are

hardy annuals eagerly visited by the bees for honey, of which
they secrete much, during May, June and July.

Corn Flower, Blue Bottle or Ragged Sailor (Centaurco
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cyanus) yields honey for a couple of months in summer. It is

a favorite in old gardeus and easily grown.
Lallcmanlla caiiescetis, blossoming in June, July and Au-

gust, gives honey.
Ecliium plantaiftneiun of the Borage family is closely re-

lated to Blueweed or Viper's Bugloss, which is such an excel-

lent honey-plant in the valleys of Virginia. Its dark blue
flowers appear in Juni'. July and Augu>t.

Marsh Flower (Lininantlds dounhisU) will flourish in

merely moist soil. Its yellow and white blossoms appear in

spring, and are quite ornamental.
DoUchos spp.—Rapid-growing handsome climbers.

Balsam Clover or Blue Melilot {Melilotus c(cnileus) blos-

soms all summer long like the white Melilot, our most abun-
dant sweet clover. Both are raised as forage crops in Switzer-
land to give to Krauter cheese its peculiar flavor. The blue

species is also an e.xcellent honey-plant, and deserves a place
in the garden, and the seed should be fully saved and scattered
along roadsides or on waste lands where white clover does not
grow.

Lupines (Lupinus spp.) already mentioned for forage are,

some of them, very ornamental, as, for example the deep blue
Texan Lupine (L. subcaniosus). Some fifty species and varie-

ties are known.
Bartonki (B. aiurca) is an easy plant to raise from the

seed, blooming a month after sowing and continuing all sum-
mer. Its large, brilliant, yellow, saucer-like blossoms look
like masses of pure gold, and indeed the plant comes from the
Golden State.

F)iacclia con(jesta of the Hydrophyllaceae or Water-leaf
family is mentioned by Dr. Dzierzon as a most excellent honey-
plant. He said a Russian bee-keeper had recommended it to

him. Sown in May it blossoms in June and continues all sum-
mer. Its blossoms are bright blue, one variety being white;
plant grows one to two feet high. One species is known as
Texas phacelia (P. texana). Another is P. tanacetifoUa. All
yield both honey and pollen in abundance.

Plants for Experixuent.
Perennials :—

Catnip {Nepeta cntaria) Hoarhound {Mnrruhlwn vulgarc),

Motherwort {Lconurus cardiaca). Thyme (Tliyinus vulgaris),

Peppermint (ilfc?iWift piperita), and other similar herbs might
perhaps be grown to supply our drugstores and also for the
seeds. When grown for the leaves the plants have to be cut
just as they are coming into bloom, but if their culture were
more general much seed would have to bo raised, thus giving
the bees the benefit of the blossoms. I understand that most
of the catnip used by druggists is imported.

Concerning peppermint Mr. Burpee writes me that it is a
shy seeder, and one could probably find ready sale for all the
seed he could raise. There are certain localities in Michigan
and New York where peppermint is grown for the purpose of

distillation to get the oil or essence. Of course it has been
found profitable else it would have been discontinued long
ago. Perhaps bee-keepers could raise the seed for them.

Sulla or Soola Clover {Hedysanuiicornnnrium) ii a great
honey-producing crop in southern Europe. It has been in-

troduced into England where it is often called French honey-
suckle, and thence into Australia under the name soola.

Wherever it has gone it is in great repute as a forage plant,

so that it hardly needs to be placed in the experimental list,

but can be counted as a plant that will succeed in most parts
of our country, and like alfalfa will withstand drouth. It

blossoms from June to August inclusive. The only represen-
tative of this genus known to be native in America is H".

horcnlc, which occurs in Labrador south to New England and
west to the north shore of Lake Superior. We might reason-
ably expect this closely related cultivated species to show some
of the hardiness of the wild form.

Gorse, Furze or Whin {Ulex europaeus) a leguminous
plant belonging In a genus close to our Dyer's Green-weed,
Woad Waxen, or Whin {Qeaisln tincloria). It was onco
deemed almost useless, but has been planted in certain situa-

tions as a forage crop, and has been introduced into Australia.
It will grow in sterile, dry, exposed situations where more
profitable crops could not be produced. It makes a bushy
growth, and may be allowed to stand two years between the
times of cutting and 20 tons per acre, of forage, can then be
obtained, which requires cutting up or bruising before feeding.

As hedges or windbreaks it may prove useful in some part of

our wide domain. Its yellow flowers appear in May and yield

some pollen and an abundant supply of honey.

Licorice (Olynyrrhiza i/Utlird), belonging in the Pulse
family, is cultivated In Europe—chiefly in Spain, Italy, Bava-
ria and northern Austria. Its ciiltiire Is said to be quite

profitable Id those countries, and It Is also claimed that bees

in the licorice-growing districts get a good yield of honey from
its blossoms, which appear in June and .July. Our wild licorice

(G. Icpidotii) is found from Minnesota to Missouri and west-
ward. I would suggest that bee-keepers keep an eye on these
plants and see whether honey is not to be obtained from them.

Alpine clover (Trifnlium alpinum) also called Mountain
Licorice because of its sweetish roots, grows in the Alps. It

has purplish blossoms which I think yield honey, but I know
little of the plant. It is a suggestion merely.

Osier or Basket Willow {Salix viminalis) furnishes In

Europe an excellent supply of pollen and some honey In March
and April. The last edition of Gray's Manual of Botany says
that it is occasionally planted here but soon dies out, its

hybrids doing better, however. The Purple Willow {Salix pur-
purea) is the one most commonly cultivated here for basket
rods. It is raised in New York successfully, but I cannot say
where besides. It blossoms at the same time and yields an
abundance of pollen like the other European species just men-
tioned. Bee-keepers might plant it in moist places, even re-

placing our native species, which are not so valuable for

baskets.
Protca mellifera.—Under this name reference is made on

page 378 of " Langstroth on the Honey-Bee," as revised by
the Dadants, to a plant growing near the Cape of Good Hope,
which secretes such quantities of nectar that the latter can be
dipt from its blossoms with a spoon. The plant they have
mentioned is variously known as Sugar Bush, Sugar Tree,
Cape Honeysuckle, or Honeyflower, and the natives do, in

fact, gather the nectar as described, and, after straining it

and evaporating a part of its water, the resulting syrup be-

comes an article of commerce. Could this shrub or tree

(there are some sixty species in the same genus, all natives

of Africa) be brought to this country and establisht in the
subtropical portions of the Union ?

Sacalenc (Polygonum saghalinense)

.

—Will our bees get

honey and pollen from this wonderful new forage-plant? It

is In the same genus with our smartweeds and bindweeds,
with persicaria or lady's thumb, and is near to buckwheat—all

among our great yielders. This argues well for it, and we
shall soon have it on trial. Meanwhile a few words about it.

This plant was introduced for ornamental purposes into Europe
over 25 years ago from the island of Saghalien, lying between
Japau and Russia. Its economic value was not however
noticed until 1893, when the dreadful drouth of that year
caused the complete failure of usual forage crops and the loss

of great numbers of animals, while others were only saved by
feeding them the leaves of trees. During this time sacaline

remained green and its leaves were readily eaten by cattle.

The plant grows about ten feet high, can be cut three or four

times during the season, and will give 20 to 25 tons of green
fodder, of coarse quality, at each cutting. The leaves can be

boiled and eaten like Spinach, the tender shoots like aspara-

gus. The roots withstand severe freezing.

Annuals :—
Borage {Dorago officinalis) might perhaps be raised ex-

tensively by some bee-keeper for its seed and to supply the

druggists with leaves. There Is some demand for the seed, as

the plant is grown as an ornament in many gardens, and for

the leaves for use in medicine. It may not be known to many
that the tender leaves are quite edible, forming a very health-

ful addition to green vegetables, and also to flavor salads.

They are frequently so used in southern Europe where the

plant grows wild. The bright blue blossoms last from June
until after severe frosts, yielding considerable honey.

Chick Pea (Ciccr nricfiiii(m).—This plant, originally in-

troduced from the Old World, has been raised more in the West
and South than elsewhere, and has become known as "Coffee

Pea" from the use of its seeds as a substitute for coCfee. Un-
der the name of "Chuna" the seeds of a plant used in Mexico
for coffee have been tested atone of our experiment stations

and found to be a very prolific variety of the Chick Pea. Cer-

tain seedsmen have recently made great claims for this plant

as a substitute for coffee. The peas may be used to make
soup. I think the blossoms yield honey, but have not tested it

personally.
Trigonella or Fenugreek (TrigoncUa fwnam-gra-cwn) Is

sometimes cultivated in Europe as a forage plant, and is

worthy of trial hero. Its blossoms, like those of the clovers,

to which it is closely related, yield honey freely In June and
July. Blue Trigonella (T. nicrulcn) is riiisGd in Switzerland to

imnart a pleasant flavor, like that of sweet clover, to products

of the dairy— particularly to some kinds of cheese for which
that country is noted.

Serradella (Ornithopus sativus) is a leguminous forage-

plant of great value, as yet scarcely known in this country,

but which has been introduced and cultivated for some years
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in Germany and Austria where it is constantly growing in

favor. It is grown as an annual in cold climates, but may in

our milder sections stand for several years. A warn], moist

climate is most favorable to its growth, but it stands drouth
well, and will succeed on light soils. Of the now forage crops
it Is safe to say this is one of the most promising for general
introduction into this country. Indeed, I need not have hesi-

tated about placing it in the list of clovers—Alsiko, wliiti',

crimson, Japanese, etc., recommended without reserve for one
portion or Linother of our great country. But since without
experiment we cannot say just what place this will best fill, it

may remain in this list for the present. Serradella is an im-

portant houey-plant, its yellowish-red blossoms, which appear
in June and last until August, yielding abundantly, and the

honey is light yellow in color and of good quality.

This list of nectar-yieldine plants, much longer than I at

first intended it should be, still contains by no means allot
those which wo might raise for honey. I have only ventured
to mention some of the more important ones, and particularly

such as I think are not as widely known as they deserve to be.

My chief trouble has been to keep tbe list within bounds by
the omission of numerous plants, shrubs, and trees that are
well known as secreters of nectar, but which are not of great,

practical value otherwise, or which are difficult to raise, or

not available over great areas. Among these are some very
interesting plants, beautiful ones, some old friends that I

regretted not being able to place in this good and honorable
company. I have preferred, also, to omit the names of many
plants which I believe to be of value to our bees, but with
whose honey-producing qualities I am not familiar, or at least

not sufficiently so to enable me to speak with some degree of

certainty. I hope others will add to the list in this respect.

Fkank Benton.

A. I. Root—In regard to the Cleome pwirjens I have had
some experience with that. Sometimes I have been able to

gather the nectar or honey from the flower with a teaspoon.

I was told that there was a great deal of licorice in California.

I did not see it, but was told there was. I don't know any-
thing about ihe honey-yield from it, but I do know that bee-

keepers are moving bees in many localities near to where it

grows. Bee-keepers are also moving bees near where onions

are. They seem to get good yields from it.

L. D. Stilson—Too many of ns bee-keepers do not know
whether our plants are honey-producing plants or not. Tbe
bee-keepers want to be more accurate in regard to keeping
track of the honey-plants in their localities, so as to know
what the bees are gathering from at any season of the year.

They ought to keep data of the honey-plants which grow in

their neighborhood, and in that way know what the bees are

gathering from. I have undertaken to study our honey-flora,

and the more I look into it the more I find out that I do not

know anything about it. It is the question at the bottom of

all successful bee-culture. I believe the time will come when
every bee-keeper will commence in the spring of the year and
keep a record of what blossoms first, and what next, and so

on. Each one must study it for himself, and by the time he
has practiced it for a year or two he will begin to find where
his honey is coming from, and then he will find that there are

gaps between these honey-producing plants which he will

learn how he can fill up. Whenever you do that you will be-

gin to do the rest of your work in better style. The produc-
tion of honey and the keeping of bees must be brought down
just as close in the matter of detail as any other branch of

business. You will have to study the honey-plants of your
own locality. The people of Missouri are not as much inter-

ested in what is raised in Michigan as about their own api-

aries. Every man must study for himself.

Pres. Abbott—I want to suggest one thing. I know of

nothing that is any more pleasant than the study which is

necessary to understand thoroughly the honey-flora of any
locality—elementary botany. If you have any boys or girls

at your home that have never given any attention to botany
they can study it out for themselves. You do not have to

have a teacher, and if you want to know of some books that

will stir up an interest in botany I will tell you of two of them
that are very small but exceediugly valuable. "How Plants

Grow" and " How Plants Behave." Y'ou will find enough in

these books to stimulate the study. Any boy can take "Gray's
First Lessons in Botany " and analyze a plant. I think the

time is coming when every successful bee-keeper will have to

be posted in botany.
F. H. Richardson—There are a great many of us that

cannot study botany at the present time. I am in the bee-

businesss for the dollars and cents, and I think we ought to

talk about some bee-plant that would do us good at the pres-

ent time. I believe to get honey you get your bees strong at

this time of the year and they will winter well, and then
plenty of honey will be brought in. I have always had some.

1 have got my hives full of honey now, and they are all

right for the spring. Mr. Benton's essay has a good deal of

value in it, but I cannot begin to remember it, and I would
like to ask where it will be printed. I would like to have a

copy to refer to.

George W. York—It will be publisht in full in the Ameri-
can Bee Journal.

R. V. Holtermann—I want to ask how many of you have
got sweet clover that your bees work on ? [About 25 members
raised their hands.] How many of you know whether it is

good for forage? [Five.]

Pres. Abbott—Sweet clover here is all right for forage

when animals learn to eat it, but after it produces flowers it

is of no value as a forage plant. If it is to be used as a for-

age plant it will have to be cut before it blooms.
J. H. Milne—Alfalfa is worth more than sweet clover for

forage and honey, but we can't raise it here.

li. D. Stilson— I beg to differ from this gentleman who
says that we can't raise alfalfa in this country.

Pres. Abbott—You can't raise it where there is a clay be-

tween the upper soil and the water.

Mr. Whitcomb—As I left home they were harvesting the

fourth crop of alfalfa with a clay subsoil, and the water is

100 feet below the surface. My bees will not work on alfalfa

when they can get anything else. Sweet clover will grow
where anything else will grow. If it is cut in season it makes
as good a forage as alfalfa. It is a good dry-weather grower,

and it makes good hay, and it is a fine fertilizer.

Pres. Abbott— I have understood that the roots of the

alfalfa will go down 12 or 15 feet. There is a plant of the

ordinary red clover that goes down 10 feet. The roots of the

Alsike clover also go down to great depths where it has a

sandy subsoil. I would like to know it it can go through a

clay subsoil ?

Mr. Whitcomb—In Kansas and Nebraska the alfalfa roots

work down through what might be called the "joints" be-

tween the layers of the soil. Roots have been found 30 feet

below the surface. It is very hard to raise, and it must be

put in with a press drill.

Mr. Milne—I spoke with reference to our northwest Mis-

souri soil. It succeeds admirably after it gets started, but it

is difficult to get caught, mainly because the land is so weedy.

If the weeds are cut and kept down it will grow well. I have

had some growing for from two to ten years, and where it can

get caught it makes the best yielder I ever tried.- I think

Alsike and alfalfa are the best for bees.

Pres. Abbott—Do drouths kill it?

H. J. Newberry—No. We have had this season the worst
drouth that has occurred for years, and I have cut four crops.

Mr. Whitcomb—The present drouth has not affected the

crop of alfalfa. There is one thing about sweet clover— it

must not be left too long before it is cut.

Pres. Abbott—Yes, if it is left until the sugar is out of it

—out of the stalk—it will not be eaten.

Dr. Miller—There is a place that I know of, and that I

pass when going down to my out-apiaries^ where for half a
mile the sweet clover grows along the rcjadside and the cattle

are turned in the road and tramp it down going back and
forth to pasture. It is uot more than a foot high, and is

always in bloom.
John Wier—There are five acres of sweet clover just close

to me, and in the early spring the cattle on the road eat it off,

and it comes up again and blooms later than ever—it blooms
later than where it has not been eaten off, and there it grows
big and then dies.

G. V. Hagaman—I have been watching sweet clover for a
good many years, and 1 have come to the conclusion that it is

the only thing that I ever heard of that we can control. If

you have sweet clover you will be sure to get honey. As Dr.

Miller says, it makes a nice growth In the spring, and the

cattle eat it. If the first crop is cut close to the ground, the

second crop will come up and bloom right after the white

clover and basswood.
W. L. Porter—In some districts where it is very dry we

get but little benefit from alfalfa as a honey-plant.

[Concluded ne.Tt week.]

Xhe McEvoy Foul Brood Treatment Is

given in Dr. Howard's pamphlet on " Foul Brood ; Its Natural

History and Rational Treatment." It is the latest publication

on the subject, and should be in the hands of every bee-keeper.

Price, 25 cents ; or clubbed with the Bee Journal for one year

—both for SI. 10.
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Editorial Con)xrfct)t$^

That BufTalo Convention—are you beginning
to plan to go ? It will be the first good chance to have a real

big meeting of bee-keepers. With only half a cent a mile on
all railroads, it seems to us every bee-keeper will try his best

to be there. Why, it will be almost as cheap to go as to stay at

home !

Remember the date—Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday,
Aug. 24, 25 and 26.

Mr. O. L. Hershiser, who lives in Buffalo, is making great

preparations for the oee-conveutlon. Shouldn't wonder if he'd

have something fine to say about It pretty soon.

The program will be Issued soon, in pamphlet form. You
will want a copy of It, whether you attend the convention or

not. Next week we hope to be able to tell you more about it

—more about the program and also about the convention.

Tbe Old Union and Adulteration.—On page
405, Prof. Cook has an article urging that the National Bee-

Keepers' Union take up the fight against adulteration of

honej in California, as they now have a stringent antl-adul-

teratlon law there. Were it not for the fact that the good
Professor says he was unable, from a press of duties, to give

the subject of amalgamation due consideration when it was
up for discussion and voting the past winter, his stand now
would be almost amusing.

Several of the members of both the Old and the New
Union tried to get the members of the former society to see

that If only the amalgamation of the two organizations could

be effected, then all the money In both treasuries, and to be

paid in thereafter, could be used in a big effort to stop the

adulteration of honey, or along any other important line of

interest to bee-keepers.

But as all know, amalgamation was defeated, and with it

a pretty clear notice given that the money in the treasury of

the Old Union was to be used only in protecting bee-keepers

in their right to keep bees, and not to be spent in other direc-

tions. Altho we had about as big a share in the funds on

hand as any one, and very much desired to see a union of the

two societies, so that greater work could be undertaken, we

quietly submitted to the will of the majority—until some

future time, when those disagreeing with us could have time

to see the error of their action, and perhaps untie the hands

of the Old Union, by finally deciding that there shall be but

07ie national organization of bee-keepers—an organization

around whose standard and objects might be rallied a large

membership that would be glad to contribute when they could

see that every bee-keeper in the land was being benefitted

thereby.

But everything depends upon the general manager of a

society like the Union, if anything useful is to be done. If

the manager is listless, unaggressive, and "afeard " to begin

a fight against the wrong, when having ample backing, then

of course nothing will be done, and the membership can

simply have the " pleasure " of belonging to an organization

with a big name, and existing upon past achievements, tho of

but little real use in the world.

Like a political party, when an organization fails to ad-

dress itself to the new and developing needs that accompany

progress and the ongoing of time, it should have the good

sense to get out of the way, and not continue a stumbling-

block or an impediment in the way of the advance of newer

and better organization, that is adapted to meet the demands

of the times, and that will, with proper and deserved encour-

agement, do even a greater work than the superannuated

society ever did. We say this with all due respect for what

the Old Union has been enabled to accomplish in years gone

by. But all organizations must keep abreast with, or broaden

out to encompass, the rapidly increasing needs, or expect to

be superseded by others that will do the work that must be

done.

Had Prof. Cook, and all the rest of the one hundred or so

that helpt to defeat amalgamation, voted the other way, he

now would need to spend no time in an endeavor to get the

resulting society to undertake the enforcement of an anti-

adulteration law, for that is a part of the New Union's busi-

ness, and just as soon as it has the necessary funds (as it

would have had long ago, had amalgamation carried) it will

likely address itself to that important task.

Permit us to suggest that another ballot on amalgama-

tion be taken soon, without any unjustifiable interference by

any one, as was done at the last election, and we'll wairant

that it will carry with a whoop, and all will be happy and

hopeful—except perhaps those with a pet hobby, or who think

they must rule, else all will go to the everlasting bowwows.

Another "Cure" lor Bee-Paralysis.—Mr.
Joseph Mounier, of Florida, who has had some experience

with bee-paralysis, describes his treatment as follows in Glean-

ings for June 15 :

Last fall my prospects as a bee-keeper were very unsatis-

factory by reason of " paralysis" among the bees, nearly my
whole apiary being infected. The bees had a greasy appear-
ance, and were dying In front of the hives by thousands, and
I thought seriously of giving up the business. So, just before

starting for Miami to pass the winter, I doubled up several of

the very weakest and left them for all winter In discourage-

ment.
About the first of last March I went to take a look at

them, and found about half of tbe colonies dead, and the

others very weak ; but I was surprised to see the colonies I had
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doubled up. They were as strong as auy I ever saw—had a
bright, healthy color, aud not a sick bee. They were full of

honey. This set me to thinking, and I formed this theory :

The bees were loath to kill off their own sick " brethren,"'
but killed the sick strangers without mercy, and thus threw
off the disease; so I went to work and put two colonies to-

gether, where I thought they were too far gone ; and where
they still had enough bees I simply changed their places, put-
ting No. 1 in the place of Xo. '2, and No. 2 on the old stand
of No. 1. I did this In the middle of the day, when the bees
were at work, also shaking some combs of bees before their

entrances, so as to mix up thoroughly the bees in both hives.

The results were astonishing. They went to work on the sick
bees, and in a few days I saw a raarkt Imporovement ; and
now my apiary is as healthy as any I ever saw. I have
already extracted 550 gallons of honey, besides increasing my
bees back to last last fall's count. The bees are bright, full

of life, and are as cross as any I ever saw. All a colony needs
Is bees from another colony to cure themselves. So sure am I

of this, that, if I were buying bees now, I would not discount
them on account of paralysis. If, as you say, it may come
again, let it come. It doesn't take long to apply the remedy ;

and if you could see my bees now it would be difficult for you
to realize the condition they were in only three months ago.

Editor Root says In his foot-note to Mr. Monnier's article :

" Not until I shall find that it works with equal success in the

hands of others as well, shall I begin to believe that we have

a real cure for bee-paralysis." Here's a chance for an experi-

ment for those who have bees afflicted with the disease.

Adulteration ; Cane Sug-ar and Glucose.
—The following paragraphs appeared as an editorial in Glean-

ings, and we think we need make no apology for reproduc-

ing it:

"When an analysis of honey shows only 10 per cent, of

cane sugar as an adulterant, and m glucose, it does not neces-
sarily signify adulteration. I believe the Uuited States
chemist stated, some time ago, that very small percentage of

cane sugar found in honey could not be taken as positive

evidence of fraud. If I am correct, nectar, just as it comes
from the flowers, is chemically, to a great extent, a cane
sugar ; but after it has past through the ripening process it is

converted into what we call honey. Sometimes, when the
honey is gathered and stored rapidly, it is not as thoroughly
ripened at some times as at others. The consequence is,

analysis shows a trace of cane sugar.
" Perhaps our readers may think that, even if this is true,

it would not be wise to give publicity to it, for the reason that
dishonest persons would think they could add at least 10 per
cent, of cane sugar to their honey, and not be detected. No
fear need be apprehended along this line, for the reason that
good qualities of honey are sold so near the price of cane
syrup it would not pay to put iu so small an amount. But
then it may be argued that it might pay to put at least 10 per
cent, in (iarfc honey ; but here, again, the price is as low or
lower than the syrup. If adulteration were practiced at all

it would be syrup adulterated with honey, rather than honey
adulterated with syrup.

"But you may ask what specially called forth this edi-

torial. A short time ago an innocent party was accused of

adulterating, because the chemist found 10 per cent, of cane
sugar in his honey. I wrote to the party in question, giving
the position of the United States chemist, aud added that it

was my opinion his honey wasn't adulterated : that, if he were
bad enough to go into any such fraud, he would not stop at

10 per cent., but would put in enough to pay him for doing
it, and that would be 50 or at least '6'6 per cent.

" On the other hand, when analysis shows a very small
percentage of glucose, it is pretty certain that some one put
it there. Glucose is very easily detected by the chemist, and
it Is no difficult matter to determine even the very exact per
cent, of it. The adulterant (glucose) by reason of its very low
price, and the fact that it is almost devoid of any color, is

what we have to fear. It pays, from a financial standpoint,
to mix honey and glucose, provided the mixture can be palmed
off as pure honey. But our food commissioners in our various
States are becoming more and more alert ; and with good laws
back of them in every Slate in the Union, the chemists would
enable them to hunt down the guilty parties and make them
pay the penalty of the law. The Uuited States Bee-Keepers'
Union will undoubtedly work to secure the enactment of pure-
food laws in States where they have none. There is no ques-
tion but this is the proper way to handle the glucose problem."

TJ?e Weekly Budget.

Mr. R. McKnight, of Canada, uses the solar wax-extrac-
ter for evaporating fruit. It is necessary to raise the cover
slightly to allow the moisture to pass off. So says the Review.

Kr. Jas. a. Stone, of Sangamon Co.. III., Secretary of

the Illinois Bee-Keepers' Association, wrote us June 23 :

" Bees are just booming." Last year they hardly paid him
for their " keep."

Mr. C. P. Dadant, of the tirm of Chas. Dadant & Son
(the great comb-foundation makers), writing us June 19, said :

"We are all well and booming. We have been kept busy
for two months past. The bees are filling everything. This
season will give the bee-fever to thousands of people."

Mb.. W. J. Stevenson, of Ontario, Canada, wrote us
lately :

" I find I cannot do without the American Bee Journal. I

get it regularly every week, and always find something to

help me on. In No. 24 I find the very thing I wanted."

Mr. Henry Allev—the old Bay State queen-breeder

—

wrote us as follows, June 19 :

" Friend York :—Why don't you send that hot wave to

New England? While you are sweltering with the heat we
are enjoying fine, cool weather—78- is the highest tempera-
ture since April 25. The weather has cleared, and bees are
doing well now. My advertisement in the American Bee
Journal is bringing in lots of orders. I always get good re-

turns from an advertisement in your paper."

Mr. G. S. Crego, a young bee-keeper about 15 miles west
of Chicago, kindly brought us a section of new comb honey
June 22, which was taken from the hive the day before. It

was gathered principally from dandelion bloom, and was very
nice for that grade of honey. It had been stored in comb
built by the bees last year, first leveled down to perhaps half

an inch deep cells. The comb was very tender, and tho Mr.
Crego thought the septum would be tough, it was not notice-

ably or unpleasantly so. In fact, only an expert would detect

it, and then perhaps only after having his attention called to

it. Surely the new drawn foundation would be no more in

evidence. We are anxious to try a sample of new comb honey
built on the drawn foundation. Nothing like personal experi-

ence, you know.

Editor Hutchinson, in the May Review tells a bit of

personal experience—he calls it "genuine praise"—that is

worth repeating here :

"There was one little incident happened when I was
away at the Fairs last fall that I have several times been
tempted to tell, but have not done so for fear that some of my
readers would think that the telling was prompted by egotism,

but I have decided to tell you that that isn't the motive, and
then tell the story, so that you may enjoy the situation.

"One afternoon, towards evening, as most of the sight-

seers had left the building, I was leaning against a pillar a

little in front of my exhibit, looking at the show in a sort of

admiring, speculative mood, when a young man came along

and began talking with me about bees and bee-keeping, evi-

dently taking me for a visitor. After talking awhile he said :

"' I see that you are somewhat interested in bees, and
I'll tell you of an article that you ought to read. It was In the

Cosmopolitan a year or so ago. It was illustrated, and ran

through two numbers, and the man that wrote it not only

knew something about bees, but he knew how to tell it so that

other folks could understand it. Of course, I have read and
heard a great deal about bees, but there were lots of things

that I never really understood until I read that article and
lookt at those pictures.'

"And then he went on to tell rae of some of the wonderful
things that he had read there. By holding my tongue, except

to thank him, I prevented us both from feeling very foolish

and uncomfortable, but I considered it the most genuine and
disinterested compliment I ever received."

NOMT is the Time to work for new subscribers.

Why not take advantage of the offers made on page -101 ?
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A
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Advanced Bee-CiiUiire, Its Methods and
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description of his book. He Is a practical and
entertaining writer. You should read his bi>ok. IHJ

pages, bound In paper, and Illustrated. Price, 50 cts.

Rational Bee-ILeeplncr. by Dr. John Dzlerzon
—This Is a translation of his latest Gerjnan bookoa
bee-cultiire. U has o50 pages; bound
tn paper covers, $1.00

Bleneii-K.u1tur, by Thomas G. Newnan. *
This is a German translation of the prlnclppi por-
tion of the book calletl Bkcs op Honey, lOJ page
painpiilet. Price, 4U cents.

CouTentlon Hand-Book, for Bee-Keepers. -

Thomas G. Newman.— It contains the parlliimen-
tary law and rules of order for Bee-Conventions—
also Constitution and By-Laws, with subjects for
discussion, etc. Cloth, gold-lettered. Price, 25 cts.

Tliirty Years Amon»; the Booh, by
Henry Alley.—Gives the results of over a quarter-
century's experience in rearing queen-bees. Very
latestworkof tbekind. Nearly luo pages. Price, 5uc.

\\\\y Eat Honey -?—This Leaflet ie intend-
ed for PKKK distribution, to create a Local Market.
liHj copies, by mail. 3U cts.: otnj for $1.25; lOW, $2.(Mj.

How to Keep Honey and preserve its
richness and Haver. Price same as Why Eat iloney.

Alfiilke Clover Leartet.—Full directions
for growing. M) for 25 cts.; lOO for 40 cts.; 200, TOc.

Apiary Register, by Thos. G. Newman.—
Devotes two pages to a colony. Licather binding.
Price, for 5(i colonies. |1.(mi; for 100 colonies. $1.25.

FreparuClou of Honey for the Alnrket*
Including the production and care of comb and
extracted honey. A chapter from Bt:KS ANf
lIoNEV. I*rice. ID cents,

Bee PuMtiiraice » Nccesalty.—This book sug
ffests what and liuw to plat' U la a chapter frou
Bei;s ano llu.NKV. Price. 10 centa.

The Hive I r«c, by G. M. Doollttle. It
details his manajreinent of bees, and methods
of producing: comb honey. Price, 5 cents.

Hr. Howard^M Book on FonI Krood.
—Gives the McKv<iy Treiiinient and reviews the ex-
periments of others. Price, 2.') cts.

Dictionary orAplciiUnre«by Prof. John
Phln. Gives the correct meaning of nearly 5(Mi api*
ullural terms. Price, :>0 cts.

Winter Problem in Bee-Keepln>r. by G,
K. Pierce. Uesult of 2.'i yeara' experience. 5i» eta.

Handling: IIccm, by Chjis. Badant & Son.—
A Chapter from Langstroth Revised. Price., tt cts.

HItitory of IJee-AssocIaiions, and Unef Ke-
orts of the tlrst 20 conventions. Price 15 cts

Poni Brood Treatment, by Prof. F. R.
Cheshire.—Its Cause and Prevention. Price. 10 cts.

Foul Brood, by A. R. Kohnke.— Orig-ln.
Development and Cure. Price, 25 cts.

Fraelioal HtntK to Bee-Kee-Keepers—by
Chas. F. Ml'th. AUo contains a Foul Brood
Cure and How to Wiuter Bees. 40 p.; 10 cts.

Bee-Kecpins lor Profit, by Dr. G. h.
Tinker.—Revised and enlarged. It details the au-
thor's " new system, or how to get the largest yields
of comb or extracted honey." 80 p.; illustrated. 25c.

KmerNon Binders, made especially for
the Bee .lofaxAL, are convenient for preserving
each number as fust as received. Not mailable to
Canada. Price. 75 cts,

Comuieroial Calculator, by C. Kopp.—
A ready Calculator, Business Arithmetic and Ac-
count-Book combined in one. Every farmer and
businessman should have it. No. 1, bound in water
proof leatherette, cilf finish. Price. 4n cts. No. 2
in tine artitlcial leather, with pocket, silicate slate,
and account-book. Price. 60 cts.

Green's Four Books, by Chas. A. Green.
—Devoted to. 1st, How We Made the Old Farm Pay

;

2nd, Peach Culture; 3rd. How to Propagate t^ruit-
Plants. Vines and Trees; 4th, General Kruit In-
structor. Nearly 120 pages. Fully illustrated. 25 cts.

Garden and Oreliard, by Chas. A. Green
—Gives full instructions in Thinning and Marketing
Fruits; Pruning, Planting and Cultivating: Spray-
ing, Evaporation, Cold Storage, Etc. 94 pages, illus-
trated. Price. 25 cts.

Kendall's Horf«e-Book. — 35 pictures,
showing positions of sick horses, and treats on all
their diseases. English or German. Price, 25 cts.

Silo and Sila«:e, by Prof. A. J. Cook.—It
gives the method in operation at the Michigan Agri-
cultural College. Price. '2b cts.

Lumber and Ijo;2:-Book. — Gives meas-
urements of lumber, logs planks; wages, etc. 25c.

ITIaple Sugar and the Sufrar Bush, by Prof.
A. J. Cook.—Full instructions. Price, 35 cts.

Grain Tables, for casting up the price of
grain, produce, hay, etc. Price. 25 cts.

Capons and CaponizIng:, by Dr. Sawyer.
Fanny Field, and others.—Illustrated. All about
caponizing fowls, ana thus how to make the most
money in poultry-raising. 64 pages. Price, yo cts.

Our Poultry Doctor, or Health in the
Poultry Yard and How to Cure Sick Fowls, by
Fanny Field,—Everything about Poultry Diseases
and their Cure. 04 pages. Price, 3u cts.

Poultry lor Iflarket and Poultry for
Profit, by Fanny Field.—Tells everything about the
Poultry Business. 04 pages. Price, 25 cts.

Turkeys lor ITIarket and Turlieys for
Profit, by Fanny Field.—All about Turkey-Raising.
64 pages. Price, 25 cts.

Rural Life.— Bees. Poultry. Fruits. "Vege-
tables, and Household Matters, lOO pages. 25 cts.

Potato cmlture, by T. B. Terry.—It tells
how to grow them profitably. Price, 40 cts.

Hand-Book of Health, by T)r. Foote.—
Hints about eating, drinking, etc. Price, 25 cts.

Bee-Keepers' Directory, by H. Alley,—
Latest methods in Queen-Rearing, etc. Price. 50c.

Book Clubbing Oilers.

(Bead Carefully.)

The following ckibbing prices include the
American Bee Journal one year with each
book named. Remember, that only one book
can be taken in each case with the Itee Jour-
nal a year at the prices named. If more books
are wanted, see postpaid prices given with
the description of the books on this page.
Followlngis the clubblng-Ust:

1. Langstroth on the Honey-Beo $'2.00

2. A B Oof Bee-Cull ure 2.00
.'J. Bee-Keeper's(Julde 1.75
4. Bees and Hone>- I Cloth bound] I.b5
.5, Dootu tie's ScienilflcQueen-Heariug. 1.75
(i, Dr. Howard's Koul Brood Book 1.10
7. Advanced Bee-Culture I.:i0
!(, Blenen-Kultur [Herman] l.'JO

11. Kational Bee-Keeping [Paper bound] 1.75
I'i. Thirty Years Among the Bees 1.1)0

i:i. Bee-Keeping for I'roflt 1.15
14. Convention lland-Book 1,15
15. Poultry for Market and Profit 1.10
10. Turkeys for Market and Profit 1.10
17'. Capons and Caponlzing 1.10
18. Our Poultry Doctor 1.10
19. Green's Four Books 1.15
21. Garden and Orchard 1.15
2:i. Rural Life 1.10
24. EmcrsoD Binder for the Bee Journal. 1.60

25. Commercial Calculator. No. 1 1.25
26. Commercial Calculator, No. 2 1,40
27. Kendall's Horse-Book 1.10
.30. Potato Culture 1.20
32. Hand-Bookof Health 1.10
Z.i. Dictionary of Apiculture 1.35
34. Maple Sugar and the Sugar Bush. ... 1.20
35. Silo and Silage 1.10
36. Winter Problem in Bee-Keeping 1,30
37. Apiary Register (tor .50 colonies) 1.75
38. Apiary Register I for 100 colonies) . 2.00
39. Bee-Keepers' Directory 1,30

A Special Booklet Bargaiu

!

For a limited time we wish to make our
readers a special offer on booklets on Bees.
Poultry, Health, etc. Upon receipt of 75
cents we will mail any « of the list below:
and lor $1.25 we will mail the n-hole
dozen

;

1. Foul Brood, by Dr. Howard 25c
2. Poultry for Market and Profit 25c
3. Turkeys for Market and Profit 25o
4. Our Ponltry Doctor 30c
5. Capons and Canonizing 30c
0, Hand-Book ot Health, by Dr. Foote.. 2oc
7. Kendall's Horse-Book 25o
8. Rural -Life 25o
9. Ropp's Commercial Calculator 2.5c

10. Foul Brood, bv Kohnke 25c
11. Silo and Silage, by Prof Cook 25c
12. Bieneu-Kultur, by Newman 40c

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS

10 Sl^T DISCOUNT
1 have a Largre (.Jiianttty ol' Winter-Sawed

Basswood on hand, and will make Shipping-
Cases at 10 per ceut. discount from list
[irice. Cases holding 15 sections. $5.00 per
hundred net. First-chiss work guaranteed.

Write for Price-List.

W. J, STAHMAMV, Weaver, Iflinn.

Mention the American Bee JoumaL 25A8t

i^ THE ADEL BEES AHEAD ^
Send for Catalog and see proof that Adel bees
heat them all. One Queen ^l.00; two Queens
$1 90: three Queens $-3. 75: six Queens $5.50;
12 Queens $10. All beautiful, -i banded bees,
HENKV ALiLEV, Weiihaiu, lYlasH.

25A4t Mention the American Bee Journals

WOVEN WIRLFENC
i
k
i

Itrr.t uii Kurth. Ilun.r-lili:li, Bull- k
sli-oiia:,rieandClil<'ti'ii-tiKlil. Witii I
our in 1'I.KX AITOMATIC 3Iarliliit- «

v<"ni Clin in;iko (in nulsn dav f»>"'

I

(2 to 20 cts. a Rod !

KITSELMAN BROS., J
Rr>\ i:is. Ridgeville, Ind.

*

48Etf Mention tin' Antencan Bee .nmrnaf'

u
Golden Italian, 3 Handed, Carniolan and Im-
ported. Barred Pl.vraouth Ko'k egtcs.

All at living prices. Catalog free.

J. F. Michael, Greenville, Ohio.

14Etr Please mention the Bee Journal.

METAL WHEELS
in all sizes and varieties, to fit any
«^j axle. 'I'licy last forever. Either

I direct or stajjger spoke. Can't
"^ breakdown; can't <iry out no
rcfettlnR <if tires. Good in dry weatlier
as in wet weiitlicr. Send for eatalos; &
prices. ELECTRIC WHEEL CO.,

QUINCY - ILLINOIS.
20E13 Mention the American Dee Jimmal-

li\\\i\\\
HONEY-EXTRACTOR

lilUUl Is Square Glass Jars.

Rodt's Goods at Root's Prices.

Bee-Keepkhs' Sui'iM.iEs in general, etc etc
Send for our new catalog.

PraetlcHl IIIiiIk " will be mailed for 10c.
Ill 8tani|i8. Apply to—

Chas, F. Muth & Son, Cincinnati, Olilo.
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Questiojp-Box^
lu the multitude of counsellors there is

safety.—Prov. 11-14.

Best Width for Sections.

Qiiory 5*.—What Is the best width for

i'4.«4'i sections?—Iowa.

J. A. Stone

—

I'yi.

A. F. Brown— 1%.
W. G. Larrabee— 1%.
E France—I like 1%.
Mrs. L. Harrison—1%.
Chas. Dadant A Son— 1%.
R. L. Taylor—7 to the foot.

H. D. Cutting—I prefer 1%.
Rev. M. Mahin

—

Two Inches.

Dr. C. C. Miller—Perhaps \%.
Dr. A. B. Mason—I don't know.

G. W. Deinaree— I prefer the 1%.
G. M. Doolittle—I do not use them.

J. M. Hambaugh—1% or 1%, I be-

lieve.

P. H. El wood

—

X% if glast, and about
IK if unglast.

Prof. A. J. Cook—Not any particular.
1 ")/ 7 is perhaps the best.

Emerson T. Abbott—The kind which
suits yon and your market is the best
for you ; they might not be best for me.

C. H. Dibbera—That is quite a serious
problem with most bee-keepers. I use
\% wide, with wood separators, and
like them well.

Dr. J. P. H. Brown—If nice, even
combs are desired, then have the sec-
tions from Di to 1 % ; 1% may be the
best for the majority.

Eugene Secor— If separator-^ are used
(which I advise) sections used not be
narrower than 7 to the foot ; 1 % and
Us make nice sections.

J. A. Green—7 to the foot suit my
supers. This is a fraction less than 1?^,
which is about the right width to use
with separators. If separators are not
used, I would prefer IJ^.

J. E. Pond—I don't know. It will de-
pend upon the hive in use. I prefer
IX, but perhaps \% will be just as
good ; but IK gives nearly or about iO
ounces of honey to the section.

4(iieen<< antt <(iieen-Kearins:.—
If you want to know how to have queens
fertilized in upper stories while the old
queen is stUl laying below; how you may
safely iittro'lw.-e any queen, at any time of
the year when bees can fly ; aU about the
different races of bees; all about shipping
queens, queen-cages, candy for queen-
cages, etc. ; all about forming nuclei, mul-
tiplying or uniting bees, or weak colonies,
etc. ; or. in fact, everything about the
queen-business which you may want to
know—send for Doolittle's • Scientific
Queen-Rearing" — a book of over 170
pages, which is as interesting as a story.
Here are some good offers of this book:

Bound in cloth, postpaid, $1.00 ; or clubbed
with the Bee Jouknal for one year—both
(or only $1.7.t ; or given free as a premium
for sending us iir<i new subscribers to the
Bee Jocrxal for a year at fl.OO each.

THROATi

AND LUNQ DISEASES,
R. PEIRO, Specialist

Ofllces: 1019, 100 State St.,

CHICAGO. Hours 9 to 4.

Finest Alfalfa Honey

!

IT SELLS ON TASTING.

The Honey that Suits All

Who Buy It.

Low Prices Now!
We can furnish 'Wbite Altalfa Extracted Honey, in bO-pound tin cans, 00

board cars in Chicago, at these prices : lean, in a case, 7}-2 cents per pound ; 2 cans
in one case, 7 cents ; 4 cans (2 cases) or more, <3}4 cents. The Cash must accom-
pany each order. Fine Basswood Flavor Honey at same price; also in

270-lb. barrels.

It^" A sample of either honey will be mailed to an intending purchaser, for 8
cents, to cover postage, packing, etc. We guarantee purity.

GEOKGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan Street, CHICAGO. ILL.

Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. New London,
"Wisconsin,

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus
securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Kec-pers' Supplies.
They have ai'^o one One of the L,argfest Factories and the latest

and most-improved machinery for the manufacture of

SUPPLIES

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there is in the State. The material is cut from patterns, by machinery,
and is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and '^llitest
BasS'WOOd is used, and they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine
and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best
machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies.

Please mentioQ the Aineucaa Bee .Tourn-il. "Atf

BEE-KEEPEES we r^^^e

The Very Finest Line of
in the Market, and sell

them at Low Prices.
Send for Free Illiislraled Catalog anil Prlcc-l-,i»l.

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.

Special Ag( nt for the Soiitliwest
~^- ^-

^^^%^'joseph, mo.
Mr. Abbott ••cll§ our I]ive§ and Scction§ at Factory Prices.

That Queen-Clipping Device Free I

Works Like a Cbann. Couldn't Do Without It.

The Monetie Queen-Clipping Device works

LIKE A CHARM. With it I have clipped 30

queens, all in one day. when examining my
bees. Wm. Stollkv. Grand Island, Nebr.

PLEASE HEAD THIS OFFER TO PRESENT SUBSCRIBERS :

Send us jiixt -."• neia naiiie for the American Bee Journal a year (with ?1.00), and we
will mail you the Queen-ClippinK Device free of charge. Or, the Queen-Clipping Device

will be sent postpaid for 30 cts. But why not get it as a Premium by the above offer ?

You can't earn 30 cts. any easier. Almost every bee-keeper will want this Device.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan St., CHICAGO, ILL.

I have clipped 19 queens, and must say the
Monette Queen-Clipping- Device Is by far the
best invention ever made, and will be wel-
come to many bee-keepers as it was to me. ]

could not do without one now.
Dr. Geo. Lacke, Newburgh, Ind.
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^^VOP^E CAI^ GET RICH

.

If he makes enough money
and saves it.

.
,
The Market Garden

fWj MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.,

Vi^^ Tells how to make and save
money at Market Gardening.
50c a year. Sample Free

Mention the American Bee Jouruat.

THe RURAL CALIFORNIAN
Tells all about Bees in California.

The Yields and Price of Honey; the Paetur-
aire and Nectar - Producing Plants; the Bee-
Ranches and how they are conducted. In fact
the entire field Is fully covered by and expert
bee-man. Besides this, the paper also tells
you all about ralllurula Agriculture and
Horticulture. $1.50 per Year; Six Months,
75 cents. Sample Copies 10 cents.

THE RURAL CALIFORNIAN,
218 N. Main St., - Los Angeles, Calif.

Barnes' Foot-Power Machinery.
Kead what J. I. Parent, of

Charlton. N.Y., says—"We
cut with one of your Com-
bined Mactalnea, last winter
5n chaff hlvea with 7-ln. cap,
HKi honey-racks, 5<X) broad
frames, a,OCK) honey-boxes
and a Rreat deal of other
worir. This winter we have
double the amount of bee-
hives, etc., to make and we
expect to do Itwlth this Saw.

-_ It will do all you say it will.
'^ Catalogue and Price - J^iat

Free. ^'''I'-eas, W. F. & JOHN BAKNttS,
45Cir No. 995 KubySl.. Rockford, 111.

Honey - Clovers I

We have made arrantfements so that we can
furnish seed of several of the Clovers by
freight or express, at the following prices,
cash with order:

5ft 10ft 25ft> 501b
AlslkeCiover 70 $1.25 SH.OO $5.75
Sweet Clover (white). .60 1.00 2.35 4.00
White Clover 90 1.60 .3.75 7.00
Alfalfa Clover 60 1.00 2.25 4.00
Crimson Clover 55 .90 2.00 .S.SO

Prices subject to market changes.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage, if

wanted by freight.
your orders are solicited.

GEORGE W. YOBK & Co.
CHICAGO. ILL.

TRANSFERRING^^
If you contemplate buying either three or

five band Italian Queens, simply write for my
pamphlet. If you need some of the best now.
send 75 cts. for one, .$4.00 for six, or $7.50 per
doz.—and full Instructions for lolroducing, as
well as the best methods known for securing
good cells will be sent free.
Money Order othce—Warrenton.

W. H. PRIDGEN,
21A13t Cheek, Warren Co.. N. C.

Mention the JL^Hcncan Bee jtnm'tiaL

Our '97 Catalog
—OF—

Apiarian Siiiipiies, Bees, Etc.
Is yours for the asking

It is full of information. }^~ Write for it.

I. J. STRHVOHAM,
105 Park Place. NEWYOKK, N. Y.

Apiary—Glen Cove, L. I.

A GENUINE

Egg Preservative
That win keep Hen's Egirs perfectly through
warm weather, just as good as fresh ones tor
cooking and frosting. One man paid 10 cents
aduZ'U for the eggs he preserved, and then
late* sold them for 25 cents a dozen. You can
Rreserve tbem lor about 1 cent per dozen.
ow is the time to do it. while eggs are cheap.
Address for Circular giving further Infor-

malion—
Dr. A. B. lUASON,

3512 Monroe Street, - Toledo, Ohio.

Qet;)eral Itenjs^

Swarming—IiOts of White Clover.

Bees are swarming lively. I had 14
swarms the last week. There is lots of

white clover this year.

6. E. Nklson.
Henry Co., 111., June 20.

Hoping for a Big Crop.

Bees are doing fairly well. There is

plenty of white clover, but we have had
some cold weather. I hope for a big

honey crop. Charles Lkhnus.
Kankakee Co., III., June 21.

Boiling in the Honey.

My bees are rolling in the honey as

never before from white clover and rasp-
berry. Linden is not yet in bloom. I

have 65 colonies. Wm. C. Hudnall.
Fulton Co., 111., June 16.

Good Honey Flow.

Our honey-flow is good. I never had
a better prospect for honey. White
clover is flourishing everywhere.

U. J. B'.OCHER.
Stephenson Co., III., June 19.

Piling in the White Clover.

The bees are piling in the white clover

honey at a great rate. This is the best

show for honey I have seen for ten

years. Success to the " Old Reliable."

Jas. Abnot.
Lafayette Co., Wis., June 19.

First Case of Comb Honey.

I took off our first case of comb honey
to-day—white clover. The last two or

three weeks of dry weather has cut the
clover short. Basswood will be in bloom
next week. J. M. Young.
Cass Co,, Nebr., June 21.

White Clover Blooming.

My bees are doing fine, and honey is

coming in fast. I wintered 5 colonies,

and have Increast to 8, with some more
to follow soon. White clover is bloom-
ing in fine style. M. W. Beights.
Buena Vista Co., Iowa, June 17.

Expecting Biggest White Clover Yield

I couldn't keep house without the

American Bee Journal. I wintered 9
colonies without loss, and have them
running over with bees. I am looking

for the biggest white clover honey crop

in years. There are 1,000 acres of

pasture within two miles of my apiary

that is a solid bed of whiieclover, which
Is just in full bloom. I can hear the

roar of my bees when 20 rods from the

yard, as they hustle out after their loads

of sweets.
So far I have had but one swarm. I

gave supers early, and as soon as the

bees began to cluster in front of the

hive and show signs of overcrowding I

raised up the supers and put on a sec-

ond, and smoked the bees inside. I

found the first supers were about half

filled with fine white clover honey. If I

mm

for the seasons operations on
I the farm, and one which will

! yield the most satisfying re-

I turns is to thoroughly renovate
and rejuvinate the system by
the aid of that time tested and
reliable remedy

,>SJ

^'q^(^«^
It quickly corrects that clayed
condition of the liver so pro-

, . ductive of Biliousness and
(IM»J Dyspepsia after the long win-

^^S ter of inactivity. In addition

i \ I to the above good qualities it

»^V j) is a positi\e cure for

<M BRIGHT'S DISEASE

IS URINARY TROUBLES

2*J FEMALE COMPLAINTS

Wl GENERAL DEBILITY

^ AND MALARIA.

(iii ^ Beware of substitutes. There
m|v> IS nothing "just as good" as

il <M Warner's Safe Cure.

Mmw/yix t/i<5 a(/(erica?i Bee jowT'fvCi.,

Vital \ Water

!

Has never failed to cure Blood and Skin Dis-

eases. The effect of Vital Water upon dis-

eases of the Kidney and Liver is magical and
permanent. Send for FKEE pamphlet.

Forest Medicinal Springs Co,,

Lock Box No. 1 L,IBeRTYVlI.L.G, ILI..
mention the American Bee Jnumal

We have a lew or ilioso Emerson stiff cloth-
boiird hinders lor the American Bee Journal.
They make a splendid permanent binding,
and hold a full year's numbers. The old price
wtis 75 cts., postpaid, hut we will mall you one
for only ttO ctN , or with the Bee Journal for
oue year—both together for $1.50.
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1?45!! Beeswax
For all the Oood, Pure Yello-w

Beeswax delivered to our office till

further notice, we will pay 24 cents per

pound, CASH ; or 27 cents for whatever
part is exchanged for the Bee Journal,

Honev, Books or Seed, that we offer. If

you want cash, promptly, for your
Beeswax, send it on at once. Impure
wax not taken at any price. Address as

follows, very plainly,

GEO. W. YORK & CO.
118 Michigan st., CHICAGO, ILL.

'— I-
i ;r.<> AfinfTlaxn Bs? jC14~^^:s;„

One Cent
Invested In a postal card
will get my large Cata-
log of All Hoot's Goods.
Send list of what you
want, and get price.

ni. H. HTNT, Bell Branch, micli.
WHEN AnSWE«ING This ADVERTISEMENT. MENTION THIS ,

DEC ^CCDCD9 \ Let me send you my 64-
DLL-NLLrLriO I page Catalog tor 18vi7.

J. in. Jenkins, Wetnmpka, Ala.

Afcr.tiCin UiC A.nwrican Uce 'cur''vH,

ORDERS filled by retnrn mail for the
choicest Untested Italian Queens at 60c
tuch. Can furnish 1, 2 and .3 tr. Nuclei.

.\. I. KooT Co.'s Supplies. Send for
:l6-page Catalog.
J no. Nebel & Son, Higli Hill, KIo.

Mention the American Bee Journal. 4Atf

i ,u \\ iii Never .111»» T!ie Page Fence,
'TSli Tlio tows Break In.

?;any ;i tiinuer who h.is been persuaded to tuild
' -• of I he many substitutes "warrao'.td just as

I as I he l*U).'e" has tlatiered h:rase.r" that a sav
lius t>i»en made, sooneror later the real test

le . and as the siuooth tonktued agent is not
sent to •"an.'ue" ^virti the unruiv stock, the un
uy f.'.rmeran-akoDS to the fact that hi^ ImaBin-
savinus' have iieen translormed into an actual

^•. not to mention the '"loss of conddence "

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO.. Adrian, Mich.

{.-'..''.--:.. - -S ^ir.erica'i S'^^e-'cui-'irz.:,

^
^¥California

It you care to know of Its Fruits, Flowers
Climate or Resources, send for a Sample Copy
of California's Favorite Paper

—

The Pacific Rural Press
The leading Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the Pacific Coast. Published weekly,
handsomely Illustrated 00 per annum.
Sample Copy Free. •

PACIFIC RURAL, PRESS,
220 Market St.. - SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

Mention the Amcricnn Bee JoumcL

Bee -Hives, Sections. Shlpplng-
Ca.ses—everything used by bee-
keepers. Orders filler) orompMr.
Semi for catalog MIHt.SiiT.! llEii-

kEKPRRS' StrPlV MFC. ((I., Nicollet
Island. Minneapolis. Minn.

Cha8. Mondeso. Mgr.22At£
rifrvtfjC^ 9'A A-^firvyn-', P«.<

J. M. YOUNG,
Box 814, PlattsDioiitti, Cass Co,, Nelir.

''I 'I

26Atf WATCH THIS ADT.

can keep the balance of my colonies

from swarmiiiK until July 1, I expect to

get nearly 500 pounds of white clover

honey.
We have a second honey-flow In this

section from sniartweed, which comes
up and covers the stubblefields after

harvest. Last year I secured nearly
50 pounds per colony from that source.

I find as ready a market for this dark
honey as for th(> choicest white clover

honey, many preferring the smartweed
honey, especially after it is well ripened.

E. O. Cole.
Ida Co., Iowa, June 17.

Iowa Coming' Back.

My bees have increast from 17 colo-

nlesj spring count, to 40. I have young
swarms that were hived the first day of

June that have stored 100 pounds of

white clover houey. Iowa is coming
back to where it used to be for honey.

H. J. Lang.
Jones Co., Iowa, June 19.

Gathering Honey 'Very Fast.

Bees are gathering honey very fast

now, and I think the flow will be good.
I have ISO colonies, and they are keep-
ing me very busy at preseot.

H. T._Hagler.
Macoupin Co., III., .Tune li.

Bees Doing Nicely.

The bee-keepers here tell me that bee-
keeping in Kansas is not a success. This
is my first year, and my bees are doing
nicely so far. They are working on
alfalfa, wild flowers and buckwheat.

Mb.s. Lizzie Ireland.
Republic Co., Kans., June 21.

On a S-warming Spree.

My bees are on a swarming spree. I

had seven swarms come off to-day at one
time—three second and four first swarms.
They all settled in one cluster. It was
the largest bunch of bees I ever saw.
They would have filled a washtub even
full, or more. I will tell some other
time what I did with them, as they com-
menced to ball the queens and fight all

over the apiary.
I believe that I can take a thousand

pounds of honey from my bees now.
They have filled two-thirds of the brood-
frames and capt it over—all white clover
honey, and I believe it will stop the
swarming. J. Q. Smith.
Logan Co., III., June 12.

Prospects in Maryland.

Please accept my thanks for making
the Bee Journal what it is, and for ex-

posing fraudulent commission men. I

know what, or how, they " pull " one if

they can. I had some " pull " me in

Pittsburg and Philadelphia last summer,
on peaches.
The bees seem to be rolling in the

honey from somewhere, but not from
white clover, for it is seldom I can see

a bee on It. There is more small white
clover this summer than I have seen for

20 years, but the bees don't visit it any.
We have several acres of Alsike clover,

and the bees are making good use of it.

It is something new for our neighbor
farmers, and it looks so well, and has
such a fine growth which pleases them

For Sale, BEES and (jlEEl
Queens, 50 cts. Nuclei, three frames with

Queen, 12 00; Two frames, $1.50; One frame,
$1.00. Full Colonies, $t. 00.

Mrs. A. A. SimPSOX,
16A13 SWARTS, Greene Co., Pa.

(^sntteT. 4n« >3)^8!"V(son See /u^tTV".ci-

SEE THAT WINK

!

Bee - Supplies ! Root's
Goods at Root's Prices.

Poader'8 Honey - Jara,
and every thing used by
bee-keepers. Prompt ser-
vice, low freight rate. Cat.
tree. 'Walter S. Ponder,

162 Mass. Ave..
Indi.^napolis. Indiana.-Vt'^ [)0\JDtmjui"

'HEN AMSWERIxr. .HIP, A0VERTI8EMEr>.r. MENTION* 'TH'S iOURfJU.

ET- IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
11.25 to Prof. A.J. Cook, Claremont, Calif.,
for his

Bee-Keeper's Guide.
Idberal Discounts to the Trade.

Mention t)te Amerl/xin Bee Journal.

PATENT WIRED COMB FOONDATIOH

k
k^^y J. A. VAN DEUSEN.
^^^^H Sole Manntactnrer,^^^^^" Dpront Brook Montgomery Co., N. T

Has No Sag In Brood-Framea

Thin Flat-Bottom Foundation
Bas So Fisbbone id tbe Sorplos Hooey.

Being the cleanest Is nsnslly worked
the galckest of any Foundation made

J. A.

If \'ou Keep bat One Remedy
""'^"I^Xuidbe YELLOWZONES

They Combine the Virtues of a Medicine
Chest.
The Very Best general-service Remedy to be

had AT ANY PKICE.

fd/e^t^^L^/h
Zoaet Cathartics [^jow

100 in a Box. il.OO—17 In a Box. 25c.

W. B. House, Drawer 1, Detour, Mich.
ISAtf Please mention the Bee Journal.

ONE MAN WITH THE

UNION ^^"l^'^ATION

Can do the work of four
men using hand tools, In
Ripping, Cuttlng-off, Mi-
tring. Rabbeting, Groov-
ing. Gaining. Dadoing,
Kdglng-up. Jointing Stuff,
etc. Full Line of Foot and
Hand Power Machinery
Sold on Trial. Calalogae Free.

SENE^'A PALLS MFG. CO.,
46 Water St SENECA FALLS. N. T.

1Aly Alentuj,. the American Bee Journal.

Italian Queens "' ^l^^r
I'ntcsted, .30c.; Tested, $1.00.

Nuclei..; frame. $3.00. including a good Queen.
Hees by the Pound.

E. L. CARKI>n ION,
22Atf Oe Funlak Sprlnsa, Fla.

CARLOADS
m Hee-Ulves. Sections, Ship-
ping-Cases. Comb Foundation,
!ind Everything used in the
Bee-Industry.

1 want the name and address
of every Bee-Keeper In Amer-
ica. I supply Dealers as well
as consumers. Send for cata-

logs, quotations, etc. W. H. PUTNAM,
RiVEK Falls. Pierce Co., Wis.

Mention the American Bee joumaZ.
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so that some of them say they will sow
several acres of it next spring.

The most that is against our bees is

that we have such a cool summer, cloudy
and rainy. Our bees swarmed early

—

they commenced April 28, I think.

Now they are about over the swarming
fever. I hope so, anyway, for I did not
want any swarms. Things are looking
very encouraging for bee-men and farm-
ers. We never had a better prospect for

a crop of fruit, plenty of apples, berries

and peaches. L. A. Hammond.
Washington Co., Md., June 14.

Swarming Freely.

Bees wintered well in this section,

and came out strong in the spring, but
we have had so much cool weather that

they are not doing much as yet. There
is more white clover this spring than we
have had for years, yet bees do not seem
to work on it. Perhaps as the weather
warms they will do better. They are

swarming freely.

John H. Whitmore.
Jackson Co., Mich., June 23.

An Excellent Bee-Country.

It is nearly 15 years since I saw the

American Bee Journal. But I find it as

profitable as it used to be. I used to re-

side in Utah. My old father and I were
the first, or among the first, bee-men
there were in Utah. I have moved to

Idaho, and I find we have an excellent

bee-country, second to none in the West.
We have a wonderful amount of honey-
producing plants, also very heavy
honey-dew falls, which collects on the

willows and trees in the fall. Alfalfa,

sweet clover, and the tall white clover

all grow very extensively in this section.

JosEi'u E. Morgan.
Fremont Co., Idaho, June 21.

Good Price for Extracted Honey.

My bees are doing fine. I have 32
good, strong colonies up to date, I took
about 700 pounds of honey up to the

first of June, mostly extracted ; this I

have sold for on an average of .':;10.25

per 100 pounds. How is this for ex-

tracted honey ?

I cannot do without the "Old Relia-

ble." B. P. Weast.
Rutherford Co., N. C, June 14.

Pine Alfalfa Honey in Oeorgia.

This is my second year in the "bee-
business." I follow it almost altogether

{or pastime, and am very much charmed
with it.

We had a fine flow of white honey this

spring, gathered, I think, from about
25 acres of alfalfa—the only crop of

this plant that I know of in this portion

of the State. The honey was the finest

In color and taste it has ever been my
fortune to enjoy. It was pronounced
by Dr. J. P. H. Brown as being as fine

as he had ever seen. Dr. Brown is the
" father of bee-culture " in this section,

and has been of great service to nic as a

beginner, giving'me the best of advice

and information at all times.

I look for the American Bee Journal
each week with great pleasure.

T. H. Sherman.
Richmond Co., Ga., June lU.

BE COJiVIEED, A^D GET YOUR MONEfS WORTH
We offer the New Cliaiiiplon Doiib.

lea-Walled Cliaft' Hive, made of the
Best White Pine Lumber, from now until
Jiiu. 1, I8B8, Compli-te and Painted, with
Dovetail Body and Two Supers for Comb
Honey or Bi-ti-ac'ting: 8, 9 or 10 frame
hive, with Thick Top, Self-Spiclngr Hoff-
man frames. iQcludlnsr 2 or 4 folded Tin-
Rabbets, Tin Odvct and Double Bottom-
all for only $l..30. The satne In the Flat
for 98 cents; and if Outside Summer and
Winter Case is wanted only, complete and
painted, to lit .any Dovetail or aimpliclty
8, 9 or 10 Iranie hive, for 93 cents; and
the same in the Flat for 73 cents. Inside
measurement of Case 23.\20 inches, and
21 Inches high. The above Hive has all
the latest improvements. We solicit your
orders. We also make

The Neatest No-Drip Shipping-Case
Send for L.oivest Figures.

We deliver ;iU ^oods f. o. b. cars or boat l.iudiag at Sheboygan. Wis. Address,

R. H. SCHMIDT & CO., Box 187, SHEBOYGAN, WIS.

Tlie Great People's Atlas of the WorM.
MORE THAN 100,000 COPIES SOLD ANNUALLY.

Up-to-Dale, Accurate. Beautilully Illustrated.

Nearly 70 Comprehensive Maps, many of them double-page.
140 New and Superb Illustrations. A whole Library in itself, of vita! and ab-

sorbing interest to every member of the household.
Population of each State and Territory, of all Counties of the United States, and

of American Cities of over 5,000 inhabitants, by latest Census.

The handfomely enpraved maps
of all the States and Territories ia
the Union are larpp, full-page, with
a number of douljle-pape maps to
represent the most important of
the Sta es. All countries on the
face of the earth are shown. Riv-
ers and lakes are accurately loca-
ted. All of the lartre cities of the
world, the important towns and
most of the villages of the United
States are given on these maps;
also every county In each
Slate.
Over 200 MaRnifleent Illustra-

tions and Maps embellish nearly
every page of the Atlas and faith-
fully depict scenes in almost every
part or..thc world.

Miniature Cut of \ ti irt Arlnal '^ 7e "i
Cluscd, 14 b) 11 luil.uo

H by 22 Xnchea
;

This Atlas contains a prodigious
amount of Historical. Physical. Po-
litical. Educational and Statistical
matter, so comprehensively ar-
ranged and indext that informa-
tion on any subject can be found
In a moment's time.

Description of the Worid.
It contains a General Description

of the World, giving Its Physical
Features. Form. Density, Tempera-
ture, Motion. Winds and Currents;
Distribution of Land and Water;
Races of People, their Religions
and Numbers; also the moat com-
plete List of Nations everpublisht,
giving thelroeograpblcal Local ion.

Area, Population, Forms of Gov-
ernment, etc.

The Popular and Electoral Votes for President In 1SS4, 1888 and 1892, by

States. List of All the Presidents. Agricultural Productions. Mineral Products.

Homestead Laws and Civil Service Rules. Statistics of Immigration, 1820 to

1891. Public Debt for the Past 100 Years. Gold and Sliver Statistics. Number
and Value of Farm Animals. Cultivable Area as Compared with Increase of Popu-

lation. Postal Information, with Domestic and Foreign Rates, and Other Informa-

tion that should be In every Home, Store, Office and Schoolroom.

We will mall this great Atlas, postpaid, for only
.^0 cts.; or for SL-iO we will send itwith the Bee

_ ..lournal for one year ; or we will mail it free as a

premium for sending us one New Subscriber ($1.00) to the Bee Journal

for a year.
GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan St., CHICAGO, ILL.

Our Liberal Offers

:
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HONEY and BEESWAX
SlARKirr QtOXATIO.liS.

Chicagro, 111., June 14.—Fancy white. 120
];ii'.: No. 1 white. iO®llc.; fancy umber. 9@
10c. ; No. 1 amber. 7@8c.; fanr>y clarl:. Sc;
No. 1 dark. 5@7. Extraotefl. white, h'chlv.;

amber. 4@."jc: dark. .iV4®4c. Becswa.t. ie®-?.
Not any new comb honey in market. Ex-

tracted very slow ot sale.

Philadelphia, Pa., June 14.—Fancy white,
i:iai4c.: No. 1 wlilte. 12®i:ic.; lancy amber,
li®12c.: No. 1 amber. 10@llu.; faney dark,
sane; No. 1 dark. 7®8c. E.xtraotcd. white.
5®<ic.: amber 4@.">c.: dark, 4c. Beeswax. *3.^c.

New honey has commenced to arrive. Very
little call at present. To-day Is very dull.
Prospects are for very low prices. Big-^rest
honey crop Id 10 years.

Milwaukee, Wis., June 14.—Fancy white,
l'i®i4c.; Nu. 1 white. ll@12o.: fancy amber.
10® lie; No. 1 amber, 8@10c.; laucy dark,
S®!ic. E.vtracted. white, 5@6c.; amber, 4@5e.
Beeswax. 'J7®'JSc.
The stock of honey Is workin? down to a

small supply; especially for anythlnK fancy.
It is encou raping' to apiarists to find that the
more carefully :ind nicely honey Is prepared,
and the better the finality sent to this mar-
ket, the more re.idily it will sell, and good re-
turns follow. And new choii;e cjua Ity comb
•will sell, while the common is very hard to
move at any price. We think the old stock
will all be disposed ot before any new crop is

ready for market.

Buffalo, N. Y, June 14.—Fancy white, 10
<Sllc.: No. 1 white. Sa9c : fancy amlier. 7®
8c ; No. 1 amber. 6@7c. fancy dark. 6®7c.;
No. 1 dark. 5@(jc. Extracted, white. .'jSo^c.;
amber. 4M®.5c. Beeswax. 20®"2.oe.
No demand now. and we can't move any

kind without pushing and cutting, but we
can sell at some prices.

Kansas City, Mo., June 14 —No. 1 white,
12®13c.: fant'v amber, ll@12c.; No. 1 am-
ber, 10@llc.; fancy dark. 9@10c.; No. 1 dark,
8@!)c. Extracted, white, 5@.t!4c.: amber, 4®
4 Wc; dark, 4c. Beeswax. 2.5®:i0c.
Very little old comb honey in market. Ni

new in yet, Taere Is considerable extracted
on hand.

Boston, Mass., June 14.—Fancy white,
a:ic. : No, 1 white. ll@13c. Kxtracted, white,
7c ; amber. 5@ttC.
The demand for honey is light, but that is

to be expected at this lime ot the year. Sup-
ply is also light.

Cleveland, Ohio, June 14.—Fancy white,
12'i-13c. : No. 1 white, lie; lancy amber, 8-
9c.; fancy dark. 7c.
Honey is moving very slow. We believe,

however, as st)on as the new crop comes in it

will move muca better.

Detroit, Mich., June 14,-Fancy white, 10
@12o.: No. 1 white. 10®llc; fancy amber, 8
@nc. ; No. 1 amber. 7@8c. Extracted, white.
5@ec.; amber, 4@5c. Beeswax. 2 5-2 6c.

Cincinnati, Ohio, June 22.—Comb. 8-13c.
Extracted. :iH-(Jc. Beeswax—demand fair at
22-2.'jc for good to choice yellow.
Demand lor comb honey is slow. Consider-

able of the new crop of extracted has been
arriving the last two or three weeks and finds
a pretty ready sale.

Hew York, H. Y., Jure 14.—Comb honey
is all cleaned up now. and there is no more
demand for any; could sell some nice white
comb at from 10®llc., but would not advise
shipping of anymore buckwheat. New crop
extracted is arriving quite freely from the
South, and Hods fairly good sale at from .50®
.52c. per gallon for average common grade,
and .">5®r>0c. per gallon tor better grades.
Expect to have new crop California here
within the next two weeks or sooner.
Beeswax steady at 26@27c.

Minneapolis, Minn., June 14. — Fancy
while. 12@14c.: No. 1 white. 1 l®l2o : fancy
amber. 10@llc ; No. 1 amber. 9@10c: fancy
dark.8®9c.; No. 1 dark. 7@Sc. Extracted,
white. 6©7c.; amber. o@6c. ; dark, 4@5o.
Bees*ax, 24®27c.
Demand for extracted honey is nominal,

but at fair prices. Comb very slow on ac-
count of warm weather.

San Francisco, Calif., June 9.— White
comb. 9-lOc.; amber..5-7c. Extracted, white,
4-Si-.5',c. ; light amber, 4-lWc.; amber, 3^c.;
darktule, 2-l»c. Beeswax lair to choice, 25-
27c
New-crop honey has been coming forward

quite freely, mostly extracted, with demand

slow at full current figures, and mainly for
local use. i-ome inquiry is being made en
foreign account, init shippers' ideas of values,
6o far as exprest this season, are at a low
range, and under any prices which have yet
been acceptable to producers. This year's
product, owing to Its generally fine quality,
should prove very desirable to European
dealers, and It is hoped they will see their
way clear to bid tiv^ures which will allow at
least a fair remunuration to apiarists.

List of Huney and Beeswax Dealers.

Most of whom Quote In this Journal.

CblesKO. Ilia.

H. A. BtiKNETT & Co.. 163 South Water 8tr«et.

New York, N. Y.
HiLDBETH Bros. & seoklken.

120 & 122 W. Broadway.

Kan«a« City, ITIo.

0. C. Clemoms A; Co., 423 Walnut St.

Bufialo,N. ¥.
BATTER80N & Co.. 167 & 169 Scott St.

Hamilton, Ills.

Chas. Dadant & Son.

Plilladelptata, Fa.

Wm. a. Selser. 10 Vine St.

Cleveland, OUlo.
A. B. WiLLi.AMS it Co., 80 & 82 Broadway.

St. Lonls, mo.
Westcott Com. Co.. 213 Market St

Iflliiueapoliii, ininii.

S. H. Hall & Co.

miltTaakee, Wis.
A. V. Bishop & Co.

Boston, mass.
Blake. Scott in Lke., 57 Chatham Street.

Detroit, micb.
M. H. HtTNT, Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich.

ludiauapolis, Ind.
W.iLTEaS. PjtjD.'.ic, 163 Miss ichusetts Ave

A]banr,N> Y.
Chas. McCulloch & Co., 380 Broadway.

Cincinnati, Obio.
C. F. MuTH & Son, cor. Freeman * Cent ral Avs.

Creamery Macliiiiery ^'sJle
~One Upright Boiler and Engine. Two Vats
for Milk and Cream, capacity 300 gallons
each. One .Mason Box Churn 200 gallons.
One List Churn witli Bottles and Cases. One
Power Butter- Worker. One DeLavel Belt
Seoarator. One Howe Platform Scales, four
beams. Milk and Cream Cans. One 1-pound
Butter-Priut. Six 58-pound Butter-Cases.
One Power Forcf Pump. Shafting. Pulleys,
Belting. lot of Iron Pipe, Water-'tank, etc.
All in ifood order. Will be sold at a sacrifice.

Address or call on, _ j .^
" J. S. H.4KTZEI.I., Addison, Pa!

Railroad Sta -Confluence. Pa. 2«A2t
WMEr, AsSWERIMG TMlS ADVtRnseMEUT, MEKTIOf, THIS JOURHM^

Golden Beauties and 3-Banded
Or IMPOKTED STOCK.

Silver-Gray Carnlolans.
Cntes ed, 50c ; Tested, 75c. Safe arrival

guaranteed. Address.

Judge E. y. TEKRAL & CO.
26Atf Cameho.n. Texas,

wctuw.. :':_ •tnerieaaBeeJaurTiirj:^

Bee-lieep.-rs' PUoto;t'ra|>li.—We
have now on hauil a limited uutuber of ex-
cellent photograiihs of prominent bee-keep-
ers—a number ot pictures on one card. The
likeness of 4*.' of them are shown on one of
the photographs, and 121 on the other. We
will send them, postpaid, for 30 cts. a card,
mailing from the 121 kind first; then after
they are all gone, we will send the 49 kind.
So those who order first will get the most
" faces" for their money. Seiid orders to
the Bee Journal office.

A Rook Hecoiuiuended by Dr. Giilliip.

THE NEW METHOD
In Health and J>isease.
By W. E Forest, M. D.. 12th E.lition. Re-
vised. Illiistruted, and Enlarged. This is

the greatest and best work ever publisbt
as a Home Physician, and as

A Uiiuio lo Heallli.
It makes the way from M'eakue<«s to
>$lreii;;lli so plain that only those who
are past recovery (the very few) need to
be sick, and the well who will follow its

teachings <-sinnol Ix; Mi«.'k. It is now
in many families the only counsellor in
matters of health, saving the need of call-

ing a physician and all expenses for medi-
cines, as it teaches Hygiene and the use
of Nature's remedies, not a drug'
Ireatiiieul.

All Clironio Uiseasesit

are considered, and there is not a curable
disease that has not been helpt by some
of the".V(«' J/--(/(u(V.<'' given here: even
those who have been pronounced Cou-
suiupHvo have been entirely cured.
While for IShcuniatiMin. Indi^^es-
lioii. I>.y->i>ep<9ia, <'oii»li|>aiion,
l».vseiiljirj', I..iver :iii<l l^idney
'I'ruitl>l<-!>. 4,'alarrli. I'^niacia-
liun, <aeneral l><-l>ilily. ^erv"
<>ii>> I'^vliaiislioii. I*i!><-a!<e!« Pe-
oiiliai* lo Women, etc.. the methods
are sure, and can be carried out at one's
own home and with little or no expense.

A guarantee.
So confident are the publishers of the
results, that they ofiFer to refund the
money to any one who will try "New
Methods " thoroughly, if the book is re-
turned in good condition.

Xlie »-»v EditioD
is illustrated with a number of Anatom-
ical plates from the best English work on
Anatomy publisht. and others made ex-
pressly for this work ; contains 300 pages,
printed on fine calendered paper, and al-

though the price>of the first edition (much
smaller in size and without illustrations)
was -SS.oO, we sell this at SI. 00. postpaid.

PRE.tlH .^I OFFERS.
For sending us two new subscribers to
the Bee Journal for one year, we will
mail ycu the book free as a premium, or
we will mail it for sending your own ad-
vance renewal and one new yearly sub-
scriber. This is a wonderful premium
offer. Address all orders to

—

GEORGF, "W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.

UNG DISEASES.
in years' experience. If your case is

sufficiently serious to require expert medi-
Ical tre.itment, address
I Dr. Peiro, 100 St.Ke St.. Chicago.

Foundation —Sections— Hives
or any Other Supplies.

If you arc in a rntih, send me your order. I

sell the bent only, and fill orders promptly
at LOWEST I'liicE. Beeswax wanted in

Working Wax 'TATrn^ A Specialty.

^^r Write lor Catalog and Prlce-Ltst. with
Samples ot Foundation and Sections.

GUS DITTMER,
Al<;l',«<TA, WIS.

Texas Glueens

!

By return mall. Best honey-gathering strain
In America. L'ntested. 7.3c. Select Warran-
ted, ^1.00. J. D. GIVENS, Lisbun, Tex.
9A26t Mention the American Bee Journal
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M f^ Wk H A Copy of

L 11 L L Successful Hee-Keepins;,rn f r by W. Z. HutchlDBon ;

^

I I kk >iDd our 189T Catalog, tor 2-

cent stamp, or a copy of the
C'atalo^r lor (lie Asbliis. We make almost
Everyiliing used by Bee-Keepers, and at
1.01V08I Prices. OUR

Falcon Polisht Sections
are warranted

Superior to All Others.
Don't buy cheaply and roughly made Goods,

when you can have llie best—such as wre
make.

The American Bee - Keeper
Lmonlbly. now in its 7th year]

36 Pages—50 Cents a Year.
Sample Free—Address.

THE W.T. FALCONER MFG. CO.,

JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

DANZENBAKER
HIVE AND HONEY
won Highest Honors at the

Fairs, and pays Premiums
to purchasers

of .tO hlTes, S.'JO for the best 100 Danz. sections
'• 25 •• 25 •• 50
' 20 " 20 '• 40 •

•'

•• 10 •• 10 •• 20
.. 5 ., g .. JO

Ei^ Further particulars regarding the pre-
miums, also special catalog of the Danzen-
baker Hive and System, furnisht on applica-
tion. Address.

Francis Danzenbaker, Medina, Ohio.

Care The A. I. Koot Company.

I AEISE
TO SAY to the readers

of the

BEE JOURNAL that

DOOLITTIiE
has concladed to sell
-BKE3 and QUEENS—
tn their season, during
1897, at thefollowlnK
prices :

One Colonyof Italians
on 9 Gallup frames, in
light Bhipping-box $600
Five Colonies 25 00
Ten Colonies 45 00
1 untested queen, i oo
6 " queens 5 50
12 " " 1000
1 tested Queen... iiso
5 " Queens. 3 5o
1 select tested queen 2 00
3 '* " Queens 4 00

Belecttesied queen, previous season's rearing . 4 00
Extra Selected for breeding, the vert best.. 5 00
About a Pound of BEES In a Two-frame Nucleua,
with any Queen, 13.00 extra.

IV Circular free, giving full particulars regard-
ing the Bees and eacb class of Queens.

Address

6. M. DOOLITTLE,
llA26t BORODINO. Onon. Co.. N. Y

,„„ DESCRIPTION and
XX) PRICE-LIST of theFr

^}} Honey Extractor
on the marhet. Will save ite cost in Time and
and Combs in one season. Address,

Van Allen & WiHianis, Barnnni, Wis.
hKH' WRw/ion the American Tier Jnuma-^

BIR MONEY IN POULTRY
Ebbs Of 1 8t PRIZE WINNERS
SI.00 PER SETTING to the

ffadi-rs (.1 tills v:i\>ex oulyif you order
now, of «()li-adliin variftli'S. Seiiil 15c

forthelfirHewt an<l iiiOHt L-oni|.lHt(< roiiltry

(iul(i»«tor JOHN BAUSCHER. Jr.
piiblinhoJ. Box iH. Freeport, Ills.

Mention the American Bee Juumal,lOAlHt

^°'^
Dadant's Foundation

^''^
Year Year

Why Does It Sell So Well ?
Because it has always given better satisfaction than any other.

Because IN 20 YEARS there have not been any complaints, but thousand
of compliments.

We Guarantee Satisfaction.
What more can anybody do ? Beauty, Purity, Firmness, No Sagging^, No

Loss. Patent "Weed Process of Staeetingf.

Send Kaiiie tor- Our Catalogs, Samples ot Foiiii«Iatioii and Veil
^laterial. We sell the best Veils, cotton or silk.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies of All Kinds.

lfMIf©STR@TK OP* TUm HQPflEY^BEJB, Revised.
The Classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.25, by mail.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
Please mention the Am. Bee .Journal. HAMILTON, Hancock Co., ILL.

i:
Our business is making Sections. We are located in the basswood belt of Wis-

consin ; therefore the material we use cannot be 'better. We have made the fol-

lowing prices :

No. 1 Snow-Wliile. i No. I Cream.
500 for $1.25 500 for $1.00
1000 for 2.50 1000 for 2.00
2000 for 4.75 2000 for 3.75
3000 for 6.75 3000 for 5.25

It larger quantities are wanted, write for prices.

Price-L.Ut of Sections, Foundations, Veils, Smokers, Zinc, Etc.,
Sent on application.

6A.^5t MARSHFIELD MFG. CO., Marshfield, Wis.

ROOT'S GOODS !
««•

i^° Before placing your order for this season, be sure to send for Root's

1897 Catalog, Ready Now.
Our 1897 Hives, with improved Danzy Cover and Improved Hoffman Frames

are simply "out of sight." Acknowledged by all who have seen them to be

a great improvement over any hive ou the market, of last year.

Comb Foundation
Cheaper and better than ever—clear as crystal, for you

can read your name through it. Process and machinery pat-

ented Dee. 8, 1896. Samples of the New Foundation free.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
Factory and Main Office, MEDINA, O.

BK,A.lSrCH OFFICE3S :

IIS IflicliiKHn St., CIiIchko, III. Syracuse, N. Y.

1024 Miss. Str., St. Paul, Ifliiin. 9Ieclianic Falls, Maine.
10 Vine St., Piilladclplila, Pa.



FubUsht Weekly at IIS Mioblgan Street

w^^^'W^WW^^
St.OO a Yeat—Sample Copy Free.

37tli Year. CHICAGO, ILL., JULY 8, 1897. No. 27.

Six Months for Oiilv 40 Cents

!

NOW FOR NEW SUBSCRIBERS.

Get Your Bee-Keeping Friends and Neighbors

to Take the Old American Bee Journal.

We would like to have each of our present readers send at

lea,st one new subscriber for the Bee Journal before Aug. 1,

1897. That surely will not be hard to do, when they will

need to pay only 40 cents for the rest of this year. That is

6 months, or only about 7 cents a month for the weekly

American Bee Journal. Any one with only a colony or two

of bees should jump at such an offer as that.

Now. we don't ask you to work for us for nothing, but

will say that for each new -tO-cent subscriber you send us, we

will mail you your choic6 of one of the following list:

Wood Binder for the Bee Jouraal 20c.

50 copies of leiflet on "Whj- Eat Honey ?" •20c.

50 •' " on •'How to Keep Honey " 20c.

50 •' " on ' Alsike Clover" 20c.

Icopyeach " Preparsitlon of Hnney for the Market "(10c.)
and UooUttle's " Hive T 088 " (oc.i 15,;.

1 copy each Dadants' ••Handling Bees" (8c.) and " Bee-
Pasturage a Necessity " (lOc.) 18c.

Dr. Howard's book on " F)ul Brood" 2oc.

Kohnke's " Foul Broi d" book 2oc.

Cheshire's " Foul Brood " book ilOc.) and Dadants' " Hand-
ling Bees" [8c ] 18c.

Ur. Foote's Hand-Book of Health 25c.

Rural Life Book 25c.

Our Poultry Doctor, by Fanny Felld 25c.

Poultry for Market and Profit, by Fanny Field 25c.

Capons and Capouizlng 25c.

Turkeys for Market and Profit 25c.

Green's Four Books on Frult-G rowing 25c.

Kopp Commercial Calculator No. 1 25c.

Silo and Silage, by Prof. Cook 2oc.

Bienen-Kultur [German] 40c.

Kendall's Horse-Book [Baglisb or German] 25c.

I Pound White Clover Seed 2.5c.

1 " Sweet " ' 25c.

1% " Alsike " " 25c.

IH •• Alfalfa " •• 25c,

1% " Crimson "
' 25c.

The Horse—How to Break and Handle 20c.

We make the above offers only to those who are now sub-

scribers ; in other words, no one sending in his own 40 cents

as a new subscriber can also claim a choice of the above list.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
118 Michigan St., - CHICAGO, ILL.

^J^

A Mexican Apiary.

Mr. F. Bussler is one of the rising young bee-keepers of

Old Mexico, who is rapidly adopting modern methods and

fixtures. He has very kindly sent us a photograph of his old

bee-bouse. At the right end is a six-story Dzlerzon hive ;

the 20 others are a modified Langstroth—some with supers

and some without.

The top is from an old car, the roof-shade extended with

long shingles. The big leaves shown are from the banana

tree, and underneath them are coffee and cocoanut trees. The

B4
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which we believe Is Spanish. This will help greatly to

familiarize the people with modern progressive bee-keeping,

and tend to create a deeper interest in the care and profltable

culture of the busy bee in the land of the Montezuraas.

Purity of Italiaii Queens and Drones.

BY DR. E. GALLUP.

On page 322, John McArthur, under the head of " Purity

of Italian Queens and Drones," has succeeded pretty effectually

in building up a man of straw and calling his name " Gallup,"

and then knocking him down so effectually that he probably

never will get up again.

The real Gallup believes, and knows, that bees can be

improved as well as any other living animal or insect, as well

as human beings. Even as far back as old Bible times Jacob

understood this law to a certain extent, when he raised his

ring-streakt and speckled cattle. Dr. Fowler proves pretty

effectually that a mother, while pregnant, imparts the dispo-

sition and characteristics to her offspring by her own thoughts,

surroundings, etc., hence one child may be of a very sweet

disposition and another the reverse; one will be an architect,

another the reverse, etc. Still, he Goes not teach that the

one will be black and the other white.

Mr. Aaron Benedict went to Kelley's Island early in the

spring while the weather was cold and windy, with his little

4x6 boxes of nuclei, containing a few eggs and a few bees in

each box without regard to age— in all probability past the

age of nursing—and he said he succeeded in rearing a few

small, inferior queens, and they were as black as crows, and

he attributed the fault all to the queen. And there was where

the dispute came in between him and the real Gallup. He

acknowledged afterwards that the queen that he reared those

inferior ones from was a pure queen, but still would not

acknowledge that the fault was in his methods.

Now Mr. McArthur has consigned his man of straw, that

he has named Gallup, back to those times of rearing queens

in small nuclei, with everything lacking to rear good queens.

Well, let him stay there. No one should go back 50 years,

but press forward.

Now, where did we get our Italian bees ? From Italy, of

course. Adam Grimm said that the most of his imported

queens (and he went there and selected them) produced per-

fectly black drones, and smaller, if anything, than drones

from our native black bees. About that time one queen-

breeder advertised his bees as extra pure, for his drones were

extra large and yellow—conclusive proof at that early date

that they were hybrids.

Many queen-breeders are becoming convinced, and

honestly so, that an Italian queeu mated to a black drone

affects her drone progeny to a certain extent, and I am one of

that number. Here is what one says in his circular :

" We have proved to our entire satisfaction that the fer-

tilization of a queen affects her drone progeny. In other
words, drones from an Italian queen that has mated with a

drone other than her own species are not pure Italians."

Here is what another queen-breeder says In his price-list

.

" A few years ago 5-banded queens were highly praised,

and largely advertised by some queen-breeders. Having a
great many orders for them, we finally concluded to breed and
test them thoroughly. The stock we obtained was claimed to

be the original Dooliitle strain. The fj-banders do not prove
to be a fixt strain. Some are fairly good workers, but they
seldom eijualed and never surpast oUr 3-banded Italians in

honey-gathering. We became so thoroughly disgusted with
them that we discontinued breeding them. Our experience
with the golden bees has been the same with many bee-keepers
and breeders."

Now I will give my experience. I am not rearing bees for

sale, and being well known, many queen-breeders are anxious

for me to test their strain of bees, and so tbey are sending

queens for me to test and report, and having received queens

from some 20 different breeders, it gives me an excellent

opportunity to compare stock or strains of bees. Nine out of

ten of those that purchase, select for markings, or looks and

beauty, instead of profit and production, and I must say that

so far the Albinos or golden beauties, as some call th^m, do

not come up to my standard. I am of that class who believe,

and honestly, that bees can be Improved, and I am not going

to say, just yet, that they cannot be improved in color and

markings as well as in other good qualities.

Instead of being prepared to say that I have written, or

intended to write, erroneously, or am selfish in the least, as

Mr. McArthur says, I have always intended to give facts.

Still, I may be misunderstood at times, as it is a hard matter

for me to give the whole history of bee-keeping in one short

article.

I am contemplating writing an article next fall, or after

the season is over, on the difference in the strain of bees I am
testing. I shall not give the names of breeders in that

article.

Right here I wish to publicly thank those breeders that

donate queens. Orange Co., Calif.

%
Distinguishing Purity in Bees—Swarming.

BY DB. C. C. MILLER.

Mr. McArthur, on page 339, thinks it is ridiculous that

any breeder of thoroughbred stock should describe with accu-

racy the progeny and yet not be able to describe the sire or

dam. Does sound somewhat in that direction when you put

it that way, and yet I have to see the first instance, so far as

I remember, in which purity of Italian bees was described in

any other way than by giving the marking of the workers.

The thing that puzzles me, however, is that while he takes

me to task for my ignorance, Mr. McArthur doesn't throw the

slightest ray of light upon the question any more than I do.

Practically, he says it's an easy thing to give the markings of

a pure Italian drone and queen, but if he has given such

markings, or if any one else has, I don't remember it.

Now, I'm not a scientific breeder—just an everyday

honey-producer, and not always a very successful one, either

—and I confess I can't tell by looking at a queen or a drone

whether they are of pure stock Italian, or half black. Very

likely I might know a good deal more than I do about the

matter, altho I feel just a trifle skeptical as to being ever able

to say with positiveness from looking at a drone whether it's

pure Italian or not; but at any rate I'm anxious to know bet-

ter than I now do, and I'll look with interest to have Mr.

McArthur tell us in the " Old Reliable " how to diagnose a

case of pure blood.

NATURAL SWARMING VS. DIVIDING.

On page 370, Mr. Faylor has the Dadants and myself

somewhat mixt, or if he has us all straight in his own mind

he tells things in such a way that he leaves us mixt in the

minds of the readers. That is, the understanding will be

that by preference my Increase is made by natural swarming,

little or no increase being made otherwise, while the Dadants

make every effort to prevent natural swarming, preferring

artificial increase. As a matter of fact, I don't believe the

Dadants dislike natural swarming with the intense dislike I

have for It, but for some reason they have so little natural

swarming that they are obliged to resort to artificial increase.

On the other hand, not one case in fifty of my increase is by

natural swarming, the few cases that do occur being entirely

without my wish.

Mr. Faylor Is right in raising his hives •'(, of an inch, but

It will not prevent swarming in nine cases out of ten in all

places. My hives are raised, not only |>n' of an inch, but

oftener half an inch or more, but it seems to have little effect
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on swarming. Possibly location may have something to do

with it. I envy Mr. Paylor his immunity from swarming, but

assure him that I have not brod up a strain of swarming bees

by continued encouragement of natural swarming.

McHenry Co. III.

Foul Brood—Pickled Brood, or New Disease.

BY E. S. LOVESV.

While in some portions of Utah the season of 189() a few

or more colonies of bees were affected with that dread disease

known as foul brood, a far greater percentage of the bees in

some portions of the State were troubled with a disease which

in some respects was somewhat similar to foul brood, but it

was by no means as dangerous. Where proper care was ob-

served I have not heard of any bees dying with the disease.

But in some instances the bees were more or less weakened,

which may have more or less affected the chances of safely

bringing them through the winter.

This disease first made its appearance here last spring

(189()) ; at least that was the i3rst time I saw or heard of it.

Many theories have been advanced as to the origin or cause of

this disease. Many are of the opinion that one of the princi-

pal causes was the extreme wet, cold, backward spring that

prevailed through the central part of the State last year,

cansing more or less loss by spring dwindling, and this in

turn caused chilled brood, and many of our bee-keepers think

this was one of the causes of this new bee-disease. Be that as

It may, I find that after it once starts it often spreads very

rapidly from one colony to another, and from one locality to

another, without any apparent cause. It made its appear-

ance early in the spring in some localities, and along in mid-

summer it would suddenly make its appearance ten or more

miles distant in localities which had hitherto been free from

the disease ; and as we found it in scores of strong and hither-

to healthy colonies, which were never troubled with chilled

brood, is proof that there must be other causes.

It seems plausible that it floats in the atmosphere like

malaria and other diseases ; and while we see its effects, who
can describe to us the cause ?

In my experience with the disease the past season, I

noticed that it ebbed and flowed. Sometimes when the bees

were vigorous they would become comparatively free from the

disease, and in some instances when strong colonies swarmed,

the old queen in her new home when she again began to lay,

the bees would be free from the disease ; and afterward, if

they were attackt with the disease, if the bees built up vigor-

ously, they would not be visibly affected ; but when the bees

failed to build up sufficiently, the disease would sometimes use

them up.

This disease is certainly contagious, and it spreads faster

even than foul brood. While in some respects It is somewhat
similar to foul brood, and some of our bee-keepers at first

sight think it is foul brood, but it does not have that offensive

smell, and It never assumes that stringy or coffee-colored

appearance peculiar to foul brood. It is strictly a disease of

the brood—the larvae dies in the cell, usually after they are

nearly full-grown, then the dead larvie gradually shrivels and

dries up ; and when about the size of a common house-fly the

bees pick them out of the hive.

Another difference between this disease and foul brood,

the diseased larvx can with care be drawn out of the cells

whole at any stage of the disease, which, of course, we all

know cannot be done with foul brood.

Question.— Is this disease, as I have described It, the dis-

ease known as pickled brood ? If so, why is it called " pickled

brood ?"

The disease like foul brood can be cured by transferring

the bees into a clean hive on foundation. After many experi-

ments I have discovered that a simple sprinkling of dry salt

Is one of the very best remedies for this and other bee-dis-

eases. In the treatment of this disease, especially, I obtained

some very gratifying results the past season with this salt

remedy. Sprinkle fine, dry salt over the combs, bees and
brood, and If the first dressing does not cure them, repeat it

about every two weeks, until they are all right. Sometimes
one dressing is sufficient. There is no need for alarm that

the salt will injure the bees— it will freshen them up, and tend

to keep them clean. Scatter from one to two handfuls over a

colony at each dressing.

I have also found this salt remedy of material benefit for

holding In check, and in preventing, the spread of foul brood.

It will also assist in preventing much of the ravages of bee-

enemies, which I may write up later.

While all beekeepers are aware that foul brood is more
fatal, and much more to be dreaded, than this new disease,

still it does not fly around and spread to the extent that this

disease does. Foul brood, like diphtheria and other diseases,

is only introduced by contact with the disease, but this new
disease, like typhoid and other diseases, when or where it is

prevalent it floats in space, and is liable to drop and com-
mence its destructive operations at any time without (to us)

any explainable cause. Utah Co., Utah.

^
'« lutelllgeuce in Bees "—A Criticism.

BY I. W. BECKWITH.

At first when I read the article with the above heading
which appeared In the March number of the Progressive Bee-

Keeper, I was inclined to doubt that an intelligent, logical

man like G. M. Doolittle could be the author ; but as he does

not deny the authorship, I am compelled to admit that he

wrote It. The article is composed entirely of seven positive

assertions, each of which needs proof.

He says : "Bees have the same habits that they had at

their creation, as permanent and unvarying as the attraction

of gravitation, or any law of nature."

In that statement Mr. Doolittle denies the whole doctrine

of evolution which scientists, with scarcely an exception, have
endorst. When a man denies a theory which has been ac-

cepted by the learned men of the world generally, and then

uses that denial to prove a point in controversy, he should

give some reason for believing that he is right and all the

world beside wrong.

There are a few points on which I wish to say a few
words. He says :

" Bees are incapable of education ; they

learn nothing;" but I find that whenever I move my bees to a

new location they have to icarn " where they are at ;" and wild

bee-hunters find that the bees learn where the bait is. I once

put a very long, conical bee-escape over a hole in my honey-

house, and after the bees had escaped through it for a consid-

erable time they learned to return through It. I closed the

escape for a few days, and on opening it again I found that

they remembered as well as learned. Cases al-aost innumer-

able might be given to show that bees learn and remember.
The fact that they cannot " learn tricks like dogs and horses "

does not prove that they can learn nothing.

Mr. Doolittle says : "If bees possest the intelligence of

the higher order of animals they would become a curse

instead of a blessing." The more intelligence dogs and horses

possess the more serviceable they are, and he does not know
but the same may be true of bees.

The subject of reason and instinct seems to have created

a considerable interest of late in the minds of the reading

public, and a writer in a late number of Natural Science at-

tempts to show, and not entirely in vain, I think, that very

many of the actions of the lower animals which have generally
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been attributed to instinct, are the results of education and

memory.

There seems to be a popular belief among a certain class

that mankind acts only by reason, and the lower animals only

by Instinct, and aside from that class there are probably no

two persons who would draw the line between reason and In-

stinct through exactly the same point. My own opinion is

that mankind possesses the greatest amount of intelligence of

any being on this muudanesphere.and yet he acts, to acertain

extent, through the agency of instinct; and from man we

may pass down through the whole line of animated beings and

find a diminishing scale of Intelligence until we reach the

lowest animal life where intelligence Is almost infinitesimal. I

do not expect to know all this as I might a principle In

mathematics, nor do I expect It to be accepted without proof

simply because I have said it. I eat and drink because Na-

ture (instinct), and not reason, Induces me to do so; and so

does all animal creation. I wish to move from one place to

another, and Nature causes the proper muscles to contract

and relax so as to cause my feet to carry me whither I will

;

and the same is true of all animals.

Nature Instructs the new-born babe to draw Its first meal

from Its mother, the same as It teaches all young animals.

I avoid the hot stove because reason teaches me that It

will burn ; and experience and reason teach most of the lower

animals, at least the same lesson that I have learned.

Weld Co., Colo.

its.

A Painful, Yet Profitable, Bee-Stiug.

BV MKS. ELIZABETH GRINNELL.

I am a housekeeper by profession and practice, also a

writer of stories and articles, hence I am desirous of getting

all there is in life which can contribute to either of these con-

ditions. I have therefore possest a couple of colonies of bees

for a year or two, and a part of every day has been devoted to

my being entertained by them. They are near my screen

porch, among roses and sweet peas and orange blossoms,

where I can hear them should they speak, and where I can

see them while I work. I have never taken any honey from

them as yet, but there are prospects. I know bees, and love

them, being the daughter of a bee-keeoer who kept them, and

managed them on the old-fashioned scale, back In Maine, a

good part of a century ago.

I also have a neighbor who loves bees. This Is Dr. Chas.

H. Carter, recently of Chicago, who, on account of the attrac-

tions of the climate. Is living on our street. Dr. Carter and I

have had many a delightful hour talking about bees and com-

paring blank notes.

Well, May S we were looking at my hives, making per-

sonal remarks about the bees, and guessing the amount of

honey we should get, when an Italian crawled under my veil

and kist me on the upper lip. I at once felt such nervous

sensations that I could scarcely remain to help my friend re-

place the frames. I had been stung many ti.mes, and only

laught at the effect. This time I did not laugh. In ten min-

utes I was swollen from head to foot, and perfectly scarlet.

At first the skin was dotted with points scarcely elevated,

then there were welts two Inches long, white when rubbed,

and stinglngly sensitive. The lip Itself was not painful, nor

did It swell so very much. I walkt about until warned by the

most violent of heart-beats that I must He down. Then com-

menced a chattering of teeth, and a trembling of limbs, and a

throbbing of the ears, and such a general commotion of body

as to bo extremely Interesting to myself and the attending

physicians—my husband, Dr. Grlnnell, as well as Dr. Carter,

remaining with me and attending me for the remainder of the

siege.

After a couple of days the rash, which had departed, re-

turned less violently than at first, and I grew gradually bet-

ter, tho feverish and suffering all the effects of general blood-

poisoning. Such cases as this are to be found In the books,

but they are rare, and so this account of mine may be inter-

esting—not so interesting, however, as the following sequel :

I happen to carry a life and accident policy In a certain

company well known In this section. When I told my attend-

ing physicians that I should request an indemnity, they

smiled. However, they good-naturedly aided me, and I re-

ceived a check from the company for the amount of Indemnity

requested. This for a bee-sting. The reason my physicians

smiled was because they knew it would be a test case, and
that such an accident as a bee-sting was not in the usual

category of casualties.

Now, the moral to my*tale Is this : On going Into the bee-

business, procure an accident policy. When examining bees

have competent witnesses present, and, if possible, a physician

in good standing. Apply for your Indemnity when stung. If

the accident be at all serious. What came to me in conse-

quence of that Italian honey-bee's kiss would double my stock

of colonies. Of course, if the physician happens to be a family

friend, his services will cost you nothing, as mine did, and you

have the indemnity money free of all Incumbrances.

Los Angeles Co., Calif.

P. S.— I am of the opinion that It takes a real live Italian

bee to insure good any claim on the accident companies.

Blacks are of no account in that line according to my experi-

ence. Their stings don't take hold like those of the Italians,

and one has to make out a good case to get the Indemnity.

E. G.

Popular Honey-Packages and Organization.

BY .1. H. MARTIN.

In discussing the small-package subject I wish to first re-

fer to the improvements In the production of comb honey.

The most of us can remember when comb honey was taken

from the hives in 12-pound boxes, and the consumer was then

glad to get It in that shape. The next improvement was a 3

and 5 pound box with tin covers, and glass on all four sides.

This was a popular package In some markets, and was an im-

provement over the 12-pound box. Next came the Harbison

2-pound section, and Mr. Harbison had the honor of shipping

the first carload of honey put up In that shape to the Eastern

markets. When these nice sections were placed upon the

Eastern markets there was a great demand for our honey.

(Jrocers In every town of any considerable size advertised

California honey, and in those days California bee-keeping

paid as it never has since.

About, or soon after, the introduction of the Harbison

section, tho honey-extractor was invented and liquid honey

was put extensively upon the market. Mr. Harbison did not

Introduce extractors Into his apiaries. He urged that the

Introduction of so much liquid honey in the markets of the

world at such low prices as It was then sold at wholesale would

degrade the price of comb honey. When liquid honey was

sold at wholesale even at 7 or 8 cents, he claimed that comb
honey would drop from its high standard of 20 to 2.5 cents to

approximate somewhere near the lower product. Mr. Harbi-

son was using his patented hive; it was not adapted to tho

use of the extractor, and bee-men, or those directly interested

in the use of extractors, accused Mr. Harbison of selfish

motives In his opposition to the use of the extractors. But

time and the logic of facts Indicate all good Ideas, and Mr.

Harbison was right. If the honey-extractor had never been

Invented, the bee-keeping Interests would have been better off

to-day.

In expressing this opinion In relation to the extractor I

am viewing present conditions, but not forecasting the future.
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I am aware that the argument is abroad that while comb
honey is always a luxury, used only by the few, that the

low price of extracted honey enables the poor man to indulge

in a sweet that he would otherwise be deprived of ; but how
much pure extracted honey does the poor laboring man get

when the product is put up by packing houses in our cities?

Right here let me mal£e a statement that maybe surprising,

but nevertheless true, viz.: that our wonderful honey-extractor

has been of more benefit to the manufacturers of glucose than

to bee-keepers. In the absence of the extractor there would

have been no glucosed honey. There would not have been

such a great amount produced, while the price would have

been held within the lines of supply and demand, and prices

would have been better.

However, we have the extractor and millions of pounds of

extracted honey, and what are we going to do about it? Now
the only way I see out of the trouble is through legislation, in

the improvement of our packages, and in the organization of

exchanges— for only through organization can anything be

accomplisht.

In the matter of improvement of honey-packages, if we
trace the comb-honey business a little further we find the next

improvement was the introduction of the ]-pound section.

Now a great many claim that bees will store more honey in a

li-pound section than in a 1-pouud, tho the statement seems

to be largely a matter of opinion. We do know, however,

that it will not pay to use a smaller section, hence it may be

said that we have arrived at perfection in comb-honey pack-

ages.

If we now turn to our extracted product we find that we
have no uniform or special package in which to place our

honey. I regard the Muth jar as coming the nearest to it.

but even that is used to a limited extent, while upon our mar-

kets the fruit-jars are largely used. The great bulk of our

honey is sold in 6U-pound cans, to be repackt as already

stated, or to be used for manufacturing purposes. I claim

that we shall need for the successful sale of our extracted

honey just as uniform and popular a package as the 1-pound

section is for comb honey, and that all of our best grade

should so be put up. The producer can hardly be trusted to

put his honey up in a uniform shape; it should therefore be

done at some central point by an association of bee-keepers.

The benefits to be derived from such a uniform putting up of

honey would be that we would open up an entirely new mar-

ket, and at the same time avoid the conflict with the local or

commission dealers, as we inevitably do when selling in bulk.

An important point in selling honey is fixing the selling

price in the Eastern markets, and notably in Chicago. If the

commission-men were all reliable, the bee-keepers would have

no cause of complaint, but when irresponsible parties are per-

mitted to handle big amounts of honey demoralization of

prices will ensue. I think that we can safely say that the

commission business, as largely conducted in Los Angeles and

elsewhere, has its " peculiarities," and that is not the worst

feature of it—we producers are in a measure responsible, be-

cause of the support we give it.

F'inally, can we through organization overcome these

many evils ? I think we can—in fact, I know we can ; but

there is a big " if " in the problem. If bee-keepers will hold

together in an organization for the furtherance of their own
interests ; and i/ they do, a few years will see a vast improve-

ment in the honey industry, and better prices. The only

remedy is organization and marketing our produce in uniform

and popular packages.—Rural Californian.

Los Angeles Co., Calif.

^

Report of the North American Convention Held
at St. Joseph, Mo., Oct. 10-12, 1894.

REPORTED BY LOUI.S R. LIGHTON.

Every Present Subscritoer of the Bee Journal
should be an agent for it, and get all others possible to sub-
scribe for it. See offers on page 417.

[Continued from patfe 407.1

The report of the Auditing Committee was read and ac-

cepted.

QDEEN-REARING.

The paper, "The Most Economic Way to Breed Queens

Consistent with Prolificness and Longevity," by Dr. J. P. H.

Brown, of Georgia, was read by Dr. Miller. [This paper is

still in Mr. Benton's hands.

—

Ed.]

Mr. Holtermann— I will confess that I have gone to a

great many conventions, and hoped to hear a thorough paper

on queen-rearing, and altho valuable points may have been

opened up I have failed to hear a thorough paper on queen-

rearing, and I hope that in the no distant future we shall

hear a thorough paper on this subject, one that will go into

the details as to how todo these things. I must confess I would

like information in that direction. There is a little point that

came to ray attention this season. Of course I don't know
everything that is written about bee-keeping, and I think

sometimes I have just read a thing that I have not read be-

fore. Perhaps I have. I think there is,a fixt time given after

making the colony queenless to give it the larvae. I have

made up my mind that that is a mistake, and that when the

bees get that " queenless hum," that is the time to give them

the larva; for queen-rearing, no matter whether it is in two

hours or three days. That is a new point to me.

Dr. Miller— I do sincerely hope that Mr. Holtermann's

wish will never be granted, that we will have a full and com-

plete paper before this convention in regard to queen-rearing.

But if he knows any one in this country, or any other country,

that he thinks will do it better than any one else, I should be

glad to have him get the paper and then publish it in the bee-

periodicals, and then if there is anything left for discussion it

can be discust in print ; but don't let it rest until we have it

here for discussion. I think it is a mistake to make a colony

queenless, and then in just so mauy hours give a queen to

them. Sometimes a colony will notice at a very early stage

that it is queenless, and I do not think the right way is to fix

the hour, but when the colony commences to build queen-cells,

that is the proper time, and the flxt time.

Mr. Holtermann—I don't think we will ever have the

exhaustive paper on queen-rearing before this convention. If

we did, we would all go home and rear queens ourselves, and

then where would the queen-rearers be ?

Dr. Miller—As to the point Mr. Holtermann makes there

Is something in it. After a good deal of experience in queen-

rearing—and, by the way, I don't believe it is correct that the

queen-rearers want to keep their secrets to themselves—I am
inclined to the opinion that I am safe in not paying any atten-

tion whatever to the time when bees are ready for their larvae ;

and yet I don't quite agree with the views exprest by Mr.

Holtermann. If a colony is made queenless, and they have

brood in all stages, I have found it an almost universal rule

that in about 12 days from that time they would have a queen

batcht out, showing-that they select a young enough larva.

Dr. Miller— I move you, Mr. President, that the National
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Bee-Keepers' Union be askt to make a report on the doings of

the organization. Carried. [This Report was publisht in

1894-.—Ed]
The convention then adjourned until 2 o'clock p.m.

THIRD DAY

—

Afternoon Session.

A 2 p.m. the convention was called to order by Pres.

Abbott, and upon motion the Question-Box was again taken

up.

AN ADVANTAGE OF CONVENTIONS.

Dr. Miller—I want to make an observation which may
apply to some here. It is a common thing to find out some

valuable points at a convention that we could not get else-

where. Here is a man out on a farm who does not say very

much about bees, and does not write anything about them be-

cause he thinks he cannot write a very elaborate article, and

so he keeps quiet. He might know something that I do not

know, but want to find out about. This is a kind of a one-

sided affair for you to get all of the good things and keep your

mouth shut about what you know, and not give the good

things to others.

Pres. Abbott—Mr. Dadant said that he had gotten enough

information on one point at this convention to pay his ex-

penses here.

Mr. Dadant—That is in regard to the sugar-cake for win-

tering bees.

Pres. Abbott— I use the least amount of water that will

melt up the granulated sugar. I melt it thoroughly until it is

dissolved, boiling it very carefully until it will stay in a hard

cake like maple sugar. You can tell when it gets that way
by dropping it in water. The cake will weigh about seven,

eight or nine pounds, and I put a couple of sticks under it to

keep it off of the frames and make a bee-space under it.

There is one thing you want to do, and that is stir the sugar

while it is melting to make it granulate so that it will hold

moisture, and the bees can work on it better.

Mr. H. G. Barbel, of the State University at Lincoln,

Nebr., assistant of Prof. Bruner, was introduced to the con-

vention by Mr. Benton.

Mr. Barber—I am sorry that I cannot say very much that

will be of benefit to you. Mr. Bruner is the entomologist, and

I his assistant, having charge of his bee-work. We have had

a very poor year. We started out in February, purchasing

five colonies, but have not brancht out very much this year.

We lost one colony through accident. I came here to learn

what I could, and have been very much pleased to have this

opportunity to listen.

Dr. Miller sang the " Land of the Leal " and a negro

spiritual sone, after which the convention closed its Quarter

Centennial meeting by all singing, " Blest Be the Tie that

Binds." Louis R. Lighton, Reporter.

Xhe Horse—How to Break and Handle.—
This is a pamphlet of 82 pages, giving couiplete instructions
for breaking and educating colts, teaching horses to drive,

and for use under the saddle, together with many instructions
which have never before been publisht, and which are the re-

sult of the author's experience covering a period of 20 years.
By Prof. Wm. Mullen, with whom the editor of the Bee Jour-
nal is personally accjuainted. Price, postpaid, 20 cents ; or
given as a premium for sending us one new subscriber to the
Bee Journal for the rest of the year at 50 cents.

A Nc'w Binder for holding a year's numbers of the
American Bee Journal, we propose to mail, postpaid, to every
subscriber who sends us 20 cents. It is called "The Wood
Binder," is patented, and Is an entirely new and very simple
arrangement. Full printed direcllDus accompany each Binder.
Every reader should get it, and preserve the copies of the Bee
Journal as fast as they are received. They are invaluable for
reference, and at the low price of the Kinder you can afford to

get it yearly.

CONDUCTED BY

DH. C. C. MII.hER. MAREnGO, ILL,

[Questions may be mailed to tbe Bee Journal, or to Ur. Miller direct.!

A Clipt Virgin Qiiceii.

A friend of ours'clipt the wing of a virgin queen that

issued with an after-swarm or second swarm. What will the
result be ? Kansas.

Answer.—The probability is that he will have a drone-

laying queen. Possibly she may never lay. But it may hap-

pen that the queen was fertilized at the time the bees

swarmed, in which case the queen will be all right. As you

put the question, however, a virgin queen, there can be only

one result—the ruin of the colony.

A Case of Laying Workers.

Three weeks ago I hived a small swarm of bees (about a

quart measure full), but could find no queen. Now they have
sealed brood in drone-cells, and in some of the unsealed cells

which I examined with a strong glass shows as high as 15
eggs in one cell, and that is what I cannot understand. They
have no queen yet, but two cells started. Novice.

Answer.—Sorry to say you have a case of laying-workers.

The best and cheapest thing is to break up the whole business

at once, giving the combs and bees to other colonies, or unit-

ing the colony with some weak colony that has a normal lay-

ing queen.
M I m

Bruod-Combs Filled with Pollen.

I notice some of my brood-combs have cells full of pollen.

Is there any way to get it out so that the queen can use them ?

Kansas.

Answer.—The queen cannot put eggs in cells that con-

tain either pollen or honey, and the remedy is the same in

both cases. Just let them alone and the bees will empty out

both when the right time comes. Beginners too often under-

value pollen. Bees cannot get along without it, and it's worth

as much to them as honey. A strong colony ought to have on

hand enough pollen to fill pretty well one comb. Better let

them manage the pollen business. If it's any comfort to you

to see the pollen emptied out of the cells, just take a comb

filled with pollen from one side of the hive where you find it

in a strong colony, put it in the middle of the brood-nest and

look some days later to see how much pollen is loft. But it's

a great deal better to leave it at the sideof the hive where the

bees placed it.

I*erha|>s Bec.Paraljsig.

I have one M-frame nucleus that I ordered from the West
June 1. I notice every warm day that some of the young
bees walk out of the hive before they can Uy. Some of them
act as if they wanted to lly, and some of them tremble a little.

I seldom have seen one of them return to the hive. They will

be very quiet for awhile, and then they get restless and run

and hop about. I have never read or heard of bees acting

that way, so I concluded 1 would ask if you could tell what is

the matter with them, and if there Is any way to stop it.

West Virginia.

Answer.—As you describe it, the case sounds just a little

like paralysis. If tliat is the case it may not be very destruc-

tive, altho farther south It becomes very bad. As yet there
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seems to be no sure cure. Remedy after remedy has been

annouuced as a sure cure, but upon next trial the remedy

failed. The latest given is one in Gleanings, and may be

worth trying. It is to throw some strange bees into the hive,

the theory being that In an afTected colony the bees don't lil<e

to throw out their sick sisters, but strange bees are not so

tender-hearted, and will hustle them out without ceremony.

The report states that a cure has been effected by merely

making a diseased colony change places with a healthy one.

Of course that would throw a big lot of strange bees into the

diseased colony.

A Plan for S%varniiiig-Tinie.

When my next swarm Issues I am going to try a plan

which I do not know of any one trying, atid would like your
opinion of it through the " Old Reliable." I have nuclei with
laying queens with dipt wings. I shall hive the prime swarm
in the regular way, and remove queen-cells from the old hive,

and exchange some of the best with a nucleus for a qi;eeu,

hoping to avoid the danger of losing an after-swarm, and also

to save myself the time lost in looking for a joung laying
queen in a full colony to clip her, when I can 13nd her in a

minute in the nucleus.
We have had a good flow of white clover honey for the

past two weeks, but with no rain through this section of coun-
try, hundreds of acres of white clover is turning brown, and
seems to be nearly dead. There is considerable basswood
along the " Weeping Water," which will be out in about a

week, and we hope for a riuh yield of nectar from that. I be-

lieve if those bee-keepers who do not provide water for their

bees, could see mine just swarm around the dishes filled with
sand, with water constantly dropping into them (the dishes,

not the bees), both fresh and salt water, they would decide
that it pays to water them in their yard. Nebraska.

Answer.— I doubt if you'll like the plan. In altogether

too many cases, if you give a laying queen to the mother col-

ony, they will swarm again before long.

Bees Dcciining to Work in llie Super.

Why is it that when taking off honey and putting sections

on again the bees do not work ? Kentucky.

Answer.—I'm not so sure that I understand just what

your qi»estion means, but probably that when bees are busy at

work in the sections a super of filled ones is taken off and an

empty one put in its place, and the bees that were busy in the

finisht super don't begin work in the empty one. It is hardly

correct that the bees stop work just because their finisht super

has been exchanged for an empty one. The rule is that they

will go right to work in the new super, provided there is any

work to do. If they do not, it must be because the honey-flow

hasslackt up, and in that case they would have stopt as well

if the old super had been left on. Indeed, it is very little

they can do for the last few days in the old super, merely

sealing over the last few cells. But a super about finisht

should never be left on alone. When it is about half filled, if

the honey-flow is good, raise it up and put an empty one under

it, and see how promptly the bees will commence in the new
super. But if it is near the end of the honey-flow, and you

don't know whether another super may be needed or not, then

put the empty super on the top of the partly-filled super, and

the bees will not use it unless they need it.

Soiuctliins Tor an Orchard Plant and Shade.

1. What would be a good plant to put in the orchard com-
bining these two points: first, as a fertilizer when turned un-
der green; second, a good honey-producer? We live in a

dry country, as a rule, with light sandy soil about two feet

deep, with a stiff clay subsoil.

2. Would the castor-oil plant be a good thing to plant
near hives for shade purposes during the summer months?

Our bees are not doing much in the way of honey-gather-
ing, but every hive is full almost to overflowing with young

bees. The supers have been on for the last six weeks with
thin surplus starters, but they have not made a start to work
on them yet. Texas.

Answer.— 1. Isn't it a pretty hard thing to have a plant

to turn under green and have it produce a crop for the bees

also? Buckwheat is good for either purpose, but the same

sowing will hardly do for both purposes, for if turned under

as a fertilizer it will be at or before the time of blooming.

Alsike clover might do to turn under after blooming, but it

might not succeed well on your land. Possibly some one else

may know more about it.

2. I doubt whether you would be greatly pleased with the

castor-oil plant for shade. For the bees it will be as well to

put a good armful of coarse grass on each hive, weighing it

down with two or three sticks of stovewood. It will remain

there all summer. For the operator a sheet fastened to four

poles stuck in the ground will perhaps be better than the

castor-plant. ^ I ^
An Insect Supposed to Kill Bees.

I to-day send you an insect which has destroyed one of

my best colonies of Italian bees. It killed the bees, some by
biting, and some by stinging, and so quickly I never saw the
like of it. I killed it just as it was finishing up one of my best
colonies, of which not over lUU bees lived. What is its name ?

Is it common in this part of the country ? Minnesota.

Answer.—The insect received appears to be a bumble-

bee, and could hardly be the cause of so much mischief. There

must be some mystery or mistake about the case. I know of

no insect in the North that is so destructive to bees.

Getting- Dra-wn Combs Built. — Mr. Isaac
Lundy, of Canada, gives his method in the June Review, as
follows, for the getting of drawn comb at the time of the
white honey harvest :

One of the most important things to do to obtain success

is to use a strong colony to do the work, and it is best to see if

there are such about the time of fruit-bloom. If not, strong
colonies can be built up by feeding, or with combs of hatching
brood, etc. As the above causes some considerable work and
also causes the apiarist to sometimes wait (for strong colonies

to be built up) until after the drawn combs are needed, I have
been looking for better and more satisfactory methods, and
will now try and describe a method whereby I have attained
much belter results, with much less labor, making it possible

to secure the necessary strong colonies in a few hours' time.

The plan is as follows :

A few days before the time to put the supers upon the

bees, I select two good colonies, or as many pairs as will be
needed to secure the required number of drawn combs, that
are sitting side by side (my hives sit in pairs) ; and over the

entrance of one hive of each pair I place a cone bee-escape,

thus preventing the returning bees from entering their own
hive. They will readily enter the twin hive, thus making a
powerful colony, in the right condition to take possession of

the supers, which should have previously been supplied with
partlyfllled sections of comb left over from the last honey-
flow. As soon as the super is well occupied by the bees, add
at once underneath the first super put on, another super of

sections containing foundittUm unly, y/hich will soon be con-

verted into beautiful drawn combs.
Of course, in some seasons, and in some localities, drawn

combs can be secured from the fruit-bloom, but with not so

much satisfaction, as the weather is often quite cool, a condi-

tion very unfavorable for comb-building. If, however, you
should try to secure drawn combs from fruit-bloom, I would
advise only one super remaining upon the bees at a time, and
that should contain enough " bait " sections only to induce
the bees above.

I have been using the same bee-escape for the prevention
of after-swarms to the exclusions of all other means.

Xtie McEvoy Foul Brood Treatment Is

given in Dr. Howard's pamphlet on " Foul Brood ; Its Natural
History and Rational Treatment." It is the latest publication

on the subject, and should be in the hands of every bee-keeper.

Price, 25 cents ; or clubbed with the Bee Journal for one year
—both for .SI. 10.
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Editorial Con)n)cr)i^^

Xlie Micbi^an Experiment Apiary, which
has been so successfully conducted at Lapeer, by the Hon. R.

L. Taylor, for several years, has recently been removed to the

State Agricultural College grounds, near Lansing, the capital.

The June Review had this notice concerning it

:

The bees belonging to the State have been moved back to
the College, and put in charge of a young man by the name of
Jno. M. Rankin, from St. Clare county. The idna is to cen-
tralize, to have all of the branches possible at the College.
The Director of the Station is an.\ious to build up an apiary
of which they can be proud, as they are of their stock in

other lines. Mr. Rankin is well-informed, and a practical
man, and I think that he will eventually build up an apiary
that will bean honor to the State. Steps are being tak<;n to
Investigate bee-paralysis, and as there is a most competent
bacteriologist at the College, it is to be hoped that something
reliable and practical may be done.

The Buffalo Convention Progfrani is now
issued, and will be mailed free to all the present members of

the United States Bee-Keepers' Union. Those who are

not members can get a copy of II by sending 5 cents to the

Secretary— Dr. A. B. Mason, Sta. B, Toledo, Ohio.

We believe this Is the first program of a bee-convention

that has been sold—^heretofore they have always been dis-

tributed free, but only during the sessions of the convention.

But when it Is known that the Buffalo program Is a l<i-

page pamphlet, about fiJj'xlO Inches In size, it will be readily

seen that the Union could not afford to distribute it free

outside of Its paid membership.

Besides the names of the essayists and their subjects.

there are six bee-songs—words and music—which ought to be

learned and sung in every bee-keeper's home. Why, the first

five songs (written by Dr. Miller and Mr. Secor) alone are

well worth SI. 00—and you can get the whole thing for only

5 cents.

But, really, the best way is to get it free—by sending your

§1.00 membership fee to Secretary Mason, who will mail you

both a receipt and a copy of the Buffalo program. Or, send

your dollar to the Bee Journal office, and we will see that Dr.

Mason sends the receipt and the program.

Come on with your membership fees.

Tliat Home market for honey ought to be revived

now. Better a thousand times sell your honey to your neigh-

bors and friends, who you know will pay for it, rather than

ship It off to strangers who may swindle you out of a good

share of it. Better take less money for your honey, and get

It, rather than attempt to get a high price—and then be dis-

appointed.
•*~»-~t^

Xlie Central Xexas Convention will be held

at Cameron, July 16 and 17, 1897. Excursion tickets will

be sold on the railroads on the certificate plan. When pur-

chasing your ticket to Cameron, you pay the full fare and

take a receipt therefor ; then when signed by the Secretary

at Cameron, the return fare will be but one-third, provided 50
are present with certificates.

On the program are the following :

Welcome Address, by Judge J. M. McGregor.
Response, by Judge E. Y. Terral.
"Honey-Dew," by C. B. Bankston.
"Contradictory," by S. D. Hanna.
Essay, by Mrs. Mary Gordon.
" Ancient and Modern Bee-Keeping," by Judge E. Y.

Terral.
"Extracted Hooey," by A. C. Aten.
" How Bees Deposit Pollen in Cells," by E. R. Jones.

The following subjects will also bediscust: " Best Race

of Bees for Texas ;
" Comb Foundation ;" " Losses of Bees,"

and " What Hybrid Bees are Best for Comb or Extracted

Honey ?"

Each paper will be criticised by S. D. Hanna. No hotel

bills. Everybody is invited.

^*~»~~*-

Keep Grass and "Weeds Down.—Mr. Doolittle

gives this excellent advice in the June Progressive Bee-Keeper,

about keeping grass and weeds down in the apiary :

"One of the most common things to be seen in many api-

aries at this time of the year, where the hives set within a few

inches of the ground, as all hives should, is grass and weeds

growing up in front of the entrance, with the bees heavily

loaded with honey or pollen struggling to reach the hive, first

with the wings, then on foot, then taking wing again, or

crowding through a tangled mass of stuff that they may reach

home with their precious loads, the result often being many
loads of pollen left behind when at their very door. This not

only causes them much extra work, wearing their precious

lives out much sooner, but it is a waste of time to them, often

amounting to nearly a pound of honey each day, as I have

proven to my satisfaction with hives on scales, putting an

obstruction before the hive one day, and taking It away the

next. To be modest, call the average loss only one-half

pound, and we have 50 pounds as the loss in an apiary of 100

colonies. This, at 10 cenis, equals a loss of §15 a day for

every day that grass and weeds remain during the honey-How,

to say nothing about the shortening of the lives of the bees,

their Inconvenience, etc. Reader, thipk it over, and ask

yourself If you can afford It. If not, go right out at once and

remedy this matter.

" Many ways have been given In the past for keeping
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grass and weeds down In the apiary, such as keeping sheep

and horses there, so they can eat it down ; using a lawn-

mower, etc., all of which require a constant cutting off of

whatever grows ; but I prefer so'nethiog more permanent

than this, and where possible, something which will stay year

after year. The Drst, and probably the best of anything,

where it can be had, is sand or fine gravel, put on to such a

depth that grass and weeds will not grow up through it. This

matter is helpt very much if the sward or top of the ground is

is taken off before the sand is put on.

" Next to the above, comes coal ashes, which can be

readily saved for this purpose where the family or any near

neighbor burns coal for fuel. As there is little fertilizing

matter in them, they are rarely used for anything except to

be dumpt in the road or drawn to some out-of-the-way place

and dumpt, so there need be no expense to the bee-keeper ex-

cept the hauling. The ashes are used in the same way as the

sand, and if a quarter in bulk of sand is used with them, the

whole will harden down quite solid in time from the storms

beating on them.
" Next to these comes a piece of a pine or hemlock board,

or any lumber which will last well on the ground. To keep

this board from curling up under the sunshine on one side and

dampness on the other, it should be cleated on each end as

hive-covers are, and if properly done, it will not curl enough

to be unsightly.

"Whatever is used, the alighting-board should rest on the

material, so that there is vacant space for heavily laden bees,

which fall short of the entrance, to drop under, where they

will often chill and die on cool days in early spring by the

score and hundred. A bee will crawl up an inclined alighting-

board to the hive when It is so chilled that it cannot fly, and

each bee in early spring is worth a hundred or more after the

honey harvest is past.

" If you do not wish to fix your hives thus till fall or

early spring, keep the grass down from now on during the

summer with a knife, sickle or scythe; anyway so that the

bees do not keep on struggling with this grass nuisance any

longer."
^-•-^

Smoker Fuel.—Editor Hutchinson says in the Re-

view :
" Hard wood split into small pieces will burn all right

in a good smoker, but it burns the smoker out much more

quickly than is the case with a fire from shavings, which

smolders and gives more smoke but less heat than the solid

wood."

Patience Should be Exercised.—Editor Ab-

bott, in his Busy Bee for June, has a comment that will be

appreciated by almost every supply dealer in the land. It

reads thus :

This is one of the seasons which is apt to try the patience

of those who have bees, and send off for supplies. All of the

manufacturers and dealers in apicultural goods have gotten

behind on their orders, owing to the unusual demand which
has sprung up all at once. The result has been that many
have had to wait several days longer for their goods than they
expected. Most of these, so far as the writer knows, have
understood the situation and offered no complaint, but occa-

sionally there is a man who seems to forget the fact that,

according to the estimate given out by the United States gov-

ernment, there are about 299.000 beekeepers who may have
an order in ahead of him, and he becomes very impatient, and
writes his dealer an imperative and petulant, if not abusive,

letter.

1 want to say to all such that I know from personal ex-

perience and observation that the men who handle bee-sup-
plies are just as anxious to gel them off promptly as the peo-
ple who order are to receive them, but there is a limit to all

human endurance, and all men reach a point where they can
do no more. Please remember that it is possible that your
supply-dealer has reacht this point.

Perhaps you may say, •' Why does he not hire more help ?"

If he does, you may be doomed to a greater disappointment

than you would by waiting a few days, for It is not every one
who can pack bee-supplies all day for weeks and not make
any mistakes. So I say in this connection, just be a little

patient, and do not think or say hard things because you can-

not get just what you want when you want it—others are in

the same fix.

Tl?e Weekly Budget
Mr. E. S. Hubbard, of Monroe Co., Wis., wrote us June

25 : " Bees are booming on clover at present."

Mr. Henry E. Bi.i.ss, of Herkimer Co.,N. Y., writing June

25, said : " Bees are booming now on white clover."

Mr. J. W. Wilcox, of Jodaviess Co., III., wrot3 us June

29:
" Bee-business is booming. I am just closing out a sup-

ply of bee-goods that I ordered four years ago. How is that

for the supply business ?"

Rev. M. Mahin, D. D., of Henry Co., Ind., writing us

June 29, said :

" We are having the greatest honey harvest there has

been in this locality for many years. Bees do not notice

honey exposed in the yard."

Mr. E. France (father of N. E.—the Wisconsin Inspector

of apiaries) is in poor health— not able to do any work in the

apiary. So reports N. E. France, who, with us all, hopes for

speedy improvement of his father's health. So far this season

(up to June 26) they harvested a little over 15,000 pounds of

very nice honey. Inspector France has issued a leaflet giving

his directions for treatment of foul brood, which is given to

every Wisconsin bee-keeper in addition to a copy of Dr. How-

ard's book. These helps, in connection with theAmerican Bee

Journal, ought to be sufficient to keep any bee-keeper well in-

formed so as not to run the risk of losing his bees with foul

brood.

Editor Abbott, of the Busy Bee, calls upon those who

copy from his paper to give due credit therefor. And that's

perfectly correct. But where the joke comes in, is when, in

the same number calling for proper credit, Mr. Abbott copies

a whole article from the Canadian Bee Journal for October,

1896, and doesn't give proper credit. Of course, it is none of

our affair, but it struck us as being a pretty good joke on our

new brother editor.

We have noticed lately some of our agricultural exchanges

have been copying articles from the American Bee Journal

without the least credit as a " thank you." But if Ihcy enjoy

indulging in such theft, xvc can stand it. But we believe in

fair play as publishers, and always aim to give due credit for

what we think worthy of reproduction from any of our ex-

changes.

Xhe Ptaines and Addresses of all your bee-

friends, who are not now taking the Bee Journal, are wanted
ot this office. Send them in, please, when sample copies will

be mailed to them. Then you can secure their subscriptions,

and earn some of the premiums we have offered. The
next few months will be just the time to easily get new sub-

scribers. Try it earnestly, at least.

Back ISunibers Since Jan. r.—We are able to

supply complete sets of the Bee Journal since Jan. 1, 1897,
to any who may desire, at two cents per copy. There are a

number of new readers who perhap> would like to get some of

the tirst numbers of this year, to complete ihei.- volume for

1897. We shall be glad to furnish them as long as they last,

at two cents each.
.^ . »-

!^" See " Bee-Keeper's Guide" offer on page -128.
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BEE-BOOKS
SENT POSTPAID EV

Geore:e W. York & Co.,
Chicago, Ills.

Bees and Honey, or Manaffement of an Apiary
tor Pleasnre and FrolJt, by Thoiuas G. Newman.

—

This edttlon has been lar;.'ely rewritten, thoroiitihly
revised, and Is *• fully up with the times " In all the
Improvemt'nts and Inventions In this rapldly-devel-
oplDf^ pursuit, and presents the apiarist with
everything that can aid In the successful manatre-
ment of an apiary, and at the same time produce
the must honey lu an atiraetlve condition. It con-
tains 2.)0 pat-'es, and 245 Illustrations—Is beautifully
printed in the highest etyie of the art, and bound
in cloth, gold-lettered. Price, $1.00.

LangBtroth on the Honey-Bee* revised by
Dadaut—This classic In bee-culture, has been
entirely re- written, and Is fully Illustrated. It
treats of everythlnt; relatlnK to bees and hee-keep-
fng. No apiarian library Is comjilete without this
Standard work by Rev. L. Ij. Jjangstmtli — tiie
Father of American Bee-Culture. It has 520 pages;
bound tn cloth.

Price, postpaid, $1.2.").

Bee-K.e;pers» Oiilde, or Manual of the
Apiary, by Prof A. J Cook, of the Michigan Agri-
cultural College.—This book Is not only Instructive
and helpful as a guide In beekeeping, but Is
interesting and thoroughly practical and scientific.
ItcontJilns a full delineation of theanatomv and
physiology of bees. 4ii0 pages ; bound In cloth and
fully Illustrated.

Price, pobtpaid, $1.2.5.

Scientific 4)iieen-Kcarlnff, as Practically
Applied, by G. M. Doollttle.—A method by which
the very best of (-,uieen-Bees are reared In perfect
accord with Nature's wav. ITii pages, bound In
Cloth, and Illustrated. Price. $1.00.

A B C of Bee-Ciilture, by A. I. Root.—

A

cyclopjedla of 4(I0 pages, describing everything
pertiilMiiig to the care of the honey-bees. It con-
tains SUJengravlni-'s. It was written especially for
beginners Bound In cloth. Price, $1.25.

Advanced Bee-Culture, Its Methods and
Management, by W. Z. Hutchinson.—The author
of tills work Is too well known to neud further
description of his book. Ue Is a practical and
entertaining writer. You should read his book. i!U

pages, bound In paper, and Illustrated. Price, 50 cts.

Rational Bee-^eeplnor* by Dr. John Dzlerzon
—This Is a translation of his latest German bookoa
bee-culture. It has a50 pages: bound
In paper covers. $1.00

Blenen-Kultur, by Thomas G. Newrian. -

This Is a German translation of theprlnclpr' por-
tion of the book called Bkks op Honey. 10^ page
pamphlet. Price. 40 cents.

Convention Hand-Book. for Bee-Keepcrs.
Thomas G. Newman.— it contains the parliamen-
tary law and rules of order for Bee-Conventions—
also Constitution and By-Laws, with subjects for
discussion, etc. Cloth, gold-lettered. Price, 25 cts.

Tliirty Years Amoii": the Beoi^, by
Henry Alley.—Gives the results of over a quarter-
century's experience in rearing queen-bees. Very
latest workof tbekind. Nearly lou pages. Price. oDc.

^X\\y Eat Honey ''—This Leaflet i? intend-
ed for FURE distribution, to create a Local Market.
100 copies, by mail. :jn cts.: 500 lor$i.2.3; lutxt. $l'.oo.

How to K<*ei> Honey and preserve its
richness and flavor. Price same as Why Eat Uoney.

Alsike Clover JLoaHet.- Full directions
for growing. 5U for 2.^ cts. ; loo for 40 cIb.; 200. 7uc.

Apiary lte<!:iMCcr, by Thos. G. Newman.—
Devotes two pages to a colony. Leather binding.
Price, for 50 colonies, 1 1.1" I; lor 100 colonies, $l.J5.

Frepaiatluii. »(" Honey tor the Market*
Including tiiu pioUuetlon imd cai-e of comb and
extracted honey. A eliapter from Bkks ANf
HoNEV- price, 10 cents

Bee-Pa*iiuraKe a I\'ecc8«lty.—This book suf,-
Bests what atal how to plai' u Is a chapter frou
Bek-s AXJj liuxKV. Price. 10 cents.

The Hive 1 |:«o, by G. M. Doollttlo. It
details his management of bees, and metbode
of producing cijnih h(jti<!y. Price. 5 cents.

Hr. Hoivard^H lt<»ok on Foul Brood.
—Gives the McKvoy Treatrncnt and reviews the ex*
periments of others. Price. 1;.') cts.

Dictionary <»l' Apit iillure, by Prof. .John
Phin. Gives the correct meaning of nearly .»(») upl-
ultural terms. Price, .^o cim.

Winter Problem In Hco-Keeplnpr. by G.
R. Pierce. Ilesult of 2,') years' experience. So cts.

Handllnsr KeeN, by (-ha.s. Dadant, & Son.—
A Chapter ironi Langwtroth Kevlsed. Price, m ctM.

HlHtory ol Ilee-Aseociations, and Brief Ke-
orts of the first Jti conventions. Price 15 cts

Foul Brood Treatments by Prof. F. R.
Cheshire.—Its Cause and Prevention. Price. 10 cts.

Foul Brood, by A. R. Koiinlve.—Origin.
Development and Cure. Price. 25 cts.

Praetleal HintH lo Bee-Kee-Keepers—by
C'HAS. F. MUTH. Also contains a Foul Brood
Cure and How to Winter Bees. 40 p.; 10 cts.

Bee-Keepine lor Profit, by Dr. G. L.
Tinker.—Revised and enlarged. It details the au-
thor's " new system, or how to get the largest yields
of combor extracted honey." «op,; illustrated. 25c.

Emerson Binders, made especially for
the Bee Jouknal. are convenient for preserving
each number as fast us received. Not mailable 10
Canada. Price, 75 cts.

Comniercial Calculator, by C. Ropp —
A ready Calculator. Business Arithmetic and Ac-
count-Book combined in one. Every farmer and
businessman should have it. No. 1 .bound in water
proof leatherette, calf dnish. Price. 4n cts. No. 2
in tine artlHcial leather, with pocket, silicate slate,
and account-book. Price. 60 cts.

Green'H Four Booktu, by Chas. A. Green.
—Devoted to, Ist, How We Made the Old Farm Pay;
2nd. Peach Culture; 3rd, How to Propagate ^'ruit-
Plants, Vines and Trees; 4th. General Fruit In-
structor. Nearly i:iO pages. Fully illustrated. 25 cts.

fiiarden and Oreliard, by Chas. A. Green
—Gives full instructions in Thinning and Marketing
Fruits; Pruning, Planting and (Cultivating; Spray-
ing, Evaporation. Cold Storage, Etc. 94 pages, illus-
trated. Price. 25 cts.

KendalPs HorNe-Book* — ^o pictures,
showing positions ol sick horses, and treats on all
their diseases. English or German. Price, 25 cts.

Silo and SilaK**, by Prof. A J. Coot.—It
gives the method in operation at the Michigan Agri-
cultural College. Price. 2;j cts.

liiiniber and I.*os:-Book. — Gives meas-
urements of lumber, logs planks; wages, etc. 25c.

ITIaple Sugar and the Sue'ar Bush, by Prof.
A, J. Cook.—Full instructions. Price, 35 cts.

Cirain Tables, lor casting up the price of
grain, produce, hay, etc. Price, 25 cts.

Capons and raponizins;, by Dr. Sawyer.
Fanny Field, and others.-Illustrated. All about
caponizing f'lwls, ana thus how to make the most
money in poultry-raising. 64 pages. Price. 3u cts.

Our Poultry Doctor, or Health in the
Poultry Yard and How lo Cure Sick Fowls, by
Fanny Field,—Everything about Poultry Diseases
and their Cure. 64 pa^es. Price, 30 cts.

Poultry lor ITlarket and Poultry for
Profit, by Fanny Field.— 'I'ells everything about the
Poultry Business. 64 pages. Price, 25 cts.

Turkeys lor ITIarkct and Turkeys for
Profit, by Fanny Field.—All about Turkey-Raising.
U4 pages. Price. 25 cts.

Bural Ijlle.— Bees. Poultry. Fruits. Vege-
tables, and Household Matters, loi_i pages. 25 cts.

Potato Culture, by T. B. Terry.— It tells
how to grow them profitably. Price, 40 cts.

Hand-Book ol' Heallli. by Dr. Foote.—
Hints about eating, drinking, etc. Price, 25 cts,

Bee-Keeper**' Bireetory, by H. Alley-
Latest methods in Queen-Rearing, etc. Price, 5oc.

Book Clubbing Oilers.

(Head Carefully.)

The following cluhlilnsr prices Include the
American Bee Journiil one year with each
book Qiinied. Remember, that only one book
can be taken In each caee with the Itee Jour-
nal a year at the prices named. If more books
are wanted see postinild prices K'^en with
the description of the hooks on this pajte
Followliig Is the clubblng-llsl;

1. Lan^Btroth on the Honey-Bee J'^.OO

3. A B (J of Bee-Oulture 2.00
ii. Hee-Keeper'sGulilo 1.75
4. Bees and Honey

I
Cloth bonndl 1.63

T>. DooUttle's Sclentlttu Queen-Hearing. 1.75
fi. Dr. Howard's Foul Brood Book 1.10
7. Advanced Bee-Culture 1.30
'.\. Bleueii-Kultur LGerinan] l.-JO

11. national Bee-Keeping [Paper toundl 1.75
!•;. Thirty Years Among the Bees I..'i0

i:i. Bee-Keeplngfor I'roHt 1.15
14. Convention llai^il Book 1,16
15. Poultry for Market and Profit 1.10
la. Turkeys for Market and ProBl 1.10
17. Capons and Caponizing 1.10
IS. Our Poultry Doctor 1.10
19. (Jreen's Four Books 1.15
-1. (iarden and Orchard 1.15
•?,A. llural Life 1.10
24. Emerson Binder for the Bee Journal. 1.60

25. Commercial Calculator, No. 1 1.25
26. Corame-clal Calculator, No. 2 1.40
27. Kendall's Horse-Book 1.10
30. Potato Culture 1.20
32. Hand-Book of Health 1.10
33. Dictionary of Apiculture 1.35
34. Maple Sugar and the Sugar Bush 1,20
35. Silo and Silage.. 1,10
30. Winter Problem in Bee-Keeping 1.30
37. Apiary Register (for 50 colonies).. . 1.75
38. Apiary Register (for 100 colonies) . 2.00
39. Bee-Keepers' Directory 1.30

A Special Booklet Bargain !

For a limited time we wish to make our
readers a xiieeial offer on booklets on Bees,
Poultry, Health, etc. Upon receipt of 75
<-eiil» we will mall any « of the list below:
and lor $1.25 we will mall the whole
dozen

;

1. Foul Brood, by Dr. Howard 23c
2. Poultry for Market and Protlt 25c
3. Turke.\s for Market and ProUt.. . .25c
4. Our Ponltry Doctor 30c
5. Capons and Cammiz ng 30c
H. Hand-Book of Health, by Dr. Foote.. 25o
7 Kendall's Horse-Book 25c
8. Rural Life 25c
9. Ropp's Commercial Calculator 25c

10. Foul Brood, by Kohnke 25c
11. Silo and silage, iiy Prof Cook 25c
12. Blenen-Kultur. by Newman 40c

GEOKGE W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS

10 s^bSt discount
1 have a Large guantlty of Winter-Sawed

Basswood on hand, and will make Shipping-
C.-vSEs at 10 per cent, aiscount fiom list
price. Cases holding 15 sections, $5.00 per
hundred net. First-class work guaranteed.

Write for Price-List.

IV. J. STAHJI.VNIV, -Weaver, Ifllnn.
Mention the American Bee. JrumaL 25A8t

Ulllfll'^
HONEY-EXTRACTOR

i'llllll IS Square tilass Jars.

Root's Goods at Root's Trices.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies iu general, etc etc
Send ti)r our new catalog.

PracUeal Hiiii»» " will be mailed for lOe.
iu stampfi. Apply to—

Chas. F. Muth & Son. Cincinnati, Ohio.

"
(jiieeiis Given Away."

fGray Cariilolaiis anfl Golflen Italians,?

We will give a tine Tested Oueen (either race)
to alt customers ordering (1 Untested Queens,
and a fine Select Tested t,)u*en to all who or-
der 12 Untested Queens at one time. The
Queens given away will be sent to customers
in August.
tirade and Prices April July

of Bees and Queens j^ne aepT.

Untested Queen $ .75 t .65
Tested • 1.50 1.25
Select Tested Queen 2.50 2.25
Best Imported 5 00 4.00
One L Frame Nucleus (no Queen) .75 .50
Two • • • 1.50 1 00
Full Colony of Bees "

(In new dovetailed hive) 5.00 4,00

We KMaraiilee our Bees to be free from all

diseases, and to pivo entire satisfaction.
I>e«crli>live Prii-e-LilHt Free.

F. A. Loekliart &: Co ,
"-ake^^george.

l.'JDtf Please mention the I'.oo Jouriml.

For II knifit tliat will cm a horn without S
I'liishiug. because it cuts frniii four 2
—- - - siilen at once jjet^— a
THE KEYSTONEI
—DEHORNER—"I
It is liuniaiio. rui'i'i nii<l liurahlc Fully J
wHrraiitHfl. iliniiEST a\vaiii> at Worlu's w
F.MR Pescriptivp circulars :FR.ii:E. ^
A. <\ IIIJOSH'S, frtrliranvill.'. T:!.

Hee-Kcepcr's (luide—see page WL
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Questiojp'Box.
In tlie multitude of counsellors there is

safety.—Prov. 11-14.

DiKlancc Bees Go for Forage,
from Clioiee.

ftnery 55.—Suppose pasturage is unlim-

ited in all dlreciions. about what distance will

bees KG for loraRe ? In other words, how far

will bees go from choice?—Wis.

H. D. Cutting— I don't know.

A. V. Brown— From 1 to 2 miles.

G. M. Doolittle—From 1 to 6 miles.

J. M. Hambauph—I really don't know.

Rev. M. Mahio—From 1 to 2 miles, I

think.

Mr.-i. L. Harrison— I should think

about 2 miles.

Eugene Secor—Not more than half a

mile. (This is theory.)

Dr. C. C. Miller— I don't know. May
be half a mile to a mile.

Prof. A. J. Cook— I think they will go

very liitle distance, unless required to

do so.

E. France—Very few go over I mile ;

if pasturage is scarce they will go 6
miles.

Dr. .1. P. H. Brown—They will go 3
and 4 miles, but 2 miles are as far as

they usually go.

W. (}. Larrabee— I never saw such a

state of affairs, but it I had I don't think

I would be able to answer the question.

J. A. Green—At a guess, I should say

that not many would go over a mile if

they could find an abundance nearer
home.

G. W. Demaree

—

Not further than one
mile by natural inclination, but they will

follow up bee-pasture for several miles,

sometimes.

Chas. Dadant & Son—Not to exceed
IJ^ miles. They prefer a level trip, and
will go farther where the land Is un-

broken and even.

Jas. A. Stone Bees will go no
farther than they are compelled to. 1

think they only go to a distance because
they tind the nearer territory overworkt.

Dr. A. H. Mason— I don't know " how
far bees will go from choice," but I know
they will go 3 miles, profitably ; but
where '"pasturage is unlimited" their
" choice" might be to stay near home.

Emerson T. Abbott— I do not know.
They generally go " from choice " let the

distance be long or short. If you do not
believe it, you just try once to make
them go where they do not choose to go.

P. H. Elwood— I don't know, but I

do not believe they fly a distance simply
for the sake of exercise. With abundant
nectar of suitable consistency I believe

they would mostly alight within }A mile

from the hive.

R L. Taylor— It depends upon the

lay of the land, and whether the bloom
opens successively so as to lead the bees

on. Ordinarily they go only far enough
to And good pasturage— i. e , flowers not

much visited by other bees.

J. E. Pond—This is a somewhat diffi-

cult question to answer, but from my
own observation and reading, I should
judge, under the circumstances stated,

that bees will go less than one mile. I

Finest Alfalfa Honey

!

IT SELLS ON TASTING.

The Honey that Suits All

Who Buy It.

Low Prices Now!
We can furuNh White Alfalfa Extracted Honey, in 60-pound tin cans, on

board cars in Chicago, at these prices : 1 can, in a case, 7 }•< I'cnts per pound ; 2 cans

In one case, 7 cents ; 4 cans (2 cases) or more, f)>ij cents. The Cash MUST accom-

pany each order. Fine Basswood B'lavor Honey at same price; also in

27U-lb. barrels.

E^~ A sample of either honey will be mailed to an Intending purchaser, for 8

cents, to cover postage, packing, etc. We guarantee purity.

flEORfiE W. YIHIK & CO., 118 Midiisiiii Street. CHlCAfift, ILL

Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. New London,
Wisconsin,

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus

securing the best lU'iiber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
They have also one One of the Larjjest Factories and the latest

and most-improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there is in the State. The material is cut from patterns, by machinery,

and is absolutely accurate. I?or Sections, the clearest and -whitest
Basswood is used, and they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine

and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best

machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies.

Please meutiou th-'i Ame icau Bee .Tourn-^l. 7Atf

BEE-KEEPEES
SUPPLIES

We make
The Very Finest Line of

in tlie Market, and sell

them at Low Prices.
Send for Free lllH»lrale(l Catalos "«"• Pricc-I.i»t.

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.

Special Agnit for the Southwest
"^- ^- ^^^""11

^^..^^,, mo.

»lr. At>holl !»clls our Hive* and !>>eolioii>i al Taolory Prices.

That Queen-Clipping Device Free
Couldn't Du Witbout It.

I have clipped 19 queens, and must say Ibe
Monette QueeuCllpiiin? Device Is by lar the
best ioveution ever made, and will be wel-
come to many bee-keepHrs as it wad tome. \

could not do witiiout one now.
Du. Geo. Lacke, Newburtfh. Ind.

Works Like a Charm.

The Monetie Queen-Clipping Device works

LIKE A CHARM. With it 1 bave clipped 30

queens, all in one day. when examining my

bees. VVm. Stoi.lev. Grand Island, Nebr.

PLEASE READ THIS OFFER TO PRESENT SUBSCRIBERS :

Send us ;''«/ (""' '<«» '"""f for the American Bee Journal a year (with .?t.0O), and we

will mail you the Queen-ClippinK Derii'e free of charge. Or. the Queen-Clipping Device

will be sent postpaid for 30 cts. But why not get it as a Premium by the above offer ?

You can't earn 30 cts. any easier. Almost every bee-keeper will want this Device.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan St., CHICAGO, ILL.
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Vital I Water

!

Has never tailed to cure Blood and Skin Dis-

eases. The effect of Vita.1 Wiiter upon dis-

eases of the Kidney and Livrr Is magical and
permanent,. Send lor FKEE pampblct.

Forest Mefliciiial Springs Co.,

Lock Box No. 1 L.IBEKX%'VILL.K, ILL.
sS^tntion the Amertcmi Bee Journal

We have a few of these Emerson stiff cloth-
board binders for the American Bee Journal
They make a splendid permanent binding,
and bold a. lull year's numbers. The old price
was 75 CIS., postpaid, but we will mall you one
for only GO vin ^ or wiib the Bee Journal for
one yeiir—both together for $1,50.

5|f THE ADEL BEES AHEAD,«». «»>

mm
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yi?i! Beeswax
For all the Good, Pure Y'ello^v^

Beeswax delivered to our oQice till

further notice, we will pay '1\ cents per

pound, CASU ; or 27 cents for whatever
part Is exchanged for the Bee Journal,

Honey, Books or Seed, that we offer. Jf

you want cash, promptly, for your

Beeswax, send it on at once. Impure
wax not taken at any price. Address as

follows, very plainly,

GEO. W. YORK & CO.
118 Michigan St. , CHICAGO, ILL.

One Cent
Invested In a postal card
will tfet my larg-e CHta-
log of All tioot's Goods.
Send lisl of what you
want, and pet prife.

IVI. H. HliNT, Bell Braiioli, xYllcli.

IVHEN Answeriko this aovehtisement. Menth 1 TH'M JOURPtM-

DCC l^CCDCDC T Let me send you mj- 64-
DLL'NULr CnO I paire Catalog lor 18:^7.

J. ill. Jenkins, Wetunipka, Ala.

OUDF:rs filled by return mail for the
choicest, Untested Italian Queeus at 60c
pat'h. Can furnish i , 2 and 3 fr. Nuclei.
A. I. KooT Co.'s Supplies, f-end for

:SG-p:Lire Catalog-.
Juo. Nebel A: Son, Higli Hill, Iflo.

Mtniion the American Bee Journal- 4 Atf

No Expensd l-Gi- Th«'sshing.
There 13 a si mpu^ litilu machiiie on the market,

rrbich cm Im had for ^1.— . with farm rit:ht to nse it.

Thi.s tool was named "flail. ' but if it is cal.ed "hur-
ricane. ibo work will he easier". The farmer's
tlmp is uotflinir. and after thresbinc is finished, ho
can buy a little "pncket whirlicifj" and t.i;i]tl lecce
Of course the pi-oirre^nlve farmer wi', not trv to
compete with sr am, cither in thrc^ui^;,' or leoce
buiidiiij: He us.s tno PAGE.
PAGE WOVEN WIRS FcKCri CO.. Adrian, IVIich.

MenZiva 'y'.-s Arnerican Bee Jsujr:^ial.

^
^*Galiforni

If you care to know of its Fruits, Flowers
CLlmate or Kesourees, send for a Sample Copy
of California's Favorite Paper—

The Pacific Rural Press
The leading Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the Pacific Coast. Published weekl}'.
handsomely Illustrated 00 per anDum.
Sample Copy Free.

PACIFIC RURAL, PRESS,
220 Market St.. - SAN FEANCISCO. OAL.

yKn'ion r*if iincricun liee JoumcA^

Bee -Hives, Sections, Shipping-
C^'ases—everything used by bee-

) keepers. Orders filled promptly.
JSend for catalog MIWESdT.l BKE-
KEEFERS- SUPPLT JIFfi. C(l., Nicollet
Island, Minneapolis, Mtnn.

23 Alt Chas. Mosdeno, Mgr.

RE.iDERS
or tills Jonrnal nbo
write to any of oiii

advertisers, eltber ir

ordering, or asking about the Good*
jfffered, will please state tbat tbey saw

September, and If October is Included,

so much the better.

I have seen the good and bad effects of

breeding, as above stated, at different

times. Sometimes for want of honey In

the fields, and sometimes because of too

much, and the brood-chamber was
crowded with honey to the exclusion of

brood, honey being stored In the brood-

comb as hat.^ht out. The extractor is

then a pood thing. .T. W. Sanders.
Marshall Co., Iowa, July 1.

Interested in Bee-Eeeping:.

I am keeping bees In a small way,
having now 20 colonies from a start of
"2 a few years ago ; and as I am in the

fruit business I expect the bees to be

useful to me. I used to be afraid of

them, and get Into trouble when I went
near them, but I am learning better,

and can get along with them better now.
I have no ambition to become a bee-

man, but I may just as well start right

on account of my two sons, who may
finally take up ray work. One graduated
from the University of Illinois, and may
become interested in them. The other
son also was there two winters, but yet

they take an interest in farm work and
fruit. L. N. Beal.
Jefferson Co., 111., June 25.

Bees Doing Well.

My bees are doing well. I had 8
strong colonies In the spring, and now I

have 22— lU swarms in May and 4 in

June. I had a swarm May 1 1 at 10:80
a.m., which I put into a 10-frame hive
with a super of 24 sections on top. May
IT I took the super off, full of the nicest

white clover honey that any one ever
saw ; and June 4 I had one of the larg-

est swarms I ever saw from that same
hive. This beat anything that has hap-
pened to me since I first commenced,
some 14 years ago. Geo. C. Elli.s.

Warwick Co., Va., June 30.

Working Nicely in Supers.

It has been very cold and rainy here,

but it has turned off warm and white
clover Is just coming in. The blossoms
are larger than usual. Raspberry and
blackberry are just coming also, and
bees are working nicely in the supers
and swarming slowly ; but when a
swarm does come out it Is a whopper—as

large as the outside of a 10-frame hive ;

but they get in some way. I had one
come out and hang In a cluster all night,

and we had a thunder shower during
the night, but they staid there waiting
for me in the morning. It happened to

be my birthday, so I had a birthday
present—so my wife calls it.

C. G. ASCHA.
Berkshire Co., Mass., June 23.

Utah's Pioneer Jubilee—JtUy 20-25.

This is Utah's jubilee year, and the
dream of the pioneer has been fully re-

alized. The great American Desert,
where 50 years ago the red man roamed
with the buffalo, the bear, deer, and the
wolf, now teems with civilization, with
beautiful towns and cities—where 50
years ago scarcely anything grew but
wild sage, salt grass, and grease wood.
But the desert has been made to blossom
as the rose, and instead of the cricket
and the grasshopper, which sometimes

For Sale, BEES and (jUEEKS
Queens, 50 cts. Nuclei, three frames with

Queen, 12.00; Two frames, $1.50; One frame,

$1.00. Full Colonics, $4.00.

Mrs. A. A. SIMPSOJi,
16A13 SWARTS. Greene Co., Pa.

SEE THAT WINK

!

Ilee - SuppHcs ! Root's
Goods at Root's Prices.

Poader's Honey • Jars,
and every thing used by
bee-keepers Prompt, ser-
vice, low freight r^tte. Cat.
tree. Walter S Pouder,

16"i Mans. Ave..
IndianapoijIS. Indiana.•'Wn"^"P0VDt6'5flp*

^" IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aploultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
81.25 to Prof. A. J. Cook. Claremont, Calif.,

for his

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

Mention the jlmeD/iiin fief, JoninwM

PATENT WIRED COMB FODSDATIOH
Han No Sag in Brood-Frames

Thiu Flat-Kiittum Foundation
Bas Ko FisbbODe Id Ibe Sarplos Uouey

.

BelnK the oleanesi Is asaally worlced
the galckeet of any Foundation made

J. A. VAN DEUSON,
Sole Manafaotarer,

apront Brook MoDteomery Co.. N. 7.

If Von K.ee|> but One K«>inH(ly

'"''"'liXuidbe YELLOWZONES
They Combine the Virtues of a Medicine

Chest.
The Very Best general-service Remedy to be

had AT ANY PRICE.

^j/V'JP''' "IZonet Cathartics '^ "o^
addfd to each . > ox.

100 in a Box, *1.00—17 in a Box. 25c.

W. B. House, Drawer 1, Detour, Mich.
15Atf Please mention the Bee Juurual.

ONE MAN WITH THE

UNION ^^^i^:^^^''''*
Can do the work of four
men using hand tools. In
Ripping, Cuttlng-off, Mi-
tring. Rabbeting, Groov-
ing. Gaining. Dadoing,
Edglng-up. Jointing Stuff,
etc. Full Llneof Foot and
Hand Power Machinery
.Sold on Trial. Oatalofrue Free.

SENK'^A FALLS MFG. CO.,
46 Water St SENECA FALLS. N. Y.

lAly <Wcntii>.. the Atncrimn BeeJonm(i\

Return
I'lall.Italian Queens "'

Untested. oOc; Tested. $1.00.
Nuclei. "J frame. $2.00, including a good Queen

Bees by the Pound.
E. L.. CARRIiNKlUK,
J2Att ne Kiiiiiak S|>rlii::M, Fla.

Foundation —Sections— Hives
or any Other Supplies.

if you are in a riixli, send me your order. I
sell llie best only, arid All orders promptly
at LOWEST I'liu E. Beesivax tvauted in
exrban^e.

Workiiijj Wax [Tn^C^f^ A Specialty.

t3&~ Write for Cataloff and Prlce-Llst. with
Samples of Foundation and Sections.

GUS DITTMER,
AL'GUSTA, W^I^.
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devoured nearly everything, there is an
abundance of the good things of the

earth. This was oue of the few spots

where there was no honey-bees until

they were imported 1,0U0 miles over-

land by those hardy pioneers.

Utah will grandly celebrate her pio-

neer year. It is said that President
McKinley and many others will be here.

We send you greeting—a pressing invi-

tation to come and see us, and we wish

to extend this invitation to bee-keepers

from any part of the world. We will

try to make it pleasant and agreeable

for all that may favor us with their

presence. There will be an extra session

of the bee-keepers on July 23, in Salt

Lake City. While in some parts there

was considerable winter loss, as a rule

the yield of honey is excellent at present,

and the bees are in good condition.

E. S. LovESV.
J. B. Fagg.

Salt Lake Co., Utah, June 26.

Too Much Rain in June.

Bees are doing well at present, but it

has been so rainy through most of June
that they have done very little until

now. F. L. Murray.
Lafayette Co., Wis., June 30.

Honey Finest Ever Seen.

Judging from present indications this

will be a splendid honey season in this

section. I have taken off quite a lot of

honey, and it is all of the finest quality

ever seen. Geo. Bischoff.
Des Moines Co., Iowa, June 30.

Backward Season.

My hives are brimful of bees, and in

splendid condition. But on account of

so much cold, rainy weather this spring,

they have not been able to store any
surplus honey yet- If we don't have
some dry weather soon, I fear that our
" name is Dennis " for this season.

C S. French.
Todd Co., Minn., June 29.

LIFETIME
is often (iinir^'li lo d<j sumo tliing-s il dnno *
prnp.'ily in tho first place To build a Key- *
stone J'*ence is oointjr tho thing right in tho *
^c^;innlrl^f. 25 to 58 im-lies high. For tlio •
farm, lawn, park an<l cemetery. Our •
cattLlotfuo contains coiivinc-iiig' arguments, *

KEYSTONE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., \
N.>. :) Rush St., IVoria. 111. •

^••••••••••e •••••• ••••••••••

DijiME \ College \

Pknn Ave. and Eighth St.

Thorough Courses — Normal, Commercial, \a.-

dies Literiiry. Sbortlmlul and TypewrlllnR.

BlScient and experienced Instructors. Day
and Night sessions. Seud lor Catulug.

Prof. LKWIS KDWIN YOKK, Prcn.

BE COmiED, AMI GET YOUR MOIV'S WORTH
We offer the New Cliainpioii Doiib-

led-Walled < liafi:* Hive, made ot the
Best White Pine Lumber, from now until
Jan. 1, 1898, CompU'te and Painted, with
Dovetail Body and Two Supers for Comb
Honey or Extracting; 8, 9 or 10 frame
hive, with Thick Top. Selt-Spicmg Hoff-
man frames. IncludlnK- 2 or 4 folded Tin-
Rabbets, Tin Cover and Double Bottom —
all for only $1.50. The saoie in the Flat
for 98 cents: and if outside Summer and
Winter Case is wanted only, complete and
painted, to fit any Doveiall or Simplicity
8. 9 or 10 Jrame hive, for 93 cents; and
the same In the Fiat for 73 cents. Inside
measurement of Case 25x20 inches, and
21 Inches high. The above Hive has all
the latest improvements. We solicit your
orders. We also make

The Neatest No-Drip Shipping-Case
Send for L.o\vc!»t Figures.

We deliver all broods f. o. h. cars or boat lauding at Sheboygan, Wis. Address,

R. H. SCHMIDT & CO., Box 187, SHEBOYGAN, WIS.

The Great People's Atlas of the World.
MORE THAN 100,000 COPIES SOLD ANNUALLY.

Up-to-Date, Accurate. Beautifully Illustrated.

Nearly TO Comprehensive Maps, many of them double-page.

140 New and Superb Illustrations. A whole Library in itself, of vital and ab-
sorbing interest to every member of the household.

Population of each State and Territory, of all Counties of the United States, and
of American Cities of over ,5,000 inhabitants, by latest Census.

The handfomely enirraved maps
of all the States and Territories In
the Union are larjre, full-page, with
a number of double.pa>ie maps to
represent the most important of
the Sta PS. All countries on the
faceot the earth are shown. Riv-
ers and Jakes are accurately loca-
ted. M\ of the large cities of the
world. Ihe important towns and
most of the villages of the United
Slates are given on these maps:
alfio every cuiinty iu each
ISlate.
Over 200 Magnificent Illustra-

tloDS and Maps embellish nearly
every pngeof the Atlas and falth-
fuUj depict scenes In almost every
part oil the world.

This Atlas contains a prodigious
amount of Historical. Physical, Po-
litical. Educational and Statistical
matter, so comprehensively ar-
ranged and indext that informa-
tion on any subject can be found
In a moment's time.

Description of the World.
Itcontiiins a General Description

of the World, giving Its Physical
Features. Form. Density, Tempera-
ture, Motion. Winds and Currents:
Distribution of Land and Water:
Kacps of People, their Kcllglons
andNbHnbeis: also the mo^t com-
plete Litt of Nations ever publlsht,
givingtheir v_4eographical Location,
Area, Population, Forms of Gov-
ernment, etc.

The Popular and Electoral Votes for President in 1884, 18SS and 1892, by

States. List of All the Presidents. Agricultural Productions. Mineral Products.

Homestead Laws and Civil Service Rules. Statistics of Immigration, 1820 to

1891. Public Debt for the Past 100 Years. Gold and Sliver Statistics. Number
and Value of I<\irin Animals. Cultivable Area as Compared with Increase of Popu-

lation. Postal Information, with Domestic and Foreign Rates, and Other Informa-

tion that should bo In every Home, Store, Ollice and Schoolroom.

We will mail this great Atlas, postpaid, for only

.50 cts.; or for $1.40 we will send it with the Bee
-.Toiirnal for one year ; or wo will mail it free as a

premium for sending U8 one ?iew SulJSCriber ($1.00) to the Bee Journal

Miniature Cut of A tlfts. Actual Sizn. Open, 14 by 22 Inches ;

Closed, 14 by 11 InclipH

Our Liberal Offers

:

for a year.
GEOBOE W. YORK & CO,, 118 Michigan St., CHICAGO, ILL.
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HONEY andBEESWAX

Chicagro, 111., June 14.— Fancy white. 12®
l.'Jc; No. I wiiitf. lU'fillc ; tHDcy amuer, i>@
10c. ; No I auitier. TQSc. ; f;in y d^rk. Sc;
No. 1 dirk. fji^T. Extracted, while, 5^7c.;
amber. ^@.Jc; dark, iij^a-l''. Beeswax. 'JS®-".
Not any new comb hooey iu market. Ex-

tracted very slow ol sale.

Philadelphia, Pa., June 14.—Fancy white.
lyfifiUc; Nn. 1 wiiiie. l*J(^l.'ic.: fancy amber,
ll(812c: No. 1 amiicr. 10@llc.; fancy dark,
8(SSic ; No. 1 dark. TQSc. Extracted, white,
5®fic : amber 4@5c.: dark,4c. Beeswax. 2.^c.

New bone.v has commenced to arrive. Very
little call at present. To-day is very dull.
Prospects are for very low prices. Big>rest
honey croi> in 10 years.

Milwaukee, Wis., Jane 14,—Fancy white,
l:i(ai 4c-; No. 1 white. 11® 1 2.!.; fancy amber,
loailc; No. 1 aml>er. 8(ai0c. : fancy dark,
.s@9c. Kxtracted, white, 5@6c.; amber, 4@5c,
Beeswax, 27@'J8c,
The stuck of honey Is »orklnp do^vn to a

small supply: etipecially for anything fancv.
It Is encouraKiug- to apiarists to find that the
more carefully and nicely hone.v Is prepared,
and the better the quality sent to 'his mar-
ket, the more readily it will sell, and good re-
turns folio*. And new chok-e qua Ity comb
will sell, while the common is ver.v hard to
move at anv price. We think the old stock
will all be disposed of belore any new crop is

read.v for market.

Buffalo, N, Y , June 14,—Fancy white, 10
©lie: No, 1 woite. Si9c : fancy amber, 7@
8c: No. 1 am tier. 6@7c fancy dark, 6ift7c.;

No. 1 d»rk. 5@0c. Extracted white. :i'S>aVia.\
amber. 4H@''C. Beeswax, 20@"2.tc.
No demand now, and we can't move any

kind without pushingr and cutting, but we
can sell at some prices.

Kansas City, Mo., June 14 —No. 1 white,
12@13c : fancv amber, ll@12c.; No. 1 am-
ber. lOOl Ic; lancy dark.9@10c.: No. 1 dark,
8@9c. Extracted, white, 5@.t!4c.: amber, 4®
4Wc.: dark, 4c, Beeswax, 2,o@:i0c.
Very little old comb honey in market. Ni

new in yei, Tuere is considerable extracted
on band.

Boston, Mass,, June 14,—Fancy white,
13c.; No, 1 white. ll@12c. Extracted, white,
7c : amber. 5®(>c,
The demand lor honey is light, but that is

to be expected at this time of the year. Sup-
ply is also light.

Cleveland. Ohio, June 14.—Fancy white.
12'/i-13c. ; No. 1 white, lie: lancy amber, 8-
9c.: fancy dark. 7c.
Hone.v is moving very slow. We believe,

however, as soon as the new crop comes in it

will move much better.

Detroit, Mich., June 14.—Fancy white, 10
@12c.; No. I white, lOQJllc: fancv amber. 8
@9c.: No. 1 amber. 7@Sc. Extracted, white,
5@6c, ; amber. 4@5c. Beeswax, 25-26c.

Cincinnati, Ohio, June 22.—Comb, 8-l,3c.
Extracted, :IS4-Kc. Beeswa.x—demand fair at
22-2.5C for good to ch-dce yellow.
Demand lor comb honey is slow. Consider-

able of the new crop of extracted has been
arriving the last two or three weeks and finds
a pretty ready sale.

New York, N. Y,, Jure 14,—Comb honey
is all cleaned up now. and there is no more
demand for any ; could sell some nice white
comb at from 10@llc.. but would not advise
shipping of anymore buckwheat. New crop
extracted is arriving quite freely from the
South, and finds fairly good sale at from ,50®
52c. per gallon for average common grade,
and ,")5®G0c. per gallon for ttelter grades.
Expect to have new crop California here
within the next two weeks or sooner.
Beeswax steady at 26@27c.

Minneapolis, Minn,, June 14, — Fancy
white. 12®14c.: No. 1 white. Il@l2c.: fancy
amber. 10@llc ; No. 1 amber, 9@10c: fancy
dark.8@Uc.: No. 1 dark, 7iS8c. Extracted,
white, 6@7c.: amber. 5@6c. ; dark, 4@,jc.
Beeswax. 24®27c.
Demand for extracted honey is nominal,

hut at fair prices. Comb very slow on ac-
count of warm weather.

Ban Prancisco, Calif., June 9.—White
comb, 9-10c»; amber..j-7c. Extracted, white,
*Ji-5!4C.; light amber, 4-4XC.: amber, 34c.;
dark tule, 25ic, Beeswax fair to choice, 25-
27c.
New-crop honey has been coming forward

quite freely, mostly extracted, with demand

slow at full current figures, and mainly for
local use. Some intpjlry is being made en
foreign account, but shippers' Ideasof values,
so far as exprest this season, are at a low
range, and under any prices whit-h have yet
been acceptable to producers. This jear's
product, owing to its generally fine quality,
shuultl pn've" very de^i^allle to European
dealers, and it Is hoped thev will see their
way clear to bid figures which will allow at
least a fair remuneration to apiarists.

List uf iioiiey and Beesiwax DeaiurN.

Moat of whom Quote in this Journal

Cblva,(<>, Ills,

H. A. BnRNKTT & Co.. 1*53 South Waier Str. et.

New York, N. V.
HlLDRETH BBOe. & SkoKLKKN.

120 & 122 W. Broadway.

KanHan Illy, iTlu.

0. C. Clbmoms & Co., 423 Walnut Hi

KiiaMiu, IS. V.
BaTTEBSON & CO., 167 Al 169 Scott Si.

Hamlllon, llln.

Chas. Dadant & Son.

Pblludelpbia, Fa.

Wm. a. Selser, 10 Viue St,

Cleveiaad, Obio.
A. B, Williams & Co , 80 & 82 Broadway,

St. liunlH, Mo.
Westcott Com, Co., 213 Market St

niinneapoUa, niinn.
S. H, Hall & Co.

inUtvankee, Wis.
A, V. Bishop 4 Co.

BoHton, mass.
Blake, Scott & Lee . 57 Chatham Street.

Detroit, IQIcb.

M, H, Hunt, Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich.

Indianapolis, Ind.
Walters. Pjaoaa. LdJ .Missichusetts Ave

Albany, N. Y.
Chas. McCulloch & Co., 380 Broadway,

Cincinnati, Obio.
C. F, MUTH & SON, cor. Freeman & Oenl ral Avs,

Creamery Machinery ^^^^e
One Upright Boiler and Engine. Two Vats

for .Milk and Cream, capacity 300 gallons
each. One Mason Box Churn 200 gallons.
One List Churn with Bottles and Cases. One
Power Butter-Worker. One DeLavel Belt
Separator, One Howe Platform Scales, four
beams. .Milk and Cream Cans. One 1-pound
Butter-Print. Six 58-pound Butter-Cases.
One Power Force Pump. Shafting, Pulleys,
Belting, lot of Iron Pipe, Water-'Tank, etc.

All in irood order. \Vill be sold at a sacrifice.
Address or call on.

J. S. HAItrZELI., Addison, Pa.
Railroad Sta —Conki.uence, Pa. 2l)A2t

AHEN AKSwentuG THIS AOVtRTlSEUENT, MENTION TMIB JOU«(,*t„

<(ii«ent>> antl <tueen-Kearine.—
11 you want to know how to have queens
fertilized in upper stories while the old

queen is still laying below; how you may
safely iutrodiue any queen, at any time of

the year when bees can fly ; all about the
different races of bees ; all about shipping
queens, queen-cages, candy for queen-
cages, etc. ; all about forming nuclei, mul-
tiplying or uniting bees, or weak colonies,

9tc. ; or, in fact, everything about the
queen-business which you may want to
tnow—send for Doolittle's "Scientific
Queen-Rearing " — a book of over 170

pages, which is as interesting as a story.

Here are some good offers of this book:

Bound in cloth, postpaid,?!.00; or clubbed
with the Bee Jouknal for one year—both
for only 11.75 ; or given free as a premium
for sending us '"" new subscribers to the
Bbb Journal for a year at $1,00 each.

A Kook Keeoiiinionded by Dr. Gallup.

THE NEW METHOD
In Health and Disease.
By W. E Forest. M. D., 13th Edition. Re-
vised. Illustrated, and Enlarged. This is

the greatest and best work ever publisht
as a Home I'iivsician, and as

A <aiii<l<- 10 llt-allli.

It makes the way from \V«"aWnej<» to
Mlreii;;!!! so plain that only those who
are past recovery (the very few) need to
be sick, and the well who will follow its

teachings <-aiinut be sick. It is now
in many families the only counsellor in
matters of health, saving the need of call-

ing a physician and all expenses for medi-
cines, as it teaches Hygiene and the use
of Nature's remedies, not a drii^
trealiiienl.

All 4°lii-<>ni<- l>i!i«ea«e!ii

are considered, and there is not a curable
disease that has not been belpt by some
of the " .\'"<' -I/i^rAof/.s " given here; even
those who have been pronounced Con-
Miiiiipllve have been entirely cured.
While for Kli«-itniali^>ni. liKlIa'es-
lion, l>.v»|>op!>ia, l'ouKli|>alioii,
lk.V!>eiil:ir,v. I.,iver :iii<l I4i<ln<-y
'I'roiihU'.x. Calarrli. I^inacla-
liun, <aeii«'ral I>el>ilily, >erv-
oiiN KxliaiiMlion, l>l!>ea>«eN Pe-
4-iiliar l«» Women, etc.. the methods
are sure, and can be carried out at one's
own home and with little or no expense.

A Unaranlee.
So confident are the publishers of the
results, that they offer to refund the
money to any one who will try "New
Methods" thoroughly, if the book is re-
turned in good condition.

Xiic ;>ien' Kdition
is illustrated with a number of Anatom-
ical plates from the best English work on
Anatomy publisht, and others made ex-
pressly tor this work ; contains .SOO pages,
printed on fine calendered paper, and al-

though the price)of the first edition (much
smaller in size and without illustrations)
was :S2.50, we sell this at ,?1.00, postpaid.

PRE.nit.YI OFFERS.
For sending us two new subscribers to
the Bee Journal for one year, we will
mail ycu the book free as a premium, or
we will mail it for sending your own ad-
vance renewal and one new yearly sub-
scriber. This is a wonderful premium
offer. Address all orders to

—

GEOROr 'W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.

UNG DISEASES.
.^o years* experience. If your case is

sufficiently serious to require expert medi-
|cal treatment, address

Or. Peiro, 100 State St., Chicago.

Texas Glueens

!

By return mall. Best honey-gatherin? strain
in America. L'ntested. T.ic. Select Warran-
ted. $1.00. J. D. UIVENS, Lisbon, Tex.
9.\26t Mtntion the American Bet Journal

llee-l*ee|>er.«>' Piiotograpli.—We
have now on hand a limited number of ex-
cellent photographs of prominent bee-keep-
ers—a number of pictures on one card. The
likeness of 49 of them are shown on one of

the photographs, and 121 on the other. We
will send them, postpaid, for 30 cts. a card,
mailing from the 121 kind first; then after
they are all gone, we will send the 49 kind.
So those who order first will get the most
" faces" for their money. Send orders to

the Bee Journal office.
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wa w^ am mm —a Copy of

—

LDlL Suvcmfiil Kee-Keepins;,rn r I by W. Z HutchluBuu ;

^

I I K!! and our 1807 Catalo);. lor 2-

cent stump, or a cnpy of the
Catalog for ilie Atkins. We make almost
Kver} tiling used liy Bee-Keeper», and at
LiutvoKl ITltes. Our

Falcon Polisiit Sections
are wMrrauted

Superior to All Others.
Don't buy cheaply iind roughly made Goods.

when you can have Ilie bent—until a» we
make.

The American Bee -Keeper
[monthly, now ia its 7th year]

36 Pages—50 Cents a Year.
t-AMPLE FHEE—ADDKESS.

THEW.T.FALCOiMMKG.OO.,
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

Golden Beauties and 3-Banded
Or IMPORTED STOCK.

^IlversGray Carniola.ns.
Dntes ed, 50c.; Tested, 75c. Safe arrival

guaranteed. Address.

Judge E. Y. TERRAL & CO.
26Atf Camehon. Texas.

I AEISE
rvo SAY to the readers
1 of the

BEE JOURNAL thai

DOOl^lTTLE
has concluded to hsII

—BEKS and QUEENS—
In their eeason, Uurlnii
1897, at thefollowlDB
prices :

One Colony of Italians
on 9 Gallup frameH, In
liKhtshippiny-box $600
Five Colonies 25 tw
Ten Colonies.. .. 45 00
1 untested queen. 1 (mi

6 " queena 5 5(>

12 " "
10 00

1 teBte'i Queen... {1 so
3 " QueenB , 350
1 select tested queen 2 <

3 " " Oueen54()0

Belect tested queen, previous season's rearing 4 nn
Rxtra Selected for breeding, the vkht best, son
About a Pound of BKKS in a Two-frame Nueleua.
with any Queen, $2.00 extra.

$W Circular tree, sivintr full particulars resar^'-

tnK the Bees and each clasa of Queens.
Address

6. M, DOOLITTLE,
llA25t BORODINO. Onon To N Y

BIfi MONEY IN POULTmf
Eggs of 1st PRIZEWINNERS
$1.00 PER SETTING to the

rr-adors of tliis paper only it you order

now.of 30 leading varieties. Send 1.5c

^ forthe Iiir^'bi^t an.l most cnim.lHte Poultry

N(;ui.le evfr JOHN BAUSCHER. Jr.
>,i»i.ublishea. Uox W, Freeport, Ills.

lOAl'Jt Mr.nllon the American Bee Journal

i
Traction. Porl.ibi^hri'lSMmi-Port-
nble. Simple nMu ('iMupoiind, Also
Thrf'sherfl.IIorso Powor.i.Huw Mills

NGINE
Si'ndforilliisf.ratffl ciitaloffue frpe
OurHarofqnal tinill—SnrpHssGd by
nonH. "Its IL way wii liavo."

M. Rumely Co. Laporte.lnd.

Please Send TJs the Xames of your

neighbors who keep boes, and we will

send them sample copies of the Bek
JouKNAL. Then please call upon them
aai get them to subscribe with yon, and

secure some of the premiums we offer.

'S Dadant's Foundation f^^

Why Does It Sell So Well ?
Because it has always given better satisfaction than any other.

Because IN 20 YEARS there have not been any complaints, but thousand

of compliments.

We Guarantee Satisfaction.
What more can anybody do ? Beauty, Purity, Firmness, No Sagging, No

Loss. Patent 'Weecl Process of Sbeeting'.

Sentl IVaiiie for Our Catalogs, !^aiui>Ie!« of I'oiiiKlalion and Veil
material. We sell the best Veils, cotton or silk.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies of All Kinds.

I„.Mff©S'rR@T-H QM TTH® H©ff®Y=BBE^, Revised!.
The Classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.25, by mail.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
Please mention the Am. Bee Journal. HAMILTON, Haacock Co., ILL.

m lowiO'^e ^leMowioMi
T^ —-r

L
Our business is making Sections. We are located in the basswood belt of Wis-

consin ; therefore the material we use cannot be better. We have made the fol-

lowing prices :

No. 1 Siiow-Wliilc.

500 for $1.25
1000 for 2.50
2000 for 4.75
3000 for 6.75

No. 1 CrcHin.

500 for $1.00
1000 for 2.00
2000 for 3.75
3000 for 5.25

If larger quantities are wanted, write for prices.

Pricc-Liiiit of Scclioiiiii, Foundations, Veils, §iuokcr§, Zinc, Etc.,
Sent on application.

MARSHFIELD MFG. CO., Marshfield, Wis.6A35t

THE ROOT NO-DRIP SHIPPING CASES.
Why throw away good money on home-made or poorly-made Cases — such as
will let the honey drip through them? Commission men have told us that
honey put up in our Cases brings one or two cents more per pound. A word
to the wise is sufficient.

The Porter Bee-Escape.
Acknowledged to be the best in the world. Cleans supers of bees without
smokinf?, brushing, shaking, or uncapping the honey.

The Root-Cowan Extractors.
Have been and are the standard the world over.

Packages for Extracted Honey.
We are head-quarters for everything in this line.

The New Weed Drawn Foundation.
This is a success. Don't take the statement of any oue else, but send for sam-
ples and try it yourself. I'ieces 4 inches square, running about 11 feet per lb.,

are now being sent out. Prifes— :i pieces, 4x4, lUc. ; by mail, Vic. 10 pieces,

25c. ; mail, 30c. 34 pieces, .50c. ; mail. tiUc. And if we can catch up on orders
for the small lots, we will furnish it in half-pound packages at 7.5c. with other
goods, or 90c. postpaid.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
Factory and Main Office, MEDINA, O.

bK/A-NCh: offices :

ll§ Ifllcliisan St., Chicago, III. Syracuse, N. V.
1021 miss. Str., St. I'aul, fflinn. mccliunic Fulls, Maine.

10 Vine SI., Pliiladclplila, I*a.
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Six Months Mily 40 Cents

!

NOW FOR NEW SUBSCRIBERS.

Get Your Bee-Keeping Friends and Neighbors

to Take the Old American Bee Journal.

We would like to have each of our present readers send at

least one ne«; subscriber for the Bee Journal before Aug. 1,

1897. That surely will not be hard to do, when they will

need to pay only 40 cents for the rest of this year. That is

6 months, or only about 7 cents a month for the weekly

American Bee Journal. Any one with only a colony or two

of bees should jump at such an offer as that.

Now, we don't ask you to work for us for nothing, but

will say that for each new iO-cent subscriber you send us, we

will mail you your choice of o)ie of the following; list

:

Wood Binder for the Bee Journal 20c.

50 copies of leaflet on "Why Kat Honey?" 20c.

30 " " on "How to Keep Honey " 20c.

50 " " on " Alsike Clover" 20c.

1 copy each " Preparfttion of Honey for the Market "(10c.)
and Uoollttle's " Hive I Use " loc.) 15c.

1 copy each Dadants' "Handling Bees" (8c.) and " Bee-
Pasturage a Necessity " (lOc.) 18p.

Dr. Howard's book on "Foul Brood" 25c.

Kohnke's" Foul Brocd" book 25c.

Cheshire's " Foul Brood " book dOc.) and Dadante' " Hand-
ling- Bees" [8c ] 18c.

Dr. Foote's Hand-Bookof Health 25c.

Rural Life Book 25c.

Our Poultry Doctor, by Fanny Felld 25c.

Poultry for .Market and Profit, by Fanny Field 25c.

Capons and Caponizlng 23c.

Turkeys for Market and Profit 23c.

Green's Four Books on Frult-Growing 25c.

Kopp Ckjmmerclal Calculator No. 1 25c.

Silo and Silage, by Pro t. Cook 25c.
Blenen-Kultur [German] 40c.

Kendall's Horse-Book [English or German] S3c.
1 Pound White Clover Seed 23c.

1 " Sweet " 25c.

m • Aleike " ' 25c.

1^4 " Alfalfa " 25c.

1^4 " Crimson " " 25c.

The Horse—How to Break and Handle 20c.

We make the above offers only to those who are now sub-

scribers ; in other words, no one sending in his own 40 cents

as a new subscriber can also claim a choice of the above list.

G-EORGE W. YORK & CO.
118 Michigan St., - CHICAGO, ILL.

Large Honey-Yields—Swarming, Etc.

BY PROF. A. .1. COOK.

The following has been forwarded to me by the editor,

for reply :

Mr. Editor:—I am very much interested in Prof. Cook's
report of J. F. Mclntyre's immense crops, as given on page
291, and write to ask if I am correct in understanding that
Mr. Mclntyre keeps his 600 colonies in a single apiary. It

so, his yields from a single apiary are enormous—the average
being well toward (iO,000 pounds, and at least 180,000
pounds, or 90 tons in one of his best years. Has a single

apiary ever beaten that record '?

Another question : Prof. Cook says when a swarm issues

the brood is taken away " and thus the colony is in good
condition to go into the surplus chamber as soon as the honey
season opens." Is it the common thing in California for bees
to swarm before the honey season opens'? T. Buskirk.

In response to the questions by Mr. T. Buskirk, I will say

that Mr. Mclntyre does keep his 6<l0 colonies of bees in a sin-

gle apiary. I do not know that any apiarists in California

have done better than Mr. Mclntyre, tho a good many have

done as well. The fact that the flowers here yield bountifully

of honey, and are in blossom for so long a period, and usually

have no climatic condition to interfere with a copious nectar-

supply, in case the preceding winter was a wet one, often

makes the yield of honey enormous. The only discount on

California as a honey State is the fact that once in about three

years the season is a failure, owing to excessive drouth.

Mr. Buskirk also asks if it is a common thing in Califor-

nia for bees to swarm before the honey season opens. I would

answer this, yes and no. The real honey season that is

counted on for a harvest does not usually open until the dawn
of the bloom of the white sage, and usually the bees are done

swarming at this period if managed rightly. The season,

however, commences much earlier. The eucalyptus trees are

in blossom all winter, and the lemon and orange are in bloom

in February. Thus we have a honey season the winter

through, yet the bees are breeding up at this time, and it is

not often that very much surplus honey is secured, tho several

apiarists during the past winter secured not a little honey

from the orange-bloom, and it was beautiful honey. I had

some of this honey during the past spring, and it had just a

reminder in flavor of the fragrance of the orange-blossom,
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and I hardly need say more to represent its incomparable ex-

cellence. I noticed the same thing of fruit-honey in Michi-

gan. It often would remind me of the fragrance of the apple-

orchard.

The following is another letter sent me by the editor :

Mr. Editor:— I send you a green bug that was taken out

of the interior of a colony of bees this afternoon with a live

honey-bee in its mouth, and it took the head off the bee before

it would release it. I send the saire bee with the bug for your
inspection. Please report through the Bee Journal.

Livingston Co., 111. John S. Sleeth.

I was much interested in the letter of Mr. Sleeth. The

large beetle which he encloses is a beetle very common in

Michigan, Illinois, and all the States east to the Atlantic. It

is one of the great family of ground beetles—Carabidae— all

of which are known Vor their predaceous habits, and do an im-

mense amount of good in destroying cut-worms, caterpillars,

and other moth-larvie that live in the ground. Most of the

beetles of this family are black. All have long legs, and thus

can run very fast, and sharp jaws which fit them admirably

for the good work which they perform. The grubs or larvn^

are also usually black, run rapidly, and also have sharp,

strong jaws. The larvie, like the beetles, are also very val-

uable in destroying our insect pests. The beetle sent is quite

an exception in coloration from most of the family. It is a

brilliant green, with a thorax of metallic blue, bordered on

the hind margin with a band of coppery bronze. The head is

black, while the entire under side is greenish bronze, tho the

legs are metallic blue. The insect is one of the most hand-

some of our beetles.

I have never heard before of this insect, or any others of

its family, attacking bees. Mr. Sleeth says that he found tho

beetle in the hive with a live honey-bee in its mouth, which it

beheaded before release could be given. I am not surprised

to learn of this case, for any such insect is likely, occasionally,

to vary its usual diet with a bee or two. We need not, how-

ever, have any anxiety in this case, for I am sure that this

beetle will never do any serious harm to the bee-keeper, while

the amount of good that it does to the farmer and gardener

passes description. The name of the beetle is Calosoma

scrutator.

We have had a serious caterpillar pest in the olive

orchards of Southern California the past spring, which did no

little harm. A large, black ground-beetle of the same family

and genus as the one sent by Mr. Sleeth did valiant service in

helping us to rid the orchards of this new enemy. This beetle

was observed to run up the trees, and would dispatch a num-

ber of the large caterpillars at one meal-time.

SOME CALIB'ORNIA HONEY-l'LANTS.

The California white sage, or Audibertia polysthacia, has

now been in bloom for four or five weeks, and still the buds

are yet as numerous as the more mature fruit. I think we

can expect the blossoms to continue for at least a month yet.

The California buckwheat, a shrub which is very abundant in

Southern California, and which has a cluster of white flowers

tinged with pink, is now in full bloom. The name of this

plant is Eriogonum fasioulatum. This flower blooms even

longer than the white sage. It cojnmences to bloom by the

middle of May, when the white sage has been in bloom for

about four weeks, and continues to bloom until winter. I have

often seen it In blossom the very last days of December.

One of the most common honey-plants of Southern Cali-

fornia is a beautiful shrub, or I might say beautiful shrubs,

for there are several species. They belong to the family

llhamnaceae, and belong to two genera Rhamnusand Coono-

thus. One of the early llowers of the second genus grows

abundantly in the canyons, and blossoms very early, being in

full bloom the last of March. It is called the "wild lilac,"

and not without reason, for the blossom is much like the lilac,

not only in color, but In form as well. The species of Rhamnus

blossom later and are in bloom nearly the summer through.

They are beautiful shrubs with bright green, glistening

leaves which look almost as though they might have been

varnisht. The flowers are greenish, and quite inconspicuous,

but the shrub is exquisitely beautiful. I have often wondered

that the shrub is not transplanted generally into our yards

and pleasure grounds, as I know hardly a plant that would

more fitly grace such a position. There is another advantage

that would be gained in setting this plant, that it seems to

endure the greatest drouth, as we find it long in bloom during

the summers following our driest winters.

These plants are also honey-plants, as it is very common
to see the bees swarming on the flowers. I am not sure that

they get very much honey from this source, but the flowers

certainly would have the advantage of stimulating breeding,

and may be, for aught I know, excellent for honey.

IRRIGATING HONEY-PLANTS.

It is well known to all bee-keepers of Southern California

that seasons following a severe drouth are not productive of

nectar, so that the honey crop is almost sure to be a failure at

such time. During the past winter the rainfall ceast very

suddenly, so that, what is quite usual, we had almost no rain

at all in the month of April. Our fruit-growers are complain-

ing seriously that their prunes and navel oranges are dropping

largely from the trees. In certain cases the trees are bearing

as heavily as ever, but in all such cases the trees were thor-

oughly irrigated in the month of April. In one place near

Claremont several orchards were—we may almost say by acci-

dent—thoroughly irrigated, so that the earth was well wet

down in the month of April. These orchards are all loaded

with fruit. Thus it is thought by several of our best fruit-

men that the April drouth, just as the bloom was falling, was

the cause of the fruit dropping so badly.

Does not the failure in the honey crop In dry seasons

argue in the same direction ? I am inclined to believe that

with further observation our fruit-growers will learn that

irrigation in dry winters may pay as well as the wetting down

of the earth later in the season. It is possible that the time

may come when the bee-keeper will irrigate honey-plants,

and thus secure a crop even in seasons of drouth. Mr. Harbi-

son stated at the San Diego Farmers' Institute that he had set

out a large plantation of the black or ball sage. He stated that

it was a very easy matter to do this, and he found the profits

were exceedingly large. He believed that such setting of

honey-plants would be largely resorted to in the future, and

would make California a honey State of highest reputation.

It seems to me that Mr. Harbison's hint, together with the

suggestion above, is worthy of thought and consideration.

Such a plantation would not need to be watered except in the

winter when water has no value. It is probable that a plan-

tation of 10 or 20 acres of sage, well watered every winter,

would give sufficient honey for quite an apiary. This whole

idea may seem chimerical to many; but such suggestions are

not to be too lightly treated. There may be more in them

than any of us think.

THE WORK OF THE OLD UNION.

A friend writes me complainlngly, as tho in my recent

articles regarding the work of the Old Bee-Keepers' Union I

was antagonizing some one. I wish to state that I have no

such intention or thought. It seems to me that none of us

have occasion to question or suspect others' motives who dififer

with us in matters of this kind. As this matter seems to me
one of very great importance, I wish to trespass upon the bee-

keepers once more.

From what this friend writes me, I do not suppose it is

possible for the Old Union to act without a sanction by direct

vote of the members. It seems that at the last vote It was

directed that the Old Union should do battle In no other lines
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other than those previously followed. While I do not believe

at all that the members meant to vote this way—for I do not

believe that they understood they were voting except against

amalgamation—yet with the vote in view I think it is prob-

able that the Manager has no right to prosecute in other

directions. In this case I believe that we should at once vote

to give him that right, and not only that, but direct him to

proceed at once to fight adulteration.

As I have already stated, it is not wise or best in my opin-

ion to keep two organizations alloat. The amount of business

on hand will justify no such course. It is just as patent, I

think, that the Old Union will not live if it does not broaden

its field of work. It seems to me with its old-time prestige it

can do better work than can any new organization, if it is

willing to put its shoulder to the wheel with all of its old-time

energy. For this reason, I, as one of the officers of the Old

Union, am led to urge with all the power I am possest of, that

the Old Union proceed at once to fight this horrible enemy of

the bee-keepers—the adulteration of our honey.

As I have said before, we have a splendid place right here

In California to commence the fight. The old Manager is on

the ground. The public sentiment is ready for the fight. I

believe it is a stupendous blunder that any impediment stands

In the way of immediate action.

Los Angeles Co., Calif., June 6.

Starved Brood—How to Prevent It.

BY WM. m'EVOV.

In many localities the bees get but very little houey after

fruit-bloom is over until the clover begins to yield, and when
the weather has been rather unfavorable at that time the bees

in many colonies will use up all the unsealed honey at such

times in feeding the larva;, and when that is gone the bees iu

some colonies will not uncap the old sealed honey fast enough
to keep pace with the amount of larva; on hand that requires

feeding just then. Soon after that, dead brood in all stages

will be found, which died for the want of being fed. Uncap-
ping some of the sealed stores, in the evenings, or feeding at

such times so as to furnish the bees with plenty of xmsealcd

honey in the brood-nest, will put things so in order that no

dead brood will be seen in such colonies after that.

There is a great difference in the bees from some queens.

Some are good feeders of larva; at all times, while others are

very poor, except in times of honey-flows. In the honey sea-

son, do away with all queens whose bees are not good feeders

of larvse, and put in young ones from colonies that are, or

send to some good queen-rearer for some. Where the combs
have much dead brood of this kind, place them above the

queen-excluders until the most of the brood is hatcht ; by
doing that the bees will clean this kind of dead brood out be-

fore they store honey in the cells.

But in all cases where the combs are poor and very old,

make wax of these as soon as the brood is hatcht out of them.

The combs of decayed brood, which I recently received in

paper boxes that came from Dakota and Minnesota, had no

foul brood in them, altho the resemblance was very strong.

Ontario, Canada, June 30.

^
Some Bee-Keepiug Errors Corrected.

Br C. B. BANK8T0N.

It is indeed easy for man to sit in his office and imagine
things about bees, and write his imagination for the books

and papers. But actual experience Is what the novice needs,

as much or more than he does book-learning. In every pur-

suit there is a class who has a special slight with the pen.

These fellows do a great deal of good and a great deal of

harm. While they do not teach us much about the real truth
of the secrets hid beneath the hive-cover, we learn to theorize

from reading their long-winded articles. I regret to say that
there is a great deal taught about bees in the books and
periodicals which is not akin to the truth. Many of the bee-

keepers who know the most write the least.

When a lie becomes popular it is all the harder for the

truth to suppress it. I will mention a few things which have
been going the rounds, and which I very much desire to have
set right. I will not mention any writer's name, but simply

refer to the thing said.

LAVING QUEENS FIGHTING.

Whoever saw laying queens fight? I never did. This
coming from one of our best writers was easily believed by the

inexperienced. I had not kept bees six months before I

learned that laying queens would fight to a finish as soon as

the opportunity is presented. One man had a fine Italian

queen killed just from the conclusion he had drawn from
reading this statement.

MEETING OF THE QUEEN AND DRONE.

The queen and drone meet in the air; in falling to the

ground the male organ is twisted in two, and the drone and
queen are thus separated. This is imagination. Here is the

truth: They meet in the air and fall to the ground; the

queen gnaws the organ in two, and returns to the hive.

REARING QUEENS FROM TWO TO THREE DAYS' LARV/E.

Good queens can be reared from two to three days' larvie.

This is imagination. Experience says that good queens can
be reared from two to ten hour old larvas.

QUEENLE8SNESS, NOT WEB-WORMS.

" The web-worms destroyed several colonies for me dur-

ing the season." Imagination. Experience : I lost several

colonies from queenlessness and starvation.

THREE BANDED WORKER-BEES.

A 5-bauded queen mated to a black drone will produce

3-banded workers. Straight imagination. Truth : The
workers will be at least one-third black.

QUEENS PASSING THROUGH BEE-ZINC.

A virgin queen can go through a space 5/32 of an inch.

As soon as laying, she cannot pass. Imagination. Truth : A
laying queen can pass through any space that she could when
a virgin. Impregnation does not enlarge any part of her ex-

cept the abdomen. And space which will admit the thorax is

sufficiently large for the whole queen to pass through.

PURE DRONES FROM .MISMATED QUEEN.

A mismated queen will produce pure drones, as to the

mother's stock. Imagination. Truth: Italian queens mated
to black drones will produce some black drones, which is suf-

ficient proof that they too get some of the black blood of the

father.

HARD TO CHANGE OLD IDEAS.

If men would write their experience instead of what they

imagine, and the knowledge they glean from the reading of

books, the errors of our fathers would soon be corrected.

When ideas are once stampt on a man's brains it is a very

difficult matter to get him to even consider anything contra-

dictory to them. To illustrate : When I was a boy my oldest

brother and I went hunting. He carried the gun, and about

a mile from home we saw two deer. Brother shot and killed

them both. I was very anxious to kill a deer, but never suc-

ceeded. 1 began to persuade brother to let us tell the folks at

home that I killed one and he killed the other. Agreed. So

the lie was manufactured and put into operation. I received

more praise than he did, becanse I was the least. From year

to year we would tell this ; the idea was finally stampt on my
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brain, that I did kill the deer, and was ready to kick like a

bay steer when brother said that I did not.

Should one of those gentlemen who made the errors men-

tioned above, chance to pick this article up, and begin to

read, he would drop it like a hot rock, because it conflicts

with the ideas he has advanced or contracted from reading

books which were written by men when modern bee-keeping

was in its infancy, and before many of the secrets of the bee-

hive were revealed to the human mind. Oh, if we could only

be content to write what we knew to be actual facts, instead

of poisoning the minds of the seekers after knowledge with

our imaginations, we would be a blessing instead of a curse

to humanity. There is no pursuit about which people are so

ignorant as that of bee-keeping, and most people can recollect

things told them about anything else better than things told

them about bees.

There Is an old gentleman with whom I am well ac-

quainted, who began studying bee-keeping. He procured

some of the best books on the subject. I heard him tell a lot

of clabber-headed fellows one day that he learned from one of

the books that queens were often reared from larvae three

days old. I told the old fellow the book he got that out of

was just guessing at it. He insisted that the man who wrote

the book knew what he was talking about. I begged the old

man to let me prove to him that a queen could not be reared

from a larva three days old. "Oh," said he, "it could be

done." I offered $10 for every queen he could rear from a

larva three da\ s old. He hpgan to experiment a little, and

finally he agreed ihat it could uut be done.

Some bee-writers say that good queens cannot be reared

from larviu three days old. I say, and will prove to any sensi-

ble man, that no kind of a queen can be reared from a larva

scold. And I believe that G. M. Doolittle and Henry Alley

will bear me out in it.

I love the bee-books and bee-papers ; I lake and read

them all. I love the good men who write them, but the un-

varnisht truth is dearer to me than them all.

Milam Co., Tex.

Building Up a Reputation on Honey.

BY G. M. DOOLITTLE.

Question.—Is it any advantage to put your name and ad-

dress on cases of honey which are to be shipt on commission to

commission men ?

Answer.—Each year, from 1871 to 1877, I sold my
honey to a dealer in Syracuse, N. Y., delivering it there by
wagon, so that it always arrived in first-class condition. As
the merchant, always took all the honey I had, both extracted
and comb, together with all the dark honey, I considered it a

good thing for me, and would still think so if I could thus sell

my honey now; but death removed him in the early part of

1878 ; and altho I have several times tried to have other par-

ties in this city take his place, yet not one was willing to do
so, as regards buying and selling honey.

However, there was one thing I did not quite like, which
was that he insisted on my bringing the honey to him in cases

having nothing on them except the gross weight, the tare, or

the weight of the crate, and the net weight of the honey.

When I asked him the reason for this he showed me stencil-

plates bearing his own name and address, and said :
" I put

my name and address on every case of ratlin fine honey which
I buy, so as to build up a trade in honey, thus securing a name
second to none ; for with all Inferior honey I leave this stencil-

mark off, so that none but the very best bears my name, and
thus I am gaining a reputation year by year which is growing
constantly to my benetit. If I allowed you to put your name
on the cases It would not help me a bit ; and as long as you
sell to mo each year It could be of no benolit to you."

After a year or two I saw that his line of reasoning was
correct; for every year gave him a larger range of customers,
until, at the time of his death, ho handled honey by tons to

where he handled it by the ten pounds when he began. After
his death I began shipping honey on commission, and wrote
my commission merchants, asking them If tliey would allow
me to put my name and address on each case. To this they

objected ; but a few said they had no objection to my putting

my name on the sections inside the case if I wisht to do so. I

accordingly procured a rubber stamp, as well as a dating-ap-

aratus which would remain good for ten years. I could now,
in a moment, put my name and address on anything 1 wisht,

from a postal card up to a bee-hive, and give the date of so

putting on, if desired.

Outside of the first object, as originally intended, I have
found this stamp of great benefit to me in many ways, and I

would advise everybody who reads this to procure such a
stamp and see how much in time, money, and temper it will

save them.
Taking the hint given me by the honey-merchant, I put

my name on only all really nice honey, and let all "off-grades"

go without it. And right here I wish to throw in a sugges-
tion. We have heard much in the past from commission-men
and others about some sending them honey, putting all sorts

of inferior honey into the same case with fancy honey, putting
the fancy on the outside, and the inferior in the middle of the
case where it would not be seen till the case should be opened.
I never blamed commission men for being out of patience with
those who would work against the interests of every one con-
cerned, enough to do this thing ; and the suggestion I

would make is this : If you will procure a rubber stamp, and
use it as did the honey-merchant spoken of above, no one will

ever have a chance to say aught but words of praise for the
even appearance of all honey which you put in any case.

After the sections,were all in the shipping-case, and be-

fore the cover was put on, it took only a moment or two of

time to stamp all the sections in that case, thus letting the
consumer know by whom such fine honey was produced, while

the commission merchant received all the credit with the re-

lailer, unless, perchance, such retailer desired to deal direct

with the producer. And thus it came about that I got many
letters from different parts of the country reading something
like this :

" I purchast of Mr. So-and-So a splendid article of honey
bearing your address. As it gives the best of satisfaction, for

how much could you send me cases of such honey '?"

And so it has often come about that, after my honey was
all disposed of, I would have many calls for honey which I

could not supply, but which gave me a " leverage " for the
next year. So it will be seen that the plan of a shrewd mer-
chant has not been lost, even if he did keep me where he wisht
while he was living.

Why I said in the forepart of this article that I should be
glad to sell as I formerly did was, that there is an advantage
in selling the whole crop to one person, for cash on delivery,

not gotten by selling the crop out in small lots, or by shipping

it on commission. All will think of some of these advantages,
without my enumerating them. However, it so happens that

the most of the large producers can not sell to one party each
year, and for this reason I give the above plan, as I believe ft

to be a good one, and just the one to work upon when we can
not sell to one party each year, and for this reason I give the

above plan, as I believe it to be a good one, and just the one
to work upon when we can not sell our whole crop to one per-

son, or all of it in our own home market. And by this plan

many are Induced to eat honey who do not generally buy, by
the advertising done by those who are pleased by a really nice

article of honey. It takes all of these little kinks as going to-

ward a whole to make successful bee-culture.—Gleanings.

Several Bee-Notes and Suggestions.

BY MRS. L. C. AXTELL.

Bees Quiet in Spring.—It seems to me the more quiet

that bees can be kept in the spring the better It is for them.

Feeding for Pollen.—We used to feed our bees bushels

of ground oats, rye and corn-meal ; also flour, but have come

to the conclusion that it is an injury to them, as they get

plenty of natural pollen from the maple and willow trees in

all weather fit for bees to fly.

Retards the "Set."—Moving chickens even from on©

pen or house to another in the spring retards their wanting »o

sit.

Wintering Blacks vs. Italians.—The old black bees

in their box-hlvos winter even better than our line pure Ital-

ians on the old, let-alone principle. But the Italians, If cared
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for in movable-frame hives, and properly protected, go far

ahead of the Blacks.

Proper Care kor Bkes.—Any race of bees proporly

cared for will do much better for their owner than if left

alone to shift for themselves ; but unless a person under-

stands bees, he would better not handle them much. Even on

the let-alone principle bees pay their owners full for all

money invested in them.

Putting on Sipers.— If colonies are strong, supers may
be put on some weeks before the main honey harvest. Last

year we had about 10 hives in one corner of the apiary that I

overlookt, and supposed I had put supers on until one threw

off a swarm. Then I hastened and put supers on all, but

every one swarmed, and had the swarmlngfever the worst

kind. They gave but little surplus, compared with those I

put on supers a month or two weeks earlier.

Shading and Ventilating Hives.—Bees out in the sun,

with no tree to shade them, should be protected by a shade-

board and a large entrance in front. If in a hive that can be

opened at a side, a larger entrance may be given by opening

at the side. But when swarming, and the queen is dipt, it

bothers much to have the bees pouring out at both the front

and side of the hive, and the queen is oftener lost.

Selling Honey Near Home.— It pays to sell more of

our honey near home, direct to consumers. It should be

graded, too. The very whitest and prettiest should be sold

for a cent or more than the medium, and the rough and dark

should be cheaper. It is not fair to hold it all at one price.

We should let a poor person have our nice honey at the same
price as the rich and fashionable, and not try to put the dark,

rough honey on any one who did not choose it.

Warren Co., III.

Paddy O'Brien's Picnic.

BV EUGENE SECOR.

"Hello! Pat. What's the matter with you? Been to a

'wake?' Your physiognomy looks as if you had had a tussle

with Fitz-immons."

A iuiil~c, did ye say? Nary a bit of it, more's the pity. It

were jisl a picnic. At iny rate that's phat Daykin Smith

called it. Wan foin mornin ferninst Easter, the Daykin came
over to my shanty an says to me, " Pat, wat are ye after doin

nowadays ?" says he.

Says I to the Daykin, "Oim waitin to wurrick for the

Prisidint, Mike Kinley. Claveland haint gin me a lick

o'wurrick for the space of two year, an' the sate o'me pants

shpake the thruth whin I tell ye I'm shtandin on me last

legs," says I.

An' the Daykin, all a smilin, says he, " Phat will ye ax to

gin mc a lift at a small, aisy job that's no wurrick at all?"

Says the Daykin, " I've a little picnic phat I cant play at me-

silf alone, sin' I'm gettin a little old and wake in the back, an'

I nade !/c f ur a shart wile to help me out a dialemma," says

he. " An' if ye loikes the job I'll be after kapin ye all sum-
mer, maybe. An' I'll give ye a dollar a day an' sumthin to

swaten yer tay if we two agray," says he.

"All right," says I. "It's not often that I meets a foin

Christian gintleman loike yoursilf, that don't want a poor

laborin man to water the airth wi' the swet from his honest

eyebrows," jays I. "I loike your honest countenance and

yer swate smile," says I.

" Bridget O'Brien and her sivcn lone orphan children

shall no longer ate the bread of starvation, whin their hard

wurrickin father can foind sich a nice, clane, aisy job riirlit

at his own door and no trampin," says I.

An" the nixt mornin, bright and airly," I wint over to the

Daykin's hunting for the wurrick that was no wurrick at ail-

that would put bread an potatys and patches on the backs of

me siven darlint orphans and their poor lone mither.

An' the Daykin was there afore me. An' he says to me,

"Pat, do ye moind helpiu to fetch the blissed baze out of the

cellar. They be achin' to be out in the sunshine," says he.

"They're crazy for a fly," says the Daykin.
" Ah," says I, " these are the little bastes that wurrick

all night and all day and never quit on Sundays. They niver

go on a sthrike whin the boss kapes all their wages. They

suck honey out of the mud puddles and fix it up so nice an

swate we don't know where they got It. But, begorra, I

didn't know these craturs ate flies before," says I.

And there set a hundred coops of baze all a shtandin by

thimsolves on the top of aich ither, slapin quiet and peacable

as me own little bairns in their trLindle-bed on the floor.

An the Daykin smiled and says, "Pat, do ye think ye can

carry thim out gintle loike, an' not wake thim up sudden?"

"Ah," says I, " ye can thrust me for that," says I. "What
did I be after doin whin Bridget be a scrapin togither a bit to

ate at the washtub, but carry me two darlin twins in me arms

all the blissed day, singin swate Irish songs till yer heart

would break wi' the music of it.

" An hav'n't I carried many a load of brick an' mortar, so

slow an" gintle-like up thra pairs of stairs to the fellows up

there phat did the wurrick ? Indade, I am jist the boy that

can whisk two of thim little boxes under me arm an' smoke

me pipe in the bargain," says I.

An the Daykin pickt up wan o'thim and walkt off wid it

as spry like as a young married man. An' d'ye think I was

going to be bate by the loikes o'him. Not a bit of it. 1 could

carry a dizen coops loike thim, wid all the swate animals

thrown in.

So I raitcht fer wan o'thim and clapt it under me arm

In a jiffy, an' out of the cellar I started behoind the Daykin.

But, bad luck to the day I was born in ; the door post hit me
box. The top of it fell off, an' the bottom fell out. An' the

little varmints must a took me for a honeysuckle, for they

came out by rigiments, an' ivery wan of thim tried to raich

me before the ithers. " Houly Moses !" says I, " the Daykin

niver towled me that baze got honey wid ther tails. By the

Powers, I'd rather the little varmints would warm ther feet

and bore for honey on the Daykin's bald head, than be so

familiar wid strangers. They must have thought me nose

wer a red poppy, an' me whiskers a bed of dandelions. An'

the song they were after singin would never put me babies to

slape in thewurruld."

An' I whiskt mesilf out o'doors wid a quickstep for the

garden, an' rolled in the strawberry patch, shoutin, "Bloody

Murther !" "Bridget!" " Father O'Cleary I" an' prayin to all

the saints in the calendar to be delivered from the hot divils a

crawling up me slaves and down me shirt an' thro the holes in

me Claveland pants, an' committin fornication upon me at

ivery jump.

That's phatslhe matter wid Paddy O'Brien's physiognomy.

I've been to a picnic, jist.

Judging Apiarian E.xhibits at Fairs.

BY W. Z. HUTCHINSON.

One of the hardest things to bear In exhibiting at fairs is

to see premiums awarded to inferior exhibits when there are

other exhibits really deserving of said premiums. As a rule,

I think that premiums are fairly and justly awarded, accord-

ing to the merits of the exhibits ; that is, most of the judges
are honest and capable, and when an exhibitor is disappointed

it is usually the result of an honest difference of opinion be-

tween himself and the judge. Of course there will be an oc-

casional case of dishonesty. There was one such case in the

apiarian department of one of the fairs that I attended last

fall. All the exhibitors knew that there was something wrong.
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but whether it was ignorance, or prejudice, or dishonesty, no
one, except the one who did the bribing, knew. Since then it

has leakt out that the judge was " bought," with two cases
of honey, to favor a certain exhibitor.

I believe that, as a rule, there is more satisfactory judg-
ing done in the more important departments of the fair than
in the minor ones like bee-keeping. More pains is taken in
the leading lines to secure the services of experts, and a man
who is an expert is usually enough of a r/wi/i to care something
for his honor. In bee-keeping it sometimes happens that a
judge is pickt up on the grounds—some one who has kept a
few bees at some time in his life, or some dealer who has
handled honey or something of this sort. However honest
such men may be, they never give satisfaction. What is needed
is an expert, one who has made a specialty of bee-keeping,
and if he has had experience with fairs and exhibits of bees
and honey so much the better. To a certain extent the bee-
keepers are themselves to blame for this state of affairs. If,

at their State convention, they would pass a petition asking
the fair management to appoint a certain man as judge of
their exhibits at the State fair, he would be appointed. The
managers are anxious that a competent judge be chosen, but
they don't know who is competent, and no one with authority
informs them, and it is left to the superintendent of the de-
partment to select his own judge ; and at some fairs this sup-
erintendent has in charge several departments and has his
hands full, and the selecting of judges is left to chance. Let
the bee-keepers say who would be their choice for a judge,
making a second or even a third choice, in case the first choice
cannot be secured.

Another thing that makes trouble in judging apiarian ex-
hibits is the lack of a system of scoring. In judging butter,
for instance, there is a score of 100 possible points, that is,

100 points is perfection. There are so many points for color,
so many for texture, so many for flavor, so many for salting,
etc. The judge takes one crock of butter and goes on and
scores it, marking upon a score card the number of points to
which each characteristic is entitled. He then takes another
crock of butter and passes upon that, audit is not until he
adds up the points at the end and compares the results that
he knows which lot of butter is entitled to the first premium.

Illinois is, I believe, the only State in which has been at-
tempted a system of scoring in judging apiarian exhibits ; tut
no score cards are provided, and last fall the judge did not pre-
serve his scoring, or did not show it, if he made any, and there
was some dissatisfaction and surprise at some of the awards,
as the exhibitors could not comprehend how such and such re-
sults could be reacht by the system of scoring in use. But a
system of scoring is a step in the right direction. It is a guide
for the judge, relieving him of much responsibility and assist-
ing in his work, and it is also a guide to the exhibitor, as it

shows him upon which points of excellence the decision is to
be made. In the Illinois code of rules for scoring, quantity is

given 40 points in a possible 100.

Many of the items and suggestions are taken from the
Illinois code.

COMB HONEY.
Quality 50
Style of display 50

Points of quality should be

—

Variety 5
Clearness of cappings 10
Completeness of cappings 10
Completeness of filling 10
Straightness of comb ". 5
Uniformity 5
Style of section 5

By variety is meant different kinds of honey, with refer-
ence to the sources from which it is gathered ; by clearness of
cappings, freedom from travel-stain and a water-soakt appear-
ance ; by uniformity, closeness of resemblance in the sections
composing the exhibit ; by style, neatness of the sections free-
dom from propolis, etc., and the size of the sections, the 4'4
by 43f, being the standard, should take preference over all

others.

It is very difficult to make an exact score for all of the dif-
ferent points that enter into "style of display." An illustra-
tion or two may be given. Honey put up in ordinary shipping-
cases, in which the front side of only one section in seven is

shown, and these cases piled up In a cubical pile, Is an exam-
ple of very poor display. Other things being equal, honey so
arranged as to show every section should score the highest
style of display, and everything that adds to the tastiness and
attractiveness of an exhibit should bo considered. Sections of
honey built up into a church, a castle or a fort, or some fanci-

ful shape, should score higher than that which is simply piled
up in a cubical pile.

EXTRACTED HONEY.
Quality 50
Style of display 50

The points of quality should be.

—

Variety 5
Clearness of color 5
Body 10
Flavor 10
Style of package 10
Variety of package 5
Finish 5

In style of package, glass should have preference over
tin, and flint glass over green glass, and small vessels over
large, provided the latter run over two pounds. By finish is

meant capping, labeling, etc.

The remarks about style of display under the head of,

comb honey will apply here. For instance, rows of bottles of
honey set upon shelves, drug-store style, is the most common
and the poorest style of display. Put the honey up in fanci-
ful glass packages and set them up in the air upon some form
that will give to the whole an attractive appearance.

NUCLEI OP BEES.

Color and markings 75
Queen 10
Style of comb 5
Style of hive 10

A nucleus from which a queen is omitted should score zero
on that point.

The straightest, smoothest and more complete comb should
score the highest in "style of comb."

That hive which is the neatest and best made and shows
the bees to the best advantage should score the highest.

In all departments, and under each of the several heads,
the best or leading exhibit should be taken as a basis, and
scored the highest of the others marked in proportion. It is

not likely that any two exhibits will rank equally on all points
or in the aggregate.

If any of the fair managers wisht to adopt this set of rules
for judging, or if any association of bee-keepers wisht to ask
their fair managers to adopt them, and they were considered
too lengthy to be printed in the premium list, a note could be
added to the list saying that the exhibit would be judged ac-

cording to the code of rules printed in such a paper for such a
date. Intending exhibitors could supply themselves with
copies of the paper containing the rules, and the superinten-
dent could supply the judge with a copy of the paper.—Coun-
try Gentleman.

CONDUOTBD BY

DR. O. O. aUXtER, ALARENGO, IZ,!,.

[Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Ur. Miller direct.')

Wanti to i^lop S%varmins.

I commenced the past spring with two colonies, and they
have swarmed twice each. Is there any danger of their

swarming again this year? If so, what can bo done to stop

them ? Illinois.

Answer.—You needn't do anything. There's scarce a

shadow of a chance that they'll swarm again. Sixteen days

after the first swarm Issues you needn't look for any more

swarms.

An VuiiNiial <liiecii.

I expect a big honey-flow this year, as there Is white clover

everywhere. Some of my hives have three supers of 32 sec-
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tious each. I have one hive tiered up four stories high—32
LaiiRslroth frames.

I have a queen in one of my hives that lays two, three,

and sometimes four and five eggs in each ceil ; sometime two
and three of the eggs will hatch and grow about half size,

then the bees take out all but one and seal it over. Any one
to look at it would call it the work of a laying worker, but it

is not, as all the bees hatch out workers. The queen Is as

large as any I ever had. This queen was hatcht last fall, and
didn't lay till this spring. I saw Mr. L. C. Root two weeks
ago, and spoke to him about it. He said she was something
of a freak, as he had never seen nor heard of one before. May
be Dr. Miller can tell something about it.

I am trying to get ready to go to the bee-keepers' conven-
tion at Buffalo. I have never attended any yet.

New York.

Answer.—Mr. Root is right in considering the case very

unusual, provided the queen has plenty of room to lay. Some-

times when a queen is crowded for room she will put more

than one egg in a cell, but the probability is that in your case

there is plenty of room.

Do Swarms Is§uc Willioiit Drones?

Do drones go with a swarm when they leave for parts un-

known ? Missouri.

Answer.—It is possible that a swarm of bees might issue

without any drones, but it is doubtful whether such swarm

ever does issue, whether it absconds or not.^
Perhaps Cro^vded Out.

I have a good many colonies, and the bees of one all con-

gregate on the outside of the hive and cover it all over, and
have done so for 8 or 10 days. It is a swarm that came from
another hive. What is the matter with them ?

Ml.SSOURI.

Answer.—The probability is that there is not room

enough in the hive, and not ventilation enough. Raise the

hive half an inch or so by putting blocks under the corners,

and give additional room by means of supers or otherwise. If

in the sun, shade. ^ —^
Qiieen.Rearing and Dividing Colonies.

1. I would like some information about rearing queens.

2. What can I do with them after I rear them, until I

wish to sell or use them ? The •' A B C of Bee-Culture " gives

two or three ways, but it only gives them as new ideas to ex-

perienced queen-rearers, but does not tell how to start, or

what to do, or how to keep them until used ?

3. Would you divide new swarms this year '?

4. What time should I divide ?

5. In dividing, how many colonies ought J to get out of

every six colonies ?

6. I have one common box-hive, with a large swarm in it

working well. Would you divide it ? Virginia.

Answers.— 1. If you are thinking of going into the busi-

ness of rearing queens for the market, it will be quite desir-

able to inform yourself in the fullest possible manner as to

the details of the business, and you cannot well afford to do

without Doolittle's book on queen-rearing. You say that the

information given in Root's "A B C of Bee-Culture" is rather

for experienced queen-rearers, so you probably want some-

thing more elementary in character. In the limited space

here allowed, a few hints may be given to help you and others

without experience, at least some of the most important points

to keep in mind.

A colony whose queen is taken away will rear a queen if

it has present eggs or larvfe not more than two or three days

old. Even a mere handful of bees on a single comb will

promptly go to work to repair their loss, and a strong colony

may be divided up into a dozen nuclei to start queen-cells.

But if you want good queens for yourself and others, put it

down as your first rule that under no consideration will you

have queen-cells started in anything but strong colonies. You
may take any plan you like as to getting the cells, using arti-

ficial cell-cups after Doolittle, using Alley's plan of having

strips of cells with young worker-brood, every alternate cell

having its larva killed by a match, using drone-cells for cell-

cups, or you may leave the bees to their own sweet will as to

starting cells wherever they like, but in all cases you must

have your cells reared in full, strong colonies. Queens reared

In tiny nuclei with a minimum of bees are worth nothing, and

less than nothing.

The simplest possible procedure is to go to one of your

best colonies, the one having your best queen, having added

brood to it a week previous if not strong to your liking, and

tal<e away the queen. This must be at a time when the

weather is favorable and bees are storing. Nine days after

taking away the queen you may take from the colony two

frames of brood with bees adhering, being sure that one or

more queen-cells are present. Put these two frames in a

separate hive, and you have a nucleus that will have a laying

queen in less than two weeks. You can form other nuclei in

the same way, so that If there are 10 frames of brood in the

hive you may have five nuclei from which you can get five

good queens.

You may increase beyond this the number of queens

reared. A week after the removal of the queen, look through

the colony and count how many queen-cells are present. If

there are 10 or 12, then you can have 10 or 12 queens.

Whatever the number, prepare right away for that number of

nuclei. Take away from one or more of your colonies two

frames of brood and bees with the queen, putting them in a

separate hive. Two days later (which will be nine days from

the time of making your first colony queenless) form nuclei

by taking for each nucleus two frames of brood and bees,

being sure that plenty of bees are in each, for some of the

bees will return to their old home. With the small blade of a

pocket-knife cut out a queen-cell, having at the upper part

or base of the cell perhaps half an inch of the comb more than

the cell. Put this cell against the side of one of your frames

in a nucleus, nailing it there with a common wire nail an inch

and a half long. Be sure to run the nail through the upper

part of the piece, and not through the cell itself. Serve all

your nuclei in the same way, and your part of the work is

done. The bees will do the rest.

After forming your nuclei, the hives with the old queens

may be returned to the old place.

While you may rear as many queens as you have cells, it

is a wise thing to have more than one cell in a nucleus. When
swarming-time comes you will find plenty of good cells in a

colony that has cast a swarm.

2. Each queen is kept in a nucleus till wanted.

3. No, take old colonies.

4. The best time is.at the time bees are swarming. By

feeding you may commence sooner, but it's up-hill busines, if

the weather is not warm. You may continue after swarming-

time is over, feeding if honey is not coming in.

5. Perhaps 30.

6. Let it swarm naturally.

A Ne'w Binder for holding a year's numbers of the

American Bee Journal, we propose to mail, postpaid, to every
subscriber who sends us 20 cents. It is called "The Wood
Binder," is patented, and is an entirely new and very simple

arrangement. Full printed directions accompany each Binder.

Every reader should get it, and preserve the copies of the Bee
Journal as fast as they are received. They are invaluable for

reference, and at the low price of the Binder you can afford to

get it yearly.
^-.»

Every Present Subscriber of the Bee Journal
should be an agent for it, and get all others possible to sub-

scribe for it. See offers on page 433.
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GEORGE W. YORK & COMPANY,
lis JUloUg-an St., - CHICAGO, IVI..

$1.00 a Year—Sample Copy Sent Free.

[Bntered at the PoBtrOffica at Chicago as Second-Class Mail-Matter.

United Stales Bee-Keepers' Ujiioii.
Organized to advance the pursuit of Apiculture; to promote the interests

ot bee-heepers ; to protect its members ; to prevent the adulteration
of hone.v: and to pr^tsecute the dishonest honey-commission men.

Membership Fee-$1.00 Per Annum.

President—George W. York. Vice-Pres.—E. VVhitcomb.
Secretary—Dr. A. B. Mason, Station B, Toledo, Ohio.

liftanl of JJirectors.

E. R. KooT. E. Whitcomb. E. T. Abbott.
W. Z. Hutchinson. Dr. C. C. Miller. C. P. Dadant.

Grejiora/ AXanag^r anri Treasurer,
Eugene Secor, Forest City, Iowa.

Next Aiiunal meeting at Buffalo, N. Y., Aug. 24-26, 1897.

Vol. niVII, CHICAGO, ILL, JULY 15, 1891, No. 28,

Editorial Con)n)cr)t^^

A Note ofWarning^ is wisely sounded by Glean-
ings in the following paragraph :

"Look out for irresponsible or new commission houses.
They will offer big inducements and talk big about their rat-
ings. They are still abroad in the land, and are wailing to
rope you in if they can."

There are a good many (sad to say) who will not need any
such caution, for they know by bitter experience that there

are rascals and thieves among the commission men. But
there are a lot more bee-keepers who need just such a warn-
ing, and so we reproduce it, tho we gave a similar notice in

these columns several weeks ago. But it needs to be repeated
in about every other number for the next six months, and
then no doubt there will be some careless fellows who think

they know enough without reading, who will " get caught,"
and then send up an awful howl. For, really, there are some
so-called honey-producers that neon to prefer to lose twenty
or thirty dollars on a crooked commission man rather than

pay one dollar for a bee-paper—until they have the "experi-

ence," and then they are ready enough to heed the advice of

the paper. But some people will learn In no other way.

Shall the " Northwestern " be Revived ?—
We have received the following In reference to a revival of the

old Northwestern Bee-Keepers' Society, which, years ago, held

such profitable meeting every fall In Chicago:

Mr. Editor :—Is It not about time to know definitely

whether there is to be a revival of the Northwestern at Chi-
cago ? Its previous successful conventions were partly due to

the fact that advantage was always taken of low railroad

rates, and perhaps still more to the wide-awake character of
the bee-keepers of the different States surrounding Chicago.
Low rates can probably be had this fall on the railroads, and
surely the men who run the bees are as wide-awake as ever.
Why aren't you the one to issue the call ? Let us have a
rousing convention. Why not ? Apis.

We should hardly like to " issue the call " without there

were a number sulKciently interested to join in the request

made by "Apis." We believe that next fall an old-time,

" rousing convention " could be held here in Chicago again

—

next November, during the Fat Stock Show. The Illinois

State convention could be held at the same time, if so desired,

they having say one day, a half day, or the evening sessions.

" Apis " has moved that «'c " issue the call." How many
do we hear " seconding " that " motion ?'' Do it on a postal

card, if you so prefer.

*-"»•

Rules for Grading: Honey are discust ia Glean-

ings for July I. As there seems to be quite a difference in

the views of boe-keepers on this subject, why would it not be

a good plan for all who feel that they can help the matter

along, to send their suggestions to Secretary Mason before the

Buffalo convention, and then let a committee on grading comb
honey be appointed at the opening session, to whom could be

referred all the suggestions, and a report be given by the com-

mittee on the last day, after which a full discussion could be

had?
The committee could, between sessions, formulate a set

of rules embodying the most valuable of the suggestions, and

then after discussion the very best might be adopted by vote.

Then perhap^ commission men could be persuaded to (juote

the markets in accordance with the rules, and thus facilitate

the sorting of honey when packing for market. Surely, a

good set of rules for grading would be a very great help to all

concerned.

The BulTalo Convention Notice has been

sent us by Secretary Mason, and reads as follows :

Sta. B, Toledo, Ohio, July 5, 1897.
Mr. Editor:—Will you please say in the next issue of

the American Bee Journal that the next annual convention of

the United States Bee-Keepers' Union will be held in the Main
Hall of Caton's Business College, coruer of Main and Huron
Streets, in Buffalo, N. Y., commencing at ID o'clock, a.m., of

Aug. 24 next, and closing on the afternoon of the 26th ?

Papers are to be read by W. Z. Hutchinson, R. F. Holter-

mann, E. Whitcomb, Hon. R. L. Taylor, Mrs. L. Harrison, R.

C. Aikin, G. M. Doolittle, Dr. J. P. H. Brown, Hon. Eugene
Seeor, Geo. W. Brodbeck, M. B. Holmes, A. E. Manum, E.

Kretchmer and P. H. Elwood ; to which will be added the

President's Address, and perhaps the General Manager and
the Secretary may have something of interest to present.

The programs are now printed and in the bauds of the

Secretary. There are six bee-keepers' songs, with music, in

the program, and abundance of time is allotted to the discus-

sion of all papers, and for the asking and answering of ques-

tions.

Any one not a member of the Union can have a program
sent them by mail on receipt of 5 cents iu postage stamps by
the Secretary.

Several of our well known bee-keepers, such as A. I. Root,

Dr. Miller, S. T. Pettit and others who are not on the pro-

gram, will be present to help make the convention interesting

and Instructive.

It is probable that suggestions will be made at this con-
vention in the line of so amending the constitution of the

Union as to remove Its objectionable features and add such
other provisions as may seem desirable, and suggestions iu

this lino by those not able to be at the convention can bo sent

to the Secretary, to bo brought before it. Some suggestions

have already been received by the Secretary, and others have
been made In tho boo-papors.

Those going to the convention should buy rouud-trip

tickets to the Grand Army of the Republic encampment (not

to the United States Bee-Keepers' convention), which moots
at Buffalo during the last week of August. Tho G. A. R.

have secured a rate of one cent a mile each way In the terri-

tory of the Central Passenger Committee, which Is included
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by Toronto, Canada, thence on a line to Port Huron, Mich.,
all of the southern peninsula of Michigan ; Chicago, Peoria
and Quincy, 111., St. Louis, Mo., Louisville, Ky., and Pitts-

burg, Pa. The Western Passenger Association and the Truniv
Line Association make a rate of one fare for the round-trip
In their territory to places in the Central Passenger Associa-
tion, from which points the fare will be one cent a mile each
way, but tickets must be purchast to Buffalo from the start-

ing point. Enquire of your ticket or station agent in all ter-

ritory outside of the above-named for rates and the time the

tickets are good for, for I have been unable to learn the rates

in such territory, but presume it will be the same as that of

the Western Passenger and the Trunk Line Association ; but
be sure to inuuire of your ticket agent as above suggested.

In the Central Passenger and Trunk Line territory tickets

will be good going on the '1 1st, 22nd and 23rd, and if vised

at Buffalo will be good, returning, for 30 days.
Mr. O. L. Hershiser, of Buffalo, has charge of arrange-

ments at Buffalo, and will attend to the matter of hotel rates.

He writes :
" I purpose obtaining accommodations in private

families for all bee-keepers who prefer such to hotels." Mem-
bers of the Union can li-aru in regard to hotel rates by apply-
ing to the Secretary at the place of meeting. If known in

time, hotel rates will W given in the bee-periodicals.

A. B. Mason, Stc.

If there is any further information desired, write Dr.

Mason, who will be glad to explain matters all that he possibly

can. In view of the e-ccellent program prepared, and the low

railroad rates assured, there ought to be a very large attend-

ance.

Remember that .a copy of the 16-page program, with its

six beautiful bee-songs, can be had for only 5 cents ; or it will

be mailed free to any member of the United States Bee-

Keepers' Union. If you are not already a member, send Sl-.OO

to the Secretary— Dr. A. B. Mason, Sta. B, Toledo, Ohio—who
will mail you a receipt and also a copy of the Buffalo program.

Xtae B. & O. Railroad Company (Baltimore ^
Ohio) have arranged a delightful route for those going to the

meeting of the Grand Army of the Republic in Buffalo, N. Y.,

the last week in August—next month. The round-trip fare

will be only SlO.oO from Chicago. This splendid road will

take you byway of Cleveland, and from there by boat on Lake
Erie. Those attending the bee-keepers' convention at Buffalo

at the same time as the G. A. R. meeting, will find the B. &
O. a very pleasant route to take, particularly as the ride from

Cleveland to Buffalo by water will be no extra expense. The
B. & O. will sell tickets going, Aug. 2 I, 22 and 23. For any

further information, address W. W. Picking, City Passenger

Agent B. & O. R. R., 193 Clark St., Chicago, 111. Mr. Pick-

ing will be pleased to show you every possible courtesy, and

give you a pleasant trip if you go over the line he represents.

Xhe Nebraska State Fair will be held this year

at Omaha, Sept. 17 to 21. For premium list and any further

Information, apply to the Secretary, Robert W. Furnas,

BrownviUe, Nebr.

Hon. E. Whitcomb, of Friend, Nebr., Vice-President of

the United States Bee-Keepers' Union, is the Suoerintendeut

of the department of "Bees, Honey and Apiary Goods."

There is over §250 offered in cash premiums, as follows :

PremiumB— lst.'.2nd.3rd.

Best comb honey, basswood or white clover,not less

than 20 lbs., crated and in single-comb sections
weighing not more than 2 lbs. each S 5 S3 .S2

Best alfalfa honey, the same amount and crated as
above 5 3 2

Best sweet clover honey, the same amount and
crated as above 5 3 2

Best fall honey, the same amount and crated as
above 5 3 2

Best 20 pounds extracted white clover or basswood
honey 3 2 1

Best 2U pounds extrated alfalfa honey 3 2 1

Best 20 pounds extracted sweet clover honey 3 2 1

The above to have been extracted previous to July 1.

Best 20 pounds extracted heart's-ease fall honey,
to have been stored after Aug. 1 3 2 1

Best 20 pounds extracted alfalfa fall honey, to

have been stored after Aug. 1 3 2 1

Best 20 pounds extracted sweet clover fall honey,
to have been extracted after Aug. 1 3 2 1

Best and largest display by any one, including bees,

extracted and comb honey 10 5 3
Best exhibit in beeswax 5 3 I

Best exhibit of apiarian supt,lips and i'nplernents. . 10 .5 3
Best display of honey in marketable shape,products

of exhibitor's own apiary 10 5 3
Best display of hooey-candy, honey-sugar, and

sweets by any one in which honey is made to till

the place of sugar 3 2 1

Best honey-vinegar, not less than J^ gallon 2 1

Best display of bees and (jueens in observatory hives

and not allowed to fly, not less than five cages. . . 10 5 8
Best exhibition of extracting honey, to be exhibited
upon the grounds, under the direction of the

Superintendent, not later than Thursday of the

Fair 5 3 2
Best honey extractor, test to be made by actual ex-

tracting upon the grounds 3 2 1

Best all-purpose single-wall hive 2 1

Best all-purpose chaff hive 2 1

Best bee-smoker 1 50c.

The following are confined to exhibitors in Nebraska alone :

Best display of apiarian implements and supplies,

including comb foundation drawn, and bees in

cages 5 3 2
Best report of surplus honey stored by any colony

of bees during the year 1897, the amount of

stores, manner of building up, handling, kind of

hive used, kind and quality stored, to be verfied

by owner. Entries to conform with other entries

of this class, and report, with verification, to be
filed with Superintendent not later than noon on
Thursday of the Fair 10 5 3

The county in Nebraska showing the best collection

of honey of all kinds, any or all ages, shapes and
conditions 15 10 5

The exhibits must have been produced in the county ex-

hibiting, and the product of not less than five apiaries. Indi-

viduals composing this collective exhibit may compete for any
or all minor premiums offered.

Best collection of honey-producing plants, giving

time of blossoming, with common and proper
names 10 o 3

In view of the above liberal list, there ought to be a large

apiarian display at the Nebraska Fair this year. We shall

hope to be favored with a list of the premium winners for

publication in these columns.

The Horse—Ho-w to Break and Handle.

—

This is a pamphlet of 32 pages, giving complete instructions

for breaking and educating colts, teaching horses to drive,

and for use under the saddle, together with many instructions

which have never before been publisht, and which are the re-

sult of the author's experience covering a period of 20 years.

By Prof. Wm. Mullen, with whom the editor of the Bee Jour-

nal is personally acquainted. Price, postpaid, 20 cents : or

given as a premium for sending us one new subscriber to the

Bee Journal for the rest of the year at 50 cents.

The Names and Addresses of all your bee-

friends, who are not now taking the Bee Journal, are wanted
ot this oflfice. Send them in, please, when sample copies will

be mailed to them. Then you can secure their subscriptions,

and earn some of the premiums we have offered. The
next few months will be just the time to easily get new sub-

scribers. Try it earnestly, at least.

Back Numbers Since Jan. x.—We are able to

supply complete sets of the Bee Journal since Jan. 1, 1897,
to any who may desire, at two cents per copy. There are a

number of new readers who perhaps would like to get some of

the first numbers of this year, to complete their volume for

1897. We shall be glad to furnish them as long as they last,

at two cents each.
*-.-*

Jty See " Bee-Keeper's Guide" offer on page -148.
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T)?e Weekly Budget.

Mr. Eber Lucas, of DeKalb Co., III., wrote us July 6

'The bees are doing the best here they have In 15 years."

Mr. Frank Snyder, of Jones Co., Iowa, writing July :'.,

said : "My crop so far Is about 5,000 pounds, with prospect

for as much more."

Mk. M. D. Andes, of Sullivan Co., Tenn., wrote us July

3 :
'• Bees are doing nicely. They have swarmed too much,

tho, for best results."

Rev. E. T. Abbott, of Missouri—editor of The Busy Bee

—expects to attend the Buffalo convention. We shall be glad

to announce the names of others who Intend being present.

Mr. B. G. Foat, of Racine Co., Wis., wrote us July 7 ;

"I have 18 colonies, and they are doing fine. I receive

the Bee Journal every week, and It Is worth its weight In gold
— In fact, I cannot speak too highly of It."

Mr. J. T. Calvert—Business Manager of The A. I. Root

Company— is now in California, having taken advantage of

the Christian Endeavor excursion rates. He expects to reach

home July 24. We hope to have the pleasure of seeing Mr.

Calvert again when on his homeward journey.

"Sarah J. Eldredge and Albert J. Cook, married

Saturday, July 3, 1897, at Pasadena, Cal. At home after

Sept. 15, 1897, at Claremont, Cal." So reads an announce-

ment we received July 9. Our heartiest congratulations and

best wishes to Prof. Cook and his "queen." Long life and

abundant happiness be unto them.

Dr. E. Gallup, of Orange Co., Calif., wrote us July 1 :

" I send you a new subscriber to the American Bee Jour-
nal, who is by far the largest honey-producer in Orange
county. He informed me this morning that he shipt two car-

loads of honey last January—one to San Francisco and one to

Kansas City—and says he thinks both parties are going to

swindle him. May be California will roll up some honey this

season. I have now 88 colonies, and they are rolling In honey
every day ; but I have workt for increase more than for

honey."

Mr. Wm. McEvoy—Ontario's successful foul brood eradi-

cator—has an article on page 435, which will answer several

questions that have been sent us lately. It Is the result of

the examination of samples of comb with dead brood sent to

Mr. McEvoy recently, and should be of real value to many
who, upon finding dead brood In their hives, fear that it is

foul brood. Read it carefully, and follow Mr. McEvoy's In-

structions. He's a safe guide In such matters, as well as in

every line of successful bee-keeping.

Mrs. B. J. Livingston, of Martin Co., Minn., will be re-

membered by many as one of our best lady correspondents.

Recently we received the following letter from a sister of hers,

telling of a very great misfortune that she has met with :

During the month of April I was commissioned by my
dear sisler—whom you all know as Mrs. B. J. Livingston—to
write you an account of the misfortune that has taken her
permanently from your midst, and from her beloved " ser-
vants," the bees.

Early In January, she was smitten with a very painful
disease of the eyes. For three months she suffered terribly ;

and then, as a last resort, came to Mankato, to our good
oculist. Dr. James, to be treated. He found her suffering
from a disease which consists of enlargement of the pupil of
tho eye, and hardening of the eyeball Itself. A very difficult,

delicate, but entirely successful operation, was performed

upon both eyeballs, Dr. Harrington assisting, and the painful
pressure relieved.

After staying In Mankato two weeks, and undergoing
further treatment, she returned to her home, greatly Im-
proved.

Mrs. Livingston's eyesight will probably never be good
again. She may never sew, write, or care for her bees or
flowers. Her life will most likely be shrouded in twilight.

But she has been the moving spirit In the big farmhouse and
garden, and the prevailing presence of the field thereof for the
past 30 years. Her children have risen up to call her blessed.

She can still smell the flowers and taste the honey. She has
earned her rest. She Is more contented and happy than many
who can see; and she has her reward.

Delle S. Keenan.

Surely, all our readers will join us in extending sincerest

sympathy to Mrs. Livingston in her sad affliction. We who
can see well cannot imagine how great must be the misfor-

tune of those who are deprived of their eyesight. Let us all,

who are blest with good eyesight, be thankful therefor, and

also hope that tho our sister may not again see as heretofore,

there may come Into her life some great blessing that shall In

a measure make up for the almost total loss of sight.

Dr. a. B. Mason, Secretary of the United States Bee-

Keepers' Union, Toledo, Ohio, writing us July 5, said ;

"Our thermometer said 95^ yesterday. Our bees are
gathering more clover honey this season than ever before, and
there Is still ' worlds ' of clover In bloom. Most of our apiary
sets on an adjoining lot, and right among and in the shade of

sweet clover, some of which is higher than my head,
and just nicely coming into bloom. From an upstairs window
(in my den) I can look down upon the apiary and acres of

sweet clover. It is 5 o'clock a.m., and hot. I extracted some
nice honey Saturday evening—too hot to work during the

day."

Mr. N. E. France, of Grant Co., Wis., the State Inspec-

tor of Apiaries, wrote us as follows July 5 :

"Once more I am home with my hired bee-boys. As they
wanted the Fourth for a holiday, I offered them a treat if they
would help me extract the honey to-day from the home bee-

yard. They began at 8 a.m., and had :2,100 pounds out by
noon, finishing soon after with 2,780 pounds. My crew are
now (3 p.m.) In the city playing a game of baseball—called

"France's Nine." Up to date we have extracted 27,135
pounds, with abundance of clover and basswood beginning to

open. I am getting many reports lately of cases of foul brood
cured where I have visited and prescribed treatment."

Encyclopedia for Beeswax.—Some time ago we
offered a splendid work of eight large volumes, called "The
New Standard American Encyclopedia," having nearly 4,000
pages, and over 300 colored maps, charts, and diagrams.
Size of volume, 2 Inches thick, 83^ wide, and llj-^ long. As
per that offer, last publisht on page 18(), the eight volumes
were offered by freight for only.?L9 cash. We can furnish

a set or two at that price, bound in half morroco ; or will ex-

change a set for 75 pounds of yellow beeswax, delivered at

our office. You would be more than satisfied with the En-
cyclopedia, and a set of such books ought to be In every
family for reference.

The Alsike Clover Leaflet consists of 2 pages,

with Illustrations, showing the value of Alsike clover, and
telling how to grow it. This Leaflet Is just tho thing to hand
to every farmer in your neighborhood. Send to the Bee Jour-

nal office for a quantity of them, and see that thoy are dis-

tributed where they will do the most good. Prices, postpaid,

are as follows : 50 for 20 cents ; 100 for 35 cents ; or 200
for ()0 cents.

*-»-*-—
Tlie McEvoy Foul Brood Treatment Is

given in Ur. Howard's pamphlet on " Foul Brood; Its Natural
History and Rational Treatment." It is tho latest publication

on the subject, and should be In the hands of every bee-keeper.

Price, 25 cents ; or clubbed with the Bee Journal for one year
—both for .$1.10.

_

Now is the Time to work for new subscribers.

Why not take advantage of the offers made on page 433 ?
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BEE-BOOKS
SENT POSTPAID BV

Geor2:e W. York & Co.,
Chlcuieo, Ills.

Bees an»l Ilonev. or Management of nn Apiary
!or Pleaanro and ITotlt. by Thoinus G. Newman.—
This edition has been lar^'ely re written, thoroughly
revised, and Is " fully up with the times " In all the
Improvements and Inventions In this rupldly-devel-

Opln^ pursuit, and presents tho npliirlst with
everytliliik' tliiil can aid In the successful mnnn^re-
meut of an apiary, and at the same time produce
the must iHHii'y In an uttractlve condition. It con-
tains -'.'lU puu'es. and 245 Illustrations—Is beautifully
printed In the hli-'lieRtstyie of tlie art. and iMund
In cloth, KolUlettered. Price. $1-00.

L.anKHtroth on the Honey-Bee, revised by
Dadant—This classic In bee-culture, has been
entirely rc-wrltten, and Is fully Illustrated. It

treats of everything,' relating to bees and bee-keep-
Ing. No aplarliin library la complete without this
StandHid work by Kev. L. Ij. J-.anf:atroth — the
Father of American Bee-Culture. It has 620 pages;
bound In clothe

Price, postpiiid. $1.35.

Bee-Keepers* Guide, or Manual of the
Apiary, by IMof A. J Cook, of the Michigan Agrl-
cultural College.—This book Is not only Instructive
and helpful as a ^ulde In bt.-e kuoplnt,'. but Is

InterestlriK and thoroujjhly practUsil iitul scientific.

It contains a full delineation of the anatomy and
physloloiiy of bees. 4(!l} pages ; bound in cloth and
fully Illustrated.

Price, postpaid, 81.25.

Scientific Qiieen-KearlnHT, as Practically
Applied, by G. M. DoolHtle.—A method by which
the very best of Vueen-Bees are reared In perfect
accord with Nature's way. ITti pages, bound Id
Cloth, and Illustrated. Price, $1.00.

A B C of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root.—

A

cyclopjvdin of 41)0 pa^es, descrlblnn everything
pertaining t<i the care of the honey-bees. It con-
tains JiUaengravlnus. It was written especially for
beginners Bound In cloth. Price. $1.25.

Advanced Bee-CulturCt Its Methods and
Management, by W. Z. Hutchinson.—The author
of this work Is too well known to need further
description of his book. He is a practical and
entertaining writer. You should read his book. 90

pages, bound In paper, and Illustrated. Price, 50 cts.

Rational Bee-l^eeplnff* by Dr. John Dzlerzon
—This Is a t^'anslatlon of his latest German buokoa
bee-culture. It has ;:(50 pages; bound
Id paper covers. $l.UO

Blenen-Kultur, by Thomas G. Newnan. -

This Is a (Jerman translation of theprlnclpf^ por*
Uon of the book callert Bees of Honev, 10^ page
pamphlet. Price. 4U cents.

Convention Hand-Book, for Bee-Keepers.
Tkomas G. Newman.— It contains the parliamen-
tary law and rules of order for Bee-Conventions—
also Constitution and By-Laws, with subjects for
discussion, etc. Cloth, gold-lettered. Price, 25 cts.

Thirty Years Among llie Bees, by
Henry Alley.—Gives the results of over a quarter-
century's experience in rearing queen-bees. Very
latest work of thekind. Nearly luu pages. Price, 50c.

Why Eat Honey ?—This Leaflet is intend-
ed for KKKE distribution, to create a Local Market.
KJO copies, by mail. :iu cts.: 500 for $1.25; 1000, $2.00.

How to Keep Honey and preserve its

richness and Ilavor. Price same as Why Eat Honey.

Alftike Clover Leaflet.—Full directions
for growing. 5U for 20 cts.; 100 for 4u cts.; 200, 7uc.

Apiary Reelster, by Thos. G. Newman.—
Devotes two pages to a colony. Leather binding.
Price, for 50 colonies. $l.OO; for 10<J colonies, $1.25.

Freparutlon of Honey (av the Market*
Including the piuductlon and care of comb and
extracted honey. A chapter from Bees ant
HoNEV. Price. 10 cents

Bee-Pasturiive a Xecesalty.—This book sug
gests what and how to phip u Is a chapter fron
Bees am> Uu.nev. Price, 10 centa.

Tbe Hive 1 I'se, by G. M. Doolittle. It
details his manajrementof bees, and methodB
of producing comb honey. Price. 5 cents.

Dr. Howard's Book on Foul Brood.
—Gives the McEvoy Treatment and reviews the ex-
periments of others. Price. 25 cts.

Dictionary of Aplcnitnre* by Prof. John
Phln. Gives the correct meaning of nearly 5(X) apl-
ullural terms. Price. 5U cts.

Winter Problem in Bee-Keepinjr. by G,
R. pierce. Result of 25 years' experience. ;io clB,

Handllna: Beeet* by Chas, Dadant & Son.—
A Chapter from Langstroth Revised. Price- 8 cts.

Hlntory of Bee-Assoclatlous. and Brief Re*
ortB of the Orat 20 Lonventions, Price I5ct«

Poui Brood 'I'reutment* by Prof. F. R.

'

Cheshire.—Us Cimsi' iirul Prevention. Price, 10 cts.

Foul Brood, by A. R. Kohnke.—Origin.
Development and Cure. Price 10 cts.

Prai'llcal HIiiIm to Bee-Kee-Keepers—by
("HAS. K. Mi-Trii. Also contains a Foul Brood
Cure and How to Winter Bees. 40 p.; 10 cts.

Bee-Keeplns: lor Profit, by Dr. G. L.
Tinker.- Revised iiml enlarged. It details the au-
thor's "new system, "r how to get the largest yields
of comb or extruoieil honey." HO p.; illustrated. 25c.

FnicrKon Binders, made especially for
tlie BKK JoiiKNAi., :ire convenient for preserving
each number as tiiHt :ts received. Not mailable to
Canada. Price. ".'V cts.

Consnierclal <'aU-nlator, by C. Kopp.—
A ready Calculator. Business Arithmetic and Ac-
count-BiM»k cnnibineii in one. Every farmer and
b»iHinesH man shuiilii li.'iveit. No. 1, bound in water
prnoi leal lie re tte. r:ilt tlnish. Price, 4o cts. No. 2
in rtne artidciiil Icjither, with pocket, silicate slate,
and uccount-book. I'rice. 60 cts.

OreenV Four Books, by Chas. A. Green.
— IJevoted to, 1st. Huw We Made the Old Farm Pay;
2nd, Peach Culture: :trd. How to Propagate Fruit-
Plimts. Vines juul 'I'rees; 4th, General h'rult In-

structor. Nearly i^Dpiiyes. Fully illustrated. 2.'* cts.

Oarden and Orchard, by Chas. A. Green
—Gives full instructions In Thinning and Marketing
Fruits; Pruning, Planting and Cultivating; Spray-
ing. Evaporation, Cokl Storage, Etc. y4 pages, illus-

trated. Price, 25 cts.

Kendall's Hor«e-Book. — 35 pictures.
showing positions ol sick horses, and treats on all

their diseases. English or German. Price, 25 cts.

Silo and $lla«;e, by Prof. A J. Coolv.—It
gives the method in operation at tbe Michigan Agri-
cultural College. Price, 2o cts.

Lumber and Log-Book. — Gives meas*
urements of lumber, logs planks; wages, etc. 25e.

ITIaple Sng;ar and tbe Siigrar Bush, by Prof.
A. J. Cook.— Full instructions. Price. 35 cts.

Grain Tables, for casting up the price of
grain, produce, hay, etc. Price, 25 eta.

Capons and Caponlzlng, by Dr. Sawyer,
Fanny Field, and others.—Illustrated. All about
caponizing fowls, ano thus how to make the most
money in poultry-raising. 64 pages. Price, 30 cts.

Our Poultry Doctor, or Health in the
Poultry Yard and How to Cure Sick Fowls, by
Fanny Field.—Everything about Poultry Diseases
and their Cure. fi4 pages. Price, 30 cts.

Poultry Ibr Market and Poultry for
Profit, by Kanny Field.—Tells everything about the
Poultry Business. M pages. Price, 25 cts.

Turkeys lor Market and Turiieys for
rotlt. by Fanny Field.—All about Turkey-Raising.Protlt,

64 pages. Price. 25 cts.

Rural Ltlfe.— Bees. Poultry. Fruits. Vege-
tables, and Uousehold Matters. 100 pages. 25 cts.

Potato Culture, by T. B. Terry.—It tells
how to grow them protitably. Price, 40 cts.

Hand-Book of Health, by Dr. Foote.—
Hints about eating, drinking, etc. Price, 25 cts.

Bee-KeeperH^ Directory, by H. Alley.—
Latest methods in (Jueen-Rearing, etc. Price, 50c.

Book Clubbing Oilers.

(Bead Carefully.)

The following clubbing prices Include the
American Uef Journal one year with each
book named. Kfiiiember, that only one book
can be taken In t-aoh case with the Bee Jour-
nal a year at the inices named. If more books
are wanted ste postpaid prices given with
the description (if the hooks on this page.
FoUowlngls iheclubbing-Ust:

1. Langstroth on the Honey-Bee J2.00
3. A B C of Bee Culture ^.. 2.00
a. Bee-Keeper'sdulde 1.75
4. Beesand Homy ICloth bound] 1.65
5 Doollttle's Scientific Queen-Kearlng. 1.75
6. Dr. Howard'b Fuul Brood Book 1.10
7. Advanced liec-Culture 1.30
n. Blcnon-Kultur [German] 1.20

11. Katlonal Bcc-KeeplngLPapertoundl 1.75
12. Thirty Vears .Among the Bees l.'SO

1.'5. Bee-Keeping lor Profit 1.15
14. Convention llacdBook 1.15
15. Poultry fur Market and Profit 1. 10
16. Turkeys for -Market and Profit 1.10
17. Capons and (Hponizing 1.10
IS. Our Pouliry Doctor 1.10
19. Green's Four Books 1.15
21. Garden and Orchard 1.15
2;t. Rural Life 1.10
24. Emerson Binder forthe Bee Journal. 1.60

25. Commercial Calculator. No. 1 1.25
3(i. Commo-clal Calculator, No. 2 1.40
27. Kendall's llorso-Book 1.10
:!0. Polali) Culture 1.20
.•52. Hand-llijok of Health 1.10
a:t. Dictionary of Apiculture 1.H6
:i4. Maple Sugar and the Sugar Bush 1.20
as. silo and Silage 1.10
:i6. Winter Problem in Bee-Keeplng 1.30
37. Apiary Kcgister (for 50 colonies) 1.75
38. Apiary Kcgister (for 100 colonies) . 2.00
3a. Bee-Keepers' Directory 1.30

A Special Booklet Bargain

!

For a liinllcd time we wish to make our
readers a H|>ecial offer on booklets on Bees.
Poultry, Health, etc. Upon receipt of 75
cents we win mall any tt of the list below:
and lor $1,25 we will mall the nrliole
dozen '

1. Foul Brood, by Dr. Howard '. 23o
2. Poultry lor Market and Profit— .... 25c
3. Turkeys for Market and Profit 25o
4. Our Poultry Doctor .'iOo

5. Capons and Caponiz ng 30o
6. Hand-Book of Health, by Dr. Foote.. 25o
7. Kendall's Horse.Book 25o
8. Rural Life 25o
9. Kopp's Commercial Calculator 25o

10. Foul Brood, hy Kohnke lOo
11. Silo and Silage, by Prof Cook 25o
12. Blenen-Kultur, by Newman 40o

10 SISr DISCOUNT
1 have a Liir^e Quantltj' of Wiater-Sawed

Basswood on hand, and will make Shipping-
Casks at 10 per cent, discount from list

price. Cases bolding 15 sections, $5.00 per
hundred net. First-class work guaranteed.

Write for Prlce-List.

W. J. SXAHinANN, Weaver, miim.
Mtntian the American Bee JouttioL 25A8t

IHlli1l\i
HONEY-EXTRACTOR

i'lllUI N Square Glass Jars.

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies in general, etc eto
Send for our new catalog.

Practical Hlutti " will be mailed for lOo.
lu stamps. Apply to—

Chas. T. Mnth & Son, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Honey - Clovers !

We have made arrangements so that we can
furnish seed of several of the Clovers by
freight or express, at the following prices,
cash with order:

oft lOft 259) 50ft
AlslkeClover 70 $1.25 J3.00 $5.75
Sweet Clover (white). .60 1.00 2.25 4.00
White Clover 90 1.60 3.75 7.00
Alfalfa Clover 60 1.00 2.25 4.00
Crimson Clover 55 .90 2.00 3.50

Prices subject to market changes.
Add 23 cents to your order, for cartage, it

wanted by freight.
Your orders are solicited.

GEORGE W. YORK & Co.
CHICAGO. ILL.

mADB
EASYTRANSFERRING

If you ci>ntemplate buying either three or
Ave band Italian Queens, simply write for my
pamphlet. H you need some of the best now,
send 75 cts. lor one, $-1.00 for six, or $7.50 per
doz.—and full instructions for Introducing, as
well as the best methods known for securing
good cells will be sent free.

Money Order office—Warrenton.
W. H. PKIOCEN,

21A13t Creek, Warren Co., N. C.

Me»itt<"' sh^£ .<irrtert«f>".- Bee .•cumci

Our '97 Cataloar
—OF—

Apiarian Supplies, Bees, Etc.

Is yours for the asking.
It is full ol Information. tS^ Write for It.

I. J. STRIIWGIIAin,
105 Park Place. NEW YORK, N.Y,

Apiauy—Glen Cove, L, I.

K^nilo-i 'Jie American Bee Journal^
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Qei;)Gral Itetrjs^

Rolling in White Clover.

I am very much pleased with the
American Bee Journal, and think I will

continue taking it as long as I keep bees,

t' I began the past spring with 8 colonies
and have increast to 23, and they are
DOt through swarming yet. Bees are
just rolling in the white clover honey.

Cal. Cutkei.l.
Tippecano Co., Ind., July 4.

Honey Low in Price.

I have 50 colonies of bees, having be-

gun in the spring with 25. There is lots

of white clover and a greatdeal of buck-
wheat sown here this summer. I have
sold about 20t) pounds of honey. I sell

at the town. Honey is low this season

—

3 pounds for 25 cents. I had a fine

swarra come out on July 4. There are
a great many bees kept throughout
this county.
Long live the United States Bee-Keep-

ers' Union and the American Bee Jour-
nal. Wm. Howell.
Union Co., Iowa, July 4.

Quite Discouraging' Outlook.

I notice in Gleanings, the Editor, in

speaking of the outlook for a honey crop,

says that from the present prospects it

looks as if there was going to be an enor-
mous crop of honey from white clover.

If this be correct then in this vicinity we
are left out entirely, for mine and my
neighbors' bees hardly make their living

from day to day, with any amount of

white and Alsike clover within from 5 to

1(30 rods of their homes, in full bloom
for the past two weeks, with fairly good
weather for the bees to work, and the
hives so full of bees and brood that they
boil over. But they are all idle most of

the time. Some days I can hardly see a

drop of honey in the combs. They are
working on oak and willow leaves to

help make their living. Linden buds
are frozen. C. Theilmann.
Wabasha Co., Minn., July 7.

A 'Woman's Swarming- Experience.

June 13.—Bees are getting lively.

There were three new swarms yesterday,
and two to-day. An old dipt queen led

out a fine swarm today. I just caged the
"old lady," then moved the hive to one
side, put another on the stand, and very
soon they were all back, as quiet as ever.
Then I went into the shop after another
hive, and began to clean it out, and be-

.'ore I had it ready there was another
swarm coming out. It settled on a
grape-post, and it was a fine Job to get
them off, but they had to yield.

But the most fun was yesterday. Nos.
8 and 10 came out at the same time, and
they, too, lit on a grape-vine post, so I

took two hives and set them down, one
on each side of the post, and went to

work, and in a few minutes there was a
line of bees going into each hive at the
same time. But the funny part is still

to come : I moved the two colonies back,
and put the new ones on the old stands.

(Oh, dear, there comes another swarm.
Please excuse me for a short time.)

Well I hived thein all right, and now

Finest Alfalfa Honey

!

IT SELLS ON TASTING.

The Honey that Suits All

Who Buy It.

Low Prices Now!
We can furnish 'White Alfalfa Extracted Honey, In 60-pound tin cans, on

board cars in Chicago, at these prices : 1 can, in a case, 7J^ cents per pound ; 2 cans
In one case, 7 cents ; 4 cans (2 cases) or more, 6}^ cents. The Cash must accom-
pany each order. Fine Bass-wood Flavor Honey at same price; also in

270-lb. barrels.

1^" A sample of either honey will be mailed to an intending purchaser, for 8
cents, to cover postage, packing, etc. We guarantee purity.

GEORGE W. YdRK & CO., 118 Mieliigan Strwit. CHICAGO, ILL.

Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. New London,
Wisconsin,

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus
securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
They have also one One of tlie L.arg'est Factories and the latest

and most-improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there is in the State. The material is cut from patterns, by machinery,
and is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and 'whitest
BaSS'WOOd is used, and they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine
and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best
machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Pull Line of Supplies.

Please mention The Americaa Bee-Tournal. • 7Atf

BEE-KEEPEES
SUPPLIES

We make
The Very Finest Line of
in the Market, and sell

them at Low Prices.
Send for Free llliii^tralcd Catalog; and l*rice-U!>it.

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.

Special Agent for the Southwest-^- ^-
^^^%^'joseph, mo.

Mr. Abbott ^aWs our llivc§ and Sections at Factory Prices.

That dueen-Clipping Device Free !

Couldn't Do Without It.

I have clipped in queens, and must say the
Monette Queen-Clipping Device Is by I'ar the
best invention ever made, and will be wel-
come to many bee-keepers as It was tome. 1

could not do without one now.
I)H. Geo. Lacke, Newburfh, lod.

WorkM Iiike a Charm.

The Monette Queen-Clipping Device woiiKe

LIKE A CHARM. With It I have clipped 30

quoons, all In one day. when examining my
bees. Wm. Stoi.ley, Grand Island, Nebr.

PLEASE READ THIS OFFER TO PRESENT SUBSCRIBERS :

Send us just one ncii' name for the American Bee Journal a year (with $1.00), and we
will mail you the Queen-ClippiuR Devioe free of charge. Or, the Queen-Clipping Device

will be sent postpaid for 110 cts. But why not get it as a Premium by the above offer %

You can't earn DO cts. any easier. Almost every bee-keeper will want this Device.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan St., CHICAGO, ILL.
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l?i?i! Beeswax
For all tho Oood, Pure Vello-w

BeeS'^vax delivered to our office till

further notice, we will pay 2-i cents per

pound, CASH ; or 27 cents for whatever
part is exchanged for the Bee Journal,
Honey, Books nr Seed, that we offer. If

you want cash, promptly, for your
Beeswax, send it on at once. Impure
wax not taken at any price. Address as

follows, very plainly,

GEO. W. YORK & CO.
118 Michigran 8t. , CHICAGO. ILL.

One Cent
Invested in a postal card
will net my large Cata-
log of All Koot'6 Goods.
Send list of what you
want, and pet price.

lU. H. HUNT, Bell Braiirli, irilt'li.

WHEN ANSWEHINQ THIS AdvehtisEMENT. Mention .^m.., jouRn/.

DCC I^CCDCDC ? Let me send you mv 64-
D[.L"NLLrLnO page Catalog lur 18^7.

J. in. Jeukins, Wetniupka, 41a.

%I.'',-T>ry tyn;'~ K> y il--'^fl.

OKDEKS filled by return mail tor tiie

choicest Untested Italian Queeus at fiOc

each. Can furnish '. 'i and :i fr. Nuclei.
A. I. KootCo.'s Supplies. Send tor

;iG-patre Cai alog.
J no. Nebel dt Sou, Ili^Ii Hill, Mo,

Alentitni the. Ameriran Bee Journal. 4Att

A Fence Not Made By Hand.
ThouvfiaKC farmtT can noi atlurti to indulee in

hand inailo ttjnce, uor hand paintt-d pictures. Even
If hedoi'S I bo work binibclf. a "botcb'aud u 'daub
will likely bo Iho result, while tbe time cunMiiued.
if properly applied in his regular liu^int-s wcuid
provide means lor lieauiiful phntOLTaph.s engrav-
ings, etc., aud lots ot tbe "old, reliable- " I'ate teuce-

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian. Mich

22Atf

where was I ? Oh, yes. I was telling

about those two swarms. Well, in set-

ting the new swarms on the old stands I

fiot them mixt, and set the No. 8 queen
on the No. lO stand, and the working
force of No. lU killed the No. S queen,
so I hail to put No. 10 back on the old

stand, and all I lost was an old black
queen.

If I have to take care of bees another
year I shall clip all the queens, for it is

just fun then to hive them, but I tell you
it is all that I can do to move the old

hives. I moved one to-day that I think
would weigh 15U pounds.

If nothing happens there will be a big
crop of honey this year. The white clo-

ver is just a sight. The pastures and
lanes, and all along the roadside are
white.
June I t.— Well, I have had another

bee-picnic since. Just as we were eating
dinner one of the swarms I hived on
Saturday came out. so I went to see
where they were going to alight, but in-

stead of alighting they went off to the
wood, and I kept after them and followed
them to their homein a big maple tree,

about 40 feet from the ground.
(Mk.s.) Mary Sutherland.

Berrien Co., Mich.

California
If you care to know of Its Fruits. Flowers
Climate or Kesources. send tor a Sample Copj
ol California's Favorite Paper—

The Pacific Rural Press
The leading Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the Paclflc Coast. Published weekly,
handsomely Illustrated 00 per annum.
Sample Copy Free.

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
220 Market St.. - SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

Vfiaio^i. '.In -i mcricaii. Uct Jov/nwAr

liee- Hives, Sections. Sbipping-
Cases—everything used by bee-
keepers. Orders tilled nromprlv.
ScnrI for catalog MIWESdTA REE-
KF.EFEFtS' SlPPli ma. CO.. Nicollet
Island. Mitmeapolls. Minn.

Cu.4S. .MONDENG, Mgr.

Iclei and Queens

!

On 2, 3 and 4 frames, at 40 cents per fra'ine.
without Queen. Queens40 cents each; good
tesied Queens. 75 cents each. Address.
2TA'Jt Artbur Stanley, Dixon, III.

MenXUyix. Vie A.mencan Bee JOfu/mc/,.

Too Many Heavy Rams.

Bees have been doing very well, but
have lost at least one-half of the bass-

wood bloom on account of too many
heavy rains. S. A. Mat.son.
Nodaway Co., Mo., July 6.

White Clover Not Yielding. .

There has been more white clover
bloom in this part of the country than
for many years, but the bees do not work
on it very much. We expect a good flow
from sweet clover, which is just coming
into bloom. G. W. Stephenson.
Cook Co., Ill,, July 5.

Plenty of White Clover.

Bees are doing well. There is plenty
of white clover, and the prospects are
good. E. B. HUFF.MAN.
Winona Co., Minn., July 5.

Crimson and Other Clovers.

Last season I bought a small amount
of crimson, Alsike, sweet, alfalfa, and
white clover, to experiment with in this

section of country, seeing they were all

spoken highly of for honey and hay. I

sowed the Alsike, alfalfa, white and part
of the crimson about April 1, with oats.

The spring was very dry, and it seemed
none of it did any good.

I saved part of the crimson and sweet
clover, and sowed later. I sowed the
crimson with buckwheat, Aug. 12, and
got a fine stand of the crimson—about
one acre—which I cut about two weeks
ago, and got 9 wagon loads of hay to the
acre ; but I let the clover get too ripe to

make good hay, in order to get the seed,
and now on tho same piece of ground
the crimson clover is up again, covering
the ground from the seed that dropt
while cutting, which I run my harrow
over as soon a." cut.

I sowed a small lot (about 3-2 acre) in

sweet clover, which bloomed about the
same time tin- crimson was in bloom,
and to my surprise I never saw a worker-
bee on a blossom of sweet clover, but, on

For Sale, BEES and (jUEEKS
Queens, .50 cts. Nuclei, three frames with

Queen, $2.00; Two frames, »1..">0; One frame.
SI. 00. Full Colunles, $4.00.

Mrs. A. A. SI9IPS01V,
1GA13 SWAKTS, Greene Co.. Pa.

"•-r'j.'.,.' .
;.-,-- ^w-oT-.e-,'.'. ;*ee /3V.7VV51-

SEE THAT WINK

!

Bee - Supplies ! KoOT's
Goods at Itoot's Prices.

Pooder'H Honey - Jam,
and everi' thing used by
bee-keepers. Prompt ser-
vice, low freight rate. Cat.
tree. Walter S. Ponder,

162 Mass. Ave.,
lNDI.\NAPOLIS. iNDfAN.'l.-W.!'" PoVBtRi^ui"

'VME!* ANSWERt.-.Q t MIB AOVEHTISEMEM , ME-iT.ON ^.Ti JCUS't'M

e^ IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
11.25 to Prol. A. J. Cook, Claremont. Calif..
forhlB

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

Liberal Biscounts to the Trade.

Mention the American Bee JoimvaL

PATENT WIRED COMB FODUDATIOH
Has No Sag in Brood-Frame*

Tliin Flat-Bottom Foundation
Oas Ko Fishbone in tbe Sorplns Booey.

BelDK the cleanest le asuaily worhec
tbe qnlckest of any Foandatlon made

J. A. VAN DEUSEN.
Sole Manafaoturer,

Sprout Brook Monuomery Co.. N. 7.

If You Kee|> but Oue Remedy

'""""^It-Toumbe YELLOWZONES
They Combine the Virtues ot a Medicine

Chest.
The Very Best general-service Remedy to be

had AT AINY PKICE.
A supply of Zoaet Cathartics *« now
iiilded to each . lox.

100 in a Box. *1.00—17 In a Box, Soc.

W. B. House, Drawer 1, Detour, Mich.
15 Atf Please mention the Bee Journal.

ONE MAN WITH THE

UNION <=o^|;t,*^'°''

Can do the work of four
men using band tools, in
Kipping, Cuttlng-off, Mi-
tring, Kabbetlng, Groov-
ing. Gaining. Dadoing,
Edglng-up. Jointing Stuff,
etc. Full Llneot Foot and
Hand Power Machinery
Sold on Trial. Catalo£;ue Free.

SG^E<^A FALLS IflFG. CO.,
46 Water St SENECA FALLS. N. T.

lAly lenx.Ui,. the. Amerimn Bee -joumat

Italian Queens "'
SiaViV"

Untested. oOc; Tested, $1.00.
Nuclei.:; trauic. $-3.00. including a good Queen

Bees by the Pound.
E. li. CAKKIXi'lON,

;.>2Att Be Fllillak .Sprlusa, Fla.

Fouudatiou —Sections— Hives
or any Other Supplies.

Ityouar*' in a riiwli, send me your order. I

sell the bcxl only, and flll orders promptly
at i.owF.s'i' I'lticE. BecAiTax %%'uutcd in
exi-liaii!^e.

mrking Wa.x [^° ?°.^?f^u .4 Specialty.

^r" Write for Catalog and Price-List, with
Samples ot Foundation and Sections.

GUS DITTMER,
Al'Gl'STA, WIS.
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the contrary, as soon as the crimson be-

gan to show the ends of its nice bloora,

the bees began to gather honey from it,

and workt well for over two weel<s, until

the bloom got too old for them to gather
honey. So I will sow about 20 acres of

crimson from the seed that I saved from
the 'o acre, part of which I will sow in

layiiig-by corn.

Nothing in my way of thinking will

pay as well as crimson clover. Sow it

any time in the latter part of July or

August, and if you do not wish to mow
It, it pays to sow for early pasture and
bloom for the bees. But I never had
such a "turn oft" for hay as the one
acre in crimson clover. I am highly

pleased so far with the crimson clover,

and will try it further.

J C. Williamson.
Mingo Co., W. Va. July 3.

Fine Prospects for a Good Crop.

The prospects for a good honey crop
In this county is very fine. The fields

are white and fragrant with white clover

blossoms, and the waste places and road-

sides ars white with sweet clover; be-

sides, we have a goodly number of linden

trees in our forests that are just coming
Into bloom. The extreme hot days have
made swarming a little too numerous,
which is the only draw-back wo have
had for comb-honey producers. Quite a
number of city and farm bee-keepers are

discarding old-style hives and putting

their bees into modern ones.

Kankakee.
Kankakee Co., III., July 5.

Swarming, Bobbing, Etc.

I don't know how valuable the Ameri-
can Bee Journal may be to people who
already know it all, but an ignorant
novice like myself should find it his best

text-book. I find it so. It is said,

"Knowledge is golden," and it is not

saying too much of the Bee Journal to

describe it as being worth its weight in

gold to any one who keeps bees from one
colony up.

I don't know much about bees, and it

seems as tho the more I learn the less I

know, for the field broadens out into

Illimitable space. The article by Mr.
Faylor, on page, 370, was particularly

Interesting to me, especially the para-

graph on " increase." But in speaking
of ventilation by raising the hive from
the bottom-board, I would like to ask
Mr. Faylor how he prevents robbing, or

Inciting to rob. Perhaps his bees and
those of his neighborhood are well-

behaved, Christian bees, and abstain

from such nefarious practices, no matter
how great the temptation. Unfortu-
nately for me, the wild and woolly in-

habitants of this Far West are controlled

by no righteous sentiments, and I am
obliged to keep blocks close down on my
hive-entraneos when honey is scarce,

leaving only a small entrance, and thus

forcing the boos to hang out. Won't
some expert tell me what 1 ought to do
under such circumstances to help the

bees protect homo and country, and at

the same time afford ample ventilation ?

Altho I know the futility of wishing,

I can't help Indulging in the pastime
occasionally, wishing ;

1st. That tho (lovernment might es-

tablish a Traning School for bees, where
they might be taught good manners, and
especially bo discouraged in using their

harpoons on the wrong fellow. A single

Employ Nature
The best physician to heal your ills. Send for

FREE Pamphlet explaining how diseases ot

the Blood. Sltln, Liver, Kidneys and Lungs
can be cured without drugs.

F. M. SPRING!!) CO..
Lock Box No. 1 LIKERTVVILLK, ILL.

Mention the, American Bft Journal

CARLOADS
or Bee-Hives. Sections, Shlp-
ping-l'ases. Comb Foundation,
and Everything used in the
Bee-Industry.

I want the name and address
M of every Bee-Keeper In Anier-
'' ica. I supply Dealers as well
as consumers. Send for cata-

logs, quotations, etc. W. H. PUTNAM,
KivEK Falls. Pierce Co.. Wis.

Mernticix the s in^ricaTj Bee „ *_ y.<''>~..-

A GENUINE

Egg Preservative
That will keep Hen's EgffS perfectly through
warm weather, .iust as good as frfsh ones for
cooking and frosting. Une man paid 10 cents
a dozen for the eggs he preserved, and then
later sold them for 'i.i cents a dozen. You can
preserve them for about 1 cent per dozen*
Now is the time to do it. while eggs are cheap.

Address tor Circular giving further infor-

mation—
Dr. A. B. MASON,

:).')12 Monroe Street. - Toledo. Ohio.

W0VEN.WIRR.FENGE1
Ittsl nil Eiirdi. llorse-liinh. Hull' k
slTOiii;,l'li5aiiclCliii'lir"-Uslil- \Vitli

J
our lUl'LEX Al'TOJIATlC Jlndihic »

vniu-iHi make 'iO i-.ulsa ilnv I'm J
to 20 cts. a Rod.!

i,>r 50 -itvles. Catuli.L'ne l-ift- T

KITSELMAN BROS., T
[,\ i^H. Ridgeville, Ind.

*

12

dueeiis

4 8 E t f Mention ui .: ,i nerican Bee • ourruJ/

GOLDEN QUEENS
And progeny warranted to take premium
at the Fairs. Terms upon application.

J. F. Michael, Greenville, Ohio.

Please mention the Bee Journal. 14Etl

I have 500 Untested :! or .")

Banders—45c. each. Tested 3
Banders. "^Oc. each. They are

Fine, Large Queens, and free from all disease.

This Is a Money OrdPr office. Write for whole-
sale prices. B.iSIKI. HI RTII, Faliiioulli, Rusli Co., liirt.

28E4t Please mention the Bee .lournai.

^ THE ADEL BEES AHEAD ^^
Send for Catalog and see proof that Adel bees
beat them all. One Queen $1.00; two Queens
$1 90; three Queens $i. 75; six Queens $.>.50;

12 Queens SIO. All lioautlful. .'i banded bees,
MENUV ALLEY, Weiihuni, iTlanit,

25A4 1 Mention the Amej'ican Bee Jiyumal,

FOR SALE.
1000 pounds of While Clover Comb Hoaey.

Price. i;J!4 *"ts. per pound.
2HA Edw. K. Siiiitli, C'airpfiKor, 111.

Pknn Ave. ano Eighth St.

incision of that instrument causes in me
a case of "that badly stung feeling"
which puffs things up like a windbag ;

nor all the king's horses nor all the
king's men, ammonia, soda bicarb., per-

manganate of potash or what-not will

cause the painful inflation to subside.

2nd. That some one might teach the
naughty little bees that it's wicked to

rob.

ord. That some one might invent a
quick and easy way to find the queen
when wanted. Of course, I know the

wise old vets of the " perfesh " have
only to poke their noses (well-capt) un-
der the " kivver " and squint, when im-
mediately they light (the squint, not the
noses, bless us !) on Mrs. Queen peram-
bulating among .50 million (more or less)

bees, looking for stray queen-cells whom
she might devour. It's so easy for the
books to say :

" Be sure you get the

queen ;" or, " be sure you don't get her,"

as the case maybe; but what awfully
hard work this " being sure." My eye
isn't keen enough to see 'em, only when
I don't want 'em.

Now, I've had my three wishes. Won't
some good fairy grant them by a kindly

word of advice to a " feller wot don't

know nothin' " about bees.

This spring was an exceptionally good
season for bees in this locality. We had
fair weather from the first of April,

giving a chance to gather the first and
best honey which was clear and white,

and was also well combed. Usually our
honey is dark, some of it very dark,

altho it is a surer crop than in some
California places. There is not much
now but elder blossoms, and won't be

till fruit rinens.

There are a number of bee-keepers
hereabouts, some of whom know it all,

some of whom don't want to know any-

thing, and more of whom, I warrant,
never take bee-paper or book. I have a
neighbor who fills the bill in all particu-

lars. His bees swarmed in early spring,

by the million, and about half of them
ran away to the mountains near by. In

fact, decamping swarms have been fly-

ing over our heads all spring. It is now
trying to rain—an unusual thing for this

part of the world, this time of year.

Geo. H. Stipp.

Santa Clara Co., Calif., June 25.

Tiiorough Courses — Normal, Commercial, La-
dles Literary. Shonhahd and Typewriting.
Kfllcieiit and experienced Instructors. Day
and Night sessions. !>>en<l lor ('atuluK.

Prof. LEWIS EDWIN YORK, Vrcm.

Old-Time Honey-Flow— Unfortunate.

We are having an old-time honey-Cow
this season. There is the most white

clover here this year there has been for

many seasons.

I have been somewhat unfortunate.

While sawing out nucleus boxes with a

buzz-saw, my hand in some way got too

close to the saw, whi(;h left me minus the

index finger and a badly chewed-up
thumb. As I did not like the looks of a

band without a finger, I had it sewed on

again, and in the meantime have been

working with the bees with one hand.

There is nothing like having two good

hands to work with, altho I have done

all kinds of work with the bees by the

use of one hand— rearing queen-cells

and caging queens, included.

I] have something on bee-paralysis,

which I will send along by-and-by.
II. Vt. QUIKIN.

Huron Co., Ohio, July 1.

Bec-Keepcr's Guide—see page 448.
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HONEY and BEESWAX

Chicag'o, 111., July 7.—Fancy white. 12®
i:ic.: No. 1 white, lie: fancy amlier, lOc:
No. 1 amber. 7@Bc.; fancy dark. .Sc; No. 1

(lark. 7c.; white, extracted. .'i@Bi'. : amber. 4

®.Sc.; darii, :i!i@-<c. Bee8»ax. -JBe-ic.
Not any new comb on the market, E.xtracted

otleriuKS are Iree, and sales very few. causing
a weak market.

St. I.onis, Mo., July 5.—Fancy white. 12®
12V4C.: No. 1 white, ll@llWc ; fancy amber.
10@IO^c : No. 1 amber. 9@10c.: lancy dark.
S^QOc; No. 1 dark. vaSc; white, (-.xtracted,

4^@5c ; amlier, 4f4@4!4c. ; dark, 3^@4c.
Beeswa.x. 25H{a2(5c
Movement of honey Is very llgiit ; the

weather 'no warm, and prices are nominal.
Vtry little selling.

Indianapolis, Ind., July S.— Fancy white.
10@r:i4c.: No. 1 white. 9@10c ; white, ex-
tracted. 4@Uc. Beeswax. 2.i®'37c.

Big crop Is being secured in this Sta'e. No
demand for other grades than those men-
tioned.

Cincinnati, Ohio, July 5.—No. 1 white. 10
@i;!c.; No. 1 dark. 8@10c : white, extracted.
.=j®6c. ; amber. 4@5c.; dark, .'Ji^Qfc. Bees-
wax. 'J2@2ac.
There Is a fair demand for extracted honey,

which, however, must be sold cheap to meet
the buyer, as the great bulk »foes to the man-
ufacturer. Demand for comb honey Is slow,
as usual, at this time of the year. Several
shipments of new comb honey have arrived
already.

Albany, TSt. Y., July 5.—Fancy white, 1 1®
I'Jo. ; fancy amber. T®8c. ; fancy dark. OffiSc.

;

white, extractt'd. .^c : dark. 4c.
But very little is doing in honey this month.

There is a small stock of inferior comb houey
on the market, and quite a little extracted.
Bees are said to be doing nicely in this sej-
tiOD.

Buffalo, N, Y., July 6.—Fancy white. 9®
10c. ; No. 1 white. 8@9c.; fancy amber. 7(B8c.;
No. 1 amber, 6@7c : fancy dark. .">!(5Gc.: No. 1

dark. 4®.TC.: white, extracted, 5®6c. Bees-
wax. 23®28c.
No demand now for either new or old honey,

a t o It can be sold, of course, at some price.

Milwaukee, Wis., July 6.—Fancy white.
l-.i@i:ic.; No. 1 white. ll@12c.: tanch amber.
9@10c.; No. 1 amber. 8@9o.; No. 1 dark. .5®
Tc. : white, extracted, 5@6c. : amber, 4i4®5c.

;

dark. 4@4!<c. Beeswax. 26®28c.
The s\ipply of honey Is ample for all de-

mands, and some old stock is yet on hand
tnat is very hard to move, as quality is poor.
The fancy is nearly all gone. Extracted
moved some during the last week. Small re-
ceipts of new— quality common. We think
our market will be in good order for snip-
ments of new crop. We hope there will be a
raarkt Improvement in quality and package,
all alougihe line.

Kansas City, Mo., July 7,—Fancy white,
13-14C.; No. 1 white, li-13c.; fancy amber,
11-12C.; No. 1 amber. lO-Uc; fancy dark, 9-
10c. ; No. 1 dark, 8-9c. : white, extracted, 'y-

o^c.i amber, 4^4-5c.; dark. 3I4-4C. Beeswax,
30c.
New comb honey has beguu to come in. but

no new extracted. The demand Is mt large
on account of fruit and vegetibies being so
plentiful.

Detroit, Mirh., July 7.— Fancy white, 10-
llc; No. 1 white. 9-lOc.: fancy amber. 8-9c ;

No. 1 amber. 7-8c : fancy dark. 0-7c. ; white,
extracied. ."> 6c. ; amber. 4-5c.; dark, no sale.
Beeswax. 2.5-26c.
There Is some old honey in the market and

new Is arriving.

Boston, Mass,, July 6.—Fancy white, 13c ;

No. 1 white. 1I-12C.; white, extracted. 7-8c.;
amber. 5-Bc. Beeswax. 2Gc.
Honey is selling slowly now. but this Is ex-

pected during warm weither. Beeswax Is
practically out of market as lar as supply Is
concerned. Ijut the demand is good.

Cleveland, Ohio, July 7.—Fancy white,
12^4c.; No. 1 white, lO-llc: fancy amber.
9c.; fancy dark. 6-7c. Beeswax. 28-30c.
Honey Is moving very slowly; no demand

for It whatever.

San Francisco, Calif., July 5.— White
comb, 1-ibs., 7-9c.; amber comb. 4^c. : ex-
tracted, white liquid, 4H-.5c. ; extracted, light
amber. 3V4-»c.; dark tule. 2^jc. Beeswax,
fair to choice. 25-2Cc.
A grain vessel clearing the past week for

Liverpool took 200 cases of extracted honey.

which is the tlrst noteworthy shipment out-
ward this season. Thi' market remains easy
in tone, with liberal iilferlngs, mostly of water
white extracted. The foreign demand is

mainly for amber grades at about 3^c., but
not much has so tar been obtained at this

figure, and only the most ordinary qualities.

New York, N. Y., July 6.—Our market Is

bare of comb homy, and some demand for

white at from 10-1 Ic. Market on extracted
is rather weak; dcmiind slow of late, and ar-

rivals plenty. Wc c|uote: Southein. average
common grade, .'idi' per gallon: better grades
from 55-60C.; Calllornla. light amber. 4V4-

4?i .: white, 5-o!ic. Beeswax remains steady
at 26-270.

Philadelphia, Pa., July 10.—Fancy white,
13®14c.; No. I white, 12©l3c.: fancy amber.
l]@12c.: No. 1 amlier. 10@llc.; fancy dark.

8@9c. ; No. 1 dark. 7@8c. Extracted, white.

5a6c. : amber 4@.5c. ; dark, 4c. Beeswax. 2.'>c.

New honey has commenced to arrive. Very
little call at present. To-day is very dull.

Prospects are for very low prices. Biggest
honey crop in 10 years.

Minneapolis, Minn,, July 10. — Fancy
white. 12@14c.: No. 1 white. Il@l2c.: fancy
amber. 10@llc ; No. 1 amber, 9@10c.: fancy
dark,8@9c.; No. 1 dark. 7®8c. Extracted,
white, 6@7c.; amber. 5@6c. ; dark, 4@.jc.
Beeswax, 24@27c.
Demand for e.xtracted honey Is nominal,

hut at fair prices. Comb very slow on ac-

count of warm weather.

List of Honey and Beeswax Dealers.

Most of whom Quote In this Journal.

Ctalcago, Ills.

K. A. BtfftNBTT & Co.. 163 South Water Stri et.

New York, N. ¥.
HiLDRETH Bros. & Seoblken.

120 Jc 122 W. Broadway.

Kan«aii City, mo.
0. 0. Clemoms i£ Co., 423 Walnut St.

Buflalo, N. ¥.
Battebson & Co.. 167 & 169 Scott St.

Hamilton, Ills.

CHA8. Dadant & Son.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Wm. a. Selseb, 10 Vine St.

Cleveland, Ohio.
A. B, Williams & Co . 80 & 82 Broadway.

St. lionis, mo.
Westcott Com. Co.. 213 Market St

minneapolia, minn.
S. H. Hall & Co.

milwankee, IVlg.

A, V. Bishop & Co.

Boston, mass.
Blake. Scott & Lee., 57 Chatham Street.

Detroit, mich.
M. H. Hunt. Bell Branch, Wayne Co.. Mich.

ludianapolls, Ind.
Walters, f jodf.h. 16 i M issichusetts Ave

Albany, N. Y.
Chas. Mcculloch & Co., 380 Broadway.

Cincinnati, Ohio.

C. r. Muth & Son, cor. Freeman & Gent ral A vs.

Illinois.—The annual meeting of the
Northern Illinois Bee-Keepers' Association
will be held at the Court House in Freeport.
Tuesday, Aug. 17, 1897. All are cordially in-

vited. B. Kennedy. Sec.
NewMilford. 111.

Please Send TJs the Names of your
oelghbors who keep bees, and we will

send them sample copies of the Bkb
JotJBNAl,. Then please call upon them
&al get them to subscribe with you, and
secure some of the premiums we offer.

See the preiuiiim oiler on page 346

!

A Hook Kccoinniended by Dr. Gallup.

THE NEW METHOD
In Health and E»isease.
By W. E Forest. M. D.. 13th Edition. Re-
vised, Illustrated, and Enlarged. This is

the greatest and best work ever publisht
as a Home Physician, and as

A <jiiii«1e to llealtli.

It makes the way from Wealiuc!*!. to

Ntreugtli so plain that only those who
are past recovery {the very few) need to

be sick, and the well who will follow its

teachings fsiiinot be sicl*. It is now
in many families the only counsellor in

matters of health, saving the need of call-

ing a physician and all expenses for medi-
cines, as it teaches Hygiene and the use
of Nature's remedies, not si •Iriig'

treatiiieut.

All C'lii-oui<- l>i»>eu»9es

are considered, and there is not a curable
disease that has not been helpt by some
of the".V<K' ,1/rt/io(/.s " given here; even
those who have been pronounced i^'on-
iiiiniptive have been entirely cured.
While for RlieiiniatlKiii, IiKlises-
llon, l>> wpepsisi, <'oiii>li|>:iliun,
Mysentai-y, Ijiver and Kidney
'l'i-oiil>le<>, Calai-i-li. ICniaeia-
tion. <iieneral Deltility. .Nerv-
ous I'^xiiaiii^lion, lkiMca»>e.>i I>e-
ouliar to Women, etc.. the methods
are sure, and can be carried out at one's
own home and with little or no expense.

A Cjinarantee.
So confident are the publishers of the
results, that they offer to refund the
money to any one who will try " New
Methods " thoroughly, if the book is re-

turned in good condition.

Xlie l^'e-w Edition
is illustrated with a number of Anatom-
ical plates from the best English work on
Anatomy publisht, and others made ex-
pressly for this work; contains 300 pages,
printed on fine calendered paper, and al-

though the priceiof the first edition (much
smaller in size and without illustrations)

was 5:2.50, we sell this at -?1.00. postpaid.

PRE.TIIIM OFFERS.
For sending us two new subscribers to

the Bee Journal for one year, we will

mail you the book free as a premium, or
we will mail it for sending your own ad-
vance renewal and one new yearly sub-
scriber. This is a wonderful premium
offer. Address all orders to

—

GEOBGr. 'W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.

UNG DISEASES.
.11 years' experience. If your case is

sufficiently serious torequire expert medi-
cal treatment, address

Dr. Peiro, 100 State St., Chic.igo.

Texas Glueens

!

By return mall. Best honey-gathering strain
In America. Untested, 7.")o. Select Warran-
ted, 11.00. J. O. GIVENS, Lisbon, Tex.
9A'2Gt Mention the American Be« Journal

Bee-Keepers' Plioto^^rapli.—We
have now on hand a limited number of ex-
cellent photographs of prominent bee-keep-
ers—a number of pictures on one card. The
likeness of 49 of them are shown on one of

the photographs, and 121 on the other. We
will send them, postpaid, for 30 cts. a card,

mailing from the 121 kind first; then after

they are all gone, we will send the 49 kind.

So those who order first will get the most
" faee» for their money. Send orders to

the Bee Journal office.
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i B^ M H A Copy of

LD L L Successful Hee-Kecpiiis;,

i n hy W. Z- Hutchinson ;

^

I 1 1kk and our 1897 (Jatalo^r. for 2-

cent stamp, or a cojiy of the
Catalog Cor tlie Aokin:;:. We make almost
Everyiliiiig used by Bee-Keepem, and at
liOivoHt l*rlce8. Our

Falcon Polisht Sections
;irt.' warranted

Superior to Ail Otiiers.

Don't buy cheaply and roughly ma<le Goods.
when you ciin huve llie be»l—sufli ati we
make.

The American Bee -Keeper
[monthly, now in its 7th year]

36 Pages 50 Cents a Year.
fcAMPLE Free—Address,

THE W.T. FALCONER MFG. CO.,

JAMESTOWN. N. Y.

Golden Beauties and 3-Banded
Or IMPORTED «»TOCK.

Silver-Gray Carniolans.
Duces ed, .30c, ; Tested, 7oc. Safe arrival

guaranteed. Address.

Judge E. Y. TERBAL & CO.
26Atf CAMERON. TE.XAS.

I AEISE
TO SAY to the readtifB

of the

BEE JOURNAL that

DOOlilTTLE
has concluded to sell
-BKBS and QUEBNS-
In thetr season, during
1897, at thefoUowlnB
prices :

One Colony of Italians
on 9 Gallup frames, in
liKht stiippinK-bux $6 00
Five Colonies 25 00
Ten Colonies 45 00
1 untested queen, i oc<

6 '* queens 5 50
12 " " 10 00
1 testei Queen... ti 50
8 " Queens . 3 50
1 select tested queen 2 <iO

3 " " Queens 4 ixj

Selecttesied queen, previous season's rearing . 4 on
Bztra Selected for breeding, thk very best. . 5 oo
About a Pound of BEK8 In a Two-frame Nucleua,
with any Queen, »3.00 extra.

fV Circular free, kIvIdk full partlonlara regartf-

Ins tbe Bees and eacb class of Queens.

G. M. DOGLITTLE,
llA25t BOKODINO. Onnn. Co., N, Y

DESCRIPTION and
PRICE-LIST of the

J\jt<l A/ost I^fifiular
Free

^EST Honey . Extractor
on the marfeet. Will save ite cost In Time and
and Combs in one Reason. Address,

Van Allen & Williams, Barnnin, Wis.

8Etf M^ntlfvn tiie Ame-.rlP,an Tier /mrtia*.

IB MONEY IN poultry"
Egea of l8t PRIZE WINNERS
SI.00 PER SETTING to the

roadcrsol this p.ipiT only if ynii order

now,of 3i)le:idlTii,' vurii'tics. Send I.le

for the lnr«tjHl iiii.l iimHtcormilHti. I'oultry

liuideevor JOHN BAUSCHER. Jr.
iJubliahoU. Uox W, Freeport, Ills.

lOAl'.ll "»»nf("" ffie Americnit llry, .lnuilial

Of ilils ,>-/irna* « :

wiite to jUf «< V Ci

advcrtlNerM, ollUcr tt.

krtferlug. or aKlcins; about tliti Gooii.,-

kffervd, will pleane Htato that tb cy saw
>hn Adv erttseiueiit In thlm papei •

READERS

TIAPAXT'S t FOUNDATION
Shiping-Cases and Cans for Honey.

\ri: <.il .tliAATRi: NAI IMIWt 'I'I4«>. %Vliut iiioi<- <iin aub.vody 4lo'.>

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS-
I^aNGSTRQITH ON THB HQlS]eY=Bi515, Revised.

The Classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.25, by mail.

BEESIJVAX -WAT^XED FOR NEXT SEASOI«i'S USE.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
Please mention tlie Am. Bee .lournal. HAMILTON, Hancock Co., ILL.

4ieMowiciMe 4ieMowioM^
C=:lS3:zi-]L

Our business is ruaking Sections. We are located in the basswood belt of Wis-
consin ; therefore the material we use cannot be better. We have made the fol-

lowing prices :

Ko. 1 Snow-Wliilc. Ko. 1 Cream.
.500 for $1.25 .500 for .SI.00
1000 for 2.50 1000 for 2.00
2000 for 4.75 2000 for 3.75
3000 for 6.75 3000 for 5.25

If larger quantities are wanted, write for prices.

Price-List of Seclioiii^, Foundations, Veils, §inokcr§, Zinc, Etc.,
Sent on application.

GA3.,t MARSHFIELD MFG. CO., Marshfield, Wis.
—^— ^ 4 M

TheBee-Keeper'sGuide
Oiven For 2 New Subscribers.Tbls loth and latest edition of Prof. Cook's

magnitlcent booli of 460 pages, In neat and
substantial cloth binding, we propose to give
away to our present subscribers, for the work
of getting NEW subscribers for the American
Bee Journal.

A description of the book here Is quite un-
necessary—It is simply the most complete sci-
entific and practical bee-book published to-

day. Fully Illustrated, and all written in the
most fascinating stj'le. The author Is also
too well-known to tbe whole bee-world to re-
quire any introduction. No bee-keeper is

fully equipped, or his library complete, with-
out "The Bee-Keeper's Guide."

GEORGE W. YORK &

The following offer is made to present sub-
scribers only, and no premium is also given
to the two new subscribers—simply the Bee
Journal for one year ;

Send us Two New Subscribers to the Bee
Journal (with K. 00), and we will mail YOU a
copy of Prof. Cook's book free as a premi-
um. Prof. Cook's book alone sent forjl.'io,
or we club it with i.he Bee Journal for a year
—both together for only $1.75. But surely
anybody can get only 2 new subscribers to
the Bee Journal for a year, and thus get the
bool as a premium. Let everybody try for If
Will you have one >

CO., 118 Michigan St., Chicago, III.

THE ROOT NO-DRIP SHIPPING CASES.
Why throw away good money on home-made or poorly-made Cases — such as
willlet the honey drip through them ? Commission men have told us that
honey put up in our Cases brings one or two cents more per pound. A word
to the wise is sufficient.

The Porter Bee-Escape.
Acknowledged to be the best in the worid. Cleans supers of bees without
smoking, brushing, shaking, or uncapping the honey.

The Root-Cowan Extractors.
Have been and are the standard the world over.

Packages for Extracted Honey.
We are bead-ciuarters for everything in this line.

The New Weed Drawn Foundation.
This is a success. Don't take the statement of any one else, but send for sam-
ples and try it yourself. Pieces 4 inches square, running about 11 feet per lb.,

are now being sent out. I"ri«'«'i«— I! pieces, 4x4, 10c. ; by mail, Vic. 10 pieces,

2.5c. ; mail, :iOc. ~-i pieces, ."lOc. ; mail. (10c. And if we can catch up on orders
for the small lots, we will furnish it in half-pound packages at T.'ic. with other
goods, or SUlc. postpaid.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
Factory and Main Office, MEDINA, O.

BK-A-ITCKC OFFICES :

118 IVIIclii^an St., €liica;;o. III. Sjracusc, N. Y.

1021 niiss. Str., St. I'aiil, i?liiiii. Illcclianic Falls, Maine.
10 Vine St., IMiiladelpliia, Pa.
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NOW FOR NEW SUBSCRIBERS.

Get Your Bee-Keeplng Friends and Neighbors

to Take the Old American Bee Journal.

We would like to have each of our present readers send at

least one neic subscriber for the Bee Journal before Aug. 1,

1897. That surely will not be hard to do, when they will

need to pay only iO cents for the last 6 months of this

year, or only about 7 cents a month for the weekly

American Bee Journal. Any one with only a colony or two

of bees should jump at such an offer as that.

Now, we don't ask you to work for us for nothing, but

will say that for each new 40-cent subscriber you send us, we

will mail you your choice of one of the following list

:

Wood Binder for the Bee Journal 20c.

50 copies ofleaflet on "Why Eat Honey?" 20c.

50 " on •' How to Keep Honey " 20c.

50 " " on •• Alsike Clover" 20c.

1 copy each " Preparation of Honey for the Market "(10c.)
and boollttle'a " Hive T Use " (5c.) 15o.

1 copy each Dadante' "Handling Bees" (8c.) and " Bee-
Pasturage a Necessity " (lOc.) 18c.

Dr. Howard's book on "Foul Brood " 2oc.

Kohnke'e " Foul Brood" book 25c.

Cheshire's " Foul Brood " book dOo.) and Dadants' " Hand-
ling Bees" [8o ] 18c.

Dr. Foote'8 Hand-Bookof Health 25o.

Rural Life Book 25c.

Our Poultry Doctor, by Fanny Felld 25c.

Poultry for Market and Profit, by Fanny Field 25c.

Capons and Caponizlng 25c.

Turkeys for Market and Profit 25c.

Green's Four Books on Frult-Growlng 25c.

Kopp Commercial Calculator No. 1 25c.

Silo and Silage, by Prof. Cook 25c.

Blenen-Kultur [German] . ; 40c.

Kendall's Horse-Book [English or German] 25c.

1 Pound White Clover Seed 25c.

1 '• Sweet " " 25c.

IH " AlBlke •• " 25c.

1V4 '• Alfalfa " " 2oc.

1V4 " Crimson " " 25c.

The Horse—How to Break and Handle 20c.

We make the above offers only to those who are now sub-

scribers ; in other words, no one sending In his own 40 cents

as a new subscriber can also claim a choice of the above list.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
118 Michigan St., - CHICAGO, ILL.

IE
Adulteration—Enforcement of Present Laws.

BY C. P. DADANT.

A few weeks ago I wrote my views about getting more

laws on the subject of adulteration. I held that, In my judg-

ment, we have laws enough in existence to give us the power

of crushing adulteration, like all other swindles that can be

proven. I hope some of our law friends will not arise and

prove to me that I am wrong, and that liiw and common-sense

do not agree. I wish, just now, to bring to the attenion of

the readers of the American Bee Journal some facts that

strengthen my views very materially.

A firm in Keokuk, Iowa—one of the oldest, most extensive

and most reliable dealers in chickens and eggs in the West

—

also occasionally handles beeswax. Some four or five weeks

ago they sent us word that they had a lot of beeswax—about

400 pounds—which they desired us to see at once, as the

party who had sold it to them had a lot more of the same

grade that he wisht to dispose of, and they feared that it

might not be pure. As they had occasionally been cheated

by hucksters selling them beeswax adulterated with tallovr,

we supposed they were afraid of this lot containing tallow,

and we askt them to send us the " wax " the next trip of our

team to Keokuk, and we promist to report at once if the lot

was not right.

The " wax " came in due time, and a beautiful lot it was

—

but not a bit of it beeswax— it was all paraffine, or mineral

wax. The usual test that we applied left us no room for

doubt. It was a $50 swindle, as the firm had paid 22 cents

for an article that was hardly worth 10 cents per pound.

Two of the firm came over to see us the same evening,

and told us that they had been unable to tell by the looks of

the goods that the lot was not right, but that they mistrusted

It, because the man was evidently a city agent, and he was so

very anxious to sell them more beeswax at a price lower than

the market rate then. Upon being assured by me that the

lot was not at all beeswax, they returned to the city and had

the fellow arrested for obtaining money under false pretense.

This young man, who gave his residence as Chicago, was very

much crestfallen after a night spent In the Keokuk jail. He
telegrapht at once to his folks in Chicago for a cash bond,

which was fixt by the Judge of the Criminal Court at 13500,

by which he was bound to appear In 10 days and establish
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his defense. I was summoned as an expert to testify to the

quality and value of the goods In question.

The upshot of this was that the case was postponed till a

week ago, when an expert lawyer came from Chicago and

pleaded the case with the Judge and the City Attorney, and

the case was finally dlsmist upon the payment of a fine of ST5
and all the costs and expenses accrued, besides satisfying the

firm in their damages, and myself for my trip to Keokuk.

Now, brethren, was not this a good lesson for Mr. Chicago

Man ? And can't we keep Mr. Glucose from passing himself

for Mr. Honey In the same way that this was done? At any

rate, can't we make It hot enough, if we unite on it, for these

fine gentlemen who try to get rich by defrauding the con-

sumer and the producer, to make them sick of the job ?

I see, on page 405, that Prof. Cook Is for the action of

the Old Union against adulteration. Good. But, gentlemen,

why two Unions ? Can't we lay aside all disputes and come
together? I belong to both, and am willing to help both, but

how much stronger we should be if we stood together as one

man !

It does not matter what is done. The time has come to

stop the frauds, and I say, don't let us wait for more laws, but

use the laws we have, and see If we can't scare these unprin-

cipled parties out of their nefarious business. I believe that

when we go at it, we will find them much less numerousthan
we imagine, and as easy to scare out of their swindle as the

little robber-bee when she tries to get into the neighboring

hive to pilfer what Is not her own. Hancock Co., III.

Making Bee and Honey Exhibits at Fairs.

BY .J. C. WALLENMETER.

I do not believe a more aprropriate place could be found

to advertise one's business than a State, county or district fair.

The display of bees, honey, wax, and apiarian implements

certainly has a very decidedly educational influence on the

ever disbelieving and suspecting public, and besides having a

teudency to develop our industry, will popularize the con-

sumption of our honey by the masses. As yet, our Tri-State

Fair Association does not offer enough premiums in the api-

cultural department to more than barely cover the expenses

of a display, if it be a small one. If a large exhibit is at-

tempted, the exhibitor certainly will be out of pocket if he

depends upon immediate sales to cover expenses.

I have no doubt, whatever, that if the directors of any

fair grounds are askt to give free spaCe to an apicultural ex-

hibitor, to sell honey lemonade, in order to offset the expenses

Incurred In making a display of bees and honey, the grant

will freely be given. In return for this favor, if you are

grateful, you will give free lemonades to all fair-ground

officials, judges and superintendents of the various depart-

ments, who, you may be sure, will not fall of giving you plenty

of free advertising.

Having secured a large crop of fine comb and extracted

honey from the dry-weather honey-vine in the fall of 189-1,

and having no establlsht market for a large crop, I decided to

make an exhibit. The premiums offered were very small, but

I thought I would sell at least the larger portion of my crop.

GETTING FA,IR VI8ITOR.S INTERESTED.

Id order to attract attention to my exhibit, I had pie-

eating contests and doughnut-eating contests, for boys, and

guessing contests for the older persons. Entries were free,

and large jars of honey were given for prizes to the lucky per-

sons. I must say It was a very amusing sight to see 25 boys

of all sizes and ages line up beside a long table, each one

ready to demolish a large (12-Inch) red-hot apple-pie (like

mother used to make) that lay before him on a tin plate, the

very moment the judges gave the signal. To make it more

interesting, each boy had his hands tied behind him, so that

he had to eat from the plate with his mouth ! Of course, each

one was confident of coming out first, and as there were five

prizes there would be only 20 that would be disappointed.

This event was advertised by placards tackt around on the

buildings, to take place everyday at 3 p.m. in front of the

bee and honey exhibit. So a great crowd congregated to see

the sport. Each particular boy had his host of admirers.

After several false starts occasioned by cries of "Go,"
"Eat," etc., from the impatient crowd. Judge Curnick suc-

ceeded In getting them all off together. They dived into their

pies with a will. Then the fun began, and the crowd com-

menced to laugh. The pies were hot, but that made no differ-

ence. A few small boys hesitated, having burnt their noses.

As an inspiration, I put the prize jars of honey on the table.

Upon sight of those precious prizes, they immediately re-

sumed operations at a winning gait. They rooted into those

pies like bogs, some having their nose and eyes all smeared

over with pie. At this the crowd roared, and held their sides,

some coaching their favorites to do their best. Some never

chewed their pie at all—just swallowed it down.

I remember the first prize winner, particularly. He was

a great, long-legged, rawboned, freckle-faced country lad,

with red hair. He only weighed 78 pounds, and seemed all

stomach from his neck to his knees. But there wasn't any-

thing wrong with his appetite. No, indeed. He put it all

over our city boys. His first bite was a 4x6 right out of the

center. Finding it hot, he gave a convulsive gasp, stretcht

his neck, got a hump in his back, rolled his eyes, and down
she went, and I should judge from his looks that there was a

decidedly uncomfortable feeling in the regiou of his feed-sack.

It only took him two seconds to recover, when he did the same

thing again to the entire satisfaction of the crowd. They
shouted and roared, and held their sides. They could stand it

no longer—seams ript, and buttons Hew iu all directions.

The boys' heads bobbed up and down like a gang of ducks

diving in a pond. The country lad got through first, but

there was such a mixt up affair of boys, pies and plates, and

pie-faces, and some of the boys had their faces so smeared up

with "pie" that we could hardly recognize them in order to

give them credit for the order in which they fioisht. There

were only eight that claimed first prize, and to cap the climax,

while we were trying to get at the order in which the first five

finisht, the tail-enders walkt off unnoticed in the heat of the

discussion with all the prizes.

In order to satisfy all, I decided to give each participant

a jar of honey, when, to my consternation, there were 40 in

line. This state of affairs was so unsatisfactory that I discon-

tinued giving any more pie-eatimg contests then and forever.

I believe I got more advertisement from the above contest

than a page advertisement in our local paper would have

given me. I only mention these items to show how one can

attract a crowd, and get them interested in one's exhibit, and,

incidentally take their orders for honey, for if you are any

kind of a talker at all you will soon learn how to pull orders

from people once you get them interested in your exhibit. I

have never yet succeeded in selling a pound of honey to any

person who was not interested in my exhibit. At these fairs I

have developt many regular customers for my honey, among
people who never before were consumers of our product. Of

course, you must have an exhibit that is an exhibit in every

sense of the word.

Prof. Cook says in his " Manual of the Apiary :" "Till

within the past two years our American honey exhibits have

been a disgrace and a hindrance, and they are largely so to-

day. A little second-rate honey, sandwicht in with sugar and

syrups, and supplemented by a cake or two of black, dirty

wax, describes the honey exhibits at most of our fairs to-day.

The premiums range from 25 to 50 cents. Our industry de-
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mands a separate building," etc. Surely, now, from an apl-

cultural standpoint, he does not give much encouragement to

the novice.

When I made my first exhibit I complained of the small

premiums offered by the fair ground people. They replied,

saying if my exhibit proved a drawing feature they would in-

crease the premiums. They did not erect a " special build-

ing," but put me in the Agricultural Building, which proved a

good place to sell my "honey lemonade," the past two years.

The premiums have been increast as promlst, but as yet are

of no consequence. Should the Interest in the department

warrant, I have no doubt but what we may in time get our

"Honey Hall."

There is one thing certain, that the kind of displays men-

tioned by Prof. Cook do not offer much inducement to fair

ground officials to put up special buildings, or to offer large

premiums. Vanderburgh Co., Ind.

[Concluded next week.l

Sweet Clover for Honey and Forage.

BY JOHN S. 8LEETH.

I am living In a district where I am surrounded on all

sides with that "obnoxious weed"—-sweet clover—as the

farmers In this part of the country call it. But that Is not all

—they lay the blame on me for starting this great nuisance,

as some of them call it ! Now, I can't see why they should

accuse me of the deed more than any one else, only for my
keeping bees. They say that I started it for that purpose.

I recollect once getting a small package of seed some

years ago, but I don't remember now what I did with it. Per-

haps I might have cast it by the wayside somewhere, hoping

that It would bring forth its fruit in due season.

Sweet clover Is a biennial ; it will bloom the second

year, then die out that fall, and the seed that drops off c that

crop will come up the following spring, and so on. If you

want a continuous bloom on the same piece of ground every

year, the seed should be sown two years In succession.

Now in regard to its not blooming long, as I see by some
writers In the American Bee Journal : That depends alto-

gether upon how well you treat it. Keeping it In bloom, and

not letting It go to seed, is done by keeping it pastured down,
not too close, but enough to keep It in bloom. Last season

was very dry here, and our pasture scarce, so that we and our

neighbors were obliged to take the public road and the right

of way along the railroad, which runs parallel with the above-

mentioned road, both of which are heavily set with sweet

clover for our stock to pasture on. Of course, we had to herd

them to keep them from getting on the track.

The clover commenced blooming about the first of July,

and there was plenty, I believe, that could be kept In bloom

from the first of July until the frost would kill it down, and It

takes pretty hard frosts to do It. I have seen It in full bloom
here, along our roadsides, when it was so cold that the bees

could not get out to work on it.

I will now give a little experience I had with It the season

of 1895, as we had a big crop of it, and we got a big crop of

honey from it—for my share I got 1,500 pounds from 22 col-

onies of bees, while 1896 was one of its off seasons, and we
got hardly any honey from its bloom, when the frost came.

Why ? Just because the stock kept It from seeding, and the

bees were busy on it all of the time. They would-be so thick

on it that the stock could hardly eat, sometimes.

Our stock seemed to relish it very much, and did well on

it. For my part, and as far as my experience goes with the

plant, I don't believe that there Is another plant in existence

(and that is saying a good deal) that will produce more honey
and forage for stock than the sweet clover.

Mr. A. I. Root, in the November number of the American

Bee Journal, says that he has seen It a success on rich, pro-

ductive land. Now, I don't know about my old native Buck-

eye State, for I never know such a plant there In my time,

but here in middle Illinois, where I think we have as good a

soli as ever the sun shines on, it will grow wherever a seed

happens to fall—it will grow to perfection. As for sowing It

with grain in the spring, I could not say, as I have had no ex-

perience In that line, but If I live and am well, I expect to try

It on a small piece of rye. It is a wonderful clover to stand a

long drouth, and continued wet weather doesn't seem to affect

it in the least. But I don't think that It will produce so much
honey then. Livingston Co., 111.

Bee-Stings—Use of Smoke With Bees.

BY G. M. DOOLITTLE.

Some are adverse to entering Into bee-keeping on account
of stings. Stings hurt, but the one who is afraid of being hurt
will not enter Into any avocation in life, for, in any calling,

more or less accidents occur. If the sling is not allowed to re-

main in the flesh to pump poison fro-n the poison-sack into the

wound, very little pain will result. Knowing this, and also

knowing that a bee must lay hold of the skin with its feet

In order to insert Its sting, very few serious stings need be

received in the course of a year or in a lifetime.

Persons afraid of bees, or subject to great inflammation or

swelling from their stings, should use some protection for their

face, and if very bad effects result, there may be cases where
it might be well to protect the hands. But, as a rule, to pro-

tect the hands results in more stings than not to protect them,

for gloves of any kind are clumsy and devoid of feeling, so

that bees are pincht and killed that otherwise would not be,

which the colony resents, thus causing anger to be aroused

which otherwise would have remained dormant, and the re-

sult proves that the person is stung in different places, through
the clothing, or in not fully protected parts, and a vindictive-

ness aroused which will cause angry bees to dart at anyone
who happens near the apiary for days afterward.

Material for a bee-veil may be had of any of our supply
dealers, which can be made so as to slip down over the hat,

thus protecting the face. If a bee alights on the hands, it is

very easy to distinguish, if a little attention is paid to the mat-

ter, whether that bee alights there for the purpose of stinging

or otherwise. If to sting, you can feel a clutching movement.
If not tosting, it settles on the skin the same as a fly would.

Now the moment you feel the clutching movement, strike that

part of the hand against the clothing somewhere, giving the

hand a push downward or a pull upward, thus crushing the

the bee before it has a chance to sting, or if not quick enough
to avoid the sting, crushing the bee and withdrawing the sting

at the same time. In this way, you will, after a little practice,

be able to avoid, entirely, four stings out of five intended ones,

and take the fifth out before it has haidly reacht through the

outer skin, so that only a smarting, similar to a mosqulto-blte,

will be felt. In no case, ever try to pick a sting out of the

flesh with the thumb and finger, for by so doing the poison-

sack is first graspt, thus squeezing its contents of poison in-

to the wound.
I work for days, continuously, from morning to night, and

sometimes for a whole week, opening hives, putting up bees

and queens for shipment, putting op and taking off sections,

and fixing up bees generally, without receiving a single sting.

And anyone can do the same, if he will only take pains to

learn under what conditions bees sting, and to avoid just those

conditions.
KIND OF SMOKE AND HOW TO USE IT.

I am frequently askt what kind of smoke Is best ; or, what
kind of smoke do you use to subdue bees with ?

When I first commenced keeping bees, I used tobacco

smoke, because, at that time, (nearly thirty years ago), the

only smokers made for bee-keepers were those to use tobacco.

But as I was averse to the use of tobacco, I soon fouud that

smoke from sawdust, cotton rags, or rotten wood, answered
every purpose. To know that I was right, I experimented for

two years, using tobacco smoke on a part of the apiary, and
rotten wood on the other, and the result was, that I have not

used tobacco smoke when handling bees for years. My exper-

iments proved that bees managed with tobacco smoke are irri-

table (they seem to feel as if they had been insulted) for two
or three days after being treated to it, and are on the watch
for the enemy. Walk into a yard so treated, and first one hits

your hat, then another, and then another, and not infrequent-
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ly the face is hit. It is not safe to take strangers or visitors

into your apiary if the bees are managed with tobacco smolve.

To explain how I manage bees : Some friends come in

and want to see a queen and the inside of a bee-hive. A bee-

veil is handy, and one is furnisht for each. I have some very
soft rotted wood, or spongy puul<, piclft up on some of my
rambles in looking to see what the bees are at work on at dif-

ferent times, which has been and is kept thoroughly dry. With
a lighted match this is ignited, which it is always ready to do,

for soft, dry punk will take a spark the quickest of anything
I know of. This lighted punk is dropt into the bottom of

the smoker, and a little more sprinkled on, when the smoker
is filled with some beech, maple, or apple wood, which has on-

ly partially decayed, or what is termed "hard rot." Of this

last I keep a quantity on hand, keeping an eye out for the

same when I am in any woodland or old orchard, and storing

it away in the loft of the barn, where it is always ready and
dry whenever I wish any to use. Having the smoker filled, we
are ready to proceed.

Now we walk up to the hive—step around back side, if

you please, for we do not wish to disturb them in their labors.

it seems strange, but such is the fact, that nine out of ten

persons who visit a bee-yard, will persist in getting right in

front of a hive, and standing there till a swarm of loaded bees
collect behind them and fall tired out on the ground, rather
than to stand in any other place. There is nothing that so

annoys me and the bees as this very thing, so please remem-
ber and don't do so any more, if you are in the habit of doing
this.

I next take o£f the cover, and roll back the bee-quilt, and
if I have gone thus far without any sudden jar or accident, no
smoke has been used, having only had it on hand in case of

necessity. I now commence to take out the frames, show the
bees, the brood in its various stages, and as a rule do not have
to take out more than two or three frames before the queen
is found.

The next operation is to replace the frames, when a little

smoke is used to drive off any bees which may be standing on
the rabbets to the hive, so they will not get killed by setting

the ends of the frames on them. A little smoke is also used to

drive the bees off the tops of the frames so that none will be
caught under the quilt, especially if we are using the sawdust
cushion at this time. But supposing it is not visitors we are
entertaining, but work—stern, rapid work— of putting on or
taking off sections, what then ? Well, as follows :

Step to the front of the hive, and blow a puff or two of

smoke into the entrance to stampede the guards which are al-

ways ready to rush out when the hive is disturbed, then take
hold of the quilt with one hand, and have the nozzle of the
smoker handy with the other, when with one steady pull the
quilt is peeled off the frames, a puff of smoke following up the
lifting of the quilt, so that the bees scamper below the tops of

the frames in a jiffy. The sections take the place of the quilt

before any bees have time to return.
To take off: Insert the thin edge of a chisel or screw-

driver between the section-case and the hive, prying up a little

till a crack is made which is too small to allow a bee to come
out ; then blow a puff or two of smoke in the crack, raise high-
er, and give another puff; raise to an angle of forty-live de-

grees ; another puff; slip under the escape-board, drop the
section-case down, slipping all to its place, instead of lifting

the heavy case to the ground and back again, and you have
done it without killing any bees, er using much smoke, or get-
ting stung.—Progressive Bee-Keeper.

Too Enthusiastic—The Season.

BY MRS. L. HAKRISON.

I heard a bee-keeper express himself as follows, and there

Is much truth in what he said :

" Some bee-keepers are always cutting their own throats.

Let there be one good honey-day, and they will write to the

bee-papers, 'Greatest flow of honey ever known; never saw

the like!' and dealers, reading this, will jump to the conclu-

sion that honey being so plentiful the price should be low.

Perhaps this fellow could truthfully write the day following,

' Not a drop of honey coming in, bees trying to rob.'
"

The season so far in this locality has been, hives full to

running over with bees, but few swarms issued ; a few days,

when there was an odor of honey at night, with a low bum-
ming, but no two consecutive days of this kind. A day when

they would not notice papers dripping with honey, followed

by one when they embraced every opportunity to get into the

honey-house.

White Ci^over has been very abundant; the bloom fairly

touching, yet only an occasional bee could be seen upon it. It

is now drying up.

Sweet Clover— Meli lotus alba— is now blooming, and
has preempted every vacant spot in the city. I saw several

acres of it yesterday, In a suburb, covered with bloom, and as

high as a horse's back. The yellow variety—Melilotus

officinalis—has been blooming since early in May, a waving

sea of gold, and still continues. There was only an occasional

basswood that bloomed here this year, and honey from this

source usually lasts only a day or so.

The Home Market.—This is a field that it will pay all

honey-producers to cultivate well. Where a family uses

honey, they consume considerable ; but there are some who
never use it. Those whom we patronize will favor us by tak-

ing part pay in honey, and the appetite once created will in-

crease. Do not get sick, unless your doctor eats honey

;

sweeten your minister's sermons with it ; shoe your horse with

it
;
paint your carriage, or mend your harness.

Peoria Co., 111., July 10.

How We Wintered the Bees, Etc.

BY MRS. L. E. R. LAMBRIGGER.

I believe I promist last fall to be heard from in the spring

if our method of wintering proved successful.

That you may all appreciate the situation to its full ex-

tent, it will be necessary to describe our location and the kind

of weather we had to contend with.

First, then, we live on the Missouri River bottoms, within

30 rods of the river itself, one of the most beautiful, pictur-

esque spots in all Nebraska, and an ideal location for honey-

production. In years of drouth, when other localities are

burning up, this spot knows no failures ; but they say "every

rose has Its thorn," and this has developt one safe enough.

It rained all the fall, until late November; the ground

froze early, and from that time until late March did not thaw

sufficient to take in live months of accumulation of rain and

snow. Take it all in all, I cannot call to mind another such

disagreeable winter. Not that it averaged so extremely cold,

as that it was so very wet. Cold enough to keep the surface

of the ground a glare of ice for some months ; but I suffered

less discomfort in the high altitude of the Rocky Mountains

with the mercury down to 63° below zero, than I did the past

winter here, and it only 15^ below. Such is the difference

between a wet and a dry cold.

With alternate thawing and freezing there were times

when I trembled for the bees out on the summer stands ; but

I need not have done so, for they came through with colors

flying, and with sealed brood present on March 25. We had

no loss, and this is how we flxt them :

Our apiary faces east—south winds in Nebraska the rea-

son. We use only the "Alternating Hive," and all are

painted. The hives were two feet apart and four inches above

the ground, slightly raised at the back. The entrance space

was % of an inch, extending across the hive. Mice are too

plentiful here to admit of wider entrance. As it was, we

found a little sneak In one of the hives. For the sake of ex-

periment wo cut down the brood-chambers on part of the

hives to two, while three were left on the balance. Each col-

ony was allowed to retain 50 pounds of honey. Those hav-

ing two chambers were provided with a super which was

packt with straw only. Those with three chambers had

either a burlap or seamless sack folded and laid smoothly over

the top chamber, after which the hive covers were put snugly
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on; then all the hives were wrapt on the outside with sacks

well tied on, after which the entire lot was bankt in (all but

the fronts) with about four feet of fresh, clean hay. This

packing had not been removed on May 3, tho it was shortly

afterward, as we were about to divide them.

Those colonies having three chambers had a little mold

in tho bottom, those with straw cushions none; so, all things

considered, we think we are in favor of two chambers and

straw cushions. We shall have the hives further from the

ground, too. Our bees were bringing in both honey and pollen

early in April.

SWEET CLOVER STANDING THE WET.

Before closing I wish to speak of sweet clover; the general

verdict seems to be, " It can't stand wet feet." Not only has

its/eet been wet all winter, standing in ice water, and frozen

into the ice. but the past spring's overflow of the Missouri

river covered it head and ears, and yet, while it is true some

was killed, we have a fine stand, which bloomed about June 1.

And as to the seed which we scattered in grass land last fall,

why, as Col. Sellers used to say, "There's millions in it" for

the bee-keeper. Sweet clover could not be subjected to a

severer test than it received here the last winter and sp ring.

We expected it was mined, and were happily disappointed.

Knox Co., Nebr.

Illinois Bee-Association Members' Reports.

The following reports were sent in, in reply to these ques-

tions ;

1. How many colonies have you ?

2. What are the prospects for a honey crop ?

3. How much honey gathered to date?
5. Is the honey gathered No. 1 or not?

C. Becker, Sangamon Co., June 26— 1. 40 in the spring,

and 80 now. 2. Pair after the rain ; too cold in the forepart

of the season, and then too dry. 3. 1500 lbs. of extracted,

and 500 lbs. of comb honey, i. No. 1 white clover.

L. Sylvester, Kane Co., June 28—1. 17 from 40 last fall.

2. Good, if we couldhave warm nights. 3. Not any, but have
third supers on 4. 4. Honey all No. 1 white clover.

M. M. Baldridge, Kane Co., June 28—1. 20. 2. Good.

3. Don't know. 4. Yes.

J. A. Green, Lasalle Co., June 28—1. 125. 2. Good.

White clover is yielding well ; good prospect for basswood and
sweet clover. 3. About 4000 lbs. 4. No. 1. Mostly white

clover.

E. F. Schaper, Porter Co., Ind., June 28— 1. About 50 or

60, and some 10 or 12 nuclei. 2. Not good so far; too wet
and cold. 3. None.

James Poindexter, McLean Co., June 28— 1. About 160.

2. Excellent. 3. From 2000 to 5000 lbs. ; some supers full,

but none taken off yet. 4. All No. 1 clover.

C. E. Mead, Cook Co., June 28—1. 6. 2. Big. White
and sweet clover, thistle and basswood. 3. 60 lbs. since the

26th. Northeast winds to 26th; no white clover before.

4. No. 1 white clover. Lake winds stop the honey-flow here.

J. C. Wheeler, Kendall Co., June 28—1. 540. 2. Fair;

linden not out. 3. 3 tons of extracted. 4. One-half clover

and one-half amber raspberry.

W. B. Blume, Cook Co., June 28— 1. 44 spring count ; 64
now. 2. Very good. If the weather is favorable. 3. About
250 lbs. 4. Mixt grades.

A. P. Raught, Lake Co., June 28—1. 10. Middling.

3. None. 4. No. 1.

G. W. Williams, Brown Co., June 29—1. 26. 2. Very
good if the weather continues favorable. 3. 600 lbs. nfl,

200 or 300 lbs. ready to take off. 4. First was badly mixt

with honey-dew; bees are storing honey well now.

A. Y. Baldwin, Dekalb Co., June 29-1. 83. 2. Fair

thas far. 3. 25 lbs. average. 4. No. 1 to date ; white clover.

Stoughton Cooley, Cook Co., July 1—1. 7 now ; 5 spring

count. 2. Good so far as I can judge. 3. None.

W. S. Chaney, Jefferson Co., June 28—1. 65 in Illinois

and 70 in Missouri. 2. The white clover yield has been fair
;

prospect good for fall honey. 3. About 500 lbs. of comb
honey. 4. All white clover to date. No honev-dew.

L. Kreutzinger, Cook Co., July 30—1. 100. 2. Fair.

3. None taken off. 4. No. 1 comb honey.

W. J. Finch, Macoupin Co., June 29—1. 15. 2. Very
good. 3. 200 lbs. 4.1 Honey is very fine.

Geo. F. Robbins, Sangamon Co., June 30— 1. About 45.
2. Good. 3. Extracted 400 lbs. of comb ; perhaps 300 lbs.

flnisht. 4. Yes.

W. C. Lyman, Dupage Co., June 30—1. 72. 2. Good.
3. But little. 4. No. 1 white clover.

G. R. McCartney, Winnebago Co.. July 2—1. 12. 2. The
prospect is good. 3. Hives are full ; none taken off yet. 4. It

ought to be No. 1.

B. Kennedy, Winnebago Co., July 1—1. 40. 2. Good.
3. 1000 lbs. 4. No. 1.

S. N. Black, Adams Co., July 1—1. 20. 2. Good for fall

crop, if there is any. 3. No surplus.

C. Schrier, Will Co., July 5—1. 18. 2. Good. 3. 600
lbs. 4. Yes, No. 1.

E. West, Will Co., May 29—1. Bees badly diseased. 2.

No honey, but the season is good.

H. O. Miller, Kankakee Co., July 5—1. 3. 2. Extra good.

3. 20 lbs. 4. No. 1.

Roderick McKenzie, Lake Co., Ind., July 5— 1. 70. 2.

It is a fall crop we get ; the prospect is favorable. 3. None
in supers, but some in brood-nest. 4. Probably not No. 1, as

we have little fruit-bloom and clover Is scarce.

S. H. Herrick, Winnebago Co., July 12— 1. 16, spring

count; 29 now. 2. Never were better. 3. 200 lbs., and a

lot more ready to be taken off. 4. Yes ; No. 1 pure white
clover. From present outlook I will get 1,600 lbs.

Dr. C. C. Miller. McHenry Co., July 13—About 260. 2.

Good. 3. 2712, 4J-4 sections. 4. It is very fine.

James A. Stone, Sangamon Co., June 24— 1. 35, spring

count. 2. Extra good. White clover is very abundant. 3.

About 1.000 lbs. 4. No. 1 white clover.

Don't Smash Honey Prices—Good Advice.

There is more or less a prevailing opinion that bees work
for no'thing and board themselves, and there's some basis

for it, but it does not follow from that that honey should not

bring a fair price in the market. A farmer has two or three

colonies of bees, and the season having been good, he gets

more surplus then he thinks he needs in his own family, altho

his family would eat every ounce of it in the course of

the year if they had the chance, and be the healthier for it.

He takes it to the grocer and asks for a bid on it. The grocer

says :

"Well, this has been a good bee-year, and honey is pretty

low, but that's a nice article of yours, and for such as that I

guess I can afford to allow you iO cents in trade."

The grocer knows very well it is worth from two to four

cents a pound more than ten cents, but he also knows from

past experience that the farmer will take just about what is

offered. The farmer goes home congratulating himself, and

says to his wife:
" Not a bad thing to have a few bees ; there's §2.50 just

as good as if I'd pickt up that much on the road, for the little

time spent on the bees don't count for anything."

The poor woman says nothing, but sighs to herself as

she thinks how much help that 25 pounds of honey would

have been to her in furnishing her table; how nice it would

have been for company, and how the children would have en-

joyed it, and somehow she can't clearly see why they could

not afford it all the more because it was low in price.

That farmer is foolish to care so little for the pleasure of

his wife and the health of his children, and additionally fool-

ish to sell the honey for less than a fair price. If he had found

a bag of oats on the road, he would hardly sell it for less than

he would a bag of his own raising ; the fact of its costing him
nothing not counting or figuring on its value.

Not only has he done a foolish thing ; he has done a wrong
thing as well, for a short time afterward a man comes in who
makes the production of honey a principal part of his busi-

ness, and when he asks a fair price for his honey he is met

with the reply ;

"Oh, I can't afford any such price. I can get all I want
for 10 cents a pound. Got a nice lot last week at that price."

The bee-keeper then goes to the grocer across the way,

who says :
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" It does seem as if good honey ought to bring more, but
the fact Is I had to come down on the price to meet my com-
petitor across the way. I bought a lot at 12 cents, and was
selling it out at 15, but my customers would come in and say
they could buy the same thing across the way for 12, so there
was nothing to do but for me to come down."

So the bee-keeper who has workt hard for his crop, suffer-

ing a failure for the two previous years, is practically de-

frauded out of one-sixth of his recompense by the man who
sells for the first offer that is made—because bees work for

Lothing and board themselves!

See that your honey is put up in good shape to go on the
market, find out something as to its real value, then insist on
getting what it is worth.—Iowa Homestead.

CONDUCTED BY

DTt.. O. O. S£ir.LER, AfyUtEAtJO, ILL.

[Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direct.l

Reqiicenin^—Qucen§ from tlic South and North.

1. I have some hives in my apiary in which the combs are
built so crooked that I cannot remove the frames. As I wish
to requeen the whole apiary, I would like to know the best
way to find the queens in such hives. I have been told to

open the top of hive and smoke at the entrance and drive the
bees on top of the frames so that I could find the queen run-
ning on top of the bees. Is this plan practicable ?

2. Would it be advisable to requeen in July after bass-
wood flow is over ?

3. Would Italian queens shipt from the South do well in

this climate? Central New York.

Answers.— 1. The plan you suggest may work. Perhaps
you may succeed better if you leave the hivecovered and smoke
at the entrance and pound on the hive. Then when you lift

off the cover you may find the queen among the bees on it. If

you fall otherwise, you can drum the bees entirely out of the
hive.

2. Yes, you can requeen almost any time, but it will be
done more easily before the harvest is entirely over.

3. Yes, there seems to be no particular difference between
bees reared in the South and the North.

Swarmins-Fevcr—Dividinsr Colonics.

1. I have a strong colony that seems to have contracted a
fatal case of swarming-fever. They have swarmed two and
three times a day for nearly a week. They were hived first on
full sheets of foundation, and later on starters, but acted the
same in both cases. Shading did not seem to help the matter.
What do you think is the trouble, and what treatment would
you advise should such a case occur again ?

2. I have tried dividing according to the methods advised
in the books

—

i. c, taking the queens and part of the brood to
a new stand, and scarcely enough bees remained on the new
stand to make a decent nucleus. How do you manage it?

Minnesota.

Answers.— 1. In spite of shading, heat may be at the bot-
tom of the trouble. Something depends upon the make-up of
the hive, some hives being so constructed that it is difiicult to
give a colony air enough. If you have dIOiculty of the same
kind again, sprinkle the hive with cold water after hiving,
raise the hive a half inch or so by putting blocks under the
corners, and for a day or two leave the bees partly uncovered
by raising the cover a little or leave it slid to one side. As an
additional precaution, and one that is by many considered an
Infallible preventive of swarming, give the swarm a comb of
brood.

2. Bear In mind that all field-bees of an active colony are
likely to return to the old stand, and govern yourself accord-

ingly. If you put the queen on a new stand, supposing you
want to divide the colony about evenly, take half the combs
with adhering bees and put on the new stand, then brush off

into the new hive the bees of one or two frames more, perhaps
from two or three. Brushing off is better than shaking off, as

in shaking you will leave some bees on the comb, the very ones
you want to get, for they are the youngest, and will stay any-
where.

But I doubt the advisability of putting the queen on a new
stand. It is better to have the bulk of the field-bees with her,

and these will always adhere to the old location. Various
plans may be used to have the bees apportioned to your liking.

Set the hive on a new stand, then put the queen with two
combs and adhering bees on the old stand, and you will be
sure of having plenty of young bees on the new stand. Then
in a day or two, after some of the flying bees have markt the
new location, return part of the frames to the queen.

If you are anxious that the queen-cells reared shall be of

the best quality, and you should be anxiius for this, it may be
well to follow another plan. Take the queen with two combs
and adhering bees, and put on a new stand. That will leave
nearly the whole strength on the old stand, and you may rely

on their starting better queen-cells than would a weak nucle-
us, especially if cool weather should come. After five or six

days the feeding of the young queens will be over, and you can
then let the hives swap places, letting the queen have the old

stand, and if you like you can give her some of the combs from
the other hiye.

——^
Honey that Seems to be '^ Working."

I have a barrel (50 gallons) of honey that is " working."
It doesn't seem to be sour, but a thick froth works to the

bung, which I have kept loose. I take a spoon and skim it off,

and it looks clean and nice. I fill it up, and the next day I

have the same thing to do over. I have a small house in the
apiary, enclosed with gauze wire, where I extract, and I pre-

sume the rain has blown in. I have a 20-gallon can with a

faucet, in which I keep honey at least a week before barrel-

ing, always drawing from the bottom, and never drain, so the

water and all impurities are on top. Would just a little water
sour it? Will it clear itself if I continue to skim. If not,

what is best to be done with it ? If I make it into vinegar,

where would I be likely to find sale for so much ?

Louisiana.

Answer.—The little pollen that is floating in the honey
acts as yeast, and a little thin fermentation sets in. If you
will just let it alone and give chance for evaporation, it will

probably right itself in a little while. Evaporation takes place

more rapidly in an open vessel than in a barrel. It would
probably be better not to add fresh honey from time to time as

you have been doing.

It would be difficult to dispose of large quantities of honey-
vinegar except in the large markets, yet undoubtedly a fair

market could bo gradually workt up almost anywhere by a lit-

tle persistent effort. ^—.—^
Straigiitcning Crooiied Combs.

In the spring I bought four colonies in Langstroth hives

in which the brood-comljs are so crooked as to make it impos-
sible to lift one out. For instance, in one of them the comb
starting at the top of frame one ends with the bottom of frame
five. I want to got these colonies upon straight comb before
winter. I have eight other colonies in Langstroth hives with

straight combs in good condition. The 12 hives are all the

same size, and frames, if built straight, would be interchange-

able. Swarms have issued from the four colonies first men-
tioned. What would you advise ? Bees usually fly here until

January, when rain does not prevent, and some white clover

is in blossom until that time. Tacoma.

Answer.^It is largely a matter of mechanical genius for

each particular case. Where the case is as bad as you men-
tion, one (tomb being attacht to five frames, it's a good deal

like transferring from a box-hive, and yet with a little pa-

tience you may get along all right. With a long knife cut

down at the sides of the hives, freeing all the combs from their

attachment to the sides. Then turn the hive upside down and
dump out the whole business. Commence at the side where
the combs are straight, or where they are most nearly straight,

if there is any liilierenee, and cut the comb free from the

frame to which It has the least attachmiuit, bend It into place

and tie there with common wrapping-twine. If some of the

combs are too badly out of line, there is nothing left but for
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you to cut them out entirely and fasten In the frames. You
may find some advantage in exchanKintf some of these combs
with colonies that have combs all straight, putting one of the

doctored combs between two straight ones.

Dronc§ with Peculiar Markings.

I started last spring with 23 colonies— 7 hybrids, 1 Car-

niolan and 15 Italians. Among the mismaled are two colo-

nies wiih queens of last year's rearing. They are bright yel-

low queens, of the golden Italian variety. These queens pro-

duce a few drones of peculiar markings, some of them are of

bright, solid yellow, or rather of a reddish cast, with a large

yellow crescent on the thorax, and some of them are of a dark
purple, which seems to be somewhat between the color of a

red clover blossom and an ordinary black drone. They are

not mottled with black, but of an even color. Could the mat-
ing of the queens thus affect the drone offspring ? or what cau-

ses the sporting in their color ? Iowa.

Answek.—Drones seem to be very freaky as to their mark-
ings. Considerable variations occur with no apparent reason.

Red-headed drones are quite common. It is generally consid-

ered that the drone progeny of a queen is not affected by her

mating, and for all practical purposes this is probably true.

Still there may be some little effect upon the drone offspring,

so little as not tj be perceptible ordinarily, but showing itself

quite distinctly in occasional cases. A white woman giving

birth to a mulatto with a negro father, will afterward produce
pure white children to a white husband, and yet there have
been cases in which subsequent births to a white husband have
distinctly shown negro blood. It is possible that the queens
themselves may not have been entirely pure.

The BuflTalo Convention Piotice has been

sent us by Secretary Mason, and reads as follows :

Sta. B, Toledo, Ohio, July 5, 1897.
Mr. Editor :—Will you please say in the next issue of

the American Bee Journal that the next annual coaivention of

the United States Bee-Keepers' Union will be held in the Main
Hall of Caton's Business College, corner of Main and Huron
Streets, in Buffalo, N. Y., commencing at 10 o'clock, a.m., of

Aug. 2-i next, and closing on the afternoon of the 26th ?

Papers are to be read by W. Z. Hutchinson, R. F. Holter-

mann, E. Whitcomb, Hon. R. L. Taylor, Mrs. L. Harrison, R.

C. Aikin, G. M. Doolittle, Dr. J. P. H. Brown, Hon. Eugene
Secor, Geo. W. Brodbeck, M. B. Holmes, A. E. Manum, E.
Kretchmer and P. H. Elwood ; to which will be added the

President's Address, and perhaps the General Manager and
the Secretary may have something of interest to present.

The programs are now printed and in the hands of the

Secretary. There are six bee-keepers' songs, with music, in

the program, and abundance of time is allotted to the discus-

sion of all papers, and for the asking and answering of ques-
tions.

Any one not a member of the Union can have a program
sent them by mail on receipt of 5 cents in postage stamps by
the Secretary.

Several of our well known bee-keepers, such as A. I. Root,

Dr. Miller, S. T. Pettit and others who are not on the pro-

gram, will be present to help make the convention interesting

and instructive.

It is probable that suggestions will be made at this con-
vention in the line of so amending the constitution of the
Union as to remove its objectionable features and add such
other provisions as may seem desirable, and suggestions in

this line by those not able to be at the convention can be sent
to the Secretary, to be brought before it. Some suggestions
have already been received by the Secretary, and others have
been made in the bee-papers.

Those going to the convention should buy round-trip
tickets to the Grand Army of the Republic encampment (not

to the United States Bee Keepers' convention i, which meets
at Buffalo during the last week of August. The G. A. R.
have secured a rate of one cent a mile each way in the terri-

tory of the Central Passenger Committee, which is included
by Toronto, Canada, thence on a line to Port Huron, Mich.,
all of the southern peninsula of Michigan ; Chicago, Peoria
and Quincy, III., St. Louis, Mo., Louisville, Ky., and Pitts-

burg, Pa. The Western Passenger Association and the Trunk
Line Association make a rate of one fare for the round-trip
in their territory to places in the Central Passenger Associa-
tion, from which points the fare will be one cent a mile each
way, but tickets must be purcbasl to Buffalo from the start-

ing point. Enquire of your ticket or station agent in all ter-

ritory outside of the above-named for rates and the time the

tickets are good for, for I have been unable to learn the rates

Id such territory, but presume it will be the same as that of

the Western Passenger and the Trunk Line Association ; but
be sure to inquire of your ticket agent as above suggested.

In the Central Passenger and Trunk Line territory tickets

will be good going on the 21st, 22nd and 23rd, and if vised

at Buffalo will be good, returning, for 30 days.

Mr. 0. L. Hershiser, of Buffalo, has charge of arrange-
ments at Buffalo, and will attend to the matter of hotel rates.

He writes :
" I purpose obtaining accommodations in private

families for all bee-keepers who prefer such to hotels." Mem-
bers of the Union can learn in regard to hotel rates by apply-

ing to the Secretary at the place of meeting. If known in

time, hotel rates will be given in the bee-periodicals.

A. B. Mason, Sec.

Kno'wing tbe Honey-Plants.—In the June

California Cultivator, Mr. N. Levering has this to say about

bee-keepers studying the plants that yield honey :

The leading feature of interest and ultimate success in

apiculture is a correct and thorough knowledge of the nature
and habits of the bee. Next, a kuowledge of the various

plants upon which they work and render an equivalent for

the labor bestowed. The nectar is the bee's reward; it is the

sweet and tempting bait that lurks in the bloom that entices

or causes the insect to yield and partake. This constitutes

the philosophy of the relation between flowers and bees and
their inseparable connection. The study of the honey or nec-

tar-producing family of plants should engage the attention of

every apiarist; likewise the cultivation of the same. He who
would succeed in any industry or enterprise should be thor-

oughly imbued with all its parts and characteristics. Obser-

vation and the power of application are important requisites

to success. Bee-keepers shoulQ note the forage, especially

that which bees give the preference, in order to ascertain the

best nectar-producing plants, as well as the grade and quality

of honey.
The black or ball sage is the leading honey-plant in South-

ern California. It has been in bloom for the past month, and
in our locality it is rarely visited by the bee, yet bees are stor-

ing honey of an excellent quality, but from what plant no one
seems to know, as bees appear to fly a long distance. We
have observed them working the hoarhound, showing a decided

preference for it, continuing their visits from early morn until

dewy eve, and if the conditions of the weather are favorable

with heavy dews, a bountiful flow is secured. Their appear-
ance while working on the hoarhound is quite similar to that
when working on the sage, and are to be found about the hive

in all conditions of fatigue. This plant should command the

attention of houey-producers. and is one of easy cultivation,

adapted to almost any moist land.

Encyclopedia for Beeswax.—Some time ago we
offered a splendid work of eight large volumes, called "The
New Standard American Encyclopedia," having nearly -±,000

pages, and over 300 colored maps, charts, and diagrams.
Size of volume, 2 inches thick, S'.,' wide, and 1132 long. As
per that offer, last publisht on page 186, the eight volumes
were offered by freight for only .S 19 cash. We can furnish

a set or two at that price, bound in half morroco ; or will ex-

change a set for 75 pounds of yellow beeswax, delivered at

our office. You would be more than satisfied with the En-
cyclopedia, and a set of such books ought to be in every
family for reference.

A Nevr Binder for holding a year's numbers of the

American Bee Journal, we propose to mail, postpaid, to every
subscriber who sends us 20 cents. It Is called "The Wood
Binder," is patented, and is an entirely new and very simple
arrangement. Full printed directions accompany each Binder.

Every reader should get it, and preserve the copies of the Bee
Journal as fast as they are received. They are invaluable for

reference, and at the low price of the Binder you can afford to

get It yearly.

Xbe nicEvoy Foul Brood Xreatuient Is

given in Dr. Howard's pamphlet on " Foul Brood ; Its Natural
History and Rational 'Treatment." It is the latest publication

on the subject, and should be in the hands of every bee-keeper.
Price, 2.5 cents ; or clubbed with the Bee Journal for one year
—both for $1.10. ,
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Editorial Confnfcxfi^^

The BufTalo Convention—Aug. 24, 25 and 26—
Is expected by many to be the largest meeting of bee keepers
yet held in this country. We hope it will be. Mr. 0. L Her-
shiser, who is right on the ground, is doing his utmost to in-

sure a successful gathering. From a letter he wrote us, we
take the following paragraphs, as they will be of interest to

all our readers :

My Dear Mr. York :— It will be possible to find good
places for all our convention people in nice, private families.
I will see to this matter.

If you are a wheel-rider ynu ought to bring your wheel.
There are some pretty rides in Buffalo that could be taken in
the early morn, before convention hours.

I expect a large attendance at this convention. There is

every reason for this anticipation. The G. A. R. encampment
will be a sight that many have never seen. Buffalo is a cool,
delightful city, that is becoming noted for its conventions. It
Is an interesting city in which to spend a few days. Niagara
Palls is but a few miles distant, where the unlimited power of
the ceaseless-flowing river Is being utilized. Lastly, bee-keep-
ers have had a good flow of honey from white clover, and of
course they are enthusiastic, and will want to learn every new
thing about the bees.

Do you not think it would be an excellent thing to publish
the program in the bee-papers? It is an excellent one. The
subjects are very Interesting, embodying the burning apicul-
tural questions of the hour. After knowing what the program
contains, and who the gentlemen (and lady) are who will
handle the various questions before the convention, the query
with apiarists will be, " Can I afford not to be present ?" in-
stead of, " Can I afford to go ?"

Every wise beekeeper who Uvea within a reasonable dis-
tance from Buffalo will be sure to be present.

Yours very truly, Quel L. Hkrshiskb.

There Is no doubt Mr. Hershiser will see that all attend-

ing bee-keepers are well taken care of. He will have his

hands full, to be sure, but then he's one of those big, strong,

.lolly-hearted bee-keepers that just enjoys seeing everybody
else happy.

Yes, It might be well to publish the program in full, but
when it can be had for only 5 cents, including the six bee-

sougs, which it contains, everybody will send for a copy, any-
way, and thus make it unnecessary to put it in the papers.

Seud to Dr. A. B. Mason, the Secretary—Sta. B, Toledo, Ohio
—for a copy. Or, better yet, send your one dollar membership
fee, and get a free copy of the program with your receipt.

If it is more convenient, just send your dollar to the Bee
Journal office, and we will see that you get the program and
the receipt. (.See page -±55 for information regarding con-

vention, railroad rates, etc.)

A Cheap Bee-Brush is thus described in The Bee-

Master, an English publication :

A brush of some kind is mostly a necessity when manipu-
lating bees, but, whatever it is made of, no animal fibre should
be in its composition, as nothing seems to irritate bees more.
Always use one made of vegetable substance. The one I

always use, and is the best of any I have ever tried, is simply
a bunch of green grass, tied at one end with a piece of string,
and then trimmed, after first pulling out the hard stalks. It
can be used green or dried, tho I prefer to use new ones every
time. This is the best as well as the cheapest I know of.

Bee-Keeping: Requires Attention.—The W.
T. Falconer Mfg. Co., publishers of the American Bee-Keeper,

have the following editorial paragraph in their last number :

Every mail brings to us news of the excellent honey-flow
that is being gathered in almost every section of the country.
Not for several years have such reports been so numerous,
nor have our orders for supplies been so large and numerous.
Two or throe such seasons would make bee-keeping much
more popular, and increase the number of bee-keepers many
'fold. There is no industry that pays better for the amount of
labor and expense required than that of bee-keeping, but
there are too many who seem to think bees require no atten-
tion whatever to be profitable, and such bee-keepers, in con-
sequence of their negligence to give tlieir colonies proper at-

tention, receive no profit from them. Like any other success-
ful business, bee-keeping requires careful and intelligent at-

tention.

Honey and Its Uses is the title of a small pamph-
let issued in England by Rev. Gerard W. Bancks. Gleanings

publishes the following excellent quotation from it, and we
wish to suggest that it would be a wise thing if bee-keepers

everywhere would request their local newspaper editors to

copy it for the benefit of their readers :

Apart from the consideration of the many other valuable
properties claimed for honey, the following facts, which seem
well authenticated, must certainly go far to recommend its

use as an anticle of food :

1. The sugar of honey, being in the most suitable form
for assimilation, requires hardly any digestion. It is in a
condition to enter at once into the system.

2. It is, in a usual way, not liable to occasion any disorder
of the system, and may therefore generally be used by those
with whom ordinary sugar is found to disagree.

3. The grape sugar of honey does not cause decay of the
teeth as cane sugar does.

These statements, of course, have reference only to honey
that is absolutely pure. Erroneous opinions, and much mis-
taken prejudice, have unfortunately arisen with regard to the
use of honey, owing to the unpleasant effects upon many per-
sons of tho various compounds, consisting chiefly of glucose
made from potatoes or rice, and sulphuric acid, which of late

years have been in such large quantities sold as a substitute
for pure honey. It is of the greatest importance, if its bene-
ficial effects are to be enjoyed, that the honey consumed be
pure.

Till comparatively recent times honey was the chief sweet-
ening agent in use. After the introduction of cane sugar,
however, the use of honey in this and other countries largely
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deeliDed. But there Is no doubt that of late years It has been
more and more realized that pure honey does possess qualities

which it is impossible to replace. There has been a larger

and ever increasing demand for it, till there seems every pros-

pect of its coming again into general use in every household.
Thousands of tons of honey are now annually consumed In

this country : while in North America alone, it is estimated
that more than a hundred million pounds are produced every
year.

But it is not only as a palatable and nourishing food that
honey has again come to be so highly appreciated. It is now
pretty generally acknowledged to be a really valuable medi-
cine. And when we bear in mind that the nectar gathered
by the bee is a secretion in which we may expect to find the
essential virtues of the plant from which it is obtained, that
there is more or less pollen always present, and that, when
converted into honey, it contains, in addition, a certain

amount of formic acid, we can easily account for its wonder-
ful medicinal properties.

Honey is especially recommended as likely to be beneficial

in cases of dyspepsia, rheumatism, asthma, hoarseness, short-

ness of breath, and all affections of the chest. Consumptive
people are known to have derived great benefit from its con-
tinued use, and it is said to have been recently often used as a

substitute for cod-liver oil, with very satisfactory results.

In bronchitis great relief may be obtained by taking a

small quantity at frequent intervals. The regular use of it is

said to aid digestion, and to strengthen the nerves. As a gen-
tle laxative, and purifier of the blood, no better medicine can
be taken ; while its peculiar acid property has caused it to be
generally recognized as a valuable medicine in case of sore

throat. Indeed, for coughs, colds, and all affections of the
throat, it is universally acknowledged to be the best of

remedies.

T\)^ Weekly Budget.

Mb. S. H. Clakk, of Clinton Co., Iowa, says: "I can't

get along without the American Bee .Tournal. It is the best

helper I have."

Mr. a. F. Randall, of Fayette Co., Iowa, writing July

13, said :
" This is the best honey-year for the last 15 years

on white clover."

Hon. Eugene Secor—The General Managerof the Uniti^d

States Bee-Keepers" Union—expects to be present at the

Buffalo convention next month, Providence permitting.

Mr. D. W. Heise, of Ontario, Canada, wrote us July 12 ;

" I am making arrangements to be at the Buffalo conven-
tion. The bees have done well thus far, but the harvest is

fast drawing to a close."

Mr. N. E. France, of Wisconsin, writing us July 13,

said that the honey harvest there was about over, with 4 1,000
pounds of honey taken up to that date. Who can beat that,

outside of California, or even inside of that State ?

Mk. M. H. Hunt—a bee-supply dealer in Wayne Co., Mich.,

and one of our advertisers—wrote us July 12 :

" I am off for a vacation. Never had better business than
this season. Great honey crop here."

Mk. W. C. R. Kemp, of Orange Co., Ind., was for years a

reaber of the Bee Journal, then, like some others, he stopt

reading it. But July 12, he wrote us as follows

:

" I have been longing to see a copy of the dear old Ameri-
can Bee Journal once more, and will ask you to send me one
for ' old acquaintance sake." Many things have happened
since we parted—some good, some bad, some indifferent.

Among the bad things is the loss by fire of all my stork of

merchandise (stoves and tinware), so that I am out of business,
and not able to resume. In consequence of the poor honey
seasons for the last five years, my bees were neglected, and
this spring found me with but two colonies. O that I had iiO !

for then half my loss by flre would have been made back.

Such a honey season I have never seen before ! The earth is

a carpet of white clover, and the bees are revelling in honey.
From my two colonies I have taken 150 pounds of fine comb
honey, and 50 pounds of extracted, with an increase of three
colonies. I will probably get "20 or 25 pounds more. The
season is now closing.

" I am anxious to know what other bee-keepers are doing,
and to renew their acquaintance, and by next season I may
resume the manufacture of extractors and smokers."

We hope Mr. Kemp may speedily recover from his loss,

and also be found in the ranks of bee-keepers again.

Mr. N. Levering, in the California Cultivator, says the

output of honey in Orange county will be large this year. Mr.

J. A. Oderlin, with 250 colonies, had extracted 10 tons by

May 1. Two years ago the output for tbe season was 23
tons. It is very fine black sage honey.

Mr. W. Bishop, of Otero Co., Colo., when sending in a

new subscriber to the Bee Journal July 14, and also his mem-
bership fee for the New Union, added this:

" One number of the American Bee Journal is worth to

me what a whole year's subscription costs. Bees are doing
fine. We have good prospects for a fine honey-flow."

Mr. Thos. G. New.man, of S.in Francisco, Calif.—the

General Manager of the National Bee-Keepers' Union—wrote

us July lO, that there was some prospect of his being in Chi-

cago on business in August, and that he might perhaps attend

the Buffalo convention. He reports the weather in San

Francisco as lovely—thermometer indicating 72-, and not

100^ as here in Chicago.

By the way, we noticed in the June Bee-Keepers' Review

some correspondence from Dr. Mason and Dr. Miller, refer-

ring to Mr. Newman as Manager of the Old Union, which

called out this editorial paragraph by Mr. Hutchinson

:

"Thos. G. Newman I believe to be an honest man. I say
this because there is an item in Dr. Mason's-article that might
be construed into an insinuation to the contrary. '?hen there
was an item not long ago in the American Bee Journal that
might be lookt at in this same light. I do think that it would
have been better if Mr. Newman had given an itemized ac-

count of the expenses, and, better still, if there had been an
auditing committee, but, altho these are lacking, I see no
grounds for doubting the truthfulness of the amount reported
as expended. Mr. Newman has been very severely criticised,

and I think some of it is deserved, but let us not resort to such
criticism that it may be regarded as an insinuatioa against
his honor, when there is no greater foundation than that his

report does not give an itcnxized account of the expenses of

the last year."

We were quite surprised when we read the above para-

graph, for we were not aware that there had been anything

in the American Bee Journal that reflected upon Mr. New-

man's honesty. Certainly we have not questioned it at all. If

some have 7nisconstrucd our suggestion that an itemized ac-

count of the annual expenditures of the Old Union be pub-

lisht, we can't help that. It is every member's right to know
how the funds of a society to which he may belong are ex-

pended ; and we insist that such request dncs not carry with it

any insinuation that the treasurer is dishonest. We surely

would not thus accuse Mr. Newman, for we have known him

long enough to know that he Is an honest man. The only in-

stance, we believe, wherein we claimed Mr. Newman did

wrong, was in publishing his criticism of the New Constitution

in his Annual Report; and, to our mind, there is no question

about that at all. It was not legitimately a part of the Re-

port, and so should have been omitted therefrom.

We must insist that the American Bee Journal has not

even insinuated that Mr. Newman is not honest, tho in his

article on page 290, Mr. Newman does a good deal more than

to simply make "insinuations" against otir honor. But we

can stand that if he can.
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BEE-BOOKS
SENT POSTPAID BV

Geor2:e W. York & Co.,
Chlcagro, Ills.

Bees and Honey, or Manaeement of an Apiary
tor Pleasure and Prodi, by Thomas G. Newman,—
Thla edition has been lar;;cly rewritten, thorou^-hly
revised, and la " fully up witii the times " in nil the
trnproveiufiits and InveMtlmis lu this rapidly-devel-
oping pursuit, and presents the aj^larlst with
everything that can aid In tlie successful mann^-e-
ment of an apiary, and at the same time produce
the ni(.>st Iioney In an attractive condition. It con-
tains 2aO patres. and 245 Illustrations—Is beautifully

ETinted in the hlt'liest stvie of the art, and bound
» cloth, Kold-lettered. Price. $1.00.

I^unj^stroth on the Uoney-Bee, revised by
Dadant—This classic in bee-culture, has been
entirely re- written, and Is fully Illustrated. It
treats of everything relatlnfi to bees and bee-keep-
ing. No apiarian library Is complete without this
standard work by Kev. L. L. Ijangstroth — the
Father of American Bee Culture. It has 520 pages;
bound lu cloth.

Price, postpaid, $1.25.

Bee-K.e::pers* Guide, or Manual of the
Apiary, by Prof A. J Cook, of the Michigan A^rW
cultural Collect'.—This book Is not only Instructive
and helpful as a KuUle In bee-keeping, but is
Interestlnt; and thoroughly practical and scientific.
Itcontalns a full delineation of the anatomy and
physiology of bees. 4i;u pages ; bound In cloth and
fully Illustrated.

Price, postpaid, $1.25.

Scientific i|iiecn-Kearlnff, as Practical!

v

Applied, by G. M. DooUttle.—A method by which
the very best of Queen-Bees are reared In perfect
accord with Nature's way. ITfl pages, bound In
Cloth, and Illustrated. Price, $1.00.

A R C of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root.—

A

cyclopietlla of 41.10 pages, describing everything
pertaining to the care of the honey-bees. It con-
tains iiUU engravings. It was written especially foi
beginners Bound In cloth. Price, $1.25.

Advanced Bee-Culture* Its Methods and
Management, by W. Z. Hutchinson.—The author
of this work Is too well known to need further
description of his book. lie Is a practical and
entertaining writer. You should read his book. 90
pages, bound In paper, and Illustrated. Price, 50 cts.

Rational Bee-I^eeplno:, by Dr. John Bzlerzon
—This is a translation of his latest German book on
bee-culture. It has aoo pages: bound
In paper covers. $1.00

Blenen-Hultur, by Thomas G. Newrian. -

This Is a German translation of theprlnclpri por-
tion of the book called Bkes OF Honey, lO^page
pamphlet. Price, 40 cents.

Convention Iland-Book, for Bee-Keepers.
Thomas G. Newman.— it contains the parliamen-
tary law and rules of order for Bee-Conventions—
also Constitution and By-Laws, with subjects for
discussion, etc. Cloth, gold-lettered. Price, 25 cts.

Tlifrty ITearM Aiiions; tlie BecN, by
Henry Alley.—Gives the results of over a quarter-
century's experience in rearing queen-bees. Very
latest work of thekind. Nearly luu pages. Price, ouc.

"Why Knt Honey '—This Leaflet is intend-
ed for KRKK distributinn, to create a Local Market.
100 copies, by mail. :iii cts.: 5(MJ for$l.2o; hxkj, $:!.(M_i.

Mow to Keep Honey and preserve its
richness and flavor. Price same as Why Eat lloney.

Alwike Clover Ijeallet.—Full directloue
for growing. 50 for 25 cts.; loO for 40 cts.; 2(X>, 7nc.

Apiary Ke^^iMter, by Thos. G. Newman.—
Devotes two pages to a colony. Leather binding.
Price, for 50 colonies, tl.oo; for lOO colonies, $i.25.

Fre|>ar:ttlon ol" iioney for the IVInrket*
Including the iJiuUuction and care of comb and
extracted licjney. A. chapter fiom Bijes ANJ'
HuXEV. price, 10 cents

Bee-PuHturaiee a NeecMlty.—This book sufe-
gests what and how to jjlar ii Is a chapter fron
Beks a.mj iio.NEV. l*rlce. 10 cents.

Tlie Hive I ll«e, by G. M. Doollttle. It
details his manugoment of bees, and methodtt
of producing comb honey. Price, h cents.

Pr. Howard^H Boi»k on Foul Krood,
—Gives the McKvoy Treatment and reviews the ex-
periments of others. Price. 2r» cts.

nictlonary of Api<-iiluirc« by Prof. .John
Phin. Olvfis the ctirrect meaning of nearly .'»(m) jipi-

ultural terms. Price, r.o cts.

Winter Problem In Bee-Keeplng. bv G.
R. Pierce. Result of 25 years' experience. ;iij cts.

Handling Been, by Chas. Dadant & Son.—
A Chapter from Lungstroth Kevlued. Price, h cts.

HiNtory of Hec*AB8oclailou9. and Hriof Ko-
orts of the flrst 20 conventions. Price 15 cts

Foul Brood Treatment, by Prof. F. R.
Cheshire.—Its Cause and Prevention. Price, 10 cts.

Fonl Brood, by A. R. Kohnke.—Origin.
Development and Cure. Price 10 cts.

Fraetlcal HlutH to Bee-Kee-Keepers—by
Chas. F. MUTH. Also containe a Foul Brood
Cure and How to Winter Bees. 40 p.; 10 cts.

Bee-Keeplng: for Profit, by Dr. G. L.
Tinker.—Revised and enlarged. It details the au-
thor's '* new system, or how to get the largest yields
of comb or extracted honey." So p.; illustrated. 25c.

EuierNon Binders, made especially for
the Bee Jocrnal, are convenient for preserving
each number as fast as received. Not mailable to
Canada. Price. 75 cts.

rommerclal Calculator, by C. Ropp.—
A ready Calculator. Business Arithmetic and Ac-
count-Boob combined in one. Every farmer and
businessman shniiid liave it. No. 1 , bound in water
proof leatherette, c:i!l finish. Price, 4n cts. No 2
in tine artificial leather, with pocttet, silicate slate,
and account-book. Price. 60 cts.

Green's* Four Books, bv Chas. A. Green.
—Devoted to. 1st. How We Made the Old Farm Pay;
2nd, Peach Culture; yrd. Uow to Propagate h'ruit-
Plants, \Mnes and Trees; 4th. General Kruit In-
structor. Nearly 120 pages. Fully illustrated. 25ct8.

Garden and Oreliard, by Chas. A. Green
—Gives full instructions in Thinning and Marketing
Fruits; Pruning. Planting and Cultivating; Spray-
ing. Evaporation. Cold Storage, Etc. 94 pages, illus-
trated. Price, 'lb cts.

Kendall's Horse-Boob. — .3.5 pictures,
showing positions of sick horses, and treats on all
their diseases. English or German. Price, 25 cts.

Silo and Silage, by Prof. A. J. Cook.—It
gives the method in operation at the Michigan Agri-
cultural College. Price, 25 cts.

Lumber and Loo^-Book. — Gives meas-
urements of lumber, logs planks; wages, etc. 25c.

Maple Sn«:ar and the Sug-ar Bush, by Prof.
A. J. Cook.—Full instructions. Price, 35 cts.

Grain Tables, for casting up the price of
grain, produce, hay, etc. Price, 25 cts.

Capons and Caponizing, by Dr. Sawyer.
Fanny Field, and others.—Illustrated. All about
caponizing fowls, and thus how to make the most
money in poultry-raising. 64 pages. Price, 30 cts.

Our Poultry Doctor, or Health In the
Poultry Yard and How to Cure Sick Fowls, by
Fanny Field,—Everything about Poultry Diseases
and their Cure. 64 pages. Price, 3u eta.

Poultry for ITIarket and Poultry for
ProHt, by Fanny Field.—Tells everything about the
Poultry Business. 64 pages. Price, 25 cts.

Turkeys lor Market and Turkeys for
Protlt, by Fanny Field.—All about Turkey-Raising.
64 pages. Price, 25 cts.

Rural liife.— Bees. Poultry. Fruits, Vege-
tables, and Household Matters, loo pages. 25 cts.

Potato Culture, by T. B. Terry.—It tells
how to grow them profitably. Price, 40 cts.

Haud-Book of Health, by Dr. Foote.—
Hints about eating, drinking, etc. Price, 25 cts.

Bee-Keepers' Directory, by H. Alley.—
Latest methods in Oueen-Rearing, etc. Price. 5Uc.

Book Cliibbiiig Oilers.

(Kead Carefully.)

The loUowlng clubbing: prices Include the
American Bee Journal one year with each
hook named. Remember, that only one book
can be taken In each case with the liee Jour-
nal a year at the prices named. If more books
are wanted see postpaid prices ^iven with
the description of the hooks on this pajre.
FoUowlui?ls the clubblng-Ust:

1. Langstroth on the Honey-Bee J2.00
2. A B Oof Bee-Culture 2.00
;i. Bee-Keeper'sGulile 1.7.^

4. Bees and Honey
I
(Jloth boundl I.(j5

h. DooUttlc's SclentlHcQueen-Kearlng. 1.75
0. Dr. Howard's Kciul Brood Book 1.10
7. Advanced Bee-Culture l.UO
!>. Bleneu-Kultur [German] l.-.iO

11. national Bee-Ki'i'plnjrtl'apertoundl 1.75
1'.'. Thirty Years Among the Bees 1.:J0

l.'i. Bee-Keeplng for I'roflt 1.15
14. Convention HamlBook 1.15
15. Poultry lor Market and Profit 1.10
If). Turkeys for Market and Profit 1.10
17. Capons and Caponizing 1,10
18. Our Poultry Doctor l.IO
19. Green's Four Books 1.15
21. Garden and Orchard 1.15
2:i. Rural Life 1,10
24. Emerson Binder for the Bee Journal. 1.60

25. Commercial Calculator. No. 1 1.25
26. Comme-clal Calculator, No. 2 1.40
27. Kendall's Horse-Book 110
.'10. Potato Culture 1.20
.12. Hand-Book of Health l.lo
3:i. Dictionary of Apiculture 1.35
34. Maple Sugar ;md the Sugar Bush 1.30
35. Silo and Silage i.io
36. Winter Problem In Bee-Keeplng 1.30
37. Apiary Register (for 50 colonies).. .. 1.75
38. Apiary Register (for 100 colonies) . 2.00
39. Bee-Keepers' Directory 1.30

10 sist discount
1 have a Large Quantity of Winter-Sawed

Basswood on hand, and will make Shipping-
Cases at 10 per cent, discount from list
price. Cases holding 15 sections. J5.00 per
hundred net. First-claes work guaranteed.

Write for Prlce-Llst.

W. J. STAHMANN, Weaver, Iflinn.
Mention the American Bee Journal. 25A8t

lll„fl,»r, HONEY-EXTRACTOR
i'llllU IS Square tilass Jars.

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies In g-eneral. etc etc
Send for our new catalog.

Practical Hints " wiil be mailed for 10c.
lu stamps. Apply to—

Clias. F. Muth & Sou, Cincinnati. Ohio.

Honey - Clovers I

We have made arrancements po that we can
furnish seed of several of the Clovers by
freijrht or express, at the following prices,
cash with order:
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C^cr)eral licn)s.

Honey Plentiful.

Honey is very plentiful, but it has

been quite rainy the last two weeks.
Manoah Steves.

British Colu-nbia, July 8.

Getting Honey Freely.

The bees are getting honey quite free-

ly now. If we have showers to keep the

clover in bloom, we may get quite a good

crop yet. J. I. Clark.
Addison Co., Vt., July V2.

Bees Doing Fii;e.

Bees are doing line. They are nearly

done swarming, and have gone to work.

I have some working in the fourth case.

I must extract some next week. I now
have about 260 colonies.

N. Stainingeb.
Cedar Co., Iowa, June 30.

Good Prospects.

The bees are in splendid condition here

at present. The prospects are good for

a large honey-flnw. We have honey com-
ing in here from the time the willow

blooms in spring until the first of Sep-
tember, nearly all the time.

E. E. MOTER.
Columbia Co., Greg., July 5.

A Reckless Statement.

I notice on page 398, a wail from
Clark Co., Wash. The writer says : "We
often have rain that will keep on raining
night and day for several months at a

time, etc." It is just such reckless state-

ments that keep away good people from
coming to a splendid country and fine

climate. The truth is, he never saw a
week of contiimous rain in the State.

Pierce Co., Wash. Geo. W. Prater.

Bees Never Did as Well.

I got about 300 pounds of surplus honey
last fall, but the bees are doing remark-
ably well this summer, as I got 200
pounds from two colonies that I run for

extracted honey, in about three weeks.
This is the best my bees ever did. I have
21 colonies LOW, and they are all doing
very well except two that swarmed twice.

Michael Laeinan.
Rock Island Co., III. July 8.

White Clover—Yellow Sweet Clover.

Only a sample of white clover honey
has arrived. The bloom is abundant,
but it is little noticed by bees. It ap-

pears to me, that a difference in soil has
something to do with the secretion of

nectar by this plant. An observing bee-

keeper said to the writer lately, that he
noticed bees very thickly working on a
small plot of white clover, while there

was not one to be seen on a large area of

this plant growing near. Where the

bees were working, the soil bad been
thrown up, making it higher than the
surrounding soil. Only a few miles dis-

tant, reports come of honey and swarms.
Thus far, from 60 colonies, only four

swarms have issued. Hives are full to

Finest Alfalfa Honey

!

IT SELLS ON TASTING.

The Honey that Suits All

Who Buy It.

Low Prices Now!
We can furnish 'Wbite Alialfa Extracted Honey, In 60-pound tin cans, od

board cars in Chicago, at these prices : 1 can, in a case, 7X cents per pound ; 2 cans

In one case, 7 cents ; 4 cans (2 cases) or more, 6J^ cents. The Cash must accom-

pany each order. Pine Bass-WOOd Flavor Honey at same price; also in

270-lb. barrels.

iW A sample of either honey will be mailed to an intending purchaser, for 8

cents, to cover postage, packing, etc. We guarantee purity.

fJEOKlJE W. YORK & CO.. 118 Mielli^an Street. CHICAGO. ILL.

Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. New London,_^ Wisconsin,

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus

securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
They have also one One of the Largest Factories and the latest

and most-improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there is in the State. The material is cut from patterns, by machinery,

and is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and -whitest
Bass-wood is used, and they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine

and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best

machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies.

Please mention tlie American Bee .Tournil. 7Att

BEE-KEEPEES
SUPPLIES

_ We make
The Very Finest Line of

in tlie Market, and sell

them at Low Prices.
Send for Free Illustrated Catalog and Prlce-I^ist.

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.

Special Ag» lit for the Southwest
E. T. ABBOTT,

St. Joseph, Mo.

Mr. Abbott !.«-lls our Ilive§ and Sections at Factory Prices.

That Gueen-Clipping Device Free I

Conldu't Do Wttbout It.

I liave clipped 1^ queens, and must say the
MonetteQueen-Cllpping Device Is by far the
best invention ever made, and will be wel-
come to many bee-lieepers as it was to me. )

could not do without one now.

Dk. Geo. Lacke, Newburgh, Ind.

Works Like a Cbarm.

The Monette Queen-Clipping Device works

LIKE A CHARM. Willi it 1 have clipped 30

queens, all in one (lay. when examining my

beee. Wm. Stoi.i.ey, Orand Island, Ncbr.

PLEASK READ THIS OFFER TO PRESENT SUBSCRIBERS :

Send us juxt .""• 'leio name for the American Bee Journal a year (with $1.00), and we

will mail you the Queen-ClippinR Device free of charge. Or. the Queen-Clipping Device

will be sent postpaid for 30 cts. But why not get it as a Premium by the above offer ?

You cant earn 30 cts. any easier. Almost every bee-keeper will want this Device.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan St., CHICAGO, ILL.
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i!£ri! Beeswax
For all the Cood, Pure Vellow

Bees-wax delivered to our office till

further notice, we will pay 24 cents per

pound, CASH ; or 27 cents for whatever
part is exchanged for the Bee Journal,

Honey, Books or Seed, that we offer. If

you want casta, promptly, for your
Beeswax, send it on at once. Impure
wax not taken at any price. Address as

follows, very plainly,

GEO. W. YORK & CO.
118 Michigan st., CHICAGO, ILL.

One Cent
Invested In a postal card
will Ket my large CHta-
IngolAll Koofs Gouiie.
[*end list of what you
want, and gel price.

M. H. HUNT, Bell Brancli, I»llili.
WHEN ANSWERING THIS ADVERTISEMENT. (Mention ^mis jOuriw..

DEC /CCPPRC I Let me send you mv 64-
ULl- IVLLrLnO patre Catalog: lor isn".

J. m. Jenkins, Wetumpka, Ala.

M.^r-c »/"'• v'i,(;:;7,'>-, Hi',^.

OKDKRS ailed by return mall for the
choicest Untested Italian Queeus at BOo
eaih. Can furnish i, 3 and 3 tr. Nuclei.
A. I. K(iotCo.'.s Supplies. Send for

.i6-pa;re Caialog.
Jno. Nebel A; Son, Hiuli Hill, Bio.

Mention the A meriran Bee Journal 4 A tf
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sides the 1 5 that did not swarm. I am
now talking ofl their honey. Some of

them stored 50 pounds, but the most of

them only 27 pounds. Some of the col-

onies that swarmed had sections partly
filled, and when that was the case the

sections were given to the new swarm.
This has been a great year for swarm-
ing ; a great many of the farmers have
bees, and they report to me that their

bees do nothing but swarm. Some re-

port as high as four swarms per colony.

In conclusion, let me say a few words
on the color and strain of bees : In my
younger days I was a contractor, brick

layer, and plasterer, and I never had a

man to work for me that I did not learn

something from, and that Is the way with
sending ofT for queens; if they do not
prove to be as good honey-gatherers as

those I have at home, it always makes an
improvement on them ; I have as fine yel-

low bees as I ever saw and they were
reared on my place, but if It was not for

sending off for new bees they would be
just like they were when I first started
with them.

I am now 54 years old and do not care
to take up all new-fangled theories, but
if a bee-keeper wants to keep up with the
times I would advise him to send away
for a new strain of bees. If I had the
time I could furnish as good queens as
the country aflords. I have queens from
different parts of the United States, and
am acquainted with all strains of bees,
and wish to say that It is not the color
that makes the good quality. I have the
5-banded bees that are as good at storing
honey as the darker ones, and I have
come to the conclusion that it is the way
the queen is brought into this world that
makes the worker-bees get a hustle on
themselves. A queen that is reared in

time of natural swarming Is worth half a
dozen that are brought forth by making
the bees rear their queen. I will tell my
reason : I have had colonies become
queenless, and I gave them some brood,
and they reared themselves a queen,
and if that is early, or after swarming-
time, the queen is short-lived and her
bees are not hustlers; they will just live,

but store no surplus honey ; but if in

swarming-time you find a colony queen-
less, and give them a brood-frame v.ith a
good queen-cell, you will have bees that
are good hustlers.

It Is very warm now, and we mav ex-
pect the honey-flow to cease, but \ am
expecting honey-dew as It Is now turning
dry weather, and has been too wet for
honey-dew before. D. R. Rosebrough.
Clark Co., III., July 8.

Oregon as a Bee-Country.

On page 327, " Bands " wants to know
if Washington, Oregon and Idaho are
favorable bee-countries, and of what the
pasturage consists.

I can only speak of the most western
part of Oregon. I am six miles from the
Pacific ocean, and one of the most fertile

creek bottoms of the Coast Range moun-
tains. I would call this a good bee-coun-
try, if it was not for the rain or high fog
most of the time, July and August ex-
cepted.
Bees did not show their noses till the

first of April, then they went out and
found the Oregon cherry blooming, which
is the first pollen-producing plant. In
quick succession commenced skunk-cab-
bage, alder, huckleberry, salmonberry,
vinemaple, and maple, to bloom. The

Employ Nature
The best physician to heal jour ills. Send lor

FKEE Pamiihtet explsiinlDfr how diseases of
the Blood. Sliln, Liver. Kidneys and Lunfs
caa be cured without drugs.

F. IW. SPRINGlS CO.,
Lock Box No. 1 L.IBERTYVIL1.E, ILL,.

Mention the American Bet Jtmr-nal

CARLOADS
Ol Het-Uivts. Sections. Shlp-
pin^-Ciises. Comb Foundation,
and Evrrytliing used in the
Bee-Industry.

I want the name and address
of every Bee-Keeper In Aiuer-
ica. I supply Dealers as well
as eoneumers. Send tor cata-

logs, quotations, etc. W. H. PUTNAITI.
KiVER Falls. Pierce Co.. Wis.

Me^iticn tM s.merican Bee u cmtv.-z..-

A GENUINE -

Egg Preservative
That will keep Hen's Eg-ss perfectly throuirh
warm weather, just as jrood as frt-sh ones for
cookingrand frostinp:. Une man paid 10 cents
a dozen for the e^gs be preserved, and then
later sold them for 25 cents a dozen. You can
preserve them lor about 1 cent i>ei* dozen.
Now is the time to do it. while eggs are cheap.

Address for Circular giving further infor-
mation—

Dr. A. B. ITUlSON,
3512 Monroe Street. - Toledo. Ohio.

FOR SALE.
1000 pounds of While Clover Comb Honey.

Price. 1.3 !4 cts. per pound.
28A Edw. E. Siiiltli, Carpenter, III.

i^e'nv/yr. o-.v Arm-r-^oav, Bet Jcv^''^/.

"
(Jiieeus (jliveii Away."

fQray Carnlolans and Golden Italfans.f

We will give a flue Tested Queen (either race)
to all customers ordering 6 Untested Queens,
and a fine Select Tested Qufen to all who or-
der 12 Untested Queens at one time. The
Queens given away will be sent to customers
in August.
Oracle and Prices ^f'^

"'"'^

of Bees and queens SaJ^ ^ept!

Untested Queen $ .75 i .65
Tested • 1.50 1.25
Select Tested Queen 2.50 2.25
Best Imported ' 5.00 4.00
One L Frame Nucleus (no Queen) .75 .50
Two " •• •• 1.50 1.00
Full Colony of Bees "

(in new dovetailed hive) 5.00 4.00

We fi^iarantee our Bees to be free from all
diseases, and to give entire satisfaction.
Descriptive Price-lilst Free.

F. A. Lockliart iV Co.,
lake^george.

13Dtf Please mention the Bee Journal.

HAVE A GOOD FENCE •
and von ivill have pood neifrhbors. There are *
ro trespass suits when the KEYSTONE T
FENCE is used. \\'hyl It holds stock and •
turns stock. Any heiirht desired. See all about T
it in our free book on fence building. •

KEYSTONE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., •

^ Ko. 3 Rush Street, Peoria, 111. ^i

Wa«•¥••••'• •'••'••'nrrr*'*** ••'•••«
Mention xAe^iaencan Bee JcnumaL.

last three are our most important spring
honey-plants.
June 7 I found new honey In the brood-

nest In such an amount that I putsupars
on most of my colonies. The (low was
heavy and lasted a few days more than
six weeks. Altho coming so early, I had
two colonies finishing 4() sections and
filling 10 half-depth extraciing-frames
each. The weakest colony, which had
been flying more or less all winter, owing
to a faulty hive-cover, fllled a set of 10
brood-frames, with the exception of a
little brood In the middle ones. Then
for 14 days we had lots of bloom—black-
berries and other flowers—but no nectar.
Now bees are making a living on white
clover, but the yield will not be much
before July 1 ; besides It rains almost
every day. As soon as white clover is al-

most over, willow-weed commences, and
lasts till the fall rains set in—about the
middle of September.

April and May we have salmonberry,
vine maple and maple; in June, black-
berry, thimbleberry and barberry ; in

July, white clover ; July and August, wil-
low-weed, second growth white clover,
and white immortelle. The first in the
list and the last produce yellow honey,
and the others a honey as clear as our
mountain streams.
This is my fifth year in bee-keeping,

and I twice found a gap between spring
blossoms and white clover, and once be-
tween white clover and willow-weed.
One year, the only spring honey 1 secured
was from salmonberry blossoms, as hard
rains washt out the nectar from the
maples.

I have had no swarms yet, altho
swarming has gone on in apiaries where
box-hives are used, owing, I suppose, to
crampt quarters. Her.man Ahlers.

Clatsop Co., Greg., June 19.

A Last Season's experience.

Smart bees—those Germans ! I had
put on the netted-hood, tuckt Its folds
gently down my manly bosom, and felt

armored for a close interview with the
colored colony. I approacht with that
degree of courage which is supposed to
awe bees into docile submission, besides
I wielded the smoker with great dignity
and dexterity. So far, so good.

I took off the cover, then lifted the
board, and there 1 decorously and retir-

ingly was the mass of living, humming
and buzzing honey-gatherers. It was
my purpose to introduce a wide-frame of
sections in the space left too long vacant
—and in which space they had built
comb and placed some honey. In tear-
ing this formation away the bees entered
a protest, which, however, diligence and
the smoker subdued. I had gotten this
new comb out nicely and placed the
frame In Its place, and was about to close
the hive when I bethought me to see if

other sections were not filled. Lo, and
behold, right there, to the right, were
eight squares filled with luscious honey !

Forthwith I pried up the frame and
took It out, set it on a board, and was
about to remove others equally well-
capt, when down went the removed
frame and all the bees that clung to it,

causing consternation among them. Im-
mediately they swarmed around me, in-

stinctively guessing I was the robber In

quest of their well-earned supplies, and
came a thousand strong! As bad luck
would have It just at this time, thesmok-
er had burned out and failed to attend
to business. True, I had on the veil, but
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my chin was close against it, and— zipp

—zipp—they struck the vulnerable point,

and when I had hastily retired from their

aJSault I had three good, healthy stings

for my trophies of war. I pulled them
out and awaited results. 1 felt great
confidence that now the smarting would
soon stop, but little swelling take place.

Alas, for human ignorance. The en-

largement increast, instead. In two
hours I had a neck approaching that of

Grecian classics. In another hour the

size of it would have been envied by the

chiefest sire of a Durham herd. O, what
a night I did put in, my countrymen !

Not a wink of sleep, and early rising

brought no perceptible surcease. As I

write, I am reminded of the old continen-

tals who wore stocks that had their nose

In the air and their chins in outward
front.

If the moral of protecting a projecting

chin, and keeping a well-filled smoker
for such occasion, enters your heart, I

will have accomplisht ail I anticipated

by this sad recital. Swollen'y yours,
Emm Dee.

Bee-Keeping- on the Increase.

For some time I have been a reader of

The American Bee Journal. I have
often thought to tell how bee-keepers in

the north-western part of Ohio are get-

ting along. But in the last few years
bee-keeping was a very discouraging

business, and was so up to May 20 of this

year, therefore my report prior to May
20 would not have been a very flattering

one. The weather was cold and the con-

stant rains made it very uupleasant

for bees. But since then (May 20) we
have had splendid bee-pasture. Our old-

est settlers say they never before saw so

much white clover in this section of the

country any one year. The bees are

doing extremely well. All bee-keepers
whom I have spoken to lately seem to be

well satisfied with the prospects this

year. I find the American Bee Journal
very educational and profitable for bee-

keepers. J. E. Hamburger.
Mercer Co., Ohio, July 2.

Xiie I>Iickel l>Iate Uoad
Has been selected by Commanderln-Chief
Clarkeon for the transportation of himself
and staff to the G. A. K. Encampment to be
held at Buffalo, N. Y , Aug. 23rd to 'JSth.

Tickets will be on sale Aug. 21st. 23nd and
23rd at the rate of $10. .iO for the round trip.

This will afford an opportunity to the com-
rades now Uvin? In the great West and North-
west to once more visit the home of friends,
and shake hands with those with whom they
fought shoulder to shoulder in the groat Civil
War.
For full Information call on, or address.

J. y. Oalahan, Gen'l Agent.
Ill Adams St., Chicago, 111.

H. Thoiine, C. p. & T. A.
Ill Adams St.. Chicago. 111.

Bee-Iteeperw' I»liotograpli.—We
have now on hand a limited number of ex-
cellent photographs of prominent bee-keep-
ers—a number of pictures on one card. The
likenes-s of 411 of them are shown on one of
the photographs, and I'Jl on the other. We
will send them, postpaid, for 30 cts. a card,
mailing from the 121 kind first; then after
they are all gone, we will send the 49 kind.

Bo those who order first will get the most
" faces " tor their money. Send orders to
the Bee Journal ofllce.

Bee-Keeper's Guide—see page 464.

Van Deiiseii Thin Fdn.
A few 25-pound boxes of VanDeusen Thin Su-

per Comb Foundation at $11.00 per box. Be
quick if you want a box of it. Address,

THE A. I. ROOT CO.,
118 Michigan St. - Chicago, Ii.L.

NATURAL
SWARMING-

QUEENS
At 50 cts. each: ^doz,$2.80. Tested Queens

at 75 cts. each.
The above are all choice, natural-swarming
Queens, saved during the swarmlnif season.
Address, LEIISIINGEK BKOS.,

29Dtf Ft, Jennings, Ohio.

DiipESM j College!
Penn Ave. and Eighth St.

PIT"r'®M13'MQ, I'M.

500

Thorough Courses — Normal, Commercial, La-
dies Literary, Shorthahd and Typewriting.
EfBclent and experienced Instructors. Day
and Night sessions. Send for Catalog.

Prof. LEWIS EDWIN YORK, Pres.

H. G. Ouirin, of Bellevue, Ohio
-QUEEN-BREEDER-

Offers " Warranted " Golden, or Leather-Col-
ored Queens at 50 cts. each, six lor $2 75.

Queens are Young, Hardy and Proltflo; no
disease In my locality. Have received orders
from a single beekeeiierwithin 10 mouths for
as high af 150 Queens. My Rees speak for
theniselvei). 29A9t

M.s'^^wi'. :Jrve. Amenocvn .B'€« /ctCT^.;^.

Texas Queens

!

By return mall. Best honey-gathering strain
in America. Untested, 75i:. Select Warran-
ted, $1.00. J. D. UIVEINS, Lisbon, Tex.
9A26t Mention the American Bee JoumaZ

AND LUNQ DISEASES.
DR. PEIRO. Specialist

Offices: 1019, too State St.,

CHICAQO. Hours 9 to 4.

Illluots,—The annual meeting of the
Northern Illinois Bee-Keepers' Association
will be held at the Court House In Freeport,
Tuesday, Aug. 17, 1897. All are cordially in-
vited. B. Kennedy, Sec.
New Milford. 111.

Please Send Us the Names of your
neighbors who keep bees, and we will
send them sample copies of the Bee
Journal. Then please call upon them
and get them to subscribe with you, and
secure some of the premiums we offer.

See the preiniuni offers on page 449

!

Questiojp-Box^
In the multitude of counsellors there is

safety.—Prov. 11-14.

Increasinsr the Bee's LenKlli of
Toiisiic.

Query .'>6.—Do you suppose It possible to

incvoase the size—and especially the length
of tongue—of the races of bees we now have ?

If possible, do you think It desirable v—N. Y.

P. H. Elwood—Yes.

A. V. Brown— I doubt It very much.

R. li. Taylor—It's quite possible as
well as desirable.

J. A. Green—Yes, I think it possible
and very desirable.

H. D. Cutting— I know it is possible,

and think it desirable to do so.

Prof. A. J. Cook—Yes, I have no doubt
of it, and I believe it is desirable.

W. G. Larrabee—I think it would be
desirable, but I somewhat doubt its be-

ing possible.

G. M. Doolittle—Desirable? Yes; but
not practically possible with the rank
and file of bee-keepers.

Eugene Secor—Possible, perhaps, but
I have little hope of seeing any definite

results in either direction.

C. H. Dibbern—Yes, by careful breed-
ing from long-tongued stock. It cer-
tainly would be desirable.

E. France—I should guess it would be
a slow process to breed bees up with
longer tongues. It would be desirable.

J. M. Hambaugh— Here is room for
experiment. Let some one try by in-

creasing the size of their combs for
breedlDg.

Jas. A. Stone— I do not know about
the possibility, but think it desirable If

it did not at the same time increase the
length of the sting.

Rev. M. Mahin—I think It would be
desirable, but I do not think it practica-

ble. If we could control the mating of

queens it could be done.

Mrs. L. Harrison—I think that it is

possible and very desirable. Progres-
sion is a law of Nature, and the " sur-
vival of the fittest" brings improvement.

Dr. J. P. H. Brown—With only our
present knowledge of controlling fertili-

zation, the possibilities in the case rest

upon a frail tenure. It would be desir-

able.

G. W. Demaree—May be possible, but
hardly practicable. It is not a demon-
strated fact that increase in size in our
bees would make them better than they
now are.

Dr. A. B. Mason—Yes, to both ques-
tions. But if Apis dorsata is to be
domesticated in this country, there will

be no need of improving the races we
now have.

Chas. Dadant & Son—Yes, to both
questions. We can lengthen the tongue
of our bees as we increase the fattening
disposition in hogs, or the trotting In

horses, or the milk in cows, by selection.

Dr. C. C. Miller—As there is at pres-

ent a decided difference in different col-

onies, I see no reason why selection in

breeding might not establish a strain

with long tongues. It would surely be
desirable.

Emerson T. Abbott—To answer the

latter part of the question first, I will

say, as I have often said before, that

bees, unlike people, cannot have too

much tongue. If there is anything In

the doctrine of evolution, yes.

J. E. Pond—Not to any extent. It Is

barely possible that by giving strict at-

tention to the point for a long series of

years, that an Infinitesimal length might
be added, but I question If the experi-

ment would pay, anyhow. As to the

desirability, I can't see any reason why
an added length would bo an advantage
that would have any weight. In compari-
son with the diliicultios in experiment-
ing and the disadvantages that would
arise in consequence.
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HDNEY and BEESWAX
91ARKKX QUOTATIONS.

Cblca^ro, 111., July 7.—Fancy white. 12®
i:ic.: No. I white, lie; fancy amber, 10c.

;

No. 1 amber, 7@9c.; fancy dark, 8c.; No. 1

dark. 7c, ; white, extracted, .5@6c. ; amber, 4

@5c.; dark, SHQ-tc. Bee8»ax, aeQa'c.
Not any new comb on the market. Extracted

offerings are free, and sales very lew. causing
a weak market.

St, Lonls, Mo,, July S.—Fancy white. 12®
12>4c.; No. 1 white. ll@llV4c.; fancy amber.
10@10^c : No. 1 amber. 9@10c.; lancy dark,
8S@8c.; No. \ dark. 7a8c.; white, extracted,

4X@5c ; amber, 4'-4@4!4o. ; dark, 3H@4c.
Beeswax. •23!4(a26e
Movement of honey Is very light : the

weather roo warm, and prices are nominal.
Very little selling.

Indianapolis, Ind., July S.— Fancy white.
lOai-JHc; No. 1 white, 9®10c ; white, ex-
tracted, 4@6c. Beeswax. 2.^@27c.
Big crop Is being secured In this Sta'e. No

demand lor other grades than those men-
tioned.

Cincinnati, Ohio, July 5,—No. 1 white, 10
®iyc,; No. 1 dark. 8@10c ; white, extracted.
.5a6c,; amber, 4@oc,; dark, 3H@4c. Bees-
wax. 22@25c.
There is a fair demand for extracted honey,

which, however, must be sold cheap to meet
the buyer, as the great bulk goes to the man-
ufacturer. Demand for comb honey Is slow,
as usual, at this time of the year. Several
shipments of new comb honey have arrived
alreads'.

Albany, IT. Y„ July S.—Fancy white, 11®
12c.; fancy amber, 7@8c.; fancy dark. 6@8c.

;

white, extracted. .5c : dark. 4c.
But very little is doing In honey this month.

There is a small stock of Inferior comb honey
on the market, and quite a little extracted.
Bees are said to be doing nicely in this sec-
tion.

Buffalo, H, Y., July 6.—Fancy white, 9®
loc. ; No. 1 white, 8@9c.; fancy amber, 7®8c.

;

No. 1 amber. 6@7c.; fancy dark, .'i@6c.; No. 1

dark. 4@5c.; white, extracted, 5@6c. Bees-
wax. 23®28c.
No demand now lor either new or old honey,

aitQO It can be sold, of course, at some price.

Milwaukee, Wis., July 6.—Fancy white,
12@l.'Jc.; No. 1 white, ll®12c.; fanch amber,
9@10c.; No. 1 amber. 8@9c.; No. 1 dark. 5®
7c.: while. extract^?d, 5®6c. : amber, 4S4@5c,:
dark, 4®4!<c. Heeswai. 26@28c.
The supply of honey is ample for all de-

mands, and some old stock Is yet on hand
that Is very hard to move, as quality is poor.
The fancy is nearly all gone. Extracted
moved some during the last week. Small re-
ceipts of new—quality common. We think
our market will be In good order tor snip-
ments of new crop. We hope there will be a
markt Improvement in quality and package,
all along the line.

Kansas City, Mo., July 7.—Fancy white,
13-14C.; No. 1 white, li-13c.; fancy amber,
11-12C.; No. 1 amber, lO-llc; fancy dark, 9-
10c. ; No. 1 dark, 8-9c. ; white, extracted. 5-
o>4c.; amber, 4Mi-5c.; dark. 3!^-4c. Beeswax,
30c.
New comb honey has begun to come In. but

no new extracted. The demand is not large
on account of fruit and vegetables being so
plentiful.

Detroit, Mich,, July 7.—Fancy white. 10-
11c. ; No. 1 white. 9-lOc.; fancy amber. 8-9c.;
No. i amber, 7-8c ; fancy darli. b-7c.; white,
extracted, 5 -Gc; amber, 4-5c. ; dark, no sale.
Beeswax, 25-26c.
There Is some old honey In the market and

new is arriving.

Boston, Mass., July 6.—Fancy white. 13c.;
No. I white. 11-12C.; white, extracted, 7-8c,;
amber, 5-6c. Beeswax, 2tjc.

Honey is selling slowly now. but this is ex-
pected during warm weather. Beeswax is
practically out of market as far as supply Is
concerned, but the demand Is good.

Cleveland, Ohio, July 7,—Fancy white,
12!4c.; No. 1 white, lO-llc: fancy amber.
9c.; fancy dark, S-7c. Beeswax. 28-3GC.
Honey is moving very slowly; no demand

for it whatever.

San Francisco, Calif,, July 5,—White
comb, l-lb3., 7-90.: amber comb. 4-Gc.; ex-
tract<id, white liquid, 4!4-5c.: extracted, light
amber, 3i4-4c.; dark tule, 2?.iC. Beeswax,
fair to choice. 25-26c.
A grain vessel clearing the past week for

Liverpool took 200 cases of extracted honey.

which Is the first noteworthy shipment out-
ward this seiison. The market remains easy
iu tune, with llberalofferlngs, mostly of water
white extracted. The foreign demand is

mainly for amber grades at about 314c., but
not much h:Ls so far been obtained at this
figure, and only the most ordinary qualities.

Now York, N. Y., July 6.—Our market is

bare of comb honey, and some demand for
white at from 10-1 Ic. Market on extracted
is rather weak; demand slow of late, and ar-

rivals plenty. We (luote: Southein. average
common grade. fiOc per gallon : better grades
from 5.'i-60c. ; Calilornla light amber. 4!4-
4?4 .; white. 5-5'4C. Beeswax remains steady
at 28-27C.

Philadelphia, Pa., July 10,—Fancy white,
13®14c.; No. 1 white. 12®13c.; fancy amber.
ll@12c.: No. 1 amber. 10@llc.; fancy dark,
SaHc; No. 1 dark, 7@8c. Extracted, white,
5®8c. ; amber 4@5c.; dark. 4c. Beeswax. 2.tc.

New honey has commenced to arrive. Very
little call at present. To-day Is very dull.

Prospects are for very low prices. Biggest
honey crop in 10 years,

Minneapolis, Minn., July 10. — Fancy
white. 12@Uc.; N(i. 1 white. Il@l2c.: fancy
amber. 10@llc. ; No. I amber. 9@10c.; fancy
dark. 8@9c.; No. 1 dark. 7a8c. Extracted,
white, 6@7c.; amber, o@6c.; dark, 4@5o.
Beeswax, 24@27c.
Demand for extracted honey is nominal,

hut at fair prices. Comb very slow on ac-

count of warm weather.

List of Honey and Beeswax Dealers.

Most of whom Quote In this Journal

Cblcago. 111*.

R. A. BURNETT & Co.. 163 South Water Str> et.

New York, N. Y.
HtLDBBTB Bros. & Skotslken.

120 & 123 W. Broadway.

Kansaa City, Mo.
C. C. Clbmoms Is. Co.. 423 Walnut 8i

BuSulo, N. Y.
Batterson & Co.. 11)7 & 169 Scott St.

Hamilton, IIU.

Cbas. Dadant & Son,

Pblladelphia, I*a.

Wm. a. Selser. 10 Vine St.

Cleveland, Ohio.
A. B, Williams & Co., 80 & 82 Broadway.

St. I<oal8, mo.
Westcott Com. Co.. 213 Market St

iniuneapolla, ininn.

S. H. Hall & Co.

miwaukee. Wis.
A. V. Bishop & Co.

Boston, mass.
Blake. Scott & Lee,, 57 Chatham Street.

Detroit, micb.
M. H. Hunt, Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich.

Indianapolis, Ind.
Walters. PotioELt, 162 Miss tchusetts Ave

Albany, N.Y.
Chas. Mcculloch i Co., 380 Broadway.

Cincinnati, Oblo.
C, F. Muth & Son, cor. Freeman & Oeni ral Avs.

Doctor^s ]\\r)\s
By Dr. PBIRO,

100 State Street, », Chicago, III

Biliousness.—The term is indica-

tive of an arrest of proper action of the

liver.and is recognized by a dull, " logy "

feeling, not exactly pain, but an indif-

ference to usual surroundings, loss of

appetite even for foods tliat generally

relish. Constipation is not at all an un-

usual accompaniment. Sudden cooling

of the body after presplring, or laying

on the damp ground while very warm
from worl(, are some of the most com-
mon causes of biliousness, A libsral

diet of dandelion greens, either as a

salad or boiled, is an excellent remedy.
A week of this pleasant treatment will

usually furnish the cure.

Crick in tbe Back is another of

the unpleasant results of careless ex-

posure to cold, as indicated above. The
pain is very quick and sharp, and usually

affects the small of the back, just above
the hips. A wilted leaf of horse-radish

firmly held over the seat of the trouble

win prove a great help, A good remedy
is to eat all the asparagus you wish.

Summer Complaint.—Dig up
some roots of blackberry plants, wash
clean and boil a handful iu a quart of

water for an hour. Strain the liquid

through a cloth, add one quarter of its

bulk of glycerine, cork the bottle tightly,

and set it away in a cool place until

needed. Then give one teaspoonful
every hour or two, according to the
severity of the case. The diet should be
light—rice is best.

Colic or Cramps.—Such a con-

dition is due to overloading the stomach
with indigestible food, unripe fruits, or

improperly prepared vegetables. This
substance passes the intestines in an un-

digested form, and causes severe colic.

Cucumbers that have been peeled too

scantily—some of the skin being left on
—are very apt to cause this distressing

pain. A bath in as warm water as can
be borne is always good, for any patient,

A few drops of colocynth, every half

hour, effectually cures.

Bunions are usually the result of

too tight or ill-fitting shoes. The larger,

or big toe, joint is so comprest that in-

flammatiou is set up in the joint with
all the horrible pain incident to it.

There is only one way to effectually cure
It—it is to wear very soft, loose, slippers

until it is well. Yes, it may take quite

awhile, but you ought to be as patient

for its cure as you have been persistent

in its production.

Ing-ro-wingf Nails.—O will I ever

forget that year's torture iu my boyhood
days! What cruel suffering for a mo-
ment's carelessness. If I had only trim-

med that big toe nail with knife or scis-

sor instead of pulling the nail off as I

did ! When it grew, the corner I had
pulled off grew into the flesh that was
prest upward in walking, and soon I had
an afliiction that robbed me of many
weeks' peace. But if you are so un-

fortunate, go to a surgeon at once. You
can't do anything for it yourself.

Scrofula.—Any ot the various

forms of " breaking out "— large pimples,

big boils, running sores on the body, or

lumps about the neck—usually come un-

der the head of scrofula. All this denotes

a debilitated condition of the system,

most often inherited,

A very good remedy is a strong tea

made of equal parts yellow-dock and
dandelion roots, sweetened with honey
as desired ; a teaspoonful after eaah
meal continued a good while.

Dr. Peibo.
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W\ M Wt -A Copy of-

LULL ^iH'ccssfiil l!ce-Kccpingrn r tiy W. Z HutcblnBou ;

I 1 1 kk and our 1897 Catalog, tor '2-

cent stamp, or a C'»py of the
Cataloir lor (lie AMkiii^ We make almost
Everyiliiii^ used li>" Bee-Keepers, and al
liowuot frlfes. W\i

Falcon Polisiit Sections
art' wHrninted

Superior to All Others.
Don't buy cheaply and roughly made Goods.

when you can have llie best— xiicli as *ve
make.

Tlie Americau Bee - Keeper
[monthly, now in its 7th year]

36 Pages—50 Cents a Year.
tAMPLE Free—Address,

THEW.T.FALCOmMFG.CO.,
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

Me>V-jki"'i, the Ariiei'ican Bee ^^crttyn'*'..-

Golden Beauties and 3-Banded
Or IITIPORTED §TOCK.

SIlversGray CaFniolaris.
Cntes ed, 50c.; Tested, 7oc. Safe arrival

guaranteed. Address.

Judge E. Y. TERBAL & CO.
26At£ Oamekus. Texas.

Mentior.. the American Bee Jmmni/J.u

I ARISE
''PO SAY to the readers
J. of the

BEE JOURNAL that

DOOLITTE.E:
has concluded to sell

-BKB8 and gUBBNS-
In their Beason, during
1897, at the following
prices :

One Colony of Italians
on 9 Gallup frames, in
itghtshlpplnff-box $6 00
Five Colonies lisoo
Ten Colonies 45 00
1 untested queen, i 00
6 " queens 5 50
12 " *' 10 00
1 teete'l Queen... %\ so
3 " Queens. 3 50
1 select tested queen 2 uo
3 •' " Queens 4 00

Select tested queen, previous season's rearlnR. . 4 orj

Bitra Selected for breedlnR.THK vert best. , 5 00
About a Pound of BKBS In a Two-frame NucleuB.
with any Queen, 13.00 extra.

|^~ Circular free. Rtvinn full particulars resrard-

Ing the Bees and each class of Queens.
Address

G. M. DOOLITTLE,
llA35t BORODINO, Onon. Co., N. Y

^California
If you care to know of Its Fruits, Flowers
Climate or Resources, send for a Sample Copy
of California's Favorite Paper—

The Paciflc Rural Press
The leading Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the Paciflc Coast. Published weekly,
handsomely Illustrated 00 per annum.
Sample Copy Free.

PACIFIC RURAL, PRESS,
220 Market St.. - SAN FRANCISCO. OAL.

Mtmtion ttie American liee Jounui'^.

READERS
or tills Journal who
Mfrtte to any of our
advertisers, either In

ordering, or asking about tlie Gooda
oflnjred, ivin picaso state tbattUey U.W
Uie AdTeitUemeut In tbU papMk

TIADANT^S t FOUNDATION
Sliiping-Cases and Cans for Honey.

WK CIlJAi:A^rEi: NAriSFACriO.'N. ^Vliut iu<>r<- <:iii :inl>yo<1y «lo?

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS-
I.ra£NGS.TR0TH ON TTHm H©]>lB:Y=BE]e, Revised.

The Classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.25, by mail.

BEESWAX WANTED FOR NEXT SEASON'S USE.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
Please mention the Am. Bee Journal. HAMILTON, Hancock Co., ILL.

411 ^MOWIOM!
Our business is making Sections. We are located in the basswood belt o! Wis-

consin ; therefore the material we use cannot be better. We have made the fol-

lowing prices :

No. 1 Snow-Wliitc.
500 for $1.25
1000 for 2.50
2000 for 4.75
3000 for H.75

No. 1 Cream.
500 for $1.00
1000 for 2.00
2000 for 3.75
3000 for 5.25

If larger quantities are wanted, write for prices.

Price-List of Seclions, Foundations, Veils, Smokers, Zinc, Etc.,

Sent on appiieation.

6A3.5t MARSHFIELD MFG. CO., Marshfield, Wis.

TheBee-Keeper'sGuide
This loth and latest edition of Prof. Cook's

magnificent book of 460 pages, in neat and
substantial cloth binding, we propose to give
away to our present subscribers, for the work
of getting new subscribers for the American
Bee Journal.

A description of the book here is quite un-
necessary—it is simply the most complete sci-

entific ant! practical bee-book published to-

day. Fully Illustrated, and all written in the
most fascinating style, The author la also
too well-known to the whole bee-world to re-

?uire any introduction. No bee-keeper is

ully equipped, or his library complete, with-
out "The Bee-Keeper's Guide."

GEORGE W. YORK &

Given For 2 New Subscribers.

The following otfer Is made to present sub-
scribers only, and no premium is also given
to the two new subscribers—simply the Bee
Journal for one year :

Send us Two New Subscribers to the Bee
Journal (with K.OU), and we will mail you a
copy of Prof. Cook's book free as a premi-
um. Prof. Cook's book alone sent for $l.*i5,

or we club It with the Bee Journal for a year
—both tog'ether for only $1.75. But surely
anybody can get only *2 new subscribers to
the Bee Journal for a year, and thus get the
bool as a premium. Let everybody try for If
Will you have one ''

CO., 118 Michigan St., Chicago, ni.

THE ROOT NO-DRIP SHIPPING CASES.
Why throw away good money on home-made or poorly-made Cases — such as

willlet the honey drip through them ? Commission men have told us that

honey put up in our Cases brings one or two cents more per pound. A word
to the wise is sufficient.

The Porter Bee-Escape.
Acknowledged to be the best in the worid. Cleans supers of bees without
smoking, brushing, shaking, or uncapping the honey.

The Root-Cowan Extractors.
Have been and are the standard the world over.

Packages for Extracted Honey.
We are head-quarters for everything in this line.

The New Weed Drawn Foundation.
This is a success. Don't take the statement of any one else, but send for sam-
ples and try it yourself. I'ieces 4 inches square, running about 11 feet per lb,,

are now being sent out. Prives—3 pieces, 4x4, 10c. ; by mail. Vic. 10 pieces,

25c. ; mail, 30c, '24 pieces, TiOc. ; mail, (iOc. And it we can catch up on orders

for the small lots, we will furnish it in half-pound packages at 7.")C. with other

goods, or 90e. postpaid.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
Factory and Mala Office, MEDINA, O.

BK,A.ISrCI€ OFFICES :

118 michigan St., Ciiicuso, ill. Syracuse, N. Y.

102'1 Miss. Str., St. Paul, Ifliiin. Mechanic Fulls, IMaine.
10 Vino SI., Pliiludclplila, Pa.
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37th Year. CHICAG-O, ILL., JULY 29, 1897. No. 30.

Five lloiitlis foNiily 35 Cents

NOW FOR NEW SUBSCRIBERS.

Get Your Bee-Keeping Friends and Neighbors

to Take the Old American Bee Journal.

We would like to have each of our present readers send us

two neiv subscribers for the Bee Journal before Sept. 1,

1897. That surely will not be hard to do, when each will

need to pay only 35 cents for the last 5 months of this

year, or only about 7 cents a month for the weekly

American Bee Journal. Any one with only a colony or two

of bees should jump at such an oSer as that.

Now, we don't ask you to work for us for nothing, but

will say that for each 2 new3.5-ct. subscribers you send us, we

will mail you your choice of one of the followins list:

Wood Binder.for the Bee Journal 20c.

50 coiilesof leaflet on "Why Eat Honey?" 'Oc.

50 " " on ' How to Keep Honey " 20c.

50 ' " on " Alsike Clover" 20c.

1 copy each " Prepamtlon of Honey for the Market "(10c.)
and Uoolltlle'8 " Hive I Pse " i5c i 15c.

1 copv each Dadants' "Handling Bees" (8o.)and " Bee-
Pasturaere a Nece-slty " (lOo.) 18c.

Dr. Howard's book ou "F)ul Brood" 25c.

Kohnke's " Foul Bro d"booK 25c.

CbeBblre's " Foul Brood " bookilOc.) and Dadants' " Hand-
ling Bees" [8c ] 18c.

Dr. Fuote'8 Hand-Book of Health 25c.

Rural Life Book 25c.

Our Poultry Uoclor. by Fanny Felld 25c.

Poultry for Market and Profit, by Fanny Field 25c.

Capons and Caponizing 25c.

Turkeys for Market and Profit 2oc.

Green's Four Books on Frul^Growlng 25c.

ttopp Commercial Calculator No. 1 25c.

Silo anil Silage, by Prof. Cook 25c.

BienenKultur LGerman] 40c.

Kenda I's Horse- Book [English or German] 25c.

1 Pound White Clover Seed 25c.

1 " Sweet " " 25c.

1V4 •' Alsike " " 25c.

1V4 " Alfalfa " " 25c.

m " Crimson " " 25c.

The Horse—How to Break and Handle 20c.

We make the above offers only to those who are now sub-

scribers ; In other words, no one sending in his own 35 cents

as a new subscriber can also claim a choice of the above list.

G-EORGE W. YORK & CO.
118 Michigan St., - CHICAGO, ILL.

WMtk
JUSTUS V.4X DEUSE.\.

Some time ago we recorded the death of Mr. J. Van Deu-
sen, which occurred March 28, 1S9T. ,We also exprest the

hope that we might soon present his portrait, and this week,

through the kindness of our esteemed contemporary—Glean-

ings—we show a very good picture of our departed friend.

It was our good fortune, several times, to meet Mr. Van
Deusen at bee-conventions, where he was always a most in-

terested attendant. His very presence seemed to be an in-

spiration, and his bright, honest countenance ever spoke a

benediction.

Mr. P. H. El wood, of New York—a life-long friend of Mr.

J. Van Deusen.

Van Deusen—had this to say of him, in Gleanings, about the

time of his death :

J. VAN DEUSEN'S death.

We have to record the passing from earth to a wider
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sphere of usefulness the veteran Justus Van Deusen, in the

83rd year of his life.

Wc do not know what heaven is like ; but we have a right

to assume that those qualities of heart and mind that we are

commanded to cultivate here will, under perfect direction,

find wider scope and more ample employment in the hereafter.

We rejoice that our friend was spared the period of de-

crepitude that usually falls to the aged. Attendants at our

national conventions, no matter how distant, have usually

found him present, displaying the vigor of body and mind of

men a score of years his junior. His presence was delightful,

and a visit with him was an incentive to the ways that lead

upward. As his nephew, Capt. Hetherington, well says, he

was a line example of the Christian gentleman.

From early manhood to 1848 he was engaged in the

jewelry business. In the year following, the Van Deusen

family built the woolen factory at Sprout Brook, which he

ran for many years until he converted it Into a comb-founda-

tion factory. He was a fine mechanic, and was satisfled with

nothing but the highest grade of material and workmanship.

It is but justice to say that every skein of yarn and every foot

of foundation turned out from his factory had workt Into it

the trademark of his life—the best. From small beginnings,

because of the prejudices of bee-keepers against the fiat-bot-

tom cell, the trade in this foundation has steadily increast to

large proportions ; and the greatest tribute ever paid Mr.

Deusen's good judgment is the recent adoption, by the most

extensive manufacturers of beekeepers' supplies in the world,

of the flat-bottom cell in their highest grade of improved

foundation.

He was the father of the late C. C. Van Deusen, the origi-

nator of several valuable inventions in bee-keeping, and whose

tragic death, together with his wife, on their way to the

World's Fair, so shockt the bee-keeping world.

P. U. Elwood.
t^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ •

Open Letter to CB.Baukstou—Errors Corrected

BY DR. C. C. MILLKK.

I confess to some feeling of pain and discouragement,

Mr. Bankston, upon reading from one whom I have lookt

upon as a gentleman and a Christian, the items found on page

435 of the "Old Reliable." After saying it is easy to write

from imagination, and that actual experience is needed, and

that a popular lie is hard to suppress, you hold me up as the

first example of a flagrant liar. I wrote, " Whoever saw lay-

ing queens fight ? I never did." You quote that, and say

this " was easily believed by the inexperienced." The plain

inference is that the experienced would not believe it, and

that it was not true. Now I want to ask you a plain question,

and as a gentleman I'm sure you'll give a plain answer in

print: Do you /oiow; that I ever saw laying queens fight?

Unless you know that, are you justified In saying anything

against my statement that " I never did ?"

You say, " If men would write their experience instead of

what they Imagine the errors of our fathers would soon

be corrected." But just because I did that very thing you

hold me up as a liar. One of the traditions of the fathers Is

that queens will fight to a finish at the first chance. My ob-

servation bad been that this was true with regard to virgin

queens, but never having seen laying queens fight, I had the

temerity to raise the question whether it was ever true. I

wanted what you say is so dear to you—"the unvarnlsht

truth"—and what better way than to publicly ask whether

others had seen anything of the kind, and to tell the plain

truth that I never had. Since writing that I have had further

experience, and I now know that laying queens will sometimes

kill one another, and sometimes not, and shall be glad of light

from you or any one else as to which is the rule and which the

exception.

A week or two ago, thinking to find out something more
about the matter, I put two laying queens In a cage, and

watcht to see what they would do. At first for a minute they

paid little attention to each other, but then clincht. After a

little they separated, and after that moved about in the cage

with occasional conflicts. I then added other queens until

there were six In the same cage. Throughout the day I

glanced at them occasionally, finding more or less appearance

of quarreling, but in the evening the whole six were .still alive

with no appearance of being injured in any way. This was
on Saturday, and I was not again in the apiary till Monday,
when I found only one of the six living. The question is

whether one of the six was specially belligerent and killed

the others, or whether they were all so much so that no two

of ihem would have lived together with no others present.

You say, " I had not kept bees six months before I found

that laying queens would fight to a finish as soon as the oppor-

tunity is presented." I think with more experience you will

change your opinion, at least you will find there are many
exceptions to the rule, if it be the rule. It was formerly held,

I think, that two laying queens were never found in one hive.

A good many have, however, reported two laying queens lay-

ing peacefully in the same hive, and I have had more than

one Instance. I think the cases reported have always been

mother and daughter, the mother being old and to be super-

seded. I had, however, one case last year, in which for weeks

two queens were in the same hive, there being no kinship be-

tween the two. One was bright golden and the other very

dark. I hoped to find both living in the spring, but was dis-

appointed. One spring I had a number of colonies so weak
that I broke them up, but as I wanted to save" the queens, I

caged them and put them into a hive for the bees to feed.

Running short of cages I put two in a cage, with little thought

that both would live. But after a number of days both were

still living, and each of them became the mother of a prosper-

our colony.

Now after the reports of others who had two queens in a

hive without fighting, and after positively knowing several

cases in which two queens lived peacefully together, I can

hardly see that there was anything very wicked in my saying,

" Whoever saw laying queens fight? I never did." Remem-
ber that it was after this time that 1 tried the six queens in a

cage.

I plead guilty to another charge—ihatof saying that good

queens can be reared from two to three days' larviie, but as I

am only one of a large number in saying so, the burden sits

lightly on me. In fact, I have never before known the state-

ment to be disputed, and I think you are a pioneer In disput-

ing it. You say you can prove that no kind of a queen can

be reared from a larva three days old. As that departs so

widely from accepted tradition, and as we ought to have the

whole truth, I hope you will not fall to give the proof.

You say, "Good queens can be reared from two to three

days' larvEe. This Is Imagination. Kxperience says that good

queens can be reared from two to ten hour old larvaj." I sup-

pose that means that good queens cannot bo reared from

larvip more than two to ten hours old. Are you sure, my good

brother, that you are not drawing on your imagination In

this? The highest authorities who have investigated the mat-
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ter—Dr. Planta among them—tell us that for the first three

days the food Is exactly the same to a worker as to a queen

larva. Doollttle takes the safe ground that there Is no dif-

ference for the first 36 hours, but cautiously says, "Some-
where from this to the time the larvie are three days old, the

bees begin to stint them as to food," that Is, the worker-larv;v>.

He says : "Hundreds of experiments in using larva) from

three hours old up to those of 30 hours, prove that queens

from the former are In no way superior to those from the lat-

ter, while the bees always choose the latter where the choice

is left to them."— (Doollttle on Queen-Rearing, page 43.) As

your as yet unsupported dictum stands against the many ex-

periments of so careful and painstaking a man as Doolittle, it

will be necessary for you promptly to furnish the proof for

your assertion, unless you wish to be cataloged in the list of

those you so severely condemn, and who have called forth from

you the exclamation, "Oh, if we could only be content to

write what we know to be actual facts, instead of poisoning

the minds of the seekers after knowledge with our imagina-

tions, we would be a blessing instead of a curse to humanity !"

You have so plainly called me out by name, in making the

first count of your indictment, quoting words that In careful

reading I have seen from no other pen than mine, that I feel

warranted in asking how you know that I do my writing from

imagination and not from actual experience. And while I

am at It, I will ask how you know that any one of .those you

condemn are in the habit of doing that thing. Has not your

imagination dwelt so long upon the thought that it is now
" stampt on your brain " as true, just as that deer lie was ? I

frankly confess that there are very many things in bee-keep-

ing that I don't know much about, but, until your expose, I

was laboring under the impression that I was writing largely

from experience. That experience dates back 36 years, dur-

ing which time bee-keeping has been my careful study, and

for the past 20 years I have had no other means of livelihood

but from the sale of honey, except the amount received from

writing. I do not know how much greater your experience

may be than mine, but I think I may claim at least some

experience. At the present time I am working from

early morning till dark, with the aid of an assistant doing the

work of 239 colonies, spring count, workt for comb honey,

getting up at 3 to 4 o'clock so as to get in the writing I have

to do. Would it be asking too much if I should ask you to

give us your larger means of observation that saves you the

necessity of drawing on imagination ? In the meantime,

would It not be well to more earnestly cultivate that virtue

commended in the Book we both revere—that virtue which
" tbiuketh no evil," " and is kind ?" McHenry Co., III.

Atmospheric Conditions and Nectar-Secretion.

BY REV. M. MAHIN, D. D.

Some few years ago there was quite a controversy in the

American Bee Journal concerning the relation of bee-keeping

and strawberry culture. I remember that I had a little hand

in it, aud said, in substance, that bees did not work on straw-

berry blossoms, and that the bees were of no use to the straw-

berries, and the strawberries of no value to the bees. That

was in harmony with my observation up to the present season.

Last year I had a strawberry patch 24x70 feet in extent, and

I observed very closely to see if the bees would work on the

blossoms ; and I never saw more than two bees in the patch at

a time.

This year the case has been widely different. From morn-

ing until night the hum of the bees among the strawberry blos-

soms was constant. They workt as freely on them as they

usually do on white clover ; and their distended honey-sacs

gave evidence that their labor was not in vain. Whether

there is any relation between the visits of the bees to the

strawberry blossoms, and the very extraordinary crop of fruit,

1 will neither afSrm nor deny ; but in size and number I never

saw anything approaching it.

What Is said above of the strawberry will apply without

any modilication to the blackberry. In most seasons bees

scarcely touch blackberry blossoms; but this season they lit-

erally swarmed upon them. And they left them with heavy

loads, and the hives were rapidly filled with honey. There

must be a cause for these facts, and what Is It ? I think the

cause must be iookt for in the fact that the spring has been

unusually damp and cool. I can imagine no other reason.

In regard to white clover the reverse Is true. When the

white clover began to bloom here, the wet, cool weather con-

tinued, and the bees, if they visited it at all, quickly left In

disgust. But now we have clear days and hot sunshine, and

the greatest white clover crop we have bad for many years is

yielding a good honey crop. I have many times observed

that bees do not visit white clover early in the morning. The
sun must be well up, and the air warm, that nectar may be

produced by it. Buckwheat, dn the contrary, requires a cool,

moist atmosphere. In a dry, hot season, it is of no value for

honey ; and as in this country, in the season of Its blooming,

the weather is generally dry and hot, the buckwheat bloom is

of very little value. Yet once in many years it yields well.

The golden-rod is, In this country, another capricious

plant. The only variety that Is at all plenty where I am ac-

quainted Is SoUdago Canadensis. This is the 27th year that

I have kept bees, and in that time golden-rod has yielded

honey twice. The first time was in the early '70's, and the

second was, I think, in 1881. I am not prepared to state the

atmospheric conditions of those years.

The facts and observations stated above are very interest-

ing from a scientific standpoint, and they would be of great

practical value, if we could only control the weather; but so

far we have not been able to do that even in the smallest de-

gree. So we must do the best we can In existing conditions.

Henry Co., Ind.

Apiarian Self-Help and the Scrap-Box.

BY S. A. DEACON.

Few callings would seem better calculated to develop

latent mechanical skill or to quicken the inventive faculties

than that of bee-keeping, in which emergencies so frequently

arise calling for some little dexterity in the use of a few sim-

ple tools; and, with a couple of bad seasons at the start, the

tyro—who conceives himself endowed with a special mission

to increase the world's honey supply—becomes a jack-of-all-

trades and general botch ere he has probably produced a sin-

gle pound of honey or owns a dozen colonies of bees. He has

perhaps essayed to make his own hives, and may even with

that " vaulting ambition which oft o'erleaps itself," have had

the temerity to invent some new gira-crack or device to ease

his labors and expedite the acquisition of expected wealth

—

and, to exhaust the patience of his long-suffering brother api-

arists by making more complex an already far too complicated

calling.

His smoker he will not unlikely have evolved from a super-

annuated coffee-pot and an old kitchen bellows, and which,

while It is warranted to subdue the most vicious and refractory

of bees, fetches out the fire-brigade each time its services are

called into use.

His " starters," you will probably find, are cut by a self-

feeding miniature guillotine, into whose construction have en-

tered sundry parts of an eight-day clock, the handle of a

coffee-mill, and the blade of a table-knife, all evidence of the

fact of his having establisht that indispensable requisite to

successful apiculture—or, at least, to successful amateur
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tlnkerinK and carpentering—a scrap-box, and that he has

learned the value of "self-help."

There are those who will perhaps think I am writing from

experience—looking in the glass and painting my own phiz.

Perhaps, to some extent, I am ; I will not altogether deny the

charge. Tho I venture, at the same time, to think that the

picture will pass as a more or less correct likeness of a good

many of us as we appeared in our sanguine salad days of bee-

keeping in the long, lung ago

—

' When all the world was youn? lad. and everjthing wag green.

And every goose a swan, lad. and every las^ a queen.
Then, hey ! for boot and spur, lad. and ride the world away—
Voung blood must have its course, lad, and every dog his daj-."

Yes ; and when a now prominent member of our fraternity

(which his name it is W. Z. H.) was won't to gull the public

into the belief that his hives were ma,de of more costly stuff

than mere wood by marbleizing the wetpaint with the smoke
of a lamp, and carefully sweeping in front of them each morn
with a broom 1— (See page 12, Vol. XXXII of the Journal)—
W. Z. had developt into an amateur painter, and was no doubt

a bit of a tinker and carpenter to boot

—

and of course knew
tJie vitlue of a scrap-box.

I hardly care to count the years since a damaged patent

lever corkscrew, a derelict sausage-mill, and the entrails of

an old Dutch clock formed the nucleus of my own collection

of oxidized trash, and to which I still never tire of adding.

Indeed, 1 never happen across a bit of cast-away metal— un-

less it be some such ponderous trifle as a wreckt railway

engine or a rusty ship's anchor and chain— but into my
pocket it goes, and reposes there until opportunity offers of

adding it to the scores of other " unconsidered trifles " in my
now worm-eaten but much cherisht old scrap-box. Half a

hinge, or indeed any bit of brass or iron with a hole or two in

it, I deem a fairly good find, whilst a battered gun-barrel, an

old door-lock, a broken barometer, or an ancient pair of

scales, is, either of them, capable of exciting as much ecstasy

in the scrap collector's breast as is usually displayed by the

enthusiastic philatelist over the acquisition of some such

rarity as a "Twopenny green Malta," or " Cape of Good Hope
Fourpenny Triangular Blue."

Owing to the frequent demands upon its contents, my ovvn

scrap-box never gets full. It is a rare and interesting collec-

tion ; let me show it you. There, comprising the upper crust,

you see inter (ilia some odd nuts and bolts, a rusty hook, the

stem of a brass candlestick, a padlock hasp, piece of copper

syphon, a clock-spring, ditto pendulum, some brass cog-

wheels, iron rings, rusty buckles of all sorts and sizes, from

those off a pair of suspenders to that big fellow cut from some
rotting harness; a wooden faucet, a hollow saucepan handle

—ah, that, by-the-by, first gave me the idea of my new swarm-
hiving device, and I shall be using it shortly. When a swarm
Issues, you know, the queen but there, wait till it is pat-

ented, and then you can tell me what you think of it. Now
here's a thing that's always coming in handy—the steel ribs of

an old umbrella—every joint with a little hole drilled in it,

yoii know; further, there's a rusty curb chain, a broken dog's-

collar, some brass cartridge cases, the keyboard of a concer-

tina, the mouth-piece of a bugle, and the middle section of a

flute—
" Their once sweet tones, alas, forever mute."

Dive through this upper stratum and you'll find an equally

multifarious, and, in my eyes, valuable assortment down be-

low. What ! an omnium yallierum, of useless rubbish '? A
conglomeration of rusty trash ? Well, my friend, perhaps

that's all It may seem to you who may not possibly have two

mechanical ideas in your head ; but to me It is a treasure

chest, a box of untold wealth, from which I draw inspiration

to devise, and substantial aid in perfecting what I do devise.

Oh, you'd pitch it all away, would you ? Very likely you

would ; nor heed the old adage to keep a thing seven years

before getting rid of it. Now, experience has proved to me
that were I to-day to throw away even the most insignificant

and seemingly worthless thing in that box, and which may
have lain there unrequisitioned any time these last 20 years,

I should be sure to have an urgent need for that very thing

to-morrow. Strange, is it not? but a fact nevertheltss.

For instance, a bit of steel, part of the mysterious

mechanism of a corset which years and years ago—ah, me !

what memories some of these rusty scraps call up ! Why,
there's material for a big book of the most gushing kind of

poetry quietly reposing in that worm-eaten old box—which

years and years ago, I say, engirdled a thin, wasp-waisted

maid, who to-day is a matron fair, fat, and far over forty,

and which, after lying fully a score of years in that old scrap-

box (the steel, not the matron), has quite recently proved of

inestimable value to me, inasmuch as it has enablec^me to util-

ize a thousand two-inch sections, which, not fitting my 1%-
inch frames, were useless and of no earthly value to me. To
reduce their width with a plane was easy enough, but how re-

store the slots ? Cutting them out with a knife was far too

tedious a process, and my son had once casually suggested
" punching them out

—

somehow." Ah, but how ?

Well, one day while rummaging in my scrap-box I came
across this narrow steel stay-rib ; an idea struck me ; its time

had come, the problem of the slots was solved ; and within

less than two hours I was, by its aid, nipping out new slols as

fast as my son could plane the sections down, or at the rate of

500 sections per hour. For the benefit of those who may
wish to reduce wide sections to narrow ones, aud who may be

mechanically and self-helpfully iuclioed, I will, in a few words,

tell how it was done :

First, I took a (to me) perfectly obsolete tool—a Parker's

foundation fastener. On one side of the upper piece I made,

by means of a center-bit, an oblong cavity whose sides were

the exact shape and size of a section slot. Having first put a

sharp edge on my bit of flexible steel, I curved it snugly into

this cavity, and then wedged it up tight. In the bottom half

of the Parker, and just where this cutter would strike, I

chiseled out a J^ inch groove, which I run full of molten lead,

and, when cool, smoothed down with a chisel. I then hinged

the two parts together, tackt a slightly projecting bit of sec-

tion on one side of the bottom half, for a guide (into which

the V-groove of the sections to be manipulated fitted), and—

•

that was all. They cut like cheese, and as clean as a whistle ;

and " long before the sun gaed doon " the job was jobbed,

and these thousand sections, long regarded as worthless, were

now, with a honey-flow at hand, worth fully ten dollars to

me. Nor would the closest examination fail to induce any

other opinion than that they were turned out just that size

from the factory down at Medina, Ohio. The scrap-box served

me well that shot !

I would add that reducing the width of sections is easily

done by placing about a dozen of them between plauks nailed

flat on either side of them, and carefully guaged to the right

measurement, then plane away. But, easy and simple as the

plane is, I fancy sections are too cheap in your part of the

globe for many to bother. Like the poor, the supply-dealer

is always with you ; here it is different; owing to frequently

recurring drouths, the normal scarcity of beepasturage and

poor markets, the apiarist has small encouragement, and
hence the "supply-dealer" Is, so to say, unknown. It Is a far

cry to the States, and what with heavy sea-freight, import

dues, landing, wharfage, storage aud breakage, and having

to pay at the rate of }4 a, ton for freight on the smallest pack-

age, things come so costly that often one must either help one-

self or—go without; and that Is how our ingenuity gets de-

velopt.

For Instance, we once read how the late Mr. B. Taylor
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made a, practice of leveling down unfinisht combs In sections.

Coming from such an authority we knew it to be good ; but

what iwts a comb-leveler ? Root listed nothing of the sort

—

not then. My first impression was that the combs were

simply scraped down ; my son, on the other hand, suggested

heat; so the tin shears and soldering iron were brought into

requisition ; and when, some time after, I got Dr. Miller to

describe Mr. Taylor's comb-leveler in the pages of the Ameri-

can Bee Journal, I found we had pretty well hit it. Anyhow,

the leveler which we made out of our own " 'eads," or rather

out of a gallon kerosene tin and sundry contributions from

the ever-handy scrap-box, answers the purpose very well, and

—cost nothing.

Again ; we used to fix on starters with melted wax and a

carael's-hair brush. It was a slow, messy, and unsatisfactory

process, and I longed in vain for a better. "Many's the time

and oft " I had pondered over that little wood-cut of the Daisy

fastener, and wondered, and kept on wondering, how it was

workt. At last one day, my son, who was busy leveling down

some combs, suddenly exclaimed, " Now I know the principle

of the Daisy fastener ! The lamp heats a thin sheet of metal,

which melts away sufficient wax to fix the starter in its

place." " Can we make one, think you ?" I askt. With that

colonial confidence begotten of being so often compelled to

help one's self, he promptly answered "Yes, or I'm a Dutch-

man." Well, the scrap-box was overhauled, and a spiral steel

spring (once part of an automatic cart-brake, and worth that

day fully its weight—well, in silver if not In gold) was fer-

retted out, and on the following day our Daisy was at work

turning 'em out like 'ot-cakes, and fully warranting the as-

surance that it was equal to fixing 500 starters an hour; at

least we've done 4.50 per hour on uur home-made tool, and

that " without a heffort."

But wait till our automatic machinery for turning out

sections of nice white honey by steam by the million and /or

the million, is perfected—if the scrap-box will only stand the

strain. No more painful stings, no more sticky propolis, no

more plaguy bee-bread, and, better than all, no more pesky

bees! A crate of sections is simply shaken out into one big

hopper, five barrels of sugar and a pint bottle of Essence of

Floral All-Sorts Into another quantum suff. of water, and

melted ceresine turned on, the belts adjusted, the lever pusht

back, and then—but there, it is not protected yet; when it is,

I will let you know—until then, adieu.

SrKEADING BROOD AND BREEDING UP.

P. S.—Will some one of the California contributors—per-

haps Dr. Gallup or Prof. Cook

—

kindly inform us, through the

American Bee Journal, whether spreading brood ;ls had re-

course to by the majority of California apiarists at any time

during the year t that is to say, not merely at sprinijtime, but

may be In the middle of summer, or towards the end, should a

let-up in nectar-secreting flowers have reduced the colonies

and weakened them for an expected flow.

Also, does experience show that colonies may be made to

breed up at any time during the summer by artificial feeding,

to an extent commensurate with the cost and laborof feeding ?

or is it only calculated to expedite breeding up in early spring,

when the bees are ready to Dreed up naturally .'

"PATENT VENEER WOOD" FOR SHIPPING COMB HONEY.

Is McCullum's "Patent Veneer Wood," from which fruit-

boxes are now so extensively made, at all likely to be found

serviceable for shipping comb honey, and to come into general

use for that purpose ? I would much like to see something

about this wonderful new invention, and its adaptability to

our calling, in the American Bee Journal. It might even do

for hives, certainly for supers, as it cannot warp, and is as

strong as Iron—at least so it is claimed by Mr. McCullum, who
is now in Cape Town, pushing his Invention amongst our fruit-

shippers. South Africa.

Watery-Appearing Capping in Comb Honey.

BV O. M. DOOI.rrTLE.

Question.—In the fall of 18!J4 I Italianized a part of my
apiary, and during the season of 1895 the colonies which were
so Italianized gave me section honey which lookt badly on
account of the capping to the cells apparently lying flat on
the honey, with no air-space under the capping : I had noticed

a very little such before, in colonies that had a trace of Italian

blood in them ; but the Italianized colonies gave two-thirds of

all the honey they stored, of such a watery appearance that it

hurt the sale of my honey much. I do not recollect ever see-

ing anything regarding this matter in print, and ask if this

capping close to the honey is a characteristic of the Italian bee.

Answer.—The matter of watery-appearing honey was the

subject of much discussion at our bee-conventions and else-

where in the early 70's, at about the time the Italian bee had
obtained a good foothold in the United States, and very many
condemned them on account of their being so economical of

wax and space as to give their comb honey the appearance our
questioner speaks of.

If the questioner had noticed more closely he would not
only have discovered that, besides there being no air between
the capping and the honey, the capping itself contained les^

than one-half the thickness in wax that is used by the black
bees. While the Italian bee was condemned by many comb-
honey men on account of their bad-appearing honey, yet those

who used the extractor were loud in their praise of this qual-

ity ;
" for," said they, " as less wax is used, less honey will be

consumed for wax-secretion, and this will give us the amount
of honey which the black bees use in secreting wax for us to

turn directly into cash." Hence it came about that the Italian

bee was especially recommended for an apiary workt for ex-

tracted honey, while the blacks and hybrids were thought by
some to be the better bees for comb honey.

Not long after this it was noticed that certain strains of

the Italian bee, and those coming from mothers many genera-

tions off from imported stock, gave combs of a whiteness which
nearly if not quite equaled those produced by black bees, and
so we set to breeding in this direction till the success along
this white-capping line was so great that scarcely a thing
about the watery appearance of comb honey has appeared for

the past eight or ten years in our bee-papers.

Here lies one of the objections made by some against the
further importation of bees from Italy, that, by such importa-
tions, we have a new warfare to begin till we can breed this

watery-capping propensity out of them. While I think there

is something in this objection, still, so far as I knowfrom per-

sonal experience, and some facts gleaned from others, a great

advance along the line of white capping of comb has been
made in Italy as well as in this country; and our questioner

must have gotten hold of some of the very worst bees along
this line which are imported from Italy today.

With me the Cyprian bees were worse along this watery-ap-

pearing-comb line than the Italians; while the Syrio-Italian

bees, sent out by a prominent apiarist, were the worst I ever

saw—so much so that their honey was hardly salable at any
price, without explanation, as the people lookt upon it with

suspicion of adulteration, or that it was glucose capt by ma-
chinery, according to the "fake" that was then abroad in the

land.

Had it not been for the many good qualities of the Italian

bee, this quality of poor-looking comb honey, that was noticed

at the start, would have doomed them just as surely as the

stinging propensity did the Cyprians. But the Italian bee is

in this country for its many good qualities, and it is here to

stay for all time, and in time the objection spoken of by our
questioner will be a thing entirely of the past.—Gleanings.

Making Bee and Honey Exhibits at Fairs.

BV .1. C. WALLKXMETER.

[Continued from page 451.')

I believe St. Louis has the finest exhibits, and I remember
being over-awed by a display of E. T. Flanagan (I believe in

1890), that was simply immense, and he was right in with

the pumpkins and cabbages. To show what can be done in

this line if the apiarist be an enthusiast, I will say that altho

not one cent was offered in premiums by the managers of the

St. Joseph (Mo.) Exposition, a very large and fine display was

arranged by local apiarists. This proved such a great attrac-

tion that the officers the next year offered S120 in premiums,
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besides Diplomas, and said they would doubie the amouDt the

next year. Mr. Thomas G. Newman, then of ChicaRo, was
secured to lecture on " Bees and Houey." Thus the bee-keep-

ers of that section were encouraged to such a remarlcable de-

gree that they made better progress than that class of api-

arists who are cument to pursue the evpn tenor of their way.

But to return to my exhibit of lb9J:. Allho I captured
all the first premiums offered, my first year's fair experience

did not prove very profitable, as I was .$27 out of pocl<et after

paying ail expenses. However, I was fully compensated, as I

had lots of orders for fall delivery. The results of this first

experience did not dampen my enthusiasm one whit, for in

1S95, altho securing only a half crop, I had a pretty fair dis-

play, and upon request was granted free the privilege of sell-

ing honey lemonade.

My two sisters and the young lady who is now my wife,

helpt me to sell the lemonade. We again got all the first

premiums, and cleared $iO over all expenses on our honey
lemonade, while other lemonade sellers never made expenses.
Seeing what a great source of revenue this honey lemonade
feature was, I went in on a larger scale for the fair of 18'J0.

At our 1896 fair we had our display of bees, honey and
wax all built into a beautiful house. The bee-supplies were
shown in show-cases, with all the latest bee-books. We had
snow-white, glass-covered cases made in two sizes, with beaded
frame fronts to take the regular Langstroth and Dadant ex-

tracting-frame. Into these were put combs that were built

out on new sheets of foundation, representing brood in all

stages, from the laying of the egg to the emerging from the
cell of full-fledged worker and queeu-bees. The production
of honey was also shown in all the various stages from the
wired frame of undrawn foundation to the beautiful combs of

honey with capplngs white as snow. All these cases were
arranged respectively so that even the dullest person could see
at a glance just how the whole thing is done. The extracted
honey was shown In different kinds of packages. The cases
were arranged so as to form a house, leaving places for doors
and windows, which were framed out with different sized
cakes of pretty yellow beeswax molded into fancy shapes.

Those cases containing bees should have one-inch auger-
holes bored at the sides, covered with screen wire, and these
sides should be exposed. This can be done by placing these
cases to form the doors and windows. About every hour or so
you must take a new smoker and pump fresh air to the bees
through the ventilating holes, and If they still "holler for

more " air, or " too hot," spray cold water through the screen
with an atomizer until you see them drop their wings, when
the temperature will be Just right. I had two colonies in

•^894 cookt before my mother gave me these kinks.

In the windows were nice lace curtains of the latest de-
sign. The door had a glass transom on which was painted in

artistic letters simply, "J. C. Wallenmeyer, Apiarist." On
the door was a placard reading: "This house for sale by
the pound. Leave your order for a portion of it, to be delivered
after the fair. Comb, 20 cents; extracted, 12]4 cents a
pound." Many orders were received in this way.

In one of the windows was a card saying every one could
have a free guess on the weight of the house, and the one
coming nearest would receive a large jar of honev as a pres-
ent. Now, some might object to these guessing contests, and
not like the offering of prizes, but I cannot see any harm
therein as it is all free. Besides, these contests take well with
the people, as tliey help to draw a crowd, and that Is what wo
are after. You know it is quite natural " ter follerthe crowd."

Of course, everybody was anxious to get a free guess, and
the guesses caused considerable merriment, as they ran all

the way from 20 pounds to IJO tons. I was out in front of

the exhibit telling the people the honey extractor was neither
a washing machine nor butter-churn ; that there was no King,

but a Queen, and that the beeswax cakes around the window
frames were neither maple sugar nor hard soap. I lectured

every half hour on bees, always had a large crowd of eager,

interested listeners, and invariably wound up with advice to

the crowd to try a glass of honey lemonade ; and that if they

did not like it, they need not pay one cent for it. Let me say

that during all of my fair experience, I have never been askt

to refund a cent to a dissatisfied party. This was owing to

the superior quality of our lemonade.

Allho not an apicultural writer, I have endeavored to tell

in a plain way how to make a good exhibit, and how to sell

honey lemonade. You will feel refresht after your fair ex-

perience, as you will have met the bee-keepers from a dis-

tance, for they gather around the bee and honey exhibit to

get acquainted one with another, and exchange ideas. In-

quiry among these bee-keeping friends will reveal the fact

that about only one-half take a bee-paper. So you had bet-

ter get some for samples and judiciously distribute them and

then solicit subscriptions.

Do not underrate the value of these exhibits. It Is not

only that little premium that you are striving for, but the

valuable advertising you and your business receives in thou-

sands of homes should also be considered.

The fairs will soon be here, and if you wish to create a

good home market for your crop, plan out your exhibit at

once, tell your fair secretary how much space you need, then

make your drawing, and have everything in readiness so that

you will not be disappointed. Do not wait until the last

moment to make the necessary arrangements, and I am quite

sure you will feel amply repaid for any effort you may make
in behalf of our chosen and beloved pursuit.

I trust this article will be the means of inspiring many of

our leading apiarists, who complain of unjust commission

men, to make bee and hooey exhibits, and if you only follow

directions you cannot fail of success.

Vanderburgh Co., Ind.

Value of Bee-Keepiug on the Ranch.

BY PROF. A. J. COOK.

In the last fifty years bee-keeping has very much changed
in its methods. The invention of the Langstroth hive, which
gave a scientific basis to the art, made bee-keeping not only
very much more interesting but mure profitable as well. Pre-

vious to that time, almost every fanner would have his few
colonies of bees. These were in barrels or old boxes aud so
there was very little expense attending the business, and all

the profits that did come were so much clear gain. In those
old times there was almost sure to be some profits. The fact

of greater profits then, than could be expected with the same
methods to-day, is easy to explain, as then there were very few
bees, comparatively, and no large apiaries; and owing to the
fact that the forests were then uncleared the native honey-
plants existed in great profusion. Those who kept bees at
that timedid it for the honey for home use, or the slight profit

that might come from sales of the little surplus secured. There
was very little enthusiasm in the pursuit, aud thus the beauti-

ful comb honey that we now see on the market, and the hard-
ly less excellent extracted honey, were never produced.

With the advent of the Langstroth hive, there was an en-

tire revolution in the business. This opened up the hive and
all the mysteries within to the bee-keeper, and thus the busi-

ness from that time on possest a rare attraction to those
curiously inclined.

Again, the chance for profits Is very much greater now
than previously. Nothing is left to accident, but there is sci-

ence In the whole business, and so long as the flowers are abun-
dant and the seasons propitious, the hoe-keeper can count on a
handsome profit each year. Thus it is that specialists have
become common, and the farmer bee-keeper who will not look
after his bees or do the work in neat, orderly fashion can no
longer compete with the specialist who depends wholly upon
his bees for his Income and consequently studies into all the
best methods of management. For the last fifteen or twenty
years, the business has been carried on almost wholly by spec-^

iailsts. There is no question but that this has been a grea.
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advantage to the art of bee-keeping. Those who engage in it

are men of rare iiitelligeuce ; they read the best books, take two
or more of the best bee-journals and are genuine students of

their business. Thus the bee-keepers are informed In regard
to ail improvements of the industry, and It is safe to say that
no manual pursuit has made more rapid strides.

Without doubt, this radical change has been a detriment
to general farming aijd especially to horticulture. The pomol-
ogist, the man who depended upon the fruits of his orchard
for his livelihood, perhaps suffered the most from this change.
As all Intelligent men now know, bees are of great importance
in all kinds of agriculture and of exceeding importance to the

fruit-grower. We see then, that the massing of colonies of

bees in large apiaries and removing them from the farms
would oftimes leave orchards and fields wholly or largely with-

out bees, to the great detriment of their owners. There can
be no question but that the return to the old system of a few
colonies of bees on each farm or ranch, would be of great ad-

vantage to the general rancher. The fact is, that in nearly all

parts of the country, California will undoubtedly be an excep-

tion unless the frequent droughts make honey-production as

precarious a pursuit here as in other sections, the failure to se-

cure a honey crop are so common that many specialists are

becoming discouraged. The fact that in many seasons there

is uo crop, not only makes the business unsatisfactory from
the point of income, but also from the fact that the bee-keep-

er is very often like Othello— his occupation gone. When dis-

asters occur, as they have in many parts of the country for

two or three years in succession, the outlook is certainly not

encouraging.
Mr. Langstroth, who had wondrous vision, prophesied sev-

eral times before his death, that bee-keeping would return
again to the old regime of bees on every farm instead of being
mast in large apiaries and controlled by specialists. It is

certainly true that we must have bees, and the more they are
scattered in the agricultural communities, the greater will be
the honey product, and the more thorough will be the pollina-

tion of the various cultivated plants. Is it not wise, then, for

our ranchers to consider the matter of keeping a few colonies

of bees in their orchards'? If this is a wise thing to do, and I

believe It is, then surely it will come in time. Is it not wise
for each rancher to consider the matter now, and see if the
time is not ripe for this change,

I know many farmers feel that they have as many calls

upon their time and energies already as they can attend to.

As they realize then, that this industry is an art in itself and
requires no little intelligence and study to conduct it, in the
best fashion, they will be altogether discouraged in regard to

adding it to their already over-full duties. 1 think, however,
there is another way to look at this matter. In almost every
business, the person engaged in it will be more successful if he
adds some avocation. This last being entirely different from
his regular work, will give restful pleasure and will make life

pieasanter and his success more certain. Bee-keeping is es-

pecially desirable in this connection as there are very few
kinds of work that are so full of interest and so generally at-

tractive as this. There is so much that is marvelous in the
economy of the honey-bee that the bee-keeper must be stupid
Indeed who does not become an enthusiast. I think, then, tliat

any rancher might well take up the study of bees from an in-

tellectual point of view, and for object lessons or illustrations

of what he has studied, he may well keep a few colonies of

bees. These will bring him much pleasure as he observes and
studies them, and the bees will be right at his door to perform
the important work of pollination in his orchards. This alone
will be enough to attract the wise, thoughtful man, and so if

there is in addition more or less profit, this will be clear gain.

There is another way to look at this, and I am glad to call

attention to it. We hear a great deal of late in regard to the
boys leaving the farm. Is there not a way to keep the boys
on the farm ? It is certainly well to get any boy interested in

any intellectual study and investigation. It is much better

for a boy to be reading and studying during the long winter
evenings than to be out in questionable places and with ques-
tionable companions. If parents engage with him in this

study, it brings a delight in the home wiiich can hardly be ex-

celled. It will also add very much to a boy's interest in home
if he has something that is wholly his own, and if this some-
thing has a money appendix, it will attract him all the more.
I can hardly think that any subject of study will attract the
wide awake curious boy more than the subject of bees. If he
has bees right at hand, to observe in connection with his read-

ing and study, th3 interest will be greatly augmented. If he
is told that the bees are his own and that whatever proceeds
come from them, shall belong to him to use as he may desire,

he will certainly become intensely Interested in the bees, and
shall I say, in his home as well ?

This is not wholly an imaginary sketch. I know of a fath-

er who did just this thitig. He had no trouble keeping his

boys at home. Home was then, and it is now, altho these

young people are to manhood grown, the most attractive and
delightful place on earth to them. l!ut the jstory does not end
here. The product from these bees paid the entire expenses

of sending these young men through college. Thus bee-keep-

ing on this farm stimulated the farmer boys tostudy the things

of nature, made their home wonderfully attractive, and gave
them a good-sized bank account. There was still more of in-

terest in this case. The father, through the boys, became in-

terested in the bees, and after the boys left home for college,

the father secured a greater income from the bees for two or

three years in succession than he received from all the balance

of his farm, though he had a good farm, well stockt, and has

the reputation of being one of the best farmers In the commu-
nity where he resides. The experience of this gentleman, and
on this farm, might well be repeated on any other of the farms

of our country. I believe it has a great deal to recommend it.

In case any one may wish to follow out this suggestion, I

would advise him to go slow, and before any bees are secured

to become thoroughly informed as to the natural history of

the honey-bee, and the science and art of bee-keeping. It is

thus desirable to secure a good manual of bee-keeping in ad-

vance, and make a thorough study of the subject. It is also

desirable to take one or two of the excellent journals, publisht

in our country, relating to bee-keeping. This study will be

well worth while for its own sake, and may be best undertaken

during the winter when the evenings are long and the work
of the farm possibly less pressing. In a single winter a per-

son, or better a whole family, will thus become informed la

regard to one of the most delightful studies in natural history.

The next spring, in California as early as February or March,

a colony of bees should be purchast in a good Langstroth hive.

This need not cost more than from three to five dollars, and
will really be the only necessary outlay in carrying out this

whole project, if we except the money paid for the books and
papers.

I would advise that after this, the apiary increase no more
rapidly than it would from this single colony. In this way,

the business is not at all irksome, and by the time that the

colonies become numerous, and the work at all arduous, the

experience and skill will be sufBcient so that there will be no
anxiety or trouble in caring for the bees.

I have spoken above of the boys. The work is no less

well adapted to girls. I know of one woman who followed

the above suggestion with the purpose of finding employment
out-doors and benefiting her health. She made so great a

success that her profits the third year were between 5^300 and
$100, and her health became marvelously improved. I hardly

need say that she is an enthusiast in bee-keeping, and is well

known ' throughout the country because of her success. I

should say, however, that not every woman would succeed as

she did, because few would exercise the intelligence, care and
promptitude that distinguisht her first years of bee-keeping.

—Rural Californian. Los Angeles Co., Calif.

Xhe Horse—Ho-vt' to Break and Handle.—
This is a pamphlet of 3'J pages, giving complete instructions

for breaking and educating colts, teaching horses to drive,

and for use under the saddle, together with many instructions

which have never before been publisht, and which are the re-

sult of the author's experience covering a period of 20 years.

By Prof. Wm. Mullen, with whom the editor of the Bee Jour-

nal is personally acquainted. Price, postpaid, 20 cents ; or

given as a premium for sending us one new subscriber to the

Bee Journal for the rest of the year at 50 cents.

Xhe Names and Addresses of all your bee-

friends, who are not now taking the Bee Journal, are wanted
ot this ofBce. Send them in, please, when sample copies will

be mailed to them. Then you can secure their subscriptions,

and earn some of the premiums we have offered. The
next few mouths will be just the time to easily get new sub-

scribers. Try it earnestly, at least.

Back ISumbers Since Jan. i.—We are able to

supply complete sets of the Hee Journal since Jan. 1, 1897,
to any who may desire, at two i:i'iits per copy. There are a

number of new readers who porhiips would like to get some of

the first numbers of this year, to complete their volume for

1S97. We shall be glad to furnish them as long as they last,

at two cents each.
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Editorial Con)n}ct)i^^

BuflTalo Hotel Accommodations, during the

convention of the United States Bee-Keepers' Union, will not

all be sold out entirely to the Grand Army. The bee-keepers

will be taken care of all right, be sure of that. We hope no

one will remain away, fearing that Buffalo will not be able to

"eat and sleep them." In a recent letter, Mr. Hershiser

wrote us as follows :

"There will be no lack of good accommodations in private
families. We cannot afford to miss this grand opportunity
for a great and interesting convention. I will do all in my
power to the end that every one is comfortably housed aud
fed, and I feel quite certain that no guest of this city will

have reason to complain."

Mr. Hershiser thinks that perhaps he can arrange to have
the bee-keepers all together in one house, to be fed at the

same place, and at rates not to exceed the rates of second-

class hotels. We'll trust to Mr. Hershiser to take good

care of all the bee-keepers that attend—if he doesn't do it as

becomes a good " BulTalonian," we'll all just vote never to go

to see him again. So, there!

Cultivatiiisf the Home market for honey will

pay well this year, in many localities. The large city honey

markets will be relieved of any glut,just in proportion as a

large or small amount of the crop is distributed in the home or

local market.

Mr. S. N. Black, an old Illinois bee-keeper, told us that

one year he took 10 pounds of extracted honey to a grocer,

telling him to give It away to his customers, by asking them

to bring a saucer or something else that would hold a small

amount. He did so, and, as expected, of course every sample
" tasted like more," and the result was that through that one

grocer Mr. Black sold all the honey he had for sale at that

time.

There is scarcely a family but what will buy honey, es-

pecially if there are children in it. All that is necessary in

many cases is to simply let them have a taste of really good

honey, and then they'll buy if they can at all afford it. And
they can afford it when they are properly shown the value of

honey.

The leaflet, " Why Eat Honey ?"—which we mail at 30
cents per 100—will be a good thing to give out with every

free sample of honey. It will help to interest people, and

cause them to take a trial order of your nice honey.

Remember, it is ever so much better to take a less price

for your honey near home—and get that price—than to ship it

away to an overloaded market, and perhaps be compelled to

take little or nothing for it, after paying freight charges,

dealer's commission, leakage, breakage, etc. If you must

accept a low price for your honey, any way, why not give your

friends and neighbors the benefit? Surely, you will treat

them as well as you would city strangers !

The CoiiTention at Buffalo—Aug. 24, 25 and

26— seems to grow more promising all the time. Let's see,

we haven't said anything about it for a whole week in the Bee

Journal, and as we have something new to tell, we'll out with

it now.

Well, Mr. Hershiser—you all know him, but if you don't

you will when you are in Buffalo—is just doing lots of advance

work at that end of the line. Actually, he writes us that the

"Hon. Edgar B. Jewett, Mayor of Buffalo, has signified his

pleasure in making a welcome address to the convention ot

the United States Bee-Keepers' Union." He then adds: "I
think you will be pleased with this announcement of so desir-

able an addition to our program." Certainly, we are delighted,

and will be glad to arrange it so that Mr. Jewett can " wel-

come " the convention when it will best suit his convenience ;

but if he can be present in the evening of the first day (Aug.

24), we believe it would come in best. But he shall set his

own time, for with all the G. A. R. "boys" to look after at

that time, he'll be a busy man, sure enough.

Without first getting his consent, we will announce right

here, that the Rev. Emerson T. Abbott, of Missouri, will re-

spond to Mayor Jewett's welcome address, and Mr. Abbott

will do it up in good shape, too. If you doubt it, you'd better

be present and see for yourself. Mr. Abbott is a good speaker,

and will not only represent splendidly the Board of Directors

(of which he has the honor of being a member), but also the

whole bee-fraternity of the land.

#-•-

Itlarketing; a Large Honey Crop will be the

principal work of a good many bee-keepers during the next

six months. And unless great care and well-directed effort

are put into it, not very satisfactory returns will be secured.

We called on one of the largest Chicago honey-dealers last

week, and when askt what he would advise bee-keepers to do

who had a large honey crop, he smilingly replied, "Sell it!"

Of course, that's just the thing for them to do. But when we

askt him, " How ?" he didn't answer quite so promptly.

Wo learned that two carloads of the very finest California

white comb honey was put on this market this month at 12

cents per pound. So, more than likely not over that price, if

so much, can be expected from this market for this season's

crop. Surely, if two carloads bring only 12 cents per pound

on a bare market. It is very probable that when the large new

crop begins to come In fast, not so much will be realized.

And right here Is where bee-keepers need to be strongly

cautioned. Don't rush your honey Into a market already well
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supplied, and thus help to lower prices for yourself as well as

those who will ship after you do. Here Is a j?ood rule to

follow :

Never ship lioney to a dealer ivUhoid first writing him as to

the condition of the market, and some Idea as to what price can

likely be realized.

Find out whether or not your honey is wanted at all in a

certain market. We have actually known bee-keepers to ship

their honey to a commission man who was overloaded, without

first writing, and then expect to realize the top price. Of

course If they didn't get the returns they expected, they

berated the helpless commission man. Now, we hope none of

our readers will be guilty of such unbusinesslike methods

this year.

Investigate several markets before shipping, and find out

where you can likely do the best. We think if bee-keepers

are a little careful, and don't get in too big a hurry to realize

on their houey all at once, even tho the crop is large, a fairly

good price will be secured. But if you can anywhere get 12

or more cents per pound, net, for your white comb honey, and

6 or 7 cents for extracted in a wholesale way, we would say,

" take it quick "—that is, if we wpre going to advise you. But,

understand, we are not advising about that at all. Each must

do as he thinks best, and then if later any blame is to be

placed, he will know right where to lay it on.

The BufTalo Programs are going out nicely at the

.jcent rate. When one thinks of the half-dozen bee-songs

that go with it—and all for only 5 cents—why, he will of

course send for a copy. Address the Secretary, Dr. A. B.

Mason, Sta. B. Toledo, Ohio, who will mail you as many of the

programs as you may want at price named. Better get a copy

in advance of the convention, and learn the songs so that

when you get to Buffalo you can help sing them. We expect

Dr. Miller to be there to play them, and show us all Just how
they ought to be sung. But we can all learn the melodies

before going, and be ready to Join in the " swelling chorus "

In the convention hall.

Ti)c Weekly Budget.

Mr. E. C. Hanfobd, a promising young bee-keeper of

Bergen Co., N. J., made us a short call while in Chicago, .luly

20. He is getting along nicely with his beekeeping venture.

Mr. Jonathan Stewart, of Winnebago Co., 111., writing

July 15, said

:

"We are having a pretty good honey season—the first for

four years."

Mr. Harry Lathrop, of Green Co., Wis., wrote us July

21, as follows :

"Our honey-flow is phenomenal. White clover is still

holding out good. Basswood was of short duration."

Mrs. a. a. Simpson, of Greene Co., Pa., wrote July 19 :

" I have a very large honey crop, having taken, to date,
1.600 pounds of extracted, and yoo pounds of comb honey.
I am selling the extracted at 12 cents, and the comb at 20
cents per pound."

Mr. J. A. Green, of Lasalle Co., III., wrote us July I'.i, as

follows :

'• We have had a good yield from white clover, a fair one
from basswood, and bees are working well and getting lots of

honey from sweet clover."

Mr. S. N. Black, of Adams Co., 111., gave us a very pleas-

ant call when in Chicago, July 22. Mr. Black is unfortunate

again this year in that he has had no crop of honey. This is

the third or fourth year of failure. But he has had many

swarms, and expects to get a good crop next year. His api-

arian faith, tho severely tried, is still strong. We trust he

may be well rewarded In 1898.

Mr. S. LaMont, of Wabasha Co., Minn., writes that he

"hopes to arrange so as to go to Buffalo in August." That's

good. There ought to bo 5U0 at that meeting. Wonder if

Mr. Hershiser has secured a hall large enough ! It would be

a good joke if the bee-keepers would have to "swarm out" on

account of too crowded a " hive !"

Mr. Ernest W. Halstead, of Jackson Co., Miss., writing

us July 16, said :

"Several days ago I sent you a sample of honey, I would

like to have your opinion of. What is it from ? It is the last

of the crop here, and is not unusual. I have been told it was
ti-ti, but that does not correspond with my observation, as I

could find uo ti-ti in bloom when it was gathered. Please an-

swer in the American Bee Journal."

The honey was received all right, but as we never tasted

anything just like it, we are unable to tell its source. It is a

very pleasant flavored honey—much better than the samples

we usually receive of Southern honey. It should give satis-

faction to those who buy it for eating purposes.

Mr. W. A. Prtal. of Oakland, Calif., wrote us a very

newsy letter (as usual, when he does write), dated July 15. It

is so interesting that we give our readers a goodly portion of it:

Mr Dear Mr. York :—We have been having very pleas-

ant weather here, in fact, our July weather is better than the

average. I am glad of this, as we have bad so many Eastern

folks here for the past ten days or so. We are not afraid of

hot weather at this time, but of foggy or windy weather. The
trade winds from the ocean usually blow at this time to quite

an extent, and in San Francisco, where it is very sandy, clouds

of dust and sand are driven into one's eyes. On this side of

the Bay it does not make so much difference, as we have little

sand and hardly any dust, as the streets are fairly well

sprinkled and cleaned.

I had the pleasure, a few weeks ago, of meeting Mr. and

Mrs. Cowan. I drove them about this city and our sister city

of Alameda. They seemed much pleased with the city and

the surroundings. I found them to be very excellent people.

They told me that they intend to spend next winter in this

portion of the Slate. It is Mr. Cowan's intention to visit the

bee-ranches of the southern portion of the State this summer,
then take a trip East.

On the 13th, I had the pleasure of meeting Mr. J. T.

Calvert On the 10th he went with one of the many ex-

cursions that were run out of this city and San Francisco to

Santa Cruz. This gave him a chance to see some of the fine

gardens and orchards that have made this and Santa Clara

counties famous. He was much pleased with the trip. Tho
he had only seen a portion of the central part of California,

he told me that "California is a great State." Mr. C. had

some samples of the new drawn foundation with him. It was

the first of the kind I had seen. I was surprised that ma-

chinery is able to form such cells. The samples were really

fine. Yours sincerely, W. A. Prtal.

A Ne-w Binder for holding a year's numbers of the

American Bee Journal, we propose to mail, postpaid, to every

subscriber who sends us 20 cents. It is called "The Wood
Binder," is patented, and is an entirely new and very simple

arrangement. Full printed directions accompany each Binder.

Every reader should get it, and preserve the copies of the Bee

Journal as fast as they are received. They are invaluable for

reference, and at the low price of the Binder you can afford to

get it yearly.
_

Every Present Subscriber of the Bee Journal

should be "an agent for it, and eet_all others possible to sub-

scribe for it. See offers on page 465.

No'W is the Time to work for new subscribers.

Why not take advantage of the offers made on page 465 ?
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CONDDCTED BY

JDH. C..C. MILLBR, Af^REJVGO, ILL,

[QuestionB may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direct.

1

Two EgS!* ill a Cell—^Biller Honoy.

1. In transferring a colony of bees from a box-hive into a
Doolittle hive, I noticed in the brood-comb two eggs in a cell.

I thought of a laying-worker, but I found a very large, nice-
looking queen. She was not crowded for room. What was
the cause ? and what ought I to have done with her ?

2. I took off some section honey, with combs white and
nice, tut the honey was so bitter I could not eat it. What can
I do with it to make it good ? Tennessee.

Answers.— 1. It is nothing so very unusual for a queen
to lay eggs in a cell, especially when she first commences to

lay. Only this week I had a young queen which laid two eggs

in a cell, altho there were plenty of empty cells adjacent.

There is nothing to be done in such a case but to let the

queen alone.

2. I don't know from what source the honey came, but I

doubt if you can do anything to improve it. Possibly, how-
ever, it may improve with age. Honey from onions is said to

be very rank at first, but to grow better afterward, and some
say that linden honey is too strong at first. But I'm afraid

the bitter taste will remain.

Fastening Foundation in Sections.

How can I fasten foundation in sections so that it will

stay ? I use the thin, but it falls down when In the hive.

Nkbk.

Answer.—The method of fastening has much to do with

it. If you will get one of the Daisy foundation fasteners you
will probably have no trouble. With this machine a hot plate

melts the wax, which is quickly prest against the surface of

the wood, and is then held so firmly that the foundation pulls

apart rather than to leave the wood. With the machine the

work can also be done very rapidly, 500 starters having been

reported in Gleanings as put in per hour by one who made a

specialty of it. But if you do half of that you need not be

discouraged.
M I ^

Swarms and Tlieir Managcincnt.

1. On page 438, you tell "Illinois" that 16 days after
the first swarm issues he need not look for any more swarms.
Correct, generally speaking ; but you can put mo on record as
having the second swarm issue as late as the 19th day. Col-
ony No. 81t swarmed June 17, and sent out a second swarm
July 5—making I'.t days including the first and last day, or,

In law, counting the last but not the first day, IS days.

2. I had three second swarms como off this morning, and
alight together. Usually I cut out queen-cells and return sec-
ond swarms, but two of these issued early, while I was absent
from the yard, and I was not sure where they came from, so I

took the queens away and let them return. Not desiring in-
crea!«e, but to secure all the honey possible, which wouid bo
the most advantageous, to return them in that way, or to have
hived them—made a new colony—and then doubled up some
of the light colonies in the fall? The three swarms united
made a pretty large swarm. Minnesota.

.
Anhwkhs.— 1. Yes, such an exception may occasionally

occur. From the time the egg is laid until the young queen
emerges from the cell is 15 to 16 days, so 16 days after the

old queeu has left the hive all the young queens should be out

of their cells, .and there should be no further swarming. If

weather should not allow swarming at this time, of course

the bees could be held back, and the swarm might issue, as in

your case, 18 days after the prime swarm. It is just possible,

too, that in some cases there might be some delay in the ma-
turing of the young queen. Again, it may happen that the

bees swarm out at the time the young queen takes her wed-
ding flight. To make the list of exceptions complete, it might
be said that in rare instances the mother colony may build up
so strong as to send out a swarm in the fall harvest, say two-

months after the first swarm, but I'm not sure whether this

ever took place. It possibly might, however. If by some
means the queen were killed and a new batch of queens
reared, for, at such time, a strong colony in a good harvest

would not be so unlikely to swarm.

2. I feel pretty sure the plan you pursued will give you

more honey than to hive separately. The case might be dif-

ferent in the South, or in any place where there is a heavy
flow late in the season, in which case each colony might have
time to build up strong for this late harvest.

Taxins Bees.

1. Is it constitutional to tax honey-bees?
2. If so, what States levy a tax on them ?

'S. At what value are they assest ?

4. Has this question been in litigation ?

5. If so, what has been the decision of the courts ?

Please do me the favor to answer these questions the best
you can, so that I can go before the county commissioners
somewhat informed. We are assest .'i>2.50 per colony—the
only county in the State that taxes the honey-bee.

Washington.

Answer.— In answer to these several questions, which
have come up at different times, I can only repeat that they

are questions for a lawyer, not for a bee-keeper to answer.

Each State has its own laws, and any lawyer or justice of the

peace ought to be able to give the laws of his own State. Un-
less there is special provision made for the exemption of bees,

they should bo taxt in all States. I pay taxes on my bees as

well as my horses, and at the same rate according to their

value, and I see no reason why I should not. Taxes are paid

to keep the machinery running that secures us protection of

our property, and if a man should steal one of my colonies 1

would appeal to the law just as promptly as if he stole a horse.

If I should refuse to pay the tax, the courts would promptly

decide against me. Even if assessors in other counties failed

to assess bees, that would make no difference— I would have

to pay the tax all the same.

Wliite-Eyed Urones.

I mail you to-day samples of white-eyed drones. About
half the drones in one colony are like these. What do you
think of them ? Indiana.

Answer.— It is nothing unusual to see occasional specimens

of drones with heads of different colors—more strictly speak-

ing, with eyes of difTerent colors—but it is unusual to find

them in a colony in such large numbers, and especially so

strikingly different as these white ones. They present a very

curious appearance, and the question arises whether they or

the colony to which they belong are as vigorous as others.

The deficiency of coloring-matter in the eyes is usually con-

sidered more or less a sign of constitutional weakness.

Xlie RIcKvoy Foul Brood Xreatiiient is

given in Dr. Howard's pamphlet on "Foul Brood; its Natural
History and Rational Treatment." It is the latest publication

on the subject, and should bo in the hands of every bee-keeper.
Price, 25 cents ; or clubbed with the Itee Journal for one year
—both for $1.10.
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BEE-BOOKS
SENT POSTPAID IIV

Geore:e W. York & Co.,
Cblcaeo, IIU.

Bee« nn«l Honey, or Management, of nn Apiary
'or Pleasnre and Protlt. by Thoiiine G. Newuuin.—
Thla edition hits been lurt'ely re written, thoroughly
revised, and la " tully "P with the times " In nil the
tmprovemenis and Inventions In this rapldly-devel-
oplnK pursuit, and presents the apiarist with
everythlni; tliut Clin aid In the successful maniiKe-
ment of an upiury, and at the same time produce
the mo!*t liorR-y In nn attractive condition. It con-
tains 'J.'iU pak'es, and 245 lllustriitlons— Is beautifully

firlnied In tho highest Btvie of tlie ait. and bound
n cloth. Kold-lettered. Price. 51.00.

l^anKMtroth on the Honey-Bee, revised by
Dadiint—This cliisslc In bee culture, has been
entirely rewritten, and is fully Ulustruted. It

treats of everything relating to beea and bee-keep-
ing. No apiarian library is complete without this

standard work by Hev. L. L. Jjangstroth — the
Father of American Bee-CuUure. It has 5*^0 pages;
bound in cloth.

Price. i)Ostpald, $1.25.

Bee-K.e::per8* Oiilde, or Manual of the
Apiary, by I'rof A. J Cook, of the Michigan At:rl.

cultural t'oUeKe.—This book Is not only Instructive
and lu-l[»Iiil as a ^ulde In beekeeplnK. but Is

Interestlnt,' and ihorounhly practical and eclentlBc.
Itcontaliis a full delineation of the anatomy and
physiology of bees. 4(;u paxes ; bound In cloth and
fully Illustrated.

Price, postpaid. $l.'2,i.

!9clentl<lc Qiieen-KearlnBr, as Practically
Applied, by G. M. Doollttle.—A method by which
the very best of tjueen-Bees are reared In perfect
accord with Nature's way. 17i> pages, bound Id
Cloth, and Illustrated. Price. $1.00.

A B C of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root.—

A

Cyclopa'dlji of 4110 pat-'cs. descrlbluj? everythluR
pertulniriK t»> tliB care of the honey-bees. It con-
tains ;iUJ en^'ravlrms. It was written especially tot
beginners Bound Id cloth. Price. $1.25.

Advanced Bee-Cnlture, Its Methods and
Management, by \V. Z. Hutchinson.—Th© author
of this work is too well known to need further
description of his book. He Is a practical and
entertalnlni: writer. You should read hia book. itU

pages, bound In paper, and Illustrated. Price, 50 cts.

Rational Bee-R.eepln(c, by Dr. .John Dzlerzon
—This Is a translatl<pn of his latest German bookon
bee-cultiire. It has 1150 pages; bound
tn paper covers. $1.00

Blenen-Kultur. by Thomas G. New/ian. -

This la a German translation of theprlnclpr' por-
tion of the book called BEES OF HONEV. 10- page
pamphlet. Price. 40 cents.

Conventlnn Hand-Book, for Bee-Keepers.
Thomas G. Newman.— It contains the parliamen-
tary law and rules of order for Bee-Conventions—
also Constitution and By-Laws, with subjects for
discussion, etc. Cloth, gold-lettered. Price, 25 els.

Tlilrly Vears Among tlie Bees, by
Henry Alley.—Gives the results of over a quarter-
century's experience In rearing queen-bees. Very
latest work of the kind. Nearly loo pages. Price, soc.

Wliy Kat Honey?—Tbls Leaflet is intend-
ed for KKEK distribution, to create a Local Market.
100 copies, by mail. 30 cts.: 50u for $1.25; 1000, $2.00.

How to Keep Honey and preserve its
richness and tlavor. Price same as Why Eat Honey.

AiNike Clover Ijeaflet.—Full directions
for growing, su for 25 cts.; 100 for 40 cts.; :;00, 7oc.

Apiary Keifister, by Thos. G. Newman.—
Devotes two paties to a colony. Leather binding.
Price, for 50 colonies, tl.oo; for lOO colonies, $1.25.

Freparutlon of Houey t'**r the Markat*
Includluj; tlie piuuuotlon and care of comb and
e.xlrueted honey, A chapter from BEES ANT
UuNEY price, 10 cents

Bee-Punturii^re u Necessity.—Tbls book sag
fcests what and how to plat- u Is a chapter fron
Bee.s ash Hunev, Price, 10 cents-

The Hive 1 I'se, by G. M. noollttle. It
details his manag-ement of bees, and methods
of producing- comb honey. Price. 5 cents.

Pr. Hoivard'M Book on Foul Brood.
—Gives the McKvoy Treatment and reviews the ex-
periments of others. Price. 25 cts.

Dictionary oT Aplenltnre, by Prof. John
Phin. Gives the ct»rrect raeaninRof nearly 500 apt*
ultural terms. Price. 50 cts.

Winter Pr€»bleni in Bee-Keepinpr. by G.
R. Pierce. Result of 25 years' experience. ;io cts.

Handling Bee*** by Chas. Dadanl & Son.—
A Chapter from Lannstroth Revised. Price « cts.

HiMtory of Bee-Associatious, and Brief Ue-
orl9 of the first 20 conventions. Price 15 cts

Foul Brood Treatment, by Prof. F. R.
Cheshire.- Its Cause and Prevention. Price, 10 cts.

Foul Brood« by A. K. Kohnlie.—Origin.
Development and Cure. Price lo cts.

Praellcal HlnlM to Bee-Kee-Keepers—by
CiiAS. F. Mi:th. Also contains a Foul Brood
Cure airtl How to Winter Bees. 40 p.; 10 cts.

Bee-Keeplns Cor Profit, by Dr. G. L.
Tinker.—Revised and enlarKCd. It details the au<
thor's "new system, nr how lo net the largest yields
of comb or extracted Imney." So p.; illustrated. 25c.

FnierNon BliiderM, made especially for
the Bee .loTKNAi:, are convenient for preservinn
each number as last a» received. Nut mailable to
Canada. Price. 7.'> cts.

Coniniereiiil C'aleulator^ by C. Kopp —
A ready ('alculaior. Business Arithmetic and Ac-
count-Book cumbined in one. Every farmer and
business man should have it. No. 1, bound In water
proof leatherette, call tinish. Price. 4n cts. No. 2
in tine artiticial leather, with pocket, silicate slate,
and account-book. Price, 60 cts.

<;reen'» Four Books, by Chas. A. Green.
— Devoted to. 1st. How VVe Made the Old Farm Pay;
2nd. Peach Culture; :Jrd, How to Propagate Kruit-
Plants. Vines and Trees; 4th, General Fruit In-
structor. Nearly i2i)pa«eB. Fully illustrated. 25 cts.

Oarden and Oreliard, by Chas. A. Green
—Gives full instructions in Thinning and Marketing
Fruits; Pruning. Planting and Cultivating; Spray-
ing. Evaporation. (\iid Storage, Etc. 1)4 pages, illus-

trated. Price. 25 cts.

KendalPt* HorNe*Book* — 35 pictures,
showing positions (il sick horses, and treats on all

their diseases. English or German. Price, 25 cts.

Silo and Sila«:e, by Prof. A J. Cook.—It
gives the method in operation at the Michigan Agri-
cultural College. Price, 2j cts.

Lumber and Log-Book* — Gives meas-
urements of lumber, logs planks; wages, etc. 25c.

ITIaple Sugar and the Siijrar Bush, by Prof.
A. J. Cook.— Fiill instructions. Price. 35 cts.

Orain Tables, tor casting- up the price of
grain, produce, hay, etc. Price. 25 cts.

CapouM and Caponlzins:, by Dr. Sawyer.
Fanny Field, and others.- Illustrated. All about
caponizing f'lwls, ann thus how lo make the most
money in poultry-raising. 64 pages. Price, 30 cts.

Our Poultry Doctor, or Health in the
Poultry Yard and How to Cure Sick Fowls, by
Fanny Field.—Everything about Poultry Diseases
and their Cure. 64 pages. Price, 30 cts.

Poultry for ITIarket and Poultry for
Profit, by Fanny Field.—Tells everything about the
Poultry Business. i>4 pages. Price, 25 cts.

Turkeys lor Market and Turkeys for
Profit, by Fanny Field.—AIJ about Turkey-Raising.
64 pages. Price. 25 cts.

Rural IjU'e.— Bees. Poultry. Fruits, Vege-
tables, and Household Matters, loo pages. 25 cte.

Potato Culture, by T. B. Terry.—It tells
how to grow them protitably. Price, 40 cts.

Hand-Book of Health, by Dr. Foote.—
Hints about eating, drinking, etc. Price, 25 cts.

Bee-Keepers' Directory, by H. Alley.—
Latest methods in Queen-Rearing, etc. Price, 50c.

Book Clubbiiig Ofiers.

(Head Carefnlly.)

The followlnsr flubbing prices Include the
American Bee Journal one year with each
book named. Kemember, that only one book
can be taken In fauh case with the Bee Jour-
nal a year at the prices named. If more books
are wanted see postpaid prices driven with
the description (i( the books on this pajte.

Followlngis thecluoblng-llst:

1. Langstroth on the Honey-Bee 12.00
3. A B Cof Bee-Culture 2.00
3. Bee-Keeper"eC_lulde 1.75
4. Bees and llnmj 1 Cloth boundl 1.65
5. Doollttles jcli'utlflc Queen-Hearing. 1.75
8. Dr. Howard's Foul Brood Book 1,10
7. Advanced Hee-Culture l.M
n. Blenen-Kultur [German] 1.20

11. Kational Bee-Keeping tPapertoundl i.75
i;. Thirty Years Among the Bees 1.30
13. Bee-Keepin>r for Proflt 1.15
14. Convention IhindBook 1.15
1."). Poultry for Market and Profit 1.10
16. Turkeys tor Market and ProBt 1.10
17. Capons and (')ipi>nizing 1.10
18. Our Poultry Doctor 1.10
IS). Green's Four Hooks 1.15
21. Garden anilDrchard 1.15
23. Rural Mle 1.10
2-1. Emerson Binder tor the Bee Journal. 1.60

25. Commercial Calculator. No. 1 1.25
26. Comme-elal Calculator, No. 2 1.40
27. Kendall's llorse-Book 1.10
30. Potato Culture 1-20
32. HandUookof Health 1.10
33. Dictionary of Apiculture. 1.35
34. Maple Suirar and the Sugar Bush

—

1.20
35. Silo and Silage HO
.36. Winter Problem in Bee-Keeplng 1.30
37. Apiary Kejrlster (for on Colonies) 1.75
38. Apiary Kenlster (for 100 colonlesi . 2.00
39. Bee-Keepers' Directory 1.30

10 cISt discount
1 have a Large Quantity of Winter-Sawed

Basswood on band, and will make Shipping-
Cases at lu per cent, discount trom list

price. Cases holding 15 sections. S.^.OO per
hundred net. First-class work guaranteed.

Write for I'rlce-Llst.

\V. J. NTAH.nANN, Weaver, ITIiiin.

Mention the American Bee JournaL 25A8t

IVIllil/c<
HONEY-EXTRACTOR

lUUlll Square Glass Jars.

Root's Goods at Hoot's Prices.

Bee-Keepeks' Supplies in general, etc etc
Send lor our new catalog.

Practical Hinls " will be mailed for 10c.
lu stamps. Apply to—

Chas. P. Muth & Son, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Honey - Clovers I

We have made arrangements so that we can
furnish seed of several ot the Clovers by
freight or cvpress, at the following prices,

cash with order:
5B) lOfc 25ft o0J>

Alsike Clover.. 70 $1.25 J3.00 $i.75
Sweet Clover (white). .60 1.00 2.25 4.00
White Clover ..90 l.SO 3.75 7.00
AlfalfaClover 60 1.00 2.2o 4.00
Crimson Clover 55 .90 2.00 3.50

Prices subject to market changes.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage, if

wanted by freight.
Your orders are solicited.

GEORGE W. YORK & Co.
CHICAGO. ILL.

TRANSFERRING^^
If you contemplate buying either three or

five band Italian Queens, simply write for my
pamphlet. If you need some of the hest now.
send 75 cts. for one. S4.00 for six, or $7.50 per
doz.—and full instructions for introducing, as

well as the best methods known for securing
good cells will be ^ent free.

Money Order office—Warrenton.

W. H. PKIDGEN,
21A13t Creek, Warren Co., N. C.

Me'/itiwi ths Artiencau Bee -- r/iij!v-c;\

Our '97 Cataloff
—OF—

Apiarian Supplies, Bees, Etc.

is yours for the asking.
It is full of Information. VW Write for it.

I. J. STRINOIIAM,
105 Park Place, NEW TORE, N. T.

Apiary—Glen Cove, L. I.

M«vi.f.'>»'i '"c America?!, Bee Jcuri^-^^'-

For tlie 4ii. A. R. Kn<-anipineiit

To be held at BuSfalo, N. Y., Aug. 23 to 28 In-

clusive, will be sold over the Ntckel Plate
Koad at $10.50 for the round trip. Good
going Aug 21st, 22nd and 23rd.
•The Nickel Plate Koad is the short iine be-

tween CblcaKO and Butialo. and Is equipt with
the most inodernly cont-lructed day coaches
and lu.vurlous sleeping and dining cars.

Colored I orti-rs are In charge of the day
coaches. an<i the facilities for the comfort of
jiatrons Is uii>-urpa9t. Commander-in-Chief
Clarkpon has si'lected this line for the trans-

portation of himself and stall, and respect-

fully invites his comrades to join him,
Mr. J. V. t'alaban. General Agent, 111

Adams St.. I'hicago, 111., will be pleased to

furnish all information In regard to train

service, etc. Depot, 12th and Clark Sts.
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Ex<*ur!!>ion to diaiitaii<iua I>ake
via the Nickel E'l»te A up. Sad. at very low
rates. Avail yourself ot this opportunity to
vipil one of the most picturesque resorts In

western New Yorlt. Tiefeets (rood on any of
our through trains leaving Chicago dally at
lOr-l.T a m., 3:05 p.m.. and 10:15 p.m.
Call on or address. J. V. Calj,.4HAn. Gen'l

Agent. Ill Adams St. H. Thorne. C. P & T.

A. Depot 12th and Clark Bis. 22

Qej;)cral Iten^s^

Bees Had Done Well.

1 have 90 colonies of bees, and they
did well until the last two weeks. The
first crop of alfalfa is all cut, and the
second crop is just beginning to bloom
now. I am well pleased with the Bee
Journal, and wouldn't be without it for

twice what it costs. S. P. Davis.
Otero Co., Colo., July 12.

Good White Clover Flow.

1 have a colony of bees that has been
dying for four months. Some of them
die with their loads of honey on, and
they are working well. I have six colo-

nies now. There was a good flow of

honey from white clover and raspberries.

Basswood has just opened.
Charles A. Breese.

Rensselaer Co., N, Y., July 12.

Have Not Done Very Well.

Bees have not been doing very well

here this season. Some of my first

swarms are working in the supers, but
up to yesterday and to-day It was very
slow. There is some basswood bloom on
the highlands, and buckbush is heavy
with bloom, but the weather has been
unfavorable for bees to work lately. It

was too wet the forepart of the season

—

cold and wet the latter part of May, and
the forepart of June 1 had to feed to

keep the bees from starving. 1 had the
first swarm June 1-i, and 1 usually get
the first swarms in May. 1 have had
them as early as May IT.

The weather looks better now, and the
bees are working with a will, so I have
some hopes of securing some light honey
yet. S. LaMont.
Wabasha Co., Minn., July IG.

Feeding and Feeders.

Walter S.Pouder, in his little book en-
titled, "Busy Bees and How to Manage
Them," gives the best method I have
ever heard of. It is as follows : At night
tilt the hive back and prop it up with a

board ; then pour the syrup on the bot-

tom-board, and the next morning the
hive can be let down again, as the syrup
will have been stored in the comb. Don't
be afraid of drowning the bees by pour-
ing the syrup in at the entrance, as they
will use the combs as ladders. To use
this method the hives must have been in

use long enough to be well propollzed,
otherwise there is some danger of the
syrup leaking out. In the fall, when it

is time to feed, I go through the apiary
at dusk and prop up all the hives that
require feed. I then go around with an
old cofTee-pnt of syrup and pour about a
gallon in each entrance. This I repeat
two or three evenings according to the
amount of feeding to be done. Feeding
used to be the the most disagreeable and

Finest Alfalfa Honey

!

IT SELLS ON TASTING.

The Honey that Suits All

Who Buy It.

Low Prices Now!
We can furnish 'White Alfalfa Extracted Honey, in 60-pound tin cans, on

board cars in Chicago, at these prices : 1 can, in a case, 73^ cents per pound ; 2 cans

in one case, 7 cents ; 4 cans (2 cases) or more, 6J^ cents. The Cash must accotn-

pany each order. Fine Basswood Flavor Honey at same price ; also in

270-lb. barrels.

US'" A sample of either honey will be niailed to an intending purchaser, for 8
cents, to cover postage, packing, etc. We guarantee purity.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

New London,
Wisconsin,Page & Lyon Mfg. Co.

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus

securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
They. have also one One of tlie L,arg^est Factories and the latest

and most-improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there is in the State. The material is cut from patterns, by machinery,
and is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and whitest
BasS'WOOd is used, and they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine

and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best

machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies.

Please mentloQ the Ameiicaa Bee.TourDal. 7Atf

BEE-KEEPERS "We make

SUPPLIES
The Very Finest Line of

in the Market, and sell

them at Low Prices.
Send fur Free Illiiwlralcd Catalog and Prlec-L,i»t.

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.

Special Agent for the Southwest"^- ^-
'^^^•^^^'joseph, mo.

ITIr. Abbott iDells our Hives and Seelion§ at Factor}' Prices.

That dueen-Clipping Device Free I

Works Like a Cliarm.

The Monette Queen-CUpplng Device woiiKS

LIKE A CHAKM. With It I have clipped 30

queens, all in one day. when e.xamliitng my

bees. Wm. Stoi.ley, Grand Islauii, Nebr.

PLEASE READ THIS OFFER TO PRESENT SUBSCRIBERS :

Send us ]nst mir mw natiir for the American Bee Journal a year (with $1.00), and we

will mail you the Queen-Ulipping Device fhek of charge. Or, the Queeu-ClippinK Device

will be sent postpaid for 30 cts. But why not get it as a Premium by the above offer ?

You can't earn 'M cts. any easier. Almost every bee-keeper will want this Device.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 MichJgao St., CHICAGO, ILL.

Couldn't Do Without It.

T have clipped 19 qvieens. and must say the
Monette Queen-Cllpplug Device Is by tar the
best invention ever made, aud will be wel-
come to many hee-kcopers as it was to me. 1

could not do without one now.

Dr. Geo. Lacke, Newburgh, Ind.
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riS! Beeswax
For all the Good, Pure Yellow'

BeeS'wax delivered' to our office till

further notice, we will pay 24 cents per

pound, CASH; or 27 cents for whatever

part is exchanged for the Bee Journal,

Honey, Books or Seed, that we offer. If

you want casli, promptly, for your

Beeswax, send it on at once. Impure

wax not taken at any price. Address as

follows, very plainly,

GEO. W. YORK & CO.
118 Michigan St., CHICAGO, ILL.

CARLOADS
1.11' Bee-Hives, Sections, Ship-
ping-Cases. Comb Found.itlon,
auJ Everjfllilng used in the
Bee-Industry.
We want the name and ad-

-; dress of every Bee-Keeper In
'' America. We supply Ueal-— ers as well as consumers. We

have I>rv Kiln. Improved Machinery. 40 000
leet ol tioor space, and all modern appliances.
We make prompt shipment.
Wiiie for CatalofTS. Quotations, etc.

Inter-State Maiiufactiiriug Co,,

HIJD9>UM, ^>l.. Cruix Co., WIS.
Mentl/yii, the Amerixsan Bee -joun-A^-

For Sale, BEES aud (jlEE.^S
Queens, -50 cts. Nuclei, three frames with

Queen. J2 00; Two frames, $L..'iO; One frame,

$1.00. Full Colonies, $4.00.

Mrs. A. A. SIMPSOJ*,
30A.3 SWARTS. Greene Co., Pa.

Beautiful Honey-Cases
Made by the A. I. Root Co.. at tbelr prices.

Beceiwax Wauted.
ITI. H. HUNT, Bell Braiicli, ITIicli.

When AuSWEBING 'MIS ADVERTISEMENT MEnTiqw v«ib jouRAf..

DCC I^CCDCD^ f Let me send you my 64-
DLL~^LL^LnO i page Catalog for iSar.

J. iTI. JenkiUB, Wetumpka, 4.1a.

Full Colonies for Sale
30 miles northwest of Chicago. In 9-frame
LangNtri)th hives. Bees in good condition.
Only Ji lew colonies. Too warm to ship lon^
dietan''e. Prices—S5.00 oeroolonv ; 5 (-olonies,

at $( .75 each ; or 10 colonies at $4.JO each,

GEOKGE W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS

'I'lie .^it-kel Plate Koad
Has been selected by CommanderlnChief
Clark^on for the transportation of himself
and staff to the G. A. K. Encampment, to be
held at Buffalo, N. Y, Aug. 23rd to 'iSth.
Tickets will he on sale Aug. 2l8t. 2"ind and
23rrt at the rate of *l0..iO for the round trip.
Tbls will afford an opportunity to the com-

rades now llvinir In the great West and North-
west to once more visit the home of friends,
and shake hinds with those with whom they
fought shoulder to shoulder in the great Civil
War.
For full Information call on, or address.

J. Y. Calahan, Gen'I Agent.
Ill Adams St., Chicago, 111.

H. Thorne, C. p. & T. A.
Ill Adams St., Chicago, III. 21

provokine work about the apiary; but
by this method I find it easy. I have
tried feeders regulated by thumb-screws.
Mason jars with perforated lids, bread-
pans filled with straw, or covered with
cheese-cloth, etc., but they are all too

fussy to suit me. The former have a

fashion of leakinc and letting the syrup
run out of the entrance, while the rest

are dauby and drown the bees. The
Boardman entriince feeder has none of

these faults, and is the only feeder I use
when a feeder is required ; but Pouder's
method given above is ahead of them all,

as it costs nothing, saves time, is more
cleanly, and does not allow the heat of

the cluster to escape as do feeders which
are placed above the cluster.

—

Earl C.

Walker, in Gleanings.

Have Done Moderately Well.

Bees have done moderately well, but
are checkt at present by drouth.
Keep the Bee Journal booming. I am

lost without it. R. H. Harkey.
Ellis Co., Tex., July 19.

Bees Doing Fine.

Bees are doing fine this year. There
is any amount of white clover, and pros-

pects for a fall Pow are good.

I put a drone-trap on one of my hives

at noon, and by 5 o'clock, p.m., I had
between 350 and 275 drones in it. Is

not this an unusual large number for

one colony ? P. D. Wink.
Cherokee Co., Iowa, July 20.

Bad Year for Bees.

We have had a very bad year for bees
in this section. I have taken off only
100 pounds of comb honey from 22 col-

onies. Heavy rains in the spring fol-

lowed by a drouth is the reason. I had
only three swarms from lU colonies.

A. W. Faireurn.
Santa Rosa Co., Fla., July 19.

Not Much White Clover Honey.

I like to read all the reports from bee
men and boys ; some are nice to read,

some make me have a pain. I will get

some honey this season. White clover
has been very plentiful, but not very
rich in nectar. It was a long time be-

fore a bee was seen on it, but later they
put in their time pretty well. Now,
altho there is considerable yet in bloom,
very little honey is coming in. I have a

little over 100 colonies from 56, spring
count. I have a few finisht supers of

honey, and some extracting frames full.

I am changing my old hives to the Lang-
stroth style.

I expect to sell my honey at and near
home, and will use some leaflets to try

to create a greater demand. There will

be considerable loose farmers' honey
hereabouts, and I am a little fearful

about prices ; yet I don't believe in ad-

vertising the fact before hand, for we
may not get much more honey than we
have. W. Spencer.
Macoupin Co., 111., July 21.

Sections and Section Holders.

I have an idea or two that I feel will

interest bee-keepers in regard to width
of sections, and section-holders. I use

sections 1 15, 16 inches in width, be-

cause they fit my lU-frame Langstroth

Foundation —Sections— Hives
or any Other Supplies.

Ifyouar*' in si rii«li, send meyourorder. I

sell llie bewi oiily^ and fill orders promntly
at LOWEST I'ltK H. Beeswax wauled In

-Wdi-kiiig Wiix ieSr"isf.- A Specialty.

B^g^ Write for Catalog and Prtce-Ltst. with
Samples ot Foundation and Sections.

GUS DITTMER,
Ali<;ilsTA, WriS.

SEE THAT WINK

!

Bee - Sii|>|>lirH! Root's
Goods at Ruot's Prices.

Ponder'N lloiiey . Jar8«
and every thing used by
bee-keepers. Prompt ser-
vice, low freight r:tte. Cat
tree. Walter S Ponder,

162 Mass. Ave..
Indianapolis. IndianaUl'"PoVDtft'i(<i>"

lltfl A0VGR""8f"i ~irs ICii^^f*.

ISr IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
11.25 to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif.,
tor his

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

Me^iU'-O'i' Ih.e A.merwiin itee lniixtwM

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATIOH
Han No Sag In Brood-Frames

Thin Flat-Kottom Foundation
Has So Fishbone io Ibe Sarplus Hooey.

BelnK tbe cleanest 1b aaaally worked
the qalcksBC of any Foandatlon made

J. A. VAN OEIJSEN.
Sole Mannfactnrer,

Sprout Broofe Mnnitromerv To.. N. T.

If You Keep but One ICfiiiody

'"''"'rrouidbe YELLOWZONES
They Combine the Virtues of a Medicine

Chest.
The Very Best greneral-servlee Remedy to be

had AT ANV FKK'.E.

*,/j ^P^'' "f Zonet Catiiartics '« now-
added to each

. lox.

100 in a Box, $1.00—17 In a Box. 25c.

W. B. House, Drawer 1, Detour, Mich.
15 Atf Please mention the Bee Journal.

'Uf<>iiici-. *'.i\^ .-^/iiier-wfj ti Bee •"',"''";"'-

ONE MAN WITH THE

UNION °°«|;i,*^'°'*
an do the work of four
men using hand tools, lo
Kipping:. Cuttlng--off. Mi-
tring. Rabbeting-, Groov-
tng. Gaining. Dadoing
Edging-up. Jointing Stuff
etc. Full Llneof Foot and
Hand Power Machinery
Sold on Trial. Calalo^ae Free.

.sl^iNfc^^^A VAEaVS ITIFG. COm
46 Water St SENECA FALLS. N. Y
lAly Ajentio.. the Amerirnn Bee JoumaL

By Keliirii
Italian Queens

Untested. 50c.; Tested, .11.00.

Nuclei. 'J lrame.$2.00, Inciudini^agoodQueen
Bees liy t^ie Pound.

E. E,. CARKIISCi I 0\,
22AU De Fiiiiiak )«priiis8, Fla.

MnttJiyn Vie American Bef. Jimma',

-I.. A. w. MKirr—
Pliiladelpliia. !*»., Aug;. -A to 7.

The Nickel Plate Road will sell tickets for
this occasion at one fare lor the round trip.

Tickets will be available Auif. 2nd. 3rd and
4th. Good lo return leaving Philadelphia up
to and includlntr Auir 9ih
For full particulars call on or addrrg . J Y.

Cai.i,«han. Gen'I Agent, 111 Adams Si., Chi-
cago. 111. IJepot 12th aud Clark dts. 24
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EmployNature
Tbe best pbysiclan to he*l jour ills. Send for

FKEE Pamphlet explalnlnfi: how diseases of

the Blood. Skin, Liver, Kidneys and Lungs
can be cured without drujj-s.

F. M. SPRIi\OS CO..
Lock Box No. 1 LIBBKTYVIIiliG, ILL..

Mention the American Bee Journal

A GENUINE

Egg Preservative
That will keep Hen's Egirs perfectly throuirh
warm weathe'', just as pood as fr- sh ones for
cooking and trostlnp. One man paid 10 cents
a dozen for the eggs he preserved, and then
later sold them for 25 cents a dozen. You can

&reserve them lor about 1 cent i»er dozen.
ow Is the time to do it. while eggs are cheap.

Address for Circular giving further Infor-
mation—

Dr. A. B. m.iSON,
S.") 12 Monroe Street, - Toledo, Ohio.

FOR SAI.E.
1000 pounds of White Clover Comb Honey.

Price. 1.3V4 cts. per pound.
S8A Ednr. E. 8iultli. Carpenter, 111.

i>f*^'i.tion ttvt, Arne^.oo^'- Her JriW'r'/i,'.

WOVEN. WM.FENGE!
Best on Karlh. Horse- hi u'li, Itiill-

stronE;, Pig and fhii-ken-tlplil. \V itli

our DITLKX AITOMATU' Mnclilnf

voucaii makeeo loilsa^lav for

12 to 20 cts. a Rod.
Ovrr 50 stvl*"". Oatalntri'P Fi et',

KITSELMAN BROS.,
Rnx ISH. Ridgevillei Ind.

48Etf Mention tr a nfr^rnn firr .Hrtt'-nat

GOLDEN QUEENS
And proprenj warranted to take prptntum
at the Fairs. Terras upon appiicalinii.

J. F. Michael, Greenville. Ohio.

Please mention the Bee Journal. 14Etf

I have 500 Untested .'i or 5
ilerrt— 45c. ea^'h. Teeied 'i

lers '^Oc each. They are
Fino, Larfre Queenp, au"i frne from all dist-ape.

This l8 a Mont'V Ord^r office Wt'ite tor wh.-lp-

eale prices. DAXIEL Wl RTII. FHlmouth, Rush C»., Iiul,

28E4t Please mention the Bee Journal.

Bee -Hives, f^ertions. Shipplnp-
Crtses—ever\ ihinjr u-^'d b> hen-
kfepers. Orders filled iiromptlv.
Send tnrratainf? MIMfKSOTA IIEK-

KEEPERS' Slll'PrV MFG. tO.. McoUet
Island, Mlnnnauolts Minn.

CHA8. MONDENG. Mgr.

Uueens ^

ft^lffJ^A^'"^. &\/f ^ "mjf^'-'.

Wanted—Cdionies (if IJees

In Chicago vloinitv, in excliiinge lor Art Work
— Klne Pictures, framed or not framed — at
wh'iiesale ratings. Address, C P. C , care of
this Journal.

OltOKKS filled by rcliirii mnll lor the
choicest 1 ntested Italian Q leet.s al. (iOc
nai h. Can furnish i , -l and 'A tr. Nuclei.
A.I. KootCo'8 Shim-lies send for

iC-page Calalog.
J no. IVcbel \. Son, Hisili Hill, Hlo.

Mf.niUtn the American Bee Junmnl. 4Atf

H. G. Ouirin, of Bellevue, Ohio
-QUEEN-BREEDER-

OITers ** Wananied " Golden. *»' l^eat lier-Col-
ored QneenH at 50 cts. each six lor * I 75.

Oueens are Y()uri^, Hard* aiui Prolific; no
dlseawe in my localliy. H ivc n cdved nrderH
from a alnyle h»'e k"ef.er wUbin lU months lor
as u\uh at 150 Queens. ITly Bees M|io ik lor
tlic'iiiMelveH. :i9Af>l

BAEKLEY
QIO.OO BOAD CARTS

and upwards.
For Slyle and Fiuiah they

can nit be surpassed.

HARNESS
J^ FROM S5.00 UPWARDS.

CARTS
3nd BUGGIES!'

FROM $5.00 UPWARDS,
This cut shows our S5.60 Harness
which we make a specialty of and

-DEFY COMPETITION

We also manufacture a complete lino
of GOAT and DOG HARNESS from

S1.50to«lS.50per
set. GOAT or DOG
CARTS from »4.00
to !B7.00. Write for
Goat Catalogue.

BARELET
855.00 BCOQlEa
a.Specialty. Weguar-
ancee satlsraction.

YEARS
have

manufactijred and sold to dealfrs, BITT K'OW we are pplling
direct to consumers, sav^inp yon the travelinpr man's expanses
and dealer's profit. Write for illustrated eat'tlnernp atiH prices.

FRANK B. BARKLEY MFG. CO.
^'^^^'^^'^-''"'-'

Read our book of voluntary Testi-
onlals from our customers and see

what they think
of Barkley Goods
and Business
Methods. It will
pay you to do po.

CHICAGO, ILL.

BABELET
8158. CABRIOLE!

Simplicity hives, and give good room for

a key-board. I use halfof them open on
three sides, putting the wide or closed
sides at the ends ot the frames, thereby
forming a case at no cost, that answers
every practical purpose of Danzeubaker's
hive. I make the frames of lath to hold
8 sections 4Jix4)i, and as the sections
form an outside case, they adjust them-
selves to any width of sections and give a

bee-space above and below. I use the
middle two sections open on all sides, be-

cause It gives the bees openings to move
through the case in all directions.

Now as to the honey-dew that was
mentioned as falling, out in Idaho. It

makes me tired to hear a beekeeper
speak of a heavy fall of honey-dew, un-
less he simply means that it falls from
the aphis. Uriah Stephenson.
Henderson Co., III.

Fair Crop—No Basswood.

We have a fair honey crop, nothing
extra. Basswood didn't yield here this

year. E S. Miles.
Crawford Co., Iowa, July 15.

The Season in Vermont.

This has been one of the worst springs
for bees in Vermont that I ever knew.
As a rule bees wintered finely, and were
breeding up well in the spring until the
cold weather came. It rained a great
deal of the time, and when it did not
rain it was so cold they could not work
any, so they secured little or no honey
from fruit-bloom.

All through June strong colonies were
killing their drones, and were on the
verge of starvation. Clover opened 15
days later than it did last year, there-
fore I had to resort to feeding to keep
the colonies alive, but since July 1, and
the warm weather commenced, white
clover opened very fast, and now the
bees are boocning and gatherii;g honey
the fastest they ever did from clover,

and should this weather continue we will

secure a good crop of clover hoiioy yet.

I am experimenting along different

lines with the bees, and may report the
results later. A. VV. Darhv.

(".rand Isle, Co.. Vt., July 12.

Keeping Bees in North Dakota.

Our bees have not done as well this

season as last. To begin wiili. we had
high water in the spring and they had
to be taken out of the cellar before the
weather was favorable, and in conse-
quence many colonies wore greatly re-

duced In numbers. We also had an
unusual amount of wind and cold

weather. There were several days in

succession in which the bees could not

be out. In the last two weeks it has
rained very hard at times, and we have
also had some very hot weather. White
clover is now at its best, and some honey
is being brought in, but not as fast as

we would like to see It.

Last season we had 18 colonies,

spring count, increast to 40, and ex-

tracted 1,400 pounds, mostly all very
good honey, which we sold in the home
market. Our first swarm came off June
15, and we began extracting on the

26th.
So far this season we have not had a

swarm, nor have we extracted any, but
some are getting strong in numbers, and
are putting in some surplus which we
expect to take off this week.
We were the first to keep bees in this

locality, and have started four others,

three of whom are doing well. Our
friend, Di. Richter, lost all of his dur-

ing the winter, but we believe that the

Doctor nas grit enough to try it aeain.
John Monsgn.

Cass Co., N. Dak., July 11.

Bees Did Well.

Bees have done well so far this year.

My best colony has stored 140 one-

pound sections of honey. The queen is

a cross between the Carniolan and Ital-

ian races. L. HiGnnARGEB.
Ogle Co., III., July 17.

XUe IVic-kel l>iate ICwad

Will sell excursion tickets to Chautauqua
Lakeand return on Aug. ind. Tickets good
on any of nur through Exi>res8 Trains Uo-
excplled Dining Car service Day coaches
in cliargf of colored porters Try a irii) over
this line and be convinced of the superior ser-

vice. For full iMf.iriuatinn call on, or address,
J. Y Calhh n, Gt-n'l Agent, 1 1 1 Adams .-^t.,

Chicago. 111. Depot I '^th and Clark Sts. ^2

Van Deiiseii Tliiu Fdii.

A few 2o-pound ho.tos of VauDeuseu Thia Su-

per Comb Foundatlnri at .$11.00 per box. Be
quick If you want a l)o.v of It. Address.

THE A. I. KOOT CO.,

118 Michigan St. - CniCACo. li.i..

Golden Beauties and 3-Banded
«»r IMI* liri;i> STOt'K.

Silver=Gray Carniolans.
Cntes ed, .50c ; Tcsti-d, 75c. Sale arrival

guaranteed. Address.

Judge E. Y. TERRAL & CO.
28Atf Camkudn. Texas.

menium iJie Anter lean Bee jiyu/rihOtu,
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^
^California

;f you care to know of Its Fruits, Flowers
Ulimate or Resources. send for a Sample Oopjr

of California's Favorite Paper—

The Pacific Rural Press
The leading Horticultural and Atrricultural
paper of the Paclflc Coast. Published weekly,
handsomely Illustrated 00 per annum.
Sample Copy Free.

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
220 Market St.. - SAN FKANCISCO. CAL.

.^'cjUlon the Amcruxm. liee Jourtui'^

A Special Booivlet Bargain

!

For a limited time we wish to make our
readers a nperlal off«-r on booklets on Bees.
Poultry, Health, etc. Upon receipt of 75
ceiitM we will mall any 6 of the list below:
and lor $1.25 we will mall the TVUoie
4lozeik

'

1. Foul Brood, by Dr. Howard 2oc
2. Poultry for Market and Profll 25c
3. Turke\s for Market and Profit 25c
4. Our Ponltry Doctor .'iOc

5. Captms and Caponlz ng 30c
B. Hand- Book of Health, by Dr. Foote.. 25c
7 Kendall's Horse-Book 25c
8. Rural Lite 25c
9. Kopp' I- Commercial Calculator 2-=>e

10. Fiiul Brood, by Kohnke 10c
11. Silo and SUage. ny Prof Cook 25c
12. Blenen-Kultur. by Newman 40c

DiKjUESi t Colleije]
Penn Ave. and Eighth .--t.

FITT^B^RQ, I'm.

Thorough Courses — Normal, Commercia], La-
dies Literary. Sbortbabd and Tynewriiing'.
Efficient and experienced iDstructors. Day
and Nl^fhi eesslons. Send for Catalog.

Prof. l^KWIS EDWIN VOKK. Pres.

Texas Queens

!

By return mall. Beet honey gatherin*r Ptraln
in Am rica. l^ntesfpd. 7.ic. "^el-c Warran-
ted. $uOO. J. O. GIVE>S, Msbon. Tfx.
9 A*,'fit Mention the American Bee Journal

THROAT

AND LUNG DISEASES,
DR. PEIPO, Specialist

Offices: 1019, 100 State St.,

CHICAGO. Hours 9 to 4.

Kee-UeeperM' Pliotog^rapli We
have now on band a limited number of ex-
cellent photographs of prominent bee-keep-
ers—a number of pictures on one card. The
likened of 49 of them are shown on one of
the photographs, and 121 on the other We
will send them, postpaid, for 30 cts. a card,
mailing from the 121 kind first: then after
they are all gone, we will send the 49 kind.
So those who order first will get the most
" faces" for their money. Send orders to
the Bee Journal ofBce.

Please Send TJs the Karnes of your
neighbors who keep bees, and we will

send them sample copies of 'he Bee
JotTRNAL. Then please call upon them
&ai get them to subscribe with you, and
secure some of the premiums wp offer.

IlIlnolB.—The annual meeting of the
Northern Illinois Bee-KeepC'S' A-soclatlon
will be held ai the Court Huuse lu Fr^^eport.
Tuesday, Aug. i", 1897. n II are C' rdially in-
vited. B. Ke.vnedy. Sec.
New Milford. III.

See the premium uITers on page 465

!

HONEY and BEESWAX
niARKiyr qiJoxAxiu:^,^.

Chicag'o, III., July 20.—Some few lots of
the n w crop ot white comb has come on the
market and sold at 12c. Lots not strictly
nice may fail to hr np Ibis figure. Very Ittle

sale lor extracted honey of any kind. Prices
range from 5S6c. for wolte. 4ia5c. for amber,
and dark ;ii4c. Bees- ai steady at 26©27c.

San Francisco, Calif., July 14.—White
comb, 1-lbs., 7 nc: a'nber comb. 4-6c.; ex-
tracted, white liquid. 4^4-5c.; extracted, light
amber. :)!4-tc.; d:i k tule, 2?iC. Beeswax,
fair to choice. 25-20 _.

Cincinnati, Ohio, Jnly 22,—There Is a
fair demand or extracted and comb honey.
We have disposed already nf anumberof ar-
rivals of flue qualit>. We quote 11 H@ 1 3c. as
the range for choice c^^mb hooey: 3H@6c. lor
extracted. Demand is fair for beeswax at
22@25c, for good to choice yellow.

St, Louis, Mo., July S.—Fancy white. 12®
12^c.; No 1 white, il®ll!<c ; fani-v amber.
lOOIOHc ; No. 1 ami.er. 9@l0c ; fancy dark,
8^(a,9c.: No- 1 dart:. iQRc; white, extracted,
4=ii@5c ; amber. 4'i^i\^a.; dark, 3!^ia4c.
Beeswax. 25V4(a26c
Movement of honey Is very light : the

weather 'oo warm, and prices are nominal.
Very little selling.

Indianapolis, Ind., Jnly 5.— Fancy white
10@12Hc.; No 1 white. 9®10c : white, ex-
tracted. 4@6c. Beeswax. 25@27c.
Big crop is being secured in this Sta'e. No

demand lor other grades than those men-
tioned.

Albany. H. Y., July S.—Fancy white, 11®
12c.: fancy amber, 7®8i;.: fancy dark. 6®8c.

;

white, extra'*t d. 5c : <iark. 4c.
But very little is doing In honeythis month.

There i3 a small slock ot inferior comb honey
on the market, and q-iite a liitlt- extracted.
Bees are Siid to be doing nicely In this se>
tion.

Buffalo, N. Y , July 6.—Fancy white. 9®
10c. : No 1 whlte.8(S9c ; fan y amber, 7(tf8o.;

No. 1 amber, 6@Tc : fancy dark, ."laec; No. 1

dark. 4@5c.: white, extracted, o@6c. Bees-
wax. 2;i'i428c.

No demand now for either new or old hone}',
a t .o it can be sold, of course, at some price.

Ililwankee, Wis., July 6.—Fancy white,
12@i:ic.: No 1 white. Il@l2c ; fanch amber.
9@10c.: No. 1 auiicr. 8@flc.: No. 1 dark. 5®
7e. : white, exiratied. 5®Hc. : amber, 4^®5c.

:

dark, 4@4Wc. lieesivax 26'S28c.
Thesui'ply of honey Is ample for all de-

mat. ds, and some old stock is yet on hand
t'lai is very hard to move, as quality is poor.
The fancy is n- arly all gone. Extracted
moved snme during tbe Ust week. Small re-
ceipts of new qualitv common We think
our market will be in good order for s ip
ments of new croi). We hope there will be a
markt Improv' ment in quality and package,
all along the line.

Kansas City, Mo., July 7,—Fancy white,
13-140.: No 1 wttite. 1 -13c.: fancy ambi-r,
11-12C.: No. 1 amber. lO-i \c.\ fancy dark. 9-
10c. ; No. 1 dark, 8-'io : white, extracted. 5-
5!<c.: amber. 4S^-5c ; dark. .tH-4c. Beeswax,
3Uc.
New comb hooey Iims beirnu to come in. but

no new extracted The demand is n )t large
on account of fruit and vegetables being so
plentiful.

Detroit. Mi h... July 7.—Fancy white. 10-
11c. ; No 1 white. SI- Oj.: fancy amber. 8-9c ;

No. I amber. 7-Hc ; fnucy dark, 6-7c.: white,
extracted. 5 Gc; amber, 4-5c.: dark, no sale.
Beeswax. 25-26o.
There Is som.^ old honey In the market and

new is arriving.

Boston, Mass., Jnly 6.—Fancy white, l.'^c :

No. I w hite. 1 l-r^f.; « hile, extracted. 7-8c.:
amber. 5-6c Beeswax. 26c.
Honey is .sellinir slowly now. but this Is ex-

pected duiing warm wetther. Beeswax Is

practically out ot market as lar as supply is

concerned, but th^ demand Is good.

New Yo-k, N. Y., July 6.—Our market is

bare of comb hon.-y. aim snme demand lor
while at trom lO-lli; M-trket on extracted
I?* rather weak: demand t-low of !ate. and ar-
rivals plenty. We quote; Southern, average
common grHde. .^I'c per gallon; betiergranes
from So-BOc: Calilornia light amber. 4H-
49-i .; white. 5-5 ^^c. Beeswax remains steady
at 26-270.

Philadelphia, Pa., July 10.—Fancy white,
13@Hc.; No. I white, 12ai:ic.; fancy amber,
liai2c.: No. 1 amber. 10@llc.: fancy dark,
sanc ; No. 1 dark. 7a8c. Extracted, white.
5®6c ; amber 4®5o.; dark, 4c. Beeswax. 25c.

New honey has commenced to arrive. Very
little call at present. To-day Is very dull.
Prospects are lor very low prices. Biggest
honey crop in 10 years.

Minneapolis, Minn., July 10, — Fancy
white. 12@14c.: No. 1 white, ll®i2c.: fancy
amber. 10@llc

: No. I amber, 9@10c; fancy
darli,8@9c.; No 1 dark. 7@8c. Extracted,
white, ti@7c.; amber. o@6c. : dark. 4@5c.
Bees.vax, 24@27c.
Demand for txtracted honey is nominal,

but at fair prices. Comb very Blow on ac-
count of warm weather.

Cleveland, Ohio, Jnly 7.—Fancy white,
12>4i.: No. 1 white, lO-llc: fancv amber.
9c.: fancy dark, 6-7c. Beeswax. 28-30c.
Hone\ Is moving very slowly; no demand

for It whatever.

List uf Uuney and Beeswax Dealers.

Most of whom Quote In this Journal.

ClllCBKO, Ills.

H. A. BtiKNETT & Co.. 163 South Water Street,

New York, N. Y.
HiLDRKTH Bros. & Sbohlken.

120 & 122 W. Broadway.

Kansas City, lUo.

0. C. Ci,EMOM8 & Co., 423 Walnut St.

Bnfialo, N. Y.
Battkrson & Co.. 167 & 169 Scott St.

Hamilton, Ills.

Chab. Dadant & Son.

Pblladelphla, Pa.

Wm. a. Selser, 10 Vine St.

Cleveland, Ohio.
A. B. Williams & Co.. 80 & 82 Broadway.

St. Lonis, no.
Westcott Com. Co.. 213 Market St

ItllnneapoIlD, minn.
8. H. Hall & Co.

miltvankee. Wis.
A. V. Bishop Ac Co.

BoMton, mass.
Blake. Scott cSc Lee , 57 Chatham Street.

Detroit, TIlc-li.

M. H. Hunt. Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich,

ludtanapolls, Ind.
Walter i. P jao lit. to ; .\I iss .chusetts Ave

Albany, N. Y.
Chas. MCCULLOCH & Co.. 380 Broadway.

Cincinnati, Ohio.
C. F. MrTH& Son. cor. Freeman & Central Avs.

((t-enw antl <liieen-Ke:irinsr.

—

If yon want to know how to have queens
fertilized in upper stories while the old

queen is still laying below; how you may
safely introdiu-e any queen, at any time of

the year when bees can fly; all about the
different races of bees; all about shipping
queens, queen-cages, candy for queen-
cages, etc. ; all about forming nuclei, mul-
tiplying or uniting bees, or weak colonies,

9tc. ; or. in fact, everything about the
queen-business which you may want to

know—send for Doolittle's Scientific

Queen-Rearing" — a book of over 170

pages, which is as interesting as a story.

Here are some good offers of this book

:

Bound in cloth, postpaid. tl.OO: or clubbed
with the Bee Journal for one year—both
(or only f 1 .75 : or given tree as a premium
tor sending us tm new subscribers to the
Bee Journal for a year at $1.00 each.

Bee-Keeper's Gaide—see page 480.
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A Copy of

Siiccessliil Hee-Keeping,
i K P P by W. Z Hutchinson
I llkk and our 1897 Catalog, lor 2-

cenl stamp, or a copy of the
Catalog: lor Ilie Aoklns. We make almost
B^veryiliiii^ used l>y Bee-Keeper», and at
LiOWOHl ITltcs. OllR

Falcon Polislit Sections
art* warranted

Superior to All Others.
Don't buy cheaply and roughly made Goods,

when you can have Ilie beKt— siicli a» we
make.

The Ainericaii Bee - Keeper
[monthly, now in its 7th year]

36 Pages—50 Cents a Year.
bAMPLE fKEE—Address,

THEW.T.FALCOmMFG.CO.,
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

I AEISE
TO SA7 to the readers

of the

BEE JOURNAL that

I>001jITT£.E
bas concluded to eel I

—BKKS and QUKENS—
in their seaeun, durlOK
1897, at the following
prices :

One Colony of Italians
on 9 Gallup frames, in
liKhlahippinK-box $6 00
Five Colonies 25 00
Ten Colonies.. ... 45 00
I untested queen, l OCi

6 " queens 5 50
12 " " 1000
1 tested Queen ... 1 1 so
S " Queens. 3 5o
1 select tested queen 2 uo
S " " Queens 4 ou

Selectteaied queen, previous season's rearing 4 00
Extra Selected for breeding, the vkht best.. 6OO
About a Pound of BKBS In a Two-frame Nacleas,
with any Queen, $3.00 extra.

^r circular free. RlvtnK full partlcnlars regard-
Ing the Bees and eaob class of Queens.

Address

G. M. DOOLITTLE,
llA25t BORODINO. Onnn. Co . N. Y

DESCRIPTION and
PRICE-LIST of the

J\jnl \ltn~,t J^njiiilar
Free

?M Honey Extractor
on the marfeet. Will save its cost In Time and
and Combs in one season. Address,

Van Allen & Williams, Barniini, Wis.
8Etf t't*'„tinti tfifi Ainfrirnn Bep InumO'.

JB
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Five Months kOnly .^5 Cents

NOW FOR NEW SUBSCRIBERS.

Get Your Bee-Keeping Friends and Neighbors
to Take the Old American Bee Journal.

We would like to have each of our present readers send us

two new subscribers for the Bee Journal before Sept. 1,

1897. That surely will not be hard to do, when each will

need to pay only 35 cents for the last 5 months of this

year, or only about 7 cents a month for the weekly

American Bee Journal. Any one with only a colony or two

of bees should jump at such an offer as that.

Now, we don't ask you to work for us for nothing, but

will say that for each 2 new33-ct. subscribers you send us, we

will mail you your choice of one of the followinn list:

Wood Binder for the Bee Journal 20c.

50 copies of leaflet on "Why Eat Honey?" 20c.

50 '• " on "How to Keep Honey " 20c.

50 " " on " Alslke Clover" 20c.

1 copy each " Preparation of Honey for the Market "(lOo.)
and Doollttle's " Hive T Use " (5c.) loo.

1 copy each Dadanta' "Handling Bees" (8o.)and "Bee-
Pasturage a Necessity" (lOc.) 18c.

Dr. Howard's book on "Foul Brood" 25c.

Kohnke'8 " Foul Brood" book 25c.

Cheshire's " Foul Brood " book ilOo.) and Dadants' " Hand-
llngBees"[8c] 18c.

Dr. Foote'e Hand-Bookof Health 25o.

Hural Life Book 25c.

Our Poultry Doctor, by Fanny Felld 25c.

Poultry for Market and Profit, by Fanny Field 25c.

Capons and Caponizing 25c.

Turkeys for Market and Profit 25c.

Green's Four Books on Frult^Growlng 25c.

Ropp Commercial Calculator No. 1 25c.

Sllo and Silage, by Prof. Cook 25c.
Bienen-Kultur [German] T. 40c.

Kendall's Horse-Book [English or German] 25c.

1 Pound White Clover Seed 25c.

1 " Sweet " " 25c.

1% •• Alsike " " 25c.

1% • Alfalfa " " 25c.

1!4 " Crimson " " 25c.

The Horse—How to Break and Handle 20c.

We make the above offers only to those who are now sub-

scribers ; in other words, no one sending in his own 35 cents

as a new subscriber can also claim a choice of the above list.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
118 Michigan St., - CHICAGO, ILL.

riltBP

Bee- Paralysis Carried by the Queens.

By DR. E. GALLUP.

In Dr. C. C. Miller's department on page 361, is a ques-

tioL which suggests the heading, "Perhaps Bee-Paralysis."

In getting queens from many different breeders I have run

across one case of bee-paralysis. The queen came from Ohio.

I liked the appearance of the queen and her workers, and
altho I saw many dead bees in front of the hive I did not pay
any particular attention to the cause until after rearing some
five queens from her, and losing them all within a short time

after they commenced producing eggs; and one of those

queens was hatcht in my observation hive, so I had a grand
chance to observe her actions until she swelled up and died

with bee-paralysis. I was looking at her when she gave her

last kick. I got rid of the disease entirely by Introducing

healthy queens from healthy colonies.

Now for my reasons : You will understand that I have

dabbled in fancy poultry and pigeons; have been all through

the mill, with cauker, swelled heid, etc., and for the past five

years I have had no more of it. I have taught the cure to

others, and they do not have it now. It used to be a terrible

pest here, and is yet with some breeders. We had any quan-

tity of "sure cures," and still the mortality was two-thirds of

all the chicks hatcht in many yards. I paid So.00 for a sit-

ting of eggs from a fancier that had swept the premiums at

nearly all the fairs in the State. I had a good hatch, but one

egg had a full-grown chick in the shell, and I helpt it out with

as beautiful and perfect a swelled head as I ever saw. The
others all died with swelled head, except two, and from those

two I always reared swelled heads to my heart's content.

I obtained a pair of white fantails from Indiana, also a

pair of nuns from Santa Barbara. From neither of those

pairs did I ever rear a pigeon, altho I experimented with them
for two years. I would hatch their eggs under good, healthy,

common pigeons, yet all died with canker from a few days to

three weeks old.

Mr. F. M. Gilbert—the great white fantail pigeon breeder

In the United States—had the same experience with canker in

his pigeon loft. The conclusion is with poultry, pigeons, etc.,

that the disease is transmitted In the egg. The cure is, never
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breed from diseased fowls, altho they may have apparently

been cured. The disease is there all the same.

Acting on that theory, we have a sure cure for fowls, and
why not for bee-paralysis? It has certainly workt in my case.

I am aware that one swallow does not always make a spring.

Cutting the heads off of sick fowls instead of keeping a hospi-

tal and using this and that " sure cure " medicine, is the very

best remedy. Orange Co., Calif.

The *' Detestable Bee-Space " Again Arraigned
BY "COMMON-SENSE BEEKEEPING."

On page 321, Mr. W. Z. Hutchinson reviews my former

article on "the Detestable Bee-Space," which was given on

page 259, and to me it seems that his article partakes more
of the style of throwing dust In the air and raising a fog than

it does of sober reason. I am glad, however, that it comes
from a man whom I have learned to respect so highly, and I

hope he will be assured of this to a sufficient degree not to

take unkindly what I may now say in showing the weakness
of his ground.

In my former article I asserted twice that the bee-space

was " handy," and I used it many years because It was handy,

and I will venture to say that Mr. Hutchinson nor any other

bee-keeper in the world ever used it for any other considera-

tion. But suppose that I should admit further, that it is uni-

versally used (which it is not), would all of that go to prove

anything against the points at issue, which are, that the bee-

space is a damage to the bees in several ways ? Should we
fear to express an honest conviction of the right, tho all the

world should be arrayed against us ? If so, than the "Com-
mon-Sense Bee-Keeper" was not built rightly.

There are many things that have nearly universally come
into use which are a damage to those who use them, and a curse

to the world; such as popular vices in all their forms, but

would their universality prove them to be a benefit to any-

body? When I saw that the bee-space was costing me, in the

loss of bees and honey, more than it was worth to me as a con-

venience, I expelled it from my system of management. I am
no box-hive man, for I never owned a box-hive in my life, but
I can see that in some respects it is superior to some of the

clap-trap inventions that some claim to be improved hives, or

bee-palaces. I unfurl my flag over the following points with-

out fear of successful contradiction, namely :

The bee-spaces in the hive above and around the brood-

frames are an injury to apiculture. First, in the wintering of

bees, second, in booming the colony in the spring ; and, third,

the early storage of surplus honey in the sections. All of

which I have more reasons for believing than it would be wise

to expand upon in this article.

I cannot see, in Mr. Hutchinson's attack on my article,

that he uses the slightest argument to disprove my claim, but

he does say several things that would be regarded in logic as

Irrelevant and misleading, which I will endeavor to dispel by

turning on a little more light.

He says, " How any one who has had practical experience

with bees could think of such a thing is beyond my com-
prehension." But ho was the man who thought of it, and not

I, or he would not have written it, for I don't do as he sup-

poses, and therefore I never had occasion to think of it till I

read it from his pen. And, furthermore, I am not to blame
for the limit of his comprehension, of which he speaks. And
I presume that the writer, when he was a boy, had to do with

bees long before Mr. 11. was born, and I should be allowed to

remark that such expressions of affected amazement should

be avoided In candid argument, for while they may appeal to

tho popular prejudice of the masses, and excite the virulence

of superficial readers, they have no weight as argument in tho

scale of real merit.

I stand for the natural and normal warmth of a colony of

bees in a properly protected bee-hive, which is the heat gen-

erated by the bees' under circumstances that will enable them
to resist to the greatest extent practicable the fluctuations of

the external temperature. And this should be encouraged by
framing our hive devices as nearly as possible to come in touch
with the flexible laws of the bee's nature. I believe, from
years of careful study of the bee's nature and experimentally

handling of them, that my present hive (which I am not man-
ufacturing to sell) contains more points in perfect harmony
with the better features of apicultural progress and the neces-

sities of the bee's instinct, than any other hive that I ever

owned, and I think that I have used, on a small scale, the

majority of the leading kinds of hives known in America.

My present hive opens up as easily, as far as I can see,

as the hanging frame hives that I have used, and with my
method of manipulation I find them less susceptible to bee-

glue. The brood-chamber Is invertible as a whole, or divisible

at pleasure. The frames are invertible, reversible, or ex-

changeable, with perfect ease. It, is happily and equally

adapted to sections, or to an upper set of frames for extracted

honey. The size of its frames make it superior for the devel-

opment of nuclei or queen-rearing. And as a shipper, it is as

perfect as the Heddon hive, and more easily made by half. In

fact, it comes more nearly to the idea of an all-purpose hive

than anything else that I ever read about. And yet with all

this, its construction is in perfect harmony with the demands
of the bee's nature, as it possesses the compact solidity of the

box-hive.

Mr. Hutchinson inquires, "If the heat rises and escapes

from between two frames, pray where does it go to?" And
answers his own question, saying, " Into the adjoining space,

of course—where else could it go?" etc. This is a very falla-

cious kind of reasoning, and he asserts what he cannot prove

by logic or experiment; for heat or vapor, if set free, will not

play the diving dodge over and between the frames of a bee-

hive as Mr. H. assumes, and he must know it. But it is pos-

sible that he may think that we may not know where it goes

to, and so I will explain for his benefit by answering his ques-

tion beyond the possibility of being misunderstood.

Anybody who has studied the first lessons in natural

philosophy knows very well that the tiniest mote in the uni-

verse, if set free, will rise if the surrounding particles of mat-
ter are more dense, or heavier than itself ; on the same prin-

ciple that a piece of wood float.* up in water, because the

water being heavier than wood pushes the wood up. And the

same law or principle works just the same with the air in the

bee-hive as it does outside. The cold air being heavier settles

in the bottom of the hive, and pushes the warm air up to the

top of the hive, working just the same through the cluster of

bees as it does elsewhere. And, therefore, the warm air In

the cluster (which is largely composed of the warm, moist

breath of the bees) will rise from among them to the top of

the hive, while the cold air from beneath works up among the

bees to take its place. Then the warm air, which is con-

tinually,being pusht up and out from among the bees will

gently press the other warm air that went up there first over

through the bee-spaces to the sides and corners of the hive.

Now let us follow that warm air in its circuit, while we
remember that one of the most active laws in Nature is the

tendency to an equalization of temperature between every-

thing that comes In contact, which now comes in force in a

prominent way as follows:

Whenever the weather is cold, or even cool, then the warm
air confronts the colder air in the sides and corners of the

hive, where It doesn't stay warm, a& Mr. H. seems to imply.

But while It cools, much of the moisture which It contains

condenses into drops of water, and settles on whatever It

touches first, like the falling of dews. Then that warm air.
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having become colder, takes its turn to settle away to the bot-

tom of the hive, and comes around under the bees, seeming

colder and damper as it goes, to work up among them again

to absorb their heat and carry it up and away again and

again by the same chilling process.

I omitted all this minutia before, because I thought that

every reader of the American Bee Journal would understand

what I meant by the word " condense," and I might leave this

out now, and save precious space In the paper if I had not

been called up by my opponent to explain.

But I add that besides this condensing of the warm breath

of the bees, which creates a damp current of cold air through

the cluster, as explained, to depress the comfort of the bees,

the mischief doesn't stop there ; for in cold weather that same

moisture turns to frost (just as it does on a bedroom window

from the breath of human beings) until sometimes the bees are

actually surrounded by thick frost, as might be seen in almost

any hive in cold winter weather.

About eight years ago, as far south as Hancock county,

W. Va., during some cold_ nights in autumn I placed glass over

several colonies which I had surrounded with the usual bee-

spaces, then a blanket on the glass, and then a top board on

the blanket. In the morning I found that over the close clus-

ter in the center of the hive the glass was actually dripping

with water, which was falling back on the bees, while the

whole glass was coated on the under side with steam from the

condenst breath of the bees, and in the corners of the hive

were unmistakable signs of frost.

Now if anybody will, next winter, let a hive remain on the

summer stand with the bee-spaces all open above and around

the brood-frames, and then along toward spring look in on

the bees some cold morning after a few days of sharp cold

weather, I will guarantee that he will turn away from that

bee-hive with thoughts in his mind about the bee-space, that

he never had before.

What Mr. Hutchinson says near the bottom of the first

column of his article, about the "compact cluster and the

heat rising," actually goes farther to strengthen ray position

than it does to defend the bee-space; but he asks, "What
difference does it make?" and I think that I am showing that

it makes a good deal of difference. What a slaughter of bees

he does make in his imaginary bungling while placing sec-

tions on my hive which he has never handled nor seen, no,

not even a picture of it. But I can respectfully say that those

extravagantly absurd Inconveniences which he pictures out,

of crushing bees, and tries to force them upon me as features

of my method, are not necessarily true in the Common-Sense
system of management, as those troubles are not necessarily

involved by the absence of the bee-space. I slide my section

cases on smoothly lengthwise of the top-bars of the frames,

which are level with the tops of the hive-body, and if it is

rightly done, there is no need of crushing bees in the opera-

tion.

I had used the bee-space for many years before I made a

bonfire of every frame I had left. And is it reasonable to

suppose that I would have cremated them, and put in their

places a new frame, a little different than anything that I had

every read about, unless I was fully convinced that the new
frame was far superior to the old bee-space frame ? Concern-

ing my present method, as compared with my former, I can

say to Mr. H., as Paul said on another subject, " and yet show

I unto you a more excellent way."

Those words near the end of his article, about " daubing

up everything with bee-glue," and the " big job of cleaning,"

are expressions far too strong to be justified by the facts in

the case. If he placas no limit on the word " everything," its

meaning is infinite, and I don't believe that my bees have been

daubing up "everything" to that extent. If I have been

sending them through creation daubing up everything, in-

cluding the sun, moon and stars, that may be the reason why
they are none too lavish in the amount of daubing that they

do at home; for, you see, they wouldn't have daub enough
to hold out, and be able to do more than justice to things at

home. But perhaps he is pardonable for those expressions,

and also for the assertion—" with the bee-space all this Is

avoided "—needs substantiating, for I have yet to learn it if the

bees ever fill their sections without calking all the cracks they

can find near their work, which is all they have ever done in

my hives, and a stiff piece of hoop-iron ground like a chisel,

and pusht under the sections will easily separate them from

the frames, and the cleaning up in one case will not differ very

much from the other, leaving the appearance about the same
in both cases. And I am further inclined to believe that the

weaker the colony the less it is apt to deal in bee-glue and
burr-combs, and that may be one reason why some folks are

bothered so little with such things.

But he virtually admits the perniciousness of the bee-

space in recommending to dispense with it for wintering the

bees, by putting a blanket or cushion flat on the tops of the

hanging frames, and then to flop the hive over and jam some-

thing down in at the ends of the loose frames to stuff up the

bee-space there. Just imagine how those hanging frames

would flop around in the operation and mash bees by the

handfuls ! But if the beespace is such a blessed thing to

defend and keep, why recommend such harsh measures for

the purpose of getting rid of it? Can't he see how he throws

the weight of his argument on my side of the scales ?

The Common-Sense Method of Bee-Keeping is now ren-

dering me in my yard proof of its merits far beyond my most

sanguine expectations when I began its development several

years ago. Never did 1 have bees to boom themselves without

feeding in the spring, and seem so comfortable, and work so

early and late in the day as they have done ever since I put

them in my new Common-Sense Hive, and I infer that it is

because so many of them don't have to stay at home all day

to breathe up heat enough in the hive to keep the babies from

having the ague.

Like Paul, again, "I have many things to say unto you,

but ye cannot bear them now," but if circumstances should

render it favorable I could be induced to give strong reasons

for believing that the bee-space iu the modern hive figures

largely among the causes that favor the conditions which

develop spring dwindling, bee-paralysis, nameless disease,

and progress finally to that which is the worst of all, and the

end of all—FOUL BROOD. Pennsylvania.

P. S.—I had sealed the above article for the mail when I

received the Bee Journal for June 10, containing that power-

ful argument on the " Real Cause of Foul Brood Among Bees,'

the proof of which I had derived from observation during the

past few years in reading, and knowing where there had been

a few cases of foul brood in western Pennsylvania, and by

carefully noticing vphat had occurred to the bees prior to it,

had forced me to the conclusion that brood in the comb, ex-

posed to die, was the antecedent cause of all the trouble after

it had progrest through several stages. And I had noticed

that the undue oirculation of air through the bee-hive (in cold

spells), induced by the bee-space, would often force the clus-

ter to contract and expose their brood to die. And while I

primarily blame the bee-space for encouraging such contrac-

tion, it is easy to see that a sudden depletion of the colony

from any cause would accomplish the same end.

Xlie McEvoy Foul Brood Xreatment Is

given in Dr. Howard's pamphlet on " Foul Brood; Its Natural
Histor}' and Rational Treatment." It is the latest publication

on the subject, and should be in the hands of every bee-keeper.
Price, 25 cents ; or clubbed with the Bee Journal for one year
—both for SI. 10.
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Honey as a Medicine and Food.

BY DK. .1. M. HICKS.

It has again fallen to my lot to tell what I know about

the true value of honoy as a medicine and food; also its many

uses in the household. It is long since it occurred to me that if

we only understood more perfectly the real value of this—one

of Nature's most wonderful and best remedies known— in the

many ills of both man and beast, it would be more highly ap-

preciated and used by the present generation. It was of much

value and used by our forefathers and foremothers as a

remedy in making plasters for dressing boils and carbuncles

in their incipient stage ; it has a wonderful effect in "bring-

ing them to a head," and preparing the way for a cure. It

was also well known by many of the ancients as a medicine

for colic, if administered in medicinal quantities at a proper

time ; while it is also well known that, to some, it will pro-

duce colic if taken in too large a quanity, and in others it acts

as a splendid carthartic anddiuretic, giving tone and strength,

as well as purifying the blood. But let me say it should be

given in homeoiopathic doses.

What I have said of honey as a medicine is applicable to

pure extracted honey free of the combs or wax—not

"strained" honey, but a pure article of extracted honey,

which, of course, must vary in its medicinal effects as it does

in its quality, owing to and depending upon the flora from

which it has been gathered by the bees.

My space and time at present will not allow me to enu-

merate the various flowering plants which produce the best

honey as a medicine, but suffice it to say there is a great dif-

ference in the medical properties of honey, and it should be

carefully selected as well as fully understood by those who
prescribe or use it in their aillictions. I will only mention a

few of the many troubles that the human family is heir to, for

which houey is a sovereign balm.

First on the list is a severe cold, which is too often the

attliction of our children, and many older persons are fre-

quently troubled with colds as well.

It is also a grand remedy in granulated sore eyes—noth-

ing better in the whole range of the materia-medica, and for

quinsy it has few if any equals if made into a proper gargle

and used as it should be.

Chronic or old sores are greatly benefited if honey and rye-

flour is prepared and put on as a dressing or plaster. It would

be well for those who may have occasion to test its good

qualities to do so, and, my word for it, you will not regret

having done so.

I am quite sure, when I tell you, that honey as a sweet or

food, has no superior. If an equal, in the civilized world, and

as such it has more true admirers than any other saccharine

matter. It is used by all who can afford it in preference for

sweetening fruits when cookt for table use. It is a well-

known fact that honey is by far preferable in sweetening pies.

When made of fruits or rhubarb they have a better flavor

than sugar imparts to them.

Honey Is useful in sweetening cookies. Many kinds are

made for family use with honey, well suited to the taste of

an epicure.

I have known and seen some of the most beautiful and

best of vinegar made from honey, which if made as it should

be will by far excel the so-called cider and acid vinegars of

the present day.

Let me assure you that I have no sinister or personal

motive in extolling the good qualities of honey, either medici-

nally or for domestic uses, for surely I have none to sell or to

offer to the markets, but I have to purchase all I use in pre-

paring cough and other syrups. Hut I must say, it too

frequently happens that I find loo much syrup of sugar raixt

in some of the extracted honey oflered In our markets. I

trust the members of this society will try in some way to have

our State legislature pass such laws that will ultimately put a

stop to the nefarious habit of adulteration of any and all

foods, and honey to be especially included, under a penalty of

a heavy fine and imprisonment. I would also recommend

confiscation of the same, when so placed on the market or

oflered for sale.—Read at the Indiana Bee-Keepers' Conven-

tion.

Bees Hanging Out—New Drawn Foundation.

BY ERNEST K. ROOT.

I had a vague idea that, if we were to make sure that the

bees were never crowded for room, in the first place, and the

hives were properly shaded, with good-sized entrances, there

would not be any of this hanging-out ; and the result of care-

ful experiment and observation this season seems to show that

this is true. At our out-yard there has been no hanging-out,

but quite a little of it at the home yard. The work In the

home apiary at the beginning of the flow got behind. At the

out-apiary I made sure to keep pace with the bees. As there

would be no one present to look after swarms, it was decidedly

necessary that the bees should not get into the habll of loafing.

There was no loafing here, and only one swarm, that came out

several times while I was away.

As every one knows, banging out and sulking at the front

of the hives shows that something is not quite right. A colony

in the height of the honey-flow should have no loafing or sulk-

ing bees. I told the boys I did not want to have one hive with

its bees hanging out in front, even at night. They did not be-

lieve that the poor bees could ?iefp coming out when the nights

were so hot; but I noticed that stronger colonies in the same

apiary were busy at work in the sections, without a loafing

bee in front. I said to myself, "We must make these other

chaps (the loafers) get down to business like the others."

As I found years before, so this year, smoking them in did

no good. They would come out again just as soon as they got

through " rubbing their eyes." Giving them frames of foun-

dation and plenty of room sometimes answered, but generally

they would cluster out even then. Furnishing the bees a

good deal of shade helpt somewhat. Giving them very wide,

deep entrances sometimes caused them to go into the hives

and go to work.

This hanging out is indicative of swarming. Early in the

season, perhaps the bees area little crampt for room, and they

get into the " habit" of loafing; and this habit, once'estab-

lisht, is hard to break up ; or perhaps the entrance is too

small, or the hive not properly shaded. Any one of these

conditions may start the habit, and the only way to break it

up is to make the bees tliink they have actually swarmed. I

am satisfied that, while the bees are loafing and hanging out

at the entrance, they are waiting either for the queen or some

of their number to start a swarm forth.

There were several of our colonies at tha home yard that

seemed to be very stubborn. Twoof them would hang out in

spite of the fact that I personally alternated every one of their

frames of brood and honey with frames of foundation. The
habit had been establisht, and, no matter what I did, they

would hang out. Finally, the thought occurred to me to take

the hive away entirely (a big two-story chaff one) and put in

its place an entirely different hive—a single-walled Dovetailed

made up of three stories. This was done, and the frames put

into the new hive. The greater portion of the bees were

shaken out in front, and were made to crawl in at the en-

trance. The bees went to work, and there was no loafing

from that time on. Another hive was treated In a like man-

ner with the same result.

I am fast coming to believe that. In a well-regulated api-

ary, there should not bo a hive with bees hanging out in front.

Just think of the waste of over half a colony loafing and doing
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nothing for days until they swarm, and a super or two of sec-

tions without a bee in them ! We know perfectly well that,

when bees swarm, they will go to work— that Is, providing

they are put into another hive, and their mania satisfied.

In the foregoing I have enumerated a number of condi-

tions that cause bees to hang out ; but one I did not mention
;

pamely, that of queenlessness. Several of -our good, strong

conlonles were working nicely until we took away their

queens. They immediately began to sulk, and to hang out.

They knew something was wrong, and I think they had a sort

of idea if they could once swarm, all would go well again. So

they thought they would hang out. When these same colo-

nies were supplied with a queen, the loafing ceast, and the

bees went to work.

I have been watching the matter very narrowly, and I

have about come to the conclusion that, for our locality, we

do not want a colony with a caged queen or one queenless in

the hive. Bees seem to do very much better when there is a

queen laying, and brood in all stages
;

yet I recognize that

some good apiarists succeed well with caged queens.

THE NEW DRAWN FOUNDATION; DOES IT MAKE " GOBBY " COMB
HONEY ?

Of course, this new article has been the subject of con-

tinued and careful experiment at the Home of the Honey-Bees.

Supers having a row of drawn foundation, and then a row of

full sheets of ordinary foundation placed in alternation, have

been placed on the hives, both at the home and at the out

yard. We have also given the bees supers containing sections

filled with drawn foundation only. Now, what has been the

result of these experiments? Just the same as those con-

ducted on a much smaller scale last year. In every case the

bees have accepted the new drawn foundation at once. As
was to be expected, where full sheets of the new article were

put into sections, the combs were attacht, when completed, to

all four sides.

Earlier in the season, when orders were pressing for the

new foundation, we put into a good many sections only nar-

row strips about l>i inches wide. These were placed in alter-

nation with the old-style foundation of the same width. The
new article was accepted at once, and comb building begun at

its bottom edge, and continued down to the bottom of the sec-

tion, nearly. In very many instances such combs were
nearly completed before the bees did much with the narrow
starters of carwmon foundation, which they had gnawed in

many cases. In one or two instances, where the supers of

full sheets of drawn foundation and full sheets of old founda-

tion were placed in alternation over powerful colonies, the old

product was not so far behind in the drawing out. (This was
the experience of M. 6. Chase; but powerful colonies are not

always to be had.)

" But," you may ask, " what kind of comb honey does the

new drawn foundation make?" I suppose an ordinary fair

test would be to compare it with comb honey made from full

sheets of foundation. But Mr. Weed was determined to give

it a more severe test still. Accordingly he brought in one of

the sections completed that had been made from a narrow

starter of druwti foundation. The lower portion, or that built

by the bees was, of course, natural drone-comb. In my pres-

ence he requested two of the printers to turn their backs

while he cut a small chunk of comb honey from the natural-

built comb, and one that had been completed over the drawn
foundation, both from the same sections. Boss printer Hobart

then took a mouthful of one, without knowing which one he

took. He chewed it down to a piece of wax, and then took a

mouthful of the other, and chewed that also. When askt to

state whether one was more " gobby " than the other, he an-

swered in the affirmative. On being askt which oue it was,

he named the second mouthful, which proved to be the nat-

ural-built drone-comb.

To make sure that there was no mistake, another printer,

Mr. Shane, was tried in the same way, only that the order of

the mouthfuls was reverst, with the result in favor of the new
product again. It seemed to me hardly .possible that the

Weed foundation would give more idinble comb honey with

less wax than that built wholly by the bees, even tho it were

drone-comb.

Then the test was applied on me, with the result that I

could see quite a markt difference in favor of the Weed.

I askt Mr. Shane what he meant by saying that one was

more "gobby" than the other. "Why," said he, "one is

harder to chew."

Now, understand that this honey from the new Weed
drawn foundation was put in to test over against comb built

wholly by the hccs, but which, as a matter of fact, was drone-

comb, and which they usually build for store purposes during

the honey-flow.

It should be stated that natural-builtdrone is heavier than

natural-built worker ; but the bees don't build much worker-

comb for store purposes, as already stated. It will be seen

that the fear that the comb honey from the new product be

more "gobby" is groundless.

Later.—After the above was in type we tried again the

same experiment that we did on the printers, with the excep-

tion that we placed comb honey from foundation in the test.

The tasters were A. I. Root, my sister Constance, my mother,

three of the machine-shop men who hardly know a bee from a

grasshopper, and last, the cook in our lunch-room. The ver-

dict of all was that the natural-drawn comb was heavier and

more gobby than either the drawn-foundation honey or that

built from full sheets of ordinary foundation. As between

the last two, the verdict was that there was no difference.

Please understand that none of the tasters above mentioned

had knowledge beforehand which sample was which. They
were tested independently, with the result aforesaid.

To-day (July 12) I took home with me a section built

wholly from a full sheet of Weed drawn foundation. I cut it

out of the section myself. At the point where it was fast-

ened to the wood, it seemed to resist the knife considerably ;

but beyond this the blade went through the comb without any

sensation of midrib, as is present when the comb is built from

full sheets of ordinary foundation. Upon eating the comb I

could not see how anybody could think it was more gobby

than ordinary comb honey. Strange as it may seem, our

household do not ordinarily care very ojuch for honey ; but

Mrs. Root remarked how nice and tender this comb was. The
whole section had delicate comb, and they all pronounce it

fine—even the youngest, who sits by "papa."

Now, I do not believe that I am prejudiced; and if any

one thinks I am, I hope such person will try the experiment

of blindfolding two disinterested persons, placing before thera

samples of comb honey. That will surely eliminate the ele-

ment of prejudice which is so decidedly pronounced on the

part of a few of those who have seen fit to oppose the new

article. One man condemned the new drawn foundation

severely, even before he had tried it. Now, after having tried

it on a small scale (three samples from our first dies that were

very inferior to our present ones), on the principle of " I told

you so," he condemns it just as severely again, saying that

bees would not accept it, and that it had an " awful gob" to

it. His experience is so opposed to our'own, in the case of

dozens of samples I have seen, that I must believe his preju-

dice quite ran away with his judgment. A few condemned

ordinary fouudation when it was first introduced into this

country. They condemned it beforehand, and then con-

demned after they had tried it, saying that the bees would not

accept it, etc. It is not at all strange that one who has con-

demned severely the new drawn foundation should do so now,

after having tried it.—CHeanings. Medina Co., Ohio.
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THE HO.XKV BEE-(Arter " HiaMatlia.'')

BT S. C. MARKON.

Should you ask me why these lindens,
Why these clover-fields and blossoms,
Looming up in yonder forest,
Scenting all the air around you,
Giving refuge to the songsters.
Giving shelter to the chanters,
Forming homes for many beauties;
I should ask you, I should tell you,
From that boney-bee that flying,
I should have you ask the insects.
Ask the humble-bee and red-back.
The little tree-toad the speaker.
Ask bim as he clings on linden,
Ask him if he sees at daybreak
Many busy workers flying
Through the foliage and halting
At the flowers, richly laden
With the sweetest, choicest nectar.
Ask the busy, chatt'ring squirrel.
If while gathering nuts and corn.
If he hears, above, about bim.
Many roars of gentle thunder;
If he feels his tail-hairs blowing
Prom the wings of passing workers.
I should point you, I should lead you
To the woods of beech and maple.
To the basswood and the willows,
To the home of busy workers.
To the home of the honey-bee.

See that tree, a sturdy linden.
See the still effect of decades,
See the weakened, rotten trunk.
There a bole has broken midway
From its rooting to its summit,
Here a hum of life, nigh, unbroken;
Climb and watch, and see the inmates,
How they keep their room arranged

;

See the white and silver wax-comb.
See the thousands of good house-wives,
All content their part to labor.
See the young in waxen cradles.
See the kind, attentive worker
Thrust her tongue downdup to nourish;
See them guard their den of honor.
Fearful lest some meaning insect
May intrude to kill their young.

When the summer sun is shining.
See them come and fly afar off,
See them circle, above, about.
Watch them as they home returning
Pant ard tremble from exhaustion

;

Watch the guard as she approaches.
Watch them as they meet each other.
If perchance it be a lost one.
See them on its body waver.
Notice on the work-r's hind-legs
Spots of yellow, brown and golden

;

See it glisten, water, sparkle.
Like the stars a-shining skyward.
This the food for younger members
Of this family, wonderful.

Onondaga Co., N. Y.

CONDUCTED BY
OR. O. O. MILLER, MARENGO, ILL,

[Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direct.!

Wliicli Betg arc Best ?

Which bees are the very best houey-gatherers and extra-
good workers—the 3-banded, the leather-colored Italians, or
the black bees ? Iowa.

Answeh.—You can generally toll something about a man's
belief from his prai^lce. I keep bees not for my health, nor
for the fun of It, but for the money I can get from the honey.
At the present time I have between 200 and ;iOO colonies,

and they vary all the way from the very yellowest to those

almost black. In a good season there is a good deal of differ-

ence In the amount of honey they store. Some of them
hardly pay their rent. Last year—and it will probably be

much the same this season—an occasional colony hardly

stored 20 pounds, while others reacht nearly ten times that

amount. I dou't'feel proud of that. If I were a better bee-

keeper I wouldn't have any such poor colonies, and there

would be greater uniformity in the strength of all. Compar-
ing the kinds, and taking those the farthest apart, I find the

pure Italians Invariably outstrip those that have the most
black blood. But if a colony distinguishes itself particularly

in the way of honey-gathering, the chances are that jvill be

neither very dark nor pure Italian, but a cross between the

two. That might suggest that the best thing would be to

breed from this 3ross. But not being a flxt type the fear is

that they might rapidly deteriorate. There is a vigor thart

comes from a fresh cross that may not continue if that cross

is perpetuated. By trying to keep somewhat near pure Ital-

ian stock, there is all the time chance enough for the Intro-

duction of black blood from surrounding bees.

Answering your question then as you put it, I should say

that the pure Italians of the leather-colored kind—and they

always have the three bands—were decidedly ahead of the

blacks as honey-gatherers. But across the water in England,

it seems to be different. There they say the blacks excel.

Swarm Dcscrling—Use of Alley-Trap —Caring for
Em|>ly Combs—Destroying Beea and Sav-

ing Honey and Combs.

1. I have been bothered about keeping swarms iu the
hives where I put them. I will state the conditions surround-
ing them as nearly as I can, and ask if you can tell me why
they got up and left. Some were hived in new hives recently

painted on the outside only, but dry, filled with full sheets of

foundation. The hives were in the sun, but an extra shade-
board was provided. Swarms were mostly shaken from a

limb at the entrance of the hive, thus getting the whole clus-

ter. Others were hived in hives filled with empty combs,
which had been fumigated about two weeks before using, hav-

ing been well aired, however. Some would stay 24 hours,

others only a few hours, when they would get up and leave

for parts unknown.
2. I am so situated that I cannot watch for swarms, and

think of using Alley's queen-traps next year to save swarms.
a. Is It a sure sign that a colony has swarmed to find the trap
full of drones, b. What is the best way to find the queen in

the trap among the drones when I wish to divide after they
have swarmed ?

3. What is the best way to care for empty combs from
winter time to swarming time ?

4. If I should wish to destroy a swarm and save the

honey and combs, what is the best way to do it ?

Northern Illinois.

Answers.— 1. The probability is that heat was at the

bottom of the trouble. The weather has been unusually hot,

and bees will not stand as much heat when freshly hived as

they will after being well settled in housekeeping. If it Is hot

when they are hived, they seem to say, "Whew! this is

almost too much for us older folks to stand
; guess we'd bet-

ter get out before there are any babies in the hive to be

roasted." But after getting well started they don't want to

go and leave their brood. Arguing on this ground, some say

It's a good plan to give a frame of brood to a swarm when first

hived, for they will not desert It, while others say the frame

of brood Is the very thing to make them leave. I suspect that

both are right, and If we understood the matter more fully

perhaps we could tell just when and under what circumstances

the brood would make the bees stay, and vice versa.

But the great thing to look out for, when hiving a swarm.

Is to see that It has plenty of air. Of course shade Is very

Important, and besides giving a shade-board you might have

wet the hive and surroundings with water when the day grew
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hot, but in the densest shade they may desert the hive If it is

too close. Let it be open as possible at the bottom, ooen if

possible on as many sides as the hive has sides, and for a day

or two, if the weather is very hot, let the cover be partly off,

leaving a good, big crack for the air to pass up through.

2. a. By no means. A strong colony will uearly always

—perhaps always—have some drones during the swarming

season, and if a queen-trap is put on the hive you may count

on finding drones in it, swarm or no swarm, h. There ought

to be no difficulty. If the drones are in very large number,

let them run into the hive over a board two or three feet long,

or over a sheet. The queen can easily be seen in the proces-

sion.

3. Probably the very best of all ways is to put them in an

empty hive and put the hive under another containing a col-

ony of bees.

4. I don't know. Possibly the most humane way would

be to chloroform them and throw them in the fire. But I

would first brush all bees off the combs and take the combs

away, and it might be well to remove the queen three weeks

previous, to save the honey that would be used in rearing

young bees, and for the sake of having the combs free of

brood. Probably sulphur is used more than all other things

combined to suffocate bees.

Carrying Out Dead Brood.

I had a colony of bees that brought out deaa brood at %

small rate. But they increast agreat number. June 27 they
cast a large swarm, July 9 they cast another swarm, and the

10th another. The first swarm has begun to have hatching
brood. I put sawdust in front of the first new hive to see if

dead brood was carried nut. Yesterday I noticed a number of

dead bees that had not attained their full growth. They have
a hive and a SOpound super full of honey. What is the cause
•of this dead brood that they have brought out?

New York.

Answer.— It is hard to say without personal inspection.

The most likely thing would be that the bees were blacks,

and that wax-worms were present in the hive, altho it would

seem very strange for them to be present in sufficient force

in a hive well populated by a recent swarm. That the origi-

nal colony should be strong enough to cast a large swarm
seems to indicate that the loss of numbers from the death of

the young bees is not a very serious matter.

A Stray Swarm—Colony Deserlinff.

1. Last winter there was a man lived in our tenement
bouse across the road, and last April when he moved away he

left his empty bee-hives stackt beside the grapevines. Last
Tuesday a swarm of bees lit on the vines, and.then went into

one of these empty hives. Now, what I would like to know Is,

whose bees are they?
2. One of my neighbors had a new colony leave the hive

and go off, after they had filled it with honey. Can you ac-

count for it?

This is one of the best honey seasons ever known here.

We are having terribly hot weather, the thermometer regis-

tering 102- in the shade. There have been quite a number
of sunstrokes. Not much rain. New York.

Answers.— 1. I can hardly venture a guess. If the

swarm came from one of John Smith's colonies, and John

Smith had followed it and kept it in sight until it entered the

hive, then I suppose John could claim it as his. But in the

present case it seems to be a stray swarm with no previous

owner in the case, and the question is whether the swarm be-

longs to the owner of the premises or the owner of the hive.

If I should venture an opinion, it would be that the swarm
belongs to the owner of the hive, providing he is paying rent

to have his hives occupy their position, but if tbey are merely

there by the sufferance of the owner of the land, then the

swarm belongs to the owner of the land. This opinion is,

however, subject to reversal by any higher court, and it isn't

necessary for the court to be very high, for this court is a bee-

keeper and not a lawyer.

2. No, I can't. For a colony of bees to desert a hive just

after filling it with honey seems to be a caseof total depravity

in bee-life. I wonder just a little whether it might not have

been a case of swarming. That might be, for sometimes a

swarm is lodged in a hive and itself sends out a swarm as soon

as conditions allow.

Honey on meal Tor Bccn—Inserting
In a (tucenlcs§ Colony.

Quecn.Cclls

1. The books suggest feeding meal to bees by placing

honey on the meal. Will not this induce robbing ?

2. It is also suggested that colonies or nuclei should be
queenless for 24 hours before inserting queen-cells. In the

meantime, should the capt queen-cells be allowed to remain in

the hive where reared ? Unless carefully timed in each pro-

ceeding, will the queens not be liable to hatch and cause
trouble? California.

Answers.— 1. Not very likely. Only a small quantity of

honey need be used, and as soon as that is consumed the bees

are expected to go on with the meal. Besides, the feeding Is

at some distance from the hives. *

2. If there are present in the hive queen-cells older than

the ones you insert, you may feel pretty sure that the latter

ones will be destroyed. If you want the bees to respect the

sealed cells you insert, remove all others that are older, the

safe plan being to remove all other sealed cells.

Hive-Entrances When Supers are On.

I am a constant reader of the American Bee Journal, and
take great interest in bees. I begun this summer with 4 colo-

nies in old gums, and now have lO in Dovetailed hives, and
have supers on most of them. The bees are working in the

sections nicely. I have pure Italian queens in all of them.
Should the entrance be opened larger when supers are on

than it is when the super is not on ? Some of my bees seem
to be crowded and laying out, and I put supers on and they

lay out more, I believe, so I opened the entrance more, which
seems to help the matter. Is it best to have full' length en-

trances? Tennessee.

Answer.— It is hardly probable that the- bees hung out

more becouse supers were put on, altho they may have hung out

more after they were put on. The hanging out was probably

the result of heat and larger numbers, altho it may also have

come from other causes such as a letting up of the harvest

giving the bees less to do, or an inclination to swarm. In any

case, it's a good thing to give the bees plenty of air when you

put on supers, and you can hardly overdo the matter so long

as you give the air from below. Yes, full length entrances

are none too large, and it may be still better to raise the hive

at the four corners, so the air can enter on all four sides. Of

course that it is possible only with loose bottom-boards.

Xbe Horse—Ho-w to Break and Handle.—
This is a pamphlet of 82 pages, giving complete instructions

for breaking and educating colts, teaching horses to drive,

and for use under the saddle, together with many instructions

which have never before been publisht, and which are the re-

sult of the author's experience covering a period of 20 years.

By Prof. Wm. Mullen, with whom the editor of the Bee Jour-

nal is personally acquainted. Price, postpaid, 20 cents ; or

given as a premium for sending us one new subscriber to the

Bee Journal for the rest of the year at 50 cents.

Back Numbers Since Jan. i.—We are able to

supply complete sets of the Bee Journal since Jan. 1, 1897,
to any who may desire, at two cents per copy. There are a

number of new' readers who perhaps would like to get some of

the first numbers of this year, to complete their volume for

1897. We shall be glad to furnish them as long as they last,

at two cents each.
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Editorial Con)n}cr)i^^

Quoting- tlie Honey Market.— It will be inter-

estiug to note the market quotations on honey in the various

cities the next six months. It is also interesting to note the

evident desire on the part of a certain class of dealers to over-

quote the market, or quote prices above the actual—appar-

ently iu order to induce shipment'! of honey. That was the

Horrie-Wheadon scheme here in Chicago in 1895 and 189l).

And it workt well, too. They just got piles of honey ; and the

shippers got—well, they got beautifully "left" in many in-

stances.

We noticed about two weeks ago the Chicago market was
being quoted to beekeepers something like this : Fancy white

comb honey at 14 cents ; No. 1 white, 12 to 13 cents; and

amber comb honey at llj^ to 12}^ cents. Upon learning

this, we referred the quotations to a large and responsible

honey-dealing firm, requesting their opinion concerning the

figures as given for this market at that time. Here Is their

reply :

Chicago, III., July 26, 1897.
George W. York, Esq.—

Deur Sir :— You ask for our opinion : To write It to you
at this time would simply be a repetition of what you and we
have long ago agreed upon, namely, that the purpose of It Is

to Induce people to send their property because of the necessi-
ties of the solicitors. These necessities need not necessarily
exist because the solicitor requires food for his physical neces-
sities, but may be a mental trait or desire which has become
as much of a necessity as dire material needs. Hence we
must unite our strength and prevent those less well-informed
than ourselves from becoming the victims of unprincipled
vendors and self-styled personal representatives. We trust

you will give all such communications as come to you, space
in the American Bee .Journal, thus making it as a medium

between the city as a place of market and the rural districts

which supply the necessaries that make city life possible, a
valuable auxiliary.

The honey supply to-day here is in excess of the demand
that will probably be found for the coming two weeks, and
advices are such as to warrant us in saying that there is

double the quantity of honey en route as compared with this

day one week ago.
Our market to-day is easy at 12 cents for fancy white

clover comb honey. Yours truly,

Honey-Dealbrs.

We need only say further : Don't allow yourselves to be

influenced by high market quotations. If you do, the result

will be that your honey crop will be shipt, and when returns

are received, in nine cases out of teu, you will be compelled to

take just what the irresponsible commission-man feels like

sending you, or perhaps what he really can get for you by

reason of a lower market than he quoted, of course claiming

that prices have gone down since certain high quotations were

made. There are many ways to crawl out of a bad deal, and

no one understands the crawllng-out process better than the

unprincipled commission-man.

Again we say : Don't ship honey to irresponsible city

commission firms. Better give your honey to your less fortu-

nate neighbors, than to help keep in existence the scheming,

defrauding, good-for-nothing class of city fellows that live by

swindling the honest, hard-working farmers.

But, remember, there are reliahle commission-men in

every city, and our deuunclatlons, of course, do not apply to

them. We are striving to help the deserving firms by driving

out the other kind.

Xlie Season of 1897 is thus referred to by Editor

Hutchinson, of the Review :

A good season for honey is the present one. I think I

have never seen white clover more abundant, altho I have_

seen it yield more generously ; but, so near as I can learn, the

country over has had an abundant honey crop—something as

it was in the years gone by, those years that some feared
would never return. It is a pleasure to know that Natu'e is

yet capable of bringing about those conditions that will result

in a crop of honey. It looks as tho an abundance of rainfall

(or snow) for several months previous to the honey season has
been the one thing lacking In the last few years.

The Oniala Exposition in 1898 will do well

by the bee-keepers, it seems. Mr. E. P. Newhall, an Omaha
bee-keeper, has kindly sent us a clipping taken from the daily

Omaha Bee, dated July 23. Mr. J. M. Young, another

Nebraska bee-man and correspondent of the American Bee

Journal, sent us a similar clipping, which says that the apiary

building and Its exhibits are the subjects of consideration at

the hands of the management of the Transmisslsslppi Exposi-

tion at this tiine. At the last meeting of the Executive Com-

mittee, the Department of Buildings and Grounds was author-

ized to ask for competitive drawings for this building, and the

Department Is now making investigations Into the question of

the most approved plans for buildings designed for this pur-

pose. Local architects will be askt to submit drawings as

soon as it has been determined what manner of building will

best answer the purpose.

This is a matter in which the hundreds of bee-keepers in

that section are vitally Interested. The Iowa State commis-

sion was especially Inquisitive about the arrangements which

were to be made for the display of exhibits representing the

extensive apiary Interests of that State, and representatives

of the Nebraska bee-keepers have been Inquiring Into the

matter. Iowa stands near the head of the list of States in

the extent of her apiary interests and tho amount of business

represented. Nebraska Is not far behind, and is rapidly forg-

ing to the front.

Mr. O. W. Hervey, one of the best local authorities on

bees and apiarian Interests generally, was at Exposition head-
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quarters on July 22, consulting with the Department of Ex-

hibits reKarding apiary exhibits. Mr. Hervey stated that the

apiarian interests of Nebraska are rapidly increasing, and

will soon compare favorably with any State in the Union. He
said there are now about 1,000 bee-keepers in Nebraska, and

they have been remarkably successful in increasing their

stock of bees, owing partly to the fact that the entire section

has been singularly free from the diseases which usually at-

tack the industrious little insects. The recent scourge which

swept across the section immediately contiguous to Omaha,

Mr. Hervey stated, was confined almost entirely to Omaha
and a small section adjacent ; aside from this he said there

had been no general disease among the bees of that State. He
also said that Nebraska has a larger variety of honey-plants

than any other State in the Union, and these conditions will

undoubtedly result in a very large increase in the apiarian in-

terests in the near future.

It is generally believed among bee-men that Hon. E. Whit-

comb, of Friend, will be appointed by the Nebraska Exposi-

tion commission to have charge of the apiary section of

Nebraska's exhibit. Mr. Whitcomb was President of the

Nebraska State Bee-Keepers' Association for a long time, and

was in charge of the State's apiarian exhibit at the World's

Fair. Mr. Whitcomb is also Vice-President of the United

States Bee-Keepers' Union, and a member of the Board of

Directors.

The Department of Exhibits authorizes the official an-

nouncement that it contemplates erecting the cases for in-

stalling the exhibits in the apiary building, and will charge

exhibitors .Si. 50 per square foot for floor space in these

cases. This is regarded as a most reasonable charge, and the

announcement is made to correct a rumor which had been cir-

culated among bee-men to the effect that a rate of SIO per

foot was to be charged them for space.

Still Figftiting- S'weet Clover.—In Gleanings

for July 15, we find a letter from an Illinois farmer who, with

his neighbors, are doing their best to exterminate sweet

clover, believing it to be a •' noxious weed." This particular

farmer helpt to sow the first sweet clover seed in his locality,

and now regrets it, and wants to know the best way to totally

destroy it. Mr. A. I. Root gives such a good reply to the let-

ter in question, that we take pleasure in copying the greater

part of it, which is as follows :

My good friend, you and your neighbors are certainly
making a big mistake. I have studied sweet clover all over
the State of Ohio and in other States, but I have never yet

found it in iiasture lots, in meadows, or in cultivated field?. I

cannot see why it should be called a noxious weed any more
than common red clover, unless it is that horses and cattle

must iearn to eat it before they take to it as readily as they
do to red clover. But this is not at all strange, for cattle iu

Florida will not eat corn until they have been taught. Sweet
clover is in our neighborhood, along the roads, as high as the
the fences, hui iwuhere else. It grows on the dry, hard clay
banks by the sides of the railroads, where no other weed can
find a foothold ; but my richly-cultivated ground is also right
along by the railroad. Just over the fence, and yet our boys
will tell you they never find sweet clover as a weed anywhere.
If you and your friends will cut your clover when it is knee-
high, or a little more, you will find it will make excellent hay ;

and if it were really desirable to banish it from the roaasides,

the matter is easily accomplisht by cutting it off before it goes
to seed. Teach your neighbors to use this valuable clover,

and all prejudice will soon disappear. Put a fence around it

and turn the cattle right in—that is, if cattle are not per-

mitted on the roadside—and see how quickly it will disappear.
If you want the ground for other crops, turn it under with a
chain as you would ordinary red clover, and you will find it

worth as much as or more than any other clover known, as a
fertilizer.

I am surprised that you say nothing in regard to its value
as feed, for I am convinced that some of your horses and cat-

tle have already acquired a taste for it and a liking for it ;

and their " opinion " in the matter is certainly unbiast. I do

not know why in the world you should go to the trouble of

trying to cut off the thick old stalks with a hoe. If you really

want to get rid of it, wait till next spring, when the old stalks

will all be dead and gone; then plow under, pasture off, or cut

the young shoots before they get too far along to be tough and
hard.

We have between 15 and 20 acres under cultivation, and
sweet clover is growing high and rampant all around my cul-

tivated fields. Yes, it is at this writing (July 6| six feet or

more, and has been growing so for years past, tho we never

find it in our strawberries at all, while other weeds are a ter-

rible nuisance just about fruiting time. In traveling I have
talkt with others, and askt questions in regard to the habits

of the plant; but I have nowhere seen it behave any dlffer-

erently from what it does here.

Perhaps if these mistaken Illinois farmers knew what a

fine honey-plant sweet clover is, they'd begin to keep bees and

gather in some of its sweetness for their tables, rather than

spend their time in trying to destroy it. It seems unaccount-

ably strange that some otherwise sensible people will pass un-

noticed ragweed and other useless weeds, and then work them-

selves into a perfect frenzy when they see the harmless and

valuable sweet clover growing on the roadside.

But sweet clover will go right on proving a blessing to

the bee-keeper, and also to the farmer who has learned to

recognize in it one of his best friends.

Ti)c Weekly Budgets

Mr. Oscar Kerns, of Caldwell Co., Mo., was in our office

last week. He is a local bee-supply djaler, and also a very

practical honey-producer, running several out-apiaries. Very

busy man, but he "gets there," every time.

Mr. a. Y. Baldwin, of Dekalb Co., 111., gave us a short

call July 2b. He reported his bees doing extremely well this

year, some colonies already yielding over 100 pounds of comb

honey each. He will sell in the home market at a low or

reasonable price, rather than take his chances in the larger

markets. Wise man.

Dr. C. C. Miller was greatly honored as well as adver-

tised in the Chicago Daily News for the evening of July 28.

They had him nicely pictured, and about a column article tell-

ing about his bees and varied work. But they did him only

simple justice—couldn't very well speak too highly of Dr.

Miller, as all bee-keepers know.

The Central Texas Convention was held at Cameron,

July 16 and IT. We are informed that 4:2 bee-keepers were

in attendance, and the officers elected were these : President,

Judge E. Y. Terral ; Vice-President, O. P. Hyde ; and Secre-

tary, C. B. Bankston, of Cameron, Tex. We expect soon to

publish a report of the meeting.

Dr. E. Gallup, of Orange Co., Calif., writing us July 22,

said

:

" My bees are doing splendidly— 9-1 colonies—now crawl-

ing along up to the 100, where I set my stakes last spring.'"

For a " young man " over 75 years old, that is a pretty

large apiary to take care of. But being in California—that

land of wonders—we need not be surprised at it. They do

great things out there—that's one of their natural habits !

Mr. H. G. Quirin, of Huron Co., Ohio, writing July 28,

asks us to take out his advertisement for awhile, for the fol-

lowiag excellent reason :

" I have urgent business on hand which has prevented my
working with the bees for some time. This business is run-

ning down and bringing to justice )toney-thieves. My honey-
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house was broken into last week and a lot of honey carried

off. I have succeeded In landing three behind prison-bars,

and expect to get several more shortly. And now, as I have
caught them, or at least part of them, I expect to see to it that

they go where they belong. There is no use in producing a

nice lot of honey and then let some thief come at midnight
and carry it off ; and I might as well include honey aduUcra-
tors and fraudulent commission-meii. The bee-keepers of the

United States seem to be In a state of letharuv- To stop this

kind of work there must be action."

We are glad Mr. Quirin Is showing the thieving fellows

that he means business. If he makes a good example of them,

it will put a stop to that kind of "In-Quirln"' around his

place, and perhaps serve as a lesson to others.

Mr. J. T. Cai.vert, of The A. I. Root Co., called on us

last Friday, when on his return from California. He arrived

at our office abDut 10 a.m., and left at 7 p.m. the same day,

expecting to reach bis Ohio home the next morning, about 8

o'clock. He had been away five weeks, and had had a great

trip. In the afternoon, Mr. L. Kreutzinger, the largest Chi-

cago bee-keeper, with 150 colonies about (i miles northwest

of the court house, took Mr. Calvert and the writer in his

carriage out to see his bee-yard, which is located in the midst

of hundreds of acres of sweet clover, now in full bloom. He
should harvest a large crop of honey. He thought there was

then (July 80) 8,000 pounds on the hives. Later we hope to

show a picture of Mr. K.'s bee-yard.

Mr. E. E. Hasty, it seems by the July Review, is an ac-

tive member of some "mutual admiration society,'' judging

from this sincere sentence, which appeared in his last "View
of Current Bee-Writings :"

"I honestly believe. Friend Hutchinson, you need less

alteration to make you into the new model editor than any
bee-editor we have."

Well, Editor Root (E. R.), that settles it, so far as you are

concerned. You might as well slop trying to be a "model

editor." Need too much " alteration." Why, just think of It,

with so many other editors—besides our friend Hutchinson

—

needing less "alteration," what possible chance can there be

for you? There are Editors Holtermann, Abbott, Leahy,

Merrill, " Mr." Jennie Atchley, etc., to compete with. Well,

you might just as well give up right now, and try to be con-

tent with never being a "new model editor"—but just plod

on as best you can. It's discouraging, but then, such is life.

P. S.

—

Later.—Hold on ! Perhaps you can yet hope to

become an old "model editor"—if you live long enough! Still,

it may be that some began to edit before you did. No use,

Editor Boot ; you're not " In It."

The Bufialo Cuti'vention ISotice has been

sent us by Secretary Mason, and reads as follows :

Sta. B, Toledo, Ohio, July 5, 1897.
Mii. Editor :—Will you please say In the next issue of

the American I5ee Journal that the next annual convention of

the United States Bee-Keepers' Union will be held in the Main
Hall of Caton's Business College, corner of Main and Huron
Streets, in Buffalo, N. Y., commencing at U) o'clock, a.m., of

Aug. 24 next, and closing on the afternoon of the 26th ?

Papers are to be read by \V. Z. Hutchinson, R. F. Holter-
mann, E. Whitcomb, Hon. R, L. Taylor, Mrs. L. Harrison, R.
C. Aikin, G. M. Doolittle, Dr. J. P. II. Brown, Hon. Eugene
Secor, Geo. \V. Brodbeek, M. B. Holmes, A. E. Manum, E.
Kretchmer and P. H. Elwood ; to which will be added the
President's Address, and perhaps the General Manager and
the Secretary may have something of interest to present.

The programs are now printed and in the hands of the
Secretary. There are six bee-keepers' songs, with music. In

the program, and abundance of time is allotted to the discus-

sion of ail papers, and for the asking and answering of ques-
tions.

Any one not a member of the Union can have a program

sent them by mail on receipt of 5 cents In postage stamps by
the Secretary.

Several of our well known bee-keepers, such as A. I. Root,
Dr. Miller, S. T. Pettit and others who are not on the pro-
gram, will be present to help make the convention interesting

and instructive.

It is probable that suggestions will be made at this con-
vention In the line of so amending the constitution of the
Union as to remove Its objectionable features and add such
other provisions as may seem desirable, and suggestions in

this line by those not able to be at the convention can be sent
to the Secretary, to be brought before it. Some suggestions
have already been received by the Secretary, and others have
been made in the bee-papers.

Those going to the convention should buy round-trip
tickets to the Grand Army of the Republic encampment (not

to the United States Bee-Keepers' convention), which meets
at Buffalo during the last week of August. The G. A. R.
have secured a rate of one cent a mile each w.iy in the terri-

tory of the Central Passenger Committee, whicti is included
by Toronto, Canada, thence on a line to Port Huron, Mich.,
all of the southern peninsula of Michigan ; Chicago, Peoria
and Quincy, HI., St. Louis, Mo., Louisville, Ky., and Pitts-

burg, Pa. The Western Passenger Association and the Trunk
Line Association make a rate of one fare for the round-trip
In their territory to places in the Central Passenger Associa-

tion, from which points the fare will be one cent a mile each
way, but tickets must be purchast to Buffalo from the start-

ing point. Enquire of your ticket or station agent in all ter-

ritory outside of the above-named for rates and the time the

tickets are good for, for I have been unable to learn the rates

in such territory, but presume it will be the same as that of

the Western Passenger and the Trunk Line Association; but

be sure to inquire of your ticket agent as above suggested.

In the Central Passenger and Trunk Line territory tickets

will be good going on the 2 1st, 22nd and 23rd, and if vised

at Buffalo will be good, returning, for 80 days.

Mr. 0. L. Hershiser, of Buffalo, has charge of arrange-
ments at Buffalo, and will attend to the matter of hotel rates.

He writes :
" I purpose obtaining accommodations in private

families for all bee-keepers who prefer such to hotels." Mem-
bers of the Union can learn in regard to hotel rates by apply-

ing to the Secretary at the place of meeting. If known in

time, hotel rates will be given in the bee-periodicals.

A. B. Mason, Sec.

The Buffalo Programs are going out nicely at the

5-cent rate. When one thinks of the half-dozen bee-songs
that go with it—and all for only 5 cents—why, he will of

course send for a copy. Address the Secretary, Dr. A. B.
Mason, Sta. B, Toledo, Ohio, who will mall you as many of the

programs as you may want at price named. Better get a copy
In advance of the convention, and learn the sougs so that

when you get to Buffalo you can help sing them. We expect
Dr. Miller to be there to play them, and show us all just how
they ought to be sung. But we can all learn the melodies

before going, and be ready to join in the " swelling chorus "

in the convention ball.

Encyclopedia for Beeswax.—Some timeago we
offered a splendid work of eight large volumes, called "The
New Standard American Encyclopedia," having nearly 4,000
pages, and over 800 colored maps, charts, and diagrams.
Size of volume, 2 inches thick, Shi wide, and 1 1 X long. As
per that offer, last publlsht on page 181), the eight volumes
were offered by freight for only $iy cash. We can furnish

a set or two at that price, bound in half morroco ; or will ex-

change a set for 75 pounds of yellow beeswax, delivered at

our olBco. You would be more than satisfied with the En-
cyclopedia, and a sot of such books ought to be in every
family for reference.

A. BJcw Binder for holding a year's numbers of the

American Bee Journal, wo propose to mail, postpaid, to every

subscriber who sends us 20 cents. It Is called "The Wood
Binder," Is patented, and Is an entirely new and very simple

arrangement. Full printed directions accompany each Binder.

Every reader should got it, and preserve the copies of the Bee
Journal as fast as they are received. They are Invaluable for

reference, and at the low price of the Binder you can afford to

get It yearly.
< »

Noiv is the Time to work for new subscribers.

Why not take advantage of the offers made on page 481 ?
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BEE-BOOKS
SENT ruSTl'AlD BV

George W. York & Co.,
Chicago, Ills.

Beea and Ilouey. or Managemeut of on Apiary
for Pleasnre and I'rutlt, by TIioiuum G. Newman.—
rWs edition has been hirKely rewritten. thorouKhly
revised, and Is • fully up with the times " In all the
tmprovementa and Inventions lu this rapldly-devel-
oplnp pursuit, and presents the apiarist with
everythhik' that can aid In the successful manntre-
ment of uM Hillary, and at the same time produce
the niowt lioiiL'y In an attractive cundUlon. It con-
tains 2JU pai,'es. and 21a Illustrations—Is beautifully
printed In the hltrhest style of the art, and bound
In cloth, gold-lettered. Price, $1.00.

linnffstroth on the Honey-Bee, revised by
Dadant—This classic In bee-culture, has been
entirely rewritten, and ts fully Illustrated. It
treats of everything relating to bees and bee-kcep-
tng. No aplarhin library Is complete wlthimt this
standard work by Uev. L. L. J.anL'Btnith — the
Father of American Bee-Culture. It has jiiO pages;
bound lu cloth.

Price, postpaid, 81.25.

Bee-K.e2pera* Oulde» or Manual of the
Apiary, by I'rof A. J Cook, of the Michigan Agri-
cultural College.—This book Is not only Instructive
and helpful as a guide In bee-keeping, but Is

Interesting an<i thuroughly practical and sclentlflc.
Itcontalns a full delineation of the anatomy and
physiology of bees. 4iHl pages ; bound In cloth and
fully Illustrated.

Price, postpaid, $1.25.

Scleotlflc Queen- Kenrlnff, as Practically
Applied, by G.M. Uoollttle.—A method by which
the very best of (,>ueen-Bees are reared In perfect
accord with Nature's way. 17f> pageSi bound la
cloth, and tllastrated. Price. Jl-OO.

A B C or Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root.—

A

cyclopjedla of 400 pages, describing everything
pertaining to the care of the honey-bees. It con-
tains SOO engravlnt's. It was written especially for
beginners Bound In cloth. Price, 11.25.

Advanced Bee-Cultnre, Its Methods and
Management, by VV. Z. Hutchinson.—The author
of this work la too well known to need further
description of his book. He Is a practical and
entertaining writer. You should read his book. 90
pages, bound In paper, and Illustrated. Price, 60 cts.

Rational Bee-K.eep1nK, by Dr. John Dzlerzon
—This Is a translation of his latest (ierman bookoa
bee-culture. It has 350 pages; bound
In paper covers. Jl.OO

Blenen-Knltur, by Thomas G. Newnan. -
This Is a German translation of theprlnclpf' por-
tion of the book called Bees of Honev. 10^ page
pamphlet. Price, 4U cents.

Convention Hnnd-Book, for BeeKeepers. -^

Thomas G. Newman.— It contains tlie parliamen-
tary law and rules of order for Bee-Conventions—
also Constitution and By-Laws, with subjects for
discussion, etc. Cloth, gold-lettered. Price, 2o cts.

Tlilrtr Vears Among tlie Bees, by
Henry Alley.—Gives the results of over a quarter-
century's experience In rearing queen-bees. Very
latest work of the kind. Nearly ilkj pages. Price. 50c.

Why Eat Honey ?—This Leaflet is intend-
ed for FREE distribution, to create a Local Market.
lOOcopiea, by mail, ancts.: 500 forSl.'J.^; 1000, $2.00.

How to Keep Honey and preserve its
richness and flavor. Price same as Why Eat Honey.

Alsike Clover Ijeaflet.—Full dlrectlone
forgrowmg. SOfor^Scts.; 100 for 40 cts.; ^00. 70c.

Aptary Restsler, by Thos. G. Newman.—
Devotes two pages to a colony. Leather binding.
Price, for 50 colonies. 11.00; for iw colonies, $1.25.

Frepuration or Honey Tor the Market*
Including the production and care of comb and
extracted honey. A chapter from Bees ant
Honev. Price. 10 cents

Bee-Pusturuse a Xeeeialty.-This twok sug
gesta what and how to plan It Is a chapter fron
Bees and Honev. Price. 10 centa.

Tbe Hive 1 Use, by G. M. Doollttle. It
details bis management of bees, and methods
of producing: comb honey. Price. 5 cents.

Dr. Howard's Book on Fonl Brood.
-Gives the McEvoy Treatment and reviews the ex-
periments of others. Price, 25 cts.

Dictionary ofAplcnltnretby Prof. John
Phin. Gives the correct meaning of nearly 500 a pi*
ultural terms. Price. 50 cts.

lil'lntcr Problem in Bee-Keeplnjr. by G.
B. Pierce. Result of 25 years' experience. 30 eta.

Handling Bees* by Chas. Dudant & Son.—
A Chapter from Langstroth Revised. Price, u cts.

Hlfitory of Bee-Associations, and Brief Re-
orts of the Orst 20 conventions. Price 15 cts

Foul Brood Treatment, by Prof. F. R.
Cheshire.-Its Cause and Prevention. Price. 10 cts.

Foul Brood, by A. R. Kohnke.—Origin.
Development and Cure. Price 10 cts.

Practical HIuIm to Bee-Kee-Keepers-by
Chas. F. Muth. Also contains a Foul Brood
Cure and How to Winter Bees. 40 p.; 10 cts.

Bee-Koepint; lor Profit, by Dr. G. L.
Tinker.— Ileviaed and enlarged. It details the au-
thor's " new system, or how to gel the largest yields
of comb or extracted iRmey." 80 p.; iUustraied. 2r)C.

EinerHon Binders, made especially for
the BEE JoiTRNAi.. are convenient for preserving
each number as fast as received. Not mailable to
Canada. Price. 75 cts.

Commercial Calculator, by C. Kopp.—
A ready Calculator. Business Arithmetic and Ac-
count-Book combined in one. Every farmer and
businessman should have it. No. Inbound in water
proof leatherette, call tlnish. Price. 4n cts. No. 2
in tine artitlcial leather, with pocket, silicate slate,
and account-book. Price, 60 cts.

Green'M Four Books^ by Chas. A. Green.
—Devoted to. 1st, How We Made the Old Farm Pay

;

2nd. Peach Culture; 3rd. How to Propagate Fruit-
Plants, Vines and Trees; 4lh. General Fruit In-
structor. Nearly 120 pages. Fully illustrated. 25 cts.

Clardcn and Orchard, by Cbiis. A. Green
—Gives full instructions in Thinning and Marketing
Fruits; Pruning. Planting and Cultivating; Spray-
ing. Evaporation, Cold Storage, Ktc. 94 pages, illus-

trated. Price, 25 cts.

Kendall's Horse-Book* — 35 pictures,
showing positions ol sick horses, and treats on all

their diseases. English or German. Price, 25 cts.

Silo and Silage, by Prof. A, J. Cook.—It
gives the method in operation at the Michigan Agri-
cultural College. Price, 2a cts.

l^umber and Ijog-Book. — Gives meas-
urements of lumber, logs planks; wages, etc. 25c.

ITIaple Sn^ar and the Sug-ar Bush, by Prof.
A. J. Cook.— Full instructions. Price, ^5 cts.

Grain Tables, for casting" up the price of
grain, produce, hay, etc. Price, 25 cts.

Capons and Caponizing:, by Dr. Sawyer,
Fanny Field, and others.—Illustrated. All about
caponizing fowls, ana thus how to make the most
money in poultry-raising. 64 pages. Price, 30 cts.

Onr Poultry Doctor, or Health In the
Poultry Yard and How to Cure Sick Fowls, by
Fanny Field,—Everything about Poultry Diseases
and their Cure. 64 pages. Price, 3u cts.

Poultry for ITIarket and Poultry for
Profit, by Kanny Field.—Tells everything about the
Poultry Business. 64 pages. Price, 25 cts.

Turkeys for lYIarket and Turkeys for
Profit, by Fanny Field.—All about Turkey-Raising.
64 pages. Price. 25 cts.

Rural Eiife.— Bees. Poultry, Fruits, Vege-
tables, and Household Matters, loo pages. 25 cts.

Potato Culture, by T. B. Terry.—It tells
how to grow them protitably. Price, 40 cts.

Hand-Book of Health, by Dr. Foote.—
Hints about eating, drinking, etc. Price, 25 cts.

Bee-Keepers' Directory, by H. Alley.—
Latest methods in Queen-Rearing, etc. Price. 5uc.

Book Clubbing Oilers.

(Bead Carefully)

The following: clubbing prices Include the
American Bee Journal one year with each
book named. Remember, that only one book
can be taken In each case with the Bee Jour-
nal a year at the prices named. If more books
are wanted, see postpaid prices given with
the description of the booljs on this page.
FoUowlngls the clubblng-llst:

1. Langstroth on the Honey-Bee J2.00
2. A B Cof Bee-Culture 2.00
3. Bee-Keeper'sGulde 1.75
4. Bees and Honey 1 Cloth boundl 1.65
5. Doollttle's Sclentlflc Queen-Kearlng. 1.75
6. Dr. Howard's Fnul Brood Book 1.10
7. Advanced Bee-Culture 1.30
9. Bieneu-KuUur [German] 1.20

11. Rational Bee-Kieplng|.Papertoundl 1.75
12. Thirty Years Among the Bees 1.30
13. Bee-keeping for Profit 1.15
14. Convention Hand-Book 1.15
15. Poultry for Market and Profit 1.10
16. Turkeys for Market and Profit 1.10
17. Capons and Caponizing 1.10
18. Our Poultry Dot-tor 1.10
19. Green'sFour Books 1.15
21. Garden and Orchard 1.15
23. Rural Life 1.10
24. Emerson Binder forthe Bee Journal. 1.60

23. Commercial Calculator. No. 1 1.25
26. Comme-clal Calculator, No. 2 1.40
27. Kendall's Horse-Book 1.10
30. Potato Culture 1.20
32. Hand-Ilook ol Health 1.10
33. Dictionary of Apiculture., 1.35
34. Maple 8utriir unci tbe Sugar Bush— 1.20
33. Silo and Slliige.. 1.10
36. Winter Problem in Bee-Keeplng 1.30
37. Apiary Register (for 50 colonies) 1.75
38. Apiary Regl»(er (for 100 colonies) . 2.00
39. Bee-Keepers' Directory 1.30

10 sist discount
1 have a Large Quantity of Winter-Sawed

Basswood on hand, and will make Shipi'INO-
Cases at 10 per cent, discount from list

price. Cases holding 15 sections. $5.00 per
hundred net. First-class work guaranteed.

Write for Prlce-Llst.

W. J. STAH.TIANN, Weaver, I«Iinn,

Mention the American Bet JmirnaL 25A8t

]Vlllil/c<
HONEY-EXTRACTOR

iflUlll N Square Glass Jars.

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies in general, etc etc
Send tor our new catalog.

Practical Mlnlti " will be mailed for 10c.

lu stamps. Apply to—

Chas. r. Muth & Son, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Honey - Clovers I

We have made arrangements so that we can
furnish seed of several of the Clovers by
freight or express, at the following prices,

cash with order: ^_
SB) lOIb 25B) 501b

Alsike Clover.. 70 $1.25 $3.00 $5.75
Sweet Clover (white). .60 1.00 2.25 4.00
White Clover 90 1.60 3.75 7.00
Alfalfa Clover 60 1.00 2.23 4.00
Crimson Clover 55 .90 2.00 3.50

Prices subject to market changes.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage, If

wanted by freight.
Your orders are solicited.

GEORGE W. YORK & Co.
CHICAGO. ILL.

raADB
EASYTRANSFERRING

If you contemplate buying either three or

five band Italian Queens, simply write for my
pamphlet. If you need some of the best now,
send 75 cts. for one. $4.00 for six, or $7.50 per
doz.—and full Instructions for Introducing, as

well as the best methods known for securing'

good cells win be sent free.

Money Order ollice—Warrenton.

W. H. PBIDGEN,
21A13t Cheek, Warren Co., N. C.

Mentior, ins Arrienca-n, Bee jovjr'oaic

-60c each; 6 for $3.00.
ITALIAN QUEENS
•Good Yellow Ones'

l-LBi HONEY-JARS $» 50 per gross.

Catalog of Apiarian Supplies free.

I. J. STRIXGHAM,
105 Park Place. NEW YORK. N.Y.

APIARY—Glen Cove, L. 1.

Menticrn ine American Bee JcumaL

For tlie C A. R. Kncampment
To be held at Buffalo, N. Y., Aug. 23 to 28 In-

clusive, will be sold over the Nickel Plate

Road at $10.50 for the round trip. Good
going Aug. 21st, 22nd and 23rd.
The Nickel Plate Road is the short line be-

tween Chicago and Buflalo, and Is equlpt with
the most modernly constructed day coaches
and luxurious sleeping and dining cars.

Colored lorters are in charge of the day
coaches, and the facilities for the comfort of

patrons Is unsurpast. Commander-in-Chief
Clarkson has selected this line for the trans-

portation of himself and staff, and respect-

fully Invites h;s comrades to Join him,
Mr. J. Y. Calahan. General Agent, 111

Adams St.. Chicago, 111., will be pleased to

furnish all information in regard to train

service, etc. Depot, 12th and Clark Sts. 20
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ARE VOL' SF.i:Ki:V<ii RI08'r
A.'>i» iti:4'Ki:Ariu:v

during the summer months ? If so. send for
Summer Outings along- the line of the Nickel
Plate Koad, from which you will be able to
select quiet and picturesque resorts wtih fa-
cilities for Kood flshinjf and bathing. Elegant-
ly equipt coaches : luxurious sleeping cars
and unexcelled Dining Car Service. Three
through trains dally between Chicago and the
East.
Address, J. T. C.\IjL.\han, Gen'l Agent, 111

Adams St.. Chicago, 111.

Qerjeral Iten^s*

Never Did So Well.

I have kept bees for the last five years,
but they never did so well as this season.

August Buchhagen.
Jefferson Co., Ohio, July 26.

Bees Doing Fine.

I have about 60 colonies of bees, and
can't get aloos without the American
Bee Journal. My bees are doing fine this
year. I live close to the Scioto Valley,
and they are now working on sweet
clover and catnip naostly. I have some
as fine Italian bees as there are in the
State. Joel Pendekgrass.
Pike Co., Ohio, July •2,1.

Marketing- Honey.

Years ago I made up my mind that the
best package to put e.^ttracted honey in
was the Mason quart jar. As they rep-
resent so much cash, if one does not want
to out up fruit or jelly in them they are
always worth so much money. When I

commenced producing extracted honey
here in 1876 I got 12 to 15 cts. per lb.

for it. The price gradually decreast
until, when the hard times of 18'.)o
struck us, I found that, if I wanted to
sell my honey. 1st or 2nd grade, I had
to put the price so that it was not a lux-
ury, but necessary—so low that it was
nearly the price of syrup ; so that now
I keep in all the groceries of this place
of 2i»00 inhabitants, quart Mason jars
of 2nd grade, with a neat label on, which
they retail at 20 cents. ; and I let the
stores have them for IS cts., and lake it

in trade. I know that I do not buy any-
thing these hard times unless I need it

and it is cheap ; so it is with others. We
must reduce the price or keep our honey.
—Dr. S. S. Butler, of California, in
Gleanings.

Honeyed Kisses, Etc.

Talk about honey ! you just ought to
have seen the new crop. First, I put
one super on that middle hive, and soon
after put on another, just to have it

there. That was three weeks ago, be-
fore an ounce of honey could be seen in
either super.

Well, last evening I concluded I'd

change the supers about, put the lower
one on top, and the top one below. Say !

It was all I could do to lift It, and when
I had gotten the bees smoked o(f its sur-
face there were revealed to mo :i2 sec-

tions of as solid clover honey as you ever
laid eyes on ! Remember that fine sam-
ple of honey yau took to the Toronto
convention ? Well, this looks fully as
attractive.

The second super is being rapidly

Finest Alfalfa Honey

!

IT SELLS ON TASTING.

The Honey that Suits All

Who Buy It.

Low Prices Now!
We can furnish liVllite Altalfa Extracted Honey, in 60-pound tin cans, on

board cars in Chicago, at these prices : 1 can, in a case, 73^ cents per pound ; 2 cans
In one case, 7 cents ; 4 cans (2 cases) or more, %'^i cents. The Cash must accom-
pany each order. Fine Basswood Flavor Honey at same price; also In

270-lb. barrels.

^W A sample of either honey will be mailed to an intending purchaser, for 8
cents, to cover postage, packing, etc. We guarantee purity.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Micliigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. ^^^°?^^?bonsin,
Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus
securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
They have also one One of the Largfest Factories and the latest

and most-improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there is in the State. The material is cut from patterns, by machinery,
and is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and -wtiitest
BasS'WOOd is used, and they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine
and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best
machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies.

Please mention the Ame- icj.a Bee .TournHl. 7Atf

BEE-KEEPERS
SUPPLIES

"We make
The Very Finest Line of

in tlie Market, and sell

them at Low Prices.
!^encl for Free IlliislratccI Calalo;; and l>ricc-Lii»t.

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.

Special AgHit for the Southwest"^- ^- ^^^%^
Joseph, mo.

Iflr. Ahboit sells our Hives and Sections at Fat-lory Prices.

That dueen-Clipping Device Free I

Works Like a Ciiarm.

The Monette Queen-Cilpplne: Device wouks

MKE A CHARM. With It I have clipped 30

queens, all in one day. when e.xamlnlng my
bees. Wm. SToi.i.Ey, Grand Island, Nebr.

rotildii't Do Without It.

I have clipped 19 ijueuns. and must say the
Monette Queen-Clipping Device Is by far the
best Invention ever made, and will be wel-
come to many bee-keepers as it was to me. 1

could not do without t)ne now.
Dk, Geo. Lacke, Newburgh, Ind,

PLEASE READ THIS OFFER TO PRESENT SUBSCRIBERS :

Send us pisl aiir iieii> nainr for the American Bee Journal a year (with $1.00), and we

will mail you the Queen-Clipping Devii-e fkee of charge. Or, the Queen-Clipping Device

will be sent postpaid for ao ets. But why not get it as a Premium by the above offer ?

You can't earn SO cts. any easier. Almost every bee-keeper will want this Device.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan St., CHICAGO, ILL.
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ii?i! Beeswax
For all the Good, Pure Yellow^

Bees'wax delivered to our office till

further uotioe, we will pay 2-i cents per

pound, CASH ; or 27 cents for whatever

part is exchanged for the Bee Journal,

Honey, Books or Seed, that we offer. If

you want casb, promptly, for your

Beeswax, send it on at once. Impure

wax not taken at any price. Address as

follows, very plainly,

GEO. W. YORK & CO.
118 Michigan st., CHICAGO, ILL.

CARLOADS
or Kee-Hlves, Sections, Shlp-
piug-Cases. Comb Foundation,
and Everythliig used in the
Bec-Indu8try.
We want the name and ad-

j

- dress of every Bee-Keeper in
" America. We supply Deal-

ers as well as consumers. We
hiivo liry Kiln, Improved Machinery, 40.000
leet of Uoor space, and all modern appliances.
We make prompt shipment.
Write for Catalogs. Quotations, etc.

Inter-State Maiuifactiirinff Co,

HI'DSUiN, St. t'roix Co., WIS.
Mention ine American Bee -jcurfvj^^.

For Sale, BEES and (jUEENS
Queens, 50 cts. Nuclei, three frames with

Queen, 12.00; Two frames, $1.50; One frame,

$1.00. Full Colonies, $1.00.

BIrs. A. A. SIMPSON,
30A3 8WARTS, Greene Co., Pa.

Beautiful Honey-Cases
Made by the A. I. Koot Co., at their prices.

BecHivax Wauted.
Itl. H. HIIIVT, Bell Branch, micli.

WME^ ANSWEniMG THIS ADVERTI5CMGNT. MENTION T>,iS JOURMm.

QCC I^CCDCD? I Let me send you my 64-
Dll-NLLi LIIO I page Catalog for ISvlT.

J. m. Jeukins, Wetumpka, Ala.

MentUm Hie jS.ri>€rican Hef jcut'-wJ.

Full Colonies for Sale
30 miles northwest of Chicago. In 9-frame
Langstroth hives. Bees in good condition.
Only a lew colonies. Too warm to ship long
distance. Prices— $.'>.00 ner colony; 5 colonies,
at $1.75 each ; or 10 colonies at $1.50 each,

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.

Tliv >ic-kel Plate Koad
Has been selected by Commander-in-Chief
Clarkeon for the transportation of himself
and staff to the G. A. K. Encampment to be
held at Buffalo, N. Y , Aug. 23rd to 28th.
Tickets win be on sale Aug. 2lst. 22nd and
23rd at the rate of $10.50 for the round trip.
This will afford an opportunity to the com-

rades now living in the great West and North-
west to once more visit the home of friends.
and shake hands with those with whom they
fought shoulder to shoulder in the great Civil
War.
For full information call on, or address,

J. Y. Calahan, Gen'l Agent.
Ill Adams St., Chicago, 111.

H. Thohne, C. r. ic T. A.
Ill Adams St.. Chicago, 111. 21

filled, too. Brood-chamber looks ready
to bust !

" Now," thinks I to myself, " I'll just

put an empty super in the place of that
(illed one, and fool 'em 1" This morning,
early, I prepared one and placed it, and
I have no doubt from the present pros-

pect they'll fill it, too. If they do, that

will be 96 sections for one colony. Of
course, that isn't 500 pounds, but I'll be

satisfied.

And here is the sequel : I had just

finisht my work, took off my veil, let the
smoker smudge out, and was contem-
plating the wonderful nature of bees,

when I heard around me a persistent

whispering, coming nearer and nearer.

Then I noticed that it was one of those
self-sacrificing Italians flirting with me.
just as if I were a young man, telling me
all sorts of things, in a high soprano key.
Of course I resented such familiarity

(my wife was looking just then), but (do

you know?) that bee stubbornly persisted,

and before I could prevent it shekist me
—a hot one

—

right on my lips—the for-

ward thing 1

I tried to explain my innocence to my
" better half," but she only winkt her
other eye, intimating that she knew a

thing or two, and my excuses wouldn't
go. Now, I leave it to you, Mr. Editor,

were I really to blame?
Cook Co., 111., July 29. E. M. Dee.

[Yes, we think you were just a little

to blame, 'i'ou should never notice a

" flirting Italian," no matter how much
she " whispers " to you. Next time keep

your veil on until you are safely in the

house, and your " better half " won't

have occasion to wink either eye at you.

—Editor.!

Doing Well in New Mexico.

I have 112 colonies of bees doing well.

I have 95 cases of 2-i-pounds to the
case taken ofl', and AG more to take off

next week ; and I give the American
Bee Journal due credit for some of my
success. It is choice alfalfa honey, and
another flow of alfalfa to hear from yet.

Edward Scoggin.
Eddy Co., New Mex., July 25.

Sweet Clover.

Melilotus alba bears a close resem-
blance to alfalfa, but it is "larger and
coarser every way, and is especially

adapted for use on calcarious soils. It

will make an excellent growth on lime
lands, even on the ' rotten limstone ' hills

and on soils so barren that they will sus-

tain no other plants ; but it is of almost
no value on the red clays and tne sandy
pine woods soils, which contain little

lime. It is a biennial plant, making
ordinarily only a moderate growth the

first season, but during the second sea-

son it will grow from four to seven feet

in height, if not cut, and make stronger

and heavier roots than any other forage
plant. At the end of the second season
it matures its seed and dies and the roots

then decay quickly."

As regards its uses, "It is not generally

liked by animals unaccustomed to it, but
as it starts into growth very early in the

spring, when other green forage is scarce,

stock turned on it at that time soon ac-

quire a taste for it and eat it readily

through the remainder of the season.

When grown for hay, one and sometimes

FouHdatioa —Sections— Hives
or any Other Supplies.

Jf you arc in a riii.li, send me your order. I
sell llie bext only, and All orders promptly
at i.owKST iMiK K. Beeswax wanted In
excllail;;2:e.

Workiii£;Wiixl\^°?°r"lM.-A

t38'~ Write for Catalog and Prloe-fjlst. with
Samples of Foundation and Sections.

GUS DITTMER,
AI'<;| ISTA, WIS,

^(iVDtll'i,

SEE THAT WINK

!

Bee- Supplies! Root's
Goons at Koot's Prices.

Pouder's Honey Jars,
and every thing used by
bee-keepers. Prompt ser-
vice, low freight rate. Cat
tree. Walter S. Poader,

162 Mass. Ave..
Indianapolis. Indiana

•V-EN Ar,SWL*'|.,(. '. M"S AOVFRTISEMEM . MENT'ors TJTS tOUHfM^

ISr IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
11.25 to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif,,
for his

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

Mention Uie Arnerwon TSee ImtsnuU-

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUSDATIOH
Has No Sag In Brood-Frame*

Tliiii Flat-Kottom Fouudation
Has Ko Fishbone Jo the Sarplas HoBey.

BelnK tbe cleanest la asually worked
the qalckeBt of any Fonndatlon made

J. A. VAN BBIJSKN.
Bole Manafaotnrer,

Spront BrooJt MontBoni<*rv <'o.. N- Y.

II' Voii Keep but Oue Remedy
'""^n^Touidbe YELLOWZONES

They Combine the Virtues of a Medicine
Chest.
The Very Best general-service Remedy to be

had AT ANY PHICE.

'^j/V'JP^'' "IZonet Cathartics 's now
added to each uox.

100 in a Box, 11.00—17 in a Boi. 25c.

W. B. House, Drawer 1, Detour, Mich.
loAtf Please mention the Bee Journal.

yr&Uicii ilie American Bee JoumzZ-.

ONE MAN WITH THE

UNION «o"^i;,i*^'«='N

Can do the work of four
men using hand tools. In
Kipping, Cuttlng-otf, Mi-
tring, Rabbeting, Groov-
ing, Gaining. Dadoing
Edglng-up. Jointing Stuff
etc. t uU Llneof Foot and
Hand Power Machinery
Sold oij Trial. CaUlogne Free.

FALLS MFO. CO.,
SENECA FALLS. N. T

. [he Amerirnn Bee Jouma'.

SENE<'.A
46 Water St

lAly /Ucntio,

Italian Queens By Return
mall.

Untested. oOc: Tested, $1.00.
Nuclei, a frame. *2 .00, including a good Queen

Bees by the Pound.
E. Ii. CARBINOTON,
22Atr De Fuulak Springs, Fla.

Xleution the American Bee JoumaZ

Van Deusen Thin Fdn.
A few 25-pound boxes of VanDeusen Thin Su-

per Comb Foundation at -$11.00 per box. Be
quick If you want a box of it. Address.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.,
118 Michigan St. - Chicago, Ii.L.
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Employ Nature
The best pliysiclaD to beal jour Ills. Send for

FKEE Pamphlet explaining how diseases of

the Blood, Skin, Liver, Kidneys and Luntrs

can be cured without drugs.

F. M. SPRIXGS CO.,

Lock Box No. 1 1.1BEKTVVI1.1,E, ILli.

dfetition (he Amtrtcan Bee Journal

A GENUINE

Egg Preservative
That will keep Hen's Egire perfectly throuirh

warm weathe*", just as good as fresh ones for

cooking and frosting. One man paid 10 cents

a dozen for the eggs he preserved, and then
later sold them for -Ja cents a dozen. You can

Sreserve them lor about 1 cent i>er dozen.
ow is the time to do It, while eggs are cheap.

Address for Circular giving further lufor-,

matlon— . „„
Dr. A. B. MASON,

3312 Monroe Street, - Toledo, Ohio,

FOR SALE.
1000 pounds of While Clover Comb Honey.

Price. 1.'!!^ cts. per pound.
28A Edw. E. Sniltli, Carpenler, 111.

Bee -Hives, Sections. Shipping-
Cases—everything used by bee-
keepers. Orders filled nromptlv.
Send for catalog MhSIESIITA BEE-
KEEPERS' SIPPLY JlFCi. CO., Nicollet
Island, Minneapolis, Minn.

Chas, Mondeng. Mgr,22A.tf

500
NATURAL
SWARMING

QUEENS
At 50 cts, each; ii do?,., $2.80. Tested Queens

at 75 cts. each.
The above are all choice, natural-swarming
Ouf ens, saved during the (.warming season.

Address. 1.EIN1INGBR KKOS.,
29Dtf Ft. Jennings, Ohio.

"
(Jueeiis (Jiven Away."

fGray Camiolans and Golden Italians.?

We will give a fine Tested Queen (either race)

to all customers ordering 6 Untested Queens,
and a fine Select Tested Queen to all who or-

der 12 Untested Queens at one time. The
Queens given away will be sent to customers
In August. . ,, T 1

Oracle and Pricc§ Aj>rii J^ly

of Bees and Queens juti!^ sepT.

Untested Queen % ."ih S .65

Tested • 1.50 1.25
Select Tested Queen 2.50 2.25
Best Imported '

, 5,00 4.00
One L Frame Nucleus (no Queen) ,75 .50

Two ••
•• " 150 100

Full Colony of Bees "

(in new dovetailed hive) 5,00 4.00

We euarantee our Bees to be free from all

diseases, and to give entire satisfaction.
DeBcrlptlve Prlfe-l.l»» Free.

F. A. Lockhart k Co.,
"-ake^george.

lUDtf Please mention the Bee Journal.

DUQDESJIE ^ COLIjEGEI
Penn Ave. and Eighth St.

Thorough Courses — Normal, Commercial, La-
dies Literary. Shorthaiid and Typewriting.
Kflicient and experienced instructors. Day
and Night sessions. Send I'or Catalog.

Prof. liEWlS EnWIN VOKK, I'rcN.

two crops can be cut In the fall after

sowing In the spring, and during the

next season two or three crops may be

cut. Unless cut early the steins become
hard and woody, and in all cases care is

necessary in handling in order to prevent
the loss of leaves, which readily drop
from the stems. Excellent hay may be

made by sowing it on lands which have
been set In Johnson grass, the mixture
seeming to improve the palatability of

either one. " Under such cultivation

as much as three cuttings to the acre and
two tons for each cutting have been
made.
Further points regarding this plant

are these :
" As a restorative crop, for

yellow loam and white lime lands, this

plant has no superior, and for black

prairie soil It has no equal. The roots

are very long, penetrating the soil to a

depth of three or four feet, are quite

large, and by their decay at the end of

the second year leave the soil with in-

numerable, minute holes which act as

drains to carry off the surplus water
and loosen the soil so that the roots of

other crops can go deeper, find more
abundant supplies of food, and bear

drought better. While the hay from this

plant will not sell as well as that from
lespedeza, the crop is heavier, furnishes

pasture earlier in the spring, and is by

far the most valuable crop we have for

a natural fertilizer. Seed should be

sown in August or February at the rate

of half a bushel- per acre.'"

Melilotus alba is not generally much
known among us yet, but properly han-

dled It Is a success, having special fitness

for some situations, and deserving in

most places to be at least made the sub-

ject of careful and inielligent experi-

ments.—Home and Farm.

Bees Did Well

Bees have done well here this season.

I will get between 800 and 1,000
pounds of honey. I sold the first yester-

day at 1.5 cents per section. I bad 20
colonies of bees last spring.

B. F. Beheler.
Summers Co., W. Va., July 24.

Bee-Keeping in Indian Territory.

Bees are doing fine this weather. I

transferred my 10 colonies in early

spring into b-frame Dovetail hives, and
prevented swarming by using supers.

My bees did better this year than ever

before.

The old Bee Journal comes regularly

every week. I am always glad when
Friday comes. Long may it and Its edi-

tor prosper.

I have to hire all my work done about
my bees. My brother does It, and I do

all the scheming. I work for a grocery

firm from l> in the morning to 9 at night,

so you see 1 have no time to work with

bees. I workt in the mines before I

started to work here. I could take a

day off once In awhile then and attend

to my bees, but now it is work every

day but Sunday. Robt. Wh.liamson.
Choctaw Nation, Ind. Ter., July 24.

Getting PossesBion of a Swarm.

Is there any law concerning bees when
they swarm on a stranger's land '? What
right does law give a man, if his bees

should settle on a stranger's land ? My
bees swarmed July 9, and settled In a

2 A FENCE THAT CAN'T SAG.
,, ...1 KEYSTONK IKNIE. J

:.tnictcil with a sin-cial vii-w tu l;iUiiin up all

!.la<k Ijv expantUng and contractiug as

r.qiiirr.(i by anv lit-;rree of heat fr c-iiUl. It is

J'. I . .iS inches hit-'h and will turn aiiytliing
but wind and water. r..."k ..n fence
({instruction ~'itv free.

KEYSTONE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO..

No. 3 Rush St.. PEORIA, ILL.

v*«. ^'HA^'''V:^.t/'i Oirlr- j*yv!/rY'jTjV9'

^^California
If you care to know of Its Fruits, Flowers
Climate or Resources, send for a Sample Copy
of California's Favorite Paper—

The Pacific Rural Press
The leading Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the Pacific Coast. Published weekly,
handsomely Illustrated 00 per annum.
Sample Copy Free.

PACIFIC RURAL. PRESS,
220 Market St.. • SAN FRANCISCO. OAL.

Mc'ition the .ri.mcncn iSee Journal.

Golden Beauties and 3-Banded
Or I!HPi»RTED STOCK.

SilversGray Carniolans,
Bntes ed, 50c ; Tested, 75c. Safe arrival

guaranteed. Address.

Judge E. Y. TERBAIi & CO.
26Atf Cameron, Texas.

Mentkm the Awe/rican Bee -Jov/nw,!^

Mmiiion the American BeeJctis-ftai.
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vacant lot. My wife traced them to the

spot, and they settled. My neighbor had

the privilege of keeping his chickens on

this lot, from the owner, lie would not

let me enter this lot to get my bees, so I

went to the owner, who gave me a writ-

ten permit to get my bees from his lot,

but my neighbor would not let me get

them. So I went to a lawyer to make
out papers for the constable to get my
bees. We got the bees back, but the

trouble was not ended. My neighbor

was determined to claim the bees be-

cause he aipturcd them. He appealed,

and we went before ft justice who de-

cided the case in my favor. Now he is

likely to appeal again. I would like to

have the law publlsht in the Bee Jour-

nal for the benefit of Its readers.

Bees did not get any honey here this

year. Aug. Bachmann.
King Co., Wash., July 23.

[Such cases can only be determined In

court, if any objection is made to the

supposed owner taking his property

when found. But it would seem to be

hardly worth while to go to law over a

swarm of bees.—Editor. 1

!$i'::\i» FOR SI nMKR oi 'ri:*«s

along the line of the Nickel Plate Koad. Three
through trains dalls' between Chicago. Fort
Wayne. Cleveland, Erie. ButTalo. New York
and Boston. Unsurpast facilities for the com-
fort of the traveling public. All the delica-

cies of the season served on Dining Car.
Call on or address, J. Y. Callahan, Gen"l

Agenl, 111 Adams St., Chicago, 111. Depot
I'Jth and Clark Sts. "-5

Texas dueens

!

By return mall. Best honey-gathering strain

in Ami-rica. Untested. 7.ic-. Select Warran-
t«d, $1.00. J. D. GIVEMS, Llttboii, Tex.
9 A'26t Mention the American Bet Journal

Bee-Keepers' Photograph.—We
have now on hand a limited number of ex-
cellent photographs of prominent bee-keep-
ers—a number of pictures on one card. The
likeness of 49 of them are shown on one of

the photographs, and 121 on the other. We
will send them, postpaid, for 30 cts. a card,
mailing from the 121 kind first ; then after

they are all gone, we will send the 49 kind.
So those who order first will get the most
" faces " for their money. Send orders to

the Bee Journal office.

IlIiiiolB.—The annual meeting of the
Northern Illinois Bee-Keepers' Association
win be held at the Court House in Freeport.
Tuesday, Aug. 17, 1S97. All are cordially in-

vited. B. Kennedy, Sec.
New Miltord, 111.

Queens antl <lueeii-ICearinc.

—

II you want to know how to have queens
fertilized in upper stories while the old
queen is still laying below; how you may
nafel'j iiilrudiue any queen, at any time of
the year when bees can fly ; all about the
different races of bees; aU about shipping
queens, queen-cages, candy for queen-
cages, etc. ; all about forming nuclei, mul-
tiplying or uniting bees, or weak colonies,

etc. ; or, in fact, everything about the
queen-business which you may want to
know—send for Doolittle's " Scientific
Queen-Rearing" — a book of over lyj
pages, which is as interesting as a story.
Here are some good offers of this book:

Bound in cloth, postpaid, Jl.OO ; or clubbed
with the Bee Jocrnal for one year—both
for only $1.7.5 ; or given free as a premium
for sending us 0"<j new subscribers to the
Beb Journal for a year at $1.00 each.

Bee-Keeper's Guide—see page 496.

HONEY and BEESWAX
MAKUKX 4tl)0'rATIU.'\!>>.

CliicaEro, III., July 30.—Some few lots of
the n w crop ol white comb has come on the
market and sold at r.;c. Lots not strictly

nice may fail to tiring iniii figure. Very little

sale lor extracted hutiey of any kind. Prices
range from .")(aOc. tor white, 4ia5c. tor amoer.
and dark liHc Bee8»ax steady at 26a-7c.

Cincinnati, Ohio, July 30.—There Is a
fair demand lur extracted and comb honey.
We have disposed already of a numberot ar-

rivals of Hue quality. We quote llHQ'^ic. as

the range for choice comb honey; .'iViOfic. for
extracted. Demand Is lair for beeswa.x at
:J2@i5c. for good to choice yellow.

Boston, Mass., July 26. — Fancy new
comb. In uirtons, I4c.; No. 1. in cartons. 1'2

to 13c. Extracted, white, 6 to 7c.; light am-
ber. ^ to b%c.
Our market is well cleaned uo on old honey,

and new Is coming slowly. The demand is

light.

Milwaukee, Wis., July 26.—Fancy white,
12 to l.'ic; No. 1, 10 to lie ; fancy amber. 8

to 10c. ; No. 1. 7 to .Sc; fancy dark, 7 to 8c.

Extracted, white. .") to 6o.; amber. 4 to 4Hc.
Beeswax. 23 to 27c.
The remnants of old crop honey remaining

are not very large, and mostly of common and
medium quality, and such Is very hard to sell

at any price. There has been some new ex-
tracted received, but not of the BEST quality
—think It was extracted too soon, as it Is thin
and watery, and not very salable. The de-

mand Is as good as usual at this season. Think
we are safe in holding out encouragement to

shippers that for the new crop of choice qual-
ities of comb and extracted honey this mar-
ket will give them as good results as any
other.

Philadelphia, Pa, July 27.—Fancy white.
12 to i:ic ; No 1. 10 to lie; lancy amber, 9
to 10c, Extracted, white, 5 to Be; amber, 4
to .TC; dark. 4c. Beeswa,T, 2.tc.

New houey. both comb and extracted, is

arriving in small quantities. Good authority
places CalU'ornia crop at 300 cars. Prices
will rule low, California honey selling at 3^c.
for mlxt cars of light and amber extracted.

Buffalo, N, Y I
July 26. — Fancy white,

new, 11 to 12c ; No. I. 10 to lie; fancy am-
ber. 8 to 9c.; No. 1 7 to 8c.; No. 1 dark, 6 to
8c. Extracted while. 5 to 6c. ; amber, 4 to 5c.

Beeswax, 24 to •.i7c.

Few arrivals; new selling fairly welt. Old
Is cleaned up. and moderate amounts of new
can now be sold. Ship In crates of. say, 150
pounds, with handles on same, and well
secured.

Cleveland, Ohio, July 24,—Fancy white,
11 to 12c.: No. 1, iOc; fancy amber, 7c.; fan-
cy dark, 6c.
Our first shipment of new honey just ar-

rived, and selling at 13c. No demand lor old
honey, but new, we believe, is going to se.l

fairly well.

St. Louis, Mo., July 27.—Fancy white, 12
to l;i!^o,; No. 1, 11 to 11 He. : No. 1 amber. 9
to lo)4c.; No. 1 dark, 6 to 8c. Extracted,
white, 49s£ to 5!ic. : amber, 4 to 4^c. ; dark, 3
to 4c. Beeswax, 24 to 24 Wo.
Extracted honey In barrels has been selling

fairly well for two weeks. We sold 4,500
pouiidB of amber last week at 4 %c.

Indianapolis, Ind., July 24.—Fancy white
10 10 12!4c.; No 1. '-> to 10c. Extracted, white.
5 to 6c.; amber, 4 to 5c. Beeswajt. 25 to 27c.
Fair demand In the jobbing way tor grades

mentioned above. No demand at all for dark
or amber comb hooey.

Kansas City, Mo., July 26.—No. 1 white.
12 to 13c ; fancy amber, 11 to 12c.; No. 1. 10
to lie; fancy dark, 9 to 10c. ; No. 1, 6 to 8c.

Extracted, white. 5 to 3i4c.: amber, Hi to 5c.:

dark, 3 V4 to 4c. Beeswax, 25 to 30c.

San Prancisco, Calif., July 21.—White
comb, l-lbs., 7 toiic: amber comb. 4 to tic.

Extracted, white, 4',i to 5c.; light amber. 3)4
to 4c.; daik tule. 2JiC. Beeswax, fair to
choice. 25-2CC.
There Is some inquiry, but no special activ-

ity to record. It being difficult to get buyers
and sellers to agree on terms. Shippers are
not disposed to name over 44c. for extracted,
and they want a fine article at that figure.

In a local way slightly better prices are real-

ized, but demand on home account is ot slight

order.

Wew York, N. Y., July 29.-Our market is

bare of comb honey, and some demand for
white at from 10-1 le. Market on extracted
Is rather weak; demand slow ot late, and ar-

rivals plenty. Wciiuote: Southern, average
common grade. 50c. per gallon; better grades
from 55-60c.; Calllornla. light amber. 4W-
4=^ .; white, 5-5HiC. Beeswax remains steady
at 26-27C.

Detroit, Mi' h., July 31—Fancy white, 11-
12c. ; No. 1 white, 10-1 Ic; fancy amber. 9-10;
No. 1 amber. K-iic. White, extracted, 5 -60.;

amber. 4-.'ic. Beeswax, 25-26c.
Honey Is not selling very brisk just now on

account of the fruit.

Albany, It. Y., ,luly 31.—Fancy white. 11®
12c.: fancy amber, 7@8c.; fancy dark, 6@8c.;
white, extracted. 5c ; dark. 4c.
But very little Is doing In honey this month.

There is a small stock of Inferior comb honey
on the market, and quite a little extracted.
Bees are siid to be doing nicely In this se3-
tion.

Minneapolis, Minn., July 31, — Fancy
white. 12(ai4c.; No. 1 white, ll(ai2c.; fancy
amber. 10@llc ; No. 1 amber. 9@10c.: fancy
dark. 8(3flc.; No. 1 dark. 7080. Extracted,
white, ti@7c.: amber. 5@6c. ; dark, 4@oc.
Bees^vax, 24@27c.
Demand tor extracted honey is nominal,

but at fair prices. Comb very slow on ac-
count of warm weather.

List of Honey and Beeswax Dealers.

Most of whom Quote In this Journal.

CIilcaKO, Ills.

H. A. Bdbnett & Co.. 163 South Water Street.

New York, N. Y.
Hildreth Bros. & Seohlken.

120 A: 122 W. Broadway.

Kansas City, no.
0. C. Clemoms & Co., 423 Walnut St.

Bnfiulo, N. Y.
BATTER80N & Co.. 167 & 169 Scott St.

Hamilton, Ilia.

Chas. Dadant & Son.

Pblladelpbla, Pa.

Wm. a. Selser, 10 Vine St.

Cleveland, Ohio.
A. B, Williams & Co , 80 & 82 Broadway.

St. Ijonis, mo.
Westcott Com. Co.. 213 Market St

Miuneapollii, ninn.
S. H. Hall & Co.

milwankee, Wis.
A. V. Bishop 6c Co.

Boston, IVIass.

Blake. Scott & Lee., 57 Chatham Street.

Detroit, Mich.
M. H. Hunt, Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich.

Indianapolis, Ind.
Walter 3. Pjodbh, 16; .Missichusetts Ave

Albany, N. Y.
Chas. McCulloch & Co., 380 Broadway.

Cincinnati, Otaio.

C. F. MuTH & Son, cor. Freeman & Central A vs.

AND LUNG DISEASES.
DR. PEIRO. Specialist

Offices: 1019, loo State St.,

CHICAQO. Hours 9 to 4.

Please Send Us the Names of your
neighbors who keep bees, and we will

send them sample copies of the Bee
Journal. Then please call upon them
aai get them to subscribe with you, and
secure some of the premiums we offer.

See the premium oiFers en page 481

!
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H B^ H A Copy of

LULL Successful Bee-Keenin£;,rn r ''y ^^- '^' Hutchinson ;

^

I II and uur 1807 Catalof^, tor 2-

cent stamp, or a copy of the
C'ataloi: for llie Axkiiii;. We malie almost
Everyiliiii:: used by Bee-Keepern, and at
I.o«vui)l VrHfK. OUB

Falcon Polish! Sections
are warranted

Superior to All Others.
Don't buy cheaply and roughly made Goods.

when you can have ilie best— i>iiicli at* we
make.

The Americau Bee Keeper
[monthly, now in its 7th year]

36 Pages—50 Cents a Year.
tAMi'LE Kkee—Address.

THEW.T.FALCOMERMFG.CO.,
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

I AEISE
TO SAY to tbe readers

of the

BEE JOURNAL that

I>OOLlTTliE
has conclnded to sell

-BKE8 and QUKENS-
In their aeaBon, durins
1897, at thefollowlDK
prlcee :

One Colony of Italians
on 9 Gallup frames. In
light Bhipping-box $6 00
Five Colonies 25 00
Ten Colonies 45 00
1 untested queen, i 00
6 " queens 5 50
12 " " 10 (X)

nested Queen... $150
8 " Queens . 3 5o
1 Belectte8tedqueeD2oo
S " " Queens 4 00

Select tesied queen, previous seaBon's rearinR. . 4 00
Kitra Selected forbreedlnK. the very best. . 5 Of)

About a Pound of BBBS In a Two-frame Macleua,
with any Queen, f3.00 extra.

B^~ Circular free, BlvinR full particulars roRard*
Ing the Bees and each class of Queens.

Address

6. M, DOOLITTLE,
llA36t BORODINO. Onon. Co., N. Y

PEACE WITH TURKEY.
AnoitHT yt';ir s evpiTipnce with the Pa^ie Fence

siMiiily UiuiK Hrruiy truuuut, me in the belief that it

is t be best ten re on earth. « * • • 1 am certain

that quite a uumher ol ytmr agent's sales here this

yeararediie to tUe batibtactjou which this fence

(Director New York State Bureau Farmers Insti-

tutes and proprietor of l.i acre turkey yard, Fayette-
vllle). Send for cut and particulars.

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian, Mich.

A Special Booklet Bargain

!

For a limited time we wish to make our
readers a special offer on booklets on Bees,
Poultry. Health, etc. Upon receipt of 75
centit we will mall any « of the Hat below:
and lor $1.2.''. wo will mall the whole
dozen
1, Foul Drood, liy Dr. Howard 25c
2, Poultry for Market and Profit 25o
3, Turkeys for Market and Profit .. 25c
4, Our Poultry Doctor liOc

5, Capons and Caponl/.'ng 30c
6, Hand-Book of Health, by Dr. Foote.. 25c
7, Kendall's Horse-Book 25o
8, Rural Life 25o
0. Kopp'B Commercial Calculator 25c

10. Foul Brood, by Kohnko 10c
1 1 . Silo and SIlaKc. by Prof Cook 2oc
12. Blenen-Kullur, by Newman 40c

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,

- CHICAGO, ILLS.

DADANTTS t FOUNDATION
Shiping-Cases and Cans for Honey.

WE OIAIBA.^XKi; SAl'Um'.K riO.>. ITIiat iiM.ro «an aiil>y«>«I} «lo?

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS.
IraPte^TRQTH Ort THU H©r*®Y=B®l?, Revised.

The Classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.25, by mail.

BEESWAX -WAIMXED FOR NEXT SEASOIV'S USE.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
Please mention the Am. Bee Journal. HAMILTON, Hancock Co., ILL.

41 e-MowioMe 41 eMowioMe
l=]EEi[:=X

Our business is making Sections. We are located in the basswood belt of Wis-
consin ; therefore the material we use cannot be better. We have made the fol-

lowing prices :

IVo. 1 Snow-White.
500 for $1.25
1000 for 2.50
2000 for 4.75
3000 for 6. 75

No. 1 Cream.
500 for $1.00

1000 for 2.00
2000 for 3.75
3000 for 5.25

If larger quantities are wanted, write for prices.

Price-Li§t of Sections, Foundations, Veils, Smokers, Zinc, Etc.,
Sent on application.

MARSHFIELD MFG. CO., Marshfield, Wis.6A35t

TheBee-Keeper'sGuide
This loth and latest edition of Prof. Cook's

magnificent book of 460 pages, In neat and
substantial cloth binding, we propose to give
away to our present subscribers, for the work
of getting NEW subscribers for the American
Bee Journal.

A description of the book here is quite un-
necessary—it Is simply the most complete sci-
entific and practical bee-book published to-

day. Fully Illustrated, and all written in the
most fascinating style, The author is also
too well-known to the whole bee-world to re-
?uire any introduction. No bee-keeper is

ully equipped, or his library complete, with-
out "The Bee-Keeper's GniDE."

GEORGE W. YORK &

Given For 2 "Sew Subscribers.

The following offer is made to present sub-
scribers only, and no premium is also given
to the two new subscribers—simply the Bee
Journal for one year ;

Send us Two New Subscribers to the Bee
Journal (with J2.00). and we will mall yen a
copy of Prof. Conk's book free as a premi-
um. Prof. Cook's book alone sent for $1.35,
or we club it with the Bee Journal for a year
—both together for only 81.75. But surely
anybody can get only 2 new subscribers to
the Bee Journal for a year, and thus get the
boo' as a premium. Let everybody try for If
Will you have one '

CO., 118 Michigan St., Chicago, lU.

THE ROOT NO-LRIP SHIPPING CASES.
Why throw away good money on home-made or poorly-made Cases — such as
willlet the honey drip through them? Commission men have told us that
honey put up iu our Cases brings one or two cents more per pound. A word
to the wise is sufficient.

The Porter Bee-Escape.
Acknowledged to be the best in the world. Cleans supers of bees without
smoking, brushing, shaking, or uncapping the honey.

The Root-Cowan Extractors.
Have been and are the standard the world over.

Packages for Extracted Honey.
We are head-quarters for everything in this line.

The New Weed Drawn Foundation.
This is a success. Don't take the statement of any one else, but send for sam-
ples and try it yourself. I'ieces 4 inches square, running about 11 feet per lb.,

are now being sent out. l*rioc!«i—3 pieces, 4x4, Kic. ; by mail, 13c. 10 pieces,

25c. ; mail, 30c. 24 pieces, 500. ; mail. (iOc. And if we can catch up on orders

for the small lots, we will furnish it in half-pound packages at 75c. with other
goods, or 90c. postpaid.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
Factory and Main Office, MEDINA, O.

BR.A.lSrCH OFFICE3S :

lis IfliclilKan St., CImchko, III. Syracuse, K. Y.

i024 Miss. Sir., St. Paul, JTIinn. Iflcchanic Fails, Maine.
lO Vine St., IMiiladcipliia, Pa.
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Five ffloiiths jorjiiily 55 Cents

NOW FOR NEW SUBSCRIBERS.

Get Your Bee-Keepiug Friends aud Neighbors

to Take the Old American Bee Journal.

We would like to have each of our present readers send us

two new siihscribers for the Bee Journal before Sept. 1,

1897. That surely will not be hard to do, when each will

need to pay only 35 caits for the last 5 months of this

year, or only about 7 cents a month for the weekly

American Bee Journal. Any one with only a colony or two

of bees should jump at such an offer as that.

Now, we don't ask you to work for us for nothing, but

will say that for each 2 new35-ct. subscribers you send us, we

win mail you your choice of one of the foUowinj? list

:

Wood Binder for the Bee Journal 20c.

50 copies of leaflet on "Why Eat Honey?" 50c.

50 ' " on "How to Keep Honey " 20c.

50 " " on " Alsike Clover" 20c.

1 copy each " Preparation of Honey for the Market "{10c.

)

and UooUttle'B " Hive I Use " (5c.i 15o.

1 copy each Dadants' "Handling Bees" (8c.) and " Bee-
Pasturage a Necessity " (10c.) 18o.

Dr. Howard's book on "Foul Brood" 25c.

Kohnke's " Foul Brood" book 25c.

Cheshire's " Foul Brood " book (lOo.) and Dadants' " Hand-
ling Bees •• [8c ] 1 8c.

Dr. Foote'8 Hand-Bookof Health 25c.

Rural Life Book 25c.

Our Poultry Doctor, by Fanny Felld 25c.

Poultry for Market and Profit, by Fanny Field 25c.

Capons aud Caponizlng 25c.

Tu rkeys for Market and Profit 25c.

Green's Four Books on Frult-Growlng 25c.

Kopp Commercial Calculator No. 1 25c.

SUoand Silage, by Prof. Cook 25c.

Bienen-Kultur LGerman] 40c.

Kendall's Horse-Book [English or German] 25c.

1 Pound White Clover Seed 25c.

1 " Sweet " " 25c.

114 " Alsike " " 25c.

1!4 •• Alfalfa " " 25c.

1V4 " Crimson " " 25c.

The Horse—How to Break and Handle 20c.

We make the above offers only to those who are now sub-

scribers ; In other words, no one sending in his own 35 cents

as a new subscriber can also claim a choice of the above list.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
118 Michigan St., - CHICAGO, ILL.

Mm
"^^J;<^'.

Honey-Prices—Some *• Fool Capers" Described

BY EDWIN KEVINS.

Just look at the honey-prices in late issues of the bee-

papers, Mr. Bee-Keeper, and say how you like them. Looks

as if the man who will spend time and money to build up an

apiary for the production of honey to sell at these prices

might be a fool. To add to my disgust and discouragement

with the business, there comes a man calling himself " New

Edi«i»i Bci'uis.

York," asking beekeepers to go into the work of lengthening

the tongues of bees.

Now it seems to me that if the head end of the bee is to

be leDgthened, the tail end will be correspondingly lengthened,
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and I submit it to any sensible beekeeper if that end is not

long enough already ! Mr. Doolittle expresses the opinion

that this lengthening is hardly possible with the rank and file

of bee-keepers, but leaves us to infer that it may be done by

the Captains, and Colonels, and Brigadier tJenerals, and Gen-
erals, of the industry. Therefore, I move that somebody get

out an injunction to restrain them from undertaking the job.

Notwithstanding the apparent folly of trying to produce

honey at present prices, and the possibility that the tail end

of the bee may be lengthened, and perhaps strengthened, it is

quite likely that if I live 20 years longer I shall write a book

at the end of that time narrating ray experience with bees

during these 20 years, and entitle the book " The Mysteries

and Miseries of Bee-Keeping." More likely, however, I will

call it " A Fool's Errand," and explain its authorship as Judge
Tourgee explained the authorship of his book, by saying that

It was written by one of the fools.

You see, once a bee-keeper always a bee-keeper. Or, in

other words, once a bee-crank or bee-fool, if you please,

always a bee crank or fool. There is no getting out of this

work till one is let out of it by death or let into a lunatic

asylum. This is due to those things a bee-keeper will not sell

for cash even if he can, you know. And this is a good place

to remark that while there are a few things of this sort con-

nected with the pursuit, I have found this season, and other

seasons, a good many things that I would gladly sell at a dis-

count of 99 per cent., and some others on v/hieh I would
make a discount of a full 100 per cent., and throw in some-
thing besides for the sake of getting them «f my lumds. This
last remark might not have been written if the bees in my
yard were not so largely made up of a crop between blacks

and Italians.

1 want to ask the pardon of the American Bee Journal

readers for ever having written a word about bees and bee-

keeping. The man who gets a few colonies of bees and reads

all, or a good many of, the bee-books and bee-papers, and
works aloug through several years of light honey-flow, or no

flow at all, may imagine that he knows something about these

things. Then let him find himself some June morning with

half a hundred to a hundred colonies on his hands, and the

bees filling up his hives and supers with bewildering rapidity,

and the conceit will soon be taken out of him. He begins to

realize that he does not know much of anything, and that

what he does know is hard to make available at just the right

time and in just the right place.

Therefore, readers of the American Bee Journal. I bid

you good-bye for 20 years After all, I guess that,

before I get out of sight and hearing, I had better " holler

back "and tell you about some of my " fool capers " during

this season of 1897.

This has been a first rate season to note the unreasonable

and unnecessary and unexpected things that bees will do

when prosperity gives them the opportunity to do as they

please. Did any of you ever notice, or rather ever fail to

notice, the persistency with which bees will monkey around
a hole that would admit them to honey if it were only just as

big again? But this is a digression. I started to tell you

about some fool capers.

STARTING THE KOBBEHBKES.

First, and worst perhaps, of these fool capers was leaving

some honey exposed in the early part of the season where the

bees could have access to It. Since then some robber-bees

have followed almost everywhere, and apparently took note of

everything I have done. If I put on a bee-escape in the early

part of the day, they hunt for holes and crevices, and have

nearly cleaned out three or four supers for me.

The big extracting hives have telescope covers. These
covers are made a little larger than[the supers. Once when I

put a bee-escape under one of these supers, the bees crawled

up between the sides of the super and the sides of the cover

and cleaned out the 10 frames which must have contained at

least 30 pounds of honey.

HIVING BEES ON EMPTY FRAMES.

Next in heinousness was the hiving of a large swarm of

bees on frames 11 inches deep with only starters of founda-

tion. This was done last season, but the consequences were
not made apparent till this season. The colony was strong

last spring, and I was expecting much from it, but for some
reason it would not begin to work in the supers. I gave the
hive an examination, and the combs were all broken down but
one. I prepared another hive and placed it on the old stand,

and then placed the old hive with these broken combs on top
of it. There was a good deal of brood in the old combs, and
when it was hatcht I removed the upper hive and gave the

bees below a queen after ascertaining that there was no brood
in the lower frames. The loss in consequence of my failure

to fill those frames last season with sheets of wired founda-
tion I estimate at 100 pounds of honey, judging by what
other colonies of like strength have done.

GETTING BID OF A LAYING-WORKER

Oue of my oldest colonies in a big 10-frame hive, which
seemed to be all right in the spring, did not get to work when
the other bees did, and on looking for the cause I found no
worker-brood in the hive but lots of drone-brood scattered all

over the combs. Laying worker ! Then I took the hive and
set it over that hive which contained the bees that would not

work on old foundation, but put combs between the division-

board and one side of the hive, I put a newspaper between
the two hives, tearing a small hole in the paper. After a few
days I found the bees all living together peaceably, and a big

hole in the newspaper. Then I set the upper hive in the

place of the lower one, making sure that the queen was in the

upper hive, and carried the lower hive to a new stand. All

the field-bees returned to the old stand, but lots of young bees

staid, and there was a good deal of brood in the old combs,
and the frames that I had given early in the season. At the
first opportunity I stuck a queen-cell onto those old combs, and
now all goes merry as a marriage bell in that hive.

AN EXPERIENCE IN FORMING NUCLEI.

On June 10 I made two 2-frame nuclei of bees and brood
in anticipation of receiving queens to give them in the course
of three or four days. But floods in Massachusetts and freezes

in New York delayed the arrival of the queens, and I didn't

know what to do. A colony standing close to one of these

nuclei swarmed the day the nuclei were made, and the swarm
got away because I lingered 15 minutes too long in the gar-

den that morning. I got into the bee-yard just in time to see

the last bees of the cluster letting go of their hold on a limb
of a peach tree. I could not tell at the time from which hive

the swarm had issued, but by observing carefully I found out
that day or the next. I paid no more attention to the colony

or the nuclei till June 21, when the colony swarmed again.

Then I went in search of queen-cells, and found a frame hav-
ing two with queens just ready to emerge. One did emerge
and dropt to the ground, and I pickt her up and threw her into

the hive standing close by that containing the nucleus. In

due time I lookt in and saw a circular patch of worker-brood

on one of the combs. The other cell I gave to the other

nucleus, and on looking (or worker-brood I found the two
combs pretty well covered with drone-brood. Another case of

laying worker. Then I took one frame of this drone-brood

and put it in place of a. frame containing eggs and larvic in

another hive, and gave the eggs and larvte to the nucleus,

and now all goes well with it.

SOME SWARMING EXPERIENCES.

Here are a few swarming experiences of the present sea-
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One moriiinj; I hived a very small after-swarm, and about

the time it got settled another swarm of moderate size came

and entered the same hive. Then I put the hive with the two

swarms on top of a queeniess colony and left the bees to settle

things to suit themselves. I recl<on there was a royal battle,

and also reckon that the majority of the bees cared no more

about what was going on than the majority of the people of

England did when the fight waxt hot between York and Lan-

caster. Now Ihiugs are going on normally in thatonce queen-

less hive.

One day I hived a swarm, and after remaining a little

while the bees began to swarm out. Then I closed the en-

trance and placed the hive on top of another queeniess colony.

A late examination shows the colony to be queeniess yet. So

I reckon the swarm was queeniess.

Again, I have not had the number of natural swarms that

I e.xpected, and I have lost heavily on account of runaway

swarms. If swarms would stay after they are hived it would

not be so bad, but several of my best ones have struck out

soon after hiving, and others after they have staid and workt

three or four days. These hived swarms might perhaps have

been made to stay if I had known enough to give them a

frame of unsealed brood. We have a bee-keeper's word that

they will stay under such circumstances, but I did Lot always

think of it till it was too late.

I lost a few swarms by not being on hand when they

came out. I am beginning to shake my head a good deal over

this natural-swarming business; "commencing to divide,"

and that queen-clipping device, are not remote possibilities.

Uaving observed the reluctance with which bees work

through bee-zinc, I believe I have no great use for queen-

traps and queen-excluders.

BIG HTVES GIVE BEST RESULTS.

I think I shall have to chronicle the fact that my bees in

10-frame hives, whether of standard or deeper depth, have

given me best results in honey this season. No swarming of

any account from these hives, but the work of storing honey

went steadily forward while there was auy to store. Many
colouies in the 8 frame hives have done well, and, on the

other hand, too many of them have done nothing, or next to

nothing. When I could catch a colony swarming, and hive

the swarm on starters of foundation, and place the swarm on

the old stand, I have got considerable surplus from the

swarms. But in these days of low prices and uncertain honey-

flows I will not practice what is called "contraction." There

seems to be lots more monkeying with bees in order to secure

the last ounce of surplus to place upon an overstockt market

than results will justify.

PBODUCE ONLV EXTRACTED HOSET.

Somehow, rightfully or wrongfully, extracted honey is a

discredited thing, selling in the great markets down with cane

sugar, when it owg?it to be more sought after, and sell for

nearly or quite as good a price as comb honey. I am going to

chronicle my opinion that extracted honey Is the only kind of

honey that ought to be produced. I am aware that from this

opinion there will be a numerous and loud dissent, but never-

theless this will remain my opinion. I am not going to argue

the question with anybody, but will just call attention to one

point in its favor, viz.: It will keep indefinitely.

But where am I at? I will tell you about some more

foolishness.
GIVING TOO MUCH STOKAGEROOM.

One of the things which I did, which may have bad con-

sequences, was to give too much room for the storage of sur-

plus honey. It did not seem to be too much at the time, but

storing having ceast, or nearly so, I am likely to have a great

lot of unfinisht sections. I am reducing the number of supers

to one on a hive as fast as possible, but it looks now as if these

will not be filled, and so there is small chance that the sec-

tions I am now taking off will get anything more put into

them this season. If this condition of things is general, the

season may turn out to be an unprofitable one after all the

promise of middle and later June.

SMOKING BEES AT THE HIVE-ENTRANCE.-

The matter I am about to mention is somewhat foreign to

anything I have been saying, but I cannot refrain from ask-

ing what is this we hear from Doolitlle? He says that he

always smokes the bees a little at the entrance when putting

on and taking off supers. Does that have to be done in a

yard full of golden beauties ? I do not smoke at the entrance

once iu a hundred limes, and hardly ever get stung when put-

ting on and taking off supers.

And now, my bee-keeping friends— if I have any, and, if I

may presume to call you such

—

having " hollered back " all

you care to hear, and more, perhaps, I will bid you again good-

bye for 20 years. Decatur Co., Iowa, July 26.

Will of the Workers—Summer Management.

BY L. A. ASPINWAI-I..

Altho it is generally understood that the economy of the

hive is under the control of the workers, still, not a few believe

that such matters in which the queen performs a part or func-

tion, she may exert a positive guiding influence : notably, such

instances as' swarming, leaving the hive for mating, and,

altho to a less degree, in her individual function—egg-laying.

Seemingly the possessor of a sole function should also possess

the right to exercise or use it. In considering the matter of

egg-laying we have a greater opportunity to ascertain many
facts pertaining to the executive or governing power of the

workers than in that of swarming, or mating of queens. We
can begin the season with a small brood-nest and carefully

note ali actions until swarming takes place.

During the breeding season doubtless many have noticed

the queen surrounded by a few workers, apparently paying

her tokens of respect, and much has been written in confirma-

tion of such theories. However, an examination of the colony

previous to or after the breeding season will reveal a fact that

the workers pay no more attention to the queen than to each

other. Still, if deprived of her presence, they display evident

signs of the loss. This, however, simply shows her important

relation to the colony, which is recognized by the course of

action taken by the bees.

When the breeding season approaches, the nurse-bees sup-

ply the queen with an increast amount of food, stimulating

the ovaries to action and bringing about the laying of eggs.

This stimulative feeding is increast until the height of the

breeding season is reacht, at which time her size and brilliancy

are much greater than at any other period of the year. A few

days previous to swarming this supply of food is withheld, and

with the issuing of the swarm we find her much reduced in

size, also greatly inferior as regards color. So this retinue

surrounding the egg-layer is not doing obeisance, but utilizing

their powers of digestion to the furtherance of brood-rearing,

and are servants, not only to the queen, but the colony.

I sometimes regard the queen as the greater servant, com-

paring her to the honey-ant, which is only a living receptacle

filled by the worker ants until the abdomen becomes distended

to an enormous size. Such is the relation of the queen to the

colony—she subserves the will of the workers, and in so doing

promotes the general welfare.

The drones are also brought into existence by the same

will, which, when the requirements of the colony are such as

to render them useless, not only withhold their accustomed

food, but drive them from the hive to perish.

If this executive or governing power of the workers is dis-

played in the general economy of the hive—comb-building,

breeding and honey-gathering-involving an immense detail

of work, and the display of vario\is functions, we may logi-

cally conclude that it is exercised in swarming and mating of

queens. As instance. I once had a prime or first swarm issue

two or three hours after removing the old queen, the prepara-

tions (finisht and unfinisht queen-cells) for swarming being

complete. That instance proved beyond a doubt (to my mind)

that the queen simply unites with and is subject to the will of

the workers in swarming as in egg-laying.
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As regards the mating of queens, I have abundant proof
that the workers govern in thi? matter also. I have a great
many times witnest young queens as they left for mating,
and in numerous instances the worl<ers prest or urged the
queen to tal<e flight. Notwithstanding this urgent persua-
sion, they often manifest great consternation during her ab-
sence. This is but natural when we consider that the perpetu-
ity of the colony depends upon her safe return. Queens some-
times leave and return several times before accomplishing
their object. Upon several such occasions I have seen the
workers prevent tbeir entering the hive and by force compel
them to take flight again. I take this opportunity to remark
that the queen is exceedingly timid when leaving for the pur-
pose of mating and most carefully marks the location of her
abode.

SMOKERS AND SMOKER FUEL.

I well recall the days of primitive smokers; Quinby's orig-
inal being a plain tin tube about five-eights of an inch in di-

ameter, five or six inches long, and provided with a plug at
each end. One was suflficiently long to serve as a mouthpiece
and removable for filling and cleaning the tube. Through
each was bored a small hole for the passage of air and smoke.
Tobacco was used as fuel.

Mr. Qiiinby's addition of a bellows certainly markt a new
era and obviated the intense strain caused by constant blow-
ing through the mouth-piece to keep it iguited. I now use the
Bingham smoker and regard it perfect in construction and
working. While I have no special fuel to recommend, that
which produces the largest and most satisfactory volume of

smoke is from spongy or partially decayed wood (notably white
birch), but it also produces the greatest accumulation of car-
bon or sooty condensation. To remove the accumulation, a
little gasoline poured into the barrel and cone will aid in burn-
ing it out. Separate them (take off the cover), using two or
three teaspoonfuls for each, and carefully ignite, using a long
stick. A single application will soften it and two or three
will burn it to a crisp. I usually scrape out the accumulation
after being softened, which lessens the amount to be burned.
Care should be exercised not to burn the bellows. It is

needless, perhaps, to add that this method of cleaning
should only be undertaken when all fire and heat are absent.

The prevention of condensation causing the accumulation
is extremely desirable, and far outweighs any method of re-

moval. Thus far I have obtained a reasonable degree of suc-
cess, and believe we shall yet have a complete preventive. My
present plan is to use a little beeswax within the cone. By
reason of the heat it spreads rapidly over the entire inner sur-

face and to a great extent prevents adhesion of the carbon
particles. And yet I have not tried paraSine wax, but believe

it will answer, altho it melts at a lower temperature and pos-

sibly will need replenishing more frequently. It certainly is

less expensive.
BUSY BEES NOT SO IRRITABLE.

All bee-keepers of experience notice a gradual change in

the disposition of bees as the season advances, when they be-

come more irascible. The temper of all creatures largely
depends upon whether they are occupied or idle. During the
honey-yield irritability manifests itself much less than in

times of failure. While our bees are occupied we are also mov-
ing more frequently among them. At this season the fielders

are rapidly wearing out. Their wings are reduced in many
instances to half their original size ; and, in consequence, they
become fatigued, alighting upon the ground at various dis-

tances from the hives. In walking among them the casual ob-
server will fail to see these veteran toilers, and in consequence
many will be trodden upon. A few crusht bees, whether under
a super or upon the ground, will call others in defense. I am
exceedingly careful in this respect, and avoid as much as pos-
sible the treading upon or injuring a bee, altho it may have
outlived its usefulness. As stated In a previous article, I use
no bee-veil ; neither do I possess one, and I attribute the ami-
ability of bees very much to humane methods in their man-
agement.

IMPORTANCE OF PROPOLIS.

Altho much prejudice exists against propolis as a coating
of the hive, making it impervious to air and consequent damp-
ness, we ought not to lose sight of its importance. Certainly
nature provided the proper material to carpet the home of the
bee. Aside from its use as a cement or gum, it serves as a
foothold, and without Its use I believe comb honey would be
somewhat darker through compulsory travel upon it. The
bee can walk and cling to propolis or wax more easily than
upon board surfaces. However, we measure Its Importance
from our standpoint, and altho perfectly adapted to the re-

quirements of the bee, still we feel as tho the frames are less

movable, and our fingers and clothing become soiled by It.

REMOVING PROPOLIS FROM CLOTHING.

I append this item more especially to furnish the reader a
simple plan for removing it from clothing. Having used it for
three years I cannot recommend it too highly as completely re-

moving every trace from any fabric. It is simply to rub the
soiled portion with a small piece of ice, when in less than a
half minute it is rendered brittle, passing imperceptibly away.
— Bee-Keepers' Review.

Are Black Bees Capable of Improvement ?

BT G. M. DOOLITTLE.

QuES.—"Having read your articles in the American Bee
Journal for years, I have learned to look upon you as candid
in your opinions and expressions, so I wish you would tell us
through the columns of the above-named paper if you do not
think the effect of breeding, on black bees, would have been
just as markt as on the Italian, had the same untiring energy
been spent in tbeir improvement ? In other words, would not
black queens now be larger, finer, and more prolific, had such
a course been pursued?"

Ans.—The above came to me a few days ago, and as a few

words on the subject of the improvement of our bees may not.

be amiss, I will, with the editor's permission, give a few

thoughts on the same.

Probably there would have been some improvement in the

black or German bee, had the apiarists of the United States

taken hold of the matter with the same will in breeding which

they have shown in breeding the Italian bee up to its present

standard. But I do not think that the effect would have been

as markt on the German, bee as it has on the Italian, for the

reason that the black or German bee is a fixt race or variety,

while the Italian bee is nothing more than a thoroughbred,

or hybrid, in my opinion. Any race of animals which is fixt

and constant in its breeding, cannot be improved nearly so

easily as can one which is liable to sport. The same holds

good in the vegetable kingdom, all of our best varieties of

vegetables being obtained from "sports."

Breed black queens as carefully as you may, they will not

vary a particle as to color, while the Italian queens vary from

a queen nearly if not quite as dark as any black queen, to one

whose abdomen is of an orange yellow throughout Its whole

length ; hence those who have bred for beauty as well as other

qualities have been able to succeed in producing queens that

will give (lit yellow queens every time, and whose worker

progeny are nearly as yellow as were the best of queens a

score of years ago. Those who have paid no attention to

color-breeding have seen their bees go from those with three

yellow bands back to bees with scarcely a bit of yellow on

them; and yet we often hear people talking about "pure"
Italian bees. If Italian bees are a pure race they are giveu to

sporting beyond any other known "pura thing. It seems to me
it is impossible for these bees to be anything else than a thor-

oughbred. This inclination to sport as to color gave the as-

surance that they would sport as to quality as well, so we have

breeders who have workt for a very industrious bee, and have

seen industry come to the front with them.

Others have workt for wintering qualities, gentleness in

handling, white capping of section honey, etc., and still others

for a combining of nil the good qualities which go to make
the perfect bee in every respect, seeing this work so prosper

that, to-day, take it all in all, the Italian bee, as bred in the

United Slates, undoubtedly stands at the head of all the bees

known to tho world. This is evidenced by calls coming for

them from all parts of the world ; and could they be shipt the

same as can non-perishable articles, there would not be a

country on the face of the earth, where bees could exist,

where they would not be found.

Now, the same thing which keeps the black bees from

sporting as to color, hinders them from sporting In other

directions desired by the bee-keeper, so that, to a certain ex-
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tent, they aro nearly If not quite Identically the same as they

were when they first left the hands of the Creator. There Is

a certain amount of improvement by the "survival of the fit-

test," and yet such Improvemeut has not advanced these bees

as much during all the centuries which have past as has the

hand of man the Italians during the past 35 years; nor has

the hand of man ever made as much improvement on thcni

duriiiK all the long past as has been made with the Italians

during the last 10 years.

There Is one thing which I wish to notice in the corres-

pondent's communication before closing. He wishes to know

whether the black queens would not be " lanjer, finer, and

more prolific," had the right course of breeding been pursued.

All of my experience goes to prove than an exceedingly large

queen is rarely if ever as good as one of medium size ; and if

It is meant that a large queen is "finer" than one not so

large, I must differ from the one asking the question.

A very large queen seems to be less active than a medium-

sized queen, and so far as my experience goes they cannot bo

depended upon to bring the colony up to the greatest strength

at the pleasure of the apiarist so well as can queens of lesser

size. In fact, a very small queen will often give much better

results than these large ones.

Not long ago I received about the smallest queen I ever

saw from a party in the South who wrote, "This queen is

very small, but seems to be prolific, so we send her to you. If

she does not prove good we will send another." Well, that

queen filled her hive with brood, and kept it filled much better

than any of the other queens the party sent me, and gave

splendid results, thus proving that large size in a queen was

not of so much advantage as many suppose.

The old saying, that " You cannot tell by the looks of a

toad how far it can jump," applies equally as well to a queen

as to other things. The queen that Is capable of producing

the desired number of worker-bees in just the right time for

honey-harvest, and these workers have the desired energy in

securing the harvest (all minor qualities being equal) Is the

queen which will give the best results, be she large or small ;

but, as a rule, the real moneyed results will generally go with

the queen of medium size, for she is the most apt to give the

bees as above. Onondago Co., N. Y.

The Bees of Borneo and the East.

BV G. D. HAVII.AND.

The genus Apis, the honey-comb builders, may be conven-
iently divided into three parts,—the small bees, the big bees,

and the medium-sized bees.

1.—The small bees, whose workers are less than \ of an

inch in length ; their nest is exposed, attacht to a twig from

six to 1 r> feet above the ground, and consists of a single small

comb, which the bees, when frightened, temporarily forsake.

The queen is at once distinguisht by the comparatively enor-

mous size of the thorax ; the drones, too, are very different

from the diones of other bees, the dense velvet down on the

thorax being wanting, and the abdomen narrower and more
curved, but the most curious are the large blunt lobes or pegs

on the tarsal seginents of the posterior legs, arising from its

anterior upper margin and passing downwards, no rudiment
or trace of which can be seen in ordinary drones. These bees

are found only in tropical Asia and the islands of the Malay
Archipelago ; owing to their small size they are of no use to

bee-keepers or to bee-hunters. Only one species is known—
Apis fiorea.

2.—The big bees, whose workers are more than ^ of an

inch in lengih ; these, too, have their nest exposed, and com-
posed of only a single comb, bnt this is a large one and gener-

ally placed on inaccessible cliffs or large unclimbable trees,

the occasionally In more accessible places. Owing to the po-

sition of their nests and the size of their stings these bees can
successfully drive off all enemies by day. They, too, are found

only In tropical Asia and the islands of the Malay Archipelago.

Owing to the quantity of wax in their large comb, it is highly

valued by natives, but these bees are not domesticated. Apis

dorsata is the common, well-known species, found as far

eastward as the Isle of Timore. Apis zonata is a little known
species, found only, I think, in the Island of Celebes.

3.—The medium-sized bees, whose workers are more than

% of an inch and less than % of an Inch In length ; their nests

are always sheltered in hives, In hollow trees, in roofs of

houses, or some such places ; they build several parallel combs,

and consists of species, varieties and races, scattered over the

whole of the habitable old world.

Apis indica, the smallest and one of the most distinct, Is

found in tropical Asia and the islands of the Malay Archipel-

ago.
Apis nnicolor, small, dark in color, and distinct from

others. Is found in Madagascar.
From Africa comes Apis adansonil ; from Egypt, Apis fas-

ciata ; from Europe, Apis melliBca ; from China, Apis sinensis.

Almost every country h;is a special variety or race ; sometimes

these, when brought together, inter-breed, but sometimes two

can be found in the same country which appear to keep dls--

tant.

Up this Sara.wak River are four species of Apis, viz :

1.—Ai'is Florka.— I saw this bee In Ceylon, it seemed
rare in the hill country,«but very common near Anuraadha-
poora, where, on their nests being disturbed, the bees fled

without stinging, so that Cinghalese boys have no difficulty In

eating their honey, and Mr. Davison tells me that the same Is

the case in the south of India; but here, altho the bees readi-

ly leave their combs, they will sting as well and more effectu-

ally than their size would lead one to expect. I have not yet

caught a drone here as the wet season is on, and there are no
drones now. The workers of these bees vary greatly in the

color of their abdomen, the most common thing is for the two
basal segments of the abdomen to be colored, and the others

black, but In the same nest will be found some without a bit

of color In the abdomen, and some in which nearly all the

segments of the abdomen are colored. Has Mr. Benton been

guHty of this atrocity, or will some amateur detective find an-

other culprit In this matter ?

2.

—

Apis Dorsata.— I have not noticed any difference be-

tween this bee and the one like it which I saw in Ceylon, ex-

cept that in Ceylon it was quite absent from the flat country
round Anuraadhapoora, but here is common both in the low

country and in the hills. The workers usually have the two
basal segments of the abdomen colored, the other segments
black, except for a gray band quite at their base; but some
workers have the third segment colored, and some have the

whole upper surface of the abdomen colored. I saw quite a

number of these last on a nest I examined through a telescope,

but could see no drones, I suppose because It is the wet season,

yet swarms of these bees are frequently seen flying overhead.

3.

—

Apis Indica.—The commonest bee here, length of the

worker 7/16 of an inch ; these bees do not vary much in the

color of the abdomen, in the majority the scutellum Is colored,

but in many it is not. At this time of year there are no drones.

The bees do not store mu. h honey, they have no winter to go
through, and many enemii-s, su they prefer breeding and
swarming. They are very quiet bees, quieter than two colo-

nies of indica which I examined in Ceylon ; they can be easily

manipulated without smoke, but they readily take to the wing
— the queen as well as the workers—so that It is impossible to

drive them. Four times I have tried transferring to bar-

framed hive, and once the simple removal of the queen, In ev-

ery case they forsook the hive and all their brood a few days

after, but the wet season was on, and the quantity of their

brood not large. Amongst the enemies of these bees is a spe-

cies of Trigona, yellow and black, and small in size, this, find-

ing its way through the cracks in a Dyak hive, establishes its-

self in the upper regions of the comb, builds a wall between it-

self and the owner of the honey, behind which it eats the

honey, leaving the midrib of the comb quite bare, and In pla-

ces destroying this too. I opened two hives attackt by this

small bee, and in neither case did I find anyof theirbrood, but

the Dyaks thought they sometimes had brood in the hives, but

say that a few months after the Trigona comes, the Apis gen-

erally forsakes its hive.

i.—Aris Flava.—The proper name of this bee I do not

know, so for the present I will use the above name : the work-

ers are at once recognized by their bright yellow color ; their

bead is yellow, their thorax densely clothed with long yellow

hairs, and the ground color of the thorax is yellow, their length

is 9\15 of an inch, slightly larger, I think, than an English

bee. The drones are not very yellow, the queen not at all so

—she is but little larger than' a queen of indica. I have ex-

amined three nests of these bees, in one were drones hatching

and hatcht, the drone-cells, tho larger than the worker-cells,

and furnisht with the convex capping, were mixt irregularly

with the worker-cells, not together on a special portion of

comb. The colonies are small, and not quite so good-tempered
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as those ot Apis indica, but with the help of smoUe are not dif-

ficult to deal with. Whilst uiaiiipulating I have noticed Apis
flava to rob from Apis iudica ; and I have seen Apis indica try-

ing to rob from Apis llava, but I have not found Apis dorsata,

or any wasp out here, trying to rob, tho Apisdorsata frequent-
ly comes to drink close to my colonies of Apis Indica.

Malays, Chinese, Klings and Europeans here all give bees
a wide berth. Dyaks alone keep them. Their knowledge of

their habits is much like that of the old Romans ; they talk of

the Rajah, tho probably few have seen her. The drones they
call badorken, but have no idea that they are the males, or
that the rajah lays eggs.

A nest of dorsata the Dyaks highly value. They eat the
brood, but sell the wax, and the honey, too, if they can, to Ma-
lays, who trade up the river. They take the nests by build-
ing ladders up the tree or cliff. Ascending these on a moon-
less night, they hold a torch beneath the nest and drive off the
bewildered bees before cutting down the comb. Next day the
bees leave the place and try their fortunes elsewhere. There
Is a right of ownership of nests on favorite trees or cliffs. Col-
onies of Apis indica they keep in hives made of bark, or hollow
logs of wood, narrow, but two to three feet long, with the en-
trance in the middle suspended lengthwise from the floors of
their houses, which are raised many feet from the ground on
poles. They take the hooey and brood at night, driving the
bees out of their hives by means of smoke. Next day the bees
leave the place. Apis flava they seldom put in hives, for they
say it gives less honey and brood than Apis indica. Apis flo-

rea I believe they usually avoid.

The Malays call Apis fJorea " Peniangat," a word which is

applied to small social wasps also, and is their name for the
sting of an insect. The Dyak name is"Titi," which is also
used for small solitary bees. Apis dorsata is called by Malays
" Lanye ;" by Dyaks, " Bunyee." Dyaks cannct pronounce
" L" except at the end of a word, so when speaking Malay
they say " Ranyee." Apis indica is called by Dyaks "-Ne-
waan," or often up other rivers, ''Ranewaan." The proper
Malay name is "Lebah," but I have not heard it used here,
the Malays commonly using the Dyak name. Apis flava is

distinguisht by Dyaks as " Newaan pschear" (?), or the "yel-
low Newaan.''—British Bee Journal.

Sarawak, January.

Influence of Pollen upon Size, Form, Color and
Flavor of Fruits.

BY PROF. J. C. WHITTEN.

{Head before tlie Missouri State Jlortieultiiral Soeietij.)

Before considering the subject of pollination, it is neces-
sary to get clearly in mind the relation and arrangement of
the different parts of the flower.

The ordinary complete flower is Composed of calyx, corol-
la, stamens, and pistils, in the order named. The apple flower
Is a good representative. The calyx is-the green, outer cup.
It is the cover of the unopened bud and expands as the flower
opens, into five parts, or sepals. Just within the calyx is the
carolla, consisting of five pink petals. This is the most con-
spicuous and ornamental part of the flower. Just within the
corolla are the essential or reproductive organs. They consist
of about twenty s'amens, and a five-parted pistil. The sta-
mens are slender filaments, surmounted each by a little sack
containing the pollen. These are the male organs. The pis-
til is the central, female organ of the flower. Jt consists of a
five-celled ovary, bearing the undeveliiped seeds, and five

thread-like styles, arising from It, and terminating each in a
fleshy surface, called the stigma. Some plants do not produce
both .'tamensand pistils in the same flower. In the Indian
corn the pistils are the silk at the ear, while the stamens are
borne in the tassels at the top of the plant. Our pine trees
bear two classes of little cones, or flowers, in spring. One
kind bears the stamen, and is shed ofl' after the pollen has been
produced. The other kind bears the pistils, and, after being
acted upon by the pollen of the male cones, develops into the
large cone from which we secure the seed. Other plants, like
the box-elder, soft maple, persimmon and Cottonwood bear the
dlflferent sexes upon separate individuals. This is also the case
with many varieties of strawberries. The ornamental corolla
Is wanting In many flowers, so also may bo the calyx. Each
species, however, must .ilways produce stamens and pistils,

cither In the same, or in different flowers. These, being tho
reproductive organs of the plant, are as essential to the pro-
duction of fruit and seeds, as are the two sexes essential to re-
production In the animal kingdom.

Tho existence of sex, in plants, has long been known.
Vague hints of it occur even In the writings of Greek and Ro-

man authors. It was not until about two-hundred years ago,
however, that its existence became clearly defined. Even then,
this view was much disputed, and it was not until the collec-

tion of proofs of the sexuality of plant*, given by Linnaeus, in

1735, that the question became a-settled one.

When it first became known that pollination in plants was
a necessity for the production of seed, very vague ideas pre-
vailed as to how the pollen was carried from the stamens to

the pistils. This, at first, excited little more tho'ight than the
mere idea that the pollen simply fell on the pistils. When it

was considered that in some cases, the stamens and pistils are
borne on separate plants a new question arose, as to how the
pollen was transferred over such great distances. It was
found that pistillate plants, growing at a distance from any
stamen-bearing plants of the same kind, frequently produced
seed. The agency by which the pollen was transferred in

such cases, was, at first, ascribed to the wind. A- little later it

was suggested that, since some flowers contain honey, and are
visited by bees, the insects might be of some use in pollina-
tion. It was not thought, however, that this affected cross-
pollination, the idea being that they simply shook the pollen
from the stamens to the pistil, in an individual flower.

The very important part, which insects take in the cross-

pollination of plants, was not much known until about one-
hundred years ago. At this time Sprengel was led to begin a
great number of observations, which showed not only that in-

sects carry pollen from flower to flower, but that tho bright
colors, scents, and singular forms of flowers serve the useful
purpose of guiding insects to their secreted honey. His keen
observations are of exceeding interest. He noticed the tiny

hairs beneath which honey lies hid, in a little wild geranium,
and found, that, while these hairs in no way hinder bees from
taking the honey, they effectually turned away the rain drops
from the nectaries. From this he reacht the conclusion that
the honey was secreted for the bees and that the rain was kept
out that they might have the nectar pure and unspoilt.

Noting the little yellow ring in the throat of the forget-me-not,
he conceived the idea that this might guide the insects on their

way to the honey. Upon further investigation he found that
the colored dots, lines and other figures surrounding or point-

ing toward the honey, actually do serve as honey-guides, or

path-finders for the insects.

Thus perceiving that the insect is guided to the nectar,

once it has settled on the flower, he went still farther, and
reacht the wise conclusion that the bright-colored corolla it-

self is to guide the insect, from a distance to the flower. Thus
it is that the beauty of our peach, plum and apple blossoms
serves, not only to gladden the eye, but also to attract these
insect pollen-bearers. ITp to this time it was supposed that
honey was secreted by flowers, simply to furnish a food for in-

sects, and no one even supposed that the insects returned an
equivalent service to the flower. Sprengel, however, observed
that certain varieties of Iris are incapable of being pollinated

and of producing seed, if insects are excluded from them. This
led to his further discovery that a great many flowers depend
wholly upon insects for transferring the pollen.

In all of Sprengle's work, it is perhaps remarkable that he
failed to learn the most important lesson which his years of

patient study and observation might have taught. While he
was well aware of the fact that insects frequently carry pollen

from flower to flower, he failed to learn that cross-pollination

is the njost important result of insect visits. This great truth
remained to bo first hinted at by Andrew Knight. After ex-

periiniMiting in self-fertilization and cross-fertilization in the

pea, and other plants. Knight, in 171l!», laid down the law
that ill no plant does self-fertilization continue for an unlimi-

ted number of generations. This theory attracted very little

attention until nearly fifty years ago when Darwin came for-

ward with his exhaustive experiments and studies, from which
he interpreted the natural law that " no organic being fertili-

zes itself for a perpetuity of generations, but a cross with an-

other individual is occasionally—perhaps at very long inter-

vals

—

indispensable," Darwin showed that in all the higher

forms of animals the sexes are Separate, in order that two dif-

ferent sources of blood, of relationship, may be combined In

the off-spring. He also showed what we now so generally ad-

mit, that in-breedIng diminishes strength and productiveness,

while a cross with a different strain increases both.

[c; included next week ]

Tlie MclJvoy Foul Brood Treatiueut Is

given in Dr. Howard's pamphlet on " Foul I'.rood
; Its Natural

History and Rational Treatment." It is tho latest publication

on the subject, and should ho in the hands of every bee-keeper.

Price, 25 cents ; or clubbed with the Bee Journal for one year

—both for $1.10.
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CONDUCTED BY

OR. O. O. MILLER, MARETiGO, ILL.

[Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direct.

1

Swarming—Queen " Fainting:."

About a week ago I had a swarm come out very early in the

morning, and the queen did not come out. The wind was
commencing to blow hard, and they went right back. The
wind blew hard all day—sort of a Nebraska zephyr—and as it

went down about seven in the evening, they tried it again
with the same result. While they were on a tree I opened the

hive and found the queen (her wing was dipt), and waited for

them to try it again the next morning, which they did about
seven ; and they surprised me by coming out with a young
queen. She came out with the first handful of bees ; I caught
her and hung the cage on a bush right in front of the hive,

and they never lookt at her, but immediately stopt coming
out, and those that were out went back. Then I divided

them, but could not find the old queen. I carefully cut out

all queen-cells, and used them in starting nuclei.

In four days I examined them, and found no signs of a

laying-queen in either hive, and no queen-cells started. I

gave them laying queens, and now everything is lovely.

1. Why did they kill their queen ?

2. Why did they not start queen-cells ?

During those four days they stored honey to " beat the
band."

3. Twice in clipping queens this season, the queen has
fainted, or " played possum," once before and once after the
wing was dipt. I placed their cage upon the frames, and
they seemed to '• come to " and be all right inside of an hour.
In each case she had not been laying more than a day or two,
and while they were lying apparently dead, there would be a
slight twitching of the abdomen, and eggs would appear. I

handled them very carefully in the clipping device. There
happened to be a worker in with them each time. How do
you account for this singular performance.

Nebraska.

Answers.— 1. When a prime swarm issues, If the colony

is strong and circumstances favorable a second swarm may be

expected in a week or ten days later. If the queen cannot

accompany the swarm, the bees will continue the attempt to

swarm, sometimes every day, sometimes not so often, but

when a young queen emerges then the " old lady " is disposed

of, and the bees go with the one that has flying powers. You
will probably find that what your bees did will be the regular

program in all cases with dipt queens, if the bees are left to

themselves.

2. "Bees do nothing invariably," and perhaps without

any reason they sometimes fail to start queen-cells when you

think they should. In the present case there may have been

no need to start cells for young queens may have been present.

Four days from the time of emerging, these young queens

would not yet be laying, but the bees would work with vigor,

and having no larvae to feed would store with unusual rapidity.

It is possible that the queens you gave to the two colonies

were retained, but It is probable that they were killed and the

young queens commenced to lay eight or ten days after the

last swarming.

3. From what others say, it seems this " fainting " of the

queen is not a very unusual occurrence, altho I never saw a

case of the kind in the hundreds of queens I have dipt. Pos-

sibly the manner in which the queen is held at the time of

clipping may have something to do with the case. I have

never seen but one •explanation suggested, and I don't know

whether that is the right one. It is that the queen in her

struggles gets her foot caught in the terminal opening of the

abdomen, and being held fast in that position either does not

or cannot make any further struggle. When the foot is re-

least by relaxation, then she is all right again.

Xhe BuflTalo Cun-vention Notice has been

sent us by Secretary Mason, and reads as follows ;

Sta. B, Toledo, Ohio, July 5, 1897.
Mr. Editor:—Will you please say in the next Issue of

the American Bee Journal that the next annual convention of

the United States Bee-Keepers' Union will be held in the Main
Hall of Caton's Business College, corner of Main and Huron
Streets, in Buffalo, N. Y., commencing at 10 o'clock, a.m., of

Aug. 24 next, and dosing on the afternoon of the 26lh ?

Papers are to be read by W. Z. Hutchinson, R. F. Holter-

mann, E. Whitcomb, Hon. R. L. Taylor, Mrs. L. Harrison, R.

C. Aikin, G. M. Doolittle, Dr. J. P. H. Brown. Hon. Eugene
Secor, Geo. W. Brodbeck, M. B. Holmes, A. E. Manum, E.

Kretchmer and P. H. Elwood ; to which will be added the

President's Address, and perhaps the General Manager and
the Secretary may have something of interest to present.

The programs are now printed and in the hands of the

Secretary. There are six bee-keepers' songs, with music. In

the program, and abundance of time is allotted to the discus-

sion of all papers, and for the asking and answering of ques-

tions.

Any one not a member of the Union can have a program
sent them by mail on receipt of 5 cents in postage stamps by

the Secretary.
Several of our well known beekeepers, such as A. I. Root,

Dr. Miller, S. T. Pettit and others who are not on the pro-

gram, will be present to help make the convention interesting

and instructive.

It is probable that suggestions will be made at this con-

vention in the line of so amending the constitution of the

Union as to remove its objectionable features and add such

other provisions as may seem desirable, and suggestions in

this line by those not able to be at the convention can be sent

to the Secretary, to be brought before it. Some suggestions

have already been received by the Secretary, and others have

been made in the bee-papers.

Those going to the convention should buy round-trip

tickets to the Grand Army of the Republic encampment (not

to the United States Bee-Keepers' convention), which meets

at Buffalo during the last week of August. The G. A. R.

have secured a rate of one cent a mile each w.ty in the terri-

tory of the Central Passenger Committee, which is included

by Toronto, Canada, thence on a line to Port Huron, Mich.,

all of the southern peninsula of Michigan; Chicago, Peoria

and Quincy, III., St. Louis, Mo., Louisville, Ky., and Pitts-

burg, Pa. The Western Passenger Association and the Trunk
Line Association make a rate of one fare for the round-trip

in their territory to places in the Central Passenger Associa-

tion, from which points the fare will be one cent a mile each

way, but tickets must be purchast to Buffalo from the start-

ing point. Enquire of your ticket or station agent in all ter-

ritory outside of the above-named for rates and the time the

tickets are good for, for I have been unable to learn the rates

in such territory, but presume it will be the same as that of

the Western Passenger and the Trunk Line Association; but

be sure to inquire of your ticket agent as above suggested.

In the Central Passenger and Trunk Line territory tickets

will be good going on the 2 Ist, 22nd and 23rd, and if vised

at Buffalo will be good, returning, for 30 days.

Mr. O. L. Hershiser, of Buffalo, has charge of arrange-

ments at Buffalo, and will attend to the matter of hotel rates.

He writes :
" I purpose obtaining accommodations in private

families for all bee-keepers who prefer such to hotels." Mem-
bers of the Union can learn in regard to hotel rates by apply-

ing to the Secretary at the place of meeting. If known in

time, hotel rates will be given in the bee-periodicals.

A. B. Mason, Sec.

A IStcw Binder for holding a year's numbers of the

American Bee Journal, we propose to mail, postpaid, to every

subscriber who sends us '20 cents. It is called "The Wood
Binder," is patented, and is an entirely new and very simple

arrangement. Full printed directions accompany each Binder.

Every reader should get it, and preserve the copies of the Bee

Journal as fast as they are received. They are invaluable for

reference, and at the low price of the Binder you can afford to

get It yearly.
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Next Annual ineelins at Buffalo, N. Y., Aug. 24-26, 1897.

Vol. fflVII, CHICAGO, ILL, AU&. 12, 1897, No. 32,

Editorial Q>on)n)cr)i^^

BuflTalo, Aug:. 24t 25 and 26— the place aad date.

Will you be there ?
*-'-*

The Season's Experience will now be a fine

topic to write on for many a bee-l<eeper. And we shall be

glad to report in these coiiimns anything that may prove help-

ful to others. Each can help the other by telling how he

managed his apiary for the best results. Others have helpt

you by their writings, now why not you return the favor, or

pass It on to those who are now the learners or beginners ?

A Special Car of Bee-Keepers.— Lately sev-

eral of our friends have askt us when and by what route we
expect to go to Buffalo, to attend the bee-keepers' convention.

We had intended going a few days before the meeting, and
stopping off to see our near and dear relatives in northeastern

Ohio, but we have been compelled to change that intention,

and now expect to leave Chicago on the Nickel Plate railroad

at 3:0.^ p.m., Monday, Aug. 2;.>, arriving at Buffalo at 8

o'clock the next morning, in time for the opening of the con-

vention at 10 a.m., as per the printed program.

Since deciding as above, we have wondered If it were not

possible for the bee-keepers around Chicago, and those from

the West who will pass through here on their way to Buffalo,

to make up a special car on the Nickel Plate, and go on to-

gether from hero. We find that we can have a sleeping car

for such purpose at .¥10.50 for the round trio per passenger,

and the berth $1.50 extra, tickets with special return privi-

lege of extension to Sept. 20. But there need to be at least

25 persons to go thus together in order to have the special

car ; however, 30 or 35 am comfortably get into the car. Of
course, ladies will be welcome to go thus as well as the gen-

tlemen. Bring your wives and daughters. It will be a grand
trip.

But shall we all go in that special car ? What do those

bee-keepers who expect to go say about It ? We'd all have a
fine trip together—from 3:05 p.m. Monday till 8 o'clock the

next day.

Now, let all who will join in this, write us at least by Fri-

day, Aug. 20, so that we can fully complete the arrange-

ments. We will attend to getting your tickets and sleepiug-

car berths, if you will send us the necessary$l2 to do it with,

and have everything ready when you get here Monday. Come
on, friends.

"•-^^

Honey-Xea.—Mention is made in German papers of

an old man who attributes his hearty vigor in extreme old

age largely to the use of what he calls honey-tea. Many will

find upon trial that this same drink will be for them whole-

some and refreshing. Take a teacup of hot water, put into it

extracted honey in quantity to suit the taste, and there is your

honey-tea all ready to sip. If extracted honey is not at hand,

the liquid part drained from comb honey may be used, or even

a piece cut from comb honey, only in the latter case the wax
as well as the honey is present. If children must have a hot

drink this will be much better for them than a decoction of

coffee or tea. So says an exchange, and wisely, too.

Xhe Illinois Pure-Food Laws.—Mr. Herman
F. Moore, a young Illinois attorney and honey-dealer, copied

the pure-food laws in force in this State, and forwarded them

for publication in Gleanings. They are as follows :

Criminal Code, § 471 : Be It enacted, etc., that no per-

son shall mix, color, stain, or powder, or order or permit any
other person in his or her employ to mix, color, or stain, or
powder any article of food with any ingredient or material, so

as to render the article injurious to health, or deijrecate the
value thereof, with intent that the same may be sold ; and no
person shall sell or offer for sale any such article so mixt, col-

ored, stained, or powdered.

J 473. mixt articles to be markt.

No person shall mix, color, stain, or powder any article

of food, drink, or medicine with any other ingredient or ma-
terial, whether injurious to health or not, for the purpose of

gain or profit, or sell or offer for sale, or order or permit any
other person to sell or offer for sale any article so mixt, col-

ored, stained, or powdered, unless the same be so manufac-
tured, used, or sold, or offered for sale under its true and
appropriate name, and notice that the same is mixt or Impure
is markt, printed, or stampt upon each pdckaijc, roll, parcel, or

vessel containing the same, so as to be and remain at all times
readily visible ; or unless the person purchasing the same is

fully informed by the seller of the true name and ingredients

(if other than such as are known by the common name there-

of) of such article of fond, drink, or medicine, at the time of

making sale thereof or offering to sell the same.

i 475. penalties for violations hereof.

Any person convicted of violating any provisions of any of

the foregoing sections of this act shall, for the./t)'.st nffcnuc, be

fined not less than $'>'>. 00 nor more than $W0. For the second
offense he shall be lined not less than $100 nor more than $200,

or confined in the county jail not less than one month nor more
than sf.r monllis, or both, at the discretion of the court ; and
for the third and all sid>se<iucnt offenses he shall be fined not

less than .>'<J(«Mior more than $2,000, and imprisoned in the

penitentiary not less than one year nor more than five years.

It was Mr. C. P. Dadant's suggestion that the New Union

first begin the enforcement of present laws, and see if much
of the lioiipy-adulteration could not be stopt without working

for more stringent laws. It seems to us that with such a law

as the above on the Illinois statute books, the New Union

ought to be able to do something along the line Indicated. Of

course. It takes money to do such work, and there ought to be
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at least $500 in the treasury before any attempt Is made to

prosecute adulterators. Yes, $1,000 would be better.

It seems to us that If bee-keepers want to see the fipht

begun, they should first roll their dollars into the treasury so

that General Maiiager Secor could feel safe in goine ahead.

If In the next oO days 500 bee-Ueepers should join the New
Union, vye believe they would very soon have the satisfaction

of knowing that a few honey adulterators had been put wtu^re

they won't repeat the oflense.

Just as soon as the New Union Is ready to begin the tight,

we will procure samples of the stuff sold for •' pure honey "

here in Chicago, and turn them over for analysis as we may

be directed.

But let's /irst raise that fund for prosecution. Send in

your .Sl.OO membership fee now—to us If you prefer—and wo

will turn it over to the proper officer of the New Union. Then
perhaps ininiedlately after the Buffalo convention the war can

be commenced. We are ready to furnish our share of the

ammunition that shall put a quietus on the mixers of honey

with glucose or other adulterant. What say you, reader'?

Will you join hands with us in this matter ?

Xlie Langstrotb nionutuent Fund is again

brought up in Gleanings for Aug. 1. Mr. A. I. Root suggests

that each bee-keeper send in at least 10 cents—but more If

possible. We will agree to receive any amounts that may be

forwarded to us, acknowledge them in the Bee Journal, and

then forward for the monument.

As this has been a fairly good honey season for most bee-

keepers, why not send 5 cents for each colony owned, spring

count? If that were done, there would soon be ample funds

for erecting a tine monument to mark the spot where lies all

that was mortal of the loved and loving Langstroth.

Mr. Root also suggests that an inscription should be pre-

pared in advance, so that when the time comes to use it, it

will be ready. Here Is what he says about this :

And It occurs to me just now that some of our able men,
friends of our benefactor, should meet together and suggest a
suitable inscription. I have not consulted any one in regard
to the matter, but I should like to have Dr. Miller and Mana-
ger Secor, and anybody else whom they might choose, get
something appropriate for the tombstone. The whole wide
world knows more or less of Langstroth ; and people who visit

the cemetery at Dayton, Ohio, will look up the place and will

read with interest the inscription. When I was down East it

gave me a rare thrill to be shown the burylng-place of Noah
Webster, the father of our old "elementary spelling-book." I

cannot remember just how expensive a stone It was; but I

was not only delighted to see It, but to tell the friends aftpr I

got home that I stood by the tomb of this, that, and the other
great men whose memories we love and revere.

Tl?e Weekly Budget.

Mr. W.M. McEvov and Wife, of Ontario, Canada, expect

to be at the Buffalo convention. While they will represent

the Canadian beekeepers most admirably, still we hope to see

a whole lot of the bee-folks from over there. Mr. McEvoy
has a good many very warm friends in the United States ;

and you can safely take our word for it that Mrs. McEvoy
deserves just as many as her worthy husband has. We hope

Mr. McEvoy will not forget to bring J. B. Hall along with the

rest of the crowd.

Gleakings in BeeCdlture has just been "changing it-;

dress"—comes out in brand new type of bewitching " face
"

and "form." A new .S2,500 printing press has also been

added, upon which to reel off '2,200 impressions per hour. All

of which bespeaks prosperity. Well, we're not so hard-

hearted that we can't rejoice with those who do rejoice. The

deserved success of others will not discourage us. Some day

it will be otir turn to take another advance step. We'belleve

in making progress, but always want to be sxvre we can retain

a position before we assume It. Of course, our excellent

contemporary can enslly do that, and very truly says :
" While

Gleanings does not claim to be the best bee-journal in the

world, it has a right to claim that It ' keeps up with the pro-

cession,' both In subject-matter and In letter-press work."

Editor R. F. Holtekmann, of the Canadian Bee Journal,

writes us that on account of the exhibitions It will be Incon-

venient for him to attend the Buffalo -neetlng, but he thinks

he has arranged It all right, and now expects to be there. He
reports that several others in his locality also expect to be

present. Good. We hope Canadian bee-keepers will be sure

to get there, even if they have to swim the Lake over and

back each day ! Yes, there'll no doubt be a good showing of

our cousins over the line. It looks now as if it were going to

be a monster bee-convention. Mr. Hershiser will have his

hands full to care for us all. But he'll do it all right. Just

let everbody go, and help show to the world that American

bee-keepers can do even better than those of Germany in the

convention line.

Editor W. Z. Hutchinson, of the Bee-Keepers' Review,

wrote us a kindly letter July 30, from which we take these

sentences

:

I have been, and am yet, very busy. I have had quite a

local supply trade this year, which has enabled me to close out

about all of the sections and foundation I had on hand. I am
thinking of going to the fairs again this fall, and that requires

thought and work to get ready.

Yes, the wife and daughter are improving, and I am en-

joying myself more than I have before in months.

All will be glad to know that Mrs. Hutchinson and daugh-

ter are improving, and that Mr. H. himself is getting back to

his normal condition. He expects to be at the Buffalo conven-

tiou, of course.

Rev. Emerson T. Abbott, editor of the Busy Bee, writ-

ing us July 29, said :

My Dear Bro. York :— I will try to do what you wish

at the Buffalo meeting. I have just gotten out of bed again.

I got over-heated unloading a car about two weeks ago, and it

came very nearly doing me up. I am gaining all the time

now, and hope to be In trim before the time to go to Buffalo.

While I was In bed one of my sisters, who lived at home with

father about three blocks from us, died, so that Mrs. Abbott

had her hands and heart more than full. I was not able to

get out and see her before she was laid away, which seemed
very hard when I was so near to them.

We felt pretty certain Mr. Abbott would comply with the

request to respond to the address of welcome to be delivered,

at the bee convention by the Mayor of Buffalo.

Mr.s. Mate Wili.ia.ms, of Minnesota, we learn from the

last number of Farm, Slock and Home, has been put In charge

of Its apiarian department. She Is virtually the honored suc-

cessor of the late B. Taylor, who.»e thoroughly practical arti-

cles were of such interest to readers of bee-papers during his

latter years. Mrs. Williams Is introduced as the new conduc-

tor of their bee-department, by the publishers, in these happy
words :

" Mrs. Mate Williams is a lady whose recent frequent com-
lunli-ations have shown that what .-he knows of bee-keeping

head, heart and hands. It is hoped that the new bee-editor

will awaken an Increast Interest in her art in the breast of

thousands of her sister readers of Farm, Stock and Home,
and ihat they in turn will do what they can to strengthen her

In the work she has undertaken, liy suggestions, counsel, and.

If necessary, an occasional exercise of charity for some real or

fancied error of judgment."
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BEE-BOOKS
SENT POSTPAID 1)V

Geore:e W. York & Co.,
Chlcaeo, Ills.

Bees and Honey, or Manasement of nn Apiary
tor Pleasnre and I'rodt, by Thomas G.Newman.

—

This edition has been lar;:rel.v rewritten, thoroutihly
revised, and is " fully up with the times " in all the
Improvements and Inventluna In this rapldly-devel-
Opln? pursuit, and presents the apiarist with
everything thiit can aid In tlie successful mannt'e-
ineut of an apiary, and at the same tliHe produce
the most huiie>* In an attractive condition. It con-
tains 200 pu^'os. and 243 Illustrations— Is beautifully
printed In the hluhest stvie of the art, and bound
in cloth, gold-lettered. Price, $1-00.

l^angstroth on the Honey-Bee* revised by
Dadant—This classic In bee-culture. hu8 been
entirely re- written, and Is fully lllustruted. It
treats of everything reliitlng to beea and hee-keep-
InK. No apiarian library Is complete without this
standard woik by Uev. Ij. L.. J--ane8troth — the
Father of American Bee-Culture. It lias 520 pages;
bound lu clotlL

Price, postpaid, Jl.S.'i.

Bee-Re tpers' Onlde, or Manual of the
Apiary, by Prof A. J Cook, of the Mlchlfjan Ayrl-
cultural Colleye.—This book Is nut only Instructive
and helptul us a Rulde In bee-keei>lnt,'. but Is
Interesting' ami thnroimlily practlcsU and scientific.
It contains a lull delineation of theanatomy and
physlolotry of hues. 4H0 p«t;es ; bound in cloth and
fully illustrated.

Price, postpaid, $1.25.

Scientific t|ueen-Kearlnff, as Practically
Applied, by G. M. Dooltttle.—A method by which
the very best of t,»ueen-Bees are reared In perfect
accord with Nature's wav. ITii pages, bound In
Cloth, and Illustrated. Price. $1.00.

A B C of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root.—

A

cyclopa'tlla of 4(iU pat:es. descrlbliiK everything
pertalnluM to the care of the honey-bees. It con-
tains yoj enuravlnKs. It was wrjtten especially for
beginners Bound In cloth. Price, $1.25.

Advanced Bee-Cultnre, Its Methods and
MauaKcment. by W Z. Uutchlnson.—The author
of tills work Is too well known to need further
description of his book, lie Is a practical and
entertalnint; writer. You should read his book. 90
payes, bound In paper, and Illustrated, l*rice, 50 eta.

Rational Bee-^eeplnpr, by Dr. John Dzlerzon
—This Is a translation of his latest German book on
bee-culture. It has ;iiJO pages: bound
In paper coyers. $1.00

Blenen-Kultur. by Thomas G. Newrian. --

This Is a German translation of theprlnclpe* por-
tion of the book called Bees of HONEY. 10- page
pamphlet. Price. 40 cents.

Convention IlnndBook, for Bce-Koepers.
Thomas G. Newman.— it contains tlie parliamen-
tary law and rules of order for Bee-Conventions—
also Constitution and By-Laws, with subjects for
dlscHssion, etc. Cloth, gold-lettered. Price, 25 cts.

Thirty Vearft Amoiia tlie Beem, by
Henry Alley.—Gives the results of over a quarter-
century's experience in rearing queen-bees. Very
latest work ol thekind. Nearly Hio pages. Price, .'^iic

Wby Kat Honey?—This LeaHet is intend-
ed for FKKE distrlhution, to create a Local .Market,
lot) copies, by mail. :jm cts.: oIhj lor$l.-J.j; nifHi,:f2no.

Hovp to K**rp Hoiiry and preserve its
ij^chness and flavor. Price same as Why Kat Honey.

Altxike C'lovfr Ijpaflcl.— Full directions
for growing. ,50 for 2:> cts. ; UK) for 4() cts.; 2»»fi, 70c.

Apiary Ko^lHtcr, by Thoa. G. Newman.—
Devotes two pages to a colony, l^eather binding.
Price, for so colonies. tl.iMt; for iw colonies, $1.25.

Freparutloi; of IIon(*y I'or the Illarket,
Including the ))roaui;tlon iiud care ot coiub andIncluding L.., ,-. ,

extracted honey. A chapter
Uu.NLV I'rioe, lU cents

from Bkks ant

Bee-PuHtiiriKre a Necesalty.—This book 8Ug
Bests what aiKi hnw to plai- U Is a chaptei- fron
Beks and liu.NKV Price. 10 cents.

Tlie lllve I llHc, by G. M. DooUttle. It
details his management of heea. and methods
of producing cnmh honoy. Prlco, o cents.

I>r. lloward'M Book on Foul Brood.
—Gives the McKvoy Treatment and reviews tiie ei-
perlnientHof others. Price, 2', cts.

Silo and SllaKo, by Prof. A .l.Cf)ok.— It
gives the method In operatlnn at the Michigan Agri-
cultural College. Price, 2., ciw.

Winter I'rohli-ni lu UpoKeeplnjr by G.
K. PlerCH. Uesult of 2.'> years' experience. ;jn cts.

Ilaiidllii<> Bcc», by Ch;iH D)ldiiiH & Son.—
A Chapter Irom Langstroth Kevised. Price k cts.

llUtory of Boe-Assoehulons. and Brief He-
orts of the first 20 conventions. Price 15 cts

Foul Brood Treatment* by Prof. F. R.
Cheshire.—Its Cause and Prevention. Price, lucis.

FoHl Brood, by A. R. Kohnke.—Origin.
Development and Cure. Price lo cts.

Practical If IntM to Bee-Kee-Keepers—by
CiiAS. F. MUTH. Also contains a Foul Brood
Cure uud How to Winter Bees. 40 p.; 10 cts,

Bee-Kcepins: for Profit, by Dr. G. L.
Tinker.—Revised and enlarged. It details the au-
thor's " new system, or how to get the largest yields
of comb or extracted honey." 8u p.; illustruied. 25c.

KnierKon Binders, made especbilly for
the Bee Journal, are convenient for preserving
each number as fast as received. Not mailable to
Canada. Price, 75 cts.

Commercial Calculator, by C, Ropp.—
A ready Calculator, Business Arithmetic and Ac-
count-Book combined in one. Every farmer and
businessman shtiuld liave it. No. 1, bounU in water
proof leatherette, c;iU tlnish. Price, 4o cts. No. 2
in dne artificial leather, with pocket, silicate slate,
and account-book. Price. 60 cts.

Green'» Four Books, by Chas. A. Green.
—Devoted to, 1st. JIow We Made the OIi! Karm Pay;
2iid. Peach Culture: 3rd, llow to Propagate Kruit-
Plants, Vines and Trees; 4th, General b'ruit In-
structor. Nearly 120 panes. Fully illustrated. 25 cts.

Garden and Orchard, by Chas. A. Green
—Gives full instructions in Thinning and Marketing
Fruits; Pruning, Planting and Cultivating; Spray-
ing. Evaporation, Cold storage. Etc. U4 pages, illus-

trated. Price. 25 cts.

KondalPs Horse-Book> — .S."> pictures,
showing positions ol sick horses, and treats on all
their diseases. English or German. Price, 25 cts.

Lumber and I-os-Book. — Gives meas-
urements of lumber, logs planks; wages, etc. 25c.

Iflapie Susar and the Sug-ar Bush, by Prof.
A. .1. Cook.—Full instructions. Price, 35 cts.

<irain Tables, tor casting- up the price of
grain, produce, hay, etc. Price, 25 cts.

Capons and Capoiiizlns, by Dr. Sawyer,
P'Hnny Field, and others.—Illustrated. All about
caponizing fowls, ano thus how to make the most
money in poultry-raising. 64 pages. Price, 30 cts.

Our Poultry Doctor, or Health In the
Poultry Yard and llow to Cure Sick Fowls, by
Fanny Field.—Everything about Poultry Diseases
and their Cure. 64 puges. Price. 3U cts.

Poultry I'or ITIarket and Ponltry for
Protit. by Fanny Field.—Tells everything about the
Poultry Business. 64 pages. Price, 25 eta.

Turkeys lor Market and Turkeys for
Protlt, by Fanny Field.—All about Turkey-Raising.
64 panes. Price. 25 cts.

Bural fjile.— Bees, Poultry. Fruits. Vege-
tables, and Household Matters, loo paues. 25 cts.

Potato Culture, by T. B. Terry.- It lells

how to grow them prohtably. Price, 40 cts.

Hand-Book ol' Healfli. by Hr. Foote.—
Hints about eating, drinking, etc. Price, 25 cts.

Bee-Keepers' Birectory, by H, Alley.—
Latest methods in Queen-Rearing, etc. Price. 5uc.

Book Clubbing Oilers.

(Bead Carefnlly)

The foUowlni: clubbing- prices Include the

American Bee Journal one j'ear with each

book named. Kemr'niber, that only one book

can be taken In each case with the I'.ee Jour-

nal a year at the prices named. If more books

are wanted, see postpaid prices given with

the description of the books on this pa^je

Following Is the clubhlng-Ust:

1. liangstroth on the lloaey-Bee $'3.00

2. A B O of UeeCullure 2.00
;i. Bt'C-Koeper'eGuldc 1.76
4. Iteesand Honey ICloIh boundl l.lio

."). lloolliile's SclPiiilllc Queen-Hearing. l.To
li. Dr. Howard's Foul Urood Book I.IO

T. Advanceil Uee-i'uliure 1.^0
!i. lilcncu-KuUur IGi-nnanl 1.^0

11. national Bee-Kc.plcigtPaperLoundl 1.75
!:. Thirty Years A iiioiiK the Bees I.:i0

i:i. Hoe-Keepllig lor I'r'ollt 1.15
14. (Convention Haud Uuok 1.15
15. Poultry for iMarkct and Profit 1.10

IH. Turkeys lor Market and Frottt 1.10
17. C>ipotis and Caponl/,iiig 1.10
IS. OurPoullry Doitor 1.10
in. (Irien's Four Books 1.15
21. Garden and Orchard 1.15
•;;!. Itural Lite 1.10
2-1. Emerson Binder lor the Bee Journal. 1.60

25. Commercial Calculator. No. 1 1.25
26. Comme-clal Calculator, No. 2 1.40
27. Kendall's Horse-Book 1.10
.•30. Potato Culture 1.20
:Vi. Hand-Book of Health 1.10
3:j. Dictionary of Apiculture l.;J5
34. Maple Sugar and the Sugar Bush 1.20
35. Silo and Silage.. 1.10
36. Winter Problem in Bee-Keeping 1.30
37. Apiary Register (for 50 colonies!. . . 1.75
38. Apiary Register I for 100 coloniesl . 2.00
39. Bee-Keepers' Directory 1.30

iBlirmscouNT
1 hare a Large (.luantlty of Winter-Sawed

Basswood on hand, and will make Shipping-
Cases at 10 per cent, discount from list
price. Cases holding 15 sections. J5.00 per
hundred net. First-class work guaranteed.

Write for Prlce-List.

AV. J. STAHMANN, Weaver, Minn.
Mention the American Bee JcumaL 2 5A8t

Ulllfl/C!
HONEY-EXTRACTOR

iilllUI N Square Ulass Jars.

Hoot's Goods at Root's Prices.

Bee-Keepers' Suppi>ies in general, etc etc
Setid for our uew catalog.

Fraetical HinlH " will be mailed for 10c.
lu BtampB. Apply to—

Chas. F. Muth & Son, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Honey - Clovers I

We have made arraua-ements so that we can
furnish seed of several ot the Clovers by
freight or express, at the following prices,
cash with order:

5ft lOIb 251b 501b
Alsike Clover.. 70 $ .25 13.00 $5.75
Sweet Clover (white). .60 1.00 2.25 4,00
White Clover iiO 1.60 3.75 7.00
AlfalfaClover 60 1.00 2.25 4.00
Crimson Clover 55 .!>0 2.00 3.50

Prices subject to market changes.
Add 25 cents to your or.ler. for cartage, if

wanted by freight.
Vour onlers are solicited.

GEORGE W. YORK & Co.
CHICAGO. ILL.

THE ROUND-UP

!

I am still i)repared to till onlers promptly
with Fine Plire-.^lali <l QlieenN, at 60 cts.

each for rntested Te^tt d. with five banded
bees predominating, 7.)C. Select Tested, pro-
ducing nearly all flve-banded bees. SI. 00.

Breeders, $2.00. Correspondence solicited,

and an interesting pamphlet on queen-rear-
ing furjilsht on application
Money (Jrder oIKce— Warrenton.

W. H. PKIDREN,
2lA13t Cheek, Warren Co . N. C.

ITALIAN QUEENS
Go id VcllowUnes"—60c each; 6 for $3 00.

I-LB. HONEY-JARS »..50 per gross.

Catalog of Apiirlan Supplies free.

I. J. STKIKGIIAin,
105 Park Place. NEW YOKK, N. Y.

Apiarv—Glen Cove, L. 1.

1) -ri'f.ijtn. 'Jie A.mcridi''': Met, ifri/y"JjK

l'4»I{ Till': ti. A. R. I':;\CAMP.
.Mi:\r.

to be hold at Buffalo, N. Y., tickets will

be sold via the Nickel Plate Road at

rate of ."JlO..")*) for the round trip. Re-
tuniinj; cither via rail or boat to Cleve-

land. ArraiiKeineiits have been made
for tiarti(>s wishing to reniaiii in sleeping

cars at liuffalo, to have the cars trackt
convenient to streetcar lines to any part

of the city. Call on or address .T. Y.
Calaban, Gen'l. Agent, 1 1 1 Adams St.,

Chicago, III. 2S
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QuGstiot^'Box^
In the multitude of couosellors there is

safety.—Prov. 11-14.

Bee-E«capcs and Their V§c.

Query 57.—Mr. Slmmina' book eondemns
the use of bee-escapee, saying- that putting

them in position a'arms the bees and makes
them puncture holes in the cappiugs. 1.

Have you found the same objection ? 'J. What
other O'jecllon, if any. have you found? —
Nebr.

•R. L. Taylor— 1. No. '2. No serious

one.

Mrs. L. Harrison—I've had no experi-
ence.

J. M. Hambaugh—I have never used
them.

E. France—We have no use for bee-
escapes.

P. H. Elwood—My name is " Thomas "

just here.

Chas. Dadant & Son—No. We like

them very much.

J. E. Pond— I have never used them,
so can give no opinion.

Jas. A. Stone— 1. No, No. 2. None

—

but all things in their favor.

Dr. J. P. H. Brovpn—O well, that is

only a Johnny Bull whimslcalUy.

Eugene Secor— 1. No. 2. I have found
no objection to escapes. They are all

right.

Rev. M. Mahin—Not having any ex-
perience with bee-escapes, I can give no
opinlou.

Prof. A. J. Cook—I have found no ob-
jection to their use, and regard them a
great aid.

A. F. Brown— I have used bee-escapes
larifely. If properly put on I have no
trouble with holes punctured in cap-
pings.

G. M. Dnolittle— 1. No, not to the
same extent usually given by any other
way of ridding the surplus honey of bees.
2. None.

Dr. A. B. Mason— 1. No. 2. I have
found no objection to their use, but great
beueSt and saving of time and labor by
using thetn.

Dr. C. C. Miller— 1. I think not. 2.
The principal objection is, they work too
slow. Where thieves abound they might
be unsafe to leave on over night.

W. G. Larrabee— I have never found
this or any other objection. I think
they are a great help in taking off
honey, especially at the end of the har-
vest when bees are liable to rub.

Emerson T. Abbott— I. No. 2. None.
It seems to me folly to try to produce
comb honey without the use of bee-
escapes. Just as well try to farm with-
out a harrow, using In its stead a bunch
of brush to drag over the land.

C. H. Dibbern—Mr. Simmins Is surely
"awaviilT" in thl* instance. I have re-
moved thousands of pounds by means of
bee-escapes, and have noticed particu-
larly that puncturing the combs was
much less than by any other method I

have ever tried.

G. W. Demaree—In the honey season
proper, the bee-escape works all right.
After the honey-Dow has ji(-sf closed, and
after there are oo unsealed honey in

Finest Alfalfa Honey

!

IT SELLS ON TASTING-.

The Honey that Suits All

Who Buy It.

Low Prices Now!
We can furnish 'White Alfalfa Extracted Honey, In 60-pouud tin cans, on

board cars in Chicago, at these prices : 1 can, in a case, T}-^ cents per pound ; 2 cans

In one case, 7 cents ; 4 cans (2 cases) or more, 6J-2 cents. The Cash must accom-
pany each order. Fine Bass'wood Flavor Honey at same price; also in

270-Ib. barrels.

i:^" A sample of either honey will be mailed to an intending purchaser, for 8
cents, to cover postage, packing, etc. We guarantee purity.

GEOIIGE W. YdRK & CO., 118 Micliiffiiii Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. Ne-w London,
"Wisconsin,

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus

securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
They have also one One of ttie Largest Factories and the latest

and most-improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there is in the State. The material is cut from patterns, by machinery,

and is absolutely accurate. For .Sections, the clearest and -whitest
BaSS^wood is used, and they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine

and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best

machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies.

Please meutio'i tho Americau Bee .Touroil. 7Att'

BEE-KEEPERS
SUPPLIES

We make
The Very Finest Line of
in the Market, and sell

them at Lo^w Prices.
Send for Free Illustrated Catalog and Pricc-Uist.

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.

Special Ag» ut for the Soiithwest
^^- ^-

""^^^^'joseph, mo.
Iflr. Abbott sells our llivcs and Sections at Factory Prices.

That Q,ueeii-Clipping Device Free I

C'oulduH Do Without It.

I have clipped 13 queens, and muat say the
Monette Queen-Clipping IJevice Is by far the
best invention ever made, and will be wel-
come to many bee-beepers as it was to me. 1

could not do without one now.
Dk. Geo. Lacke. Newburg-h. Ind.

Work** Like a Cliarni.

The Monette Queen-CUppIng Device works

LIKE A CH.\KM. With it I have clipped 30

queens, all In one day, when examining my
bees. W.M. Stui.let, Grand Island, Nebr.

PLE.A.SE READ THIS OFFER TO PRESENT SUBSCRIBERS :

Send us )asi one ruw name for the American Bee Journal a year (with si.OO). and we

will mail you the Queen-Clipping Device free of charge. Or, the Queen-Clipping Device

will be sent postpaid for 30 cts. But why not get it as a Premium by the above offer ?

You can't earn W cts. any easier. Almost every bee-keeper will want this Device.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan St., CHICAGO, ILL.
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scattering cells, the escape does not
work so well. Use good judgment in its

use, ami you will Hnd it a useful device
in the apiary. Every useful device to

save labor must be used intelligently.

H. D. Cutting— I never would think of

producing comb honey without a good
bee-escape, Simmins or no Simmins. If

you cannot put a bee-escape under a
super without the bees doing damage to

the comb, you are a bungler, or are
using a hive that should be discarded.

J. A. Green—There is no such objec-
tion. In fact, their use prevents just

this thing, which is one of the reasons
wny itey are valuable. There are some
objections to their use, but the advan-
tages gained are so great that they are
hardly worth considering.

Qet;)eral \icn)S.

Bees Doing: First-Rate.

Bees in western Connecticut are doing
first-rate this season. There is more
white clover than there has been in ten
years altogether. H. H. Knapp.

Fairfield Co., Conn., July 26.

Honey Crop an Entire Failure.

The honey crop of Minnesota this year
so far is an entire failure. I have about
200 colonies but not one pound of sur-

plus honey so far. Caterpillars did it all.

F. Gent.
Wright Co., Minn., July 31.

Thinks He Did Well.

The honey season closed with July 15,
but I did real well, at least I think I did,

for I got 1225 pounds of nice white
honey from 29 colonies, and increast to

51 by natural swarniing, and put all

second swarms back.
L. A. Hammond.

Washington Co., Md. Aug. 3.

Clover Yielded Well.

White Clover yielded well during July.
Bees are booming at present on second
crop of red clover, and there is consider-
able white clover still in bloom. Bass-
wood did not yield any this season—only
about one out of five trees bloomed at all.

F. L. MURKAV.
Lafayette Co., Wis., Aug. 2.

A Year of Plenty for Bees.

I am happy to report a year of plenty
for the bees in this section. We have
had so many off years that I did not ex-

pect anything out of tlie ordinary, but
the bees seemed to know better than
their keeper when to look for a honey
flow, for they commenced to swarm and
after-swarin, and the prime swarms
would casj swarms until I was heartily
sick of swarming. 1 did not want in-

crease, so I have run ihcni back and
doubled up till every hivo in the yard,
supers and all. Is brimful of bees. I am
master of them at present, but these

strong colonies—'.JO in number— might
make It quite interesting for me yet.

I have been successful with the
method or plan of uniting swarms in two
hive-bodics for a day or two, and then

Foundation —Sections— Hives
or any Other Supplies.

If you are in a riiKli, send me your order. I

sell llie be*l only, a,nd fill orders promptly
at LOWEST PHIOE, l*ee»\vax wanted iu
exoliaii^c.

Working Wax 'TJtl^'ltm A Specialty.
^^ Write for Catalog and Price-Ltst. with

Samples of Foundatioa and Sections.

GUS DITTMER,
AIJfillNTA, WIS.

SEE THAT WINK

!

Bee - KupplioM I Root's
Goods at Koot's Priues.

Pouder's Honey - Jars,
and every thing- used by
i^ee-keepers. Prompt ser-

vice, low freight rate. Cat
tree. Walter S. Pouder,

162 Mass. Ave..
Indianapolis. Indiana•Wnr''PoViDtR'-ifi>'

'V-'Et ANS^L'

l^r IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely tlian any other published, send
11.2.5 to Prof. A.J. Cook, Claremont. Calif.,

tor his

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

J^Jco^'or• i}i,c Amcrieim lift- Irni.riut'.

PATEHT WIRED COMB FOnSDATIOB
Han IMo Sag In Kroofl-Framen

Thin Fl>it-i;oUum Foiindation

Has Rio Fisht)ODe in the SerplDS Done;.

Helnu tbe cleaneai 1b usualiy worker
tbe galckest of any KoaDduttoD made

J. A. VAIN DEI'SKIN.
Sole Manufaotarer.

Soront Brnofe MnniBomerT ( o ** V

II' You Keep but One Kenifdy

'"""^\'i?Xou,dbe YELLOWZONES
They Combine the Virtues ot a Medicine

Chest.
Tbe Very Best greneral-servJce Remedy to be

hud AT AINY PKICE.
A supply otzonet Cathartics '» "ow
adiifd lo each i ox.

100 in a Box, 11.00—17 In a Hos. 25c.

W. B. House, Drawer 1, Detour, Mich.
15.\tf Please mention the Bee Journal.

Hc'iticn >;/'-« American Bee jOtiTTiGl

ONE MAN WITH THE

UNION <=°-|;--'°~

Can do the work of four
men using hand tools. In

KIppluK, CutthifT-otr, Mi-
tring. Kabhetlng. Groov-
liiK. Gaining. Dadoing

*=Tr-^--=/.7^V^iJft' E"jglng-up. Jointing 8tuff

T^ ^ j/j!^^^ etc. Full Llneol" Foot and
"*^" ^*^ " ^- *^ Hand Power Machinery

Sold on Trial. Caliiloj-up Free.

MiNK»'A KAl,l,«i HIFG. CO.,
48 Water St SENECA FALLS, N. y

lAly '.i/entio.. the Amerimn Bet .utuma'

Hy ISeHiru
Iiiail.

L'nt.esled, .)0(!. ; Tested, $1 .00,

Nuclei.:; I rami'. $i.UO. Including a good Queeu
Itee.s hy tf'C Pound.

E. ii. <;AUUir«<> HON,
22Atr Ue Kiiiilak Nprlii:;*, Fla.

Merdifm the American Hee. Jnurna'-

Vail Deuseii Thin Fdii.

A lew 'J.^-pound ho.xcs ol VanDeuscn Tliiii Su-

per ComLi Foundation at *11.00 per box. Be
quick If you want a box of it. Address,

TIIK A. 1. ICOOT 4:0.,

118 Michigan St. - Ciiic.«ii). li.i,.

Italian Queens

drive them into one and pile on the
supers. I hive after-swarms in a box on
the parent colony, aud shake them out
the next day. It beats queen-cell cut-

ting, two to one, for the swarming
mania must be satisfied in some way, or
they will sulk during the harvest.

Sad experience that of Emm Dee, in

his honey-take and wide-frame mishap.
No doubt the good Doctor will have a

full bee-space under his chin covering
the next time, and his lamp trimmed
ready for emergencies. Perhaps you
might persuade him, Mr. York, to get a
modern hive, with supers and bee-escape.

A. B. Baibd.
Fayette Co., Pa., July 26.

Bees Booming'.

My bees are booming. I have taken
3800 pounds of white clover honey.

G. F. Daniels,
Will Co., 111., Aug. 2.

Good Prospect for Fall Crop.

I have a fine lot of extracted white
clover honey. Bees are still doing pretty

well, and 1 think the prospect for a fall

crop is good. J. W. Sanders.
Marshall Co., Iowa, Aug. 2.

White Clover Nearly a Failure.

White honey is nearly a failure in this

(Tompkius) county this year; too wet.

Basswood was two weeks late, and it has

rained for three weeks nearly every day
—5 Inches of water.

I shall be in Buffalo if it is possible.

The convention comes in a very bad
time. Buckwheat bloom will be in Its

height then. W. L. Coc4G8HALL.
Tompkins Co., N. Y., July 80. *

Honey Crop Cut Short.

The continued dry weather during the

first half of July, has cut our crop of

honey very short—none to speak of.

The linden bloo'n lasted only two or

three days, tho the bloom was good ;

but two or three days of hot winds dried

it up. Bees were in fine condition to

gather a large crop. Just what the fall

harvest is going to be we are unable to

tell at this date. We got a little white

clover honey, and that is all, and but a

few new swarms. J. M. YouNG.
Cass Co., Nebr., July 23.

A Report from West Virginia.

I commenced this season with 25 col-

onies, all black, but May was so cold

and wet they dwindled all through the

month, and did not build up to do much
good till late in June, aud during May
and until June 20 we had such sudden
cold winds ; the sun would shine and the

bees would lly out, when up would come
a cloud with" cold wind and rain, and
thereby chill and cause a loss, perhaps

half of the field-bees. About .luno 25 it

turned warm, and still rained, and is

still raining, so the bees cannot get out

to the field half of Ihe day, so our honey
crop will be very short. Our bees did

not begin to swarm till July S—the

latest I ever knew bees to swarnj. I let

5 colonies swarm, then I stopt It.

I have gotten 100 one-pound sections

harvested to date (July 22), and it Is
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i!£^! Beeswax
For all the Ciood, Pure V'ellow

Bees'^ax delivered to our oflice till

further notice, we will pay '2i cents per
pound, CASH ; or 27 cents for whatever
part is exchauped for the Bee Journal,
Honey, Books or Seed, that we offer. If

you want casta, promptly, for your
Beeswax, send it on at once. Impure
wax not taken at any price. Address as
follows, very plainly,

GEO. W. YORK & CO.
118 Michig-anst., CHICAGO, ILL.

CARLOADS
Ol Hee-Uivcs. Sections, Ship-
ping-Cases. Comb Foundation,
ftnrt Everytblng used in the
Bee-lndu8try.
We want the name and ad-

- dress of every Bee-Keeper tn
^ America. We supply Deal-
ers as well as consumers. We

have Dry Kiln, Improved Machinery, 40 000
feet ot Uoor space, and all modern appliances.
We make prompt shipment.
Write for Catalogs. Quotations, etc.

Inter-State MauiifactiiriBE Co,,

HI>D!<OIN, M. <'ruix Co., WIS.

For Sale, BEES and (|UEE^'S
Queens, 50 cts. Nuclei, three frames with

Queen, $2 00; Two frames, $1.50; One frame,

11.00. Full Colonies, $4.00.

Mrs. A. A. SII»PSO]>i,
30A3 SWARTS. Greene Co., Pa.

Beautiful Honey-Cases
Made by the A. I. Root Co., at their prices.

Beetitvax Wanted.
n. H. HII>T, Bell Branch, micli.

Whew Answcriho -his Advertisement memtioh ^^m jouRn<>.

pec I^CPDPDC I Let me send you my 64-
DLL~^LL^LnO page Catalog lor lSvJ7.

J. ITl. JeukinSf IVetumpka, 41a*

Full Colonies for Sale
—FINE ITALIAN.HV BRIDS-

30 miles northwest of Chicago. In 9frame
Langstrotb hives. Bees In good condition.
Only a lew colonies. Too warm to ship long
distance. Prices—$5.00 uercolon\ ; 5 colonies,
at $J.75 each ; or 10 colonies at $4..")0 each,

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.

XHi-: a^ii)rica:\ siioier i,i:>i':

ClIK'AtiiO A.XO KI l'FAI,0,>. V.

is the Nickel Plate Road. Tickets will

be on sale Aug. 21st, 22nd and 23rd at
$I0..50 for the round trip account G. A.
R. Encam^pment. Returning cither via
rail or water. Arrangernents have been
made for the comfort of our patrons.
Extension of time will be granted until
Sept. 20th, if tickets are deposited with
the Joint Agent in Buffalo, between
Aug. 23rd and 27th. Mr. J. Y. Cala-
han, Gen'l. Agent, 111 Adams St., Chi-
cago, III., will be pleased to furnish in-

, formation in regard to train service, etc.

H. Thorne, C. P & T. A. 29

very fine honey, tho quite red and very
thick and sweet. I take it to be clover
honey. I think I will get one super of
28 one-pound sections filled by each
colony, spring count.

I would bo glad if some one would
give an article in the American Bee
.lournal on color, taste and gravity of

honey, of a few of the leading honey-
plants.

Long live tho "Old Reliable," as it Is

a welcome visitor every week. I could
not do very well without it.

Ira Shocket.
Randolph Co., W. Va., July 21.

He Makes It a Big: Success.

I made a trip with 100 sections of

comb honey one day last week, and re-

ceived §25 in cash for the 100. This
was just fun for me and my noble horse.

We will make another trip this week. I

had a pretty good crop this year—28
colonies in the spring, and now have 49
to go into winter. Yes, you always send
the Bee Journal right along, paid or not
paid ; when I begin to sell honey or ex-
hibit bees at a fair, it reminds me that
the Journal pays itself. Neighbors and
others wonder so much how in this world
I manage to produce such a nice, large
amount of comb honey, or even have
bees on exhibition at a fair. Yes, and
then when I pronounce or show the
American Bee Journal, and say, " This
is my guide," they look at me as tho
they doubted it. E. B. Kauffman.
Lancaster Co., Pa., July 26.

Kerosine a Bee-Sting Remedy.

From time to time I see the question
askt in the American Bee Journal about
the best remedy for avoiding swelling
from bee-stings. I will give a simple
treatment, which I have found to be all

right.

Having some 60 colonies I have had to

work quite a little amongst the bees, and
whenever I was stung my hands and
arms would swell and be painful and irri-

tate for 3 or 4 days. Having heard that
kerosine was good for mosquito bites, I

thought I would try it for bee-stings,

and I have found it to overcome the
swelling and pain. This is how I pro-

ceed before working on my hives :

I roll up my shirt sleeves, take the
kerosine can and rub my hands and arms
well with the oil. 1 then slip a pair of

old stockings with the feet cutoff (which
I keep for the purpose) over my arms,
and go to work, and tho I may get stung,
I find there is no after swelling nor irri-

tation. May be some of our fellow bee-

keepers, whose skin is rather tender,
may find this remedy a good one.

J. W. Dkntf.b.
Middlesex Co., N. J.

^X.

Poor Season in Minnesota.

In the Bee Journal July 29, under
"Editorial Comments," it says that
marketing a large honey crop will be
the principal work of a good many bee-
keepers during the next six months. But
I tell you, Mr. Editor, if a change
doesn't take place soon, the bee-keepers
in Minnesota won't be troubled much in

marketing their honey. The bees along
in the forepart of June had to be fed or

they would have died. The latter part
of June and the forepart of July they
did very well—stored honey in the brood-

P.P
OI^ECAI^OET RICH.

If he makes enoiiph money
n and savfs it,

I

The Market Garden
j/^^ MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.,

V/^ Tells how to make and save
-\(^S money at Market Gardening.

50c a year. Sample Tree

AieiUian the American BeeJ^yumal.

The RURAL CALIFORNIAN
Tells all about Bees In California.

The yields and Price of Honey; the I'aatur-
aire and Nectar - Producing^ Plants; the Bee-
Ranches and how they are conducted. In fact
the entire field is fully covered by and expert
bee-man. Ilesidee this, the paper also tells
you alt about Caliroriila AsxriciiUiire and
Horllciiliiire. $1.50 per Year; Six Months,
75 cents- Sample Copies 10 cents.

THK RURAL CALIFORNIAN,
218 N. Main St., - Los Angeles, Calif.

Barnes' Foot-Power Machinery.
Head what J. I. PARKNT.of

Cha KLTUN. N. v., Bays—"We
cut with one of your Com-
bined Machines, laat winter
5i' cbaff hives with 7-in. cap,
H«J honey-rackB. 5()0 broad
frameB, a.fx m honey-boxes
and a Kreat deal of other
work. Thi8 winter we have
doable the amount of bee-
hives, etc., to make and we
expect to do it withthisSaw.
It will do all you say Itwill.
CutalOKue and Price • List

Free. AddreSB. W. F. A.JOHN BARNK8.
45Ctf No.99.=i KubyBt.. Kockford, 111.

GOLDEN QUEENS
And protreny warranted to tnke premium
at the Fairs. Terms upon application.

J. F. Michael, Greenville, Ohio.
Please mention the Bee Journal. 14Btl

n . . -. n >.. n I have 300 Untested 3 or 5
IJllPPrm Banders—4.ic. each. Tested 3U^LLUW^i-l Banders. TOc. each. They are
Fine, Large Queenp. and Tree from all disease.
This is a Money Order office. Wriie for whole-
sale prices. OAIlfll HlRTll, Falmontli, liusli Co., Ind.

28E4t Please mention the Bee Journal.

UNG DISEASES.
.in years' experience. If your case is

sufficiently serious torequire expert medi-
cal treatment, address

Dr. Peiro, liX) State St.. Chicago.

^
^^California

If you care to know of Its Fruits, Flowers
OUmate or Resources, send for a Sample Copy
of California's Favorite Paper—

The Pacific Rural Press
The leading Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the Pacific Coast. Published weekly,
handsomely Illustrated 00 per annum.
Sample Copy Free.

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
220 Market St.. - SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

JT67)f'O'i t/i€ Amcricu'iL ace JoumaJ^,

Golden Beauties and 3-Banded
Or IMPORTED STOCK.

SUver-Gray Carniolans.
Dntes ed, 50c ; Tested, 75c. Safe arrival

guaranteed. Address.

Judge E. T. TEBRAL & CO.
26Atf Cameko.v. Texas.

MeniK-n the American Bee JoumaJU
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EmployNature
The best plij-sichm to heal jour ills. Scud lor

FREE Pamphlet explainlDg how diseases of

the Blood. Skin. Liver. Kidneys and Lungs
can be cured without drugs.

F. HI. SPRINGS CO.,
Lock Box No. 1 l,IBEKTVVIl,l,E, ILL.

Mention the American Bee Journal

A GENUINE

Egg Preservative
That will keep Hen's Esfi-'S perl'eetly Ihrousrh
warm weather, just as (food as fr sh ones for
cooking and frostiuK. One man paid 10 rents
a dtiz^^n for llieevgs he preserved, and then
later sold them for 'J.i cents a dozen. You can
preserve thetn tor about 1 cent i»er dozen.
Now is the time to do It. while eggs are cheap.

Address for Circular giving further infor-
mation—

Dr. A. B. m.VSON,
3j1 2 Monroe Street, - Toledo. Ohio.
WHEN Answering this advertisement, mention this journm.

A Special Booklet Kargaiii

!

For a limited lime we wish to make our
readers a i»[ie<-lal oftVr on booklets on Bees.
Pouliry. Health, etc. Upon receipt ol 75
cent** we will mail any <i of the list below:
and lor $1.35 we will mail the wliole
dozen
1. Foul Brood, hy Dr. Howard O.'ii?

2. Poultry for Market and PriiHl 'J.ic

3. Turke\ s for Marliet and Profit '^50

4. Our Poultry Doctor .'iOc

5. Capons and Cat>onlz ng HOc
0. Hand-Book ol Health, by Dr. Foote.. a5c
7. Kendall's HorfcEook 25o
8. HuralLife 3ftc

!). Kopp's Commercial Calculator 2ne
10. Ki.ul Brood, by Kohnke 10c
11. Silo and Silage. Iiy Piof Cook 2.=)C

12. Bieneu-Kultur, by Newman 40c

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,
- CHICAGO, ILLS.

D11PES1\'E
f
COLLECiE

!

Penn Ave. and Eighth St.

Thorough Courses — Normal, Commercial, La-
dles Literary. Shorthahd and Typewriting.
Klliclenl and experienced instructors, l^ay
and Night sessions. Send for Catalog.

Prof. LEWIS EDWIN VORK, Preti.

For Sale or Exctiajige.
Good Farm and 40 Colonics of Bees. Address

W. E. HIATKIN, Howell, Ark.

vi:i
Tin: :\i4-i*:i':i. i>i.,%'ri: i:4»ai»

account the G. A. R. Encanipment.
Choice of either rail or water trip re-

turning. Do not miss this opportunity
of attending one of the greatest reunions
of the old comrades. Tickets on sale

Aug. 2 1st, LilJtid and LJlird. For full In-

formation, call or address J. Y. Calalian,

Gou'l. Agent, 111 Adams St., Chicago,
111. 27

lfllniie»4ota.—The third annual meeting of
the Southern Minnesota Bee-Keepers* Ass<)ui-
ution will be held In vvinona. Wednesday and
Thursday, Sept. 15 and I'J 1S!)7. opening at
n o'clock, a.m., each day. Ail are cordially
Invited to come and bring thi'lr fi-iends.

Winona, Minn. E. C. COHNWEor,, Sec.

nests and started in the supers, having
It in all stages, a little capt, but not
much, and some had cases of '27 sections
to the case nearly all filled with honey,
but they didn't get any honey to finish

them. They have only made their liv-

ing for the last three weeks, with plenty
of white clover and Alsike. I would
not be surprised to see them taking the
nncapt honey down to the brood nest,

but I suppose we must live in hopes of

better times coming.
John Turnbull.

Houston Co., Minn., Aug, 4.

Bee-Keeping in 'West 'Virginia.

The season here has been wet and not
very favorable. Spring count I had six

colonies, which I have iucreast to 15.
White clover has been very pleirtiful.

From three colonies I have taken 85 one-
pound sections of honey and sold them
in the home market for S>I2.75. My
bees are the Adel strain. I regard them
as the best and hardiest I have ever had.
Success to the American Bee Journal.

S. F. Samp.son.
Greenbrier Co., W. Va., July aO.

Doctor^s J-Jirjts
Ily- Dr. PEIUO,

Central .Music Hal!, *» Chicago, III.

iraceful Figure.—The nearer
woman follows in the steps of Nature
the most perfect will he her form and
health. Tight lacing not only deforms
an attractive body, but engenders con-
ditions from which arise some of

woman's most painful and fatal diseases.

The better way to acquire a suple, wil-

lowy form and carriage is by daily, but
gentle, physical exercises which can be
learned from a variety of reliable text-

books on the subject, which can be
bought of any reliable book-store. The
rubber gymnastic tubes, bought for a

dollar or two, are very good and will

last years. A book of directions accom-
panies the purchase. Persist in well

doing.

Soft, "White Hands.—All girls

(and ple^uty of the other sex) are anxious
to have them, and it is perfectly proper
they should. Of course, playing tunes
on the wash-board, digging " taters " and
raking hay Is not likely to bleach the
hands or make them soft, but even
where such work must be done the
hands can be kept In excellent condition

with a little care. If on going to bed
you put a handful of bran in warm
water, and soak the hands for ten min-
utes, dry well and apply this ointment,
well rubbed in, you will notice excellent
results :

Mutton suet, camphor gum, and ni-

trate of bismuth ; a teasoonful of the
last two ingredients to a pound of the
suet, put in a cup and melt In a dish of

hot water (not on the fire) and let cool.

Rub a little of the ointment thoroughly
over the hands (no damage from its use),

then put on an old pair of kid gloves

and remove them In the morning,
briskly rubbing the hands before wash-
ing them In warm water and thoroughly
drying. This should bo done daily to

keep the hands pliant and soft. In time
the skin beomes like velvet, Imparting a

A Buok Heeoiuniciided by Dr. Gtillup.

THENEWMETHOD
lis Health, and disease.
By W. E Forest. M. D.. 13th Edition. Re-
vised. Illustrated, and Enlarged. This is

the greatest and best work ever publisht
as a Home PnTsiciAN, and as

A CaiiUlc lo llealtli.

It makes the way from Weakness to
$$tr<-iij^tl> so plain that only those who
are past recovery (the very few) need to
be sick, and the well who will follow its

teachings cstnnol be !<icl<. It is now
in many families the onl"? counsellor in
matters of health, saving the need of call-

ing a pliysici.'in and all expenses for medi-
cines, as it teaches Hygiene and the use
of Nature's remedies, not a, druj^
Irealiiient.

All I'lii-oiiiv B>iMea!i>e!i>

are considered, and there is not a curable
disease that has not been belpt by some
of the ^' Xt'w Jl/i'lhfid.s'" given here; even
those who have been pronounced i'on-
»^itii«ptiv4' have been entirely cured.
While for ISlx-'iiiiialisiii. In<lig:«s»
lion. I>.r!>i>«-|><>i:i, I'oiisligtaaion,
DyKfnlar.v, B.ivoi- :iii«l lii<lii<>y
'I'l-oBiUlf^M, 4':ilaa*i'li, lOiiisicia-
lion. <wen<-i-:il Ikobilily. ^'ei-v«
oits l'3xlisKii!<il ion, l^i!»ost.«os Pe*
<*iilisii* lo %%'onaeiB, etc., the methods
are sure, aud can be carried out at one's
own home and with little or no expense.

A <jinai-antoe.
So confident are the publishers of the
results, that they offer to refund the
money to any one who will try ' New
Methods " thoroughly, it the book is re-

turned in good condition,

Xtie X«-w F.dilion
is illustrated with a number of Anatom-
ical plates from the best English work on
Anatomy publisht. and others made ex-
pressly for this work ; contains 300 pages,
printed on fine calendered paper, and al-

though the priceibf the first edition (much
smaller in size aud without illustrations)

was -$'3. .50, we sell this at -SI. 00, postpaid.

PKK.MIi;» UI''I'I^IC<«.

For sending us two new subscribers to
the. Bee Journal for one year, we will
mail ycu the book free as a premium, or
we will mail it for sending your own ad-
vance renewal and one new yearly sub-
scriber. This is a wonderful premium
oifer. Address all orders to

—

GEORGI' W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.

METAL WHEELS
in all sizes and varieties, to fit any

axle. They Ijist forever. Either
direct or stagger spoke, Can't
break doTvn; can't dry out no

rciettlnR of tires. Good in dry weather
as in wet wcat her. Send for catalog &
prices, ELECTRIC WHEEL CO.,
9^ QUINCY " ILLINOIS.
Mention the American Bee Journal.32 EO

FOR SALE.
1000 pouiKls of While Clover Comb Honey,

Price, i;!^ CIS. per pound.
28A Ediv. H. Siullli, Ciirpeiitcr, ill.

Ree- Hives, Sections, Shipplnpr-
Cilscs -cvcryllilu)? used by bee-
kecjicrs. Orders tilled promptly.
Send lor ciitaloif MIHKSIII'A liEE-

KliEI'EliS' SirPliV MK«, CO., Nicollet
leland, Minneapolis, Minu.

Cn.\s. MoNUENO, Mgr,

^S|3
2'3Att
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a delightful touch in shaking hands.

Hence, you see, you can be very indus-

trious and attractive, too.

The same pomade is as good for the

face, if used as directed for the hands.

Postage Stamps.— If you do not

receive a n-ply to your questions, when
you write, you can know it is because

you have not been thoughtful enough to

"at least enclose a stamp or two for re-

turn postage. The Doctor gives advice

to the readers of the American Bee
Journal, for which his usual fee in his

office is never less than a couple of dol-

lars, and if you are not willing to at

least pay return postage, you need not

expect a reply.

This is a 'common civility that you

should never forget, when writing to

any one, for information. It is these

little proprieties that distinguish the

well-bred from the careless and indifler-

erent.

ArticlioUes.—I have been askt

regarding them, whether they are pois-

onous or fit as food. I am pleased to

assure every reader of the American Bee
Journal that artichokes are delicious

and extremely easy of cultivation. They
have a finer grain and flavor than pota-

toes, are more digestible and quite pro-

lific- They possess the great advantage

—

like the parsnip theysomewhat resemble

in taste—of improving in the ground
over winter, and at their best when due
in the spring. But you can begin eat-

ing them in the fall. They should be

boiled and served hot, like creamed
potatoes. Every farmer or gardener
should raise a quantity for family use.

Their growth somewhat resembles that

of the sunllower, tho not so large. It is

the tubers, or roots, that are the edible

part. Plant some, by all means.

HONEY and BEESWAX
9iAKKi-:'r <n;oTA'rio:>is.

Don't Spice the Cliildren.—
No, Mrs. Sinclair, it is unadvisable to

allow children stimulating substances in

their food—red pepper, mustard, or even
considerable nutmeg and ginger. They
are not only injurious to digestion, but

too exciting to their tender nervous sys-

tems. These strong stimulants have,

no doubt, been responsible for much evil,

and should be avoided. Dr. Peiro.

4(ii«en!< an«l <liieen-Keariiis:.

—

If you want to know how to have queens
fertilized in upper stories while the old

queen is still laying below; how you may
safely intmhu-e any queen, at any time of

the year when bees can fly ; all about the
different races of bees ; all about shipping
queens, queen-cages, candy for queen-
cages, etc. ; all about forming nuclei, mul-
tiplying or uniting bees, or weak colonies,

etc. ; or, in fact, everything about the
queen-business which you may want to

know—send for Doolittle's "Scientific
Queen-Rearing" — a book of over 170

pages, which is as interesting as a story.

Here are some good offers of this book:

Bound in cloth, postpaid. ?1.00; or clubbed
with the Bee Journal for one year—both
for only $1.7.5 ; or given free as a premium
for sending us (ico new subscribers to the
Ebb Journal for a year at $1.00 each.

Illinois.—The annual meeting ot the
Nonliern Illinois Bee-Keepers' Absoclation
will be held at the Court House In Freeport.
Tuesdaj-, AuK- 1". 1S97. All are cordially In-

vited. B. Kexnedv. Sec.
New Millord. lU.

Bee-Keeper's Guide—see page 512.

Cliicagro, 111., July 30.—?ome few lots of

tho n w crop ol whltu comb has come on the
market and sulci at VZc. Lots not strictly

nice may lail to Irij; this figure. Very little

sale lor extract h.jney o( any kind. Prices

rant'e from .")3(;c. lor wnite, 4(a3c. lur ainuer,

and dark :i;jc. lieusxax steady at -iH^'Zlc.

Cincinnati. Ohio, July 30.—Tbere is a
fair ilemand K.f ixtrarted and coiulj honey.
We have dispiiscii already of anumberof ar-

rivals of flue qualili. We quote imfSKic. as

the ranfre lor choice' comb boney; .iViOSc. lor
extracted. Demand is fair lor beeswax at

22©i5c. for good to clioice yellow.

Boston, Mass., July 26. — Fancy new
comb, in c irtoTis. He: No. 1. in cartons. lU

toi;jc. Extracted, white. 6 to 7o.; light am-
ber. 5 to h<iic.

Our market Is well cleaned UD on old honey,
and now Is comlug- slowly. The demand Is

llKht.

Milwaukee, Wis., July 26.—Fancy white,

Vl to i:ic. : No. 1, 10 to He ; fancy amber. 8

to 10c, : No. 1. 7 to 8c ; fancy dark, 7 to 8c.

F.xtracted. while. .'> to 6o,; amber. -t to -l^c.

Beeswax. '2.> to '27c.

The remnants ol old crop honey remaining
are not very latere, acid mostly ot common aud
medium quality, and such Is very hard to sell

at any price. There has been some new ex-

tracted received, but not of the best quality
—tblnk It was extracted too soon, as it is thin

and «atery. and nut very salable. The de-

mand is as good as usual at this st-ason Think
we are sale in holdiug out encouragement to

shippers that for the new crop ot choice qual-

ities of comb aud extracted honey this mir-
ket will give them as good results as any
other.

Philadelphia, Pa, July 27.-Fancy white.

12 to lyc ; No 1. 10 to lie; fancy amber.!)
to 10c. Extracted, white. 5 to Be; amber, 4

to .=10.; dark. 4c. Beeswax, 2.ic.

New houey. both comb and extracted. Is

arriving in small quantities. Good authority
places Calilornia crop at 300 cars. Prices

will rule low. California honey selling at 314c.

for mlxt cars of bgflt aud amber extracted.

Buffalq, IT. T., Jnly 26. — Fancy white,
new. 11 to 12e ; No. 1, 10 to lie; fancy am-
ber. 8 to He: No. 1 7 to 8c.; No. 1 dark, 6 to

8c. F.xtracled white. 5 to 6c.; amber. 4 to 5c.

Beeswax, 24 to i7c.
Few arrivals; new selling fairly well. Old

is cleaned up. and moderate amounts of new
can now be sold. Jhlp In crates ol. say, 150
pounds, with handles on same, and well
secured.

Cleveland, Ohio. Jnly 24.—Fancy white,

11 to 12e: No. 1. 10c. ; fancy amber. 7c.; fan-

cy dark. 6c.
Our first shipment of new honey just ar-

rived, and selilug at 13c. No demand lor old

honey, but new. we believe. Is going to se 1

fairly well.

St. iouis. Mo., July 27.—Fancy white, 12

to 12^0.; No. 1. 11 to 1 1 lie; No. 1 amber. 9

to loVic: No. 1 dark. 6 to 8c. Extr.icted.

white. 4Ji to 5'.ic. ; amber, 4 to iVic; dark, 3

to 4c. Boeswax, 24 to 24^0.
Kxtracted honey In barrels has been selling

fairly well for two weeks, We sold 4,500
pounds of amber last week at 4 'Ac.

Indianapolis, Ind., July 24.—Fancy white
10 to 12!4c.; No 1. ;J to 10c. Extracted, white.

5 to 6c. ; amber. 4 to 5c. Beeswax. 25 to 27c.

Fair demand in the jobbing way for grades
mentioned above. No demand at all for dark
or amber comb honey.

Kansas City, Mo., Jnly 26.—No. 1 white.
12toi:sc; laiKvamber.il to 12c.; No. 1. 10

'ollc; fancy dark. 9 lo 10c. ; No. 1. 6 to 8c.

Extracted, white .". tooKc. ; amber. 4V4 tooe;
dark. 3V4 to 4c. Beeswax, 23 to 30c.

San Prancisco, Calif., Jnly 28.—White
comb. 1-lbs.. 7 to He; amber comb. 4 to 6e.

Extracted, white. 4>4 tooe; light amber. 3^
to 4c.; daik tule, 25^0. Beeswax, fair to

choice. 23-263.
, , .

There Is some inquiry, but no special activ-

ity to record. It being difficult to get bujers
and sellers to agree on terms. Shippers are

not disposed to name over 4Hc. for extracted,

and they want a tine article at that figure.

In a local way slit'htly better prices are real-

ized, but demand on home account is ot slight

order.

New York, N. Y., July 29.-Our market Is

bare ot conib himcy. and some demand for
white at Irocii lO-llc. Market on extracted
1« rather weak; demand slow of late and ar-

rivals plenty. We quote: Southern, average
comiuoii grade. 5Uc per gallon: better grades
from 33-60C.: (Jalllornia light amber. 4H-
4}£ .; white. 5-3'4c. Beeswax remains steady
at 26-27e

Detroit, Mi h., July 31—Fancy white, 11-

12c.; No. 1 ivhiti', 10-1 le; fancy amber. U-10;
No. I ambHi-, H-yc. White, extracted, 5 -Be.;

amber, 4-5c. Beeswax. 2o-26c.
Honey Is not selling very brisk just now on

account of the fruit.

Albany, N. Y., Jnly 31.—Fancy white, 1 1®
12c.; fancy amber, 7@8c.; fancy dark. 6@8c.;
white, extracted, oc ; dark. 4c.

But very little Is doing In boney this month.
There is a small slock ot inferior comb honey
on the maruet. and qcdte a llitle extracted.
Bees are Slid to be doing nicely in this sec-

tion.

Minneapolis, Minn., July 31. — Fancy
white. 12f®14c.; No. 1 white. Iliai2c.; fancy
amber. lOffflllc ; No. 1 amber. 9<ai0o.;. fancy
dark. 8@9c.; No. 1 dark. 7(a8c. Extracted,
white, 6@7c.; amber. 5@6c. ; dark, 4@5o.
Beeswax, 24@27c.
Demand tor extracted honey Is nominal,

hut at fair prices. Comb very slow on ac-

count of warm weather.

List (if Honey aud Beeswax Dealers.

Most of whom Quote in this Journal.

rtalcBKu. Ills-

K. A. Burnett & Co.. 163 South Water Strtet.

.New Vork. N. \'.

HILDHETH Bros. iSBOkLKES.
120 & 122 W. Broadway.

Kaii»ai> Oty, .Tlo.

0. C. CLKMOM8 & Co., 423 Walnut SI

RuShIo, N. ¥.
Batterson c& Co.. 167 & 169 Scott Si.

Hamilton, Ills.

CHA8. Dadant Jfc Son.

Phlladelplita, Pa.

Wm. a. Selser, 10 Vine St.

Cleveland, Ohio.
A. B. Williams & Co., 80 & 82 Broadway.

St. LonlH, no.
Westcott Com. Co.. 213 Market St

7Iinneapolis, minn.
S. H.Hall & Co.

milnraukee. Wis.
A. V. Bishop k Co.

Boaton, IHaoH.

Blake. Scott & Lee., 57 Chatham Street.

Detroit, Mirta.

M. H. Hunt. Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich.

Indianapolis, Ind.

Wai-teh i. ? IJO.JII. Icj ! .VI iss ichusetts Ave

Albany, N. Y.
Chas. McCullocu & Co., 380 Broadway.

Cincinnati, Oblo.

C. r. MOTB & Son. cor. Freeman & Central Avs.

Tested 50 CENTS EACH
lilol ' My new [18971 book on Queen-
AUei Bearing win give a method for

«,„„„„ rearing Queens in the brood-
vUtclls chamber while the queen Is pres-

ent. Mailed free to all who pur-
chase Queens. H. AIiIiEV,
3>A4 Wenliani, 7Ia88.

Mention ^heAmcncan Bee .'o'l'-n.c.!.

Please Send Us the Names of your
neighbors who keep bees, and we will

send them sample copies of the Beb
JoimNAL. Then please call upon them
aal get them to subscribe with you, and
secure some of the premiums we offer.
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i a^ M A Copy of

tlILL Sui-cessfiil Kee-Kcepiiig,

i n i r I'y W. Z HutcblDSon :

I 1 1 Ib k and our 1897 Catalog, tor 2-

cetit stamp, or a cnpy of the
Cataloii lor llie Af>kiiis. We make alinust
Everyiliiiis used by Bee-Keepcrs, and at
liOwoNt Frices. Oi'R

Falcon Polisht Sections
a,rt' warranted

Superior to All Others.

Don't buj" cheaply nnd roughly made Goods.
when you can have ilie best— »tii-li an we
make.

The Amerifail Bee - Keeper
Imonihly. now in its 7th year]

36 Pages—50 Cents a Year.
tAMPLE KKEE—ADDKESS,

THEW.T.FAIAmEHMFIJ.CO.,
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

Texas Queens

!

By return mall. Best honey g-atherlnir strain
in America. Untested, ".iu. Select Warran-
ted. $1.00. J. n. ^ilVE^S, Lisbon, Tex.
9A26t Mention the American Bee Journal

I AEISE
TO SAY to the readers

of the

BEE JOURNALthat
DOOLITTLE

has concluded to sell

-BKE8 and yUKENS-
In their 8eaH<.>n. during
1897, at thefollowlnc
prices :

One Colony of ItalianB
on 9 Gallup frames. In
lishtBhippinK-boi $fiO0
Five Cofonlea 25 00
Ten ColonieB 4SO0
1 untested queen, i w
6 " queens 5 50
12 " " 10 00
1 teate'l Queen... fi50
8 " Queens . 3 5o
1 select tested queen 2 i.o

3 " *' yueenB4'X»

Selecttesied queen, previous season's rearing . 4 on
Bxtra Selected for breedtng. the vert best. . 5 0<i

About a Pound of BKKS in a Two-frame Nucleus,
with any Queen. »a.00 extra.

tW Circular free, Klvlng full particulars resarC-
1D8 the Bees and each class of Queens.

Addresp

6. M, DGGLITTLE,
llA25t BORODINO, Onon. Co., N. Y

OUR LOYAL AGENTS.
One secret of the success of i>.-iKe 1' eisco is I ho

Bdelityof ourlhousamlsofAKenus Miuiyot Ih.-iii

claiinthat it islhc Kcnuino »ati«lacllon deny (!
- ' '---^ r.-itlicrth;iii tiicfrtmi iKHMlliiiu' 1 li

p...li
rv bt'sf :irti

jrll] ul tlir liiisinc'ss. Cll-liiilllTS

arc Iri'c lor-xprcss lli;nil:s l..r li:ivinc Im-i-ii iiulufca

tt>|mrch;isi_.. Kiiouu'li i.i iiiaUc ;irnl"Kly ii;ii>py

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian, Mich.

'»,'.."y.if;": "-ye . :-ifi 'Jce jV'-ir'^,v,

^^ Of the lipst strains

11 ^^ ^k <• .«k "' «Joldi-ii mid

UllRRnS "'''-^^^""'
ULIvlwllw One. 7.iu.; '.i, $1 40;% :i, $i. 00. Tested. $1
gate arrU'al and satisfaction guaranteed.

1 and 2 cent stamps taken—wrap carefully.
Address,

Van Allen & Williams, Wmmn, Wis.

8Etf MenlSonUie American Bee jDunia^,

•QADANT^S t FOUNDATION
Sliiping-Cases and Cans for Honey.

« i: «iJ|lAKAI\ri;i'; S.III^FA* ri«."\. niiat moi-*- <aii :tiil>yo«ly €lo?

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS-

The Classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.25, by mail.

BEES'WAX -WAXTEO FOR NEXT SEASOIV'S USE

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
Please mention the Am. Bee Journal. HAMILTON, Hancocli Co., ILL.

41 eMowiO'Me 411 eMowioMf
t 1

Our business is making Sections. We are located in the basswood belt of Wis-
consin; therefore the material we use cannot be better. We have made the fol-

lowing prices :

Ko. 1 Snow-White.
500 for $1.25
1000 for 2.50
2O00 for 4.75
3000 for 6.75

No. 1 Cream.
500 for $1.00

1000 for 2.00
2000 for 3.75
3000 for 5.25

If larger quantities are wanted, write for prices.

Priee-List of Scclioiici, Foundations, Veils, Smokers, Zinc, Etc.,
Sent on application.

oAiot MARSHFIELD MFG. CO., Marshfleld, Wis.

TheBee-Keeper'sGuide
This 15th and latest edition of Prof . Cook's

magnificent book of 460 pages, in neat and
substantial cloth binding-, we propose to give
away to our i>resent subscribers, for the work
of getting NEW subscribers for the American
Bee Journal.

A description of the book here Is quite un-
necessary—it is simply the most complete sci-
entific and practical bee-book published to-

day. Fully illustrated, and all written in the
most fascinating style, The author Is also
too well-known to the whole bee-world to re-
quire any introduction. No bee-keeper is

fully equipped, or his library complete, with-
out "The Bee-Keeper's Guide."

GEORGE W. YORK &

Given For 2 Xcw Subscribers.
The following offer is made to present sub-

scribers only, and no premium is also given
to the two new subscribers—simply the Bee
Journal tor one year :

Send us Two New Subscribers to the Bee
Journal (with *2.U0), and we will mail you a
copy of Prof. Cook's book free as a premi-
um. Prof. Cook's book alone sent for81.'i.5,
or we club it with the Bee Journal for a year
—both together for only 81.75. But surely
anybody can get only 2 new subscribers to
the Bee Journal for a year, and thus get the
boo' as a premium. Let everybody try for if
Will you have one '''

CO., 118 Michigan St., Chicafiro, 111.

THE ROOT NO-DRIP SHIPPING CASES.
Why throw away good money on home-made or poorlj'-made Cases — such as
will let the honey drip through them ? Commission men have told us that
honey put up iu our Ca.ses brings one or two cents more per pound. A word
to the wise is sufficient.

The Porter Bee-Escape.
Acknowledged to be the best in the worid. Cleans supers of bees without
smoking, brushing, shaking, or uncapping the honey.

The Root-Cowan Extractors.
Have been and are the standard the world over.

Packaares for Extracted Honey.
We are bead-quarters for everything in this line.

The New Weed Drawn Foundation.
This is a success. Don't take the statement of any one else, but send for sam-
ples and try it yourself. I'ieces 4 inches square, running about 11 feet per lb.,

are now being sent out. I'l-ioes—3 pieces, 4x4, 10c. ; by mail. 13c. 10 pieces,
35c. ; mail, iiOc. 24 pieces, .'iOc. ; mail. (iOc. And it we can catch up on orders
for the small lots, we will furnish it in half-pound packages at 7.")C. with other
goods, or 'tOc. postpaid.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.
Factory and Mala Office, MEDINA, O.

BK-A-rrCK OFFICES :

11§ lTIiclii;:an St., Chtcaso, III. Syracuse, N. Y.
10'.il Miss. Sir., SI. I>aiil, ITlinn. mechanic Falls, lUainc.

lO Vine St., Pliihulelphia, Pa.



l^uhUsUt Weekly at llt> XlicUlgau Street.
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falsity in apiculture, just because they had not realized the

same results; then to Rive vent to his over-charged caliber,

and say, "These are immaginary notions ; there's nothing in

it," and so on.

There is much to learn in apiculture—about bees, queens,

and the production of honey, and I apprehend that there is no

one so wise in the long catalog of bee-keepers but may learn

something about bees, and that's the grand mission of our

jouruals oa bee-culture—to distribute this knovfledge.

My answer to Dr. Miller's question as I had discovered, is

as follows: 1 think it was in 1894,1 had reared from an

imported Italian queen one of the blackest queens I ever saw,

and called her "Black Bess," and took much delight in show-

ing her and her yellow progeny. I often said I would give a

nickel if anybody would show me a two-band bee in the colony.

Having, as I thought, a queenless colony, I took " Black

Bess " and introduced her to that colony, and reared one from

her colony from which she was taken, and after her bees be-

gan to fly I noticed about as many hybrids in the play as the

yellow, and I began to study the cause. I at once made an

examination, and on the flrst frame examined " Black Bess "

was busy laying. Not satisfied, and looking on the third

frame there my curiosity was satisfied—a fine, large, mis-

mated queen was also depositing eggs. Thus they continued

until I requeened another colony with " Black Bess."

The same year I bought a queen, and when introducing I

usually take oue out and put the other in by the candy plan.

Having the two cages- lying handy, I caught the queen and

accidentally, or carelessly, pickt up the cage, took out the end

plug, and let the queen run in, putting in the plug, and

turned the cage wire side up, and found I had put the queen

in the wrong cage, and in a jiffy my dollar queen was cut

nearly in two, and if any one doubts this statement, I am
ready to affirm it.

The honey-flow throughout this locality is fairly good. I

expect to report the result of my hiving-back method at the

close of the season. Morgan Co., Ohio.

Sweet Clover Defeuded^—Its Varied Values.

BY MK8. L. E. R. LAMBRIGGER.

I shall preface my remarks with a statement that may be

taken unkindly by some, but let us keep good-natured, at all

hazards. I think all will agree with me that it is to the in-

terest of each and every bee-keeper that they learn all that it

Is possible to learn concerning every one of our honey-plants.

To succeed in any calling we must have knowledge and apply

it intelligently.

Beekeepers as a class are lame in botany—awfully lame

;

this ought not to be, it 7iced not be. Sweet clover has been

dubbed a " noxious weed " by local law-makers who know less

about the plant than our cattle, since the latter know it is

good to eat. Bee-keepers resent this charge, they declare it

is not In any sense a " noxious weed," but aside from the fact

of its being a money crop to them, they have so far not been

forthcoming with proof of their assertions. How many, I

wonder, have consulted their dictionaries and know what all

the word " noxious"' embraces? The latest authority gives

the following definitions:

"Hurtful, harmful, baneful. Injurious, unwholesome, per-

nicious, mischievous, causing or liable to cause hurt, harm or
Injury."

Now, then, what Is a ifecd ;' "A general name for any

useless or troublesome plant ; a term applied indefinitely and

generally to any plant or botanical species growing where it

is not wanted, and either of no use to man, or absolutely in-

jurious to crops."

Does sweet clover belong to the class above described ?

Let us see.

My encyclopedia gives the names of all chief weeds found

in grain crops, and winds up with the thistles and docks, but

as it happens (?) sweet clover is not found in the list. We
will now consult Henderson's "Hand-Book of Plants"—

a

grand work by a grand author. On page 249, I find the fol-

lowing under the head of Melilotus:

"This genus consists of about 20 species, mostly belong-
ing to southern and central Europe and western Asia. Some
of the species are grown in their native countries as fbrage
plants. M. (ifflclnnlis, with yellow flowers, and M. alha, with
white flowers, are common on the roadsides in the United
States, having become naturalized from Europe, and are some-
times cultivated as ' bee-plants.'"

The foregoing was written many years ago, and may be

considered " behind the times." So, with your permission,

reader, we will have recourse to something later and strictly

up to date. On page 3087, Vol. Ill, of The New Encyclope-

dic Dictionary, I quote :

" Melilotus, so called from the quantity of honey which it

contains. It is found in the warmer parts of the Old World.
Known species ten, two are wild in Britain

—

Mel. officinalis

and Mel. alba. A third, M. arvetisis, is an escape. A decoc-
tion of the/ir.st is emollient, and sometimes used on the conti-

nent in lotions and enemas. The second produces swelling in

the belly of cattle which graze upon it. The flowers of M.
cocrulea are used to give the peculiar odor and flavor to Schab-
zieger cheese made in Switzerland, and more particularly in

Glarus ; the plant is said to be a styptic. The seeds of M.
parviflora are regarded as useful in diarrhea, most especially
of infants: the plants are esteemed in India as forming good
pasture for milch cattle."

Now, then, an emollient is applied to soothe inflamed

parts and relieve pain ; a lotion, to bathe and cleanse ; an

enema is simply an Injection. The word "officinalis," as

used in Pharmacy, means " of or belonging to a plant em-
ployed in preparing medicines recognized by the Pharmaco-
poeia, and therefore kept by druggists for the use of physi-

cians."

The foregoing ably bears mo out in the statement made
publicly several times that sweet clover had great medicinal

virtues, tho it is the yellow that carries off the honors. Let

me cite one proof of this in my own experience, before I pass

to the next point in hand. One of my children fell against a

box heating-stove, producing a serious burn larger than my
hand ; the skin was left on the stove, and the print of the Iron

was left on the sore. My first application to relieve pain was
the white of an egg beaten up in fresh lard ; after that, three

times a day a dressing of sweet clover ointment of my own
preparation. A handful of yellow sweet clover leaves /ricci in

about half a teacupf ul of fresh lard or hen's oil. This was all

the remedy I used, and in eight days I removed the bandages

for good ; a new, smooth skin bad formed, and two months
afterward not even a trace of a scar remained.

Shall such a plant be destroyed on the ground of its being

pernicious, baneful unwholesome, anrf 0/ no use toman? Its

value for honey goes unquestioned ; its value for hay and fod-

der has been fully establisht ; and its recognized value as a

medicine is but a question of time.

As to its being a weed when out of place, what then ? So

is alfalfa, so is the mullein, the tobacco-plant and the deadly

nightshade, yet all have their uses in the economy of man ;

even the much-despised thistle furnishes a dainty tid-bit for

the humble donkey.

All this hue and cry about sweet clover will exhaust the

promoters in time, and dwindle down to nothing; it will be

only another Instance of " Lo ! the mountain has labored and

a mouse is born."

The yellow sweet clover Is better for honey, better for

hay, better for pasture, yields more seed, and is better for

medicine than the while, tho both are good, and I challenge

any man ur woman .to prove the contrary. It never troubles
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any fields that are eultlvatpd, and is the the very easlst plant

I know of to destroy and stamp out of existence.

If wanted for hay, cut sweet clover when first coinini? into

bloom ; a second cutting can be made, and still have fine f;ill

pasturage. Every animal we have eats it with a relish, from

the horse to the laying hen. Can any other clover boast a

better showing ?

P. S.

—

M. firuensis Is the jlelA melilot, and M. parvifloni

(more correctly parvifoUa) Is the small leaved melilot.

L. E. R. L.

A Few Notes from California.

BT PROF. A. J. COOK.

Sage vs. White Cloveb.—I used to think that the white

clover honey was the very riKuintun bonum of delicious sweet-

ness; but I have just been sampling some sage honey, in im-

maculate one-pound combs, from Mr. Taylor's apiary, near

Perris, which seems to me to be a little the most exquisite in

flavor and appearance of any I have ever eaten. Mr. Taylor

was formerly a successful Michigan bee-keeper, who is now
one of our best honey-producers in California. I have askt

several to test this honey, and all with one accord have pro-

nounced it the best honey they have ever eaten.

The Seasox.9 in California.—The honey season the

present year has not been on the whole quite equal to that of

two years ago. Mr. Taylor, of Riverside county, says his crop

falls quite decidedly below, in quantity, while in quality it is

unsurpast. The bee-keepers of Ventura county, on the whole,

have done as well as they did two years ago. One beekeeper
started with 4:25 colonies, which were increast to 515, and

secured over 24 tons of extracted honey. Another started

with 800 colonies, and secured over 50 tons of honey. One
apiarist with 150 colonies secured seven tons, and still

another with 160 colonies extracted over nine tons. This

gives about the general range in Ventura, Santa Barbara,

and northern Los Angeles counties.

The Be°-Keepers' Exchange has made a good start. A
goodly number of beekeepers, including some of the very best,

have joined its membership. It is to be regretted that more

—

yea, all—do not join its ranks. While all, as is also true with

the Citrus Fruit Exchange, believe it a good thing, and a

move in the right direction, yet many, hoping to receive the

benefit, and to do better on the outside, refuse to become
members. This seems a selfish policy, and we are sure it is a

mistaken one. The Exchange has demonstrated this season

that it can save its members a large per cent, in their pur-

chases. We hope it will be equally happy in proving its value

in making sales. We understand that the Exchange has ar-

ranged to advance money on honey as soon as it is in the

warehouse. If this be so, it removes one of the most reason-

able objections heretofore made to the organization—the poor

people must have money on their crop before it is marketed,
or possibly before it is all produced. We believe that all our

agricultural industries will fail of their best accomplishment
until full and complete co-operation Is accomplisht.

Los Angeles Co., Calif., Aug. 4.

Influence of Pollen upon Size, Form, Color and
Flavor of Fruits.

B1 PROF. J. C. WHITTEN.

{Read before the Miasouri State Horticultural Hociely.)

[Continued from page 502.1

In his extensive work, "Cross and Self Fertilization in the
Vegetable Kingdom," Darwin conclusively proves the value of
cross-fertilization in plants. Giving years of patient, untiring

labor to the work, he carried on a series of experiments in

both self and cross fertilization, in morning-glories, petunias
and other plants, for a number of generations. Uo found, that,

where continued self-fertilization was practiced, the plants dl-

minisht in size, vigor, and productiveness, with each genera-
tion, and that a single cross of these seedlings, with another
strain, greatly improved them. He also cross-fertilized a great
many flowers, saving the seeds and again crossing the seed-

lings grown from them. These experiments were carried
through many generations, with difl'erent kinds of plants. He
found that cross-fertilized flowers produced much larger,

heavier and more vigorous seeds, and that the seedlingsgrown
from them were correspondingly stronger and more fruitful.

The most important conclusion, resulting from Darwin's ex-
tensive studies along this line, during which he carefully com-
pared his own observations with those of other investigators,

is exprest in one of his own seutences—"Nature thus tells us.

in the most emphatic manner, that she abhors perpetual self-

fertilization," which is found in his work on " Various Contri-
vances by which British and E'oreign Orchids are Fertilized by
Insects."

Experiments are ample to prove to us, that cross-fertiliza-

tion between niants of the same species is beneficial. Through
laws of adaption and selection, the stronger, cross-fertilized

plants would naturally enough crowd out and supplant the
weaker self-fertilized ones. It is not surprising, then, to find

that most of our flowering plants are actually constructed to

bring about this result, nature having so modified their flowers

as to render self-fertilization the exception rather than the
rule. In many flowers the pollen and the pistils are not ready
for fertilization at the same time, hence such flowers are de-
pendent upon pollen from an earlier or a later flower. Fre-
quently the pistil is longer than the stamens and reaches above
them, out of reach of their pollen. In other cases the stamens
and pistils are borne on separate plants as is the case in some
of our cultivated strawberries. In such cases cross-fertiliza-

tion must always be the result. Sometimes the pollen of a
certain plant is entirely impotent upon the pistils of that
plant. Many of our wild plums are of this class. Frequent
instances are cited where plum trees, producing an abundance
of pollen, failed to set fruit until a tree of another variety was
set among them, when they produced abundantly through the
perfect potency of the new supply of pollen.

Certain plants are dependent upon one or more species of

insects for the fertilization of its flowers. Our native yuccas
being dependent upon a single species of moth, to perform this

function, is a most remarkable example. A complete account
of the life history of this insect, and its remarkable habits in

securing the fertilization of the yuccas may be found in the
reports of the Missouri Botanical Garden.

For a long time it has been well known that the fig

is dependent upon a certain fly for its perfect fertilization and
that, when the pollen is carried from flower to flower, by the
insect, the fruit is much larger and of more delicious flavor,

than when the flowers are fertilized through any other agency.
The Department of Agriculture has publisht a most inter-

esting and instructive bulletin upon the pollination of pear
flowers. After ample, careful, experiments in cross and self-

fertilization of different varieties of pears, the following
among other conclusions were reacht:

" Many of the common varieties of pears require cross-

pollination, being partially or wholly incapable of setting fruit

when limited to their own pollen. Some varieties are capable
of self-fertilization.

"Cross-pollination is not accomplisht by applying pollen
from another tree of the same grafted variety, but is secured
by using pollen from a tree of a distinct horticultural variety.

"The impotency of the pollen is not due to any deficiency

of its own, but to a lack of affinity between the pollen and the
ovules of the same variety.

"The pollen of two varieties may be absolutely self-sterile,

and at the same time perfectly cross-fertile.
" Pears produced by self-fertilization are very uniform In

shape. They differ from crosses not only in size and shape,
but also, in some cases, in the time of maturity and flavor.

" Self-fecundated pears are deficient in seeds; crosses are
well supplied with sound seeds. Even with those varieties

which are capable of self-fecundation the pollen of another
variety is prepotent.

"The normal, typical fruits and finest specimens, either

of self-fertile or self-sterile sorts, are crosses."

Cultivators of strawberries express a preference for cer-

tain varieties of pollinators of the various pistillate sorts.

This preference is founded upon the fact that the pollen of

some staminate varieties is prepotent, as compared with that
of certain other varieties which flower at the same time. It is

a commonly noted fact that most piltillate varieties produce
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finer fruit thaa the staminate sorts. One reason given for this
is that the pistillate sorts must always be cross-fertilized.

Since cross-fertilization, as thus far disoust, refers, pri-

marily, to the crossing of plants of the same species, it may
not be amiss to mention briefly the subject of hybridization, or
crossing of two different species. Without going into a lengthy
discussion of this subject, it may bo stated that, in the vegeta-
ble as well as the animal kingdom, there are very few un-
doubted hybrids. Experiments in the hybridization of plants
has generally proven barren of beneficial results. Where hy-
brids have been secured that have often been monstrosities,
being abnormally developt in certain characters and deficient
in others. Where hybrids are not actually sterile, it has been
shown to be difficult, in most cases, to fix a type in their off-

spring.
Finally we may conclude that where cross-fertilization be-

tween different varieties is favored, we may expect the most
beneficial results. Insects are the active agents through
which cross-pollination is best effected. Experiment may yet
iprove the comparative value of different varieties as polleni-
zers of other varieties. A judicious mixing of varieties is pre-
ferred to planting solid blocks of a single variety. Keeping
honey-bees in the orchard insures better pollination.

Rearing Queens—Drone Progeny of Queens.

BY L. L. SKAGGS.

C. B. Bankston, on page 435, says that queens can't be

reared from larva^ three days old. Now, we know that if bees

are made queeuless they very often hatch a queen in nine

days. Mr. B., how is that ? I would like some information

on this. Will Mr. Bankston make me the same offer that he

did his friend—to give §10 apiece for queens that were reared

from larvae three days old? And how much proof does he

want? If there is auy chance to sell these queens for a good

figure, I will try my hand at rearing a lot of little worthless

queens, as I know that such queens are no good.

I see Mr. Bankston claims that drones are changed by the

mating of their mother. I was like him when I first com-
menced bee-keeping, but observation has taught me differently.

I hated to give up nearly as badly as he did about killing the

deer.

I have had a splendid chance to test this. I have moved
my bees three times. I keep the 5-banded Italians. A great

many of my neighbors' queens mate with my drones. I have
never seen a single yellew drone in their hives. The first

season they were all as black as tar. I think I have exam-
ined at least 50 different colonies, and askt my neighbors to

watch for them, and no one has reported having seen a single

yellow drone till the second season. If there is the least bit

of Italian blood in the queen, you will find yellow drones, or,

if black bees and Italians are in the same yard, you will see

yellow drones in every hive. Drones go into the first hive

they come to. Tbey are at home anywhere. Bees must be

over one-half mile, or the drones will get in with the swarms
when they come out, and stay with them. If Mr. B. had been

here last spring, when I was trapping my neighbors' drones, I

could have proved it to his satisfaction, that he is wrong.

Mr. Bankston has loft such a good opening that I felt I

must joke him a little. Is he sure that he didn't get his bee-

notions in the same way he got the deer yarn that he could

hardly give up? Llano Co., Tex.

Our Chinese Bee-Keeplng Friend Again Heard
From.

Mi.isTKR Lkditor :—It is a long tlime slince I lote you
last—I gless you must have florgotten me 'tis slo long agio.

Flaps some ylour leaders may remember that I lote you slonie

letters about tlee ylears agio.

At that tlime I klept blees—sugar-flies—niear Slan Flan-
cisco. As I made heap moneo fiom my sugar-fly hloney, I

thought I wonld glo to ray old hlome in China to see my wifo,

my chlinden, and clusens. I went flirst-class— all samee,
Melican man. Ladies in clabin treat me heepee nice. Belly

sweet on me—thley mlust have known that I was englaged in

sugar-fly blisness in Claliflornia—Claliflornia heep sweet place,

you know.

On shlip I meet some of Mr. A. I. Loot's flends ; they glo

China to make clistian of heethen Chinee, they say. I hope
they slucceed. One lady heep nice—she all slame sluggar-fly

honey—she so slweet. If I had no wifo in China, I think I

ask her to beclome my wifo.

In China my fiamly belly glad to see me. My chlinden

grow heep big and belly smlart—almost slame Melican bloys

and glirls. I find that my big bloy learn slome Lingish, and
lead Loot's "Gleanings In Slugar-Fly Clulture." She get tea-

box and make hive of him. She call him " Slymplicity hive."

I look him obler belly muchee, and thiukee him the neeplus

ulthra (I learn some Latlin lately, you see) of slymplicity.

She glet belly nice suglar [honey], and sell him hare for one
sen plound—heep too cheap. But wha' flor? I tly to glet

mlore, but no can do. War with Japan dome on.

Pletty sloon, blime bye, Hon. Li Hung Chang, my 32nd
clusin, send sloldger alfer me to dome and flight Japan man.

Residence of Wuny Lung, Norlh Tcmescal, Cnllf.

You see I no glo, I lose mly head—heep bad, you bet. So

I glo.

I flighter heepee muchee, and make heepe Japan'ee debil

bitetee dirt. You see when I laised legetables in Temescal,

nlear Slan Flancisdo, I learned how to shootee glopher and

squirrlee.

Slo, when the blattle Port Arthuree come on, me made
Captain one of the clompanies. I now wear fline clothes.

Japan debil make target of me—shootee at me heep muchee.

Slixteen blulitts go thloo me—heep llghtee enter my body. Me
hap die. For long tlime lay on flield. My wifo follow me to

war, flind me hap die, give me plenty lice gin [whiskey], and

me dome to life ouco more. Wifo tlake me lospital ; heep

nursee me, and one yiear me pletty muchee well aglin.

For slix molnths I lookoo latter my slon's sugar-flies—get

slome belly nice sugar [honey], and slell for two sen plound

—

war make sugar go up 100 per slent. When I get heep well

—which tlook tloor [2] yIear— I go black to Slan Flancisdo.

I heep slorry I have to leave wifo, China—can no let me tlake

him to Mclica.

I flind my Melican sugar-flies heep flIne. They fly heep

muchee, and make heep sugar. My old plartner look after

him slatiflactorly—big word for Chinaman to slay. I now got

15 slwarms. Me sloon buy lax lextractor, wax blase ma-
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chineen, and beep other flixinss. This ylear we have tiptlop

apliary—all samee DIoolittle and Dloctor Pliller.

Pletty sloon, not long agio we glo on tllp among supar-

fly man in Claliflornia—me learn heep mnchee about sugar-Uy.

(I forgot to slay me learnee how to ridee blycikee. Me go on

him mlost lebley where.) I see Lainbler, Flylark, Mr. Myl-

der, Ur. Trotter, Mr. Blodlick, Plofessor Kitchen, Mr. Old-

man, Mr. Plyawl, Mr. Slevering, and heep other sugar man.

Next tliine I lite me tell you ablout slome of my tlip. If

you like to lustrate my letters I will slend you slome potografs

of places I slopt while tlavling. You see I also added a snap-

shot plicture machinee to my outfit, all slamee Mr. Loot and

Lambler.

Glood bly for the plesent. WuNG Luno.

Slan Planciscio, Jan 1, 1897.

Factors Influeaclag the Cause of Swarming.

BT L. A. ASPINWALL.

Forty-five years ago M. Quinby, in his first edition of
" Mysteries of Bee-Keeping Explained," assigned three requi-

sites as constituting the cause of swarming, I quote from page
189:

" The combs must be crowded with bees ; they must con-

tain a numerous brood advancing from the egg to maturity;
the bees must be obtaining honey, either being fed or from the

flowers. Being crowded with bees in a scarce time of honey
is insii'ficient to bring out the swarm, neither is an abundance
sutBcient without the bees aud brood. The period that all

these requisites happen together, and remain long enough, will

vary with different colonies, and many times do not happen at

all through the season, with some."

I cannot refrain here from giving expression to the won-
derful accuracy of Mr. Quinby's investigations. In discover-

ing the three requisites he was unaided by the movable-comb
hive. With the advantages of movable combs, other minor
factors present themselves to the investigating mind.

By careful and comparative investigation with a number of

swarming colonies, we find certain factors, altho trivial iu

themselves, entering into, and constituting a force bending to

a common end—swarming.
Allho it is generally conceded that the three factors given

by Quinby, are the requisites which induce swarming, I shall

came one as the prime cause, with factors which I shall here-

inafter refer to, acting in conjunction, constituting a force to

hasten or retard the impulse, proportionally as they are present.

I will here state for the benefit of those concerned, that

all my experiments the last five or six years have been based
upon the foregoing fact.

The first or prime cause of swarming is, hets. As Mr.
Quinby gave it, a crowded condition. All the other factors

may be present, but without a crowded condition, no swarms
will be forthcoming. Of all the adjunct requisites, a houey-
yield is the strongest factor, and with the natural increase of

maturing bees, which tends to a crowded condition, a large

brood is usually present. Still, with a crowded condition, al-

tho the flowers may yield no nectar, swarms will occasionally
issue, which is evidence that an abundance of bees constitutes

the strongest or prime factor. A crowded condition renders
their abode somewhat untenantable, and it also interferes with
the duties of the queen.

It is a well known fact that temperature is an important
factor in influencing the swarming impulse. A number of col-

onies located iu a pent-up atmosphere, subjected to the burn-
ing rays of the sun, will swarm much sooner than a like num-
ber equally strong, but protected by shade.

Ventilation also governs largely in the matter ; and its

necessity becomes more apparent with hives exposed to the
sun's rays than otherwise.

In a previous article under the head, "Drones as a factor
in swarming," I alluded to my experiments with artificial

comb, by which I proved them to be a factor in swarming;
they being necessary in reproduction.

In numerous experiments I have also found that a remov-
al of the combs containing pollen retarded swarming. This I

have proved by comparison with an equal number of colonies
from which the pollen was not removed.

As already alluded to, honey is undoubtedly the strongest
factor influencing the crowded condition. With combs well

supplied, a failure in the sources will not always prevent the
issue of swarms. This is particularly true when colonies have

been confined to the hives by unfavorable weather after a good
honey-flow. We frequently see swarms issue a week or ten
days following fruit-bloom, when they have been confined by
cold or rainy weather. Having begun preparations under the
Influence of a honey-yield, an intensely crowded condition by
reason of confinement,during which time a failure of the honey-
yield is not realized by the colony, swarming is almost certaia

to occur when honey is plentiful In the hive.

With an aggregation of colonies under the control of man,
we also find another factor which does not present itself where
colonies are isolated as in a state of nature. I refer to the
swarming impulse as being contagious. I have known It to

manifest itself under certain circumstances and in certain

seasons favoring the circumstances to an excessive degree.

These circumstances include some of the factors already
named, such as heat, want of ventilation, honey-yield, etc.

This contagion spreads by reason of bees entering neighbor-

ing hives.

We find another factor in the inherent tendency, or sensi-

tiveness of some colonies to the foregoing factors. The Carni-

olans are a notable example of a variety in which both bees

and queens are extremely nervous, and susceptible to outside

influence.

I have already intimated that the queen is impeded in her

work of laying by reason of a crowded condition of the colony.

It is barely possible that queen-cells are then constructed un-

der circumstances similar to supersedure ; the queen being un-

able to fulfill the requirements of the colony. I have fre-

quently observed many empty portions of comb-cells under
such circumstances. I have also noticed that swarming fre-

quently takes place in case of supersedure, when the colonies

are overflowing with bees. In such case the queen is liable to

succumb the following winter. I had such an occurrence the
past season.

As a summary we have as the prime cause of swarming

—

Bees, and some eight or nine factors : Temperature, ventila-

tion, drones, pollen, honey, the influence of a honey-yield ex-

tending into a failure of the honey-sources, the swarming im-

pulse, the inherent tendency, and, lastly, that under the cir-

cumstances of supersedure. With a crowded condition, one
or more of these factors influence the issue of swarms propor-

tionally as they are present.—Review.

Report of the Central Texas Convention.

BY C. B. BANKSTON.

At Cameron, Tex., July 16 and 17, 1897, the Central

Texas Bee-Keepers' Association met, with Pres. E. R. Jones

in the chair. After a brief address, stating the main objects

of the organization, the Rev. A. J. Peeler ofl'ered prayer.

Judge J. M. McGregor then delivered an address of wel-

come, to which Judge E. Y. Terral responded with one of his

characteristic speeches. There were 42 members in attend-

ance.

The election of officers for the ensuing year resulted as

follows: President, E. Y. Terral; Vice-President, O. P.

Hyde; Secretary, C. B. Bankston.

BEST HYBRID BEES FOR HONEY.

"What hybrid bees are best for comb and extracted

honey?"
Quite a number favored the blacks, and Italians crost for

comb honey production; pure Italians for extracted honey ;

and a cross between Italians and the silver-gray Carniolans

had some strong advocates.

C. B. Bankston read a paper on some of the mistakes In

bee-keeping, touching principally upon the same points that

appeared in his article recently publisht In the American Bee

Journal.
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COMB FOUNDATION.

The subject of comb foundation was pretty thoroughly

discust.

O. P. Hyde said that he had experimented with the Weed
drawn foundation, and could safely say that there were some
very objectionable points about it. 1st, The bees do not accept

It as readily as the shallow-wall foundation. 2nd, The bees

are inclined to cut the cells down. 3rd, Its use caused fish-

bone in the comb honey. 4th, It costs too much. Quite a

Dumber said that the samples on exhibition were a master-

piece of workmanship, and believed that the Roots would

make it a success.

HONEY-DEW.

C. B. Bankston—If I did not know what honey-dew is, it

would be necessary for me to compile some high-sounding

phrases, which you could not, to save your life, comprehend.

But as I happen to know what it is, and as the truth is always
simple, I will just say that it is no more nor less than an ex-

udation of a bug or insect, or both, as it is discovered on just

a few varieties of plants. I presume that the bug sucks the

sap from this particular plaut, then at night, or at some time,

discharges this sweet stuff on the leaves. Some of my friends

try to prove that it falls from the heavens, as the rain or dew.

I think it is absurd. I would about as soon say that the good
Lord was running a sorghum-mill for the special benefit of the

adulterators of food-products, as it is exceedingly unfair.

Mr. Hodges— I do not hesitate to say that honey-dew falls

from the heavens.

J. C. York— I never investigated the matter, but my im-

pression is that it falls from the heavens. I do not believe I

ever saw it on corn stalks, as some claim to have seen.

.Tudge Terral— I believe it is exuded from different kinds

of insects.

John Cairns— I am satisfied that it is a production of the

bugs.

E. R. Jones—I believe that it exudes from plants, which
become somewhat overloaded with saccharine matter, and
then through the pores of the plant this substance issues.

Fred L. Hennington— I think it must fall from the

heavens, otherwise I cannot understand the source from which
it comes.

John Pharr—If it falls from the heavens, why does it not
fall on rough leaves as well as slick ones?

Mr. Gruess— I think it is refuse matter cast off by the

plants. My bees gathered this honey from walnut trees, and
it had a flavor very much like the leaves.

The By-Laws adopted by the association (with the excep-
tion of the ninth clause, which was stricken out by a majority
vote) are as follows :

1.—This Association shall be known as the Central Texas
Bee-Keepers' Association.

2.—The officers of this Association shall consist of Presi-
dent, Vice-President, Secretary and Treasurer. The Secre-
tary may also be Treasurer.

3.—The object of this Association shall be the promotion
of apiculture.

4.—This Association shall meet semi-annually, at such
places and times within its territory as may be designated by
a majority vote of the Association.

5.—The officers of this Association shall be elected an-
nually by a majority vote of the mouibers present.

6.— No member is eligible for election for the same oflice
of this Association to succeed himself.

7.— Each member shall pay an annual fee of 50 cents to
pay the expenses of the Association.
ciJ 8.—All white persons Interested In apiculture are eligible
to membership In this Association.

10.—All MiLMiibers of this Association shall be governed
by such rules and regulations as adopted from time to time by
a majority vote.

1 1.—All questions coming before this Association shall bo
settled by a yea and nay vote.

12.—No rule or regulation of this Association shall bo
changed except by a two-thirds vote of the assembly.

13.—The President is empowered to appoint delegates at
any time to represent this Association on all occasions when
in his judgment it is to the best interest of this organization.

REPORTS FOR THE SEASON OF 1S97.

Mr. Aten reported that the honey crop in his neighborhood

was very good. He has about 500 colonies, all except a few

run for extracted honey.

Mr. Gruess has about 150 colonies run for extracted

honey ; crop good.

Mr. Hyde has about 300 colonies run for comb and ex-

tracted honey ; crop good. Mr. Noe, about 30 colonies ; crop

good. J. J. Baggett, 20 colonies; crop not very good. Judge
Terral & Co., 400 colonies; crop very good. R. W. Coye, 20
colonies run for increase. John Pharr, 20 colonies run for

increase ; no surplus. J. C. York, about 15 colonies ; crop

very good. E.R.Jones, 30 colonies run for comb honey;

good crop. Mrs. Hages, 60 colonies; good crop. Mr. De La
Vergne, 15 colonies; good crop of comb honey. R. S. Booth

extracted 28 gallons from 5 colonies ; pretty good. E. Nabors,

30 colonies
;
good crop. W. R. Dennis, 14 colonies; comb

honey crop good. John Hill, run for increase.

All the members seemed well pleased with their crops.

They were better this season than they have been for several

years. Some of the large bee-keepers have takeu off 1 1 tons

already, and expect more.

Judge Terral delivered a speech on ancient and modern

bee-keeping, which lasted about one hour and a half, and was

one of the best and most interesting speeches that was ever

delivered on the subject. It will soon be printed in the bee-

department of the Texas Broncho, and a copy sent to the

American Bee Journal.

On Friday night there was an entertainment given by the

bee-keepers at the home of Judge Terral. Everybody enjoyed

the occasion very much.

The following resolutions were past unanimously :

Whereas, The Hon. E. Y. Terral, his good wife and ac-

complisht daughter. Miss Lee Terral, and kind son, Mr. Sam
Terral, have most hospitably entertained the entire member-
ship of the Central Texas Bee-Keepers' Association at their

home ; and.
Whereas, Eich and every member of this Association

feels iudividually under obligations to the family of the Judge ;

therefore, be it

Resolved, That we, the Central Texas Bee-Keepers' Asso-
ciation, by a rising vote, extend to them our heartfelt grati-

tude for their kindness.

The convention adjourned to meet in Cameron the first

Thursday and Lf'riday in February, 1S9S, There will be an

entertainment given by the editor of the Sand Grove Tattler,

on Thursday night. C. B. Bankston, Sec.

The Horse How to Break, and Handle.—
This is a pamphlet a( 32 pages, giving complete instructions

for breaking and educating colts, teaching horses to drive,

and for use under the saddle, together with many inslrnctions

which have never before been publisht, and which are the re-

sult of the author's experience covering a period of 20 years.

By Prof. Win. Mullen, with whom the editor of the Bee Jour-
nal is personally acquainted. Price, postpaid, 20 cents ; or

given as a premium for sending us one new subscriber to the
Bee Journal fur the rest of the year at 50 cents.

A New Binder for holding a year's numbers of the
American Bee .lourual, we propose to mail, postpaid, to every
subscriber who sends us 20 cents. It is called " The Wood
Binder," is patented, and is an entirely new and very simple
arrangement. Full printed directions accompany each Binder.

Every reader should got it, and preserve the copies of the Bee
Journal as fast as they are received. They are invaluable for

reference, and at the low price of the Binder you can afford to

get It yearly.
» » >

Now is tUe Time to work for new subscribers.

Why not take advantage of the offers made on page 513 ?
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CONDUCTED BY

DR. O. O. anXtER, XIARJEXGO. ILL.

[Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direct.

^

Transferrins Bees.

1. I have a colony of bees in a tall box-hive, and wish to

transfer to a regular dovetailed hive. Can it be done now ?

If so, how shall I proceed ? The hive I will use has two full

sheets and six half sheets of brood foundation. I might pos-

sibly take a frame or two of honey from a new swarm if

obliged to. I'd rather feed if necessary.

2. This colony sent out a swarm (its first and only one)

July 3. If any bees are left in the hive, will they be apt to

start any queen-cells ? or is it too late in the season ?

New York, July 26.

Answers.— 1. The best time to transfer your colony was

already past when your letter was written, that is 21 days

after the colony had swarmed. Your best plan is to leave the

colony where it is till fruit-bloom next year, and many are

coming to the opinion that you will do still better to wait till

the bees swarm, hive the swarm in the hive you desire, and

then 21 days later, when all worker-brood has hatcht, empty

the old hive.

2. Queen-cells, as a rule, are started before a swarm issues,

and are sealed at the time of swarming. So by the middle of

July there was probably a young queen laying in the hive

from which the swarm issued July 5. Of course there is

always some chance of failure and consequent queenlessness.^—^
Several Que!»tions About Bees.

I am very thankful for the information I received
through the American Bee Journal in regard to queen-rearing.
I got more information from one copy of it than I got from
two books that cost yi.2.5 each. I don't see how any one can
do without the American Bee Journal and be successful with
bees. I dislike to impose upon good nature, but I would like

to ask a few more questions.
1. I made my own hives, and the frames are 113^x11}^

inches, which makes them near the size of the Langstroth
frame, except it is deep and short. My hive is 12}^xl2Jix-
12)^. If I make the second story larger, so as to get as many
one-pound sections in them as the regular size hive, will the

bees work as well in them ?

2. If a colony becomes queenless at this time of the year,

and the bees rear a queen, will she be mated ?

3. Will it cause bees to rob if fed on honey at night ?

4. Is cheap molasses a good food for bees in summer ?

5. Will bees rob when honey is flowing ?

6. Will bees rob in the night, or any more in the day, by
being jammed together 1

7. I bought one untested queen from a Florida dealer.

She is a bright Italian, and the young bees are large, sleek,

black bees, but not like the regular black bee. What is she
crostwith? Vikgisia, July 26.

Answkrs.— 1. They will work in your sections all right,

altho perhaps not so well as over the common size, for you

have a smaller surface for sections to be placed over. Your

hive being smaller, you can hardly have as strong colonies,

and strong colonies are the ones that do the best work in

sections.

2. There is no trouble about drones being plenty enough

any time up to heavy frosts.

3. Not if there is no feed exposed the next morning after

the bees are flying.

4. Almost anything they will take will do to give them

when bees are flying every day, but better not give them

enough to have it stored in the combs, just enough so It will

be all used up in brood-rearing.

5. Generally not, altho you may start robbing even in a

honey-flow, if you allow brood-combs standing around un-

protected.

6. By being " jammed together " you probably mean hav-

ing the hives placed very close. There Is little danger from

this source, even if the hives should be touching. But it isn't

a good plan to have more than two hives at a time jammed
together. You may have a dozen hives in a straight row, the

first and second close together, then after a space of perhaps

four feet, the third and fourth close together, and so on ; but

if the whole 12 are placed close together instead of being in

pairs, there is likely to be a good mixing of bees, and some

danger that young queens will enter the wrong hives on re-

turning from their bridal trip.

7. Hard to say. Very likely with the common black bee.

Don't be worried about sending questions. Glad to get

them. That's what this department is for.

One or the ITIint§.

I enclose blossoms of two plants, also sections of the same.

No matter what other flowers are in bloom at the same time,

these plants are covered with bees from morning to night. It

is not uncommon to see 12 to 15 bees on a single stool of one-

half dozen stems. Please give what information you can as

to their worth as a honey-plant. They are not common here.

I have seen them only in one small locality.

Missouri.

Answer.— It is one of the mints, but I don't know enough

about honey-plants to say which. The mints are much valued

as honey-plants.
m I m

Piitlins Pollen in the Sections.

I experienced considerable trouble and loss this year on
account of ray bees putting pollen in the sections, and I would
like to know if there is any way I can overcome this annoy-
ance in the future. In many cases the cells were filled out

with honey and capt over, and it could only be detected by
holding the section to the light. It was a colony of Carnlolan

bees which contained the sections referred to. How can I

remove the pollen ? or will the bees themselves attend to it if

I break the cappings and stir it up '?

If that is a feature of the Caruiolaus, do not bother with

any details, as this is my last year with such stock.

Pennsylvania.

Answer.—I'm sorry to say I don't know enough to help

you out very fully. Sometimes bees put pollen in sections

with no apparent reason, at least none that I could see. The

comfort is that it is not a common occurrence, and whatever

the cause may be, it is not likely to occur next year. I doubt

whether the Carnlolan blood has anything particular to do

with it. There is no satisfactory way to get the pollen out of

the sections. If it is in such quantity as to make it unfit for

eating, as is probably the case with you, there is not much for

you beyond the poor consolation of knowing that those sec-

tions will make excellent food for your bees. If you uncap

them and leave them on the hive long enough, at a time when

bees are not storing, you may find the bees gradually working

out the pollen, and you would have the empty combs left to

be filled another year, but they might not by that time be very

desirable for section honey.

The McETOy Foul Brood Treatment Is

given in Dr. Howard's pamphlet on " Foul. Brood ; Its Natural

History and Rational Treatment." It is the latest publication

on the'subject, and should be in the hands of every bee-keeper.

Price, 25 cents ; or clubbed with the Bee Journal for one year

—both for $1.10.
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Editorial Con)n)cr)t^^

On to Buflalo!—Thafs the cry now. If it isn't the

biggest and best bee-conveution ever held on this continent,

it won't be the Executive Committee's fault, that's certain.

But we just expect that at least our Eastern bee-keepers will

simply "swarm" to Buffalo, and that the Main Hall of

Galon's Business College, corner of Main and Huron street?,

will be a veritable hive of bee-keepers. A good representa-

tion ought to be present from the West, especially when such
low railroad rates will be in force.

Better take next week off, and go to the convention, and

see the wonderful Niagara Falls, besides. It is also the

chance of a lifetime to get in touch with those big Eastern

bee-keepers. We certainly expect to see and hear Doolittle,

Elwood, Manum, Capt. Hetherlngton, and many other notable

and "wise (bee)-men of the East." Only $10.50 for the

round-trip from Chicago. It's worth half that to just see

Doolittle— 'cause he's a big man no matter in what way you

look at him. We've seen him, and so speak from experience.

"Put Me OfTat Buflalo" will likely be the re-

frain sung out most next week. Wo hope at least 500 of the

" refralners" will bo bee-keepers who will also attend the

convention. We expect to see many of the O. A. R. men who
are bee-keepers. It will bo such a fine chance for them to

attend both meetings

—

dividing their time between them. It

might help some If each would get a copy of the program, and

see just at what sessions of the bee-convention they prefer to

be present. Send 5 cents to the Secretary, Dr. A. B. Mason,

Sta. B, Toledo, Ohio, and he will mall you a copy. Remember

that six bee-songs also go with it. If you possibly can do so,

just add 95 cents more to your remittance, and become a

member of the United States Bee-Keepers' Union. Dr. Mason
will then mail you a membership receipt as well as a copy of

the Buffalo program.

Xlie Buflalo Convention Progfrani is an un-

usually meaty one. As there will be many who cannot go,

and who have not as yet sent their 5 cents for a copy, and yet

will desire to kmw what subjects will be talkt about, we give

here the principal part of the program as publlsht

:

" Experimental Work at the Ontario Experiment Station "

—R. F. Holtermann, of Canada.
Secretary's Report— Dr. A. B. Mason, of Ohio.

"Apiarian Exhibits at Fairs"—Hon. E. Whitcomb, of

Nebraska.
"Suggestions on the Making of Exhibits at Fairs "—W.

Z. Hutchinson, of Michigan.
' "Relation of Bees to Horticulture "—Hon. R. L. Taylor,

of Michigan.
" Bee-Culture for Women "—Mrs. L. Harrison, of Illinois.

President's Annual Address—George W. York, of Illinois.

" Improved Methods in Extracted-Honey Production"

—

R. C. Aikin, of Colorado.
"Successful Bee-Keeping"— G. M. Doolittle, of New York.
"Needs of Bee-Culture in the South "—Dr. J. P. H.

Brown, of Georgia.
Report of the General Manager and Treasurer—Hon.

Eugene Secor, of Iowa.
" Cn-operation Among Bee-Keepers "—Geo. W. Brodbeck,

of California.

"The Progress of Bee-Keeping in Canada"—M. B.

Holmes, of Canada.
"Profitable B''eeding of Bees, or Feeding for Profit"—A.

E. Manum, of Vermont.
" Marlcetiug Honey"—P. H. Elwood, of New York.
" Shipping Comb Honey "—E. Kretchmer, of Iowa.

It will easily be seen that for any one to miss the above

rich program will be a great misfortune. Better be there if

you can possibly arrange it.

Of course discussions will follow the reading of the

papers, and it is intended to devote some time of each session

to the question-box.
•* • p

Lodgfing: During the Convention.—As there

will be several visitors in Buffalo besides the bee-keepers, it

will require a lot of room to furnish sleeping accommodations.

But we find if we can fill the special sleeping-car with bee-

keepers, we can use that same car during the three nights we

will be in Buffalo at a cost of only about 75 cents for each

person per night. Of course there will be no trouble to get

something to eat; and with a good place to sleep assured,

why, all who go in that carload will have no reason to com-

plain.

Now, wo hope that 25 or BO bee-keepers around and west

of Chicago will write us at once, or telegraph, so that we can

secure this sleepling-car, and make ail arrangements. We
must do this on I'^riday afternoon (Aug. 20) without fail. If

the special car is to be taken by the bee-keepers. Surely, we

ought to have at least 40 bee-keepers to pass through or start

from Chicago, when the round-trip is only $10.50 I Let's

surprise the East with a big attendance from the West. It

will do all of us good to get better acquainted.

Canadians "Will Be There !—A letter received

from Secretary Mason, reads as follows :

Sta. B, Toi.kdo, Ohio, Aug. 12, 1897.
Friend York:—A few days since I received a letter from

a Canadian friend, saying :

" I am pleased to see that you are making every effort to

have a grand convcMition at Buffalo, N. Y. From what I can

judge, you will succeed. I have every reason to believe that

there will be a good attendance of Canadians as well

I may give you a hint : I expect to see as many Canadians as
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United States bee-keepers at the convention, and if there are,

we may vote it a Canadian instead of a United Slates organi-

zation. Ua ! Ha !"

I sent the above to such bee-journals as I thought I could
reach in time for this month's issue, and asltt them to sound
the note of warning to the Yankees. We've whipt .lohnny
Bull twice, and it would be a shame to let some of his oftspriiiK

come and whip us on our own soil.

Perhaps I'm a little more sensitive about this than any
other of your readers, for at the battle of Buffalo, in the war
of 181:^-13, one of my grandfathers was killed (tomahawkt
by an Indian ally of the British). So please get all the Yan-
kees to be at the convention that you can, and help me to be

avenged on our foes (?). Don't let any one show the " white
feather," for I believe we can rout the whole " caboodle " of

them without shedding a drop of blood ! At any rate, I'm
ready for the " fray," and am going to take Mrs. M. along to

help, and you know what the result always is when the ladies

have a hand In matters. A. B. Mason.

Whoop-ee ! Think of it
—"as many Canadians as United

States bee-keepers" at Buffalo! (Jood. Come on, you

Canucks. You'll have to get there lively to equal the New
Union Yankee boys. And every one of you paying his mem-
bership dues and wearing a " U. S." badge, can vote and

shoot—off your mouth—in convention. So far as we are con-

cerned, if in the " battle of the ballots " you win, you can call

it a " Canadian organization," or anything you please. It will

be good enough for the stay-at-home Yankees. But you

hadn't better " count your chickens before they're hatcht."

Your Yankee Brother Jonathan has a way of " getting there "

that is quite surprising, as your ancestors learned to their

sorrow on at least two occasions, one of which Dr. Mason
seems to have occasion to remember.

Arouse, ye U. S. bee-keepers! and "on to Buffalo!"

Your fair honey-land may be in danger of being over-run with

the festive Canucks across the border-line. Arouse ! Get

there!! Buffalo!!!
•*-*-*'

Good Advice on Marketing.—Mr. J. W. Rouse

—one of Missouri's best bee-keepers—gives this paragraph in

the Progressive BeeKeeper for August

:

While there will be a good honey crop this season, I would
advise honey-producers not to demoralize the market by rush-
ing their honey to market too early ; and also be careful

about shipping honey to parties not known. In fact, I have
always managed to find sale for my crop of honey around
home. I would rather give my neighbors the benefit of low
prices than to ship my honey, and be compelled then to take a

low price. Of course, more honey may be secured in some
localities than one can find a demand for, but there are very
many people who seldom, if ever, get any honey to eat. So
with push, one may dispose of a good crop. A good article is

very likely to find customers, for it is delicious, and people
want it.

*-.-•

"Much Ado About NotJ-ing."—We were re-

minded of this quotation, upon receiving the following from

Secretary Mason :

Sta. B, Toledo, Ohio, Aug. 13, 1897.
Mk. Editor:— I have just received a letter from a friend

(I say friend because he tries to have me do rhjhl) in New
York or New Jersey—can't tell which—saying :

" You tell every bee-keeper who expects to attend the

Buffalo convention, to He right out and out to the ticket agent
in order to save a few dollars. You ask him to use deception,

fraud, hypocrisy. Y'ou tell them in plain words that they

should buy round-trip tickets to the G. A. R. Encampment,
not to the bee-keepers' convention ; shame on you. When, oh
when, will men cease to advocate fraud ? You know full well

that the bee-keepers are not going to Buffalo to attend the G.

A. R. Encampment Yet you ask them to throw away
their manhood just for a trifle ; it sounds bad, Dr No
doubt you are fighting the adulteration of honey, and want
honey put up honest, and sold for just what it is, and yet you

ask the very men who produce this honey to defraud the rail-

road company by telling a falsehood. Suppose the agent at

your station asks you if you are not going to the bee-conven-

tion instead of the G. A. E. Encampment, what are you going

to tell him ? Let me tell you what to tell him—tell him the

truth." Snydk.r.

All right, Mr. Snyder; I'll take your advice and "tell

him the truth," and I wish I could take back what wrong
advice I gave (if I gave any), and will, as far as it Is possible

to do so ; and say to all the beekeepers, and others who might
be influenced by my (wicked'') suggestion: Don't tell your

station agent where you want to go, unless you want to, nor

what you are going for. Just ask him for a ticket to BulTalo

at the reduced rate, good for 30 days. Will that suit you any
better. Mr. S.?

I hadn't the slightest idea of defrauding any railroad. It

is the custom, and they expect it. It didn't occur to me that

there would be anything wrong in it.

Since receiving the above-mentioned letter, I've been to

our railroad station and askt the agent if he would sell me a

ticket to Buffalo at the G. A. R. rates to attend the conven-

tion of the United States Bee-Keepers' Union, and explained

to him why I askt. His reply was :

"Certainly. We don't care where you are going, nor

what you are going for. All we want to know is that you

waut a ticket for Buffalo at the reduced, or G. A. R., rate."

Is that satisfactory ? If not, any one who desires is at

perfect liberty to pay full fare for a round-trip ticket, or do

any other way his conscience may suggest, and I'll find no

fault with him, for I want to see as many bee-keepers at the

convention as can possibly be there.

Sadly, but hopefully, yours for the right,

A. B. Mason.

Right you are, Dr. Mason. The railroad ticket agents

care nothing about what any one is going to Buffalo for.

Each fellow just pays his fare on certain days at the reduced

G. A. R. rate, and no questions askt. Of course, after the

ticket is bought on account of the G. A. R. Encampment, the

purchaser can throw it away and buy another at the full reg-

ular rate, if he " has money to burn ;" or if he chooses he can

put both tickets in his pocket and stay at home, if he is afraid

he might in some way defraud the poor railroad company, if

he should use either ticket

!

A Special Car of Bee-Keepers.—Lately sev-

eral of our friends have askt us when and by what route we

expect to go to Buffalo, to attend the bee-keepers' convention.

We had intended going a few days before the meeting, and

stopping off to see our near and dear relatives in northeastern

Ohio, but we have been compelled to change that intention,

and now expect to leave Chicago on the Nickel Plate railroad

at 3:05 p.m., Monday, Aug. 23, arriving at Buffalo at 8

o'clock the next morning, in time for the opening of the con-

vention at 10 a.m., as per the printed program.

Since deciding as above, we have wondered if it were not

possible for the bee-keepers around Chicago, and those from

the West who will pass through here on their way to Buffalo,

to make up a special car on the Nickel Plate, and go on to-

gether from here. We find that we can have a sleeping car

for such purpose at S10.50 for the round trip per passenger,

and the berth ^1.30 extra, tickets with special return privi-

lege of extension to Sept. 20. But there need to be at least

25 persons to go thus together in order to have the special

car ; however, 30 or 35 can comfortably get into the car. Of

course, ladies will be welcome to go thus as well as the gen-

tlemen. Bring your wives and daughters. It will be a grand

trip.

But shall we all go in that special car ? What do those

bee-keepers who expect to go, say about it ? We'd all have a

fine trip together—from 3:05 p.m. Monday till 8 o'clock the

next day.

Now, let all who will join in this, write us at least by Fri-

day, Aug. 20, so that we can fully complete the arrange-

ments. We will attend to getting your tickets and sleeping-

car berths, if you will send us the necessary S12 to do it with,

and have everything ready when you get here Monday. Come

on, friends.
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Ideal Location for Bees.—So many young bee-

keepers ask as to the best location for an apiary, and this

advice from the Editor of Gleanings, who has tried about

every kind of a place for bees, will help the beginner, and

perhaps the more experienced, in selecting the best or ideal

place for putting the apiary:

For myself, at least, I have decided that the ideal place
for an apiary Is in an orchard, where there are low-spreading
trees. If the queens' wings are dipt, there will be compara-
tively little climbing after swarms. Some prefer shade-boards

;

but after having tried both, for the comfort of the. apiarist
and that of the bees, I decidedly prefer the shade of low-
spreading trees. Grape-vines do tolerably well, but they do
not protect the apiarist ; and at this time of the year, when
the shade is most needed, they are sending out shoots and
branches that Interfere with the handling of the hive ; and
grape-vines do require an excessive amount of trimming just
at the time bees need the most attention. The colonies at our
out-yard are placed In groups of three on the north side of the
low-spreading basswoods. It is a great comfort as well as a
pleasure to work among the bees compared to what It is In the
home yard with the grape-vines. Vernon Burt has his apiary
in an apple-orchard, and the grass Is neatly kept down by
sheep that are allowed to run among the hives at will. The
lawn-mower does not compare with them.

TJ?e Weekly Budget.

Mr. E. R. Lee, of Crawford Ark., writing Aug. 1, said:
" Bees are doing well in this ' neck of the woods.' "

Dr. E. Gallup, of Orange Co., Calif., reported Aug. 3 :

"This has been a phenomenally good honey season with me."

Dr. Miller, of M^'Henry Co., 111., writing us Aug. 7,

said: " Buckwheat is just coming into bloom, and clover Is

hardly done."

Dr. H. Besse, of Delaware Co., Ohio, expects to be at the
Buffalo convention, we note by a letter just received. His
sweet clover lawsuit is expected to come off' about the middle
of September.

Miss Mathilda Candler, of Grant Co., Wis., writing

Aug. 4, said :

"The bees have done pretty well so far. I have taken
off some very nice honey."

Mr. Jas. a. Stone, of Sangamon Co., 111., Secretary of

the Illinois association, wrote us Aug. 6 :

" Bees are not storlng'any honey now, but I believe we
will have a good flow this fall."

Dr. a. B. Mason's youngest son, we learn, was married
recently. Shows how a father's example will be followed,

sometimes. But we congratulate the young couple, and wish
them long life and much happiness in their new "Masan-lc"
home.

Mr. R. 0. CoNDR, of Saratoga Co., N. Y., had this to say
recently when sending three new subscriptions for the^ Bee
Journal

:

" I could not get along very well without the American
Bee Journal. There Is ,<omething in everv number that Is
worth what It costs for a year."

Mr. Walter S. Pouder, one of our Indiana advertisers,

U thus referred to by Mr. J. T. Calvert in his "Notes by the
Way," In a recent Issue of Gleanings :

"Walters. Ponder, of Indianapolis, has been developing
the trade in honey and beeswax till he has built up a very
nice trade. He, sells all the beeswax he receives, right at
home. Quito a little fur the drug trade Is put up In one-ounce
cakes, 4(3 cakes to the box, and sold at $1.00 a box. Honey

is sold largely in square jars ; and If it becomes candied be-
fore the retailer sells it, it is exchanged for that which Is

liquid."

Mr. L. E.\8twood, of Lucas Co., Ohio, one of the modern
"old-timers" in bee-keeping, writing Aug. 9, said :

" Last year my bees did nothing, but they are now mak-
ing up for lost time. I am nearly blind, and can't read any
more, and hearing gone. I still claim to be the oldest prac-
tical bee-keeper."

Mks. Marv E. Willis, wife of Mr. L. M. Willis, a promi-

nent bee-keeper of Clark Co., Wis., was buried Tuesday, Aug.

3, 1897. The local newspaper speaks very highly of the life

of Mrs. Willis, who had hosts of faithful friends, because she

herself was a friend faithful and true. The sincere sympa-
thies of the Bee Journal readers will go out with ours to Mr.

Willis in his severe alllictlon.

I3err p. W. Vogel, editor of the Bienen-Zeltung, died

April 12, 1897. He was a man of excellent talents, and
much revered by German bee-keepers. Mr. F. Grelner speaks

of him thus in a recent number of Gleanings

:

In Vogel the German bee-keepers (and for that matter the
bee-keepers of the world) have lost out of their ranks a man
of rare ability. He has been trying with untiring zeal to dis-

close the mysteries hidden In the bee-hive. It seems that,

where many others could see nothing, he saw clearly. With
the* microscope he was simply a genius. In dissecting the
most minute Insects and their organs he was a master with
perhaps few equals. How often have I been astonisht and
surprised at his accomplishments along this line ! During his

life's career honors have been bestowed upon him by crowned
heads of Europe, they having repeatedly taken notice of him,
decorated him, etc. He was honorary member of quite a
number of bee-keepers' associations and other societies for

the promotion of science of his own and foreign countries.

For years he has been the leading spirit In the annual
Wanderversaminlung of Germany's and Austria's bee-keepers.
The success of these meetings must be largely attributed to

him, to his qualifications as a manager, his fitness In general.
No discord ever entered into these meetings. In the May
issue of the Bienen Zeitung Dr. Dzierzon and Bergfeld sing
the praises of Vogel, give expression to their sorrow, and with
that they express what all the beekeepers of Germany feel.

It seems as tho I had lost a long-loved friend. Vogel will

always be remembered.

Somnambulist—he or she who gathers up the "Wayside
Fragments" for the Progressive Bee-Keeper—refers thus to

the Buffalo convention, to be held next week, beginning Tues-

day forenoon :

"Ho, for lUiffalo ! Is tho cry now. The G. A. R. people
are advertising our convention for us. Scarcely can we pick
up a paper but that we find some reference to Buffalo. May
the meeting be the grandest one up to date, is the sincere
wish of Souiniy."

That is just what we have claimed all along, that when it

once becomes known that the national bee-keepers' conven-

tion Is held at the same time and place as the G. A. R. meet-

ing each year, they will help to advertise our " show" as well

as their own. But it can better be told after this month
whether or not it is a success for bee-keepers to thus meet.

We hope it will be Just the thing.

By the way, the above paragraph by Somnambulist Is, we
believe, the only reference to the Buffalo convention in the

whole August number of the "Progressive"— not a single

notice giving the date of the meeting, or at what particular

place In Buffalo It Is to be held. Surely, that doesn't look

very " progressive." No bee-paper can afford thus to slight

tho only national organization of bee-keepers In this country

that holds annual meetings. One would naturally think that

as one of the I'rogressive Bee-Keepers' own editors is on the

Buffalo program, it at least would have shown him the

deserved courtesy to have announced that fact.

See " Bee-Keeper's Guide " offer on page 528.
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BEE-BOOKS
SKN'T rOSTPAin BY

Geore:e W. York & Co.,
Chicago, IIU.

Beev and II«>ney, or MaoaKeiuent of nn Apiary
for Pleasure iiud I'rotlt. by Tlioiuas G.Newman.

—

This edlllon hits boon luryuly rewritten. thorouKUIy
revised, urul la " fully "l> wlili ihe tiities " lu all the
lmproveint.-iiis ami Inventions In this rapldly-devel-
OplnK pursuit, and presents the ai»lnrlst with
everytliin« that cuu aid In the successful manane-
meut of an apiary, and at the same tlrao produce
the must honey in nn attractive condlikm. U con-
tains y.'.U paKCS, and 245 llUiatratlons— Is beautifully
printed In the hlk'heststvie of the art, and bound
in cloth, gold-lettered. I'rice. Sl.OU.

L*uneNtro(h on the Honey-Bee, revised by
Dadant—Tills classic In bee-culture, has been
entirely re-written, and Is fully Illustrated. It

treats of everytlilnu relating to bees and bee-keep-
ing. No apiarian library Is comitlete without this
standard work by Uev. Ij. I.. J.antzstnith — the
Father of American Bee-Culture. It has ijL'U pages;
bound In cloth.

Price, postpaid, $1.25.

Bee-Reavers* Qulde» or Manual of the
Apiary, by I'rof A. J Cook, of the Mlchlfjan Agri-
cultural College.—This book Is not only Instructive
and helpful as a guide In bee keeping, but Is

Interesting and thoroughly practical and sclentlflc,
Ucontalns a full delineation of the anatomy and
physlolouy of bees- -itlU pages ; bound In cloth and
fully Illustrated.

Price, postpaid. $1.25.

Sclentlflc Queen-Kearlnjf, as Practlcallv
Applied, by G. M. Duollitle.—A method by which
the very best of t'ueen-Bees are reared In perfect
accord with Nature's way. ITii pages* bound Id
cloth, and Illustrated. Price. ¥1-00.

A B C of Bce-Cniture, by A. I. Root.—

A

cyclop:cdla of 4».'0 pages, describing everything
pertaining to the care of the honey-bees. It con-
tains ;h(JJ engravinL's. It was written e.^peclally foi
beginners Bound In cloth. Price, 51.25.

Advanced Bee-Ciiltnre, Its Methods and
Management, by \V Z. Uutchlnson.—The author
of this work Is too well known to need further
description of his book. He Is a practical and
entertalnlni.' writer. You should read his book. itO

pages, bound lu paper, and Illustrated. Price, 5C cts-

Riitlonnl Bee-K.ee pint;, by Dr. John DzlerzOD
—This Is a translation ot his latest German bookoa
bee-culture, it has ;i.'tO pages: bound
In paper covers. $l.UO

Bleiren-Knltiir, by Thomas G. Newrian. -

This Is a German translation of the prlnclpr' por-
tion of the book called Bees of Honey. 10, page
pamphlet. Price. -10 cents.

Convention H:tnd-Bookt for Bee-Keepers.
Thomas (i. Newman.— It contains the parlir.men-
tary law and rules of order for Bee-Conventions—
also Coiimitutlon and By-Laws, with subjects for
dlscasslon, etc. Cloth, gold-lettered. Price, 25 cts.

Tlilriy Vears Anionic the Bees, by
Henry Alley.—Gives the results of over a quarter-
century's experienee in rearing queen-bees. Very
latest work ot the kind. Nearly lixi pages. Price. ot-H:.

AVliy Fat Honey '—This Leariet is Intend-
ed for KKKE distriiiution. to create a Local Market.
100 copies, by mail. :io cts.: 500 for$l.i*.>; K>oo, $2.00.

How to Keep Honey and preserve its
richness and flavor. Price same as Why Eat Honey.

AiNike rlover I^eaflet.—Full directions
forgruwinp. 5i) for 2.*. cts.; nx> for 40 eta.; 200, 70c.

Apiary Kesrl**ter, liyThos. G. Newman.—
Devotes two paKfs t<t a colony. Leather binding.
Price, for 5u colonies, tl.oo; for 100 colonies. $1.25.

Frepnrutloit nF lloucy Tor the Markztt
Includln;; the production aud care of comb and
extracted liouey. A chapter from Ueks ANr
HoNEV price. 10 cents

Bee-PaHtiiraire a Xecesalty.—This book BUf;
ftests what and how to plar' 11 Is a chapter froD
Bees and ilo.\EV. Price. 10 cents.

The Hive I r«e, by G. M. Doollttle. It
details his tnanag^ement of bee:^. and methods
of produotnjr comb honey. Price, h cents.

Or. Iloward^i* Rook on Foul Brood.
—Gives the McKvoy Treatment and reviews the ex-
periments of others. Price. 20 cts.

Silo and Sllasre, by Prof. A J. Cook.—It
dives iho method in r>peratioD at the Michigan Agri-
cuilural College. Price, 2.1 cts.

Winter Froblem In Bee-Keeping, by G.
B. Pierce. Result of 25 years' experience. 30 eta.

Handling Ree*«, by Chas, Dadant & Son.—
A Chapter Irum Langstrotb Revised. Price. 8 cts.

HiMtory of Ree-Assoclatlous, and Brief Re-
orte of the first 20 conventions. Price

Fottl Brood Treatment, by Prof. F. R.
Cheshire.— Its Cause ami freventlon. Price, lu cts.

Foul Brood, liy A. R. Kohnke.—Origin.
Development and Cure. Price 10 ct8.

Fraetleal lliniM lo BeeKee-Keepers—by
Chas. F. Mcth. Ait-o contaias a Foul Brood
Cure aud How to Whiter Bees. 40 p.; 10 cts.

Uee-Keepln:;: Cor Profits by Dr. G. L.
Tinker.—Revised and fularjted. It details the au-
thor's "new system, or how to get thelartrest yields
ol comb or extracted honey," BO p.; illustrated. 25c.

EmerHon BliiderM, made especially for
the Bkk Jot'KNAi-. are convenient for preserving
each number as fast as received. Not mailable to
Canada. Price. 75 cts.

roinnierelnl <'alenlator, by C. Kopp —
A ready Calculator. Business Arithmetic and Ac-
counl-Buok comtiined in <ine. Every farmer and
businessman should have It. No. 1, bound in water
proof leatherette, call tlnish. Price. 4') cts. No. 2
in Une artitlcial leather, with pocket, silicate slate,
and account-book, i'rice. 60 cts.

Grecu'M Fonr Books, by Chas. A. Green.
-Devoted to. 1st, Mow We Made the Old Farm Pay;
2Md. Peach Culture; :(rd, liow to Propagate Fruit-
Plunts, Vines and Tn-es; 4th. General b'ruit in-

structor. Nearly I2i' p:it:t-s. Fully illustrated. 25ct8.

C^arden and Or<-1iard, by Cbas. A. Green
—Gives full insiructiuna in Thinning and Marketing
Fruits; Pruning, Planting and Cultivating; Spray-
ing, Evaporation, Cold Storage, Etc. 94 pages, illus-

trated. Price. 25 CIS-

KendalPs HorNe-Book> — 35 pictures,
showing positions ol sick horses, and treats on all

their diseases. English or German. Price. 25 cts.

liiiniber and Loii-Book. — Gives meas-
urements of lumber, logs planks; wages, etc. 25c.

Itlaple SiiEar and the Supar Bush, by Prof.
A. J. Cook.—Full instructions. Price. 35 cts.

firain Tables, tor casting- up the price of
grain, produce, hay. etc. Price, 25 cts.

Capons and ('aponizlns:^ by Dr. Sawyer,
Fanny Field, and others.—Illustrated. All about
capimizing fowls, ano thus how to make the most
money in poultry-raising. 64 pages. Price, 30 cts.

Our Poultry Doctor, or Health In the
Poultry Yard and IIow to Cure Sick Fowls, by
Fanny Field,—Everyihiug about Poultry Diseases
aud their Cure. 64 pages. Price, 3U cts.

Poultry for Market and Poultry for
Profit, by Fannv Field.—Tells everything about the
Poultry Business. 04 pages. Price, 25 cts.

Turkeys lor market and Turkeys for
Proflt, by Fanny Field.—All about Turkey-Raising.
tj4 pages. Price, 25 cts.

Rural I-Ue.— Bpps. Poultry. Fruits. Ves-e-
tables, and Household Matters, loo pages. 25 cts.

Potato i'ulture, by T. B, Terry.—It tells

how to grow them prohtably. Price, 40 cts.

Haud-Book ol' Healtb, by Dr. Foote.—
Hints about eating, drinking, etc. Price, 25 cts.

Bee-Keepers' Directory, by H. Alley.—
Latest methods in (Jueen-Kearing, etc. Price. 5uc.

Book Clubbing OHers.

(Read Carefully.)

The followlDf clubbing prices Include the

American Bee Journal one year with each

book named. Remember, that only one book

can be taken In each case with the Bee Jour-

nal a year at the prices named. If more books

are wanted, see postpaid prices given with

the description of the books on this pajre.

Following Is the clubbinK-llBt:

1. Lanpsiroth on the Honey-Bee 12.00
2. A B Cof Bee-Cullure 2.00
3. Bee-Keeper'i-Gulilo 1.75
4. Hecsand Honey ji'loth boundl 1.65
3. DooUitle's ScieiitllicQueen-Kearing. 1.T5
6. Dr. HowariiV l'"iil Brood Book 1.10
7. Advanced Bee-( iilture 1.30
9. Blenen-KuUur ,C..rman] 1.20

11. Kational liee-Kicplng[Papcrtoundl 1.75
12. Thirty i'cars .AuiDngr the Bees 1.30
13. Bee-Keepintr for I'roflt 1.15
14. Convention llacd Hook 1,15
15. Poultry lor Market and Proflt 1.10
16. Turkeys for MarkiM and Profit 1.10
17. Capons and Caponizing 1.10
IS. Our Poultry Doctor 1.10
19. Green's Four Books 1.15
21. Garden and Orchard 1.15
23. KuralLlle 1.10
24, Emerson Binder for the Bee Journal. 1.60

25. Commercial Calculator. No. 1 1.25
26. Comme-c^lal Calculator, No. 2 1.40
27. Kendall's liurse-Book 1.10
30. Potato Ciillun; 1.20
32. Handliookot Health 1.10
.'J3. nictionarj- of Apiculture 1.35
34. Maple SiiKar and the Sugar Bush 1.20
35. Slloand Silaire.. 1.10
36. Winter F'rolilera in Bee-Kecping 1.30
37. Apiary Kcjiister (for 50 colonies) 1.75
38. Apiary KeKlsler (for 100 colonies) . 2.00
39. Bee-Keepers' Directory 1.30

IWllfll's!
HONEY-EXTRACTOR

lUlllll N Square Ulass Jars.

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

Bee-Keepehs' Sui>I"I,ies In general, etc etc
Send for our new catalog.

Practical HInlH " will be mailed for 10c.
lu stamps. Apply to—

Chas. F. Muth & Sou, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Please mention Bee Journal -wlieu writing.

Honey - Clovers !

We have made arrangements so that we can
furnish seed of several ot the Clovers by
freight or cxprtss, at the following prices,
cash with order:

5B) lOtti 2ofti 5016
Alslke Clover.. 70 $1.25 $3.00 Si.75
Sweet Clover (white). .60 1.00 2.25 4.00
White Clover 90 l.fiO 3.75 7.00
AlfalfaClover 60 1.00 2.25 4.00
Crimson Clover 55 .90 2.00 3.50

Prices subject to market changes.

Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage. If

wanted by freight.

Your orders are solicited.

GEORGE W. YORK & Co.
CHICAGO. ILL.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

THE ROUND-UP !

I am still prepared to All orders promptly
with Fine Piire-Maled Qiieeiix. at 60 cts.

each lor Unte^tfd. Tested, with tlvebanded
bees predominating, 75c. Select Tested, pro-
ducing neaily all live-banded bees, $1.00.

Breeders, $2.00, Correspondence solicited,

and an interesting pamphlet on queen-rear-
ing furnlsht on anplicaiion.
Money Order office—Warrenton. •

W. H. PItlDOEN,
21A13t Ckeek, Wf rren Co.. N. C.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

ITALIAN QUEENS
•Good Velluw Ones'

l-LB. HONEY-JARS $t 50 per gross.

Catalog of Api irlan Supplies free.

I. J. STRIXGIIAm,
105 Park Place. NEW YORK, N,

Aphkv—Glen Cove, L. 1.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

-60oeach: 6 for $3.00.

, Y.

Tested 50 CENTS EACH
lilul I My new [18971 book on Queen-
ilU"! I Rciirlngwlil give a method for

ii,,„j,,,„ I rearing Queens in the brood-
WllCclla I chami.er while the queen Is pres-

ent. Mulled free to all who pur-
chase Queens. H. AI-I>EV,
32A4 WeiiUani, Maes.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

FOR XIIK <>. A. R. OCAMP-

to be held at Buffalo, N. Y., tickets will

be sold via the Nickel Plate Road at

rate of S 10.50 for the round trip. Re-

turning either via rail or boat to Cleve-

land. Arrangements have been made
for parties wishing to remain in sleeping

cars at Buffalo, to have the cars trackt

convenient to streetcar lines to any part

of the city. Call on or address J. Y.

Calaban, (Jeu'l Agent, 111 Adams St.,

Chicago, III. 28
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C^cx)eral lt€n)s^

Bees Did Well.

Bees have done well

Mine had the swarming
May and June, but I will

surplus.

this season,
fever during
have quite a
L. White.

Caldwell Co., Mo., Aug. 6.

Introducing' Queens.

This is almost always a more or less

hazardous undertaking. The usual way
of releasing them now-a-days is to allow
the bees to open the cage by eating candy
out of the entrance. Mr. W. H. Pridgen
says in his catalog that it is an improve-
ment to release the escort that accom-
panies the queen and then replace it with
the same number of rail yowig bees la.ken

from the colony into which it is proposed
to introduce the queen. It is more diffi-

cult to introduce queens to hybrid bees
than to any others that I have tried.

Sometimes I found it necessary to make
them hopelessly queenless before I could
succeed. Take away the queen and all

of the unsealed brood and bees will ac-

cept a queen invariably, unless they
have been a long time queenless—at

least such has been my experience.

—

Review.

The Honey Season a Failure.

The harvest is past, and our bees have
not enough honey to live on until spring
—the first failure since I have kept bees.

This is the first year that I have known
the basswood to fail, and it is our only
hope for surplus honey. We have an
abundance of white clover, but it yields

no nectar, for some cause unknown to

me. I think that 40 per cent will not
cover the loss last winter in cellar-win-
tering ; too mu;h rain caused the cellars

to be so very damp, and as there was no
young brood in the fall the old bees had
to die off. We had too cold weather in

June, and too much rain. Last night
we had a storm that laid the grain low.
Bugs, rust and storms are playing havoc
with our crops, and the pro^jqects are
not very flattering. Nevertheless we
live in hopes of a better day, when the
" old things have past away and all

things are becoms new. " F. C. Smith.
Pierce Co., Wis., July 25.

Bearing Queens—A Report.

In the July 15 number of Iha Amer-
ican Bee Journal I read Dr. Miller's ans-
wers to questions in regard to rearing
good queens. I followed his advice, and
I am glad to say that I have succeeded
in rearing four nice queens. This more
than pays for the " Old Reliable" Bee
Journal for at least three years.

If nothing happens to prevent, within
a few weeks I may be able to see Editor
York, and also a great many others
whom I will be pleased to see at the Buf-
falo convention of the United States
Bee-Keepers' Union, of which I am a
member.
This is my second year In keeping bees.

I started in last spring with i) colonies,

and have increast to 23. White clover
was plentiful this year, and my bees
have done splendidly. I have taken
about 100 pounds of nice comb honey,
and now they are busy on buckwheat.

Finest Alfalfa Honey

!

IT SELLS ON TASTING-.

The Honey that Suits All

Who Buy It.

Low Prices Now!
We can furnish 'Wllite Alfalfa Extracted Honey, in 60-pound tin cans, on

board cars in Chicago, at these prices : 1 can, in a case, 7K cents per pound ; 2 cans
In one case, 7 cents ; 4 cans (2 cases) or more, 6K cents. The Cash must accom-
pany each order. Fine Bass'wood Flavor Honey at same price; also in

270-lb. barrels.

Its'" A sample of either honey will be mailed to an intending purchaser, for 8
cents, to cover postage, packing, etc. We guarantee purity.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

New London,
Wisconsin,Page & Lyon Mfg. Co.

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus
securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
They have also one One of the Largest Factories and the latest

and most-improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there is in the State. The material is cut from patterns, by machinery,
and is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and whitest
BaSS'WOOd is used, and they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine
and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best
machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Lioe of Supplies.

Please mentioa the American Bee .Tournal. 7Atf

BEE-KEEPEES
SUPPLIES

"We make
The Very Finest Line of

in the Market, and sell

them at Low Prices.
!>^cii(l lor Free Illii!>lriile<l Catalog and l*rice-l..i!>t.

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.

Special Agent for the Southwest
"^- ^-

"^^^^Jt^'joseph, mo.
Mr. Abbott sellN our Hires and Sections at raetory Prices.

That Glueeii-Clipping Device Free I

Couldn't Do WItlioiit It.

I have clipped 19 queens, and must say the
Monette Queen-Cllp|jiuy IJeviee is by lar the
best inveutiou ever miide. iiud will be wel-
come to many l)ee-l\eepi'rs as it was tome. 1

could not do without i>ue now.
Dr. Geo. I.,acke, Newbursh, Ind.

Works Like a Charm.

The Monette Queen-CUpplnK Device works

MKE A CH.\RM. With it 1 liave clipped liO

queens, all In one day, when o.^anilnlntc ray

bees. Wm. Stolley, Grand Island, Nplir.

PLEASE READ THIS OFFER TO PRESENT SUBSCRIBERS :

Send us ;''«( oiif tifio jiainc for the American Bee Journal a year (with $1.0(1), and we

will mail you the Queen-Clipping Device fkek of charge. Or, the Queen-Clipping Device

will be sent postpaid for 30 cts. But why not get it as a Premium by the above offer?

You can't earn liO cts. any easier. Almost every bee-keeper will want this Device.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan St., CHICAGO, ILL.
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l!.l^il Beeswax
For all the Good, Pure V'ello'vr

Beeswax delivered to our office till

further notice, we will pay 24 cents per
pound, CASH ; or 27 cents for whatever
part Is exchanged for the Bee Journal,
Honey, Books or Seed, that we offer. If

you want cash, promptly, for your
Beeswax, send it on at once. Impure
wax not taken at any price. Address as
follows, very plainly,

GEO. W. YORK & CO.
118 Michigan St., CHICAGO, ILL.

CARLOADS
Ol Hee-Hives. Sections, Shlp-
pinjf-Cases. Comb Foundation,
and Everythiii": used in the
Bee-Iudu8try.
We want the name and ad-

, dress of every Bee- Keeper in
• America. We supply Deal-
ers as well as consumers. We

have J>ry Kiln. Improved Machinery, 40.000
feet of floor space, and all modern appliances.
We make prompt shipment.
Write fur Catalogs, Quotations, etc.

Inter-State Maniifacturlni Co,

Ul :i>*«OIV, St. rroix Co., WIS.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

B
in MONEY IN POULTRY
Eggs of 1 St PRIZE WINNERS
$1.00 PER SETTING to the

readers (if this paper oulYif you order
now, of 30 leading varieties. Send 15c

fc^ for the largest and most complete Poultry
NGuideever JOHN BAUSCHER, Jr.
i.t'iiublished. Box 94, Freeport, Ills.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Beautiful Honey-Cases
Made by the A. I. Root Co.. at their prices.

HecHwax Wauled.
M. H. HUNT, Bell Branrli, micb.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

PCC ^CCDCDQ ? Let me send you my 64-
DLL-MLLILno i pajre Catalog lor 18>I7.

J. .11. Jenkins, Wetiimpka, Ala.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Full Colonies for Sale
—FINE IT.tLIAN.HVBKIDS-

30 miles northwest of Chicago. In 9rrame
Langstroth hives. Bees In good condition.
Only a lew colonies. Too warm to ship long
distance. Prices— *.').00 oercolonv; 5 colonies.
at $4.75 each : or 10 colonies at S4..50 each.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAbO, ILLS.

xiiK a.mi:ri< a:^' jmiuici- i.i.^k

CIII«'.14W<» .4.>I> K» l'rAI.O,.-\.V.

is the Nickel Plate Road. Tickets will
be on_ sale Aug. 21st. 22nd and 23rd at
SlO.oO for the round trip account G. A.
R. Encampment. Returning either via
rail or water. Arrangements have been
made for the comfort of our patrons.
Extension of time will be granted until
Sept. 20th, if tickets are deposited with
the Joint Agent in Buffalo, between
Aug. 2;5rd and 27th. Mr. J. Y. Cala-
han, Gen'l. Agent, 111 Adams St., Chi-
cago, III., will be pleased to furnish in-
formation in regard to train service, etc.
H. Thorne, C. P & T. A. 29

which Is just coming Into bloom. I love
to see them at work and study their
nature. I keep from 8 to 10 colonics in

the city, and the balance about eight
miles away, where I intend to build up
an apiary as it is a good location. I

keep the common blacks and the hybrids
at this place, and intend to Italianize
them for they are the best, and I can
handle them better.

We are having a great deal of rain
now, and had it all summer, so it was
hard work for the bees to gather much
honey. W. H. Heim.
Lycoming Co., Pa., Aug. 5.

Preventing^ After-Swarms.

I don'tknow but what I am rather late,

but here is the best plan for preventing
after-swarms :

Have all the bees that can fly go with
the swarm, by having all colonies strong
by feeding or doubling up, or the best
way you know, so that they will swarm
at the beginning of the honey-flow.
When they swarm, hive the prime
swarm on the old stand, removing the
super, if any, to the new swarm ; with a
queen and drone excluding zinc between
them. Set the old hive on top of the
prime swarm, allowing it to remain there
two or three days. By that time all the
younger bees that have ever been out of

the hive will unite with the younger
swarm below.
The afternoon of the second day, the

old colony will become so depleted of
bees (if the weather has been favorable)
that they will give up swarming any
more, and will begin to carry out drone-
brood. Then carry them to a new stand.
They will swarm no more, but will build
up to a good strong colony by fall, and
may store some fall honey.

In this way we get extra strong colo-
nies that will store more honey than
from the two together if the queen-cells
were cutout. Crowd the brood-chamber
with bees instead of contracting it.

H. W. Savage.
Sauk Co., Wis., Aug. 5.

Too Much Rain.

We are having a good deal of rain-
too much, in fact. Henby Alley.
Essex Co., Mass., Aug. 5.

Selling in the Home Market.

The white honey harvest is now gone,
and on footing up I find that I have over
1,000 pounds of the very finest honey I

ever produced. I have sold some in

the home market, as I find that more
profitable than to ship. I go to the
groceries and ask them If they would
like some nice honey. Their first reply
is, " How do you sell it ?" I give them
the price and conditions I sell on, and
they generally take a case to try, and
once started they are willing to take
more. So I bring in more as fast as
they have sold out, and in that way keep
my honey in all the leading stores, and
get a fair price for it. So far I have
gotten 1.5 cents per pound, and I allow
the grocery keeper 2 cents per pound
out of this for handling my honey.

But this year honey is brought in from
all kinds of bee-keepers that have a few
colonies, and do not attend to them.
Their sections are dirty, and not fit to

be seen, but still they will come to town
and sell for whatever they are offered,

Foundation —Sections— Hives
or any Other Supplies.

If you are in a riinli, send me your order. I

sell (lie bent only, and fill orders promptly
at i.owK.sT PiiicK. BecHAVax wanted In
exi'liaii^e.

Working Wax '^^M'itm A Specialty.
KS*" Write for (Catalog and I'rice-Llst, with

Samples of Foundation and Sections.

GUS DITTMER,
A('«;i XTA, WIS.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

SEE THAT WINK ! .

Bee - SiippiioH ! Root's
Goods at Uoot's Prices.

Pouder'M Honey - Jars^
and every ihiriR- used by
bee-keepers, Prompt ser-
vice, low freight rate. Cat
tree. Walter S Ponder,

162 Mass. Ave..
Indianapolis. Indiana

Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

I»" IF YOU WANT THE

'Wfltt.'^PoVOtlfifl/

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
11.25 to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont. Calif.,
for his

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

PATENT WIRED COMB FODHDATIOH
Ha» No Sag in Brood-Frame*

Tliin Flat-Bottom Foundation
H&8 Vo Fisbbooe in the Sorplas Hone;.

Belnc the cleanest Is usaally worked
the quickest of any Foundation made

J. A. VAN DEUSEN,
Bole Manutactarer,

Spront Brook Monteomery Co.. N. T.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

If Vou Keep but Oue KeiiiPdy

'"^'"'"JiTouidbe YELLOWZONES
They Combine the Virtues of a Medicine

Chest.
The Very Best general-service Remedy to be

had AT ANV PKICE.

l^.y'^r.'LlZoaet Cathartics 's^ now

100 In a Box, $1,00—17 In a Box, 25c.

W. B. House, Drawer 1, Detour, Mich.
15 Atf Please mention the Bee Journal.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

ONE MAN WITH THE

UNION "^O^I^-JATION

Can do the work of four
men using hand tools. In
Ripping-, Cuttlng-off, Mi-
tring. Rabbeting, Groov-
ing. Gaining. Dadoing
Edglng-up. Jointing Stuff
etc. Full Llneof Foot and
Hand Power Machinery
Sold on Trial. Calalosne Free.

SE>E<"A FALLS ITIFG. CO.,
46 Water St SENECA FALLS. N. T
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Italian Queens "' 5i^T"
Untested. 50c.; Tested, $1.00.

Nuclei, 2 frame, $2.00, Includiuf,' a good Queen
Bees by the Pound.

E. I.. CARKIXi'ION,
22Atf We Fiiiiiak SprinsK, Fla.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Van Deuseii Tliiu Fdii.
A few 25-pound boxes of VanDeusen Thin Su-
per Comb I'oundatlon at $11.00 per box. Be
quick if you want a box of it. Address.

THE A. I. ROOT CO.,
118 Michigan St. - Chicago, III.
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Employ Nature
The best pbysiulan to heal your Ills. Send for
FKEE Pamphlet explaining how diseases of
the Blood, Skin, Liver, Kidneys and Lungs
can be cured without drugs.

F. M. SPRINGS CO.,
Lock Box No. 1 l.llCKKTYVII.l.Ii;. ILLi.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

A GENUINE

Egg Preservative
That will keep Hen's Egirs perfectly throusrh
warm weatbc. Just as good as frt-sh ones for
cooking: and frosting. One man paid 10 cents
a dozen for the eggs he preserved, and then
latei sold them for 2.5 cents a dozen. You can
&reserve them lor about 1 cent i>er dozen.
ow is the time to do it, while eggs are cheap.

Address for Circular giving further infor-
mation—

Dr. A. B. MASON,
,3,')12 Monroe Street, - Toledo, Onio.
Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

A Special Booklet Bargain

!

For a limited lime we wish to make our
readers a Mpecial offer on booklets on Bcea,
Poultry, Health, etc. Upon receipt of 75
ceiitM we will mail any tt of the list below;
and lor $1.25 we will mall the ivhole
dozen

'

1. Foul Brood, by Dr. Howard 23c
2. Poultry for Market and ProUt 25c
3. Turkeys for Market and Profit.. . .. 25c
4. Our Poultry Doctor aOc
5. Capons and Canonizng 30c
6. Hand-Book of Health, by Dr. Foote.. 25c
7. Kendall's Horse-Book 25c
8. Rural Life 25c
9. Kopp's Commercial Calculator 25c

10. Fciul Brood, by Kohuke 10c
H. Silo and silage, by Prof Cook 25c
12. Bienen-Kultur. by Newman 40c

GEORGE W. YOBK & CO.,
- CHICAGO, ILLS.

DujESi j College]
Penn Ave. and Eighth St.

Thorough Courses — Normal, Commercial, La-
dles Literary, Shorthahd and Typewriting.
£thcient and experienced instructors. Day
and Night sessions. Seud for Catalog.

Prof. LKIVIS EDWIN YORK, Prcx.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Bee -Hives, Sections, Shipping-
Cases—everything used by bee-

)
keepers. Orders filled nromptlv.

5 Send for <-iit;.log IIII\J(ES«TA BEE-
KEEPEItS- SliPPl.V IIPC. CO., Nicollet
Island, Minneapolis. Minn.

22Att ('HAS. MONDENQ. Mgr.
Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

»10.50 TO ItlJFrAI.O, I\. Y.

'nil-; i\i<:i4ioi/i>i.A'ri<: koai>
account the G. A. R. Encampment.
Choice of either rail or water trip re-
turnlnpt. Do not miss this opportunity
of attending one of the greatest reunions
of the old comrades. Tickets on sale
Aug. 21 St, '22nd and 23rd. For full In-

formation, call or address J. Y. Calahan,
Gen'l. Agent, 111 Adams St., Chicago,
III. 27

ininneKota.—The third annual meeting of
the Southern Minnesota Bee-Keepers' Associ-
ation will be held In Winona, Wednesday and
Thursday, Sept. 15 and 16. 1807, opening at
t) o'clock, a.m., each day. All are cordially
Invited lo come and bring their friends.
Winona, Minn. E. O. CORNWEM,, Sec.

and of course this makes it hard to sell
for a good price and get the cash, as
they generally trade It out ; but I prefer
to sell at a low price, and he sure to get
the cash, than to ship to the large cities
and get little or nothing after the com-
mission man gets through with It.

Most people buy honey as a luxury,
and eat It only once or twice a year

;

and if they are poor working people
they buy cheap corn syrups to sweeten
their children with. They seem to
think honey Is too good for them, but
when honey comes- down In price to that
of sugar, and is kept for sale as sugar In

all towns and stores, it will be more
often seen on the tables of the poor.
The prospects for a fall flow are good.

My 3.5 colonies are in good condition to
gather 1,00U pounds if we have good
weather, as there is lots of smartweed
on the low bottom lands.

I should like to go to the big conven-
tion In Buffalo, but I can't get away. So
I will stay at homo and read In the
American Bee Journal of the big times
ye editors have. G. E. Nel.son.
Henry Co., 111., Aug. 7.

Report for the Season,

My bees did not winter well last win-
ter ; they got the diarrhea in the spring,
and I lost 40 colonies. Then I had 50
left, and they were poor and weak.
Some of them swarmed out three times.
I got them up, and then some were
queenless. I then equalized tliem, and
by the first of June they were in good
condition. On June 8 they began to
swarm, and I had 35 swarms.
The honey season was good till July

15, but since then there has been no
honey, and it is very dry here, so that
the flowers are all dried up. I have sold
my honey In the home market for 12J^
and 13 cents, except 400 pounds that I

have on hand. I secured 2,500 pounds
this year.

I went to see my neighbor yesterday,
who has 30 colonies. I askt how big
his crop of honey was. "O, not much;
I have it all in a crock," was his reply.
He said the bees swarmed too much, and
that the bees in this vicinity did not do
much on that account.

M. J. KiSTLER.
Allen Co., Ind., Aug. 7.

Averaged Better Than Ever.

I am taking off honey as fast as my
limited number of escapes will admit. I

am selling honey at present In 12-sec-
tion cases, at 12 cents per pound, but
the bulk of it will have to be sold at 10
cents. All the honey hereabouts is of
the finest quality white clover. My bees
have averaged more per colony than
ever before, and they have done nearly
all their swarming in the afternoon,
from 3 to 4 p.m.

I think we should change the name of
the New Union, as well as some other
things In the Constitution. What's the
matter with the " North Amerlcati Bee-
Keepers' Alliance " for a name ? I hope
the organization will secure money
enough to get down to business right
soon. S. H. Hkrrick.
Winnebago Co., III., Aug. G.

The Season's Keport.

Wo had a cold, wet, backward spring.
.Tune 12 the bees wore at the starvation
point. I think I had 50 colonics that

!PLOW TO THE LINE„
f \Uivt closi! can you jilow to a I.cdrc! (ir It.rlluil

IT
matter a rail fence oi" a barb wirdencef I'idyuu

I I'vcr stop to count up your annual loss froinnot
f bc-inpT able to cultivate that strip of land! You
ijoan I'lowrijThtupto the posts of the Keystone
i Fence. There U no waste land whin it'is u:ed.
i Wi- s«nd infi'iirer^ a fii^e bni.I;nn ("I'licr bui'dinrr.

« KEYSTONE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., •
• Kr,. s Rush St., Peoria. Til. •
••^••••*« •••••••••• ••••••*•*••
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

UNG DISEASES.
.^o years* experience. If your case is

sufficiently serious to require expert medi-
|cal treatment, address

Dr. Peiro. 100 State St., Chicago.

California i^
If you care to know of Its Fruits, Flowers
Climate or Resources, send for a Sample Copy
of California's Favorite Paper—

The Pacific Rural Press
The leading Horticultural and Afrrlcultural
paper of the Pacific Coast. Published weekly,
handsomely illustrated 00 per annum.
Sample Copy Free.

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
320 Market St.. - SAN FRANCISCO. OAL.
Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

Golden Beauties and S-Banded
Or IMPORTED STOCK.

SiIver=Gray Carnlolan,©.
Dntes ed, 50c ; Tested. 75c. Safe arrival

guaranteed. Address,

Judge E. Y. TERBAL & CO.
26Att' Cameron. Te.xas.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

FOR SALE.
1000 pounds of While Clover Cnmb Honey.

Price, 11 ct-s. per pound
600 lbs. White Clover Houey at 7c. per pound.
28A £dw. E. Siuitli, Carpenter, III.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

"
(Jiieens Given Away."

fGray Carniolaiis anil GoMeii Italians,?

We will give a fine Tested Queen {either race)
to all customers ordering t> Untested Queens,
and a line Select Tested Queen to all who or-
der 12 Untested Queens at one time. The
Queens given away will be sent to customers
in August.
Uradc and Prices April July

of Bees and Queens ju^^ se"pT.

Untested Queen $ .75 $ .65
Tested •• 1.50 1.25
Select Tested Queen 2.50 2.25
Best Imported 5.00 4.00
One L Frame Nucleus (no Queen) .75 .50
Two •'

• • 1.60 1.00
Full Colony of Bees

(in new dovetailed hive) 5.00 4.00

Wo stiarniitee our Bees to be free from all

diseases, and to give entire satisfaction.
DeBcripllve Price. I.l»t Free.

F. A. Lockhart & Co.,
"-ake^george.

13Dtf Please mention the liee Journal.

i^ec the premium ull'ers on page 481

!
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did not have 50 pounds all told. June
13 two colonies commenced work in the

sections. It was mostly fair and cold

weather for the time of year until June
25. June 'Mi and July 1 and 2 I took my
sections all off, and extracted 700
pounds of dwarf-maple and dogwood
honey. July 12, at noon, began the
worst rain Vermont has perhaps ever
seen, sweeping away hay and grain,

bridges, houses, barns, mills, and even
some human lives were sacrificed before

the floods would relent. The honey sea-

son was at an end. In ll>a days I

secured 2,500 pounds of as nice honey
as one would care to see. It was mostly
gathered from red raspberry bloom.
There is no basswood bloom here this

year. Bees have not gathered any
honey since the rain. I had 77 colonies,

spring count, and now have 87. Most
of my increase has been made since the
honey season is over. My last natural
swarm issued July 23. M. F. Cram.
Orange Co., Vt., July 31.

Drawing a Crowd to Sell Honey.

In our previous issue I promist to tell

how to draw a crowd around groceries
and other places where honey is sold.

The experiment to which I shall refer

was tried in Detroit. A large tobacco
firm, who were using honey to sweeten
their tobaccos, and who desired to adver-
tise the fact, employed a bee-keeper to

place an observatory hive just inside the
show-window. On top of the hive was
placed a row of nicely filled sections of

honey. Of course, the hive was ar-

ranged so the bees could not fly out, and
every few days the bees were given a
rest, and another set of frames was put
In their place. The experiment was a
success in every way. Great crowds
congregated about the window, and the
tobacco-store was full of men who
wanted to sample the new honey-tobacco.
The crowds became so great that the
police had to request the tobacco firm to

discontinue their novel mode of adver-
tising. They practiced the same method
in another part of the city with the
same success, aijd were, sooner or later,

askt by the police to take the bees out
of the window as It interfered with
traffic.

While Gleanings Is opposed, first, last,

and all the time, to the use of to-

bacco in any form, it recognizes that
here is a legitimate mode of advertising
that may very often be employed profit-

ably by hec-kcepers. Prepare a hive
having one glass side. In the hive is

placed one comb of bees, the bees being
shut off from the rest of the hive by
a tight-fitting division-board. As only
one side of a comb can appear at once,
one comb is sufficient. Over the frame
of bees are placed four nicely filled sec-
tions of honey to which also the bees have
access. The whole is neatly encased in

glass. The hive Is shoved up close to

the show-window, and over it a neat
card :

"These bees belong to John Jones.
His honey is for sale here. Inquire
within."

I said in our last Issue, and elsewhere
In this number, that, in view of the enor-
mous honey crop, bee-keepers should
take every means possible to work up
their home markets. Here is a scheme.
Try it and report.—Gleanings.

Bee-Keeper's Goide—see page 528.

HONEY andBEESWAX

Chicag-o, 111., Ang. 9.—Fancy white t2c.;
No. 1. 10 to lie; uiuey amber, 9c.: No. 1,

7e.; fancy diirk. St.; No 1. 7c. Extracted,
wblte, 5 to fie: amber, 4 to 5c.: dark, :iHc.
Beeswax, '2G to 'JTo.

The o£rtTinj.'s ol comb honey are fully equal
to the liemamJ ihls WfCk. The tr^ide takes
very sparingly ol 1 1 during the fly time. ThTe
continues to be a li^rht call lor e.xlracted,
while lor beeswax a steady demand continues.

Milwaukee, Wis., An^. 14.—Fancy white,
12 to ViQ : No. 1, lu to lie : fancy amber. 8
to 10c : No. 1, 7 to Sc ; fancy dark, 7 to 8c.
Extracted, while. 5 to 6c.; amber. 4 to -IHc.
Beeswax, '2o to 37c.

The remnants of old crop honey rem alningr
are not very larKe. uiid mostly of common and
medium quality, ami such Is very hard to sell
at any price. There has been some new ex-
tracted received, but not of the BEST quality
—think It was extracted too soon, as it Is thin
and watery, and not very salable. The de-
mand Is as good as usual at this season. Think
we are sale in holdiug out encourairement to
shippers that for the new crop of choice qual-
ities of comb and extracted honey this mar-
ket will give them as good results as any
other.

Cincinnati, Ohio, Aug'. 9.—Fancy white.
11 to lac: No. 1. 10 tx) Uc: No. 1 amber. 7
tolOo. Extracted, white. 5 to 6c.: amber. 4
to .oc. : dark, SH to 4c. Beeswax, 20 to 25c.
Demand Is fair so far for best qualities of

comb honey. We have hardly ever yet, at
this time of the year, disposed of as much
honey as we did this season. Arrivals have
been liberal so far.

Alliany. N. Y., July 31.—Fancy white. 1 1@
12c.: fancy amber. 7 (^8c.: fancy dark. 6@8c.;
white, extracted. 5c ; dark. 4c.

But very little Is doing In honey this month.
There is a small stock ot inferior comb honey
on the market, and quite a little extracted.
Bees are said to be doing nicely in this sec-
tion.

Minneapolis, Minn,, Aug. 9. — Fancy
white, 11 to l.ic: No. 1, lu to lie; fancy
amber. 9 to 10c. : No. 1. 8 to 9o ; fancy dark,
8 to 9c.: No. 1 dark. 6 to 7o. Extracted,
white, 5 to 6c. Beeswax, 23 to 25c.
Storks comparatively bare. Fair demand.

Goods here now would meet with good sales.

Detroit, Mirli., Aug. 10—Fancy white, 11
to 12c.; No 1 white, lu-llc. Extracted, white.
5 to 5 He. Beeswax. 25 to 26c.
No dark honey of this year's crop yet offered.

New Tork, N. 7.,AQg. 9.—Fancy white,
12c.: No. 1. lie; fancy amber. 10c. E.x-
tracled, white. 5 to 5>.4c.; amber, 4H to 4J4C.
Beeswax, 26 to 27c.
There is some demand for new crop comb,

and some lots we rfCelved sold at from 10 to
12c. a pound. Prices for new crop are not
settled, as our market actually does not open
up before about Sent. 1. Extracted: Market
quiet and easy, with large supp y from the
South and California. We quote: California
light amber. 4^5 to 45£c.; white. 5 to oi^c.
Southern. 50 to 55c,. a gallon, according to
quality. Beeswax without change.

Kansas City, Mo.. Aug. 10.—Fancy white.
13c.; No. 1. 11 to 12c.; tancy amber. 10 to
lie; No. 1. 9 to 10c : fancy dark, 8 to 9c.:
No. 1,7 to 8c. Extracted, white, 5 to 5!4c.:
amber, 4 to 4 !4c.; dark, 3% to 4c. Beeswax.
25c.
There is very little demand for honey this

hot weather, but will Improve with cooler
weather.

Indianapolis, Ind., Ang, 7.—Fancy white.
10 to 12i4c,: No l.HtolOr. Extracted, white.
5 to 6c.: amber, 4 to 5c. Beeswax. 25 to 27c.

I have received several lots of comb hooey
which was billed to me as "fancy white," but
on opening a case I found that It was fancy
white next to the glass only, the rest being
old soiled sections with crooked combs and
dark honey. 1 don't know that the power of
the press will ever reach this class of pro-
ducers, but such goods have to be recrated
and rewclghed, and are not satisfactory after
all.

Boston, Mass., Aug, 9. — Fancy wblte,
13c.; No. 1. 12c. Extracted, white, 6 to 7c.;

amber. 5 to 6c. Beeswax, 27c.
New comb now arriving In small lots, but

fully equal to tlie demand. Beeswax Is

wanted, and practically none here.

St. IiOuis.Mc, Aug. 9.—Fancy white, 12
to 12i^c : No, 1. 1 1 to 11 '/4c.; fancy amber. 10
lolO^ic; Ni) 1. 9 to 9Hc. fancy dark,8 to
8»4c.; No. 1,5 to 7o. Extracted, white, 5 to
5!4c. : amber, 4 to 4Vic. ; dark. 3^4 to 4c. Bees-
wax. 24 to 24 ^4c.
The weather tfo far this season has been too

warm for the Ireo movement of honey, but
with the present prices on suifar we think
there sliould be a good demand tor extracted
Inmey at the above prices. One car of 24.000
pounds sold since our last quotation on basis
of above prices. Beeswax tlnds ready sale at
24c. lor prime, while choice stock brings a
little more.

San Francisco, Calif., Aug. 4. — White
comb, 1-lbs.. 7 to 9c.: amber comb. 4 to 6c.
Extracted, while, 4V4 10 oc; light amber. 3!4
to4e.; da'k tule, 2%o. Beeswax, fair to
choice. 25-26^.
While the market Is notespeolallyweik.it

is quiet. There is considerably more offering
than can be accommoiiated with custom at
full current figures. Only on local account
are top prices obtainable, and the quantity
required for home use is light. There are no
excessive stojks of beeswax on the market,
and not likely to be the current season.

Cleveland, Ohio, Aug. 10.—Fancy white,
12^ to 13c.: No. 1, 11 to I2c.; fancy amber,
9o. Extracted, white, 6 to 7c.
Very little new honey in the merket. The

demand for new honey the past week was
fairly well thus early in the season. No de-
maud for old honey whatever.

Buffalo, N. Y., Aug 9.—Fancy white, 11 to
12c.: No. 1.9 to 10c. . fancy amber. 7 to 8c.;
No. 1, 6H t'j7c.: fancy dark, 5 to 7c.: No. 1.

5 to 7c. Extracted white, 5 to 6c. : amber, 4

H

to 5c. : dark, 4 to 4^c. Beeswax. 23 to ".^Sc.

Moderate demand for any grade. Better
hold till October, when we can place liberal
quantities.

Philadelphia, Pa., Aug 10.—Fancy white,
12 to 13c : No 1. 11 to L2C.: fancy amber. 10
to lie: No. 1. 9e: fancy dark, 8c.: No. 1, 6
to 7c. Extracted, white. 3 to 6c.; amber, 4 to
oc : dark. 4c. Beeswax, 25c.
Honey arriving freely. But little demand

during this hot weather. California honey
already bearing down the market.

List of Honey and Beeswax Dealers.

Most of whom Quote in this Journal.

Chicago, Ills.

R. A. Burnett & Co.. 163 South Water Street.

New York, N. f[.

HiLDRETH Bros. & Seoklken.
120 & 122 W. Broadway.

Kansas City, inc.

0. C. Clemoms & Co., 423 Walnut 8t.

BafitUo, N. ¥.
Battkrson & Co.. 167 & 169 Scott St.

Hamilton, Ills.

CHA8. Dadant & Son.

Pblladelphta, Pa.

Wm. a. Selber, 10 Vine St.

Cleveland, Obio.
A. B. Williams & Co., 80 & 82 Broadway,

St. Louis, mo.
Westcott Com. Co.. 213 Market St

IviIuneapoUs, minn.
S. H. Hall & Co.

miwankee, ^i'ts.

A. V. Bishop 4 CO.

Boston, ITIass.

Blake. Scott & Lee., 57 Chatham Street.

Detroit, micb.
M. H. HiTNT, Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich,

Indianapolis, Ind.
Walters. Poudeu, 182 Massichusetts Ave

Albany, N. Y.
Chas. MCCULLOCH & Co., 380 Broadway.

Cincinnati, Oblo.
C. F. HiTTH & SON. cor. Freeman & Central Ava.
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i a^ a M -—A Copy of-

LU L L Successful Bee-Keepiiig

rn r by W. Z Hutchinson :

I IIkk and our 1897 Catalog, for 2-

ccnt stamp, or a copy of the
Catalog lor llie Ankins. We make almost
ETeryiliiiiu used l)y Bee-Keepers, and at
LiOiTosl Prices, t>UR

Falcon Polislit Sections
arc warranted

Superior to All Others.
Don't buy cheaply and roughly made Goods.

when you can have ilie best—such as %ve
make.

The American Bee - Keeper
[monthly, now in its 7th year]

36 Pages—50 Cents a Year.
SAMPLE Fkee—Address.

THE W.T. FALCONER MFG. CO.,

JAMESTOWN, N. Y.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Texas Glueens

!

By return mall. Best honey-gatherinB- strain
In Am^rlca. ITntested. T.tc. Select Warran-
ted, $1.00. J. D. Gl VE>S, Lisbon, Tex.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

I ARISE
rpo SAY to the readers
X of the

BEE JOURNAL that

DOOIilTTliE
has concluded to sell

—BKES and QUEENS—
tn tbelr season, during
1897, at thefoIIowlnH
prices :

One Colony of Italians
on 9 Gallup frames, in
liBhtshippinp-boi $6 00
Five Colonies 2500
Ten Colonies 45 00
1 untested queen, l 00
6 " queens 5 50
12 " " 10 00
1 teste'] Queen... 91 50
8 " Queens. 3 so
1 select tested queen 2 uo
3 " »' Queens 4 00

Select tested queen, previous season's rearing. . 4 oo
Bxtra Selected forbreedlnK. the very best.. 5 0o
About a Pound of BBB8 In a Two-frame Nucleus,
with any Queen, $3.00 extra.

i^" circular free, Rlvinp: full particulars rejiard-

Ing the Bees and each class of Queens.
Address

G. M, DOOLITTLE,
llA25t BORODINO. Onon. Co.. N. Y
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.
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PubUsht W'eeltJy at IIS Mlcbi^an Street. St.OO a Year—Sample Copy I'ree,

37th Year. CHICAGO, ILL., AUGUST 26, 1897. No. 34.

Now New Subscribers
4 September—Oct.—Nov.—December 4

4 MONTHS FOR 25 GTS.
1 8 Weeks— IS Copies—of the American Bee Journal for but

25 cents ! Can you afford to miss that ?

The Full Report of the Great Buffalo Convention

will be in the American Bee Journal during these 4 months.
This Report alone will be worth Si.00—but you get all for

just the 25 cents, besides a lot of other excellent apiarian
reading-matter. If not now a subscriber, hadn't you better

send on that 25 cents and enjoy at least a trial trip of the
old American Bee Journal ?

Get Your Bee-Keeping Friends and Neighbors
to Take the Old American Bee Journal.

We would lilte to have each of our present readers send us

two new subscribers for the Bee Journal before October 1,

1897. That surely will not be hard to do, when each will

need to pay only 25 cents for the last -i months of this

year, or only about 6 cents a month for the weekly
American Bee Journal. Any one with only a colony or two
of bees should jump at such an offer as that.

Now, we don't ask you to work for us for nothing, but
will say that for each t'wo new 2.5c. subscribers you send us,

we will mail you your choice of one of the following list

:

Wood Binder for the Bee Journal 20c.
30 copies of leaflet on " Why E;a Honey?" -'Oc.

50 " " on •' How to Keep Honey " 20e.
50 " " on • Alsike Clover" 20c.
loopy each "Preparation of Honey tor the Market "(lOo.)
and UooUttle's " Hive I U"e " i5o i loo.

1 copy e^ieh Dartants' "Handling Bees" (8c.) and " Bee-
Pasturaire a Necessity " (lOc.) 18c.

Dr. Howard's boog on " Fiul Brood." 2oc.
Kohnke's ' Foul Bro d" boon 23c.
Cheshire's " Foul Brood " book dOc.) and Dadants' '• Hand-

ling Bees " [8c ] 1 8c.
Dr. '.•'oote'B Hand-book of Health 25c.
Rural Life Book 25c.
Our Poultry Doctor, by Fanny Felld 25c.
Poultry for Market and Profit, by Fanny Field 25c.
Capons and Caponizing 23c.
Turkeys for Market and Profit 2oc.
Green's Four Books on Fruit-G rowing 2oc.
Ropp Commercial Calculator No. 1 25c.
Silo ana Silage, by Prof. Cook 2oc.
Bienen-Kultur [German] 40c.
Kendal's Horse-Book [English or German] 25c.
1 Pound White Clover Seed 23c.
1 " Sweet " " 25o.
1% • AUike •' " 23c.
Hi • Alfalfa " " 23c.
1V4 " Crimson " " 2oc.
The Horse—How to Break and Handle 20c.

We make the above offers only to those who are now sub-
scribers ; In other words, no one sending in his own 2.5 cents
as a new subscriber can also claim a choice of the above list.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
118 Michigan St., - CHICAGO, ILL.

m
Preparing Honey for Market—Bee- Intelligence

In this locality,

hive by the middle
mence to prepare i

may be ripening an
the hive, the honey
from 850 to 90J, if

honey will be thic

which will give it a

BY 0. M. DOOLITTLE.

the crop of white honey will all be off the
of August, when we are ready to com-

t for market. In order that the honey
d growing better every day after it leaves
room should be kept at a temperature of

possible, for with this temperature the
kening and growing better in the cells,

fine appearance, instead of that watery.

ftp '^fS

O. M. Doolittle.

unattractive look which will soon come to comb honey that is

stored in a cellar, or other damp, cool place.

Some bee-keepers work hard all the season to secure a

crop of honey, then store it In such an unsuitable place that

when it reaches market they do not get nearly so much for

their labor as they would did they spend more thought on

having their product reach the market in attractive shape. If

the proper temperature in the honey-room cannot be kept up
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otherwise, an oil-stove will be found an excellent thing to do
it with, as the flame can be so regulated by a proper manipu-
lation of the wicks, that the desired temperature can be main-
tained at all times.

Many of our Eastern bee-keepers store their honey in an
upper room, or attic to the house ; and where this can be
done without too much lugging and lifting, there is no better
place to store honey. The hot noon-day sun heats this upper
room and thoroughlj' dries every part of it, thus causing the
pile of honey to become very warm before the sun sinks be-
hind the western hills, while the heated pile of honey keeps
the temperature of the room up till well toward morning, thus
keeping au even temperature of a high degree, which will

cause even the honey in the unsealed cells next the sides of
the sections, to become ripened to a degree sufficient to keep
it from running out, which otherwise would be the case. All
know how annoying it is to pick up a section of honey and
have the honey from these few unsealed cells drip about the
floor, and on the hands and clothing, as it always will do if

the section Is left a few days in a damp place.
Having the honey stored in so high a temperature as is

necessary for its thorough ripening, causes the eggs of the
wax-moth to hatch on the combs, should there happen to be
any such eggs on them ; therefore, it is best to look at the
honey often so as to detect these worms as soon as possible
after they hatch from the egg. If little, flour-like lines are
seen on many of the combs, this shows that the larva has
commenced its work, and the honey should be sulphured, as I

directed in a former number of the American Bee Journal.
In two or three weeks' time the honey will be thoroughly

ripened, when we are ready to go about preparing it for mar-
ket. All propolis or bee-glue should be carefully removed
from each section. This is best done with an old table or
other knife which has its blade broken or cut off within one
or two inches of the handle, when by filing or grinding the
portion left, at right angles, we have square corners on all

sides, which seem to be just right far taking off the bee-glue
without cutting into the wood. Have your crate by your side,

and as fast as a section is cleaned, pack it nicely away in the
crate, keeping on till it is full.

In crating honey it is always proper to put the most per-
fect side of the sections out where they will be seen, the same
as in doing up wool, putting fruit on a fruit-stand, etc. I

once knew a man to tie up his wool with the dark or outside
ends out, and he could hardly sell it at any price. Why ?

Not because the wool was not just as good, but because it did
not look as well. Just so with a crate of honey. Market
men, or any customer, want the best side out ; but don't make
the mistake some do, and fill up the center of the crate with
dark or inferior honey.

Grade the honey, making three or more grades of it, and
then put the best side of each grade out, where it will be in

sight. In No. 1, put nothing but strictly white honey, or
what is termed by some, " fancy " honey. In No. 2, put such
white honey as may have combs slightly colored, or those hav-
ing an uneven surface, or a few unsealed cells. In No. 3,
that which is still more inferior. Then have a grade for dark
honey, etc.; but keep an eye out that none of an inferior
grade finds place in any crate bearing a more perfect number.

When the crate is full, if you wish to have it " gilt edged,"
put on the cover with bright, round-headed screws. This
gives the crate a nice appearance, does not tend to break the
honey by driving nails, and the cost is but a trifle more. To
make still more attractive, sandpaper off the sharp corners
and top of the crate, when it is ready to pack nicely away for
shipment, when a sale is made, or to show to purchasers, or
any company who may chance to call in.

Bear in mind, comb honey sells from looks more than any-
thing else, and the nicer the appearance the better price it

will bring.

"INTELLIGENCE IN BEES."

I see on page 419, that Mr. I. W. Beckwith takes excep-
tions to what I wrote In the Progressive Bee-Keeper, regard-
ing the unchangeabless in the nature of bees, and attempts
to prove that I was wrong in saying what I did.

When IJod created the animals of the earth after their
kind, and pronounced them good, I am willing to accept the
statement, and believe that they were tjniid. If the honey-
bee was ijiioil at that time, have we any reasons for believing
that it is any more good now than then ?

Will Mr. Beckwith attempt to prove that, because bees
can find their hive when moved five feet from where it stood
an hour before, in the year 18'.i7, that they could not find
their hive when moved one foot away six thousand years ago?
This he must do if he would attempt to sustain his position.
Or will he say, because, after a few hours of smelling around
his bee-es:ape a bee happened to go in at the end of It, and

afterward remembered where to go in, that no bee in its

primeval state could ever have accomplisht such a feat? This
he must do if he could prove that bees learn to do that which
they formerly could not. Then will he say that any bee from
the same colony, the next season, would find that hole one
whit more readily than did his bee of the year before ? This
must be so if there is permanent evolution and progression.

The burden of proof lies with Mr. Beckwith and his com-
peers. We hope he will give us something tangible. I care
not to attempt to stand in God's "shoes," but am willing that
He should be " AU and in Ally

Onondaga, Co., N. Y., Aug. 3.

%
Some Foul Brood Ouestlous Answered

BT WM. M'EVOY.

The following questions have been forwarded to me for

reply in the American Bee Journal :

Questions.— 1. When a colony is increasing in bees and
gathering honey and storing surplus, do you think they are
diseased enough to injure the surplus honey for food ?

2. (a.) Do you know of any one's health being injured by
eating honey affected by foul brood ? (b.) If so, what would
be the symptoms?

4r. Don't you think that there is much honey sold every
year stored by colonies affected with foul brood, the owners
not aware of it ?

5. What is the best course to pursue when foul brood is

in a locality, and the owners of bees (small bee-keepers) don't
know anything about it, and won't do anything to eradicate it ?

6. Is there any way to tell, by the use of a mag.nifying
glass, when honey contains foul-broodv germs or spores ?

J. H.

Answers.— 1. In a case like that, everything would de-

pend upon the system of management, and whether the bees
moved any of the honey from the brood-chamber (that was
stored in the diseased cells) to the supers above—a thing they
often do. Very many that keep bees don't use any queen-
excluders, and in all such cases the brood in the top stories

soon becomes diseased through the larvaj being fed honey that

has been stored in diseased cells : and when the combs are

/^-^
SB»K

]Vm. McKvoy, Foul Brood Inspector of Ontario, Canada.

being extracted, some of the foul matter will be thrown out in

the honey. Such honey is 7iotfitfor use.

2. (a.) No, I do not; but you and I will draw the line

against such food. {!> ) I don't know. We will leave this

question to the medical men to answer. I have been pretty

badly sickened from the horrid stench of foul-broody, colonies

while examining them.
l. Yes, and I know of some big losses in the Province'of

Ontario, through beekeepers buying and feeding their colo-

nies honey that was extracted from foul-broody colonies.

These parties would not have fed such honey if they had
known it was diseased.
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5. Oet one of N. E. France's Foul Brood Acts past ; and
after that appoint an inspector to examine all apiaries ; in-

struct the people how to cure their colonies ; and, where the
owners or caretakers won't cure, burn every diseased colony
for the public good, as it won't do to let people keep a few dis-

eased colonies that will be no good to them, to ruin large api-

aries for their neighbors that have cost a good deal, and are
worth hundreds of dollars.

The credit of ridding out the disease by wholesale in the
Province of OiUario, should be given to Mr. F. A. Gemmill, of

Stratford. Hefore 1890 foul brood was spreading throuuh
our country at an alarming rate. Some men were keeping
diseased colonies near fine apiaries, and others were selling

their foul-broody colonies to be shipt into localities where the

disease had never been. Mr. Gemmill (who is one of Canada's
best bee-keepers) wrote to me at that time, saying that it

would only be a question of lime until all the apiaries of Onta-
rio would be destroyed by foul brood if we did not get an Act
past to stamp out thedisease. Mr. Gemmill brought this mat-
ter before the Ontario Bee-Keepers' Association, and pusht it

until he got the Act past for the good of his country.

6. Yes, by examining the honey stored in the cells where
foul-brood matter had dried down. Hunting for foul brood
germs in a quantity of honey that had been extracted from
colonies not much affected with foul brood would be some-
thing like looking for a needle in a hay-stack.

It is certainly a real business bee-keeper that sent in the
foregoing questions for answers. They are the most impor-
tant ones for the bee-keepers' interests that I ever read.

Ontario, Canada, Aug. 13.

Overstocking a Locality with Bees.

BV PROF. A. .1. COOK.

This is a subject that has been much discust among the
bee-keepers of the East. Dr. Miller for years argued persis-

tantly and forcibly for such measures, legal or moral, that
would give each bee-keeper the exclusive control of his terri-

tory, and free him from the danger of others coming to tres-

pass—if we may use so harsh a term—upon his domain and
rights.

Mr. James Heddon urged exclusive possession, on two
grounds: The new comer had no right, under the Golden
Rule, to inflict his presence upon the one already establish!.

ProJ. A. J. Cook.

and, besides this, it was supreme folly to do this—the re-

sources would not give thrift to two parties in close proximity,
and it stood to reason that the one in the field would have the
vantage ground over the new comer, and while he would lose
by the intrusion, the other would surely go to the wall.

In the East, no one denies the proposition that a region

may be overstockt, without it be one of the fortunate ones in

the vast basswood forests of Wisconsin, and no good bee-
keeper would think to locate In the Immediate vicinity of a
large apiary. It has been generally held that 100 colonies of
bees—about the number that one person can care for well

—

were the maximum quantity for the average locality. This
proposition seems to rest firmly on experience and reason
alike. There are only so many flowers, and each flower con-
tains only so much honey. It stands to reason, then, that an
excessive number of bees would, per force, receive but a scant
harvest.

In California, the proposition does not find such ready
acceptance. I suppose everybody accedes to the logic just
offered, and believes any region could be overstockt, as a
sound mathematical conclusion. But when hundreds of colo-
nies of bees are masht in a single apiary, and a hundred or
more pounds of honey secured from each colony, as is the
common experience in this favored clime in all good seasons,
then many of cur best apiarists shake their heads whenever
we speak of overstocking in southern California.

One of our largest, most intelligent, and most successful
southern California bee-keepers, who has 900 colonies of bees,
and has harvested over 53 tons of honey the present season,
expresses some scepticism as to overstocking in this region,
and surely he would seem to have some ground for his doubts.
Others have spoken to me in like mood.

Another very prominent bee-keeper, who two years ago
with less than 600 colonies— I think about 500—to com-
mence the season, which were increast to 600, took over ;iO
tons of extracted honey. This year, with the same number,
he secured only 16 tons—explains his lessened crop on the
very ground of overcrowding. Two years ago his occupancy
was exclusive; this year another bee-keeper came to share the
fruits.

Why is it thus ? It seems to me that there are two rea-
sons for this peculiarity in southern California. First, there
is a very long season of flowers and nectar-secretion. The
early bloom—eucalyptus and citrus—while it does not crowd
the combs with hooey, does give enough to stimulate breeding
and secure splendid colonies by the time the later more pro-
lific bloom carpets the plains and hillsides.

Again, the sages—the great source of the magnificent
honey of southern California, better than which none is pro-
duced in any land or region— are not only very bountiful in

their secretion of nectar, but are also very long in bloom, as
are nearly all the plants of California. Thus, they are like

the basswoods in producing immense quantities of the best
honey, and greatly superior to the basswood in nearly or quite
tripling the length of bloom of the linden.

I have heard some of the old bee-keepers of the linden re-

gions of Wisconsin question the possibility of overstocking.
This came from their own experience. The innumerable blos-

soms, and the generous nectar-drop in each bloom resulted in

a tremendous harvest. The Californian, who is so fortunate
as to be encircled with rich fields of sage and wild buckwheat,
has even more to give assurance in the phenomenally long
season of bloom. Los Angeles Co., Calif.

Reminiscent—Honey-Sources—Marketing,.

BY MRS. L. JIARKISON.

I began the study of bee-culture in 1862, and sought fn--

formation in every possible way— by books, periodicals, and
from those engaged in its pursuit. As I call to mind these
veterans, who left their own apiaries during busy times, and
came a long distance to teach me how to introduce queens,
divide colonies, etc., I can but admire their generosity and
self-denial. They knew that if I reacht the goal my honey
would come in competition with their own product. In my
acquaintance during all these years I've found but one
student in bee-culture who refused to impart all the informa-
tion he possest, without money and without price. Is this

generosity on the part of apiarists anything to do with the
low price of honey? The first I produced brought 30 cents
per pound, and was not offered for sale, but buyers sought
for it.

SOURCES OF HONEY CUT OFF.

The State of Illinois has not as good bee-pasture as it had
35 years ago, with very few exceptions. Then wild flowers
bloomed in wet places on farms, but now they are tilled, and
the plow and mower cut off this supply. The old rail-fences-

have disappeared, and now but seldom a clump of golden-rod
can be seen, seeking the protection of barbed-wire fencing.
Along our water-ways the rich bottomlands, subject to over-
flow, are being levied and drained, thus depriving apiaries
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located near of their greatest source of honey. Shall we, like

the Indian, be compelled to pitch our tents elsewhere?
This goodly land is for the white man and the honey-bee,

and they will remain cultivating the soil and fertilizing the
bloom. The time may come when the l<eeping of many colo-

nies together will cease to be profitable ; then farmers, gar-
deners and fruit-raisers will see the necessity of their keeping
a few colonies of bees to fertilize their crops and provide their

families with the purest sweet known. It may be better for

Mrs. X. Harrison. '

the'country to have bees equally disseminated than kept to-

gether in large numbers.

'selling honey to the best advantage.

As the sources for honey are yearly growing less, we
should watch every chance for making the most of what we
have. Not a pound of honey or wax should be shipt to a dis-

tant market until the locality where it has been produced has
a full supply. If the producer has not time to do this work,
there are few places where there is not an enterprising boy or

girl anxious to make money. Last fall and winter a young
man canvast this city and adjacent towns carrying a large tin

pail containing syrup with comb honey raasht up fine in it,

which he dipt out with a dipper ; he never called at a house
but once. If it had been pure honey, he would have been
welcomed the second time.

A good way to dispose of honey is to engage to supply
grocerymen with all they can dispose of, calling regularly. If

a box of comb honey gets in a dilapidated condition, replace it

with a fresh one. Peoria Co., III.

Spreading Brood and Making New Colonies.

BY DK. E. GALLOP.

Mr. S. A. Deacon, on page 469, asks about spreading
brood in California. I am rearing bees, and have workt but

very few colonies for surplus honey. You must understand
that I will endeavor to give facts. I endeavor to save all the
natural queens I can, therefore start many colonies of just

one comb of hatching brood, and the bees are confined to that
one comb by a division-board. A frame of hatching brood, a
pint of bees, and a good, young, prolific queen as a starter is

sufficient at any time from March 20 up to Aug. 1, In this

locality. This frame of hatching brood gives the young queen
a chance to deposit eggs, and as soon, or a little before, she
wants more room, I insert another frame, either containing
foundation or a starter. Now, a good queen will deposit an
egg in every cell as fast as they are ready for her.

The next move is to spread those two combs, and insert

another between, and the next move I spread the combs and
insert two. Next I take out the division-board and insert

three. This completes a colony of 8 frames. If an old col-

ony swarms out until their numbers are reduced, I take out
all the combs except just the number the bees can occupy, and

confine them to that space by a division-board. I then take
those surplus combs and give one each to my small colonies,

instead of having them build combs. The old colony is treated
on the same plan as the other small colonies.

I hived one small third swarm on two empty frames with
starters, and now (Aug. 2) they have filled their 8-frame hive
and a super, and the super is filled completely with sealed
honey. There is this advantage in building up in this man-
ner, we get all-worker combs wiih scarcely any. exceptions.

If from any cause I have a colony reduced in numbers,
either in spring or from losing its queen, or from a laying
worker, I confine them to the number of combs they can fully

occupy, even if it should be only one comb, and build them up
in the above manner; or, if I want to hurry them along, I go
to any populous colony and get a frame or two of hatching
brood and give them a lift, as the case requires. If I take
this brood from an old queen I replace with foundation, or the
bees will build drone-comb.

I had rather a small second swarm, and when I hived
them I confined them to thiee frames by spreading on the
above plan ; they have filled their hive, built all their own
comb, and I have extracted 60 pounds of honey, and they
have another super ready to extract. Now we will suppose I

had hived them as many do, in a hive without using a division-

board. They would probably have built three or four combs
that the queen would partially occupy—if they built more it

would be outside of the cluster, where the warmth would not
be sufficient for the queen to deposit eggs, and the comb would
be bulged on the outside, and in all probability have drone-
comb, and in the fall I should have had a small, worthless
colony to double up.

Right here I wish to say that there is no earthly use in

having colonies to double up in the fall, if rightly managed (I

will except queen-breeders). A small colony that fully occu-
pies three combs, if confined to that space, will work with as

much vim as the strongest colony in the apiary. But if we
give them the whole hive, they all have to stay at home and
do nothing, and perhaps starve. Allow a bee-space under the
division-board the whole length, then have the entrance into

the vacant space instead of in where the bees are, and they
will not be troubled with robbers. Ever since I used the

movable frames I have never had any doubling up. If I make
late increase it is very simple to make a full colony at once,

by taking a single comb of sealed brood from one strong
colony, and one from another, and build them right up at

once, if necessary ; and many times the colony that we take

the frame from is benefited, especially where they are honey-
bound, as some of my colonies were last fall. You can readily

see that if a colony is too full of honey in the fall, it is bene-

l)r. K. Oalhip.

ficlal to take out a frame or two of brood, and insert founda-
tion. This gives the queen room to lay fresh eggs, and the

bees use up some of their surplus honoy in drawing out the

foundation, and they are in decidedly better condition for win-

ter than they would be if let alone. Understand, I am now
writing from a CaUfornia standpoint, and for my locality.

The third week In .Tune I had six starved-out black colo-

nies come to me; three undertook to go in with my Italians,

and were slaughtered, and throe came and clustered right

over my head, as much as to say, "(iallup, give us something
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to eat." I hived them ou a frame of hatchins: bees. The nest

day I killed their queen and gave them an Italian, and to-day

(Aug. 2) they are strong, full colonies. But I fed them for a

few days until the Italians were old enough to gather stores.

One of them was so nearly starved that when I shook thcni

oS the tree they could not fly. Orange Co., Calif.

Prevention of Swarming—Some Hard Facts.

BY C. V. DADANT.

"Is It true that the Dadauts have less than 5 per cent, of

swarms, or are they just ' bragging?'—A Readrk."

Mr. Editor, they say that " a man convinced against his

will, is of the same opinion still," but I do not believe it. I

think it takes more evidence to convince some people than
some others, but I believe that no one can help his or her

belief, and when enough evidence is brought to bear, the most
incredulous Thomas will " give in," mentally at least, tho he
may not like to acknowledge It in public.

Since arguments do not seem to have convinced everybody
who has read our articles, of the possibility of the prevention

C. F. Dadant.

of swarming, allow me to bring forward the followiog facts,

copied from our reports for 1897 :

Hamilton, III., July 21, 1897.
Account of the Dadant apiary on the Egan farm for the

spring of 1897 : Colonies of bees in spring, 50 ; number of

swarms caught, 2 ; amount of honey to date, 2.500 pounds.
J. F. SCANNELL, Tenant.

Warsaw, III., July 23, 1897.
Account. of the Dadant apiary on my farm for the spring

of 1897: Number of colonies in spring, 69, ten of these

being queenless ; number of swarms caught, 2; amount of

honey harvested to date, 2,100 pounds. L. Sack.

This farm is on the edge of the Mississippi bottoms, and
its'main crop Is In August.

Hamilton, 111., July 29, 1897.
I take care of Mr. Dadant's bees at their home apiary

and at the out-apiarles, and I know the attacht statements
from the different farms to be correct. Their home apiary

consisted in the spring of 80 colonies, and has not cast a sin-

gle swarm that we know of, tho I believe one or two, or per-

haps three, swarms may have escaped. The crop of honey of

the home apiary to date Is over 5,000 pounds, I made Ki
artificial swarms at the home place, and 1 7 in the out-api-

aries. F. M. LEFLf:R, ApUirixt.

Hamilton, 111., July 29, 1897.
Statement of the Dadant apiary on the Hay farm for the

spring of 1897 : Number of colonies in spring, 79 ; number
of swarms caught, none; amount of honey harvested, 3,000
pounds. There is about 1,000 pounds more honey on the

hives now. Jos. Villemain, Tenant.

Hamilton, 111., July 20, 1897.
Statement of the Dadant apiary on my farm for the

spring of 1897 : Number of colonies In spring, 44: ; number
of swarms caught, 1 ; amount of honey harvested, 2,600
pounds to date. A few swarms may have escaped unseen.

A. J. Byebs.

Hamilton, July 29, 1897.
I live within a stone's throw of the Dadant home farm. I

have an apiary mainly in small hives, which numbered in the

spring 4 colonies. I have had 9 swarms and not a single

pound of surplus honey to date. I now have 10 colonies, all

told. The large hives gave the largest swarms, but the small

hives gave the largest number of swarms. I intend to run my
bees by the Dadant methods next year, for I want less bees

and more honey. John Hammon.

It is not necessary to give further arguments. Neither is

there any secret about this success. Plenty of breeding-room

at the opening of the crop, plenty of empty comb for the first

rush of honey, plenty of ventilation, and as few drones as

possible—those are the main requisites.

As a matter of course, those who run exclusively for comb
honey will find more difficulty in keeping down the swarming,

but if they have empty combs in sections from the previous

year, to induce the bees to occupy the supers ; if they use

capacious supers and capacious brood-chambers ; if they put

the supers on before the opening of the crop; if they avoid

the breeding of drones ; and, above all, if they keep their bees

comfortable by seeing that they are never suffering from the

heat or from overcrowding, or from any difficulty in ventilat-

ing every part of their dwelling, they can to a great extent

decrease swarming.

There is, in our opinion, but one incurable cause of

swarming, that is, if the bees have a queen which for some
reason they wish to supersede either from her decrease in fer-

tility or from some defect. They then rear a number of

queen-cells, and in a good season the queen goes forth with a

swarm. But with young queens, in the circumstances above

enumerated, but few swarms will come forth. At least, that

is our experience, based upon a practice of nearly 40 years.

Hancock Co., III.

Removing Comb Honey from the Hive.

BY A. B. MELLEN.

After the bees have made a really fine article of comb
honey, it is often materially injured by the inexperienced bee-

keeper in removing it from the hive and packing it in the

shipping-cases. The first move in taking off honey is generally

to smoke the bees. Smoke is all right, but please bear in

mind that a little smoke will drive the bees, while too much
only confuses them. I generally blow a little smoke on the

alighting-board—just enough to divert the guards at the en-

trance of the hive—then remove the cover, and as I raise the

painted cloth which covers the sections I blow smoke across

the top of the sections (against the wind If there is any). This

allows just enough cold smoke to drift into the sections to

send the bees scampering below. Now, turn the super quickly

on its edge, so that the wind will blow through the super from

the top, as it is set on the hive, and, with a Coggshall's bee-

brush, quickly brush the bees from the bottom of the super

into the next one below, or into the hive. In this way nearly

all of the bees will be gotten out of the super at the start.

Now, pile the supers up six or eight high (if you have that

many to take off at one time), and place a double-cone bee-

escape on top of the pile ; then just watch those six or eight

different families of bees hustle each other out of those sec-

lions and make a bee-line for their own hive.

While the Porter bee-escape works very well on the hive,

I prefer the above plan, as it saves one handling of the supers

full of honey. Then, again, the honey Is all piled in good

shape to run Into the honey-house at sundown. The cone es-

capes never get clogged with dead bees or propolis.

I have sometimes noticed a bee-keeper taking off comb
honey—and be was old enough to know better—approach the

hive and give the bees a drastic smoking at the entrance,

thereby driving a large portion of the bees into the top super.

Then he would yank off the hive-cover with a snap—a cloth
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on top of the sections was only a nuisance to hira : then in

went another deluge of smoke, among ihe white capping of

the section honey. Next, off came the super of honey. Just
boiling full of bees. He then tried the " shake-out " process,
f?enerally accompanied with a sort of war-dance, with excla-
mations that sounded like " bad lujin '' talk. The super would
then be set up edgewise on the ground, while the nozzle of the
smoker was applied to the openings on one side, while the bee-
brush got in its work on the other side, and the apiarist (?)

pumpt smoke through the nice, white honey, until it lookt,
tasted and smelt as if it had been the very last thing rescued
from a burning barn.

Late in the season the bees are loth to leave the sections,
even after they have been piled up in the bee-yard for several
hours; but if the supers can be left out over night the bees
will either get out early in the morning or cluster in a few
sections, when they can be lifted out and shaken on the
ground, after which they will soon find their way home. All
leaking or uncapt sections can be returned to the hive for
the bees to finish during the working season, or packt as sec-

ond class. If not filled well enough to sell they can be ex-
tracted, and used for "baits" next season. In fact, I try to

have the bees draw foundation as late in the season as possi-
ble, in order to have a lot of drawn combs to start the next
season with.

PACKING AND MARKETING HONEY.

While on this subject, under the good of the order, I

might be permitted to say a few words about packing and
marketing the honey. Since the advent of the deep-cell foun-
dation, the cheerful idiot is again cavorting on his hobby of

bogus comb honey, filled with glucose, sugar, syrup, etc.,

(id nauscum. Life is too short to make a personal matter of it

with those chattering Jack-er-daws, and some of the honey is

packt in such a slovenly manner as to justify the bees in dis-

owning it. Therefore, to my mind, the best thing for a self-

respecting comb-honey producer to do is to see that his honey
is put up in proper shape, and then label each section, stating
thereon that it contains " Pure Honey," and adding his name
and address as a guarantee that it is the unmixt product of
the bees. Section labels, printed in four colors, cost only 75
cents a thousand, and can be had for less in larger lots. This
is only 7J^ cents for labels enough to label 100 pounds of
honey. To put them on rapidly, just brush the paste on the
sections after they are all packt, then lay the labels on and
smooth with a clean, dry cloth.

The middle-man generally does not like to see the sections
labeled with the producer's name, but, under the existing cir-

cumstances, it seems necessary, and will not interfere with his

calling in the least, for as long as we allow a few private indi-

viduals and corporations to own and control our money, we
will be confronted with a restricted market and falling prices,
which makes the middleman a necessity. And when we mount
on that " wave of prosperity " (let her wave) we will need him
Just the same, for then the producer cannot afford to take the
time to hunt the purchaser for his products.—Pacific Bee
JourDal.

The Horse- Ho^v to Break and Handle.—
This is a pamphlet of 32 pages, giving complete instructions
for breaking and educating colts, teaching horses to drive,

and for use under the saddle, together with many instructions
which have never before been publisht, and which are the re-

sult of the author's experience covering a period of 20 years.
By Prof. Wm. Mullen, with whom the editor of the Bee Jour-
nal is personally acquainted. Price, postpaid, 20 cents ; or
given as a premium for sending us one new subscriber to the
Bee .Journal for the rest of the year at 50 cents.

A New Binder for holding a year's numbers of the
American Bee Journal, we propose to mail, postpaid, to every
subscriber who sends us 20 cents. It Is called " The Wood
Binder," is patented, and Is an entirely new and very simple
arrangement. Full printed directions accompany each Binder.
Every reader should got it, and preserve the copies of the Bee
Journal as fast as they are received. They are invaluable for
reference, and at the low price of the Binder you can afford to

get It yearly.
*-^-»-

The IHcEvoy Foul Brood Xrcatnient Is

given In Dr. Howard's pamphlet on " Foul Brood ; Its Natural
History and Rational Treatment." It Is the latest publication
on the subject, and should be in the hands of every bee-keeper.
Price, 25 cents ; or clubbed with the Boo Journal for one year
—both for $1.10.

OONDUOTBD BY

DR. O. O. JUILLBR, MARENGO, ILL,

[Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direot.l

Selling Sugar Syrup Tor Honey.

Some people that I know, are feeding their bees sugar
syrup and selling it for comb honey. Is there any way to

stop it ? If so, how ? There is more of this kind of fraud
than I imagined, till I tried to sell some of my white clover
honey put up in one-pound boxes in white cases. Some would
say it is too nice ; that they had bought some just like it that
wasn't honey, and askt me if I fed my bees sugar to make it.

W. D. C.

Answer.—This is a matter for the United States Bee-
Keepers' Union. Join that body if you have not already done
so, and help it to put down all sorts of fraud against bee-

keepers. But the suspicions of your customers are hardly
positive proof that any one is getting combs of honey filled

with sugar syrup.

Colony Tearing Foundation Oul of llie Seelions.

I had a strong colony on which I placed a super of sec-

tions filled with full sheets of foundation, about July 15. The
bees immediately tore out all the foundation, and even pasted

a good deal of it all over the sections. There wasn't a bit left

hanging.
1. Why did they do that ?

2. What could I have done to prevent such tantalizing

actions on the part of the bees ? Algonquin.

Answers.— 1. I don't know. Possibly there was some-
thing wrong with the foundation. Indeed, that's about the

only guess I can make, providing there was a good flow of

honey when the foundation was given them. I have known
bees to gnaw out very thin foundatian if they were allowed to

have it at a time when no honey was coming in.

2. If the trouble was with the foundation, of course the

only remedy would be to give foundation to which the bees

could make no objection.

^ —^
Clipping Queens- -Dronc-Conib Foundation

—

Taking Oft' Honey.

1. I notice in Frank Benton's book, as publisht by the

Government, that he advised clipping one wing of the queen
one season, and the other the next season. Is this your prac-

tice?
2. I have had splendid success this year with my bees. I

will average 100 pounds to the colony, spring count, but as I

practice clipping my queens, and hiving on the old stand, I

secure my largest crop from the current year's swarms, by
hiving on starters. But I find that this practice gives me
more drone-comb than I want. I have thought that this

might be prevented if we had extra-thin foundation on the
drone-cell order, and I use full sheets of this- drone-comb
foundation in the section-boxes, and inch starters of worker-
foundation in the body. My question is this: Do you think
this would be any advantage in lessening the amount of drone-
comb built in the brood-nest ? I believe that it would be best

to use extra-thin drone-comb in the sections, as it would be

less wax, and also a saving of time for the bees.

3. Is there any drone-comb foundation, extra-thin, made?
If so, where ?

4. You say you do not use bee-escapes. How do you get
the bees out of the supers ? Arkansas.

Answkhs.— 1. No, my queens are generally all dipt alike,

the two wings on the left side being taken off. For those who
keep no record of their queens, there would be an advantage
in clipping differently in alternating years. To make the ad-

vantage very great, however, It would bo necessary to replace
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all queens before they are three years old, if not before they
are two. For you would clip a queen this year in June, just

the same as you cl.pt one 2'J or 2-i months older. Father
Langstroth, I think it was, who suggested the plan of clipping

one of the large wings of a queen upon first commenciiiR to

lay, a year later clipping another wing, and the following

year a third, and perhaps a fourth a year later.

There is no necessity for my clipping differently in differ-

ent years, for my record book, which always goes with me to

the apiary, shows at a glance the age of every queen. If I

depended only upon the looks of the wings, I would have to

find the queen herself to know her age, instead of merely
glancing at the book. I clip the left wings simply because it

is more convenient.
2. I doubt whether drone-foundation in the supers would

prevent the building of drone-comb in the brood-nest. At the
time of the honey harvest there are two things that will

secure worker-comb in the brood-nest, the first being very
weak colonies, and the second full frames of worker founda-
tion. As we don't want the first, we are practically shut up
to the last. Supposing that we had drone-foundation in the

supers and worker-comb in the brood-nest, there will come a

demand for drone-brood, and no drone-comb being in the
brood-nest, the queen will go up and lay in the supers. She
may be prevented from this by a queen-excluder, but in that
case the workers will hold some drone-cells vacant in the sec-

tions, waiting for the queen to lay in them. I very much
doubt whether you will like drone-combs in supers, and advise
you to try it on a very small scale.

3. I don't know whether drone-foundation is now made,
altho formerly I think it was. At any rate I had foundation
from A. I. Root that was a compromise between drone and
worker, but it was not found desirable, and probably is not
now made.

i. Altho I do not depend upon bee-escapes to clear the
supers of bees, I do to some extent call on them for aid. When
a super is to be taken off, I generally want it to be taken into

the house the same day, and sometimes it must be taken from
the apiary within an hour, so there is no time to wait for the
sole operation of a bee-escape. The cover is taken off, and a
flood of smoke administered for a few seconds, and as soon as

a large part of the bees have gone out of the super it is taken
off and put in a pile with others till the pile contains 10 or 12
supers. At the bottom of the pile is a reversible bottom-board
with a Lareese escape on it, thus allowing any bees that so

desire to get out at the bottom, and at the top is an escape
that has not yet been christened, being a sort of cone escape
attached to a robber-cloth. A robber-cloth is simply a cloth

large enough to more than cover the super, having lath fast-

ened at two opposite sides, so you readily take hold of one
of the lath and with one hand throw the robber-cloth over the
super. The cone is a three-sided affair, made of common
wire-cloth, each side being an equilateral triangle with sides

8 or 10 inches long, and being placed centrally over the rob-
ber-cloth is sewed there, and the robber-cloth of course cut
open so the bees can get up through. With a chance for exit

at both bottom and top, the supers will be well emptied in the
course of a few hours, but sometimes at an out-apiary it may
happen that a super just taken off is to be taken home right
away, so it is taken from the hive set on end, and the bees all

driven out with smoke. When the flow of honey is heavy,
sometimes It is safe to let the supers stand on the hives, that is,

on the hive-covers after the hives are covered, till the bees
have all come out of their own accord ; but a sharp eye must
be out for robbers.

Hiring Swarms—Robber Bees.

1. In hiving a swarm of bees that has settled say ?4 of a
mile from the original hive, and then moving the hive some
distance from the settling place, what becomes of the bees
that are left around the place where they settled ?

2. What will keep robber-bees away, and what can be
done with them ? K. T. B.

Answers.— 1. Very likely they would return to their old

home, unless the removal was made some days after the
swarming, in which case a cluster might remain at the place
of settling until Ihey dwindled away.

2. You can't keep robbers from coming around your
hives, but you can do something toward preventing their en-
trance. Contract the entrance, but not so much as to smother
the colony in a hot day. A robber likes to have a clear
course, so if you do anything to make a crooked passage into

a hive, it will be a help against robbers. One way is to have
the entrance of the hive closed entirely except a place at one

end large enough for one or two bees at a time, having a
frame or two left out of that side of the hive, and a division-

board or dummy closing up the frames. The robbers don't
like to run the gauntlet through this vacant space and under
the division-board. But the be.'^t protection against robbers Is

a good, strong colony, so manage not to have any weak or

queenless colonies. Sometimes giving a queen to a colony
will give it heart to protect itself. If robbers have got a fair

start they may sometimes be stopt by piling hay or straw
loosely as high as the hive all around it, then keeping it well

wet with water. The bees of the colony will crawl through
the wet mass, but the robbers don't like to take the risk.

A QiieslioM on Queen-Rearing.

In a text-book on bees that I have, it says that a queen
reared in a hive after the old queen and field-bees have been
taken away, is not reared under favorable conditions, and
should be killed. Why is she not as good as one reared in

some other way ? The reason I ask i^, that I have a queen
reared in that way, and as far as I can see she is all right, for

she keeps the brood-combs full of eggs and brood all the time.

W. W. L.

Answer.— I don't know that I can tell all about the why,
but it is well known that a queen reared in a weak nucleus at

a time when forage is scarce is not as good as a queen reared
in a strong colony during the honey harvest. If the field-bees

are all taken away, no honey is coming in, and the young
queen-larva may not be so bountifully fed. Still, if every-

thing else is favorable, a good queen may be reared after the

removal of the field-bees. For example, take from a strong

colony its queen and remove the colony to a new stand, set-

ting colony number two in its place, and all the field-bees will

go to number two, leaving number one queenless and without
field-bees. Colony number one will rear good queens, but I

think they might be a little better if the removal had not been
made till after the queen-cells were sealed.

Winterius—Yellow Bees—Carnlolans.

1. I would like to have you tell why my bees died, and
left plenty of stores. I think it was ventilation. I lost 8 col-

onies in wintering, and only one survived the cold, late spring.

I lost 10 in all. I have a building 20x10 feet, shut up dark,

and with shutters in front. Would it be better to let them
have an entrance on the south side all winter, as the sun
shines warm on the front of the hives. Will they come out

and get chilled ?

2. Are the yellow bees as hardy as the 3-banded? Which
strain do you think is best for our northern States ?

3. Are the Carniolan bees grav or yellow, or both ?

H. N. L.

Answers.— 1. It isn't easy to say just what was the

trouble. Ventilation may and may not have been all right.

But as a rule bees do not winter well in buildings above
ground, altho some winter well in house-apiaries specially con-

structed. With a south entrance they might do better, but

there might be times with a dazzling snow when they would
be better not to be out. Perhaps wintering in the cellar is the

right plan for you. At any rate you might try part of your

bees that way.
2. Bees with more than three yellow bands are not re-

ported as differing generally from others in hardiness, altho I

believe some say they have proved less hardy.

o. Carniolan bees are gray. There are bees that are

called yellow Carniolans, said to be developt in this country

from gray Carniolans, but some say they have an admixture
of other blood.

Encyclopedia for Bees'wax.—Some time ago we
offered a splendid work of eight large volumes, called "The
New Standard American Encyclopedia," having nearly 4,000
pages, and over 300 colored maps, charts, and diagrams.

Size of volume, 2 inches thick, S'o wide, and IIM long. As
per that offer, last publisht on page 186, the eight volumes
were offered by freight for only .SL'J cash. We can furnish

a set or two at that price, bound in half morroco ; or will ex-

change a set for 75 pounds of yellow beeswax, delivered at

our office. You would be more than satisfied with the En-
cyclopedia, and a set of such books ought to be in every

I family for reference.
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Editorial Q>on)n)^r)i^^

About I4,000 C'opies of this number of the Bee Journal
were printed—many of them to be used as sample copies. We
trust that each one who receives a copy will be glad to send the 85
cents for the last four months of this year, if not already a regular
subscriber. And should any one receive two copies, we will con-
sider it a favor if the extra one is handed to some bee-keeping
friend who perhaps might be glad to read it and also subscribe.

Xlie Unllalo Convention will be nearly over while our
thousands of readers are perusing this number of the Bee Journal.
The long-lookt-for and much-talkt-of annual national meeting of
bee-keepers in Buffalo will soon be -a matter of history. Let us
hope that it may be but the beginning of better things for bee-
keepers—the beginning of the end of honey-adulteration, dishon-
est, defrauding commission-men, and all that prey upon the
deserving producers of the genuine article of honey.

We expect within a week or two, to begin the publication of
the full report of the proceedings of the Buffalo convention in

these columns. Look out for something good.

''!«; market for Honey.—On this very important sub-

ject. Gleanings for Aug. 15 gives the following paragraphs;

Altho still early for selling honey, there is a fair demand, and
prices seem to be pretty well maintained, and choice honey is
already finding rea iy sale. Later reports show that, in many
sections, the crop will be much less than at first anticipated. In
the northern New lOngland States there seems to have been very
little honey gathered; likewise in Minnesota, owing to cool
weather and rains, very little honey has been gathered from the
white clover bloom, which was very abundant. In Michigan the
yield from willow herb seems to be cut short. With nbundnnt
farm crops and fairly good prices; with the starting up of so mauy
industries that have been dormant or working on short time dur-
ing the past three or four years, the demand for honey should be

so improved that as good or even better prices should be realized
than last year. If beekeepers who have plenty of honey will not
make the mistake of rushing it off to the large cities into the hands
of irresponsible commission houses, but will, instead, develop their
home market to the fullest extent, there will be hope for improved
prices for honey instead of lower. It Americans generally con-
sumed as much honey as they do in Europe, there would be demand
enough for a full crop of honey.

Make sure that the consumer gets pure honey; and to help
toward that end. join the United States Bee-Keepers' Union, pay-
ing your fee of SI 00, and thus furnish the sinews of war for th*
prosecution of those unscrupulous firms and individuals who palm
off upon the unsuspecting public a mixture consisting rhiefly of
gluco.'-e. but under the name of pure honey. Such stuff does a
great deal more harm to the honey-bu^iness. by blunting and de-
stroying the taste tor honey, than in any other way. If people
can get pure honey they will continue to eat it, while they will not
continue so readily to eat the mixt stuff.

Send your membership fee to Dr. A. B. Mason, Sta. B. Toledo,
Ohio Let the list of members roll up to large proportions, so
that the officers may soon have a fund with which to begin aggres-
sive work.

Just two things we wish to emphasize in the foregoing, viz.

;

Develop your home honey market thoroughly, and also become a

member of the United States Bee-Keepers' Union. It will pay to

follow these two suggestions. If more convenient, as we have so

often said before, send your membership fee to the Bee Journal

office, and we will forward it to the proper place, when a receipt

will be mailed you.

<'Iil>I>iUj£ tlie f^ueen's Wings.—Mr. U. M. Doolittle. in

an article on " Clipt Queensand Swarming," in the American Bee-

Keeper, says; "I consider the clipping of the queen's wings one of

the improvements of the age, scarcely second to any of the many
others made within the past half a century."

Place to Keep Comb Honey.—Editor Abbott, of the

Busy Bee, gives the following good advice as to keeping comb
honey: "Keep your comb honey in a dry, warm place. Do not

put it in the ice chest, nor in the cellar. There is not a cellar in

the United States that is so dry that it will not injure the flavor of

comb honey if kept in it. Better by far put it in the garret, as it

is sure to be dry and warm there for some time."

Importance ot Shading- Hives.-Mr. Chas. H. Tbies,

in the August American Bee-Keeper, writes thus on shading hives;

" All my hives that are exposed to the rays of the sun any portion

of the day are covered with shading-boards, which are raised an

inch or two from the top ot the hive-cover. This is not only of

benefit to the bees, but to the bee-keeper us well, as I find when

thus protected they do not cluster on the outside of the hive to

such an extent, but remain out in the field at work."

Honey-Salve is recommended by Dr. Kneipp as an excel-

lent dressing for sores and boils, says a "straw "in Gleanings.

Take equal parts honey and flour, add a little water, and stir

thoroughly together. Don't make too thin.

I'yprisinM, Syrians, and Holylantl!;..-A writer in

the Southland Queen gives the following description ot these races

of bees, the italics being ours:

The Cyi'hians are natives of the island of Cypress, whence
their name. They are a yellow race of bees with few exceptions.

The bees and queens are slender, somewhat smaller than the Ital-

ian. They nearly always have a yellow shield just behind the
wings; are quick upon the wing; very strong, excellent honey-
gatherers; winter well, and are, as a rule, proof against robber-

bees.

The Stuians are found in that portion of Asiatic Turkey
which lies north of Mount Carmel. They are about the same size

as the Cyprians, and their qualities are about the same. Their dis-

position is blso much like the Cyprians, and differ very slightly

from them in appearance, being a little more yellow when first

imported, but when bred in this country tor awhile no one will,

as a rule, be able to make a distinction between the two. For a
few generations they are grayer, or have more ot an ash color

than the Cyprians.

The lloi.vi.ANDs. or, as the natives call them, "Holy" bees,

are fouud in I'alestine south ot Mount Carmel. They are markt
somewhat like the Cyprians, but their hair is ,so light at first, or
when first imported, and for three or four generations they ap-

pear to be beautifully striped. Their size and shape is much like
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the other races above. They are very active, and fly far iu quest
of food, beiug the best bee for this country we have as yet trieil.

Now, taking it all and all, we are yet standing to our old state-

ment, that tlie (Itrce ran'ti of btt'a ijiufti iihtn'e aye ]ifai'iirit/l!/ fi>/<l i'huti-

ciit/ij till' siiiiie. with a little off color on account of different hiriili-

ties. The pure Italians are quite different when bred in this loun-
try awhile. We are aware that most of the bee-world is against
us on these points, but when this matter is sifted down as it ought
to be, the three races as ahove will be found to be ojie and the name.

The writer of the above has advertised Cyprian queens within

the past year, but after reading the foregoing, how many will be-

lieve they got genuine Cyprian queens when they ordered and paid

for them '. How can they be sure they didn't get Syrians or Iloly-

lacds ? Pretty slick way of advertising, wasn't it ? We paid a

dollar for a Cyprian queen, and as they are " practically and iden-

tically the same," why, of course, just as like as not a Syrian or

Holyland queen was sent us. And if they are " one and the same,"
it was just possible the advertiser never had a real Cyprian queen

on the plantation. Yet, some of the bees reared from those
" Cyprian " queens were on exhibition at the Fairs last fall, and
took the first premium ! Pretty good joke, eh ?

Just give some folks rope enough, and they'll hang themselves.

It was very unfortunate for that advertiser, that he said those

three races of bees were "practically and identically the same."

NeM ITuion aiitl Uee-Keeper!<' l&i{£lit!«.—We have
just received this letter from a member of the Old Union

:

Sauk ConNTT, Wis., Aug. IS. 1897.

Mr. YoiiK:—It looks as if the United States Bee-Keepers'
Union means business, to try to get pure food laws past so that if

an adulterator of honey is taken up, we won't lose the suit and
have to pay the cost besides. That law in Illinois alone ought to
bring 20U to 300 members to the New Union.

Now, if there was only a little place in the New Constitution
to protect bee-keepers in their rights, a great many more would
join.

Enclosed please find my $1.00 membership fee.

Yours truly, J. J. Ochsnek.

If Mr. Ochsner will turn to page .538 of this number of the Bee

Journal, and read " Art. II—Objects," he will find just what
be was wishing was in the New Constitution, viz. :

" to defend

them in their lawful rights." With the exception of a few minor
details, that Constitution is nil ritjlit—it covers everything needful.

There has been scarcely a criticism of it that is worth noticing.

The principal thing needed now is to roll up a big membership and
full treasury, so that General Manager Secor can get to work.

And that is just what we have been trying to do the past year,

rather than offering useless criticisms, as some have done.

No one ever claimed that the New Constitution is perfection,

but those who know do claim that it is built to do the work needed
by bee-keepers, and it will do it as soon as there is the necessary

power behind it. Constitutions are not automatic.

T)r)c Weekly Budget.

Mb. B. S. K. Bennett, of Los Angeles Co., Calif., and editor

of the Pacific Bee Journal, gave us a call Aug. 30, when on his way
to attend the Buffalo convention, and also to visit in the East. He
places the honey crop of California this year at S.W carloads. Too
bad they can't eat it all out there

!

Messrs. Cuas. Dadant & Son—the big comb foundation mak-
ers—dropt in on us when on their way to Sturgeon Bay, Wis., to

spend a short time in resting after a busy season. W^e regretted

being out of our office when they called, for we always want to see

those two excellent bee-men whenever possible.

Mk. W, J. PicKARD, of Richland Co., Wis., made us a very
pleasant call Aug. 11. Mrs. Pickard is the bee-keeper(ess) of the

family, and has in former years produced wonderful crops of

honey. But this year's crop was only about half that of other

years, being IS.000 pounds from '2:20 colonies. The basswood in

their locality, as in some others, was a failure this year. Mrs.

Pickard is perhaps the most extensive lady honey-producef in the

world. Consequently Mr. Pickard should be the possessor of a

very sweet wife.

Mr. Louis Dadant, son of Mr. C P. Dadant, and grandson of

Mr. Chas. Dadant, recently visited The A. I. Root Company in

Ohio. We have not seen " Louis " since the World's Fair conven-

tion. He seems to be following faithfully in the footsteps of his

famous fathers in foundation making and bee-keeping. We hope

he will be as successful as they.

Mil. TuoMAs G. Newman—General Manager of the National

Bee-Keepers' Union—in a letter received just before this number
of the Bee Journal goes to press, writes that he will not be able to

attend the Buffalo convention of the United States Bee-Keepers'

Union. He had been sick the previojis 10 days before writing, and
in bed much of the time. It seems the climate of San Francisco

does not agree with his constitutiou.

Mk. Jos. Nysewandek, of Iowa—one of the largest bee-supply

dealers of the West—called on us Aug. 14. He had been to Ohio to

attend the funeral of his father. Mr. N. is comparatively a young

man, and a hustler for business. Tho we saw him for the first

time, and but for about a minute, when passing through his city

on our way to the Lincoln convention last October, yet we remem-

bered and recognized his smiling countenance when he called.

Mk. Fred S. Thorinotok, of Livingston Co., Mo., speaking of

the prospects for a fall honey crop in his locality, said this in the

August Progressive Bee-Keeper:

".We have not had a finer prospect for fall forage for bees in

many years than there is at the present time. The roadsides are

lined with Spanish-needle that will soon burst its closed buds, and
unfold pretty bloom to the busy bees. Then, too, the buck-bush
will soon be in bloom, as well as other fall flowers, while the pretty

golden rod. not wishing to liloom unseen, is growing in profusion,

to shed its fragrance and beauty in the coming autumn."

Mr. R. B. Leahy, of the Progressive Bee-Keeper, has been

travelling around '-down east," visiting the home of his child-

hood, talking to Sunday-school children, etc. It's wonderful how

some supply dealers get over the earth, and also get a good share

of the earth itself— occasionally. Now, there's Mr. Calvert, of

The A. 1. Root Company, who recently went clear to the Pacific;

and Mr. Leahy has been away off to the Atlantic. If wc were a

rich supply dealer, we'd be apt to go to—well, now. where would

we go to ? Perhaps to old "Hingland." But as it is, if someone

will just " Put us off at Buffalo," this week, we'll try. to 1 e satis-

fied for the present.

Mr. Jas. a. Stone, of Sangamon Co., III., Secretary of the

Illinois State Bee-Keepers' Association, writing us Aug. 13, said:

Dear Bro. York;—I see in the American Bee Journal for

Aug. 12. under heading, "The Illinois Pure-Food Law," what I

take to be nearly as good as the law we tried to get through. I

had not read the law through, and did not know we had anything

in it. I enclose -*1 00 for membership in our New Union in the

hope that we may be able to use it as Mr. Dadant suggests. I

would be glad if I could go to the Buffalo meeting, but I think I

have too much work to do.

We are glad to get and forward Mr. Stone's dollar for mem-

bership fee in " our New Union." When bee-keepers come to look

at it as does Mr. Stone, more of them will send on their dollars to

help in the good wook of "our [theirj New Union." We hope

that by the time the Buffalo meeting closes there will be funds

enough in the treasury to begin the enforcement of some of our

present laws against the adulteration of honey.

Mr. L. W. Trimbull is one of the newer bee-keepers, living

17 miles south of Chicago. We went to see him and his apiary

Saturday, Aug. 14. upon his kind invitation. Mr. T. began just

last spring, with 1-4 colonies. He has now 35 colouies. and about
500 pounds of fine comb honey. He feels that be has made a suc-

cessful start. And he has.

Mr. Trumbull lives on a farm of 'XO acres, for which he pays
an annual rental of .*1.400. He has three men working for him the

year around. It is known as the " Pullman Dairy Farm." and has

upon it 40 cows, which yield an income of about -SlU per day. We
can testify to the excellent drinkiug qualities of the milk Num.
num ! But it oiiijht to be ridi. when the grass or feed producing it

grows on a farm worth about .*3.000 per acre

!

Mr. Trumbull is president of the school board where he lives,

and takes a lively interest in all going on in the town near which
he lives. He took us in his carriage, behind a large, splendid sor-

rel roadster, to call upon two neiglibor bee-keepers. It was a very
pleasant two hours that we speut in Mr. Trumbull's company.
Going again, sometime.
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The United States Bee-Keepers' Union

CONSTITUTION IN FULL.

ARTICLE I.—Name.

This organization shall be known as the United States
Bee-Keepers' Union.

ARTICLE II.— Object.?.

Its objects shall be to promote and protect the interests of

its members ; to defend them in their lawful rights ; to enforce
laws against the adulteration of honey ; to prosecute dis-

honest honey comuiission-men ; and to advance the pursuit of
bee-culture in general.

ARTICLE III.—Mkmbbrshii'.

Sec. 1.—Any person may become a member upon the pay-
ment of a membership fee of one dollar annually to the Sec-
retary or General Manager on or before the first day of Jan-
uary of each year, except as provided in Section 8 of Article
VI of this Constitution.

ARTICLE IV.—Officers.

Sec. 1.—The officers of this Union shall be a President, a
Vice-President, a Secretary and a Board of Directors which shall
consist of a General Manager and six Directors, whose terms
of office shall be for one year, or until their successors are
elected and qualified ; and the Director, aside from the Gen-
eral Manager, receiving the largest number of votes shall be
chairman of the Board of Directors.

ARTICLE V.

—

Election of Officeks.

Sec. 1.—The President, Vice-President, and Secretary
shall be elected by ballot by a majority of the members pres-
ent at each annual meeting of the Union, and shall constitute
the Executive Committee.

Sec. 2.—The General Manager and the Board of Direc-
' tors shall be elected by ballot during the month of December

of each year by a majority of the members voting; blank
Postal Card ballots for this purpose, accompanied by a full
list of the membership, shall be mailed to each member by
the General Manager ; and said ballots shall be returned to a
committee of two members, who shall be appointed by the
Executive Committee, whose names and postofHce address shall
besenttotlie General Manager by said Executive Committee
on or before the 15th of the November preceding the elec-
tion. Said committee of two shall count the ballots and cer-
tify the result to the General Manager during the first week
in January.

ARTICLE VI.—Duties of Officers.

Sec. l.—PrcHidcnt—lt shall be the duty of the President
to preside at the annual meeting of the Union ; and to per
form such other duties as may devolve upon the presiding
officer.

Sec. 2.

—

Vlcc-President—In the absence of the President
the Vice-President shall perform the duties of President.

Sec. 3.—Secretory— It shall be the duty of the Secretary
to keep a record of the proceedings of the annual meeting; to
receive membership fees; to furnish the General Manager
with the names and postoffice address of those who become
members at the annual meeting ; to pay to the Treasurer of
the Union all moneys left in his hands after paying the ex-
penses of the annual meeting; and to perform such other
duties as may be required of him by the Union ; and he shall
receive such sum for his services, not exceeding $2.5, as may
be granted by the Board of Directors.

Sec. 4:.—General Manarjcr—The General Manager shall
be Secretary of the Board of Directors, and shall keep a list

of the names of members with their postoffice address ; receive
membership fees, and be Treasurer of this Union. lie shall
give a bond in such amount, and with such conditions as may
be required and approved by the Board of Directors, for the
faithful performance of his duties, and perform such other ser-
vices as may bo required of him by the Board of Directors, or
by this Constitution.

Sec. 5.—At the time of sending the ballots to the mem-
bers for the annual election of the Board of Directors, ho shall
also send to each member a statement of the financial condi-
tion of the Union, and a report of the work done by said Board
of Directors.

Sec. 6.—The Board of Directors shall pay the General
Manager such sum for his services as said Board may deem

proper, but not to exceed 20 per cent, of the receipts of the
Union. Said Board shall meet at such time and place as it

may decide upon.
Sec. 7.

—

Boiird of Directors—The Board of Directors shall
determine what course shall be taken by the Union upon
any matter presented to it for consideration, that does not
conflict with this Constitution ; and cause such extra, but
equal, assessments to be made on each member as may be-
come necessary, giving the reason to each member why such
assessment is requin'il

;
provided that not more than one as-

sessment shall be made in any one year, and not to an amount
exceeding the annual membership fee, without a majority vote
of all the members of the Union.

Sec. S.—Any member refusing, or neglecting, to pay said
assessment as required by the Board of Directors shall forfeit
his membership, and his right to become a member of the
Union for one year after said assessment becomes due.

ARTICLE' VII.—Funds.

Sec. 1.—The fundsof thisUnion may be used for any pur-
pose that the Board of Directors may consider for the interest
of its members, and for the advancement of the pursuit of

bee-culture.

ARTICLE VUI.—Vacancies.
Any vacancy occurring in the Board of Directors may be

filled by the Executive Committee ; and any vacancy occurring
in the Executive Committee shall be filled by the Board of

Directors.

ARTICLE IX.—Meetings.

This Union shall hold annual meetings at such time and
place as shall be agreed upon by the Executive Committee,
who shall give at least 60 days' notice in the bee-periodicals,
of the time and place of meeting.

ARTICLE X.

—

Amendments.

This Constitution may be altered or amended by a ma-
jority vote of all the members, provided notice of said altera-

tion or amendment has been given at a previous annual
meeting.

Xlie "World's Honey ]»Iarltets.—The New York

Tribune recently contained the following paragraphs ;

The honey trade in this country has grown to great pro-

portions, for honey has ceast to be a great luxury. It forms
part of the grocer's stock in trade in the smallest hamlet, and
bakers and candy-makers and patent medicine men use it in

large quantities. There are several firms in New York who
regard an order of $1,000, $1,500 or $2,000 worth just as

a dry-goods merchant looks on an order for 50 yards of mus-
lin. New York, Boston and Chicago are the centers of the
trade in this country, and London rules the world.

The supply is steady, for if there is a shortage in one part
of the country, another part is sure to make.it up. There is

no use in attempting to make an estimate of the crop, but it

will go well into the millions. It is known that there are
30,000 bee-keepers in the United States, and many who are
unknown.

Honey comes to New York from all parts of the country,
but California and the northern States supply the greater
part. The southern States do not furnish as much as would
be expected, partly because people are not paying attention

to the work, and partly because hees are not cared for as wel
as at the North.

Perhaps another should be added to the number of bee-

keepers in the United States. We think 300,000 would be

nearer the truth.

Back. Xumbers Since Jan. i.—We are able to

supply complete sets of the Bee Journal since Jan. 1, 1897,
to any who may desire, at two cents per copy. There are a

number of new readers who perhaps would like to get some of

the first numbers of this year, to complete their volume for

1897. Wo shall bo glad to furnish them as long as they last,

at two cents each.
•-.-•

The ISanies and Addresses of all your bee-

friends, who are not now taking the Bee Journal, are wanted
ot this office. Send them in, please, when sample copies will

bo mailed to them. Then you can secure their subscriptions,

and earn some of the premiums we have offered. The
next few months will be just the time to easily get new sub-
scribers. Try it earnestly, at least.
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BEE-BOOKS
SEXT POSTPAID BV

Georere W. York & Co.,
Chicaeot Ills.

Bee* an*I Honey, or Management of an Apiary
!or Pleasnroand I'rodt, by Thomas G. Newman.—
rhl3 edition has been larpely rewritten, thoroughly
revised, uiul is " fully up with the times " in all the
tmprovcmeiits and Inventluns In this rapldly-devel-
OptHK pur^ult, and presents the apiarist with
everythluK that ciiu aid In the successful manape-
meut uf an aplury, and at the same tlrae produce
the must hnm-y In an attractive condition. It con-
tains 2:jJ putres. and 245 Illustrations—la beautifully

ETinted In tho highest stvie of the art, and bound
I cloth, Kold-lettered. Price, 51.UU.

LiHiiestroth on the Honey-Bee, revised by
Dadant—This classic In bee-culture, has been
entirely re- written, and Is fully Illustrated. It
treats of everything relating to bees and bee-keep-
ing. No apiarian library Is complete without this
StJindard work by Uev. L. I^. i-^antrstroth — the
Father of American Bee-Culture. It has 520 pages;
bound In clotlL

Price, postpaid, $1.25.

Bee-K.erpers' Guide, or Manual of the
Apiary, by Trof A. J Cook, of the Michigan Agri-
cultural CoUet'O.—This book is not only Instructive
and helpful as a guide In bee keeping, but Is
Interesting aud thorouglily practical and scientific.
Itcontalns a full delineation of theanatomy and
physiology of bees. 4H0 pages ; bound In cloth and
fully Illustrated.

Price, postpaid, $1.25.

Scientific <|tieen-Kearlii8:, as Practically
Applied, by G. M. Doollttle.—A method by which
the very best of i,iueen-Bees are reared In perfect
accord with Nature's way. lTi> pages, bound Id
Cloth, and Illustrated. Price, $1.00.

A B C of Bee-Oiilture, by A. I. Root.—

A

cyclop;edl:i of 4LH) pages, describing everything
pertaining to the care of the honey-bees. It con-
tains 300 engravings. It was written especially for
beginners Bound In cloth. Price, $1.25.

Advanced Bee-Cultnre, Its Methods and
Management, by W Z. Hutchinson.—The author
of this work Is too well known to need further
description of his book. He Is a practical and
entertaining writer. Voa should read his book. 90
pages, bound In paper, and Illustrated. Price, 50 els.

Rational Bee-^eepIng, by Dr. John Dzlerzon
—This Is a translation of his latest German book on
beeculiure. It has 350 pages: bound
In paper covers. $1.00

Blenen-Kultar, by Thomas G. Newnan. -
This Is a German translation of the prlnclpf ' por-
tion of the book culled Bees of Honey, 10^ page
pamphlet. Price. 40 cents.

Convention Iland-Book, for Bee-Eeepers.
Thomas (». Newman.— It contains the parlliimen-
tary law and rules of order for Bee-Conventions—
also Constitution and By-Laws, with subjects for
discussion, etc. Cloth, gold-lettered. Price, 25 cts.

Tklrlv Years Among tlie Bees, hy
Henry Alley.—Gives the results of over a quarter-
century's experience in rearing queen-bees. Very
latest work of the kind. Nearly luo pages. Price, 50c.

Wliy Eat Honej- ?—This Leaflet is intend-
ed for KKKE distribution, to create a Local Market.
lOOcopies. by mail, 3ucts.: 500 for$l.l*.^; 1000,$2.00.

How to Keep Honey and preserve its
richness and tlavor. Price same as Why Eat Honey.

Alsiko Clover l*eaflet.~Full directions
for growing. 50 for Ih cts. ; loO for 4U ctB. ; I'OO, 70C.

Apiary Regisler, by Tbos. G. Newman.—
Devotes two pages to a colony. Leather binding.
Price, for 5o colonies, tl.oo; for 100 colonies, $1.25.

Frepari>tloi\ of Uoney for the !IIarkat»
including the pruductlon and care of comb and
extracted honey. A chapter from Bees ANr
UoXEV. Price. 10 cents

Bee-PiiMturaee a Xecevalty.—This book sag
gests what and liow to plai' U Is a chapter fron
Bees anu Uunev. Price. 10 cents.

The Hive I Tse, by G. M. DooUttle. It
detallB bis managrement of bees, and methods
of producing comb honey. Price. 5 cents.

Pr. Hon-ard's Rook on Fonl Brood.
—Gives the McEvoy Treatment and reviews the ex-
periments of others. Price. -'5 cts.

Silo and Silage, by Prof. A J. Cook.—It
Rives the method in operation at the Michigan Agri-
cultural College. Price. 2j cts.

H'lnter Problem In Bee-Keeping. by G.
K. Pierce. Result of -JS years' experience. 3o ct«.

Handling Bees, by Chas. Dadant & Son.—
A Chapter from Langstroth Revised. Price, 8 cts.

History of Bee-Associations, and Brief Re-
orts of the first 20 conventions. Price

Foul Brood Treatment, by Prof. F. R.
Cheshire.—Its Cause iinU Prevention. Price. 10 cts.

Foul Brood. i)y A. R. Kohnke.—Origin.
Development and Cure- Price 10 cts.

Prarlleal llliils to Bee-Kee-Kcepers—by
Chas. F. Mittm. Aleocontuias a P'oul Brood
Cure and How lo winter Bees. 40 p.; 10 cts.

Bee-Keepliiu lor Profit, by Dr. G. L.
Tinker.—RevistMl and enlarged. It details the au*
thor's " new system, or how to get the largest yields
of conibor exiratueiJ honey." 80 p.; illustrated. 25c.

Rmerson Binders, made especially for
the BKE .Joi'KNAi., are convenient for preserving
each number as tasi :is received. Not mailable to
Canada, Price. 75 cts.

ronimerolal t'alonlator, by C. Ropp.—
A reaoy Calculator. Business Arithmetic and Ac-
count-Bonk combined in one. Every farmer and
businessman should have it. No. 1, bound in water
pr<.tof ieaihereite. call finish. Price. 4" cts. No. 2
in One artitlcial Icatlier. with pocket, silicate slate,
and account-buok. Price. 60 cts.

Ciireen'H Four Books, by Chas. A. Green.
— Devoted to. 1st. !lnw We Made" the Old Farm Pav;
2nd. Peat-h Culture; :ird. Uow to Propagate Kruit-
Plants. Vines und Trees; 4th. General b'ruLt In-
structor. Nearly i:jii pages. Fully illustrated. 25ctB.

Garden and Orcliard, by Chas. A. Green
—Gives full instructions tn Thinning and Marketing
Fruits; Pruning. Planting and Cultivating; Spray-
ing, Evaporation, (old Storage. Etc. 94 pages, illus-
trated. Price. '!:> cts.

Kendall's Horse-Book. — 3.5 pictures,
Bhowing positions ol sick horses, and treats on all
their diseases. English or German. Price, 25 cts.

Lumber and Log-Book. — Gives meas-
urements of lumber, logs planks; wages, etc. 2Sc.

Iflaple Sugar and the Siipar Bush, by Prof.
A. J. Cook.— Fiill instructions. Price, 35 cts.

Grain Tables, for casting' up the price of
grain, produce, bay, etc. Price, 25 cts.

Capons and Caponlzing:, by Dr. Sawyer,
Fanny Field, and others.—Illustrated. All about
caponizing fowls, ana thus how to make the most
money in poultry-raising. 64 pages. Price, 30 cts.

Onr Poultry Doctor, or Health in the
Poultry Yard and How to Cure Sick Fowls, by
Fanny Field.—Everything about Poultry Diseases
and their Cure. 64 puges. Price, 30 cts.

Poultry for ITIarket and Poultry for
Profit, by Fanny Field.—Tells everything about the
Poultry Business. 64 pages. Price, 25 cts.

Turkeys for ITIarket and Turkeys for
Profit, by Fanny Field.—All about Turkey-Raising.
64 pages. Price. 25 cts.

Bnral Life.— Bees. Poultry. Fruits, Vege-
tables, and Household Matters, loO pages. 25 cts.

Potato ilillure, by T. B. Terry.—It tells
how to grow them protitably. Price, 40 cts.

Hand-Book of Healtb, by Dr. Foote.—
Hints about eating, drinking, etc. Price. 25 cts.

Bee-Keepers' Directory, by H. Alley.—
Ijatest methods in yueen-Rearing, etc. Price. 5oc.

Book Clubbing Offers.

(Bead Carefully)

The tollowlDS; clubbing prices Include the

American Bee Journal one year with each

book named. Remember, that only one book

can be taken In each case with the Bee Jour-

nal a year at the prices named. If more books

are wanted, see postpaid prices given with

the description of the books on this page.

Following Is the clubblDg-llst:

1. Langstroth on the Honey-Bee $3.00
2. A B Cof Bee-Culture 2.00
3. Bee-KeepereGulde 1.75
4. Bees and Honey I Cloth bound! l.Bo
5. Doollltle's Scietiilflc Queen-Hearing. 1.75
6. Ur. Howards Fuul Brood Book 1.10
7. Advanced lice-Culture 1.30
n. Blenen-Kultur [German] 1.20

11. Rational Bee- Keeping [Paper toundl 1.75
12. Thirty Years Among the Bees 1..'50

13. Bee-Keepint.' lor Profit 1.15
14. Convention Hand Book 1.15
15. Poultry for Market and Profit 1.10
16. Turkeys for .Market and Profit 1.10
17. Capons and Caponlzing 1.10
18. Our Poultry Doctor 1.10
19. Green's Four Books 1.15
21. Garden and Orchard 1.15
23. Rural Life 1.10
24. Emerson Binder forthe Bee Journal. 1.60

25. Commercial Calculator. No. 1 1.25
26. ComniP'cliU Calculator, No. 2 1.40
27. Kendall's Horse-Book 1.10
30. Potato Culture 1.20
32. Hand- Book of Health 1.10
33. Dictionary of Apiculture 1.35
34. Maple Sutrar and the Sugar Bush 1.20
35. Slloand Sflage 1.10
36. Winter Problem in Bee-KeepIng 1.30
37. Apiary Heglster (for .">0 colonies) 1.75
38. Apiary Uejrister (for 100 colonies) . 2.00
39. Bee-Keepers' Directory 1.30

]lI„fl,V, HONEY-EXTRACTOR
ifiUlll i> Square Glass Jars.

Root's (jioods at Root's Prices.

Bee-Keepehs' Supplies in general, etc etc
Send lor our new catalog.

Practical Hints " will be mailed for 10c.
In stamps. Apply to—

Cbas. F. Mnth & Son, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Honey - Clovers !

We have made arrangements eo that we can
furnish seed of several of the Clovers by
freight or express, at the following prices,
cash with order:

50) 10ft 25ft 50ft
Alsike Clover 70 $1.25 $3.00 $5.75
Sweet Clover (white). .60 1.00 2.25 4.00
White Clover 90 l.fiO 3.75 7.00
AlfalfaClover 60 1.00 2.25 4.00
Crimson Clover 55 .90 2.00 3.50

Prices subject to market changes.

Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage, it

wanted by freight.

Your orders are solicited.

GEORGE W. TOBK & Co.
CHICAGO. ILL.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

ITALIAN QUEENS
•Good YellowOnes"—eOceach; 6 lor $3.00.

|-LDi HONEY-JAnS $1.50 per gross.

Catalog of Apiarian Supplies free.

I. J. STRINOHAM,
105 Park Place. NKW YORK, N. T.

Apiary—Glen Cove, L. I.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Tested I 50 CENTS EACH
Mill I My new [18971 book on Queen-
iiUtl I Rearing will give a method for

ii,,„„n„ I rearing Queens in the brood-
WUlJCll^ I cbamiier while the queen Is pres-

ent. Mailed free to all who pur-
chHse Queens. H. A1.I.EV,
32A4 Weuliam, :nas8.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

We have a few of these Emerson stiff cloth-

board binders for the American Bee Journal.
They make a splendid permanent binding,
and hold a full year's numbers. The old price
was 75 CIS., postpaid, but we will mall you one
for only 60 <l» . or with the Bee Journal for
one year—both together for $1 .50.
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Questiojp'Box*
In the multitude of counsellors there is

safety.—Frov. 11-14.

Fertilization of <liicens in Con-
lincnieiit.

((uery 58.—Do you believo that lertiliza-

tion of queens iu lonflaemeat can be success-
fully and economically aceompllsht? Jfnot,
why not ? For my part. I believe that it can
be accomt)lsht; also that It can be done in

accordance with Mr. Doolittle's speclBcations
as given in his boois.—J. A.

J. A. Green—No.

.Tas. A. Stone—I don't know anything
about it.

They are

We are

Emerson T. Abbott—No.
not " built that wa,y."

H. D. Cutting—Time will tell

living in a progressive age.

J. M. Hambaugh— I think not. And
why? Because it is not according to

Nature.

Mrs. L. Harrison—There is neither
sense nor economy iu working against
Nature.

Dr. C. C. Miller— I think not, with our
present knowledge, but I don't despair
of the future.

Eugene Secor—I'd like to see it done,
and I'll believe it caix. be done when I

know it is done.

A. F. Brown— I do not think it will
ever be accoinplisht with any degree of
practical success.

Chas. Dadant & Son—We do not be-
lieve fertilization i^ confinement will
ever be achieved.

W. G. Larrabee—I will leave this for
some one to answer that knows more
about it than I do.

Prof. A. J. Cook—No.
ural for bees to mate
wing. Why ask, then ?

your position ?

C. H. Dibbern—No
and bother. If

not prove it to

talize yourself.

J. E. Pond—No, I do not. It in my
opinion is so directly in antagonism to
natural laws that it can never be aceom-
pllsht successfully.

R. L. Taylor —No. Because for the
most perfect fertilization, the drone re-
quires the excitement of a chase on the
wing in the open air.

E. Prance— I do believe that queens
wiU fce fertilized in some way by arti-

ficial means. How, I don't know. But
man is a smart chap, and it will be done,
sure.

Dr. J. P. H. Brown—Up to tho pres-
ent date in bee-history its accomplish-
ment has not been made a success. You
now have a fine chance to immortalize
yourself.

O. M. Doolittle -Put your belief into
practice, and yrovc it a pracpiciil fact,
and you will bet,ome one of tho most
honored among the bee-fraternity,
whether you reap a financial gain from
It or not.

G. W. Demareo— I believe fertilization
in confinement possible, but hardly prac-
ticable. I have experimented largely
for years along this line, and have met
with some progress, at least. I see

It is not nat-

except on the
Why not prove

too much fuss
you think it can, why
the world and immor-

Finest Alfalfa Honey

!

IT SELLS ON TASTINa.

The Honey that Suits AU
Who Buy It.

Low Prices Now!
We can furnish 'Wblte Alfalfa Extracted Honey, In 60-pound tin cans, on

board cars in Chicago, at these prices : 1 can, in a case, 7X cents per pound ; 2 cans
in one case, 7 cents ; 4 cans (2 cases) or more, 63^ cents. The Cash must accom-
pany each order. Fine Basswood Flavor Honey at same price; also In

270-lb. barrels.

Its" A sample of either honey will be mailed to an intending purchaser, for 8
cents, to cover postage, packing, etc. We guarantee purity.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

New London,
"Wisconsin,Page & Lyon Mfg. Co.

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus
securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
They have also one One of the Largest Factories and the latest

and most-improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there is in the State. The material is cut from patterns, by machinery,
and is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and -whitest
BaSS-wood is used, and they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine
and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best
machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies.

Please mention the American Bee .Tournal. 7Atf

BEE-KEEPERS We make

SUPPLIES
The Very Finest Line of
in the Market, and sell

them at Low Prices.
Send for Free liliislrated Catalog and Prlec-Liist.

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.

Special Agnit for the Southwest"^- ^-
"^^^^Jt^'joseph, mo.

Mr. Abbott sclU our Hives and §ection§ at Factory Prices.

That Gtueen-Clipping Device Free I

Works Like a Charm. Couldn't Do Wittaoat It.

Tho Monette Queen-Clipping Device works

LIKE A CHARM. With it I have clipped 30

queens, all in one day, when examinlntf my

bees. Wm. Stolley, Grand Island, Nebr.

PLEASE READ THIS OFFER TO PRESENT SUBSCRIBERS :

Send us jusl <mr mid nnme for the American Bee Journal a year (with $1.00), and we

will mail you the Queen-Clipping Devioe free of charge. Or, the Queen-Clipping Device

will lie sent postpaid for 30 cts. But why not get it as a Premium by the above offer ?

You can't earn 80 cts. any easier. Almost every bee-keeper will want this Device.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan St., CHICAGO, ILL.

I have clipped Ifl queens, and must say the
Monette Queen-CIlpping Device Is by far tho
best invention ever made, and will be wel-
come to many bee-keepers as it was to me. 1

could not do without one now.
Dr. Geo. Laoke, Newburgh, Ind,
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!?1^! Beeswax
For all the Good, Pure Vello^r

Bees'wax delivered to our office till

further notice, we will pay 2-i cents per
pound, CASH ; or 27 cents for whatever
part is exchanged for the Bee Journal,
Honey, Books or Seed, that we offer. If

you want casta, promptly, for your
Beeswax, send it on at once. Impure
wax not taken at any price. Address as
follows, very plainly,

GEO. W. YORK & CO.
118 Michigan st., CHICAGO, ILL.

CARLOADS
Of Bee-Hives, Sections. Sbip-
piDg-Cases. Comb Foundation,
and Everything used in the
Bee-Industry.
We want the name and ad-

^ drese of every Bee-Keeper in
'' America, vv'e supply Deal-
ers as well as conBumers. We

have Dry Kiln, Improved Machinery. 40 000
feet of Hoor space, and all modern appliances.
We make prompt shipment.
Write for Catalo^fs. Quotations, etc.

Inter-State MannfactnrinE Co.,

HI'DHOK, M. Cruix Co., WIS.
Please mention Bee Journal -wrhen writing.

Beautiful Honey-Gases
Made by the A. I. Root Co.. at their prices.

Beeeiwax Wanted.
n. H. HUNT, Bell Branch, inirta.

Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

PCC I^CCDCD9 I Let me send you my 64-
ULL-NLLrCnO I page Catalog for 18^^7.

J. in. Jenkins, Wetumpka, Ala.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Full Colonies for Sale
—FINE ITA1.IAN.HYBRIDS—

30 miles northwest of Chicago. In 9frame
Langstrolh hives. Bees in good condition.
Only a lew coiODies. Too warm to ship long
distance. Prices—$5.00 oeroolonv; .5 colonies,
at $».75 each : or 10 colonies at $i.50 each,

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS

Queens IS
I have 500 Untested 3 or 5
Banders— 4oc. each. Tested 3
Banders ^Oc. each. They are

Fine. Large Queens, and free from all disease.
This is a Slonev Ord.^r office W.ite for whole-
sale prices. milEl, WIRTO, Fslmoiitli, Rn%h Co., Ind.

28E4t Please mention the Bee .lournal.

Steel Wheels
Staggered Oval Spokes.

'aOY a SET TO FIT YOUB NEW OR OLD WACON

CHEAPEST AND BEST
vv.ay to pet a low wagon. Any size
- !u-fl, any v.-idth tire. Catal. ntEE.

ELECTRIC WHEEL CO., Quincy. III.

il/erUton iht Amtrican Bee JuumaL.

Golden Beauties and S-Banded
Or lYIPoKTED STOCK.

Silver^Gray Carniolans.
Dnies ed, 50c ; Tested, 75c. Safe arrival

guaranteed. Address.

Judge E. Y. TERRAL & CO.
26Atf CA.MEKU.V. Texas.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

nothing In Mr. Doollttle's book solving
this question.

Rev. M. Mahin— I have tried many ex-

periments In that line, but without any
success. I know that queens have been
fertilized that could not fly. Two cases
of the kind have come under my obser-
vation, one in my boyhood, and one some
years ago. My father dipt a queen's
wing, and after coming out every day
for a week or so, she ceast to come out,

and the ne.xt snmraer came out with a
large swarm. A few years ago I dipt
the wing of a virgin queen to prevent
the killing of some choice drones, as I

wanted them to fertilize some young
queens. After my other queens were
fertilized I went to the hive, and found
that my dipt queen had just become fer-

tile, and I sold her the next spring for

three dollars. But I have little hope
that the fertilization of queens in con-
finement can ever be made a success.

Bee-Keeping in Old Mexico.

The people here are only awakening to

modern bee-keeping, and I am proud to

say, that the most part of it is due to my
efforts. We have very hot weather now,
without rain, and bees are working with
all vigor. The rains let them work only
half a day. The best harvest time is

from September to May. I find many
valuable kinks in the American Bee
Journal, so much more valuable for me,
as I have to find out everything for my-
self. I hope it will prosper for a long
time, and its editor, too. F. Bussler.
Mexico, Aug., 12.

Almost My " Waterloo."

The morning of July 30 was warm
and sticky. It lookt and felt as tho rain

might fall any moment. But those su-

pers had to be put on, or perhaps lose a
valuable swarm. Somehow I had mis-
givings of trouble—my courage was not
up to its occasional standard ; but—as 1

said—those supers certainly ought to top
that hive.

By considerable mental persuasion I

put on the veil, got the smoker to do its

best, buttoned up my coat collar, and
started. I took off the top cover, peekt
in—bees attenting strictly to business.

I gave them a dose of smoke to let them
know that I

—

their master—was around.
By the time I got the super ready to put
over them they showed, as I interpreted
it, a somewhat rebellious spirit. Well,
1 couldn't allow such temper, so I ap-
plied the smoker again. But this time
it failed to smudge—the fire had gone
out just at the supreme moment. Those
pesky varmints seemed to understand,
and came at me so cordially that I re-

treated like a man—with several stings

in my hide to prove my valor.

Now my Milesian courage was up. I'd

see about teaching these winged in-

grates ! I'd have no foolishness this

time. I made a furnace fire iu that old

smoker ;
gave it a few vigorous puffs to

make certain of its business intentions ;

took a closer recif in my bee-veil, and as-

sumed the mien of a veteran. Forward
—front face !

This second assault was a success

—

partly. They were In force in line of

Foundation —Sections— Hives
or any Other Supplies.

]f you are in a rii«I«, send me your order. I

sell lliH bent only, and hll orders promptly
at LOWEST I'lucE. Becowax wanted In
excliauyic.

Wdrkiiig Wax TAlrmi A Speeialty.
^'" Write for Catalog and Pricft-List, with

Samples of Koundatioo and Sections.

GUS DITTMER,
Ai;<;ii»TA, WIS.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

SEE THAT WINK

!

Bee - SnpplloR! KooT's
Goods at Koot's Prices.

Pouder'u Honey . Jars,
and every thing used by
hee-keepers Prompt ser-
vice, low frel^iit rnte. Cat
tree. Walter S Ponder,

'u.,[.n h(«;nf-b''i • 16'J Mass. Ave..
Woi'-"pOVlltr83<,i, Indianapolis. Indiana

Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

fir IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Apleultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
11.25 to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif.,
for his

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

Xiiberal Discounts to the Trade.
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

PATENT WIRED COMB FOONDATIOH
A Has No Sag In Brood-Frames

Inv Thin Flat-tJottom Foundation
IiSu Bss So FIsbbone in tlie Ssrpliis Boney.

3i
BelnK tlie oleaneet 1b nsnally worken

the qnlokest of any Foandatton made
J. A. VAN DEITSEN.

Sole Mantnactnrer,
Soront Brook Moiitffnm«rv fo.. rfl. Y.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

irifon Keep bnt One Kfin-dy

'°""^1t°roumbe YELLOWZONES
They Combine the Virtues ot a Medicine

Chest.
The Very Best general-service Remedy to be

had AT ANY PKIOB.
f,-ppi^,°J,Zone^Cathartics '^^now

100 in a Boi, *1.00—17 In a Box. 25c.

W. B. House, Drawer 1, Detour, Mich.
15 4tf Please mention the Bee Jour'al.

ONE MAN WITH THE

UNION «°"|;'J,'^-^'0''
Can do the work of four
men using hand tools, in
Kipping, Cuttlng-otf, Mi-
tring, Habbetlng, Groov-
ing. Gaining. Dadoing,
Bdglng-up. Jointing StulT,
etc. Full Line of Foot ana
Hand Power Machinery,
Sold OD Trial. Catalo;ae Free.

SlfNKDA FALLS MFG. CO.,
46 Water St SENECA FALLS. N. T.
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

¥
^^California

If you care to know of Its Fruits, Flowers
Olimate or Kesources. send for a Sample Copy
of California a Favorite Paper—

The Pacific Rural Press
The leading Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the Pacific Coast. Published weekly,
bandsomely Illustrated 00 per annum.
Sample Copy Free.

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
220 Market St.. • SAN FRANCTSCO. OAL.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.
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battle. Great guns, how they charged
bayonets ! Again the cowardly smoker
/ailed to support me at the most critical

time of attack. I tried to at least put
on the cover to keep them confined.

Not much ! They wouldn't have it.

They came at me, thousands strong, put-

ting in their best prods at all vulnerable
points. They were too many for me—

I

had to retreat, and— I say It with regret

—not in the most approved military or-

der.

Ah—ah—says I to myself— this, then,

is the evidence of your gratitude for my
solicitous care, eh? All right; we'll see.

On with my helmet well tuckt around,
and fire enough in the old tin thing to

run a locomotive. Now, to do or die in

the attempt. But the bees were there,

my countrymen ! So was my smoker

—

but no smoke. Betrayed again by my
trusted smudger, I determined to con-
quer, single and alone. The bees liter-

ally swarmed over me, even came inside

my glove to shake me a iiery welcome.
They overwhelmed me with their demon-
strations. Never received such a warm
reception in my life before. But the su-

pers. I succeeded in petting them on
that hive just as they found a conven-
ient rent in my armor, and the way they

improved their opportunity would aston-

ish Napoleon !

Thirty-seven stings by actual count,

firmly imbedded in my neck, chin, ears

and forehead. The unanimous verdict

was that I was a prize for any dime-mu-
seum. But I " got there." Emm Dee.

A Ifinn and Ili.w Slioe!<>.

How much a man is like his shoes

!

For instance both a sole may lose.

Both have been tanned. Both are made
tight

By cobblers. Both get left and right,

Both need a mate to be complete.
And both are made to go on feet.

They both need healing; oft are sold,

And both in time will turn to mold.
With shoes the last is first, with men
The first shall be last, and when
The shoes wear out they're mended new,
When men wear out they're men dead too.

They both are trod upon, and both
Will tread upon others, nothing loth.

Both have their ties, and both incline,

When polisht in the world to shine,

And both peg out—now, would you choose
To be a man or be his shoes "'.—Udectnl.

Tricksters at County Fairs.

Wherever large numbers of people
gather, a class of persons is usually
found who make a living by deceiving
the public. They have schemes and
tricks innumerable that appear to be
easy and simple ; but in reality they
are quite diDScult and in some cases im-
possible to successfully perform. They
have wheels and machines that are doc-

tored to turn as the proprietor may wish
to make them. They have cocoanut-
headed negro dodgers to arouse the bru-
tality in men and boys. They have
tented shows which are disgusting in

coarseness and vulgarity.

Among the throngs at Agricultural
Fairs these leeches are out of place.

They contribute nothing helpful or good.
They do not add to the attraction of the
fair. They do not bring desirable pa-
trons. They do not swell the gate re-

ceipts.

They are not patronized by Intelligent

patrons of the fair. They are not
wanted by honest farmers. They are

Employ Nature
The best, physician to heal your ills. Send for
FREE Pamiihlet explaining bow diseases of
tho Blood, Skin, Liver, Kidneys and Lungs
can be cured wlihout drugs.

F. M. SPRINGIS CO.,
Lock Box No. 1 LIBEKTWILbE, ILli.

Please mention Bee Journal when ^vriting.

A GENUINE

Egg Preservative
That will beep Hea's Eg^ps perfectly throufrh
warm weatbc, just as good as fr^-sh ones for
cooking' and frosting. One man paid 10 cents
a dozen for the eggs he preserved, and then
later sold them for 'J5 cents a dozen. You can
preserve them lor about 1 cent i»er dozen.
Now is the time to do It. while eggs are cheap.

Address for Circular giving further Infor-
mation—

Dr. A. B. MASON,
3512 Monroe Street, - Toledo. Ohio.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

A Special Booklet Bargain

!

For a limited time we wish to make our
readers a opecial offer on booklets on Bees,
Poultry, Health, etc. Upon receipt of 75
cents we will mail any tt of the list below:
and (or $1.25 wo will mall the nrliole
dozen
1. Foul Brood, by Dr. Howard 2.3C
2. Poultry for Market and Profit 25c
3. Turkeys for Market and Profit 25c
4. Our Pbnltry Doctor 30c
5. Capons and Caponiz'ng 30c
6. Hand-Book of Health, by Dr. Foote.. 25c
7 Kendall's Horse-Book 2ac
8. Rural Life 25o
9. Ropp'8 Commercial Calculator 25c

10. Foul Brood, by Kohnke 10c
11. Silo and .'<llage. by Prof Cook 25c
12. Blenen-Kultur, by Newman 40c

GEORGE "W. YORK & CO.,
- CHICAGO, ILLS.

DuQUESi \ College]
Penn Ave. and Eighth St.

Thorough Courses — Normal, Commercial, La-
dles Literary, Shorthahd and Typewriting.
KlHclent and experienced Instructors. Day
and Night sessions. Seud for Catalog.

Prof. LRWIS EUWIN YORK. Pres.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

Bee - Hives. Sections. Shipping-
Cases—everything uspd by bee-
keepers. Orders fil led promptly.
;Spnd for catalog JllSSKSirfA BEE-
KEEPERS' SUPPIV MFB. ((P., Nicollet
Island, Minneapolis. Minn.

22\tf Chas. MONDENG. Mgr.
Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

FOR SALE.
1000 pounds of White Clover Comb Honey.

Price. 11 cts. per pound
600 lbs. White Clover Honey at 7c. per pound.

28A Edw. K. Siiiitli, Carpenter, III.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Italian Queens By Kriurn
Mail.

Untested, 50c.; Tested, Jl.OO.
Nuclei, 2 frame. $ I. .'15. including a good Queen

v.. 1<. CAUKII\«i lOIN,
23Atf De Fnnlak !l|>rln!:«, Pla.
Please mention Bee Journal -when -\vriting.

ITIIiiiieNota.-—The third annual meeting of
tho Soul hern Minnesota Bee-Ktiepers' Associ-
ation will be held In Winona, Wi'dnesday ami
'Vhursdav, Sept. 15 and IG. 181)7. opening at
9 o'clock, a.m., each day. Ail are cordially
Invited to come and bring their friends.
Winona, Minn. K. 0. CORNWEM., Sec.

shunned with fear by thoughtful parents.
Because of their presence, even the fair
is not patronized by many of our best
citizens' families.

The harm accouiplisht by these self-

invited fakirs would doubtless surprise
us, were it possible to gather and trace
back to their door all the results of their
work. They distract the thought, they
divert the attention, they destroy the
interest in the real work of the fair.

The competitive exhibitions, the Tieritor-

loiis displays, the awarding of prizes are
all robbed of the undivided interest that
belongs to them, and which the proprie-
tors have labored day and night to
develop.

The morals of the country suffer seri-

ously, we believe, from actions and
words that, without warning, are sprung
upon inquisitive audiences in the tent
shows.
We are glad to see that a strong effort

is being put forth this season to keep
these objectionable features out of the
grounds, and the attitude of the mana-
gers is encouraging. E. B.

Suffolk Co., Mass.

<jSoo<1 Advice for Everybody.

If you have a friend worth loving,
Love him. Yes. and let him know

That you love him ere life's evening
Tinge bis brow with sunset glow.

Why should good words ne'er be said
Of a friend till he is dead ?

—

Heltcted.

Report from Indian Territory.

I commenced last spring with 10 colo-

nies, and one of them queenless. I now
have 43 In S frame hives. This is my
third year. Last year was a complete
failure; this is the first year I have had
any surplus. My bees are doing very
well, but there is too much honey-dew

—

honey is dark.

I am reading everything I can get re-

garding bees and honey. I commenced
with the American Bee Journal and I

can truthfully say I owe a good portion
of my success to it. '^ou can regard me
a life-long reader. J. T. Haibston.
Choctaw Nation, Ind. Ter., Aug. 9.

Very Light Honey Crop.

The honey season in this locality is

over, and so far as I can learn of the
northern part of the state it is a very
light crop. My crop is about half what
it was last year and there are a number
of yards, numbering -40 to 75 colonies,

that report little or none at all.

The honey season here was unusually
late. Clover did not get in shape for the

bees until June 20 then they went to

work with a rush seldom seen, for a few
days, but the exceedingly hot weather
soon ripened every blossom and put an
end to all our hopes of getting that im-

mense crop of honey that so much was
said about in the papers.

We have nothing here to give us a fall

crop of honey.

There will be hundreds of acres of Al-

sike Clover in bloom here in a short time,

but I never knew the second crop to fur-

nish any honey. Ik.\ Barber.
St. Lawrence Co., N. Y. Aug. 9.

Bcc-Kecpcr's Oiiide—sec page 544.
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HDNEY and BEESWAX
9IARKKT <(i;OXAXIUIVi$.

Chicag'o, 111., Ang'. 9.—Fancy white 12c.;
No. 1. lu to lie; laucy amber. 9c.; No. 1,
7c. : fancy dark. 8c.; No 1. 7c. E.Ttracted,
white, 5 to fie; amber, 4 to 5c. ; dark, ;iHc.
Beeswax, -M to 27c.
The offerings ot comb honey are fully equal

to the demand Ihls w^ek. Tlie trade lakes
very sparingly of it during thetly time. Th' re
continues to be a light call lor extracted,
while lor beeswaxasteady demand continues.

Uilwankee, Wis., Atig. 14.—Fancy white,
13 to i:Jo ; No. 1, 10 to lie; fancy amber. 8
to 10c ; No. 1,7 to 8c.; fancy dark, 7 to 8c.
Extracted, white, 5 to 6c.; amber. 4 to 4 i4c.
Beeswax. "2.h to 27c.

The remnants of old crop honey remaining
are not very large, and mostly of common and
medium quality, and such is very hard to sell
at any price. There has been some new ex-
tracted received, but not of the best quality
—think It was extracted too soon, as it Is thin
and watery, and not very salable. The de-
mand is as good as usual at tbis season Think
we are sale in holding out encouragement to
shippers that for the new crop of choice qual-
ities of comb and extracted honey this mar-
ket will give them as good results as any
other.

Cincinnati, Ohio, Ang. 9.—Fancy white.
11 to lyc: No. 1. 10 to lie; No. 1 amber, 7
to 10c. E.\tracted, white. 5 to 6c.; amber. 4
to 5c.; dark, 3V4 to 4c. Beeswax, 20 to 25c.
Demand Is fair so far for best qualities of

comb honey. We have hardly ever yet, at
this time of the rear, di«posed of as much
honey as we did this season. Arrivals have
been liberal so far.

Albany, W. Y., Jnly 31.—Fancy white, 11®
12c.; faoc.v amber, 7@8c.: fancy dark. 6@8c.

;

white, extracted. 5c ; dark. 4c.

But very little is doing In honey this month.
There is a small stock or inferior comb honey
on the market, and quite a little extracted.
Bees are said to be doing nicely in this sec-
tion.

Minneapolis, Minn,, An?. 9, — Fancy
white. 11 to l.ic; No. 1, lu to lie; fancy
amber. 9 to lOc. ; No. 1 . 8 to 9c ; fancy dark,
8 to 9c.: No. 1 d«rk. to 7c. Extracted,
white, 5 to 6c. Beeswax, 23 to 2oc.
Stocks comparatively bare. Fair demand.

Goods here now would meet with good sales.

Detroit,Mirh., Ang, 10—Fancy white, 11
to 12c.; No. 1 white, 10-llc. Extracted, white.
5to5V4c. Beeswax. 25 to 26c.
No dark honey of this year's crop yet offered.

Wew York, N. Y.,Ang. 9.—Fancy white,
12c.; No. 1. lie; fancy amber. lOc. Ex-
tracted, white. 5 to 5!stc.; amber, 4^ to 4Jic.
Beeswax, 26 to 27c.
There is some demand for new crop comb,

and some lots we received sold ;tt from 10 to
12c. a pound. Prices for new crop are not
settled, as our market actually does not open
up before about Sept. 1. Extracted: Market
§uiet and easy, with large supp y from the
outh and California. We quote: California

light amber. 44 to 41ic.; white. 5 to h\c.
Southern, 50 to 55e a gallon, according to
quality. Beeswax without change.

Kansas City, Mo.. Ang. 10.—Fancy white.
ISc: No. 1. 11 to 12c.: tancy amber, 10 io
lie; No. 1. 9 lo 10c. : fancy dark, 8 to 9c ;

No. 1,7 to 8c. Extracted, white. 5 to oWc
amber, 4 to 4 i^c: dark, 3>4 to 4c, Beeswax,
25c.
There is very little demand for honey this

hot weather, but will Improve with cooler
weather.

Indianapolis, Ind., Aug. 7.—Fancy white
10lol2>4e;No l.atolOc. Extracted, white'
5 to 6c.: amber, 4 to 5c. Beeswax. 25 to 27c

I have received several lots of comb honey
which was billed to me as - lancy white," but
on opening a case I found that It was fancv
white next lo the glass onlv. the rest being
old soiled sections with crooked combs and
dark honey. I don't know that the power of
the press will ever reach this class of pro-
ducers, but such goods have to be recrated
and reweighed. and are not satisfactory after
all.

Boston, Mass., Ang, 9. — Fancy white.
13c.: No. 1. 12c. Extracted, white. 6 to 7c •

amber. 5 to 6c. Beeswax. 27c.
New comb now arriving in small lots, but

fully equal to the demand. Beeswax is
wanted, and practically none here.

St. Xionis, Mo., Ang. 9.—Fancy white. 12
to 12!4c,; No. 1. 11 to ll Vic: fancy amber. 10
tolOVic: No. 1. rt to OHc fancy dark. 8 to
840,; No. r. .) to 7c. Extracted, white, 5 to
5!4o.; amber, 4 to 4Hc.: dark. 3>4 to 4c. Bees-
wax, 24 lo24!4c.
The weather so far this season has been too

warm for the free movement of honey, but
with the present prices on sui^ar we think
there should be a ^'ood demand for extracted
honey at the above prices. One car of 24,000
pounds sold since our last quotation on basis
of above prices. Beeswax finds ready sale at
2*0. lor prime, while choice stock brings a
little more.

San Francisco, Calif., Ang. 4. — White
comb. 1-lbs.. 7 tolte; amber comb. 4 to 6c.
Extracted, white. 4 ;4 to 5c.; light amber. 3^
to 4c.; diuk tule. %%a. Beeswax, fair to
choice. 25-26e
While the market is notespeclaIlyweik.it

Is quiet. There is considerably more offering
than can be accommodated with custom at
full current fl^uies. Only on local account
are top prices obtainable, and the quantity
required for home use is light. There are no
excessive stojks of beeswax on toe market,
and not likeij' to be the current season.

Cleveland, Ohio, Aug. 10.—Fancy white,
12^4 ro 13o.: No. 1. 11 to I2e; fancy amber,
9e. Extracted, white, 6 to 7c.
Very little new honey in the merket. The

demand for new honey the past week was
fairly well thus early In the season. No de-
mand for old honey whatever.

Bnffalo, N. Y., Ang 9.—Fancy white, 11 to
12c.; No. I, 9 to 10c. . fancy amber. 7 to 8c.:
No. 1, 64 to 7c.; fancy dark, 5 to 7c ; No. 1

5 to 7c. Extracted white, 5 to 6c.; amber, 44
to .5c.; dark. 4 to 4;^c. Beeswax, 23 to -^Se.
Moderate demand for any grade. Better

hold till October, when we can place liberal
quantities.

Philadelphia, Pa., Aug 10.—Fancy white.
12 to 13c ; No 1.11 to 12c.: fancy amber. 10
to lie: No. 1.9c.; fancy dark. 8e: No. 1, 6
to 7c. Extracted, while, 5 to 6c.; amber, 4 to
5c : dark, 4c. Beeswax, 25e
Honey arriving freely. But little demand

during this hot weather. California honey
already bearing down the market.

List of Honey and Beeswax Dealers.

Most of whom Quote In this Journal.

CbicaKO, Ills.

R. A. BtTRNBTT & Co.. 163 South Water Street.

New York, N. Y.
HiLDRETH Bros. & Seohlken.

120 & 122 W. Broadway.

Kansas Citr, JTIo.

0. C. Clemomb & Co., 423 Walnut St.

Bnfiulo, N. Y.
BATTER80N & CO.. 167 & 169 SCOtt St.

Hamilton, Ills.

Chas. Dasant & Son.

Pblladelpbla, Pa.

Wm. a. Sblser, 10 Vine St.

Cleveland, Ohio.
A. B. Williams & Co., 80 & 82 Broadway.

St. lionls, mo.
Westcott Com. Co.. 213 Market St

IHinneapoUs, minn.
S. H. HALL & Co.

minrankee, TVlg.
A, V. Bishop & Co.

Boston, mass.
Blake. Scott <& Lee., 37 Chatham Street.

Detroit, Mlcb.
M. H. Hunt. Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich.

Indianapolis, Ind.
Walter S. Pocder, 162 Massichusetts Ave

Albany, N.Y.
Chas. McCclloch & Co., 380 Broadway.

Clnelnnatl, Oblo.
C. P, HUTH& SON, cor. Freeman & Cent ral A vs.

Doctor^s jiir)is
Ity Dr. PlilRO,

Central Music Hall, % Chicago, III.

For Indigestion.—Apple seeds
—the inside of 'ein— is tine for indlges-
tlou.

For Rheumatism.—Peach pits
eaten now and then are good for rheu-
matisna.

For Lazy LiTer.— May-apples,
eaten morning and bed-time, stir up a
lazy liver.

Oood for 'Warts.—Arbor vilie

—the evergreen they make hedges of

—

pounded and applied is good for warts.

A Honey Cough Syrup. —
Honey and onion-juice, equal parts
boiled together, makes a fine cough
syrup.

Tannings are of two kinds. That
done by the sun is a blessing, to old or
young. That done back in the woodshed
by the boy's father—depends.

Grandma, don't forget this is the
right time of year to gather and dry your
routs and herbs. Don't fail to hang
them up in the shade. The sun kills

their effective properties and leaves them
worthless for medicinal purposes.

Bee-Stings— I've been practicing
recently. So many cures for them, too.

But they are never at hand. Just scrape
off the sting and Immediately squeeze
the place that's stung. That extracts
the poison, and you're all right.

Slaking Vourself Sick.— Of
all the year the opportunity for making
one's self sick is the month of September.
Then nearly all fruit is so plentiful and
ripe that the desire for gorging the inner
man is almost past resisting. Yet there
is no need of it. Simply eat often and
not so much at a time. Luscious water-
melon won't hurt any one If eaten in

moderation. Same can be said of his
button-hole cousin—the "mush"—yel-

low as gold and sweet as honey !

Nice, ripe " seeks " " snows " and Tal-
man sweets are excellent, baked, stewed
or off-hand. The garden, too. affords so
much " sass " at this time. All delicious
from " cuke" to "ignous." But don't eat
too much at once—that's all.

Dr. Peiro.

r...„,_...
^^^^sufficiently serious torequire expert medi-
^^^cal treatment, address
i^^B Dr. Peiro, 100 State St., Chic.iKO.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

UNG DISEASES.

^
GOLDEN BEAUTIES

and 3-Baaded.
Dntcsted at 45 cts. each. Write for wholesale
prices. 1 make the rearing of Queens a sne-
cialty, and there are no better bees in the
country than mine. To be convinced, order
one sample Queen. This Is a Money Order
post-office. 1 insure saf*» arrival.

UAMEI. WUKTH,
34A4t Falmouth. Rush Co.. I.nd.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.
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i a^ H A Copy of

LDlL Snecessfiil Kee-Keening
i n I by VV. Z Hutchinson :

I 1 1 k and our 1897 Cataloi;. ior2-
cent stamp, or a c»ipy of the

Catalos; for Ilie AMkliis We make almost
ETeryiliiiis used by Bee*Keeper8« and at
l^oivuNi Prices. UuR

Falcon Polisht Sections
arc warranted

Superior to All Others.
Don't buy cheaply and roughly made Goods.

when you can have llie be»l—suelj as «'e
make.

Tlie Amerifan Bee -Keeper
[monthly, now in its 7th year]

36 Pages—50 Cents a Year.
fcAMPLE Free—Addkess,

TBEW.T. FALCONER MFG. CO.,

JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

Please mention Bee Journal -when \7riting.

Texas dueens

!

By return mall. Beet honey-gathering strain

in America. tTntested, 75c. Select Warran-
ted, $1.00. J, D. GIVENS, I^isbon, Tex.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

I AEISE
TO SAT to the readere

of tbe

BEE JOURNAL that

i>oo1j1tti^e:

has ooncladed to sell

-BKES and gUKKNB-
In ibeir Beaeon, darltiK

1897, at the following
prlcee :

One Colony of Italians
on 9 Gallup frames, in
lisht shipping-box $6 no
Five Colonies 25 00
Ten Colonies.. .. 45 00
1 untested queen. 1 00
6 " queens 5 50
12 " " 10 00
1 tested Queen... fi 50
S " Queens . 3 So
1 select tested queen 2 i>o

3 " " Queen84 00

Select lesiet) queen, previous season's rearing 4 00
Hxtra Selected for breedinR. the vbrt bk8T. . 6 00
About a Pound of BBK8 In a Two-frame Nacleua,
with any Queen, 12.00 extra.

1^ Circular free, RiTinfz full particulars regard-
ing the Bees and eaoh class of Queens.

Addresp

6. M. DOOLITTLE,
llA25t BORODINO, Onon. Co., N. T.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

-
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Feeding Bees for Stimulative Purposes.

BT DR. E. GALLUP.

I did not fully answer Mr. Deacon's inquiry, and as there

Is another who requests me to answer the question when to

feed, and how to feed for stimulating purposes, I will try to

give my views more fully.

Bees are always ready to breed up at any season, either

winter or summer, when conditions are favorable in this

climate. I say " always," but I am mistaken in one case. I

had one stood Italian colony last fall that lay perfectly dor-

mant through December and January last winter. I exam-

ined them twice during that time, for I could not understand

was profitable to stimulate. I had one super of 12 frauies

full of sealed honey, so I gave each colony a frame of this

honey, and stimulated them by breaking the cappings by

pressing the flat side of a case-knife against the comb and

drawing it across the comb. This is a very good way of stim-

ulating. It was so cool and windy that the bees would have

actually stood still.

Again, we stimulate at any time during the summer If

there are only four or five days that the bees cannot work. We
do this by raising the front end of the hive and pouring diluted

honey in at the entrance, just at night. It requires only a

very little, providing they have old honey in the hive. Many
times in the East bees are about ready to swarm, and there

come eight or more days of cool, rainy weather, and the bees

will tear down queen-cells, and even kill oflf their drones. A
little stimulation at such a time will keep all things moving

right along. I never allow a colony or nucleus to become dis-

couraged for lack of a little stimulation ; even iu this climate

I consider it poor policy.

If we hive a new swarm, and the weather is not just right

for the secretion of nectar, we always feed freely, as it re-

quires plenty in order to build comb at any time in the season.

Apiary of Masters Qeorge and Wayne Robey, of Neosho Co., Kansas.

why there was not a bee flying from that colony, when other

colonies were at work the same as In summer, yet that colony

was strong enough in numbers, but not an egg did that queen

lay during those two months. They were on hand at swarm-
ing-time In March, and have proved as profitable a colony as I

had In the lot.

In the spring of 1886 we bad nearly two months that It

This has been an exceptionally fine season with me—
almost a continuous flow of nectar. Still, I fed eight two-

quart jars of hooey for stimulating purposes. One almost

always has some inferior quality of extracted honey that is not

fit to sell. Dilute it with half water for stimulating. I had
six old, rotten box-hives of black bees given to me, and I put

honey-comb and all into the sun extractor, after driving out
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the bees, then allowing the brood to batch. I used the bees

to stock nuclei for queen-breeding, and now I have them built

up into extra-pood Italian colonics. This honey was good for

nothing else, only to manufacture into bees, and my neigh-

bors used to say in Iowa, " Give Gallup a little honey and a

few buckwheat hulls, and he will manufacture a colony of

bees at any time."

You probably say there is work about this. What are we

keeping bees for ? It is just as poor economy to allow your

bees to do without feed at any season as it is to starve yo\ir

stock. Orange Co., Calif., Aug. 2.

Where to Store Comb Honey.

BY G. .M. DOOMTTLE.

As the season of the year is upon us when we are taking

section honey from the hives, it may be well to ask about

where we shall store it, unless we have thought the matter up

before, and come to a correct conclusion. A " correct conclu-

sion," when I first kept bees, always said, "Keep section

honey in the cellar," and then when askt " why," I was

always met with, " Because that is where all of our ancestors

kept it." Well, because a majority do a thing, it does not

always prove that what the majority do is the best thing to

do. The majority did not go in the ark with Noah, yet no

one, seeing things in the light of the past, will now say aught

against what Noah did. Then Noah and the right were finally

in the majority when he came out of the ark.

Likewise, one or two began to preach that a continued

keeping of honey in the cellar would cause it to be drowned

with dampness until it would be of no more value than were

the people who persisted in staying out of the ark, when they

were laught at and mockt ; but a continuous preaching, and

that backt by thousands of pounds of souring, fermenting and

sickening looking and smelling honey, as I once saw in the

city of New York, changed things so that those who stood for

a warm room as being the place to keep honey as soon as

taken from the hive, are in the majority now, among those

who read our bee-papers.

If the temperature of the room need never fall below 70

Fahr., standing from that to 100- of heat, honey stored in

such a room will be always improving, and would keep its

excellent qualities for years. Because such temperature is

hard to maintain, is the reason that honey in the comb is

allowed to deteriorate, and that no one wants old honey after

the new has come upon the market. I once kept section

honey by the aid of a coal-stove, so that it was much better

every way at the end of three years, than was some of the

same honey when it was taken from the hive.

Many of our Eastern bee-keepers store their honey in a

loft, or room just under the roof of the house, which is the

best possible place for summer keep, and such a place is ad-

visable where some hoisting apparatus can be f urnisht to do

the work of elevatiug it.

The next best thing is to have a one-story building, raised

a suitable distance from the ground, say from 18 inches to 2

feet, the same being covered with a metal roof, which should

be painted red or black. If, in addition to this, the sunny

sides of the buil<ling are painted dark also, you will have heat

sufficient to ripen your honey in fine shape, unless there

should come two or three weeks of cloudy, rainy weather, as

we sometimes have here, in which case artlflclal heat should

be resorted to.

The honey should be piled a few Inches off the floor, and

a little out from the wall, otherwise that near the bottom and

side of the room will accumulate moisture from want of cir-

culation of air. Honey that is sealed will stand much more

dampness and non-circulation of air than will that which is

unsealed ; hence. It is well, as far as may be, to pile that the

most perfectly sealed near the bottom of the pile, and that

less sealed nearer the top. There arc very few sections but

what have more or less unsealed cells where the same border

on the wood to the section, and these are what cause the

trouble of leaky sections more than anything else, for very

few practical apiarists will take much honey from the hive

having unsealed cells, except those noted.

Now, if our storing-room can have a temperature and dry-

ness of air sufficient to evaporate or thicken the honey in the

cells next to the wood, we are boss of the situation, till the

honey leaves our hands, and can place it on the market in the

best possible shape. I have had the honey so thin in these

open cells when taken from the hive, that it would run out

and daub ;hings if the section was not kept in an upright

position, and yet, after three weeks' stay in ray honey-room,

with a temf(praturo as above, the same section could be rolled

about at pleasure, and not a drop of honey come from any

cell, it was so evaporated or thickened.

Then, there is another point in favor of this warm-room

plan : Where honey is shipt to a distance, unless kept as

above, it will rarely hold out weight when it reaches its desti-

nation, as the dry car will absorb much of the moisture from

the honey, thus causing the one to whom you ship to report a

shortage, and you to consider him dishonest. But take honey

from your dry, hot room, and ship it, and instead of drying out

it will be liable to come in contact with an atmosphere more

moist than the one in which you kept it, and the result is that

every case weighs, on reaching its destination, from several

ounces to a pound more than it did with you, thus giving you

the name of giving " good weight."— Progressive Bee-Keeper.

A Few Experiences of the Past Season.

BY E. B. TYRRELL.

I will try to give some of my past season's experiences in

the " Mysteries and Miseries of Bee-Keeping," as Mr. Edwin

Bevins puts it.

By the way, Mr. Bevins reminds me of the cow that gave

a fine pail of milk, and then kickt it over before the milker

could rise from his stool ; for in one paragraph he advocates

producing only extracted honey, and in the next he " gives

himself away," that he is a comb honey producer. Can't be

that Mr. Bevins practices what he preaches.

I started the season with one great, big mistake, which I

will tell about, as it may benefit some one else, altho I am
ashamed to acknowledge the mistake. It was in not being in

readiness for the bees. I neglected getting my hives and frames

in readiness early, and consequently I lost much honey, and

also many valuable swarms.

One thing which I wish to call the attention of the readers

of the Bee Journal to, is in the matter of hotlom hive-ventila-

tion during the hot summer months. I gave all my hives ven-

tilation by raising the backs of the hives up about % or 1 inch,

by placing a little pebble under the back of the hive, and the

bees did not mind the heat, altho some apiarists around here

lost bees by the combs melting down.

Oh, yes, that reminds me that this is my first season with

chaff hives, and I can't say that I like them, as they are too

clumsy to handle. I believe they are good winter and spring

hives, but I don't like them in summer. They are too expen-

sive, clumsy and warm. Yes, and I had one swarm in a 20-

frame hive, one-story, and altho it gave me good results as far

as honey Is concerned, I don't believe I'll make another, for

the reason that It is too clumsy, and, besides, there is too

much surface exposed when you take the cover off for the pur-

pose of getting at the frames. The boes would crawl all over

the top and sides of the hive, making a nasty mess to work in.

I have decided to produce extracted honey, and I believe I

will stick to the H-frame Langstroth hive, tiering it up as
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high as needed. My extractor calls for a Langstroth frame,

and as yet I have found no very serious objection to this

frame, and eight of them hi a hive makes a nice size to bancllo.

Genesee Co., Mich., Aug. 14.

%
My Old Neighbor and His Bees.

BY OKO. II. STlrr.

The bee is a funny little creature, but she is too willini:

to poke her fun at other people's expense, and mako some

stinging remark which causes a person to feel a little smart.

I have a neighbor who keeps bees. He is also a funny

fellow, altho he is more than SO years of age. Of course, he

is too old to learn ; man at that age knows it all, anyway. He
has a way of keeping bees that's all his own, derived from the

mature experience of antedeluvian days. He has, however,

been won over, by hook or crook, from the box-hive, and tink-

ers up some sort of a rickety imitation of a Langstroth hive,

with Hoffman frames, by means of dull jack-knife and rusty

bucksaw.

My first inspiration in bee-keeping came from this quaint

old fellow ; so did my first hive. 1 shall never forget it, for it

was a nuisance which rullled my temper more times than I

can tell, and caused no end of trouble during the whole time

it was in my yard. There was no bee-space above the frames,

and the way the poor bees were squasht under the cover made

my blood run cold till I got bee-sense enough to tack some

strips on the top of the hive. But, even then, peace did not

reign, for everything was wrong, and the frames would not fit

other hives. At last, I transferred bees and comb to a newer

and better hive, and, in cutting away the comb from the old

frames, by an accidental scratch of the knife, I was astonisht

to find some of the top-bars filled with moth-larvae which had

bored into the wood and had been waxt over by the bees in

such a manner as to make discovery extremely unlikely. It

Is needless to say they were the black bees. The frames went

into the fire, instanter, and I thankt my stars I had made the

change.

But to return to my amusing neighbor ! He keeps his

colonies (some 20 in number) crowded together on a long

board resting on two end supports. This rough bench bends

down in the middle with the weight of the bees in a way that

I know must be awfully uncomfortable to the poor creatures,

to say nothing of the unpleasantness of being very near neigh-

bors to one another. The hives are of all kinds, sizes and

shapes ; old, dirty and unkempt, with boxes, boards, and all

sorts of traps piled atop of them. For these and many other

reasons his bees have the reputation, well deserved, of being

the crossest bees in Christendom.

The only thing that troubles the old gentleman Is "those

pesky, black robber-bees that come down from the moun-

tains" to steal his honey. Of course, his own bees are good

Christian bees, strict observers of the ten commandments. His

bees never steal ! It is the wicked hlack bee of the mountains

—those shiny fellows; altho his bees are about as black as

good religious bees can be.

Of course, like more wicked bees, his bees swarm at the

proper season ; in fact, they swarm all over the season and

the country when they get started, and, because of their

honeyed (?) dispositions, they make things lively in the

neighborhood. Except for the fun, the neighbors would wish

they had never been born—the bees, of course. Almost every

day, and several times a day, the old gentleman may be seen

and beard out in the field beating a tin pan among the bees to

"call them down." Altho on such occasions he usually wears

a long, dirty, iraily piece of faded orange-yellow "skeeter"

bar, full of holes, he brags of his lack of fear of beestings.

The youthful hirsute adornment of his head has long since

past away, and instead thereof he covers his shining bald

pate with a wig whose color Is of that significant hue sugges-

tive of a jute bag.

Before we knew better, wc rusht out to help him settle

his swarms, emboldened by pleasant experiences in settling

our own bees, and imbued with a desire to be neighborly.

But, after several severe battles, we ceast "to have went."

After the first onslaught, the bees settled us, and wc could be

seen scattering ourselves to all points of the compass, clear-

ing the adjacent air with indescribable hastiness of demeanor

at variance with the usual dignity of bee-keepers, and leaving

naught behind us save a blue streak— of exclamation points

and some painful recollections.

On one particular occasion, the old gentleman held his

ground for quite awhile. Suddenly, however, the soft music

of his timbrel ceast, and a retrospective view could be seen of

hill spreading his tracks around the barn with the gaudily

colored netting streaming behind like the loose habiliments of

a dancing dervish. In the wild scramble, the wig had lost

itself, and a little later the owner was found in the barn,

clawing mad bees from his whiskers and out of his sleeves

and pantaloons. Presently the door of his house opened, and

his good wife launcht forth such a tirade—I really believe the

poor old fellow wisht the bees would sting some more. Boiled

down, it was about like this : Now, pah, you'd better come

in and let them bees alone, or they'll sting you so bad you'll

git blood-pizen, sure." To this the patient old man solemnly

replied, "Mother, we still live."

He generally monkeys with his bees about dark, as he

thinks they are quieter then. He frequently comes over to

borrow my smoker, which he considers a grand thing ; but not

grand enough to own one himself. To let him tell the tale,

"Them bees are just /lUt of honey,'" and no doubt the over-

flow is running down their little legs. But he doesn't let them

stay full long, and if it were not for our generally open win-

ters, they would surely starve to death. The honey he does

secure is usually so mussy that it is almost unsalable beside

better goods. He shipt some to the city once; but, like the

cat, it came back, much the worse for wear—the commission

men wouldn't handle it, principally because of its condition

through bad packing.

When the old gentleman examines his hives, he cautiously

prys a cover off, peeps in, puts the cover on, bears his weight

upon it
—"squash!" go a score of bees into eternity. Such

a thing as sliding the cover on never occurred to him, and his

place is too crowded for manipulation of any kind. I often

wonder if, when the time comes, the hand of Death will be

laid upon him so heavily as to squash him into Eternity, or

will the lid be slid gently on as he sinks into the quiet, peace-

ful slumber of the great beyond ?

^
Santa Clara Co., Calif.

The Season- Experiments with Non-Swarmers.

BY I.. A. AsrlNWALL.

Certainly, the continuous hum of bees for more than three

weeks during oppressively warm weather, had a semblance of

the monotonous roar which characterizes that of Niagara, and

added to the monotone was the inability to keep pace with our

bees in removing and supplying supers.

The season has been extraordinary in many respects, and

the honey-yield phenomenal ; never have I known its equal.

This extraordinary yield appears still more phenomenal, when

but IS months ago bee-keepers were bemoaning the condition

which seemed to indicate that our honey-sources were being

obliterated by the woodman's axe, and a succession of ex-

tremely dry seasons. But following these conditions comes

the present season with an unprecedented amount of white

clover. 'Where none was visible last season it completely cov-
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ered the ground. It seemed as tho an angel had come down

and sowed It thickly, far and wide.

This has led me to consider how. In the face of apparent

death, comes such an abundance. Surely, Nature Is founded

In wisdom, and her resources are Indestructible. Has not the

seed accumulated during the past five or six years of drouth,

and the requisite amount of moisture necessary to its germi-

nation and extension by the rooting tendrils given us more

than could have been expected; and has not Nature more

than ever before displayed her marvelous stores ?

In connection with, or rather preceding this extraordinary

condition, the weather was unseasonably cold, and unfavor-

able to the flight of bees. My hives having been well packt

until a few days preceding the honey-flow, which opened sud-

denly with warm weather on June 10, were overflowing with

bees, even In my large hives (altho supplied with dummies),

which place them again in the condition of swarming colonies.

I became extremely anxious as to the situation, wondering if

it were possible to hold them from swarming with such a sud-

den change of temperature, accompanied by the great flow of

nectar, also an unusual proportion of field-bees with perfect or

unworn wings (by reason of non-use) compared with the mid-

dle-aged or comb-building bees, which would naturally carry

honey to the latter faster than their ability to care for It, clog-

ging the hive and increasing the tendency to swarm.

Swarming was greatly retarded by use of the dummies,

and late compared with my neighbors, most of the swarms

being between the 20th and 30th of June, some of the parent

colonies having stored upwards of 40 pounds previous to the

issue. At first thought I attributed the failure to new dum-

mies which I substituted for those of last season, but, upon

reflection, seeing that my hives were too small and the season

unusually favorable to swarming, I concluded that possibly It

was not in the dummy, but a return of the crowded condition

like that of swarming hives. My hives have a capacity for

but 11 frames, and upon careful consideration I have con-

cluded that with a space for 15 or 16, a little less than half of

which could be occupied with dummies, better results might

be obtained.

I am really surpised that the additional room for three

frames (occupied by dummies) should have produced such

satisfactory results heretofore, and to have retarded swarm-

ing to the extent it did this season, all things taken into con-

sideration. There was, however, a noticeable fact presented

which has given me great encouragement for the future non-

swarmer. It was the unusual number of bees which remained

with the parent colonies almost without exception. So strong

were they that the storage of honey in the supers was con-

tinued or resumed iu two or three days, and which has given

me an average of about 60 pounds per colony, with about

40 pounds more in sight; some sweet clover, however, will be

mlxt with the latter.

Altho the flow was great and tended to fill the bee-keeper

with enthusiasm, still the brood-chambers are very much
clogged with honey, to the exclusion of brood. This, of

course, is unfavorable to the best results just at present, still,

with a favorable season from this out, altho not Id a basswoid

locality, I should look for at least 100 pounds per colony.

I learn that the Intensely warm weather has ruined a few

colonies by softening and breakage of the combs In this and

doubtless many other localities ; still none of mine have suf-

fered. The dummies favor venlllatlou, and should one comb

soften and drop from the top-bar, tho dummies would prevent

further disaster by holding it partly In place. Three or four

years ago I had several hives in which a single comb became

detacht while the others remained Intact by reason of the

dummies.

Another advantage derived from the use of dummies is

that already alluded to in affording more perfect ventilation,'

and with the additional room prevents the usual crowding or

clustering on the outside during warm weather. The result

has been, and Is, that no loafing colonies are found in my
apiary. There is a markt difference In the aggregate amount

of honey stored when every colony in the yard is doing some-

thing. Of course, the equalization of colonies during the

mouth of May, as set forth in a previous article, is the prime

essential to such a result.

APIARIAN IMPK0VKMENT8—HONEY PRICES.

The conditions which have changed from time to time in

bee-keeping, as in all branches of human affairs, are marvel-

ous. The revolution caused by the invention of movable

frames and comb foundation has enabled the specialist to pro-

duce a much finer product of comb honey at greatly reduced

cost. We look at the quotations to-day and compare with the

price of 30 or 40 years ago, feeling as tho the bottom had

dropt out of bee-keeping. But when the Quinby system was

in vogue, and honey commanding 25 cents per pound, how
much were we able to secure per colony as compared with to-

day ? If an average of 25 pounds per colony was obtained It

was considered a good one. To-day we are far in advance of

that, with a price commensurate with the outlay.

The advent of movable frames and comb foundation were

at the time of high prices, and those who first occupied the

field enjoyed the golden age of bee-keeping.

To-day we are upon a better basis as regards profits than

when honey commanded 25 cents per pound. We can pro-

duce at least three times the quantity, and with factory-made

supplies at a cost not exceeding the percentage of former

years. I am speaking strictly in reference to honey-produc-

tion. True, the value of, and sale of colonies, was greater

than to-day.

The abundance of No. 1 clover honey this season will

doubtless have a tendency to depress the market, especially

as many who keep a few colonies will sell their surplus at

what may be offered them, considering it clear gain. Bee-

keepers should be firm in their prices, and be careful to offer

none but their best in the first or fancy grade. This season

will be one to establish a superior grade which must be attrac-

tive both as to quality and style of sections.

Taking into consideration the downward tendency of

prices in all lines, any compensation by further increase of

production would have a tendency to lower the market still

more.

We cannot afford to increase our product as to lessen the

cost of production, and as an illustration, the reason I am
working to produce a non-swarmer is to that very end. And
I think the trouble and annoyance of swarming is fully equal

to all the other work during the honey season.—Bee-Keepers'

Review. Jackson Co., Mich., July 2-1,

Some Practical Apiarian Details.

BY ADRIAN GETAZ.

Since using the queen and drone trap I have been dissat-

isfied with the slowness of its work. That is, before going up

the cones the drones will remain quite a time below, and

obstruct the way and the ventilation. In the hurry of swarm-

ing, the queen will run over the zinc a good deal, and when

the swarm is entirely out, go back Into the brood-nest without

having even found the cones.

After trying several slight modifications in the shape and

place of tho cones, etc., I have closed the top of the trap with

wire netting instead of a tin slide, so as to admit full light to

the Inside of the trap. This I find works to perfection. Not

only drones and queens find the cones at once, but a number

of bees choose that way of going out. The front part of the

upper apartment of tho trap must then necessarily be made of
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bee-zinc. Not only that, but the dead drones and other refnso

too big to be pulled through the zinc are carried In the upper

part of tbe trap, and do not clog the entrance. The followltg

Illustration (No. 1) makes that construction clear:

\ol

hii/L

A few years ago, I made some experiments on the best

shape to adopt for cone escapes. The shape now used by the

makers is the best. A shape too narrow at the base Induces

the bees to go back when they begin to be squeezed. The
opening must be sufficient to allow the bees to carry a dead

drone through without getting it stuck at the apex.

As to the length of the cone, it must be sufficient so that

the cone is not covered. Whenever the top of the cone is

covered with bees, the exit is stopt, and quite a number of

worker-bees or drones will go back through the cone. If the

cone is long enough, only a few worker-bees or drones can

go back through it. That, however, depends upon the cir-

cumstances. As a rule, the drones will wear themselves to

death before finding the way back. The worker-tees or

queens, when finding themselves imprisoned, will hunt up an

escape everywhere, and eventually go back.

A cone made out of a cut piece of cloth, sewed together

with thin wire, will prevent going back better than one

puncht out, especially if the edge is left ragged. (See No. 2.)

Bees or drones inside of the trap or the confined space

will more or less run over the cone. Some will go on the edge

of the escape-hole if it is smooth, and then go either back on

the outside of the cone or sometimes inside of the hole. But

when the edge is ragged, they will not stand on it, and the

chances of going back are then greatly lessened, unless, of

course, the cone should be completely covered.

I have written considerably on the use of queen-traps,

etc., to prevent swarming, and I Just discovered that I had

completely forgotten to say that it is necessary to cut out all

the drone-comb possible, and thus reduce the number of

drones, otherwise they would be so numerous that they would

obstruct the traps and entrances completely.

I have seen reports stating that the Porter escapes failed

to clear the supers. I don't know what was the trouble, but I

know what has been the trouble with mine. If the escape

board Is placed directly on the brood-nest, the bees will more
or less cluster under it, and prevent the others from coming
out of the supers. Worse than that, some will attempt to go

back Into the supers, and get stuck between the springs and
the walls of the escape, and thus shut up the whole thing

(See No. 3).

I have sometimes thought that a construction like No. 4
would be better. At any rate, the present escape usually

works well with me, by putting a super of empty sections be-

tween the escape-board and the brood-nest, preventing the

congregating of bees on the escape.

A good deal has been said against a bee-keeper making
his own foundation. So far as section foundation is con-

cerned, it would be impossible for an ordinary bee-keeper to

make it as good as the foundation-makers, and none but the

very best should be used. But with brood foundation for one's

personal use, the case is altogether different, and It would be

in the majority of cases a profit for the bee-keeper to use at

least his own wax. After all is counted, the wax sold will not

net much more than 20 cents per pound to the bee-keeper,

while his foundation, freight, etc., included, will run to 50 or

60 cents per pound. And if the bee-keeper has some spare

time in the winter evenings, or rainy days, he might as well

put it in that way and save the difference.

Concerning the wiring of frames, I never succeeded in

cutting the wire first. Perhaps it is on account of my natural

awkwardness. I wire from the spool. I have a wiring-frame

fixt conveniently, and built like No. 5. The dotted lines show

where the brood-frame to be wired is placed. B B are merely

nails. A A are hooks like this—"] ~\—to hold the brood-

frame. C (No. 6) is a third hook made so as to revolve, and

hold the brood-frame after It is pusht under the hooks, A A.

I first fasten the wire to the proper nail in the frame, and

then holding the spool all the time in the left hand, pass the

wire over the hookt nails where wanted with the aid of the

right hand fingers. No. 7, I think, will explain itself. The

spool stays in my hand from beginning to end, all the other

movements being made with the other hand.

As to fastening the foundation to the wires, if a very

great number was needed, it would probably be better to get

an electric apparatus. But for a small number the lamp pro-

cess invented by Dr. C. C. Miller is best. In order to facili-

tate the operation, I have a cord, C, hung to the ceiling of the

room, upon which one end of the frame rests, the other end

being held by one hand. (See No. 8.) I operate it In a rather

dark room so as to see the wire and the light through the

foundation. Move the frame so as to follow the wire, sliding
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a finder over it so as to fasten the foundation, as it moves
around.

When I first began bee-keepins, I bought four box-hive

colonies and transferred them to frame hives of my own malfe.

As I had for guides only Quinby and some French books, I

made my frames with heavy top-bars. It was late when I

transferred, and most of the combs were crooked and full of

brood. In order to save the brood, I put in the crooked combs
without straightening them. This resulted in bulged combs
that had to be spaced accordingly in all sorts of distances.

%.I0

This afforded me an opportunity to study how the burr-combs

are started, and the influence of a heavy top-bar.

When the top-bar is too narrow, the combs below are

necessarily wider (No. 9) ; then the bees extend them along

the top-bar (No. 10^ and finally above it (No. 11). If the

'Tcqj/

top-bars are very thick, the comb extension may be slopt be-

fore reaching the top (No. 12), and not go any further.

If thefR Is more than a bee-space between the supers and
brood-framoa, and the bees are lucking space, or cannot work

in the supers on account of the weather being too cold, they

may start burr-combs independently from the combs below.

If possible, only a bee-space should be left between the

frames, and I then think that if the spacing of the frames

were exact, and the combs all built in the center, there would

bo no burr-combs ; but an exact regularity is not always at-

tained, so I would advise a top-bar thick enough to prevent

the extension of comb from reaching above (No. 12). At any
rate, a top-bar less than K inch thick would not be stiff

enough; % is better on account of holding the side-bars

nailed at the ends. Knox Co., Tenn.

8
CONOnCTBD BY

DR. O. O. JMiXtER, afAKBNGO, Iti.

[Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direot.i

low to Class Sweet Clover Honey.

1. How can I class my sweet clover honey ? Is it called
(irst-class ? Alfalfa honey is so very white, that everything
else looks dark by comparison.

2. If honey is dark, but sealed over white, and looks very
nice, is it clast as white? Colorado.

An.swers.— 1. I hardly know just what the standing of

sweet clover is, but I think it would be considered first-class.

Certainly it would so far as color is concerned, but testimony

is a little conflicting as to flavor. Some say there is nothing

finer in flavor, and others condemn it, but probably the bal-

ance of testimony would be in its favor.

2. No, the honey must be white as well as the comb.

Rendering Old Coinbx into Wax.

What is the best way to render beeswax from old comb on
a small scale ? Ohio.

Answer.—Probably nothing is better than a solar wax
extractor, and for a small quantity a very cheap affair can

be gotten up. A box covered over with a pane of glass, and

inside of this an old dripping-pan with one corner torn open,

and a dish underneath the dripping-pan to catch the melted

wax that runs off the dripping-pan, and you have a solar wax-

extractor. Of course the dripping-pan must be placed in a

slanting position so that the wax will flow toward the split

corner. The same dripping-pan may be used as a wax-ex-

tractor ai any time when the sun is not shining. Put It in the

oven of a cook-stove, leaving the oven door open, with the

split corner projecting out, and a dish set on the kitchen floor

to catch the melted wax.

Bcc§ Working in the SnperD.

1. ,Iuly 3, as the bees in one of my hives had commenced
to build comb on the top of the brood-frames, I put on a super
as per Instructions in the text-book. In one week they had
eight or nine sections full and sealed over, so I raised the
super and put an empty one under. They commenced to work
in it all right, and each week since I have expected to find It

half full, ready to put a third one under, but to-day (Aug. 14)
I tlnd only six sections capt over, and comb started in some of

the others. In the top super there are 14 sections flnisht,

and comb started in a good many of the others. Now, what I

want to And out is, should I take away the sections that have

J
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been finisht four or five weeks, or should I leave them on tlio

hlvo until the super is full ?

2. I have two other hives that have plenty of befs, but

they would not work in the super, altho they had commenced
to put wax on the top-bar of the brood-frames flvo weeks ago.

A week ago I thought I would try an experiment on them. I

took the center section-holder out of the super of both hives.

I then removed the bottom from each section, and nailed a

thin, narrow piece of wood from one end to the other of the

holder (to keep the sections inl, and put it back iu the super

bottom side up. I thought with ti.e open side of the section

next to the top-bar of the bruod-frame, the bees would surely

go up, and on examining the hives to-day I found each of the

four sections about half full of comb, and work started on

both sides. I intend in a few days to turn that center holder

right side up and put the pieces of sections back in place

again. What do you think of the scheme ? Is it a good one
or not '? Connecticut.

Answers.— 1. If the honey is for your own use, and you
care more for taste than looks, it will be no harm to let the

sections remain till later in the season, only they must not be
left on so late that the bees will carry the honey down to put
in the brood-combs. Honey is not hurt, but rather improved
in flavor by remaining in the hive, but the comb becomes
darker in color, and your sections will be injured for market
by remaining on the hive, for the general demand is for white-
looking sections. If they are still storing honey, and you
want to get the sections off before they are any darker, you
can empty the two supers, sort out the sections that are
finisht, then fill up one super with the sections that are partly
finisht or empty, and return this super to the hive. But from
your report of their work, it is doubtful whether they are
storing enough to make it worth while to return the unfilled

sections. A flow of fall honey, however, may come to change
matters.

2. As the scheme succeeded in getting the bees to work
in the sections when otherwise they seemed unwilling to do
so, it was of value to you, but you might accomplish the same
thing as well or better with a good deal less trouble. Put in

the super a " bait " section, tliat is, a section that has been
workt out partly, th9 comb being anywhere from one-fourth
inch to an inch deep, whether there is honey in it or not. You
will find such a section in the super an excellent persuader.
If you don't happen to have anything of the kind, you may
cut a bit of comb of any kind out of a brood-frame and fasten
it in a section.

Keeping Aiit§ Out of HiveK.

How can I get ants out of bee-hives ? and how keep them
out? Iowa.

Answer.—The simplest and easiest plan is to provide no
comfortable place for the ants to which the bees themselves
have no access. With the plan, now going out of use, of hav-
ing quilts or sheets over the brood-frames, the ants have a
nice retreat over the sheets. They probably make their nests

there for the sake of the warmth, and do not trouble the bees
except when the beekeeper opens the hive, and then they
trouble both bee-keeper and bees by running over both. Since
giving up the use of quilts I have never known the ants to

trouble ray bees. A plain board-cover is the only thing over
the bees, there being a space of a quarter of an inch between
the top-bars and the cover. As the bees have full access to

this space, they never allow an ant to enter. Until you find

it convenient to change your plan of covers, you may take
comfort in the thought that the ants really do little or no harm
only when you have the hives open.

When and Iloiv to Unite Bees.

1. What is the best month or time to unite bees ?

2. After removing the queen, do you put the queenless
bees with the hive containing the queen, or I'ke versa ?

3. Cannot the bees be united by simply sprinkling both
hives with sugar-water scented with essence of mint, by setting

one hive on the top of the other, and drumming the bees up
into the top hive ? Maryland.

Answers.— 1. The best time is when bees are gathering
lionay. After all gathering has ceast for the season, bees are

more Intent on watching their stores, and every stranger is

lookt upon as an Intruder that should be expelled.

2. That amounts to asking on which stand the united

colony shall be placed. On the stand where the queen has

been. Move a colony of bees to a new place, and when the

field-bees next make an excursion they will on their return go

straight to the spot they have been always used to returning

to, but if queenless bees are given to a colony having a queen
they are so tickled at finding a mother that on first fiying out

many of them mark the location and return to it.

3. Yes, you don't need to lake even that much trouble,

for the queenless bees will find their way into the other hive

without any drumming. One good way is this: Bring the

queenless colony to the place where the queen is ;
put it under

the hive with the queen, letting each have its own entrance,

and put between the hives a piece of paper with a hole In it

just large enough for one bee at a time to go from one hive to

the other. The bees will do the rest, and will remove the

paper as fast as desirable.

Now New Subscribers

4 September—Oct.—Nov.—December 4

4 MONTHS FOR 25 CTS.
18 Weeks— 18 Copies—of the American Bee Journal for but

25 cents ! Can you afford to miss thai :'

The Report of the ButTalo Convention

will be iu the American Bee Journal during these 4 months.

This Report alone will be worth §1.00—but you get all for

just the 25 cents, besides a lot of other excellent apiarian

reading-matter. If not now a subscriber, hadn't you better

send on that 25 cents and enjoy at least a trial trip of the

old American Bee Journal ?

Get Your Bee-Keeping Friends and Neighbors

to Take the Old American Bee Journal.

We would like to have each of our present readers send us

two new subscribers for the Bee Journal before October 1,

1897. That surely will not be hard to do, when each will

need to pay only '-'5 cents for the last -i months of this

year, or only about 6 cents a month for the weekly
American Bee Journal. Any one with only a colony or two

of bees should jump at such an offer as that.

Now, we don't ask you to work for us for nothing, but

will say that for each two new 2,jc. subscribers you send us,

we will mail you your choice of one of the following list:

Wood Binder for the Bee Journal
50 copies of leaflet on " Why Eat Honey/"'
50 • • on •• How to Keep Honey '

50 •' " on ' Alsike Clover"
loopy each " Preparation of Honey for the Markef'dOc.)
and Doollttle'a " Hive I Use " (5c.

i

1 copy each Dadants' •Handling Bees" (8c.) and " Bee-
Pasturage a Necessity " (lOc.)

Dr. Howard's book on "Foul Brood,"
Kohnke's " Foul Brood " boolc ;••••, •,••.•,•;
Cheshire's" Foul Brood" bookdOc.) and Dadants' "Hand-

ling Bees " [8c ]

Dr. Foote'e Hand-Book of Health
Rural Life Book
Our Poultry Doctor, by Fanny Felld

Poultry for Marked and Profit, by Fanny Field
Capons and Caponizlng —
Turkeys for Market and Profit

Green's Four Books on Frult-Growlng
Ropp Commercial Calculator No. 1

Silo and Silage, by Prof. Cook
BienenKultur LGerman] •

Kendall's Horse-Book [English or German]
I Pound White Clover Seed
1 " Sweet " •

1% •• Aleike ' "

1% • Alfalfa " "

H4 " Crimson " •'

The Horse—How to Break and Handle

20c.
•iOc.

20c.
20c.

15o.

18c.
2oo.
25c.

18c.
250.
25c.
25c.
25c.
25c.
25c.
25c.
25c.
25c.
40c.
Soc.
25c.
25c.
25c.
25c.
25c.
20c.

We make the above offers only to those who are now sub-

scribers ; In other words, no one sending in his own 25 cents

as a new subscriber can also claim a choice of the above list.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
118 Michigan St., - CHICAGO, ILL.
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Editorial Con)n)cr)i^^

The Buffalo Contention closed Thursday after-

noon, AuR. 26, being one of the very best of the national
meetings of bee-keepers ever held. The attendance was
good, and the Interest most excellent throughout.

With the exception of the election of W. Z. Hutchinson
as Vice-President, the olScers elected are the same as the
past year.

We expect soon to begin the publication of the report,
and will endeavor next week to give some convention com-
ments.

Bee-Keeping: »n Arizona.—A recent issue of
The Star—an Arizona newspaper—contained the following re-

garding honey-productlou In that part of the United States :

It Is stated that there will be shipt from the Salt River
Valley this year over 800,000 pounds of honey produced iu
that .section. This seems almost incredibje, when It Is known
that 20 years ago there was not a honey-bee iu this territory,
and the myriads of swarms now doing business in every sec-
tion of Arizona, and all the product 'Of two swarms brought
from San Diego In 1S77. The mountains are also said to be
swarming with these little workers. Caves, trees, and, be-
times, the catclaw bush, are utilized as the home of these fac-
tors of civilization.

In the valleys where alfalfa is not produced, the mesqulte,
catclaw, and the various species of the cacti furnish abun-
dance of sweet liquid for honey-production, so that bee-keep-
ing Is quite a prolitable Industry in all sections of the terri-
tory. It Is estimated that Pima county has two or three
thousand colonies. If this Industry was developt to its highest
profitable llinlt In this section, there ought to be 10,000 or
15,000 colonics. Mountain and mesqulte forests could be
utilized, as well as the agricultural spots In our valleys. If
properly cared for there la much profit In the bee-Industry.

These Editorial Paragraphs are taken from
the Bee-Keepers' Review for August:

Basswood has been a failure in many localities— don't
forget that in estimating the honey crop.

Queens will be thrown out of the mails again unless some
folks are more careful than they are In putting them up for
shipment. Use a good strong cage, and be sure that the
queen can't get out.

Wing Vibrations of Bees.—The Canadian Bee Journal
copies from the Sclenliflc American an extract from a very
interesting illustrated article showing the rapidity of the
wing vibrations in the flight of bees. The vibrations some-
times reach 15,540 strokes per minute.

A Fight to the Finish has always been the result when
I put two laying queens together, and I have doue this several
times when Italianizing black and hybrid colonies. I men-
tion this because the subject is being discust In the American
Bee Journal.

Packing should never be so thick that the colony cannot
get the benefit of the warmth when the day is pleasant and
sunny, for, if the colony becomes weak and not able to heat
the hive, it becomes to the bees a veritable refrigerator, says
R. C. Aikin in the Canadian Bee Journal.

This Year has been a good one for honey in most locali-

ties, but not In all. It is true that supply dealers have bad
the biggest trade they ever had ; but this alone ought not to

lead to a decision that there has been such an enormous crop,

as the poor seasons that preceded this one have discouraged
the buying of supplies, and the present harvest caught most
bee-keepers short of supplies. To allow dealers to get the
idea that there has been, universally, a very heavy crop, un-
less this is really true, might cause a needless tumble in prices.

The Apiary ofGeorg^e and 'Wayne Roby,
shown on the first page this week will be admired because of

the youthfulness of its owners, if for no other reason. When
sending us the photograph, "George" wrote us as follows:

Neosho Co., Kans., July 26. 1897.
Mr. Editor:—I send you a sketch of myself and my

brother " Wainey ;" also our little apiary of 40 colonies of

bees. We are the "bee-kings "of this part of the country. I

am 14 years old, and my brother is 0. We produced 1,600
pounds of honey last year. Our crop Is a little light so far
this year, but of very fine quallity. Or.r best honey-flow Is In

September, and we expect to have our dish right side up as
usual. We take two good bee-papers, and we have two or
three good books on bee-culture. Yours truly,

George Roby.

Hurrah for the little "bee-kings!" Long may they live,

and greatly may they prosper.

The Best lUarketing; of Crops Is getting to

be more and more of a puzzling question with all kinds of

country producers. Bee-keepers are beginning to realize

something of the magnitude and importance of the question.

Here Is something taken from the Field and Farm—a Colorado

farm journal—that contains some most excellent and timely

advice:

When a crop is produced, but half of the battle against
all the evils of trade Is won; and unless the farmer finds a
good market his labor Is lost, and the complaint is made that
the farm does not pay. There are many leak-holes between
the harvest and the market, by which the profits escape
through carelessness ; but the most important point, requir-

ing constant vigilance, is the fluctuating scale of supply and
demand. Many times the Western farmer and stockraiser
loses his entire shipment of potatoes or sheep, and frequently
receives a bill for freight, with the stereotyped " please remit "

stampt upon the paper.

There is no safety in relying upon the middle-men or

agents of commission houses, because they give no guarantee
o.f returns except such as the market assures on day of sale.

The local merchants are not always justifled In paying the
value of produce, even in goods, for the reasons that they
have not the capital to invest, nor faciiilies for watching the
market. Direct shipments cannot be made to the market
centers except by train or carload lots, and then experienced
dealers must accompany the produce iu order to realize the

full benefits of all that the market returns. Individual mar-
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ketinz has always proven disastrous to the general farmer
because of lack of business tact and the small lots of produce
he has to offer.

The only solution of the question of realizInK all there is

In the products of the farm lies in the proper practice of co-

operative marketing. The Utah Mormons have constructed

irrizatlon ditches, built up over 300 towns, and conquered
vast areas of desert by eo-op»rative exertions, fully demon-
stratine the fact that the principle is correct. In citing these

facts, Joel Shoemaker asks : "Why not adopt the methods
used in selling as well as in growing produce? Twenty fann-
ers could band together and practically control the com-
munity. Five of the best qualified men acting as a board of

directors could employ one of their own number as a manager,
and transact the business with profit to the entire commu-
nity."

This plan has workt admirably and profitably in several

instances under our personal observation, and the efforts of

those enterprising fruit-growers at Montrose, Delta and Grand
.function, in organizing local market associations, seems a

very commendable movement. If it does not succeed as fully

as some may hope for the first season or so, it is a step in the
right direction, and must eventually lead to a better condi-

tion all along th" line. There is much to be learned in this as

in other things ; and, after all, we of the new West need a

good deal of schooling In most of our undertakings.

These Stra-wlets, among others, were furnisht

Gleanings for Aug. 15, by Dr. Miller—the champion man-of-

straws (or straw-man) in the ranks of bee-keepers

:

Wiesbaden is where the big convention of German bee-

keepers will be. Wish I could be there !

Alfred Austin, England's poet laureate, is a member of

the Kent Bee Keepers' Association—not an honorary member,
but pays his subscription.

Ants in hives. M. Guilleininot, in L'Apiculteur, says he
is successful in getting rid of ants by first removing what he
can of their nests, then sprinkling well with finely crusht

soot.

Did you ever notice that, in enlarging the brood-nest, the

queen often lays first on the side of a fresh comb furthest

from the broodnest ? I wonder why. [I never noticed it.

—

Ed.]
The Belgian Government has issued an order that all

railway embankments shall be covered with honey-plants.

—

Bienen-Vater. May be that will happen here, if the Govern-
ment runs the railroads.

The Argentine Republic, as reported by M. Michaut in

Apiculteur, is a paradise for bee-keepers—no failures from
drouth or moisture (except once in l'2orJ5 years grasshop-
pers allow a quarter crop) ; no foul brood or other disease ; no
moth; abundant harvest for three months in the vast alfalfa

fields, and an average yield of 75 pounds a colony at 3 cents

a pound, and '6\i pounds of wax at 20 cents. Perhaps Prof.

Bruner will tell us about it.

A House Full of Bees.—In a recent issue of the

New York Witness, we find the following correspondence from

Gale's Ferry, Conn., under date of June 27, telling about a

very large quantity of bees :

On the Centre Groton road, two miles from this village, is

a large, old-fashioned house of cozy appearance, which is fairly

dripping with honey. The dwelling is owned by Albert Ben-
nett. It is fully 100 years old, and is so completely sur-

rounded by cloverfields, groves of locust trees, and beds of

old-fashioned flowers as to be very attractive to passers-by,

as well as to bees. Nearly five years ago bees became so

plentiful in the fertile tract that several swarms of them
made their homes between the clapboards and lath of Mr.
Bennett's house, near the peak of the west end, and since that

time they have spread all over the house, until now they are

troublesome in hot weather. A few days ago Mrs. Bennett
left an attic room open for an hour or two, and upon her re-

turn found that a colony of the bees had crawled through a
partition and swarmed In the room. They drove her from the

apartment.
During the years the bees have been living in the walls

of the house, the crop of honey has been steadily accumulat-
ing, and it is now so abundant that, under the influence of

the hot summer sun. It oozes out from under the clapboards In

various places, and one has only to place vessels beneath to

catch as fine a grade of extracted honey as Is being stored in

Connecticut to-day. Good judges of honey-gathering believe

there is more than half a ton of honey and comb under the

clapboard, and Mr. Bennett has consented (such a nuisance

have the bees become) to have the crop harvested next fall.

To do this it will be necessary to strip the clapboards off the

house, and the job will have to be deferred until cold weather

In order to avoid the risk of angering such a mass of bees.

Here's a fine chance for the Porters to try their honey-

house bee-escape on a large scale ! They might send a hun-

dred or so to Mr. Bennett, and thus assist him to let out his

big houseful of bees, so that he could wade In and help him-

self to the honey without being smothered by several bushels

of the stings. Nothing like trying an experiment, you know

Advantagfe of Big Colonies.—The old apiarian

proverb— " Keep all colonies strong "—contains sage advice.

It doesn't take a bee-keeper many years to find out that the

large, strong colonies are the ones that get the honey, if there

Is any at all to be had. Editor Root, in Gleanings, for Aug.

1, had this to say about big colonies :

I have said a good deal regarding the advantage of large

colonies being non-swarmers, and the kind that produce

honey. Experience this season, as well as last, has pounded

the fact into my head more firmly than ever before. The
Dadants have long been exponents of big hives and big colo-

nies ; and while I believe they are exactly right in urging the

importance of having powerful colonies of hcei, I am not yet

prepared to believe that a large hive all in one brood-nest is

essential. During the past season we have secured largely

the same result as do the Dadants, with our 2-story 8-framers ;

namely, uo swarms and 100 pounds of extracted honey on

the average, per colony, and 50 pounds of comb honey. The
single-story 8-framers swarmed, and in some cases gave us 25

pounds. Hard facts and figures like these are worth a bushel

of theories.
< . >

Every Present Subscriber of the Bee Journal

should be an agent for it, and eet all others possible to sub-

scribe for it. See ofl'ers on page 551.

Tl?e Weekly Budget

Mr. Geo. H. Stipp, of California, has sent us some very nicely

illustrated pamphlets descriptive of Orange and Santa Clara coun-

ties, of that State. It's wonderful how Southern California is

pictured and shown up now-a-days. Must be a fine country to

visit.

Mr. J. T. Hairston, of Indian Territory, has favored us

with a photographic view of a part of his apiary, consisting

of about 40 colonies. Mr. Hairston is making a success of

bee-keeping, and he deserves to.

Mr. M. H. Memdelson, of "Ventura Co., Calif.. It Is re-

ported, "has made the best exhibit of this season's production

on display at the Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce." Mr.

M. is the great bean-honey man of Ills State.

Pope Leo calls honey "that celestial gift." So Dr.

Miller says in a straw in Gleanings. And Editor Root shows

that he agrees with the pope in at least one thing, for he

adds this: "The pope Is right. No other sweet, pure and

simple, can be used for direct consumption without some

special manipulation on the part of man."

Mr. Eugene Wander, of Hartford Co., Conn., sent us a

remittance Aug. 4, which pays his subscription to the end of

the year 1900. He is the first one to so distinguish himself.

But there is plenty of room for more just as prompt and gen-

erous as Mr. Wander. We hope many will follow his good

example, and " Wander " along in the same pleasant way.
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BEE-BOOKS
SE.NT POSTPAIU EV

Georsre W. York & Co.,
C'hlcaiffo, Ills.

Beea and Jloney, or Management of an Apiary
'or Pieasnre and Prollt. l)> Thomas G. Newman.—
This edition has been lar(.'ely rewritten, tboroughly
revised, and Is " fully up wtili the times " In all the
Improvemetita and Inventions In this rapldly-devel-
Oplnf? pursuit, and presents the apiarist with
everything' that can aid In the successful nianatre-
ment of an apliuy, and nt the same time produce
the most lioTiey In an attractive condition. It con-
tains 2.00 pas-'es. and 2-15 Uluslrutlons—Is beautifully
printed in tlie highest Btvie of the art, and bound
In cloth, gold-lettered. Price, $1.0U.

LiungKti'otU on the Honey-Bee, revised by
Dadant—Thls classic In bee-culture, has been
entirely rewritten, and Is fully Illustrated. It
treats of everythlnt,' relatluf^ to bees and bee-keep-
ing. No apiarian library Is complete without this
standard woik by Uev. L. Jj. Jjanpstroth — the
Father of American Bee-Culture. It has 5^U pa^es;
bound In cloth.

Price, postpaid, $1.'^3,

Bee-K.e3i*er8* Oulde» or Manual of the
Apiary, by I'rof A. J Cook, of the Michigan Agri-
cultural CoUet:e.— This book Is not only Instructive
and ht-lplul as a guide In bee keeping, but Is
Interesting arui thoroughly practical and eclentlflc.
It contains a lull delineation of the anatomy and
physiology of bees. 4il0 pages ; bound In cloth and
fully Illustrated.

Price, postpaid. $1.25.

Scientific Qiieen-Kearlnei as Practically
Applied, by G. M. Doolittle.—A method by wlilch
the very best of (^>ueen-Bees are reared In perfect
accord with Nature's wav. K(> pages, bound In
Cloth, and Illustrated. Price. $1.00.

A B C of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root.—

A

cyclop;fdla of 4U0 pages, describing everything
pertalTiing to the care of the honey-bees. It con-
talus 8UD engravings. It was written especially for
beginners Bound In cloth. Price, $1.25.

Advanced Bee-Culture, Its Methods and
Management, by W /. Hutchinson.—The author
of this work Is too well known to need further
description of his book, lie Is a practical and
entertaining writer. Vou should read his book. 90
pages, bound la paper, and Illustrated. Price, 50 cts.

Rational Bee-l».eeplnff, by Dr. John Dzterzon
—This Is a translation of his latest (Jcrman book on
bee-culture. It liiis 350 pages: bound
In paper covers. $1.00

Blenen-Kultur, by Thomas G. Newnan. '

This Is a German translation of theprlnclpe' por-
tion of the book called Bkes op Honey. IOj page
pamphlet. Price. 40 cents.

Convention lland-Book, for Bee-Keepers.
Thomas G. Newman.— it contains tlio parliamen-
tary law and rules of order for Bee-Conventions—
also Constitution and By-Laws, with subjects for
discussion, etc. Cloth, gold-lettered. Price, 25 cts.

Tliirty YcarM Among tlie Bees, by
Henry Alley.—Gives the results of over a quarter-
century's experience in rearing queen-bees. Very
latest work of the kind. Nearly lou pages. Price, 50c.

Why Eat Honey »—Tbi^ Leaflet is intend-
ed for KRKE distribution, to create a Local Market.
I'HJ copies, by mail, yii cts.: .500 lor$1.2'); moo, 5;ii.o(),

How to Keep Honey and preserve its
richness and tlavor. Price same as "Why Eat Honey.

Alitlke Clover |jeaflet.~FuU directions
for growing, .so lor -i'j cts, ; loy for -m cts. ; liuo. 70c.

Apiary Ref>:iHlcr, by Thos. G. Newman.—
Devotes two pages to a colony, l^eather binding.
Price, for 50 colonies. Ii.oo; for lOO colonies. $1.25.

Preparation ol* Honey tor the IWarket,
Including tlie pioductlori and v.i^vti ot comb and
extracted honey. A chapter from Hkes ant
UuNEV- Price, 10 cents

Bee-Puntiiraice a Necesalty.—This book 6U(s'

itests what and how to plar it Is a chapter fron
Beks a.\i> Honey Price. 10 cents.

The Hive 1 lJ«c, by G. M. Doolittle. It
details his management ol' bees, and methods
of producing comb honey. Price. 5 cents.

Hr. lloward'M Book on Foul llrood.
—Gives the McKvoy Treatment and reviews the ex-
periments ot others. Price, i'.'' cts.

Silo and Sllago, by Prof. A. .1. Cook.—It
(Tlves the method In operation at the Mlclilgan Asrrl-
cultural College. Price. -J., cts.

Winter Problem In Bee-Keeplug. hyG.
K. Pierce. Kesult of -lU years' experience. :io cts.

Hnndllnu: ISeoN, by CHhk. Dtidant & :Son.—
A Chapter Irom l^angslroih Uevlsed. Price, h cts.

HUtory of Uee-AsBOclailons. and Brief He-
ortB of the first 20 conventions. Price

Foul Brood Treatment^ by Prof. F. R.
Cheshire.—Its Cause and Prevention. Price. 10 cts.

Foul Brood, by
Oevelopment and Cure.

A. R. Kobnke.—Origin.
Price 10 cts.

Practical HintM to Bee-Kee-Keepers—by
Chas. F. Muth. Also contains a Foul Brood
Cure and How to Winter Bees. 40 p.; 10 cts.

Bee-Keepina: (or Profit, by Dr. G. L.
Tinker.—Revised and enlarged. It details the au-
thor's " new system, or bow to get the largest yields
of comb or extracted honey." 80 p.; illustrated. 25c.

EnierKon Binders^ made especially for
the BEE JOOKNAI.. are convenient for preserving
each number as fast as received. Not mailable to
Canada. Price. 76 cts.

Commercial Calculator, by C. Kopp.—
A ready Calculator. Business Arithmetic and Ac-
count-Boofc combined in one. Every farmer and
businessman should have it. No. 1, bound in water
proof leatherette, calf finish. Price. 4n cts. No. 2
in tine artificial leather, with pocket, silicate slate,
and account-book. Price. 60 cts.

Green'fc Four Books, by Chas. A. Green.
—Devoted to, Ist. How We Made the Old Farm Pay

;

•2nd, Peach Culture; 3rd. How to Propagate Kruit-
Plants, Vines and Trees; 4th. General Fruit in-
structor. Nearly 120 pages. Fully illustrated. 25cts.

harden and Orchard, by Chas. A. Green
—Gives full instructions in Thinning and Marketing
Fruits; Pruning. Planting and Cultivating; Spray-
ing, Kvi. |.i)rution. Cold Storage, Etc. 94 pages, illus-
trated 1 I ice. i;5 cts.

Kendall's HorNe-Book. — 3.~> pictures,
showing positions ol sick horses, and treats on all
their diseases. English or German. Price. 25 cts.

Lumber and liOg-Book. — Gives meas-
urements of lumber, logs planks; wages, etc. 25c.

lYIaple Sujscar and the Susrar Bush, by Prof.
A. .1. Cook.—Full instructions. Price, 35 cts.

(;raiu Tables, for casting- up the price of
grain, produce, hay, etc. Price. 25 cts.

Capons and Caponizlng, by Dr. Sawyer,
Fanny Field, and others.-Illustrated. All about
caponizing fowls, and thus how to make the most
money in poultry-raising. 64 pages. Price, 30 cts.

Our Poultry Doctor, or Health in the
Poultry Yard and Uow to Cure Sick Fowls, by
Fanny Field.—Everything about Poultry Diseases
and their Cure. 64 pages. Price, 3o cts.

Poultry for ITIarket and Poultry for
Profit, by Fanny Field.—Tells everything* about the
Poultry Business. t>4 pages. Price. 25 cts.

Turkeys for Market and Turkev-s for
Profit, by Fanny Field.—All about Turkey-Raising.
64 pages. Price, 25 cts.

iCural I^lfe.— Bees. Poultry, Fruits, Vege-
tables, and Household Matters. 100 pages. 25 eta.

Potato Culture, by T. B. Terry.—It tells
how to grow them profitably. Price, 40 cts.

Hand-Book of Healtli. by Dr. Foote.-
IdinLs about eating, drinking, etc. Price. 25 cts.

Bee-Keepers' Directory, by H. Alley.—
Latest methods in Queen-Kearing, etc. Price, 5oc.

Book Clubbiiig Ollcis.

(Read Carefully)

The lollowlng clubbing prices Include the

American Bee Journal one year with each

book named. Kemember, that only ONK book

can be taken in each case with the Bee Jour-

nal a year at the prices named. IT more books

are wanted, see postpaid prices given with

the description of the books on this page

Following is theclubblng-llst:

1. Langstroth on the Honey-Bee fl.OO
3. A B Cof Ueo-Culture 2.00
:i. Bee-Koeper'e Guide 1.76
4. Bees and Honoy

I
Cloth bound! 1.65

.'). Doollttle's Scleniltic Queen-Hearing. 1.T5
(i. Dr. Howard's Koul Brood Book 1.10
','. Advanced Bee-(!uUure l.MO
l». Blenen-Kultur IGermanl 1.20

11. Rational Bee-Keeping [Paper toundl 1.73
i;. Thirty Years Among the Bees I.:i0

i;j. Bee-Keeplng for Profit 1,15
14. Convention Har;il-Book 1.15
15. Poultry for Market and Proitt 1. 10
!(!. Turkeys tor Market and ProHl 1.10
IV. Capons and Caponizing 1.10
IS, Our Poultry Doctor 1.10
19. Green's Kour Books 1.15
'21. Garden and Orchard 1.15
•2:i. Kural Life 1.10
24. Emerson Binder I'orlhe Bee Journal. 1.60

25. Commercial Calculator. No. I 1.25
26. Comme-clal Calculator, No. 2 1.40
27. Kendall's Horse-Book 1.10
30. Potato Culture 1.20
.'i2. Hand-Book of Health 1.10
3:i. Dictionary of Apiculture 1.35
34. Maple Sugar and the Sugar Bush 1.20
35. Silo and Silage.. 1.10
36. Winter Problem in Bee-Keeping 1.30
37. Apiary Register (for 50 colonies) 1,75
38. Apiary Register (for 100 colonies) . 2.00
39. Bee-Keepers' Directory 1.30

lWllf]l'«l
HONEY-EXTRACTOR

ifllllll !S Square Glass Jars.

Hoot's Goods at Root's Prices.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies in general, etc etc
Send for our new catalog.

Practical HlntN " will be mailed for 10c.
iu stamps. Apply to—

Chas. F. Sluth & Son, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Honey - Clovers I

We have made arrangements so that we can
furnish seed of several of the Clovers by
freight or express, at the following prices,
cash with order:

ofb 10ft 255) 501b
Alsike Clover.. 70 $1.25 $3.00 $5.75
Sweet Clover (white) .60 1.00 2.25 4.00
White Clover 90 1.60 3.75 7.00
AlfalfaClover 60 1.00 2.25 4.00
Crimson Clover 55 .90 2.00 3.50

Prices subject to market changes.

Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage, if

wanted by freight.

Your orders are solicited.

GEORGE W. YORK & Co.
CHICAGO. ILL.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

ITALIAN QUEENS
•Good Yellow Ones "—60c each: 6 tor $3.00.

|-LBi HONEY-JAnS H so per gross.

Catalog of Apiarian Supplies free.

I. J. STRlNGHAm,
105 Park Place. NEW YORK, N. Y.

APIARY—Glen Cove, L. I.

Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

Tested I 50 CENTS EACH
Adel

keens

My new [ 1897] book on Queen-
Kearlng will give a method for

Ikii^aiiu I rearing Queens in the brood-
WUttll^ I chamiier while the queen Is pres-

ent. Mailed free to all who pur-
chase (Queens. H. A1.1.EV,
32A4 tVenliaiu, :na«8.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

We have a few of these Kmerson stltl' cloth-
board binders for the .\merlcan Bee Journal.
They make a spleudUl permanent binding,
and hold a full year's numbers. The old price
was 75 cts.,postpald.bul we win mall you one
for only «0 Hx., or with the Bee Journal for
one year—both together for $1.50.
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Question;) 'Box.
In the multitude of counsellors there is

safety.—Prov. 11-14.

Exposing; Ege« and L.arv:i>.

<tuerj' 59.— 1. To what decree of temper-

ature can Olio safely expose [for two minutes

or so. whilst manipulating combs lor queen-

rearing, etc. J egg-s and larvic? Diito sealed

queen-cells. Doollttle— in his a Imirable little

work on queen-rearing—advises not to expose

them to a temoerature ot under 85 degrees.

Is not this quite unuecessarily high ? There
are weeks at a stretch when the mercurj- does

not reach 85 degrees, and consequcnily manip-

ulations in connection with queen-rearing,

and other matterj. are liable to be disastrous-

ly delayed.

2. Do the direct rays 01 the sun, falling

momeDlarlly on the combs during opera-

tious, kill young larvic ?—S. A.

Mrs. L. Harrison— 1. I can't say; prob-

ably 65^'. 2. No.

R. L. Taylor—] and 2. I do not think
50- for five minutes would do serious

injury to either.

W G. Larrabee— 1. I am quite sure
they can be exposed at a lower tempera-
ture than 8.5 -. 2. No.

Prof. A. J. Cook—I think it safe to

expose for two minutes much below
85-. I could not give the exact point.

H. D. Cutting— 1. Doollttle is good.
Yet 1 have been successful at a lower
temperature. But a great deal depends
upon how you do it. 2. No.

A.F.Brown— 1. I have handled combs
of brood in all necessary manipulations
for queen-rearing when the mercury
stood at 60- to f)5-, and saw no harm-
ful results. 2. No.

Dr. C. C. Miller— 1 and 2. I don't

know much about it, but if the exposure
is only for two minutes I shouldn't feel

much afraid of 60-. But I'd rather
have Doolittle's 85-.

Eugene Secor— 1. It seems to me that
Mr. Doolittle's advice quoted above is

unnecessarily conservative. I doubt if

any barm comes of a hasty examination
at 70\ 2. No, I don't believe it.

P. H. P^lwood— 1. They can safely be
exposed for that length of time at the
usual temperature of June, July and
August. To raise the highest type of

queens, there should be no chilling. 2.

No.

J. E. Pond— 1 and 2. Having never
experimented in this direction, I am un-
able to give an answer that would be
other than a guess, and, although a
" Yankee," I do not advertise myself as

a good guesser.

Rev. M. Mahin— 1. I would not hesi-

tate to expose eggs, larv:c and queen-
cells, for a short time. In a temperature
of 70 ; but I would not like to keep
them out of the hive very long at that
temperature. 2. No.

Dr. J. P. H. Brown— 1. Doollttle gives

a safe temperature. You can do most
of the operations, such as preparing the
brood, In a warm room. 2. Falling
" momentarily,'' they would not hurt

;

but a minute or two u'owW klW.

C. H. Dibbern— 1. I do not know ; but
I do not consider such manipulation in a

temperature of 60- and above, at all In-

jurious. I have great respect for Doo-

Finest Alfalfa Honey

!

IT SELLS ON TASTING.

The Honey that Suits All

Who Buy It.

Low Prices Now!
We can furnish 'Wllite Alfalfa Extracted Honey, In 60-pound tin cans, on

board cars in Chicago, at these prices : 1 can, in a case, 73^ cents per pound ; 2 cans
In one case, 7 cents ; 4 cans (2 cases) or more, 63^ cents. The Cash must accom-
pany each order. Fine Bassivood I^lavor Honey at same price ; also in

270-lb. barrels.

A sample of either honey will be mailed to an intending purchaser, for 8
cents, to cover postage, packing, etc. We guarantee purity.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. Ne'w London,
Wisconsin,

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus
securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
They have also one One of the Largest Factories and the latest

and most-improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there is in the State. The material is cut from patterns, by machinery,
and Is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and 'whitest
Bass'wood is used, and they are pollsht on both sides. Nearness to Pine
and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best
machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies.

Please mention tlie American Bee .lournil. "Atf

BEE-KEEPEES We make
The Very Finest Line of

in the Market, and sell

them at Low Prices. SUPPLIES
Scud for Free Illiislraled Catalog and Priee-L.i<<l.

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.

Special A^ f lit for the Soutliwest
-^' ^-

^^^%^oseph, mo.
I!Ir. Ahbull <iell§ our Hives aud Section!) at Factory Price§.

That Queen-Clipping Device Free I

Couldn't Do Trilliout It.

I have clipped 19 queens, and must say the
Monette Queen-Clipping Device is by far the
best invention ever made, and wiil be wel-
come to many bee-beepers as it was to me. ]

could not do without one now.
Dii. Geo. Lacke, Newburgh, Ind,

Works liike a Charm.
The Monette Queen-Clipping Device WORKS

LIKE A CHAH.M. With it I have clipped 30

queens, all in one day. when examining my
bees. Wm. Stoi.lev, Grand Island, Nebr.

PLEASE READ THIS' OFFER TO PRESENT SUBSCRIBERS:

Send us ;''«( o)it item name for the American Bee Journal a year (with $1.00), and we
will mail you the Queen-Clipping Device free ot charge. Or, the Queen-Clipping Device

will be sent postpaid for 30 cts. But why not get it as a Premium by the above offer t

You can't earn 'M cts. any easier. Almost everj' bee-keeper will want this Device.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan St., CHICAGO, ILL.
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little's opinion, but I think he is a littl«

"off" in this case. 2. No.

J. A. Green— 1. In practice I do not
think a temperature of 70^ for a
moment or two is injurious, provided
they remain in the coirjb. If han<jlinft
larv.TP only, or queen-cells, I should pre-
fer to have it a little warmer. 2. No,
but a prolonged exposure will.

G. W. Demaree— 1 and 2. There is

lots of squeamishness in these queries.
Good .judgment and that sort of care
that every modern apiarist ought to
have in his business, is all that is neces-
sary, when manipulating bees for the
purposes mentioned in the queries.

EmersonT. Abbott— 1. Ido not know.
I have a way of moving them around
whenever occasion demands, and I will
make a guess that it is perfectly safe to
do so when it is warm enough for bees
to fly comfortably. 2. I should not
expose young brood to the direct rays of
the sun very long.

Chas. Dadant & Son— 1 and 2. We
have never had any trouble, and yet we
know of having kept such comb exposed
to the air at 65 J or 75- for 5 or 10 min-
utes. _ We would not expose combs un-
necessarily, but would not stop from
manipulations in ordinary bee-flying
weather, on that score.

Dr. A. B. Mason— 1. Eggs and larvae
can be safely expos3d to a much higher
degree of heat than 853 without being
injured, and also to 2U- less than 85''.

Sealed queen-cells can be exposed to
both higher and lower temperature than
can eggs and larvse, without Injury. 2.
Not if not too hot, nor too cold.

J. M. flambaugh— 1. I have always
considered 70° safe for exposure of
brood, and I believe no bad results
would occur from 68° for a two-minute
exposure; 85° is surely unnecessarily
high. 2. Direct reflection of the sun's
rays upon unsealed brood Is dangerous,
though a moment might not hurt.

J. A. Stone— 1. I do not know, and
consequently took no chances. When
compelled to handle, if cool, I exposed
them as little as possible, and had my
sealed queen-cells in a small box, and
kept it in my inside pocket. 2. I be-
lieve the heat from the sun, that would
affect the larvae, would meltdown the
combs.

E. France— 1. As long as the temper-
ature is not high enough to soften the
combs, there is no danger of killing the
brood. In my experience, handling
combs of brood during the extracting
season, I know that I have had thou-
sands of combs of brood out of the hives
more than 10 minutes, with the temper-
ature as lowas no"^. 2. No.

G. M. Doolittle— 1. I wonder where
S. A. lives. I supposed central New
York was cool enough, but " weeks at a
stretch" between May 20 and Sept. 20
without the mercury going to 85'^ never
happens here, and queens reared outside
of those dates are about worthless. I

have had fair success manipulating lar-

va) In a temperature of 73-^ to 75-, but
from 85^ to 90 J Is better. The breed-
ing temperature inside the hive Is from
93 10 98', and the nearer we come to
that, the better j-uccess and the bettor
queens. See? 2. No.

Foundation —Sections— Hives
or any Other Supplies.

If you are in a riisli, send me your order. I

sell IliB besl oiil}', and All orders promptly
at LOWEST PRICE. Bees\Tax wanted In
exoliunge.

Woi-king Wax TJtt^tn A Specialty.

^^ Write for Catalog and Prlce-Llst, with
Samples of Foundation and Sections.

GUS DITTMER,
AU<JUSTA, WIS.

please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

SEE THAT WINK

!

Bee - Snpplleni! Root's
Goods at Koot's Prices.

Pouder's Honejr - Jars,
and every Ihinjr used by
bee-keepers. Prompt ser-

vice, low freight r:tte. Cat
tree. Walter S Ponder,

-\ I .lit f\ ,mfr(\ '• 162 Mass. Ave.,
W'" |)0\JDLK.i inl> Indianapolis. Indiana
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

e»" IF YOU WANT THE

S(;e tlic prciuiiiiii iill'cis on pag(; 551

!

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
11.25 to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif.,

for his

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

PATENT WIRED COMB FODNDATIOH
Has No Sag In Brood-Frames

Thin Flat-Bottom FoundatioD
Has So Fisbbooe Id tbe SorplQs BoDejf.

Belnd the oleaneBt Is naually workeii
the quickest of any Foundation made

J. A. VAN DEIJSEN,
Sole Manufacturer,

Sprout Brook Montcomery Co.. N. Y.

Please mention Bee Journal when "writing.

If ¥011 Keep but Oue Kciu>>d}'

'"''"' T.lUa,o YELLOWZONES
They Combine the Virtues of a Medicine

Chest.
The Very Best general-service Remedy to be

had AT AMY PHI<;E.
A suppiyof zonet Cathartics '^ now
added to each . lox.

100 in a Bo.v, $1.00—17 la a Hox. 25c.

W. B. House, Drawer 1, Detour, Mich.
l.T-\tf Please mention the Bee Journal.

ONE MAN WITH THE

UNION ^°-'i:-^^^'°''
Can do the work of four
men using hand tools, In
Kipping, Cuttlugotf, Mi-
tring, Kabbeting, Groov-
ing. Gaining. Dadoing,
Edglng-up. Jointing StuB,
etc. Full Line of Foot ani.

Hand Power Machinery.
Sold OD Trial. Caiaio^ae Free.

SE>E^A FALLS MFG. CO.,
46 Water St SENECA FALLS. N. Y.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

^
^^California

If you care to Itnow of Its Fruits, Flowers
Climate or Resources, send for a Sample Copy
of California's Favorite Paper—

The Pacific Rural Press
The leading Horticultural and Agricuiturai
paper of the Pacific Coast. PubllBhcd weekly,
handsomely Illustrated 00 per annum.
Sample Copy Free.

PACIFIC RURAL. PRESS,
220 Market St,. - SAN FRANCISCO. OAL.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Qet;)eral Iterrjs^

Has Quite a Crop of Honey.

I have quite a honey crop—4,200
pounds—and the bees still at work. I

vf 111 have quite a good deal to take off

yet. The next thiuR is vfhe'e to sell. I

am having good results selling at home
so far, but I do not think the home trade
will take as much as I have.

Mrs. a. a. Simpson.
Greene Co., Pa., Aug. 19.

Season Like Good Old Times.

I am glad to report that it begins to

seem like good old times in Iowa again
for honey. We had a Hne crop of vf bite

clover, and our bees, as a rule, did extra
well on it. The prospect for a fall crop,

I think, is good, if the weather should
prove all right, for we have a big growth
of heart's ease and other fall flowers.

What we need is warm weather and
some rain. J. W. Sanders.
Marshall Co., Iowa, Aug. 19.

Fair Crop—New Union.

Bee-keepers in this valley have se-

cured a fair crop of honey (mostly comb)
of good quality, and are now debating as
to where is the best market.

Several of us had quite a little experi-

ence with Horrie & Co. two years ago,
which we are not likely to forget soon.

Success to the New Union. We hope to

send several membership fees soon.

W. C. Gathright.
Dona Ana Co., New Hex., Aug. 9.

Down with the Frauds.

Editor York:— I think you are work-
ing along the right line, as regards
honey-adulterators. You cannot be too

severe on any class of people that delib-

erately defraud their fellow-men for the
sake of personal gain.

I wish all periodicals throughout the
United States \*ere as careful about al-

lowing dishonorable advertisers space,

as the American Bee Journal is. We
should soon have a cleaner class of liter-

ature, as well as business men.
O. B. Griffin.

Aroostook Co., Maine, Aug. 12.

Toads Fond of Bees.

S. V. Hall of Chautauqua Co., N.Y.,
has learneQ that toads like bees. -'Ev-

ery night, " says Mr. Hall, " when I

have gone out about sundown to shut
the hon-housn I have noticed a large toad

sitting in front of one of my hives of

bees, the one nearest the walk, and I

was careful not to molest him, because I

have always protected toads on my place

on account of their usefulness In destroy-

ing troublesome insects. I have ob-

served that for a few evenings toad No.
1 had a companion, but until last night

I never thought to investigate as to what
food my toads fed on in that particular

spot.

I stopt to watch and I soon learned all

about it. The hive, under which they

burrowed In cool retirement in the day-

time and 111 front of which they took up
sentinel positions In the early evening,

stood on the ground, with only a board
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between It and the sod. The board pro-

jected Id front of the hive about three
inches, so as to afford the bees a con-
veuieut place for alighting. Whiie I

watcht the bees arriving home last night,

heavily ladiMi with honey, I saw those
two toads shootout their long slim, slimy
tongues and capture every bee.

I did not wait to see them eat many
before I killed them both. I dissected

one and found his stomach full of bees
whole and others in various stages of

digestion.

I estimated that those winking, blink-

ing toads have been devouring fifty or

sixty a day. I had supposed that the
honey-makers' stings would protect them
from such a fate.

"The toads as gourmands certainly

manifested an interesting intelligence in

forsaking the garden with its chance
bugs for this certain provision of choice
lid-bits, but I failed to appreciate it.

"

—

Exchange.

Season Wet and Cold.

I have 28 colouies. The season has
been wet and cold. I have not taken off

any surplus honey yet. There is some
honey in the sections, and I expect to

take off some soon. A. F. Lunt.
Androscoggin Co., Maine, Aug. 14.

Fair Season this Year.

This is my third summer here. I

came here on account of my health,
from New Hampshire, and you may re-

member I am one of the few who have
taken the American Bee Journal from
the first number. I was in your office

and enjoyed a call on you in March,
l8i-)3. The first two summers here I

had the care of an apiary of about 50
colonies. We are having a fair season
this year. J. L. Hubbard.
Henderson Co., N. C, Aug. 16.

Bees Have Done Poorly.

Bees hereabout have done very poorly
this year. I do not think I shall harvest
more than one-third as much per colony
as I did last year. The spring was back-
ward, and everything late. Besides, I

suspect that this neighborhood is over-
stockt—there are probably, within a ra-
dius of six miles, nearly 1,000 colouies
of bees. So, with a small crop, and a
gold standard, which grows in value all

the time, the outlook for farmers and
small bee-keepers Is anything but
golden. And the end is not yet.

Albert Baxter.
Muskegon Co., Mich., Aug. 17.

Growing' Basswood, Clipping Q,ueenE

I have had a little experience with
basswood seed. In the fall of 1893 I

put some basswood seed in a pan, and
covered with soil. I watcht them, but
they did not sprout any till the spring of
1895. I then planted them but the dry
weather killed them. Then in the spring
of 1896 40 or 50 came up, and last
spring it seems as if more seed came up
than was planted in the first place.

This has been a good honey-year, tho
I have seen It lots better. The white
clover was a very good crop. I think if

the clover Improves as much as it has
done, by another year it will be as good
as It ever was.
That queen-clipping device is a dandy.

l!£ll Beeswax
For all the Oood, Pure Yello-w

Bees'wax delivered to our office till

further notice, we will pay 24 cents per
pound, CASH ; or '11 cents for whatever
part is exchanged for the Bee Journal,
Honey, Books or Seed, that we offer. If

you want casb, promptly, for your
Beeswax, send it on at once. Impure
wax not taken at any price. Address as

follows, very plainly,

GEO. W. YORK & CO.
118 Michigan st. , CHICAGO, ILL.

CARLOADS
or Bee-Hives, Sections, Ship-
ping-rases. Comb Foundation,
auil Everytlilug used in the
Bee-!ndu8try.
We want the name and ad-

drese of every Bee-Keeper In
;*' America. We supply Deal-

ers as well as consumers. We
bave Dry Kiln, Improved Machinery, 40 000
leet of floor space, and all modern appliances.
We make prompt shipment.
Wiiie fur Catalogs. Quotations, etc.

Inter-State MannfactnriDE Co,

HIIDSOIM, St. Croix Co., WIS.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

Beautiful Honey-Cases
Made by the A. I. Root Co.. at their prices.

Beokivax Wanted.
n. H. HUNT, Bell Brancb, mirli.

Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

BEE-KEEPERS

!

Let me send you my 64-
page Catalog tor 18;(7.

J. n. Jenkins, Wetumpka, 41a.

Please mention Bee Journal when writixig.

Full Colonies for Sale
-FINE IT.\1.1AN.HVBRIDS-

.30 miles northwest of Chicago. In Oframe
Langstroth hives. Bees In good condition.
Only a lew colonies Too warm to ship long
distance. Prices— $.i.00 Dercolon\ ; .5 colonies,

at $*.7o each : or 10 colonies at $4.50 each,

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS

Golden Beauties and S-Banded
Or IHIPORTED STOCK.

SIlversGray Carniolans.
Cntes ed, 50c : Tested, 75c. Safe arrival

guaranteed. Address.

Jud^e E. y. TERRAL & CO.
26Atf Cameron. Tex.\s.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

500 Choice Italiiin

—BUSINESS QUEENS—
Readr lo neiid b> return mail. Untested
Queens, 50 cts. each ; Vt doz., $'J.MO Tested,
70 cts. Special rates on large orders
Address, LEIMNCEK BKOS.,

29Dtt Ft. Jennings. UHio.

Plea.=!e mention Bee Journal when writing.

THROAT

AND LUNQ DISEASES,
DR. PEIRO, Specialist

Offices: 1019, 100 State St.,

CHICAGO. Boars 9 to 4.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

I wouldn't take $5.00 for It. Since I

commenced to clip the queens' wings I

have never had a swarm go away. I

had one swarm go out of sight this year,
but it came back again. Putting brood
in the hive seemed lo make them go
away sooner.

In the spring I had 89 colonies, and
now 135. I have taken off 5,000
pounds of extracted honey, and 1,000
pounds of comb honey, with a good
prospect for fall honey.

Chas. Blackburn.
Buchanan Co., Iowa, Aug. 14.

A Bad Mix-up.

Here is one man who makes whisky ;

another who sells it ; another who rents
a house for the sale of it; another who
votes with a party to license it ; another
who dies drunk. Now if you can fix

that up so that some of that crowd will

go to heaven and some to hell, you are a
profounder philosopher than ever I

have been.—Plain Dealer.

IVatck Your YVords.

Keep watch on your words, my children.

For words are wonderful things.

They are sweet, like the bees' fresh honey,

Like bees, they have terrible stings;

They can bless like the warm glad sunshine,

And brighten the lonely life;

They can cut in the strife of anger

Like an open, two-edged knife.

—

.Selected.

Report for the Season So Far.

This season was wet and windy In

May, and June was hot and dry. The
honey-flow from clover was light, altho
fair from sweet clover the latter part of

June. I commenced the seasoji with 43
colonies, 2 queenless May 15. I in-

creast to 80 colonies by natural swarm-
ing. I did not run the non-swarmers
this season, as I wisht to increase my
number of colouies. I took off 2,200
pounds of white clover comb honey, in

one-pound sections and more to take off

yet, the supers being left on to be linisht

from Spanish-needle. Of extracted I

have not taken off more than 100
pounds. John Conser.

Pettis Co., Mo., Aug. 12.

Honey Crop Almost a Failure.

The honey crop in this State is almost
a total failure. We would be glad if the
bees would get enough for winter stores,

not saying anything about surplus

—

even honey-dew would be acceptable.
Many of ray strongest colonies have not
one ounce of honey in their hives, but
are plump full of bees and brood, and
about 61) acres of buckwheat in full

bloom within a mile of them, also any
amount of asters, golden-rod and many
other honey-bearing flowers. The stub-

ble-fields are covered with wild buck-
wheat, but 1 have not seen a bee on it.

Some years it yields heavily, but this

year the flowers yield but little honey.
I never saw It so in 28 years of my bee-

keeping. C. Theilmann.
Wabasha Co., Minn., Aug. 12.

Bee-Keeper's Goide—see page 560.
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Employ Nature
The best physician tii heal your ills. Send for
FKKE Pamphlet explaining how diseases of
the Blood. Skin. Ijlver. Kidneys and [junps
can be cured without drups.

F. M. SPRINGS CO..
Lock Box No. 1 l.IBEKTVVItiE.e, ILli.

Please mention Bee Journal wiien "writing.

A GENUINE

Egg Preservative
That will keep Hen's Es^trs perfectly throu^rh
warm weather, just as pood as fr^sh ones lor
cooking- and frostlug'. Une man paid 10 cents
a dozen lor Iheepjirs he preserved, and then
later sold them lor :io cents a dozen. You can
preserve them lor about 1 cent per dozen.
Now is the time to do It. while eggs are cheap.

Address for Circular giving further infor-
mation—

Dr. A. B. ITIASON,
3512 Monroe Street, - Toledo. Ohio.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

A Special Booklet Bargain

!

For a limited time we wish to make our
readers a »|iefial offer on booklets on Bees.
Poultry. Health, etc. Upon receipt of 75
feiits we will mail any 6 of the list below;
and lor $1.25 we will mall the ivliole
dozen
1. Foul Brood, by Dr. Howard 2oc
2. Poultry for Market and Profit 25c
3. Turkejs for Market and Profit .. 25c
4. Our Ponliry Doctor liOc

5. Capons and Caponizng 30c
B. Hand-Book of Health, by Dr. Foote.. 25c
7. Kendall's HorseEook 25c
8. Rural Life 25c
9. Kopp's Commercial Calculator 25c

10. Foul Brood, by Kohnke 10c
11. Silo and silage, tiy Prof Cook 25c
13. Blenen-Kultur, by Newman 40c

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.

j College !

Penn Ave. and Eighth St.

Thorough Courses — Normal, Commercial, La-
dies Literary, Shorthabd and Typewriting.
Efliclent and experienced Instructors. Day
and Night sessions. S^eud for Catalog:.

Prof. I.KWI$ EI>WIN YORK, PreN.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Bee -Hives, Sections, Shipping-
Cases—everything used by bee-

^ keepers. Orders filled nroraj>tlv.
iSend for catalog MI.VliESdTA KEE-
KEEI'EfiS' SirPlV MFC, Cd., Nicollet
Igland, Minneapolis, Minn.

2';Atf Chas. MoNDENO. Mgr.
Please mention Bee Journal wlien •writing.

FOR SALE.
1000 pounds of Whilt? Clover Comb Honey.

Price. 1 1 cts. per pound.
600 lbs. White Clover Honey at 7c. per pound.

*38A Edw. E. Smitli, <^arpeiifer. 111.

Please mention Bee Jouni;il when w^riting.

Italian Queens
Untested, ."jOc; Tested, $1.00.

Nuclei, !i frame. *l.;i.">, including a good Queen
K. I.. CAKI{|I%«; lOIM,

:;2Atf De Fiiulak aprlnsm, Fla.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

iniiiiieMiitH. - Tlic third annual mcctiiigof
the Southern Mlnncsoia Bee-Keepers' As.socl-
atlon will be held In Winona, Wednesday and
Thursday, Sept. 15 and 16. 1807. opening at
!) o'clock, a.m., each day. All are cordially
Invited to come and bring tbelr friends.
Winona, Minn. R, 0. CORNweli,. Sec.

ty Ketiirii
lUail.

$250 IN GOLD.GIVEN AWAY FREE.
AN EDUCATIONAL CONTEST FULL OF INSTRUCTION
AND AMUSEMENT FOR BOTH YOUNG AND OLD.

THIS CONTEST CLOSES DECEMBER Ist, 1897.

dinners will l>e announced in tlicDcroinbcrnunihcrnl the Home Companion, so to
insure the rcceiiit of piize \vhich will lir sunt to everv contest-
ant answers should be sent in atome.

HOW TO ENTER THIS CONTEST
^
and sei'urt.- a clmnrc to win one nf the flr^t One
lluuflred Pi-ikch. and also rt-ccive ty r- turn
mail the handsome new boob, " r'p-to-dnf

e

Su|ierHli(ioii'* the Ulest and rocst iiitfrestihK
liook of the iirty. now havint; an enormous safe.
Contains paimisiy. charatier n-ariinff. date of
birth and tlt^flnittons of love. Lots of fun.
These Questions are ntimbered; fill out your,

aiiH\T('i-rt and number them to corresponil \vith|

the qnestions. Enclose them with ynnr nanrieand fvilla<M>ess and 25 cents nn,
stamps or silver) Vo pay for one y^'iy subscription to tlie splendid Monthly
Magazine, the '*Uome Companion," and send to us at once.

> REMEMBER EVERY CONTESTANT GETS A PRIZE.
The first three persons sending a correct answer will each receive a

Twvnly Dollar Gold Piece; the next \'i will receive a Five Dollnr <^old l*i<'ce; tt

will receive a brand new Two Dollar Bill, and the next 50 will receive a beautiful Wa
paclced in a cast*. Hurry in your answers—you may be the first to have iliera all corrt-ct. Pr
awarded by disinterested judges, and we lefer to any mercantile agency as to our reliability.

next 35
ich, nicely
izes will be

1.

12.
i:t.

14.
ir,.

IG.
17.
IS.
lit.

20.
21.
22.
2S!
24.
25.

2r,.

A—Is the first letter in the name
B— ••

C—
D—
E— "
F—
G— '
H_
I — •*

of thp United States.
J —Is the lirst letter in the name o

Tnited States.
K— Is the first letter in the name <i

the I'nited States and foreij;n

L— Is the first letter in the name o
M—
N—
O—
P—
Q_ " :

s— " '

T—
U_
v_w—
X—
Y—

r<inndinff eonntr.\'.
Z— Is the first letter in th«^ nnmt

f a late President of the I'nited States,
an American animal ahmist extinct.
a domestic animal fuml of milk,
the author of llobinson Crusoe,
the most famous liviny,- inventor in A niericn.
the man who laid the Atlantic cable,
the country that comiuered France.
;i popular family story T)aper.
a race occupying considerable space rn the history

f a city in Mississippi, named for a President of the

if a, territory just now occupying the attention o.'

countries,
f t he author of Evaneeline.
the inventor of the teleprraph.
a famous French General.
a constellation.
iwo rivers in Maine.
a city in South .America.
a celebrated river noteil for its ruins.
a giant who was set t<) grinding a mill.
a citv in Persia.
a horned animal, rarely seen.
n celebrated American yacht.
a <iuaker poet.
a Grecian general and author.
a river in China (hat often overflows the sur-

f a mount in Judea. Address all ans^vers to

THE HOME COMPANION, 100 William St., New York City.

THe RURAL CALIFORNIAN
Tells all about Bees in Calil'ornla.

The yields and Price of Honey; the Pastur-
aire and Nectar - Producing Plants; the Bee-
Kanches and how they are conducted. In fact
the entire field Is fully covered by and expert
bee-man. Besides this, the paper also tells

you all about Oalilornla Asrleiilture and
Hortlcullure. $1..50 per Year: Six Months,
75 cents. Sample Copies 10 cents.

THE KURAE. 0AI.IFORNIAN,
218 N. Main St.. - Los Angeles, Calif.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Barnes' Foot-Power Machinery.

^^1ii-^*-
KeadwhatJ.I. Parknt.oI

Chaklton.N. Y..Bay8—"We
cut with one of your Com-
bined Machines, last winter
H\ chaff hives with 7-ln. cup,
100 honey-racks, r>iio broad
frames, 2.i"mi huney-buxea
and 3 KreKt deal of other
work. This* winter we have
double the amount of bee-
hlTes. etc.. to make and we
expect to do It with this Saw.
ItwUI do all you say Hwlll.
CataloKue and Price -Ijist

Addreas. W. K. 4J0HN BARNES.
No. 995 RaDy8t.. Kockford. III.

Kree.
4.SClf

Please meutioii Bee Journal when writing.

ITALIAN QUEENS
t.y ICt^liirn .Yluil.

Choice Tested at ti.'i cts. each ; Untested at
.")0 cts. each, or *o.00 per dozen— from now to

November 1st.

F. .%. Crowell, Oraiiscr, Miiiii.

:ir)A6t Please mention the Bee Journ il.

Pasfe I>ever Meeds It.

Gentlemen: — When driving lately, I

have noticed a neighbor repairing his

fences. One day he was working on one
made of ribbon wire with plank at top. At
another time on one made of barb and
plank at top. 1 stopt and askt him if he
bad repaired that fence, pointing to about
80 rods of Page that had been up four years

or more. He said. •• What fence, the Page ?"

I said "yes." He replied. "No, indeed!

that never needs any, and I only wish my
landlord would put it all over the farm, as

it would save me much work that I have to

do every spring." I told him I was glad I

did not have any fence repairing, as my
whole farm was enclosed, and fields divided

with Page, and as I used nothing but red

cedar and locust for posts, think it will be

a long while before they will need replac-

ing. I have no trouble to find my stock

when turned out, as they are always in

their place. Until I had all Page I had
much trouble to keep mine home and others

out, Henry Rieman.
Tunis Mills, Md.

The American Poultry Journal,

A-Ji IHi.XRIfOliX ST..

CHICAGO, - ILL.

A|,.,,_,,„|
that Is over a quarter of a cent-

JlMll Hal ury old and Is still gruwlnsr must
possess Intrinsic merit of its own. and Its

Held must bo a valuable one.

P^r^y'^Jo'ur^n^r"""'" 50 CCIltS & )m.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.
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HONEY and BEESWAX
.UARKKT <ti;o'rA'riu.'\s.

Chicago, 111., Aiig. 9.—Fancy white Vic:
No. 1. 10 to lie; l:iuey aEiiber. !>c.; No. 1,

Tc; fancy dark. 8c.; No 1. To. E.\tracted,
while, ii to Be; amber. 4 loot-.: dark, ."(Vic.

Beeswax, 26 to ~7c.
The otTerlntrs of comb honey are fully equal

to the demand this WfCk. The tride takes
very sparingly of It during thetly time. Thfrc
continues to be a light call lor extracted,
while for beeswax a steady demand contiDues.

Mllwankee, Wis., An?. 14.—Fancy white,
lU to i:Jc.; No. 1, 10 to lie ; fancy amber. 8
to 10c. ; No. 1, 7 to So ; fancy dark. 7 to Sc.
Extracted, white. ."> to 6c.: amber. 4 to4Hc.
Beeswax. 25 to 27c.

The remnants of old crop honey remalnini?
are not very lar^re. and mostly of common and
medium quality, and such Is very bard to sell
at any price. There has been some new ex-
tracted received. l)ut not of the itEST quality
—think it was extracted too soon, as it la thin
and watery, and not very salable. The de-
mand is as grood as usual at this svasou. Think
we are safe In holding out encouratrement to
shippers that for the new crop of choice qual-
ities of comb and extracted honey this mar-
ket will give I hem as good results as any
other.

Cincinnati, Ohio, Angf. 9.— Fancy white.
11 to i:ic.: No. 1.10 to lie: No. l amber. 7
to 1 Oc. Extracted, white. 5 to tic. : amber. 4
to .^c. : dark, :;i4 to 4c. Beeswax. 20 to 2.1c.
Demand is fair so far for best (lualitlcs of

comb honey. We have hardly ever j-et, at
this time of the i-ear. disposed of as much
honey as we did this season. -Arrivals tiave
been liberal so lur.

Albany, TSt. Y., .Inly 31.—Fancy white, 1 1@
12c.; fancy amber, 7@8c.: fancy dark. 6@8c.;
white, extracted. 5c : dark. 4c.

But very little Is doing In honey this month.
There is a small stock ot inferior comb honey
on the market, and quite a liitle extracted.
Bees are Siid to be doing nicely in this sec-
tion.

Minneapolis, Minn,, Aug. 9, — Fancy
white. 11 to lac; No. 1. 10 to lie: fancy
amber. 9 to 10c. : No. I. 8 to 9o ; fancy dark.
8 to 9c.; No. 1 dark. to 7c. Extracted,
white. 5 to tic. Beeswax, 211 to 25c.
Stocks comparatively bare. Fair demand.

Goods here now would meet with sood sales.

Detroit, Mi' h,, Augr- 10—Fancy white, 11
to 12c.; No. 1 white. 10-1 Ic. Extracted, white.
."> to 5 Vic. Beeswax. 35 to 26c.
No dark honey of this year's crop yet offered.

New York, N. Y., Aug. 9.—Fancy white,
12c.; No. 1. lie; fancy amber. 10c. Ex-
tracted, white. 5 to 5!ic.: amber, 4!4 to 43iic.
Beeswax. 26 to 27c.
There is some dt'mand for new crop comb,

and some lots we received sold at from 10 to
I2c. a pound. Prices for new crop are not
settled, as our market actually does not open
up before about Sept. 1. Extracted: Market
quiet and easy, with large supp y from the
South and California. We quote: California
light amber. 4>4 to 43lic.; white. 5 to 5^40.
Southern. 50 to 5oc. a gallon, according to
quality. Beeswax without change.

Kansas City, Mo., Ang. 10.—Fancy white.
13c.: No. 1. 11 to 12c.; lancy amber, 10 10
lie: No. 1. 9 to 10c ; fancy dark, 8 to Oe:
No. 1,7 to 8c, Extracted, white. 5 to 5V4c.:
amber. 4 to4i4e; dark, 3>4 to 4c. Beeswax.
25c.
There is very little demand for honey this

hot weather, but will improve with cooler
weather.

Indianapolis, Ind., Ang, 7.— Fancy white.
10 to 12!4e; No 1. 9 to 10c. Extracted, white.
5 to 6c.: amber, 4 to 5c. Beeswax, 25 to 27c.

1 have received several lots of comb honey
which was billed to me as "lancy white," but
on opening a case I found that it was fancv
white next to the glass only, the rest being
old soiled sections with crooked combs and
dark honey. 1 don't know that the power of
the press will ever reach this class of pro-
ducers, but such goods have to be recrated
and reweighed. and are not satisfactory after
all.

Boston, Mass., Aug, 9. — Fancy white.
13c.: No. 1. I2c. Extracted, white. «> to 7c.;
amber. 5 to 6c. Beeswax, 27c.
New comb now arriving in small lots, but

fully equal to the demand. Beeswax is
wanted, and practically none here.

St. £oais. Mo., Aug, 9,—Fancy white, 12
to 12^0 : No. 1, 11 to ilWc. ; fancy amber. 10
to 1014c.: No. 1. It to 0>4c. fancy dark, .s to
8',4e; No. 1,5 to ;c. Extracted, white, .'> to
oViC: amber, 4 to 4 Vie; dark, 3>i to 4c. Bees-
wax, 24 to 24i4c.

The weather so far this season has been too
warm f<jr the free [novemeut of honey, but
with the present pi-icea on sugar we think
there should be a good demand for extracted
honey at the above prices. One car of 24,000
pounds sold since our last quotation on basis
of above prices. Beeswax finds ready sale at
24c. lor prime, while choice stock brings a
little more.

San Francisco, Calif., Aug. 4. — White
comb. 1-lbs.. 7 toiu-.; amber comb. 4 to 6c.
Extracted, white. 4"/. to 5c. : light amber. 'AVt

to 4c.; dark tule. 25^0. Beeswax, fair to
choice. 25-26-.

\\'hile the market is not especially we ik. it

is quiet. There is considerably more offering
than can be accommodated with custom at
full current figures. Only on local account
are top prices obtainable, and the quantity
retiuired for home use is light. There are no
excessive s-to jks of beeswax on the market,
and not likely to be the current season.

Cleveland, Ohio, Ang. 10.—Fancy white.
12!4 to 13c.: No. 1. 11 to 12c.; fancy amber,
9c. Extracted, white. 6 to 7c.
Very little new honey In the merket. The

demand for new honey the past week was
fairly well thus early In the season. No de-
mand for old honey whatever.

Buffalo, N. Y., Aug 9.—Fancy white, 11 to
12c.; No. 1, 9 to 10c. . fancy amber. 7 to 8e:
No. 1, 6V4 tj7c.; fancy dark, 5 to 7c ; No. 1

5 to 7c. Extracted white, 5 to 6c.: amber, 4!4
to 5c. ; dark, 4 to 4'ic. Beeswax, 2.'i to i8e.
Moderate demand for any grade. Better

hold till October, when we can place liberal
quantities.

Philadelphia, Pa., Ang lO.—Fancy white,
12 to 13c : No 1. 11 to 12C.; fancy amber. 10
to Uc: No. 1. 9c.; fancy dark, 8c.: No. 1, 6
to 7c. Extracted, white, 5 to 6c.; amber, 4 to
5c ; dark. 4c. Beeswax, 25c.
Honey arriving treely. But little demand

during this hot weather. California honey
already bearing down the market.

List of Honey and Beeswax Dealers.

Most of whom Quote In this Journal.

Cblcago, Ilia.

K. A. BnRNKTT & Co.. 163 South Water Str< et.

Nenr York, Pi. ¥.
HrLDRETH Bros. & Seohlken.

120 & 123 W. Broadway.

Kansaii City, Mo,
0. C. Clbmoms & Co., 423 Walnut Sv.

Buffalo, N.Y.
Battbrson & Co.. 167 & 169 Scott St.

Hamilton, Ilia.

Chab. Dadant & Son.

Pblladclphla, Pa.

Wm. a. Selser, 10 vine St.

Cleveland, Ohio.
A. B, Williams & Co , 80 & 82 Broadway.

St. Lonia, Mo.
Westcott Com. Co.. 213 Market St

miuneapolia, Idlnn.

S. H. Hall & Co

inilivaaliee. Wis.
A. V. Bishop & Co

Boston, Iflaaa.

Blake. Scott & Lee., 37 Chatham Street.

Detroit, inicb.

M. H. HONT. Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich.

Iiidlauapolls, Ind.
W.alter S. I'ouoEK, 16 J Massichusetts Ave.

Albany, N. Y.
Chas. McCCLLoni i Co.. 380 Broadway.

ClnclnnaU, Oblo.
C. P, MUTH&SOH.cor.Fieeman&Oentral Avs.

Doctor^s )^it)ts
liy Or. I'UIHO.

Central Music Hall, *. Chicago, 111.

Pork Diseases.— I know that I

am treading hallowed ground in object-

ing to the" Americau diet"— pork— in

all its various preparations, but the

truth, as I see it, may just as well be told

hero and now as to evade the responsi-

bility that has been entrusted to nic. I

do so with cowardly hesitancy, because
I confess to an epicurean taste for a nice

bit of broiled ham, cured and cookt as I

know at least one woman can ; or a mor-
sel of such delicious roast pork, with the

very Havor of spring chicken, that X

have indulged In at certain tables. But,
as I before suggested, these retrospec-

tive pleasures should be no bar against

an honest presentation of facts.

The Jews of old had the more practi-

cal theory regarding the flesh of at that

time the "razor-back'" rooters, and tho

the breed has been greatly improved in

appearance and commercial value it is

the same old hog, with all his filthy prac-

tices.

Its fat so universally used, is, beyond
question, the most indigestible substance
our innocent stomachs are imposed with,

and in the chemical ferment It has to

undergo, directly and indirectly, certain

manifestations of greater or less severity

occur in by far the largest number of

those who habitually use the substance
of this bristly animal. Ot course, the
visible, and most tangible evidences of

results do not follow the same day,

month or year, and thereat we take
courage, but that it does come need not

be doubted. Nor is this all ; but do you
know that we morally approach in char-

acter the very beast we feed on ? The
man or woman who entirely abstains

from it is more esthetically refined, intel-

lectually superior. Don't believe it, eh ?

Well it is so, nevertheless. Indeed, to

use no kinds of meat would eventuate in

vast improvement in the race in the

course of a few generations.

Just glance at some of the results that

may reasonably be traced to the use of

pork. Indigestion or chronic dyspepsia,

with all its attendant complications

—

constipation, rheumatism, weak back,

and some kidney troubles. Then there

are some of the most troublesome skin

diseases, not to mention pimples, tumors
abscesses, resulting from impaired pur-

ity of the blood. Further on are certain

forms of bone diseases, of which hip-

joint is a frequent and lamentableexam-
ple. These conditions are usually of

scrofulous taint, literally, "hog dis-

eases, ' since scrofa is latin for hog.

I do not expect that the exhibition of

these facts will at once annihilate the

provision market, materially affect the

butchering business, or stop the raising

of herds of swine, but the hint may fall

into some fruitful (soul) soil, and bring
forth the fruits of sounder, and a more
intelligent and comely posterity.

Î̂̂̂sumciently serious torequire expert medi-
^^^Hcal treatment, address1 Or. Pelro, 100 State St., Chicaeo.

Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

UNG DISEASES.
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LULL Successful Hec-Kecpiiig,rK r by W. Z Hutcbtnsou ;

I IKbk and our 1897 Ualalotr. lor2-
ceut stam|i. or a cpj' of the

Catalog (or Ilie Afklna We make almost
Everyililiii: used bv Bee-Kee|i«.T8, and al

LowuDl Fricfs. OUR

Falcon Poiisht Sections
are warranted

Superior to All Others.

Don't buv cheapb' and roughly marie Goods.

when you can have llie bcBl—sucU as we
make.

The American Bee - Keeper
[monihly. now in its 7th year]

36 Pages—50 Cents a Year.
fcAMPLE MIKE—ADDKESS,

THEW.T.FALOOKEIIMFG.CO.,
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

THROAT

AND LUNQ DISEASES,
DR. PEIRO, Specialist

Offices: IOI9, 100 State St..

CH ICAGO. Hou rs 9 to 4.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

I AEISE
T>0 SAY to the readerc
1 of the

BEE JOURNAL thai

DOOLiITTLE
has concluded to sel

—BKE8 and yUKENB-
In their seaaon, during
1897, at thetollowinn
prices :

One Colony of Italians
on 9 Gallup frames, In

light BhlpplnK-boi S6(J0
Kiye Colonies 2500
Ten Colonies 45 ijo

1 untested queen. 1 110

6 " queens 5 .50

12 " " 10"0
1 tested Queen... |i .so

8 ' Queens. 3 50
1 select tested queen 2 >

8 " " Queens 4 00

Belectteaied queen, previous season's rearing . 4 On

Bitra Selected for breeding, thb vkbt best. 5 (in

About a Pound of BKK8 In a Two-frame Nucleus
with any Queen. 13.00 ertra.

Vr circular free, giving full particulars regarc-

iQg the Bees and each class of Queens.
Address __. _

G. M. DOOLITTLE,
llA^St BORODINO. Onon. Co.. N. V.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

BREAKS ALL RECORDS.
Last year we told of ?, Michigan a^oniwUo could

walk over :f. adjoining lariu;,, all using I'^'BO

fence. Thisysara bales havu MUToaserl the num-
ber to SI, with only one exception These farmers
have known the Page for. many years -would they

keep on buying if not satisfied It was the best and
cbeape»t< Write us for proof.

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian, Mich.

Please mentiou Bee Journal wiit-n writing.

(|iieeiis

GOLDEN BEAUTIES
and 3-Banded.

u'lit.isted at 4.j ets. each. Write lor wholesale
prices. 1 nuiketbo rearing of Queens a spe-

cialty, and Ihere are no better bees In the

country than mine. To bo convlnued. order
one sample Queen. This Is a Money Urder
postotlli'e. I liisurf saliMirrlval.

VANIUL Wdll'lll,
34A4t Falmouth. Rush Co., INU.

Pleaee mention Bee Journal when writing.

DADANTS t FOUNDATION
Shiping-Cases and Cans for Honey.

WE GUARAXTKE S.l'lISFACriO:^. Wliat more can uuyboay «lo?

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS-

I,2EKGSTROTH OK TTH® HQNKY-BE®, Revised.
The Classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.25, by mail.

BEES"WAX -WANTED FOR NEXT SEASON'S USE.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
Please mention the Am. Bee Journal. HAMILTON, Haucock Co., ILL.

4iieMOWioi^e ^leE^owioi^e
Our business Is making Sections. We are located in the basswood belt of Wis-

consin ; therefore the material we use cannot be better. We have made the fol-

lowing prices :

No. 1 Snou'-Wliitc.

500 for $1.25
1000 for 2.50
2000 for 4.75
3000 for 6.75

I

No. 1 Cream.
500 for $1.00

1000 for 2.00
2000 for 3.75
3000 for 5.25

If larger quantities are wanted, write for prices.

Price-LiiHt of Sections, Foundations, Veils, Smokers, Zinc, Etc.,

Sent on application.

eA35t MARSHFIELD MFG. CO., Marshfield, Wis.

TheBee-Keeper'sGuide
This I5th and latest edition of Prof. Cook's

magnificent book of 460 pages, in neat and
substantial elolh binding, we propose to give
away to our present subseribers, for the work
of gel ting NEW subscribers for the American
Bee Journal.

A description of the book bere Is quite un-
necessary—it is simply the most complete scl-

entillc and practical bee-book published to-

day. Fully Illustrated, and all written in the
most fascinating style, The author I9 also
too well-known to the whole bee-world to re-

quire any introduction. No bee-keeper is

fully equipped, or his library eouiplete, with-
out "The Bee-Keeper's Gdide."

GEORGE W. YORK &

Given For 2 IVc%v Subscribers.
The following offer is made to present sub-

scribers only, and no premium is also given
to the two new subscribers—simply the Bee
Journal for one year :

Send us Two New Subscribers to the Bee
Journal (with J'i.uOi. and we will mail you a
copy of Prof. Cook's book free as a premi-
um. Prof. Cook's book alone sent forSl.'io,
or we club It with the Bee Journal for a year
—both together for only 81.75. But surely
anybody can get only 2 new subscribers to
the Bee Journal for a year, and thus get the
boo' as a premium. Let everybody try for if
Will you have one '^

CO., 118 Michigan St., Chicago, 111.

All Unsolicited Testinioiiial

!

The following editorial
appears in the Bee-Keep-
ers' Review for August;
and altho the i\o-ltrip

Sliippiiig' C^sixc idea is old, we believe we were the fli'st to bring it prominently before
the putilic. We introduced it in the summer of ISUB. Well, now read what the editor
of the Review says :

" Sliipping'-t'ases ot the No-l>rlp Slyle are decid-
edly superior to the old style in which the honey, if any drips from
the combs, and this very frequently happens, runs out through the
bottom ot the case and daubs the top of the under case. Dirt and
dust stick to this honey, and give the cases a very untidy appear-
ance. The no-drip case prevents all this. 1 used l!"iO cases last

year, and carted them around to live State fairs, and only those
who have been through such experiences with the old style of case
know the comfort experienced in handling dry. clean cases at all

times. It any one experiences any trouble in folding up the paper
tray that goes in the bottom, let him make a board about one-
eighth of an inch, or a trifle more, smaller than the inside of the
case. Place the sheet ot paper on top of the case, lay on the board,
forcing the paper to the bottom of the case. A nail driven into
the upper side ot the board will furnish a handle for removing the
board. The lower corners of the board may need rounding off to
prevent their puncturing the paper. It may require a little pa-
tience and practice to get the board just right and to learn how to

use it, but the neatness and dispatch that follow will amply repay
the trouble."

Do we make the I\o-I>rip i!^liipplng:-<'awc'.' Of course, we do. Send us a

trial order, and try your honey in them on the market. If you do not have some pleased

customers we shall be surprised.

BUANCU Okfices—
118 ilii'lilti < NIrcct, <'lii<'iiu.o.

10 Villi- Sirci'l, Fhlludi'lplilu.
NyrticuNe, IN. %'.

Itlei'liaiilt' KalU, ITIalue.
!il. Paul, lUluu.

THE A. I. ROOT GO.
MEDINA, OHIO.
Please mention Bee Journal when writine.
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An Observation Hive.

The photograph from which the picture herewith is a re-

production, was sent us lately by Mr. Wm. F. Ware, of Cum-

berland Co., N. J., who said this about it

:

"It is a photosraph of an observatory hive I have had in

iny sittitig-rooin window. I kept it there until the hive be-

came too full of bees, and the Queen commenced laying in the
sections above. By the way. she was hatcht. fertilized, and
laid her first eggs in this hive. If any one wishes to learn the

habits of bees, let him or her have a hive like this."

From the illustration here given, any one with a few tools

and the exercise of a little ingenuity, can make an observation

hive that will answer every purpose. Having it placed as Mr.

Ware had it, it would afford an endless amount of bee infor-

mation and amusement. Especially will it prove of much in-

terest to visiting friends and neighbors, and children having

access to such a miniature "show " would become greatly In-

terested in studying the habits and work of the busy bee.

The Honey-Flow of 1897—Queens Fighting.

BY G. W. DEJIAREE.

The past three years—1894, 1895 and 1896—were fail-

ures in apiary work. 1894 gave us the disgusting flow of

"honey-dew;" 1895, a small quantity of acldulizfd honey

from the red clovers, and the little sickly white clover that

had escaped the summer drouth. I can't be blamed for won-

dering what those wonderful scientific " upper " and " nether "

head-glands were doing that they neglected to " niaf,c " good

honey out of this sour nectari

1896 was a year of abundance of rain, but the clovers

had disappeared, and there was no honey excepting some fall

honey. But 1896 re-instated the white clover in all its

glory, and after the cold, wet spring (1897) had killed 75 per

I
cent, of all our bees in northern Kentucky, we had six weeks

of the finest and most lavis-h honey-flow in my experience of

30 years.

On May 20, last, my apiary of 45 colonies was reduced

to 15 weak colonies. No one could help them through the

cold, wet weather of March, April and May. When the

weather turned warm I took charge of the bees, and in the

month of June increast them to 36 colonies. Notwithstand-

ing the increase was too late to secure much surplus, my
loney crop—comb and the extracted article—was a "surprise

to the natives."

The condition of the weather during the period of this

unprecedented honey-flow is interesting to the genuine bee-

nan. The weather was amazingly hot, and the atmosphere

«as loaded with moisture, "awfully sultry." No "cool of

ifae morning," no let-up in the evening, nor any abatement at

'he " midnight." I sometimes looktat the bees and wondered

t they could survive a temperature of 97° to 98° many days.

There was no excitement, the motion of the bees was rather

sluggish than otherwise, being loaded down and literally

•satiated with delicious pink-tinted nectar. There is now a

good promise for fall honey for winter supplies.

I was a little surprised to see Dr. Miller's letter on page

460. It would have been much better If Mr. Bankston had

simply given his views on the points on which he wrote. This

would have accomplisht his purpose, and offended nobody. If

Mr. Bankston called Dr. Miller a "liar," he accuses several

of us in the same way. I have mentioned the fart several

times that I have had good, strong queens reared from 3-

I

days'-old larva;.

When the Cyprian queens were first imported by Mr.

JoDes, of Canada, Mr. A. I. Root, in compliance with an order

from me, sent me by mail a piece of comb about 2 inches

square, containing " just hatcht larvae." This piece of comb

was two days in the mail-bags; the larvae were fully three

days old when the prepared colony received the piece of comb.
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I got five young queens mated, and they were afterwards the

heads of five as strong colonies as I had in my apiary of 40
or 50 colonies of bees. They were mated with Italian drones,

and were all extra good queens. I, on one occasion, made up

an artificial swarm by taking combs of brood from several

colonies. My purpose was to give them a queen-cell in a few

days, but forgot it.

These bees reared a queen that cut the capping of the

cell in a little over eight days. The larvie must have been

over four days old at the start. She made a good queen.

But, really, I prefer young larv:c of 1 day old for rearing

queens.

Well, now. Dr. Miller ought not to be surprised because

some of us were surprised when a teacher in beeeoouomy of

his reputation seriously askt, "Whoever saw laying queens

fight?" Twenty years ago I was practicing the profession of

the law, and had much spare time in summer, and I spent it

experimenting with my bees. I had a miniature show-case

covered with glass, to test these matters. Queens always

fight sooner or later when caged together. Such is my ex-

perience.

A neighbor of mine—a man noted for his knowledge in

animal economy—told me that he put two queens under a

glass, and the battle was fatal to both. Here is an excep-

tional case. Shelby Co., Ky.

Some Suggestive Notes for Begiuuers.

BY R. K. UOLTERMANN.

September, to the provident, brings thoughts of winter,

and in the train of that the average bee-keeper, especially the

beginner, wonders how he shall winter his bees. In winter-

ing, as in many other lines, the beginner with one or a few

more colonies cannot adopt the same system as the advanced

bee-keeper. I am now writing particularly of outside winter-

ing. But there are certain conditions in which the colony

should be, which applies to all. In districts in which there is

no fall flow of honey the bees should be prepared for winter,

as far as the condition of the colony is concerned, early in

September. Those with the least experience with bees are

generally the most spasmodic in the preparation of their bees

for winter. If the bees have done well during the past season,

they are cared for and every effort made to carry them

through for the following season.

On the other hand, if they have given little or no surplus,

the bees are pretty well allowed to shift for themselves, with

the " root hog or die " principle to the front. No person can

succeed in any line of business by such methods, and the

sooner the beginners look upon bee-keeping as a business the

better. I have been in pretty close touch with bee-keeping

for 17 years, and I find that the successful men in bee-keep-

ing are those who pursue an even tenor; they look forward

or prepare for a crop each season, and then quietly take mat-

ters as they come. If the season has been poor, and the bees

have not gathered enough for winter, they buy the granulated

sugar and feed. If it has been an exceptionally good season

they do net lose their heads and buy up all the bees in the

country. These men have the best success.

Then we have those who "let their bees slide " after a

poor season ; they have had no returns, and will not lay out

extra money or labor, until they bring some returns. As a

result, most or all of their bees perish, and the empty combs

are destroyed by moths, or perhaps sold at a sacrifice. Next

season, or perhaps the one following that, bees do bettor, a

neighbor or two makes a little money, and the third season

our discouraged bee-keeper screws up his courage to a sticking

point, and invests, and the Investment Is again followed by a

bad season. He says It Is "my luck," when the fact Is, it is

not what he has, but what he lacks or fails to exercise

—

" common sense "—that leads to trouble.

Then, no matter what the season has been like, keep right

on. First see that the colony has a queen ; if there are no

queen-cells built, and there is brood in all stages down to the

egg, you are fairly safe in assuming that the queen is there;

but it is better still to see her. It may be that there is not

brood in all stages, and particularly may this be the case

when there has been no honey-flow after basswood. Then
there is no other way than to actually see the queen. In 99
cases out of 100 I known when a colony is queenless before I

examine the combs, but this is something which can only be

acquired by long and much experience;

Look for the queeu, smoke the bees as little as possible,

take the combs out quietly, and do not be too long looking

them over the first time, otherwise the bees get restless and

leave their position on the last combs before you reach theuj.

If the colony is queenless, but has good brood, and is a good,

full colony, and you want the bees, you had belter get a queen

at once. If 50 cents is an item of some importance with you,

get an untested queen ; a colony queenless for sometime,

especially when honey is not coming in, may, and is somewhat
likely to, kill the queen. Never put a tested or more expen-

sive queen into such a colony.

Having a good laying queen in the hive, the next consid-

eration is the number of bees. Unless there are bees enough

to crowd four Langstroth combs, I would unite it with

another weak colony. I shall not here tell you how to do this,

but one queen of course must be destroyed, and the remaining

one caged. I would not unite fairly strong colonies, or one a

little below full strength, with a weak one—especially sound

is this advice to a beginner. Where the colony is not full

strength, I would contract it by means of a board so it can fill

the space it has.

Next for stores : The weakest colonies require the fullest

combs because they will consume about as much as the strong,

and they can cover the least amount of comb. Give full

combs, or partially-filled combs, in preference to feeding

syrup. Give them winter stores as soon after Sept. 10 or 15,

as the absence of brood in the majority of the combs will per-

mit taking out the combs with the least honey and replacing

them with full ones, or nearly so. Do not divide the stores at

each side of the brood-nest, but put the fullest at one side,

and so on with the least honey at the other side. Next, with

your knife cut a hole in each comb, put it half way between

the two side-bars, and almost two-thirds of the distance up

from the botttom-bar. These are for winter passages, and

allow access through the cluster of bees without passing out

of it, as the bees would have to do when passing around the

comb, either top, bottom, or sides.

Buckwheat honey is good stores for bees—so Is any other

honey as far as I know. Houey-dew is not honey at all. The
btes sometimes gather it. The flavor is generally rank, and

it is dark in color. To have such stored in a hive is generally

an exception, and the beginner need not worry lest such a

condition should exist without his knowledge. Having a col-

ony in this condition, the beginner, or any one else, has gone

a long way towards successful wintering.—Canadian Bee

Journal.

Some Advantages of the Bee-Space.

BY W. C. GATIIRIGUT.

In the article on page 482, the assertion is made that no

bee keeper uses the bee-space for any other reason than be-

cause it is handy. Put mo down for one that finds the bee-

space very valuable In other respects, besides being the best

known arrangement for handling large numbers of bees when
time Is too valuable to brush and smoke bees off the frame
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tops every time the suijer is to be put on. I I^dow all about

that "sliding" method which works so nicely—ou paper.

I assisted in an apiary two years ago, having supers built

on the uon-bce-space idea. Well, to make a long story short,

I will just say I would not accept such supers as a gift.

As before stated, 1 find the bee space very valuable in

another respect. Out here shade for an apiary is scarce and

hard to dud, consequently most atiariesare located where the

sun strikes theru all day, and were it not for the bee-spaces

there would be serious trouble with combs melting down. I

know this to be a fact. I once put out some hives facing

south, and in almost every one the comb next to the wall of

the hive on the west side of the hive was melted down.

I then turned the hives with the entrance to the east, and

had no further trouble. The space between the end-bars and

the end of the hives served almost the same purpose as a

double-wailed hive.

I want a bee-space even if I never handle a frame. I

have '200 colonies, and have no other business, but I don't

know it all. I have had an idea that pure air is beneficial to

all animals, even to bees, but from Mr. "Common-Sense Bee-

Keeping's" argument, one would suppose such is not the

case, but would be sure to cause bee-paralysis, spring dwind-

ling, foul brood, etc. So, to avoid disease it seems we must

abolish the " detestable bee-space," seal the covers down air

tight, and give tbem a %-inch auger-hole for an entrance,

(or their warmer breath must not be allowed to escape !

I say that this escaping of warm air from the cluster into

the adjoining space is the best thing that can happen, since it

allows pure, fresh air to take its place.

It is a pity that this " common-sense bee-keeper " does

not give his name, so that we who are so far behind in pro-

gressive bee-keeping might inquire. But, hold on, he says we

cannot bear it yet. I would like to inquire when he thinks we
shall be in condition to receive the great truths which he, and

and he alone, can give to poor, benighted bee-keepprs, who
still hold on to that " detestable bee-space." Will it be in our

day and time, or shall it be kept to be revealed to future gen-

erations, who will be expected to have the mental capacity to

bear it ?

It is very easy for one to become partial to some pet

scheme, and which sometimes really seems superior, but

mainly because one pushes it and gets the best out of it, while

the others are supposed to be "detestable," tho they may
really be better, consequently they are neglected, and not given

a fair trial.

If I am not mistaken, the bee-space was really the most

important part of Mr. Langstroth's invention. If so, then it

will be sad to learn that he was no benefactor, but foisted on

the bee-keeping public a detestable nuisance, which is the

main cause directly, or indirectly, of all our bee-diseases. No,

I cannot believe that, and it will take more evidence than is

now at hand to convince me.

Donna Ana Co., New Mex.

%
Marketing Honey^Some Valuable Hints.

BY J. A. BCCHANAM.

I believe I stated some time ago that I would have a short

talk on this subject. It is one that is continually bobbing up.

Articles of interest embracing many facts and some theory

have been appearing for some time, especially the talks of

Mr. R. 0. Aikin. It is true, that bee-keepers who produce

alfalfa, basswood, and other kinds which soon granulate, will

ever have trouble unless a way shall be discovered to prevent

candying.

We have handled Immense quantitiesof alfalfa honey, but

have given it up on account of iis ready disposition to candy.

Mr. Aikiu's suggestion to put up the honey in small cans of

1, 3, or 5 pound sizes, and retail or wholesale in this way,

letting it candy when it may, depending on the printed in-

structions as a means of information and education whereby

the consumer may learn to liquefy his own honey, will do with

only a very few people, as I tested this very plan some years

ago.

Some four or five years ago I visited grocers In different

towns and cities, ou the hunt for bargains in honey that had

been put up this way which had stuck on their bands, and

being candied, it was not wanted, but lookt upon with sus-

picion by both grocer and buyers. I found in oue store sev-

eral hundred Spound cans of candied white clover honey, and

bought the lot at 5 cents per can, and the grocer was glad to

get ii out of the way. This honey was labeled with plain

directions for restoring to the liquid form. It is surprising

how few persons there are who will read instructions in the

management or use of any article.

Some of the worst abuse I ever got in my life came from

retailers and customers upon finding the honey 1 had sold to

them had candied, or " gone back to sugar," as they put it,

as well as firmly believed. We now handle only such grades

of honey as will not candy, or are very slow to do so.

As to the matter of taking up all jars, cans or glasses,

and replacing with freshly liquefied stock, I can think of

nothing more distasteful than such everlasting foolery and

waste of time ; not only so, but, worst of all, this reliquefying

will soon destroy both color and flavor. I have known several

parties who once put their honey on the market in this way.

I did so myself, but it's too puttering a business to keep up

continuously.

In localities where the honey crop is not large, bee-keep-

ers can find customers for all they produce, with little trouble,

and at satisfactory prices ; but the case is different where

there are great quantities and no good home demand. In this

case it appears to me it would be quite as well to wholesale

and let it fall into the hands of those who make a business of

handling honey by hunting up consumers. By the time this

class pays freights, stands all losses, bears all expenses of

traveling, taking orders, delivering, etc., he will find, these

slow times, that his profits will all be taken at an ordinary

bank, if not all, to defray expenses.

Just let every producer do his level best to sell in his

home market all he produces, at the best price possible to ob-

tain, going at the business with a determination to sell, and I

am sure there will be no very large quantities find their way

into the hands of city commission houses.

I have often bought beekeepers' crops of honey and stept

into the towns right around them, and in a few days' work

have doubled my money on the purchase, while they all the

time claimed there was no use to try any more to sell honey in

" such places ;" but I'll admit the fact that not all people are

salesmen.

Altho we sell large quantities of honey, both comb and

extracted, each season, we never sell honey to dealers, but

altogether to the consumer, givii'g them fresh honey, and so

good that they will not keep it long enough to candy.

We put up no smaller packages than one dollar's worth,

as it does not pay to deliver a less quantity at the close mar-

gin at which honey may be sold at these times.

It has always seemed a mystery to me bow it comes, that,

in nearly every case, we are able to purchase honey of the

same quality from commission merchants of the large cities at

a less price than we can buy direct from the producer. Per-

haps beekeepers ship to cities In the hope of getting the best

prices ; but after waiting long and getting anxious for re-

turns, they advise their dealers to close out at once to the best

advantage, which is sure to be to any other person's advan-

tage more than that of the owner of the honey.

Now let every one who can find anything like a fair home
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market go to work and supply this aud keep it up, which

plan will be found to give, in the outcome, the best and most

permanent satisfactions as well as profit.—Gleanings.

(Editor Root then follows the foregoing article with these
paragraphs :—Editor.]

I believe I have already said— at all events I will say It

now—that Mr. Buchanan has probably .«old more honey, in a

retail way, and has done more in the way of developing local

markets, than any other bee-keeper in the United StatPS. He
annually produces large crops of honey, and not only sells his

own, but sells for a good many others.

Mr. Buchanan's experience with regard to candied honey,

and replacing the same with liquid, will probably not work

satisfactorily with him ; but Mr. Chalon Fowls, of Ohio, has

workt on this plan for years, and considers it profitable.

I was struck particularly with one paragraph where Mr.

Buchanan says he has often bought beekeepers' crops of

honey, and sold it right around their homes, and doubled his

money, while they (the bee-keepers) had all along claimed

that there was bo use of trying to sell honey in their markets.

Granting that Mr. Buchanan is a natural salesman, and

knows the art of selling, this does not explain how he should

be able to double on his money, unless, at least, those bee-

keepers who complain of their home markets have made no

effort to develop them. Perhaps they are not read up—or at

least have not read the series of valuable articles that have

been running in Gleanings and the other bee journals of late.

Understand, I do not question Mr. B.'s right to double'on his

money. It is his privilege and right, if the other fellows won't

post up and do something.

Mr. Buchanan calls attention to another significant fact;

namely, that in nearly every case he has been able to buy

honey of a given quality from commission merchants in the

large cites chenper than he could buy the same honey direct

from the protiuccr. This is too true. It can be explained only

on the ground that so much honey is sent to the cities that it

gluts the markets ; and the consequence is, the bee keeper is

glad to get anything if he can only get snwethini;. Too often

he is deceived by quotations that are above the market. Big

promises for immediate returns at glittering figures allure

him. Why will not beekeepers learn to be careful ? Nine-

tenths of the producers know the art of sccurinij honey ; but I

almost believe that nine-tenths of them do not know the art of

scUiny. Why, we are to-day having the finest qualities of

comb and extracted honey offered to us at prices that are

ridicuously low. Sometimes we buy and sometimes we do not.

We very much dislike to be lugged into the " general swim "

with those who are trying to buy closely, at the expense of

the hard-working bee-keeper. It is too bad, but need not be

if producers would not be so fast to lump their honey off in

large lots for the sake of getting a "big pile" all in one lump.

A Canadian Report for 1897.

BV A. BOOMKU.

I see no late reports from any in Canada, and any report

from me would perhaps be of little interest to American read-

ers, but as the editor asks for such I will venture to give mine.

I started the season with 43 colonies, all In fairly good

condition, but owing to a wet, cold spring I had to feed some

of them, and only regret that I did not feed more. But the

profits of beekeeping are so suiaii that we are tempted to get

through with as littla expenses as possible.

When swarming commenced, I took no particular means

to suppress it, as I had some (iO empty hives and a great

quantity of combs that I wanted filled up. When the hot

weather of June set In, swarming became very prolific, and

two or more swarms would issue together, and of course

unite, and, believing that I would in any case get my hives

filled, I did not attempt to divide, but whether there were two
or three, I ran them all into one hive, put on a queen-excluder

and a case of sections or surplus combs at once, and all went
well.

I had fully 100 swarms, sold a couple, used up two or

three hives of brood (after swarming) in strengthening weak
colonies, and have increast to 102. So nearly all my swarms
have been doubled, and are all strong.

White clover yielded abundantly, but basswood only lasted

a week, and most of this time was cloudy, wet and cold, so

that we have no real linden honey this year.

I will have over 3,000 pounds of extracted, and about

1,000 pounds of comb honey, which, taken with the large In-

crease, is a very satisfactory crop.

White clover is still abundant, and we may get consider-

able more. During the heaviest How my bees were unusually

cross, so much so as to be discouraging, but on the first day of

the opening of the basswood bloom, all became serene and
lovely, and I could extract without veil or gloves—a thing I

could not previously do without suffering too much.

I do not think I lost more than one small swarm by ab-

sconding, and only one swarm left the hive after being hived;

that I attributed to the want of shading, as the day was very

hot.

I have sold the greater part of my crop, realizing 8 and

12X cent-! for extracted and comb, respectively. S)me other

small bee-keepers who did not want to take their honey out and

sell it, sold at home as low as 6 cents. I would not, however,

have any trouble in disposing of double the quantity I have,

at the prices stated. I think that more money can be made
with extracted at 8 cents than with comb honey at 12j<, but

I have colonies that have produced over 100 pounds of fine

comb honey.

I use queen-excluders, and cannot see any difiference in

the working of the colony with them or without, but it Is a

great pleasure, when extracting, to have all the combs free

from brood, and as a large part or my combs are drone-comb,

I could not do without excluders.

I expect to winter 100 colonies, and next season (if they

winter successfully) I shall have to adopt some heroic meas-

ure to keep down increase, as I have no room for it, nor could

I attend to any more.

I was greatly interested in Mr. Edwin Bevins' racy epistle

in a late issue of the Bee Journal, and it will be a matter of

regret, I am sure, to all the readers of this paper, if he cannot

be induced to change his mind and write many more such

spicy articles before the lapse of 20 years.

Ontario, Canada, Aug. 16.

[Mr. Boomer, we do not think that Mr. Bevins will suc-
ceed In making a Rip Van Winkle of himself. He'll wa'.<e up
long before he has put in one of his 20 years' snooze.

—

Ed.]

How to Render Small Amounts of Beeswax.

BY MR.S. EMMA I. ABBOTT.

Many who have only a few bees and do not own a wax-
extractor, miss one of the sources of profit in bee-keeping by

not saving the odd bits of comb and the old combs that are no

longer of any use to the bees. Have a receptacle into which

all such may be thrown until the end of the season, or until

there Is suflicient to make a good-sized cake of wax.

Some day when you have a fire In yonr cook-stove, and

will not have use for the ovei:, tie these pieces of comb up in

an old cotton-cloth. Place In the oven a tin or granite iron

pan with about an inch of water in It ; lay two slender sticks

across the pan, and on them the cloth containing the combs,

In such a way that it will not dip down into the pan, nor drip
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outside on the bottom of the oven ; shut the door and ro about

your work.

Take a look at it occasionally to see that all is going well.

The temperature of the oven should be moderate. If the

water boils, it is too hot. Regulate the fire or dampers, or

leave the door open a little way. The heat should not be

great enough to scorch the sticks or cloth.

When the wax seems to be all dript into the pan, remove

the sticks and cloth. If possible, let the fire die out, shut the

oven and leave the pan of wax to cool in the oven. This will

insure a slow and even cooling of the wax, and will allow the

dirt that may have filtered through the cloth to settle into the

water in the bottom of the pan. But if the lire is used for

other purposes, remove the pan carefully and steadily, cover

with a tin pot-cover, a board, or anything that will lie closely

over it, but will not touch the wax ; then place over all an

old blanket or quilt, folded several times, and tuckt closely

around the pan, to prevent the heat from escaping too fast.

On this, more than any one thing, depends the quality and

appearance of your wax. If It cools loo rapidly, the particles

of dirt, propolis, and honey will be caught in the mass, giving

it a sticky feeling and a mottled appearance. If the surface

hardens too quickly, it will crack open as the inside cools.

Do not uncover until the pan is no warmer than your

hand. When the cake is thoroughly cooled, it will loosen

from the pan easily, but if you attempt to get it out before,

even iho the wax seems hardened, you will not only have your

trouble for your pains, but you will realize as never before,

what it means to "stick as tight as beeswax." Scrape off

with a caseknife whatever settlings are on the bottom of the

cake, and you should have a clean, clear, smooth cake, that

will bring the highest price in the market.

If, for any reason, the wax is not satisfactory, the cake

can be broken up, tied in a clean cloth, and put larough the

same process again.

If it is desired to make small cakes, pour from the pan,

while hot, into cups or metal molds and cover closely.

Here are a few don'ts to hang on the walls of your mem-
ory when rendering wax :

Don't allow the wax to come in contact with iron, as it

will blacken the wax.

Dou't grease the molds. It is not necessary, and injures

the appearance of the wax.

Don't move the molds before the wax cools. The wax
that slops on the sides will harden there and give the cakes a

ragged look on the edges.

Dou't let the wax boil. This tends to make it brittle and

crumbly.

Djn'l spill any melted wax on the floor. If you do, you

will be sorry.

Dou't spend precious time trying to scrape and scour off

any wax that may stick to the pan, but take it out-doors,

away from the tire, and apply a little gasoline. It acts as a

certain brand of pills are said to act on a weak stomach—like

magic.
Don't rush off to town and sell your wax to the first bid-

der. Begin now to watch the market reports. The price of

wax fluctuates with the change of seasons, and you can soon

learn what time of the year it is highest. Then sell.

These directions are for those who have only a few pounds

of wax to be rendered. A large quantity would, of course,

have to be handled differently, but for small lots I prefer this

method to any I have ever tried.—The Busy Bee.

%
The JYIcEvoy Foul Brood Treatment is

given in Dr. Howard's pamphlet ou "Foul Brood; Its Natural
History and Rational Treatment." It is the latest publication

on the subject, aud should be in the hands of every bee-keeper.
Price, 'Ih cents ; or clubbed with the Bee Journal for one year
—both for $1.10.

Some Things Learned in the Apiary.

BV B. F. LKWH.

I see the Editor's invitation on page 232 to his readers

to relate, or rather, contribute their experience that they may

have with their bees this season and report what they have

learned. To begin with, very few people down here in Mississ-

ippi keep bees except in box or gum hives, and about my only

way of keeping up with the times is reading the bee-papers,

which are very interesting to me.

We winter our bees here on the summer stands, and I

think as good a way as any to take care of the comos Is to

leave them on the hives, and let the bees take care of them.

When I run for extracted honey, the hives being 2 stories high,

through the v<lnter the queen would almost invariably begin

laying in the topstory, and about one week before the honey-

flow—which is about the first of May—the upper story would

be well filled with brood and honey, and the lower combs

would be empty. I then go to work and run the queen down

in the lower story, and put a zinc honey-board above her, and

set the body with the brood above the zinc honey-board. The

queen is then separated from the brood, and has plenty of

laying room, and as the brood hatches out above, the bees will

fill the combs with honey.

Sometimes it is necessary to put on the third or even the

fourth body to give the bees room to store the honey. If I

find the queen is crowding the combs in the lower body with

brood, I move some of it above, and give her more empty

combs. By this means 1 prevent swarming, and have rousing

strong colonies of bees to harvest the honey.

If I want to increase my bees about the end of the honey

harvest, I divide them, or, as some term it, "swarm them

artificially." I tried the above plan with one hive a few years

ago ; the next year I tried a few more, and this year I workt

quite a lot of them this way. I don't think I ever had a col-

ony swarm that was managed as above, and I have always

got more honey from those colonies than any others in my
yard.

F.\S1ENING DOWN THE BF,B VEIL.

Another thing I have learned that I like very much, and

that is the way I fasten the lower end of my bee-veil to keep

the bees out. I found an old spring about my place that lookt

like a clock spring. I cut a piece of it off about long enough

to go around my neck. So I just put on my beehat with the

veil on it, and pull down the tail of the veil, then open the

spring collar, and let it go around the veil around my neck.

The spring holds the veil so close that no bee can get under it ;

and if I should want to spit, or blow my nose, all I have to do

is to catch hold of each end of the spring and lift it off, raise

my veil, and spit or blow, as the case may be, and put the

spring back. I consider the spring to hold my veil in place a

big help, and a great convenience—by far the most conven-

ient way that I have ever tried. All are at liberty to try it, as

I claim no patent on it.

AN EXPERIENCE WITH HOFF.\IAN FRAMES.

The last thing that I shall speak of this time, but by no

means the least, is the Hoffman frame. When 1 began using

the improved hives, some six or seven years ago, I bought 41

dovetailed hives. At that time the frames had thiu top-bars

and comb guide, and we wired the foundation in by putting

two diagonal wires running from the center of the bottom-bar

of the frame to the upper corners of the frame, then put per-

pendicular wires about two inches apart across the frame,

and fastened the foundation to it. The last two lots of hives

that I bought, the Hoffman frames came with them, and I

wired and put in the foundation according to the directions,

running the wires horizontally. I would draw the wire as

tight as it and the wood would bear, then stick the founda-

tion to the top-bar and imbed the wire as directed.

I put them into the hives and hived the bees on them, and
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ofttimes when I go to examine a hive, I find some of the

foundation had dropt down, and the bees were trying to use

it in Its piled up shape. In a great many of the others the

wires have sagged, and are loose from the foundation ; and I

have a lot of crooked combs to be troubled with, or to render

Into wax. If I get a hive of them built straight, and use them
a year or two, when I go to examine the hive the dlvislon-

boaid is so tightly propolized that I cannot get it out un'.il I

remove some of the frames, and the end-bars are so badly

stuck together that I have to carry something with me to pry

them up, and they are so wide at the top that I cannot see to

the bottom, to see if they are straight enough to come through

the gap; so I have to risk it, and pull them up. If the combs
are perfect,all is well, butif they are a littlecrooked or bulged,

I am almost sure to jag a hole in the honey or board, as the

case may be. With the old-style frames that I got in my first

purchase, and the manner of wiring in the foundation, I had
no such trouble.

So I think I have learned that I want no more Hoffman
frames in mine. Perhaps other bee-keepers can manage so

that they have no foundation to fall down, and no crooked

combs. Those who have to haul their bees to out-apiaries, or

carry them in and out of cellars, may prefer them, because

they are self-spacing and cannot slip about while hauling or

handling the hives. Desoto Co., Miss.

Thin Honey—Grading—The Market.

BV JOHN H. MARTIN.

There is the usual factor present this season—thin honey,

and in a majority of cases there is but one cause for it, viz.:

too great haste in extracting. Sage honey, when thoroughly
ripened in the hive, has a thick and heavy body. A saucer

full of it can be turned upside down, and it will be slow to

leave the saucer. But this, or any other honey, when ex-

tracted before the combs are sealed, will, as a rule, be nearly

as limpid as water. Such honey also lacks the flavor found
In well-ripened honey. It has a raw, pungent taste, and pur-

chasers Will not come back for that brand a second time. This
honey is also liable to ferment and become sour, resulting in a

dead loss to producers.

An excellent rule to follow in extracting honey is never to

extract until the combs are filled and capt at least two-thirds

of the way down.

Tbin honey can be ripened by standing In a large tank
for some time, but in this case it never gets the fine flavor

that can be secured by thorough ripening in the hive, where
the bees know how to do it.

This standing in a tank for a long time in our hot dis-

tricts, oftentimes results In a discoloration of the honey by
too great heat. We know of an Instance where a fine quality

of water-white honey was changed to an amber by leaving the

unprotected cans in the hot sun for several days. The pro-

duction of a first-class grade of honey cannot be left to the

Inexperienced bee-keeper; there are too many of the latter

class in the field, and their product should be mercilessly

turned down.
ONE VALlrE OK THE EXCHANGE.

Mr. H. E. Wilder, of Riverside county, is the official

grader of Exchange honey. In the process of grading, every

can is removed from the case and inspected as to grade.

Every can is weighed and labeled, and the net weight of the

honey markt on the label with the grade, date of inspection,

and name of grader. It makes no difference how much the

case weighs, the producer gets the actual weight of his honey.

The usual tare for cans and cases Is 16 pounds. The case

varies so much In weight that the producer generally looses

from two to three pounds of honey In the tare, for the dealer

la sure to put the tare high enough to cover heavy-weight

cases, when many times they weigh less than 15 pounds. Mr.
Wilder estimates the saving to the bee-keeper by weighing up
separately and giving actual weight at from $12 to $15 per

car. If bee-keepers would just turn in and make the Ex-
change strong enough we can arrange to give tare only on the

wooden case. The producer should receive pay for the tia

can, for it is an article of value after the honey is used.

CONDITIONS OF THE HONEY SIARKET.

Reports continue to arrive giving advices of an unusual

honey-yield In the East, which is uncertain as to the effect

upon the price upon California honey; We think if the East-

ern yield affects any class it will be the comb honey producers.

Comb honey is more extensively produced la the East than

extracted honey, and ours will come in direct competition

with it. Our comb honey is usually put up in the Western

shipping-case, which many times Is a rough looking affair be-

side the Eastern case, and as the best appearing package sells

first, the Eastern producers will have that advantage.

Extracted honey is not so much the product of the East

as it is of the West, and we think, owing to the use of ex-

tracted honey for manufacturing purposes, that it will hold

its own.

One encouraging sign for an advance is the rise in the

price of sugar. The leading sweet controls in a great meas-

ure all other sweets. Considering the extremely low prices of

all other food products, honey is holding its own, and we are

confident prices will improve after the heated term, and the

fruit season is over. Nearly all honey sold previous to cool

weather is moved upon purely speculative purposes. The
proper time to sell our product is very much of a problem,

well worthy the attention of producers.—Rural Californlan.

Los Angeles Co., Calif.

CONDDCTKD BT

DK. O. O. 3irLLER, MARENGO, ILL,

[Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direct.)

Fecdins for WiiUcr -Inlrodiieiiig Queens in llie

FhII.

I have a colony of bees which I removed from a box-hive

to a lU-frame hive Aug. 14. The colony was 'S years old,

and sent out two swarms this season. Supposing I would find

considerable honey, to my surprise I did not find more than

four or five pounds, and not a large amount of brood, which I

placed carefully In the frames of the new hive. There waa
about a pe( k of bees which seemed to be mostly young ones. I

transferred tbcm in the morning, and going to look at them In

the afternoon I found % of them had come out and hung on a
limb over tlio hive. 1 put them back Into the hive, and they

seem all right no*. I did not find the queen. They do not

seem to be strung workers.
1. Will they be likely to store enough honey to winter

them ?

2. If not, what should I do ?

',i. Would It be wL-^e to Introduce an Italian queen this

season, or wait until next spring ?

I. Why did they not have more honey?
New Jersey.

Answers.— 1. Somewhat doubtful, but it depends upon

the fall resources of your locality. If buckwheat or other

fall flowers are abundant, they may store enough for their

winter needs.

2. Feed them. If you have no feeders, use the crock-and-
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plate method. Fill a crock or other vessel one-half full of

sufjar, then fill up with water, eithnr cold or hot. If you don't

wish to feed as much as the crock will hold, you may use any

smaller quantity desired, measuring in equal parts of sugar

and water. It doesn't matter whether you go by measure or

by weight. Now put over your crock two thicknesses of flan-

nel or other woolen cloth, or five or six thicknesses of thin

cotton-cloth, such as cheese-cloth, and over this put a plate

upside down. Then with one hand under the crock and the

other over the plate, turn the whole quickly upside down. Put

an empty hive-body over your hive, set the crock and plate on

top of the brood-frames, cover tight so no bee can get in ex-

cept the bees of the hive, and leave the rest to the bees. If

you wait till the weather gets too cold, the bees will not take

it down.

o. If you introduce her this fall, you will be just that

much ahead next spring, and your whole force for the honey

harvest will about all be of the improved stock.

4. Hard to say without knowing more of the circum-

stances. Perhaps not a great amount of honey had been

yielded by the flowers, the bees having only been able to

gather a litlte more than enough for their daily needs. Re-

member that enough for their daily needs means a good deal

when they are rearing a large amount of brood.

Removing Surplii§ Laic in the Sca§on.

This is my first season of bee-culture, and while I think

fortune has favored my management so far, I have now
reacht a point of uncertainty. I have seven colonies—all new
swarms— which have been very industrious. They are enjoy-

ing ihe luxuries of the latest hives, and have been perfectly

satisfied with their quarters. On July 15 I removed the super

from the oldest colony, and the other supers are about filled

now. Would it be policy to remove supers this late in the sea-

son (Aug. IfS). if the prospects for honey-gathering were
fairly good ? Or would these colonies, being new swar-JS,

provide a winter store regardless of the supers? Is it cus-

tomary to allow supers partially filled to remain on the hive

during winter ? New Member.

Answek — It is not too late to remove the supers, and in-

deed it is the general custom to remove all supers at the close

of the honey-How, whether they are completed or only just

begun. It is a good thing perhaps for the bees, to allow

supers with their contents to remain on the hive during the

winter, but It's a pretty rough thing on the sections. They

win be darkened, plastered with propolis, and not very fit for

use another year. Probably no up-to-date bee-keeper leaves

sections on the hives over winter. If there is room for it in

the hive, you may generally count that the bees have enough

supplies stored in the brood-chamber, but if your hive has only

eight frames it may happen that it is so filled with brood that

there is not room enough for honey. In that case you'll have

to feed. If two or three of the frames are entirely filled with

honey and the rest about half filled, you need not feel anxious.

A Bcsinncr''$ Troubles.

I have 5 colonies of bees— 4: swarms and one old colony

—

and I won't get one pound of honey. This has been a very

poor year; the rains seemed to wash the honey out of the

white clover, but lately the bees have been gathering some
honey. My old colony is not as strong in bees as it was in

the spring; the bees come out early, and some fly away,
while others fall on the ground, and they jump and seem to

be excited. I understand from other bee-men that the wings

of an old bee aie ragged ; all of my sick bees have nice, clean

wines, and as near as I can tell are young bees. The peculiar

part of ills, if I pick them up and hold them between my
hands, they will liven up if nearly dead, and fly away as lively

as any bee.

The queen in this colony is not very prolific, and the hive

Is of an odd size: I have a standard size with nice, straight

combs from a colony that lost their queen. How would it do

to put the bees into the standard hive, kill the queen, and re-

place her with a more prolific one ? The queen doesn't rear

young as fast as they die. How would it do to make some
ginger or pepper tea, and feed it to the bees in some sweet-

ened water or honey ? I don't think it is paralysis, as the

bees are not black and shiny ; they seem to be numb, and get

all right when I warm them up In my hands.
Washington.

Answer.— If I understand you correctly, you started with

one colony in the spring and have four swarms from it. If

that is the case, and all five are In anything like fair condi-

tion. It can hardly be said that you have had a very poor sea-

son, and after sending out four swarms the old colony ought

to be very weak. As the bees revive and fly away lively after

being warmed in the hand, it may bo only that they are chilled

in the cool of the day, and are not diseased.

They probably would not take very kindly to ginger or

pepper tea. Catnip is better for them, allowing the bees to

gather from the catnip bloom.

Changing hives would hardly help matters any so far as

the bees are concerned, but if the queen is at fault a change

of queens might be a benefit. But if the colony was greatly

weakened by swarming, you cannot expect the queen to do as

good work laying as if she were in a strong colony.

A Swarm tliat Swarmed.

Your humble servant is considered to be quite an author-

ity (local) on bees and their habits, but my opinion was askt,

and I was compelled to answer I do not know. I will give the

circumstances

:

On or about May 20, a runaway swarm was hived in a

Simplicity hive. About two weeks ago, 30 pounds of surplus

honey was taken off, and yesterday (Aug.
J.2)

they cast a

large swarm. I made an examination at 7 o'clock, p.m., to

find the cause of a swarm being cast in a honey-drouth. I

found drones and evidence of queen-cells, and at least two

inches of honey sealed in each frame, but few capt brood, and

could see no signs of eggs. I shall make further examination

in a few days for eggs, etc.

The question was askt me: What was the cause? I

never in my 12 years' experience saw, heard, or read of any-

thing like it. Perhaps if the bees were my own I could an-

swer it myself, but I have watcht the colony closely'ever since

they were hived, and I am at a loss to answer it at present.

New Jersey.

Answer.—When a colony casts a prime swarm, it may

cast one or more after-swarms in from one to two weeks

later, and as a rule neither the old colony nor any of the

swarms will cast a swarm after that time during the same

season. Still it may happen that the first swarm of the old

colony may become so strong as to throw off a swarm a few

weeks later. The chances for a swarm are increast if by

any means the queen of the prime swarm is killed. Circum-

stances point to that in the case you mention. May 20 the

swarm was hived, and by the last of July it had become

strong in both brood and bees. If nothing had happened to

the queen it very likely would not have swarmed. But the

queen was killed, and 12 or 15 days later a swarm came off

with the oldest of the young queens. By that time there was

nothing left in the hive in the way of brood except some sealed

brood, whereas if the swarm had come off with the laying

queen, there would have been unsealed brood and eggs. A

strong colony rearing virgin queens may send forth a swarm

when flowers are yielding sparingly, whereas the bees are

more prudent about swarming with a laying queen.

Xhe Names and Addresses of all your bee-

friends, who are not now fikiue ilic Bee Journal, are wanted

at this office. Send them in, please, when sample copies will

be mailed to them. Then you can secure their subscriptions,

and earn some of the premiums we are offering. The
next few months will be just the time to easily get new sub-

scribers. Try it earnestly, at least.
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Editorial Con)n)cr)i^.

Tbe .California Bee-Keepers' Excbange
has handled, during the present season, over .S5,0U0 worth o.f

supplies for its members, and at a reduced price. At present

the Exchange is the only factor that is holding up the price of

honey. Every bee-keeper should be found in the Exchange,

but such is the perversity of the bee-keeping character that a

good cause is seriously handicapt by so many refusing to

come in. This is what .Secretary J. H. Martin, of the Ex-

change, said recently in the Rural Californian.

Your Help 'Wanted.—We believe that we have

the friendship and good-will of every one of our readers.

Therefore we come to you with this request.

Every reader of the old American Bee Journal knows

that we are trying to publish just the very best bee-paper we
know how. But if we had twice our present number of sub-

scribers, we could, and would, do ever so much better for

you all.

Now, would it be too much to ask that each and every

one of our readers send us at least 07it' nctf subscriber for the

last four months of 18117, at the 25-cent, trial-trip rate? We
really believe that nearly every oiie could, with but little

effort, send two or three names at that low rate. On page

570 we offer a list of premiums for doing this work. Extra

copies to be used as samples can be had for the asking.

We know that our present readers fully understand the

true value of the American Bee .lournal, and they are the

ones that can best speak of Its merits, and most easily secure

the new subscribers. The only question Is, Will they do it?

If so, we feel certain that after a four-months' trial, we can

hold the new ones as permanent and regular readers. We can

do that if they are at all interested in bee-keeping. N,iw, we
do not ask very much from any one of our present subscribers,

but all can see that if each sends in but one new bubscrlber

this month, our list will be clmtbled by Oct. 1. Then by get-

ting their renewal, and your own, for 1898, we will bo in a

splendid position to give you the best bee-literature possible.

Will i/ou help us do it ?

* « »

marketing- and the Coutmission-nian.—
The American Bee-Keeper has quite a good editorial on this J

subject in its August Issue. It reads as follows : |

There is one subject that is at present receiving raarkt

attentiou by our fraternity and the apicultural press, over
which there is neither dispute nor contention, viz : "The
commission merchant." The way of the bee-keeper, generally,

during the recent unfavorable seasons, has been fraught with
anxiety, disappointments and discouragements; but when a
fellow has finally " corraled " a crop of honey, only to see it

devoured by some disreputable commission firm, the climax Is

reacht. The enthusiasm which had inspired his diligent

work, gives place to a nauseating disgust.

There are but few commission houses that have estab-

lisht for themselves a good reputation among bee-keepers,

and even those that have in a measure done so, sometimes
employ business methods very unsatisfactory to the sh.pper.

Some system by which our product may be distributed

throughout the length and breadth of the land, avoiding the

present conditions of overstocking the large cities, and plac-

ing it before the consumer in a convenient retail package,
must necessarily precede any deserved measure of success in

the production of honey, especially in the liquid form.

The one very Important thing bee-keepers need to

look out for now is the high-quotation commission firm. This

is nearly always done to get in a lot of shipments of honey,

which afterward are sold at a good deal less than the quota-

tions previously given. Of course, then the shipper is dis-

satisfied—and justly so.

We would indeed be glad if we could say that more than

12 cents per pound can be realized for best comb honey in the

Chicago market now, but we can't doit. And there is neither

sense nor justice in any firm here quoting a higher price than

that just now. It may be that a little later on the price may

be a trifle higher, but in view of the fair crop harvested we

doubt If It will be any higher. Still, we hope we are wrong

in this view.
«-.-*

Bufialo Convention Notes.—Monday, Aug.

23, found us ready to start for Buffalo—just as soon as Dr.

Miller should reach our office to go with us. He came about

1 p.m., and we soon started for the Nickel Plate railroad sta-

tion, to take the train leaving at 3:05 o'clock.

Arriving, we found there Messrs. Abbott, of Missouri,

Bennett, of California, Highbarger, of Illinois, and E Whit-

comb and wife, of Nebraska. All, including Dr. Miller and

the writer, left at the same time, some in sleeping cars and

some in regular coaches.

At Buffalo the next forenoon unfortunately our train was

nearly two hours late, so that the convention was begun be-

fore our company reacht the main hall of Galon's Business

College, corner of Main and Huron streets, where the meet-

ing was held. As we entered the room we were splendidly

welcomed by the 125 or more bee-keepers already gathered,

and after an introduction by Secretary Mason, we immediately

relieved Mr. Iloltermann, of Canada, who had been elected to

act as chairman until our arrival.

We want to say right here that the low Grand Army rates

certainly secured a very representative gathering of bee-

keepers. They came from Maine to California, and from

Florida to Canada. While we had to endure the great crowd

of visitors in Buffalo, still we had the real pleasure of meeting

many bee-keepers who doubtless would not have been there
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had It not been for the reasonable railroad rates assured by

meeting at the same time and place as the G. A. R.

Mr. J. F. Molntyre, of California, was there. He was

called up before the convention, and just compelled to talk.

He has 600 colonies in one apiary, and his yield this year will

be about 00 pounds of extracted honey per colony. He an-

swered a number of questlous that were " fired " at him while

staudinR before the assemblaue.

It was expected to have a very full report of the proceed-

ings, but, somehow, it was impossible to secure an expert

shorthand reporter at anything like a reasonable figure, so

Secretary Mason requested .\Ir. Hutchinson to take notes, and

write up as good a report as he could. As Mr. Hutchinson

writes shorthand a little, no doubt the report will be equal to

those he furnlsht when he was Secretary of the society.

Mr. Hershiser, of Buffalo, had made the very best ar-

rangements he could to care for the bee-keepers during the

great crowding of people there the week of the convention.

Of course, no one expected to have every home comfort, and

50 were not disappointed. The newspapers were too busy

with the G. A. R. to look up the bee-convention until we had

adjourned; then they put in some very nice notices of our

meeting. Hereafter, if ever the bee-keepers tag after the

Grand Army again. It might be well to select one of our num-

ber to prepare suitable notices for the daily newspapers.

There will be no diflicnity in getting them printed—the

trouble v/as, the reportorial force was so busy with the G. A.

R. doings that they just could not look after our interests

also. But as bee-keepers are a modest set of mortals, they do

not feel badly if the newspapers fail to bring them into

prominence.

We think we are safe in saying that for no previous na-

tional meeting of bee-keepers were there any better papers

prepared and read. We thiuk our readers will agree with us,

when they are permitted to read them. They cover a variety

of topics, which were handled in a masterly way by some of

the best workers in the apiarian field.

And then, there were present some of the largest as well

as best known beekeepers in this country. Capt. Hethering-

ton, of New York State, who has 2,000 colonies, was on

hand. What a splendid man he is, too. If only he could be

induced to write for the bee-papers, his articles would be

eagerly sought for. But he won't write. The only way to

get anything good out of him is to stand him up before a con-

vention and pour questions into him. The answers—great

big ones, too— follow all right, then. Too bad he can't be

kept talking bees at the elbow of a good shorthand writer who

could " take down " his large chunks of bee-wisdom.

Then, there is P. H. El wood. He was on hand— all of

him, too. He and Mr. Doolittle would make a great team

—

both in physical and intellectual weight. Mr. Elwood has

about 1,000 colonies, we believe. But he is too awfully awful

backward in coming forward in a convention discussion. So

we got him to do some committee work, which of course was

well done. Mr. Elwood is one of the solid men of the pursuit.

Looks and acts like a judge. Would make a good one, too.

We had never before met him and Capt. Hetherington, tho we

had heard a great many good things about them. We believe

every word of it, and only wish we could see and know morn

of these two great New York bee-keepers.

Was Doolittle there ? To be sure ; and he just had every-

thing his own way. Might have been elected President had

he not felt it necessary to decline, for which we were very

sorry. Doolittle has been before the bee-keeping world so

long and so constantly—like Dr. Miller—that there is scarcely

anything new that we can say about him. Everybody knows

him, and all beekeepers appreciate him for the great good he

has done along apiarian lines. He has now 165 colouios, we

believe, in two yards. He sometimes feels like giving up all

writing on bees, but we don't believe he will succeed in doing

it. Why, he wouldn't be happy If he should lay down his

apiarian pen for one week. Don't think of It, Mr. Doolittle.

Just keep on in the good way you have traveled so long, and

continue to contribute to the happiness and knowledge of

those who love the honey-bee.

Next week we will try to give a few more glimpses of the

convention.
•-»-*

Publistiingf Dead Beats.—Editor Abbott, of The

Busy Bee, has the following paragraphs on a very timely

subject :

The publisher of the American Bee-Keeper says he has
about made up his mind to publish a list of the people who
deal with them and will not pay theirdebts. I can see no rea-

son why he should not; for, if a man will not pay a debt
which he has contracted, or pay any attention to the man
whom he owes when askt as to when he can meet his obliga-

tions, he deserves to be pubiisht. I am not so sure but wbat
a paper owes it to the community to let people know who the

"dead beats" are. But, brethren, I can suggest a better

method: Adopt the cash system, and let your motto be,

"Money, or no goods."

As to the paper, when a man's time is out stop it, and
only send it to people who are willing to send for it in ad-

vance. The Busy Bee could not publish a very large list of
" dead beats,' for if there are very many of them in this part

of the country, we do not know it, as circumstances compelled
us when we began business about 1-t years ago in this city to

sell for cash only, and you can generally count the people

who owe us anything, on the fingers of one hand. From this

time on you will not need any fingers at all to count them, as

we have fully made up our minds not to fill any order to a

consumer which is not accompanied by the cash. I wish all

the rest of the dealers in the United States would adopt the

same method of doing business.

Debt is the curse of this country, and ruins hundreds of

families every year, and the sooner it is wiped out of our
method of doing business the better it will be for the poor

man. The rich can stand it all right, but it is death to the

poor man to owe or to have any one owe him. Let us pay as

we go, or not go.

It is surprising the number of people who are perfectly

willing to live on others, instead of being me.ny and paying

for what they get. If we should publish a list of those who

could pay their subscriptions to the American Bee Journal

promptly if they would, and yet don't do it, it would be a sur-

prise to a great many people. We believe it would be a good

plan to let the world know just who the folks are who are

willing to be clast among the "dead beats"—it would save

others from losing on them, and perhaps might in some cases

spur the " beats " up a little. We could show up a beautiful

list of apparently honest people, who, after getting the Bee

Journal for several years " on trust," refuse to pay up, or even

to give any reason for not paying for what they have had.

" Xtie Richest College in America*' has its

story most interestingly set forth by word and picture in the

September number of Demorest's Magazine. It will be a dis-

tinct surprise to know that this title is not due any of our best

known collegeSj but is held by one which is doing a great

work in a quiet way. The account of it will be attractive to

every man and woman interested In American educational

life. "The Meaning of Greater New York " is the title of

another article, which is its own explanation. It is intended

to answer all those questions about the consolidation of New
York and Brooklyn which people with intelligent curiosity are

always as>cing thejr friends, and whii,'h their friends are rarely

able to answer.
*-.-»^

W^liite Comb Honey 'Wanted.—We wish to

correspond with those having best white comb honey for sale.

Please state quantity, how put up, and lowest price. Address,

George W. York & Co., 118 Michigan Street, Chicago, III.
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Tl?e Weekly Budget.

Mr. J. C. Hicks, of Marshall Co., Ky., writing us Aug.

31, said :
" We are having an enormous crop of aster and

Koiden-rod honey now."

Mb. Frank McNay, of Wisconsin, gave us a short call

last weelc. He reports only a fair crop of honey this year in

his State, the basswood having been alnaost an entire failure.

Mb. Leboy Highbarqee, of OaleCo., was elected Presi-

dent of the Northern Illinois Bee-Keepers' Association at its

annual meeting In Freeport last month ; S. H. Herrick, Vice-

President; B. Kennedy, Secretary; and O. J. Cummlngs,
Treasurer. !Next week we will publish a short report of the

proceedings.

Mr. J. H. Martin—Gleanings' California Rambler—com-
pleted his continued story, entitled, " Bee-Keeper Fred Ander-
son ; or the Mystery of Crystal Mountain," In the issue for

Aug. 15. We understand it was very interesting as well as

mysterious. We did not have time to read It, but are willing

to accept the verdict of others as to its readableness.

Mr. Lucian C. Jackson, 273 Pennsylvania St., Buffalo,

N. Y., is the photographer who " took " the convention group.
He cau furnish the photographs by mall at oo cents each. He
also has a number of different views of the G. A. E. arches
and the " Living Shield"—composed of 1,000 children drest

io red, white and blue—at the same price as the bee-conven-
tion picture, we presume. This latter photograph is very
good indeed.

Mb. L. a. Hammond, of Washington Co., Md., sent us

last week a bushel of the very finest peaches. We don't get
anything so luscious In the peach line in this Western coun-
try. We wish to thank Mr. Hammond for his kindness and
generosity. Mrs. York was greatly pleased with them, for,

like some other people, she "knows a good thing when she
sees it"—especially in the line of fruits. And Maryland
peaches—um, um !

Mb. C. p. Dadant, of Chas. Dadant & Son, in Hancock
Co., III., dropt in to see us Monday, Aug. 23, when on his

way home from accompanying his aged father to his annual
retreat in Wisconsin, to escape the hay-fever allliction. Mr.
Dadant reported a good season both as to their honey crop
and the comb foundation business. He regretted not being
able to take in the Buffalo convention, but it was impossible
for him to attend.

Mr. M. H. Mendleson, of Ventura county, Calif., " re-

cently lost about three tons of honey through a defective
faucet in a honey-tank. This amount of sweetness made
quite a respectable stream down the canyon. ButMr. M. is

not dead broke by the loss, for he has over 50 tons left. We
would suggest that these honey faucets be provided with a
small padlock as a safeguard against accidental opening. The
writer knows of an instance where a dog, by rubbing around
the faucet of a honey-tank, lifted the lever, and run off the
contents, which, in this case, was water, valuable of course,
but not so valuable as honey." So writes J. H. Martin, in

August Rural Califoruian.

Editor W. Z. Hutchinson, of the Bee-Keepers' Review,
has been called upon to pass through the deep waters of

atUlctlon since the Buffalo convention. For about two years
his good wife and a daughter, named Ivy, have been suffering

with mental derangenients, necessitating their staying at a
sanitarian for treatment a part of the time. But on Saturday,

Aug. 28, both being at home, the mother must have been

seized with a severe attack, for she chloroformed to her death

the youngest child— Fern—who was five years old, and also

attempted to take the life of Ivy by shooting Altho In a

dangerous condition, it was thought, Aug. 30, that Ivy would
recover, but the funeral of little Fern was held that day. Mrs.

Hutchinson was again taken to the sanitarian the day before.

We know that the tenderest sympathies of bee-keepers

everywhere will be extended, with ours, to our brother editor

in his great sorrows. Those of us who have not had to pass

through like afllictions visited upon him the past few years, can

hardly realize what Mr. Hutchinson has had to endure, and is

enduring now. May sweet Hope, the ever-brightening angel

in all our human affairs, be near hlin, and lead him safely

through the well-nigh overwhelming distresses which just

now surround him.

Now New Subscribers
4 September—Oct. Nov.—December 4

4 MONTHS FOR 25 CTS.
18 Weeks— 18 Copies—of the American Bee Journal for but

2.5 cents ! Can you afford to miss thai ?

The Report of the Buiralo Convention

will be in the American Bee Journal during these 4 months.
This Rnpnrt alone will be worth $1.00—but you get all for
just the 25 cents, besides a lot of other excellent apiarian
reading-matter. If not now a subscriber, hadn't you better
send on that 2.5 cents and enjoy at least a trial trip of the
old American Bee Journal ?

Get Your Bee-Keeping Friends and Neighbors
to Take the Old American Bee Journal.

We would like to have each of our present readers send us

two new snijscribcrs for the Bee Journal before October 1,

1897. That surely will not be hard to do, when each will

need to pay only 2o cents for the last -1 months of this

year, or only about <> cents a month for the weekly
American Bee Journal. Any one with only a colony or two
of bees should jump at such an offer as that.

Now, we don't ask ynu to work for us for nothing, but
will say that for each t'W^O new 25c. subscribers you send us,

we will mail you your choice of o7ie of the following list

:

Wood Binder for the Bee Jouraal 20o.
50 coiiles of le'flet on '•Why B;ii Honey ?" Oo.
50 '• on • How to Keep Huney " 20o.
50 " " OQ ' Alsika f^lover" 20o.
1 copy each " Prepar «tl(>D nf Honev forlheMaiket"(10o.)
and Doollttle's " Hive I ll-^e " loc > loo.

1 copy e.ich Dadauts* "Handling Bees" iSc.jand " I3ee-
Pasturaire a Neue-sitv "

( lOf.) 18o.
Dr. Howard's booh on " F )ul Brood " 2.)C.
Koh tike's '• H'oiil II ri) d " hoo^ 25c.
Cht'shlre's ' Koul llrood *' boob ilOj.) and Dadaots' '" Hand-

ling lices" LHc ] 18o.
Dr. Koiite'e H;inO-Bookof Health 23o.
Kura' Life Honk 25c.
Our F lullry Unci or. by Fanny Felld 25o.
Poultry for Market and Proflt, by Fanny Field 2.no.

Oapjuis and Caponizing 2.tc,
Turkfvs lor Market and Proflt 2nc.
Green s Four Kooks on Fruit-Growing v5o.
Kopp Coniniercial CaUuUior No. I 25o.
Silo an" SllaKO. hv Pror. (Jook 25c.
Bient^n-Kultur LGermanl 4nc.
Kenda r« Horse Hook [Boirllsb or German] 25o.
1 Pound White Clover &etd 25c.
1 " SwfOt •• • 25o.
1V4 •' Al-lke " " 2oo.m Alfalfa " " 25i;.
114 •' (Jrlinson " '* 25c.
The Horse—How to Break and Handle 20o.

We make the above offers only to those who are now sub-
scribers ; In other words, no one sending in his own 25 cents

as a new subscriber can also claim a choice of the above list.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.
118 Michigan St., - CHICAGO, ILL.
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BEE-BOOKS
SEXT POSTPAID ny

Geore:e W. York & Co.,
Chlcueoi Ilia.

Beea and Honey, or Manaeeiuent of an Apiary
tor Pleasnre iind I*rotlt, by Thoiuus G. Newiuun.

—

This edtllun Ims been luryely rewilituii, thoryut'hly
revised, and is " fully up wlih the times " lu all the
trnproveiueiiis and Inventions In this rapldly-devel-
OpiDK pursuit, and piesenls tlio Ujilarist with
everytliKiii that caa aid In the succesylul tuannjie-
ment of an aiilury, and nt the Bume time produce
the most lioney In an attractive condition. It con-
tains 'ZM put-'ea. and 2J31IIU8tratlnns— is beautifully

Etinted in the hiuliest sty ie of the ait. and bound
i cloth, Kold-letttred. Price. $l.WJ.

LunKstroth on the Honey-Beet revised by
Daduut—This classic In bee-culture, bus been
entirety re- written, and Is fully lUust rated. It
treats of everyihluj; relutlntf to bees and bee-keep-
InK. No apiarian library Is complete without this
standiiid work by Rev. L. L,. J.anEstroth — the
Fatlier of American Bee-Culture. It iias 6:^ pat^es;
bound in cloth.

Price. |»o>tpaid, $1.'J5.

Bee-&e:.l>ers* Oalde, or Manual of the
Apiary, by Prof A. J Cuok. of the Michigan A^rl-
cultural Collet'C.—This book Is n<jt only Instructive
and helplul as a Kulde In bee keeplnu. but Is
Interesting and thoroughly pracilcnl and scientific.
Itcontalns a full delineation of the anatomy and
physlolouy of bees. 4ti0 paties ; bound In cloth and
folly Illustrated.

Pric*-. pohipaid. $1.2.5.

Scientific Queen- Kenrlnfft as Practically
Applied, by G M Uuollttle.—A method by which
the very best of (,'ueen-Bees are reared In perfect
accord with Nature's way IT*"- pages, bound In
doth, and Illustrated. Price. $1.00.

A B C of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root.—

A

Cyclopedia of jlk) paires. describing every thing
pertuliiliiK to the care of the honey-bees. It con-
tains itUJen^iravintrs. It was written especially for
beginners Bound In cluth. Price. $1.25.

Advanced Bee-Cultare, Its Methods and
Manutement. by W Z. llutchluson.—Tlie author
of this work Is too well known to need further
description of his book. He Is a practical and
entertalnlntr writer. Vou should read his book. S*U

pages, bound in paper, and Illustrated Price, 5C cts-

Riitlonnl Bee-Reeplne. by Dr. John Dzlerzon
—This Is a translation of his latest German tKJOkou
bee-cultnre. It ba» :{oO pages: bound
In paper covers. $I.UG

Bienen-Kaltar, by Thomas G. Newrian. -
fThls Is a German translation of theprlnclpf' por-
tion of the book called Bees of IIoxev. 10., page
pamphlet. Price. -lU cents.

Convention Hnnd-Book, for Bee-Keepers.
Thomas G. Newman.— It contains the parllnmen-
tary law and rules of order for Bee-Conventlons—
also Consiltutlun and By-Laws, with subjects for
dlscHBslun. etc. Cloth, gold-lettered- Price, 2o cts.

TlilriT Years Amons: Ihe Reex, by
Henry Alley.—Gives the results of over a quarter-
oentury's experience in rearinK qupen-bees. Very
Iate8tworkt.it the kind. Nearly uki paKes. Price. 5uc.

Prarilfal Hiiils to Bee Kee Keepers—by
Chas. F. MlTH. AI?o cont;iiiis a Foui Bro«>d
Cureaud How to Winter Bees. -10 p.; 10 cts.

Wliy F«l Honey?—Thi^ Lpaflet iP intend-
ed for KKRE distribution, to create a Local Market.
loucopieB. by mail. 3ii cts.: 5<>0 for$l.25; looo, $2 ou.

f1**\v l« K*-ep Hoiicy and prpserve Its
richness and tlavor. Price same as Why Eat Uoney.

AlMike Clover Leaflet.— Full directions
forgrowtuK. 5ufor25ct8.; HKifor4ocle.; 2tKj, 7uc.

Apiary KesiiMier, by Thos. G Newman.—
Devote? two pages to a colony. Leathpr binding.
Price, for 5" colonies. 1 1.IX); for Hx) colonies. $1.25.

Frepurutlun of Honey lor the Market,
including the pruuuctlon aud care of cumb and
extractifd honey. A chapter from BEES ANT
Uo.NEV price. 10 cents

Bee-PuMturuffe a Xeceaslty.—This book sufe
gests what and liuw to plur ii Is a ^^hapter froa
Bkes axu Uunev. Price. 10 cec'jj.

The Hive I ITge, by G- M. Ooollttle. It
details his maDHg'emeDt of bees, and methods
Of producing comb honey. Price. 5 cents.

Pr. Hnward^R Rook on FonJ Brood.
—Gives the McKvoy Treatment and reviews the ex-
periments of others. Price. 25 cts.

Silo and Kllaze, by Prof. A J. Cook.—It
(fives the method in operation at the Michigan Agri-
ouitural College. Price. 2 . cts.

1% Inter Problem In Rpe-Keepfnjr by G.
R. Plerc". Result of 25 years' experience. 3o eta.

Handling Keett, by I'has Dadaiit & Son.—
A Chapter from l>ang&troth Revised. Price, h cts.

HUtory of nee-Aesoclailous. and Brief Re-
ports of the flret 2o conventions. Price. l".

Foul Brood Trealment. by Prof. F. R.
Cheshire.— Its Cause and Prevention. Price, lu cts.

FonI Brood, by A. K. Kohnke.—Origin.
Development and Cure. Price lo cts.

Bee-Keepliti!: for Profli, by Dr. G. L.
Tinker.- Revised and enlnrged. Ii details the au-
thor's " new system, or how to get the largest yields
of comb<»r e-xtraeied honey." »u p.; illustruied. 25c.

roniniereial (alonlalor, by C. Kopp

—

A reaiiy Calculmor. Business Arithmetic and Ao
count-Book ci>iiitiiiie(i m one. Every farmer and
business* man ^h-mlij have It. No. 1 , bounu in water
proof leathereite. call tJnish. Price. 4<' cts. No. 2
in Dneartideial leather, witb pocket, silicate slate,
and account-book. Price. 60 cts.

Cirtf'en'fc Four Books, hv Chas. A. Green.
—Devoted to. 1st. How We Made the Old Farm Pay;
2i'd. Peaih Culture 3rd. Uow to Propagate Kruit-
Ptants. Vines and Trees; 4ib. General Kruit In-
structor. Nearly i2o pages. Fully il.ustrated. 2oct8.

Tardon and Or<-liard, hy Thas. A. Green
—Gives full inatrurtK-ns in Thinning and Marketing
Fruits; Pruning. Planting and ( ultivating; Spray-
ing, Evaporation, ("old Storage. Etc. y4 pages, illus-
trated. Price. 25 cts.

KendalPH HorMe-Book. — 3r> pictures.
showing positions ol sick horses, and treats on all
their diseases. English or German. Price, 25 cts.

Lnniber and Los*Book. — Givpg meas-
urements of lumber, logs planks; wages, etc. 25c.

Iflaple Snjriir and the Sncar Bush, by Prof.
A. J. Cook.— Full instructions. Price, 35 cts,

Cirain Tables, lor casting- up the price of
grain, produce, hay. etc. Price, 25 cts.

raponn and Taponizlns:* by Dr. Sawyer.
Fanny Field, and 'tthers.-llluatrated. All about
caponizing t"wl9, ann thus how to make the most
money in poultry-raising. 64 pages. Price, 3U cts.

Our Ponllry Doctor, or Health in the
Poultry Vard and How to Cure Sick Fowls, by
Fanny Field.—Everything about Poultry Diseases
and their Cure. 64 pages. Price. 3o cts.

Ponllry for iviarket and Poultry for
Profit, by Fanny Field.—Tells everything aboutthe
Poultry Business. 64 pages. Price, 25 cts.

Turkeys lor IVIarket antl Turkeys for
Proflt. by Fanny Field.-All about Turkey-Raising.
64 pages. Pnce, 26 cts.

Bnral Life.— Rees. Poultry. Fruits, Vege-
tables, and Household Matters. UM) pages. 25 cts.

Potato Ciiltnre, by T. R. Terry.—It tells
how to grow them proOtably. Price. 40 cts.

Hand-Book of Health, by Dr. Foote.—
Hints about eating, drinking, etc. Price, 25 cts.

Bee- Keeper**' Olreetory, by H Alley.

—

Latest methods in Oueen-Rearing, etc. Price, 5uc.

Book tlubbiiig Oilers.

(Bead Carefully.)

The following clubbing prices include the
American Bee Journal one year with each

book named. Remember, That only one book
can be taken In each case with the Bee Jour-

nal a year at the prices named. If more books
are wanted, see postpaid prices given with

the description of the books on this page.

Following is Iheclubblng-Ust:

1. Langstroth on the Honey-Bee 12.00
2. A B C of Uce Culture 2.00
3. Bee-Keeper pGulde 1.75
4. Beesand Hone.\ IClothboundl 1.60
5. Doolltile's .--cleutlflc Queen-Hearing. 175
6. Ur. Howard's Foul Brood Book 1.10
7. Advanced Bee-i'ulture 1.30
9. Blenen-Kuliur [German] 1.2O

11. Kailonal Bee-Keeplrig [Paper toundl 1.75
12. Thirty Years Among the Bees 1.30
13. Bee-Keepiiig for Proflt j.lo
14. Convention Hand Boor 1,15
15. Poultry lor .Market and Proflt 1.10
16. Turkeys for Market and Profit 1.10
17. Capons and Ciiponlzing l.jo
?8. Our Poultry Doctor l.Io
19. Grren's Four Books 1.15
21. Garden and Orchard 1.15
23. Hural Llle 1.10
25 Commercial Calculator. No. 1 1.25
26. Coinme'-cial Calculator. No. 2 1.40
27. Kendalls llor!,e-Book 1.10
30 Potato Culture 1 .20
32. HandBookol Health ... . 1.10
34. Maple Sugar and the Sugar Bush 1.20
35. Sllo and Silage 1.10
36. Winter Problem in Bee-Keeping 1.30
37. Apiary Hegisierifor 51' colonl.-s).. .. 175
38. Apiary KegloiiTlfor 100 colonies) . 2.00
39. Bee-Keepers" Wrectory 1.30

II,,i],V, HONEY-EXTRACTOR
lilUllI Square (ilass Jars.

Koot's (ioods at Root's Trices.

BEE-KEEPf:us' StiPPi^iES in general, etc etc
J-'end lor our new catalog.

PravtU'iil tlliiiis" will be mailed for 10c.
lu stamps. Apply to —

Chas F Mntb ft Son, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Honey - Clovers I

We have mtde arranireroents po that we can
furnish seed of several 01 the Clovers by
freghtor exprrse, at the following prices,
cash with order:

Sftt

Alsike Clover-. 70 i
Soett Clover (white). .60
White Clover !'0

Alfalfa Clover 60
Crimson Clover 55

Prices r*ubjpct to market changes.
Add 25 rents to your orJer, for cartage. If

wanted by f re ght.

Your orders are solicited.

GEORGE W. YORK & Co,
CHICAGn. ILL.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

lot)
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Qcjperal Itertps^

Best Season for Years.

This has been the best honey season
for years, and bees are in splendid con-
dition. I will get nearly 1 5UU pounds
of nice section hotiey from ob colonies,
spring count ; and tiicreast to TO. My
bees were in very poor condition in the
spring. W. S. Feeback.
Nicholas Co., Ky., Aug. b(.i.

A Glorious Honey Season.

We have had a glorious honey season
this time, and the end is not yet. It is

very dry at present. If. we should have
a good rain in 10 days, we will get the
finest honey from now until frost, from
a boneset relative. We have but little

white clover here. J. C. Hick.s.
Calloway Co., Ky., Aug. 21.

Bees in an Abnormal Condition.

My bees were very busy the past
week. They stored some honey in the
supers, against my wishes, and against
their will, becaUi^e they were obliged to
do so on account of the brood cham-
ber being nearly all tilled with brood,
and the honey-flow may be past after it

is haicht out, thus leaving them without
much winter stores. Some colonies are
still swarming. I never saw my bees in
suih an abnormal condition as they are
and have been nearly all summer.

C. Theilmann.
Wabasha Co., Minn., Aug. 31.

About Half a Crop.

The honey-flow in this section is very
light, amounting to but about half a
crop. Basswood did not yield, and on
that we place our main reliance. Sweet
clover made a poor yield, while white
clover did remarltably well ; in fact, bet-
ter than for many years. We louk for a
fair yield from fall flowers, having had
good rains. We have had but one swarm
this year.

Don't forget the Trans-Mississippi In-
ternational Exposition in 181)8, to be
held at Omaha. There will be a mag-
nllicent display of honey and bee appli-
ances there. I.ouis R. Liouton.
Douglas Co., Nebr., Aug. 26.

Crooked Commission Men—Results.

I have been a shipper of small fruit
and honey for the past 16 years, and
thought the only way to convert our
honey into cash was to clean it up in
line shape, and ship to Chicago; and I

would still be a shipper to that market,
but Horrie, about two years ago,
changed the whole business. I became
so disgusted with all commission men
then, that I resolved to try the oft-
advised plan of being my own salesman.
So last year I purchast a heavy spring
wagon, loaded It up, and struck out. I

arrived in Kalamazoo at 7 p.m. As I

drove into the feed barn the attendant
said, '• What have you that Is so heavy
in the wagon y" " Honey," I replied.
" Holy cats," says he ; "you will never
sell that load in this town !" I said
with some mistrust, " Wait and see."

After taking breakfast, I struck out
10 Interview those that I thought

Finest Alfalfa Honey

!

IT SELLS ON" TASTING.

The Honey that Suits All

Who Buy It.

Low Prices Now!
We can furnish Wbite AUalTa Extracted Honey, In 60-pound tin cans, on

board cars in Chicago, at these prices : 1 can, in a case, 7J^ cents per pound ; 2 cans
in one case, 7 cents ; 4 cans (2 cases) or more, G)4 cents. The Cash must accom-
pany each order. Pine Bass^vood Flavor Honey at same price; also in

270-lb. barrels.

A sample of either honey will be mailed to an fntending purchaser, for 8
cents, to cover postage, packing, etc. We guarantee purity.

m\M W. YORK & CO., 118 Ittieliigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. Ne"w London,
Wisconsin,

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus
securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
They have also one One of the L,arg;est Factories and the latest
and most-improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there is in the State. The material is cut from patterns, by machinery,
and is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and 'whitest
BasS'WOOd is used, and they are poli^ht on both sides. Nearness to Pine
and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best
machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies.

Pleape mention the American Bee .TourDil. 7Atf

BEE-KEEPERS
SUPPLIES

We make
The Very Finest Line of
in the Market, and sell

them at Low Prices.
Send for Free llluslralcd Calalo;; and Price-L,i!it.

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.

Special \gn\i for the Southwest"^- ^- ^^^%!
Joseph, mo.

I?lr. Abbi»lt sclU our Hives and Sections at Factor}' Prices*.

That Queen-Clipping Device Free !

OouIdiiH Do Without It.

T have clipped 19 queens, and must aay the
Monott.o Queeu-CIippiri^ Device is liy far the
best itivention ever niaile, and will be wel-
come to many liee-ticcpcrs as it was to me. 1

could not do without one now.

Dr. Geo. Lackk, NewburKh, Ind.

Works Like a Charm.

The Monette Queen-Cllppiag Device wokks

LIKE A cnAUM. With it I have clipped :iO

queens, all in one day. when examinluir my
bees. W.M. Stoi.i.f.y, Qrand Island, Nebr.

PLEASE READ THIS OFFER TO PRESENT SUBSCRIBERS :

Send us pint imr iirin name tor the Ainericau Bee Journal a year (with ^1.00), and we
will mail you the Queen-Clipping; Uevioe fuee of charge. Or, the Queen-Clipping Device

will he sent postpaid for 30 cts. But why not get it as a Premium by the above offer

You can't earn 30 cts. any easier. Almost every bee-keeper will want this Device.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 MichJgau St., CHICAGO, ILL.
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Foundation —Sections— Hives
or any Other Supplies.

Ifyouai-n in a rimli, send me joiir ordPr. I

sell III' bpi.1 only, and Bll orders piomntly
at IjOwkst iMticE. Bee»\vax waiilt.-d In

tforki'i'irvVax 'TAir,'^ A Specialty.

^^ Write forCairtlojfand Pricp-Llst. with
Samples of KnundatloQ and Sections.

GUS DITTMER,
Ar<;i »r.», wi«.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

SEE THAT WINK

!

Bee - Sniiidlri. ! Root's
Goods at Koot's Prices.

Pouder'K Honey - Jam,
iind every llilnp used by
hee-keepers Prompt ser-

vice. l<iw frelfcrht r«te. Cat
tree. Walter S Pouder,

• II nhiviinF^h'c « \G'^ .Mass. Ave..
Wri'-^pOVPCRi^m Indianapolis. Indiana

Ple.Tse mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
11.25 to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif.,

for bis
1 /» . I

Bee-Keeper s Guide.

Iiiberal Discounts to the Trade.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

PATLNT WIMD COMB rUONDATlOll
Has No Sag In Brood.Framea

Thin Flat-botUiui FiiiiiidiitiuD

Bus So FisbboDe Id the Sarplas Hooef

.

Belnu ibe cleaneBi 1b nsaatly workeo
the quickest of any KoaDdatiou made

J. A. VAN DEI-SEN. ,

Sole Manaraoiarer,
Boront Bronk MonTe^mwrv < n. '^ Y.

Please mention. Bee Journal when writing.

IfVcMi Ket-pbutOue K^-iii dy

'"^'^"^'Jtrouidbe YELLOWZONES
They Combipe the Virtues ot a Medicine

Chest.
The V«»ry Best greperal-servlce Remedy to be

had AT ANV FKirE.
A siippivof Zonet Cathartics is now
added It I each i ox.

100 in a Boa, il.uu—1? lu a \3ox. 25c,

W. B. House, Drawer 1, Detour, Mich.
1,T Mf Please mention the Bee Jour al,

ONE MAN WITH THE

UNION
<=o"|;':,*^'°''

fan do the work of four
men using band tools, in

Kipping, Cuttlnp-otf. Mi-
tring, Kabheting, Groov-
ing, Gaining, Dadoing,
Edglng-up. Jointing Stur,
etc. Full Llneof Foot ano
Hand Power Machinery.
Hold OD Triiit. CaUloffue Free.

NKMi'-A FALL'* .11 FG. CO.,
46 Water St HKNKCA FA LLS. N. Y.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

#
^^Calitornia

If you care to know of Its Fruits, Flowers
Climate or Kesources. send for a Sample Copy
of Califurnla 8 Favorite Paper—

The racific Rural Press
The leading Horticultural and Agricultural
paper ot the Pacific Coast. Published weekly,
handsomely Illustrated 00 per annum.
Sample Copy Free.

PACIFIC RrRAL PRESS,
220 Mark.-t St.. - SAN FKANrisCO. CAL.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

might purchase. Some said, " Yes, If

it is straight and fine." Others said,
" Brltig it around." The consequence
was 1 sold the entire load at from 14 to

15 cents, and three different parlies

wanted the euttre lot. I tjnloaded over
l.OUO pounds of honey inside of one
hour from the lime my team left the

feed barn, and got my cash for all.

That day's work opened my eyes, you
may be sure, I want to say right here
that C. R Horrie & Co. opened my eyes

wide, but it cost me about §75. This
bought experience is lasting. A burnt
child dreads the Are, and I have no use
for commission men, altho I have shipt

tons yearly to Chicago commission men,
last season excepted. I appreciate what
the American Bee Journal has had to

say in the past regarding the ring of so-

calUd cointnission house robbers and
thieves. They have become rich off the
Michigan fruit-men and others. Tint

not by a 10 per cent, commission. They
have every advantage of us shippers,

and they don't fail to tal<e it.

Charlks Walker.
Allegan Co., Mich.

Bees Did Fairly Well.

My bees have done fairly well this

season. 1 harvested l,6.iO pounds of

honey from '32 colonies, and in'.;reast to

52. My honey is nice, all clover and
linden. I have a, good home market,
and sell it for 14 cents a pound. I have
sold GOO pounds. Some are selling

hnney here for 12 cents, and some are
selling sugar syrup, which they fed to

their bees, for 1.5 cents. I sampled some
the olher day for a man who said he
had bought some "honey." He thought
it was sour— a very poor quality of

suear, surely. G. I. Wolf.
Cass Co., Ind., Aug. 28.

Wants to be Immortalized.

Querist No. 58 wants the bee fraternity

to inform him—nr her—how to fertilize

queens in confinement. Now I want to

immortalize myself, as Dr. Brown says,

by letting the cat out of the bag, and
here is the secret

:

Just build a bee-proof fence one-half
mile high, five miles each way from the
apiary, with a dome top. Have a door
in the southwest corner; have a fast
horse, get on him. and with a black-
snake whip get right after the inferior

drones and make them flee for their
lives to the gate. Place a sien over the
gate reading, "No prolific worker
drones need apply, as the yellow
maidens inside prefer gentlemen drones
of their own color." And they must
have a pedieree that will designate that
thev are " just over."

Dewitt Co., 111. G. Poindexteb.

Did Moderately Well—Freaks.

Bees have done moderately well in

this locality. There was much swarm-
ing. White clover yielded honey about
two weeks at the last of the blooming
period. Bees did not work on It at first.

No honey is coming in at present— too

dry. Strawberry bloom was woikt by
the bees. This season I found a queen
alive and perfect lu a cell, wrong e;id

foremost. She must have grown in the

cell reverst because it was lightly sealed

when I cut it open. I introduced her
I successfully and afterward found her

tlSBeeswax
For all the Good, Pure '%'ello'w

Beesii'wax delivered to our oSice till

further notice, we will pay 25 cents per
pound, CA.Sll ; or 2S cents for whatever
part Is exchanged for the Bee Journal,
Honey, Books or Seed, that we offer. It

you want casb, promptly, for your
Beeswax, send it on at once. Impure
wax not taken at any price. Address as
follows, very plainly,

GEO. W. YORK & CO.
118 Michigan St.. CHICAGO. ILL,
Pltase mention Bee Journal when writing.

CARLOADS
(->! Bee-Hivep. Sections, Sblp-
ping-raees. ('omb Foundation,
an-i Evfrytbitig uBed in the
Hee-lnduPtry
We want the name and ad-

_,-e drt'Np of every Bee- Keeper In
"'* America, we sui'ply Dpal-

ers as well ap cnn-uraers We
have Dry Kiln. Improved Machi'-ery. 40 000
iVel oi tluor spare. »nd mU modern appilaDCes.
We iTiMkf- pri'inpt t-bipment.
Wiiie l'..r Catilojr-i. Qiiotat-ons. etc.

)
Inter-State MannfactiiriiiE Co.

Ill >«<>>. M, t:ri.i« « o,, WIS.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

nrr l/CCDCDC ! Let me semi you mv 64-
DLL-NLLrLnO 1 pa^e Catalog lor 18H7,

J. 1*1. JeukiUH, Wetnmpka, Ala.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Full Colonies for Sale
-FINE ITAlilAN-HVBRIDS-

30 miles northwest of Chicago. In 9 frame
Ling-triith hives. Rees in ^.'od condition.
Onlj a ewiol'-iles Prices— $.i.i i er coloiiv ;

.=» coUitiieE*, at $1.75 each; or 10 colonies at
$1.50 e»ch,

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,

CHIC.A.GO, ILL*
please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Golden Beauties and S-Banded
Or ini>"RTED STOCK.

©liver-Gray Carnlolana.
Dutes ed, oOc ; Tested, 'r,c. Safe arrival

guaranteed. Address,

Judge E. Y. TERBAL & CO.
2RA141. Ca.mero.v. Texas.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Beautiful Honey-Cases
Made by the A. I Root Co.. at their prices,

BeOftlvaJL WHiiled.
Ifl. H. MliN'r. Bell Braiieh. Ullrli.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

A GENUINE

Egg Preservative
That «iii litep Hen's Rgi'S perfectly ih'-ough
warniwcainc . just us good as fr sh ones for
ciHiklng and trooilcig. un,- man paid lOcnts
a til i II lor Iheei/gs he p-e^ervtil. and ihi-o

late sold I hem lor ".i.^ cents a dnz n. You can
preser\e tb'tn lor atjout I eeid i-er «luzeii.

Now is tile time to do it. while eggs are cueap.

Address for Circular giving luriher Infor-
mallon—

Dr. A. B. IflASON,
.1512 Monroe Street, - Ta.Eno. Ohio.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.
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laying worker-eggs. I also found a
drone reared in a queen-t-ell. I have
before me, while I write, both the drone
and the cell from which I liberated him,
and in whi( h he was without a doubt
reared. I think I did well on freaks,

even if my honey crop is light.

I coaimenced the season with 80 colo-

nies, and iucreast to 105. besides losing

20 or more swaruns, which partly ac-

counts for the lightness of my honey
crop. I work for comb honey. I ex-

pect to join the New Union shortly.

Ai.viN L. Ukim.
Warrick Co., Ind., Aug. 24:.

Bees Not Doing Well.

My wife says we cannot keep bees
without the Bee Journal. The bees are
not doing very well in this locality this

year, or at least I hear nobody boasting

about what their bees are doing, myself
included. J. W. HuBBELL.
Clark Co., Wis., Aug. 31.

Good Season for Honey and Business.

We have had a good season's trade ; in

fact, we were unable to keep up with
orders for our automatic honey e.xtract-

ors. We have had an excellent honey
season so far, and are pushing sales In

our home market with splendid success.

The prospects for a fall crop of honey
were very flattering till the last week or
ten days it has been extremely dry and
dusty, with no prospect of rain.

Van Allen & Williams.
Crawford Co., Wis., Aug. 24.

The Wisconsin Honey Crop.

The Buffalo convention came too early

for us, as our bees are not only storing

honey (-1 to 6 pounds each da>), but are
swarming daily, rather more than at

any lime during the season.

The honey crop in some locations in

the southern part of the State has been
uncommonly good, but I don't think it

will average as large throughout the

State as pust seasons. 1 don't think we
will secure more than one carload, altho

our number of colonies is a little larger

than last season, when we secured two
carloads. White clover does not make
up for the loss of basswood in most loca-

tions. Frank McNav.
Columbia Co., Wis., Aug. 24.

Did But Fairly Well.

Bees in this locality have done but
fairly well. The spring was rather cold,

also the forepart of summer. The bees
did not gather any honey from bass-

wood, and hut little from white clover

—

too wet. They did fairly well on Alsike,

aud very well on buckwheat, golden rod
and asters. My bees have filled the first

get of supers, and are now filling the

second. Some of my neighbors' bees
have swarmed to excess, while mine
have swarmed but little. I think they
will average .50 pounds of comb honey
to the colony, spring count. Bees are
just bringing in the hnney today by the
cartload. I think there will be more or

less nectar gathered until frost kills the
wIM II iwers, of which there Is an abun-
dance.
Long live the American Bee Journal

and Its editor. L. Allen.
Clark Co., Wis., Aug. 24.

THE "NOVELTY"POCKET-KNIFE y

GEO. W. YORK,
CHICAGO, ILLS.

Yonr Name on the Knife.—When ordering, be sure to say Just what Name »«<
Address you wish put on ihe Knile.

Tue Novelty Knife Is Irvleed a novelty. The novelty lies In the handle. It Is macie
i)aautl'u ly of t ide«tru tlble cellulod. wblcb is as transparent as tilass. Uurterneath tne
celluloid, on one -ide oi the handle is pluced an American Bee Journal reminder, and on the
other side, n ime and residence of the Subscrloer.

The ma'erial enle'-lng into this celebrated knife Is of the very best quality: the bladet
are handforjred out of the verv finest Enylish razur-st*-el, and we warrant every blade. Ttie
bolsters ar^ made of German siU-nr, ao'i will never rust or corrode The rivets are haidened
German silver wire; the linings are t)late br iss; the bacli springs of Sheflield spring steel, anc
the finish of tiaudic as described above. It will last a lifetime, with proper usage.

Why purchase the NoTelty Knirel In rase a gind knife Is lost, the chances are,
the nwner will never reo iver it; but if the Novelty is lost, having name and addres,s oi owner,
the flnder will return it; otherwise to try to destroy the name and address, wou'.i destroy the
Jmife. If traveling, and you meet with a serious accident, aud are so fortunate as to have one
of the Novelties, your pocket knife will serve as as an Identifier; and in case of death, your
relatives will at once be apprised of fhe accident.

How appropriate this knile is for a (Christmas. New Tear or birthday present I Wha'i
more lasting memetito could a mother give to » son. a wife to a husband, a sisii r to a l)rothe]r,
a latly to a gentleman, or vice versa, a sun to a mother, a husband to a wife, abrothertoasiste*
or a gentieman to a ladv—the knife having rhe name of the recipient on one side?

The accompanying cut gives u faint idea, but cannot fully convey an exact represents
tlon of this beautiful knife, as the " Novelty " must be seen to be appreciated.

Honr to Get thin Valuable Knife—We send itpostpall. for$l. , or give It as s.

Premium to the one sending us three ueiv Subscrlbi-rx to the Kee JonRN.iL (with S.IOOi,
and "we will also send to each new name a copy ot the Premium Fditioo of the txtok * Hces BMi
Hone- " We club the Novelty Knife with the Bee Journal for one year, both for $1.B0

fjiy liame and Address Put on the Knife.
GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILIA

Allo-w about two -weeks for your order to be diletl.

ITALIAN QUEENS
Uy Kctiiru 3lail.

Choice TeRle'l at 6S cts, earh ; Untested at
iSOcis eafh. or $j.00 per dozen—from now to
November Ist.

F. A. Crowcll, Graiiffcr, Ifliiin.

.35Af)t Please mention thf BeeJonrnil.

YOUR BEESWAX

!

UM'IL PliiCTHKIt IMO'I'IIK, we will
allow "^H cents per pound for Good Yel-

low Beeswax, deliveied aiouroltice—in ex>
eliaii^e for Suljsi'ription to the Bee .Iouknal.
lor Bo ks. or anythtntr that we oaer tor sale
Id the Bee Journal. Or, 'lb cls. CH»h.

GEORGE W. ^ORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.

H. G. Ouiriti, of BeUevue, Ohio
-QUEEN-BREEDER-

Offers *' ^Vaiianieil " Golden, or Leather-Col-
orrd Qneens at hO cis. each, six tor %l 73.

Ou'^eiiB are Vt)uri;j:, Harri v and Prohtlu; no
disease in my local iiy. Hive rtc< Ived tjrders
from asJn^ile b'-e k-e^ter wlt.bln lU motitns lor
as ti)«h at L.iO Queens. JMy Bees Mficik lor
1 1 1 1 - lu <»e I V e •

.

3 1 i A 7

1

Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

KLONDIKE
. . AND THE . .

YUKON COUNTRY
By L. a. CCOLIDGE,

With a Chapter by JOHN F. PRATT, Chief of tk«

Alaskan Boundary Expedition of 1894.

The most authentic desciiption of the

Gold Fields of Alaska
Where they are ; what they are like

;

and how to expeditiously reach them.

Embellished with New Maps and i8 Pho-

tographic Illustrations.

225 Pages. 12mo. 50 Cents.

I

CoiiToiition I^olices.

ITIIniiesrtta —The ibirri aonual meeting ot
the Sou h'-rn Mmnesoia Btre-Kef pere*' Asso I

ailwn will br held In vvinoua. Wt-diiesdny and
I biiisdav , Sept. 15 and l»i, t 897. opeiiin>r at
9 o cloek. a.m.. eich dnj'. A I are coriJiaHy
iuviit-d lu fiiine and brl k th»'lr tr l-nd-*.

Wluoua. Mlun. K. U. Coknwkli,, Sec.

\V !»<•«• n •III.—The Southwestern Wisfou-
ein llre-KHCpers' Aa-o^iailim wHI hold iis

atmiiil convenliofi at UoseuhHl. (.)c ()li<ir (i

and 7. I8!»7. ,\]l Ihe kiadifiij- apiarian sui'J<'cis
ot iho nay will be ttit.rotufhly dUiu-l, utid :l

jfoni'ral vood l ime is c.vpi''t»'d \ II urn *. ordl-
aily Invit' d tn ouie and Ix iri^'' tht-lr I rlt-ndB.

Uaiamluu, Wii. h\ L. mukuay, Seo.

Sec the premimii olFers on page 570

1

The Above Book Mailed Free.

We will mat you the book free for sending

us one iie\%' siit)M<-rlbcr to the Bee Journal

for a year [ it $1.001 ; or for 4 new snb.'Crlbera

for the last 4 months of 18^t7 at 25 cents

each. The hoott is iKnind in cloth.

WHEELS

.I'iEii

in all Ki7.es nnd varictirs, to fit any
axle. They last fon-ver. iMlhCr
diri'rt or Htai^gor npoke. Can't
breakdown; can't dry out ' nO

tettinc of tires. Good in dry weather
in wet weather. Send for catalog &
Ices. ELECTRIC WHEEL CO.,

OUINCY - (ILLINOIS.
Mentwii ihe Ainet^ican Btx JuumaL
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HDNEYandBEESWAX
MAKKKX «HIOXAXIO.-\S.

Chicago, 111., Sept. 1.-Fancy white V.io.i

No 1 lu i-o lie; iiiiicy atuutT, Oo.; No. 1,

7 to 8o ; tanoyrisirk 7tj8o.; No 1. 7c. Bx-
trauUd, Hliiif, 5 lo fie; amber. 4 to 5o ; dark,
3>4C. Beeswax, 20 to -7c.

There is a liitle lio'iey pelllnK now, and with
this uiouth sales ounht to Increase. U is also

a ^ooil time to sliip eonii),tt8 wax Is tlrouif,

and resists jars in transit.

25c.
There i') very little demand for honey thi

he weather, "but will Impruvo with coolc
fl?H!lt,tli>r.weather

St. Iionis, Mo., Aug-. 9.—Fancy white, 12
to ViV\*^ : "^o. 1. 11 to 1 1 ^ic. ; laucy am her. 10
tolO'^e.; No 1. n to !IV4c lan.y flark, 8 to
8^4c ; No. I, 5 to 7c. Extrrtcted. white, ."> lo
5!4c : amner, 4 to 4>4c.: dark, 'iVi to 4c. Bees-
wax, 24 lo 24 He.
The weather so far this seasoti has been tf^o

warm lor the tree movement of lione.\,but
with tlie present prices on sunar we tiiiuk
th-re slioiilJ be a gooil demand lor ext racted
honey at thM above p ices. One car ot 21,000
pounds sold since our last quotation on basis
ot abo\ e prices. Betswax fluds ready sale at
21c. or prime, white choice slock brings a
Utile mote.

San Francisco, Calif., Sept. 1. — White
CO lilt, l-lbs.. 7 to 9c : a iiber tomb. 4 to (ic.

Kxtraced. white, 4?4 to \^i'\\ liyht amber.
3^ to4c.; da k tule, 2Jio. Beeswax, lair to
choice 2 i lo25c.
There is a moderate amount of business do-

InK ill exiracied ou export accouar, al fairly
steady QkTcres. (luotaiioiis remaining ua-
chau^ed. U mb ii meeli' g with small custom
tor loc.^1 use. Arrlv.i.ls tor tie sea'^on to d.aie
fool up ab »ut 2.000 cases, as awalusi I OOd
cases lor s me time in 18^6. Shipments ag-
giegHlH 1,6.^0 cases, as against 200 cases a
year ago.

Cleveland, Ohio, Ang. 31,—Fancy white,
13e. : No. I, 12c ; tanc> amber. 8 o 9 ;. ; fancy
dark, B to 7c Extracted, white, (i>4 lo 7c.;
amiicr. 5 to 5V4c.

Fancy white is in demand, but very little la

coming iu.

Fhiladelphia, Pa, Sept. 3 —Fancy white,
VSVt lo I4C.; No 1. I2c. Extracted, white,
<3c.: amb' r, 4 to .^c ; dark. 4c. Beesivax, 24c.

No ariivals of dark or amber honey yet lo
any cAie t. Keports from all parts 'ehjw
larne yields ot honey In the East.

Cincinnati, Ohio, Aug. 9.—Fancy white.
11 to i:ic.: No. 1.10 loilc; No. t amber. 7
to lUc. Extracted, wulie. 5 lo 6c.; amtinr. 4
to 5c.: dark, o^ to 4C. Bees-vax, 2U lo 25c.
Demand Is fair so lar for best qualities ot

comb honev. We have hardly e\'er yet, at
tills lime of the year, dl-pi)sed of as much
honey as we did this season. Arrivals have
been liberal so tar.

Albany. H. Y., Jnly 31.—Fancv white. 1 1@
12.-; f , my amber, 7<18;.; fancy ilark. 638c.

;

white, exlrai-t- d. oc ; oark. 4c.

But very llltle Is doing In honey this month.
There is a >mall siocK oi Interior comb honey
•on ihe market, and qilte a Ibtk e.vlracted.
Bees are Slid to be doing nictlyinthis sej-
tlOD.

Baffalo, N, Y , Sept, 1.—Fancy white. ) 1 to
12.:; No. 1, 9 to 10^;. . fancy amber. 8 to 9 c.

;

No. 1, 7 t 1 He.; fancy dark. 6 to 7c.: No. 1 5
«ic. Extracted, while. .=> lo He; amber, t to
AVtc: da k. 'AV, to 4c. Bee wax. 22 lo 6c.

Ilone> Is selling just a little belter, but we
ndvl^e modeiate shi|/mnls till Ocioher and
November, when liueral amounts can be sold.

Milwaukee, Wis., Seot. 2.—Fancy white,
12 lo i.ic : .No. I, 11 to 12c ; fancy amber, 8
to IOC Kxtiacted, while, 5 to Uc; amb-r. 4
to 5c. ; dara, 4 to 4 >4c. Beesivax. 25 to 27c.
The rereipts of new comb honey b gin to

arilve. and of very n'co q a ity. The ex-
tra ted is iniproiinK lu quallt, There Is
Oai ger ol not aliowinir it lo cure before ship
piUK. The demand is only modi r.te. but
tqua' l-i fuimer seasons, us while truit Is
Idem y honey Is not wanted so much. Later
Ihere must be improved dem and.

Uinneapolls, Minn,, Seot. I. — Fancy
while. 11 lo Kic: No. 1, 10 to tic: fancy
atulier. 9 lo lOc ; No. i . 8 lo 9o ; fancy dark,

8 to 9c.; No. 1 ri.rk. to 7c. Extracted,
white, 5 lo 6c. Beeswax, 23 to 25c.

Only strictly lancy stock wanted in this

market. Market is Hrm but sales are slow.

Detroit, Ml h., «ug. 31— Fancy white. 11

to 12c.: No. 1 white. Ui-i Ic. Extracted, while,
5V4lo6i4c. Beeswa.v, 25 to 260.
No dark hone> U .\ el olfeied. There is a

stead} ilemaii.i for lancy white. Extracted |8

of go(jd quality.

New YO'k, N. Y., S'P^ 1.—Fancy white,

12c.; No, 1. 1 Ic; fancy amber. lOc; No. 1,9.

F.xt racted. white. 5 to oHc: amber, 4!4 to

494C. Beeswax, 26c.

Indianapolis, Ind., Sep^ 1.—Fancy white.
11 to i;ic.; No 1. M to 10 . Exiracted, white. 5
to 6c.; amber, 4 to 5c. Beeswax, 25o.

In an experience of eight years I have never
before s en the demand so gooi for comb
honev as it is just now. Consumers claim
that'hone.v is beiier this year than usual.
Extracted honey is selling slowly,

Boston. Mass., Sept 1,—Fancy white. 12
to tJ.-.: No. 1. 12c.: lancy amber. 10 to lie.

Extracted, white, 6!4 to 7c.; amber, 6 lo 6W0
Be^swax, 27c.

Honey is now being received In small lots
anil nieelinii a talr demand at above pnces.
Demand wl 1 iiaturally tncrea'-e with cooler
Weather, and wiih the short Eastern crop, it

should cleau up iu good shape.

List of Honey aud Beeswax Dealers.

Most of whom Quote In this Journal.

ChlcaKO, Ilia.

R. A, BmiNKTT & Co.. 163 South Water Street.

New York, N. Y.
HlLDRETH Bros. & SKnlcl.KRN.

120 & 122 W. Broadway.

Kaniia* City. mo.
0. C. Clbmoms & Co., 423 Walnut St.

Bufialo, N. V.
Battkbson & Co.. 167 & 169 Scott St.

Hamilton. Ills.

Chab. Dajdant & Son.

Pblladclpbla, Fa.

Wm. a. Sklber, 10 vine St.

Cleveland, Ohio.
A. B, Williams & Co., 80 ic 82 Broadway.

St. iiouix, no.
Westcott Com. Co.. 213 Market St

IfliuneapoIlH, ininn.

S. H. Hall & Co.

Klilwankee, Win.
A. V. Bishop i Co.

Boston, nasi).

Blake. Scott ic Lee , 57 Chatham Street.

Detroit, nilcb.

M. H. Hunt. Bell Branch, Wayne Co,, Mich.

Indianapolis, Ind.
Walters. Poodek, 16 J Miss .chusetts Ave,

Albany, N. Y.
Chas. Mcculloch & Co., 380 Broadway.

Cincinnati, Oblo.
C. f. MUTH& Son, cor. Freeman & Central A vs.

Bee-lieepersi* Piiolog^apli.—We
have now on hand a liiuiled number of ex-

cellent photographs of prominent bee-keep-
ers—a uuinher of itictures on one card. The
llkene;-.^ of 49 ot thetu are shown on one of

the photographs, and 121 on the other. We
will semi them, postpaid, for 30 cts. a card,
mailing from the 121 kind first; then after

they are all gone, we will send the 49 kind.

So those who order first will get the most
fares" for their money. Send orders to

the Bee Journal office.

A Book Bfcoininended by Br. fialliip.

THE NEW METHOD
Iri Health and Disease.
By W. E Forest, M. D., 12th Edition. Re-
vised, Illustrated, and Enlarged. This is

the greatest and best work ever publisht

as a Home Putsician, and as

A Ctiiiilf Iw Ileallli.

It makes the way from W«'!»lines!» to
!!i^ti*«'ii;£lli so plain that only those who
are past recovery (the very tew) need to

be sick, and the well who will follow its

teachings t-smnot be Mi«-k. It is now
in many families the only counsellor in

matters ot health, saving the need ot call-

ing a physician and all expenses for medi-
cines, as it teaches Hygiene and the use
of Natures remedies, not a, driiji;
treuliiK-nl.

All I'lironic niitiea^x'S

are considered, and there is not a curable
disease that has not been helpt by some
of the " -AVwi ,l/e//(i^(/.s- '' given here; even
those who have been pronounced Cwii-
siitii|>liv<- have been entirely cured.
While tor KliviiinsiliNiii, Intli;;*-!*-
liuii. l>y..|>e|>!>iM, 4U>i>sli|>:ilioii,
>.>>.« I iir.V, l.ivfi- aiKl liitluey
'I'i'uitltl.-M. <'alarrli. ICiiisicist-
ti«>ii. <i!.-ii<-i-al l>el>ilit.v, .^«-rv-
oii!. IC\liaii!>lioii. l^iMi-awes l*«-
oiilisir lo tVonien, etc.. the methods
are sure, aud can be carried out at one's
own home aud with little or no expense.

A fjiiaranlce.
So confident are the publishers of the
results, that they ofifer to refund the
money to any one who will try •• New
Methods" thoroughly, if the book is re-

turned in good condition.

Tiie ^'en- Kdition
is illustrated with a number ot Anatom-
ical plates from the best English work on
Anatomy publisht. and others made ex-
pressly tor this work: contains .3UU pages,
printed on fine calendered paper, and al-

though the price»ot the first edition (much
smaller in size and without illustratious)

was $2. .50. we sell this at ?1.00, postpaid.

PRG.TIIII.U OFrCKS.
For sending us two new subscribers to
the Bee Journal for one year, we will
mail ycu the book free as a premium, or
we will iiuiil it for sending your own ad-
vance renewal and one new yearly sub-
scriber. This is a wonderful ptemium
offer. Address all orders to

—

GEOROr W. YORK & CO,,

CHICAGO, ILLS.

4tiieen<« anti <liieen-Kearinsr>

—

If you want to know how to have queens
fertilized in upper stories while the old
queen is still laying below; how you may
safely intrudia-e any queen, at any time of
the year when bees can fly; all about the
different races of bees; all about shipping
queens, queen-cages, candy for queen-
cages, etc. ; all about forming nuclei, mul-
tiplying or uniting bees, or weak colonies,

stc. ; or. in fact, everything about the
queen-busiuess which you may want to
know—send for Doolittle's " Scientific
Queen-Kearing " — a book ot over 170

pages, which is as interesting as a story.
Here are some good offers of this book

:

Bound in cloth, postpaid. $1.00; or clubbed
with the Bee Journal for one year—both
for only ?1 Tt ; or given tree as a premium
for sending us two new subscribers to the
Bee Jocrsal for a year at $1.00 each.

Please Send TJs the Names of your
neighbors who keep bees, and we will

send them sample copies of *he Bke
Journal. Then please call upon them
aaJ get them to subscribe with you. and
secure some of the premiums we offer.
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M B^ M A Copy of

LULL Sncccssliil Heo-Kpoping.
rn I I'y \V. Z HulchlnSDii :

I llkk nnd our IKOTOuialo^. lor 2-

ceiit stani|i, or a f"p> of Ihe
Cataloe lor llie Aokinu We make almost
Kvery iliiii::: used liy Bee-Keept'rw, aud at
LowuKl FrIciB. UUR

Falcon Polisht Sections
are warranted

Superior to All Others.
Don't buy (heaply and roughly matie Gnods.

when you caa have ilie beKkl— biii-h as *ve
mukc.

Tlie h\mm\ Bee - Keeper
[Dionihly. now iu its 7th year]

36 Pages—50 Cents a Year.
fcAMPLE I' KtE—A DIGRESS.

TBEff.T.FALCOKERMFG.CO.,
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

Please mention Bee Journal -when "writing.



PubUaht Weekly at US Allcbi^an Street. Sl-OO a Year—Sample Copy Free.

CHICAGO, ILL., SEPTEMBER 16, 1897. No. 37.37th Year.

specialized Development in Houey-Bees.

BY PROF. A. .T. COOK.

Since the demonstration of the fact of the evolution of

animals and plants from lower forms, men have everywhere

been studying specialized organs, and, no wonder, for it brings

to us a wonderland unsurpast. Every naturalist knows that

organs are more or less modified, depending upon their use.

The functional use of organs depends largely upon the varied

habits of the animal or plants. A plant or animal that does

much will give us the most interesting examples of modified

organs and varied functions.

To all students of the common honey-bee the fact of their

marvelously-varied functions is well known. The bee gathers

honey, which it digests and stores. It gathers pollen which it

digests, regurgitates and feeds to the brood and also the queen

and drones. They also gather wax by means of which they

glue their combs to the hive, and cover over offensive matter

in the hive. They also use this to stop up cracks, and smooth

over rough places. They secrete wax, which is very interest-

ing in its make-up, transfer it from the under side of their

abdomen, where it is secreted, to the mouth, where it is

kneaded and fashioned into the most wonderful mechanism
known to the animal kingdom—the beautiful, matchless

honey-comb.

Thus, we see that bees really perform a variety of opera-

tions which are hardly excelled even by man himself. We
have always supposed, indeed, that the wonderful honey-comb
could not be duplicated even by all the ingenuity of man. If

Mr. Weed does succeed In fashioning an article equal to the

natural comb, he will indeed do a wonderful piece of work.
Even then, he has to get the wax from the bees. I doubt if

man ever does succeed in making an article so thin and deli-

cate as is the natural honey-comb.

Every naturalist believes that modified function, and
modified structure, have always gone hand in hand. Thus we
see that the bees must have wonderful structural modifications

and it is to these that I wish to direct the attention in this and
succeeding articles that will appear in the American Bee
Journal.

I will first call attention to the wonderful developments in

parts of the legs of bees, and will first refer to and describe

the marvelous antencae-cleaners on the four legs. In order to

do this the more satisfactorily, we will have to discover, if we

may, the use of the antenuLB. These horn-like organs, which

are appended to the head of all insects, must be very impor-

tant. They are as prominent in the insect as is the nose to

the man. We have discovered of late, indeed, that they have

exactly the same function. I think we may safely say that

the antennfe are more than nose, that they combine three

organs in one—nose, ears, and touch organs. That a tactile

or touch sense exists in the antenu;t, is very patent to any one

who carefully observes this insect, as It seems to feel its way,

ofttimes, by the use of these organs. There is some reason to

believe that the anteunje also answer as ears, or at least that

they detect vibrations, and thus are practically the same as

hearing organs.

That the antennae are olfactory organs, or used to detect

odor, there is hardly any difference of opinions among scien-

tists. There are little pits which contain projections, all

lined or covered with very sensitive membranes in the an-

Rcv. H. A. Winter, of Wisconsin—See page 583.

tennM of most insects. These are much more numerous and

better developt in insects like the bees which have to search

for their food, and are probably directed toward it through

the sense of smell. Thus we are not surprised that drones,

queens, and workers among bees have these antenme pits

greatly developt. The workers have to find the nectar in the

flowers; the drone as he flies forth to mate must search for

the queen, and the queen in turn is eager to find the drone. It

Is probable that each of these kinds of bees isdirected through

the antenme.

Wasps, also, In searching for insects to store their cells,
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that their young may have food, doubtless use their antennae

in the same manner that the bee does its antennse. As the

bee rushes into a flower in search of nectar, it is almost certain

to get its antennie dusted with pollen—or, in other words, to

get Its nose dirty. Thus we see that the bee, as well as the

boy, may need to wipe its nose. It has no regulation pocket

handkerchief, but has a much more novel and Interesting ar-

rangement by which to perform this important work. It is

the antenna'-cleaner on the foreleg. At the base of the first

tarsal joint—the tarsi are the last five joints on the leg of the

bee—there is a concavity—more than a hemi-cylinder—lined

with the most delicate hairs, and just the size of the antennie.

Projecting from the lower end of the tibia— the joint of the

leg next above the tarsi—is a spur which may, at the will of

the bee, close directly over this groove already mentioned.

The inner face of this spur consists of a membrane more
delicate than the finest chamois skin.

Now, we are prepared to note just how the bee wipes its

nose, or rather cleans its antennii?. It throws its front leg

forward and receives the base of its antennw in this groove,

closes down the spur, and draws the antenniB through. The
brush and chamois-skin-like membrane removes every particle

of the pollen, which now rests on the side of the antennio-

cleaner very much as the scraping of the shoe or boot rests on

the foot-scraper by the side of the door. There is a difference,

however. The dirt on the boot-scraper is only good to be

pusht one side. This pollen, on the other hand, is valuable

food, and the bee wishes to save it.

The bee next takes this part of the foreleg and draws it

through between the first two joints of the tarsi of the middle

legs, and thus all this pollen is gathered on these brushes of

the middle legs. The bee next takes each middle leg and rubs

it over the outside of the pollen-basket on the hind legs, and

thus the pollen is packt, ready to be conveyed to the hive.

Thus the bee wipes its nose and gets its dinner at one and the

same time.

The wasp collects its mud to build the brood-cell in the

dust, and so renders its antennfe foul. Not with useful pollen,

but with annoying dirt. But before the wasp seeks its insect

or spider with which to people its mud-cell as store for its

young, it must clean its nose or antennje. This it does very

much as did the bee. I will describe it in the next number of

the American Bee Journal. Los Angeles Co., Calif.

Enforcing and Securing Laws Against the
Adulteration of Honey.

BY CALEB L. SWEET.

I belonged to the Old Union for a time, but as I was not

having any trouble with my neighbors in the direction in

which it was working, and as it appeared that about all that

was necessary was to bring out the decisions of courts already

obtained, to silence the enemy, I had quit paying, and so did

not have a chance to vote on the question of amalgamation.

1 am very much in favor of making an attack on the

adulterators. I do not think it will take so very much money
to make quite a fuss about it. Every county has a prosecut-

ing attorney, and every State, and the' United States also. It

will be necessary to furnish the evidence, perhaps, and hire

detectives, but I should think we would not have to engage

special counsel. The Old Union made no move until some
member was attackt, and then of course bad to engage special

counsel.

There Is, I believe, a law in Illinois requiring the judges

of the circuit and county courts to recommend to the legisla-

ture such laws or amendments as they may discover to be

necessary for the people. Now, suppose you have found an

adulterator of honey, and you have an abundance of proof,

and you bring him up before one of the circuit judges of Cook

county, under the strongest law you can find in force in Illi-

nois, and the law is not strong enough to take him all in, but

only a part of him ; or, that he cannot be punisht sufficiently,

you have brought the case to the notice of the court, and it

would be the duty of that court to bring it to the notice of the

next legislature. So, by kicking up a fuss, you have got as-

sistance to get a better law if the present law is not sulficlent.

Or, suppose that the law of Illinois or California is all

that is desired, and you drive them out of one of these States,

or both, and they take refuge in some other State, it would
attract attention and make it less trouble to get a law in that

State against adulteration of honey. Cook Co., 111.

^
Feeding Back Extracted Honey, Etc.

BY G. M. DOOLITTLE.

Question.—I have read somewhere that, if I were to run
an apiary for extracted honey, during the harvest of white
honey, and feed the same back to the bees to put into sec-

tions, said extracted honey would sell in the section form for

enough more to give me a big profit. Is this a fact ? If so,

how and when should extracted honey be fed back in order to

procure comb honey ?

An.swer.—The feeding of extracted honey in order that

comb honey may be obtained is something that has been tried

by very many of our best apiarists, and still remains an un-

solved problem with some of those who have tried it. Some
have reported success and others a failure ; but, if I am cor-

rect, those who consider the thing a failure far outnumber
those who consider it a success.

From my experience in the matter, I should say if any
one must feed extracted honey to his bees in order that comb
honey many be produced, it should be fed in the spring, in

order to hasten brood-rearing, thus securing multitudes of

bees in time for the honey harvest; then, by putting on the

sections at the right time, a large crop of comb honey may be

secured, if the flowers do not fail to bloom or yield honey.

My experience has also led me to think that it is better to

secure the honey in the sections in the first place, rather thao

have it stored in combs, and then thrown out with the ex-

tractor that we and the bees may go through with much labor

and stickiness to secure the same thing which we might have
secured without all this trouble.

The practice of feeding back is on the principle of pro-

ducing two crops to get one, and no one will argue that such

a course would pay in the long run. Even under the most
favorable circumstances, to finish nearly-completed combs of

honey, I cannot make it pay if I count my time as anything.

At the close of certain seasous, when I would have a large

number of unfinisht sections, many of which were so nearly

finisht that a few ounces of honey would apparently finish

them, it seemed that it might pay to feed a little extracted

honey to finish such ; but after a careful trial of the matter,

covering a period of ten or more years, I finally gave it up as

a bad job, and have not fed back a pound of honey during the

past six years.

If any one should wish to satisfy himself that feeding

back will not pay, he can get the best results by feeding the

extracted honey right at the close of the early white-honey

harvest, so that the bees are kept active. It is thought best

by some to take away all combs except those which have brood

in them, when preparing the colony for feeding back ; but if

all combs are filled witn sealed honey, except that which the

brood occupies, there is no advantage in taking away the

combs, that I can see. The extracted honey should be thin-

ned to a consistency of raw nectar, by adding the necessary

amount of warm water, thinning only the amount needed for

one feeding at a time ; for If the thinned honey is allowed to

stand long In warm weather, It is quite liable to sour and spoil.
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Then, there is another item against feeding back, which

Is that, from some reason or other, this fed-back honey is far

more likely to candy or become hard in the comb than is that

put in the comb at the time it is gathered from the field.

When first taken from the hive it looks very nice and attrac-

tive ; but when cool weather comes on in the fall it assumes a

dull, unattractive appearance, thus showing that the honey

has hardened in the cells ; while comb honey produced in the

ordinary way is still liquid, and will keep so for from one to

three months after the fed-back article has become almost

unsalable.
COMBS OF HONEY FOR NEXT SEASON.

Question.—I have on my hives about 200 combs, very

full of honey, which I wish to use for next year's increase. I

am at a loss to know what to do, so ask if it would be advis-

able to throw the honey out with the extractor and use the

empty combs, or would it be best to use the full combs of

honey ? I expect to make my increase by natural swarming.

Answer.— If extracted honey brings a good price in your

market, and the honey in the 200 combs is of good quality,

then my advice would be to extract the honey and sell it ; for

the old saying, " A bird in hand is worth two in the bush,"

is generally correct.

If, on the other hand, extracted honey drags heavily, at a

price hardly above the cost of production, or the honey in the

combs is of a quality not fit for market, then I would store

the combs of honey away till spring (allowing the bees to pro-

tect them till there was no danger of damage from the larvse

of the wax-moth), when I would use these combs for building

up colonies in the spring, by exchanging them with the colo-

nies for combs that they might have which were empty, or

nearly so. In this way you will get this honey converted into

brood, which brood, when hatcht into bees, will store for you

large quantities of honey. If the colonies in the spring had

no need for this honey, then I would use the combs of honey

something as you propose, hiving new swarms on them. If

the combs are only from one-third to one-half full of honey,

then you may secure the best results by hiving your swarms
on the full number of frames, and putting the sections on at

the time of hiving. But if completely full from bottom to top,

it will be better to use only from four to six combs to the hive

when hiving the swarms ; for, if given a full hive of full

combs of honey, the bees may not carry much of the honey to

the sections, as they generally will do with the whole where

only a few are used.

If the bees do not immediately start to carrying the honey

from these full combs, the result will be little or no honey in

the sections, and little brood and few bees in the hive in the

fall. But should the honey in the 200 combs be of inferior

quality, or of dark quality, or both, then the only thing to do

with it is to extract, or use it for spring seeding ; for if such

inferior honey is given at swarming time, more or less of it

will find its way into the sections, thus injuring the sale of

the honey, and giving yourself a bad reputation.—Gleanings.

Comb Fouudatiou—Is Its Use Profitable?

BY S. A. DEACON.

A great deal has appeared from time to time in works and

journals devoted to bee-keeping, concerning the very great

advantage of using full sheets of foundation. Amongst other

claims so frequently urged in favor of its use, is "straightness

of combs." This, I contend, is no advantage proportionate to

its cost; starters, made by running molten wax along the

upper bars by means of damp strips of wood will insure quite

sufficiently straight combs, and can be done as easily and as

rapidly as.fixfiiy costly embost starters. The only advantage

I can see is the exclusion of drone-cells.

When the supposition existed that it took 20 pounds of

honey to form one pound of wax, the arguments In favor of its

use were slightly feasible, but careful experiments have con-

clusively demonstrated the fact that less than silt pounds of

honey are required to make one pound of comb. Experiments

have also shown that altho artificial comb is provided by the

bee-master, the secretion of wax still goes on, and that the

scales fall wastefully to the floor of the hive where they would

otherwise be used in the building of comb.

Another great argument in favor of its use is, of course,

the saving of time. Is this as great as is generally assumed ?

Take two exactly strong colonies at the commencement of a

good honey-flow
;
give the one ,'^-inch starters, and to the

other full sheets of foundation. Would there be any appre-

ciable difference in the time the hives would be furnisht with

completed combs ? And even should there be a slight saving

in time, would it it be proportionate to the extra cost?

What is " foundation ?" It is by no means, as many sup-

pose, the equivalent of completed combs. It is, after all,

merely the septum or base
;

yet how many thousands of bee-

keepers, who annually lay out large sums in the purchase of

foundation, are aware of this fact ? I, myself, deceived by

the misleading expressions one is always reading about

—

" drawing o\U the foundation"—and " draivi7ig out the side-

walls"—have for years past foolishly imagined that the

"foundation " contained sufficient wax to perfect the comb,

and that the bees actually "drew out," or pulled out, or by

some unexplained means, extended the slightly-elevated walls

of wax into full-length cells ! Let any one who entertains

this silly and most unreasonable belief, take two sheets of

foundation of exactly equal weight, put one in a hive to be
" drawn out," and when so " drawn out " take it out, clear it

of all foreign matter, and weight it against the other. Now,
if the completed comb were formed by simply "drawing out"

the supposed extra sufficient wax around the base of the cells

(as we are led to believe to be the case), they should, of

course, both weigh precisely the same ; but I fancy those who
try this very simple experiment will be somewhat surprised at

finding that the additional wax necessarily contributed by the

bees to complete the comb has nearly doubled its weight, and

that all the apiarist had furnisht his bees with was the sep-

tum or base, and for which the bees, could they make them-

selves intelligible to their owner, would hardly thank him, so

little would it really have aided their labors.

Before me lies the catalog of an English bee-appliance

manufacturer—a leading man in the trade—and, under

"Foundation," this is the ridiculous nonsense with which he

seeks to gull his readers :

"All foundation made by me has the walls already started ;

the machine is so constructed that no pressure whatever is

placed upon the walls, consequently they remain soft and
plastic, ready for the bees to work out ; with this foundation
combs are built out in a few hours—12 to 24 hours sooner
than with the ordinary foundation ! !

!"

Did ever any one hsar such preposterous rot ? Did ever

an observant apiarist see bees "drawing out" or "pulling

out " these stumpy sidewalls, be they ever so plastic ? If so,

how do they do it ? In the first place, is it in their nature to

thus elongate the comb, and thus form cells, or are the walls

of the cells not built up by the laboriously adding together of

minute laminae of wax, even as a mason adds brick to brick in

the construction of a wall ? It is true, the particular maker

I quote avoids the common jargon about "drawing out," and

substitutes the somewhat less objectionable phrase, " working

out." However, one is led to infer that in buying foundation

one acquires all the material necessary for the construction of

perfect combs—whereas, all the buyer gets is the septum—or

really the " foundation ;" and as the bees have to manufac-

ture half the weight of the perfect comb themselves, is the

use of foundation, I ask, really as advantageous as it is popu-

larly supposed to be ?
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Carefully constructed experimeuts by that able and inde.

fatigable English bee-master, Mr. Samuel SImmins, have

demoDStrsfted beyond doubt that—to quote his own words

—

" probably less than five pounds of honey are consumed in

actually producing one pound of wax." Now, seeing that be-

fore the combs are perfected the bees have had to add about

the same amount of wax as is contained in the bought founda-

tion, the actual loss in honey, by allowing them to be their

own masons, is a trumpery 2}i pounds of honey, worth say

12 cents, to a whole brood-box of comb ! For Simmins has

workt out that about eight frames (14 inches by 8J^ inches)

of new comb will give one pound of refined wax.

I am ready to admit that there may be an advantage in

using full sheets of extra-thin surplus foundation in sections,

tho considering the extraordinary rapidity with which comb is

built during a strong honey-flow, even that is open to doubt.

" But," I hear some one say, " what an advantage does it

not give us with wired foundation for extracting ?" Yes,

granted. But supposing the bees are given wired frames and

starters, and the wires are, as a precaution, waxt, won't the

bees build, as it were, the wire themselves into the comb ? I

have never tried it, but I rather think so.

The two following paragraphs—the first from the price-

list of a bee-appliance purveyor in Nebraska, and the other

from page 93 of Simmins' work, "A Modern Bee-Farm"

—

suggest the question, "flow can a man farm his bees and

keep sane ?"

" For the brood-combs," says the Nebraskan, " we prefer

that of about five or six feet to the pound, it having wax
enough in the partly-raised walls to enable the bees to finish

the comb without any additional wax."

Rubbish! and he knows it. If we a7-e in the "bug-busi-

ness" we are not necessarily idiots.

Now, for the opinion of Mr. Samuel Simmins :

"There is no advantage in having high sidewalls in super
foundation, as I find the same nearly all scraped off to the base
before actual building is commenced by the bees. Indeed,

what I should consider perfect super foundation would have
nothing whatever but the bare base of the cells."

This has a more common-sense ring; and if Mr. S. is

right, as I believe him to be, these sidewalls on foundation,

instead of proving an advantage, are positively a drawback

—

a hindrance to speedy '' drawimj out" or perfecting of the

combs.

What on earth are your Taylors, your Hutchinsons, your

Doolittles, and your bee-periodicals doing, to allow at this

time o' day such ridiculously erroneous opinions to obtain con-

cerning such simple matters as this ? Verily, you seem to be

all straining at gnats and swallowing whole caravans of

camels—endeavoring in your State apiaries at great cost of

labor, money and time, to solve intricate problems, more in-

teresting to the scientific man than to the practical honey-

producer, and allowing the latter to remain in ignorance con-

cerning such rudimentary facts in his calling as that I have

herein ventured to comment upon ?

Let me ask you, Mr. Editor, to be good enough to con-

clude these hastily written observations, by appending to

them the paragraph on " Comparative Cost of Foundation,"

to be found on page 208, of Mr. Simmins' work, "A Modern

Bee-Farm." I think it will open tho eyes of many whose

annual outlay for " foundation " is no mean item on the debtor

side of their books. South Africa.

|The paragraph requested by Mr. Deacon, from Mr. Sim-
rains' book, reads thus:

—

Editor.]

COMrARATIVE CO.ST OF COMB FOUNDATION.

In the course of the experiment I found that about eight

standard frames (14 Inches by 8J-i inches) of new comb will

give one pound of refined wax. It Is surprising what a large

amount of refuse is left after melting the most beautifully

white combs, so that the actual weight of wax obtained Is

much less than that of the orignal combs. Observe this : one

pound of wax, costing the producer less than Is. 6cZ., fills

eight frames with finisht comb. To do this with foundation
l}i pounds of that article is required, costing in hard cash at
the least 2s. 6(7. for the base only; to this the bees add con-
siderable of their own production before the combs can be
completed; making the total cost much over 3s. Facts are
stubborn things, and cannot be ignored.

Who Shall Keep Bees?—Will it Pay?
BY HON. GEO. E. HILTON.

In all Industries a great deal depends upon adaptability,

but I question whether we should lay too much stress upon
adaptability.

The things that we need, to bring the best results to our

homes and our business, we should adapt ourselves to.

I once listened to a lecture given by Prof. Pattengill, en-

titled " Gumption with a big G," and I thought even bee-keep-

ers could learn a lesson from that talk.

Now I believe the most the average farmer needs, to keep
bees, is a little "gumption." We would hardly think we
could get along without a few hens, that we might " lay our

own eggs," or a cow, that we could make our own butter, and
I am sure it requires no more tact or natural ability to attend

to a few colonies of bees that we may produce our own honey,

and not half the work.

And then suppose the weather should be favorable and we
should produce more than we cared for in the family, or cared

to give our friends. I never knew a fair quality of comb
honey to sell for less than 10 cents a pound. What have you
on your farm that would pay a larger profit than that of

honey ? I contend there is nothing.

But aside from the honey they produce, I contend that

every farmer should keep a few colonies of bees for the pur-

pose of fertilizing the early spring bloom.

Later in the season when the insect kingdom has become
more numerous, it does not matter so much. Take, for in-

stance, seed clover. We get no seed from the first crop be-

cause the bumble-bee has not developt in sufficient numbers
to fertilize the blossoms, while the Alsike, which is visited by

the honey-bee in large numbers, produces an abundance of

seed from the first crop ; and whai holds good with the clover

is equally true with other seed and fruit-producing vines,

shrubs and trees.

Years ago those men in the vicinity of New York and
Boston who made a specialty of raising cucumbers under glass

for the winter market, fertilized all their vines by hand. This

was done by transferring the pollen from one blossom to

another upon a little stick ; something like a toothpick, and
if they succeeded in fertilizing 40 or 50 per cent, of the blos-

soms they thought they were doing remarkably well. Finally

one of them, with a little- more "gumption" than the rest,

and being somewhat familiar with the functions of the bee as

designed by the Creator, placed a colony of bees in one of his

greenhouses, and, as many of the " I told you so " class of peo-

ple would say, sacrificed that greenhouse upon the altar of

^experiment. The result was marvelous, and to-day, or dur-

ing any of the winter months, you can find a colony of bees in

every greenhouse, doing the work of many hands, and Instead

of from 40 to 50 per cent, of the blossoms being fertilized as

by hand, the bees now fertilize from SO to 85 per cent. Then
as to the question, who should keep bees? I answer, every

one who depends upon a blossom-producing product, and who
depends upon that product for a livelihood or sustenance,

whether he cares for tho honey they produce or not.

Another question that is frequently askt Is, Will bee-

keeping as a business pay ? In fact, about the first question

that arises in the mind of a person about to embark in a now
business enterprise is. Will . it pay ?
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Answering the query I will say, Yes, conditioning that

answer, however, upon the laws of saccess In any other busi-

ness undertaking. No business will pay unless it Is carried

on in a business-like way. Bee-keeping is no exception to the

rule. Methods must be employed and results workt for if suc-

cess is expected. If a man expects bees to pay when he keeps

them in hollow trees, or set in some out of the way place and

never looks after them, except to put the new swarms into

soap-boxes or nail-kegs, and brimstone them in the fall to get

the honey, he will be disappointed. I don't mean him when I

say bee-keeping will pay.

If another Is too shiftless to supply the bees with proper

appliances for storing honey in marketable form ; if he ex-

pects them to board themselves, do all the work, and put the

money In his pocket, while he sits In the shade or holds down

some dry-goods box " up at the corners," I don't mean him

when I say bee-keeping will pay.

If a man don't know or don't care to learn the reason iu

the divine economy for having drones, and know or care to

know how to prevent the increase of that part of the colony,

which, in excess of requirements are only consumers, I don't

mean him when I say bee-keeping will pay.

All these men had better buy what honey they can afford.

But to every one, be it man or woman, who Is adapted to

it by habits of thought, study and observation, and who has

energy enough to master the essential principles, it will richly

repay for all the thought and time required to be devoted to it.

Because some men follow dairying after a slip-shod,

happy-go-easy method, and fail to make money out of it, does

not prove that dairying will not pay. And because a good

many fall to realize all their fond anticipations of coveted

sweets by the same methods in the apiary, It does not follow

that success will not crown the eflorts of the careful, prudent

and Intelligent bee-keeper. It will pay to keep bees until

every town in this broad land is supplied with enough honey

te meet the demand.

I venture the assertion that not half the towns in the

United States are supplied with honey six months in the year.

If every bee-keeper will meet the wants of consumers in his

and adjoining towns, it will surprise him what an amount can

be sold.

But for all the honey-producers to rush their surplus crop

off to the large cities to glut the market, while hundreds of

people in their own townships don't know the taste of honey

from glucose, because they so seldom taste It, is a sure way to

make bee-keeping unprofitable.

I have no doubt that tons of honey could be sold in every

State where hundreds of pounds are now sold, if the matter

was properly workt up by the local bee-keeper. This is some-

thing every bee-keeper should take a personal interest in, for

it is certainly one thing to raise a crop of anything, and

another to market it to the best advantage. Almost every

week brings me letters from bee-keepers that have from 50
pounds upwards that they want to sell. Now, if I buy it I

must have a margin on wholesale prices, while in nine cases

out of ten it could be sold at or near home at retail prices. I

feel just like urging upon bee-keepers the necessity of work-

ing up their home markets, and depend less upon the " mar-

kets of the world." (From my standpoint we have had too

many markets the past few years.)

I am not going to say that my plans and methods, or the

appliances used by me are the best, but when I look around

and see the many slip-shod methods that are pursued by those

who make bee-keeping a failure, I very naturally come to the

conclusion that my methods, being successful, are at least an

improvement, and " what other folks can do, why with pa-

tience may not you?"—Michigan Farmer.

Newago Co., Mich.

Report of the Northern Illinois Convention.

BY B. KENNEDY.

The annual meeting of the Northern Illinois Bee-Keepers'

Association was held Tuesday, Aug. 17, 1897, at the Court

House in Freeport. The meeting was called to order with

Pres. S. H. Herrick in the chair. About 50 were present,

and a very good meeting was held.

REPORTS OF THE PRESENT SEASON.

Pres. Herrick then called for a report from each member

,on the following questions : How many colonies had you at

the beginning of the honey harvest? How many colonies

DOW ? How much honey have you extracted, and, approxi-

mately, how much have you to extract for the present crop?

How much comb honey ?

The responses showed 8-i3 colonies, spring count, and

1,164: colonies now—an increase of 321 colonies, with 22,210

pounds of comb honey, and 28,280 pounds of extracted;

nearly all of which is fine white clover honey. The crop was

better than it has been for several years, tho not on an aver-

age with the best honey-years.

Following the reports was the election of officers for the

next year, which resulted as follows: Leroy HIghbarger,

President; S. H. Herrick, Vice-President; B. Kennedy, Sec-

retary ; and O. J. Cummlngs, Treasurer. The next annual

meeting will be held at Freeport.

EMPTY' COMBS—LAYING WORKERS.

QuES.—What is the best method of preserving empty

combs from worms ? Ans.—Clean combs or a tight room.

QuES.—What is the best method of getting rid of laying

workers and yet preserve the colony? Ans. by 0. J. Cum-

mlngs :—Take the frames all out of the hive, carry them a

good distance from the hive, shake the bees all oft in the

grass, and remove all but one comb. Take a frame having

eggs from some other colony to replace the one left out. The

laying workers seldom get back to the hive, and the working-

bees rear a queen from the eggs placed in the hive.

Ans. No. 2.—Remove two frames from other colonies

containing eggs and brood, together with the bees on them,

and place side by side in the queenless colony. The next day

Introduce a caged queen between the two frames.

CLIPPING AND REARING QUEENS.

QuES.—Does it pay to clip queens? Ans.—The prevail-

ing opinion is that it does pay.

Quj;s.—Can bees rear queens from eggs one week old ?

Ans.—Yes ; but poor queens.

QuES.—Can bees move eggs ? Ans.— Yes.

BEST PACKAGE FOR EXTRACTED HONEY.

QuES.—What is considered the best package to market

honey in ? Ans.—For wholesale dealers, 60-pound cans ; for

retail, 1 pint cans, or }i pint glasses.

PREVENTING SECOND SWAKMS.

QuES.—What is the best method to prevent second swarms ?

Ans.—The Heddon method, or cutting out queen-cells.

B. Kennedy, See.

NO'w is the Time to work for new subscribers.

Why not take advantage of the offers made on page 586 ?
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[Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direct.!

Colony (tuccnless—"Hfever too Old to Learn."

lu looking thruogh a colony yesterday that did not appear
to be doing well, I found they had no queen. Where and how
shall I proceed? I took three full frames of comb from
another colony with some brood, but not much, and gave to

them to build them up. I gave them as many bees on those
combs as there was of themselves. I rather think that I am
almost too old a man to commence with bees, being beyond
72 years. But there is nothing like trying. Michigan.

AN.SWEB.—I regret to say that by some means your letter
was mislaid and not promptly answered. Fortunately the de-
lay makes no difference, for you had already done the wise
thing iu giving brood to the queenless bees. As that was early
in August, and as in all probability there were eggs and
young larvK among the brood given, the bees would at once
start queen-cells, and in three weeks or so a young queen
would be laying. Of course, you would have gained time if

you could have given them a laying queen, or even a sealed
queen-cell, but probably you had neither of these. I don't be-
lieve a man with half a gross of years behind him is any too
old to enjoy the fascinating pursuit of bee-keeping, and I wish
you many years of enjoyment in the learning.

A Colony with " Biickclbriil."

I do not see much written in the Bee Journal by the
Canadians, so I guess we must all be good bee-keepers ! But
I must own up that I am stuck at present, and almost at the
swearing point, for I have just been looking at my bees, and
cannot tell what is the matter with two colonies. I will try
and explain as well as I can.

I have been three years at bee-keeping, have eleven colo-
nies; I started with three. I have poor luck, you will see,
but I like working with them, and am going to keep at it until
I do worse than I have. I read the Bee Journal over every
time. I think the writers do not hold together enough—it

almost makes a fellow discouraged, as it would make a fellow
keep changing all the time. Now, to my question :

I think it is a first swarm. At first it seemed to be work-
ing splendidly ; I was just thinking I would get a lot from it.

When I hived it I gave it two full combs, three full sheets,
and the rest about two iuches. I thought it was about time
to put on a top story, when, behold, I lookt at it and it lookt
like a warty toad. It was all over patches like a lot of warts,
and they seem to be all drones. I dug for the house, got my
knife, and cut them all off ; I gave them two more full combs,
and to-day I have lookt at it again, and they are doing the
same caper. I guess it is busted for this summer, but I want lo

be ready for It next summer.
I went over all the rest—eleven colonies—and I found

another doing the same thing. The first one had a queen-cell
when I cut them out. I was sorry I cut it out. Did I do wrong
by so doing ? Ontario.

Answer.— 1. You have given us a very graphic description
of the presence in the hive of something for which we have
no single word in English, but what the Germans call hurket-
bnil. It Is drone-brood in worker-cells, which, when sealed
over, the cells being more or less Irregularly tilled, have a very
warty appearance, altho perhaps you are the first one who has
thus described It. A case of that kind is " busted for the
summer," sure enough, and " busted " for all time if left to
itself. For either laying workers are present or a drone-lay-
ing queen. Nothing but drone-brood being present, there Is

no possibility of their rearing a queen, and your cutting out
queen-cells did neither harm nor good, for nothing but drone-
brood could be In such a coll. It is very hard to get such a
colony to accept a laying queen, but If you give them a virgin
queen Just out of the cell she may be kindly received. Gen-

erally, however, the very best thing to do with a colony that
has laying workers or a laying queen is to break it up and dis-
tribute the contents of the hive among other colonies. For by
the time you find "buckelbrut" in a hive, the workers present
are old and not very numerous, and it will be easier to make
a new colony from the start than to build It up into a good
one. You may make some use of the colony by gradually
adding it to a weak colony with a good laying queen.

^ I

Saving a Late Swarm—Best Feeder and Clover.

1. What would be the best thing to do with a swarm of
Italian bees that I had issue to-day (Aug. 80) ? It is a small
swarm, with a fine Italian queen, and I am anxious to save
them. I thought of taking one frame of honey, brood, etc.,

from each of eight other colonies, and give to them, and re-
place the frames of comb, brood, etc,, that I take from each
of the other hives, with frames with full sheets of founda-
tion ; but I am afraid if I do this that I will get my bees
to robbing.

2. What do you consider as being the best feeder?
3. Which of the clovers do you consider the best for bees?

When would be the best time to sow it in this latitude ?

Mississippi.

Answers.— 1. Probably the very best thing would have
been to put them right back where they came from, but as
you are probably anxious to save the queen, you ought to be
able to proceed on the line you have indicated without start-
ing robbing. If you operate just about the time bees stop
flying in the evening you may feel quite secure, and if you
cannot finish the job in one evening you can take several. Or
you may proceed on another line. Instead of drawing on
eight different colonies, take all the combs from one of your
strongest colonies to give to the swarm, replacing the combs
with foundation, then feed.

2. If it is pardonable to speak of one of my own inven-
tions, I have never seen anything I like quite so well as the
Miller feeder.

3. That's a matter that varies so according to location
that I would rather have the opinion of an experienced resi-

dent of Mississippi. In Illinois I should say white clover was
the most valuable of all the clovers. Possibly in your State
sweet clover might be worth more for honey. It can be sown
either spring or fall.

Keeping Empty Combs, and Combs Filled with
Pollen.

1. I have five colonies run to extracting. They have
filled their supers, and 1 have extracted them and put them
back. The harvest is past. How long must I leave the
frames with the bees to keep the moth away ? and what would
you do with them in winter ? The bees are wintered in the
cellar ; the brood-frames are packt with brood, and not 10
pounds of honey in the brood-chamber. I want to feed sugar
syrup for winter. How soon could I take the supers away,
and where would you put them ? Would it do to put them
upstairs ? I have never seen bees breeding as much at this

time of the year. There is very little honeycoming in. There
is no buckwheat near me, so not much prospect for a fall flow.

2. Will combs filled with pollen keep all right through
the winter, away from the bees ? Would the bees use It in

early spring? New York.

Answers.— 1. The longer frames are left with the bees
the safer the combs are, so long as warm weather lasts, but
there is not likely to be any trouble If they are taken away
when it begins to get cool, say toward the last of September.
To make more sure, you might hang them pretty well apart.
They may be kept upstairs, or in any dry place through the
winter, better where they will freeze, for hard freezing will

kill any young wax-worms that may be present. About as
good a place as any Is to keep them right out-doors, making
sure that mice cannot get at them. Make sure that no honey
is left in them. To this end it may bo well to take them from
the bees earlier than you otherwise would do, even taking
them off as soon as this reaches you, and setting them out
where the bees can got at them. If left on the hives the bees
will not empty them entirely of honey, sometimes, whereas
they will bo promptly cleaned out If placed where they are
public plunder. If the least honey Is left in the combs, it will

granulate, and that will have a bad effect on the honey stored
in them next year.

2. If not kept in a damp, moldy place, the pollen will be
all right for the bees tj use next spring.
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<tuceiilc8§ Colony—Transferring and Moving
Bees.

1. I had a swarm issue July 4, and I could not hive them.

A neighbor of mine (a subscriber of the Bee Journal, and an
experienced bee-man) said they had no queen, so we hived

them back in the same hive they came from, and began to

divide them by taking a brood-frame from the old hive and
putting it in the empty one, and k^pt on in that way until

now I have a pretty strong colony, but no queen. Three
weeks ago to-day, on Aug. 8, we took a frame from the old

hive with a queen-cell, and to-day I examined them, and the

queen-cell was gone, but I failed to find a queen or any signs

of one. Must I send for one ? or how will I manage them
now ?

2. A carpenter neighbor of mine wishes me to ask a

question for him. As he was building an elevator on the Illi-

nois Central railroad, a swarm of bees came over, and the

noise of the hammers stopt them. He made a box-hive with

two sticks crosswise of the hive, and hived them. How will

he get them into a proper hive ? And as they are 20 miles

from home, when would be the best time to move them ? They
are working nicely now. South Dakota.

Answers.— 1. It is possible that a queen is present and
slow about laying, but somewhat doubtful. Your quickest

way will be to send for a queen, but you may succeed by giv-

ing them a comb containing eggs and young larv;e from which
to rear a queen. The objection is that it is so late in the season,

and that a queen will not be laying until three weeks or more
after you furnish the brood. You are not so sure of rearing a

queen late, and one reared too late is not likely to be good.

2. They can be moved at any time, only better avoid a

very hot day, and it may be as well to leave them in the same
box they are in until fruit-bloom, when they can be transferred

according to the directions given in any of the text-books.

A'^iS^M

BEV. II. A. WINTER, D. D.

The subject of our sketch this week is one of the many
excellent bee-keepers in the fine honey-producing State of

Wisconsin. We had the pleasure of meeting Dr. Winter when

attending the State bee-keepers' convention at Madison, Wis.,

last February. He looks just like his picture-or the picture

shown here is a splendid likeness of the man who has a

"cooler" name than heart. "Winter'' is always seasonable

with him.
In the following paragraphs. Dr. Winter tells something

of his bee-experience:

I always liked honey, but bees I feared like rattlesnakes.

One summer day I took a walk in beautiful Madison, in com-
pany with a beloved school principal of Milwaukee. Per-

chance Mr. C. Spangenberg met us, whom I introduced to my
guest as a bee-patriarch. My friend from Milwaukee related

with inspiration the following story :

In the barren swamps of Silesia, Germany, there is a very

poor Catholic parish, where priests till then were poorly sit-

uated, and the complaints to the bishops were stereotyped.

But one day when the bishop made his visit he heard no com-
plaints, but found a sumptuous table spread with smoking
roasts and other delicacies, also sparkling wine. In his

amazement the bishop said :
" What has happened here,

where all predecessors lived like paupers?"
" After dinner, you eminence, I shall show you my manu-

factories," was the reply.

"What, manufactories in these sand marshes?" he re-

sponded.
Then the priest conducted the bishop to the large apiary

Id the rear of the once so poor parsonage. The mystery was
solved. Honey and wax supplemented the small income of

the parish to his heart's content.
That set me to thinking. I learned that many ministers

of the gospel, teachers, doctors, noblemen, even crowned
princes of old and the present time were, and are, engaged In

the keeping of the honey-bee. At once I took a lively inter-

est. It was my good fortune to have Mr. Spangenberg as a

willing teacher and friend. He is the mostexactand accurate

bee-keeper, I think. In the whole country. His hives are

very complete for out-door wintering. He never lost a colony

in wintering. All his tools are perfect. He has strong colo-

nies, always.
So I embarkt in beekeeping, 14 years ago, on a small

scale. Yes, I had the fever. I became an enthusiast. I love

bees. Careworn, I go to my bees, and there I am at home. I

lost all by foul brood, but without bees it would be hard for

me to live.

I produce only extracted honey, which the people (even in

Chicago) prefer to buy from me, because even non-believers

take it for granted that a reverend will not adulterate. What
a satisfaction for my calling !

I tell my brothers in the ministry: Keep bees; they
will make you philosopher; they will teach you pastoral the-

ology. If you treat your bees rightly, you will be successful

in dealing with all sorts of mankind. They will bring you in

close communication with nature's God ; they will make poets

out of you. They require clean hands, cool tempers, clean

consciences, and peace with God's work. They will make
women and children, old and young, your friends.

H. A. Winter.

August 15, a colony in Wisconsin calling themselves

" Lippers," celebrated their semi-centennial. Rev. Mr. Winter

is one of the original members.

A Madison newspaper contained the following in regard

to Dr. Winter's connection with that organization :

The Rev. H. A. Winter did not attend the semi-centennial

celebration of the Lipper settlement near Franklin, Sheboy-
gan county, to-day. The venerable Madison minister is well

along in years, and he feared that the excitement of the cele-

bration would seriously impair his health. He sent a short

pamphlet to Franklin, in which he set forth a history of Lip-

per colonization in the United States.

Dr. Winter was not only the father of the Mission house
near Franklin, but he was one of the prime movers in early

Lipper colonization, and it was through his influence that

emigration from LIppe-Detmold, in northern Germany, to the

United States, was begun.
In March, 1846, young Winter and about a dozen others

left Lippe-Detmold for the United States. They landed in

New Orleans. They intended to go to Texas, but changed
their minds when they saw two vessels loaded with soldiers

671 route for Mexico. The party went up the river to St.

Louis, where they landed about May 1, 1846. Here they

separated, some going to Iowa and others to Illinois. Mr.
Winter was one of three who remained in St. Louis. He cor-

responded with his only brother in Germany, and told him of

the advantages offered colonists in the United States. The
information conveyed in these letters was widely dissemi-

nated, and the result was that in the spring of 1847 about
300 colonists reached St. Louis. Some of these stayed in St.

Louis, and others went to Iowa and to Illinois.

About the same time a vessel with about 25 families on
board left Bremen and took the north course coming along

the lakes to Sheboygan, then a small frontier village. A set-

tlement was made at Franklin, July 25, 1847.
Dr. Winter was at all times much interested in religious

and educational work in the West. For two years he traveled

in Missouri, Indiana and Illinois, selling Bibles and other re-

ligious books. He then went to Mercersburg, Pa., where he

studied for the ministry in the German Reformed seminary.

He often spoke with his fellow students of the mission field in

the West. The outcome was, that the Rev. H. A. Muehlmeir
was sent to Sheboygan Falls in June, 1853, where he estab-

lisht a church. In December of the same year theRev. Mr.
Winter establisht a church in Milwaukee. In 1855 betook
up several mission fields in Sheboygan county, and establisht

a church near Franklin. About the same time he and the

Rev. J. Bossard began to teach students for the ministry. Dr.

Winter continued to urge the establishment of a mission house,

and through his efforts a beginning was made in 1862, a

building being erected near Franklin.

Since coming to this country, the Rev. Mr. Winter has

been instrumental is establishing 30 churches. For the last

22 years he has been the pastor of the German Presbyterian

church in this city. This church was built in 1846, and was
dedicated Jan. 21, 1847. It is the oldest church in Madison.

Mr. Winter raised a family of ten children, nine of whom are

living.
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Editorial Con)n)cr)i^^

"We Wisll to Xbank those of our readers who
have sent us new subscribers for the Bee Journal. We do
appreciate such efforts on their part, and in behalf of this

journal. We cannot afford to send out salaried subscription

solicitors, and so must, to a large extent, depend upon our
regular subscribers to get their bee-keeping friends and neigh-

bors to take the American Bee Journal. But as pay for such
work we offer numerous premiums, and trust that those who
have not already tried to secure new subscribers will do so at

once. The 25-cent offer on page 586, ought to bring in

thousands of new readers during the next two months. We
send back numbers from Sept. 1.

The Xorttawestern Convention. — Several

times the past year the suggestion has been made that the

old Northwestern Bee-Keepers' Convention be revived ; and we
have been urged to Issue the call for the meeting. Among
those who have written us In favor of holding the convention
here in Chicago this fall, we have selected the following sample
letters

:

Mr. YoKK :—By all means let us have a meeting of the
Northwestern this fall. L. Highbaeger.

Mr. Highbarger lives In Ogle Co., III., and Is President of

the Northern Illinois Bee-Keepers' Association—of course, a

prominent apiarist.

Mr. W. H. H. Stewart, of Whiteside Co., III., wrote us as

follows

:

Mr. York :—Chicago Is the place for a bee-keepers' con-
vention every year. Almost all bee-keepers would like to go
to Chicago about once a year. It is reacht by the railroads

from Illinois, Michigan, Iowa, Indiana, Ohio and Wisconsin

—

they all center there. Revive the Northwestern. The United
States Bee-Keepers' Union gets too far off for most small bee-
keepers. It does well enough for editors and supply dealers,
and those who keep bees on a large scale, but the small fel-

lows (like myself) cannot touch it.

Yours truly, W. H. H. Stewart.

Then in the July Be%-Keepers' Review, Editor Hutchin-

son wrote thus on the subject of reviving the Northwestern:

I have never attended any better conventions than some
of the meetings of the Northwestern In Chicago. I once heard
our lamented Langstroth characterize one of the meetings of

the Northwestern as the greatest gathering of large, practical

bee-keepers that he had ever attended. Chicago Is the rail-

road center of one of the greatest honey-producing areas in

the world. Not only this, but In October and November there
are almost always very low rates on account of some exposi-

tion or fat stock show, or something of this sort. All these

things combine to bring together a crowd of practical bee-

keepers. Several years ago. In a thoughtless moment, the
Northwestern was merged Into the Illinois State. I was out
of the hall at the time that the amalgamation was effected,

and don't know the line of argument or thought that was used
In support of this plan, but the result was that the North-
western was killed without doing the Illinois State a particle

of good. It Is one of those examples showing " what's in a
came." But very few bee-keepers outside of Michigan will

attend a meeting of the Michigan State convention, even tho
it be held in Detroit. It's the same way In Illinois, even tho
the convention be held In Chicago. It's the name that does it.

There Is a feeling that if It Is a meeting of the Illinois bee-

keepers very few outside of Illinois will be there. People out-

side of the State don't feel as tho it was their convention. Call

it the " Northwestern," and everybody within reach Is ready
to go. All this may seem silly, but it Is a fact just the same.

A writer In the last Issue of the American Bee Journal,
urges that the Northwestern be revived, using practically the
same arguments that I have done, and is most heartily sec-

onded by the editor. The editor also requests all who are In-

terested to drop him a postal, and If sufficient Interest is

manifested he will issue a call for a convention to be held in

November during the Fat Stock Show, when we can get to

Chicago for almost nothing. This comes at the time of the

year when we can get away from home, and the weather Is

the most delightful In the year. If you are In favor of a re-

vival of the Northwestern—an association of bee-keepers that

can be about as useful as any on this continent—then write to

George W. York, and tell him to go ahead and issue a call.

Well, you have now seen that there Is a pretty strong de-

sire on the part of some beekeepers, at least, to have the

Northwestern revived. In view of the urgent suggestions we
have received, we have made arrangements for the conven-

tion to be held Nov. 10 and 11, next, In the New Briggs

House, northeast corner of Randolph street and Fifth

avenue, and now issue the call as requested.

The Fat Stock Show will be held Nov. 2 to 13, Inclusive,

so the bee-keepers' convention will come the second week of

the show.

No doubt reduced railroad rates will be quite general, as

the Chicago Horse Show will be held at the same time, for

which prizes aggregating §•±0,800 are offered—the largest

sum ever at the disposal of a horse-show prize committee. It

will be under the auspices of the Illinois State Board of Agri-

culture.

Now, we trust that all the bee-keepers within several

hundred miles of Chicago will plan to be here Nov. 10 and 11.

We would like to see the Northwestern out-number the recent

Buffalo convention.

Buflalo Convention Notes.— First, this week,

we want to speak of Mr. Fred L. Craycraft, who had kept

bees about four years In Cuba. Since the war there, bee-

keeping has practically been dropt. Mr. Craycraft had 400
colonies, and realized an average of about 100 pounds of ex-

tracted honey per colony. We believe the principal honey-

plant there Is the bell-flower. Mr. C. was Introduced to the

convention, and answered questions as they were askt by
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various members. His honey was shipt to Belgium, if we mis-

take not, iu paclcages holding about 1,500 pounds each.

Mr. O. O. Poppleton was present from Florida. He is an

old-time Iowa bee-keeper, and used to write much for the bee-

papers when living there. He has been in his adopted State

for about 10 years, and as his health is much better there

than in the North, he will likely Femain South the rest of his

days. Mr. Poppleton is also a G. A. R. man, and was greatly

pleased to be able to attend both meetings at the same time.

We had a pleasant visit with Mr. Poppleton after the con-

vention.

Hon. E. Whitcomb, of Nebraska, and his good wife, were

on hand. They represented their section of country all right.

And Mr. Whitcomb was recommended by the convention for

the position of superintendent of the apiarian department of

the Trans-Mississippi Exposition, to be held at Omaha next

year. It is to be hoped that the Exposition management will

appoint Mr. Whitcomb, for he is well fitted to till such a posi-

tion with great credit to himself and to the honor of the

United States Bee-Keepers' Union, of which he is such a de-

voted member.

Mr. D. N. Ritchey, of Ohio, was one of the best conven-

tion men present. And he certainly did his full duty when it

came to the singing. We are perfectly safe in saying that at

no former convention was there as much music as at the

Buflalo meeting. Dr. Miller presided at the piano, and before

the convention adjourned nearly every bee-keepers' song in

the program was well learned. By another year, we shall ex-

pect the convention to surprise the natives (of the city where

it is held) with the sweet musical strains from the honied

throats of the apiarian songsters.

Mr. Danzenbaker, with his new hive and perfectly filled,

tall sections of honey, was on hand. His was the principal

exhibit, and during most of the time not in actual session, the

members of the convention kept him busy showing his hive

and answering questions. And Mr. D. seemed just as fresh

and happy at the close as at the beginning.

Then there was Dr. Besse, of Ohio. He is a fine old gen-

tleman. He had a notary public in an adjoining room, to take

depositions from such members as had had experience with

sweet clover. We shall be glad to announce the result of his

sweet clover lawsuit, now pending in the court of his county.

We believe it comes up for trial very soon.

Secretary Mason was about the busiest man in the hall.

Why, he didn't have time to eat regularly. And if there's

any one thing that will make an otherwise too-good-natured

man sort o' crisscross, it is an uncertainty as to getting his

meals, especially when that uncertainty eventuates into a

total absence of the inside props to the stomach. But Dr.

Mason stood it well, and we don't know any one that didn't

enjoy his many witty remarks and general intention to do his

full duty toward having a good convention. Mrs. Mason was

there, too.

A report was circulated that Mr. A. I. Root's absence the

first day was caused by his getting lost somewhere out among

the cabbages and other truck in the vegetable gardens sur-

rounding Buffalo. We can't vouch for the truth of the report,

but some thought he presented the appearance of having had

narrow escapes somewhere. And, no wonder, with such

swarms of people in Buffalo. Why, It just seemed that every-

body and all his neighbors had decided to go to Buffalo at the

same time, and there they were. Of course, you put such a

timid, unsophisticated home-body as "A.I." down in such a

jam as that, and the most natural thing for him to do would

be to take to the cabbage and onion fields, or to the woods,

and just get himself tee-tum-totally lost I But somehow he

finds himself again all right, and not only survives to tell his

story of hair-breadth escapes, but points out several good

moral lessons, to boot. Don't you every worry about A. I.

Root. What he hasn't been through isn't worth mentioning.

Why, he even went in bathing with thousands of those East-

ern folks iu old Atlantic recently, and came out alive and all

right again. But the sight of such a large and misrellaneous

bathtub full was a pretty big strain on him. Perhaps here-

after he'll keep pretty well inland.

Were any Canadians there ? Well,now,there were several.

Didn't Mr. Holmes read just one of the best papers on bee-

keeping in Canada ? And didn't Mr. Couse, the businesslike

Secretary of the Ontario Bee-Keepers' Association, extend, in

its name, a hearty invitation to all United States bee-keepers

to attend their annual convention, to be held in Hamilton

next December ? Was not Mr. Heise's smiling countenance

constantly in front of the presiding officer? And didn't Edi-

tor Holtermann have something to say, as usual ? Then, Mr.

Gemmill—the popular Canadian that was almost kidnapt by

those big California bee-keepers—wasn'tGemmill right there?

Of course he was. So was Mrs. E. H. Stewart— the only lady

representative from Canada, we believe. But we'll have more

to say of her next week. Yes, there were other Canadians

present—Mr. McKnight among them—but they didn't even

try to make the convention over into a Canucky affair. For

the time being all were annext to the United States, and

seemed very well satisfied.

Tlie XetorasUa State ConT^ention.—The an-

nual meeting of the Nebraska State Bee-Keepers' Association

will be held at the Bee and Honey Hall, on the State Fair

Grounds at Omaha, Sept. 21 and 22. 1897. Besides Pres.

E. Whitcomb's address, and Secretary L. D. Stilson's report,

the following papers are expected to be read:

The United States Bee-Keepers' Union—Lincoln, 1896,

H. E. Heath ; Buffalo, 1897, E. Whitcomb.

Forty Years a Bee-Keeper in Nebraska—J. H. Masters.

Bee-Keepers and Fruit-Growers—G. M. Whitford.

Some Things I Don't Know About Bee-Keeping—S. Spell-

man.
Some Things I Know About Bee-Keeping—Chas. White.

Some Things I Would Like to Know About Bee-Keeping—

J. M. Carr. ,„
'

^,, ,,

Some Things Every One Ought to Know—Wm. btolley.

The Alfalfa Honey-Fields—F. G. Wilkie.

Sweet Clover Fields—Mrs. L. E. R. Lambrigger.

The Trans-Mississippi Exposition.

Honey Outlook in the State, by—Aug. E. Davidson, S.

Hartmau, Anna Crabtree, .lenny Bros., L. L. AUspaugh, J.

M. Young, Wm. James, S. Barret, Wm. Beswick, and b.

Huling. *-.-

HoneyDrop CaUes.—We are always pleased to

publish recipes which call for honey as an ingredient. Here

is one taken from Gleanings for April 1, which is said to have

been " tried and found excellent
:"

One cup honey ; K cup sugar ; M cup butter or lard ; K
cup sour milk; legg; J^ teaspoonful soda;

flour.

4 cups sifted

,^AAAA*AA.

Ti?e Weekly Budget.

Mb. D. E. Merrill, editor of the American Bee-Keeper,

we regret to learn, has been quite sick with typhoid fever.

We expected to see him at the Buflalo convention, but did not.

We trust he is rapidly recovering.

Mr. David Bertsch, of Ottawa Co., Mich., called Sept.

11. He has 160 colonies of bees, tho his principal business

is that of running tanneries. He has experimented largely

with sweet clover, and finds that it will grow anywhere where

Alslke clover will succeed.

Mr. W. T. Richardson, of Ventura Co., President of the

California Bee-Keepers' Exchange, has produced 40 tons of
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honey this year ; and Mr. Graham, of Ventura and Los An-
geles counties, over 50 tons. The quality of the honey Is said

to be exceptionally fine. Nearly four carloads of honey for

only two bee-keepers seems like a good deal. But in Califor-

nia they are used to big things.

Mr. Wm. S. Barclay, of Beaver Co., Pa., is one of the

old contributors to the columns of the American Bee Journal.

He has been suffering from paralysis the past year or so, but

in a letter dated Sept. 6 he says he is better. We are glad to

hear this, and hope he may soon fully recover, and be able to

send on contributions again.

Rev. E. T. Abbott, editor of the Busy Bee, called on us

Monday, Sept. 6, when on his way home from the Buffalo

convention and visiting In New York State. He was feeling

well, and went home determined to push things harder than
ever in the line of bees and bee-keeping among the farmers of

our country. Mr. Abbott was a great help at the convention.
He is always ready to do his share of the talking.

Mr. p. a. Lindskoog, of Sac Co., Iowa, gave us a. short
call Tuesday, Sept. 7. He is not only a bee-keeper, but one of

the large farmers of his State. He came to Chicago with two
carloads of stock, and found a fair market. We are glad to

know that finally the deserving farmers are getting at least

reasonable prices for what they want to sell. When the
farmer is doing well, then everybody else will soon feel better.

Mr. T. E. Orr, of Pittsburg, Pa., publisher of that valu-
able magazine—The Home Monthly—dropt in to see us last

week when on his way home from a trip through a portion of

the Northwest. Mr. Orr is a man whom it is a pleasure to

know. And his magazine is one of the very best and cleanest
publisht today. We expect soon to make our readers a very
tempting offer, by which they will easily be able to enjoy the
regular visits of The Home Monthly.

Mr. B. Walker, of Osceola Co., Mich., reported Sept. 3
that willow-herb honey is very scarce this season. He says he
knows of only one lot of 2,000 pounds or less in northern
Michigan. We had gotten the idea somehow that willow-herb
was a sure yielder every year. Mr. Walker has taken some
large crops from that source in years gone by.

Later—Sept. 8 Mr. Walker wrote :
" Bees are booming

on fall flowers, and are gathering faster than any previous
flow this season."

Dr. C. C. Miller, writing us Sept. 4, said that he had
"been under the weather for two, three, yes, four or five

days ; able to be around most of the time, but having neither
strength nor ambition for what I feel ought to be done." We
fear the Buffalo convention and trip was a little too much for
the Doctor. When a " boy " gets to be fi6 years old he can't
stand cjuite as much as when 50 years younger. But a con-
vention without Dr. Miller is—well, it's not nearly so good as
when he is present.

Dr. E. Gallup, of Orange Co., Calif., was 77 years old,
Aug. 22—last month. For a man of his age to keep about
100 colonies of bees, it must keep him "Gallup-ing" around
pretty lively. But it just seems to agree with him, and he
really enjoys the work. He reports that a neighbor—John
Fox— has 14 tons of honey this season, and his bees in good
condition for next seasan.

We expect to publish some very interesting bee-articles
from Dr. Gallup shortly. Look out for them.

Mr. C. F. Martknson, manager of the G. B. Lewis Co.,
of Watertown, Wis., called on us Sept. S. Mr. Martenson has
been with that well-known firm for about 10 years, having
workt up through every department, until now he is one of its

main-stays. He is also a practical bee-keeper, having taken
about 60 pounds per colony this year. We were much
pleased to make Mr. Martenson's acquaintance, especially as
he represents one of our very best advertising patrons. The
name— G. B. Lewis Co.— is the synonym for good workman-
ship, good goods, and square dealing.

Mr. Joiix McAutiiuh, of Ontario, at a meeting of the
British association of scientists, hold in Toronto last month,
gave " a practical demonstration upon bees, showiug two colo-
nies (the 16th generation) which exhibited remarkable and

distinctive characteristics. By selective breeding up to the

29th generation, Mr. McArthur had establisht a remarkable
yellow race of bees, with extremely mild temperaments, and
his exhibition aroused considerable interest."

In a letter received Sept. 6, Mr. McArthur had this to say

about sweet clover as a honey-plant

:

" Sweet clover is the bee-keeper's best friend, but how
slow they are to believe it. It is as hard to knock it into

their heads as it is to make the consuming public be-

lieve that honey is the cheapest and best sweet and food
placed on their tables."

Now New Subscribers
4 September—Oct.—Nov.—December 4

4 MONTHS FOR 25 CTS.
18 Weeks—18 Copies—of the American Bee Journal for but

25 cents ! Can you afford to miss that f

The Report of the Buffalo Convention

will be in the American Bee Journal during these 4 months.
This Report alone will be worth §1.00—but you get all for

just the 25 cents, besides a lot of other excellent apiarian
reading-matter. If not now a subscriber, hadn't you better

send on that 25 cents and enjoy at least « trial trip of the
old American Bee Journal ?

Get Your Bee-Keepiag Friends and Neighbors
to Take the Old American Bee Journal.

We would like to have each of our present readers send us

tivo neiv suhscrihers for the Bee Journal before October 1,

1897. That surely will not be hard to do, when each will

need to pay only 25 cents for the last 4 months of this

year, or only about 6 cents a month for the weekly
American Bee Journal. Any one with only a colony or two
of bees should jump at such an offer as that.

Now, we don't ask you to work for us for nothing, but
will say that for each tv^o new 25c. subscribers you send us,

we will mail you your choice of one of the following list:

Wood Binder for the Bee Journal 20o.
50 cotiles ot lexdet on "Why Eat Honey '/" 200.
50 ' on " How to Keep Honey " 20c.
50 •' " on • Alslke Clover" 20c.
1 copy each "Preparation of Honey for the Market "(lOo.)
and Doolittle's " Hive T Use " (5o.) 150.

1 copy each Dadauts' 'Handling Bees" (8c.) and " Bee-
PasturaKe a Nece-islty " (lOc.) 18o.

Dr. Howard's bools on " F)ul Brood." 23c.
Kobnke'8 " Foul Broc d" book 23c.
Cbeslilre's " Foul Brood " book dOo.) and Dadants' " Hand-

ling Bees"[8c] 18c.
\)r. Fuotc'B Hand-Hookof Health 25c.
Rural Lite Book 25c.
Our Poultry Doctor, by Fanny Felld 25c.
Poultry for Market, and Profit, by Fanny Field 25o.
Capons and Capoui/.log 2oC.
Turkeys for Market and Profit 25c.
Green's Four Bookson Frult-Growing .. 25c.
ttopp Commercial Calculator No. 1 25c.
Silo and SilaKB. by Prof. Cook 25c.
Bionen-Kultur [German] 40c.
Kendall's Horse-Book [EngliBh or German] 25c.
1 Pound White Clover Seed 25c.
1 " Sweet " '

: 25c.
1!4 • Alslke " " 25c.
IW ' Alfalfa " " 25c.
1(4 '• Crimson " " 2oo.
The Horse—How to Break and Handle 20o.

We make the above offers only to those who are now sub-

scribers ; in other words, no one sending in his own 25 cents

as a new subscriber can also claim a choice of the above list.

The Horse—Ho-w to BreaU and Handle.—
This is a pauiphlel of o'2 pages, giving complete instructions

for breaking and educating colts, teaching horses to drive,

and for use under the saddle, together with many instructions

which have never before been publisht, and which are the re-

sult of the author's experience covering a period of 20 years.

By I'rof. Wm. Mullen, with whom the editor of the Bee Jour-

nal Is personally acquainted. Price, postpaid, '20 cents ; or

given as a premium for sending us one new subscriber to the

Bee Journal for the rest of the year at 50 cents.
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BEE-BOOKS
SEXT POSTPAID BV

Geore:e W. York & Co.,
Chicago, IIU.

Bees and llonej-, or Mami^eiuent of un Apiary
tor Pleasure unci I'rutlt. by Thuiuus G. Newman.—
This edition bus been lar^'ely rewritten, tboroughly
revised, and la '• tally up with the times " In all the
bnprovements and Inventions In tbls lapldly-devel-
OplnK pursuit, and presents the apiarist with
everytblnf; tli;tt can aid In tlie siiccesslul luanaee-
meiit of an aplury, and at the same llino produce
the most boney In an attractive condition. It con-
tains 250 pu;:es, and 245 Illustrations— Is beautifully
printed In the hltrhest styie of the art, and bound
In clotU, gold-lettered. Price, Sl.UU.

l^aiiKstroth on the Honey-Bee, revised by
Dadant—Tbls classic In bee-culture, has been
entirely rewritten, and Is fully Illustrated. It
treats of everytblnK relatlnji to bees and bee-keep-
InK. No apiarian library Is comiileto wltlmut this
Standaid work by Rev. Ij. I-.. J-ian^stroth — the
Father of American Bee-Culture. It has 620 pages;
bound In cloth.

Price, postpaid, $1.25.

Bee»K.ecper»* Ouldci or Manual of the
Apiary, by Prof A. J Cook, of the Michigan Agri-
cultural CoUot'o.—This book Is not only Instructive
and helpful as a guide In bee-keei>lng. but Is
Interesting and thoroughly practical ami scientific.
It Contains a full delineation of the anatomy and
physlolouy of bees. 4fi0 pages ; bound lu cloth and
fully Illustrated.

Price, postpaid, 81.25.

Scientific Qiieen-KearlnsTt as Practically
Applied, by G.M. Doollttlc-—A method by which
the very best of t,>ueen-Bee3 are reared In perfect
accord with Nature's way. 17'i pages, bound In
oloth, and Illustrated. Price, $1-00.

A B C of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root.—

A

cyclopa'dla of 4(K) pages, describing everything
perialiiiiig to the care of the honey-bees. It con-
tains ;iOiJ engravings. It was written especially for
beginners Bound In cloth. Price, $1.25.

Advanced Bee-Cultnre, Its Methods and
Management, by W Z. Hutchinson.—The author
of this work Is too well known to need further
description of his book. He Is a practical and
entertaining writer. Vou should read his book. 90
pages, bound In paper, and Illustrated. Price, 50 cts.

Rational Bee-^eeplnff* by Dr. John Dzlerzon
—This Is a translation of his latest German book on
bee culture. It has 350 pages: bound
In paper covers, $1.00

Bleuen-Ktiltur, by Thomas G. Newnan. -
This Is a German translation of the prlnclpf ' por-
tion of the bonk called Bees of Hoxey. lOi page
pamphlet. Price. 40 cents.

Convention Uand-Book, for Bee-Keepers.
Thomas G. Newman.— It contains the parliamen-
tary law and rules of order for Bee-Conventions—
also Constitution and By-Laws, with subjects for
discussion, etc. Cloth, gold-lettered. Price, 25 eta.

Tliirty Years Among tbe Bees, by
Henry Alley.—Gives the results of over a quarter-
century's experience in rearing queen-bees. Very
latest work of the kind. Nearly luo pages. Price. 50c.

Praotioal Hints to Bee-Kee-Keepers—by
Chas. F. Mtth. Also coDt;iins a Foul Brood
Cure and How to Wliiier Bees. 40 p.; 10 cts.

Wliy Eat Honey ?—This Leaflet is Intend-
ed for KREE distribution, to create a Lncal Market.
UK) copies, by mail, yi.) cts.: 5UU for$i.:^r.; icXfCi. $2.fX).

How to Keep Houey and preserve its
richness and flavor. Price same as Why Eat Honey.

Alsike Clover Leaflet.—Full directions
for growing. 50 for ^5 cts. ; lOO for 4u cts. ; 200. 70c.

Apiary Register, by Thos. G. Newman.—
Devotes two pages to a colony. Leather binding.
Price, for 50 colonies, ll.OO; for lOo colonies, $1.25.

Frepuratloiv uf lloaey roi- the Markat*
Including tlie production and care ot comb and
extracted honey. A chapter from Bees AXr
HoXEV. Price, 10 cents

Bee-Pusturnae a Xece«>lty.—This book sug'
ecests what and bow to plat' ills a chanter fron
Bees a.nu IIunev. Price. 10 cento.

The Hive I I'se, by G. M. Doolittle. It
details his niauajrement of bees, and methods
of producinK comb houey. Price. 5 cents.

nr. Howard's Book on Fonl Brood.
—Gives the McEvoy Treatment and reviews the ex-
periments of others. Price, 25 cts.

Silo and Silage, by Prof . A .I.Cook.—It
fflves the method in operation at the Michigan Agrt*
cultural College. Price, 2j cts.

AVInter Problem in Bee-Keepinjr. by G.
R. Pierce. Result of 25 years' experience. 30 ct«.

Handlins Bees, by Chas. Dadant Sc Son.—
A Chapter from I.angstroth Revised. Price, 8 eta.

Hintory of Bee-Assoclaiions. and Brief Re-
ports of the flrst 20 eonvenliona. Price, 10.

Foul Brood Treatment, by Prof. F. R.
Cheshire.—Its Cause and Prevention. Price, 10 cis.

Foul Brood, by A. R. Kohnke.—Origin.
Development and Cure. Price 10 cts.

Bee-Keeplns lor Profit, by Dr. G. L.
Tinker.-Uevised and enlarged. It details the au-
thor's " new Hyuteui. nr Imw to get the largest yields
of comb or extracted honey." 8o p.; illustrated. 25c.

Commercial €al<-iilator, by C. Ropp.—
A ready Calculator, Bnsiaess Arithmetic and Ac-
count-Book combined in one. Every farmer and
business nian should have it. No. Inbound in water
proof leatherette, call dnish. Price, 40 cts. No. 2
in dne artiflcial leather, with pocket, silicate slate,
and account-book. Price. 60 cts.

Greon'M Four Books, by Chas. A. Green.
—Devoted to, 1st. How We Made the Old Farm Pay;
2nd. Peach Culture; 3rd. Uow to Propagate Fruit-
Plants, Vines and Trees; 4th, General Fruit In-

structor. Nearly 12u pages. Fully illustrated. 2') cts.

Ciarden and Orcliard, by Chas. A. Green
—Gives full instructions in Thinning and Marketing
Fruits; Pruning. Planting and Cultivating; Spray-
ing. Evaporation. Cold Storage, Etc. U4 pages, illus-

trated. Price, 25 cts.

Kendall's Horse-Book. — .35 pictures,
showing positions of sick horses, and treats on all

their diseases, English or German. Price, 25 cts.

Lumber and Log-Book. — Gives meas-
urements of lumber, logs planks; wages, etc. 25c.

Maple Sugar iind the Supar Bush, by Prof.
A. J. Cook.— Full instructions. Price, 35 cts.

Grain Tables, for castinjr up the price of
grain, produce, hay, etc. Price, 25 cts.

Capons and Caponizlng, by Dr. Sawyer,
Fanny Field, and others.—Illustrated. All about
caponizing fowls, and thus how to make the most
money in poultry-raising. 64 pages. Price, 30 els.

Our Poultry Doctor, or Health In the
Poultry Yard and How to Cure Sick Fowls, by
Fanny Field,—Everything about Poultry Diseases
and their Cure. 64 pages. Price, 30 cts.

Poultry for Market and Poultry for
Profit, by Fanny Field.—Tells everything about the
Poultry Business. 64 pages. Price, 25 cts.

Turkeys for Market and Turkeys for
Profit, by Fanny Field.—All about Turkey-Raising.
64 pages. Price. 25 cts.

Rural liife.— Bees. Poultry. Fruits, "Vege-
tables, and Household Matters. K'U pages. 25 cts.

Potato Culture, by T. B. Terry.—It tells
how to grow them prohtably. Price, 40 cts.

Haud-Book of Healtli. by Dr. Foote.—
Hints about eating, drinking, etc. Price, 25 cts.

Bee-Keepers' Directory, by H. Alley.—
Latest methods in Oueen-Rearing, etc. Price, 50c.

Book Clubbing Oilers.

(Bead Carefully.)

The following clubbing prices Include the

American Bee Journal one year with each

book named. Remember, that only one book

can be taken In each ease with the Bee Jour-

nal a year at the prices named. If more books

are wanted, see postpaid prices given with

the description of the books on this page.

Following Is the clubblng-Ust:

1. LangBtroth on tbe Honey-Bee 12.00
2. A B nt Bee-Culture 2.00
3. Bee-Keeper'sGulde 1.75
4. Bees and Honey I Cloth boundl 1.65
5. Doollttle's Scientific Queen-Kearlng. 1.T5
6. Dr. Howard's Foul Brood Book 1.10
7. Advanced Bee-Culture 1.80
n. Blenen-Kultur [German] 1.20

11. Katlonal Bce-Keoplng [Paper toundl 1.73
.12. Thirty Years Among the Bees 1.30
13. Bee-KeeplDg lor Profit 1.15
14. Convention HacdBook 1,15
15. Poultry for Market and Profit 1. 10
16. Turkeys for Market and Profit 1.10
17. Capons and Cainmlzing 1.10
18. Our Poultry Doctor 1.10
19. Greens Four Bi)oks 1.15
21. Garden and Orchard 1.15
23. Kural Life 1.10
25. Commercial Calculator. No. 1 1.25
26. Comme-clal Calculator, No. 2.. 1.40
27. Kendall's Horse-Book 1.10
30. Potato Culture 1.20
32. Hand-Bookof Health 1.10
34. Maple Sugar and the Sugar Bush 1.20
35. SUo and Silage.. . 1.10
36. Winter Problem in Bee-Keeping 1.30
37. Apiary Register (for 50 colonies) 1.75
38. Apiary Register (tor 100 colonies) . 2.00
39. Bee-Keepers' Directory 1.30

Mllfir^ HONEY-EXTRACTOR
iTllllU ^ Square Glass Jars.

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies in general, etc etc
Send for our new catalog.

Practical llliits " will be mailed for lOo.
lu stamps. Api>ly to—

Chas. F. Muth & Son, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Honey - Clovers I

We have made arrangements so that we can
furnish seed of several of the Clovers by
freight or express, at the following prices,
cash with order:

5B> 10ft 25ft 50ft
Alslke Clover.. 70 $1.25 J3.00 $5.75
Sweet Clover (white). .60 1.00 2.2.) 4.00
White Clover 90 1.60 3.75 7.00
AlfalfaClover 60 1.00 2.25 4.00
Crimson Clover 55 .90 2.00 3.50

Prices subject to market changes.

Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage. If

wanted by freight.

Your orders are solicited.

GEORGE W. YORK & Co.
CHICAGO. ILL.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

ITALIAN QUEENS
••Good Yellow Ones "—60c each: 6 for $3.00.

|-Lui HuNEY-JARo $450 per gross.

Catalog of Apiarian Supplies free.

I. J. STRH^TGHAin,
105 Park Place. NEW YORK, N. Y.

Apiary—Glen Cove, L. I.

Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

Italian Queens ""' fiTir
Untested, 50c.: Tested, $1.00.

Nuclei. 2 frame. $1.35, including a good Queen
E. li. CAKRINOrON,

22Atf De Fuiiiak Sprliiss. Fla.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.
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Questioi;)'Box.
In tbe multitude of counsellors there ii

safety.—Prov. 11-14.

Using Zinc Separators.

E. France— 1 and 2. I don't know.

J. A. Stone— 1 and 2. 1 don't know

H. D. Cutting— 1 and 2. I don't know.

J. M. flambaugh— 1 and 2. I don't
know.

Prof. A. J. Cook— 1. I think not. 2.

I do not think so.

R, L. Taylor— 1 and 2. I should not
be afraid to use them.

W. G. Larrabee— 1 and 2. I have
rever used zinc separators.

Eugene Secor— 1 and 2. I have never
tried them. I use tin or wood.

Dr. A. B. Mason— 1 and 2. I should
say no to both. Bees don't eat such
drugs.

P. H. Elwood— 1 and 2. I have ob-
served no harm, and we have used them
for years.

Mrs. L. Harrison— 1. I have never
used zinc separators. 2^ I have no
knowledge on this point.

A. F. Brown— 1 and 2. I should not
use the zinc separator. Use wood in-

instead. Wood is far preferable.

G. M. Doolittle— 1 and 2. I have
never experienced any trouble with zinc
queen-excluders. I use tin for separa-
tors.

G. W. Demaree— 1. I have never had
my bees injured by using the zinc ex-
cluders. 2. I don't see how it could in-

jure the bees.

Chas. Dadant & Son— 1 and 2. We do
not believe zinc separators to be poison-
ous, but we dislike separators of any
kind, and think they are more trouble
than advantage.

Dr. J. P. H. Brown— 1 and 2. I have
no practical knowledge; but I am in-

clined to think, from what I know of

the properties of oxide of zinc, that it

would do no barm.

Rev. M. Mahin— I have never used
zinc separators, but I should have no
fear of harm from their use. I would
clean the oxide off of them. 2. It would
not poison the bees.

Dr. C. C. Miller— 1. Perhaps the main
objection would be the same as to any
metal, too good a conductor of heat. 2.

Probably it isn't a wholesome diet for
them, but they're not likely to get any
of it from separators.

C. H. Dibbern— 1. I do not think there
Is any harm in using them, but I con-
sider tin cheaper, and wood preferable.
2. I do not think the oxide from zinc at
all injurious to bees, as they do not eat
it, but simply brush It off.

J. E. Pond— 1 and 2. None at all, in

my opinion. I have used them and have
never found any trouble or difficulty in

their use. How, or In what way, can
they so bo used as to injure the honey
In the sections they are designed to keep
separate 1

Emerson T. Abbott— 1. I do not know
what you mean by "harm." I should
not use zinc separators, harm or no
harm. 2. Not If they do not eat It, and
I am not so sure It would be then. I

Finest Alfalfa Honey

!

IT SELLS ON TASTING.

The Honey that Suits All

Who Buy It.

Low Prices Now!
We can furnish 'Wtlite Alfalfa Extracted Honey, In 60-pound tin cans, on

board cars in Chicago, at these prices : 1 can, in a case, 7}^ cents per pound ; 2 cans
In one case, 7 cents ; 4 cans (2 cases) or more, 6J^ cents. The Cash must accom-
pany each order. Fine Basswood Flavor Honey at same price ; also in

270-lb. barrels.

It^" A sample of either honey will be mailed to an Intending purchaser, for 8
cents, to cover postage, packing, etc. We guarantee purity.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

New London,
Wisconsin,Page & Lyon Mfg. Co.

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus
securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
They have also one One of tbe Largest Factories and the latest

and most-improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there is in the State. The material is cut from patterns, by machinery,
and is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and 'whitest
BasS'WOOd is used, and they are pollsht on both sides. Nearness to Pine
and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equlpt with best
machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.-
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies.

Please mention tlie American Bee .Tournal. 7Atf

BEE-KEEPERS We make

SUPPLIES
Th.e Very Finest Line of

in the Market, and sell

them at Low Prices.
Send for Free Illii^tralcd Catalog and I*rfee-LiUt.

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.

Special Agent for the Southwest-^- ^-
^^^^st^'joseph, mo.

Mr. Abbott sells oiir Hives and Scotlons at Factory Prices.

That Glueen-Clipping Device Free I

Works Like a Cliarm. Couldn't Do Wltbont It.

The Monette Queen-Cllpplng Device works

LIKE A CBAKM. With It I have clipped 30

queens, all in one day, when e-xamlnlng my
bees. Wm. Stollev, Grand Island, Nebr.

PLEASE READ THIS OFFER TO PRESENT SUBSCRIBERS :

Send us jimt ow new jtame for the American Bee Journal a year (with fl.OO), and we
will mail you the Queen-Clipping Devii-e fkee of charge. Or, the Queen-Clipping Device

will be sent postpaid for 30 cts. But why not get it as a Premium by the above offer

You can't earn 30 cts. any easier. Almost every bee-keeper will want this Device.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigati St., CHICAGO, ILL.

I have clipped 19 queens, and must say the
Monette Queen-Clipping Device Is by far the
best invention ever made, and will be wel-
come to many bee-keepers as It was to me. 1

could not do without one now.
Dr. Geo. Lacke, Newburgh, Ind,
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Foundation —Sections— Hives
or any Other Supplies.

If you are in a rusli, send me your order. I

eeU the bent only, and flU orders promptly
at LOWEST PHIOE. BecBWax wanted III

exchange.

Working Wax l^° L^^^fsl." A Specialty.

pr" Write for Catalog and Prlce-LUt. with
Samples of Foundation and Sections.

GUS DITTMER,
Al«t>TA, WIS.

please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

SEE THAT WINK

!

Bee - Suppliex I KoOT's
Goods at Hoot's Prices.

Ponder's Hoiiej- - Jars,
and every thing used by
bee-keepers. Prompt ser-

vice, low freight rate. Cat
tree. Walter S. Ponder,

—7—:r—-Tj^^T—7, 162 Mass. Ave.,
^yjr£.» pQ\|DulJfiI> Indianapolis. Indiana

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

er- IF YOU WANT THE

have two pet squirrels which have eaten

more than two square feet of zinc in the

last two years, and it has not poisoned

them.

J. A. Green— 1. 1 have used zinc sep-

arators somewhat, and have never found

any objections, except their lack of

stiffness. What I used was very thin-
much thinner than ordinary sheet zinc.

2. I have never had much of the oxide

form on thorn, but I do not think it

would do any harm.

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely than any other published, send

ll.2o to Prof. A. J. Cook. Claremont, Calif.,

forbls _ ., I #» . 1

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

Liiberal Discounts to the Trade.

Please mention Bee Journal wlien writing.

Has Ko Sag 111 Brood-Frames

Tliin Flat-Bottom FoundatioD
Bas to Fishbone Id Ibe Snrplas Hone;.

PATENT WIRED COMB FODRDATIOH

\ ^HK BeiDd the cleanest Is asually worked
\ J^B tue qalckeBt of any Foandation made

t^^^ J. A. VAN DEUSEN,
^H|^H Sole ManatactQrer,^BWV Spront Brook Monteomery Co., N- Y-

Please mention Bee Joioa-nal when "writing.

Golden Beauties and S-Banded
Or IHIPORTED STOCK.

Silver-Gray Carniolans.
Dntes ed.oOc; Tested, 75c. Safe arrival

guaranteed. Address.

Judge E. Y. TEBBAL & CO.
26A14t Cameron. Texas.

Please mention Bee Journal %vhen writing.

'
ONE MAN WITH THE

UNION °°"i;':;-^'°''
Can do the work of four
men using hand tools. In
Hipping, Cuttlng-ofl, Mi-
tring, Kahbeting, Groov-
ing. Gaining. Dadoing,
Edglng-up. Jointing Stuff,
etc. Full Line of Foot ana
Hand Power Machinery.
Mi on Trial. CaUloEcne Free.

SENEf^A FAIiLS mFG. CO.,
46 Water St SENECA FALLS. N. Y.

Ple.ise mention Bee Journal when writing.

Qet;)eral Itenjs.

Good Season for Bees.

My bees stored lots of honey this year.

It sold for 10 and 12)4 cents per sec-

tion, or pound. How is that for North
Carolina? J. D. A. Fisher.

Rowan Co., N. C, Sept. 2.

California
If you care to know of Its Fruits, Flowers
Climate or Resources, send for a Sample Copy
ol California's Favorite Paper—

The Pacific Rural Press
The leading Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the Paclflc Coast Published weekly,
handsomely Illustrated $0.00 per annum.
Sample Copy Free.

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
330 Market St.. - SAN FRANCISCO. OAL.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Nice Honey-Flow—Sweet Clover.

As Mr. Bevins says, once a bee-keeper,

always a bee-keeper; and I say, once

have the American Bee Journal, always

have the American Bee Journal.

I have now 6() colonies, and a nice

farm of SO acres to keep them on. The
honey-flow was very nice from white

clover, about 40 pounds to the colony,

and here we always have a big fall flow.

I have tried this snmmer to sow sweet

clover in a cornfield of seven acres just

before it was cultivated the last time.

It all came up nicely. Next year we
will see how it will act as a fertilizer

when it is plowed under. Some of it I

will keep In blossom for the bees and

seed. N. N. Alling.
Middlesex Co., N. J., Aug. 14.

iSBeeswax
For all the Oood, Pure Yellovir

Beeswax delivered to our office till

further notice, we will pay 25 cents per

pound, CASH ; or 28 cents for whatever

part Is exchanged for the Bee Journal,

Honey, Books or Seed, that we offer. If

you want casta, promptly, for your

Beeswax, .send it on at once. Impure

wax not taken at any price. Address as

follows, very plainly,

GEO. W. YORK 65: CO.
118 Michigan st., CHICAGO. ILL.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Honey-House—Moving Bees.

While we are discussiuR the merits

and demerits of the "best" breed of

bees, and trying to determine whether

such a " strain" (on our guesser) should

have three or five hairs on the left hind

leg, there are some other "pints" that

I, for one (perhaps among many), would

like to learn from the sages.

For instance, I would like to see in

the Bee Journal a description, with

plans, diagrams and elevations, of the

"best" honey-house to be built at a

small or moderate cost. It should be

figured on the needs of 100 colonies as

a basis. The plans should show size,

arrangement of doors and windows, how
best protected by screens, ventilation,

heat or coolness of temperature, and

how acquired. Then the equipment

should be described ; the size, shape,

and arrangement of work-bench, tools,

racks, storage-tanks for extracted honey,

for comb honey ; whether they should

be zinc-lined and air-tight, or ventilated,

and all other details, needless, and too

numerous, here to mention. I believe

in "a place for everything and every-

thing in its place." Is there not among
our bee-masters an architectural and ex-

perienced mind that can show us how to

provide such a place, to our satisfaction

as well as that of our bees ?

I would also like to know a thing or

two about moving bees. What season is

best? Can it be well done in fall or

winter (open winter here in California) ?

What precautions are necessary both as

CARLOADS
or Bee-Hives. Sections, Ship-
ping-Cases. Comb Foundation,
and Everything used in the
Bee-Industry.
We want the name and ad-

dress of every Bee-Keeper In
•' America. We supply Deal-
ers as well as consumers. We

have liry Kiln, Improved Machinery, 40,000

feet of floor space, and all modern appliances.

We make prompt shipment.
Write for Catalogs. Quotations, etc.

Mer-State lanufacturinE Co,

HUDSON, St. Croix Co., WIS.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

DCC l/CCDCD^ I Let me send you my 64-

btt-Nttr tnO I page Catalog for 18M7.

J. M. Jenitlns, Wetumpka, 41a.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Full Colonies for Sale
-FINE 1TAI.IAN-HV3RIDS-

30 miles northwest of Chicago. In 9-trame
Langstroth hives. Bees In good condition.

Only a lew colonies. Prices—S5.00 per colony;

5 colonies, at $4.75 each : or 10 colonies at

S4.50 each.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO..

CHICAGO, ILLS.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

^^^^sufiiciently serious to require expert medi-
IH^Ical treatment, address^B Dr. Peiro, 100 State St., Chicago.

Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

UNG DISEASES.

Beautiful Honey-Cases
Made by the A. I. Root Co.. at their prices.

BecHivax Wanted.
M. H. HUNT, Bell Branota, MlcU.

Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

A GENUINE

Egg Preservative
That will keep Hen's Egcs perfectly throuKh
warm weather, just as good as fresh ones for

cooklnir and f rostlnK. One man paid 10 cents

a dozeii for the eggs he preserved, and then
later sold Ihcm for -Zo cents a dozen. Tou can
preserve them for about 1 ociit per dozen.
Now Is the time to do It. while eggs are cheap.

Address for Circular giving further Infor-

'""'°°~
Dr. A. B. MASON,

.-J.jIS Monroe Street, - Toledo. Ohio.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.
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YORK'S

OWN TESTIMONY

Z

AFTER 18 MONTHS' USE.

Chicag-o, July 27th, 1897.
Dear Dr. House:

M_v office force hava fallen
in love with j'ourYellowzone.s.

I enclose $1.00 for as many
as you mail for that amount.y Success to you in your ex- ^7^ cellent work. ^"

Very truly yours,
Geo. W. York.

P. S. Say, /think as much
of your"Zones" asthe"g-irls"
do. They just straightened
out a verj' severe headache I
had awhile ago. Worth their
weight in the yellow metal
now being raved about up in
Alaska. G.W. Y.

FOR PAIN AND FEVER. z
An honest and efficient

remedy for all fevers, head-
aches, colds, grip, rheuma-
tism, neuralgia, etc. And
every box guaranteed— but
no customer has ever yet
asked for his money back.
One box, with supply of

Zoiiet Cdthartirn, 25c; si x
boxes for $1.00. Most orders
are for Dollar lots.

W. B. House, M.D.,
•^j^ Drawer 1, Detour, Mich. f^

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

500 Choice Italian
—BUSINESS QUEENS—

Ready to Kend by return mall. Unteated
Queens, .50 cts. eacb ; y, doz., J2.80. Tested,
70 ctB. Special rates on hirg-e orders.
Address, LEIMINnEK BROS.,

29Dtt Ft. Jennings. Ohio.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

H. G. Ouirin, of Bellevue, Ohio
-QUEEN-BREEDER-

Offers " Warranted " GoldOD. or Leather-Col-
ored Queens at 50 cts. each, six lor $2.75.

Queens are Voung^, Hardy and Prolific; no
disease In my locality. Have received orders
from asinjrie bee-keeperwitbin 10 months for
as b\gh at 150 Queens. I^iy Bees »peak tor
UieiiiMelveii. 3tjA7t

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

ITALIAN QUEENS
Ity ICetiirii .Mail.

Choice Tested at 6.5 cts. each ; Untested at
50 cts. each, or $5.00 per dozen—from now to
November Ist.

F. A. Crowcll, Ciranscr, Minn.
35A6t Please mention the Bee Journ il.

Please Send X7s the Names o( your
neighbors who keep bees, and we will

send them sample copies of the Bkk
JouRNAi,. Then please call upon them
and get them to subscribe with you, and
secure some of the premiums we offer.

RELIABLE INCUBATOR AND BROODER:
Need We Say More?

All about them in Book on Incubation and Toultry. Sent for 10 cents.

RELIABliJNCUB^^

to removal and prevention of return of
bees to the old stamping grounds ? Can
the work be best done at night ? Ought
the hives to be kept closed for any
period of time, or may the bees be al-

lowed to fly at ouce ?

I desire to move my bees perhaps one-
eighth to one-quarter mile over to the
other side of a canyon. As the distance
is short, there may be some difficulties I

have not apprehended. If so, I shall be
glad to know them. Geo. H. Stipp.
Santa Clara Co., Calif.

[As Mr. Stipp's questions can be more
satisfactorily answered by a Callfornlan,

will any of our subscribers out there,

who have had experience along the lines

Indicated, kindly send us their replies

for publication ? If they have photo-

graphs of the honey-house, and will

kindly send them, we will endeavor to

have them accompany the descriptions.

Especially the interior arrangement

should be shown.

—

Editor.]

Report for the Season.

This has been a fine honey year. I

have sold over 1,000 pounds of honey
from my bees. I started with 7 colo-

nies, and increast to 14. I got two
Italian queens from Texas, in June, and
now I have two fine Italian colonies. I

tried J. E. Pond's way of Italianizing,

and It workt like a charm.
Out of the old honey I got last spring

when I transferred my bees, I made
some vinegar, and now I sell it for 40
cents a gallon. The people.around here
never heard of honey vinegar before.

The honey season Is over now, except
what the bees gather from the fruit.

We have never had such a fruit year

—

the trees are all breaking down with
fruit.

I see in the Bee Journal something
about it raining so much that the bees
can't work, in so many places. They
can work here ; we have had only one
shower since March 28. How Is that
for California ? I wish you would send
some of your rain this way. This sum-
mer has been fearfully hot here.

W. A. Pellew.
Nevada Co., Calif., Aug. 31.

Anent the Sale of Honey.

I have read with great Interest the
various opinions advanced in the Ameri-
can Kee Journal regarding the proper
procedure in establishing a home mar-
ket, and I feel that. In return, I owe to

my benefactors a brief recital of my first

and recent experience.
I live amid at least a dozen groceries,

each ready to sell honey. This to show
the competition In trade. A month ago
I took off about 100 pounds of comb
honey. I gave some away—a doubtful
procedure—and encouraged my neigh-

bor's boy to sell the rest—for a consider-

ation, of course.

Charlie Is a boy with an eye to busi-
ness, and In two days of selling, from
door to door, disposed of my little stock.
Yesterday I took off another 50 pounds
(I have four colonies), and the same
Charlie has sold nearly half, and will

finish selling every section this week.
If I had four times as much, it would
soon be gone.
Now to the contrast I wish to call at-

tention. All my informers say—and
very justly, in a general sense— " have
every section perfectly clean and pre-
sentable." Is this advice not subject to
exceptions ? Here Is my point : Being
a novice in the honey line, I used old
sections in the supers—a thing I will not
do again. The result was that my sec-
tions, when filled, did not look well, es-

pecially as I did not scrape-off the prop-
olis. Sold them just as they came out
of the super.

I have a good neighbor who Is much
better posted than I In bee and honey
lore. His sections are the perfection of
neatness, and the honey in them is

about the finest I ever saw. Yet note
the results—so queer is human caprice:
The same boy sold some of his sections,

but they are so clean that it seems to in-

vite the suspicion that the honey is

"manufactured," and, the boy says, is

less salable than mine. These are the
facts; draw your deductions.
Cook Co., III. Emm Dee.

Too Dry Since June.

Bees did well here the forepart of the
season, but It has been too dry since the
latter part of June.

(Rev.) H. H. Flick.
Dauphin Co., Pa., Sept. V.

A Colorado Report—Ants.

We have had a pretty good honey-flow
and increase. After the spring, I had
24 colonies. They increast to 42, very
suddenly, and then the swarming quit

just as quickly. I afterwards got word
of a very large swarm having settled on
a tree near a neighbor, about Aug. 10,

and I hived It on the ground. They had
their hive three-fourths full of honey,
and the balance of space in eggs In one
week exactly. I never saw a finer look-

ing queen— not yellow, but leather-col-

ored, showing scarcely any black.

I made a mistake last spring, I think,

in not getting a stand and roller ready

to put in wired foundation. I used the

old combs bought in the hives, tying

them in with thread, which they often

cut before they had the combs fastened.

While I was poorly, I had one swarm
become queenless, and get laying work-
ers. As It was weak, I smoked them
both, and turned the bees into another
after-swarm, with a fine queen, which Is

doing well. Since then I found one col-

ony—an old one—queenless, and while

straightening the frames and putting in

a frame of eggs and brood, robbing be-

gan, and I failed to stop It, and the bees

found another in the same shape, and
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were robbing through a crack between

an untilleii super and the warpt old hive.

I took the super off, made the cover

tight, and piled grass on the alighting-

board, but did not succeed in saving

them. These were old colonies, which had

not swarmed, I thought. I was sur-

prised to have them become queenless in

July and August; and to f^il also in

rearing new queens.

Most of the honey I have taken as yet

is off the large early swarms. I will

have about 400 pounds of good honey,

and a considerable bit of crooked and

light, due to my own poor work. You
may say the whole crop is from our

three honey-plants—alfalfa, sweet clo-

ver, and cleome, although they work a

good bit early on the sun-flowers, and
all during the fall season on mintzelia

nuda—called Colorado evening star—

a

pretty, silvery, ivory-white flower, which
grows on the tops of stiff, whity-green

stems and leaves. The bees are very

fond of them. They grow on dry, bare

spots, and do not open until -i p.m. fine

evenings. I should like to know what
the honey is like.

One of my neighbors—Edwin Miller

—

is well pleased with his honey-crop. He
says the flow kept on longer than any
previous year in this section.

I don't know what to do with small,

black ants. They are walking in

through the side of the house and win-

dows, all across a good-sized room and
up on a table to my honey-cases.

W. A. Varian.
Weld Co., Colo., Aug. 31.

Wliat Xln-y Say About the Pou-
«ler Iloney-Jai-!«.

Bayoxne. N. J., July .'il, 1897.
Waltek S. Poudeu. ludiaQaoolis. Ind.
Deiir Sir—lu reference to the way in which

you pack your Jars, we would say that ^»e
kept a strict couut on the last shipment, ma-
king a memo, of the number of broken ones
In each case when opened. We found upon
finishiug the 1200 jars that we had 14 one-
pound and 2 half-round broken, or an aver-
age of I'j jars to the case. This is a big Im-
provement when we look back to the time
when we received them packt In straw from
other houses, with all the way from 4 to 10 in
a case broken.

Wishing you and j'our business success, we
remain. Yours truly, Holdikg Bros.

Convention ]>'otices.

Teiiiiesnee.—The Southern East Tennessee
Bee-Keepers' Association will hold its annual
session at Cooksons Creek, Friday, Oct. 1. be-
ginning at 9 o'clock, a.m. Beekeepers are
earnestlj- retiuested to attend. The program
foreshadows entertainment for the most fas-
tidious. W. J. CllPELASD, Sec.
Fetzerton, Tenn.

WIscoimlu.—The Southwestern Wiscon-
sin Bee-Keepers' Association will hold its
annual convention at Boscobel, October 6
and 7. 1897. All the leading apiarian subjects
of the day will be thoroughly discust. and a
general good time is expected. All are cordi-
ally Invited to come and bring their friends.
Calamine. Wis. F. L. .Murrav, Sec.

Bee-Keepers' JPItotogrrapli.—We
have now on hand a limited number of ex-
cellent photographs of prominent bee-keep-
ers—a number of pictures on one card. The
likeness of 49 of them are shown on one of
the photographs, and 121 on the other. We
will send them, postpaid, for ;iu cts. a card,
mailing from the 121 kind first: then after
they are all gone, we will send the 49 kind.
So those who order first will get the most
"faces'" for their money. Send orders to
the Bee Journal ofBce.

HDNEY and BEESWAX
,llAKKK'r <HJ0XAT10:^S.

Chicago, 111., Sept. 1.—Fancy white 12c.;

No. 1. lU to lie; tancy amber, 9c.; No. 1,

7 to 8c. ; fancy dark. 7 to 8o.; No 1. 7c. Ex-
tracted, while, .5 to (ic. ; amber, 4 to oo.

;
dark,

:JHc. Beeswax, 2G to 27c.

There ie a little houey selling now, and with
this month sales ought to Increase. It Is also

a good time to ship comb, as wax is ttroug.

and resists jars in transit.

Kansas City, Mo.. Aug. 10.—Fancy white.

13c.; No. 1. 11 to 12c.; fancy amber. 10 lo

lie; No. 1. 9 to 10c. ; fancy dark, 8 to He;
No. 1,7 to 8c. Extracted, white, 5 to aVtO.;

amber, 4 to 4 !4c.; dark, 3>4 to 4c. Beeswax,
25c.~ There Is very little demand for honey this

hot weather, but will Improve with cooler
weather.

St. Iiouis, Mo., Aug. 9.—Fancy white, 12
to 12S40,; No. 1, 11 to ll^c; fancy amber. 10
tolOVic; No. 1. 9 to 9>4c. fancy dark, 8 to
8i4o.; No. 1,5 to 7c. Extracted, white, 5 to

o^ic; amber. 4 to 4^4c.; dark, 3H to 4c. Bees-
wax, 24 to 24 ^c.

The weather so far this season has been too
warm for the free movement of honey, but
with the present prices on sugar we think
there should be a good demand tor extracted
honey at the above prices. One car of 24,000
pounds sold since our last quotation on basis

of above prices. Beeswax finds ready sale at

24c. tor prime, while choice stock brings a
little more.

San Prancisco, Calif., Sept. 1. — White
comb, 1-lbs., 7 to9o.; amber comb. 4 to 6c.

Extracted, white, 414 to A\Q.\ light amber.
3!4to4c.; da'k tule, 23^0. Beeswax, fair to
choice. 23 to2.TC.

There is a moderate amount of business do-
Insr in extr,acted on export account at fairly

steady figures, quotations remaining un-
changed. Comb is meeting with small custom
for local use. Arrivals for the season to date
fool up about 2.000 cases, as against 1,000
cases tor same time In 1896. Shipments ag-
gregate 1,600 cases, as against 200 cases a
year ago.

Cleveland, Ohio, Aug. 31.—Fancy white,
13c.; No. 1. 12c ; fancy amber. 8 to 9c.; fancy
dark, 6 to 7c. Extracted, white, 6^ to 7c.;

amber. 5 to o^c.
Fancy white Is In demand, but very little Is

coming in.

Philadelphia, Pa., Sept. 3.—Fancy white,
13!4 to 14c.; No 1. 12c. Extracted, white.
6c.; amber, 4 to oc; dark, 4c. Beeswax, 24c.

No arrivals of dark or amber honey yet to
any extent. Keports from all parts show
large yields of hooey In the East.

Buffalo, IT. Y., Sept. 1.—Fancy white, 11 to
1 2c. ; No. 1 . 9 10 10c. ; fancy amber. 8 to 9 c.

;

No. 1 , 7 to 8c. ; fancy dark, 6 to 7c. ; No. 1 5
6c. Extracted, white. 5 to 6c.; amber, 4 to
4^c.; dark, 3!4 to 4c. Beeswax, 22 to 26e.

Honey Is selling j ust a little better, but we
advise moderate shipments till October and
November, when liberal amounts can be sold.

Milwaukee, Wis., Sept. 2.—Fancy white,
12 to 13c.; No. 1,11 to 12c.; fancy amber, 8

to 10c. Extracted, white, 5 to 6c.; amber. 4
to 5c.; dark, 4 to 4 He. Beeswax. 25 to 27c.

The receipts of new comb honey begin to
arrive, and of very nice quality. The ex-
tracted Is improving In quality. There Is

danger of not allowing It to cure before ship
ping. The demand l8 only moderate, bu
equal to former seasons, as while fruit It

plenty honey is not wanted so much. Later
there must be improved demand.

New Tork, N, Y., Sept. 7.—Fancy white,
12 to 13c.; otr grades, 10 to lie; buckwhaat,
9 to 10c. Extracted. California, white, 5 to
5>4c. ; light amber, 4>4 to 5c. Southern, 50
to 55c. a gallon.

New crop of comb honey Is arriving more
freely, and we have a good demand. Califor-
nia extracted is In fairly good demand, but all

other kinds are neglected. Beeswax Is quiet
and easier.

Albany, H. Y., Sept. 7.—Fancy white, 12 to
13c.; No. 1. 10 to 12c.; No. 1 amber. 9 to 10c.

;

No. 1 dark. 8 to Oc.

New crop comb honey Is arriving qnlte free-

ly, but as yet there Is very little demand. The
quality is about the same as last year. Ex-
tracted Is very quiet.

Minneapolis, Minn., Sept. 1. — Fancy
white. 11 to Kic: No. 1, 10 to lie; fancy
amber. 9 to 10c. ; No. 1,8 to 9c.; fancy dark,
8 to 9c.; No. 1 dark. G to 7c. Extracted,
white. 5 to 6c. Beeswax, 23 to 25c.

Only strictly fancy stock wanted in this

market. Market is firm but sales are slow.

Detroit, Mich., Aug. 31—Fancy white. 11

to 12c.; No. 1 white, 10-llc. Extracted, white,
5!4 to 6He Beeswax, 25 to 26c.
No dark honey is jet offered. There is a

steady demand for fancy white. Extracted Is

of good quality.

Indianapolis, Ind., Sept.. 1.—Fancy white.
11 to 13c.; No 1.9 to 10c. Extracted, white. 5
to 6c.; amber, 4 to 5c. Beeswax, 25c.

In an experience of eight years I have never
before seen the demand so good for comb
honey as it is just now. Consumers claim
that honey is better this year than usual.
Extracted honey is selling slowly,

Boston, Mass., Sept 1.—Fancy white. 12
to 13c.; No. 1. 12c.; lancy amber. 10 to lie.

Extracted, white, 6!4 to 7c.; amber, 6 to 6Hc
Beeswax, 27c.

Honey is now being received In small lots

and meeting a fair demand at above prices.

Bemand will naturally Increase with cooler
weather, and with the short Eastern crop, it

should clean up in good shape.

Cincinnati, Ohio, Sept. 7. — Extracted,
white. 5 to 6c.; amber. 4 tooe; dark, 3!4 to
4cc. Beeswax, 20 to 25c.
Our prices for best white comb honey

ranges between 11 and 12c. Have no demand
for dark comb honey. Demand is good for all

kinds of honey.

List of Honey and Beeswax Dealers.

Most of whom Quote In this Journal.

CtalcaKO, Ilia.

R. A. BUBSBTT & Co.. 163 South Water Street.

New York, N. Y.
HiLDRETH Bros. & Seoelken.

120 & 123 W. Broadway.

Kansa* City, no.
0. C. Clkmomb & Co., 423 Walnut St.

BnSalo, N. Y.
Battbbbon & Co., 167 & 169 Scott St.

Hamilton, Ills.

Chab. Dadant & Son.

Pblladelplila, Pa.

WM. A. Selser, 10 Vine St.

Cleveland, Oblo.
A. B. Williams & Co , 80 & 82 Broadway.

St> l.onl«, ITIo.

Westcott Com. Co.. 213 Market St

ininneapollii, ininR.

S. H. Hall & Co.

inilwaniiee. Wis.
A, V. B1BHOP& Co.

Boston, mass.
Blakb. Scott & Lee., 57 Chathapi Street.

Detroit, micli.

M. H. Hunt. Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich.

Indianapolis, Ind.
Walter S. Pouder, 162 Massichusetts Ave.

Albany, N. Y.
Chas. MCCclloch Ss, Co., 380 Broadway.

Cincinnati, Oblo.
C. r. MCTH 4 SON, cor. Freeman* Central AvB.

ArQvi oisIe cai^ get rich.
~

If he makes enough money
e and saves it.

The Market Garden
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.,

.^, , Tells howtomake and save
-^V money at Market Gardening.

50c a year. Sample Free
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wtw%mwm —•* Copy of

—

L IJ L L Siu'cessfiil Bee-Keepiim,rn r r I'y W. Z, Hutchinson ;

^

I 1 1kk and our 1897 Catalog, tor 2-

cent stamp, or a copj' of the
Cataloiz for llie AMkiii^. We make almost
EverjlliliiK used by Uee-Keepers, and at
IjOivusi FriecB. Ol'k

Falcon Polisiit Sections
;irc warraiiled

Superior to Ail Others.

Don't buy cheaply and roughly made Goods,
when you can have ilie best—such as we
make.

Tlie Amei'icau Bee -Keeper
[monthly, now in its 7th year]

36 Pages—50 Cents a Year.
bAMPLE Fkee—Address,

THE W.T. FALCONER MFG. CO.,

JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

CIVIL SERVICE EXAMINATION
Called by county commissioners. Toiiic;
"Fencing." With nino competitors Page
agent walks otf with contract because of su-
perior points of excellence named. Write for
proof,

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO.. Adrian, Mich.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

<l

iiAAnci GOLDEN BEAUTIES
\VoKM and 3-Banded.

Untested at 45 cts. each. Write for wholesale
prices. I make the rearing of Queens a sne-
cialty. and there are no better bees in the
country than mine. To be convinced, order
one sample Queen. This Is a Money Order
post-office. I insure safe arrival.

DANIEL W'CJKTH,
34A4t Falmouth, Rush Co.. Ind.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

A Special Booklet Bargain

!

For a limited time we wish to make our
readers a special offer on booklets on Bees.

Poultry, Health, etc. Upon receipt of 75
cents we win mall any 6 of the list below:

and lor $1.25 we will mall the whole
dozen *

1. Foul Brood, by Dr. Howard 2.5c

2. Poultry for Market and Profit 25c
3. Turkeys for Market and Profit 25c
4. Our Poultry Doctor 30c
5. Capons and Caponl/.'ng 30c
B. Hand-Book of Health, by Dr. Foote.. 25c
7. Kendall's HorsoBook 25o
8. Rural Life 25o
9. Ropp's Commercial Calculator 25c

10. Foul Brood, by Kohnke 10c
11. Silo and Silage, by Prof Cook 25c
12. Blenen-Kultur, by Newman 40c

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,
- CHICAGO, ILLS.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Bee -Hives, Sections, Shipping-
Cases—everything used by bee-
keepers. Orders tilled promptly.
Send for catalog. llllJ.VKSdTA ItEE-

KEKI'EIW .Si;i'ri,V JlFli. (:il., Nicollet
Island, Minneapolis, Minn.

(-'HAS. MONDENO. Mgr.e2&.tf

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

THROAT

AND I.UNQ DISEASES,
DR, PEIRO, Specialist

Oiflces: 1019, 100 State 5t.,

CHICAGO. Hours 9 to 4.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

TIADANT^S t FOUNDATION
Shiping-Cases and Cans for Honey.

WE GIJAK.V.^i TEi; SA'lISFAt"riO:>[. Wliat more «aii anybody do?

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS-
I<MPf©S'rR@TH OPi THE HQNBY-BEE, Revised.

The Classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.25, by mail.

BEESWAX WANTED FOR NEXT SEASON'S USE.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
Please mention the Am. Bee Journal. HAMILTON, Haucock Co., ILL.

m eMowiO'^e m eMowioMi
i=ieb:=ii

Our business is making Sectious. We are located in the basswood belt of Wis-
consin ; therefore the material we use cannot be better. We have made the fol-

lowing prices :

No. 1 Snow-Wliite. I No. 1 Cream.
500 for $1.25 | 500 for §1.00
1000 for 2.50 | 1000 for 2.00
2000 for 4.75 2000 for 3.75
3000 for 6.75 | 3000 for 5.25

If larger quantities are wanted, write for prices.

Pi'icc-Liist of Sections, Foundations, Veil§, Smokers, Zinc, Etc.,
Sent on application.

cA35t MARSHFIELD MFG. CO., Marshfield, Wis.

TheBee-Keeper'sGuide
Given For 2 New Subscribers.
The following ofler is made to present sub-

scribers only, and no premium is also given
to the two new subscribers—simply the Bee
Journal for one year :

Send us Two New Subscribers to the Bee
Journal (with S'J.UOi. and we will mail you a
copy of Prof. Cooli's book free as a premi-
um. Prof. Cook's book alone sent for $1.25,
or we club It with me Bee Journal for a year
—both together for only 81.75. But surely
anybody can get only 2 new subscribers to
the Bee Journal for a year, and thus get the
boo' as a premium. Let everybody try for It"

Will you have one v

& CO., 118 Michigan St., Chicago, lU-

This 15th and latest edition of Prof. Cook's
magnificent book of 460 pages, in neat and
substantial cloth binding, we propose to give
away to our present subscribers, for the worli
of getting NEW subscribers for the American
Bee Journal.

A description of the book here is quite un-
necessary—it is simply the most complete sci-
entific and practical bee-book published to-

day. Fully illustrated, and all written in the
most fascinating style, The author is also
too well-known to the whole bee-world to re-
?uire any introduction. No bee-keeper is

uily equipped, or his library complete, with-
out "The Bee-Keeper's Guide."

GEORGE W. YORK

(ileanliigs lor One Whole Year, 25 Cents

Will furnish GLEANINGS one year—24 issues—to a new

subscriber, and one Untested Italian Queen, during the

month of September only, for the price of the journa

alone—namely, .SI.00. These Queens are catalogued at

75 cents each. By sending us SI.00 you will get the

Queen, 75 cents, and the journal for only 25 cents.

If you are already a subscriber and would like to get the

(Jueen, send us .?1.()0 with a new name for GLEANINGS,

and we will send the Queen to you, and the journal to the

new name sent.

Remember this offer Is good for this mouth only.

Tiie A. I. Root ('Oiiipaiiy, Medina, Ohio
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How Far Do Bees Travel for Hooey ?

BT C. P. DADANT.

I have often read of bees Koing great distances for their

honey, and harvesting crops from blossoms three miles or

more from their apiary. AUho there is probably some truth

in the statements thus made, yet, for all practical purposes, I

believe that it is useless to depend upon their going over two

miles in any one direction. We have had out-apiaries, located

4 to 12 miles away from our home apiary, for 25 years or

more, and I know by the experieuce of the crops in each of

these apiaries that the ranges of the bees in them were en-

tirely different.

We once had an apiary located on the shore of the Miss-

issippi river. This apiary remained in that spot for about

eight years, and its crop was always shorter than that of any

other apiary. It was about four miles north of our home, and
altho we knew that the vicinity of the river—which, of course,

cut off half of its pasture—had something to do with its scanty

crops, yet we disliked to remove it, because it was in a loca-

tion where orchards abounded and the facilities for a spring

harvest were good. We were for a long time under the im-

pression that the home apiary was helping to cut off its honey

supply, by its proximity, but we were well cured of this doubt

when we found a small apiary of 10 colonies exactly half way
which had harvested more surplus than eitherof our own.

We have often, since, ascertained that localities three

miles apart may have altogether different crops, both in

quantity and quality.

I read an article lately by one of our leading authorities,

in which he advises prospective bee-keepers to select their

location in reference to the amount of bloom, wild or culti-

vated. This is good advice, and yet it is not always safe to

depend upon present conditions to determine the future. As
an instance of changed conditions, unexpected, I will mention

what has happened in the neighborhood of an apiary which
we located some 20 years ago between the cities of Hamilton
and Warsaw, about half a mile from the Mississippi river.

When we first placed bees ou this farm, the land was but

little cultivated in the neighborhood, and the bottom or low

lands along the river, composed of islands and overflowed

strips, were, in their natural condition, producing a profusion

of fall bloom. The cultivated lands in the neighborhood were

largely in orchards, and the timber contained plenty of bass-

wood— a real Eldorado for bees.

Within a very few years the young, thrifty orchards had

become much damaged by hard winters, and the low lands

were so closely pastured by neighboring cattle as to cease to

produce anything except iron-weeds and boneset, which, as

everybody knows, produce about the poorest grade of honey

that can be found. Later, the owners of the timber began to

cut it down, and we seriously feared that all the basswood

would go. The crops of this apiary had so diminisht that we

began to study over the necessity of removing the bees else-

where. But in the past three years a revolution has taken

place. The low lands have been put under fence and culti-

vated. The cattle being kept off, every nook and corner of

those islands that are not thoroughly overturned by the farm-

er's plow, now grow more and thriftier honey-plants than they

ever did before, and after every rise of the big river, a little

better harvest comes to our bees than the one before. It mat-

ters but little what is grown on those lands, the soil is so rich

that when the cows are kept off a bountiful harvest is sure to

come—from knotweed and Spanish-needle—and the crop of

this apiary is at present equal to the best we have.

Another apiary, located only two miles east of the above,

yields no fall honey worth mentioning. This shows us con-

clusively that, whatever other people's bees may do, ours will

not thrive on a honey-crop source located two miles or more

from them.

There is, however, a possibility of bees traveling that dis-

tance, or even more, if the country over which they travel is

not broken. We have seen our bees at work about two miles

from home along the valley on which we live, and we ascribe

it to their not having any hills to climb or heavy timber to

pass. Very certainly, bees will travel farthest where the

country is smoothest. Hancock Co., III.

A Few Apiarian Observations and Conclusions.

BY "BEE-STUDENT."

Hive-Ventilation.—Complying with the editor's request

on page 50-1, I would like to say a word in regard to ventila-

tion. We are often told to raise the hive by putting blocks

under the corners, and, seemingly, without considering how
the bees are to get up into the hive. When the convenience

of the bees is considered, we readily see that something else

besides blocks is necessary, and to help them to easily get to

any part of the hive, I use a piece 3^x1)^x16 inches, bringing

one side of this piece to a bevel M inch back, and almost to a

featheredge, except one inch at either end, which I leave

square for the hive-corners to rest on ; and by putting this

under, about K inch back from the front, the bees can go
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directly to any part of the hive as tho it were not there, and

the incline makes it much easier for them to enter. I use 10-

frame hives, with full-width entrance, and if further ventila-

tion is needed than described above, I put a square piece J-i or

% inch by 16 long under the rear end of the hive.

Hives may always be placed with the entrance to the

south, southeast or east, and have the prevailing summer
winds at the side, and with proper shade-boards and 10-frame

hives, no loafing or idle bees will be found, if there is any-

thing for them to do, and they will be comparatively comfort-

able if compelled to be idle.

Uees usually leave the hive at the nearest exit, but on re-

turning nine-tenths of them will go to the alighting-board,

and as only covered colonies need ventilation, there need be

no fear of robbing.

Unless one studies the requirements of bees until he can

quickly meet any emergency that may arise, he should con-

sider himself a tyro, and endeavor to learn how to readily

meet all requirements, without being obliged to ask someone

a thousand things he ought himself to know. Printing the

same questions, year after year, would be avoided, and the

space given to something more interesting to the general

reader, and if a man begins the bee-business without books

and papers from which to inform himself and }\ecp posted, he

will be sure to fail, eventually, and I would have but little

patience in answering his questions.

Absconding Swarms.—Observation should teach us the

requirements of the apiary, and correct conclusions, the

proper management of it. Long ago, I observed there was

something wrong when bees absconded, but not one swarm in

100 will leave a hive if they have a queen, the hive properly

shaded, and the inside of the hive polisht with propolis imme-

diately, before hiving them. I save up suflicient clean propo-

lis to always have a ball of it on hand, and by vigorously rub-

bing the inside of the hive for a minute, it gives it a clean,

homelike smell, and for many years 1 have not lost a swarm.

When I do my work properly the bees will do theirs.

That Dkone Question.—I settled that for myself some

time ago, by leaving two combs on the cool side of the hive,

for a fair supply of drones, when the queen reacht them, and

I have no more trouble with drones being reared in worker-

combs. I tried for some time to get along without drones,

and succeeded nicely, but the bees didn't, for they never gave

me as much honey as where a fair supply of drone-comb was

furnisht them ; and I have ever since noticed that colonies

with a liberal amount of drones workt much earlier and Idler

daily than where there were none, and I came to the conclu-

sion that the excess of honey so gathered would more than

offset the amount needed for the drones. I am confident we

can " drone " too little as well as too much.

While the bees are breeding up in the spring, and not

much honey coming in, no drones are needed, but if the queen

is prolific, and tho colony strong as it should be, the stores

will be exhausted in at least one of the combs containing

drone-cells, and so furnish all the drones needed to relieve

the brood-nest of the workers during the honey flow, which is

continuous here from the first of March until the middle of

July ; swarming usually beginning about March 15.

I am aware it will be well to regulate the amount of

drone-comb to be used, but I do not believe a good, average

colony, with a prolific queen, will build much more drone-

comb than is really needed for the welfare of the colony.

In taking bees out of trees, where there was no cool and

warm side, but ample room, I almost always found the drone-

comb at the bottom, and where deep frames are used, and

hives well shaded, I have noticed the same thing ; as the

stores are used up In the spring, the cluster enlarges, and tho

drone-comb is reacht and utilized for drone-rearing at the

proper time. I shall hereafter follow more closely that man-

agement which has given best results.

Selecting Queens.—Some apiarists report bringing in

the best colonies from their out-apiaries for the purpose of in-
\

fusing new blood into their home yards, but they do not tell

us by what kind of hocus-pocus management that choice blood

is produced in their out-yards.

The best queen is not always the first to leave the cell,

and here is where the selecting should be done. Immediately

after a swarm issues, it is but a minute's work to destroy all

inferior cells, leaving but one or two, and I never allow a

young queen to leave the hive without seeing her and believ-

ing she will prove satisfactory.

There are usually but two or three flrst-class queen-cells to

be found in a hive, when natural swarming is permitted, and

while we have the opportunity to select the best, why not pro-

tect our interests by doing so '? And as we increase the size

of our bees by judicious selection, we will also increase the

length of their tongues in the same ratio, and the " desirable "

will have been attained.

A California Apology.—If it will not be out of place,

I would like to offer an apology in behalf of some of the bee-

keepers of California, and for some who are not bee-keepers.

Those who come to California, if they do not come especially

for their health, come under a degree of excitement usually

termed " California Fever ;" and if this "fever" is not soon

abated, it often results in an abnormal development of the

leading propensities of the individual. If some things they

say do not sound quite reasonable, you may know to what

cause it should be attributed. Having lived here seven years,

I " know how it is myself," and am sorry to say this same

weakness, or whatever you may be pleased to call it, has been

largely transmitted to the coming generation, and my conclu-

sion is, that it is a great drawback to the moral soundness of

the human family, and more difiScult to get rid of than a lot

of laying-workers or a case of foul brood, for "shaking off"

and giving new conditions and surroundings only enlarges the

opportunities, and seems to intensify the "disease" rather

than diminish it. I hope this will be satisfactory " to all

concerned." Ventura Co., Calif., Aug. 10.

That " Detestable Bee-Space " Defended.

BY I'ETEP. SC HARTZ.

Ou page -±82, "Common Sense" has a great deal to say

about the "detestable bee-space," that he thinks is a great

injury to apiculture, which I do not believe to be true. Quite

right is he, that the bee-space is handy, for that is just what

we want; nor do I see that it makes any difference to the

bees. Why, any man with "common sense "would know bet-

ter than that! Just thiuk of having the bee-frames glued to

the bottom, ends and sides! And just think once more,

and have your sections all stuck fast to the top of the frames !

The idea is enough to make any bee-keeper shake in his boots.

My hives have a space all around the frames, and a 9i-inch

space on the bottom. And I don't see that there is any loss in

bees or honey. I wonder if "Common Sense" has a bee-space

between tho combs or not for the bees to wigglo through.

He says that he never owned a box-hive in his life. He
might just as well have them as the hive he describes, and

makes a mistake when he calls our bee-spaced hives clap-trap

inventions.

Again, he says bee-spaces above and around tho brood-

frames are an injury to apiculture. First, in the wintering of

bees ; second. In booming tho colony in the spring ; and, third,

the early storage of surplus honey in the sections. Now, he
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13 all wrong there, at least in my experience. My bees are

always wintered on the summer stands, with no further pack-

ing than a quilt above the frames, and I always put three cue-

inch strips above the frames, then the quilt, then crowd a

super above the quilt. I then talie any box that will slip over

the super, hive and all. This box is closed on the top. Then

the hive-cover I simply lay on the top of this box, when my
bees are packt complete for winter. I have never lost a colony

yet from this cause. It is the " two-legged bee-space " that

sweeps away my bees, hives and all, and not the bee-space in

the hives.

Last winter, having noticed sawdust at the entrance of

one of ">jy hives, it occurred to me that may be the bees had

chewed through the quilt. I removed the cover and outside

box, then the super and sawdust, and lastly the quili, but

they were all right. Now, this was in January, and a bitter

cold day, still they were in good condition, nice and dry, wiih

no frost or condenst air in the hive, and they came through

the winter and were boomers in the spring. All my bees are

boomers in the spring, and too much so if not carefully

watcht. When they are not satisfied with an 8-frame hive,

and transferred to 12-frames and still swarm, I would like to

know what else they are if not boomers. And as far as honey

is concerned, I have received 150 to 25U sections of honey

from these same bee-spacecf bees, which I think a good enough

yield for any bee-keeper to be satisfied with.

I think it wrong to condemn the advance made in apicul-

ture by our improved hives. We sometimes have brood in the

sections as it is, but what might it not be if thesections rested

flat on the brood-frames ? It's absurd to think of it.

I have merely stated my experience in this matter, and

<lon't want any person to call me a liar, the same as the other

fellow called Dr. Miller. And last, but not least, is it right

for any person to give himself another name when writing an

article for the papers ? If a man is not man enough to sign

his right name, his article ought not to be pubiisht. There is

Dr. Miller, G. M. Doolittle, and many others of our experts

that I believe are not afraid to sign their own name to any

article they write, which is right. Then we know who is

who, and which is which, and not wonder who they really are.

Cook Co., III.

tietttug Bees Into the Supers—Prevention of
Swarming.

BY DR. E. GALLUI'.

I am askt, " How do you manage to get your bees to com-

mence building comb properly in the supers ? Mine do not

seem to commence or take possession readily, and then they

often commence at the bottoms of the frames and build up-

wards." Again, " Do you believe, or think, that any person

can learn to manage bees on the Dadaut plan without swarm-
ing? How long after you put on a super before your bees

take possession and commence building comb? Please answer
through the American Bee Journal."

Now, I am not the question editor. Why not forward

your questions to Dr. Miller ?

To your Orst and third questions I would say : They can
be made to take possession in about five minutes, and com-
mence building all right inside of a few hours. To the second

question : I manage my very strongest colonies without

swarming or dividing, whenever I take a notion to do so, and
I think any person of ordinary intelligence can learn to so

manage them. Like Dr. Miller, I will say, " I don't know,"
if you are running them for comb honey, for since getting

hold of the movable combs and the extractor, I have always
depended upon the extractor.

July 16, I had a fair-sized swarm of Italians come out. I

hived them od empty frames, with half-iDcb starters, and as

the weather was quite warm, I set them under the shade of a

large flg-tree. Recollect, in the hottest of weather here it is

always cool in the shade. If I had set them out in the hui, sun

they might be compelled to leave. In a few days I examiued
them, as I always do. I moved sealed brood to the outside of

the center of the hive, and frames not filled to the center.

August 10 again I examiued them, and found every comb
completely occupied with brood, eggs, etc. Every cell was a

worker-cell, not a single drone-cell to be seen in the lot, and
the queen watching to place an egg in every cell as fast as it

was ready, where the young hatcht out, and I saw a number
of cells with two eggs in a cell. I took out two frarnes of

sealed brood, and placed them in a super, and put foundation

in their place. I put on the super, placed the two combs of

brood and the adhereing bees in the center, with a frame of

foundation between, and filled out at the sides with empty
frames and starters. I left the old queen below. I place

only 7 frames in an 8-frame super, as I like thick combs to

extract from.

On the third day after putting on the supers, I lookt in to

see what they were doing. I found the foundation built out,

and every cell from tup to bottom so filled with honey that it

felt like a lump of lead, and the four empty outside frames

were well filled, or built down.

Now, you can understand how I make them commence in

a super in about five minutes. But you want a good queen,

abundance of bees, and the nectar for them to gather. This

queen was one of my own rearing. You will find that on the

queen hangs all your sucess in bee-keeping, along with right

management. If a queen does not suit me, I do not put on a

super until I get one in that does suit. I have had a sight of

weeding out this season, and now I have a brag apiary. If

you do not believe me, just come and see for yourself.

Now about how I manage without swarming : Early last

season I selected three of my best colonies, placed them in 10-

frame Langstroth hives, and when they were ready I put on

supers and run them three stories high. When I put on the

third super, I divided the combs among them, and alternated

empty frames between each full comb. Understand, I had no

combs built, and no foundatiou on hand, so the bees had all

their combs to build.

As fast as the bees become numerous, I take a two-inch

chisel and use it for a lever to raise the front end of the hive,

and place an entrance-block edgewise under the front of the

hive. In this manner I can raise the front of the hive two

inches if necessary, and allow the rear end of the hive to rest

on the bottom-Doards. At all events, give abundance of ven-

tilation at tne bottom of the hive. If the queen is as good as

she ought to be, she will occupy from 1-i to Hi frames. For

that reason I like worker-comos in the center of the first

super, and I often have colonies that I run four stories high.

Now, you can see that Mr. Dadant is right in advocating

large hives and a loose bottom-board. For my own use, I

would sooner have a 12-frame Langstroth hive than an S-

frame ; but I am working for increase. We don't have to

carry our bees down cellar in this glorious climate, so there is

no objection to a large hive on that account.

I need not tell you that I cannot manage my bees as I

ought to, on account of my business. I get all ready to go to

work with the bees, and perhaps get a hive open, and I am
hurried away to see a sick child, or to go out 10 miles into the

country to see a fever patient. I am not finding fault, but I

think I have done remarkably well to make all my own hives

and build up an apiary in so short a time, besides caring for

three young children, doing my own housework, etc. I am
not ashamed to show to any my apiary, so far as the hives

and quality of the bees, queens, etc., are concerned ; in fact,

I am rather pleased to show to visitors what I have done. So
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come and see for yourselves. My evenings I usually have to

myself, so you will be apt to hear from me often.

Orange Co., Calif.

Correcting Errors- Reply to Dr. Miller.

BY C. B. BANKSTON.

Doctor, I do not regret anything I said in " Bce-Keeping

Errors Corrected," for I believe that I shall be able to furnish

the proof. But there is one thing that I am exceedingly sorry

for, and that is, that you have put such a construction upon

what I said, as to make me call you a " flagrant liar." I

would indeed be a very ungrateful kind of afellow to brand one

as a liar, from whose pen I have received so much pleasure

and practical knowledge.

The expression, "Who ever saw laying queens fight ? I

never did," coming from one whose learning was so varied,

and whose experience was so extensive, would naturally leave

the impression upon the minds of the readers of those " Stray

Straws," that they did not, else you would have found it out.

I know that it had this effect upon the minds of those who

read it in this vicinity.

I do not claim to have a broader means of observation

than you possess, but as you were in the business about 27

years before I began, and during all those years you did not

find out that laying queens would fight; and owing to the

fact that I did, in a considerable less time, led me to believe

that my experience was real and yours imaginary ; or may be

I should say, that I observed more closely than yourself.

July 17 I caged two queens, and the Central Texas Bee-

Keepers' Association, or as many as could get close enough to

see, saw them fight till one of them was stung and killed out-

right. When queens are old, they seem to lose that jealous

feeling toward each other, which they entertain when young

and vigorous, and will not fight, but in 95 cases in 100 they

will fight it out.

As to what I said in regard to lies becoming popular, and

when once stampt on the minds of the people are hard to cor-

rect, I still say that, and. Doctor, you know that it is a truth.

But I did not intend to apply it to what you said about the

queens fighting. At the same time, your statement made a

false impression. I did not intend to lay so much stress upon

what you said, as what others said, which I know that no

human eye had ever seen.

I have not much faith in the traditions of our fathers, for

these used to teach us that old women could bewitch a person,

and calamities would visit us as a result of their black arts.

The statute book of old Massachusetts used to contain a law

which caused the death of many old souls who were unable to

harm any one. Modern truths, and not traditions, are what

we should all earnestly strive for.

You may select a man, or a set of men, in Cameron, Tex.,

and I will cage a half-dozen laying queens—two in each cage

—

and they will Hght, and one-half of them will have the other

half killed outright In less than half an hour. There were a

few bee-keepers at the convention July 16 and 17, who did

not believe that laying queens would fight. The two that I

caged clincht, and I suppose the Hght lasted about 10 min-

utes. I have seen a dozen cases, more or less, when two

queens were in the same hive together, but In not one instance

were they strong, vigorous queens.

When I wrote that article, I did not know that you ever

said that a queen could be reared from a la.rva three days old.

I mean a well-dovelopt queen. I tried some larvae two days

old, and the queens I reared lookt to be about half worker

and hair queen. Those cells I started from three-days'-old

larvic never hatcht at all. In about 15 days after they were

sealed, I cut Into them, and some of them had what I would

call a very sorry bee. Some of them seem to have wallowed

in the jelly and died, not being able, or not having sense

enough, to liberate themselves from the cell.

I want to say. Doctor, that I have not the least objection

to you making a confession of your Ignorance in regard to

queens. You do not say that you know a queen can be reared

from a larva three days' old, but refer to others, and base

your faith on their reputation. I speaK from my own experi-

ence, and since I have found so many mistakes made by the

noble old veterans whom I love, and whose memory I shall

ever cherish, I claim the right to investigate for myself.

Now, you must remember, to rear a queen from a larva

three days' old, you must roll a grub out of a worker-cell

which nearly fills it full, and would otherwise have been

sealed on the following day, and have the bees make a queen

out of it. I will tell you how to get the bees to accept one of

these big grubs : Take a queen-cell which contains enough

royal jelly for It to swim in. Remove the larva it contains,

and introduce the larva which is three days' old. You must

be sure that the larva> have been fed 72 hours. I never

doubted that a queen could be reared from a larva two days'

old, but I say that good ones cannot be. If it can be done,

why don't somebody say that he has done it ? Why refer to

some dead hero or benefactor, whose reputation for telling

the truth was never disputed? I appeal to you for a living

witness. I do not believe that Doolittle will say that he ever

did. I do not believe that any experienced queen-breeder will

say that he ever did. He may say that It can be done, but I

will prove that good ones cannot be so reared, if any at all. I

am conducting an experiment, and have for my witness a man
whose truthfullness will be voucht for by every honest citizen

of Milan Co., Tex. This man is Judge E. Y. Terral, who
served the people of this county six years as county judge,

and retired from ofJSce by his own accord; and whatever the

result is, the Judge will submit in writing to be publisht in

the American Bee Journal, and let the hammer fall where it

may.

Perhaps I ought not to have said lie, because that sounds

a little vulgar among refined people. You see, I am so used

to calling things by their names that I just let the lie slip un-

noticed.

I believe in individuality. I believe I am personally re-

sponsible for whatever impression I may make upon the minds

of the people, whether it be good or bad. Therefore, I should

be careful to teach things which agree with my experience (if

I should teach at all), for I verily believe that if I should

teach a falsehood, tho it be second-handed, I would volun-

tarily assume the responsibilities of its originator.

Doctor, you do not claim to have renred queens from larvm

three days' old, but you do claim, or intimate, that you are

writing from experience; and you do not claim to know per-

sonally that any one else ever did rear a queen from a larva

three days' old. You simply quote others' statements, and

give them as authority, and in the very same Issue of the Bee

Journal you advise the use of three-days'-old larva. If it can-

not be done, and good ones at that, have I not a right to

speak ? If not now, when will the time be ripe for some one

to enter his protest against the Inculcation of these mistakes

upon the minds of the people ? Try the experiment yourself,

then if you still say that it can be done, I will shut up.

Doctor, I hope you will be patient with me. You must
remember that I am trying to write my experience—that

which I am an eye-witness to. The time the bees feed the

larviD can be prolonged. The time for tho queen to hatch

after it is sealed can be prolonged; tho hatching of the egg,

and so on ; but all of this must be brought about by unnatual

conditions. I mention these things in order to give the boys a

chance to excuse themselves for what they have written.

I wish, in conclusion, to repeat, that if we would write

our experience instead of writing somebody else's, or what we
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imagine, it would be a great blessing to huiDanity, not only In

the bee-keeping fraternity, but in every other industry or

organization. If wo teach a falsehood, made by some ono

else, I thinic we are just as guilty as the man that made it.

We should know whereof we speak. Milam Co., Tex.

Are Black Bees Capable of Improvement ?

BV P. A. 8IOLI.

I have read with great interest Mr. (i. M. Doolitlle's arti-

cle on page oUO, under the above heading, and tho I always

considered Mr. D. as an acknowledged authority In apicul-

tural work, and I admire his candid way in dealing out his

lessons to us younger bee-fathers without pretension, I cannot

help to differ from his opinion on this subject. He commences

by saying:
'• Probably there would have been some improvement in

the black or German bee, had the apiarists of the United

States taken hold of tho matter with tho same will in breed-

ing which they have shown in breeding the Italian bee up to

its present standard."

Had Mr. D. stopt right here, and not given any further

explanation of his opinion on the subject, every thinking man
and bee-keeper would heartily agree with him ; but then he

goes on to deny through the whole article what he himself

first had thought probulilc, declaring them—the black bees

—

to be yet nearly the same, if not identically the same as they

were when they first left the hands of the Creator.

Now, I don't wish to investigate what especial connection

or other source that Mr. D. has got to prove this last asser-

tion, but it seems to me that he is like a great many people

who have an idea of their own about how this world and

everything thereon, whether living or but existing, was
created. They form this idea of creation to suit their own
allowance, and by that means make their Creator just what
Mr. L. A. Aspiuwall is making the queen-bee to the worker

—

their dependency, and nothing but their slave.

Wnat more old-fashioned affirmation could have been put

up, than the one that the black bees were yet about the same
as they were ? God alone knows how many thousand years

ago, while all other living creatures have past through thou-

sands of progressing stations meanwhile. Is it not quite

doubtful whether bees were created at the very outset of

starting the insect world ? I for one believe it more probable

that bees are a formation or transition. Mr. D. himself as-

serts that the Italian bee, in his opinion, is nothing but a

sport—in other words, a variegation, or a certain state of

transition, and the same law of transition ought be applicable

alike to all varieties of the same species. Why, then, deny
the right and possibility of improving the black bee under
certain favorable circumstances? But have there been made,
anywhere or at any time, like efforts to breed the black bee

with a firm view and will to improve them in certain direc-

tions '? And then, it would, in my opinion, require a longer

period of time to show some markt improvements in a variety

so Bxt, than what has been spent to do the same with the

Italian bee, as the character of these latter has made breed-

ing far easier ; but give the black bee all the chances In the

hands of educated bee-keepers, who are not afraid of their

tail end, and you will see that improvements of this strain are

not only probable but certain, I am quite sure.

Black bees are not considered so formidable and unim-

provable in European countries as here. And why ? Because

there they have been under some way of subjection for a long

time, but here they have begun to grow wild again, as half of

tho swarms—perhaps more—are going to the woods to be

OLcaslonally re-caught, and then in all probability put into

box-hives, straw-gums, or logs, to be robbed once every year

by destroying the bees.

It Is impossible for me to close this without referring to

the article of Mr. L. A. Aspinwall, on the same page of the

American Bee Journal (500). I must say that to a certain

extent I fully agree with what Mr. A. has said there about tho

will of the worker-bee,concerning the arrangements governing

the position of the queen and the worker-bees of a colony.

Tho I long ago discarded the idea of looking upon the queen

as "Her Majesty," and am convinced that she is not the

leader of the colony— nay, not even considered the manager

of her own conduct—yet I cannot submit to the opinion that

the queen-bee is notliinfj but the slave of the workers.

It seems to me, rather, that the queen is able to control—
and perhaps is responsible for—the moral conduct of the col-

ony ; that it depends upon her behavior to make the bees act

under certain circumstances, and I think that I have found

some proof for my assertion. To illustrate this, I will give

some of my own experience :

Last fall I got one colony of black bees which had been

taken from a bee-tree; the combs taken out at the same time

had been fixt into the frames with wire, and are as bulgy and

crooked as possible. These bees are as irritable and formid-

able as any black bees can be found; did not swarm last

spring, and ran down in stores so that I nearly had to feed

them. Getting tired of them, I decided to break them up,

and gave a couple frames with adhering bees to an Italian

queen I had just received in another hive. Now, while the

old colony was loafing, and hardly able to make their own

living, this daughter colony—a mere nucleus— is working with

zeal from morning to night ; and when I go to inspect their

hive and open the same, they never act as if they were inter-

ested in what I am doing, but unconcerned they come and go,

attending to their work, and behaving about as good as Ital-

ian bees. Now, if this is only an exception—I don't know

whether it may be the rule—isn't it the influence of the Ital-

ian queen that has caused this change?
Sonoma Co., Calif.

Practical Bee-Keeping with Least Attentiofl.

By E. H. COLLINS.

(.1 talk to the Indiana HIate Jke-Keqxrs' Association.)

My text implies that bees need some attention. Let us

bear in mind, however, that Nature in bee-keeping, as in

other branches of farming, does the lion's share of the work ;

that we simply guide her efforts in our channels and aid the

bees mechanically. Remember the bees do pretty well with-

out us, and we can give them much time or little time, as our

other business may dictate.

If we become familiar with their instincts, we can tell by

general appearances what their condition is, and avoid fre-

quent manipulation of the hives.

A large apiarist in Michigan once said to a visiting bee-

keeper, that " those six or eight colonies you see in that cor-

ner of the yard have not had their brood-chambers opened for

several years, and they give me lots of surplus."

If the queen becomes infertile they will supersede her. If

she is killed they will rear another.

When I was a young man I once workt for a man whose

wife kept bees, and I ate of the honey just as much as I

thought I could eat and not appear ill-bred. And I have often

thought that in almost any family group, say of two or three

households, there Is one or more who has both tact and taste

enough to care for tees, and to delight in the management of

the busy little workers.

Allow me to give you my first experience. I raised a

comb cautiously and slowly, expecting them to be vicious and

ready for war, but was both surprised and pleased to see

every one walk slowly about the comb as tho they were not

the least disturbed. At that moment I became master of the
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situation. If you follow a few simple rules relating to their

in.-tiiict, they will be easily handled, and will become your

pets and your delight.

Now, suppose it is March, and a balmy day, and you have

four colonies of bees. If you lift the back of the hive you can

tell if they have plenty of food, and if they seem numerous

you need not bother them. But if they need food place a

cODib of honey from last year, or a comb of syrup in the brood-

chamber. Then let them alone, pai'kt warm till June. Pre-

pare the supers with sections and starters of light foundation

some rainy day.

The first week or ten days of Juno you may walk by the

strotigest colony and turn back the corner of the cloth, and if

they are not whitening the upper edges of the combs with new
comb, you can go to your plowing. But if they are, you must

put on two supers of sections right away. It only takes one-

half minute to do this, looking to one hive every day during

the first of June.

If the sections are on and half filled, you should lift the

supers and place a new one under, and go on about your

plowing.

If working for extracted honey, you simply place the

upper story on full of empty combs, and go your way rejoic-

ing. But if they swarm you should hive the swarm in a new
hive on the old stand, and give them the sections from the

parent colony. Don't put any empty combs in the brood-

chamber in the new hive. Give only full combs and frames

with starters.

When your honey season is over you can take it some day

If you wish, but if for home use I would leave it on the hive.

It gets a little travel-stained, but has a richer hive-flavor, and

Is always new and fresh tasting. When winter comes, take it

off and close the bees down in the brood-chamber ; place some
inverted wooden butter dishes over them ; see that they have

plenty of honey by lifting the back end of the hive, and cover

with ducking, fill the top box with clover cbafl', and let them
go till March. Be sure that mice can't get into the hive.

You need a few tools about the apiary—smoker and a

veil for four or five colonics. I roll up carpet paper for my
smoker.

There Is no reason why most of the familes of Indiana
should not thus with a little care and tact enjoy the richest

luxury the sweet world can afford.

A Ne'W Binder for holding a year's numbers of the
American Bee Journal, we propose to mail, postpaid, to every
subscriber who sends us 20 cents. It is called "The Wood
Binder," is patented, and is an entirely new and very simple
arrangement. Full printed directions accompany each Binder.
Every reader should get it, and preserve the copies of the Bee
Journal as fast as they are received. They are invaluable for
reference, and at the low price of the Binder you can afford to
get it yearly.

^-—^

Xlie Al!!«ik.e ClOTer Leaflet consists of 2 pages,
with illustrations, showing the value of Alsike clover, and
telling how to grow it. This Leaflet is just the thing to hand
to every farmer in your neighborhood. Send to the Bee Jour-
nal office for a quantity of them, and see that they are dis-
tributed where they will do the most good. Prices, postpaid,
are as follows : 50 for 20 cents ; 100 for 35 cents ; or 200
for GO cents.

^-^
Back Xutubers Since Jan. i.—We are able to

supply complete sets of the Bee Journal since Jan. 1, 1897,
to any who may desire, at two cents per copy. There are a
number of new readers who perhaps would like to get some of
the first numbers of this year, to complete their volume for
lyyi. We shall be glad to furnish them as long as they last,
at two cents each.

-« •

Every Present Subscriber of the Bee Journal
should be an agent for it, and get all others possible to sub-
scribe for it. See offers on page 5iJ!t.

CONDUCTED BY

DK. O. O. MILLER, MARBKGO. ILL.

[i,>ue8tlon8 may be mailed to the Bee JourDal. or to Ur. Miller direct.

1

Didii^l Hiioiv It rrom a Biimblc.Bcc.

I have been laboring under the delusion that when an in-

sect was placed before me I could tell whether it was a bum-
blebee or not. It seems I don't know as much as I thought I

did. Not long ago a bee-keeper sent an insect that he said

was caught in the act of killing a bee, and wanted to knov7

what it was. I promptly replied that it was a bumble-bee,

and altho I didn't say so, I wondered how he could have made
such a mistake as to think it was killing bees. The bee-

keeper will please accept my most humble apology.

At the Buffalo convention there was pinned on the wall a

specimen of Asilus Missouriensis, sent by S. T. Pettit, of

Canada. When I saw that, I was immediately convicted of

gross ignorance in having formerly called it a bumble-bee.

As pictured and described in Prof. Cook's Manual, it seems

very little like a bumble bee, being rather long and slender,

but in its dead and dried state it looks very different. It might

be allowed that I was not altogether inexcusable for my ignor-

ance when two veteran bee-keepers, on looking at the speci-

men sent by Mr. Pettit, said without any hesitation, " It's a

bumble-bee."

Asilus Missouriensi, or bee-stabber, as it is also called,

has not as yet appeared in great numbers in any given locality,

and it would be a terrible thing if it should, but its appearance

as far north as Minnesota and Canada makes it wise to be on

the lookout ; altho just how such an enemy could be success-

fully fought may yet be an unsolved problem. But if you see

anything kill a bee, be just a little slow about pronouncing it

a "bumble-bee." _
C. C. M.

Transrcrrins -Use or Drones—Prcvcnlloii of
Swarming.

1. How can I transfer bees from box-hives into frame
hives?

2. What is the use of drones in a colony of bees?
3. How is it best to prevent bees from swarming ?

New York.

Answers.— 1. As I learn from another part of your letter

that you have " Langstroth on the Honey-Bee," I refer you to

that for full instruction as to transferring. But you will

hardly want to transfer before next spring, and after studying

the subject in your text-book if questions arise, don't hesitate

to send them in.

2. The drones are the males. Without meeting a drone,

the queen might lay eggs, but such eggs would never produce

anything but drones. Some think that the drones have for

additional office the task of helping to keep up the heat of the

hive, but the same weight of workers would do this equally

well. The majority of bee-keepers think It best to suppress

drone-rearing to a great extent, and this can bo done by

allowing as llttio drone-comb as possible.

3. I don't know. How I wish I did. I have lain awake
lots over the question, but never reacht any answer entirely

satisfactory. If you work for extracted honey and give the

bees abundant room, you may get along with very little

swarming, but sometimes you'll have swarms in spite of every-
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thing. The only sure way I know of is to brimstone the bees.

I never knew of their swarming after being killed with brim-

stone, if they were killed dead enough. The stereotyped re-

ply as to aids in prevention nf swarming is to give the bt-es

plenty of room, shade, ventilation, etc. Changing the old

queen for a young one just matured helps. Some say they

have complete success by raising the hive on blocks J-a or }.i

of an inch. Others block up in the same way, only to have

the bees swarm. Nevertheless, It's a good thing.

Foul-Broody Iloiiey for Tabic U«c.

Is the honey obtained from colonies affected by foul brood

fit for table use ? lam toid by local apiarists that It Is all

right for such use. Having several colonies affected, I do not

wish to sacrlBce the honey unless It be necessary. Ohio.

Answek.—Probably there Is nothing injurious to the

human stomach in bacillus alvei, and It could not be detected

In the taste, but I would rather have the opinion of Mr. Mc-

Evoy or some one more familiar with the subject.—[On page

530, Mr. McEvoy gives his opinion on this subject.

—

Ed.]

Where to Put on Extra Supers—DifTcrcnee in
Colonics.

1. When the bees have one super nearly filled, where
should I put the next super, under or on top of the first ?

2. A few of my bees gathered over 100 pounds, and some
others never started In the supers, but seem to be In just as

good condition. What is the reason ? Minnesota.

Answers.— 1. That depends upon the time and prospect.

Early in the season when there is every prospect that the first

super will be fully completed, and perhaps a second or more

as well, put the empty super under. The bees will commence

on it just a little sooner, and will go on finishing the first

nearly as promptly as if a second had not been added. But

toward the close of the season, when you feel a little doubtful

whether the bees need more room, and yet feel a little afraid

they may be crampt If it is not given, put the empty super on

top. They'll not commence on it unless they really need it,

and It will be better to have the one finisht than two partly

finisht.

2. There's a good bit of difference in the working quali-

ties of two colonies of bees that may appear of equal strength,

and that colony may account for it. Closer examination might

show a difference in the number of bees. A colony with a

vigorous queen will do better than one with a queen nearly

played out.

Carrying Out Larvae.

What causes bees to carry out their young before they
mature? Iowa.

Answer.—When the honey harvest closes, the bees gen-

erally drive out the drones, and not satisfied with giving the

cold shoulder to the fully-matured and flying "gentlemen,"

they drag the larv» and nearly-mature drones out of the cells.

V'cry likely that Is what you have seen, altho possibly you

may have seen them drag out a few worker-larva; that have

been injured by the wax-worms spinning their webs through

the cappings.

U'liy Did the Bees Act So f

I bad a swarm come out and alight. I put it into a new
hive, gave it part full sheets and part starters. It slopt in

about two hours, and then went back. It came out again In

the afternoon and flew around, and then went back into the

hive again. In about two hours again It came out, and lit. I

hived it, and put a queen-excluder over the entrance, and
thought I had them all right. But they all went back that

evening, and the next morning I lookt In the hive and, be-

hold, I had the queen all right. I put the hive up by the old

one, and opened the new one. I do not know what became
of her (as I did not care If I had a swarm or not). That was
about 10 in the morning. In the afternoon they swarmed
again. I hustled after th-m again (you know, in the best of

spirits). I got them In again, put the queen-excluder over the

entrance, and they stayed all night. What was the matter?
When I had the queen I thought they would not leave?

Ontario.

Answer.—It Isn't an easy thing to give a reason for all

the freaks of bees. It Is possible that the bees left In the first

place because the hive was too hot. The queen being impris-

oned would not hinder their leaving, for they would go on the

presumption that she was along, and not finding her in their

company, they don't seem to think of looking for her in the

new hive, but return to the old one. The second time, they

swarmed later in the day, and before they had time to make

up their minds to leave, the cooler part of the day came on.

and before the hottest time of the next day came on they had

got so fairly to work that they had no more notion of desert-

ing. Now, all this Is merely guessing, and you can take It for

what it is worth.

Now New Subscribers
4 Septemljer—Oct.—Nov.—December 4

4 MONTHS FOR 25 CTS.
Get Your Bee-Keepitig Friends and Neighbors

to Take the Old American Bee Journal.

We would like to have each of our present readers send us

two neiv subscribers for the Bee Journal before November 1,

1897. That surely will not be hard to do, when each will

need to pay only -'5 cents for the last 4 months of this

year, or only about (i cents a month for the weekly
American Bee Journal. Any one with only a colony or two

of bees should jump at such an offer as that.

Now, we don't ask you to work for us for nothing, but

will say that for each two new 25c. subscribers you send us,

we will mall you your choice of one of the following list:

Wood Binder forlhe Bee Journal 20c.

50 copies of le-iflet on "Why Eat Honey?" Oo.

50 • •• on •' How to Keep Honey " 20c.

50 •• " on '• Alslke Clover" 20c.

tcopyeach " Preparxtlon of Honey for the Market "(10c.)

and DooUttle'B " Hive T n»e " loc . 13c.

1 copy each Dadants' •• Handling Bees" i8c.)and " Bee-
Pasturajre a Nece.>slty " (lOc.) 18c.

Dr. Howard's bouR on " Fiul Brood " 2oc.

Kohnke's" Foul Bro d" booK ~oC.

Cheshire's " Foul Brood "book ilOc.) and Dadants' " Hand-
ling Bees " [8c ] 1 8o.

Ur. Foote'B Hand-book of Health 2oc.
Rural Life Book 25c.

Our Poultry Doctor, by Fanny Felld 2oo.

Poultry tor Market and Profit, by Fanny Field 25c.

Capons and Caponizing 25c.
Turkeys for Market and Profit 2oc.
Green 8 Four Books on FruitGrowlng •-5c.

Kopp Commercial Calculator No. 1 25c.
SUoana Silage, by Prof. Cook 25c.
Blenen-Kultur [German] 40c.
Kendail'9 Horse-Book [English or German] 23c.
1 Pound White Clover Seed 23c.
1 " Sweet •• •• 25c.

1!4 •• AlMke " " 2oc.

1V4 •• Alfalfa " '• 25c.

1V4 • Crimson " " 2oc.

The Horse—How to Break and Handle 20c.

We make the above offers only to those who are now sub-

scribers ; In other words, no one sending in his own 25 cents

as a new subscriber can also claim a choice of the above list.

The Horse—Ho-w to Break and Handle.—
This is a pamphlet of ',i'A pages, giving complete instructions

for breaking and educating colts, teaching horses to drive,

and for use under the saddle, together with many instructions

which have never before been publisht, and which are the re-

sult of the author's experience covering a period of 20 years.

By Prof. Wm. Mullen, with whom the editor of the Bee Jour-

nal is personally acquainted. Price, postpaid, 20 cents ; or

given as a premium for sending us one new subscriber to the

Bee Journal for the rest of the year at 50 cents.
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Editorial Con)rr)€r)t^^

A Itee-Kcfpei-s' Picnic—'Mortons brother-in-law,"
of New York State, sends us the following account of a picnic held
recently by a New York bee-keepers' association

:

Editor York :^ The annual picnic of the Cortland Bee-Keep-
ers' Association met at Riverside Park, Freeville, N. Y., Sept. 2.
with a good attendance, and Editor E. R. Root the honored guest.

After discussing the chicken-pies, etc.. President Wood called
us to the usual, all-absorbing topic—Bees and how to manage them
to get the best returns for our labor. The main facts brought out
by the comparison of experiences, was. first, there isn't much in it
anyway; and. profits are growing gradually and beautifully less;
that this season's crop would be not over one-third the usual one
with prices low. in this locality.

None of us ever saw foul brood, and don't wish to, although
Mr. Root tried to make us think it would be a good thing to ship
some in, in order to know it when we see it, and could stamp it out
before it got a big start.

After a visit to the "George Junior Republic, " and a vote that
we had a general all-around good time, the picnickers departed for
home, wishing we may all meet agaiu a year hence.

MoKTo.v's Buotheu-ix-Law.

It isn't often that a bee-keepers' association goes on a picni •.

But we see no reason wliy they shouldn't. Judging from the .iolly

ways of the New York bee-keepers at the Buffalo convention, we
are very certain a picnic with them would be an enjoyable affair.

We found them a grand lot of folks— especially the two that
cotted " in the same room with us two nights of the convention.

They were Morton and Morton's brother-in-law. Two good
samples

!

-•-»

lliillalo <'oiii<-nlion .\otcs.—We promist last week to
tell more about that sprightly Caiiadinu lady bee-keeper that at-

tended the convention. Well, she generously invited Dr. Miller,

Mr. Poppleton, Mr. liliss and wife, with the writer, to go home
with her at the close of the meeting on Thursday (the last day),
which we all did. We took the electric street cars to Niagara
Falls, walkt across the new span bridge of the Grand Trunk rail

road, and soon found ourselves at the cozy home of Mr. and Mrs.
Stewart, about •'. of a mile from the roaring Niagara.

After supper (which was rather late) we all retired, being
very weary at the close of a three days' session of the convention

.

Dr. Miller and the writer slept in a room adjoining one that was
used as a sentry box by the British during the War of 18l'i-14

Eighty-three years seems a long time, doesn't it '. The Stewarts
live on what is known as Lundy's Lane, made famous on account
of the decisive battle of that War having been fought there—only
about '20 rods from where we slept. There were 1,700 soldiers that
fell un both sides (almost equally divided) that fateful July 25,

1S14, and as they could not be buried, for some good reason, the
dead soldiers were stackt up, a layer of rails, and then a layer of
the dead, and so on, and then the whole pile burned. Awful,
wasn't it; And until but recently nothing would grow on that
spot, because of the earth being saturated with the oil from the
human bodies.

Surely we were on historic ground, and the highest point near
the Falls. We could look away seven miles and see Brock's monu-
ment, with beautiful scenery all aloog the enchanting view.

The next morning we also lookt at Mrs. Stewart's apiary of '24

colonies, from which she had taken about 1,000 pounds of ex-

tracted honey this year. She had seven colonies in the spring,

and afterward bought four more. She has no difficulty in dispos-

ing of all her surplus honey right in the home market, and no
wonder, for isn't her honey just the finest possible?

Friday morning we all went to see the wonderful Niagara
Falls. As the distance was short we walkt down. We (the

writer) had never seen those famous waterfalls, and can't describe

them or our feelings when on that clear, beautiful morning we be-

held them. We had often thought we would like to go to Niag-

ara Falls, but could scarcely believe that right then and there we
were gazing at one of the most wonderful wonders on this conti-

nent. We felt that surely the water must soon cease falling over

those rocks and dashing to the abyss nearly 160 feet below. But
they just kept on, as they had been doing all the long centuries

gone by. Wonderful Niagara! Beautiful Niagara! Oh, could

we but stand, untiring, and gaze into thy glassy depths forever!

But we had to hasten on. Had only about three hours to

"do " the Falls, and then away to Buffalo again to take the after-

noon train for Chicago, once more to dive into the work of getting

out the Bee Journal, so that it might retain its record of nnvr leav-

ing the ollice I'lU.

Dr. Miller and the writer arrived in Chicago, after a pleasant

night's riding, about 9;30 a.m., Saturday, and at 4:15 p.m. the Doc-

tor took the train for his home, having been away a whole week, or

practically from Sunday to Sunday.
We hope very soon now, to be able to begin to publish the re-

port of the convention proceedings. But as the Secretary, Dr.

Mason, visited in New York a week or two after the convention,

and as Mr. Hutchinson, the reporter, on account of his recent

awful affliction will consequently be unable to furnish his part of

the report as promptly as anticipated, all will necessarily be de-

layed. But we trust when we do begin it, we can crowd it right

through. It will all be publisht before the end ot the present vol-

ume, at any rate. So, please have patience.

I'klitoi- lliiloliinson's Great SorroM.—Somehow
some of the private affairs of editors of bee-papers seem to be of

more interest to their fellow editors and bee-keepers in general,

than are the private affairs of newspaper editors to their readers

or fellow editors. Hence it is, that when a bee-keeper is in trouble,

a stream of sympathy at once goes out to him in his distress. This

will especially be so in the case of Mr. Hutchinson's recent trou-

bles, for he has so many personal friends among bee-keepers who
will be interested in knowing the particulars of what we only re-

ferred to briedy two weeks ago.

While it is not always a pleasant thing to publish the details

of certain affairs, still in this instance we think we will be par-

doned if we reproduce in Mr. Hutchinsou's own tender words the

full account of the cause of his late home sorrows. Here is what
he said in the September Review:

TUB SAll DEATH OK SWEET LITTLE FERN.

Five years ago this very day (August :!l) there came to our
home the sweetest, brightest little girl baby that 1 ever knew.
How she gladdened our hearts as day by day she uufolded like the
human blossom that she was. Happiness deeper and sweeter than
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I have enjoyed with her no mortal ever knew. Now the little

form is laid away, with the roses and ferns that she loved so well
twined ahout her; and over us all hangs the awful sorrow that she
died tiy her own mother's hand.

Most of the friends of the Review know that for nearly two
years Mrs. Hutfbinson has heen ailing mentally, all of last winter
lieing past in the asylum. She was so much improved, but so
home sick last spring, that the superintendent and myself believed
that she would improve faster at home, and she was allowed to

rome home, to remain so long as her condition would warrant it.

All summer we have been workmg to build up her general health,
liy nourishing food, baths, outdoor exercise, and the like, she
often taking long drives with Ivy and Fern. She sometimes had
periods of depression, but on the whole she seemed on the up-
grade, and we hoped the worst was over. She had never exhib-
ited tile least tendency towards suicide or homicide, and nothing
was feared in this direction.

When I went away to the Buffalo convention she was not feel-

ing very well, and I hesitated long and seriously as to whether I

better go, but I finally decided to go, she assuring me that she was
no worse than at many times previous When 1 reacht home Fri-

day evening I experienced a feeling of great relief to find all the
loved ones alive and apparently well. All were asleep except my
wife, and we sat and talkt until quite late, she trying to convince
me that there was great danger that the whole family would
eventually become insane, and 1 trying to allay any such delusion.
Apparently I succeeded, but little sleep name to me as I tost on
my pillow and tried to think what course to pursue. It would not
answer to go away to the fairs and leave her alone. I must either
give up going to the fairs, or take her back to the asylum while I

was away, or else take her with me. I decided upon the latter

course, thinking that the trip might do her gnod.

In the morning she felt much better, and I told her of my de'
oision, and she agreed to go. something she had before declined to
do. Then she said that she believed she would go out driving, as
she had not been out in several days and it might do her good. I

went down town to get a woman to come and stay with the girls

while we were away at the fairs, and while there I saw my wife
and little Fern driving along. I went out and spoke to them and
askt if there was anything that they wanted, and Fern sat there
looking so sweet and happy in a little new dress, and she said, • I

am going to have some candy. " I said. "That's nice." And she
smiled, and I thought what a siveet. .vhw(, happy little body she is.

It was the last time I ever saw her alive.

Her mother went to a drug-store and bought a bottle of chloro-
form, drove outside of the city limits, saturated a handkerchief
with the deadly fluid and applied it to the child's face, holding it

there until life was extinct. Then she laid her under some bushes
and drove back for Ivy.

Of course we inquired for Fern, but she said that she had left

her at a neighbor's where she often went to play with another little

girl. She drove away with Ivy to the outskirts jf the city, where
she attempted to destroy her life with a revolver, firing three
shots, one passing through the right breast, one striking her in the
small of the back, and one in the side of the face, knocking out
two teeth, passing through the tongue and striking the back of the
throat. Ivy's screams and the pistol shots attracted a man, who
came on the run and took the revolver away.

The unfortunate mother was taken to the .iail, and Ivy brought
home and her wounds drest. At present she is doing nicely,

and there is every hope that she may recover. Searching parties
started out and soon returned with the dead body of poor, dear,
little Fern.

The sight of my poor wife is the most heart-rending of any-
thing that can be imagined. In one sense she is rational, that is.

she realizes fully what she has done, and her grief is something be-

yond des(-ription. That alone is enough to destroy her reason, and
in her weakened mental and nervous condition I see no hope for
her recovery. In all probability she will pass the remamder of
her days behind asylum doors, and the fewer those days the better
for all.

She tells me that it was the fear that we were all in danger of
being sent to the asylum that impelled her to the awful deed. She
intended to kill us all and then destroy herself. She says there
was an impulse to do this, that she was pown'fr.w to resist; she
struggled with all her strength, but something forced her on and
nil, and rmiijjiUril her to do the awful deed Then she will burst out
crying, ' My poor little girl, my poor Itttle Fern, how could I.

how<-uH?i/I! Oh. if I only had her sweet little face back here be-

side me.'' But we all know that the poor woman was not respon-
sible for her act. She passes hours on her knees in prayer, then
she will toss on Ijer couch in a frenzy of grief, and then she may
pass hours in a dazed condition, in which she practically feels and
realizes nothing.

1 had a note-book full of notes taken at the convention, be-

sides numerous little items pickt up from the numerous friends
that were present, and I also intended to give my readers my ira-

pre.ssions of Niagara falls, in short, to make this issue a bright and
sparkling number, but you must excuse m©—my heart is too sad

I may say that I am going to the fairs just the same, that is, if

Ivy continues to improve. It is my only hope—to keep myself
busy. Then there are others dependent upon me. and I shall not
begin now to do what I never did before—shirk my duty. I expect
to go right on printing the Review, but I must ask the friends to

be indulgent once more, while I am fitting ray back to this great
burden.

Now while perhaps there is not much that many of us can do

to help our bereaved friend and brother faside from a deep feeling

of sincerest sympathy tor him in his sacred sadness), there is one

thing that some of our readers can do, if they are also readers

of the Bee-Keepers' Review. They can send a year's subscription

to him nt „ni;\ and help a little financially, for in such times as

those through which he has been called to pass, money is very

needful. And particularly if any are in arrears for their subscrip-

tion to the Review, be sure to pay it all up ""«', and add an extra

dollar or two for advance subscription. We know Mr. Hutchin-

son would greatly appreciate this, tho he hasn't the slightest idea

of our making the suggestion.

It you are not a subscriber to the Review, suppose you try it

for a year in addition to the American Bee Journal—it is well

worth the dollar askt for it. Just send direct to W. Z. Hutchin-

son, tJ13 Wood St., Flint, Mich.

Tl?e Weekly Budget.

Mr. C. p. Dadant. of Hancock, 111., wrote Sept. 10: "Hot,

hot, hot! and the bees are beginning to show the shortage up here

on the hills.

Mr G. M. Doolittle. writing us under date of Sept. 13, saidt

' Dear. Bro. York:— I have been on the sick list ever since I

returned Irom Buffalo. I caught a severe cold and it settled on

my lungs. I have not been entirely confined to the house, but

have only done any work by actually driving myself to it. I am
slowly recovering, and hope to be as well as ever soon."

Mr. Thomas G. Newman, we learn through a friend, on account

of being too much of a tax on his health, felt compelled to decline

a reelection to the presidency of the California State Spiritualists'

Association, which held its annual meeting in San Francisco the

first week of this month. It will be remembered that Mr. Newman

is now editor and publisher of a weekly spiritualistic periodical—

the Philosophical Journal.

Mr. C. Tueilmann. of Wabasha Co., Minn., writing us Sept,

11, said:

Friend York;— I have just come home fi'om our State Fair,

where I judge! the honey exhibit, which was better than I had ex-

pected for such a poor season. There was considerable-last year's

honey in it, especially extracted. All the bee-keepers had the

same story to tell—none, or but little, white honey. All of them

have been getting some fall honey the past two weeks—probably
enough for their immediate home market. C. Theilmann.

Mr. J. F. MclNTYRE, of Ventura Co., Calif., made us a very

pleasant call Thursday, Sept. 16, when on his way home from the

Buffalo convention and a visit among relatives and friends in On-

tario. Canada. Mr. Mclntyre is one of the substantial bee-keep-

ers of the Pacific Coast, has GIIO colonies in one apiary, and his

crop this year is about IS tons o£ extracted honey. He is one of

the independent bee-men—holds his crop until the year after it is

produced, and thereby gets a better price. Mr. Mclntyre has been

in California for ir. years, and thinks there's no other place to live

like his locality, outside of that State. His family consists of wife

and five daughters.

Mr. Geo. Poinde.xtek, of Uewitt Co., 111., says bis local news-

paper—the Herald—" will exhibit at the State fair, what repre-

sents an old-time log-cabin home, made entirely from honey. In

size it is about one foot in height and perhaps a foot square. The

bouse has the old-fashioned roof, with the chimney tor the fire-

place running up the side. The one door swings ajar, allowing

one a view of the interior of the hut. He also has made of honey

proportionately in size to the log-cabin, an exact reproduction of

his home and apiary. From honey is made his house, and scat-

tered all around it, also made from pure honey, are the bee-hives.

Placed here and there, just thick enough to give the apiary yard a

pretty appearance, are artificial Howers. A fence made out of

comb foundation encircles the apiary and house, and the entire

thing is enclosed in a large glass frame separate from the log-

cabin, which is arranged in a frame alone.'' This will be quite an

attraction for the apiarian department of the Illinois State Fair

this month.
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BEE-BOOKS
SENT POSTPAID BV

G-eor2:e W. York & Co.,
ChlcuKO, Ills.

Beea and Honey, or Management of an Apiary
Tor Pleasnre and ProlJt. by Tlibuiua G. Newman.—
rhls edition has been lurt:ely re written, thoroughly
revised, and la " fully up with the times " In all the
Unprovements and Inventions In this rapklly-devel-
OplnK pursuit, and presents the apiarist with
everything tlmt CUD aid In the successful nianaKe-
ment of an apliiry, and at the same lime produce
the mi.ist lioney In an attractive condition. It con-
tains 2i>U patres. and 245 lllustnitlons—Is beautifully
printed tn the h'lU'hest stvie of the art, and bound
in cloth, gold-lettered. Price. 51.00.

LiUnestroth on the IIoney-Bee, revised by
Dadunt—This classic In bee culture, has been
entirely re- written, and Is fully Illustrated. It
treats of everything relating to bees and bee-keep-
ing. No apiarian library is complete without this
standiird work by Rev. I--. Ij. Jjangstroth — the
Father of American Bee-Culture. It has j2U pages;
tX)und In clottL

Price, postpaid, $1.25.

Bee-K.e_perH* Oulde* or Manual of the
Apiary, by Prof A. J Cook, of the Michigan Agri-
cultural College.—This book Is not only Instructive
and helpful as n guide In bee keeping, but 1b
Interesting and thoroughly practical and scientific.
Itconinlns a full delineation of tlie anatomy and
physiology of bees. 4ti0 pages ; bound In cloth and
fully Illustrated.

Price, postpaid. 81.25.

Scientific Qiieen-Kearlnff, as Practically
Applied, by G. M. DooUttle.—A method by which
the very best of (Jueen-Bees are reared In perfect
accord with Nature's wav ITt! pages, bound la
cloth, and illustrated. Price. $1.00.

A B C of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root.—

A

cyclopaedia of 4U0 pages, describing everything
pertaining to the care of the honey-bees. It con-
tains SUJ engravings. It was written especially for
beginners Bound In cloth. Price, $1.25.

Advanced Bee-Culture, Its Methods and
Management, by \V Z. Hutchinson.—The author
of tills work Is too well known to need further
description of his book. He Is a practical and
entertaining writer. Vou should read his hook. StlJ

pages, bound In paper, and Illustrated. Price, 60 cts.

Rational Bee-^eepln[f, by Dr. John Dzlerzon
—This la a tran^ilatlun of his latest German book on
bee-culture. It has HjO pages: bound
In paper covers, $1.00

Blenen-Kultur, by Thomas G. Newrian. -

This Is a Germim translation of theprlnclpr' por-
tion of the book called Bkks OF UoXEY. 10^ page
pamphlet. Price. 40 cents-

Convention Hand-Book, for Bee-Keepers.
Thomas G. Newman.— It contains the pjirlhiinen-
tary law and rules of order for Bee-Conventions—
also Constitution and By-fjaws, with subjects for
discussion, etc. Cloth, gold-lettered. Price, 25 cts.

TliirlT Vears Amoiis: tlie Bees^ by
Henry Alley.—Gives the results of over a quarter-
century's experience in rearing queen-bees. Very
latest work ot the kind. Nearly loo pages. Price. 50c.

Prartlral IliniiK to Bee-Kee-Keepers—by
Chas. F. Muth. Also contains a Foul Brood
Cure uud How lo Winter Bees. 40 p. ; 10 cts.

Wliy Fat Honey?—This Leaflet is intend-
ed for FRKE distribution, to create a Local Market.
liX) copies, by mail, yn cts.: 5(.hi for $1.25; luoo, $2.00.

How to Keep Honey and preserve Its
richness and flavor. Price same as Why Eat Honey.

Alfslke Clover I^eaflel.— Full directions
for growing, .'io for u.j cts. ; KXJ for 40 cte.; 200,70c.

Apiary Kef^lMter^ by Thos. G. Newman.—
Devotes twf) pages to a colony. Leather binding.
Price, for 50 colonies, $i.W; lor lOo colonies, $1.25.

Frepurutlun or llouey tor the Marltst,
Including the pioductlun and care of comb and
extracted Imnuy. A chapter from Bees anp
HoNEV price. 10 cents

Bee-PiiiiturniKe n Neceaaity.—This book suk
gests what and huw to pltti' it Is a chapter fron
Bees a.so Uo.nev. Price. 10 cents.

Tlic Hive I i:«e, by G. M. noollttle. It
details his manug-ement of bees, and methods
of producing comb honey. Price. 5 cents.

Pr* Howard'M Book on FonI Rrood.
—Gives the McKvoy Treatment and reviews the er-
perlments of others. Price, 2r> cts.

Silo and Sllnse, by Prof. A J. Cook.—It
gives the method in operation at the Michigan Agri-
cultural College. I*rtce, 2.) cts.

Winter Problem in Bee-Keepln>r. by G,
H. Plercp. Result of 25 years' experience. 30 cts.

Haiidllna Bee», by Chiis Dadant \- Son.—
A Chapter from Langstroth Uevised. Price. 8 cts.

HiMtory of Hee-A88octHiions, and Brief Re-
ports of the Hrat 20 conventions. Price, lo.

Foul Brood Treatment, by Prof. F. R.
Cheshire.—Its Cause and Prevention. Price, 10 cts.

FonI Brood, by A. K. Kohnke.—Origin.
Development and Cure. Price lo cts.

Koe-Keepins lor Pr«»fit, by Dr. G. L.
Tinker.—Revised and enlarged. It details the au-
thor's " new system. (.>r how to get the Utrgest yields
ol comb or extracted honey." 8o p.; illustrated. 25c.

i'onimerolal Calculator, by C. Kopp.—
A reaiiy Calculator. Business Arithmetic and Ac-
count-Book combined in one. Every farmer and
business man should have it. No. 1, bound in water
proof leatherette, call flnish. Price, 4n cts. No. 2
in tine artitlcial leather, with pocket, silicate slate,
and account-book. Price. 60 cts.

Circen'h Four Books, by Chas. A. Green.
-Devoted to, 1st, How We Made the Old Farm Pay;
2nd, Peach Culture: 3rd, How to Propagate b'ruit-

Plants. Vines and Trees; 4th. General Kruit In-

structor. Nearly 120 pages. Fully illustrated. 25cts.

C;arden and Orchard, by Cbas. A. Green
—Gives full instructions m Thinning and Marketing
Fruits; Pruning, Planting and Cultivating; Spray-
ing, Evaporation, Cold Storage, Etc. 94 pages, illus-

trated. Price. 25 cts.

Kendall's Horse-Book. — 3."> pictures,
showing positions of sick horses, and treats on all

their diseases. English or German. Price, 25 cts.

Lumber and Lo£;-Book. ~ Gives meas-
urements of lumber, logs planks; wages, etc. 25c.

IVIaple Sngar and the Suerar Bosh, by Prof.
A, J. Cook.— Full instructions. Price. 35 els.

CiJ rain Tables, for castinpr up the price of
grain, produce, hay, etc. Price, 25 cts.

Capons and Caponizlns, by Dr. Sawyer,
Fanny Field, and others.—Illus'trated. AH about
caponizing fowls, ana thus how to make the most
money in poultry-raising. 64 pages. Price, ao cts.

Onr Poultry Doetor, or Health In the
Poultry Yard and How lo Cure Sick Fowls, by
Fanny Field.—Everything about Poultry Diseases
and their Cure. 64 pages. Price. 3o cts.

Poultry for JTlarltet and Poultry for
Profit, by Fanny Field.—Tells everything aboutthe
Poultry Business. 64 pages. Price, 25 cts.

Turkeys for Market and Turkeys for
Profit, by Fanny Field.—All about Turkey-Raising.
64 pages. Price, 25 cts.

Rural lilfe.— Bees. Poultry. Fruits, Vege-
tables, and Household Matters, loo pages. 25 cts.

Potato rtillure, by T. B. Terry.—It tells

how to grow them profitably. Price, 40 cts.

Hand-Book of Health, by Dr. Foote.—
Hints about eatmg, drinking, etc. Price, 25 cts.

Bee-Keepers' Directory, by H. Alley.—
Latest methods in Oueen-Rearing, etc. Price. 50c.

Book Clul)biiig Otters.

(Read Carefully.)

The following clubbing prices Include the

American Bee Journal one year with each

book named. Remember, that only one book

can be taken In each case with the Bee Jour-

nal a year at the prices named. If more books

are wanted, see postpaid prices given with

the description of the books on this page

Following is the clubbing-Ust:

1. Langstroth on the Honey-Bee J2.00
2. A B Oof Bee-Culture 2.00
3. Bee-Keeper'sGulde 1.75
4. Bees and Honey I Cloth boundl 1.65
5. Doollltle's Scientific Queen-Kearlng. 1,75
e. Ur. Howard's Foul Brood Book 1.10

7. Advanced Bee-Culture 1,30
n. Blenen-Kullur IGerman] 1.20

11. Kational Bee-Keeplng [Paper toundl 1,75

12. Thirty Years Among the Bees 1.30
13. Bee-Keeping for Profit 1.15
14. Convention Hand Book — 1.15
15. Poultry for Market and Profit 1,10

16. Turkeys for Market and Proflt 1.10
17. Capons and Caponlzing 1,10
IS, Our Poultry Doctor 1,10
19, Green'sFour Books 1,15
21, Garden and Orchard 115
23. Rural Life 1.10
23, Commercial Calculator, No, 1 1,26
36. Coramp-clalCakulator. No.2 1.40
27, Keudall's Uiirse-Buok 1.10
30, Potato Culture 1 20
32, Hand-Book of Health 110
34, Maple Sugar and the Sugar Bush,,,, 1.20
35, SUoand Silage 110
36, Winter I'roblem in Beu-Keeplng 1,30

37, Apiary Register (lor 50 colonies)— 1.75

38, Apiary Register (for 100 colonies) . 2,00

39, Boe-Koepers' Directory 1.30

lom
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Qcr)cral li€n)s^

Bees Did Well.

ThiTu are a good many small bee-keep-
ers here, and they do not take any bee-
paper : but when they get stuck they
cqiiiH 1(1 lue to get them out.

Mv hres did very well this year. I

got 14' '() pounds of honey from 16 col-

onies, and there was no basswood hero
this year, so all I got was from clover.

D. E. Lane.
Washtenaw Co., Mich., Sept. 12.

A Case of Laying Worker.

Uirder date of Aug. 13. I wrote in re-

gard lo a swarm of bees that swarmed,
etc., as per page 567. I have examined
them, by request, weekly. The swarm
that swarmed out hung on the liiub for

over three weeks, then returned to the
old rolony. This morning I examini^d
again, and found evidence of a laying
worker, which confirms my first theory,

that the queen became unfit for work,

and nnt dying until all brood was too

far advanced for queen-rearing, as I

found no brood or eggs the first time I

examined them—7 p.m., Aug. 1'2.

J. D. Coles.
Salem Co., N. J., Sept. 11.

A Good Minnesota Bee-Locality.

Last spring I moved from Stevens

county to this place. I arrived here

May 81, and my bees arrived June 4.

The white clover was in blossom, and
has continued in blossom ever since.

The roadsides and old fields are white

with clover now (Sept. 3), and bees are

working on it as much as they have any
time this season.

I think this is the best locality for

honey and the honey-bee of any place I

ever lived in. It is a timbered country,

with numerous streams of water, and
the finest natural meadows I ever saw.

The streams are all lined with willow,

as also are all low, moist lands which
furnish an abundance of bee-forage.

The woods are full of thorn-apple, and
there is not any blossom here that bees

work on as much as they do this tree.

The woods are full of red raspberry,

which furnishes a large amount of honey.

Bees get an early start in the spring

here, and have an abundance of blos-

soms all the season. At the present

time the fields are yellow with golden-

rod. There are two plants that grow
here, the names of which no one knows.
I will send a sample to the editor of the

Bee Jiiurnal for him to ascertain what
they are. One of them resembles cat-

nip. It blossoms about July 1 5, and
lasts till September, and it is covered
with bees while it lasts. I do not know
what quality the honey is, or whether
light or dark. The other grows about
2i-a to 3 feet high, with numerous
branches; commences to blossom July
1, and lasts till September : it is said to

yield the best honey of anything that
grows in this vicinity. It is known as

fireweed, because it always grows on
land that has been cleared and burnt.

The seed is scattered the same as the
thistle or milkweed.

There is plenty of basswood here, but
the caterpillars are so destructive every
spring that there has been no blossoms

Finest Alfalfa Honey

!

IT SELLS ON TASTING.

The Honey that Suits All

Who Buy It.

Low Prices Now!
We can furnish ^Vllite Alfalfa Extracted Honey, in 60-pound tin cans, on

board cars in Chicago, at these prices : 1 can, in a case, 7 cents per pound ; 2 cans
In one case, 6J^ cents ; 4 cans (2 cases) or more, 6 !4 cents. The Cash must accom-
pany each order.

It^" A sample of the honey will be mailed to an intending purchaser, for 8
cents, to cover postage, packing, etc. We guarantee purity.

amm W. YORK & (!0., 118 Michigan Stmt, mwm), ILL.

Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. New London,
"Wisconsin,

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus
securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
They have also one One of the Largfest Factories and the latest

and most-improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there is in the State. The material is cut from patterns, by machinery,
and is iibsoltitely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and whitest
Bassivood is used, and they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine

and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best

machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a B^ull Line of Supplies.

Please mention th^' Ameacau Bee JournHl ,7 \tt

BEE-KEEPERS We make

SUPPLIES
The Very Finest Line of

in the Market, and sell

them at Low Prices.
Send lor Free lllii>itralcci Catalog anil Price-I..i»l.

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.

Special kg > lit for the, Souihw«^st
-^- ^-

^^^""Jt^'joseph, mo.
l»lr. 4bl»oll sell§ our Hives and Sections at Factory Price*.

That Q,ueen-Clipping Device Free I

Works Like a Charm. Conldn't Do Without It.

The Monette QueenCUpplng Device works

LIKE A CHARM. WUh It I have clipped 30

qudens, all in one day, when e.xamlnlng my

bees. Wm. Stollkv. Grand Islsind, Nebr.

PLEASE READ THIS OFFER TO PRESENT SUBSCRIBERS :

Send us jiixl wif item tuitiu: for the American Bee Journal a year (with $1.00). and we

will mail you the Queen-Clipping Device free of charge. Or. the Queen-Clipping Device

will be sent postpaid for 30 cts. But why not get it as a Premium by the above offer

You can't earn 'M cts. any easier. Almost every bee-keeper will want this Device.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan St., CHICAGO, ILL.

I have clipped 19 queens, and must say the
Monette Queen-Clipping Device Is by far the
best invention ever made, and will be wel-
come to many bee-keepers as it was to me, 1

could not do without one now.
Dr. Geo. Lacke, Newburgh. Ind,
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tor the last three or four years. There
are a number of bee-keepers here, but
they all complain of more swarms ttian
honey this year.

1 started in the spring with six colo-
nies, and have 12 very strouK colonies
now. One man In this vicinity has
taken IGO poLnds from one colony this
year. This is the best I have heard of
yet. I askt him if he read the American
Bee Journal, and he said he did, and he
was well pleased with it.

Honey is selling at present for 10 and
12 cents per pound, in one-pound sec-
tions. S. B. Smith.

Mlllelacs Co., Miun., Sept. 0.

[We cannot name the first flower de-

scribed, and we regret to say our bota-
nist must have gone on a vacation and
forgotten to return. We have sent him
several flowers lately, but have received
no response. This will explain to others
also why they have not seen their speci-

mens named in the Bee Journal. Prof.

T. J. Burrill, Champaign, III., is an ex-

cellent botanist, and no doubt would be
^lad to name any flower specimens sent
to him. When writing him, be sure to

enclose at least a 2-ceut stamp for reply.

The Second flower described by Mr.
Smith is no doubt the willow-herb, or

fireweed, so famous as a honey-plant in

the burnt districts of Michigan and Wis-
coiiSiu.

—

Editor.]

Best Season for Seven Years.

Bees have done, and are doing finely,
this year. It is like old times—nothing
like it for six or seven years.

D. 0. McLeod.
Christian Co., 111., Sept. 11.

A Drouthy Year.

Kansas is drouthy this year, and there
wilijiot be half a crop of corn here. I
am 70 years old, and keep 20 colonies
of bees. I mean to improve and do the
best I can, so 1 mink by reading the ex-
perience of older ones in the business, I
will learn something, or some beitwr way
»o do. H. W. Felt.
Norton Co., Kans., Sept. 9.

Did the Queen Bemate ?

Having had rather a queer experience
this year with a colony of goidens, I
have concluded to write it up for the
benefit of the "craft."
On April 2T, 1»UG, I purchast a

golden queen whose bees were simply
beauties. I IniruUucea her all right in
a colony of blacks, and soon all were as
pretty -'goidens" as I ever saw, and re-
mained so throughout the year lb'J6

;

but last spring what was my surprise to
see about half of the young bees were
••good blacks" again. " Sez I to my-
self, sez 1," ^ne'^ been superseded. So
into them I went, and lo and behold
there was the same old dipt queen.
Well, I let them go awhile, and they
nearly all were dark hybrids, some black,
sure enough.
Aboui juiie 1, I took her out and put

her iuio an empty hive with just a few
bees t.s.-e what she would show there,
and thinking perhaps there was another
queeu lu ine hive. Well, the colony

^^

The Great People's Atlas of the World.
MOKl' TII.W liMi.iiiM) C0PI1-:S SOLD ANNUALLY.

Up-to-Date, Accurate. Beautilullij Illustrated.

Nearly 70 Comprehensive Maps, many of them double-page.
140 New and Superb Illustrations. A whole Library in itself, of vital and ab-

sorbing interest to every member of the household.
Population of each State and Territory, of all Counties of the United States, and

of American Cities of over 5,000 inhabitants, by latest Census.

The handfomely engraved maps
of all the States and Tcirltorles In
the Union are laip-n, lull-p«fre.wlth
anunjlier of double-pajie maps to
reprcsenl the mo^t important of
the Sla PS A\l countries on the
lace or the earth are shown Riv-
ers and lakes are accurately loca-
ted. All of the larjie cities of the
world, the important towns and
most of the villages of the United
States are given on these maiis ;

also every cuiiiily In each
Slate,
Over 200 Mngnlflcent Illustra-

tions and Maps euittellish nearly
everj pnjre of the Atlas and falth-
fullj dtpiL-t scenes in almost every
partol^the world.

This Atlas contains a prodigious
arrouiitof Historical. Phvslial. Po-
litical. Educational and Statistical
matter, so comprehensively ar-
ranged and indext that informa-
tion on any subject can be found
In a moment's time.

Description of the World.
It contiiins a General Description

of the World, giving its Physical
Features, Form. Density, Tempera-
ture, Motion. Winds and ( iirrenls;
Distribution of Land and Water;
Races of People, thetr Kellglons
andNumbeis: also the nio-t com-
plete Lift of Nations ever publlsht.
givingthelr Jeographieal Location,
Area, Population, Forms of Gov-
ernment, etc.

The Popular and Electoral Votes for President in 1884, 1888 and 1892, by
States. List of All the Presidents. Agricultural Productions. Mineral Products.
Homestead Laws and Civil Service Rules. Statistics of Immigration, 1820 to

1891. Public Debt for the Past 100 Years. Gold and Sliver Statistics. Number
and Value of Farm Animals. Cultivable Area as Compared with Increase of Popu-
lation. Postal Information, with Domestic and Foreign Rates, and Other Informa-
tion that should be In every Home, vStore, Office and Schoolroom.

We will mail this great Atlas, postpaid, for only
50 cts.; or for $1.40 we will send It with the Bee
-Journal for one year ; or we will mall it free as a

premium for sending us one New Subscriber (ifil.OO) to the Bee Journal

Miniature Cut of A tIaH. Actual Si7e. Oppn, 14 by 22 Inches •

Closed, U by 11 Inches
~

'

Our Likral Offers

:

for a year.
GE0R3E W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan St., CHICAGO, ILL.

TOUR BEESWAX

!

U'NriL, F.^icTiife:.! N«»'rirE, we win
— allow "JS cents j)er pound for Good Yel-
low Becswa.x, delivered at our olfice— in ex-
<'liaii;!;e for Subscription to the Bee Jouknai,.
for Bo' 'ks, or anything that we oU'er for sale
In the Beb Jouknai,. Or, 'lo ctx. ctiKli.

GEORGE W. "iORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing,

A GENUINE

UNG DISEASES.

Egg Preservative
That will keep Heirs R^ctrs perfectly throuyli
warm weather, just U8 jfood ^ls Iri sh ones lor
cookln^r n.ud I'rosHnjf. One man paid 10 fents
a (io/>eii lor the ei^K^ he preaerved, and then
later sold them lor tjo cents a d<i/.en. Vou can
Preserve them lor about 1 cent per dozen.
ow is the time to do It, while eggs are cheap.

Address for Circular giving further Infor-
mation—

Ur. A. H. IVIANON,
:ir)12 Monroe Street. - Toi,Kl><). OlllO.

Please mention Bee Journal when writinp;.

I^H ,^o years' experience. If your case is

^^^^sufficiently serious to require expert medi-
^^^Hcal treatment, address^IB Or. Peiro, 100 State St.. Chicago.
Please mention Bee Journal "when "writing.

Beautiful Honey-Cases
Made by the A. 1. Hoot Co.. at tbelr prices.

Bcei,%vax Wauted.
III. H. HUNT, Uell BraiK'h, Ifllrb.

Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

Full Colonies for Sale
-FINE ITAL,IAN.IIVBKIUS-

;10 miles northwest of Chica(ro. In 9-frame
LantiTHtroth hives. Bees In jruod condition.
Only a lew colonies. Prices—$5.00 uer colony;
rt eolonies, at $(.75 each ; or 10 colonies at
$4.."iO each,

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,

CUICAUO, ILLS.
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Foundatlou —Sections— Hives
or any Other Supplies.

Ifyouaro ill a riiNli, send me your order. I

sell llie best only, iind fill orders promptly
at LOWEST iMtKE. Becswax wanted lu
'exchange.

Working Wax l\^'^ L°r «su A Specially.

83^'" Write for Catalog- and Price-List, with
Samples uf Foundation and Sections.

GUS DITTMER,
AlUJtJsTA, WIS.

Please mention Bee Journal v^hen writing.

SEE THAT WINK

!

Itee - Supplipii \ Hoot's
Goods at Koot's Prices.

Pouder'M Honey - Jars^
and every thing- used by
bee-keepers Prompt ser-

vice, low t'retKht rMte. Cat
tree. Walter S Ponder,

'ij .nhAi/^F-ft't * 162 Mass. Ave..
Wflit-npoVPErRSfp Indianapolis. Indiana

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

eB^ IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK

Has No Sag in Brood-Frame*

Thin Flat-Kottom FuuiidatioD

Has Ko Pisbbooe Id Ibe Sarplas Hooef

.

BeloK tbe oieaneBt Is aBaaily worked
the qalokeBt of any Foandatlon made

J. A.

That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
11.25 to Prof. A.J. Cook, Claremont, Calif.,

for his « . 1

Bee-Keeper s Guide.

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

PATLHT WIRED COMB fODNDATIOH

i^™' *l J. A. VAN DEIJSEN.
^I^B Sole Manaraotnrer,
^^^^^^ apront Brook Montsrom«rv po.. n Y.

Please mention Bee Journal \vhen writing.

Golden Beauties and 3-6anded
Or IMP'HSTED STOCK.

Silver=Gray Carniplan©.
Cuies ed, 50c ; Tested, 75c. Safe arrival

guaranteed. Address.

Judge E. Y. TERRAL & CO.
26A141 Camekdn. Texas.
Please mention Bee Journal w.-hen writing.

ONE MAN WITH THE
COMBINATION

SAW
(.^an do the work of four
men using hand tools. In
Kipping, Cuttlng-o£t, Mi-
tring. Rabbeting, Groov-
ing. Gaining. Dadoing,
Edglng-up. Jointing StuB,
etc. Full Line of Foot ana
Hand Power Machinery.
Sold on Trial. CaUlosrne Free.

SKKE^-A FALliK ItlFC CO.,
46 Water St SENECA FALLS. N. T.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

^
^%California

IX you care to know of its Fruits. Flowers
Olimate or Keeources. send for a Sample Copy
of California's Favorite Paper—

The Pacific Rural Press
The leading Horticultural and Agricultural

Eaper of the Pacific Coast. Published weekly,
andsomely Illustrated tC.OO per annum.

Bample Copy Free.

F4C1FIC RURAL, PRESS,
330 Market St.. - SAN FRANCTSCO. OAL.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

went to work to rear a queen. I tore
down their cells, as I didn't want any of

her stocl< ; kept them queenlBss for

about 30 days, until there was neither

brood nor eggs In the hive, to be sure
that there was no other queen, and then
gave thera a golden queen, since which
time all has gone well.

Now, to return to the old queen. She
built up a splendid colony of very dark
hybrids, and I finally "removed" her

and introduced a golden to them. Now,
this queen was dipt, and could not raise

herself 4 inches from the ground, both

wings on one side being dipt dose. Her
bees were all right for one year, then all

wrong. There is no mistake but it is

one and the same queen. Question : Did
she remate in the hive?
The facts as above set forth I can sub-

stantiate by another bee-keeper, who
watcht the case from start to finish.

This has been a fine honey-year. I

started in the spring with six colonies,

in dovetailed hives, have now 13, and
have taken 498 pounds of extracted

honey. My bees are in good condition

for winter, and will average 25 pounds
to the colony. I think the honey-flow

is over here now, and consequently 1

have got all I will get.

In conclusion I will say that I owe the

Bee Journal one dollar and my success.

The dollar the publishers will get soon,

but the success and Bee Journal I want
to keep, so send it on.

J. W. Ogi.esbt.
Logan Co., Ark., Aug. 30.

Poor Season.

Our season has been very poor here.

This month is our best for honey, but

the bees are not gaining very fast— aver-

age one pound a day per colony. I have
39 colonies. A. E. Smith.
Posey Co., Ind., Sept. 8.

A Bather Poor Season.

This has been a rather poor honey
season—a scant half-crop of white

clover.

Our prospects for a fall honey-crop
were reasonably good, but just now we
are suffering from a drouth which may
cut it short. W. .1. Cullinan.
Adams Co., III., Sept. 7.

Another Case of Laying Worker.

The bees commenced casting swarms
as early as May 15, and from the first

swarm one issued June 25. All of the

colonies cast three to four swarms. The
largest swarm Issued August 12, from a

second swarm, making our hpiary con-

sist of 25 colonies {starting in Spring

with only seven colonies) beside two
swarms having nnited and two getting

away.
The main object of this article is to

give my experience with a laying worker.

In one of my oldest colonies, which
swarmed -1 or5 times, I discovered, about

two weeks ago, that the colony was very

weak (having swarmed about July 10)

and upon investigation I found it was
queenless— nearly devoured by moth

—

and only contained about a handful of

workers, but lots of honey in the brood-

frames. I immediately opened up the

colony, which had swarmed on Aug. 12,

and found two frames containing queen-

cells, one of which I gave to the queen-

less colony. While in the act of placing

l?i^i' Beeswax
For all the Good, Pure Vellow

BeeS'^vax delivered to our office till

further notice, we will pay 25 cents per

pound, CASH ; or 28 cents for whatever

part is exchanged for the Bee Journal,

Honey, Bonks or Seed, that we offer. If

you want cash, promptly, for your

Beeswax, send it on at once. Impure
wax not taken at any price. Address as

follows, very plainly,

GEO. W. YORK St CO.
118 Michig-an St., CHICAGO. ILL.

CARLOADS
1)1 Bep-Hlves, -Sections, Shlp-
ping-'i^'ases. Comb Foundation,
ami Everylblng used in the
Bee-!mlU8try
We want the namp and ad-

_, drese of every Bee-Keeper In
" America. We supply Deal-

ers as well ap consumers We
have Dry Kiln. Improved Machl-iery, 40 000
leet o1 floor spare. Mnd «ll modern appliances.
We make prompt hhipment
Wiiie fur Cat'tioy-*. Qiifitat'ons. etc.

Mer-State Maniifactiirini Co.,
Hlino«»\. >t. Cr<>I» ro., WIS.

Please mention Bee Jour:ial -when -writing.

nrr VCCDCD? \ Let me send you my 64-
DLL'^UL.^L^IO page Catalog for 18M7.

J. Itl. Jenkins, Wetumpka, 41a.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

»»•»•-••••••<
lor !i kiiiti' liiat will cut a iiorn -ithout f
crusluiiL-, becaiiso it cuts from four <

THE KEYSTONE
-aiDEHORNER»<
It i« htiinaiip, rai-M an.i -hiriililH. Fully •
uarrantCil. HIGHEST AWARDAT WoBLI' s •
Fair. Descriptive circulars FR-IEIE. ^
A. C. ItKOSllS. Coohranville, Pa. %

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

ITALIAN QUEENS
Uy Return niail.

Choice Tested at 6.t cts. each ; Untested at
,50 CIS each, or $.1.00 per dozen—from now to
November 1st.

F. X. Crowcll, Granger, IMinn.

35A6t Please mention the Bee Journ il.

Earn Your (Jbristiiias Money
Or Fie»ent", by going among your friends
and ni'luhiiors. >iuo help to iniroduce \» bit*
niiiii'H Mure 'real", spites, Kakln!:-Po»v-
der, elc. J."> lbs. for solid silver Chatelaine
Watch and Chain: or lu Ids tor a Miudolln or
Gullnr; 'i > lb-, for an aut"harp: 17.i lbs for a
Hiuh Grade L.idie»' or Gen s' Hl.jcle: 50 Ihs.

for a D-'C )ratH'< llinn'T Set ; 40 lbs for a La-
dles' or Gent.-.' Gold Watih; 20 lbs loraUeJt-
ter Camera : .t lbs for a Zar Camera : 10 lbs.

for a Solid Colli KIni?: x lb- for a -^^t of Niit-

1 liks and Cracker, llnly Strittly Porf floods handleit.

Freight pal I on all ofde-s accornpanifl by
the cash. Send add'e<s on .-.r.i lor Catalog,
Ord.T Sh^et. .ic A. H WHITMAN & CO ,

[Bipt. Bl -TU No. Weoieru Av .

38A+1. Chicago III.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

ANO LUNG DISEASES,
DR. PEIRO. Specialist

Offices: IOI9, lOO State 5t.,

CHICAGO. Hours 9 to 4,

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.
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THE "NOVELTY "POCKET-KNIFE

GEO. W. YORK,
CHICAGO, ILLS.

Vonr Name on the Knife.—When orderlnp, be sure to say Just wbat Name vat
Aaaressj'ou wish put on the Knlie.

The No%'ELTV Knife 19 Indeed a novelty. The novelty lies In the handle. It l9 made
oeautifuily o'. inde^ti-u tible celluloid, which is as transparent as (!lasB. Underneath tB«
celluloid, on one iide ol the handle Is placed an American Bee Journal reminder, and on tte
other side, nume and residence of the Subscriber.

The material entering into this celebrated knife Is of the very best quality; the bladee
are handforjred out of the very finest English razor-steel, and we warrant every blade. Th6
holsters are made of German silver, and will never rust or corrode. The rivets are hardeneo
German silver wire; the linings are plate briss; the back springs of Sheffield spring steel anC
the finish of handle as described above. It will last a lifetime, with proper usage.

'

Why pnrcbase the Noveltsr Knife? Tn case a giod knife Is lost, the chances are
the owner will never rec )ver It; but it the Novelty Is lost, having name and address ol ownet'
the flnder will return it; otherwise to try to destroy the name ami address, wouli destroy thi)
knife. If traveling, and you meet with a serious accident, and are to fortunate as to have one
of the Novelties, your pocket knife will serve as as an Identifier; and In case of death, yoiu
relatives will at once be apprised o( the accident.

How appropriate this knife is for a Christmas. New Year or blrthdny present I Wha^
more lasting memento could a mother give to a son, a wife to a husliand. a sister lo a brother,
a lady to a gentleman, or vice versa, a son to a mother, a husband to a wife. ahrothertoaslsteE
or a gentleman to a ladv—the knife having the name of the recipient on one side ?

T he accompanying cut gives a faint idea, but cannot fully convey an exact representa-
tion of this beautiful knife, as the •' Novelty " must be seen to be npureclated.

Hoiiv to Get this Valuable Knife.—We send Itpostpal I. forSl. , or give It as EPremium to the one sending us three new Siibscribern to the Bee Journal (with $3 OOi,
and we will also send to each new name a copy of the Premium Edition of the book ' Bees am'-
Hone- ' We club the Novelty Knife with the Bee Journal for one year, both for $1 90

^y Kanie and Address Put on the Knife.
GEOBGE W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.

Allo-w about two -v^-eeks lor your order to tjt {iiled.

the frame in the hive, a qtieen popt out
of one of the cells, and disappeared Id

the hive. Robbers had by this time
commenced their ravages, so I aban-
doned the idea of recovering her, count-
ing on one of the other cells should she
be destroyed. I closed the entrance,
except space for one bee, and moved the
hive to another part of the yard. I ex-
amined the hive the next day. finding it

still queenless, with the remaining cells

destroyed. I also found the evidence of

a laying worker. It is needless to say I

was perplext, and spent some sleepless
hours that night stud}'ing out plans, but
awoke in the morning with the following
program maptout:

I closed the entrance with wire gauze,
sprinltled the hive, bees, and frames
wiih sugar and peppermint flavored
water, exchanged three frames with
other colonies for brood and hovering
bees, which I also sprinkled with the
mint water on placing in the hive. The
same evening I Introduced a caged
queen, and fed them well. The follow-
ing morning I found the queen liberated,
and doing well as a mother. Of course,
I found some dead bees, but since then
the colony is working well, and with
favorable weather I shall expect some
surplus honey.

I have since introduced three Italian
queens with success. Will some old api-
arist kindly criticise, and point out my
mistakes, in a later number of the liee

Journal ? W. I ,Ionk,s.

St. Louis City Co., Mo., Aug. 3U.

What Five Colonies Did,

I bought 5 colonies last spring for
S7 50. All swarmed once, and I hived
them on the old stand. The 5 now
swarms gave me ;i 1 ;j pounds of comb
honey, which I sold for 15 cents a pound.
I transferred the old colonies, as they
were In old boxes, and divided them Into

it) nuclei, and built them up to full col-

onies. I got 10 quarts of extracted
honey, 5 pounds of wax, and 6 gallons
of fine vinegar. The -45 colonies are
now worth $ I SO ; the honey, wax, and
vinegar, .$53.45, making a total of
15283 45. How is that for 5 old box-
hive colonies ?

I have 85 colonies in all, starting in

1896 with 2. and bought G last spring.
My best colonies gave me 130 pounds of
white clover comb honey, and they are
all hustling on the fall flowers. Why go
to the Klondike ? Just buy a few colo-
nies of bees, and subscribe for the Amer-
ican Bee Journal, end you will have
something as good as gold.—a sure
thing! W D. Craig,
Douglas Co,, 111., Sept, 18.

Late Swarming'.

Bees have done fairly well. I had 9
colonies, spring count. There has been
a continuous flow of nectar since wild
mustard blossomed in June, but the
worst feature of it all is my bees swarm-
ed but twice (or two new swarms) in
July, none in June, and they were strong,
so they were storing honey freely in the
supers, and now they are swaruiing free-
ly. I have had 4 swarms so far in Sept-
ember, and it looks like a good many
more to follow. All are large swarms.
Golden-rod is in bloom. I do not know
what to do with the new swarms, only to
let them go where they please.

In all prohability, in about 10 days or
two weeks we will have a frost. I would
like to ask if this is anything new for
bees to swarm so freely In September. I

have three to four supers on, and then
the bees hang out by the pailful

U. K. Moui/roN,
Cottonwood Co,, Minn,, Sept, ti.

^BRO. YORK'S
^

OWN TESTIMONY

AFTER 18 MONTHS' USE.

Chicag-o, July 27th, 1897,
Dear Dr. House:
My office force have fallen

in love with yourYellowzones.
I enclose $1.00 for as manj'

Yas you mail for that amount.
Success to you in your ex-

cellent work.
Very truly yours,

Geo. W. York.
P. S. Sa3',/ think as much

of your"Zones" asthe"g-irls"
do. They just straig-htened
out a very severe headache I
had awhile ag-o. Worth their
weig-ht in the yellow metal
now being- raved about up ia
Alaska. G. W, Y.

^YELLOWZONES „i FOR PAIN AND FEVER. ^
An honest and efficient

remedy for all fevers, head-
aches, colds, grip, rheuma-
tism, neuralgia, etc. And
every box guaranteed — but
no customer has ever yet
asked for his monej' back.
One box, with supply of

Xonet Vdthiirtics, 25c; si x
boxes for $1,00. Most orders
are for Dollar lots.

W. B. Hou.SE, M, D.,
•Drawer 1, Detour, Mich. z

Coiiveiilioii !>'olloes.

See the pnimiuiii oilers on jiajie 599

!

Teiiiiesmee.—The southern East Tennessee
Bee-Keepers' A'JFOclation will hoi i its annual
seseion at Cooksons Crt-ek, Frldaj- Oi-t I . be-
ginning" at 9 ii'clocK. a.m. Bee-keepers are
earnestly rcquesled to attend. The program
foreshadows entertainment lor the nos las-
tidlous W. J. CoPELAND, Sec.
Fetzerton, Tenn.

W iNCoiiMlii. —The Southwestern Wiscon-
sin Bee-Keepers' Association will hold Its
annual convention at Bosuobel. Oc oher 6
and 7, 1897. All the leading- aplarlau sui'jecls
of the day will he thuroiiirhly dis- u^t. and a
general Kood time is expected \\\ areiordl-
aily invited to come and bring their t ri* uds.
Calamine. Wi-.. F. L. Mukkav. St-c.

Utah —The Utah Bee-Keepers* >st;ociation
will hold their emi annual meeting o t 5. at
10 am., in the City and "ounty Bui ding, ^alt
Lake City, A lull program in the inteiestot
Iht* industry will be presented, and eve^ y bee-
keeper iu the IS ate sh 'Uld be iniercisit'u la
the succe.-s of the iuiustry; especially n get-
ting our new foul hroon law into operation.
We now have a good law that can be put Into
elTtciive for -e: it van be made to rea- h every
bee-keeper and every c.ilouy of bee- iri the
State, if uec*'S8ar>. Th u Wt Uh bt* alive to
the Issue; let us niuKc good use of this
weapon put Inti) our handj^", as long as i here
isavesligeof the disease found li> uurown
fair State. All are cordially Invlit d.

K. S. Ldvksy. Pres,
J. B, Fa(}Q. Sec. Mill Creek. Utah.

Please Send Us the Namet» of your
oeUhbors who keep boos, and we will

send them sample copies of he Kke
Journal. Then please call upon them
and get them to subscribe with vou ^,nd

secure some of the premiums w» offer.
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HDNEYandBEESWAX
SIAKKKX «tlJ0TAXI0.1fS.

Chlcaero, 111., Sept. 1.—Fancy white l2o.;

No. 1 lu to lie; laucy amber. 9c.: No. 1,

7 to 8c; laiicy (lark. 7 to8c.; No 1. 7c. Ex-
tracted, white, .') to fie; amber. 4 to 5c. ; dark,
y>4c Beeswax, 2G to 27c.

There is a little lioney selling now, and with
this month sales ought to Increase. It Is also
agoodtlmeto ship comb, as wax is ttrong.
and resists jars in transit.

Kansas City, Mo., Auff. 10.—Fancy white.
13c.; No. 1 1 1 to I'Jc; lancy amber. 10 'o

lie; No. 1. 9 .0 lOc; fancy darlj, 8 to 9c.;

No. 1,7 to 8c. Extracted, white. 5 to 5Hc.

;

amber, 4 to 4^0.; dark, 'AM to 4c. Beeswax,
25c.
There is very little demand for honey this

bof. weather, but will Improve with cooler
weather.

St. Iiouls, Mo., Ang. 9.—Fancy white, 13
to ViVtC ; No. 1. 11 to 1 1 Vtc: fancy amber. 10
lolOV4c.; No 1. 9 to 9>4c fancy dark. 8 to

8^ic ; No. 1.5 to ?c. Extracted, white, 5 to

5^0.; amber, 4 to 4 !4c.; dark. 3i4 to4c. Bees-
wax, 24 to 24!4c.

The weather so far this season has been too
warm lor the free movement of bouey, but
with the present prices on suKar we think
there should be a good demand tor extracted
honey at the above P' ices. One car of 21,000
pounds sold since our last quotation on basis
ot above prices. Beeswax finds ready sale at
2*c. or prime, while choice stock brings a
little more.

Cleveland. Ohio, Aug. 31.—Fancy white,
13c.: No. I. I2c : fancy amber. 8 'o 9c.; fancy
dark, B to 7c Extracted, white, G'li to 7c.;

amber. 5 to 3^c.
Fancy white Is in demand, but very little Is

coming in.

Philadelphia, Fa., Sept. 3.—Fancy white,
13!4 to 14c.; No 1. 12c. Extracted, white,
6c.; amb, r, 4 to 5c.; dark, 4c. Beeswax, 24c.

No arrivals of dark or amber honey yet to
any exteit. Keports from all parts show
large yields of honey In the East.

Buffalo, N. Y., Sept. 1.—Fancy white. 11 to
12. ; No. I. 9 to 10c. . fancy amber. 8 toQc;
No. 1, 7 t ) Sc; fancy dark, 6 to Tc; No. 1 5
6c. Extracted, while. 5 to 6c.; amber. 4 to
4Wc.; dark. 3S4 to 4c. Bee-,wax, 22 to ;6c.

Hone> is selling just a little better, but we
advise moderate shipments till October and
November, when liberal amounts can be sold.

Milwatikee, Wis., Scot. 2.—Fancy white,
12 to 13c.; No. 1, 11 to 12c ; fancy amber, 8
to lOc. Extracted, white, 5 to 6c.; amber. 4
to 5c. ; dark, 4 to 4 14c. Beeswax, 25 to 27c.

The receipts of new comb honey b"giu to
arrive, and of very nice quality. The ex-
tra ted is improving in qualitj There is

danger of not allowing it 10 cure before ship
ping. The demand is only moderate. i)u

equa* t4i former seasons, as while fruit it

plenty honey is not wanted so much. Later
there must be improved demand.

ITew To k, N. Y.,S p . 7.—Fancy white,
12 to I3c. ; off grades, 10 to lie ; buckwha-dt,
9 to 10c. Extracted. California, white. 5 to
oWc. ; 1 ght imber. 4H to 5c. Southern, 50
to 55c. a gallon.

New crop ot comb honey is arriving more
freely, and we have a good demand. Califor-
nia extracted Is in fairly good demand, but all

other kinds are neglected. Beeswax Is quiet
and easier.

Albany, K. Y., Sept. 7.—Fancvwhlte, 12 to
13c.; No 1. 10 to 12c.; No. 1 amber, 9 to 10c.

;

No. 1 dark. 8 to 9c.

New crop comb honey is arriving quite free-
ly, but as yet there Is very little demand. The
quality Is about the same as last year. Ex-
tracted Is very quiet.

Minneapolis, Minn,, Sept. 1. — Fancy
white. 11 to 13c.: No. 1, 10 to lie; fancy
amber. 9 to 10c.; No. i . 8 to 9c ; fancy dark,
8 to 9c. : No. 1 diirk. 6 to 7c. Extracted,
white, 5 to 6c. Beeswax, 23 to 25c.

Only strictly fancy stock wanted In this
market. Market is firm but sales are slow.

Detroit, Mi h., Augf. 31— Fancy white, 11
to VZc: No. 1 white. 10-1 Ic. Extracted, white,
oH to use. Beeswax, 25 to 26c.
No dark honey is jet offered. There is a

steady demand for fancy white. Extracted Is

of good quality.

San Francisco, Calif., Sept.8 . — White
comb, 1-lbs., 7 to 9c ; amber comb. 4 to 6c.

Extracted, white, 4 to *%'•: light amber.
3!4to33ic.; da' k tule, 2=1^0. Beeswax, fair to
choice. 2 ; to 24 c.

Seldom are there larger shipments outward
of this article than have been made the cur-
rent week. The British ship. Kajore, sailing

for London, took 1.026 cases. The Bntl-h
ship Howth. for same destination, carried 400
cases. At this rate not many weeks would be
required to clean up stocks of extracted.
Shippers name ;!V4c for amber and 4c. fur

water white. On local account better prices
are realized. Comb tioney Is moving slowly,
but as soon as we have some cool weather
there will be more imiulry.

Indianapolis, Ind., Sep-, 1.—Fancy white.
11 to 13c.; No 1.9 to lOc-. Extracted, white. 5
to 6c.; amber, 4 to 5c. Beeswax, 2oc.

In an experience of eight years I have never
before s-en the dematid so good for comb
honey as it is just uow. Cousumers claim
that honey is belter this year than usual.
Extracted honey Is selling slowly.

Boston, Mass., Sept 1.—Fancy white. 12
to 13c.: No. 1. 12i-.; lancy amber. 10 to lie.

Extracted, white, 6!4 to7c. ; amber. 6 to 6>4c
Beeswax, 27c.

Honey is now being received in small lots

and meeting a fair demand at above prices.

Demand w|il naturally increase with cooler
weather, and with the short Eastern crop, it

should clean up in good shape.

Cincinnati, Ohio, Sept. 7. — Extracted,
white. 5 to 6c.: amber. 4 to -ic; dark, 3!4 to

4CC. Beeswax, 20 to 25c.
Our prices for b- st white comb honey

ranges between 1 1 and 1 2c Have no demand
for dark comb honey. Demand is good tor all

kinds of honey.

List of Uuney aud Bueswai Dealers.

Most of whom Quote In this Journal

Cbli-aKo, Ills.

K. A. Burnett & Co.. 163 South Water Street.

New Vork, N. \.
HiLDRETH Bros. & Seohlken.

120 & 122 W. Broadway.

Kansas (;ity, no.
0. C. Clemoms & Co.. 423 Walnut Bt

Bnttalo, <S.\,

Batterson & Co.. 167 & 169 Scott St.

Hamilton, Ills.

CBAB. Dadant li Son

Plilladelptata, Pa.

WM. A. Selber, 10 Vine St.

Cleveland, Oblo.
A. B, Williams & Co.. 80 & 82 Broadway.

St. Lunls, no.
Westcott Com. Co.. 213 Market St

Itlliineapolls, ITlinn.

S. H. Hall & Co.

inilnranliee, Wis.
A. V. Bishop* Co.

Boston, Iflass.

Blake. Scott & Lee., 57 Chatham Street.

Detroit, micb.
M. H. Hunt. Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich.

Indianapolis, Ind.
Walter S. Poudei!. 162 Mass chusetts Ave.

Albany, N. Y.

Chas. MCC0LLOCH ii Co.. 380 Broadway.

Cincinnati, Uliio.

C. F. MUTBi SOK.onr Freeman & Central Avs.

Bee-Keepers' Pliolograpli.—We
have now on band a limited number of ex-

cellent photographs of prominent bee-keep-

ers—a number ot pictures on one card. The
likeness of 49 of them are shown on one of

the photographs, and 121 on the other. We
will send them, postpaid, for 30 cts. a card,

mailing from the 121 kind first; then after

they are all gone, we will send the 49 kind.

So those who order first will get the most
" faces " for their money. Send orders to

the Bee Journal office.

A Book Kecoiiimended by Dr. Gallnp.

THENEWMETHOD
In Health and IJisease.
By W. E Forest, M. D.. 12th Edition. Ke-
vised, Illustrated, and Enlarged. This is

the greatest and best work ever publisht
as a Ho.ME I^utsician, and as

A 4jiiii«I<- to lleallli.

It makes the way from WeaUness to

Klreii;:lli so plain that only those who
are past recovery (the very few) need to

be sick, and the well who will follow its

teachings cannot be !«iclc. It is now
in many families the only counsellor in

matters of health, saving the need of call-

ing a physician and all expenses for medi-
cines, as it teaches Hygiene and the use
of Nature's remedies, not a dru^if
treatment.

All (lironic Uiseases
are considered, and there is not a curable
disease that has not been helpt by some
ot the .\'"" .)/d/«j(/.v " given here; even
those who have been pronounced Con-
siiiii]»tiv4- have been entirely cured.
While tor Kheiiniatisin. Indii^es-
tiun. I>.vspep9>ia. Constipation,
l>.vsenls'ir.v, IJver and liidney
'I'i-oiibl<-s. Catarrb. Kniacia-
tion. <»<-nei-aI l>ebility, :%ei-v-
OHS ICxbaiislion. I^iseases I>e>
culisii- to Women, etc., the methods
are sure, and can be carried out at one's
own home and with little or no expense.

A guarantee.
So confident are the publishers of the
results, that they offer to refund the
money to any one who will try *' New
Methods " thoroughly, it the book is re-

turned in good condition.

Tlie TScy\ Kdition
is illustrated with a number ot Anatom-
ical plates from the best English work on
Anatomy publisht. and others made ex-
pressly for this work; contains 300 pages,
printed on fine calendered paper, and al-

though the priceiot the first edition (much
smaller in size and without illustrations)

was .?2..50, we sell this at -SI. 00, postpaid.

PRK.mi .11 OFFERS.
For sending us two new subscribers to
the Bee Journal for one year, we will

mail ycu the book tree as a premium, or
we will mail it for sending your own ad-
vance renewal and one new yearly sub-
scriber. This is a wonderful premium
ofler. Address all orders to

—

GEORGr. W. YOKK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.

Dehorn tbe Dairy Co\Ts.—The dehorn-

ing of cattle is a subject which miy be said to

be settled in the affirmative so far as the great

dairy districts of Illinois, Iowa and Minnesota

are concerned. A journey through these

States win show to the Intelligent observer

that nearly one-half the cattle are minus
their hn-ns. And it appears to be the case

that the large herds have been dehorned
more completely than the smaller ones.

Removing the horns, when it is properly

done by the Keystone Dehorning Knives

made by A. C. Broslus. Cochranville, Pa., is

not a painful operation, as is evidenced by
the fact that It will scarcely Interfere with

tbe How of a cow's milk as much as the chase

around the pasture in front of the farmer's

dog will do. Those best acquainted with de-

horning and its results are its strongest ad-

vocates.

Choice Honey JaL Cheap
For I'cices "Idr. ss. * *•

38A3 W. 0. (Jatliright, Dona Ana, N. M.
Please mention Bee Journal when wnting.
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K a^ K H A Copy of

LULL Successful Bee-Keepiiic,r W\ r Ijy W. Z Hutchinson ;

'^

I 1 1 kk and our 1807 Catalog^. tor 2-

cent stamp, or a copy ot the
Catalog for Ilie Ankii>£:- We make almost
Everyiliiiis used by Bee-Keeper«, aod at
Lowusl rrlces. OCR

Falcon Polisht Sections
are warranted

Superior to All Others.

Don't buy cheaply and roughly made Goods,
whnn you can have Ihe besl— sut-li an we
make.

The American Bee Keeper
Imonihly. now in its 7th year]

36 Pages—50 Cents a Year.
t-A.MPi.E Free—Addhess.

THEW.T.FALCOKERMFG.CO.,
JAMESTOWN, N. T.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

A MAN
Across till' Mir. -1. Iii'_'-iii!i :i, \v;iter 1111I0M Ill-

ways altl"Li-ts ;it I million. S<i (liK'S a. I.i.-in show-
ing up 1 In- siipniiir i|iialilirs . if Pago li'iic-L-.

Wliy? I!cM"ui>i- men like ;it;o>«l lliiiiL'.

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO . Adrian. Mich.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

A Special Hooklet Bargain

!

For a limited time we wish to make our

readers a siicflal offer on booklets on Bees,

Poultry. Health, etc. Upon receipt of 75

cents we will mail any « ot the list below:

and for $1.25 we will mall the «rliole

dozen

'

1. Foul Brood, by Dr. Howard 2Sc
2. Poultry for Market and Profit 25c
3. Turke^ 8 for Market and Profit '23c

4. Our Poultry Doctor .'JOc

5. Capons and Canon izng^ 30c
«. Hanrt-Book of Health, by Dr. Foote.. 25c
7 Kendall's Horse-Book 25c
8. Rural Life 25c
9. Kopp's Commercial Calculator 2.Sc

10. Foul Brood, by Kohnke 10c
11. Silo and Mlatre. by Prof Cook 2fic

12. BienenKultur, by Newman 40c

OEOBGE W. YORK & CO.,
- CHICAGO, ILLS.

Pleai^e mention Bee Journal when writing.

Bee -Hives, Sections, Shipping-
Cases—everytbinjr used by bee-
kpejiers. Orders tilled promptly.
Send forcntaloir WINMiSOTJ BEE-
KEEPERS' SITPLY JIF«. «!., Nicollet
IgUnd, Minneapolis. Minn.

CH.tS. MONDENO, Mfrr.

Please mention Bee Jotirnal when writing.

Tl
I nn IT *'*"* ^^^'^ DISEASES,

11 Ml in
I

DR. PEIRO. Specialist

n III I U I Offices: 1019, lOO State St.,

IlllUni CHICAQO. Uours9to4

Please mention Bee Journal wlien writing.

Steel Wheels
Staggered Oval Spokes.

BUY A SET TO FIT YOUR NEW OR OLD WACO')

CHEAPEST AND BEST
it II I'lw wiiiron. -\iiv ^\/,<'

ly iviillli lire. (Vitiil. mi.K.

ELECTRIC WHEEl CO., Quincy. III.

litntum the American Bee Joumai.

22 A tf

•PADANT^S t FOUNDATION
Sliiping-Cases and Cans for Honey.

WK «l AISA> TKi; S.iriWrAC'riO:>. Wliat moi-o <!in anybody tlo?

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS-
I,KJNGSTR0TH; QIX TTH® HONEY-BEK, Revised.

The Classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.25, by mail.

BEESIVAX WANTED FOR NEXT SEASON'S USE.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
Please mention the Am. Bee Journal. HAMILTON, HaUCOCk Co., ILL.

411 eMowiO'^^e 41 eMowioMe
i=niiii:z=aL

Ko. 1 Snoiv-VVIiitc.

500 for $1.25
1000 for 2.50
2000 for 4.75
3000 for 6.75

I

Our business is making Sections. We are located in the basswood belt of Wis-
consin ; therefore the materia! we use cannot be better. We have made the fol-

lowing prices :

Mo. 1 Cream.
500 for $1.00

1000 for 2.00
2000 for 3.75
3000 for 5.25

If larger quantities are wanted, write for prices.

Pricc-Liist uf Sections, Foundationsi, Veils, Smokers, Zinc, Etc.,
Sent on application.

6A35t MARSHFIELD MFG. CO., Marshfield, Wis.

TheBee-Keeper'sGuide
This 15th and latest edition of Prof. Cook's

mafrniflcent book of 460 pa^es, in neat and
substantial cloth binding, we propose to grive
away to our present subscribers, for the work
of jfetting NEW subscribers for the American
Bee Journal.

A description of the book here Is quite un-
necessary—It Is simply the most complete sci-
entific and practical bee-book published to-

day. Fully Illustrated, and all written in the
most fascinating style. The author is also
too well-known to the whole bee-world to re-
?uire any introduction. No bee-keeper is

ully equipped, or his library complete, wlth-
"The Bkk-Keeper's Guide."

Given For 3 Xew Subscribers.
The following offer is made to present sub-

scribers only, and no p'emlum is also given
to the two new subscribers—simply the Bee
Journal lor one year :

Send us Two New Subscribers to the Bee
Journal (wiih $2. UOi, and we will mall you a
copy of Prof. Cook's book free as a premi-
um. Prof. Cook's book alone sent for8l.2o,
or we club It with the Bee Journal for a year
—both together for only $1.75. But surely
anybody can get only 2 new subscribers to
the Bee Journal for a year, and thus get the
bool AS a premium. Let everybody try for It*

Will you have one 'out

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan St., Chicago, HI

Gleanings for One Whole Year, 25 Cents

Will furnish GLEANINGS one year—24 issues—to a new

subscriber, and one I'ntested Italian Queen, during the

months of September and October only, for the price of the

journal alone—namely, .SI.00, These Queens are cata-

logued at 75 cents each. By sending us $1,00 you will get

the Queen, 75 cents, and the journal for only '-'5 cents.

If you are already a subscriber and would like to get the

Queen, send us $l.O0 with a new name for GLEANINGS,

and we will send the Queen to you, and the journal to the

new name sent.

Remember this offer is good only until Nov, 1.

The L 1. Root Conipauy, Slediiia, Ohio
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No. 1. — Establishing a Standard for Queens.

BY DR. E. GALLUP.

QuES.—"Dr. Gallup, you mention about queens not com-
ing up to your standard. Please explain through the Ameri-

a large portion of queen-breeders as well as the lay members
of the beekeeping fraternity, and to fully explain will require

a series of articles or a continued story. It would require

quite a book, but as I am not going into the queen-rearing

business, only for my own amusement, I will do the best I can

to make it interesting for the readers of the "Old Reliable.''

I sold a colony of bees last spring to a boy {Arthur Mc-
Fadden), and I guaranteed that he would be satisfied with his

purchase. Now, for the result: He has nine good, strong

colonies of bees, and one swarm left because they could not

wait in the hot sun for him to make a hive, and right here he
learned his first lesson, that is, always to have one or more
hives ready. He was going to school, and afraid the bees

would swarm and get away, so I made an equal division of

Apiary of Jfr. J. F. Mclntyre, in Ventura County, Californin—Looking Westward.

can Bee Journal what your standard for a queen is, and
oblige.

—

Subscriber."

Ans.—Now you have me, and on one of the most impor-
tant questions in successfull bee-keeping. It Is a question

that is but very imperfectly understood in all its bearings by

the combs and bees, set the new hive by the side of the old

one, left the old queen in the old hive and moved It to the left,

moved the new division up near where the old one stood, so as

to have about an equal proportion of the working or field

bees go into each hive. I do not smoke into the entrance of
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the hive, and use but very little smoke, so the bees kept right

on working out and in both hives about as freely as tho they

had not been disturbed. In this aianner we can rear very

good queens, but not always the best.

Each division casta good-sized swarm. All the rest of his

Increase was by natural swarming. That queen has filled the

hives and led out six large swarms besides the first divided

" swarm." It is Aug. 30, and if the weather Is right, she has

another good mouth and a half yet to swarm in. That queen

was one of my own rearing. All the queens I obtained last

season, with the exception of two from other parties, have

been superseded, and not one of my own rearing has failed

yet. My Increase this season has nearly all been from queens

of my own rearing.

A queen that comes up to my standard will fill the combs
as solid and smooth as a board with brood when sealed. I

have them that when I put in a foundation every cell with the

exception of about an inch at the top and two inches in the

top corners will have an egg deposited in it, and all hatch at

about the same time.

Now, we will suppose I had kept the queen I had sold to

Arthur, run her for honey instead of increase— it could have
been done on the Dadant plan, as I have abundance of reason

to know. Yes, you certainly can keep them from swarming
after the honey-flow commences, right here in California.

Arthur has three supers filled with honey, and he pur-

chast one dollar's worth of comb foundation for starters. I

cannot tell how long lived that queen will be; neither can I

tell how long lived her workers will be, but I have had queens
that kept up their vigor until six years old, and workers from
such a queen, hatcht in May, were many of them alive in

October. If I live long enough, there Is more coming about
queens, and I was never known to die yet, so have patience.

Orange Co., Calif.

Colony in a House Basement—Season's Report.

BY G. S. CREGO.

I began the season with eight colonies, all in 10-frame

dovetailed hives, seven of them having been wintered on the

summer stands, and the remaining colony In the basement of

my house. In regard to this latter colony, my experience

would Indicate that there Is little danger of keeping bees too

warm if they have all the stores they can consume. This hive

is located within about 12 feet of the furnace with which I

heat the house, sitting back about a foot from a window, and
having a passage-way the full width of the hive-entrance

leading out through a slot sawed In the bottom rail of the

window. The hive was not packt in any way, and I do not

think the temperature went below 55^ at any time during the

winter, and much of the time it must have been nearly 70 ;

The colony was very strong at the beginning of last winter,

having probably 50 pounds of sealed honey. In March there

were good-sized patches of sealed brood In the central combs,

and in May I bad to put on sections In order to head off

swarming preparations. The bees went into the sections at

once, havltig the tirst super filled and nearly all capt on June
21, the honey being almost entirely furnisht by dande-

lion. While some of the colonies outside stored more honey

In sections during the season, none of them started work In

the supers until about the time this colony had Its first one

filled. The product from this basement colony, exclusive of

the dandelion honey, was 96 completed sections, 16 more
being partly filled but not capt at the end of the honey-flow.

I had only one swarm (which I re-uulted with the parent

colony 48 hours after It Issued), my only Increase being a

swarm which deserted from some other yard and came to mo.

My entire crop amounts to 750 sections of honey, and about

300 pounds of extracted. Tho two colonies producing the

most honey were hybrids, one turning out 212 sections, and
the other filling 30 Hoffman frames for extracting. A third

colony

—

Italians—completed 112 sections and 10 combs for

extracting.

Aside from the colony which sent out the one swarm, only

one other made any preparations for swarming, which I nipt

in the bud by taking away their queen for five days and cut- I

ting out cells, after which I returned the queen by simply let-

ting her run In at the entrance.

The honey is of unusually good quality this season, and j

sections as a rule well filled, 144 sections, sold to a grocer, I

weighing 141 pounds net. I

My present 9 colonies are all very strong, and have an |

average of not less than_40 pounds of sealed stores each on
which to stand the winter. I put a packing case over each
hive, on its summer stand, putting about three inches of dry

leaves all around the hive. For top covering I remove the

hive-cover and put over the frames a board ^ inch thick, and
on top of this board I put S or 10 inches of leaves with the

hive-cover laid on top of the leaves. The thin pine board

allows sufficient ventilation to keep the inside of the hive per-

fectly dry. Cook Co., 111., Sept. 15.

How to Winter Bees in Central Illinois.

BY C. P. DADANT.

QuEs.—"How would you winter bees In central Illinois—
outdoors or indoors ?

—

Subscriber."

Ans.—We usually winter our bees out-of-doors, with a

shelter of forest leaves packt around three sides of the hive,

held in place by a sort of lattice-work, made of lath and
twine. We aim to leave the front or south side of the hive I

uncovered, to give the bees the advantage of every sunny day.

We have, like many others, had our hobbles in wintering.

We have tried cellar-wintering, trenches or silos, chaff hives,

box-covers, and plain exposure. We had ups and downs, suc-

cessful years and disastrous ones, during our 33 years of ex-

perience In this climate, and we have come to the conclusion

that we are here on the limit of the successful outdoor winter-

ing climate for bees. A little farther north than the line of

central Illinois we believe It is probably safest to winter In

the cellar, but here, or farther south, the outdoor exposure in

ordinary winters cannot be much Improved upon.

Mr. Dadant, Sr. began his bee-keeping experiences here

In 1864, and for three or four years did not attempt to Im-

prove on the natural circumstances of the bees. Then he

tried a trench or silo. In a manner similar to the method used j

by farmers to keep potatoes, turnips or cabbages. For a few
years this method succeeded well, and the bees seemed to

'

prosper, being furnisht ventilation by a series of small tubes

reaching through the ground covering. The trenches were

usually dug when the ground began to freeze, and those shel-

tered repositories lookt very warm and cozy, being first cov-

ered with boards, then with abed of straw, then with dirt and

another bed of straw, and more dirt, till a thickness of 12 or

18 inches was reacht. But one winter it began to rain shortly

after the bees were put in, and the winter remained mild and

soft. The ground was soakt all winter, with an occasional

superficial freeze, and when the bees were removed in the

spring many of them were dead from dampness, the combs

were moldy, and the hives In decidedly bad condition. This

ended our experience with trenches.

We then tried thick-wall hives, movable-frame hives

made of straw two Inches thick. These were a positive Im-

provement over the one-inch pine bee-hives, but they were so

difficult to make, and so hard to keep In repair, that we finally

abandoned them to try double-wall hives. The chaff hive with

wall three Inches thick and filled with chaff or sawdust took

our fancy to such an extent that we manufactured 80 of these
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great, big " barns," that weighed 80 pounds empty, and were,

we thought, the last step to successful winteriug. True, the

bees wintered fairly in them, but the trouble was to carry

them through the spring. Those hives were so thick that the

sunshine of a March day did not reach through, and the bees

remained closeted till they became sick from too lengthy con-

finement, and more' spring dwindling took place in these than

in any other hives.

Cellar-wintering which we tried at different times did not

give us full satisfaction. In a cold, hard winter when the

bees had first-class honey for stores, there was no trouble in

bringing theui through, but when the winter was mild and

the cellar consequently rather warm, the bees became rest-

less, and many of them got lost trying to leave the hive. I

have seen the Uoor of the bee-cellar in such a season literally

covered with dead bees. Yet, if the honey was of good

quality so that it would not endanger their lives by causing

dysentery, there was but little trouble, especially if the spring

came in a steady manner with fairly warm days. But in cold,

backward springs, if the bees have been taken out too early

because the apiarist has concluded that winter is over, what a

pity it is to see those bees, softened by their long confinement,

flying to their death, one after another, while in search of

pollen or water on unpropitious days ! We have always found

more loss from this cause with bees that had been wintered in

the cellar than with those that had roughed it, unless the lat-

ter had been so weakened by heavy losses from cold that they

were totally unable to keep the hive warm.

The best method we have seen thus far, but which re-

quires quite an outlay and quite a great deal of attention, is

to cover the hives with a shed, closed during cold weather, or

to cover each colony with an outer case, removable at will.

But sheds are expensive and cumbrous, and are more or less

in the way during the summer, especially as they harbor ants,

moths, spiders, wasps and other pests. Out-of-door cases that

are removed in spring are very good, but it represents quite

an expense, and it takes a large amount of shelter to keep

these over the summer.

Upon the whole, we concluded a number of years ago that

a good, plain hive made thickest on the back (which is always

the north side with us), and well sheltered from the north and

west winds is the best thing in our climate. The wind-break

we use seems sufficient to guard against the extremes of tem-

perature.

Yet, to an amateur who has few bees and plenty of leisure,

we would recommend to try the outer winter covering. It is

quite important to have the bees well sheltered, but it is fully

as important to give them the benefit of the warm sun which

incites breeding early in the spring. We once accidentally

took care of half a dozen hives that had been placed in a hot-

house with an outdoor entrance, and we have never seen colo-

nies as strong as these were, neither do we ever expect to

harvest from our bees as much honey as these six colonies

yielded during that summer. Perhaps such an experiment
connot be called conclusive, as it was not repeated, but we
have no doubt that the influence of the early spring sun, with

the natural heat of their home, had much to do with the re-

sult they gave. Hancock Co., 111.

Moving Bees to Beau-Fields la California.

BT W. T. RICHARDSON.

(Head at the l^niversily I<'armers' Institute, at Santa Paula, Calif.)

I have taken the subject of moving bees to the lima bean-

fields because many have askt how we prepared the bees for

their journey from the mountain apiaries to the bean-fields.

In preparing the hives we use a separator, which is a number
of blocks about two inches in length and thickness according

to the space between the frames, all the blocks being attacht

by the upper ends to a tin strip and pointed at their lower

ends. Thus, all the blocks are held in place by the tin strip,

and they keep the frames from crushing against each other in

moving, which would cause a great loss of bees and damage
to the brood.

Screens Above and Below.—Another Important feature

is to have a light frame, made of about lj<-inch square stuff,

the size of the hive, and on this tack wire-netting. This is

used in the place of the solid cover in moving. Most of these

screen frames are so constructed that there is a space of

about one inch between the netting and the bees. I am not

sure but that still more room would be better, especially for

those hives that are populous with bees. The entrance is

closed up with an entrance-block. This block is cut out so

that the full size of the opening is exposed. A piece of wire-

cloth is tackt across the block to prevent the bees from get-

ting out, yet allowing air to get into the hive, thereby caus-

ing circulation and producing a current throughout the hive

and out at the screen above. It is desirable that the bees

have cool, fresh air. Confining them and the moving makes
them very uneasy, and they are constantly trying to get out

through the screens.

Moving at Night.—The preparations for moving can all

be made during the day, except the closing of the entrances,

which cannot be done until nearly dark, because the bees are

flying more or less during the day, and the putting in of the

separators and wire frames adds to their disturbance, so that

in some hives the bees do not get settled and all inside until

nearly or quite dark. I prefer to move bees at night. It is

always cooler for the bees, and I think that is of great Im-

portance. I also think that the bees are not so much inclined

to worry and to make the same frantic efforts to get out that

they do in the sunshine.

The Use of Racks.—Some have fitted racks to their

wagons for moving bees. Mr. Mendelson has the best one I

have seen for the purpose. I have not made any rack, but

have used my common ranch wagons. I bought, what is

known as " bolster springs." The capacity of one pair is

three tons, and of the other a ton and a half. With these

springs a load of bees will ride about as easily as in an ordinary

four-spring wagon. With two wagons and six horses I have

had hauled 120 colonies to the load for a distance of about 20
miles from my apiaries on the Simi to the bean-fields near

Hueneme.

Does It Pay to Move ?—My first experience in moving

to the bean-fields was in 1895, and that season I moved about

650 colonies. I figured that I was a trifle ahead in making
the experiment. The next season, 1896, was a very poor

season in the mountains. The bees did not get any honey

there. I moved 300 colonies to the bean-fields. They gath-

ered IX tons of honey, and built up so that they were in bet-

ter condition for work this spring, so that I considered that

the movement for 1890 paid. The present season has not

been favorable for the gathering of honey in the bean-fields.

The early part of the season was cool and foggy ; the hot

weather within the past two weeks has damaged the beans

seriously, so that the late blossom is not yielding much nectar.

I cannot at present state just what the result will be this sea-

son. I have about concluded that a season when the bees do

well in the mountains will not justify moving to the bean-

fields, when one takes into consideration the labor and the

risk (and there is cor^siderable). With a poor season in the

mountains, when the bees do not build up, and have not

plenty of honey to ensure good condition of bees in the follow-

ing spring, I would advise moving bees.

Effect on the Beans.— I have often been askt if the

bees injure the growing beans. Mr. Alvord, who has given

the subject careful consideration, says that the bees are a
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benefit to the crop. Mr. Jacob Maulhart said to me that he

was satisfied that his crop was better for having my bees at

his place last year. I have never heard of a practical grower

who dissented from this view. Ventura Co., Calif.

Trials and Troubles of a Novice at Oueeu-Rear-
iug—The Honey-Guide, Etc.

BY S. A. DEACON.

After having well studied the theory of queen-rearing

—

the works of Doolittle, Heddon, Sirarains and others— I have

Just been trying my prentice hand at the practice, and find

them two totally different things! It is early summer just

now in these latiiudes, the mercury ranging anywhere 'twixt

65° and 104° in the shade. There's a very slight honey-flow

jdst at present, but I am feeding. The following is my first

experience of queen-rearing:

October 1 I made a strong colony queenless and broodless,

as per the books ; and gave 14 Doollttle's dipt cups contain-

ing just-hatcht larviB floating in royal jelly. Oct. 4 I lookt

and found only two accepted. Oct. 6 I tried again with

another strong colony. No cups this time, but tried Heddon's

plan of breaking three cells into one, whereby, we are in-

formed, we can get from 40 to 75 fine, vigorous queens from

one colony ! Well, Oct. 8 I opened this hive and found two

cells built out, and the remainder, i. c, the dozen or so other

breakages, all neatly repaired !

1 then went home, lay me down, and took a big think

—

a la Doolittle. I knew it was no good consulting my bee-

books—I might as well have turned to the Psalms of David or

Solomon's Song ; their authors don't admit the possibility of

you getting less than a score or two of the finest queens the

oldest man ever saw from adhering to their simple directions.

As a result of the big think, I got puzzle-headed, but decided

to try again ; so, Oct. 9 I broke down cells

—

a la Heddon

—

again, to find on Oct. 11 the partitions again neatly recon-

structed ; that's to say, all but two, as on the former occasion.

I took another big think, and concluded it was owing to

the honey-flow not being strong enough. But, then, Heddon

says when that's the case, feed—and I fed. Now, just when
all this was going on, I happened to transfer some old box-

hives. One of these I found was queenless, and they had any

number of queen-cells ! This hive contained any quantity of

sealed brood, and, left to themselves, queen-rearing was a

success. Why on earth, then, do Heddon, Sirnmins, Doolittle,

etc., insist upon a colony prepared for qiieeu-rearing being

deprived of all its brood ? If they would only assign a reasoii

for It; but they don't. I see a contributor to the Bee Journal

for Oct. 19, 1893, does say, "Remove all combs containing

unsealed larvaj," and that any one can understand ; but why
those who have publisht books for our guidance should all

agree in demanding that the prepared colony be deprived of

all its brood, puzzles me entirely.

Now, can any one tell where, in this my first essay at

queen-rearing, I have been at fault ? Suggestions, advice, or

Information leading to a knowledge of the why and wherefore

will be most liberally rewarded— with thanks. My own idea

Is, that the deprivation of all their brood discouraged the bees.

But, then, what do / know about it ? All I have to do is to

follow implicitly and unquestioningly the plain directions

given by t<liose experienced loaders of our calling whose names
I have mentioned. For instance, in the Bee Journal of June

28, 1894, a writer not merely direct* that all the brood be

taken away, but even underlines the word all. Heddon directs

placing the comb of hatching larv;c on which you wish your

queen-cells built, in an empty hive, and secure a population

for it by placing it on the stand of a strong colony. This will,

of course, catch only flying or nectar-gathering bees. Some
other authority— Doolittle, I think—says again that such boss

are no good for the required purpose, but that the majority

should be nurse-bees, with any amount of chyme about them
all ready to feed the little infantas with.

Do your census returns, in giving the number of inmates

of your mad asylums, slate the causes of said inmates' dis-

ease '? I ask because it would be rather, interesting to know
what proportion had gone dafty as the result of embarking in

the honey-producing business, and in vainly trying to reconcile

the strangely conflicting statements and assertions of those

who volunteer for its literary department.

THE HONEY GUIDE OF SOUTH AFRICA.

In the number for July 30, 1896, Mr. James B. Drury
contributes a gossipy couple of columns on a great variety of

subjects more or less related to our pursuit ; inter alia, he tells

us all about the Indicator Minar, or " Honey-Guide"—tho not

all: and seeing that he suggests that I should give some In-

formation about this wonderful little bird, I will supply the

omission.

Mr. D., or his informant, opines, or as good as asserts,

that the bird's object in leading human beings to a bee-nest is

to secure a feed of the larviB, or grubs. Of course, such a

meal invariably results from its intelligent and highly inter-

esting labors, but if the satisfying of his appetite were his sole

object, how comes it that instead of to a bee-nest he occa-

sionally leads one to a big puff-adder, or other of the serpent

tribe ; or, as it once happened to myself, onto the fresh spoor

or track of a big tiger ! It was in a narrow, rocky gorge, or

cleft in the mountains, and being unarmed, I rapidly retraced

my steps, muttering anything but blessings on the orultho.

logical little brat that so perseveringly led me into danger.

Altho in most cases the bird guides one to a bee-nest, it is

always advisable for his follower to keep his eyes open to

guard against being led into danger by it.

MAILING QUEENS TO SOUTH AFRICA

—

AN EXPERIMENT.

I have just received from Mr. Doolittle—through the ordi-

nary letter post—a beautiful, or once no doubt beautiful

—

Italian queen ; for, alas ! she and her retinue of about 20
workers arrived lifeless. It was an experiment, and I am in-

clined to think very nearly a successful one ; for fully three

parts of the candy must have been consumed, inducing the

belief that they died when near their journey's end. From the

date of mailing, at Mr. D.'s home in New York, to arrival

here, was 45 days. They came, by my own suggestion, by

direct steamer from New York city—a very slow service I

have since ascertained. Had they been mailed via England,

the journey would not have occupied more than 30 days, and

the chances of their safe arrival would have been greatly in-

creast. Of course, I was terribly grieved about it, but it be-

ing an experiment, failure was not altogether unlookt for.

But good Mr. Doolittle (whose great works so strangely belie

his patronymic) is possest of too much determination, enter-

prise and pluck to own up beaten by one failure, and the ex-

periment will be repeated.
South Africa, Oct. 23, 189(5.

ISomehow, the foregoing article was misplaced, or it

would have appeared long ago. But the delay doesn't seem to

have lessened its interest and readableness.

—

Editor]

Closing of the Season—Mating
Autumn Work.

of Queens-

BY L. A. ASl'INWALL.

Irrespective of climatic conditions, the wheels of time

move onward, and with our best efforts, wo fail to keep apace

with Its inevitable trend. Most of us plan in excess of our

ability to accomplish, both as regards the things attempted

and the time occupied. 1 fully intended to clip all virgin
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queens in my yard the present season, but the openini? of a

rich honey-flow intercepted my plans.

Altho the season has been variable in extremes of tem-

perature, still, bee-keepers in Michigan have experienced an

old-time honey-yield ; and altho a single season cannot fully

com [lensate for the failure of many in succession, still, 1 am
thai liful that Nature has not exhausted her resources, and

hopeful that a cycle of good years has returned.

The temperature of late has been rather low for rapid

storage of honey, however, there is ample time for an abun-

dance of buckwheat and autumn flowers, if accompanied by

warm nights which are likely to follow the cool spell. In the

meantime these periods of rest will be productive of a larger

force of workers, and will fully compensate for the present

Inactivity. Such was the condition previous to white clover

bloom in June. The cool weather served to increase the num-

ber of field-bees by reason of inactivity. These periods of rest

are furnisht by Nature to all creatures, otherwise constant

wear would detract from any advantage that might be gained.

Towards the close of a season it is but natural to take a

retrospective view. In looking back I see where I failed in

neglecting to clip the wings of all my virgin queens. For

some unaccountable reason more than the usual number
have mismated. It is probably due to a natural increase of

the surrounding bees in good seasons, 1S96 being favorable

to such a result.

The mismated ones in my yard among the unclipt aver-

aged one in every four. The results attendant upon clipping

are highly satisfactory ; the mismates averaging but two in

every 24, or one in 12. With a larger number, the results

might have been still more satisfactory.

It is also satisfactory to note that none were lost in the

marital flight ; particularly so, as many had more than one-

sixteenth of an inch dipt from their wings. It may be well

to note that great accuracy was observed in clipping to main-

tain a uniform length, and preserve the balancing power re-

quisite in flight.

With September comes the removal of all sections. I

usually employ a few strong colonies to complete all unfinisht

ones as the supers are emptied. The best will often contain a

few, possibly one or two at the corners, particularly so if the

weather has been cool. Working on this plan I had no un-

finisht ones from white clover. However, the chances are

less favorable towards the close of the season.

The passing of the honey season confronts us with prep-

parations for winter. I am an advocate for heavy stores, and

believe such preparation in autumn is a requisite to success

the following season. There are those who contend that an

excess of winter stores is objectionable, and liable to contami-

nate the comb honey when not consumed for breeding pur-

poses. Inasmuch as colonies differ in the amount consumed,

no rule as to a limited amount can be given. I, therefore, pre-

fer to occupy the sure ground of an abundance. Furthermore,

breeding is pusht forward more rapidly in the spring with re-

sources at hand. Even if a few sections contain a little old

or dark honey, it is clear gain, taking into consideration the

increast production which accrues from strong colonies. I

will state that sugar syrup used in feeding is generally con-

sumed first, being stored in the central combs, so that little or

none remains until the general honey-flow, hence, will find no

place in the surplus departments.

Believing as I do that an abundance should be provided

for all colonies, the matter of feeding should receive careful

consideration. Successful wintering depends largely upon

location of the stores ; an abundance in the outside combs will

not compensate for any deficiency in the central ones where

the most is required. Such an expedient as Hill's device as a

make-shift will answer in the South or for cellar-wintering,

but for out-door wintering it serves no purpose whatever.

aside from affording space which is usually soiled with ex-

crement.

In consideration of the foregoing facts I invariably defer

feeding until all the brood has matured, thus giving place for

storage accessible to the cluster. We should bear in mind that

the central combs which usually contain the least honey, are

occupied by the greatest number of bees.

The delay of feeding until breeding is over usually brings

the work into October for Michigan latitude; which with

thick syrup necessitates a better feeder than either the Miller

or Heddon. Feeders upon that principle compel a distance of

travel favorable to warm weather only, and at a season when
least required. Altho not a manufacturer of feeders, I have

constructed and used one for several years which supplies the

food directly above the cluster. It is atmospheric, and holds

about 12 pounds.

I am also an advocate for thick syrup. The bee instinc-

tively prepares her stores by evaporating all the moisture or

watery portion previous to sealing the cells. Possibly a trace

may be left, as honey even after being sealed Improves with

age unless exposed to dampness. Let us bear in mind that

honey primarily is the food of bees, and that water is not.

We shall then be better able to understand the cause of losses

attendant upon out-door wintering. We appropriate the early

and well cured stores of our bees, leaving the late and partly

cured for them, and wonder why so much fatality occurs in

wintering. Pure honey, well cured, is almost entirely appro-

priated by the system of the bee ; water cannot be appro-

priated in any quantity, consequently must be voided, neces-

sitating many unseasonable cleansing flights.

In making syrup I prefer to use about 12 or 14 pounds

of confectioners' A sugar to a quart of water, bringing it to a

boiling point for two or three minutes, at which time I add

less than a half teaspoonful of tartaric acid dissolved in a lit-

tle water, to prevent granulation. Vinegar will not answer.

I know many who have followed the old beaten path will con-

tend that such syrup is too thick, and in the next breath

recommend candy for wintering. While I have no use for

candy, I do recommend the feeding of syrup just as thick as

can possibly be used. It tends to concentrate the food, also

the storage of it, by reason of which the colony remains more

impact, conserving its vitality. Colonies prepared as before

stated for out-door wintering in properly constructed hives

will furnish abundant evidence of its success, not only the

following spring, but throughout the season. With abundant

stores, of concentrated food, accessible to the cluster, I would

just as quickly insure a colony in properly constructed hives

against loss in winters, as any other live stock.

With the failure of honey a tendency to rob is often mani-

fested. I scarcely believe the tendency is inherent, but has

been developt by the careless exposure of honey for genera-

tions. Bees are susceptible of lasting impressions. This is

evinced by their ability to combat the bee-moth, which, upon

its first appearance in this country, was much more destruc-

tive than in later years. The bees patrol the hive-entrance

each evening to prevent their inroads. The exposure of

honey also makes au impression, which they not only remem-

ber during life, but by some means transmit to the younger

ones.

I have never experienced any trouble from robbing. I

leave no honey or sweets exposed in any form. All colonies

are maintained strong. All entrances are contracted accord-

ing to the strength of the colonies.—Review.

Jackson Co., Mich., Aug. 18.

Xlie 9Iail who gets up early in the morning may be

all right, but the one who is widest awake after he gets up is

apt to get ahead of him.—Campbell's Soil Culture.
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[Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. MlUer direct.l

Equalizing Colonic!>.

I have two colonies of bees close together on one stand.
One is very strong, and the other very weak. Would it be
advisable to take a few frames (how many ?) from the strong
one and put iu the hive of the weak one to equalize their
strength ? Iowa.

Answer.—That depends somewhat upon circumstances.
If the strong one has six or eight frames of brood it can spare
two without damage, and it will be better for the weak one
that the frames contain as much as possible of sealed brood,
for that will the sooner give them an accession of bees. But
if the weather is cool, you must not give them so much brood
that they cannot cover it. If the strong one cannot spare
more, or if the weak one cannot take care of more than a sin-

gle frame, let that be given, and then if weather continues
favorable, another can be given a week or two later. Put an
empty or partly empty comb in place of the brood-comb taken,
that is, don't put the empty comb outside of the brood-nest.

Perhaps a Drone-Laying Queen.

I have struck a conundrum in a bee-hive. In looking
over a hive I find a queen laying as many as four eggs in one
cell, and sticking them to the side of the cell, only about one-
third from the top. Perhaps one egg in five will be in the
bottom of the cell. The queen is a Carniolan mated to an
Italian drone, about one year old. She is not a good layer.
Brood is rather scarce. Her offspring is two-thirds drones.
Why is this thus ? Missouri.

Answer.—It happens not infrequently that a queen be-

gins to be played out, and a large portion of her eggs produce
drones even when laid in worker-cells. Usually this takes
place only after two or three years of service, but some queens
are thus practically old inside of a year. Laying an egg on
the side instead of the bottom of a cell is less frequent, a
queen sometimes doing so in her first laying and afterward
placing her eggs properly. Occasionally a queen lays more
than one egg in a cell, but with a good queen this ought to

bappen only when the number of bees or the size of the brood-
uest is quite small. Your case seems to be unusually compli-
cated, and I don't know what makes the trouble, but have a
suspicion that a physical defect of some kind may account for
all three of the troubles. The quickest cure, and perhaps the
only one, is to pinch off the queen's head.

Amount of Honey for Winter Stores— Bee-O<lor.

1. It speaks iu the text-books as if supers were not kept
on over winter. Is all the food for the winter to be stored in
the brood-chamber ? If so, how do you estimate how much
stock the bees have ? and how do you put in the food if they
have an insufficient quantity ?

2. Is there any perceptible odor to bees In good condition ?

Ma.ssacuosetts.

Answkrs.— 1. It Is not advisable to leave honey in the

super over the colony through the winter, not but what It

might be well enough for the bees, hut ruinous to the sec-

tions. The winter stores should all bo In the brood-chamber.

and you may form a good estimate by inspection or by weigh-
ing. If you find in the brood-chamber the equivalent of four
or five frames filled solid with honey, or if you find the hive to

weigh 40 or 50 pounds more than the empty hive weighed,
you need not be anxious. Generally, a colony that has workt
in supers will have enough stores in the frames, unless the

number of frames be too small. As a rule, no honey is stored
in sections until the brood-chamber is filled, and if 10 frames
are present there is little doubt as to sufficiency of stores.

With eight frames, there may or may not be enough. To sup-
ply the deficiency, where feeding is necessary, there is no bet-

ter way than to take out some of the partly-filled or empty
frames and put in their place combs filled with sealed honey.
It such combs are not at hand, then feed sugar and water. If

you have no other feeders, use the crock-and-plate plan. It

has already been given a number of times, but possibly you
may have overlookt it.

Take a gallon crock or other vessel, put into itgranulated

sugar and hot or cold water, an equal number of pints or

pounds of each, and then put over the crock one or two thick-

nesses of woolen cloth, or three to six thicknesses of cotton

cloth, according to the thickness of the cloth. Over this put

a plate upside down, then with one hand under the crock and
the other over the plate, turn the whole thing upside down.
Set this on top of the frames, putting on an empty hive-body,

and covering up so no bee can get in from the outside. This

sort of feeding should be done as early as possible.

2. Yes, bees have a distinct odor of their own. If you

put your nose to a hive in the cellar in winter, you may dis-

cover a moldy smell, quite disagreeable, or a sour smell, espe-

cially if the cellar is damp and the honey thin, or if all is

right you will get nothing but the bee-smell—a really pleasant

odor, uulike anything else, which it would not be easy to de-

scribe in words.

Questions on Quceules^ncss.

1. Is absence of brood, except in winter, an unvarying
sign of queeulessness ?

2. What is the "queenless hum " referred to occasionally
by some writers ?

3. What kind of watchfulness is necessary, what particu-
lar signs must one look out for to detect this serious trouble
early, before it has weakened the colony beyond recovery?

The subject of queeulessness has not been treated in this

year's paper, and I find little definite information, especially
respecting the outside-of-hive evidences—none in Cook's
Manual. California.

Answers.— 1. No. During the working season, if no

eggs or brood are present it is usually a sign that no laying

queen is present, but a virgin queen may be present. In Octo-

ber many queens stop laying, and sometimes even in Septem-

ber.

2. It's very hard to describe in words a "queenless hum "

so that it can easily be recognized by the description. Per-

haps " roar " would come as near to the sound as "hum."
When you open a hive, if they at once commence to make a

loud noise, you may suspect they are queenless. If you find

they are queenless, and can remember the character of the

sound made, then you will have the knowledge you desire—

a

knowledge which you can hardly attain in any other way.

But it will hardly do to depend upon it as an infallible guide.

A queenless colony will often give no indication of its queeu-

lessness by any sound they make. On the other hand, a col-

ony will sometimes make a noise that condemns it as queen-

less, when all the time a good laying queen is present.

3. A good reason for the silence of the books, is the diffi-

culty of giving any reliable information. An experienced bee-

keeper may tell something about the condition of a colony by

watching them from the outside, and at the same time it

would be hard for him to put in words Just what were the
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things on which he based his judgment. But it is doubtful if

as much can be told about queenlessness from outside indica-

tions as you have been led to suppose. While more or less

guessing may be done by watching from the outside, if you

want to be sure whether a queen is present or not you must

open the hive. Perhaps the chief thing that is given gen-

erally from outside appearances, is that queenless bees carry

in little or no pollen. But if you will look in a hive that has

had no queen laying for some time, you will generally find an

unusual amount of pollen present, showing that a good deal

of pollen must have been gathered. Less probably than

would have been gathered with brood-rearing going on, the

accumulation being rather because so little was used. If you

watch the bees going in with a few loads of pollen, the loads

being light, while at the same time all other colonies are

carrying in big loads, you may suspect queenlessness, which

suspicion will be strengthened by a general air of listlessness

on the part of the bees ; but, as before said, if you want to

know for sure, you must look inside.

Encyclopedia for BeesiK'ax.—Some time ago we
offered a splendid work of eight large volumes, called "The
New Standard American Encyclopedia," having nearly 4,000
pages, and over 300 colored maps, charts, and diagrams.
Size of volume, 2 inches thick, 8J3 wide, and 11}^ long. As
per that offer, last publisht on page 1S6, the eight volumes
were offered by freight for only .519 cash. We can furnish
a set or two at that price, bound in half morroco ,; or will ex-

change a set for 7.J pounds of yellow beeswax delivered at
our office. You would be more than satisfied with the En-
cyclopedia, and a set of such books ought to be in every
family for reference.

The Horse—Ho-w to Break and Handle.—
This is a pamphlet of 32 pages, giving complete instructions
for breaking and educating colts, teaching horses to drive,

and for use under the saddle, together with many instructions
which have never before been publisht, and which are the re-

sult of the author's experience covering a period of 20 years.
By Prof. Wm. Mullen, with whom the editor of the Bee Jour-
nal is personally acquainted. Price, postpaid, 20 cents ; or
given as a premium for sending us one new subscriber to the
Bee Journal for the rest of the year at 50 cents.

A PJe'w Binder for holding a year's numbers of the
American Bee Journal, we propose to mail, postpaid, to every
subscriber who sends us 20 cents. It is called "The Wood
Binder," is patented, and is an entirely new and very simple
arrangement. Full printed directions accompany each Binder.
Every reader should get it, and preserve the copies of the Bee
Journal as fast as they are received. They are invaluable for

reference, and at the low price of the Binder you can afford to

get It yearly.

The Alsike Clover Leaflet consists of pages,
with illustrations, showing the value of Alsike clover, and
telling how to grow it. This Leaflet is just the thing to hand
to every farmer in your neighborhood. Send to the Bee Jour-
nal office for a quantity of them, and see that they are dis-

tributed where they will do the most good. Prices, postpaid,
are as follows : 50 for 20 cents ; 100 for 35 cents ; or 200
for (iO cents.

Lang'stroth on the Honey-Bee, revised by
The Dadants, is a standard, reliable and thoroughly complete
work on bee-culture. It contains 520 pages, and is bound
elegantly. Every reader of the American Bee Journal should
have a copy of this book, as it answers hundreds of questions
that arise about bees. We mail it for Si. 25, or club it with
the Bee Journal for a year—both together for only S2.00.

Back )Kuiut)ers Since Jan. i.—We are able to

supply complete sets of the Bee Journal since Jan. 1, 1897,
to any who may desire, at two cents per copy. There are a
number of new readers who perhaps would like to get some of

the first numbers of this year, to complete their volume for

1897. We shall be glad to furnish them as long as they last,

at two cents each.

Now New Subscribers

4 September—Oct.—Nov.—December 4

4 MONTHS rOR 25 CTS.

Get Your Bee-Keeping Frieuds and Neighbors

to Take the Old American Bee Journal.

We would like to have each of our present readers send us

ivio new sxibscribers for the Bee Journal before November 1,

1897. That surely will not be hard to do, when each will

need to pay only 25 cents for the last -t months of this

year, or only about 6 cents a month for the weekly

American Bee Journal. Any one with only a colony or two

of bees should jump at such an offer as that.

Now, we don't ask you to work for us for nothing, but

will say that for each t'wo new 25c. subscribers you send us,

we will mail you your choice of one of the following list

:

Wood Binder for the Bee Journal 20c.
50 copies of leaflet on "Why Eal Honey?" '^Oc.

50 •• " on ' How 10 Keep Honey " 20c.
50 •' " on • Alsike Clover" 20c.
I copy each " Preparation of Honey for the Market "(10c.)

and DooUttle's " Hive T Use " (5c i loo.
1 copy each Dadants' -Handling Bees" (8c.) and " Bee-

Pasturage a Necessity " (lOc.) 18c.
Dr. Howard's boote on "Foul Brood." 2oc.
Kohnke'8" Foul Bro. d" book 25c.
Cheshire's " Foul Brood " book (10c.) and Dadants' " Hand-

ling Bees •' [8c ] 1 8c.

Dr. Foote'a Hand-Book of Health 25c.
Rural Life Book 23o.
Our Poultry Doctor, by Fanny Felld 25c.
Poultry for Market and ProBt, by Fanny Field 25c.
Capons and CaponizlDg 23c.
Turkeys for Market and Profit 2oc.
Green 8 Four Books on Frult-Growlng 25c.

Ropp Commercial Calculator No. 1 -.
. 25c.

SUoand Silage, by Prof. Cook 23c.
BienenKu Itur [German] 40c.
Kendall's Horse-Book [English or German] 23o.
1 Pound White Clover Seed 23c."
1 " Sweet " ' 23c.

Hi •• Alsike " " 25c.
1% ' Alfalfa " " 25c.
1(4 " Crimson" " 23c.

The Horse—How to Break and Handle 20c.

We make the above offers only to those who are now sub-

scribers ; in other words, no one sending in his own 25 cents

as a new subscriber can also claim a choice of the above list.

The Names and Addresses of all your bee-

friends, who are not now taking the Bee Journal, are wanted
at this office. Send them in, please, when sample copies will

be mailed to them. Then you can secure their subscriptions,

and earn some of the premiums we are offering. The
next few months will be just the time to easily get new sub-

scribers. Try it earnestly, at least.

The McEvoy Foul Brood Treatment is

given in Dr. Howard's pamphlet on " Foul Brood ; Its Natural

History and Rational Treatment." It is the latest publication

on the subject, and should be in the hands of every bee-keeper.

Price, 25 cents ; or clubbed with the Bee Journal for one year

—both for SI. 10.
^-.~*

Every Present Subscriber of the Bee Journal

should be an agent for it, and get all others possible to sub-

scribe for it. See offers on this page.

See " Bee-Keeper's Guide" offer on page 624.
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Editorial (li^on)n)cr)i^^

fVintering' Itces is a topic that has been up for discus-
sion in nearly every convention of bee keepers ever held. To those
iu northern climes it becomes an interesting question along about
this time, or a little later, every year. Mr. C. P. Dadant, in his
article this week, gives some conclusions drawn from many
years of actual and extensive experience. Anything from the
pens of the Dadants is always worth reading. Now, that's not
saying that nobody else's writings are valueless, for such would
not be true. There are many excellent and practical correspon-
dents among bee-keepers, but the Dadants are found among those
at the top of the list. And there's still room for more at the top.

Au Kxpt-fieucc tvitli ("uniniiNi^ion Mt-ii.— It seems
from the following, taken from the Michigan Farmer, that honey
shippers are not the only class that sufTer from a certain class of
commission parasites:

A Berrien county farmer is reported tobaveshipt ?,-i cases of
strawberries to a Cleveland, Ohio, commission house. The day
the strawberries arrived the wholesale price was quoted at 11(1 cents
per case. The grower received from the firm a check for Al ;js as
the net proceeds of the shipment. We wonder why the $l'3s was
sent. The firm might as well have kept it also.

If there is one thing that requires looking after by our law-
makers, it is the produce commission business. The methods ofmany firms would do credit to a highway robber. Hotels have
special laws to protect them in collecting their debts; so do labor-
ing men who work on buildings, etc. Why shoulil not the farmerwho IS compelled to trust his property to commission dealers, have
a law to protect him ; The large cities are .'ull of men who make a
practice of swindling every farmer who consigns them a shipment
of produce, and the consignors are powerless to protect themselves.

That's just right. There o«y/,/ to be a stringent law that will
reach the commission robbers, just the same as any other common
thieves. It seems a pity that honest commission men should suller
OD account of the actions of some others in their line of business.
We should think the straight dealers would unite and work for a

law that would wipe out the crooked fellows. It's high time that
the light-fingered commission gentry are put behind iron gratings,
where they won't have the chance to defraud the farmers.

XI«e :\<>rtii\ve!>,tei-n C'onveiilion — don't forget it-
will be revived Nov. 1(1 and 11, when it is to meet here in Chicago,
at the New Briggs House, northeast corner of Randolph street and
Fifth avenue. We are looking forward to a rousing meeting, as it

will come during the Fat Stock Show, when railroad rates will be
low. We hope to see this old-time convention revived with all its

former strength and usefulness to the bee-keepers of the North-
west. No doubt Dr. Miller will be here, and be ready to enter into

its discussions as he did years ago, when he was its lively Presi-

dent. The Doctor is a trifle older now, but he's just as keen for a

bee convention as ever. Get ready to attend the meeting in

November.

Scripliire Cake.—We found the following recipe going
the rounds, and as it calls for a little honey among its ingredients,

we decided to give it here—only we don't vouch for the " good-

ness " of the cake, even if it is founded on scripture:

1 cupful of butter—Judges v. 2.5; S'.j cupfuls of flour— I. Kings
iv. 2'3; 2 cupfuls of sugar—ileremiah vi. 20; 2 cupfuls of raisins

—

I. Samuel xxx. 12; 2 cupfuls of flgs— I. Samuel xxx. 12; 1 cupful of
water—Genesis xxiv. 17; 1 cupful of almonds—Genesis xliii. 11;
little salt—Leviticus ii. 1.3; 6 eggs—Isaiah x. 14; 1 large spoonful
of honey—Exodus xvi. 31; sweet spices to taste—I Kings x. 2.

Follow Solomon's advice for making good boys, and you will

have a good cake—Prov. xxiii. 14. Sift two teaspoonfuls of baking
powder in the flour; pour boiling water on the almonds to remove
the skins, seed the raisins, and chop the tigs. It makes one large
or two small cakes.

Selling^ Honey.—It is one thing to produce a crop of

honey and quite another thing to dispose of it profitably. This is

one reason why we are glad to publish everything we can get or

find on the subject of marketing. Here is what Mrs. Mate Wil-

liams had to say about the matter in a recent issue of Farm, Stock

and Home:

Try hard to make a home market for your honey. If you have
produced a fine article and will present it to customers, either re-

tailers or consumers, in attractive shape, it will be very strange if

you cannot sell your crop at a better price than would be realized

if sent away to some city commission mau to sell. Honey-pro-
ducers are often enticed by the promises of commission men to get
prices that are never realized, and are thus induced to rush their

product off iu bulk to the care of some stranger, who may prove as

irresponsible as he is untruthful. It requires more business ability

to develop a home market, but once secured it will be found much
more desirable, becau-ie more profitable. Dealers who have no
confidence in a demand for honey by their customers are often
given a different opinion by leaving a nice, attractive-looking case
with them on sale. And many have been surprised by the ease
with which honey is sold by offering it from house to house in

their neighlioring towns.
-•-#

Xlie Koiillm extern Wisconsin Convention will

be held in the G. A. R. Hall, in Boscobel, Oct. C and 7, 1807. One
of the principal features in this convention, which is very interest-

ing and instructive to both old and young, is the Freefor-All

Question-Box and Answers. If you have anything of interest to

bee-culture, take or send it. Boscobel has offered plenty of music,

and board at 7.") cents per day. The following is only part of the

program

:

President's Address, by N. E. France.
Th€i Production of Couib Honey, by Thos. Evans.
How to Succeed at Bee-Keeping, by J. W. Van Allen.
Cellar Wintering of Bees, by M. M. Rice.
Marketing the Honey Crop, by H. Lathrop.
Swarming— Natural or Artificial, by F. P. White.
Oliservations Through the State, by N. E. France, State Foul

Brood Inspector.

The evening session will betaken up with singing and a gen-

eral good time. All who are interested in bees cannot afford to

miss this convention. Go, and take your friends with you.

For desired information further, write F. L. Murray, the Sec-

retary, at Calamine, Wis., or the President, N. E. France,
Platteville. Wis.

A 4'onK'i'eNS of Au'i-i<-iilliii-al ludiislries. of inter-

est to all engaged in agriculture in any of its branches, \vill be held

at Omaha during the Exposition period in IS'.ls. This Congress
will be composed of representative delegates from all States
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Boards of Agriculture, agricultural journals, horticultural socie-

ties, dairymen's associations, live stock breeders' societies, and all

other kindred organizations, and will continue in session for from

two to four weeks, during which time a number of national agri-

cultural societies also will hold their annual conventions there.

The Congress will be distinctively educational along the line of

advanced agriculture, and has received the hearty cooperation of

Secretary Wilson of the Department of Agriculture, of the great

agricultural journals, and of the most eminent representatives of

all branches of the agricultural world. The foremost thinkers in all

lines of agricultural work will publicly advance their ideas at this

Congress, and demonstrate to the world that many of the brightest

minds and men of unquestioned genius are consecrated to the

work of improving the conditions of agriculture and solving its

profound scientific and commercial problems.

Snioker-Fiiel—'I'n is'!9 iiixl Maner-SIiavings.—
Editor Root, of Gleanings, has tried about everything at all possi-

ble to be used as smoker-fuel, and finally sums up his experience

in this line as follows :

For years we have been using and recommending planer-shav-
ings for smoker-fuel. For a long period of time Mr. Bingham has
recommended stovewood split up into short lengths. Mr. Hutch-
inson, in a recent number of his journal, says it makes a good fuel,

but it burns out the smoker cup too fast, and rather recommends
planer-shavings, or fuel of thai sort. At our basswood yard, hav-
ing gotten nearly out of the excelsior sawdust (a fuel that is some-
thing like planer-shavings in its results), I made an attempt to
piece out the fuel by breaking up, into lengths of four or five
inches, dead limbs or twigs from the basswood trees. A little ex-
celsior fuel was liijhted, and the cup filled up with broken twigs.
It was very evident that, while the smoke was not as dense, it was
much more lasting, and, except with the very crossest colonies, it

gave very satisfactory results; and I am inclined now to believe
that a combination of planer-shavings and soft, dry wood would
be more satisfactory, generally, than either alone.

I>faliug' Milli 4'oiiiiiiiM!si4>u iVIon.—There are two
sides to this question—the dealer's and the shipper's. This time
we want to " stir up" the latter. The thing that occasioned this

editorial, was the complaint that we recently received from a bee-

keeper who shipt about 40 pounds of comb honey to a Cleveland

commission firm.

After waiting a month or so, and hearing nothing, the shipper

wrote us, desiring to know whether or not that particular firm

were all right. We immediately informed the firm of the receipt

of the inquiry, and intimated that we did not like to receive such

letters.

They wrote us at once, enclosing two letters and the check for

the honey, all of which had been sent to the shipper some time be-

fore and returned to them, with the remark stampt on the en-

velopes, No such office in State named." You see, the honey
shipper had failed to give his correct post-office address, or gave
only the freight office from which he shipt the honey.

In this case you will see how easy it was to blame the dealers

tor not reporting on the honey, when they had done their part

promptly and to the best of their ability, even getting 12'.; cents

per pound for the honey.

At least one thing can be learned from the above: Alvtmjs give

your correct and/n?' address—post office, county and State—when
writing or shipping. There is altogether too much of such inex-

cusable carelessness lying around loose these days. And conse-

quently quite often the " kicking " administered to the other fel-

low is really deserved by the kicker himself.

itiarketing' the Honey Crop is a kind of perennial

subject among bee-keepers. Just now it is a very live one. surely.

We feel that too much cannot be learned regarding it. That is the

reason we are pleastd to give anything and everything that may
be found of value on the subject. Much of final sucess in bee-keep-

ing depends upon how well the honey crop is sold. And it begins

to look as if the producer would have to be pretty much his own
salesman, if he is to realize the most possible out of his honey.

Mr. L. W. Lighty. of Adams Co., Fa., in an article written for

the Country Gentleman, has this to say about his experience along

the line of marketing honey:

Don't rush your honey off to the commission merchant, unless
you are sure he has sale for it. or you are prepared to sacrifice it.

When you are ready to sell, write to one or more reliable (be sure

they are so) commission merchants, and ask if they have an outlet

for your goods; then be governed by the replies. Better still,

look after your home trade.
By a little push you can sell plenty of honey right to your

neighbors I took honey along this summer when I sold raspber-

ries and strawberries, and sold as much as CO pounds in half a day,
at 167s cents per pound. I sold some on every trip. I advertise

the fact well, that 1 have both comb and extracted honey for sale,

and thus far I have found no difticulty in selling every season from
soil to 1,.500 pounds to the home trade. I make it a rule to sell only
a first-class article, and I often get more for my honey than the
general run of honey in the stores is retailing for. If I have dark
or mixt honey. I send it to the commission merchant and take
what it brings, rather than spoil my home market.
Sometimes the local merchant will sell quite a quantity for you,

if you take goods in trade for the honey. 1 have had experience
on both sides of this transaction, and it can be made a success if

the merchant is a hustler and not a blockhead, as is sometimes the

case. All this is. of course, some trouble and work ; but by man-
aging it as described. I realize nearly twice as much for my honey
as I would if I sent it all to the city market, that is already over-

flooded with the product, and has to find an outlet in country
towns and the country.

I also find the same practice holds good with small fruit.

Freight, commission and heavy competition cut up the profits.

Avoid them as much as possible.

Tl?e Weekly Budget

Mr. C. Tiieilmann, of Wabasha Co., Minn., writing Sept. 17,

said: " We had a little frost this morning. No harm done. Bees

have nearly enough for winter stores."

Mb. M. H. Mendblson, of California, is reported in Gleanings

as having taken, up to the middle of July, from his 900 colonies, .50

tons of honey, with a prospect of VI or 15 tons more from the bean-

fields. A honey crop of over 100,000 pounds—nothing very small

about that.

Maktin Brockman—recently a commission man of Cincin-

nati—caused Byron Walker the loss of S70 last year. Martin is

now spending a four years' term at the Ohio penitentiary—a so-

journ suggested by fradulent use of the mails. So reports Glean-

ings. Good for Ohio. Illinois sends her thieving commission men

to the State legislature. But we believe Ohio's way is the best for

all concerned.

Returns from Advertising are mentioned thus by two of

our advertisers:

No. 1.—" Let me say that the American Bee Journal gives

good results as an advertising medium. "

No. 2.
—" We are getting good returns from this American Bee

Journal advertisement."

No comment is required on those two testimonials that come

without any solicitation. "A hint to the wise," etc.

Mr. G. K. Hubbard, of Riverside Co., Calif., wrote us Sept. 9,

as follows:

' I think a half crop of honey, compared with the large crop of

this region two years ago, will be a fair estimate for this county.

Possibly it might go three-fifths. Prices are so low that we hope

the "good times coming" will help all around—honey-producers
as well as wheat raisers."

Mr. Hubbard reports that his wife, who has been almost an in-

valid, is "considerably better." Glad to hear it.

Dr. Jesse Oren—one of the Bee Journal's earliest contribu-

tors—died Aug. 20. at Laporte City. Iowa, in his 73rd year, Dr,

Oren was an extensive bee-keeper for years—he was the first to

get the Italian bee into Iowa, we believe, an 1 always felt it quite

an honor. He was a great sufferer in latter years, and spent the

winters in the milder clime of Florida. We remember him as an

attendant at the World's Fair convention, in 19S:3. which was the

last time we saw him. He was agreat admirer of the Bee Journal,

and, as before mentioned, was a frequent correspondent in its

earlier volumes. Those who helpt to place bee-keeping in the

United States on a permanent foundation, are rapidly joining the

great majority • on the other shore." They did their work well,

and deserve to be held in grateful remembrance for their noble

and enduring work.
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BEE-BOOKS
SENT ruSXPAID BV

Geor£:e W. York & Co.
Chicago, Ills.

Bees anU Honey, or Management of an Apiary
Tor Pleasnre and I'ruilt. by Tlioiiiaa G. Newman.—
This edition has been largely rewritten. thorouKhly
revised, and Is " fully up with the times " In all the
tmprovements and Inventions In this rapidly-devel-
oplDK pursuit, and presents the apliirlft with
everytlilii;; tliat can aid In the succeBsful manaKe-
meut of an apiary, and at the same time produce
the ninHt liiinoy In an attractive condition. It con-
tains 'J.MJ paues. and 245 illustrations—is beautifully
prlntrdln the hSt'hest stvie of the art, and bound
in cloth. Kold-lettered. Price, $1.00.

l^stntcHtroth on the Btoney-Bee* revised by
Dndant—This classic in bee-culture, has been
entirely re- written, and Is fully Illustrated. It
trcatsofeverythlntr relating to bees and bee-keep-
IDK. No apiarian library Is complete without this
standard work by Rev. L. Ij. J^ancstnith — the
Fatht-rof American Bee-Culture. It has 520 pa^es;
bouud lu cloth.

Price, postpaid, 11.25, : l i ~i

Bee'Kezpers' Oulde, or Manual of the
Apiary, by Prof A. J Cook, of the Mlchlpan A^rb
cultural CoUejie.—This book Is n<tt only Instructive
and helpful as a Kulde In bee keeping, but is
Interesting and thoroughly practical and scientific.
It contains a full delineation of theanatomy and
physlolot-'y of bees. 4ti0 paKes ; bound In cloth and
tully Illustrated.

Price, postpaid, $1.25.

Scientific Qneen-Kearlnff, as Practically
Applied, by G. M. DoollLtle.—A method by whloli
the very best of Viieen-Bees are reared In perfect
accord with Nature's way. ITtl pages, bound lo
cloth, and Illustrated. Price. $1.00.

A B C or Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root.—

A

cyclopiedla of 400 patzes. describing everything
pertulntng to the cure of the honey-bees. It con-
tains ;iUJ entiravliiKS. It was written especially for
beginners Bound In cloth. Price, $1.25.

Advanced Bee-Cultare, Its Methods and
ManaKement. by W Z. Hutchinson.—The author
of tills work Is too well known to need further
description of his book. He Is a practical and
entertaining writer. You should read his book. iHJ

pages, bound In paper, and Illustrated. Price, 50 cts.

Rational Bee-^eeplngr, by Dr. John Dzlerzon
—This Is a translation of his latest German book on
bee-culture. It has a50 pages; bound
In paper covers, $1.00

Blenen-Kultur, by Thomas G. Newnan. -

This Is a German translation of the principal por-
tion of the book called Bp:es op Honey. 10^ page
pamphlet. Price, 40 cents.

Convention Hund-Book. for Bee-Keepers.
Thomas G. Newman,— it contains the parliamen-
tary law and rules of order for Bee-Conventions—
also Constitution and By-Laws, with subjects for
discussion, etc. Cloth, gold-lettered- Price, 25 cts.

Tliirtv Ifears Among; tlie Bee«, by
Henry Alley.—Gives the results of over a quarter-
century's experience in rearing queen-bees. Very
latest workot thekind. Nearly luu pages. Price, 50c.

Practical HIiitK to Bee-Kee-Keepers—by
Chas. F. Muth. Also contains ia Foul Brood
Cure and How lo Winter Bees. 40 p.; 10 cts.

Why Kat Honey ?-Tbis Leaflet 1b intend-
ed for FKKK distribution, to create a Local Market.
100 copies, by mail, ao ctB.: 500 lor$i.25; khxi, $:i.(io.

How to Keep Honey and preserve Its
richness and flavor. Price same as Why Eat Honey.

Alwikc i'lover Leaflet.—Full directions
for growing. .SO for 25 cts. ; 100 for 40 clfl.; 2(X), 70c.

Apiary ItesiMter, by Thos. G. Newman.—
Devotes two pages to a colony. Leather binding.
Price, for 50 colonies, tl.oo; for 10<J colonies, $1.25.

FrepitriAtlon of Honey lor the Market.
•ncludlijg the production and care of comb and
extracted honey. A chapter from Bees ant
HoNEV. I'rice. 10 cents

Bee-Pitntiiriitfe » Necesalty.—This book 8UK
geats what and how to phii it Is a chapter fron
Bees axi> Huxev. rrlce. 10 cents.

The Hive I |l«e, by 0. M. DooUttle. Tt
details his management of beea. and methods
of producluK comb honey. Price. 5 cents.

Dr. Howard'M Book on Foul Brood.
—Gives the McKvoy Treatment and reviews the ex-
perinientH of others. Price. -'."> cts.

Silo and Mln:re, by Prof. A. J. Cook.— It
gives the method In operation at the Michigan Agri-
cultural College. Trice, 2.. cts.

A%'lntor Problem In Bee-Keeping. byG.
R. Pierce. Uosull of 25 years' experience. :Jii eta.

Handling BeeM, by Chas, Dadant Jc Son.—
A Chapter trom l.angstroth Kevised. Price. H eta.

HlHtory of iJeo-ABSOctailous. and Brief He-
port of the tlrBt '20 coDventluna. Price, 10 cts.

Foul Brood Treatment, by Prof, F. R.
Cheshire.—Its Cause and Prevention. Price, 10 eta.

Foul Brood, by A. R. Kohnke.—Orlg-ln.
Development and Cure. Price 10 cts.

Bee-Keeptus lor Profit, by Dr. G. L.
Tinker.—Revised and enlarged. It details the au-
thor's " new system, or how to get the largest yields
of comb or extracted honey." 8(.» p.; illustrated. 25c.

Commercial Calculator, by C, Ropp.—
A ready Calculator. Business Arithmetic and Ac-
count-Book combined in f)ne. Every farmer and
businessman should have it. No. 1, hound in water
proof leatherette, calf finish. Price. 4'i cts. No. 2
in tine artificial leather, with pocket, silicate slate,
and account-book. Price. 6(.» cts.

Green'8 Four Books, by Chas. A. Green.
—Devoted to. 1st. How We Made the Old Farm Pay;
2nd. Peach Culture; 3rd, How to Prupagate Fruit-
Plants, Vines and Trees; 4th, General Kruit In-
structor. Nearly 120 pages. Fully illustrated. 2,5cts.

Garden and Orchard, by Chas. A. Green
—Gives full instructions in Thinning and Marketing
Fruits; Pruning. Planting and Cultivating; Spray-
ing, Evaporation. Cold Storage, Etc. y4 pages, illus-
trated. Price, 25 cts.

KendalPs HorHC-Book. — 3.") pictures,
showing positions ol sick horses, and treats on all
their diseases. English or German. Price, 25 cts.

Lumber and Log-Book. — Gives meas-
urements of lumber, logs planks; wages, etc. 25c.

ITIaple Sugar and the Siigrar Bush, by Prof.
A. J. Cook.— Full instructions. Price, 35 cts.

Grain Tables, for caslinpr up the price of
grain, produce, hay, etc. Price, 25 cts.

Capons and Capoulzlne, by Dr. Sawyer,
Fanny Field, and others.-Illustrated. All about
caponizing fowls, ana thus how to make the most
money in poultry-raising. 64 pages. Price. 30 cts.

Our Poultry Doctor, or Health In the
Poultry Yard and How to Cure Sick Fowls, by
Fanny Field,—Everything about Poultry Diseases
and their Cure. 64 pages. Price, 30 cts.

Poultry for fflarket and Poultry for
Profit, by Fanny Field.—Tells everything aboutthe
Poultry Business. 64 pages. Price, 25 cts.

Turkeys for Market and Turkeys for
Profit, by Fanny Field.—AH about Turkey-Raising.
64 pages. Price. 25 cts.

Bural Life.— Bees. Poultry, Fruits, Vege-
tables, and Household Matters. lOO pages. 25 cts.

Potato Culture, by T. B. Terry.—It tells
how to grow them profitably. Price, 40 cts.

Hand-Book of Health, by Dr. Foots.—
Hints about eating, drinking, etc. Price, 25 cts.

Bee-Keepers' Directory, by H. Alley.—
Latest methods in Oueen-Rearing. etc. Price, 50c.

Book Clubbing Oilers.

(Read Carefully.)

The following clubbing prices Include the

American Bee Journal one year with each

book named. Remember, that only one book

can be taken In each case with the Bee Jour-

nal a year at the prices named. If more books

are wanted, see postpaid prices given with

the description of the books on this pajfe.

Following is the clubbing-list:

1. Langstroth on the Honey-Bee 82.00
3. A B Cof Bee-Oulture COO
3. Bee-Keeper's Guide 1.75
4. Bees and Honey I Cloth boundl 1.05
5. Dooliltle's SclentlticQueen-Kearlng. 1.75
6. Ur. Howard's Foul Brood Book 1,10
7. Advanced Bee-Culture 1.^0
0, Blenen-Kultur [German] l.'iO

11. national Bee-KecpingLPaijertoundl 1.75
1'-;. Thirty Years Among the Bees I.:i0

i;j. Bee-Keeping for I'rotlt ... 1.15
14. Convention lliLi-.d-llook 1,15
15. Poultry for Market !ind Profit 1.10
16. Turkeys for Market and Profit 1.10
17. Capons and Caponlzmg 1.10
18. Our Poultry Doctor .1.10
19. Green's Four Books * 1.15
21. Garden and Orchard 1.15
2:t. Uural Life 1.10
25. Commercial Calculator, No. 1 1.25
2(). Comme-clal Calculator, No. 2.. 1.40
27. Kendall's Horse-Book 1.10
:!0. Potato Culture 1.20
:i2. Hand-Bookof Health 1.10
.'14. Maple Sugar and the Sugar Bush 1.20
:i5. Silo and Silage 1.10
:)(i. Winter Problem in Bee-KeepIng I.:i0

37. Apiary Keglsier (lor ."iO colonies) 1.75
;S8. Apiary Keglster (for 100 colonies) . 2.00
39. Bee-Keepers' Directory 1.30

Mi'j, HONEY-EXTRACTOR
I IS Square Glass Jars.

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

Bee-Keepers' Srppr..iEs in general, etc etc
Send lor our new catalog.

Practical Hints " will be mailed for 10c.
lu stamps. Apply to—

Chas. F. Muth & Son, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Please mention Bee Journal -when 'writing.

Honey - Clovers I

We have made arrangements so that we can
furnish seed of several of the Clovers by
freight or express, at the following prices,
cash with order:

e Clover
; Clover (wh:
s Clover...
fa Clover...
ion Clover .

.

,

Prices subject to market changes.
Add 25 cents to your order, tor cartage. If

wanted by freight.

Tour orders are solicited.

GEORGE W. YORK & Co.
CHICAGO. ILL.

Please mention Bee Journal "when -writing,

ITALIAN QUEENS
"Good YellowOnes"—60c each: 6 tor $3.00.

I-Lui HDNEY-JARS $4.50 per gross.

Catalog of Apiarian Supplies free.

I. J. STRIKOHAm,
105 Park Place. NEW YORK, N. Y

Apiary—Glen Cove, L. I.

Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.
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Questioj;)'Box.
In tbe multitude of counsellors there is

safety.—Prov. 11-14.

Hives Used by the <liie8lion-B<>x
Expci'lK.

Query 61.— 1. What description of hlvo

have you the largest number ot In your
apiary?

3. Have you a preference for any other sort

of hive ?

3. Please prive number and inside measure-
ment of frames. If the hives you prefer are

not in {?eu( ral use.—QuizzEii.

Lang-

Lang-

Laog-

Lang-

Dr. A. B. Mason— 1. All are
stroth.

Mrs. L. Uarrison— 1. S-frame
stroth. 2. No.

W. G. Larrabee— 1. 10-frame
stroth. 2. No.

Jas. A. Stone— 1. Improved
stroth-Simplicily. 2. No.

R. L. Taylor— 1. The Heddon. 2.

No. 3. 8 or 16, owing to circumstances;
4%xl7 8/16 inches.

E. Prance— 1. My home yard are all

the standard Langstroth frames. 1 wish
they were all the same.

P. H. Elwood— 1. The Hetherington-
Quinby hive. 2. No. 3. From 5 to S,
usually ; and about 10x16 inches.

J. A. Creen— 1. A modification of the
Heddon divisible brood-chamber hive,
which I prefer. 3. It has 16 frames,
o^xlTi'sj' inside, used in two tiers.

Emerson T. Abbott— 1. Just now the
"Crown Hive." 2. Yes; a modification
of the Lanestroth, which I call the "St.
Joe." 3. y-frame, regular Langstroth
size.

Prof. A. J. Cook— 1. I have used most
Gallup and Langstroth. I believe Lang-
stroth best for average person. For ex-
perts, Heddon is perhaps better, espe-
cially if made just right.

Chas. Dadant & Son— 1 and 3. 10
frames, inside measurement lOJ^xlB
inches. The Langstroth-Quinby hang-
ing-frame hive, with slight modifica-
tions. We have some 250 in use.

Dr. C. C. Miller— 1. What I got for
regular Langstroth, and didn't know
any better until well started with them.
Frames, ISxii inches. 2. My latest are
Dovetails, partly because I like to be in

fashion.

J. E. Pond— 1. I use only the Sim-
plicily-Langstroth hive, and prefer it to

any other. Root's " A B C of Bee-Cul-
ture " will give you the exact measure-
ments, and a vast amount of other val-
uable Information.

J. M. Hambaugh— 1. I am using a
hive that takes 10 frames ITj^xO?),',

both above and below, here in Califor-
nia. Were I to start again in Illinois, I

would use the Dadant hive. There Is no
wintering problem here to solve.

J. P. H. Brown— 1, 2 and 3. A hive
called the "People's Hive"—holds iJ

frames, but can be made to take as
many as you want. It takes self-spac-

ing frames— size and shape of the Lang-
stroth—ends of top-bars close-fitting.

C. H. Dibbern— 1. My own make, 14-
x21'4 inches, and 7 inches deep, taking
honey-cases holding forty 4'4'x4:J4 sec-

tions. Hives and cases can be tiered up

Finest Alfalfa Honey

!

IT SELLS ON TASTING.

The Honey that Suits All

Who Buy It.

Low Prices Now!
We can furnish 'Wbite Alfalfa Extracted Honey, in 60-pound tin cans, on

board cars in Chicago, at these prices : 1 can, in a case, 7 cents per pound ; 2 cins

in one case, 6^^ cents ; 4 cans (2 cases) or more, 6 '4 cents. The Cash must accom-
pany each order.

I!^" A sample of the honey will be mailed to an Intending purchaser, for 8

cents, to cover postage, packing, etc. We guarantee purity.

fiEORGE W. YOUK & CO., 118 Michigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. New London,
"Wisconsin,

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus

securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
They have also one One of the I^argest Factories and the latest

and most-improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there is in the State. The material is cut from patterns, by machinery,

and is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and -whitest
Basswood is used, and they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine

and Basswood forests, and possession ot mills and factory equipt with best

machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies.

Please mention the American Bee.Touro'il. .
7Atf

BEE-KEEPERS We make

SUPPLIES
The Very Finest Line of

in the Market, and sell

them at Low Prices.
i^cnd for Free Illuslralcd Catalog anil Prlce-L.ist.

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.
E. T. ABBOTT,

St. Joseph, Mo.

Mr. Abbott sells our IliTcs and Sections at Factory Prices.

Special Agfnt for the Souihwest

That Queen-Clipping Device Free I

CoiilduH Do Wllhout It.

I have clipped 19 queens, and must say the
Monette Queen-Clipping Device Is by far the
best invention ever made, and will be wel-
come to many bee-keepers as it was to me. 1

could not do without one now.

Dk. Geo. Lacke, Newburgh, Ind,

Works Iilke a Cliarm.

The Monette Queen-Clipping Device WORKS

LIKE A CHAKM. With It I havc Clipped 30

queens, all in one day, when examining my

bees. Wm. Stolley, Qrand Island, Nebr.

PLEASE READ THIS OFFER TO PRESENT SUBSCRIBERS :

Send us puil one ivew mime for the American Bee Journal a year (with $1.00), and we

will mail you the Queen-Clipping Device free of charge. Or, the Queen-Clipping Device

will be sent postpaid for 30 cts. But why not get it as a Premium by the above offer

You can't earn 30 cts. any easier. Almost every bee-keeper will want this Device.

GEORGE W. YORK &ICO., 118 Michigau St., CHICAGO, ILL.
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to any extent. 2. I have no preference
for any other hive. 3. My hive contains
K) frames, inside comb surface 5 '4x20
inches ; frames have closed ends.

G. M. Doolittle— 1. DoolittleCJallup.
2. Use Langstroth in out-apiary, and a
few in home yard. o. Gallup frame is

lO^xlO?^ inside, and I use it of them.
Formerly I used 12, as that was the
number Gallup advised when in Iowa.

Eugene Secor— 1. Nearly all of mine
are S-frame Langstroth. (The so-called
dovetailed hive is practically the same
thing.) 2. Having tried a good many, I

have about come to the conclusion that
the above are good enough for my local-
ity and practice.

G. W. Deraaree— 1. I use the standard
Langstroth hive, frame 179^x93^ Inches.
2. I might change a little if it would not
give me an odd-size frame. 8. The
standard Langstroth hive frame is 1~%
x9ij,, as set down in Rev. L. L. Lang-
stroth's old work on bees.

Rev. M. Mahin— 1. I could not give a
full description of the hive I use, in the
space allowed in this department. The
frames are 9J^ inches from top to bot-
tom, inside measure, and a little more
than 11 inches from front to rear, in-
side measure. They are just 12 inches
from front to rear, outside. I do not
know that on the whole I would care to
change them. They are convenient,
and easily handled.

A. F. Brown— 1. Dimensions of my
hives are 13% inches wide, 15 inches
long, 9J-2 inches deep, inside measure-
ment, taking a frame 14i4x9i)i, top-bar
16 inches long. 2. I also have a large
number of the same size hives that are
only b% inches deep. My preference
for a section is '6%yLi,x\% inches, 32 of
these to a case ; and my hive-body is

adapted to the section, instead of the
section to the hive-body dimensions.
This frame also fits the standard extract-
ors of to-day.

Qei;)eral \icrr)s^

Like tlie Bees.

The world is always sunny
To the chap that has the money,
But you've got to hunt the honey

Like the bees!

If they idled every hour
In the shine or in the shower,
Would they ever find a flower

In the breeze ? —Selrcted.

A Buffalo Convention Echo.

Ever since the combination of the G.
A. R. and bee-keepers' convention at
Buffalo, I have thought J would write
to the American Bee Journal and say
how much I enjoyed the latter. Meet-
ing with the fraternity of so many lead-
ing lights in bee-lore was of itself in-
spiring. When wc consider the broad
expanse of country represented by that
association—from Maine to California,
from Canada to Florida, and even the
Island of Cuba—makes one feel that bee-
keepers and bee-knowledge are on the
Increase, and a new impetus is being
gathered by such meetings.

Theory does not become knowledge
until it is put Into practice, hence we
cannot take the knowledge of another

The Great People's Atlas of the World.
MORE THAN 100,000 COPIES SOLD ANNUALLY.

Up-to-DatBi Accurate, Beautlfulli] Illustrated.

Nearly 70 Comprehensive Map«, many of them double-page.
140 New and Superb Illustrations. A whole Library in itself, of vital and ab-

sorbing interest to every member of the household.
Population of each State and Territory, of all Counties of the United States, and

of American Cities of over 5,000 inhabitants, by latest Census.

The handfomely engraved maps
of all tbe States and Territories In
the Union arc latgp, full-pane. with
a number of double-pane maps to
represent the most important of
the Sta PS. All countries on the
face of the earth are shown Riv-
ers and lakes are accurately loca-
ted. All of the large cities of the
world, the Important towns and
most of the villages of the United
Slates are given on these maps;
also every ouuuty In each
Mate.
Over 200 Magnlfleent Illustra-

tions and Maps emtielllsh nearly
every piige of the Atlas and faith-
fullj depict scenes In almost every
part olithe world.

This Atlas contains a prodigious
amount of Historical. Pbyslial. Po-
litical. Educational and Statistical
matter, so comfirehensively ar-
ranged and indext that informa-
tion on any subject can be found
In a moment's time.

Description of (he World.
it contains a General Description

of the World, giving its Physical
Features. Form, Density, Tempera-
ture, Motion. Winds and Currents:
Distribution of Land and Water;
Races of People, their Religions
andNomlieis: also the most com-
plete List of Nations ever publisht,
givingtheirJeographical Location,
Area, Population, l^orms ot Gov-
ernment, etc.

The Popular and Electoral Votes for President in 1884, 1888 and 1892, by
States. List of All the Presidents. Agricultural Productions. Mineral Products.
Homestead Laws and Civil Service Rules. Statistics of Immigration, 1820 to

1891. Public Debt for the Past lOO Years. Gold and Sliver Statistics. Number
and Value of Farm Animals. Cultivable Area as Compared with Increase of Popu-
lation. Postal Information, with Domestic and Foreign Rates, and Other Informa-
tion that should be in every Home, Store, Office and Schoolroom.

We will mail this great Atlas, postpaid, for only
.50 cts.; or for $1.40 we will send it with the Bee
-Journal for one year ; or we will mall it free as a

premium for sending us one Ne'w Subscriber ($1.00) to the Bee Journal

^^/'^^''^^^-A^

i^^t^y^<S>/^^lg<'
Bs:

Miniature Cut of A Has. Artnal Size. Open, 14 by 22 Inches •

Closed, 14 by II Inches

Our Liberal Offers

:

for a year.
GEORGIE W. YORK & CO., 118 Miclugan St. CHICAGO, ILL.

YOUR BEESWAX

!

UlNTll. FlIRXHEK NOTirE, we will
allow '28 cents per pound for Good Yel-

low lieeswa.f, delivered at our otBce—in ex-
cliange for Subscription to the Bee JouHNAL.
for Books, or anything that we olfer for sale
In the Bee Journal. Or, 25 ets. ea»Ii.

GEORGE W. -iORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.
Please mention Bee Jotirnal -when writing.

A GENUINE

Egg Preservative
Thai will keep Hen's Eg-irs perlcctly Ihroutfh
warm weather, just as jrood as Ir. sh unes lor
cooklnji: aud froalltiK- Ono man paiil it) cents
a dozen lor the egjis he preserved, aiul then
later sold Ihem tor "Jo coots a dozen. Vou can
preserve them lor about 1 ceiil |»cr dozen.
Now ie the time to do It. while gjtks are cheap.

Address for Circular giving I'urther Infor-
mation—

Dr. A. B. ITIASON,
:J.")I2 Monroe Street, - Toledo, Ohio,
Please mention Bee Journal when writing;.

UNG DISEASES.I. „.,.„..
^^^^sufficientlyserious to require expert medi-
^^^Hcal treatment, address
W^^M Or. Peiro, 100 State St., ChicafTo.

Please mention Bt- e Journal when writing.

Beautiful Honey-Cases
Made by the A.I. Koot Co.. at their prices.

BeCMWHX Wanted.
ITl. H. HUN'I\ Kell Branoh, ITIIcli.

Please mention Eee Jo\irnal when "writing.

Full Colonies for Sale
—FINE 1'r.lL.IAN.HVUKIDS—

.'iO mllos northwest of Chicago, In Oframe
Langstroth hlvee. Bees in good condition.
Only a lew colonies. I'rices—S.'j.OO nerr'olouy;
.5 colonies, at $i.75 each : or 10 colonics at
$4..")0 each,

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.
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Foundation —Sections— Hives
or any Other Supplies.

If you are ia ii riiwli, eend me your order. I

sell tlie besl only, and Hll ordors promptly
at LOWEST VHiCE. Bceswax tTaiitvd lu
exi'liaii;:^^.

Working Wax l^^SrS A Specialty.

^^ Write for Catalog- and Pricft-Llst, with
Samples of Foundation and Sections.

GUS DITTMER,
Al'<;i STA, WIS.

Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

SEE THAT WINK

!

Roe - Suppliofn ! Root's
Goods ut Root's Prices.

Poader's Houey > «fars,
und every thing used by
bee-keepers. Prompt ser-
vice, low freight r:ite. Cat
tree. Walter S. Ponder,

-\ t ,/)i K ..nf-n'^ ? 16'2 Mass. Ave.,W" POWCKOfVK lNDI.\NAPOLIS. INDHNA
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

eP~ IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
11.25 to Prof. A. J. Coofe, Claremont. Calif.,

for bis

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

PATENT WIRED COMB FODNDATIOH
Ha* No Sag-ln Brood-Frames

Tiiio Flat-i;ottom FoiindatioD
Bas So Kisbbone id Ibe Sorpias Boney.

Belnft tbe cleanest la asaally workec:
tbe qaickest ot any Fonndatlon madek̂̂̂̂ J. A. VAN DEIJSEN.

^^^^^B Sole Mannfaotnrer,
^^i^^» Sprout Brook Montdomery Co.. N. Y.

Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

Golden Beauties and 3-Banded
Or iiYiPorted stock.

SIlversGray Carnlolans.
Dntes ed, 50c ; Tested, 75c. Safe arrival

guaranteed. Address,

Judge E. Y. TERRAL & CO.
26A14t C.^.'UERON. Te.\as.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

ONE MAN WITH THE

UNION
^o"'!;'-^*^'^''

Can do the work of four
men using hand tools, In
Ripping, Cuttlng-oflf, Mi-
tring. Kabbeting, Groov-
ing. Gaining. Dadoing,
Edglng-up. Jointing Stuff,
etc. t uU Line of Foot ana
Hand Power Machinery.
Sold on Trial. Catalo^e Free,

SE>E*iA FALLS MFG. CO.,
46 Water St SENECA FALLS. N. T.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

^
^^California

If you care to know of its Fruits, Flowers
Climate or Resources, send for a Sample Copy
of California's Favorite Paper—

The Pacific Rural Press
The leading Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the Pacific Coast. Published weekly,
handsomely Illustrated J'-.00 per annum.
Sample Copy Free.

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
330 Market St.. - SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

until we appropriate it and act upon it;

then it becoaies iu a measure our own,
tho it may not b« original. I find, too,

that we may read the writings of a per-

son and be deeply interested, but when
wo tooie to see the person, it adds new
interest, and we immediately associate
his writings with him, making it seem
more as if he were speaking directly to

us.

In looking over leading articles in the
Bee Journal, and the names attacht I

think, " Yes, I have seen them ; I know
them ; they are ray friends, " and I am
glad. Dr. C. C. Miller is associated in

my mind with a dear uncle, because of

his resemblance; while Dr. Mason re-

minds me of a dear brother who has
gone Home, having finisht his course
and kept the faith. The fact of his

being a Baptist Deacon does not lessen
the resemblance.

Well, I am glad I attended the conven-
tion at Buffalo, tho the demand of

friends did not permit me to take it all

in. Mbs. D. N. Brown.
Erie Co., Pa., Sept. 16.

Good Crop in Ne-w Jersey.

The honey crop has been a very good
one in New Jersey this year—better
than ever was known before.

C. C. Current.
Sussex Co., N. J., Sept. 12.

Bee-Keepings in Georgia.

I have fifty colonies, most of them in

the 8 frame Dixie hive. I have 400
pounds of good honey taken during
April and May—our best honey, and
there is none better. It comes from the
gall berry, which grows in low, flat places,
about the branches and creeks. In this

latitude bees can get flowers to work on
10 months in the year. The bee-moth
is fearfully bad here. I have lost eight
colonies already with the moth.

S. B. SiNGLETARY.
Thomas Co., Ga., Sept. 13.

Graceful Acknowledgements.

I am well satisfied with the American
Bee Journal, as almost every number is

a source of new ideas and general
knowledge in beedom, which comes very
handy to the beginner. I had some
opportunity to compare the American
Bee Journal to-day with what it was 10
or 12 years ago, as I had a few volumes
of it for perusal, and, justly, I must de-

clare that I find it greatly impioved now.

Please accept my thanks in a general
way, as well as in particular, for all

those articles from which I could derive
some practical use directly, as, for in-

stance, the non-swarming device de-

scribed by H. Rauchfuss, on page 230 ;

it workt like a charm. The bees made
themselves acquainted with the other
hive close by, and did not go far to hunt
for a new home, but selected the new
house for their new home; that settled

the swarming.
The contribution by \V. P. Paylor, on

page 370, was quite as welcome to me as

were some answers of Dr. C. C. Miller,

in his department. The latter is a

mighty good thing to spread knowledge
of the apiary, but a good many people
seem to misunderstand the privilege of

it, by asking the same questions over
and over, again and again, instead of

reading and using the advice which was

l!£^! Beeswax
For all tho Good, Pure Vellow

Bees'wax delivered to our office till

further notice, we will pay 25 cents per

pound, CASH ; or 28 cents for whatever
part is exchanged for the Bee Journal,

Honey, Books or Seed, that we offer. If

you want casb, promptly, for your
Beeswax, send it on at once. Impure
wax not taken at any price. Address as

follows, very plainly,

GEO. W. YORK & CO.
118 Michig-an st. , CHICAGO, ILIi.

CARLOADS
Of Bee-Hives, Sections, Ship-
ping-Cases, Comb Foundation,
and Everything used in the
Bee-Industry.
We want the name and ad-

dress of every Bee-Keeper in
America. We supply Deal-
ers as well as consumers. \Ve

have Dry Kiln, Improved Machinery, 40,000
feet of floor space, and all modern appliances.
We make prompt sbipment.
Write for Catalogs, Quotations, etc.

Inter-State laiinfacturini Co,

HUDSON, »>t. Cruix Co., WIS.
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

nrC I^CCDCD? f Let me send you my 64-
DLL-MlLrCllO I page Catalog lor 18H7.

J. IU. Jeukiuf), Wetnmpka, Ala.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

ITALIAN QUEENS
Cy Return .flail.

Choice Tested at 65 cts. each ; Untested at
50 cts. each, or $5.00 per dozen—from now to
November 1st.

F. A. Crowell, Graiiser, minn.
35A6t Please mention the Bee Journ il.

Earn Your Christmas Mouey
Or Presents, by goiug among- your friends
and neitrhbors. and help to introduce Wlilt-
niaii's Pure Teaet, KpiceN, Bakins^-Pow-
der, etc. 2.> Iba. for solid silver Chatelaine
Watch and Chain; or .10 lbs. for a Mandolin or
Guitar; 2 > lbs. for an autoharp; IT.i lbs. for a
Hig-h-Gradc Ladies' or Gents' Bicycle; 50 lbs.

for a Decorated Dinner Set ; 40 lbs. for a La-
dles' or Gents' Gold Watch; 20 lbs. lor a Dex-
ter Camera ; 5 lbs. for a Zar Camera ; 10 lbs.

for a Solid Gold Kin^: 8 Ib^ for a Set of Nut-
Picks and Cracker. (Inly Strictly Pure (Jottds handled.

Freight paid on all orders accompanied by
the cash. Send address on card for Catalog,
Order Sheet, etc. A. H. WHITMAN & CO-,

Lhept. Bl 2714 No. Western Ave..
38A4t Chicago III.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

THROAT

AND LUNO DISEASES,
DR. PEIRO. Specialist

Offices: 1019, 100 State St.,

CHICAGO. Hours 9to4.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

Ajjy^E CAri GET RICH

.

If he makes enough money
and saves it.

The Market Garden
jfi^ MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.,

^v^i^ Tells hc>\v to iiKikc and save
"^^ money at Market (iardeuing.

SOc a year. Sample Free

Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.
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^BRO. YORK'S
^

OWN TESriMONY

AFTER 18 MONTHS' USE.

Chicago, July 27th, 1897.

Dear Dr. House:
My office force have fallen

in love with vourYellowzones.
I enclose $1.00 for as many

as you mail for that amount.Y Success to 3'ou in your ex-
cellent work.

Very truly yours,
Gko. W. York.

P. S. Say, /think as much
of your"Zones" asthe"g:irls"
do. They just straig'htened
out a very severe headache I

had awhile ag-o. Worth their
weight in the yellow metal
now being raved about up in
Alaska. G.W. Y.

YELLOWZONES „
X FOR PAIN AND FEVER. ^

An honest and efficient
remedy for all fevers, head-
aches, colds, grip, rheuma-
tism, neuralgia, etc. And
every box guaranteed— but
no customer has ever yet
asked for his monej' back.
One box, with supply of

Zonet Vittlidrtim, 25c; si x
boxes for $1.00. Most orders
are for Dollar lots.

W. B. House, M.D.,
Drawer 1, Detour, Mich.

ConTention I^'otices.

Tennesnee.—The t'outhern East Tennessee
Bee-Keepers' Association will liol i its annual
session at Cooksons Creek. Friday. Oct. 1, l)e-

Kinnlng: at 9 o'clock, a.m. Bee-keepers are
earnestly requested to attend. The program
foreshadows entertainment (or the most, las-

tldioua W. J. CoPELAND, Sec.
Fetzerton, Tenn.

WlBConxlii.—The Southwestern Wiscon-
eln Bee-Keepers' Association will hold Its

annual convention at IJoscohel. October
and 7, 1897. All the leading apiarian subjects
of the day will be thoroiijfhly discust, and a
general pood time is expected. All are cordi-
ally Invited to come and Ijring their friends.
Calamine. Wis. F. L. MunRAV, Sec.

ITIah —The Utah Bee-Keepers' Association
Will hold their .einl-annual meeting Oct. 5. at
10 a.m.. in the City and County Bui dinp. Salt
Lake City. A full pro(rram in the interest of
the industry will be presented, and every bee-
keeper In the S ate shnuld be Interested in
the success of the industry; especially in get-
ting our new foul l>roi)a law into operation.
We now have a gooil law that can be put into
effective force: it can be made to reacli every
bee-keeper and every colony of bees In the
State, it necepsarj. Th' n let us bealiveto
the issue: let us make good use of this
weapon put Int.o our bandi-. as long as there
is a vestige of the disease found In our own
fair State. All arc cordially invited.

K. S. LoVESY, I'res.

J. B. Faoo, Sec. Mill Creek. Dtah.

Please Send Us the Names of your
neighbors who keep bees, and we wDI
send them sample copies of the Bkk
Journal. Then please call upon them
&nJ get them to subscribe with you, and
secure some of the premiums we offer.

THE "NOVELTY" POCKET-KNIFE

GEO. W. YORK,
CHICAGO, ILLS.

Vonr Name on the Knife.—When ordering, be sure to eay Just what Name Mut
Address you wish put on the Knife.

The Novelty Knife Is indeed a novelty. The novelty lies In the handle. It Is made
seautifully of indeatru tible celluloid, which is as transparent as glass. Dnderneath the
celluloid, on one side of the handle is placed an American Bee Jouknal reminder, and on the
other side, name and residence of the Subscriber.

The material entering into this celebrated knife is of the very best quality; the bladee
are handforged out of the verv finest English razor-steel, and we warrant every blade. The
bolsters are made of German silver, and will never rust or corrode. The rivets are hardeneo
German silver wire: the linings are plate briss; the back springs of Sheflleld spring steel, anC
the flt\i8h of handle as described above. It will last a lifetime, with proper usage.

\%'liy purchase the NoTelty Knife? In case a good knife is lost, the chances are,
the owner will never recover it; but if the Novelty is lost, having name and address of ownei.
the finder will return it; otherwise to try to destroy the name and address, wouli destroy the
knife. If traveling, and you meet with a serious accident, and are so fortunate as to have one
of the Novelties, your pocket knife will serve as as an identifier; and lu case of death, youit
relatives will at once be apprised of the accident.

How appropriate this knife is for a Christmas. New Tear or hlrthdny present I Wha'i
more lasting memento could a mother give to a son, a wife to a husband, a sister to a brother,
a lady to a gentleman, or vice versa, a son to a mother, a husb.and to a wife, ahrothertoaslste?
or a gentleman to a lady—the knife having the name of the recipient on 'one side 't

The accompanying cut gives a f;iint idea, but cannot fully convey an exact represents..
Hon of this beautiful knife, as the " Novelty " must be seen to be appreciated.

Honr (o Get this Valuable Kiilfc.—We send itpoBtpai>l, forSl. , or give It as 8<

Premium to the one sending us three no^v Subscriber* to the Bee Journal (with 83.OOX
and we will also send to each new name a copy of the Premium ISdltion of the book " Bees an?
Hone» " We club the Novelty Knife with the Bee Journal for one year, both for $1.00.

HI GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.

Allo-w about tifo weeks for your order to be filled.

h^ Hame and Address Put on the Knife.

L^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^V^^^^^^^^^^fl

\ rrsJ P̂RELIABLE
I
NCUBATOR AND BROODER

!

\ .^^'I'Jr^'l' Need We Say More? '

^

"^^sj^ AU about tbein in Book on Incubation and Poultry. Sent for 10 cents.

:i7DlTt Please mention the American liee Journal.

given therein to others on the very same
subject where they seek information. I

sometimes think of getting information
on a certain subject myself, but don't
like to bother about trifling things ; but
as soon as something of greater impor-
tance happens, I will not forget the
"Question and Answer" department.

Last, but not least, I wish to offer my
compliment on the acyuistlion of so

spicy a contributor as S. A. Deacon

—

that South African Deacon, as somebody
has styled him—who combines knowl-
edge in bee-keeping with observing the
weather in order to make rules by which
to predict good and bad years : but
above all, who occasionally is raking
over the authorities and veterans in the
art of apiculture, to show that they are
not yet Infallible. He is right, as too

much faith in certain authorities will

create laziness of thinking, and prevent
the necessary progress. But such a pike
In the apiarian fishpond will never tol-

erate stagnation. May he continue in

the good work to the benefit of the
American Bee Journal. P. A. SiOLi.

Sonoma Co., Calif., Aug. 20.

Good Yield from Golden-Rod.

My bees have gathered more honey
per colony on golden-rod this fall than
they have before since I have kept bees,

and I had my first colony in lb5G. The
most a colony has gained during Its

bloom till now was 30 pounds, when one

colony has gained over 60 pounds and
is yet at it. I commenced to weigh the

hive Sept. 3, when they gained 2K
lbs. ; the 4th, 41bs. ; 5th, 7% ; 6th, 11 ;

Tth, '6H: 8th, 6; 'Jlh, UK; 10th,

11%; I2th, 4;_13th, rainy—none

;

14th, % pound ; loth, 6]4 ; 16th, 4 lbs.

—making 76 pounds gained in 13 days.

But as the honey evaporates every night

they weigh 6132 lbs. more now than
they did Sept. 3.

This honey from the golden-rod Is the

lightest colored I have ever extracted.

The colony Is In a double-story Alley

hive ; 8 frames in a story. The bees are
still gathering honey from the yellow

blossoms, and if the weather continues

good they will get quite a few pounds
more, 1 think. Geo. S. Wheeler.

Hlllsboro Co., N. H. Sept. 17.

A Fish Stung to Death by Bees.

I had a queer thing happen in my bee-

yard about a week ago. 1 have taken an
old row-boat and made a drinking foun-

tain out of It for my bees, by planting

different kinds of water plants and lilies

In it, so as to enable the bees to have
something to clitnb on when they fell in

the water. I also had six gold-fish,

which have become very tame, especially

one of them which was quite large.

I went to the pond to feed them some
worms the other day, and was surprised

to find the large lish swimming on Its

side. I took it out of the pond and put
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it In a pall of fresh water, and in about
tmi iiilnuloa returned to see how the fish

was getting along. I found it dead, with
its mouth and gills very much swollen up.

Upon looking into its mouth, what
should I find but a bee-stIng? The fish

must have eaten a bee which liad fallen

into the water, and the bee stung the fish,

which caused the fish's mouth and gills

to swell so much that the fish could not
breathe, and therefore drowned. As
this is the first time I ever heard of any-
thing of this kind, I thought It might in-

terest the Bee Journal readers.

Wm. G. Holding.
Hudson Co., N. J., Sept. 9.

A Book Ikcuiniiieiided by Ur. Qallnp.

THENEWMETHOD
In Healtln aact disease.
By W. E Forest. M. D.. 13th Edition. Re-
vised, Illustrated, and Enlarged. This is

the greatest and best worli ever publisht
as a Home Puysician, and as

A <jiiiido to Ileallli.

It makes the way from Weakness to
SlreiiKlli so plain that only those who
are past recovery (the very few) need to
be sick, and the well who will follow its

teachings c-sinnol be siclc. It is now
Id many families the only counsellor in
matters of health, saving the need of call-
ing a physician and all expenses for medi-
cines, as it teaches Hygiene and the use
of Nature's remedies, not :t druj^
trealinent.

All dironif IHseases
are considered, and there is not a curable
disease that has not been helpt by some
of the " .^''//' .I/(7//o(7.s " given here; even
those who have been pronounced Coii-
Niiniplive have been entirely cured.
While for ICIifiinialiisiii. Iiitli^feis-
lion. IkyNpepsiia, fuiiMtipalion,
I>j>i<'Ul5ir.v. IJver aud Kidney
'l'i-oiil>lv<>. 4'alai-i-li. Kniacia-
liun. <ii<'nei-al Uebility, Nerv-
ous l'>xliaii!«lioii, l>i<!>ease»i Pe-
culiar to Wunien. etc.. the methods
are sure, and can be carried out at one's
own home and with little or no expense.

A tjiiiarantee.
So confident are the publishers of the
results, that they offer to refund the
money to any one who will try " New
Methods" thoroughly, if the book is re-
turned in good condition.

Xhe IVew Edition
is illustrated with a number of Anatom-
ical plates from the best English work on
Anatomy publisht, and others made ex-
pressly for this work; contains 3U0 pages,
printed on fine calendered paper, and al-
though the priceiof the first edition (much
smaller in size and without illustrations)
was .^..^iO, we sell this at .^1.00, postpaid.

PKi:.MIi;.^I OFFERS.
For sending us two new subscribers to
the Bee Journal for one year, we will
mail ycu the book free as a premium, or
we will mail it for sending your own ad-
vance renewal and one new yearly sub-
scriber. This is a wonderful premium
offer. Address all orders to

—

GEOROr 'W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Choice Honey
For Prices -ddr- ss. •

38 A 3 W. 0. (Jatliriglit, Dona Ana
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

HDNEYandBEESWAX
MAKKirr 4tlIOXATIU.^M.

Cliicag'o, 111., Sept. 1.—Fancy white I2c.j
No. 1 into lie; lancy amber. 9c.; No. 1,

7 to 8c ; lancy dark. 7 to 8c. ; No 1. 7c. Kx-
Iracted. white, .5 lo tic.; amber, 4 to 5c. ; dark.
;i^c. Uecswa.v, :3(J to i7c.

There is a little honey selling now, and with
this month sales ouj^htto Increase. It is also
a ni-ood lime to ship comb, as wax is ttrouj<,
and resists jars in transit.

Kansas City, Mo., Ang'. 10.—Fancy white.
13c.; No. 1. 1 1 to I'Jc; lancv amber. 10 lo
lie; No. 1. 9 to 10c. : fancy dark, 8 to 9c.;
No. 1,7 to 8c. E.vtracted, white. 5 to 5i4c.

;

amber, 4 to4!4o.; dark, 3^ to 4c. Beeswax.
23c.
Theie is very little demand for honey this

ho'' weather, but will Improve with cooler
weather

St. IiOuis, Mo., Augr. 9.—Fancy white, 12
to 12^0.; No. 1, 11 to iliric. ; fancy amber. 10
tolOi^c.; No. 1. 9 to 9Wc, fancy dark, 8 to
814c.; No. 1, 5 to 7c. Extracted, white, h to
b\ic.\ amber, 4 to 4!4c. ; dark, 3^4 to 4c. Bees-
wax, 24 to 24V4c.

The weather so far this season has been too
warm for the tree movement of lioney, but
with the present prices on suifar we think
thei-e should be a ^ood demand tor extracted
honey at the above pi ices. One car of 2t,000
pounds sold since our last quotation on basis
ot above prices. Beeswax finds ready sale at
21c. lor prime, while choice stock IJrinjrs a
little more.

Cleveland. Ohio, Auef. 31.—Fancy white,
13c.; No. 1. I2c ; fancy amber. 8 to 9e.; fancy
dark, 6 to 7c. Extracted, white, 6^4 to 7c.;
amber. 5 to 5i4c.

Fancy white Is in demand, but very little Is

comintr in.

Philadelphia, Fa., Sept. 3.—Fancy white,
13^i lo 14c.; No 1. 12u. Extracted, white,
6c. ; amber, 4 to 5c,; dark, 4c. Beeswax, 24c.

No arrivals of dark or amber honey yet to
any extent. Reports from all parts "show
lar^e yields of honey In the East.

Buffalo, N. Y., Sept. 1.—Fancy white, 11 to
12c ; No. i, 9 to 10c. ; fancy amber, 8 to9 c.

;

No. 1, 7 to 8c. ; fancy dark, 6 to 7c. ; No. 1 5
6c. Extracted, white, h to 6c.: amber. 4 to
4Hc.; dark, 3!4 to 4c. Beeswax, 22 to 26c.

Honey Is selling- just a little better, but we
advise moderate shipments till October and
November, when liberal amounts can be sold.

Milwaukee, Wis., Sest. 2.—Fancy white,
12 to 13c.; No. 1.11 to 12c,; fancy amber, 8
to 10c. Extracted, white, 5 to 6c.; amber. 4
to 5c. ; dark, 4 to 4^c. Beeswax, 25 to 27c.

The receipts of new comb honey begin to
arrive, and of very nice quality. The ex-
tracted is improving In quality. There Is

danger of not allowing it to cure before ship
ping. The demand la only moderate, bu
equal to former seasons, as while fruit it

plenty honej' is not wanted so much. Later
there must be improved demand.

New York, TX. Y., Sept. 7.—Fancy white,
12 to 13c.; off grades, 10 to lie ; buckwheat,
9 to 10c. Extracted. California, white, 5 to
5V4c. ; I'ght amber. 4^ to 5c. Southern, 50
to 55c. a gallon.

New crop of comb honey is arriving more
freely, and we have a good demand. Califor-
nia extracted is In fairly good demand, but all
other kinds are neglected. Beeswax is quiet
and easier.

Albany, IT. Y., Sept. 7.—Fancy white. 12 to
13c.; No, 1, 10 to 12c.: No. 1 amber, 9 lo 10c.;
No. 1 dark. 8 to 9c.

New crop comb honey Is arriving quite free-
ly, but as yet there is very little demand. The
quality is about the same as last year. Ex-
tracted is very (luiet.

Minneapolis, Minn., Sept. 1, — Fancy
white. 11 to 13c.; No. 1. 10 lo lie; fancy
amber. 9 to 10c. ; No. 1 , 8 to 9c- ; fancy dark,
8 to 9c.; No. 1 dark. 6 to 7c. Extracted,
white, 5 to 6c. Beeswax, 23 to 25c.

Only strictly fancy stock wanted In this
market. Market Is firm but sales are slow.

Detroit, Mirh., Aug. 31—Fancy white. 11
to 12c.; No. 1 white. 10-llc. Extracted, white,
3y4to6Kc. Beeswax, 25 to 26c.
No dark honey is set offered. There is a

steady demand for fancy while. Extracted Is

of good quahty.

San Francisco, Calif., Sept.8 . — White
comb, 1-Ibs., 7 tiO 9c ; anther comb. 4 to 6c.
ICxiracled. white, 4 to 4;';c. ; light amber,
3!4io3iic.; da'k tule. 29ic. Beeswa-x. lair to
choice. 2 ; to 24f;.

Seldom are there larger shipments outward
of this article than have been made the cur-
rent week. The iirillBh ship. Uajore, sailing
for London, lijok 1.020 case^i. The British
ship Howth, for same destination, carried 400
cases. At this rate not many weeks would be
required to clean up stocks ot extracted.
Shippers name 3i4c. for amber and 4c. for
waier while. On local account better prices
are realized. Comb hooey is moving slowly,
but as soon as wo have some cool weather
there will be more Inquiry.

Indianapolis, Ind., Sep*:, 1.—Fancy white.
11 to 13c.; No l.HiolOc. Extracted, white. 5
to 6c.; amber, 4 to 5o. Beeswax, 25c.

In an experience of eight years I have never
before seen the demand so good for comb
honey as it Is just now. Consumers claim
that honey is better this year than usual.
Extracted honey Is selling slowly,

Boston, Mass., Sept 1.—Fancy white. 12
to 13c.; No. 1. 12c.; lancy amber. 10 to lie.
Extracted, white, 6(4 lo 7c.; amber, 6 to 6>4c
Beeswax, 27c.

Honey is now being received in small lots
and meetinc a fair demand at above prices.
Demand wl'l naturally Increase with cooler
weather, and with the short Eastern crop, it
should clean up in good shape.

Cincinnati, Ohio, Sept. 7. — E.xtracted,
White. 5 lo 6c.; amber. 4 to ."Jc; dark, 314 to
4cc. Beeswax, 20 lo 25c.
Our prices for bfst white comb honey

ranges between 1 1 and 1 2c Have no demand
for dark comb honey. Demand is good for all
kinds of honey.

List of Honey and Beeswax Dealers.

Most of whom Quote In this Journal.

CblcaKo, Ilia.

K. A. Burnett & Co.. 163 South Water Sort el.

New York, N. X,
HiLDRETH Bros. & Seoklken.

120 & 122 W. Broadway.

Kansas Cily, mo.
0. C. Clemoms & Co., 423 Walnut 8v

Bnttulo, N. ¥.
Batterson & Co.. 167 & 169 Scott St.

Hamilton, Ills,

CHA8. Dadant & Son.

Cleveland, Ohio.
A. B, Williams & Co., 80 & 82 Broadway.

Ptiiladelptala, Pa.

Wm. a, Sklskr. 10 Vine St.
Mr. Selser bandies no honey on commission

St. liOUls, no.
Westcott Com. Co.. 213 Market St

ininneapoIlN, ninn.
S. H. Hall & Co.

inilnrankee. Wis.
A, V. Bishop & Co.

Boston, mass.
Blake. Scott & Lee , 57 Chatham Street.

Detroit, micb.
M. H. Hunt. Bell Branch, Wayne Co,, Mich.

ludlanbpolls, Ind.
Walters. PonoER, 162 Massichusetts Ave.

Albany, N. \.
Cbas. Mcculloch & Co., 380 Broadway.

Cincinnati, Wblo.
C. r. MUTB&SON.oor. Freeman &OentralAvs.

Bee-Keepers' Photograph.—We
have now on hand a limited number of ex-
cellent photographs of prominent bee-keep-
ers—a number of pictures on one card. The
likeness of 49 of them are shown on one of
the photographs, and 121 on the other. We
will send them, postpaid, for 30 cts. a card,
mailing from the 121 kind first; then after
they are all gone, we will send the 49 kind.
So those who order first will get the most
" faces " for their money. Send orders to
the Bee Journal office.
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a B^ A Copy of

LULL Snrccssfiil Kee-Keepiiig,

f n I I t.y W. Z Hutchinson :

'^

I IIkk iind our 1897 Catalog, lor 2-

oont stamp, or a copy of the
Catalog for llie AkUIiis. We make almost
EveryibliiK used by Bee-Keepers^ and at
liOivuHt PrleeB. Ouh

Falcon Polisht Sections
:ire warranted

Superior to All Others.
Don't buy cheaply and roughly made Goods.

when you can have llie beol—sufli a» we
make.

The AmericaD Bee -Keeper
[monthly, now in Its 7th year]

36 Pages—50 Cents a Year.
tAMPLE Free—Address,

THEW.T.FALCOiMMFG.CO.,
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -nrriting.

A MAN
Across the street lnj:^iiii;;L water mnlon al-
ways attracts attention, t^o does a man show-
ing up the superior (itialilie^ of Page fence.
Why? Berause men like a jrood thin^.

PAGE WOVEN WIRE F£NCECO.. Adrian, Mich.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

A Special Booklet Bargain

!

For a limited time we wish to make our

readers a special offer on boolilets on Bees.

Poultry, Health, etc. Upon receipt of 75
cents we will mail any 6 of the iist below:

and lor $1.25 we will mail the whole
dozen
1. Foul Brood, by Dr. Howard 23c
2. Poultry for Marlset and Profit 25c
,3, Turkeys for Market and Profit .. 25e
4. Our Poultry Doctor ;!0c

5. Capons and Caponlzng 30c
6. Hand-Book of Health, by Dr, Foote.. 25c
7. Kendall's Horse-Book 25c
8. Rural Life 25c
9. Kopp's Commercial Calculator 25c

10, Foul Brood, by Kohnke 10c
11, Silo and Silage, by Prof Cook '25c

12, Blenen-Kultur, by Newman 40c

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,

- CHICAGO, ILLS,

Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

Bee -Hives, Sections. Shipping-
Cases—everything used by bee-
keeijers. Orders filled nrom|>tJv,
Send for catalog JIlWKSdTi HKK-
KEEPERS' Slil'PlV JIFe. I'll,, Nicollet
Island. Minneapolis, Minn.

22Atf Chas. Mondeng, Mgr,

Please mention Bee Journal vrhen writing.

THfiOAT

AND LUNQ DISEASES,
DR. PEIRO, Specialist

Offices: 1019, 100 State St..

CHICAGO. Hours 9 to 4.

Plerise mention Bee Journal wlien -writing.

1
Traction, }*ort[iljie hiuI Senii-Port-
fible. Hiinple uiid ('ornpomid. AIho
XhreBhers.IIorniel'owerfii.SawMillB

NGINE
Sbii'I forilhiNf riiti"! rutnloRUe frcf
OuTH ure ciiiiiil toiilt— SurpiiMHOci by
TioiiR. "ItH a way wH>mve."
M. Rumely Co. LaportOtlnd*

^—OO-*-^

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

TIADANT^S t FOUNDATION
Sliiping-Cases and Cans for Honey.

WE CJIJARA.K rKI-: SA'ri«FA«"l'IO.">f. Wliiil more can anybody do?

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS-
lfIEMeiS.TR©TrH or* TTH® HQN®Y^B®B, Revised.

The Classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.25, by mail.

BEESWAX WANTEn FOR NEXT SEASOIV'S USE.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
Please mention the Am. Bee Journal. HAMILTON, Hancock Co., ILL.

IMOWIOMt
i

Our business is raakinR Sections. We are located in the basswood belt of Wis-
consin ; therefore the material we use cannot be better. We have made the fol-

lowing prices :

IVo. 1 Snou'-Wliitc.

500 for $1.25
1000 for 2.50
2000 for 4.75
3000 for 6.75

I

No. 1 Cream.
I

500 for $1.00
I 1000 for 2.00
2000 for 3.75
3000 for 5.25

If larger quantities are wanted, write for prices.

Price-Lisl of Sections, Foundations, Veils, Sinoiiers, Zinc, Etc.,
Sent on application.

MARSHFIELD MFG. CO., Marshfield, Wis.6A35t

TheBee-Keeper'sGuide
This 15th and latest edition of Prof. Cook's

magnificent book of 460 pages, in neat and
substantial cloth binding, we propose to give
away to our present subscribers, for the work
of getting NEW Bubscribers for the American
Bee Journal.

A description of the book here is quite un-
necessary—It Is simply the most complete sci-
entific and practical bee-book published to-

day. Fully Illustrated, and all written in the
most fascinating style, The author is also
too well-known to the whole bee-world to re-
quire any introduction. No bee-keeper is

fully equipped, or his library complete, with-
out " The Bek-Keeper's Guide."

GEORGE W. YORK &

Given For '2 New Subscribers.
The following offer is made to present sub-

scribers only, and no premium is also given
to the two new subscribers—simply the Bee
Journal tor one year :

Send us Two New Sabscribers to the Bee
Journal (with $'2. 00), and we will mall YO0 a
copy of Prof. Cook's book free as a premi-
um. Prof. Cook's book alone sent for 81. '35,

or we clut) it with the Bee Journal for a year
—both together for only $1.75. But surely
anybody can get only 2 new subscribers to
the Bee Journal for a year, and thus get the
boo' as a premium. Let everybody try for It"

Will you have one '^

CO., 118 Michigan St., Chicago, TM.

Gleanings for One Whole Year, 25 Cents

Will furnish GLEANINGS one year—24 issues—to a new

subscriber, and one Untested Italian Queen, during the

months of September and October only, for the price of the

journal alone—namely, .$1.00, These Queens are cata-

logued at 75 cents each. By sending us $1.00 you will get

the Queen, 75 cents, and the journal for only 25 cents.

If you are already a subscriber and would like to get the

Queen, send us .$1.00 with a new name for GLEANINGS,

and we will send the Queen to you, and the journal to the

new name sent.

Remember this offer is good only until Nov. 1.

Tiie A. 1. Root Company, Medina, Olilo
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Publisht Weekly at US A/ic/j/g-an Street. Sl.OO a Veai—Sample Copy Free.
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Mr. L. Kreutziuger's Houey Harvest.

BY THE EDITOR.

Saturday, Aug. 21, 1897, was a day long to be remem-
bered by those who accepted Mr. L. Kreutzinger's kindly in-

vitation to be at his apiary to witness taking off the thousands

of pounds of comb honey that his industrious bees had stored

from the mass of sweet clover that blossoms for weeks all

Perhaps it will be just as well to let the Doctor give his

version of the mellifluous affair, which is as follows :

That honey harvest of Mr. L. Kreutzinger was indeed a

novelty in this industrial world. Mr. K. evinced an enterpris-

ing spirit only equaled by his delicate considerations for the
uninitiated in bee-lore, whom he had invited and protected.

The apiary of over 100 colonies was comfortably located in

the very midst of an extensive field of sweet clover, in which
the bees had evidently revelled, if the fact may be judged from
the overflowing hives under his extensive bee-sheds. The
yield cannot be far from 5,000 pounds of as luscious nectar
as ever appeased the wrath of the Athenian gods.

Our advent to this field was heartily welcomed by the
genial host, but as much cannot be said of his proteges. They
had evidently encountered treatment before our coming,
seriously tending to excite their Italian temper, and were,
therefore, indiscriminate in their pointed attention. The sev-

eral dozen ladies—guests for the occasion—gladly sought the

shelter so thoughtfully provided for then, and the men who
accompanied them felt in duty bound to also remain under
cover—for the ladies' protection, of course !

Witnessing the "Honey Hanest" at the Apiary of Mr. L. Kreutzinger, Atujust 21, tS97.

around his apiary, located within the city limits of Chicago,

tho six miles from the court bouse.

Dr. Peiro was there, of course, for he doesn't miss a

chance to have a lively time if he can help it. Mr. Kreut-
zinger had sent out nearly 200 invitations to his friends, and
the jovial Doctor was among them.

Editor York was there with a fairy escort (Miss Godfrey
and Miss Butts) from his oflice, and like the discreet man that
he is, braved the dangers from bee-insertious under the
netting.

Mr. Hammersmark wielded the smoker, and proved a
general utility man under most trying circumstances. Hebe-
came quite earnest after a few stings, denounced their im-
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pertinence, relegating tiiein where the heat is hotter and the
smoke more sulphurous than that of his trusty Cornell.

Mr. K. v/ould have felt that full honor had not been paid
his nationality had not a band— niusie—graced the occasion.
Their coming was the signal for a general bee-attack—front,
flank and rear. They seemed especially anxious to reach the
big trombone. The frantic waving of his red bandana 'ker-
chief only Intensified their investigating propensities, and
when they espied a large, shiny head, with no hair to hinder,
they swarmed on the devoted spot, not deterred by the ejacula-
tions, "Ach!" Hlmmell !" and other cholceGermanic phrases.
Presently they recognized the man of the big fiddle—and the
way he was made to dance, outdid a plantation darkey. By
a sudden "scoot" under netting, they avoided further inter-
view, but their subsequent playing had an air of vindictiveness
that portended danger.

On the whole, the occasion was unique and interesting.
The group having been effectively photographed, we bade
adieu to Herr Kreutzlnger, and a hundred souIj, more or less,
with one accord extend to him and his genial frau, their
choicest beuizons. Dr Peiro.

It is hardly necessary for us to add more to the foregoing.

So far as we know, it was the first case of the kind to be put
on record. It was all written up for the Chicago daily news-
papers, and created quite a deal of interest.

All such exhibitions help to familiarize the people with

honey. Mr. Kreutzlnger sold a number of cases of the beau-

tiful comb honey to visitors. And they seemed glad to get

it, too.

Mr. Kreutzlnger Is perhaps the largest bee-keeper in this

(Cook) county. He contemplates establishing another apiary

next season, several miles away from the present one. He also

has an apiary in Pasadena, Calif., in the care of a bee-keeper

employed to look after them.

Mr. Kreutzlnger is certainly deserving of much success in

his various apiarian undertakings.

A Self-Hiving or Noa-Swarming Hive.

BV A. DUNCAN.

The lack of an infallible plan to prevent swarming and
robbing of colonies has ever been the great bar to perfection
in bee-culture. The subject has engaged the exercise of the
best minds, and has been the objective of the inventive genius
of those interested in this most fascinating and profitable
occupation. The difficulties have seemed to be insurmount-
able, and the writer has frequently, in his efforts to solve the
problem, given up in despair, only to again and again take up
the work in the apparently vain hope of finally stumbling
upon the secret which, like a will-o'-the-wisp, seemed so en-
ticing, yet elusive. After years of experimenting I believe I

can confidently claim to have solved the problem, and have
overcome the objections which attacht to all previous plans.
My patent, which has been recently granted me, covers my
"self-hiver or non-swarming hive."

This hive Is a double one, twice the size of an S-frame,
and consists of a brood-chamber and a reserve chamber. The
two apartments are separated by a partition, in which is a
perforated slide with a wire tube vent leading from the brood-
chamber to the reserve chamber, through which the queen
passes in her efforts to escape with the swarm. Her escape
Is prevented by a perforated metal strip across the opening in

the front of the hive, the aperture being so gauged as to per-
mit the egress and ingress of the swarm, but not the queen.
It Is seldom that a queen will be found small enough to pass
through with the swarm ; this difficulty is overcome by de-
stroying the under-size queen.

At swarming-time the opening in the front of the brood-
chamber Is closed by a solid block to divert the bees tlirough
the reserve chamber. This block Is removed after the swarm
Issues.

Thorough experiments with this hive have proven it a
perfectly practical apparatus, and one which I feel conlident
will mark a distinct era of progress in bee-culture. I make
this claim from the standpoint of a practical apiarist.

A few of the points of advantage which my hive possesses
over all others, and which cover all essential features of a
self-hlver and non-swarmer, are these:

1st. When they are placed upon the stand, there are no

hives to be moved during the season, there being a reserve
chamber for the increase.

2iid. The swarm need not be moved until the following
spring.

^rd. All the queens needed can be reared previous to
swarniing-time, without weakening the colony or removing
the old queen.

4th. By it swarming can be absolutely prevented, or the
swarm hived as preferred.

.5th. The reserve chamber acts perfectly as a drone-trap,
and is so constructed as to prevent clogging by the drones
with ihe usual disastrous results.

(ith. The bees can invariably be induced to remove honey
from culls placed In the reserve chamber, to incomplete sec-*
tions, with the same activity that they display in the storing
of honey during the honey How. This is accomplisht by the
removal of a slide in the side of the hive, thus permitting
light to enter throueli a wire-screen covered aperature. As is

well known, Doolittle's plan of producing comb honey—the
best extant— is to hive the bees on the old stand, carrying the
colony to a new stand. With my hive all of this troubls is

avoided.
The great advantage of my method of self-hiving Is the

ease with which two colonies are created by the act of self-

Mr. L. Krcxilslnijer.

hiving. When the bees swarm and are hived in the reserve
chamber, I leave in the perforated slide separating the cham-
bers for two or three days, in which time over one-half of
the swarm will return to the parent colony. I then remove
the perforated slide and replace It with a solid slide. Thus,
the swarm is hived, atjd two working colonies created ; the
solid slide being placed In position before the young queen is

hatcht, otherwise the old queen would be killed.

My experiments have convinced me that swarming is an
unnecessary evil, involving unnecessary loss of profitable labor
on the part of the bees, to say nothing of the loss of queens
and swarms, and the trouble and loss of time occasioned by
awaiting their pleasure.

I have two methods with this hive, by which swarming is

prevented, and all losses avoided with no injury to the bees,
but lack of space, as well as other considerations, prevent my
going further Into the subject here. There are grand possi-
bilities along various lines In the use of this hive which 1 have
not yet followed up to definite conclusions, but I believe I

have already transgrest the limit of your patience, and will

reserve further remarks for another time. If I have invented
a distinct iinprovemcijt in the hive line, the tradeshould know
it, and I am glad to be able to take advantage of the columns
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of such a widely-circulated and able medium as the American
Bee Journal through which to give the information.

Clinch Co., Ga.

[No doubt Mr. Duncan will offer this hive in the advortis-

Idk columns In good time for next season's use. So it will not

be necessary for any one to send to us for his post-office ad-

<)ress, but simply wait until his advertisement appears. If It

is as good a thing as Mr. D. seems to think It Is, It is well

worth advertising It extensively.

—

Editok.J

Parafflue Paper Over the Sectious, Etc.

BY F. L. THOMPSON.

Noticing that sections which have been covered with

parafBne paper were said to be perfectly free from propolis,

and even took prizes at various Fairs, I procured a number of

sheets and applied them according to directions. During the

early part of the season, the results were pretty fair, tho the

sections were far from being free of propolis, even on the top

edges. Still, the tops between the edges were perfectly fresh

and bright when the sections were removed, forming a markt

fixt up one super in good shape in the time that it would ordi-

narily take to Hx two. I've had enough of it. I believe a

fresh surface of burlap over every super full of sectious, with

three or four thicknesses, not necessarily uusoiled, above that,

to keep it flat and conserve heat, would amount to about the

same thing, and be much quicker handled.

By the way, I am coming to think honey-boards are a

valuable aid In producing first-class comb honey. 1 was
obliged to do without them this summer, and the percentage

of fancy honey was rather small, In spite of the fact that half

the hives had thick top-bars. The editor of (Jleanings, speak-

ing of thick top-bars and burr-ccmbs, says the exception

proves the rule. I would rather do without the exception, in

this case, because besides oUircly preventing burr-combs un-

der the sections, the honey-boards very largely diminish

travel-stain on the section honey, better, I think, than thick

top-bars do. I am not sure of this, having been too busy to

observe accurately, but that is my general impression.

EVOLUTION OF THE UONEY-BEK.

Mr. Beckwith can and will, of course, reply to the argu-

ments on page 530, against the evolution of the honey-bee.

But allow me to protest against the class of arguments em-
ployed, which, in my opinion, is not in accordance with tha

Views of Mr. Kreutz'myei's Aiyinry, Showing the Ai~rangement of Hives.

contrast to other sections which had been covered with a '4

inch " layer of air."

Later in the season the bees plastered propolis just as

freely at the junction of the paper with the section edges as

they did anywhere else. I conclude that it was the combina-
tion of paraffine paper with some other things that produced
that prize honey, and that those other things were far more
important. I have before this produced section honey with-

out the aid of paraffine paper, which went into the case un-
toucht by the knife. They were built during the first of the

flow by new swarms, in brand-new hives, in supers which per-

fectly cornprest both edges and ends of the sections, and over

a, honey-board.
Another objection to the paraffine paper is the fusslness it

requires, with the extra paper and thin boards (I used old sep-

arators), and the difficulty of removing in the last half of the

season. Every time a super replaces another, there is a lot of

red tape, so to speak, to go through with. First, the news-
papers and thin boards must be carefully removed and laid

aside; then, still more carefully, the paraffine paper—snip,

snap, tear 1 (confound it)—wsh-sh-sh-crack ! (darn these

things, anyhow 1)—and then it is laid on the lower super re-

verst, first smoking the bees out of the way, except some re-

fractory ones, that have to be carefully cow-catchered out of

the way with the edge of tho paper, then, if the wind is blow-

ing ever so little (it usually is, just then), held there while the

other paraphernalia are reacht for and spread on In succes-

sion ; and you have the satisfaction of knowing that you have

broad spirit of inquiry which usually characterizes the utter-

ances of the writer of that article.

If I infer that the top of a hill was once part of the bed of

a stream, on account of the numerous water-worn pebbles Im-

bedded in the soil, Mr. Doolittle mightsay, "Will you attempt
to prove that, because you find round stones in a stream in

189T, therefore, wherever you find round stones, there was a

stream in the primeval state of the earth? This you must do
if you would attempt to sustain your position." And when I

begin to inform him that my conclusion Is the result of tha

observation of the round stones in connection with several

other things, such as erosion, absence of glacial action in this

spot, etc., and admit that there is no absolutely direct evi-

dence—that from the nature of the case, even if it was really

so, we could not actually lay our hands on the evidence, but

that, on the contrary. If my theory were true, it would be just

what ought to be expected, that visible evidence would be

wanting— I suppose he would wink, and say, " Aha I Told
you so. See? You can't tell )»c anything about streams on
top of a hill." Such, apparently, would be his exact attitude,

if I should show that the mere classification of species shows
them merging into one another—a "species" being an arbi-

trary division of the naturalist, not of nature ; that the com-
parative studies of external forms, and of Internal bones and
soft parts, show the same result; that the embryos of all

higher animals pass through successive stages, in an ascend-

ing scale of complexity, in which they are Indistinguishable

from those of lower animals ; that rudimentary and useless
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organs frequently exist; that the geographical distribution of

species In ocean archipelagoes is exactly that which geology
shows would be necessary if evolution were true ; that the

succession of species in time, as shown by geology, is equally

in accordance with the requirements of evolution ; and in-

numerable minor classes of phenomena, all illustrated and
proved by such a wealth of actual happenings that, as has
been well said, if evolution did not occur, the Creator has

taken infinite pains to delude man into the belief that it did';

and that every explanation hitherto offered by non-evolution-

ists, of the coincidence of those seven great proofs, is not only

Intangible, but extremely misty.

Mr. Doolittle simply shakes his head, and says, " Will

you attempt to prove that, because bees can find their hive

when moved five feet from where it stood an hour before, in

the year 1897, that they could not find their hive when
moved one foot away 6,000 years ago ? This you must do if

you would attempt to sustain your position. Something tangi-

ble, please." And when I remind him that by the nature of

the case, if evoluliou is true, that we cannot miraculously

transport our eyes to a point several thousand years back in

time, and then back to the present time again to tell what
they saw, but, on the contrary, if evolution is true, it is just

what is to be expected that we cannotdo any such thing. Mr.
Doolittle remains immovable, and I can imagine him saying to

himself, "That's just the reason I put the argument in that

way." It is strange he does not see how, by this method of

defense, he opens branches innumerable along the line of the

defenses of revelation, inspiration, and miracles, to all who
may choose to enter and overthrow his belief on those subjects

also. Evidence, it seems, ceases to be tangible as soon as it

depends on the combination of two or more mutually corrobor-

ating sets of circumstances. It should be one and indivisible,

he claims. Any other kind has no force whatever.

And then, why sLx thousand years ? Evolution or no evo-

lution, we know by the direct evidence of our senses, com-
bined with the coldest logical deductions, that animal life has
existed many millions of years, and that bees came into ex-

istence In a former geological period. What bearing, then,

has a limitation of just six thousand years on this question,

unless, indeed, we follow the opinion of the monks of the mid-

dle ages, in considering fossils the work of the devil ? Are
geology and paleontology to be thought into nothingness ?

There is no "must" about it, in the form in which Mr. Doo-
little puts the case. But there is another " must," and it is

this : The time must be left indefinite and long. The fact

that Mr. Doolittle implies that if there is a permanent evolu-

tion there must be a perceptible difference in one year, con-

firms the inference that ignorance Is chiefly responsible for his

Podsuappian attitude, since in matters on which he is an au-

thority he does not adopt that spirit. Apparently some other-

wise fair-minded people make it a religious duty to remain
Ignorant on this subject. But while we adojire singleness of

purpose, they cannot expsct IS to authorize bigctry. It his
been well said, that the religion of them that put aside truth

is in a bad way. They are the ones who attempt to stand in

" God's shoes," by saying he mu.st have done so and thus. If

God is anything, God is truth, and the reasoning, truth-

searching spirit is the highest form of religion. The burden
of proof lies on those who assert that the apparent explana-
tion of facts Is not the true one.

Every one of Mr. Doolittle's questions, with the modifica-

tions pointed out above, is answered in the aflirmative by the

study of evolution as a whole. The tangible work of genera-
tions of scientists, the ground gone over again and again, ac-

cepted by the overwhelming majority of those whose opinion

on this subject is alone authoritative, and easily accessible to

all, Is not so easily disposed of by a trick of special pleading.

Mr. Editor, you might as well give up trying to keep evo-

lution out of this journal, if such things are admitted. If a

matter is discust at all, it ought to be discust righily. More-
over, evolution pertains to the natural history of the bee, and
Is necessarily assumed whenever wo speak of the mutual in-

fluence of flowers and Insects. Montrose Co., Colo.

[We never wish to discourage in this journal a discussion

of any kind that gives evidence of being of any practical value

to bee-keepers. But just how a long lingo of longer words

on evolution of the bee, or any other animal. In the Bee Jour-

nal, would be of advantage to anybody, Is—well, we must con-

fess that our noddle is too thick to understand. Better leave

that to publications specially devoted to the discussion of

scientific and philosophical problems.

—

Editok.
|

Bee-Paralysis Caused by Unwholesome Food.

BY L. B. SMITH.

I notice in a recent number of the American Bee Journal,
that Dr. Gallup, of California, seems to think that bee-paraly-
sis is an inherited disease. In this I cannot agree with the
grand old writer, altho I have had some evidence that pointed
that way. But after having had seven years' experience with
bee-paralysis, I am sure it is caused from unwholesome food,
and is not an inherited disease, as the Doctor seems to think.
Still, I am open to conviction, and if he or any one else can
bring up sufficient evidence that it is a contagious disease, like
foul brood, I am willing to be convinced. But until better
evidence is brought forward, I shall hold my present views.

I will now try to bring up the evidence to establish my
theory, of unwholesome food being the cause of this disease. I

have been a practical bee-keeper for 18 or 20 years (on a
small scale), and never saw a case of this disease until I came
to this county (Lampasas), about seven years ago, and never
saw honey sour in the hive, or any of the so-called "honey-
dew," uutil I came to this county ; and every year that we
have a " honey-dew" crop, we have plenty of soured honey,
and paralysis is sure to make its appearance. I have watcht
this closely for the past seven years, and bees always have
paralysis when their stores are mostly composed of this honey-
dew.

To further prove that it is caused from unwholesome food,
this year has been a year noted for the scarcity of honey-dew
in this locality, and I have not seen a sick bee this summer.
Notwithstanding bees have been doing nothing for the past
six weeks on account of the drouth, we have had a good time
for this disease to develop, but I have not seen any trace of
it among my 70 colonies. But some 10 miles away bees have
been gathering the so-called "honey-dew," during most of
this hot, dry weather, and the consequence is, those bees have
their hives filled with " honey-dew," and it is soured, and is

bursting the cappings from the cells, and the bees are dying
with paralysis by the thousands. Is this not evidence enough
within itself ? I think it is.

But to still further prove my position, I have taken all

the honey from bees suffering from this disease, and fed them
sugar syrup, or good, thick well-ripened honey, and uever
failed to cure them when they were not gathering any of the
" honey-dew " stuff. If this is a disease (paralysis, I mean)
like foul brood, and contagious, as some seem to think, why is

it that bees will get well without any doctoring when they are.
fed on good, wholesome food?

To still further show that it is the food, and not a disease,
I have sent many queens to friends where I came from (the
northern part of this State), and sent queens, too, whose bees
showed that they were affected with paralysis. (The parties
to whom I sent the queens knew, of course, that my bees were
affected.) Not one queen has developt the disease in their
new home. Mind you, the place to which these queens were
sent is a prairie country, and bees never gather any honey-
dew there.

I would be pleased to hear from others that live in locali-

ties where they never have any honey-dew, or other unwhole-
some food, such as decayed melons, cider, etc.

Now, I have tried to give the facts just as they exist. I
have no ax to grind, and am not interested in the sale of bees,

or queens ; I am only a farmer, and a bee-keeper in a small
way. Lampasas Co., Tex., Aug. 20.

No. 2. — Establishing a Standard for Queens.

BY DR. E. GALLII'.

As I am a poor hand at remembering dates, I will try and
get facts and let the dates take care of themselves.

A number of years ago it was the fashion to partition off

a small room in the garret of the house and put in a colony of
bees, and take out honey when we could get it. Sometimes
they would live there for years and become very numerous.

Again, we often used to see accounts of large colonies of
bees found in caves, etc. The argument against such tremen-
dous colonies was that all the bees came from one queen, and
the bees were short-lived in the working season, consequently
there could be no such large colonies. Now, I am inclined to
think there is a grain of truth in those statements concerning
the large, powerful colonies, etc.

When I lived In Wisconsin a neighbor had a powerful col-

ony in a small house built purposely. They had been kept
there for a nu-.iber of years, consequently had superseded
their queen no one knows how many times. They became so
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numerous and strong in numbers that they became a nuisance
in the neighborhood, in robbing the neighbor's bees. When-
ever there was a scarcity of forage, they would go in a body
and clean out an ordinary colony in short order. I was em-
ployed to clean them out of the house and destroy them, and
found a good-sized barrel of bees. The colony that I saw in

Decorah, Iowa, a few years after that, had been In a large

box for years ; also a colony that I took out of a hollow bass-

wood log for a Mr. Drake, that had been there a number of

years— the log was about 1 8 inches in the clear, and six or

seven feet long, and we took out bees enough to fill four

Langstroth lO-frame hives, all they would hold. Now, mind,
those were black bees, with the exception of the Decorah col-

ony which were hybrids, and the largest honey-bees I ever
saw. Those black colonies were large bees.

Then, colonies in my large hives, that I built in Iowa the
first and second seasons did not swarm, and the third season
they were the first colonies to swarm, and the second season
they had superseded their queens. When they sent out
swarms they were so large that if they had been grain, they
could not all have been put into a bushel basket at once. Of
course, the queens were very prollflc, but this led me to study-
ing, and I came to the conclusion that the workers must be
longer-lived than ordinary bees.

Adam Grimm and myself had a long and interesting talk

on that question at the Cincinnati convention years ago. We
did not disagree at all on the subject. I helpt him to a sale of

§51,000 worth of bees to go to Prove, Utah. When we parted,

and shook hands, he said ; "Next June I shall send you a
queen that is a queen," and he did. That queen lived to be
six years old, and kept up her vigor until into June, when she
was superseded, and soon after died. Her progeny were large

and long-lived, and great red-clover honey-gatherers.
I introduced a queen from J. W. Sharp, of Wisconsin—

one of your light ones, and light-colored workers—to the ad-

hering bees and hatching brood from my (irimm colony, six

Gallup combs, and set them on the opposite side of the house
from my other bees, so that none of tiie young bees from other
colonies would get in with them. The Sharp queen was in-

troduced about May 20. On the first week in November, be-

fore putting the bees into the cellar, they had a fine Bight,

and the Grimm bees showed up quite numerous in that colony.

They must have been at least five months old. On putting
them out in the following spring, none of them showed up
alive.

The following June, after receiving the Grimm queen, I

received one from Dr. Hamlin, of Tennessee, and she lived to

be five years old, and kept up her vigor until into June the
fifth season. She produced lighter colored bees than the
Grimm colony, but not quite so good honey-gatherers, and
perceptibly smaller, still they were good queens.

Now, please recall the fact that Mr. Grimm went to Italy

and selected his own queens before they had begun to rearing
queens in small nuclei boxes, under unnatural conditions, as

many of them do now. Consequently his queens were all

reared under the swarming impulse, and he selected young
queens from old colonies, where the old queen had led out a
swarm. He succeeded in bringing, and safely introducing, 43
or 45 out of 5() started with, and not believing in the small-
box theory, or unnatural theory of rearing queens, he kept
up a good strain of bees.

As I get farther along, you can begin to see what I am
driving at. There will be plenty of time for any of you to

kick after I get through. Orange Co., Calif.

y^

How to Sell Honey Near Home at Good Prices.

BY FRED H. LOUCKS.

1 am more and more imprest as to the necessity of dispos-

ing of our honey near home as the best and surest way of

maintaining prices, and the good of all concerned. I am sure
that nine-tenths of all the bee-keepers could get more money
out of their honey if only they would drum up a home trade
Instead of shipping to a congested city, saying nothing of dis-

honest commission merchants.
My comb honey is put into three grades, according to

the following rules: No. 1 white—straight, clean, nicely

capt and filled boxes, retail selling price, 14 cents; in large
lots, not less than 100 pounds, 12}-^ cents. No. 2, slightly

colored, corners not filled or capt, and small imperfections of

the comb, retails at 12J.2 cents. No. 3, dark, crooked, half

filled or half capt, retail price, 10 cents. I have private cus-

tomers enough to take all of grades 2 and 3 at my house.
Now crate No. 1 in nice, clean crates, with paper under

each layer of sections, so there can be no dripping of honey
Inside, or out of the crate. Drum the grocery trade first, and

If you strike a man who will take 200 pounds, or contract for

100 or 200 pounds, sell to hlni, allowing a discount, which
you can afford to do on an order of that size. I usually allow

13^ cents per pound on such size lots for cash. All other

lines of trade give discounts to heavy buyers, why should not

the honey-trade ? If you succeed In getting an order from one
of the best grocers, then go to his competitor and tell him Mr.
So-and-So has bought 200 pounds of honey of you at 12K
cents cash, talking to him as a drummer should, and the

chances are that you will get a duplicate order from him, as

he will furnish his customers the same article at the same
price. If you cannot get sales started in this way, leave

crates with two or three reliable grocers, seeing that they

keep them in a prominent place, where people entering the

stores will be sure to see it, and you will soon get a trade

started.

As to the lower grades, if you have not a market already
establisht for them, I believe the best way is to peddle them
the first year, for these are the grades that sell the most
readily to the country people. Load .50 pounds each of Nos.

2 and 3, also one case of No. 1, and as much extracted honey
on your road-wagon and start out early in the morning
through a section where good, thrifty farmers live, and you
will not be disappointed when night comes. These peddling

trips will advertise your honey more than any other way I

know of, and people will come year after year to your house
to get these grades of honey, expecting to get a dollar's worth
of 10 or 12,S' cent comb, and the same with the extracted.

To my mind most bee-keepers should produce both comb
and extracted honey. I usually have rather more extracted

than comb. That which is not sold direct to the consumer in

bulk at 10 cents per pound Is put up in Mason's improved
fruit-cans, pints in size, and nicely labeled and crated in the

same boxes the cans came in from the manufacturer. These
cases hold one dozen, and I sell them to the grocers at $2.40
per dozen in small lots, and give a discount on large orders.

At $2.40 per dozen the honey nets the producer nearly or

quite 10 cents if the cans were bought right.

In conclusion I would say, produce a fancy article, put it

on the market in a neat, tasty package, so that it will be tak-

ing to the eye ; then push it, advertise it, let people know you
have honey to sell, impress them that your honey is fine—that

they can depend upon its purity and quality every time, and
make it your " legal tender " whenever possible. What is

most essential is brains, energy and push, the very same ele-

ments that make other lines of business successful. These
put into your home market will produce results you never
dreamed of.—Review.

Xtae Horse—Ho-w to Break and Handle.—
This is a pamphlet of 32 pages, giving complete instructions

for breaking and educating colts, teaching horses to drive,

and for use under the saddle, together with many instructions

which have never before been publisht, and which are the re-

sult of the author's experience covering a period of 20 years.

By Prof. Wm. Mullen, with whom the editor of the Bee Jour-

nal is personally acquainted. Price, postpaid, 20 cents ; or

given as a premium for sending us one new subscriber to the

Bee Journal for the rest of the year at 50 cents.

A Ne'w Binder for holding a year's numbers of the

American Bee Journal, we propose to mail, postpaid, to every

subscriber who sends us 20 cents. It is called "The Wood
Binder," is patented, and is an entirely new and very simple

arrangement. Full printed directions accompany each Binder.

Every reader should get it, and preserve the copies of the Bee
Journal as fast as they are received. They are invaluable for

reference, and at the low price of the Binder you can afford to

get It yearly.
*-»-¥

Lang-strotta on the Honey-Bee, revised by
The Dadanis, is a standard, reliable and thoroughly complete
work on bee-culture. It contains 520 pages, and is bound
elegantly. Every reader of the American Bee Journal should

have a copy of this book, as it answers hundreds of questions

that arise about bees. We mail it for 81.25, or club it with

the Bee Journal for a year—both together for only .$2.00.

The nicEvoy Foul Brood Treatment Is

given ill Dr. Howard's pamphlet on " Foul Brood ; Its Natural
History and Rational Treatment." It is the latest publication

on the subject, and should be in the hands of every bee-keeper.

Price, 25 cents ; or clubbed with the Bee Journal for one year
—both for $1.10.
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CONDUCTED BY

r>K. O. O. aiTLLER, MARENGO, ILL.

[Questions may be mailed to tbe Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direct.]

Carrying Out tlic Larro^.

Why do bees cut their young out of cells and bring them
out on the alighting-board ? Is this what is termed " foul

brood ?" I notice that this is the case with some of my colo-

nies. They cut or gnaw the young bees out of the cells and
carry them out ou tbe alighting-board during the night ; or at

least I never see any of them only early in the morning and
during the day. They remove them from the alighting-board,
carrying them as far as possible. Texas.

Ansvfer.—In foul brood the young bees are not carried
out, but the larva dies in the cell and rots while In the soft

state. The young that your bees are carrying out are prob-
ably young that are disabled by the work of the wax-worm,
which has gnawed away the cappings and injured the young
bees more or less.

Giving Eggs or Larvie Tor Queen-Rearing.

When Is a colony ready to take eggs or larvse for queen-
rearing ? Sdbsckiber.

Answer.—That may refer to the time of year, or it may
refer to the condition of the colony. The best time in the
year is when bees are gathering plentifully and weather favor-
able for building up. No better time than the usual swarm-
ing-time, but later may be just as good if the honey-flow con-
tinues. With favorable weather, feeding may fairly well take
tbe place of the natural honey-flow.

So far as the condition of the colony is concerned, the
only thing necessary is to have it strong. Then 24 hours
after the removal of the queen, if all eggs and unsealed brood
be taken away from the colony, it will be ready to accept and
utilize eggs or larvic that may be given.

Questions on Wintering Bees.

1. Would tarred paper tackt upon the outside of a bee-
hive make a good winter protection for the bees from the cold ?

2. Would the vapor in a hive thus protected condense on
the inside walls of the hive ?

8. Would it be a good plan to have a board raised a little

from the frames of the brood-chamber come between those
frames and the carpet or chaff cushion above them ?

4. When boards are used, is there any advantage in cover-
ing the lower sides of them with cloth?

When I have seen your name from time to time in the
bee-papers coupled with the statenieut that you graduated
from the Michigan University, I have queried whether you
were in that inslftution from 18.');! to 1855. I distinctly re-

member a student by the name of Miller, who was there be-
tween those dates, or at the time when I myself was a student
at the University. W. H. L.

ANSWER.S — 1. It would probably bo difficult to use tarred
paper In the way you propose, and have it a very effective
protection. If nailed close to the sides of the hive, it would
make very little difference In its warmth, and it would be
bard to nail It on in such a way as to leave a space between
the paper and the hive without leaving cracks so large that
the air would hardly pass through. Still, this latter might be
done. Strips of wood might be tackt on the hive, and on
these strips the tarred paper nailed, leaving a space of one to

three inches between the paper and the hive. If so managed
that everything was close, the paper would be about as good
as an additional wall of wood.

2. Probably it would to a greater or lesser extent, but to

a less degree than without any protection.

3. Hardly. That would make an air space over the
brood-frames, and the tighter down the packing comes the

better, only it is well to let the bees have just enough room tO'

cross over from one frame to another. That is, the board
would hardly mak.'i it any warmer, altho a thin board, say }£

or -'s thick, coming close down and then covered with packing
might be just as well as without any board. But many use

nothing but a single board cover over the brood-nest, altho it

seems the additional advantage of having some packing, or at

least to have the board cover double so as to have a dead-air

space enclosed, would counterbalance the additional expense.

4. With plenty of packing oiier the board, a thickness of

cloth on the under side would make little difference, but with
little or no packing over the board, the more cloth under it

the better. The point is to have the covering as nearly as

possible a non-conductor of heat. The moisture will not con-

dense upon it and allow drops of water to fall upon the bees Id

the brood-nest.

Yes, I was in Ann Arbor between 1853 and 1855, and
am always glad to hear from any one who was there. It's a
grand old institution.

Bees Having a Play-Spell.

What is wrong with my bees ? I have 8 small colonies in

6-frame hives. The 6 frames are in 8-inch wide hives. They
stand in a row from north to south. Last Saturday (Sept. 11)
It was very warm, and at noon from the fourth one In the row
from the north end the bees came out almost like swarming ;

they flew around a little and went back again. When there

were a large number in the air, the next one commenced and
did the same thing. After that the next one, and when those

three were all quiet again, the first one in the row on the
north end began, and did the same thing. They have queens,

honey, brood, empty combs, and foundation.
Wisconsin.

Answer.— I guess your bees were just playing. They
probably had not been flying out a great deal for a few days,

and that made them fly all the mure. If you will notice bees

during warm weather, you will generally find them having a
play-spell along some time in the afternoon, when the bees too

young for field-work go out to play and take exercise. When
they come out for the first time in the spring, or at any time

after they have been confined to the hive for a few days, the

old bees as well as the young go out to play, making quite a
commotion. But you're not going to winter those bees in a 6-

frame hive, are you ? If you do, there's some danger of their

playing in the middle of the winter—that is, of their " playing

out!"

How Many Colonies for Tins Loeation?

I own a farm near Emporia, Kans., 60 miles southwest of
Topeka. I now have 150 acres of alfalfa, and will increase

the acreage to 200. There are but few bees kept near them.
I also have 24 acres of bearing apple orchard— all near creek
and timber. How many colonies of bees could be kept on the
farm, neighbors having considerable alfalfa, and the amount
steadily increasing ? Oklahoma.

Answer.— It is somewhat doubtful whether you will ever
get an exact reply to your question. The amount of honey to

be obtained from any given source, or from any given area, is

exceedingly dillicult to ascertain. Even those most experi-

enced, having for years kept bees under circumstances favor-

able as they can be in the nature of the case to help decide

the matter, dare not attempt to say how many bees can be
supported on 100 acres of alfalfa, white clover, or any other
honey-plant. When answers are attempted, they differ so

widely from different persons that one Is left all at sea. Those
who live in the alfalfa fields seem to vary greatly In their esti-

mates. If I am not mistaken, one reliable bee-keeper has set

two or three acres of alfalfa to each colony as about the right

thing, while others might say several colonies to the acre.

Your safe plan is to start with a hundred colonies or so, then
carefully feel your way with a larger number. Of course. It

will make a big difference as to the treatment the alfalfa re-

ceives. If cut a number of times in the season, each cutting

coming just before it is ready for the bees to work on it, the

result will be meager compared to the result when It Is allowed

to continue Its bloom.

Every Present Subscriber of the Bee Journal
should bo an agent for it, and get all others possible to sub-

scribe for It. See offers on page 634.
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BEEDDM BOILED DOWN.

The "L,ong-Idea" Hive, or the plan of giving

room by adding a lot of frames horizontally instead of tiering

np two or three stories high, is objected to by G. M. Doolittle.

lie says it is back-breaking business to reach over so many
frames, but the worst thing is that after trying it for several

years he couldn't make a success of wintering in such hives.

—

Gleanings, page til-ii.

Clipping t*> Control Mating.— L. A. Aspinwall
clips a sixteenth of an inch or more from the wings of his

virgin queens before mating. This makes it harder for them
to fly great distances, ensuing a goodly nmmber mated with
drones from their own apiary. This year one in four of the

unclipt princesses were mismated, against only one in twelve

of the dipt.—Review, page 231.

Ants Storing- for Winter.—The Progressive Bee-
Keeper quotes Globe-Democrat as saying there is no basis for

the superstition that ants store food in summer for winter use.

Wonder if that isn't a case where "a little learning is a dan-
gerous thing." Isn't it true that if the Globe-Democrat had
known all about ants It would have known that some kinds
lay up for winter? Perhaps Prof. Cook can tell us whether
Solomon was off in his entomology.

The California Exchange.—Prof. Cook speaks
very hopefully in Gleanings as to the prospects of the Califor-

nia Bee-Keepers' Exchange, while the Review hints at some-
thing like the bee-keepers being " sold out " by having the

whole business thrown into the hands of one commission
house. We'uns up this way will watch for the outcome with
much interest, and if kind wishes will do any good, the Golden
State bee-keepers will come out all right.

Xravel-Stained Honey Best.—E R. Root says
at their house they like well-ripened honey. Travel-stained
honey won't sell, but it will eat. And that raises the question
whether it would not be an act of kindness to the consumer
as well as of profit to the producer, if said consumer would be
educated that the whitest combs don't enclose the best flavors.

A certain amount of travel-stain knocks a cent or two per
pound off the price, whereas it's really better honey for eat-

ing. Worth thinking over, isn't it ?

Bee-Paralysis Cured by Mixing Ibe Bees.
—Monnier's cure for bee-paralysis is strongly endorst by
Earl C. Walker, in Gleanings. The theory of the cure is that
in a diseased colony workers have too much sisterly affection

to cast out a diseased member of their own family, but said

diseased member will be promptly cast out by one not near of

kin. So all that's necessary is to mix adiseased and a healthy
colony together. Mr. Walker says he has tried it, and it's a

sure cure. When a diseased colony swarms, he hives it in a

hive from which a diseased colony has swarmed. That mixes
them, so that no diseased bees are left in either place.

Xlie Ne-w Dra-wn Foundation.—A number
have reported very favorably as to the new drawn foundation,
but Mr. Doolittle found it no more quickly accepted by the
bees than ordinary foundation, nor finisht sooner, and found
more fish-bone to it. Editor Root accounts for the different

results by the fact that Doolittle used the foundation as the

season was waning, and not liking the flat base, and having
time to change it, they added wax to the base so as to shape
it like the natural comb. Those bees which used it early in

the rush of honey, had no time to remodel it. The conclusion
is that it will be best to have the natural base, aud thus not
tempt the bees to increase the weight of the base. Our own
experiment showed that it was no better— neither any worse

—

than the ordinary comb foundation.

Rules Tor Grading Honey.—Oh, but Hasty, in

the Review, does go for the grading rules. Hear him :

" It Isn't truth to grade the bulk of an ordinary crop as

'fancy.' Thai's not what language is for I believe

there are left in the United States Israel 7,000 men (not all

bee-keepers, I fear) who cannot look upon a self-evident lie

without eager plotting and planning for some one to wreck it.

Let No. 1 be so described as • embrace the bulk or an ordi-

nary crop. Have as many lower grades as the brethren want,
but let them be clearly and frankly named and described."

And then that unsophisticated young man goes on to say
that whatever goes under the label of "fancy" should really

and actually be/uJiciy. Others have exprest the thought that

calling the bulk of the crop " fare " was not In entire accord

with strict Ideas of truth, but perhaps no one has used quite

so terse language in speaking out his mind. Now, who's ready
to act as lawyer in defense of what Hasty attacks '? Not this

writer.

The Two Unions Should Unite.—Something
of a discussion has been going on in Gleanings between Man-
ager Newman aud Prof. Cook. Prof. Cook thinks those who
voted didn't fully understand what would be the result of their

votes, and says we now have two organizations, one tied (pos-

sibly by vote of its members, but certainly by the views of its

Manager) to one limited, and as It seems to him, rather un-

important line of work at the present time, while the other is

ready to attack any evil that really threatens beekeepers, and
he thinks it would be wise to merge the old Union into the new.

Prof. Cook is not the only member of the old Union that thinks

in that way.

The Rietsche Foundation Press.-A pretty

war of words between the editor of Gleanings and p. L.

Thompson has been waged as to the merits of the Rietsche

foundation press. Thompson thinks bee-keepers might make
good wages by making their own foundation with such a press

—Editor Root thinks not—convincing figures on each side.

Eleven thousand in use across the water shows somebody likes

ttiem, but American bee-keepers have the advantage that they
can always be sure of buying foundation of pure wax, while

foundation badly adulterated is only too common in Europe,
some firms even advertising different degrees of adulteration

on a sliding scale of prices !

Bee-Keeping in Tunis.—In the French bee-jour-

nal. Revue Internationale, appears a report to th6 government
of Tunis (the country from which the Punic bees came) from
the well-known English bee-keeper, Thomas B. Blow, who
spent some lime in that country. According to Mr. Blow,

Tunis is one of the finest honey countries in the world, and
has the right bees. He advises that stringent measures
should be taken to prevent the importation of bees from any
other country, as foul brood is yet unknown in Tunis, and im-

ported bees might introduce it. He estimates an average of

55 to 66 pounds of honey per colony. Advises beginners not

to start with more than 10(3 colonies !

"Melted DO'wn Combs have been reported quite

frequently this year. This is the result of allowing dark-col-

ored hives, or those with a small entrance, standing in the

sun unshaded. I never knew combs to melt down in a white

hive having an entrance clear across the front, even if it did

stand in the sun, but I believe it pays to shade hives during
the hottest weather, as the heat will otherwise practically

drive the bees out of the supers in the middle of the hottest

days. Much depends upon the location of the aoiary, that is,

whether it is surrounded by trees or buildings that prevent a

free circulation of air. In an apple orchard where the trees

are so large and the branches so long that the twigs can shake
hands with one another is an ideal spot for an apiary. There
is then shade both for the bees and their keeper, and nothing

in the way. Where shade must be provided for each individ-

ual hive, a light board two by three in size is the most practi-

cal thing.

"Since the above was written, I visited my friend Koep-
pen, and in passing through his apiary, while under an apple

tree, he remarkt that the bees standing in the shade of that

tree had done much better than those standing out in the sun.

He had several small losses from combs melting down where
the hives stood in the sun, and colonies were very strong." So
writes Editor Hutchinson, in the Bee-Keepers' Review.

Back lumbers Since Jan. i.—We are able to

supply complete sets of the Bee Journal since Jan. 1, 189 i,

to any who may desire, at two cents per copy. There are a

number of new readers who perhaps would like to get some of

the first numbers of this year, to complete their volume for

1897. We shall be glad to furnish them as long as they last,

at two cents each.

See " Bee-Keeper's Guide" offer on page 640.
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marylaud Experiment Apiary.—Mr. C. H.
Lake was appointed to take charge of an apiary at the Mary-
land Agricultural College and Experiment Station, eight miles

from Washington, D. C, on the Baltimore & Ohio railroad.

An illustration of the apiary appeared recently in Gleanings.

We hope to hear of some valuable results from this new State

experiment apiary.

S'weet Clover Again Abused.—In the Orange
Judd Farmer for Sept. 11, we find a short article with the

heading, " Sweet Clover a Pest at the North." It is by Prof.

L. H. Pammel, whom we had come to think of as a botanist

and general agricultural professor that was up to the times

on sweet clover, but we must confess when we read the

following from his pen, were greatly surprised :

The specimen sent by T. C. Wood, of Coffeen, III., is sweet
clover, MeliloUis alba, also known as Bokahra clover. This is

an introduced weed, biennial and native of Europe. The claim
Is often made that it is a valuable forage-plant. Prof. Tracy,
of the Mississippi Agricultural and Mechanical College, says :

" It will make an excellent growth in the rotten ' lime-
stone' hills which are so barren that they will sustain no other
plant, but Is almost of no value on the rich clay which con-
tains little lime. It is not generally liked by animals unac-
customed to its use, but It starts into growth very easily in

the spring when green forage is scarce, and if stock is turned
on It at that time they very soon acquire a taste for it, and
eat It through the remainder of the season."

In the North this weed has become extremely abundant
throughout many parts of Illinois, Wisconsin, Iowa and Min-
nesota. Hon. .1. 11. Smart, of Humboldt, Iowa, says it is one
of the worst weeds in his locality. In many other portions of
Iowa 1 have seen this weed common In streets and door-yards
and along railroads. We must regard sweet clover as a weed

in the North, but in the South the question Is an entirely dif-

ferent one, where forage of all kinds is a great desideratum,
but even there I must admit that it is chiefly valuable as a soil

renovator. It produces long taproots, which descend very
deeply into the soil. The young plants, when turned under
with the roots, will leave the soil much richer in available
plant food. In the wornout soil in certain portions of the
South it is a great blessing. It is to the South what the red
clover is to the North. L. H. Pammel.

Certainly the foregoing is a surprise when considered In

the light of all the evidence we have publisht In these columns

concerning the value of sweet clover as a forage plant. We
hardly thought so usually reliable an agricultural journal

as the Orange Judd Farmer would give it space in its columns.

The idea of calling sweet clover a " weed," and then ad-

mit that " stock eat it through the remainder of the season."

When we were on the farm, our stock never "acquired a

taste " for weeds !

Prof. Pammel says, "We must regard sweet clover as a

weed In the North." He should have used the personal pro-

noun " I " instead of " we," for those who know sweet clover

best don't "regard it as a weed " at all, so far as we are aware.

We would suggest that Prof. Pammel study up more on

sweet clover, before again calling it a " weed " and a " pest."

And we hope the Orange Judd Farmer will now correct the

errors it has publisht about sweet clover.

Later.—Since writing the foregoing, we noticed the fol-

lowing, taken from Bulletin 74, of the Ohio Experiment Sta-

tion, referring to sweet clover :

"Sweet clover was formerly included among those weeds
whose destruction might be enforced under the statute. But
this sweet clover, especially the white sort, is rated by many
as a valuable forage-plant. In this respect, without discuss-

ing its merits, it properly takes rank with white clover and
other cultivated forage-plants. A bee-keeper of the State
had sown an area to white sweet clover (Meliloins alba) for

his bees to work upon. Under the statute, as enforced at that

place, the authorities, after notice, entered the premises and
cut down the plants. Sweet clover, and other plants of value

for cultivation, should not be included among the weeds to be

destroyed. There is now the best of opportunity, as well as

urgent demand, to put Ohio weed laws into adequate and
permanent form. Suggestions as to plants that should be in-

cluded will be given in the weed bulletin now in preparation."

Mr. A. I. Root, commenting on the above paragraph in

Gleanings, said :

" It is refreshing to know that our experiment station at

least recognizes the mistake it has made; and the bee-keeper
who had his sweet clover cut down on his own premises will

probably get the value of his crop paid back to him, without
question."

In the same article, Mr. Root has this information about

HOW TO GET RID OF SWEET CLOVER.

In the first place, cut It down before it produces seed, the

same as you would any other plant. Second, turn on stock in

the spring If practicable, and put enough stock in the field so

they will eat up the sweet clover before it cau grow up to

seed. Third, plow it under before it produces seed. Some one
of the three aljove ways can almost always be found practi-

cable. The principal difficulty will bo in the fence-corners,

where no stock is kept, or on railway ground ; but as it has

never yet got over into cultivated fields adjoining railroad

ground and roadsides, on our premises, I cannot understand
how it should do any appreciable damage In any locality,

where confined to these waste places. I am continually

watching for it in my travels; and just as soon as I can find

a place where It is detrimental to growing crops, pasture
lands, or meadows, I will gladly report.

A meddlesome CO'W, and what came of her Inves-

tigating turn of mind (and upturning of a bee-hive) Is told by

the Pittsburg Chroniclo-Tolegraph of July 30, 1SU7, in the

following amusing manner, tho greatly to be regretted :

Several members of tho family of Benjamin Odell, a pros-

perous farmer of Vorplanck's Point, are under tho care of
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physicians as a result of bee-stings. Mrs. Odell, her two
daughters and her little son were each stung in many places
about the face and head. Mrs. Odell and her daughter Alice
are reported as being in a serious condition.

The trouble was brought about by a too curious cow,
which, nosing around a bee-hive, tipt it over to see what it

contained. The bees were not long In letting her know.
From the overturned hive they sailed forth in angry swarms,
and, maddened by the stings, the cow rushed wildly about the
field, lowing with pain and swishing her tail at her vicious
little assailants. Some other cows ranged near. The bees
attaclit them also, and there was more bellowing and running
about.

Mr. Odell's big churn-dog, Grover, heard the rumpus, and
trotted over to the field to see what it was all about. The
spectacle of a dozen cows bereft of all dignity and apparently
engaged in some sort of bovine round dance appealed to

Grover, and he rusht in to take part in the frolic, barking
joyously to let the cows know that he was in for any sort of

fun they were having. He ran around among the excited
cows, that paid no attention to him ; then a volley of bees
struck him and followed him in his yelping flight to the house.

Into the room where Mrs. Odell and her daughters were
sitting the dog scurried, his pursurers swarming about him
and entangling in his thick, long hair. Before the dog could
be driven out of the house the bees attackt Mrs. Odell and her
children, and inflicted many painful stings before they could
escape from the Insects.

Mr. Odell is a great fancier of bees, and last spring his

stock increast so rapidly that his surplus of hives was ex-
hausted, and he began using flour-barrels. It was one of
these that the cow tipt over.

The foregoiofr may serve as a hint to bee-keepers never

to allow the larger farm animals near the hives containing

bees. It's too risky a thing to do, as is very effectively shown
in the instance described above.

Miclrigan's Foul Brood Law.—The State of

Michigan has had a foul brood law on its statute books for

some years. It was Prof. Cook who prepared the Bill and was
instrumental in obtaining its passage. The law as it now
stands reads as follows :

CHAPTER LXII.

PREVENTION OF FOUL BROOD AMONG BEES.

ISSl, page 125, May U, Act 141.

Section 1.—The people of the State of Michigan enact :

That it shall be unlawful for any person to keep in his apiary
any colony of bees affected with the contagious malady known
as foul brood ; and it shall be the duty of every bee-keeper,
as soon as he becomes aware of the existence of said disease
among his bees, to forthwith destroy, or cause to be destroyed
by burning or interment all colonies thus affected.

Sec. 2.—In any county in this State in which foul brood
exists, or in which there are good reasons to believe it exists,

it shall be lawful for any five or more actual bee-keepers of
said county to set forth such fact, belief, or apprehension, in a
petition addrest to the judge of probate, requiring him to ap-
point a coTupetent commissioner to prevent the spread of said
disease, and to eradicate the same; which petition shall be
filed with and become a part of the records of the court where
such application is made.

Sec. 3.— It shall be the duty of the judge of probate, on
the receipt of the petition specified in Section 2 of this Act,
to appoint within 10 days thereafter a well-known and com-
petent bee-keeper of said county as a commissioner, who shall
hold his office during the pleasure of said court; and a record
of such order of appointment, and revocation, when revoked,
shall be filed as a part of the records of said court.

Sec. 4.— It shall be the duty of said commissioner, within
10 days after his appointment as aforesaid, to file his accept-
ance of the same with the court from which he received his

appointment.
3. Upon complaint of any three bee-keepers of said

county in writing and on oath, to said commissioner, setting
forth that said disease exists, or that they have reason to be-

lieve it exists within said county, designating the apiary or

apiaries wherein they believe it to be, it shall become the
duty of the commissioner, to whom such complaint Is delivered,

to proceed, without unnecessary delay, to examine the bees so

designated ; and if he shall become satisfied that any colony
or colon es of said bees are diseased with foul brood, he shall,

|

without further disturbance to said bees, fix some distingjiish-

Ing mark upon each hive wherein exists said foul brood, and
immediatly notify the person to whom said bees belong, per-

sonally or by leaving a written notice at his place of residence,

if he be a resident of such county ; and If such owner be a

non-resident of such county, then by leaving the same with

the person in charge of such bees, requiring said person, with-

in five days, Sundays excepted, from the date of said notice,

to effectually remove or destroy said hives, together with their

entire contents, by burying them or by fire; but in case no

foul brood is found to exist in said apiary, the persons so peti-

tioning, or any of them, shall be liable to said commissioner
for the amount of his fees for such services.

Sec. 6.— If any person neglects to destroy, or cause to be

destroyed, said hives and their contents in manner as de-

scribed in Section 5, after due notification, and after the time

above limited, he shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor,
and on conviction thereof shall be punlsht by a fine not to ex-

ceed 825, or by Imprisonment in the county jail not more than

15 days, or both, in the discretion of the court, for the first

offense ; and for each additional offense he shall be liable to a

fine not to exceed .$100, or imprisonment in the county jail

not more than 60 days, or both in the discretion of the court;

and any justice of the peace of the township where said bees

exist shall have jurisdiction thereof.

Sec. 7.—The commissioner shall be allowed for services,

under this Act, $2 for each full day actually employed, and

SI for each half day actually employed, the account to be

audited by the board of supervisors, and paid in the same
manner as all other county claims ; but no fees shall be

allowed by the board of supervisors to such commissioner for

any service under this Act unless foul brood is found to exist.

Sec. S.—In all suits and prosecutions under this Act it

shall be necessary to prove that said bees were actually dis-

eased or infected with foul brood.

Flavor and Aroma of Honey.—Mr. R. Mc-

Knight—one of the ablest and best of Canada's beekeepers

—

contributed, to the Review, some time ago, a very interesting

article on this subject, in reply to a criticism by Mr. Hasty,

from which we take the following paragraphs :

Speaking of myself, he "declared that the ripening of

honey does not increase its aroma, but rather decreases it."

Yes, I made the above statement, and repeat now, that the

ripening of honey, whether carried on Id the hive or outside

the hive, lessens its aroma. Every honey-producer knows

that at no time is the aroma of honey so pronounced as when

just stored. Mr. Hasty himself seems to believe this. lam
at a loss to know what classes of flowers his bees collect honey

from, for he says, " With few conspicuous exceptions nectars

do not taste fit to eat when freshly brought in."

Honey, when freshly brought in, may and often does lack

body, but at no subsequent lime does it possess in the same

degree the characteristic aroma of the flowers from which it

is collected. It will be strong and pronounced, or mild and

delicate, in proportion to the strength or mildness of the scent

.

in the flowers that secrete it ; this becomes dissipated in time

if exposed ; not even the wax cap of the cell will prevent its

escape.
White clover has not a strong scent, neither has basswood

bloom. The aroma of white clover and basswood honey has,

in consequence, a scarcely perceptible aroma, while honey col-

lected from the peppermint plant has the strong, pungent

odor peculiar to that plant, and I repeat that all these are

lessened in a degree by the process of curing. Mr. Hasty vir-

tually admits this himself, but propounds the novel theory

that the bees absorb orapproprlate this property and restore it

to the honey in a non-volatile form. Is this theory " sleepily

promulgated ?" Or can he furnish a reason for the faith that

is in him '?

He asks, " Is it not usually the case with any sample of

honey that its flavor is the joint result of two flavors ?" I

think it is the joint result of flavor and aroma, the former

manifesting itself through the sense of taste, the latter

through that of smell, but the aromatic property of a plant or

flower will be manifest as a part of its flavor by those who
possess the sense of taste and smell ; if, however, one has en-

tirely lost the sense of smell he may still enjoy the flavor of

what he eats, but it would be flavor without aroma.

When Mr. Hasty puts his nose over a cup of freshly-

brewed tea, he gets its aroma ; when he tastes it he gets Its

flavor with something of Its aroma, too. If he smells a rose

he gets its aroma ; i( he chews its petals he gets its flavor.
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Dr. Cieselski—a Europeau experimenter and investiga-

tor—places the temperature of a bee's body at 95 Pahr.

Mr. a. L. Boyden—one of The A. I. Root Co.'s most
trusted and reliable office employees— recently made a trip

through a portion of Michigan, and has described it in Glean-

ings in a very interesting manner.

Mr. B. S. Taylor, of California, started this year with
l.j-i colonies, and increast to 200 colonies, besides taking 10
tons of tine e.xtracted honey, and 6,000 se::tions of comb
honey. Prof. Cook reports this in (ileanings. and says, "This
has been a fine season in Southern California."

Mr. J. K. Elliott, of Allegheny Co., Pa., who kindly sent

us the clipping about the cow and the bees, from the Pitts-

burg Chronicle-Telegraph (found in another column) wrote
Sept. 6 :

" I take very much interest in reading the Ameri-
can Bee Journal every week, and have never failed to receive

it on Friday morning."

Mb. F. Danzenbaker—of Danzenbaker hive fame— is

pictured in Gleanings for Sept. 15. He is over 60 years of

age, yet one would scarcely think it, to see how young he
looks and acts. " Having never used tobacco in any form,
nor suffered a day's illness since his eighth year," helps to

account for a good deal of his present youthfulness, no doubt.

Dr. Danger, of Prague, in his investigations, as reported
by the Rheinische Bieneuzeitung, "shows that bee-poison is

not an acid, but an alkaloid. Inflauiation is not caused
directly by the sting, but by impurities brought to the spot by
scratching, or by infectious germs. The sting is never the
cause of a septic blood-poisoning, and is not in itself sufficient

to produce sudden death."

Alfred Austin, England's poet laureate, is a member of

the Kent Bee-Keepers' Association—not an honorary member,
but pays his membership fee like any other bee-keeper. If,

as has been so poetically exprest, " Bee-keeping is the poetry
of agriculture," it is just the proper caper for a poet laureate
to be a member of a bee-keepers' society. Wonder why the
United States has no poet laureate. Bee-keepers could furnish
a good one from among their number. Eugene Secor is his

everyday name.

Mr. Wm. Craig, of Michigan, reports in the August Re-
view some quick work done by his bees the past season. He
says :

" I used starters of foundation 43*' inches long by 13-2

Inches wide. I use the Heddon old-style supers, and they hold
'28 sections. I put this super of sections on the hive July 3,

and took it off on the 0th, with the sections all completed ex-
. cept the front row of seven sections, which was iilmosl ready
to seal over. The hive that I put this super on had already
two supers on it ; one was about % full and the other about
half full. Instead of raising both supers as I usually do, I

only raised the top one and put the empty one in between the
upper and lower supers."

The a. I. Root Co.'s Picnic, at Euclid Beach Park, on
the shore of Dake Erie, near Cleveland, Aug. 13, seems to

have been a very enjoyable affair. During their heaviest
business this year they employed about 180 people. The
picnic was given in the interest of the busy workers who were
kept going on holidays and nights. Gleanings gives the fol-

lowing account of the big affair :

" We made up a tralnof seven coaches and a baggage-car.
On either side of the train was a mammoth sign, painted on
canvas, with the wording, "The A. I. Root Co. Employees;"
and on the pilot of the locomotive was a beautiful yellow
queen-bee carved out of wood, about a yard long, with wings
spread, ready to lead our big ' swarm ' in its flight to pastures
now. The carving was done by Mr. Karl R. Mathey, who Is

still in our employ. The queen was richly painted, and decor-
ated in gold.

"Well, the picnic was a grand success In every way.
Nearly every seat In the train was filled with people, the great

majority of whom were those who receive their bread and but-

ter from the A. I. Root Co.'s pay-roll. Just before the train

started I had the ever-ready Kodak ; and after I had taken
several shots the conductor called out, ' All aboard !' and the

train soon steamed into Cleveland. Arriving there we all piled

into a lake steamer, and after an hour's ride we found our-

selves at Euclid Beach Park. We expect to make this shop
picnic an annual affair."

We perhaps ought to say that we received an urgent invi-

tation to picnic with them, but to travel nearly 400 miles to

have one day's fun was a little too much for an editor's busy
life and slender pocket book.

Editor E. R. Root, after the Buffalo convention, visited

among New York and Rhode Island bee-keepers for about two
weeks. He had a delightful time, which he tells about in

Gleanings. He saw in New York State, from a single hilltop,

5,000 acres of buckweat fields, and was in some counties

where there were between 2,000 and "i.OOO colonies of bees.

Think of the slathers of delicious buckwheat cakes, drowned
in buckwheat houey, that they must have in that region ! He
visited bee-keepers with their 900 and 1,000 colonies each,

producing 25 and 30 tons of honey in a season, thus almost
rivalling the best honey-yielding portions of California. But
he hints quite plainly that New York State is pretty much
overstockt with bees and bee-keepers. So don't all pick up
and go there at once.

Now New Subscribers
4 September—Oct.—Nov.—December 4

4 MONTHS rOR 25 CTS.
Get Your Bee-Keepiug Friends and Neighbors

to Take the Old American Bee Journal.

We would like to have each of our present readers send us

two 1ICW subscribers for the Bee Journal before November 1,

1897. That surely will not be hard to do, when each will

need to pay only 25 cents for the last 4 months of this

year, or only about 6 cents a month for the weekly

American Bee Journal. Any one with only a colony or two

of bees should jump at such an offer as that.

Now, we don't ask you to work for us for nothing, but

will say that for each t'WO new 25c. subscribers you send us,

we will mail you your choice of one of the following list

:

Wood Binder fortUe Bee Journal 20c.
50 copies of leiflet on " Why Eal Honey V" '^Oc.

50 " ' on •' How to Keep Honey " 20c.
50 " •' on •• Alelke Clover" 20c.
I copy each "PreparHtlon of Honey for tbeMaiket"(10o.)
and Doolltllo'a " Hive I Urb " (oc i 15o.

1 copy ouch Dadants' "Handling Bees" (Sc.jand " Bee-
Vasluraife a Nece.'slty " (lOc) 18c.

Dr. Howard's bonk on " F)ul Brood." 25o.
Kohiike'8 " Koul liro' d" book 25c.
Cheshire's " Koul Brood " book (lOo.) and Dadants' " Hand-

liriK Bees" [Sc] 18c.
Dr. KoDte's Hand-Bookof Health 25o.
Kural Life Book 2oo.
Our Poultry Doctor, by Fanny Felld 25o.
Poultry lor Market and Profit, by Fanny Field 25o.
Capons and (Japoui/.lnfr 25c.
Turkeys lor Market and Proflt 25c.
Green 8 Four Books on FrultG rowing 25o.
Kopp Comiuerclal Calculator No. 1 25o.
Silo and Sllape. by Prof. Cook ; 25c.
Bienen-Kullur IGerman] 40c.
Kendall's Horse Book [Enirlleh or German] S5c.
1 Pound White Clover Seed 25c.
1 " Sweet • •• 25c.

lit " Alslke " " 250.

1V4 '• Alfalfa " " 25c.
1!4 " Crimson " " 25c.
The Horse—How to Break and Handle 20c.

Wo make the above offers only to those who are now sub-

scribers ; In other words, no one sending in his own 25 cents

as a new subscriber can also claim a choice of the above list.

GEORGE W. YORK «fe CO.
118 Michigan St., - CHICAGO, ILL.
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BEE-BOOKS
SENT POi^TPAIl) UV

Georee W. York & Co.,
Chlcaffo, Ilia.

Bees an*! Iloiicy, or Maimceraeni of nn Apiary
Cor Pleasure mid I'roHt. by Tlioiuas G. Newman.—
This edition liiis but'ii lartrely ru written. thoroiit,-hly

revised, ami la " tully up wlih the times " In all the
Improvements and luventkms In this rapldly-devcl-
Oplni; pursuit, inid presents tiie aijlarlst with
everytliUiK' tlmt can ftid In tUe successful iiinnnKc-
ment of an uplury, and nt the same time pruduce
the most honey In an attractive condition. It con-
tains 2.'»U pat:cs. and 245 tllustratlons—la beautifully

ETinted In the hitrhcst styie of the art, and bound
I cloth, gold-letttired. Price. 51.00.

I^anestroth on the Honey-Bee, revised by
Dadaut—This chisslc In bee-culture, has been
entirely rewritten, and 1b fully Illustrated. It
treats of everythlnj; relatlnK to bees and bee-beep-
ing. No apiarian library Is complete without this
Standard work by Hev. L. L.. J^nnestnith — the
Father of American Bee-Culture. It has o-'O pages;
bound In cloth.

Price, postpaid, 81. '25.

Bee-K.e~per»* Onlde* or Manual of the
Apiary, by Prof A. J Cook, of the Mlchlsan A^rl*
cultural College.—This book Is nut only Instructive
and helpful as a k'ulde In beekeeping, but is

Interesting and thoroughly practical and scientific.

It contains n full delineation of tbeanatomy and
physiology of bees. 4(>U pases ; bound In cloth and
fully illustrated.

Price, postpaid, 01.25,

Scientific Queen- Kearlnff, as Practically
Applied, by G. M. Uoollitle.—A method by which
the very best of V>neen-Bees are reared In perfect
accord with Nature's way. 17i! pages, bound In
Cloth, and illustrated. Price. 11-00.

A B C of Uee-CuUure. by A. I. Hoot.—

A

Cyclopiedia of JI-HJ paires, deserlblntr everything
pertaining to the care of the honey-bees. It con-
tains ;-vU!J engravlntrs. It was written especially foi
beginners Bound In cloth. Price, $1.^.

Advanced Bee-Culture, Its Methods and
Management, by \V Z. Hutchinson.—The author
of this work Is too well known to need further
description of his book. He Is a practical and
entertaining writer. You should read his Ixjok. 90
pages, bound in paper, and Illustrated. Price, 60 cts.

Rational Bee-1&.eeplnir, by Dr. John Dzlerzon
—This Is a translation of his latest German book on
beeculturc. It has 350 pages; bound
In paper covers, $1.00

Blenen-Kultur, by Thomas G. Newrian. -

This Is a (Jerinan translation of theprlnclpf^ por-
tion of the b<tok called Bees OF UuXEV. 10^ page
pamphlet. Price. JU cents.

Convention Hand-Book. for Bee-Keepers.
Thomas G. Newman.— It contains the parllr.men-
tary law and rules of order for Bee-Conventions—
also Constitution and By-Laws, with subjects for
discussion, etc. Cloth, gold-lettered Price, 25 cts.

Tlilrty Years Among (lie Bees^ by
Henry Alley.—Gives the results of over a quarter-
century's experience in rearing queen-bees. Very
latest work of the kind. Nearly luu pages. Price, 50c.

Practical Hinis to Bee Kee-Keepers—by
Chas. F. Muth. Alec contaios a Foul Brood
Cure uud How to Winter Bees. 40 p.; 10 cts.

\Vby Eat Honey ?-Tbis Leaflet 1p intend-
ed for FREE distribution, to create a Local Market.
100 copies, by mail. 30 cts.: 500 for $1.25; loo(j, $2.00.

How to Keep Honey and preserve its
richness and Havor. Price same as Why Eat Honey.

Alttike Clover Ijeaflet.—Full directions
for growing. 5o for 25 cts, ; liX) for 40 cts.j 200, 7oc.

Apiary Kesisler, by Thos. G. Newman.—
Devotes two pages to a colony. Leather binding.
Price, for so colonies, |1.<X>; for 100 colonies, $1.25.

Preparation of Honey for the Market*
Including the production and cure of comb and
extracted honey. A chapter Iroin Bebs ANr
Honey. Price. 10 cents

Bee-Paslurafce a Necesalty.—This boolc Bug
gests what and how to pint- l\ is a chapter fron
Bees a.no Uonev Price. 10 centa.

Tbe Hive I fse, by G. M. Ooolittle. It
details bis manugetnent of bees, and methods
of producing comb honey. Price. 5 cents.

Dr. HoYvard^H Book on Foul Brood.
—Gives the McEvoy Treatment and reviews the ex-
periments of others. Price. 25 cts.

Silo and Silage, by Prof. A J. Cook.— It
gives the method In operation at the Michigan Agrt-
cultural College. Price. 2.^ cts.

\%'inter Problem In Bee-Keepinpr. by G.
B. Pierce. Result of 25 years' experience. 3o cia.

Handling Beew, by Cbas. Dadant & Son.—
A Chapter from Lantistroth Revised. Price. 8 cts.

History of Bee-Associations, and Brief Re-
port of the drat 20 cooTentions. Price. 10 cts.

FonI Brood Treatment^ by Prof. F. R.
Cheshire.—Its Cause and Prevention. Price, 10 cis.

Foul Brood, by A. R. Kohuke.—Origin.
Development and Cure. Price lo cts.

Bee-Keeplns lor Profit, by Dr. G. L.
Tinker.—Revised and enlarged. It details the au-
thor's " new system, <>r how to get thelartiest yields
of comb or extracted honey." «o p. ; illustrated. 25c.

Commercial Talenlator, by C. Ropp

—

A reaily CulculHtor. HnslnefiS Arithmetic and Ac-
count-Book cnuibnied in one. Every farmer and
business man should Imve it. No. 1, bound in water
proof leatherette, cait flniah. Price. 4o cts. No. 2
in One artitlcial leather, with pocket, silicate slate,
and account-book. I^rice. 60 cts.

Green's Four Books, by Chas. A. Green,
—Devoted to. 1st. How We Made the Old Farm Pay;
2nd. Peach Culture; 3rd. How to Propagate Fruit-
Plants. Vines and Trees; 4th. Genera! Fruit In-

structor. Nearly I2u pages. Fully illustrated. 25cts.

Garden and Ort-liard, by Chas. A. Green
—Gives full instructions in Thinning and Marketing
Fruits; Pruning. Planting and Cultivating; Spray-
ing, Evaporation. Cold Storage, Etc. 94 pages, illus-

trated. Price, '25 cts.

Kendall's Horse-Book> — 3.5 pictures,
showing positions ol sick horses, and treats on all

their diseases. English or German. Price, 25 cts.

Lumber and Log-Book. — Gives meas-
urements of lumber, logs planks; wages, etc. 25c.

lUaple Snaar und the Siisrar Busb. by Prof.
A. J. Cook.—Full instructions. Price. 35 cts.

Grain Tables, for casting up the price of
grain, produce, hay, etc. Price, 25 cts.

Capons and Caponizlns, by Dr. Sawyer.
Fanny Field, and others.-Illustrated. All about
caponizing fowls, ano thus how to make the most
money in poultry-raising. 64 pages. Price, 30 cts.

Our Poultry Doctor, or Health In the
Poultry Yard and How to Care Sick Fowls, by
Fanny Field,—Everything about Poultry Diseases
and their Cure. 64 pages. Price, 30 cts.

Poultry for ITIarket and Poultry for
Profit, by Fanny Field.—Tells everything about the
Poultry Business. G4 pages. Price. 25 cts.

Turkeys for Market and Turkeys for
Profit, by Fanny Field.—Al] about Turkey-Raising.
64 pages. Price, 25 cts.

Bural I^ife,— Bees. Poultry. Fruits, Vege-
tables, and Household Matters, 100 pages. 25 cts.

Potato Culture, by T. B. Terry.-It tells
how to grow them protitably. Price. 40 cts.

Hand-Book of Health, by Dr. Foote.—
Hints about eating, drinking, etc. Price, 25 cts.

Bee-Keepers' Directory, by H. Alley.—
Latest methods in Oueen-Rearing, etc. Price. 50c.

Book Clubbing Offers.

(Bead Carefully.)

The following clubbing prices Include the

American Bee Journal one year with each

book named. Remember, that only one book

can be taken In each case with the Bee Jour-

nal a year at the prices named. If more books

are wanted, see postpaid prices given with

the description of the books on this paf^e.

Following Is the clubbing-list:

1. Langsiroth on the Honey-Bee 12.00
3. A B Cof Bee-Culture 2.00
3. Bee-Keeper's Guide 1.75
4. Bees and Honey I Cloth bound] 1.65
5. DooUttle's Scientific Queen-Kearlng. 1.75
6. Dr. Howard's Fuul Brood Book 1.10
7. Advanced Bee-Culture 1.30
9. Blenen-Kullur [German] 1.20

11. Katlonal Bee-Keeplug [Paper bound] 1.75
12. Thirty Years Among the Bees 1.30
13. Bee-Keeplng lor Profit 1.15
14. Convention Hand-Book 1,15
15. Poultry tor Market and Profit (.10
16. Turkeys for Market and Profit 1.10
17. Capons and Caponizing 1.10
IS. Our Poultry Doctor 1.10
19. Green's Four Books 1.15
21. Garden and Orchard 1.15
23. Rural Life 1.10
25. Commercial Calculator. No. 1 1.25
26. Comme-clal Calculator. No. 2 1.40
27. Kendall's Horse-Book 1.10
30. Potato Culture 1.20
32. Hand-Book of Health 1.10
34. Maple Sugar and tbe Sugar Bush 1.20
35. Slloand Silage 1.10
36. Winter Problem in Bee-Keeplng 1..30

37. Apiary Register (for 50 colonies! 1.75
38. Apiary Register (for 100 colonies) . 2.00
39. Bee-Keepers' Directory 1.30

Mnfll'c!
HONEY-EXTRACTOR

I'lUlll ^ Square Glass Jars.

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

Bee-Keepehs' Htippi.iEs in general, etc etc
Send tor our new catalog.

Practical Hlnls " will be mailed for 10c.
In stamps. Apply 10—

Chas. F. Muth & Sou, Cinciuuati, Ohio.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Honey - Clovers !

We have made arrangements so that we can
furnish seed of several of the Clovers by
freight or express, at the following prices,
cash with order:

51) 10ft 259) 501b
AlslkeClover 70 $1.25 $3.00 $5.75
Sweet Clover (white). .60 1.00 2.25 4 00
White Clover 90 l.fiO 3.75 7.00
AlfalfaClover 60 1.00 2.25 4.00
Crimson Clover 55 .90 2.00 3.50

Prices subject to market changes.

Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage, if

wanted by freight.

Your orders are solicited.

GEORGE W. YOBK & Co.

CHICAGO. ILL.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

ITALIAN QUEENS
"Good YellowOnes"—60c each: 6 for $3.00.

|-LDi HONEY-JARS $t.50 per gross.

Catalog of ApUrian Supplies free.

I. J. STRIiXCiHAin,
105 Park Place. NEW YORK, N. Y

APIARY—Glen Cove, L. I.

Please mention Bee Journal -when 'writing.

AND LUNQ DISEASES,
DR. PEIRO, Specialist*

Offices: 1019, 100 State St.,

CHICAQO. Hours 9 to 4,

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

THROAT

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.
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Qcj;)eral Iterrjs^

Bees Did Reasonably Well.

My bees have done reasonably well
this season. I expected the best fall

crop of honey for years, but the last
drouth we had with the hot winds dried
everything up, and killed the buckwheat
and all—everything that produced nec-
tar. I have about 1,000 sections not
fiulsht, and am at a loss to know what to
do with them. L. White.

Caldwell Co., Mo., Sept. 22.

Good Year for Honey.

It has been unusually hot and dry for
the past two or three weeks— in fact, we
have had no rain all fall to amount to
anything. The flora is for the most
part dried up. What few flowers there
are, are barren as to nectar. Buck-
wheat would have yielded a fair crop
had there been sufficient moisture. Yes-
terday we had a wind and sand (or dust,
rather) storm, but no rain. It has turn-
ed quite cool, so there will be no chance
of the bees getting much more honey
for this season. But, on the whole, it

has been a very good year for honey.
H. G. QuiKiN.

Huron Co., Ohio, Sept. 17.

Results of Fast Season.

I received from 15 colonies, which I

wintered successfully, 700 pounds of
iargely white clover honey, mixt with
raspberry and red clover. From a fall

flow which I will soon take off the hives,
there will be about 400 more finisht sec-
tions, I think. I increast by the nucleus
plan, and natural swarming, to lit! colo-
nies, which are rousing ones. The past
dry, warm weather has so enticed the
queens to laying that the hives are full
of sealed brood. How is that- for a stock
of young bees to winter ? Good, isn't it ?
My bees are nearly all Adels.

Carson Van Blaricum.
Calhoun Co., Mich., Sept. 15.

Southern Minnesota Convention.

The Southern Minnesota Bee-Keepers'
Association met in Winona, Sept. 15 and
16. We had an enjoyable time, as the
State Fair was held at the same time,
and the apiarian exhibits were very at-
tractive and interesting, creating a great
deal of interest. There were bees in ob-
servatory hives, and the fine display of
honey, wax, bee-keepers' supplies, and
all kinds of tools used by bee-keepers.
Our first day's session of the conven-

tion was called to order by Pres. John
Turnbull, and after the formal opening
of the meeting the reports of the Secre-
tary and Treasurer were received, show-
ing that the association was in good
condition. In the afteruoon the follow-
ing program was carried out: Address
by Pres. Turnbull; essay by Mrs. \V. N.
Berthe, on "Apiculture— Its Lights and
Shadows as Viewed by a Lady Beo-
Keeper;" essay by E. B. Huffman, on
"The Establishment of an Apiary and
Arrangement Thereof ;" essay by W. J.

Stahniann, on " Artiliclal Swarming of
Bees;" essay by \V. K. Bates, on "The
Kight Size of Sections for Bees to Finish
in Good Shape ;" essay by George Boyn-
ton, on " How to Increase and Control

Finest Alfalfa Honey

!

IT SELLS ON TASTING-.

The Honey that Suits All

Who Buy It.

Low Prices Now!
We can furnish 'Wllite Alfalfa Extracted Honey, In 60-pound tin cans, on

board cars in Chicago, at these prices : 1 can, in a case, 7 cents per pound ; 2 cans
In one case, G}4 cents ; 4 cans (2 cases) or more, 614 cents. The Cash must accom-
pany each order.

K^" A sample of the honey will be mailed to an Intending purchaser, for 8
cents, to cover postage, packing, etc. We guarantee purity.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. New London,
Wisconsin,

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus
securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
They have also one One of tbe Largest Factories and the latest

and most-improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there is in the State. The material is cut from patterns, by machinery,
and is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and wtaitest
Basswood is used, and they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine
and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best
machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies.

Please mention the Americau Bee .lournal. 7Atf

BEE-KEEPERS We make

SUPPLIES
The Very Finest Line of
in the Market, and sell

them at Low Prices.
Soiul for Free liliislratcd Catalog and Prloc-List.

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.

Special Agent for the Soiitliwest
~^- ^-

"^^^^^^'joseph. mo.
Mr. Abboll mcIIs our Hives and Sections at Factory Prices.

That Glueen-Clipping Device Free I

Workn Like a Charm. Couldn't Bo U'ltkoul It.

The Monette QueenCllpplng Device works

LIKE A CHARM. With it 1 have clipped 30

queens, all in one day, when examining my
bees. Wm. Stolley, Grand Island, Ncbr.

PLEASE READ THIS OFPEH TO PRESENT SUBSCRIBERS :

Send us ;'«»/ nw twin niiine tor the American Bee Journal a year (with $1.00), and we
will mail you the Queen-Clipping Device free of charge. Or, the Queen-Clipping Device

will be sent postpaid for 30 cts. But why not get it as a Premium by the above offer

You can't earn 30 cts. any easier. Almost every bee-keeper will want this Device.

GEORGE W. YORK SkJCO., 118 Micliigau St., CHICAGO, ILL.

I have clipped 19 queens, and must say the
Monette Queen-CUppiuK Device Is by far tbe
best Invention ever made, and will be wel-
come to many bee-ki'epers as It was to me. 1

could not do without one now.
Dr. Geo. L.iCKK, Newburgh, Ind.
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Fouudatloa —Sections— Hives
or any Other Supplies.

It" you are iu a riiwli, send me your order. I

sell tlie bent oiily^ and fill orders promptly
at LOWEST I'liK E. Beeswax wauled III

exchange.

Working Wax TJitv'^^ A Specialty.

gsr* Write for Catalog and Price-List, with
Samples of Foundation and Sections.

GUS DITTMER,
AIUJIISTA, \VI«,

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

AND LUNQ DISEASES,
DR. PEIRO, Specialist

Offices: 1019, 100 State St.,

CHICAGO. Hours 9 to 4.

Please mention Bee Journal "when "writing.

THROAT

SEE THAT WINK

!

Bee - Suppliow ! Koot's
Goods at Koot'e Prices.

Pouder'i* Honey - Jars^
and even' lliiug- need l>y

bee-keepers. Prompt ser-
vice, iow freight nite. Cat

_ tree. Walter S Pouder,

Please mention Bee Journal "when "writing.

I»- IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK

Han No Sag In Brood-Frames

Thin Flat-Bottom Foundation
Has Ko FishboDe in tbe Sarplas Hooey.

BelnfT the oleanest Is asnally workec
tbe qnlokest of any Fonndatlon made

That covers the whole Apicultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
11.25 to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont. Calif.,

for his

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

liiberal Discotxnts to the Trade.

Please mention Bee Journal "when "writing.

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATIOH

k̂̂jl J. A. VAN DEIJSEN,
^^^^H Sole Mannraotarer,^^^^^ Bpront Brook MoDtffomery Co.. N. Y.

please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

ONE MAN WITH THE

UNION <^<^^|;':,^^'°'-

Can do the work of four
men using hand tools, In
Ripping, Cuttlng-off. Mi-
tring, Rabbeting, Groov-
ing. Gaining. Dadoing,
Edglng-up. Jointing Stufl,
etc. Full LIneof Foot and
Hand Power Machinery.
Sold OD Trial. Catalogue Free.

SEINEr!A FALIiS ITIFG. CO.,
46 Water St SENECA FALLS. N. T.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

BEE-KEEPERS

!

Let me send you my 64-
page Catalog for ISH".

J. n. Jenkins, Wetumpka, Ala.

Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

^
^^California

If you care to know of Its Fruit*. Flowers
Climate or Resources, send for a Sample Copy
of Callfornla'a Favorite Paper—

The Pacific Rural Press
The leading Horticultural and Aprlcultural
paper of the Pacific Coast. Published weekly,
nandsomely Illustrated $2.00 per annum
Sample Copy Free.

PACIFIC RURAL, PRESS,
330 Market St., - SAN FRANCISCO. OAL.

Swarming;" essay by Charles A. Gile,

on "The Queeii-I5ee—Its Rearing Quali-

ties, Introduction, Management, Lon-
gevity, and Supersedure."
At the afternoon session the election

of officers was (irst in order, and resulted

as follows: President, E. B. Huffman ;

Secretary, C. A. Gile, of Winona; Treas-
urer, Mrs. W. N. Berthe ; 1st Vice-

President, John Turnbull; 2nd, W. N.
Bates; 3rd, W. ,1. Stahmann ; 4th, Fred
Aech ; 5th, John VV. Gates.
An adjournment was then taken until

the next morning, and we met at 9:30
o'clock. The day was principally spent
in discussions on foul brood, its treat-

ment, and the probable chance of get-

ting a foul brood law past by our next
legislature. It was decided to hold our
next annual convention at Winona, Oct.

22 and 23, 1898. After a friendly and
very social and interesting meeting, we
adjourned, and all went to the Exhibi-
tion Hall, where we had an enjoyable
time viewing the many awards.

E. B. HuFFMAX, Pres.

Winona Co., Minn.

Sells from House to House.

I have 30 colonies of bees, and got a
nice lot of honey this year. I have sold

all of my crop in the city, and will have
to buy a lot to keep my customers sweet.

1 sell from house to house, and have
many honey-eaters to keep happy.

George W. Shearer.
Stark Co., Ohio, Sept. 20.

A Very Dry Time.

We have not had a good rain since the
middle of June, nor have we had enough
to lay the dust in eight weeks. Every-
thing in the vegetation line Is just simply
burnt up. Bees must be fed, or starve.

I never saw as dry a time in this coun-
try. Peaches and winter apples are

drying up and dropping; fruit-trees are
dying, and many of the forest trees are
dead. I hope for a better season next
year. Geo. W. Williams.

Polk Co., Mo., Sept. 19.

Cows Relish the Sweet Clover.

We are having a severe drouth in this

part of the country. Vegetation is all

dried up. The only green thing here
now is the sweet clover, of which there

is a good growth from last year's seed,

along the public roads. It Is the only

feed we have for our two Jersey milch
cows, and they relish it very much. So
much for the sweet clover.

Our bees are done working for this

season. I will send In my report soon.

John S. Sleeth.
Livingston Co., III., Sept. 18.

Hog Meat Defended.

I take Issue with Dr. Peiro on the hog
question, as given on page 559. I have
been a hog-raiser as well as a bee-keeper.

A hog, like his brother man, is largely

what he eats. 1 admit that the lard put
up by large packing companies becomes
stale and unfit for food, and the bacon
and hams not much better, sometimes;
but a hog of good pedigree, raised on
alfalfa and corn, properly cured, is very
good food. Just think of it, as the cold

weather comes on— the roast pork and
sweet potatoes, sausage, ribs, backbone,
head-cheese, and then the sweet sugar-

l!£^i! Beeswax
For all the Good, Pure Vello^v

Beesirax delivered to our office til)

further notice, we will pay 2.5 cents per

pound, CASH ; or 28 cents for whatever

part is exchanged for the Bee Journal,

Honey, Books or Seed, that we offer. If

you want casb, promptly, for your

Beeswax, send It on at once. Impure
wax not taken at any price. Address as

follows, very plainly,

GEO. W. YORK & CO.
118 Michigan st. , CHICAGO, ILL.

CARLOADS
or Hee-Hlves, Sections, Ship-
ping-Cases. Comb Foundation,
and Everything used in the
Bee-Industry.
We want the name and ad-

,
dress of every Bee-Keeper In
America. We supply Deal-
ers as well as consumers. We

have Dry Kiln, Improved Machinery, 40.000
feet of tioor space, and all modern appliances.
We make prompt shipment.
Write for Catalogs. Quotations, etc.

Inter-State Manufacturing Co,,

HUDSON, St. Croix Co., WIS.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

ITALIAN QUEENS
Ky Ketiii-n 3IaiI.

Choice Tested at 65 cts. each ; Untested at
50 cts. each, or $5.00 per dozen—from now to
November Ist.

r. A. Crowcll, Granger, Ulinn.

35A6t Please mention tbe Bee Journ il.

Earn Your Christmas Money
Or Present*, by going among your friends
and neighbors, and help to introduce \Wliit*
man's Pure Teas, Spfces, Bakiii^-Potv*
der, elc. ih lbs. for solid silver Chatelaine
Watch and Chain; or 20 lbs. for a Mandolin or
Guitar; 2.i lbs. for ao autoharp: 17.t lbs. for a
IlighGrade Ladies' or Gems' Bicycle: 50 lbs.

for a Decorated Dinner Set ; 40 lbs for a La-
dles' or Gents' Gold Watch; '20 lbs. lor a Dex-
ter Camera : .5 lbs. for a Zar Camera ; 10 lbs.

for a Solid Gold King; 8 \bi for a Set of Nut-
Hcks and Cracker, (lulv Stridlv Pore (luods handled.

Freight paid on all orders accompanied by
the cash. Send address on curd for Catalog,
Order Sheet, etc. A. H 'WHITMAN & CO-,

LDtpt. li] 2714 No. Western Ave.,
38A41 Chicago III.

Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

METAL WHEELS
all sizes and varieties, to fit any
axle. They last forever. Either
direct or stagger spoke. Can't
breakdown; can't dry out no

ireiettinffOftires- Good in dry weather
as in wet weather. Send for catalog &
prices. ELECTRIC WHEEL CO.,
~ QUINCY - ILLINOIS

32 E9 ilentxon the American Bee JoumaJ^

___, For n knife that will cut a iiorn *-ithoat^
^]\ crush in i*. because it cuts from four A

i ~ ^=:siiles ut (Mice get _-:r~r: z.^
*^THE KEYSTONE*—DEHORNER«-J

It )•* Iiiininno, riipid nnil durahlp. Fully J
uurralil'-.l. HIGHEST AW.^RD AT WoRLO S 9
lAlK IH'«<TM>tiv(> i-ir,-iiliir<i IFPtEE. ^
A. « HKOSH S, ("o<lir:inville. l':l. 9

40B6t Please mention the Bee Journal.
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A HANDY TOOL-HOLDEB

!

Sent by Express, for $l.50 ; or willi tiic Bee Journal
one year—both for $2.00.

Every Manufacturer, Miller. Carpenter,
Cabinet Maker, Machinist. Wheelwright and
Quarryman. Farnaer, or any oue usinfr a grind-
stone, should have one of these Tool-Holders.
One boy can do the work of two persons, and
^Ind much faster, easier and with perfect
accuracy. Will bold any kind of tool, from
the smallest chigel to a draw shave or ax.
Extra attachment for sharpening scythe
blades Included in the above price. The work
Is done without wettinff the hands or soiling
the clothes, as the water flows from the opera-
tor. It can be attached to any size stone for
hiiud or steam power, is always ready for use,
nothinir to get out of order, and is absolutely
worth 100 limes Us cost.
No farm is well-equipped un-

less it has a Tool-Holder. Pays
"or itself in a short lime. ^

How to Use the Holder.

Directions.—The Tool is fas-
tened securely in the Holder by
a set-screw and can be ground
to Hny desired bevel by Insert-
infe the arm of the Holder into
a higher or lower notch of the
standard. While turuing the
crank with the right hand, the
left rests on an steadies the
Holder ; the Tool is moved to
the right or left across the
stone, or examined while grind-
ing, as readily and in the same
way as if held in th-^ hands.

For grinding Round . Edge
Tools, the holes in the stand-
ard are used instead of the
notches.

Address, GEOKGE W. YORK & CO., CHICAGO, ILL.

cured hams and bacon, and the snowy
sweet lard !

1 think that more people die for the
want of hog meat than those who eat it.

In the early days In California chronic
diarrhea was common, and bacon was
said to be a cure when doctors failed.

As a retnedy in consumption and bron-
chial troubles, It is far superior to cod
liver oil. Bishop Taylor, of Africa, says,
" Bacon is a tonic to the stomach.'' I

took two treatments of Dr. Peiro's hydro-
gen, but helpt the matter by eating sau-
sage and pork in the cold weather. In
my youthful days I had dyspepsia, but
exercise in the open air relieved the
trouble, and I can eat hog with impu-
nity. I am in favor of good living.

Ellen C, Bland.
Los Angeles Co., Calif,

Some Good Honey-Yields.

Our home apiary of 56 colonies,

spring count, has to its credit an aver-
age of 333 pounds; and one taken on
shares, when in horrid condition (84: col-

onies), has an average of 254 pounds,
besides increasing to 95 and 115 colo-

nies respectively. (I ought to say, tho,

that we weigh what we bring from the
hive, and what we return, so our net
weights Include tho uncappings)

;

weighed thus, my best colony produced
over SOU pounds; my best 7, 2,871
pounds. R. R. Davison.
San Diego Co., Calif., Sept. 4,

new swarms this year—kept all from
swarming as much as possible.

We uphold Mr. Dadant in his big

hives. We are using b, 10 and 12
frames, and have decided that 12
frames are far ahead of anything less.

We will try some 16 frames next season,

all in one body. The reason we like

them is, the bees do not swarm as badly
in them as the 8 and 10 frame hives,

but when they do swarm, it takes a 12-

frame hive and 72 one-pound sections to

hive them in.

Next season we will buy queens in the
spring and divide all of our colonies

during fruit-bloom, then feed to build

them up ready for the white clover

when it comes.
Success to the American Bee .Journal,

Savage Bros.
Sauk Co,, Wis., Sept. 20.

Big Hives Upheld—Report.

The honey crop has been good here
this year. We have taken 019 pounds
from 1 1 colonies. Our best colony,
which was hived June 12, nave 121
pounds, besides filling 12 brood-frames.
Our best nucleus did not swarm, but gave
103 pounds of honey. Wo had but 7

Doctor^s yi\r)is
By Dr. PEIIiO,

Central Music Hall, *» Chicago, III.

High Collars.—Of course, Mr.
Slim, you can wear any kind of collar

you wish, so far as I am concerned, but
since you ask my advice I say, don't

wear those high kinds that must nearly

cut your ears off, that I am certain seri-

ously interfere with the proper circula-

tion of the blood In the brain—both its

entrance and exit. Headaches and sore

throats are some of the most common re-

sults from wearing those inordinately

high collars—those that look as if they
were cuffs worn in the wrong place.

Reports in medical journals tell us that

several deaths have resulted from wear-
ing this now style of linen. It Is always
a safe rule to keep the neck free from

"^BRO. YORK'S
^

OWN TESriMONY

AFTER 18 MONTHS' USE.

Clucago. July 27th, iH<)7.

Dear Dr. Hou.se:
My office force have fallen

in love with vourYellowzones.
I enclose $1.00 for as many

as you mail for that amount. ^^
"X^ Success to you in your ex- ^^•^ celleut work. ^"

Very truly yours,
Geo. W. York.

P, S. Say, /think as much
of yonr"Zones" asthe"g-irls"
do. They just straig-htened
out a very severe headache I
had awhile ago. Worth their
weight in the yellow metal
now being raved about up in
Alaska. G,W. Y.

^YELLOWZONES „
JL FOR PAIN AND FEVER. ^

An honest and efficient
remedy for all fevers, head-
aches, colds, grip, rheuma-
tism, neuralgia, etc. And
every box guaranteed— but
no customer has ever yet
asked for his money back.
One box, with supply of

Zonet C'dthtirtirs, 2Sc; si x
boxes for $1,00. Most orders
are for Dollar lots,

W. B. House, M.D.,
WW Drawer 1, Detour, Mich, f^

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

me RURAL CALIFORNIAN
Tells all about Bees in California.

The yields and Price of Honey; the Pastur-
age and Nectar - Producing Plants; the Bee-
Uauches and how they are conducted. In fact
the entire field is fully covered by and e.\pert
bee-man. Besides this, the paper also tells

you all about raliroriila AsrUiilliire and
Hortioullure. $1.50 per Year; Six Months,
75 cents. Sample Copies 10 cents.

THE RURAL, CALIFORNIAN,
218 N. Main St., - Los Angeles, Calif.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

Barnes' Foot-Power Machinery.
Read whatJ. I. PARKNT.of

rHAKLTON.N.Y..BayB—"We
cut with one of your Com-
bined Machines, last winter
5n chaff hlvee with 7-ln. cap,
l(K_) honey-racks, 5(>0 broad
frames, u.oiui honey-boxea
and a Rreat deal of other
work. This winter we have
cTouble the amount of bee-
hives, etc., to make and we
expect todo llwlththisdaw.
It will do all you say Itwlll.

CatuloKue and Price - bist

Address, W.F.& JOHN BARNK8.
No. ttn.'^ Kabyrtt. Kockford. III.

Free.
4.-.Ctf

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

The American Poultry Journal,

:i-j; incvunoHN ST..

CHICACiO, - ILI^.

AI„iii<ii.>l that Is over a quarter of a cent-
JOIII llill ury old and Is silll gruwinp must

jiossess Intrluslo merit of its own. and its

tlcld must be a valuable one,

i.,?u',tl!.v'!,o''m'?,uu""'""' 50 cents a year.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.
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any kind of pressure—everything loose

and poinforlable around it. Anything
tight is injurious.

Incense and Disenrectant.—
Save your peach-stones and uut-shells

for winter. Throw a handful on the tiro

in the evening and see how bright they
blaze and how fragrant they sineil.

Dried apple pearings thrown in the fire

or on a hot stove are a very incense of

sweetness for the house, beside being an
excellent disinfectant.

Damp Cellars.—Now is the time
when the thoughtful house-keeper sees

religiously to it that not a nook or corner
of her cellar is damp or wet, because if

so not only will it rot all vegetation in

the cellar, but from it exhale such a
pestilence into the house that it will be
next to a miracle if one or more mem-
bers of the family do not become victims
to typhoid or material fevers before
spring, necessitating a big doctor's bill

which can just as well be avoided by care
and cleanliness. As all know, damp
surroundings are great encouragers of

rheumatisms, colds, coughs, and other
infirmities. Keep your cellar dry and
whitewasht.

BEES FOR SALE.
About 90 rolonles of Italians. Any one want-
ing to start an apiary cannot do uetter than
to call on Di- E. Gillup. danta Ana. Calif..
and examine the Bees before purchasing else-
where. Double sets of Combs in Lang-stroth-
Slmplielty Hives, and warranted a superior
lot of Bees lor Ini«lne5s. Cirrespodence so-
licited. Dr. E. (iALLIIP.

Santa Ana. Oranpe Co.. Cai..

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

FOB SALE.
Apiary and Small Farm in southwest Texas.

Address.
ITIrs. .11. JJ. Dnuuegan, lUalliiM, Tex.

40A4t Please meotioD the Bee Journal.

Choice Honey IZ. Cheap
For.Prlces address. * *

38A3 W. C. Gatliright, Dona Ana, 1 M.

Please mention Bee Journal wlien writing.

4tiieen<« antl Qneen-Kearins:.—
If you want to know how to have queens
fertilized in upper stories while the old
queen is still laying below; how you may
safely intrvdiue any queen, at any time of
the year when bees can fly ; all about the
different races of bees ; aU about shipping
queens, queen-cages, candy for queen-
cages, etc. ; all about forming nuclei, mul-
tiplying or uniting bees, or weak colonies,
etc. ; or, in fact, everything about the
queen-business which you may want to
know—send for Doolittle's Scientific
iJueen-Rearing " — a book of over 170
pages, which is as interesting as a story.
Here are some good offers of this book:

Bound in cloth, postpaid, $1.00; or clubbed
with the Bee Jocrsal for one year—both
for only il.lh ; or given free as a premium
for sending us iir,j new subscribers to the
Bbb Journal for a year at f I.OU each.

Please Send TTs the Names of your
neighbors who keep bees, and we will
•send them sample copies of 'he Bee
JotTRNAL. Then please call upon them
aai get them to subscribe with you, and
secure some of the premiums we offer.

HONEY and BEESWAX
91AKKEX qCOXAXIU.^'S.

Chlcagro, Ill.i Sept. 23.— Fancy white
1-Jc. ; No. 1, 10 to lie; fancy amber, 8 to9o.

;

No. 1, 7 to 8c.; fancy dark. 7 to 8c.; No 1. 7c.
Extracted, while, .'» to He.; amber, 4 to 5c.;
dark, ;ii4 to 4c. Beeswax, 2Q to 'ilc.

The volume of business Is email, consider-
ing: the time of year. >Iany people are In the
cliy from country points, who h;ive brought
their honey wlth'ihem, and tlnd 11 difficult to
sell at these ijuotatlons. and lu many In-

stances accept less rather than not dispose .

of it.

Cincinnati, Ohio, Sept. 30.—Fancy white,
11 to lyc; No. 1. 10 to lie; No. 1 amber. 7
to 10c. E.xtracted, Ivdlte. 5 to 6c.; amber, 4
to 5c.; dark, 3^ to 4c. Beeswax, 20 to 25o.
Demand tor all kinds of honey has been ex-

ceedlnjfly slow durlnfr t-epiember. Perhaps
because of a too liberal supply of fruit on the
market.

Boston, Mass.i Sept 25.—Fancy white.
13c.; No. 1. 11 lo l-Jc; fancy amber, 9c. Ex-
tracted, white, 6 io6^4c. ; amber. 5 to 3Kc.
Beeswax, 27c.
Comb honey Is in light receipt, particularly

the fancy grades, which is mostly sought for
on this market. Demand is GOOU. Beeswax
Is practically out 01 the market, the supply
being light and demand good at above price.

Indianapolis, lud., Sep. 24.—Fancy white.
lltoi:ic.;No 1.9 to 10c. Extracted, white. 5
to 6c.: amber, 4 to DC. Beeswax, 25c.
Condition of honey market remains un-

changed. Many producers have been holding
bauk for better prices but demand is well sup-
plied.

Detroit, Mich., Sept. 25—Fancy white, 11
to 12c.; Nc. 1 white. 10-1 Ic: fancy amber, 9
to 10c. : faocy dark, 8 to 9o. Extracted,
white. .5 to 5!4c.; amber, 4 to he. Beeswax,
25 to 26c.
The demand for honey is imoroving as the

season advances. Supply is fully equal to the
demand,

Minneapolis, Minn., Sept. 24. — Fancy
white, 10 to llHc; fancy dark, 9 to 9?ic.
Extracted, white, i'i to 5!4c.
Market well stucki with dark honey. Fancy

while clover finds good market at 10 to 1 1 VtC.
-possibly a fracilun more could be realized
on really fancy. We would not advise ship-
ments of dark comb or extracted at present.

Albany. N. Y., Sept. 25.—Fancy white, 12
to 13c.; No. 1. 11 lo 12c. : t.incy amber, 9 to
10c. ; No. 1,8 10 9c ; fancy dark, 8 to 9c. ; No.
1. 7 to 8c.
Comb honey Is arriving quite freelr and

moving off nicely at quotations.

New York, TSt . Y., S-pt. 25.—Fancy white,
12 to 13c.; fair white. 10 to lie ; bucKwheit,
8!4 to 9!^c. Extracted, California, white, 5 to
oHc: I ghl amber, 4S4 to 4?4C.; white clover
and basswood. 5 to 5Wc, : buckwheat, 4 to
414c.; Southern, 48 to 50c. a gallon. Beeswax
Is quiet at 26c.
Comb honey Is now arriving In large quan-

tities, and demand Is fair for all grades, prln-
clpiUy for fancy and No. 1 white and fancy
buckwheat. Kxtracted California Is selling
well, while others are neglected, especially
Southern in barrels and half barrels.

Milwatikee, Wis., Sept. 24.—Fancy white.
12 10 13c.; No. 1,10 to lie ; fancy amber. 8
to 10c. Extracted, white, 5 to 6c.; amber.
4 l-2to5o. ; dark, 3 1-2 to 4 l-2c. Beeswax,
25 to 26c.
The receipts of honey are very fair, and the

quality Improving. The supply is not large.
Demand is moderate, and tae prospects good
for fall trade. We are well eatisfled that It

pays shippers of honey 10 exercise much care
In putting up stock In nice, clean cases and
clean, well ordered sections, and new. clean
kegs and barrels tor the extracted.

Cleveland, Ohio, Stpt. 27.—Fancy white,
13V4C.: No. 1, 13c ; fancy amber, lie; No. I,

10>4c. Extracted, white. 7c ; amber. 6c.; dark,
5c. Beeswax. 28 to 30c.
The demand for honey Is very good.

Buffalo, N. Y , Sept. 1.—Fancy white. 11 to
12c.; No. 1, 9 to 10c. ; fancy amber. 8 to 9 c;
No. 1, 7 ti 8c. ; fancy dark. 6 to 7e. ; No. 1 5
6c. Extracted, white, 5 to 6c.; amber. 4 to
4V4c.; dark, 3'/4 to 4c. Beeswax, 22 to 2Gc.

Honey Is selling Just a little better, but we
advise moderate shipments till October and
November, when lltjeral amounts can be sold.

San Francisco, Calif., Sept. 22.— White,
comb. 1-lbs.. 7 to9c-; amber comD. 4 to 6c.
Extracted, white, 4 to 4?io. ; light amber.
3!4 to 3=^c.; dark tuie. 19i to 2'ic. Beeswax,
fair to choice. 2 ; 10 24c.
Prices remain at much the same low plane

as has been current during the greater part
of the past season, but stocks of extracted
are being steadily reduced, mainly on Euro-
pean account. Comb honey has been drag-
ging, but will probably meet with more cus-
roni In the near luture. There is no lack of
inrjulry for' beeswax, but the demand Is

mainly for export, and at figures named by
the buyer.

Philadelphia, Pa., Sept 27.—Fancy white,
13/, to 14c ; No 1. 12c.: No. 1 amber. 10c.
Extracted, white. 5 to 6c.; amber, 4 to 5c.;
dark. 4c. Beeswax, 25c.
Honey 1-i now moving freely, with arrivals

Bulficieut for the demand.

St. Iionis, Mo., Auif. 9—Fancy white, 12
to VlVtc; No. 1, 11 to II !4c.; fancy amber. 10
tolOHc: No. 1. 9 to 9!4c. fancy dark, 8 to
8!4c.; No. 1,5 to 7c. Extracted, white, 3 to
oVic: amber, 4 to 4>4c. ; dark, 3>i to 4c. Bees-
wax, 24 to 241^0.

The weather so far this season has been too
warm for the free movement of honey, but
with the present prices on sugar we think
there should be a good demand for extracted
honey at the above prices. One car of 2 1,000
pounds sold since our last quotation on basis
of above prices. Beeswax tinds ready sale at
2*c. lor prime, while choice stock brings a
little more.

Kansas City, Mo., Sept. 25.—Fancy white.
13c.: No. 1. 11 to 12c.; fancy amber, 10 to
He; No. 1. 9 to lOc; fancy dark. 8 to 9c.;
No. 1. 8c. Extracted, while. 5 10 6c.; amber,
4 S4 to 5c.; dark, 4c. Beeswax, 23c.

List of Honey and Beeswax Dealers.

Most of whom Quote in this Journal.

CbicaKO, Ills.

R. A. BtTKNETT & Co., 163 South Water Street.

New York, N. Y.
HiLDRETH Bros. & Seohlken.

120 & 123 W. Broadway.

Kansas City, mo.
0. 0. Clemoms & Co.. 423 Walnut Bt.

BaOalo, N. Y.
BATTERBON is Co., 167 & 169 Scott St.

Hamilton, Ills.

Chab. Dadant & Son.

Cleveland, Olilo.

A. B. Williams & Co., 80 & 82 Broadway.

Ftalladelpbta, Pa.

Wm. a. Selrer. 1 Vine St.
Mr. Selser handles no honey on commission.

St. I.onl8, Mo.
Westcott Com. Co.. 213 Market St

miuneapoUs, ninn.
S. H. Hall & Co.

Klllwaakee, Wis.
A. V. Bishop & Co.

Boston, mass.
Blake. Scott & Lee . 57 Chatham Street.

Detroit, ITIIcb.

M. H. H0NT. Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich.

Indianapolis, Ind.
Wai^ter S. Fodder, 16 2 Mass ichusetts Ave.

Albany, N. Y.
Chas. MCClTLLOCH & Co., 380 Broadway.

Cincinnati, Oblo.
C. F. MnTH&SON.cor. Freeman &OentralAvs.

Bee-Keepers' Pliotos-rapli.—We
have now on band a limited number of ex-
cellent photographs of prominent bee-keep-
ers—a number of pictures on one card. The
likeness of 49 of them are shown on one of
the photographs, and 121 on the other. We
will send them, postpaid, for 30 cts. a card,
mailing from the 121 kind first: then after
they are all gone, we will .send the 49 kind.
So those who order first will get the most
" faces " for their money. Send orders to
the Bee Journal office.
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1% mt jm A Copy of

L IJ t L Siu'cessfiil Bee-Keeping
B n I liy W. Z Hutchlneciu ;

I 1 1kk and our 1807 Catalog, for 2-

cent stamp, or a copy of the
Catalog for llie A^kin:;. We make almost
Evcryililiig used by Bee-Keeper«t« and at
I<otvo»t Prices. OuB

Falcon Polish! Sections
are warranted

Superior to All Others.

Don't buy cheaply and roughly made Goods.
-when you can have llie best—sucli as iwe
make.

The American Bee Keeper
[monthly, now in its Tlh year]

36 Pages—50 Cents a Year.
tAMPLE Free—Addkess,

THE W.T. FALCONER MFG. CO.,

JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

LET 'ER ROLL.
Do you know of any wire farm fence that is

havinj^ constantly iruTeasirif; sales, after be-
ing on the m;irl;etten years? VVe do, just
one. Tliiuk about lliis.

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CC, Adrian, Mich.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

A Special Booiilet Bargain

!

For a limited time we wish to make our

readers a special offer on booklets on Bees.

Poultry, Health, etc. Upon receipt of 75

cents we will mall any « of the list below:

and for $1.25 we will mall the whole
dozen
1. Foul Brood, by Dr. Howard 2oc
2. Poultry for Market and Profit 25c
3. Turkeys for Market and Profit— .. 25c
4. Our Ponltry Doctor •We
5. Capons and Caponlz'ng 30c
6. Hand-Book of Health, by Dr. Foote.. 25c
7. Kendall's Horse-Book 25c
8. Rural Life 25c
9. Ropp's Commercial Calculator 2.-)C

10. Foul Brood, by Kohnke 10c
11. Piloand Silage, by Prof Cook 25c
12. Blenen-Kultur. by Newman 40c

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,

- CHICAGO, ILLS.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Bee -Hives, Sections, Shipping-
Cases—everything used by bee-
keepers. Orders filled promptly.
Send for cntalog MISJi'lvSllTA IICK-

KEEPERS' SITPI.V JlFti. €0., NlcoUot
Island, Minneapolis. Minn.

2'.' Atf CHAS. MONDENO. Mgr.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Beautiful Honey-Cases
Miide liy the A. I. Ki>ot Co.. at their prU^es,

Beeswax Wauled.
I?l. II. Hi;iV'r, Kell Branch, micli.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

TOUR BEESWAX

!

UISriL. FIIKTHKIC NM'riCK, we will
allow 2H cents per pound for Good Yel-

low [t('cswa.x. (lelivert^d atourolllce—Incx-
rlianue lor SubBc.rliil Ion to the Bkk Jouhnal.
for Bo"ks. or anything that ive olfer for sale
Id tbe Bee Jouknai.. Or, '^5 cto. caMli,

GEORGE W. ^ORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.

TIADANT^S t FOUNDATION
Sliiping-Cases and Cans for Honey.

WK «iiIJAieA.> ri;i; S V'riSI'ACriOr^. Wluit moi-c «jiii anybody do?

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS-

IrMlf©STR©irH or« "Tmn H@r«lEY-BE©, Revised.
The Classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.25, by mail.

BEESWAX W^ANTED FOR NEXT SEASON'S USE.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
Please mention the Am. Bee Journal. HAMILTON, Hancock Co., ILL.

41 eMOWiO)i«»3ie 41 eMowiO'Mt
i:

-1 imiLlIJ

No. 1 Siiow-Wliitc.

500 for $1.25
1000 for 2.50
2000 for 4.75
3000 for 6.T5

Our business is making Sections. We are located in the basswood belt of Wis-
consin ; therefore the material we use cannot be better. We have made the fol-

lowing pj-ices :

I

No. 1 Cream.

I
500 for

.'

SI.00
I 1000 for 2.00
2000 for 3.75

1 3000 for 5.25
If larger quantities are wanted, write for prices.

Price-Lii§t of Sections, Foundations, Veils, Smokers, Zinc, Ete.,

Sent on application.

sASot MARSHFIELD MFG. CO., Marshfield, Wis.

TheBee-Keeper'sGuide
This 15th and latest edition of Prof. Cook's

magnificent book of 460 pages, In neat and
substantial cloth binding, we propose to give
away to our present subscribers, for the work
of getting NEW subscribers for the American
Bee Journal.

A description of the book here is quite un-
necessary—It is simply the most complete sci-

entific and practical bee-book published to-

day. Fully Illustrated, and all written in the
most fascinating style. The author Is also
too well-known to the whole bee-world to re-

quire any introduction. No bee-keeper is

fully equipped, or his library complete, wlth-
The Bee-Keeper's Guide. "

Given For 2 IVew Subscribers.

The following offer Is made to present sub-
scribers only, and no premium is also given
to the two new subscribers—simply the Bee
Journal for one year :

Send us Two New Subscribers to the Bee
JournaUwiih S'i.OOl, and we will mall you a
copy of Prof. Cook's book free as a premi-
um. Prof. Cook's book alone sent for 81.*35,

or we club it with the Bee Journal for a year
—both together for only 81.75. But surely
anybody can get only 2 new subscribers to
the Bee Journal for a year, and thus get the
bool as a premium. Let everybody try for If
Win you have one 'out

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan St., Chicago, lU,

Gleaniiiss for One Whole Year, 25 Cents

Will furnish GLEANINGS one year—24 issues—to a new

subscriber, and one Untested Italian Queen, during the

months of September and October only, for the price of tbe

journal alone—namely, $1.00. These Queens are cata-

logued at 75 cents each. By sending us ipl.OO you will get

the Queen, 75 cents, and the journal for only 25 cents.

If you are already a subscriber and would like to get the

Queen, send us $1.00 with a new name for GLEANINGS,

and we will send the Queen to you, and the journal to the

new name sent.

Remember this offer Is good only until Nov. 1.

The A. I. Root Company, Medina, Ohio
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Figwort or Simpson Hoaey- Plant—How to
Grow It.

BY GEO. W. WILLIAMS.

As it has been requested of me to write an article on the

cultivation of figwort (carpenter's square or Simpson honey-

plant), I will say that I have been experimentinK with this

plant for a number of years as a honey-producing plant, and
ai* far as my experience extends it has no equal. I have been

growing it side by side with the much-lauded sweet clover,

and the Simpson plant is so far ahead of the sweet clover that

there is no comparison between the two. I consider one acre

of the plant worth at least ten of sweet clover.

In this latitude (Missouri) it begins to bloom about the

middle of June, and blooms until a late, hard frost—a light

frost that kills other vegetation does not affect it. The bees

work on it from daylight until dark, often being heard on it

in the evening until so dark that they cannot be seen.

The method of its cultivation is easy enough when vou
know how. I will give my manner of cultivation in this part

of the country ; of course, as you go north or south the time

of sowing must vary with the climate :

To raise one-half acre : In the latter part of February or

first of March, make and burn a very lieavy brush-pile, say

16x20 feet. As soon as the ground is cool, dig or spade it up
and hand-rake down level. Sow about two ounces of seed

and lightly rake again (just as you would tobacco seed). Pro-

tect it from stock tramping oyer the bed. Let the plants

grow until they get three to five inches high, and then having
the ground well prepared, set the plants in rows four feet

apart and three feet in the row. Cultivate the same as any
other crop.

Or the easiest method is to leave the plants grow in the

sccd-bed one year, and early the next spring transplant in the

field, where they will give a big yield of honey the first season.

After they have grown one or two years the bunches can
be divided the same as pie-plant, as it stools out and spreads

like that plant.

The after cultivation is light, needing only to be run
through with a light plow or cultivator a few times to keep
down weeds. It does best Id rich bottom land, not too wet, but

it will grow where any weed will grow. I consider it the only

plant that can be cultivated profitably for honey alone.

If every bee-keeper will try a "patch" of this plant, he

will be surprised at the nectar it affords, and will be made to

wonder why it is not more universally grown by apiarists.

Polk Co., Mo.

P. S.—I should have remarkt that It can be grown by pre-

paring the ground where it is to remain, and sow in the fall
;

but as it is of slow growth while young, it is liable to be

choked out by weeds the next season, but for best results it

should be sown and cultivated as set forth above.

G. W. W.

[Very soon now we expect to have from five to ten pounds
of the seed of the Simpson honey-plant. We will first fill the

Figwort, Simpson Honey-Plant, Carpenter's Square, etc.

orders already on hand, and the balance will be used to fill

others as they are received. The price postpaid ^is 20 cents

per ounce, or two ounces for 35 cents; or we will mail two

ounces free as a premium for sending us one new subscriber

to the American Bee Journal for a year at SI.00.

—

Editor.]
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\Where Should Comb Honey be Kept?
BY G. M. DOOLITTLE.

\^^A correspondent writes me regarding his honey sweating,

or, as he words it, his " honey in some of the sections has

turned watery, apparently, as the comb looks transparent,

and there are drops of water or thin sweet standing In many
places on the combs." Then he wishes to know whether I

can explain to the readers of the Bee Journal what the matter

is. This is a matter which has been often discust and written

upon, but as It Is one that will bear " line upon line," perhaps

it will not be amiss to say a few words more on the subject.

Only a few days ago there was a m^n at my house from

one of the Western States, who seemed surprised that I stored

my honey in so hot a place, and when askt where he would

store it he said he took the coolest room in the house, suppos-

ing that the cooler honey was kept the better for it, the same

as for fruit and other things. This is one of the most common
mistakes made, either by bee-keepers or those purchasing

honey, and one that has much to do with the limited sale of

our product. Some seem to think that the cause of honey

becoming watery is because the bees do not thoroughly ripen

it before sealing over ; but if they used a little more thought

on the subject it would seem that they must see the fallacy of

such an idea; for, whether ripened or not, the honey can only

ooze from the cells after being capt over, on account of a

larger bulk of liquid being in the cell afterward than there

was at the time the bees sealed the cell. This can come from

only one source, which Is always brought about by either cold,

damp weather or a non-circulation of air, or both.

Honey swells only as It becomes damp, and the first that

will be seen of that dampness will be in the unsealed cells

where the honey will have become so thin that it will stand

out beyond the cells, or. In other words, the cells will be heap-

ing full. If the dampness remains, the sealed honey will soon

become watery or transparent, while the honey from the un-

sealed cells will commence to run out, daubing everything

below it; and eventually, if the cause is not removed, the cap-

ping of the cells will burst, and the whole will become a sour-

ing mass. In one or two instances I have seen honey left in

such cold rooms, where the moisture was also very apparent,

that it became so very thin that it ran down from the combs

and stood in puddles on the floor all around the bottoms of

the nice white cases in which it was stored. It was evident

that this houey had once been of the very best quality, from

the nice appearance of the cases ; but the grocer had put it in

the cellar when It arrived at his store, and there It had been

left till it had thus become very nearly good for nothing,

while he was wondering why the bee-keeper who produced it

could not have left It on the hive till it was " ripe."

When I first commenced to keep bees I stored my houey

in a tight room on the north side of the house, where it

usually remained for from four to six weeks before crating

for market. In crating this honey I always found the center

and rear side of the pile watery and transparent in appear-

ance. As that which was stored first was always the worst, I

thought that it must be owing to that being the poorest or

the least ripened, until one year I chanced to place this early

honey by itself in a warm, dry, airy room, when, to my sur-

prise, I found upon crating it that this first honey had kept

perfectly, and was better and nicer than when first taken

from the hive, while the later or more perfect honey, as it

came from the hive, stored In the old room was as watery as

ever.

This gave me the clew to the whole matter ; so, when I

built my shop I located the honey-room In the southwest cor-

ner, and painted the whole of a dark color to absorb the heat

of the midday and afternoon sun. On two sides of this room

I fixt platforms for the honey, and the sections were so piled

on these platforms that the air could circulate all through the

whole pile, even if it reacht the top of the room. During the

afternoons of August and September the temperature of the

room would often be raised to nearly or quite 100-, which

would warm the pile of honey to nearly that degree of heat;

and as this large body of honey once heated retained the same
for some length of time, the temperature of the room would

often be from SO to 'JO- in the morning after a warm day,

when it was as low as 50 to 60° outside at 6 o'clock a.m.

By this means the honey was being ripened each day, and

that in the unsealed cells became thicker and thicker, when,

by Sept. 15 to 20, or after being in the room from four to six

weeks, the sections could be tipt over, or handled in any way
desired, without any honey running from even the unsealed,

open-mouthed cells that might happen to be around the out-

side of any of the sections. By having the door and window
open on hot, windy days the air was caused to circulate freely

through the pile, when I found that It took less time to thor-

oughly ripen the honey than it did where all was kept closed.

In doing this, of course it is necessary to provide screens, so

as to keep flies and bees out of the honey-room.

If I wish to keep honey so late in the season that the rays'

of the sun fail to keep the room sufficiently hot, or should I

desire to keep it into the winter, or at any time when the tem-

perature of the room falls below 70 while the honey is In the

room, I build a fire In the room, or use an oil-stove to heat it

up to the proper temperature of from 90 to 100^. In this

way honey can be kept perfectly for an indefinite period, and

can always be put upon the market In the very best condition.

We should all strive not only to see how large a crop we can

obtain, but also to have the crop, whatever it may be, of good

quality ; keeping it looking nicely at all times, and put it

upon the market In enticing shape. •

It seems foolish to me to neglect our honey, after once

having obtained It, till it deteriorates to the condition of a sec-

ond or third class article. Onondaga Co., N. Y.

Final Reply to C. B. Bankston.

BY DR. C. C. MILLKB.

Mr. Bankston, I have carefully read your reply on page

596, and am glad to take your word for it that I am not ut-

terly hopeless in the matter of mendacity. I confess, how-

ever, that when you speak very strongly about writing from

imagination, and telling that which is not true, and then

quote as an Illustration what I said—well, whatever you

meant, I think the bulk of readers would understand it as I

did. If I understand you properly now, you want me to write

from my own knowledge (the very thing I did), but you want
me not to tell what I have actually seen with my own eyes

unless I know that it accords sufficiently with what others

have observed that no one can be misled by it. I supposed if

I told the whole truth I would not be very far out of the way.

In a nut-shell, the case is, that I wrote exactly from my
experience, and you condemned me for writing from imagina-

tion, and I supposed when the case was plainly put before you

that you would hardly want it to stand in that way. But you

start out by saying, " I do not regret anything I said." I'm

sorry you don't. I thought you would.
McHenry Co., 111.

No. 3.— Establishing a Standard for Queens.

BY DR. E. GALLUP.

There Is a great difference In different strains of bees. I

had one queen that was prolific enough, but her bees were

small, short-lived, and no honey-gatherers. In fact, they

would have starved last spring If I had not fed. I kept her

quite awhile to see what I could make of her, but her bees
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were no Rood, so off went her head. She was a sample sent

as a trial queen. I received eight last season that were not

worth keeping, still f kept them until along Into this summer.
I was willing to try and see if I could do anything with them.

I replaced them with queens reared from a 5-bander—one

that every visitor calls the finest bees in the lot. She is extra-

prolific, and they are good honey-gatherers, and Mr. Mc-
Arthur's fine, large, yellow drones ; yet of every one of the

eight queens reared their workers took back largely towards

the blacks. I gave a frame of eggs to a neighbor, and his

turned out the same. Now I had fine queens purely mated at

the same time, and right in the same yard. This queen was
received in March.

I received one last season from another party, and a

tested, warranted queen at that, and her queen progeny took

back to the blacks. I let the same neighbor have eggs from

her twice, and his turned out the same. There appears to be

no fixt characteristic about them.

I have two more extra-beautiful Albino colonies—great

honey-gatherers, extra-prolific queens, etc.—but I have not

reared any queens from them. I have had too much trouble

in weeding out other unsatisfactory characters. I have seen

an apiary of 300 colonies, and they were not worth keeping.

The owner could count his number of hives, but when he came
to count his profits they were nowhere in comparison to good

colonies. I have been "all through the mill." In my com-

mencement of rearing artificial queens, I reared any quantity

of queens that were superseded the second season. I received

a queen, killed an old queen, and soon found my introduced

queen dead in front of the hive. I then examined for the

cause, and found another queen mistress in the hive. You
know it was then taught and believed that two queens would

not be tolerated in one hive. I then examined other hives

where I had introduced artificial queens, and found two

queens in a hive until 1 was not certain that I had not two

queens in every hive in the yard. That was a puzzler to me
at that time. Qieens that are short lived and peter out the

second season are deficient. Something is lacking in their

make-up. That we can depend upon, every time.

Please have patience with me, and before I get through

this story I will tell you how one can rear good queens—no

matter if Doolittle has told you how. In the mouth of two or

three witnesses everything shall be establisht.

This is an ideal climate for rearing good queens, as we
have a continuous and steady flow of honey—some of the time

not a rapid flow—from the first of March until into October, in

ordinary seasons ; no cold rains or cold weather, but continu-

ous fine weather every day. We had an exception for six

weeks in the spring of 1876. There is only one drawback

—

black bees and hybrids all around me. Djn't be alarmed; I

am not going to rearing queens for sale in opposition to you

chaps.

We now get queens from Italy that play out the second

season, from some Italian breeders. Now, with this method
of rearing short-lived queens, are you sure that you have not

shortened the longevity of the workers at the same time ? If

you have, is it not time to change your tactics, and see what
can be done in increasing the longevity of both queens and

workers? I for one am firmly convinced that it can be done.

Now if we can increase the longevity of our workers, say to

eight weeks in the working season, one can readily see what
an advantage it will make in our honey and wax production.

The queen I sold to Arthur McFaddeu was as well worth

ten dollars as some queens I have received are worth ten

cents. In fact, they are not worth ten cents per bushel, for

one has to furnish a hive and care for them, and the more he

has the worse he is off, as they are an expense to him and no

profit.

I am not scolding, but comimg down to actual facts. I

have received some extra-good queens this season from differ-

ent parties. Of course, I cannot tell about their longevity

—

that remains to be tested.

When I get farther along you will see, I think, where
some of you have failed on account of bad weather, etc., and
not on account of not trying to do the best you could.

Orange Co., Calif.

Reporting the Honey Crop—Other Items.

BV W. P. FAYLOR.

Is it not surprising that so many bee-keepers do them-

selves and others great injustice by reporting vast crops of

honey to the public, and thereby reduce the prices of honey

year by year? I have noticed some such reports as these this

season :

"The biggest crop in ten years;" "Never had such a

honey-flow;" " Bees are rolling in the honey ;" "Supers are

all full, and the end is not yet."

Just one report from each State like these is enough to

demolish the honey-business, and the worst part of it is that a

a few flattering reports fix the general impression which

many times is far from the truth. In nearly all the city mar-

kets the prices of all grades of honey were reduced from one

to two cents a pound this season, and that before any of the

new crop was shipt to the markets. This should be a lesson

to bee-keepers in the future, not to send out flittering reports

of a great yield of honey before the honey is harvested. If it

could benefit the poor by reducing the prices of honey then it

would not be so bad ; but as honey is not a necessity, but

rather a luxury, the poor will go without it tho it might be

bad for a penny a pound. Then, by reducing the price of

honey we do not create a greater demand for its consumption ;

for when we get the price of an article down to almost noth-

ing, the people will begin to think it is worth just so little,

and so have little desire for it. The commission men who
have reduced the prices of honey this season because of the

large prospect, will not sell a pound more of honey because of

reduced prices.

THE HONEY CROP OF 1897.

I believe the honey crop is not anything as great as was
expected from early reports. Michigan and Wisconsin have a

light crop from basswood this year, and in Minnesota and

Iowa the linden proved an entire failure. From the alfalfa

fields come reports of but jn average crop.

California has a large crop from sage : but what figure

does that cut with Eastern honey ? Owing to the war in Cuba
there will not be any of the hundred thousand tons of nice

honey from that country this year. The Roots report 100
pounds of extracted honey per colony, and 50 pounds of comb
honey per colony this year ; the Didants, in five apiaries of

322 colonies, report an average of 50>^ pounds of honey per

colony. These reports from the most favored regions give

nothing flattering to speak of. My own crop is less than an

average yield, owing to an entire failure from basswood.

When basswood yields I get more from that source in a week

than from all other sources in a month's time.

EXTRACTED HONEY VS. COMB HONEY.

I agree with Mr. Bevins, "that extracted honey is the

only honey we ought to produce." It is more readily digested,

hence is healthier, and just as palatable. Extracted honey

can be ripened and cured better, as it can come in direct con-

tact with the atmosphere to thicken it, and thereby evaporate

all thin moisture from it. I have noticed this year consider-

able honey produced by the farmers' black bees, that was capt

pretty and white, but on cutting it open I find the honey thin

and watery.

I have sold on the average, at home this season, fully 10
pounds of extracted honey to one pound of comb honey. In
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order to build up a home market It is necessary to explaiu

matters—give only ripened honey for samples. I have talcen

some of the best white clover honey and fed it bacli to the

bees, and let them digest and cap It a second time, then ex-

tracted it again ; this gives it a doubly good flavor. Then, I

give away many samples of extracted honey, with also a sam-

ple section of comb honey for comparison with it. I tell the

consumer to note the difference in the thickness of the ex-

tracted honey with the honey that runs out of the comb as it

Is cut. This Is usually sufficient to establish the matter, and

almost always gives a preference for flavor to the extracted

article.

DRONES AFFECTED BY THE MATING OF THE QUEEN.

I have sent the editor a sample of drones and worker-

bees from the same queen. These bees are from a 5-banded

queen that mated with a black drone. The queen is as yellow

as gold all over, but you see that some of her drones are

nearly black, and vary fully as much as the workers. I have

often noticed that when a yellow queen is mismated, her

drones will be much darker the second season, but the worker-

bees will be the same. This shows that " the blood is the

life," and affects the drone progeny as well as the workers.

The longer the queen lays, the more does the male progeny

resemble that which she was mated with.

Franklin Co., Iowa.

[The sample of bees sent by Mr. Faylor were surely quite
a medley, varying in color from quite yellow to quite black.

—

Editor.)

Mauagemeut of Bees—How Not to Do It.

BY JOHN H. MARTIN.

A young man near San Gabriel became possest with the

idea that there was a fortune in the management. The idea

having a stronghold upon him, we next find the young man In

possession of a large number of colonies of bees. They were

located not far from a public highway. Some bee-keepers can

so manage an apiary that people living near, or passing to

and fro, will scarcely be molested. Not so with this young
man. He so managed the bees that they possest the country.

The innocent, plodding rancher, a quarter of a mile

away, while speculating upon the probable profits in his

watermelon crop, would be rudely awakened from his reverie

by a whiz like a bullet, and then a sting.

After the bees had gotten in some lively work on human-
ity, they started In on larger game, and became so proficient

that a span of horses were done to death. This proceeding

was a little too much for the suffering community to endure,

and the young man and his bees and their stings were ordered

out of San Gabriel. After paying a goodly sum to the owner
of the team, our novice resolved to move his bees far away
from men and animals, so that there could be no cause for

complaint, and they were accordingly moved to the San Fran-

clskeeto canyon.

The bees were moved during quite warm weather, InsufH-

clent ventilation was given, and at the end of the journey 60
colonies were found dead. It Is surmised that these 60 were

the ones that had a hand—or rather, a tall end—In the death

of the horses, and a just retribution followed.

After the expense of moving, and the loss of the 00 colo-

nies, there was still enough colonies left to secure a very good
honey-yield, but the move had been made too late to catch

the honey-flow, and our bee-master has experienced only dis-

aster, where proper management would have resulted in a

reasonable profit.

HOW TO DO IT.

The proper management of bees consists in having them
domiciled in a good hive—a hive that can be manipulated with

but little Irritation to the sensitive occupants.

There should be a careful breeding from the best strains

of bees ; when the Intelligent bee-master discovers a colony

of bees possessing an even temper, and excellent working
ability, he proceeds to requeen his apiary from that colony.

For the highest success and the most vigorous bees, the re-

queening should be done during the honey-flow. To be sure,

good queens can be reared at other times during the season,

but manipulation of colonies, and especially the little queen-

rearing nuclei, are so much more comfortable and safe from

robbers when the bees are fully occupied in the field.

A large hive full of bees is one that makes the bee-man's

heart glad with hundreds of pounds of honey, and knowing at

about what time the honey-flow will come, he bends all his

energies to get his colonies in proper condition. A little stim-

ulating in the spring may be necessary; a little spreading of

.the brood now and then ; a little equalizing, making the

strong aid the weak. An excellent practice is to leave a

goodly amount of honey in the hive toward the end of the ex-

tracting season. A few full frames of honey in the hive Is to

the little community the same as a fat bank account to a

manufacturing company. After a great amount of experi-

ence the writer is a firm advocate of that way of feeding bees,

be it anywhere from California to Maine.

The careful bee-man moves his bees at just the right time

to catch the honey-flow, and in moving he gives plenty of ven-

tilation ; if the move Is be made in warm weather, it is done in

the night. This moving of bees ought to pay well, for it is

hard labor and attended with much anxiety. The all-night

vigil, treacherous chuck-holes that may break an ankle, the

wierd cry of the owl and coyote, are all accompaniments. Let

those who sneeringly refer to bee-keeping as " fussing with

bees," take note, we have some iron-sinewed men who for

several months work night and day ; these are the bee-men

that know how, and get the big yields of honey.—Rural Cali-

fornian.

Some Experiences of 1897 Described.

BY REV. H. ROHRS.

I am well satisfied with my 24 colonies of bees, they hav-

ing brought me 2,300 pounds of honey. In the spring I lost

some by transferring from 8-frame to 10-frame hives, and by

hunting for the queens to clip their wings. All this I shall

not do next spring. In the spring, I say most decidedly, let

alone, hands off.

My 10-frame hives I am using now have a plain board for

a cover, and a loose bottom. Next spring I will simply lift

the hive from the bottom-board, exchange it for a clean one,

and all my work is done without disturbing the colony.

During apple-blossom time I shall not hunt for the queen

to clip her wing, and may be lose her. The way I ran my
apiary last year and this there is no need for clipping the

queen's wing, for my bees don't swarm any more. In two

years I did not get a single swarm, but twice as much honey

as my neighbors, who had lots of swarms. If my bees don't

swarm there Is no need forclipping the queen's wings, I think.

As I stated before, in the spring I changed from the com-
mon 8-frame Grimm-Langstroth l>i story hive to a 10-frame

New London hive. This hive pleases me, and I thought, now
with my bee-shed and this hive I am well equlpt. As the hives

were of many colors, I placed them confidently close together.

Good friends prophesied disaster. I heeded not. I liked my
shed. 1 could keep the bees, and myself when working with

them, in the shade. During winter I packt them on the sum-
mer stands. So I was satisfied a single-wall hive without pro-

tection is not good for summer or winter— In summer it is too

warm, and in winter too cold. A common chaff hive is too

clumsy to handle. That was the reason I did not want any

—

just as Mr. B. B. Tyrrell says on page 546.
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In spite of the many colors my hWes had, they turned

queenless—queenless. I became sick of my bee-shed. I did

not know what to do. A single-wall hive for summer was
good enough, but for spring and winter It would not do. A
common chaff hive I could not handle aud ventilate as I wisbt.

Now I had seen the advertisement of the New Champion hive,

but I failed to see any good in it, and so said to Mr. Kreut-

ainger and the editor of the American Bee Journal a year ago.

That I was wrong did not take very long to find out, when I

was so happy as to see this new hive In reality before me. I

ordered two sample hives at once. They pleased me in every

way. I wrote Mr. H. Alley, the noted queen-rearer, as I had
found out that he was acquainted with the New Champion.
He wrote back :

" By all means use the New Champion hive.

It is a good one. I have used one very much like it." To this

I say. Amen. To like this hive you must see it. You can

take it apart in half a minute, and put it up again in a min-

ute. Bees want shade and ventilation ; this hive gives both.

Bees waut protection and warmth during winter; this hive

affords it. Bees do not like it either too cold or too warm ;

this hive accommodates them. I will have no other hive than

this. I have ordered 50 for all my bees, as I have now 47
colonies. Rock Co., Wis.

BEEDDM BOILED DOWN.

GiTing- Due Credit.—The practice of copying an
item or article and then instead of giving proper credit,

merely saying " Exchange," seems to be working its way into

bee-periodicals. Bad. Stop it. If a thing is worth copying
it is worth crediting properly.

Size of 'Queens.—Editor Hutchinson, in comment-
ing upon an article by G. M. Doolittle, which he copies from
the American Bee Journal, endorses the idea that large size

is not such a very desirable thing in queens, and says some of
the best results he ever obtained came from colonies with
medium-sized or small queens. For all that, it's " human
nater " to be pleased at the sight of a queen of unusual size.

merging the Two Unions.—Amalgamation was
opposed by Prof. Cook, and ho thought there was no need of

the new Union. His views have changed, aud he now frankly
says (Gleanings, page 659) : "I do not believe both Unions
will survive. I do not think there is room for both I am
firmly of the opinion that the two Unions should be merged
into one; and it begins to be very clear to me which one will

survive."

Honey on ttae Pfetr Drawn Fondation.—
At the Texas convention, as reported in Southland Queen, O.
P. Hyde had a section of honey made on drawn foundation,
and said the bees were slow to accept it, and it had more fish-

bone than thin foundation of the ordinary kind gave. Nearly
all report differently, and it is evident that different circum-
stances may produce different results—a rule that holds good
pretty generally.

A Xopsy-Turvy 'Weather-Man.—Reports indi-

cate some topsy-turvying of the weather, the weather-man
having some way gotten the pigeon-holes changed, giving us
cool weather in August and August weather in September.
Either the present weather-man will have to be straightened
out or a brand new one given the job—one who will "keep
things right side up."

Breeding for Longer Tongues.-Prof. Cook,
in Gleanings, page 658, refers to the answers in the American
Bee Journal as to the possibility and desirability of increas-
ing the length of bees' tongues, and Is surprised to find that
seven of the repliers have doubt as to the success of efforts to

breed for longer tongues. He thinks it will take long years
and much patience with the right man back of it, using a
tongue-gauge to note small differences in tongue-length and
taking advantage of these small differences. But instead of

having the effort made by one man, or a few men, why would

it not be a good plan for the whole fraternity to be engaged in

It ? There is a big difference now In the length of bees' ton-
gues, and with a whole lot at the work some one would strike
on a colony with extra length of tongue that would send the
business a long ways ahead at a single bound. Put as much
enthusiasm into the chase for long tongues as was put Into
the chase for stripes, and long tongues will hardly need long
years to be reacht.

To Discourage Robbing.—H. E. Hill gives the
following plan to discourage robbers: Punch a small hole
near the bottom of a tin pail or can, put in a plug which will

allow a constant dropping of water. Set this on the hive, and
let the drops fall on a block an inch high at the entrance.
The spray from the drops discourages the robbers, while the
height of the block prevents the spray from troubling the
guards.—American Bee-Keeper, page 261.

Prevention of S^-arming and Increase.—
Doolittle prevents swarming and increase in his out-apiary by
caging the queen before swarming is thought of. In 10 days
he carefully cuts out every queen-cell, leaving the colony hope-
lessly queenless. Then the queen, or any other queeu that he
prefers, is put into a cage that has % inch hole, an inch long,
stuft full of the " Good " candy. It takes the bees five days
to eat through the candy, making 15 days in all that no
queen has been laying, and that stops all desire to swarm.

—

Gleanings, page 666.

Gro-wing Sweet Clover in Fields.—Perhaps
every one knows that sweet clover grows with no effort along
the roadside, and yet many find it difficult to get it to grow in

cultivated fields. W. H. Eagerty makes a roadside of his

field. First has ground well plowed and harrowed before
sowing, early in spring, if possible in March. Now conies the
trick. He hitches four or more horses abreast and drives
them back and forth till the ground is packt solid. By driving
In straight lines he has the clover come up in rows.—Glean-
ings, page 666.

Best 'Wood tor Hives.—The lightest and most
porous wood is the best non-conductor of heat. Taking water
as a standard, the density of different woods is as follows :

Oak, 1.02; beech, 0.86; walnut, 0.85; pine, 0.59; maple,
0.54; poplar, 0.45 ; which makes poplar the warmest, and
so the best wood for hives. So says Muenchener Bienen-
zeitung. There must be a difference between their woods and
ours, to make maple lighter than pine, and, besides, there are
other things than warmth to be considered in hive-making, so

that In general pine is likely to hold its place in the making
of hives.

Large vs. Small Hives.—It is well known that
the Dariauts have for a long time argued in favor of large

hives, taking no particular part in the discussion as to the
relative merits of the 8 and 10 frame hives, considering both
entirely too small. W. Z. Hutchinson has stood for small
hives, and wondered how the Dadants could have such differ-

ent views. He now thinks that both are right, the difference

resulting from differing conditions in different localities, espe-

cially time and length of honey harvests. So there you are,

and you must find out whether your locality is a Dadant or a
Hutchinson locality.

Publishing Honey Crop Prospects.—Glean-
ings Is feeling a little uneasy in conscience because it was per-

haps a little optimistic in expressing its views as to the pros-

pect of the honey crop. It is a hard thing to forecast the

state of the market, and while it is a useful thing to get the

views of the different bee-papers, one should always use his

own judgment. Gleanings thinks it will be a little chary
about advising hereafter, but if it gives no advice at all, some
of its cllentelle will be mad. The American Bee Journal ad-
vised that bee-keepers should be satisfied with 12 cents

—

which perhaps was a rash thing to specify a particular figure,

for while that might be excellent advice for some it would be

bad for others. Fix it as you like, the journals have a diffi-

cult duty to perform in the matter, and too much ought not

to be expected of them.

The nicEvoy Foul Brood Treatment Is

given in Dr. Howard's pamphlet on " Foul Brood ; Its Natural
History and Rational Treatment." It is the latest publication

on the subject, and should be in the hands of every ijee-keeper.

Price, 25 cents ; or clubbed with the Bee Journal for one year
—both for $1.10.
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[QueBtions may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Ur. Miller direct.l

Keeping Frames of Honey Over Winter.

I have some extracting-frames filled and mostly capt.
1. Would it granulate if put one or two supers high under

the brood-chamber '?

2. Would it be better to leave it on top ? I want them in

the spring for dividing, for increase, or for feeding in case of
a-honey failure, which comes here as regular as a crop.

Reader.

Answer.— Put under a colony would be little different

from having the honey entirely away from the hive, and you
may count on granulation when the weather is cold enough,
altho granulation will not come as promptly as if the honey
was extracted. Placed over, the rising heat from the bees

would retard granulation still more, and if the colony is suffi-

ciently strong the bees might partly cover the frames.

Queen Questions—Slimuiative Feeding -Drones.

1. I have a selected queen (dipt) for the purpose of re-
queening. In examination one day I found (in the same hive)
a laying queen of the same looks which was not dipt; I caged
her, and continued looking for my dipt queen, which was
also found on another comb. How Is this? Is it an usual
thing for two laying queens to be In one hive without any
division ?

2. Does a laying queen ever leave the hive on any other
occasion save that of swarming or absconding? If so, on
what reason else ?

3. Does clipping injure queens in any way ?

4. Is Doolittle's "Scientific Queen-Rearing" the best
method of rearing best queens ?

5. What mouth is best to rear good queens in the United
States? or what time is best to import a queen ?

6. Do bees discharge any feces? If so, where do they
deposit it?

7. Will sugar syrup feeding sti-nulate breeding? If so,
is it as good as honey?

8. How long do drones live ? Jamaica.

Answer.9.— 1. Every now and then some one finds two
queens in a hive. Generally, however, it is a case of mother
and daughter, the mother being old and soon failing entirely,

I had one cas'e, however, in which two queens, not related,

both apparently vigorous, dwelt together amicably a number
of weeks, both laying In the same colony.

2. As a rule no, but there have been exceptions reported.

It is just possible, however, that those who reported the ex-

ceptions were mistaken in their observations.

3. I think not. Some say that bees are more likely to

supersede a dipt queen, but this may be because the super-

sedure of a dipt queer can be readily detected, while a queen
with whole wings may be superseded and the change not be

noticed, because the new queen looks so much like the old.

4. Every one Is likely to think his own method best, but
you may feel safe In general In following Doollttle. He's a

very close and careful observer, and a conscientious adviser.

4. (lood queens are reared throughout all the hot months,
and perhaps there would be no trouble in your getting them
any time from tluno to the last of September.

'i. Yes, when on the wing away from the hivo, except
when through long confinement they become practically dis-

eased, and then pollute the hive and combs with their excre-

ment.

7. Any feeding will tend to stimulate breeding, but sugar

syrup is not so good as honey.

7. No specific length of time. They generally live till

the workers decide they are no longer wanted, there being a

failure, more or less, of the yield of honey.

Honey-Plants to be IVamed.

I send samples of two kinds of flowers. No. 1 and No. 2,
on which my bees are working vigorously. I would like to

know what they are worth as honey-plants. Penn.

Answer. —As I have said more than once, I am not much
of a botanist, and I cannot name the plants you send beyond

saying they belong to the compo>itse But any plant upon

which bees work vigorously is of value, and that, even the

they never store a drop of surplus therefrom. For there's a

good deal that's relative in the value of honey-plants. Sup-

pose you have a plant that yields one-fourth as much honey

as clover. If clover is plenty, and the plant in question

blooms at the same time, the bees will not touch it ; it is

worthless. But if it comes at a time when no nectar can be

had from any other source, the bees will work busily upon it,

and it is of real value. Even if they get very little honey

from it, the fact that they work vigorously upon it shows that

it yields more than perhaps anything else at that particular

time, and it keeps the bees from robbing and other mischief,

and helps to keep the queen laying.

Moving Bees—Queen I.o»t in AVintcr—Transfer-
ring—Wiring Frames—Shading and Ven-

tilating New Colonics.

1. How and when can I move my apiary about 30 yards ?

Last winter, during a cold spell of weather, I moved my bees,

and in about 10 days the weather turned warm and the bees
came out and went back to the old stand, and clustered on a
trunk of a tree.

2. In ease a queen dies during winter, do the bees rear

them another ? If so, does she have to wait until spring to

be fertilized ?

3. In transferring, how Would it do to drive the bees from
the old hive into a new one with foundation, and not transfer

any of the old comb ?— a satisfactory job which I have
never been able to do.

4. Should the wire, in wiring foundation in frames, be
drawn tight or left slack ?

5. How much smaller than the inside of a frame should
the foundation be?

6. Why is there so much more stress (In the papers) laid

on shading and ventilating a colony of bees just hived or

transferred, than there is on an old colony ?

Tennessee.

Answers.— 1. The time to move them is when they will

not fly again for some considerable time, and so mark their

location upon their next flight. Perhaps that's the very thing

you tried to do, but it turned out that they had a flight sooner

than you expected. It might perhaps bo better to wait till

later in the winter—that's guessing that you moved them

early in the winter—but the probability is that in Tennessee

warm spells come almost any time in the winter. It will help

matters somewhat if at the time of moving you set up boards

In front of the hive, so that the bees cannot fly directly out of

the hives. Another thing might help : When the first warm
day comes, and tho boos begin to fly out, shut them into the

hives so thoy can't fly—look out you don't smother them—and

after thoy have struggled to make an exit for some time, open

the entrance, having the board In front as before-mentioned,

and they will do bettor at marking tho entrance. If you can-

not keep them from going back to the old spot, set there one

or more hives with combs In them, and after they stop flying
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for the day take the bees and add them to the hive that needs

them most.

2. Wheu a queeu dies in winter, you may count the colony

Is gone up. There Is no brood or eggs present from which to

rear a queen.

3. It will do all right, and if you drive all the bees you

will have a good colony. But of course you'll lose all the

brood in the hive, which amounts to a good deal. If you get

the queen and most of the bees, leaving enough bees In the

hive to take care of the brood, you can drive out the rest three

weeks later, adding them to the colony, thus having all the

bees you would have had if the bees had been left in the old

hive. A favorite way with some is to wait till a prime swarm
issues, hive the swarm in a frame hive, then three weeks

later drive out the balance.

4. I'm not sure. I've put in a great deal of wire, and
have always drawn it tight, but some say that with horizontal

wiring there will be less sagging of the foundation if the wire

be left slack. I think so good authorities as C. P. Dadant and
the A. I. Root Co. favor this view. If the wires be perpen-

dicular, perhaps all would have them tight. I've just con-

sulted Root's catalog, and they say the wire should be "drawn
just tight enough to take up the slack (be sure not too tight or

the foundation will buckle)."

5. The same authority says to cut the foundation % inch

shallower than the Inside depth of the frame. Nothing Is said

about the horizontal length of the foundation, but % inch Is

not needed there ; '4 Inch will make good work, and If the

hive Is level from front to rear, there is no need of more than

% Inch between the foundation and the end-bar, and I've had
very good work with no space whatever.

6. Just because the bees put so much stress on It. With

a well establisht home and a rising family the bees will stand-

a great deal of heat before they will desert, but when there is

nothing of that kind to hold them, the bees are more exacting

in their requirements, and if the hive is too hot and close

they'll promptly take their departure. One thing that makes
some difference is that at the time of swarming there is a

great deal of excitement, and that makes the heat greater.

Stores for Wlnter- -Ventilaling Hives to Prevent
Swarming.

1. I have four colonies of bees, and this year took 300
pounds of honey in one-pound sections, and the honey-flow
ceast suddenly about July 1, when a drouth set in and still

continues, no rain yet. The last of August I made an exami-
nation, and found the colonies all strong, but almost destitute

of honey, so I at once began to feed, and fed each colony just
15 pounds of granulated sugar, with an equal amount of

water by measure. Is that amount of sugar and water sutJS-

clent to carry them through until spring?
2. I see it recommended by some bee-keepers to raise the

hives from the bottom-boards in summer to give ventilation

and prevent swarming ? As my hives are all nailed fast to

the bottom-boards, would you advise loosening them in order
to raise them ? or would you let them alone?

3. If so raised, would not the queen, when she comes out
with a swarm, be liable to come out at the back or sides of the
hive, and be lost? My queens are all dipt.

4. My hives are all 8-frame dovetailed, with a scant \i

inch entrance the full width. I had thought of enlarging
them to one inch, the full width, next spring, thinking that
would give them sufficient ventilation. Would you advise
that, or not?

5. I have been following the plan of controlling swarm-
ing where no Increase is desired, as given by you in your book,
" A Year Among the Bees," page t>9, by caging the queen for

10 days, then releasing her after cutting out all queen-cells.

I have been very successful that way, yet it requires consid-
erable work. Do you still like the plan ? And do you think
the bees will work just as well where the queen is caged for

10 days ? Indiana.

Answers.— 1. The bees may, and they may not, have

sufficient stores. It makes a difference whether they are cel-

lared or not. It makes a big difference whether there is a

good yield of fall honey or nothing whatever. Very likely,

with what they may gather—for usually they gather a little

fall honey—they will come through all right. Besides, there

may have been enough honey in the hive before feeding to

make quite a little difference. If wintered in the cellar they

will most likely be all right.

2. There are advantages and disadvantages in both ways,

but on the whole I believe I don't want any tight bottoms,

altho for years I had many of them.

3. Clipt queens may be a little more likely to be lost If

the hive Is open all around, but I never could discover any
difference. It is more troublesome, however, to find the queen

when she comes out if you have to watch on four sides of the

hive instead of one.

4. Yes, as soon as the weather is warm, I'd rather have

an inch than half as much. Of course you wouldn't enlarge

the entrance by cutting away any part of the hive proper,

but by making the change in the bottom-board. A good way
practiced by some is to make slender wedges the entire length

of the hive, the head of the wedge being half an Inch or an

inch thick, depending on how large you want the entrance,

the head of the wedge being under the side of the hive In

front, and the wedge running down to a sharp edge at the

back end of the hive.

5. Yes, the plan is a good one, where there is any one

present to watch for swarms when they issue. It requires a

good deal of work to cut out the cells, and the worst of it Is

that you may miss cells. Altho it takes a good deal more

room to describe it, I think you will find the plan given on the

next page requires less labor, as in that plan you get the bees

themselves to destroy the queen-cells, and they never miss

any. I doubt if the bees do as well at building comb while

the queen is caged or out of the hive, but they might do less

in the long run if the swarm were hived in the usual way.

— m »

Candied Hone)" in Conib§ Tor Winter.

I have 200 colonies of bees, and each colony has from
three to Ave frames of Crt/idieti honey In them. What is best

to do with it ? We run for comb honey. Will the bees winter
well on the old candied honey ? I neglected to extract out of

the brood-chamber last fall with above results.

COLOBADO.

Answer.—If there is enough liquid honey in. the hives

aside from that which is candied, the bees may winter all

right. And If by using both the liquid and the candied they

will have enough, still they may winter all right. It is doubt-

ful If the candied honey, however. Is as good as the liquid.

The bees generally take out the softer part and leave the

harder grains, or rather they throw these grains out of the

hive, wasting it. Just what they do with it wheu it is candied

into one uniform mass, I don't know. I suspect that in the

dry climate of Colorado they might have trouble to do any-

thing with it, still they manage hard, dry sugar-candy, and

perhaps they'd manage the honey that was entirely solid.

From what has been said, you will see that the probability Is

that if bees do winter on candied honey, It will take more

than of the liquid.

If you should get through the winter all right, the prob-

lem will still remain : What shall be done with the granu-

lated honey left In the combs ? The whole thing could be

melted up, but It seems too bad to destroy the combs. Per-

haps If openly exposed the bees would rob it out. In case the

granules are thrown out, somethlug could be set under the

combs to collect them, and then they could be melted. Per-
haps it might be a good thing to sprinkle the combs with
water before offering them to the bees.

Now all this is largely guessing, and It would be a kind-

ness If some Colorado man who has "been through the mill "

would tell us all about it.
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Editorial Con)n)cr}i^^

The Xorttiwestern Convention, to be held

at the New Briggs House, northeast corner of Randolph street

and Fifth avenue, Chicago, Wednesday and Thursday, Nov.
10 and 11, promises to be a good one. Editor Hutchinson,
of the Bee-Keepers' Review, expects to be here ; and Editor

E. R. Root, of Gleanings, says he "might come with some
coaxing." We think he ought to come without coaxing.

Remember, this meeting comes during the Fat Stock
Show, when the railroad rates will be low. It is likely that

the IlliDois State Bee-Keepers' Convention will hold a session

some time during the two days, as may be decided upon after

the members get here.

We are hoping that every bee-keeper within at least 200
miles of Chicago will be here. There will likely be no essays,

but lots of very Interesting and profitable discussions, in regu-

lar old Northwestern style. Come.

The Illinois Honey Exhibit at the State Fair,

held at Springfield Sept. 27 to Oct. 2, inclusive, was very

fine Indeed. The editor of the American Bee Journal had the

honor, as well as pleasure, of acting as judge of the exhibits

In the apiary department, and was In attendance Wednesday
and Thursday, Sept. 29 and 30.

We might say here that, so far as wo know, the Illinois

Fair Is the most liberal In Its premium list toward bee-keepers,

of any Fair association In this country. The cash premiums
offered this year amounted to a total of )S164r. No wonder
creditable displays were made.

The premiums offered on bees and honey were this year

divided— first, "For Illinois bee-keepers only;" and, second,

" Open to the world." In the former there were four exhibi-

tors ; and in the latter, seven, the three extra being from

Michigan. But we noticed that the entries made did not quite

cover all the premiums offered.

The judge, in making the awards, was governed by the

rules adopted by the Illinois State Bee-Keepers' Association,

publisht on page 261 of the Bee Journal for April 29, lb97.

The following were the winners of the premiums :

FOR ILLINOIS BEE-KEEPEKS ONLY.

Display of comb honey— 1st, $25, M. J. Becker; 2nd,
.S15, Jas. A. Stone & Son ; 3rd, $5, Geo. Poindexter.

Case of white clover comb honey, 12 to 24 lbs.— 1st, So,
M. J. Becker ; 2nd, .S3, Jas. A. Stone & Son.

Case of basswood honey, 12 to 24 lbs.— 1st, §5, S. G.
Soverhill.

Case of comb honey from fall flowers— 1st, $5, Jas. A.
Stone & Son.

Display of extracted honey— 1st, $25, C. Becker ; 2nd,
$15, Jas. A. Stone & Son ; 3rd, $5, Geo. Poindexter.

Display of samples of extracted honey named— 1st, $5, C.

Becker ; 2nd, .$3, Jas. A. Stone & Sod.
Display of candied honey— 1st, $15, Jas. A. Stone & Son;

2nd, $10, C. Becker.
Display of beeswax— 1st, $15, Jas. A. Stone & Son ; 2nd,

$10, C. Becker.
Display of queen-bees in cages— 1st, $5, Thos. S. Wal-

lace; 2nd, .$3, Jas. A. Stone & Son.
Display of Illinois honey-plants— 1st, $5, C. Becker; 2nd,

$3, Geo. Poindexter.

OPEN TO THE WORLD.

Display of comb honey— 1st, $25, W. Z. Hutchinson ;

2nd, $15, Geo. H. Kirkpatrick.
Collection of labeled cases containing 12 or more pounds

of white honey from different flowers— 1st, $10, Geo. H. Kirk-
patrick ; 2nd, $5, W. Z. Hutchinson.

Collection of labeled cases containing 12 or more pounds
of amber or dark honey from different flowers— 1st, $10, Geo.
H. Kirkpatrick.

Display of extracted honey— 1st, $25, W. Z. Hutchinson ;

2nd, $15, C. Becker; 3rd, $5, Geo. H. Kirkpatrick.
Display of samples of extracted honey, named— 1st, $5,

Geo. H. Kirkpa'rick; 2Dd, $3, W. Z. Hutchinson.
Display of candied honey— 1st, .$15, Jas. A. Stone & Son ;

2nd, $10, W. Z. Hutchinson.
Display of beeswax— 1st, $15, W. Z. Hutchinson; 2nd,

$10, Jas. A. Stone & Son.
One frame dark Italian bees— 1st, .$5, Geo. Poindexter

;

2nd, $3, Elmer Hutchinson.
One frame golden Italian bees— 1st, $0, Thos. S. Wallace;

2nd, $3, W. Z. Hutchinson.
One frame Carniolan bees— 1st, $5, W. Z. Hutchinson ;

2nd. .$3, Geo. S. Kirkpatrick.
One frame Albino bees— 1st, $5, Geo. H. Kirkpatrick ;

2nd, $3, W. Z. Hutchinson.
One frame Cyprian bees—1st, $5, Elmer Hutchinson;

2nd, .$3, Geo. H. Kirkpatrick.
One frame Holy Land bees—1st, $5, W. Z. Hutchinson;

2nd, $3, Geo. H. Kirkpatrick.
One frame black bees— 1st, $5, W. Z. Hutchinson ; 2nd,

$3, Geo. Poindexter.

We might say that we found the rules for judging a very

great help, but in several instances they need revising badly.

At some future time we hope to point out some of their weak
points, now that they have had one good test.

Bees 'Win Agfain.—Mr. J. L. Strong, of Page Co.,

Iowa, it will be remembered, was in trouble last year on ac-

count of keeping bees In a city. His case came up in the

courts recently, and of course decided in his favor. Here is

what he reported Sept. 29 :

I wrote you last January that proceedings had been com-
menced In the district court to prevent me from keeping bees

In the city of Clarinda, Iowa, claiming the same as a nuisance.
The suit was to have come up in the January term, but was
continued until the present term, when a decree was given In

favor of the defense.
The plaintiff had an army of witnesses, but when they

went ou the stand, they knew very little about what they
were expected to testify to. The trial occupied a day, and the
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plaintiff tried bard to show that the bees destroyed both
grapes and peaches ; but the Goverunaent Report by N. W.
McLain seemed to settle the matter with the Judge, who gave
his decision in favor of the " little busy bee."

J. L. Strong.

Here Is another proof that very little besides past experi-

ments and former court decisions are needed to protect bee-

keepers in their right to keep bees, and to prove that the pur-

suit Is not a nuisance. What Is most needed now is a big

effort to stop the adulteration of honey. That Is the next

stronghold to be taken by bee-keepers. And the New Union

will help do it just as soon as there is a sufBciently large bank

account at its back. We hope bee-keepers will soon begin to

realize this fact, and pour in their membership dollars to aid

in carrying forward a work that is so directly In their own In-

terest as this. Send your dollar to us or to the Secretary, Dr.

A. B. Mason, Station B, Toledo, Ohio, and have a hand in the

fight. ____^,,,^^^
Xhe Xe'^' Union's Constitution was some-

what overhauled at the recent Buffalo convention; or per-

haps we would better say that certain amendments were rec-

ommended, the same to be approved or rejected at the time of

the annual election to be held in December. But before giving

the suggested changes, we here show

'I'lie :\'e^v Union's Present Constitution.

ARTICLE I.—Name.

This organization shall be known as the United States
Bee-Keepers' Union.

ARTICLE II.—Objects.

Its objects shall be to promote and protect the Interests of

its members ; to defend them in their lawful rights; to enforce
laws against the adulteration of honey ; to prosecute dis-

honest honey commission-men ; and to advance the pursuit of

bee-culture in general.

ARTICLE III.—Membership.

Sec. 1.—Any person may become a member upon the pay-
ment of a membership fee of one dollar annually to the Sec-

retary or General Manager on or before the first day of Jan-
uary of each year, except as provided in Section 8 of Article

VI of this Constitution.

ARTICLE IV.—Officers.

Sec. 1.—The officers of this Union shall be a President, a
Vice-President, a Secretary and a Board of Directors which shall

consist of a General Manager and six Directors, whose terms
of office shall be for one year, or until their successors are

elected and qualified ; and the Director, aside from the Gen-
eral Manager, receiving the largest number of votes shall be
chairman of the Board of Directors.

ARTICLE V.

—

Election of Officers.

Sec. 1.—The President, Vice-President, and Secretary
shall be elected by ballot by a majority of the members pres-

ent at each annual meeting of the Union, and shall constitute

the Executive Committee.

Sec. 2.—The General Manager and the Board of Direc-

tors shall be elected by ballot during the month of December
of each year by a majority of the members voting ; blank
Postal Card ballots for this purpose, accompanied by a full

list of the membership, shall be mailed to each member by
the General Manager ; and said ballots shall be returned to a

committee of two members, who shall be appointed by the
Executive Committee, whose names and postoflice address shall

besenttothe General Manager by said Executive Committee
on or before the 15th of the November preceding the elec-

tion. Said committee of two shall count the ballots and cer-

tify the result to the General Manager during the first week
In January.

ARTICLE VI.—Duties of Officers.

Sec. 1.

—

President—It shall be the duty of the President
to preside at the annual meeting of the Union ; and to per
form such other duties as may devolve upon the presiding
officer.

Sec. 2.

—

Vice-President—In the absence of the President
the Vice-President shall perform the duties of President.

Sec. 3.

—

Secretary— It shall be the duty of the Secretary

to keep a record of the proceedings of the annual meeting ; to
receive membership fees; to furnish the General Manager
with the names and postoffice address of those who become
members at the annual meeting ; to pay to the Treasurer of

the Union all moneys left In his hands after paying the ex-

penses of the annual meeting; and to perform such other
duties as may be required of him by the Union ; and he shall

receive such sum for his services, not exceeding $25, as may
be granted by the Board of Directors.

Sec. 4.

—

General Mann/jcr—The General Manager shall

be Secretary of the Board of Directors, and shall keep a list

of the names of members with their postoffice address ; receive

membership fees, and be Treasurer of this Union. He shall

give a bond in such amount, and with such conditions as may
be required and approved by the Board of Directors, for the

faithful performance of his duties, and perform such other ser-

vices as may be required of him by the Board of Directors, or

by this Constitution.

Sec. 5.—At the time of sending the ballots to the mem-
bers for the annual election of the Board of Directors, he shall

also send to each member a statement of the financial condi-

tion of the Union, and a report of the work done by said Board
of Directors.

Sec. 6.—The Board of Directors shall pay the General
Manager such sura for his services as said Board may deem
proper, but not to exceed 20 per cent, of the receipts of the

Union. Said Board shall meet at such time and place as it

may decide upon.

Sec. T.—Board of Directors—The Board of Directors shall

determine what course shall be taken by the Union upon
any matter presented to it for consideration, that does not

conflict with this Constitution ; and cause such extra, but

equal, assessments to be made on each member as may be-

come necessary, giving the reason to each member why such
assessment is required ;

provided that not more than one as-

sessment shall be made in any one year, and not to an amount
exceediug the annual membership fee, without a majority vote

of all the members of the Union.

Sec. S.—Any member refusing, or neglecting, to pay said

assessment as required by the Board of Directors shall forfeit

his membership, and his right to become a member of the

Union for one year after said assessment becomes due.

ARTICLE VII.—Funds.

Sec. 1.—The funds of this Union may be used for any pur-

pose that the Board of Directors may consider for the interest

of its members, and for the advancement of the pursuit of

bee-culture.
ARTICLE VIII.—Vacancies.

Any vacancy occurring in the Board of Directors may be

filled by the Executive Committee ; and any vacancy occurring

In the Executive Committee shall be filled by the Board of

Directors.

ARTICLE IX.—Meetings.

This Union shall hold annual meetings at such time and
place as shall be agreed upon by the Executive Committee,
who shall give at least 60 days' notice In the bee-periodicals,

of the time and place of meeting.

ARTICLE X.

—

Amendments.

This Constitution may be altered or amended by a ma-
jority vote of all the members, provided notice of said altera-

tion or amendment has been given at a previous annual

meeting.

Secretary Mason has written out the changes proposed at

Buffalo, and forwarded them to us for insertion in these col-

umns. He presents them as follows :

Mr. Editor:—At the recent meeting of the United States

Bee-Keepers' Union, held in Buffalo, N. Y., the following

amendments to the Constitution were proposed by A. B.

Mason, in accordance with Article X of the Constitution :

constitutional changes recommended.

That Article III, Section 1, be amended so as to read:
" Any person who is in accord with the purpose and aim of

this Union, and will work in harmony with the same, may be-

come a member by the payment of one dollar annually to the

General Manager or Secretary ; and said membership shall

expire at the end of one year from the time of said payment,

except as provided In Section 8 of Article VI of this Constitu-

tion."

That Article IV be so amended as to read: " Section 1.

—
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The officers of this Union shall be a President, a Vice-Presi-
dent, a Secretary, and a Board of Directors, which shall con-
sist of a General Manager and six Directors whose term of
office shall be for three years, or until their successors are
elected and qualided, except that the term of office of the two
Directors having received the smallest number of votes at the
time of voting for Directors in March, 1897, shall expire
Dec. 81, 1897 ; and that the term of office of the two Direc-
tors having received the next largest number of votes at the
said time of voting shall expire Dec. 31, 1S9S ; and that the
term of office of the two Directors having received the largest
number of votes at the said time of voting shall expire Dec.
31, 1899."

" Section 2.—The Board of Directors shall choose their
own chairman."

That Sectiou 2 of Article V be amended so as to read
"The General Manager and the two Directors to succeed the
two whose term of office expires each year, shall be elected by
ballot during the month of December of each year by a ma-
jority vote of the members voting ; and the Board of Direc-
tors shall prescribe how all votes of the members shall be
taken."

That the words "at the annual meeting," in Section 3 of
Article VI be substituted by the words, " whenever requested
by him ; to make a report at the annual meeting of the Union,
and whenever requested to do so by the Board of Directors, of
all moneys received and paid out by him since the last annual
meeting."

That Section 5 of Article VI be amended so as to read :

"At the time of sending the ballots to the members for the
annual election, he shall also send to each member a list of
the names of all members, and an itemized statement of all

receipts and expenditures of the funds of the Union by the
Board of Directors, and a report of the work done by said
Board of Directors."

That the words " altered or," in Article X, be erased.
A. B. Mason, Sec.

The amendments are now before the New Union's mem.
bers as they will be presented to be voted upon later on. As
all of them were almost unanimously approved at Buffalo,

they will doubtless be adopted and become a part of the Con-
stitution in December.

TJ?e Weekly Budget.

The One-Piece Section Co. (formerly the Wauzeka Sec-

tion Co.) has recently removed from Wauzeka to Prairie du
Chien, Wis. Mr. W. P. Keyes is the manager of the concern.

Dr. F. W. Rich, of Cook Co., 111., dropt in to see us one

day last week. He is one of the new bee-keepers, and will

make a success with his bees. He anticipates going into the

business extensively another season.

Mr. W. C. Lyman, of Dupage Co., III., gave us a short

call this week. He increast from about 50 colonies the past

season to 80, and took about one ton of honey. He sells in

the home market. He will attend the Northwestern conven-
tion next month hero in Chicago.

Rev. a. B. Mettler, of La Salle Co., III., called on us

last week, when attending the annual session of the Rock
River Conference of the Methodist church being held in this

city. Mr. Mettler is a bee-keeper as well as a preacher. We
regretted not seeing him, as we happened to be out of the

office when he called.

Hon. a. S. Hardv, Premier of Ontario, Canada, In his

boyhood days cultivated a taste for honey. The Canadian
Bee Journal reports that at the recent Toronto Exposition Mr.

Hardy spent some time at the tent where bees were exhibited,

and also visited the honey exhibit. No wonder our Canadian
bee-keeping friends are proud of their Premier. Most men In

high official position have but little time to even noMce things

outside of their special office. But the majority of them
would be interested in such sweet things as honey and bees if

they had half a chance.

Mr. D. W. Heise—one of the many bright and original

Canadian bee-keepers—contributes to the Canadian Bee Jour-

nal quite regularly an interesting column or two called "Notes
and Pickings." Whenever he begins "Picking" on us, we'll

make "Notes " of it, and then he'll likely be about as "hot"
as his name would indicate when pronounced in Germany.

C. L. BowEN, of Ray Co., Mo., referring to a lost copy of

the Bee Journal last month, said :

"My paper failed to come last week—the first time in 10
years."

We hardly need be ashamed of a record like that—only

one copy of a weekly bee-paper missing in 10 years !

Mr. F. Grabbe, of Lake Co., III., dropt in upon us a week
ago yesterday. Besides his bees he is interested in the sale

of a very fine table or drinkiug water that flows at the rate of

six gallons per minute from a spring on his place. What a

fine thing it would be if he could get all the people in Chicago

to drinking his clear, pure water. Then we'd have no saloons,

75 per cent, less policemen to pay for, but few criminal court

cases—in fact, a very desirable place to live.

Now New Subscribers
4 September—Oct.—Nov.—December 4

4 MONTHS FOR 25 GTS.
Get Your Bee-Keeping Friends and Neighbors

to Take the Old American Bee Journal.

We would like to have each of our present readers send us
two new subscribers for the Bee Journal before November 1,

1897. That surely will not be hard to do, when each will

need to pay only 25 cents for the last -1 months of this

year, or only about (3 cents a month for the weekly
American Bee Journal. Any one with only a colony or two
of bees should jump at such an offer as that.

Now, we don't ask you to work for us for nothing, but

will say that for each t'wo new 25c. subscribers you send us,

we will mail you your choice of one of the following list:

Wood Binder for the Bee Journal 20c.
50 copies of leiflet on '" Why Eat Honey?" !0c.
50 '• " on •' How to Keep Honey " 20c.
50 ' " on " Alsike Clover" 20c.
I copy each " Preparation of Honey for the Market "(10c.)
and Doollttle's " Hive I Ubo " (5e.) 15o.

1 copy o;ich Dadants' "Handling Bees" (8c.)and " Bee-
Pasturage a Necessity " (lOc.) 18c.

Dr. Howard's boob on " F )ul Brood," 2oc.
Kohnke'B "Foul Bro-d " boo it 25c.
Cheshire's " Foul Brood " book (10c.) and Dadants' •• Hand-

ling Bees" [8c ] 18o.
Dr. Foote's Hand-Book of Health 25o.
Hural Life Book 25o.
Our Poultry Doctor, by Fanny Felld 25o.
Poultry for Market and Profit, by Fanny Field 25c.
Capons and Caponizlng — 25c.
Turkeys for Market and Profit 25c.
Green 8 Four Books on Frult-G rowing 25c.
Kopp Commercial Calculator No. 1 25c.
Silo and Silage, by Prof. Cook 25c.
BleneuKultur [German] 40c.
Kendall's Horse-Book [English or German] S5c.
I Pound While Clover Seed 25c.
1 " Sweet " " 2oo.
1% " Alsike " " 25c.
1« • Alfalfa " " 25c,
H4 " Crimson " " 25c.
The Horso—How to Break and Handle 20c.

We make the above offers only to those who are now sub-

scribers ; In other words, no one sending in his own 25 cents

as a new subscriber can also claim a choice of the above list.
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BEE-BOOKS
SENT POSTPAID BV

George W. York & Co.,
ChlcnffOf Ills.

Bees nnil lloiiej-, or Manaffemeat of an Apiary
tor Pleasure and I'rodt. by TIioiuub G.Newman.—
rhl8 edUtun has been lurijcly re written. thorouKhly
revised, and Is '* fully up with ihe times " lu all the
tmprovemetiis and Inventluus lu this rapldly-devel-
OplDfi? pursuit, and presents the apiarist with
everyttilnt; thitt ciiu aid In the successful manage-
meut uf an aplury, and nt the same time produce
the m^pst lnMH-y In an attractive condition. It con-
tains 23U paues. and 245 Illustrations—ta beautifully
printed la the hiuliest sty ie of the art, and bound
In cloth, gold-lettered. Trice. $1.00.

l^ttnicHti-otli on the Honey-Bee, revised by
Dadaiit—This classic in bee-culture, has been
entirely re- written, and Is fully (liustruted. It
treats of evcrythlnj: relatln;< to bees and bee-keep-
ing. No apiarian library Is complete without this
standard work by Uev. L. L. I-^anestroth — the
Father of American Bee Culture. It has 520 pages;
bound lu cloth.

Price, postpaid, $1.25.

Bee-Re 2pers' Guide, or Manual of the
Apiary, by Prof A. J Cook, of the Michigan Agri-
cultural College.—This book Is Dut only Instructive
and helpful as n guide la bee keeping;, but Is
Interesting and thoroughly practical and sclentlflc.
Itcontalns a full delineation of the anatomy and
physiulouy of bees. 4t;o pages ; bound In cloth and
fully Illustrated.

Price, postpaid, $1.25.

Sclentlflc Queen- KearInK, as Practically
Applied, by G. M. DoolUtle.—A metliod by which
the very best of Queen-Bees are reared In perfect
accord with Nature's way 17ii pages, bound In
cloth, and illustrated. Price, $1.00.

A B C of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root.—

A

cyclopaedia of 4U0 paues. describing everything
pertuliilug to the cure of the honey-bees. It con-
tains l^vJiJ engravlnt-'s. It was written especially for
beginners Bound In cloth. Price, $1.25.

Advanced Bee-Culture, Its Methods and
Management, by W Z. Hutchinson.—The author
of this work Is too well known to need further
description of his book. He is a practical and
entertaining writer. You should read his book. 911

pages, bound In paper, and Illustrated, Price. 50 cts.

Rational Bee-K.eeplnur, by Dr. John Dzlerzon
—This Is a translation of his latest German bookoa
beecutturc. It has ;i50 pages: bound
\n paper covers. $1.00

Blenen-Kultur, by Thomas G. Newrian. -

This la a German translation of theprlncipFi por-
tion of the bo* »k called Bees of Hoxev. 10^ page
pamphlet. Price. 4U cents.

Convention Hand-Book, for Bee-Keepers.
Thomas G. Newman.— It contains the parllr.men-
tary law and rules of order for Bee-Conventions—
also Constitution and By-Laws, with subjects for
discussion, etc. Cloth, gold-lettered Price, 25 cts.

ThirlT Years Among llie Bees, by
Henry Alley.—Gives the results of over a quarter-
century's experience in rearing queen-bees. Very
latest workof thekind. Nearly luu pages. Price, 50c.

Praetical Hints to Bee-Kee-Keepers—by
Chas. F. Muth. Also contains a Foul Brood
Cure and How to Wloier Bees. 40 p.; 10 cts.

\\\\y Eal Honey ?—This Leaflet is intend-
ed for KKEE distribution, to create a Local Market.
100 copies, by mail. 30 cts.: 500 for $1.25; 1000. $2.00.

How to Keep Honey and preserve its
richness and flavor. Price same as Why Eat Honey.

Alstke Clover Leaflet.— Full directions
for growing. 50 for 23 cts. ; loO for 40 cts.; 2(», 70c.

Apiary Register, by Thos. G. Newman.—
Devotes two pages to a colony. Leather binding.
Price, for 5o colonies, 11.00; for loo colonies. $1.25.

Freparuclon of Huney for the Market,
'ncludlug tUf production and care of comb and
extracted honey. A chapter from Bees ANr
HoNEV Price. lU cents

Bee-PuaCuraffe a N'eceaalty.—This boolc sug'
^ests what and how to plai ii Is a obaoter fron
Bees axu Uunev. Price. 10 cecta-

The Hive I Ise, by G. M. noollttle. It
details his management of bees, and methods
of producing comb houey. Price. 5 cents.

Dr. Howard's Book on Foul Brood.
-Gives the McEvoy Treatment and reviews the ex-
periments of others. Price. 2z> cts.

Silo and Silage, by Prof. A J.Cook.—It
gives the method in operation at the Mich igan Agri-
cultural CoUece. Price. 2,) cts.

Winter Problem in Bee-Keeplng. by G.
R. Pierce. Result of 25 years' experience. 3') ct«.

Handling Bees, by Chas. Dadant & Son.—
A Chapter from Langstrotb Revised. Price. 8 cts.

History of Bee-Associatlous. and Brief Re-
port of the flrst 2o conventions. Price. lO cts

Poni Brood Treatment, by Prof. F. R.
Cheshire.-lts Cause and Prevention. Price. lO cts.

Foul Brood, by
Development and Cure.

A. R. Kohnke.—Origin.
Price III cts.

Bee-Keeping lor Protit, by Dr. G. L.
Tinker.—Revised and enlarged. It details the au-
thor's " new system, or how to get the largest yields
of comb or extracted honey." w> p. ; illustrated. 25c.

Commerelal Calculator, by C. Ropp

—

A ready Calculator. Business Arithmetic and Ac-
count-Iiook cnintiined in one. Every farmer and
business miiii sliimid iuive it. No. 1 , bound in water
proof leatlierette, ciilf finish. Price, 4n cts. No. 2
in dne artitlcial leather, with pocket, silicate slate,
and account-book. Price. 60 cts.

Greenes Four Books, by Chas. A, Green.
-Devoted to, 1st, How We Made the Old Farm Pay;
2nd. Peach Culture; :ird. How to Propagate Kruit-
Plants. Vines and Trees; 4th. General Fruit In-
structor. Nearly l*2o pa«es. Fully illustrated. 25 cts.

Garden and Oreliard, by Chas. A. Green
—Gives full instructions in Thinning and Marketing
Fruits; PruninK. Planting and (Cultivating; Spray-
ing, Evaporatiun. Cold Storage, Etc. 94 pages, illus-

trated. Price, i!5 cts.

Kendall's Horse-Book.- 35 pictures,
showing positions ol sick horses, and treats on all
their diseases. English or German. Price. 25 cts.

Lumber and Log-Book. — Gives meas-
urements of lumber, logs planks; wages, etc. :j5c.

lYIaple Suo:ar and the Sugar Bush, by Prof.
A. J. Cook.— Full instructions. Price. 3.5 cts.

Grain Tables, lor casting up tbe price of
grain, produce, hay. etc. Price. 25 cts.

Capons and Capoiiizlng:, by Dr. Sawyer.
Fanny Field, and others.—Illustrated. All about
caponizing fowls, ana thus how to make the most
money in poultry-raising. 64 pages. Price. 3U cts.

Our Poultry Doctor, or Health In the
Poultry Yard and How to Cure Sick Fowls, by
Fanny Field,—Everything about Poultry Diseases
and their Cure. 64 pages. Price, 3U cts.

Ponltry lor IVIarket and Poultry for
Protit, by Fanny Field.—Tells everything about the
Poultry Business. 64 pages. Price, 25 cts.

Turkeys lor ITIarket and Turkeys for
Profit, by Fanny Field.—All about Turkey-Raising.
64 pages. Price. 25 cts.

Rural liile.— Bees. Poultry. Fruits, Vege-
tables, and Household Matters. Imj pages. 25 cts.

Potato rullure, hy T. B. Terry.—It tells
how to grow them profitably. Price. 40 cts.

Hand-Book of Healtb, by Dr. Foote.—
Hints about eating, drinking, etc. Price, 25 cts.

Bee-Keepers' Directory, by H. Alley.—
Latest methods in Uueen-Rearing, etc. Price, 50c,

Book Clubbing Oilers.

(Bead Carefally.)

The following clubbing prices Include the

American Bee Journal one year with each

book named. Remember, that only one book
can be taken In each case with the Bee Jour-

nal a year at the prices named. If more books
are wanted, see postpaid prices given with

the description of the books on this page.

FoUowlngls the clubbing-list:

1. Langstroth on the Honey-Bee 12.00
2. A B C of Bee-Culture 2.00
3. Bee-Keeper's Guide 1.75
4. Bees and Honey I Cloth bound] 1.65
5. DooUttle's Scientific Queen-Kearlng. 1.T5
6. Ur. Howard's Fuul Brood Book 1.10
T. Advanced liee-Culture 1.30
9. Bieneu-Kultur [German] 1.20

11. Katlonal Bee-Keeping (.Paper bound] 1.75
12. Thirty Years Among the Bees 1.30
13. Bee-Keeping for Profit 1.15
14. Convention Hand-Book 1,15
15. Poultry for Market and Profit 1.10
16. Turkeys for Market and Profit 1.10
17. Capons and Caponizing.. .t% 1.10
'S. Our Poultry Doctor 1.10
19. Grcen'sFour Books 1.15
21, Garden and Orchard 1.15
23. Rural Life 1.10
25. Commercial Calculator. No. 1 1.25
26. Commercial Calculator, No. 2 1.40
27. Kendall's Horse-Book 1.10
30. Potato Culture 1.20
32. Haud-Bookof Health 1.10
34. Maple Sugar and tbe Sugar Bush 1.20
35. Silo and Silage.. . 1.10
36. Winter Problem in Bee-Keeplng 1.30
37. Apiary Register (lor 50 colonies) 1.75
38. Apiary Register (for 100 colonies) . 2.00
39. Bee-Keepers' Directory 1.30

lWllf]|'(i!
HONEY-EXTRACTOR

iillllll vS Square Glass Jars.

Hoot's IJoods at Root's Prices.

BeeKeepehs' Supplies in general, etc etc
Send for our new catalog.

Practical llliitii" will be mailed for 10c.
ill stamps. Apply to—

Chas. 7. Muth & Son, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Please mention Bee Journal when -WTiting.

Honey - Clovers I

We have made arrangements so that we can
furnish seed of several of the Clovers by
freight or express, at the following prices,
cash with order:

5tt) 10ft 25ft 50ft
Alsike Clover 70 $1.25 J3.00 $5.75
Sweet Clover (white). .60 1.00 2.25 4.00
White Clover 90 1.60 3.75 7.00
AlfalfaClover 60 1.00 2.25 4.00
Crimson Clover 55 .DO 2.00 3.50

Prices subject to market changes.
Add 25 cents to j-our order, for cartage. If

wanted by freight.

Your orders are solicited.

GEORGE W. YORK & Co.
CHICAGO. ILL.

Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

ITALIAN QUEENS
Good Yellow Ones "—60c each; 6 for $3.00.

l-LBi nUNEY-JARS $l 50 per gross.

Catalog of Apiarian Supplies free.

I. J. STRINOHAm,
105 Park Place. NEW YORK, N. Y

Apiary—Glen Cove, L. I.

Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

THROliT

AND LUNG DISEASES,
DR. PEIRO, Specialist

Offices: 1019, loo State St.,

CH ICAQO. Hou rs 9 to 4.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

o
o
3
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Please mention Bee Journal when writing.
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Qer^eral li^rr) s.

Very Lig^ht Honey Crop.

The honey crop is very light here t

year. Bees are gathering honey slo\

now. I think they will have enough
winter. G. D. Hawk

Sullivan Co., Tenn., Sept. 25.

Report—Feed Scarce.

I have 1000 pounds of fine comb
honey and sold about an equal amount
of extracted. I increast from 36 colo-
nies to 102. Summer feed is scarce
this year. We had no late rains.

C. W. Kkrlin.
Monterey Co., Calif., Sept. 27.

Did Well, Considering.

We have 175 colonies at present, all

in chaff hives. I have secured 4000
pounds of white honey from them this
season. They did extra well, consider-
ing the dry weather. I haven't any late
honey to speak of. I marketed my
honey in Detroit, the same as usual, for
8 and 10 cents per pound.

C. A. Stannard.
Lapeer Co., Mich . Oct. 2.

Fears Foul Brood.

I have about 70 colonies of bees, and
suspect that I have several mild cases
of foul brood. Please refer me to some
one to whom I may send a sample of
brood to be analyzed. W. T. Suter.
Northumberland Co., Pa., Sept. 28.

[No doubt Mr. Wm. Mc.Evoy of

Woodburn, Ont., Canada, Ontario's Foul

Brood Inspector, would be glad to help

you or any one eli^e who may wish to

mall him samples of affected brood.—Editor. 1

Carniolan Bees—The Home Market.

I am pleased with the Bee Journal.
Some bee-keepers are so far advanced
that they can learn nothing from bee-
papers. I have not got there. I am
learning all the time by reading and by
observation. I run mostly for extracted
honey because I reach the man who eats
honey— I mean the workingman—the
man who buys it by the 60-pound tin

can. Those who buy comb honey buy it

to look at on the table, a few sections is

their winter's supply.
I use 10-frame Langstroth hives, and

never allow my bees to lie outside of the
hive. I raise the hive up an Inch from
the bottom-board all around, and raise
the cover the width of a section. I se-
lect a shady location and have no use for
non-swarming bees. I want the worst
swarmers I can find, for that means the
most prolific, the most business bee. I

have Carnlolans. I saw them condemned
as such awful swarmers. I said, "That
Is the bee I want." I found them more
prolific, the queen occupies about three
frames more with brood than the Ital-

ians, they are more gentle, winter bett(!r,

and are just as good to gather honey. I

was disappointed In their swarming. I

find they will stand fully as much crowd-
ing as the Italians. In the colonies I

run for comb I had no swarming, while

Finest Alfalfa Honey

!

IT SELLS ON TASTING.

The Honey that Suits All

Who Buy It.

Low Prices Now

!

We can furnish 'White Alfalfa Extracted Honey, in 60-pound tin cans, on
board cars In Chicago, at these prices : 1 can, in a case, 7 cents per pound ; 2 cans
In one case, 6J^ cents ; 4 cans (2 cases) or more, 6!i cents. The Cash must accom-
pany each order.

t^" A sample of the honey will be mailed to an Intending purchaser, for 8
cents, to cover postage, packing, etc. We guarantee purity.

GEOROE W. YORK & CO., 118 Micliigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. New London,
"Wisconsin,

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus
securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
They have also one One of the Larg^est Factories and the latest

and most-improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there Is in the State. The material Is cut from patterns, by machinery,
and is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and 'whitest
BasS'wood is used, and they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine
and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best
machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies.

Please mention tlio Ameiicau Bee.TourDal. 7Atf

BEE-KEEPERS We make

SUPPLIES
The Very Finest Line of

in the Market, and sell

them at Low Prices.
Send for Free Iliuslralctl Catalog and Pricc-L.i!<il.

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.

Special \gmi for the Southwest-^- ^-
''^^^''s^'joseph, mo.

Mr. Abbott sells our Hives and Sections at Faetory Priecs.

That dueen-Clipping Device Free I

WorkH Lllic a Charm. OouIduH Do WItboiit It.

The Monette Queen-Cllpplng Device works

MKE A CHAKM. With it 1 have clipped 'M

queens, all In one day, when examining my

bees. Wm. Stollky, Grand Island, Nebr.

PLEASE READ THIS OFFER TO PRESENT SUBSCRIBERS :

Send us juxt ««/• itew name for the American Bee Journal a year (with fl.OO), and we

will mail you the Queen-Clipping Device fkee of charge. Or, the Queen-Clipping Device

will be sent postpaid for 30 cts. But why not get it as a Premium by the above offer

You can't earn 30 cts. any easier. Almost every bee-keeper will want this Device.

GEORGE W. YORK SgCO., 118 Michigan St., CHICAGO, ILL.

I have clipped If* queens, and must say the
Monette Queen-CIlppiujr Device Is hy far the
beet invention ever made, and will be wel-
come to many bee-keepers as it was to me. 1

could not do without one now.
Dk, Geo. Lackk, Newburgh, Ind.
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i!£^! Beeswax
For all the Good, Pure Vellow

Bees'wax delivered to our office till

further notice, we will pay 25 cents per

pound, CASH ; or 28 cents for whatever
part Is exchanged for the Bee Journal,

Honey, Books or Seed, that we offer. If

you want casta, promptly, for your
Beeswax, send it on at once. Impure
wax not taken at any price. Address as

follows, very plainly,

GEO. W. YORK & CO.
118 Michigan st., CHICAGO, ILL.

CARLOADS
Of Bee-Hives, Sections, Ship-
ping-Cases. Comb Foundation,
and Everytbtng used in the
Bee-Industry.
We want the name and ad-

I

dress of every Bee-Keeper In
America. We supply Deal-
ers as well as consumers. We

have Dry Kiln, Improved Machinery. 40.000
feet of tloor space, and all modern appliances.
We make prompt shipment.
Write for Catalogs. Quotations, etc.

Inter-State ManiifactnrinE Co.
HIDSON, St. Croix Co., WIS.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Earn Your Christmas Money
Or Present**, by g-olng: among^ your friends
and neiylibors. and help to introduce Wlilt-
niaii^M I'lire XeaM, Mplees, Baklns:-Fo\v
der, etc. Zh lbs. lor solid Bllver Chatelaine
Watch and Chain; or 20 lbs. for a Mandolin or
Guitar; 2i lbs. for an autoharp; 17o lbs. for a
Hijfh-Grade Ladles' or Gents' Btoycle; 50 lbs.
for a Decorated Dinner Set ; 40 lbs for a La-
dies' or Gents' Gold Watch; 20 lbs. lor a Dex-
ter Camera ; 5 lbs. for a Zar Camera : 10 lbs.
for a Solid Gold Kinp; 8 Ib^ for a Set of Nut-
Picks and Cracker. Only Strlrtly Pore (iooils handled.
Freight paid on all orders accompanied by

the cash. Send address on card for Catalog",
Order Sheet, etc. A. H. WHITMAN & CO-,

LPppt. B] 2714 No. Weatern Ave.,
38A4t Chicago III.

Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

FOR SALE.
Apiar>' and Small Farm in southwest Texas.

Address.
iflrs. :>i. iM. Diiuiiegan, ITIalhis, Tex.

10.^41 Please mention the Bee Journal,

OC Ibis J"(IM1«1 TO^I
WT .te to jny of .iil:^

advertlsem, either ir
(rderlug, or aHl«iug; about the Goo<L^
kffered, tvlll please state thai they saw
be Adtectuieinent Id this |i>ape( <

<tit«enM and <tueen-Kearinsr.—
U j-ou want to know how to have queens
fertilized in upper stories while the old
queen is still laying below; how you may
mfehj iidriKluce any queen, at any time of
the year when bees can fly ; all about the
different races of bees; all about shipping
queens, queen-cages, candy for queen-
cages, etc. ; all about forming nuclei, mul-
tiplying or uniting bees, or weak colonies,
etc. ; or, in fact, everything about the
queen-busiuess which you may want to
know—send for Doolittle's "Scientific
Queen-Rearing " — a book of over 170
pages, which is as interesting as a story.
Here are some good offers of this book

:

Bound in cloth, postpaid. *1.00 ; or clubbed
with the Bee Journal for one year—both
for only tl.7.5 ; or given free as a premium
for sending us lia) new subscribers to the
Bbb Journal for a year at $1.00 each.

mOERS

my neighbor with an Italian apiary, was
having as high as 10 swarms a day. I

had none at all. They have come to stay
with me. Most of my swarming Is when
they supersede a queen.

About selling honey, by all means cul-

tivate the home market. I cannot af-

ford to sell a pound of poor honey, espe-
cially to my home customers. Some
make the mistake of taking all the first-

class honey to the cities and towns, and
selling the thin, poor honey at home. I

make it a point never to be stingy. If

a neighbor drops in, give him a dish of

honey to eat. Very often he will say,

"That is splendid honey. How do you
sell It?" Cultivate his taste for your
honey. You will think it very strange
when I tell you that buckwheat Is the
favorite honey hero. Give them a taste
of light honey, and they will say, "It's

very nice but I will wait for the buck-
wheat." This is a buckwheat section.

J. A. DeWitt.
Ontario, Canada, Oct. 5.

Some Did Fairly Well.

I like the American Bee Journal.
Some of our bee-keepers have done fair-

ly well this season ; others not so well.

After the white clover came into bloom,
which is our main stay here, there was
a deal of cool, damp weather, with an
occasional extremely hot day. Wheth-
er that had anything to do with the
rather poor yield, or not, I can't say, as
I consider myself yet only a novice. We
depend somewhat on linden, but there
was almost none from that source this

season. Wm. Millek.
Ontario, Canada, Sept. 30.

Selling' Honey-Lemonade at Fairs.

Our crops here have all been burnt
out by the hot weather ; no honey except
from the dry-weather honey-vine. I

attended the TriState Fair here last

week, and won all 1st premiums (7) in

the bee and honey department, and we
took in §55.00 from sales of honey-lem-
onade. If we would have had hot
weather, I believe we would have made
.$100 on honey-lemonade. We now
use a good deal of honey to flavor the
lemonade as we find it improves the
taste wonderfully. We had six pretty
girls to help sell lemonade.

J. C. Wallenmeter.
Vanderburgh Co., Ind., Sept. 28.

A Correction—The Season.

I find a mistake In my report on page
601. It should read that I lielpt to

judge the honey exhibit, instead of say-

ing that I judged it, etc., as there was
another bee-keeper from near Stillwater,

Minn. (I can't think of his name), a good
judge, too, who helpt, and I think to

very good satisfaction to the exhibitors.

At least I did not hear of any complaints.

I omitted to say that much credit is

due the President of the Minnesota Bee-
Keepers' Association, and Superinten-
dent of the Exhibition, Mr. B. P. West,
for getting together such a creditable

apiarian exhibit in such an off year as

this has been In Minnesota, except in a

few small localities.

Now that the honey season is over
(had a frost Sept. 20), we have had the

loveliest weather we could wish for ; the
past 10 days we have bad, and still

BEES FOR SALE.
About 90 Polonies o( Italians. Anyonewant-
ini; to start an apiary cannot do better than
to call on Dr E. Gallup, danta Aua. Calif..
and e.Yamlnc the Bees before purchasing else-
where. Double sets of Combs in LanKstrotb-
Slmpllclty Hives, and warranted a superior
lot of Bees lor business. Correspodence so-
licited. Dr. E. OALLIIP,

Santa Ana. Orange Co., Cal.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

AND LUNQ DISEASES,
DR. PEIRO. Specialist

Offices: 1019, 100 State St.,

CHICAGO. Hours 9 to 4.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

SEE THAT WINK

!

Bee - Supplies! Root's
Goods at Root's Prices.

Ponder's Honey Jars,
and every thin^ used by
bee-keepers. Prompt ser-
vice, low freight rate. Cat
tree. Walter S. Potider,

-i ( rt» h«iinfD'<v »» 162 Mass. Ave.,W- poViBtH^M) Indianapolis. Indiana
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

^ IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
11.25 to Prof. A.J. Cook, Claremont. Calif.,
for his

Bee-Keeper's Guide.
Liberal Discounts to the Trade.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

PATENT WIRED COMB FODNDATIOH
Has No Sag In Brood-Frames

Thill Flat-Huttoni Fuundation
Has So FisliboDe id tbe Sarplns Boae;

.

BelDK Che cleanest Is aenally worked
Itie galckest of any Foandallon made

J. A. VXfl DEHSEN.
Sole Maoafaotnrer,

Sprout Brook Monteonierr Co.. N y.
Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

ONE MAN WITH THE

UNION ^""l^^^^^'^"
Can do the work of four
men using hand tools, in
Ripping, Cuttlng-off, Mi-
tring. Rabbeting, Groov-
ing. Gaining. Dadoing.
Kdglng-up. Jointing Stuff,
etc. Full Line of Foot and
Hand Power Machinery.
Sold OD Trial. Catalogae Free.

SEIVE'^A FALIiS MFG. CO.,
46 Water St SENECA FALLS. N. Y.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

BEE-KEEPERS

!

Let me send you my 64-
page Catalog for 18!)7.

J. in. Jenkins, Wetampka, Ala.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

m
^^California

If you care to know of Its Fruits, Flowers
Climate or Resources, send for a Sample Copy
of California's Favorite Paper—

The Pacific Rural Press
The leading Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the PaclBc Coast. Published weekly,
handsomely Illustrated JM.OO per annum.
Sample Copy Free.

PACIFIC RURAL, PRESS,
330 Market St., - SAN FRANCISCO. OAL.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.
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A HANDY TOOL-HOLDER

!

Sent by Express, for ^1.50 ; or willi the Bee Joiirna!

one year—bolli for $2.00.

' Everj' Manufacturer. Miller, Carpenter,
Cabinet Maker, Macblnlst. Wheelwright and
Quarryman, Farmer, or any one using a grind-

stone, should have one of these Tool-Holders.
One boy can do the work of two persons, and
grind much faster, easier and with perfect
accuracy. Will bold any kind of tool, from
the smallest chisel to a draw shave or ax.

Extra attachiueut for sharpening scythe
blades Included in the above iirice. The work
iB done without wcttinjf the hands or soiling

the clothes, as the walcr flows from the opera-
tor jt can be attachid to any size stone tor

bund or steam power, is always ready for use,

uothitif tOKCtoutot order, and Is absolutely
worlh 100 limes H» cost.
Nofurm is well-iijiiipped un-

less It has a Tool-Holder. Pays
'or itself in a short time.

How to Use the Holder.

Directions.—The Tool is fas-

tened scLMirely In the Holder by
a set-scri'wand enn be ground
to any desired bevel by Insert-

iufe the arm of the Holder into
aiilgheror lower nolch of the
slandard While turning the
crank with the right hand, the
left rests on an steadies the
Holder ; the Tool Is moved to
the right or left across the
stone, or examined while grind-
ing, as readily and in the same
way as If held in th-> handa.

For grinding Kouiul - Edge
Tools, the holes in the stand-
ard are used instead of the
notches.

Address, GEORGE W. YORK & CO., CHICAGO, ILL.

l^^^^^^^^^^f^\f^*^\ ^^^^^^A^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^AI

RELIABLE INCUBATOR AND BROODER:
Need We Say More?

All about them in Book on Incubation and Poultry. Sent for 10 cents.

;

RELIMLEJNCUMTOR^
)7D17t Please mention the American Bee Journal.

have, bright, clear suoshine, altho the

bees are done for this year. We were

happy to make and put up the biggest

and finest second crop of tame hay;

some of it yields two and three tons per

acre. This fioe weather Is also very

much desired for threshing and other

fall work on the farm, and for getting

the bees ready for winter. Some of

them have to be fed. We did not have

one full week of sunshine, or without

rain, all summer until now. Most of the

grain was cut and stackt moist.

C. Theilmann.
Wabasha Co., Minn., Sept. 25.

A Long Honey-Yield, Etc.

Bees are doing well. I past an alfalfa

field in full bloom today, literally alive

with bees. It has been one continual

flow of honey from March 1 up to date,

for the Italians. They commenced gath-

ering Feb. 1, but did not commence
storing until March 1— 8 months. They
will still gather more than they consume
up to Dec. 1.

The excuse almost every one makes Is

that we do not want any Eastern bee-

paper, as It Is all filled with the winter-

ing problem. I distributed some extra

copies of the American Uee Journal, and

one man was here this morning and said
;

"By (leorge. Dock, I got some good

points out of that article of yours that

I never had thought of before," I replied,

"If you will subscribe for the Bee Jour-

nal you will get more, as they are going

to come right along." Dr. E. Gallup.
Orange Co., Calif., Sept. 25.

Another Way to Destroy Ants.

Put a few cents' worth of corrosive

sublimate Into a bottle and pour water

upon it. It will soon be ready for use,

but as it is very poisonous care must be

taken not to get It on the hands, and

children should not be allowed to use ar-

ticles upon which it is placed. If food

can be kept on a table, or In a cupboard

with legs, poison the legs for several in-

ches from the floor by rubbing them
thoroughly with a swab dipt in the solu-

tion. If a platform is under the cup-

board, poison It entirely around. Keep
the bottle carefully corktin a safe place,

and In a few weeks repeat the process if

necessary. It is best to prepare the

solution yourself, as that which you buy
is often too weak to be effectual. After

much experience I have never known it

to fall.—Helen S. Norton, In Michigan
Farmer.

A Beginner's Report.

I like the Bee Journal very much, and
find It a great help to me, as 1 am just a

beginner in the bee-business. 1 had

Expert I Testimony.
Chicago, Sept. 21, 1897.

To Whovn it Concerns :
—

YThis certifies that we manu- tm
facture" Yello-wzones" M
for Dr. W. B. House, Detour, t
Mich., from his own private

formula; and we wish to

state that only the purest ingredients

that Science has produced, or that
money can buy, are used In their prep-
aration.
We are acting under instructions from

Dr. House to spare no pains or expense
in making them the very best prepara-

tion that the most modern skill can pro-

duce. And from our Intimate knowledge
of them we stale unhesitatingly that
" Yellowzones " are in every re-

spect a most superior remedy.

We also manufacture ' Zonets "
for Dr. House from especially tine ingre-

dients made by ourselves expressly for

these wide-awake little laxatives.

Very truly yours.

The Abbott Ai.kaloidal Co.

Per Dr. W. C. Abbott. Prop.

Y Z

If You Keep But One Remedy
in llie llouf^e, II §liouUI Be

YELLOWZONES.
You have no doubt read Bro.
York's testimony in previous
numbers. Yello» zones are uied
extensively by bee-keepers.
They are a general household
remedy, indicated In the most

severe Neuralgic and Rheumatic pains where
other remedies have failed, and In all Fevers,
Colds. Headaches, etc., and especially useful
in diseases Incident to cold weather, and
fill ly auaraiiteed to please you, or iiioner
rel'uuded and no qiieollons askt.

A supply of Zouels, the wide-awake little

laxatives, with each box.

We win appreciate your acquaintance and
custom.

1 Box, 25o ; 6 Boxen, $1.00.
inust orders are for dollar lots.

W. B. HOUSE, IW. D.,

Drawer 1. DETOtB, MICH.
Please mention Bee Jotirnal when writing.

Farm Bee-Keeping.
The only bee-paper in the United

States edited exclusively in the in-

terest of the farmer bee-keeper and

the beginner is THE BUSY BEE,
publlsht by-

Emerson T. Abbott, St. Joseph, Mo.
Write for free sample COI'Y now.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Wholesale
and Ketall.COMB FOUNDATION

Working Wax [Tn^t°o?"m A Specialty,

At Beduced Prices diirlns tlie Winter.

Mv Koundatinn will speak fok itself, and

prices are O. K. So do not fall to write for a

Catalog with prices and samples.

Beeswax taken In ExeUauge for Foun-

dation or any other Supplies.

GUS DITTMER,
AlKiHSTA, WIS.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

t FOR SALE-ITALIAN QUEENS f
.-,0 cents, or 3 for Jl.OO. Address.

Mrs. A. A. Simpson, Swarts, Pa.

41 Alit Please mention the Bee Journal.
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one colouy last spring, and it cast one
very strong swarm and gathered 117
pounds of fine honey lu pound sections,

well filled, ana of good quality, besides
from 75 to 80 pounds in the two hives
for the winter's use.

This fall I bought of a neighbor two
colonies in a box-hive. I have had the
bees transferred to hives of the dove-tail

pattern on Langstroth frames (the same
as my other hives), and they are doing
nicely.

This has been a good season for honey
in this section, and there is still some
honey in the fields.

I had never supposed that there were
one-fiftieth part as many bee-keepers
in the United States as there are.

WiLLEY D. BUELL.
Litchfield Co., Conn., Oct. 2.

Bee-Keeping in British Columbia.

This has been a pretty hard year with
me, amongst the bees. I have neither a
swarm nor an ounce of honey, and have
been feeding every night all this month
to keep them alive and breeding, and I

expect to continue some weeks yet.

There has been no surplus with any of

the bee-keepers around, that I can learn,
altho clover and other honey-plants
have been luxuriant. I sent to a New
York breeder for three of his famous
queens, and they came in splendid con-
dition, and the quickest on record—only
13 days from posting the order in Vic-
toria—something different from the five

or six weeks I have previously waited
for them

I had some thoughts this year of drop-
ping the American Bee Journal, and
patronizing the , but it's

hard to give it up. It comes so regular-
ly, and is so full of grit.

Ernest L. Etheridge.
British Columbia, Sept. 21.

^Vliat tliey Say about llie PoikIoi-
lloney-Jars.

Tacoma, Wash.
Walter S. Pouder. Indianapolis, Ind.—
Dear sir :— Las-t shipment of jars arrived

o. k. Tbere was not one per cent, loss on the en-
tire shipment, and have never had more than
two per cent, loss on any shipment Irom you.
I consider your method of crating the best
that I have ever seen. Yours truly.

G. D. LiTTOOY.

Connectlcnt.—The fall meeting of the
Connecticut Bee-Keepers' Association will be
held at the Capitol, at Hartford. Nov. 3. be-
ginning at 10:30 a.m.

Mrs. W. E. Rilev, Sec.
Waterbury, Conn.

Please Send TJs the Names of your
neighbors who keep bees, and we will
send them sample copies of ihe Bee
JouBNAL. Then please call upon them
aal get them to subscribe with you, and
secure some of the premiums we offer.

For Sale, An Apiary
Of 175 Colonies In Al condition, with every-
thing necessary tor the production of ex-
tracted honey. Fine location. Must be sold
by January next. Owner has interests which
take blm East for a time. For full particu-
lars, address BEE-KEEPKK,
Care J. H. Martin, Secretary California Bee-

Keepers' Exchange.
Box 152, Los Angeles, Calir.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

See the preminni offers on page 650

!

HONEY and BEESWAX
MAKKK'r tllJO'rAXlU.liS.

Chlcaero. 111., Sept. 23. — Fancy white
lac; No. 1. 10 to lie; fancy amber. 8 to 9c.;
No. 1, 7 to 8o.; fancy dark. 7 to 8c.; No 1. 7c.
Extracted, white, 5 to 6c.; amber. 4 to 5o.;
dark, 3V4 to 4c. Beeswax, 26 to 27c.
The volume of business Is small, consider-

ing the time of year. Many people are In the
city from country points, who have brought
their honey wlth'them, and find it difficult to
sell at these quotations, and In many In-

stances accept less rather than not dispose
of It.

Cincinnati, Ohio, Sept. 30.—Fancy white,
11 to 13c.; No. 1. 10 to lie: No. 1 amber, 7
to 10c. Extracted, white. 5 to 6c.; amber. 4
tooc; dark, 3!4 to4c. Beeswax, 20 to 25o.
Demand for all kinds of honey has been ex-

ceedingly slow during September. Perhaps
because of a too liberal supply of fruit on the
market.

Boston, Mass., Sept 25.—Fancy white.
13c.; No. 1. 1 1 to 12c.; fancy amber. 9c. Ex-
tracted, white. 6 to6Hc. ; amber. 5 to 5Hc.
Bee8w:i.Y. 27c.
Comb honey is in light receipt, particularly

the fancy grades, which is mostly sought for
on this market. Demand l8 GOOD. Beeswax
Is practically out of the market, the supply
being light and demand good at above price.

Indianapolis, Ind., Sep. 24.—Fancy white.
11 to 13c.; No 1. y to 10c. Extracted, white. 5
to 6c.; amber. 4 to 5c. Beeswax, 25c.
Condition of honey market remains un-

changed. Many producers have been holding
back for better prices but demand is well sup-
plied.

Detroit, Mich., Sect. 2S—Fancy white, 11
to 12c.; No. 1 white. lO-llc; fancy amber, 9
to lOc. ; fancy dark, 8 to 9c. Extracted,
white. 5 to 5^c.; amber, 4 to 5c. Beeswax,
25 to 26c.
The demand for honey is Improving as the

season advances. Supply is fully equal to the
demand.

Minneapolis, Minn., Sept. 24, — Fancy
white, 10 to ll^c; fancy dark, 9 to 99^0.
Extracted, white, ^^i to 5i^c.
Market well stockt with dark honey. Fancy

white clover finds good market at 10 to 1114c.
—possibly a fraction more could be realized
on really fancy. We would not advise ship-
ments of dark comb or extracted at present.

Albany. IT. T., Sept. 25.-Fancy white, 12
to 13c.; No. 1, 11 to 12c. ; fancy amber, 9 to
10c. ; No. 1 , 8 to 9c ; fancy dark, 8 to 9c. ; No.
1. 7 to 8c.
Comb honey Is arriving quite freely and

moving off nicely at quotations.

Wew York, H. Y., Sept. 25.—Fancy white,
12 to 13c.: fair white. 10 to lie ; buckwheat,
8V4 to 9!4c. Extracted, California, white. 5 to
514c.; light amber, 4^4 to 4%c.: white clover
and basswood. 5 to oHc : buckwheat, 4 to
4iic. ; Southern, 48 to 50c. a gallon. Beeswax
Is quiet at 26c.
Comb honey is now arriving In large quan-

tities, and demand is fair for all grades, prin-
cipally for fancy and No. 1 white and fancy
buckwheat. Extracted California is selling
well, while others are neglected, especially
Southern in barrels and half barrels.

Mllwantcee, Wis., Sept. 24.—Fancy white.
12 to 13c.; No, 1, 10 to lie ; fancy amber, 8
to 10c. Extracted, white, 5 to 6c.; amber.
4 1-2 to 5c. ; dark, 3 1-2 to 4 l-2c. Beeswax.
25 to 26c.
The receipts of honey are very fair, and the

quality improving. The supply Is not large.
Demand Is moderate, and the prospects good
lor fall trade. We are well satisfied that It

pays shippers of honey to exercise much care
in putting up stock In nice, clean cases and
clean, well-ordered sections, and new, clean
kegs and barrels lor the extracted.

Cleveland, Ohio, S,pt. 27.—Fancy white,
13>4c.: No. 1, 13c.: fancy amber, lie; No. I,

lOiic. Extracted, white, 7c ; amber. 6c.; dark,
5c. Beeswax. 28 to 30c.
The demand for honey Is very good.

Btiffalo, N. Y., Oct. 8.—Fancy white clover,
1-lbs.. is selling well at mostly 10 to lie. a
few stray sales perhaps at 12c. The demand
Is much belter, and moderate, steady ship-
ments should do well. No. 2 grades, 8 to 9c.,

few possibly 10c.; very poor. dark, etc., pro-
portionately lower. Beeswax, 22 to 26c. We
advise shipping only by freight.

San Francisoo, Calif., Sept. 22.— White,
comb, l-lbs.. 7 to 9c, ; amber comb. 4 to 6c.
Extracted, white, 4 to 4?«c.; light amber.
3V4 to 39ic.; daik tule. l?.i to 2!4c. Beeswax,
fair to choice, 2 i to 24c.

I'rlces remain at much the same low plane
as has been current during the greater part
of the past season, but stocks of extracted
are being steadily reduced, mainly on Euro-
pean account. Comb honey has been drag-
ging, but will probably meet with more cus-
tom In the near luture. Tbere is no lack of
Inquiry for beeswax, but the demand , is
mainly for export, and at figures named by
the buyer.

Philadelphia, Pa., Sept. 27.—Fancy white,
13!4 t« 14c; No 1. 12c.: No. 1 amber. 10c.
Extracted, white, 5 to 6c.; amber, 4 tooc;
dark, 4c. Beeswax, 25c.
Honey U now moving freely, with arrivals

suflicieut for the demand.

St. Iionis, Mo., Angr. 9.—Fancy white, 12
to 12Hc.: No. 1, 11 to ll^c; fancy ambers 10
tol0!4c.: No. 1. 9 to 9i4c. fancy dark, 8 to
8!4c. : No. 1,5 to 7c. Extracted, white, 5 to
SJic. ; amber, 4 to 4>4o. ; dark, 3i4 to4c. Bees-
wax, 24 to 24!4c.

The weather so far this season has beenjtoo
warm for the free movement of honey, but
with the present prices on sugar we think
there should be a good demand for extracted
honey at the above prices. One car of 24,000
pounds sold since our last quotation on basis
of above prices. Beeswax finds ready sale at
2*0. lor prime, while choice stock brings a
little more.

Kansas City, Mo., Sept. 25.—Fancy white.
13c.; No. 1. 11 to 12c.; fancy amber, 10 to
lie; No. 1. 9 to 10c. ; fancy dark. 8 to 9c.:
No. 1. 8c. Extracted, white. 5 to 6c.: amber,
414 to 5c. : dark, 4c. Beeswax. 25c.

List of Honey and Beeswax Dealers.

Most of whom Quote In this Journal.

CblcaKc Ills.

K. A. BURNBTT & Co.. 163 South Water Street.

New York, N. V.
HiLDRETB Bros. & SEOIiLKEN.

120 & 122 W. Broadway.

Kansas City, no.
0. C. Clemoms & Co., 423 Walnut Et

Bnfialo, N. V.
Batterson & Co.. 167 & 169 Scott St.

Hamilton, Ills.

Chas. Dadant & Son.

Cleveland, Oblo.
A. B. Williams & Co., 80 & 82 Broadway.

Pblladelphta, Pa.

Wm. a. Selser. 10 vine St.
Mr. Selser handles no honey on commission.

St. Ijonis, Mo.
Westcott Com. Co.. 213 Market St

Minneapolis, Minn.
S. H. Hall & Co.

Milwaakee, Wis.
A. V. BiBHOP&CO.

Boston, Mass.
Blake. Scott & Lee., 57 Chatham Street.

Detroit, MIcb.
M. H. HtTNT, Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich.

Indianapolis, Ind.
Walters. Pocder, 162 Massichusetts Ave.

Albany, N. Y.
Chas. McCulloch & Co.. 380 Broadway.

Cincinnati, Ubio.
C. F. McTH & Son. cor. Freeman & Central A vs.

A SURE WINNER.
^.^OuR SUCCESSFUL INCUBATOR will

'1^1 prove it if ,vou line it. :Send 6c for
%\ ii>'W 12W pune ctittiloji and study the
^j innrits of our miichines. Husvalu-" ~ hit? [loints oiiartificial incubation

and jiimltry culture eenerally.
V\'e tnHtiufticture a creater vari-
etj of Incubators and Brooders
than imv other tirni. Sizes 50 to
8fXl. I'n.-f-s froni ^.<y\ to $70.00.

DES MOINES INC'B. CO.
Box 79 DES MOINES, IOWA.

41D5t Please mention the Bee Journal.
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B a^ ai A Copy of

LDLl Successful Bee-Keepins;,

I n r 'jy W. Z Hutchinson ;

^

I IIkk and our 1897 Catalog, for 3-

cent stamp, or a copy of the
<'ataIo^ for tlie AHkina;. We make almost
Everytliing used by Bee-Keepers, and at
liowost Frlces. UUK

Falcon Polish! Sections
arc Avarranted

Superior to All Others.
Don't buy cheaply and roughly made Goods.

when you can hare llie beMt—siicb at* ive
make.

The American Bee Keeper
Imonlhly. now in its 7th year]

36 Pages—50 Cents a Year.
fcAMPLE Free—Address,

THEW.T.FALCOKERMFG.CO.,
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

The Lion and the Lamb.
It matters little what kind of animals you

confine in adjacent lots, provided the division
fence is strictly "stoi'k proof." Here surely,
"the best is the cheapest."

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian, Mich.

Please mention Bee Jotirnal when writing.

A Special Booklet Bargain

!

For a limited time we wish to make our

readers a special offer on booklets on Bees.

Poultry, Health, etc. Upon receipt of 75
cents we will mall any 6 of the list below:

and for $1.25 we will mall the whole
dozen

'

1. Foul Brood, by Dr. Howard 23c
3. Poultry for Market and Profit 25c
3. Turkeys for Market and Profit 25c
4. Our Ponltry Doctor 30c
5. Capons and Caponiz'ngr 30c
6. Hand-Book of Health, by Dr. Foots.. 25c
7. Kendall's Horse-Book 25o
8. Rural Life 25o
9. Ropp's Commercial Calculator 25c

10. Foul Brood, by Kohnke 10c
11. Silo and Silage, by Prof Cook 25c
12. Blenen-Kultur, by Newman 40c

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,
- CHICAGO, ILLS.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

Bee- Hives, Sections, Shipping-
Cases—everything used by bee-

1-; keepers. Orders filled promjitlv.
' Send for catalog. MIMIiESflTA BEE-
KEEPERS' SIPPU JlPe. CO., Nicollet
leland, Minneapolis, Minn.

2':;Atf CHA8.MONDENO.Mgr.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

Beautiful Honey-Cases
Made by the A. 1. Knot Co.. at their prices.

Beemvax Wanted.
HI. H. HUNT, Bell Brancta, Mlcb.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

TOUR BEESWAX !

UNTII. FUKTIIRK NOTICE, we will
allow 28 cents per pound for Good Yel-

low Beeswax, delivered at our olfice— in cx-
clianuie for Subscription to the Bkk Journal,
for Books, or anything that we olfer for sale
In the Bkr Joiiknai.. Or, '25 etM. oaNli.

GEORGE W. "iORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.

THE "NOVELTY" POCKET-KNIFE I

'^«^ GEO. W. YORK,
CHICAGO, ILLS.

Vonr Name on the Knife.—When ordering, be sure to say Just what Name asif
Address you wish put on the Knife.

The NovELTV Knife Is indeed a novelty. The novelty lies In the handle. It Is ma-ie
&eautifully of indestru'^tible celluloid, which Is as transparent as glass. Underneath the
celluloid, on one side of the handle is placed an American Bee Journai. reminder, and on the
other side, n-ime and residence of the Subscriber.

The material entering into this celebrated knife Is of the very best quality; the blades
ate handforged out of the very finest English razor-steel, and we warrant every blade. The
holsters are made of German silver, and will never rust or corrode. The rivets are hardeneo
German silver wire; the linings are plate briss; the back springs of SheHield spring steel, anC
the finish of handle as described above. It will last a lifetime, with proper usage.

Why purchase the Novelty Knifet In case a good knife is lost, the chances are,
the owner will never recover it; but if the Novelty is lost, having name and address of owner
the finder will return it; otherwise to try to destroy the name and address, would destroy the
knife. If traveling, and you meet with a serious accident, and are so fortunate as to have one
of the Novelties, your pocket knife will serve as as an identifier; and in case of death, yous
relatives will at once be apprised of the accident.

How appropriate this knife is for a Christmas. New Year or birthday present I Wha'.
more lasting memento could a mother give to a son, a wife to a husband, a sister to a brother,
a lady to a gentleman, or vice versa, a son to a mother, a husband to a wife, abrothertoaslste?
jr a gentleman to a lady—the knife having the name of the recipient on one side ?

The accompanying cut gives a faint idea, but cannot fully convey an exact representa-
tion of this beaurif ul knife, as the " Novelty " must be seen to be appreciated.

How to Get this Valuable Knife—We send itpostpalJ. for Jl. , or give It as &
Premium to the one sending us three new Subscribers to the Bee JouRNAii (with 83.OOi,
and we will also send to each new name a copy of the Premium Edition of the book " Bees anfe
Hone- " We club the Novelty Knife with the Bee Journal for one year, both for $1.90.

Any Wame and Address Put on the Knife.
GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL&

TIADANT^S t FOUNDATION
Shiping-Cases and Cans for Honey.

WE GIJARA.'XTEE SA'riSFAC'riO:^. What more tan anybody do?

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS-

The Classic in Bee-Ctilture—Price, $1.25, by mail.

BEESWAX -WAXTED FOR NEXT SEASON'S USE.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
Pleasementlon the Am. Bee Journal. HAMILTON, HatlCOCk Co., ILL.

Gleanings for One Whole Year, 25 Cents

Will furnish GLEANINGS one year—24 issues—to a new

subscriber, and one Untested Italian Queen, during the

months of September and October only, for the price of the

journal alone—namely, $1.00. These Queens are cata-

logued at 75 cents each. By sending us $1.00 you will get

the Queen, 75 cents, and the journal for only 25 cents.

If you are already a subscriber and would like to get the

Queen, send us $1.00 with a new name for GLEANINGS,

and we will send the Queen to you, and the journal to the

new name sent.

Bemember this offer is good only until Nov. 1.

The A. I. Root Company, Medina, Ohio
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Is It Worth While to Have a Tariff or Duty on
Hooey ?

BY CHA8. F. MUTH.

Questions.—"I notice that the new tariff law doubles
the old duty of 10 cents per gallon on extracted honey. Does
enough Cuban honey come into our markets to make it worth
while to us to have any duty at all? I suggest that C. F.

Mulh could give some information on this. Perhaps Weyler,
the Spanish butcher, has entirely stopt honey-production in

Cuba.— California."

Answer. -rl think it of the greatest importance to bee-

keepers to have a fair protective tariff on importations of

honey, because I know from experience that our present low

prices would still be lower, even with a tariff of 20 cents on a

gallon, even if Butcher Weyler had not destroyed all chances

for a honey crop for several years to come.

I was never able to compete with Eastern prices until we

tried our hands at importations from Cuba. We received at

one shipment 87,000 pounds, and had bought it cheap—about

2 cents a pound below the price we paid to our neighbors for

the same qualities. We had it shipt via New Orleans and

Ohio and Mississippi steamer, advanced 20 cents a gallon

duty, charges to New Orleans and freight to Cincinnati. We
had bought for cash, and the shipper had received a more

satisfactory price than he ever had before, and offered me his

next crop at the same figura.

That season we could, and did, compete with our Eastern

competitors, and—last but not least—we offered to our neigh-

bors the same prices we had paid for the Cuban honey, and

received all we could handle. My Cuban shipment caused a

decline of 2 cents a pound in the price of extracted honey,

and if no duty had been on honey, the decline would have been

4 cents a pound, without any doubt about it.

The tariff on honey had been lowered to 12 cents on a

gallon during the existence of the Wilson Bill, and the result

was that two cargoes of honey two years ago, and two or

three cargoes three years ago, supplied the principal manu-

facturers of this country at prices we could not meet. Take
the tariff off of honey, and our bee-keepers would have to

take to the comforts of the Chinaman, or quit the business.

I enclose an essay of mine, of 1892, which expresses my
idea on the subject. Mr. 0. O. Poppleton, of Florida, has

been in Cuba, superintending a large apiary, and likely Is able

to give us more light on the subject of production.

Hamilton Co., Ohio.

[The essay to which Mr. Muth refers, reads as follows :

—

Editor.]
honey and sugar competition.

"Extracted honey seems to have become a staple article

in spite of all the obstacles put in its way. The bounty on
sugar, with the exclusion of honey, discrirninatps against the
production of bee-keepers, and is an injustice which Mr.
McKinley and his committee would not have been guilty of,

had they been posted on the subject. It is of vital interest to

Chns. F. Miitn.

a large class of industrious and loyal' citizens to have honey
come In under the same laws protecting the production of

other sweets. Bee-keepers must spare no efforts to have jus-

tice done them in this respect.

"lam in favor of a protective tariff. The West India
Islands have a honey harvest of about eight months in a year,

while the season on this continent does not exceed four weeks,
on an average. If the duty were taken off the import of

foreign honey, Cuba alone would swamp our country, and
deal a blow at the most vital parts of apiculture.

"Bee-keeping, being a branch of agriculture, which re-

ceives the fostering care of our Government, should by no
means be neglected. Bee-keepers must spare no efforts to

guard against such calamity."
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Begiutiing in Bee-Keepiug—Good Advice.

BY C. P. DADANT.

Question.— " Mr. Dadant, would you please tell us
whether it is advisable for a beginner to buy bees in the fall,

and winter IheiD ? and with how many colonies had one best
make a start ? We have an out-building which faces east,

and is well protected from the wind. Would the bees do well
in such a place?

—

Clara M. Borstel."

Answer.—We would not advise a besinner to buy bees in

the fall, for two reasons. The first is, that wintering is prob-

ably the most dilTicult part of bee-keeping, and it is hardly

advisable to buy them just before they have to face the win-

ter ; for a beginner would hardly be able to judge of the

strength and wealth of a colony. It would therefore be

much easier then for a dishonest seller to sell you worthless

colonies than in spring, for the bees that go through the

winter safely and appear at all strong in the spring, are

about sure of a good prospect. In the fall the breeding has

stopt, and it is more difficult to ascertain whether they have a

good queen, and it takes quite a little experience to be able to

know positively that they have enough honey.

The second reason for advising you not to buy bees in the

fall is, that there is much more risk In transporting them at

that season than in the spring. The combs, being often quite

heavy with honey, are more likely to break in transit. Then
the bees are probably all old enough to be acquainted with

the location, and more of them will be lost when putting them
on a new stand—especially if but little distant from their

former location—than would be lost in spring.

The proper time to buy and transport bees is about fruit-

bloom. At that time they are breeding plentifully, there are

young bees hatching daily, and the loss of the bees which may
go astray will soon be made up by the constantly-hatching

brood.

Then, in the spring, the hives are lighter, the combs con-

taining much brood and but little honey. There is therefore

much less risk of breakage.

The beginner who buys bees in the spring usually takes a

daily interest in them. In fact, if he or she does not think

more about his or her bees thau about anything else, they

had best leave bee-keeping alone. It Is a passion, a fever ;

and the expression, " bees on the brain "—to speak of a per-

son who loves the pursuit—is only a forcible way of express-

ing the facts. In the spring you will have numberless chances

to enjoy your bees, and your daily or weekly visits will not

injure them, especially if you properly attend to their needs,

while in the fall you would only be injuring them by disturb-

ing them too often.

To follow the above advice— in regard to when to buy

bees—should not, however, be taken as an absolute necessity.

You may have a chance to buy bees from some one who must
move away, or who needs the money, and may tind quite a

bargain In thus securing them ; but you should not buy them
without at least taking the advice of some person who is ac-

customed to handling bees, and can examine them and inform

you as to their prospects and condition. With a little care

they may bo moved even in the cold of winter without neces-

sarily injuring them to any extent.

As to the number of colonies a beginner should buy at first

must depend upon the size of his purse ; but In no case would

we advise any one to make a purchase of a large apiary unless

already acquainted with the pursuit. Of all the branches of

farming bee-culture is that which requires the most detailed

and specific experience, and all beginners will be apt to make
blunders which, on a large scale, would prove expensive. If

you begin with from two to ten colonies, you will learn their

management in the course of acouple of seasons, and will then

ascertain whether you have_the adaptability that is needed.

You win also make some inventions as wo all have done, and

will find out, as we have, that those inventions have been

made and again discarded by others before you. How many
thousands have invented moth-traps—how many have pat-

ented them— to find out after much waste of time, that a

moth-trap was never of any use, no matter how nicely it workt!

Is an out-building with an east exposure fit to shelter

your bees ? Yes, if it is an open shed so the hives maybe
placed in it and have their entrance unobstructed. No, if it

is a closed building and you only expect to keep them In it

through the winter. A house-apiary, as these buildings are

called, is suitable only if it shelters the hive from the storms

and still allows their free flight, and permits at the same time

all the manipulations desired to be performed by the apiarist.

House-apiaries, though very good, if the hives are not

crowded together in them have never been very popular be-

cause of the great amount of ground they must occupy and

the expense which they entail. But an amateur who keeps

bees for pleasure as much as for profit may find the-n suitable.

They are oftener used in the cities where garden-spots are

not available, and shed-room is plentiful.

If you like to keep bees let not a bad season discourage

you. " If at first you don't succeed, try, try again." There

are times when the business is discouraging, indeed, but good

seasons soon make up for all the " bad luck.'' We have been

in the habit of figuring on an average yield per colony of 50
pounds annually. This, at five cents per pound, would make
a return of .$2.50 per colony. For the past six years our

average had been much lowered by a succession of bad sea-

sons, but the year 1S97 has bravely raised It again to about

the old mark.

In the s'pring of this year we bought an apiary of 75 col-

onies from a friend who has gone West. We did not want his

bees, as we have already more business and more bees than

we can attend to properly, but the price was so low (S2.25
per colony) that we concluded to accept, especially as we
were actually doing him a favor, for his neighbors had not

offered him more than 75 cents to .Sl.OO per colony, and the

bees had to be sold. We placed them In the hands of a young

man who had had several years experience, and the season

has been so favorable that we have received for our share of

the crop 2,900 pounds of honey. The reader may now figure

what our investment has brought us, while those bees now
are yet as valuable as they were before the crop.

Hancock Co., 111.

A. California Bee-Hive Described.

BY CTRUS C. ALDRICH.

The following Is a partial description of the engraving of

a bee-hive patented April 7, 1896 :

The cover and door of the hive Is not shown, as it Is not

material. The cover is made to telescope down on the hive,

while the bottom of the cover rests on the houey-boards. The
door shuts the hive at the rear, and is held in place by the

Van Deusen fastener. The frames are held in position In the

hive by means of screw hooks (No. 110), which hang on the

bar on the top of the hive, holes for the hooks being pierced in

the bar, and are also spaced for the frames.

A strip of wood 5,'1() of an inch thick and % wide Is

fastened on the inside of the front of the hive near the top ; a

similar strip Is fastened on the Inside of the door near the top,

so that when the frames are in place the strips rest on each

end of the frames, and when the door is lockt the frames are

held rigidly in place. Any frame can be taken out independ-

ent of any other, by turning tho frame on each side to the

right and left, which gives the desired space to remove the

frame.

The hive is made to tier up any number in hight, and Is

especially adapted for comb or extracted honey.
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Any sized hive can be used, but the hive that I have used

for the past 20 years with the best of sucoess (havinR at times

over 300 colonies in theui) is 14 inches square, inside, and 12
inches high, using a frame 10^x13;.^ inches, outside meas-

ure. The advantages of this hive are :

First, a natural brood-chamber; the cover shutting upon
the honey-boards hermetically closes the top of the hive, and
prevents all escape of heat from the brood-chamber, enabling

a colony to build up faster.

Secoud, the frames are self-spacing, and when the hive is

closed it is ready to be moved to an out-apiary.

Third, ease of manipulation.

Fourth, its adaptability to either comb or extracted

honey; in comb honey there being less burr-comb and travel-

stain ; in extracted, ease of handling, and strength of frame.

honey-flow has been a god-send to our bee-keepers, for the

greater portion of our bees did very little the early part of the

season ; in fact, we had some very peculiar conditions during

last winter and spring. Lart year there was considerable

foul brood, and much of the so-called pickled brood. This

caused many weak colonies at the beginning of winter. Then
we had most zero weather in November, and many of the bees

failed to build up, and many colonies that were strong were

smothered by being sealed or packt air-tight. The bees sweat

to that extent that they were as wet as a dish-rag in the hive.

The air becomes foul, and when the temperature gets down
low, the bees in this humid condition cannot leave the cluster

to seek the honey, and they die of starvation with the honey

almost touching them ; when the bee-keeper opens the hives

in the spring, he finds his bees dead, and the interior of the

Hive of Cyrus C. Aldrlch, of Riverside Co., Calif.

together with the absence of propolis, as the hooks that hold

the frames are protected from propolis by the honey-boards.

I invite investigation and comparison with any other hive

in use. Eiverside Co., Calif.

Peculiar Conditions—Increase by Dividing.

BY E. S. LOVEST.

We meet to-day many of our bee-keeping friends wearing

a broad smile, and with a light heart. I am happy to say that

some of them are blest with a moderately-full pocket-book

—

the result of their own and the efforts of their little friends,

the bees. Why, it seems to be getting fashionable for some of

our bee-kings, or cattle kings, to take a trip to Chicago, or

some Missouri river point, with their own car of honey or

stock. Well, I guess it is all right, if they do not soar so

high as to forget their poor relatives.

To use a common expression, many of our bees have been

doing a land-office business since the jubilee. Many of them

averaged about four pounds during the month of August, and

Id some localities the bees are still bringing in considerable

honey. This will continue till the first cold storm. The late

hives damp and moldy. The bees sealed up this way are

worse off in a chaff hive than they would be in a common box.

The statement that the bees died here last winter for the

want of hooey is mainly incorrect. We had a very late spring,

and as many of the bees came through the winter in a weak

condition, and where the bees were not lookt after, they were

still further weakened down with spring dwindling. Then,

again, while we have had but little foul brood, compared with

last year, we have had the so-called pickled brood by the

wholesale. I have visited over 2,000 colonies that were

affected with it ; in fact, I failed to find one apiary that the

bees did not have this disease—some much and some little. I

have workt hard with this disease this season, and I have

again proven that the salt remedy, which I described in a

former article, has again been very effective in getting rid of

the disease; and where our bee-keepers continued the remedy

as I askt them to do, and also cleaned out the hives and sup-

plied the bees with comb foundation and a little honey, if

necessary, the bees soon got over the disease, and the owners,

as a rule, have reapt a bountiful harvest of honey and wax ;

while many of those "go-as-you-please" bee-men, where they

paid no attention to them, while some of them built up all

right many did not, but they dwindled along, and when the
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honey-flow came on, soaie of them as fast as the brood hatcht

out that the hives might contain the bees filled it full of

honey, thus crowding the queen out. Some have died out,

while others have given their owners little or no profit, and

thus we see the contrast.

Through the conditions that I have named, while the bees

in some parts of the country have swarmed more than usual,

we have had little or no swarming in Utah. I believe the

average has been from about 6 to 10 per cent., and many
have not even reacht those figures. One bee-keeper having

nearly 300 colonies has had only four swarms. Because the

bees have not swarmed, many of our bee-keepers have divided

their bees. This is decidedly the best method of increase, if

it is properly done, but some get too anxious and overdo it, or

they divide them too soon, or before they are strong enough.

This doesn't pay; in fact, It may be a losing game. Bees are

never dormant, or at a standstill, they either rush forward or

backward, for this reason it should never be overdone. It is

better to make a swarm from two or more colonies than to

weaken them by dividing too much. Of course, this subject is

like almost everything else in the bee-industry, it needs study,

proper care, and attention. I have followed the dividing

method for ten years, and it has always been a success with

me, much more so than natural swarming.

%
Salt Lake Co., Utah.

No. 4. — Establishidg a Standard .for Queens.

BY DR. E. GALLUP.

Now, what are the ynost perfect conditions for rearing

qeens at swarmiug-time ? I mean as the bees naturally rear

them according to nature—a strong and numerous colony of

bees, warm weather and sufficient forage coming in to stimu-

late both bees and queen to the highest state of activity, so

that we can hear the roar and hum of the bees all night.

In the above condition a strong colony is a perfect, natural

dynamo to manufacture a large amount of electricity or ani-

mal magnetism. Activity or animal magnetism Is the very

life itself. Without it no person or animated matter can live.

Right here is where the vim, vigor, or extra amount of vitality

is imparted to queens reared in those extremely large colo-

nies that I have before mentioned. If not so, will some one

better posted please explain ? I need not tell you that bees

may be all ready to swarm with sealed queen-cells, and the

right conditions are cut off, such as cold weather and extreme

drouth, etc., and they destroy their queen-cells and even kill

off their drones. Doolittle has gone over all the ground in his

book on queen-rearing. Now right here, under the above-

mentioned conditions, the queen-breeder may fail, and often

does fail, In rearing long-lived queens. In the most of locali-

ties in the season of 1 896, bad conditions prevailed, such as

extreme drouth, etc.. I attribute the cause of so many of my
queens received being superseded, to those bad conditions. I

had cold, bad conditions for awhile in the spring, but did not

attempt to rear queens until the weather changed, hence none

of the queens of my own rearing were superseded.

Right here I will answer a question that has been askt

repeatedly : Do you think queens reared in the South are as

good as those reared In the North ? I certainly do. In Florida

and other parts of the South they have a continuous and un-

interrupted flow of nectar for a longer season than In the

North. I have corresponded with queen-breeders In differ-

ent parts of the South in regard to that very question ; their

flow M)ay not be, and perhaps is not, so abundant as It Is In

some parts and seasons In the North, yet they write that it is

usually continuous and steady— flrst-class conditions for rear-

ing good queens. They have another advantage—they can

ship young queens earlier than you possibly can from the

North.

I had my plans all laid out for experimenting along the

line aforementioned, when I had to give up beekeeping and

take up my present occupation. Take a 10-frame Lang-

stroth hive three or four stories high ; flll the two lower

stories with brood-comb and hatching brood, and use my most

prolific queen. In the third story use some hatching brood.

Now I would use a queen-excluder between the second and

third story, but at that time I had not gotten hold of the idea.

Now you can rear your queens on the Doolittle plan ; but

then, as soon as I had the hive well filled with nursing bees

and brood In all stages, I removed the queen and let the bees

rear queen-cells, and if they could not gather sufficient forage

to stimulate strongly and regularly until the cells were ready

to remove. Of course, we could not regulate the weather, but

we could have all the other conditions as nearly natural as

possible. We might not have the long-lived bees, but on the

plan outlined we could soon rear them.

I firmly believe on a similar plan we can improve our bees

beyond anything we have at present. If I had the time, I

certainly should put ray plans in force. What has been done

can be done again, if we only go at it in the right manner,

with the right spirit, and a full determination to succeed. Do

not be afraid of having your colony too strong and numerous ;

give abundance of ventilation from below, according to the

weather.

Last spring, in orange-blossom time, I ran one colony

three stories high, and it stored 90 pounds of orange-blossom

honey, and if you can show anything nicer flavored I would

like to see it. In putting on the third story. Instead of rais-

ing up the second story, as many recommend, and placing the

third story under, I raised one-half the combs and spread

them, or alternated a full frame with an empty one in both

stories, and unintentionally I got a comb with eggs in the

upper story, and on this comb I saved five nice, large queen-

cells. Those queens are proving extra-good ones— large, ex-

tra-prolific, and grand workers. I did not di-^cover them un-

til they were nearly ready to hatch— in fact, one of them

crawled out of the cell In my hand. I made a nucleus of one

comb of hatching brood and the adhering bees (this was In

the forenoon) ; in the evening I liberated her, and used a little

tobacco smoke.

Right here I will state that I have always succeeded in

introducing queens, whether virgins of any age, or fertile,

with tobacco smoke.

Well, I expected to have to help that queen with more

bees and brood, but she started out so remarkably well that I

gave her empty frames as fast as required, and she has filled

her hive and a super completed, and has a strong and numer-

ous colony to-day (Aug. 31). She hatcht June 21. Now this

was a case where no queen-excluder was used. It was not a

case of supersedure, for the old queen is there in the hive yet.

It simply happened so without any intention on my part. Who
knows but we can rear queen-cells in third or fourth stories

of a strong populous colony without queen-excluders? I do

not know.

This colony was one that I used for honey, aud the one

that stored the 90 pounds of orange honey.

Well, I have now said enough to give you my ideas of

queen-rearing. Now go ahead and improve on it all you can.

But do not run down and deteriorate our race of bees by bad

breeding. Build up and Improve Instead of tearing down.

Again I say, we certiiinly ain lmi)n}vc on Die slock we alreuOy

heme. Orange Co., Calif.

The Apiarian Exhibit at the Nebraska Falr^

liY HON. K. WIIITfOiMH.

The honey show this year Is superb, and from the entries

of fine alfalfa honey, we are warned that the western part of
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the State is to be an itoportaDt factor In the production of fine

alfalfa honey.

The annual meeting of the Nebraska Bee-Keepers' Asso-

ciation was held in Honey Hall, on the State Fair grounds on

Tuesday and Wednesday evenings. E. Whitcomb was re-

elected as President ; AuR. C. Davidson, Vice-President, and

L. D. Stilson Secretary and Treasurer.

The followinK resolution was unanimously adopted :

"Resolved, That the Nebraska Bee-Keepers' Association
request the Board of Directors of the Trans-Mississippi E.Kpo-
sitiou to appoint E. Whitcomb superintendent of the apiary
department of the Exposition."

The following resolution was adopted on the deaths of Mrs.

J. N. Heater and Mrs. A. L. Hallenbeck, two honored mem-
bers of this Association :

"Your committee especially endorse the well chosen
words of our President on the death of two of our members

—

Mrs. J. N. Heater and Mrs. A. L. Hallenbeck. In their death
this Association has lost two of our most active and advanced
bee-keepers; and while we all mourn the loss of these esti-

mable members, we humbly submit to the will of Him who
doeth all things well."

" We especially endorse the action of our President in in-

viting the United States Bee-Keepers' Union to hold its next
meeting at Omaha, Nebr."

The following are the premiums awarded in the apiarian

department of the State Fair :

Basswood and white clover comb honev— E. Kretchmer,
of Iowa, 1st; G. M. Whitford, of Nebraska, 2nd.

Alfalfa comb honey— Lovesy & BoucU, of Utah, 1st; E.
Kretchmer, 2nd.

Sweet clover comb honey—E. Kretchmer, 1st ; August C.

Davidson, of Nebraska, 2nd.
Comb, fall honey—E. Kretchmer, 1st; Don Westcott, of

Nebraska, 2nd.
White clover honey, 20 pounds—E. Kretchmer, 1st; G.

M. Whitford, 2nd.
Alfalfa honey, 20 pounds^-E. Kretchmer, 1st; Lovesy &

Bouck, 2nd.
Sweet clover honey, 20 pounds— E. Kretchmer, 1st; Aug.

C. Davidson, 2nd.
Heart's-ease honey, 20 pounds—E. Kretchmer, 1st;

William James, of Nebraska, 2nd ; Mrs. E. Whitcomb, of

Nebraska, ord.
Alfalfa extracted fall honey, 20 pounds—Roy Kretchmer,

of Iowa, 1st; E. Kretchmer, 2nd.
Sweet clover extracted honey, 20 pounds— E. Kretchmer,

1st ; Aug. C. Davidson, 2nd.
Largest display of honey by any one—E. Kretchmer, 1st ;

Aug. C. Davidson, 2nd ; Roy Kretchmer, 3rd.
Exhibit in beeswax—Mrs. E. Whitcomb, 1st : E. Kretch-

mer, 2ud ; Aug. C. Davidson, ord.
Display of apiarian supplies— E. Kretchmer, 1st.

Display of honey in marketable shape—E. Kretchmer,
1st; Aug. C. Davidson, 2nd; Mrs. E. Whitcomb. 3rd.

Display of honey candy and cake—Mrs. E. Whitcomb,
1st; Mrs. E. Kretchmer, 2nd.

Honey-vinegar— Mrs. R. M. Lewis, of Nebraska, 1st;
Aug. C. Davidson, 2ud.

Display of bees and queens— E. Kretchmer, 1st ; Aug. C.

Davidson, 2ud.
Extractirjc honey—E. Kretchmer, 1st ; L M. Lewis, 2ud ;

Roy KretcbiiH r. 3rd.
Honeyexirdctor— E. Kretchmer, 1st; R. M. Lewis, 2nd.
All-purpose single- walled hive— E. Kretchmer, 1st ; Don

Westcott, 2nd.
All-purpose chaff htve—E. Kretchmer, 1st; L. D. Stilson,

of Nebraska, 2ud.
Bre-smoker— E. Kretchmer, 1st.

Display of apiarian supplies— Don Westcott; 1st; Aug.
C. Davidson, 2nd.

Surylus honey stored during 1897— C. M. Lewelling, of

Nebraska, 1st ; Wm. Stollcy, of Nebraska, 2ud and 3rd.

County collective exhibit—Don Westcott, 2nd.
Collection of honey-producitig plants—Aug. C. Davidson,

1st ; Lee Smith, of Nebraska, 2ud ; Abraham Cocheline, of

Nebraska, 3rd.

Metheglin—Aug. C. Davidson, 1st.

The reports of experimental colonies was of the most sat-

isfactory kind. Mr. 0. M. Lewelling reports 184 pounds

stored, of which 1()6 pounds was comb honey. Wm. Stolley

reports two colonies, one manipulated entirely for comb
honey, and the other for extracted. In the first he reports 8-t

pounds of comb, and in the second liS pounds of extracted

honey. Saline Co., Nebr.

BEEDQIVI BOILED DOWN.

Hardiness of Bees.— Doolittle says that after years
of careful observation he thinks there is no difference as to

standing severe winters between blacks and Italians.—Glean-
ings, p. 704.

Drawn Foundation.—Gleanings gives a number
of reports favorable to the new deep-cell foundation, but one
man reports that his bees workt out common foundation more
rapidly than with the deep cells.

Bees Loose in tlie mails.—Gleanings gives an
account of a case in which bees were loose in a mail-sack in

New York city, and repeats the warning that such a careless

trick of some queen-shipper may lose us the privilege of send-
ing queens by mail, just as it did once before. We'll be glad
to help "drum him out of camp"—the fellow that would be
guilty of such carelessness.

Does Honey Preserve the Teetli?— Here's a

new argument for the use of honey, drawn from one of the
foreign bee-journals : Sugar spoils the teeth because it fur-

nishes a favorable field for the multiplication of the microbes
that destroy the enamel, while honey—thanks to its anti-

septic properties— preserves the teeth by destroying the or-

ganisms that attack them. Now who can tell us just how
much truth there is in that?

Smoker Fuel.—N. F. Boonhower gives in Gleanings
a kind of fuel greatly liked, originating with W. L. Coggshall.

Old phosphate sacks that have been washt out by the rain are

used, or burlap of the same nature. Roll up lengthwise a
sack very tightly, then at intervals of five inches, or about the
right length to fit in a smoker, tie cotton twine around it, and
chop into pieces with an ax, cutting between the ties. One of

such charges will last two or three hours in a smoker.

Bees in Ha'waii.—Wm. Thompson, a bee-keeper
with 500 colonies of bees all in one apiary on the island of

Hawaii, has been making a call at Medina. The area of de-

sirable bee-pasturage on tlie i>land is quite limited—a narrow
belt along the coast. In this area the honey is of fine quality,

is all extracted and shipt to London. The climate is so favor-

able for the growth of bees that he had to give up the'use of

perforated zinc, the workers being too large to pass through.

And this, even from queens mailed from this country.

ExtractiH{>: Only Part of tlie Comtos.—At
the Buffalo convention J. F. Mclntyre said he always found
that bees stored less for a day or two after extracting, their

time being taken up repairing the breaks and bruises made in

extracting. Editor Hultermann, of the Canadian Bee Jour-
nal, says : "If this is the case, we have a strong argument
in favor of extracting only a portion of the combs of a hive,

the bees can then repair and prepare one lot, while going on
storing in the other."

A Moth-Trap.—"Australian Yankee," in the Aus-
tralian Bee-Bulletin, describes his moth-trap. Take a hive-

body that can be shut up very closely— all but a 3-inch hole

somewhere in the side— put in it two or three old combs con-

taining some pollen, cover up close, and in due course it will

contain worms an! moths. Turn in a little bi-sulphide of car-

bon, quickly close thp 3-inch hole, and in a few minutes all

moths and worms will be dead. Open the hole and leave it

for a week or ten days, when a fresh dose may be needed.

'Winter Passages.—In the Caaadian Bee Jouroal
appears a repurt from the Ontario Government as to the im-

portance of allowing free passage from one comb to another
In out-door wii,tering. A colony was in a two-story hive with
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Ji-inch passage between the frames of the two stories, and
for three years this was one of the strongest colonies and the

first to cast a swarm, raising the question whether it might

not be desirable to have a passage cut in the center of each

comb. If our Canadian friends will look up the matter, they

will find that such passages were used many years ago, but

for some reason little has been said about the matter lately.

One trouble was to keep the passage open, a tin tube some-

times being used for that purpose. Sometimes, however, it is

well to reconsider some of the things that have been allowed

to pass into "innocuous desuetude."

Unslieltered Apiary the Best.—A correspon-

dent of the Bucher Beige—an advocate for keeping hives

sheltered by buildings—tested the matter for several years,

putting half his bees in sheds facing the south, and the rest in

open air facing the northeast. The result made him change
his views, for entirely alike from the greater convenience of

handling his hives in the open, he found they stored more
honey than those that were covered. This he attributed to

the fact that the bees in the open air started out earlier to

work than those in the sheds.

Driving: Bees Ont of Supers.—A new kink in

driving bees out of supers is given by N. F. Boomhower, in

Gleanings. The editor vouches for its efficiency. Take hold

of one corner of the cloth that covers the supers— use a rob-

ber-cloth if no other is present—and while blowing smoke
from the smoker by the side of the cloth flap the cloth up and
down quite rapidly. This flapping seems to carry tie s uoke
all through the super in such a way that the bees will be

driven out much more quickly and completely than by the use

of the smoker alone.

Controlling: Fecundation of Queens.—In
the Australian Bee-Bulletin a writer says he has twice made a

success of fertilizing queens by hand, failing all other times.

Years ago N. W. McLain, then in charge of an experiment
station of the United States, made the same claim, but as no
one else ever succeeded in it, nor did Mr. McLain afterward,
it was believed that he was somewhat given to romancing.
The man who discovers some practical way by which the mat-
ing of queens can be controlled will not need a marble shaft
to keep his name in remembrance.

Locating: Apiaries in France.—The bee-keep-

ers of department de la Meuse, France, were quite stirred up
over the attempt to establish a law forbidding the placing an
apiary less than ten meters (about two rods) from adjoining

lands. The bee-keepers' society made an earnest protest, re-

citing fully the Importance of bee-culture and the damaging
effect of such a law not only to apiculture but to agriculture

in general, and the law was left in statu quo

—

leaving bee-

keepers free to locate apiaries anywhere. A striking feature

in the case is that this bee-keepers' society numbers 800
members, and that in an area less than a twentieth of Illinois.

Winter Stores.—Editor Holterraann advises against
feeding by percolation, for fear the stores will granulate in

winter. Is there any proof that granulation is worse after

percolation than after boiling? Isn't the reverse likely to be
true ? Only of course it will not do to feed by percolation as
late as October, for the bees haven't then time to evaporate
and otherwise prepare their food, tiranulation has occurred
with syrup that has been boiled, and at least one case was re-

ported by a Michigan bee-keeper in which the boiled syrup
granulated badly after having acid added to prevent granula-
tion. Probably granulation depends somewhat on the time
given by the bees to proper preparation, and this can be more
fully given if the food be administered very thin—by percola-

tion equal parts of sugar and water— but it will not do to feed
thin syrup late in the season. There seems to be a popular
notion that cooking Is essential, but has not all granulated
sugar been most thoroughly cookt?

A Ne'^w Binder for holding a year's numbers of the
American Bee Journal, we propose to mail, postpaid, to every
subscriber who sends us 20 cents. It Is called "The Wood
Binder," is patented, and is an entirely new and very simple
arrangement. Full printed directions accompany each Binder.
Every reader should get it, and preserve the copies of the Bee
Journal as fast as they are received. They are Invaluable for

reference, and at the low price of the Binder you can afford to

get It yearly.

CONDUCTED BY

DR. O. O. MILLER, MARENGO, ILL.

[Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller dlreot.l

Starling in Bee-Keeping:.

I am a young man,'a school teacher, and am very anxious
to find some employment that may take my spare time, and 3
also be the means to help build up a business that I might
follow in the future. I bought, two years ago, two colonies of 1
bees for .§.t.0(), and before long the one weak colony, by rea-

son of worms, went away, and the other workt faithfully all

summer, and stored much honey, but did not swarm. The
following summer I purchast six more colonies for .S12. I

have now 17 colonies, having doubled up the weak colonies.

My home, where my bees are located, is in Herkimer
county, and ray mother owns a small place devoted partially

to berries and fruit-trees. Last spring I sowed about 1 ' 6 of

an acre of alfalfa clover with a crop of oats, and got a very

good seeding.

1. My bees are all in the square-box hives, and if con-

venient and profitable I would like to transfer them all to

movable-comb hives. My grandfather takes care of them for

me. Aside from the hives, what will I need in the line of

comb to thus make the change ? I would like to go into that

business as soon as I get a stock suflicient to guarantee me a

fair livelihood, for then I may build up my trade to Its de-

mands.
2. Please give me an estimate of what will be the cost of

comb and hives necessary to make the change ? What could

I give as a reasonable price for 12 colonies in common boxes?
I am sufficiently posted on bees to warrant me quite a pleas-

ure to handle them, and I do it void of any fear. I wish to

make this my exclusive business, and practice this motto, that

whatever is worth doing at all is worth doing well.

New York.

Answers.— 1. You will not think of doing any transfer-

ring before some time next year, probably about the time of

fruit-bloom. The most valuable advice that can be given you
is to get a good text-book on bees and study it thoroughly be-

tween now and then. The cost of the book will be returned

to you ten times over before a year, and no one should think

of making a business of bee-keeping without studying one or

several good text-books. You will find in your book full in-

structiou as to everything needed in transferring, and if there

are any poiuts not fully explained or understood, this depart-

ment will be always open, and your questions will be cheer-

fully answered.
2. Prices of bees in box-hives vary greatly, and it is hard

to tell what you ought to give. Something depends on the

strength of the colony, and also on the time of year, a lower

price being paid in fall than in spring. If you can get 12
strong colonies in box hives for .?50 In the fall, you will prob-

ably do well ; but as Intimated before, local circumstances

may make the price quite different.

Late Feeding Tor Winter.

Kindly advise me how I am to winter a strong colony of

bees taken from a tree Oct. 2, the owner of the tree getting

the honey and I the bees, with only three small combs. I in-

tended to feed extracted honey, but was told the bees would

uot build comb so late in the season. Is it so?

We had a splendid crop of white clover in this (Hunter-

don) county, the best In ten years; but the buckwheat crop

was a failure, owing to two weeks of constant rain. My bees

averaged ()5 pounds (nearly all white clover) to the colony
;

but Mr. Vandcrbilt, the old veteran, beat me 12 pounds per

colony. I would like to hear from the other parts of Jersey,

through the Bee Journal, or don't they take it? If they

don't, they had better get it. It is a splendid place for bees

here, on account of the abundant crops of clover, but I am
afraid the Delaware river, which Is here 400 yards wide, cuts
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off one-half the crop. What is your opinion ?— [Don't worry
about the river. A little matter of 4U0 yards won't trouble
the bees.—Ed,] U. L. S.

Answer.—Bees don't generally do much comb-building
late in the season, but will build if it is needed. You ought
to have fed before this, but it isn't too late if you feed right
away. If the weather is warm enough for the bees to take
the feed, they'll build all the comb necessary. Better warm
the honey to be fed, and if it's very thick add a little water
while heating, so it will be thoroughly mixt. Don't have more
than one pint of water to five of honey, and be sure not to

burn the honey. Burnt honey is about as good for winter feed
as poison. But it may be fed almost boiling hot.

Likely a Quecniess Colony.

I have a colony of bees which were transferred from a
box-hive to one of the latest hives about July 25. They had
previously swarmed twice, but seemed fairly strong when the
change was made. For the past several weeks they have
been very inactive, and on examination I found a lack of

comb and but few bees. The bottom-board of the hive was
littered with small particles of comb, probably from capping.
I surmise the lack of prosperity is due to the wax-worm. In
fact, I found several small white worms among the powdered
comb. Please suggest treatment for the worms. If they are
the cause of the trouble. Is it possible that the queen was
destroyed in changing hives? If so, would that affect the
strength of the colony as indicated above ?

"New Member."

Answer.—Instead of its being true that the lack of pros-
perity is due to the wax-worm, the reverse is more likely true,

that the presence of worms is due to the lack of prosperity.
In all probability the bees were queenless, became weak and
discouraged, and then allowed the worms to take more or less

possession. You may have killed the queen in transferring,
but it is more likely that they never had a laying queen after
swarming. For after a colony swarms, a young queen suc-

ceeds to the throne, and it happens sometimes that she is lost

on her wedding-trip. If that happens the colony is hopelessly
queenless, and it is only a question of time when it will fade
away to nothing The best thing you can do is to unite the
bees with another colony, one of the weaker ones, and yet

they are of little value on account of their age, especially as

so late in the season there is little or nothing for them to do,

and they will only help eat up the stores without living long
enough to help gather next spring.

Colony De§crling-—Prevention of Swarming

—

Dumniie§.

1. I have an 8-frame Simplicity hive that had a super on
and I took it off, and it was empty. I noticed that the bees
had workt well and were a good, strong colony. When I lifted

the super off I saw there were no bees in the hive. The
frames are well filled with sealed honey, no brood, and not
one bee In the hive, and the hive is as clean as a new pin.

The brood-chambers with bottom-board weighs 50 pounds, so

you see it was well filled. What was the trouble ? What did

the bees leave the hive for? Did you ever hear of such a
thing before?

2. Can you inform me how Mr. Dandant keeps his bees
from swarming ?

3. What are the dummies spolfen of in] the bee-papers ?

How are they used, and for what purpose ? ,'1 _ Mass.

Answers.— L. In the spring of the year it is not a re-

markably unusual thing for a colony to desert its hive, leav-

ing plenty of stores and more or less brood, such colony per-

haps always being weak. But the supposition is that the case
you mention was during or after the honey harvest. I never
before heard of a strong colony deserting its hive during the
working season, leaving it full of honey and everything in

good condition, and cannot give the least hint as to the rea-

son. I yield the floor to any one who can.
2. The principal reason the Dadants give for the small

number of swarms they have, is the size of their frames and
brood-chambers. They usetheQuinby frame, and their hives

have a capacity equal to 12 or 14 Laogslroth frames.
- - 3. Take a board the size of a brood-frame, nail on it a

top-bar, and you have a dummy. It may be anywhere from
an eighth of an inch to an inch thick, and its chief use is to

fill up a vacancy in a hive. If a man wants to use only eight

frames in a 10-frame hive, and desires to have his bees work

In supers at the same time, it will not do to take out two of

the frames without putting in something to fill their place,

for the bees would at once build In comb to fill the vacancy.
So the dummy comes into play. Oftener, however, a dummy
Is used in a hive which has its full complement of frames.
Especially is this the case where frames with flxt distances
are used. Suppose you have eight frames in a hive, all spaced
at flxt distances, the hive being entirely filled with the eight
frames. It will be a difficult thing to get out any of the
frames, but if the hive is made wide enough to take in the
eight frames and a dummy besides, the dummy will easily be
withdrawn, and then it will be an easy matter to take out the
frames.

Doubtle§8 a Queenless Colony.

We had one colony of bees in a box-hive and transferred
it to a frame-hive last spring. We tied the brood-comb in the
frames and the bees seemed to do well for awhile. In August
I thought they were not doing well, and on examination I

found moths in the old comb, and bees all clustered on two
small frames of comb. I did not examine them, but as they
seemed to have too much room I placed them in another hive

(as this one was not made right) with a division-board, confin-

ing them to the two combs, and fed for a week, then lookt at

them. They had abandoned the old comb and commenced
building on the other side of the hive, so I took out the old,

empty comb and placed a division-board next to the frame of

new comb and kept feeding. They seemed to carry pollen,

and workt well until the last few days they don't see-n to be
carrying pollen. I examined and find they have no brood, but
are storing honey in their new comb. What is the matter?
and what shall I do? There are drones. Florida.

Answer —The indications are that your bees are queen-
less. I confess to feeling somewhat puzzled to account for

their deserting the old comb and building new, unless the old

combs were so badly infested with worms that they deserted
them entirely. There is probably nothing you can do with
them now, for a colony that had become reduced to two combs
In August, even if it grew no weaker, would not be worth
fussing with. What bees are left might be united with
another colony, but they're hardly worth the trouble, for they
are probably so old that they will not last mucli longer.

Bees Killing Eaeli Other.

I received some untested queens June oO, in good condi-

tion. I introduced them all right; and they were fine, large

queens, and they beat anything at breeding I ever saw. I

told my neighbors if the 5-banded queen produced 5-banded
workers I wouldn't take five dollars for her. But she didn't

do that, but she did produce beautiful 3-banders, and they are

hustlers, too, so I would hardly take five dollars for her, tho

her bees have one fault—they will kill off all the black bees in

their colony, which was a strange thing to me. 1 was glad of

that, for I wanted them all yellow ones ; but they didn't stop

at'that, they got to killing their own bees, and I put an empty
super on, and they quit. I took It off again, and they have
gone at it again like wild fire. I will have to put on the super

again or make two colonies out of it. The trouble is, there

are too many bees for an Sframe Langstroth sized hive, and
it is full of honey b3sides. It is not a case of robbing, as some
would think, and they are not diseased, but right in their

prime. Tenn.

Answer.—The case is an utter puzzle to me. It does not

seem possible that bees would kill off any of their number be-

cause of being crowded. Many times colonies that were
strong have been so crowded with bees that they could not all

get into the hive, and in plenty of cases the combs have be-

come so crowded with honey that the queen had no room to

lay, but no one has ever reported in such a case that it re-

sulted in the bees killing off one another. If a hive becomes
overcrowded with bees, a swarm is likely to result if at the

proper season for swarming, and at other times the bees would
merely hang out. If part of the bees are black and part

Italian, that ought to make no difference. I wouldn't like to

be too positive about the case, but I think close investiga-

tion will discover some disease present where workers are

killing off their own sisters. If there is no mistake about the

addition of more room stopping the killing, and then its start-

ing again when the extra room was taken away, then it is

just possible that the greater heat and lack of ventilation

might help to make the disease more violent. It is to be hoped

that we may hear fully the outcome.
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Editorial Con)n)cr)i^^

Bee-Keeping: is the title of Farmers' Bulletin No.
59, just issued by the United States Department of Agricul-
ture, by Frank Benton, M. S., Assistant Entomologist. It

contains 32 pages, and appears to have been issued more in

the interest of the beginner in bee-keeping than the expert.

We say appears, for the reason that it has just come to our
desk this minute, and we have not the time to examine it

carefully before this number of the Bee Journal goes to press.

We hope soon to reduce It somewhat for " Beedom Boiled
Down."

m I

Xl-e Trans-Mississippi Exposition next year
promises to be one of great interest to bee-keepers as well
as everybody else. Hon. E. Whitcomb, of Friend, Nebr.,
has recently been appointed an Honorary Commissioner in

charge of the honey exhibit to be made there. No better
selection could be made. Mr. Whitcomb is well known to the
bee-keeping world, and especially to those of the great and
growing West.

Mr. Whitcomb desires to get in communication with all

the principal bee-keepers' associations of the country as soon
as possible, and would like to have the presidents of such
societies send him their names and addresses <il onre. We
hope all will comply with this request, and co operate with
Mr. Whitcomb In every possible way. In a letter received
from him Oct. i), he says :

FuiioNi) York :— I notice that Illinois has made quite an
appropriation for the Trans-Mlsslsslppi Kxposltion. Why not
the bee-keepers of that Slate rush In, get your share of it,

and put up a nice honey-show? Plans for the honey-house
are now being made, and I assure you that It will bo the finest
ever dedicated exclusively for that purpose in the world. I

wish that you would earnestly advocate in the Bee Journal,
from week to week, the necessity of every State bee-keepers'
association taking hold of this matter, and putting up some-
thing that will not ouly be a credit to their State but to the
Trans-Mississippi country. It will be my object to make it as
pleasant as possible for all when visiting the Exposition.

Yours very truly, E. Whitcomb.

What does the Illinois State Bee-Keepers' Association

have to say to the above suggestion ? Stand up, Pres. Dr. C.

C. Miller and Sec. Jas. A. Stone, and do your duty.

Xhe Northwestern Convention program will

likely consist almost entirely of the discussion of questions

askt by those present. It would be a good plan for each one

to write out some question, before leaving home, and bring

them. Put them on separate slips of paper, and then when
the hat Is past, you can drop them In, and each can be discust

in Its turn.

Don't forget the time and place of the meeting—Wednes-
day and Thursday, Nov. 10 and 11, at the New Briggs House,

northeast corner of Fifth avenue and Randolphstreet, Chicago.

Also, don't forget to be there.

Bees in a Beer-Keg.—The Kankakee, 111., Ga-

zette, of Oct. 7, contained the following account of a swarm
that chose an empty beer-keg as a place of habitation :

" In the large oak-trees beautifying Mr. Barton's lawn,
the envy of the neighborhood, three empty kegs which once
contained a quantity of best brew, have for a number of years
given shelter to a thrifty family of squirrels, the older mem-
bers of which have become so well acquainted with their pro-
tector that they promptly answer his call to take tempting
morsels from his hand. One Sunday, last June, a swarm of

bees flew across the yard, spied an empty keg and immediately
served notice on the squirrels to vacate. Throughout the sum-
mer the large family labored to collect a quantity of honey.
How to get at the sweetness, 30 feet above earth, without be-

ing stung, was the problem which Mr. Barton called upon
Carl Ring to solv£. Mr. Ring may not be a king-bee, but he
perhaps deserves the title of the Bee-King of Kankakee
county more than any other individual. Without losing any
time, Mr. Ring climbed the tree, plugged up the holes of

egress and lowered the squirrel-house to the ground. It was
heavier than if full of Its original contents—47 pounds of de-

licious honey was removed. Mr. Barton kept the honey and
King Ring took the bees. Mr. Barton advises his friends who
are fond of honey to fill their trees with squirrel-houses. This
is the second time he has been favored in this way."

If only all the beer-kegs in the world could thus be filled

with honey, what a blessing it would be to mankind. If less

beer were made and drank, there would be more money to

spend for honey and other good things that many a poor

family must go without. Every honey-producer, as well as

everybody else who loves humanity and are self-respecting,

should be dead against the whole infernal strong-drink traffic.

We are glad to be able to say that so far as we know, nearly

every bee-keeper is on the right side on this question.

The California Bee-Keepers' Exchaiig^e
is thus commented upon by its Secretary, Mr. John H. Martin,

in a letter to us dated at Los Angeles, Sept. I'J :

It is a very unwise thing to expect that in one year the
California Bee-Keepers' Exchange Is going to step before the
markets of the world a fulllledged, sound liuancial organiza-
tion. Such things must have a development. Wo have a rep-

utation to establish, membership to gain, prejudices to over-
come, enemies outside to encounter, and, also, too true it is,

there are enemies inside. These are all concomitants of all

new organizations ; and if the Exchange survives for a rea-

sonable time, it will gain strength. The Intolligeut bee-keep-
ers are aliv(3 to tht! benelits to be derived from such an organi-

zation, and will stand by It through all discouragements ; and
If a failure is made In a certain line of work, another method
will be employed next time.

If the bee-keepers of California would stand together so

as to control over half of the output of honey, there would be
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a healthier tone to the prices. Some of our Eastern friends

notably Mr. Doolittle, have imbibed the impression that we
are trying to form a trust, In order to put the price of honey
to an exorbitant price. That is far from the real object. All

we want is a fair, living prkc. When our best grades of ex-

tracted honey are selling for only i3;.; cents, the business of

producing lioney is not remunerative, and a continuation of

such low prices will cause quite a number to leave the busi-

ness. A fair, paying price of say 5 cents per pound is all the

bee-keepers of this State ask for, and It can be had only
through organization.

What can be done for California through organization can
be done for the whole United States through a National or-

ganization. It is well known to bee-keepers that the only

action necessary in order to market our best grades of honey
for table use, and at a fair price, is the proper distribution

into those portions o( the country where but little houey is

used. The problem for a National organization to solve is this

of proper distribution.

In closing, I will repeat what I have before stated : "With
proper distribution there is not honey enough produced in the

United States to go around." J. H. Martin.

We regretted to see in some of our exchanges lately a

seeming desire on the part of their editors to place discour-

agements in the way of the successful operation of the Cali-

fornia Bee-Keepers' Exchange. Now, we have never felt like

doing that. It has always seemed to us to be a splendid un-

dertaking, tho we have felt that it was a pretty big job to

carry through. Still, the fruit-growers have been fairly suc-

cessful in their work of co-operation in marketing, and we
cannot see why bee-keepers may not do equally well. The
effort is commendable, at least ; and instead of doing or saying

anything to discourage those who are brave and strong enough
to put their shoulders to this new wheel to roll in the interest

of bee-keeper-, we think that the very least the rest of us can

do is to cheer them on, and perhaps later on be able to aid

them and ourselves very materially.

Sweet CIOTer Hay Superior to Red Clover.
—Gen. S. D. Lee, President of the Mississippi Agricultural

and Mechanical College, in a letter to the ofBce of a periodical

called " The Clover Leaf," said this about the value of swee^

clover to the general farmer :

" Wbat was the poorest pirt of my plantation six years
ago is now the richest, from the use of melilotus, and the hay
is, in my judgment, the superior of red clover for stock."

Sweet clover has been getting some pretty big boosts

lately, as a forage plant. This writer knows from actual ex-

perience that it is all right as a honey-plant, for his bees

stored 100 pounds of comb honey per colony, spring count,

from sweet clover the past season.

A Piational Bee-Cutiventiou in Calitornia.
—Mr. Geo. H. Stipp, of California, suggests that the next con-

vention of the United States Bee-Keepers' Union he held in

that State, presumably In San Francisco. Here is what he

says about it in a letter received at this office :

" Why would it not be well to hold the next bee-keepers'
convention In this land of milk and honey ? It is a long way
to come, but we will try to treat you so well as to make the
coming worth the while. We Cilifornians are looking after

all the big conventions of the future, and by a combination of

the bee-keepers wilb one of these— as in the case of the Grand
Army at Buflfalo this year—rates might be secured which
would not make the trip prohibitive evan to poor bee-keepers
in an 'off' year." Geo. H. Stipp.

Of course it is pretty early to talk about the place of hold-

ing the national bee-convention of 1898. But the E.'cecutlve

Committee can consider the above suggestion if It so desires.

Our individual opinion is, that the annual convention should

be held where there will likely be secured the largest and most

representative gathering of bee-keepers.

Honey as Food Is the name of a 24-page pamphlet,

3;4xti'4 inches, which we are now printing fur general dis-

tribution among those who should bo users of honey. It is

Just the thing for bee-keepers to hand to every one of their

customers, and also those whom they would like to have as

customers. It Is very handy in size—just right to go into an

ordinary business envelope. It contains 10 illustrations, five

of which are somewhat comic, and help to make It attractive.

There is a blank space for your name and address. About
half of the pamphlet was written by Dr. Miller, and then we
added thereto many new and valuable honey recipes—for

cooking and for medicinal purposes. In all, it makes a neat

little pamphlet. Send a two-cent stamp and we will mail you

a sample of " Honey as B^ood."

Prices for quantities, postpaid— 2-5 for 40 cents; 50 for

60 cents; 100 for 90 cents : 200 for $1.50. By express,

not prepaid, 500 for $3.00; 1,000, $5.00.

Now let the orders come in, and we will do our best to fill

them promptly. Remember, a sample copy is mailed for only

a two-cent stamp.

Ti)c Weekly Budget.

Db. J. P. H. Brown, of Richmond Co., 6a,, writing us

Oct. 7, said :

" This has been a favorable season for bee-keeping in this

part of Georgia. The crop of honey has been fine, and the

prices have been remunerative."

Messrs. A. H. Whitman & Co., whose advertisement ap-

pears on another page, are an enterprising firm with whom
we are well acquainted. If our readers want pure teas, cof-

fees, spices, etc., they can't do better than to get them of

Whitman & Co. Write to them for their profusely illustrated

catalog, and then give them a trial order. They offer some
fine inducements to those who will take orders for their goods.

Dr. C. C. Miller reports a crop of nearly 17,000 pounds

of comb honey this year, closing the season with about 3O0
colonies. We think it was the Doctor, who, a few years ago,

when many bee-keepers were becoming discouraged, said he

had faith that the good years would come again. It.seems his

faith was well founded. While the Doctor "don't know"
many things, he does know that the past season was the best

he ever had. And all will rejoice with him in his success.

Mr. H. T. Chrisman, of Fresno Co., Calif., called on us

Tuesday, Oct. 12. He is a young man full of business, push

and energy. He and his father had about 300 colonies of

bees in two apiaries last spriug, increast to about 400, and

took 24,000 pounds of extracted honey. Their best honey

was sold for 5 cents per pound, and the poorer grades for '3i4

cents. They moved all their bees to the alfalfa fields in

Kings county, about 60 miles away, and did not lose a single

colony in the moving. Mr. Chrisman, Jr., superintended the

job, it being his first experience in that line.

The Marshfield Mfg. Co., of Marshfield, Wis., when
sending the balance on their advertising in the Bee Journal for

1897, on Oct. 13, wrote :

"We have had a very good year for business, and expect

next year will be double. We know the Bee Journal has helpt

to do it."

It is very encouraging to us to receive such unsolicited

testimonials, and we are alw.iys glad to learn that our adver-

tisers are doing well. We wish them all a very prosperous

season in 1898.

Henry Allev—the veteran Massachusetts queen-breeder

—reports in Gleanings that he lately told an enquirer that

"everything in the bee-line worth printing could be found in

(Meanings:" That's pretty hard on the rest of the poor pub-

lishers of bee-papers. Of course. Alley ought to know, for he

Is an ex-beepaper-pnblisher himself I His opinion was pub-

llsht as a "kind word" for our esteemed contemporary.
" Kind words " ought to deserve passing along.

P. S.—By the way. Mi 'VIley should subscribe for the

American Bee Journal and a 'iw of the other bee papers. He
could better form an opinio) '-hen.
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BEE-BOOKS
SEXV POSTPAID BY

Georere W. York & Co.,
ChlciiKO, Ills.

Bees and Honey, or Mnnapeinent of an Apiary
^or Pleasure and I'rullt. by TliOTuas G. Newman.—
This edlttun has been hiri.'ely re written, thoroughly
revised, and la " fully up with the times " lu all the
taiproveiiiunts and liiventUuiM lu thl8 rapldly-devel-
OplDfJT pursuit, and presents the apiarist with
everythlnt; that can aid In the success! ul manatre-
ineut of an uplary, and at the same time produce
the moyt honey In an attractive condition. It con-
tains 25U paues. and 245 illustrations—la beautifully
printed In the hinhest stvie of the art, and twund
In cloth, gold-lettered. I'rlce. $1.00.

liUiiBstrotli on the Honey-Bect revised by
Dadant—This classic in bee culture, has been
entirely re- written, and Is fully illustrated. It
treats of everytlilnn relatlnt; to bees and bee-keep-
:nK. No aplnflan library Is comidete without this
standard work by Kev. L. Ij. Jjanestroth — th©
Father of American Bee Culture. It has 520 pages;
bound In cloth.

Price, postpaid, $1.25.

Bee-B.eiperB* Gnlde, or Manual of the
Apiary, by Prof A. J Cook, of the Michigan A^rl-
cultural College.—This book la not only Instructive
and helptiil as a gnkle In bee-keeping, but la

Interestlii;: and thoront,'lily practical and aclentlflc.
It contains a full delineation of the anatomy and
physlolotry of bees. 4*10 pages ; bound In cloth and
?ully Illustrated.

Price, postpaid, 81.25.

Scientific Qiieen-Kearlnfft as Practically
Applied, by G. M. DoolUtle.—A method by which
the very best of V»een-Bees are reared In perfect
accord with Nature's way. ITti pages, bound In
Oloth, and Illustrated. Price, $1.00.

A B C of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root.—

A

cyclop:edla of 4i.'0 pnu'cs. describing everything
pertalnhiti to the cure of the honey-bees. It con-
tains HUJ engravings. It was written especially for
beginners Bound to cloth. Price, $1.25.

Advanced Bee-CultarCi Its Methods and
Management, by W Z. llutchlnson.—The author
of this work la too well known to need further
description of his book. He la a practical and
entertaining writer. Vou should read his book. 90
pages, bound in paper, and Illustrated. Price, 50 ets.

Rational Bee-li^eeplns:, by Dr. John Dzlerzon
—This Is a translation of his latest German book on
bee-culture. It has i^.'iO pages: bound
\n paper covers. $1.00

Blenen-Kultur, by Thomas G. Newrian. -

This la a German translation of theprlnclpp' por-
tion of the book called Bl:es OF IlONEY. 1P> page
pamphlet. Price, 40 cents.

Convention Hand-Book, for Bee-Keepers.
Thomas G. Newnian.— It contains tlie parllr.mea-
tary law and rules of order for Bee-Conventions—
also Constitution and By-Laws, with subjects for
discussion, etc. Cloth, gold-lettered Price, 25 cts.

Tliirty Years Anions, the BeeM, by
Henry Alley.—Gives the results of over a quarter-
century's experience in rearing queen-bees. Very
latest workof the kind. Nearly uni pages. Price. .'iUc.

Pra«'tli*al tliiitM to Bee Kee-Keepers—by
Chas. F. Muth. Also contains a Foul Brood
Cure aud How to Winter Bees. 40 p.; 10 cts.

Wliy Kal Honey 7-Tbi<; Leaflet is intend-
ed for FKKK distribution, to create a Local Market,
luo copies, by mail, an cts.: 5(mj for$1.2.^»; KMiu, $2.00.

How to Keep Honey and preserve its
richness and tlavor. Price same as Why Bat Honey.

AlHike €lovrr Ijeaflel.—FuH directions
for grownig. 50 for 2.'> cts. ; HM) for 4U cts.; 200, "nc

Apiary Rofflsler, by Thos. G. Newman.—
Devotes two pages to a colony. Leather binding.
Price, for 50 colonies. I !.<«»; for lOu colonies, $1.25.

Preparialloih of lltiney I'oi' the Murk at,
including tlie piuiiuctlun and care of comb ano
2xtraeted honey. A chapter froco Bkes AN"?
UoNKV price. 10 cents

Bee-Puxitii'anre a IVecenalty.—This book su^;

^ests what and how to plai His a chapter fron
Beks anu lldNKV Price, 10 cento.

The Hive I Ii«e, l)y G. M. Doollttle. It
details his management of bees, and methods
of producing comb honey. Price. 5 cenla.

I>r. Howard'M Kook on Foul llrood.
—Gives the McKvoy Treaiment and reviews the ex-
periments of (Jthers. Price, -'> cts.

Silo and Sllnfice, by Prof. A .7. Cook.-It
gives the method In opcrnthin at the Michigan Agri-
cultural {jollego. Price. 2.i cts.

\%'lntcr Problem in Bee-Keeplug. by G.
K. Pierce. Kesult of 2.'i years' experience, ao cts.

Haiidllii£> llecM, by Chas. Oadanl Hi Son.—
A Chapter from l^angHtroth Revised. Price, 8 cts.

HiMtory of Bee-ABSoclatlons. and Brief Ko-
porl of the tlrst 20 conventions. Price, hi cts

Foul Brood Treatment, by Prof. F. R.
Cheshire.-Its Cause and Prevention. Price, Ui cts.

Foul Brood, liy A. R. Kolmke.—Origin.
Development and Cure. Price H) cts.

Bee-Keeplns: for Profit, by Dr. G. L.
Tinker.— Revised and enlarged. It details the au-
thor's " new syslem. or how to get thelar«eBt vields
of comb or extracted ht.mey." wj p.; illustrated. 2r>c.

Commercial Caleulator, by C. Ropp

—

A ready Calculator. Business Arithmetic and Ac-
count-Book combined in one. Every farmer and
business man should have it. No. 1, bound in water
proof leatherette, calf tinish. Price, 4o cts. No. 2
in tine artiticial leather, with pocket, silicate slate,
and account-book. Price. 60 cts.

Green'ft Four Books, by Chas. A. Green.
—Devoted to, ist, How We Made the Old Farm Pay

;

2nd. Peach Culture; 3rd, How to Propagate Fruit-
Plants, Vines and Trees; 4th, General Fruit In-
structor. Nearly 120 pages. Fully illustrated. 25cts.

Kendall's HorNC-Book. — 3.j pictures,
showing positions ol sick horses, and treats on all

their diseases. English or German. Price, 25 cts.

AiUmber and Log-Book. — Gives meas-
urements of lumber, logs planks; wages, etc. 25c.

IVJaple Sn;i;;ar and the tfnerar Bush, by Prof.
A. J. Cook.— Fiill instructions. Price, 35 cts.

Grain Tables, tor casting up the price of
grain, produce, hay, etc. Price. 25 cts.

Capons and Caponizlns, by Dr. Sawyer.
Fanny Field, and others.— Illustrated. All about
capontzing f"wls, ano thus how to make the most
money in poultry-raising. 64 pages. Price. 30 cts.

Our Poultry Doctor, or Health in the
Poultry Yard and How to Cure Sick Fowls, by
Fanny Field.—Everything about Poultry Diseases
and their Cure. 64 pages. Price, 3o cts.

Poultry lor I^larket and Poultry for
Profit, by Fanny Field.-Tells everything about the
Poultry Business. <>4 pages. Price, lb cts.

Turkeys lor Iflarket and Turkeys for
Profit, by Fanny Field.—All about Turkey-Raising.
64 pages. Price. 25 cts.

Rural Ijlle.— Bees. Poultry. Fruits. Vege-
tables, and Household Matters. KM) pages. 25 cts.

Potato Culture, by T. B. Terry.— It tells

how to grow them protitably. Price, 40 cts.

Hand-Book ol' Health, by Dr. Foote.-
HintH about eating, drinking, etc. Price, 25 cts.

Bee-Keepers' Directory, by H. Alley.—
latest methods in yueen-Kearing, etc. Price. 5uc.

Booli Clubbing Oilers.

(Read Carefully)

The following clubbing prices Include the

American Bee Journal one year with each

book named. Remember, that only one book

can be taken In each case with the Bee Jour-

nal a year at the prices named. It more books

are wanted, see postpaid prices given with

the description of the books on this page.

Following Is the clubbing-list:

1. Langsiroth on the Honey-Bee J2.00
2. A B C of Bee-Culture 2.00
3. Bee-Keeper'eGulde 1.75
4. Bees and Honey

I
Cloth bound! 1.65

5. Doollttle's Sclentltlc Queen-Hearing. 1,75
6. Ur. Howard's Foul Brood Book 1.10
7. Advanced Hee-CuUure 1,;)0

n. BlencM-Kullur tGerman] l.'JO

11, Rathinal Bee-Kceplng [Paper touudl 1,75
1';. Thirty YiMra Among the Bees I.)i0

l:i, iU-e-Kcciniig lor i'roat 1,15
14. Coiivi'iiMon Hand liook 1,15
15. Poultry fur Market and Profit 1.10
16. Turkeys tor Market and Profit 1,10
17. Capons and Ciiponlzing 1.10
IS. Our Poultry Doctor 1.10
19. Green'sP'our Books 1.15
31. Garden and Orchard 1.15
•y.i. Rural Lite 1.10
25. Commercial Calculator. No. I l.';5

26. Comme-clal Calculator, No. i ).40
27. Kendall's Morse-Book 1.10
:!0. Potato Culture 1.20
:!2. HandBookot Health 1.10
U4. Maple Sugar and the Sugar Bush 1.20
:!5. Silo and Silage.. 1.10
;16. Wint.er Problem in Bee-Kecping 1..'10

:17. Apiary Keglsiur (lor 50 colonies) 1.75
.'is. Apiary Keglster (lor 100 colonies) . 2.00
39. Bee-Keepers' Directory 1.30

ll.UljV HONEY-EXTRACTOR
I'lUlll ^ Square Ulass Jars.

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

Bee-Keepers' Suppijes in greneral. etc etc
Send tor our new catalog.

Practical HlntH " will be mailed for lOc
lu stamps. Apply to—

Chas. T. Muth & Sou, Ciucinuatit Ohio.
Please mention Bee Journal -vrhen -WTiting,

Honey - Clovers I

We-have made arrangements po that we can
furnish seed of several ol the Clovers by
freighter express, at the following prices,
cash with order:
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Qei;)Gral Itetrjs*

Bees Did Well.

Bees did well in this section this ye
Mine averaged from 75 to 150 pour
to the colony. Wm. M. Dick
Ford Co., III., Oct. 8.

Seport for the Season.

I have 40 colonies, all kept in square
straw-hives. I took 620 pounds of
honey this season, having had only 11
colonies last spring.

A. F. Landstream.
Buena Vista Co., Iowa, Oct. 7.

Bees a Failure Two Years.

Fro'Ji 3fi colonies spring count, I got
250 pounds of comb honey this year,
and can't sell that for over 10 cents per
pound. M_v bees are in good condition
for winter, I think, and perhaps they
will do better another year.

Thos. Wickersham.
Whatcom Co., Wash., Oct. «.

Bees Didn't Do Very Well.

My bees have not done very well this
seasor, owing to hot winds in the spring.
I have doubled them this year, and some
colonies gave 50 pounds of surplus.

It seems to me some of the writers in
the American Bee Journal could use
more charity in expressing their views
on the different subjects discust in the
paper.

If the American Bee Journal came
daily It would not be too often to suit me.

R. H. Yearsshaw.
Sacramento Co., Calif.

From a Former Subscriber.

Several numbers of my old acquaint-
ance—the American Bee Journal—came
to my desk yesterday, and I have gone
through all of them with avidity. Ow-
ing to drouth I dropt out of bee-keeping
and dropt the Bee Journal, some years
ago, and am surprised to find how few
new names appear among its regular
contributors. The "Question-Box," for
example, seems the same to almost a
man, as when my own name appeared
in it. True, there is that fellow from

' the land of the Hottentot and Kaffir,
who seems to dip his pen in well-spiced
ink. and who has come into our bee-
world since I have been out of it. Out
of it I have been ; but rather perforce,
for our seasons have been so exasperat-
ingly bad that it seemed folly to stay in,
unless I could move to a better location,
which I still hope to be able to do.

From 120 colonies drouth cut me
down to 4 for several years; then in
1896, I got up to 7, and got about 75
pounds of hean'sease, in the fall, which
was extra good. This year I got up to
14 CTlonies, and have taken about 000
pounds of comb honey, mostly white clo-
ver. The first super taken off this year
was almost exclusively from black lo-

cust, (dcdsia tiU^ni), white in color, and
the mildest in flavor I have ever tasted
— soft, smooth, yet richly sweet.

In one number I see an account of
fish being stung to death by a bee. I

never saw a fish stung by bees ; but yes-

Finest Alfalfa Honey

!

IT SELLS ON TASTING.

The Honey that Suits All

Who Buy It.

Low Prices Now!
We can furnish 'Wbite Alfalfa Extracted Honey, In 60-pound tin cans, on

board cars in Chicago, at these prices : 1 can, in a case, 7 cents per pound; 2 cans

In one case, 6J^ cents ; 4 cans (2 cases) or more, 6 '4 cents. The Cash must accom-
pany each order.

Ht^" A sample of the honey will be mailed to an Intending purchaser, for 8

cents, to cover postage, packing, etc. We guarantee purity.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan Street, CHICAGO, 111.

New London,
Wisconsin,Page & Lyon Mfg. Co.

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus

securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
They have also one One of the Largest Factories and the latest

and most-improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there is in the State. The material is cut from patterns, by machinery,
and Is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and -whitest
BaSS-WOOd is used, and they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine

and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best

machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies.

Please mention the Ametioau Bee.Tourn'tl. 7Atf

BEE-KEEPEES We make
The Very Finest Line of

in the Market, and sell

them at Low Prices.
Send for Free Illustrated Catalog and Prlcc-L.Ut.

SUPPLIES
G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.

Special Ag> lit for the Southwest
-^- ^-

''^'''''s^ Joseph, mo.

nir. Abbott sells our Hives and Sections at Factory Prices.

That Q,ueen-Clipping Device Free !

CoiilduH Do Wilboiit It.

I have clipped 19 queens, and must say the
Monetle Queen-Cllppin? Device Is by far the
beet invention ever made, and wilt be wel-
come to many bee-teepers as it was to me. 1

could not do without one now.
Dr. Geo. L.\cke, Newburgh. Ind.

WurkD Like a C'liariu.

The Monette Queen-Clipping Device WORKS

LIKE A CHARM. With it I have clipped 30

queens, all in one day. when examining my

bees. Wm. Stollev, Grand Island, Nebr.

PLEASE READ THIS OFFER TO PRESENT SUBSCRIBERS :

Send us ;«»( ont iiew name tor the American Bee Journal a year (with *1.00), and we

will mail you the Queen-ClippinR Device free of charge. Or, the Queen-Clipping Device

will be sent postpaid for 30 cts. But why not get it as a Premium by the above oflfer

You can't earn 80 eta. any ea.^ier. Almost every bee-keeper will want this Device.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan St., CHICAGO, ILL.
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tal". Beeswax
For all the Good, Pure Yello-w

Beesuvax delivered to our ofBce till

further notice, we will pay 25 cents per
pound, CASH ; or 28 cents for whatever
part is exchanged for the Bee Journal,
Honey, Books or Seed, that we offer. If
you want casb, promptly, for your
Beeswax, send it on at once. Impure
wax not talfeu at any price. Address as
follows, very plainly,

GEO. W. YORK & CO.
118 Michigan st. , CHICAGO, ILL.

CARLOADS
Of BeeHlvee, Sections, Ship-
piug-Caees. Comb Foundation,
and Everytblng used in the

-T-p Bee-Induetry.
;>" We want the name and ad-

C 'W . dress of every Bee-Keeper in
i-^____®fi>' America. We supply Deal-
'^^~^^^^^^::jP^ ers as well as consumers. We

have Dry Kiln, Improved Machinery, 40.000
celot Door space, and all modern appliances.
We make prompt shipment.
Write for Catalogs. Quotations, etc.

Inter-State MaiiufactiiriiiE Co.,
IIIIDSOrsj, St. < roix Co., WIS.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Earn a Watcii
Uy selhii^' Wliitiiiau's

I'ure Teas, Spices. Bakin;^
Pciwder, Etc. 25 lbs. earns a

^^^ Sulid Silver Cliatelain Watch.

)
10 lbs. a Uu«by Fotft Ball. 20

t lbs. a Dexter Camera. 201 bs. a
^ Mandolin t>r Guitar. We pay
express on cash order-s. Write
for tllustrated Catalogue of
Premiums. Address

i. H. WHITMAIT a CO.. 27U N. Western Ave., Chicago, 111.

Please mention Bee Journal when w^riting.

FOR SAILE.
Apiary and Small Farm in southwest Texas.

Address.
inrs. ITI. Iff. Diiiiiipgan, Klalliln, Tejr.

40A4t Please mention the Bee Journal.

Glass Tumblers

!

are the package to put honey up in, and work
up a home trade. I ran furnish you with >,

pint tin top. ^4 doz. to the barrel, at $3.00 per
barrel; Vt pint size, 20 doz. to the barrel, $.5,00
per barrel Cash must accompany all orders.
Fluiii LulielM for above Glasses — 2%j:!,

250 for 40 CIS.. or$l.-2o per 1000.

H.<;.<ti;iKliN, Belleviip, Oliio.
42Atf Please mention the Bee .Journal.

<tiieenK an<l 4eii<-en-Keai-ins:.—
If you want to know how to have queens
fertilized in upper stories while the old
queen is still laying below; how you may
naj'dy iutrudiu-e any queen, at any time of
the year when bees can fly ; all about the
different races of bees ; all about shipping
queens, queen-cages, candy for queen-
cages, etc. ; all about forming nuclei, mul-
tiplying or uniting bees, or weak colonies,
etc. ; or, in fact, everything about the
qiieen-busiuess which you may want to
know—send for Doolittle'.s "Scientific
Queen-Rearing " — a book of over 170
pages, which is as interesting as a story.
Here are some good offers of this book:
Bound in cloth, postpaid, tl.00; or clubbed

with the Beb Jouknai. for one year—both
for only H.'h ; or given free as a premium
for sending us Imi new subscriljers to the
Bbb Jouknal for a year at til .00 each.

terday the beekeeper who is penning
these lines was most fearfully " stung "

by fish. One of my ponds had become
so nearly dry that the Hsh—cat-fish and
perch—could be seen ; and in order to

transfer them to a deeper pond, I waded
In mud to the lop of my rubber boots,

and gathered the lively things in my
hands and put them in a bucket. I no-
ticed their sharp spines were very pain-
ful, and that blood dropt from my fin-

gers; but having handled such fish from
boy-hood, and suffered only a pain simi-

lar to that from a bee-sting, I kept at it

till done—about four hours— by which
time my hands and arms wore so swollen
and painful that I had to use the felon

cure, and soak in lye as hot as I could
bear it. My hands are still stiff and
sore, but the pain is mostly in the head
and small of the back, mainly, per-

haps from stooping so much and stay-

ing so long in the cold mud. Some bee-

keepers are also fish-keepers, and I

warn them against too free and care-
less handling of such slippery, wiggling
stock.

I sympathize with Mr, Hntchinson.
I did not know of his afflictions when I

met him, a few days ago, at the State
Fair. Wm. Camm.
Morgan Co., III. Oct. 10.

A Droneless Apiary.

It has been a splendid season for bees.

Mine produced four swarms per hive,

and all except two colonies have filled

their hives with honey, and are in good
condition to winter. They are hybrids,

and large brown bees. These bees have
mystified me all summer. I have not
seen a single drone during the whole
season, dead or alive. I wish some one
would give an opinion on this through
the Bee Journal. I have workt and fust

with bees a good many years, and have
carefully watcht them this summer, but
I have never had any droneless bees un-
til the past season. R. R. Harris.

Erie Co., Ohio, Oct. 7.

Detecting Queenlessness Easily.

I have an old bee-keeping friend who
is often spoken of by those who do not
belong to the fraternity as a "bee-
crank," because his whole lime and at-

tention are given to the care and study
of bees. But his studies are to some
purpose, for he is continually evolving
new methods and ways of "doing
things," some of which are worth no-

ling. He has been kind enough to give

me the benefit of his experience, and a

few days ago he told mesomethingabout
how to ascertain if a colony was queen-
less without disturbing the frames in

the hive. The idea seemed to me such a

good one that I determined to share it

with the readers of the Bee Journal.

He has already tested the plan several
limes, and claims it works like a charm.
His method is as follows:

With a queen-cage in his hand he goes
to a colony which he knows has a iiueen,

catches her and puts her into the queen-
cage, and lays the cage on top of the

frames, where he leaves it for 1 5 or 20
minutes, or until the cage has become
warm and well scented by the queen,
when he allows her to return to her
family and takes the empty (jueoncage
as quickly as possible to the supposed
queenless colony, where he lays It on the
top of the frames and watches the bees

BEES FOR SALE.
About 00 rolonles of Itiilians. Any one want-
ing^ to start aa apiary caunot do t»etler th.m
to call oil Dr. E. Gullup, Santa Ana. Calif.,
and examine the Bees before purchasing else*
where. Double sets of Combs in Langrstrotb-
SlrapUclty Hives, and ivarranted a surerior
lot of Bees for bu'sine^s. Cirrespodence so-
licited. i>r. E. c;ai^litp.

Santa Ana. Orange Co.. Cai..

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

SEE THAT WINK

!

Uec • SupplioM! Root's
Goons at Koot's Prices.

Pouder's Honey - Jars.
and every thing used by
bee-keepers. Prompt ser-
vice, low freight rate. Cat
iree. Walter S. Ponder,

•i.f .^ n hM/nF-h'<;
~*'

16'.i Mass. Ave..
WnicnpOVDtBSflji Indianapolis. Indiana

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

er- IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Apicultura[ Field more
completely than any other published. Bend
11.25 to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont. Calif.,
(or bis

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

PATENT WIRED COMB FODNDATIOH
Has No Sag in Brood.Framei

Thin Flat-liottom Foiudation
Bas lo Fisbbone in Ibe Snrplas Bone;.

BelDR tbe cleanest Is usnally worked
tbe quickest of any Fonndatlon made

J. A. VAN DEIISEN.
Sole Mannt&otQrer,

Sproat Brook Montcomprv Oo.. I** V.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

ONE MAN WrTH THE

UNION '^o'-u.^^'o-

Can do the work of four
men using hand tools, In
Kipping, Cuttlng-off. Mi-
tring. Rabbeting, Groov-
ing. Gaining. Dadoing,
Kdglng-up. Jointing Stuff,
etc. Full Line of Foot and
Hand Power Machinery.
8old on Trial. Oalalo^ne Frre,

SKlNKfiA FAI.I.S niFG. CO.,
46 Water St SKNEOA FALLS. N. T.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

pec I^CCDCDQ I Let me send you my 64-
Dl.L~^LL^L^O i page Catalog tor 18H7.

J. lU. JeiikiiiM, Wetunipka, Ala.

Please mention Bee Journal when -writmg.

^
^^California

It you care to know of Its Fruits, Flowers
Climate or Resources, send for a Sample Copy
of California's Kavorllo Paper—

The Pacific Rural Press
The loading Horticultural and Agrrlcultural
paper of the Pacittc Coast. Published weekly,
handsomely Illustrated $2.00 per annum.
Sample Copy Free,

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
330 Market St.. - SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Coimocilout.—The fall meeting- of the
Conueutiout Uee-Keopers' Associatiuu wUl be
held at the CapUol, at llarttord. Nov. :i. be-
g-tuoing aC 10:30 a.m.

Mus. \V. E, Kii.EV. .Sec.

Waterbury, Conn.
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A HANDY TOOL-HOLDER

!

Sent by Express, for $1.50 ; or witii the Bee Journal
one year—botli for $2.00.

Every Manufacturer, Miller. Carpenter.
Cabinet Maker. Miiuhlnlst. Wheelwright and
Quarryman. Farmer, or iin.v one using a grind-
stone, should have one of these Tool-Holders.
One boy can do the work of two persons, and
^ind much faster, easier and with perfect,
accuracy. Will bold any kind of tool, from
the smallest chisel to a draw shave or ax.
E.ttra attachment for sharpening scythe
blades included in the above price. The work
Is done wiihout wetting the hands or soiling
the clothes, a^ the water flows from the opera-
tor. It can be attached to any size stone for
hand or steam power, is always ready for use,

notbiuir to get out of order, and is absolutely
worth 100 limes Us cosl.
No farm is well-equipped un-

less it has a Tool-Holder. Pays
'or itself in a short time.

How to Use the Holder.

Directions.—The Tool is fas-
tened securely In the Holder by
a set-screw anil can be ground
to inj' desired lievel by insert^
iufe the arm of the Holder into
ahigheror lower notch of the
standard. While turning the
crank with the right hand, the
left rests on an steadies the
Holder ; the Tool is moved to
the right or left across the
stone, or examined while grind-
ing, as readily and in the same
way as if held in ih^ hands.

For grinding Roaiid - Edge
Tools^ the holes in the stand-
ard are used instead of the
notches.

Address. GEORGE W. YORK & CO., CHICAGO, ILL.

The Bee-Keeper'sGuide

KLONDIKE
.. AND THE . .

YUKON COUNTRY
By L. a. COOLIDGE,

With a Chaptar by JOHN F. PRATT, Chief of th*

Alaskan Boundary Expedition of 1694.

The most authentic desciiption of the

Gold Fields of Alaska
Where they are ; what they are like

;

and how to expeditiously reach them.

Embellished with New Maps and i8 Pho-

tographic Illustrations.

225 Pages. 12mo. 50 Cents.

This 13tb and latest edition of Prof. Cook's
mag'Dlflcent book of 460 pages. In neat and
substantial cloth binding, we propose to give
away to our present subscribers, for the work
of getting NEW subscribers for the American
BeeJournal.

A description of the book here is quite un-
necessary—It l8 simply the most complete sci-

entific and practical bee-book published to-

day. Fully Illustrated, and all written in the
most fascinating style. The author Is also
too well-known to the whole bee-world to re-
?uire any introduction. No bee-keeper is

ully equipped, or his library complete, with-
out "The Bee-Keeper's GnroE."

Given For 2 New Subscribere.

The following offer Is made to present sub-
scribers only, and no premium Is also given
to the two new subscrltjers—simply the Bee
Journal tor one year :

Send us Two New Subscribers to the Bee
Journal (with i'i.OOi, and we will mall YOU a

copy of Prof. Cook's book free as a premi-
um. Prof. Cook's book alone sent for Jl.'33,

or we club It with me Bee Journal for a year
—both together for only 11.75. But surely
anybody can get only 2 new subscribers to

the Bee Journal for a year, and thus get the
bool as a premium. Let everybody try for If
Will you have one '

GEORGE W. TOBK & CO., 118 Slichigan St,, Chicago, lU.

The Above Dook Mailed Free.

WeMillmal you the book free for sending

us one uew siibfecriber to the Bee Journal

for a year [at $1,001; or for 4 new subscribers

for the last 4 months of 1897. at '25 cents

each. The book is bound in cloth.

UNG DISEASES.
.^1 years' experience. Ifyourcaseis

suiliciently serious to require expert medi-
Ical treatment, address

Dr. Peiro, liX) State St., ChicaEo.

Flease mention Bee Journal -when writing.

Please Send TJs the Names of your
neighbors who Ijeep bees, and we will

send them sample copies of the Bee
JouBNAL. Then please call upon them
anl get them to subscribe with you, and
secure some of the premiums we offer.

See the preniiani offers on page 650

!

for results. Should they cluster around
it in an eager, friendly way, as if seeit-

Ing for their lost mother, it is safe to

conclude that they are queenless. But
if they have a queen they will become
angry and excited, and race around and
over the cage as If searching for the oc-

cupant upon which to wreak vengeance.
I would like the opinion of Dr. Miller

and other experienced bee-keepers in re-

gard to this plan.

This has been a very poor season for

bees in this locality. There were plenty
of flowers, but during the greater part
of the season they seemed to contain no
nectar. During the month of Septem-
ber, however, the golden-rod yielded
well, and the bees hustled for dear life,

so they now have their hives well filled,

besides some surplus, and are still bring-

ing in honey from wild asters, which
the frost has not affected,

Chas. E Crawford.
Oscoda Co., Mich., Oct. 3.

Bee-Keeper's Guide—see page 669.

Sweet Clover Ranges for Bees.

In regard to Mr. Kreutzinger's apairy,

described in the American Bee Journal
for Oct. 7, I understand that it is in the

city, or at least in the suburbs. If such
is the case, the only range his bees have
is practically the sweet clover spoken of.

I would like to know how many acres of

sweet clover are within reach, and what
other resources, if any, his bees have.

There are plenty of worn-out fields

here in Tennessee, that can be bought
or least at low figures, and I am figur-

ing on getting some sown in sweet clover,

both for the honey-resources and the

improvement of the land.

Knox Co., Tenn. Adrian Getaz.

[Mr. Kreutzinger's apiary has practi-

cally nothing else to work on but sweet

clover for the surplus honey crop. Of

course there is some white clover, but

that blooms about a month earlier than

the sweet clover, aud no surplus Is got-

ten from that source.

It would be impossible to give other

than a very rough estimate of the num-

ber of acres of sweet clover within easy

range of Mr. K.'s bees. Perhaps 100

acres would embrace all within a radius

of two miles of the apiary.

We do not see why the proposed plan

of sowing those worn-out fields to sweet

clover would not be a good thing for the

bees as well as the land itself. But we

would suggest that not more than say

10 acres be experimented with first. A
lot of good money can very soon be in-

vested in experimenting, and not much
of benefit result. So our advice would

be to go no faster than you can afford to

lose.—Editor].

Disposing of UnfiiLisht Sections.

My excuse for writing at this time, if

any is needed, is to suggest a way by
which L. White, of Caldwell Co., Mo.,

may dispose of some or all of his 1000
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Eijierl \ Teslinmij.

Y Z

Chicago, Sept. 21, 189'
To Whom it Concerns :

—
This certifies that we manu-
facture " Vello'wzones*'
for Ur. W. K. House, Detour,
Mich., from his own private
formula ; and we wish to

state that only the purest ingredients
that Science has- produced, or that
money can buy, are used in their prep-
aration.
We are acting under instructions from

Dr. House to spare no pains or expense
in making them the very best prepara-
tion that the most modern skill can pro-

duce. And from our intimate knowledge
of them we state unhesitatingly that
" Yellowzones" are in every re-

spect a most superior remedy.

We also manufacture " Zonets "
for Dr. House from especially fine ingre-

dients made by ourselves expressly for

these wide-awake little laxatives.

Very truly yours.

The Abbott Ai.kaloidal Co.

Per Dr. W. C. Abbott. Prop.

Y Z

If You Keep But One Rcnicdy
in tlic llou^r, II ShouUI Be

YELLOWZONES.
You have no doul)t read Bro.
York's testimony iu previous
numbers. Yellow zones are u^ed
e.ttensively by bee-keepers.
They are a general household
remedy, indicated In the most

severe Neuralgic and Rheumatic pains where
other remedies have tailed, and In all Fevers.
Colds. Headaches, etc., aud especially useful
In diseases Incident to cold weather, and
lull)' suaraiiteed to please you, or luoney
refunded and no questions askt.

A supply of ZoiiciR, the wide-awake little

laxatives, with each bo.\.

We win appreciate your acquaintance and
custom.

1 Box, 25r ; 6 Boxex, $1.00.
ITIosl orders are for dollar lots.

W. B. HOUSE, m. D.,

Drawer 1. UETOUR, MICH.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

COMB FOUNDATION
Wholesale

and Ketail.

Working? Wax ICfSrute A Specialty,

At Reduced Prices diirlustlic Winter.
My Foundation will spkak for itself, and
prices are O. K. So do not fall to write for a
Catalog with prices and samples.

Beeswax taken in Exchange for Foun-
dation or any other Supplies.

GUS DITTMER,
Ai!<;i;sTA, WIS.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

••••-••••••
For a knife that will cut u horn ithcnit B
crushing, because it cuts fnmi four A
. TJ— '^sitles lit once Retr , m
THE KEYSTONE*—-DEHORNER—

I

It is hunmiip, mpid and »hiral>lf». Fully J
vsiirrantfd. IIlonERT AWARD AT WORI.D s W
Fa IK. DfHcriiJtivf* ri mil urn !PIi.i-;IHl. ^
A.C. l:K<)SirS, ( o.liriiiivillc, l';i. A

1#»e»#»#••••-•»#$
40EGt IMe ; mention tlie \irr Jout nal.

t FOR SALE-ITALIAN QUEENS ?
.")0 cents, or.'! for «1,00. Address.

mris. A. A. Kiiii|>§uii, Kwarit), Pa.
41A3t Please mention the Bee Journal.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

The Great People's Atlas of the World.
MORE TH.^N 100.000 COPIHS SOLI) ANNUALLY.

Up-to-DalB, Accurate, Beautifully illustrated.

Nearly TO Comprehensive Mai_i<, many of them double-page.
140 New and Superb Illustrations. A whole Library in itself, of vital aud ab-

sorbing interest to every member of the household.
Population of each State and Territory, of all Counties of the United States, and

of American Cities of over 5,000 inhabitants, by latest Census.

The handfomely enpravcd maps
of all the States and Territories In
the Union are laiirp, full-page. with
anumbei of dou tile page maps to
represent the mott important of
the Sta PS. All countries on the
laceol Ihe earth are shown Riv-
ers and lakes are accurately lora-
led. All of the large cities of the
world, the important towns and
most of the villages of the United
Slates are given on these mai>s;
alsu every county iii each
Mate.
Over 200 M;\gnlflcent Illustra-

tions and Mnps emlieilish nearly
tver.v piige of tbe Atlas and fallh-
lull) dfput scenes in almost every
parlolithe world.

This Atlas contains a proiiglous
amount of Historical, Physic al, Po-
litical. Educational aud Slalistlcal
matter, so comprehensively ar-
ranged and Indext that informa-
tion on any subject can be found
In a moment's time.

Description of Uie World.
It conthins a General Description

of the World, giving Its Physical
Features, Form. Density, TV mpera-
ture. Motion. Winds -ind < urrenis:
Dlsttlhulion of Land and Water;
Races of People, their Religions
andNumliejs: also Ihe nio-t com-
plete lAtt ol Nations ever publisht,
glvingthelr .Seographlcal Location,
Area, Population, Forms of Gov-
ernment, etc.

The Popular and Electoral Votes for President in 1884, 1888 and 1892, by

States. List of All the Presidents. Agricultural Productions. Mineral Products.

Homestead Laws and Civil Service Rules. Statistics of Immigration, 1820 to

1891. Public Debt for the Past 100 Years. Gold and Sliver Statistics. Number
and Value of Farm Animals. Cultivable Area as Compared with Increase of Popu-
lation. Postal Information, with Domestic and Foreign Rates, and Other Informa-

tion that should be in every Home, Store, Office and Schoolroom.

We will mail this great Atlas, postpaid, for only
50 cts.; or for $1.40 we will send it with the Bee
lournal for one year ; or we will mail it free as a

premium for sending us one New Subscriber ($1.00) to the Bee Journal

for a year.
GEOBOE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan St., CHICAGO, ILL.

Miniature Cut of .* ilfts Artiial Size. Open. 14 br 22 Inches
;

Closed. 14 by 11 Inches

Oiir Liberal Offers : I

untinisht sections. The season here has
been very similar to what it was where
Mr. White lives, and I find myself with
a good many untinisht sections on my
bands. As soon as I found that the fall

flow of honey would notamount to much,
I went around and lifted every hive. If

any one lifted with too much ease, I

went to feeding the bees the unfluisht

sections, first feeding those that were
sealed. After commencing on those
that were sealed, I found that the bees
emptied them with too much slowness.

Then I went to uncapping the honey,
and now it is speedily carried below.

I feed in a super over the brood
frames. There is yet time for Mr. While
to market his unfinisht sections to good
advantage. Ho need not fear that any
colony will get too much if he uses hives

of only ordinary size. He will find

1000 sections of drawn comb a wonder-
ful help at the commencement of the
honey-flow next season, but I would ad-

vise him to use Taylor's comb leveler on
them. EnwiN Ukvins.
Decatur Co., Iowa, Oct. 11.

Bee-Culture an Agricultural Branch.

I have just returned from our county
fair at Broken Bow, where I have been

taking premiums on bees and honey,
and trying to do a little for the good of

the cause. As yet there are few bees in

this part of the country, so there is need
of awakening people to their own inter-

ests.

I take the view of Mr. Abbott, of the

"Busy Bee," that bee-keeping need not

be confined to experts, but should be a

branch of agricultural industry—that

there is nothing to hinder the average
farmer from keeping his table supplied

with honey, even as he expects to keep
it supplied with butter. A. L. Amos,
Custer Co., Nebr., Oct. 4.

A Novelty—To Stop Robbing.

Sept. 30 I was in mine and Mrs. C.

Soelch's bee-yard at 1 o'clock, p. m.

There was an unusual stir among the

bees. Before we were aware, a new
swarm came from the east and tried to
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get in with one of Mrs. Soelch's colonies.

What should be done? It nieiint harm
all around. So I closed the entrance of

the hive, had removed it about a rod,

covered It with a large cloth and put an
empty hive in its place. The new
swarm went in all right. October 1 I

found the old colony in its former place,

and the stray swarm besides in the hive,

all doing well.

To prevent or slop robbing, I nail two
ends of plaster laths on each other to Ht

the entrance. In the lower lath I make
a hole % of an inch toward the hive, and
% on the outside. That is almost a per-

fect safeguard. In desperate cases I

use saw dust. That makes them crawl
and run to save their lives.

H. A. Winter.
Dane Co., Wis.

A Book Recoiuiiiended by Dr. Gallup.

THE NEW METHOD
In Health and Disease.
By W. E Forest. M. D., I2th Edition. Re-
vised, Illustrated, and Enlarged. This is

the greatest and best work ever publisht
as a Home Physician-, and as

A <iiiiido to llealtli.

It makes the way from IVt'Sikuess to
Strenslli so plain that only those who
are past recovery (the very tew) need to
be sick, and the well who will follow its

teachings «-:innol l>e isiok. It is now
in many families the only counsellor in
matters of health, saving the need of call-

ing a physician and all expenses for medi-
cines, as it teaches Hygiene and the use
of Nature's remedies, not a drug'
trcatnieiil.

All 4'lii-oiiic WiseaMes
are considered, and there is not a curable
disease that has not been helpt by some
of the " -V''(/' ,I/(7/*o(/.s " given here; even
those who have been pronounced t^on-
siiniplive have been entirely cured.
While for RlieiiiiialiMiii, In<lig'e»«-
lion, l>y<.pei>sia. ConNtipalion,
l>y»«-iil:ir,V. I>iver and kldney
'I'roiibifM. I'alai-rli. Kniacia-
liou. 4a«-u<'i-al l>el>ilily, ;\'erv-
uiis ICxiiaiiNlion. Ikisrases Pe-
culiar lo Women, etc.. the methods
are sure, and can be carried out at one's
own home and with little or no expense.

A 4jiuaranlee.
So confident are the publishers of the
results, that they offer to refund the
money to any one who will try ' New
Methods " thoroughly, if the book is re-
turned in good condition.

The .^'e-w Kdilion
is illustrated with a number of Anatom-
ical plates from the best English work on
Anatomy publisht, and others made ex-
pressly for this work; contains 300 pages,
printed on fine calendered paper, and al-
though the priceiof the first edition (much
smaller in size and without illustrations)
was .*2.."iO, we sell this at .^1.00. postpaid.

PKI^.MII .M OFFKR!^.
For sending us two new subscribers to
the Bee Journal for one year, we will
mail ycu the book tree as a premium, or
we will mail it for sending your own ad-
vance renewal and one new yearly sub-
scriber. This is a wonderful premium
offer. Address all orders to

—

YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.

GEORGI^ W.

A secondhand Barnes Foot-Power Buzz-
Saw. Price must be low, for cash.

A. A. Car«on, Brainlrec, Iflasi.

HONEY and BEESWAX
nAKUi-rr iti'OTAXiu.ii!^.

Chicaero, in., Sept. 23.— Fancy white
rJc; No. 1, 10 to 1 Ic; fancy amber, 8 to Oc;
No. 1, 7 to 8c.; taucy dark. 7 to 8c.; No 1. 7c.
Kxtracted, while, ."> to fie; aml)er. 4 to 5c.;

dark, :!>4 to 4c. Uecswax, :36 lo ~7c.
The volume of bu-jlness Is small, conslder-

inur the time of year. Many people are In the
cliy from country points, who have brouijht
Iheir honey with'thera, and find it dllhcult to
Bell at these (luottiilons. and In many In-

stances accept less ratbor than not dispose
ot It.

Cincinnati, Ohio, Sept. 30.—Fancv white,
lltoiyc; No. 1. 10 to lie; No. 1 amber. 7
to 10c. E.xtractcd, wbite. 5 to 6c.; amber. 4
to -ic; dark, 'i% to 4c. Beeswax. 20 lo '23c.

Demand lor all kinds of honey has been ex-
ceedingly slow daring September. Perhaps
because of a too liberal supply of fruit on the
market.

Boston, Mass., Sept 25.—Fancy white.
13c.; No. 1. 1 1 lo lie: fancy amber. 9o. Ex-
tracted, white, to6Hc.; amber. 5 to .t^c.
Beeswiix, 27c.
Comb honey is in light receipt, particularly

the fancy grades, which is mostly sought for
on this market. Demand is GOOD. Ueeswax
is practically out ot the market, the supply
being light and demand good at above price.

Indianapolis, Ind., Sep. 24.—Fancy white.
11 to i:Jc.: No 1. u to lOo. Extracted, white. 5
to6c. : amber, 4 to .")c. Beeswax, '2.5c.

Condition of honey market remains un-
changed. Many producers have been holding
back for better prices but demand Is well sup-
plied.

Detroit, Mich., Seit. 25—Fancy white, 11
to l*2c.; No. 1 white. lO-Llc; fancy amber, 9
to 10c. ; fanc3' dark, 8 to 9c. Extracted,
white. ."> to .5J4c.; amber, 4 to 5c. Beeswax,
25 to 26c.
The demand for honey Is Imoroving as the

season advances. Supply is fully equal to the
demand

Minneapolis. Minn., Sept. 24, — Fancy
white, 10 to ll!4c.; fancy dark, 9 to 9=^0.
Extracted, white, \^i to 5Hc.
Market well stucki with dark honey. Fancy

white clover finds good market at 10 to llVic.
—possibly a traction more could be realized
on really fancy. We would not advise ship-
ments ot dark comb or extracted at present.

Albany, IT. Y., Sept. 25.—Fancy white, 12
10 i;ic.; No. 1. 11 to 12c. ; f incy amber, 9 to
10c. : No. 1, 8 lo9c ; fancy dark. 8 to 9c.; No.
1. 7 to 8c.
Comb boney is arriving quite freely and

moving off nicely at quotations.

Wew York, TS. Y., S-pt. 25.-Fancy white,
12 to i:ic.; fair wbite. 10 to lie ; buckwheat,
8K to 9i4c. Extracted, California, white. 5 to
5^4c.: 1 ght amber. \Vt to 4 5ie ; white clover
and basswood. 5 to oV\Q.\ buckwheat, 4 to
4'4C. ; Southern, 48 to 50c. a gallon. Beeswax
Is quiet at 26c.
Comb honey Is now arriving In large quan-

tities, and demand is (air for all grades, prln-
clpilly tor fancy and No. 1 white and fancy
buckwheat. Kxtracted California Is selling
well, while others are neglected, especially
Southern in barrels and half barrels.

Milwaukee, Wis., Sept. 24.— Fancy white.
12 to l.ic; No. 1, 10 to lie ; fancy amber, 8
to 10c. Extracted, white, 5 to 6c.; amber.
4 1-2 to 5c.; dark, ;i 1-2 to 4 l-2c. Beeswax.
25 to 26c.
The receipts ot honey are very fair, and the

quality improving. The supplj' Is not large.
Demand is moderate, and ttio prospects good
lor fall trade. We are well satisfied that It

pays shippers of honey to exercise much care
in putting UI3 stock In nice, clean cases and
clean, well ordered sections, and new, clean
kegs and barrels lor the extracted.

Cleveland, Ohio, S pt. 27.—Fancy white,
i:SV4c.: No. 1. VM'. ; fancy amber, lie; No. 1.

lOVie Extracted, white, 7c ; amber, 6e; dark.
.)e Beeswax. 2S to ;i0c

The demand lor honey Is very good.

Buffalo, H. Y, Oct. 15.— Small fruits hav-
ing disappeared, the demand for honey has
trebled, and we advise selling it when the
trade wants it. Fancy white clover. I -lbs.,

most'y He today, a few sales 12c., and some
entire lots 10c. No. 2. 8 to 9c.; a few 10c.

No. 3. 5 to 7c. Extracted. 4 to 6e. a» to qua -

Ity. Beeswax. 20 to 28c. Ship only by freight.

San Francisco, Calif., Sept. 22.— White
comb, l-lbs., 7 lo 9c ; amtter comb. 4 to Ge
Extracted, white, 4 to 4i'Be; light amber.
:ii4 to :i>ie; da'k tule. Hi 10 2>4c. Beeswax,
fair t.o ctiolcc, 2 ; lo 24c.

I'rices remain at much the same low plane
as has been current during the greater part
of the past season, tiut stocks of extracted
are being steadily reduced, mainly on Euro-
pean account. Comb honey has been drag-
ging, but will probably meet with more cua-
loni in the near luture. There Is no lack T)f

Incpilry for beeswax, but the demand Is

mainly for export, and at figures named by
the buyer.

Philadelphia, Pa., Sept 27.— Fancy white,
13!4 to 14c ; No 1. 12c.; No. 1 amber. 10c.
Extracted, white, 5 to 6c.; amber, 4lo3c.;
dark. 4c. Beeswa.x, 25c.
Honey U now moving freely, with arrivals

sullicient for the demand.

St. Iiouis, Mo., Aug'. 9.—Fancy white, 12
tol214e; No. 1, 11 to \.\V%g.\ fancy amber. 10
tolOV4e; No. 1. 9 to OM|e fancy dark. 8 to
8^4c. ; No. 1,5 to 7c. Extracted, white, 5 to
5!4C. ; amber, 4 to 4>4c. ; dark, 3!4 to 4o. Bees-
wax, 24 to 24i4o.

The weather so far this season has been;too
warm for the free movement of honey, but
with the present prices on sugar we think
there should be a good demand for extracted
honey at the above prices. One car of 2t,000
pounds sold since our last quotation on basis
of above prices. Beeswax finds ready sale at
21c. lor prime, while choice stock brings a
little more.

Kansas City, Mo., Sept. 25.—Fancy white.
13c.; No. 1. 1 1 to 12c.; fancy amber, 10 to
lie; No. 1. 9iol0e; fancy dark, 8 to 9c.;
No. 1. 8c. Extracted, white, 5 to 6c.; amber,
4H to 5c.; dark, 4c. Beeswax. 25c.

List of Honey and Beeswax Dealers.

Most of whom Quote in this Journal.

CtaicagOt Ills.

H. A. BtiBNETT & Co.. 163 South Water Street.

New Vork, N. Y.
HiLDBBTH Bros. & Sboulken.

120 & 122 W. Broadway.

Kansaa City, mo.
C. C. Clbmoms & Co., 423 Walnut St.

Bafialo, N. Y.
BATTKRBON & CO.. 167 & 169 ScOtt St.

Hamilton, Ilia.

Chab. Dadant & Son.

Cleveland, Oblo.
A. B. Williams & Co., 80 & 82 Broadway.

Ptailadelpbla, Pa.

Wm. a. Sklser. 10 Vine St.

Mr. Selser handles no honey on commission.

St. IjOoIh, IQo.

Wkstcott Com. Co.. 213 Market Bt

Miuneapollii, minn.
S. H. Hall & Co.

nillwaobee. Wis.
A. V. Bishop & Co.

Boston, mass.
Blake. Scott & Lee., 57 Chatham Street.

Detroit, inicb.

M. H. Hunt. Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich.

ludiauapolis, Ind.
Walters. Pooder, 16 2 Massichusetts Ave.

Albany, N. Y.
Chas. Mcculloch & Co.. 380 Broadway.

Cincinnati, Oblo.
C. r. MnxH * SoN.oor. Freeman & Central Avs.

^I^^teei Wheels
Staggered Oval Spokes.
Y I SET TO FIT YOUR NEW 08 OLD WACOt

CHEAPEST AND BEST
Mtv lo jri-t a low wjicon. Any size

vh.i'1, aiiv width lire. Catal. ^RBK.

ELECTRIC WHEEL CO., Quincy.llL

.'i'2 EO Mtxiixon iht A mtrican Bee JoumaL,
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mw%m^ —A Copy of-

—

LULL Siu'ccssfiil Kee-Kceping,
I n I r t.y W. Z Hutchinson :

^

I I k Mi and uur 1807 Calaloif. lor 2-

Cfiit stamp, or a copy of the
Catalog Tor flie Ahklii^. We make almost
Everyililiis used l)y lJce-Kecper#»* and at
LutvuMi Prices. UUK

Falcon Polisht Sections
are warranted

Superior to All Otliers.

Don't buy cheaply find roughly made Goods,
when you can have ilie be^t— miicIi as we
make.

The Aiiierkau Bee -Keeper
[monihly, now in its 7th year]

36 Pages—50 Cents a Year.
t AMPLE Free—Address.

THE W.T. FALCONER MFG. CO.,

JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

A Boundary Dispute.
That is what many line or 'party" fenees

become. "Good fences make good neipliborb
'

Never heard of a t|uarrel ''over, tbroufxh or
under " Page Fence.
PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian, Mich.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

A Special Booklet Bargain

!

For a limited time we wish to make our

readers a special oBVr on booklets on Bees.

Poultry. Health, etc. Upon receipt of 75

cents we will mall any 6 of the list below;

and for $1.25 we will mall the -ivhoJe

dozen

'

1. Foul Brood, by Dr. Howard '23c

2. Poultry for Market and Profit 25c
3. Turkeys for .Market and Profit 25c
4. Our Pbnitry Doctor Mc
5. Capons and Canoniz np 30c
H. Hand-Book of Health, by Dr. Foote.. 25c
7. Kendall's Horse-Book 25o
8. Rural Life 25c
9. Kopp's Commercial Calculator 2.ic

10. Foul Brood, by Kohnke 10c
11. Silo and Silage, by Prof Cook 25c
13. Blenen-Kultur. by Newman 40c

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,
- CHICAGO, ILLS.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Bee -Hives, Sections, Shipping-
Cases—everytbinfr used by bee-
keepers. Orders filled promptly.
Send for catalog IIIJNK.SdTA BEE-
KEEPERS' si:rri,v iif«. ai.. Nicoiiet
Island, Minneapolis, Minn.

22Att CHA9.MONDENO.Mgr.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Beautiful Honey-Cases
Made by the A. 1. Hoot Co., at their i>rices.

Beeswax Wauled.
in. II. HUNT, Kell Branch, nicli.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

YOUR BEESWAX !

UNTIL, FIJB'rHRK NOTICE, we will

allow 28 cents per pound for Good Yel-
low Beeswax, delivered at our olHce—In ex-
change lor Subscription to the Bee J ouknA i,.

for Books, or anything that we ofl'or lor sale

In the Bee Jouknai,. <>r, 25 cts. cash.

GEORGE W. ~iORK & CO..

CHICAGO, ILLS.

THE "NOVELTY" POCKET-KNIFE!
rzir.

GEO. W. YORK,
CHICAGO, ILLS.

Vonr Name on the Knife.—When ordering, be sure to say Just what Name kiX.
Address you wish put on the Knife.

The Novelty Knife Is Indeed a novelty. The novelty lies In the handle. It Is male
ivsautifully of inde%tru''tible celluloid, which is as transparent as glass. Underneath th«
oelluloid, on one side of the handle is placed an American Bee Journal reminder, and on tt«
ether side, name and residence of the Subscriber.

The ma'erlal entering into this celebrated knll'e Is of the very best quality; the bladet
aie handforged out of the very finest English razor-steel, and we warrant every blade. Tha
holsters are made of German silver, and will never rust or corrode. The rivets are hardeneo
German silver wire: the linings are plate briss; the back springs of Sheffield spring steel, anC
the Hnlsh of handle as describi'd above. It will last a lifetime, with proper usage.

Why purchase the Novelty Knife? In case a g.iod knife Is lost, the chances art,
the owner will never recover it; but it the Novelty is lost, having name and address of owner
the finder will return it; otherwise to try to destroy the name and address, "Would destroy the
knife. If traveling, and you meet with a serious accident, and are so fortunate as to have one
of the Novelties, your pocket knife will serve as as an identifier; and In case of death, your
relatives will at once be apprised of the accident.

How appropriate this knife is for a Christmas. New Year or birthday present I Wha'.
more lasting memento could a mother give to a son. a wife to a husband, a sister to a brother,
a lady to a gentleman, or vice versa, a son to a mother, a husband to a wife, a brother to asUta?
sr a gentleman to a lady—the knife having the name of the recipient on one side?

The accompanying cut gives a faint idea, but cannot fully convey an exact representt^
rion of this beautiful knife, as the " Novelty " must be seen to be appreciated.

How to Get this Valuable Knife—We send itpostpalO. for$l. , or give It as s,

Premium to the one sending us three new Subscribers to the Bee JotlRNAii (with 83.OOt,
and we will also send to each new name a copy of the Premium Edition of the book " Bees an-!
Hone' " We club the Novelty Knife with the Bee Journal for one year, both for jl.90

^1) liame and Address Put on the Knife.
GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL!;.

TIADANT^S f FOUNDATION
Shiping-Cases and Cans for Honey.

« K «I AieA.>f'rEK S V'llSFA* ri<»:^. « n.-H moi-o <'aii anybody «lo?

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS-

IrfCNGSTROTH Or*t TTH® HQNEY-BEE, Revised.
The Classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.25, by mail.

BEESW^AX WANXEO FOR NEXT SEASON'S USE.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
Please mention the Am. Bee Journal. HAMILTON, Hancock Co., ILL.

(ileaiiiiiffi for One Whole Year, 25 Cents

Will furnish GLEANINGS one year—'24 issues—to a new

subscriber, and one Untested Italian Queen, during the

months of September and October only, for the price of the

journal alone—namely, .fl.OO. These Queens are cata-

logued at 75 cents each. By sending us $1.00 you will get

the Queen, 75 cents, and the journal for only 'lo cents.

If you are already a subscriber and would like to get the

Queen, send us $1.00 with a new name for GLEANINGS,

and we will send the Queen to you, and the journal to the

new name sent.

Remember this ofifer is good only until Nov. 1.

The A. 1. Root Company, Medina, Ohio
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One of the Buffalo Convention Pictures.

[At the Buffalo convention of the United States Bee-Keep-

ers' Union, held the last week in August, two photographic

views were taken, one of which we show this week on the

first page. It was also given in Gleanings for Oct. 1, when
Editor E. R. Root had the following to say about it and those

who are represented :

—

Editor.]

rio Bee-Keepers' Association. He is one of the leading bee-
keepers of Canada.

The gentleman just in front of hitn, with arms also folded,

is Mr. S. A. Niver, or, as he modestly styles himself, "Mor-
ton's brother-in-law." Mr. N. has had much experience in

selling honey and other articles directly to consumers. Pos-
sest with a good stock of humor, and with a "tongue balanced
in the middle," he can sell honey like hot cakes.

The next face that I recognize, and just at the left of Mr
Couse, and a little higher up on the steps, with his hand

A Few of those icho were at the Buffalo ConveMion of the United States Bee-Keepers' Union.

This picture was taken in front of the lodging-house
where many of us were stopping, and while it shows only a
small portion of the convention members, it takes in a list of

many of the. most prominent bee-keepers of the country. I

regret that I am not able to give you the name of each one of

the faces there shown, and I can remember only a few of the

more prominent ones.

Beginning at the extreme left, the bald-headed gentleman
with full face, white tie, and side whiskers, light coat, arms
folded, apparently leaning on the steps' railing, is Mr. Wm.
Couse, a gentleman who has long been secretary of the Onta-

folded in front of him, is Mr. E. T. Abbott, editor of the Busy
Bee, of Missouri. Mr. Abbfitt, as I have before stated, is em-
ployed by his State to lecture on rural subjects during the

wiuter. I never heard one of these lectures, but I have seen

some of those who have, and they pronounce them as being

full of life and interest. His hen story, it is said, fairly capti-

vates his audiences.

Mr. A. is always prominent at conventions, is an eloquent

and earnest speaker. Very often independent in his views,

he says just what he thinks. If the "other fellow" does not

like his style—well ; he does not lose any sleep over it. While
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he may not be given to honeyed words, he has a kindly heart
and sympathetic nature.

At Mr. Abbott's left, and just in front of one of the pil-

lars, is Mr. David Coggshall, who, I believe, owns an apiary of

some 500 or 600 colonies of bees. Like his brother, W. L
,

he lives in a beautiful residence—one that would compare
favorably with some of the dwellings on the fashionable
streets of our cities. Both of the Coggshalls are bright, keen
business farmers—at least I judge them to be such from the

general thrift and appearance of everything upon their premi-
ses. There were no broken-down gates, tumble-down fences,

no poor excuses of barns, or houses sadly in need of paint.

At Mr. Coggshall's left is Mrs. Mason, wife of Dr. A. B.

Mason, the enterprising secretary of the United States Bee-
Keepers" Union. The Doctor is one of those whole-souled,

happy, good-natured men whom it is a pleasure to know ; and
while his face beams all over with smiles, he is quite liable to

say something that will hit {/ou, if you do not look out. If

you do not like it—well, he is too fat and happy, he says, to

worry very much about it. Mrs. Mason is one of those quiet,

pleasant women whom it is a pleasure to meet. She very

often goes with her husband to bee-conventions, and the Doc-
tor says he takes her along to keep htm straight.

In front of Mrs. Mason, with his arm resting upon the

railing, and sitting down, is the kindly face of Dr. Miller. He
is another strong convention man. Without him, a conven-
tion to me always has something lacking. The Doctor has a
happy faculty of throwing in jokes and short pithy speeches
that help very much to enliven a convention.

Just back of Dr. Miller, ank next to Mrs. Mason, is Geo.

W. Yo'k, president of the United States Bee-Keepers' Union,
and editor of the American Bee Journal. He was again hon-
ored with the office, and will probably be our presiding officer

at the next meeting at Cincinnati or Omaha, or wherever it

may be held. Mr. York is a little chap ; but what he lacks in

stature is made up in energy and hard work. If he loves his

friends he loves them with all his heart. He never believes in

doing anything half way.

At Mr. York's left, and in the background, a little to the

right of the middle pillar, is Mr. E. A. Wander, of Connecti-

cut. I made his acquaintance at the Buffalo convention, and
had the pleasure of his company at Niagara Falls. He is royal

good company.
In front of Mr. Wander is Mr. 0. 0. Poppleton, a bee-

keeper of national reputation, of wide experience in the North
and the South—one who, while he does not write very much
for the journals, yet, when he does write, has something to

say. He is a very careful, thoughtful bee-keeper. So careful

and conservative is he that he has been engaged to make some
experiments for us for a year or so back, in testing various
articles that we were about to put on the market, but which
we could not do in our Northern climate.

Next to Mr. Wander, and back of Mr. Poppleton, almost
too much in the shade to be seen distinctly, appears Mr. P. H.
Elwood, of New York. He is a large man, of fine appear-
ance ; nor does this exterior belie his real heart. With the
possible exception of Mr. W. L. Coggshall, just in front of

him, and a little to his left, he owns and operates the largest

number of colonies of any bee-keeper represented in this view.

In general characteristics he and Mr. Poppleton are a good
deal alike—careful, conservative. He is too busy to write
much for the journals, and too modest to say much in conven-
tions. But when he does express himself I.e gives us some-
thing to think about.

Just in front of him, with his elbow resting on the railing,

is Mr. W. L. Coggshall.

The next face that I recognize on the porch is that of Mr.
Miles Morton, of New York, who is the " brother-in-law " of

Mr. Niver. Mr. Morton has been for years the local supply-
dealer in Tompkins county. During my recent visit to New
York State, I called at his place. Like the Coggshalls, he has
a beautiful home, and in the rear a nicely equipt shop for

making hives, sections, etc. Mr. Morton must be auothor Dr.
Tinker, for it is easy to see he is a born mechanic. Every-
thing turned out from his shop is beautifully smooth and
accurate. He is a man of original ideas,. and in his quiet way
he has licen using and advocating certain devices which, in

my humble judgment, will in the near future come to the
front.

Getting ofl from the porch, and just in front of the pillar

on the right, with his hands behind him, and his hat on, is

the Hon. E. Whitcomh, vice-president of the United States
Bee-Keepers' Union. He had come all the way from Nebraska.
For years he has been one of the active bee-keepers of his

State; and the handle to his name shows that ho has dabbled
mure or less in politics. I took a walk with him through the

streets of Lincoln, Nebr., and found that he is known famil-
iarly pretty well over the city. He introduced several of us

to Senator Thurston, of the United States Senate ; and I could
not help noting on all occasions that one and all seemed to

feel that Mr. Whitcomb was a man of influence.

Just in front of Mr. Whitcomb, and a little to the right,

with his back against the railing, and his head between two
flags, stands R. F. Holtermann, editor of the Canadian Bee
Journal, and apicultural experimenter of the Ontario Agricul-
tural College. Mr. Holtermann, altho a young man, has been
honored with the oQice of president of the North American
Bee-Keepers' Association, and has also been its secretary. E'er

one, and possibly two, years he has been president of the
Ontario Bee-Keepers' Association, and for years has been
recognized as one of the leading bee-keepers of Canada. He
is active in conventions, and writes to a considerable extent
for the agricultural press.

Just in front of Mr. Holtermann, and a little to his right
stands Mr. Frank Benton. This gentleman has probably
traveled more miles after big and little bees, past through
more real hardships, and has probably seen more of the api-

cultural world in this and other lands, than any other living

man. It was he who accompanied D. A. Jones, and acted as
interpreter for that gentleman in a trip through Europe and to

the Holy Land after Eastern bees, the result of which trip was
the introduction of Syrian and Cyprian bees into this country

;

and it was Mr. Benton who went through the jungles of India
after Apis dorsata, studied them in their native homes, and
sent back reports at various times in regard to these and other
species of bees. He is probably more intimately acquainted
with the different bees of the world than any other man living.

At the present he is connected with the Agricultural Depart-
ment of general government, in the Division of Entomology.
Mr. Benton is exceptionally well educated, reading and speak-
ing fluently several different languages. He is a fine conver-
sationalist, and a direct and forcible speaker; and were it not
for some unfortunate things that have happened at recent
conventions (whether he was right or wrong I need not dis-

cuss), he would be one of the most popular men in our ranks.

There, I believe I have given all the names that I can re-

member. There are some faces among those above that seem
familiar to me, but at this time and place I cannot locate

them, for I am not good at -remembering names, especially if

they are piled upon at the rate of four or five a minute.

This picture does not by any means represent all the lead-

ing bee-keepers who attended the convention at Buffalo; but
when I come to review in my own mind the lives of a few of

our leading lights, I feel proud of our industry and of the
men who represent it ; and in my travels among bee-keepers I

am more and more convinced of the fact that they are supe-
rior men and women. A large number are leaders in some of

our best professions. No wonder, then, that they are shining
lights in the bee-keeping world. Ernest R. Root.

Honey as Food is the name of a 24-page pamphlet,
Siixd'i Inches, which we are now printing fur general dis-

tribution among those who should be users of honey. It is

just the thing for bee-keepers to hand to every one of their

customers, and also to those whom they would like to have as

customers. It is very handy in size—just right to go into an
ordinary business envelope. It contains 10 illustrations, five

of which are somewhat comic, and help to make it attractive.

There is a blank space for your name and address. About
half of the pamphlet was written by Dr. Miller, and then we
added thereto many new and valuable honey recipes— for

cooking and for medicinal purposes. In all, it makes a neat
little pamphlet. Send a two-cent stamp and we will mail you
a sample of " Honey as Food."

Prices for quantities, postpaid— 2.5 for 40 cents; 50 for

60 cents ; 100 for 90 cents : 200 for $1.50. By express,

not prepaid, 500 for $3.00; 1,000, $5.00.

Now let the orders come in, and we will do our best to fill

them promptly. Remember, a sample copy is mailed for only

a two-cent stamp.
^-•~#'

A PiCMT Binder for holding a year's numbers of the

American Bee Journal, we propose to mall, postpaid, to every
subscriber who Sends us 20 cents. It Is called "The Wood
Binder," is patented, and is an entirely new and very simple
arrangement. Full printed directions accompany each Binder.

Every reader should get it, and preserve the copies of the Bee
Journal as fast as they are received. They are Invaluable for

reference, and at the low price of the Binder you can afford to

get It yearly.
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Producing Only Extracted Honey—Other
Comments.

BY KDWIN T5EVINS.

It was only a little while ago I bade the readers of the

American Bee Journal good-bye for 20 years. The serious

charge brought by Mr. Tyrrell, that my practice does not

correspond with my preaching, Is my excuse for breaking the

silence so soon. The atrocious crime of inconsistency I shall

neither attempt to palliate nor deny. Like Rev. Emerson T.

Abbott, I am not wasting any time in trying to be consistent.

That one's practice does not always correspond with his

preaching is no new thing under the sun. Is it not the Chris-

tian's daily confession and lament, that he has done many
things that he ought not to have done, and left undone many
things that he ought to have done ?

For Mr. Tyrrell's and everybody's information I will say

that I am a comb honey producer. I am also a producer of

extracted honey. Hence, my opinion owjhi to have some
value, whether it has or not. While adhering to my opinion

that extracted honey ought to be the only kind of honey pro-

duced, I am not unmindful of the fact that until some condi-

tions are changed that ought not to exist, it may be unwise
for all the beekeepers of all the world to go into the produc-

tion of extracted honey. For instance, California honey, and
the honey of some other places, ought not to be put on the

market at the price of wheel-grease; but it is.

The honey adulterator ought not to be so numerous and
so active as to cause everybody who eats extracted honey to

have a suspicion that he is also eating something else not

quite so good; but he is. Then honey-eaters ought not to be

so devoid of something ([ do not care to name) as to eat their

honey with the comb, instead of eating it without the comb;
but they are. The millennium is not here, and is not any-

where in sight, and until it arrives it may be prudent for some
folks to keep on rais— (beg pardon) producing comb honey. If

it gets around in my day, I will stop rais— (beg pardon, again)

producing comb honey.

Mr. Tyrrell, it seems, has fallen in with my notion about
producing all extracted honey, as he says that he has decided

to work that way in the future. He may find satisfaction in

the use of S-frame Langstroth hives tiered up for the produc-

tion of extracted honey, but sooner than use all of that kind

myself for that purpose, I think I would kick them into the

middle of next week. My extractor will take two Langstroth
or two Quinby frames, or four frames as long as the Quinby
and six inches deep ; and of all the frames I have ever ex-

tracted from, I like the six-inch frames the best, whether of

Langstroth or Quinby length. I will make them for all the

hives I use for extracted honey. Some frames, I notice, are

sent out to be used in supers made to take ii-ixil^ sections.

In my very early boyhood days I sometimes fisht for brook
trout with a bent pin for a hook. This was because I had not

a penny to buy a fish-hook, and I did not know how to make
one. I am not fishing for trout any more with crooked pins.

There are one or two considerations that might lead me
to an extended use of the 8-frame Langstroth, or, what is

about the same thing, the S-frame dovetailed hive. If I were
rearing bees to sell it is likely I would use them. Again, if I

wanted to make a rapid increase of colonies in hives of stan-

dard depth and length, I would use them. Brood can be
found in the upper stories of these 8-frame hives at almost

any time from May to October, but it is uncertain about find-

ing it in hives taking more or deeper frames. This brood in

the upper stories affords a safe, rapid and easy means of in-

crease without the vexation and uncertainty of natural

swarming.

Early in September I received two queens from Eastern
breeders. I had not made much preparation for introducing

them. On looking around I found two or three frames con-

taining brood in each of two of these upper stories. Then I

slipt a queen-excluder between the upper and lower stories,

brusht all the bees from the combs in the upper stories, and
when the combs were peopled with bees, I brusht the bees

into the nucleus-box and introduced the queens by Doolitte's

caged-bees plan. The frames of brood and honey were used

to hive the bees on. This is a work that can be often repeated

all through the summer season ; and if anybody has lost as

many queens as I have in introducing, he will thank Doolittle

a thousand times for his caged-bees plan.

But to return to Mr. Tyrrell. I am not going to get out

any writ of injunction to restrain him from using the 8-

frame Langstroth hive, and as many of them as he wants to.

Allow me to say to Dr. Miller that I make most of my
hives now with Js-inch strips attacht to the bottom-boards,

and that I have razed some that had entrances cut in the hive-

ttodies.

A CRITICLSM ON HIVE VENTILATION.

I want to be allowed to find a little fault with the way
Mr. Tyrrell ventilates his hives. He says he does it by raising

the back end about f^ of an inch or an inch. If I raised but
one end of the hive I would raise the front end. If 1 were to

raise the back end at all I would raise the front end just as
much. With some hives, in some situations, raising one end
is enough. Other hives need raising all around. The bees

come and go with greater comfort and freedom when they
have plenty of room at the front. When the back end only is

raised it seems to me that a good many bees loaf around the
gap to enjoy themselves.

And now, my friends, good-bye for 19 years and about 11
months, unless somebody brings against me some more serious

complaint than that my preaching and my practice are not in

harmony with each other. It is needless to say that this is not

Chapter I of my new book—" A Fool's Errand ; or The Mys-
teries and Miseries of Bee-Keeping."

DEACON ON COMB FOUNDATION.

Since writing the above I have read Mr. Deacon's article

on "Comb Foundation," and I feel constrained to break that

awful silence of 19 years and about 11 months.

After reading Mr. Deacon's savage attack on the use of

comb foundation, " Pennsylvania's " still more savage attack

on the bee-space, and Mr. Simmins' mild condemnation of the

bee-escape, I began to suspect that modern bee-keeping is all

a mistake, and felt like saying. Let us all go back to the use

of the box-hive and the log-gum. Since then I have gathered

up my courage and have resolved to keep right on using comb
foundation, and a good deal of it. The bee-space will con-

tinue to do business in my hives, and I shall use more bee-

escapes next year than this.

Come one, come all, this rock shall fly

From its firm base as soon as I."

Mr. Deacon's positive assertion that comb foundation Is

only the septum or base of the completed comb is so much at

variance with everything that I have heretofore read on the

subject that I believe I may be excused for asking for further

proof. I believe that Mr. Deacon is himself not quite satis-

fied that he is right. He does not say that he has experi-

mented in a way to convince him of the truth of what he
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claims. He says that he "fancies " one will be surprised at

the results of experiments in this line, leaving us to infer that

he may have experimeuted, but I am sure we would all be

better satisfied if he would give us facts and figures. I will

take the liberty to ask Mr. Deacon a few questions :

When foundation, especially heavy foundation, is used, is

not this septum or base much thicker than the bees would

make it if the foundation had uot been given ? Do the bees

leave this septum or base unchanged, and simply add enough

of their own wax to raise the cells to the proper height? I

am not prepared to believe this. If the foundation is reduced

to the usual thickness of honey-comb, what becomes of the

portion manipulated by the bees ? Is it " drawn out," or is it

scraped off and thrown away ?

Admitting, for argument's sake, that comb foundation

affords nothing but the base, I think every bee-keeper has

seen times when this base was of suCBcient advantage to the

bees in affording them a place to deposit their scales of wax,

to repay its cost, and more.

Mr. Deacon makes merry over the claim of a man from

Nebraska, that his foundation has wax enough in the partly-

raised walls to enable the bees to finish the comb without any

additional wax. If the Nebraska man erred, he erred in very

good company. In " Langstroth Revised " (page 372) I read :

"It is a remarkable fact that the bees 'thin out' their foun-

dation to a certain extent and make it considerably deeper out

of the same material. When it has been made wUhathin

base and a heavy wall the bees draw it out more readily into

comb." „
I am curious and anxious to know what such "idiots as

Charles and C. P. Dadant have to say on this subject.

Decatur Co., Iowa, Sept. 20.

[Yes, you'd better postpone the rest of that Rip Van Win-

kle nap, Mr. Kevins, for next week will appear an article

from the Dadants, in reply to Mr. Deacon's article on comb

foundation. We requested the Dadants to write it, and we

think after Mr. Deacon reads it he will feel like imitating Rip

Van Winkle. —Editor.]

More Apiarian Observations and Conclusions.

BY "PEE STUDENT."

"Those Fool Capers."—On page 497, Mr. Bevins nar-

rates the experience a great many bee-keepers have every

year. Somehow they fail to connect the experience of former

years, so as to have it available at the right time and place ;

this, Mr. B. admits on his part, but he should not get discour-

aged and retire in silence for " 20 years," for if there is to be

as much progress made in bee-keeping during the next score

of years as there has been in the one just past, he must be

counted on to do his share of the necessary "capering."

Closer Attention Needed.—What little I know about

bees I have pickt up at odd times during the last 25 years

from books, bee-papers, and practice, and now I study the

disposition and strength of each colony, and endeavor to know

how best to proceed when the time comes to put on supers,

and thus avoid giving too much room, or allowing the bees to

become crowded. Except at the end of the season I never

take off a super without putting another on, and If conditions

are favorable for bees to work, all strong, or fairly strong,

colonies, have three supers on within 20 days from the open-

ing of the season, and when the fourth one is needed the first

one should be well capt ready to bo removed ; and from 7 to

9 o'clock, while the fleld-bees are busiest, there will be but

few bees in the top super, and very little smoke needed for

removing or putting on the escape-board.

10-frame Langstroth hives by putting a 5-inch board across

the rear of the hive during the honey season ; and my cubical

hives are of proper size for the same supers. I noticed some

years ago that during a poor season the fourth or rear row of

sections, where 28 were used, would scarcely be toucht, when

the other three rows would be filled and capt, and as we have

so many poor seasons here to one good one, I concluded to re-

duce the supers to correspond In space with the requirements

of the bees and the seasons, and during the best seasons but

three supers are needed at the same time when properly man-

aged. Supers of this size are especially adapted to weak per-

sons and to women bee-keepers.

Taking Suters Off Without the Escape.— I use 'a

three-legged table with top 18x36 inches, and about as high

as the top of the hives, on which I put the empty super and a

box the size of a super, and taking advantage of the absence

of the workers in the early part of the day I use no smoke at

the entrance, but lift one side of the cover about a half inch,

and smoke gently for 20 or 30 seconds ; take off the cover

and lift the super high enough to brush the bees from the un-

der side to the super below; place it on the box on the table

and cover it; pry the super loose from the hive, and use

just enough smoke to drive the bees down and up, out of the

way, but not out of the hive ; then place the partly-filled

supers (or super, if I am using but two) on the empty super

on the table, and put all back on the hive before the bees

have time to get in the way, and by deftly handling every-

thing I can take ofif a full and put on an empty super every

five minutes, carry the full super into the honey-house and

bringing out an empty one for the next hive.

A super with a loose board for a bottom will answer the

purpose of a box, but thin boards tackt on are preferable.

When I have taken off five or six supers I take the first

one brought in and put it on a table near an open window

covered with wire-screen and furnisht with a house bee-escape,

and- in removing the sections brush the bees, if any, into the

box under the super ; set the super aside when empty, and

take the box out and empty the bees in front of the hive where

they belong. Very few bees will take wing while in the

house, if handled gently, for having filled themselves from any

uncapt cells they could find, they will be found clustered in

one corner of the box waiting to be disposed of. The mor»
completely the honey is capt, the less of bees will be found in

the supers, and often I find less than 20 bees in a super so

managed.

There is a best time for doing all our work if we can only

find out when that time is, and practical experience with close

observation is our best schooling.

Best Size for Supers.—I work for comb honey alto-

gether, and supers holding but 21 4Kx4Jixl% sections give

me better satisfaction than larger ones, and I use them on the

Shade-Boards.— I never get so busy as to forget the com-

fort of the bees and provide two boards for each hive. They

are made of four " shakes" (clapboards) 6 inches wide and 3

feet long, nailed on two cleats 1x2x24 inches. One shade-

board will protect the top, east and south portions of the hive,

while the other will protect the west side, or end, as the case

may be. These shade-boards can be made for 5 cents each,

and they are simply indispensable where the mercury regis-

ters from 95 to 105- or more in the shade, as it often does

here in .luly, August and September, and the combs in hun-

dreds of hives on this coast have melted down the past sum-

mer on account of insufficient shade and ventilation.

Ventura Co., Calif.

Bee-Paralysis—Laying Queens Fighting, Etc.

BV FRKD BECHLV.

I see on page 481, that Dr. Gallup recommends exchang-

ing queens to cure paralysis. I can say that I can endorse

the Doctor's recommendations. In 1895 my bees were a
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Kood deal troubled with the disease, aud oue colony was par-

ticularly bad with it. The queen was very prolific, and kept

the hive well filled with brood, but the bees died off about as

fast as they hatcht. Wheu opening the hive I found the dis-

eased bees in every corner of the hive—on top of the frames,

in the rabbets, on the bottom-board, or any place where they

could fiud lodginp. The outside of the alighting-board was

usually covered with sick bees, their heads turned toward the

hive, their wings spread and shaking, and their abdomens

bloated ; aud on the ground the dead bees created such an

odor that I found it necessary to remove them, or cover them

with earth to remove the stench they created. Having tried

the different methods recommended in the Bee Journal, and

failing with all to effect a cure, I destroyed their queen. I

took the queen from the most healthy colony I had, 'and in-

troduced her in the place of the one destroyed. After all the

bees from the old queen died the colony became as healthy as

any I had.

Hiving New Swarms in Surplus Cases.—This has

proved a faflure with me. I tried three swarms during our

white clover harvest. I caged their queens and hived directly

ou the sections. They went to work with a will, but on ex-

amining later I found that about one-half of the sections con-

tained more or less pollen, and could not be called first-class

honey. I have had enough of that kind of work. I prefer my
old plan, by hiving on empty frames with a queen-excluding

honey-board over the frames, and putting sections filled with

foundation on top of that.

Laying Queens Fighting.—During the latter part of

the '60's, when I got my first Italian queen, I tried to Ital-

inize my bees, but as there were only black bees around here,

the young queen mated with a black drone. But the follow-

ing season I felt better prepared to get my young Italian

queens purely mated. As soon as I had queen-cells ready, I

took two of those mismated queens out of their hives to ex-

change for cells. After making the exchange I tried to find

out what those queens would do if put within reach of each

other. As both queens were in their prime, full of eggs, and

unable to tly, I dropt them on top of one of the hives, and

drove them toward each other. As soon as one of them recog-

nized the other as a queen, it made a grab at her, and got on

her back. I pulled them apart, and made them start even.

By guiding one with each hand, I got them to come together

facing each other. They clincht like two fighting dogs, rolled

over a few times, then spun around like a top, rolled over a

few more times, stinging each other, but their motions be-

came slower, and in a short time they fell apart, both dying.

I could not, however, see in what part of their bodies they

thrust their stings. Their motions were too quick for my
eyes to follow.

REroRT.—This has been a good season for honey. I had

23 colonies in fair condition when the white clover harvest

opened, aud got 1,880 pounds of white clover honey, about

350 pounds of it being comb honey. I have taken since, 520
pounds of fall honey, mostly from Spanish-needle, and have

about 1,000 pounds more on the hives. I have Increast to

38 coIODies, by natural swarming.

Poweshiek Co., Iowa, Sept. 19.

Some Present-Year Experiences Recalled.

BY N. F. MtTRPHY.

A few warm days In February brought the bee to its

merry bum around the blooming cedar, which awakened and

revived in me a desire that had beei? somewhat reposiug since

last November, that of peering into the abode of the bee. I

found brood-rearing progressing nicely, as a rule, the excep-

tions being a few weak colonies. Now, the eagerness with

which I followed up that Inspecting business, as opportunity

and weather would permit, can be realized only by the one

whose fever has reacht the alarming degree of 6>i.

My bees wintered very successfully, even tho a few were

aOlicted with impotent queens.

When looking after my bees previous to their going into

winter quarters last fall, I found one colony exceptionally

small—so small that it made a very sorry effort to cover four

frames. But my desire to bold my colonies to the highest

number caused me to still retain it as one. Seeing they lookt

rather too loose and lonely in a lO-frame hive to withstand

the coming zero weather, I set about to make it a little more

comfortable for them. Immediately I got the chaff, removed

all but four nice, heavy frames, took two snug-fitting division-

boards and placed them on either side of the four frames, and

filled in the outsides thereof with chaff, placed over the frames

an oil-cloth, filled in with a few rags on the oil-cloth, put on

the cover, and retired, feeling easy.

The other was a select colony from which I desired only

drones. It was enclosed in a case as per Prof. Cook, and the

two-story Simplicity was then filled around two-thirds its

height with chaff. All the frames in the upper story were

then removed, and a covering placed on the frames of the

lower story (the covering having been trimmed from the re-

mains of an old hemp-sack), used with a feeding stage ar-

ranged in the center as per the direction of Frank Benton.

The chaff was then filled in, all covered securely, and left just

so until along in February, when I rolled back the chaff and

began feeding ; and the way those bees boomed ! Why, Doo-

little couldn't have helpt admiring it.

About the middle of March I went down into that colony

to see how my drone-larvae were doing, feeling certain I would

find plenty of them. Brood was found in six out of nine

frames (worker-brood, I mean), but the drone-comb that hung

in the center—my, my ! was perfectly empty ! This I disliked

very much, (or I had intended to rear queens extra early, that

they might take their flight before the black drones were able

to fly. I closed the hive, proceeded in haste to a near-by

hive that seemed to be strong, tho only protected by chaff

above. That queen had beguu depositing eggs very rapidly

in drone-cells. I shall remember by this that it is not in every

case that extra protection assures the earlier drones.

Having wintered with heavy stores, and being generally

hindered from early spring work by the late-lasting cool

weather, the bees were permitted to congregate large forces

for work when the weather turned warm. The weather

opened at last

—

When the beautiful birds begin to sing.

All lovers ot the beautiful are tilled with delight.

By the hum of ths bee that's ever on wing

From early dawn till the fall ot night.

Yes, everything about the apiary got on a rush, even the

little -i-frame colony spread itself.

Desiring increase, and wishing for the most honey possi-

ble at the same time, I resolved to try the nucleus system. So,

having had, by April 25, five nicequeen-cells built and almost

ready for removal, I began preparing nuclei of the 3-frame

class. Not possessing that cool cellar to deposit them in for

a day or two, that they might stay with their combs when re-

turned to the yard, I occupied a house used for the storage of

apples, using a lOframe hive with the front ail closed but

about three iuches, and that covered with wire-cloth, to give

air. The weather being warm, and not feeling sure of suc-

cess, I tried but three of the five in this way, the other two

being placed in the yard on stands where they were to remain,

with entrances closed till nightfall, when they were made

large enough to let in one bee at a time.

The next day I found that almost all of the bees had left
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my yard nuclei. I went immediately to the house nuclei, feel-

ing sure that nothing worse could have befallen them ; but

imagine my surprise, upon finding the entrance most crowded

with dead bees

—

h(A, yes, hot as could be, smothering to death.

I then slid the top back far enough to give them one-eighth

inch air-space, and then procured a pail and threw a little cold

water in at the entrance of each. The next evening they

were also placed on stands in the yard.

I found, upon opening, that two-thirds of the bees had
smothered to death. The entrances then were fixt as in the

case of the first two, and fresh bees shaken into almost all of

the five ; and the morning following cells were inserted in

each of them.

Some one's ready to ask, " What about the robber bees ?

How did you keep them from ruining your nuclei ?" The bees

could find plenty to do elsewhere. That's all that kept them
from winding up In a tale of empty combs.

When the young queens began to lay, I exchanged places

with the older ones (somewhat progressive, you see), taking

the old queens from the stronger colonies, thereby breaking
up the swarming desire of those colonies for the season.

Extracting then followed at intervals of every two weeks,
but nothing of particular noie occurred in that line till along

in July, when I was extracting for the last time, from the last

colony, in the last hour of the day, and assisted by the second
to last choice for help. My big, broad-faced brother, the as-

sistant, who could not for a moment think of exposing his

countenance to the merry punctures of the bee, insisted on
the use of the veil (the only veil, too !) himself. I readily con-
sented, resolving to stand by the smoker for protection. We
did exceedingly well, I might say, till we came to the above
colony, when my brother approacht, pulled up the top about
three inches (it being a Simplicity), when from his grasp it

slipt, and back firmly it dropt. Having come up about that

time with the smoker, he proceeded to remove the cover, when
the idle, angry bees began to emerge therefrom somewhat in

the order that a swarm leaves a log-gum—from every available

crack and crevice. The trusty smoker was brought imme-
diately to bear on them, when, to my dismay, it failed to fire,

because of its lack of fuel. With unprotected face and hands,
and a firm but very emphatic, " Here, take the smoker," I

made a left quarter turn, and beat a hasty, successful, tho not
in movement the most graceful, retreat, not stopping for a
moment till I reacht several apple-trees, where, with bent
form, I shot among the undermost limbs, and out on the oppo-
site sides, shedding a little hair, a button or two, and of bees
not a few. I returned to find that all had quieted down, and
my brother peaceably removing tho frames from which the
honey was to be extracted.

This extracting placed my surplus of this class at about
550 pounds, with about 00 pounds of comb. Having increast

the number of colonies to 19, from spring count of 10, with
the above amount of honey (and that, too, with but very little

assistance from the basswood), I feel that a seasonable busi-

ness has been done. Bees just now are in fine condition to

harvest the aster honey crop, which at present is suffering for

rain. Maury Co., Tenn., Sept. 11.

Langfstrotli on the Honey-Bee, revised by
The Dadants, is a standard, reliable and ihoroughly complete
work on bee-culture. It contains 5l!0 pages, and is bound
elegantly. lOvery reader of the American Bee Journal should
have a copy of this book, as It answers hundreds of questions
that arise about bees. We mail it fur .$1.25, or club it with
the Bee Journal for a year—both together for only .$2.00.

Every Present Subscriber of the Bee Journal
should be an agent for it, and got all others possible to sub-
scribe for It. See offers on page 685.

CONDOCTBD BY

OK. O. O. MII^LBR. SIARENGO, ILL,

[Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direct.

1

The <> Acme " and Ciiaff llive§.

Do you know anything about Mr. Teflt's Acme hive, lately

written up in the Southland Queen ? What is your opinion of

chaff hives generally ? I have no cellar.

G. F. H., Iowa.

Answer.— I have never seen the hive mentioned, and
know nothing about it except what has been written by the
inventor. For out-door wintering probably chaff hives would
be a good thing in Iowa, but it might be cheaper in the long
run to make a cellar than to adopt chaff hives. Still, it may
not be possible to have cellars in your locality, in which case
the chaff hive may be advisable.

Several Interesting <(ue§tion$.

1. What is the largest number of colonies ever success-

fully kept in a single apiary, at anyone time in any part of

the world ? I suppose you must have it on record.

2. What's the largest quantity of honey ever taken from
a colony in one season at any time and place ?

3. In what country do bees gather the most honey "?

4. How long do Hoffman frames last in hives?
5. When combs are old, I mean get black and hard, is it

necessary to renew them ?

6. Will bees do better in house-apiaries than in the open
air? Jamaica.

Answers.— 1. Six hundred have been profitably kept in

one apiary. I'm not sure whether more.
2. One thousand pounds of extracted honey from one col-

ony were reported a few years ago by a Texas bee-keeper.

3. At a guess I should say it lies between Australia and
California as to big crops in a single season.

•1. They probably haven't been in use long enough for any
one to tell for certain. Judging from the lasting of frames
somewhat similar, I should say they ought to last 50 years.

5. No; old black combs are better than new ones. The
bees take the old ones »n preference whenever a choice is

allowed them.
6. Some who have tried house-apiaries say bees do not do

as well in them as in the open air. A few succeed with them
better than with bees in the open air.

Blaek Honey—Swarnilnj

1. From what do bees store black honey ? I've taken a

good deal this season that is as black as the ink 1 am writing

with.

I started last year (April 16, 1896) with one colony,

bought three more, and increast to six. I lost one in January,
1897, from starvation, by being away from home. I bought
seven last spring, and have increast to 22, all in good condi-

tion. I have 16 colonies of Italians and 6 of blacks. I pro-

duced my first section honey this year, and sell it at 1.5 cents

per single pound, or two for 25 ceuts.

2. I have a colony to which I introduced an Italian queen
April :!, 1897. I think it did fairly well, but the bees never
did anything to speak of in the sections, but get the swarming
fever just the same, and swarmed May 29, June 1, June 3,

again June 4, and I returned them to tho parent hive ; Aug
5, and I returned them ; Sept. 9, and I returned them. What
caused them to swarm so much, and so late in the season ?

This Is my first year with Italians. I have never had over

three swarms with blacks, and none later than Juno 15 or 20.
Mississippi.

Answers.— 1. It may be honey-dew, which is perhaps
darker than any other honey.
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2. It is hard to give a reason for all the things that bees

do, but there may have been uothinK iu the case you mention
except a very strong and prosperous colony with an unusually
good honey-flow. It is hardly to be wondered at that little

was done iu the sections, considering the amount of swarming.
The number of swarms was more than the average, but still

there was nothing very remariiable, for sometimes a colony
will send out a prime swarm and then five or six after-swarms,
while yours sent out only four after-swarms. It is unusual to

have the first after-swarm come out only three days after the

prime swarm, as was the case with your bees, but there may
have been delay in the Issuing of the prime swarm. The
swarm issuing Sept. 9 is not at ail unusual, the bees simply
becoming strong enough to swarm, and circumstances being
favorable.

BEEDDM BDILED DOWN.

Stingless Bees.—The Brasilianische Bienenpflege
reports that these little vixens, only about one-fourth as large
as common bees, sometimes attack the latter in their hives
and drive them out. Perhaps we ought to be thanl<ful that
the attempt to introduce them into this country has never
been a success.

Spacing: of Combs.—M. Devauchelle says that
bees left to themselves space their combs at 86 millimeters
(l.-t2 inches) from center to center. Others say 1.5 inches,
and still others 1.375 or less. Now where does the truth lie ?

Do the bees have a different rule in different climates, or is it

true that they are by no means uniform in their work, spacing
sometimes at one distance and sometimes at another? We
wonder if some one won't rise and suggest that " locality " has
something to do with it ?

Ringfbarking. — Australian bee-keepers have a

trouble that we don't have to contend with on this side of the
great mud-ball. It is ringbarking. As nearly as can be made
out by Yankee, from the Australian Bee-Bulletin, there are
public lands that are used for grazing, and in order to im-
prove the pasturage on these lands for cattle the grazers
deaden the trees by cutting out a ring of bark. But these
trees—white box, yellow box, iron bark, white gum, box, ap-
ple tree, striugybark, red gum and many others—are the prin-

cipal sources of Australian honey, hence the loud complaint
of the bee-keepers against the practice of "ringbarking."

A Xraiisferringf Kink.—A little kink somewhat
out of the ordinary is given by the editor of Brasilianische
Bienenpflege. Let the operation begin at a time of the day
when bees are flying strongest. Set the new hive on the old

stand without frames, the entrance as nearly as possible

where the entrance of the old hive was. Cut out of the old

hive a piece of comb, preferably with brood in it, and lay it

temporarily on the bottom of the new hive. The field-bees

will return from foraging and enter the new hive, and when
the old hive has thus become well depopulated, cut out the
combs and brush off the bees without any driving.

The Ne'w Dra'wn Foundation.—Very strong
ob.)ectious to drawn foundation were made in the Progessive
Bee-Keeper, Editor Leahy claiming that its use would ruin

the comb honey trade because of the vile character of bees-

wax used in its manufacture, altho others seemed to think if

the material were so objectionable in drawn foundation it

should not be used in the ordinary foundation, either. Now
that reports of trials have come in, the majority of them are
favorable, altho a few are unfavorable. Perhaps failures are
not as fully reported as successes. There Is a wide variation

in the reports. Some say the drawn foundation is a great
gain in rapid work, and the finisht product is as good, if not a
little better, than that built entirely by the bees. Others say
there is little or no gain by the use of drawn foundation, but
the product is all right. At least two who have tested it say
it gives a fishbone decidedly objectionable. One of these is G.

M. Doolittle, one of the editors of the Progressive. He had
been very hopeful as to the matter, but found his bees did not

view it in the same light. They made faster work with the

ordinary foundation, and the drawn foundation gave a tough
fishbone. He attributes the trouble to the flat bottoms of the

cells, together with being used at a time of poor honey-tlow.
While the flat bottom in ordinary foundation is changed to the

form of the natural base, it seems the bees cannot perform
the same work satisfactorily with the high_ wall, so when the

flow is poor, and they have plenty of time, they make some
attempt to change the form of the base by filling in the cor-

ners with wax. Mr. Doolittle is still hopeful, however, as the
drawn foundation with natural base is promist, and he is "of
the opinion that something of value may come out of this

high-cell-wall foundation." The other editor, however, seems
to have lost all hope, or rather all fear, fur what he says upon
the subject has for its heading, " The Passing of the Deep-
Cell Foundation." In reply to his inquiries he has found no
one who has had better results than with ordinary foundation,
"and all admit that it is tough and leathery."

In the same number of Propressive, that racy writer

—

Somnambulist—throws upon the subject a sidelight that is

something startling, if not confusing. This year he made it a

point to use less foundation than any previous season, never
deeper at any point than one inch. He says, "A friend, and
a good friend, in sampling my fancy honey, said 'twas fine,

but he had one objection, thought there had been too mucli
foundation used. But, really, my honey is 'much
troubled ' with that thick septum, regardless of the fact that

there was less foundation used than ever before." So there

you are, and maybe there's a good bit yet to be learned about
the fishbone business.

Dangfer from Smoke.—Herr Guenther, in Lpzg.
Bztg., reports a case in which the bees were smoked too

heavily, and in consequence balled their queen. The queen
was caged, and could only be releast two days later. It is

well to heed the warning not to use too much smoke, but
there may be some question whether caging the queen was an
actual necessity. A good many times a colony becomes ex-

cited and balls its queen, but if left to itself will the queen not
generally be freed in a short time without any caging? Dr.
Miller has many a time seen bees ball their own queen when
excited, bnt he always closes the hive up quickly and leaves

the bees to themselves, and the next day finds the queen lay-

ing all right.

Honey as a Laxative.—In olden time the good
effects of honey as a remedial agent were well known, but of

late little use is made thereof. A great mistake, surely.

Notably is honey valuable in constipation. Not as an imme-
diate cure, like some medicines which momentarily give relief

only to leave the case worse than ever afterward, but by its

persistent use daily, bringing about a healthy condition of the

bowels, enabling them properly to perform their functions.

Many suffer daily from an irritable condition, calling them-
selves nervous, and all that sort of thing, not realizing that

constipation is at the root of the matter, and that a faithful

daily use of honey fairly persisted In would restore cheerful-

ness of mind and a healthy body.—Le Progres Apicole.

Can Bees be made to S'warm ?—Vogel says

no, in Noerdlinger Bienen-zeitung. First he tried a strong

and disagreeable odor. The workers returning from the field

seemed surprised, but the colony soon became accustomed to

it. He put sealed queen-cells in a very strong colony. A few
hours later he saw the queen throw herself with fury on them,

tear them open and sting the occupants. Then he tried

crowding. During the swarming season he crowded a strong

colony into as small a space as possible. In the afternoon

they hung out, and continued so 15 days with no preparation

for swarming, ne'er a queen-cell. Finally he called the sun
to his aid. A strong colony was driven out of its hive and
lodged in a watering-pot. Next day it was put in the sunniest

place in the garden. Toward noon it came out, sailed high

—

then returned. Same result at each attempt to swarm. So
he thinks the bee follows its instinct, and cannot be forced by
man.

Interpreting: Honey-Grading: Rules.—Glean-

ings says it is really amusing to see the way different people

interpret the same grading rules. J. T. Calvert, their busi-

ness man, sent grading-ruies to a number who had shipments
to send, and he says the shipments represented to be graded
by those lules are a study. One man's A No 1 grade will show
up better than another's fancy, altho probably both attempted
to follow the rules honestly. Gleanings has faithfully tried to

have grading rules adopted and followed, but the outcome of

it all doesn't prove very satisfactory, for they have decided

they must have samples of all they buy. Mr. Calvert puts the

thing in a nutshell when he says: "It seems to be next to

impossible to make a set of grading-rules that shall be suffi-

ciently simple, and at the same time explicit enough to be so

correctly understood that a mixt lot of honey would be graded

practically the same by every bee-keeper who should under-

take it."
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Editorial Con)n)cr)i^^

A Baby Girl arrived at "ye editor's" home last Sun-
day afternoon—Oct. 24. It is our present intention to keep
her as long as she will stay. Both she and her niatnina are
getting along nicely, we are thankful to be able to say.

The Illinois State Fair Honey Exhibit was
the best we had seen since the one at the World's Fair, in

1893. While the number of exhibitors was not large, the
quantity and variety of honeys shown was good. We noticed
that the apiarian corner of the gallery of the great Dome
Building was an attraction that nearly everybody who at-

tended the Fair was careful not to overlook.

Mr. Chas. Becker's exhibit showed the greatest improve-
ment over that of last year. We predicted then that he would
bo a hard man to compete with this year, and we were not far

from the truth In so saying. Mr. Becker also showed honey-
plants.

Messrs. Jas. A. Stone ife Son this year also outdid their

exhibit of last year, when they showed mostly granulated ex-

tracted honey, and beeswax in fancy forms. This year they
had a fine exhibit of liquid extracted honey, and even more
fancy and interesting beeswax forms. The sou, Percy, is

quite an expert at moulding beeswax into novel and attractive

shapes.

Mr. Geo. W. Polndexter, of DeWltl Co., made a good start

this year. Especially should be mentioned the unusual ex-

hibit of a log-cabin home, made entirely from honey, which
was described as follows on' page 601 :

In size It Is about one foot In height and perhaps a foot
square. The house has the old-fashioned roof, with. the chim-

ney for the fire-place running up the side. The one door
swings ajar, allowing one a view of the interior of the hut.
He also has made of honey proportionately in size to the log-
cabin, an exact reproduction of his home and apiary. From
honey is made bis house, and scattered all around it, also
made from pure honey, are the beehives. Placed here and
there, just thick enough to give the apiary yard a pretty ap-
pearance, are artificial flowers. A fence made out of comb
foundation encircles the apiary and house, and the entire
thing is enclosed in a large glass frame separate from the log-
cabin, which is arranged in a frame alone.

At next year's Fair we will expect to see Mr. Polndexter

pretty near the top of the list in the line of a complete ex-

hibit of comb and extracted honey.

Mr. W. Z. Hutchinson, of Michigan, was there as usual

with his excellent exhibit, composed of comb and extracted

honey, beeswax, bees, and honey-plants. Mr. Hutchinson is

an old hand in the honey exhibition business, and always puts

up a splendid show.

Mr. Geo. H. Kirkpatrick, also of Michigan iformerly of

Indiana), is another old Fair bee-man, tho not old in years.

The comb honey he had on exhibition was not excelled by the

best shown at the World's Fair.

Mr. Thos. S. Wallace's bees and queens were beauties.

Take it all in all, the Illinois State Fair this year was a

wonderful success in all the departments. We believe there

were 2,800 entries in the poultry department, which this

year occupied a brand new brick building, specially erected

for that department^the best in the country.

The last day we were on the grounds we understood there

were 30,000 people in attendance, and the day following

65,000—the largest single-day attendance yet recorded at

any State Fair.

In the name, and on behalf, of the bee-keepers of Illinois,

we wish to tender thanks to the State Board of Agriculture

for their liberal treatment of the bee-keeping industry, and

especially to Hon. H. J. Cater, the Superintendent in charge

of the Apiary Department, who Is tireless in his efforts to see

that bee-culture is treated generously and justly.

*-•-»-

Dr. Besse's S'weet Clover L,a-wsuit.—October
18 we received the following letter from Dr. Besse, of Dela-

ware Co., Ohio, referring to his sweet clover case :

My sweet clover lawsuit is again put off until the January
term. My attorneys had it put off on account of the Judge
ruling out tho depositions that I had taken in Buffalo, for the
reason (?) that the stenographers inserted the name of each
one who gave testimony, as, for instance, "Deposition of Dr.

Mason," or "Deposition of A. I. Root," etc.

I see in the last Bee Journal that there is to be a conven-
tion of the Northwestern Bee-Keepers' Association at the New
Briggs House, Nov. 10 and 1 1. Now, if my attorneys think
it best, I will be there, and try to get a few depositions again.

Please say in the next number of the Bee Journal that I

expect now to be on hand, arid should be glad to get all.the

assistance possible from fellow bee-keepers.

Yours respectfully, Dr. Besse, M. D.

The bee-keepers of the Northwest will be glad to meet Dr.

Besse. He is a live convention man. ,We are sure he will find

plenty who will be pleased to help him outj^with their deposl-

tions^rcgardiijg the value of sweet][clover as a honey-plant.

There are'plenty in this|region who know a good deal about it.

XIic Xraus-mississippi Exposition next year

will possess the greatest bee and honey exhibit over known, if

Hon. E. Whitconil), the Commissioner for the Apiarian Depart-

ment, is allowed to have his way about It. From two recent

letters to us we quote these paragraphs :

It is my desire that as many States as possible shall bo
represented in this department, and that they put up a honey
show tho like of which tho world has never witnost. I cannot
say at this time just what the building will bo for this depart-

ment, but wo are given to understand that plans for the same
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are being formulated as rapidly as possible, and that in this

buildiiiK the management will take no back seat, but that it

will be the finest ever opened exclusively for the exhibition of

honey in the world, and that It will be supplied with a con-
venient operating-room where exhibition jars can be filled and
honey litjuefied without the usual inconvenience.

We want you and all the bee-keepers of the United States
with us next summer, and there will be nothing in Omaha
that is too good for you, either. The Illinois appropriation
has already been made, and I desire that the' bee-keepers shall

pitch In and claim their share before it has been absorbed by
other societies. You will certainly recogniz e the importance
of moving promptly in this matter. Somehow, I have always
had a tender regard for Illinois and her people. There was
where I spent my boyhood, and when the War broke out I

shouldered the rausket and served in one of her regiments
four years ; and there is in her State House to-day an old tat-

tered flag which I have followed through the smoke of many
battles, and on many a weary day's march.

No, Mr. York, I shall not rest quite contented until Illi-

nois is well installed in the Trans-Mississippi honey-show, and
you cannot blame me for it, either. Your very kind letter has
carried me away back to the old homestead on the prairies,

and to the scenes that toucht the hearts of men, and these re-

flections have toucht me, also, and I trust that you will for-

give me for these expressions which might to some appear to

be childish, but when these things come to me as fresh as

'twere only yesterday, I rather prefer to be a boy again.
Yours truly, E. Whitcomb,

CoinmUsioncr for the Apiarhm Dept.

'Tis just as we said, Mr. Whitcomb is the right man for

the place to which he has been appointed. If he can't get to-

gether the finest honey-show on earth, no one can.

At the convention to be held in Chicago, Nov. 10 and 1 1,

perhaps some steps can be taken toward the exhibit which the

bee-keepers of this State will furnish.

We hope that bee-keepers of other States will write to Mr.

Whitcomb at once, and receive instructions as to how to pro-

ceed. Address him at Friend, Nebr.

Xlie Convention Picture on the first page of

this number unfortunately shows only a very few of those who
were at the Buffalo meeting. In addition to those named by

Editor Root are these, that we happen to remember :

Immediately against the first post at the left is Henry W.
Haag, of Stark Co., Ohio, one of the younger members of the

convention.

With his left arm against the first post at the right, is E.

H. Sturtevant, of Washington Co., N. Y. Mr. S. is a very

quiet man in a convention, but out among the bees we imag-

ine he " gets there, just the same."

Back of the sturdy Whitcomb is Mr. Gates, of Tennessee

—the man standing furthest to the right in the picture. He
was formerly from Michigan, was a soldier in the late Civil

War, but has now gone back to the land of sunshine and

flowers to keep bees instead of fighting.

Geo. Spitler, of Crawford Co., Pa., stands on the ground

down in front of Dr. Miller.

Herbert Gibson, of Ontario, Canada, we believe, stands at

Mr. Spitler's left.

There are others in the picture that we ought to know,

but are ashamed to confess that we cannot recall by name.

There are several standing near the door at the left that were

not bee-keepers, but simply visitors or people who lived in the

bouse shown.

Brasilianisclie Bienenpfles:e.—The first num-

ber of a Brazilian bee-journal, with this title, has been re-

ceived. Translated, the name means " Brazilian Bee-Keep-

iug." And in what language do you suppose it is printed ?

German

—

beautifully printed in the German language, fine

paper and presswork, and Emil Schenk its editor and pub-

lisher. The white population of Brazil is chiefly Portuguese,

so Its field is somewhat limited, notwithstanding the immense

territory its name suggests. This is the second attempt to

establish a bee-journal in Brazil, and it is to be hoped that it

may be more successful than the first. The contents of this

first number give promise that Herr Schenk knows what he's

up to. The paper is publisht at Curltiba, the capital of the

State of Parana.

Tl?e Weekly Budget.

Mr. J. D. GivENS, of Dallas Co., Tex., when remitting for

1897 advertising, said: "My advertisement in the 'Old

Reliable ' has paid well this season."

Rev. H. Rohrs, of Rock Co., Wis., writing Oct. 20, said:

"If nothing happens to prevent, I will be in Chicago Nov. lO

and 11, for the Northwestern convention." We hope Mr.

Rohrs will bring along a number of other good Wisconsin bee-

keepers.

Mr. Geo. W. Williams, of Polk Co., Mo., writing Oct.

14, said :

" It is still dry here. We had a very light shower Sunday
—just enough to lay the dust for the time. I am doubling up

my bees and feeding."

Dr. C. C. Miller visited us last week, when attending a

banquet given by the Frank B. White Co., in this city. The
Doctor was feeling well, and expects to be here to attend the

Northwestern convention, Nov. 10 and 11. We will have

more to say of the banquet given by the Frank B. White Co.

next week.

Mrs. a. a. Simpson, of Greene Co., Pa., is not only a suc-

cessful bee-keeper but a poultry fancier as well. She won
first and second premiums on honey at their Couuty Fair this

year, also first on Barred P. Rocks, second on White P. Rocks,

and first and second on S. L. Wyandottes. Her bees are in

first-class condition for winter—she never saw them better.

Mr. T. Gbeiner, a noted agriculturist of Ontario Co., N.

Y., writing in the Farm and Fireside for Oct. 1, said :

"I am not a bee-keeper, and yet I am greatly interested

in bees, as all farmers, gardeners and fruit-growers ought to

b.e. They fit well on the farm, and are almost necessary for

the best success in fruit-growing. Besides, a little honey is a

fine thing to have on one's table, and it is so wholesome, too."

Mr. George L,acey, of Livingston Co., N. Y., writing

Oct. 8, said :

"I could not get along without the Bee Journal. I think it

a very good paper. Altho I am quite young and not a very

big bee-keeper, I took a great interest in the Buffalo conven-

tion. As soon as I saw those big bee-men I knew them be-

cause I have seen most of their pictures in the Bee Journal

and bee-books."

Mr. John F. Loqsdon, of Allegany Co., Md., made us a

very pleasant call Tuesday, Oct. 19. He was in Chicago to

attend the funeral services of an older brother. Mr. Logsdou

has about 175 colonies of bees, but on account of fool brood

in his apiary the past season, his crop was only 1,000 pounds

of extracted, and an equal amount of comb honey, gathered

principally from white clover and linden. Mr. L. has been a

reader of the Bee Journal about 20 years. It seemed like

a meeting of old friends.

Mr. p. R. Hobble anb Wife, of Ford Co., Kans., made
us a delightful call Monday, Oct. 18, with Mrs. Hobble's

sister, living near Chicago, wliom they were visiting. Mr. H.

had 7 colonies last spring, iucreast to 20 by natural swarm-

ing, and took .500 pounds of extracted honey and 720 of

comb honey. He lives in or near what is known as "The Great

American Desert," but from his apiarian report it seems that

that " Desert" is fast beginning "to blossom as the rose."

Mr. Hobble finds a reidy home market for all the honey he

can produce.

See " Bee-Keeper's Guide" offer on page 685.
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BEE-BOOKS
SENT rosTPAin in'

Geor£:e W. York & Co.,
Chlcaso, Ills.

Bees and IToney, or Management of nn Apiary
^or Pleasnre and I'rudt, by Tlioiims G. Newman.

—

rills edition has been lartreiy rewritten, thorout;hly
revised, and is " fully up with the times " lu all the
hnprovemeiits and Inventions la this rapldly-devel*
oplntr pursuit, and presents tlio nplnrlst with
everytlilnK tliiit can aid In the successful manage-
ment of an aiJlary, and at the same time produce
the most honey In an attractive condition. It con-
tains 200 pat-'es, and 213 Illustrations— Is beautifully
Erlnted In the hlt-'hestBtyie of the art, and bound

» cloth, gold-lettered. i*rlce, $1.00.

l^iinsrstroth on the Stoney-Bee* revised by
Dadant—This classic in bee-culture, has been
entirely re- written, and Is fully Illustrated. It
treats of everytlihif,' relating to bees and bee-keep-
lUK. No apiarian library Is complete without this
Standard work by Hev. Ij. Ij. J^anestrnth — the
Father of American Bee-Culture. It has 520 pages;
bound lu clotbL

Price, postpaid, $1.25.

Bee-K.erper»' Onlde, or Manual of the
Apiary, by Pruf A. J Cook, of the Michigan Agri-
cultural CoUej-'C.—This book Is nut only Instructive
and helpful as a guide In bee keeiilng, hut Is

InterestlnK and thorouuhly practical and scientific.
It contains a full delineation of theanatomy and
physlolotry of bees. 4t;o pages ; bound In cloth and
fully Illustrated.

Price, postpaid, 81.25.

Sclentlflc Queen- Kearlns, as Practically
Applied, by G. M. l>oollttle.—A method by which
the very best of t^ueen-Bees are reared in perfect
accord with Nature's way. ITf) pages, bound Id
cloth, and Illustrated. Price, $1.00.

A B C of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root.—

A

cyclopa'dla of 400 pages, describing everything
pertaining to the cnre of the honey-bees. It con-
tains ;hoj engravings. It was written especially for
beginners Bound In cloth. Price, $1.25.

Advanced Bee-Culture, Its Methods and
Management, by W Z. Hutchinson.—The author
of this work Is too well known to need further
description of his book. He la a practical and
entertaining writer. Vou should read his book. 90
pages, bound In paper,and Illustrated. Price, 50 cts.

Rational Bee-^eeplnff, by Dr. John Dzlerzon
—This Is a translation of his latest fierman book on
bee-culture. It has 350 pages; bound
In paper covers, $1.00

Blenen-Kultar, by Thomas G. Newnan. -

This Is a German translation of theprlnclps' por-
tion of the book called Bees of Honey. 10 ^ page
pamphlet. Price, 40 cents.

Convention lland-BooU. for Bee-Keepers. .

Thomas G. Newman.— It contains the parliamen-
tary law and rules of order fur Bee-Conventions—
also Constitution and By-Laws, with subjects for
discussion, etc. Cloth, gold-lettered- Price, 25 cts.

Tlilrly Years Among; the Bees, by
Henry Alley.—Gives the results of over a quarter-
century's experience in rearing queen-bees. Very
latest workot thekind. Nearly loo pages. Price. 50c.

Praotlc-al H Inls to Bee-Kee-Keepers—by
Chas. F. Muth. Also contains a Foul Brood
Cure and How to Winter Bees. 40 p.; 10 cts.

Wliy Eat Honey ?—This Leaflet is intend-
ed for KHRE distribution, to create a Local Market.
100 copies, by mail. 3U cts.: 5oo for$1.2r»; PHXi, $2.0(i.

HoAV to Keep Honey and preserve Its
richness and flavor. Price same as Why Eat Honey.

Alslke Clover I^eaflet.—Full directions
forKrowinK. ."iO for 25 cts. ; 100 for 40 cts.; 200, 7oc.

Apiary KesslMtcr, by Thos. G. Newman.—
Devotes two panes to a colony. Leather binding.
Price, for 5o colonies, tl.o<j; for 100 colonies, $1.25.

Frepariatloiv uT llouey Tor the Market*
IncludlnK the production and care of comb and
extracted Imney. A chapter from Bees ANf;
UuXEV price, 10 cents

Bee-PuNliiraire u NeceB«Hy.—This book bur-
^ests what atid hotv to plai It Is a 'Chapter froa
Beks axi> Uuxev- Price. 10 cento.

The Hive 1 I'se, by G. M. noollttlo. It
details his rnanagoment of bees, and methods
of produolnjr comb honey. Price. 5 cents.

nr. Hoivard^N Book on Foul Brood.
—Gives the McEvoy Treatment and reviews the ex-
periments of others. Price, 2r> cts.

Silo and Mln^e, hy I'rof. A. .1. Cook,—It
Xlves the method In operatlnn at the MlchlKan Agri-
cultural Colle^re. Price. 2.» cts.

Winter Problem in Bee-Keeping, by G,
K. Pierce. Uesult of 2S years' experience. 3o cts.

Ilaiidllim BocM^byChas. Dadant <Sc Son.—
A (.'hapter from lianKstroth Revised. Price, 8 eta.

HiMtory of Bee-Associations, and Brief Ke-
fiort of the Hrst 20 conventions. Price, lO cts

Foul Brood Treatment, by Prof. F. R.
Cheshire.—Its Cause and Prevention. Price, lO cts.

Foul Brood, by A. R. Kohuke.—Origin.
Development and Cure. Price 10 cts.

Bee-Keeping lor Profit, by Dr. G. L,
Tinker.—Revised and enlarged. It details the au-
thor's " new system, or how to get the largest yields
of comb or extracted honey." 8o p.; illustrated. 25c.

Commerelal Calculator, by C. Kopp —
A ready Calculator, Business Arithmetic and Ac-
count-Book combined in one. Every farmer and
businessman should have it. No. 1, bound in water
proof leatherette, culf finish. Price, 4o cts. No. 2
in tine artificial leather, with pocket, silicate slate,
and account-book. Price. 60 cts.

Green'fit Four Books, by Chas. A, Green,
—Devoted to, Isl, llow We Made the Old Farm Pay;
2iid, Peach Culture; 3rd, How to Propagate t^ruit-

Plants, Vines and Trees; 4th. Genera) Fruit In-
structor. Nearly 120 pages. Fully illustrated. 2,^ cts.

Garden and Orehard, by Chas. A, Green
—Gives full instructions in Thinning and Marketing
Fruits; Pruning, Planting and Cultivating; Spray-
ing, Evaporation, Cold Storage, Etc. 94 pages, illus-

trated. Price, 25 cts.

Kendall's Horwe-Book. — 3.") pictures,
showing positions of sick horses, and treats on all

their diseases. English or German. Price, 25 cts.

l^uniber and IjOo:-Book. — Gives meas-
urements of lumber, logs planks; wages, etc. 25c.

ITIaple Sugar and tiie Supar Bush, by Prof.
A. J. Cook.—Full instructions. Price, 35 cts.

Orain Tables, for castinfr up the price of
grain, produce, hay, etc. Price. 25 cts.

Capons and Caponlzlug, by Dr. Sawyer,
Fanny Field, and others.—Illustrated. All about
caponizing fowls, and thus how to make the most
money in poultry-raising. 64 pages. Price, 3U cts.

Our Poultry Doctor, or Health in the
Poultry Yard and How to Cure Sick Fowls, by
Fanny Field,—Everything about Poultry Diseases
and their Cure. 64 pages. Price, 30 cts.

Poultry for Market and Poultry for
Profit, by Fanny Field.—Tells everything aboutthe
Poultry Business. 64 pages. Price, 25 cts.

Turkeys for Market and Turkeys for
Profit, by Fanny Field.—All about Turkey-Raising.
64 pages. Price, 25 cts.

Rural Ijife.— Bees. Poultry. Fruits, Vege-
tables, and Household Matters, lOO pages. 25 cts.

Potato Culture, by T. B. Terry.— It tells

how to grow them profitably. Price, 40 cts.

Hand-Book of Healtb, by Dr. Foote.—
Hints about eating, drinking, etc. Price, 25 cts.

Bee-Keepers' Directory, by H. Alley.—
Latest methods in Queen-Rearing, etc. Price. 5uc.

Book Clubbing Oilers.

<Eead Carefully.)

The following clubbing prices Include the

American Bee Journal one year with each

book named. Remember, that only one book

can be taken In each case with the Bee Jour-

nal a year at the prices named. It more books

are wanted, see postpaid prices given with

the description of the books on this page

Following Is the clubblng-llst:

1. Langstroth on the Honey-Bee J'3.00

2. A B Oof Bee-Cull ure 2.00
3. Bee-Keeper's Guide 1.75

4. Bees and Honey [Cloth boundl 1.65

5. DooUtlle's Sclentlflc Queen-Hearing. 1.75

6. Dr. Howard's Foul Brood Book 1.10

7. Advanced Bee-Culture l.^iO

n. Blenen-Kultur (German! 1.20
11. national Bcc-Kceplng [Paper louudl 1.75

VI. Thirty Years Among the Bees 1.:10

i:j. Bee-Keeplug lor I'roHt .. 1.15

14. Convention lland-Book 1.15

15. Poultry lor Market and Profit 1.10

16. Turkeys tor Market and Proflt 1.10
17. Capons and Caponizing 110
>8. Our Poultry Doctor 1.10

10. Green's Four Books 1.15
21. Garden and Orchard 115
2:!. Rural Lite 1.10
25. Commercial Calculator. No. I l.'-o

2(i. Coinme-clal Calculator, No. 2 1.40
27. Kendall's llorse-B(JOk 1.10
;!0. Potato Culture 1.20

:t2. Hand-Bookof Health 1.10

;i4. Maple Sugar and the Sugar Bush

—

1.20
:(5. silo and Silage 1.10

'Mi. Winter I'rolilcni in Beu-Kecplng I..'i0

:!7. Apiary Kuglsior (lor 50 colonies) 1.75

:i8. Apiary Register (lor 100 colonies) . 2.00
39. Boo-Keepers' Directory 1.30

Illli1l'(!
HONEY-EXTRACTOR

illUlll N Square Glass Jars.

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies In general, etc etc
Send for our new catalog.

Practical Hlntti " will be mailed for 10c.
lu stamps. Apply to—

Cbas. F. Muth 8c Son, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Honey - Clovers I

We have made arrangements so that we can
furnish seed of several of the Clovers by
freight or express, at the following prices,
cash with order:

oft 10ft 25ft 501b
AlslkeClover 70 St. 25 $3.00 $5.75
Sweet Clover (white). .60 1.00 2.25 4.00
White Clover !tO 1.60 3.75 7.00
Alfalfa Clover... 60 1.00 2.25 4.00
Crimson Clover 55 .90 2.00 3.50

Prices subject to market changes.

Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage,
wanted by freight.

Your orders are solicited.

GEORGE W. YORK & Co.
CHICAGO, ILL.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

HONEY-JARS.
l-lb.. $1.50 per gross ; discount on quantities.

Sq. with Corks.

BEESWAX WANTED.
We pay 2Hc cash. f. o. b. N. Y. City.

Catalog of Apiarian Supplies and Bees, Free.

I. J. STRIi\GHAin,
105 Park Place. NEWYORK, N. Y

Apiary—Glen Cove, L. 1.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing-

Mm.
AND LUNQ DISEASES,
DR, PEIRO, Specialist

Offices: 1019, 100 State St.,

CHICAQO. Hours 9 to 4.

Please mention Bee Journal when "writing.

n
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Qet;)eral Iterrjs*

Thinks it a Good Place for Bees.

I think this is goiiiK to be a great place
for bees. There are about 4t)0 acres of
alfalfa within live miles of me, and plen-
ty of golden-rod scattered all over the
country ; also, there is some kind of a
plant that looks very much like the
Simpson honey-plant, but smells some
like sage. I notice a great many bees
working on it. C. H. Pettengell.

Phillips Co., Kaus., Oct. IS.

Best Season for Years.

The past one was the best season here
we have had for many years. Comb
honey is selling for 10 and 11 cents per
pound. Chester Belding.
Orange Co.,N. Y., Oct. 15.

Report for 1897.

I got about 200 pounds of honey from
the white sweet clover I sowed a year
ago, 100 poands from Alsike, and a few
sections of buckwheat. I had 384
pounds from 3 colonies. I have 5 alto-
gether, and one swarmed and got away.
I cut out all tjueen-cells, and they lost
their queen afterward, and one lost her
queen in the winter, i gave her foun-
dation with young brood and queen, but
they lost that ; this fail I doubled them
up. I will set out fifty locust trees in

the spring. Henry C. Motle.
Hunterdon Co., N. J.

A Cheap and TTseful Tool.

A handy tool which is not expensive,
for loosening honey-boards, supers, hive-
bodies, and Hoffman frames, is an old
ten-inch file with the small end, that the
handle is used on, bent to a right angle,
and the other end drawn down to a thin,
sharp edge, and ground smooth an inch
or two back. As it is not valuable, and
exposure to the weather will not hurt it

for use, it can be left in the apiary
where it will be handy. This is better
than a screw-driver for such work, as it

is drawn down thin farther back, and
wider, so it does not mark the hives so
much. H. N. Chandler.
Langlade Co., Wis.

Peddling Honey—Good Advice.

The honey harvest is now over for this
year, and 1 have got an average of SO
pounds per colony spring count, which 1

think is pretty good for an apiary of 25
colonies. I have increast to 35 good,
strong colonies, and sold about 12U0
pounds in the home market, at 10 and
V2M cents per section, and 1 know
where I can sell the balance of my crop.
If one is determined to sell, and will do
a little canvassing, he can always find

buyers. I sold about 600 pounds last
week, and was out only one day. Give
your customers a good nice section of
honey, and they will be sure to want
more next time, and tell their friends
about your nice honey, and in this way
your honey will do the advertising for
you. When I first tried to sell honey,
about five years ago, I could nolsell 100
pounds in a week, and was nearly dis-

couraged, but by selling only first-class

honey, trade has Increast wonderfully.

Finest Alfalfa Honey

!

IT SELLS ON TASTING.

The Honey that Suits All

Who Buy It.

Low Prices Now!
We can furnish 'White Alfalfa Extracted Honey, In 60-pound tin cans, on

board cars In Chicago, at these prices : 1 can, in a case, 7 cents per pound ; 2 cans
In one case, HJ^ cents ; 4 cans (2 cases) or more, 6 '4 cents. The Cash must accom-
pany each order.

^~ A sample of the honey will be mailed to an Intending purchaser, for 8
cents, to cover postage, packing, etc. We guarantee purity.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Mieliigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. ^^^^Jil^feonsm,
Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus
securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
They have also one One of tbe Largest Factories and the latest

and most-improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there is in the State. The material is cut from patterns, by machinery,
and is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and "wbitest
Bass'wood is used, and they are pollsht on both sides. Nearness to Pine
and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best
machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies.

Please mention the Americaa Bee.TourDil, 7Atl

We make

SUPPLIES
BEE-KEEPEES
The Very Finest Line of
in the Market, and sell

them at Low Prices.
Send for Free Illustrated Catalo^r and Prlcc-L.i§t.

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.

Special Agf lit for the Southwest-^- ^-
^^^^T'joseph, mo.

mr. AltbotI sells our Hives and Sections at Factory Prices.

That Gueen-Clipping Device Free I

Conldu't Do Witboiit It.

I have clipped If) queens, and must say the
Monette Queen-Oiippinjr Device is by far the
best iavention ever made, and will be wel-
come to many bee-beepers as it was to me. )

could not do without one now.
1)H. Geo. Lacke, Newburgh, Ind.

Works liike a Ciiarni.

The Monette QueenCUppins Device works

LIKE A CHARM. With It I have clipped 30

queens, all in one day. when examining my
bees. Wm. Stoi,i.ey, Grand Island, Nebr.

PLEASE READ THIS OFFER TO PRESENT SUBSCRIBERS :

Send us ;/«( aiie itew iiame for the American Bee Journal a year (with ?1.00), and we
will mail you the Queen-Clipping Device free of charge. Or, the Queen-Clipping Device

will be sent postpaid for 30 cts. But why not get it as a Premium by the above offer

You can't earn 30 cts. any easier. Almost every bee-keeper will want this Device.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigatt St., CHICAGO, ILL.
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l!i?i! Beeswax
For all the Good, Pure Yello^v

BeeS'wax delivered to our office lill

further notice, we will pay 25 cents per
pound, CASH ; or 28 cents for whatever
part is exchanged for the Bee Journal,
Honey, Books or Seed, that we offer. If

you want casta, promptly, for your
Beesjvax, send it on at once. Impure
wax not taken at any price. Address as
follows, very plainly,

GEO. W. YORK & CO.
118 Michigan st. , CPnCAGO, ILL.

CARLOADS
or Hee-Hlves, Sections, Ship-
pinsr-Cases. Comb Foundation,
and Everything used in tbe
Bee-lnduBtry.
We want the name and ad-

„,^ drese of every Bee-Keeper In
*^ America. We supply Deal-

ers as well as consumers. We
have Dry Kiln, Improved Machinery. 40.000
ee lot floor space, and all modern appliances.
We make prompt shipment.
Write for Catalogs, Quotations, etc.

Inter-State MaiiufactiirinE Co,

HIJDSOIS, »it. Croix Co., WIS.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Earn a Watch
By sellinti Whitman's

Pure Teas, Spices, Bakitifi

Powder. Etc. 25 lbs. earns a
SuliU Silver Cliatelain Watch.

\ 10 lbs. a Itutiby Foot Ball. 2U

[
lbs a Dexter Camera, 20 lbs. a
Mandolin or Guitar. We pay
express on cash orders. Write
for illustrated Catalogue of

Preiiiiuins. Address

i. H. WHITMAN U CO.. 27U N. Weatern Ave., Chicago, III.

Please mention Bee Journal "when -writing.

FOR SALE.
Apiary and Small Farm In southwest Texas.

Address.
ITIrs. JTI. lYI. Diiniiegaii, .^latliiN, Tex.

40A4t Please mention the Bee Journal.

Glass Tumblers

!

are the pnekage to put honey up in, and work
up a home trade. 1 ran furnish you with }^
pint tin top. 24 doz. to the barrel, at $.5.00 per
barrel; Vt pint size, 20 doz. to the barrel, $5 00
per barrel. Cash must accompany all orders.
Plain LabclN lor above Glasses — 2^4x3,

250 lor 40 els., or SI. 2.") per 1000.

II. U. (tDIKIN, Bellcviip, Oliio.
42Atf Please mcijtioh the Bee Journal.

<tiieeiiN and ((iieen-IEesirine:.—
If you want to know how to have queens
fertilized in upper stories while the old
queen is still laying below; how you may
safely iutrotliiii- any queen, at any time of
the year when bees can fly; all about the
different races of bees; all about shipping
queens, queen-cages, candy for queen-
cages, etc. ; all about forming nuclei, mul-
tiplying or uniting bees, or weak colonies,
9tc. ; or, in fact, everything about the
queen-business which you may want to
know—send for Doolittle's " Hcieutifie
Queen-Kearing " — a book of over 170
pages, which is as interesting as a story.
Here are some good offers of this book:

Bound in cloth, postpaiii. $1.00; or clubbed
with the Bkb Jouknai. for one year—both
for only ifl.T.') ; or given free as a premium
(or sending us Imt new subscribers to the
Bee Jodrnal for a year at $1.00 each.

and I think any one can increase his

sales at home, if he will only try. It

may seem a little embarassing to peddle
honey from house to house, but you can
stand this if you once get started and
make a few sales—one will soon forget
about being timid. So I would say to

every one who has a honey crop to sell,

muster up courage and try peddling it

from house to house— it will pay you.

Dr. Miller, if I remember rightly, can
not peddle. Take courage. Doctor, and
you will find it much easier than having
a red handkerchief on your head and
wheeling dirt, as you once preferred to

peddling. You can wear your Sunday
clothes if you prefer, peddling. Doctor,
and sing all the songs you like.

We are going out peddling again to-

morrow. I find it much better to sell to

consumers direct than to thestores.

Some stores are all right, but eight out
of ten do not take interest enough in

honey to keep it in salable shape. They
will put it in some corner out of the way,
and a common customer would not know
they keep honey for sale. When I come
around and ask how they are getting
along selling honey, they say there is no
call for honey. 1 tell them to put it out
where people can see it. Some will do
as you ask them but mostof them think,

if they do not say so, "We know our
business." But the facts are they don't
know how to handle honey. The stores

that sell the most for me, I always find

keep their honey and cases dry and clean,

and the cases can be used over half a

dozen times, and be in first-class shape.
G. E. Nelson.

Henry Co., III., Oct. 9.

Extraordinary Honey-Season.

The past season has been an extraor-
dinary one in this section. The season
started in aboutas usual. The first half
of June was very rainy, which put
swarming back till late, but the rain
more than equalled, in the production of

white clover, what it put the bees back
in swarming. We have not had so large

a crop of white clover for several years,
and other honey-producing plants in the
same ratio. I took 90 one-pound sec-

tions of nice white honey from one of my
colonies, which is the largest yield I

have known in this section. The fall

flow of honey was the best for many
years. Bees workt on golden-rod, which
was very plentiful till frost came, and
kept the bees storing in the supers all

the time. I find there is a great differ-

ence in the honey-gathering qualities of

the different strains of Italian bees. 1

have a queen whose workers are larger
than any of my others, and 1 can find

them from 3-2 to 1 mile farther away
from home than any of the others ; and
her hive is always heavy in stores. I

united my bees in chaff hives on the
summer stands. W. E. Virgim.
Merrimack Co., N. U., Oct. 17.

Laying Workers.—Winter Passages.

We have had a very dry season here in

northwest Iowa. Kees have not much
more than made a living the past sum-
mer. Wo started last spring with 50
colonies, and increast to 72. We bought
a tested queen and reared a few nice,

young qucHMis from her.

The way I get rid of laying workers is

to remove the hive contaliilug the wor-
kers and put in Its place one contaioing

BEES FOR SALE.
About 90 Tolonles of Italians. Any one want-
ing" to start an apiary cannot do iietler than
to call on Dr. E, Gallup. Santa Aua. Calif.,
and examine the Bees before purchasing- else-
where. Double sets of Combs In Lanj^stroth-
Slmplicity Hives, and warranted a surerior
lot of Bees for business. Correspodence so-
licited. Dr. E. OALLfiP, "^

Santa Ana. Orange Co.. Cal.
Please mention Bee Journal "when -writing.

SEE THAT WINK

!

Kee - Supplies ! Root's
Goods at Koot's Prices.

Ponder'* Honey - Jars,
and every thing used by
bee-keepers. Prompt ser-
vice, low freight rate. Cat
iree. Walter S. Ponder,

-1 l,r« h .mmx *' 162 Mass. Ave..
W'-'^ PoVDtR^jip Indianapolis. Indiana

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

far IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
11.25 to Prof. A. J. Cook. Claremont. Calif.,

tor his

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

PATENT WIRED COMB FOCNDATIOH
Haa No Sag In Brood'Frame*

Thin Flat-Kottom Foundation
Bas Ko FishbODe id tbe Sarplus HoDfif.

Being the oleaneet Is Qsaally worke<3
the qutckeet of any Fonndatlon made

J. A. VAN DEMSEN.
Bole Manufaolurer,

Bpront Brook Montcoinery Co.. N. T.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing,

ONE MAN WITH THE

UNION ^^^i;^^*^'^'*
Can do the work of lour
men using hand tools. In
Hipping:, Cuttlntf-ott, Mi-
tring, Rabbeting, Groov-
ing. Gaining. Dadoing,
Edglng-up. Jointing Stuff,
etc. Bull Llneof Foot and
Hand Power Machinery.
Sold oil Trial. Ciil:ilos;ae Free.

SE>£<^A FALIiS IflFO. CO.,
*6 Water St SENECA FALLS. N. T.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

DEC I^CCDCDC ? Let me send you my 64-
DLL-NLLrLnO 1 page Catalog lor 18H7.

J. lU. Jenkins, Wetunipka, 4Ia.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

¥
^California

If you care to know of Its Fruits, Flowers
Climate or Kesourccs. send for a Sample Copy
of California's Fuvorlie Paper—

The Pacific Rural Press
The leading Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the PaelBc Coast Published weekly,
handsomely Illustrated J2.00 per annum.
Sample Copy Free.

PACIFIC RURAL PRE^S,
3^0 Market St.. - SAN FRANCISCO. OAL.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

<\>iinccilcnt.—The fall nieptlng of the
Coniiccliiut Uoe-Kcepers' Assoclaliun will be
held at tbe CapUol, at Haniord. Nov. .'J. be-
ginning at 10:.'iO a.m.

Mils. W. E. KiIjEY. Sec.
Waterbury, Conn.
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A HANDY TOOL-HOLDER

!

Sent by Express, for $1.30 ; or willi the Bee Journal

one year—both Tor $2.00.

Every Manufacturer, Miller, Carpenter.
Cabinet Malser, Machinist. Wheelwright and
Quarryman. Farmer, or any one using a grind-

stone, should have one of these Tool-Holders.
One boy can do the work of two persons, and
grind much taster, easier and with perfect
accuracy. Will bold any kind of tool, from
the smallest chieel to a draw shave or ax.
Extra attachment for sharpening- scythe
blades included in the above price. The work
Is done without wettinsT the hands or soiling

the clothes, as the water flows from the opera-
tor. It can be attached to any size stone for

baud or steam power, is always ready for use.

nothiuir lo pet out of order, and is absolutely
worth 100 limes lis rost.
No farm is wcU-eciuipped un-

less it has a Tool-Holder. Pays
"or itself in a short time. ^

How to Use the Holder.

Directions.—The Tool is fas-
tened securely In the Holder by
a set-screw and con be ground
to "iny desired bevel by Insert-

infe the arm of the Holder into
a higher or lower notch of the
standard. While turning the
crank with the right band, the
left re-sls on an steadies the
Holder ; the Tool is moved to
the right or left across the
stone, or examined while grind-
ing, as readily and in the same
way as If held in th-> hands.

For grinding Round - Edge
Tools, the holes in the stand-
ard are used Instead of the
notches.

Address, GEORGE W. YORK & CO

TheBee-Keeper'sGuide

KLONDIKE
.. AND THE. .

YUKON COUNTRY
By L. a. COOLIDGE,

With a Chapisr by JOHN F. PRATT, Chief of »h»

Alaskan Boundary Expedition of 1894.

The most authentic description of the

Gold Fields of Alaska
Where they are ; what they are like ;

and how to expeditiously reach them.

Embellished with New Maps and i8 Pho-

tographic Illustrations.

225 Pages. 12mo. 50 Cents.

This 15th and latest edition of Prof . Cook's
magnificent book of 460 pages. In neat and
substantial cloth binding, we propose to give
away to our present subscribers, for the work
of getting NEW subscribers for the American
BeeJournal.

A description of the book here Is quite un-
neceseary—it Is simply the most complete scl-

entiHc and practical bee-book published to-

day. Fully illustrated, and all written in the
most fascinating style. The author Is also
too well-known to the whole bee-world to re-
?uire any introduction. No bee-keeper is

ully equipped, or his library complete, with-
out "The Bee-Keeper's Guide."

Given For 2 Mew Subscribers.

The following offer Is made to present sub-
scribers only, and no premium is also given
to the two new subscribers -simply the Bee
Journal for one year :

Send us Two New Subscribers to the Bee
Journal (wiih »2.00i, and we will mall yon a

copy of Prof. Cook's book free as a premi-
um. Prof. Cook's book alone sent forli.'iS.

or we club it with me Bee Journal for a year
—both together for only $1.75. But surely
anybody can get only "3 new subscribers to
the BeeJournal for a year, and thus get the
bool AS a premium. Let everybody try for It-

Will you have one '

GEOKGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan St., Chicago, 111.

The Above Hook Mailed Free.

We will mai you the book free for sending

US one iieiv subscriber to the Bee Journal

for a year [at $1,001; or for 4 new subscribers

for the last 4 months of 1897. at 25 cents

each. The book is bound in cloth.

UNG DISEASES.
30 years* experience. If your case is

sufficiently serious torequire expert medi-
cal treatment, address

I Dr. Peiro, 100 State St., Chicago.

Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

Please Send Us the Names of your
oelghbors who keep bees, and we will

send them sample copies of the Bee
Journal. Then please call upon them
aal get them to subscribe with you, and
sficnre some of the premiums wp, offer.

a frame taken from another hive on
which is a queen and some bees to care
for her. Then I carry the other hive
some distauce from the stand, and let

the bees fly bact, brushing all the bees
off of the combs on the ground. There
usually are very few young bees that do
not know the way back to the old stand.

The workers that have been acting the
part of queen do not seem to be able to

locate their " kingdom " and remain on
the ground. The combs may be return-
ed and all goes well.

Is it a good plan to cut boles through
the combs to allow them to go from one to

the other in winter, as advocated in the
Canadian BeeJournal ? Would not that
be making more detestable bee-space?

J. W. Sadler.
Humboldt Co., Iowa, Sept. 30.

[See an Item on your question in " Bee-

dom Boiled Down," page 661.

—

Ed.]

Successful Year 'With Bees.

I enjoy'reading the Bee Journal as
mncb as ever. I find good instruction in

every copy. I do not see many articles

from bee-keepers in the East. It has

been a very successful year here. July

was very wet, nevertheless there has

been a great honey flow. I wintered 6
colonies from the season of I8VI6, which
came through in good condition, and re-

ceived a little over 200 pounds of nice

comb honey. I have increast to 10 col-

onies, which will go into winter quarters
heavy laden.

I find a home market for all the honey
I can get. at "20 cents per pound for the

first quality, and 15 cents for second. I

feel very well satisfied with this year's

yield, but think I can do better another
season, with the same number of colo-

nies, as experience teaches.
Frank D. Keyes.

Hampshire Co., Mass., Oct. 18.

and killed three colonies, aud the robber
bees got away with a couple of colonies,

so it will leave me with about 42. Mine
did fairly well until the last two months,
when it was so dry that they did not do
much. I sold 1500 pounds of honey,

around town. I did not try to sell a
pound at the stores. I have built up a

good trade, and could sell five or ten

thousand pounds if I had it. I have
only about 100 pounds on hand. It

was so dry that the buckwheat did not

amount to much. I love to get and read

!
the Bee Journal. Wm. Howell.
Union Co., Iowa, Oct. 16.

[Why not get some of that fine alfalfa

honey offered on another page, and
" feed " that to your customers ?

—

Ed.]

Bepoit for the Season.

The bee-season Is about over, and soon

will be tim'e to pack the bees for cold

weather. I had 51 colonies of bees, but

the moth got into them before I knew it.

Best Season in Eight Years.

This has been the best honey-year we
have had for eight years. I got an aver-

age of 100 pounds per colony, spring

count, about half comb and the balance
extracted, and my bees have plenty of
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stores (at least 2T pounds per colony)
for winter, and are in line condition.
My nephew, O. L. Smitb, in Vermont, a
subscriber to the Bee Journal, who has
over 100 colonies of bees, and is in a
fine location for honey, writes me that
the crop in that section is a failure this

season, on account of the heavy rain-

fall ; and that he has secured but little

honey, and must feed quite a number of
colonies or they will not winter. I have
askt him for a full report, and if worth
while I will send it for publication.

O. M. Smith.
Hampshire Co., Mass., Oct. 16.

Expert I Tesliuioiiy.

Y Z

Chicago, Sept. 21, 189'
To Whmn it Concerns :—

This certifies that we manu-
facture" Vello'wzones"
for Dr. W. B. House, Detour,
Mich., from his own private
formula; and we wish to

state that only the purest ingredients
that Science has produced, or that
money can buy, are used in their prep-
aration.

We are acting under instructions from
Dr. House to spare no pains or expense
in making them the very best prepara-
tion that the most modern skill can pro-

duce. And from our intimate knowledge
of them we state unhesitatingly that
" Yello'wxones " are in every re-

spect a most superior remedy.

We also manufacture " Zonets "
for Dr. House from especially fine ingre-
dients made by ourselves expressly for

these wide-awake little laxatives.

Very truly yours,

The Abbott Ai.kaloidal Co.

Per Dr. 11'. C. Ahb(At. Prop.

Y Z

If I'oii liccp But One Rcmefly
in llic House, II Slionld Be

YELLOWZONES.
You have no doubt read Bro.
York's tepllmony ia previous
numbers. Yellow zoues are u -ted

extensively by bee-feeepers.
They are a greneral household
remedy, indicated In the most

severe Neuralgic and Rheumatic pains where
other remedies have 1 ailed, and In all Fevere.
Colds. Headanbes. etc, and especially ueeful
In diseases incident to cold weather, and
I'ully guaranteed to please :fou, or luoiiey
refunded and no queMtions askt.

A supply of Zunelr!»4 the wide-awake little

laxatives, with each box.

We will appreciate your acquaintance and
custom.

1 Box^ 25c ; 6 Boxew, ir^LOO.
ITIoMl orderM are lor dollar lots.

W. B. IIOIISF, m. D.,

Drawer 1. IH<:rO|iir, ITIK'H.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

\\ liolesale
and Helail.COMB FOUNDATION

Working Wiix 1,?^° l-.'jro'lsn A SpiH'ialty,

At Kediioed Frlc-cs durln^x llic Wliilc>r.

My b'oundatinn will si'KAk roit itsklf. and
prices are <>. K. So do not fail to write for a
Catalog with prices and samples.

BccHtt'ax tiikon in Kxoliange for Foun-
dation or any other Supplies.

GUS DITTMER,
AIICIIKTA, WIS.

Bec-Kecpcr's (iiiide—sec page 685.

Tlie Great People's Atlas of the World.
MORE THAN 100,000 COPIES SOLD ANNUALLY.

Up-tD-DalB, Accurate, Beautifully Illustrated.
Nearly 70 Comprehensive Maps, many of them double-page.
140 New and Superb Illu^itraiions. A whole Library in itself, of vital an^ ab-

sorbing interest to every inember of the household.
Population of each State and Territory, of all Counties of the United States, and

of American Cities of over ."iiOOO inhabitants, by latest Census.

The handfomely engraved maps
of all the States and Territories in
the Union are lar>re, full-page. with
a number of doulilepage maps to
represent the most important of
the Sta es. All countries on the
face of Ihe earth are shown Riv-
ers and lakes are accurately loca-
ted. All of the large cities of the
world, the important towns and
most of the villages of the United
States are given on these maps;
also every cuiiuly In each
Slate.
Over 200 Magnlflcent Illustra-

tions and Maps emhellish nearly
every pHge of the Atlas and faith-
fully depict scenes in almost every
part ofuhe world.

This Atlas contains a prodigious
amount of Historical. Physical. Po-
litical, Educational and Statistical
matter, so comprehenslvelv ar-
ranged and indext that informa-
tion on any subject can be found
In a moment's time.

Description of the World.
It coutjiiDS a General Description

of the World, giving its Physical
Features. Form. Density, Tempera-
ture, Motion, Winds and Currents:
Distribution of Land and Water;
Races of People, their Religions
andNunibeis: also the mos-t com-
plete Lit-t of NHtions everpublisht,
givingtheir Geographical Location.
Area, Population, Forms of Gov-
ernment, etc.

The Popular and Electoral Votes for President in 18S4, 1888 and 1892, by
States. List of All the Presidents. Agricultural Productions. Mineral Products.
Homestead Laws and Civil Service Rules. Statistics of Immigration, 1820 to

1891. Public Debt for the Past 100 Years. Gold and Sliver Statistics. Number
and Value of Farm Animals. Cultivable Area as Compared with Increase of Popu-
lation. Postal Information, with Domestic and Foreign Rates, and Other Informa-
tion that should be in every Home, Store, Oflice and Schoolroom.

We will mall this great Atlas, postpaid, for only
50 cts.; or for f!l.-iO we will send it with the Bee
-Journal for one year ; or we will mail It free as a

premium for sending us one New Subscritoer ($1.00) to the Bee Journal

Miniature Cut of A M.iri ActiialSi/ft Op,.,) Hby2^IncheH-
Clused, 14 by 11 Inilies '

Our Liberal Offers

:

for a year.
GEOBQE W. YORK & CO., 118 Micliigan St., CHICAGO, ILL.

WHERE OTHERS FAlC]
theSUCCESSFUL INCUBATORS succeed, why? because they

J
are properly coii-.tnicted and ihe correct methods for operatiiie-theiu are \

plainly set forth in our 72 pa^e Direction Hook. Our machines will)
please you. Prices reasonable. All sold under a positive guarantees
which we ask you lo compare with others, Send Gc stamps for 128)
page catal'K and poultrv book combined. It M'ill pav vou. Address \

DES MOINES INCUBATOR CO., Box 79, Des Moines, Iowa. S

RELIABLE INCUBATOR AND BROODER :

"IZ^^ZZ:^^:^ Need We Say More? ^^::^^^^:ZZ
All about thcni in Uook ou lucubatkm and Poultrv. Sent for 10 cents.

ijRELIWliJNCUB^gR^^
;;7Di:t ricusu muuLiou iho Auiuiicuii ItLt* Jourinil.

Clover Seed Wanted.
Sui>))lUs to e.xclianjfo for Al'siko. Kod, or
Wliite clover seed. Also malte oU'erB lor cash
Address. JO.S. M' .SKIW t IN ItEK,

4:)A2t Des Mdinks, Idwa.

AND LUNQ DISEASES,
DR. PEIRO, Specialist

Offices: 1019, 100 State St.,

CHICAGO. Hours 9 to 4.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.
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A Book Recommended by Dr. Gallup.

THE NEW METHOD
In Healtti arid Olsease.
By W. E Forest. M. D.. l'2th Edition, Re-
vised, Illustrated, and Enlarged. This is

the greatest and best work ever publisht
as a Home PnvsiciAN, and as

A Ciiii«I<> lo Ilealtli.

It makes the way from WoaWness to
Sirenglli so plain that only those who
are past recovery (the very few) need to
be sick, and the well who will follow its

teachings vsinnot be Kick. It is now
in many families the only counsellor in

matters of health, saving the need of call-

ing a physician and all expenses for medi-
cines, as it teaches Hygiene and the use
of Nature's remedies, not » «lriigp
Irealnienl.

All Clii-oiiic Uisiicases

are considered, and there is not a curable
disease that has not been belpt by some
of the " -\V»r ^l/(7//o(/.s' " given here: even
those who have been pronounced Con-
sunipliTe have been entirely cured.
While for RiieiinialiMiii. InUis'*^!'-
lioii, Wynipepsiia. C'oiislipalion.
I>y Neil til -,>', l.iver au<l liitlney
'I*i*oiihl4>!«, 4'sitsii'i'li, lOiiisieia-
livn. <iieiiei-ai l>el>ilily, .»i-T-
oiis I'^xliaiiMlioii, IkiseasieK Pe-
culiar lo Women, etc.. the methods
are sure, and can be carried out at one's
own home and with little or no expense.

A (jiiiaranlee.

So confident are the publishers of the
results, that they offer to refund the
money to any one who will try "New
Methods" thoroughly, if the book is re-
turned in good condition.

Xhe :\etv Edition
is illustrated with a number of Anatom-
ical plates from the best English work on
Anatomy publisht. and others made ex-
pressly for this work ; contains 300 pages,
printed on fine calendered paper, and al-

though the priceiof the first edition (much
smaller in size and without illustrations)
was *3.50, we sell this at -^l 00. postpaid.

PRKMIIJ.tl OFFERS.
For sending us two new subscribers to
the Bee Journal for one year, we will
mail ycu the book free as a premium, or
we will mail it for sending your own ad-
vance renewal and one new yearly sub-
scriber. This is a wonderful premium
offer. Address all orders to

—

GEOROr W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.
Please mention Bee Jomrnal "when writing.

What They Say about the Pouder
Honey-Jars.

Walteu S. Pouder, Indianapolis. Ind.:
De.ir Sir;—According to our experience

the Pouder Uoney Jars come nearer to the
general demand of the producer than any
other package for extracted honey that we
ha<e ever seen. They are unexcelled for
their neat and attractive appearance, and the
loss in transit with your method of crating Is

almost nothing It producers would use them
more. Instead of shipping- tbeir hooey by the
barrel, they could establish a home market
for their product and greatly increase their
profits. Yours, T. A. Daniel & Bro.

Wewahitchka, Fla.

Itce-Iieepers' Pliotog^rapii.—We
have now on hand a limited number of ex-
cellent photographs of prominent beekeep-
ers—a number of pictures on one card. The
likeness of 49 of them are shown on one of
the photographs, and 121 on the other. We
will send them, postpaid, for 30 cts. a card,
mailing from the YiX kind first; then after
they are all gone, we will send the 49 kind.
So those who order first will get the most
" faces '' for their money. Send orders to
the Bee Journal office.

HONEY and BEESWAX
iVlARKFT <ltJ0TAXI0.1iS,

Chicag-o, 111. , Oct. 19.—Fancy white 11 to
1-Jc. No. 1, lUc; liiucy amber. 8to9o. : No. 1,

T.; fancy dark. 8c.; No 1. 'c. Extracted,
white, .") to He; amber, 4 to 5c. ; dark, 4c.

Beeswax, ;^G to "JTc.

There is a fair trade In honey, despite the
amount that Is being peddled about the city

by parties who are coming In with It. and who
take lower flguree than quoted, as a rule. This
hO"ever Is customary when local yield is

large.

San Francisco, Calif., Oct. 13.— White
comb, l-lb3., 7 to S>c ; amber comb. 4 to 6c.

Kxtracted. white, 4 to 4?»c.; light amber.
3V4 to3=Kc.; daik tule. IJi to 2!4c. Beeswax,
fair to choice, ^2,'l to 24c.
Shipments of over 400 cases extracted were

made the past week by sailing vessel to Eng-
land. More could be placed on foreign ac-

count, but at such low figures— 3(4 to 4c. for
light amber to water white—that most holders
rafuse to accept. Slightly firmer prices rule
on local account, but trade Is of a light order.

Cincinnati, Ohio, Oct. 19.— Fancy white,
11 to Vlc.\ No. 1. 10 to lie; No. 1 amber. S

to 10c. Extracted, white. 5 to 6c.: amber. 4

to ic. : dark, 'AVi to 4c. Beeswax, '20 to Iha.
Demand for honey is very slow, owing to

warm weather and an abundance of fruit on
our markets. Demaud Is good lor beeswax.

Indianapolis, Ind., Oct. 19.—Fancy white.
11 to i:ic.; No 1. y to 10c. ; fancy amber. 9 to
10c. Extracted, white. 5 to 6c. Beeswax, '2.50.

Demand for fancy white comb honey and
fancy white extracted Is exceptlonalU good,
while there is almost no demand for dark or
amber comb or extracted honey.

Detroit. Mich., Oct. 20.—Fancy white. 11

to l"2c.; No. 1. 10 to lie: fancy amber, 9 to
1 Oc. ; No. 1 , 8 to 9c : fancy dark, 8 to 9c. Ex-
tracted, white, h to 5 He.; amber, 5c.; dark, 4c.
Beeswax. 25 to 26c.
Honey is selling fairly well, with supply up

to the demand.

Ullwatikee, Wis., Oct. 19.—Fancy white.
12lol3c. ; No. 1,11 to 12c.; fancy amber. 8
to 10c. Extracted, white, 5^4 to 6c.; amber.
4 to 5c.; dark, 4 to 4 l-2c. Beeswax. 26 to
27c.
This market for honey is in a very fair con-

dition, and the consuming capacity is being
enlarged. The supply is very fair, althoujih
we thiuk there will be room enough for fur-
ther shipments. The general quality of the
comb honey so far Is an improvement over
laat season, which fact we are pleased to note,
and hope it will conlinue, more and more.

Cleveland, Ohio, Oct. 19.— Fancy white.

12H to 13c.: No. 1, 11 to I2c ; fancy amber. U
to 10c. ; No. I, 8c. : fan"y dark. 7c.; No. 1. 6c.
Extracted, white. 6 to 6>4c.; amber. 5 loo^c.
Beeswax. 28 to 30c.
The demand for honey is increasing and we

believe It will contluue as the weather gets
colder. We would advise shipping white
honey, but dark is not moving sufliciently to
encourage shipments.

Buffalo, N. Y.i Oct. 19.—Fancy white, 1 1 to

12c.; No I. lOtollc; lancy amber, 8 to9e.:
No. 1, 7 to 8c ; fancy dark. 6 to 7c.: No. 1. il

to 7c. Extracted white, 5 to 6c. ; amber. 4 to
4i4c. Bei swax. 24 to 28c.
Kecelpts are lltrht and demand Is increasing.

Trade is improving, with pro3pects of being
bustained.

New York, IT. Y., Oct. 20.—Fancy white,
12c.; No. 1. 10 to lie ; fancy amber, 9 to
lOc. : No. 1.9c. : fancy dark, 8!4 to9c. ; No. 1,

8to8i4c. Extracted, white, 5 to 5!4c.: amber,
4H to 5c.; dark, 4c. Beeswax, 26 to 27c.
Uur.ng the past two weeks the market has

not beeu so active, probably on account of the
warm weather. When cooler weather sets In

to staj, we expect a more active demand
again. Southern in barrels is In good demand
at 50c. per gallon. Beeswax In good demand.

Minneapolis. Minn., Oct. 19. — Fancy
ivhlie. 10'/4 to ll!4c.; fancy amber, 9!4 to 10c.
Extracted, white, 5^ to o^c.
The market could stand more goods, if de-

sirable quality. Fair demand tor alt grades,
but lancy meets with ready sale. Would ad-
vise shipping now.

Kansas City, Mo., Oct. 20.—Fancy white.
12c.: No. 1. 10 to lie: No. 1 amber, S to lOc:
Extracted, white. .">^ to 6c. : amber. 5c. ; dark,
4c. Bpeswax. 22 to 2lc.
Keceipts of comb honey are large: ex-

tracted is light.

Philadelphia, Pa., Oct. 23.-Fancy white,
13 to 14e; No 1. ]2c.; fancy amber. lOe;
No. 1. 9c.; fancy dark, 8c.: No. 1, 7c. Ex-
tracted, white, 5 to 6c.: amber, 5c ; dark. 4 to
4HC. Beeswax, 26 to 27c.
Uoney is moving very lively: our market

uses more now than any time during the year.
Beeswax in good demand: very light supply.

Boston, Mass., Oct 22. — Fancy white.
13c.; No. 1. 1 1 to 12c.: fancy amber. 10c. Kx-
tracted. white, 6 to 7c.; amber. 5 to 5>4c.
Beeswax. 26e
While the demand Is fair. It is not as good as

it should be at this seasoa; but with cold
weather we look to see a better demand.

Albany. H. Y., Sept. 25.- Fancy white. 12
to 13c.; No. 1. 11 to 12c. : fancy amber. 9 to
10c. : No. 1,8 to 9c: fancy dark. 8 to 9c. : No.
1. 7 to 8c.
Comb honey Is arriving quite freely and-

movlng off nicely at quotations.

St. Iioais, Ho., Oct. 21.—Fancy white, 11
to r2c.; amber. 9 'O 10c. ; dark. 7 to 8e. Ex-
tracted, white, 5Mto0c.: light amber. 4^ to
5c.; amber, 4 to 4Hc. Beeswax, choice yel-
low, 26c : prime, 25 to 25^0.; dark, half
price.

List of Honey and Beeswax Dealers.

Most of whom Quote in this Journal.

Cblcaico, ills.

R. A. BUBNBTT & Co.. 163 South Water Street.

New York, N. Y.
HrLDRKTB Bros. & Segislken. .

120 & 122 W. Broadway.

Kansas City, mo.
0. C. Clemoms & Co., 423 Walnut Bl

BnSalo, N. V.
BATTER80N & CO.. 167 & 169 ScOtt SV.

Hamilton, Ills.

Cbas. Dadant & Son.

Cleveland, Ohio.
A. B, Williams & Co . 80 & 82 Broadway.

Ptilladelphla, Fa.

Wm. A. Selrer. 1 Vine St.

Mr, Selser handles no honey on commission.

St. lionls, no.
Wesicott Com. Co.. 213 Market St

Iflluneapolls, niiin.
S. H. Hall & Co.

inilwankee. Wis.
A. V. Bishop iSc Co.

Boston, ITIass.

Blake. Scott & Lee , 57 Chatham Street.

Detroit, inicb.

M. H. HtTNT. Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich.

Indianapolis, Ind.
Walter S. Pouder, 162 Mass .chusetts Ave,

Albany, N. Y.
Chas. MCCULLOCH & Co.. 380 Broadway.

Cincinnati, Ublo.
C. F. MtJTHA Son. cor. Freeman &Central Avs.
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LljLt Successful Kee-Keepiiig,

i n r I by W. Z Hutchinson :

I 1 1 !k !iDd our 1897 Catalog, for 2-

cent stamp, or a copy of the
ratalo;£ Ibr llie AMkiiis. We make almost
EveryililiiK used hy Bee-Keepers, and at
l^oweNi Prices. Oi'R

Falcon Polislit Sections
arc warranted

Superior to All Others.
Don't buy cheaply and roughly made Goods.

when you can have ilie best—sueh as nfe
make.

The American Bee Keeper
[monthly, now in its 7th year]

36 Pages—50 Cents a Year.
fcAMPLE t'REE—Address.

THEW.T.FALCOKERMFG.l^O.,
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

A FRENCH MOTHER'S ADVICE
to her son. when lookini; over one of Napoleon solrt

baltle-tield-s, was: 'No mutu-r where, when yuu
pet to I'e u man. if you bave any money, buy a few
acres of land as a haven to which lo retreat in case
of storm: because, come war. flood, or cycloue,— it

life is fr^pared, Tou can commence auain to raise

your own potatoes:' to which we adJ, **be sure
to protect it with Page Fence.**

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO.. Adrian, Mich.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

A Special Booklet Bargain

!

For a limited time we wish to make our

readers a special offer on booklets on Bees.

Poultry. Health, etc. Upon receipt of 75

cents we will mail any « of the list below;

and lor $1.25 we will mall the whole
dozen

'

1. Foul Brood, hy Dr. Howard 23c
2. Poultry for Market and Profit 2oo
3. Turkeys for Marlset and Proflt 25c
4. Our Ponltry Doctor 30c
5. Capons and Caoonizng 30c
B. Hand-Book of Health, by Dr. Foots.. 25c
7. Kendall's Horse-Book S.io

8. Rural Life 25o
9. Hopp's Commercial Calculator 2.ic

10. Foul Brood, by Kohnke 10c
11. Silo and Silage, by Prof Cook 2oc
12. Blenen-Kuitur, by Newman 40c

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.

Bee -Hives. Sections. Shipping-
Cases—everything uspd Ity bee-
keepers. Orders filled promptly.
Send for catalog MIIISliSOTA KEK-
KEKrEKS' SIPPLV MFfi. CO., Nicollet
Island. Minneapolis. Minn.

23Atf Chas. MoNDENO. Mgr.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Beautiful Honey-Cases
Made by the A. I. Knot Co.. at their prici'S.

Becsivax Wanted.
HI. H. HUN'r, Bell Branch, Mlcli.

Please mention Bee Jovirnal when writing.

TOUR BEESWAX

!

UNTIL FlilSTIIKIt NOTK'K, we will

allow :;8 cents per pound for Good Yel-

low Beeswa.i. (kllvercd at our oltlce— in ex-
change for Suhsiriplion to the Bee JoUHNAi..
tor Bonks, or anything that we oBcr for sale

In the Bee Jouhnai,. Or, '25 cts. cash.

GEORGE W. 'iORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.

THE "NOVELTY" POCKET-KNIFE!

GEO. W. YORK,
CHICAGO, ILLS.

Yonr Name on the Knife.—When orderlnfr, be sure to say juBt wbat Name nxiii

Address you wish put on the Knife.
The Novelty Knife Is indeed a novelty. The novelty lies In the handle. Itlsmaie

ijeautifully of lnde8tru''tible celluloid, which is as transparent as glass. Underneath tb«
celluloid, on one side of the handle is placed an AmekiCan Bee Journal, reminder, and on the
other side, name and residence of the Subscriber.

The material entering into this celebrated knife Is of the very best quality; the blades
are handforged out of the very finest English razor-steel, and we warrant every blade. Th6
holsters are made of German silver, and will never rust or corrode. The rivets are hardeneo
German silver wire; the linings are plate briss; the back springs of Shetfield spring steel, a,o&
the finish of handle ;is described above. It will last a lifetime, with proper usage.

Why purchase the Novelty Knife? In case a ?ood knife Is lost, the chances are,
the owner will never recover it; but if the Novelty is lost, having name and address of owner,
the finder will return it; otherwise to try to destroy the name and address. wou!:i destroy the
knife. If traveling, and you meet with a serious accident, and are so fortunate as to have one
of the Novelties, your pocket knife will serve as as an Identifier; and in case of death, yoa"?
relatives will at once be apprised of the accident.

Hoip appropriate this knife is for a Christmas, New Year or birthday present 1 Wha*.
more lasting memento could a mother give to a son. a wife to a hucband. a sister to a brother,
a lady to a gentleman, or vice versa, a son to a mother, a husband to a wife, abrothertoaslste?
or a gentleman to a lady—the Knife having the name of the recipient on one side ?

The accompanying cut gives a faint idea, but cannot fully convey an exact represents^
tlon of this beaucif ul knife, as the " Novelty " must be seen to be appreciated.

How to Get this Valuable Knife.—We send ItpostpaM. forSl. , or give It as a
Premium to the one sending us three new Subscribers to the Bee Jofrnai. (with 83.00,\,
and we will also send to each new name a copy of the Premium Edition of the book " Bees and
Honer " We club the Novelty Knife with the Bee Jodrnal for one year, both for $1.90

GEORGE W. YORK & CO..

CHICAGO, VLI&.ky Ifame and Address Put on the Knife.

DADANTS t FOUNDATION

BEESWAX WANTED.
BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS-

The Classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.25, by mail.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
Please mention the Am. Bee Journal. HAMILTON, Haucock Co., ILL.

Gleanings at Reduced Rates.
New subscribers sending us $1.00, or old subscribers who send us

Sl.OD before tjieir Subscription Expires,

will receive a copy of the " A B C of Carp Culture," TO pages, price 40 cents, post-

paid, the pages (i}<x9X inches in size; or we will send, in place of the carp-book,

one copy of

Winter Care of Horses and Cattle,
by T. B. Terry, a book of the same size pages as the carp-book, 44 pages ; price 40

cents, postpaid ; or In place of either one of the two we will send

Maple Sugar and the Sugar - Bush,
a book of the same size pages, costing also 40 cents, postpaid. Remember, in order

to get one of those valuable books all you have to do is to send $1.00 for Gleanings,

and .5 cents postage, and we will give you one of them free. Remember, an old

subscriber, to be entitled to this offer, must pay up all back subscription, if any,

and send in $1.00 for a year in advance, with 5 cents postage.

Tlie A. 1. Root (loiiipaiiy, lediiia, Ohio
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Nebraska State Fair Apiarian Exhibits.

BY J. M. YOUNG.

The Nebraska State Fair which was held at Omaha from

Sept. 17 to 24, was an entire success in every particular.

The weather was just as fine as could be, or as any one would

want it, and tempered down to such a degree of comfort that

it made everybody feel like going to the Fair, and those that

speak of to-day, is the bee and honey exhibit in the apiarian

building. This department drew many sightseers, and was
one of the most attractive places to be found upon the

grounds. Supt. Whitcomb, of the honey department, has

been there so much and so often that he knows every kink in

the business—just how to do this and that, and to make a

success of it. He is certainly the right man in the right

place, and I doubt if there is a man in all the State that

would fill his place.

The bee and honey building is a magnificent structure, of

which every bee-keeper in Nebraska ought to be proud. All

the shelves and tables that have been previously used from

year to year for exhibits, were occupied by apiarian imple-

ments, and the products of the busy little bee, to overflowing.

As one enters the building from the east, on the left could

be seen one of the prettiest and most attractive displays of

honey, bees, queens, and apiarian implements, made by Mr.

Api'irhin Building on tlic Nebraska State Fair Orounds al Omaha.

weren't there felt as if they ought to have been there to see

the big show. The attendance the last three days was beyond
all expectation of any Fair ever held in Nebraska, and the

products of the soil, it is said, were even better than had ever

been shown before.

The most important part of the Fair that I wish to

E. Kretchmer and his son, of Iowa. They had upwards of a

carload of apiarian utensils, and the products of the apiary,

and implements that are used, from a queen-cage up to a

honey-extractor. These gentlemen had in place over 1,200

pounds of comb and extracted honey, put up in very nice and

up-to-date packages. All of their honey was of a find grade
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of white clover and.alfalfa, aod quite a sprinkle of basswood

and sweet clover.

Leaving the Kretchmer exhibit, the next was that of Mr.

G. M. Whitford, of Nebraska, who had on exhibition some

very fine comb and extracted honey, put np in nice cases and

glass packages of all sizes that would be hard to beat any

where or place.

Next was the exhibit of Lovesy & Bouck, of Utah. They
had some fine alfalfa comb and extracted honey that cannot

be excelled in flavor and ripeness.

J. Prichard and C. M. Lewelling, both of Nebraska, had on

exhibition some fine comb honey put up in the 24-pound

cases, all alfalfa, that ought to bring a good, round price in

the market, from its whiteness and fine flavor.

Mrs. R. M. Lewis had some very fine honey-vinegar, that

could not be beaten by all the home-made vinegars.

The Minnesota Bee-Keepers' Supply Mfg. Co. exhibited a

lot of hives, bees and queens, and implements used about the

apiary. Mr. Westcott, of Nebraska, represented this com-

pany, and was aiaking a success of talking it up and introduc-

ing the business.

L. D. Stilson, of York county, had some all-purpose chaff-

hives that will winter bees every time, and without very much
work to prepare them for winter.

August Davidson and wife has the second largest display

of bees, queens, and comb and extracted honey that was on

the grounds. Mr. Davidson deserves a vote of thanks by bee-

keepers in the manner in which his display was gotten up and

shown to the public. He also had some fiue samples of bees-

wax, and a large number' of honey-plants of Nebraska and

other States.

Mrs. E. Whltcomb exhibited some fine samples of flowers

made wholly from beeswax, just as itcame from the extractor,

that drew the first premium. She also had a fine sa-aple of

cake and honey-jumbles made from honey that the taste of

honey could hardly be detected. Also, Mrs. E. Kretchmer

had some fine cake made from honey that would equal those

made from sugar or other sweet.

The Omaha Bee, of Sept. 23, gave the State Bee-Keepers'

Convention a good send-off, and did not get bee-talk mixt up

as newspaper reporters usually do.

Mr. Stilson, Secretary of the Nebraska Bee-Keepers' Asso-

ciation, talkt a little as if he would send a full report of the

proceedings of the convention, held in the honey-building

Sept. 21 and 22, to the American ]5ee .Journal. Now we will

see if he does it.

E. Kretchmer has some fine samples of beeswax from 12

different countries across the great water, also 14 samples

from different States in the United States, showing the differ-

ent colors of the wax.

August Davidson had a large horseshoe, about two feet

wide, made from beeswax that weighs 50 pounds. It is quite

handsome, and is well worth looking at.

The bee-keepers of Nebraska held an interesting conven-

tion in the honey hall Tuesday and Wednesday evenings, that

was quite well attended, and many points of interest were dis-

cust.

C. M. Lewelling gave a written report of one colony that

stored 184 pounds of honey during the season of 1897 ; 18

pounds of this was extracted honey, and 166 pounds of comb
honey.

William Stolley also gave a written report of one colony

that stored 148 pounds of extracted and 72 pounds of comb
honey, and 12 pounds of uncapt. These two reports were

sworn to, had seals, and are In possession of Supt. Whltcomb.

August Davidson had on exhibition a section of a bee-tree

two feet long, cut off square at both ends, that contained the

bees just as it came from the forest. Some bumble-bees were

in this same section of bee-tree ; whether or not they both in-

habited the tree when in the forest I am unable to say.

L. D. Stilson had charge of the York county exhibit, in

the agricultural building, and did not have much time to look

after matters relating to the bees and honey. Mr. Stilson has

been appointed State Superintendent of the Apiary Depart-

ment of the Trans-Mississippi Exposition, to be held next year.

Three entries were made for the best exhibition of ex-

tracting to be done upon the grounds. Those competing were

E. Kretchmer and his son, and R. M. Lewis. Mr. K. made the

best time, and did the work much nicer. Two full combs of

honey were uncapt and thrown out in five minutes, using the

two-frame Cowan extractor. Cass Co., Nebr.

Thin Hoaey in Combs—Dragging Out Larvae.

BV O. O. rOPPLKTON.

On the first page of the American Bee Journal for July 1,

1897, Mr. C. P. Dadant says :

" During the first two or three days after it is harvested,
clover or basswood honey is usually so thin as to shake out of

the combs very readily, or even to drip out, if the comb is

upturned."

This is not according to my experience. I have rarely or

never known honey to readily shake out of the combs after

the same day it was gathered ; that is, not after it has been in

the hives over night. During a heavy flow of honey little or

none will shake out early in the day, but later it will com-

mence to shake out slowly at first, increasing until night. I

had noticed this point many years ago in Iowa, but the pecu-

liar honey-flow In Cuba enabled me to observe it much more
thoroughly than I have ever been able to in this country.

Of course, this thin honey must be handled right or it

may make trouble. I know of only two ways to do it—one is,

not to extract any until after the heavy flow is over ; it is not

practical to do this in all cases, and. I doubt whether it pays

in any. The other way is to run the honey from the extractor

into large, tall cans ; let it stand until this thin honey has all

risen to the top, then draw into barrels or other vessels from

the bottom, leaving thin honey in the can.

Cause of Dragging Out Larv.e.—On page 599, Dr.

Miller, in answering a question as to why bees sometimes

drag out their larv.c, fails to give one very important reason,

in fact the one which, when it occurs, requires the promptest

of attention from the bee-keeper. I refer to their dragging

out worker-larv;c in the spring, or rather early summer, be-

cause of starvation. This is most liable to occur about the

beginning of clover harvest. Bees at that season are rearing

very large amounts of brood, and If a few days of bad weather,

or any other cause, entirely stops the flow of honey for a few

days, such colonies as have no reserve of honey In their hives

are liable to starvation, and one of the signs of that condition

is the carrying out of larviv.

Destroying Inferior Queen-Cells.— I would like to

suggest to "Bee-Student" that his having a bad case of

" California fever," or his living in Texas (a la Dr. Lay), are

the only excuses I know of for any one to write what he does

on page 594, that " It is but a minute's work to destroy all

Inferior cells" in a hive from which a swarm has just Issued.

Multiply the minute he allows for the work by 5 or 10, would

be nearer fact. Dade Co., Fla.

^
Comb FouudatJott—Is Its Use Profitable ?

BY c. r. dadant.

In beginning this article on a subject which Interests me
financially as well as theoretically, I wish to state to the readers

that I write this reply to S. A. Deacon's article on page 579,
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at the special request of the editor of the American Bee Jour-

nal, otherwise it would not have been written, for I loathe to

carry on what is popularly termed as " ax-grinding." With
this explanation I will take up the subject.

As everybody knows, there are three main advantages

claimed for the use of full sheets of foundation, viz : 1st,

securing straight combs ; 2nd, securing worker-combs; 3rd,

saving the cost of the comb to the bees. Mr. Deacon makes
light of the first of these advantages, holding that starters

made by running molten wax along the upper bars of the

frames will insure quite sufficiently straight combs. I will

make bold to venture the assertion that Mr. D. has but little

experience in the matter, or he would not make so sweeping

an assertion. We introduced the practice of making a starter

of molten wax on the frames in this country, and readers of

the American Bee .Journal, who have its volumes for 30 years

past, can ascertain that we advertised and sold what we called

the comb-guide press in 1870-74 to make these guides. The
use of this press is certainly a help, but it is far from succeed-

ing in every instance, and as it makes a very shallow guide it

is not unusual for the bees to deviate from it after carrying

the comb down a couple of inches and fastening the end of it

to the edge of the next side bar, thus uniting two frames.

Even with the use of comb foundation in narrow strips—

I

will appeal to the memory of any reader who has had much
experience—does it not often happen that the combs are thus

warpt by the bees and so joined together that they have to be

cutjapart? Before we used sheets of foundation, we were

accustomed to carry with us to the apiary a wash-pan and a

towel, as in handling the combs we would often cause honey

to run and get our fingers in it. We have no longer any such

trouble, and when the foundation is put in correctly the combs

are at all times as straight as a board. This is of more im-

portance than a beginner would think, for the breaking of

combs causes leakage, which in turn causes robbing among
the colonies, and delays the apiarist, besides risking the safety

of the colony.

Mr. Deacon further takes issue with the fact that the

foundation saves a great deal of expense to the bees. He says

that "careful experiments have conclusively demonstrated

that it takes less than six pounds of honey to make one pound

of comb." Pray, who made those careful experiments ? Have
we had more careful and more accurate experimenters than

Dumas, Milne-Edwards, and Berlepsch? These men spent

lives in making tests and experiments. Of late years, Vlallon

and others made experiments on combs built by swarms, but

in every instance they failed to take into account the greater

amount of honey consumed by a colony that could breed at

once in built combs, as compared with the colony that had to

build its combs, and this Increase of population surely is of

great value to the bee-keeper at the time when foundation is

usually f urnisht—at the opening of the honey crop.

All these experiments, when carefully examined, show
that It takes from 7 to 1.5 pounds of honey to produce one

pound of comb in the very best circumstances. Neither is

this to be wondered at when we reflect that to produce wax
the bees have to digest the honey, and it is quite probable

that there is as much difference in the quantity of honey con-

sumed under different circumstances to produce wax as there

Is in the quantity of grain consumed by stock, under different

conditions, to produce fat. The majority of practical bee-

keepers in this country are evidently of that opinion, and to

see the persistency with which they continue to spend their

money for this article (foundation) in large lots for large api-

aries, one would come to the conclusion that the assertions in

favor of it cannot be altogether what Mr. Deacon so elegantly

calls "rot, ridiculous nonsense, rubbish, or ridiculously erro-

neous opinions."

I do not know what experience the bee-keepers of South

Africa, like Mr. Deacon, have in the bee-line, but I do know
that the American bee-keeper does not usually foolishly

throw his money away. The average American is about as

practical a man as can be found on the face of the earth.

Mr. Deacon makes too many assertions that have no foun-

dation, for me to take the time to answer them all. There is

too much guess in his article. He says the secretion of wax
must go on in the hive, and the scales are wasted when foun-

dation is used. This is not so, as there is always a necessity

of wax for lengthening the comb and for sealing.

He says the use of foundation causes no saving in time,

and he wants us to try two colonies side by side—one with

starters, the other with full sheets. Why doesn't he make the

test himself? This has been tried by thousands in this coun-

try, and they have come to the conclusion that they want the

foundation. That is why so many hundreds of thousands of

pounds are sold in America.

Mr. Deacon says bee-keepers "foolishly imagine" that

the bees can draw out the foundation, and then goes on to ex-

plain that this " silly and most unreasonable belief " is all a

mistake. Evidently, Mr. Deacon is speaking of that which

he does not know. Any little boy who has seen foundation

put into a hive, and taken out again after the bees have workt

upon it, has seen that the looks of it are changed ; that its

base and sidewalls are thinner, very perceptibly so, and altho

they do add some of their own wax, it is certain, and cannot

be disproven, that they do make the greater part of the comb
out of the wax that is thus f urnisht them.

Now for the opinion of Mr. Simmins, for whom I have

great regard, and whom the gentleman quotes. Mr. Simmins

says there is no advantage in high sidewalls, and he finds

them all scraped off. I beg pardon, but the foundation Mr.

Simmins used was surely not of the proper kind, as we have

never seen this, and I doubt whether a single man can be

found in this country who will assert such a thing. The bees

do not scrape off the sidewalls, if they can use the foundation

at all, but, on the contrary, they remodel them and use the

wax in them to deepen the cell, Mr. Deacon to the contrary

notwithstanding. We have tried foundation without side-

walls at all, and it has not proven satisfactory.

Mr. Deacon admits that the use of foundation does away
with the rearing of so many drones, but he makes light of it.

And yet if foundation is properly hung in the hive so that it

will not sag, the use of one sheet in place of a sheet of drone-

comb will pay for that sheet, nay, for the entire supply of that

hive in one season.

To conclude, I will advise Mr. Deacon, instead of " strain-

ing at gnats and swallowing whole caravans of camels," as he

says, to make some thorough experiments, and stop writing

till then, for it does not do him any good to try to contradict

the experience of thousands of his brother bee-keepers.

Hancock Co., III.

California Notes and Comments.
Br PROF. A. J. COOK.

The Scent of Insects is astonishing. A female moth
in a room has attracted scores of males through a slight space

in the window, and evendown a chimney and through a stove-

pipe and stove. In one case a female in a room attracted a

flock of males to the outside of the room, altho the windows
were shut. Yet to us there is no perceptible scent at all.

Discouraging Prices.—The honey-production in Califor-

nia this season is very large, but the prices are discouraging.

Think of 3>i cents for the finest extracted honey !

Value of Bees to Fruit.—There are very few com-

plaints now about the injury bees do to fruit in Southern
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California. At the Farmers' Institutes praise is almost always

given to the bees. This is a very wholesome change. The
past summer I was where I had an admirable chance to ob-

serve bees on fruit, especially peaches. The wasps would

wound the fruit, and then the bees would swarm on the sweet,

juicy peach and save the .juice. I lookt long, and never saw a

bee alight on a whole fruit. They do not do things that way.

At the dryers they were much around the soft fruit, but I did

not see them on the fruit on the trays. I suppose that the

sulphuring keeps them away, tho the sulphuring is done for

another purpose. It is likely ever to come thus—any evil

that is necessary will soon find a cure.

Helps in Dry Years.—There are two things that are

going to help out California in her dry years—the bean crop,

that may be made to yield abundant honey in such years ; and

the alfalfa crop, that will, under irrigation, yield honey lib-

erally even in years of greatest drouth.

Hopeful Prospect foe 1898.—Southern California has

already had from two to three inches of rain, tho usually we

look for little until December. This makes us hopeful of

another wet season. Last year this place (Los Angeles

county) had 21 inches of rainfall; and Southern California

harvested a splendid crop of honey the past season. We
may well be hopeful that 1898 will be equal to 1897 in its

honey product.

Organization and Co-operation Must Come.—Raisin-

growers of the San Joaquin Valley have acted together and

refuse to sell their crop for less than 3>2 cents per pound.

The walnut-growers have acted similarly regarding their pro-

duct. The orange-growers are taking similar steps. Why
not ? The lawyers act together to fix their fees ; the doctors

consult and fix their charges—why should not "producers of

our own food products, which, unlike the wares of lawyers

and doctors, are of certain value, fix prices on theirs ? The
laws when dealing with railroads and corporations always

grant them a ' reasonable ' per cent, on capital, etc." Why
not producers calculate the cost of their products, add a rea-

sonable percentage for investment, and then fix charges ?

This would be right and Just, and must come some day. It

will not come until producers can act together and demand
the same favors that are granted corporations. It is their

right, and they, as the great majority, have the power to

secure their rights. They must co-operate fully, and then

they can get their rights. The way to secure this complete

co-operation is to educate the producing classes that they

may know their rights, and their ability to secure them.

When this is done, bee-keepers will not be forced, or even

askt, as they are now, to take 33^ cents per pound for the

best honey!

Trees and Plants for Honey.—There is no little In-

terest manifested in tree-planting, and many are asking re-

garding honey-plants. This is surely wise. Tulips, maples,

and basswoods East, and the most valuable eucalypti West,

together with the beautiful buckthorns, should receive atten-

tion. Close observation at such places as the Santa Monica

station, and Smiley Heights, at Uedlands, with their scores of

varieties of eucalypti, should bo given, that we may know the

most valuable species for bee-pasturage.

Los Angeles Co., Calif.

^
L,ang;strotlt on ttae Honey-Bee, revised by

The Dadants, is a standard, reliable and thoroughly complete
work on bee-culture. It contains 520 pages, and is bound
elegantly. Every reader of the American Hee Journal should
have a copy of this book, as it answers hundreds of questions

that arise about bees. We mail It for $1.25, or club It with
the Bee Journal for a year—both together for only $2.00.

<< Self-Hiving and Non-Swarming Hives."

BY F. A. GEMMILL.

On page 626 appears an article on the above subject by
\. Duncan, of Georgia. I presume Mr. D. Is a naturalized

citizen of the United States, altho his name might lead one to

believe that either he or his ancestors were of Scotch extrac-

tion. Be that as it may, it cannot, or at least ought not,

make him any the worse for having, like myself, some Scotch

blood in his veins.

Presuming, therefore, that Mr. D. possesses both the
natural shrewdness of a Scotchman, and the inventive genius

of a Yankee, it is not unreasonable to suppose, and I sincerely

trust he has combined these qualities, and really invented

something of practical value to apiarists.

I may state that I am in the bee-business to stay, even if

I do not make such a fortune as is sometimes made in Califor-

nia, or even more than a partial living at following such a

pursuit, but whather to a much greater extent than hereto-

fore, depends entirely upon my ability to control and success-

fully manage a larger number of colonies with my limited

time, at a reasonable and profitable amount of expense and
labor.

That I have for "long and weary" puzzled the small

amount of brains located in my cranium day-times, and lay

awake for hours night-times, "a thinkin' and a thinkin, " of

how best to solve the question at issue, has been no secret

to the person I have for nearly a quarter of a century supt

porridge with, and sometimes eaten oatmeal cakes by way of

luxury. Indeed, I have often been told that I am no excep-

tion to the general rule, " that every man is daft on some par-

ticular point," and myself particularly so on the hobby of

trying to get "something for nothing." Besides, having

failed myself to accomplish much, I have also tried in vain, to

a greater or less extent, every method having any appearance

of success, which has been presented through the columns of

the various bee-publications.

Now, I hope Mr. Duncan is going to, if he has not already,

capt the climax, by becoming a second veritable Langstroth,

in conferring a lasting benefit on apiarists, second only to the

advent of movable combs.

I do not know whether Mr. D.'s patent includes the big-

gest portion of North America (Kanada and the Klondike) or

not, but I will assure him that so far as I am concerned it will

make no difference, as I will in any case pay the royalty he

may claim for the use of such a contrivance, and once more
give a trial to another device, in the hope that I will not again

meet with disappointment.

In the meantime, I'll just wait with patience the appear-

ance of his advertisement in the American Bee Journal, giving

an engraving and further particulars regarding his non-

swarming or self-hiving apparatus. Ontario, Canada.

Dampening Sections—Moving Bees, Etc.

BY CYRUS C. ALDRICU.

Allow me to give my method of dampening sections :

With a sponge I slightly dampen the outside of the sec>

tion opposite the grooves, and thou place another section out-

side down on tho dampened. In this way every other section

is wet at the proper place, and when the section becomes dry

it will not be loose in the joints, as it would be if wet in the

groove.

To those who wish to make tight-top section-cases, with

two-open-sided sections, I would say turn tho section one-

fourth over, and cut an entrance at the bottom, and you have It.

In answer to IJeo. H. Stipp, as to moving bees, I would

say that beos can be moved at any season in this part of the

country. My way of moving Is as follows :
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Use screens at the entrance and on the top of the hive.

Shut the bees up in the evening, when all are In, then move
to the desired location, and keep the bees closed in the hive

until the next evening; just before sundown give them their

liberty by removing all of the screens. But few bees will re-

turn to the old location. ISe sure to give plenty of ventilation.

Riverside Co., Calif.

CONDUCTED BT

DR. O. O. SHILLER, MAJtMIiGO, ILL.

IQuestlons may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direot.l

Test for Adulterated Honey.

What is an infallible test for detecting cane-sugar or
other adulterant in both comb and extracted honey, whether
added direct or by feeding to the bees ? Honey-Eater.

Answer.—That's a thing more easily askt than answered.

To detect adulteration in honey is not even an easy thing for

experts or chemists, and as yet there Is probably no way by

which, with ordinary appliances, you can make an infallible

test. Until lately our government chemists had no infallible

test, but as progress is constantly being made, it is not impos-

sible that some easy test may be found for the laity.

Not a Good Plan of Transrerring.

Is this the new or the old way of transferring bees ? A
neighbor of mine was telling me about the moth being in his

hive, and he tried transferring the bees to a new hive. This
is the way he did it : He took the new hive and set it by the
side of the old one, and poured molasses on the alighting-board
of the new hive to coax the bees in. They did not seem to be
the coaxing kind, as he has no bees now. Subscriber.

Answer.—If there was any patent on this method of

transferring bees, the patent expired long ago, but it is a very

successful way of transferring bees. The only trouble is that

the combs are not transferred at the same time as the bees, so

the bees never stay transferred, but basely desert the new hive

just as soon as the supply of honey is exhausted.

Bad Effects of Sorghum and Cider Mills
and Moving Bees.

-Uniting

What should I do with my bees? I have lost about half

the bees in every colony, the result of visiting sorghum and
cider mills, which are in operation here. I have 85 colonies,

75 of them half a mile from town, and 10 at home, in town.
I expect to move the 75 colonies to my home in town next
winter. All the colonies have plenty of stores. Would it be
a good thing to double them up now, before I remove them,
and afterward extract tSe honey from the other hives not in

use ? Illinois.

Answer.—Altho I have a very keen sense of the unjust

injury you have suffered, having in former years had some

personal experience in the matter, I'm not certain I can be of

use to you. It ought not to be possible that a man's bees can

be ruiued or even decimated by a cider-mill or something of

the kind, leaving the beekeeper utterly helpless to protect

himself. But such is the apathy among bee-keepers as to

proper legal protection, but very likely what has beeTi will

continue to be, and the question at present is merely what

shall you do with your colonies that have suffered.

From my own experience in the matter, I should say that

It Is quite possible that a careful inspection will show that the

loss of bees Is much less than supposed. Very likely most of

the colonies have enough bees remaining to winter through

all right. If they have not, they should be united. If some
are strong enough, they should be left, uniting only so far as

necessary. Neither is It necessary that in every case two

colonies should be made into one. Suppose you find three

colonies, each having about two-thirds as many bees as you

think necessary. Instead of uniting two of the colonies into

one, divide one of the colonies between the other two, thus

making two colonies out of the three. Whether the uniting

should be done before moving, or after, depends upon the

time of the moving. If convenient, better move them at once,

then unite. For if they are united in a strange place before

they have had time to mark locations, there will be no trouble

about th^ir going back to the wrong hive.

Probably you will do well to save at least a part of the

combs from the extractor, to be given to the bees next spring.

For usually you will find empty combs in the hive in the

spring, and it's good economy to put sealed comb in their

places.

Location for Bees—Moving Tliem.

1. Is a location with an abundance of basswood and but
few other honey-plauts, a safe place to establish an apiary
with reasonable assurance of a crop every year?

2. I have 25 colonies of bees which I wish to move about
100 rods. What time in the year, and what time in the day,

is the safest?
3. Is there any plan I can adopt to prevent them from

returning to their old home ? The bees are to be moved from
the sun into the shade. Utah.

Answers.— 1. Such a place might te considered pretty

safe for an apiary. Basswood does not always yield, it is

true, but the same thing is true of white clover and other

leading honey-plants. So far as yet learned, sweet clover

seems to be an exception to the general rule, yielding honey

almost every year.

2. Better move them as soon as they have stopt flying en-

tirely for the season, as nearly as you can guess at it ; for you

can never be entirely sure that a warm spell may not come

next day, but you can make a pretty good guess at it. The

idea is to have the bees moved at a time when they will not

fly again for a long time, for after long confinement they mark

afresh their location, no matter what time of day they are

moved If it is cool enough so they will not fly. If the tempera-

ture is such that bees undisturbed would remain quietly in

their hives in the middle of the day, but would fly out upon

the hives being disturbed, then take them In the evening.

3. Remove all stands from the old location, and make it

look as unlike home as possible. Even this may not be neces-

sary at this time of year.

No Robbing—Differing Tempers.

1. I bought a colony of bees last spring, and divided

them, making two. They have not stored enough honey to

winter them, and while I was away one colony just up and
skipt. What caused that?

The yellow jackets have been quite bad this summer.
Early in the summer the bees got to robbing, and the colony

that left kept it up all summer. While I was gone the hive-

entrance was contracted to keep the yellow jackets out, and
the next day the bees left. Was it because they couldn't get

into the other hives ?

2. It was the colony with the old queen that left, and
they were as gentle as could be desired, while the other is so

cross I can hardly go near them. What causes the difference ?

Oregon.

Answers.— 1. It is just possible that you were mistaken

as to where the robbing was, and it is possible that the colony
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with the old queen was the one that was being robbed. If so,

and it was weak or qiieenless, then it may have deserted the

hive and gone with the robbers. Such a thing sometimes hap-

pens. If the above supposition is correct, then lessening the

entrance may have had nothing to do with the desertion. It

Is possible, on the other hand, that closing the entrance had
something to do with the bees leaving, not because they were
hindered from robbing other hives, but because closing the

entrance made the hive too hot. For if I understand you cor-

rectly, the entrances were contracted, but not entirely closed,

and in that case they could still get at the other hives.

2. If the colony with the old queen was weak and dis-

couraged, that would account for their not being so cross as

the other colony. Even supposing the colonies were of the

same strength, it might be that the progeny of the mother
might be quite different in character from the progeny of the

daughter ; for the worker progeny of the daughter would only

get half their characteristics from the queen, the other half

being from the drone that was their father.

Growing Sweet Clover in Georgia.

I am going to plant some sweet clover (iteUlotus allin) for
bee-pasturage as an experiment. The laud I am going to use
Is rich bottomland, which is in fine state of cultivation, and
has been a portion of a hay farm, and produces very heavy
crops of grass and peas. As this plant does not grow in this
climate at all, I would like 'some advice as to the proper way
of planting the same. I am going to plow the land well, har-
row it, and sow the seed on top, and roll the surface level.
What do you think of this method ?

Bees are pouring in honey now (Oct. 9) from aster,
chiefly. I will take a super from each of my 80 colonies this
fall, which is doing better than for several years, as we don't
get much fall surplus here. It has been a fine honey-year.

Georgia.
Answer.—Your plan of preparation is all right, unless it

be that the surface should be packt more solid than you are

likely to have it. I have seen ground prepared beautifully,

the seed come up well, but the following winter killed every

plant, the plants being heaved out of the ground by the freez-

ing. Such a thing might not happen so far south as Georgia.

The editor of Gleanings says he has never known sweet clover

to succeed on rich soil, but I think the reason is that the sur-

face has been too soft, and the seed not being deep the plants

heaved In winter. I have seen a rank growth on rich soil, but

the seed was either planted deep or the surface trodden hard.

I think Mrs. Harrison says she could never succeed in getting

sweet clover to grow in Florida, but good success is reported

In Mississippi. On the whole, perhaps you will do well not to

risk too much till after trial.

Getting Bees Ready Tor Winter.

1. I am getting my bees ready for winter. Outside of the
regular dovetailed hive I have winter-cases which go over all

and have a separate cover. This leaves space between the
hive-body and side-walls of the winter-case of about two
inches ; on top there is room enough for a super. Last win-
ter I packt with leaves, and bees wintered well. Do you con-
sider straw just as good ? If yes, need it be cut straw, or will

the long straw usually bought In bales do?
2. I am using 10-frame hives mostly, and have taken out

one frame in each, reducing to nine. Bees cover those well.

Would you take out more? When I take out one frame I

move the division-board up close; this leaves a small space.
As I have packt outside cases is there any need of putting
packing in the place where I took the frame out, or Just let it

go? Nebraska.

Answers.— 1. I doubt If the straw is as good as the

leaves. If straw is used at all, it would be diflicult to pack

the long straw closely. It would bo better cut. If you can't

get leaves, can't you get planer shavings? Some esteem

these very highly, and they are easily obtained In most places.

2. Prof. GastOD Bonnier, of Paris, France, if I remember

correctly, made a series of experiments with lamps and ther-

mometers that seemed to show quite conclusively that an
empty brood-comb was just as good as a division-board. It

hardly seems as if it could be, the division-board being close

and the brood-comb open all around, but there seemed very

clear proof, the details of the experiments being very fully

given. As a matter of actual practice nowadays, it is prob-

able that most bee-keepers do not take out frames for winter-

ing, but leave the same number in winter as in summer. If

the combs are filled or partly filled with honey, that is still

better than to have empty combs. It is hardly necessary to

put in any packing. If you can have it (and if you can't have

it now, you can next year), the very best sort of packing is a

comb filled solid with sealed honey.

M Subscribers : Nov. & Dec.

2 MONTHS FOR 15 GTS.
Get Your Bee-Keepiug Friends and Neighbors

to Take the Old American Bee Journal.

We would like to have each of our present readers send us

three new subscribers for the Bee Journal before December 1,

1897. That surely will not be hard to do, when each will

need to pay only 15 cents for the last 2 months of this

year, or only about 7 cents a month for the weekly

American Bee Journal. Any one with only a colony or two

of bees should jump at such an offer as that.

Now, we don't ask you to work for us for nothing, but

will say that for each three new 15c. subscribers you send

us, we will mail you your choice of one of the following list:

Wood Binder for the Bee J ournal 20c.
50 copies of leaflet on "Why Eat Honey?" 50o.
50 " " on "'How to Keep Honey " 20c.
50 " " on " Alsike Clover" 20o.
1 copy each "Preparation of Honey for the Market "(10c.)
and Doolittle's " Hive 1 Use " (5c. i 15o.

1 copy each Dadants' "Handling Bees" (8c.) and " Bee-
Pasturage a Necessity " (10c.) 18c.

Dr. Howard's book on "Foul Brood," 25c.
Kohnke'B " Foul Brood " book '. 25o.
Cheshire's " Foul Brood " book (10c.) and Dadants' " Hand-

ling Bees" [8c ] 18o.
Dr. Foote'B Hand-Book of Health 25c.
Rural Life Book 25c.
Our Poultry Doctor, by Fanny Felld 25e.
Poultry for Market and Profit, by Fanny Field 25o.
Capons and Caponizing 25c.
Turkeys for Market and Profit 25c.
Green's Four Books on Frult-Growlng 25o.
Kopp Commercial Calculator No. 1 25o.
Silo and SUape. by Prof. Cook 25c.
Bienen-Kultur IGerman] 40o.
Kendall's Horse-Book [English or German] 25o.
1 Pound White Clover Seed 25c.
1 " Sweet " " 25c.
1V4 " Al6lke " " 25c.
1!^ " Alfalfa " " 25c.
1V4 " Crimson " " 25c.
The Horse—How to Break and Handle 20e.

We make the above offers only to those who are now sub-

scribers ; in other words, no one sending in his own 25 cents

as a new subscriber can also claim a choice of the above list.

The Horse—Ho-w to Break and Handle.

—

This is a pamphlet of ;>2 pages, giving complete instructions
for breaking and educating colts, teaching horses to drive,

and for use under the saddle, together with many instructions
which have never before been publisht, and which are the re-

sult of the author's experience covering a period of 20 years.

By Prof. Wm. Mullen, with whom the editor of the Bee Jour-
nal Is personally acquainted. Price, postpaid, 20 cents ; or
given as a premium for sending us one new subscriber to the
Bee Journal for the rest of the year at 50 cents.

Every Present Subscriber of the Bee Journal
should be an agent for it, and eet all others possible to sub-
scribe for It. See offers on page To 1

.
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BEEDDIVI BOILED DOWN.

Bees and Fruits.— Prof. Cook says in Gleanings:
"The fruit-meu of Califoruia have ceast to denounce the bees.

We rarely hear other than praise of the little honey-gatherers."

Brimstoningf Colonies for the sake of the honey,
altho almost unknown at present in this country, continues to

be practiced quite extensively in Europe. One firm advertises

in the French bee-journal, L"Apiculteur, that wishing to save
the bees from suffocation, they will buy heavy colonies at 4}.^'

cents a pound.

Xo Drive Robber Bees from the cracks of hives,

John Craycraft says in Gleanings to squirt a few drops of

coal-oil into the cracks. He says: " I have usually used a
bunch of wet grass at the entrance of a hive robbers were
trying to clean out, but not always withsuccess. Just sprinkle
a little coal-oil on the grass and watch the results."

A Bee-Killer.—T. S. Ford, of Mississippi, reports in

Gleanings that the whippoorwill or night-hawk eats his bees.

He says it Is quite different from the Northern bird of the
same name, a specimen that he shot having a mouth I-'.,'

inches in width, the distance from the tip of one mandible to

the tip of the other, when widely extended, being 'lYt, inches.

Drawn Foundation.—In view of the fact that the
bees when they have plenty of time for it try to fill up the
sharp angles at the bottom of the cells when flat bottoms are
used. Gleanings announces that hereafter drawn foundation
will be made with natural base, and that it is now found that
the natural base is made more easily and cheaply than the
flat.

Honey Versus Sugar.—In L'Apiculteur the ques-
tion Is raised why it is that on sugar which costs about S)-b'

cents a pound grocers are satisded with a profit of 10 to 15
per cent., while on honey which costs less than 11 cents they
must have a profit of 170 to 190 per cent. The opinion is

given that organization and united action might bring about
a better state of things.

Potassium Permanganate is a remedy the most
efficacious and the least dangerous of any used in surgery,

says Dr. Verbrugghen, and in view of the fact that sometimes
serious results come from bee-stings, it is well to have this

remedy constantly on hand. Promptly remove the sting,

moisten the wound, and lightly rub over it a crystal of the
salt. If convenient, apply for some hours a compress moist-

ened with one or two per cent, solution.—Revue Internationale.

Raising Hives.—A "stray straw" in Gleanings
notes that the old-fashioned plan of raising a hive half an
inch or an inch on four blocks during hot weather seems com-
ing again into favor, whereupon the editor remarks :

" I do
not believe that bee-keepers realize the advantage there is in

having plenty of space under the brood-frames, with a deep
entrance, during the honey-flow, when the weather is hot."

He thinks the time is coming when deep and wide entrances
will be used exclusively, and that swarming will be materially
reduced thereby.

Sugar for Bees.—Advertisements may be found
from time to time in the foreign bee-journals of proper sugar
for bee-food, pure cane-sugar, sugar without bluing, etc., and
the British Bee Journal lays stress editorially on the fact that
beet-sugars are not suitable for bee-food. In this country
there seems to be no distinction between beet and cane sugars,
and it is doubtful if there is any way by which a bee-keeper
can tell whether a sample of granulated sugar is from cane or

beets. Possibly we are making a mistake'in not trying to get
what our neighbors across the water consider the best.

Age of Combs.—Is it not true that fashion has a
good bit to do with bee-keeping matters? There are our
British cousins who have for years followed up the practice of

using a carbolized cloth instead of a smoker, while in this

country the carbolized cloth was tried to some extent, but its

use is now largely if not entirely abandoned. Another thing
which hardly seems to have any explanation except fashion is

the difference of opinion on the two sides of the water as to

the use of old combs. In this country there seems to be no

brood-combs so old as to be objectionable, while in England
demand is made for the renewal of comb perhaps at the age
of four or five years, one writer going so far as to say (British

Bee Journal, page 234) :
" I have now resolved never to use

a comb a second time under any pretense whatever; that is

to say, when combs are once removed from a hive they will be
melted down, and not saved for future use." That's radical

enough, isn't it ?

Foul Brood in the Fall.—Here is the advice
given by the editor of (Jleanings, a man who has had much
personal experience with foul brood: Extract and boil the
honey, burn the combs and frames. Immerse the hive in a
vat of boiling water— perhaps at a cheese factory—keep it un-

der at least 40 seconds—60 would be better. The plan to

disinfect the hive is less trouble and perhaps just as good.

Paint the inside of the hive with kerosene, set fire to it with
the cover off, and let it blaze until it is charred just enough to

show that fire has been inside the hive. Then put in two or

three tablespoons of water and put on the cover. As late as

first of October it may be worth while to save the bees. Shake
them on frames of foundation, and after they have starved
long enough to be weak, dump abbut three lots into one hive,

thus making one colony out of three, and commence feeding.

S'Warming Bees.—That's what Geo. L. Vlnal, in

Gleanings, page 740, calls the treatment he gave two colonies

of bees that persisted in hanging out and buildiug queen-cells

in spite of his repeatedly cutting out the cells. He caged the
queen with a few attendants, fastened a branch of a tree in

the ground, tied the cage on the branch, placing a piece of

canvas near the branch. He brushtthe bees all off the frames
and out of the hive, and they clustered on the branch just

like a natural swarm. He put the frames back into the hive,

set the hive in a new place, and hived the swarm in it after

he had let it hang an hour. The bees went right to work and
never hung out again. Now he wants to know whether it was
changing the location of the hive, or letting the bees hang in

a cluster for an hour that made the bses give up swarming.

The thought with some will be that this plan is as much
trouble as natural swarming, perhaps more. But a good many
would be willing to take extra trouble if only it could be at a
time to suit the bee-keeper instead of the bees. A radical

difference, however, is that natural swarming divides the
force and breaks in badly on surplus work ; whereas with Mr.
Vinal's plan the whole force is left to go right on in the
supers, just as if they had never thought of swarming. The
important question is, will it work iu all cases, or did it just

happen to work right in these two cases? It's a big thing if

It will always work.

How Mucb Honey Does a ^Vorker Store?
—W. C. Macy, as reported in Pacific Bee Journal, failing to

find In the books how much honey a bee produced in a year,

determined to settle the matter for himself. He says :

" I selected one of my colonies of average size and killed

the bees by smoking them with sulphur. By means of a tooth-

pick and a goodly stock of patience I bad the swarm scattered

over the kitchen floor and counted inside of three hours. I

found the number and kind to be a queen, 270 drones, and
10,480 workers. From a colony of this size the yearly out-

put is 50 pounds of honey, or 1 2 1 of an ounce. This, of

course, does not include the amount consumed by the inhabi-

tants of a hive."

Of course, it will be remembered that during the working
season the life of a worker spans only about six weeks, and as

it does not begin field-work till 10 days old, there are only 26
days spent in field labor. If the honey harvest should last

just 26 days, and if the honey stored during that time to-

gether with the honey consumed should amount to 50 pounds,
then 1^'21 of an ounce would fairly stand to the credit of one
worker. But if the harvest extends over six, eight, ten or

more weeks, the case is quite different. On the other hand it

must be remembered that the 50 pounds of surplus is the
smaller part of what the bees gather, their own needs requir-

ing at least more than 50 pounds, so it is quite possible that
1/'21 of an ounce may not be so very far out of the way as

representing theamountof honey gathered by a single worker.

Xbe McEvoy Foul Brood Treatment is

given in Dr. Howard's pamphlet on " Foul Brood ; Its Natural
History and Rational Treatment." It is the latest publication

on the subject, and should be in the hands of every bee-keeper.

Price, 25 cents ; or clubbed with the Bee Journal for one year
—both for $1.10.
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Editorial Con)n)ct)i$^

Our Dear Baby Oirl, whose gladdening arrival on
Sunday, Oct. 24, we announced last week, was pernaitted to

stay with us only three short days, passing away Wednesday
evening, Oct 27, after about 30 hours of suffering from hem-
orrhage of the bowels. It was so hard to give up the dear
baby, for allho It remained less than half a week It had
already deeply placed its little self in the affections of Its

mamma and papa. We had only a few hours before its death
finlsht mailing the Bee Journal, telling of its happy coming,
and now so soon to record its going away is a sad thing to do.

But wherein we cannot understand we can only trust that
some day all will be made plain. Until then sorrowing hearts
will strive to bear up bravely under their heavy burdens.

Mrs. York continues to recover nicely, and hopes soon to

be up again. But the time will hang heavy upon her unex-
pectedly empty hands and arms.

••-'-^

Illinois State Convention.—Secretary Jas. A.
Stone, of the Illnois State Bee-Keepers' Association, requests,
us to announce that the Springfield meeting of that associa-

tion will bo held at the State House, Thursday and Friday,
Nov. 18 and 19. The Grand Lodge I. O. O. F. of Illinois will

meet in annual session in Springfield that week, and they
have secured a rate of one and one-third fare for the round
trip, without the use of railroad certificates. Should you be
unable for any cause to get this rate from your agent, take a
a receipt from your agent showing that you paid full fare,

and present this receipt to the Railroad Committee at Spring-
field.

We trust there may be a large gathering of bee-keepers at
the Springfield meeting, Nov. 18 and 19.

A Special Sweet Clover Number is what the

Busy Bee for October is, bringing forth things old and new in

reference to that plant. Editor Abbott thinks the value of

sweet clover is only beginning to be appreciated. Ohio and
Wisconsin have repealed their laws which clast sweet clover

among " noxious weeds." As showing the advance of senti-

ment, the position of Gleanings at the present time is con-

trasted with that of five years ago. In 1892 an editorial of

Gleanings said :
" Sweet clover is not a success with us for

fodder or feed at all, altho stock will eat it to some extent if

cut at just the right time." A late editorial In the same paper

says :
" Its value for cattle, horses and other stock has now

been fully settled ; but it must be cut or pastured when the

plants are small, say a foot or two high. Of course, stock will

eat it after they have become accustomed to it when it is

several feet high and in bloom Its value for stock is

easily shown by the fact that it Is never found where horses ot
cattle are pastured."

<-»-»^

The Rietsche Foundation Press, of which
there are now in use across the sea more than ten thousand,

owes much of its popularity to the fact that, unlike in this

country, it Is difficult to buy foundation and feel always sure

that it is made of pure wax. Revue Internationale says ex-

cellent manufacturers of foundation are not lacking, but un-

fortunately others have given place for complaints that are

.iustlfied, and the competition of the Rietsche press has had

the happy result of putting on their guard manufacturers who
use foundation-mills, obliging them to use only pure wax.

•*-»-»•

The Piorthwestern Convention next Wednes
day and Thursday, Nov. 10 and 1 1, at the New Briggs House,

northeast corner of Randolph Street and Fifth Avenue.

Everybody is Invited to be present and help make it profitable

and pleasant meeting. Dr. Miller expects to be here, and

many other prominent bee-keepers of the Northwest. Con-

vention will begin at 10 a.m., Nov. 10.

Against Food and Drug: Adulteration.-
Hon. Eugene Secor, General Manager of the United States

Bee-Keepers' Union, has written us as follows concerning an

effort being made by the Government to investigate the adul-

teration business :

Forest City, Iowa, Oct. 23, 1897.
George W. York, Chicago, 111.

—

Dear Sir :— 1 enclose a circular received from the special

agent of the Agricultural Department, Division of Chemistry,
in regard to food and drug adulterations. Would it not be a

good idea to publish the circular in the Bee Journal, and ask
your readers to write the Department if they know of any
adulteration of honey, and to make such other suggestions as

are askt for In the circular '?

I have opened correspondence with Mr. Wedderburn, in

the hope that we may get some aid from the Department In

determining adulterations In extracted honey. I believe it

will be to our interests to favor a national pure-food law, (or

the reason that the laws of the United States are more feared
because of better enforcement than the State laws.

Yours truly, Eugene Secor.

Certainly. We are glad to give In full the circular re-

ferred to by Mr. Secor, and we trust that our readers will com -

ply with his excellent suggestion. Here it is:

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
DIVISION OF CHEMISTRY.

Washington, D. C, Sept. 17, 1897.
Dear Sir :—Under authority of Congress, the Department

of Agriculture Is investigating the extent and character of

food and drug adulterations, and is desirous of securing all the
information possible on the subject. Having been appointed
special agent to Inquire Into and report upon this matter, the
undersigned writes to request that you kindly furnish the
Department all the information you have in regard to adulter-
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atlons, together with any suggestions as to the best remedy
for the evil.

1. Do you know of any new adulterant? If yes, state
what, and how used.

-. Would a national food and drug law assist in prevent-
ing adulteration ?

0. Would uniform food, drug, and pharmaceutical laws
tend to promote efficiency and purity ?

4. Please suggest what would best promote the interests
of consumers and legitimate manufacturers and dealers.

5. What is your opinion as to the extent of damage done
legitimate business by imitation of brands, packages, etc.?

• >. To what extent do sophistication, misbranding, and
injurious adulteration exist?

1. Have State laws aided in preventing adulteration ? To
what extent ?

8. Would a national law assist State ofiBcials In properly
executing the local laws?

y. Have adulteration, sophistication, and misbranding
increast or decreast ?

Prompt replies to the above, together with any other in-

formation or suggestions, will be highly appreciated.
Yours respectfully,

A. J. Wedderburn, Special Agent.
Approved :

—

James Wilson, Secretary.

We are rejoiced to know that the Government is to take
up the subject of adulteration, and we trust it will make the

investigation very thorough. We believe it will be surprised

at the extent of the evil, and the danger to the health of the

people. We canuot understand how any really honest man
can but be awfully against all kinds of adulteration of food

products.

We are free to say that we sincerely believe that were it

not for the evil of adulteration, twice the amount of pure

honey would be consumed by the public. This may seem like

a strong utterance, but in view of the common fear that we
know exists, that honey is so generally adulterated, we feel

that we have only given the fact.

Let every bee-keeper sit right down and reply to those

nine questions, and thus show the Government's special agent
that at least one class of honest producers is in hearty accord

with the effort being put forth. We can all hope that some-

thing tangible may then result therefrom.

Honey Apple>Butter.—Mrs. R. C. Aikin, of Col-

orado, gives the following recipe for making honey-apple-

butter, io Gleanings:

"One gallon good cooking apples ; one quart honey ; one
quart honey-vinegar ; one heaping teaspoonful ground cinna-
mon. Cook several hours, stirring often to prevent burning.
If the vinegar is very strong, use part water."

The BufTalo Coii-vention Report we had

hopedjto have begun several weeks ago, but so far we have
not received it from the Secretary. We trust that it may be

received at this office very soon, so that we can complete it

before Jan. 1, 189S.

Honey as^Food is the name of a 2'i-page pamphlet,
3 >'4x6 '4 inches, which we are now printing for general dis-

tribution among those who should be users of honey. It is

just the thing for bee-keepers to hand to every one of their
customers, and also to those whom they would like to have as
customers. It is very handy in size—just right to go into an
ordinary business envelope. It contains 12 illustrations, five

of which are somewhat comic, and help to make it attractive.
There is a blank space for your name and address. About
Ji of the pamphlet was written by Dr. Miller, and then we
added thereto many new and valuable honey recipes—for
cooking and for medicinal purposes. In all, It makes a neat
little pamphlet. Send name and address and we will mail you
a sample of," Honey as Food."

Prices for quantities, postpaid—25 for 30 cents; 50 for
50 cents ; 100 for 85 cents : 200 for SI. 40. By express,
not prepaid, 500 for §3.00; 1,000, $5.00.
-" Now let the orders come in, and we will do our best to fill

them promptly. Remember, a sample copy is mailed free.

Ti?e Weekly Budget.

Miis. E. H. Stewart, of Ontario, Canada, wrote us Oct.

18, that her " bees are in fine condition for winter."

Mr. W. A. Selser, Wife, A^D Baby, of Pennsylvania,

are shown in Gleanings for Oct. 15. They are a fine trio.

Mr. J. T. Calvert—business manager of The A. I. Root

Co., called on us Friday, Oct. 22. He reported a very satis-

factory year's business for 1897.

Mr. a. L. Shirck, of Peoria Co., 111., wrote us as follows

Oct. 7 :

" I cannot get along without the American Bee Journal.

I took it eight years iu succession up to last February, at

which time I had it stopt. But send it along again."

Messrs. G. B. Lewis Co., of Wisconsin, were recently

represented in Chicago by Mr. Lewis, Jr., and Mr. Martenson,

the manager of the firm. We were favored by a short call

from the two gentlemen, who informed us that allho they had

had a prosperous trade this year, they anticipated a larger

one in 1898. We hope they may have it, for we believe there

are no better manufacturers of and dealers in bee-keepers' sup-

plies than The G. B. Lewis Co.

Mr. W. Z. Hutchinson reacht his home it. Michigan

about Oct. 15, after haviug made his annual rounds of the

State Fairs again. Writing us one week after his return, he

said :

"I stopt to see Mrs. Hutchinson on my way home. She
was better than I had ever hoped to see her. Of course,

there is a possibility of her recovery—there is at least a ray

of life. Ivy is as well as ever."

Of course, all of Mr. Hutchinson's friends will be pleased

to learn these encouraging words.

The Frank B. White Co., of Chicago, gave their sixth

annual banquet at the Auditorium, Thursday evening, Oct.

21. Plates were provided for about 200 guests—publishers

and editors of agricultural papers, and also the advertisers

who patronize the columns of those periodicals. The White

Co. are specialists in their line of placing the advertising for

others in the best mediums circulating among the farmers.

And they are a great success at the business. They have just

recently taken offices in the Fischer Building, on the 17th

floor. They are "up in the world " in two ways now. They

deserve success, hence they have it.

Mr. a. I. Root, the senior editor of Gleanings, seems to

have discovered that "kind word" that Henry Alley felt

called upon to say concerning our esteemed contemporary,

and which we referred to on page 665. Under the heading,

"Everything in the Bee-Llne Worth Printing," Mr. Root

wrote thus about it:

"On page 721 of our Oct. 1st issue, our old friend Henry
Alley was permitted to say In the Kind Words department
that Gleanings contains about everything in the bee-line

worth printing. Of course, he gave this as his opinion. I

have said once before that I did not mean to let anything of

that kind appear in print again. No doubt Friend Alley meant
exactly what he said ; but it was in a private communication,

and not intended to be put into a public journal. Had the

writer not been off on one of his wheel rides when said pages

were made up, there would have been at least a modification

of that kind word, for it is certainly not true. Neither Ernest

nor myself believe it, and it would be unkind and discourteous

to the editors of other bee-jouruals to even insinuate that ours

is the i)cst one of the lot."
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BEE-BOOKS
SENT POSTFAIIJ liV

Georfi:e W. York & Co.,
Chicago, Ills,

Be«« an<l Honey* or Management of an Apiary
'or Pleasure and Proili. by Thomas G.Newman.—
This edillun has been htrtrely rewritten, thoroughly
levlsed, and Is " fully up with the times " in all the
toprovements and Inventions In this rapldly-devel-
OplDf? pursuit, and presents the apiarist with
everything that can old In the Buccessful manage-
ment of an ajjlary, and at the same tliae produce
tho most huney In an attractive condition. It con-
tains 2.'jU pages, and 245 11 lustrations— Is beautifully

Etinted In the highest styie of the art, and bound
1 cloth, gold-lettered. Price. ?1.UU.

Lunfcstroth on the Honey-Bee, revised by
Dadatit—Tills classic in bee-culture, has been
entirely re written, and Is fully Illustrated. It
treats of everything relating to bees and bee-keep-
mg. No aphnian library ts complete wlth<»ut this
standard work by Rev. Ij. Jj. Jjangstroth — the
Father of Amerlcuu BoeCulture. It has b'Z\) pages;
bound In cloth.

Price, postpaid, 81.25.

Bee-Recper«* Guide, or Manual of the
Apiary, by Prof A. J Cook, of the Michigan Agri-
cultural College.—This book Is not only Instructive
and helpful as a guide In beekeeping, but Is
Interesting and thoroughly practical and eclentlflc.
It contains a full delineation of theanatomy and
physiology of bees. HiU pages ; bound In cloth and
fully Illustrated.

Price, postpaid, $1.25.

Scientific Qiieen-Kearlna:* as Practlcallv
Applied, by G. M. Doollttle.—A method by which
the very best of Queen-Bees are reared In perfect
accord with Nature's way. 17i) pages, bound In
Cloth, and Illustrated. Price. Jl.OO.

A B C of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root.—

A

cyclopirdla of 4U0 patxes. describing everything
pertaining to the care of the honey-bees. It con-
tains (iUU engravings. It was written especially for
beginners Bound In cloth. Price. $1.25.

Advanced Bee-Culture, Its Methods and
Management, by \V Z. Hutchinson.-Tlie author
of this work is too well known to need further
description of his book. He Is a practical and
entertaining writer. You should read his book. 90
pages, bound In paper, and Illustrated. Price, 50 cts.

Rational Bee-^eeplnc;, by Dr. John Dzlerzon
*-Thi9 Is a translation of his latest German book on
bee-culture. U has ;J50 pages; bound
!n paper covers. $1.00

Blenen-Kultur, by Thomas G. Newcian. *
This is a GermaTi translation of theprlnclpe* por-
tion of the book called Bkks of IIonby. 10.. page
pamplilet. Price. 4U cents.

Convention Hand-BooU, for BeeKeepers,
Thomas G. Newman.— It contains the parliamen-
tary law and rules of order for Bee-Conventions—
also Constitution and By-Laws, with subjects for
discussion, etc. Cloth, gold-lettered- Price, 25 cts.

Tlklrty Years Amoii^!: the Becfit, by
Henry Alley.—Gives the results of over a quarter-
century's experience in rearing queen-bees. Very
latCBt work of the kind. Nearly lou pages. Price, sue.

Prai'tioal IffintM to Bee-Kee-Keepers—by
Chas. F. Ml'TH. Also contains a Foul Brood
Cure and How to Winter Bees. 40 p.; 10 cts.

Why Eat Honey ?-This Leaflet is intend-
ed for FKKK distribution, to create a Local Market.
100 copies, by mail. 30 cts.: 500 for$l.:^5; loCK),$2.00.

How to Keep Honey and preserve Its
richness and flavor. Price same as Why Eat Honey.

Alttike Clover I^eallet.—FuU directions
for growing. 50 for 2.> cts.; 100 for 4u cts.; 200, 70c.

Apiary Register, by Thos. G. Newman.—
Devotes two pages to a colony. Ijeather binding.
Price, for 50 colonies, |l.o<j; for 100 colonies. $1.25.

Freparuliun of Honey for the Mark3t,
Including the piudu<rtlon and care of comb and
extracted honey. A chapter from Bees an.v
Honey. Price, 10 cents

Bee-PaMturutfe u Neceaalty.—This book BUg
seats what and how to ]>lat li is a chapter fron
BEES ANIJ Hu.NEV. Price. 10 cento.

The Hive I I'Be, by G. M. Ooolittle. It
details hie manag-omont of bees, uud methods
Of producing comb honey. Price, .5 cents.

I>r. Howard'^ ICook on Foul ISrood.
—Gives the McKvoy Treatment and reviews the ex-
periments of others. l*rlce. i.i.'j cts.

«llo and SlIaiTO, by Prof. A. .1. Cook.—

U

(tlvea the method In operation at the Michigan Agri-
cultural College. Price, -l.i cts.

Winter Problem in Beo-Keepinfr. by G.
R, Pierce. Itesult of i'.^ years' experience, an cts.

Handling llceM, by Chas. Dadanl & Son.—
A Chapter from J^angMtroth Revised. Price, 8 cts.

Hlfttory of Bee-Associations, and Brief Ke-
ort of the tlrBt 2o conventions. Price, 10 cts

Fool Brood Treatmeut^ by Prof. F. R.
Cheshire.—Its Cause and Prevention. Price, lu cts.

Foul Brood, by A. R. Kobnke.-
Development and Cure. Price lo cts.

-Origin.

Bee-Keepin@: for Profit, bv Dr. G. L.
Tinker.—Revised and enlarged. It details the au-
thor's " new system, or how to get the largest yields
of comb or extracted honey." 8o p.; illustrated. 25c.

Commercial Calculator, by C. Ropp.—
A ready Calculator. Business Arithmetic and Ao*
count'Book combined in one. Every farmer and
businessman should have it. No. 1, bound in water
proof leatherette, calf finish. Price, 4o cts. No. 2
in flne artitlcia! leather, with pocket, silicate slate,
and account-book. Price. 60 cts.

Green^M Four Books, by Chas. A. Green.
— Devoted to, ist, How We Made the Old Farm Pay;
*2t»d. Peach Culture: ;ird, Uow to Propagate Fruit-
Plants, Vines and Trees; 4th, Genera! Fruit In-
structor. Nearly 1:^0 pages. Fully illustrated. 25 cts.

Garden and Orchard, by Chas. A. Green
—Gives full instructions in Thinning and Marketing
Fruits; Prunirfg. Planting and ('ultivating; Spray-
ing, Evaporation. Cold Storage, Etc. 94 pages, illus-
trated. Price. 25 cts.

Kendall's Horse-Book. — ^o pictures,
showing positions of sick horses, and treats on all
their diseases. English or German. Price. 25 cts.

Ijumber and Log-Book. — Gives meas-
urements of lumber, logs planks; wages, etc. 25c.

ITIaple Sui^ar and the Sug-ar Bush, by Prof.
A. J. Cook.— Full instructions. Price, 35 cts.

Grain Tables, for casting: up tbe price of
grain, produce, hay, etc. Price, 25 cts.

Capons and Caponlzing, by Dr. Sawyer,
Fanny Field, and others.—Illustrated. All about
caponizing fowls, ana thus how to make the most
money in poultry-raising. 64 pages. Price. 30 cts.

Our Poultry Doctor, or Health in the
Poultry Yard and How to Cure Sick Fowls, by
Fanny Field,-Everything about Poultry Diseases
and their Cure. 64 pages. Price, 30 cts.

Poultry lor Iflarket and Poultry for
Profit, by Fanny Field.—Tells everything about the
Poultry Business. 64 pages. Price. 25 cts.

Turkeys lor ITIarket and Turkeys for
Profit, by Fanny Field.—All about Turkey-Raising.
64 pages. Price, 25 cts.

Bnral I^lfe.— Bees. Poultry. Fruits, Veg:e-
tables. and Household Matters. 100 pages. 25 cts.

Potato Culture, by T. B. Terry.—It tells
how to grow them profitably. Price, 40 cts.

Hand-Book of Health, by Dr. Foote.—
Hints about eating, drinking, etc. Price, 25 cts.

Bee-Keepers' Directory, by H. Alley.

~

Latest methods in Queen-Rearing, etc. Price. 50c.

Book Clubbing Oilers.

(Bead Carefully.)

The following clubbing prices Include the

American Bee Journal one year with each

book named. Kemember, that only one book

can be taken In each case with tbe Bee Jour-

nal a year at the prices n amed. If more books

arc wanted, see postpaid prices given with

the description of the books on this page.

Following Is the clubblng-llst:

1. Langstroth on the Honey-Bee J'i.OO

2. A B Cot Bee-Culture '2.00

3. Bee-Keeper's Uulde 1.75
4. Bees and Honey

I
Cloth bound] 1.65

5. DooUttle's Scientific Queen-Kearlng. 1.75
B. Dr. Howard's Foul Brood Book 1.10
7. Advanced Bco-Culture 1.30
!). Blencu-KiiUur [German] 1.20

11. Katliinal Itce-KeeplngLPaper bound] 1.75
1';. Thirty Years Among the Beos 1.30
13. Bee-Keeping for Profit 1.15
14. Convention H<ii;d-Uook. 1,15
13. Poultry for Market and Profit t.lO
10. Turkeys for Market and Profit 1.10
17. Capons and C'aiionlzing 1.10
18. Uur Poultry Uoctor 1.10
10. Green's Four Books 1.15
'21. Garden and Orchard 1.16
23. Kural Life 1.10
'Zh. (Jommerclal Calculator. No. I 1.'25

26. Conime-clal Calculator, No. 2 1.40
27. Kendall's Horse-Book 1.10
30. Potato Culture 1.20
3-;. Hand-ltook of Health 1.10
34. Maple Sugar and the Sugar Bush 1.20
35. Slid and Silage 1.10
36. Winter Piolilem in Bee-Keeplng 1.30
37. Apiary Keglster (lor oO colonies) 1.75
38. Apiary Ueglairrdor 100 colonies) . 2.00
39. Bee-Keepers' Directory 1.30

Mllfll'^
HONEY-EXTRACTOR

iilUllI IS Square Glass Jars.

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

Bee-Keepebs' Sopplies in general, etc etc
Send for our new catalog.

Practical Hints " will be mailed for lOo.
lu stamps. Apply to—

Chas. F. Muth & Son, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Please mentiou Bee Journal when -wrrlting.

Honey - Clovers I

We have made arrangements so that we caa
furnish seed of several of the Clovers by
freighter express, at the following prices,
cash with order:

51b lot) 25tt) 30S>
AlslkeClover.. 70 Jl.25 13.00 15.75
Sweet Clover (white). .60 1.00 2.25 4.00
White Clover 90 1.60 3.75 7.00
Alfalfa Clover 60 1.00 2.23 4.00
Crimson Clover 55 .90 2.00 3.50

Prices subject to market changes.
Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage,

wanted by freight.

Tour orders are solicited.

GEORGE W. YORK & Co.
CHICAGO. ILL.

Please mention Bee Journal Tvhen writing.

HONEY-JARS.
1-lb.. $4.50 per PT0S8 ; discount on quantities.

Sq. with Corks.

BEESWAX WANTED.
We pay 28c cash. 1. o. b. N. V. City.

Catalog of Apiarian Supplies and Bees, Free.

I. J. STRIIVGIIAM,
105 Park Place. NEW YORK, N. Y.

Apiary—Glen Cove, L. 1.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

AND LUNQ DISEASES,
DR, PEIRO, Specialist

Offices: 1019, 100 State St.,

CHICAGO. Hours 9 to 4,

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.
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(^cr)cra\ Itenps^

Too Dry for Bees.

I have about 30 colonies of bees, and
I have been working for increase this

year* I got about 600 pounds of comb
honey. It has been too dry for bees this

year. T. E. Haley.
Sanders Co., Nebr. Oct. 14.

Bees Did Fairly Well.

I have seven colonies of bees. They
did fairly well, the best producing 7'2

pounds of nice comb honey. I am in-

debted to the Bee Journal for a part of
my success. Oliver S. Johnson.
Cedar Co., Iowa, Oct. 10.

Bees Have Done Poorly.

My bees have done very poorly this
year. I have the lightest crop I ever got.
The bees stored nothing after Aug. 20,
and are not in good condition for winter.
But I must have the Bee Journal.

C. P. Dow.
Dakota Co., Nebr. Oct. 17.

Good Queens Important.

Doolittle's " Scientifl^Queen-Rearing "

I think every bee-keeper should have ; in
fact, 1 think more of it than any book I

ever read. I, like Mr. D., think the most
essential part of a good colony of bees
lies in a good queen. I have had j, good
deal of experience in buying queens for
the last 3 years, from different breeders
which I may write up some other time.

H. Galloway.
Skagit Co., Wash., Oct. 11.

Various Things on Bees.

While meditating and contemplating
upon the past, present and future, and
feeling somewhatsad, I was quite revived
by the arrival of the esteemed treasurer
of our Southern Minnesota Bee-Keepers'
Association, and her ever joyful and
agreeable husband, as they are always
welcome guests. After a long conver-
sation with them, and we had dinner to-

gether, talkt the bee-business from cen-
ter to circumference, they returned
home, to Winona. They are respected
for their good company, and also for their
knowledge of the bee-business, in which
they are engaged.

Our honey was a very short crop in

Southern Minnesota, but we will live in

hopes if we do die in despair. We be-
lieve in progress, and do not get discour-
aged over one failure. We should begin
cow to prepare for next year's harvest,
by being careful not to put any colonies
into winter quarters that are without
two things— a good queen and plenty of
stores : then well protected for winter.

I will not pretend to advise any one as
to the best way to winter bees, as there
are so many ways and all claim success,
but be sure to keep them dry and warm,
and also keep the mice out of them dur-
ing the winter. I heard an old bee-
keeper say that he lost % of his bees by
the mice. I would advise bee-keepers to

keep the mice out of the bee-hives, as I

do not believe that bees and mice winter
well together.

I know another man that lost half of

Finest Alfalfa Honey

!

IT SELLS ON TASTING.

The Honey that Suits All

Who Buy It.

Low Prices Now!
We can furnish 'Wblte Alfalfa Extracted Honey, In 60-pound tin cans, on

board cars in Chicago, at these prices : 1 can, in a case, 7 cents per pound ; 2 cans

In one case, 63^ cents ; 4 cans (2 cases) or more, 6y cents. The Cash must accom-
pany each order.

iiW A sample of the honey will be mailed to an Intending purchaser, for 8
cents, to cover postage, packing, etc. We guarantee purity.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. New London,
Wisconsin,

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus

securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
They have also one Oiie of the Larg-est Factories and the latest

and most-improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there is in the State. The material is cut from patterns, by machinery,
and is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and -whitest
Bass-wood is used, and they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine
and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best

machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Groods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies.

Please mention the American Bee .Tournal. 7At{

BEMEEPEES We make

SUPPLIES
The Very Finest Line of

in the Market, and sell

them at Low Prices.
Send for Free Illiistraletl Catalog and Pricc-LiUI.

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.

Special Agent for the Southwest
"^- ^-

^^^^sl:Joseph, mo.
Mr. Abbott sells our Hives and Sections at Factory Prices.

That Gtueen-Clipping Device Free I

I
Couldn't Do Without It.

I have clipped IB queens, and must say the
Monette Queen-Clipping Device is by tar the
best invention ever made, and will be wel-
come to many bee-beepers aa it was to me. 1

could not do without one now.
Dr. Geo. Lackb, Newburgb. lad.

Works Like a Charm.

The Monette Queen-Cllpplng Device works

LIKE A CHAKM. With it I have clipped 30

queens, all in one day. when examining my
bees. Wm. Stollev, Grand Island, Nebr.

PLEASE READ THIS OFFER TO PRESENT SUBSCRIBERS :

Send us jiutt ont new name for the American Bee Journal a year (with $1.00), and'wa

will mail you the CJueen-ClippinR Device free of charge. Or, the Queen-Clipping Device

will be sent postpaid for 30 ets. But why not get it as a Premium by the above offer

You can't earn 30 cts. any easier. Almost every bee-keeper will want this Device.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan St., CHICAGO, ILL.
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!?iy! Beeswax
For all the Good, Pure Yello-w

Bees'wax delivered to our office till

further notice, we will pay 25 cents per
pound, CASH ; or 28 cents for whatever
part is exchanged for the Bee Journal,
Honey, Books or Seed, that we offer. If

you want cash, promptly, for your
Beeswax, send it on at once. Impure
wax not taken at any price. Address as
follows, very plainly,

GEO. W. YORK & CO.
118 Michigan St., CHICAGO, ILL.
Please niention Bee Journal v^hen writing.

CARLOADS

PILJ 1 J n aU
your full nrldn

lei

>n p.

Of Bee-Hives, Sections, Ship-
ping-Cases. Comb Foundation,
and Everytlitng used in the
Bee-Industry.
We want the name and ad-

dress of every Bee-Keeper In
" America. We supply Deal-
ers as well as consumers. We

have Dry Kiln, Improved Machinery, 40,000
< lof floor space, and all modern appliances.

We make prompt shipment.
Write for Catalogs. Quotations, etc.

Inter-State Mauiifacturing Co,,

HUDSON, St. Croix Co., WIS.
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

Earn a Football
I y > el| nir to inlrotliice

W liI«niaiiVTtMi«. f*pl-

oeH Kiikinc I'owiKt.
t tc \ (Cfniiiiii'Erit'hsli

Lraiii leather,
! L-l \ ! utbjill u'iveii

I I 1 in^a JO-lbni-.ler.

a H iPit Ritlelursfll-
ini; 1 1^ lb order. a solid
51 \fi watehforsellintr
1 T 11 nr ier, Expiv'-s

n onnipinie i I % tl e oasli. SpikJ
istnl for ciitalou'iie. etc. Address

A. H. WHITMAN & CO.. 2714 N. Western Ave., Chicaeo. III.

Please mention Bee Journal when "writing.

Eitraeted Honey lor Sale.

I have 50 kegs pure Basswond Honey, net
270 lbs. each, worth 6 els. per lb., f. o. b. cars
here. Sample will be sent on application.

A. O. WILSON,
44A4t KiCKAPOO, Vernon Co , Wis.

Glass Tumblers

!

are the package to put honey up in, and work
up a home trade. J ran furnish you with ?j

pint tin top, 24 doz. to the barrel, at $5.00 per
barrel : Vi pint size, 20 doz. to the barrel, $5,00
per barrel. Cash must accompany all orders.
Vlain Labels for above Glasses — 2 '/4jcU,

250 tor 40 cts.. or $1.25 per 1000.

H. fi. itVIKIN, Belleviie, Ohio.
42Att Please mention the Bee Journal.

4tii«enH :in<l <(iieen-Kearins;.—
If you want to know how to have queens
fertilized in upper stories while the old
queen is still laying below; how you may
naj'ehj iHlrudiue any queen, at any time of
the year when bees can fly ; all about the
different races of bees; all about shipping
queens, queen-cages, candy for queen-
cages, etc. ; all about forming nuclei, mul-
tiplying or uniting bees, or weak colonies,
etc. ; or, in fact, everything about the
queen-business which you luay want to
know—send for Uoolittle's " Bcientiflc
Queen-Rearing" — a book of over 170
pages, which is as interesting as a story.
Here are some good offers of this book

:

Bound in cloth, postpaid, $1.00; or clubbed
with the Beb Jouknal for one year—both
for only $1.7.5 ; or given free as a premium
for sending us lim new subscribers to the
Bee Jodknal for a year at $1.00 each.

his bees by packing them in wet saw-
dust. I pack my bees in saw-dust, but

have it perfectly dry, and they do well.

As the cold winter is approaching I am
preparing to spend the cold days in get-

ting ready for next summer.

I was well pleased with the discussion

in the Bee Journal about the bee-space.

If a man does not want a bee-space he
has a perfect right not to have it. When
I first commenced keeping bees I had all

kinds of hives, and all sizes of sections

and bee-spaces from }i to % of an inch,

and when I took off a super I would get

a common dinner-plate full of comb and
honey. I have taken and remodeled all

of my hives and supers, so that my
supersor brood-frames will fit every hive.

I have come to the conclusion that )4 of

an inch is space enough. I use the T
tin, and have discarded all of my pattern

slats
;
you could notchase me fastenough

to give me 1000 of them, except for

kindling wood. But this Is a free coun-
try, and a man has a right to use them
if he wants to. Another thing is, the
tight bottoms. I have discarded them
also.

I would not know how to get along
without the Bee Journal, and I often

wonder how some people pretend to get

along without it. E. H. Huffman.
Winona Co., Minn., Oct. 11.

Had a Big Honey-Flow.

We had a big honey-flow in Bucks
county this year, and I have more honey
than all the other bee-keepers put to-

gether. Elisha Carey.
Bucks Co., Pa., Oct. 21,

Bees Did Well.

My bees have done very well this year.

The American Bee Journal is a great
help to me, and I look forward to Fri-

day morning of each week, as it seldom
falls to come then. James Ives.
Burlington Co., N. J.

Beginning with Bees.

I knew nothing about bees till we
bought 8 colonies in box-hives last

spring. We were anxious to get them in

shape so we could do something with
them, so my husband made one hive and
that did not just suit so he made another
for the second colony, and still another
for the third, so you see we had I! colo-

nies in 3 different kinds of hives, all diff-

erent size frames, so we could not do
much with them. We made a total fail-

ure this year with bees, but we take the
Bee Journal now (or my mother in our
family does) and hope to do better if we
can get started. Mr.s. Ruth F. Stull.
Clay Co., Pla. Oct. 5.

Cool, Wet Summer.

We have had a cool, wet summer in

this part of the State. White clover,

altbo plentiful, yielded but little. Bass-
wood was damaged by the caterpillar,

but buckwheat and second crop of red

clover yielded very well. I have a crop
of about 1300 pounds of comb honey
from 30 colonies, spring count, and I

have increast to 611 by natural swarming.
My bees were about half In box-hives In

the spring, but I have the most of them
in 8 and iJ frame dovetail hives now.
Most of my bees are Italians and hybrids.

BEES FOR SALE.
About 90 Colonies of Italians. Any one want-
ing to start an apiary cannot do uetter than
to call on Dr. E. Gallup, danta Ana. Calif.,
and examine the Bees before purchasing else-
whete. Double sets of Combs in Langstroth-
Simplicity Hives, and warranted a superior
lot of Bees for business. Correspodence so-
licited. Dr. E. CiALLVP,

Santa An.a. Orange Co.. Cal.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

SEE THAT WINK

!

Bee - Supplies ! Root's
Goods at Root's Prices.

Ponder'M Honey - Jarst
and every thing used by
bee-keepers. Prompt ser-

vice, low freight rate. Cat
tree. Walter 8. Ponder,

^irwnhftimpft't ^r 162 Mass. Ave.,
WfltcftpoVDEfiSfld' Indianapolis. Indiana

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

^ IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
11.25 to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif.,

for bis

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

PATENT WIEED COMB FOUNDATIOI
A Has No Sag In Brood-Frames

moTK^ Thin Flat-Bottom Foundation
floU Has lo Fisbbone in the Sarpliu Bonef.

UNION

Being the oleanest 1b asnally worked
the qalokeBt of any Foundation made

J. A. VAN DEIISBN,
Sole Manafaotarer,

Bpront Brook MontRomerr Co.. N. T.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

ONE MAN WITH THE
COMBINATION

SAW
Can do the work of four
men using hand tools. In
Kipping, Cuttlng-ofl, Mi-
tring, Kabbeting, Groov-
ing. Gaining. Dadoing,
Edglng-up. Jointing Stuff,
etc. Full Line of Foot and
Hand Power Machinery.
Kold on Trial. Catalo;ne Free.

SENE^^A FALliS niFG. CO.,
46 Water St SENECA FALLS. N. T.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

nCC l/CCDCDQ ! Let me send you my 64-
DLL'^LL^L^O 1 page Catalog lor 18M7.

J, VI. Jenkins, Wetumpka, Ala.

Please mention Bee Journal when "writing.

^
^^California

If you care to know of its Fruits, Flowers
Climate or Resources, send for a Sample Copy
of California's Favorite Paper—

The Pacific Rural Press
The leading Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the Pacific Coast. Published weekly,
handsomely illustrated $'3.00 per annum.
Bample Copy Free.

PACIFIC RURAL. PRE§S,
3a0 Market St.. - SAN FRANCISCO. OAL.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Clover Seed "Wanted.
Supplies to exchange for Alslko. Red, or
White clover seed. Also make offers for cash.
Address. JOS. NIfSEWANDEK,

4;!A'-!t DE8 Moines. Iowa.
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A HANDY TOOL-HOLDER

!

Sent by Expre§$, for $1.50 ; or with tlic Bcc Journal
one year—bolli for !§2.00.

Every Manufacturer, Miller, Carpenter.
Cabinet Maker, Machinist. Wheelwright and
Quarryman, Farmer, or any one using a grind-
stone, should have one o( these Tool-Holders.
One boy can do the worl£ of two persons, and
grind much faster, easier and with perfect
accuracy. Will bold any kind ot tool, from
the smallest chisel to a draw shave or ax.
Extra attachment lor sharpening scythe
blades included in tlie above price. The work
Isdone without wetting the liands or soiling
the clothes, as the water flows from the opera-
tor, it can be attached to any size stone for
hand or steam power, is always ready for use,
nothiukf to get out of order, and is absolutely
worth 100 limes lis cost.
No farm is well-equipped un-

less it has a Tool-Holder. Pays
'or itself in a short time.

Huw to Use the Holder.

Directions.—Tbe Tool Is fas-
tened securely la tbe Holder by
a set-screw and can be ground
to Hiiy desired bevel by Insert-
infe the arm of the Holder into
a higher or lower notch of the
standard. While turning the
crank with the right hand, the
left rests on an steadies tbe
Holder ; the Tool is moved to
tbe right or left across the
stone, or examined while grind-
ing, as readily and in the same
way as if held in ih-^ hands.

For grinding Round - Edge
Tools, the holes in the stand-
ard are used instead of tbe
Dotches.

Address, GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,

TheBee-Keeper'sGuide I ung diseases.

KLONDIKE
. . AND THE . .

YUKON COUNTRY
By L. a. COOLIDGE,

With a Chaptar by JOHN F. PRATT, Chief of <h»

Alaskan Boundary Expedition of 1894.

The most authentic description of the

Gold Fields of Alaska
Where they are ; what they are like

;

and how to expeditiously reach them.

Embellished with New Maps and i8 Pho-

tographic Illustrations.

225 Pages. 12mo. 60 Cents.

The Above Book Mailed Free.

We will mall you the book free for sending-

us one new subscriber to tbe Hee Journal

for a year [at $1.001 ; or for 4 new subscribers

for the last 4 months ot 1897. at 25 cents

each. The boob is bound in cloth.

This loth and latest edition of Prof. Cook's
magnificent book of 460 pages, In neat and
substantial cloth binding, we propose to give
away to our present subscribers, for the work
of getting NEW subscribers for the American
Bee Journal.

A description of the book here Is quite un-
necessary—It Is simply the most complete sci-
entific and practical bee-book published to-
day. Fully Illustrated, and all written In the
most fascinating style, The author Is also
too well-known to the whole bee-world to re-
?uire any introduction. No bee-keeper is
ully equipped, or his library complete, with-
out "The Bee-Keeper's Guide."

Oiven For 2 IVew Subscribers.
The following offer Is made to present sub-

scribers only, and no premium is also given
to the two new subscribers—simply the Bee
Journal for one year :

Send us Two New Sabscribers to the Bee
Journal (with J'2. GO), and we will mall you a
copy of Prof. Cook's book free as a premi-
um. Prof. Cook's book alone sent for $1. '25,

or we club It with the Bee Journal for a year
—both together for only 11.75. But surely
anybody can get only '2 new subscribers to
the Bee Journal for a year, and thus get the
bool as a premium. Let everybody try for If
Will you have one '•'

GEOBGE yu. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan St,, Chicago, HI.

30 years' experience. If your case is

sufficiently serious to require expert medi-
cal treatment, address

Dr. Peiro, 100 State St., Chicigo.

Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

Please Send TJs the Names of your
neighbors who keep bees, and we will

send them sample copies of *he Bee
JouBNAx. Then please call upon them
and get them to subscribe with you, and
secure some of the premiums we offer.

I have two colonies of goldens, for looks,
and sent to Texas for a Carniolan queen
about two months ago, but she has not
been heard from yet. George Stout.
Hennepin Co., Mian., Oct. 15.

Plesed with the Bee Journal.

I am very much pleased with the
American Bee Journal. I would not be
without it for twice its cost. I have
gained much information from it.

W. H. Moore.
Trinity Co., Tex.

a renewal, as prosperity is here; our
money is sound, and most of the farmers
are happy. Why should they not be?
Wheat at one dollar, potatoes, cotton,

hogs and cattle way up—everything all

right. P. N. Blank.
Cooper Co., Mo., Oct. 22.

Bees Did Fairly Well.

My bees did fairly well this season,
better by far than last year, averaging
from 20 to 50 pounds per colony.
White clover did real well this year, but
basswood was a failure. I am looking
for a good season next year ; as basswood
has failed the last two years, it surely
will yield again next year.

In February, 1893, when my time is

out for the Bee Journal, just look for

Unfavorable Season—ftueens Fighting

Our season has been very unfavorable
for honey. I have an apiary of 9 colo-

nies, and have taken but very little sur-

plus honey this season, as the month of

June was very dry and chilly, withchilly
winds, which was very discouraging to

the bee-keepers here. I was in hopes
that the alfalfa would produce plenty,

but I was disappointed as the bees did

not work the first bloom at all, and the
second bloom but very little, so we did

not get much till the American bee-weed,
or stink-weed as it is called here, came
in bloom, and then it was not as good as

it usually is on account of the June
drouth.

I have read the arguments between

C. B. Bankston and Dr. C. C. Miller,

with interest, as I have somewhat of an
experience this summer in having two
queens iu one hive. One queen was one
year old, and there was another one
hatcbt July 10, 1897, sol watcht that
hive expecting it to cast a swarm, but it

did not. So for the novelty of it I kept
watching. July 20 the young queen be-

gan to lay, and the mother and daugh-
ter workt happily together the rest of

the season, or at least up to Sept. '20,

and then I was called from home on
business, and since my return I have not
had time to look at them. Still, two
queens will fight, for I had some experi-

ence in that also, so I can say without
a doubt that they will, and they won't
fight. I can also say that bees are some
different in experiences. _SZ.

I take great pleasure in reading tbe
Bee Journal, for it has been a great help
to me. J. A. Lewi.s.

Navapa Co., Ariz., Oct. 17.

Bee-Keeper's Guide—see page 701.
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Getting: Bid of Black Ants.

Mr. VV. A. Varian, on page 500 asks
how to keep black ants out of a honey-
bouse. If he will dissolve some corro-
sive sublimate in water, and with a
small brush paint around all cracks and
crevices where ants enter, I think they
will disappear. I have found it effective.

There Is a patented article—small tin

box about IJ-2 inches square—which if

set on a shelf or near the entrance- way
will drive them away. It sells for 25
cents. Geo. H. Stipp.

Bees Did Well.

We did well here this year. I started
with 17 colonies spring count, increast
to 37, and took ISOO pounds of as fine

white clover as can be. Success to the
" Old Reliable. " James Arnot.
Lafayette Co., Wis,, Oct. 25.

Good Fall Flow of Nectar.

Bees in this section did a big business
the first of the season, but after July 10
almost a failure owing to the drouth.
We always have a good fall flow of nec-
tar. D. Patterson.
Decatur Co., Iowa.

Simpson Honey-Plant.

Is the stalk and seed I send the noted
Simpson honey-plant ? if not what is it ?

I have never noticed any of it before,

and there is only a small cluster of this

growing on the bank of the creel<. Bees
work on it from early morning till dark.
I do not know when it began to bloom
as I did not notice it till the bees were
working on it.

I had a fair honey-flow the first part
of the season, but very light the last

part, on account of dry weather.
cz W. H. Means.
Greenwood Co., Kans.

[Yes, we are of the opinion that the
sample of seed you send is similar to

what Mr. Williams has f urnisht us.— Ed.]

••••-••••••
For II knife that will cut a horn 'iihnut O

I crushing, because it cuts from four A
-—:=- i^sidfH Jit once ^'et

—
- gk

THE KEYSTONE^
-^DEHORNER— f
Tt is htinirmp, rni'irl and durahl**, FnHy J
wtirrantpH, Highest award at Wori.o s 9
Faiu. I)'-scripiirM rimiliirs 'F':R.:ii."EZ. ^
A. i\ IJKO.sU S. < iMhr;invillr. I'a. ^

^1••••»••»-»»
40E6t Please mention the Bee Journal.

Beautiful Honey-Cases
Made by the A. I. Koot Co.. at their prices.

BeoMwux Wanted*
ITI. H. HUNT, Bell Brancli, ITIIoli.

NO DIRT LEFT
In clothes waabed with the
"BD.SY BEE WASUER."
100 niwes in one, hour and

nard work <1otio. That's
thorronnl. AGENTS
WANTED. EicluBlTe
Bale. Write for terml.

Lake Erie Mfg. Co., 147E. 13St.|Erle,Pa.

44E-26t Please- mention the liee .lourrial.

HATCH Chickens BTSTEAW-

EXCELSIOR Incubator
Simple. Perfrrt. tifl/Rrgtilnt
iuij, ThnuHiiiiil^ 111 Huecivsarul
oi>iTnll..n. I,oWf>*it prlrrd
flnit-oln«ii llktfhrr mnde.

«EO. II. HTAIIL.
II ttoiagK. 6ehKi,Quinry.iir.

44A20tCPlea8e mention the Bee Journal.

The Great People's Atlas of the World.
MORE THAN 100,000 COPIES SOLD ANNUALLY.

Up-to-Date, Accurate, Beautilullij Illustrated.

Nearly 70 Comprehensive Maps, many of them double-page.
140 New and Superb Illustrations. A whole Library in Itself, of vital and ab-

sorbing Interest to every member of the household,
Population of each State and Territory, of all Counties of the United States, and

of American Cities of over 5,000 Inhabitants, by latest Census.

The handfomoly enjrraved maps
of all the States and Territories In
the Union are larg-e, full-page, n-lth
a number of double-page maps to
repreeenl the most important of
the Sla PS. All countries on the
lace ol ihe earth are shown. Riv-
ers and lakes are accurately loca-
ted. All of the large cities of the
world, Ihe important towns and
most of the villages of the United
Slates are given on these maps;
also every cuunly In eacb
Slate.
Over 200 Mngnlflcent Illustra-

tions and Maps embellish nearly
every pngeof the Atlas and falth-
full3 depict scenes in almost every
partolLthe world.

This Atlas contains a prodigious
amount of Historical. Physical, Po-
litlcHl, Educational and Statistical
matter, go comprehensively ar-
ranged and indext that Inibrma-
tlon on any subject can be found
In a moment's time.

Description of the World.
]t contjiine a General Description

of the World, giving Its Physical
Features, Form. Density, Tempera-
ture, Motion. Winds and Currents;
Distilbution of Land and Water;
Races of People, thetr Religions
andNumbets: also the most com-
plete Li(-t of Nations ever publiaht,
glvingthelr .ieographleal Location,
Area, Population, Forms of Gov-
ernment, etc.

The Popular and Electoral Votes for President In 1884, 1888 and 1892, by
States. List of All the Presidents. Agricultural Productions. Mineral Products.
Homestead Laws and Civil Service Kules. Statistics of luimigration, 1820 to

1891. Public Debt for the Past 100 Years. Gold and Sliver Statistics. Number
and Value of Farm Animals. Cultivable Area as Compared with Increase of Popu-
lation. Postal Information, with Domestic and Foreign Rates, and Other Informa-
tion that should be in every Home, Store, Office and Schoolroom.

We will mail this great Atlas, postpaid, for only
50 cts.; or for $1.40 we will send it with the Bee
-Journal for one year ; or we will mail it free as a

premium for sending us one New Subscriber ($L00) to the Bee Journal

jyz?yN<>'K3a<'^^. Bl

Mini;iture Cut of A 'las. Artiial Si7e. Open, 14 by 22 Inche
Closed, 14 by 11 Indies

Our Liberal Offers

:

for a year.

GEORaE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan St., CHICAGO, ILL.

Free.
45Ctf

Barnes' Foot-Power Machinery.
Head whatJ. I. PARENT.

o

CHARi.TON.N.V..Bay8—"We
cut with one of your Com-
bined Machines, last winter
5(1 chaff hives with 7-ln. cap,
KM) honey-racks. 5(hi broad
frames, 2.(mh) honey-boxes
and a ffreat deal of other
work. This winter we have
double the amount of bee-
hives, etc., to make and we
expect to do It with this Saw.
It will do all you say Itwlll.

>^ CalaloRue and Price - Jjiat

Address. W.F.& JOHN BARNES,
No. 99.^ KubySt.. Rockford. HI.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

The RURAL CALIFORNIAN
Tells all about IJees in Calilornia.

The Yields and Price of Honey; tlic Pastur-
age and Nectar - ProduclnK- Plants; the lleo-

Kunchos and how they arc conducted. In fact
the entire tteld Is fully covered by and expert
bee-man. itcsides this, the paper also tells
you all about i-nlll'ornia AurlouUiire and
Hortlculiiire. $1.50 per Year; Six Months,
75 cents. Saaiple Copies 10 cents.

the; kiikai^ califounian,
218 N. Main St., - Los Anoeles, Calif.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

The American Poultry Journal,

.-i:>5 itii.xunoRN ST..

CHICAGO, - ILL.
AI,,„«„nl that Is over a quarter of a cent-

Jwlll lldl ury old and Is still growing must
possess Intrinsic merit of its own, and Its

held must be a valuable one.

Such Is the American RA annia a VAflP
Poultry Journal. "" HJIIIS d JIM,
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Farm Bee-Keeping.
The only bee-paper in the United
States edited exclusively In the In-

terest of the farmer bee-lieeper and
the bsfginner is THE BUSY BEE,
publisbt by

—

Emerson T. Abbott, St. Joseph, Mo.
Write for khkk s.*mi'i,k copy now.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

IV'ew Subscribers for Novem-
ber and December, IS ct§. Sec
page 604.
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HONEY and BEESWAX
MAKKKX «^IJOTA'riO:^S.

Chicasro, 111., Oct. 19.—Fancy white 11 to
12c. No. 1, lOc; taacy amber, 8 toOc. ; No. 1,

7.; fancy dark. 8c.; No 1. Te. Extracted,
white, .'> to 6c.; amber, 4 to 5c. ; dark, 4c.
Beeswax. liG to '27c.

There is a lair trade In honey, despite the
amount that Is lipln^r peddled about the city
by parties who are coming in with it, and who
take lower fluures than quoted, as a rule. This
however is customaiy when local yield is

large.

San Francisco, Calif., Oct. 13,—Whit©
comb, l-lbs., 7 to 9c ; amber comb, 4 to 6c,
Extracted, white, 4 to i%<i.; light amber.
3!4 to3^c.; dark tuie. 1?4 to aKic. Beeswax,
fair to choice, 22 to 24r.
Shipments of over 400 cases extracted were

made the past week by sailinp vessel to Edjt-
land. More could be placed on foreign ac-

count, but at such low figures— 3>4 to 4c. for
light amber towater white—that most holders
rafuse to accept. Slightly firmer prices rule
on local account, but trade Is of a light order.

Cincinnati, Ohio, Oct. 19,—Fancy white,
11 to 12c.; No. 1, 10 to lie; No. 1 amber. 8

to 10c. Extracted, white, 5 to Oc, ; amber, 4
to 5c.; dark, HH to 4c. Beeswax, 20 to 25c.
Demand tor honey is very slow, owing to

warm weather and an abundance of fruit on
our markets. Demand Is good for beeswax.

Indianapolis, Ind., Oct. 19.—Fancy white.
11 to i;ic.; No 1. y to 10c. ; fancy amber. 9 to
10c. Extracted, white. 5 to 6c. Beeswax, 25c,
Demand for fancy white comb honey and

fancy white extracted is exceptionallv good,
while there is almost no demand for dark or
amber comb or extracted honey.

Detroit, Uich,, Oct. 20.—Fancy white. 11
to 12c.; No. 1.10 to lie; fancy amber, 9 to
10c. ; No. 1 , 8 to 9c : fancy dark, 8 to 9c, Ex-
tracted, white, 5 to 5^c.; amber, 5c.; dark, 4c.
Beeswax. 25 to 26c.
Honey is selling fairly well, with supply up

to the demand.

aillwankee. Wis., Oct, 19.—Fancy white.
12 to 13c.; No. 1,11 to 12c; fancy amber, 8
to 10c. Extracted, white, 5i4 to 6c.; amber.
4 to oc. ; dark, 4 to 4 l-2c. Beeswax, 26 to
27c.
This market for honey is in a very fair con-

dition, and the consuming capacity is being
enlarged. The supply is very fair, althouBh
we think there will be room enough for fur-
ther shipments. The general quality of the
comb honey so far Is an Improvement over
last season, which fact we are pleased to note,
and hope It will conilnue. more and more.

Cleveland, Ohio, Oct. 19.—Fancy white.
12^ to i:Jc. : No. 1, U to I2c. ; fancy amber. 9
to 10c. ; No. 1. 8c. : fancy dark. 7c.; No. 1. 6c.
Extracted, white. 6 to 6^c.: amber. 5 to 5Hc.
Beeswax. 28 to 30c.
The demand for honey is increasing and we

believe it will continue as the weather gets
colder. We would advise shipping white
honey, but dark is not moving sufficiently to
encourage shipments.

Buffalo, H. T., Oct. 19.—Fancy white. 11 to
12c,; No. J, 10 to lie; lancy amber, 8 to 9c.;
No. 1, 7 to 8o ; fancy dark. 6 to 7c.: No. 1, 6
to 7c, Extracted white, 5 to 6c.; amber, 4 to
4J4c. Beeswax. 24 to 28c.
Receipts are lirht and demand is increasing.

Trade is Improving, with prospects of being
sustained.

ZTew York, N. Y., Oct. 20.—Fancy white,
12c.; No. 1. 10 to lie ; fancy amber, to
lOo. ; No. 1 . 9c. : fancy dark. 8 !4 to 9c, ; No. 1.
8to8!4c. Extracted, white, 5 to 5Hc.; amber,
414 to5c. ; dark, 4c. Beeswax, 26 to 27c.
During the past two weeks the market has

not been so active, probably on account of the
warm weather. When cooler weather sets In
to stay, we expect a more active demand
again. Southern in barrels is in good demand
at oOc. per gallon. Beeswax in good demand.

Minneapolis* Minn., Oct, 19. — Fancy
white. 10'/4 to imc; fancy amber. 9!i to 10c.
Extracted, white, oi4 to 5'ic.
The market could stand more goods, if de-

sirable quality. Fair demand for all grades,
but fancy meets with ready sale. Would ad-
vise shipping now.

Kansas City, Mo., Oct, 20.—P'ancy white.
12c.: No. 1. 10 to lie: No. 1 amber. 8 to lOc;
Extracted, white, 5^4 to 6c,; amber, 5e; dark,
4e Beeswax. 22 to 21c.
Receipts of comb honey are large; ex-

tracted is light.

Philadelphia, Pa., Oct. 23.—Fancy white,
13 to 14e; No 1. 12c.; fancy amber. lOe;
No. 1. 9c.: fancy dark. 8c.: No. 1, 7c. Ex-
tracted, white, 5 to 6e; amber, 50.; dark, 4 to

4V4c. Beeswax, 26 to 27c.
lioocy is moving very lively; our market

uses more now than any time during the year.
Beeswax in good demand ; very light supply.

Boston, Mass., Oct 22. -Fancy white.
13c.: No. 1. 11 tol2e: fancy amber. lOe Ex-
tracted, white, 6 to 7e; amber, 5 to 5>4c.

While the demand is fair. It is not as good as
it should be at this season; but with cold
weather we look to see a better demand.

Albany, Ht. Y., Sept. 25.—Fancy white. 12
to 13c.: No. 1. 11 to 120.: fancy amber, 9 to

10c. ; No. 1, 8 to 9c ; fancy dark, 8 to 9c.; No.
1. 7 to 8c.
Comb honey Is arriving quite freely and

moving off nicely at iiuotatlons.

St. Iiouis, Mo., Oct. 21.—Fancy white, 11

to 12e; amber, 9 'o lOe; dark, 7 to 8c. Ex-
tracted, white, 5'^ to 6c. : light amber. 4^ to

5c.; amber, 4 to 4i4c. Beeswax, choice yel-

low, 26c : prime, 25 to 25^c. ; dark, half
price.

List of Honey and Beeswax Dealers.

Most of whom Quote In this Journal.

CtalcaKOi Ills.

R. A. BUKNETT & Co.. 163 South Water Street.

New York, N. Y.
HII.DRZTH Bros. & Seoglken.

120 & 122 W. Broadway.

Kansas City, Slo.

0. C. Clemoms & Co.. 423 Walnut St.

Bnaulo, N. Y.
BATTBB80N & Co.. 167 & 169 Scott St.

Hamilton, Ills.

Chas. Dadant & Son.

Cleveland, Otalo.

A. B. Williams & Co , 80 & 82 Broadway.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Wm. a. Selser. 10 Vine St.

Mr. Selser handles no honey on commission.

St. IjOuIs, no.
Westcott Com. Co.. 213 Market St

niiuneapoUs, lOinn.
S. H. Hall* Co.

milwankee, Wis.
A. V. Bishop & Co.

Boston, inass.

Blake. Scott & Lee , 57 Chatham Street.

Detroit, micb.
M. H. HCTNT, Bell Branch, Wayne Co,, Mich,

Indianapolis, Ind.
Walters. Pouder, 16 2 Mass tchusetts Ave.

Albany, N. Y.
Chas. McChlloch St, Co,. 380 Broadway.

Cincinnati, Oblo.
C. F. MCTH & Son. cor. Freeman ^Oentral Avs.

TOUR BEESWAX

!

UNTIL FURTHEK NOTICE, we will

allow 28 cents per pound for Good Tel-
low Beeswax, delivered at our ofBce—in ex-
rhange for Subscription to the Bee Journal,
tor Bonks, or anything that we oITer for sale

In the Bee Journal. Or, 25 cIh. cafih.

GEORGE W. ^OKK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL&

Wbolesale
and Ketall.COMB FOUNDATION

Working Wax TJtlru^i A Specialty,

At Reduced PrIcoN dnrInK the Winter.
My Foundation will speak for itself, and
8rices are O. K. So do not fail to write for a
ataiog with prices and samples.

Beeswax taken in Exchange for Foun-
dation or any other Supplies.

GUS DITTMER,
AUGUSTA, WIS.

Doctor^s fi\r)is
By lir. I'EIRO,

Central Music Hall, . Chicago, III.

Peanuts have been greatly extolled

as a successful diet in dyspepsia and con-

sumption. Admitting the oil they con-

tain is very rich In muscle-building mat-
erial, besides being very palatable nour-
ishment, I have known many who could
not digest them, and hence proved harm-
ful. But when they can be eaten with
comfort they are no doubt excellent.

They are so easy to raise In your garden
that all boys and girls should take pleas-

ure in having a patch of them.

Elderberry-'wine is an article all

good mothers should make and keep for

special occasions. The berries are usu-

ally so easy to obtain, have little acid,

hence require little sugar, making it the

cheapest good wine that can be made.
Well bottled and placed in a cool place it

steadily grows better with age. It is one
of the gentlest, most palatable, and ef-

fective mild stimulants to patients con-

valescing from any form of lung trouble.

A tablespoonf ul every two or three hours
works wonders in the sufferer just e-

merging from an attack of pneumonia or

bronchitis. It is also excellent in whoop-
ing-cough and scarlet fever.

Singling is a greater blessing than
most persons are aware of. Not that

every one that tries succeeds in pleasing

an audience, but the very exercise greatly

tends to develop the lungs and thus over-

come tendencies to disease of these or-

gans. The more air—rather the oxygen
in the atmosphere—inhaled, the better

for any one, and singing is the best

means to this end. There are, profes-

sional vocalists who can inhale about
four times as much as ordinary persons,

due to the constant practice of singing.

mrs. Ellen C. Bland, on page
537, gives me " fits " on the pork ques-

tion. I am glad of it—glad that she has
the spirit to contend for her opinion.

And I have no doubt if all pork that is

eaten were as carefully fattened as this

lady has done, it would go far in making
it a healthy diet. But, dear Mrs. Bland,

you know that is far from the general

fact. There is only one certain, and to

me delightful, way of settling this ques-

tion between us— it is for me to come
and sample your hog product* with the

addition of nice raised biscuits, and
honey. Please encourage the idea.

Dr. Peiro.

Bee - Hives, Sections, Shipping-
Cases—everything used by bee-
keejiers. Orders tilled promptly.
Send for catalog MI.VXtSIITA BEE-
KttPERS' SirPLV MFC. C(l., Nicollet
Island, Minneapolis, Minn.

22Atf Ch.\s. Mondeno. Mgr.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

METAL WHEELS
in all sizes and varieties, to fit any
,JL ;»x1p. They liist forever. Kither
[p' direct or stagger spoke. Can't

breakdown; can't dry out no
rpiottlng of tires. Good in dry weather
as in wet weather. Send for catalog &
prices. ELECTRIC WHEEL CO.,

QUINCY " ILLINOIS.
32 EO Mention the American Bee JoumaL
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H B^ M A Copy of

L I] L L Successful Itee-Keeping,

rn by W. Z. Hutchinson ;

I 1 1kk and our 1897 Catalog, for 3-

cent stamp, or a copy of the
Catalog for tlie Atkins. ^Ve make almost
Everyiliiii^ used by Bee-Keepers^ and at
lioiveMt rrlces. OiR

Falcon Polisht Sections
are warranted

Superior to All Others.
Don't buy cheaply and roughly made Goods.

when you can have ilie best—sucli as we
make.

The American Bee - Keeper
[monthly, now in its 7th year]

36 Pages—50 Cents a Year.
bAMPLE Free—Address,

THE W.T. FALCONER MFG. CO.,

JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

" Not a Theory, Bui a Condition."
Time was when land and timber were plentiful

and cheap. Then wisdom built tho old 'worm
fence. Now, it is riifTerent; and the wise man looks
for the best snbsiitute lor rails, or plank. A great
many are asking us about it.

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian. Mich.

Please mention Bee Jonrnal when writing.

A Special Booklet Bargain

!

For a limited time we wish to make our
readers a special offer on booklets on Bees.

Poultry. Health, etc. Upon receipt of 75
cents we will mail any 6 of the list below;

and for $1.25 we will mail the ivbole
dozen
1. Foul Brood, by Dr. Howard 25c
2. Poultry for Market and Profit 25c
3. Turkeys for Market and Profit . . 25c
4. Our Ponltry Doctor 30c
5. Capons and Canoniz'ng 30c
6. Hand-Book of Health, by Dr. Foote.. 25c
7. Kendall's Horse-Book 25o
8. Rural Life 25c
9. Kopp's Commercial Calculator 25c

10. Foul Brood, by Kohnke 10c
11. Silo and Silage, by Prof Cook 25c
12. Blenen-Kultur. by Newman 40c

GEORGE W. TORK & CO.,
- CHICAGO, ILLS.

Tlie Review at

* Reduced Rates.
The Bee-Keepers' Review Is $1.00 a year,

but, for the sake of pettinp It into new hands,

and being able to begin the year with a largo

list. I will, until .Jan. 1st, send free to each

new subscriber, a. copy of '"Advanced Bee-

Culture," a 50ct. book of nearly 100 pages

that gives briefly but clearly the best methods
of management from the time the bees are

l)Ut into the cellar in the fall until they are

again ready for winter—32 chapters in all.

Those who prefer can have. Instead of the

book, 12 back numbers of the Review, the
selection to bo mine, but no two numbers
alike All who send $1.00 now will receive

the last four issues of this year free, and the

Review will be sent to the end of 1898, If

not acquainted with the Keview send 10

cents for three late but dilferent issues.

W. I. Ilukliiiison, Flint, Midi.

44E5t Please mention the Bee Journal.

THE "NOVELTY" POCKET-KNIFE I

'^ GEO. W. YORK,
m CHICAGO, ILLS.

Yonr Name on the Knife,—When orderlD?. be sure to say just wbat Name ti»ii

Address you wish put on the Knife.
The Novelty Knife Is Indeed a novelty. The novelty lies In the handle. It Is male

t>eautifully of indestructible celluloid, which is as transparent as glass. Underneath tB*
celluloid, on one side of the handle Is placed an American Bee Journal reminder, and on the
other side, name and residence of the Subscriber.

The material entering into this celebrated knife is of the very best quality; the blades
aie handforged out of the very finest English razor-steel, and we warrant every blade. The
holsters are made of German silver, and will never rust or corrode. The rivets are hardenea
German silver wire : the linings are plate briss ; the back springs of Sheffield spring steel, and
the finish of handle as described above. It will last a lifetime, with proper usage.

VVIiypurchase the Novelty Knifel Tn case a g-)od knife is lost, the chances are,

the owner will never recover It; but if the Novelty is lost, having name and address of owner,
the finder will n^turn it; otherwise to try to destroy the name and address, would destroy the
knife. If traveling, and you meet with a serious accident, and are so fortunate as to have one
of the Novelties, your pocket, knife will serve as as an Identifier: and in case of death, yout
relatives will at once be apprised of the accident.

How appropriate this knife is for a Christmas. New Year or birthday present I Wha'.
more lasting memento could a mother give to a son, a wife to a husband, a sister to a brother,
a lady to a gentleman, or vice versa, a son to a mother, a husband to a wife, abrothertoaslste?
ar a gentleman to a lady—the knife having the naftie of the recipient on one side ?

The accompanying cut gives a faint idea, but cannot fully convey an exact represents^
Hon of this beautiful knife, as the " Novelty " must be seen to be appreciated.

Howr to Get tbis Valuable Knife.—We send it postpaid, for SI. , or give It as a
premium to the one sending us tliree new Subscribers to the Bee Jofrnaij (with 13.00>,
and we will also send to each new name a copy of the Premium Edition of the book " Bees amJ
Hone"^ ," We club the Novelty Knife with the Bee JotmNAL for one year, both for $1.90

GEORGE W. YORK & CO..

CHICAGO, ILL&^!jiy Nfame and Address Put on the Knife.

T>ADANT'S t FOUNDATION

BEESWAX WANTED.
BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS-

ILrMr«l©STM@TK QP« TTH® H©f«SY-®®®, Revised.
The Classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.25, by mail.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
Please mention the Am. Bee Journal. HAMILTON, Hancock Co., ILL.

Gleanings at Reduced Rates.
New subsciibers sending us $1.00, or old subscribers who send us

$1.00 before ttieir Subscription Expires

will receive a copy of the " A B C of Carp Culture," 70 pages, price 40 cents, post-

paid, the pages 6^x93^ inches in size; or we will send, in piace of the carp-book,

one copy of

Winter Care of Horses and Cattle,
by T. B. Terry, a book of the same size pages as the carp-book, 44 pages ;

price 40

cents, postpaid ; or in place of either one of the two we will send

Maple Sugar and the Sugar - Bush,
a book of the same size pages, costing also 40 cents, postpaid. Remember, iu order

to get one of these valuable books all you have to do is to send $1.00 for (ileanings,

and .5 cents postage, and we will give you one of them free. Remember, an old

subscriber, to be entitled to this offer, must pay up all back subscription, if any,

and send in .'SI.00 for a year in advance, with 5 cents postage.

The A. 1. Root Coiiipauy, Medina, Ohio
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their combs, extract it, or enouRh to leave only this amount,

for heavy combs of honey are liable to be jarred loose and be

broken down.

The upper story of extracting-combs are left on, but all

surplus arranRements in connection with comb honey should be

removed, or the bees will "stain" them badly, and render un-

sightly for future use. Also, their clustering on the founda-

tion starters will generally result in that coming down, and
being lost, with the need of putting more in to take Its place.

In loading bees in cars (try always to secure cattle cars)

you need a number of ] x2 inch strips to lay several on the

floor to raise the first tier of hives off from the floor, to allow

ventilation ; then lay more on top of the tier to raise the sec-

ond tier, and thus all the way throughout the car.

I find that 250 colonies in two-story hives make a very

comfortable carload, tho more can be put in if care is used.

Be sure the end ventilators of the car are open, and then leave

the doors wide open so that when the train is in motion a

strong current of air rushes through and among the bees. If

the car has ventilators on top, turn the " hood " so as to carry

a current of air down into the car, and thus help to keep

things cool. But whenever possible secure open cattle cars,

for these are the finest self-ventilators out. It should be

needless to say, yet it is well worth repeating, to load all col-

onies on cars with combs running lengthwise of the car, paral-

lel with the Iron rails of the track, never crosswise. In haul-

ing on wagons load, where practical, so theconibs stand cross-

wise of the wagon and road. I have used common, heavy

farm wagons without springs, and in all my hauling, of hun-

dreds of colonies, from a few hundred yards to 20 miles, I

have seldom had a comb to break down—certainly not one out

of five hundred—and I have traveled over some very rough

roads; but, as I have said above, my combs are principally in

Ho£Fman frames, and most have three horizontal wires to the

frame.

When arriving at the destination open the hives as soon

as possible, so the bees can have a flight. If there is honey
coming in the bees will be at work within an hour— in fact, in

less time, frequently.

To one moving around all over the country, a model, sys-

tematically arranged apiary is a thing not likely to be keptup
long. When we can secure a field or open spot, order can be

observed in arrangements ; still, I have found most of my
locations were in the woods, and the hives were scattered

around about as they would happen to be shot out of a can-

non, the hive-entrances facing every point of the compass.

As soon as possible after getting the hives placed and
opened, I set each hive up on a couple of sticks of stovewood

;

this raises them about four inches from the ground, and is all

the hive-stand I ever use nowadays. Two or three seasons I

dispeust with alighting-boards, using the screen as a bottom-

board, or removing it entirely and allowing the bees free

access to come and go from the whole bottom of the hives.

Half way up on the front of the hives I had two 1 J^^-inch

auger holes bored, one above the other, with a I^-inch space

between them. At the center of this space was screwed a

button \% inches wide and 4% inches long ; by turning it tho

size of the entrances was enlarged the full width, or closed to

only a single bee-space. These I found to be fine entrances,

and the bees preferred them to the bottom entrance. I had
200 colonies arranged thus, and I liked the arrangement very

much indeed. My hives at that time wore all the S-frame

size, but now I would prefer for a general purpose hive the

10-frame size. In honey-flows I used the 8-framo size tiered

three high. The big colonies gave good results, and I then

made and put iuto use 50 Iti-framo hives, with the upper

story in two parts of 8 frames each. In fact, I used 8-frame

bodies for the upper stories. These hives I gave the name of

"Jumbo." They have proved "Jumbo" In more than one

way. With two queens in the lower story and 16 extracting

combs above, one gets "a right smart bit" (as our Florida

Crackers express it) of honey from one single colony. For
extracted honey these "Jumbo "hives have many advantages,

but are rather cumbersome for the " migrator."

For comb honey a hive that is shallow and square rather

than oblong, and capable of expansion and contraction, is the

hive of all hives. Then use the Capt. Hetherington tall sec-

tion, and large yields of comb honey can be produced.

But comb honey cannot be produced to advantage by a

man following migratory bee-keeping, his business lies solely

in extracted honey. The 10-frame two-story Langstroth

hive is the hive he will find the most advantageous. Outside

of his hives and screens, his only tools needed are two or three

tents, a good extractor, a couple of honey-knives, and two or

three good smokers. Let the thousand and one odd traps
" stop home." His handiest honey-package is a barrel. One
of the^e with a screen half way up inside, and a Ix I inch bar

of wood across the top will make his uncapping-can. A small

solar wax-extractor might be carried, but what is more prac-

tical in the line of his business is a square, double-tank gal-

vanized-iron boiler. I have one 14 inches wide, 20 inches

deep, and 30 inches long inside the tank ; a little smaller at

the bottom than at the top. There is a one-inch space be-

tween the two at the bottom. They cost about $5.00, one is

worth a dozen solar extractors where there is any amount of

wax to render. Have two or three pails of water in the outside

tank, and the same in the Inside one. Then put in the comb
and keep adding more. When thoroughly melted, let stand

till cool, then turn out the cake of- wax, scrape ofiT the residues

on the bottom, and it is ready for market.

Volusia Co., Fla.

That " Detestable Bee-Space " Again.

BY C. E. MEAD.

But few have tried closed-end frames, and sealed tops

tight down on top of the frames, or compared the wintering

and springing results of closed-end and tops, and log and box

hives, with the hanging frame that allows a free circulation

of air both around the ends and over the tops of the frames.

Why is it that so many practical apiarists advise closing the

bees, by the use of two tight division-boards, to the exact num-
ber of spaces the bees actually occupy between the combs, and
covering the frames on top tightly? To economize the heat,

enable them to keep warmer, and to breed up faster in spring.

I have long practiced wintering bees in hives two stories

high, packing in September. The top story contains three

frames of solid sealed honey, and one of brood, with the

queen on that frame. The brood is in the lower story under

these four frames ; the balance of the lower story filled out

with light or partly-filled frames. I put }i-inch boards over

the two outside frames in the lower hive. The top hive has

the four frames in the center of the hive, and two tight divis-

ion-boards close to the frames of honey. I cover the four

frames in the top hive with a y-inch board tight on the tops

of the frames ; fill the space between the division-boards and

sides of the hive with sawdust ; put on another body (or two

empty supers) and till in 8 inches of sawdust on top of the

second story ; put on a board cover with M inch sticks clear

across under the cover, to let the packing dry out ; then

screw a board on the back of the three hive bodies, with

paper underneath, and you can winter nuclei and have them
strong for white clover.

In the southern part of the United States they do not

have the " wintering problem," but do have plenty of propolis,

and the separate frames, not touching end-bars, and hardly

the top-bars, will be most practical and easy to handle. It

takes no honor or glory from the keen perception, inventive
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aud mechanical geoliis and scholarly attainments of Father

Langstroth, if climatic severities compel us to adopt the

Quinby principle in the frame hive.

Now, in a log or box hive all the combs are fastened to

the top of the hive abd sides, nearly to the buttom. Each

comb acts as a division ; the bees have only to keep the spaces

warm that they occupy. I have tipt them back and found

the piles of brown dust between the occupied spaces (iudicat-

iug breeding and pollen consumption), and ice in the corners

of the hives. They beat my hanRing-frame hives in winter-

ing. I have bought lots of hives where some of the old logs

did not have bees to fill one-halt of two spaces, and they

would breed up so as to be ready for clover when transferred.

1 have been disgusted to see colonies of more than twice their

size in loose and hanging frame hives dwindle away to nothing.

Now, what is the sensible conclusion ? When the heat

escapes over the tops of the frames and around the narrow/

ends, the bees must keep the whole hive warm to be comfort-

able. A small colony with this style of frame cannot do it. A
large colony with old bees will exhaust their vitality and

dwindle away, unless the hive is well protected by packing.

With closed-end frames and tight top a quart of bees can breed

up. A cold snap will not chill their brood. Ten bees will

care for an inch square of brood in a box or log, or closed end

and top frame hives. One inch of brood will average 5U bees,

so they will increase in a geometrical ratio of 5 every 2L
days, and more than that, after the first three crops of young
bees. Now bees begin to breed in February, often earlier,

March 1 you have many old and a few young bees ; March
2 1 the old bees are dying fast, and your young bees are hatch-

ing equally fast, if in a box or light frame hive. April 10
your bees are five limes as strong, and nearly all young bees.

May 11 they are 5x5, or 25 times as strong, and are ready

for fruit and dandelion bloom.

I am so thoroughly convinced that the closed-end frame
with tight top cover and deep hive is right for our climate

that I am going to adopt it. Cook Co., III.

Rearing Brood in Winter—Paralysis, Etc.

BY TIIOS. THITRLOW.

Since I wrote my last, I have had considerable experience

in bee-matters that has been very interesting to me, and may
be of some interest to the readers of the Bee Journal.

Winter Brood-Reakixg.—There was no surplus honey

in this vicinity last year, and fall came with very little honey

in the hives, and, naturally, none too many bees; but I

thought I would try to make them go through the winter,

dividing what honey they had amongst them by keeping a

sharp watch of them. So when the queens ceast laying, each

one of 22 colonies was contracted to six Langs troth frames,

standing on end In an Inside case and packt between the case

and two 10-frame bodies with ground cork, then a section-

case on top with a cork cushion in it. There was not more

than an average of 8 or 10 pounds of honey for each of them
to winter on, and they were left to themselves until Feb. 16,

IS'JT, when, after a violent two days' snow-storm, I had a

chance to look at them— it was warm enough for them to fly

a little. All were in the top of the frames against the cush-

ion, and two colonies were dead—starved to death with honey

below them. I saw that the rest must be fed—just as I ex-

pected to do when they were packt in the fall.

Shallow tin pans were made to set on the top of the

frames ; and wood covers for the inside case, of ?3 inch thick

stuff with a IK inch hole, covered with wire-cloth in the mid-

dle ; and five ounces of sugar syrup (one pound of sugar to

one pound of water), as hot as I could bear my finger in, was

poured through the wire screen into the tin pan every night,

just as late as I could see to do It, until about March 20,

when there was another chance to look and see what '.hey

were doing. It was a disappointnient ; my expectations were

to see brood-rearing going on extensively, but only a few had

capt brood at all, and mo>t of them only eggs. Instead of

rearing brood they had stored the food in the tops of the

combs, and even lengthened out the cells with new wax to do

It. Still, feeding was kept up until the apricot bloom, about

three ounces a day.

The utmost care was used not to jar the hives or to dis-

turb the bees in the least—the covers came off easily, and the

cushions were turned back just far enough to pour the food

through the wire screen. After the first few days, it was

amusing to see them boll over into the shallow pan and on the

under side of the screen, and lap the liquid as it came in. I

certainly thought that meant brood, but it didn't, the egg-

layer wasn't in it. My conclusion was this : It's folly to feed

hees to induce hrood-rcarimj in tlie winter moiitlis.

The last spring was a good one for bees, and they bred

up fast after the weather began to get warm. There was

more honey gathered from fruit-bloom than I ever knew o£

before, and June came in with white clover In full bloom, but

there was not more than enough honey in it to keep up brood-

learing unpil about the 20th, when the nights got warm and

honey came in with a rush, and also fearfully hot. dry weather,

so that the clover was burnt brown as a walnut by July 3. I

never saw it go so quick in my \it-. Since then there have

been heavy rains, and white clover has revived and is bloom-

ing yet (Sept. 16), but not enough to do much good. The past

wet weather has given the fall flowers a splendid start, and

the bees are working with a vim, and I may get some dark

honey yet—what a lot of bxits a bee-keeper has to use here to

cover " blasted hope-:! !"

Bek Par.^lysis.—The Florida man is on the right track

to cure it. Several years ago a case of it occurred in one of

my colonies, and, after trying salt and sulphur without any

results, I killed the queen, and the next day gave a frame of

brood with the adhering bees and capt queen-cells, and in a

few weeks the disease was gone. This year one of my colonies

got it bad, so bad that the swollen bees got in under the ends

of the frames on the tin rabbets and died there. The queeo

was killed, and a frame of brood and bees with capt queen-cells

given them, and in a few weeks the disease was gone. It

seems to me that the disease is in the queeu, and is inherited

by some of the young, as I took notice that all the swollen and

dying bees were young bees that had probably never been out

of the hive, at least I could not find any frayed wings amongst

them ; and I will give a guess at the cause of the disease : It

is a weak constitution, caused by in-breeUiug to keep the stock

pure and get as yellow bees as possible ; and that accounts for

the disease being more prevalent now than in former years,

when the black bees were in the majority, and there was more

crossing than now.

Hives for Winter.—For the last three winters my bees

have wintered on five or six Langstroth frames, standing on

end and packt around with ground cork. They winter per-

fectly in that shape, consume very little food, and very few

die; but there are several objections to that plan, one is the-

extra amount of work in changing the frames from one posi-

tion to the other twice a year, and another, the most serious-

one, some of the best have to be changed to give more roomi

before the weather is warm enough. So I have built 10 hives

on an entirely new plan : The brood department Is a cube In-

side of about the capacity of nine Langstroth frames, and is

made of two parts horizontally (it is not the Heddon plan);

the frames are placed in the body in such a manner that there

are nc outside frames (for a bunch of bees to starve and freeze

on through inability to get into the cluster), that Is, the clus-
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ter can expand or contract as the weather changes, without a

bee having to go over, under, or around a frame ; and if there

is anything in this hive, this is the main point.

The extracting surplus case is just the same as one of the

halves of the brood department. The frames are interchange-

able, and are \\ inches from the floor, but the bees can get

on them without going to the sides or the back end. The
body can be reverst bottom up without disturbing a bee, and

Is just the same either way. The frames are self-spacing, but

not the Hoffman, for, like B. F. Lewis, on page 565, " I want
no more Hoffman frames in mine." The body can be turned

either side to the front, it comes just the same. One of the

halves of the body, or a surplus extracting-case, can be used

to put a swarm in as a contractor. But the proof of the pud-

ding is in the eating of it. This time next year I can tell how
good or how bad it is, and I will let you know, if we are both

still alive. Lancaster Co., Pa.

Honey-Production on the Island of Cuba.

Br O. O. POPPLETON.

On first page of the Bee Journal for Oct. 21, Mr. Muth in

reply to a question from " California," gives some figures in

regard to Cuban honey, and the duty on the same, and sug-

gests that I give some more light on the subject.

I judge from what I could learn in Cuba, and since, that,

as honey-producing countries, Cuba and California are about

even. Conditions of honey-flow are very different in the two

countries, but it would be hard to judge which could produce

the larger gross amount of honey during a series of years.

Labor is cheap. When I was there wages for good, first-class

farm-hands averaged about .'P8.00 per month, and board, or

40 cents a day. I paid a hand for help in the apiary the

above wages, and he was a good hand, too. He did nearly all

the work of uncapping and extracting our crop of 26 tons,

and considerable other work also. During the height of the

season he did all the work with knife and extractor, usually

taking out, when working all day, from 1,500 to 2,000
pounds.

Freight charges were very low. This 52,000-pound crop

costs us 15 cents per hundred weight net, from Havana to

New York, with an addition of a small lighterage charge in

Havana. It costs me 85 cents per hundred weight gross to

ship my honey from here to New York, and I cannot get as

good a hand as I had in Cuba, for less than about $25 per

month, and board.

Cuba exacts an export duty of ii cents per gallon, and our

country an import duty of 20 cents, making a total of about

2)4 cents per pound.

The bulk of the Cuban honey crop is produced by native

apiarists, who use sections of the hollow trunk of the royal

palm. These are long, from four to six feet, laid down on the

side, one end entirely open, the other closed with a board.

The brood is usually in a compact shape, leaving most of the

"hive" to be occupied with honey quite free from brood.

Whenever the hive is full, the honey is removed, comb and all,

tnasht, strained, and the wax rendered out. The implements

used are tubs, cloth strainers, kettles, a long knife or machete,

and an iron rod, one end bent into a hook. It will very

readily be seen that from the small investments in skill, capi-

tal and labor, honey can be produced very cheaply In a coun-

try with such honey-resources as Cuba has ; and that, unless

there is some drawback that we don't have, they can furnish

honey in our seaboard markets much cheaper than we cf^n

afford to produce it. This drawback is the duty, or rather

duties, amounting to about 2 '4 cents per pound, and partly

makes up for the extra prices we have to pay for freight and

labor. As Mr. Muth says, "Take off the duty, and we would

have to put up with Chinaman's fare, or quit the business."

LESS STORING AFTKB EXTRACTING—WINTER PASSAGES.

On page 661, Mr. J. F. Mclntyre is quoted assaying, " He
always found that bees stored less for a day or two after ex-

tracting." I think Mr. Mclntrye is right. More than this,

I have found that bees do not store more honey when hives

are full of nearly or quite empty combs than they do when
combs are nearly full of honey, provided they are not actually

crowded for room. The reverse of this has been, and I think

still is, the almost or quite universally accepted idea.

On the same page is an item on the importance of winter-

passages in combs, in out-door wintering. I am a strohg be-

liever in the necessity of such passages, and had a very cheap,

easy method of making such passages so late in the fall that

they would not be closed up. I will not give the method, as it

cannot be easily used with 8 or 10 frame hives. With such

hives, Hill's device, or something similar, will partly, but not

altogether, answer the same purpose.

Dade Co., Fla.

Comb Foundation—Is its Use Profitable?

BY "SAGE BBDSH."

I was very much interested in the article on the above

subject, on page 579, by Mr. S. A. Deacon. Is the use of

comb foundation profitable when used in large quantities ? I

say no. I have been experimenting on that line, and in giving

the results I wish the reader to keep in view the fact that I

conducted the experiments in Southern California, in a locality

not particularly noted for its honey-yield, but we have the

sage and buckwheat on one side, and a large fruit district, in

which there are plenty of gum and pepper trees, on the other

side of our apiary. Our bees gather honey more or less all

the year, thus making it possible to succeed better in such ex-

periments than others who were in as good or better honey

district, but without the gums, peppers, and fruit-trees to

keep up some little flow of honey through the fall, winter and

early spring.

Some years ago I was askt to look over some bees for a

neighbor. I found they had been allowed to swarm them-

selves to death, thus letting the moth, get a good start. I fixt

up some of them, but a few were so full of moth-worms that

the owner askt me to take them, returning the hives and

frames to him later. When I got them home I found I could

not get any comb foundation, so I took a frame of brood for

each from the colonies, and putting it in a new hive brusht

the little colonies out of the moth-eaten hives into them, giv-

ing each from one to two frames, having narrow starters of

foundation. They at once commenced to build nice worker-

comb. I added empty frames as needed until each had from

five to six frames filled with comb and brood. I then took

frames from one-half the hives to fill the other half, giving

empty frames as before, until in a short time I had the lot

ready for the extracting supers. I was so surprised at the

result I concluded to try it further.

The following winter I bought out a small apiary. About

the time they commenced to breed up I went through them,

taking out all the drone-comb from the brood-chambers. Run-
ning short of worker-combs, I took what I needed from the

most backward colonies, and filled those that were strong.

That left mo with a number of colonies of three frames each,

fairly well filled with brood. I set these to the side of the

hive, put in a board, and in a few days they needed more
room. I then gave each an empty frame, and they at once

commenced to build nice worker-comb, and filled it with brood

as fast as built. I added frames as required until they had

about six frames each of brood. I then took frames enough

from one-half to fill the other half, until in a very short time

I had them all ready for the supers, and was very much sur-
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prised to find they were the best hoEey-producers I had, and

gaye me a larger average than any in the yard.

When the swarmiDg season came (we don't have many
swarms, say from 15 to 20 from 100 colonies) I hived the

new swarm on the old stand, and in four days I set the ex-

tracting super on the now swarm, put the parent colony in

another part of the yard, where I had a row of them ; then I

took all the frames, except three, away from them, leaving

those having the most brood and a queen-cell. About the

time the young queens commenced laying, I gave each an

empty frame. Of course they built nice worker-comb, and

did it in such a short time I soon had the extracting supers on

the lot, and got two good extractings from them the same

season.

Then after the honey or extracting season was over, I

took all the frames, except three, from a number of colonies,

and started them in to build worker-comb, and kept it up un-

til I had all the combs I needed. Then when I set the extract-

ing supers back on those hives, I found them in the best con-

dition of any colonies in the yard.

About this time I became so confident in the success of

my experiments that I ventured to tell it to others, but was
somewhat surprised to find they could not see it in the light I

did. One said :

" No doubt you will get nice work-comb in that way, but

see what it costs ! For my part, I run my bees to make money,

and could not afford to have my bees build combs in the way
you suggest."

Now I knew this party claimed he had a better locality

than mine for honey ; I also knew his average yield was much
less than mine, so he did not convince me that I was wrong.

Now, along comes Mr. Deacon with his very interesting arti-

cle. I feel so pleased to know that there is at least one who
thinks as I do on this subject.

If you can find a place in the Bee Journal for this report,

I may some day write about other experiments I am making
on another line connected with our interesting pursuit.

San Bernardino Co., Calif.

Members' Reports of the Illinois Association.

fThe first week in October Secretary Jas. A. Stone, of the
Illinois State Bee-Keepers' Association, mailed these questions
to the members, which have since been answered as shown
below :—Editor ]

1. How many colonies have you ?

2. What are the prospects for a honey crop ?

3. How much gathered to date?
4. Is the honey gathered No. 1 or not ?

M. M. Baldridge, Kane Co.— 1, 30. 2. When? None at

all. 3, Cannot state for the purpose wanted. 4, Very good

indeed.

A. Y. Baldwin, DeKalb Co.— 1, TO, spring count; now,

85. 2, Good. 3, Something over 7,000 lbs. 4, All No. 1,

and fine at that.

C. Becker, Sangamon Co.— 1, None. 2, No good. 3,

3,500 lbs. 4, Yes.

S. N. Black, Adams Co.— 1, 8 in spring ; 29 in fall. 2.

Honey crop over. 3, 400 lbs. of comb honey. 4, '4 white

clover ; % fall honey.

W. B. Blume, Cook Co.— 1, 44, spring count. 2, Good.

3, 2,970 lbs. 4, Most No. 1.

W. S. Chaney, Tefferson Co.— 1, 50 after uniting. 2, Bad
for another year. 3, 1,000 lbs. of comb honey and 700 of

extracted. 4, Yes.

Stoughton Cooley, Cook Co.— 1, 11. 3, 400 lbs. 4. No. 1.

S. H. Herrick, Winnebago Co.— 1, 28. 3, About 1,100
lbs. 4, All No. 1 except unfinisbt sections.

L. Kreutzinger, Cook Co.—1,140 now; 100, spring

count. 2, Has been fair. 3, About 5,000 lbs. of comb honey.

4, Three-fifths No. 1 ; balance dark or No. 2.

W. C. Lyman, DuPage Co.— 1, 80. 2, All gathered. 3,

About 2,000 lbs. 4, Nearly all No. 1.

C. E. Mead, Cook Co — 1, 4 colonies and 7 nuclei. 2, 250
lbs. of extracted ; 55 of comb. None since Aug. 15. North-

east winds. 4, All No. 1 white, from clover, thistle and white

sweet clover.

G. R. McCartney, Winnebago Co.— 1, 16. 2, No more

honey this year. 3, 300 lbs. 4, Yes, No. 1.

Dr. C. C. Miller, McHenry Co.— 1, 295. 3, Not far from

17,000 lbs. 4, The very finest.

Jas. Poindexter, McLean Co.— 1, About 160. 2, Ended.

3, About 4,500 lbs. of comb honey, and 500 of extracted. 4,

No. 1.

A. P. Raught, Lake Co.— 1, 16. 3, 370 lbs. 4, About

half No. 1.

E. F. Schaper, Porter Co., led.- 1, 90 to 100. 2, None
after this, this year. 3, 2,000 lbs. and over. 4, Good quality.

C. Schrier, Will Co.— 1, 16, spring count; 22 now. 2,

Season is over. 3, 940 lbs. 4, Yes.

L. Sylvester, Kane Co.— 1, 35 now ; 17, spring count. 3,

1,300 lbs. of comb honey, and 450 of extracted. 4, All white

and sweet clover.

Geo. Thompson, Kane Co.— 1, 17. 3, Comb, 400 lbs.;

extracted, 800 lbs. 4, No. 1.

J. C. Wheeler, Kendall Co.— 1, 458. 2, Last 6 weeks of

drouth has killed clover. 3, 9 tons of extracted ; 3 tons of

comb honey. 4, Good.

G. W. Williams, Brown Co.— 1, I have 20 ; have sold off

some. 2, It has been very good. 3, I think between 1,500

1,600. 4, Some No. 1.

Honey as Food is the name of a 24-page pamphlet,
3jfxb,'4 inches, which we are now printing for general dis-

tribution among those who should be users of honey. It is

just the thing for bee-keepers to hand to every one of their

customers, and also to those whom they would like to have as

customers. It is very handy in size—just right to go into an
ordinary business envelope. It contains 12 illustrations, five

of which are somewhat comic, and help to make it attractive.

There is a blank space for your name and address. About
yi of the pamphlet was written by Dr. Miller, and then we
added thereto many new and valuable honey recipes—for

cooking and for medicinal purposes. In all, it makes a neat
little pamphlet. Send name and address and we will mail you
a sample of " Honey as Food."

Prices for quantities, postpaid—25 for 30 cents; 50 for

50 cents; 100 for 85 cents : 200 for .$1.40. By express,

not prepaid, 500 for $3.00; 1,000, $5.00.

Now let the orders come in, and we will do our best to fill

them promptly. Remember, a sample copy is mailed free.

A Ne'W Binder for holding a year's numbers of the

American Bee Journal, we propose to mail, postpaid, to every

subscriber who sends us 20 cents. It is called "The Wood
Binder," is patented, and is an entirely new and very simple

arrangement. Full printed directions accompany each Binder.

Every reader should get it, and preserve the copies of the Bee
Journal as fast as they are received. They are invaluable for

reference, and at the low price of the Binder you can afford to

get It yearly.
*-.-»

Xhe Names and Addresses of all your bee-

friends, who are not now taking the Bee Journal, are wanted
at this office. Send them in, please, when sample copies will

be mailed to them. Then you can secure their subscriptions,

and earn some of the premiums we are offering. The
next few months will be just the time to easily get new sub-

scribers. Try it earnestly, at least.

Every Present Subscriber of the Bee Journal
should be an agent for it, and get all others possible to sub-

scribe for it. See offers on page 718.
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CONDCCTKD BY

Die. o. o. arrttER, Afarb2vgo, ikk.

[Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direct 1

Ciiltins Down llie Lang§lrotli Frame.

1. Would it be wise to cut the Langstroth frame down to

a smaller size, and leave it still self-spacing '?

2. Are there not too many sizes of frames now ?

3. The Langstroth frame is so large that there are few
good frames with comb full down to the bottom-bar. The
smaller the frame the nicer they are. Los Angeles.

Answers.— 1 and 3. Probably you wouldn't be any bet-

ter satisfied to cut down the frame. If you made it only half
its present size, you would very likely find that the bees
wouldn't build the combs down to the bottom-bar without
haviug foundation come clear down, and if foundation comes
clear to the bottom-bar of course the present size will have
the combs built down.

2. On some accounts it would be a very nice thing to

have only one size of frame, but this is a pretty big country,
and It's somewhat doubtful if all will agree to use the same
frame.

Transferring Before or After Swarming.

1. I have 3 or 4 colonies of bees in boxes which I wish
to transfer next spring to movable-frame hives. Will it be
proper to get a swarm from each and transfer afterwards, or
transfer before they swarm ?

2. If it is proper to let them swarm first, how long after-
wards should I wait before transferring, the weather being
suitable ? Missouri.

Answers.— 1. I think I'd let them swarm and hive the
swarm in a movable-frame hive.

2. Then in three weeks I'd transfer the contents of the
old hive to another movable-frame hive, because at the end of
three weeks all the old brood will be hatcht out and will nul
be in the way.

Keep watch of this department from week to week, and
very likely you'll get hold of some hints that will be of use to

you in the matter.
m m

Fall and Spring Price of Beei.

What is customary amongst bee-keepers in selling a col-
ony of bees in the fall, in regard to food supply of the same ?
I notice that dealers who charge -^lO a colony in spring offer
the same for .Sf) in the fall. Now, if they are situated where
honey commands a good price, and supply a colony with 20
pounds or more of honey, at the fall price, it seems as if they
must be out of pocket. Please eulighten. In(juirkr.

Answer.—The amount of honey in the hive really cuts no
figure. If a dealer sells a colony in the fall, it has 20 pounds
or more of honey, and if he sells the same colony in the
spring, altho the honey may not be visible in the hive he is

out of pocket the same amount of honey, for the bees have
consumed it. Look at tlio matter in this shape : Suppose
you buy a colony of bees in the fall, paying ."^tj.OO for it. The
seller lets It stand, and you may take it when you like. If

you let it stand till spring and then take it away, it's all the
same to him. He has the $(i.OO, and you have the colony.
But you may ask, "Why should he have more for his colonies
in the spring?'' There are two reasons. One is that in most
cases there is some labor and trouble connoctcd with prepar-
ing for winter and wintering. For that there should be some
compensation, hut not a very great deal The principal dif-

ference in price comes from the loss in wintering. Suppose
a man wants to sell you lO colonies in the fall, and is wlllinit

to sell at.•!;().00 each, ho will sell the whole lot for .'i(fi(J. If

you wait till spring, and he loses 4 colonies in wintering, he

will sell you the remaining 6 colonies at SIO each, and get
the same amount as if you had bought In the fall at the fall

price. Clearly that is the right thing (not taking into account
for the present any compensation for the trouble of wintering)
providing 4 out of 10 is the regular loss that he always suf-

fers in wintering. The spring price should be enough higher
than the fall price to pay for the trouble of wintering, and
also for the loss in wintering, but as a matter of fact a suc-

cessful winterer would feel rather ashamed to lose anything
like 4 out of 10 of his colonies. But is it not an exceptional
case when a difference of .$4.00 is made between fall and
spring prices ? or when as much as $10 a colony is askt?
Looking through the pages of the back numbers of the Ameri-
can Bee Journal, I find Doolittle's dismal old man standing
up in the cold winds of March offering bees at precisely the
same price he askt in the following September.

A L.isl of Ten Questions.

1. I have an extra queen that I wish to keep through the
winter. What must I do with her to keep her ?

2. I have a small colony of bees with a good queen that I

can't use any other way. Will they go through the winter on
three frames if fed well ? Is sugar syrup all I need to give
them, or will I have to give them something for pollen ?

3. Where did the Carniolan bee come from ?

4. Will an 8-frame hive well filled carry a colony through
the winter ?

5. Can I get a honey extractor that will take a frame
12x12 inches, inside measure ?

(i. If I run for extracted honey, will a large hive do as

well as a two-story hive ? If so, how large a hive, and how
far apart, for the frames on theoutsideof the brood-chamber?

7. How large a bee-space ought there to be at the end
and bottom of the frames ?

S. A certain breeder advertised "Texas queens." What
kind of bees are they?

9. What time of the year Jo bees store honey-dew ? Or
do they get any at all in this State ?

10. When bees have honey and sugar syrup in the brood-

chamber, which do they use first ? Virginia.

Answers.— 1. Of course you can't keep her without
worker-bees with her. You can keep her in a nucleus of three

or four frames, but a two-frame nucleus may do if it is iu a

hive with a stronger colony. Suppose you use ten-frame
hives. Take a hive that has a colony that is on seven frames,

or that can easily be crowded on seven frames, and have these

seven frames on one side of the hive, and have on the other

side your two-frame nucleus, with a division-board between
them that fits so close that not a bee can get from one side to

the other. The heat of the stronger colony will help keep the

nucleus warm. The same plan will do with an eight-frame

hive, only your principal colony must be crowded on five

frames, unless you can have six and still have room for the

division-board and the two frames of the nucleus. But it's a

pretty strong colony that cannot be crowded on live combs at

this lime of year.

2. They may go through all right alone, but will do bet-

ter to be in a hive with another colony, as mentioned in an-

swer No. 1. Sugar is all they need for wintering, but they

can rear uo brood in spring without at least a little pollen.

3. From Caruiola, a province in Austria not very far from
northern Italy.

4. They have done so for me and for many others. But
you must look out closer than with ten-frame hives to see that

they have plenty of stores.

5. Yes, you can get an extractor for any size of frame
you are likely to have.

6. The majority of those who run for extracted honey in

this country think it is better to have more than one story.

7. At the end of frames U inch is enough, providing your
frames hang perfectly true, but many have the space ?8 of an
inch. Between the bottom-bar and the floor the space may be

V or half an inch, or more.
S. I suppose they are queens reared in Texas, just as

queens you rear are Virginia queens.
y. There is no particular time, but not, I think, till after

pretty hot weather: No doubt honey dew is to be found in

Virginia at times. Some years produce more than others.

lO. Probably they use according to the place and the

sealing rather than according to the kind. First that which

is in the brood-nest, and if any is unsealed then that comes
next. If there is none unsealed, and If it is warm enough for

them to move freely to all parts of the hive, they will next

bring into the cluster that which is in the outside combs.
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stores for W^inter—Keeping; Down Increase.

1. I have 5 colonies of bees in box-hives, and find that
they cannot have more than abont 15 pounds of honey each
to winter on, and at this date too late to do any feeding. I

remember reading so often that bees are wintered with less

sto'es in a cellar. Do you think it would be a good thing to

put those into the cellar right under the house where I live ?

The cellar is kept clean the year around, altho in early spring
there is water springing therein, but it runs out through a
drain. The cellar is 24x26 feet, and 10 feet high, with three
air-grates of glass, 8x10 inches, to open. Nothing will freeze
in it in winter at any degree. How would it do to fix thera
away up from the cellar bottom, and have th'im curtained
off with one of those air-grates in the curtained part, and
whenever a warm day comes, when bees fly briskly, to take
them out, each on its own stand, to have a flight just like the
rest which I have nicely put up for winter on the summer
stands? The way they are put up, people say they are kept
too warm for winter, and ask if they don't consume too much
honey.

2. Having 50 colonies of bees with not one sheet of brood
foundation, and no empty comb more than what the other 50
are on, and I don't care to have one colony more than 50, how
would you manage them next year at swarming-time ? I

thought 1 would ask you this in time, and then follow your
good plan. Penn.

Answers.— 1. Bees use less stores if properly cellared
than out-doors, especially if they have frequent flights out-
doors. They use up more stores through the winter in the
South than they do with you in the good old Keystone State.

It will probably be the wise thing for you to put those Ave
colonies into the cellar, altho it may be better to winter out-
doors strong colonies with plenty of stores.

The great thing is to keep the bees perfectly quiet in the
cellar. From your description your cellar seems to be flrst-

class. The bees must be kept perfectly dark. The air should
be pure. If too warm or too cold they will be uneasy. The
only way to tell how warm to keep the cellar is to watch the
bees and see at what temperature they're most quiet. When
you find what that temperature is, try to keep the cellar at

that. You'll find it somewhere about 40^ or 50^. Don't be
troubled about the water. Bees have wintered finely where
water ran through the cellar constantly. It will be all right
to have them raised from the cellar bottom, but it will also be
all right near the bottom.

Don't take them out for a flight on a warm day. It may
look as if that was the right thing to do, but experience shows
it isn't. They'll use more stores, and don't seem as quiet after

the fly. Don't take them out till you take them out for good.
And don't take them out at all till you think it's fairly settled

weather. About the time soft maple blooms, but sometimes
soft maple blooms before it's warm enough to take out the
bees. My bees stand it all right to stay five months in the
cellar. In your climate they'll not need to be kept in so long.

I don't think there's any danger of your bees being too
w'arm on the summer stands, but, as I said before, they'll eat
more if they fly out very often. Still. I'd like to live in a
place where bees would fly out once or twice a month.

2. I don't know. Maybe I'd sell some of them and buy
foundation for the rest. If I understand you, you want to

limit the swarming to one from each colony. You can man-
age that part of it pretty well. When a swarm issues, hive it

on the old stand, setting the old hive close beside it. A week
later take the old hive away and set it in a new place. All

the better if you do this at a time of day when the bees are in

the height of a play spell. This will so reduce the number of

bees in the old hive that they will generally give up all

thought of swarming. The swarm will be strengthened by the
returning bees, and will be the one for surplus. Of course,
without foundation you'll have too much drone-comb, but you
can help matters to some extent by cutting out some of the
drone-comb and putting in its place patches of worker founda-
tion. But this you can't do till the following spring when the
outside combs are empty, altho of course you could cut out
drone-comb, brood and all, if no honey was in the way.

You're wise to ask questions in advance instead of wait-

ing till it's time to act, and then expecting an answer in print

the next day.

Xtae racEvo^r Foul Brood Xreatment is

given in Dr. Howard's pamphlet on " Foul Brood ; its Natural
History and Rational Treatment." It is the latest publication

on the subject, and should be in the hands of every bee-keeper.
Price, 25 cents ; or clubbed with the Bee Journal for one year
—both for $1.10.

BEEDDM BDIIED DOWN.

Marketings Honey.—At a German bee-convention,
H. tiuehler, of Berlin, himself perhaps the largest dealer and
middleman in Germany, advised that bee-keepers should dis-

pense as far as possible with the services of middlemen, deal-

ing directly with the consumer. Sell to customers at home,
at the market of the next town, and in groceries. For retail,

small glasses are preferable, holiding >b. Mi "a and 1 pound
each, with elegant labels. Instructive articles in the weekly
papers, and lectures upon the bee and its products will help.

Box-Hi-ves for the Common People.—"Say
what you will," says Lebrecht WolU in (Jravenhorst's Bienen-
zeitung, " the movable-comb hive will emphatically never be
the right thing for the average bee-keeper. It demands too

much knowledge and skill, too much attention." In his view
it is all right for the masters, but the masters are few. Herr
Wolff Is by no means alone in this view, and many successful
bee-keepers in Germany uses hives without movable frames.
In this country, keeping bees in box-hives is hardly considered
bee-keeping at all, and yet the inventor of movable combs,
Father Langstroth, held that for the average farmer box-
hives were best. Certainly if combs are never to be moved,
and in many cases they never are, then they are better not to

be movable.

Bee-Poison.—Joseph Langer has been Investigating
the poison of the honey-bee, sacrificing therefor the lives of

25,000 bees. The poison is clear as water, with a distinctly

acid reaction, a bitter taste and an aromatic smell. Soluble
in water. The acid reaction is due to the presence of formic
acid, which, however, is not, as heretofore supposed, the
poison proper, neither does it give the aromatic odor, which is

very volatile. The poison proper is an organic base whose ex-

act composition has not yet been ascertained. It is free from
microbes, its presence preventing their growth. It withstands
both heat and cold. A beesting applied to the eye of a dog
after having been kept six weeks at the temperature of boil-

ing water, produced precisely the same phenomena as the
fresh poison.—Centralblatt.

Packing' Bees for Spring.—Ersler, in Central-

blatt, says that while advance has been made in the matter of

packing baes for winter, we are much behind what we should
be as to spring packing. An early examination, or spring
feeding, makes it necessary to remove the packing, and it is

then left removed at the very time when it is especially im-
portant that all the heat possible should be retained to keep
up the heat for breeding. He emphasizes packing overhead
as the most important. And that is in accord with the prac-

tice of C. F. Muth, who says no other packing is necessary, if

only the bees are well protected overhead. No doubt Mr.
Muth is correct for the latitude of Cincinnati, but further
north those who winter bees outdoors will find benefit from
protection of sides as well as top.

Bee-Keeping—Farmers' Bulletin Xo. 59.
—This pamphlet of ci2 pages, written by Frank Benton, as-

sitant entomologist, and issued by the Department of Agricul-
ture, does not pretend to be a full text-book upon beekeeping,
but is well adapted to fill its place as a farmers' bulletin. It

gives elementary instruction such as can be of no benefit to

one familiar with the ordinary text-books, but may be very
serviceable to farmers and others who may have one or more
colonies of bees without any knowledge of their care.

Particularly commendable are the temperate statements
as to the profits of bee-keeping. Instead of painting the busi-

ness with high colors, awakening expectations that must only
end in disappointment, the reader is told that with good win-
tering and an average season, a moderate estimate for a fairly

good locality would be 30 to 35 pounds of extracted honey or

20 pounds of comb honey per colony. The loose-fitting, sus-

pended comb frame is recommended, no other frame being
mentioned except the Quinby, altho it does not readily appear
why a tyro in the business should not have the advantage of

a frame that will promptly space itself at the right distance,

instead of the loose-fitting frame which troubles the expert to

space correctly. One is a little surprised to read that white
clover honey is of a rich yellow color. But these are minor
defects. As in other publications of the department, bold,

clear type on good paper makes the page pleasant to the eye.
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Editorial Oon}xr)cr)t^^

Hone>'-Dealingf Frauds seem to be less abun-
dant this fall than for several years past. It paid well to

come down on them as hard as we did when they were fiourish-

ing, and thus drive them out of their swindling business. It

will never be known just how much was thus saved to bee-

keepers, by Riving a warning note, and also by uprooting the

fraudulent honey-commission fraternity.

So far as we are aware just now, there is not a thoroughly

bad honey-dealing firm in Chicago. Of course, there are

plenty that are bad in spots, or schemy in a small way, but as

for there being any that compare with the notorious Horrie-

Wheadon gang, we can hardly believe it.

Hut let us remind our readers that if they receive any
letters from city firms soliciting honey shipments, and they

bear the least evidence of being unworthy of patronage, just

send such letters to us and we will investigate and report.

We are just aching to go for some honey-dealing fraud again.

Foul Brood iif Canada.—We have received the

following letter, dated Nov. :!, from Mr. Wm. McEvoy, the

well-known Foul Brood Inspector, of Ontario, Canada :

Friend York :—At this season of the year, when the bee-
keepers begin fixing up their colonies for winter, many of
them find dead brood in some of tho hives. These late dis-

coveries cause a very uneasy feeling, and particularly so
when found In fine, large apiaries. Things are loft at a
stand-still then, until McEvoy comes, who has been sent for.

Oh, my, how anxious these people are, and how strong they
plead for me to come at once (when they write), no person
could tell unless In my place. If it Is not f«ul brood, they
want to fix up at once ; but if it is, what Is best to be done Is

the great consideration with them. I get to all places as soon
as possible.

Things have greatly charged since I first began inspect-
ing the apiaries of Ontario. Everywhere I go now I am well
treated, and all the bee-keepers of the Province are good
friends of mine.

Mrs. McEvoy and I expected to have been at the Buffalo
convention, but, oh, how disappointed we were when the time
came. I had to go to a locality where the disease was spread-
ing very fast through foul-broody colonies that had been shipt
into a neighborhood where many colonies were kept, and
where the disease had never before been. Just before that, I

received a letter from a good bee-keeper, saying that he had
§1,000 worth of bees, that one of his neighbors had a few
colonies badly diseased with foul brood, and that the owner of
these diseased colonies was setting out the cappings for the
bees to clean up, which was going to ruin his fine apiary if I

did not come at once, as the law did not give him the power to
go on the man's ground and stop it. I had to go at once to
that locality, and make things safe and do justice to all.

Yours truly, Wm. MoEvot.

If every State and Province had as energetic an inspector

of foul brood as Mr. McEvoy, it would not be long until the

bee-keepers of our land would be pretty well rid of the dis-

ease. Mr. McEvoy is a great " bee-doctor," and Ontario may
well be proud of his untiring efforts.

Using' Zinc Separators.—On page 588 of the

Bee Journal for Sept. 10, 1897, the " Qustion-Box" answers

appears without any questions. The topic was, "Using Zinc

Separators," and we do not wonder that Mr. Hasty had to

laugh when he saw the string of answers to no questions at all.

He referred to it thus, in the October Review :

What little things a laugh sometimes depends on. In the
last American Bee Journal I laugh to see a string of the sena-
tors saying, " I don't know," " I don't know," " I don't know,"
just as the dog barks of a pleasant evening, at nothing at all.

They think they are responding to a question ; but the ques-
tion isn't there. Got left out somehow.

Of course, the omission happened when making up that

particular page of the Bee Journal in the printing-office. B''or

the benefit of Mr. Hasty, and others, we here give the ques-

tions, and trust such a queer performance may not occur

again :

Query 60.-— 1. Is there any harm in using zinc separa-
tors, especially when there is a good deal of the white oxide
about them ?

2. Is this poisonous to the bees ?—D.

Now, turn back and read the replies again.

Sections 'Witbout Bee-Spaces.— Editor Root

appears quite enthusiastic over the matter of using sections

with no openings cut in either of the four sides. Cleated sep-

arators make openings unnecessary. Such separators were

used eight or ten years ago by Oliver IToster, perhaps later by

the late B. Taylor, and for years by Miles Morton. The
cleated separator looks like a panel of fence. Instead of be-

ing all in one piece, three or more narrow pieces are used, of

course of the same length as If the separator were all in one

piece. These narrow strips cost less, and have the advantage

that a space occurs between each two pieces, allowing com-

munication for the bees. Cleats somewhere In the neighbor-

hood of half an inch wide, and as long or longer than the

width of the separator, are glued on the separator on each

side, so as to couie just at the places where the sides of the

sections strike. It will readily be seen that if the cleat is

thick enough there will be no need to cut away any part of

the top or bottom bar of the section to make a passage for the

bees. With cleats 's Inch thick the section will lack '* inch

of being filled oven full. That Is, a straight edge laid across

the face of the section would have a space of '« inch between

tho comb and the straightedge or ruler. Of course, a bee

can't got through a '«-inch space, but the separator is made
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enough narrower to make a larger space. In case the separa-

tors are used in section-holders, making the separators nar-

rower does not hinder their being held at the right place, for

the cleats are made long enough to rest where wanted—at

least part of them. For use with these separators, the uu-

folded section is one straight piece of uniform width its entire

length, and when folded there is no "naughty corner." One
sweep of the knife scrapes all four edges on one side, and the

narrower sections allow more to go in a case, saving one-

fourth the cost of shippiog-cases. The section with the comb
coming within '« inch of the surface looks plumper and fuller

than the ordinary section used with the ordinary separator,

in which the comb comes within % inch of the surface. The
narrower section will cost less than the old width with scoring

out at top and bottom. No change need be made in section-

holders or T supers to make the new section and separator

work all righ;.
* » »

Tlie Bee-master is an English monthly that has

now reacht its 4th number. Its chief end seems to be to show
what a bad lot are British bee-keepers, especially T. W.
Cowan (a free use being made of such words as "liar" and
" blackguard "i, and to boom the Punic bees. Notwithstand-

ing the unique statement plainly made, "There is no Editor

of the Bee-Master," it is edited with such vigor that one can-

not help wishing it might be directed in a more useful chan-

nel. In one respect there is a refreshing originality and

frankness that contrasts sharply with what has been the case

with bee-periodicals on this side the water that have lived out

their short spans and then succumbed. With them the story

has always been that they were having unbounded encourage-

ment, subscriptions were pouring in, and all that, when at that

very time they were in arllculo morlis—with not subscriptions

enough to pay for the blank paper used. With open candor,

the Bee-Master says it is a long way off from paying expenses,

sample copies sent out still only bring in about '60 subscribers

per 1,0(J0. and that it is a question whether it can be kept up

until subscriptions pay expenses. If it is ever to become self-

supporting, there will probably be an elimination of formic

acid.
^-.-^

Xhe Laugstrotli monument Fund has lan-

quisht for some time, but it seems the Utah Bee-Keepers' As-

sociation, through its progressive president, Mr. E. S. Lovesy,

took up the matter and secured the following subscriptions,

amounting to .So.00, with promises of more later on :

E. S. Lovesy, SI. 50; J B. Fagg, .§1.00; Frederick
Schach, $1.00; John Bouck, .SI.00 ; T. B. Clark, 50 cents.

We have received 50 cents from E. E. Wheeler, of Con-

necticut, for the same purpose. '

Up to this time we- have turned over .So.00 toward the

Langstroth Monument Fund, and will be glad to acknowledge

the subscriptions in the Bee Journal as fast as they are re-

ceived. How many can we have by Jan. 1, 1898 ?

T)r)c Weekly Budget.

Mr. a. (i. Wilson-, of Vernon Co., Wis., wrote us Oct. 31 :

"One or two days' more work will fix my 365 colonies

ready for their 6ve months' solitary confinement."

Mb. E. S. Lovesv, President of the Utah Bee-Keepers'
Association, writing Oct. 26, said :

" We have had a splendid honey-flow here this fall, and
the bee-keepers that had their bees in good condition have
reapt a bountiful harvest, and they are correspondingly
happy. The ' Old Reliable ' still comes to hand regularly.

We congratulate you on the progressive interest of the Ameri-
can Bee Journal In behalf of bee-keepers and the bee-Industry."

Mr. W. p. Keyes, manager of The One-Piece Section Co.,

of Wisconsin, in renewing his subscription recently, said :

"We cannot do business without the American Bee
Journal."

Mr. John H. Martin, of California, is reported, in Glean-
ings for Nov, 1, as being very sick. All will regret to learn

this, and trust that the Rambler may soon be restored to

health, and be able to resume his rambling as of yore.

Mr. George Wilbrecht, of Fillmore Co., Minn., wrote

us Oct. 22 :

"I would not be without the Bee Journal if it cost .S2.00

a year in place of .fl.OO, so I send the dollar for another
year."

Mr. J. N. Ladenburoer, of Hamilton Co., Ohio, gives his

essimate of the Bee Journal as follows, when paying for

1898:

" I could not do without the American Bee Journal. It

comes regularly every Thursday, at 10 o'clock."

Mr. O. O. Poppleton, of Dade Co., Fla., writing us Oct.

25, said :

"The past month has been the rainiest one I have ever

known in Florida, and that is saying much. Bees are suffer-

ing severely, but I think I can carry mine through in fair con-

dition until Dec. 1, when the honey-flow will begin."

" Grandpa Cook " is what Prof. A. J. Cook has been for

nearly a month now. Our congratulations are hereby ex-

tended. Writing us Nov. 1, the Professor said he had started

for Chicago three days before, and got as far as Arizona,

when he was called back. Too bad, for had he been permitted

to continue his journey we certainly would have had him with

us here at the Northwestern convention this week. And what
a treat and help that would be!

Mr. Jewell Taylor, son of the late B. Taylor, of Fill-

more Co., Minn., wrote Nov. 1 :

"The honey crop was very light here the past season, but

I aoa not ready to part with the ' Old Reliablfi.'
"

We don't anticipate that very many are ready to part

with the " Old Reliable " just yet. It has tried to stand by

the interests of bee-keeping through failures and successes,

and expects to be of more value to its readers as time goes on.

Mr. S. J. Baldwin, a bee-keeper and supply dealer of

England, is again in this country. October 26 he wrote us

as follows, from his New Jersey home :

" Ill-health and the prospects of benefits to be derived

from another visit to this great and interesting country has

induced me to come here again, and I am happy to say that

my most sanguine expectations have been realized, as I am
greatly improved iu health already. I left Liverpool Sept. 8,

and reacht Philadelphia on the 18th. I expect to return to

England just before or after Christmas."

Mr. I. J. Stringham, of New York, wrote us as follows

Oct. 25 :

"One of my customers in this city took five 28 one-pound
section supers of honey ( 140 pounds) from his best colony,

and averaged somewhere around 80 pounds to the colony from

14 colonies. Can Chicago beat that much? We know you
people can always tell good stories about your city, so I sup-

pose you can."

How about that, Chicago bee-keepers ? Let's have a re-

port from " Greater Chicago," now that " Greater New York "

has been heard from.

Dr. Hoose's Yellowzones.—We wish to direct the at-

tention of our readers to the advertisement of " Yellowzones,"

which appears on another page of this issue. Judging from

the testimonials and the guarantee, we should say that the

remedy is everything that is claimed for it. In fact, we have

used Yellowzones ourselves, and simple justice compels up to

say that we found them quite effective. We are personally

acquainted with their manufacturer, and are assured by him

that it contains no babit-provoking or dangerous drugs, but

that it is a simple curative, of great power and undoubted

value. Better try Yellowzones, and see for yourself.
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Bees and Honey, or Management of an Apiary
'or Pleasnre and I'rutlt. by Tlibtiius G.Newman.—
This edition has been largely re-written, thorouKbly
revised, and la " fully up with the times " In all the
taiprovements and Inventions In this rapldly-devel-
oplnR pursuit, and presents the apiarist with
everything that can aid In the successful manape-
naent of an apiary, and at the same time produce
the most honey In an attractive condition. It con-
tains ',;r>U pat:es, and ^45 Illustrations—Is beautifully
printed In the highest sty ie of the art, and bound
Uj cloth, gold-lettered. Price, $I.UO.

LanK«troth on the Honey-Bee, revised by
Dadant—This classic In bee-culture, has been
entirely rewritten, and Is fully Illustrated. It
treats of everything relating to bees and bee-keep-
ing. No apiarian library Is complete without this
standard work by Hev. L. L. j^angstnith — the
Fatherof American Bee-Culture. It has 5*'U pages;
bound In cloth.

Price, postpaid, 11.25.

Bee-K.e~pers* Onlde, or Manual of the
Apiary, by Prof A. J Cook, of the Michigan Agri-
cultural College.—This book Is not only Instructive
and helpful as a guide In bee-keei>lng. but Is
Interesting and thoroughly practical and scientific.
It contains a full delineation of the anatomy and
physiology of bees. 4iiO pages ; bound In cloth and
?ully Illustrated.

Price, postpaid. $1.25.

Scientific Qiieen-Kearlnir, as Practically
Applied, by G. M. Doollttle.—A method by which
the very best of Queen-Bees are reared In perfect
accord with Nature's way. 17ft pages, bound In
Cloth, and Illustrated. Price. $1-00.

A B C of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root.—

A

cyclop:edla of 400 pages, describing everything
pertuliiluK to the care of the honey-bees. It con*
tains SUJ engravlnys. It was written especially for
i>eglnner8 Bound In cloth. Price, $1.35.

Advanced Bee-Cultnre, Its Methods and
Management, by W Z. llutchlnson.—The author
of this work Is too well known to need further
description of his book. He Is a practical and
entertaining writer. You should read his book. SiO

pages, bound lnpaper,and Illustrated, Price, 50 cts.

Rational Bee-l^eeplns:, by Dr. John Dzlerzon
—This Is a translathjn of his latest German bookoo
bee-culture. It has ;i50 pages: bound
^n paper covers. $1.U0

Bleuen-Kiiltur, by Thomas G. Newrian. -

This Is a German translation of theprlnclpr' por-
tion of the book called Bkks of IIoney. 10> page
pamphlet. Price. JU cents.

Convention Hand-Book, for Bee-Keepers,
Thomas G. Newman.— !t contains the parliamen-
tary law and rules of order for Bee-Conventions—
also Constitution and By-Laws, with subjects for
discussion, etc. Cluth, gold-lettered- Price, 25 cts.

Tbirty Year» Anions, the Bees, by
Henry Alley.—Gives the results of over a quarter-
century's experience in rearing queen-bees. Very
latest work of the kind. Nearly loo pages. Price, 5uc.

Practical lliiilM to Bee Kee-Keepeis—by
Chas. F. Muth. Also contains a Foul Rrood
Cure and IIow to Winter Bees. 40 p.; 10 cte.

Wliy Kat Huiiey '-This Leaflet is intend-
ed for FRKK distribution, to create a Local Market.
lOOcopies, by mail, 30 cts,: .'iiM.i for$l.L'r>; KXXi, $2.(Xi.

How to Keep Honey and preserve Its
richness and Uavor. Price same as Why Eat liouey.

Alsike Clover JjeaHet.—Full directions
for growing. SOfor :J.'> cts.; loo for 4u eta.; "200. 7uc.

Apiary Keslntcr, by Thos. G. Newman.—
Devotes two pages to a colony. Leather binding.
Price, for 50 colonies. tl.( HI; for khj colonies, $1.25.

Freiturution 4>r lloiiey Cor the Marketv
including the pruilucthin iind cure of comb and
extracted honey. A chapter frou> Bees ahv
tlo.NEV price, 10 cents

Bee-Puntui-uffe a NeeeBalty.—This book BUfe
^esls what and liow to i>l:ii ii Is a chapter fron
Bees ano Honev, Price, 10 cento.

Tlie Hive I Use, by G. M. OooMttle. It
details hie manngoment of bees, and methods
of producing? comb honey. Price, a cents.

I>r. HoivariI'M Itook on Foul Brood.
—Gives the McKvoy Treatment and reviews the ex-
periments of others. Price, -''• cts.

Silo and Slla^^r, by Prof. A J. Cook.— It
gives the method In operation at the Michigan Agri-
cultural College. Price, u.. cts.

Winter Problem In Bee-Kcepinjr. by G,
R. Pierce. Result of 25 years' experience, ao cts.

Handling BeeM, by Chas. OadanL He Son.—
A Chapter from Langstroth Revised. Price, h cts.

HUtory of Beo-Aesoclatlons. and Brief Ke-
ort of the flrst 2o conventions. Price, 10 cts

Foul Brood Treatment^ by Prof. F. R.
Cheshire.—Its Cause and Prevention. Price, in cts.

Foul Broods by A. R. Kohnke.— Orlg-ln.
Development and Cure. Price 10 cts.

Bee-Keepinjs: lor Profit, by Dr. G. L.
Tinker.—Revised and enlarged. It details the au-
thor's " new system, or how to get the largest yields
of comb or extracted honey." WJ p.; illustrated. 25c.

Commercial C'aU-ulator, by C. Kopp.—
A ready Calculator. Business Arithmetic and Ac-
count-Book combined in one. Every farmer and
business man should have it. No. 1, bound in water
proof leatherette, calf finish. Price, 4o cts. No. 2
in fine artitlcial leather, with pocket, silicate slate,
and account-book. Price, 60 cts.

Green's Four Books, by Chas. A. Green.
—Devoted to, 1st, IIow We Made the Old Farm Pay;
2nd. Peach Culture; 3rd, How to Propagate li'ruit-

Plants, Vines and Trees; 4th, General b>uit In-
structor. Nearly 120 pages. Fully illustrated. 25 cts.

Garden and Oroliard, by Chas. A. Green
—Gives full instructions in Thinning and Marketing
Fruits; Pruning. Planting and Cultivating; Spray-
ing. Evaporation. Cold Storage, Etc. 94 pages, illus-
trated. Price. 25 cts.

Kendall's Horse-Book. — 3.j pictures,
showing positions ol sick horses, and treats on all
their diseases. English or German. Price, 25 cts.

liuniber and Log-Book. — Gives meas-
urements of lumber, logs planks; wages, etc. 25c.

IVIaple Sugar and the Sugar Bush, by I*rof.
A. J. Cook.— Full instructions. Price, a5 cts.

Grain Tables, for casting- up the price of
grain, produce, hay, etc. Price. 25 cts.

Capons and rapoiilzing, by Dr. Sawyer,
Fanny Field, and others.—Illustrated. AH about
caponizing fowls, ana thus how to make the most
money in poultry-raising. 64 pages. Price, 30 cts.

Our Poultry Doctor, or Health In the
Poultry Tard and How to Cure Sick Fowls, by
Kanny Field.—Everything about Poultry Diseases
and their Cure. ti4 pages. Price, 3o cts.

Poultry for Market and Poultry for
Protlt, by Fanny Field.—Tells everything about the
Poultry Business. 64 pages. Price, 25 cts.

Turkeys lor Market and Turkeys for
Profit, by Kanny Field.—All about Turkey-Raising.
64 pages. Price. 25 cts.

Rural Life.— B^es. Poultry. Fruits, Vege-
tables, and Household Matters. I'Xi pages. 25 cts.

Potato Culture, by T. B. Terry.— It tells
how to grow them protitably. Price. 40 cts.

Haud-Book of Health, by Dr. Foote.-
HintB about eating, drinking, etc. Price, 25 cts.

Bee-Keepers' Directory, by H. Alley.—
Latest methods in Queen-Rearing, etc. Price, .'ioc.

Book Clubbiiig Oilers.

(Read Carefully.)

The following clubbing prices Include the

American Bee Journal one year with each

book named. Kemember, that only one book

can be taken in each case with the Bee Jour-

nal a year at the prices named. If more boobs

are wanted, see postpaid prices jtlven with

the description of the books on this page

FoUowlnK Is the cIubblnK-Ust:

1. Langstroth on the Honey-Bee I'3.00

3. A B Oof Bee-Uulture 2.00
i. Bee-Keeper's Guide 1.75
4. Bees and Honey

I
Cloth boundl 1.65

5. Doolltlle's SclcntlBcQueen-Kearlng. 1.75
6. Ur. Howard's Fuul Brood Book 1.10
7. Advanced Bee-L'ulture l.aO
0. Blenen-KuUur tGorman] I. '20

11. national Bee-KeeplugLPaperLouudl 1.75
1'.'. Thirty Years Among the Bees 1 .:J0

i;i. Bee-Keeping lor Profit 1.15
14. Convention Hand Book L.15
15. Poultry lor Market and Profit 1.10
16. Turkeys for Market and Profit 1.10
17. Capons and Caponizing 1.10
18. Our Poultry Doctor 1.10
It). (Jreen'sFour Books 1.15
21. Garden and Orchard 1.15
'ZA. Rural Life 1.10
'J5. Commercial Calculator. No. I l.'io

'36. CoMime-clal Calculator, No. 3 1,40
137. Kendall's Horse-Book 1.10
30. ['otato Culture 1.'.'0

3-'. Hand-Bookot Health 1.10
34. Maple Sugar and the Sugar Bush 1.20
35. Silo and SlUi.ge 1.10
30. Winter Proljlem in Bee-Kcoping 1.30
37. Apiary Kegl8ter(l.)r .)0 eoloulesl 1.75
38. Apiary Kegl8ter(for 100 colonics)' . 2.00
39. Bee-Keepers' Directory 1.30

lOIb
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if£?i! Beeswax
For all the Good, Pure Yello^r

BeeSTrax delivered to our office till

further notice, we will pay 25 cents per
pound, CASH ; or i!S cents for whatever
part is exchanged for the Bee Journal,
Honey, Books or Seed, that we offer. If

you want casta, promptly, for your
Beeswax, send it on at once. Impure
wax not taken at any price. Address as
follows, very plainly,

GEO. W. YORK & CO.
118 Michigan St., CHICAGO, ILL.

CARLOADS
KM Hee-Hlves. Sections, Ship-
ping-Cases. Comb Foundation,
and Everything used in the
Bee-Indu8lry.
We want the name and ad-

dress of every Bee-Keeper In
Anierii'a. we supply Deal-
ers as well as conpiimers. We

have Dry Kiln. Improved Machinery, 40 000
feet of floor space, and all modern appliances.
We make prcimpt &bipnicnt.
Write for Catalogs, Quotations, etc.

Inter-State Maniifactnring Co,,

HI l>NO>, M. C'roix Co., WIS.
Please mention Bee Journal ^vhen writing.

'1847' ROGERS Al SPOONS '1847"

l.iitlioscjin e:irn n f et (of 6) Ropers Al Silver Piaterl

Ti>:iSi>.n.ri6. hv ppIIm j; iin K-lb. orrieroMV hitman's
llifflft (irade Teas, Spires, liakinff Powder.
Kt€'.,ura set of Table Spoons. Forks orKnivesfor
peHing a r>-U>. order. Express prepaid on all ordeis
accompanied by the c\\A\. Send your full address
on pi>>r!it for cnt:ilo::up. etc.

h. H. WHITMiiT t CO.. 27H IT. Wcsfcem Ave.. Chicago, 111.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Evlra-lcd lltiiiey tVr Sile.

I have.iOkeKS pure Basswo d Honey.net
270 lbs each, worth 6 cts. per lb., f. o. b cars
here. Sample will he sent on applicatloa.

A. U. WILSON,
44A4t KiCK.\po'>. Veruon Co. Wis.

...1 K.irlh. Il..r>f.liiuli. 1(1.11-

Htn>ui:.l'iK.nnU tliii-l.fii-lii.'hl. U ith

our hlTLKX Al'TOlIATU' nadiitif

y^iicun iiinKeSO rod;, a d:iv for

j2 to 20 Cts. a Rod.
«tpr jo v',Ii.^. (iital..i.Te I-rt-e.

KITSELMAN BROS..
Box i:{s. Ridgeville, Ind.

45r)tf Plfase mention the Ri e Journal.

HATCH Chickens g^fVA'gi
EXCELSIOR Incubator
SimpU. Perffcl. Se'rHfjulat-
iu<). Th.-iusaTnl^ io ^ucc.?^sful

fi-crati*.Q. Lowest priced
flr«t-e)u«ii llatrhpr made.

«:E0. II. tiTAHl,,*
I

I tolas K 6th St, QuIncy.llL'

4-4 A'JUtl Please mentlou lb'- lUe Juiiruai.

A SURE Wli^NER.
:.- succissriit incubatoh win

:t if rou u-e It. Sauil 6:; for
.": :!m.'^ caialot: (>n.1 -tu.iy the
- oi our laat-hiaet, H^isvaiu-

j^ .intsonnrliticial iDt;ubation
tf ! poalt'y colturt. generally.

]
ma'iufa.'ture a crejiter vari-
>. tncuh.'itors aa-i Brooders

riao ao> other tirm. Sizef. fi'lto

_M->J. PricpB from t.H.00 to «7IJ.OO.

.'imoniali
the>ard.

41 Dot

OES MOINES INC'B. CO.
Box 7ii BES MOINES. IOWA.

Please mention tlie Bee .Journal.

Bees in Fine Condition for Winter.

My 73 colonies of Italian bees are in

the very best condition for wintering. I

have made a 21-foot addition to my bee-

cellar. S. C. SWANSON.
Goodhue Co., Minn., Oct. 26.

Honey a Failure in Quebec.

My bees did not give me enough sur-

plus honey to pay my subscription to the
American Bee Journal, although I hope
they will have sufficient to feed them-
selves during the winter. Honey was a
failure in tlie Province of Quebec the
past season. Ziph. Boyer.
Quebec, Canada, Oct. 18.

Small Hives for Wintering.

I am an advocate of small hives for
cold climates, and would say to Mr.
Wisconsin (see page 630) that if he has
everything in good condition he need
not be afraid to winter his bees in six-

frime hives, for I have wintered very
successfully in six-frame hives for four
winters, even if Dr. Miller does say they
will play out. A complete hive of the
Danzenbaker patteru would be too ex-
pensive for general use, I think : but I

will try them for ISMS.
D. N. RlTCHEY.

Franklin Co., Ohio.

Report for the Past Season.

My summer's work, or my fall report,
has not yet been sent in bnt I will try to
do so now.

I started last spring with 43 colonies,
increast to 6.5, and got about llOO
pounds of comb honey in 1 pound sec-
tions. I reared over 100 queens, re-

queened my entire apiaiy, except -1 colo-
nies which were saved for a special pur-
pose. In the spring I bought a breeder
that was warranted to produce bees that
would work on red clover the same as
white. I had her safely introduced,
and reared a number of as fine queens
as I ever saw. Now, in order to improve
my stock, I sent direct to Italy, last
August, and bought one of their queens,
of which I feel proud. She was caged,
not in a Benton cage, but in a box 6x7,
by 4 inches deep, having 3 small frames
of comb and capt honey, and a water-
bjttle in i'l with a'lout 100 bees with
the queen. They were sent by express,
and were IS days on their journey, and
the queen was as lively as I ever re-

ceived any that were on their journey
bnt two days. Now if all goes well I

will breed from the imported and rear
my drones for mating purposes from the
red clover strain, which I think will

make a very desirable cross. My aim is

to breed up a bee that is a leather color,

and will winter on the suipmer stands,
and work red clover more, and each ^ear
until I will have a perfect red clover bee.

I this year had a great deal more clo-

ver honey than buckwheat; as a general
thing we get only buckwheat honey in

this section, but white, red, and Alsike
clover were very abundant this year,
and our bees made good use of it. I do
not want to say that we had not the
clovers other years to secure a crop of
clover honey, but we let our bees swarm.

BEES FOR SALE.
About 90 Colonies of Italians, Anyonewant-
Idk to start an apiary cannnt do i^etler than
to call on Dr K. Gallup, Santa Ana. Calif.,
and examine the Bees before purchasing else-
where. Double sets of Combs In Langstroth-
Simplicity Hives, and warranted a surerlor
lot of Bees for buslne-»s. Currespodence so-
licited. Dr. E. (iALLI'P,

Santa Ana. Orange Co.. Cal.
Please mention Bee Journal -when w^riting.

SEE THAT WINK

!

ICee - Supplleit I Koot's
Goods at Root's Prices.

Ponder's Honey > Jars,
and every thing used by
hee-keepers. Prompt ser-
vice, low freight rate. Cat-
tree. Walter S Ponder,

-I ( .fA h ,,i\t-K'^ * 162 Mass. Ave..
W^ poVDtKOfU) Indianapolis. Indiana.

Please mention Bee Journal when w^riting.

ISr IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
11.25 to Prof. A. J. Cook. Claremont. Calif.,
tor his

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

PATERT WIRED COMB FOUNDATIOH
lias l\o Sag In Brood-Frame*

Thill Fiiit-Kuttiini PouudatioD
Bas So Fi!4bbooe in the Sarplas Bone|.

Hainn the cleanest Is asually worked
ibe quickest of any Poandatton made

J. A. VAN Uei SISN.
Sole Manafaoturer.

dpront Brook Moiteoir.ery to. '*•' T.

Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

ONE MAN WITH THE

UNION ^^o^i;'::,^^'^^

fan do the work of four
men U8in§: hand tools, in
Kipping, Cuttlnj?-o8, .Mi-

tring. Kabbeting, Groov-
ing. Gaining. UadolDg,
Edglng-up. Joinilng Stuff,
etc. Full Line of Foot and
Hand Power Machinery.
Sold on Trial. Catnlo^De Free.

SENE'M PALLS MFG. CO.,
*6 Water St SENECA FALLS. N. Y.

Please mention Bee Journal -when •writing.

RCC I^CCDCDQ I Let me send you my 64-
DLL~^LC^L^O I page Catalog lor 18s)7.

J. .fl. JeiihlUK, Wetnnipka, .\Ia.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

^
*^Oaliforni

11 you care to know of its fruits, Flowers
Ulimate or Kesources. send for a Sample Copy
3f California's Favorite Paper—

The Paciflc Rural Press
The leading Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the PaclQc Coast. Published weekly,
handsomely Illustrated t'2.00 per annum.
Sample Copy Free.

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
33') Market St.. • SAN FRANCTSCO. OAL.
Please mention Bee Journal v.-hen writing.

THHOAT
Pit.is.

AND LUNG DISEASES,
DR. PEIRO. Specialist

Offices: 1019, loo State St.,

CHICAGO. Hours 9 to 4.

mention Bee Journal -when writing.
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and would hive them, and by the time
they were again ready for boxes the clo-

vers were past, consequently we got no
clover honey.
Last spring I dipt all my queens, and

in swarming I would cage the queen,
return the swarm, in 6 or 7 days cut out
all cells but one, if the bees were good,
and if not I would destroy all and give
them one of my breeder cells; in that
way I requeened, kept down swarming,
or rather increase of colonies, and se-

cured a good crop of white honey, and
increast my apiary between clover and
buckwheat. However, I sell buckwheat
honey faster than clover honey, and
could pet a cent or two more a pound for

it, but I sell all alike, and in the home
market people come for it, some 16
miles— no trouble to sell all I can pro-

duce.
In queen rearing I had no trouble to

get good cells. In one instance I had
a colony whose queen was a Carniolan
mated to an Italian drone, and not wish-
ing to rear any of those black drones,
and have them mate with my Italian

virgin, I removed the queen, gave them
a cell, which they destroyed, and began
to rear theirs by the dozen. I let them
go till !S days after I removed their

queen, then I went for them, took frame
after frame, shook ofi all the bees, and
destroyed every cell

;
gave them a frame

built about half way down, and contain-
ing eggs just hatching into larvae, from
my breeder. The result was, in due
time I had 45 fully developt capt cells

—

more than I could make use of. I

reared queens on a small scale for 3
years, and have kept bees for 5 years,

but this year I lookt up my old American
Bee Journals, and found Dr. Gallup's
method of introducing queens with to-

bacco smoke : I can introduce when rob-

bers are bad and no honey coming in, by
removing the queen in the evening, or

caging at any time of the day, and lay

the cage with the queen on top of frames
to keep the colony quiet, for if the queen
is removed the bees will run all over the
hive and hunt for their queen, and then
is the time robbers will attack them. In
the evening, after bees havestopt flying,

open the hive, remove the queen, blow
in on top of the frames a few whiffs of

good, strong tobacco smoke, so it gets

between each comb, then let your new
queen run in on top of the frames ; cover
up and close the hive, and give a few
good pufTs in at the entrance. Hybrids
need a double dose and till morning all

will be well and the now queen is intro-

duced. To cage the queen in the day-
time, when robbers are bad, carry tha
colony into a building. I have intro-

duced the first of October with success
with this method. Many thanks to Dr.
(lallup for the method.

Paul Whitebread.
Luzerne Co., Pa. Oct. 22.

Been Through About All.

I am glad of one thing, that is, that
Mr. Bevins has broken his 20-year sil-

ence. With Father Laugstroth dead,

Ur. Gallup growing old, Bevins dumb for

20 years, and a pupil hunting the col-

umns of the "Old Kellable" for some
thing readable, and finding such con-
temptible rot about bee-spaces, what arj
we to look for next?

I have boon through about every dis-

aster In bee-keeping that there Is for me
except foul brood. I got my boos here
In Florida all ready to give me a ton of

Finest Alfalfa Honey

!

IT SELLS ON TASTING-.

The Honey that Suits All

Who Buy It.

Low Prices Now!
We can furnish 'White Alfalfa Extracted Honey, In 60-pound tin cans, on

board cars in Chicago, at these prices : 1 can, in a case, 7 cents per pound ; 2 cans
In one case, Q]4 cents ; 4 cans (2 cases) or more, &% cents. The Cash must accom-
pany each order.

11^" A sample of the honey will be mailed to an Intending purchaser, for 8
cents, to cover postage, packing, etc. We guarantee purity.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. New London,
Wisconsin,

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus
securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
They have also one One of tbegLargfest Factories and the latest

and most-improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there is in the State. The material is cut from patterns, by machinery,
and is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the Clearest and 'whitest
BaSS'WOOd is used, and they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine
and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with ^best

machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies.

Please mention the Amerieaa Bee .TourDal. 7Atf

BEE-KEEPEES
SUPPLIES

We make
The Very Finest Line of

in the Market, and sell

them at Low Prices.
ScnA for Free Illii§lratc«i Catalog and Prlec-L.i»t.

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.

Special Agent for the SoiitliwestT^^- "^^^^st^'joseph, mo.
mr. 4l>l>olt sclU our Hives and Sections at Factory Prices.

That Gtueen-Clipping Device Free I

Works Like a Charm.

The MoQette Queen-Clipping Device works

MKE A CHAHM. With It 1 havo clipped 30

queens, all In one day, when examining my

bees. Wm. STor,i,EV, Grand Island, Neljr,

€oiilduU Do Without It.

1 have clipped 19 queens, and must'say the
Monelle Queen Clipping Device Is by far the
best invention ever made, and will be wel-
come to many bee-keepers as It wae to me. 1

could not do without one now.
Dr, Oko. Lacke, Newburgh, Ind,

PLEASE READ THIS OFFER TO PRESENT SUBSCRIBERS :

Send us ;'>«( oiif new yuimc for the American Bee Journal a year (with ?1.00), andjwe

will mail you the Queen-ClippiuK Device fkkk of.charge. Or, the Queen-ClippinK Device

will be sent postpaid (or :!0 cts. But why not get it as a Premium by the above offer

You can't earn 30 cts. any easier. Almost every bee-keeper will want this Device.

GEORGE W. Y0RK;:& CO., 118 Michigan St., CHICAGO, ILL.
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DO
YOU

THIS?'

We believe as our customers do, that

there Is no Remedy more generally use-

ful or that gives such uniform satisfac-

tion as

Yellowzones.

Good for people who have no faith in

them, same as for those who have.

No Opium, No Aatipyrine,
No Habit.

Safe, Quick and Reliable.

For PAIN and FEVER.
Specially useful in Coughs, Colds, Bron-

chitis and rheumatism common at this

season.

CAN YOU GIVE US
AT LEAST

A TRIAL ORDER
ON THIS TESTIMONY?

PRICE BY MAIL.

1 Box, 25 ets. 6 Boxes for $1,00.

Most orders are for 6 boxes.

W. B. HOUSE, M.D.
Drawer 1. DETOUR, miCH.

«»'

^6* „„.
'""

u^*

H^^^

Safe, Sure and Speedy.

Dear Dn. House:—

We bfive Tised your Yellowzones iu our
family for sume time. Have found them n safe,

surcu'ud speedv remedy for all headaches, colds,

rheunirttism aiid nenralKia. We heartily recom-
mend Ihem to iinv who are troubled with pains

or fevers. Very sincerely yours,

Rev. James Tompkixs, D. D., Chicago,

Sitpt. Illinois Missionary Society^

-i- T"Wo KditorQ.

Geo. W. York, of Am. Bccjn'l, Chicago, says:—

We are not in the hiil»itof givins a personal recommendation
of the valuoofanv medicine, but in this case we make an exception.
We believe that l)r. Hou.^ie sends out a "Yellow" remedy that will

make Housrl'nla of happv people in toriid or frigid "Zones."
In a private letter Kditor York also says: —Yes. sir; niie reports

have come to ns about your medicine I shouldn't hesitaie

lo advertise Yellowzoiies — in fact should feelthat I was helping
along a good thing.

Rev.^;. Hor.ZAi'FF.i., Cleona, Pa.
Editor of The Pulpit

and Preacher's Helper.

One Yellowzone always knocks
a headache " sky-high.''
When preachers know the real

worth of yoiir preparation you
ought to enjoy a good trade direct

from Ihem.

Wants 'enn Quick:! Entlriusiastic!

I shall telegraph you this morn-
ing for Yellowzones, and you'll
tind pay enclosed. Mrs. M. has
the Grip, and they have helped
her materiallv.

Dr. A. B. Mason.
Toledo, O.

1 want to send you mv enthusiastic commendation of Yellow-
zones. I have 8uflere<l all my life from headaches. For the last 10

or 12 years they have come every 2 or 3 weeks, and often every
week, and so severe that I w ould have to drop my work and go to

bed for a dav or two. I have had some headache since beginning
Ihe'zones, butit has been light, and I have not had to loose a day
from iny work in the 4 months.

My wife also fuids them the best thing for headache she has
ever used. Numbers of others, to whom ^\ ehave given f^nraples, have had a like experience.

fHieof our friends who hasalwavs suffered from headache when riding on the cars, on a recent tnp
uf about 200 miles, entirely escaped her usual sickness liy the use of a 'zone or two. Several others have
had almost instant and cJmplete relief fiom Neuralgia. It is surely a remarkable remedy.

Rev. U. C. Leach, Hancock. ^. i.

I truly and oheerfnlly testify to the worth of
Yellowzones. We have used them for Headache,
Karache, Rheumatism and Nervousness, and tind
them convenient, quick und sure.

Make whatever use yon like of these words of
commendation. Rev F. L. Fokbi:s,

Principal Pendleton Academy,
Pendleton, Oregon.

Enclosed tind S5.00 for Yellowzones. Am wt-ll

pleased with them. The young man's hand, that
was paralized is about well. Stopped other med-
icine and gave Yellowzones.

W. B. Collins,
Blackwater, Mo.

My Husband, who is using them for Sciatica,
says they are the best remedy he ever saw.

Mrs. A. B. Alexander.
Brow nwood, Tex.

exV'
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a«
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Your O'wn Testimony
.... -w-illbe similar.

: 2.^'i

-

. O «i = ^ (

on » *" ?

- aj — :*.- — ^

Zonets;

.-; O " " O r-— o cS-oOO

I Guarantee
every box to give you satisfaction, or money re-

funded upon request.

Tfcie Best Testimony-

is the fact that tip to the present writing no cus-

tomer has ever expressed dissatisfaction, or asked

for return of nionej and that repeated orders

constantly come from former customers, and sales

are rapidly increasing.

If vou keep but ont Remedy in the bouse it

should be Yellowzones.
They willpleaseyou beyondyour expectation.

orange honey to 20 colonies, only to

wake up and find the trees frozen down,
and the bloom dead. I have taken 5
colonies from Florida to New Hamp-
shire in a hand satchel, built them up
throuffh the summer, but thought my
feathers would not be out and plumed fit

to crow until I had wintered them. In
the spring I had lots of nice empty comb,-
but no bees. Well, I got my empty
combs all covered last summer, and just
as I was figuring bow much sugar I

would have to feed to get them filled for
winter, behold they were all filled full,

and the queens crowded out, the fall flow
not over, and no extractor I 1 packt up
ray bees aud rusht down here to Florida,
got together the scattered remnants of

my apiary during the fall flow here, and
now 1 find the bottom has been knockt
out of the price of honey.

I won't take any more space now, for

I want to hear from Mr. Brown, Flor-
ida's migratory bee-keeper.

E. B. Whipple.
Orange Co.. Fla., Oct. .30.

Wired Frames and Buckled Combs.

In using wired frames and full sheets

or half sheets of foundation to ' get
straight combs and avoid them buckling,
wire lengthwise, take out all the slack,

when foundation is attacht to the top-

bar, make it hang close to the wires, but
by no means imbed the wire in the foun-
dation, as I find it wrong -, as the bees
draw the foundation out the wire is in

place, and takes a bearing at proper
time. Have the hive level and every-
thing will go all right. I cut my
foundation % short at the ends and bot-

tom, and have no trouble. This is my

practice, and I have frames 10 inches

deep under the top-bar, Langstroth
length, as straight as a shingle. I don't

have them any other way, and the above
is the way I get them so.

Bees have done well here this season,

better than for several years. We are

bothered in the fall with bitter-weed—

a

good honey-producer, but it is no good.

It grows on out land, about 14 inches

high with yellow blossoms. Bees work
on it from August 1 till now. Cows eat

it, and the milk Is too bitter to drink.
H. RiSHER.

Ouachita Co., La.. Oct. 25.

Experience With Bees.

In the spring of 1890 I bought 8 colo-

nies of black bees In common box-hives.

I gave a friend 4 of them to help me
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TheBee-Keeper'sGuide
This 15th and latest edition of Prof . Cook's

magnlflcent book of 460 pa^es. In neat and
substantial cloth binding:, we propose to give
away to our present subscribers, for the work
of greitlnp NEW subscribers for the American
BeeJournal.

A description of the book here is quite un-
necessary—It is simply the most complete sci-

entific and practical bee-book published to-

day. Fully illustrated, and all written in the
most fascinating style. The author is also
too well-known to the whole bee-world to re-

?uire any introduction. No bee-keeper is

ully equipped, or his library complete, with-
out "The Bee-Keeper's Guide."

Given For 2 New Sub»tcribcr§.

The following offer is made to present sub-
scribers only, and no premium is also given
to the two new subscribers—simply the Bee
Journal for one year :

Send us Two New Subscribers to the Bee
Journal (with l-i.OO), and we will mall you a
copy of Prof. Cook's book free as a premi-
um. Prof. Cook's book alone sent for 81. '3.5,

or we club It with the Bee Journal for a year
—both together for only 81.75. But surely
anybody can get only 2 new subscribers to
the Bee Journal for a year, and thus get the
booi as a premium. Let everybody try for It

Will you have one '

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan St., Chicago, 111.

RELIABLE INCUBATOR AND BROODER :

' Need We Say More? '

All about them in Book on Incubation and Poultry. Hent for 10 cents.

RELIABLE INCUBATOR & BROODER CO.,JUINGY, ILLS.

yTDi't Please mention itie Auieiicau ijco joiiiuui.

transfer the 4 others to Simplicity 10-

frame hives. I increast them to 14 colo-

nies the same year, and gave them Ital-

ian queens, '6 and 5 banders. I obtained
no surplus honey, in fact lO of the colo-

nies I had to feed granulated sugar. I

wintered them all right. In the spring
of 18117 I had 12 good colonies, and 2
drone-laying queens. The queens I

killed and gave them each frames of

eggs and brood, from which they soon
had queens.

This season I have increast from 14
colonies to 41. All are now in fine con-
dition for winter. 1 have had only one
swarm hived in an empty hive. I made
the increase by dividing.

I have all my queens dipt after the
bridal trip. I had one colony divided 3
times, and then got 56 poundsof surplus

honey from it. I used full sheets of

foundation in all my hives the past sea-

son in the brood-chamber.
I have something to say about 3 and 5

banded bees. I did not have to feed a
single colony of 3 banded bees this year
nor last. I have taken 300 or 400
pounds of surplus honey this season,

and not a drop of surplus has been
stored by the 5-banders.

T. J. Baxter.
Craven Co., N. C , Oct. 25.

Figwort—Poor Season.

Since seeing the picture of the Simp-
son honey-plant in the American Bee
Journal, I have noticed a weed that
grows in the cornfields and along the
roads which very much resembles it. I

enclose parts of the plants and would
like to know If it Is the same. [It has
every appearance of being the same
thing.— Ed.)
This has been a poor season with us.

It was so rainy during the white clover
and Alsike honey-llow that the bees
could gather but little, and that was of

poor quality. The fall flow was light,

but of good quality.

I increast from 13 colonies to 21, and
took 5.")0 pounds of honoy, which was
better than my neigtibor did. This is

my third year with bees. 1 started with
but 2 colonics, each of which swarmed
but once the first year, and one of the

s jvarms skipt, and then one of the old

ones died the first winter. I think I

have done pretty well.

I will not say that I could not get

along without the Bee Journal, but I

will say that I could not afford to be

without it. Her.man D. Stei'han.

Wabasha Co., Minn., Nov. 1.

StoredLots of Nectar—Poultry Doctor.

My bees stored lots of the luscious nec-

tar in the past season, and I am afraid

my home market will get a little weak
before I get through with my crop,

unless I can work It up some with honey
leaflets.

Thanks for the book "Our Poultry Doc-

tor" you sent me last spring. My fancy
poultry has, every spring, about June,

been plagued with diarrhea, and many
of them die, and nothing that I could

find around here would either cure or

prevent. But "Our Poultry Doctor"
saved every chick. It is a dandy—worth
its weight in gold. Elisha Carey.
Bucks Co., Pa.

Has the Figwort Honey-Plant.

I was reading G. W. W.'s description

of figwort the other day, and while walk-

ing through the hills to-day I found sev-

eral of the plants. It is a wonder I did

not find them in the summer when they

were in full bloom, but I think my bees

found them as they are about '4 mile

from my hives. Some of the plants are

one foot tall, and loaded down with seed-

pods, and allho we have had three good
frosts there are a few blossoms there yet.

Some of the stalks measure li inch, and
are growing among the rocks where it

looks as if nothing would grow.
R. Bkntlky.

Pike Co., Mo,, Nov. 1.

Results of the Season.

"The harvest is past, the summer Is

ended, " and my "honey-tank attach-

ment " Is not filled. My record is il colo-

nies, spring count (one quoenless, with

laying workers), increastto 10 by natur-

al swarming, with dipt queens, and I

have taken off TO pounds of comb honey,
which is not half enough for my " home
market." I have two light colonies and
shall unite them. The rest are strong
in bees, with plenty of stores for winlei.

It is raining again to-day, and we hope
to see the ground well soakt this fall,

and look for a better year in 1898.
A. B. GiNNER.

Cass Co., Nebr., Oct. 16.

Bees Didn't Do Well.

Our bees have not done very well this

season. Basswood bloom was all killed

by a late frost, and they have not workt
much on white clover. We lost one
colony by their becoming queenless. I

like the Bee Journal very much, and
hope I shall he able to take It another
year. Mrs Sophia J. Tuttlb.
Blue Earth Co., Minn., Ojt. 23.

A Book Keeoiuinended by Or. Gallup.

THENEWMETHOD
IQ Mealth and! ISIsease.
By W. E Forest. M. D.. l'3th Edition, Re-
vised, Illustrated, and Enlarged. This is

the greatest and best work ever publisbt
as a Home Physician, and as

A Ciiiide to lloallli.

It makes the way from Wt-alfiiess to

Slre»g'tl> so plain that only those who
are past recovery (the very few) need to

be sick, and the well who will follow its

teachings «':iiiiiot l»e stiick. It is now
in many families the only counsellor in

matters of health, saving the need of call-

ing a physician and all expenses for medi-
cines, as it teaches Hygiene and the use
of Nature's remedies, not a, driij^
treatment.

All .'Iironie Oiseases
are considered, and there is not a curable
disease that has not been belpt by some
of the " Xfw J/t(/(o(/.s" given here; even
those who have been pronounced C^on-
snniptiTe have been entirely cured.
While for RlieiinialiNin, Indij^e^-
lion, l>yKi>e|»!>ia. <'onwli|talion,
lky»<entary, I^ivei- and Kidney
'I'l-oiibles^ Catai-rli. lOniaoia-
tiun, ijjeneral l>ebility. ^'erv-
ou!!i Kxliaiii^lion, l>i»iea»>e!<i l*e<-

onliar to Women, etc.. the methods
are sure, and can be carried out at one's

own home and with little or no expense.

A <jinarantee.
So confident are the publishers of the
results, that they offer to refund the

money to any one who will try " New
Methods " thoroughly, if the book is re-

turned in good condition.

Xlie !^e-\v Kdition
is illustrated with a number of Anatom-
ical plates from the best English work on
Anatomy publisht, and others made ex-
pressly for this work ; contains .300 pages,
printed on fine calendered paper, and al-

though the priceiot the first edition (much
smaller in size and without illustrations)

was ^'i.hO, we sell this at ?1.00, postpaid.

i>ici:.nii;.M offickk.
For sending us two new subscribers to

the Bee Journal for one year, we will

mail ycu the book free as a premium, or

we will mail it tor sending your own ad-

vance renewal and one new yearly sub-

scriber. This is a wonderful premium
offer. Address all orders to

—

GEOBGI" W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.

See the premiiiiu oilers on page 094

!
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HDNEYandBEESWAX
MAKKirr <|i;oTAXio.\s.

Chicag'o, 111., Oct. 19.—Fancy wblte 11 to
12c. No. 1, lOc ; laucy amber. 8 to 9c. ; No. 1,

7.; fancy dark. 8c.; No 1. Tc. Extracted,
white, a to fie; amber. 4 to oc. ; dark, 4c.
Beeswax, au to •i~c.

There is a fair trade In honey, despite the
amount that is belnx peddled about the city
by parties who are eomlup in with it. and who
take lower figures ihan quoted, as a rule. This
however Is customaiy when local yield is

large.

Cincinnati, Ohio, Oct. 19.—Fancy white,
11 to I'Jc; No. I, 10 to lie: No. I amber. 8
to 10c. Extracted, white. 5 to 6c.; amber. 4
to ^c; dark, \\% to 4c. Beeswax. 20 to 25c.
Demand for honey is very slow, owing to

warm weather and an abundance of fruit on
our markets. Demand is good lor beeswax.

Indianapolis, Ind., Oct. 19.—Fancy white.
11 to l:ic.; No 1. 9 to 10c. ; fancy amber. 9 to
10c. Extracted, white. 3 to 6c. Beeswax, 25c.
Demand for fancy white comb honey and

fancy white extracted is exceptlouallv good,
while there is almost no demand for dark or
amber comb or extracted honey.

Detroit, Mich., Oct. 20.— Fancy white, II
to 12c.; No. 1.10 to He; fancy amber, 9 to
10c. ; No. 1, 8 to 9c ; fancy dark, 8 to 9c. Ex-
tracted, white, ."j to oHc: amber, 5c. ; dark. 4c.
Beeswax. 25 to 2Gc.
Honey is Belling fairly well, with supply up

to the demand.

Milwaukee, Wis., Oct. 19.—Fancy white,
12 to lac; No. 1, 11 to 12c ; fancy amber, 8
to 10c. Extracted, white, 5V4 to be. ; amber.
4 to 5c.; dark, 4 to 4 l-2c. Beeswax. 26 to
27c.
This market for honey is in a very fair con-

dition, and the consuming capacity Is being
enlarged. The supply is very fair, although
we think there will be room enough for fur-
ther shipments. The general quality of the
comb hooey so far is an improvement over
last season, which fact we are pleased to note,
and hope it will conllnue. more and more.

Cleveland. Ohio, Oct. 19.—Fancy white.
12H to i:ic.; No. i. U to 12c ; fancy amber. 9
to 10c. ; No. 1, 8c.: fancy dark. 7c.; No. 1. 6c.
Extracted, white. 6 to 6>4c.; amber. 5 too^c.
Beeswax. 28 to :iOc.

The demand for honey ia increasing and we
believe it will continue as the weather gets
colder. We would advise shipping white
honey, but dark is not moving sufficiently to
encourage shipments.

Buffalo, W. Y., ITov. S.—Fancy white is
moviijg briskly at lie. stray sales at 12c.,
and good to choice stock mostly at lOe ; buck-
wheat and dark honey ranges from 8 to 6c .

as to actual quail' y. The demand is excellent
for all grades of honey Extracted ranges
from 6 to 4c., with moderate sales. Beeswax
is very scarce, and strictly pure sells quickly
at 27 to 28c.; adulterated, etc., proportion-
ately lower.
Now Is the time to market honey, rather

than wait longer.

New York, IT. Y., Oct. 20.—Fancy white.
12c.; No. 1. 10 to lie ; fancy amber. 9 to
10c. : No. 1.9c.: fancy dark, 8H to 9c.; No. 1,
8to8i4c. Extracted, white. 5 to 5!4c.: amber,
4^to5c.; dark, 4c. Beeswax. 26 to 27c.
During the past two weeks the market has

not been so active, probably on account of the
warm weather. When cooler weather sets In
to stay, we expect a more active demand
again. Southern la barrels is In good demand
at 50c. per gallon. Beeswax In good demand

Minneapolis, Minn., Oct. 19, — Fancy
white. lOy, to llHc; fancy amber, 9'4 to lOo.
Extracted, white, oH to h\c.
The market could stand more goods, if de-

sirable quality. Fair demand for all grades,
but fancy meets with ready sale. Would ad-
vise shipping now.

Kansas City, Mo., Oct. 20.—Fancy white.
12c.: No. 1. 10 to lie; No. 1 amber. 8 to 10c.

:

Extracted, white. 5!4 to6c. ; amber. 5c.; dark,
4c. Beeswax. 22 to 24c.
Receipts of comb honey are large; ex-

tracted Is light.

Philadelphia, Pa., Oct. 23.—Fancy white,
l.'i to 14c ; No 1. 12c.: fancy amber, 10c.

;

No. 1. 9c.; fancy dark, 8c.; No. 1, 7c. Ex-
tracted, white, 5 to 6c.; amber, oc. ; dark, 4 to
4Hc. Beeswax, 26 to 27c.
Honey is moving very lively: our market

uses more now than any time during the year.
Beeswax in good demand; very light supply.

Boston, Mass., Oct 22. — Fancy white.
13c.; No. 1. II U) 12c.; fancy amber. 10c. Ex
traded, white, 6 to 7c.; amber, 5 to 3V4c-
Beeswax. 26c.
While ihe demand Is fair, It is not as good as

It should be at tbl:^ season; but with cold
weather we look to see a better demand.

St. Iionis, Mo., Oct. 21.—Fancy white, 11
to 12c.; amber. 9 'o lOe; dark, 7 to 8c. Ex-
tracted, white, S'-itoCc: light amber. 4^4 to
5c.: amber, 4 to 4Kc. Beeswax, choice yel-
low, 20c : prime, 25 to 25>4c.; dark, half
price.

Ban Francisco, Calif., Oct. 27.— White
comb, l-lba., IV, to 9!4c ; amber. 4 to 6c. Ex-
tracted, white, 4'-4 to 4^c.; light amber. :JH
to 'i%Q.; daik tule. 1»£ to 2!ic. Beeswax,
fair to choice, 22 to 21e
There Is a tolerably Arm market for choice

to select water white, both comb and ex-
tracted, with not much of the same offering.
In a small way on local account higher rales
than are quotable are realized. Dark grades
fail to receive any special attention, despite
the fact that such are obtainable at low fig-

ures. There Is no lack of demand for bees-
wax, and not much offering. At the same
time, wholesale buyers refuse to operate at
any advance on previous rates.

Qucstior^'Box.
In the multitude of counsellors there is

safety.—Prov. 11-14.

Rea$oii§ for lJ»ins Comb Foiiii-

elation Except for Straight
Combs.

Query 62. — Are there any reasonable

reasons for using comb foundation, except to

secure straight combs ?

If there are no such reasons, the new Mich-

igan convention no-sidewall 14-feet-to the-

pound-foundatlon will become the standard,

as one pound of it will fill from 60 to 100

more sections and be less artificial —Sdb-

SCRIBEK.

Mrs. L. Harrison—I know of none.

E. France— I don't know, as I am not

a comb-honey man.

Prof. A. J. Cook—Yes, Economy, and
full frames of comb.

Wm. McEvoy—Yes, to secure more
better-filled sections.

Jas. A. Stone— No, unless you wish to

get comb honey for exhibit.

W. G. Larrabee— Yes. It saves work
for the bees. But perhap.s the no-side-

wall foundation will do as much.

J. M. Hambaugh—Yes, in the brood-

chamber; but your foot-note presumes
to answer the straight-comb enigma in

sections.

Emerson T, Abbott—Yes ; it saves the

time of the bees in secreting the wax,
and the amount of honey it is necessary

to consume in order to produce the same.

Dr. C. C. Miller—Yes, there are other

reasons, but they would perhaps apply
equally to the no-sidewall. But that

doesn't settle whether It will become
standard.

G. M. Doolittle—If the bees accept it

as readily, if it stays in place as well,

and has as nice an appearance in the

liuisht product, the new Michigan may
prove a saving.

R. L. Taylor—Yes, there are several

other good reasons, as the better fasten-

ing of the comb in the section, the more
rapid working of it, etc. Your conclu-

sions are perhaps too hasty, anyway.

G. \V. Demaree— I think there is. Our
honey seasons—rather, "honey flows"

—

are often so short that a colony of bees

has scarely time to build and complete a
single set of ten combs while the honey-
flow lasts. Under these circumstances I

have found comb foundation a great
help.

Dr. J. P. H. Brown—Yes, sir; iwire

"reasonable reasons." A great one

—

the saving of honey to the bees In not
having to form or excrete the bulk of

wax for the comb. All the sidewall wax
will be utilized.

C. H. Dibbern—Why, yes, if used In

brood-frames, one great opject is to

secure nearly all worker-comb. This
could not be secured if there were no
sidewalls. For sections, this new Michi-
gan article may be all right.

Rev. M. Mahin—The principal advan-
tage in using comb foundation consists

in getting straight combs without the
use of separators. There is al*o some
advantage in getting an early start in

the sections. I think that bees will be-

gin work sooner in sections partly or
wholly filled with foundation, than where
no foundation is used.

J. A. Green—Yes. Bees start work
in sections better when the honey-flow is

light, fill the sections better, and finish

them sooner. Without foundation they
will often build drone-comb, which does
not look as well as worker. I see no
especial advantage, but some serious

disadvantages, in doing away with side-

walls.

Eugene Secor— I do not understand
the drift of this question. I use foun-
dation for three reasons, whether reason-
able or not : 1st, to secure strnight combs
—but that depends more upon separa-
tors than on foundation. 2nd, to secure
even combs. 3rd, to secure combs ivell

nltacht to the wood on all sides. Full
sheets secure conditions mentioned in 2
and 3.

J. E Pond—In my opinion there are
many reasons other than the one stated,

for using foundation ; but the one rea-

son that it does produce straight combs
is to me sufficient. We do not wish
drone-comb to any extent in the brood-
chamber (at least I don't). That is one
reason. The honey supply is greater
with the liberal use of foundation ; that
is another. I might amplify, but I an-
swer a plain question in a plain way.

A. F. Brown—The use of comb foun-
dation aside from the mere securing of

straight combs has many advantages.
In many instances it means the success
or failure to secure a crop. I have
never seen or tried the " no-sidewall "

foundation. The regular make, 10 or

12 square feet to the pound, suits me.
/ believe in the sideivnlls, <ind I want
Ihem. If they were made I/Id inch
deep it would suit me better ; over a six-

teenth inch deep I hardly think practi-

cal.

TOUR BEESWAX

!

UNTIL FI'KTHEK NOTICE, we will
allow 28 cents per pound for Good Yel-

low Beeswax, delivered at our office—in ex-
olianse for Subscription to the Bee Jocrsal.
for BO'iks. or anything that »ve otier for sale
la the Bee Journal. Or, 25 cIr. casta.

GEORGE W. ^ORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLa
Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

Bee-Keepcr's Guide—see page 718.
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i% Bl tm A Copy of

LU L t Succcsd'ul Kee-Keeping,
rO r r by W. Z Hutchlnsoo ;

I 11kk and our 1897 Catalog, for 2-

cent stamp, or a copy of the
Catalog for llic AttkliiK We make almost
Everyibiiig used by Bee- Keepers, and at
Lowem VrWen. 0(b

Falcon Polisht Sections
are warranted

Superior to All Others.

Don't buy cheaply and roughly made Goods.
when you can have ilie besl—«uoli as we
make.

The American Bee Keeper
[monthly, now in its 7th year]

36 Pages—50 Cents a Year.
fcAMPLE Free—Address,

THE ff.T. FALCONER MFG. CO.,

JAMESTOWN, N. T.

There's Only One Leader
in any line Others follow. We betian early, kept
at it. :ind are still inarkint: a pace. It is STAYING
that delerniines '"stayiniz qualities."

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian. Mich.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

FREE FOR A MONTH.
If you are interested In sheep In any way
you cannot afford to be without the best

and only weekly sheep paper published m
the United States.

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP ^ ^ ^
has a hobhy which Is the sheep breeder and
his Industry, first foremost and all the

time Are you interested? Write to-day

Wool Markets & Sheep, - - Chicago

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Bee - Hives, Sections, Shipping-
, Cases—everything used by bee-

a keepers. Orders filled promptly.
tSend for catalog MINIIESdTA BEE-
KEKPERS' SlIfPLV MFfi. CO., Nicollet
Island, Minneapolis, Minn.

22A.tf Chas. Mondeng. Mgr.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Beautiful Honey-Cases
Made by the A. I. Root Co., at their prices.

Becsivax Wanted.
in. H. HUNT, Bell Branch, Mlcli.

COMB FOUNDATION """"a\Xifetai..

Working Wax l^S?o7i?a- A Specialty,

At Reduced Prices dnrlne the Winter.

My IFoundation will speak for itself, and
prices are O. K. So do not fall to write for a

Catalog with prices and samples.

Beeawax taken In Exchange for Foun-
dation or any other Supplies.

GUS DITTMER,
A»I<;ilSTA, WIS.

Mee-iicepers' niotograpli.—We
have now on band a limited number of ex-

cellent photographs of prominent bee-keep-

ers—a number of pictures on one card. The
likeness of 4H of them are shown on one of

the photographs, and 131 on the other. We
will send them, postpaid, for 30 cts. a card,

mailing from the 121 kind first; then after

they are all gone, we will send the 49 kind.

80 those who order first will get the most
" faces " for their money. Send orders to

the Bee Journal ofllee.

IVcw SiibstTlbcrs for Novem-
ber and Ueecnibcr, 1.5 cts. Sec
page 004.

THE "NOVELTY" POCKET-KNIFE!

GEO. W. YORK,
CHICAGO, ILLS.

Vonr Name on the Knife.—When ordering, be sure to eay Just what Name ami
Address you wish put on the Knife.

The >fovELTY Knife Is indeed a novelty. The novelty lies in the handle. Itlenja-je
Doautifully of indestruntlble celluloid, which is as transparent as glass. Underneath tl)«

celluloid, on one side of the handle Is placed an American Bee Journal, reminder, and on the
other side, name and residence of the Subscriber.

The material entering into this celebrated knife Is of the very best quality; the bladet
are handforged out of the very finest English razor-steel, and we warrant every blade. The
holsters are made of German silver, and will never rust or corrode. The rivets are hardened
German silver wire; the linings are plate briss; the back springs of Sheffield spring steel, anC
the finish of handle as described above. It will last a lifetime, with proper usage.

Why purchase the IMoTelty Knlfel In case a good knife is lost, the chances are,
the owner will never recover it; but it the Novelty is lost, having name and address of owner,
the finder will return It; otherwise to try to destroy the name and address, wouici destroy the
knife. If traveling, and you meet with a serious accident, and are so fortunate as to have one
of the Novelties, your pocket knife will serve as as an Identifier; and in case of death, yout
relatives will at once be apprised of the accident.

How appropriate this knife Is for a Christmas. New Year or birthday present 1 Wha*.
more lasting memento could a mother give to a son, a wife to a husband, a sister to a brother,
a lady to a gentleman, or vice versa, a son to a mother, a husband to a wife. abrothertoasUte?
or a gentleman to a lady—the knife having the name of the recipient on one side ?

The accompanying cut gives a faint idea, but cannot fully convey an exact represents^
tlon of this beautiful knife, as the " Novelty " must be seen to be appreciated.

now to Get this Valuable Knife.-We send Itpostpalil. for$l. .or give It as k
Premium to the one sending us three new Subscribers to the Bee JotmNAi. (with JS.OOV
and we will also send to each new name a copy of the Premium Edition of the book '• Bees anS
Hone- " We club the Novelty Knife with the Bee Journal for one year, both for 11.90

liiiy Mame and Address Put on the Knife.
OE0B6E W. TORE & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.

T>ADANT'S t FOUNDATION

BEESWAX WANTED,
BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS-
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An Old Illinois Bee-Keeper in California.

BT HON. J. M. HAMBAUGH.

I have been a citizen of California for over two years, as

many are aware, and I have not since written a scratch for

the good, old, faithful American Bee Journal, and I will uow
say that should kind Providence spare my good health, I will

not be so derelict in the future.

Chief among the causes of making so stupendous a change

was that of mine and wife's health. We first emigrated to

Pomona, Calif., bringing with us a carload of household goods,

or " emigrant outfit," as it was termed. Our trip was delight-

ful, and without incident of note. Of course Grand Canyon of

the Arkansas ; Salt Lake and the Temple; Leadville above

the clouds, falling snow and slush, the in the last days of

May ; Truckee, on the summit of the Sierra Nevadas, with its

40 miles of snowsheds ; Gate to the Garden of the Gods;

snow-capt mountains, etc., were incidents of great interest to

the family, and especially to the children, long to be remem-
bered.

We arrived in Pomona June 4, 1895, moved into a small

cottage, and turned ourselves over to the mercy of the land

agents, speculators, etc. Of course, we were shown their

special line of goods, and their meritorious points were elab-

orately pictured up, to the extent that was calculated to en-

trap the untutored tenderfoot, to all of which we listened

patiently, occasionally making a note of the main points, and
especially that of a financial nature. For five long weeks we
were driven far and near, and were shown hundreds of beauti-

ful orange, lemon, prune, and mlxt orchards, and a more
lovely country the 'un never shone upon. But it seemed to

me that the prices askt, with the attendant expenses, were too

much for my limited finances.

By chance, at Pomona, we fell in with a geatleman and
his wife, by the name of Andrew, who were but one week out

from Grand Island, Nebr., and by some unaccountable alEnity

we became quite close friends. Mrs. Andrew had an ac-

quaintance with whom she was in correspondence In San
Diego county, said correspondent urging them to come to that

place before purchasing property. Mr. Andrew and wife

yielded to their persuasions, and the first return mail on their

arrival bore a letter to me, urging me not to buy any property

until I came and investigated the situation, which I did at the

very earliest convenience, and found a country not so thor-

oughly settled, hence better opportunities for development.

I foiind all the natural resources here that are necessary

to make a country great— a diversified soil, calculated to suit

all kinds of mixt horticultural and agricultural pursuits ; a

thriving village of nearly 1,U(I0 souls, under city ordinance,

and an irrigation system ; a large, beautiful brick college,

costing nearly .§30,000; two-story brick school building, two

hotels, and two store buildings that would ornament a city

four times its size ; besides numerous other business houses,

churches, etc. I was kindly driven over the country by land

agents, and was very favorably imprest with the situation, to

the extent that I returned to Pomona, chartered a car, and

Mr. Andrew and myself put aboard our worldly efifects, and

billed them to this place.

We came overland in our surrey, Mr. Andrew and wife in

their one-horse buggy, a distance of nearly 125 miles. The

Hon. J. M. Hambauiih.

first day we drove 65 miles, putting up at Capistrano; it was
here we had the most trying experience since our departure

from Illinois, and which came nearly resulting in the death of

our youngest child, Louis. He was taken very severely with

croup, and were it not for the timely effects of coal oil, we
would probably have lost him.

The second night out we put up at Oceanside, and the

family for the first time were li'lled to sleep by the roar of the
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breakers upon the beach. This was a very unique experience

to thein, and as my wife exprest it, " The awful roar and dash

was sublime in the extreme."

Well, the next day about three o'clock p.m., found us in

the land of our adoption. Our carload preceded us, and we
were enabled to at once uove into a small cottage, and with-

out worrying the readers with our vicissitudes, I will picture as

best I can my present location, so that if by chance any should

come to the " Hidden Vale," they may seek the " Sunny Side

Apiary " of the Pacific Slope, under the direct supervision of

your humble servant.

Some 12 or 15 years ago, a gentleman by the name of

Merriam, in traveling over the solitudes of the new-born set-

tlements in Southern California, came into a lovely valley,

whose soil and natural advantages at once attracted and cap-

tivated his acute perceptive faculties, and in which he at once

resolved to pitch his tent. This little valley, nestling between

rugged and lofty mountains, was not at this early stage

known by any name, and Mr. Merriam christened it "Twin
Oaks" Valley. Not far from Mr. Merriam's residence are the

famous "Twin Oaks." They are very large, but a foot or

two of space between them, their branches intermingling.

They are almost identical in appearance, and are visited by

hundreds of curiosity seekers. On arrival, inquire for " Twin
Oaks." You will be told that it is five miles northwest of the

city. Should you be fortunate enough to be driven over the

route, you will pass along avenues flankt on both sides with

citrus and deciduous fruit-orchards, extensive grain-fields, fine

residences, ornamental trees, evergreens, and yards at all

times redolent with variegated flowers. Arising in the back-

ground on either side may be seen beautiful rolling foothills

and lofty mountains reaching several thousand feet in alti-

tude. When nearly four miles distant from the city you will

come to quite a lengthy but gradual ascent, and upon reach-

ing the highest point, should the atmosphere be clear, the

great Pacific Ocean can be seen toward the setting sun, and

the valley of "Twin Oaks" opens like a grand panorama far

below, stretching far back into the winding recesses of the

mountains to the north. A bird's-eye view at this point will

reveal a cottage unpretentious in appearance 300 feet below,

and possibly one-fourth of a mile distant. This cottage is ac-

companied with a barn and other out-houses, located in the

center of a newly planted orchard of prunes, apricots,

peaches, etc., while immediately around and in front of the

residence may be seen orange, lemon, palm and other useful

and ornamental trees. A hedge of cypress can be seen en-

closing the sides and front, while to the south the evidence of

the bee-crank is plainly manifest, by the rows of bee-hives

arranged with little regard to order. This is where I have

"hung «p," and struggling to stem the current of hard times,

and again do what little I can in the rank of progressive bee-

keepers.
My place is located at the extreme southern or lower end

of the valley; above me are lovely orchards; vineyards, resi-

dences, etc., and mountains on both sides covered with the

sages—a veritable paradise for bees.

And now to my report, as to what I have done in this Hue
since my debxU as a California citizen : I bought 20 colonies

of bees last B''ebruary, and moved them a distance of nine

miles to my present home. I had on hand 10 colonies I

bought the year previous. I transferred them all out of their

original hives Into the 10-frame Simplicity during the month
of March, having many of the combs to cut out of their origi-

nal frames, and transfer into the regular standard Langstroth

size. This put them back fully two weeks, and my neighbor

bee-keepers wore having swarms and extracting honey two
weeks before me. But when my bees did get down to busi-

ness, their progress was very rapid. Their surplus arrange-

ments were prepared mostly with full sheets of foundation,

and it seemed thai they drew them out like magic Into full

drawn combs, filled with honey, and then the swarming-fever

became general. I was notequipt with surplus arrangements
sufficient to increase the storage capacity in proportion to the

strength of the colonies to occupy them, hence the increase

was very large.

At the commencement of the season I had 29 colonies in

working trim, one having been robbed shortly after it was
transferred. I also requeened three colonies. My increase

was from 29 to 52 colonies, and surplus honey secured 46
cases of 120 pounds each, making 5,520 pounds, or nearly

190 pounds to the colony, spring count. This is not so bad
for the first effort of a tenderfoot Sucker, considering all

drawbacks. I also obtained nearly 100 pounds of beeswax.

More anon. San Diego Co., Calif., Oct. 20.

Queen-Rearing—Some Concise Directions.

DR. J. P. H. BROWN.

Mr. S. A. Deacon, of South Africa, on page 612, has in-

terspersed so much good humor along with his "Trials and

Troubles at Queen-Rearing," that it had a markt effect on my
"risibles." Well, it seems he went at it scientifically; his

wit( was all right; his work was honest and square ; he tried

the very latest and " up-to-date " process. True, in hatching

the cells he never got quite as far along as the cook-stove

process, the manure plan, the clam-shell improvement, and

the old sitting hen " annex." It may be that our late authors

discarded these once-highly-recommended processes.

In all probability, after Mr. Deacon gets farther along in

his " trials and troubles," his experience will pan out some-

what after that of the woman who preferred the old-time pro-

cess of getting babies to any new fangled plan.

Now, Mr. Deacon, I have been studying the history of the

hive-bee for over 30 years—have in this time not only reared

thousands of queens, but tens of thousands. Some things

about the business I have learned, and many things I don't

know. One thing I do know, that the best, most prolific and

longest-lived queens are reared in full colonies at swarming-

time. At this time the hive is literally boiling over with bees

—with young bees; and both honey and pollen are plentiful.

These are the conditions to te observed in rearing first-class

queens. You must keep your operations within the grasp of

the instinct of the bee. The more you try to bend this in-

stinct—the more you deflect it—the less your success.

In a short article like this, only a few general ideas can

be given, but they can be elaborated and reduced to practice.

In queen-rearing, there are hundreds of small details to

attend to—they have to be met at once. No books can enumer-

ate them—no solutions can be given to suit all cases. They
can only be solved and adjusted by the ready tact and practi-

cal sense of the queen-bee order.

1. The larvso should not be over 24 hours old. This is a

very important matter. Noli too much should be given the

breeding colony. The idea should be to concentrate the force

of tha colony to a few cells rather than distribute the force

over a whole frame of uncapt brood.

2. The bulk of the nurse-bees jiiit.st be young ones, if well

developt cells are wanted. Old bees make poor cells—often

fall to make any, some assertions to the contrary notwith-

standing.

3. The hive must have plenty of honey and pollen.

4. The comb containing the larv;c must have enough re-

cesses or openings beneath the larv» so there will be no ob-

structions to the building of cells.

5. The temperature must be favorable—nights warm and

pleasant.

6. Your breeding hives should not have less than four

frames, the size or area of the Langstroth. Little 4x5 boxe
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are not fit to develop No. 1 queens—neither is a pint of bees

equal to the task.

The plan for securing young nurse-bees to populate your

breeding hive may be something like the following :

First, secure the larvie, and properly prepare it and ad-

just it in a frame of old, clean comb. Place this in the hive.

Draw a frame of honey and pollen, but no eggs nor larvas,

from a strong colony ; hang this also in the hive. Draw
another frame of sealed honey, but no larviB, and put into the

hive. Shake all the bees o£f these frames first. Hang in an

empty frame or one filled with foundation for a fourth one.

Your hive has now four frames. It should have i;-.i-inch ven-

tilating holes at each end, covered with wire-cloth. Set it 20

or 30 yards from the other hives.

Go to a full colony and draw three or four frames that are

well covered with bees, and shake them in front of the hive.

The bulk of the old bees will fly back to their hive, and the

young bees you must make run into the breeding hive. Go to

other strong hives and draw more bees, and shake in front

until you get fully two quarts or more of bees in the hive.

You now have nearly all young bees. Close the entrance with

wire-cloth, and carry to a cool, dark room, and let it remain

till near dark, then carry it to its stand. It is best to set up

some obstructions in front to ward off robbers or strange bees.

In nine days from the time of forming it, cut out all

queen-cells but one. Place these in other hives prepared to

receive them. Destroy all puny cells—best to do this now,

rather than wait to destroy puny queens.

Richmond Co., Ga.

Bes-Moth or Wax-Moth—Questions Answered.

BY PROF. A. J. COOK.

The following from Mr. C. Theiimann, of Wabasha Co.,

Minn., is of special interest:

Prof. Oook :— I take the liberty to ask you some ques-

tions about the wax-moth, on which myself and other bee-

keepers cannot agree, namely ; How (in what way) do the

eggs of the wax-moth get into a colony of bees? There may
be some instances where the moth lays the eggs direct in the

hive, but I never saw any so laid, in normal colonies. I hold

that the moth lays the eggs on the pollen of the flowers, and
the bees gather them and store them with the pollen, where
they hatch as wee little worms, hardly visible to the naked
eye ; then protect themselves with a web or net of their own
fabrication, and, as they advance in regular gangs, they feed

on the larval food while they spin the nearly-matured larvae

of the bees fast to the comb which holds them. Thus crippled

they are gnawed out by the workers and thrown out of the

hive.

If the moth-worm is not molested or killed by the bees,

then when it is matered it finds a crevice or bores a hole and
goes into the pupa state, and hatches out a caterpillar ^ of

an inch long. This I understand is the wax-moth. Am I cor-

rect? If not, what is it called ?

My opponents say : Every bee-keaper knows, if any-
thing, that the wax-moth lays the eggs directly In the hive,

and only there. Kindly inform us who is right and who is

wrong.
My experience Is this : When a comb with pollen is ex-

posed to zero weather during the winter, no wax-moth will

ever hatch from it : while a comb taken from a hive and pro-

tected with a wire-screen, and put along side of the other in

summer-time will be alive with moth-worms in a very short

time, all starting from the pollen. How did the eggs get

there? You will do us a great favor by any information on
the subject. I am aware that we have different species of

moths which infest our bees and their product. One is a very

little fellow about '« of an inch long, which, with favorable

conditions, gets very numerous, on clear section honey, and
makes many little holes in the combs, so they are unfit for the

market. What is the name of this moth ? I never have se5n

it in the hives, and only on comb honey in close or sultry

rooms if left there for any length of time. There is another
large, dark, grey moth over one inch lone, with big body,

which plays havoc sometimes with weak, queenless colonies,

yes, destroys them entirely. What is the name of this moth ?

Have you ever seen pure melted wax attackt by moths?
I have not. Others claim that they have. How is this?

C. Theilmann.

I am glad to reply to Mr. Theiimann, and especially so,

as I doubt not many others are vext with the same doubts

that he is.

I do not think that he Is correct. I do not think the bee-

moth, GallerUi cereana, ever lays her eggs on the pollen in

the flowers. First, we never see her about flowers, as we cer-

tainly should If her nidus were there. Second, we never find

her eggs on the flowers, as I feel sure we would were they

placed on the anthers that bear the pollen. Third, we always

find the moths lurking or flying about where there are combs,

either in bee-hives, with bees, in empty hives or boxes with

combs, or else in bee-houses where combs are housed. As is

true of all insects, they are attracted to the spot where they

wish to lay their eggs. Here it is the combs that lure them,

for on or near the combs they are to lay their eggs. Fourth,

we know that sometimes they enter the hives to lay their

eggs, for we actually discover them in the act; hence, it is

presumable that they always do, when they are able to do so.

I have no doubt but that the bee-moth or wax-moth always

lay their eggs on the comb, or as near it as they can get.

If we leave combs in summer in a, box they will be stockt

with eggs and peopled with moth-larvfe, altho no bees have

been near them. This alone seeiis to me fatal to Mr. Theil-

mann's theory regarding the eggs being laid on the pollen in

the flowers. If the moth cannot get into the hive she will lay

her eggs close by the entrance outside. Other insects act

similarly. The potato-beetle does not always lay her eggs on

the potato leaves, but often on grass or weeds close beside the

potato-vines.

The bee-moth is doubtless attracted by some odor, the

wax, bee-bread, or something else about the comb. If possi-

ble she goes to the combs, else she lays her eggs as near to

them as she can reach. I believe this last is true, as I have

had combs attackt that could not possibly be reacht by the

moth. The eggs hatch, and if possible the larva; proceed at

once to feed on the pollen or bee-bread, tunnel the combs,

and fashion their silken runways. If the comb is not close at

hand, guided by a sense which in insects is more delicate than

we can understand from our own dull sense of smell, they

pass to the comb, and commence operations as before.

I think Mr. T. is correct. I think very severe cold—pos-

sibly a zero temperature— kills the moths In winter. Mr.

Quinby discovered this fact years ago. But combs in empty

hives, exposed to such cold, will not be safe if left exposed the

next season. The experiment Mr. T. suggests might be as

follows :

The combs taken from the hive were already stockt with

eggs or caterpillars from the eggs laid outside the hive, as

already described. The other comb had been where the moth

could not stock it with eggs. I have found two ways to keep

combs practically free from moth-larvae. First, keep them in

good, strong, vigorous colonies of bees. This rarely fails, and

almost never if the bees are Italians. Second, keep the combs

in some box several feet from any place accessible to the

moth. I do not think that combs hung so as not to touch in a

light room are likely to be much troubled.

I do not believe the bee-moth larvae feed much on the

wax. I think it is more the bee-bread or pollen. The wax is

not a perfect food, and seems so indigestible that we should

hardly think it would serve for food at all, yet the wax-moth

larvse may have become adapted even to this food. It may do

them some good, yet I think without doubt the bee-moth larvae

feed for the most part on the bee-bread. The jelly fed to the

brood may serve in part for their food. I do not thinjt that

they ever feed on pure wax. I have never known them to do

so, and am sure that pure wax could not sustain them. The
Insects usually pass the winter In the pupa state, and in the
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hives endure the rigors of the most severe climates that will

permit the bees to pass without chill or death.

The wee bee-moth figured on page 413 of my "Bee-

Keepers' Guide, or Manual of the Apiary," is not very com-

mon or injurious. The other destroyers are the Bacon bee-

tles, Tedc/jrio mo(etor, and the common Dcrmestes lardnrius.

All are described in my book. The full description of the bee-

moth with excellent illustrations are also found on page 409.

Every bee-keeper should know the full life history of this in-

sect. All know that the bee-moth will do little harm if the

bee-keeper knows his business and is prompt to do as its needs

require. Los Angeles Co., Calif.

Rearing Queens—Wintering—Laying Workers.

BY EDWIN BEVINS.

Somebody keeps punching me In the ribs, or somewhere,

so that I find it impossible to get that 20 years' nap which I

had concluded to take when I bade the readers of the Ameri-

can Bee Journal farewell, in August.

Dr. Gallup wakes me out of a comfortable snooze with

his remarks about " Establishing a Standard for Queens."

The Doctor has a pretty good idea of what a queen ought to

be able to do, but I am considerably riled because he did not

tell us how he rears such queens as the one he sold to

"Arthur." I hope the Doctor will not go dead till he has

made the matter as plain as a b c—and not for a long time

after. I mean to try my " prentice" hand at rearing a few

queens myself, next season.

Then that South African Deacon could not be content till

he had gotten everybody to guessing why Doolittle, Heddon,

Slmmins, and the rest, tell us to take away all of the brood

when we give a colony a batch of cell-cups. I can only guess

that they tell us to take away all of the brood because of the

possibility that we may leave some unsealed brood, and that

the bees may neglect the cups and endeavor to rear queens

from it. But then I do not pretend to know anything about

it. The queen-rearers named are of age, and will, in due

time I presume, speak for themselves.

A third prod with another stick in the hands of C. P.

Dadant waked me up some more. I have wintered my bees

for several years very much in the way recommended by him,

and with perfect success. It will be observed that I am in

about the same latitude. Instead of the lattice made of lath

and strings, I make outside cases of boards removable in sum-

mer. Mr. Dadant objects to these on account of their cost

and the room required to store them when not in use. I do

not consider them very expensive where lumber good enough

can be bought, as here, for one cent per square foot. Any-

body can make them who can use a handsaw and hammer. I

would not hesitate to use them to the extent of two or three

hundred. One can store them in the apple orchard or the calf

. pasture, with the sky for a covering, and they will keep just

as long as unpainted hives which a good many use, and some

prefer to use. But if I were to make many more than a hun-

dred of them, I would make them so that the two sides and

the one end would be easily separable, and then they could be

stored in little space.

I use the covers to theso outer cases for shade-boards to

my hives in hot weather.

Again am I called upon to dispose of a laying worker. He,

she or it has been numerous with me this season. But I have

found a way at last to beat him or her or it every time. I had

some colonies that failed to develop queens after swarming.

Then I tried giving a laying queen in the usual way, but they

were not accepted. Then I gave frames of unsealed brood,

and the bees would not rear a queen. Then droue-brood be-

came quite plentiful in the hives, and the bees seemed to bo

masters of the situation. Then I made some two-frame

nuclei, gave each a good laying queen, and set the hives down
close by the hives containing the laying workers. Occasion-

ally I take a frame from the laying worker hive and put it

into the nucleus hive. Whin about half removed, I set the

laying-worker hive over the nucleus hive with a newspaper

The thing works like a charm, and I go to oed nights now
feeling that I am master of the situation.

But what does all this hullabaloo about bees and honey

amount to when the comb honey producer has to take less

than 10 cents a pound net for his product?

Decatur Co., Iowa, Oct. 3.

More About Improved Queens.

BY DR. E. GALLUI'.

Now, then, Gallup has something about queens. Here In

California many of the people hive a small swarm that they

pick up in a retail cracker-box. It is 9 inches wide, 9 inches

high, and 10 inches long, inside measure. Now you can

readily see that in a series of years or generations of bees

kept ou that line we have cracker-box swarms, cracker-box

queens, and a cracker-box is the full capacity of such queens.

What I wish to know is, are you fully satisfied with that class

of queens? Now, if in a series of generations you can deter-

iorate or run down to said capacity, are you sure that if you

adopt a different policy you cannot in a series of generations

increase the longevity of both queens and bees until they

have a capacity to fully occupy a common barrel instead of a

cracker-box ? I, for one, know it can be done. I am using S-

frame Langstroth hives because bees in them will sell just as

readily as larger hives.

Now, when I have a queen that will fully occupy 16

combs in 21 days, you can readily see that we have to run

that hive at least 4 stories high in order to give the bees any-

where near room enough. When we get one queen of that

class cannot we rear another one like her? We certainly

can, if we go to work in the right direction. But I would not

wish to start with a cracker-box queen. I would prefer to

start with a queen from a man that advocates and uses large

hives ; and then in a few generations we could reasonably ex-

pect improvement instead of deterioration.

September 20 I had a small cracker-box swarm come to

me, and on the 21st another. lean make good colonies of

them by giving sealed brood and a good queen. All the

swarms that have come to me (some 10) have been exceed-

ingly small, only from one to three quarts of bees—cracker-

box swarms—wiih the exception of one Italian swarm, and

that was a good one, and had a 16-frame queen. She filled

16 frames in the 21 days, and the bees built all the combs in

that time except one frame of foundation. I have queens of

ray own rearing every whit as good, but not quite as beauti-

fully markt Albinos. I was from home when they came, and

the boys said they came out of one of the Albino colonies, but

on examination I found that they did not; neither did they

come from any other colony in my yard, so I was puzzled to

know where tuey did come from. But afterwards I found

that a neighbor two miles north, lost an Italian swarm about

that time. He obtained the queen from a man in Michigan,

whom all know, so you see others besides Gallup rear prolific

queens, and the bees are extra-good honey-gatherers.

This man, Mr. Paxton, uses small hives. The bees

swarmed out and he hived them and set them in the hot sun ;

In a couple of hours they came out and he hived them

again, and on going to look at ti.em at night they were

gone. He then went and lookt at the old hive, found about a

pint of bees, a small patch of brood about as large as his

hand, and the balance of the combs filled solid full of honey.

Here was a case where a queen was compelled to leave for

want of room. There were no queen-cells or unsealed brood.
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When the young bees are sporting in front of that hive, they

look almost transparent ; their abdomens are pure yellow, ex-

cept a small brown spot just at the tip. This demonstrates

what I am trying to prove, that is, bees can be improved in

looks and still keep up and improve all their other good quali-

ties at the same time.

If large hives are not desirable, why did Quinby advocate

and use them ? Why do Hetherington, Dadant, and others,

use them ? Now do not say that they may work well in some

localities and not in others. Neither expect a cracker-box

queen to work successfully in a barrel hive, or vice versa. If

you use large hives, use a queen to match, and you are all

right, and that they can be reared I am positive. What has

been done can be done again, only go at it in the right

manner.

The queen above mentioned ought to have had a 16-

frame Langstroth hive, and three stores high, providing we
were going to run her for honey. Then ventilate sufficiently

at the bottom, and they could be workt without swarming.

This is not theory, but actual experience.

Orange Co., Calif.

Peddling Hooey Made Easy—Good Suggestions

By DAN WHITE.

I told you in my last article that I had about 7,000
pounds of extracted honey, and expected to sell every pound
of it near home, and promist to report later on how I got

along, so I will tell you about my experience in new territory.

You see, I must reach out further than ever before, so I

decided to try a place 20 miles away—a place of about 5,000
people; so one morning I packt my grip and took two Im-
pound cans of honey, and started out. About all I had in my
grip was a good supply of honey leaflets, and 50 postal cards
addrest to myself.

I got into the town just before dinner-time ; and after

eating a good meal at a boarding-house, I filled my pockets
with leaflets and took one honey-can and commenced business.

I started down a street and did not miss calling at every
house. After ringing the bell, or rapping, a lady would open
the door and look at me with more or less suspicion. I would
say, "I made the call to ask you if your family were fond of

honey."
They generally answered yes, but believed they would not

buy any.
" Well," I would answer, " but I am not selling honey to-

day. 1 am giving it away, and should be glad to give you
some in a sauce-dish."

Some would look astouisht, others would smile and say,
" That's funny ;" butincueri/ instance I was invited in. I

would pour out the honey, then hand out a leaflet, telling

them to read every word of it. " You will find it very inter-

esting ; it will tell you all about honey—how and why we ex-
tract it, etc. Then here is a postal addrest to me ; and should
you decide to want a 12-pouijd can, put your name, street and
number on the card ; drop it in the office ; and when I deliver
in about 10 days, you will get a can of honey."

Well, there were enough cards put in the mail within five

days to take 30 cans of honey. I promptly made the delivery
on time, taking along 20 extra cans, that sold about as fast

as I could hand them out ; and since then I have received
orders for 50 more cans from the same town. I tell you, it

has got all over town that a honey-man had been there selling

real honey, 12 pounds for one dollar. I am certain this one
place will take over 2,000 pounds, all in one-gallon cans.

Now, then, IS pounds of honey given away from house to

house ; 50 postal cards, 200 leaflets left at houses and handed
to people on the street, and one day walking over a very small
portion of the town, has found a place for at least 2,000
pounds of honey. Then think what I can do next season,
should I secure a good crop. All I have to do is to take a big
load and go up there and hand it out. By the way, the honey
sold there, was thrown out of clean, white combs, over every
inch of whose surface the uncapping-knife had to go. It

weighed strong 12 pounds to the gallon—just as good as the
best comb honey, only it was out of the combs. Of course, I

can go back just as often as I choose
;
yes, and the people will

all be glad to see me.—Gleanings.

MM;

Report of the Utah Couveutiou.

BT J. B. FAOG.

The Utah Bee-Keepers' Association held their semi-annual
meeting at Salt Lake City, Oct. 5. Pres. Lovesy called the
meeting to order, and the Secretary then read the minutes of

the last meeting, and also the financial report, all of which
was approved.

Tlie Pre§idenl's Aiiiiiial A<ldre§s.

Foul Brood Law.— While we are pleased to congratu-
late our bee-keeping friends that we meet under favorable
conditions, still we have much yet to accomplish. After a
long, hard struggle we now have one of the best foul-brood

laws in the United States. Through the will of the bee-keep-
ers it cau be made to protect every bee-keeper and every col-

ony of bees in the State, if necessary ; and our bee-keepers
in every county should interest themselves to get the law in

force, and keep it in practical operation as long as there is a
vestige of disease in the State.

Spraying.—The spraying question, which has caused
much agitation and considerable loss to bee-keepers and fruit-

growers, now seems to be favorably settled here. No coddling-
moth ever did lay its eggs in the blossoms. Any person can
prove this if he will take the blossoms, fruit, and larvae into

the greenhouse. If the temperature is kept up to 60^ or
more, the moth will hatch out and lay its eggs on the fruit,

but not on the blossoms.

Marketing.—One of the subjects which seems to be agi-

tating the minds of many of our bee-keepers at present is the
marketing of our bee-products. In union is strength, but the

lack of it among our bee-keepers seems to be the cause of

much loss aud trouble. Some are almost giving away their

products, and it is a sourceof annoyance to all. It is deplora-

ble when we realize that it is for the want of unibn, and a
lack of interest iu each other's welfare. It might be differ-

ent. The Savior once said, " I would have gathered you to-

gether as a hen gathereth her chickens under her wings, but
ye would not."

The Langstroth Monument.—Shall he have one? As
bee-keepers should we not wake up in this matter? Is there
not enough gratitude in our midst? Are we not generous
enough to build a suitable monument to the father of the bee-

industry in our country? And while he was a great bee-

keeper, we all know that he was a good man ; would it not be
a burning shame to leave his last resting-place unmarkt ? I

sincerely hope that the effort to erect the monument may soon
be crowned with success. We must contribute our mite.

E S. Lovesy.

The foul brood law was then read and approved.
Mr. H. C. .Jorgenson, of Juab county, spoke of the bee-

industry in his county. He said that the bees had not done
as well there this year as they had done some other years. He
said that his bees some years averaged over 75 pounds to the

colony, but this year they had not stored over 45 pounds. He
reported that foul brood was nearly stampt out iu Juab
county, and also spoke at some length on the sources from
which the bees gather honey there.

Secretary Fagg spoke on the subject of wintering; also

of crowding the queens out of laying-room, and how to avoid

it by giving them frames of foundation. He also spoke of

marketing the honey crop, and said it should be put up in the

best shape possible.

Mr. F. Schach spoke of the diSereDce in the working
qualities of bees, saying that some would store large amounts
of honey while others, under the same conditions, would
hardly do anything.

Mr. J. Terry spoke of the different qualities of honey pro-

duced by the bees. He said that while the bees should have
proper ventilation, they should be protected through the win-

ter. Several other members spoke on the wintering of bees

and on the marketing of the products.

Mr. Heywood said, as a rule, the bees in his locality had
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done well this season ; while they had uot swarmed much they
had gathered lots of honey, and are In good condition for

wintering. 3

Mr. Barrows said the experience'of bee-men was much the
same ; that his best colony stored 264 pounds, while others
did not yield much. He also spoke of his experience in win-
tering, and that he kept his colonies strong by examining the
brood-chamber and supplying the queen with frames and
foundation. He reported that this had not been an average
year with him, his bees having averaged only 15(.) pounds,
which was only >bout half the amount they stored some
seasons.

A letter was read from Jas. Hacking, saying that his

bees had done well this year. He had 180 colonies, old and
new, and his crop of honey was 27,500 pounds, an average
of nearly 153 pounds. He said that there were 2,950 colo-
nies of bees in the county, but while all of them had uot done
as well as his, many of them had, or very nearly so.

Pres. Lovesy reviewed some of the remarks offered. He
spoke on the wintering problem, and said that it was one of
the most complicated problems of the Industry ; that a large
colony of bees generated considerable heat, for this reason the
bees must be kept dry, especially in winter; that while pro-
tection Is good, the bees must not be sealed up air-tight, for
In that condition they are liable to smother, or die from the
foul air. He advised bee-keepers to give the queens laylng-
room, see that the bees have an abundance of stores for win-
ter, and to keep all colonies strong at all times. If there Is

any secret to success. It Is always in having strong colonies.
Himself and Mr. Bouck had sent samples of honey to the
Nebraska State Fair, and had obtained first and second pre-
miums. Our Nebraska friends treated them very kindly, and
invited them to come again.

On motion of Mr. Heywood, a committee of three were
appointed to represent Utah at the Trans-Mississippi Exposi-
tion at Omaha next year. The committee are E. S. Lovesy,
Joshua Terry, and Jno. B. Fagg.

The meeting then adjourned till April, 1898.
J. B. Fagg, Sec.

BEEDDM BOILED DOWN-

Bee-Lice.—In an aggravated case where the use of
tobacco-smoke failed to rout the bee-louse in two colonies, ex-
periments were made upon single bees, and naphthalin was
found the most efficient remedy, killing the lice in a short
time without Injuring the bees.—Pfaelz, Bzt. Fortunately
bee-lice do not seem to flourish In this coiinijry, but it may be
well to know how to meet them should they ever apply for
naturallzation]papers here.

Scotch Heather.—The question having been raised
in Gleanings whether the heather plant had ever been grown
In this country, Mrs. Lambrigger avers that there is no mis-
take about it, quoting such good authorities as Peter Hender-
son and Gray's Manual to back up the assertion that it has
been naturalized at Tewkesbury, Mass., Cape Elizabeth,
Maine, and also in Nova Scotia and Newfoundland. CiiUxma
vulrjarlx and Erica cinerca are both terms that do duty as
botanical -names for the common heather.

Weight ol Sections.—"This :jyear 17,728 1%
sections averaged 14.41 oz. each, against an average last

year of 15.088 oz The variation in the weight of finisht
sections this year was very great. The lightest case of 12
sections was SX lbs., and the heaviest case 12?f lbs. Of
course, the lightest section of the lightest case and the heav-
iest section of the heaviest case were still farther apart. It

hardly seems right to sell such sections by the piece."—Stray
Straws, In Gleanings. The editor of Gleanings, however,
stoutly maintains that selling sections by the piece is all right,
at least " Insomo localities."

'Winter.Passasres in Combs.—O. M. Doollttle
Is askt In Gleanings, page 774, whether it Is well to have holes
made In brood combs so the bees can readily pass through and
thus avoid being loft to chill In little clusters outside the
brood-nest. He refers to the fad for that sort of thing some
years ago, when among other things holes were bored through
the center of the combs by means of a square stick, a hole
being bored In the side of the hive to allow the stick to be
pusbt through, the last survivor of the fad beiug Hill's device,

and says he thinks there Is no benefit in anything of the kind.
He found that bees would die within half an inch of the holes,

also that the little knots of dead bees found on the outer
combs were only after the first contraction of the main cluster
from the cold, subsequent expansions and contractions not re-

sulting in the death of fresh knots, so he concludes that these
bees die, not because they have been caught by the cold away
from the cluster, but because they are bees ready to die of
old age, instinctively leaving the cluster, and hindered from
leaving the hive by the cold, they do the next best thing, and
congregate in their dying hour on the outer combs.

Spoiling the Market.-Dan White makes an
earnest plea in Gleanings against spoiling the market for ex-
tracted honey by throwing unripe stuff upon it. Even bee-

keepers with large apiaries are spoiling the market for them-
selves and others by selling unripe honey. Such being the
case, it Is little wonder we hear so much about poor markets,
especially for extracted honey. Those who care to establish

a permanent set of customers for their honey will do well to

pasteup on the looking-glass this sentence of Mr. White

:

" Don't forget that very few people get tired of good, first-

class honey; and above all, remember that almost anyone
will tire of poor, thin, unripe honey."

The ^cw-Old Section and Separator.—
The senior Root has neglected his turnip patches and hot-beds
long enough to make one of his periodic excursions into the
region of beedom, lured thither by the sight of the new sec-

tion and separator. He gives to some extent the history of

the development of the section and separator, and declares
there Is not a new feature about the new section with Its four
plain sides of equal width throughout (how could there be in

a section as complicated as a dry-goods box ?), nor yet in the
fence-like separator, only that we have just awaked to the
proper appreciation of the combination, and he is enthusiastic
over Its simplicity and utility, believing it must rapidly super-
sede all other styles.

Grading' Honey by Pictures.—A. I. Root is a
great man for pictures, and in bequeathing an assortment of

his various characteristics to his son, Ernest, the love of pic-

tures was not omitted. And now the said son proposes to use
pictures to aid in grading honey. Appoint a committee at the
next meeting of United States Bee-Keepers' Union to select

representative sections of the different grades, say four sec-

tions In each grade, the four ranging from the best to the
poorest admissible in that grade, photograph them, then print
half-tone pictures on cards, the four sections of one grade,
life-size, on each card with the proper name attacht. With a
card'of each grade before him, the grader would be to some
extent in the position of one who had the sections themselves
before him to compare with. The Idea Is well worth trying,

we think.

Bees Oathering Wax.—A correspondent of Glean-
ings suggested the plan of furnishing beeswax to bees in the
form of small scraps, in order to save the time of the bees and
the honey used to secrete the wax. He was answered that
the most economical way was to furnish the wax In the form
of foundation. But the editor admitted that bees do gather
wax in dull seasons, evidently referring to the bits of wax
that bees scrape from old combs or the like, carrying it into

the hive on their legs. At this the " stray straw " man mixt
in, saying he had some evidence that not a particle of such
wax was ever used for comb building, but only as a substitute
for or in combination with propolis. The editor thinks he
has evidence to the contrary, aud as a last word cites the fact

that in dull seasons, or when the honey-flow is moderate, the
bees almost invariably build combs heavier than when honey
comes with a rush.

A PJe'w Binder for holding a year's numbers of the
American Bee Journal, we propose to mall, postpaid, to every
subscriber who sends us 20 cents. It Is called " The Wood
Binder," Is patented, and is an entirely new and very simple
arrangement. Full printed directious accompany each Binder.
Every reader should got it, and preserve the copies of the Bee
Journal as fast as they are received. They are Invaluable for

reference, and at the low price of the Binder you can afford to

get It yearly.

Every Present Sul»scriber of the Bee Journal
should bo an agent for it, and got all others possible to sub-
scribe for It. See offers on page 733.
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COtronCTED BT

DR. C. O. idXLLER. AtAREKGO. ILL,

[QueatloDS may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direct.]

..OSS or mating Quccn§—Liglit Brood Foiindalion
-3 or S Banded Bcc«—Planting for Honey.

1. I keep my bees in the city. I lost 50 per cent, of my
queens the past season on their bridal trips, and I attributed
the loss of such a large percentage to the river. It is my opin-
ion the queen and drone, when they meet, fall to the water
and drown. Is my theory correct ?

2. I will make 50 hives for my Increase next year. I

have now at the sawmill to be drest, l.OOO feet of juniper
plank. It is the lightest and most durable wood grown in

the South. Do you think light foundation for the brood-
chamber will answer ? and for 50 10-frame Hoffman hives,

how many pounds of light foundation will ft take, using full

sheets?
3. What is your opinion of the difference in 3 and 5

banded bees? I am going to try 5 bands one more year, and
if they do no better than in the past, I will replace with 3
bands ?

4. I can rent land in this section at from S3.00 to $5.00
per acre. Would it pay to rent and plant honey-producing
plauts for the bees? If so, what would you advise me to

plant? The land is one mile from the city, is poor land, and
would need a fertilizer to produce much vegetation.

North Carolina.

Answers.— 1. It is quite possible you are right, altho the
loss seems very heavy from that cause alone.

2. Light brood foundation will be all right if your frames
are well wired. It runs eight sheets to the pound, so for 50
10-frame hives it will take 62J^ pounds, more or less, for it

does not run of exact weight.
3. Taking them all in all, I doubt whether you are likely

in genera! to get anything better in 5 bands than in 3, altho
there is much difference, and some 5-banders may be as good
as any of the 3-banders.

4. I don't believe you can get your money back on it for

honey alone. If sweet clover has value in your region as a

forage plant, then you might do well to invest. It would
probably do without fertilizers, and would act upon the land
somewhat as a fertilizer.

Two t|ueens in a Hire— Bitter Honey—Balled
Queens.

1. I opened one of ray hives having an Italian colony, the
other day, and in looking over the frames I found two queens.
Why were there two queens in that hive ?

2. Does honey-dew make bitter honey ? I got a nice crop
of honey this season, and it was all bitter.

3. In looking over the frames of one of my colonies I

found that the bees had balled one of my fine tested queens,
which they killed at once. The queen was young and prolific,

having the frames filled with eggs and brood. I introduced
another one, which they killed in the same way. Why did

they kill the queens ? and what would be best to do with the
colony ? Virginia.

Answers.— 1. The probability is that the bees have
reared a young queen to take the place of the old one, and it

happens in a good many cases that the old queen Is left for

some time after the advent of her royal daughter. It is not
so very unusual to find mother and daughter laying on the
same comb. But you will probably find that the mother will

disappear in a short time.
2. It is not specially bitter, but of dark color and usually

of disagreeable taste. The bitter honey probably came from
special flower. It is barely possible that the honey will im-
prove with age.

3. It isn't easy to say in all cases why bees ball their own
queen. Generally, however, it is from fright. It is very

probable that you were yourself to blame for the death of the
first queen. You say she was balled and killed at once. When
bees ball their own queen, indeed when Ihey ball any queen,
they are not likely to kill her at once, but keep her impris-
oned, and ii they kill her at all It will be after balling her till

she is worn out. But if the bee-keeper attempts to pull apart
the ball and forcibly remove the queen, she is very likely to

be stung to death. Upon opening a hive I have a good many
times found the bees in the act of balling the queen, but in

such case I close the hive as quickly as possible and leave the
bees to themselves, and the next day the queen will be found
laying all right. If for any reason you want to get a queen
away from a ball of bees, don't try to pull her away by force,

but steadily blow smoke upou the ball till all the bees let go
and try to get out of the way. Bo careful not to blow hot

smoke on the ball, for that will make them sting the queen at
once, but if you have a hot-blast smoker hold it far enough
from the ball so the bees will not feel the heat.

If the bees have been queenless for a number of weeks,
the best thing is to unite them with some other colony, altho

they will not be of much use anywhere if they are very old.

If the loss of the queen is a recent occurrence, and the colony
is strong, and you have no need of the bees to strengthen any
other colony, just let It alone till next spring and then give it

brood and eggs from which to rear a queen.

A Case of Balled Queen.

For pleasure and experiment I have an observation hive
which holds one Langstroth frame. Early in September I

killed the black queen and the next day inserted three Italian

queen-cells. These hatcht Sept. 10. I removed the darkest
and kept the yellowest queen. I happened to witness her
"bridal trip " Sept. 22 ; she began laying a few days later,

but before she began I took out the old frame, because there
was no honey and no brood, and put in a frame with plenty

of brood, and the rest honey sealed over. The honey began
to go, and so I began to feed. After about a week of feeding
I noticed one day (Oct. 24) quite a solid bunch of bees at a
certain point. I watcht it in the afternoon. I saw the queen
in the center, as she had slowly workther way to the glass. X

saw by the way they hugged her that something was up, and
that they were probably trying to "ball" her. I took the
frame out, and still they hung together in a solid bunch. I

finally liberated her, and she fell to the bottom of the hive
;

the bees then jumpton her as if she were a stranger, and
fought her as I have seen them when a strange queen goes to

a hive-entrance. I secured her and put her into a queen-cage
in the hive. The hive is quite full of bees and some brood.

They are storing away the honey and sugar lam feeding;
they gather a little honey and pollen every morning.

Were they " balling" her, or trying to protect her from
some enemy ? Why ball a young laying queen? Did they
think she was laying out of season? or what was wrong?
Would you liberate her now, or keep her caged longer?

They commenced to ball the queen in the morning, and it

was 4 o'clock before we liberated her. The books I have
seem to be silenton the subject. Doctor.

Answer.—By referring to the answer to "Virginia's"
questions in this department this week, you will find a pretty

full answer to your question. The probability is that the

bees balled the queen to protect her, and not at ail because
she was laying out of season. Better liberate her, and it

might be well to take the precaution to liberate her as you
would on introducing a queen, that is, allowing the bees to

eat away the candy in the cage to liberate her.

Honey as Food is the name of a 24-page pamphlet,
3 J^xS 5-4 inches, which we are now printing for general dis-

tribution among those who should be users of honey. It is

just the thing for bee-keepers to hand to «very one of their

customers, and also to those whom they would like to have as

customers. It is very handy in size—just right to go into an
ordinary business envelope. It contains 12 illustrations, five

of which are somewhat comic, and help to make it attractive.

There is a blank space for your name and address. About
}4 of the pamphlet was written by Dr. Miller, and then we
added thereto many new and valuable honey recipes—for

cooking and for medicinal purposes. In all, it makes a neat
Utile pamphlet. Send name and address and we will mail you
a sample of " Honey as Food."

Prices for quantities, postpaid—25 for 30 cents; 50 for

50 cents ; 100 for 85 cents : 200 for SI. 40. By express,

not prepaid, 500 for $3.00; 1,000, $5.00.
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Editorial CQn)n}cr)i^^

Kind Virords of Svnipatliy havs corao to us from
many of our subscribers, upon the death of our dear baby,
Oct. 27. As it is impossible for us to write to each kind
friend a personal letter, we talfe this opportunity to sincerely

thank all who have been so thoughtful, and have so sympa-
thetically exprest themselves in tender words. We wish to

assure all that such expressions are greatly appreciated by us.

Tlie Xortli^ivestern Convention was held last

week Wednesday and Thursday, as per announcement, but
owing to the railroads declining to sell excursion tickets to Chi-

cago from Nov. 2 to the 13th, as previously advertised, of

course the attendance was not as large as anticipated, but the
Interest was all right. Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin, Indiana,
Iowa, Ohio and Nebraska were represented. The following
were elected as permanent officers after the adoption of a
constitution :

President, Dr. C. C. Miller; Vice-President, Hon. E. Whit-
comb

; and Secretary-Treasurer, George W. York.

A shorthand report was taken, which we intend to pub-
lish Immediately after the Buffalo convention report, which
we now expect to begin next week.

Koul Brood on tlie Increase.—Editor Root,
In Gleanings for Nov. l,has this to say regarding the dread
disease of foul brood ;

We are receiving, almostdaily, suspected samples of brood
which WB are requested to diagnose. In nine cases out of ten
they prove to be foul brood. To-day (Oct. 20) I opened a
sample of one of the worst cases I have ever seen. The odor
from a colony affected would be sulliclently strong, I think, so

that it could be detected several yards from the apiary. At
all events, it was the " loudest "-smelling sample I ever came
across. This almost daily receipt of samples of affected brood
from all parts of the country is alarming.

I have already found where this disease is making head-
way in portions of the United States that have more colonies
and more bee-keepers to the square mile, I believe, than any
other place in this country. In fact, the disease is apparently
starting up all over the land, and it will need some vigorous
measures and some good legislation to keep the disease in

check. I would suggest that, in those States where there Is

no foul-brood law, bee-keepers send in a big petition to their
next general assembly, asking for the needed legislation.

A foul brood inspector (N. E. France) has been appointed
for Wisconsin. A law was recently enacted ; and with the
State back of him the inspector proposes to make a clean
sweep of the State.

The good work done by Foul Brood Inspector McEvoy, of
Canada, is too well known to need mention, and now the
Canadian bee-keepers are practically masters of the disease.

We on this side of the line cannot afford to let it got the
start of us. Nearly all of the text-books on apiculture give
good methods of treating the disease.

We wish to second the excellent suggestions offered by

Mr. Root in the foregoing. It would be a good thing, too, if

every bee-keeper would read up on the disease, so as to be

able to spot it at once, should it attack his own apiary.

OverstocUing' in Vork State.—Look out for a

Klondike rush toward the region of Jefferson Co., N. Y. The
editor of Gleanings, after reporting what big yields of honey

he had found upon a trip through the State of New York,

warned off all intruders by saying the ground was already

overstockt. Now comes J. F. Petrie, who says that the

opposite is the case in his locality, where he has wholesaled

at 40 cents a quart extracted honey bought at Medina, and a

neighbor woman reports a colony increast to nine in one sea-

son by natural swarming. He closes by saying: "I believe

there are excellent localities here for the location of apiaries,

and will answer inquiries from any one interested who will

inclose a stamp." Now it will be Just like some people to

wonder whether Mr. Petrie may not be distantly related to

some real e*tat9 agent.

*-'-»-

Knows tbe Ear-Marks.-The editor of Gleanings

has been making a study of ears, and thinks he recognizes the

one who does the "boiling" of the other bee-papers for our

" Beedom Boil-jd Down" department, by certain cicatrices on

his auricular appendages. You may be right, Mr. Root, but

remember there's more than one specimen with big ears.

•»-'-*

Getting: People into Bee-Keeping:. — Mr.

John A. Pease, of California, in the Pacific Bee Journal, has

something to say about the low price of honey, and a good

deal more against inducing people to embark in the pursuit of

bee-culture. Here are his ideas as set forth in the article re-

ferred to :

In the September number of the PaciBc Bee Journal, In

my article on the present low price of honey, I took the posi-

tion that it was caused by the glowing reports of enormous
crops of honey being produced all over the country, creating

the idea in the mind of the public that the supply was far in

excess of the demand, and causing people to hold off from
buying, hoping to get lower prices later on ; also causing some
weak-kneed producers to offer their product at even less than
the cost of production, thus demoralizing the market. I am
also glad to see that several others—abler writers than myself
—have taken the alarm, and are protesting against such fool-

ish action, for althoit is too late to do us any good this year,

yet I hope it may prevent people from making the same blun-

der In the future.

But there is another cause that is oven more disastrous in

its consequences, because it is far more reaching ; fur while

this is only temporary In its results, reaching through one
year only, that has been going on for years until it has
brought down the pu'sent to less than one quarter the former
price. I refer to the practice of nearly, or quite all, of the
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bee-papers and bee-books, and many bee-keepers, of holding
out to the public the idea, that, for the capitai invested, bee-

keeping is the most profitable business that a man can enter
Into; and trying to persuade "the butcher, the baker, and
the candlestick maker," and all others, to go into it. It is not
strange that the supply dealer, or even the publishers of the
bee books and papers, should do this, because the more bee-

keepers there are the greater demand it makes for their

wares; but, it is passing strange that bee-keepers can't see

that every new recruit that enters the ranks is a new rival

that will take away a share of their profits.

I know that bee-keepers are, as a class, inclined to be
free-hearted, and like to see others prosper as well as them-
selves ; and this is right. I believe in unselfishness, and in

doing all in my power to help my neighbor, and if he wishes
to engage in bee-keeping it is his right to do so; and if he
needs any assistance I will give it freely, even tho I know that

every pound he puts upon the market prevents me from selling

a pound. But if be asks my advice about embarking in the

business, I will tell him frankly and candidly that he had bet-

ter keep out of it; and I believe that I would be just as un-

selfish in giving such advice as in assisting him if he was in

the business and needed my assistance; for the business is

already overdone, and in nine chances out of ten Ue would be

disappointed and lose his time, if not all the money that he
put into it, for it is a fact that ninety out of every hundred
that engage in the business make a failure ot it, and nine out
of the other ten only make a partial success ; so I think that

it is not only for our own interests, but it is an actual kind-
ness to others, to use all our influence to keep them from en-

gaging in an enterprise in which the chances are largely

against their succeeding. John A. Pease.

Surely the foregoing is passing strange when its author

puts forth a claim to "unselfishness." He might as well say

that if a new man goes into wheat raising, that will make the

market just so much more overloaded for the producers

already in- the field. Therefore, no one should encourage peo-

ple to go into wheat growing. Or, it is a kindness to discour-

age any one from planting orchards, for every bushel of apples

or other fruit grown by the newcomer will displace a bushel

produced by those already in the fruit-growing business !

Strange arguments, indeed.

While we do not believe in holding out the hope to the

prospective bee-keeper that bee-culture competes successfully

with the newly-discovered Klondike in its golden results, still

we do believe that if a man wishes to try to better his condi-

tion, and thinks he can by industry, study, and close applica-

tion, make a success of keeping bees, you may be sure that

we would be the last man to advise him to "stay out," or

" keep off the grass." No, sir, we are not built that way, and

we don't take any stock in the argument that the few pounds

that a beginner produces is going to displace the crops of the

experts or materially affect the market price of honey. And,

besides, if nine-tenths of them make a failure of the business,

why be so afraid of their competition ?

Another thing, every leader in bee-culture to-day was

once a beginner—once ran the risk of getting into the nine-

tenths failure crowd. Of course, the Doolittles, the Dadants,

the Millers, the Elwoods, the Hetheringtons, the Mclntyres,

yes, and the Laugstroths, should all have been strangled be-

fore their bee-keeping infancy began, in order to be in line

with the arguments of the Peases, and a few others who are

so " unselfish " that they can't rest easy when they see a poor

fellowman put forth an honest endeavor to gather in some if

earth's wasting sweetness !

Wo are more and more reaching the conclusion that if

some of the time now devoted to whining about low prices of

honey were Invested in an honest effort to extend its consump-

tion, there would soon be no time left for whining. We are

endeavoring to do our part toward helping to increase the

demand for pure honey, and sincerely believe that the field Is

practically unlimited. Why, there are millions of people in

our cities that never have tasted pure bees' honey. They

don't know anything about its healthfulnessand deliciousness.

They have been trying to make themselves believe that the

mlxt-up glucose slops, put up by the adulterating devils, Is

red/ /io)ici/, and many of the consumers are fearing to buy,

lest they get the disgusting glucose mess in place of the

genuine article.

Talk about over-production of honey, with 70,000,000

people In this country, and not one-half of them ever tasting

pure honey ! Why, it's the rankest kind of nonsense. Dr.

Miller had over 17,000 pounds of honey this year, and sold it

all in one lump, at a good price. Suppose he had secured

twice as much, do you think he would have had to beg for a

buyer ? No, sir ; he would have shipt the 34,000 pounds just

as promptly as the 17,000, and at the same price.

It will be some time ere we can be induced to believe that

too much of the nicest comb or extracted honey is being pro-

duced. We know there is too much of an inferior grade,

indifferently put upon the market, but there Is no law prevent-

ing bee-keepers from putting forth their best efforts toward

improving th^ir honey product, and then doing their best to

get the public to eat it.

Tl?e Weekly Budget.

Mr. B. S. K. Bennett, of the Pacific Bee Journal, has
quite an extended write-up of his Eastern trip in the Novem-
ber issue of his paper. He reports a splendid time all along

the way. The "associate editor," Mr. B. S. Eaton, reports

that their paper "has never been self-sustaining."

Editor Hutchinson, of the Review, gives in his October

number a very graphic discription of his visit to Niagara
Palls just before the Buffalo convention. Mr. U. is an adept

at giving clear and interesting descriptionsof things or places.

He ought to travel and then write up his experiences for some
of the best home journals.

V

Mr. Chas. H. Lake, the apiarist of the Maryland Agri-

cultural College, is given a complimentary notice in the Som-
erset Journal, a newspaper publisht in that State. He is

credited with having four apiaries in Kent county, five in

Baltimore county, and 50 to 75 colonies at the college apiary.

Seems to us he must be a busy bee-man.

"Friend York:—The "old reliable' American Beo Jour-

nal comes every week as regular as clock-work. I have got

so used to looking for it every Saturday morning that I should

certainly feel lost if it failed me; and there is always some-

thing in it that to be without would seem to me a greater loss

than the price of a year's subscription."—E. S. Lovesy, Utah.

Dr. Miller, in a "stray straw" in Gleanings, says this

about his honey crop for 1897 :

"This year, from 239 colonies, spring count, I got

17,150 pounds of honey, all comb but 390 pounds. That is

the biggest yield I ever got, but not the biggest yield per

colony."

Editor Hutchinson, when commenting on the Doctor's

crop, in the Review, said :

"And this in a locality where there have been very poor

crops for several years. This is the best possible answer to

the question, ' Will the good years come again ?'

"

Editor E. E. Root, when on his trip "down East" in

August and September, took along his kodak, and some of

the " shots" he has since been reproducing in Gleanings. Mr.

Root is quite a photographer, and we are glad of It. We
should like to do likewise, but with the Bee Journal issued

weekly, we are held too close to our office to ever have time to

ramble over the country very much to " take picters." But
after all, we doubt If it pays for an agricultural journal to

try to compete with the high-class and highly-illustrated liter-

ary papers of the present day. Still, if a publisher feels that

he can go deeply into the liberal use of a costly Hue of half-

tone engravings, it is all right. We don't object, for we like

fine pictures, and would likely have more of them in the Bee

Journal, if—well, if about a thousand of our good subscribers

were a little more prompt in paying their subscriptions.
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BEE-BOOKS
SEXT POSTPAID BY

George W. York & Co.,
Chlcaeo. IUb.

Bees and Hooey, or Managenaeat of an Apiary
tor Pleasnre and Protit, by Thomas G. Newman.—
nils edition baa been larj.'L'ly rewritten, thoroughly
revised, and Is ** fully up with the times " In all the
Improvements and inventluns In this rapldly-devel-
OploK pursuit, and presents the apiarist with
everything that can aid in the successful manage-
ment of an apiary, and at the same tirae produce
the most huney In an attractive condition. It con*
tains 2.XJ pages, and 245 Illustrations—la beautifully
Erlntod In the highest style of the art, and bound

I cloth, gold-lettered. Trice, $1.0U.

l>ane:8troth on the Ooney-Bee, revised by
J>adant—This classic In bee-culture, has been
entirely re- written, and Is fully Illustrated. It
treats of everything relating to bees and bee-keep-
ing. No apiarian library Is complete without this
Standard work by Rev. L. L. Ijangstroth — the
Father of American Bee Culture. It has 520 pages;
bound In clotb.

Price, postpaid, 81. 'Jo.

Bee-K.ecpers' Onlde, or Manual of the
Apiary, by Prof A. J. Cook, of the Michigan Agri-
cultural College.—This t»ook Is not only Instructive
and helpful as a guide In bee-keeping, but Is

Interesting and thoroughly practical and scientific.
Itcontatns a full delineation of theanatomy and
physiology of bees. 4(50 pages ; bound In cldth and
tully Illustrated.

Price, postpaid. $1.25.

Sclentlflc Qiieen-Kearlnir, as Practically
Applied, by G. M. Doollttle.—A method by which
the very best of (..Hieen-Bees are reared In perfect
accord with Nature's way. I7f> pages, bound to
Cloth, and Illustrated. Price, $1.00.

A B C of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root.—

A

cyclo[>a?dla of 4U0 pages, describing everything
pertuliilng to the care of the honey-bees. It con-
tains ;juu engravings. It was written especially for
beginners Bound In cloth. Price, $1.25.

Advanced Bee-Culture» Its Methods and
Management, by W. Z. Hutchinson.—The author
of this work Is too well known to need further
description of his book. He Is a practical and
entertaining writer. You should read his book. 90
pages, bound In paper, and Illustrated. Price, 50 cts.

Rational Bee-ILeeplngr, by Dr. John Dzlerzon
"-This Is a translation of his latest German bookoa
bee-culture, it has 350 pages; bound
\a paper covers, $1.00

Blenen-Kultur, by Thomas G. Newrian. -

This Is a German translation of the prlnclpe' por-
tion of the book called Bees of Honkv. IOj page
pamphlet. Price. 40 cents.

Convention Hand-Book, for Bee-Keepers.
Thomas G. Newman.— It contains the parliamen-
tary law and rules of order for Bee-Conventions—
also Constitution and By-Laws, with subjects for
dlscHsslon, etc. Clotb, gold-lettered- Price, 25 cts.

Thirty Vears Among the Bees, by
Henry Alley.—Gives the results, of over a quarter-
century's experience in rearing queen-bees. Very
latest work of the kind. Nearly lou pages. Price, 50c.

Praetioal Hints to Bee-Kce-Keepers—by
Chas. F. Muth. Also contains a Foul Brood
Cure aod How lo Winter Bees. 40 p.; 10 cts.

Wby Fat Honey '-This Leaflet is Intend-
ed for FHKE distribution, to create a Local Market.
lOOcopies, by mail.aucts.: 500 for$i.2r>; iooo,$2.oo.

How to Keep Honey and preserve Its
richness and flavor. Price same as Why Eat Honey.

Alsike Clover I^eaflet.—Full directions
for growing. 50 for -ir, cts. ; l()0 for 4u cts. ; aoo, 7uc.

Apiary Ue^iHter, by Thos. G. Newman.—
Devotes two pages to a colony. Leather binding.
Price, for 50 colonies. $I.'H); for lOo colonies, $1.25.

Prepurictlon 4»r Houey for the Afnrket,
including the production uud care of comb and
8Xtructed huiicy. A chapter from BEES ANK^
HoNEV I'rlce. lU cents

Bee-Pu«turiiffe a IVeceaalty.—This t>ook su^'

Sests what and how tu plai it Is a chapter fron
lEEs AND ilu.NEV Prlcu. 10 cento.

Tlie Hive I |r«e, by G. M. noolittle. It
details hiB manag-ement of bees, and methods
of produclnff comb honey. Price, 5 cents.

Or* Howurd'M Book on Foul Brood.
—Gives the McKvoy Treatment and reviews the ex-
periments of others. Price. iTi cts.

Silo and Sllutro, by Prot. A J. Cook.—It
^ves the method in dperutitm at the Michigan Agri-
cultural College. Price, i^.i cts.

Winter Problem tn Bee-Kcepinff. byG.
B. Pierce. Kesult of 2.^> years' experience. 30 cts.

Handling Kccm, by Chan. Dadanl ik, Son.—
A Chapter from Langstroth Uevised. Price, 8 cts.

Hlwtory of Bee-AsBociailona, and Brief Re-
ort of the tlrtit 20 conventions. Price, lo cts

Foul Brood Treatment, by Prof. F. B.
Cheshire.-Its Cause and Prevention. Price, locis.

Foul Brood, by A. R. Kohnke.—Origin.
Development and Cure. Price 10 cts.

Bee-Keepiug: Tor Profit, by Dr. G. L.
Tinker.—Revised and enlarged. It details the au-
thor's " new systegj. or how to get the largest yields
of comb or extracted honey." 80 p. ; illustrated. 25c.

Commercial Calculator, by C. Ropp.—
A ready Calculator. Business Arithmetic and Ac-
count-Book combined in one. Every farmer and
business man should have it. No. 1 , bound in water
proof leatherette, calf finish. Price. 4" cts. No. 2
in tine artificial leather, with pocket, silicate slate,
and account-book. Price. 60 cts.

Green's Four Books, by Chas. A. Green.
— Devoted to, Ist, Iluw We Made the Old Farm Pay;
2nd. Peach Culture: yrd, ilow to Propagate Fruit-
Plants, Vines and Trees; 4th. General Fruit In-
structor. Nearly 12U pages. Fully illustrated. 25ct9.

Garden and Oroliard, by Chas. A. Green
—Gives full instructions in Thinning and Marketing
Fruits; Pruning, Planting and Cultivating; Spray-
ing, Evaporation, Cold Storage, Etc. a4 pages, illus-

trated. Price, 25 cts.

Kendall's Horse-Book. — 33 pictures,
showing positions of sick horses, and treats on all

their diseases. English or German. Price, 25 cts.

Lumber and Log-Book. — Gives meas-
urements of lumber, logs planks; wages, etc. 25c.

lUaple Sugar and the Sujrar Bush, by Prof.
A. J. Cook.—Full instructions. Price. 35 cts.

Grain Tables, for casting: up the price of
grain, produce, hay, etc. Price, 25 cts.

Capons and Caponizing, by Dr. Sawyer,
Fanny Field, and others.—Illustrated. All about
caponizing fowls, and thus how to make the most
money in poultry-raising. 64 pages. Price, 30 cts.

Our Poultry Doctor, or Health In the
Poultry Yard and How to Cure Sick Fowls, by
Fanny'Field,-Everything about Poultry Diseases
and their Cure. 64 pages. Price, 30 cts.

Poultry for Market and Poultry for
Profit, by Fanny Field.—Tells everything about the
Poultry Business. 64 pages. Price, 25 cts.

Turkeys for Market and Turkeys for
Profit, by Fanny Field.—All about Turkey-Raising.
64 pages. Price, 25 cts.

Bnral I-ife.— Bees. Poultry. Fruits, Vege-
tables, and Household Matters. lOo pages. 25 cts.

Potato Culture, by T. B. Terry.—It tells

how to grow them prodtably. Price, 40 cts.

Hand-Book of Health, by Dr. Foote.—
Hints about eating, drinking, etc. Price, 25 cts.

Bee-Keepers' Directory, by H. Alley.—
Ijatest methods in Uueen-Rearing, etc. Price, 50c.

Book Clubbing Oilers.

(Bead Carefully.)

The following clubbing prices Include the

American Bee Journal one year with each

book named. Kemem'oer, Ihal only one book

can be taken In each case with the Bee Jour-

nal a year at the prices named. If more books

are wanted, see postpaid prices given with

the description of the books on this page

FoUowlDgls theclubblng-Ust:

1 Langstroth on the Honey-Bee J2.00
2. A B Cot Bee-Culture 2.00
a. Bee-Keeper's Guide l.To

4. Bees and Honey
I
Cloth bound! 1.65

5. DooUttle's SeleiitlBcQueen-Kearlng. 1.75

6. Dr. Howard's Foul Brood Book 1.10

7. Advanced Uce-Culture 1.30

!1. Bleneu-KuUur [German] l.'iO

11. Kational Bee-KeeplngLPapertoundl 1.75
1'!. Thirty Years Among the Bees I.:i0

i:i. Bee-Keeplng for Profit 1.15

14. Convention Hand Book 1.16

15. Poultry tor Market and Profit 1.10

16. Turkeys tor Market and Profit 1.10

17. Capons and ('apolliziug 110
18. Our Poultry Doctor 1.10

19. Green'sFour Hooks 1.15

31. Garden and Orchard 115
23. Rural Life 110
25. Commercial Calculator. No. 1 1-25

26. Commc-clal Calculator, No.3.. 1.40

27. Kendall's Horse-Book 1.10
30, Potato Culture 1 20
32. Hand-Hook of Health 110
34. Maple Sugar and the Sugar Bush. .. . 1.20

35. Silo and Silage MO
36. Winter Problem in Beu-Keeplng 1.30
37. Apiary Keglstcrd.ir 50 colonies) 1.75

38. Apiary Keglsler (for 100 colonies)*. 2.00
39. Bee-Keepers' Directory 1.30

M.UKV HONEY-EXTRACTOR
i'lUUl !S Square Glass Jars.

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies In general, etc etc
Send for our new catalog.

Practical HlntM " will be mailed for 10c.
lu stamps. Apply to—

Chas. V. Muth & Son, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Please mention Bee Journal -when -WTiting.

Honey - Clovers I

We have made arrangements so that we can
furnish seed of several of the Clovers by
freight or express, at the following prices,
cash with order:

51)
Alsike Clover.. 70

.60

.90

.60

lom
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l!i!l! Beeswax
For all the Good, Pure Vellcw

Bees'wax delivered to our office till

further notice, we will pay 25 cents per
pound, CASH; or 28 cents for whatever
part is exchanged for the Bee Journal,
Honey, Books or Seed, that we offer. If

you want casb, promptly, for your
Beeswax, send It on at once. Impure
wax not taken at any price. Address as

follows, very plainly,

GEO. W. YORK & CO.
118 Michigan 8t. , CHICAGO. ILL.

CARLOADS
or Kee-Hlves. Sections, Ship-
pi np-Cases. Comb Foundation,
anil Ei'erytliing used in the
Bee-Industry.
We want the name and ad-

dress of every Bee-Keeper In
America. We supply Deal-
ers as well as consumers. We

have Dry Kiln, Improved Machinery, 40,000
feet of floor space, and all modern appliances.

We make prompt shipment.
Write for Catalogs. Quotations, etc.

Inter-State Maaufactnrim Co,

HI:DS0IN, St. Croix Co., WIS.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

HATCH Chickens °r,?JJ*g7

EXCELSIOR Incubator
SimpU, Per/ecc. Self-Regtilat-

ing. ThoQsaoda id successful
o;ieralioH. Lowest priced
Bnit-clafts llat<'he,r made.

GEO. II. STAHL.*
114 tolgg 8. 6th Ht, Quincy.IlL

44A:iGi Please mentlou the Hee Juurual.

liolesale
and Ketall.COMB FOUNDATION

''

Working Wax [Tn^t'or'^m A Specialty,

At Rediicrd Prices darlus the Winter.
My 'Foundation will spe.\k fob itself, and
prices are O. K. So do not fall to write for a
Catalog with prices and samples.

Beesivax taken in Excbange for Foun-
dation or any other Supplies.

GUS DITTMER,
ALGllSTA, \riS.

Please mention Bee Journal vrhen vn-iting.

NO DIRT LEFT
[A clothes washed wiUi the
"BUSY BEE WASHER."

pieces in one hour and
hard work done. That's
the record, AGENTS
WANTED. ExciuslTe

, _ sale. Write for terrafc

Lake Erie Mfg. Co.i 147 E. 1 3 St., Erie. Pa.

44E'.:6t Please mention the Bee Journal.

<(ueenN antl <liieeii-Keariiis:>—
If you want to know how to have queens
fertilized in upper stories while the old
queen is still laying below; how you may
mf'ely inlrodiue any queen, at any time of
the year when bees can fly ; all about the
dlflferent races of bees; aU about shipping
queens, queen-cages, candy for queen-
cages, etc. ; all about forming nuclei, mul-
tiplying or uniting bees, or weak colonies,
etc. ; or, in fact, everything about the
queen-business which you may want to
know—send tor Doollttle's " Scientific
Queen-Rearing" — a book of over 170
pages, which is as interesting as a story.
Here are some good offers of this book:
Bound in cloth, postpaid, $1.00 ; or clubbed

with the Bbb Jodbnal for one year—both
for only #1.7.5 ; or given free as a premium
for aending us tuv new subscribers to the
Beb Jovknal for a year at 11.00 each.

Bee-Keeper's Guide—see page 733.

Qcrjeral licn)S.

Bee-Fever Bunning' High.

I have taken -l.jsi pounds of honey.

The bee-fever Is running pretty high at

this time. I had 4 acres of sweet clover

that grew from 7 to 8 feet high. My
bees are In fine condition for winter. I

had 17ti colonies. I put In 36 fine

queens the last season.

F. J. R. Davenport.
Ellis Co., Tex., Oct. 18.

Not an Encouraging Report.

My report for this year Is very poor.

I had 56 colonies In the spring, increast

to 84. One swarm went to the woods,

I doubled up to 80, and got 500 pounds

of comb honey. The forepart of the

summer was very cold and wet, until

June 10, then we had nice weather until

July 6, and after that it was very wet

and cold at night. I expect to requeen

all my colonies with young queens In the

spring, and am already placing my or-

ders. G- W. Bell.
Crawford Co., Pa., Nov. 6.

Winter Bepository—Skunks, Etc.

This has been a rather poor year for

honey in Otsego County, although we
got some surplus honey. I doubled my
colonies so I now have 25 in good con-

dition to go into winter quarters. I

have just tinlsht my winter repository,

which I commenced early last spring. I

have workt at It by odd spells. It is all

under ground, 15x18x6 feet, and has a

3-inch tile drain. It is naturally very

dry, and the walls are 2 feet thick, mor-
tared at the Inside 8 inches, and at the

outside the same, and leaves an air-space

of 8 inches in the center. I also have
3-inch ventilators to use if necessary.

I have been troubled with skunks quite

a little ; they would come regularly every

night and visit some of my hives. I set

some traps and caught them in front of

the hives, with no smell whatever. I

watcht one of them and saw him scratch

in the entrance with his front paw, and
the bees would come out and Mr. Skunk
would eat a very choice meal of them.

It is reported that foul brood has made
its appearance in the northern part of

this county. If such is the case I hope
it will be stampt out at once.

A. G. Palmer.
Otsego Co., N. Y., Nov. 18.

Extracted Honey—Hive Ventilation.

If I am a judge of good things, I be-

lieve the bee-keeping brothers and sisters

owe me a vote of thanks. Why? Simply
because I have succeeded in breaking
Mr. Bevins' 20 year Rip Van Winkle nap.
Now, say, don't tell Mr. Bevins, but I

thought when I wrote before that per-

haps I might succeed, as the article on
page 675 tells me that I have.

Now although Mr. Bevins admits that
until certain conditions are changed,
not every one should produce extracted

honey, yet he does not give us those con-

ditions, that is, he does not tell us what
they are. If I remember correctly. Mr.
Bevins, in his first article, leaves out all

"if3"and " ands," leaving us to infer

that under existing circumstances all

BEES FOR SALE.
AboulOO rolonlesof Italians. Any one want-
ing to start an apiary cannot do uetter than
to call on Dr E. Oallup, Santa Ana. Calif.,
and examine the Bees before purchaslnpr else-
where. Double sets of Combs In Lan^stroth-
Simplicity Hives, and warranted a superior
lot of Bees tor business. Correspodence so-
licited. Dr. E. nALLlIP,

Santa Ana. Orangre Co.. Cai..

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

SEE THAT WINK

!

Bee - Supplies ! KoOT's
Goods at Root's Prices.

Ponder'M Honey • Jars,
and every thing used by
bee-keepers. Prompt ser-

vice, low freight rate. Cat-

_ tree. Walter S Ponder,

U'^^PoVBtR'5 1^,' iNm.fNfpOLis'TNmANA.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

tsr IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
11.25 to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif.,

for his

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATIOH
Has No Sag in Brood-Frames

Thin Flat-Kottom Foundation
Has So Fishbone in the Sarplus Boaey.

BelDK the cle&nest la asaally worked
tbe qalckest of any Fonndatlon made

J. A. VAN DEUSEN,
Sole Manaraotnrer,

Spront Brook MontKomery Co.. N. T.

Please mention Bee Journal -when "wrriting.

ONE MAN WITH THE

UNION o^^i^:i/^^^<>^

Can do the work of four
men using band tools. In
Ripping, Cuttlng-off. Mi-
tring. Rabbeting, Groov-
ing. Gaining. Dadoing.
Edglng-up. Jointing Stuff,
etc. Full Line of Foot and
Hand Power Machinery.
Xold on Trial. Catalo^ne Frer.

SENE^^A FALLS lUFG. CO.,
46 Water St SENECA FALLS. N. T.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

nrr VrCDCDC ? Let me send you my 64-
DlL'NLLI CnO 1 page Catalog for 1897.

J. HI. Jeulilns, Wetnmplia, Ala.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

fm^California
[f you care to know of Its Fruits, Flowers
Climate or Resources, send for a Sample Copy
of California's Favorite Paper—

The Pacific Rural Press
The leading Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the Pacific Coast. Published weekly,
handsomely Illustrated J2.00 per annum.
Sample Copy Free.

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
330 Market St.. - SAN FRANCISCO. OAL.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

THROAT

AND LUNQ DISEASES.
DR. PEIRO. Specialist

Offices: 1019, <po State 5t..

CHICAGO. Hours 9 to 4.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writins.
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should produce extracted honey ; then
admitting that he was a cofnh honey pro-
ducer, what else could I do but pick him
up?
Now, Mr. Bevins, I am standing with

my foot raised, ready to kick all those S-
frame hives into the middle of next week,
as soon as you convince me there is

something better; that is, afterthe bees
have been removed, but excuse me from
putting my toe up against them as full

of honey as they are now.
Again, Mr. Bevins leaves us in the

dark when he says he prefers 6-inch
frames, but does not say whxj ! So Mr.
Bevins, rcJiy do you prefer 6-inch frames?
and do you use them in the broodcham-
bers as well as supers? If not, what
size and number in the brood-chambers?
Mr. Bevins finds fault with my man-

ner of ventilation. Perhaps it miy/it be
better to raise the front end instead of
the back, but I can hardly see why. No,
Mr. Bevins, my bees do not loaf around
the gap produced by raising the rear end,
but, on the contrary, it prevent? loafing.

If Mr. Bevins gets to sleeping too hard,
I hope other bee-keepers will help me
poke bim in the ribs once in a while,
and get a few of those dreams in print.
With the editor's permission I would

be pleased to open a discussion in a
short time, through the American Bee
Journal, regarding the ripening of ex-
tracted honey ; how many combs are
wanted for a colony ; and such like.

Good-bye, Mr. Bevins. I hope we will

hear from you again soon.

E. B. Tyrrell.
Genesee Co., Mich., Nov. 1.

Bee-Keeping in Southern California.

I sometimes think that to understand
how to handle bees a man needs to follow
the business in Southern California, at
least for one or two years. I thought
before coming here that I could do any-
thing I pleased with bees; but when I

tried my hand with the mongrels, half-
wild, half-civilized, and wholly savage,
that may be pickt up almost any day of

the year in this region, I soon found
that they could do as they pleased with
me, and have a good supply of energy
left over for the next time.
More or less swarms abscond every

favorable season, and many of them
cluster on orchard trees, others find
lodging places in the rocks in the moun-
tains, in any kind of holes in the ground,
in boxes of all dfiscriptions that may be
lying out in the open air, and in all kinds
of buildings. A swarm of apparently
pure black bees located iu a rabbit-hole
that had been dug down by the side of a
well-curb only a few miles from my
house. I got a fine colony of pure Ital-

ians that had taken possession of a large
box-rabbil-trap on a neighbor's ranch.
Another one I got that had gone into a
little soap-box that lay in a neighbor's
door-yard, and that had no bottom, and
the top had several holes in it an inch In

diameter. Through these the bees
workt. There they had lived all of last

winter, and sent out a swarm in the
spring.
Sometime in the spring a man who

lived about two miles from me came up
and told mo that a swarjn of bees had
gone into an upper room, over a chicken
house, that was used for a kind of lum-
ber-room, and he would like if I would
go down and gel them. I look an empty
hive In my buggy and drove down. The
bees had gone under some full sacks and

Finest Alfalfa Honey

!

IT SELLS ON TASTING.

The Honey that Suits All

Who Buy It.

Low Prices Now!
We can furnish 'White Alfalfa Extracted Honey, In 60-pound tin cans, on

board cars in Chicago, at these prices : lean, in a case, 7 cents per pound ; 2 cans
in one case, 6J^ cents ; 4 cans (2 cases) or more, QM cents. The Cash must accom-
pany each order.

IW A sample of the honey will be mailed to an Intending purchaser, for 8
cents, to cover postage, packing, etc. We guarantee purity.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL

Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. New London,
"Wisconsin,

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus
securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
They have also one One of tbe^Larg^est Factories and the latest

and most-improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there is in the State. The material is cut from patterns, by machinery,
and is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the Clearest and 'wbitest
BasS'WOOd is used, and they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine
and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best
machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies.

Please mention the Amerioau Bee .TourDil. 7Atf

BEE-KEEPEES

,

We make
The Very Finest Line of

in the Market, and sell

them at Low Pi-ices.

f!»eii4l lor Free llliislralcd Catalog and Prlcc-L,i!>l.

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.

SUPPLIES

E. T. ABBOTT,
St. Joseph, Mo.Special Agent for the Southwest

"

mr. Abbott sells our Ilivcs and Sections at Factory Prices.

That Gtueen-Clipping Device Free I

Works LIko a Charm.

The Monetle QueenCUpplng Device works

LIKE A cuAKM. With it 1 have clipped 30

queens, all In one day, when examining my
bees. Wm. Stolley, Grand Island, Nebr.

Couldn't Do Without It.

1 have clipped 19 queens, and must"say the
Monette Queeu-C'Itpping Device is by far the
best invention ever made, and will be wel-
come to many bee-ktcpers as it was to me. )

could not do wltiiout one now.
Dii. Oeo. Lacke, Newburgh, Ind.

PLEASE HEAD THIS OFFER TO PRESENT SUBSCRIBERS :

Send us jnxt one Mw iiniiic /or the American Bee Journal a year (with $l.00|, and we
will mail you the Queen-ClippiuK Device fkee of charge. Or, the Queen-Clipping Device

will be sent postpaid for 80 cts. But why not get it as a Premium by the above offer

You can't earn W cts. any easier. Almost every bee-keeper will want this Device.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan St., CHICAGO, ILL.
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into an old trunk partly filled with
papers and clothing. In the corner of
this trunk they had clustered, mostly in

the lid. The hingesof this being broken,
I took the lid with a majority of the
bees and shook them into the top of my
hive and closed the cover. I then
turned the trunk down with the corner
that contained the remaining bees
against the alighting-board of the hive,
and immediately they took up the line of
march to join their companions already
in the hive, and in 15 minutes from the
time that I began the operation, I had
almost every bee of the colony in the
hive, and closed up ready to take home.
Once I had prepared a number of hives

with foundation starters in the frames
and stackt them up at the end of a tool-
house near the beeyard, to have them
convenient when swarms came out. Oue
day I noticed several bees working in

and out of one ofthe hives, but supposed
they were drawn there by the odor of
the wax foundation; but a few days
later, and ^hile the bees were still there,
an immense swarm came roaring down
from the mountains and weni. into the
hive where the few bees had been at
work for nearly a week. The swarm
was strung out till it took some minutes
for the hindmost ones to arrive after the
first ones had reacht the hive. Did this
indicate that the swarm had come a long
distance ?

A number of swarms and colonies have
been offered me by the neighbors this
fall if I would go after them ; but a« I

should have to feed them I have not ihot
that it would pay, so I have declined
these gifts.

My bees in the yard gave 1.50 per cent
of increase, and over 50 pounds per col-

ony of comb honey, spring count, besides
some extracted. Thus you see it is easy
to iiick up and build up an apiary here.

L. J. Templin.
San Diego Co., Calif., Oct. 27.

Good Report for 1897.

My report for 1S97 is a good one. It
has been the best since I kept bees. I
got 300 pounds of section honey from 5
colonies spring count, and increast to 10
colonies. My bees are in good condition
for winter, with plenty of honey. We
have had a terrible drouth this fall.

Wheat molded in the ground but the
drouth is broken— it is raining hard to-
day.

I have sold about half my honey for
12K cents. Section honey does not sell
well. People are crying hard times.
Poor people are looking for prosperity,
but have not found it yet.

Hurrah for the Bee Journal; it is

right in line. W. M. Daniels.
Wood Co., Ohio, Nov. 2.

Don't Make Bee-Fencing'.

No; we don't manufacture a bee-fence.
This is in reply to numerous inquiries
from our advertisement in the American
Bee Jourual. We have thought it would
be a good thing if some people had a
high-geared bee-fence, so that the apiary
would not encroach upon the highway
and allow the bees to become so point-
edly acquainted with the passers-by.
The hog fence and sheep fence have
both absolutely failed to keep our
own bees at home, or to keep our neigh-
bor's bees from coming over and gossip-
ing with ours. But when we erected a

The Great People's Atlas of the World.
MORE THAN 10U,0U0 COPIILS .SOLD ANNUALLY.

Up-to-DalE, Accurate, Beautilully Illustrated.

Nearly 70 Comprehensive Maps, many of them double-page.
140 New and Superb Illustrations. A whole Library in Itself, of vital and ab-

sorbing interest to every member of the household.
Population of each State and Territory, of all Counties of the United States, and

of American Cities of over 5,000 inhabitants, by latest Census.

The handfomely engraved maps
of all the States and Terrllcjrles in
the Union are large, full-page. with
a number of double-pane maps to
reprcsenl the mott important of
the Sla es. All countries on the
face of the earth are shown Kiv-
ers and lakes are accurately loca-
ted. AW of the large cities ofthe
world, the important towns and
most of the villages of the United
States are given on these maps;
also every cuiinly In each
8late.
Over 200 Mngnlflcent Illustra-

tions and Maps emiiellish nearly
every pnge of the Atlas and falth-
fullj drpict scenes Id almost every
pariolLthe world.

This Allan contains a prodigious
amount of Historical. Phjsli al, Po-
litical, Educational and Statistical
matter, so comt>rehenf.lvely ar-
ranged and indext that informa-
tion on any subject can be found
In a moment's lime.

Description of the World.
It contains a General Description

of the World, giving Its Physical
Features. Form. Density, Tt-mpera-
ture. Motion. Winris and Currents:
Distribution of Land and Water;
Racfs of Peo]ile. their Religions
andNumberp: also the mo-t com-
plete Li^t of Nations ever publisbt,
glvingthelr Jeographlcal Location,
Area, Population, Forms of Gov-
ernment, etc.

The Popular and Electoral Votes for President in 1884, 1888 and 1892, by
States. List of All the Presidents. Agricultural Productions. Mineral Products.

Homestead Laws and Civil Service Rules. Statistics of Immigration, 1820 to

1891. Public Debt for the Past 100 Years. Gold and Sliver Statistics. Number
and Value of Farm Animals. Cultivable Area as Compared with Increase of Popu-
lation. Postal Information, with Domestic and Foreign Rates, and Other Informa-
tion that should be in every Home, Store, Office and Schoolroom.

We will mall this great Atlas, postpaid, for only
50 cts.; or for $1.40 we will send it with the Bee
Journal for one year ; or we will mail it free as a

one New Subscriber (.$1.00) to the Bee Journal

Miniature Cut of ,Mlas. Artual Size. Open, 14 by 22 Inches
;

Cloaed, 14 by 11 Inchee

Our Liberal Offi^s

premium for sending us one
for a year.

GEOROE W. YORK & CO 118 Michigan St.. CHICAGO, ILL.

TheBee-Keeper'sGuide
This loth and latest edition of Prof. Cook's

magnificent book of 4€0 pages, In neat and
substantial cloth binding, we propose to give
away to our present subscribers, for the work
of getting NEW subscriberB for the American
Bee Journal.

A description of the book here l8 quite un-
necessary—It Is simply the most complete sci-
entific and practical bee-book published to-
day. Fullj' illustrated, and all written in the
most fascinating style. The author Is also
too well-known to the whole bee-world to re-
?ulre any introduction. No bee-keeper is

ully equipped, or his library complete, with-
out "The Bee-Keepek's Guide."

GEORGE W. YORK &

Given For 2 New Sub$criber§.
The following offer Is made to present sub-

scribers only, and no premium is also given
to the two new subscribers—simply the Bee
Journal for one year :

Send us Two New Subscribers to the Bee
Journal (with I'i.OO}, and we will mall you a
copy of Prof. Cook's book FitEE as a premi-
um. Prof. Cook's book alone sent forll.'io,
or we club It with the Bee Journal for a year
—both together for only tl.To. But surely
anybody can get only 2 new subscribers to
the Bee Journal for a year, and thus get the
boof AS a premium. Let everybody try for If
Will you have one ''

CO., 118 Michigan St., Chicago, 111.

Strip of the 25-bar 58-inch high stock-
fence, advertised in the Bee Journal, we
found that it was proof against every-
thing except bees and flies, and, to own
up to the truth, the full truth, we have
to acknowledge that we never saw a bee
fly through or over this fence ! Not only
so, but the hogs, sheep, horses, cattle,

and bulls never Interfere with the hives

any more. The drones slowly dragged
themselves out, took a look at the
meshes, size of the wire, and height of
the fence, concluded they were in a jail,

and died from shame. The queens even
donned their regal robe, drest themselves
in their most fascinating attire, a-nd took
an airing in perfect safety, although we
really did lose one queen; she was a
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dusky widow, given to roaming, always
wanted to visit her neighboring "king"
bees. I say, she gets away sometimes,
but 'tis fair to state that she makes her

exits and entries by going and coming
over a pond where the fence has been
taken down. We call her Lilioukulaui.

J. H. R.

Special advertiser for the Page Woven
Wire Fence Co.

Report for the Season.

As the honey season is over for this

year, I will send my report. My bees

came out of winter quarters in pretty

fair condition ; but the spring was wet
and cold, and continued so until way
long in May, which put the bees back a

good deal.

When clover came on, they had not

yet swarmed, but as the clover didn't

amount to much they didn't begin

swarming till towards the last, and then

it was so dry that the clover dried up,

and at the same time stopt swarming
till buckwheat bloomed.
^ Last year the clover didn't amount to

anything, and this year but little, but
" next year " (as they all say) I hope It

will be better.

The few sections that were started on

clover were only about half completed,

and so were finisht on buckwheat, which
made a nice mix up.

The basswood has not yielded the last

two seasons; it has bloomed enough, but

has contained no nectar. In this neigh-

borhood a fall How Is almost sure. This
fall was an extra good one.

I obtained as high as 75 pounds of

comb honey from old colonies that had
swarmed, and as well from swarms that

were hived in July. I obtained in all

atjout 600 pounds from my 27 colonies,

which are now packt on their summer
stands for winter in chaff-hives, and in

splendid condition.
Frank Rasmussen.

Montcalm Co., Mich., Nov. 8.

Short Crop of Honey—Foul Brood.

Our bees here gave about one dollar's

worth of honey per colony, spring count;
extracted at 10 cents, and comb, one-

pound sections, 12 and 12)^ cents.

There was a light crop In the sunmer,
and fall feed good. The hives are full

of honey and young bees, so look out

next year for a crowded market. My
ho''ey was all sold to the people in three

days after the last of it came from the

hives, and I bought to fill orders.

I was very glad to see the Wisconsin
foul brood inspector, N. E. France, Aug.
24. 1 had one white fungus colony,

caused by chilled brood In the spring of

1896. It won't bother me any more now.
He, or whoever takes his place, has
work enough to do. I know one man
that lost over .$1000 by buying a few
foul broody hives. He had to fight foul

brood in some 200 colonies more or less

for two years. O. E. Ci.ark.
Calumet Co., Wis., Nov. 8.

Steel Wheels
Staggered Oval Spokes.

BUY A SEI TO FIT YOUR NEW OR OLD W4C01

CHEAPEST AND BEST
I I..\v Rfroii. Any ^ize

ri'. ' 'riliil. i-Hi;K.

ELECTRIC WHEEL CO., Quincy. III.

Are not exempt from other people lu that
they do not have

COUGII§,COI.DS. BROIVCIIITIS
and RIIELiflATI!»i1I,

especially at this time of the year when the
above ailments are decidedly prevalent.

Yellowzones
WILL CURE THEM.

Pee our TeBtUnoiilal Ad. in the Bee Journal
of Nov. lltb. There is plenty of proof. No
family should be without It.

For PAIN and FEVER
it is unexcelled. Just try a Bampie order

aud be convinced.

PRICE BY MAIL.

1 Box, 25 cts. 6 Boxes for $1.00.

Most orders are for 6 boxes.

W. B. HOUSE, M.D.
Drawer 1. DETOUR, lUICH.
Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

For a knife tlmt will cut ii horn • ithout <

crushing, bet-uuse it cuts from four <

^^isities at once ^et -:r^r~ —

-

THE KEYSTONE
^DEHORNER—

.

Tt 18 huiiianf^, rai'lii and durable. Fully »
warranted. Highest awabdat Worlp's W
Fair. J>f*^cri|)tive circulars FR-EIE. ^
A. C. ISKOSIUS, Cochranville, l*a. ^

40E6t Please mention the Bee Journal.

Enlracted Honey for Sale.

I have 50 keirs pure Basswond Honey, net
270 lbs. each, worth 6 cts. per lb., f. o. b. cars
here. Sample will be sent on appUcatlou.

A. G. WILSON,
44A4t KiCKApoo, Vernon Co , Wis.

Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

A Special Booklet Bargain

!

For a limited lime we wish to make our
readers a spei'lal offer on booklets on Bees.
Poultry. Health, etc. Upon receipt of 75
cents we will mall any B of the list below:
and for $1.25 we will mall the whole
dozen
1. Foul Brood, by Dr. Howard 23c
2. Poultry for Market and Profit 25c
3. Turkeys for Market and Profit .. 25o
4. Our Ponltry Doctor 30c
6. Capons and Caponiz ng 30o
6. Hand-Book of Health, by Dr. Foote.. 26c
7. Kendall's Horse Book 25c
8. Rural Life 25c
9. Kopp's Commercial Calculator 25c

10. Foul Brood, by Kohnke ... 10c
11. Silo and rtllage. by Prof Cook 25c
12. Blenen-Kultur. by Newman 40c

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,
- CHICAUO, ILLS.

Ilee-lieepersi' Hliotojsrrapli.—We
have now on hand a limited number of ex-
cellent photographs of prominent bee-keep-
ers—a numljer of pictures on one card. The
likeness of 4'.) of them are shown on one of
the photographs, and 121 on the other. We
will send them, postpaid, for 30 cts. a eard,
mailing from the 121 kind first; then after
they are all gone, we will send the 49 kind.

8o those who order first will get the most
" faces " for their money. Send orders to
the Bee Journal office.

^'c\v isiiltsoribcrs Tor Novem-
ber un<l December, 15 et§. Sec
pHKC 09'1.

Questiot;)-I3ox>
In the multitude of counsellors there Is

safety.—Prov. 11-14.

Use of Levcled-Down Combs.

Query C3.— 1. What is your experience re-

garding the use of leveled-down combs in

sections '/

2. Do you find that their contents are more
liable to granulate, or sometimes to ferment,

than would the honey obtained by using only

starters or full sheets of foundation ?

y. How thick should the comb be after be-

ing leveled down a la the late B. Taylor ?—
Querist.

Prof. A. J. Cook— I never used them.

Mrs. L. Harrison— 1. I've no experi-

ence.

Eugene Secor— 1. I have never used a
leveler.

E. France— 1. I have no experience in

that line.

G. M. Doolittle— 2. No. 3. From %
to 1 inch.

J. E. Pond— 1. I have had no experi-

ence in the matter.

Jas. A. Stone— 1. I never had any ex-

perience along that line.

W. G. Larrabee— 1. I value them
highly. 2. No. 3. About one inch.

J. M. Hambaugh— 1. I have never
used leveled-down combs, a la B. Taylor.

A. F. Brown— 1. Very little. 2. No
experience. 3. Not over }4 inch depth
of cell on each side.

R. L. Taylor— 1. So far with me they
are not capt so well nor so quicljly, and
so fine in appearance as to color. 2. I

am inclined to think they do. 3. To an
inch at most.

C. H. Dibbern— 1. I have practiced

the leveling-down process to some extent,

and am highly pleased with it. 2. No ;

I find it just as good as when foundation
Is used. 3. Leveled comb should uot be
over }4-\ach thick.

Emerson T. Abbott— 1. 1 never used

any. 2. I have used drawn combs with-

out leveling them down, and always
secured a poorer quality of honey when
I did so. I think it is a mistake to en-

courage the use of drawn combs. 3. I

don't know.

Dr. J. P. H. Brown— 1, 2 and 3. I

have never found any diflference between
leveled-down combs and those formed on
foundation as influencing granulation or

fermentation. The amount I take off

the comb depends upon Its condition and
appearance.

Dr. C. C. Miller—Answering your ques-

tions In a lump, I take no stock in the

idea that leveling is necessary except to

get clean combs and avoid brace-combs.

If honey soiirs or granulates in them
they've not been properly cleaned by the

bees in the fall.

Ct. W. Demarree— 1. My experiments

along this line have been very satisfac-

tory. I use an apparatus consisting of

a bright tin plate heated by a lamp, with

a reservoir to catch the melted wax, and
gauged to regulate the thickness of the

comb. 2. No. 3. About a half Inch.

Rev. M. Mahln— 1. I have never used

leveled-down combs, but I have In some
cases used partly-filled sections. 2. I

have not observed that honey stored In
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such combs was any more liable to gran-
ulate or to ferment than when only
starters were used ; but my experience
is limited, and " I don't know." 3. If

the comb is clean and white I would
leave the cells full depth.

J. A. Green— I have not used leveled-

down combs to any extent; but have
experimented very fully with those left

full depth, and have often experienced
the defects mentioned, as well as some
others. I do not believe it pays to use
such combs, except perhaps two or three
in each super at the beginning of the
season to get the bees started.

Wm. MoEvoy— 1. My bees always filled

and finisht the sections sooner when
furnisht with leveled-down combs. But
I always liked the flavor of the comb
honey a little the best where the bees
made the new combs and finisht them
the same summer. 2. No, not if they
have been cleaned out by the bees some
time before using them. 3. About % of

an inch.

A Book Recommended by Dr. Oallnp.

THENEWMETHOD
Ira Mealtb aQci Disease.
By W. E Forest. M. D.. 12th Edition, Re-
vised, Illustrated, and Enlarged. This is

the greatest and best work ever publisht
as aHoME Phtsician. and as

A <j<iiide to Health.
It makes the way from Weakness to
i^trengtli so plain that only those who
are past recovery (the very few) need to
be sick, and the well who will follow its

teachings cannot be sick. It is now
in many families the only counsellor in
matters of health, saving the need of call-

ing a physician and all expenses for medi-
cines, as it teaches Hygiene and the use
of Nature's remedies, not a drug^
treatment.

All Cbronic I)i»teases

are considered, and there is not a curable
disease that has not been belpt by some
of the " ^Vf-w ,l/e^Au(/.s " given here; even
those who have been pronounced Con-
snniptive have been entirely cured.
While for I{ii<-iiniatisni. IndiKes-
lion, l>ys|>ei>sia. Conslipsilion,
Uysenlai'}', l..iver and Kidney
''roubles. C'atarrb. Kmacia-
tion. 4iieneral Debility, :>'erv-
oiis Kxbaiislion. Ikiseases Pe-
culiar to Women, etc.. the methods
are sure, and can be carried out at one's
own home and with little or no expense.

A Wnarantee.
So confident are the publishers of the
results, that they offer to refund the
money to any one who will try " New
Methods" thoroughly, if the book is re-

turned in good condition.

Xlie :»tr Edition
is illustrated with a number of Anatom-
ical plates from the best English work on
Anatomy publisht. and others made ex-
pressly for this work; contains .300 pages,
printed on fine calendered paper, and al-

though tbeprice>of the first edition (much
smaller in size and without illustrations)
was $2.50, we sell this at $1.00. postpaid, r;

PRE.mi M OFFERi^.
For sending us two new subscribers to
the Bee Journal for one year, we will
mail ycu the book free as a premium, or
we will mail it for sending your own ad-
vance renewal and one new yearly sub-
scriber. This is a wonderful premium
offer. Address all orders to

—

G£OB.Gr, ^. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.

HONEY and BEESWAX
91AKKEX <tlJO'rAXIO.^S.

Chicago, 111., Nov. 8.—Fancv white 11 to
I'Jc. No. 1, lOc. ; liiucy amber. 8 toOc. : No. 1,

7.: fancy dark. 7 to 8c.; No 1 and inl.xed. 7c.
Kxtriicted. while, h toOc; amber. 4Hto5c.;
dark, 3H to 4c. Beeswax, 26 to 'J7c.

All of these (iradcs vary In quality and style
of package, which makes It dlflicull to tell

jusi what acfrtain colored honey will brlntr
without knowing tl.ivor and body thereof.
Sales are of small amounts, and supply abun-
dant. Beeswax is wauled at price quoted.

San Francisco, Calif., Oct. 27.— White
comb, l-lbs.. "iV, to 9V4e ; amber. 4 to 6c. Ex-
tracted, white, 4!4 to 45ic.; light amber. 3^
to ''>\c.: daik tule. Hi to 1\i,c. Beeswax,
fair to choice, 22 to 24c.

There Is a tolerably Arm market for choice
to select water white, both comb and ex-
tracted, with not much of the same offering.
In a small way on local account higher rates
than are quotable are realized. l>ark grades
fail to receive any special attention, despite
the fact that such are obtainable at low fig-

ures. There Is no lack of demand for bees-
wax, and not much otfering. At the same
lime, wholesale buyers refuse to operate at
any advance on previous rates.

Fhlladelphia, Pa., ITov. 13.—Fancy white,
13 to 14c ; No 1. ]2e.; fancy amber. lOc;
No. 1. 9c.; No. 1 dark. 8c. Extracted, white.
5 to 5 Vic; amber, 5c. ; dark. 4 to 4^c. Bees-
wax. 27c.
Honey is arriving very freely; market Is a

Utile off. Beeswax Is In good demand.

Buffalo, N. T., Hov. 5.—Fancy white Is

movlLfr briskly at lie. stray sales at 12c.,

and good to choice stock mostly at 10c. ; buck-
wheat and dark honey ranges from 8 to 6c..

as to actual quality. The demand is excellent
for all grades of honey. Extracted ranges
from 6 to 4c., with moderate sales. Beeswax
is very scarce, and strictly pure sells quickly
at 27" to 28c.; adulterated, etc., proportion-
ately lower.
Now Is the lime to market honey, rather

than wait longer.

Albany, N. T., Nov. 8.—Fancy white, 13c.

;

No. 1. 12 to 12 Vic; fancy amber. 9 to 10c. ; No.
1 , 8 to 9c ; fancy dark. 8 to 8i4c. : No.l. 7^ to
8c. Extracted, white, 5 to 6c. ; amber, 4>4 to
oc; dark. 4 to 4i4c.

Our honey market is active and stock mov-
ing off rapidly at quotations. Fancy white
comb is scarce.

St. I>oais, Ho., Nov. 8.—Fancy white, 11
tol2o. ; amber. 9 to 10c. ; dark, 7 to 8c. Ex-
tracted, white, oi^toec.; light amber. 4V4 to
3c.; amber, 4 io4!4c. Beeswax, prime, 24 to
24Kc.
Remand is rather light for this season of

the year.

Boston, Mass., (7ov 8.—Fancy white, in
cartons. 13c.; No. 1. 11 to 12c.; fancy amber.
10c. Ex-tracted. white, 6 to7c. ; amber. 5 to

3i4c. Beeswax, 28c.

No. 1 and fancy honey has sold well during
the past 10 days, but off grades and light
weight IS golna- slowly. Beeswax Is In good
demand and but little here.

Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 8.—Fancy white,
11 to 12c. ; No. 1. 10 to lie; fancy amber, 10c.
No. 19 10 10c. ; fancy dark. 9c.; No. 1, 8. Ex-
tracted, white. oVi to 6c.; amber. 5 to 5>4c.:
dark, 4to4>4c Beeswax. 22 to 25c.
Receipts of comb honey are large; ex-

tracted Is light.

Minneapolis, Minn., N v. 8.— Fancy white,
10^ to 12c.; No 1,0 to lOc; fancy amber, 9
to lOc; No. 1. 9c. Extracted, white, 5 to 6c.;

amber. 4 to 5c.
Demand Is good, prices are firm, and supply

only moderate—best time so far this season to
ship.

New York, N. Y.,Nov. 8.—Fancy white.
12c.; No. 1. 10 to lie ; fancy amber, 9 to

BVic; No. 1.9c.; fancy dark, 8>4c ; No. 1, 8c.
Extracted, white. 5 to aVi(i.\ amber, 4^ to 5c.

;

dark, 4c. Beeswax, 26 to 27c.

Our market does not show much activity
and comb honey Is moving oft rather slowly.
"The receipts are large and the slock Is accu-
mulating. While choice grades of white arc
likely to find sale at present quotations,
prices on off grades and buckwheat will have
to be shaded in round lots. Southern in bar-

rels Is in good demand at 50c. a gallon, for
average grade.

Cleveland, Obio, Nov. 9.—Fancy white.
12 to 13c.: No. 1, 11 to I2c.; fancy amber. 9
to 10c. ; No. 1. 8 to 9c. ; fancy dark. 7 to 8c.
Extracted, white, 6V4c.; amber. h% to 6c.
Beeswax. 28c.

Milwaukee, Wis., Nov. 8.—Fancy white,
12 to l:Jc. ; No. 1,11 to 12c.; fancy amber, 9
to 10c; No. 1,8 to 9c. Extracted, while, ,tS4

to 6c.; amber. 4^ to 5Hc.; dark, 4 to 4^c.
Beeswax, 25- to 27c.

The market Is in good condition. Receipts
are liberal, demand lair, and values fairly
sustained on finest grades of honey, both
comb and extracted. We are looking for an
Increased consumption of honey this season,
as the cost is not high, and Is an une(iualled
substitute for butter to any or all who cannot
afford to buy the best butter.

Detroit, Mich., Nov. 9.—Fancy white. 11
to 12c.; No. 1.10 to lie; fancy amber, 9 to
lOc; No. 1, 8 to Oc: fancy dark. 7 to 8c. Ex-
tracted, white, :t to 6c. : amber. 4 to 5c. Bees-
wax, 25 to 26c.

Indianapolis, Ind., Nov, 8.—Fancy white.
11 to l:Jc.; No 1. 9 to lOc. ; fancy amber, 9 to
10c. Extracted, white. 5 to 6c. Beeswax, 25c.
Demand for fancy while comb honey and

fancy white extracted is exceptionally good,
while there is almost no demand for dark or
amber comb or extracted honey.

Cincinnati, Ohio, Nov. 6.—Fancy white,
11 to 13c.; No. 1, 10 to 12c.; No. 1 amber, 8
to 10c. ; No. 1 dark, 7 to 8c. Extracted,
while. 5 to 6c.; amber. 4to 5c.; dark, 3!< to
4c. Beeswax, 22 to 25c.
Demand Is slow for extracted and comb

honey, with a good supply, while beeswax Is

In good demand, with a fair supply.

List of Honey and Beeswax Dealers.

Most of whom Quote In this Joumal.

Cbicaso, III*.

R. A. Burnett & Co.. 163 South Water Street.

New York, N. V.
HiLDRETH Bros. & Seoklken.

120 & 122 W. Broadway.

KaDsaa City, Rio.

0. C. Clemoms & Co.. 423 Walnut Bt

BnOalo, N. ¥.
Batterson & Co.. 167 & 169 Scott St.

Hamilton, III*.

CHA8. Dadant & Son.

Cleveland, Ohio,
A. B. Williams & Co., 80 & 82 Broadway.

Pblladelplila, Pa.

WM. A. Sblser. 10 Vine St.

Mr. Selser bandies no honey on commlsBloa

St. Iionls, mo.
Wbstcott Com. Co.. 213 Market 8t

ininneapollii, ninn.
S. H. Hall* Co.

miwanliee, Ifls.
A. V. Bishop &Co.

Boston, inasii.

Blake. Scott & Lee., 57 Chatham Street.

Detroit, micb.
M. H. Hunt. Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich.

Indianapolis, Ind.
Walter S. Pouder, 162 Massachusetts Ave.

Albany, N. Y.
Chas. McCullocb & Co., 380 Broadway.

Cincinnati, Olilo.

C. P. MuTH & Son, cor. Freeman * Central Avb,

TOUR BEESWAX

!

UNTIL Fl'RTHEK NOTICE, we will
allow 28 cents per pound for Good Tel-

low Beeswax, delivered at our office— in ex-
cliansie for Subscription to the Bee Journal,
for Books, or anything that we offer for sale
in the Bee Journal. Or, 25 cts. cash.

GEORGE W. JtORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.

See the premioiu oilers on page 694

1
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i a^ M A Copy of

LllLb SiK'cessfnl Hee-Keepiiig,rnr r l>y\V. ZHutchmsou;
I 1 1kk nnd our 180T Catalog, lor 2-

cent stamp, or a copy of the
Catalog Tor Ilie AHkliit;. We make almost
Everyiliiiig used liy Bee-Keepers, and at
LiO\ve»t Prices. uijR

Falcon Polisht Sections
are warranted

Superior to All Others.
Don't buy cheaply and roughly made Goods.

when you can have ilie bcot—siicU as we
make*

The American Bee • Keeper
[monthly, now in its 7th year]

36 Pages—so Cents a Year.
fcAMPLE KliEE—AllDHESS,

TIIEW.T.FALCOmMFG.CO.,
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

JAtf

A Long Look Ahead.
To-day's apparent economy may prove to have

been Kross extraviit^ance. He who b\ivs fence that
is CUEATEST IN THE "LONti RUN," practices
real ecouumy.

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian. Mich.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing,

FREE FOR A MONTH.
It you are interested In sheep in any way
you cannot afford to be without the best

and only weekly sheep paper published in

the United States.

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP .5* .j» ^
has a hobliy which Is thesheep breeder and
his Industry, first foremost and all the
time Are you interested? Write to-day

Wool Markets & Sheep, - - Chicago.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

Bee -Hives, Sections, Shipping-
Cases—everythlnjr used by bee-
keepers. Orders fllled promptly.
Send for patalog NIKl'KSdTA BEE-
Ki:i:i'KRS' Sll'Pl.Y MFC. i:0., Nicollet
leliind. Minneapolis. Minn.

Chas. Mondeno. Mgr.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Beautiful Honey-Cases
Made by the A. I. Koot Co., at their prices.

Becstvax Wanted.
ni. H. HUNT, Bell Branch, nich.

The Review at

Reduced Rates.
The Bee-Keei'Ehs' Review is $1.00 a year,

but, for the sake of Retting It Into new hands,

and being able to begin the year with a largo

list. I will, until Jan. 1st, send free to each

new subscriber, a copy of '"Advanced Bee-

Culture," a oOct. book of nearly 100 pages,

that gives briefly but clearly the best methods
of management from the lime the bees are

put Into the cellar In the fall until they are

again ready for winter— :!'3 chapters In all.

Those who prefer can have. Instead of the

book. 12 back numbers of the Review, the

selection to be mine, but no two numbers
alike All who send $1.00 now will receive

the last four issues of this year free, and the

Review will be sent to the end of 1898. If

not ac()ualntcd with the Review send 10

cents lor three late but dlll'crent Issues.

W. l. iiutchiiisiin, Flint, Midi.

44B5t Please menllon the Boo Journal.

THE "NOVELH" POCKET-KNIFE
ySZ'\

GEO. W. YORK,
CHICAGO, ILLS.

Yonr Name on the Knife.—When orderinir. be snre to say Just wbat Name wiuc
Address you wish put on the Knife.

The NovEUTY Knife Is Indeed a novelty. The novelty lies In the handle. It Is made
t>9autlfully of indestructible celluloid, which is as transparent as glass. Underneath tbs
celluloid, on one side of the handle Is placed an American Bee Journal reminder, and on th.%

other side, name and residence of the Subscriber.
The material entering into this celebrated knife is of the very best quality; the bladet

ate handfocgred out of the very finest Eng;llsh razor-steel, and we warrant every blade. The
holsters are made of German silver, and will never rust or corrode. The rivets are hardeneo
German silver wire; the linings are plate briss; the back springs of Sheffield spring-steel, and
the tinisti of handle as described above. It will hist a lifetime, with proper usage.

Wliy purchase the Novelty Knife? In case a good knife is lost, the chances are,
the owner will never recover it; but if the Novelty is lost, having name and address of ownei,
the finder will return it; otherwise to try to destroy the name and address, would destroy the
knife. If traveling, and you meet with a serious accident, and are so fortunate as to have oc«
of the Novelties, your pocket knife will serve as as an Identifier; and In case of death* youT
relatives will at once be apprised of the accident.

How appropriate this knife is for a Christmas, New Year or birthday present I Wha^
more lasting memento could a mother give to a son, a wife to a husband, a sister to a brother,
a lady to a gentleman, or vice versa, a sr)n to a mother, a husband to a wife, abrothertoasUte?
or a gentleman to a lady—the knife having the name of the recipient on one side ?

The iiccompanying cut gives a faint idea, but cannot fully convey an exact representfi*"
tlon of this beautiful knife, as the " Novelty " must be seen to be appreciated.

How to Get this Valuable Knife.—We send itpostpaM, forSl. , or give It as &
Premium to the one sending us tliree new Subscribers to the Bee Journal (with $3.OOv
and we will also send to each new name a copy of the Premium Edition of the book *• Bees ani?
Bone* " We club the Novelty Knife with the Bee Journal for one year, both for $1.90

<°iny ^mt and Address Put on the Knife.
GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, Uilife.

•pADANT'S t FOUNDATION

BEESWAX WANTED,
BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS-

I,rflll«l©STR@T'M ©m TWm m^mMT^mmm^ Revised.
The Classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.25, by mail.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
Please mention the Am. Bee Journal. HAMILTON, Hancock Co., ILL.

Gleanings at Reduced Rates.
New .subscribers sending us iJl.OO, or old subscribers who send us

$1.DD before ttieir Subscription Expires,

will receive a copy of the " A B G of Carp Culture," 70 page-s, price 40 cents, post-

paid, the pages 6Kx9X inches in size; or we will send, in place of the carp-book,

one copy of

Winter Care of Horses and Cattle,
by T. B. Terry, a book of the same size pages as the carp-book, 44 pages; price 40
cents, postpaid ; or In place of either one of the two we will send

Maple Sugar and the Sugar -Bush,
a book of the same size pages, costing also 40 cents, postpaid. Remember, in order

to get one of these valuable books all you have to do Is to send $1.00 for Gleanings,

and .5 cents postage, and we will give you one of them free. Remember, an old

subscriber, to be entitled to this o£fer, must pay up all back subscription, If any,

and send In $1.00 for a year In advance, with 5 cents postage.

Tlie A. I. Root Company, Medina, Ohio
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Report of Southwestern Wisconsin Convention.

BY F. L. MURRAY.

The Soiilhwestern Wisconsin Bee-Keepers' Association

held its annual convention at Boscobel, Oct. 6 and i, 1897.
There was a large attendance of wide-awake, practical bee-

keepers. The convention was called to order by Pres. N. E.

Mr. France—Not much, but if any preference it is for

Alsike.

Mr. Rice said his bees workt better on Alsike than on
white clover.

QuES.—Does the color of comb, dark or light, make any
difference in the quality of honey ?

Mr. Nice—No, I think not. I take just as white honey
from old as from new comb,

Mr. Wilson thought the time of putting on extracting
supers makes the difference.

Mrs. Pickard said the color of comb makes no difference.

Mr. Evans—My bees will store honey in drawn comb
from last year in preference to putting it into the brood-
chamber.

STARTING FOLKS INTO BEEKEEPING.

QuES.—Shall we encourage our neighbors to keep bees ?

Mr. Wilson—1 think not.

Mr. Nice—Suppose a party buys from anybody, regardless

Home Apiary of Mr. John Trimhcr^icr, of CUirli coiuily, ll'is.

France, who delivered an address, after which the question-
box was opened.

CAN WISCONSIN HONEY HOLD ITS OWN ?

QfES.—Can our honey hold its own with any other in the
United States ?

Mr. France—Our honey does not have to go beeginB in

any market, either for flavor or color, and southwestern Wis-
consin produces the finest honey in the world.

QuES.—Is there any difference between white and Alsike
clover honey ?

of price or quality, and then have foul brood, is it not a detri-

ment?
Mr. Evans—On account of poor price of honey I say no.

I think it was seven years ago I started a young man into the
bee-business, and two years after he bought 2U0 colonies,

came within '^ mile of me, started into the bee-business, and
sold honey for about one-half price.

Mr. Rice— I think a man adapted for the business is the
one to keep bees, and he only. A person that does not take
care of his bees, and knows not how to market the honey, is a
detriment to bee-culture.
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Mr. Wilson—There is a class of bee-keepers around me
who are retailing extracted honey for 5 cents per pound.

C71 Mr. Arms—There is just as much damage done by large

bee-keepers as by small ones, by overrating their honey crop
too early in the season, and selling too cheap to get rid of it. The
majority of our members think it is not advisable to encour-
age our neighbors to keep bees.

(;UEENS AND FOUL BROOD.

'- QuES.—If there are 15 or more queen-cells in a colony,

are they all equally good?
Mr. Evans thinks the ones that are sealed over first are

the best.

Mr. Nice— I think they are all equally good.

Mr. France—On buying queens, be sure there is no foul

brood near where they came from. I have found several cases

the past summer where foul brood originated by buying
queens.

Mr. Green—Is foul brood increasing or diminishing in the

State ?

Mr. France—If careful from now on I think we are in a

fair way of getting it stampt out. I have found out this sea-

son that several cases of foul brood started by foulness of

hives and combs,
AGE OF COMBS.

Some thought the comb was torn down and rebuilt when
the cells became too full of cocoons, and rebuilt by the bees.

Others said they had combs that had been in use for 20 years
without any change.

QuEs.— In a season of good honey-flow which colony will

do the best for comb honey, the one hived on drawn comb or

the one on full sheets of foundation ?
~ The general opinion was that they did the best on full

sheets of foundation.
QuES.—What is the outlook for bee-keeping as a business

through this section of the country for the future ?

Mr. Rice—Our outlook for a clover flow was never better.

Mr. Wilson—The outlook for basswood is not as good, as

the trees are getting mostly cut for lumber.
Mr. Pickard—In our locality the basswood honey crop is

a matter of time, and not very long time, either, as it is get-

ting mostly cut off for lumber.
The majority of the members thought the outlook for the

future is not as good as formerly.

QuES.—What is the trouble when the brood dries up be-

fore the time for It to hatch ?

Mr. France— It is most likely pickled brood, and is caused

by certain conditions of the weather.
QuES.—How large a honey-house is needed for from 100

to 150 colonies, run for extracted honey ?

Mr. Wilson— l'2x 16 feet.

Mr. Evans—16x20 feet, for comb honey.
Mr. Nice—16x24 feet.

Mrs. Pickard— 12x36 feet.

QuES.—How much honey will a good, strong colony of

bees produce per year with favorable circumstances ?

Mr. France—15y an experiment made in this State several

years ago, for a period of 10 years, it was found an average
of 90 pounds was produced of extracted honey.

QuES.—Is honey as well flavored before It Is sealed as

after ?

Mr. Rice— If we want prime honey we must have It sealed

over before extracted.
Mr. Van Allen—I use a large tank when extracting, and

by leaving the honey there for some time, and then drawing
off from the bottom, the honey Is all right, if not all sealed

before extracting.

Mrs. Pickard—By waiting until the honey Is one-half

sealed over there Is no danger In barreling it up as soon as

extracted.
Mr. France— If honey is extracted when the weather is

too hot, in the middle of the day. It may sour.
' Mr. H. Lathrop read the following essay, entitled,

marketing tlic Iloncy €rop.

Heretofore the greater effort has been put forth In trying

to devise methods by which to increase the yield of honey and
we have been trying through conventions and bee-papers to

educate as many people as possible in the art of increast pro-

duction, and all have bent their energies in that direction,

giving little heed to the question of scUlna the product for a

fair, living price. I am askt to write on marketing the honey
crop. How can I write about marketing when there is no
such thing—a market for honey?

For almost every thing else that farmers produce there Is

an establlsht market, and you can deliver your produce any

day, be it grain or livestock, and get the market price there-

of in cash. Can you do the same with honey? Not under the J
present arrangement. The only thing you can do Is to find ^
out who wants honey, and when they want It, and get all you
can, and what you get will be less than what you got last year
—at least so it has been going for the past 25 years.

Two or three years ago we used lo look across the conti-

nent with a feeling of pity for the Californiaus, because they
had to sell for ten cents ; we thought It a very low price—we
were getting then about 14 cents for fancy comb honey in

lots. How is it now ? I think some of our bee-keepers hnow
what it is to sell their best white comb honey for 10 cents, and
the Califorians are getting 7 and 8 cents. Why should this

be, when everything else is advancing ? Because production
is growing faster than demand.

I might paint this question in glowing colors, but what
we want is the truth. What price does extracted In large lots

command to-day ? I doubt if it can be sold for any thing like

former prices, except In limited quantities.

Last year a plan was propo^^ed in this convention where-
by an agent appointed by the Association was to sell the pro-

duct of the members by samples to be be sent to him by each
member. I remember that I timidly suggested that the honey
should all be sent to a central warehouse, and there properly
graded, packt and labeled before selling ; each member to re-

ceive credit for honey contributed, and returns be made to

members pro rata as sales were made. My plan did not meet
with any favor, but I am here to assert more boldly than ever
my belief that It is the only plan that will work.

I want to ask, how much honey has been sold by the ap-

pointed agent? How many members sent samples to Mr.
France, as they agreed to do? Well, here we are; if you
know where that honey market Is where we can get a uniform
and fair piice, we would like to know the place. My plan is

to sell whenever I can, wherever I can, large lots or small,

and for the best price I can get.

Commission men have helpt me and have always dealt

fairly with me, but I never ship to any but good, straight

men. We have been advised over and over again to sell in

our home market, ff I had done that this year I would not

have received even a California price. Sxall bee-keepers who
produced asmall amount of honey ruined tde home market by
selling for less than the honey was worth, Where did I sell ?

I will tell you where my market is ; it is where I can do the

best—sometimes one place, and sometimes another.

It is not so much a question of low prices in the future,

but a question whether we can sell at all or not. Much de-

pends upon the cultivation of the sweet tooth in the " genus
homo." H. Lathbop.

EVENING SESSION.

First were songs and music by Pres. France and resident

ladies, after which Mr. France read the following :

Observations tlirougli tiie State.

If you and I were to travel together, not likely we would
notice the same objects. So in my travels the past summer,
of over 3,800 miles in Wisconsin, I will briefly call attention

to some things that imprest me as a bee-keeper.

The careful and generally the most successful bee-keepers

were early examining their bees, and if anything was needed
it was soon furnisht. Not so, as a rule, where I found weak
colonies, with little honey, and more or less chilled or starved

brood. The season is past and the first-named class In gene-

ral have been sweetly paid. Again, have all supplies on hand
before busy season.

As to foul brood, I have seen whole apiaries of empty
hives piled in a yard, bees all dead. Also diseased hives con-

taining all the old combs, unprotected, bees working on them
from the surrounding country; diseased combs thrown in a

pile out of doors, also refuse from solar extractors ; loaning

old hives and combs ; even to the selling whole di-

seased apiaries, and honey from diseased hives. I have also,

this fall, seen bee-yards of many colonies, that last spring

were so bad as to smell many yards away, but by very care-

fully following my directions they are now free from the dread-

ed disease.

So few beekeepers take a bee-paper (1 out of 16) that I

was a stranger to nearly all I met, who had queer notions.

All kinds of receptions and accommodations, some very pleasant

and others not.

Fai.sk Rki'OIIT.s.—So often has some bee-keeper told me
that his bees were all right, so far as foul brood was con-

cerned, but his neighbor's bees were very badly diseased. Up-
on a little questioning I found he was envious, and lackt a

true brotherly love. This has caused mo many long and un-
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pleasant trips, aud only to hear the second bee-keeper likely

complain of this other one's bees being diseased, even asking
rae to burn all his hives, bees, and appliances. If one thing

over all others has imprest me, it is that we Wisconsin bee-

keepers do not read bee-papers enough, and lack honest
brotherly love for our Wisconsin brethren.

What would you think of a bee-keeper contracting nice

white comb honey of this season's gathering, and shipping In-

stead nice honey in front sections, and last season's candied
and leaking buckwheat honey in the rear of the same cases?
Or, of commission dealers holding your honey for IS months,
making you uo returns or even writing to you, with good cash
honey-buyers in their next block ? or such dealers selling the

honey and keeping all returns as their commission ? On the

other hand, some who sent samples, with cash prices, and sell

honest goods of good quality, cannot procure enough honey to

supply their Increasing demands? To secure you against
dangers of loss in sales to strangers, there are various ways.

I saw a nice model apiary of something over 100 colonies

last spring, that its owner had managed with profit for years
aloue, but was suddenly taken sick and died, and the property
had to be sold at a great loss, as no one of the family knew
how to care for the bees. I found the faoiily a customer, but
the thought came to me then and often since, how many other
bee-keeper's families, also, are not experienced, so in case
of similar misfortune their property must be sold at a great
loss ? Can't we this winter, around our hearthstones, begin
a series of study and counsel lessons, and when next season
comes, have the experience and mutual help? If one man is

droDt from our great enterprises, the business does not stop ;

and if our business as a bee-keeper has been with pleasure
and profit, why not the whole family learn it?

A bee-keeper I met owning 420 colonies, producing comb
honey, had a long, light spring wagon with enclosed wagon-
box, open on top, much like a tish-pedler's wagon, which had
a partition lengthwise the box, so that on each side his frames
hung as in the hives. In this wagon he carried all his combs
and sections to out-apiaries in the spring and back in the fall.

He also had an account book in which were all honey sales,

except the home market, and a list of honey-dealers. If any
one proved a good customer that name was put in one list; if

too slow in payments, or otherwise not satisfactory, thatname
was put in another list. A good plan. Try it.

An aged happy couple, of about 80 years, in Waupaca
county, handled 40 colonies of bees alone, all for comb honey.

A section of a mower-sickle with handle riveted on in the
middle, makes a good scraper. An iron, like a large old file,

bent one inch at the end at right angle, and ground nearly to

a sharp edge, is a good scraper in a hive and to lift combs out
of the hive while handling.

In Washington and Dodge counties many farmers of large
fields were mowing and saving white clover seed. They
claimed it was more profitable than other clover seed raisings.

One man used queen-excluding zinc in half his apiary,
and run all for extracted honey. He weighed the honey of the
two lots separately, and claimed favor for the zinc.

One man bought of all his grocery dealers, all the empty
maple-sugar cans cheap, cleaned them, and filled with nice
white honey, which found ready sale.

I found smokers and fuel of all kinds, from the latest im-
proved down to an old iron kettle with a hole in the bottom,
that had leakt out fire and burned up some hives and bees.
But I wish to caution you : Be careful what you burn, and do
not use too much of any kind of smoke as it will flavor the
honey.

I met some bee-men owning large apiaries, who did not
read any of our valuable bee-papers, selling 4,000 pounds of
nice section honey to the stores at 8 cents per pound, and tak-
ing pay in groceries. N. E. France.

Next was a discussion on sweet clover. Some said it was
good for both pasture and hay, and others that they had never
been able to get stock to eat it at all.

As to barrels for honey, Mr. France and Mr. Nice use
nothing but oak barrels, with iron hoops.

Mrs. Pickard, Mr. Van Allen, and Mr. Wilson use bass-
wood barrels with wooden hoops. Some soak the barrels be-
fore using ; others do not. The size of barrel that gave best
satisfaction was one that held ;>00 pounds.

MORNING SESSION, Oct. 7.

First was an essay by Mr. Evans, on

The Production of Comb Honey.
I have been a producer of comb honey for the past 17

years, and as I present this subject I feel that I cannot lay
down any hard and fast rules for the business. The differ-

ence in temperament and tastes of bee-keepers, make it Impos-
sible to have uniformity of method to any great extent.

I believe I owe my success as a honey-producer largely to

the study of bee-literature, always experimenting as I read,

putting into practice any theory which I think is good, dis-

carding those which prove of little value to me, and adopting
the ones that work well. As I bring the plans of others into

use I usually find that improvements and plans of my own
originate. Of course I get to think very much of these chil-

dren of my own brain, and sometimes call for governmental
protection for such a one.

I would advise those who are interested in bee-culture,

as any other business, to accumulate all the information they
can on the subject in hand, and then modify it to Qt existing

conditions.

Now in as few words as possible I will give an outline of

the plan I use. There Is nothing very new about it, but if

any of you feel that I have not toucht upon, or have past too

quickly over some points, the extension of which would bo a
benefit to you, you are welcome to question me at any time.

About the 10th or loth of April I have my bees carried

out of the cellar and placed carefully upon the summer stand.

Just before leaving the cellar the bottom-boards are turned
over, for they have been inverted during the stay in the bee-

house. This plan has become an establisht rule with me, as

it is the quickest and easiest way to clean house in the spring,

and prevents smothering of bees during their long confine-

ment.
I handle bees as little as possible after taking them from

the cellar. As they are placed, the light ones are markt, and
then feeding begins. They usually gather a little honey and
pollen soon from the forest trees and spring flowers,

then comes fruit-bloom, at which time I equalize the colonies

and get in good working order for white clover aud basswood.
If by reason of cold weather the bloom is late, and the bees

are taking on the swarming fever, I give them more room by
placing an extracting case on top of the hive over a queen-ex-
cluding honey-board. (I have tried giving room at bottom of

the hive, and do not like it). The extracting case on top I find

works nicely, for several reasons, viz : It prevents swarming.
It is better to put on than a case of sections, as the bees are

very likely to deposit pollen there at a time when honey is com-
ing in slowly. This is a great damage to section honey, as it

can not be kept long and is unsalable. Of course the honey
may be extracted, but the comb is valueless for future honey-
storing.

I use the Heddon hive, and my extracting-super is simply
one section of a hive, so you see this arrangement gives me a
chance to build up a weak colony, or to put swarms into hives

with combs well started, as I of course remove this super and
put on a section-case as soon as the honey-flow begins.

My supers are made to contan 28 one-pound sections, 7
to the foot, which are held in place by tin and wood support-

ers, the wood coming up flush with the top of the sections. I

do not use separators. I use the best section I can get filled

with drawn combs which I find is best when leveled down to

J^ inch.

The honey will sour in deep cells before it can ripen, if the

weather happens to be damp for a period of several weeks,

as it was in my locality this year.

I have not found it desirable to use drawn comb and full

sheets of foundation in the same super, as the bees will fill and
complete the sections containing comb before commencing
work on the foundation. *

In my locality it is best to take off honey at the close of

the basswood harvest.

I then pack all well-filled sections in neat shipping-cases

holding 15 sections, with a paper box in the bottom to pre-

vent leakage. I extract the honey from the unfinisht sections,

placing the combs thus obtained back into empty supers for

next year's crop, while the honey a little later on is bottled in

2-pound jars, and disposed of in the home market.
Thos. Evans.

QuES.—Is it advisable to place the hives on the same
stands as they were taken from the fall before, when taking
out of the cellar ?

Mr. Dexter—There Is a great loss of bees If they are not

put in the same place they were in the fall. I use a plan of

my bee-yard on paper, and put all the hives back on the old

stands.

Mr. Rice— I had the worst case of robbing I ever had by
not putting bees where they came from the fall before.

Mr. Ricks— I had a bad case of robbing by the same cause.

Mr. Evans— It makes very little difference, as there are

very few bees in the hive in the spring, that went into winter

quarters.
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Mr. Nice—I think it makes very little difference where

they are put.

Mr. France—A Rreat many bees live over winter.

QuEs —What strain of bees is best for comb honey ?

Mr. Evans—The black bees produce the whitest honey,

and of course the most marketable.

QuE8.—What age do the worker-bees attain ?

Mr. France— I have experimented a good deal on this, and

found at the end of 90 days over half the bees that were in

the hive at the beginning of that period were still there.

Mr. Ricks— I have put bees into the cellar that I knew
were queenless, and came out in the spring about as strong

as when put away in the fall.

Mrs. Pickard— I have had a colony that I knew was
queenless for a long time, that reared a queen.

Mr. Dexter— It they will steal honey, why not steal eggs?

Mr. Nice— I have had cases where a colony would remove

eggs from one side of the hive to the other.

Mr. Pickard— Is it possible for bees to carry eggs from

one part of a hive to another?
Mr. France—Yes, it is.

Mr. Evans thinks there is great danger of having comb
honey sour when the cells are too deep.

The election of officers resulted as follows :

President—N. E. I^rance, of Platteville ; Vice-President

Thos. Evans; Secretary—F. L. Murray, of Calamine; and

Treasurer, D. Ricks.

Mr. J. W. Van Allen read the following essay, on

How to Succeed al Bee-Kcepiiis^.

We as bee-keepers are all interested in the topic assigned

me. Success is what we are all striving for—no difference

what our vocation is, we wish to succeed, and especially to

meet with financial success. What haven't men done? What
won't they do to win it ? When men will stake the comforts

of home, and life itself, and leave friends and relatives and

brave the cold of the arctic regions and the privations attend-

ant to gain the coveted prize, it would seem that to succeed

financially is the main object in life.

How to succeed in bee-keeping has been one of the knotty

problems that has confronted the bee-keepers of this country

during the last few years of partial failure and falling prioes

of honey, and the fradulent dealings of crooked commission

men of our large cities. Of course all commission men are not

rascals, but judging from the experience of many bee-keepers,

and other shippers of produce, many of them will " bleed " you

for all you are worth, or, in other words, take the "lion's

share."
But to my subject: In order to attain the greatest success

at bee-keeping, one must, to begin with, have a real love for

It. Of course, some may meet with financial success who have

no real liking for the business, their only object being the dol-

lars and cents they can get out of it, but they work at a great

disadvantage, and sooner or later they get out of the business.

But it is not so with the man or woman who has a real

love for the business ; they go about their work with pleasure,

They admire their bees, and it is their delight to be among
them, and they are never happier than when they see them

taking their first flights in spring, especially so if they have

wintered well.

The last few seasons of partial failure has caused many
, to consider the feasibility of combining some other business

with that of bee-keeping to help swell the profits or tide them

over'in case of failure, and at the same time not interfere with

the bee-business from past experience, and after careful con-

sideration I have come to the conclusion there is nothing equal

to the small fruit business, or the raising of poultry, especially

the former where one has a favorable location, and near good

markets, or one has good shipping facilities so they can reach

distant markets.
Any one with a good location and a liking for either of the

above combinations, and fair business ability, is sure of a good

degree of success.

I wish to say a few words to those who may contemplate

entering the arena of bee-keeping, and wish to know the short-

est and safest road to success for the beginner. He should

take a course of training, of at least one year, with a bee-mas-

ter— not simply a bee keeper but a /)Cc;-7;i(if,7cr—one who under-

stands his business, and Is successful in the management of it.

If I were young again, and going into the bee-business, I

would take such a course of Instruction if I had to work for

my board and the privilege of learning the business.

J. W. Van Ai.lkn.

QuKg.—Wlll bees do better in the shade during the honey

harvest than In the sun ?

Mr. Evans—I prefer shade. X use shade-boards, and pre-

fer them to trees.

The majority of the members did not like shade. Color of

hives has a great deal to do with heat in the hives.

QuEs.—What is the better, a pen-knife or scissors to clip

queen's wings?
By a vote the majority preferred scissors.

QuES.— Is there any way to prevent robbing at the time
of putting bees out in spring?

Mr. Evans—Keep the entrance closed, if the colony is

weak. If a colony gets partly robbed out, they are never any
good the balance of the season.

Mr. France— I use asparagus tops at the entrance, thor-
oughly wet with water.

QuES.—What is the best smoker fuel ?

Some said straw, others planer shavings, punk, crusht
corncobs, or dry hardwood. F. L. Murray, Sec.

Advice About Weak Colonies for Winter.

BY C. P. DADANT.

Question.— " I wish to ask for a little advice. I have
200 colonies of bees, and the honey-flow failed about the first

of October on account of drouth. I have just been looking
into my hives (Nov. 8), and I find not enough bees to cover
two or three combs with no brood, either sealed or unsealed.

But all have plenty of stores. What can I do to save those

bees ? If I unite them will the bees not be too old to stand

the winter? How can I stimulate brood-rearing at this tim&
of the year ?—T. McD., Gallatin Co., 111."

Answer.— It is rather late to give feed to bees to incite

breeding, yet an attempt of this kind cannot be injurious,

even if it is not successful. It is well known to bee-keepers

that bees will breed most when there is a fiow of honey, espe-

cially if the flow is not strong enough to cause them to fill the

brood-cells. The queen has to eat a great deal in order to lay

eggs in such large quantities as she usually lays, and her ap-

petite is excited by food being constantly oflered to her by the-

workers that go about with a full honey-sac. If we can pro-

duce these circumstances artificially, we can undoubtedly in-

cite her to lay eggs, altho at this season we encounter the re-

sistance of their natural habits which are opposed to the ob-

ject in view.

By feeding warm honey, slightly thinned with water, in

small quantities, but at often repeated intervals, we wilt

create more or less excitement in the hive, the queen will be
offered food oftener, and the result will certainly be an in-

crease In the laying of eggs. Whether this laying can be in-

duced in a sufficient amount to supply a force of bees adequate
to the requirements is a question that can only be solved by
the actual experiment, but if we were to try to breed up as-

desired we should feed each colony, say a couple tablespoon-

fuls each evening for a week or two, and we should take pains-

to scatter this food about the combs to give them as much
labor as possible in gathering It up. We would feed in the

evening, and not at any other time for fear of robbing. The
excitement caused by this would subside by morning. If it

was found that the quantity fed caused too much of an in-

crease in the stores, wo would reduce it according to the cir-

cumstances.
When wo feed bees for a winter supply in seasons when

they are short, we take especial pains to feed as quickly as

possible in as large quantities as practicable, because wo wish

to shorten the period of excitement; but in this case It Is

necessary to lengthen it as much as convenient, since we seek

production of bees and not supplies. In hives that were too

plentifully supplied with stores, and had too few bees to win-

tor, we have often seen the practice of slightly cutting into

the sealed combs at the back and as near the bottom of th&

frames as possible. The honey thus exposed acts in a similar

way to the feeding which we roconnnendi'd above. It causes

the bees to transport it In order to repair the comb, and creates

an excitement which will lead to breeding. If the questioner
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tries this method we would like to know his experience at the

end of the season.

We advise the use of warm, thin food because it thus
more nearly resembles a spring harvest, and also because
watery honey is best for larva food ; but such food, if given in

unnecessary quantities, would prove injurious as it might be
stored for winter.

If the colonies are exceedingly weak, and the winter near
at hand, with stormy days and cold nights, it would be of no
use to try this method, which can be successful at best only
when there is a chance for the bees to take flight during the
day. On the other hand, as pollen is needed, if there is none
in the hives, the experiment would be sure to prove a failure,

(or there are no blossoms at this season, and we doubt whether
the bees could be induced to take artificial pollen in the shape
of flour or meal.

In such a case, nothing is left to be done but uniting sev-

eral of the colonies into one. This requires a great deal of

care, and is not always successful, and rather than attempt it

on a large scale we would risk wintering all those colonies
that were worth it by placing them in the cellar at the open-
ing of the coldest weather. When cellar-wintering is carried
on in favorable circumstances a smaller colony may be win-
tered in this way than out-of-doors.

It has been a question with many bee-keepers whether a
hive containing no young bees could winter as well as one con-
taining both young and old bees, and from discussions on this

subject the fact has been elicited that the old bees would win-
ter fully as well as the young, but that they were not so well

fitted to rear brood as the young bees were. It appears that
the glands, which help them in the process of making the
larval food or jelly, become atrophied or shrunken with age,
so as to render them unable to produce it.

But it is not astonishing that bee-keepers generally should
have become distrustful of colonies containing only old bees
for winter, for the appearances are against them. Taking
two colonies of apparently equal strength, the one with brood
the other with none, the conditions are evidently not equal,
as the one has an advantage in the expected Increase which
places it in much more satisfactory circumstances than the
other. But at this season of the year there is but little brood
in the hive. And, to speak plainly, in our opinion, it is a mis-
take to mistrust hives that have only old bees, if conditions are
otherwise satisfactory. Aside from the fact that they are less

able to take care of the brood, they are otherwise fitted to go
through winter fully as well as the young bees. Their bowels
do not so readily become distended with discharges as those
of the young bees, for they eat less. In transporting bees
long distances while importing them from Italy, years ago, we
ascertained beyond a doubt that the old bees could stand the
trip better than the young, and we ascribe it to the reason
above given. Hamilton, 111.

Description of a Fly Bee-Fighter, Etc.

BY S. T. TETTIT.

Thinking some might care to know more about that inter-

esting insect I sent to the Buffalo meeting, I will give the fol-

lowing :

I was passing through my bee-yard, and upon a bee-quilt

lying in the sun, down side up, I noticed what I took to be a

bumble-bee. On other parts of the quilt or cloth were a few
honey-bees collecting propolis, or had been just a few minutes
before, but I am not sure that any were present just then. I

was amused at the sight of a bumble-bee, as I supposed, gath-
ering propolis, but I noticed his long wings and little abdomen.
Then I lookt closer and saw in the grasp of his long, powerful
legs a poor, helpless honey-bee, with its powerful enemy ap-

parently tasting the back of its neck. I took in the whole situa-

tion in a moment, and with a quick, sure grab I seized him by
those dark, long wings. He releast the bee at once, but it

was dead. Then he struggled hard for liberty, and his

strength was a matter of surprise.
Upon close inspection it proved to be a fly, and not a

bumble-bee at all ; but his mossy back, color and general ap-
pearance would deceive many. I placed his stinger end
against the back of my hand to test his powers to sting, but
he made no pretenses whatever at stinging. Then I put him
into a wire-cloth cage aud ran a bright Italian bee into the

cage with him, and watcht for results. They seemed to be
mutually afraid of eath other, but they soon came in contact
and clincht ; the fly wrapt his long, strong legs around the

bee and seemed to hug the bee pretty hard ; but they were
undersides together. A heavy buzz from the fly and a quick
loosening of his grasp told me the tale, that he was stung,
and they parted. The fly showed slight lameness, but did not

appear to suffer much pain. But soon they again met, and
hurried through a similar process. When they parted a sec-

ond time the fly indicated increast pain and more lameness,

but at the third clinch and struggle the bee came off conqueror;
the fly soon became badly disabled, and could only drag him-
self along.

Then I let the bee out to go home and tell of the thrilling

events, dangers, battles and victory through which it had just

past. Every time they would meet they clincht; they made
no effort to evade each other, and the bee would cutely and
quickly, every time, get its underside to the fly. The ques-

tion arises : Would not these creatures recover from the

effect of one bee-sting ?

If we should have another hot wave sufficient to send
more of these unwelcome visitors away up North, I shall take
pleasure in experimenting with them. I believe if I had cut
the sting off of that bee, the fly would have sucked and hug-
ged the life out of it right before my eyes.

A POOR COMB HONET COLONY MAY DO WELL ON EXTRACTED.

As a rule about 4 per cent., or one colony of bees in 25,
will usually fail to do satisfactory work at comb honey, either

in quality or quantity. I have come to this conclusion, that

it does not pay to waste their time on comb honey. I just

blow a little smoke in at the top and let part of the bees run
down; then set the comb honey super in the shade a few
moments, that the bees may fill themselves, then place it,

bees and all, on some other hive, and give the idlers extract-

ing supers with drawn comb, and more likely than not the

former idlers will be transformed into bees as good as the best

in the apiary for extracting honey. I have practiced this for

years with the very best results in every case.

The past season I treated one colony as above, and In

eight days the super put on empty and dry contained 88
pounds of good honey. But very likely some of that came
from the brood-chamber. And this splendid work continued
as long as the honey season held out.

Ontario, Canada.

Combs with Candied Honey—How to Save Both.

BY M. M. BALDRIDGE.

On page 647, a correspondent desires to know what to do

with combs filled with candied honey ; and one of the answers
is, that it might perhaps be a good plan to sprinkle the combs
with water before giving the bees access to them.

Now my plan has been for several years past to uncap
such combs and extract any liquid honey there might be in

them, and then fill the empty cells full or part full of water.

Of course, I also wet or sprinkle both honey and comb in so

doing. I then hang these frames of comb in the hive, either

in the story where the bees are, or in an empty story under-

neath, and late in the afternoon. The honey will then be

quickly removed, and will be found nicely liquified, and with

no loss of comb or honey whatever.

As a rule, I find it necessary to water the combs as stated,

two or more times before the last grain of honey is liquefied.

In this way I have saved many choice combs filled with can-

died honey, and with no loss whatever. Try this plan and
you will be pleased with the result. I know it is a success,

for I have been "through the mill " a number of times.

Kane Co., 111.

Somewhat Disheartened—Managing Swarms.

BY J. S. HARTZELL.

The honey season of 1897 is closed, and the consumption

of the crop collected is next in order. With the closing of

this season, and in my experience (after seven years' trial) I

have concluded for this section of the country especially there

is nothing to be made in keeping bees. Much has been, and
will continue to be, written upon the results attainable by

proper care and management of an apiary, setting forth most
particularly the hopeful side of making it a substantial and
profitable pursuit, but as seen by me, after seven years' ex-

perience, I can truthfully say as a pursuit or calling by which
to obtain remuneration for time and labor expended, I could

not conscienciously recommend any one to undertake it, espe-

cially in this locality. I have concluded, too, that much has

been written upon the care and management of bees that is

more theory than practical, and has led me to conclude that

one-half that even the wisest man knows is mere theory. This

is, in my judgment, thrice applicable in bee-culture, unless
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conditions are very much different in other sections of coun-
try from that experienced here.

Bees swarm. Yes, and I presume the conditions coinci-
dent thereto are of much the same character throughout the
country, and with the various plans of non-swarming hives,
caging of queens, etc., I have learned of but one that ap-
peared and proved practical in results, and that is the one
recommended and practiced by J. A. Golden, of Ohio, as set
forth in an article publisht in our esteemed Bee Journal, in

1896. Certainly, Mr. Golden knew whereof he spoke, and
the only really bad thing I can see in this plan is, the slice to

be cut for the manufacturer of hives would be left compara-
tively on the loaf when once a man had obtained the number
of colonies wanted.

I tested six colonies the past season on IVIr. Golden's plan,
and it proved an entire success. However, I had some trouble
with the first two colonies casting swarms. After the fifth

day arrived, and on which the yueen was to be liberated, I

made a failure in getting all the queen-cells cut out. as he
recommended, and as result a swarm issued the second day
after liberating the queen. Three others swarmed, and I re-
solved to be more careful, and with care came success. One
colony did swarm, and from it I received the poorest result in

securing honey, however it did better than others kept in the
regular or orthodox way.

The results on the Golden plan are as follows : The best
colony yielded 64 completed sections of honey, and the poorest
yy. My yard contained 56 colonies, spring count, and I in-

creast to 68. Had the 56 colonies, spring count, yielded pro-
portionally to the result obtained from the poorest colony on
the Golden plan, my crop would have been 2,U28 completed
sections of honey, whereas I obtained only l,lS-i, all told.

Honey obtained in this locality the past season is of poor
quality, and sold at a very low price, viz : 10 cents per pound,
f. o. b. cars. But from the market reports appearing in the
bee-papers I conclude that the price is fair. But at the
prices honey is, and has been, selling at for the past several
years, I for one have concluded that keeping bees for profit
does not pay for time and labor expended, and therefore I

purpose, if possible, to dispose of my bees and quit the busi-
ness. It took me four years—bad ones, too— all in succession
to make up my mind, but learning that all depends upon con-
ditions to insure a crop of honey, even with an abundant sup-
ply of nectar-producing flowers, all rests at last on conditions.
I have at last become discouraged, and conclude that for time
and labor expended, and crops of honey secured, I should
have had at least 30 to 50 cents per pound.

In conclusion, allow me to say I prize and esteem the Bee
Journal for its manly bearing, condemning the wrong, up-
holding the right, honoring the deserving, setting at naught
and warning the unsuspecting against the rogue. May its

editor prosper in his endeavors to uphold the good and deserv-
ing, and may the Bee Journal ever hold its place as at present
conceded to it—one of the very best in bee-literature, and in-
dispensable to the bee-fraternity.

Should I be compelled to be in bee-culture another season,
all colonies will be workt on the Golden plan, and a report
made at the close of the season.

Somerset Co., Pa., Oct. 30.

Methods of Producing Comb Honey.
Br J. A. GOLDEN.

It costs no more to be a successful apiarist than to be an
unsuccessful oue ; nor to produce a No. 1 article of merchant-
able honey, than it does an unsightly product, which somehow
finds its way into the markets of to-day. In the one case
there is pleasure to one's self, and to his patrons ; in the other
there is disappointment, and results which show that labor,
money and time have been spent in vain. No one can over-
estimate the pleasure of a thoroughly well regulated apiary,
or measure the disappointment of a haphazard system In api-
culture when it Is considered that the one is just as easily pro-
duced as the other. The questions are, then, How can this
be done ? and by what method, or methods ?

Xhe questions may be answered thus : First, a proper
knowledge of the honey-bee, its habits, needs, and instinct,
are all essential. Second, properly constructed appliances,
and how and when to use them to the best advantage to suc-
ceed. Then It can be truthfully said that success in api-
culture means simply care, judgment and knowledge In ma-
nipulation.

As apieultural appliances can now be said to be very
nearly perfect In construction, competition has accomplisht
wonders for the apiarist of to-day, and ho or she can obtain

for their work the various appliances at low prices. Surely, It

can truthfully be said that apiculture is not only progressive,
but is a science of a high order as well.

There being several methods practiced in the production
of comb honey by which success has resulted, I will give only
the results of my method, and the non-swarming methoJ, re-

ferring the reader to pages 481 and 833 of the Bee Journal
for 1896, which fully explains " Golden's method."

Thus approximating the methods mentioned, I invite the
reader to examine my report of the two systems practiced the
past season (1897), and note the difference in results.

And before giving the report, I wish to say that my
method positively requires bees to swarm naturally in order to

succeed. Second, all queen-cells must be destroyed if a queen
is to be returned. Third, plenty of surplus room must be
provided, and the prize is sure. Having done all I could, I

succeeded in getting only five swarms from my non-swarmers.
They just wouldn't swarm. But I rejoice to know that
every colony in my apiary for 1898 will be governed by
queens of mixt blood

—

Italian and gray Carniolan—and if

nectar flows in 1898,1 will " get there, and don't you for-

get it."

However, it must be remembered that the locality in

which I live is perhaps the poorest bee-pasturage section in

all southeastern Ohio, from what I can ascertain, when I view
it outside of two principal sources—that of white clover and
sumac. True, we have other sources, from which a meager
supply of nectar is obtained—common throughout the State.

While I have tried to encourage the raising of Alsike and
crimson clovers, for the past two years, I have known but one
field of three acres of Alsike clover to be grown, and that was
\'^^ miles from my apiary, and one field of four acres of crim-
son, which was 4 miles distant. Buchwheat is seldom ever
raised in this locality of late years, and when arguing with
the farmers on the utility of raising the above grasses—Alsike
and crimson clovers— the final answer is, " Oh, yes, Mr. G.,

you want pasturage for your bees." So when considering my
report, remember that I am not situated amongst groves of
orange and basswood. Here is my report

:

Colonies manipulated on the Golden method, average per
colony, 119?i one-pound sections of honey; colonies on the
non-swarming method, average per colony, Sa.ig one-pound
sections. All is first-class white honey, and will be sold in

my home market at 15 cents per section.

No account has been taken of unfinisht sections in either
method, and at this date (Oct. 18) all colonies are in prime
condition, both in healih and stores, and their keeper rejoices

from the fact that after all his reverses and misfortunes in

the past two years, his bees have made him more than is re-

quired to pay every dollar of indebtedness, which will be can-
celled in the near future.

Comments on my report will be cheerfully read by the
writer. Morgan Co., Ohio.

%
Transferring Bees—Some Information Wanted.

BY GEO. II. STIPP.

Transferring.—A fellow can't find out things without
asking questions, nor tell other people how much he floi't

know, without saying something. Therefore, even at the
risk of becoming a nuisance, I must Indulge in a few more
interrogation points.

Some months ago a writer In the Bee Journal suggested
that an excellent plan to transfer bees from an old to a new
hive was to put the old hive atop the new one. The bees
would gradually fill the up-stairs with honey and go down-
stairs to keep house and " tend the babies." As I had a hive
filled with crooked comb, and which 1 was anxious to trans-

fer, I thought this a splendid chance to experiment. I fol-

lowed directions carefully, and the bees soon got to travelinf?

through the new hive in a self-satisfied and encouraging man-
ner, but week after week rolled by and there was no change
in the situation ; honey and brood kept close company up in

the attic, and never a sign of business down below.

I then concluded that the perverseness probably lay In

the queen, so I placed a zinc honey-board between the two
hives and put the "old lady " down below, thinking the other
members of the family would come down and build her some
comb. Weeks rolled by as before, and still the first floor was
"to let," the brood all hatcht, and the queen simply mourned
down-stairs for her lost throne, and refused to be comforted.

In disgust I concluded it was time to do something, so I

drove the bees down-stairs out of the old hive, cut out and
gave them some of the honey, destroyed the old queen (which
I had longed to be rid of). Introduced an Italian queen, and at
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last accounts the full sheets of foundation with which the
new hivo had been supplied were fast being drawn out, the
new queen was rearing a family, and prosperity promist to

reign in the realm.
Now what I want to ask is, What kind of experience have

other folks had in this plan of transferring ?

latel

Queen's Leg Paralyzed.— I have an Italian queen,
iately bought, whose left hind leg is dead—cause unknown.
Can some weather prophet tell me if that misfortune is likely

to Injure her value as a prolific layer?

Yellow Jackets Destroying Colonies.—The yellow
jackets during the latter part of summer have attackt and
completely " gutted " several weak colonies. They come in

swarms, and once they commence on a colony, never leave it

till every bee is slaughtered and devoured. I have lost thou-
sands of bees by them this summer, and had to close most of

the hives with wire-screens for days at a time to preserve
them from these cannibalistic pests. At one time I was much
discouraged, fearing they would go through the whole apiary
before stopping. I was not at home during the siege, but the
only partial remedy suggesting itself to those in charge was to

hang up a piece of raw meat, and when well covered with
"jackets," deluge them with a basiu of boiling water. In
this way many were killed, and their numbers and capacity
greatly diminisht. Can any one of experience and knowledge
give us any advice for future action ?

"Nufl sed " for this time, so I'll make way for some one
else who knows more and perhaps says less.

Santa Clara Co., Calif.

Odd Experiences of the Past Season.

BY C. W. M'KOWN.

Drones in Queen-Cells.—I had about a score of drones
incubating in queen-cells in one hive this summer. In mak-
ing an examination to see why the colony was storing no sur-

plus, I found a large number of queen-cells; one of them got
torn open in handling; and on examining it I found it con-
tained a young drone almost ready to hatch ! I then took my
knife and split the other cells, one after another, and found
all contained drone-brood capt over a la queen. There were
no queens or young larvK In the hive, but a large number of

sealed and hatching drones in worker-comb. I could not tell

whether the brood was from eggs laid by an old, played-out
queen, or by worker bee or bees. The layer bad evidently
disappeared about ten days previously. I took all combs con-
taining brood from them, filled up again with worker-brood
combs from other hives, gave them a young queen, and all

went well.

Bees Getting INTO A Shop.—For 15 years my shop win-
dows have been covered with wire-cloth extending up above
the windows about five Inches, and a little open at the top.

When carrying honey In I could let the top sash down, and
the bees that happened to get in would go out all right. But
this year, for the first time in all these years, the outside bees

found the way in ! They got to coming in by hundreds, so I

had to arrange other kind of bee-escapes. I consider the Por-
ter escape a complete success.

Chickens Eating Worker-Bees— I raised several dozen
Barred Plymouth Rock chickens the past season. They had
full liberty in the apiary. No thought entered my head that

they would eat live bees ; but one day when I had a hive open
I noticed a half-grown chicken that seemed to be greatly in-

terested, and I thought he was picking up bees. To make
sure of It, I set a comb covered with bees down on the ground
and slept back a little. He walkt right up and commenced
picking bees off the comb. He thumpt them on the ground to

kill them at first, but soon got in such a hurry to fill up that

he would just give them a hard pinch and swallow them. I

let him alone, hoping and expecting he would get stung, but
after eating probably 20 or more he neglected the old bees
and began picking the larva out of the comb. I then inter-

fered and drove him away. That put me to watching, and I

soon discovered other chickens eating bees ! Some times they
would walk right up in front of a hive and pick bees right off

the allghting-board. If a bee would begin to buzz around the
chick's head it would ruu away, and may be go no more than
a rod, and commence the same feast at another hive. I be-

lieve I never read of chickens eating live bees.

Not a Large Crop.—My crop of honey was not large this
year. Too dry. I had only six swarms from 40 colonies.
T/irce out of the six came out on the same day

—

Sunday at that.

Laying Queens Fighting.—Prof. Newman happened
along one day while I was taking out some laying queens that
I desired to supersede. I gave him two of them in cages and
told him If he would turn them together under a glass dish he
would see a fight. He took them to his room and tried the ex-
periment. He afterward told me they associated on good
terms for 30 or 40 minutes, then took a sculUe, embracing
each other, then rolled and tumbled about for a spell, and
then separated and seemed peaceable for over an hour, when
they took another tussle, separating again In a few moments,
seemingly none the worse for their struggle. Then for about
two hours they were not watcht, but when he did again look
at them, both were dead .' Knox Co., 111.

BEEDDM BDILED DOWN.

Specialty versus bee-keeping as a side-issue, says the
Bee-Keepers' Review, is being discust again, and the Review
thinks it's waste time. Bee-keepers will take their own way
about it anyhow, and after all isn't there room enough for

both? Just so.

Fall Introduction of queens the editor of Review
thinks not as difficult as some suppose. A Mr. Turner told

him he re-queened after breeding ceast, taking no special

pains, and never lost a queen. The editor thinks the bees

are then hopelessly queenless, and hopelessly queenless bees
never refuse a queen.

Xliin Foundation without side-walls, made on the

machine for the construction of which the members of the

Michigan State Bee-Keepers' Association paid last winter,

was used to some extent the past season by Mr. Aspinwall.
The combs are about as delicate and fragile as natural combs,
but the foundation warps and curls terribly.—Review.

Backward in Spots.—Strange that a journal so

up-to-date in general as Brasilianische Bienenpflege should be

so behind the times in spots. Its readers are advised to use

in section-holders sections of four pieces nailed ! From the

American Bee Journal are quoted replies given by Atchley

and Heddon ! That couldn't be from last week's journal, sure.

Fxtra Price for Extra Quality.—J. W. Rouse
says in Progressive Bee-Keeper, " 1 am now getting 3 cents

per pound more for my extracted honey than some that I

know of are getting for theirs." Most likely his customers
get full value for that difference of 3 cents. If producers of

extracted honey would always produce a choice article, a
buoyancy in price would eventually follow.

Amount of 'Winter Stores.—To carry through
an average colony from Oct. 1 to May 1, will require about
12 kilograms (2HJ-^ pounds). It may do with considerably
less, but It will be at the expense of its proper development
in the spring, andevery pound the miserly bee-keeper saves by
thus shortening the fall allowance, will cost him tenfold as

much the following summer.—Vienna Bienen-Vater.

Distance Bees Forage.—As bearing on this ques-

tion. Editor Hutchinson says: "Forty acres of buckwheat
were once sowed early In the season, three miles from my lit-

tle apiary It bloomed two or three weeks before any
other buckwheat, and my bees workt upon it and secured a
little more than enough for their immediate needs, but when
the buckwheat bloomed near home, the combs filled up with a

rush."

Clipping Virgin Queens to control their flight

and thus secure their mating with drones from the home-yard,
Hutchinson thinks the most practical and feasible of anything
yet struck to control mating of queens. He saw a queen at

Mr. Aspinwall's which had S of an Inch taken off each side,

and she mated all right. "With black or hybrid bees all

around him, Mr. Aspinwall has kept the mismated down to

one in 12 with dipt queens, while the unclipt averaged one
in 4."
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Editorial Con)n)crft^^

Xlie BuflTalo CotiTention Report we will be-

gin next week, and do our best to get it all in this year's num-
bers of the Bee Journal. We had expected to begin It this

week, but couldn't well do it. In place of it, however, will be

found a very interesting report of the Southwestern Wiscon-
sin convention.

Xlie Apiary shown on the first page this week is that

of John Trimberger, of Clark Co., Wis., which contains 212
colonies of bees. It is the home apiary. The out-apiary is

4X miles in a southwesterly direction, with 200 colonies.

Mr. Trimberger has been a reader of the American Bee Jour-

nal since 1879. During the last 10 years he has followed

bee-keeping almost exclusively. White clover and basswood
have yielded sparingly this year, in his locality, his entire

crop for the season being only 15,000 pounds of comb honey

and 600 pounds of extracted.

Plea for Honey—Honeyed Baked Apples.
—We have received the two following dipt paragraphs from

Mr. George fjacey, of Livingston Co., N. Y., which bo thinks

deserve a place lu the Bee Journal—and in so thinking he Is

correct:

A Plea fok Uonky.—Many a weary house-mother exerts
herself to put up rows on rows of jellies, jams and canned
fruit, often In the extreme heat, when the same amount of
time, more healthfully spent out-of-doors, would supply her
family with a like ijuantlly of sweets (lulte as wholesome and
palatable to the average household. Of course a variety Is

desirable, and I would not do away with the time-honored
preserve closet, but its dainties might well be dimlnisht in

quantity and supplemented with those which require no ma-

nipulation. Especially where there are children is it desirable
to have a supply of natural sweets— honey and maple syrup

—

as it is noticeable that a child can eat much more freely of
these than of candy or jams without ill-effects.—Country
Gentleman.

Honeyed Baked Apples.— In baking apples, honey for
sweetening Is truly delicious. Wash the apples and core
them, but do not peel ; a bit of cinnamon may be put in the
holes made by removal of the cores. Put the apples into a
baking-pan, with just enough water to cover the bottom of
the pan. When the apples have baked for 20 minutes, add
the honey and baste them frequently until done. For very
sour apples use a half gill of honey to every six apples. Eaten
hot or cold, with or without cream, they are good.—Exchange.

Fruit-Gro-wers and Bee-Keepers.—The per-

secution of bee-keepers by fruit-growers in California is not

yet at an end. An orchardist, of Orange, has brought suit

against an apiarist because of his bees depredating on the

fruit. The fruit-grower was defeated in the justice court, but

has appealed the case to the higher court, where no doubt the

decision will be reverst. There has, as yet, been no farmers'

institute ai Orange. Prof. Cook says he will soon go down
there, and hopes that the bees will be set right in the popular

mind.

The olive-growers are generally aware that they cannot

secure good crops unless they mix varieties, and have bees

close at hand to do the work of pollination. Olive-growers

are now very generally acting on this suggestion.

"W^etting: Sections.—Dr. Dubini having quoted in

tha Italian bee-journal, L'Apicoltore, Dr. Miller's plan of wet-

ting sections too dry to fold, evidently supposing each section

was wet separately, F. L. Thompson makes the correction in.

Review, saying that a box of 500 or 1,000 sections are wet

at once. A wooden plug is made to fit in the end of a funnel,

a groove being made in the plug, so that a very fine stream of

water will pass through. Boiling water is then poured into

the funnel from a teakettle, and the fine stream directed right

over the grooves, moving along so that just enough water is

poured to reach clear through all the sections.

Tlie Ontario Convention will be held in the

County Council Chamber at Hamilton, Dec. 7, 8 and 9, 1897.

A good p'ogram has been arranged, and liberal hotel rates

(•SI.00 per day) have been made by the St. Nicholas Hotel. A
cordial invitation is extended to all bee-keepers to attend and

help make this meetiug a grand one. For further informa-

tion, address the Secretary, Wm. Couse, Streetsville, Ont.

Honey as Food is a neat 24-page circular for use

In creating a local demand for your honey crop. We mall a

sample free. Ask for it. Prices of quantities are given on

another page of this number.

Canadian Bee-Keeping' Interests.—The To-

ronto Globe for Oct. 1-4 contained the following paragraphs

concerning a visit there, made by Editor Holtermann, of the

Canadian Bee Journal

:

Mr. R. F. Holtermann was in the city yesterday. In the
interests of bee-keepers he had an interview with the Hon.
John Dryden, Minister of Agriculture. There Is at present
an act to prohibit the spraying of fruit-trees while in blossom.
The object of this is to prevent the poisoning of honey-bees
when working ou the flowers. Mr. Holtermann slated that

the intelligent fruit-grower knew perfectly well that it was
not alone useless, but even endangered the fruit crop to spray
fruit-trees while in blossom. The injury was done by a few
who were still ignorant in this respect, and a less number who
did things In a slipshod way. The bulk of mischief was done
by men who were about the country with spraying outflts,

charging so much for each tree. It was to their Interest to

begin as early and spray as late as they could induce the
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farmer to give the contract. To encourage his system was
a. financial injury to every one but the operator.

Mr. Holtermann stated that quite a number of red clover

seed growers were becoming alarmed on the same score. It

was well known on account of the length of the corolla of 'the

red clover blossom it was very difficult to propolize it, and be-

fore Australia could produce red clover seed they bad to im-

port the bumble-bee. The growers of this seed were fearing

that as during fruit-blossom the queen, 'being the only survi-

vor over winter of a nest, would be poisoned when working on
the blossoms. This means the destruction of an entire nest

and its increase. Mr. Dryden promist to try and find some
method of informing the public.

Tl?e Weekly Budget;

The Progressive Bee-Keeper makes another progres-

sive step by dressing up in new, clean, clear type, very grate-

ful to the eye.

Mr. W. a. Prtal, of Alameda Co., Calif., wrote us as

follows, Nov. 11

:

"The prospects for nest year continue good, as we have
been having plenty of early rains. It bids fair to be an open
winter."

Mr. J. W. Rouse, of Missouri, reports in Progressive that
on account of drouth he got only half as much as he expected.

But some people expect a good deal, and as he actually har-

vested 120 pounds per colony, he ought to manage to rub
along till he gets a full crop.

Prof. A. J. Cook, writing us from Los Angeles Co., Calif.,

Nov. 10, said: .

" The price offered for honey still holds very low. A few
have sold for 4: cents per pound, but many can get no more
than 3 or 3)ij' for the best extracted honey."

Mr. J. W. Oqlesby, of Logan Co., Ark., writing Jus Nov.
10, said :

" My bees have done exceedingly well this year, and all

have gone inio winter quarters full up to the brim. I credit a

large part of my success to the American Bee Journal."

Editor Hutchinson, in the Review, speaks very highly
of Dr. Miller's work in his department in the Bee Journal

—

"Questions and Answers." Here is the paragraph Mr. Hutch-
inson wrote in regard to it:

"Beginners will ask questions, no matter how much you
tell them to read a text-book, and if there is any place in

which they can get these questions fairly and satisfactorily

answered it is by Dr. Miller in the 'Questions and Answers'
department of the American Bee Journal."

Mr. John II. Martin, whom we reported as being sick,

we have since learned came near having a run of fever, but
fortunately broke it up before it had progrest far. It left

him very weak, and it was some days before he could do much.
During his sickness he had Mr. Clayton, one of the directors

of the Bee-Keepers' Exchange, as his substitute as Secretary.

On Nov. 10 the Exchange shipt a carload of honey to Ohio. It

handled about 10 carloads of honey this season, and has sev-

eral more on hand. But prices are unsatisfactory.

Beautifully Fernlike.—Editor Hutchinson's terrible

aflliction in the loss of his little daughter Fern, by the hand
of her crazed mother, has awakened the sympathy of the

whole fraternity. That sympathy has moved E. E. Hasty to

write a couple of verses so exquisite that they must be re-

peated here:

There is a balm for mourners sad, where funeral torches burn--
None wheQ a darling child jrows up—it's (roae beyond return.
She arrows not old. nor coy nor bold, be future triad or stern;
Immortal now in loving hearts art thou, sweet little Fern.

Father nor sUter ne'er shall say. as Ion? as Ule shall bide;
" My baby's dead, but no one knows exactly when she died.
And there's no grave in any yard to go and weep beside."
Tho tears must Bow, and hearts must ache, one fount of grief is dried

.

-^07

mskw.

CONDUCTED BY

DR. O. O. SlILLER, MARENGO, ILL.

[Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direct.!

Bcc8 DrHggini; Out Larvie.

J am much obliged to my good friend, 0. O. Poppleton, for

calling attention, on page 690, to my reply about the bees

dragging out larviB. He says the dragging out larvie when
bees are at the point of starvation is the one which requires

the promptest attention on the part of the bee-keeper, and

he's certainly right In that. He might also have added that

for every larva dragged out from all the other causes, five will

be dragged out on account of short stores. But I suppose he

wanted to let me down as light as possible. You see, besides

having a good head, Mr. Poppleton has a good heart.

" How did I come to make such a blunder in answering ?"

I don't know. I suppose I was intently thinking of what
could be the trouble with the questioner's bees just then, and
in the month of September the bees would not be at all likely

to be dragging out brood on account of short stores. But I see

I don't know as well as I might, how to answer questions."
C. C. M.

M I ^
Cypress Boards for Hives.

Can cypress boards be used for bee-hives? If not, why ?

Conn.
Answer.—I don't know. Who can tell us ?

Figwort or Simpson Honey-Plant.

The illustration of Simpson honey-plant on page 6-41, Is

very different in bloom from that of plants grown from seed

purchast of an Ohio firm, the blossoms of which, appear in

whorls on the main stalk and branches, much the same as cat-

nip. Why this difference? Florida.

Answer.—At this time of year I can't find a stalk to com-

pare, but as nearly as I remember, and I'm quite familiar

with the plant, the cut on page fiil represents very exactly

figwort. Notice the enlarged blossom at the lower right

hand corner. If your plant hasn't that kind of blossom, then

it is not true to name.
mM I >»

Comb Honey Produced witli llie Aid of Drawn
Foundation.

1. From a purchaser's standpoint, is not the value of comb
honey based upon the belief that it is the handiwork of the bees

themselves, coming directly from the hand of Nature, and

therefore pure ?

2. From the bee-keeper's standpoint, is not the value based

upon the cost of production compared with the market price

of extracted honey ?

3. If the above deductions are correct (and to my way of

thinking they are) would there not be very great danger of in-

juring the reputation of comb honey for the purchaser if arti-

ficial comb is made?
4. Do you think the greater production, on account of

furnishing to the bees of sections filled with comb all ready

for them to fill with honey, would compensate for comb honey

losing its reputation for purity, and the inevitable falling in

price on account of greater ease in production, allowing that

the manufacturer of artificial comb is a mechanical success ?

Nova Scotia.

Answers.— 1. Not altogether the belief In purity makes the

purchaser willing to pay the price. Looks has much to do

with it. The beautiful appearance of comb honey makes
customers willing to pay more for it. The quality of the av-

erage sample of comb honey is also better than the averwje

sample of extracted, and that helps the price of the comb.
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Some customers will give as much for a pound ofextracted as

for a pound of comb, if the quality is the same and they are

sure both are genuine, but the large majority will pay more
for the comb. Undoubtedly, however, belief in purity enhan-
ces the value in the eyes of the consumer.

2. I thinit not. As a producer of comb honey, I pay no
attention to the price of extracted. Neither, in fixing a price

on my honey, providing 1 have anything to do with fixing the
price, do I figure at all on the cost of production. Some years
my honey has cost ine ten times as much per pound as this

year, but the price was very nearly the same. Instead of fig-

uring on the price of extracted and the cost of production, I

figure ou the amount of comb honey produced in general, and
the marlfet quotations. Probably most comb honey produc-
ers do about the same way. A good many times, however,
there is no figuring whatever on the part of the bee-keeper.
He simply puts his honey into the hands of a commission man
with instructions (if he gives any instructions) to get all he
can.

3 and 4. Altho your data may be somewhat faulty, you are
undoubtedly right in thinking that whatever awakens suspic-

ion in the minds of consumers as to the purity of comb honey
will have some tendency to lessen the demand and thus lower
the price. Whether artificial comb would hurt the reputation
of comb honey would depend somewhat on the character of

the comb. If made as thin and of the same material as that
made by the bees, it could hardly make much difference, cer-

tainly not so much difference as to overbalance the advantage,
providing the common estimate is correct, that bees will store
twice as much honey if they don't have to furnish any comb.

But why speculate as to a thing that has no existence?
Artificial comb completely built out, of such character that
any intelligent bee-keeper would use it for the production of

comb honey, has never yet to my knowledge been made, and
it is doubtful if it ever will be. The nearest that has ever
come to it is the drawn foundation, or foundation with side-

walls perhaps ^4 inch deep—a long ways from fully-built comb.
Whether this can be furnlsht at a price to make it profitable,

and whether the bees will use it in a satisfactory manner, are
yet unsolved problems. But if it should be found profitable to

use it, I have little fear of its effect upon the market on the
ground of prejudice against it except as such prejudice is

aroused by the unreasonable objections of bee-keepers them-
selves. Comb foundation is used in most of th^ comb honey
that is produced, and I very much doubt whether abee-l<eeper
could get any higher price for his honey if the consumer
were sure no foundation were in it. Now if the consumer is

satisfied to have in his comb honey a certain part of the comb
made of wax furnlsht to the bees, why should he object when
twice that amount is furnisht ? If there should be a falling in

price on account of the greater ease of production, the bee-

keeper would at least be no worse off for it, and the consum-
ing public would be better off. Surely bee-keepers are large-

hearted enough to care something for the welfare of others
when it costs nothing to themselves.

Replacing Qucen§—Removing Honey from llie

Brood Chamber.

1. I have 12 colonies of bees, and next spring I wish to

strengthen them as much as possible by replacing with new
queens. Would you advise me to get tested, or untested,
queens ?

2. As I take the queens from the hives, would it not do to

transfer those that from appearance seem prolific 7 If not,

why not ?

3. When I wish to remove honey from the main body of

the hive, how will I know where to find brood-combs and
queen-cells so that they may not be disturbed? F. P.

Answers.— 1. I would hardly advise it. With little ex-

perience in the matter, there would be some probability that
some of your colonies would be queeuless for some time, and
In any case the laying be somewhat hindered by the change,
so that your colonies would not be as strong as if you let them
entirely alone. If your stock is good stock, changing the
queens would be of no use, unless the new queens are of better
stock. If your stock is poor, better get a tested queen, then
from her progeny supply the other colonies with queens in

harvest time.
2. If you mean you're going to transfer to movable-comb

hives, by all means transfer queens as well, if all right.
3. It is a mistake to suppose that there Is a queen-cell

somewhere In the hive that Is the permanent abode of royalty.
A queen-cell Is used merely to rear in It a young queen, and it

is then destroyed. Usually there will be a number of queen-

cells in a hive, and they may be in any part of the hive. You
needn't worry about finding any except about the time of

swarming or at the time of superseding a queen. Besides the
queen-cells, which haveonly a temporary existence, there are
drone and worker-cells, and all the comb in the hive consists

of these two kinds. You will easily tell drone-comb from
worker by its larger size. Drone measures four cells to the
Inch, and worker five.

It will pay you hhj to get a good text-book on bees.

Feeding maple Syrup—Honey for Wintering.

1. Is maple syrup good to feed bees in early spring, to

cause them to breed up ? I mean the last runs, that is not
salable.

2. How many pounds of honey does a colony of bees con-
sume from the time they are put into the cellar till they are
taken out? New York.

Answers.— 1. Maple syrup will do very well to feed after

bees fly in spring, not feeding so much or so late that there is

any danger of its going into the surplus honey.
2. The amount varies very much, and sometimes with no

apparent reason. Perhaps from 5 to 20 pounds will be con-
sumed from the time of putting in the cellar to taking out, but
it must not be forgotten that a goodly quantity will be needed
after taking out before any one will be gathered from outside.

'Wintering a Late Robbed Colon)'.

I have a colony of bees that was robbed in October of all

honey and comb. They went to work and now they have a
piece of comb about 6 by 12 inches. Not knowing what to do
I have been feeding them on granulated sugar melted up.
Yesterday I got some liquid honey with bee-bread^in it. They
like it. I have them in a room warm enough so they can work
every day on the food. Can I feed them and keep them over
winter? If so, what will I have to feed them? What tem-
perature ought the room to be kept? Michigan.

Answer.— It isn't the surest thing in the world that a col-

ony will winter all right if late in the season it has not only to

be fed but to build its combs. Nevertheless you are probably
doing about the right thing with it, and will do well to keep
right on till you think the bees have enough stores to last them
through the winter. Twenty pounds of food will make them
safe, aud if the colony is weak less will answer. But a weak
colony will consume more in proportion than a strong one.

That is, if you have one colony twice as strong in bees as
another, it will not consume twice as much stores, altho it wilt

consume more than the weaker one.

Instead of making the bees build their combs, it would be
a good thing if you could buy from a neighbor two or three
empty brood-combs, or, still better, combs filled with sealed

honey.
After you are through feeding the bees, don't try to keep

them in a warm place, but put them in a cellar where they
will be kept dark and quiet. The right temperature is that at
which they will be most quiet. That will likely be somewhere
about 450.

Honey as Pood is the name of a 24-page pamphlet,
S^xG'i inches, which we are now printing fur general dis-

tribution among those who should be users of honey. It is

just the thing for bee-keepers to hand to every one of their

customers, and also to those whom they would like to have as
customers. It is very handy in size—just right to go into an
ordinary business envelope. It contains 12 illustrations, five

of which are somewhat comic, and help to make it attractive.

There is a blank space for your name and address. About
yi of the pamphlet was written by Dr. Miller, and then we
added thereto many new and valuable honey recipes—for

cooking and for medicinal purposes. In all, it makes a neat
little pamphlet. Send name and address and we will mall you
a sample of " Honey as Food."

Prices for quantities, postpaid—25 for 30 cents; 50 for

50 cents ; 100 for 85 cents : 200 for .$1.40. By express,

not prepaid, 500 for $3.00; 1,000, $5.00.

Tbe VIcEvoy Foul Brood Treatment Is

given in Dr. Howard's pamphlet on " Foul Brood ; Its Natural
History and Rational Treatment." It is the latest publication

on the subject, and should be in the hands of every bee-keeper.

Price, 25 cents ; or clubbed with the Bee Journal for one year
—both for $1.10.
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rifilBeeswax
For all the Good, Pure Yello-w

BeeS'wax delivered to our office till

further notice, we will pay -i5 cents per

pound, CASH ; or 2S cents for whatever
part Is exchanged for the Bee Journal,
Honey, Books or Seed, that we offer. If

you want casta, promptly, for your
Beeswax, send it on at once. Impure
wax not taken at any price. Address as

follows, very plainly,

GEO. W. YORK & CO.
118 Michigan St., CHICAGO, ILL.

CARLOADS
or Bee-Hives, Sections, Ship-
ping-Cases. Comb FouDdatlon,
and Everj-tblns used in the
Bee-Industry.
We want the name and ad-

r dress of every Bee-Keeper In
- America. We supply Deal-
ers lis well as consumers. We

have Dry Kiln, Improved Machinery, 40.000
feet of tioor space, and all modern appliances.

We make prompt shipment.
Write for Catalog's. Quotations, etc.

Inter-State MaiiiifacturiuE Co,

HUDSON, »>t. rrplx Co., WIS.
please mention Bee Journal when writing.

HATCHjCh ickensH ,fJm'v,*J5I

EXCELSIOR Inciibator

Simple. Perffct, Self- Hfgnlat-
ing. Thousaruli iu su'-L-f'-aful

oiicratioDi Lowest priced
flr8t-olaHH Hatcher made.

tJEO. II. STAIIL.*
1 14 tolgg S. 6th Nt. Quincy.llt.

I

44Av;tiL Please menlloii the lit-e JdunuLi.

W'lioleHale
uiid Uelail.COMB FOUNDATION

Working Wax '^Z^l^u^ A Specialty,

At Reduced Prices during the Winter.
My Foundation will speak for itself, and
prices are O. K. So do not fail to write for a
Catalog with prices and samples.

Beeanrax taken in Exchange for Foun-
dation or any other Supplies.

GUS DITTMER,
AUGl STA, WIS.

Please mention Bee Joxirnal -when "writing.

A SURE WINNER.
:_ QUR SUCCESSFUL INCUBATOR will

^J provH it if yoii u-e il. S<iTiii 6c for

^1 new 12B puse cutiilot; and study the
"^ marils oi our machines. Hasvala-

uble points on artificial incubation
•ami poult»-7 culture generally.
We manufacture a greater vari-
ets of Incubators and Brooders
than any other firm. Si zee 50 to
eott. Prices from *8.00 to 170.00.

DES MOINES INC'B. CO.
Box 78 DES MOINES. IOWA.

41 Dot Pleasemention Itie Bee .lournal.

Eslraded Honey f(ir Sale.

I have 50 kegs pure Basswoid Honey, net
270 lbs. each, worth 6 cts. per lb., f. o. b. cars
here. Sample will he sent on application.

A. <i. WIliSOIV,
44A4t KiCKAroo, Vernon Co, Wis.

Please mention Bee Journal \vhen writing.

Testimonials by___

theyar<V.

IW0VEN.WIRE.FENGE1
Will.

J

Karlli. lliirM'

?.tnj|ic,ri!raii(itlilcL.-ii-Iii:ht,

our DII'LKX Al TintiTir Marlilnr

vou cnii makt- (JO i<'d-a dav fcr J
12 to 20 cts. a Rod.!
KITSELMAN BROS.

J
nr.\ !:{•.. RiclgeviMe, Inrt.f

4oDtf Please mention the Bee Journal.

Sweet Clover on Limestone Glades.

I would like to ask If any of the read-

ers of the Aineriian Bee Journal have

had any experionco with sweet clover

on rotten limestone plades, in which the

soil Is but a few Inches deep, and is

rather wet during the rainy seasons, as

I have a chance to sow several acres of

such land.

Bees did splendidly the first of the

season. One colony that was transferred

last spring gathered 50 pounds of sur-

plus comb honey of fine quality, but the

last of the season was dry, and we got

but little honey of any kind.

C. W. Drurv.
Christian Co., Mo., Nov. 2.

Very Poor Season.

This was a very poor season for west-

ern Washington. I got less than 500
pounds of honay from 55 colonies, and
increast to (58. S. D. Winingkr.
Chehalis Co., Wash.

Poor Season for Bees.

I did not get 10 pounds of honey for

my family use this year, but must feed

my 11 colonies to winter them. I put

all my swarms on six frames in 8-frame
Langstroth hives, and on both sides a

chaff division-board, on top a super

filled with chaff, and so I hope to get

them through the winter in good condi-

tion on the summer stands. To-day
(Nov. 7) we have a ;nlce, warm day, and
I have seen bees work on the white
clover all over.

I like the Bee Journal very much.
The articles from Dr. Gallup are worth
the subscription price.

A. F. Fluckigo.
Lewis Co., Wash.

Management the Past Season.

What I am about to say I well know
is in direct opposition to all the bee-lore

1 have ever seen or heard. First, to re-

turn all swarms to the parent hive and
have them go to work as before swarm-
ing, is not practicable, or at least it has

been so talkt. But being inclined to

have my own way about many matters,

and not desiring to increase stock, I

adopted measures that at first lookt haz-

ardous and discouraging, but being per-

sistent in mind (or trying to be) as the

bees are, I said to myself, " I will con-
quer." The first few began pouting and
hung outside In idleness for nearly a

week, with my driving them in several

times with smoke, still they persisted.

Then I said, " If grass and turf will not
do I will try what virtue there is in

stones." I then took all supers from
the hives (which were partly filled, some
nearly full), when they swarmed, and
not a thing done thereafter. I took two
center frames from the hive and made a

nucleus with them, giving them empty
frames, and drove them in, and they
went to work with a vim, which gave
me entire satisfaction. Thus did I pro-

ceed through all the swarming season,

if they did not go to work about the sec-

ond day.
I well know this is not In line with all

the bee-literature I have ever read, but

BEES FOR SALE.
About 90 Colonics of Itallaos. Any one want-
ing to start an apiary cannot do better than
to call on Dr E Gallup, Santa .\na, Calil'.,

and examine the Bees before purchasloE else-
where. Double sets of Combe in Lanjfstroth-
Simplicity Hives, and warranted a superior
lot of Bees lor business. Correspodenco so-
licited. Or. E. riAL.L.i;P,

Santa Ana. Uranire Co.. Cat..

SEE THAT WINK

!

Bee - Snpplies I Root's
Goods at Hoot's Prices.

Ponder'B Honey - Jars,
and every Ihinjr used by
bee-keepers. Prompt ser-

vice, low freight rate. Cat-
iree. Walters Ponder,

., r ,. K",r,Hi-e. T, 162 MaSS. AVC.,
W'" poMBttti^ Indianapolis. Indiana.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

»- IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Apicultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
11.25 to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Calif.,

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

PATENT WIRED COMB FODRDATIOI
Has No Sag In Brood-Frame*

Tbio Flat-Bottom FoundatioD
Bas So Fishbone in the Sarplos Honef

.

BelDK the oleanest Ib asaally worked
the qalckest of any Foundation made

J. A. VAN DEUSEN,
Sole Manafaotnrer,

Bprout Brook MonlKomery Co.. N. Y.

ONE MAN WITH THE

UNION ^°^i;rw*-'<^'-
Can do the work of four
men using hand tools, in
Ripping, Cutting-off, Mi-
tring, Rabbeting. Groov-
ing. Gaining. Dadoing,
Edglng-up. Jointing Stuff,
etc. Full Llneof Foot and
Hand Power Machinery.
Sold on Trial. Catalo^se Free.

SEPiKiiA FALLS MFG. CO.,
46 Water St SENECA FALLS. N. T.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

npr l/CCDCDC I Let me send you my 64-

DUL-NLLr Cno 1 page Catalog for 18H7.

J. M. JeuUius, Wetumpka, Ala.

Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

^
^*California

[t you care to know of Its Fruits, Flowers
OUmate or Resources, send for a Sample Copy
of California's Favorite Paper—

The Pacific Rural Press
The leading Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the Pacific Coast. Published weekly,
handsomely Illustrated $'3.00 per annum.
Sample Copy Free.

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
330 Market St.. - SAN FRANCISCO. OAL.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

THE MONEY QUESTION
al.-t,,..,.,.

1 l.ylbfl."ul trj- V
.,u.<li. II l.y r

Mammoth Annual Poultry Guide
ii.t , ns H"i \'.^^>•s i.rint<..i ill fiii.-vt C"I"P<,

..riiUi i of poiiUry lui't ln-w t" tr.-.t tlirm in

.tti -iiiii rtisriiM- ftiiilli-iw t..n,.ikr mori*.y with
-,.,.. in. r..ultrv Uoii.r pli»n.,r<''-i[M.s; p...!!,.!'! I-'.C.

*^Johii Bauscher Jr. Box9<, Fr«eport,Ill.

44A-20t Pleasemention the Bee Journal.
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it is in line with good results. They
averaged a little over IHO pounds per
colony, spring count. I bad but few of
early swarms, but have doubled up
nuclei and three late swarms, number-
ing now 90, all in good condition.

I preserved or killed all old queens,
and eight days after cut out all queen-
cells save one, and had but very little

trouble with swarming thereafter. So
the method adopted proved very success-
ful after all. 1 have disposed of a por-
tion of my crop, but have quite a quan-
ity left yet.

Ql very much regret the loss I have
been to in not being able to again attend
the late Northwestern convention,
which I believe would have been very
Interesting. Yet I hope to get it all

through the columns of the "Old Re-
liable." A. Y. Baldwin.
DeKalbCo., 111., Nov. 12.

Poor Season in Maine.

It has been a very poor season in this

part of Maine. I have the lightest crop
since I started in the pursuit of bee-
keeping, about 16 years ago. I began
the spring of 1897 with 20 colonies,

Increast, by dividing, to 31, and have
only taken off 400 pounds of comb
honey, and about 450 of extracted. The
comb is mostly from a bush which we
call "swamp maple," which furnishes a
very fine honey, about equal to clover.

We had hardly any clover honey, as
clover winter-killed for the last two
years, and no basswood. The fall flow
was quite good, mostly from golden-rod,
but is not a very good food to winter on,
so I have extracted nearly all, and given
sugar syrup.
We are hoping for a good year next

year. Frank Champeon.
Penobscot Co., Maine, Nov. 12.

Heport for the Season.

I take great interest In reading the
various reports from bee-keepers, and
am prompted to also give a report of tay
season's work.

Uees wintered poorly last winter. I

lost about 30 colonies during winter and
spring, coming through with 53, most
of them very weak in bees and short of

stores. The spring was late, cold and
stormy. They got absolutely nothing
from maple and other early bloom, being
too cold for them to fly, and when they
did venture out thousands of them were
chilled and never returned to the hive.
They dwindled badly. I never had the
blues so badly since I kept bees. I did
not expect a pound of honey, and yet
needed a good crop ever so bad, as bee-
keeping Js my main support. But I

went at them with a will, determined to

bring them to the front if possible. I

largely followed Mr. Doolittle's methods
with weak colonies, fed wherever needed,
kept them well cushioned, and even
after first supers were put on.

Fruit-bloom was good, and the weather
good most of the time while the bloom
lasted, and they bred up and got strong
much beyond my expectations. There
was abundance of Alsiko clover in easy
reach of them, and, oh, how they did
roll in the honey, that is, those that
were strong enough. F'rom many I had
taken all the brood except one comb to

make others stronger. Those I made
strong stored most of my surplus, and
gave me some good swarms. Those
from which I took brood built up into

Finest Alfalfa Honey

!

IT SELLS ON TASTING.

The Honey that Suits All

Who Buy It.

Low Prices Now!
We can furnish Wliite Alfalfa Extracted Honey, in 60-pound tin cans, on

board cars In Chicago, at these prices : 1 can, in a case, 7 cents per pound ; 2 cans
In one case, 6}^ cents ; 4 cans (2 cases) or more, 6 '4 cents. The Cash must accom-
pany each order.

B^" A sample of the honey will be mailed to an Intending purchaser, (or 8
cents, to cover postage, packing, etc. We guarantee purity.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. New London,
"Wisconsin,

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus
securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
They have also one One of ttae^L.arg'est Factories and the latest

and most-improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there is in the State. The material is cut from patterns, by machinery,
and is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and 'whitest
BasS'wood is used, and they are pollsht on both sides. Nearness to Pine
and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best
machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies.

Please mention the Americaa Bee.Tournal. 7Atf

BEE-KEEPEES We make

SUPPLIES
The Very Finest Line of

in the Mai-ket, and sell

them at Low Prices.
Send for Free Illustrated Catalog and Prlec-Liinit.

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.

Special Agent for the Southwest-^- ^'
^^^%^'joseph, mo.

ITIr. Abboll sells our Hives and :Scelions al Faelory Priees.

That Glueen-Clipping Device Free I

Couldn't Do WItbont It.

I have clipped 18 queens, and must say the
Monette Queen-Cllpplug Device Is by far the
best invention ever made, and will be wel-
come to many bee-lieepers as it was to me. 1

could not do without one now.
Dk. Geo. Lacke, Newburgh, Ind,

Works Like a Cliarin.

The Monette Queen-Clipping Device works

LIKE A CHAKM. With it 1 havu Clipped 30

queens, all In one day. when e.xamlnlng my
bees. Wm. STOi.LEy, Grand Island, Nehr.

PLEASE READ THIS OFFER TO PRESENT SUBSCRIBERS :

Send us ;'vi.fr niif new natne for the American Bee Journal a year (with $1.00), and'we

will mail you the Queen-Clipping Device fkee of charge. Or, the Queen-Clipping Device

will be sent postpaid for 30 cts. But why not get it as a Premium by the above oflfer

You can't earn 30 cts. any easier. Almost every bee-keeper will want this Device.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan St., CHICAGO, ILL.
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good colonies, stored some surplus, and
a few cast late swarms, which were re-

turned.
I got a ton or over of surplus honey,

and increast to 89 colonies. Of course,
not a larRe yield of honey for the num-
ber of colonies, but yet just that much
more than I expected; and taking all

Into consideration I think I did exceed-
ingly well. The honey is very fine.

Honey is low in price, yet I readily
sell my best grade at 15 cents per pound
at retail, or 13 to 14 cents by the case
of 12 sections. A lower grade I sell at
12 cents per pound. There is plenty of
good honey offered at 12 to 1 2 J^ cents
per pound, some in good shape, but
much also in such unattractive condi-
tion that it is not very salable.

White clover bloom was very abun-
dant, but yielded no nectar; only on a
few days could I see any bees on It.

Basswood also yielded nothing, altho
fairly full of bloom. It seem? strange
what a difference there is in the honey-
yield in localities only a short distance
apart. A large bee-keeper only 10
miles away told me he got a good fall

flow, while I got none, altho the bloom
was plenty all around me. I had a good
yield from Alsike clover, while several
bee-keepers not over 4 or 5 miles dis-

tant told me they got little or nothing
from it, and that they could see but few
bees working on it.

My. Sy colonies have their brood-
chambers well filled with honey and
bees, and I have a good supply of extra
combs filled with honey for spring use.
I did no fall feeding except to get some
partly-filled sections emptied, and put in

a few filled combs where needed.
A. H. Snowberger.

Huntington Co., Ind., Nov. 15.

Poor Honey Season in Nova Scotia.

Bee-keeping in Xova Scotia is not an
extensive industry by any ttieans. Our
springs are generally very cold and
backward. Clover blooms about June
15, and basswood about July 15. The
honey-flow has been very poor this year.

I have only 10 colonies, not having
time to keep a larger number. There are
very few bee-keepers in the Province
who keep more, that I know of.

Edward S. Goudge.
Nova Scotia, Canada.

Sweet Clover in Florida. Etc.

I see that Dr. Miller mentions in his

department the failure of Mrs. Harrison
to grow sweet clover in this State. It

may be of interest to some to know that
I have succeeded in growing it, on a
small scale, here on the East Coast, both
on sand land and on hammock or heavy
bottom land. On the latter soil it grows
quite well, tho not so strong and heavy
as at the North, and I have some nice
plants now in bloom on light sand soil.

While I doubt its ever becoming a weed
here, and caring for itself among other
weeds, I think it would be successfully
grown in our hammock soils, and even
on sand, if of a moist character. Seed
should be planted here in the fall.

Capt honey it is generally supposed is

cured honey, but I have had it, from
cabbage palmetto, run freely from the
combs when the capping was cut, and
show unmistakable signs of fermenta-
tion, altho this same honey could
scarcely be shaken from the combs be-
fore it was capt. In fact, I find this

'^k

^

The Great People's Atlas of the World.

MORE THAN 100,000 COPIES SOLD ANNUALLY.

Up-to-DalE, Accurate. Beautifully Illustrated.

Nearlv 70 Comprehensive Maps, many of them double-page.

140 New and Superb Illustrations. A whole Library in Itself, of vital and ab-

sorbing interest to every member of the household.

Population of each State and Territory, of all Counties of the United States, and
of American Cities of over 5,000 inhabitants, by latest Census.

The handfomely enjrravcd maps
of all tbe States and Territories In
the Union are latire, full-page. with
a number of doul>le-pa^e maps to
represent the mutt important of
tbe Sta es. All countries on the
lace of the earth are shown. Klv-
ers and lakes are accurately loca-
ted. All of the large cities of the
world, the important towns and
most of tbe villages of the United
Slates are given on these maps;
also every county in eacli
Slate.
Over 200 Magnificent Illustra-

tions and Maps embellish nearly
every page of the Atlas and falth-
fullj depict scenes In almost every
partoluhe world.

This Atlas contains a prodigious
amount of Historical. Physical. Po-
llllc;il. Educational and Statistical
matter, so comprehensively ar-
ranged and indext that informa-
tion on any sutjject can be found
in a pioment's time.

Description of the World.
It contains a General Description

of the World, giving Its Physical
Features. Form, Density, Tempera-
ture, Motion, Winds and Currents;
Distribution of Land and Water;
Races of People, their Religions
and Numbers: also tbe mo?t com-
plete Lifct of Nations everpubllsht,
giving their Geographical Location,
Area, Population, Forms of Gov-
ernment, etc.

The Popular and Electoral Votes for President in 18S4, 1888 and 1892, by

States. List of All the Presidents. Agricultural Productions. Mineral Products.

Homestead Laws and Civil Service Rules. Statistics of Immigration, 1820 to

1891. Public Debt for the Past 100 Years. Gold and Sliver Statistics.' Number
and Value of Farm Animals. Cultivable Area as Compared with Increase of Popu-

lation. Postal Information, with Domestic and Foreign Rates, and Other Informa-

liOQ that should be in every Home, Store, Office and Schoolroom.

We will mail this great Atlas, postpaid, for only

50 cts.; or for .Si.40 we will send it with the Bee
.Journal for one year ; or we will mail it free as a

premium for sending us one New Subscriber ($1.00) to the Bee Journal

for a year.
GEOBaE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan St., CHICAGO, ILL.

TheBee-Keeper'sGuide
Given For 2 New Subscribers.

The following offer is made to present sub-
scribers only, and no premium is also given
to the two new subscribers—simply the Bee
Journal for one year :

Send us Two New Subscribers to the Bee
Journal (with *2.00i, and we will mall YOO a
copy of Prof. Cook's book free as a premi-
um. Prof. Cook's book alone sent for Jl.'35,

or we club it with ihe Bee Journal for a year
—both together for only Jl.75. But surely
anybody can get only 2 new subscribers to

the Bee Journal for a year, and thus get the
boo' as a premium. Let everybody try for If
Will you have one '

CO.. 118 Michigan St., Chicago, HI.

)^:^^::^^^^^:^l
"^1^-

Miniature Cut of Atlaa. Artnal Size. Open, 14 by 22 Inches ;

Oloeed, 14 by 11 Inches

Our liberal Offers

:

This loth and latest edition of Prof. Cook's
magnificent book of 460 pages, In neat and
substantial cloth binding, we propose to give
away to our present subscribers, for the work
of getting NEW subscribers for the American
Bee Journal.

A description of the book here Is quite un-
necessary—it is simply the most complete sci-

entific and practical bee-book published to-

day. Fully illustrated, and all written in the
most fascinating style, The author is also
too well-known to the whole bee-world to re-

quire any introduction. No bee-keeper is

fully equipped, or his library complete, with-
out "The Bee-Keeper's Guide."

GEORGE W. YORK &

HATCHING HBPi
HAS LOST HER OCCUPATION

and in tin; produ-tionand liion-liii;: nt c-hi> 1;,^ she
ha.-l'e<-n -u|ililaiili-d bvtlif l.ctttr and everjwuy

DCI I A Dl C INCUBATORS
IttLlADLC AND BROODERS

11 aif ready.

tilt- St ni them. It takt's a -Ju't pau-f 1

II alxMit tlir;.e inafhint-sand uiir Maninirith It

They Hatch and Brood when j-<m

hey (l.)iri ifet l..ii-y. TlK'V vr<,\1 the

able ronltry Faniis. Heathy niaU ,.ii rereipt of 10 cents. Send forit n^

Reliable Incubator and Brooder Co
37D171

Quincy, Illinois.

Please mention tbe American Bee Journal.
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trouble generally with cabbage palmetto
houey, perhaps for the reason that it is

usually stored during rainy weather.

Will Mr. Poppleton kindly tell us if

there would be any advantage In ex-

tracting this honey before it was capt,

or is his plan of drawing ofT from the

bottom of deep receptacles the best way
to treat it ? C. S. Harris.

Volusia Co., Fla., Nov. 8.

Not the Whippoor-will.

To save the reputation of a useful

feathered friend, I must take exception

to the report of T. S. Ford as copied

from Gleanings, on page 695, in rela-

tion to the " whippoorwill or night-

hawk " eating bees.

First, it is not the whippoorwill to

which be refers (tho a great many peo-

ple make the mistake of calling it so),

but thechuck-wills-widow (Autrostomus
Carollnensis, family Caprimulgidaj) of

the same genus and family, but. not the

same species as the former.

Second, its habits would preclude the

possibility of its eating b^es as a habit.

I have known and studied this bird for

years, and never knew of it hunting in-

sects until after sundown, when all

honest bees should be at home.

I quote the following from the writ-

ings of Theo. Gill, upon this genus :

"The chief distinctive characters in

contrast to the nighthawks, are found

in the bristled gape and the form of the

tail 'The 3orum on species, and
presumably the others, are nocturnal In

their habits, remaining silent and keep-

ing within the shady recesses of the

forest during the daytime. As soon as

the sun has disappeared and the 7iig;it

insects are In motion,' they leave their

retreats for exercise and in search of

food. In the early part of the evening,

and then only for a brief period, they

emit the peculiar cry which is Intended

to be exprest by the popular name."
Mr. Ford's description of the mouth of

the bird he shot is all right, but I for

one should like to have him examine
more closely and see if he is not mis-

taken as to this bird being the one

which destroyed his bees.

Ernest W. Halstead.
Jackson Co., Miss.

Tlie Hlfi:liest Honors. — The Reliable
Incubator \- Brooder Co. have received otticlal

notice that they have captured the highest

award on their Incubator and brooder at the

BruBeelB. Belgium, International Exposition.
They were honored with the bronze medal and
diploma, the greatest distinction that could
bo conferred. The competition was very
sharp, leadlnir Incubator makers of Europe as

well as America entering the contest. The
Kellable was represented by G. Vanvalkens-
burg. their resident agent at Brussels. Thus
Is Quincy's ropulatlon as a great manufac-
turing center becoming world-wide.— yulncy
Whig. ^^^

I»ee-Kc«|»ers' I»liolograpli.—We
have now on hand a limited number of ex-

cellent photographs of prominent bee-keep-

ers—a number of pictures on one card. The
likeness of 4y of them are shown on one of

the photographs, and 121 on the other. We
will send them, postpaid, for 30 cts. a card,

mailing from the 131 kind first; then after

they are all gone, we will .send the 49 kind.

So those who order first will get the most
" faces " for their money. Send orders to

the Bee Journal office.

New !>>ubMoril>cr«i

l>er and December,
page OO'l.

for Kovcm-
15 els. See

YELLOWZONES.
For PAIN and FEVER.
A General-Service Remedy.

Thky Talk This Wat :—
"No one could believe their wonderful

power to heal, and so o.uickly. too, without
trying them."
••I have tried Yollowzones for bilious and
nervous headache, of 20 years standlnir, and
THEY KNOCKT IT CLEAH TO THE HOHIZON !''

" My husband has catarrh ot the
Stomach.and they have benetlted
him more than anything else he
has taken."
" Been laid up 6 months wiih

Rheumatism. Got more relief in
12 hours after taking Yellowzones than from
all else, tho a skeptic."

PRICE BY MAIL.

1 Box, 25 cts. 6 Boxes for .ti.OO.

Most orders are for 6 boxes.

THE

Y

iN :"

z

W. B. HOUSE, M.D.
Drawer 1. DETOUB, MICH.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

R. H. SCHMIDT, SHEBOVGAN, WIS.

The Inventor ot the " New Champion Double-
Walled Chaff-Hive."

Secoiul-Haiid CO-lb. Cans

FOR S^LE CHEAP.
We have 75 recently-emptied 60-pound Cans,

a few ol which are slightly damaged but can

be easily soldered. Two In a case, at 25 cents

per case, or 20 cents if 10 or more cases are

ordered at once. Add 25 cents to your order,

for cartage. It wanted by freight. Address.

GEORGE W. YOKK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

For Sale
GOOD—

BEE-LOCATION.
Known as " Pleasant Grove Apiary." wlihin
!i mile ot town. I^lne lO-room house, bank
barn, and all outbuildings. Good orchard,
and many varieties of email Irult. In the
basswood bolt. ;j 1-2 acres In homestead,
more adjoining if wanted. Good reasons for
selling. Write If you want a Liargaln.

47A3t ELKOV. Juneau Co.. WIS.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

Mllfl^e HONEY-EXTRACTOR
iilUlll !S Square Glass Jars.

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies in general, etc etc
Send for our new catalog.

Practical Hints " will be mailed for lOo.
lu stamps. Apply to—

Chas. F. Sluth & Son, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

Honey - Clovers I

We have made arrangements so that we can
furnish seed of several of the Clovers by
freighter express, at the following prices,
cash with order:

5Ib lOB) 25tt 50a>
Alsike Clover.. 70 $1.25 J3.00 $5.75
Sweet Clover (white). .60 1.00 2.25 4.00
White Clover 90 1.60 3.75 7.00
AlfaltaClover 60 1.00 2.25 4.00
Crimson Clover 55 .90 2.00 3.50

Prices subject to market changes.

Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage,
wanted by freight.

Tour orders are solicited.

GEORGE W. YORK & Co.
CHICAGO. ILL.

Please mention Bee Journal, -when writing.

HONEY-JARS.
1-lb., $4,50 per gross ; discount on quaatitiea.

Sq. with Corks.

BEESWAX WANTED.
We pay 26c cash. f. o. b. N. Y. City.

Catalog ot Apiarian Supplies and Bees, Free

I. J. STRINOHAM,
105 Park Place. NEW YORK, N. T.

Apiary—Glen Cove, L. I.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Tl I nn IT ^^^ l-Vf^O DISEASES,
I M Ml I n I DR. PEIRO. Specialist

I n nl I U I Offices: IOI9, lOO State St.,

IllliUnI CHICAQO. Hours9to4.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.
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HONEY and BEESWAX
niAKKEX <(lJO'rA'riO.^!$.

dark, 3>4 to 4c. Beeswax, 20 to 'JTc.

All of these trrndes vary In (luallty and etylo
of package, wbicli makes It dillicult to tell
juBJ what a certain colored honey will brluK
without knowing tiavor and body thereof.
Sales are of email amounts, and supply abun-
dant. Beeswax is wanted at price quoted.

San Francisco, Calif., Oct. 27.— White
comb, l-lbs.. "tV, to !)^4c ; amber. 4 to Ce. Ex-
tracted, white. 4K, to 4Jio.; light amber. :ii4

to 'i\c.\ daik tule. 11£ to 2?-4C. Beeswax,
fair to choice, 22 to 24c.

There Is a toler.ibly firm market for choice
to select water white, both comb and ex-
tracted, with not much of the same offering.
In a small way on local account higher rales
than are quotable are realized. Dark grades
fail to receive any special attention. det,ptte
the fact that such are obtainable at low fig-
ures. There Is no lack of demand for bees-
wax, and not much offering. At the same
time, wholesale buyers refuse to operate at
any advance on previous rates.

Fhiladelphia, Pa., Nov. 13.—Fancy white,
13 to 14c.; No 1. 12c.; fancy amber, 10c.

;

No. 1. 9c.: No. 1 dark. 8c. Extracted, white.
otooVic; amber, 5c.; dark, 4 to 4^c. Bees-
wax. 27c.
Honey is arriving very freely; market is a

little off. Beeswax is in good demand.

Boffalo, N. Y., Hov. 19.—Trade is more
<iuiet. and only the fanciest is moving satis-
factorily at 10 to lie ; other grades require
pushing and cutting to move much, at from 9
to 6c.. as to actual grade. Supplies are not
large. Fancy can be easily placed. Extracted
moves fairly well at 6 1-2 to 4c., as to color,
etc.

Albany, K. T., Nov. 8.—Fancy white. 13c.;
No. 1. 12 to 12Hc. ; fancy amber. 9 to 10c. : No.
1, 8 to 9c ; fancy dark, 8 to8>4c. ; No.l. 7V4 to
8o. Extracted, white, 5 to 6c. ; amber, 4^4 to
5c.; dark, 4 to 4 He.
Our honey market is active and stock mov-

ing off rapidly at quotations. Fancy white
comb is scarce.

St. Iioois, Ho., Nov. 8.—Fancy white, 11
to 12c.; amber. 9 to 10c. ; dark, 7 to 8c. Ex-
tracted, white, 5>ito6c.; light amber. 4^4 to
Sc; amber, 4 io4^c. Beeswax, prime, 24 to
24Hc.
Remand Is rather light for this season of

the year.

Boston, Mass., Nov 8.—Fancy white. In
cartons. 13c.; No. 1. 11 to 12c.; fancy amber.
10c. Ex-tracted. white, 6 to 7c.; amber, 5 to
5Hc. Beeswax, 28o.

No. 1 and fancy honey has sold well during
the past 10 days, but off' grades and light
weight Is going slowly. Beeswax Is In good
demand and but little here.

Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 8.—Fancy white,
11 to 12c.; No. 1, 10 to lie; fancy amber. 10c.
No.l 9 to lOc; fancy dark. 9c.; No. 1, 8. Ex-
tracted, white. o!4 to 6c.; amber. 5 to 5!^c.;
dark. 4 to 4^c. Beeswax. 22 to 25c.
Receipts of comb honey are large; ex-

tracted Is light.

Minneapolis, Minn., N"V. 8.-Fancy white.
10/, to 13c.; No 1,9 to lOc; fancy amber, 9
to 10c. ; No. 1. 9c. Extracted, white, 5 to 6c.;
amber. 4 to oc.

Demand Is good, prices are firm, and supply
only moderate—best time so far this season to
ship.

New York, N. Y., Nov. 8.—Fancy white.
12c.; No. 1. 10 to lie ; fancy amber. 9 to
fl>4c.; No. 1.9e.; fancy dark. 8>4c; No. 1, 8c.
Extracted, white. 5 to 5!4c. ; amber, 4 >4 to 5c ;

dark, 4c. Beeswax, 26 to 27c.
Our market does not show much activity

and comb honey Is moving off rather slowly.
The receipts are large and the stock Is accu-
mulating. While choice grades of white are
likely to find sale at present qiioiatlons.
prices on off grades and buckwheat will have
to be shaded in round lots. Southern in bar-
rels Is in good demand at 50c. a gallon, for
average grade.

Detroit, Mich., Nov. 9.—Fancy white 11
to 12c.; No. 1.10 to He; fancy amber. 9 to
lOc; No. 1. 8 to 9c.; fancy dark, 7 to 8c. Ex-
tracted, white, 5 to 6c.; amber. 4 to 5c Bees-
wax, 25 to 26c.

Cleveland, Ohio, Nov. 9.—

F

12 to 13c.: No. 1, 11 to I2c.; fani
to 10c. ; No. 1. 8 to 9o. ; fancy d

E.itracted. white, O^c; amber.

•Fancy white.
fancy amber. 9

1. 8 to 90. ; fancy dark. 7 to 8c.
r..\Macteu. wiilte, G^c; amber. 5H to 6c.
Beeswax. 28c.

Milwaukee, Wis., Nov. 8.—Fancy white,
12 to 13c.; No. 1, 11 to 12c.; fancy amber,
to 10c; No. 1.8 to 9c. Extracted, white, 5^4
to 6c.; amber. 4V4 to 5!i4c. ; dark, 4 to 4>4c.
Beeswax, 25 to 27c.

The market Is in good condition. Receipts
are liberal, demand fair, and values fairly
sustained on tlnest grades of honey, both
comb and extracted. We are looking for an
Increased consumption of honey this season,
as the cost Is not filgh. and is an unequalled
substitute for butter to any or all who cannot
afford to buy the best butter.

Indianapolis, Ind., Nov, 8.—Fancy white.
11 to 13c.; No 1. 9 to 10c. ; fancy amber. 9 to
10c. Extracted, white. 5 to 6c. Beeswax, 25c.
Demand for fancy white comb honey and

fancy white extracted is exceptionally good,
while there is almost no demand for dark or
amber comb or extracted honey.

Cincinnati, Ohio, Nov. 6.—Fancy white,
11 to 13c.; No. 1. 10 to 12c.; No. 1 amber. 8
to 10c. : No. 1 dark. 7 to 8c. Extracted,
white. 5 to 6c.: amber. 4to 5c.; dark, 3H to
4c. Beeswax, 22 to 25c.
Demand is slow for extracted and comb

honey, with a good supply, while beeswax Is

In good demand, with a fair supply.

List of Honey and Beeswax Dealers.

Most of whom Quote In this Journal.

CblcaKO, Ills.

R. A. BUBHBTT & Co.. 163 South Water Street.

New York, N. IT.

HiiiDRETH Bros. & Seoblken.
120 & 122 W. Broadway.

Kansas Ctty, Mo.
0. C. Clehohs & Co.. 423 Walnut St.

BaOulo, N. ¥.
BATTEH80N * Co., 167 & 169 Scott St.

Hamilton, Ills.

Chab. Dadant & Son.

Cleveland, Obio.
A. B. Williams & Co,, 80 & 82 Broadway.

Philadelphia, Pa.
Wm. a. Selser. 10 Vine St.

Mr, Selser handles no honey on commission

St. l4oal8. Mo.
Westcott Com. Co.. 213 Market St

minneapoUs, ininu.
S. H. Hall & Co.

milwankee, Wis.
A. V. Bishop & Co.

Boston, mass.
Blake. Scott & Lee., 57 Chatham Street.

Detroit, mich.
M. H. HtTNT, Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich.

Indianapolis, Ind.
Walter S. Pooder, 162 Mass ichusetts Ave.

Albany, N. Y.
Chas. Mcculloch & Co., 380, Broadway.

Cincinnati, Ohio.
C. F. Mcth & Son, cor. Freeman & Central Avs.

TOUR BEESWAX

!

UNTIl. FIJKTHKK NOTICE, we will
allow 28 cents per pound for Good Yel-

low Beeswax, delivered at our office—in ex*
change for Subscription to the Bee Journal.
for Books, or anything that we offer for sale
la the Bee Journal. Or, 25 ots. cash.

GEORGE W. "itOKK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL&

READERS
oc ibis J^arnal '^Sn'..\.

»VT ^te to any o/" .tiiL,"

advertisers, cither jx
ITderliig, or asking about the Good;
kflTered, ivlll please state that they saiT
be 4d<eitJ«ement In this papei* ;^

A Book Becoiuniended by Dr. Gallup.

THE NEW METHOD
Iiii Mealttn and £}Isease.
By W. E Forest. M. D., 12th Edition. He-
vised, Illustrated, and Enlarged. This is

the greatest and best work ever publisht
as a Home Puvsician, and as

A (iiui«lo lo Ilealtli.

It makes the way from WeakneNsii to
(^trciiKlli so plain that only those who
are past recovery (the very few) need to
be sick, and the well who will follow its

teachings caiiiiot l>e siolc. It is now
in many families the only counsellor in
matters of health, saving the need of call-
ing a physician and all expenses for medi-
cines, as it teaches Hygiene and the use
of Nature's remedies, itut u tlriigf
tresitnient.

All Clii'onic IHseases
are considered, and there is not a curable
disease that has not been helpt by some
of the " -Vcw J/t'///o(/,s' " given here; even
those who have been pronounced Con-
suinplire have been entirely cured.
While for Rlieiiinalisni. In<lis:e!«-
lion, I>y!!>|>ei>!!>iH, <'on>>li|>iilIon,
l>y!senl:ii-y, l.,ivei- and Kidney
'I'i'oii ><!>, 4'iilarrli. I'linacia-
tiun. <>ienei-al Debility, r^ierv-
oii!!> l^vliaii!<lion, l>isea!<.e» Pe-
culiar lo Women, etc.. the methods
are sure, and can be carried out at one's
own home and with little or no expense.

A Guarantee.
So confident are the publishers of the
results, that they offer to refund the
money to any one who will try " New
Methods " thoroughly, if the book is re-
turned in good condition.

Xiie I%ew Edition
is illustrated with a number of Anatom-
ical plates from the best English work on
Anatomy publisht, and others made ex-
pressly for this work ; contains 300 pages,
printed on fine calendered paper, and al-

though the priceiof the first edition (much
smaller in size and without illustrations)
was .$3.50, we sell this at $1.00, postpaid. D

PRE.UIlJx^I OFFERS.
For sending us two new subscribers to
the Bee Journal for one year, we will
mail ycu the book free as a premium, or
we will mail it for sending your own ad-
vance renewal and one new yearly sub-
scriber. This is a wonderful premium
offer. Address all orders to

—

GEOBGr, 'W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.

<tiieen<< and <liieen-Rearins:.

—

If you want to know how to have queens
fertilized in upper stories while the old
queen is still laying below; how you may
safety iutrudiu-e any queen, at any time of
the year when bees can fly ; all about the
different races of bees ; all about shipping
queens, queen-cages, candy for queen-
cages, etc. ; all about forming nuclei, mul-
tiplying or uniting bees, or weak colonies,
etc. ; or, in fact, everything about the
queen-business which you may want to
know—.send for Doolittle's " Scientific
Queen-Rearing" — a book of over 170
pages, which is as interesting as a story.
Here are some good offers of this book:

Bound in cloth, postpaid, $1.00 ; or clubbed
with the Bee Journal for one year—both
for only $1.75 ; or given free as a premium
for sending us tim new subscribers to the
Bee Journal for a year at $1.00 each.

Please Send XTs the Names of your
neighbors who keep bees, and we will

send them sample copies of ihe Bee
JotTRNAi.. Then please call upon them
an J get them to subscribe with yuu, and
secure some of the premiums we offer.
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jm% pi pi A Copy of

LULL Successful Hee-Keeping,
rn r ty W. Z Hutchlnsou :

I IIkk and OUT 1897 Catalog, for 2-

cent stamp, or a copy of the
Catalog; for tlie Askiiis. We make almost
Everylliliig used by Bee-Keeper», and at

Iiowest Prices. OCR

Falcon Polisht Sections
are warranted

Superior to Ail Others.

Don't buy cheaply and roughly made Goods,
when you can have tlie best—sucU as vie
make.

The Americau Bee Keeper
[monthly, now in its 7th year]

36 Pages—50 Cents a Year.
fcAMPLE t'BEE—Address.

THEW.T.FALCOmMFG.CO.,
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

The Spaniards Say
*'By the street of lly-and-by one arrives at tbe
house ot Never." While fence buildiiit,' is delayed
danKii:fs snidi-t jmes result which woulil pay for the
feiii-e. Sl'i'll riononiy (') docs not "lead to wealth."

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian, Mich.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

FREE FOR A MONTH.
If you are interested In sheep in any way
you cannot afford to be without the best

and only weekly sheep paper published in

the United States.

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP^^^
has a hobby which is the sheep breeder and
his industry, first foremost and all the

time Are you interested? Write to-day

Wool Markets & Sheep, - - Chicago.

Please mention Bee Journal wlieu wriuug.

Bee - Hives, Sections. Shipping-
Cases—everything used by bee-
keepers. Orders filled promptly.
Send for catalog MINNESOTA BEE-
KEEPER.S' SlirnV .MFC. €0.. NICoUct
Island, Minneapolis. Minn.

22A.tt Chas. Mondeng. Mgr.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Beautiful Honey-Cases
Made by tbe A. I. Root Co.. at their prices.

Beeswax Wauled.
ni. H. HUNT, Bell Branrli, Mich.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

A Special Booklet Bargain

!

For a limited time we wish to make our
readers a sfierlal offer on booklets on Bees.
Poultry. Health, etc. Upon receipt of 75
cenis we will mall any 6 of the list below:
and lor $1.25 we will mall the wUolc
dozeu-
1. Foul Brood, by Dr. Howard 23c
2. Poultry for Market and Profit 25c
3. Turkeys for Market and Profit 25c
4. Our Poultry Doctor 30c
5. Capons and Canoulzng 30c
0. Hand-Book ol Htallh, by Dr. Foote.. 25c
7. Kendall's Horse-Book 25c
8. Rural l^llc 25c
9. itopu's Commercial Calculator 25c

10. Foul Brood, by Kohnke 10c
11. Silo and Slliigc. by i'rof Cook 25c
12. lilencn-Kultur. by Newman 40c

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,
- CHICAGO, ILLS.

THeOAT

AND LUNQ DISEASES,
DR. PEIRO. Specialist

Offices: 1019, 100 State St.,

CMICAQO. Hours 9 to 4.

Please m-riition Bee Journal when writing.

THE "NOVELTY" POCKET-KNIFE

GEO. W. YORK,
CHICAGO, ILLS.

Your Name on the Knife.—When orderinfr, be sure to 8ay Just what Name mju^
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Report of the Buffalo Conventioa of the United
States Bee-Keepers' Union.

BT DR. A. B. MASON.

The 2Sth annual convention of the United States Bee-
Keepers' Union was held at Buffalo, N. Y., Aug. 24, 25 and
2(5, 1S97.

By way of preface I would like to apologize to the mem-
bers of the Union for the delay in furnishing these proceed-
ngs for publication.

ceedings, which, as I understood it, he consented to do, and I

made no attempt to keep any track of the proceedings. Owing
to the heart-rending afflictions through which he was called

to pass at the close of the convention, and his being very busy
at the fairs, I received a few days since from him what he had
prepared, and of which he says :

"The notes are not nearly so full as I should have taken
if I had been taking them for the Association, for the purpose
of publication. I was taking them for my own private use
only. I am sorry that a fuller report was not taken of the
discussions, but I suppose that this Is the best that I'an be
done under the circumstances. I am sorry, too, that I could
not have written them out sooner, but the other tasks and
burdens in the way prevented."

No one feels the want of a complete report of all the pro-

ceedings and discussions more keenly than I do, and as there

seems to have been a misunderstanding between Mr. Hutchin-
son—on whom I relied for a full report—and myself, but little

besides the papers read can be publisht.

When the time had come for opening the convention
President York had not arrived, the train on which he and
Dr. Miller and Mr. E. Whitcomb, of Nebraska, Rev. E. T.

R. F. Holtermmin. ir. Z. Hutchinson. R. L. Ttiylor.

Before leaving home for the Buffalo convention I had
made arrangements for a stenographer to " take down " every-
thing that should be said, so that we might have the most
complete report we ever had, but :on arriving at Buffalo no
stenographer was to be found, altho one had been engaged.
Several efforts were made to secure one, but none could be
secured without the payment of an exorbitant price, so that
no stenographic report was made.

On the arrival of Mr. W. Z. Hutchinson at the convention,
I told him of my dilemma, and askt Dim to report the pro-

Abbott, of Missouri, and others werespeeding towards Bnffalo,

being two hours behind time.

The convention was called to order in the hall of Canton's

Business College, at 10:30 a.m., by the Secretary, and Mr. R.
F. Holtermann, editor of the Canadian Bee Journal, was
chosen temporary chairman.

It was decided to wait until the arrival of the President

and his company before taking up the regular order as on the

program, and that the time be occupied In the asking, answer-
ing, and discussing questions.
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As no record of the discussions was kept, it will avail
nothing to give the qnestinns aslft, but they were ably discust
by O. O. Poppletou, of Florida; \V. Couse, R. F. Holter-
mann, R. McKnight, I. Overholt, and M. B. Holmes, of Onta-
rio ; F. Danzenbaker, of the District of Columbia; Dr. H.
Basse and Dr. A. B. Mason, of Ohio ; and S. A. Niver, C. R.
Isham and E. U. Sturtevant, of New York.

During the discussions Pres. York, Ur. Miller, Rev. E. T.
Abbott, E. Whitcornb, and others, arrived. After a brief re-

cess, and hand-shaking, Pres. York called the convention to

order, and the discussion of questions was continued till ad-
journment at noon.

FIRST DAY

—

Tuesday Aptkbnoon Session.

The convention was called to order by Pres. York at 1:45
o'clock.

Mr. O. L. Hershisher had a piano placed in the hall, and
Dr. Miller was requested by the President to see if he could
tell what it was there for, and without answering " I don't
know," he at once led off with the "Bee-Keepers' Reunion
Song," as printed in the program, and all who could sing
seemed to try to see how much they could help the Doctor.

At the conclusion of the singing Mr. R. F. Holtermann, of
Ontario, Canada, read the following paper, entitled.

Pure Air, Vcniilalioii, and Arlilicial Heat iu tlie

Wiiilcring ur ttcc«.

During the summer of 1S95 I had the good fortune to

visit the apiaries and home of one of our foremost and most
enterprising Canadian bee-keepers, C. W. Post, of Ontario.

Mr. Post exprest great confidence in artificial heat for cellar

wintering. He was kind enough to give me his ideas, and the

system he thought it would be well to follow, and as a result,

a very thorough test was made during the winter of 1895-
96, and again during the winter of 1896-97.

I am perfectly well aware that a great many have applied

fresh and pure air in the wintering of bees, and with greater

or less success. I am also aware that artificial heat has been
applied, the instances on record are, however, less frequent,

and I do not know of any who for a series of years has made
a success of this, nor do I know of anyone who is constantly

using artificial heat and fresh air to replace the air made im-

pure by the bees. A combination of these will lead to suc-

cess. In the application of pure air the great difficulty has

been regularity of current, and regularity of temperature.
When cold outside it is necessary to exclude, or partially ex-

clude, outside air to keep the cellar the proper temperature ;

this we know leads to foul air. If this cold fresh air is allowed

to enter, the temperature falls, and the bee-keeper is often at

a loss to know which of the two evils is the lesser.

Again, when the outside temperature is about the same as

the inside, there is a tendency to stagnation, and the atmos-
phere in the cellar becomes vitiated, the bees are correspond-
ingly restless and proportionately worn out and aged. Sub-
earth ventilation has been tried, but in this tjje above difficul-

ties have presented themselves to a lesser or greater degree,

and many have used them for a time, in the end abandoning
these methods.

To cheer and comfort the fraternity (if comfort can be de-

rived by having brethern in tribulation), 1 may in passing say
that dairymen who require accurate temperatures and degrees
of moisture in ripening cheese have experienced all our per-

plexities, and those advanced in their calling are studying this

question as we are.

What we require, is to be able to control temperature, and
to secure a cheap and practical power by means of which we
can secure a steady ventilation, or, in other words, draw or

push atmosphere. For some years my thoughts ran in the di-

rection of electricity, and altho it is not yet within the range of

the practical, I believe the time is not far distant when by a

system of storage batteries we will at a nominal outlay through
windmills, develop electric power which can be used as required

for power, heat and light, and by means of electric currents
ventilators will open and shut, heat be applied or cut off auto-

matically, as temperatures rise and fall in the cellar. But for

the present, by means of artificial heat we have the power to

force currents in whatever direction we may desire. The same
heat also serves to regulate the temperature, and here we have
an element within the reach of the practical.

The first test was conducted under the following condi-

tions : A large stone cellar was divided Into five parts, four

being used for the bees, and these repositories communicated
with one another by means of doors, and also by means of

openings 14 Inches square near the top of the room, and through
these openings the pipe extended ran. The size of the pipe

was 6 Inches, the balance of the openings of course allowed a

circulation of air from one room to another.

A stove called the "Tribune," was placed in the first room
and near the cellar door which commuuicated with the outside,
and through this floor the fresh air from the outside had access.
The air in its natural course by means of the opening.* around
the stovepipe past from room to room, and finally in the fourth
room past out by means of a similar opening in the chimney

—

the same chimney into which the regular pipe entered. This
chimney had in addition, entering it, a pipe from the stove
used in the living-room above.

The fuel used at first was wood, but the pipe was too hot
and irregular, and it resulted in more or less odor from the
pipe, particularly the last portion which became cool before
entering the flue. Stove coal was used and the fire kept up
for 3X mouths ; stove coal was the size, and 2,550 pounds
used.

There were 70 colonies in Part 1, 75 in Part 2, 80 in

Part o, and in Part 4. 75. The bees were put In Part 1, Oct.
26 ; Part 2, Nov. 20 ; Part 3, Nov. 21 ; and Part 4, Nov. 22.

In the records (with one exception) the variations in tem-
perature were very slight. The night of Feb. 14, the fire went
out, and the next morning the cellars registered as follows:
Part 1,138

J, Parts 2 and 3, 40^, and Part 4, 42=. You will

notice that the temperature was raised by the bees as it past
from cellar to cellar. There was a wet and dry bulb ther-
mometer in each cellar, and the temperature half way between
the floor and ceiling was as follow^

:
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keepers of the country, and emphasized the desirability of
baviiip pure air, as no other exiH'rimeut could. A similar ex-
periment was tried during the winter of 1896-97, and with
similar results.

There is one point I wish to emphasize, and an additional
experiment duriuR the past winter goes to show the impor-
tance of this. The chimney into which the foul air passes,
must be what we call a live chiinney--it must have a pipe with
hot air constantly passing into it. Why? Because in this
way we secure the power necessary to make the current travel
one way In the chimney. We know that cold air will rush
into warm, and the variations in temperature is a cause for
the movement of atmosphere. Last winter I arranged another
cellar with the same method in view. The stove was boxt in a
compartment about \ feet square, as air-tight as matcht lumber,
felt paper, and sheet iron could make it. A shaft of fresh air
opened under the stove, and half way between ceiling and
floor, and at opposite sides two pipes led to the bee-cellar, the
pipes discharging pure atmosphere along the cellar walls. I

could not reach a live chimney, so put the foul air pipe outside
of, and about the stove-pipe, making a double pipe, thinking
that the heat from the stove would act as a sufficient motor to
secure a steady current of air. During cold weather, every-
thing workt well, but when the fire was low there was not suf-
ficient heat in the pipe, and the atmosphere would become
stagnant or the current reverst, and instead of the foul air
being carried off by the pipe, the cool air would rush down the
ventilating-pipeand into the cellar without passing through
the heating compartment. The direction of a current can
readily be detected by means of a sheet of paper held close to
the opening. The sjeet of paper will be drawn in the direc-
tion of the current. There were slight symptoms of dysentery
in some; only one colony was found dead when taken out and
one was queenless ; it was an improvement on no regular ven-
tilation, but not satisfactory.

So much for pure air and artificial heat. You will notice
that the appliances available were not perfect. A cellar should
be so constructed that air can enter and escape only through
regular openings. What is required is a thoroughly equlpt
apiary, and buildings specially constructed for experimental
work in every county. R. F. Holtebmann.

Mr. Holtermann's paper was discust by Dr. Kesse, Dr.
Miller, Dr. Mason, Jacob Dickman and others; and after a
recess of ten minutes Capt. J. E. Hetherington, of New York,
cas called out, and was most heartily applauded. All seemed
anxious to do the Captain honor, and he highly appreciated
the markt evidence of esteem, and in a very instructive and
entertaining talk delighted the convention.

Next came a paper by Mr. E. Whitcomb, of Nebraska, on

Apiarian E\liibit§ at Fairs.

At the fairs is where the apiarist dons his Sunday suit
and places before the public the finest product of his or her
apiary. These exhibits are beneffcial in many ways. First,

X

E. nil Urn, III,.

they are the main educators of the general public. In the past
13 years in the apiary department of our State I have many
times stopt my busy work to explain to some rural body that

the extractors were not churns ; that we produced no strained
honey at this time, and that the pure, clear extracted honey
on exhibition was as far, in flavor and purity, from being the
strained honey of our younger days as the east is from the
west.

In my observations at the fairs I more than suspect that
the education has not been entirely with our rural friends,
but that it has gone into the largest apiaries of the country.
At the fairs we meet in friendly and often close conununion.
Here we exhibit our skill as bee-masters, our good taste and
neatness in performing our part in showing -our goods to the
best advantage, for if we please the eye we also tickle the
palate and thus increase the demand.

During the past few years I have pleasantly noted the
strides that have been made in the mannerof making exhibits;

that the finest honey placed on exhibition in colored glass
failed to attract the eye of the great throng who viewed the
exhibit, and finally scored several points below when the ox-
pert judge summed up for placing the awards; the dark-col-
ored sections or a liberal amount of propolis untidily left upon
them was also a cause of failure. liere is where we reap the
great benefit from making exhibits at fairs. We get better
acquainted with one another, and are enabled to get a better
interchange of ideas, and to annually makesome Improvement,
some advancement, from what we have seen and heard at the
fairs.

We have yet great Improvement to make in these exhibits,
In the manner of placing them, and in the awarding of pre-
miums. In our own State fair we have adopted a system of
making all entries within the department where they are to
be exhibited, thus saving the exhibitors the trouble of ranging
around the Secretary's desk, and often being waited upon by
clerks who have little experience in this department, or have
little idea of just where the entries of different articles should
be made.

Again, the system of score cards has been adopted with
100 as the maximum, with a judge who is an expert, and the
different exhibits in their class going before him by the num-
ber of their entry rather than the name of the exhibitor. This
plan can hardly fail of giving entire satisfaction, of knowing
that favoritism at least did not figure them.

Not only the honey-producer but the supply-dealer should
take an interest in the exhibits at the fairs, both local and
State. When we are at the fairs we are somewhere in the
line. When not in line we have dropt out, and no exertion
otherwise can give us the standing with our customers that an
exhibit can when we meet them face to face and are better
acquainted. E. Whitco.mb.

Following Mr. Whitcorab's paper, Mr. W. Z. Hutchinson,
editor of the Bee-Keepers' Review, of Michigan, read a
paper on

Sugg:c»tion8 on tiie making of Exiiibits at Fair§.

Dealers in apiarian goods, and manufacturers of these
goods, have made exhibits at the fairs for the sake of the ad-
vertising that may be secured thereby; The producers of

honey have also exhibited their product for the sake of the ad-
vertising, and for the sake of what they might sell at the fails.

Others have exhibited bees and honey at fairs mainly for the
sake of securing the premiums offered. It is with the latter

object in view that I have made exhibitions, and it is from this

point of view that my suggestions will be made.

The first thing to be considered is the premium list. It is

at the winter meeting when the agricultural societies revise

their premium lists, and to these meetings should be sent a
delegate, or delegates, from the State bee-keepers' societies

with instructions to look after the Interests of the bee-keep-
ers. I went o"e winter, with Mr. H. D. Cutting, to the meet-
ing of our State Agricultural Board, and succeeded in getting
the premium list raised from §150 to 8300. Whoever has
charge of the preparation of the list should he extremely care-

full as to the wording, that it be so simple, yet so specific and
clear that it cannot be misunderstood. I must say that I ad-

mire the New York list in one respect, it limits the amount of

honey that shall be shown. The limit is 250 pounds, no
more and no less. In times past the premium was offered on
the largest exhibit. Now most of the lists say, "the most at-

tractive display." This is much better. It is true that size

may be one factor in the attractiveness of a display, and the

Illinois list places quantity at -10 per cent in 100 points. But
if 250 poundsof honey are shown, I think that better results

may be secured by offering a premium upon the quality of the
honey and the attractiveness In which it is put up, than by of-

fering a premium on a large quantity. Put the exhibitors on
their mettle as to attractiveness of display. As it now is, the
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displays are, mostly, simply big piles of honey as it might be

piled up in some commission merchant's store.

Extracted honey in the liquid form cannot be shown to

much advantage except in glass, and If the glass is of the white

or tllDt variety, and there is a window back of the exhibit, the

light coming in and "shimmering and glimmering" as itstrikes

the honey, a very beautiful display may be made. There ought
also to be an exhibit of candied honey, and explanatory labels,

then when honey candies on the hands of some ignornant pur-

chaser—or rather, purchaser that once was ignorant— he will

know that it has nut •' turned back to sugar." I am glad to

note that Illinois offers premiums on displays of candied honey.

Illinois has done another good thing, she has gotten up a score

card to be used in judging the honey exhibits. This shows ex-

hibitors upon what points their exhibits are to be past, and is

a guide to the judge. I believe that Illinois now stands near
the head as regards her apiarian premium li&t and show at the

State fair. One reascjn for this Is because her bee-keepers
hustle and tell the managers what they want. The managers
of fairs are usually willing to grant anything reasonable that

is askt of them. The reason, or, at least one reason, why the

premium listsof so many States are so meager is because the

bee-keepers have never askt for anything better.

Of course, I am saying considerable about the premium
list, but that is the foundation of all successful and profitable

exhibits. In most of the other departments of the different

Slate fair lists there is something approaching uniformity

—

that is, the horse department of the premium list of Michigan
does not differ materially from that department in other pre-

mium lists, and their is no reason why the same uniformity

might not exist in the apiarian department ; In fact, it is ap-

proaching that now to some extent, No list any longer offers

premiums on full colonies of bees—they all say : "single-

comb observatory hive." But let the premium list be what it

may, the exhibitor should make it his guide and counsellor. It

should be studied thoroughly ; not only the apiarian part, but

all of the rules and regulations. The exhibits must fit the list

—must comply with its reiiuirements. I remember an old man
who once made quite a creditable exhibit, perhaps as good as

some exhibitor who received $75 in premiums, yet this old

man received only one meager premium of $2.00. He felt

that he was treated unfairly, but the only trouble was that

his exhibits did not meet the requirements of the list.

Plan well before hand what you will exhibit, and how you
will exhibit it. To illustrate, one man who had had no exper-

ience in exhibiting at fairs met me the second morning after

we were on the grounds and said :
" Well, I suppose that you

have been planning all night just how to put up your exhibit

so as to ' do me up ?' "

"No" I answered, " I knew before leaving home exactly

in what shape I should set up my exhibit."
" You did ?" he exclaimed. " Well, that beats me. Had

It all planned out before you left home? Well, well."

This planning and arranging an exhibit is half the bat-

tle. Time, and lime again, have I seen an exhibitor beaten by
some one who had fewer and inferior goods, but who knew
how to exhibit them to the best advantage. Many a time have
I heard H. D. Cutting say, in passing an exhibit, " Wouldn't
I like to get in there and arrange that exhibit. Some of you
fellows would have to take a back seat if that exhibit was only

up in shape." And he was correct.

Have everything the very best that it is possible for you
to get it. Remember that in these days it is only the very best

that can secure a premluui. To go to a fair with a second-

grade article is only time and money wasted. Never stop with
"That's good enough," or "That will have to do." It is good
enough only when you can make it no better, and even then
you will often find that it is only second best. Nothing takes

the conceit out of a man like making exhibits at the fairs. I

have been at it now for about 15 years, going to five State

fairs last year, and I expect to start next week on a similar

trip, and I suppose it is this experience that is largely to blame
for my modesty.

but to return. Not only have everything first-class, but

have it ready at least a week before you start. If you don't,

you will be hurried at the last, you will forget things, not do

good work, and leave home tired and fiustrated, and If there

Is any place that a man needs to be at his best, it is with an
exhibit at a fair. Have everything all ready and boxt, and
each box labeled with its contents, so that you will not have
to be opening box after box iu a worried search for a needed
article.

I remember one great, big, stout, enterprising bee-keeper,

whose home is In this city, who once upon a time came up to

Detroit with an exhibit. His comb honey was packt in bulk in

big boxes, his honey-crates or cases in the Hat, his extracted

honey in bulk, and his bottles ordered of Muth to be sent by

freight to Detroit. How many times he went to the freight
office after those bottles I do not know. But they finally came
and were washt and filled in the night. Then there were
broken combs to be disposed of in some way and the drip
cleaned up. The sound of his hammer kept folks awake until

four o'clock in the morning, and then he lay right down on the
hard Boor and slept the sleep of the—exhausted, I guess.

Not only should the comb honey be packt in its exhibition
cases, but the cases should be in a dust-proof case or crate
with handles on the end. The extracted honey should be bot-

tled and packt.
By the way, the nicest way of packing bottles of honey is

by the use of cardboard, of the cellular style, made into parti-

tions after the egg-crate style. It is cheap and f urnlsht cut up.

I had about 500 bottles packt that way last year and took
them to five State fairs and not one bottle was broken. A lit-

tle excelsior is put in the bottom of the boxes.

Now asuggestion (you know this paper is only sugges-
tions) about preparing bees for exhibitions. Take two combs
of bees and sealed brood from the colony having the bees you
desire to exhibit. Set them in a hive. Put a queen iu a cage
on top of the frames. Shut up the hive and keep it shut up
until towards night the next day. Keep it out of the sun while
it is closed. When it is opened set it by the side of the old col-

ony. In a day or two most of the old bees, that is, the flying

bees, will have returned to the old hive. Now release the
queen. Do this a week or two before the bees are to go away.
The day before they are to go away take them to anew stand.

Shake the bees from one of the combs, returning it to the old

colony. This gives an abundance of young bees that can bear
confinement. The day that the bees are to go away, set the
comb of bees into the little single-comb hive in which they are

to be exhibited. There must be an abundance of room and
plenty of ventilation. There must be room at the bottom, tpp

and sides, and one side of the hive should be wire cloth, the

other of glass. Don't take bees without a queen, as queenless
bees worry more. With bees prepared in this manner I have
had them build great pieces of comb, and when bees do this

they are not suffering.

Ship your exhibit by freight and go with it, if you have to

go in a freight car. I have done this many times and enjoy
the novelty, altho I must admit that it is a little lonesome at

night. Tliis is the only way to get an exhibit around in time,

(especially if you go from one fair to another) and not have
your goods smasht. Take a tent and sleep on the fair grounds.

When there are several bee-keepers present, all can share one
tent, each bringing his bedding and some provisions, and buy-
ing when more are needed. In this way the exnenses are very

slight, the fare excellent, and the enjoyment supreme. 1

might say it is the one outing of the year with me.

There are often many little mishaps and delays and an-

noying circumstances. Don't let them upset you. Keep cool

and look at the matter philosophically. And, above all, don't

let the loss of expected premiums sour you and spoil your en-

joyment. I never yet received all of the premiums that I ex-

pected to win, but, at the same time, I have often received

those that were unexpected.
And when the fair is over don't get in too big a hurry to

get away. The great mass of goods on the grounds have been
several days accumulating, and they can't be removed in a
few hours. It takes time. I have seen men fret and stew, and
swear and sweat, and stay up all night trying to get away,
while others who went to bed and took things coolly went out
on the same train as the " fretters."

But I have written enough, and shall be glad to listen to-

others. VV. Z. Hutchinson.

R. F. Holtermann— If I were going to place a limit upon
the amount of honey In a display I would put the amount at

500 pounds for comb, and the same for extracted honey.

Then I would have another lot of 100 pounds. Then lO
pounds in which quality and manner of putting up for market
should be considered. I think that a score card is a most ex-

cellent thing. It is a guide for both the exhibitor and the

judge. We can get uniformity here that we can gel in no

other way. I got my first ideas of exhibiting while visiting

the Detroit Exposition. Mr. Hutchinson's paper Is full of

good suggestions. It shows that he has been there. That
little point of marking upon the boxes what they contain

shows that he has had experience.

Rev. E. T. Abbott—We in Missouri at one time had a^

larger premium list than any State except Michigan. When
we first began making exhibits of honey but little attention

was paid to the matter. Our markets were poor. But, as we
increast our displays, the demand for honey Increast. Wo do

not want to diminish the .siare of our displays. When there is

a big display people will come in and say, "Honey, honey I
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why, I didn't suppose that there was so much honey tn the
world !" If your State fair does not offer much in premiums,
never mind ; make a dispiay next year, then they will give
more.

FIRST DAY—Evening Session.

Hon. R L. Taylor, ex-Superintendent of the Michigan
Apiarian Experiment Apiary, having been requested to pre-
pare a paper, sent the following, which was read by the
President

:

Relation <>f Bcc>i to Ilorliculliire.

There is a widespread prejudice against the honey-bee.
Why? I want to explain to you as well as I can in the few
minutes allowed nie, facts that go to show that the prejudice
is unfounded, and that the honey-bee Is the greatest friend of

the fruit-grower, if not indispensable to successful horticul-

ture.

There is in plants or flowers what answers tn sex in ani-

mals. Sometimes both sexes exist in the same flower, some-
times in different flowers of the same plant, sometimes on sep-

arate plants. Hut whatever the plan of growth, fruitfulness
depends upon the fertilization or pollination of the pistil by
the grains of pollen produced on the stamen. The stigma,
generally the upper part of the pistil, is a part denuded of the
epidermis, toucht with a viscid (sticky) substance, and when
the proper pollen adheres to this part the pollen puts forth
pollen-tubes which lengthen till they reach the ovules, which
completes fertilization and causes fruit or seed to grow.

In our fruits generally both pistil and stamens are pres-

ent in the same flower, tho there are exceptions. Under such
circumstances one's first thought, perhaps, would be that
there could be no difficulty in securing thorough pollination.

But we have other principles to reckon with. Nature ab-

hors in-breeding, and resorts to various devices to prevent it,

the most familiar one being the " ripening " of the two parts
of the flower at different times, and pollen from the same
flower in most cases has a much less potent influence ou the
pistil if indeed it has any at all.

But you may ask. Are not our fruits exceptions in this

matter ? Let facts answer :

Prof. A. J. Cook carefully experimented with the bloom
of the apple, crab apple, pear, cherry, strawberry, raspberry
and clover. In some cases the experiment was duplicated or

triplicated. In each particular case an equal number of blos-

soms were selected from adjacent branches. One lot was
markt with a tag, the other surrounded by cheese-cloth. I

cannot enter into details, but these are the results :

Covered Uncovered
Blooms. Fruits. Fruits

Apple 40 15
" 75 3

Crab apple 200 3
Apple 160 2 9
Pear 140 7
Cherry 300 9 119
Strawberries 60 9 27

212 80 104
123 20 36

Raspberries 184 93 160
Clover (red) 10 h'ds 191
Clover (white) 10 h'ds 541

Again, in 1894, since his removal to California, Prof.

Cook made similar experiments with plums, cherries and
pears. Two plum trees, one cherry, and two pear trees were
made use of in the experiment. On each tree three lots of

blossoms were selected instead of two (as in the other case),

the number of blossoms varying in each tree from 32 upward,
the lots ou any one tree of course having an equal number.
One lot on each tree was left uncovered, the second lot was
covered, but with bees introduced under the covering, and the
third lot was covered, excluding all bees. All proper precau-
tions were taken to secure reliable results. The result was
that there was not a single fruit on any of the twigs from
which bees were shut out. On the twigs covered with sacks,

into which bees were put, there were on the plums three and
five, the cherry five, on the pears six and eight respectively.

On the uncovered branches of the plums were eight and five,

the cherry seven, and the pears eight and eleven

:

Covered. Bees enclosed. Not covered.

P'""^
-jo 5 5

Cherry O 5 7
10 6 8

Pears ]o 8 11
- From one-fourth to one-twentieth only developt fruit, but

this fortunately is always so.

What makes these experiments all the more favorable to

the beo, is that many small insects called thrips, were noticed

on the bloom inside the coverings, yet tho they must have
carried pollen from anther to stigma, and from blossom to

blossom, yet without so much as pollinating one pistil.

In one experiment with the plum. Prof. Cook covered a
branch, and when it was in bloom, and the bees working in

force on the trees, he removed the sack, and keeping watch
markt the blossoms on which he saw bees work. When he
ceast watching, the branch was re-covered, and at length the

four blossoms alone on which he saw bees alight developt into

plums.
No doubt some varieties of our common fruits are self-

fertile, but none the less should cross-fertilization be sought,

for the great advantage of it, even where flowers are self-

fertile, is abundantly proved by Darwin and others.

It is to be noted that cross pollination Is accomplisht only

by the application of the pollen of one variety to the pistils of

another variety. Cross-pollination cannot be efl'ected between
two trees of Baldwins. All Baldwins are in effect one tree, so

of other varieties. Hence the pertinency of the advice of Mr.
M. B. Waite, endorsed by Prof. Cook :

" Plant mixt orchards, or at least avoid planting solid

blocks of one variety. It is not desirable to have more than
three or four rows of one variety together unless experience
has shown it to be perfectly self-fertile."

In this connection I quote Prof. Barrows ; he says of

apples : Most varieties are practically self-sterile, and so far

as we know now are completely self-fertile. In what way is

cross-pollination best accomplisht? In some cases this is well

done by the wind (as in cor?i and the pine). But with our
fruits this agency must be very uncertain and ineffectual. And
perhaps that fruit-blooms fail to become pollinated when the

weather is too cool for insects to move goes to show the same
thing. Our chief and only safe reliance for the performance
of this function must be upon insects. But insects differ

greatly both in numbers and activity.

During the time when Prof. Cook was making the first

experiment I referred to, he made observations to determine
the comparative numbers of different insects to be found upon
the blossoms, and he estimated that at that time there were
20 honey-bees to one of all other kinds at work on the bloom.

In his California experiments ho found there were 100 bees so

engaged to one of all other kinds. I think this last— 100 to

1—would be nearer the rule in Michigan in the neighborhood
of an apiary of any considerable size. Then it we consider

the immensely greater activity of the bee over that of most
other insects, darting like a shot from flower to flower, and
from tree to tree, the conclusion is inevitable that we must
rely chiefly for cross-fertilization on the bee.

Bu'iy bee, prav tell m'^why.
Thus from flower to Hower you fly.

Culling sweets the live-long day.
Never leaving off to play.

We know the answer so far as it immediately concerns the

bee, but if that were the only reason, why does the flower that

lasts but for two or three days secrete the nectar that attracts

the bee, instead of the leaf, which endures for the season, and
which could therefore so much better serve her? Nature
made no mistake ; the welfare of the bee was not the first

consideration.
Notwithstanding all this, there is undoubtedly, as I stated

at the outset, a prejudice against bees, and for these reasons :

1st. Because of a belief that the tees take something
from the plant that will render it less productive; or some-
thing that is of value to the grower of the plant.

What I have already said shows the fallacy of the first

branch of this belief, and as to the other branch of it I have
this to say, that bees gather from domestic plants nectar and
pollen only. The nectar of clover, for instance, can never be

of any value to the farmer. A shower washes the blossoms

so thoroughly that the bees do not work on them for several

hours afterward. The nectar in that case, to be sure, goes

into the soil, but any well informed chemist would tell you
that It has no value even as a fertilizer. The pollen, in like

manner, if ungathered, would go into the soil, and there it

would have some value as a manure, equal for that purpose to

perhaps about the same quality of bran, and in no case could

it amount to more than a few pounds from a large farm.

Same are so constituted that they could bear the loss with

equanimity if they knew it was occasioned by bees from the

woods, but would be grievously disturbed if they were con-

scious that it was carried to the hives of a neighbor. But I

have never known a fruitgrower made on that plan.

2nd. Because of a belief that bees are continually moved
by a desire to sting. This is a great mistake. Bees abso-

lutely never volunteer to sting when absent from their hives.
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but if caught in the hand or hair, or otherwise, they will try

to sting, of course. But bees are tolerably quick in resenting
any disturbance that threatens injury to their homes, yet with
fair discretion they are wonderfully easy to get along with.
But if I were not familiar with bees 1 would not kick over a
live hive in summer tine, nor operate a heavy road-scraper
on dry, stony ground within three or four rods of an apiary,
nor hitch a team where bees were passing and repassing (even
tho I were one of that class whom bees never sting), without
taking the advice of some one skilled in the management of

bees.

3rd. And last, because of a belief that bees do injury to

ripe fruit.

There is no question that during times of dearth of nectar
in warm weather, that bees seek to gather the juices of broken
fruit, and some fruit-growers contend that they actually cut
through the skin of the grape—some are very positive, affirm-

ing that they know they do—that they have actually wittiest

the operation. I feel some sympathy for this class, since once,
tho familiar with the arguments against it, I was more than
half inclined to believe that in some way bees sometimes
forced open the skin of grapes. For years I have taken great
pleasure in raising a considerable variety of grapes, and when
I sometimes saw the bees crowding their heads between the
berries of fine, compact and apparently perfect bunches of

Delawares, and afterward found that many of the berries

were suckt dry, my faith in the bees inability weakened
greatly.

Further investigation showed that while ruptures of the
skin of the Duchess grape were plainly seen, none were ordi-

narily evident in a ruptured Delaware. In short, I found that
grapes of different varieties varied in their manner of crack-
ing—some cracking lengthwise, and others crosswise or
diagonally.

The cracking is, I think, caused by the crowding of the
berries upon each other, which is induced by their swelling,
owing to abundant moisture. At least so far as I have ob-
served, the cracking is confined almost entirely to compact
clusters.

Of the many varieties I have in bearing, the work of the
bees has usually been confined almost exclusively to the
Delaware and the Lady ; but on account of the wetness of

the season, the Duchess and the Salem were added to the list

last year, and these are the ones to whichcracking was almost
exclusively confined. It was a significant fact that the work
of the bees was confined to the compact clusters of these
varieties, while the loose clusters neither crackt nor were
visited by bees.

In all these, except the Delaware, the cracks were plainly

seen on the visible part of the berries. In the Delaware the
cracks are out of sight, being transverse, and near the stem
end.

In July last, the rainfall being so great that more than
the usual amount of cracking was anticipated, I decided to

determine, if possible, whether grapes from which bees were
excluded, but still left on the vines, suffered in any different
degree from those to which the bees had free access. To
shutout the bees, paper sacks were used, folded over the
clusters and pinned. More than a thousand sacks were put
upon grapes of the Vi varieties I am about to mention. Many
of these become ripe early in September, and by the 2-ith all

were ripe except Jefferson and lona.

In the case of the following, there was no damage either
inside the bags or out, viz.: The Agawam, Eaton, Eumelan,
lona. Lindley, Niagara and Ulster. Brighton suffered none
in the sacks, little out. The Diamond, a little in and a little

out. The .Jefferson, a very little in and the same out. Tho
Delaware, Duchess and .Salem suffered much in, and some-
what less out.

In the case of the three kinds much injured, it became
constantly more evident that the damage to those in the bags
was greater than to those to which the bees had access. This
was especially true of tho Duchess and the Delaware. .S

)

evident was it that tho reason of this lay in the fact that tho
juice oozing from the crackt grapes in the bags was com-
municated to contiguous sound grapes, causing weakness of

skin, cracking, and incipient decay, that by the middle of the
month of September I hastened to remove the bags from these
varieties, that tho bees might gather the juice from the broken
grapes.

To my mind, the conclusion Is inevitable, that not only do
bees not injure grapes, but that by gathering the juices of

crackt ones they prevent decay, and thereby the destruction
of sound grapes. R. L. Taylor.

Dr. C. C. Miller— I don't believe that there Is much good
that can come from our discussing this paper, but it would do

lots of good if it could be laid before the horticultural class. It
might be put in our home papers, or brought up at our farm-
ers' institutes, and do good in that way.

Rev. E. T. Abbott—There is one more point that ought to
be brought out.and that is that secretion of nectar stops as soon
as the blossom is fertilized, the same as the extra energy of
a female animal is turned to the production of a new life in
reproduction.

E. R. Root— If no one else does anything about this mat-
ter, we will get out Mr. Taylor's paper in the form of a leaflet,

and give it away.
Mr. Abbott—Can't this association do something to pre-

vent the spraying of trees while in bloom ?

R. F. Holterraann—We now have in Ontario a law against
the spraying of trees while in bloom. The outer covering of
the fertilizing part of blossoms is very tender, and to spray
when in bloom, even with water, may work an injury, hence
those who spray when the trees are in bloom are destioying
their own fruit.

W. Helm— In Ohio the experiment stations are issuing
bulletins in regard to spraying, and but very little of it is done
out of season.

(Continued next week.)

Wiutering Bees in Snow-Banks.
BY G. M. DOOLITTl.K.

I am askt to give an article in the American Bee Journal
on wintering bees in a snow-bank, the one desiring this article

wishing to know if he can winter bees successfully by setting
them near a hedge that he has at one side of his apiary, over
which the snow usually drifts so that there Is a continuous
bank of snow there from early in December till the first of

April, or later. He says he has been advised to put them in

this place, but before doing this he wisht the advise of others.
Years ago we used to hear more about wintering bees un-

der snow than we do of late, and from the general advice of
that time I was led to test the matter, as nearly every one
said that bees wintered well under snow. But my experience
was not in accord with this, however, as I found that if the
hives were covered from half to two-thirds of the way up the
brood-chamber they wintered well ; but if the hives are cov-
ered completely over, and stay so for any length of time it is

a positive damage to the bees, and worse than no snow at all.

For several winters, when I first began to keep bees, I

wintered my bees in the cellar, but not attaining the success
which I thought was necessary, I concluded to winter them
on the summer stands during one winter, and as the snow fell

sweep it up around the hives. I did this, and by the forepart
of December I had the hives covered from sight. This made
little snow mountains all over the yard, and I was so en-
chanted with the thing that I wondered that I had never
thought of it before. At the end of about a month we had a
thaw, when I lookt at the bees and found that their warmth
had so thawed the snow that a cat or rabbit could easily go
all around between the hives and the snow. I was much
pleased over the apparent success, and concluded that I had
now found just the way to winter bees. The bees appeared,
however, to bo rather restless, for upon raising the covering
some fiew out and were lost in the cold air, instead of being
quiet, as they usually were in the cellar. As the next day
was fine they all had a cleansing flight, and all appeared well.

The winter now changed so that instead of having snow
for most of the time as we usually do, there was little or no
snow the rest of the time till spring opened. At that time I

found that I had lost fully one-third of my bees, while those

that were left were not at all strong in numbers. I thought
this was owing to our almost snowless winter, and I believed

that, if I could have had snow to cover them all winter, no
loss would have occurred. One thing I noticed, however,
which was that all the hives which I opened at the time of the
thaw had brood in from two to three combs, while in April

scarcely a bit of brood was to be found in any hive. I rea-

soned that had the snow continued, brood-rearing would have
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been kept up, and in the spring the hives would have been
well stockt with young bees instead of the depopulated eolo-

nies I bad. The next winter put an end to these thoughts,
however, for this time we had snow, so I kept them covered
the whole winter.

About the middle of winter there came a warm day so

the bees could fly, and upon examination I found several hives

that had brood in four to five frames, while others not so

deeply buried did not have half as much. I noticed that the
bees in those hives which had the most brood were so heavily
loaded with excrement that they were scarcely able to fly,

while those with but little brood spotted the snow but very
little. But instead of seeing my mistake I figured how many
bees would hatch out in the hives having the most brood,
during the next 21 days, and this brood would increase as the
time went by, so that by early spring I would have a rous-

ing colony in each of these hives having the most brood.

Cold weather with more snow came and held till into

March, when we again had a day that the bees could fly. How
eagerly I shoveled out the colonies having the most brood
when ihey flew before, expecting to find their hives full of

bees, but instead I found nearly all of the old bees dead on
the bottom-board, and the young, fuzzy bees clustered closely

together where they bad hatcht before the old bees died, cold

in the embrace of death. Not only this, but these colonies

had consumed nearly all the honey in rearing this brood, so I

had nearly a total loss except the combs.
When the working season arrived I found I had lost nearly

two-thirds of my bees, and those left were not strong enough
to take full advantage of the honey-flow when it came. The
difficulty in this locality seems to be that, as soon as the hives
are covered with snow, the warmth from the ground, com-
bined with the warmth of the bees, makes it so warm that the
bees become uneasy, go to breeding, consume large quantities

of honey, thus using up their vitality, which causes them to

die of old age during February, March and April, while the
young bees are not equal in strength and vitality to bees
hatcht in September and October to withstand the cold, so

spring dwindling and death are the result.

In the above I have given what I have since found in

every case which has come under my notice where bees have
been drifted under snow for any length of time. Since the
winters above mentioned we had a winter in which we had
very deep snow, and owing to a peculiar wind and a new
fence which I bad put up many of my hives were in snow
from 5 to 10 feet deep. I tried as far as possible to keep the
hives shoveled open, but I completely lost track of 10 colonies,

of which not one was living the first of May.

From the above experience, during IS or 20 years, my
advice to all would be to go slow in this matter, who are not
sure that the plan of wintering bees under snow is a success
with them. Try only a few at first, till you know for certain

that you are right, and then if your experience says the plan

is good with you, the whole apiary can be used.

Onondaga Co., N. Y.

The National Bee-Keepers' Union.

(An open letler to the Advisory Board and to the Members in

rjcneral.)

BY W.M. MUTH-RASMUSSKN.

Nearly a year has past since the vote on amalgamation
was taken, and it will soon be time for the next annual elec-

tion—the only time for a general decision, as no meetings are

held by this Union.
During the past year the defeat of the amalgamation pro-

posal has been diseust and commented upon in the bee-papers,

and the members have had time to think the matter over, and
perhaps to change their minds in regard to the desirability of

amalgamation. I wish to ask the Advisory Board if anything
is being done or contemplated in regard to having a new vote

on this subject taken at the ensuing election ? As the United
States Bee-Keepers' Union has assumed the task of defense

—

the only object of the National Bee-Keepers' Union— I fail to

see the'use of supporting two associations for one and the

same purpose. The new Union has other objects, all of great

Importance to bee-keepers ; but that is no reason why the sub-

ject of defense could not be handled just as effectively by the

new as it has been handled by the old Union.
The National Bee-Keepers' Union has for several years

had more money on hand than there was any need of, and has

remitted to members in good standing their annual dues.

Whether the dollar will be called for or not at the next annual
election, I do not know. But I do know, that if I have only

one dollar to spare, I shall perfer to hand It over to the new

Union and take my chances for defense through this, if

necessary.
It would have been desirable if this matter could have

been diseust and decided upon before the Buffalo convention,
but as nobody has brought the subject up, I now make this

proposition :

Let the Advisory Board call for another vote on amalga-
mation, on the following basis:

1st. The National Bee-Keepers' Union to be dissolved.

2nd. The funds on hand, together with all other belong-
ings, to be turned over to the United States Bee-Keepers'
Union.

3rd. The money now in the treasury of the old Union to

constitute the defense fund of the new Union, this fund not to

be used for any other purpose.
4th. Subject to approval by the United States Bee-Keep-

ers' Union.
1 would suggest that 25 per cent, of each members' an-

nual dues be apportioned to the " defense fund," provided
that at no time shall this fund exceed .S500, and whenever it

reaches this amount, the said percentage of dues shall go into

the general fund, used for other purposes than defense.
I hope that the Advisory Board will promptly take this

matter up, so that it may be decided at the coming election.

Discussions are in order, but time is brief.

Inyo Co., Calif., Nov. 13.

Paraffiae Paper and the Danzenbaker Hive.

BV F. DANZENBAKER.

My attention has been repeatedly called to the article by
F. L. Thompson, on page 677, intimating that I attributed

my success to the .use of parafBne paper. Since then Dr.
Miller and Mr. E R. Root have shied their castors in the ring.

Now I most empatically deny giving the use of the paper any
such prominence. Any other covering equally air-tight and
warm as wax or paraffine, will do as well. Its cheapness is

its chief recommendation. It is furnisht for 2 cents, with
other goods, and can be used over again if desired, Mr.
Thompson to the contrary notwithstanding ; and when used

as designed witn my super and sections during the surplus
season, the sections are practically free of propolis, sufficiently

so to warrant Its use in the time alone saved in cleaning the

sections, many times over, forall the fussinessof putting it on,

but it may often make no difference in the quantity and
quality of the fiuisht sections.

One sheet of the paper was sent out last season, with each
super free. It was my purpose to send two sheets, which will

be done in 1S9S, free of charge, to give all a chance to test it

for themselves. The thin 2-cent sheets are not claimed to

last as long as thicker ones might, but I prefer them to put

on clean as needed, just as I use new sections rather than old

ones.
If any using the paper last year or this feel that it is

not worth all it cost them, I sta'id ready to refund the same.

I notice on page 715, Mr. D. N. Ritchey, in advocating
small hives for wintering, inadvertently does injustice in

alluding to the Danzenbaker pattern as too expensive for gen-

eral use, but will try them for 1898. While my broodeham-
ber is as compact as possible to be, the uet comb surface and
inside capacity from bottom to ceiling are the same as the 8-

frame dovetailed hive. The inside fixtures are strong and
firm when put together—nothing flimsy about it ; 20 of them
In the flat, with slat-cleated bee-space separators, two paraffine

mats, and nails, are sold for .524 ; while 20 S-frarae dove-

tailed hives furnisht with plain separators are 817.40 ; 20 of

these will hold 480 ii^s4:}4 sections, that when filled with

honey are selling here now at 12j^ cents each, or .856 ; 20 of

my hives hold, at 32 sections each, 640, thai are selling to

grocers from the same house at 15 cents, making .896—

a

net difference of .840 in a single story of sections on the 20
hives, while the difference in cost of the same is only §4.60 ;

all is of the best possible work and material.

As some dealers charged 82.00 each for my hive, it may
be this has caused the complaint. Mr. Ritchey, or any one
else, ought not to start the Impression abroad at the very

time when the best bee-men are considering whether they

shall change hives, that mine is " too expensive."

[We give the foregoing here for the reason that Mr. Dan-

zenbaker felt that we had done him an injustice in publishing

what we did from the pens of Messrs. Thompson and Ritchey.

Of course, Mr. D. must expect for his hive criticism, and com-

parison with others.

—

Editor.]
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Editorial Cox)r)n)cr)i^^

Kind l^ords for the Bee Journal are con-
stantly received at this olHce. We wish we could publish
them all, but some of them are so strongly commendatory that
it would hardly do to give them to the public. However, we
wish to say to all who have so kindly exprest their apprecia-
tion of the Bee Jourual and Its contents, that it is a great en-

couragement to us, to know that our best efforts are being
valued by our readers. We shall continue to strive to merit
the approval of all who want a bee-paper that is all bee-paper,

and the best that we can publish ; and wish hereby to extend
our sincerest thanks for the kindly words and feelings Indi-

cated by many letters that have come and are coming dally

to us.
•*-»-*

Death of Mr. De Layens.—Mr. Chas Dadant has
kindly sent us the following paragraph concerning the death
of Mr. George DeLayens, a noted French bee-keeper and In-

ventor :

France has just lost her most famous apiarist, Mr. George
De Layens, who died at Nice, from a stroke of apoplexy, Oct.
23, 1897. Mr. DeLayens was a single man. He was born
at Lille, Jan. 6, 1834. When young, he learned the me-
chanical arts and made several inventions. He then studied
botany and bee-culture. He publisht several works on these
sciences, some of them in collaboration with his cousin, Gas-
ton Bonnier, professor at the French Academy of Sciences, of
Paris. The " De Layens Hive" is one of the most popular
hives In France. He was very plain In hismanuers; his
hands were always open to relieve the needy, and In his will
he gave most of his estate for purposes of benevolence.

CuAs. Dadant.
Mr. De Layens had gone to Nice to pass the winter

months for his health, and was continuing his botanical works,

profiting by the fine wiuither In taking pliotographs of plants.

Uniting' the Two Unions.— It has been quite

awhile since anything has been said in these columns about

amalgamating the two Bee-Keepers' Unions. Perhaps every-

thing was said that needed to be said—and likely a little more
than was necessary, pro and con. But in the November
American Bee-Keeper the subject is toucht upon in an editorial

paragraph which we give here :

"The question of amalgamating the National and the
United States Bee-Keepers' Unions, tho defeated by decree of

the National's members, is still quite a live one, and as it is

becoming more thoroughly understood, all signs now point
to the ultimate consummation of the project. There seems
Indeed to be no good reason why the two societies should not
join hands, and in their broader field of labor, under one con-
stitution, become a power of good to the bee-keeping frater-

nity. ' III union their is strength ;' uniting Uuions ought to

develop Herculean power."

Just so. We are still of the opinion that the two Unions

should get together the coming winter, and prepare for doing

some telling work along the line of the prosecution of adul-

terators of honey. Nothing else, we believe, would so much
aid bee-keepers all over this great country of ours as a suc-

cessful attempt in enforcing some of the State anti-adultera-

tion laws already on the statute books. Why not all get to-

gether and form one strong body, then in solid phalanx march

against the enemy ?

It will be found that also Mr. Wm. Muth-Easmussen, In

this very number of the Bee Journal, urges a uniting of the

two existing Bee-Keepers' Unions. Better do it soon, and be-

gin the work so necessary to be done in the Interest of every

honey-producer of the land.

Exporlingf Honey.—The Pacific Bee Journal men-

tions a carload of amber honey shipt to Germany—the second

shipment there—and the intended shipment of a number of

cases experimentally to Glasgow, Scotland. Likely a good

thing for the Californians, and yet It seems a pity to have good

honey leave this country at 3% cents when millions of our in-

habitants never taste honey.

New Honey-Dealing Firms here in Chicago

are sending out type-written letters somethlug after the

Uorrie-Wheadon pattern, tho not quite so glaringly crooked.

But we advise bee-keepers to be careful, and not be caught in

a trap. Some of these firms offer to buy for cash, and ask for

prices on honey based upon that consideration. We have

made enquiry concerning one firm, and learn that they have

no financial standing, having " no capital as yet Invested in

the partnership."

The Old Union and Dr. Besse.—At the recent

Northwestern bee-convention, here In Chicago, the subject of

sweet clover came up, and also whether or not either Union

should aid a bee-keeper in case the authoilties, on the ground

of Its being a noxious weed, destroyed his sweet clover, or

some question to that elTect. Dr. Besse was present, and

when some one askt whether the National Bee-Keepers'

Union was helping him. Dr. Miller thought not ; but some one

having reported the matter to Manager Newman, who wrote

Dr. Miller, the latter sends us the following:

A RETRACTION.

At the late Northwestern convention at Chicago, I said

the National Bee-Keepers' Union had done nothing to help

Dr. Besse, and to tho effect that if the Manager had done any-

thing of that kind it was, so far as I was informed, without
consulting the Advisory Board. Dr. Besse corrected me on

tho spot, as to nothing having been done for him, and Mr.

Newman informs me I am In error as to the entire statement.

I regret pxcc^edirigly having made a statement that might do
injustice to Manager Ni^wiiian. and hasten to say so in a man-
ner more public than that In which the statement was made.

As a matter of fact, I learn that Manager Newman has already
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paid Dr. Besse S75 lu cash, besides giving him points and
assisting him in every possible way. C. C. Mili.kk.

McUenry Co., III., Nov. 23, 189T.

Altho we did not express ourselves at the time on the

subject—whether or not the old Union was holplne Dr. Hesse

— vi-e were surprised to learn that he had received much aid

from that source. But wo are glad of it, for we have held all

along that he should have such help.

Of course, any one who was present when Dr. Miller, as

chairman, said he thought no aid had been given Dr. Besse,

knew well enough that he spoke from his honest belief, and
intended no injustice to Manager Newman or anybody else.

It seems to us, in view of what appeared in these columns the

past year bearing on Dr. Besse's case, he should have been

quick to acknowledge publicly the full extent of the aid re-

ceived. Up to the time of the Northwestern convention voc

did not know that he had received any substantial help from
the old Union, and had any one askt us the question we would
probably have intimated that it'e thought he did not. So we
are pleased to learn that so much help has been given him, for

we believe it is a just case.

Xo Colorado Bee-Keepers.—Mr. R. C. Aikin,

President of the Colorado State Bee-Keepers' Association,

sends us this notice which he desires every Colorado bee-

keeper to read, remember, and act upon:

The Colorado State Bee-Keepers' Association will hold
their annual convention n the State Capitol building in Den-
ver, .Tan. 17, 1S9S. Let every apiarist in the State who can,
be at that meeting. Whether you can be at the meeting or
not, write to me just as soon as you read this. First, I want
your n'u;ic n?«i (K^dres.s very plainly written. It is very likely
that the Association will have something to communicate
to you that will be to your and others' interest, so we want
your name and address, sure. With the address tell me what
topics you want discust at the meeting, or any other business
you wish transacted.

Any others

—

individuals or associations—having business
with this Association will please communicate with our State
Secretary, Mr. Frank Rauchfuss, Elyria, Colo., or with myself.

Lovelaud, Colo. R. C. Aikin,
Pres. Colo. State Bee-Keepers' Association.

TJ-e niiunesota Convention of bee-keepers will

meet in Minneapolis, at the New Court House, Wednesday
and Thursday, Dec. 8 and 9, 1897. The Horticultural

Society convenes on Tuesday, Dec. 7, and continues for four

days.

Dr. E. R. Jacques, of Crystal, Minn., is the Secretary of

the bee-convention, from whom any further information can

be obtained, if desired.

There should be a large attendance of bee-keepers at this

convention, and if possible take in the horticultural meeting

also.

Ti)c Weekly Budget.

Mr. G. M. DooLiTTLE, in an article in American Bee-Keeper
for November, says swarming will beat its height by the time
that page meets the reader's eye. Must be a cog loose some-
where. Can hardly be in Doolittle's head, whose machinery is

always so tightly geared.

Mr. H. Dui'Ret, of the Province of Quebec, Canada, when
renewing his subscription for 1898, wrote thus :

" I cannot understand how you can give us weekly so

much sound bee-literature for so little money. The department,
' Beedom Boiled Down,' I think is a success, and must require

a good deal of reading."

"Mr. M. H. Mendleson, of Ventura Co., Calif., has 900
colonies of bees, and his crop of honey this season amouuts to

about GO tons."—Pacific Bee Journal.—Whew I but doesn't

that almost take one's breath away ? 120,000 pounds ! Pro-

bably a good part of it was bean hOney, which C. A. Hatch in

the same paper says is white and fine flavored, but inclined to

candy quickly.

Dk. Miller, of Mcllonry Co., 111., writing us Nov. 24,

said :

"Cold. Most of the bees are in the cellar, and Philo is

getting the balance in today. They had a good flight Satur-

day, and will be in good condition for winter. I'm hoping

they'll remain in good shape."

Mr. W. T. Richardson, President of California Bee-Keep-

ers' Exchange, when renewing his subscription to the Bee
Journal, and also paying his membership fee to the new Union

Nov. 16, wrote

:

" I am greatly interested In the object of the United States

Bee-Keepers' Union, and want my mite to go for the good of

the cause. Your work in bringing forward and showing up

humbugs in the honey market, through the Bee Journal, is

greatly appreciated by me."

Mrs. Mate L. Williams, of Wadena Co., Minn., when
renewing her subscription, wrote thus:

" The honey harvest in this part of Minnesota was abun-

dant, and we call our honey the 'finest in the world,' gathered

almost entirely of wild flowers. It is a light golden color,

and thick as thickest syrup. If I thought the editor would

care to see it, I would send him a sample."

Why, certainly, we are always willing to "simple" the
" finest honey in the world," no matter from what part of the

world it comes.

Mr. Edward B. Gladish, Secretary of the Leahy Mfg.

Co., of Missouri, has recently met with very great affliction,

in the loss, by accident, of one little daughter and the injury

of another child. Our sympathy goes out to Mr. aud Mrs.

Gladish in their sore bereavement. The Progressive Bee-Keep-

er tells about the sad accident in this paragraph:

" We had a very sad accident at the factory on the even-

ing of Nov. 3. Three little children (two of Mr. E. B. Glad-

Ish's and one of a neighbor) had gone to one of the lumber-

sheds to play. No one knew they were there, or they would

have been sent home. While passing at some distance, a

scream and a falling of lumber attracted attention. It seems

they had been trying to climb upon a pile of boards about 4

feet high, and it had fallen over on them, crushing the life out

of one, while another had a leg broken, and Clifton Gladish

was more or less injured. The one killed was little Florence

Gladish, a bright, sweet child, aged 4 years and 1 month."

Dr. Wm. R. Howard, of Texas—the author of the valua-

ble booklet on Foul Brood—we regretted to learn through a

letter from him, dated Nov. 10, had met with a heavy loss by

fire. He tells us about it in the following :

Editor York:—On last Aug. 7, I lost my dwelling, labor-

atory aud scientific library by fire, since which time my work

has been in the laboratory of the Medical department of the

Fort Worth University ; but now the College is open and the

laboratory there is workt to its utmost in the branch of Medi-

cine, that I have had no time to work. At last I have my lab-

oratory refitted with the best apparatus of precision that is

made. I have the largest and most thoroughly equipt pri-

vate laboratory in the South and West; the building is sepa-

rate from other buildings, purposely built and arranged—mi-

croscopical, chemical and bacteriological—a regularly ar-

ranged biological laboratory. I am rebuilding my residence,

and hope to be in it by Christmas. We are now temporarily

occupying the laboratory building as a residence, until our

house is finisht.

I hope for you a prosperous winter, and a doubling of your

subscription list. Wm. R. Howard.

A New Binder for holding a year's numbers of the

American Bee Journal, we propose to mail, postpaid, to every

subscriber who sends us 20 cents. It is called "The Wood
Binder," is patented, and is an entirely new and very simple

arrangement. Full printed directions accompany each Binder.

Every reader should get it, and preserve the copies of the Bee

Journal as fast as they are received. They are invaluable for

reference, and at the low price of the Binder you can afford to

get It yearly.
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BEEDOM BDILED^DDWN.

Honey and "Wax of "Victoria.—T. L.Chambers
estimates (rom statistics of the c.iistom-huuse that Victoria—

a

partof Australia about as large as Minnesota—produces an-

nually 2U tons of wax and 400 tons of honey. A good season,

such as 1895, doubles the average. Most of the wax is ex-

ported.—Australian Bee-Bulletin,

A Lookiug-GIass has been for a long time one of the

things recommended as a help to get a runaway swarm to set-

tle. Another use has been found for it. The bee-journal of

Alsace-Lorraine advises its rays to be thrown into the entrance
of a hive sotiewhat shaded, when at the timeof the first spring

flight the bees of this hive are slow to come out.

Large Frames.—German bee-keepers are not of one

mind as to size of frames. N. P. Kunnen pleads for a large

frame, 16x16 inches none too large {70 per cent larger than

the Langstroth frame), and doesn't agree with Dzierzon that

there is danger of too large colonies. As advantages of large

frames are urged : 1. Rapid development of brood in spring.

12. Strong colonies at the advent of harvest. S. Diminisbt

danger of chilled brood from sudden cold-spells in spring.

—

Luxemburgischen Bienen-Zeitung,

Xliick vs. Thin.Syrup.—L. 'A. Aspinwall, in Re-
view, strongly advocates the use of thick' syrup for feeding.

Somnambulist, in Progressive, says he lilies the theory of

"concentrating the food and thereby the storage of it, by rea-

son of which the colony remains more impact, conserving its

vitality," but in practice he can't make it work— bees won't,

take it. Better compromise, brethren. When you have been
so negligent that feeding must be late, give it to them thick ;

at the same time promising that next time you will feed so

early that you can use half water. Then if there is anything
in the chemical change made by the bees that some talk about,

you will have the advantage of it.

Box-Hives.— It strikes rather strangely on an Ameri-
can ear to hear bee-culture in box-hives, perhaps more strictly

in straw hives, defended and practiced in part by some of the
ablest bee-keepers in Europe. Especially is it claimed that in

some localities movable hives are not the appropriate thing.

Lebrecht Wolff says in Cenlralblatt :
" For the average bee-

keeper, and for those who cannot devote their entire time to

bee-keeping, movable-frame hives are not suited, because too

often they tempt to manipulations which turn out to be an
injury. With straw hives, the bee-keeper cajuiot go into the
hives, so he cannot commit the great mistakes that are the

order of the day with movable-comb hives."

Honey-Cost of Wax.—Doolittle says in Progres-

sive— " What Doolittle ?" did you say? Among bee-keepers
there is only one Doolittle, the uneqaled and unapproachable
G. M. Now please don't interrupt again. Doolittle says 20
pounds of honey must be fed to receive in return one pound
of wax, while the same amount of sugar syrup will give nearly

a fourth more wax ; but less than lU pounds of honey will

make a pound of wax when the bees have access to the fields

in a good honey-llow. This seems to^be one of the questions

almost impossible of answer, the present views as to the

amount bf honey for a pound of wax during a honey harvest
running all the way from 15 pounds down to nothing.

Honey-Cakes.—Much is made of what the Germans
call IcbliUfhcii, in the fatherland. They are manufactured in

large quantities, keep an indefinite time, and one of the treats

the children expect when the vnler comes home from the fair

consists of these same. They are somewhat inappropriately
called gingerbread in English, as there is no ging'^r in them.
F. L. Thompson has been get'ing some recipes, which appear
In Review. Here is orje of the simplest:

Two pounds of honey is brought to a boil with li pint of

water, then taken from the fire, and while still warm mixt
with 2 pounds of flour. The resulting dough is kneaded well

and then set to cool for some time. After some days (the

longer the dough stands the better), it Is put on a board, and
three yolks of eggs, with Hour, stirred In, and plump 1 '4'

ounces bii^arbonato of soda added, previously dissolved in

water. The whole is then well mixt. Next are added accord-
ing to taste, 2 pounds sugar, some crusht cinnamon, ,cloves,

citron andjchopt'almonds ; the whole is well workt, rolled out

to a finger's thickness and laid on a tin, or put in a mold, and
baked in the|oven.

monthly "Winter Consumption.—The Bienen-
Vater quotes afresh a report given in 1S96 of the monthly loss

of weight as ascertained at about 30 stations during the win-

ter of 1895-96. Here are the results in pounds, the colony

consuming the least being given, the one consuming the

most, also the average:
Least. Most. Average.

November O.OU 3.15 1.32
December 0.55 3.94 1.32
January 1.19 7.TO 1.98
February 1.59 6.16 3.08
March 1.76 12.13 5.28

From Nov. 1 to April 1, the greatest loss by a single col-

ony was 22.05 pounds, the least, 6.38 ; the average, 12.32.

Production of "Wax.—Abbe Dubois has an inter-

esting article in I'Apiculteur anentthe voluntary production of

wax. At the head of those who maintain that ijees produce
wax voluntarily when it is needed, he places Dzierzon, Ber-
lepsch and Sartorl. As leading those who believe that wax is

produced involuntarily whether needed or not, he places Lang-
stroth, whom he styles " the Dzierzon of America." Abbe
Dubois himself takes a middle ground. When bees con-

sume more than they need or use for other purposes, then it is

secreted as wax. Generally this results in the production of

wax when needed, but not always. When bees swarm, they

load up with honey. If the swarm is put on empty combs, the

honey is put into the cells and little wax produced. If no
combs are present, the bees retain the honey, and wax is

secreted. In winter, if bees are excited by disturbance to

gorge themselves, scales of wax are produced, altho not used.

His general conclusion is that it is a dead loss of wax to give

the bees no chance to build comb in time of harvest, but to al-

low them to build too much is at an expense of honey, not com-
pensated by the wax produced.

Honey as Food is the name of a 24-page pamphlet,
3;4'x6'-4' inches, which we are now printing fur general dis-

tribution among those who should be users of honey. It is

just the thing for bee-keepers to hand to every one of their

customers, and also to those whom they would like to have as

customers. It is very handy in size—just right to go into an
ordinary business envelope. It contains 12 illustrations, five

of which are somewhat comic, and help to make it attractive.

There is a blank space for your name and address. About

X of the pamphlet was written by Dr. Miller, and then we
added thereto many new and valuable honey recipes—for

cooking and for medicinal purposes. In all, it makes a neat

little pamphlet. Send name and address and we will mail you
a sample of •' Honey as Food."

Prices for quantities, postpaid—25 for 30 cents; 50 for

50 cents; 100 for 85 cents : 200 for .^1.40. By express,

not prepaid, 500 for $3.00; 1,000, §5.00.

Novelty Pocket-Knife.— Dr. W. B. House—the
noted Yellowzono doctor of Michigan—sends us a tine testi-

monial for the Novelty pocket-knife which we are offering on

the last page of the Bee Journal. Here is what he says :

Dear Bro. York :— I want to testify regarding your
"Novelty " pocket-knife. During the ten years that I have

been coroner in Chippewa county, I have been astonisht at

the large proportion of cases in which it has been wholly im-

possible to identify bodies. Over and over again I have buried

bodies that were, and still remain, unidentified. But the ad-

vertisement of your knife brings to mind another case that

would have been placed with the unknown dead but for one
thing— In his pocket was one of these "Novelty" knives,

bearing his name and address, thus enabling me to at once

obtain communication by wire with his father and wife, in

Bay City. This corroborates the statement in your advertise-

ment regarding its usefulness in this respect.

Epcry pcrsan ahiixild (dwdys atrni some easy and positive

means (if idcnliJicntloiL. Yours very truly,

W. B. House.

We have carried one of these "Novelty" pocket-knives

for several years, and a great many of our readers have them
also. But we should be ghid to supply all. It Is a very neat

and handy knife, as well as a good "identifier" incase the

owner gels "lost, strayed or stolen." Better have one of

them. See last page for description, etc.
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CONDUCTED BY

DR. C. C. M.n.I^E'R, MARENGO, ILL.

[Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direct.!

Small Hives for Wintering.

D. N. Ritchpy's remark on pace 715 made rae look back
to see what I had said on page 630. There I found I had
said, " BTit you're not proini; to winter those bees in a tJ-fratue

hive, are you ?" At first thought I could not imagine what
could have induced me to object to their being wintered iu a

small hive, for certainly their chances for wiutering would not

be bettered by puttinR them into larger hives: but a nioineufs

thought showed that the trouble cauie from my lack of famil-

iarity with the Euglish language sufficient to make myself
clear. What I meant was that a colony that had been kept
the season in a hive S inches wide, containing 6 frames, would
hardly be strong enough to winter successfully. If Mr.
Ritchey means that he puts his colouies on 6 frames for win-

tering, then there is nothing unusual in that; but if he has
successfully used hives for four years that are only 8 inches

wide and contain only 6 frames, then I'm decidedly interested to

know more about it, for from a short acquaintance with Mr.
Ritchey I think he knows what he's talking about. If you're

using hives that never contain more than 6 frames, Mr.
Ritchey, please tell us all about it—how strong colonies get,

their yield, whether you have to feed in the fall, and whether
you prefer them to hives having S or more frames, and if so,

why ? C. C. M.

Buckwheat and Clover in lVIi$§i§si|>pi—Feedings
Cane Syrup.

1. Will buckwheat do well and yield honey in South Mis-

sissippi, TO miles from the Gulf of Mexico? How about clov-

ers? I think we have the white clover here. Will sweet
clover do anything here ?

2. Would itdo to feed bees on pure ribbon cane syrup that

has no chemicals in it? How should it be fed ? I'm suffer-

ing from my bees visiting two cane-mills to some e-ttent.

3. How many acres of buckwheat should I sow for 50
colonies of bees to work on ? and what time should it be

I sown ? Mississippi.

Answers.— 1. As to the pl:ints that flmrish in any given

place, I'd rather have the opinion of an intelligent planter of

experience'in that locality than of the most experienced bee-

keeper in some other part of the United States. I have an
impression that buckwheat does not succeed well in Mississip-

pi, but I m^y be entirely mistaken. I think I have seen fav-

orable reports of sweet clover in Mississippi.

2. Such syrup might be safely fed in spring when bees

are flying every day; but it should not be fed atany time when
it would go into surplus hon°y, nor in fall for winter stores.

It may be fed iu any way that liijuid food is given to bees,

either in the hive or in the open air.

8. It is a very difficult thing for any one to give an exact

answer as to the amount of honey to be obtained from a given

plant on a given area. M. Quiiiby, who in his day did so much
for bee-keeping, said an acre of buckwheat would yield 25
pounds of honey in a day. If that be correct, 50 colonies of

bees might take care of 10 or more acres.

A Besinner's Experience—Clipping (Queens.

I have 5 colonies—4 Italian and 1 black. I began In

August with about a teacup of black bees and gave, all told,

two frames of brood from my Italians. The first week In Sep-

tember the queen and drones hatcht. I now have a very fair

colony of bees, but will have to feed them some. The first

week in September I hived a runaway swarm of black bees ;

there were less than a quart of them. I gave them one frame
of brood and some empty combs. They had a black quetn

and I have not tried to rear an Italian for them. I have them
now strong enough to go through the winter by feeding.

This is my first year with bees, and I have had neither

papers nor books on the subject, yet I have reared both queens

and drones out of season.

My bees are in the orchard over 100 feet from the house.

Would you advise me to clip the (jueen's wings to prevent the

swarms leaving or clustering high next spring, or not ? If so,

had I better clip them now, or wait till they begin to fly in the

spring? I never saw any one clip a queen's wings, how is it

done •} Tkxas, Nov. 7.

Answer.—You will probably find it an advantage to have

your queens dipt. If you are not on hand to see the swarm
issue, sometimes a dipt queen will bo lost, but it is better to

lose a queen than to lose both bees and queen.

Better wait till spring. Not so many bees are then In the

way of finding the queen, and there Is no advantage in having

them dipt sooner.

A queen has four wings, a large and a small one on each

side. It will be sufficient to cut oS two-thirds of the large

wing on one side. It is better to cut on oue side only, for a

queen can make a better stagger at flying with both sides alike

then when only one side is cut. On account of seeing at a

glance whether a queen is dipt or not, it is better to cut oft

both wings on one side. G. M. Dooliltle uses a small blade of

a pocket-knife, very sharp, holding the wing with the left hand

over the hive, letting it drop on the frames as the wing is cut

with the right hand. It seems easier to me, perhaps becaus3

I'm accustomed to it, to use a pair of scissors, and perhaps this

is the practice of most dippers. Get the queen between the

thumb and finger of the left hand, her head facing toward the

the left, and with a pair of lace scissors, or any scissors that

are rather small toward the points, cut off one or both wings

on one side. •

Having no experience in dipping, you might find it of ad-

vantage to get the Monette queen-clipping device, which is

spoken of in the highest terms by some who have used it. You
can can get it from the office of the American Bee Journal for

80 sents, or you cau get it free by sending in a new subscriber.

Building an Adobe Bcc>IIonse.

I have 11 colonies of Italian bees, and am a novice and

wish to fix for extracting as I think it will be easier for me as

I am working out by the month. How shall I go to work ? I

could make an adobe house of any size necessary, walls to be

12 inches thick, or more, and keep the implements etc., in it.

and go at proper intervals to extract. If I do not get them in

a house the natives will steal both bees and honey.
New Mexico.

Answebs.—If I understand you correctly, you want to

ma'^-e a house in which you can fasten your bees. Adobe be-

ing cheap and lumber high, I think I should try the adobe.

As you say your heavy winds come from the southwest, it

might be well to make a building to run from southwest to

northeast, with a door at the northeast end. The width of the

building depends somewhat on the size of the hives. Make it

wide enough to take a row of hives on each side with room for

you to pass between the two rows. One row would have its

entrances to the northwest, the other to the southeast. The
length, of course, would depend on the number of hives you

expect it to contain. In front of each hive should be left iu

the wall a porthole perhaps i inches wide and 2 inches deep.

Then in some way you must dose all between the port-hole

and the entrance to the hives so that no bees can get out into

the house. Your diagram seems to inquire whether you should

build a square or a circular wall, but you will see lh:it for the

sake of economy in room the entrances are to be on two oppo-

site sides, taking two rows of bees, so your building will rather

be long or oval.

Langstrotti on the Honey-Bee, revised by

The Dadanis, is a standard, reliable and thoroughly complete

work on bee-culture. It contains 520 pages, and is bound

elegantly. Every reader of the American Bee .lournal should

have a copy of this book, as It answers hundreds of questions

that arise about bees. We mail it forSl.25, or dub it with

the Bee Journal for a year—both together for only .S2.00.

Every Present Subscriber of the Bee Journal

should be an agent for it, and got all others possible to sub-

scribe for it. See offers on page 783.
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CLUBBING LIST.
' We h:ive made arratitrt'nu'ntB whereby we
can furnish our readers w ith the best of read-
ing at a very large retiuolloD. the only condi-
tion is that all arrearages to the Bee Journal
be paid.
The American Bee Journal one year and

any one of the following magazines" or news-
papers, both for $l.yu: the American Bee
Journal and any two lor $^80:

Cosmopolitan
McClure's
\ eterson's
Delineator
Housphold
Am. Kitchen Mag.
Cream
N. V. Tribune
Detroit Free Press
Nat'l Stockman
Poultry Monthly

Family Herald
Harper's

Inter-Ocean
Munsey's
Puritan
Argosy
Demorest's
Godey's
Leisure Hours
Ohio Farmer
N. Y. World
Kural Ne^v iTorker
Farm Poultry

and Weekly Star
Kound Table

The following choice' reading, the regular
priL-e of which is $4. 50.,we will furnish one
year for $5. '2.5;

American Bee.lournal.
Gudey's Magazine—a leading" ladies' maga-

zine and lashlon monthly of the United
States.

Farm Poultry—a semi-monthly and one of
the very best poultry pipers pub'isht.

Leisure Hours—a charming story magazine.
Everywhere — Will Carleton's newspaper

magazine.

The regular price of this combination
«3.50; our price is$^.50 for the lot:

American Bee Journal.
American Kitchen Magazine.
New York Tribune.
Home Magazine, of Washington.

is

Your choice of one of the following list we
can furnish for only $3.60, which includes a
year's subscription to the American Bee Jour-
nal:

New England Magazine.
Frank Leslie's Popular Monthly.
Scrlbner's Monthly.
Scientific American.
St. Nicholas.

Hemember that of this last lot j'ou get only
ONE of them and a year's subscription to the
Bee Journal.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO. ILL3

For a knifH lluil will tut, n horn ' itlm
crushini^. bet- ji use it cuts fioni lour <

^THE KEYSTO N

E

-i^DEHORNER—>.
It is hiiiii:iiH., rari.) iiiicl ilurnlilo. Fully •
wiirrnntMii. HninKsT A\\AUDAT WnKlJ> s 9
FaiT{, l)t-scti|.tivH circnlnrH F'l^ijli:, ^
A.C. liKOSIl s, Coi'lininvillc. I'm. ^

40E6t Please mention itie IJee Journal.

$100
Given as KtMlNTIKS to
purchasers of the ImiToved

Danz. Hives and Seclions, For pnrtl<?ijlnrs see
p. t)4 of my book, ^* Kaielw About Uee«."
Sent Free lor 2 cntPltLinp Addr«ss,

F. UaiizeiibHki'r^ WiiMlilntltoii, D. r.

Please mention Bee Journal when ^writing.

For Sale
GOOD—

BEE-LOCATION.
Known us'*PieaBant drove Apiary." wl'hln
"%, mile of town. Fine lO-room house, bunk
barn, and all outbuildings- (iood orchard.
and many varietlc^s of small tnilt. in iln^

basswood iiolt. ;i l-'J acres in homestend,
more adjoining 11' wantecl. Godd rratons lor
selling. Write if jou watit a -argaln.

J. ITlKssi\(;i:i€.
47A3t KLKOV. Juneau Co.. WIS.
Please mention Bee Journal when •writing.

Finest Alfalfa Honey 1

IT SELLS ON TASTING.

The Honey that Suits All

Who Buy It.

Low Prices Now!
We can furnish 'Wllite Alfalfa Extracted Honey, In 60-pound tin cans, od

board cars in Chicago, at these prices : 1 can, in a case, 7 cents per pound ; 2 cans

In one case, 6>^ cents ; 4 cans (2 cases) or more, ?>'^i cents. The Cash must accom-

pany each order.

IiS^ A sample of the honey will be mailed to an intending purchaser, for

cents, to cover postage, packing, etc. We guarantee purity.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan Street, CHICAGO,

Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. New London,
Wisconsin,

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus

securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
They have also one One of the'Largest Factories and the latest

and most-improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there is in the State. The material is cut from patterns, by machinery,

and is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and -whitest
Bass-wood is used, and they are pollsht on both sides. Nearness to Pine

and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best

machinery, all combine to enable this firna to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies.

Please mentiOQ the Amerlcaa Bee .Tournil. 7Atf

BEE-KEEPEES
SUPPLIES

We make
The Very Finest Line of

in the Market, and sell

them at Low Prices.
!!>cntl for Free 1 1 lust rated Csilalog and Pricc-l^iNt

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.

Special Agent for the Southwest
E. T. ABBOTT,

St. Joseph, Mo.

Mr. Abbott sells our Hives and jSections at Factory Prices.

That Glueen-Clipping Device Free I

CoulduH Do Witliont It.

I have clipped in queens, and must say the
Monettp Queen-C'llpplng Devlco Is Ijy far the
beet Invention ever made, and wilt be wel-
come to many bec-l\eeper8 ae it was to me. 1

could not do wittK^ut one now.

Dk. Geo. Lacke, Newburgh, Ind.

Works Lilke a Cliarm.

The Monette Queen-Clipping Device wOBKe

LIKE A CHARM. With it I have clipped 30

queens, all in one day, when examining my

bees. Wm. Stolley, Grand Island, Ncbr.

PLEASE READ THIS OFFER TO PRESENT SUBSCRIBERS :

Send us ;«.W om. new nnme. tor the Americau Bee Journal a year (with $1.00), and we

will mail you the Queen-Clipping Devioe fkee of charge. Or, the Queen-Clipping Device

will be sent postpaid for :iO cts. But why not get it as a Premium by the above offer

You can't earn 30 cts. any easier. Almost every bee-keeper will want this Device.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan St., CHICAGO, ILL.
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YELLOWZONES.
For PAIN and FEVER.
A General-Service Remedy.

They Talk This Way:—
"No one could believe their wonderful

power to heal, and 60 quickly, too. without
tryln^f them."

•
I imve tried Yollowzones for bilious and

nervous headache, of 20 years standiny. and
TIIEYKNOCKTIT CLEAK TO TIIK IIOHIZON

•' My husband has catarrh of the
Stomach. and they have benetlted
him more than anything- else he
has taken."
' Been laid up 6 months with

Rheumatism. Got more relief in

12 hours after taking Yellowzones than from
all else, tho a skeptic."

PRICE BY MAIL.

1 Box, 25 ets. 6 Boxes for $1.00.

Most orders are for 6 boxes.

THE

Y

N 1"

z

"W. B. HOUSE, M.D.
Drawer 1. DETOUK, lUICH.
Please mention Bee Journal \vlien writing,

NO DIRT LEFT
clothes washed with the
BUSY BEE WASHER."

100 pieces in one hour and
hard work done, ThaVa
therernni, AGENTS
WANTED. ETcluslTe
sale. WritPfortorma.

Lake Erie Mfg. Co.* 147E. 13St.«Erie,Pa.

•44 Ei6t Ple:i&e meutlon tiie Bte Journal.

Farm Bee-Keet)ing.
The only bee-paper in the United
States edited exclu.'iively in the in-

terest of the farmer bee-keeper and
the beginner is THE BUSY BEE,
publlsht by

—

Emerson T. Abbott, St. Joseph, Mo.
Write for free s.^mpi.e copy now.

Please mention Bee Journal when "writing.

Barnes' Foot-Power Machinery.
' -- Head whatJ. I. PARENT,

o

Charlton, N.Y., says—"We
col with one of your Com-
bined Machines, luat winter
50 chaff hives with 7-tn. cap,
100 honey-racks, 5'>0 broad
frames, li.o* k i honey-boxes
and a great deal of other
work. This winter we have
doable the amount of bee-
hives, etc., to make and we
expect to do it with this Saw.
Itwill do all you say ItwUl.
CatalORue and Price • List

Free. Addreas. W. F. A JOHN BARNEB.
4^Ctf No. 99.S Bnby?*L. Kockford. III.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Tlie RURAL CALIFORNIAN
Tells all about Bees in California.

The Yields and Price of Honey; the Pastur-
aire and Nectar - Producitigr Plants: the Bee-
Ranches and how they are conducted. In fact
the entire field Is f uUj' covered by and expert
bee-man. Besides this, the paper also tells
you all about ralirornia Asrlciiltiire and
Hortleiilinre. .tl..oO per Year; Six Months,
75 cents. Sample Copies 10 cents.

THE RIJK.IL. <:'.4LIFOKNIAN,
218 N. Main St. - Los Angeles. Camf.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

The American Poultry Journal,
r.J \ I)Ii.\UUl>IiS ST.,

CHICAGO, - ILL.

Alitlirn-jl ^*"" '* over a quarter of a cent-
JMill 11(11 ury old and is still growing must

posst-ss intrinsic merit of its o*n. and its

field must be a valuable one.

Such Is the American KA Aantu a VftQP
Poultry Journal. WW CCIIIS d JldF.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Qet;)Gral Itetrjs*

Poor Season for Bees.

Bees have done poorly all summer
here. Very few colonies stored any sur-

plus honey, allho the hives have been
full of bees. Mary E. Dewey.
Manatee Co., Fla., Nov. 15.

Honey-Year a Poor One.

I have 120 colonies of bees wintering.

I could not do without the Bee Journal.

We had a poor honey-year in this

locality, Frank Blaschard.
Chenango Co., N. Y., Nov. 22.

Too Much Bulk Honey Produced.

There is too much bulk honey pro-

duced here. My bees are packt for win-

ter on the .summer stands— 115 in chaff

hives, on the same plan as for 12 years

past. We have had no rain of any con-

sequence since July 5.

John C. Stewart.
Nodaway Co., Mo., Nov. 19.

Bees Did Well.

I had 20 colonies, spring count, and
run for comb honey nearly altogether

the past season. One colony I had on
four supers of 28 sections each, all well

filled and capt, and the balance two
supers each. I sell all my honey at

home by the super, at S-l.OO each, to

the grocer. Honey was a failure in this

neighborhood the past season. I think

my success lies in the old American Bee
Journal ; it gives everything in season.

I get it regularly. Long may it live.

W. J. Stevenson.
Ontario, Canada, Nov. 17.

Sweet Clover—Putting Bees In.

The Busy Bee is doing lots of good by
republishing so many articles on the

sweet clover topic. They are now in

convenient shape to refer to readily.

I expected to have moved my bees (31
colonies) into winter quarters (house-

cellar) before this date, but I shall leave

them out-doors as long as such nice

weather as we now have continues. My
practice for several years past is to cel-

lar my bees as late as possible, and then

to put them out for good as early as pos-

sible after March 1. I don't want my
bees to remain in-doors until the trees

begin to bloom, as many do.

M, M. Baldridge.
Kane Co., 111., Nov. 19.

Report for Several Years.

In 1895 I purchast a colony and in-

creast it lo two, but got no surplus, be-

cause I knew nothing of their manage-
ment. The next season I increast the

two colonies to seven, and secured 80
pounds of surplus honey. This season I

started with six colonies and a 3-frame

nucleus, and secured TOO pounds of sur-

plus honey, mostly comb, and increast

to 14 colonies. From one colony I

secured 175 pounds of extracted honey,

it being the only colony that did not

swarm.
So you see the amount of surplus In-

creast as my knowledge of the manage-

BEES FOR SALE.
About ao Colonies of Italians. Any one want-
inf; to start an apiary cannot do i>ctter than
to call on Mr E Gallup, Santa Ana. Calif.,

and examine the Bees before piirchaslnK else-

where. Double sets of Combs in Lanirstroth-
Slmpllclty Hives, and warranted a superior
lot of Bees for bu=lne's. Cjrrespodence so-

licited. Dr. K. ii\t.1uW,
Santa Ana. Uranire Co.. CAr>.

SEE THAT WINK

!

Bee- SuppUeit! Root's
Goods at Hoot's Prices.

Ponder's Ho'hey - Jan,
and every thing- Used by
bee-keepers. Prompt ser-

vice, low freiKht rate. Cat-

1 ree. Walter 8 . Potider,

«ii „iihMinpft''i T 16'2 Mass. Ave.,
V(flit.^p0vBt8iflp Indianapolis. Indiana.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
(1.25 to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont, Callt.,

tor his « i 1

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

PATENT WIRED COMB F0D5DATI0H
Mas No !Sag in Brood-Frame*

Thin Flat-Bottom FoundatioD
Has So Flshbooe in the Sarplos Hooef

.

Belne the cleanest Is nsually worked
the quickest of any Foundation made

J. A. VAN DEUSEN*
Sole Manufacinrer,

Sprout Brook MontKOmery Co., N. Y.

ONE MAN WITH THE

UNION ^^'-liTw"-'^'-
Can do the work of four
men using hand tools. In
Kipping, Cuttlnp-off. Mi-
tring. Rabbeting, Groov-
ing. Gaining. Dadolnp,
Edglng-up. Jointing Stuff,

etc. Full Line of Foot and
Hand Power Machinerj.
Sold on Trial. Catalosuf Fret.

SEME^^A FAI.I.S ITIFC. CO.,
46 Water St SENECA FALLS. N. T.

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

DEC I^CCDCD^ I Let me send you my 6+-

ULt-NLLrLnO • page Catalog for 18H7.

J. 1*1. Jenkins, IVetunipka, Ala.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

*
^^-

California
If you care to know of its Fruits, Floweri.

Climate or Resources, send for a Sample Copy
of California's Favorite Paper—

The Pacific Rural Press
The leading Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the Paclflc Coast. Published weekly,
handsomely Illustrated J'2.00 per annum.
Sample Copy Free.

PACIFIC RURAI. PRESS,
330MarketSt.. - SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

THE MONEY QUESTION
.Ml .. Ml.-tht-K'"'"'^ qiii-vti.'u l.yr. f. t- t"oiir

Mammoth Annual Poultry Cuido
I .nt.tiiis li>U i.!if'-s )>nntfU in fiin'^l colors,

>
. rictirs of [H^tilirv »n>l li"W to trcU tlinii id

.-^ . .,th .iii<1 rti^fus.- aii-lliow t.>ni.-»kf m-^iiry with

i?Sf '" fV'Ultrvllo.l'i.-l.Ullt.rrrip*-^; [..-^t li^l-l 15c.

hii* John Bauscher Jr. Box »*. Freeport, ZU.

44A^tJi IMease meatloo the Bee Journal
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S! Beeswax
For all the Good, Pure Yello'w

Beesivax delivered to our office till

further notice, we will pay 25 cents per

pound, CASH ; or 28 cents for whatever
part is exchanged for the Bee Journal,

Honey, Books or Seed, that we offer. If

you want casli, promptly, for your

Beeswax, send it on at ouce. Impure
wax not taken at any price. Address as

follows, very plainly,

GEO. W. YORK & CO.
118 Michigan St., CHICAGO, ILL.

CARLOADS
Of Bee-Hives, Sections, Ship-
ping-Cases. Comb Foundation,
and Everything used in the
Bee-Industry.
We want the name and ad-

.. dress of every Bee-Keeper In
- America. We supply Deal-

ers as well as consumers. We
have Dry Kiln, Improved Machinery. 40,000

leet of floor space, and all modern appliances.

We make prompt shipment.
Write for Catalog-s. Quotations, etc.

Mer-State MaiiufactiirinE Co,

HflDSON, St. Croix Co., WIS.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

EXCELSIOR Incubator
Simple, Ptrfect, Sftf-Hegulat-
iiiq. Thnusa'iiis in ttiK-cp.-Hful

"I'LTaiKiD. Lowest priced
flrHt-clnug llatfht-r ninde.

GEO. II. STAHL.*
114toiagW. 6thHt.Qiiiiny.Ilt.

44A^Gt Please meuiloii tli-- IK-t- Jouiuiii,

Wbolewale
and Ketail.COMB FOUNDATION

Working Wax l^ ?o°r ^I'slf A Specialty,

At Reduced Prices diiriiis llie Winter.
My Foundation will speak fok itself, and
prices are 0. K. So do not fail to write for a
Catalog with prices and samples.

Reemvax talteu iii Excliange for Foun-
dation or any other Supplies.

GUS DITTMER,
AIKJISTA, WIS.

please mention Bee Journal when writing.

A Special Booklet Bargain

!

For a limited time we wish to make our
readers a special offer on boolilets on Bees.
Poultry. Health, etc. Upon receipt of 75
fentB we will mall any 6 of the list helow:
and lor $1,35 we will mall the ivliole
dozen *

1. Foul Brood, by Dr. Howard 2oc
2. Poultry for Market Hnd Proflt 25c
3. Turkeys for .Market and Proflt 25c
4. Our Ponltry Doctor 30c
5. Caponsanrt Caponl/.nfr 30c
8. Hand-Book of Health, by Dr. Foots. . 25c
7. Kendall's Horse-Book 25c
8. Kural Life 25o
9. Kopp's Commercial Calculator 25c

10. Koui Brood, by Kohnko 10c
Jl. S^ilo and SIVnpe. by I'lof Cook 25c
12. Blenen-Kultur. by Newman 40c

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,

riUCAUO, ILLS.

nilD DDIOC? are worth lookln)r
UUn rillULO at. We are mak
lliji t \iK new

Cliiiiiipioii 4'li:in-llivc

with dnvt tailed tiody and Nijpprs,

}i[)(l M full line ol' other Stip()lleH,

ami we are -> lliiilf thein cilKAlv A
pohtiil ^i(rlt, fnr a iiiltn--ll8L iiitij save
\ oil $ $ $

It. 11. S(ll*lll>'r A: CO..
Box 187 SlIEIIIlVOAN. Wis.

T'l3ase mention Bee Journal when writing.

ment of the honey-bee increast. I hope
it may continue. I say the amount in-

creast as my knowledge, judging from
the amount of honey obtained by the
bee-keepers in this vicinity in the last

two seasons, which was tuore than this

season. The honey-plants found here
are white clover, lindeu, willow-herb,

golden-rod and buckwheat ; the last

named of course being sown by the
farmers. Iha D. Bartlett.
Charlevoix Co., Mich., Nov. 15.

Bees Did Well.

Bees have done well here this year. I

read the American Bee Journal every
week, and get a heap of information out

of it. J. C. Gambrill.
Lamar Co., Tex., Nov. 15.

Not a Good Season.

The past season did not prove very
good here—too much rain in May and
June. I had to feed half of my colonies

(20). I got no swarms, but some 700
pounds of honey. The apiary is in an
orchard within the city limits. Attend-
ing to the bees is a very agreeable pas-

time in our college work.
H. DUI^RET.

Prov. of Quebec, Canada, Nov. 23.

The Michigan No-Wall Foundation.

lam very glad the "Question-Box"
took up ;the Michigan no-wall founda-
tion. It is ;very agreeable to know the

pros and cons of befief. The present, as

also the past, places great stress on be-

lief.

When the Michigan convention meets
about Jan. 1, ISOS, a comparison will

be made, and facts, not beliefs, brought
forward. As there are no money con-

siderations to figure in the report—only
prejudice and habit will bias the bee-

keeper's judgment— it will be fair to ex-

pect a reasonable expression.

Clare Co., Mich., T. F. Bingham.

Very Good Bee-Season.

The bee-season with me has been very
good. I have a fine lot of honey, and
65 colonies of bees. I winter them on

the summer stands, packt in leaves in

cases, with a shingle roof. I have good
results wintering in this way. I win-

tered about 45 colonies last winter with

no loss, but they had abundant stores of

good honey, and the storm-doors were
up in bad weather. It was also a favor-

able Jwinter. Nearly all ray honey is

white clover, and the best I ever saw.

I notice a man reports in the Bee
Journal that he took off 3,500 pounds
of honey, and yet he had no bees at all.

I can't do that trick.

C. W. Learnki).
Wayne Co., Mich., Nov. 23.

IIee-lieep«'r»' I»liotoK-i*Ji|»li.—We
have now on hand a limited number of ex-
cellent photographs of prominent bee-keep-
ers—a number of pictures on one card. The
likeness of 4!) of them are showu on one of

the photographs, and 121 on the other. We
will send them, postpaid, for 'M cts. a curd,
tnailing from the 121 kind first; then after
they are all gone, we will send the 4St kind.

8o those who order first will get the most
" faces '* for their money. Send orders to

the Bee Journal office.

M.ai,'^ HONEY-EXTRACTOR
i'lUlll !S Square Glass Jars.

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

Bee-Keepers' Siippr^iES in general, etc etc
Send for our tiew catalog.

Practical Hlntx " will be mailed for 10c.
in stamps. Apply to—

Chas. I*. Mnth & Son, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Honey - Clovers I

We have made arranirements so that we can
furnish seed of several of the Clovers by
freight or express, at the following prices,
cash with order:

5a> lom 258) 501b
AlslkeClover 70 $1.25 $3.00 $5.75
Sweet Clover (white). .60 1.00 2.25 4.00
White Clover ..90 1.60 3.75 7.00
Alfalfa Clover 60 1.00 2.25 4.00
Crimson Clover 55 .90 2.00 3.50

Prices subject to market changes.

Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage,
wanted by freight.

Tour orders are solicited.

GEORGE W. YORK & Co.
CHICAGO. ILL.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

HONEY-JARS.
l-lb., $4.50 per gross ; discount on quantities.

Sq. with Corks.

BEESWAX WANTED.
We pay 26c cash. f. o. b. N. Y. City.

Catalog of Apiarian Supplies and Bees, Free

I. J. STRI.\OHAin,
105 Park Place. NEW YORK, N. Y.

Apiary—Glen Cove, L. 1.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Tl I nn IT '^^^ LUNQ DISEASES,

I U Ul I A I
°^° '^El'^<3' Specialist

I n [ll I U I Offices: 1019, lOo State St.,

IllllUni CHICAQO. Hours 9 to 4.

Please mention Bee Journal when "writing.

w — T 3 ''
-, m x'^ r. n oi o tt* H: i

09

00
CO

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.
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HDNEYanilBEESWAX
ItlAKKUX <llJ0XA'ri0.1iS.

Chicag'o, 111. , Hov. 8.—Fancy white 1 1 to
Vic. No. 1. lUc; l:iiK'y amber. 8 to Sc; No. 1,

7.; liitK-y dark. 7 to 8c.; No 1 and talxed. 7c.
Extracted. white, ."> toKc; amber. 4Hlo3c.;
dark, ^i^ to 4c. Beeswax, 2G to 27c.

All ol these Krades vary In r|u:illty and style
of package, which makes it difficult to tell

JU8J what a Cfrialu colored honey will brintr
without knowUi(^ llavor and body thereof.
Sales are ot small amounts, and supply abun-
dant. ilee8wa.x is wanted at price quoted.

San Francisco, Calif., Oct. 27.— Wblt«
comb. 1-lbs.. 7^^ to i)Hc : amber. 4 to 6c. Ex-
tracted, white. 4'-4 to 45^0.; light amber. ;iV4

to 3^c.; dark tule. 1=^ to 2>4C. Beeswax,
fair to choice, 2U to 24c.

Tbero la a tolerably tirm market for choice
to select water white, both comb and ex-
tracted, with not much of the same otferin^.
In a small way on local account hij^her rales
than are quoi able are realized. Dark (grades
fail to receive any special attention, debpite
the fact that such are obtainable at low fig-

ures. There is no lack of demand for bees-
wax, and not much otferlns. At the same
time, wholesale buyers refuse to operate at
any advance on previous rates.

Fhiladelphia, Pa., Nov. 13.—Fancy white,
13 to 14c.: No 1. 12c.: fancy amber. 10c.

:

No. 1. nc: No. 1 dark. 8c. Extracted, white,
otoo^c: amber, ac: dark. 4 to 4i4c. Bees-
wax. 2 7c.
Iloney is arriving: very freely; market is a

little olT. Beeswax is in good demand.

Baffalo, N. Y., Nov. 19.—Trade is more
quiet, and only the fanciest is moving satis-
factorily at id to lie : other grades require
pushing and cutting to move much, at from J>

to 6c.. as to actual prade. Supplies are not
large. Fancy can be easily placed. Extracted
moves fairly well at 6 1-3 to 4c.. as to color,
etc.

Albany, N. Y., Nov. 8.—Fancy white, 13c.;
No. 1. 12 to 12Wc.; fancy amber. 9 to 10c. ; No.
1, 8 to 9c ; fancy dark, 8 to8V4c.: No.l. 7'4 to
8c. Extracted, white, 5 to 6c. : amber, \V% to
5c. ; dark, 4 to 4'^c.

Our honey market is active and stools mov-
ing off rai.idly at quotations. Fancy wltite
comb is scarce.

St. ^onis. Mo., Nov. 8.—Fancy white, 11
to 12c.; amber. 9 to lOc; dark. 7 to 8c. Ex-
tracted, white. .T>^to6c.: light amber. 4^ to
5c.: amber. 4 to 4Hc. Beeswax, prime, 24 to
24 He.
Kemand is rather light for this season ot

the year.

Boston, Slass., Nov 8,—Fancy white, in
cartons, liic; No. 1. 1 1 to 12c.: fancy amber.
10c. Ex-tracted. white, 6 to 7c.: amber. 5 to
5Hc. Beeswax. 28c.

No. 1 and fancy honey has sold well during
the past )0 days, but off grades and light
weight Is going slowly. Beeswax is in good
demand and but little here.

Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 8.—Fancy white,
11 to 12c.; No. 1. lU to 1 Ic ; fancy amber, 10c.
No. 1 8 lo lOc: fancy dark. 9c.; No. 1, 8. E.^-
tracted, white. hVt to 6c.; amber. 3 to 5^4c.;
dark,4to4Hc. Beeswax, 22 to 25c.
Receipts of comb honey are large: ex-

tracted Is liiiht.

Ulnneapolls, ]IIinn.,N'V. 8.— Fancy nrhlte,
10V4tol2c. ; No 1,9 to lOc. : fancy amber, 9
to lOc; No. 1. 9c. Extracted, white, 5 to Be;
amber. 4 to oc.

Demand is good, prices are firm, and supply
only moderate-best time so tar this season to
ship.

New Yck, N. Y.,Nov. 8.—Fancy white,
12c.; No. 1. 10 to lie ; fancy amber, 9 to
9!<c.: No. 1.9c.: fancy dark. 8 14c ; No. 1, 8c.
Extracted, white, 5 to oHc. ; amber, 4^4 to5c.

;

dark, 4c. Beeswa.x, 26 lo 27c.

Our market does not show much activity
and comb honej- is moving off rather slowly.
The receipts are large and the stock Is accu-
mulating. While choice grades of white are
likely to find sale at present quo atioris.
prices on otr grades and buckwheat, will have
to be shaded in round lots. Southern in bar-
rels is in good demand at 50c. a gallon, lor
average grade.

Detroit, Uich., Nov. 9.—Fancy white. 11
to 12c.; No. 1.10 to lie; fancy amber. 9 to
10c. ; No. 1. 8 to 9c : fancy dark. 7 to »c. Ex-
tracted, white, ."> to 6c.; amber, 4 to 5c. Bees-
wax, 25 to 20c.

Cleveland, Ohio, Nov. 9,—Fancy white.
12 lo llic: No. 1, 11 to 12c.; fancy amber. 9
to 10c. ; No. I, 8 to 9e.; fancy dark. 7to8c.
Extracted, white, ti^io.; amber. bVi to 6c.

Beeswax. 28c.

Milwaukee, Wis., Nov. 8.—Fancy white.
12 to i:ic.; No. 1, 11 to 12c.; fancy amber. 9
10 lOc; No. 1. 8 to 9c. Extracted, white, 5V4
to 6c.; amber. 4H to 5Kc.; dark, 4 to iViC.

Beeswax. 25 to 27c.

The market Is in good condition. Receipts
are liberal, demand lair, and values fairly

sustained on finest grades ot honey, both
comb and extracted. We are looking for an
increased consumption ot honey this season,
as the cost is not high, and Is an unequalled
substitute for butter to any or all who cannot
afford to buy the best butter.

Indianapolis, Ind., Nov. 8.—Fancy white.
11 to i:!c.; No 1. 9 to lOc; fancy amber. 9 to

10c. Extracted, white. 5 to 6c. Beeswax, 25c.
Demand for fancy white comb honey and

fancy white extracted is exceptlonalU good,
while theie is almost no demand tor darker
amber comb or extracted honey.

Cincinnati, Ohio, Nov. 6.—Fancy white,
11 to i:ic.; No. 1, 10 to 12c.; No. 1 amber. 8

to 10c. : No. 1 dark. 7 to 8c. Extracted,
white. 5 to 6c.: amber, 4to oc. ; dark, 3>4 to

4c. Beeswax, 22 to 25c.
Demand Is slow for extracted and comb

honey, with a good supply, while beeswax Is

In good demand, with a fair supply.

List of Honey and Beeswax Dealers.

Most of whom Quote in this Journal.

CblcaKo, Ills.

R. A. BURNETT & Co.. 183 South Water Street.

New York, N. Y.
HiLDBBTH Bros. & Skohlken.

120 & 122 W. Broadway.

Kansas City, IDo.

0. C. Clemomb & Co., 433 Walnut St.

Bufialo, N. ¥.
BATTEB80N & Co., 167 & 169 Scott St.

Hamilton, Ills.

Chas. Dadant & Son.

Cleveland, Ohio.
A. B. Williams & Co., 80 & 83 Broadway.

Pblladelpbta, Pa.
Wm. a. Sklser. 10 Vine St.

Mr. Selser handles no honey on commission

St. Iionis, ino.

Westcott Com. Co.. 213 Market St

minneapoUs, ITlinn.
S. H. Hall & Co.

iniln'ankee. Wis.
A, V. Bi9nop& Co.

Boston, mass.
Blake. Scott & Lee., 57 Chatham Street.

Detroit, inicb.

M. H. Hunt. Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich.

Indianapolis, Ind.
Walters. Pouder, 162 Massichusetts Ave.

Albany, N. Y.
Chas. MoCulloch & Co., 380 Broadway.

Cincinnati, Oblo.
C. r. Mdth * Son, cor. Freeman & Central Avs.

YOUR BEESWAX

!

UNTIL. Fl'KTHEK NOTICE, we will
allow 28 cents per pound tor Good Tel-

low Beeswax, delivered at our olBce—in ex-
C'ban^e for Subscription to the Bee.Iournal.
for Bo^'ks. or anything that we oiler for sale
In the Bee Journal. Or, 25 <t». cash.

GEORGE W. "itORK & CO.,

CHICAGO. ILLa

imm Of Ibis i-nmml ty^c^

«Tite to jny of «,c-

advertisers, either ir.

Drdcrlug, or nsUIng about the Goo«L.-

kffered, tvlll please state thai they saw
>hq Advertutement In this ipapel*

A Book lieeommended by l)r. Gallup.

THE NEW METHOD
Ira Health and Disease.
By W. E Forest, M. D., 12th Edition, Ke-
vised. Illustrated, and Enlarged. This is

the greatest and best work ever publisbt
as a Home Physician, and as

A C>iii«1<- Iw llcaltli.

It makes the way from Weakness to
Streii;:!!! so plain that only those who
are past recovery (the very tew) need to
Ije sick, and the well who will follow its

teachings esiiiuot he siek. It is now
in many families the only counsellor in
matters of health, saving the need ot call-

ing a physician and all expenses for medi-
cines, as it teaches Hygiene and the use
ot Nature's remedies, not » <lru^
ti-calnient.

All 4'hronic Uiseases
are considered, and there is not a curable
disease that has not been helpt by some
of the " 3'(w ,l/f(/w7.>i " given here; even
those who have been pronounced Con-
sumptive have been entirely cured.
While tor ICheiimsilisiH. Indig'es-
lion. >.vs]>ep!iia. <'on<>li|>:ilion,
l>.vseiilai\v. lilvei- anti l^itiiiey
'l"roiil»les, Catarrh. IOiiia<'ia-
lion, <jjeueral Oebillty, r%'erv-
ons Exhaustion. IHsease.s Pe-
culiar to Women, etc.. the methods
are sure, and can be carried out at one's
own home and with little or no expense.

A Guarantee.
So confident are the publishers of the
results, that they offer to refund the
money to any one who will try "New
Methods " thoroughly, if the book is re-

turned in good condition.

XIae I>'e'\v Edition
is illustrated with a number of Anatom-
ical plates from the best English work on
Anatomy publisht, and others made ex-
pressly tor this work; contains 300 pages,
printed on fine calendered paper, and al-

though the price.of the first edition (much
smaller in size and without illustrations)

was -¥'.2.50, we sell this at .^l.OO, postpaid. D
PRE.niI'M OFFERS.
For sending us two new subscribers to
the Bee Journal for one year, we will
mail ycu the book free as a premium, or
we will mail it for sending your own ad-
vance renewal and one new yearly sub-
scriber. This is a wonderful premium
offer. Address all orders to

—

GEORGr. W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.

<(iieens and tliieen-Kearini;.

—

If you want to know how to have queens
fertilized in upper stories while the old
queen is still laying below ; how you may
safely inlrodiuc any queen, at any time of
the year when bees can fly; all about the
different races of bees ; aU about shipping
queens, queen-cages, candy for queen-
cages, etc. ; all about forming nuclei, mul-
tiplying or uniting bees, or weak colonies,
9tc. ; or, in fact, everything about the
queen-business which you may want to
know—send for Doolittle's " Scieutiflc
Queen-Rearing" — a book ,of over 170
pages, which is as interesting as a story.
Here are some good offers of this book:

Bound in cloth, postpaid, $1.00; or clubbed
with the Beb Joirnal for one year—both
for only ?1.T.t ; or given free as a premium
for sending us dm new subscribers to the
Bee Jocknal for a year at Jl.OO each.

Please Send Ua the Names of your
neighbors who keep bees, and we will

send them sample copies of *he Bes
Journal. Then please call upon them
\ai get them to subscribe with you, and
secure some of the premiums we offer.
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H a^ H A Copy of

C 11 L t Successful Kee-Keepins;,rn 11 ^y W. Z. Hutchinson ;

^

I 1 1kk and our 1897 Catalog, tor '2-

cent stamp, or a copy of the
<^atal4>^ lor tlie AMkliig. We make almost
Everyihiii^ used by Bec-KeeperN^ and at
Luu'pMt l*rlteB. Our

Falcon Polisht Sections
are warranted

Superior to All Others.
Don't buy cheaply and roughly made Goods.

when you can have llie best—«uoli a» we
make.

The American Bee -Keeper
[monthly, now in its 7th year]

36 Pages—50 Cents a Year,
bAMPLE Kke?:—Address.

THEW.T.FALCOmMFG.CO.,
JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

"Cry No Kerring
till you have it in thn net ' Tho Dutch proverb is
riuht. As we bave »>cfor(! remarked, the only U S
patents existine Oii (he use of continiroitmly
coiled sprinj^ wire tor fencing, are owned by the
PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO.. Adrian. Win'

Please mention Eee Jourud,! when writing.

FREE FOR A MONTH.
If you are interested In sheep In any way
you cannot atlord to be without the best

and only weekly sheep paper pubUshed ia

the United States.

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP ^ ^ J^

has a hobby which is the sheep breederand
Ills industrv, tirst foremost and all the
time Are vou interested? Write to-day

Wool Markets &. Sheep, - - Chicago-

Bee -Hives, Sections, Shipping-
Cases—everything: used by bee-
keepers. Orders filled nromptU.
Semi for catalog NIWKSdTA HEE-
KEEPERS' SlirPI,V «IF(i. CO., Nicollet
leland, Minneapolis, Minn.

22Atf Chas. MONDENG. Mgr.

Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

Beautiful Honey-Cases
Made by the A. I. Root Co., at their prices.

Beeswax Wanted.
m. H. HUNT, Bell Braiieh, nicli.

Please mention Bee Journal "When *writing.

The Review at

Reduced Rates.
The Bee-Keepehs' Keview iR$1.00 a year,

but, for the sake of getting it into new hand;!,

and being able to begin the year with a large

list. I will, until Jan. 1st, send free to each

new subscriber, a copy of ''Advanced Bee-

Culture." a .50ct. book of nearly 100 pages,

that gives briefly but clearly the best methods
of management from the lime the bees are

put Into tho cellar in the fall until they are

again ready for winter— .'J2 chapters In all.

Those who prefer can have, instead of the

book, 12 back numbers of the Keview. the

selection to be mine, but no two numbers
alike All who send .tl.OO now will receive

the last lour issues of this year free, and the

Review will be sent to the end of 181)8. If

not aci)ualntcd with the Keview send 10

cents lor three late but different issues.

W. L llukliiiisou. Fliut, Midi.

44Bot Please mention the Ilec Journal.

THE "NOVELTY" POCKET-KNIFE

GEO. W. YORK,
CHICAGO, ILLS.

Vonr Name on tbe Knife.—When ordering', be sure to say Just what Name *bk
Address you wish put on the Knife.

The Novelty Knife is Indeed a novelty. The novelty lies In the handle. Itlsma/i!c
Mautifully of indestructible celluloid, which is as transparent as glass. Underneath tlR«
oellulold, on one side of the handle is placed an American Bee Journal reminder, and on ttie
other side, name and residence of the Subscriber.

The material entering into this celebrated knife Is of the very best quality; the blades
are handforged out of the very finest English razor-steel, and we warrant every blade. Th6
'nolsters are made of German silver, and will never rust or corrode. The rivets are hardened
German silver wire; the linings are plate briss; the back springs of Sheffield spring steel, and
the llnish of handle as described above. It will last a lifetime, with proper usage.

Wl«y purchase tlie Novelty Knife ? In case a good knife is lost, tbe chances are,
the owner will never recover it: but if the Novelty is lost, having name and address of ownet
the finder will return it; otherwise to try to destroy the name and address, would destroy th4
knife. If traveling, and you meet with a serious accident, and are so fortunate as to have one
of the Novelties, your pocket i^nife will serve as as an Identifier; and in case of death, yoiu
relatives will at once be apprised of the accident.

How appropriate this knife is for a Christmas. New Tear or birthday present I 'SVhaV
more lasting memento could a mother give to a son, a wife to a husband, a sister to a brother,
a lady to a gentleman, or vice versii, a son to a mother, a husband to a wife, abrothertoaslate?
ar a gentleman to a lady—the knife having the name of the recipient on one side ?

The accompanying cut gives a faint idea, but cannot fully convey an exact represents*
Hon of this beautiful knife, as the " Novelty " must be seen to be appreciated.

How to Get tills Valuable Knife.—We send it postpaid. for$l. , or give It as &
Premium to the one sending us three neiv Siibscribem to the Bee Journal (with $3.OOv,
and we will also send to each new name a copy of tbe Premium Edition of the book " Bees an*
Hone* " We club the Novelty Knife with the Bee Journal for one year, both for $1.90

GEOBGE W. YORK & CO.,
CHJCAGO, ILL&yy l^anie and Address Put on the Knife.

T>ADANT'S t FOUNDATIOX

BEESWAX WANTED,
BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS-

E,firf©^TR@TM am TK® mommT^mmWy Revised.
The Classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.25, by mail.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
Please mention the Am. Bee Journal. HAMILTON, HaUCOCk Co., ILL.

Gleanings at Reduced Rates.
New subscribers sending us .$1.00, or old subscribers who send us

Sl.DD before tfieir Subscription Expires,

will receive a copy of the " A B C of Carp Culture," 70 pages, price -tO cents, post-

paid, the pages 6J^x9X inches in size; or we will send, in place of the carp-book,

one copy of

Winter Care of Horses and Cattle,
by T. B. Terry, a book of the same size pages as tbe carp-bonk, 4-4 pages ;

price 40
cents, postpaid ; or in place of either one of the two we will send

Maple Sugar and the Sugar -Bush,
a book of the same size pages, costing also 40 cents, postpaid. Remember, in order

to get one of these valuable books all you have to do is to send $1.00 for Gleanings,

and .5 cents postage, and wo will give you one of them free. Remember, an old

subscriber, to be entitled to this offer, must pay up all back subscription, if any,

and send In .$1.00 for a year in advance, with 5 cents postage.

The A. I. Root Company, Medina, Ohio
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Report of the Buffalo Coaventiou of the United
States Bee-Keepers' Union.

BY DR. A. B. MASON.

[Continued from page 758.]

SECOND DAY, Aug. 25—Forenoon Session.

The first on the program was the following by the Presi-

dent, George W. York :

Two years ago we were just across Lake Erie, in tri-

umphant Toronto, surrounding which there flourish hosts of

our brethren—among the best beekeepers the golden sun and
silvery moon ever shone upon.

But now we meet in beautiful Buffalo, fast becoming
known here as the "Conveution City." We of the West have
come all the long way to learn from the multitude of wise bee-
men of the East. And it is inspiring to find so many of them
here, who are ready to pour into our receptive (as well as

capacious) ears, all the most mystical mysteries of the hive,

and the success-compelling secrets that aid in securing the
mangnlficent crops of Nature's purest sweet through the faith-

ful help of the industrious bees.

The pursuit which the United States Bee-Keepers' Union
represents, is one of the oldest known to man. Even in the
olden Bible times honey was a familiar and esteemed food.
While then they had not the present day innumerable con-
trivances (more or less helpful), with which to gather in the
" honey-showers," nevertheless they had it in great abundance,
for did not their goodly land How with honey—and milk '.'

Mrs. L. Htirrison. 11 . A.. I'ryal.

Hon. EiKjene Seeor.

The Prcsideiifs Annual A<ldrc§8.

Fellow Bee-Keepers and Friends :

—

Another year has sped away since last we met in conven-
tion. Lovely Lincoln, of the " wild and woolly West," a year
ago, favored us with her large-hearted hospitality and most
genuine and unselfish generosity.

I
While bee-keeping was a deep study on the part of a few

of the more thoughtful ones of the passing centuries since

honey was extracted from the rock, or the carcass of a lion,

it has remained for our Nineteenth Century civilization to

place the industry of bee-keeping upon an enduring basis—to

give to it a deserved permanency along with the other honored
branches of modern. Intelligent and progressive agriculture.
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Tho the bee-keepers faithful servants be exceedingly
small, they are wonderfully numerous, hence the results of

their combiued efforts aggregate so enormously, and are of

such great importance to the world to-day. Thus it is that
gatherings such as this are found, Where those most interestec^

may compare experiences and strive to so aid each other that
knowledge concerning the little busy bee may be increast, and
its product become a greater source of profit to those whose
business it is to harvest it, and distribute to the world's
hungry human toilers.

I cannot hope to add much, if anything, to what my
audience already knows regarding the practical work con-

nected with bee-culture, but I may strive to remind you of

some things that you are quite familiar with, and also offer a
few suggestions that possibly may cause a discussion that shall

result in something of real benefit to each.

INCREASING THE CONSUMPTION OF HONEY.

First, I wish to call your attention to the very urgent
need of devising some means by which honey— nectar fit for

the gods—shall become more generally a dietary article. It

should be found upon the plain, but neat and wholesome,
tables of the toiling masses, as well as on the sumptuous ban-
queting boards of the rich and royal classes. The price of the

article can no longer be urged as a barrier to its universal

demand.
But how shall honey-producers proceed to create a more

general use of their delicious and health-giving sweet, and
consequently increase the demand? No great hight is at-

tained and permanently occupied without much and constant
effort. As in other domestic lines, so in this of honey con-

sumption. Education of the public is the great necessity.

They must be taught the intrinsic food value of our product
ere they can be expected to use it to any appreciable extent.

But this cannot be accomplisht in one week, or one month. It

will require years to attain the desired goal. But it can be

done. One bee-keeper cannot do it. AU must help. As in

the bee-hive, this is where individual work counts. Let every
producer of honey see to it that his own neighborhood is thor-

oughly informed as to the true value of honey as a food, and
it will not be long until the aggregate of honey-educated neigh-

borhoods will embrace the total of America's great population.

But what special means can be employed to bring about
this much-desired result'? No one thing will do it. Of course,

a good deal of talking will have to be done. The circulation

of literature explaining the nature and valuable characteris-

tics of honey as a food, together with recipes detailing a few
of the very best forms in which honey may well enter as an
ingredient— I say, the unlimited distribution of such concise,

epitomized information will go far toward solving the prob-

lem. But this form of educating the public must be thor-

oughly and continually applied.

Again, the use of local newspapers should not be over-

lookt. Also, the presentation of tempting samples of honey
to prospective customers will often prove especially helpful.

Other means will readily suggest themselves to the usually

bright brain of the bee-keeper.

DISPOSING OF LARGE CROPS OF HONEY.

One of the greatest questions that confront many a bee-

keeper, and one that must be solved ere long, is that of dis-

posing of large crops of honey. It is little encouragement to

have produced a big crop of beautiful honey, and then find

that there is no eslabllsht market for the same—no organized,
cooperative system through which the large crops can be dis-

tributed, or placed upon the market so as to yield the best
financial returns. Right here is where the pursuit of bee-

keeping is exceedingly weak. The fruit-growers are away be-

yond us in this regard. Wo must awake, and meet, in some
satisfactory manner, this need that presents itself with
such force to the extensive producers of honey. I doubt not
there la ample wisdom and intelligent foresight possest by
those in attendance at this convention to successfully meet
this emergency. It 7ni(.vt be met. The question is How T

It has been discovered, I think, that it will not do to rely

wholly upon commission men. They can handle only a por-

tion of the honey produced In our melllfiuous land. And then,

gome of the commission men have proven themselves alto-

gether too swinish, and devoid of common honesty, besides.

There is too great an opportunity for fraudulent dealing ever

to make the commission way of handling honey entirely and
generally satisfactory to the large or even the small producer.
Bee-keepers must sgme day be organized so as to handle and
dispose of their honey themselves. They can do it, and they
will do it, ore long. Then good-bye to the tlowery-tongued,
boastful, proud-of-hls-big-rating-and-referonces commission

man, who is a veritable leech upon his fellowmen, and should
long ago have been everlastingly retired to the robbers' cave
whence he came.

GRADING OF COMB HONEY.

The question of properly grading honey is one that has
received all too scaut attention on the part of the producers.
There is not a doubt if there could obtain a mutual agreement
between honey-shippers and the dealers, it would be a very
great help toward securing a better and more nearly just
price for the product. It seems to me that an executive com-
mittee should be appointed by this Union, whose duty it shall

be to secure suggestions from the dealers in the principal
markets, and also the ideas of the most extensive and practi-

cal producers, and from the views of both prepare and submit
for consideration a set of rules for grading comb honey, being
the combined wisdom of the committee, the producers, and the
dealers. Then having such rules as a guide, they could be
held open for further suggestions and criticisms, and for dis-

cussion in the bee-papers, until a stated time, when the com-
mittee should issue the final and perfected rules, to be fol-

lowed by the producers in packing honey for shipment, and
by the dealers when issuing market quotations.

PUTTING AN END TO HONEY-ADULTERATION.

Another line of most important work in which bee-keepers
should unitedly engage, is that of forever putting an end to

the adulteration of their fair liquid product, by the admixture
of glucose or other foreign substance by the unprincipled and
criminally inclined. This, to-day, is the greatest bane of the
pursuit of honey-production, and to in some degree wage the
initial battle against the hydra-headed monster, a year ago a
new constitution was adopted by this organization, one of

whose several important objects is that of attempting to

suppress the adulteration of honey.
This is a subject in which every bee-keeper in Christen-

dom is vitally interested. Unless somethin? radical is done,
and that right speedily, the very existence of our beloved in-

dustry will be endangered.
It had been hoped by some that by the time of this meet-

ing our able General Manager and wise Board of Directors

might be permitted to accomplish something along this line,

but not yet being supplied sufficiently with the needful finan-

cial equipment—the "sinews of war"—-to begin the fight

against the honey-adulterators, it was deemed best to simply
wait until there is in hand ample "ammunition" to insure

the entire annihilation of the enemy when once the war is

begun.
It seems to me that the very first thing we need to do is

to rally around the standard of the United States Bee-Keepers'
Union a veritable host of determined, never-say-die honey-
producers, who are willing to go in for the whole war, whether
It takes all summer, or any number of summers— to eternally

destroy our common foe— the abominable adulterators of

earth's purest natural sweet I

I might continue these suggestive hints, but It is scarcely

necessary. Every or.e of you is ready to go forward whenever
this Union shall but give the starting word. Let us hope that

at this convention such action will be taken along various

lines as shall prove the bright harbinger of better things in

our pursuit.

In conclusion, permit me to say that tho the presidency

of this Union was thrust upon me at the last meeting, I have
endeavored to discharge its duties to the best of my limited

ability. I trust that wherein I have failed to measure up to

your anticipations you maybe lenient; and that at the close

of my term of office I may have the pleasure of welcoming as

my successor one who shall lead us all to higher hights of

success, until the great and ennobling Industry of bee-keeping

shall bo unto its devotees all that it rightly deserves to be.

Chicago, III., Aug. l-t, 1897. George W. York.

Rev. E. T. Abbott—Bee-keepers ought to ask for honey
when stopping at hotels. Bee-keepers preach of the health-

fulness of honey, but say " I don't care for honey." Let's take

our own medicine. I had considerable difficulty once to get a

friend to try using honey. I finally got him to buy a 60-

pound can of it, he thinking that it would last a lifetime. He
now buys such a can full once in throe months. We need to

put forth some little elTort to get people to using houeyr

Dr. Miller— I think that something ought to be said in re-

gard to the healthfulness of honey as compared with sugar.

R. V. Holtermann— If the people of the United States had
some officer, some one In an official poiitlon, who would not be

suspected of having an axe to grind, who could give the peo-

ple the truth on these subjects, It would be believed, and bo of

great value.

1
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B. S. K. Bennett— I was once troubled with dyspepsia,
but it disappeared when I began to eat honey freely. In fjood
years Caiifornia produces about 300 carloads of honey, but
the producers seeiu to think that they must sell by the car-
load, and pay but little attention to the home retail trade.

J. F. Mclutyre— I have been successful In marketing
by storing my honey in a tiro-proof building and holding It

until there comes a poor year and high prices. But little

comb honey is produced, the trouble is in shipping it so far
(fro-n California). I have always gotten 6 cents until this
year, when I sold some for 5)-^. We let the honey stand two
weeks, when all particles rise, and it becomes clear and spark-
ling, when it is drawn off into cans. Our honey does not candy
until two or three years old. There is about two cents a
pound difference in price between the good and poor years.

Dr. Miller—You have 600 colonies, Mr. Mclntyre; could
you give us some idea as to how far they fly in their work ?

Mr. Mclntyre—People on the roads say that they see
them five or six miles away. Two or three miles away thev
are seen much more plentifully. Bees do not fly in a " bee-
line." They follow the grades of ,the canyons something as
the railroads do. Bees do not work so well immediately after
the honey is extracted. They gradually increase, and do the
best about three days after the extracting is done, and then
taper off.

Hon. Eugene Secor, the General Manager and Treasurer,
not being able to be present on account of. the illness of Mrs.
Secor, sent the following suggestions on

Work that Kccds to be Undertaken bj- the I'ni-
tcd States Bee-Keepers' Union.

The question may present itself to some well-meaning bee-
keepers, who never had any trouble with their neighbors and
do not anticipate any with commission men, " What is there
for this society to do to further the interests of bee-keepers,
that will warrant me in .ioining, if I do not expect any immedi-
ate personal advantage?"

Some people never see any merit in any cause that does
not accrue to their own profit or ambition. If all the world
acted from such motives no reform would go forward and no
charily would be organized. Justice would seldom be meted
out except by shot-gun methods.

It is by organized effort and a community of sentiment
that laws are made and enforced. They neither make nor en-
force themselves. Public sentiment must be created before
laws will be enacted ; and, when enacted, public sentiment
must support the officers who try to enforce them, or such
laws will soon become "dead letter."

The way to create public sentiment is to organize all who
have ideas in common, and concentrate all effort toward ac-
complishment of the thing sought after.

When the National Bee-Keepers Union was organized to

defend its members in the right to keep bees. It set about that
work In a methodical and effective manner. When a case
arose which appealed to its funds, the best talent available
was secured, and a court decision obtained which will stand
as a precedent for all time.

You may not all know that the interpretation of law Is

largely based on precedent. No matter how hoary with age
and musty with disuse, a court decision is venerated by the
bench and bar very much as a true believer venerates a "Thus
saith the Lord." A decision of any of the higher courts is,

therefore, of great value.

Adulteration is the crying evil of our time. Competition
is so close and the profit so small that if any article can be
sold a trifle cheaper by using an adulterant, the temptation is

to do so. If the buyer asks for coffee he doesn't know whether
he gets it or beans and chicory. If he wants butter he is likely

to get oleo or butterine. Extracted honey put up In glass

tumblers with a bit of boney-comb floating in a liquid that
never granulates is liable to savor of the glucose factory. And
so on with the whole list of prepared foods. The dairy people
have organized, and in most of the States have procured pro-
hibitive legislation.

One of the things on which I believe the officers and direc-

tors of this society agree is the importance of pure food laws
in all the States where they do not already exist. Any well
organized society can do much to hurry the enactment of such
laws. This we purpose doing. And when the proper legisla-

tion is secured we purpose to see that the law is enforced so far
as the adulteration of honey is concerned. The dairy peo-
ple look after their interests ; we shall be compelled to pro-
tect our own in the same manner. We can not expect the pub-
lic officers to take the necessary interest in our specialty wlth-
outa little stiffening of the spinal column by some one whose
Interests are jeopardized. We are already making arrange-
ment to test samples of honey found on the market. If bee-

keepers will stand together the adulterator will find a hard
road to travel.

Another legitimate and worthy effort will be to drive every
dishonest commission man out of the honey-business, or at
least to put every member of this society on his guard. A
system of espionage In every large city is" practical and need
cost but little. Let us put a premium on honesty, and the
mark of Cain on every rogue.

The one thing necessary to make our influence felt is uni-
ted action on the part of bee-keepers.

Let every one of us use his personal Influence in the com-
munity and State in which he lives, to bring about the enact-
ment of pure food laws ; let him urge the proper authorities to
enforce them, and co-operate with this society in every en-
deavor to protect and defend the industry which it represents.

Eugene Secor.

Mr. R. C. Aikin, of Colorado, sent this paper, which was
read next

:

Improved IVlcthod§ of Extraetcd-llone}' Produe-
lion.

This is a knotty problem. That improvement is neces-
sary, I believe that most will admit, tho just how to improve is

as yet largely an open question. To know what improvement
is necessary we must know the faults of present methods.

Shall extracted honey be a luxury only, or shall it become
a staple ? I answer, a staple. Sugar now holds first place as
a sweet, is backt by a huge monopolistic trust that scruples at
nothing, good or bad, so long as its financial interests are for-
warded.

Competition, it is said, is the life of trade, tho in fact
it is the death of it. If competition were only at all times
fair, then a thing would stand or fall as it has merit; but,
alas, competitive methods are often so devoid of justice that
merit loses much of its weight.

Comb honey is, and will probably remain, a luxury; but
extracted has reacht that point that it must become a sta-
ple sweet, or else its production be limited. I suppose
that in all civilization there is not a place that sugar is not
found. It is everywhere as a competitor with other sweets.
Two things govern the demand for any sweet, viz.: the con- y
sumer's tastes, and his ability to buy. Of two or more sweets
offered, the cheaper will be used unless the other appeals to
the taste and can be afforded. As a fine article of granulated
sugar can be bought at five to six cents, it remains that ex-
tracted honey must sell at or nea' that price to all but those
who can afford and want it as a luxury. Our market quota-
tions show this now.

We must, then, look to methods that will both improve
the quality and cheapen the product. Old methods contem-
plated the taking of unripe honey and thus increasing the
quantity, which has proved a step backward rather than for-

ward. I suspect that many have not yet learned that to thus
increase the volume of production is but to sacrifice quality,
price and demand. An unripe, poor grade of extracted honey
is not the equal of granulated sugar syrup, while a good arti-

cle of extracted is superior to sugar. Honey has for ages been
a favored sweet, and is so yet, and if at a price to compete
with substitutes will hold a place.

I have just been locking over the market quotations in

the Aug. 12th issue of the American Bee Journal. The quo-
tations on "fancy comb" range from 9 to 14 cents, the aver-
age of the highest quotations being about 12X cents. The
average of all grades of comb somewhere near 10 cents with
extracted ranging from 3>i to 7 cents, averaging probably
near 5 cents. It appears, then, that extracted honey and
sugar are about the same price. In order that liquid honey
compete with sugar, not only should the price be proportion-
ate, but of equal quality and convenient to handle.

It is commonly claimed that two pounds of extracted honey
can be produced to one of comb, which statement is generally
accepted to mean that extracted can be produced at J^ the
cost of comb. Suppose we can get two pounds of extracted to

one of comb ; the increast quantity requires an increast
amount, of labor both in producing and marketing, as well as
additional cases and investment in combs and such, hence by
no means doubling profits.

For about 13 years in Iowa, and 7 in Colorado, I

have produced both comb and extracted side by side. Never
did my crop of extracted per colony, double over that of comb.
The best that I can claim has been 3 of extracted to 2 of

comb ; but some bitterexperience In losing in winter and spring
by starvation of the extracted colonies, showed me where I got
my extra surplus. Run two colonies, one for comb honey and
the other extracted, and when the crop Is off make an accur-
ate estimate of the honey In the brood-chambers and see where
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you get your honey. It is as reasonable as can be that cotnb-

houey L-olouies will pack more honey in their brood-chambers
than will those having unlimited store-comb above. The fact

that mv colonies run for comb Imiariably winter better than
extracted colonies, beat into my head this fact.

It is necessary, then, that colonies run for extracted shall

have a larger brood-chamber than do the comb-honey colonies.

This is no argument in favor of small hives. We want large

hives for comb honey, and larger still for extr.icted. 1()

Langstroth frames is nearer right for comb than 8 ; and 10
to 20 for extracted. I have two apiaries in American hives,

run for extracted honey. A portion of these, instead of full

depth, are half-depth size, '2 shallow chambers with 6-inch

frames equaling one chamberof full-depth size. I am running

these using 3 and 4 shallow chambers or 2 deep ones for a

brood-nest.
Swarming is the great difficulty that hinders cheap or in-

expensive methods. I have thi* year had but one swarm from
140 colonies in these big brood-chamber hives. At the begin-

ning of the flow I put the chamber containing brood and stores

at the top, the dry combs at the bottom. This puts the brood

up near the extracting-combs and a set of dry combs under.

With this arrangement strong colonies will occupy the extras

above about as quickly—sometimes more quickly—than the

ones beneath. As the honey crowds the brood in the top of

brood-nest the queen occupies below, instead of swarming.

The first point, then, is a large brood-chamber, depth

being import^ut. Depth is much more effective than width,

and the brood at the lop when the flow begins. This big, deep
brood-nest with unlimited comb room above practically solves

the swarming problem, reducing it to the minimum.

The next thing is to get rid of the immense amount of

labor required with present methods, during the flow. Aside

from the swarming problem, it is much easier to manage comb-
honey colonies than extracted, if the cxlnicting be done darlnn

the flow. It is just as simple and easy to get on a super of sec-

lions as one of combs, and just as easy to shift the full sections

to the top as to shift extractiug-supers in a similar way. I

would do this in either case. To put empty combs under a

full set draws the bees from the brood-chamber and dis-

courages swarming, and will frequently draw the honey
there too, hence another necessity for large brood-chambers,

lest too much go to the extra.

The second point, then, is no extracting during the flow,

but plenty of extras to hold the crop and have it fully ripe.

At any time, during the flow, or later, the cos,t of extracting

and casing is fully as great with the extracted honey as with

comb. I would by all odds prefer to remove and case the

comb— it is less labor and more pleasant work.

The third point is removing from the hives. Here, my
methods are identical for both comb and extracted. The first

requisite is a window In the honey-room (or any room most
convenient, even a tent with a screened hole), the screen run-

ning ,ibove the window and open at the top. The opening

may extend clear across the entire width, but should be sever-

al inches above the window. A better way is to let the screen

run up like an inverted V to a small opening, and on that

opening have a box or trap so that the bees pass through a

cone into it, then the trap can be carried among the hives to

liberate the bees, and thus avoid young bees congregating about

the windows.
When I am ready to remove the honey I just smoke at the

top and send the bees down on the run, holding the smoke
right alter them (not before) until the most are out, when the

super is lit once removed. If honey is coming in, or so that

they will not rob, the supers may stand about the yard awhile

and many bees go out there. If not safe outside, I take them
at once to the room and set them before the window and close

to it in a strong light. The bees will at once begin to go on

the screen and work upward to the trap or outlet, the noise of

those on the window helping to draw the others. If to be ex-

tracted at once I begin on that having the fewest bees. Even
If I have to shake oti a few bees it is cheaper than to handle

the combs one by one in the yard. When they would rob, thi

chambers are gotten into the house so quickly that they don't

know what is up till it is all over with.

The fourth point is having enough extras to hold the en-

tire crop, and extracting later. One can thus remove it at any
time and store it in the honcy-houso. When a convenient time

comes to extract, the honey will have to bo warmed. This

looks like a big task, tho really but a very simple matter. A
8tove in the honey-room will do the work. Shut all doors and
windows or other openings, and a very little fire will heat the

room til iH) or lOO degrees. Keep the room at this degree for

about 24 hours, when the honey will be ready to entract.

However, if the chambers bo piled solid, and in such a way as

to interfere with a free circulation through them, it may be
necessary to keep the heat for 36 to 48 hours.

The past month I removed honey and piled it into a brick
room 10x16 feet. Built against and opening into this room
on the south, is my 6x6 feet solar wax extractor. By opening
the solar extractor into the room the temperature soon went
up to 'JO and 100-^, and by evening the honey extracted just
as nice as direct from the hives.

Having this fully ripened honey extracted, my fifth point
would be at once, before candying, put it into retail packages.
If, however, it is to be retailed at hoiue and drawn into buck-
ets and whatever the customer brings, such portion must be
kept in a tank, and this tank should be arranged with some
kind of a heating appliance, especially if the honey candies
freely.

In addition to the foregoing, I wish to offer some thoughts
that will probably be new to the most of you. For three or
four years I have entertained a new departure in producing
extracted. The system would include the large brood-nest
and large surplus room, but instead of having a large stock of
extracting-combs I would have only a few " baitcombs," which
I would keep permanently, the bees would be allowed to build

their comb as much as needed. This honey would be removed
and stored as previously described, and the bait combs ex-

tracted in the usual way. The new combs I cut out and crush
between rollers similar to a clothes wringer, but simple and
cheap, the honey dropping into a vat to drain off, much as
cappings in an uncapping-can. I would thus produce as fine

an article as could be had, and a very superior grade of wax.
It takes about two pounds of wax to hold 50 pounds of

honey. If the yield should be reduced '4 by the bees having
to build their combs there still would not be so much loss ; 12
pounds of honey at 5 cents is 60 cents. The wax from the
38 pounds of honey would be worth 30 to 40 cents at least.

Without having given the matter a thorough test I should es-

timate that the larger per cent, of wax, together with the de-

creast amount of labor both in the work of extracting and in

caring for extracting-combs, would more than offset any de-

crease in yield. I could crush thousands of pounds in the time
I could throw out hundreds with the extractor.

You will, in view of the foregoing plan, understand that I

do not believe in the theory of great quantities of honey being
consumed in the production of wax. At present I cannot
accept anywhere near the 15 or 20 pounds to 1 ratio. More
than this, I do not believe we can get any considerable more
extracted per colony than of comb. I am carefully studying
this problem, and have for about 20 years produced both comb
and extracted side by side. To here give all the proofs of my
position would make this paper altogether too long.

In a few words, improved methods of extracted-honey pro-

duction means producing a superior article at much less out-

lay for fixtures and labor—especially labor— and putting much
of this labor outsideof the honey season.

I hope that these thoughts may receive thoughtful consid-

eration, and that they shall prove helpful to the fraternity. I

regret that limited honey-flows—even this year of great plenty

—have prevented a more thorough knowledge of the new
method, and also prevents me being with you at this meeting.

R. C. AiKiN.

J. C. Stewart— I take a great deal of care of my combs
after I have gotten them.

E. A. Wander—I tried the clothes wringer on unfinisht

sections, but it was quite a job to get them started through
the rollers.

Mr. lloltermann— If it pays to have combs built, and then

filled with honey and crush tne combs to get out the honey, it

strikes me that it would be more profitable to have the combs
built right In the sections in the first place.

SucvcNfiifiii Bcc-Kov|>inK

was the subject assigned Mr. G. M. Doolittle, of New York,

who had no paper prepared, but spoke extemporaneously. His

center thought was that all depended upon the hee-keeper

himself. Study yourself; make tho most of yourself. Uj the

very best that you can. Don't be half-hearted. (Set the best

hives, the best'bees, and a thorough knnwledee of your busi-

ness and your location, and then apply this knowledge.

Mrs. L. Harrison, of Illinois, sent the following paper,

which was read by Dr. Miller :

it«-e-Kec|>iiis for Wumen.
There is implanted in the heart of uuisl women a desire

for independence and an opportunity to supply her wants by

the exercise of her own powers. Let these dormant buds,

which have so long been covered by the decree of fashion, and

by the inborn intuition of the other sex for clinging vines, he
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given the free air of heaven, they will expand into biossoms,
tnaturinj; delicious fruit. Woman will then develop into a
self-reliant, capable beinR ; she will then no longer be the
slave of a drunken despot of a husband for the sake of a crust.
A man, in one of his drunken sprees, said to a friend of mine
lately, "Women used to cling to a man, get him out of the
gutter when drunk, but they will not do it any more." She
don't have to when she can support herself and her little ones.

Many a woman who is well provided for desires to earn
money ; a lady who had traveled the world over, and had
everything that she desired that money could supply, being
askt what had given her the greatest pleasure, she replied,
"A few dollars that I once earned." Maay a woman whose
heart's desire is to help a poor relative, give to a charity, or to

a church, has said to herself, " O, if I could only earn the
money myself, I would gladly do so."

There are many avenues of emolument open to women
who have no home ties : teaching, typewriting, book-
keeping, telegraphing, and many find' employment in

manufactories. The number of occupations open to women
have iucreast from TO to more than 500 In less than 40
years. The want is something that home-keepers can do to

earn money. There was a wide field open to the ingenuity of
our grandmothers. They spun wool, cotton and flax, dyed
and wove, cut and made garments, but now the inventive
genius of man has superseded this with nimble-fingered ma-
chinery. Butter and cheese are made at factories. The ever-
busy mind of woman must now seek other avenues for the
exercise of her faculties.

There is much more in a colony of bees than the honey
and wax they represent. They offer to any intelligent and
inquisitive mind a rich field of thought. Nature is rich in re-

sources, and honey-bees are in close relation with it. Sex in

plants Is now attracting more attention than formerly, and
bees act as marriage-priests ; while gathering the pollen to

make the bee-bread for their brood, they disseminate the
father dust from flower to flower. The cultivation of the
honey-bee opens up a new world to a woman of inquiring
mind, for every plant that grows possesses new interest to

her, for it may mean dollars and cents to her purse. The
little, modest white clover, wherever it rears its head, is petted
and carest as it holds within its petals nectar— fit food for the
gods. There Is a lesson to be learned from the inmates of

the hive.
" So work the honey-baes—
Creatures that by a rule in Nature teach
The art of order to a peopled klnffdom."

The government of a colony of bees is all in the hands of
the females, and a woman may gain inspiration by its study
as to how best to manage her household. When the young
bee issues from its cell, weak and downy, it has not strength
to roam the fields and carry heavy loads of honey and pollen

—

it is then given the care of the young to feed and nourish ;

digest the food and feed the queen and drones; secrete wax
and build the comb, and is daily given a play-spell in the open
air to locate its hive, and gain strength for the heavy labors
of the field.

The office of the queen is no sinecure, as she lays, at her
best, 3,0OO eggs a day, and let her reproductive powers fail,

her throne is given to another, for their law is like that of
the Medes and Persians, which changes not—the greatest good
to the greatest number.

Bee-culture opens an avenue for woman which has long
been a want, as it gives to her the means of acquiring money
in the retirement of her home, and at the same time look
after the comfort of her household. She may have an invalid
husband, decrepit parents, an imbecile brother or sister, or
little children ; tho her hands are full yet she feels the need of

money to supply their wants. Most of those individuals men-
tioned, tho not able to manage an apiary alone, would become
interested helpers. Little children can watch bees during
swarming-time ; so can an aged parent, sitting in an easy
chair, overlooking an apiary, and inform of a swarm, and
from which hive it issued, and where it has settled. They
would enjoy putting together sections; make time pass hap-
pily with them, tho not able to walk. The feeling of being
useful in lieu of burdens, would cause tbem to forget their
aches and pains.

Bee-culture requires no great outlay of strength at any
onetime; but to be a success there must be a faithful per-
formance of many little items. Any woman who can make
a perfect loaf of bread can, having a good location, make bee-
culture a success, as she realizes the importance of perform-
ing all the manipulations of the colony at the exact time. It

requires no outlay for land upon which to raise crops, for as
yet there has been no plant discovered that pays to plant for
honey alone. The honey-bee is a benefactor to our race,

roaming the fields at will, gathering honey and pollen which
it pays for in the fertilization of flowers. She takes nothing
from the fertility of the soil, but gives to It one of the great-
est fertilizers known— the clovers—which would become ex-
tinct if it were not for her agency in fertilizing the bloom. No
land is required except a spot on which to place the hives. I

knew a poor woman who occupied the second story of a tene-
ment in a large city, and had no place to set her hives except
upon a slanting roof. Her few hives kept under such dis-

advantages added materially to her slender income. I know
of another lady who invested SfiOO in bees, hives, and patented
fixtures who realized nothing from her expenditures. She had
read a sensational story of a fortune being made in beekeep-
ing, and invested her means without knowledge, and en-
trusted the care of her apiary tn a person who knew nothing
of bees, but that "they stung and gathered honey." Bee-cul-
ture is a science requiring study and thought.

Women have made a success In bee-culture, and what
woman has done woman can do. Two young women attend-
ing a boarding-school, suddenly found themselves thrown
upon their own resources. Their father's fortune had flown,
and with it his mind. In a log house upon a little clearing in

a Michigan woods they engaged in bee-culture, and from its

source supported their invalid parents, and obtained the
means for erecting a good home, surrounded not only with the
comforts but the elegancies of life. Mrs. Sherman, a grand,
noble woman of Texas, left a widow with an only son, reared
and educated him, at the same time caring for an aged
father, by the culture of bees and poultry.

I've been a bee-keeper for 25 years, with varied experi-
ence, commencing with two colonies, and increasing in bee-
lore with the same ratio as my colonies by reading standard
works on bee-culture, and the many periodicals devoted to
this industry. Crops of honey have their off years, the same
as fruit and grain, with this in their favor, when the honey
crop fails, there has been no labor expended in plowing and
sowing. And with very few exceptions bees will store during
the season sufficient honey for their own wants until flowers
bloom another season, costing their owner nothing for their

support. In most States bees are not taxt. The largest
number of colonies that I have owned at one time was 120;
the largest crop of honey during one season was 5,000
pounds.

Bee-keeping has been to me one of ray greatest pleasures.
The ancients called the honey-bee " Deborah," or she that
speaketh. She has spoken to me in words of love and cheer ;

expanded to my view rich fields of thought; improved my
health and cheerfulness ; inspired me with new aims and de-
sires ; and furnisht me with the means for travel, recreation
and improvement. I cordially introduce other women to her
acquaintance, and that she may prove as good a friend to

them as to the writer, is my fondest desire.

(Mrs.) L. Harrison.

G. M. Doolittle^How many bee-keepers present ever saw
a worker feed a drone ?

Seven held up their hands.
Mr. Doolittle— I have never seen a worker feed a drone.
F. Danzenbaker— I have seen workers feeding drones

when the latter had been shut up in a trap three hours.
Mr. Doolittle—Unless we need drones for propagation we

should keep them down. If you put six combs of drone-brood
into a colony just before the basswood honey harvest, these
drones will eat all of the honey that is gathered, and no sur-
plus will come from that hive.

Dr. A. B. Mason—How do the bees get rid of drones?
Mr. Doolittle—The bees persecute them and drive them

from the hive.

Dr. Miller— I think that I have seen it mentioned that
the workers prepare food for the drones the same as they do
for the queen, and that the workers bring about the destruc-
tion of the drones by withholding this food.

Mr. Abbott—T«'o of the most competent men in Europe
have taken this stand.

Rales on Honey anal Bees.

A petition was read asking that the transportation com-
panies class extracted honey the same as syrup, that is, fourth
class. Approved.

Mr. Holtermann—The rates on bees are too high. The
railroads stand iu their own light. It rates were lower, more
bees would be shipt.

Mr. McKnight—So few persons ship bees that it isn't of
much consequence.

Dr. Miller—In the old countries rates are so low that bees
are sent to new pastures and returned by rail. We cannot do
that in this country. We often advise a beginner to buy a
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nucleus because the rates are so high; if they were lower we
would advise him to get a full colony.

Do Bees Hear?
Dr. Miller— I dou't suppose that any one knows, but it is

believed that they do.

\V. Z. Hutchinson—The "call" at the entrance in the
hiving of a swarm, and the way it Is answered, shows that
they hear?

Dr. H. Besse—When the salute was fired on the Fourth of
July the bees came hurrying home just as they do before a
thuuder storm.

Mr. E. Whitcomb—Bees make a great variety of sounds
that seem to be understood. Put several combs of bees in a
dark room, each comb in a different part of the room, and put
a queen on one of the combs, and soon all of the bees will be
on the comb with the queen. If they cannot hear how do they
communicate in this instance?

Tcniperatiirc for Ripciiins Honey.
Mr. Doolittle— I would ripen it at 70

'.

Mr. Hoitermann—Comb honey may ripen quicker than
extracted because a greater surface is exposed to the air, that
Is, unless some means are used to change the surface of the
extracted.

Mr. McKnight—The ripening of honey is simply removing
the excess of moisture, and it makes no difference whether it

is done inside the hive or out of it.

Mr. Doolittle—I have several times told in the bee-papers
how bees ripen honey. I have watcht them at night by the
aid of a lamp. I have doue this for hours al a time. They
hang loosely, and each bee has its sac filled with honey, and
then puts forth the tongue covered with honey, and then draws
it back. By the light of the lamp this little droplet can be
seen to gisten. In this way the honey is exposed to the warm
air of the hive, and honey that would drop from the cells in
the evening is quite thick by morning. Let the honey-flow
cease and this ripening process—this "roaring" that we hear
in the evening when the flow is good— will cease in three or
four days.

IContiDued next week.]

About the Cellar Wintering of Bees.

BY C. P. DADANT.

The time has come to put the bees into winter quarters,
and if they are to be placed in the cellar, that job ought not
to be deferred beyond December 10, unless the weather is un-
usually fair. As a matterof course it is not advisable to move
them to the cellar in warm weather, for they are much more
restless, and more bees are lost, than in cold weather. In ad-
dition to this, the warm days are beneflclal to them if they can
have a flight.

When we put bees into our bee-cellar, we usually select a
cold day, in the beginning of December, or the last days of
November. The caps or covers of the hives are left on the
summer stand with the number of each hive markt inside of
the cap ; .-io that ihey may be returned to the same spot in the
spring. We know that many apiarists consider this superflu-
ous. We do not, for we have had very clear evidence that
many of the bees remember their location, even after four
months of coiilineraent, and that a change helps to bewilder
them when they are first removed. It may not be amiss to

state in what manner we ascertained this.

We have, in our home apiary, two styles of hives, that is,

hives containing frames of two dllTerent sizes. About half of
them are with our regular Qiiinby frames, and the rest in

frames similar to the American hive frames, measuring about
12x 1 ;j inches. As it is iiicoiiveiilent to have the two differ-

ent styles side by side, we have separated the hives into two
yards, one on each side of the road leading up to the house.
A few years ago, It happened that, in catching two or three
swarms, some of the hives were placed In the wrong yard, and
wo neglected to move thom away. When they were put In

winter quarters, we concluded that we would make the ex-
change in the spring, at their removal from the cellar. This
was done. All the colonies that were removed from the cellar
that day behaved very nicely, except the two or three that had
been changed in location. The uproar among these was such
that we concluded to move them back, so as to regain the lost
bees.

We believe a great deal of the trouble experienced by be-
ginners with bees that are removed from the cellar—hive de-
serting, fighting, dwindling—during the first few days, is

caused by their having placed them in a changed location. So
we strongly urge those who can do it easily, to leave the cap,
or cover, with a mark at the exact spot occupied by the hive.
This cap, or cover, is not needed In the cellar, for the bees
should be given a certain amount of upward ventilation.

We do not like to place any of the hives next to the cellar
floor. In all our experience, whenever the combs have suf-
fered from mold, or the hive has proven damp, it was in the
lowest tiers, in the cellar. If the hives are kept on joists or
shelves, a foot or more from the floor, the conditions will be
much more satisfactory. But they may be piled up in tiers

of three, four, or even more. The entrance is left wide open,
but darkness is necessary, and quiet is just as indispensable as
the absence of light. We have a special room partitioned off

in our home cellar for the bees, but we also keep apples and
potatoes in it. We do not use the cellar more than one winter
out of every five, for wintering the bees, for the reason that I

have stated in a former article. We are on the limit of safe
outdoor wintering, but when the bees are in good condition,
strong and populous, when the honey is of good quality and
plentiful, and the winter is fairly mild at its beginning, we
prefer the natural hibernation.

An ordinary house-cellar is sufficient, if the portion re-

served to the bees is partitioned off in some manner to make it

dark, and if the temperature can be kept without much trou-
ble at the proper degree. From 40° to -45'-' is the best temper-
ature. We have heard it said, by men who claimed to know,
that a moist cellar could be kept at a much higher tempera-
ture, and that the bees would winter well in it; we have even
heard a bee-keeper assert that bees would remain quiet In a
cellar with a temperature of 60-' or SO'; but we afterward
found out that this man did not have a thermometer in his cel-

lar, and was "just guessing "' at the degree. This is wrong.
What is worth doing at all is worth doing well, and the cost of

a thermometer Is not so great that a practical man should win-
ter his bees on a guess.

In ordinary winters, we find it less difficult to keep the
temperature above the limit mentioned than below it. Fifty
or 100 colonies of bees, groupt together in a cellar that will

usually keep fruits or potatoes will be found to raise the tem-
perature very rapidly. If no outside current tempers it. We
must remember that the bees are warm-bodied insects,

and keep their cluster at blood heat. This, of course, must
necessarily act upon the air of a closed apartment, materially
increasing the degree of heat. So we find it quite indispensa-
ble to keep the cellar-windows partly open, with a shutter that
excludes the light. The quantity of air given is measured ac-

cording to the atmospheric conditions and the warmth of the
cellar. Many of our good bee-keepers pay daily attention to

their bees, and find it as necessary to do so when they are
housed up at as any other time. It is certain that only by such
watchfulness can bee-culture be made a success. The bee-bus-
iness, as Mr. Heddon said, is altogether "a business of de-

tails." • Hancock Co., 111.

Some California Notes and Observations.

BY W. A. PKYAI,.

The other evening I was presented with a sample of comb
honey that was gathered well up on the side of old Mt. Diablo
—a mountain some 80 miles east of Oakland. I must admit
that if all the honey gathered upon this mountain is like the
sample, then the " Devil's Mount" is not a bad place for pro-

ducing good honey.

Mr. Novins, who formerly kept bees In one of the Western
States, but who has lived in Alameda and Contra Costa coun-
ties, Calif,, for the past few years. Is building up an apiary on
one of the slopes of Mt. Diablo. He linds that there are a
number of good locations for apiaries about the mountain,
and he is going to take advantage of some of them. I had
long niaiutalned that there are splendid sites for profitable bee-

ranches in Contra Costa county, and that the best of them
were on and about the Devil's Mountain.
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Mr. J. S. Harbisou, who may be truthfully called the

Father of Califoruia bee-culture, uiaiiitalned In his wriliugs,

over 3(J years ago, that the bee-ranges of northern California,

when developt, would be found to be something more than the
source"! of pasturage then known to bee-keepers of this State.

Of course, since then the- great honey-sage region of the south-
ern portion of the State was discovered, and tho that section

must be voted a wonderful honey-field, still there are any
amount of localities throughout the central and northern por-

tion of the State that yields honey of excellent quality, and
what is also of great importance, good yields are obtained every
year.

*
* *

John Muir, the well known California scientist and trav-

eler, stated in an article on "California Bee-Ranches," in

Scribner's Magazine, 15 years ago (June and July, 1882),
that there were great bee-gardens in Northern California,

and that they were nowhere finer than about Mt. Shasta. To
my mind this article was the (inest from a literary standpoint
of anything every written about bees in this country.

I met Mr. Thomas Wm. Cowan, editor of the British Bee
Journal, in Oakland, a few weeks ago. It was some months
previously that I saw him last. In the few minutes' chat I

had with him, he told me that he had spent most of the sum-
mer at Monterey—that quaint, old, sleepy town that was the
first capital of California. He was for a time at Pacific Grove,
a settlement adjoining Monterey, and supported mainly by
the annual gathering of the Chautauquans. Mr. Cowan was
looking well. He had not, up to that time, taken his pro-

posed trip among the bee-ranches of Southern California. He
was stopping in Oakland a couple of days, preparatory to

going to his son's fruit-ranch in one of the northern counties.

Later he intended to "do" the lower portion of the State.

The distinguisht English visitor has not been "hiding
his light under a bushel " while sojourning in the Sunset land,

for while at Monterey he was called upon to deliver a lecture
before the farmers' institute. These gatherings are mostly
held under the auspices of the University of California. I

believe Mr. Cowan's subject was " Bees and Flowers." He
regretted that at the time of the institute he was suffering

from a cold, and his voice did not allow him to do the subject

justice. The lecture, however, was well received, and was
subsequently printed in the Pacific Rural Press. [We have
saved Mr. Cowan's lecture, and expect some day to give it in

these columns.— Editor.]

I was very sorry to learn of the serious sickness of Mr. J.

H. Martin, at Los Angeles. I trust he will soon be well. I

shall never forget my rambling camping trip with Rambler
and Mr. U. E. Wilder, through a tier of the northern counties
of the State three years ago. We all enjoyed ourselves, but
he (Martin) had the best of me later by attributing all sorts

of ridiculous things to me (and Wilder, too) in his " Rambles "

(without number) in Gleanings. Mr. Martin is one of the best

men it was ever my lot to be cast with, and yet, withal, he is

not of the straight-laced order that some might think him to be.

The illness of Mr. Martin reminds me that another gen-
tleman who has long been identified with apiarian interests

in that (Los Angeles) county, has been seriously sick the past
year, so much so at one time that it was thought that he
could not pull through. This was W. W. Bliss, or, as he is

getting to be commonly referred to, "Comb Fouudation Bill."

After a long siege among doctors, hospitals and surgical in-

struments, Mr. Bliss is restored to his family a well man again.

My reference to Mr. Bliss just now as " Comb B'oundation
Bill," induces me to say a word about the gentleman's enter-

prise in the foundation line. " From little acorns great oaks
grow," may be used to exemplify the growth of his business in

that direction. From turning out a few pounds of comb-bases
at first, now he turns it out by the ton. I remember when I

called at his place, close on five years ago, his equipment for

this work was almost of the crudest nature. I have recently

learned that this gentleman is building a factory exclusively

for the manufacture of pure comb foundation, that will be

equal to any in the land ; and that it will be fitted with the

most approved appliances, some of which are of his own devis-

ing. Why should not Califoruia manufacture her own foun-

dation '? And why should not our apiarists use her home
product ? California bees do not send East for honey out of

which to make their wax; they use the, borne product.
»

» *

The biggest bee-yarn 1 think I ever read was printed in

the San Francisco Examiner, some weeks ago. It was from
the pen of Joaquin Miller, the poet of the Sierras, and, by the

way, a fellow townsman of mine. Well, Mr. Miller was sent

with one of the Examiner-Journal's expeditions to write up
the Klondike, etc. Our poet reported that while making his

way through the Chilcoot Pass, he saw a bee—yes, a honey-
bee—gathering honey from the flowers—and such flowers

—

those of Paradise in the time of Adam could not have been
more profuse or gorgeous. One would almost think that the

poet had been sent North by the American Bee Journal to find

the bee-keepers' paradise, instead of by a dally newspaper to

tell about the Eldorado away up near the north pole.

* *

A writer in describing " tome Curiosities of Farming," in

the November issue of the Cosmopolitan Magazine, relates a

few funny things about bee-keeping. He tells of some bee-

hives exhibited at the Fair at Cairo, Egypt, that were made
out of coal-oil cans, that came from Russia. He also men-
tions how some youthful bee-keepers fooled the judges of the

Fair by an exhibit they made of 30 different kinds of honey.

The said judges awarded a number of premiums for this

honey. Of course there was a first prize for the best, and
minor prizes down the scale for others, according to quality.

The fun of it was that all the honey was from the same lot

—

there was no difference.

From the way many of the judges are chosen at our

American agricultural fairs, I am inclined to think they

would be as gullible as were those poor Egyptian ones,

who the fun-making youngsters so " sweetly " sold.

What a great book-distributor Uncle Sam is getting to

be ! Before me lies quite a little pile of treatises issued from
the United States Department of Agriculture, and they are

all valuable ones, and I obtained them by expending two cents

for a postage stamp and sacrificing a sheet of paper and an
envelope, to say nothing of the ink. The first one I look at

is "The Sugar Beet," by Prof. H. W. Wiley (bee-keepers will

recognize the author, no doubt) ; it contains -i'i pages of read-

ing matter; then there is Benton's " Bee-Keeping," with 30
pages of how to manage bees. One of the pamphlets before

me is entitled " Standard Varieties of Chickens ;" 46 pages of

reading, and embellisht with numerous fine pen-drawings of

chickens. This bulletin (No. 51) forms part of the "Year
Book of 1896," of the Agricultural Department. Everyone
Interested in chickens should send for this and Bulletin No.

41, on the care and feeding of fowls. "Alfalfa, or Lucerne."
No. 51 (20 pages), is a pamphlet of Interest to bee-keepers.

These are a few of the 42 bulletins that are available for dis-

tribution by the Secretary of Agriculture.
Alameda Co., Calif., Nov. 11.

Honey as Food is the name of a 24-page pamphlet,

BKxbJi inches, which we are now printing fur general dis-

tribution among those who should be users of honey. It is

just the thing for bee-keepers to hand to every one of their

customers, and also to those whom they would like to have as

customers. It is very handy in size—just right to go into an

ordinary business envelope. It contains 12 illustrations, five

of which are somewhat comic, and help to make it attractive.

There is a blank space for your name and address. About
>g of the pamphlet was written by Dr. Miller, and then we
added thereto many new and valuable honey recipes—for

cooking and for medicinal purposes. In all, it makes a neat

little pamphlet. Send name and address and we will mail you

a sample of " Honey as Food."
Prices for quantities, postpaid—25 for 30 cents; 50 for

50 cents ; 100 for 85 cents : 200 for -SI. 40. By express,

not prepaid, 500 for $3.00; 1,000, So.00.

Langfstrotli on tlie Honey-Bee, revised by

The Dadants, is a standard, reliable and thoroughly complete
work on bee-culture. It contains 520 pages, and is bound
elegantly. Every reader of the American Bee Journal should

have a copy of this book, as it answers hundreds of questions

that arise about bees. We mail it for SI. 25, or club it with

the Bee Journal for a year—both together for only S2.00.

Xlie McEvoy Foul Brood Treatment. Is

given in Dr. Howard's pamphlet on " Foul Brood ; Its Natural
History and Rational Treatment." It is the latest publication

on the subject, and should be in the hands of every bee-keeper.

Price, 25 cents ; or clubbed with the Bee Journal for one year

—both for $1.10.
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Editorial Con)n)cr)i^^

Unsigfned Contributions, when received at this

ollice, generally are given a bee-line for the waste-basket. We
must know who the writer is, else we cannot use the produc-
tion. We do not object so much to a nom-tle-plume, but, we
desire to know who is using it. But, after all, it is ever so

much better to use your own name when writing for publica-

tion— it gives greater value to your contribution.

•»—»

Ne'w Vork. Foul Brood Law.—The American
Ree-Keeper says that under the law, the head of the State

Department of Agriculture (presumably of the State of New
York) is authorized to appoint a "bee-ageat" if five bee-

keepers of any county petition such an appointment, alleging

that foul brood exists there. The agent so appointed receives

$2.00 a day, which is paid by the county seeking the appoint-

ment, and it is his duty to locate the hives contaminated by

the disease, and direct the owners to burn them.

Bec-Keepcrs' and tlie 'Wine-Cup.—Here is

one of Dr. Miller's " stray straws " found In Gleanings for

Nov. 15:

A writer in one of the German bee-.journals thinks bee-
conventions will be better if discussions are held with wine-
cup in hand. It doesn't work that way over here. At Rufifalo,

a man who had evidently had the wine-cup, or some other
cup a bit too much In hand, seemed to be trying to hinder
useful discussion. Ills friends should put a seal on his lips

In conventions hereafter, or else keep close watch on what
passes his lips before coming.

Yes, the President of the Buffalo convention has a very

distinct recollection of at least one winebibbor, or "bibber"
of something stronger, at that meeting. If that's the way it

works with only one who had tarried too long at the wine (or

forty-rod), how would it be with a whole convention with

hands and stomachs full of that which makes fools out of

otherwise sensible and sober men ? No, no ; too many who
beyiii with the wine-cup end in the gutter and drunkard's

grave. The best way is to do as almost every one of America's

best and most prominent bee-keepers do— " touch not, taste

not, handle not" the accursed stuff.

Xlie Illinois State Bee-Convention was held

at Springfield, Nov. 17 and 18, in the State House. The offi-

cers elected for the ensuing year are as follows :

President, J. Q. Smith, of Lincoln : Vice-Presidents, C. P.
Dadant, A. N. Draper, S. N. Black, George Poindexter, and
George W. York ; Secretary, Jas. A. Stone, of Bradfordton ;

and Treasurer, Chas. Becker, of Pleasant Plains.

Messsrs. Black, Smith and Poindexter were appointed a

committee to wait upon the Governor to ask that one com-
missioner to the Trans-Mississippi Expostion at Omaha in

1S98 be a bee-keeper.

Messrs. Stone, Becker and Black were selected as the

committee on exhibits of honey, beeswax, etc., at the next

Illinois State Fair.

Joining' tlie Bie'w Union.—We wish to call

special attention to Hon. Eugene Secor's suggestions about

the work of the United States Bee-Keepers' Union, on page

771 of this number of the Bee Journal. Mr. Secor is the

Union's able General Manager, and only waits for plenty of

financial ammunition and consequent enlarged membership

before firing the Union's broadside against the enemy. Are

you, reader, among the members of this new and honorable

body? If not, why not send your dollar for annual dues when
renewing your subscription ? We will see to it that all such

money is forwarded to Mr. Secor, who will then mail you a

receipt. Or, if you prefer, keep him busy the next two months

by sending your dollars direct to the General Manager—Hon.

Eugene Secor, Forest City, Iowa.

A Record " Talie " ot Honey is what the

British Bee Journal calls the amount secured from a single

colony in one season, probably the largest ever taken in the

British kingdom. Mr. Lancelot Quayle is the man who made

the achievement. The colony not being abundantly supplied

with stores for winter, it had candy given in the spring, and

as soon as brood-rearing began it was kept regularly supplied

with syrup. The hive contained 12 frames (probably the

standard l-ixS'i), and the hive was filled with bees and

brood. The second week in June shallow extracting-combs

spaced 1% Inches were given in supers, the first extracting

was July 13, and the last Sept. 1. The total "take" was

334 pounds. The French Revue copies the report, and not

to bo outdone gives a yield about 2 pounds larger, by M. J.

Carbonnier, in the year 1S92.

Tlie Consumption of Honey is a subject on

which Editor Abbott, of the Busy Bee, discusses in a short

item in his September number. Mr. Abbott practices what he

preaches. In this line at least, and if only the rest of our pop-

ulation would "follow suit" there wouldn't be one-tenth

enough honey produced annually in this country to supply

the demand. Hear what Mr. Abbott has to say :

I think it was Horai:e Greeley who said that the way to

resume specie payment was to resume. Sol say the way to

Increase the consumption of honey is to consume it. I often

read In bee-papers about what a great mistake people make
who do not use It instead of other sweets, yet you might dine

with the people who are Interested In the publication of such
papers many times and not find any honey on their table.

I have freijuently noticed In traveling over the country

the absence of honey from the tables of those who produce
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honey, or get their liviiiB out of the honey-business. If we do
not do our part in consuming our own product, how can we go
10 others and urge upon them the iniportanceof a honey diet?
The editor of the Busy I5ee eats honey three times a day at

the rate of about 1") pounds per montli, and be has no hesi-

tancy in saying that honey has been one of the means of tal<-

ing him from a chronic state of invalidism. People who have
any tendency to stomach trouble should refrain from the use
of all sweets except honey. Most of these will find that they
can eat extracted honey not only with impunity but with
decided benefit.

One of the things that makes it hard for me to spend any
length of tiine away from my home is my inability to get
honey, and I am sorry to say that I find this delicious and
healthful article of diet absent from the table of those who
keep bees about as frequently as I do from the table of those
who do not have any bees, and have to secure what honey
they use in the open market.

I have thrown out these few hints that the honey pro-
ducers may do a little thinking along this line, and ask them-
selves if they "practice what they preach."

We are with Mr. Abbott on the subject of eating honey,

only we hardly have the capacity of 15 pounds per month.

Perhaps if we were as long and lean and lank as our fellow

editor, we, too, could "get away" with as much honey as he

does.

But Mr. Abbott makes a good point in the above, and it

is high time that all bee-keepers' families were using honey
more freely, and less of the trust aud monopolistic sugar. Try
it for a change, if you have not been doing it already.

The Seneca Co., X. Y., CouTentiun will meet

in the Fireman's Rooms at Romulus, Thursday, Dec. 16, at

10 a.m. The announcement says that "the ladies are re-

quested to come^prepared to serve dinner and supper." Noth-

ing small about that invitation, is there ? Among the subjects

to be discust are these:

iz: Arrangement of Out-Apiaries—Charles Baldridge.
; Shipping Comb Honey—M. T. Williamson.

The Problem of Wintering Bees— G. M. Doolittle, the
" convention king."

Experience of a Novice— Prof. W. E. D. Gibson.
Comb vs. Extracted Honey for Profit—J. C. Howard.
Relation of Bees to Horticulture—J. B. Whiting.
The Problem of Bee-Pasturage—Mr. Spencer, of Cornell

Experiment Station.

For further particulars, if desired, address the Secretary,

C. B. Howard, Romulus, N. Y.

would result in so much benefit to honey-producers as along

this very line. While this might not be exactly " entomologi-

cal," it would be a great "encouragement" to bee-keeping.

Beeless Honey.—The following is reported as a por-

tion of the conversation recently held by Mr. and Mrs. Citybug:

Mrs. Citybug—"Our grocer now delivers his goods in one
of.those new horseless wagons."

Mr. Citybug—"Horseless wagons, eh! Well, he's been
giving us cowless butter and beeless honey ; I suppose the
next thing will behenless eggs."

Apicultural Experiments are in contemplation
by the Division of Entomology of the Department of Agricul-

ture, at Washington, D. C. In a report issued by Secretary

Wilson, in October, we find the following under " Entomologi-

cal Investigations in Contemplation :"

"Experiments in apiculture come properly under the
head of Entomological Investigations,' and will be resumed
under capable supervision. The honey-producing industry is

a large and growing one, and deserves some slight encourage-
ment at the hands of the Government."

We are glad to see that ourGovernment realizes the grow-

ing importance of apiculture, and intends to lend some en-

couragement to it, even tho it be "slight." We would like

to suggest that among the first things investigated, the adul-

teration of honey would be the most promising, and then keep

on until a national pure food law is enacted by Congress. We
believe that no other line of investigation and practical work

T1?G Weekly Budget.

The a. I. Root Co. will have a display at the Trans-

Mississippi Exposition at Omaha, next year. The Busy Bee
says it will be a fine one.

Mr. C. B. Bankston, of Burleson Co., Tex., writing us

Nov. 28, said :

"We are having a very warm winter here, and the bets

are in fine condition."

The G. B. Lewis Co. report a very large business during

the past season, and they have begun to prepare for a much
larger business in 1898.' They, too, will be at Omaha.—Busy
Bee.

Virgil V. Roush, of Adams Co., Ohio, sends the following

with his renewal subscription :

" I am well pleased with the Bee Journal. It has been a

great help to me."

Mr. Thos. Shotbolt, of British Columbia, writing us

Nov. 20, said :

"Bees on Vancouver Island have not been a success the

past season. I am going to do what I can to produce the best

forage for my bees. I am only an amateur, but take great

interest in apiculture."

Mb. D. W. Heise—ono of the most respected and gentle-

manly Canadians at the Buffalo convention—reports in the

Canadian Bee Journal that at that meeting ho was several

times taken for Mr. Ernest R. Root, editor of Gleanings. He
jocosely says that it sort o' inllated him, and that he may soon

start a paper, to be called "Gleanings in Canadian Bee-Cul-

ture." But we think with proper care and sutlicient time he

will recover.

Mr. W. A. Pellew, of Nevada Co., Calif., wrote us as

follows Nov. 27 :

"I have been confined to the house all summer. lam
just able to walk on crutches now, but I take great interest

in reading the American Bee Journal, and could not do with-

out it. I got a neighbor of mine to send with me this year."

Wouldn't it be fine it every subscriber could send one new

name with his or her renewal this month ? We know at least

two persons who would feel well at this end of the line.

Mr. F. a. Gemmill, of Ontario, Canada, at the time of

sending his renewal for 189^, Nov. 30. wrote us:

"The American Bee Journal is worth far more than the

amount of subscription, and having been a ' printer's devil'

once, in my father's oflice, I feel that i.f a paper is worth re-

ceiving, it is certainly worth paying for in some way or

another Are you going to Hamilton ? I will be there."

We regret our inability to be at the Hamilton convention

of the Ontario Bee-Keepers' Association this week. We trust

it may be a grand good meeting, as it can easily be if all will

try to make it so.

Mr. Jo.seph NT.SEw.\NnER—a prominent bee-'ut-pl' dealer

of Iowa—and also his store, are stiown in Gleanliis? for Nov.

15. It see.-Qi that " Joe" was once in the employ ot The A.

I. Root Co. as a ^tsnographer, and after about a two years'

stay with them he -"fi'it to Iowa, started in the bee-supply

business, employed a good looking stenographer of the

"female persuasion," and then up and formed a life partner-

ship with her. Editor Root says that as a result, " the busi-

ness boomed as it had never done before." And now Mrs. N.

can enjoy a 7if<;e wander (Nysewauder) over their large

place of business or around the town, any time she chooses ;

almost equal to a pleasant nimbfe with the noted California

" Rambler."
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CONDUCTED BY

DR. C. O. Jltn-iER, AlASMNGO, ILL.

[Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direct.

1

Building in Circular Sections—Hinging tlie Bot-
tom-Board.

1. Can bees be induced to fill out perfectly on all sides

with comb a circular section four Inches in diauneter, inside

measurement?
2. Have you ever tried the experiment of hinging the bot-

tom-board of a hive at the back end so that you can lower or

raise the front end at pleasure '? Of course the bottom-board
must fit on the Inside of the side boards, the latter projecting

below it. W. H. L.

Answers.— 1. I have no doubt they could.

2. I have never tried the experiment myself, but a good
many years ago I saw such hives in use. The hive stood on
four legs, and I believe the intention was to let the bottom
slant down so the worms would roll down on the ground when
they fell on the floor. Needless to say, it was a failure In that
respect, and It could hardly have an advantage in any respect

that would not be overbalanced by the disadvantages.

Working for Honey vs. Increase.

I have as many colonies as I care to keep. I work for

comb honey exclusively, and cannot prevent swarming, and
as there is not much sale for bees here I think I will hive the

swarms in shallow extractlngsupers so they will not have
much room for honey in the brood-chamber, and will be com-
pelled to put most of the honey in the sections. Then in the

fall I will Ifill the bees and reader the brood-combs into wax.
What do you think of the above plan ? Will it be necessary to

put queen-excluders over theseshallow brood-chambers to keep
the queen out of the suctions? Ohio.

Answer.—Your plan Is much like that practiced by John
F. Gates, and he reports great success. He lays stress, how-
ever, on having very strong colonies for his breeders, that is,

theones from which the swarms issue. Instead of killing the

bees In your shallow hives, you will probably do much better

to follow Mr. Gates' plau and unite the bees in the fall with
the parent colonies. With shallow hives, you may count pretty
surely on the queen's going up into the extracting-super unless
you use excluders.

Best Hive and Fixtures for Producing Comb
Honey, and for Extracted.

1 have 180 colonies, and not an empty hive. My frames
are Root's Simplicity.

1. What hive and fixtures are best forcomb-honey produc-
tion ?

2. And what hive is best for extracted honey-production ?

8. Is it best to use queen-excluders for producting ex-

tracted honey ? Missouri.

Answers.— 1. Taking into consideration the fact that one
bee-keeper prefers one kiud, while another prefers something
different, each one alike successful, the probability is that
there isn't after all ?nuch dIfTerence, and whatever one has
already on hand Is likely the best thing for him, and surely he
should not make a change unle's he can see some decided ad-
vantage in so doing. In the main the difference In hives and
fixtures are not so much for the comfort and convenience of

the bees as for the bee-keeper.
Perhaps the Important question is not so much the kind of

hive as the size. Clearly a hive may be too large or too small.
Hive a swarm in a hogsiiead, and It Is doubtful whether sec-

tions placed thereon would ever be filled. Hive them in a peck
measure and they may lill a lot of sections, but will hardly
celebrate their next anniversary. Somewhere between the
hogshead and the peck measure ought to bo a size best suited.

As to where that point lies there has been much controversy.

At one time there was a tendency to smaller hives than had
been used, but latterly the tide seems to run the other way.
If you hive a swarm next summer in a <)-frame hive, it may
give you more surplus than If hived in a 12-franie hive, con-
sidering merely the one season's crop, but you must consider
also the future, and especially the well-being of the colony
through the coming winter.

Left mainly to itself, it is doubtful if an S-frame hive will

always have stores enough for winter, if indeed it has bees
enough. In the hands of a man who pays little attention to

his bees, a 10-frame hive is safer. That's equivalent to say-

ing that for the majority of bee-keepers an 8-franje hive is

too small. On the other hand, the man who attends very
closely to the wants of his bees, may be satisfied with an
8-frame hive. He sees to it that they are properly supplied

with winter stores, and perhaps will tell you that practically

he considers neither the 8 nor 10 frame large enough, except
it may be during winter, providing he cellars his bees. Dur-
ing the spring he allows his colonies two stories, and when the
harvest comes one story is removed, but the room is rather in-'

creast than diminisht, for abundant room is given in supers.

At the close of the harvest the super room is replaced by the

second story returned, not to be removed till the next harvest,

unless wintering In th.') cellar makes it advisable to reduce to

one story for the sake of easier handling and having the hives

occupy less room in the cellar.

Now you haven't a direct answer to your question, but
from the data given perhaps you can decide what is best for

you.
2. When working for extracted honey, it is not necessary

to crowd the bees so much in the brood-chamber to get them
to work in the super as it is when working for comb honey, so

it is pretty generally agreed that 10-frames are few enough
for extracted honey, and some prefer more.

3. It is neither pleasant nor desirable to extract from
frames that contain brood, so it is better to make sure that the

queen keeps below by using a queen-excluder. It is also con-

sidered by some that the hon3y is not quite so nice and white
when extracted from black combs, and so by means of an ex-

cluder they keep the queen below, and for extracting keep a
set of combs that have never been used for brood.

Foul Brood Treatment.

I have had bees on a small scale for over 50 years, and
have not had or seen a case of foul brood, urtil now. I think

I have at least two colonies that contain foul brood, and as it

is too late in the season to try to cure them now, what would
you advise me to do with them ? Tbey are full of bees and
heavy with honey, as they have gathered no surplus this sea-

son. It they would live until the first flow of honey in the

spring, I think 1 could save them. In your opinion will the

treatment adopted by Wm. McEvoy, and publisht in the Bee
Journal in 1893, effect a cure ? Is it reliable? Mr. McEvoy
says that it is wholly unnecessary to wash or otherwise disin-

fect the hive, but advises to burn up the frames.
Nebraska.

Answer.—Mr. McEvoy is a man who has had a very un-

usual opportunity for becoming thoroughly acquainted with

foul brood, and according to all testimony he has been

very successful in Its treatment. The A. I. Root Co., while

placing confidence in Mr. McEvoy, would not agree with hin
as to using hives without any tieatment. Their plau would
be to put the hive in a tank of boiling^water, or else to wet th«

inside with kerosene and burn It out.

Swarming in Midst of Honey-Flour.

In this locality my experience has been that when a swarm
has been hived in the month of May or June, in nine cases out

ten it will swarm In about 2 I days, which brings it just In the

midst of our main honey-flow, which Is basswood and white

clover, consequently we get scarcely any surplus honey from
either. Uow had I best proceed to prevent a prime swarm
from casting a swarm ? I use the Sframo dove-tailed hive.

Uo you think that a 10-frame hive would be better ?

Minnesota.

Answer.— I think your experience must be very excep-

tional. Indeed It Is probable that in general not one in 10, if

Indeed on« In 50, prime swarms casts a swarm three weeks
after being hived, and nine in ten Is something I never before

heard of. 1 wish you had told us whether other bee-keepers

In your locality have the same experience. And I wonder
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whether there isn't something in your treatment that produces

such result*. Possibly you give help to the swarm in the way
of empty combs, or brood, or both. If so, then the thing for

you to do is to hive swarms in hives that are empty, or with

foundation at most. Larger hives would help. Younger
queens might help.

If every other means fails, you probably would succeed in

this way : When the prime swarm issues, kill the queen and
return the swanu. Then in a week or so later you'd have a

young qneeu swarm with a still larger force than issued with
the old queen, and you could couut with certainty on no more
swarming, unless you have a strain of abnormal swarmers. If

your queens are all dipt, the bees will take care of the matter
themselves ; the swarm will issue one or more times with the

old queen, and then she will be put out of the way, and eight

days or so after the swarm first Issues it will come out with a

youug queen.

BEEDDM BDILED DOWN.

The Solar Wax-Extractor, according to W. Fitzky in

Centralblatt, is the invention of G. Leandri, who exhibited it

in ISSL at the Exposition at Mailand. Dr. Dubini made an
important improvement by adding a reservoir to receive the
melted wax.

Paraffine Paper Over Sections.—The Canadian Bee
Journal says that no bee-keeper anxious to produce first-class

honey in sections, and willing to master the business, should
use such paper ; that it is not necessary, and that the best filled

sections cannot be secured without a bee-space above the
sections.

Small Hive-Entrance for Winter.—Jacob Alpaugh, in

wintering bees, has slight upward ventilation in the hives, and
when decidedly cold weather conies, closes the entrance with
a piece of card-board which has cut in it a hole half an inch
square. This hole he has never had clogged, and when the
bees want more entrance they can gnaw It.—Canadian Bee
Journal.

Staple Spacers for Top-Bars.—The A. I. Root Co. an-
nounce that because some do not like the Hoffman frame they
will now furnish their customers, on option, plain frames
with thick top-bars and staples for spacers. The staples are
the same that have been in use the past season as end-spacers.
Frank Boomhower, of New York, and his neighbors have been
using these staples as side-spacers with great satisfaction.

When to Extract.—"The best time to extract honey is

just as the bees begin to cap the comb. Thus the labor of

uncapping is avoided, and the honey is in good condition for
the extractor."—American Bee-Keeper. But how about be-
ing in good condition for the consumer? Better put an eke
under that paragraph telling the beginner that if he has no
way to ripen it artificially, he better wait till the bees "cap
the comb " entirely.

Smoker Fuel.— In a large dish stir about M pound flour

into cold water, making a thin pap. Into this stir 14 pound
saltpeter, previously dissolved in hot water. Add two quarts
of warm water and mix well. Then fill the dish with coarse
sawdust and knead thorouehly as a baker kneads dough. Form
with the hands into egg-sized balls, squeezing out the super-

fluous water. When thoroughly dried break into nut-sized

pieces and use in the bee-smoker.—Gravenhorst's deutsche
lllustrierte Bienenzeitung.

Foundation and Extracting'.—The Canadian Bee Jour-

nal copies without comment an article from the Kansas Farmer
which contains two items that would hardly be endorst by all

bee-keepers

:

"One pound of comb foundation when drawn out and
completed will hold about 50 pounds of honey Honey for

the extractor, like comb honey, is the best taken as the bees

store it. and not left on the hive any longer than it is ready to

come off."

No-Bee-Way Sections.— Gleanings presents a picture

showing at the same time a case of the ordinary sections and
one of the no-beeway style. The illustration is not a remark-
able success in the way of showing the difference between the

two, but the reader is told to illustrate it for himself. Take
the ordinary section that has been filled with the use of sep-

arators, and plane off the bee-ways so that the sides of the

sections shall be of the same width as the tops, or straight all-

around. Comparing it with one not thus planed down, it has

a fuller look, because more nearly filling up the wood. The
editor is inclined to the belief that by using the fence separa-

tors, the bees having a chance to go back and forth through

the slats have a tendency to fill out the combs a little fuller,

and are also less inclined to leave a hole at each of the four

corners. The editor mentions that such sections were adver-

tised by G. B. Lewis nearly U) years ago, but, as sometimes

happens, the times were not ripe for them.

Extracting—How is It?—J. F. Mclntyre said at Buffalo

convention that the bees stored less honey for a time after

extracting, being engaged In cleaning up and repairing. The
Canadian Bee Journal says that is a strong argument for ex-

tracting only part of the combs at a time, so the tees could

keep right on storing in the untoucht combs. Now comes the

American Bee-Keeper, and says that would only make double

trouble; " the number of gorged bees and general confusion

would be but slightly increast by complete extracting, as com-

pared with the drouble-trip plan suggested."

Using Box-Hives.— CI. Laurent, in Le Progres Apicole,

advises as the most profitable way to keep box-hives in combi-

nation with frame hives. In November or February, place a

box-hive with a strong colony as near as possible to a colony

in a frame hive ; in the spring stimulate strongly the box-hive

colony ; at the time of the grand harvest take from the box-

hive an artificial swarm and give to the frame hive, after

giving the same scent to both colonies ; and set the box-hive

on a new stand at some distance, where its colony may build

up ready to go through the same performance a year later.

The colony in the frame hive will give good results even in a

middling season, but it is absolutely essential to have strong

colonies to begin with. A handful of bees won't do. This is

a little after the plan of John F. Gates, only he let his mam-
moth colonies in box-hives swarm naturally, taking no honey

from them, but keeping them as breeders.

Can Field-Bees Become Nurse-Bees ?—The discussion

upon this question has been somewhat animated in Germany.

Gerstung asserted as a principle that the brood impulse, like

every other impulse, when once satisfied becomes extinguisht

old bees are no longer capable of nursing or building comb.

Others scouted the idea, and an instance was given in which a

colony was removed while field-bees were flying, but no young

bees playing, and then the field-bees were allowed to retura

to a hive with no young bees and only luiseaiecl brood, the

queen being allowed to remain. Work went on all right, the

young Iarva3 were swimming in food, the queen was fed, and

laid, and the opposers of Gerstung said his statement was

neither truth nor poetry, but error.

A. Bohnenstengel, in an article in Deutsche Imker aus

Boehmen contends that this last case proves nothing, as it

was entirely possible that in the excitement of brushing out

the bees some of the younger bees should have joined the

force, and that they were the ones that did the feeding and

comb-building. He seems to take to some extent a middle

ground, admitting that the younger of the field-bees may act

as nurses. He quotes Stachelhausen, of Texas, who had

queens reared by old bees, but found them in every case in-

ferior. ....
The practical part of the whole question, perhaps, has its

chief interest in connection with queen-rearing. Wherever

the exact truth may lie, it is certainly a sife thing not to de

pend on old bees for queen-rearing.

> * 4 * * A i
, f ***** '

The Alsifee Clover Leaflet consists of 2 pages,

with illustrations, showing the value of Alsike clover, and

telling how to grow it. This Leaflet is just the thing to hand

to every farmer in your neighborhood. Send to the Bee Jour-

nal office for a quantity of them, and see that they are dis-

tributed where they will do the most good. Prices, postpaid,

are as follows : 50 for 20 cents ; 100 for 35 cents ; or 200
for GO cents. ^ -

The Kames and Addresses of all your bee-

friends, who are not now taking the Bee Journal, are wanted

at this otlice. Send them in, please, when sample copies will

be mailed to them. Then you can secure their subscriptions,

and earn some of the premiums we are offering. The
next few mouths will be jdst the time to easily get new sub-

scribers. Try it earnestly, at least.
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Only 6 cts. per Pound in 4 Can Lots or Over.

Finest Alfalfa Honey

!

IT SELLS ON TASTING.

The Honey that Suits All

Who Buy It.

We can furnish 'Wtiite Alfalfa Extracted Honey, in 60-pound tin cans, on
board cars in Chicago, at these prices : 1 can, in a case, 7 cents per pound ; 2 cans
In one case, 6J^ cents ; 4 cans (2 cases) or more, 6 cents. The Cash must accom-
pany each order.

E^" A sample of the honey will be mailed to an Intending purchaser, for 8
cents, to cover postage, pacljinp, etc. We guarantee purity.

fiEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan Street, CHICAGO, III.

Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. ^^^^ii°?^lbonsin,
Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus
securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
They have also one One of the L.arg'est Factories and the latest
and most-improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there is in the State. The material is cut from patterns, by machinery,
and is absolutely accurate. ITor Sections, the clearest and 'wbitest
BasS'WOOd is used, and they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine
and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best
machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices ou a Full Line of Supplies.

Please mention the American Bee .loiirDal. 7Atf

BEE-KEEPEES We make

SUPPLIES
The Very Finest Line of

in the- Market, and sell

them at Low Prices.
Send Tor Free lllii§lratc(l Catalog anil Prlcc-L.i!it.

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.

Special Agoat for the Southwest-^- ^-
^^**^s" Joseph, mo.

lYIr. 4l>l>olt §cIIm our IIIvon and ,Scotion»t at Factor)' Prleciii.

That dueen-Clipping Device Free I

Couldn't Do Wltlioiit It.

I have clipped 1J> queens, and must say the
Monette Queen-Cllppluir Device 1b by far the
best Invention ever made, and will be wel-
come to many bcc-keopers as It was to me. 1

could not do without one now.
Du, Geo, Lacke, Newburgh, Ind,

Worlis lilke a Cliarin.

The Monelte Queen-Clipping Device works

LIKE A CHARM. Willi it I have clipped 30

queens, all in one day. wben examining my
bees. Wm. Stollev, Grand Island, Nebr.

PLEASE READ THIS OFFER TO PRESENT SUBSCRIBERS :

Bend us jitnl wu; nein name for the American Bee Journal a year (with $1.00), and we
will mail you the Queen-ClippinR Uevioe free of charge. Or, the Queen-Clipping Device

will be sent postpaid for HU cts. But why not get it as a Premium by the above offer

You can't earn 30 cts. any easier. Almost every bee-keeper will want this Device.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan St., CHICAGO, ILL.

Questioi;)''Box>
In the multitude of counsellors there is

safety.—Prov. 11-14.

Inversion to Get Bees Into tiie

Keclionsi.

2. Yes.

2. I think

L. Harrison— 1. No. 2. I don't

Uuery 64,-1. Did you ever practice In-

version to get colonies to work in sections ?

2. And is there anything to be gained by
inversion at any time ?— Vt.

Jas. A. Stone— 1. No.

W. G. Larrabee— 1. No.

Prof. A. J. Cook— 1. Yes.

Rev. M. Mahia— 1. No.
not.

Mrs.

know.

J. M. Hambaugh— 1. No. 2. I don't

know.

E. France— I. No; itisoutofmyline
of work.

C. H. DIbbern— 1- Yes. 2. Very little,

if anythine.

Dr. C. C. Miller— 1. I never needed to.

2. Doubtful.

R. L. Taylor— 1. Yes. 2. Yes, but I

think not enough to make it profitable

generally.

Dr. J. P. H. Brown— 1. I never prac-

ticed it, because I never could see that I

could gain anything by it.

Chas. Dadant & Son— 1. No. 2. Yes,

you can pet them at work in the sections

faster, but it does not pay for the

trouble.

G. M. Doolittle— 1 and 2. My experi-

ence says there is little gain in inver-

sion save in having the brood-combs
built solid to the frames at all points.

Eugene Secor— 1. When the "reversi-

ble" craze was on I tried it a little. 2.

There are certain conditions possible

where inversion may be advantageous.

Wm. McEvoy— 1. No, I work or man-
age the business so as to have little or

710 (((/)( honey between the brood and
the sections during the honey-flow.—2.

No.

G. W. Damaree— 1. I never practiced

inversion, because it required but little

experimentation to satisfy me that there

is nothing in the inversion system—noth-

ing for me in it.

J. A. Green— 1. Yes. 2. When things

work right there is a great gain, but it

is i}Ot practical on a large scale, or with-

out expert knowledge of the proper con-

dition, coupled with close attention.

Emerson T. Abbott— 1. No. I have
never had any trouble about getting

colonies to work in the sections when
there was a good flow of honey, and the

colony was strong enough to go above.

2. I doubt it.

A. F. Brown— 1. Yes. 2. Yes, in

getting combs built clean down and
fastened to the bottom-bars ; also to get

frames filled with brood. I do not think

inversion practical for getting colonies

to work in sections. What is far better is

a sectional hive, then interchange places

with the two sections. This brings the

brood right to the top of the hive, close

to the sections.

J. E. Pond— L Yes, to some extent,

but 1 have not found results such as

I
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YELLOWZONES.
For PAIN and FEVER.
A General-Service Remedy.

They Talk This Way :—
"No one could believe their wonderful

power to heal, and so quickly, loo. without.
trying them."
"1 have tried Yollowzones for bilious and

nervous headache, of *20 years standlnir. and
THEY KNOCKT IT CI-EAK TO THE HOHI/ON

•' My husband has catarrh ol the
Stouiarh.and they have beneflted
him more than auythlnfr else be
has taken."
• Been hiid up 6 months with

Kiieumatism. Got more relief in
12 hours alter taking Yellowzones than from
all else, tho a skeptic."

PRICE BY MAIL.

1 Box, 25 cts. 6 Boxes for -Ill.OO.

Mosl orders are for 6 boxes.

THE

Y

N ]

z

W^. B. HOUSE, M.D.
Drawer I. DET«»UK, miCll.
Please mention Bee Journal when ^vriting.

'. ^eu as B<>rNTIES to
;
jrcbasers of the im -roved

Danz. Hi\t:'^ ;»mi :::'t.'ciionn. For particulars see
p. 64 of my book, ^* Pacts About Been."
Sent Free for '2-cent stamp. Addrt-ss.

F. Daiizeubaker, WaHlilngtou, D. C.

Please mention Bee Journal "when "writing.

For Sale
—GOOD—

BEE-LOCATION.
Known as "Pleasant Grove Apiary," wl'hin
54 mile of town. Fine 10-room house, bank
barn, and all outbuildings. Good orchard,
and many varieties of smaU fruit. In the
basswood belt. 3 \-'2 acres jn homestead,
more adjolnlner if wanted. Good reasons for
sellintr. Write if you want a - argaln. 100
colonies of bees for sale with the place.

J. .nEHMNiil-.K.
47.\3t ELHOY. Juneau Co.. WIS.

LADIES* If you have Hiiperfloua

HAIR ON THE FACE
send fur iit^w inliirin;»tii>n hi-w ti> reiinive it easily and
effeftuall> uittiout rtieniical^ or instruments. Cor-
respondence eonrtdential in plain sealed envelope.

Mrs. M. N. PERRY. C- 1. Box 93. Oak Park. Ills

Dc—Ja— Fti Please meiitloti iWt- Ji ui [I at

A Special Booklet Bargaiu

!

For a limited time we wish to make our
readers a »|>e<'lal offer on boolslets on Bees.
Poultry. Health, etc. Upon receipt of 75
cenm we will mail any 6 of the list below:
and lor $1.25 we will mail the ivbole
dozeu *

\. Foul Brood, by Dr. Howard 2.jc
2. Poultry for Market and Profit 2oc
3. Turkeys for Market and Profit -Ihc
4. Our Poultry Doctor 30c
5. Capons and Caponlzng 30c
B. Hand-Book of Health, by Dr. Foote.- 25c
7 Kendall's HorseEook 25c
8. Rural Life 25c
9. Kopp's Commercial Calculator 2.">c

10. Foul Brood, by Kobnke 10c
11. Siio and Silage, by Prof Cook 25c
12. Blenen-Kultur. by Newman 40c

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,
- CHICAGO, ILLS.

are worth looking
at. We are mak-OUR PRICES

lug the new
I'liampion <°li:i 11-11 ive

with dovetailed body and supers,
and a full line of other Siippllef,
and we are •'elling them che.\i*. A
pot^tal sent fur a prtcr-list may save
you?* J*

U. H. SCHIIIDT Si CO.,
Box 187 Shkbovo*n, Wis.

Flease mention Bee Journal when writins.

would pay for the trouble in so doing.

2. I cannot see that there is anything
to be gained by inversion at any time, at

least I have not found any gain by in-

verting. If one attempted to follow all

tho "fads'" that are mentioned from
time to time, his time would be so taken
up that ho would have no opportunity
to take care of his honey supply.

Bees in the Cellar.

We have 2 inches of snow this morning,
and more coming, but the weather is mild
and gentle. Bees are in the cellar, the last
going in yesterday, in fine condition. They
had a fine flight the previous days, but
more than half went in on the 10th, after
having been kept in by cold for two weeks

;

they are not in so good condition.
S. T. Pettit.

Ontario, Canada, Nov. 23.

Report for 1897.

I got 7.5 pounds per colony of comb
honey the past season. I have put the bees
into winter quarters in the best condition
since I have been keeping bees. They did
well around here this year. I am making
the bee-business a study, and have all the
leading text-books, and take the "Old Re-
liable." which has come for three years
without a single mishap. S. A. Moats.
Ritchie Co., W. Va., Nov. 36.

Forced to ftuite Bee>KeepiDg'.

I am forced to go out of the business of
Iryinr/ to produce honey. Poor, pock,
POOREST, is the record for three years;
in fact, I have had but one fairly good crop
in 10 years. Wild flowers plowed up,

alfalfa all dead, and ditto ell other varieties
of clover. There are but a few favored
localities in this State for the apiarist. I

regret to be obliged to record such a
gloomy condition of affairs, but it is the
truth. A. C. Ttrrel.
Madison Co., Nebr., Dec. 1.

Cypress Lumber for Hives.

In answer to the query on page 74.5. about
c"press lumber for hives. I would say that
three years ago I purchast 50 colonies of

bees in Atchison Co., Mo. , in old-fashioned
hives made of cypress lumber, and I was
informed that the bees had been continu-
ously in them for 4U years; yet, when I

transferred the bees, soon afterwards, the
hives were in a good state of preservation,
altho never painted. I have u.sed cypress
to a limited extent for the last two years
in the construction of hives, and regard it

next, if not equal, to white pine. The
cypress we get here is entirely free of

knots, and the price the same as white pine.

Yellow pine I regard the poorest lumber
for hives in existence. J. L. Gaxut.
Humboldt Co., Nebr.

About Rearing ftueens.

Perusing the pages of the American Bee
Journal I find to be foremost among many
pleasures. The queen-talk therein of late,

to me. is very impressive. My responsive
cord was toucht by an article on page 722.

by Dr. J. P. H. Brown, on • Queen Rearing
—Some Concise Directions," especially the
part relative to the age of bees necessary
for the best cell-building.

A colony was found queenless the latter

part of April, with a small amount of capt
brood and three or four queen-cells, almost
ready to hatch : but not hting of the pre-

ferred "denomination." they were disposed
of without ceremony, and select larvii? for

BEES FOR SALE.
About 90 Tolonies of Italians. Any one want-
in^r to start an aptary cannot do betler than
to call on Uv K Callup, 8anta Ana. Oalif..

and examine ihe Bees before purchasiof? else-
where. Double sots of Combs In LauK'rfirolh-
Slmpliclty Hives, and warraaled a superior
lot of Bees for bu'^tne'ts. Currespodence so-
licited. I>r. E. I;ALL.I'1',

Santa Ana. Oranjce Co.. Cal..

SEE THAT WINK

!

IKee - SiipiilicK ! UoOT's
Goods iit Koot's Prices.

Poader'H Honey . Jars,
and every thing used by
bee-keepers Prompt ser-

vice, low freight r^ite. Cat-
iree. Walter S Ponder,

..
I ,. K ,„ni<. ^j 162 Mass. Ave.,
W'" powtKi(vi> Indianapolis. Indiana.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

er- IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
11.25 to Prof. A, J. Cook, Claremont. Calif.,

for his

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

PATENT WIRED COMB FODNDATIOS
Has No Sag in Brood-Frames

TtiiD Flat-Bottom Foundation
Has So Fishbooe id the Sarplos HoDef.

Being the cleanest Is nsaally worked
the qalckesi of any Foundation made

J. A. VAN D£USEN.
Sole Manaraotnrer,

9pront Brook MontKomery Co.. N. Y.

ONE MAN WITH THE

UNION ^^^i;'!,--'^-
Can do the work of four
men using hand tools, in
Ripping, Cuttlng-o£f, Mi-
tring, Rabbeting, Groov-
ing, Gaining, Dadoing,
Edging-up. Jointing Stuff,
etc. Full Line of Foot and
Hand Power Machinery.
Sold oa Trial. Catalo^ae Free.

SE^E<^A FALLS IIIFG. CO.,
46 Water St SENECA FALLS. N. T.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

BEE-KEEPERS

!

Let me send you my 64-
page Catalog for 18sJ7.

J. m. JeukliiB, Wetnmpka, Ala.

Please mention Bee Jovirnal when -writing.

^^
^^California

If you care to know of Its Fruits, Flowers
Climate or Resources, send for a Sample Copy
if California's Favorite Paper—

The Pacific Rural Press
The leading Horticultural and Agricultural
oaper of the Pacific Coast. Published weekly.
Iiandsomely Illustrated 12.00 per annum.
Sample Copy Kree.

P4CIFIC RURAL. PRESS,
330 MarkPtSt.. . SAN FRANCISCO. OAL.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

THE MONEY QUESTION
poul try (jtu-stii You

i!-il..|ouiir\ .|iii'^tK>n l.v r«-^rM „. < t-x.ur

Mammoth Annual Poultry Guide

30v..rifli.-sof jK»il:r>-ati.l lu.w t.. tr.-..t ll.nii ia

nri<) ili-'ca^*- arirt li-iw toninkc monr) with

itJi<'ra. I'nuHrvliiitis** [.l»iix.rf(ip<«i: p(«lpiii I5c

John Bauscher Jr. Box 94, Freeport, DL
Please mootloa the Bee Journal
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THE HATCHlPiG HBI^

4::^^35^J

i^a^i^^ HAS LOST HER OCCUPATION
"MuT*"' 'i<Jand in the productionand l.ror.diii^ i.l (.'hu-ks she
Rll!'l!Milll^has been sui>plaiitud by the betttr ami everywaym RELIABLE k^N^o^lSS^^DlRs
y They Hatch and Brood \\lien y.ni a!

- ^, w /' I luv don't k-et i"usv. Tliey m:i*"^v the siiony:.-sr.

""^^^s^^ . im ks ami the mr.st nt them. Ittakt-s a Wlk paire honk

abiePouitiTFftmis. stut by mail «»!i i.-'eipt of 10 cents, sciui i""i it now-

Reliable Incubator and Brooder Co., Quincy, Illinois.

y7D17t

: ready.

'uMilt/muiiali

Please meDtion the Ameri canBee Journal.

S?]! Beeswax
For all the Oood, Pure Vello-w

Beeswax delivered to our office till

further notice, we will pay 25 cents per

pound, CASH ; or 28 cents for whatever
part is exchanged for the Bee Journal,

Honey, Books or Seed, that we offer. If

yon want casta, promptly, for your
Beeswax, send it on at once. Impure
wax not taken at any price. Address as

follows, very plainly,

GEO. W. YORK & CO.
118 Michigan st., CHICAGO, ILI-.

CARLOADS
Of Bee-Hives, Sections, Ship-
piDg-Cases. Comb Foundation,
and Everything used in the
Bee-Industry.
We want the name and ad-

dress of every Bee-Keeper In

America. We supply Deal-
ers as well as consumers. We

have IJry Kiln, Improved Machinery, 40.000

feet of floor space, and all modern appliances.

We make prompt shipment.
Write for Catalosfs. Quotations, etc.

Mer-State MauiifacturinE Co,

HIIDSOIN, St. Croix Co., WIS.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

HATCH Chickens °T.?7J=.ft!gh the MOUEL
EXCELSIOR Incubator
Simple. Per/eel, Setf-Regutat-
ing. Thousands in succcssrul

ii|ieratir>n. I.owewf priced
flrst-c'luMH llntchiT init<le.

OEO. II. KTA1IL,«
,

1 14 tolSa S. 6th t*t. <|u|ncy,IIL!

44A'~;bL Please menilOLi liu- lieu Ji

Wholesale
and KetalKCOMB FOUNDATION

mrkiiig Wax leL^SAtH A Specialty,

At Keduccd Prices durliiK tl>e Winter.

My ' Foundation will speak fob itself, and
prices are O. K. So do not fall to write for a
Catalog with prices and samples.

Beeitwax taken In Exchange for Foun-
dation or any other Supplies.

GUS DITTMER,
AUGUSTA, WIS.

please mention Bee Journal when writing.

or tbla Journal who
write to any of oni
advertlMorn, either Ir

ivrderlng, or a»^klng about the Good»
qtfffered, win please state that they saw
^/Wr Aflueimaootmeii* iB ttOm pa|?elv

K«'e-lie«'lM'r!«' Pliolograph.—We
have now on hand a limited number of ex-

cellent photoKrapbs of prominent bee-keep-

ers—a number of pictures on one card. The
likeness of 4U of them are shown on one of

the photogrnphB, and 131 on the other. We
will send them, postpaid, for HO cts. a card,

mailing from the 121 kind first; then after

they ore all gone, we will send the 49 kind.

Ko those who order first will get the most
" faces" for their money. Send orders to

the Bee Journal odice.

RKAHERS

the rearing of another placed instead. In
due time three cells were built, but on look-
ing into the hive three days previous to
their time of hatching. I found the bees
very greatly reduced in numbers. We im-
mediately, from other colonies, took four
frames of hatching brood and placed there-
in. When removing the surplus cells, two
days afterwards. I was elated over the
force of young workers present. Thinks I,

a propitious time indeed for the building
of nice cells. So all cells were removed
and larvcP were supplied as before. From
this effort half a dozen nice cells were built,

but in vain did we wait for them to hatch.
Each cell, we found on opening, contained
a dead queen that was nearly developt,
with no royal jelly present, which naturally
led me to conclude the feeders were at
fault. If this is not a reasonable supposi-
tion, will some one please name the cause ?

Maury Co., Tenn. N. F. Mukpht.

Best Honey Crop Known.
We had the best honey crop ever known

in this section of Ohio, the past season. I

began in May with 16 colonies, increast to

2S colonies, and secured about 2,000 pounds
of choice honey, and 300 or -100 pounds of
dark. About two-thirds of it was comb
honey, and I sold it mostly at "6 pounds
for a dollar." The extracted brought me
from 10 to 15 cents per pound, according to

quality. I found sale for all ray comb
honey, and about one-halt of the extracted.

I have reduced ray colonies to 18, which
have gone into winter quarters on the sum-
mer stands in double-walled hives in ex-

cellent condition. They have from 30 to 40

pounds of honey to the colony, are very
strong with young bees, and I will expect
them to be very strong in the spring, ready
for the apple bloom and locust, which
usually give some surplus honey every
year.
The American Bee Journal is a regular

weekly visitor, always welcome, and care-
fully and profitably read.

RoiiT. B. Woodward, M. D.
Perry Co., Ohio, Nov. 28.

A Report for 1897.

We started in last spring with five strong
colonies, increast to eight, and sold one
about the end of fruit-bloom, thus leaving
seven good colonies for the honey harvest.

Our best colony gave us (33 pounds of

comb and 20 pounds of extracted honey—S3
pounds in all. This amount is the largest

crop we have taken from any one colony
since we started with bees, in the sjiring of

18U,5, and is consiiiered very good for this

place. Our poorest colony gave 20 pounds
of extracted honey, besides their own
stores for the winter.

We took, in nil. from the seven colonies,

183 pounds of comb and Ki.") pounds of ex-
tracted honey, making a total of 318
pounds, of very fine honey. This is a good
showing for our location, as houses are
being built U]i all around us very fast,

causing the forage to become somewhat
scarce of late. Our bees are all packt for

the winter, and are in first-class condition.

Our grocery trade is booming at present,
altho the competition is strong on all sides.

We received last week some of the finest

white clover and Imckwiient comb honey
from the central part of New York Slate
that we ever saw. and find a ready sale for

it all at fair prices. We read the American

Bee Journal and Gleanings regularly, and
find much good and useful information in
both paper
Hudson Co.. N. J., Nov. 26

HoLiiixo Bros.

II.UKV HONEY-EXTRACTOR
i'lUUl o Square Glass Jars.

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies in general, etc etc
Send for our new catalog.

Practical Hints " will be mailed for 10c.
in stamps. Apply to—

Chas. F. Mnth & Son, Cincinnati, Ohio,
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Honey - Clovers I

We have made arrangements so that we can
furnish seed of several of the Clovers by
freight or express, at the following prices,
cash with order:

5a lOft 25Ib SOtti

Alslke Clover.. 70 11.25 J3.00 $5.75
Sweet Clover (white). .60 1.00 2.25 4.00
White Clover 90 1.60 3.75 7.00
Alfalfa Clover 60 1.00 2.25 4.00
Crimson Clover 55 .90 2.00 3.50

Prices subject to market changes.

Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage,
wanted by freight.

Tour orders are solicited.

GEORGE W. YORK & Co.
CHICAGO. ILL.

Please mention Bee Journal, when •writing.

HONEY-JARS.
1-lb., $4.50 per prross ; discount on quantities.

Sq. with Corks.

BEESWAX WANTED.
We pay 26c cash. f. o. b. N. Y. City.

Catalog of Apiarian Supplies and Bees, Free

I. J. STRllVGHAIH,
105 Park Place. NEW YORK, N, T,

Apiary—Glen Cove, L. I.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

^easo mention Bee Journal when writing.
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HONEY and BEESWAX
.llAKKEX QlIOXAXIO:%S.

Cliicagro.lll., Kov. 8.—Fancy white 11 to
12c. No. 1. lOc; lancy amber. 8 to 9c.: No. 1,

7.; fancy dark. 7 to 8c.; No 1 and mixed. 7c.
Extracted. white, 5 tofic; amber. 4^4 to 5c.;
dark, 3H to 4c. Beeswax, 20 to :27c.

All of these grades vary in quality and style
of package, which makes it diUieult to tell

Jusa what a certain colored honey will bring
without knowing flavor and body thereof.
Sales are of small amounts, and supply abun-
dant. Beeswax is wanted at price quoted.

San Francisco, Calif., Oct. 27.— White
comb, l-lbs.. 7^ to 9i4c : amber. 4 to 6c. Ex-
tracted, white, 4^ to 4^c.: light amber. 3 V4

to 3Jic.; dark tule. l?i to SNiC. Beeswax,
fair to choice, 22 to 24c.

There is a tolerably Brm market for choice
to select water while, both comb and ex-
tracted, with not much of the same offering.
In a small way on local account higher rates
than are quotable are realized. Dark grades
fail to receive any special attention, despite
the fact that such are obtainable at low fig-

ures. There is no lack of demand for bees-
wax, and not much offering. At the same
time, wholesale buyers refuse to operate at
any advance on previous rates.

Fhiladeipliia, Fa., Nov. 13.—Fancy white,
13 to 14c.; No 1. 12c.; fancy amber, 10c.

;

No. 1. 9c. : No. 1 dark. 8c. Extracted, white.
StooVic: amber, 5c.; dark. 4 to 4i4c. Bees-
wax. 27c.
Honey is arriving very freely: market is a

little off. Beeswax is in good demand.

Bnf&lo, W. Y., Nov. 19.—Trade is more
?uiet. and only the fanciest is moving satis-
actorlly at 10 to lie. : other grades require
pushing and cutting to move much, at from 9
to 6c., as to actual grade. Supplies are not
large. Fancy can be easily placed. Extracted
moves fairly well at 6 1-2 to 4c.. as to color,
etc.

Albany, N. Y., Nov. 8.—Fancy white, 13c..;

No. 1. 12 to 12Hc.; fancy amber. 9 to 10c. : No.
1, 8 to 9c ; fancy dark. 8 to8V4c. ; No.l. "iV, to
8c. Extracted, white, 5 to 6c. ; amber, 4)4 to
5c.: dark, 4 to 4(^c.

Our honey market is active and stock mov-
ing off rapidly at quotations. Fancy white
comb is scarce.

St. i;oais. Ho., Nov. 8.—Fancy white. 11
to 12c.: amber. 9 to 10c. ; dark. 7 to 8c. Ex-
tracted, white. 5"4to6c.: light amber. 4V4 to
5c.: amber. 4 io4>4c. Beeswax, prime, 24 to
24i4c.
Remand is rather light for this season of

the year.

Boston, Mass., Nov 8.—Fancy white, in
cartons. 13c.: No. 1. 11 to 12c.: fancy amber.
10c. Kx-tracted. white, 6 to 7c. ; amber, 5 to
5>4c. Beeswax, 28c.

No. 1 and fancy honey has sold well during
the past 10 days, but off grades and light
weight is going slowly. Beeswax is In good
demand and but little here.

Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 8.—Fancv white,
11 to 12c.: No. 1. 10 to lie; fancy amber. 10c.
No.l 9 10 lOc; fancy dark. 9c.; No. 1. 8. Ex-
tracted, white, 5^ to 6c.: amber. 5 to 514c.;
dark. 4 to 4 He Beeswax. 22 to 2oc.
Receipts of comb honey are large; ex-

tracted is light.

Minneapolis, Minn. , N " v. 8.—Fancy white,
low to 12c.; No 1,9 to lOc: fancy amber, 9
to lOc. : No. 1. 9c. Extracted, white, 5 to 6c.;
amber. 4 to 5c.

Demand Is good, prices are firm, and supply
only moderate—best time so far this season to
ship.

New York, N. Y., Nov, 8.—Fancy white.
12c.; No. 1. 10 to lie; fancy amber. 9 to
flHc: No. 1.9c.: fancy dark. 8V4c.; No. 1, 8c.
Extracted, white. 5 to 5 V4c. : amber, 4 Hi to oc.

;

dark, 4c. Beeswax, 26 to 27c.

Our market does not show much activity
and comb honey is moving off rather slowly.
The receipts are large and the stock Is accu-
mulating. While choice grades of white are
likely to find sale at present quo'atloos.
prices on off grades and buckwheat will have
to be shaded In round lots. Southern in bar-
rels Is in good demand at 50c. a gallon, for
average grade.

Detroit, Mich., Nov. 9.—Fancy white. 11
to 12c.; No. 1.10 to lie: fancy amber, 9 to
10c. : No. 1. 8 to 9c.: fancy dark. 7 to 8c. Ex-
tracted, white, 5 to 6c. : amber. 4 to 5c. Bees-
wax. 25 to 26c.

Cleveland. Ohio, Nov. 9.—Fancy white.
12 to 13c.: No. 1. 11 to I2c.; fancy amber. 9
to 10c. ; No. 1. S to »c.; fancy dark. 7 to 8c.

Extracted, white, 6Hc.; amber. hV, to 6c.

Beeswax. 28c.

Milwaukee, Wis., Nov. 8.—Fancy white.
12 to 13c.; No. 1,11 to 12c.; fancy amber, 9
to 10c; No. l.Stoflc. Extracted, white, 5^4
to 6c.; amber. AV, to SHc: dark, 4 to 4 He.
Beeswax. 25 to 37c.

The market Is in good condition. Receipts
are liberal, demanil lair, and values fairly
sustained on finest grades of honey, both
comb and extracted. We are looking for an
Increased consumption of honey this season,
as the cost is not high, and is an unequalled
s\ibslltute for butter to any or all who cannot
afford to buy the best butter.

Indianapolis, Ind., Nov, 8.—Fancy white.
11 to 13c.; No 1. 9 to lOc; fancy amber, 9 to
10c. Extracted, white. 5 to 6c. Beeswax, 25c.
Demand for fancy white comb honey and

fancy white extracted is exceptionally good,
while there is almost no demand for dark or
amber comb or extracted honey.

Cincinnati, Ohio, Nov, 6.—Fancy white,
lltoi:ic.; No.l, 10 to 12c.: No.l amber. 8
to 10c. : No. 1 dark. 7 to 8c. Extracted,
white. 5 to 6c.: amber. 4to 5c.; dark, 3i4 to
4c. Beeswax, 22 to 25c.
Demand is slow for extracted and comb

honey, with a good supply, while beeswax Is

in good demand, with a fair supply.

List of Honey and Beeswax Dealers.

Most of whom Quote in this Journal.

CblcaKO, Ills.

R. A. BUBNETT & Co.. 163 South Water Street.

New York, N. V.
Hlldkbth Bros. & Seohlksn.

120 & 123 W. Broadway.

Kansas City, mo.
0. C. CiiBMOMS & Co., 423 Walnut Bt.

Battalo, N. ¥.
BATTKB80N & OO.. 167 & 169 SCOtt St.

Hamilton, Ills.

CHA8. Dadant & Son.

Cleveland, Obio.
A. B. Williams & Co., 80 & 82 Broadway,

Pblladelpbta, Pa.
WM. A. Sklber. 10 Vine St.

Mr. Selser handles no honey on commission

St. I<oal8, IHo.

Westcott Com. Co.. 213 Market St

ninneapoUs, lUnn.
S. H. Hall Jc Co.

mUfvaalfee, Wis.
A, V. Bishop & Co.

Boston, mass.
Blake. Scott & Lee., 57 Chatham Street.

Detroit, ITIlcli.

M. H. Hunt, Bell Branch, Wayne Co,, Mich.

Indianapolis, Ind.
Walter S. Pohder. 162 Massichusetts Ave.

Albany, N. Y.
Chas. Mcculloch & Co., 380 Broadway.

Cincinnati, Oblo.
C. F. MuTH & Sob. eor. Freeman & Central Avs.

TOUR BEESWAX

!

UNTIli FI'RTHEU NOTICE, we will
allow 28 cents per pound for Good Yel-

low Beeswax, delivered at our office—Inex-
ebanse for ;?ub8crlptlontotbe Bee Journal.
for Bo"ks. or anything that we offer for sale
In the Bee Journal. Or, 25 its. casb.

GEORGE W. VORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLa

READERS
Of Ibis J-'araai vri;
wTTite to jny of sicj;

advertisers, either iC'

krdenug, or nuking about the Goo^
offered, i^ll please slate that tbey saw
Ube 4dY ert£sentent tn tbis papei*

A Book Keeomiuended by Br. Galliip.

THE NEW METHOD
In, Mealth and Disease.
By W. E Forest. M. D.. 12th Edition. Re-
vised, Illustrated, and Enlarged. This is

the greatest and best work ever publisbt
as a Home Phtsician, and as

A Caiiide to llealtli.

It makes the way from n'eal<nes»« to
Ntren^'f It so plain that only those who
are past recovery (the very few) need to
be sick, and the well who will follow its

teachings funnot be iiiiclc. It is now
in many families the only counsellor in
matters of health, saving the need of call-

ing a physician and all expenses for medi-
cines, as it teaches Hygiene and the use
of Nature's remedies, not a, drug^
treatment.

All Clironic Diseases
are considered, and there is not a curable
disease that has not been belpt by some
of the ** -Vcw J/f^/io(/.s " given here; even
those who have been pronounced Con-
sumptive have been entirely cured.
While for lilioiimatiMiii, In4ll;>fes-
liou, l>.vNp<-p!>ia. <'ou>ilipalion,
l>ysenlarj, I^iver an<l liidney
'I'l-oiibles, Calarrii. Emaeia-
tion, Ciieuei-al Uebility, I\erT-
oiis Exiiaiislion, Diseases Pe-
culiar to Women, etc., the methods
are sure, and can be carried out at one's
own home and with little or no expense.

A 4j!uarantee.
So confident are the publishers of the
results, that tbey offer to refund the
money to any one who will try "New
Methods " thoroughly, it the book is re-
turned in good condition.

Xlie New Edition
is illustrated with a number of Anatom-
ical plates from the best English work on
Anatomy publisht, and others made ex-
pressly for this work; contains .300 pages,
printed on fine calendered- paper, and al-

though the priceKjf the first edition (much
smaller in size and without illustrations)
was -$2..50, we sell this at $1.00, postpaid. (3

PREMIUM OFFERS.
For sending us two new subscribers to
the Bee Journal for one year, we will
mail ycu the book free as a premium, or
we will mail it for sending your own ad-
vance renewal and one new yearly sub-
scriber. This is a wonderful premium
ofTer. Address all orders to

—

GEORGr. W. YORK & CO,,

CHICAGO, ILLS.

<(iieens and 4{ueen-Rearinsr.

—

If you want to know how to have queens
fertilized in upper stories while the old
queen is still laying below; how you may
safely introduce any queen, at any time of
the year when bees can fly ; aU about the
different races of bees ; all about shipping
queens, queen-cages, candy for queen-
cages, etc. ; all about forming nuclei, mul-
tiplying or uniting bees, or weak colonies,
etc. ; or, in fact, everything about the
queen-business which you may want to
know—send for Doolittle's " Scientific
Queen-Rearing" — a book of over 170
pages, which is as interesting as a story.
Here are some good offers of this book:

Bound In cloth, postpaid. $1.00 ; or clubbed
with the Bee Journal for one year—both
for only J1.75 ; or given free as a premium
for sending us tim new subscribers to the
Bee Journal for a year at Jl.OO each.

Please Send TJa the Names of your
neighbors who keep bees, and we will

send them sample copies of the Ber
Journal. Then please call upon them
&n1 get them to subscribe with you. and
secure some of the premiums we offer.
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a^ H A Copy of

LULL Successful Hee-Keeping,rn r r by W. Z. Hutchmson ;

I Iftkk and our 1897 Catalog-, lor 2-

cent stamp, or a copy of the
Catalog for tlie Asking. We make almost
Everyiliing used liy Bee-Kccpers, and at
I.o\vei«t Prices. Our

Falcon Polisht Sections
jire warranted

Superior to All Others.

Don't buy cheaply and roughly made Goods,
when you can have llie best—sucli as we:
make.

The American Bee - Keeper
[monthly, now In its 7th year]

36 Pages—50 Cents a Year.
tJAMPLE Fhee—Address.

TUEW.T. FALCONER MFG. CO.,

JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

"Cry No Herring
'till you have it in the nt't • The Dutch proverb is
riKht. As we have before remarked, the only U. S.
patents esistin^ on the use of coiitiniiously
culled sprinp wire for fencioK, are owned by the

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian. Mich

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

FREE FOR A MONTH.
If you are interested In sheep in any way
you cannot afford to be without the best

and only weekly sheep paper published in

the United States.

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP .^t.^*^

has a hobby which is the sheep breeder and
his industry, first foremost and all the

time Are you interested? Write to-day

Wool Markets Sl Sheep, - - Chicag<v

Bee -Hives, Sections. Shipping-
Cases—everything used by bee-

1 keepers. Orders filled promptly.
{Send for catalog mUlKKSOTA BEE-
KEEPERS' SUPPI.V MFfi. CO., Nicollet
Island, Minneapolis. Minn.

22Att Chas. MONDENG. Mgr.

Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

Beautiful Honey-Cases
Made by the A. I. Root Co., at their prices.

Beeswax ^Vanted.
n. H. HUNT, Bell Branch, nicli.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

A SURE
OUR SUCCESSFUL INCUBATOR will

prove it. if you use it. Soud be for
n«w 12s page catalog? and stuiiy the
mt-rits 01" our muchines. Hasvalu-
Bblu points onartificiul incubation
•and poultry culture generally.
We manufarture a ereater vari-

ety of Tncubiitors and Brooders
than anv othnr firm. Sizer. fV.lto

8(XI. Pricpsfrom $H.OO to 17(1.00.

DES MOINES INC'B. CO.
Box 7a DEB MOINES. IOWA.

Pleasemention the Beo .lournal.

AND LUNQ DISEASES,
DR. PEIRO, Specialist

Offices: 1019. 100 State 5t.,

CHICAGO. Hours 9 to 4.

THff

• ) "(vUi 111 <l r,IJ t.i'Ill per (lu

^M>i..-, \\.,.rn WlrpFcnwfi

FOR 189. PER ROD
1. rii-.' li'ic. and a goml lloK' '"' 'I
fur Vl>-. i"-r t.-m1. I'Kln, rMil.'ill

H(irl'? ati'l nirLfil Wlro to fivrm- I

PT I III wholriftli! \.r\rft. OfttAloiruu |
KKEE for tliP inking A-MrcH

MFJt'aTnnx " . Hltliti'vlHf , iHitlnnri.

45Dlf Please mention the Bee Journiil,

THE "NOVELTY" POCKET-KNIFE

»^^ GEO. W. YORK,
CHICAGO, ILLS.

Yonr Name on tbe Knife.—When orderlnp, be sure to say Just what Neme usA
Address you wish put on the Knife.

The Novelty Knife is indeed a novelty. The novelty Ilea In the handle. It Is ma-it
Mautifully of iude9tru''tible celluloid, which is as transparent as plass. Underneath tB«
celluloid, on one side of the handle Is placed an American Bee Jodrnal, reminder, and on tfecc

other side, name and residence of the Subscriber.
The material entering into this celebrated knife Is of the very best quality; the bladet

are handforged out of the very finest Eng-llsh razor-steel, and we w,arrant every blade. The
bolsters are made of German silver, and will never rust or corrode. The rivets are hardeneo
German silver wire; the lining-s are plate brass: the back springs of Shefiield spring steel, anc
the finish of handle as described above. It will last a lifetime, with proper usage.

AVIijr purchase the Novelty Knife? In rase a good knife Is lost, the chances are,
the owner will never recover It; but If the Novelty is lost, having name and address of owne:
the finder will return it; otherwise to try to destroy the name and address, would destroy this

knife. If traveling, and you meet with a serious accident, and are so fortunate as to have ooe
of the Novelties, your pocket knife will serve as as an identifier; and in case cf death, you-t
relatives will at once be apprised of the accident.

How appropriate this knife is for a Christmas. New Year or birthday present I -Wha*-.

more lasting memento could a mother give to a son. a wife to a husband, a sister to a brother,
a lady to a gentleman, or vice versa, a son to a mother, a husband to a wife, abrothertoasldte*-
9r a gentleman to a lady—the knife having the name of the recipient on one side 'i

The accompanying: cut gives a faint idea, but cannot fully convey an e^cact represents^
tion of this beautiful knife, as the " Novelty " must be seen to be appreciated.

Ho-nr to Get tbls Valuable Knife.—We send itpostpalJ. forSl. , or give It aa &
Premium to the one sending us three new Subsoriberiii to the Bee Jo^^^NAI,(with$3.00;^
and we will also send to each new name a copy of the Premium Edition of the book " Bees and
Hone"- " We club the Novelty Knife with the Bee Journal for one year, both for $1.90

ky ^ame and Address Put on the Knife.
GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, tLLg.

T>ADANT'S t FOUNDATION

BEESWAX WANTED,
BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS-

IfMK©STM@TH[ orf TWm HQJfSYsBE®, Revised.
The Classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.25, by mail.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
Please mention the Am. Bee Journal. HAMILTON, Hancock Co., ILL.

Gleanings at Reduced Rates.
New subscribers sending us $1.00, or old subscribers who send us

Sl.DD before tjieir Subscription Expires,

will receive a copy of the " A B C of Carp Culture," TO pages, price 40 cents, post-

paid, the pages 6^x93^ inches in size; or we will send, in place of the carp-booli,

one copy of

Winter Care of Horses and Cattle,
by T. B. Terry, a boolc of the same size pages as the carp-book, 44 pages ; price 40
cents, postpaid ; or in place of either one of the two we will send

Maple Sugar and the Sugar -Bush,
a boolf of the same size pages, costing also 40 cents, postpaid. Remember, in order

to get one of these valuable boolfs all you have to do is to send $1.00 for Gleaningi!,

and 5 cents postage, and we will give you one of them free. Remember, an old

subscriber, to be entitled to this offer, must pay up all baclc subscription, if any,

and send in .$1.00 for a year In advance, with 5 cents postage.

The A. I. Rdot C,oiii|)aiiy, lediiia, Ohio
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Report of the Buffalo Convention of the United
States Bee-Keepers' Union.

BY DR. A. B. MASON.

[Continued from page 774.]

[As this report is not as full as it was hoped to make it,

we have decided to omit all reference to particular days or
sessions when any paper was read, etc., and simply go ahead
and publish all we have on hand concerning the convention
proceedings.

—

Editor.]

all point to one object, and that is, to advance and protect the
Interests represented.

The existing state of things to-day demand just such or-

ganizations, and no class can stand aloof and expect to suc-

cessfully combat surrounding influences without organization.
The producing element to which we belong should be espec-
ially interested in the solution of this problem, but unfortu-
nately, we are, as yet, in a chaotic state, drifting about on the
sea of circumstances, hoping for the good that "might have
been " but never comes.

The conditions that present themselves to the bee-keepers
of the United States to-day are not theories, but plain, every-
day facts, and you can scarcely refer to a copy of any of our
bee-periodicals that does not contain an article bearing on
some of the evils now existing. The theories adduced have
been more numerous than the colors of the rainbow; some
claiming that it is due to over-production, while another that
it is under-consumption, others that adulteration Is the cause,
while, last but not the least of all, improper distribution is re-

sponsible.

The first course of a physician with a diseased patient Is a
proper diagnosis of the case, and we claim that the diseased

P. H. Elwood. A. E. Manum.

Mr. Geo. W. Brodbeck, of California, sent the following
paper

:

Co-Operation Araong Bcc-Kccpera^.

We are living in an age when the presentation of practi-
cal problems is commanding more attention than at any time
in the world's history. We meet with evidences of this on
every hand ; the labor agitations, the manufacturing combines,
the various exchanges and other co-operative organizations.

condition of our industry has been diagnosed minutely, and
every one of the symptoms rp'erred to proved to exist, and if

this is true, we have reacht the mostserlousstageof our indus-
try, for if adulteration exists to the extent claimed, and con-
tinued, what will be the result? If there is an over-produc-
tion and the output on the increase, where Is our remedy '?

If it Is under-consumption in one section and vice versa In

another, how are we going to equalize this? If over-produc-
tion is not more than the result of improper distribution,
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where is our machiBery to relieve this condition ? The reme-
dial stage is the most difBcult of all to the experimental physi-
cian, but to the man of experience the selection of a remedy is

not an experiment, for positive results always follow positive
remedies.

In our presentcondition we also havea positive remedy, and,
while we do not claim it a "cure-all" for every ill that besets
the bee-industry, we do claim it has proved its efBcacy in the
cure of the diseased state of kindred industries, and we do not
hesitate to second the advocacy of co-operation as a positive
remedy for our own relief, and It is evident that what it has
done for other producers it can do for us.

Co-operation in this State has completely revolutionized
former methods in the disposal of the various industrial pro-
ducts. The thrifty, wide-awake producer, who, a few years
ago, saw nothing but disaster staring him in the face; with
the grip of the middle man tightening his grasp more and more
as the years past by : with a far distant market ; a perishable
product, prohibitory freight rates, and many other seemingly
insurmountable difficulties, all of which have been overcome
by the indomitable will and perseverance of the California
fruit power.

The California Bee-Keepers' Exchange, altho of recent
growth, is proving a potent factor in this, its first season's ex-
perience. In the upholding of prices, reducing to a minimum
the cost of supplies to its membership, and instilling a feeling
of protection that never existed before ; and we predict that
If the business of this organization is conducted in accord-
ance with the outlined footsteps of the California fruit-grow-
ers, like success is sure to follow.

Co-operation has its opponents as well as exponents, and
there will be those present who will take decided issue with
the views presented, but the truth will always bear investiga-
tion.

Opposition to cooperation as a rule is due to two sources
—misinterpretation of it objects, and selfishness. The true
spirit of co-operation is the hand that assists his neighbor, and
rejoices in the welfare of others as well as his own. The self-

ishness and short-sightedness displayed by the refusal to assist

in the disposal of our neighbors' product is beyond comprehen-
sion, for the result is sure to enhance the value of our own.
We all know that some of our most successful producers are
incapable salesmen, and the depreciation in prices is often due
to this very incompetency. That improper distribution has
much to do with our existing difficulties is undoubtedly true,

for the ratio of honey consumption in the United States is less

than one pound to an individual, and nothing but co-opera-
tion can correct this.

Co-operation is not a selfish project for it only recognizes
the individual in his product, and the product in accordance
with the grade, and it is the only method that harmonizes all

antogonistic interests.

The feasibility of this plan, as stated, has been fully dem-
onstrated in practice, and we firmly believe that until the bee-
keepers of this country band together in the form of local and
other associations, the existing state of hopeless expectation
will positively continue, and the demoralization of prices will

be repeated every successive season.

The formation of local associations results In the concen-
tration of the interests of many, the selection of the best ma-
terial at hand to supervise the whole, the buyer deals with
one instead of many, all grading is equalized as well as prices,
and by systematic methods in course of time establish such a
reputation that results in a direct demand for their product
instead of glutting the markets by improperdistribution. Then
as "great trees from little acorns grow," so shall we also wit-
ness the growth and formation of other kindred associations
as the natural development of the local organizations' demand.

The absurdity of beginning at the head instead of the
foundation has been fully experienced in the pioneer work of
other associations, and while we fully endorse the establish-
ment of a National Exchange, as previously stated we can not
expect success to follow such an enterprise until local, district

and State associations demand it.

"Hope, tho, never dies," and the Inspiration following the
birth of "The Infant," at Lincoln, Nebr., a few months ago is

reviving the dormant faculties of a great many who had fallen
Into the slough of despair. With hope renewed all eyes are
turned towards this new star of destiny for deliverance from
present bondage.

The Infant development of this United States Bee-Keep-
ers' Union will depend very much on the atmospheric sur-
roundings, and the generous diet given it in the form of finan-

cial support. We feel fully assured of the first In the absolute
confidence we have in the faculty who have It in charge; tho
enlargement and scope of Its work depends entirely upon the

individual bee-keeper, and it is for us to make it and mould it

to suit our varied wants.
As a closing theme, and one bearing on the subject of co-

operation, I desire to outline a field of operation for your
present or future consideration, and this is the establishment,
in connection with the present organization, of a Bee-Keepers'
Information Bureau.

The object would be to supply its members with all in-
formation at hand in regard to matters bearing on this indus-
try. The establishment of agencies in the various States and
centers of business. The agencies to glean Information for,
to supervise, and disseminate matters of interest to the mem-
bers from the central office. The following would be some of
the benefits accruing to the participating membership:

A rating of individual responsibility ; the possibility of se-
curing such information pertaining to members, or of any
one dealing in our product ; the amount of honey produced in

every section of the United States, by the statistics available
the centers of over-production and under-production could be
readily determined. It would be an effective agency in ferret-
ing out and prosecuting the adulterator, when once this organ-
ization has secured national legislation, and we can never ex-
pect to suppress this foe to our Industry until this is accom-
plisht. Geo. W. Brodbeck.

Mr. D. N. Ritchey— It Is only by co-operation that we can
sell our honey successfully. If one locality has a good crop
and another a slim crop, co-operation is needed.

O. L. Hershiser—If we had some committee that could
recommend good firms it would be a benefit.

Dr. Miller—The journals are already doing something of
the kind. Any one that is not responsible is not allowed to

quote.
Mr. Doollttle— If this is to he a corporation to aid in putting

up the prices of honey, then it is no better than the old trusts
that put up the prices of oil and sugar.

Mr. Abbott— It is not for the purpose of putting up prices,

but for the sake of getting better prices by securing better
distribution. For instance, there is the fruit exchange. If

there is a poor crop in some locality it is known, and the sur-
plus of some other locality is directed there Instead of allow-
ing the surplus to accumulate in some trade-center like

Chicago.
Mr. P. H. Elwood, of New York, read the following

paper on
Marketing Honey.

During the past 25 years great progress has been made
in the production of both comb and extracted honey. During
the same period no progress has been made in marketing the
same. Indeed, it may be truly said that we have suffered a
retrograde movement, for while the same system of market-
ing Is In practice now as 25 years ago, it is but poorly adapted
to the largely increast production. Then, with a compara-
tively small production honey would sell itself at good prices

as soon as exposed for sale, and the chief concern of the bee-
keeper was to secure a crop. Now, his chief concern is to get

a remunerative price after he has his crop ready for market.

Prices are too low. With the average bee-keeper prices

are below the cost of production. Certain enthusiastic indi-

viduals may assail this statement, but It Is true, and not diffi-

cult to prove.

The average bee-keeper is intelligent, and economical in

business and living expenses, and were his profits good he
would not forever remain poor, which seems to be his lot.

Again, it may be said that in most parts of our country
bee-keepers can count on but one full crop in four years. On
this crop there may be a profit. The other three crops, of
which one may pay expenses, will more than eat up the profits

of the full year. I write this because there is an Impression
among honey-dealers that there is an immense profit in the
bee-business. Indeed, commission men have coolly informed
me that the price of honey was too high ; that if it was lower
they could sell more easily and in larger quantities, and make
more money. Commission men cannot be depended upon to

maintain prices unless some association of bee-keepers sha I

bring delinquents to account for their selling under the mar
ket price. This would be very satisfactory to the better class

of middlemen.
In Juno a dealer in his market report in a prominent bee-

paper made the statement that the honey crop was Immense
everywhere, and consequently prices would be very low. This
was before any surplus was gathered in the great basswood
regions of Vermont, New York, Wisconsin and Minnesota. At
tho time all that was back of this statement east of the Rocky
Mountains was a few days' good work on clover In some of the

central States. Our journals should not be open to such reck-
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less fabrications, put forth to injure our business. We must
gather our own statistics of the honey crop, and not depend
upon others.

We can learn something if we will from the experiences
of others. The peach industry of Delaware was nearly de-
stroyed by the growers sending their crops to commission men
without proper restrictions and safeguards. The result was
that many markets were glutted, and prices went so low that
farmers began to tear up their orchards. Now, since an asso-
ciation has been formed for securing an intelligent oversight
of the market, the grower is getting some remuneration for

bis labor.

California bee-keepers—a group of specialists—were
among the first to recognize the necessity of securing by
united action a controlling voice in the pricing and selling of
their products, and they have formed an association for that
purpose. They have acted wisely. The weak point in the
scheme is that the whole country is not included. Eastern
honey, I fear, will be used to break to pieces the association.
It is for Eastern bee-keepers to say whether they will estab-
lish an intelligent oversight over their markets so that the
products of the apiary may be properly distributed, and so that
the cost of production, together with the supply and demand,
may act as controlling factors in establishing prices.

We are not alone in our trouble. The maximum price of
butter In New York city Is daily fixt without discussion, by a
committee of five members of the New York Mercantile Ex-
change. The same method of establishing the price is in prac-
tice in Chicago and Elgin.

What can bee-keepers do for immediate relief to over-
stockt markets, and for the consequent low prices ? Keep
more of your honey at home. In other words, cultivate the
home market. In the settled parts of the country every bee-
keeper can sell his own crop about home, up to a ton or more.
There is no need of cutting prices in doing this. Indeed, this
is the surest way of destroying your home market. Could bee-
keepers be induced to do this there would shortly be a scarcity
of honey in our centers of trade.

This Union can be of great benefit in several ways in

securing better markets, viz.:

1st. It can in season disseminate reliable information as
to the yearly crop. This, with the cost of producing, must
be the basis of prices.

2nd. It can appoint a committee of producers and middle-
men to meet as soon as reliable information of the crop can be
secured, to name prices that should prevail in equity to all

concerned. Certain safeguards could be named to assist pro-
ducers and middlemen in maintaining these prices.

ord. This would necessitate the appointment of another
committee of similar make-up to formulate brief rules for the
uniform grading of honey. This committee ought to take at
least six months to make its report, and the same to be acted
upon at the next session of the Union.

4th. The greatest benefit to the honey market will be ob-
tained by the success of this Union in suppressing the adul-
teration of liquid honey. I have no doubt but that the con-
sumption of extracted honey would be increast tenfold if adul-
teration could be stopt. As glucose and its allied product

—

grape-sugar—are only used for purposes of adulteration, and
are injurious to health, I suggest that the Union make a very
strong effort to have our legislators classify them with to-

bacco, beer and whiskey, and- impose a very heavy internal
revenue tax upon them. Doubling the price of glucose would
of itself very much discourage the makers of spurious honey.

5th. Prosecuting and publishing dishonest dealers will

help matters very much. We are friends of the honest mid-
dleman. He can market our honey better and more cheaply
than we, and we cannot dispense with his services. The ex-
act opposite may be said of the dishonest one. This Union
should request that in all cases of complaint of InsufBcient re-
turns, commission men shall permit our Secretary to inspect
their books. No honest man will refuse this so long as we
keep an honorable man in this oiBce. We should also request
that receipt be promptly returned for all goods consigned
commission men ; also that monthly statements of account be
made.

All of which is respectfully submitted, not because of any
originality of thought, but with the hope that something in this

communication may stimulate thought and provoke discussion.
P. H. Elwood.

Mr. Abbott—I don't object to the farmers' honey. My
honey gains by comparison with the farmer-honey.

G. W. Bell— I take honey to the editors of local news-
papers, and they give me notices that bring lots of custom.

E. A. Sturtevant—My crop is sold by a dealer in Boston,
who puts a dozen Chinamen on the streets. He dresses them

In white jackets, and they carry the honey In a tray on top of

the head.
W. F. Marks—The label plan workt well with our local

association for a year or two, and then some of the members
became careless and trouble began. In our little association
we have a honey-grader, and he grades and puts a label on
each package ; he puts it on in such a manner that the pack-
age cannot be opened without breaking the label.

Wm. Couse—We could never do anything in this line

without inspection. Each man would say that his honey was
the best. In buying grain the dealers get samples from dif-

ferent parts of the country, and then compare them and de-

cide what the different grades shall be. We would have to do
the same thing with honey.

Mr. Manum, of Vermont, not being able to be present,
sent this paper :

Profitable Feeding; of Bees.

Much has been written upon the subject of feeding bees.

And many experiments have been made by bee-keepers with
varied success. I am aware that any one method will not
prove successful with every bee-keeper, since localities vary so

greatly, as well as our methods of management. I can, there-

fore, only speak for myself and my locality, taking my market
into consideration. I have no market for extracted honey,
hence I work entirely for comb honey.

The subject of " feeding back " extracted honey for the
purpose of completing unfinisht sections has often appeared
in print. We have been told by some writers that feeding
back is unprofitable, while by others we are told that it nnn
be made profitable. Here comes in the difference in locations

and markets. If one has a good market for extracted honey at

a fair price, it would not be profitable to feed back any ex-

tracted honey he may secure.

In the 25 years that I have experimented in feeding bees,

I have been both successful and unsuccessful in making the

feeding back of extracted honey profitable. In these 25 years

I have learned something regarding the preparation of colo-

nies to be fed, the kind of feeder best adapted for the purpose,

and the preparation of the honey that is to be fed. Until
within five years my success in feeding back was somewhat
varied, but for the past five years I have made it profitable to

feed by extracting from a portion of my unfinisht sections and
feeding the honey thus taken to coloBles especially prepared
for doing the work of completing sections, thus transferring

the honey from a portion of the unsalable sections to another
like portion, thereby making the latter portion marketable
with no expense except my own labor of extracting and feed-

ing. I find that the shrinkage by the transfer of the honey
from one set of sections to the other is very slight. The
greatest loss is due to the process of extracting, or, in other

words, to the adherence of honey to the extractor and other
receptacles.

I first prepare the colony by filling the brood-chamber
with combs well filled with brood or sealed honey, or both.

The unfinisht sections are then placed on the hive, 2, ci or 4
tiers high, according to the strength of the colony. Directly

on these sections I place a larger feeder capable of holding 16
pounds of honey. The honey is first diluted with warm water,

and then poured into the feeder just at night for the first, and
if all works well it will need refilling in the morning. I find

for the best results the honey should be a little thicker than it

sometimes is when first gathered, for if fed too thin the sec-

tions when capt will have a watery appearance ; while, on the

other hand, if fed too thick, the work will progress slowly,

and the cappings will be more or less soiled. Therefore, In

my case, when I misjudge the duration of the honey-flow, and
unfortunately put on more sections than the bees are able to

finish, I find it necessary to do some extra work, such as ex-

tracting and feeding back. In this I find it more profitable

than to carry over these unfinisht sections, or to sell the honey
in the liquid form.

But the most satisfactory and profitable feeding with

which I have had experience, is spring and summer feeding

—

stimulative feeding, so-called—but more especially summer
feeding.

Early in the season (I mean the breeding season) the

apiarist should see to it that the bees are well provided with

stores near the brood. This may be honey or sugar syrup.

Our colonies should never want for ample supplies at this sea-

son. In order to avoid this, I aim to feed moderately, or

enough to keep a supply of uncapt honey in the combs until

the bees commence to gather honey. If there is an Interval

at any time during the honey season between any of the

sources from which we get our surplus, as there usually Is

between fruit-bloom and raspberries, and between raspberries

and clover, I feed moderately, that the brood-combs may be
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kept well filled, that there may be no vacancy In the brood-
combs to be filled with the next flow of honey. The object is

to keep the brood-combs constantly filled with either brood or

honey, so that all the white honey gathered may be stored in

the sections. If this practice Is kept up judiciously through
the honey season, we are sure to catch all the honey iu the

sections; and later on we can transfer it to our purses in a

greatly reduced form. A. E. Manum.

Mr. Greiner—I extract the honey from those sections that

are less than two-thirds full, and use the honey in feeding

back to secure the completion of those that are nearly finisht.

Ten members had tried feeding back. Four would con-

tinue the practice.

W. Z. Hutchinson— I have fed back thousands of pounds
of extracted honey, and have always found it profitable to

feed it for securing the completion of unfinisht sections. It is

only under peculiar circumstances that it can be fed at profit

when the bees have the comb to build. Black bees are the

best for this purpose ; hybrids next best ; then dark Italians,

and golden Italians no good whatever. There is a great dif-

ference in individual colonies of the same variety. Some will

store the honey rapidly, but are slow at capping, others store

ft slowly but cap it quickly. Others do good work, make it

nice and smooth, while some are very rough in finishing up
the work. All of these characteristics are carefully noted

and written down upon the hive-cover, and, as the sections

are lessened in number and some colonies discarded, those are

dropt that do the poorest work. About a quart of hot water

Is added to 10 pounds of honey. I do not always wait until

every section is finisht before taking off the case. It there

are one or two in the corners that are unfinisht, the case

comes off just the same, and the sections are taken out and
sorted, and when there is a case of unfinisht ones it goes back
on the hives. Hot weather is needed to succeed at feeding

back. It is likely that there are locations where it would not

be profitable. In Michigan we have a dearth of honey from
the close of basswood, and sometimes from the close of clover

until buckwheat, a period of a month or six weeks In which
the weather is very hot and no honey is coming in. If rightly

managed at this time the feeding back of honey to complete
unfinisht sections can be made very profitable. I have secured
as many as four pounds of increase in the weight of comb
honey from the feeding of five pounds, altho the general aver-

age is about two pounds from the feeding of three.

F. Danzenbaker— I put 15 or 20 unfinisht sections at the

entrance of a hive at night, and in the morning the combs are

empty.
Mr. E. Kretchmer, of Iowa, f urnisht the next paper on

The Shipping of Comb Honey.

That man never gets too old to learn, proves true to many
of us. Altho I had shlpt tons of honey prior to 1893, it was
during the Columbian Exposition in Chicago, whilst in charge
of the Iowa honey exhibit, that several heretofore unnoticed

changes in the packing of comb honey presented themselves,

and which during the second installment of honey for that

exposition was put to practical test. Prior to the time named,
altho we packt the honey with due care, I had no knowledge
of the actual condition in which it arrived at its destination.

Altho the first shipment of honey for the Columbian Ex-
position was packt with great care, many of the cases, when
unpacking them at the fair grounds, were not in as good con-

dition as we desired they should be ; in some of the cases it ap-

peared as if only a single comb had become detatcht from the

section, and in the moving of the crates, this loose comb had
fallen against the next comb and knockt It off the section, and
the force of the two combined against the next, had brokeu it

out likewise, until the entire row of honey from the glass to

the back of the case, was broken down; the leaking honey,

altho retained in the case, soakt into the wood of the next sec-

tions, and also damaged these.

In the second shipment for the lowaexhibit we effectually

prevented the above-described damages by constructing the

shipping-cases wider and deeper : We placed a sheet of ma-
nllla paper In the bottom with the edges neatly turned up,

forming a shallow pan ; within this pan we nailed small tri-

angular strips on which wo placed the sections of honey, and
between the several rows inserted wood separators. In the

same manner as in the supers. Whilst the use of paper pans
In the shipping-cases, and strips of wood under the sections is

now well known to many, it may be a matter of surprise to

them to know that they are not yet In general use, and the

writer found it necessary to write numerous letters to fully ex-

plain their uses.

Separators In shipping-cases are, I think, not yet very

much used, but I find that if separators are used, a comb

broken from a section is confined to the space within that sec-
tion ; it cannot break or deface the next adjoining section,
whereas, if the separators are not added, the entire row is fre-
quently broken down. Wood separators are cheap, costing
less than two cents for a case, whilst their benefit Is more than
ten-fold. I therefore think that no shipping-case Is complete
without the separators.

I have been to some expense, both at the World's Fair and
while visiting numerous honey markets, to ascertain the most
desirable size, form and detailed construction of shipping-
cases, and it appears that commission merchants and retail

dealers in honey prefer a case holding 2-1: sections, single-tier

high, with glass on one side from 2 to 3 inches wide, with the
top boards fitting between the front cleat and the back, so as
to hold the top in place while retailing from the case, and so
as not to show the joint on the front or glass cleat.

In this paper I will not say where, or to whom to ship, but
outline more fully the form of shipping-cases, how to fill them,
and how to forward them, and when, and thereby prepare the
way for a fruitful discussion.

As already stated, the 24-section case, showing four sec-

tions through the glass, seems to be preferred, and therefore
we should furnish the size and form desired. In construction
the cases should be light, the cleats for holding the glass
should be grooved, not rabbeted, and the glass slid into these
grooves so that, should the glass break, the grooves will retalri

the pieces in position. Having placed the paper pan and wood
strips in the bottom, select 24 sections of honey, as nearly
alike as you can ; place four average sections near the glass,

top up, that is, in the same position as they were on the hive ;

if inverted some open cell Is liable to leak, and the honey run-

ning over the white face of the comb mars the beauty of Its-

appearance. Should there be a little space endwise, make
them tight with little wedges at the end; next drop in a wood
separator, which should be as wide as the hight of the sec-

tions. In this manner fill the case, wedge up the back of the
sections so they are tight sidewise, lay on another sheet of

paper, which should be large enough to project a little with
the edges, then fasten on the top, preferably with small screws.

Goods shipt by express must be speedly loaded and un-
loaded, and are consequently not handled with the same care

as freight shipments, where ample time is usually taken to

load and unload ; therefore honey shipt by freight arrives usu-
ally in better condition than when shipt by express; but ex-

press shipments go through in less time than shipments by
freight, and if as a matter of speed honey has to be shipt by
express, I find that single shipping-cases without being crated

or connected with other cases, go by express in better condi-

tion, and are handled more carefully, than heavier crates ; but
shipments by freight or in wagons should have 6 or 8 cases

crated together in open crates so as to show the glass and
honey through the openings, with a liberal supply of straw
under them. The addition to the directions to so load that

the edge of the comb should be towards the locomotive, is, 1

find, never regarded, as the crates are usually so placed to fit

the space In the car ; but the top of the crate should have in

large, plain letters this direction: "this side must be up,"
which is usually regarded.

In hauling, I advise the use of vehicles with springs; if

such cannot be had, a liberal supply of straw under the crates,

and slow driving would be desirable.

Do not attempt to ship comb honey great distances In

warm weather, nor when the honey is liable to freeze, as it is

more liable to break and leak. I well remember how a care-

less shipment in hot weather nearly ruined the honey market
of a city ; the honey arrived badly broken and the cases leak-

ing; the dealer, in his eagerness to dispose of it, labeled It:

" Comb honey, 8 cents;" the market reports of the local paper

next quoted: "Comb honey, 8 cents per pound;" this

quotation spread to near-by places, and for months this was
the prevailing price. E. Kretchmek.

Mr. Greiner— I find honey less likely to break In shipment
in warm than in cold weather, as the combs are less brittle.

Capt. J. E. Hetherlngton— I pack honey in one end of a

car with six Inches of hay underneath, and I cover it with a
cloth to keep off the dust and cinders. I think that the combs
are fastened more securely in the oblong section. We do not

put our cases in large crates. We get better results by not

crating. The dealers of New York certainly know how to

ship honey, and they never crate the cases.

Mr. Ritchie— I bought 500 pounds of honey of a New
York dealer, and it came in bad shape. In shipping small

lots I find that the largo crates are an advantage.

S. A. NIver— It's the trucking with two-wheel trucks that

does the mischief. Where four-wheel trucks are used It is all

right. (Continued ?iert week.

)
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Does It Pay to Move Bees to Other Fields In

the Storing Season ?

BV A. F. BROWN.

On page 611, W. T. Richardson puts this question, and
answers it by Riving his experience in moving bees to the
bean-fields of California.

Having only recently given an article touching on items
connected with migratory bee-keeping, I will add something
more to the subject by giving here some of the successes, as

well as failures, I have encountered in moving bees to catch a

honey-flow.
Early in February, 1894, I moved about 40 colonies five

or six miles, to the orange-bloom, which was good, and I

secured about SO pounds surplus per colony, as well as doub-
ling my number of colonies. The following June the colonies

were packt and shipt some 6.5 miles to the mangrove on the

coast. They were first hauled three miles to the railroad,

loaded into a car, and taken 40 miles, then loaded on a boat

and taken 12 miles down the river, and set out on the bank
;

within 24 hours they were bringing in new honey freely. The
flow lasted about 40 days. The considered a short crop, I

secured some 7,000 or 8,000 pounds, and I increast the col-

onies to 150.
They were packt the last of August, and moved 200

miles down the coast on two boats ; in this move two or three

colonies were lost by lack of ventilation. The fall bloom
proved a failure, still the colonies did well in breeding up,

gaining about 33 per cent, increase.

In the February following they were packt again, and all

loaded (n)w numbering about 200) on one large sail-boat to

be moved 150 miles to the orange grove on the north end of

the Indian river. This proved a disastrous trip. I counted
upon three or four days to go the 150 miles (having open
water two to four or six miles wide the whole length of the

river), but encountered a " northener "— in other words,

heavy wind and stormy weather—and were driven ashore, the

bees beingSoaded in the " hold " of the boat. Before we realized

it, nearly all perisht from lack of ventilation. There were
but about 25 colonies saved out of the lot, and these were re-

duced in numbers, and all the brood lost, still they built up
rapidly, as soon as placed in the orange grove, and with the

purchase of some 20 colonies were increast by June 25 to fill

all the hives that colonies were lost from.
Mangrove in 1893 gave nothing, but in anticipation of

getting a crop from it I packt and moved my colonies about
40 miles north from where they were for oranges. This
move was made by railroad, the colonies being hauled '4 mile

to the car, and again when unloaded hauled about halt mile

to the place where the apiary was located. This was about
April 20 ; on the 3rd or 4th of May I found saw-palmetto
blooming very abundantly some seven or eight miles away
across the river. As there was comparatively little palmetto
in reach of the colonies where they were located for the man-
grove, and mangrove would not be opening for six weeks, I

promptly packt a number of colonies and moved them on May
5 to the palmetto. In the following three weeks these colo-

nies gathered an average of 60 pounds of surplus honey.

Mangrove, as stated above, proved a failure, and early in

August, in driving across the country, some IS or 20 miles

from home, I came across a tract of cabbage palmetto that

was blooming very heavy. Stopping at a '• settler's " house in

the vicinity, I found his bees—a few in old box-hives—were
bringing in honey very freely. I drove home that night, and
the following day packt a number of colonies and was on the

way the following night ; in 4S hours I had my whole 200
colonies on the ground, hauling the bees the whole distance

(18 miles) by teams. The bloom lasted only 9 or 10 days,

and two or three were stormy, still the colonies gathered an
average of 40 or 45 pounds each. Then set in a long honey-

dsarth, and by Sept. 1 breeding had ceast altogether.

September 1 I commenced feeding every colony, and kept

It up for three weeks, feeding about .S90 worth of feed. I did

this to have bees for the fall bloom from wild sunflowers and
golden-rods. There being a good deal of prairie country at

this location, and the settlers told me It comes up to these
flowers every fall, iu fact, when I commenced feeding for

stimulating my colonies to breeding, I could see the young
plants coming up thick all over the prairie.

By Sept. 25 the colonies commenced to gather some honey,
and in a few days they were getting from a pound to two
pounds of surplus, as shown by scale hive. The yield was cut

short by a heavy gale and storm the 9th or 10th of October,

and later entirely destroyed by a second gale, but the colonies

did very well while they could work, and gathered about 40
pounds per colony from the sunflowers. Stimulative feeding

had given six to eight frames solid with brood at the opening
of the bloom, and had there been no gale, I think the surplus

crop would have been exceptionally good.

In December, the bees were packt and moved about 70
miles; hauled first to the railroad about eight miles, then at

the destination hauled out again half a mile to the location

for the apiary. This was December, 1893 ; in the February
and March following I secured a fine crop of orange honey,
upwards of 10,000 from the 200 colonies, tho all of them
were not workt for honey, as some had old queens and were
worthless.

Leaving home about March 20 for a trip through the

State and to Cuba, I returned about April 25, to find the col-

onies breeding very lightly, owing to a honey-dearth following

the orange-flow. 1 decided to move at once to the saw-pal-

metto on the coast, and in three days, or on the 28th, 1 had
the colonies packt and loaded on a car, and took them 60
miles, to New Smyrna. Here they were unloaded onto a
" lighter," and a small tug towed us down the river 18 miles,

and we unloaded the bees on a small island. In this move we
lost about 25 per cent, of the colonies, and nearly all of the

brood, having them packt too close with screens that did not

leave the full size of the top of the hive open, as always here-

tofore. Still, nut withstanding this heavy loss, the 170 weak
colonies gave me 42,000 pounds of honey from palmetto and
mangrove in the following 70 days. A month after the flow

ended the colonies were packt with full size screens, and
moved back to the railroad, and then 100 miles, or there-

abouts, to the interior of the State, and arrived at their desti-

nation in good condition, with no loss whatever.

In the above I have given the main moves made during

three years, and it will give one an idea whether it paid or

not. I have moved other lots of bees, and in a few instances

I moved a portion of this apiary short distances, or divided it

and put part at one place and part at another. These colo-

nies were in what is known here in the South as the " Dixie"

hive, or 8-frame (Langstroth size) hive. Of the crops of

honey harvested, about 22,000 pounds was comb honey, and

the rest extracted. The colonies run for extracted honey

were tiered two and three stories high in good years, and those

for comb honey sometimes had three and four supers on a col-

ony at one time.

The expense of the moves run from §60 to $150 each.

This included everything, cost of transportation, packing,

hauling, etc.—as well as the cost of "screens." I had one

man with me all the time, and then hired extra help when
necessary.

With my experience it has paid to move bees. Still, It

entails a vast amount of risk, and one knows from experience

what taking risks means, and what it leads to.

Volusia Co., Fla., Oct. 9.

Swarming Management—A Friendly Reply.

BV "BEK-STUDEaT."

All right, Mr. Poppleton, I am glad you thought it proper

to "call me down," on page 690, for it will give me a chance

to explain that which I did not think necessary before. None
of us has all the "kinks" out of our management so that

everything runs smoothly at all times, and we may help each

other greatly by reporting any short cuts we may have dis-

covered, and now for my "shortcut" in cutting out inferior

queen-cells

:

At swarming-time I have more hives ready than I ever

use since adopting the method of ventilation described in a

former article ; and when a queen is so prolific as to require

more room than a lOframe Langstroth hive furnishes, I am
always ready and anxious to help her find other quarters, and
every colony being near and in plain sight, I put on my veil

and go to the side of the hive, as soon as she swarms out, take

off the cover gently and begin examining the combs, aud by

the time the swarm has left the hive I have my work half

done ; and by the time they have clustered, I have finisht and
closed the hive, and am ready to take care of the swarm.
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Now, If Mr. Poppleton will tell me where to begin counting
the 5 or 10 minutes I have tost in the operation, I will grant
that he is right.

I hinted very strongly, in a previous article, that there
was a besl time to do all our work, and I find that time to be
when nothing else is pressing, but it is too often the case with
most men that there Is ahvdus something pressing, and the
queen-cell cutting must be delayed until the swarm Is dis-

posed of, or until next day, and altho grandfather managed
thus, it is no excuse for you and me, in this progressive age.

You may say It Is Impracticable to disturb the bees while
swarming. How do you know it Is? Every bee ready to go out
with the swarm will go, and not one bee more by being dis-

turbed at that time; and when you begin to takeout the
frames, the swarming part of the colony will take wing imme-
diately, and they are in reality helpt instead of hindered; as

the majority of the old colony are afield, the combs are almost
bare, and queen-cells are found at a glance; whereas, when
you have to use smoke, the center combs, where you expect to

find the best queen-cells, will be so thickly covered with bees
that It will require about 15 minutes to make safe work of it.

The greater portion of my queens are dipt In order to

facilitate my work should the whole apiary take the " swarm-
ing fever," as we know they do some years without any appar-
ent cause for It.

I always have a cage at hand, and while handling the
frames, keep an eye on the entrance for the queen, but she
often comes out In time for me to cage her before opening the
hive.

We often cause ourselves unnecessary work by not doing
our work early enough, and here Is where I commenced to

lighten my labor, and tho not being able to do half of a man's
labor, I can do more In the apiary than I could 20 years ago,
and am still learning.

I hope the younger readers will take a hint from the
above. If the older ones do not ; and I would like to add my
mite, from time to time, to the many good things we find in

tho Indispensable "Old Rellalble."

Correction.—Please allow me to say that on page 594,
third sentence should read, " And as only crowded colonies
need ventilation, etc.," instead of, "And as only covered colo-

nies, etc." An error of the " typo."
Ventura Co., Calif.

Advantages and Disadvantages of the Pres-
ence of Drones in the Hive.

BY C. P. DADANT.

The following questions appeared In the " Question-Box "

some time ago, but requiring more space to reply to them than
is there allowed, we give our answer In this article:

1. Do you think the advantages gained from the elimination oC
drones to be as great as is generally claimed, or are they overeslima-
ted?

2. Are there not In your opinion counter-balancing advantages de-
rivable from ihelr presence In the hive in numbers more approaching
to what Nature proporDlons them, and which we may have possibly
overlookt '/

.'i Given an equal number of colonies, with queens of one age, and
all of equal strength, one set with combs of their own building, and
hence no restraint as to drone-rearliig. and the other set with only
worker-comhs, and hence Incapacitated from rearing drones, what. In
your estimation, would be the difference, approximately. In amoant
or surplus honey harvested ?—S. A. D.

Answer,—Instead of believing that the advantages gained
om the elimination of drones have been over-estimated, we,
D the contrary, believe that they are overlookt by the major-

ity of bee-keepers.
The writer of the query thinks that Nature has provided

the drones for a certain purpose. Yes, indeed, it has, and the
great number of drones in a hive, In natural circumstances. Is

another evidence of the correctness of the theory of natural
selection, or of the " survival of the fittest," as it has aptly
been called by the leading men of science, and by Darwin In

particular. In a state of nature the bees do not exist In very
great numbers In any one place, and when hives are several
miles apart. It becomes necessary that a great number of

drones be hatch t In each colony. In order that asufiiclent num-
ber of them be found In tho fields to render tho queen's bridal
flight successful. In other words, there must be enough drones
reared In each hive to make it almost an absolute certainty
that tho queen of this hive, or of any other, for several miles,

be sure to find one in the few minutes, or hours, at the uu)st,

that she spends in the air. Upon her life, tho life of thecolony
depends, as there are often no other means loft for tho contin-
uance of reproduction. All bee-keepers of experience know

what little chance there Is for a colony whose queen Is lost In her
wedding flight, if young brood is not given it by the attentive
owner.

But, under domestication, the conditions are changed ;the
colonies being congregated together in large numbers, It is

quite evident that the drones of one or two hives will serve the
same purpose that they would have served if those two hives
were the only ones within the bees' range. It is therefore use-
less to rear such a number of drones. In all the hives.

The tjuerist desires to know what would be, approximate-
ly, the difference iu amount of surplus honey harvested, if col-

onies are incapacitated from rearing drones. Before answer-
ing that question we would like to enquire what advantage
the writer has found In the rearing of drones. They do not
work, they eat honey, in the hive, never out on the blossoms,
and their rearing decreases the number of workers reared.

Are not these facts sufficient to incite the bee-keepers to pre-
vent their production in numbers limited only by natural pro-

ficiency ? Is it necessary to theorize on the profit, and the ap-
proximate amount of honey saved by their suppression? If

we had to compute it we would place this amount at a very
high figure.

In a square inch of comb about 55 workers may be reared,

while the same space will furnish room for only 30 drones,
both sides of the comb being taken as a matter of course.

Thus in a square foot of comb, where 5,000 drones could be
hatcht, you may rear nearly 8,000 workers. In round num-
bers. It looks reasonable that the same amount of feed will

rear either brood, since It occupies same space. And when they
have been hatcht, you have a small swarm of workers. Instead
of a heap of useless, bothersome gormands that do nothing but
loaf, but are sure to come home to eat. So if you have allowed
your colony to rear them at a great expense you soon become
convinced that they are in the way, and that they daily de-

crease your profits, and you perhaps go to work and provide a
drone-trap— a nuisance—to try to get rid of them ! Better not
rear them at all ! If you have taken pains to make sure of a,

sufficient number in one or two of your best colonies, why go
upon some imaginary Idea to permit their production in every
hive? If you try ever so hard, to get rid of the drone-comb,
you will still find more drones than you want when summer
comes. But you will do well, and will find It pays, if you, at

least, get rid of the biggest patches of drone-combs in all your
hives but the breeders, as mentioned before.

What good did any one ever claim the drones do ?
" They kept the brood warm," some one says. But before

they keep the brood warm, they have to be first kept warm,
and they only hatch In the warm season, when there is but lit-

tle danger of the brood getting cold, and when night comes,
do not all the bees return to the hive and keep It warm ? and
is it not true that during the time when the drones are plenty,

the bees are rather too warm In the hive ? Is not this the time

when they cluster on the outside, because It Is too warm In-

side ? And you want the drones to keep them warm ? Better
have the drones reared for winter, then !

It seems to us that the advantages from removing the

drone-combs and replacing them with worker-combs are suffi-

ciently apparent to make the matter a question of very serious

consideration among practical bee-keepers, and unless some
better arguments are brought to bear to convince us of our
error, we will continue to advise our friends to remove the

drone-combs, and do it ourselves, whenever opportunity offers.

We are only sorry that we did not do it more carefully In former
years. Hancock Co., 111.

ytt:

Preparing and Marketing Honey.

BY A. C. SANFOKD.

In my travels around the State I see the one-pound sec-

tion universally adopted, and also those nice 12-pound or 2-1-

pound cases ; and bee-keepers are learning to grade honey

and put it up nicely, but In some places it is yet sent to the

grocer In the bee-hive super, gum and all, which ought never

to be done, because such doings help to keep prices of honey
lower.

Now we will look into the extracted or clear honey trade.

Uow do wo find It ? Well, the present season being a very

poor one for honey hero, I lookt for some in the eastern part

of the State that lulght be good enough and in suitable pack-

ages for family use. Tho situation is like this : It is put up

In such promiscuous packages that I wouldn't know what to

olTcr my customers. There seems to be a good deal put up iu

largo kegs, holding 50 to SOO pounds. Now I suppose these

packages are all right for bakers' and confectioners' use, but

will not do for the grocer or for the family trade, because they

are much too large, and honey Is hard to handle when once
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hardened (as real good honey Is most sure to do when cold

weather comes).
I was not able to find extracted honey in small enough

packages for retail trade. I saw some very choice honey in

small tin cans in Watertown, and the man wanted 8>-a cents

per pound by ths 100 pound lots. I saw another that would
have been nice if It had not been badly handled. But why
don't folks keep their honey In a dry, warm place Instead of

in the cellar? And why do they not leave the honey ou the

bee-hive till it Is thick enough to be good ?

Now a word about the size of packages for family use.

Square tin cans holding 12-pounds are Hrst-class, and will

sell well ; or If you wish cheaper packages, 15, 20, or 25
pound basswood jelly kits go very well, costing only about l-i-

cent per pound, or about that to put it up. It will cost about
12 cents to put honey in 12-pound tins. Almost any amount
of choice extracted honey could be sold If nicely put up in one
or two pound packages.

Now, why cannot bee-keepers put up their extracted
honey in nice, uniform shape, as well as the comb. If we all

would use some reason In this, as well as in other things,

there Is no reason why we should not get nearly as much per

pound a? for honey In the comb. To accomplish this, we must
first adopt rUjht and businesslike principles. Every person

selling extracted honey should have his name and address on
every package, and always state the quality. Any one found
selling adulterated goods should be severely dealt with.

Honey is one of the most wholesome articles there Is for food,

and the innocent purchaser ought to be protected as well. One
thing we should remember, that is, to please the eye as well

as the palate.

All the clippings and bits of comb, if saved and rendered
nicely, will make nice wax, and will bring a remunerative
price. Try it. Pierce Co., Wis.

Report for 1897—Selling Honey.

BY E. S. MILES.

From 32 colonies, spring count, I increast to 52, and got

1,900 pounds of comb honey and -400 pounds of extracted

honey. The lOframe colonies swarmed just as much as

S-frame ones. I noticed no difference, except the 10-frame
hives gave the largest swarms. Best yield from one colony

was from a 10-frame hive, 155 pounds of cofiib honey, and
increast one. The next best, 11-4 pounds from an 8-frame
hive whose colony did not swarm. I don't think there is so

much difference between the S-frame and 10-frame hives as

one would think from reading the champions of the respective

sizes, provided you watch the S-frame colony carefully. I try

to watch, and if the spring is favorable the S-frame colony

may get too much honey In the brood-cbamber, thus crowding
the queen out, when I take out an outside comb or two, and
give empty ones ; or they may run short, when 1 take out an
empty one or two, and give full ones.

Now I am going to do what may seem a fool-hardy thing.

I am going to disagree with the editor. While I do not agree

with Mr. Pease (page 72S) altogether, I do agree that Mr.

Pease has come nearer the truth than has Elitor York in his

editorial reply.

My experience of the last two or three years agrees per-

fectly with Mr. Pease's first subject; that is, that bee-keepers

hurt both the sale and price of honey by their glowing reports

that they are so apt to make along about swarming-time,

when everything looks favorable and the bees are booming.

To illustrate, I will tell how it was here this year.

The season opened up favorably ; bees wintered well, and

along about the middle of June the bees began to gather honey
and swarm. Now understand, as Dr. Gallup says, everything

lookt favorable—lots of clover, nice weather aud ground good

and moist. Well, the farmer who has his hands full at that

time with tending his corn crop, and has almost forgotten he

has a half dozen colonies of bees out in the back yard, con-

cludes that as the bees are swarming so much, perhaps he had

better get some " boxes " and put on, the "first cool morning,"'

as now they have swarmed perhaps they will "make" some
honey. So he goes to the local supply man, the first lime he

goes to town, and calls for honey-boxes.

The supply man says " All right," and while wrapping up

the sections, asks the farmer how his bees are " doln'."

The farmer says :
" F'Irst-rate ; newer saw the like; had 6

in the spring, got 24 now, and lost 3 or 4, and I don't 'spose

they are done swarmin' yet."

"The local bee-man" asks If he has any "boxes" on yet?,

"Oh, no ; been terrible busy ; such a wet spring, corn planting

late, and corn weedy ; haint had time to fool with bees ; don't

think they have ' made ' any honey yet any way."

The local man says :
" Why, you ought to have boxes

enough to put two or three sets on those swarms. Just come
out here and see mine. Here Is one that came a week ago,

working in the second set of boxes, and I'll give it another set

In a few days. Here, look In this hive ; it swarmed yesterday.

AInt that nice honey ? It will fill another set or two of boxes

yet. I tell you what, that beats 15-C!ent corn, and you better

take plenty boxes along. You'll make a pile off them bees If

you 'tend to 'em right."

So the farmer goes on his way rejoicing ; puts from 1 to

3 sets of sections on every hive that has bees in it, probably
putting the most " boxes " on the old "stands," and few or

none on the " new swarms," not expecting them to "make"
much honey until they get older. Now every thing is lovely

till cold weather, and 1 know, and am personally acquainted

with one man at least, who did not believe that white clover

bad stopt yielding honey up to Sept. 25, because he saw some
in bloom over In his pasture ! Such bee-keepers do not know
how much honey they have until they take It off, when the

weather Is too cold for the bees to object, but they always teW

about what a lot they have ready to take off.

The local supply man, referred to above, and who Is no

creature of the Imagination, paid me a visit about the time

the farmer was in after " boxes." He told me one farmer had
one colony In the spring, and at that time had had five swarms
and was In after more hives as he expected more swarms.
Honey had always sold for 15 cents or more here, up to last

year, when farmers with poor batches of old, dark combs
knockt the price to 12!-^ cents, and then 10 cents. But by
having a nice article, and sticking to it, I retailed most of

mine at 15 cents.

The local supply man at the time of his visit said to me :

"Honey will be cheap; going to be a big crop; they [the

stores] will out it at ten cents at the start."

I replied :
" I don't know yet. We are not sure of a big

crop yet. If the weather should turn unfavorable just now,

we would have very little marketable honey. I don't think I

have a case ready to come off yet. As for the price, the stores

will get It as cheap as they can so as to sell It quick."

Now about a week or ten days after this, the honey-flow

stopt off short. The scale hive which had been showing a gain

of 2J^ to ! pounds a day, dropt to 1, and next day nothing,

with the clover looking about as good as ever. We were left

with lots of unflnlsht sections.

About this time we take off some honey, and strike out to

peddle it out on our old route of last year. We askt 15 cents

for a single section, or 12J^ cents per section for -t or more.

All right, no kick made at the first few houses; honey was

nice, all satisfactory.

Strike another street. Go to a house that we sold to only

occasionally last year. Ask If they would'nt like some honey ?

Didn't know, how much a pound •? Fifteen cents single sec-

tion, or 123^ per section for four or more. They laugh and

say that Mr. , the local supply man's boy was around with

honey this morning selling it for 10 cents. Didn't buy any,

but It lookt nice, might call again, they would see about It, etc.

Now what could we do in such circumstances? Do you

say we would have to come down in price? You have guest

correctly. We sorted our honey more carefully than ever be-

fore, and managed to sell the very best of it at 12>^ cents per

section, and all the rest goes slow at 10 cents.

Now, is there more sold and used since it has gone down ?

Our leading grocery men tell me no, there is no better sale,

but they must sell It at that, as their customers say they have

heard this one or that one is offering it for that. The local

man afterwards told me it was too low, and that there was

not nearly as much honey as was expected. But the groceries

were selling for 10 cents, and it was no use asking more.

Now the price is flxt at 10 cents, clearly the results ^of

glowing reports and too many bee-keepers. No use to say, " Get

them to read the bee-papers," as the local man is the man
who recommended the American Bee Journal to me, but he

has cut down expenses, I understand, aud can produce all the

10-cent honey he can sell without the aid of the grand old

American Bee Journal. Crawford Co., Iowa.

A Ne'w Binder for holding a year's numbers of the

American Bee Journal, we propose to mall, postpaid, to every

subscriber who sends us 20 cents. It is called "The Wood
Binder," is patented, and is an entirely new and very simple

arrangement. Full printed directions accompany each Binder.

Every reader should get it, and preserve the copies of the Bee

Journal as fast as they are received. They are invaluable for

reference, and at the low price of the Binder you can afford to

get It yearly.
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Editorial Coinr}n)cr)t^^

Talking: Xhrough His (Bee)-IIat.—The Chau-

tauquan is the subject of a hold-up in Gleanings. Strange that

ably conducted papers don't know enough, when they want
sonaething about bees, to have it written by some one who has

a personal acquaintance with them. The stuff in Chautauquan
is just stujf. Room here for only one instance. Yes, two :

" A queen-bee from the South is introduced in one
of the modern queen-cages. So closely imitated is the ordi-

nary cell of a queen-bee by this cage that the hive-workers
are readily deceived The bees will instantly pounce upon
it and liberate the queen by eating through the sugar paste.
Poor, deluded souls ! in their innocence they think they have
hatcht out a queen."

There's richness for you ! And here's something in the

way of e.xact figures :

" It should be remembered that bees deserve our respect
and protection, and that to kill a bee is to waste a pound of

honey !

!"

*-—*

Traiis-IHississippi Exposition Bee-Notes.
—Of course all bee-keepers are Interested in the great exposi-

tion to be held at Omaha next year, on account of the large

apiarian exhibit that is being workt up by Hon. E. Whitcomb,
the head of the Bureau of Bee-Industries. He writes us that

Nebraska will occupy 500 feet of space In this department.

Mr. L. D. Stllson, who is In charge of this exhibit, will fill it

very creditably, and has a goodly portion of the material

necessary already In warm storage where he will carry it over

winter.

Mr. R. F. Holtermann, of the Canadian Bee Journal, Is

engaged In rustling up a fine honey exhibit from Ontario. The
bee-keepers across the line are evincing an energy that may

put their Yankee neighbors on their mettle, unless the latter

begin to hump themselves.

The Minnesota Bee-Keepers' Supply Manufacturing Com-
pany (the name alone will need large room) are taking space

at the Exposition, which will be In charge of Mr. Don West-

cott, of Nebraska. " Don " is one of the young bee-keepers of

the State, and is evincing an energy that must bring success,

and which indicates that he may be heard from in the future

among bee-keepers.

Several State bee-keepers' associations hold their annual

meeting this and next month, and Mr. Whitcomb is hoping to

hear from them shortly afterward.

Mr. N. E. Prance has been doing some work towards a

proper representation of Wisconsin's bee-lndusturies at the

Trans-Mississippi. Mr. France is in a position to get up a fine

exhibit from his State, and he should receive substantial en-

couragement from the big bee-keepers in that State.

Secretary Chase, of the Iowa Commission, says that he

expects to make a very fine exhibit of honey and other bee-

products, also bee-keepers' implements and machinery. A
superintendent for the Iowa honey exhibit has not yet been

appointed, but this appointment will be made sometime dur-

ing this month.

It is proposed to allow States that put up exhibits in the

Bureau of Bee-Industries, to liquefy honey as often as is

necessary in order to keep their exhibits looking bright, and

to replace their exhibits, or as much thereof as they may
desire, with the honey crop of 1898, at any time during the

Exposition.

The official bird's-eye view of the Exposition grounds is

now being issued, and is giving the general public an idea of

what may be expected next summer. Work on all buildings

in course of construction is being pusht regardless of the

weather, and they will certainly be in readiness for occupancy

in time for the opening of the Exposition, June 1. We hope

soon to have a picture of the Exposition grounds to show our

readers. It will be a big fair, second only to the World's

Columbian Exposition in 1893. Better begin to think about

going, should all be well with you next summer.

^*-»~¥-

Do Bee-Keepers' Conventions Pay?—This

question is discust by G. M. Doolittle in the Canadian Bee

Journal. He says If they are for personal quarrels and adver-

tising wares, then they don't pay. But if wholly for dlscus-

ing practical bee-keeping, each one imparting his mite to the

common fund of information, then they pay big. Three points:

First, at a convention "forget all the cares and worry

which have prest upon us during the year, and go to the con-

vention like a boy let loose from school, to recuperate our

health and life by a free and social intercourse outside of con-

vention hours. By such intercourse we often learn more of

value than we do during the hours the convention is In

session."

Second, get all information possible, using pencil and

note-book, and afterward impart to others.

Third, examine all hives, implements, etc., to see If any

or parts of any will help our own work. One Item of this

kind that he got at one convention paid him all he ever spent

in attending conventions. It was the " no-drip " idea of hav-

ing raanilla paper in the bottoms of shipping-cases.

llnitins: the Unions.— In the Orange Judd Farmer

for Dec. 1 1, Mr. W. Z. Hutchinson has a brief but very inter-

esting article on unltijig the national bee-keepers' organiza-

tions, a part of the last paragraph of which reads as follows:

"The United States Bee-Keepers' Union held its annual
convention In BulTalo, N. Y., at the time of the meeting of

the G. A. R. encampment. The attendance was the best since

the World's Fair convention. At this meeting were present
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20 men who were also members of the National Bee-Keepers'
Union, and they all exprest themselves in favor of amalRama-
tion. This new Union is only a little over a year old, but it

has already done some excellent work In bringing some of the
honey-dealers to time."

The United States Bee-Keepers' Union is having new
names added to its membership list daily. It has now over

SOO members, and we believe that very soon there will be a

stampede into its ranks. Poor seasons previous to the past

one have workt against building up a large membership in

such organizations, but now that there Is a better feeling, and
better crops, we see no reason why bee-keepers and others

who are in favor of pure food—pure honey—should not join

the New Union in large numbers.

The same number of the Orange Judd Farmer has on its

first page a good reproduction of the photograph of the Lin-

coln, Nebr., meeting of the North American Bee-Keepers'

Association, held In 1S96.

A Great Honey-Regfion.—Speaking of a part of

Colorado, R. C. Aikin says in Gleanings:

"In 1S92 the number of colonies of bees in Boulder
county was estimated at 18,000, which, yielding '2o pounds,
would give 20 carloads. Outside of the towns, I should judge
that one-fourth of the homes have from one to ten or more
colonies of bees, and that within 75 miles of Denver there are
bees enough to produce 50 or more carloads of honey, if they
were properly handled."

If this is a fair sample of the density of Colorado's bee-

population, it seems to us that it ought to be a good field for

securing subscribers to bee-papers. And yet we doubt if 300
bee-keepers in that whole State read any bee-paper regularly.

Xlie michigan State Convention will be

held at the Donevan Hotel in Mt. Pleasant, Dec. 31 and Jan.

1. Of course, all who can possibly attend are invited. The
Michigan State Bee-Keepers' Association Is one of the oldest

bee-organizations in this country, and one of the very best.

Its annual gatherings are always exceedingly interesting and
profitable, whether there be many or few present. There

should be a large attendance at the coming meeting. For
further Information address the Secretary, W. Z. Hutchinson,

Flint, Mich.

Change' of Date.—The Seneca Co., N. Y., bee-

keepers' convention has changed its date of meeting from

Dec. 16 to Wednesday, Dec. 22. A part of the program was
given last week. C. B. Howard, Romulus, N. Y., is the

Secretary.

Tl?e Weekly Budget.

Mr. R. C. Aikin, wife and baby, are pictured in Gleanings
fer Dec. 1. They form a pretty solid-looking family, as well
as a happy-looking one.

-nHoN. El'gene Secor—General Manager of the United
States Bee-Keepers' Union—is also President of the North-
eastern Iowa Horticultural Society, which held its 13th an-
nual meeting at Forest City, Nov. 30 and Dec. 1 and 2.

Mk. Fred HoLTKE, of Essex Co., N. J., writing Dec. 7,

said

:

" Your American Bee Journal is grand. I cannot see how
I could do without it. It is better than ever."

Mr. C. C. Parsons, of Jefferson Co., Ala., writing us Dec.
19, said:

" Bees have done^well here this year. My best colony
gave me 196 pounds of comb honey. The American Bee
Journal is well worth^the price you ask for it."

The Minnesota Bkk-Keei'ers' Supply Mfg. Co., of

Minneapolis, have just sent us a copy of their new catalog. It

contains descriptions of about everything needed in a well-

outfitted apiary. Their advertisement will be found running
regularly in the Bee Journal.

Mr. M. H. Mendleson, of Ventura Co., Calif., writing us

Nov. 29, said :

"I always read the American Bee Journal with Interest.

Bee-men from here to the Ojal and Matilaja canyon, had a

failure in the crop of honey the past season, but their bees

have filled up for the winter."

" Honey as Food "—our a-l-page pamphlet does not con-

tain a single advertisement of anybody's goods. But it has a
blank space on the front for the use of a rubber stamp by the

bee-keeper who is wise enough to distribute them for the pur-

pose of creating sales of honey. We mail a sample free, and
after that the cost is : 25 for 30 cents ; 50 for 50 cents ; or

100 for 85 cents. Prices on large quantities given on appli-

cation.

Renewing Subscriptions.—This month is usually the

greatest of the twelve for renewing subscriptions to the peri-

odicals taken during the year. Many publishers offer pre-

miums for advance renewals, such offers expiring Jan. 1. If

you have received any such don't forget to take advantage of

them this month—don't wait until January, and then claim a

premium. They are offered usually for a specified length of

time, and any one falling to comply with the conditions, must
not complain if they get no premium for renewing. These
suggestions apply to any and all offers in the line indicated.

Editor R. B. Leahv, of the Progressive Bee-Keeper, de-

scribes in the December issue a trip he took last July, visiting

Messrs. J. W. Rouse and Jno. Nebel & Son, of Missouri, E. T.
Flanagan, of Illinois, and Chas. F. Muth, of Oaio. He says

that Mr. Flanagan now has over 600 colonies, but aspires to

be the manager of 1,000 ; and that Mr. Muth, some years

ago, when the national bee-keepers' convention was held in

his city, "ordered free lemonade prepared for all present,

and kept a barrel of it standing in the room below the hall

during the convention," at a cost to himself of about §40.
That was generosity for you. The lemonade-cup is far ahead
of the German wine-cup mentioned last week. You can count
us in on the lemonade, every time.

Mr. J. Messinger, of Elroy, Juneau Co., Wis., has been
offering his home and apiary for sale (see page 798). If you
want a bargain, write to him. His report for 1897 is as fol-

lows :

" My bees went into winter quarters in fine condition. I

got more than an average crop, considering there was no
honey gathered from basswood in this section, and but very

little from buckwheat, as we had a cold, wet August, but they

made up largely in September, as we had fine, warm weather. I

had 76 colonies, spring count, increast to 100, and ray honey
crop was 7,800 pounds of fine quality, a little over one-half

being white clover. I have made bee-business a study for

years, and with the help of the 'Old Reliable' I have made it

a success. There is a good prospect for 1898, as white clover

was fine when winter set in."

Editor Hutchinson, of the Bee-Keepers' Review, has the

following very complimentary paragraph in his November
number, for which we make our politest bow

:

"An editor will notice editorial work on a journal similar

to his own quicker than will any one else ; and in this con-

nection I wish to say that I believe no bee-journal shows more
careful, conscientious, editorial work than does the American
Bee Journal. By this I do not mean that it contains a large

amount of editorial matter, because it does not, but there is

an undeSnable something about a paper that tells to the prac-

ticed eye when things have been ' lickt into shape,' or whether
they have been thrown together after the ' slap dab ' style. . .

.

I doubt if the Bee Journal was ever of much more practical

value than at present. Speaking of work, I believe that Bro.

York does not have a large force, yet he gets out a weekly,

and I know that he must have to put in hours of work with
which we monthly fellows have no acquaintance."

)^~ See " Bee-Keeper's Guide" offer on page 685.
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[QuestlonB may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direct.!

Preparing Bee^i for Safe Cellar-Winleringr.

How can I prepare my bees so they will pull through the
winter? I have 10 colonies in fairly good condition so far.

They occupy the common Langstroth 8-frame hives, are packt
in winter-cases with chaff, the bottom-board under, the full

entrance open, passage-way free secured, and the top cover
sealed on. They are already put into a dry ventilated cellar,

where I think I can keep the temperature from 403 to 50^
Fahr. Do you think it advisable to keep the cover on, or
shall I break it loose and put cushions on top, under the cover
of the winter-case ? Is there ventilation enough from the
entrance? The " A B C of Bee Culture " advises leaving the
bottom-board off to give under ventilation, and keep the cover
sealed air-tight in the cellar. Minnesota, Nov. 22.

Answer.—Probably it doesn't make a great deal of differ-

ence whether the covers are on tight or not. If the hives are
open enough below, perhaps it is better to have the covers
sealed just as the bees left them. Just as you have them now,
the probability is that the ventilation is hardly free enough.
You can make it all right by raising the cover enough to lay
a tenpenny nail under it. I should prefer, however, to leave
the covers as they are, and to give more air below. I'm tak-
ing it for granted that the entrances of the hives are only
about half an inch deep. Two inches will be much better.
Perhaps it will not be convenient for you to make so deep an
entrance, but you can probably raise the hives enough to put
blocks under the four corners. An inch block under each
corner will be good, or it may be still better to put IK inch
blocks under the two front corners, and not raise the hive at
all at the back end.

Laic Droiici—Late Swarm Gelling; Weak.

1. One colony of my bees seems to have a large amount
of drones. We have some warm days that the bees fly quite
strong, ana the other hives have no drones flying, but this
one has a large per cent, of drones. Is this not uncommon ?

2. I had one swarm issue Sept. 1, and they filled their
hive in good shape. It was an uncommonly large swarm, but
seems to be getting weaker all the time. If they had no
queen would they have gone to work and done so well ? And
would they not all have been dead before now? Nkbr.

Answers.— 1. Yes, It is uncommon to find many drones
left in a colony so late in the season. In such a case there is

always room for suspicion that the colony is queenless, but
bees are freaky, and it sometimes happens that a strong col-

ony may save its drones even when it has a good queen.
2. It is not likely they wore queenless at time of hiving,

for in that case they would hardly have staid and done such
good work. Something may have happened to the queen,
however, after the boes had been at work some little time, or
she may have failed from old age. It is quite likely, however,
that the queen is there all right. If the swarm was a strong
one. a goodly portion of the bees were pretty old and would
die off rapidly. No young bees would come to take their
places till the latter part of September, and as the swarm was
a big oiie it Is likely that the queen was laying 2,000 eggs a
day In July. That means that 2,OO0 bees would bo dying
dally In September, enough to make a good-sized swarm in

the three weeks before any young boos could emerge.

Boitt Manascmcut Tor Most Honey.

How can I best manage my bees to get the best results in

comb and extracted honey ? They are In 8-framo dovotalloi
hives. The main honey-flow here Is from sweet clover, com-
mencing about July 10th or 15th. There Is enough honey

coming in before that time to keep them building up, and a
little surplus. They begin to swarm about the first of May.
I do not care for the increase, but would like to have them at
their best just when the harvest is commencing. Would not a
10-frame hive be better, using both stories so as to give the
queen plenty of room ? Washington.

Answer.— It's a hard matter to say just what is best. If

your bees swarm as early as May 1, and your chief harvest
does not come till July 10 or 15, there may be a possibility

that you will be better off to have them swarm. From May 1
to July 10 is just ten weeks. In that ten weeks wouldn't the
old colony have plenty of time to build up as strong as ever,
thus giving you two colonies instead of one for the harvest ?

Undoubtedly, however, May 1 is only the beginning of
swarming, and not many colonies swarm thus early, the
swarms being strung out all along the following ten weeks.
For most of these it would be an advantage if the whole force
could be held together. Much will be accomplisht by giving
the queen plenty of room, as you have already intimated in

your suggestion to give the bees two stories of 10 frames
each. Why not give them two stories of 8 frames each, so
long as you already have 8-frame hives? Possibly lOframe
hives would be better. Give abundance of ventilation. Raise
the lower story an inch above the bottom-board by putting a
block an inch thick under each one of the four corners. If

the hives are close-fitting, don't set the second story square on
the first, but move it forward until there shall be a space at
the back end of half an inch. That will allow a passage of

air directly through the lower story, and will be very agree-
able to the bees during hot days. Eirly in the season the
colony will perhaps be batter in the upper story, as they will

be warmer there, but as it becomes strong if it does not begin
to occupy the combs in the lower story you may insist upon it

by moving some of them down. Managed in this way yoii will

probably be able to hold most of your forces together till the
time of harvest. But it may be worth while to do what you
can to crowd some of the strongest into swarming the first of

May, and see how they compare with the others.

Queen's Bridal Trip—Iloncj' to produce a Pound
of Bees, Elc.

1. Can a queen on her bridal trip fail to meet drones ? If

so, will she return to the hive? or what will she do? Will
she take any more trips?

2. What causes bee-paralysis?
3. Since it takes from 13 to 20 pounds of honey to pro-

duce one pound of wax how much (houey) will it take to pro-

duce one pound of bees ?

4. Is honey ready-made in flowers and gathered by bees,

or is it a substance obtained therefrom, and manufactured in-

to honey by the bees ? Jamaica.

Answers,— 1. It frequently happens that a queen makes
more than one trip to be fertilized, if indeed it is not the gen-
eral rule. If unsuccessful, the trip will be repeated. .

2. The cause of paralysis is said to be a bacillus called by I

Cheshire " bacillus Gaytoni," because Miss Gaytou llrst called
'

attention to it.

3. I am not sure whether the cost in honey of a pound of

bees has ever been definitely settled. I have seen some esti-

mates in that direction, but do not know now where to refer
to them. If any one has reliable information as to how much
honey a pound of bi>es costs, I'll gladly yield the floor.

-t. Some say bees gather honey, some say bees make
honey. All probably agree that they gather nectar, a very
watery sweet, containing more cane-sugar than the finisht

product, and the assertion that bees produce changes in the
noctar that might fall under the line of manufacturing iwould
hardly be assailed so bitterly or so generally to-day as it would
have been a few years earlier.

Colony Moving fJp<>lair§—Comb -Honey Produc-
tion and Winleriiiff -Iloncy-V'inegnr.

1. Near the beginning of October I gave three colonies of
boes each a hive of combs that had been extracted, to clean
up, placing the hives of empty combs on top. A few days
after, on attempting to remove the hives of empty combs I

found that two or three colonies were clustered compactly OD
the empty combs ; their hives of houey underneath being ab-
solutely deserted. Is not this unusual ? and will it be safe to

leave them like that during the winter ? n
2. I have understood that In producing comb honey you

use two 8-frame hives tiered up. Is this true? aud If so, do
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you reduce to one hive for the winter, or do you winter the two
as one hive ?

3. In making honey-vinegar Id an open crock should the
scum, etc., that rises to the top, be skimmed off ? Penn.

Answers.— 1. Altho not the usual thing. It may happen
in a good many cases. At that time some colonies, at least,

are without brood, and if there is free communication it would
be nothing strange for the whole family to move their quar-
ters.

2. I like a second story placed under in the spring and
left till time to put on supers. When supers are taken off, the
second story below is useful to prevent the possibility of hav-
ing the queen crowded out. When all gathering is over, then
the lower story is taken away so as to be lighter for moving,
and to take up less room iu cellar. If I wintered my bees
outdoors (as I have done experimentally in a few cases) I

should h61d to the two stories all the year round except when
supers were on. In a few cases I have tri^sd leaving the two
stories all the time even when supers were on, but it has not
proved satisfactory. Possibly it might if 1 knew better how
to manage.

3. I don't know of any harm the scum will do until the
vinegar comes to be used, when of course it must be removed.

BEEDDM BOILED DOWN.
Prospect for Next Crop.—Pears are exprest in Glean-

ings that the drouth that prevailed so generally may have
killed outright a good deal of the white clover.

Effect of Frequent Extracting.—A writer in Central-
blatt says that frequent extracting excites to greater diligence
in storing. Perhaps this statement should have its place in

connection with the Mclntyre-Canadian-Bee-Journal-Ameri-
can-Bee-Keeper controversy.

Yellow-Box Honey from Australia has been sampled by
the Southland Queen, which says, "We consider It Al, and
good enough for the king's table." Australians feel aggrieved
that Londoners will not admit that it is good enough for the
queen's table, nor indeed for any table.

Do Bees Creep into the Cells in Winter?—Dzierzon
says they do. Rauschenfels, supported by Lehzen, the able
editor of Centralblatt, says his bees remain In the spaces be-
tween the combs, constantly exchanging places, and when a
bee is found in a cell, except as it goes there for food or be-

cause disturbed, such bee is dead, stone-dead.

Getting Unfinisht Sections Cleaned.—Chalon Fowls
gives his method in Gleanings. At the time of taking ofl

supers a bee-escape is left on a colony short of stores. When
ready to have unfinisht sections cleaned up, the escape is

taken out of the board, and the hole plugged up with a block
having a small hole In it. Then supers of sections to be
cleaned are piled on, and the bees do the rest.

Finding Queens is uphill business for beginners. For
their encouragement, the Southland Queen tells of an Inex-
perienced hand, oue of three who lookt through 16S colonies,

and he didn't find a queen. " At times we would point to the
queen and the man could not see her. At one time we had
him touch the queen with his pencil before he coiild see her,

and this, too, after he had been shown nearly a hundred
queens."

Separators in Shipping-Cases —Mention is made in

Gleanings of the use of separators or pieces of thin veneer be-

tween the rows of sections in shipping-cases. A number of

the York Staters use thin veneering stuff, and E. Kretchmer
advocates separators, in the Canadian Bee Journal, so that if

a section of honey falls down it will not break down its neigh-
bor. Something of the kind is said to be a necessity with no-
bee-way sections, in which the comb comes almost flush with
the outer edge of the section.

Bees in Winter.—W. Albrecht, in Centralblatt, compares
the winter rest of the bees to that of the badger, which does
not remain entirely motionless throughout the winter, but
turns over in its sleep from lime to time. So in severe cold

the cluster of bees is constantly changing, the outer bees
working toward the center to get warm ; 5U^ Fahrenheit is

the minimum temperature for the outer bees. If, through

lack of food or through disease, the temperature sinks below
this point, then death ensues through freezing, gradually ex-

tending to the center. The greater the cold the more fuel

must be used to keep up the heat, that is, the more must be

eaten, in order to keep up the temperature of the periphery
to 50 '. So It may happen that in the midst of the severest

winter brood may be reaied, requiring a temperature of from
86Jto95 5.

Prevention of Virgin Swarms.— In Hanover, Germany,
it is a common thing for a prime swarm to send out a swarm
Itself in about four weeks. To prevent this, and the conse-

quent reduction of surplus resulting from it, the bee-keeper

has prepared In advance a number of nuclei with a young
queen and a handful of bees each, and these nuclei swap hives

with the prime swarms. That is, all the bees are brusht out
of each hive, and the nucleus receives the full combs and
brood in return tor its meagerly supplied hive.

Dry Lumber for Hives.—M. A. Gill says that for very

dry climates such as Colorado, lumber should be kiln-dried to

the " last extremity " before being used for hives. He had a

lot of supers with a 5/16 space over the sections, but the

shrinkage of the lumber in the supers reduced the space to

such an extent that when the cover was forcibly taken off a

considerable number of the sections were ruined by being

pulled apart. The bees had glued them fast to the cover. Dry
lumber and exact spaces are two things that can hardly be

separated.—Gleanings.

Hanover Bee-Keepers.—Uerr Lehzen, editor of Central-

blatt, gives an interesting account of the bee-keepers in the

province of Hanover, Germany. They form a sort of guild

by themselves. To become an Imker (bee-keeper) a young

m'an serves an apprenticeship of two years to a professional,

that is, to one who has himself past through an apprentice-

ship, and he is then ready to secure a position with a farmer

to take care of his bees. The Imker neither reads bee-jour-

nals nor writes for them, but he has his trade well learned, is

keen, alert, and a successful practitioner. His rule is : Keep
only strong colonies, for few but strong colonies bring greater

results than many weak colonies.

A Worker-Bee's Temperature.—The Germans are noted

for painstaking research, and some of them have been trying

to find out what is the temperature of a worker-bee. One
man masht a clump of bees and then applied the thermometer.

Dzierzon, in an address at the Wiesbaden convention, declared

that it was a fruitless task to try to determine thetempera-

ture of a worker, as it has no temperature whatever. A col-

ony or cluster has a temperature, but not a separate bee. The
bee takes the temperature of the surrounding atmosphere,

and on flying away from its companions must hasten back if

the thermometer be not above 45^ or 50^. It must at least

be admitted that a separate bee has little ability to keep a

temperature higher than the surrounding atmosphere.

A Portable House-Apiary.— Editor Root describes a

house-apiary of Miles Morton, of New York, that is put to-

gether in sections, each section adding to the length of the

building, the sections formed of panels that can be taken

apart and the whole moved at any time from one location to

another. A peculiarity of the building—entirely independent

of its portable character—is the way in which the walls are

built. The upper part of the building is wider than the lower.

The lower part rises perpendicularly to the proper height for

the second tier of hives, then a jog in the wall allows the

hives to rest fairly balanced on the siding. This answers a

double purpose—the hives have a strong support, and the

lower hives are in the right place to stand on while working

at the upper.

Late-Reared Queens.—Mr. Doolittle says in Gleanings

that in his experience half the unfertilized queens he winters

over never lav at all. This agrees withoneof the propositions

laid down by'Dzierzon about -tO years ago, that i/ an unfer-

tilized queen laid she could produce only drones. But Doolit-

tle considers an unfertilized queen, whether barren or a drone-

layer, of some value in a strong colony through the winter-
that is, the colony is better off with such a queen than with

none at all, for the bees will remain more quiet and winter

better if they have something they recognize as a queen.

Then the colony can bo saved by introdncing a queen from

the South in the spring. It would, however, be better to get

this queen from the South In the preceding fall, then she

would commence laying in February or March, making the

colony stronger for the harvest.
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Only 6 cts. per Pound in 4 Can Lots or Over.

Finest Alfalfa Honey

!

IT SELLS ON TASTING.

The Honey that Suits All

Who Buy It.

We can furnish 'White Alfalfa Extracted Honey, In 60-pound tin cans, on
board cars In Chicago, at these prices : 1 can, in a case, 7 cents per pound; 2 cans
In one case, 6>i cents ; 4 cans (2 cases) or more, 6 cents. The Cash must accom-
pany each order.

ES~ A sample of the honey will be mailed to an Intending purchaser, for 8
cents, to cover postage, packing, etc. We guarantee purity.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. ^^^^Li^^^^^^onsm,
Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus
securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
They have also one One of the Largest Factories and the latest
and most-improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there is in the State. The material is cut from patterns, by machinery,
and Is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and wbitest
Bass'wood is used, and they are polisht on both sides. Nearness to Pine
and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best
machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Pull Line of Supplies.

Please mention the American Bee.TourDal. 7Atf

BEE-KEEPERS We make

SUPPLIES
The Very Finest Line of
in the Market, and sell

them at Lo"w Prices.
Send for Free Illiislrated Catalog and Prlcc-Lii§t.

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.

Special Agent for the Southwest-^- ^-
^^^%^'aoseph. mo.

]?Ir. Abbott sells our Iltvcs and .Sections at Factory Prices.

That Glueen-Clipping Device Free I

Work* Like a Cliarm.

The Monette QueeD-CUpplng Device works

LIKE A CBARH. With It I have clipped 30

<]ueen8, all in one day. when examining my
bees. Wm. Stoli.kv, Grand Island, Nebr.

Couldn't Do Without It.

I have clipped 19 queens, and must say the
Monette Queen-t.'Mppin^r Device 1b by far the
best Invention evoi- made, and will be wel-
come to many bof-kct'pers as it was to me. ]

could not do without one now.
Du. Geo. Lacke, Newburgh, Ind,

PLEASE READ THIS OFFER TO PRESENT SUBSCRIBERS :

Send us pv<t one ilcw nmne for the American Bee Journal a year (with $1.00), and we
will mail you the Queen-Clipping Device fkee of charge. Or, the Queen-Clipping Device
will be sent postpaid for 30 cts. But why not get it as a Premium by the above offer

You can't earn 30 cts. any easier. Almost every bee-keeper will want this Device.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan St., CHICAGO, ILL.

Qerjeral \\cn)s^

Not a Good Season.

The past was not a good season, as the
white clover did not secrete any nectar.
We have in winter quarters 45 colonies in
good condition.
We enjoy the Bee Journal very much,

and would not like to be without it. -^

M. C. Bingham.
Coos Co., Wash., Nov. 22.

Wintering Away Up North.

I am wintering a colony in Muskoka,
where the temperature varies so much. I

fear I have packt them so well that they
will be smothered for want o£ air; but just
how to give them air enough and keep out
the frost, too, is the difficulty.

Thomas Hendry.
Muskoka, Ont., Canada, Nov. 36.

A Reply.
On page 459, Geo. W. Prater, of Pierce

Co., Wash., has. for one reason or another,
tried to throw ink over part of my writing
on page 3'JS. To such rude actions I will

only say, like Mr. York did on a certain
occasion, but to another person, that if Mr.
P. thinks he can stand it, I think I can.

T. H. Waale.
Clarke Co., Wash., Nov. 29.

Best White Clover Flow in Years.

Bees did well in the forepart of the sea-
son. The honey-flow from white clover
was the best for years. Basswood yielded
only a small crop. There was no fall honey
this year, as it has been too dry since July.
I have extracted 1,000 pounds from 14 colo-

nies. A. F. Krueger.
Washington Co., Wis., Nov. 26.

Fine Season for Bee-Keepers.

Bees did splendidly the past season. It

was a fine one here lor bee-keepers. I got
2,0S0 pounds of comb and extracted honey
from 29 colonies, spring count, and iu-

creast to 51, returning 10 swarms. I com-
menced bee-keeping in 1893, and have not
lost a colony in wintering, or a swarm in

swarming-time. I credit my success to the
bee-papers, of which I take three.

J. W. Payne.
Vermillion Co., 111., Nov. 26.

Bee-Keeping in Indian Territory.

My apiary is located on the beautiful

Grand river, near the Cherokee Orphan
Asylum. I commenced the season of 1S97

with 10 colonies, and I now have 37 in 8-

frame hives. I clip all my queens, and
would not think of doing otherwise. Hiv-
ing swarms by that process is a pleasure. I

use the Monette clipping device, and would
not do without it for five dollars a year. It

is not only useful in clipping, but is equally
useful in catching the queen when swarm-
ing.

1 have not had a swarm desert a hive this

season. There is a right and a wrong way
to proceed in this, as in other things. You
want to shade the swarm and give plenty
of ventilation. I always give a frame of

eggs and unsealed brood if possible.

I ventilate my hives during hot weather
by raising the fronts one inch, and let the
back rest on the bottom-boai'd. That does
not botlier the bees so much as to raise all

the hive, and it gives plenty of ventilation.

I wire all frames, and it 1 do not wish to

use full sheets of foundation I set the hives
pertectl5- level from side to side ; the bees
will build perfectly straight combs over the
wires as nicely as can be, and if managed
rightly very little drone-comb will be built.

Put on a super and give but part of the
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CLUBBING LIST.

We h:ive made arrang-ements whereby we
cau furnish our readers with the best of read-
ing at a very large reduction, the only condi-
tion is that all arrearages to the Bee Journal
be paid.
The American Bee Journal one year and

any one of the following magazines or news-
papers, both for $1.90; the American Bee
Journal and any two Jor $1.80

:

Cosmopolitan
McClure's
Peterson's
Delineator
Housphold
Am. Kitchen Mag.
Cream
N. Y. Tribune
Detroit Free Press
Nat'l Stockman
Poultry Monthly

Family Herald
Harper's

Inter-Ocean
Munsey's
Puritan
Argosy
Demorest's
Godey's
Leisure Hours
Ohio Farmer
N. y. World
Rural New Torber
Farm Poultry

and Weekly Star
Kound Table

The following choice reading, the regular
price of which is $4:. 50..we will furnish one
year for $:i.'2o;

American Bee Journal.
Godey's Magazine—a leading ladles' mHga-

zine and fashion monthlj' of the United
States.

Farm Poultry—a semi-monthly and one of
the very best poultry pipers pub'isht.

Leisure Hours—a charming story magazine.
Everywhere — Will Carleton's newspaper

magazine.

The regular price of this combination Is

»3.50 ; our price Is «2..50 for the lot:

American Bee Journal.
American Kitchen Magazine.
New York Tribune.
Home Magazine, of Washington.

Y'our choice of one of the following list we
can furnish for only 83.60, which includes a
year's subscription to the American Bee Jour-
nal:

New England Magazine. ^

Frank Leslie's Popular Monthly.
Scribner's Monthly.
Scientific American.
St. Nicholas.

Remember that of this last lot you get only
ONE of them and a year's subscription to the
Bee Journal.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO. ILLS

For a knife that will cut a horn 'ithout \

crushing, becautso it cut^ from four i— - -:
. si'Jes at once trf t

-~

THE KEYSTONE
^DEHORN ER«-i_
Tt in humane, rapid and durable. Fully •
wiirrant*'d. Highest award at Worlds w
Fa IK. I 't-'-ei-iprivo circular-^ F'E.EE. ^
A. < TIKOSII S. Corhr;iiiville, Pa. ^

i-i»»»»»»»#»-»»#
40E6t Please mention the Bee Journal.

are worth looking:
at. We are mak-^OUR PRICES

iDg lUo new
<'li:iiii|>ion C'liall-llive

with dovetailed body and supers,
and a full line of other Supplies,
and we are selling them cheap. A
postal sent for a price-list may save
you $ $ $ »

K. H. SCH.niDT A: CO.,
Bo.T 1ST Sheboygan, Wis.

f'lease mention Bee Journal when -writinEr.

NO DIRT LEFT
In clothes wa^ed with the
BD3Y BEE WASHER."
Eieces in one hour and
ard work done. That's
the record. AGENTS
WANTED. EiclaslTo

, Bale. Wiit^ for termfc

Lake Erie Mfg. Co., 147 E. 13 St., Erie, Pa.

44E26t Please mention the Bee Journal.

See the preiuiuni offers on page 749

!

frames with starters. If the bees get ahead
of the queen, then they will begin to build

drone-comb. Use an excluder, or the queen
may lay in the sections.

In introducing queens and uniting I use
tobacco smoke, and I find it very successful.

I powder up some tobacco and put it into

the smoker; give the bees a few puffs, and
let the queen run in at the entrance. This
should be done near dark, or you are liable

to start robbing.
Bees shoulil never be molested when

honey is not coming in during the day;
always wait till sundown, or after. Now
if you are a beginner heed this. I had read
warning after warning on this very subject,

but I had workt during honey-flows, and
everything moved along smoothly, but the
honey ceast, and one day I went out to

look for a queen that I had decided to

supersede. I opened the hive, took out the
frames, and workt leisurely. The conse-
sequence was I lost that colony in spite of

all I could do. I used hay wet down, closed
the entrance, and finally tackt wire-cloth
so that no bees could get in or out. Oh,
my ! I never saw bees so wild in my life.

J. T. Hairston.
Cherokee Nation, Ind. Ter.

Bees Did Pretty Well.

My bees did pretty well the past summer.
From 10 colonies, spring count. I had 6S.5

pounds of comb honey, in well-filled sec-

tions, and had no swarms. I bad 100
pounds of extracted honey. I packt 14 col-

onies on the summer stands in sawdust and
shavings. I want to buy 16 colonies more
in the spring, so as to start in the spring
with 30 colonies.

T like the American Bee Journal very
well. John Ebnigesbero.
Cook Co., III., Dec. 3.

A Beginner's Report.

With much interest I read the reports of

the bee-keepers throughout the land. As I

am a beginner in bee-keeping I will have a
short report.
Our summer flow from white clover was

excellent, but our fall flow was short on
account of dry weather. I .started with 3

colonies last spring, and increast to .5, in-

cluding 1 nucleus, and secured about 130

pounds of comb honey. I bought 3 more
colonies. A few days ago I built a shed for

them, and packt them in. side by side, with
clover chaff on the back, underneath and
in between, and some on top, with the front
clear, but boarded it entirely shut, and put
galvanized iron shields at the entrance of

each hive to guard against mice.
I have learned a great deal about bees

the past summer, and know but little yet.

H. W. Hechler.
Keokuk Co., Iowa, Nov. 25.

Report for 1897, Etc.

I began this year with 30 colonies, lost

one early from the effects of a laying
worker; another colony was weak, but
built up during the summer to give me a
few pounds of surplus; virtually leaving
but IS colonies for business, and from them
I obtained ,S prime swarms, 3 second
swarms, and 1 third swarm, all doing quite
well : the last-named swarm were supplied
with two full frames of honey in Septem-
ber: these all came off in June.
The white clover flow was good in June

and until July 7. then very little more until

the fall flowers came, and that was light. I

took off 1.000 pounds of honey, about three-
fourths of it being extracted. Not nearly
all is sold yet. Comb honey sells for 13',

cents, extracted for 10 cents; receptacles
reserved in all cases. Several persons sent
in their vessels and had them filled.

I have now 20 colonies in winter quar
ters. some in sheds packt with straw, and
others with outside boxes packt with straw
between the hive and box.
The American Bee Journal is just the

thing for any one who keeps any bees, even
one, two or three colonies.Q Every one who

BEES FOR SALE.
About DO Colonies of Italians. Any one want-
ing- to start an apiary cannot do better than
to call on Dr. E. Clallup, Santa Aua, Calif.,
and examine the Bees before purchasing? else-
where. Double sets of Combs In LanR-stroth-
Slmpllcity Hives, and warranted a superior
lot of Bees for business. Correspodence eo-
Llclted. Dr. K. GALLUP,

Santa Ana. Orang^e Co.. Cai>.

SEE THAT WINK

!

Bee - Supplies ! KoOT's
Goods at Koot's Prices.

Pouder's Honey - Jars.
and every thing used by
bee-keepers. Prompt ser-

vice, low freight mte. Cat-
tree. Walter S. Ponder,

^i( -^nhAiiftf-h't r 163 Mass. Ave.,
Wflic-npovDCBS^* Indianapolis, Indiana.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

e»~ IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
11.35 to Prof. A, J. Cook, Claremont, Calif.,

torblB

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

PATERT WIRED COMB FODNDATIOH
A Has No Sag In Brood-Frames

In^ Thin Flat-Bottom FoundatioD

I lu^B Has lo Fisbbane in the 8arplas Booef.

1 BelDK the cleanest Is nsnally worked
the qnlokest of any Foandatlon made

J, A. VAN DECSEN,
Sole Manafaoturer,

BpTont Brook MontKomery Co., N. T.

ONE MAN WITH THE

UNION ^0^11,':,^^'°'-

Can do the work of four
men using hand tools, In
Ripping, Cuttlng-ofC, Mi-
tring, Rabbeting, Groov-
ing. Gaining. Dadoing,
Kdglng-up. Jointing Stuff,
etc. Full Line of Foot and
Hand Power Machinery.
Sold OD Trial. CataloErne Free.

SENE<^A FALLS MFG. CO.,
46 Water St SENECA FALLS. N. Y.

Please mention Bee Journal -when 'writing.

DEC I^CCDCDCI Let me send you my 64-
DLL'^LL^ CnO page Catalog for 18M7.

J. ITI. Jenkins. Wetumpka. /Via.

Please niention Bee Journal when -writing.

^
^^California

If you care to know of its Fruits, Flowers
Climate or Resources, send tor a Sample Copy
of California's Favorite Paper—

The Pacific Rural Press
The leading Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the Pacific Coast. Published weekly,
handsomely illustrated 92.00 per annum.
Sample Copy Free.

PACIFIC RURAL, PRES§,
330 Market St.. - SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.
Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

THE MONEY QUESTION
(.ill V. itl.-tlw poiiUrv (nic5tion liy rof.-rf ni-.-tn our
Mammoth Annual Poultry Guide
Cmtaiii'^ JtMl i.:i;;<-s I'rilltfd ill fill^t colors,

30 v.inelies of iioiiltry «ml li"w to tr«.it them in
"nalth and disease nndhow loninkr nmney with

, lirm. Poullrv Infuse plan'i.recipp'i: pijstpj^id 15o.

John Bauscher Jr. Box»*, Freeport.Ill.

6t Please mention the Bee Journal4 4 A:
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: one of Stark 12 ChallenqL
V/plainly r-how WHY Stark Rro's grow and

Points—the

We PAY FREIGHT it
, ,,,,

sell the most trees. I hi n. \\i' will not cut quality no miittir how \J>\\ oiii|ii

If interestf.l in trr.» ui rniils .Iroii i«.stal for CTilRK FRUIT ROOK
new ertition; finest, mo^t .oinpli'ti- yet issne.l O 1 nUIX F IVUl 1 UUUI\
sent free. STARK BROS, Louisiana, Mo. Stark. Mo. Kockport, 111. Dansville, N.V.

K5!! Beeswax
For all the Oood, Pure Yello^?^

Beesivax delivered to our ofBce till

further notice, we will pay 25 cents per

pound, CASH ; or 28 cents for whatever
part is exchanged for the Bee Journal,

Honey, Books or Seed, that we offer. If

you want casta, promptly, for your

Beeswax, send it on at once. Impure
wax not taken at any price. Address as

follows, very plainly,

GEO. W. YORK & CO.
118 Micliieaii st., CHICAGO, ILI..

CARLOADS
Of Bee-Hives, Sections, Ship-
ping-CaeeB. Comb Foundation,
and Everything used in the
Bee-Industry.
We want the name and ad-

dress of every Bee-Keeper In
' America. We supply Deal-—^ ers as well as consumers. We

have Dry KUn, Improved Machinery, 40,000

feet of floor space, and all modern appliances.

We make prompt shipment.
Write for Catalogs. Quotations, etc.

I

Mer-State Mauufacturim Co.

HUDSON, St. Croix Co., WIS.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

HATCH Chickens »,T.?7My..T7

EXCELSIOR Incubator
Simple, Perfect. Self-Regulat-

ing. Thousands in successful

oiifration. Lowest prlcc4
llrst-cInHH Ilatchor made.

iiVA\. II. P*TAIIL.«
I

114 toiag H. 6lh Ht. Quinoy.lH.

44A:36t Please menlloo the Uee Journal.

COMB FOUNDATION
Wliolesale

and Retail.

Working Wax TJiTr'^^y^ A Specialty,

At KediiceU Prices during tlie Winter.

My IFoundatinn will si'e.\k for itself, and
prices are O. K. So di) not fall to write for a

Catalog with prices and samples.

Beesivax taken in Exchange for Foun-
dation or any other Supplies.

GUS DITTMER,
AIKJISTA, WIS.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

FREE! FREE! FREE!
Wlial'x Free?

Wliy, Oaiizenbaker's Bee-Book
"i'A«vr« Aitoi r iii;i:s."

Providing 2c for postage is inclosed.

Tells all aViout my new hive, and system of

management, pariioularly how to produce
comb honey that will bring from 2 to 4c more
than honey produeed In the old way. Address

F. Wanzenbalier, Wanlilngton, D. C.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Wce-Keeperx' I'lioloRrapli.—We
have now on hand a limited number of ex-

cellent photographs of prominent bee-keep-

ers—a number of pictures on one card. The
likeness of 49 of them are shown on one of

the photographs, and 121 on the other. We
will send them, postpaid, for .30 cts. a card,

mailing from the 131 kind first; then after

they are all gone, we will send the 49 kind.

Bo those who order first will get the most
" faces " for their money. Bend orders to

the Bee Journal office.

likes to work with bees ought not to be
without it.

Perhaps I will be pardoned for speaking
here of the success of prohibition in this

county, and also in the State. It is away
ahead of its former record all over the
State, for which I am glad, and 1 think
most bee-keepers will be glad, for I believe

they are, as a rule, temperance men and
women, for we surely could not make much
use of strong drink and be successful in the
bee-business. _ Geo. McCullcuoe.
Page Co., Iowa, Dec. 2.

A Beginner's Experience.

I find after taking the American Bee
Journal on a trial subscription that it is on
my list of " must haves " for the coming
year. There are so many helpful things in

it, that are necessary to the bee-keeper's
success, that no one should be without it if

intending to keep bees.

The bee-business has not been a success
in this section, owing to unfavorable
weather. There was a greut deal of fruit-

bloom, but the bees could not get at it be-

cause of the cold, rainy weather; and there
was no basswood bloom this j ear, but when
clover came on there was a .rush of honey
for about 10 days, when another wet spell

of three weeks ended it.

Probably many will be discouraged in

consequence, and go out of the business,

but I am in it to stay (D. V.), and have no
reason to complain, because I got swarms
to make up for loss of honey.

I started in 189") with one colony, and
now I have 14 good colonies, all tuckt away
in good condition for winter? and I had
something over UIO pounds of good honey.

I have learned many things the past sum-
mer, and made a close acquaintance with
my bees, and I think we have a mutual at-

tachment for each other.

I am surprised to see how much intelli-

gence bees show, and I have learned the
different notes, so that I can tell bow things
are going in my little apiary by sounds
that reach me from time to time ; and that
is a great help many times in preventing
mischief among them.

Mrs. C. a. Ball.
Oneida Co., N. Y., Nov. 22.

A Massachusetts Report.

In this dry country bees do not seem to

do very well. Some of my colonies gath-
ered no surplus this year, and others stored
25 or 28 pounds. As one colony lookt about
the same as another, it's queer to me that
one didn't do as well as another. I think I

am up to the game. When these bees were
transferred from Ijux to frame hives, some
of the queens were accidentally killed, and
these are the very colonies that gave some
surplus.

I have one colony in particular in a Cot-
ton hive (or they called it his, but I don't)
that hung out all summer, and did nothing;
they will go into a dovetailed hive next
spring and have a new queen.
Last spring was cold and rainy, and bees

did nothing until lute, when they put in

some nice white lioney, which I had no
troutile in disposing of at 2."i cents, and
could have sold lots of it if I had had it. I

think that bees will pay in this dry, sandy
land. What we lack in quantity we make
up in price.

I am thinking of sowing sweet clover. I

tried some on a sidehill, and it grew .') feet

high, and the bees workt on it well.

My bees are hybrids, and I keep them in

8-frame dovetailed hives. 1 will use a dove-
tailed hive without the bottom-board, and
it will go into a Bristol outside case, and
then I will have the best hive out, only it

costs. The old Bay State hive is the iiest I

ever saw, with the exception of the surplus

part; but the brood-chamber "takes the
cake"—easy to handle, warm. etc.

I hope to have better success next year
with the bees. H. A. Fish.
Plymouth Co., Mass., Nov. 15.

Christmas and IVew Vcar's at
Home.

In order that the public may have an
opportunity of spending Christmas and
New Year's at home, the Nickel Plate
road will sell tickets to any point on
their line at a fare and one-third for the
round trip, tickets to be on sale Dec.
24th, 25th, 31st, and Jan. 1st, 1898.
Good returning up to and including Jan.
4th.

Students by presenting the proper cre-

dentials can obtain tickets at same rate,

good to return until Jan. 11th, 1898.

For full information call on or address
J. Y. Calahan, Gen'l. Agent, 111
Adams St., Chicago, 111.

36 H. Thobne, C. p. & T. A.

nichlgan. — The Michigan Bee-Keeper's
Association will hold its annu il convention
Dec. :il and Jan. 1. In the parlors of the Done-
van House. In Mt Pleasant. Mich. Reduced
rates at the hotel, and probably on the rail-

roads. A cordial Invitation extended to all.

Flint, Mich. W. Z. Hutchinson. Sec.

Ilii41/ci HONEY-EXTRACTOR
iUlllll !) Square Glass Jars.

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

Bee-Keepers' Supplies in general, etc etc
Send for our new catalog.

Practical Hints " will be mailed for 10c.
lu stamps. Apply to—

Chas. F. ninth & Sou, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Honey - Clovers I

We have made arrangements so that we can
furnish seed of several of the Clovers by
freight or express, at the following prices,

cash with order:
5It> 10ft 258> 501b

Alslke Clover 70 $l.'25 $3.00 J5.75
Sweet Clover (white). .60 1.00 2.25 4.00
White Clover 90 1.60 3.75 7.00
AlfalfaOlover 60 1.00 2.25 4.00
Crimson Clover 55 .90 2.00 3.50

Prices subject to market changes.

Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage,
wanted by freight.

Your orders are solicited.

OEOBGE "W. YORK & Co.
CHICAGO. ILL.

Please mention Bee Journal wlien writing.

HONEY-JARS.
l-lb.. *t.50 perirrose ; discount on quanlltiee.

Sq. with Corks.

BEESWAX WANTED.
We pay 26c cash. f. o. b. N. Y. City.

Catalog of Apiarian Supplies and Bees, Free

I. J. STRINOIIAM,
105 Park Place. NEW YORK, N. T.

Apiakv—Glen Cove, L. 1.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

For SdlC BEE-LOCATION.
Known as " Pleasant Grovo Apiary," within

« mile of town. Fine lOroom house, bank
barn and all outbuildings. Good orchard,

and many varieties of small fruit. In the

basswood belt. :! 1-2 acres In homestead,

more adjoining If wauted. Good reasons lor

selling. Write If you want a bargain. 100
colonics of bees for sale with the place.

J. niEssiiNriEK.
47A,3t ELKOY, Juneau Co.. WIS.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.
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HONEY a^(l BEESWAX
MAKKEX QIIOXAXIU.^'!^.

Chicag'o, 111. , Nov. 8.—Fancy white 11 to
l'2c. No. 1,10a. ; lancy amber, 8 to 9o.: No. 1,

7.: fancy dark. 7 to 8c.; No 1 and mixed. 7c.
Extracted, white, ii to<ic. : amber. 4i4to5c.

:

dark, 3V4 to 4c. Beeswax, 2« to 270.

All of these g^rades vai'y In quality and style
of piickage. which makes it dithciilt to tell

jusi what a ctrtaiu colored honey will bring
without knowinjLT flavor and body thereol.
Sales are ot small amounts, and supply abun-
dant. Beeswax is wanted at price quoted.

San Francisco, Calif., Oct. 27,— White
comb, l-lbs...7V4 to 9i4c ; amber. 4 to 6c. Ex-
tracted, white, 4'4 to 4*ic.; light amber. 3^
to 'i\Q.\ dark tule. l?i to 2J4C. Beeswax,
fair to choice, 22 to 24c.

There Is a tolerably Arm market for choice
to select water white, both comb and ex-
tracted, with not much ot the same ottering.
In a small way on local account higher rates
than are quotable are realized. Dark grades
fail to receive any special attention, detpite
the fact that such are obtainable at low fig-

ures. There Is no lack of demand for bees-
wax, and not much offering. At the same
time, wholesale buyers refuse to operate at
any advance on previous rates.

Philadelphia, Pa., Nov. 13.—Fancy white,
13 to 14c.; No 1. 12c.; fancy amber, 10c.

;

No. 1. 9c. ; No. 1 dark. 8o. Extracted, white,
5to5>4c.; amber,5c.; dark.! to 4!4c. Bees-
wax. 27c.
Honey is arriving very freely; market is a

little off. Beeswax Is in good demand.

BtiSalo, N. Y., Nov. 19.—Trade Is more
^uiet. and only the fanciest is moving satis-
lactorily at 10 to lie.; other grades require
pusliing and cutting to move much, at from 9
to 6c.. as to actual grade. Supplies are not
large. Fancy can be easily placed. Extracted
moves fairly well at 6 1-2 to 4c., as to color,
etc.

Albany, N. Y,, Nov. 8.—Fancy white, 13c.;
No. 1. 12 to 12!4c.; fancy amber. 9 to 10c. : No.
1, 8 to 9c ; fancy dark, 8 toSVic. ; No.l. 7V4 to
8c. Extracted, white, 5 to 6c. ; amber, 4H to
5o. ; dark, 4 to 41ic.

Our honey market is active and stock mov-
ing off rapidly at quotations. Fancy white
comb is scarce.

St. IiOTiis, Mo., Nov. 8.—Fancy white, 11
to 12c.; amber. 9 to 10c. ; dark, 7 to 8c. Ex-
tracted, white, 5'4to6c.: light amber. 4^ to
So.; amber, 4 io4>4c. Beeswax, prime, 24 to
24KC.
Remand is rather light for this season of

the year.

Boston, Mass., Nov 8.—Fancy white, in
cartons. 13c.; No. 1. 11 to 12c.; fancy amber.
10c. E.x-tracted. white, 6 to 7c. ; amber. 5 to
5V4c. Beeswax, 28c.

No, 1 and fancy honey has sold well (juring
the past 10 days, but off grades and light
weight is going slowly. Beeswax is in good
demand and but little here.

Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 8.—Fancy white,
11 to 12c.; No. 1. 10 to lie. ; fancy amber, 10c.
No.l 9iol0c.; fancy dark. 9c. ; No. 1, 8. Ex-
tracted, white. 5^ to 6c.; amber. 5 to 5!4c.;
dark, 4to4!4c Beeswax. 22 to 25c.
Receipts of comb honey are large; ex-

tracted is light.

Minneapolis, Minn. , N' v, 8,—Fancy white,
10i4tol2c. ; No 1,9 to lOc; fancy amber, 9
to lOc; No. 1. 9c. Extracted, white, 5 to 6c.;
amber. 4 to 5c.

Demand Is good, prices are firm, and supply
only moderate-best time so far this season to
ship.

New York, N. Y., Nov. 8.—Fancy white.
12c.; No. 1. 10 to lie ; fancy amber, D to
9i<c.: No. 1.9c.: fancy dark, 8 !4c; No.l, 8c.
Extracted, white. 5 to oHc ; amber, 4H tooc.

;

dark, 4c. Beeswax, 26 to 27c.

Our market does not show much activity
and comb honey Is moving off rather slowly.
The receipts are large and the stock is accu-
mulating. While choice grades of white are
likely to find sale at present quotations,
prices on off grades and buckwheat will have
to be shaded in round lots. Southern in bar-
rels Is in good demand at 50c. a gallon, for
average grade.

Detroit, Mich., Nov. 9.—Fancy white. 11
to 12c.; No. 1. 10 to lie; fancy amber, 9 to
10c. ; No. 1 , 8 to 9c : fancy dark, 7 to 8c. Ex-
tracted, white, o to 6c. ; amber, 4 to 5c. Bees-
wax. 25 to 26c.

Cleveland. Ohio, Nov. 9.—Fancy white.
12 to 13c.: No. 1, 11 to I2c. ; fancy amber. 9
to 10c. ; No. 1, 8 to 9c.; fancy dark. 7 to 8c.

Extracted, white. 8V4c,i amber. 5^4 to 6c.

Beeswax. 28c.

Milwaukee, Wis., Nov. 8.—Fancy white.
12 to i:ic. ; Nn. 1, 11 to 12c.; fancy amber, 9
to 10c.'; No. 1. 8 to flc. Extracted, white, 5i4
to 6c.; amber. 4^ xa 5V4c.; dark, 4 to 4^c.
Beeswax, 25 to 27c.

The market Is in good condition. Receipts
are liberal, demand fair, and values fairly

sustained on finest grades of honey, both
comb and extracted. We are looking for an
Increased consumption ot honey this season,
as the cost IS not high, and is an uneijualled
substitute for butter to any or all who cannot
ttitord to buy the best butter.

Indianapolis, Ind., Nov. 8.—Fancy white.
11 to 13c.; No 1, 9 to lOc; fancy amber. 9 to
lOc. Extracted, white. 5 to 6c. Beeswax, 25c.
Demand for fancy white comb honey and

fancy white extracted is exceptionally good,
while there is almost no demand for darker
amber comb or extracted honey.

Cincinnati, Ohio, Dae. 7.—Demand for
comb honey lias been good for the la^t few
weeks and Is fair for extracted. We quote
the latter at 3 1-2 to 6c., and comb at 10 to
13c. for best white Beeswax is in fair de-
mand at 20 to 25c. for good to choice yellow.

List of Honey and Beeswax Dealers.

Most of whom Quote In this Journal.

CblcaKo. lUa.

R. A. BUBKBTT & Co.. 163 South Water Street.

New York, N. V.
HiLDRETH Bros. & Seoslken,

120 & 122 W. Broadway.

Kansas Citr, mo.
tl. C. CLEMOM8 & Co., 423 Walnut St.

Bafialo, N. 11.

Batterson & Co.. 167 & 169 Scott St.

Hamilton, Ills,

CHA8. Dadant & Son.

Cleveland, Oblo.
A. B, Williams & Co., 80 & 82 Broadway,

Pbiladelphla, Fa.
Wm. a. Selseb, 10 Vine St.

Mr. Selser handles no honey on commission

St. Iionis, mo.
Westcott Com. Co.. 213 Market St

Ifliuneapolin, ininn.
S. H. Hall* CO.

inilnrankee. Wis.
A. V. BISHOP Jb Co.

Boston, Mass.
Blake. Scott & Lee., 57 Chatham Street.

Detroit, micb.
M. H. Hunt, Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich.

Indianapolis, Ind.
Walters. Pouder, 182 Masstchusetts Ave,

Albany, N. Y.
Chas. McColloch & Co., 380 Broadway.

Cincinnati, Oblo.
C. r. Muth Js SON.oor. Freeman & Central Avs.

TOUR BEESWAX

!

UNTIl, FUKTHEK NOTICE, we will
allow 28 cents per pound for Good Yel-

low Beeswax, delivered at our office—in ex-
ebanae tor Subscription to the Bee JonRNAL.
for Bo^'ks. or anything that we offer for sale
In the Bee Journal. Or, 25 ctn. cash.

GEORGE W. ^ORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL&

\mm or Ibis J-araaU tsi-
WTT ite to xay of < c r.

advertisers, eltber it

krderlug, or asUng abont the Gooc.;
»fi'ered, ivlll please state that tbey saw
tbe 4df eitisement in tbis papei.

A Book Recommended by llr. Gallup.

THENEWMETHOD
In Kealttx SktkKk 0>lsease.
By W. E Forest. M. D., I'ith Edition, Re-
vised, Illustrated, and Enlarged. This is

the greatest and best work ever publisht
as a Home Physician, and as

A diide to llealtli.

It makes the way from IVriiline^iii^ to
SIreiigtIi so plain that only those who
are past recovery (the very few) need to
be sick, and the well who will follow its

teachings csinnot l»e sick. It is now
in many families the only counsellor in

luatters of health, saving the need ot call-

ing a physician and all expenses for medi-
cines, as it teaches Hygiene and the use
of Nature's remedies, not :t driig^
li-ealnient.

All Clii-oiiic IMseases
are considered, and there is not a curable
disease that has not been helpt by some
of the " -Vc?/-' J/(^?Aurf.s " given here; even
those who have beeii pronounced Con-
<!>)tiii]>tive have been entirely cured.
While for Rlieiimalisiiiii, Indiges-
tion, >yM|>ep!s>i», Conwtipalion,
Ikyiiienlsiry, I.,ivoi* nnd Kidney
''onbleN. l':itari-li. Kniacia>
tion. 4]ienei-al Uebiiity, ;\ei"V-
ons Kxlianstion, Ikiseases Pe>
cnliar to Women, etc., the methods
are sure, and can be carried out at one's
own home and with little or no expense.

A lanarantee.
So confident are the publishers of the
results, that they offer to refund the
money to any one who will try "New
Methods " thoroughly, if the book is re-
turned in good condition.

Xlie i^ew Edition
is illustrated with a number of Anatom-
ical plates from the best English work on
Anatomy publisht, and others made ex-
pressly for this work; contains 300 pages,
printed on fine calendered paper, and al-

though the priceiof the first edition {much
smaller in size and without illustrations)
was S2..50, we sell this at ^l.OO, postpaid. D

PRE.VIII'.YI OFrERS.
For sending us two new subscribers to
the Bee Journal for one year, we will
mail yen the book tree as a premium, or
we will mail it for sending your own ad-
vance renewal and one new yearly sub-
scriber. This is a wonderful premium
offer. Address all orders to

—

GEORGP. W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.

ttneenx an«l ttiieen-Kearinsr.

—

If you want to know how to have queens
fertilized in upper stories while the old
queen is still laying below; how you may
safely hilroduve any queen, at any time of
the year when bees can fly ; all about the
different races of bees ; aU about shipping
queens, queen-cages, candy for queen-
cages, etc. ; all about forming nuclei, mul-
tiplying or uniting bees, or weak colonies,
9tc. ; or, in fact, everything about the
queen-business which you may want to
know—send for Doolittle's "Scientific
Queen-Rearing" — a book of over 170
pages, which is as interesting as a story.
Here are some good offers of this book

:

Bound in cloth, postpaid, tl.OO ; or clubbed
with the Bee Jocrnal for one year—both
for only J1.T.5 ; or given free as a premium
for sending us tn-u new subscribers to the
Bee Journal for a year at fl.OO each.

Please Send Us the Names of your
neighbors who keep bees, and we will

send them sample copies of the Bkb
JouBNAL. Then please call upon them
and get them to subscribe with you, and
secure some of the premiums we offer.
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H a^ B mk A Copy of

LD L L Successful Hee-Keeping,
rn r r ^y W. Z. Hutchinson ;

I IIkk and our 1897 Catalofr. forS-
cent stamp, or a copy of the

Catalog for llie Askiiia:. We make almost
Everylliliis used by Bee-Kecpero, and at
liOAvest Prices. OUH

Falcon Polisht Sections
are warranted

Superior to All Others.

Don't buy cheaply and roughly made Goods.
when you can have lUe best—sucli as we
make.

The American Bee Keeper
Lmonthly, now in its 7th year]

36 Pages—50 Cents a Year.
bAMPLE Free—Address,

THE W.T. FALCONER MFG. CO.,

JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

Tranquility Stock Farm
Isthe appropriate title ai>|)liccl to an estate in New
Jersey on wtiich Is erected more than 12 miles of
Paee 'Fence. From the mammoth Percheron down
to the baby Chester White, everythSng • tran-
qnll there,

PAGE WOVEN WIKE FENCE CO., Adrian, Mich.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

FREE FOR A MONTH.
If you are interested In sheep in any way
you cannot afford to be without the best

and only weekly sheep paper published in

the United States.

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP ^ ^ ^
has a hobby which is thesheep breeder and
his Industry, first foremost and all the
time. Are you interested? Write to-day

Wool Markets & Sheep, • • Chicagcv

Bee -Hives, Sections, Shipping-
Cases—everything used by bee-

) keepers. Orders filled promptly.
[Send for catalog. JIUNESOTA BEE-
KEEPEKS' SUPPLY MPS. Cd., Nicollet
Island, Minneapolis, Minn.

22 4tf CHA8.MONDENG.Mgr.
Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Beautiful Honey-Cases
Made by the A. I. Root Co., at their prices.

Beesivax AVanted.
n. H. HUNT, Bell BrancU, micli.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

The Renew at

Reduced Rates.
The Bee-Keei'ers' Review Is Jl.00 a year,

but, for the sake of getting It into new hands,

and being able to begin the year with a large

list. I will, until Jan. 1st, send free to each

new subscriber, a copy of "Advanced Bee-

Culturc," a.50-ct. book of nearly 100 pages,

that gives brlelly but clearly the best methods
of management from the time the bees are

put Into the cellar In the fall until they are

again ready for winter—32 chapters In all.

Those who prefer can have. Instead of the

book, 12 back numbers of the Ueview, the

selection to be mine, Ijut no two numbers
alike. All who send $1.00 now will receive

the last four issues of this year free, and the

Review win be sent to the end of 1888. If

not acquainted with the Review send 10

cents for three late but different Issues.

W. I. llutcliinson, Flinf, Midi.

44E5t Please mention the Itee Journal.

THE "NOVELTY" POCKET-KNIFE

GEO. W. YORK,
CHICAGO, ILLS.

Yonr Name on tbe Knife.—When orderlnfr, be sare to Bay ]ust wbat Ilems, Ufui
Address you wl.sh put on the Knife.

The Novelty Knife Is Indeed a novelty. The novelty lies In the handle. ItUma-ie
osautlfully of Indestructible celluloid, which Is as transparent as glass. Cnderneath VB.i

celluloid, on one side of the handle Is placed an American Bee Journal reminder, and on ttt«

other side, name and residence of the Subscriber.
The material entering into this celebrated knife Is of the very best quality; the bladet

are handforged out of the very finest English razor-steel, and we warrant every blade. The
bolsters are made of German silver, and will never rust or corrode. The rivets are bardeneo
German silver wire; the linings are plate brass; the back springs of Sheffield spring steel, ansj

the finish of handle as described above. It will last a lifetime, with proper usage.

AVhypnrcliase the Novelty Knife 1 In case a good knife Is lost, the chances are,

the owner will never recover it; but if the Novelty is lost, having name and address of ownei.
the finder will return it; otherwise to try to destroy the name and address, would destroy ths
knife. If traveling, and you meet with a serious accident, and are so fortunate as to have oca
of the Novelties, your pocket knife will serve as as an Identifier; and in case cf death, youf
relatives will at once be apprised of the accident.

How appropriate this knife is for a Christmas, New Tear or birthday present 1 Wha<<
more lasting memento could a mother give to a son, a wife to a tiufsband. a sister to a brother,
a lady to a gentleman, or vice versa, a son to a mother, a husband to a wife, a brother to a sister
i)r a gentleman to a lady—the knife having the name of the recipient on one side ?

The accompanying cut gives a faint idea, but cannot fully convey an exact represent£<-
tion of this beauciful knife, as the *' Novelty " must be seen to be appreciated.

How to Get tbis Valuable Knife.—We send it postpaid. forSl. , or give It as a
Premium to the one sending us three new Snbscrlbers to the Bee Joitrnal (with $3,004,
and we will also send to each new name a copy of the Premium Edition of the book '• Bees anij

Hone'" " We club the Novelty Knife with the Bee Journal for one year, both for 11.90.

f!lD} Ifame and Address Put on tlie Knife.
GEOBGE W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.

"HADANT'S t FOUNDATION

BEESWAX WANTED,
BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS.

The Classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.25, by mail.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
Please mention the Am. Bee Journal. HAMILTON, Haucock Co., ILL.

Gleanings at Reduced Rates.
New subscribers sending us $1.00, or old subscribers who send us

Sl.DD before tlieir Subscription Expires,

will receive a copy of the " A B C of Carp Culture," 70 pages, price 40 cents, post-

paid, the pages 6^x9^ inches in size; or we will send, in place of the carp-book,

one copy of

Winter Care of Horses and Cattle,
by T. B. Terry, a book of the same size pages as the carp-book, 44 pages ; price 40

cents, postpaid ; or in place of either one of the two we will send

Maple Sugar and the Sugar - Bush,
a book of the same size pages, costing also 40 cents, postpaid. Reineniber, In order

to get one of these valuable books all you have to do is to send $1.00 for Gleanings,

and 5 cents postage, and we will give you one of them free. Remembec, an old

subscriber, to be entitled to this offer, must pay up all back subscription, if any,

and send In .$1.00 for a year In advance, with 5 cents postage.

Tiie A. I. Root (]oiiii)aiiy, Medina, Olilo
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Report of the Buffalo Convention of the United
States Bee-Keepers' Union.

BY DR. A. B MASON.

[Continued from page 788 ]

Mr. M. B. Holmes, of Ontario, Canada, read the following
paper on

(treat an organization as the United States Bee-Keepers'
Union. With this last-named conviction before me, 1 wrote
the Secretary, Dr. Mason, that in accordance with the request
of the committee whose duty it was to prepare the program,
and in accordance with the venerable exhortation of Holy
Writ, which bids us " bow to our superiors, and to those in

authority over us," I would endeavor to file an appearance
with a paper on "The Progress of Bee-Keeping In Canada."

In the order of a kind Providence, we are permitted to

meet in convention and exchange friendly greetings in this,

one of the many beautiful cities of a great and glorious Repub-
lic, it is certainly a most transporting scene which presents
itself to the eye of the beholder as he steps out on this border-
land between two great countries. Looking toward the north
we see fair Canada, most beautiful and attractive from many
different points of view, but most specially noted for the most
wonderful wheat fields, the richest of gold fields, and for the
variety and excellence of fruits, for the very high standard of

her dairy products, etc.

IJi. ,i. Li. -l/a.voii. Thomas O. SLUimui.

The ProgrcM of Bec-Kecping in Canada.

A few weeks ago I received a communication informing
me that my name was being placed in the program of this

convention, and asking that I at once endorse the action ; and
notwithstanding the fact that I had sundry misgivings as to

the legality of the undertaking (owing tu certain existing
laws), and as to whether the executive had made a mistake,
and as to—well, some other things, I yet had grave fears that
it would be a very serious matter to question the wisdom of so

I Looking to the southward, we see the wonderful republic
of the United States, with its myriads of thriving industries

of every conceivable kind, and as the observer admires those
two great countries (which are said to be about equal la point
of area, if Alaska be left out of the reckoning), he notices that
the millions of inhabitants to the north and the millions to the
south are apparently one and the same people, and the ques-
tion at once suggests itself. Why not really and practically

one ? But, Mr. President, the perplexing question (which has
doubtless troubled many of us when considering union in
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another sense) would ever present itself : If we are to be
made one, which one will it be ?

Getting now to my subject, I may state that previous to

1880, bee-keeping in Canada was in a very crude state.

There were many comparatively large yards of bees through-
out the country, but the honey extractor was very little

known, and less used. No comb foundation was used, and no
sections employed. Comb honey was secured in small boxes
placed on top of the honey-board, but the most of those who
kept bees got their honey by the old method of brimstoning,
and the individual who happened to secure a few hundred
pounds of honey was considered very fortunate indeed.

In 1879, Mr. D. A. Jones, of Beeton, Ont., conceived the
Idea of making a trip to the Par East in search of new races

of bees. He accordingly secured the services of Mr. Frank
Benton as a general assistant, but principally as an Interpre-

ter in the East, as he spoke several languages. For his ser-

vices, Mr. Benton received a heavy salary, and all expenses
paid, Mr. Jones assuming the entire cost of the expedition.

Mr. Jones bought bees in Cyprus and establlsht apiaries
there, and in many parts of Palestine, Jerusalem and vicinity,

and at Joppa and Beyrout, and other places.

Having left Mr. IJenton in charge of his interests in the
East, Mr. Jones returned to Canada in 1880, bringing with
him nearly 200 colonies of bees. He, however, received hun-
dreds of colonies from the East at a later date, as he kept Mr.
Benton there for sometime rearing and shipping bees to him.
This was the first move toward bringing bee-keeping into

prominence In Canada.
In 1880, Mr. Jones made the first large display of honey

at the Industrial Fair at Toronto. His exhibit consisted of

about 10 tons of extracted honey put up in barrels, kegs and
tins. There was no prize offered for honey that year, but the
Industrial Board awarded Mr. Jones a massive gold medal
on his exhibit. During the progress of the Fair aforemen-
tioned, Mr. Jones called a meeting of bee-keepers at the City

Hall. Mr. R. McKnight was chairman of the meeting, which
in point of attendance and general enthusiasm was an unquali-
fied success. At the close of this meeting, which lasted three
days, the Ontario Bee-Keepers' Association was organized,
with Mr. D. A. Jones as President, and R. McKnight as Sec-
retary-Treasurer. The constitution and by-laws of the asso-

ciation were drafted by Mr. McKnight, and revised at a later

date by the same gentleman to suit the change brought about
by incorporation. They have been revised once since that
date by a committee composed of Mr. Darling, Mr. Couse, and
myself, this revision being necessitated by some slight changes
in the Agricultural and Arts Act of the country.

There was no bee-periodical in Canada at that time, but
arrangements were made with the publishers of the Canadian
Parmer for the use of one of the pages of that weekly paper
to be devoted exclusively to bee-literature. Mr. McKnight
was duly installed as editor of this department of the Farmer,
and had to supply a page of " copy " each week. This state

of things continued about three years, when Mr. Jones started
the Beeton World, which became the " organ " until he started

the Canadian Bee Journal.
The Ontario Bee-Keepers' Association was incorporated

in March, 1886, by Act of Parliament, and a Government
grant of $500 was given to strengthen the movements of the
Association. A Government grant of $1,000 was also given
In the same year to send an exhibit of honey to the
Colonial and Indian Exhibition, in London England. This
was probably the largest exhibit of honey ever made
either before or since that date. It freighted 20 tons, and
consisted of over 15 tons of honey, exclusive of packages and
cases in which it was put up, and was contributed by 26 Cana-
dian bee-keepers.

Messrs. R. McKnight, D. A. Jones, S. T. Pettit, and S.

Cornell were commissioned to go with this monster shipment
to London, where, under the direct supervision of these gen-
tlemen, the honey was placed on exhibition from the middle
of September till the 10th of December, the commissioners all

remaining in London until the close of the exhibition except
Mr. Pettit, who returned to Canada in about six weeks from
the opening of the exhibition.

The management of the business in connection with that
exhibit was no child's play. There were four persons em-
ployed liquefying, bottling and labelling, and nine saleswomen
were employed continuously. All visitors lo the building
were invited to taste Canadian honey, and in this way about
four tons of extracted honey was given away, besides contri-

butions to the Queen, Prince of Wales, Lord Lome, and other
dignitaries.

The entire lot was disposed of at the close of the exhibi-
tion, and the contributors were paid 10 to 18 cents per pound
for their comb honey, and 10 cents per pound for extracted

honey, and pay for all cans or packages holding 10 pounds
and under.

I have already told you that a grant of $1,000 was given
to help defray the expenses of this exhibit. The Canadian
Government also furnisht the building.

A prominent member of the British Bee-Keepers' Associa-
tion was heard to remark that he did not believe the same
number of bee-keepers could be found in all England who
could have done as well as the Canadian Commissioners in

charge of the honey exhibit ; and it goes without saying that
they won the admiration of all Canadians while In discharge
of duty In that capacity.

A few years later the attention of the Government having
been drawn to the fact that a contagious disease known as
foul brood was playing havoc In the apiaries In some districts

of Canada, a Bill was introduced in Parliament to the end
that the disease might .be stampt out. This Bill provided for
an inspector and sub-inspector of apiaries, those officials to

be the appointees of, and amenable to, the Ontario Bee-Keep-
ers" Association, subject, of course, to the approval of the
Minister of Agriculture. Complying with the provisions of
the Act in that regard, we have Mr. Wm. McEvoy, as Inspec-
tor, and Mr. P. A. Gemmill as assistant. These gentlemen
are too well known to need introduction here. In passing,
however, it is most pleasing to note that the disease is fast
disappearing under their skillful management. So apparent
has this become that the bee-keeping world are becoming in-

terested in the "McEvoy Foul Brood Treatment." The "Act
for the Suppression of Foul Brood Among Bees" became law
in Canada in the year in 1890.

In 1891 a Bill was introduced in Parliament prohibiting
the spraying of fruit-trees with poison during the time such
trees were in bloom. This Bill was assented to in April,
1892, and came into force the first day of January, 1893.

I might go on lengthening out the list, but enough has
been said along this line to convince you that not only are the
bee-keepers of Canada alive to their own best interests, but
that the Government of Canada fully realizes the importance
of the industry, and are willing to foster and protect it when-
ever and wherever it is necessary. The last census reported
about 170,000 colonies of bees kept in Ontario, and it is esti-

mated that a large proportion (perhaps four-fifths) of the bees
kept in Canada are in Ontario.

A passing notice of Canada at the World's Columbian Ex-
position would very properly come in here, and you will kindly
allow me to make a few brief extracts from the report of the
late lamented Allen Pringle, Canadian Commissioner at the
World's Fair.

"Twenty foreign countries and 17 States and Territories
of the American Union made apiarian exhibits in Jackson
Park. Ontario took 17 apiarian awards. This number of

awards Is more than twice as many as that taken by any State
in the Union, or any other foreign country. In fact, it Is

more than all foreign awards combined. Our apiarian exhibit

at the World's Fair cannot fail to enhance the standing and
promote the future interests of apiculture in Canada."

My remarks in reference to the enterprise of D. A. Jones
may have conveyed the idea that he was the first to introduce
the bees from the Far East Into Canada. To remove this im-
pression, I might say that as far back as in the '60's, a firm

known as the Thomas Bros., of Ontario, sold Italian queens
quite extensively, and there may have been others selling

them at that time ; but interest seems to have died out to a
considerable extent until the date of Mr. Jones' venture.

The honey harvest just closed would seem to be a fair,

average crop. To the south and west a good yield is reported,
while the north and east report very light yields.

And now, ladies and gentlemen, may I dare to entertain
the hope that your anticipations have been In some small
measure realized in my effort to picture to you the " Progress
of Bee-Keeping In Canada," and wishing each of you an over-

flowing measure of success and happiness in life, I beg leave

to conclude. M. B. Holmes.

The balance of the report will be of a miscellaneous char-
acter, composed of various matters that came up and were
acted upon at different times during the three days' meeting.

Report of tlie Coniinitlce on Prcsidciil's Adclrc8§.

1st. We recommend the distribution of honey leaflets

among consumers, educating them as to its uses and benefits.

We also recommend the distribution of leaflets showing the
benefits of bees to the farmer and horticulturist, not over-

looking the spraying of fruit-trees while In bloom, and the In-

jury done to the blossoms by this untimely spraying. We
hope this Union will endorse the passage of the New York
Mark's Bill Introduced by Mr. Raines and killed by Gov.

I
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Black. Bee-keepers should not only distribute leaflets as
above, but should have as much as possible of the matter of
these leaflets printed in their local papers.

2nd. We recommend that iho IJoard of Directors of this
Union open commmunication with the California Bee-Keepers'
Exchange with the idea of co-operation with them as to
marketing honey, so that the honey of one section shall not
come unduly in conflict with another, thereby glutting mar-
kets and lowering prices.

3. We recommend the appointment of a committee by the
Board of Directors to grade honey and to report in our periodi-
cals in six months from their appointment, and the same to be
presented at the ne.xt meeting.

4th. If the Directors of the Union shall find it practical,
we suggest that they furnish ITnion labels guaranteeing the
purity of the honey to a cannery or canners putting up a pure
extracted honey, the Union to assume no liabilities except as
to purity, and that to be covered by a bond taken by the
Directors. P. H. Elwood, 1

E. Whitcomb, ^ Com.
David N. Ritchby, )

Apiarinii !>)iipcriiitendcul at Omaha.
Wherkas, Many prominent bee-keepers of the West are

asking the appointment of Hon. Edward Whitcomb as General
Superintendent of apiarian exhibits at the Trans-Mississippi
Exposition to be held at Omaha, Nebr., in 1S98, be it

Resotved, That the United States Bee-Keepers' Union In

convention assembled do hereby endorse his candidacy, and
respectfully ask the management that he be appointed for
that position ; and the Secretary of this Association is re-

quested to forward a copy of this preamble and resolution to

Mr. E. E. Bruce, Superintendent of Exhibits, Trans-Miss-
issippi Exposition, Omaha, Nebr. (Carried.)

Resolution on Apis Dorsata.

Resohicd. That this Unio-i commend any effort which may
be made to learn the relative » alue of Apis dorsata, and other
foreign bees, and their ada -i bility to the climate and sur-
roundings in the United Stat.. '.. (Carried.)

Report of Committee on Resolutions.

We, your committee appointed on resolutions, desire to

report the following:
Resolved, That the thanks of this Union be and are ex-

tended to the citizens of Buffalo for all courtesies shown us or
its individual members;

Resolved. That we extend our thanks to the management
of Caton Business College, for the very generous use of their
spacious hall, and many other courtesies shown this Union
and its individual members, with the assurance that we shall
carry to our homes many fond recollections of these courtesies ;

Resolved, That the hearty thanks of this Union are due
Mr. O. h. Hershiser, for his earnest efforts in behalf of this

meeting, and its ultimate success, without which it would
have suffered many inconveniences.

E. Whitcomb, I „ „
E. R. Root, K°™-

Report or the Obituary Committee.

Whereas, The United States Bee-Keepers' Union has
been robbed of two of its loved and valued members by the
cruel hand of Death ; therefore, be it

Resolved, That in the death of Mrs. A. L. Hallenbeck and
Mrs. J. N. Heater, this Union has lost two of its most re-

spected and valued members ; and the bee-keepers at large
have lost valuable lights, to whom they could look for much
help in the vocation of bee-keeping; further be it

Resolved, That the Union deeply sympathize with the
relatives of the deceast, feeling, however, fully assured that
their irreparable loss is to the eternal gain of those loved de-
parted ones; and

Resolved, That these resolutions be spread upon the
records of this Union, and a copy be forwarded to the rela-

tives of the deceast. Eugene A. Wander, ) „
Wm. Couse, f

^'""

Questions Ans^vered by Dr. miller.

The following questions being in the Question-Box when
the hour for adjournment came, it was voted that Dr. Miller
be requested to answer them in print, which he has kindly
done:

WHAT TO DO WITH I,ATE SWARMS.

QuES.—What would you do with swaTms that came oft

this time of year?
Ans.—That depends somewhat on circumstances. Under

ordinary circumstances the best thing to do with a swarm
coming off the last of August would be to put it back where it

came from, and tell It to behave itself. If anxious for in-

crease, it might bo well to hive it, and then see that it should
have enough stores for winter, feeding early If necessary.

CLARIFYING HONEV-VINEGAB.

QuES.—What Is the best way to clarify honey-vinegar?
Ans.—The books have a good deal to say about making

honey-vinegar, but are silent as to any method of clarifying.
From this, one would judge that it was not considered a mat-
ter of great importance, and that generally it was used with-
out being clarilied. I have a dim impression that I have read
of using a small amount of yeast, but I may be mistaken.

MAKING NUCLEI, OR NATURAL SWARMING, FOR INCREASE.

QuES.^Enquirer has bees he wishes to increase to double
the number uf colonies ; which is the most profitable, to make
nuclei in the spring or to allow natural swarming?

Ans.—If natural swarming be all-owed, the bees may not
swarm enough to double, or they may increase more than
desirable. With the nucleus plan of increase it would be
easier to hold to the exact number. Probably, however, most
bee-keepers would do better with swarming, and, in general,
each one would do well to take the plan with which he is most
familiar and most successful in the past.

WINTERING BEES IN THE FRUIT CELLAR.

QuES.—Can bees be wintered successfully in solld-hot-

tomed hives in the cellar with potatoes and fruit ?

Ans.—The presence of fruit and vegetables in a cellar

need not prevent successful wintering, provided the care is

taken that should in any case be taken to prevent the accumu-
lation of decayed specimens. If "solid-bottomed hives" means
those without any chance for ventilation below, such hives
may be successful if they are open on top. If it means hives
with bottoms nailed fast, and with the usual summer en-
trance, such hives may also allow successful wintering if the
air of the cellar is good, but there is decided advantage in

having a large opening at the bottom and a space of perhaps
two inches under the bottom-bars.

"MAIDEN" OR "VIRGIN" SWARM.

QuES.—Is a swarm that issues the second lime In one
year with the old queen properly named "maiden "or "vir-
gin" swarm ?

Ans —There certainly does seem to he some inconsistency
in such naming, and it would be interesting to know on what
ground such terms ever came into use. The first swarm of

the season would seem to have a belter right to be called
" virgin " than any later issue; but long use has establisht
the matter so that it would be difficult to change it.

WINTERING BEES IN A BARN.

QuES.—If bees are in a barn, with entrances on the side

of the barn, and covered with straw, can they be wintered
successfully ?

Ans.—Probably they can in a mild winter or in a mild
climate. I knew of one case where -10 colonies were so win-
tered in northern Illinois, and the experiment was a dismal
failure.

COMB HONEY CELLS FILLED WITH POLLEN.

QuES.—Why do many bee-keepers who use patent hives,

separators, and all the late appliances, get many cells filled

with pollen, while one who uses Quinby hives, no separators
nor queen-excluders, has not had half a dozen such cells in 20
years?

Ans.— I don't know. I've just a little doubt whether
many with latest appliances are very much troubled in that
way, and yet every now and then some one reports an aggra-
vated case. It's a matter that seems just a little mysterious,
and it is to be hoped that some one may give some light upon it.

PRICE OF COMB HONEY AND COST OF ATTENDING THE CONVENTION.

QuES.—How much per pound should comb honey sell for,

to equal the price per mile we paid to reach this convention ?

Ans.— I think I'll refer that question to my good friend,

G. M. Doolittle, who is more skilled than I am in intricate

financial problems.
Some questions that were handed in are omitted, as being

of such character as to require something like a vote of the
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members of the convention. Indeed, it seems hardly the

thing that questions handed in at a convention should not be

answered on the spot, so as to have the advantage of possible

new light from members present. C. C. Miller.

Hon. Eugene Secor sent the following poem, which was
read by the Secretary :

IF.

Have you everheard.my brother.of the State of Might-have-been—

A State beyond the mountain If.and with naughty Buts hedged in?

I am sure you never «/«' it, except in sleep or day-dream.

Because it is a Falrij land, where Fancy reigns supreme.

As over the bills of Effort with heavy step we go.

We question if some other road had wearied our bodies so;

And when the sweets of love and life shall granulate with age.

How many men shall be content with earthy gains or wage ?

We roam the fields of Fancy o'er and wonder what we'd be

It fortunate environments had schooled us differently ;

Perhaps instead of poverty, and hands sunburnt with toil.

We might have sipt life's honey-dew from others' sweet and moil.

If the summer skies were cloudless, and the clover bloom more
sweet.

If the wings of bees were tireless, and haply still more fleet.

Of course we'd have our pitcher out. and always right side up,

To catch the golden drops of mel distilled in flowery cup.

And then if Mr. Glucoseman would use his conscience more.

And give a suffering public rest from the stuff /« makes galore;

It commission-men were honest all. giving every man his due.

We'd have less work for the " Union," and less for lawyers, too.

Then if the price of honey'd jump right back to where it stood

When the boys in blue confronted the hordes of Lee and Hood—
O what a happy time we'd have as the ever tuneful bees

Brought in the wealth from clover field or fragrant linden trees.

There's always something 'bout this world that might have been
improved

It vnr advice had been invoked before the old thing moved.

We would have made Prosperity one wide, delightful plain-

No blighting winds, no killing frosts, no drouths nor needless rain.

The difficult Hill of Bunyan ife we would have placed in the moon.

Where none would see it but lovers who climb such hills in a
'spoon."

The burdens of daily labor would fit the patient mule

Much better than us, my brother, who were made to rest and ride.

The bees of our creation would have had much stronger wings,

With longer toni/iii'.s for business instead of such horrid stings;

But if they must have formic weapons to drive away the thieves.

They ought to save the sizzling strength they waste within onr
sleei'es.

But what's the use of whining so, because we cannot have

Our own sweet wills in everything, and all the world our slave:

It's loubtless best and wisest that not all we want is given

;

Were the cup of Life all nectar we might lose our taste for Heaven.
Eugene Secor.

Mr. Thomas G. Newman, General Manager of the Na-
tional Bee-Keepers' Union, sent the following communication
to Mr. 0. L. Hershiser, to he read to the convention, which
was done by Mr. H. at the first day's meeting :

All OllieiHl <'oinmiiiiicalioii from ilic Nalioiial
Bec-KccpcrK' Union.

To the Officers and Members of the Nurtli Americnn Bee-Keepers'
Assiicintlon, lately culled the " United States Bee-Keepers'
Union."

Ladies and Gentlemen :

—

I address you by your legally-Incorporated title, because I

learn through official sources that you have never taken the
necessary legal steps to change the name given in the Incor-
poration papers some years ago when by your order and vote
I was made chairman of the committee on incorporation, and
did that work and made my report which was duly approved
by the association. For proof of which see the printed report
for iy91, aleaf from which I enclose for your convenient
reference.

As a " life member " of Ihl.s organization I respectfully
call your attention to the enclosed printed criticism on the

constitution adopted at Lincoln, Nebr., last year. This criti-

cism I was then invited, by your Secretary, to make, and
promptly did so. Some did not take kindly to it, but Ibe facts
remain just the same, and danand your careful consideration.
I submit the whole to you for that purpose, and respectfully
request you to appoint a competent committee to consider the
matter and make a report thereon, for your further considera-
tion and action.

The constitution and your offer of amalgamation on It

were submitted to vote at the annual election of the " National
Bee-Keepers' Union " last winter, with the following result:
For amalgamation, 51 ; against amalgamation, 106 ; for
adoption of constitution, 43; against its adoption, 100.

Had the constitution been yet in the hands of your com-
mittee with codification powers to harmonize and perfect the
same before submitting to the " National Bee-Keepers' Union,"
I imagine that the vote would have been reverst—for I feel

sure that all the members of the "National Bee-Keepers'
Union " fully approve of the work proposed to be accomplisht
by the " amalgamated society " had the vote been in favor of

uniting ; the principal objections to it being the crude and
imperfect "document" presented (which no one was em-
powered to amend), and the bersistent demand that it be sub-
mitted to vote immediately, just as it was then presented.

To this I objected because of the injustice it imposed on
the members of the National Bee-Keepers' Union, and re-

quested that it be referred to this meeting for amendments.
Some of the amalgamation advocates then publicly abused
me personally, for they could not refute my arguments. Tho
this was annoying it did not injure me, as the vote before
mentioned shows the fullest endorsement of my course by the
members of the Union.

Then Prof. Cook persistently advised the members of the
National Union to write to me, demanding that I ignore the
wishes of the majority, as shown by the late vote, etc. I am
glad to say that not even one member did so. They were evi-

dently all law-abiding, and believed that the majority thould
rule and its decision be obeyed.

I am for peace when I can have it, but if I must fight, I

will do it with all my might—in the interests of justice, honor,
and integrity, and I think I can defend the Union against its

enemies from within the ranks of bee-keepers just as success-

fully as I have always defended its members from the enemies
of the pursuit.

On the real issue of making only one organization of the
two by amalgamation, I have never yet exprest an opinion,

because I was undecided whether it would be beiieficial or
otherwise. The very lack of thoroughness and aptitude
shown by the zealots who assailed the character and motives
of one who simply pointed out the defects in a "document"
they had gotten up did not assure me that they would suc-

cessfully manage such critical and important matters as trials

in the courts for the defense of the pursuit.

I am now satisfied, however, that the lately-appointed

General Manager, the Hon. Eugene Secor, with his cool head
and legal acumen, can be trusted with s"ch duties. I should
have been delighted to have honorably retired last winter, but
I will never do so while those who should be my friends insin-

uate anything against my motives, reputation or management.
My record is made, and it is one that I am proud of, and I

defy any one to truthfully tarnish it.

This I will say. however—if you will amend the constitu-

tion so as to make it efficient and consistent, cease your per-

sonal abuse of me, act Ilk., men of honor— I might be able to

endorse '^uch an amalgamation proposition, and ask my friends

to vote for it, as well as to gladly retire in favor of ths. Hon.
Eugene Secor (now one of the Advisory Board of the National
Bee-Keepers' Union as well as your General Manager) whom
I know to be honorable, and feel sure would make a successor
worthy of the position, and thus unite both organizations.

Desiring not to lengthen this communication, I will close

by saying that I am sorry not to be able to be present to take
part in your deliberations, and desiring that your sessions

may all bo harmonious, and eminently beneficial to the pur-
suit, I remain. Sincerely yours.

Tho.mas G. Newman,
A " Life Member" and Ex-President.

On motion of Mr. Abbott, the foregoing communication
was ordered printed in the regular proceedings without
further reference or discussion. The last day of the conven-
tion. Secretary Mason presented the following:

Action on Aiuaisnmalioii.

Sec. Mason—Mr. President, as there may sooner or later

be an inclination on the part of the members of the National
Bee-Keepers' Union to help put tho United States Bee-Keep-
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ers' Union on a more substantial basis, both by their influonoe
and their money, I move that a committee be appointed by
the President to devise some plan by which so desirable an
object may be accomplisht whenever the Advisory Hoard of
the National Bee-Keepers' Union may signify a wish so to do.
(Motion adopted, ind the Board of Directors appointed as
such committee )

Report of the Secretary.

Ifr. President mvl Fellow Bee- Keepers :—
I hardly know what ought to be included In my report,

and I'm not responsible for being on the program. The re-

sponsibility is all on President York, it being a piece of fool-
ishness. I protested against it, but as I thought the matter
over 1 came to the conclusion that it wouldn't be a bad plan
after all. It will give future Secretaries a chance to vent any
spite they may have, and to publicly come out of the " little

end of the horn" whenever they may wish to, and sometimes
when they don't wish to.

But, seriously, no one knows the condition of the Union
as well as the Secretary ought to know it, and if you are all

as much interested in the objects of our organization as I

know a goodly number—yes, a large number are, you will be
glad to know just how the United States Bee-Keepers' Union
came into existence, what has been done, and what condition
we are in to-day, for usually when people contribute money
to any organization they like to know what has been done
with it, and what is being accomplisht.

As is well known to most readers of the bee-periodicals,
the United States Bee-Keepers' Union came into existence be-
cause of the demand of bee-keepers for an organization that
would not only defend its members in their rights to be the
producers of honey, but also take steps, as far as possible, to

do away with its adulteration ; and also to see that honey-
dealers treat its members, who consign honey to them, in an
honest, businesslike manner.

With this end in view, a committeeo' seven was appointed
at the convention in Toronto, in 1895, for the purpose of de-
vising some plan by which the North American Bee-Keepers'
Association and the National Bee-Keepers' Union could be
united and make one strong organization; but after quite an
amount of correspondence among the members of the commit-
tee, the chairman, for some unexplained reason, allowed the
matter to drop, but not being willing to let the matter go by
default, some of the members of the committee, with others,
prepared and presented to the Lincoln convention a plan for
the union of the two organizations, which after a few changes
was drafted, and is now the Constitution of the United States
Bee-Keepers' Union.

An effort was made to have the National Bee-Keepers'
Union adopt this Constitution, and thus unite the two organi-
zations, leaving the old ofBeers of the National Bee-Keepers'
Union in full control of'the new organization, but through the
efforts of the General Manager of the National Union, and mis-
apprehension and misrepresentation by others, of the objects
in view and the spirit of those favoring the Union, the meas-
ure was defeated, and the United States Bee-Keepers' Union
came into existence, and for a "kid" less than five months
old, is remarkably healthy and vigorous.

Many letters of congratulation and wishes for its health-
ful growth, and success in business, have come to your .Secre-

tary, and these congratulations have always been accompanied
by substantial evidences of appreciation in the shape of cash
remittances to aid in setting the " kid " up In business.

The union of the two organizations having been defeated,
it became the duty of your Executive Committee to appoint a
Board of Directors ; and feeling that the members of the
Union ought to have a voice in saying who should constitute
said Board, they called for an expression of the members as to

whom they would prefer, promising to appoint those receiving
the largest number of votes. The result was that the Hon.
Eugene Secor, of Forest City, Iowa, was appointed General
Manager ; and Rev. E. T. Abbott, of Missouri, C. P. Dadant,
of Illinois, VV. Z. Hutci.inson, of Michigan, Dr. C. C. Miller,
of Illinois, E. R. Root, of Ohio, and E. Whitcomb, of Nebraska,
were appointed a Board of Directors, with E. R. Root as chair-
man.

The Union has already accomplisht something In carrying
out one of the objects of its organization. In October, 189.5,
one of its members, Mr. P. H. Elwood, made a consignment of

honey to a commission firm, and altho the firm was well rated
in Bradstreet's as well as in Dun's mercantile reports, he could
get no returns or satisfaction. He wrote to the Secretary of

the Union in regard to the matter, who at once wrote the
firm, stating the objects of the Union, and that it did not in-

tend to be unreasonable with honey-dealers, but proposes to

see that they deal honestly and justly with such members as

make consignments of honey to them. A prompt settlement
with Mr. Elwood was the result, and he writes me that the
interest on the amount will much more than pay his member-
ship fee to the Union as long as he lives ; and I'm not sure
but he is seriously contemplating donating the whole amount to

the Union ! The cost to the Union In this case was 16 cents.

Another member, a Mr. A. D. Watson, of Pennsylvania,
made a sample consignment of honey to an Ohio commission
firm, and could get no satisfaction, but through the efforts of

the Secretary of the Union settlement was soon made.

FINANCIAL 8TATE.MENT.

Up to this date, Nov. 30, 1897, the Secretary has this

statement to offer

:

RECEIPTS.
Pees for membership $232 50
For 95 Buffalo programs 4 75

Total $237 25

DISBURSEMENTS.

For postage and stationery $12 91
Printing programs, etc 14 25
Badges 3 00
Telegrams 1 00
Miscellaneous 1 00
Secretary's salary 25 00

Total $57 16

The total membership of the Union at this date is 299.
A. B. Ma.son, Sec.

iSBedki&|fe) A'SlflP

Mailing Queen-Bees—Something Historical.

BY PROF. A. J. COOK.

We have all read in the bee-periodicals and in other
papers, of loose bees in the New York post-ofiBce. We have
but to remember how nervous the average man or woman is

in the presence of our little friends of the hive, to imagine
the consternation that must have accompanied this escape of

bees from some illy or carelessly adjusted queen-cage. It is

very unfortunate that this accident occurred, which misfor-

tune is emphasized in the publicity that is given to the cir-

cumstance by the wide publication in the newspaper press of

the country. I have read of the event in five or six papers,

which makes it probable that hundreds of papers have
heralded the report broadly throughout the country.

A BIT OF HISTORY.

It is now almost 20 years since bee-keepers have been
permitted to mail queen-bees without let or hindrance. It

will be remembered that some time previous to that date the

postal authorities had permitted the mailing of queen-bees,
but had placed an interdict on the practice because the honey
placed in the cages to serve as food for the queen and her
attendants in transit, would leak out and daub the mails.

Another grievance was the fact that the mail-clerks would
occasionally get stung. So far as I can remember there was
no complaint of the bees breaking out from the cages. As
will be remembered, great effort was made by personal letters,

interviews and petitions, to secure a removal of this interdict.

The postal authorities were obdurate to all entreaties, and
persistently refused to grant the request.

About this time the North American Bee-Keepers'
Association met at Chicago. I think it was in 1878.
It was one of the strongest and best meetings of bee-keepers

ever held in this country. At that meeting a bitter complaint
was made against the ruling, denying bee-keepers the privi-

lege of mailing queen-bees. It was shown that the cost and
labor in the remote regions, securing queens by express,

amounted to many dollars, whereas it would only be one or two
cents if the mails could be used. The writer stated, at that
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meeting, that, with the authorizatioD of the Association, he
believed that by a personal visit to Washington he could
secure a withdrawal of the obnoxious ruling. Whereupon he
was, at once, authorized to act for the Association.

In the preparation for the appeal I secured cages pro-
visioned with caudy, that could not possibly daub any mail
matter, and also so made that it would be impossible for any
one handling them to be stung. I also found places where
people in remote districts had been obliged to travel many
miles to an express office, whereas a postoffice was in near
range, and had had to pay a hundred, and even a thousand,
times as much as would have been required, could use have
been made of the mails.

PRESIDENT HAYES GIVES AID.

On my way to Washington I stopt over at Phildelphia,
and by an accident was compelled to wait over orje train. This
was a vexatious circumstance, but proved to be most fortu-
nate. Coupled to the train that I did take was the private
car of President Hayes, in which he and his family were en-
route from New York to Washington. A son of the President,
who was at the time a student of our college (the Michigan
Agricultural), and who was In the car with his father, saw
me through the window as I. boarded the train. He soon
came into the car where I was, with an invitation from his
father for me to join their compaty. I thus had the pleasure
of sharing the car and company of the President of the United
States.

After v^e had discust various topics, the President askt
me, jocosely, if I was going to Washington as one of the great
throng— he did not say unwasht throng—of office-seekers.
This gave me an opportunity to explain my mission, show my
cages, and expatiate upon the wrong done by the ruling of
the Postoffice Department, and the fact that such ruling was
now as unnecessary as mischievous.

The President seemed much interested, and quoted Lin-
coln to the effect that tho he had not much influence with
this administration, still he thought he might aid me. He
then penciled on a card that he knew me, was apprised of my
purpose in visiting Washington, and hoped that the good of
the Post-office Department would not suffer if my request was
granted. I was thus beautifully introduced to the various
heads of the great postal service.

The next day the late Edwin Willets, then Member of
Congress from Michigan, accompanied me on my rounds, as I

laid the matter, as best I could, before the several authorities
whose sanction must be won, to secure the removal of the in-
terdict. When I showed Mr. Willets the card from President
Hayes, he said, "That is a veritable 'trump.' That will be
the winning card in your quest."

The point most urged as I discust the matter was this:
"Are you sure you can prevail upon all shippers of queens to
use the cages you show us, and to exercise such caution that
the evils complained of in the past shall not be experienced in
the future?" I was confident that this could and would be
be done, and exprest the same, as best I could. I was told
that if the permit was given, and complaint came again, that
a lasting, irrevocable interdict would doubtless follow.

We all know that my mission was successful. Congress-
man Willets, who afterward became my true and tried friend,
was a great aid in the accomplishment of my mission. It only
remains to be said, that it is too bad to put this privilege in
jeopardy by such carelessness as resulted in the flight of bees
in the New York post-office. Los Angeles Co., Calif.

Pickled Brood and a Kind of Mold.

BV DR. VV. R. HOWARD.

Some time ago I received the following letter from Prof.
J. E. Armstrong, of Cook Co., III.:

Dr. Wm. R. Howard— 7>C((r Sir.-—Upon Mr. York's re-
quest, I send you a piece of comb containing diseased larval
bees, for identiUiallon. It does not seem like foul brood since
It attacks the larv;e only at the time of feeding pollen, and
does not become ropy. It does not seem like pickled brood,
because there Is some odor, and tho center of tho cap is rup-
tured. It flrst appeared among my bees a year ago in August.
Very few bees rcacht maturity after that. I cut out all comb
containing dead brood, in hopes the disease would disappear.
As the old workers died off in the fall, there wore no young
ones to take their place, so that ') out of H colonies perlsht
before time to put into winter quarters. The three remaining
were greatly weakened, and perlsht by midwinter. The
combs were coated with a heavy mat of white mold.

I purchast two new colonies in the spring, and as one was
in a small, odd-shaped hive, I transferred it to an old hive
that had been used the previous year. I gave them full combs
that had been extracted the year before, but no brood had
ever been in them. This colony took the same disease. The
other colony has not yet shown any signs of the disease. I
thought last year it was not foul brood, and so was not as
careful as 1 should be about combs, etc., but I am treating it

as foul brood this year. I would like to hear from you through
the Bee Journal. Respectfully yours,

J. E. ARM.STRONG.

An.swer.—The combs sent by Prof. Armstrong, principal
of Englewood High School, Cook Co., III., containing dead
brood, have been carefully examined and found to contain the
white fungus {Aspergillus) of " pickled brood " in abundance ;

also a form of mucor, a kind of mold, which I have not taken
the time to determine the species. Besides these, many very
small mites resembling the common sugar-mite, found in un-
refined sugar, are present ; whether these play an important
role, as a cause of the death of the bees, I am unable from the
material in hand to determine. In Europe a closely allied

species destroys the adult bees. These mites may have been
introduced, accidentally, by feeding syrups made from raw
sugars, or by the bees gaining access to exposed sugars in

warehouses. There is no evidence of foul brood {Bacillus
alvei).

These mites raise a very important question, and a close
watch in this line may lead to some discovery toward a solution
of the " new bee-disease," " spring dwindling," etc.

Tarrant Co., Tex.

Bees Killing Each Other—Laying Workers.

BY W. W. m'NEAL.

On page 663, under the heading, " Bees Killing Each
Other," the questioner is right when he says the trouble is be-
tween the regular inmates of the hive. And in his answer
Dr. Miller is getting pretty close to facts when he states that
proper ventilation may be responsible for the cropping out
of tho disease. I think there can be no question about its

being a disease, tho it is not manifested to any noticeable de-

gree till a certain temperature has been reacht within the hive.

These cases, according to my experience, are always to be
met with early in the season, when apple is in bloom, or a
little later. Of course, there are seasons when the weather is

cold at this time, and the bees do not work. But when the
weather suddenly turns warm, and the early bloom yields

well, and when the bees are still confined to the brood-cham-
ber with the entrance to the hive not yet enlarged from what
it was during the winter, then is when a high temperature is

apt to be reacht withfn the hive. I a.m not now positive that
I ever saw a colony ball its queen under these conditions, tho
they do sting each other to death in pretty much the same
way. I tell yon, the destruction some times is appalling, one-
half or more of them being killed off in just a few hours.

Abundance of ventilation is the first thing to be given;
and this is all that I know to do for them. When you see a
bee with a shiny tip, sitting down at the entrance, with a few
others gnawing and biting at her, keep a watch on that hive.

A robber bee never sits calmly and allows herself to be bitten

and teased, unless it is a queenless colony or one that offers

little or no resistance, that she is trying to gain an entrance
into; and an honest, ladened bee. just returning from the

field, and drops at the entrance of another hive, seldom if

ever shows the shiny tip.

Notwithstanding that the cooling of the hive will restore

order, I have learned not to expect much in the way of sur-

plus of a colony that is affected. The hive must be kept too

cool for good work ; and if it is closed sufficiently to get them
down to good work early in the season, the trouble is sure to

re-appear.

KNOWING a laying WORKER BY HKR LOGICS.

I would like to say a word or two about laying workers.
How many of the readers of the Bee .loiirnal ever lookt for a
laying worker ? Tho " idea needs encouraging," that a lay-

ing worker can he seen aiul tnldby her looks. But still I would
not give much for a colony that was infested to tho extent of

capt brood from those workers. When they have reacht this

stage it seems so plain to mo that any one who will take the

trouble to open his eyes and look, cannot fail to pick them out
from among tho othc^rs. Why, just hold the comb up before

your eyes, and simply look at it, and if you can't see these

workers by the deference the other bees show them, then you
can't find a queen by the same means. These bees always
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have a " soakt" appearance from having become a Korman-
dizer, Just as a bee that has followed robbing for a few days
assumes pretty much the same color from her gluttonous way
of living.

The others form a circle about a laying worljer, as tho
she were a real queen, and are constantly offering her honey,
which she as constantly seems to accept; so again, she is

almost constantly wiping her month. I have often taken
these bees and caged them with a queen-bee to see if they
would fight, but Id no case did they do so. But give them to

a colony that has a queen, and they will ball them just as they
do a strange queen.

I have nev6r seen them in the act of laying, but I am In-

clined to the belief that they lay their eggs un tho face of the

comb, when they are then taken by others and placed, which
accounts, perhaps, for the indiscriminate way we find them in

the cells. I may be mistaken in this, for a good, prolific

queen will often pile the eggs into the cells In much the same
way, if not worse, if the strength of the colony is not equal to

her ability.

My remedy for laying workers is just to break these colo-

nies up. I find it the cheapest, quickest, and best way to deal

with the few cases thatoccur in a well-regulated yard. These
and moth-worms are the fruits of carelessness on the part of

the apiarist. If I had no more to contend with I would think
bee-keeping easy. Poor seasons bother me worse. But this

one (1897) proved to be that long-talkt-of " good year." It

made me feel good ! Scioto Co., Ohio.

The National Bee-Keepers' Union.

Under this heading Mr. Muth-Rasmussen, on page 759,
says that amalgamation should have been discust "before the

Buffalo convention," and then adds: ''But as nobody has
brought the subject up. I now make this proposition," etc.

As no report of that convention had been publisht when
he wrote, how did he know that nobody brought the subject

up ?

To prove to the contrary, let me say that I prepared a

communication which was read at the Buffalo convention,
and if any action was taken thereon I have not heard of it.

[See page 804.

—

Editor.]
I am informed by Pres. York that the communication

with the accompanying documents were mislaid or lost, and
that he thought no action was taken thereoti, other than to

order them publisht in the report. Mr. Muth-Rasmussen is

therefore not justified in saying that " nobody brought the

subject up at the Buffalo convention." I did so, but the
" overtures " I made were ignored entirely by the only body
that could act in the matter. So that ends amalgamation
until another annual meeting.

This " lost opportunity " makes »io?ise?ise of the articles

on pages 75it and 760, about " uniting the two Unions." The
second " Union " was created by attempting to change the

name of the North American Bee-Keepers' Association to the
" United States Bee-Keepers' Union." This was done to at-

tempt to /orce the National Bee-Keepers' Union to amalga-
mate with it. The latter, however, refused to amalgamate,
and so there are now "two Unions." But who is responsible

for the duplication '? Certainly not the National Bee-Keeper>'
Union, which has been at work assiduously for the past 1-i

years. That Union was created for the purpose of defending
bee-keepers in their rights, and refuses to be compelled to

take up any other work at the instigation of a yearling
organization.

The failure to re-submit amalgamation to vote this winter
rests entirely upon the non-action of the Buffalo convention.

If any one is to be censured, let it be justly awarded.

DR. BESSE'S sweet CLOVER LAWSUIT.

About this I desire to say a few words. Dr. Miller's re-

traction is all right. But had I not learned of the statement
having been made that the National Bee-Keepers' Union had
given BO aid to Dr. Besse—what an injustice would have been
done !

For any one to think that the National Bee-Keepers'
Union is doing nothing for its members, and to then state it as

a/act without knowing anything about it, is an outrage.
" Love thinketh no evil." Justice waits for proof before con-

demning.
A bee-man, who unfortunately has fruit-men for neighbors,

was put into jail in October for maintaining a nuisance. The
Union is helping him to appeal the case to the Supreme Court.

Is that nothing? Several cases in the courts have been won
duriDg the past three months—is thatnothiog ? .

To all who do good, whether men or organizations, I say

"Godspeed." I have neither time nor inclination to envy or

abuse my co-workers, and heartily wish all others would act

ou the same principle. Let us all try to do good.
Thomas G. Newman,

General Manager National Bee-Keepers' Union.
San Francisco, Calif., Dec. 6, 1897.

[Perhaps only two things In the foregoing article need

any attention from us, viz.:

First, we think that Mr. Muth-Rasmussen meant that

nobody had recently brought up the amalgamation subject

previous to the Buffalo convention, In the bee-papers. But

he is likely of age, and can answer for himself as to this.

Second, in referring to changing the name of the old

"North American" to " United States Bee-Keepers' Union,"

Mr. Newman says : "This was done to attempt to /orce the

the National Bee-Keepers' Union to amalgamate with it."

We wish to say such statement is entirely wrong, as we were

present all the time when the change was made, and would

simply commend to Mr. Newman his own utterance, a little

further along in his article, where he says ; " For any one to

think and then to state it as a fact, without knowing

anything about it, is an outrage ! ' Love thinketh no evil.'

"

Judging from the resolution on amalgamation adopted at

the Buffalo meeting, it would seem that if the two existing

Unions are to be united by vote, the first move toward it will

have to come from the old Union. But we begin to feel that

there may come about a uniting of the two "colonies" into

one big, strong "colony" without either "colony" voting

upon it.

—

Editor.]

BEEDDM BOILED DOWN.

Changing ftueens.—The question is askt in the Cana-

dian Bee Journal, " Is it a good plan to change queens annu-

ally?" The replies are all in the negative.

"Large Entrances for hives are being advocated, and I

think it is a move in the right direction. A large entrance

can be contracted, but a small one cannot be enlarged."

—

Review.

Getting Outside Sections Finisht.—Gleanings says that

the coming season the new fence separator with the nobee-

way sections will take advantage of the Pettit plan : that is,

the fence separator will be used not only between the sec-

tions, but outside of each outside row of sections.

The Bee-Moth's Eggs, Mr. Hutchinson, in the Review,

says he knows are destroyed by a zero temperature, from re-

peatedly storing empty combs in the fall where they would

freeze in the winter. But combs from colonies that died in

late winter or early spring were sure to become wormy.

Large Average Yield.—Mrs. Spencer gives in the Brit-

ish Bee Journal an account of the bees of J. McArthur, of

Toronto, mentioning their remarkable gentleness, and giving

their average yield as ;i50 pounds per colony. If there is no

mistake in the figures, that is an average to challenge the

whole world.

Giving Brood to Strengthen.—A German writer thinks

taking brood from one colony to give to another is like taking

a piece of money from one pocket to put in another. It's all

right if the pockets are all right, but if there's a hole in the

second pocket you lose your money. So if the brood is given

to a colony too weak to care for it, you lose your brood.

Managing Apiaries.—A notable case is mentioned by

the editor of the Review. Mr. Koeppen, living near by, has

managed five apiaries during the past season, harvesting

12,000 pounds of comb honey, doing all the work himself,

except to have one man's help for about a week. There had

been no swarming worth mentioning, and with young queens

I
he says there is no.trouble in preventing swarming.
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Editorial Con)n)cr)t^^

A. Very Merry Christmas we wish to every one
of our readers and their families.

A Splendid Ctiristmas Present would be a

year's subscription to the American Bee Journal, given to

a bee-lceeping friend or relative. Yes, and a good bee-book is

another. Either would doubtless be very acceptable to the

recipient. Try it and see. See page 811 for book-list.

" Plan Your "Work 'Well, then work your plan

well," Is the text Somnambulist of Progressive gives in the

middle of a little sermon urging that bee-keepers must not go

Into winter quarters like their bees, but must be wide-awake
all the winter through, studying, learning, planning, getting

ready for the future. Sommy chuckles quietly because he

wasn't caught napping, as so many were last season, with not

enough supplies on hand when the honey harvest came.

A Honey-Circular, similar to our " Honey as

Food," The A. I. Root Co. have been enclosing with each let-

ter they send out from their office. One of these circulars fell

Into the hands of 11. W. Richardson, Section Director of the

Government Weather Bureau at Columbus, who was so inter-

ested In it that he handed It to a reporter who gave it a hand-

some write-up, making liberal extracts therefrom. Gleanings

thinks bee-keepers would do well to hand a honey-circular to

local editors, and ask them to give it a write-up and make ex-

tracts. Also to put a copy of the circular In every letter sent

out. Sound advice. If you are not already stockt up with

such circulars, better get some right away. Postpaid, prices

of our "Honey as Food," 24 pages, are as follows : 25 copies

for 30 cents ; 50 for 50 cents; or 100 for 85 cents. Send

us a trial order. They will help greatly to get people inter-

ested in the use of honey.

Several Convention Invitations have been

sent to us lately, and we would have been delighted to have

accepted them, but with a weekly bee-paper to get out, of

course it is quite impossible for us to get away very often. We
enjoy a bee-convention, we believe, fully as much as any one

can, and really would like to attend every fine held in this

country, were it so we coujd do so.

We wish that convention secretaries would remember that

we would like very much to have them always send us a con-

denst report of the proceedings, and especially copies of the

papers read, for publishing in the Bee Journal. While we

might not be able to publish all as soon as we should like, still

we would do our best to get them in before the necessary de-

lay would lessen their value or interest.

The OhiO'Ne-w Yorli-Pennsylvania Conven-

tion meets Jan. 12 and 13, 1898, at Corry, Pa. Its full

name is "Northeastern OLio, Western New York and North-

western Pennsylvania." That's all. Why not call it the

"Tri-State," and be done with it? But we ought to be able

to stand it If its members can. Among the list of subjects and

persons to handle them, we find these on the printed program:

Spring Management of Bees—Geo. Spltler.

Prevention of Swarming—D. W. Nichols.

Management of Swarms.—L. K. Edget.

House-Apiarles— D. A. Dewey.
Artificial Increase—C. H. Coon.

Preparing Bees for Winter—T. W. Waterhouse.
Profitable Use of Comb Foundation— L. F. Freeman.
Value of the Bees to the Blossoms—W. C. Inman.
Best Method of Working Bees for Profit—R. D. Reynolds.

The Progress of Bee-Keeping—N. T. Phelps.

Pretty good list of topics. For any further particulars

desired, address the jolliest bee-convention secretary in the

world—Mr. Ed Jolley, Franklin, Pa.

" Burning: Over an Apiary to get rid of the

grass is something that is practiced by ' Skylark,' a bee-keeper

of California. He accidently set fire to the tall grass In an

apiary, and was astonisht to see that bees would not leave

their homes even tho the sides or ends were burned out of

some of the hives. He took a hint from this and burned over

his apiary at night when there was no wind, and before the

grass became too dry, taking care not to allow the fire to come

too near the hives. All this he tells in the American Bee-

Keeper. This plan may answer for California, but in Michi-

gan the honey harvest is over by the time that the grass is

dry enough to burn, and, besides, we don't wish the grass to

grow uncut all the forepart of tho season when we are busy In

the yard. The lawn-mower Is the thing for us. I knew that

bees would not leave their hives when the atmosphere is filled

with smoke. I remember, years ago, when the forest fires

raged so terribly in the northern part of the State, and the

wind, for a day or two, swept the smoke down here in such

quantities that we could scarcely see or breathe, not a bee left

the hives until the smoke cleared away."—Review.

Honey as a Food—Not as a Relish.—Mr. E-

E. Hasty admits In tho Review that ho has not the same keen

relish for honey that he had even 20 years ago, but, on the

other hand, he says :

" I find my inclination to oat a largo quantity at a time

i,?iCTcasl?i(/—often eat a half section at once, not as a relish

for anything, but Just as one would oat a plate of doughnuts

he might come upon In thi> pantry. The idea prevails that it
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is not good form to eat honey at table, except about as much
as one might politely eat of butter. This pestilent idea rules
with such an iron sceuter that few of us would dare to break
over at a friend's table— certainly not I. Where is the table
in this whole land at which honey is regarded as a thing lo be
sailed into for all one's appetite calls for, like bread or pota-
toes ? I somewhat suspect that it ought to rank with bread
and potato. Bee-keepers themselves bolster up the homeo-
pathic style of eating by preferring to offer honey for sale in

very small amounts or packages, and by the inflated prices
put upon these little morsels. It is as if butter were generally
offered for sale in one-ounce rolls, at 5 cents a roll. Let's
think of the matter, whether we cannot by an alltogether
effort set honey where butter used to stand in ancient times
(see Judges 5:25), as a food to be eaten freely and alone."

It's a good thing to laXk honey, as well as to eat it. But
you'll find that the "eat" will quite naturally follow the

"talk"—on the part of the other fellow. If bee-keepers

would constantly carry a few copies of the pamphlet, " Honey
as Food," and hand it to their friends or acquaintances, or

even strangers, we think they would be surprised at the in-

terest it will create in honey, and how soon its readers will

want some. We know whereof we speak, for we have tried,

and are trying, that pamphlet right here in Chicago. It does

the work.

Tl?c Weekly Budget.

Hon. Eugene Secor, the General Manager of the United
States Bee-Keepers' Union, attended the annual meeting of
the Iowa State Horticultural Society last week. Mr. Secor is

a very busy man— the kind that accomplishes something.

Mr. R. H. Jones, of St. Louis Co., Mo., wrote us as fol-

lows, Dec. lU

:

"I would not be without the American Bee Journal if I

had to forego enough dinners to pay for the subscription."

Prof. A. J. Cook, wrote us, Dec. 7, that the California
State Bee-Keepers' Association is to meet in Los Angeles Jan.
10, 1898. It is expected that Mr. Thos. Wm. Cowan, editor
of the British Bee Journal, will be present. That will be a
grand meeting. Californians should turn out and give our
illustrious English friend a royal reception.

Mr. F. L. Wright, of Livingston Co., Mich., was called
upon to pass through a severe affliction the past fall. His
little daughter (bis only one) was burned to death while alone.
It was supposed her clothing caught fire from the kitchen
stove as she was passing it. Mr. Wright says of her: " Her
short life was all sunshine—not a cloud ever seemed to mar
her pleasure." It i.s hard to give up the little ones, but how
blessed it is that we mourn not as those who have no hope of

an eternal meeting again, some sweet day.

Mk. N. E. France, State Inspector of Apiaries for Wis-
consin, living in Grant county, wrote us Dec. % :

"This morning, at 3:40 o'clock, one of the powder mills

(one-fourth mile away) exploded, containing a little over
10,000 pounds of powder. Fortunately no one was hurt, tho
several buildings were wreckt. Our loss was very light.

The jar was felt many miles. One friend of mine, and bee-
keeper, E. M. Johnson, nearly 90 miles away, wrote me he
felt the jar, and report."

The EnssKLi. Co, Bee-Keepers' Association, of Ontario,
Canada, has been giving its members the American Bee
.Tournal as.a premium, and when renewing the subscriptions
for 1898, recently, the Secretary, Mr. G. G. Shirreff, says
this :

"The American Bee Journal is very popalar with the
members of our Association."

We are pleased to hear this, and would suggest that it

be a good thing if all bee-keepers, associations would do as

does the above and several others across our northern bor-

ber-line. We shall continue lo do our best to make the Amer-
ican Bee Journal more popular than ever, as the months and
years come on. It is a great encouragement to us to know
that our efforts are being appreciated.

CONDUCTED BY

DR. C. O. MXLLER, OtAXENGO, ILL,.

[(Questions may be mailed to the Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller dlrect.l

Bees Packt in Flax Straw.

I packt my bees in flax straw. Is It all right? I had no
outside cases, and put the straw over them, all but the front.

The bees are on the summer stands. Indiana.

Answer.— If not packt too solid, and if kept dry, flax

straw will probably be all right.

-^

—

•—^—
Bccg Prepared for Winter.

I took my bees from the summer stands Nov. 10. I

laid boards on the ground, and set the bees on them, all in a

row, facing southeast, and covered the hives with excelsior.

I put a box over all, then put some felt cloth that had two or

three coats of asphalt on it, on top of the box. The honey in

each hive will average from -iO to 60 pounds. They are 10-

frame hives. What is your opinion of the way I have my
bees prepared for winter ? Illinois.

Answer.—You say nothing about the entrances. If they

are all covered up, of course it won't do at all. There must
be free entrance and plenty of room for what air is needed.

And it might not be amiss to put a board up before the

entrance so the sun cannot shine in and entice the bees out to

fall upon the soft snow. Aside from this, your arrangement
seems to be such as will keep dry and warm, and so ought to

be all right.

Queen Dead on Ali&liling-Board.

On Dec. 5 I noticed on the alighting-board of one of my
hives a queen that was dead. She must have just been

dragged out of the hive, and as it was very cold, I suppose the

bees could get no further with her. She had only one wing
(which I know I never removed) and was very dark in color.

I know this queeu to be four years old. Will not the colony

go to destruction, if the queen has not been superseded some
time ago, or in warm weather ? It is too cold here at present

to open the hive to see what is going on, but if I find upon
examination they have no queen, do you think I could wait

until early spring, procure a queen, and introduce her. The
colony is strong. Cincinnati.

Answer.—Like as not the colony has a queen all right.

In any case, the best thing is to let them alone till spring, and
as they are strong they will be worth supplying with a queen
should they prove to be queenless. Don't bet; it isn't right lo

bet; but if the law compels you to bet on those bees, you bet

they're all right. m I ^

—

Hive Ventilation in Summer -Untested Queens.

1. Would it be to any advantage in the hot season to have
about three one-inch holes in the rear end of the hive, and
about three inches down from the top of the frames, and wire-

cloth tackt over the holes on the inside, thus giving the bees a
current of air?

2. Are untested queens fertilized or mated before sending

away ? Iowa.

Answers.— 1. It wouldn't be any advantage for any
length of time, for the bees would soon cover the wirecloth
with glue. But there would probably be no need of the wire-

cloth, for if those holes were not opened till the really hot

weather came at the time of putting on supers, the bees

would already be so accustomed to the front entrance that

they would never use these holes as entrances. At any rate

my bees never used as entrances the space I formerly left

them at the back end between the hive and the super. There
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can hardly be any question about the advantage of giving
abundant ventilation during the storing season, the only ques-
tion being as to the best way or the best place for it. No
doubt your plan will be good, but perhaps it may do just as

much good to have the hive raised so as to let air come in

without let or hindrance all around the bottom. When work-
ing for extracted honey it is an excellent plan to set the super
or second story far enough forward to allow a passage at the
back end between the two stories. This passage may be a
quarter of an inch or more, and of course the whole width of

the hive. This plan has the objection when working for
comb honey that the bees are very slow to seal up the sections
that come next this opening.

2. Untested queens are queens that have already com-
menced to lay, but the sender does not yet know what their
progeny will be, as he has not waited the three weeks to see
them.

A Fair Average Honey Crop.

What would be a fair average crop of honey ? Take, for

example, an apiary of "200 or 300 colonies, located in this

State, and properly cared for ; and let the Sgures indicate
comb honey. If you are not acquainted down here in the
neighborhood of Peoria, an answer based on the conditions
where you are will bo equally acceptable; but if there is prob-
ably a difference between the northern and central part of

Illinois, I would thank you to mention that also. Of course, I

appreciate that such an answer can be but an approximation,
but I will be obliged if you will give me an idea.

Figures.

Answer.—Seasons in the northern part of the State differ

from those of the center, yet in the long run perhaps there
isn't much difference. That is, it may this year be better in

the north than in the center, while the reverse may be the
case next year. Take an apiary of two or three hundred col-

onies, in either place, and taking one year with another a fair

average crop of comb honey would probably be perhaps 20
pounds less than nothing. That is, you would have to feed
each colony 20 pounds of honey to get them through the win-
ter, aside from what they gathered for themselves. Bring
the number of colonies in an apiary down to 75 or 100, and
you might count on an average crop of perhaps 35 pounds.
In California and Australia it may be possible to keep profit-

ably 200, 300, or even 600 colonies in one apiary, but such a
thing can hardly be done in Illinois.

Placini; Bees Near i\leisiibor§ — Cutting Out
<lueen-Celi$ to Prevent Sivarmins<

1. How near to my neighbor's boundary line, also to the
public road, can I keep my bees, by the law of Illinois ? and
where can I find such laws ? I have one very particular
neighbor. Can I follow my own bees, on his land, and hive
them there ?

2. If I am very particular, and keep all my queen-cells cut
out, will not that prevent swarming ! Subscriber.

Answers.— 1. A lawyer or justice of the peace ought to

be able to show you the law. I think there is nothing in the
law to prevent your placing your bees anywhere you please
without reference to boundary line or highway, only it will be
wise for you to be a law unto yourself, for if you put them
uncomfortably near to a neighbor's dwelling or to a public
highway you will be responsible for any damage that may re-

sult from them. You can, however, put them safely close to

a highway by having a close hedge or high fence between the
bees and the road.

2. Many and many a one has thought of that and tried it,

but generally gave it up after trial. Sometimes bees will

swarm without a sign of a queen-cell, and sometimes a queen-
cell will be right on the middle of a comb projecting so little

above the surface that the mest careful observer could hardly
be blamed for missing It. Still you might succeed in some
cases.

Is There a RfKlil and Wrons Way to Hang
Fuiintlulion in I'rauieM t

sheet was fastened in the frame. I have several times noticed
that when left entirely to themselves bees build their combs
so that the cells have two of the cell-walls horizontal and the
other four diagonal. Accordingly, I take it that the latter
way is the correct one.

Now when starters are used in brood-frames, according to

the former, and the bees are started off in that way, will the
combs which they build after they get beyond or below the
strip of foundation ever sag so as to allow drones to be reared
in them ? Ohio.

Answer.— In actual practice it makes little difference
how the cells are placed. Hang a full sheet of foundation in

a brood-frame without any wiring or other support, and you
are likely to find the upper portion of it made into drone-
cells, no matter which way it runs. If properly supported, or
if only a narrow starter is used, the bees will not stop to in-

quire how it is hung, but will draw it out in worker-cells.

Distance Apart to Place Hives.

What distance from each other would you consider bee-
hives should be put to insure perfect safety of the queens in

mating. My apiary is protected on the north and west by a
wall, and the ground slants to the south. My hives face the
south. I have them 73^ feet one way, and l4 feet the other
way. Do you think I could have them closer together, and
not lose queens in the virgin flight ?

North Carolina.

Answer.—As to the safety of young queens, or bees get-
ting into the right hives, it isn't altogether a matter of dis-

tance. If you put a hundred hives in a straight row on a
naked prairie, there will be some trouble even with hives 10
feet or more apart, I have had many cases in which entrances
were not six inches apart, and never knew any loss to occur
from their being so close. The position of hives, the direction
they face, and especially surrounding objects, have perhaps
more to do in the case than distance. My hives are set In

pairs. Nos. 1 and 2 are placed just as close together as they
can stand without touching. Then between No. 2 and No. 3
there is a space of perhaps 3 feet, and No. 3 and No. 4 form
the seeond pair, and so on. A bee that belongs to the north
hive of a pair is not so likely to go to the south hive of the
same pair as she is to go to the north hive of the next pair.

Trees and other objects help to locate the right pair. The
wall, and probably other objects, and the distance the hives
are apart, make it very improbable that your young queens
will have trouble finding the right hives.

Hive Dimensions and Enlrances-
painlcd Hives.

-Painted or Un-

Mr. Dadant said in a late n'umbor of the American Bee
Journal that there is a right and wrong way of putting in

foundation. Nearly all the foundation I have bought, the
sheets were cut so that the cells were with two of the cell-

walls perpendicular, and the other four diagonal when the

1. Wishing to make my own hives, please give exact in-

side dimensions of the hive-body for 10 Hoffman frames.
2. I prefer to make the entrance by cutting it in the hive.

What size entrance should I have? Would a lO-inch en-
trance be large enough ? I have been making the rabbet for

the frames to hang on, by nailing a thin strip of wood at each
end of the hives.

3. Which is the best for bees, rough hives, or drest and
painted ones? Louisiana.

Answers.— 1. I have just measured a dovetailed hive

made for eight Hoffman frames, and it is inside measure 18?^
inches long, 12}8 wide and 9?^ deep. As the frames are
spaced Y% inches from center to center, that would make it

2% inches wider for 10 frames, or 14% wide.
2. By all means have the entrance full width of hive.

After having used some 400 hives with entrances cut in the
hives, I am now having all my new hives made without any
entrance cut in them, and like them very much better. Prob-
ably all the hives now sent out from factories of the ordinary
kind are made without entrances in the hives. Still, if you
prefer to have them so, it is an easy matter to make them so.

3. Probably most of the hives made are drest and painted.
Perhaps a very few may like them rough. Some of the best

authorities on both sides of the ocean say it is better for the
bees that the hive should be left without paint. They say
such a hive dries out quicker than a painted one. Very likely

in the long run you will find a drest hive without paint will

give you good satisfaction. Perhaps paint on a hive is more
a fashion than anything else.

^y See " Bee-Keeper's Guide" offer on page 813.
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BEE-BOOKS
SENT POSTPAID BV

Georfi:e W. York & Co.,
Chlciiffo, ILI«.

Bees and Honey, or Manngement of nn Apiary
Tor Pleasure nnd Frutit. by Thoiuiis G. N'ewimin.—
This edition bus been lur^*ely re written. thorouk'UIy
revised, and is " tuJly up with the times " lu all the
tmprovemeiits and luventluns In this riipUlIy-devel-
Oplng pursuit, and presents the apiarist with
everything that can aid In the auccussful tnanavre-
pient of an apiary, and at the same tlrue produce
the must iKiney In an attrnctive condition. It con-
tains 'J.'iO piiL'es. and 245 Illustrations— Is beautifully

ETinted In tlii3 hli.'hest stvie of the art, and bound
I cloth, gold-lettered. Price. Sl.OU-

liangstroth on the Honey-Ree, revised by
2>adant—This classic In bee-culture, has been
entirely re- written, and Is fully Illustrated. It
treats of everything rel:itlon to boos and beekeep-
ing. No apiarian library la complete wltlioutthls
standard work by Kev. L. L. J>ani:stroth — the
Father of American Bee-Culture. It has 520 pagee;
bound Id cloth.

Price, postpaid, 81.25.

Bee-Recpers' Oaltle. or Manual of the
Apiary, by I'rof A. J Cook, of the Michigan Asrl-
cultural College.—This book Is nut only instructive
and helpful as a guide In bee kueplnu. but Is

interesting and thoroughly practlenl and scientific.

It contains a full delineation of the anatomy and
physiology of bees. 4t!U pages ; bound In cloth and
fully Illustrated.

Price, postpaid, $1.25.

Scientific Qiteen-Kearlnff* as Practical!

v

Applied, by G. M. Doollttle.—A method by which
the very best of (..'ueen-Bees are reared In perfect
accord with Nature's war- ITii pages, bound la
Cloth, and Illustrated. Price, $1.00.

A B C of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root.—

A

cyclopiedla of 4i_iO paues. describing everything
pertaining to the care of the honey-bees. It con-
tains 800 engravings. It was written especially foi
beginners Bound Id cloth. Price, $1.25.

Advanced Bee-Cnlture* Its Methods and
Management, by \V Z. Hutchinson.—The author
of this work Is too well known to need further
description of his book. He Is a practical and
entertaining writer. Tou should read his book. iHJ

pages, bound In paper, and Illustrated, Price, 50 cts.

Rational Bee-^eeplnsr, by Dr. John Dzlerzon
—This Is a translatlun of his latest German book on
bee-culture, it has 3uO pages: bound
In paper covers. $1.00

^lenen-Kultur, by Thomas 6. Newrian. -

This Is a German translation of theprlnclpfi por*
tlon of the book called Bees op Hoxey. 10^ page
pamphlet. Price. 4U cents.

Convention Hand-Book, for Bee-Keepers.
Thomas G. Newman.— It contains the parliamen-
tary law and rules of order for Bee-Conventions—
also Copstltutlon and By-Laws, with subjects for
discussion, etc. Cloth, gold-lettered Price, 25 cts.

Tlilrtv Vearft Amuiis, the Bees^ by
Henry Alley.—Gives the results of over a quarter-
century's experience in rearing queen-bees. Very
latestworkof thekind. Nearly lOu pages. Price. 5uc.

Practical Hints to Bee-Kee-Keepers—by
Chas. F. Muth. Also contains a Foul Brood
Cure and How to Winter Bees. 40 p.; 10 cts.

Wby Eat Honey ?—This Leaflet Is intend-
ed for FREE distribution, to create a Local Market.
100 copies, by mail, 30 cts.: 500 for$l.2.=j; lf)00,$2.00.

How to Keep Houey and preserve Its
rlctiness and flavor. Price same as Why Eat Honey.

Alsike Clover Ijeaflet.— Full directions
for growing. 50 for 25 cts. ; 100 for 4< i cts. ; 200, 70c.

Apiary Resister, by Thos- G. Newman.—
Devotes two pages to a colony. Leather binding.
E»rlce, for 50 colonies. II.CM I ; for KXj colonies, $1.25.

Preparation of Honey Tor the Ulnrket,
Including the production and care uf comb and
extracted honey. A chapter .from Bees ANr
HoNEV. price, 10 cents

Bee-FasturuKe a Neee««lty.—This book suft
^ests what and how to plat ii Is a <:hapter fron
Bees a.\u Uonev Price. 10 centa.

•me Hive I ifte, by G. M. noollttle. It
details ble management of bees, and methods
Of producing comb honey. Price. 5 cents.

Dr. Howard's Book on Foul Brood.
—Gives the McEvoy Treatment and reviews the ex-
periments of other's. Price, 25 cts.

Silo and Silage, by Prof. A .1. Cook—It
(rives the method in operation at the Michigan Agrl-
cultural College- Price. 2.t cts.

Winter Problem In Bee*KeepIng. by G.
R. Pierce. Result of 25 years' experience. 3o eta.

Handlin;? Bee«, by Chas. Dadant & Son.—
A Chapter from Langstroth Revised. Price, 8 cts.

MlKlory of Ree-As60ci:uions. and Brief Re-
ort of the flrst 20 conventions. Price, lo cts

FonI Brood Treatment, hy Prof. F. R.
Cheshire.—Its Cause and Prevention. Price, li) cts

Foul Brood, by A. R. Kohnke.—Origin.
Development and Cure. Price lU cts.

Bee-Keepiug for Profit, by Dr. G. L.
Tinker.—Revised and enlarged. It details the au-
thor's" new system, or how to get the hirRCSt yields
of comb or extracted honey." 80 p.; illustrated. 25c.

romnierclal raloiilator, by C. Kopp.—
A ready Calculator, Business Arithmetic and Ac-
count-Book combined in one. Every farmer and
businessman should have it. No. 1, bound in wate r

proof leatherette, calf finish. Price, 4(i cts. No. 2
in tine artihcialleather, with pocket, silicate slate,
and account-book. I'rice. 60 cts.

<ireen'« Four Bookw, by Chas. A. Green.
— Devoted to. 1st, How We Made the Old Farm Pay;
2Tid. Peach Culture; 3rd, Uow lo Propagate l-'ruit-

Plants. Vines and Trees; 4th. General Fruit In-

structor. Nearly l^opau'es. Fully illustrated. 25 cts.

(harden and Orehard, by Chas. A. Green
—dives full instructiniiw in Thinning and Marketing
Fruits; Pruning, Planting and <'ultivating; Spray-
ing, EvauDraiion, Cold Storage, Etc. 94 pages, illus-

trated. Price. 25 cts.

KendalPs Honne-Boolc. — .35 pictures,
showing positions of sick horses, and treats on all

their diseases. English or German. Price, 'ift cts.

Lumber and Log-Book. — Gives meas-
urements of lumber, logs planks; wages, etc. :i5c.

ITIaple Sugar anrt-the Sugar Bush, by Prof.
A. J. Cook.— Full instructions. Price, 3.) cts.

Grain Tables, lor casting up the price of
grain, produce, hay, etc. Price, 25 cts.

Capons and Caponizlng, by Dr. Sawyer.
Knnny Field, and others.— Illustrated. All about
caponizing fowls, ana thus how to make the most
money in poultry-raising. 64 pages. Price. 30 cts.

Our Poultry Doctor, or Health In the
Poultry Yard and How to Cure Sick Fowls, by
Fanny Field,—Everything about Poultry Diseases
and their Cure. 64 pages. Price, 30 cts.

Poultry for lYIarket and Poultry for
Profit, by Fanny Field. -Tells everything aboutthe
Poultry Business. 64 pages. Price, 25 cts.

Turkeys for Market and Turkeys for
Profit, by Fanny Field.—All about Turkey-Raising.
64 pages. Price, 25 cts.

Rural Life.— Bees. Poultry. Fruits. Vege-
tables, and Household Matters. HX) pages. 25 cts.

Potato Culture, by T. B. Terry.—It tells
how to grow them profitably. Price, 40 cts.

Hand-Book of Health, by Dr. Foote.—
Hints about eating, drinking, etc. Price, 25 els.

Bee-Keepers' Directory, by H, Alley.—
Latest methods in Queen-Rearing, etc. Price, 5oc.

Book Clubbing Offers.

(Bead Carefully.)

The following: clubbing prices Include the

American Bee Journal one year with each

book named. Remember, that only ONE book

can be taken in each case with the Bee Jour-

nal a year at the prices named. If more books

are wanted, see postpaid prices given with

the description of the books on this page

FoUowlnpls the clubbln)f-llst:

1. Langstroth on the Honey-BTee J2.00
2. A B C of Bee-Culture 2.00
3. Bee-Keeper'sGulde 1.75
4. Bees and llont'y

I Cloth boundl 1.65
5. DooUttlf's SoitMitlttcQueen-Kearing. 1.75
6. Dr. Hon-ard'o Fiml Brood Book 1.10
7. Advanced l!ee-("ullure 1.30
9. Bleneu-Kultur [German] 1.20

11. Rational Bee-Keeping-lPapertoundl 1.75
12. Thirty Years Among- the Bees 1.30
13. Bee-Keepiiig for Profit 1.15
14. Convention llandBook 1,15
15. Poultry for Market and Profit i.lO
16. Turkeys tor Market and Profit 1.10
17. Capons and Caponizing 1.10
18. Our Poultry Doctor 1.10
19. Green's Four Books 1.15
21. Garden and Orchard 1.15
33. Rural Life 1.10
25. Commercial Calculator. No. 1 1.25
26. Commercial Calculator, No. 2 1.40
27. Kendall's Horse-Book 1.10
30. Potato Culture 1.20
32. Hand-Book ot Health 1.10
34. Maple Sugar and the Sugar Bush 1.20
35. Silo and Silage 1.10
36. Winter Problem in Bee-Keeplng 1.30
37. Apiary Register nor 50 colonies) 1.75
38. Apiary Register (for 100 colonies)*-. 2.00
39. Bee-Keepers' Directory 1.30

Qerjeral \\^xr)s^

A California Report.

From I'iO colonies of bees this year I got
nine tons of extracted honey, and one ton
of comb honey. H. C. Wiieei.ek.

Kiverside Co., Calif., Nov. 30.

Sells Honey—Report.

I sell a great deal of honey, both comb
and extracted. I secured 1,000 pounds of
the finest of extracted honey from t! colo-

nies last year. S. S. Fetuekoi.f.
Pickaway Co., Ohio.

An 1897 Report.

I began last spring with 23 colonies. S be-

ing queenless, iucreast to 36. reared and
tested queens, and requeened them all, and
produced 1.035 pounds of extracted honey,
and 093 well filled sections of comb honey.
I have sold nearly all of it in the home
market. My bees were never in better
condition for winter than now.

N. L. Webb.
Fannin Co., Tex., Dec. 11.

Reading the Bee Journal Over Again.

The American Bee Journal is like com-
pany, these cold, drizzly days, when bee-

keepers like me prefer to sit in the house

and read over the back numbers. I find

many things that are of real value, that I

had skipt or forgotten. As I am busy in

the summer it happens I don't take time to

read all the articles, and these stormy days
are just the time to look up and read them
over. I especially like the way the editor

comes down on honey sharks and swindlers.

By the way, they must be scarce now, at

least I have not received any of their cir-

culars this year, which I give the Bee Jour-

nal credit for. It helpt to keep drumming
iway G. E. Nelson.
Henry Co., 111., Dec. 8.

Report for 1897.

My bees have done well this year. I

started in the spring with S colonies, in-

creast to 22. and secured 900 pounds of

honey in one-pound sections, and 300

pounds ot extracted. I sold the extracted

for 12'..' cents per pound, and my comb
honey at 15 cents for second grade, and 30

cents for first grade. My best colony stored

135 pounds of section honey. All are in

fine coudition tor winter, and we are look-

ing forward with great hopes for another

good year in 1S9S. Bees were coming in

with pollen from weeds Nov. 37. and are

flying out finely to-day. L. Cowell.
Tarrant Co., Tex., Dec. T.

Wanted—A Thousand Like This

!

The year is drawing to a close. Christ-

mas is'near. and I have not yet paid my
subscription to the American Bee Journal

for the current year. As one vote some-

times decides the contest for office, so may
one dollar decide the editor's chance for

regaling on roast turkey at Christmas.

Therefore. I take from my pocket a dollar

allotted for holiday festivities, and send as

payment for the weekly feast which has

been spread out in the American Bee Jour-

nal during the past' year, and to enable

Editor York & Co. to partake ot the usual

holiday feast.

The • Co." we suppose may mean wife,

and we are sorry that it does not include

the little bud of promise, developing into

flower, which was recently anticipated by
fond parents, and would have given more
joy than all other feasting, had not the

cruel hand of Fate snatcht awa^ the tender

bud.
.. ^ ,.

And, ob ! how saddened must be the noli-
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Only 6 cts. per Pound in 4 Can Lots or Over.

Finest Alfalfa Honey

!

IT SELLS ON TASTING.

The Honey that Suits All

Who Buy It.

We can furnish '^Vlllte Alfalfa Extracted Honey, In 60-pound tin cans, on
board cars in Chicago, at these prices : 1 can, in a case, 7 cents per pound ; 2 cans
In one case, 63^ cents ; 4 cans (2 cases) or more, 6 cents. The Cash must accom-
pany each order.

1^" A sample of the honey will be mailed to an Intending purchaser, for 8
cents, to cover postage, packing, etc. We guarantee purity.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Mieliigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. New London,
Wisconsin

,

Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus
securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
They have also one One of tlie Largest Factories and the latest
and most-improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there is in the State. The material is cut from patterns, by machinery,
and Is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and 'w^liitest
Bass'wood is used, and they are pollsht on both sides. Nearness to Pine
and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best
machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Pull Line of Supplies.

Please mention the American Bee .Tournal. 7At(

BEE-KEEPERS :
We are making a strictly A No. 1 line of

Hives, Sections, Sliipping-Cases, Frames,
etc., and are selling these goods on their merits.

We do not claim to sell at cost as we are not in business merely for what glory
there may be attacht to it.

We do claim that our goods are as fine as can be produced anywhere, and that our
prices will be found fair and reasonable.

We are in a position to serve you promptly and satisfactorily, and we ask you to

give us a chance to do so.

Why not write to us to-day for our Free, Illiiiiitrsite.l 4Jat:tlog' ? Or, better
still, send us a list of what goods you will require for next season's use, and we shall take
pleasure in quoting prices on same. Very truly yours,

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.

That Q,ueen-Clipping Device Free I

Works E.lke a Ctaann. Couldn't Do Without It.

The Monetto Queen-CUpplng Device workp

LIKE A CHARM. With It I have clipped 30

queens, all In one day, when examining my
bees. Wm. StoMjKV, Grand Island, Nebr.

PLEASE READ THIS OFFER TO PRESENT SUBSCRIBERS :

Bend us jnxt imf iirw name for the American Bee Journal a year (with $1.00), and we
will mail you the Queen-Clipping Device fkee of charge. Or, the Queen-Clipping Device

will be sent postpaid for 30 cts. But why not get it as a Premium by the above offer

You can't earn 30 cts. any easier. Almost every bee-keeper will want this Device.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan St., CHICAGO, ILL.

I have clipped in queens, and must-say tht
Monette Queen-Cllpplng Device Is hy far the
best Invention I'vtT made, and will be wel-
come to many beo-kcopers as It was to me. )

could not do without one now.
Dii. Gbo. Laoke, Newbursrh, Ind.

day festivities to Editor Hutchinson, of the
Bee-Keepers' Review, because the same
cruel hand deprived him of his heart's joy
in little Fern, through such melancholy
means. Truly, we can realize the senti-
ment of the poet in these lines;

'Tis ever thus our fondest hopes decay,
I never loved a tree or flower but 'twas the

flrst to pass away.

As every great sorrow has a shadow of
joy. possibly the great remorse and grief
of poor Mrs. H.. when she fully realized
what she had done, gave way in tears and
sobs that intensified nerve energy and
accelerated forceful blood circulation to
the relieving of congested capillaries of the
brain, so as to bring about previous normal
sane conditions of mind. Let us hope.
And now I wish the two editors—H. and

Y.—all possible holiday enjoyments, and
extend the season's compliments to all

others, and wish all a complement of good
things. J. L. Sexton.
Sheboygan Co., Wis., Dec. 6.

[Thank you, Mr. Sexton. We would like

to hear from about 1,000 just like you, be-

fore Jan. 1.

—

Editor. 1

Starting in Bee-Keeping, Etc.

I want to thank Editor York for his re-

ply to John A. Pease, of California, on
page T'28, as he may neglect to do so. I

also wish to thank Dr. Miller and Charles
Dadant for the change I see in their writ-
ings, wherein they have concluded to say
in answer to the question, "How many
colonies of bees shall I commence bee-keep-
ing with ?"—Well, that depends upon your
pocket-hook. The old answer was, " Begin
with one or two colonies, and work your
way up. Of course, you cannot expect to

reach the bight to which I have attained,
but 1 do not object to your trying."
Mr. Editor, 1 am an old man, and I know

that the boys of the present day will ' get
there,'' even if they start with enough bees
to make them take a great interest in the
business right from the start.

I hope the American Bee Journal may
start the New Year with a full colony of

subscribers, and that they may never desert
the hive. Wm. H. Eagertt.
Republic Co., Kan., Nov. 'J7.

[Thank you, Mr. Eagerty, for your hope-

ful wish for the American Bee Jourpal. We
are trying to do our part toward furnishing

a rousing big 'colony" with plenty of

good, wholesome "stores."

—

Editor.]

The Buffalo Convention Report, Etc.

It seems as if the United States Bee-
Keepers' Union has been very unfortunate
in the matter of getting its proceedings
properly reported. The report of the Lin-

coln meeting was unintelligible in places,

because of the stenographer s ignorance of

apiarian terms, and now the report of the

Buffalo meeting is coming to us in an emas-
culated form because no stenographer
could be obtained. Dr. Mason tells us that
we are going to have the report with the
discussions left out. Tbls is like feeding us

on mush and milk when we are all expect-

ing and all hungry for a square meal.

When 1 read in the first installment of

this euuisculated report that "after a recess

of ten minutes Capt. J. E. Hetherington
was called out. and in a very instructive

and eutertaiuing talk delighted the con-

vention." there was an " nil gone " feeling

at the pit of my stomach, which only a full

and accurate report of this " talk " can re-

vive. And only to think of the other
" talks " by other men away up in apiarian
lore and experience, which we are not to

have, because some stenographer did not
get around according to contract! Will
somebody please knock that stenographer
on the head ? And then will some bee-

keeper please educate, or cause to be edu-
cated, one of his boys, or better, perhaps,

one of his girls, to be a stenographer and
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El FARMERS
All kinds direct to ci'ii-mtuT^ from the factorv at wliolesale prices. 'V^V save vou 40 .

on HARNESS^ BUGGiES, ROAD CARTS, SURREYS AND PHAEtONS.

$5.50.
"^""^

" ^FIRST CLASS GOODS. «=-
^LOW PRICES. aucea

Barklev Harness $ 4-. 50 "P-
Barklev Bufrpies 27.50 "!'
liarkliy Road Carts... 10.00 up-
Barkli-y Phaetoas 50.00 up.
Write fur Special liarj^ain Cu'cuiar of

staple Harness ami VeJii,;!es,

DEFY COMPETITION.
Read our bookof voluntarytestiiiumials
from our customei-s, and see whattlif.v
think of Bfirkley poods and business
[nn^tliods. It wt 11 pay you to do so. Wi-

._ _-._ ^ , fp .^^ "'*' f^'dlinpr direct to consumers, sa%*lnk'

S5 50 ^ -^A'^'*^^^^'-^'^"^^ >•*" "^^' traveling' man's expen.ses and .1

Former
Price

$55J0

No. I "Barkley" Harness,

SI2.00,

Famou9 "Barkley" Buggy,
$41.00. Satisfaction guaranteed.
'r's|>nilit. Send for cat. and prii-es

~r> harness made. Frank B. Barkley Mfc. Co. Chicago, III.

TheBee-Keeper'sGuide
This I5th and latest edition of Prof. Cook's

mag-nlQcent book of 460 pajfes, in neat and
substantial cloth binding, we propose to give
away to our present subscribers, for the work
of getting NEW subscribers for the American
Bee Journal.

A description of the book here is quite un-
necessary—It Is simply the most complete sci-
entific and practical bee-book published to-

day. Fully illustrated, and all written in the
most fascinating style. The author is also
too well-known to the whole bee-world to re-
?uire any introduction. No bee-keeper is

uUy equipped, or his library complete, with-
out "The Bee-Keepek's Guide."

Given For 2 IVeiv Subscribers.
The following offer is made to present sub-

scribers only, and no premium is also given
to the two new subscribers—simply the Bee
Journal for one year :

Send us Two New Sabscribers to the Bee
Journal (with 12.00), and we will mall YOU a
copy of Prof. Cook's book free as a premi-
um. Prof. Cook's book alone sent for 81. '35,

or we club It with tde Bee Journal for a year
—both together for only 81.75. But surelj
anybody can get only 3 new subscribers tci

the Bee Journal for a year, and thus get th(
boo' as a premium. Let everybody try for li

Win you have one '

OEOBGE W. YOKK & CO., 118 Michigan St., Chicago, Dl.

THB HATCHiriG HBIV

RELIABLE

able Poultr;

Reliable

HAS LOST HER OCCUPATION
,and in the produi'tionand bromiin^' ot <-liirks she
ha,sl>t'''n suppluntt'd bythe butter ami i'\fry\v«y

- INCUBATORS
AND BROODERS

They Hatch and Brood when you are ready.
1he\ don't ^'et l.nisy. They prow the stronirest

II k> ami the nmst .-t tliera. It takes a 22 -i pa^re book
to tell ahout tlif-^i' 111:1 1'tiiiifs and our Mammoth Reli-

Farm*. Sent by mail 'm rt-frpt id 10 cents. Send forit now.
Incubator and Brooder Co., Quincy, Illinois.

I Please mention tbe Ameri canBee Journal.

WHERECrniERSFAI^
theSUCCESSFUL INCUBATORS succeed, why? because they J
are properly constructed and the correct methods for operating them are \
plainly set forth in our 72 page Direction Book. Our machines will \
please you. Prices reasonable. All sold undor a positive guarantees
which we ask you to compare with others. Send 6c stamps for 128 \
page catalog and poultry book combined. Xt will pBy you. Address \

DES MOINES INCUBATOR CO., Box 78, Oes Moines, Iowa. S

W/n. DAV rDriPUT i" ""!> O"^ "f Stark 12 Challenge PoinU—thf
YYe r^l ri\LIUni fun IJ plainly show WHY .'itark firn-s grow and
sell the most trees. 11m-ii, wrwill not cut gualitv no matti.-r how I,O^V r.iir price
If inter.^ti'.l in trees or fruits cimp i«>stal fnr CTSPK" PDIIIT RAAynew edition: line.-t. nio-t complete vet issue.l O I rtm\ T IVUl 1 DvUI\
sent free. STARK BRO^, Louisiana. Mo. Stark. Mo. Rockport, III. Dansville. N.Y. £
FREE FOR A MONTH.

If you are interested In sheep in any way
you cannot afford to be without the best
and only weekly sheep paper published In
the L'nlte<l States.

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP j*.?*^
has a hobby which is the sheep breederand
his industry, first foremost and all the
time. Are you interested? Write to-day

Wool Markets & Sheep, - - Chicago.
Please mention Bee Jotirnal -when writing.

OUR PRICES
ing the new
Cbanipion Oiali-IIive

with dovetailed body and supers,
and a lull line of other SuppUec,
and we are selling them cheap. A
postal sent for a price-list may save
you S I * $

K. H. SCH.niDT A CO.,
Box 187 Shebovoan, Wis.

Flease znention Bee Journal vrhen 'wrltm^.

are worth looking
at. We are mak-

BEES FOR SALE.
About 90 Colonies of Italians. Any one want-
ing to start an apiary cannot do oetter than
to call on Dr. E. Gallup. 8anta Aua. Calif.,
and eiamine the Bees before purchasing else-
where. Double sets of Combs In Langstroth-
Simpllcity Hives, and warranted a superior
lot of Bees for business. Correspodence so-
licited. Dr. E. GALLUP,

Santa Ana, Orange Co.. Oal.

SEE THAT WINK

!

Bee - Snppliei) ! Root's
Goods at Hoot's Prices.

Puader's Honey . Jars,
and every thing used by
bee-keepers. Prompt ser-
vice, low freight rate. Cat-
tree. Walter 8. Ponder,

U«'*])OVnQ£M' iNbHl^o'lS^'lNDlANA.
Please zaention Bee Journal when 'writing.

report tbe proceedings of bee-conventions ?

She could earn pin money and more, too,
in this way, and bee-keepers might be able
to get a full report of proceedings in lan-
guage that they could understand.

I read in Farm and Fireside that F.
Greiner was at the Buffalo meeting, and
that he happened in at a time when there
was some talk going on that he did not care
to bear. Perhaps I had better retrain from
repeating his comments on what he heard.
It is fortunate that the episode which gave
occasion for the talk referred to is ended.
On page (>7."i Editor York, or his devil, or

somebody else at 118 Michigan street, made
me say that I had "razed" some of my
hives having entrances cut in the hive-
bodies. What I did say. or intended to
say, was that I had r(i:enl some of these
hives. As the folks at 118 Michigan street
have to mend a good deal more of my
manuscript than they mangle. I have not
much to say in the way of complaint.

Enclo.sed find one dollar to make me a
member of the United States -Bee-Keepers'
Union, and may it help to make some honey
adulterator feel as it he had rather be .sit-

ting on a hot gridiron.
Decatur Co., Iowa. Edwin Bevins.

Bees and Poultry.

I commenced last spring with ,57 colonies,
had 105 swarms, and 4,.520 pounds of honey.
Bees went into winter quarters in the best
condition they ever have since I have been
in the bee-business. Fancy poultry goes
with bees complete. I have a fine lot of
over 300 chickens not sold ; they are beau-
ties — barred and white Plymouth Rocks
and S. L Wyandottes. My poultry took
first premiums at our county fair over
quite a lot of competitors.

Mrs. a. a. Simpson.
Greene Co., Pa., Dec. 11.

Good Season with, the Bees.

I am very much pleased with the Bee
Journal, and would not get along without
it tor three times the price. I had a good
season with my bees this year, but did not
get much honey. Geo. H. Porter.
Hamilton Co., N. Y.

Convention ]\otices.

inichlgin. — The Michigan Bee-Keeper's
Association win hold Its annuil convention
Pec. :il and Jan, 1. In the parlors of the Done-
van House, in Mt Pleasant. Mich. Reduced
rates at tbe hotel, and probably on the rail-
roads. A cordial Invitation extended to all
Flint, Mich. W. Z. Hutchinson. Sec.

Ohio-New V ork . Pennsylvania. — The
Northeastern Ohio. Western New York, and
Northwestern Pennsylvania Bee-Keepers' As-
sociation will hold their annual convention at
Co'ry, Pa., Jan. I'J and 1.3. 1898. An inter-
esting program has been arranged. All are
invited. Ed Jollv. Sec.
Franklin. Pa.

Callforula.—The annual meeting of tbe
California State Bee Keepers' Association will
be held on Monday, Jan 10. 1S98, commenc-
ing at 'i p.m. The California Bee-Keepers'
Exchange will hold Its annual session on
Tuesday. Jan. 11 af2p.m A full attendance
of members Is desired. Mr. Cowan, editor of
the British Bee Journal, will be in attendance.
Thos. G. Newman will also attend, health per-
mitting. Prof. A. J. Cook. Prea

J. H. Mautin, Sec, Los Angeles. Calif.

Bee-K.eeper!«'' Photog-rapli.—We
have now on hand a limited number of ex-
cellent photographs of prominent bee-keep-
ers—a number of pictures on one card. The
likeness of 49 of them are shown on one of
the photographs, and 1'21 on the other. We
will send them, postpaid, for 30 cts. a card,
mailing from the 121 kind first; then after
they are all gone, we will send the 49 kind.
So those who order first will get the most
" faces " for their money. Send orders to
tbe Bee Journal office.
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S! Beeswax
For all the Good, Pure Yello-w

Beesivax delivered to our office till

further notice, we will pay 25 cents per

pound, CASH ; or 28 cents for whatever
part is exchanged for the Bee Journal,

Honey, Books or Seed, that we offer. If

you want casta, promptly, for your
Beeswax, send it on at ouce. Impure
wax not taken at any price. Address as

follows, very plainly,

GEO. W. YORK & CO.
118 Michigan st., CHICAGO. ILL.

CARLOADS
Of Bee-Hives, Sections, Ship-
ping-Cases. Comb Foundation,
and Everything used in the
Bee-InduBtry.
We want the name and ad-

dress of every Bee-Keeper In

America. We supply Deal-
ers as well as conaumers. We

have Dry Kiln, Improved Machinery, 40.000

feet of floor space, and all modern appliances.

We make prompt shipment.
Write for Catalogs. Quotations, etc.

Inter-State MaiuifacturiiiE Co,

HUDSON, St. rroix Co., tVls.

HATCH Chickens BT,?7J;ft!g7

EXCELSIOR Incubator
Simple. Perfect, Self-Begulal-
iut/. Thouaaiids 1q successful

operation. Lowest priced
flr8t-elaiiN Hatcher made.

GEO. II. STAIIL,-
114 toiaa 8. 6tli St. quincy.llt

44A26t Please mention the liee Journal.

WholeNale
and Ketail.COMB FOUNDATION

Working Wax [Tn forum A Specialty,

At Reduced Prices diirtns tlie Winter.

My Foundation will spe.vk for itself, and
prices are O. K. So do not fail to write for a

Catalog with prices and samples.

Beeswax taken in Exchange for Foun-
dation or any other Supplies.

GUS DITTMER,
ACHJUSTA, WIS.

FREE! FREE! FREE!
What's Free?

Wlij , Danzeiibakcr's Bee-Book
" FA« "IS AKOir «KKS."
Providing 2c for postajro is inclosed.

Tells all about my new hive, and system of
management, panicuiarly how to produce
comb noney that will Ijrinif from 2 to 4c, more
than honey produced In the. old way. Address

F. Danzenbaker, Wasiiln;;(on, D. C.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

A Special Booklet Bargain

!

For a limited time we wish tn malie our
readers a speelal otter on booklets on Bees.

Poultry. Health, etc. Upon receipt of 75
cents we will mail any « of the list below:
and Cor $1.25 we will mall the nrhole
dozen

'

1. Foul Brood, tiy Dr. Howard 2oc
2. Poultry for Market and Profit 25c
3. Turkeys for Murliet and Profit .. 2."ic

4. Our Poultry Doctor :iOc

5. Capons and Caponizng 30c
li. Hand-Book of Health, by Dr. Foote.. 25c
7. Kendall's Horse-Book 25c
8. Kural Life 25c
9. Kopp's Commercial Calculator 25c

10. Foul Brood, by Kohnke lOc
11. Silo and Sllapre. by Prof Cook 25c
12. Bienen-Kultur. tiy Newman 40c

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,

- CHICAGO, ILLS.

IWll^ll's!
HONEY-EXTRACTOR

i'llilU Is Square Ulass Jars.

Root's Goods at Root's Prices.

Bee-Keepf.rs' StJPPMES in general, etc etr.

Send for our new catalog.
Practical Hints " will be mailed for 10c

In stamps. Apply to—

Chas. F. Muth & Son, Cincinnati, Oliio.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

Honey - Clovers I

We have made arrangements so that we can
furnish seed of several of the Clovers by
freight or express, at the following prices',

cash with order:
5Ib lOft 25ftp 5015

Alsike Clover.. TO $1.25 $3.00 $5.75
Sweet Clover (white). .60 1.00 2.25 4,00
White Clover 90 1.60 3.75 7,00
Alfalfa Clover 60 1,00 2,25 4,00
Crimson Clover 55 ,B0 2,00 3.50

Prices subject to market changes.

Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage,
wanted by freight.

Your orders are solicited,

GECRGE W. YORK & Co.

CHICAGO. ILL.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

BT- IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aplcuitural Field more
oompletely than any other published, send
81.25 to Prof. A.J. Cook, Claremont, Calif..

forhlB

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

PATENT WIRED COMB FODSDATIOS
Haa No Sag in Brood-Pramen

Thin Flat-Bottom FouiiflatioD

Bus Ao Fi!«tibODe in Ihd Surplas Uooey.

Betnff the cleanest la usually worlce
the qnlokest of any Foandatlon made

jr. A. VAN DEUSKN.
Sole MaDafaotnrer,

Sprout Brook MontKomery Co., N Y

Please mention Bee Journal -when -writing.

UNION

ONE MAN WITH THE
COMBINATION

SAW
Can do the work of foiii

men using hand tools, Iij

Kipping, Cuttlng-oft, Ml
trlng, Rabbeting, Groov-
ing. Gaining. Dadolnj!,
Edglng-up. Jointing Stud,
etc. Full Lineof Foot and
Hand Power Machinery,
Sold on Trial. Catalo|;ae Froo,

SENE<1A FALI.S MFG. CO.,
46 Water St 8ENR0A FALLS. N, T,

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

DCC IfCCDCDC f Let me send you my 64-
DLL-^LL^L^IO 1 page Catalog for 1SH7,

J. lU. JenkiiiM, Wetiiinpka, /Via.

Please mention Bee Journnl -when -writing.

*
^*Oalifornia

If you care to Itnow of Its Fruits, Flower>i
Climate or Resources, send for a Sample Oop>
)f California's Favorite Paper—

The Pacific Rural Press
The leading Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the PaclBc Coast, Published weekly,
handsomely lUustratod 82,00 per annum.
Sample Copy Free.

PACIFIC RIJR.%1. PRESS,
:i:f0 Market St,. - SAN FKANCISOO, OAL,
Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

CLUBBING LIST.

We have made arrangements whereby we
can furnish our readers w ith the best of read-
ing at a very large reduction, the only condi-
tion is that all arrearages to the Bee Journal
be paid.
The American Bee Journal one year and

any one of the following magazines or news-
papers, both for $1.90; the American Bee
Journal and any two for $'2,80:

Cosmopolitan
McClure's
Peterson's
Delineator
Household
Am. Kitchen Mag-
Cream
N, Y, Tribune
Detroit Free Press
Nat'l Stockman
Poultry Monthly

Family Herald
Harper's

Inter-Ocean
Munsey's
Puritan
Argosy
Demorest's
Godey's
Leisure Hours
Ohio Farmer
N. Y, World
Hural Ne'v Yorker
Farm Poultry

and Weekly Star
Round Table

The following choice reading, the regular
price of which is $4. 50. we will furnish one
year for $3, '3.5

:

American Bee Journal,
Godey's Magazine—a leading ladles' maga-

zine aud lashion monthly of ihe United
States,

Farm Poultry—a semi-monthly and one of
the very best poultry pipers pub'isht.

Leisure Hours—a charming story magazine.
Everywhere — Will Carleton's newspaper

magazine,

The regular price of this combination is

!.! 50; our price isS!,.50 tor the lot:

American Bee Journal,
American Kitchen Magazine.
New York Tribune,
Home Magazine, of Washington,

Your choice of one of the following list we
can furnish for only 13,60, which includes a
year's subscription to the American Bee Jour-
nal:

New England Miigaztne,
Frank Leslie's Popular Monthly.
Scrlbner's Monthly.
Scientific American,
St, Nicholas.

Remember that of this last lot you get only
ONE of them and a year's subscription to the
Bee Journal,

Cbristmas and Slew Vear's at
Home.

In order that the public may have an
opportunity of spending Christmas and
New Year's at home, the Nickel Plate

road will sell tickets to any point on
their line at a fare and one-third for the

round trip, tickets to be on sale Dec.

24th, 25th, 31st, and Jan. 1st, 1898.
Good returning up to and including Jan.

4th.
Students by presenting the proper cre-

dentials can obtain tickets at same rate,

good to return until Jan. 11th, 1898.

For full information call on or address

J. Y. Calmian, Gen'l. Agent, 111
Adams St., Chicago, 111.

SI) H. TuoKNE, C. P. & T. A.

THE MONEY QUESTION
isensilvstttlt'il bvthoiioiil try (lurstmn, iou
can sri tl(. till" pouitrv qviostion l.y rrfcrciir., !-> our

Mammoth Annual Poultry Cu do
Cont:iins IMO Tiiit-''-s I'liiiteil in liii.Nt cUrs,

30 viiri^'tirs of poiiliry im.l hi.w tn tr..,il llifiu in

healtli unit (iisoiisp anrl li.tw t.'niiiltp ni.mry witli

.tttf-m. roii!trvlious,.i,lnn.i,recii.ps; postpni-t 16o,

John Bauscher Jr. Box B*, Freeport, UL
Please mention the Bee Journal44.AiJtJt

AND LUNG DISEASES,
DR. PEIRO, Specialist

Offices: IOI9, lOO State St.,

CHICAGO. Hours 9to4.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.
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HONEY and BEESWAX
MAKKKX <HIO'rAXI<».-%S.

Cliicairo- 111. I Dec. 13.—Fancy white 11 to
12c\ No. 1, lOc; lanuy amber. 8 to 9c.; No. 1,

7c.; laucy dark. Tc. Extracted, white, .5 to 6c.;

amber. 4 to 5c. ; dark. 4c. Beeswax, 26 to 27c.
The demand for comb honey Is not sallstac-

tory. and it can be bought at even lower

Erices than quoted, where It Is not In the
ands of retrular de;ilers. There seems to be

no outside demand. Extracted without special
change. Beeswax Is scarce.

Mllwankee, Wis., Deo. 13.—Fancy white,
12 to l.ic; No. 1, 11 to 12c.; fancy amber, 9
to 10c. ; fancy dark, 8 to 9c. Extracted,
white, 5^ to be; amber. 4^4 to 5c. Beeswax,
25 to 27c.
This market has been fairly sustained on

honey since our last report. Values remain
about the same, as there has been a very good
consumptive demand, especially for ex-
tracted, while the comb honey has seemed to
accumulate with lucreast receipts, and wo
feel to meet the demand even If at a reduc-
tion from ciuotalions. There seems to be
more demand Irom those »>ho eat honey than
in former seasons, which is a good feature of
the trade which we desire to encourage. We
are expecting a good trade from this forward.

Cleveland. Ohio. Dec. 15.—Fancy white.
12 to 12Hc.: No. 1, 11 to 12c.; No. 1 amber,
!l to 10c. Extracted, white, 6 to Tc. ; amber. 4
to 5c. Beeswax. 22 to 2oc.

New York, W. Y., Dec. 13,—Fancy white,
11 to llVic; No. 1, luc; fancy amber, 9c.;
fancy dark, 7 to 7^4c. Extracted, white, 5 to

5Hc.: amber, 4 to4Jic.; dark. 4c. Beeswax.
2b to 27c.
Our market remains quiet and honey Is

moving off rather slowly. Stocks are plenti-
ful and prices are on the downward tendency.
In order to move quantity lots quotations
will have to be shaded. Beeswax is in good
demand at quotation price.

Minneapolis, Minn., Dec. 15, — Fancy
while. 11 to 12c.; No. 1, 10 to lie; fancy am-
ber. lOc: No. 1.9!4c.; lancy dark 9 to9yjc.

:

No. 1. 8 to 9o. Extracted, white, o to 6c.; am-
ber. 4 to 4iic.; dark, 4c. Beeswax, 23c.
Market holds Arm at above prices. Good

demand for extracted. Wax is quiet but firm
at 23c.

Kansas City, Mo,, Dec. 15.—Fancy white,
lOH to iic. ; No. 1. 10 to lO^ic; fancy amber,
9!< to lOc; No. 1 9 lo 9S4c.; fancy dark. 8S4
to 9c. Extracted, white, 5H to be; amber,
5 to 5>4c. ; dark, 4 to 4Ho. Beeswax, 20 to 22c.

St. Iionls, Ho., Dec. 13.—Fancy white, 12
to 12 l-2c.; No. 1, 10 1-2 to 11 l-2c.; fancy
amber, 9 1-2 to 10c. ; No. 1, 9c ; fancy dark,
8c. Extracted, white, oto5 1-2c.: amber. 4
vo4Hc.; dark, 3 1-2 to 4c, Beeswax, 24 1-2
to 25c.
We wonld advise prompt shipments of

honey. We do not see any probabilities of bet-
ter prices. The stock of honey Is ample for
the demand.

Albany, "S. Y., Dec. 13.—Fancy white. 12
to 13c.; No-1, lllo 12c.; fancy amber, 8 to
«c. ; No. 1, 8c : fancy dark, 8c.; No. 1, IVi to
8c. Extracted, white, 5 to 6c. ; amber. 4H to
5c.; dark. 4 to ^V^c.
There Is an ample stock of comb on hand

and selling freely at quotations. Extracted
Is not pleutliul and Iromi nformatlon received
there is not much in the hands of producers.

Buffalo, N. Y., Dec. 15.— Our honey market
is ver> quiet, except for absolutely fancy 1-

pound combs, white, which is selling well at
mostly 12c., occasionally, lie. All other
grades are exceedingly dull and must be
pusht hard and cut severely to move; In this
manner some quantities can be sold. Dark
comb. 9 to 7c.; very poor grades, 5 to 6c. Ex-
tracted, fancy white, 5 to 6o. ; dark, 4 to WiC.

Ban Francisco, Calif., Dec. 8. — White
comb, 1-lbs.. ~Vt to 9!4c ; amber. 4 to 6c. Ex-
tracted, white. 4^ to 4-1^0.; light amber. 'i%
to 3Xc.; daik tule. lie to 2Hc. Beeswax,
fair to choice, 22 to 24c.

There Is no selling pressure of consequence
on desirable lots of water white, either comb
or extracted, such being held as a rule at full
quotations. Amber grades are lo greater sup-
ply than the demand and market for this
class presents an easy tone. Dark qualities
are in poor request, despite low asking fig-

ures. Beeswax is firm at current quotailons,
with very little offering, either from first or
second bands ,

FhlladelpMa, Pa., HTov. 13.—Fancy white,
13 to 14c. i

No 1. 12c.; fancy amber. 10c.

;

No. 1. 9c,; No. 1 dark. 8c. Extracted, white,
5 to 5 Vie; amber, 5c. ; dark, 4 to 4Hc. Bees-
wa.T. 27c.
Honey is arriving very freely: market Is a

little olV. Beeswax Is In good demand.

Boston, Mass., Hov. 8.—Fancy white. In

cartons. 13c.; No. 1. 11 to 12c.; fancy amber,
10c. Extracted, white, 6 to7o.; amber, o to
5>4c. Beeswax, 280.

No. 1 and fancy honey has sold well during
the past 10 days, but off grades and light

weight is going slowly. Beeswax is In good
demand and liut little here.

Detroit, Mich., BTov. 9.-Fancy white. 11
to 12c.; No. 1,10 to lie; fancy amber, 9 to

10c. ; No. 1 , 8 to 9c. ; fancy dark, 7 to 8c. Ex-
tr;icted, white, 5 to 6c. ; amber, 4 to 5c. Bees-
wax, 25 to 26c.

Indianapolis, Ind., Kov. 8.—Fancy white,
11 to 13c.; No 1. 9 to lOc; fancy amber. 9 to
10c. Extracted, white. 5 to 6c. Beeswax, 25c.
Demand for fancy white comb hooey and

fancy white extracted is exceptionally good,
while there is almost no demand for dark or
amber comb or extracted honey.

Cincinnati, Ohio, Dec. 7.—Demand for
comb honey h:is bet/n good for the last few
weeks and Is fair for extracted. We quote
the latter at 3 1-2 to 6c., and comb at 10 to
13c. for best white. Beeswax is In fair de-
mand at 20 to 25c. for good to choice yellow.

List of Honey and Beeswax Dealers.

Most of whom Quote in this Journal.

Cliicaico, lUa.

K. A. BtTKNETT & Co.. 163 South Water Street.

New York, N. V.
HiLDRETH Bros. & Sboslken.

120 & 122 W. Broadway.

Kansas Cltp, IHo.

0. C. Clbmoms & Co., 423 Walnut 8t.

Bnttulo,N. Y.
BattbbsOn & Co.. 167 & 169 Scott St.

Hamilton, rils.

Chab. DADA.NT & Son.

Cleveland, Oklo.
A. B. Williams & Co., 80 & 82 Broadway,

Pblladelpbla, Pa.
Wm. a. Selrer, 10 Vine St.

Mr, Selser handles no honey on commission

St. Lonls, ino.

WE8TCOTT Com. Co.. 213 Market St

raiuneapoUs, ininn.
S. H. Hall & Co.

inilnrankee, Wis.
A, V. Bishop & Co.

Boston, mass.
Blake, Scott & Lee., 57 Chatham Street.

Detroit, I*Ilcb.

M. H. Hunt, Bell Branch, Wayne Co.. Mich.

Indianapolis, Ind.
Walter S. Pobder. 182 Massichusetts Ave.

Albany, N. Y.
Chas. Mcculloch & Co.. 380 Broadway.

Cincinnati, Ohio.
C. r. M0TB& SON.oor. Freeman ftCeniralAvs.

TOUR BEESWAX

!

UNTIL. FIKTHEK NOTICE, we will
allow 28 cents per pound for Good Tel-

low Bee8wa.T. delivered at our office—in ex-
rliange for Subscription to the Bee Journal.
tor Bonks, or anything that we offer for sale
In the Bee Journal. Or, 25 rts. casta.

GEORGE W. "iOKK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLa
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

See the prcraiuiu offers on page 749

!

\ Book Beeoniiuended by Dr. Gallup.

THE NEW METHOD
In Mealtin and inisease.
By W. E Forest. M. D.. I3th Edition, Re-
vised. Illustrated, and Enlarged. This is

the greatest and best work ever publisht
as a Home Physician, and as

A 4iiiii<Ie lo Health.
It makes the way from WeakueMM to
^9(r4^ii^;lli so plain that only those who
are past recovery (the very few) need to
be sick, and the well who will follow its

teachings vaiiuot l>e Mick. It is now
in many families the only counsellor in

matters of health, saving the need of call-

ing a physician and all expenses for medi-
cines, as it teaches Hygiene and the use
o£ Nature's remedies, not a drug
treatment.

All C^lironic I>iseases
are considered, and there is not a curable
disease that has not been helpt by some
of the " i\>K> ,I/^'//iw/.s' " given here; even
those who have been pronounced tlon-
siinipllve have been entirely cured.
While for Riieiimatism. Iu<li;;es-
tioii, l>yNpep!>ia, ConKlipalion,
l>y!<enlury, I..iTer and U^iduey
'I'roiiltloM, Catarrli. Eniac'ia«
tion. <jjeneral Oebility, .Iferv-
ouH lilxiiaiDrilion, l>i!>ea»«es Pe-
citllar to Women, etc., the methods
are sure, and can be carried out at one's
own home and with little or no expense.

A <jiuarantee.
So confident are the publishers of the
results, that they offer to refund the
money to any one who will try "New
Methods " thoroughly, if the book is re-
turned in good condition.

The ^vrw Kdition
is illustrated with a number of Anatom-
ical plates from the best English work on
Anatomy publisht, and others made ex-
pressly for this work ; contains 300 pages,
printed on fine calendered paper, and al-

though the price.of the first edition (much
smaller in size and without illustrations)

was ?2.50, we sell this at $1.00, postpaid.

PREMIUM OFFERS.
For sending us two new subscribers to
the Bee Journal for one year, we will
mail ycu the book free as a premium, or
we will mail it for sending your own ad-
vance renewal and one new yearly sub-
scriber. This is a wonderful premium
offer. Address all orders to

—

GEORGE 'W. TORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.

<liieen!> and ({iieen-Reariner.

—

If you want to know how to have queens
fertilized in upper stories while the old
queen is still laying below ; how you may
safely introduce any queen, at any time of
the year when bees can fly ; all about the
different races of bees ; all about shipping
queens, queen-cages, candy for queen-
cages, etc. ; all about forming nuclei, mul-
tiplying or uniting bees, or weak colonies,
etc. ; or, in fact, everything about the
queen-business which you may want to
know—send for Doolittle's '• Scientific
Queen-Rearing " — a book of over 170
pages, which is as interesting as a story.
Here are some good offers of this book

:

Bound in cloth, postpaid, $1.00 ; or clubbed
with the Beb Journal for one year—both
for only f I.T.t ; or given free as a premium
for sending us ttmj new subscribers to the
Bee Journal tor a year at tl.OO each.

Please Send 'Us the Names of your
neighbors who keep bees, and we will

send them sample copies of the Bbe
JouRNAX, Then please call upon them
&nl get them to subscribe with you, and
secure some of the premiums we oSer.
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a^ M —A Copy of

—

L II L t Successful Bee-Keeping,
rn r Ijy W. Z. Hutchinson ;

I 1 1k and our 1897 Catalog, for 2-

cent stamp, or a copy of the
Catalog lor tbe Atkins- We make almost
Everylhlug used tiy Bee-Keepers, and at
Loivesi Prices. Our

Falcon Polisht Sections
are wiirranted

Superior to Ail Otiiers.

Don't buy cheaply and roughly made Goods.
when you can have llie best—sucli as we
make.

The American Bee - Keeper
[monthly, now in its 7th year]

36 Pages—50 Cents a Year.
Sample Fkee—Addhess.

rHEW.T.FALtOKERMFG.CO.,
JAMESTOWN, N. Y

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

NEW YORK,
is the city,

105 Park Place,
is the street,

I.J. STRINGHAM,
is the man

Who is prepared to ship you, on short no-

tice, anj'tliing' in the apiarian line.

Are YOU the man who wants to buy ?

l^ Send for Catalog, anyway.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Sleep With Both Eyes.
One can't afford wakeful nishts, disturbed S.ab-

balhs, maimed slock, cross neighbors and blasted
hopes, all on account of a "cheiip" fence.

PAGE WOVEN WIRE FENCE CO., Adraiii, Mich.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Bee -Hives, Sections, Shipping-
Cases—everj thlnpr used by bee-
keepers. Orders filled nrompth.
Send for eatalop MISHESOTA BEE-

KEEPEPiS' SUPPLY MFK. €0.. Nicollet

Island, Minneapolis, Minn,
23Atf Chas, MONDENO. Mgr,

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

A SURE WINNER.
OUR SUCCESSFUL INCUBATOR vnll

provB it. if you use it. Sana be tor
uew 128 ;>ii(:ec;i,tuIot; nnd t^tuiJy the
merits oi our machiiitis. Haavalu-
able points on artificial incubatiou
-and poultry culture genertilly.

We manufacture a creater vari-

ety of Tnt^ubiitors and Brooders
than any other firnt. Sizer. r»()to

800. Prices from *H.OO to nO.fJO.

DES MOINES INC'B. CO.
Box 7S DEB MOINES. IOWA

41 D5t Pleaseniention the Bee Journal.

Beautiful Honey-Cases
Made by the A. I. Koot Co.. at their prict-s.

Beeswax AVanted.

ra. H. HUNT, Bell Braiicli, micli.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Testimonials b^
the yard -

ninii,i. ft I'h our liupi<

can mkko W) ptjbj m

ii:a tlio KiLi'jIuiud Fail!.!) fo-

t Aiitoumllo Mncliliio ;<>u

,1 OK ro'la 1, "

i"(iori Kirlli.

I.lgh. Uullnlf.ii/. I'U- Iit^'it

'F0R18SPERR0D
Clilekcn fcnco 19o. RatiliU- proof

fence llto. onJ \ good Hog IViicc

for 1:0. i»r rn.l. I'laln, i-<>\\>-'\

Sl>rtn([ and BurliM IVln- V) f'lrm-

cn fit wlinlr*(\lo jirkfi. ''Blf»lot'iii'

»F1U-K r..r tho ».tklnir- .\ llf".v

nTSKI.nAN'lIKtrrKKUH. liox i:;8 Kl.lgp^nk. ln<IUnn.

45Dtf Please mention the Bee Journal.

THE "NOVELTY" POCKET-KNIFE I

GEO. W. YORK,
CHICAGO, ILLS.

Yonr Name on tlie Knife.—When orderinpr, be sure to say Just what iVame »m
Address you wish put on the Knife.

The Novelty Knife Is Indeed a novelty. Tbe novelty lies In the handle. ItlemaC/s
;.3aut(fully of indestructible celluloid, which is as transparent as glass. Underneath toe
celluloid, on one side of the handle Is placed an American Bee Jocrnal reminder, and on tti
ether side, name and residence of the Subscriber.

The material entering into this celebrated knife Is of the very best quality; the blades
a?e handforged out of the very finest En^rllsh razor-steel, and we warrant every blade. Tht
holsters are made of German silver, and will never rust or corrode. The rivets are hardened
German silver wire; the linings are plate briss; the back springs of Sheffield spring steel, anC
the finish of handle as described above. It will last a lifetime, with proper usage.

^Vliy purchase the NoTeltjr Knife? Tn case a good knife is lost, the chances are,
the owner will never recover it; but if the Novelty is lost, having name and address of ownei
the finder will return it; otherwise to try to destroy the name and address, would destroy tbe
knife. If traveling, and you meet with a serious accident, and are so fortunate as to have one
of the Novelties, your pocket knife will .serve as as an identifier; and In case of death, yout
relatives will at once be apprised of the accident.

How appropriate this knife is for a Christmas. New Year or birthday present I Wha^i
more lasting memento could a mother give to a son, a wife to a husband, a sister to a brother,
a lady to agentleman. or vice versa, a son to a mother, a husband to a wife. abrothertoasUtes
Dr a gentleman to a lady—the knife having the name of the recipient on one side ?

The accompanying cut gives a faint idea, but cannot fully convey an exact representG/
tlon of this beautiful knife, as the " Novelty " must be seen to be sporeclated.

How to Get this Valuable Knife.—We send it postpaM, forSl. , or give It as &
premium to the one sending us three new Subscribers to the Bee Journai, (with SS.OOi,
and we will also send to each new name a copy of the Premium Edition of the hook '• Bees ami-
Hone' " We club the Novelty Knife with the Bee JonRNAL for one year, both for S1.90,

GEOKGE W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO. ILLS,^y i^ame and Address Put on the Knife.

T>ADANT'S t FOUNDATION

BEESWAX WANTED,
BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS-

I,fMIf©S^TMQ.T'H ©H IT'H® H@ff.BY=B;BE;, Revised.
The Classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.25, by mail.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
Pleaee mention the Am. Bee Journal. HAMILTON, Haucock Co., ILL.

Gleanings at Reduced Rates.
New subscribers sending us .$1.00, or old subscribers who send us

$1.DD belore tjieir Subscriptioii Expires,

will receive a copy ot the " A B of Carp Culture," 70 page*, price -iO cents, post-

paid, the pages eXx'Ji^ inches in size; or we will send, in place of the carp-book,

one copy of

Winter Care of Horses and Cattle,
by T. B. Terry, a book of the same size pages as the carp-book, 44 pages ; price 40

cents, postpaid; or In place of either one of the two we will send

Maple Sugar and the Sugar -Bush,
a book of the same size pages, costing also 40 cents, postpaid. Remember, in order

to get QUO of these valuable books all you have to do is to send Jgl.OO for Gleanings,

and 5 cents postage, and we will give you one of them free. Remember, au old

subscriber, to be entitled to this offer, must pay up all back subscription, if any,

and send tu .11.00 for a year in advance, with 5 cents postage.

The A. 1. Root Company, Medina, Ohio
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UNITED STATES BEE-KEEPERS' UNION.

The General Manager's First Annual Report
to the Membership.
BY HON. EUGENE SKCOB.-

Fellow Members:— I was appointed General Manager
by the Board of Directors in April, 1S97, without my knowl-

edge, and much against my inclinations. I felt that a wiser

and less busy man ought to control the affairs of an organiza-

tion projected with a purpose so useful and aggressive. I

consented reluctantly to take charge of our interests for the

time being, hoping in the near future to be relieved from the

additional strain, which I was sure its duties would impose.

The time since the completed organization of the Union

Manager that there is need of National as well as State laws

for the protection of food consumers; audi think that an
organization representing a thousand of the best and most
intelligent people in this country, extending its influence Into

every Congressional District, could have, if it chose to do so,

power in shaping national legislation. We owe it not only to

our own industry, but to the health of our people, to compel

those who deal iu food products to be honest. I have been in

correspondence with the special chemist of the United States

Department of Agriculture in relation to the adulteration of

honey. Fro'm a recent letter I quote the following

:

" I have received numerous letters from different States
on this subject, and am led to believe that honey is frequently
and openly adulterated. I should be pleased to have your

Some of the Buffalo C'onvmitlon Attendants—Do you now them t

has been so short, and the funds at my disposal so limited it

has not been possible to exhibit any tangible results.

Acting under the advice of the Board of Directors I have
given counsel in several cases where bee-keepers had gotten

into, or were threatened with litigation, but no money has

been appropriated toward defending them. Just how much
good I have accomplisht in helping to settle these vexatious

affairs I shall not pretend to say.

I have also interested myself In the subject of pure food
legislation. There is no doubt In the mind of your General

views as to the advisability of calling a convention of the
friends of pure food legislation to meet here in January or
February to consider the question and to reconcile differences
of opinion and unite upon a Bill and push it before Congress."

The Board of Directors is now constituted to feel the im-

portance of this line of work. Honey cannot be produced and

sold in competition with glucose syrup; and If the latter Is

permitted to be sold under the disguise of pure Iwney bee-

keepers may better brimstone their bees than to try to sell ex-

tracted honey.
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No pure food law evp.r was or ever will be enacted unless

In answer to the demand of the people. Neither will It en.

force itself when on the statute books. Somebody must look

after it. It is the aim and purpose of this Association to aid

in the enactment and enforcement of laws in States and Na-

tion, protecting apiarian interests.

Another field of usefulness which this association has out-

lined is the bringing to justice of dishonest honey commission

men. I believe the simple fact of our organization and declar-

ation of intentions has already had a wholesome effect on this

class of swindlers. We purpose, if evidence is produced show-

ing fraudlent dealing with our members, to employ the best

legal talent obtainable, and to make it so hot for all such fel-

lows that they will want to emigrate to the Klondike or some

other cool region where the stings of conscience and a bee-

keepers' union are supposed to be unknown.

We have been solicited more than once to help bee-keepers

out of trouble who are not members of the Union. It ought

not to be necessary to say that this organization was effected

" to protect the interests of its members ; to defend them in their

la^vf^^l rights." While we intend to protect the industry ot

bee-keeping, and promote its interests in every way possible,

no one can reasonably expect personal aid who does not afSli-

ate himself with the Union. Let us learn a lesson from simi-

lar industrial organizations, the dairy associations for in-

stance. Let us put aside jealousies and bickerings and unite

in one powerful organization and march to victory.

FINANCIAL STATEMENT.

Amount received from Secretary Dr. A. B. Mason. . .$180 09
Amount received from members direct & other sources 23 00

Total receipts to Dec. 10, 1897 $203 09

Paid for letter heads, postage, postal cards,

envelopes, and printing annual report and
other blanks $ 21 00

Balance on hand 182 09

$203 09

It may be thought by some that the net balance from

about 250 paying members is quite small. It should be borne

in mind, however, that the necessary expenses growing out of

two annual meetings had to be met by the Secretary. These

expenses, such as printing programs, publishing proceedings,

badges, postage, etc., and $25 as a very inadequate compen-

sation to the Secretary, all amount to $57.16. The other ex-

penses shown above are unavoidable. If our membership

were 1,000 the expenses would be but little more.

Trusting that Information I have given you will be satis-

factory and that during the year to come you will all be blest

with health, prosperity and happiness, I am

Sincerely and fraternally yours,

Eugene Secor, Treas .t Oen. Man.

Forest City, Iowa, Dec. 19.

Honey as Food is the name of a 24-page pamphlet,
3l4xi}i4 inches, which we are now printing for general dis-

tribution among those who should bo users of honey. It is

just the thing for bee-keepers to hand to every one of their

customers, and also to those whom they would like to have as

customers. It is very handy In size—just right to go into an
ordinary business envelope. It contains 12 illustrations, five

of which are somewhat comic, and help to make it attractive.

There Is a blank space for your name and address. About
X of the pamphlet was written by Dr. Miller, and then we
added thereto many new and valuable honey recipes—for

cooking and for medicinal purposes. In all, it makes a neat
little pamphlet. Send name and address and we will mall you
a sample of " Honey as Food."

Prices for quantities, postpaid—25 for 30 cents; 50 for

50 cents ; 100 for 85 cents : 200 for $1.40. By express,

not prepaid. 500 (or $3.00; 1,000, $5.00.

Selling Honey—How to Develop a Demand.
BV C. V. DADANT.

I notice in Gleanings a very good method for attracting

the attention of the public to the bee-business, and selling

large quantities of honey at retail. It is by the exhibition of

bees in an observing hive in the grocery in connection with the

honey exhibit. The only objection I can see to this method
is that it can only be followed successfully in mild weather

without injury to the bees thus exhibited. In cold weather the

bees would be sure to suffer and would make a sorry sight, and
I could point to many a bee-lover who would hesitate to sacrifice

even but a few of his bees for the sake of the gain this might

bring him.

The method given shows that it is only necessary to at-

tract the consumer's attention to the honey-business, and to

show him conclusively that it is wholesome and pure, in order

to sell large quantities of it. Thus it is much easier to culti-

vate a home market than a foreign demand, since we are best

known by our neighbors. I will here give an account of the

most successful home advertising we ever succeeded in, altho

without premeditation on our part.

The undersigned is a member of the Warsaw Horticul-

tural Society, one of the oldest local horticultural associations

in Illinois. It has long been the custom for this association

to meet monthly at the home of one of its members. In 1889
it was our turn to entertain them, and as the year was a suc-

cessful one for bees, I askt the Secretary to give us the July

meeting, with the view of giving them the pleasure of an ex-

hibit of honey-extracting and comb-foundation making. This

was promptly acquiesced in.

It so happened that Mr. Jonathan Perlam, then editor of

the Prairie Farmer, had promist to attend this meeting and

deliver a speech. The announcement of this, together with

the promise of our intended exhibit of work attracted a crowd

larger than had ever been seen at any of the meetings of this

association. Not only did the farmers come en masse, but

more than 400 business men of the cities of Keokuk, Warsaw
and Hamilton attended the meeting, and our extracting-room

was literally packt with men, women and children during the

greater part of the day. Three men were kept busy explain-

ing the mysteries of bee-keeping and of honey-extracting, and
nearly every visitor tasted of the honey.

This meeting did more to make our business known in our

immediate vicinity than any amount of printed advertising

could have done, and our sales of honey were henceforth

much facilitated.

Any method that will attract the attention of the public

and create any enquiry will prove beneficial to the honey in-

terest. Altho honey is the very best of sweets, it is still con-

sidered as a luxury by many, and by many others there is such

a fear of adulteration that they are afraid to buy it. Do away
with the fear, replacing it with confidence, and sell at low

prices, and the sales will be almost unlimited. The greatest

trouble with our bee-keepers is that they dislike pushing their

goods forward, even among their neighbors. They prefer to

ship in bulk to some commission-man who will perhaps return

to them a price which they would have considered unaccept-

able If It had been offered them by the home trade. Neither

can we blame the commission-man, for it is not his fault if
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the market is glutted and prices ruinous. Your honey, after

being shipt to Chicago or St. Louis, is very often reshipt in

detail, even to grocers living within 5 or 10 miies of your

home. Let us do away with these methods. If our honey

must be sold cheap, let us give the benefit of it to the home

consumption. It may not pay us at first to soil to consumers

or to small dealers at the price we would get in Chicago, but

let us remember that the trade that is built up in one or two

seasons may remain with us for years, and perhaps at higher

prices, if we take care of it.

We have repeatedly caused producers of honey to find sale

at home, by suggesting to them to offer the honey to their

neighbors at the same price as they would expect by shipping

it. At the present prices of extracted honey a large crop may
be disposed of among a few neighbors. Bear in mind, that

whatever you sell at home relieves the market of just so much
stock, and makes it easier for prices to rise. Honey is now
too cheap to go a-begging if the proper methods are followed

for the sale of it. Hancock Co., 111.

Home-Made Fonudation for Brood-Chambers.

BY "COMMON-SENSE BEE-KEEPING."

Several years ago I got in a rush when my bees were

swarming faster than I could provide them with frames for

the new hives made to receive them, so I caught an idea of

making the bees build their combs on the underside of the

top-boards of the new hives without frames, as straight and

as true as a board ; so that later on I could slip those new

combs into the frames after the plan of transferring them,

with but very little trouble.

It was done by tracing the tup-board with a line of warm
wax, and it workt like a charm, for most of the combs in those

hives were built as true as could be desired. One reason for

this, however, may be that I always set my hives with a spirit-

level crosswise of the way I wish the comb to hang. This

gave me a pointer, and so I began to put starters in my brood-

frames in the following way :

Cut a strip long enough to slip between the end-bars and

shove up nicely against the top-bar. On the back of this strip

put stops on both ends, so that when in position it will let the

face side of the strip come exactly to the middle of the top-

bar. The strip should be made perfectly smooth on the face

side, and then wet with scalding water, after which it should

be dipt in cold water, and it is feady for use.

Have your wax melted in a dish somewhat deeper than it

is wide, with water in the bottom to prevent the wax from

burning ; then a small paint-brush (a sash tool) is all the

machine you want for the business of making starters. Now
take the guide-strip from the water and wipe it slightly with

a damp cloth, and place it in position in the frame as above

described. Don't touch the inside of the top-bar with wet

fingers, or the hot wax will not adhere to the portions thus

toucht. Now dip your brush into the hot wax, and run it

lightly along the top-bar against the guide-strip, and there

you have a starter. If you wish to make it heavier, stroke it

again with hot wax and it is done. Care should be taken to

not thrust the brush so deeply into the hot wax as to reach

the water that is under it, or it will not work as nicely. When
I wish to let loose of my brush I have it fixt so that I can

hang it inside the tin bucket that holds the wax, without fall-

ing therein.

Hold the strip in place until the starter is cool, and then

push the top of the guide-strip back from the starter, and it

will loosen nicely. The cooling of the starter may be hast-

ened by the use of a fan or cold water.

When I found that the bees were delighted with these flat

starters, I began to make them wider by using a board that

would fill the frame in the place of the guide-strip, and a

wider brush, and was surprised at the readiness with which

the bees built cells on those flat foundations in the hightof

the season ; but when the work got slack outside they devoted

themselves to some amusing antics in the way that fixt the

unfinisht ones in the ends and corners of the hive.

Make starters first, and If you fall a few times melt the

scraps over, and try again till you can make a full sheet of

foundation, except at the corners, which the bees will quickly

fill when they get to that.

You will soon observe that drawing the hot wax with a

brush seems to lengthen its grains, and render It tough until it

is melted again. This is a great point in favor of Its use. If

put in rightly it won't sag at all, and is quickly put into the

frames, and is better adapted to being workt in the winter

than the other kind, besides being cheaper. I call it "com-

mon-sense foundation." Pennsylvania.

QUEEN MAB.
A Christmas Story lor Youug Bee-Keepers.

BY GEO. H. 8TIPP.

{ Written rjprensly fur the American Bee Joiirna!.)

A certain old Spanish romancer once wrote a story in

which he described a very beautiful, though mysterious island

lying far to to the west beyond the limits of somewhere. In-

deed, it was pictured as a land full of sunshine and flowers

and happiness—a veritable land of milk and honey. Of

course, it was inhabited by genii and fairies and elves and all

those wonderful creatures of magic and fancy which can only

dwell in mysterious countries not outlined in the maps of our

school-books. Notwithstanding this oversight on the part of

the wise men who make geographies, there Is not a boy nor a

girl who has not read stories, perhaps whole histories, of

fairyland and its inhabitants.

Strange to say, there is a land—a land of reality—which

in many ways, resembles and even bears the very name of

that fabled land of Spanish lore. It is the land of gold, the

land of perennial fruits and flowers, the land of the setting

sun

—

California.
* *

It was Christmas in the year eighteen hun well, the

chronology of my story matters little. Suffice to say it was

Christmas, as bright and fresh and clear as pearl from royal

diadem. The sun was shining warmly ; the grass springing

from roots recently washt by refreshing showers, had carpeted

the earth with green; the pure white "snowdrops" hung

pendant from long since denuded stems in the rusty brown

woods, and dainty flowers here and there peept forth shyly

from mossy banks, seemingly determined to join in the "glad

tidings," which all Nature, on this day, seemed intent on sing-

ing. In fact, it was just such a perfect day as one might ex-

pect to read of in the fairy California of old—just such a day

as one may often see and enjoy in the real California of today.

Under such a sky, in such a land, little wonder that

Golden-locks, sweet child of Nature, satiate with material

joys of the happy morn, restlessly tossing to and fro in the

hammock which swung on the front porch in the warm sun-

shine, should at last close those questioning windows of the

soul and sink slowly into restless slumber.

»
. » *

Queen Mab had just ascended her royal throne on this

eventful day, when she called her swift-winged and faithful

subjects about her aud proclaimed a day of feasting and

joyous merry-making.

Altho the fairies were not unaccustomed to seasons of

idleness, this day was so fair and warm that the flowers were

opening their buds and distilling sweet nectar for the gods.

The fairies, therefore, were loath to understand why work
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must cease at such a titije in their busy Isingdom. Imagine

their dismay when the Queen also issued an order command-

ing that the stocltings of every baby fairy be forthwith

brought and hung about the royal fireplace.

"Who ever heard of fairies wearing stocl<ings ?" said

some.
" What on earth can her Majesty want of stoclsings ?"

quoth others.

And there were others who declared—" Verily, the Queen

is mad. We must seeli a new ruler."

Now, of course, this was as foolish as it was impossible,

for fairy queens are born with the greatest care, pomp and

circumstance, and it would take at least sixteen days before a

new queen could be raised to the throne. There were likely to

be many chilly, wet days before spring and summertime would

come, and such weather would hardly do in which to rear

such delicate creatures as baby queens. Besides, at this time

of year there were no elves nor spectres nor brownies to look

after home affairs, take care of the little ones, or make a big

roar when things were not attended to just right. They would

not come to life until springtime. The raising of a new queen

to the throne was, therefore, quite out of the question.

Nevertheless, the fairies made a great hubbub about the

matter, the noise sounding more like the roar of a waterfall

than the voices of fairies.

When the Queen heard the commotion, she sent her Privy

Council to inquire the cause. When this august body re-

turned, the venerable Countess Marie de Poncefort Pompom,
Attendant Extra-ordinary and First Keeper of the Royal

Dust-Brush, rose to her feet and addrest the Queen. Although

the Countess' wings were torn and tattered—by much experi-

ence with the world—because of her great wisdom she was

always shown the greatest deference and listened to with

markt attention by the Queen and her subjects.

"O Queen," said she, "may it please your most noble

Majesty to know that the populace without fails to compre-

hend your Majesty's desires when your Majesty declares a

season of festivities and idleness on such a sunshiny day as

this, and furthermore demands the stockings of all the infants

of our race. They protest (and, your Majesty will allow, with

ample justification), that no one ever heard of fairies wearing

stockings, and, moreover, there is not such a thing in all the

kingdom."
Now, instead of getting angry, as some queens have been

known to do, and stamping her foot and crying, " Off with

their heads," Queen Mab realized that she had made a griev-

ous mistake, and like a very sensible queen quietly said :

"Since my subjects know not the use of stockings, I will

not expect of them impossible things. I will withdraw my
dictum. Go forth unto them, my Lady, and say to them that

when I, the Queen, made my bridal journey, I read something

on the leaf of a maple tree, saying that the children of the

great human giants, who are as big as mountains, always

hang up their stockings at Christmas time in expectation of

beautiful gifts from their patron saint, Santa Claus ; and,

having at heart the welfare of my children, I thought

that this great spirit might remember our little ones if we

only hung up our stockings. And if I may express the opin-

ion, the giants are big and strong enough to look out for

themselves and need presents less than we.

" We will, however, proceed with the feast. Call my
couriers and send them forth to gather fresh stores". Let us

eat, drink, and be merry, in honor of Him who loves even

such small creatures as we."

The fairies were much Imprest by the Queen's wisdom and
thoughtfulness, and all voted that she was a most learned and

loving ruler.

Immediately on hearing the summons, a thousand fairies

leapt Into the air, spreading their gauzy wings, which glinted

In the bright sunshine like irridescent gems, as they sped over

hill and dale. They flitted from flower to flower, stripping

stamens of the grains of gold and packing them in little

baskets which they carried for the purpose. They were not

long in gathering a sufficiency of the golden fruit, and the

feast was soon prepared.

Hardly had the fairies gathered about the festal board,

when there was a sudden shrill cry of danger, and the guards

came rushing in from the gates of the city, shouting: "To
arms ; to arms ; the enemy is at hand."

Although dismayed at this sudden challenge, the fairies

were not long in falling into line of battle, each carrying a

sharp spear ready to pierce the foe. They soon began pour-

ing out of the gates— first a line of skirmishers ; then the reg-

ular army in platoons and solid-flankt regiments until the air

seemed seething with millions of angry fairies, clad in beauti-

ful brown-and-gold uniforms.

The battle soon began. The enemy, rascally cannibalistic

fellows in coats of yellow and black, were fierce and blood-

thirsty, fought like demons, and dragged down many a brave

fairy to be devoured alive. The fairies fought bravely in de-

fense of home and country, and soon the battlefield was

strewn with dead and wounded. Charge after charge was

made, but the ranks of the fairies became badly broken, and

it was evident one more charge would tell the tale and write

its history on the page of this beautiful Christmas day. On,

on, dash the brave fairies ; on, on

*
» *

Golden-locks' head tost, a sigh escaped from the pouting

lips, the great wondering eyes opened once more justi as a

buzzing bee, which had been hovering over a blosson on the

trellis near by, winged its way out of sight.

" Wy, papa, I just deemed 'at 'ose horble yellow jack'ts

were just a-eatin' up all 'oor bees aden "—for Golden-locks'

papa kept bees in the land of milk and honey, the land of

fruit and flowers, the land of the setting sun.

San Francisco Co., Calif.

[We regret that the above story did not arrive in time for

last week's issue of the Bee Journal— it would have been a
little more appropriate then. But it will doubtless be read as

eagerly by the young folks now as earlier in the holiday sea-

son.

—

Editor.!

A Ne'W Binder for holding a year's numbers of the
American Bee Journal, we propose to mail, postpaid, to every
subscriber who sends us 20 cents. It is called "The Wood
Binder," is patented, and is an entirely new and very simple
arrangement. Full printed directions accompany each Binder.

Every reader should get it, and preserve the copies of the Bee
Journal as fast as they are received. They are invaluable for

reference, and at the low price of the Binder you can afford to

get it yearly.
*-»-*

I^angstrotb on tfaie Honey-Bee, revised by
The Dadants, Is a standard, reliable and thoroughly complete
work on bee-culture. It contains 520 pages, and is bound
elegantly. Every reader of the American Bee Journal should
have a copy of this book, as it answers hundreds of questions

that arise about bees. We mail it for §1.25, or club it with

the Bee Journal for a year—both together for only $2.00.

Xbe Names and Addresses of all your bee-

friends, who are not now taking the Bee Journal, are wanted
at this office. Send them in, please, when sample copies will

be mailed to them. Then you can secure their subscriptions,

and earn some of the premiums we are offering. The
next few months will be just the time to easily get new sub-

scribers. Try it earnestly, at least.

Xlie DIcEvoy Foul Brood Xreatment' is

given In Dr. Howard's pamphlet on " Foul Brood ; Its Natural
History and Rational Treatment." It is the latest publication

on the subject, and should be in the hands of every bee-keeper.

Price, 25 cents ; or clubbed with the Bee Journal for one year
—both for $1.10.
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Report of the Mitmesota Couveutlou.

BY .1. r. WEST.

The Minnesota Bee-Keepers' AssociatioQ met at Minneap-

olis, Dec. 8, held their ninth annual meeting during one day,

and adjourned to meet at the State Fair, in September, prob-

ably on Wednesday. The society concluded to try the experi-

ment of holding a meeting at the time of the F'air, for several

reasons, viz :

1st. Many of our members are horticulturists, and desire

to attend the meetings of the society.

2nd. At the State Fair we shall be certain of reductions

in railroad fares.

3rd. It is a better time of the year for farmers to get out

and talce a rest, and see the sights In the Twin Cities, besides

attending a 6rst-class fair and the meeting of the bee-keepers;

and we shall be more likely to have our friends from other

States present to assist us.

I hope the experiment will prove a success. We had 23
presen^ at this last meeting. The following officers were

elected :

President, .1. P. West, of Hastings ; Secretary, Dr. L. D.

Leonard, Syndicate Block, Minneapolis; and Treasurer, L. E.

Day.

The society has over $80 in the treasury. A good meet-

ing was held, and considerable business was transacted.

Many bee-questions were discust. Five members handed In

their dollar for the United States Bee-Keepers' Union, which

has been sent to the General Manager, Hon. Eugene Secor,

Forest City, Iowa.

I wish to call the attention of the Minnesota bee-keepers

to the importance of joining the United States Bee-Keepers'

Union, and also the necessity of sending in their dues to the

Minnesota Bee-Keepers' Association, if members, and if not,

now is a good time to join.

Many will remember the account in the July 15th number
of the American Bee Journal, of Mrs. B. J. Livingston's great

affliction. A letter to the President, from her, written by her

daughter, was read at the convention. The letter reads as

follows :

Dear Mr. West :—I was glad to get your letter and would
like to tell you and my fellow bee-keepers some of my experi-
ences in this dark country to which I have come, but the fam-
ily are very busy making all snug for winter, so I will not ask
them to copy a very long letter. I write upon slates, and as I

sometimes write two or three lines in the same place it is not
easily copied. Blindness has its compensation. That which
I prize most after the words and deeds of kindness is the
freedom from responsibility. Then I can never tell what my
own family have been to me since the darkness came. I could
not make you understand. My health is good now; there has
been entire freedom from pain since the operation of iridec-

tomy In April. I am happy to say I can wash dishes, milk-
cans, etc., help at cleaning vegetables, dressing poultry, and
knit, knit, knit. If I get out of yarn, I am like an opium
eater without the drug.

I wish my daughter, who takes care of the bees, could
attend your convention. She is doing her best for " mother's
bees," but it is all from a sense of duty—she has no enthusi-
asm. She was pleased to harvest about 1,500 pounds of fine

honey the past fall, but she does not care for It as she does
her poultry yard. I would like to compel her to love bee-
keeping, as I have robbed her by my sickness of the practice
of her chosen profession. She holds the diploma of a trained
nurse.

You may assure my bee-keeping friends that I am ;not
unhappy. Our 38 colonies of bees put in the cellar the last

of November were In good condition.
With kindest regards, your friend,

Per L. G. L. Mrs. B. J. Livingston.

Mrs. Livingston was unanimously elected a life honorary

member of the Association.

It has been a pretty hard year for the tntjority of bee-

keepers in Minnesota, the crop of honey being very short in

most localities. l$ut there is lots of enterprise and determina-

tion among the bee-keepers, and when we do get a good year

things will be lively at our fairs, as the exhibit at our State

this year clearly demonstated.

BEEDDM BDILED DOWN.

Treating Foul Brood.—The editor of Gleanings having
advised that in the fall foul-broody colonies should be starved
till all the infected honey was consumed, then two or three
lots dumpt into a single hive on foundation and fed, F. A.
Gemmill asks why not take McEvoy's short-cut, and dump
them on five combs of sealed honey. Editor Root says he is

glad to acknowledge that plan shorter, giving the bees very
much better chance for wintering, providing McEvoy is sure
there will be no recurrence of the disease in the future.

New Honey-Package.—The Canadian Bee Journal an-
nounces that its publishers have been seeking, together with
its editor, for an improved honey-package, and the result has
been highly satisfactory. Just what the package is, is not
stated, but it is hinted that it is not tin, which discolors honey,
but something novel, strong and cheap, and useful where tin

could not be used. Twenty-five 10-pound packages can be
packt in a sugar barrel, which costs 10 cents, and being in a
barrel the honey can be shipt at a lower freight rate.

Wanted to Shake.—The two H's of Review want this
" boiler " to shake, he of the shorter name desiring it because
the department is " enough like ' this 'ere ' for exchange of

civilities ;" while he of the longer name and form wants the
style of this department shaken off or a name put at the top.

The first invitation is Hastily and cordially embraced with a
warm clasp, but the second is '• respectfully declined with
thanks."- This department is all copied, style and all, and if

it had a style of its own It couldn't afford a fresh one for such
second-hand stuff.

Queen Stinging a Worker.—The rule is that a queen
will never demean herself by stinging anything less

than royalty, and a statement of an exception wituest by an
American bee-keeper was received with some doubt. J. K.,

in the Australian Boe-Bulletin, gives a circumstantial account
of an instance that came under his observation. He put a
worker into a cage which contained a virgin queen. They
dasht together, and the worker was stung to death at once.
A second worker was put in. Dashing at each other, they
suddenly seemed to realize that a mistake had been made, and
ceast fighting.

Wintering on Sealed Combs.—F. A. Gemmill repeats in

Gleanings that he wintered bees succssefully on combs filled

solid with honey in a section of a Heddon hive, putting under
a two-inch rim to give the bees more room, using 20 colonies
for the test. He says the plan of wintering on solid combs is

McEvoy's, who has practiced it for 20 years. "Mr. McEvoy
claims that empty comb is a detriment rather than an advan-
tage, as the cluster remains unbroken until the approach of

spring ; and there being no brood-rearing at an unnecessary
time, the bees winter better, and spring-dwindle less ; In fact,

they seem to boom right along when so prepared."

What Shall Cover Sections on the Hive ?—There is

difference of opinion as to whether sections in a super should
have some kind of covering tilting close down to them, or
whether they be covered, as some have exprest It, " with a
layer of air." In Gleanings, M. A. Gill says :

" I use no cloth

or quilt on top of the sections, believing that I can keep the
sections cleanest without them." The editor of Gleanings has
been making a visit to Miles Morton (the man who has a
" brother-in-law"), and says that while he cannot bring him-
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self to believe that covering the tops of the sections is exactly
the right thing, he must yet adnalt that Mr. Morton produces
sections of honey in every respect first-class, said sections
being closely covered with enamel cloth, or else by slats. F.

Danzenbaker stoutly defends the practice of using paraffiue
paper directly over the sections, .-securing it there by some
kind of packing over the paper. He admits there will be some
propolis, but less of the parafline paper than on other mate-
rials. But his chief object in using it is to prevent the escape
of warmth from the super.

Cane vs. Beet Sugar.—Across the ocean it has for long
been insisted that cane and not beet sugar should be used for

feeding bees, while on this side it has been held that granu-
lated sugar was one and the same thing, whether from cane
or beets. Now comes the other side on this side. That is,

the other side of the question is maintained on this side of the
water. L. A. Aspinwall, in Review, who has heretofore used
a quart of water to 12 pounds of sugar, found he had to use
this year double the water, and even then the syrup was
gummy. Owing to the Cuban war he finds beet-sugar has dis-

placed cane. He then got " Diamond A," which seemed all

right.

Kearing ftueens.—Five conditions are indispensable to

obtain good queens : 1. The queen furnishing the eggs must
be of good stock. 2. The larva; chosen for qeeens must not
be more than three days old ; for it is known that the food for
the first three days is identical, whether fed to queens or
workers, but differs afterwards. 8. The royal cell must have
a position suitable for the workers to give it the proper dimen-
sions. 4. The colony should be at the culmination of its

development. 5. Finally, queens must not be reared by feeble
colonies, for the royal larva may suffer from lack of care,
nourishment, or heat.—Gerstung's Bienenzucht.

Equalizing Brood is practiced by some bee-keepers in

spring, but D. VV. Heise, in a paper reported in the Canadian
Bee Journal, declares he equalizes brood " after the honey
season closes." His reason for doing so Is that some colonies
not having swarmed, and having stored large surplus, will

have large numbers of old bees that will die off before winter
sets in. Equalizing the brood will give these colcnies young
bees for winter. He also practices putting the heaviest combs
of honey at one side, grading down to the lightest at the other
side, with the view of avoiding the possibility of having the
bees stranded on one side of the hive with e-^pty combs while
abundant stores are out of their reach on the other side.

Grading by Samples or Pictures.— In Gleanings, "Mor-
ton's brother-in-law" gives his plan of grading section honey.
He has before him a sample of two sections of each of the
grades of honey into which he desires to assort his honey, and
whenever he is in doubt as to any section, he compares it with
the sample. He does not say how the samples are chosen in

the first place, nor why, if they are chosen by himself, the
same judgment that selected the samples might not equally be
used in judging in the same way all the rest. A picture is

given of the four grades into which he would assort, and this
illustrates the idea suggested by Editor Root to use pictures
for grading. The remark is made that the No. 2 is not well
shown in the picture, as one of the sections is of light weight.
It is difficult for a picture to show light weight, color, etc.

Non-Swarming, or as near to it as has been reacht, says
Skylark in the Southland Queen, can be accomplisht in this
way: Always supposing your bees are in first-rate condition,
place two broad frames of sections on each side of your
supers, one comb of unsealed brood and bees from the brood-
nest, and fill up with empty extracting-frames or foundation.
This will jerk the meanest colony of bees into the sections
that ever lived. When they get rightly started' put an ex-
tracting super under them, taking out all the extracting-
frames from the comb-honey super, and putting them into the
lower super. Fill up with empty combs or foundation. Now
fill up your upper super with sections, and the job is done.
You can produce a super of comb honey, or two or them, on
the top of every extracting-hivo, and come as near to non-
swarming as you will ever get.

Comb-Building.— L. Stachelhausen, in a very interest-

ing article in the Southland Queen, says that bees first start
the midrib as a straight wall, and after it has progrest a little

way they start the sidewalls on it, then draw out with their
mandibles the sidewalls, and this drawing out it is that gives

the pyramidal form to the base. When foundation is given
them, they invariably draw out or thin the sidewalls, no mat-
ter how thick they may be, but they cannot thin the base. So
he thinks the sidewalls of drawn foundation cannot be thinned
if they are more than ^a certain depth, and the base never.
Bees sometimes take wax from old combs in the hive and use
it for building, but only when they cannot secrete wax. If

wax scales fall to the bottom of a hive, as when a swarm is

hived, such scales are never used for comb-building. Wax
carried into the hive from outside is used as propolis, and he
has never known it to be used for comb-building.

Tl?e Weekly Budget
Mr. Pbed Sibvert, of Porter Co., Ind., writing Dec. 17,

said :

"The American Bee Journal is a welcome visitor. I don't

see how I could do without it."

Editor HnxcHiNSON, of the Bee-Keepers' Review, said in

his November issue :

" ' Beedom Boiled Down ' is the heading of a most excel-

lent department in the American Bee Journal."

Mr. J. A. DeWitt, of Ontario, Canada, when renewing
his subscription, wrote us :

" I am pleased with the Bee Journal. I read one article

in it that is worth more than the price of the Journal."

Mr. D. W. Heise's Apiary Is pictured in the last number
of the Canadian Bee Journal. He is another of Ontario's

good bee-keepers—one of the more youngerly class. He is

fast coming to the front as an apiarian writer, being a fre-

quent contributor to our Canadian contemporary.

Mr. D. B. Abbott, of Osage Co., Kans., wrote us, Dec. 8,

that he was starting that day for California for the good of

his health. We trust he may find in abundance what he goes

for. Would like a trip to California ourselves. Think it

would be a good thing for us, but it looks as if we'd have to

stay here now and keep the Bee Journal going regularly to

our readers.

Mr. G. C. Allinger, of Marion Co.. Ohio, sent the follow-

ing with his reuev.al subscripton for IStlS:

" With the help of the American Bee Journal I secured a

little over three tons of comb honey from lil colonies the past

season, and sold it for 11 cents per pound at home."

Mr. F. a. Gemmill, of Canada, has a son. He's not a

new one. He was 21 years of age last month, and, judging

from a fine portrait of him in the Canadian Bee Journal, he is

a real "chip of the old block." His full name is " Raeside

Alexander Gemmill," and he intends " to follow apiculture."
" With his father's knowledge to begin on, and his own experi-

ence to add to this, he should develop into an exceedingly

useful member of the fraternity." So says Editor Holtermann.

Mr. Geo. H. Stipp, of Alameda Co., Calif., wrote us

recently :

" So far as I am concerned the American Bee Journal it-

self is sutlicient inducement for subscription. The man who
cannot get §I.()0 of good out of its 52 numbers, can't get a

dollar's worth out of anything, and ought not to be a bee-

keeper."

Mr. G. M. Doolittle, of Onondaga Co., N. Y., is a great

man in more ways than in avoirdupois. We have met him

twice, and each lime our previously-formed estimate of his

sterling character has been hightened very much. While he

Is known very widely as a painstaking, practical bee-keeper,

yet he has another side that cannot be shown on paper or

through his pen. lOditor Hutchinson pays a very just tribute

to him in the following from the Review, which wo are glad

to reproduce here :

" Doolittle was certainly what Gleanings called him, the
' uncrowned king of the Buffalo convention.' I' think no one

will be offended if I say that I think that he was the best

speaker there was there. No one who has simply read his
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staid, sober, matter-of-fact articles In the bee-journals would
dream of the manner In which he can flavor his speeches with
anecdote and illustration. For instance, he was telling how
some old man was working himself all but to death that his

children might not be compelled to begin at the foot of the
ladder as he had done. Mr. Doolittle askt him if he had not
enjoyed himself when he began house-keeping in an humble
way, and he and his young wife had workt cheerfully and
happily as month by month they added to the comforts of
their home? The old man was silent a minute and then
admitted, ' They were the happiest days of his life.' ' Would
you rob your children of this happiness?' askt Mr. Doolittle.
I don't suppose Mr. Doolittle knew it, but it brought tears to

my eyes, so clearly did it bring back those happy days when
wife and I began house-keeping in an humble home built by
my own hands, and ' workt cheerfully and happily as month
by month we added to the comforts of our home.'"

Messrs. Chas. Dadant & Son—the old, reliable, and ex-
tensive comb foundation makers, and also for years regular
advertisers in the American Bee Journal—had this to say in

a letter dated Dec. 13 :

" By the way, we are making our usual annual review of
correspondence, and we find that the American Bee Journal
is again at the head, among bee-papers, as an advertising
medium. This shows that you are following the right track,
evidently. Best wishes. We are all well as usual."

Mr. S. T. Pettit is one of Ontario's oldest and most ex-

perienced bee-keepers. He is also a man of fine abilities and
great usefulness in other lines as well. In the Canadian Bee
.Tournal for December Editor Hoitermann had this kind ref-

erence to Mr. Pettit and his qualities as a honey-producer :

" We have handled large quantities of both extracted and
comb honey, and by means of exhibitions and otherwise have
had large opportunities of seeing and knowing of the skill of

leading bee-keepers in Canada for taking a first-class article

of comb honey, and we believe we are safe in saying that Mr.
S. T. Pettit stands at the head of the list in the country for

producing the best and most comb honey per colony. His
yield per colony for the last 20 years we also believe to be
ahead of any one else."

We have the pleasure of a personal acquaintance with
Mr. Pettit, and are sure that the best bee-keepers in Ontario
appreciate him and his sterling worth both as a bee-keeper
and a Christian gentleman.

CONDUCTED BY

OH. O. O. MXLLER, ifARENGO, ILL.

[QuestloDS may be mailed to tbe Bee Journal, or to Dr. Miller direct.l

Questions on Bee-management.

Would it be advisable with a 10 or 8 frame hive with pro-

lific queen, to add an upper brood-chamber about three or

four weeks before the honey-flow, and when putting on the

second one take six or seven frames from the lower one and
put in the upper, and give comb on full sheets of foundation

in their place ? Xow, when these have all hatcht out, it will

be about the time of the honey-Bow, within four or five days,

and I would then take the upper story off and give them two
supers with sections and full sheets of foundation. In this

locality there is no trouble with a good colony getting two
supers of honey, and with some two and over, where very

strong, but when more than two it is generally taken in Sep-

tember, and is very dark and sells cheap.

All honey in supers finisht by about Aug. 10 is fancy
white (sweet clover) in looks and flavor, and from Aug. 10 to

Sept. 10 it is fancy amber; and then comes the late and dark
Bow from asters, smartweed, etc.

Now, by using the method described, could I not get two
supers of white and one of amber, and then crowd them down

to fill the brood-chamber for winter supplies with the late

dark flow ? It would put a stop to brood-rearing, by their

crowding the queen early in the fall, but with a very full hive
of bees and plenty of stores for winter, do you think there
would be a larger mortality among the old bees ?

None of my 8-frame hives have less than 30 pounds of

honey, and th3 lOframes have 40. I take off the supers
early, where I can, and have only fed one colony this fall (an
8-frame one) ; this was a young Texas queen and nucleus
made June 2, and very prolific ; they gave me 60 iUiiX}^
sections of honey. I gave the last super (No. 3) with 12 sec-

tions to give them room when I took off the second one, but
they filled the 12 and were still full of brood and bees down
below, so I took out a frame from below and put on a super,
and gave them uncapt sections in a small holder, so it would
run, and they had to take it down below and gradually crowd
out the queen. Did I use the best method of making them
provide for winter ? Northern Illinois.

Answer.—In the main, you're on the right track. Before
the honey-flow comes, it is well to let the queen have all the
room she will occupy. But be on the lookout for breakers.
If you're not careful you may do a lot of mischief by dividing

forces too much when you give a second story early, thus
scattering brood too much and getting it chilled. Work ac-

cording to the strength of your colony. A very strong colony
can stand a good deal, especially if the weather is warm, but
if a colony isn't very strong, and you divide it in two stories

as you propose, and then there comes a cold, wet time, very
likely you'll wish you hadn't meddled with it. Keep on the
safe side. A very safe plan is to put your second story below,
letting the bees work down at their own sweet will. No risk

in that. But if the colony is strong, you may hurry up mat-
ters a little by putting a frame of brood in the lower story.

You will see that the point is not to get the brood scattered

too much.
But it isn't a good idea to crowd the queen late in the sea-

son. What need ? When you take off sections give back that
second story, putting it under the other, then the bees can
work down and occupy as much of it as they need without
crowding the queen. If you winter them in the cellar, the
lower story can be taken away late in October.

Removing Pollen from BrooiNCombs.

How is pollen to be removed from brood-combs ? I united

two swarms and had the combs extracted. In this operation

the pollen was not removed. Upon advice, I used sweetened
water and let the same sour, which resulted in the removal of

a portion, with water from the faucet, but it did not seem sat-

isfactory. Nutmeg.

Answer.—It would have been a good thing if, after the

souring had began, you had encouraged it by sprinkling the

combs so the fermentation would have loosened up the pollen,

and then by still further soaking you might have thrown the

dissolved pollen out with the extractor. If that can't be done
now, you can go to the opposite extreme, keep the combs in a
dry and warm place, as overhead in the kitchen, and when
the pollen is dry enough it may rattle out. I have an indis-

tinct recollection of some one giving something that may be

still better, and possibly some one may tell us what it is.

Transferring Bees from Trees.

I have several colonies of bees ih trees in the woods that I

wish to transfer to frame hives. Can I do it in the spring, as

soon as it Is warm enough for bees to fly well, if I cut out

enough honev and brood-comb to fill the frames, and then put

the bees in and leave them a few days until they get the

comb fastened, and then move them home ? Maine.

Answer — If the bees are less than a mile away, the prob-

ability is that when yon move them they'll go back to the old

place, if the business is done after they commence flying in

the spring. If they are moved a mile or two there will be

little likelihood of such trouble. Possibly there might be such

a thing as your cutting off the part of the tree that contains

the bees and letting it down carefully with ropes so as not to

break the combs, keeping the bees in these gums through the

winter at home, and then transferring in the spring or else

leaving them in the gums till they swarm.

See " Bee-Keeper's Guide" offer on page 813.
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Editorial Oon)n)cr)i^^

The Happiest New Year of your life, to each
and every one of our readers, is our sincere wish. Aud may
you have many of them.

The Xortbw^estern ConTention Report
will be commenced next week, and continued weekly there-

after. until completed. We think it Is going to be very inter-

esting.
« • »

Xlie Annual Index appears in this number of the

Bee Journal. That accounts for this and several other depart-

ments being shortened this week. But next week we hope to

have them all In, and of respectable length.

Volutne XXXVII of the American Bee Journal

closes with this number. Getting old. Isn't it ? Well, so long

as it does what a good many of its best friends say of it

—

" Improves with age "—perhaps no one will object to its ad-

vanced years.
--. ^-^-^

A. Number of Good Contributions are await-

ing their turn, or a place in these columns. We had to use so

much space in the past few numbers for the Buffalo conven-

tion report, that it was quite impossible to k^ep the depart-

ment of " Contributed Articles " up to its usual space.

Savin{( Bee-Papers.—G. M. Doollttle seems to

place a high value on hHe-papers. R. C. Aikin says that In

his early years of bee-keeping he subscribed for the American

Bee Journal, forgetting the exact date us his journals are all

packt away, but It was about iiO years ago, and the volumes

since are all bound and preserved. Referring to this, Mr.

Doolittle says in the Progressive Bee-Keeper:

"Reader, just turn to Friend Aikin, and see what he did

with the American Bee Journal. Then go and do likewise ;

only I want you not to allow your back volumes to " lie packt

away " till you don't know the year dated on the first volume

you have. I have nearly every Issue of every bee-paper pub-

lisht in the I'nlted States, bound, and at " my fingers' end,"

and unless I was going out of the bee-business §500 would

not buy them, so highly do I prize them, for they have been

very largely the means of making me what I am as a bee-

keeper. Not only that, but I am continually getting new
thoughts out of them, as 1 handle them over from time to time

in search of something which happened in the pastthat I wish

to know about."

Co-operation Among: Bee-Keepers.— The
Australian Bee-Bulietin strongly urges co-operation among
bee-keepers, citing the success of the butter-men, whereby

the price of butter was permanently raised. Some action has

beeiTtaken by Australian bee-keepers toward combining with

the wool-men, but the tendency now is toward co-operation

with the butter-men. Butter and honey, one would think,

would go together better than butter and wool.

The New Union's Report, as given on page

817, will be found very interesting reading. It is short and

right to the point. Mr. Seoor's suggestions are most excel-

lent. Why not have the 1,000 membership this winter, so

that the Union can take up the work in good earnest which it

has planned to do '? We are receiving the fees of new mem-
bnrs almost daily, but they ought to come in much faster. It

would be better, perhaps, to mail your membership dues direct

to General Manager Secor, but we will be glad to continue

to receive and forward as heietofore if it is more convenient

to send to us.
*-•--

Bees and Honey in the Bible.— Mr. H.

Dupret, of Montreal College, Canada, sent the following from

an old Greek version of the Bible :

Having sent " the idle fellow" to the teachings of the

"ant" (Prov. vi. 6), Solomon, according to an old Greek ver-

sion (Septuagint), quoted also by ancient writers, sends him
also the Bee. The passage may be rendered thus :

1. Go also to the Bee, and learn how industrious she is,

and how honorable she deems labor ;

2. The fruit of her labors Kings as well as peiisants use

for health pwrpose :

3. For a lovely and illustrious being she is ; altho feeble

in bodily strength, because she has practiced wisdom she has
been crowned with honor.

Trans-Mississippi Exposition Bee-Notes.
—The architect for the Exposition is now busy at work on the

plans for the apiary building to be used by the Bureau of

Bee-Industries. Bee men and women who visit the Exposi-

tion next summer may look for about the finest-arranged

building ever opened to the exhibition of their products.

Rev. Emerson T. Abbott, of Missouri, has been appointed

a member of the Missouri commission. We may reasonably

look for a very fine honey exhibit from his State.

Mr. Edward Kretchmer is spoken of as the proper person

to place In charge of the Iowa honey exhibit. Mr. Kretchmer

stands in the front rank among bee-men of that State, and his

wide experience among the fairs and exhibits make him a

valuable man for that position.

The Central California Bee-Keepers' Association has ap-

pointed Messrs. O. W. Sterms, F. E. Brown, and W. A. H.

(Jilstrap, a committee to investigate the advantages, cost,

plans, etc., of making an apiarian exhibit.
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Finding queens
•• Fi-*hbone'' honey production
Flavor and aroma of honey
Flavor of extracted honey
Flavor of honey nauseating
Flv bee-flghtrr
Follower at the end of super—
" F^iol capers"
Forming nuclei ••- ":':':;'.'
Foul biood...49..V2.70, 115, 133, 147. 149.180,195.

197 251,279,308,345, 3.J6, 370, 418. 530, 695,

712.728
I-v.ul-liroody honey ™.v«;a*
Foundation ... .52.228. 250, 252. 727, 743, 779, 810.

Foundation in sections
Foundation mills
Foundation roller
Frames— best kind •-•.

Freak of a swarm
Fruit-growers and bee-keepers
Full pound sections
Fumigating honey

454
774
511
439
199
527
423
193

745
35
662
534
69
614
644

794
743
795
663
278
166

344
308
703
582
168
354
822
743
642
660
56
677
316
777
760
555
275
778
643
661
795
743

565
474
582
578

787
763
540
779
745
795
189
633
106
27

741
260
497
498

778
599
819
26
313
375
27
228
744
198
387

Galvanized iron honey-tanks •.•

Gathering pollen '^rV^V^-A
Getting bees from a tree -54, 14n, I7d,

Getting bees into the sections 205,35.^.593,

Getting bees to work in the sections 3o, ^4,

Getting partiy-fllted sections cleaned up... --.•
Getting people into bee-keeping 728.

Getting pure queens
Givii't: due credit
Giving other honey a basswood tlavor

"Qobby " comb honey
Good .advice (poemi •

Good years—will they come again?

"fSd?,lK'hoS^^;;;;;;;;^i4a56b:6ii:«i:v2e:TO.;
Grandma
Granulated alfalfa honey
Granulated hon-y
Grass and weeds in the apiary
Great honey region

Handling frames
Hanover bee-keepers
Hanlinessot bees
Hauling bees
Hellish business
Helps in dry years
HicH's iPres. J. M.) address
High collars
Hive construction
Hive corners
Hive cover
H ive dimensions and entrances • - - -• •-

•

Hive entrances 27, 274, 3<i7,487,

Hive making
Hive rabbets •••••

Hives 145. 164, 166,215,257.
Ilives for winter
Hive stands
Hives use 1 by the experts
Hive ventilation 274, 437. Wft, 647. 675,

Hiving bees r)n empty frames
.*."".ii'

Mivint: f»wiirms 26,379.

Hoirniiin frames '3A
Honev and its uses
Honey and sugar competition
Honey and the teeth
Honev and wax of Victoria...
>Ioney apple butter
Honey as a laxative
Honev as food
Honey as me'llcine and food.,
lloney-bee < a po«m+v»«-»
Honey-ciikes...^-^

125
188
78o
423
103
737
327
645
118
485
543
340
510
822
543
40
88
424
793

194
795
661
151
203

.657,

yTjTTrj^

195
638
273
280
275
810
779
354
199
266
71

«

273
6IU
tJU9
498
S3S
S6S
456
605
nil
7B2
696
679
179
484
486
782
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Honey-can cupa
Huney-cnndv 9,
Honey ch:impHgne company
Honey cnukies
Honey cost of wax
Honey coutih cure 167,
Honey crowdinw out brood
Honey-dew
Honey drink
Honeyed baked apples
Htmey Kxchimse
Hoiiev entrttctt>rs 5*2, 243,
Honey-tl-.w i)f XxSM
Honey lor curing small-pox 40,
Honey f<ir wintering
Honey sinnercake
Honey-guide
Honey-house
Honey in the sections
Hiiney-junible recipe
Honey lennniiide ,

Honey liked best 11,
Honey market
Honey on meul for bees
Honey packages
Honey-plants 5J, 284. 311,343,360,389.406.

4a4, 45'.

Honey-plan ta of Florida
Honey prices 453, 497,
Honey pri es in South Africa
Honey recipes
Honey salve
Honey samples
Honey sources
Honey stored by a worker
Honey-tea
Honey to produce a pound of bees
Honey vs. increase ',..

Honey-vinegar i, 70.86. 162. 163,210, 794,
Honey working
House apiaries 120,
House full of bees
How to avoid being stucg
Hybrids

203
169
232
it;9

762
543
359
518

313
581
136
746

9
612
589
21
56

361
14H
566
4M7
420

646
1»

548
372
156
536
214
531
695
504
794
77H
803
454
795
553
355
374

"Iffpoem) 804
Illinois Bee-Keepers' Association 453
Illinois pure lotul laws .504
Illinois State Kair and exhibits 648, 680
Importing honey 152
Importing Italian queens 27, 87
Incense and disinfectant 639
Increase 39, 294. 305, 532
Indigestion 543
Influence of pollen 502, 515
Intluenceof the queen on the spermatozoa 226
Ingrowing nails 46^
Insects in honey 3iy
Insect supposed to kill bees 423
Instinct or reason in insacts—which? 83
Intelligence in liees 419
Interesting tjuestions 359. 374, 375
Introducing queens ...2,38,78,247,278.338,524.
, '^•^*5 743
Ita ' clover 391
Italian). <l 183, 327
Italians vs. hybrids 4:i

Keeping ants out of the hives 551
Keeping been in a store 27
Keeping comb honey 21. 04, 229, 536, 642
Keeping combs tilled with pollen 582
Keeping down increase 711
Keeping frames of honey over winter 646
Keeping honey 1H4
Keeping qualities of extracted honey 312
Keeping queens 247
Keeping sections clean 55
Keeping the queens out of the super 3fi2
Killing drones 311
Kingbird a friend 386
Kreutzinger's htpney harvest 625

..505,

354
710
713
807

Land of Howers 237,
liHugstrntli frame
Lang- troth monument fund
La rge en t ra nces

,

Large frames _
Large vs. small lives 499, 645
Large yields of honey 433
Jjate reared queens 795
Late swarms 794, ^(,3
Laying of queens 0^2 328
Laying q ueens lighting .435, 513, 676." 743
Laying workers 199,294,422, 498, 58L 603, 6U5,

6xr.. 724 806
Lazy liver 543
Leveling corah in sections 26, 27, 118, 372, 734
Light or full weight sections 34
Like the bees (poem) 620
Lin Jen. 'l he ( poem) 276
Liquefying honey 163. 230
Locating an fii)iary 150, (j9:i
Longevity of bees 2fi
*• Long Idea " hive ^31
Looking-glass for catching swarms 7ii2
Loosening Imney in supers 163
Low prices of honey ir)2

803
117
.')4:i

794
...54,614, 82:1

" Maiden" or "virgin" swarms..
Making beeswax
Making yourself sick
Matiagriiic'iit lor moat honey
MatoigeiiiiMit ot lice.-*

Munaguig apiaries
Managing swarms aw-'j, 474,
Man and his shoes (poem) ^
Marketing honey 4,8. 149, 152.218,263,47a

4iPJ. :.2l.5:n.ri:i4. 536. 552. 563, 56H. 616, 6l7.
71l.7:(M. 770.786,790,791

Mating of <i ueens 202.402,612
Meddlesome cow
Meeting of the <|ueen and drone
Melted down cf)mb8
Methods of incriMise
Michigan experiment apiary
Ml<'lilgan's foul brood law
Mignonette
Migratory b(!e-keeplng in the South 611,705,
Mints
Moldy combs
Moth-balls In hives
Moth eggs
Moths and coinhs 226, 230. 263,
Moth trap

H]8
727
6:i2
43.-.

631
151

7''i'

519
263
317
211
3HU
661

Moving bees 87. 100. 102. 116. 118, 167,583,
58y. 611.646. 692 693

Moving to California 131
Much ado about nothing 521
My old neighbor and his bees 547

National Bee-Keepers. irnion 36,40, 50, 52,
290. 344. 41 15. 41 iS, 75i), 804 80?

Neatness in bee-keeping 30
Nebraska bee and lioney bouse 168
Nebraska State Fair 440, 6m9
Nectar secretion 467
New bee-disease 229
New bee-papers 88, 312
New Constitution *.... 18
Newspapers around hives 228
New York foul brood law 776
No-bee-way sections 779
Non-swarming 54, 292, 547, 822
Non-swarming device 241, 327
Northwestern Bee-Keepers' Society 440
No.xious weeds 246
Nucleus vs. full colony ;or queen-rearing 75
Number of frames in the brood-chamber 87

Observation hive 561
Omaha Exposition 232, 488
Open letter to C. B Bankston 466
Orange honey 57
Organization and co-operation must come 692
Organizing a bee-society 12 1

Our debt to the bees 236
Out-apiary 389
Overstocking a locality with bees 531

Packages for honey 360,581, 821
Packing bees 87
Packing bees for spring 711
Packing colonies 355
Packing honey 534
Paddy (.)'Brieii's picnic 437
Painted vs. unpainted hives 267, 810
Paint for hives 55
Paint rough lumber 30, 46
Palestine vs. Italian bees 403
Paraffine paper and Danzenbaker hive.. 627, 759, 779
Pasteboard for winter protection 52
Peanuts 703
I'ecos Valley, honey production in 23
Peddling honey 683, 725
Pickled brood 419, 806
Placing bees near a line fence 263
I'lacing bees near neighbors 810
Placing hives 215, 81
Planting for honey 10, 727
Planting in an orchard 423
Planting trees 120
Plea for honey 744
Poisonous honey 38, 91
Pork diseases—hog meat 559. 637. 703
Pontage stamps 511
Potassium Permanganate 695
Practical bee-keeping 597
Practiral ?-iiggestifins .. 299
PrL-|';ii;itiipri ot Inuicv for market 530
Pn-vcntiML: licf^ ironi leaving a new hive 164
Prevention ot loul brood among bees 633
Prevention of increase 247, 645
Prevention of swarming ...230,231,262,355,370,

533..595, 598, 645. 663 810
Prevention of virg n swarma 795
Price and value of honey 2H5
Prices of bee-* 710
Production of comb honey 739, 742
Production of wax 762
Progressive bee-keeping ^ 385
Proper warmth of a bee 52
Propolis 500
Propolis poisoning hands 188
Prospect for 1898 692
Publishing dead beats 569
Publishing honey crop pro.-pects 644
Pure drones from mtsmated queens 435
Purity of Italian queens and drones,—322.338, 418
Putting honey into combs 120
Putting on supers 166.311,359,362,437, 599
Putting pollen in the sections 519

Queen-bees and the mails 280,328,376.612,
U(il.724 805

Queen-cells in a queenless colony 487
Queen dead on alighting board >>09

Queen-excluders 215
Queen "fainting" 503
Queenless bees 74, 119, 166,435.582,583,614,

i;i;3 - 668
Queen Mab—Christmas story for young bee-

keepers RI9
Queen-rearing 439, .535, 612. 63't, 722
Queens 278, 357, 43^, 646. 724
Queens and foul brood 738
Queens lighting 661, 701
Qiici-n's leg paralyzed '. 743
Vurriis passing tlirt)Ugh bee-zinc 435
Queen stinging a worker 821
Queen stung 227
Queen-trap 246, 391
Quilts for bees 259
Quoting home market •. 488

liaising hives 695
Kati-s on honev and bees 773
l<.-;iritig.|ui'ens 270,435,516.524,581.781, 822
It. TO 1. 1 laJte ot honey 776
Ri'liUion ot bees to horticulture 757
Heineily for colds 12i

Itemedy for wax-nioth 70
Uemovingcomb h<mcy 5:i3

IteTiiovlng honey from the brood-chamOer 746
Hi'Mioviiig pi'iieii Iri)m brood-combs 823
K.Mu vniu' Mil plus .'i67

Heiiinviiig t In- queen 2hi
Ui'tHhTiiig bees%vax Ji64

It'MKlrriiig old combs Into wax 5'.()

Ki'pliuing queens ' 746
Ki'p uting the honey crop 643
Ui'iiiH'enliig an apiary 55, 454
Uctar Is the "set" '436

Itlii'umatism •''*3

Uietfsrhe foundation press 631, 696
Itiiigl'arking •^"9

HobbtT-beeS lOH, 535. 695
Uobhing 446, 645,670. 693
Uoot apiary '47

Uooiii lor queen In productng comb honey 138

Sage vs. white clover 515
Salt in bee-keeping 205
Saving a late swarm 582
Saving bee-papers 228, 824
Scent of insects 691
Scotch heather 726
Scrap-box 467
Screens 61
Scripture cake 616
Scrofula 463
Season of 1896 5
Second supers—when given to bees 244
Sections 187,228, 331,477,726, 807
Sections partly filled 53, 74
Sections-iall vs. square 29, 181
Sections without bee-spaces 712
Seleciiiig qui'ens 594
Self-hivnig and non-swarming hive 626, 692
Selling honey near home 629, 659
Selling names of bee-keepers 232
Selling sugar syrup for honey 534
Separators 42. 66.86, 199,389,588, 726
Separators in shipping-cases 795
Separators vs. slotted sections 68
Sex of eggs 231
Shade-boards—construction of 19
Shade for hives 284, 437,536, 646
Shipping bees 87, 295
Shipping beeswax 117
Shipping honey 167, 386, 788
Shutting bees up 199
Sirapstui honey-plant or flgwort 642,702, 718
Singing 703
Size of queens 645
Small hives for wintering 763
Smoker fuel 425, 500, 617, 661. 779
Smokers 500
Smoker trouble 390
Smoking bees 451
Soft white hands 510
Solar wax extra^ctor 779
Sorghum and cider mills 693
Sorghum for spring stimulation 363
Source of greatest amount of honey 1#
Sour honey 88,118. 120, 123
Spacers for lop-bars 779
Spacing frames 269. 296. 298
Spacing of combs 679
Specialized development in honey-bees 577
Spelling reform 8,54.72. 121, 155
Spoiling the market 726
Spraying fruit trees 149.216,233, 294
Spreading brood 532
Spring management 198
Spring work among the bees 209
Square vs. oblong sections 329
Stamping sections 164
Starting in bee-keeping 231,311, 812
Starved brood 435
Stimulative feeding 646
StingleFS bees 280. 679
Storage room for honey 231
Storing aljer extracting 708
Storing comb honey 546
Straight combs without honey 125
Straightening crooked combs 454
Strange queen 326
Strawberries and honey-bees 227
Stray swarm 487
Strengtnening brood 807
Style and size of sections 378
Succeeding in bee-keeping 740
Sugar beets 201
Sugar for bees 695
Sugar for feeding 103
Sugar question 369
Sulphured combs 230
Summer complaint 463
Summer management 499
Super in two parts.. 69
Supers tor the harvest 30
Supplies 200
Swarm catcher 292
Swarming 2, lo, 11,42, 119,278.279, 827,359,

374, :i75. 381,418. 423. 438, 446, 454, 49f*, 503,
517. 5(17. 678. 679. fiy5, 778

Swarms deserting the hive 292,

Sweet clover 10, IH. 24. 34, 36. 54. 67. 114. 131.

is;i. ir.l. 16:^. I83, 199. 215, 246. 254. 296, 301.
:io-. 343. 365, 451.4.S9. 493. 514. 550, 58,-t. 632.

'645, 6it4. 6i)7, 747
Sweet clover hay 665,
"Sweet sixteen's" dozen questions

Taking otT honey
Tiiking supers off without the escape
Talking through his I bee)-bat
TanningH
Taritfoii honev
Taxing he.-s 167, 183,267,
Teai-lnnt; children about bees
Tearing loiimlation out of sections
Tern pe rat urrf lor ripening honey
Temperature of a worker-bee
'IVinpers
Thi k vs. thin syrup
Things learned in the apiary 322,

I'hin h<.iiey 566.
Thiee-banded worker bees
Three or tivn handed bees
Toads lon.i ot bees
Too miirh stonige-room
Traiisterring bees.. 42. 119,260.279,326. 332,359,

:i75. 5111, .-.k:!, 59s, ii46, 679, 693, 742, 770
Transferring combs
Trans-Mississippi K.\poHitinn...l84. 664, 680, 792,

Travcl-staincd honey
Trees :in.l plant* for honey
T supers iiiid pollen
Twii colonies in one hive
Two eggs in a coll—\

Two queens In a hive
Two Unions 631.

789
486

749
680
343

534
676
792
543
657
474
121
534
774
795
693
762
565
890
435
727
567
499

823
375
824
631
692
119
135
474
727
645

Uncapping box 19
Uncapping can 377,387
Unllnlsht sections 1.50,228,669, 795
United Siiiii>s Uee-Keepers' Union. ..24, 184. 216,

U" :m-j. :u4,:«i2. ;t7ii. 398, 408, 434, 538, 569,
..K4.0ni), (VJO. H4tl. 665, 771 817

Uniting 374, 390,551, 693
Uniting weak colonies 358
ITiinpe honey 402
Unsheltoreil nplnry the best 662
Untested queens 809
Utah's pioneer jubilee 429
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Valuable bints 563
Vttlue of bees to fruit 6»1
Ventilatinu' II bee-cellar lio
Vicious bees 163
ViyiliriK' ^UH
Visit t<» Caliloniiji 68
Vlait to NobrHska 161
Visit ti) Switzerland and France 194
Visit to the I'acidc Coast. 219

Wanted to sliake 821
TVarulngs to bee-keepers 136
Wans 54:i
Wiitfh vinir wurds(poem» 'loT

Wiiterinu' l'*H't». 11.3. 172.180.204.298.395, 746
\Vitterv-:ii>pearing capping 4(>9

Weak ioluujcs 247. 740
Wettinu sections „ 744
What ails tlie bees? 215. 390
WluMi to remove winter packing 135
Wliiieolover 97, 300,389.459, 515
Willi t> fUivt-r seed 46
White IT nickled brood vs. foul brood 228
Wliitewasli i.ir bee-shed 76, no
"Whitewash for undrest lumber 45
Who shall keep bees? 580
Why did the Dees act so? 599
Width ot sections 151,411
Wild I'lirsmps 61, 148. 155,220, 391
Will lMM-ke«'i'iiit;pay? 460
Will oi ihf workers 499
Winter brood-rearing 7n7
Winter case arranuemeut 307
Winter consumption of stores 762
Wintering bees . . . .74. 109. 171, 199, 212, 218, 219.

229. 253. 315. :in;. 3I,S, 333. 354, 4-32, 535, 610,
616. 630. ti94. 724. 754, 794,803 809

Wintering bees in a cellar 134,774,794, 810
Wintering bees in snow-banks 758
Wintering bees out-dnors 19,251, 267
Wintering blacks vs. Italians 436
Wintennii on sealed combs 821
Winter stores 18,614,647.662,711. 743
Winter packing 228
Winter passages 661,684.708, 726
Wire in section foundation 152
Wiring frames 87.241,846, 7l7
Wisconsin foul brood law 232, 345, 392
Work at the experiment apiary ... 149
"Worker queen '" 251
World's lioney markets 538
Worth remembering 163

Vel low bees 535
Yfcllow-box honey 795
Yellow jackets destroying colonies 743
Yellow sweet clover 3, 459
Yield of honey 8"»7

Young bees working outside 82

Zinc separators 588. 712

ILLUSTRATIONS,
Alfalfa or luceru clover 11 ;t

Alalke clover : 97
ApiariHu building oq ihe Nebraska State
Fair Ground at Omaha 161, 689

Apiary of C. W. MoKown 225
Apiary ot .I. E. Euyart I

Apiary of J. F. Mcintyre 609
Apiary of George and Wayne Koby 345
Bee-escape 549
Bee feeders ^89, 290
Bevins. Edn-in 497
Brood-frames 274
Buffalo Convention pictures 673, 817
Busslers Mexican apiary :i5:)

Ckwlf, Prof. A. J 531
Corey's waterinjj-trough lor bees 115
Crimson clover. .. . 97
Dadant. C. P 533
Danzenbaker hive 145. 146
DiaKfam of Dadant hive 257. -iSS
DovetaUed hive corner 260
Doolltlle. G. M .=129

Drone trap 519
Elwood.P.H 785
Figwort. Simpson honey-plant, carpen-

ter's pqiiare, etc 642
Florida luUiatory apUry 3.^3
Foul broud 49
Frame spacers 275
Gallup, Dr. E .532
Golden. J. A 513
Hambaogh. Hon J. M 721
Handy uncapping arrangement 19
Harding uonswarming device 241
Harrison Mrs. L 532,769
Heater, .Mrs. .1. N 209
Hive ot Cyrus 0. ildrlcb H59
Holtermann, K. F 753
Home apiary of Jnhn Tr mberger 737
Honey harvest at the apiary ot L. Kreutz-
Inger 625

Hutchinson, vv. Z 753
Kreulzinger. L 62.5
Kreutziuger's apiary 6-27

Manum. A K 78 '•

Marshall. \V. K 129
Mason, I)r A. U 801
McKvoy,Wm 530
Muilng and puling in Its nurse's arms— 385
Muth.Ch;is. F 657
New I'hainpion chaff hive 99
New HoUmLin frame for 1897 132
Newman. Thos. G 801
Observation hive 561
Orton Winter case arrangement... . 30 5,306
Pryal. W. A 7B9
Uoesc, Kev. Stephen 177

Seror. Hon. Eugene 769
Simpson. M'S. A. A 273
Spruce llluir apiary 337, 33S
Square vs. oblong sections 321
Sweet clover 1,31

Taylor, Hon. K. L 753
Top-bars 550
Whitcomb, E 755
Winter, Kev. H. A 577
Wiring frames 549, 5.50

VanDeusen, J 465

ezzzzzzzzzzrzzxzzzzzzzszzzzzzzxzz:

CORRESPONDENTS.
Abbott. Einersun T, 178
IVl. 3(1G, .(21)

Abbott. Mrs. Kmma 1.

al>4

Ahler-s, TlerraHn, 4(>1

Aiken, Win. Jly
Aikin. 11. C. 17,761. 772
Albcrtsun. John W. 299
Aldnch, Cyrus C. t>58,

«y2
Allen, 1.. 571
Allen. CliHS. B. 140
Alley, Henry, 94,398
Ailing. N. N.r,89
AmoB, Mrs. A. I,.2f>5. fi7ii

Anderson, J. Allen, yl.'>

Andes, M. I). :):«

Apples!nle,S. T. 187
Armstrong, J. K. 806
Arnot, .las. 412, 702
Ascba, C. G. 429
Aspinwall. I.. A, 85, 402,
499,517,547.612

Atkins, Frank 8.204
Auringer. Geo. U. 62
Axtell. Mrs. 1,. O. 100,

113, 163, 219, 259, 299,
3.V-), 43ti

BHcIimann. Aug. 405
Bairil. A. 11. iss, 5U8
BaldrKlge. M. -M. 92, 741,

7tJ5

Bukiwin, A. A. 205
Baldwin. A. Y. 267, 748
Ball. Mrs. C. A. 798
Banker, F. 140
Banker, Mi"s Kmma, 140
Bankston, C. B. 108, 435,

.^>17, 596
Barber, Ira, 110, 206, 542
Burner. Mrs. A. J. 61
Barnnm. W. M, 209
Biirrt'Ue. Mrs. Paul, 219
Biirtlc'tt. Ira D. 766
B Mtlftt, Wm. H. 301
Bartz. Aug. 267
Baxter, Albert, 190,557
Baxter. T. ,1.718
Beach. A. I,. 139
Beach, C.U. 61
Beal. I.. N.4J9
Bearden. J. A. 173
Beardsley, Kdw. II. 93
Beatn, Jipsepb. 148
Bechlv. l-'red, '.76

Becker. Chas. 348
Beckwith, 1. W. 163,316.
419

" Bee -Student," 593
Beheler, B. F. 494
Beighls, M. VV. 412
Belding. Chester. 2.''.1,

382. tiS3

Bell.li. W. 731
Bentley. K. 718
Benton. Frank, 407
Besse, Dr. U. 24. 40, 67,
104,296, 6SI.I

Bevins, E,lwln, 66, 161,

212, 354, 4U7, 67", 675,
724

Bingham, M. r. 796
Bingham, s. W. 140
Bingham,'!'. F. 86, 148.

1 .'.H. 766
Bisi'hoflT. Geo. 430
Bisher, A. 315
Blackburn. Chas. 557
Black. F. N. 319
BianchMrd. Frank. 765
Bland, KllpnC. 638
Blank. F. N. 44. 78, 701
Blocber. I>. J.412
Boomer, A. 236. .^64

Bt»ycr. Ziph, 715
Bogert. J.C. 187
Bowen.C. F. 188
Bradford M. A. 61
Brec!*e, I'has. A. 476
Ilrodbeck, Geo. W. 260,

78':

Brower. H. U. 315
Brown. .\. F. 19. 66, 116,

7< "». 78a
Brown, l>r. J. P. H. 722
Brown, E. W. 124. 366
Brown, 11. K 45
Brown, Isaac. 2'i8

Brown, Mrs. D. W. 220,
621

Brown. Kayni">nd K. 220
Bryant. 1j. 398
Buchanan. J. A. 563
Kuchh:igen, Aug. 492
Bucll. Willey I). 6.55

Bunch. C. A. 4
Burnett. R. A. 264
Bu«slcr. F. 62, 136, .''41

Butler, l)r. S. d. 492

Camm, Wm. 668
Carey, Ellsha, 318, 700,
718

Carljen,8. M. 46
Cavanaugh, Fred B. 316

Chambers. W. S. 46
Chandler. II. N. 6.s3

Chantry. 'I'hos. 142
('besley, l*amou, 332
Chrtsman. H. T. 156, 244
Christensen, Hans. 428
Churchill. L. T. 286
Clark, J. 1 459
(^lark O. E. 734
Clayton, C. H. 72
Clifford. J. M. 238
Coggshall, W. L. 508
Cole. Frank, 180
Coles, J. D. 603
Collins, B. H.597
t'ollins, Thomas, 252
Common - Sense .Bee-
Keeping. 259. 482, 819
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Tlie (ireat People's Mias of the World.
MORE THAN 100,000 COPIES SOLD ANNUALLY.

Up-ta-DalB, Accurate, Beautifully Illustrated.

Nearly 70 Compreheiisiv« Mip<, many of them double-page.
140 New and JSiiperb Illustrations. A whole Library iu itself, of vital and ab-

sorbing Interest to every niPinber of the household,
Population of each State and Territory, of all Counties of the United States, and •

of American Cities of over 5,000 inhabitants, by latest Census,

The bandFomely enfrrareii maps
of all the SlaleB and Ti-irilurleB in
the Union are laiBre, luU-paBe.wlth
anuniliei- of double- pajie maps to
reprceenl the most itniiortaut of
the Sla es. All countries on the
face ol the earth are shown Riv-
ers and lakes are accurately lorra-
ted. All of the lar^ie cities of the
world, ihe important towns and
most of the villages of the United
Slates are given on these maps;
also every cuiinl}' In chcIi
itiate.
Over 200 Mngnlflcent Illustra-

tions and Maps embellish nearly
every page of the Atlas and faith-
fully depict scenes in almost every
pan of L the world.

This AllaB contains a profii(tlou8
amount nf Historical. Physical, Po-
litical. Educalloniil and Statistical
matter, so couiiTchensiveiv ar-
ranged and indext that informa-
tion on any subject can Lie found
in a moment's lime.

Descriplioii (if (lie World.
It contains a General Description

of the World, giving its Physical
Features. Ti'orm. Density, Tempera-
ture, Motion, Winds and Currents:
Distrlluition of Land and Water;
Kaces of People, tlieir Kcllgions
andNumheis; alsotiie mo^t com-
plete Lift ol Nations everpulillsht,
givingtheirvjeographleai Louatlon,
Area, Population, Forms of Gov-
ernment, etc.

The Popular and Electoral Votes for President in 1884, 1888 and 1892, by
States, List of All the Presidents. Agricultural Productions. Mineral Products.
Homestead Laws and Civil Service Rules. Statistics of Immigration, 1820 to

1891. Public Debt for the Past 100 Years. Gold and Sliver Statistics. Number
and Value of Farm Animals. Cultivable Area as Compared with Increase of Popu-
lation. Postal Information, with Domestic and Foreign Rates, and Other Informa-
tion that should be in every Home, Store, Office and Schoolroom.

We will mail this great Atlas, postpaid, for only
50 cts.i or for S 1.4:0 we will send it with the Bee
-Journal for one year ; or we will mail it free as a

premium for sending us one New Subscriber (Si. 00) to the Bee Journal

Miniature Cut of A (laa. Artnal Size. Open, M by 22 IncheB •

Closed, 14 by 11 Inches

Our liberal Offers

for a year.
GEORaE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan St., CHICAGO, ILL.

Convention J^otices.

[TJicli1i^4ii. — The Michipran Bee-Keeper's
Assofiation will hold Its annu il t'onventlon
Dec. 'M and Jan, 1 , In the parlors of the Done-
van House, in Mt Pleasant. Mich. Reduced
rates at the hotel, and probably on the rail-

roads. A cordial invitation eviended to all.

Flint, Mich. W. Z. Hittciiinson. Sec.

Olilo-Newlfork - Peiiiiwylvania. — The
Northeastern Ohio, Western New Vork. and
Northwestern Pennsylvania liee-Keepers' As-
sociation will hold 1 heir annual couveullon at
CoTy. Pa., Jan. I'i and 13. 189S. Au inter-
esting program has been arranged. AU are
Invited Eu Jullv. !?ec.

Franklin. Pa.

Calilornia.—The annual meeting of the
California State Hee Keepers' Association will
be held on Monday, Jan 10. IbifK. cornmeuc-
Ing at ti p.m. The California Hee-Keepers"
Exchange will hold Us annual PCHt-ion on
Tuesday. Jan. 11 -.ivl p.m A full attendance
of members Is desired. Mr. Cowan, editor (if

the Uritlsii Bee Journal, ^^ill be in attendance.
Thos. (J. Newman will also attend, health per-
mitting. PiiOF. A. J i-'ooK. Prei,

J. H. Martin Sec, Lod Angeles. Calif.

See tlic itreraliim olVci's on page 749

!

<tiieen!!i anil iliieen-Kearinsr*

—

If you want to know how to have queens
fertilized in upper stories while the old
queen is still laying below; how you may
safely httrudnre any queen, at any time of
the year when bees can fly; all about the
different races of bees; all about .shipping
queens, queen-cages, candy for queen-
cages, etc. ; all about forming nuclei, mul-
tiplying or uniting bees, or weak colonies,

9tc. ; or, in fact, everything about the
queen-business which you may want to
know—send for Doolittle's " Scientific
Queen-Rearing " — a book of over 170
pages, which is as interesting as a story.

Here are some good offers of this book:

Bound in cloth, postpaid, $1.00; or clubbed
with the Beb Jouknal for one year—both
for only $1.7.'i ; or given free as a premium
for sending us ti/ui new suliscribers to the
Beb Journal for a year at $1.00 each.

KEAIIERS
OC tills J-Miiuai vy^iit

vvi ite to jiif •' <iii!:

advertlMeri.. 4>itli«?r ijc

Ctrderlug. or aHklii^ about tlie Goo^
liffered, tvlll pleaiio state that (lief saw
>^e Ad'certSseinent Iq tbis papei •
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BEE-BOOKS
Geors:e W. York & Co.,

Chtcuffo* IU«.

Bees and Honey, or ManaBeiuent of an Apiary
Tor Pleasure and I'roUl. by Tlioiuus G. Newiiiau.—
This edltlou has beeti larjiely re-wrltten. thoroughly
revised, and Is " tully iip with the times " In all the
taiprovements and Inventions lu this rapldly-devel-
Oplnt? pursuit, and presents the aplnrtst with
everythliiu' that can aUi In the successful manatre-
mont of an iiptiiry, and nt the same time produce
the must honey In an attractive condition. It con-
tains -*."jO pai;es. and 245 Illustrations— is beautifully
{)rlnted In tlie highest style of the art, and bound
n cloth, gold-lettered. Price, $1.00.

l<aiiiCHti'oth on the Honey-Bee, revised by
I^adiuit—This classic In bee-culture, has been
entirely rewritten, and Is fully Illustrated. It

treats of everythlnt,' rolatlnff to bees and bee-keep-
ing. No aplarliin library Is complete without this
standard work by Kev. L. Ij. J^ansstroth — the
Father of Auieilcan BeeCulture. It has 620 pages;
bound In cloth.

Price, postpaid, 81.25.

Bee-Kecperft* Gulde» or Manual of the
Apiary, by Prof A. J Cook, of the Michigan Avrl-
cultural College—This book la not only Instructive
and helpful as a guide In beekeeping, but Is

Interesting and thoroughly practical and scientific.
Itconinlns a f ull delineation of the anatomy and
physlolog\ of bees. 400 pages ; bouad la cloth and
fully Illustrated.

Price, postpaid. 81.25.

Sclentlflc Qiieen-Kearlnff, as Practically
Applied, by G. M. DooUttle.—A method by which
the very best of Queen-Bees are reared In perfect
accord with Nature's way. 17(5 pages, bound la
cloth, and Illustrated. Price, 11.00.

A B C of Bee-Culture, by A. I. Root.—

A

cyclopedia of 400 pages, describing everythlnR
pertaining to the care of the honey-bees. It con-
tains 300 engravings. It was written especially foe
beginners Bound In cloth. Price, $1.25.

Advanced Bee-Culture, Its Methods and
Management, by W Z. Hutchinson.—The author
of this work Is too well known to need further
description of his book. He la a practical and
entertaining writer. You should read his book. 90
pages, bound la paper, and Illustrated. Price,^ cts.

Rntlonnl Bee-^^eeplng-, by Dr. John Dzlerzon
—This Is a translation of his latest German book on
bee-culture. It has ;i50 pages: bound
In paper covers, Jl.OO

Blenen-Kultur, by Thomas 6. Newrtan. -
This Is a German translation of theprlnclpp' por-
tion of the book called Bees op Honey. 10-. page
pamphlet. Price. 40 cents,

Convention Hand-Boolc, for Bee Keepers,
Thomas G. Newman.— It contains the parllr.men-
tary law and rules of order for Bee-Conventions—
also Constitution and By-Laws, with subjects for
discussion, etc. Cloth, gold-lettered- Price, 25 cts.

TUlrty Years Among the Bees, by
Henry Alley.—Gives the results of over a quarter-
century's experience in rearing queen-bees. Very
latest workofthekind. Nearly 100 pages. Price. 50c.

Prartioal Hints to Bee-Kee-Keepers—by
Chas. F. Mcth. Also contains a Foul Brood
Cure and How to Winter Bees. 40 p.; 10 cts.

l*'liy Eat Honey ?—This Leaflet is intend-
ed for FRKE distribution, to create a Local Market.
UK) copies, by mail, 30 cts.: 500 for$l.:i5; It^iOO, $2.00.

How to Keep Houey and preserve its

richness and flavor. Price same as Why Eat Honey.

Alsike Clover liCaflet.—Full directions
for growing, so for 25 cts.; U)0 for 40 cts.; 2tK), 70c.

Apiary KeuisCer, by Thos. G. Newman.—
Devotes two pages to a colony. Leather binding.
Price, for so colonies, fl.OO; for lOO colonies, $1.25.

Preparation <»r Ifouey for the Market*
fncludluK the production uud care of comb and
extracted honey. A chapter from Bees anp
Honey. Price, 10 cents

Bee-Puatiirase a Xecesalty.—This book sag
gests what and how to plar it Is a chapter fron
Bees and Uoxey. Price. 10 cents.

The Hive I Use, by G. M. Doolittle. It
details bis management of bees, and metbods
of producing comb honey. Price. 5 cents.

Dr. Howard's Book on FonI Brood.
—Gives the McEvoy Treatment and reviews the ex-
periments of others. Price, 2.5 cts.

Silo and Silage, by Prof. A, .1. Cook.—It
gives the method in operation at the Michigan Agri-
cultural College. Price, 25 cts.

Winter Problem in Bee-Keeplnjr. byG,
B. Pierce. Result of 25 years' experience. 30 cts.

HandllniS Bees, by Chas. Badant & Son.—
A Chapter from Langstroth Revised. Price, 8 cts.

Hlstorjr of Bee-Associations, and Brief Re-
ort of the first 20 conventions. Price, 10 cts

Foul Brood Treatment, by Prof. F. R.
Cheshire.—Us Cuuse and Prevention. Price, lu cts

Foul Brood, by A. R. Kohnke.—Origin.
Development and Cure. Price 10 cts.

Bee-Koeplufi: (or Profit, by Iir. G. L.
Tinker,— Revised and eiiliirned. It detuils theau-
lliiir's " new nyMteni. i>r hi.w to get the largest yields
of comb or extracted honey." WJ p.; illustrated. 25c.

i'ommeroial TaU-ulator, by C. Ropp —
A ready Calculator. Business Arithmetic and Ac-
count-linok loinbined in one. Every farmer and
business man should have it. No. 1, bound in wate r

proof leatherette, calf finish. Price. 4i' cts. No. 2
In fine artificial leather, with pocket, silicate slate,
and account-book. Price. 60 cts.

Green'K Four Books, by Chae. A. Greeti.
— Devoted to. 1st, How We Made the Old Farm Pay;
2nd. Peach Culture: 3rd. How to Propagate Kruit-
PlantB, Vines and Trees; 4th. General Fruit In-
structor. Nearly 120 pages. Fully illustrated. 2r)Ct8.

Garden and Orchard, by Chas. A. Green
—Gives full instructions in ThinninR and Marketins
Fruits; Pruning, Planting and CultivatinK; Spray-
ing, Evaporation, Cold Storage, Etc. 94 pages, lllus-

trated. Price. 25 cts.

Kcndairn Horse-Book. — -3.5 pictures,
showing positions of sick horses, and treats on all

their diseases. English or German. Price. 25 cts.

L.umber and IjOS-Book. — Gives meas-
urements of lumber, logs planks; wages, etc. 25c.

maple Sugar and the Sufrar Busb. by Prof.
A. J. Cook.— Full Instructions. Price, 35 cts.

Grain Tables, for castinjr up the price of
grain, produce, hay, etc. Price, 25 cts.

C-apons and Capoiiizing, by Dr. Sawyer,
Fanny Field, and others.—Illustrated. All about
caponizing fowls, and thus how to make the most
money in poultry-raising. 64paf;eB. Price, au cts.

Our Poultry Doctor, or Health In the
Poultry Yard and How to Cure Sick Fowls, by
Fanny Field,—Everything about Poultry Diseases
and their Cure. 64 pages. Price, 3U cts.

Poultry for Market and Poultry for
Profit, by Fanny Field.—Tells everything about the
Poultry Business. 64 pages. Price, 25 cts.

Turkeys lor Market arid Turkeys for
Profit, by Fanny Field.—All about Turkey-Raising.
64 pages. Price. 25 cts.

Bnral liile.— Bees, Poultry. Fruits, Vege-
tables, and Household Matters. 100 pages. 25 cts.

Potato Oilture, by T. B. Terry.—It tells

how to grow them profitably. Price. 40 cts.

Hand-Book of Health, by Dr. Foote.—
Hints about eating, drinking, etc. Price. 25 cts.

Bee-Keepers' IMrectory, by H. Alley.—
Latest methods in Queen-Kearing, etc. Price, 5uc.

Book Clubbing ODers.

(Bead Carefully.)

The following clubbing prices include the

American Bee Journal one year wltb each

book named. Kemember, that only one book

can be taken In each case with the Bee Jour-

nal a year at the prices named. If more books

are wanted, see postpaid prices given with

the description of the books on this page

Following Is the clubblng-Iist:

1. Langetrolh on the Honey-Bee 12.00
3. A B Cof Bee-Culture 2.00
3. Bee-Koeper'8 Guide 1.73
4. Bees and Honey 1 Cloth bound] 1.65
5. DooUttle'B Sclentlflc Queen-Rearing. 1.75
6. Ur. Howard's Fcuil Brood Book 1.10
7. Advanced lice-Culture 1.30
9. Blenen-Kuluir [German] 1.20

11. Rational Bee-Keeplng [Paper bound] 1.75
13. Thirty Years Among the Bees I.:i0

13. Bee-Keeping for Profit 1.15
14. Convention iland-Book 1,15
15. Poultry for Market and Profit 1.10
16. Turkeys for Market and Profit 1.10
17. Capons and Caponlzing 1.10
18. Our Poultry Doctor 1.10
19. Green's Four Books 1.15
21. Garden and Orchard 1.15
23. Rural Lite 1.10
25. Commercial Calculator. No. 1 1.25
26. Comme-clal Calculator, No.2 1.40
27. Kendall's Horse-Book 1.10
30. Potato Culture 1.20
32. Hand-Book of Health 1.10
34. Maple Sugar and the Sugar Bush 1.20
35. Silo and Silage 1.10
36. Winter Problem in Bee-Keoplng 1.30
37. Apiary Register (for 50 colonies) 1.75
38. Apiary Register (for 100 colonies) . 2.00
39. Bee-Keepers' Directory 1.30

A Book Kceoiiiiiicnded by Dr. (ialliip.

THE NEW METHOD
In Health and 0isease.
By W. E Forest. M. D.. 13th Edition, He-
vised, Illustrated, and Enlarged. This is

the greatest and best work ever publisht
as a Home Piivsician, and as

.\. <»iii«l<- l<» lleallli.

It makes the way frotu Weaknesii. to
i^trengflli so plain that only those who
are past recovery (the very few) need to
be sick, and the well who will follow its

teachings csinnol l>e Ni<;U. It is now
in many families the only counsellor in
matters of health, saving the need of call-
ing a physician and all expenses lor medi-
cines, as it te.aches Hygiene and the use
of Nature's remedies, not :i driig^
Iroalnienl.

All 4^lii-anic Wlsea^ies
are considered, and there is not a curable
disease that has not been helpt by some
of the " .A'f'/' J/f'/Auf/.-i " given here; even
those who have been pronounced 4'oii*
MtiinplirK have been entirely cured.
While fur {lifiinmlisni. IndisTOi-
lion, l>.v>>|»f|>Niu, Conslipaliun,
l>)>>eiil:ii-y. I.,iv<-i- itn<l liLitlney
'I'roiihlex, Calarrli. Kniacia-
tion. 4aeneral Debility, ^en-
oiiM I'XiiaiiwIion. Ikii^eases Pe-
culiar to Women, etc.. the metbods
are sure, and can be carried out at one's
own home and with little or no expense.

A 4iiuaranlee.
So confident are the publishers of the
results, that they offer to refund the
money to any one who will try " New
Methods" thoroughly, if the book is re-
turned in good condition.

The :^e\t- Edition
is illustrated with a number of Anatom-
ical plates from the best English work on
Anatomy publisht, and others made ex-
pressly for this work; contains 3U0 pages,
printed on fine calendered paper, and al-

though the priceiof the first edition (much
smaller in size and without illustrations)
was $2..50, we sell this at $1.00, postpaid.

PREMIUM OFEERS.
For sending us two new stlbscribers to
the Bee Journal for one year, we will
mail ycu the book free as a premium, or
we will mail it for sending your own ad-
vance renewal and one new yearly sub-
scriber. This is a wonderful premium
offer. Address all orders to

—

GEORGr W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILLS.

A Special Hooklet Bargain

!

For a limited lime we wish to make our
readers a special offer on booklets on Bees.
Poultry. Health, etc. Upon receipt of 75
cent* we will mall any *> of the list below:
and Tor $1.25 we will mall the firhole
dozeu
1. Foul Brood, by Dr. Howard 25c
2. Poultry for Market and Profit 25c
3. Turkeys for .Market and Profit 35o
4. Our Poultry Doctor 30o
5. Capons and Caponl/.ng 30c
6. Hand-Book of Health, by Dr. Foote.. 25c
7. Kendall's Horae-Book 25c
8. Rural Life 25o
9. Ropp's Commercial Calculator 25c

10. Foul Brood, by Kohnke lOo
11. Silo and Silage, by Prof Cook 25o
12. Blenen-Kultur. by Newman 40c

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,
- CHICAGO, ILLS.

Please Send TJs the Names of your
neighbors who keep bees, and we will

send them sample copies of the Bbe
Journal. Then please call upon them
and get them to subscribe with you, and
secure some of the premiums we offer.
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Only 6 cts. per Pound in 4 Can Lots or Over.

Fines! Alfalfa Honey

!

IT SELLS ON TASTING.

The Honey that Suits All

Who Buy It.

We can furnish '^Tliite Alfalfa Extracted Honey, in 60-pound tin cans, on
board cars in Chicago, at these prices : 1 can, in a case, 7 cents per pound ; 2 cans
In one case, 63^ cents ; 4 cans (2 cases) or more, 6 cents. The Cash must accom-
pany each order.

^W A sample of the honey will be mailed to an Intending purchaser, for 8
cents, to cover postage, packing, etc. We guarantee purity.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Michigan Stmt, CHICAGO, ILL.

Page & Lyon Mfg. Co. ^^^^j^^4°^^...s."
Operates two sawmills that cut, annually, eight million feet of lumber, thus
securing the best lumber at the lowest price for the manufacture of

Bee-Keepers' Supplies.
They have also one One of the Larg-est Factories and the latest
and most-improved machinery for the manufacture of

Bee-Hives, Sections, Etc.,
that there Is In the State. The material is cut from patterns, by machinery,
and is absolutely accurate. For Sections, the clearest and 'whitest
BaSS'WOOd Is used, and they are pollsht on both sides. Nearness to Pine
and Basswood forests, and possession of mills and factory equipt with best
machinery, all combine to enable this firm to furnish the

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices.
Send for Circular and see the Prices on a Full Line of Supplies.

Please mentloa the Amerioau Bee .Tournal. 7Atf

BEE-KEEPERS :
We are making a strictly A No. 1 line of

Bives, Sections, Siiipping-Cases, Frames,
etc., and are selling these goods on their merits.

We do not claim to sell at cost as we are not in business merely for what glory
there may be attacht to it.

We do claim that our goods are as fine as can be produced anywhere, and that our
prices will be found fair and reasonable.

We are in a position to serve you promptly and satisfactorily, and we ask you to
give us a chance to do so.

Why not write to us to-day for our Free, Ilhi»«««ui,te<l Catalog V Or, better
still, send us a list of what goods you will require for noKt season's use, and we shall take
pleasure in quoting prices on same. Very truly yours,

G. B. LEWIS CO., WATERTOWN, WIS.

We PAY FREIGHT
only one of Stark 12 Challenqe Points—Iho

lull I'J pliiiiily show WHY Stark Hro'.s qrow and
sell the most trees. Jli'U. urwill not cut quality ii'> hkiiIit how LOW nnr pri

If inU'rcstcci in trci^s or fruits (Irop ]i()s1al fc

new edition; finest, most <'oni]i]fto v<'t issui-d

sent free. STARK BRO». Louisiana, Mo. Stark. Mo. Rockport, III. Dansville, N.V.

STARK FRUIT BOOK»
That Glueen-Clipping Device Free I

PLEASE HEAD THIS OFFER TO PRESENT SUBSCRIBERS :

Send us pinl ouf. it^no luinie for the American Bee Journal a year (with $1.00), and we
will mail you the Queen-Clipping Device FKEa of charge. Or, the Queen-Clipping Device

will be sent postpaid for 30 cts. But why not get it as a Premium by the above offer

You can't earn 30 cts. any easier. Almost every bee-keeper will want this Device.

GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 118 Micliigaii St., CHICAGO, ILL.

BEES FOR SALE.
About 90 rolonles of Italians. Any one want-
ing to start an aplary.canucit do ceticr than
to c»ll on Dr E Gallup, .-sunia Ana. Oalif..
and e.xamlne the Bees belnre purchasing else-
where. Double sets of Combs in Lansrstroth-
Simpilclty Hives, and ivairanted a superior
lot of Bees for business. C ;rrespodence so-
licited. Dr. E. GAL,t.|ip,

Sant.\ An.4. Uran?e Co.. Cal.

CARLOADS
Of Bee-Hive8, Pectlona, Shlp-
pin^-Caees. Comb Foundation,
and Everj'thing used in the
Bee-Industry.
We want the name and ad-

dress of every Bee-Keeper in
America, we supply Deal-
ers as well as consumers. We

have liry Kiln, Improved Machinery. 40.000
feet of floor space, and all modern appUaoces.
We make prompt shipment.
Write for Catalog-s. Quotations, etc.

Mer-State MauiifactnrinE Co,

HUDSON, St. Croix Co., WIS.

nilD DDIOCQ are worth looking
UUn rniuLo at. We are mak-
ing the new
Champion Cliafi-Hive

Tvith dovetailed body and supers,
and a full line of other Supplies,
and we are oellinfr them cheap. A
postal sent for a price-list may save
you$$$»

K. H. SCH.niDT &: CO.,
Box 187 SHKBoyoAN, Wis.

^iease mention Bee Journal "when -writine.

COMB FOUNDATION ^""a\!rife.«u.

Working Wax TAl'^'im A Specialty,

At Kediicrd Prices dDrlnstlie Winter.
My Foundation will speak for itself, and
prices are O. K. So do not fail to write for a
Catalog with prices and samples.

Beesivax talien in Rxeliange for Foun-
dation or any other Supplies.

GUS DITTMER,
AUGUSTA, WIS.

THEMONEYQUESTiON
try Vou1 is easily settlcti liy tlic poul

I can settle tlit^j'iml try (jueslionliy rt'f''i

1 Mammoth Annual Poultry Guide
Contains UK) priu'es printed in finest ccl-rs,

30 varieties of poultry and how to treat them in

henlth and disease and how to make money with
jktlieni. Poultry lioii^e plans, recipe? ;

postpaid 15c.

'John Bauscher Jr. Box 9*, Freeport, 111.

44A;itit Please mention the Bee Journal

FREE FOR A MONTH.
If you are interested in sheep in any way
you cannot afford to be witliout the best
and only weekly sheep paper published in
the United States.

WOOL MARKETS AND SHEEP ^^.^
has a hobby which Isthesheepbreederand
his industry, first foremost and all the
time. Are you Interested? Write to-day

Wool Markets &. Sheep, • • Chicago
Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

SEE THAT WINK

!

Bee • SapplleH ! Root's
Goods at Koot's Prices.

Pouder's Honey - Jars,
and every thing used by
bee-keepers. Prompt ser-

vice, low freight rate. Cat-
tree. Walter S. Fonder,

162 Mass. Ave..
Indianapolis. Indiana.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing,

HATCH Chickens BTFJ'A'yr

EXCELSIOR Incubator
Simple. Perfect. Self Regulat-

ing. Thouaftiids In suPce^Bf\lI

o)iVration. LnWCMt priori
flrKt-«-lii*<* llntrhep miiHp.

<;K0. II. KTAIIL.»
in toiaan. 6th 8t. Quinsy, IIL

44A'3(}t Please mention the Bee Journal.
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HONEY and BEESWAX
91AKKKX QI'OXA'l lO.'^M.

CMcag-o, HI. , Dec. 13.—Fancy white 1 1 to
I'Jc. No. 1. lUc; taucy amber, 8 to 9c : No. 1,

7c.; fancy dark. 7c. Extracted, white, 5 to 6c ;

amber. 4 to 5c.; dart. 4c. Beeswax, '.^6 to 27c.
The demand tor comb boney Is not siltst'ac-

tory. and it can be bought at even lower
prices than quoted, where It is not in the
bands of regular dealers, There seems to be
no outside demand. Extracted without special
change. Heeswax is scarce.

Milwaukee, Wis., Dec. 13.—Fancy white.
12 to l.'ic; No. 1,11 to 12c.; fancy amber, 9
to 10c ; fancy dark. 8 to 9c. Extracted.
white, 51.4 to tic; amber. 4H to 5c. Beeswax,
25 to 27c.
This market has been fairly sustained on

fconey sinee our last report. Values remain
about the same, as there has been a very good
consumptive demand, especially for ex-
tracted, while the comb honey has seemed to
accumulate with increast receipts, and we
feel to meet the demand even If at a reduc-
tion from quotations. There seems to be
more demand from those ^* ho cat honey than
in former seasons, which is a good teature of
the trade which we desire to encourage. Wo
are expecting a good trade from this forward.

Cleveland, Ohio, Dec. 15.—Fancy white.
12tol2i4c.: No. 1, 11 to 12c.; No. I amber,
y to lOc. Extracted, white. 6 to 7c.; amber. 4
to 5c. Beeswax. 22 to 2oc.

New York, v. Y., Dec. 22.—Fancy white
11 to 1 1 Vic. : off grades. 9 to 1 Oc ; buckwheat
and mlxt. ti^ to 7c. Extracted, Calllornia
white, 5 to 5Hc.; light amber. 4V4 to ^%c.\
white clover and ba«8wood. 5 Xoh'%,c.\ buck-
wheat. 4 to 4Hc ; Southern, ."lOc. a gallon.
Beeswax is in good demand at 25 to 27c.
Our market remains quiet. Fancy grades

of white comb are about cleaned up. and
these would And sale on arrival at quotations.
We have a large stock of buckwheat, mixt,
and ofl grades of white, and, as the demand
for these Is very light, we cannot encouraee
further shipments for the near future. Ex-
tracted of all kinds is selling fairly well.

UinneapollB, Minn., Dec. 15, — Fancy
white. 11 to 12c.; No. I, 10 to lie; fancy am-
ber. 10c. : No. 1. 9i4c. ; fancy dark 9 to 9Hc.

;

No. I, 8 to 9g. Extracted, white, 5 to 6c.; am-
ber. 4 to 4^c.: dark, 4c. Beeswax, 23c.
Market holds firm at above prices. Good

demand for extracted. Wax is quiet but firm
at 23c.

Kansas City» Mo., Dec. 15.—Fancy white,
10>4 to lie; No. 1. 10 to lO^c: fancy amber.
9^ to lOc; No. 1 9 lo 9Hc.; fancy dark. 8V4
to 9c. Extracted, white. 5H to 6c.: amber,
5 to 5!4c. ; dark. 4 to 4Hc. Beeswax, 20 to 22c.

St. Zionis, Mo., Dec. 13.—Fancy white, 12
to 12 l-2c.; No. 1. 10 1-2 to 11 l-2c.; fancy
amber. 9 1-2 to 10c. ; No. 1. 9c : fancy dark,
8c. Extracted, white. 5 to 5 l-2c. : amber. 4
to4!4c. ; dark, 3 1-2 to 4c. Beeswax, 24 1-2
to 25c.
We wonld advise prompt shipment? of

honey. We do not see any nrobabilltles of bet-
ter prices. The slock of honey Is ample for
the demand.

Albany, K. Y., Dec. 13.—Fancy white. 12
lol3r,.; No. 1.11 lo 12c.; fancy amber, 8 to
9c.; No. 1,8c ; fancy dark. 8c.; No. 1, 7i4 to
8c. Extracted, white, 5 to 6c.; amber. \y!% to
5c. dark. 4 to 44c.
There Is an ample stock of comb on hand

and selling freely at quotatious. Extracted
is not plentl inland from nformation received
there Is not much in the hands of producers.

Btiffalo, N. Y., Dec. 24.—Strictly fancy 1-

pound comb honey Is more active at mostly
lOc. occasionally lie., but all other gradas
are dormant and have to i e cut to almost any
price lo move theni. ranging from 8c. down
to 6c. Extracted is moving slowly at 5 to 6c.
for fancy; dark. 4 to 4Hc. A liberal quantity
can be sold; and. of course, the low grades
can be forced off for what they will bring, if
owners cannot do any better.

There Is no selling pressure of consequence
on desirable lots of water white, either comb
or extracted, such being held as a rule at full
quotations. Amber grades are in greater sup-
ply than ibe demand and market for this
class presents an easy lone. Dark qualities
are in poor request, despite low asking fig-
ures. Beeswax is firm at current quotations,
with very little offering, either from first or
second hands.

Philadelphia, Pa., Nov. 13.—Fancy white.
13 to 14c; No 1. 12c.; fancy amber. 10c.

;

No. 1. 9c.; No. 1 dark. 8c. Extracted, white.
5to5^4c.; amber, 5c.; dark, 4 to 4i4c. Bees-
wax. 27c.
Honey is arriving very freely: market Is a

little oir. Beeswax is in good demand.

Boston, Mass., Wcv. 8.—Fancy white, in
canons. 13c.; No. 1. 11 to 12c.; fancy amber.
10c. Extracted, while. 6 to 7c.; amber, 5 to
5Hc. Beeswax. 28c.

No. 1 and fancy honey has sold well during
the past 10 dayo. but off grades and light,

weight Is going "slowly. Beeswax is in good
demand and but little here.

Detroit. Mich., Nov. 9.— Fancy white. 11
to 12c.; No. 1.10 to lie; fancy amber, 9 to
lOc; No. 1. 8 to 9c ; fancy dark. 7 to 8c. Ex-
tracted, white. 5 to 6c. ; amber, 4 to 5c. Bees-
wax, 25 to 26c.

Indianapolis, Ind., ITov. 8.—Fancy white.
11 to 13c.; No 1. 9 to 10c. ; fancy amber. 9 to
lOc. Extracted, white. 5 to 6c. Beeswax, 25c.
Demand for fancy white comb honey and

fancy white extracted is exceptlonall\ good,
while there is almost no demand for dark or
amber comb or extracted honey.

Cincinnati, Ohio, Dec. 22.—There Is no
change in prices, but rather a slow demand
lor the holidai' sedson. We quote 10 to I4c
as the range of prices for best white comb
honey, and 3 1-2 to 6c.. for extracted, accord-
ing to quality. Beeswax is in fair demand at
20 to 25c. lor good to choice yellow.

List of Honey and Beeswax Dealers.

Most of wbom Quote In tbis Jouraal

Cblcatfu, Ills.

K. A. BCTBNKTT & Co.. 163 South Water Str. et.

New York, N. V.
HiLDRETH Bros. & Sboiclkbn.

120 & 123 W. Broadway.

Kansas City, ITIo.

0. C. Clbmoms & Co., 423 Walnut 8t

BaOalo, N. \.
Batterson & Co., 167 & 169 Scott St.

Hamilton, Ills,

Ghas. Dadant & Son.

Cleveland, Oblo.
A. B. Williams & Co , 80 & 82 Broadway.

Pblladelpbia, Fa.
Wm. a. Sblser. 10 Vine St.

Mr. Selser bandies no honey on commission

St. Ijonls, mo.
WE8TCOTT COM. Co.. 213 Market St

ininneapolis, ininn.
8. H. Hall & Co.

milwaukee. Wis.
A, V. Bishop & Co.

Boston, mass.
Blake. Scott & Lee., 57 Chatham Street.

Detroit, micb.
M. H. Hunt, Bell Branch, Wayne Co., Mich.

Indianapolis, Ind.
Walter S. PonoER, 162 Mass ichusetts Ave.

Albany, N. Y.
Chas. MCCULLOCH & Co., 380 Broadway.

Cincinnati, Oblo.
C. F. MUTB & SON, cor. Freeman 4 Oeni ral A vs.

Bee -Hives, Seciions, Shlpplng-
Caees—everything: used by bee-
keepers. Orders filled promptlv.
Send for cataloK BUJESOTA BEE-
KEEPER.S- SI FPU' «F6. CO., Nicollet
Island, Minneapolis. Minn.

22Att Chas. MoNDENO. Mgr.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Beautiful Honev-Cases
Made by the A. I. Root Co., at their prices.

Beeswax Wanted.
in. H. HUNT, Bell Brancb, nicb.

Please mention Bee Journal when -writing.

1I,,JKV, HONEY-EXTRACTOR
i'lUlll ^ Square Ulass Jars.

Root's Goods at Root's Pri«es.

Bee-Keepeks" Scppl-ies in freneral. etc eV,
Seud for our new catalofr-

Praotlcal Hlntt* " will be mailed for lOc"
in stamps. Apply to—

Chas. F. Muth & Son, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

Honey - Clovers I

We have made arranvementB po that we can
furnish seed of several of the Clovers by
freight or express, at the following prices,
cash with order:

5B) 101b 5511) .=)Ott>

Alslke Clover.. 70 $1.25 $3.00 Ji.73
Sweet Clover (white). .60 1.00 4.00
White Clover 90 l.fiO 3.75 7.00
Alfalfa Clover 60 1.00 2.25 4.00
Crimson Clover 53 .90 2.00 3.50

Prices subject to market changes.

Add 25 cents to your order, for cartage,
wanted by freight.

Your orders are solicited.

GEORGE W. YORK & Co.
CHICAGO. ILL.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Vr IF YOU WANT THE

BEE-BOOK
That covers the whole Aplcultural Field more
completely than any other published, send
11.25 to Prof. A. J. Cook, Claremont. Calif.,

tor his

Bee-Keeper's Guide.

Liberal Discounts to the Trade.

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATIOI
Has No Sag In Brood-Frames

Thin Flat-Bottom Foundation
Has So Fisbbooe lo Ibe Serplos Hooey.

tJelDK the cleanest 1b asnally worlEeii
the qalckeet of any Foaadatlon made

jr. A. VAN DErs^N.
Sole Mannfactarer,

doront Brook Monieomery Co.. N Y.

Please mention Bee Journal -when writing.

ONE MAN WITH THE

UNION ^^^i;^^^^^^
Can do the work of four
men using hand tools. In
Ripping, Cuttlng-off, Mi-
tring, Kabbetlng, Groov-
ing. Gaining. Dadoing,
Edglng-up. Jointing Stuff,
etc. Full Line of Foot and
Hand Power Machinery.
Sold on Trial. Calalo^ae Free,

SE>B<^A FALLS IVIFG. CO.,
46 Water St SKNECA FALLS. N. T.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

QCC I^CCDED^ I Let me send you my 64-
DLC~^LL^L^O page Catalog for 18^J7.

J. IQ. Jenkins, Wetampka, AIa<

Please mention Bee Journal "when writing.

#
^^California

If you care to know of Its Fruits, Flowera
Climate or Resources, send for a Sample Copy
of California's Favorite Paper—

The Pacific Rural Press
The leading Horticultural and Agricultural
paper of the Pacific Coast. Published weekly,
handsomely Illustrated $2.00 per annum.
Sample Copy Free.

PACIFIC RURAL PRESS,
330 Market St., - SAN FRANCISCO, OAL.
Please mention Bee Journal when Tvriting.
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i a^ H -—-A Copy of

LDLL Smtmi'ul Ikc-Kcepiiig,rn I r ''y W. Z Hutchinson ;

I llkk and our 1807 Uatalog. tor 2-

cent stamp. <>'" a copy of the
Catalos for tlie AKbliiiC Wo make almost
Everj'l'lilns used liy Bee-KocperB, and at
Ijowesl Vrices. uiiu

Falcon Polish! Sections
HM- wiuranled

Superior to All Others.

Don't buy cheaply and roughly made Goods,
when you can have ilie bent—sufli as \we
make.

The AniericaD Bee -Keeper
Lmonlhly. now in itB Tlh year]

36 Pages—50 Cents a Year.
^AMPLE f'KEE— ADr>ItESS.

THE W.T. FALCONER MFG. CO.,

JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

NEW YORK,
^ ^IS the city,

105 Park Place,
IS the street,

I.J.STRINGHAM,
is the man

Who is prepared to ship you, on short no-

tice, anytliing' in the apiarian line.

Are YOU the man who wants to buy ?

U^" Send for Catalog, anyway.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

Queer Economy (?)
It is to board a whole fence weaving Kang fora

week, when the hired man and Pase agent would
put up the same amount of betl er fence in a day.

PAGE WOVEN WIEE FENCE CO., Adrian, Mich.

Please mention Bee Journal when writing.

NO DIRT LEFT
In clothes washed with tha
"BDaY BEE WASHER."

Sieceainone hourand
ard work done. That's
the record. AGENTS
WANTED. Exclusive
sale. Write for terms.

Uake Erie Mfg. Co.. 147 E. 13 St., Erie, Pa.

44E'i6t Please mention the Bee Journal.

The Renew at

Reduced Rates.
The Bee-Keepers' Review is 11.00 a year,

but, for the sake of Kettlng It into new hands,

and belnp able to bepin the j'ear with a large

list. I will, until Jan. 1st, send free to each

new subscriber, a copy of "Advanced Bee-

Culture." a.iO-ct. book of nearly 100 pages,

that gives brlclly but clearly the best methods
of management from the time the bees arc

put Into the cellar In the fall until they are

again ready for winter— ;)'2 chapters In all.

Those who prefer can have. Instead of the

book, 12 back numbers of the Keview, the

selection to be mine, but no two numbers
alike. All who send $1,00 now will receive

the last four issues of this year free, and the

Review win be sent to the end of 1898. If

not acquainted with the Review send 10

cents for three late but different Issues,

W. I. Ilutcliiiisdii, Flint, Mich.

44E5t Please mention the Bee Journal,

THE "NOVELTY" POCKET-KNIFE I

GEO. W. YORK,
CHICAGO, ILLS.

Yonr Name on the Kntfe.—When orderinir, be sore to say Jnst what Nen>£ «,aii
Address you wish put on the Knife.

The Novelty Knife Is Indeed a novelty. The novelty lies In the handle. Itlsma'-e
irsautifully of indestru'^tible celluloid, which is as transparent as glass. Underneath tB«
celluloid, on one side of the handle Is placed an American Bee Journal reminder, and on tSie
other side, name and residence of the Subscriber.

The material entering into this celebrated knife Is of the very best quality; the blades
are handlorged out of the very finest English razor-steel, and we warrant every blade. Tb»
bolsters are made of German silver, and will never rust or corrode. The rivets are hardened
German silver wire; the linings are plate brass; the back springs of Sheffield spring steel, and
the finish of handle as described above. It will last a lifetime, with proper usage.

AVUy purchase tbe Novelty Knire? In case a good knife is lost, the chances are,
the owner will never recover it; but if the Novelty is lost, having name and address of owner
the finder will return it; otherwise to try to destroy the name and address, would destroy th«
knife. If traveling, and you meet with a iserious accident, and are so fortunate as to have one
of the Novelties, your pocket knife will serve as as an Identifier; and in case of death, you)
relatives will at once be apprised of the accident.

How appropriate this knife is for a Christmas. New Year or birthday present I What
more lasting memento could a mother give to a son, a wife to a husband, a sister to a brother,
a lady to a gentleman, or vice versa, a son to a mother, a husband to a wife, abrothertoaslstesm a gentleman to a lady—the knife having the name of the recipient on one side ?

The accompanying cut gives a faint idea, but cannot fully convey an exact represents*
tlon of this beautiful knife, as the " Novelty " must be seen to be appreciated.

Hew to Get this Valuable Knife—We send it postpaM. for $1. , or give It as a
Premium to the one sending us three ne«r Subscribers to the Bee JottRNAL (with $3, OOi,
and we will also send to each new name a copy of the Premium Edition of the book "Bees an<?
Hone-- " We club the Novelty Knife with the Bee Jocrnai. for one year, both for $1.90

GEORGE W. YORK & CO.,

CHICAGO, ILL8.
iky Wame and Address Put on the Knife.

T>ADANT'S t FOUNDATION

BEESWAX WANTED.
BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS-

1UMK©STM©TH @f« TTH® H©f«®-r=®M?®, Revised.
The Classic in Bee-Culture—Price, $1.25, by mail.

CHAS. DADANT & SON,
Pleasemcntlon the Am, Bee Journal, HAMILTON, HaUCOCk CO., ILL.

Gleanings at Reduced Rates.
New subscribers sending us $1.00, or old subscribers who seud us

Jl.DD before tjieir 5ul)scriptio|i Expires,

will receive a copy of the " A B C of Carp Culture," TO pages, price 40 cents, post-

paid, the pages 6Kx9K inches in size; or we will send, in place of the carp-book,

one copy of

Winter Care of Horses and Cattle,
by T. B. Terry, a book of the same size pages as the carp-book, 44 pages ; price 40
cents, postpaid ; or in place of either one of the two we will send

Maple Sugar and the Sugar -Bush,
a book of the same size pages, costing also 40 cents, postpaid. Hemember, In order

to get one of these valuable books all you have to do is to send .$1.00 for Gleanings,

and .'i cents postage, and we will give you one of them free. Remember, an old

subscriber, to be entitled to this offer, must pay up all back subscription, it any,

and send In $1.00 for a year In advance, with 5 cents postage.

ThU,^iJ|jt Company, Medina, Ohio














